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SEND TO

J.A.OSBORNE,
^tXmvixscmznts.
The American Bee Joctrnal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a lart,'e circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
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therefore, the best advertising
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Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

The latest iniprovenientin Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundjition is ni>t surpassed. The
only inventi'in to make Foundation in the wired

Objection has been made for tlie last two years,
by Heddon and others, t(i the One-Piece Section,
on account of tin.' ^liarp 'urners made iiy the sideinsets, and by itihers t" the tendency of tlie bees
to make the couiIih narrower at the insets. Ourattt'ntion was called to these objections by receiviuE largeorders tor sections without the side-insets
(one party orderint:yu,tH.in). We have now decided,
to manufacture them like the above cut. without
side-insets. Thif improvement also enaljles us to
make them at a lower price, as there is less labor
on them. Price, !(^4. AO per 1 ,OUO on orders
not le8i>< than '^OO. No chnrgre roi' cra.tlng'.

frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
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am now booking orders.
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on local banks cost us 20 cents for collecting.
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Square GUikh Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
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Send address, Post Office. County and State. Be
sure to state whether or not you now have my
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Watertown, Wis.
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We supply the Weekly American Bee Jonr-

nnl anil any of the fnllowini: periodicals, for 1HS2
at the prices quoted in the last column of flpures.
The flrst column gives the reeular price of both.
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publishers'Prlce. Club.
„,.„r
n .

The WeelilyBeeJournaI(T.G.Newnmnl$2
,

1

andQIeaninKslnBee-CultureiA.I.Koot) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine fA..I.KinK). 3

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers

the Pacific coast,

Semi-Tropic

00..
00..
00..
50..

Bce-Keeper8'Instructor( W.Thonia3)2
The 4 above-named papers
150..

Bee-Keepers' Exchange fJ.H.Nellis) 3
Bee-keepers' Guide (A.G.llill)
2

All about Resources, Climate, etc.
can be done here, what it costs to come,
ri tutes, when and where to go.
The great Agricultural and Horticultural Paper of

What

2 75
2 KO
2:15
4

OO

00.. 2 SO
50.. 2 :i5
2 60 . 2 40
6 30. . 6 50

California,

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY.
Subscription price east of the Rocky Mountains.
Sample copv to any address 17X>T?T?
for three three-cent stamps.
XvXj Cj

Si.On.

X

Address^^^

COLEMAN,

jy Mention this paper.

JR.,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
49m4tx

ELECTROTYPES
Of Enffravines used in the Bee Journal for sale at
2r> cents per squitre inch— no single cut sold for less
thanSOc.

THOMAS Street,
G. NEWMAN,
Chicago, III.

974 West Madison
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The Bee-Keeper's Goide;
OR,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

J.

COOK,

Of Latising, Professor of Entomology in

State Agricultural

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARIUAUE,
EEVOLVING COMB-HAXGER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian

t'lols,

metal-lined drawers for broken

combs and fragments of wax, revolving comb-

which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to lit all sizes of extractiii^: ;inc] brnod cunilts, and
is less laborittus ti> li;unlle tlmn tin- i.>riiiiKiry handbaskets. Write vi'ur ;ii!-ln',--s on a postal i_;trd, and
hangrer,
;

address

;

it

JOBIX M. 15AV1S,

to

3Uwly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring

Rev. A.

Hill.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County. 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested
;

_
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Tenn.

1

found

my Veeeljibl*' mid Flo«ei* Seed

in

jilotfue f<n' IH^'i, sent

TRKE

<'s»t-

tn nil wlioiipply.

sea^o^ need not write fur it.
All seed sold from my establishment warranted
to be both fresh and true to name, so far. that
prove
otherwise,
I will retlll the order crashould it

Customers

tis.

The

last

()f

oC Eiii-ly Ohio
I*oti(tJteN, M:ti-Uleho:Ml Kiii-lv

oi-i(r1iiiil intn-oiliieei'

and BiirbaiiK

Corn, the 01 iit>h:at-4l S<|ii:in)i, M arblfheail
score of
Calibaee, Phiiiiie.v'M Melon, and
other new Vegetables. I invite the patronage of
:i

the public.

James

J.

New

Vegetables a specialty.

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

Italian
;

The Original Patent

;

;

\

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

;

V;vyL-_j. .'\riana. 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
•^1a\gaf\i:2\\0c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation.
X ^^ V on Dunbaui Machine. 25 lbs. or over,
Iwly
jt^Send for Circular.
33c. per lb.

ASli

Bingham & Hetheriugton

HON EY KNIFE,
Send a card for

testirannials.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
'"I'he Science of J^ife, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest

Frenehmuslin, embossed,

and the

BcslIIealth&StrenKth
licstortr Ever Used.
It

gilt,

cures Rheumatism,

&

;

Lungs, Liver

S:

send now. Address Peabody
ITUnW
TtlVQrT
mi. OIiJjIT" M edical institute or Dr. W. II.
JUl U VV
PARKER. No. 4 Bulflnch at.. Boston.
22wly
•

Kidneys,

entirely different from
Balsam. &Litters,
Ginger Essences!

Hair

full

300 pp., contains beautiful

steel engravings, 12,") prescriptions, price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample. 6c ;

discaess
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

Parker's

S

is

The Beat, Cleanest, aud
Most Economical Hair I)ress- and other Tonics, as ItB
iap. Never fails to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscoxl
I
youthlul color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
50c, anJ $1 sizes.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size,

SALE— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees
FOK
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.
3Uwly

L. C.

&

ASTELL,

eS

in

in

Roseville.

Warren

Co.. 111.

ENGBAVINGS.

Bees andQ,ueens The Horse
BY
KENDALL,
M. D.

B. J.

FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

B^^Satisfaction guaranteed.
cation,

cl.

U.

;

Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo. Ionia

SOwtl

TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of eacb, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poisou a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

A.

QUEENS aud NUCl.!:! IX SEASON.
Co..

Mich.

BIND YOOE JOURNALS
ANI> KEEP THEM
NEAT AND CLEAN.

;

;

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
974

G.
West Madison Street, CUXCAGO,

H

ILl,.

BEE-KEEPER,

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. Wm. it. Howard, is of especial interest to
'/pat.

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for 18^2 2o
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and !)remiuni list free to any address. Agents wantt'd. Address,

B/NDOT Jperioo/cals

;

The Emerson Binder
IS

SCOVELL. & ANDERSON,

28wtf

Columbus. Kansas.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one

can use them. Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of ihho
For Bee Journal of I8.^i
For Bee Journal of issi2
Address.
9TJ

50c.
85c.
7oc.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street,

Chlcaso,

111.

;

133 Fine

Illii*4tr:atiou8.

CALIFORlAl ATTENTION
FOK

SAr.£

of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravmgs
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
full desccriptiona of honey-producing plants. trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and lasL.ihough
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, aud one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up withtlie times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but miensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Read

& HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA. MICH.

BINGHAM
Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such, varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Purifier

Pagres

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ii,OCO copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delinei-tion

or

half-dozen rates, to

Wood

390

the

Michigan.

;

Queens, ^'.i Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.(.HJ; 1 friime Nucleus, Cyprians, $5
Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp;

«iPi

Thirty-six Varieties of Cabbaue 20 of Corn. 28
of Cucumber, 41 of Melon, 33 of Peas, 28 of Beans,
17 of .Squash. 23 of Beet and 40 of Tomato, with
other varieties in proportion; a arise portion of
which were ^'rown on my five :^ee(l iiirnis, will be

College of

VEKT CHEAP,

a four-inch Dunham Machine, just riglit to make
foundation for small frames. Everything necessary to go ripht to work.
ulw4t
S. S. BUTLER, M. D., Los Gatos. Cal.

the folloivino upinions of the

All acroe that it is the work of a
real vidua.—L' AptCLiUurc, Paris.

Book;

master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our
American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
li nppears to have cut the ground from under
faiure booii-makers.— jBri(i.-./i Bee Journal.
fVnf. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant nuule in my operations and successful manUMemeutof the apiary. —J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prot. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. VVYNKOOP.
This book ia just what everyone Interested !
bees oujilit to have, and whicii. no one who optnina
It, will ever reyret having purcnased.— ^/it/i. Far,
To all who wish to engage *n beeculture, a
manu!*l is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive w or It-— ifera id, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with the cimes in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been ao great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disuitciesied information contained in Cooks Man-

ual.— VVai. Van a.ntwerp. m. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, witli their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I hitve never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign. which 1 like so much.— L.'Abbe I>u
iiois, editor of the BuLctin D' Apiculteur^ France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions fur their
management; also a botanical description ot linney
producing plants, and an extended account ot the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
i»^cw7uotthe bee-keeper. It is replete with the
hest information on everything belouging to apiculture,
'i'o al taking tm intero^^t
tins subject,
we say, obtain this valuable wurk, tend it caretully
and practice aa advised.— -^gricu^tifrLsY, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be tiie most complete and practical
trearise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
ycientiflc work ou uiodern bee management that
ever>' experienced bee man will weici'me. and it la
essential to every amateur in beo-culiure. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\ est.— n^estem Aijnculi a nst.

m

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual lor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation rcgarcting the aire and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cuok iias had the advantage ot all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to prv>mote and make ptipular this most
interesting of alloccupa-iions.- AHicncajt Inventor,
tot

Price— Bound in cloth, !$1.3o ; in paper cover,
Stl.OO, by mail prepaid. Published by
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Editor and Propuietou,

ing the interests of honey producers, tiifle to be such as to warrant the beby losing no opportunity to create a lief tliat they were at least a hundred
years old, thus placing their origin
demand for this God-given product, near the
year 1700. That part of the
opening up new avenues for its use, country is sparsely settled, and at
that
early
date was still more so, and
creating new demands and eager purthe spot where the heather grows is
chasers, both at home and abroad
quite an unlikely one to attempt its
thus benefiting every honey producer. cultivation.
After considering all
With encouraged heart, we, to-day, the circumstances. Dr. Gray, writing
commence anew the battle for progress in the American Joiirnol of Science,
" It may have been introduced,
—with the motto of " Onward "in- said
unlikely as it seems, or we may have
sci'ibed on our banner fully aware to rank this heath with Scolopendrium
that patient and persevering work officinarum, Subularia aquatica, and
Marsilea quadrifolia as species of the
will conquer all difficulties.
old world so sparingly represented in
Neither financial depression, loss of
the new that they are known only at
bees, failure of tlie honey crop in some single stations perhaps late lingerers
localities, nor the foolish jealousies rather than new comers.''
Later, in 1864, wlieii it was fully
and merciless abuse, lieaped upon us
by evil-disposed persons, lias been able confirmed, as had previously been
stated, that this heath grew in New
to materially hinder the usefulness of
the Bee Journal, nor, in the least,
to retard its onward inarch.
From
year to year it has increased in size
and frequency of issue, in order to give
its thousands of readers and correspondents an opportunity to participate
in an interchange of thought, and fully discuss the various topics of interest
that are ever and anon presenting
themselves to the apicultural world
for investigation and decision.
In short, the Weekly Bee Journal
will continue to be the medium of the
best thoughts of the most advanced
:

WEST MADISON

974

CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.,

T£R>IS OF SUBSCKIPTIOJVi
WEEKLY— (5^ numbers) SSS a year, in advance.
Three or Six Months

at the

same

rate.

6EMI-M0NTIILY~Thp first and third numbers ot
each month, at atil.OO a year,

MONTHLY— The
50

cents a

first

number

in

advance.

of each month, at

year, in advance.

jy

Any person sending a chib of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) aent to any address
desired. Sample copies furnished free.
i

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

JANUARY

;!.

"Hallelujah; 'Tis Done!"
This well-known and oft-repeated
sentence expressed our feelings as we

saw tlie last wagon load of Bee Journals go to the post office, for the year
1881. It was a long and trying pull to
get through with the first year of the
Weekly it involved the expenditure
of considerable money, much labor of
brains and hands, and, in the face of
the ail-but universal depletion of bees
last winter, and its consequent depression on bee-keepers in the spring, it
required a steady hand and dauntless courage to maintain the Weekly
in these very trying circumstances.
" It is Hnished " the first year of the
Weekly Bee Journal is complete,
and we view it with satisfaction— believing that, as a Volume, it is second
to none of its predecessors. The encouragement and general endorsement
it has received is even more than our
most sanguine expectations.
The
subscribers of last year are nearly all
;

—

—

apiarists

of

this age.

It will

keep

abreast of the highest progress, favor
the freest discussion, and, by every
means in its power, advance progressive bee-culture.

;

'

renewing

subscriptions for 1882,
renewals, express their
unbounded approbation.
Many who
have heretofore only taken one or two

and, witli

tlieir

tlieir

numbers a month, now desire it every
week, and hundreds of new readers are

Scotch Heather.

The

true Scotch

heather, Caluna
honey producer of
Scotland, has been found in America.

vtdyaris, the great

As shown by

botanical records,

it

ex-

Tewksbury, Mass., on Cape
The Scotch Heather.
Elizabeth, Maine, and in Cape Breton,
Nova Scotia and New Foundland. Foundland, its indigenous
character
Vick's Magazine contains the follow- was quite accepted. Still later in the
ing historical record of the Scotch same year, it was announced that Calluna vulgaris was growing at St. Annis,
heather in America
on Cape Breton Island. And in 1865
The existence of this plant in this the re-discovery of it in New Foundcountry was a matter of great interest land occurred, near Ferryland, on the
in botanical circles in the year 1861, east coast, where there is a small patch
and tor some time afterwards. In of it. Since then, as already stated,
that year Mr. Jackson Uawson, a gar- it has been found in Maine and Nova
ists

at

'

:

already enrolled for 1882.
It is liardly necessary to say that,
for the coming year, we shall devote dener of Boston, made it known that
tlie plants were growing in a wild
all our energy, determined to make
state at Tewksbury. At first it was
the Journal even more interesting deemed incredible that it could be a
and instructive tlian it has heretofore native of this country. Dr. Gray took
been, if that is within the range of a great interest in the subject, visiting the locality and exaniining the
possibilities. Its record, character,
plants. All the facts being elicited
power and usefulness, in the past, from those living longest on the farm
will be its guarantee for the future, where it grows showed a knowledge
ever keeping in view the one grand of the existence of the plants in that
field as early as 1810, and the condiobject of its existence, that of further- tion
of some of the plants at that

Scotia.

The plant being found in all these
places, under conditions so unlikely
for its introduction, little doubt revains that

it is indigenous, and the
probability that it is so is strengthened
when it is considered, as has been
noticed, that it exists at tlie extreme
western limits of Europe, Ireland,
Iceland, and the Azore Islands. New
Foundland. Nova Scotia, Maine and
Massachusetts are where it might
naturally be expected, if found at all

(

:
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i^"Onpage395of the Bee Journal
this continent. It is to be lioii^d
that our Halifax friends will guurd for Dec. 14, Mr. Heddon makes use of
with scrupulous care the patch of it the following language, in speaking of
they yet possess.
comb foundation " Every year I receive samples by mail, and wherever
Planting for Honey.
on

:

I have ordered a few pounds, I have
but a very short time since a\\ never in a single instance received
the inquiries about planting for honey ever so small a lot equal to the samwere answered nearly thus: "It will ples. Nearly every piece of these
not pay to plant anything for the bees, samples betrays the use of soap." We
unless it is useful for something else." have received several letters from
The Bee Journal for August, 1880, foundation manufacturers in reference
page 361, took the opposite ground, to this matter, all complaining of inand now, to plant for honey has be- justice done them by implication. Of
come almost as popular as the reverse course, this was farfrom Mr. Heddon's
was before that date. To furnish flora intention, who probably intended only
for our bees is just as reasonable and to censure tlie frequent practice of sewise as to furnish pasture for our lecting the finest specimens as samples
stock, and the time is coming when of their general sales. We trust no
those wlio lack natural flora, and do further notice will be taken of this
not provide flora for the bees, will be matter.
thought as old fogyisli as those who
^^ Many topics suggested by our
prefer box hives, black bees and from
6 to 10 pound boxes for surplus comb correspondents for editorial articles
honey. It is very pleasing to notice are waiting until we can get time to
the agricultural, as well as other bee write them. We hope soon to reach
papers besides the Journal, coming them we are very busy now.
into line and advocating pcogi-ess in
this matter. The Indiana Farmer, of
last week, advises bee-keepers to plant
for honey, and adds

It is

—

:

We

have not had the room and time

for extensive |>laiiting ourselves but
so far as our personal experience goes,
we are satisfied of the feasibility of the
MISCELLANEOUS.
j)lan.
believe that it will pay in a
financial point of view, and in the more
Progress.— The Iowa City Bepublisettled districts is destined to become
the chief corner-stone for profitable can, in its report of the Fine Stock
;

We

bee-keeping.
"

Convention, held at Iowa City, Iowa,

destined to become the
chief corner-stone for profitable beekeeping ;" there can be no doubt of it
in the minds of reflecting, p^-aclical
men. It it will pay to have bees work
on basswood or white clover for a week
or two, how much more profitable will
it be to give them continuous pasturage,
from which to gather honey from
spring till frost ? This is self-evident,
and settles all controversy
By all
means, plant for honey. There are
many good honey-producers, but none
are better than sweet clover and none
can give a more continuous flow of

Yes,

it

is

says:
" Points of Progress in bee-keeping" by Eev. O. Clute, was the subject of an interesting address. The
speaker, who has become well-known
the couTitry over, delighted an already
tired audience with a wonderfully interesting inipromtu
talk.
He explained ids method of earing for bees,
extracting honey, etc., illustrating his
remarks by exhibiting his hives and
other apparatus.

!

—

honey from June
for the bees to

I^-On Dec.

till

after it is

Although there are few pursuits
too cold which with a like amount of care and

fly.

31, 1881,

Mr.

Progress of Bee-Ciiltureiii England.
writes as follows to the West Sussex Gazette:

— P. R. Jackson, Esq.,

W. F. Con-

ner, 1-51 Water street, Chicago, made
a voluntary assignment, and Elisha
Moore, Jr., was appointed assignee.
The liabilities are put down at about
$1 ,800, and tlie assets are nominal. So
said the Chicago IVibune. Mr. C. had
handled some honey, but we hope beekeepers are not largely interested.

capital yield equally remunerative results, apiculture, as compared with
other branches of industry, has been,
till

lately,

much neglected

in

England.

In May, 1874, several pliilantiu-opic
spirited gentlemen acquainted
with bee-keeping, much interested in
its pursuit, and convinced of the practical
benefits resulting therefrom,
formed a committee, and instituted
the British Bee-Keepers' Association,
for the encoui-agement, improvement,
and advancement of bee-culture in the
United Kingdom, particularly as a

and

means

of bettering the condition of
cottagers and the agricultural laboring classes, as well as for the advocacy
of humanity to the industrious laborer the honey bee. Under the auspices of this Association, the cottager
soon found the hive bee the most profitable live stock, necessitating a very
small outlay, and thriving with little
expenditure of time, which could be
given when most convenient. So suc-

—

cessful has bee-keeping proved under
the modern rational and humane system, that a hive of bees returns in ordinary seasons from 100 to 500 per
cent, on its actual cost, many cottagers not only paying their rent by
their bees, but realizing a considerable profit beyond this. Such success
has attended the efforts of the British

Bee-Keepers' Association, that numerous county associations have been
formed, over three of which the
Princess Christian, the Duke of Connaught, and the Archbishop of Canterbury preside. Many noblemen also,
as Presidents and Vice Presidents,
are interested in bee-keepers' associations, which are doing good work
in their respective counties. Over the
Parent Association, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, ever ready to lead the
way in encouraging works of practical
utility, has for sonie time presided.

No county in England is more favorable for bee-keeping tlian Sussex, for
which a Bee-Keepers' Association is
about being started, and the name of
a popular nobleman as its President,
augurs w-ell for its prosperity and adpursuit at once so invancement.
teresting and profitable, should stu-ely
meet with the hearty support and cooperation of all who have at heart the
comfort and well-being of the industrious cottager.

A

Wasted Sweetness.—Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, in the Sural Nete
says

Yoi-ker,

There is, probably, enough honey
that goes to waste for want of bees to
gather it, to sweeten all of the pies,
cakes and cookies that are baked.
Upon nearly every eighty-acre farm
there is enough honey secreted by the
flowers each year to furnish its owner
with "sweetening i)Ower" from honey
harvest to honey harvest. It is admitted by our best ai)iarists that a
few colonies in a place give better results than a large number therefore,
if the
bees were scattered about, a
few colonies at each farm there would
not be so much sweetness wasted.
To be sure, there are, and probably always will be, people who make a specialty of bee-keeping, owning their
hundreds of colonies; and this is all
riglit
it is to such persons as these
that we are indebted for the improvements that have made bee culture
the safe, pleasant and profitable purbut this need not deter
suit it now is
any farmer from keeping a few colonies of bees that will supply his table
with that most delicious and healthful
of sweets, i>ure honey. They willprobably find bee-keeping to lie one of
the most fascinating occupations in
which they were ever engaged.
;

,

;

;

:

:
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Odd-Sized Frames.— In answer to a Southeastern Michigan Convention.
question in the Bee-Keepers'' Magazine
The tirst annual meeting of the
Prof. IIasl)roiick, says
Southeastern Michigan Bee Keepers'
;to
There is one serious objection
Association was held at the Court
your plan. The size of frame you pro- House in Ann Arbor, Dec. 1-5, 18S1.
that
on
and
pose would be irregular,
The meeting was called to order by
account vour bees would be unsalable the Tresident.
if
you
real
value,
their
anything
like
at
Professor U. B. Steere, of the Unishould ever want to sell. Bees sell versity, gave a very interesting adin Langstroth or American dress on '-the Races of Bees,"' which
best
frames, and prolnibly as much honey imparted much valuable iiiforniation.
can be taken with one of these frames Speaking of the Asiatic races, he
as with the other, and as much with said: The large black bee was twice
either as with frames of any other size. the size of our common bee, and
The honey secured depends more on built their nests under the limbs of
the locations and upon the experience trees, make a large quantity of wax
and skill of the bee-keeper, than upon and produce some honey. There are
the size of the frame he uses. If you also the small bees that buikl their
-are sure that neither you, nor your nests in rocks
and hollow trees.
children, assignees, or executors will Tliere species of bees he thinks will
ever want to sell bees, you can put not prosper in this climate. The
them into whatever frames suit your large bee is very ferocious, and it is
fancy, as long as you can make one of very dangerous to undertake to capthe standard size of sections lit along ture them. The small ones are not
side, and on top of it.
so bad, but do not gather so much
Don't think of using any irregular lioney. Bee hunting is a iirofession
size of sections, even if you use an odd with
the natives; wax being the
frame. Ttie standard sections are principal product. The large bee is
kept in stock by supply dealers, and Apis Dorsata. The professor has a
can be furnished cheaper, and on short- young man living with him that he
er notice than you can get any made brought from the Phillipiiine Islands,
to order. Besides they sell better whose father is a bee hunter by trade.
when tilled.
Taxes and cliuroh rates are there paid
in beeswax. The Professor expects
Antiquity of the Bee.— An exchange to get more information through this

young native.
Another species found in the mounto tains of Formosa, where the climate
the other orders of insects that the Cau- is similar to (nirs,gathera good quancasian race bears to the other races of tity and quality of honey, are very
mankind; it is tlie liighest type of in- docile, live in the walls of houses, and
sectian form and development. En- are familiar with the family. He visidowed with itstinct, and "a kind of ted the mountains in his travels
reason, differing perhaps only in de- around the world, became acquainted
gree from that of man, these insects with the missionaries, and tliinks
remarks as follows on this subject
The bee bears the same relation

The Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their twelfth

convention in the

Common

annual

Council

Halls, at Utica, N. Y., on tlie 2.5th,
26th, and 27th days of January, 1882.

The executive committee are determined to maintain the high standing
and enviable reputation the

association has justly gained in the past, and
propose to outdo all former efforts on
this occasion. From present indications the coining convention promises
to be the largest and most interesting

ever held ill America. New features
will be introduced, and business of
vital importance will be brought before the convention that makes it the
duty of every member and bee-keeper
to attend. Essays and addresses are
expected from Capt. J.E. Hetheringtoii, W. L. Tennant, L. C. Root, James
Ileddon, Clias. Dadant, T. G. Newman, N. N. Betsinger, Dr. A. H.
Marks, and others of America's renowned apiai'ists, on the most interesting topics of the day. If you wish
to enjoy the benefits to be derived
from the good work already in progress by this association, you will
surely attend. All are invited; none
can afford to remain at home. Articles and implements of the apiary for
exhibition, etc., should be sent to the
Secretary, at Utica, N. Y., who will
take personal charge of the same and
arrange all articles so as to compare
favorably with others on exhibition.
Dr. a. H. Marks, Pres.

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

i^The Nebraska State Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its annual
meeting in Ashland. Neb., on the 12th
and 13th of .lanuary, 1882. A cordial
invitation is extended to all who are
ers'

interested in

bee-culture.

Members

outrank all other articulates." In the
fossiliferous history of our earth, the
bee does not date far back, but is the
last to appear upon the earth's surface.

that they may be secured through
will be returned to tlieir homes by the
them. He was chosen a committe to railroad companies at 1 cent iier mile.
correspond with them in order that
T. L. VonDoiin, Pre.?., Omaha.
some nuclei may be obtained.
G. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln.
Dr. Ashley was very enthusiastic
over the plan, and said we will call
Apis Formosa the "coming bee."'
i^° The eastern New York BeeThe following essays were read: on Keepers' Union Association, will hold
wintt-ring bees liy N. A. Prudden; on their ninth Convention, Tuesday, Jan.
feeding lay L. W. Bodwell; on queen 10, atlO a,m., at Central Bridge. Scho.
W.D.Wright, Pres.
rearing by C. K. Bennett. The Pres- Co., N. Y.
ident gave an address, and several
N. D. "West, t>ec.

Local Convention Directory.

discussions followed. The following
othcers were elected: For President,
t^The annual meeting of the N.
H. D. Cutting, Clinton, Lenawee
Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Beecounty; Joseph' Butler, of Jackson, W.
Association, will be held in
Vice President for Jackson county; Keepers'
Temperance Hall, Freeport, StephenC. K. Bennett, "Vice President for
on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.
Washtenaw county; and C. Thomson son Co., 111.,
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Briton, Livingston
county; J. II.
Murdock, of Dexter, Recording Secretary; G. J. Pease, Ann Arlior. Cori^° The Indiana State Bee-Keepers
responding Secretary, and N. East- Association is called to meet in annual
wood, Ann Arbor, Treasurer.
session, Wednesday and Thursday,
The time and place of next meet- .Jan. 24 and 2.5, 1882, in the rooms of
ing was left to the President, Secre- the State Board of Agriculture. By
taries and Treasurer, as an Executive order of
Executive Committee.

1882.
Time and Place o] MeeUna.
Jan. 10- Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. T.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
10— Eastern N. Y.. at Central Bridue, N. Y.
12,

17,
17,

N. D. West. Sec, Middlebursh, N. Y.
13-Nebraska State, at Ashland, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
18-N. W. III. & S. W. Wis., at Freeport. III.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City. III.
1«— N. E. Wisconsin, at Berlin, Wis.
T. K. Turner, Sec. pro tern.
Ind.

25— Indiana State, at Indianapolis,
25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
24.

Geo. \V. House, Sec. Fayetteville. N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michiean, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec. Detroit. Mich.
20— Te.vas State, at McKinney. Texas.

Wm. It. Howard. Sec.
27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Cooper.sville, Mich.
Champiain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.

2R.

May

T. Brookins, Sec.

25— Iowa Central,

at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Ky

Sec.

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
ftlme and place of future meetings.- Ed.

Committe.

N. A. Pkudden.

1^ The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Northwestern Wisconsin Convention will be held at McKinney,
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet Texas, on Tuesday, April 2.5, 1882.
1^ The

La Crosse, "Wis.,
Essays and discuss2. 1HS2.
Subscriptions may commence
ions on important subjects concernwith the first number of any month in
ing bees will be the order.
the year.
L. H. Pajijiel, Sec.

in the City Hall at

on Jan.

r^

«^
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and we had foundation so thin thiit it which worked upon them. Thus we
took from 10 to 14 square feet to make proved by exiieriment, at least, that it
a pound. This seemed to be success- did take time for the bees to manipuful as far as the " fish-bone" was con- late the flat-bottomed foundation.
cerned but as tlie bees had to change
After all were off the hives we were
the flat bottoms into a lozenge-shaped anxious to know which kind had the
septum, it began to be whispered thinnest base, or, in other words,which
around that it was not accepted as was the most free from the fish-bone
;

For the American Bee Journal.

Foundation for Sections— A Review. readily by the bees as foundati(ni with
a natural-shaped septum. However,
this was far ahead of any brought beG. M. DOOLITTLE.
fore tlie public so far, and thus it
Just at the close of the lioney sea- could be readily seen that we were
son for 1875, I received from Win. making some progress.
Hoge, of New York city, a paclcage
During 1880 we hear of still another
of comb foundation to use in boxes, he advance, as Mr. Vandervort has sucsaying, as an explanation, that a great ceeded in producing foundation runsaving was to be gained by the use of ning from 10 to 12 square feet to tlie
it, as the bees would draw tlie side- pound, with a lozenge-shaped base,
walls out to full-length cells, thus which is said to work equally as well
making the combs out of the wax in as the Van Deusen, and having none
the foundation.

As

cost 20 lbs. of of the objections urged against that.
wax, a saving of Thus, we find tlie Northeastern Con$4.00 per lb. was gained, as honey sold vention, in February, 1881. giving that
readily at 25 cents i)erlb. at that time, the preference over the Van Deusen.
and a ])ound of foundation cost but We now find A. I. Root tailing into
$1.00, Tliis was supposing, of course, line, and advertising, in his price list,
that the pound of foundation woidd veri/ thin foundation for comb honey,
hold as much honey as a pound of nat- running at least 10 sguare feet to the
ural comb, and as it all looked reason- pound, and our faith is now quite
able at first sight, I tested the matter strong that comb foundation for secby buying one pound of it.
tion honey will prove a success, for
As the honey season was so near be- "out of a multitude of counselors
ing over, I had to feed some extracted Cometh wisdom."
honey to get the sections containing

honey

to

make

1

it

lb. of

the foundation sealed over, when I
had as nice-looking sections of lioney
as I ever saw built with natural comb.
However, I was soon convinced that
the claim of saving to the bees was
erroneous, as upon cnttiiig, or rather,
trying to cut tliese sections of honey,
the knife would stop when it came to
the foundation, and upon examination
(which was done by a little scraping
and washing), I found I had my original piece of foundation untouched
except as the bees had iidded their wax
to it in building out the cells.
The next year more was used from

makers witli like results, at
which time I began to expostulate with
A. I. Root, the most extensive manudifferent

facturer at that time, reasoning that
in time our honey markets would be
spoiled if we persisted in using such
thick stiilt as a base to the comb in
our surplus honey. His reply was
that " It has already grown into quite
an industry, and we are using wax by
the ton." Time passes, and 1877 finds
me witli plenty of f(nnulation, made

my own wax, upon which many
experiments were ciniducted; but at
the end of tlie lioney season we found
all our honey built on foundation confrom

tained a tliick base or " fish-bone" in
the center. Again 1 expostulated with
Mr. Hoot, but was met witli the reply
" It is utterly iuconiprehensible to me
the way you stick to your old notions
on foundation it has filled the markets with most beautifid honey."
About this time the Bee Journal
lifted up its voice of warning, and
bee conventions resolved against its
use for comb honey to such an extent
that some of our large honey producers began to study on the matter of
making a very thin foundation to overcome this difficulty. In due time the
Van Deusen flat- bottomed foundation
appeared before the public as a result.
:

Accordingly, last spring, to make a
thorough test, I lu-ocured foundation
of the following parties A. I. Root,
Medina, O.; G. W.Stanley, Wyoming,
N. Y.; J. G. Whitten, Genoa, N. Y.;
R. Van Deusen, Sprout Brook, N. Y.,
and Chas. Dadaut & Son, Hamilton,
That procured of Root was his
111.
own make, but jn-oved to run only OJ^
feet to the pound, instead of 10 as ad:

vertised,

and besides,

it

was made

of

very dark, dirty wax. That from
Stanley was made on the Vandervort
machine, was very nice wax, and run
11 feet to the pound. Mr. "Whitten's
was made on a Dunham machine, and
was the nicest I had ever seen coming
from a Dunham mill, as it run lOJ^
feet to the pound, and was made of
nice wax. Mr. Van Deuseirs was the

center so much has been said about.
Accordingly, I procured a very sensitive pair of scales, showing the variation of I4 ounce accurately, and upon
these fixed a No. 16 wire (being square
at the end) so it stood perpendicular.
I now placed the section of honev on
this wire, letting

it

down

carefully

till

the square end t(nictied the base," and
then watched the scale till the wire
passed through, noting down tlie number of ounces resistance produced by
the base of the foundation on thia
wire.
Each of the sections was thus subjected to this trial in three different
places, when the amount was footed
up and an average made, and the average of the 20 sections taken. When
this was done, the same number of
sections containing natural comb were
subjected to the same test and an average taken, which gave us this showing A. I. Root's make showed the
average pressure of OJrf ounces
G,
W. Stanley's make (Vandervort), i}^
ounces ; J. G. Wliitten"s (very thin
:

;

5J^ ounces; R. Van Deusen's (flat-bottomed), 5 ounces; Dadant's (thin Root), 5J4| ounces; Dadant's (thin Dunham), G}4 ounces;

Dunham),

natural comb, V^ ounces. Thus it
will be seen that the Stanley (Vandervort) foundation is even thinner than
tlie natural comb, according to this
showing ; then in order comes the Van
Deusen, Whitten (very thin Dunham),

Dadant (Root), Dadant (Dunliam and
A. I. Root (Root), none of which
)

proved to be as thin as natural comb.
These experiments were conducted
carefully, to arrive at the truth of the
matter as near as could be done in one
season with 20 section boxes of each
kind. This showing is very flattering
indeed to Mr. Stanley.

I am in no way interested in the sale
thin flat-bottomed, which is, I think,
of any kind of foundation, consethe prettiest foundation to look at of
quently am not])rejudiced in the least.
any I have yet seen. Of Chas. Dadant One thing I wish to say about all foun& iSon I had both the Root and Dun- dation, wliich I have long believed to

ham.

The Root run about

7i^

feet

be
to

the pound, and the Dunham about G.
As to the quality of wax, I will say
this last was the "nicest of all. I filled
of an
20 section boxes full within
inch of the bottom with each kind,
and marked the name of tlie party
producing the foundation on each box.
In due time these boxes were placed
on the hives so that an equal number
(six, one of each kind) was on each

^

hive.

;

different hives were examined
different times, and the result
showed that the two kinds produced
by Dadant, and that by Stanley, were
worked upon about alike, and finished
at nearly the same time. That pro-

The

at

duced by Root and Whitten wasaboiit
day later in beingfinished, while the

a.

Van" Deusen was nearlv three days behind the first named. This was taking
the average time of the 20 colonies

so,

but have had no chance to prove

the past season, which is this :
a time Avlieu honey is coming in
moderately, say when a good colony
is bringing in from 3 to .5 lbs. per day
of ext.iacted honey, conil) foundation
is a success in the surplus arrangement, but at a time when honey comes
in with a rush, the same colony gathering from 12 to 20 pounds perday, it
does not pay the cost, for my bees'will
fill a box having a starter of natural
coml). and flnisli it, as quickly as they
will one full of foundation by its side.
All through basswood the past season,
when honey was coming in slowly, the
foundation was drawn out and flnished
before a box by its side with a starter
was half filled, but when the rush came
on from teasel and red clover, those
with starters were filled fully as quick,
as has been my experience for several
years before.
it

so

till

At

Borodino, N. Y.

:

—

;
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Beautiful Bees.
J. "W.

WHITE.

" I do not breed bees for beauty,
but for business." '' I do not care for
bands, but for honey." " Tlie bees
which gather most lioney are tlie bees
which look tlie prettiest." How many
songs of this kind are sung and caught
up and repeated !ill over the land, until the uninitiated would think that
there must be some inherent weakness in beauty, and some peculiar
virtue in uncomeliness. Is it true V
The all-wise Creator has given us a
sense of the beautiful, and he ever
seeks to gratify it in ten thousand
ways. He has also given us a more
or less clear perception that the beautiful and useful are in some way very
closely related.
Who, in beholding
beautiful homes and lawns, beautiful
farms and gardens, beautiful horses
and cattle, beautiful fruits and grain,
beautiful implements and machinery,
and, not to add more, beautiful bees
and lioney, does not feel some gratification, and does not believe that in
some way, excellent qualities are, or
should be, embodied in their beautiful
forms ? Why do people pay more for
honey put up in neat packages than in
uncohiely ones ? Is it not because
they know tliat the good and the useful are closely related.
For this reason I am in favor of
beautiful bees, beautiful in form and
beautiful in color.

BEAUTIFUL IN FORM.

American colors, so much the better.
A bright and beautiful bee is the bee
for me, the bee for honey, and the bee
for money.

vorced.
The best fruits have the
richest bloom. The best cattle may
have the prettiest marks. The brigliter
color, as well as prettier form of the
Italian bees, is the signal and promise
When
of their superiiu" qualities.
tliey are kept perfectly pure in the
clear, bright atiuosi)liere of America,
they grow into l)riglUer colors, and, if
they retain tiieir perfect form, are as
good honey gatherers as the newly
imported Italians, or even better. Is
it not possible that a good deal of the
contempt for liglit-colored bees has
arisen from prejudice, or something
worse ? In most places, owing to more
or less admixture of black blood, it is
a good deal easier to raise dark or
leather-colored Italians than it is to
raise queens which will produce light,

Milroy, Pa.,Dec.

1.5,

1881.
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Handling Bees Without Protection.
AV3I. F.

CLARKE.

I have just been reading a bit of
Mrs. Harrison's experience in bee
manipulation, as narrated in the Prairie Farmer oi I>ec. 17, and enjoyed a
hearty laugh over it. Her ladyship
was in such a hurry to try " Hill's

Devices" for successful wintering,
tliat, to use her own words, "we forgot to put on our wire liat and gloves,
until reminded of them by receiving
a sting on the nose, another on the
cheek, and a bracelet of them around

three-banded workers. The first Italian queens I ever had, I bought from
Langstroth, tjuiuby and Gary. They
were all warranted to ju-oduce threebanded workers, and they did it.
In 16 years' experience, I have
found that the bright Italians, as a
rule, are in no way inferior to the
darker ones. This last summer I gave

our wrists. Although we were destitute of an audience, we expressed our
mind pretty freely with reference to
those who advise working with bees
without any protection. After deliv-

we retired to the
out the stings, and. donning wire hat and gloves, went out
again to the apiary a much smarter
though sadder woman." The above
"
woul'_! read better to my notion, if " I
and " my " had been used instead of
" we " and "our." jSJot only so, but
we could then concentrate all our sympathy on one sufferer. I wish I bad
been the audience to have heard that
piece of Mrs. H's mind which she delivered so freely in regard to those
who advise working among bees without any protection. But I add my
" Anieii " to it all the same, that is if
she didn't say anything stronger than
" drat-em," or "cbnfound-em." which,
of course, being a lady, may be taken
for granted. Still, if she felt like the
school- girl who wished she were a boy
she
just for a little while, when
dropped her school-books in the mud,
I should not be disposed to blame her
very severely.
Very absurd things are sometimes
said by bee-keepers of high standing
about the use of veils and gloves, and
the idea is often conveyed that, having recourse to them, is proof positive

special attention to this, and found
that my liglitest-colored bees are the
very best workers I have. As I saw
in the papers so much about superior
colonies of tlie dark Italians, I sent
to a number of the most reliable and
widely-known men who offered queens
for sale. It cost something, but I got
my money back, if not in better bees

ering

this

"

essay

hinise, ]ialled

— in a betterknowledgeof what others
are doing.
If these dark-colored Italians have
not some black blood in them, their
looks and tlieir manners belie them.
Possibly their mother, or their grandmothers had a taint of black blood in
tliem before they left Europe. They
may Ije good hoiiey gatherers so are
the hybrids.
pure Italian queen
which has mated with a blade drone,
the kind I had bJ years ago, will pro-

This is the lirst and most important
factor of beauty in bees, as it is of
their use. Agility or rapidity of motion in tlie animai kingdom, in birds,
beasts, fishes and insects, is found, in
a corresponding form, graceful, long
and tapering. The Italian bees are
just as much superior to the blacks as
their form is more beautiful. In look- duce good workers, and tlie queens
ing over some old volumes of the Bee raised from her will be large and proJouiiNAL this morning, I found in lific, and tlieir workers very energetic
But as yet, I have
vol. IV., page .57, the following from and industrious.
found nothing which pleases me so
the pen of Charles Dadaiit
"All (Italians) are alike in all hives, well as beautiful Italians beautiful
all have three yellow bands
and, ill both form and color.
One jioiiit more
Bees, as everyabove all, an alidoinen more tapered
a body more slender, giving them a thing else, have their normal size.
more graceful shape and brisker ap- All "queens under the normal size of want of certain qualities essential
pearance than those of our would-V)e should be rejected, at least they should to apiarian eminence. I wish this
improved bees. As it is above all never be used to breed from. It may class of bee-keepers, as well as myin tlie slinx>e of Hie body of the workers, produce no apparent change to breed self, had heard Mrs. Harrison's imthat their superioritij over the black bees from small queens for one or two gen- promptu remarks on the occasion in
Judge M, an old friend of
resides, we must adhere especially to the erations, but if persevered in, it may question.
produce dwarfed bees.
mine, and an enthusiastic amateur
sh<n)c of the Italian bees.''''
When I first commenced raising bee-keeper, was one of those who
The italics are Dadant's. Has not
this iwint been lost sight of toomucli, queens, I had some quite small ones
would have been " hit hard " by Mrs.
and in the effort to raise many queens some of them did well, and some of Harrison, if he had been within hearfor the market, has not beauty, and them laid small eggs, and their bees ing of her cursory remarks. But he
hence superiority, been sacrificed in wlien they lirst came out of the cell, was converted a long time ago by a
many cases to numbers ? Long, slen- were too small. There isdangerhere. bit of personal experience. It was a
der, tapering queens and workers are In all the queens I have bought for favorite pastime of liis to poke fun at
the most beautiful bees, and they are yeai's from different jiarties, there was me for using a veil and gloves, but
the best.
only one or two which were not below one day he called on me and said
" I have come to own up yes. I conthe normal size.
BEAUTIFUL IK COLOR.
As the result of all my experience fess tlie corn. After this, I shall
Form should never be sacrificed for and observations, I say "in all sincer- wear a veil and gloves in handling
color, nor is it necessary. Can we not ity, let others have what they will, bees." He then went on to relate,
have the best qualities, not only in but give me the long, tapering, three- that, the day before, be was taking an
the prettiest forms, but also in the banded Italians, and if they have been after-dinner look at his apiary, when,
brigtitest colors ? There is no law of long enough in this country to become by some mischance, bis foot slipped,
necessity by which they can be di- naturalized, and to hang out the and he fell heavily against a hive of

—

A

—

:

:

;

I
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Instantly, money expended, provided, however,
bees, knocking it over.
the disturbed occupants came at him there is no foul brood in the neighborwith lire and fury. Fortunately, the hood outside of the ai>iary treated,
grass was long, and tliere was a big whereby bees in lliat apiary may be
Norway spruce, w'ell bruslied to the exposed to continuous contagion. It
ground, close by. (iuick as thought will take from 3 to 6 weeks to do it,
he drop])ed, and crawling forward got according to whether or not there are
his bead esconced in the evergreen many colonies, and badly diseased.
brush. There he lay, the bees not My time would, of course, be worth
standins, but Hyins guard all around more than the above sum asked, as I
him. They kept him prisoner till the want to carry on some experiments at
shades of "evenins gathered, and lie liome, to do which I would have to enimproved the passing hours by think- gage a competent man but I wish to
ing over some law cases he "had on remove all doubts with bee-keepers as
hand, rising, at last, smarter and sad- to the curing of foul brood, and Mr.
der, like INIrs. Harrison. To guard Jones will have the choice of either
against iwssible contingencies, it is accepting my proposition, or acknowledge to have been mistaken as to his
well to be protected.
But why does Mrs. H. use a wire thorough test of salicylic acid.
Youngstown, O., Dec, 1881.
hat V It is a stiff, clumsy affair, and
gets unpleasantly rusty with the
moist breath. Black netting is betFor the American Bee Journal.
ter.
veil of any kind is ratherclose
Extracted Honey— No. 1.
and hot, especially in July weather,
but a Tnrkish bath does one good, and
JAMES HEDDON.
I get several in the course of a season,
without expenditure of money, or loss
After wishing each other a happy
of time, as one of the casual advantaand successful New Year, do we not
ges of bee-keeping.
all feel that our past year's discussions
Listowel, Dec. 22, 1881.
through the Bee Journal, though
they sometimes waxed warm, have
For tho American Bee JoumaL
been the means of giving us more
light, and bringing us nearer to that
Salicylic Acid and Foul Brood.
point which we never can reach per;

A

case under discussion. Honey is palatably enjoyed for its sweetness.
Chemistry tells ns that it ranks with
glucose, inrespect to that element, and
that they are about one-third as sweet
as cane sugar. This seems a bad defect
let us see

—

:

Chemistry, also

modest and

(like all sciences,
trutliful) tells us that

wood fiber (sawdust) possesses the
same elements that glucose does. It
admits it cannot see through it, sawdust is not sweet, and then asks, What
is sweetness ?
No one being so weU
able to solve tlie problem, all look to
chemistry with longing eyes, and she
says, " it seems to me to be, simply, a
peculiar arrangement of molecules
that produce, by such arrangement, a
certain sensation in the

mouth

called

sweet."

Thus we

see that at last the con-

sumer is left to be the judge. This
consumer has been in tlie habit, in the
past, of calling honey the " sweetest
all sweets."
If I am not much
mistaken, all consumers of to-day who
have j udged only by their taste, believe
honey to be first class in its sweetness.
I remember reading in the Bee Journal some years ago that honey was
88 per cent, as sweet as cane sugar. It

of

seems that, after all, honey vi^ill assume
tor itself all the value established by
the appetite. Chemistry may tell us
—
fection. Each of lis may have thrown to-day and to-morroit that glucose and
A. It. KOHNKE.
out some erroneous theories, but they honey are essentially the same both
The difference of opinion as to the served a useful purpose in arousing a grape sugar— of the" same sweetness,
probability or iiossibility of curing desire to put truth in their place upon etc., but tliat is not the impression
foul brood, as stated in the proceedings the part of others who knew the facts upon the taste of man, or the health
of bees. Any one who has taken a
of the Michigan State Convention, I better.
Thus we are all helping each other mouthful of glucose, was no doubt
consider very damaging to the beekeeping public at large the more so, slowly, but surely, up the hill of sci- sur|)rised at the lack of sweetness and
when noted bee-keepers disagree on ence. All we ask of each other is our general tastelessness of the stuff, notthe subject. Mr. C. F. Mulh says it last and best thoughts, honestly ex- withstanding that honey has been his
can be cured by the use of salicylic pressed, and that each accords to the standard. Now, if it should jirove to
acid, wliile Mr. I). A. Jones asserts lie other, freely, all the riglits expected be a fact that honey effects this sweet
has thoroughly tested it, and found it by himself and be that is not willing sensation in the glands of the taste

—

;

;

foul brood. Nor will Mr. Townley's
remedy stay the progress of the disease among his remaining bees, if it
has attacked as niiiiiy as (iO or 70 colonies, for he could not possibly know
what colonies of the remainder had
caught the contagion before the disease makes its appearance among the

brood.
But, then, there is a great deal in
knowing how to do a thing. It would
take more space than I am allowed in
this article to describe, minutely, the
modus operundi, but I will say this
much, if Mr. Jones knows of a better
remedy, please let us bee-keepers have
the benelit of it: if not, I make the
following iiroiiosition to him I agree
to go to his apiary ne.xt summer, lirst
week in July, to cure with salicylic
acid a genuine case of foul brood, if
he has such if he has not, he may
designate any other infected apiary
accessible by railroad, lying betweeii
the Missouri river and '4th deg. long,
east of Washington, :md between the
40th and 48th degs. north latitude. If
I succeed, he is to pay me S500 and all
expenses of traveling and boarding;
if I do not succeed, he is to pay nothing, I assuming the loss of time and

it fails to exhibit the same
liower in the stomach or in cookery,
I feelthat no one should commence then that will be an argument against
a series of articles upon the subject of it as a staple, but largely in its favor
' Extracted Honey," without men- as a luxury; perhaps so much so as
tioning the names of Chas. I)adaiit& to make it a staple luxury, like oysSon, and referring to their little book ters, etc.
Tlie indulgence in the ideasure of
upon tills topic. If ttie value of a
work consists in its candid, able and sweet-eating is, in this land of luxury
practical style, the quick adaptability and plenty, carried to excess, often to
of means to ends, and the jirolit to be the extent of overbalancing the sysrealized by following its instructions, tem. Of course, it is the principle of
then, in niy judgment, this little work sweet acting upon the body lielow the
on "Extracted Honey,'" for its size glands of taste, that produces the bad
and cost. stands unrivalled by any book effects. I am of the opinion that in
ever written upon the subject of api- honey we can " get the game without
culture. While the little work de- the lilame," fori have never been able
scribes ways and means very different to eat enougli of it yet to feel that my
from what we would use to reach the system was surfeited with sweet, as I
same end. in each case the result have realized from excessive indulreached is the same. In these articles gence in cane and maple sugars.
I desire to pick up what stray heads of
The acute disturbances experienced
grain I can, that may have been left by exceptional individuals, no doubt
after Messrs. Dadants' harvester.
arise from their peculiar idiosyncraIt may seem strange that a comb sies. Their stomachs probably conhoney producer should clioose this tain, to an eminent degree, some
subject, but till within a very few peculiar elements that are very antagyears the greater jiortion of my pro- onistic to elements contained in the
duction has lieeu extracted honey. In honey some acids deposited by the
this article I wish to consider the value glands of the bees, or some element in
of the commodity viewed from a ])ala- the floating pollen.
Most of us know that by subjecting
tableand hysienicstandiioint. While
my knowledge of chemistry is very honey to the degree of heat that boils
limited, I know a few primary princi- water, for a short time, the particles
ples that I think apply directly to the of floating pollen appear to be eitlier

do

this, is not yet
lectually civilized.

to

of no use, indirectly liinting that he
has another and surer remedy. From
the nature of the disease, I doubt Mr.
Jones having had a case of genuine

:

;

j

morally or intel- only, that

—
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our very best coldiscliarged or dissolved also certain as that produced by
ago, we shall have
acids seem to be discharged. Should ony of a few years
importing colonies,
the very least part of growth have no farther need of
begun (thus giving the honey a for Apis Americana will be the best
"twangey" taste), the degree of heat bee in the world."
I have believed for three years that
referred to destroys the bacteria, and
honey, after being thus treated, will our bees could be improved until there
agree witli many who cannot use it be- will be but little difference in the
fore such heating. This a point well amount of iioney produced by any of
our colonies. I find that my record
lor us to remember.
Were it not for the aid of that ele- book shows less difference each year
ment heat, as applied to our food, since I have been trying to improve
there is little doubt but man would, to my bees, and I know 1 am not getting
a far greater degree than at present, less honey, so it must be an improvebecome a prey to tliese low forms of ment.
•animal and vegetable life.
G. W. Demaree, in reply to an artiIn comparing comb with extracted cle of Doolitlle's, says, on page 219 of
honey, little need be said. If ex- the American Bee Journal " Mr.
tracted is more healthful than comb Doolittle's advice, to breed from the
honey, I think it is only that which queen wliose colony produces tlie
has been lieated. The idea, that wax, most honey, is a good theory, but in
because indigestible is injurious, 1 my opinion, poor practice." I have
deem a mistake. Physiologists tell us for years selected my best colonies for
that the pylorus (the gate between the my queens and drones, and in my
stomach and intestines) readily opens opinion it is the best thing we can do if
and lets through any indigestible sub- we want good honey gatherers. Again
stance, while it struggles long and Mr. Demaree says, on page 2-58 of the
hard with any food possibly digesti- Amercan Bee Journal " To rear
ble, and with the class difficult of di- good queens we are told that we must
gestion is where our trouble arises. select one colony to rear our queens
One celebrated physiologist believes from and anotlief to furinsh the drones
that a portion of certain kinds of to fertilize them, and w-e are ready for
"wliolly indigestible material, taken at business.
Tins looks quite businessour meals, serves a beueticent purpose. like, and doubtless would answer well
I would sooner think the particles of enough if the apiarist resided in some
wax, so small as tliey are, were more secluded spot where the wings of the
favorable than otherwise.
honey bee had never fanned the air."
I think the only question involving Now, we do not claim tliat we can
a discussion upon comb cs. extracted have every one of our queens mate
honey, is the one of greatest profit to with one of these select drones, neither
the producer. I will toucii that sub- do we claim it can be done at all times
ject further on in these articles.
of tlie year, but we do claim we can
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec. 26, 1881.
have a large majority of our queens
mate witli these selected drones. I
will give niv plan of rearing queens.
For the American Bee Journal.
I breed for the honey gathering qualImprovement of Bees.
I seities, liardiness, and amiability.
lect the queen that has given the
winof
honey
and
has
L. R. JACKSOif.
amount
largest
tered best to rear my drones from I
Mucli has been said on this subject then select as many of the next best as
At least
-of late, and yet we are not agreed. I wish to rear queens from.
Many queen breeders, and especially one of tliese queens must be selected
dollar-queen men, claim there is no f^rom some other apiary to prevent too
improvement to be made in our Italian close in-and-in breeding. By the first
bees, and tlie best we can do is to rear of April I give each of these colonies
our queens from imported mothers. a frame well filled with pollen, having
Others claim tliey can be improved the been set away the summer before. 1
same as other stock. I have said bees place plenty of drone comb in the hive
can be and have been improved, audi I wish to rear drones from, and have
think tlie majority of successful lioney the other hives all worker comb. I
producers agree with me in this.
remove all combs the bees cannot
Rev. A.Salisbury, in the American cover and place a chaff cushion on
Bee Jouhnal of May 9, page 74, each side of the cluster and a good
says: " Our American Italians have thick cushion on top of the frames. I
been bred up to a liigh standard of ex- now commence to feed each of these
cellence, and we want no step back- colonies wliat they will use each day,
ward by importing inferior bees from and give more combs as fast as tliey
Italy."
will use tliem until they are built up
G. M. Doolittle, in his report for to full colonies. As fast as a frame is
1881, in Gle(mmgs,\)Hge oil says: '^One filled with drone brood I remove it to
thing we notice with pleasure which one of the other colonies and give anwas that our colonies gave nearly an other frame of drone brood until I
equal yield per liive. This is wliat I have as many drones as I want. I
have been breeding for for the past continue feeding each day until the
few years, hoping to obtain like results bees swarm I tlien reiuove three
from all, aiut not have one colony in frames having no queen cells. I place
the yard give a large yield and an- these in a new hive and place a chaff
other nothing. Wlien we. as apiarists division board on each side, and place
•of America, can bring our bees up to tlie queen on these frames with bees
sucli a standard of excellence that all enough to cover tliein and return the
•colonies will produce an equal amount rest of the bees to the old hive. In .5
of honey, and said amount be as large days I divide the old colony up into
;

:

:

nuclei

—2 frames

and a queen

cell.

I

now break my drone

colony up into
nuclei for the remainder of the queen
If I still have queen cells left
and wisli to use them, I take frames
from tlie colonies that have not been
fed, if tliere are any that can spare
them. These young queens will be
fertilized before colonies that have
been left to tliemselves will have any
Further south than
drones flying.
this we sliould begin work earlier than
These nuclei can
the 'first of April.
soon be built up to good strong colonies. Tills plan, of course, would not
cells.

do for rearing large quantities of
queens for sale at the price queens
I am not in the queen
are now sold.
trade, being one who believes if it
pays to keep bees at all it will pay to
keep them for the honey they will
gatlier.
I have never made an average of less tlian So.SO per colony for
the honey sold, besides the increase,
and have run as high as S24.00 per
colony for all tlie bees I had in the
spring. This is over and above all expenses, except for the

new

hive,

and

expense I count to the new swarm.
Kext year I will try a few Syrian
queens crossed witli Italian drones,
and a few with tlie second cross with
tliat

Italians.

Friend Doolittle, would it not pay
you to write a book on bee-keeping ?
We all know you are a successful beekeeper, and when we want advice we
need to go to one who is successful. I
would be glad to have a book written
by you and would pay a good price for
one.

It is true

we

liave a

number

of

good works on the apiary, but I believe
a work could be written on the practical management of bees that would
be of more use to the lioney producer
than any of them, and I have confidence enough in your plan of managing bees to believe you could give us

work as we need.
Fairland, Ind., Dec. 26, 1881.

just such a

;

,

;

From

Florida •Agriculturist.

Bee-Culture in Florida.

W.

S.

HART.

To the industrious bee-keeper, the
coast counties of Southern Florida offer a field of profit unsurpassed l)y any
other section of the United States.
Among these counties, Volusia is at
present ahead in amount of bees
owned and lioney produced. Here we
have none of tlie winter troubles incident to Northern bee-keeping, such
as winter packing, carrying in and out
of cellars and bee-houses, freezing,
dy.sentery, dwindling, etc., the last
two of wliicli carried off 50 per cent,
of all the bees in the north during the
past winter. That dreaded disease,
'•foul brood," is also unknown here.
Our bees winter perfectly on the summer stands, and gather honey or pollen
every mmitli in the year. The lioney
flow commences about the first of February, and swarming about the 10th of
March. In April or May we usually
liave a liouev drouth of a few weeks,
sufficient to check the swarming fever.
Tlien comes the saw-palmetto, sweet
bay, basswood, etc., giving a flow of
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very lieavy honey, of a light amber
color, aiul'excelleiit flavor. Tliis flow
lasts until tlie cabbage-palmetto and
mangrove come, in the last part of
June. From this on until about the
10th of August, the flow is continuous

and benefited as I certainly have been in the past.
Tiie past winter was most disastrous to bees, as many empty hives
forcibly tell. I had 10.5 colonies at the
beginning of winter. When the
entertained

and heavy, the honey as liandsome as peach bloomed I could count but 4o.
can be produced, and of very fine liy natural swarming my nuniber now
stands at 70, and I think in good conflavor.
A resting spell now comes for tlie dition, in numbers and stores. The
bees, which lasts until the middle of honey crop was a failure. From 40
September, wlien tlie fall flowers, and coloiiiesiu two story Langstroth liives,
saw-palmetto berries yield I extracted about 600 pounds, or an
a surplus of darker honey, suitable for average of lo pounds to tiie colony.
winter sujiplies or spring feeding. As From SO colonies run for comb honey,
bees fly here almost every day in the I had no surplus. I sold my extracted
year, fall honey can be fed without lioiiey readily at 1.5 cents per pound.
fear of dysentery.
By this showing, any one can see
Some of the leading honey and pol- that my bank account would be small
len producing trees are the maple, if I depended on bee keeping alone.
willow, sweet gum, the bays, orange, But 1 combine it with stock raising
myrtle, oalvs. basswood, hickory, you- and farming, and so a failure of the
pon, mock olive, saw-palmetto, cab- honey crop is not so severely felt.
bage-palmetto and mangrove. The The sweet clover certainly is to be
last two of which come together in the prized as a honey plant
it blossomed
middle of summer, and are imequaled longer than any other plant during
as honey producers by any thing else the severe drouth of the past summer.
in the whole vegetable kingdom known I have been trying alsike clover,
to the writer. They produce honey in but it has not yet proved a success. I
abundance of the finest quality, and do not think it adapted to this cliwe think it safe to say, never fail to mate.
Harrisonville, Mo., Dec. 28, 18S1.
Eroduce a good crop. We also have
oney-producing vines and plants too
numerous to mention.
For the American Bee Journal.
Bees increase very fast, and, as the
season is long, and the winter mild,
Sweet Clover for Bottom Lands,
even a small handful of bees can be
safely built up into a strong colony in
WM. BOLLING.
a shoVt time.
The writer started this past spring
Bees in this part of the country are
with 35 colonies, wliicli increased to not in as goixl a condition to go into
86 some were disi)osed of, and others winter as they might be. The fall
run for comb honey or queen raising, (low of honey was very small the
so there were but (iO colonies worked blossoms of goldenrod and aster dried
exclusively for extracted honey. From up before they had fairly opened,
and
these I took 6,210 lbs. of honey by bees worked very little on them tliis
Aug. 10. I have since taken a few stopped late breeding, and but little
hundred pounds— enough to make my brood was found in the liives by the
crop foot up 7,.500lbs., without putting end of September.
my bees on short allowance. Several I packed my 42 colonies of bees for
of my neighbors have done nearly as
winter on their summer stands, in the
later, tlje

of my neighbors had aliout 2 acreson the bottom of the Big Canadaway
Creek, thickly grown with sweet clover; he movved it in June, but wlien
in August and September the sun had
burnt up every green thing in the
pastures, and fanners had to feed
their cows from thehay-mow, his cowshad plenty of green clover to eat, and
could make butter without extra cost
for grain and last, though not least,
my bees gathered the honey and
worked on it from early morning un-

One

;

til

late at niglit.

Dunkirk, N. Y., Dee.

15, 18S1.

For the American Bee JournaL

"

;

;

;

;

The Apiary Register Book.
M. L. TRESTEK.
I like Mr. Thomas' suggestions
about the form of this book. I would
like a book ruled as follows: First
column, number of stand or location,
which is always permanent; then,
number of hive, which is liable to be
changed from one stand to another;
age of colony age of queen; race of
bees from which the queen came; estimated number of bees in a colony,
estimated amount of honey in the
hive when the honey was last taken
;

;

date of last observation two
or tliree blank columns for apiarists
to place a. heading to suit themselves,
and a wide column for remarks, simply a good book or none.

away

;

;

One year ago I packed straw all
around and over the hives, two or
three feet thick, leaving open the
small entrance, and I lost them all. I
bought two Italian colonies in the
increased
spring and started anew
to 14 colonies by division, and ex;

tracted 230 lbs. of honey, leaving
them plenty for winter. If I have ten
colonies in'the spring I will feel positive that I liave made over four hundred per cent. I like the Bee Jourwell.
same manner as described in Bee nal and my bees very much, but if I
Transportation for our crop to all
Journal for Aug. 3, page 241 I had had a cast iron nose and upper lip I
the large markets of the world by
some 200 lbs. of honey in frames ready would like the bees better.
water is good, and getting better to extract, but while the dronth conLincoln, Neb., Dec. 17, ISSl.
every year. Hive lumber is cheap. tinued, I kept it for future necessity,
Living is inexpensive, and orange and when I packed my
it was
For the American Bee Journal.
growing (our leading industry here), just the thing I needed tobees,
let my bees
can be coupled with bee-keeping to have plenty of honey to winter on.
Consumption
of Honey in "Winter.
the advantage of both.
Honey lias been sold here from 1.5
The bee's a model citizen— ease, food.
to 18 cts. for comb, and 10 to 14 cts.
REV. DR. 31. MAHIN.
Life, all is yielded to the public good
for extracted. I have sold all my exNo individual interests weiE-'h a grain.
Where there are public interests to maintain
tracted honey to the laboring class of
In the American Bee Journal
As in old Rome, when all were for the State.
Rich helped the poor, and poor men loved the people for 14 ct.s. per lb., who want to December 2S, W. Williamson, Lexgreat.
put the honey on bread for their ington, Kentucky, says of bees flying
children on going to school. Two lbs. out in such wea'tlier as we liave had
New Smyrna, Fla.
of honey will cost no more than 1 lb. during the winter so far, " Of course
of butter, and the former will go much they consume more lioney;" lam
further than the later.
well satisHed from my observation
For the American Bee Journal.
As soon as we have educated the during the last twelve years that this
Notes from "Western Missouri.
laboring classes in tliis country to use is a mistake, though a very common
honey in this way, and tluit )ioney is one. Two and four years ago the bees
LEE EMRICK.
as wholesome aiid healthful for their flew out almost every week, and somechildren as butter, honey producers times almost every day for weeks at a
Anotlier year is numbered with tlie will never see the market glutted with time, and the consumption of honey
past.
year remarkable for its ex- extracted honey.
was much less tlian in cold winters.
tremes of heat and cold; of floodsand
Allow me to .say to Mr. E. Doty, If breeding were carried on abundantdrouth, and closing with weather Macksburg, Iowa, that he can plant ly the consumption of food would be
mild and spring-like. But mid all nothing better on his 8 acres of bot- large: but it is not, and with a moderthese changes tlie Bee Journal has tom lands than sweetclover to answer ate supply of honey 1 apprehend no
never failed to make its weekly call, every purpose.
Sweet clover will danger from starvation. So far my
and in renewing my subscription for grow on bottom lands, even if the bees, which are on the summer stands,
the coming year 1 know I will be point of the roots will touch the water. have consumed but little honey, as in.

;

;
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dicated by the particles of comb clamp as recomended by D. B. Boomdropped on the bottom boards. I do hower of N.Y., who published his sucnot know, of course, how much warm- cess in wintering in the Journal.
Hanover, Kan.
er the weather is in Kentucky than it
is here; but I do linow tliat in ttiis
part of tlie country tiie prospect for
For the American Bee Journal.
safe and successful wintering could

not be better.
Bee and Honey Shows.
I am very much pleased, so far,
with the Syrian bees. Mine are easily
A. C. INNIS.
handled, and they are much more
quiet in warm fall and winter weather
In attending the State Fair, held
than either blacks or Italians. And at Fond du Lac, I was very much
yet they will put dead bees outside of disappointed at Die limited show of
the hive wiien the temperature is be- the products of the apiary as well as
low freezing. I will, if I live, give bee-keepers" supplies. Being an amathem a more thorough trial next year. teur, I went there with the intenI have but one purely mated queen, tion of learning something of a pracand I procured her from D. A. Jones, tical nature, but I had the good forand of course she is pure and purely tune to make the acquaintance of Mr.
mated. I have three queens raised A. A. AVinslow, of New Holstein, a
from her, but tliey were so late that I thorough apiarist, and from him obhave not seen very many of their tained mucli information, and also a
progeny. I think they mated with good honey extractor.
black drones. I have never seen bees
I began the season of 1880 with one
fill themselves with honey, when the
colony, increased to 3, and obtainhive is opened, more eagerly tlian do ed 17 lbs. of honey, wintered withthe Syrians. They are somewhat ex- out loss, in the cellar, but owing
citabie. and threaten to sting, but to
ignorance, lost 1 by robbing.
they seldom do it. If they prove Last spring I ijurchased 2 more
equal to my expectations, I will Syr- colonies increased to 8, which are in
ianize a large part of my apiary.
tlie best possible condition, and obOf course, I want the Bee Jour- tained 220 lbs. honey— 17 lbs. being
rest
of
and
all
the
year,
nal for next
extracted.
the years while I live and keep bees.
My expenditures amount to §38,70;
Logansport, Ind.
the honey obtained amounts to §42,75
and the 8 colonies, I value at S18.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping in Kansas.
E. M.

July

LEWIS.

1, ISSO, I purchased 11
1 queen and 1 lb.

consisting of

each— put them

at

work

in

nuclei,
of bees

movable

frames filled witli comb foundation,
but the season was so dry that even
bnckwlieat and the fall flowers secreted but very little honey, consequently
my bees did not have sufficient honey
for such a winter as followed theretore, I, like many others, lost most of
my bees. But, having the combs and
hives, I thought I would try it again.
This time I sent for the same number

wet spring continued, and I gave up
in disgust with Kansas as a bee state,
discontinued feeding, and said they
might go; I would spend no more
time or money on tliem. Tlie result
was some 3 or 1 colonies flew away,
and then came a nice rain, and then
another and so on.
There being some buckwheat and
late flowers, they havelaid up enough,
I think, to go through until sjiring.
I packed 8 in straw and buried 9 in a

1

am

greatly interested

liorseflesh.
I
in planting for

honey; buckwheat
does not seem to do much good here.
Turner rasberries and catnip are the
most eagerly sought after of any
plants that grow here. Sweet clover
grows in great profusion along many
of the lanes; the bees always work on
it, but I have never seen tliem go for
it verv lively; it is pretty sure to yield
some'honey, audi have noticed that
bees tliat had sweet clover to work on,
wintered better last winter than those
that had none. We often get a big
yield of heartsease honey. I consider
it about the worst for wintering pur-

and yet it is fine honey to
Manteno, 111., Dec. 28, 1881.

poses,

Farmers'

sell.

Home Journal.

Purity of Honey Guaranteed.

W. WILLIAMSON.

At the last annual Convention of
the State Bee-Keepers' Association,
the question of adulteration of honey
was discussed with great earnestness,
and a unanimous resolution passed
and a committee appointed to prepare
a new act and endeavor to have it
passed at the present session of the
to
will
pay
that
it
satisfled
I am
Legislature. The law at present reads
Count
intelligently.
done
if
keep bees
as follows:
the
Jourto
subscriber
life
me as a
nal, for without it I should be like a
Sec. 1. Be itenacted by the General
ship at sea without a rudder. I am Assembly of the Commonweath of
laughed at here as a fanatic, but so Kentucky, that any person or perlong as I feel that I am on the right sons who shall sell or cause to be sold
track I can sit in my apiary and laugh any manufactured honey, unless such
in return at those who are trying to honey is so represented and designamake bees pay in the old slip-shod ted as manufactured honey, shall for
way.
the first offense, be fined in any sum
West Rosendale, Wis., Dec. 22, 1881. not less than ten nor more than one
For the American Bee Journal.

;

at S3 per nuclei, to be delivered the 1st
of March, 18S1, thinking this time I
should succeed. They worked well
up till June 9, then we got a great
storm of wind, rain and hail, which
destroyed and cut to the ground everything but timber and fences.
Now came the question what shall I
do with my bees. They must all be
fed for an indefinate time or die. I
procured syrup, and fed them regularly every day for six weeks; then I
had the bees in good condition, if
there had been anything for tliem to
gather. But the droutli following the

all the good from the land unless
have tlie honev gathered. This year
from one pasture I had an income at
one time of milk, honey, butter, beef,,
pork and mutton, and I might add

get

Good Pasturage
PHILIP

P.

for Bees.

NELSON.

If I should compute, in dollars, the
benefit the Bee Journal has been to
me during the past two years, it
would cause the subscription price to
look exceedingly reasonable.
The 10 colonies that I had left in

hundred dollars; and for eacli repeated
offense shall be fined not less than
fifty dollars nor more than two hundred and

fifty dollars.

Sec. 2. That any person or persons
who shall sell or cause to be sold any

such manufactured honey which contains any substance injurious to
health, shall, for the first offense, be
fined in any sum not less than ten nor

dollars, and
for each repeated offense shall be fined

more than one hundred
not less than

hundred and

fifty nor more
fifty dollars;

than two
and such

the spring increased to 27, which are adulterated articles, by order of court,
now in first class condition. I did not shall be destroyed.
keep account of the pounds but have
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect
sold S12-5.00 worth of honey in one from its passage.

and

2 lb. sections.

The income from

best colony, in honey and bees at
present prices, amounts to 856.00.
My bees are mostly hybrids. I have
had one Italian queen. Most of the
native bees here are a sort of a brown
German kind, but very good bees.
The Italian blood crosses on them
with excellent results; producing fine
workers, gentle to handle.
I have no trouble to sell honey; the
great difficulty is to produce enough
to meet the demand.
I am a farmer and stock raiser, and
cannot give my bees the attention
that I would like to, and yet I cannot

my

The adulteration of honey is carried
on to such an extent that people in
large cities cannot tell where to purchase pure honey. Hence the necessity of a stringent law that cannot be
evaded (if it is pcssible to make such
a law). Such an act would not only
protect the bee-keepers, but protect
the public from fraud and deceiition,
such as the adulteration of food. It

detrimental to tlie public
also
health, and if a law can be made that
will guarantee the purity of the food
we eat, it ought to be made at once.

is

Lexington, Ky.

—

—
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Mild Winter.— Will the continued
sunshine we now iiave, and have
had all the fall and winter, cause bees
to consume more honey than if it were
colderV Up to this time we liave liad
no snow, except, perhaps, t.,' an inch
observable on sidewalks aiid fences
one morning late in November. We
have not had ice to exceed one incli
in thickness and not more than ten
mornings ; days generally are clear
and warm bees lly almost every day;
there is no danger of dysentery. A
few days ago I lieard a farmer say
that he had some, cherry blossoms;
there is quite a difference between
this and last winter, up to tliis time.
We had 30 to 40 snows and everything

warm
"'.^ii^'

Recipe for Making Honey Pop-Corn
Balls. Take one pint of extracted
honey, put in an inm frying pan and
boil "until very tliiek, then stir in
freslily parched corn, and when cool

—

mold

into balls.

These

will especially

delight the children, and the older
ones will not refuse them. Try tliem.

Mus. A. M. Sanders.

—

Interested. As a bee-keeper I cannot do without the Journal, and even
if I did not keep bees I should take it
for the interesting information it contains on scientilic matters.

L.

Walton, Ky., Dec.

-of

Johnson.

26, 1S81.

A Correction.— In the Bee Journal
Dec. 14, page -397, H. P. Sayles is

reported saying that " tlie Italians required more care and attention than
the blacks, and he believed, taking
the season througli, that lie could get
more box honey from the blacks than
the Italians, and a better quality of
•extracted lioney.'" It was Mr. John
Hodgson that exjiressed himself in
that way respecting the two races of
bees, and not Mr. Sayles. Mr. Sayles
was emphatic in expressing his preference for Italians to black bees, and
Mr. Hodgson for blacks in preference
to Italian bees. Further on in the
report of the Northeastern Wisconsin
Convention, on " the Yield and Increase of the Present Year," Mr.
Sayles' increase in stock is omitted
entirely. He liad increased to 38 full
colonies. His yield and increase was
regarded as the largest of any one
present, but leaving out his increase
of stock, it would not be as large as
3ome ottiers. Will you, Mr. Editor,
make this correction for the benefit of

splendid flights Dec. 18, 2.5 and 26,and
carried in water both days. The loss
from my 19 colonies will not exceed a
pint, while last year each colony had

more tlian that. I have no fears
for their safety.
Geo. E. Hilton.

lost

Fremont Center, Mich., Dec. 30, 1881.
Mignonette.— I would like information on the following points 1. What
:

can I plant in my yard that my bees
can feed on V I have ?4 of an acre of
a black loam, rich and dry. I want
something that will bloom the same
season sown, and be ornamental at
the same time. 2. What is the proper
space between the bottom-bar of a
frame and the bottom-board of the
froze up solid, and remained so until
3. Will the distance make any
Feb. 1. Possibly our winter is yet to hive
come. Bees are in good condition, difference in wintering ? I am a beginner.
I bought 4 colonies of black
and do not appear to be consuming
bees last spring, which have increased
but little boney.
to 9, besides giving me 350 lbs. of exD. W. Bellemey.
tracted honey. All are in good shape
Vienna, 111., Dec. 25, 1881.
for wintering, and have at least 20 lbs.
[Yes if the weather is cold enough of sealed honey each. I am the only
to require artificial heat, and yet not one keeping bees in this town, and
have no trouble in mating my queens.
so intense as to produce the semi-dorI cannot discuss bee matters with the
mant state incident to extreme win- scientists, but I have the comfort of
ter.— Ed.]
reading the Bee Journal weekly,
and anxiously await each number.
;

'?

;

A. MONTREVIL.

That Cougli Medicine. —Many people
Walkerville, Ont.
are probably not aware that much of
the linseed oil, especially that termed
[1. You can plant mammoth mignonboiled, is adulterated with poisoned ette, sweet basil, and many other andrugs. Therefore, when doctors rec- nuals with good ornamental effect and
ommend it for medicine, as Dr. Tinker has, they should caution tlie pub- remunerative profit. This will also
P. F. TW^ITCIIELL.
give opportunity for planting to adlic.
Andover, O., Dec. 27, 1881.
vantage during the season with biennials and perennials.
Can honey extractors
2. Three-eighths of an inch is the
be made so as to accommodate two proper space to allow between the
different sized frames— Langstroth on
one side of the comb basket, and a bottom of the frame and the bottom
(jnestions.

—

1.

frame 11x12 on the other

board of the hive.

?

Where

3. The space in the bottom will make
no perceptible difference in wintering,
winter coverings y
indeed, it should run to an ex3. Where natural swarms repeatedly unless,
all concerned.
fly up from the alighting-board and treme.— Ed.]
T. E. TvR-HER, Sec. pro tern.
settle again upon a limb, wliat is tlie
best course to pursue V Neai'ly all my
Bees in Georgia.— Dear Editor
State Society for New Jersey.— In swarms troubled me in this way last Permit me to congratulate you for the
and
sometimes
they
would
Bee Journal for Dec. 7, I see Mr. summer,
successful accomplislimeiit of the
A. M. Sanders.
<T. W. Thompson sounds a bugle-note go to the woods.
great task you have ventured upon
for a State Society for Mew Jersey.
[Yes the Excelsior extractor, Nos. the establishing of a Weekly beeThat is what we want. It is high
paper. Now tliat you have conquered
time New Jersey was on her feet in 3, 4 and .5. will accommodate Langthe initial difliculties, I trust tliat the
this matter.
Chas. II. Rue.
strotli and American frames at the path before you will be smooth.
The
Manalapan, N. J.. Dec. 23, 1S81.
same time. Nearly all the apjiroved past year has not been a prosperous
one for the bee-keepers in this latiBees Winterinjr Well.— Bees are win- patterns can be manufactured to carry tude. Indeed, the past summer and
tering nicely so far; they had a good combs of two sizes.
fall have been even more disastrous to
fliglit on Nov. 30, and again Dec. 18
2. We would not advise their use.
them tlian the winter had been to the
and 19. Tliey went into winter with
for, during the
3. Probably the best course to pur- Northern bee-keepers
plenty of good stores, and we hope
unpi ecedented drouth of 4 or o months'
will come out much better next spring sue is to clip off about half of one
absolutely
bee-forage
duration, tlie
than they did last. The past season wing of the queen, and, if increase is failed, the queens stopped to lay, the
was rather poor here, the bees gather- wanted, hive them on a new stand if colonies dwindled down, the invaing but little surplus honey.
no increase is desired, destroy the sions of the moths could not be
C. A. Graves.
thus most of the beequeen cells in tlie parent hive, clip the checked,I and
Birmingham, O., Dec. 22, 1881.
know lost all tlieir bees. I
keei)ers
queen's wing, and return them. Ed.] saved mine (kept in my garden in the
city), only by the closest attention and
Bees On The Wing.— The season has
been mild, so far, and my bees celeBees in N. W. Michigan.— In accord- watchfulness; lint the colonies are
brated Christmas while oii the wing, ance with Mr. Deiuaree's suggestion, now extremely weak. They, of course,
*n Dec. 24 and 2-5, 1881.
I will say for niuthwestern Michigan, did not afford any surplus honey during

quilts are entirely covered
with propolis, shoidd they be used for
2.

:

;

;

;

AVm. Stolley.

Grand

Island, Neb., Dec. 27, 1881.

that bees went into winter quarters
had
al30ut the middle of November
;

L. Knorr.
the past season.
Savanna, Ga., Dec. 23, 1881.

—

—
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The New Races of Bees.— My bees are
wintering well so far. I have not tried
the new races, and unless I hear better
reports about them, I think I shall let
them alone. I can sell extracted honey
to 28, in good condition for winter. I at home for nearly as mucli as I can
Isaac Shaep.
got 335 lbs. of clover honey in 2 lb. comb honey.
Waveland, Ind., Dec. 29, 1881.
sections. The season was a very poor
one for honey in this county, the long
drouglit cut the season very short. I
Poor Bee Pasturage.— This is rather
sold all my honey at 25 cents per lb.
a poor location for bees we depend
WJI. B. McCOKMICK.
on white clover, and that has failed
Uniontown, Pa., Dec. 5, 1881.
for tlu-ee seasons. I lost all my bees
last winter except eight colonies, and
they were very weak. I obtained no
Sixty Colonies on Summer Stands.
I am pleased to know that the Bee surplus, but increased to 31. and fed
Journal is to have smaller pages in about 200 lbs. of granulated sugar,
1882. They are more convenient to which gives them plenty for winter,
preserve and handle. Every one who but some are rather weak in bees.
has 5 colonies should take the Bee
Wm. H. Rafteey.
Journal. I have 60 colonies on the
Pittsfield, 111., Dec. 26, 1881.
summer stands all in good condition.
They had a flight on Dec. 14.
Bees in Florida.— Perhaps a line
Thos. Plerce.
from one of your readers, formerly of
Gansevoort, N. Y., Dec. 19, 1881.
Salem, Ind., but now a sojourner in
this land of flowers, would be of inMaking Comb Foundation.
I had terest to your many readers. Bees
30 colonies of bees in the fall of 1880 can be keitt here in any kind of a shell
packed in chaff all came out alive in that will keep out the rain and sunthe spring, 2 were queenless and 1 left shine, and feed them on anything
the hive in April. They had no flight sweet, except glucose that curse to
from Nov. 9 till March 6. I increased honey-producers. It is no trouble to
to61, and extracted 2,.500 lbs. of honey. winter bees here, if you leave them
All have plenty of good honey for enough to eat, or will feed them sugar
winter and are in good condition, cane syrup, if they have not enough
packed the same as last winter. I honey. Tliose keeping bees here say
have tried all kinds of soap to make the orange is the best and first plenticomb foundation with, but had little ful bloom giving them honey and
satisfaction. Last summer I used 1 building up their bees to swarming in
lb. of honey mixed with one-fourth of March
but I think that for successwater it worked like a charm and ful honey gathering here I would feed
needs no washing. We have a ma- up my bees strong, so that I could get
chine to even the sheets and roll them the surplus honey from orange bloom,
out 5 and feet long. David Byer.
which can be done, for it would be no
Markham, Ont., Dec. 21. 1881.
task to have the colonies strong by
the middle of February. Should I
Clock-Work.— Success to the Bee ever stop any season here I would
Journal. After reading it for the try my hand at bee-keeping for our
The weather is
past year, I have concluded that the Northern trade.
We
editor is like the pendulum of a clock, warm as our June is usually.
steady, but right on the mark every have had but one frost here this wintime. While you conduct the Bee ter yet, and it is ttiought there will be
Journal. Mr. Editor, and I keep- no more. The thermometer on Christmas was 80^ at noon.
bees, send it right along to
Poor Honey Season.— I was nearly

discouraged last spring when I found
18 out of 20 colonies of bees had died.
But 1 determined to try again and I
bouglit 10 colonies, which I increased

;

—

is:

in and there was no more honey for
us.
average crop per colony was
about 30 lbs., all in 2 lb. sections. I
have 3 colonies of Italians, but like
my hybrids best, not for beauty, but
for honey gathering. I sold all

My

my

honey at 25

cts.

per

lb.

H. Nagle.

C.

Allentown, Penn., Dec.

18, 1881.

—

Enthusiastic Appreciation. I consider the Bee Journal indispensable. I should be lost without its timely
hints. Its Convention notes, containing the views of the master minds of
the apiarian world, is enough to make
the heart of the smaller apiarist leap
for joy. Long live its editor, who
fights so valiantly against glucose and
adulterations generally. I have 28
colonies with blankets over the tops

and
the

Jo i'lcli strips under.
re"sults in tlie spring.

I will
I keep

give
feed

places for them every warm
day, of which we have had many. The
weather is warm and rainy.
in dry

G. W. ASHBT.
Valley Station. Ky., Dec. 28, 1881.

;

—

;

;

Geo. Williams.
Nashua, N. H., Dec. 17, 1881.
Packed

in

Chaff— Last spring

I

had

increased them to -52.
lbs. of honey, and
took 100 lbs. of comb honey, leaving
them plenty of stores for winter.
Tliey are p icked in chaii. I believe
upward ventilation kills more bees
than anything else. I always put the
cap down tight with a sheet of paper
under it. and put the hives under the
chaff in a bin, with a heavy weight on
the top of the chaff. The tightest one
always winter tlie best
2."

foliinies; I

and rxtracted 2,900

Arthur

J.

Russell

Millbrook, Ont., Nov. 22, 1881,

—I

cannot keep house
put me
down for a subscriber as long as I keep
bees. I began taking the Bee JourSuccessful.

without the

Bee Journal

;

nal with the first colony of bees, three
years ago. I have had good success,
which I owe in a great measure to tlie

Bee Journal.

A. G. Kykert.

Attica, N. Y. Dec. 24, 1881.

—

The
Home Market for Honey.
weather is remarkably warm for the
time of year. My bees are in cellar,
and, to all appearance, are doing well.
I leave the entrance below open, keep
the room perfectly dark, and they are
as still as mice. I have no fear as
long as tliey have plenty of air below.
I sell all my lioney at 25 cents per lb.
at Galva. It is in pound boxes with
label on top of each section, as follows: " One pound of pure, unadulterated comb honey from the apiary
of J. M. A. Miller." I lind no trouble
to sell all I have to spare at a good
price with the above guarantee, and
those who attempt to use my name to

an inferior article at a reduced
figure, are cutoff.
J. M. A. Miller.
Galva, 111., Dec. 23, 1881.
sell

[Yes the way to succeed is to develop the home markets. Ed.]
;

John Craycraft.

Waldo, Fla., Dec.

A

26, 1881.

What a Contrast.— year ago, at a
corresponding date, the earth was covWorth $50 a Year to Me.—Please ered with deep snow every stream
send me the Journal as long as you and rivulet was frozen over, and the
and I live. I have received it for l'881, merry jingle of sleigh bells resounded
and it was worth 25 times its sub- over hill and dale. To-day the weather
is as warm iis a pleasant May day, and
scription price to me.
Samson J. Hopkins.
in place of the musical jingle of bells
Evansville, Wis., Dec. 30, 1881.
we had more animated and much
sweeter music (to our ears) the humHybrids as Honey Gatlierers.— I have ming of countless numbers of bees.
12 colonies of bees in winter quarters. So far this winter we have scarcely
in succession when our
I have kept bees for 10 years, and, had ten days
seeing so many bad reports last win- bees were not flying one or more days.
ter from all over the country, I thought We fee! quite safe now, should we get
acold snap for even six weeks. Our
it my duty to rejjort my success in
wintering. During all my experience bees carried pollen to-day from rye
in bee-keeping I have lost only 1 col- and oats, chopped, placed in the yard
W. II. Stout.
ony, and that was 9 years ago. Last for them.
Pine Grove, Pa., Dec. 2S, 1881.
all came
winter I had 7 colonies
through strong they never were in
better condition than last spring. My
Wintering Nicely. I have 80 colobees and myself were ready for tlie nies of bees in chaff hives. They are
harvest.
Apples
and
cherries
wintering
nicely, and had a flight
honey
yielded abundantly next came white every few days during the winter, so
1"".
E. Townsend.
clover, but, to my disappointment, far.
Hubbardston, Midi., Dec. 29, 1881.
only for a few days. Dry weather set
;

;

;

—

;

.
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Premiums. Those wlioget up clubs
Special Notice.— We send this number of the Bee Journal to those of for the Weekly Bee Journal for
our subscribers for last year wlio have 1882, will be entitled to the following
not yet sent on the money for 1882. premiums. Their own subscription
Many of the renewals will be in tran- may count in the club
:

the mails, and those who liave For a Club of 58,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
not yet started the money are hereby
"
"
4, —Apiary Register for 00 Colonies,
insertion,
once,
or
each
to
do
so
at
space,
invited
line
of
cordially
or Cook's Bee) Manual, paper.
20c, per agate
"
"
"
5,—
cloth.
they will receive no more, unless we
will contain about el^ht
A line of Agate typewill
"
"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for 1 year,
occupy 1 inch of space.
Yvords; fourteen lines
hear from tliem immediately.
or Apiary ReKister for 2i>j Col's.
sit in

SATES FOK ABVEKTISING,

t

Special Notices,

">0

cents per line.

DIStOTTXTS will

be given on advertisements
for the Weekly as follows, if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount.
weeks
4:
For
:

•'

"
"
"
*'

S

13
36
39
53

«o

"

months).... 30

"

months)
months)

"

(9
(1

year)

"

(3

"

(ti

"
"

— SO
GO
15

"
*'

"

Biscount. for 1 year, in the Monthly alone,
per cent., payable in advance.

Discount, for 1 yenr, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
payable in advance.

40 per cent.,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
—Y'early Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

THOMAS
ST* West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chicago,

We invite all

to

promptly renew, Or they

and save the unnecessary trouble of
taking tlie names from our mail list,
and having to replace them again in a
few days. Promptness in this will
and
35 save us much valuable time

III.

may deduct 10 per cent

for their labor in getting

in

up the

cash

club.

Binders for 1882.— AVe have had a
of Emerson binders made especially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
perplexity.
They are lettered in gold on the back,
Once in a while we receive a rather and make a nice and convenient way
uncourteous letter because the Bee to preserve tlie Journal as fast as
Journal is discontinued when the received. They will be sent post paid
time is out that has been paid for. We by mail for 75 cents.
try to please all our subscribers, but it
18^ Binders cannot be sent to Canis not an easy task for us to determine ada by mail— the International law
who does and who does not want it will not permit anything but samples
so continued so we must ask to be of merchandise of less weight than 8
informed on the subject.
ounces. Canadians will please reNow, if all who desire it continued member this when ordering Binders.
would drop us a postal card, or mention it when they are sending a remiti^° Look at the wrapper label and
tance, it would save us much trouble see that proper credit is given for
and themselves the annoyance of money sent us, within 2 weeks. If it
having the Journal stopped.
does not then appear, please send us
a Postal Card, and we shall with
^Thousands have used Kendall's pleasure make the correction, for an
Spavin Cure for rliuematism after all error may occur during the rush at
otlier remedies had failed, and have
this season, though we endeavor to be
Iw-tt
experienced instant relief.
careful to always give proper credit.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
The Apiary Register will be ready to
Saturday of the previous week.
send out next week.
» # » .
It devotes 2 pages to each colony,
Ribbou Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, embracing between twenty and thirty
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. headings, neatly ruled and printed,
and
1^ Articles for publication must be with space at bottom for remarks,
written on a separate piece of paper so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
from items of business.
Each book will also contain printed
To Promote a Vigorous Growth of the rules for the apiary, and twelve pages
hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam. It ruled and printed for an apiary cash
restores tlie youthful color to gray account. As each book is intended
hair, removes dandruff, and cures itchfor a several years' record, it is gotten
Iw4t
ing of the scalp.
» » ««
up on first class paper, and strongly
lot

;

To Advertisers.— By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection witli our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail tliemselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
of America to make their announce-

ments

for the

coming season's trade.

We not only offer

the

best

advertising

medium, butthe lowest rates on yearly
contracts.

How to get the AVeekly Bee Journal
free of cost for 18S'2.— Until further
notice, any subscriber who desires to
obtain a good book on apiculture, can

have either Cook's Manual, Quinby's
New Bee-Keeping, or Novice's A B C,
bound in cloth, postpaid, and tlie
Weekly Bee Journal for one year,
for $3.00 or with King's Text-Book,
1^" When changing a postotlice ad- bound in full leather covers. There
or Blessed Bees (a romance), bound
in cloth, for §2.75. The Journal and dress, mention the old as well as the will be three sizes, sent postpaid, at
new address.
the following prices
all five books for §6.00. This is a rare
—. . ^ »
on
beelibrary
good
get
a
chance to
$1 00
Constitutions and By-Laws for For 50 colonies (120 pages)
1^
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
1 50
keeping. A person can sell the books local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
"
2 00
200 colonies (420 pages)
for their published price, $6.00, and name of the Association printed in the
cents extra.
The larger ones can be used fwr a
get tlie Weekly Bee Journal free blanks for 50
for his trouble.
few colonies, give room for an increase
a
lady
said
You
Manage,"
"How do
Those having already paid for the to her friend, "to appear so happy all of numbers, and still keep the record
Weekly Bee Journal for 1882 may the time?"' "I always have Parker's all together in one book, and are theresend for the books alone and deduct Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply, fore the most desirable ones to proand family in cure at the start. We have added
the S2 already sent for tlie Journal. and thus keep myself
good health. When I ain well I alThis offer will be witlidrawn on Jan- ways feel good-natured." See other these to our new Premium List for
]w4t
getting up Clubs for the Journal.
column.
uary 10th.
;

—

;
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Bees

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BCYEKS' QUOTATIONS.
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ALFRED

for Sale.

win sell .'500 4'olonieN of S5I«ok Bees,
Hives from one to tliree years old, to be delivered at depot at Albany, N. Y.. as soon as May 1.
years* experience in the bee
is>^2.
I have had

NEWMAN,

H.

Dealer in

all

kinds of

I

in

Office of amer[cax Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m.. Jan. 2. 1882.

I

].".

>

The following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
hour

to this

oij)

:

CHICAGO.
and prices steady.

is lively
HONE V—The market
comb honey, in single comb
We quote lipht
inUirtier boxea2c. less. Extracted

<boxes, 18(&22C

BEESWAX-Prime

.,,

,.

quality.

l-^^'-^-C.

Al. H. New.man. J72 W. Madison

a
WANTEI>-Bv
API-VKIST.

voung man, a situation as
Have had 7 years' experience in bee-keeping, and thoroughly understand
of
the
business. Good references
the requirements
given. Address M. G. REALS, East Hardwick, Vt.

iwup

Mian

GOLDEN

St.

CO.. 11

and

13

BOSTON.
area desirable packour market, and a lurjie quantity could be
20(<-.:2Jc.. accordins U> quality.

HONEY.— 1-puund combs

BEESWAX— Pi ime quality. 2">c.
Chatham
CROCKER & BLAKE.

DR.

Street.

57

I.

Iwtf

P. WILSON.
Burlington. Iowa.

BALTIMORE.

HONEY. -But

on the market, and prices

little

BEESWAX.— Southern,

pure. 2!f2i23c.: Western.
grease wax. lie— Baltimore iVar/ctt

A

HONEY.— The

supply and

BEESWAX — Best

light

Edited by

22®25c.—

W.

F.

CLARKE, and

Published at 5 Jordan street. Toronto. Ontario.
Canada, at Si. 0(J a year, by C. Blackett Robinson.
44mtf
Liberal inducements to local agents.

PHILADELPHIA.
nominal.

demand
^

are alike
,

,

,

,

,

23(&2oc.~PhtladelpMa

{[W Semi

for

ismtf

a week, but prices are unchaiieed.
white 1 lb. sections at 22c. 2d best.
;

;

LOUIS.
and slow for

ST.

all save choice
Plentiful
bripht comb -this sold readily; comb at 18@22c.;
strained and extracted Oiaiic. to l2Hc.— top rates
for choice brit?ht in prime packages.
Selling liiihtly at I9@2nc.
R. C. Greer & Co.. 1 17 N. Main Street.

BEESWAX—

SAN FRANCISCO.
southern boat this week brought

168 cases, principally comb. It is next to impossible to And buyers at current figures, e.xcept where
a case or two is retailed to some small dealer.
There would be no trouble in placing all offerings
to wholesale buyers, if concessions were made, but
this holders are endeavoring to avoid, at the same
time being anxious to realize.
quote white comb, ]H(aJ20c.: dark to good, 10®
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white. S^^fi^lOc.:
7(5sc.

Stearns &

BEESWAX— 23(*u25g.

SiMitu. 423 Front Street.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— Our honey trade is a little slow just
now, perhaps because of the unfavorable weather
but it has i,>een flrst-class. My sales during two
weeks in the month of October amounted to
22,orKj lbs. of extracted honey— more honey than I
ever sold in two weeks before. About \o.(»»~i lbs. of
the above was sold bythe barrel, and almost all the
balance in our square pound jars, and all these
latter, with the exception of about i'"' gross, were
sold in our city, partly in shipping orders and partly
in crates for the tra"de. Pound glass jars are by
far the handsomest retail packages. They do not

nor in New York because adulterators have spoiled the retail trade especially for extracted honey. Thev used glas^jars. But I doubt
very much whether I should have created a retail
market f<»r extracted honey with the same success
had I not adopted the square glass jar. I adopted
it because adulterators were using the round bot-

For

m and

'2r>

lb.

packages nothing is handier

buckets, and I have a good trade forthem
druggists, bakers, retail grocers, etc.
I pay Ni"-iic. for extracted honey on arrival, and
IGfifii^^c.. for choice comb honev.
iS(S,22c.. on arrival. I have paid
25c. per lb. for choice lots.
C. F. Muth.

than

tin

from

VOLUME
FOR
paper
A few
974

Is a ji-imijc, bi-:mti(ullv Illustrated
(Irvct.'a to

to

It

of

has the largest

anv ioumal of

<;

,rps

pra. itical breeders
in Amerio . and is

r.f

its liass

FI1TE2T POULTEY lOUSNAL IH THE WOELD.
SUBSCRIPTION:12 begins Januarj- 18«1.
«1.00 per year. Specimen Copy. 10 cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.

TSE

Volume

182

CLAKK

-

ST.,

West Madison

any address.

Frieud«,

if

you are

in

STEWMAjr,

Street,

Monthly Magazin

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCK
as editor

I880,

copies tor sale at

covers.

in

THOMAS G.

Chicago,

anv way interested

111.

in

BEES OR HOr^EY
We

will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

CHICAGO

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hive't, lloiiey Exti-actor**, Artifi-

to sell Dr.Chase's 2.90 Recipe cial Comb, Section llttney K«»xc»», ail
AfiCUT?" ANTED
AuLll
Book. Si'Us 'if Sirjht. Double your money and journals, and eTerythin;.' pertaining toboobs
Bee
Address Dr.Chase'sPrintingHouse. Ann Arbor.Mich Culture. Nothimj Patented. Simply send your
adI

SGmlyp

dress on a postal card, lurittcn plainly, to

A.

SEEDS FOR

1.

ROOT, Medina,

Ohio.

TIN FAILS FOR HONEY.

Honev

Plants.

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Ilouey Plants, including

Golden Honey Plant.
Melilot Clover,
White Clover.

These Pails have a full CDver, and are excellent
for marketinK Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of tlie honey by consumers. The following are the prices
Per Doz. P^r lOO
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
$l.8o
$12.00
"
'*
Half Gallon. " a
i.oO
9.00
•'
"
Quart,
"
i*!^
...
i.:>0....
7.00
*•
Pint,
"
IM "
75....
4.00
:

COLORED LABELS.

Alsike Clover,

sell in <_'hicaeo

tles.

T.

Cans>.!ohiii-ie, ST,

$1.00, postpaid

We

dark and candied.

HOUCK & FEET,
Imtt

in

^
A. C. Kexdel. 115 Ontario Street.

HONEY— The

Apiarsan Supplies is nuw ready, and you will conyour best inieresis by securing a copy before
you order. Address.

and dark
I2c.

Excliange.

sult

We

BEESWAX—22fs.2.5c.

HONEY—

Bee-Keepers'

Tiie

Bound

2nc..

If.

Seel Seel See!

little dull for
sell best

2 lb. sections, I7(gj20c. Extracted,
small packaj^es; lie. in half bbls.
18c

SONS,

Solo iManufacturers.

Sumule imd Circular.
c. OtiM, Fond du Lac, Wis.

CLEVELAND.
honey has been a

VAN DI5USEN &

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N.

C. Olm's Goml] Foundation Macfiins.

Merchants'' Guide.

HONEY— Comb

J.

for

Agriculture.Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

INDIANAPOLIS.
lb. sections,

high side-walls. 4 to It; square feet to
the pound. Circular and SLimpIea tree.

Si.no per annum, postpaid, or three months on trial
2.1 cents.
Sample ct»py free. Our price list of

Fortnightly Journal of

Journal.

HONEY.— New. in 1 or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

founbatiom,

:b

This journal betrinsitsfnnrth year in a new dress,
has been increased in size U>'i2 pases. is a live, progressive monthly, edited by practical bee-keepers,
and is richly worth the subscription price, which is

THE RIRAL

are not quoted.

FREE upon application.

FL.IT - C0TT03I

i

Devoe avenue.

ILL.

ILliUSTKATED CATALOGUE

queens.

5.fM_)
ed Queen
Colonv, with Tested
l2.ori
Queen, before July l
lO.Oo
Same, after July
TestedQueen. before July 1, 3.(Xi
after July i.. 2.50
"
*'
half
doz.,
per
I3.r.0
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostoflBce Order,

;

THORN &

pure,2i'';«i 22c.;

MX

Full

davk,
tracted, white, liKujiic.; dark. Sia&c.
BEESWAX. —Prime quality. 2l3*@23c.

Street,

CHICAGO,

li-frame Nucleus, with Test-

:

in

HOSEY AND BEESWAX,
974 West Madison

-frame Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed Queen

YORK.

and trade is lively.
HONEY—The supply is full,
White comb, in small
We quote as follows
in small boxes, 15@17c. Ex-

age

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

sent

1

NEW

«old at

.

SNYBEK,

;

«@9c.

iboxes. IH(yi22c

.

bustnees, and claim to know what constitutes a
good colony. Persons wishing to buy will please
A.
write to
Clarksville, Albany Co.. N. Y,
Iwtf

Mammoth

Mignonette. &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

ALFRED

BEESWAX.—

'72

West Madison

St.,

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAOO,

now have on hand two

sizes of Cnlored Isabels
for these tin pails lone size for pints and quarts
and another for half-gallons and gallonsj, and can
supply any quantity of either size, by mail, postpaid, at
cent each. When ]00 or more of either
size is ordered, I will print your name and address
on them without extra charge. Prices for larger
quantities than ^2^K^ given upon application.
I

1

ALFRED
II.I,.

a72

H.

SEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111.

u
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Bole Manufacturer of the

FOUNDATION
AND
KETAIl..

\VHOI-ESAI-.E

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
luive the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL HTANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sectioHs. All shapes and sizes.

Samples free on request.

CHAS. DADANT
V

$777™

YEAR and

lutflt
'

Dimliam
B^New

FoiiiKliitioii Mill,

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DUNHAM,

_^

DePere, Wia.

HIVES AND SECTIONS.
We are in better shape than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, havinp remodeled "ur machinery, and put everytliintr in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

"BOSS" OXE-PIECE SECTIOX.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, therefore

we

States.

are the sole manufacturers in
Send for Price l^ist.

&

CO.

Some persons having infringed upon
NOXK'E—
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby

we sball prosecute all manufacWe shall not molest hee-keepers for
those purchased before Dec. Ist, 1881, but
heri'by caution them against buying any e:i(cept
those bearing nur stamp. It hits been reported by
f-ome that it is'tur intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those Oiie-Pieee Sections heretofore purchased this is wholly untrue and false.
give notice, that
turers.

USING

:

JAS.

FORNCKOOK

(juiiiln's l\ew

*fe

15, 1S8I.

<*0.

.'ilsmtf

Bee- Keeping.

you desire the
benetlt vt an exIf

^ "iJU'l'NBtgj

w li i c h
i!is enabled us to
secure yj.MHii lbs.'
of honey frDui H"
colnnies of litr?*
during tlieprc^'enl
season, send ti
our book. It con-^
I)erience

tains

i.'7o

piiges,

and is fully
with HMnllustrutic.
to the times. Price, by mail,
sell everything used in :idvanced
Send for our illustrated circular.
1,

$1.50.

We

bee-culture.

up

L. C.

1^

]i^

ROOT&BRO.,
MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

46amtf

JL

o X IS

x;

e

FIFTY YEARS AX APIARIST.
We are the oldest breeders of Italian bees and
manufacturers of apiarian supplies in New England. Our experience dates back to the tlrst experiments of Mr. Langstroth in the movable comb
system. Send for our price list of bees, queens
anil supplies, before making your purchases fur
1882.

Address,

Imtf

WM.
W. CARY SON.
Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.
«fc

.v

CO
Z
PS

<

JAS. FORNCKOOK
Watertown, Wis., Dec, 16-si.

Watertown, Wis.. Dec.

2

United

tlie

SON,

a

111.

expenses toagents,

free.addressl*

ui?u«i(n,

Patented July 28th, 1881.
Ismtf

&

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

52smtf

Maiue.

O Vlckery
36wly

——

—

—

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIYE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.
Topics Presented This

Chicago,

IlL,

January

11,

Ml rM&f^^^^STp

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of

The Honey Crop

of 1881

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
28

:

I^ist

lor 188:;

Exchaiie:es

Wax-Boiling in England
Glucose and the Michigan Convention
Signing Notes

Yellow and Leather-Colored Bees

The Coming Bee again
A Talk on Sundry Bee Matters
A Bee Company

Jones' New Departure
Doolit tie's Cataloge
Are there Tou Many Bee Papers
Bee Stings
Bee G hives
C.

974

C.

WEST MADISON
At $2.00 a

NEWMAN,

ant> Proprietok.
ST.,

T'ear, la

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to £urope 50 ceuta extra.

Correspoudeuce

Root A Bro.'s Report

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Peccadillos of Bee-Keepers
Pollen in the Hive in Winter

THOMAS
Editor

X^~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or hank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such (-r.Ij/ are at our risk. <'hecks
on local banks cost us lij cents for collecting.

.

Survival of the Fittest

Li.

THE DUNHAM

Published every Wednesday by

19

Items
Changes Among Bee Pupera
Glucose— Grape Sugar
Notes from Sun land
Sweet Clover in Colorado
Comoetitive Apiaries
Mortality in Winter

Among Our

2.

FRANCES DDNHAM,

Editorial—

Clubbing

No.

1882.

,

Drones and Drone- Workers
Damage done by Skunks to Bees

22
22
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
26
27

Entered at Chicago post

office

as second ciass viatter.

^ducrtvscmjeitts.
The AMERICAN Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State. Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

Couveiition Notes
Local Convention Directory
Los Angeles County. Cal., Convention
Colorado State Convention
Convention Notices

Selections from

Our Letter Box

Removing Bees in "Winter
Packed in Sawdust
Poor Summer for Bees
Taking a Notion to Bees
Bees and Grapes
Remedy for Ants
Reportof the Season
Will Trv Again
Cold Spell
Favorable Winter

Worth

*."..! M.I

to

him

A (iood Showing
Thymy
Remedy

for Whooping-Cough
Queen Stopped Breeding

A

Beginner
Preparing Bees for Winter
Production and Sale of Honey
Repairing Losses
A Good Honev Crop
Bees Doing Well
Linseed Oil as a Medicine

Queen E ::cluder8

27

27
27
28

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
2H
2h
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOULIJ have FISHER'S GRAIN TABI.ES,

FOUNDATION

192

pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER,

I^~ Also for

sale

iwfim.

Machine.

Box 238, Rochester. N.V.
at the Bee Journal OfiBce. ..«J

Patente

B^F Send for New

i

Aug. 23d,

Is-si.

Circular for January, 18S2.

OATTTIOIT.
DODGE'S BEE-FEEDER.
all

on application.

-w4t

with biise of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine, I hereby give notice to all parties infringing
my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines as above, other than of my manufacture,
thai I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infrioK'^nients to the full extent of
the law.
A.
:

DODGE,

Fredonia. N. Y.

Rev. A.
»0

U. E.

for

comb foundation

Sample, by mail, 30c.; per dozen, by express.
JS8. Catalogue and Price List of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies, Small Fruit- and Early Vegetable Plants.
free to

LETTERS PATENT Number
Dunham Foundation Machine, making

Having obtained
J4i3,ii;i;i

SALISBURY

FRANCE*

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
years' experience in Queen-rearing. Our motto
— ' Low Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded." Italian
Queens. Ji, Tested. *ii
Cyprian

2wi3t

DUXHAM,

DePere. Wis.

;

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates tlie time to which
you have paid. Always send money

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

:

name on

yueens,
Oueens,

;

c;£i

*i. Te.'^ted, $i^
$i, IV-sted, J2.

;

1

;

li book of its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, slaves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

cleus, either kind, $4; Colofiy of
bees, either kind. Sframes.fs. Comb

urement of

Koundation on Dunham machine,
thin, for boxes (Root) 40c.
Iwly

by postal order, registered letter, or
per lb.
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city C. Olm's Comb Foundation Machine.
except at a discount of 26 cents, to pay
J^~ Send for Sample and Circular.
expense of collecting them.
ISratf
C. Or.M. Fond du Lac. Wis.
3,^»e.

^EARLV

Palestine

frame Nu-

I

I

I

tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and <.'anada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 3.'] cents post-paid.

G.^V. FISHER, Box 238. Rochester, N.Y.
K^" Also for sale at the BEE JorRNAL Office. ..^
lw6m.

;
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ALFKED

H.

Dealer

NEWMAN,

The Bee-°Keeper'$ Guide;

Uinds of

In all

oil,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES, MANUAL OF THE
By A.

HONEY AND BEESWAX,
974 West Madison

REVOLVING COMn-HANGEB,

Tool Box and Beoording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive f. the Extract.ir, aset
broken
of aniarian tools, metal-lineil drawers tor
combcombs and frasments of wax, revolvinK
pninins; or
hanger, wliich holds eonib firmly whde
wash
and
desk,
wriUnK
cells,
queen
out
cuttinc
adjusts
ba-in will not break nor bruise combs;
combs, and
to fit all sizes of e.xtractinB and brood

Of Lansing. Pro/ts.vor
Street,

CHICAGO,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

State Agricultural

FREE upon

3SO

application.

The Original Patent

BINGHAIA BEE SMOKER

•

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

laborious to handle than the ordinary Jandba'kets. Write your address on a postal card, and

is less

HON EY KNIFE.

JOH» M. DAVIS,

address it to
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Sprma Hill, lenn.

Send a card for testimonials, or
lialf-dozen rates, to

PARKER^S GINGER TaNIC
Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
mnnyof the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
V-\o'

d Purifier and the

DrslIIeaUhAStreiicth
Kcstore-r Ever Uspd.
It

ELECTROTYPES
Of KnpravintiB used in the Bee Journal tor sale at
cents per square inch— no eingle cut sold for less

THOMAS G. NEWMAN.

•Jfi

than.50c.

ST-* West Madison Street, Chicago, lU.
150 Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.
39wly
C. AJCTEL.L. Roseville. Warren Co.. 111.

SALE—
U

FOK

cures Rheumatism,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

&

diseaess
Slecple5sness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

Parker's
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
is entirely different from
Hair Balsam. &Bitters,
Ginger Essences

Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hair DressiBg. Never fails to restore the
youthful color to gray hair.

The

Best,

5Qc.

and $1

sizes.

and other Tonics, as

it

From

of

ITALIAN BEES,

ray Apiaries.

QUEENS and N1JCL,EI IN SEASON.
jy Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on appliJ.

cation.

SOwtf

H. KOBEKTSOBT,
Pewamo,

Ionia Co., Mich.

steel engravings. 125 prescriptions.price only $I.2r> sent by
nuiil : illustrated sample. 6c

fPnVQnr send now. Address Peabody
im OLliI. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
22wl
PARKER, No. 4 BulHnch St., Boston.

MNUW

~^^~E'N(^HA VINgK

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
TREATISE

KiviuK an index of diseases,
A
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

BIND TOM
AND KEEP
NEAT AND CLEAN.

JOURNALS
TilEIM

table BivinK all the principal druBs used for the
horse, witli the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table' with an eneravins of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuahle information.
Price as centB.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

974

IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
Directions in each Binder.

SOc.
8Sc.

For Bee .Journal of li**!
For Bee Journal of 18K1
For Bee Journal of is»2
Address.
974

THOMAS G.
West Madison

'J'Sc.

Chicago,

III.

The

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. Wm. R. Howard. Is of especial Interest to

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article fur every number for IHS*J -20
pages handsomelv f;(»tten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
;

Bee-Keepers'

Exchange.

This iournal begins its fourth year in a new dress,
has been increased in size to :J2 pages, is a live, progressive monthly, edited by practical bee-keepers,
and is richly worth the subscription price, which is
*i.OD per annum, postpaid, or three months on trial
cents. Sample copy free. Our price list of
for
Apiarsan Supplies is now ready, and you will consult y<nir best interests by securing a copy before
youiirder. Address,

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

Columbus. Kansas.

CaiiiOoharie, N,

Initf

"W.

FLAT BOTTOM
-

FOUNDATION,
high side- walls. 4 to Iti square feet to
the pouud. Circular and samples free.
J.

133 Fine

IlliiHii-atious.

This ia a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ;i,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of tlie anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravingsthe productsof the Honey Bee the races of bees;
lull desccriptions of honey-producing plauts.trees,
shrubs, ctc.splendidly illustrated— and last. though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times'"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the /ollotviJig opmioTia of the

Book

a master and of

VAN DEUSEN &

or toreign. which I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
BOis, editor of the BuUetm D' ApictUteur^ France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski. N. V.

We have perused with great pleasure lh\3 vade
mccit7nof the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to api-

HOUCK & PEET,

THE KANSAS BEEJOTER,

28wt(

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

-J.",

NE^VMAJf,

Street,

by

See! See! See!

The Emerson Binder
Any one can use them.

price,

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

^

If IP
V
"pat. binder St JPERIODICALs\
II

;

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.-LEWlS T. COLBY.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iJri(ts/i Bee JournaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my conptaiu guide in my operations and successful mauagemeDtof the upiaiy.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wyxkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested to
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret bavmg purcnased.— JV/ic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a
manual isa nece!>sity. Prof- Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive wor^— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fuily up with the limes in every particular.
richcbt reward awaits its autbor.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to ihe clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.- WM. Van a.ntweiu'. M. I)
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Kj/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French

;

FULL COLONIES

Pasres

be.3tandcheapest.intiispL'nsable to every man, entitled
"The Science of I^ife, or Self-

ITTJhW

Bees and Queens

the

All agree that it is the work of
real vulxie.—h'ApicuUiire, Paris.

t;ilt,30()pp.,con tains beautiful

&

Entomology iii

the Author. A uew and i:reat
Medical Work, warranteil the

Preservation ;"bound in finest
E'^renchmuslin. embossed, full

ncverintoxicatcs. Hiscox
Co.,Chemists, N. Y.
Large SavJDg Buying Dollar Size.

of

College of Michigan.

;

&

HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA. MICH.

BINGHAM

APIARY,
COOK,

ILL.

MX ILtrSTKATED CATAtOOrE
sent

J.

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

culture.
To al takingim interest in this subject.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.

This book la pronounced by the press and leading
bce-meu to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientillc work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee^ man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Wesi.— Vl'eiittrnAi/ricHti.iirii)t,
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
;

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Couk has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of^alloccupations.—jljuerican Inventor,
Jot

Price— Bound in cloth, !H>1.2.? In paper cover,
Sl.OO, by mail prepaid. Published by
THOMAS 6. NE^VMAN.
y74 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILl*.
;

—
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poundsl If we call it only
The estimate begins with putting
it
is worth
$15,000,000. the number of colonies in the country
Surely the industry is of sufficient at 3,000,000. In the absence of data I
magnitude to satisfy the most enthu- will not dispute, but surely 10,000
siastic of its devotees."
hives to each congressional district
In estimating the entire lioney crop, looks a little large. The grand error
from the reports received from 8 per is in making no adequate distinction
cent, of the bees, the editor makes a between! frame hives and box hives.
Publiahed every Wednesday, by
reduction of one-sixth. In his enthu- The great majority of the bees in the
siasm, I fear that he did not sufficient- country— say 2,000,000 colonies are still
G.
ly take into consideration the fact in primitive housings, and kept in
Editor and Pkopuietor.
that the reports received were from let-alone style. To estimate the yield
974 "WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. the best educated and most progress- of these at about the .same, hive for

VOL.

120,000,000
100,000,000,

2.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

WEBK1.Y— (52 numbers)

country,

JS3 a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
and third numbersot
each month, at $tl.OO a year, in advance.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The arst

MONTHliY— The first number of each
50 c«ntH a year, in advance.

and successful apiarists of the hive, as the yield of colonies in well
and that a far different kept apiaries is a flagrant inaccuracy.
showing would have been made, had
Sufficient reply to this criticism is
he received reports from an equal
number of colonies kept in box-hives simply to repeat the exact words of
and log gums, and owned by ignorant the editorial in the Bee Journal for
bee-keepers. I do not consider my- Oct.
12, page 321 which areas follows
self competent to say just how much
reduction should have been made,
There are in America about 3,000,000
but I do certainly think that Mr. colonies of bees, but our reports are
Newnum has placed his estimate at from less than a quarter of a million,
ive

TEKM9 OF SUBSCKIPTIOXt

month, at

l^" Any

person sending a chib of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) sent to any address
Sample copies furnished free.
desired.
(

too high a figure.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

JAN.

11.

That we were

or one-twelfth of the whole. If the
one-twelfth that are reported are a

mistaken is fully fair average of the whole, then the
proved by the following taken from crop of American honey for 1881
the article in question by Mr. Hasty, amounts to 120,000,000 of pounds. If
The Honey Crop for 1881.
we call it only a hundred millions, it is
as published in the Exchange for Noworth $15,000,000. Surely the indusRespecting the Table we gave in vember
try is of sufficient magnitude to satisfy
the
most enthusiastic of its devotees.
the Bee Journal for Oct. 12, of the
Tlie finality of the report is that
Honey Crop of last season, Mr. W. this year's lioney crop is $1,.500,000,000
It should be remembere'd that this
three-quarters of the amount of tlie
Z. Hutchinson remarks as follows
is but a closing paragraph, having no
not

:

:

—

national debt!

To consume

it all

in

Mr. C.N. Wilson, in the Semi-Tropic the United States each family of five
California, is certainly unfair in liis persons would have to eat $150.00
criticisms of you and your ' table of worth. Of course, there is an arithtlie honey harvest of 1881 ;" but are metical slip here, and the collossal
not you a trille mistaken, when you sum is really the number of cents insay that friend Hasty bases his argu- stead of the number of dollars. The
ment, in the Bee-Keepers' Exchange, number of pounds figured is but 120,on an error made by a compositor V 000,000, and the 20,000,000 are thrown
Please read liis criticism once more, off to cover shortage.
and I think you will notice that he
If additional proof is required, we
says: " Of course there is an arithmetical slip here, and the colossal have it in Mr. Hasty 's subsequent letsum is really the number of cents in- ter, in the Exchange for December,
stead of the number of dollars."
" The ques- which is but just published
Friend Hasty then says
.

:

:

tion herein raised is this Is not 100,000,000 (lbs.) much too large an amount
to claim for this year's honey crop V"
And in this I must say that I agree
with friend Hasty, as you will see by
the following article of mine in the
:

Country Gentleman

:

Last September, the editor of the
American Bee Journal requested
his readers to .send in reports of their
honey crop. They responded promptly,

and reports were received, show-

In

my criticism

nal's honey

among

on the

report,

I

particular bearing on the "Table of
the Honey Crop of 1881," except to
show that if the one-twelfth who had
reported are a fair average of the

whole, (which are roughly estimated
at " f(6oi({ three millions of colonies of
bees"), then the crop of American

honey

for 1881

amounts

to 120,000,000

pounds.
It will

be readily seen

we

that

asserted nothing, basing all the calcu-

lation

Bee Jour- show

upon an "if"
that

we did

— and

then to
regard the figwe threw off the

7iot

mentioned, ures as at all definite,
small amount of tiventy million pounds
of honey, estimating the balance as
worth fifteen millions of dollars. It
would seem that we could hardly have
been mo?-e indefinite in these casual remarks about the estimate of the whole
Honey Crop of America.

other errors, the one by wliich
the total value of the honey crop was
made a hundred times more than its
own figures would allow. I was not
at the time aware, that the next issue
of the Journal had contained a correction. CriticLsing typographical errors, already editorially corrected,
would be rather petty business. Fortunately no argument was directed
against these retracted figures, but
whatever strictures the article contained, fell on the figures the Journal
intended to give.
E. E. Hasty.
Richards, O., Dec. 21, 1881.

ing the yield of honey from nearly a
quarter of a million of colonies, or
about 8 per cent, of all the bees in
America. The average amount of
surplus was about 69 pounds per colony, and the increase was about 71 per
Now let us examine the argument
cent. In rare instances, as much as
400 pounds of comb honey were taken against our editorial on the Honey
from a single colony. In the produc- Crop, which is as follows
tion of honey. New York took the
lead, followed by Pennsylvania, CanaThe question herein raised is this:
da, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois Is not 100,000,000 much too large an
and Louisiana, in order named. Cali- amount to claim for this year's honey
fornia, so famous for its large yields, crop y
What we have sold and sure
produced a very light crop. The is the 9,467,022 pounds which are re"
•editor remarked that,
if the one- ported.
The 100,000,000 are estimated
twelfth that reported are a fair aver- from the smaller sum. Is it not buildage of the whole, then the crop of ing a pretty large structure on a
American honey for 1881 amounts to comparatively small foundation?

anyone thinks that twenty milpounds are not enough to
" throw off to cover shortage " for the
inexperienced and box hive men
If

lions of

(and very likely it should be more)—
they are perfectly welcome to " throw
off " twenty millions more, or two or
three times that amount, and still the
only point we made is sufficiently

maintained; which was, that beekeeping was an industry of sufficient
to command attention
Surely neither Mr. Hasty nor Mr.
Hutchinson will dispute the latter and
only point we made
In the light of
these facts, have they not been criti-

magnitude

!

!

:

:

:
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cising " a man of straw " a creature
of their own fancy V
Both of these gentleman have our

Sweet Clover in Colorado.— By reference to the minutes of the Colorado
Novice, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture Bee-Keepers' Coiiveiitioii, on page 27,
it will be observed that President D.
thanks for the courteous manner in for January, says
which they have criticised it is just
May I suggest to friend Newman, S. Grimes made the most satisfactory
what we lilie. Let the argument be as that glucose contaiiis a little larger report given in the Convention— one
hard as possible, and driven closely. per cent, of dextrine than does grape which will bear comparison with the
sugar, to preserve it in a liquid state,
All we ask is politeness and courtesy, instead of "chemicals" being added most flattering reports anywhere. Mr.
and a desire to arrive at the truth. to the latter to make it solid ? We G. commenced the season with 15 colThis should be the object of all dis- shall get at the trutli after awhile, if onies, obtained 2,000 lbs. of surplus
we are only patient.
honey, increased to 33 colonies all in
cussion.
The truth was gotten at long ago— good condition, and has 1,000 lbs. of
Changes among Bee Papers.
and this is its sum and substance honey in combs put away for spring
Novice has been driven nolens volens use. As an explanation of his good
The Bee-Keepers^ Instructor has been from every position he lias taken ad- success, Mr. Grimes said he had 75
moved from Adelphi, O., to Somer- vocating the use of the vile trash for acres of sweet clover pasture on
set, Ky., and Mr. Thomas is making feeding bees, etc., and all that is left which his bees foraged, and which we
it one of the best of the monthlies. for him now, is—Jen de mots— a, play presume had been planted solely in
We are glad to notice this. It is the upon words. We have neither the view of its value for cattle pasturage.
only bee-paper now published in the lime nor disposition to follow up a Sweet clover will undoubtedly become
South, and it should receive a very mere quibble, and "for the present" as great a favorite with stockmen as
liberal patronage, for it richly deserves we leave him to extricate himself it is destined to become with apiarists,
it.
from the "web" he has himself not only on account of its adaptability
Mr. Nellis has sold the Bee-Iieeixrs'' woven, as quoted in the Bee Jouk- to all soils and latitudes, even where
Exchange to Houck & Peet, of Cana- HAL for Nov. 16.
It would have other clovers will not thrive, but also
joharie, N. Y., who liave improved it saved him much trouble, had he con- because of its supericn- nutritive qualin many ways, and we hope will not fessed the truth at tirst, and not tried ities and ability to withstand water
Glucose-Grape Sugar.

;

only issue a good paper, but publish

it

on time.

to cover

that

up

his record, by asserting

we had come over

or drouth.

to his position.

—

The American JSee-ifeeper, published

Mortality in Winter. In reference
Competitive Apiaries. The Britisli to this subject we have received the
ance since October. Has it ceased to Bee-Keepers' Society intend to offer a following letter, just as the Bee
exist y
$100 prize " for the best managed and Journal is ready for the press
The New England Bee Journal has most profitable apiary, to be worked
Friend Newman :— Since writing
not been received since November, with a limited number of hives, upon my last, I am convinced that it will
and we fear has also succumbed to the any principle or combination of prin- pay any bee-keeper to go hundreds of
miles to hear Mr. Betsinger on what
inevitable.
ciples." England is waking up to the he has to say about " tlie
cause and
the
industry,
and
is
importance
of
is
be
enprevention of the great mortality with
The Kansas Bee-Keeper to
our
winter."
bees during
Mr. B. has
larged to 20 pages, and the price doing good work in the line of prodevoted a large sliare of the past seachanged to 60 cents a year, but it has gress.
son, besides spending much time and
not yet come to hand.
money in his investigations and researches, and I trust we shall have a
1^ It would save us much trouble, large
attendance of our principal apia27ie Patron's Guide, published if
all would be particular to give their rists which would help to settle this
at Boyd, Ky., has been enlarged, and post office address and name, when perplexing question.
Our Associathe editor thus speaks of its pros- writing to this office. We have letters tion will be pleased, and under obliperity: "Regardless of short crops, (some inclosing money) that have no gations to your Journal, if you will
call special attention to the above
rain or winter's icy blasts, every mail nam«, post-office, County or State.—
fact.
Geo. W. House.
is bringing renewals of subscriptions
Payetteville, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1882.
Also,if you live near one postoffice and
to the Guide, and many new names to get
your mail at another, be sure to
We have received the programme
be enrolled as members of our rapidily give the address we have on our list.
of the above Convention. There will
growing family."
be 7 sessions, covering 3 days. We
We are sometimes asked who have a special invitation to be present,
The Western Blind says " Lizbut cannot then leave the office, or we
zie Cotton is again advertising his our authorized agents are ? Every
should be glad to again meet the
bee knowledge in some of the agri- subscriber is such an agent ; we have
bee-keepers of New York.
cultural papers. Lizzie is a fraud of no others, and greatly desire that each
the male gender, and a newspaper of- one would at least send in one new
fice that does not know it, holds a subscriber with his own renewal for
Notes from Siinland, on the Manatee
1882.
The next few weeks are the River, Gulf Coast of Southern Florgreat deal of stupidity."
time to do this. We hope every sub- ida. This is the title of a neat pamA Sample (!opy of the Weekly Bee scriber will do his or her best to double phlet of 84 pages by S. C. Upliam,
JouKNAL will be sent free to any per- our list for 1882.
Braideiitown, Fla. Anyone desiring
son.
Any one intending to get up a
to know anything of the climate, soil
club can have sample copies sent to
1^ Single copies of the Journal and productions of that region should
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
send him 25 cents for this little book.
in Missouri, has not

put

in

an appear-

—

1^

i^

:

1^

—

;
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Dr. Kellogg then said that he had no
Then she
it in clean water.
boiled the wax and poured it into a fears of comb honey being adulterdish without using a filter. She ated by any one, nor of any honey bebrought the wax to me to sell for her, ing adulterated by the producers.
which I did at 2s. per lb., and I have Tliese producers have got a state law
never seen better or cleaner wax. enacted making the adulteration of
This plan makes wax-taking compar- honey a fine of $100. He gave it as
his opinion that sufficient quantities
atively easy and pleasant.
of tree sulphuric acid, or lime, or oxide of iron, or all, were to be found in
(ilucose and the Michigan State Bee- glucose, or syrups mixed with it, to be
Keepers' Convention.— The Dowagiac unwholesome to the human system.
Besides, it was a great clieat, because
Times gives the following account of the sweet was only about
or }^ as
Dr Kellogg"s lecture on Honey Adul- great ;is tliat of cane sugar.
An elderly physician in the audience
teration with Glucose
Whiting) arose and said we are
An excellent dessert to the general (Dr.
finding new and dangerous symptoms
feast was dished up by Dr. Kellogg, of with
our patients, that by inquiry and
the Sanitariimi. Doctor K. is a young the symptomatology point directly to
man of far more than ordinary natural the free use of commercial syrups."
abilities, in addition to having a finished medical and chemical education.
His subject was " Honey as Food."
Signing Notes.— In the Dowagiac,
Ttie Doctor dwelt at length npon the
Times, "J. H. " (eddon) gives
Mich.,
use of sweets to the human system
advice on this subject:
following
the
spoke very liighly of honey as one of
those sweets.
" Say, John, I want to ask a favor
The subjectof adulteration of sweets of an old friend, I need one thousand
naturally came up, and was discussed dollars bad just now, and the bank
at length, many questions being asked wants a signer. I can pay it easily
by the audience. Glucose (a syrup or enough in 30 days. It wont even
sugar made from starch, by a sulphuric trouble you."
acid treatment) he had found to be the
" Well Harry, I would like to do you
one adulterant used in the honey, a favor any time, but read this,"
syrup, and sugars of commerce. Glu- (taking a paper from his wallet that
cose is made from corn (that being the reads as follows):
cheapest starchy substance), though it
TO MY BEST FRIENDS.— The followcan be, and has been, made of potatoes, ing is a copy of a "pledge" I have
grapes, wheat, rye, sawdust, old rags, given to my wife:
or anything that will produce starch.
" Whereas, you have practiced inlie told how much had been made dustry, economy and self-denial, to
but
had
no
fears
from an old shirt,
of aid in the accumulation of the little
any contact with shirt glucose, as the we now possess, making your interest
great bulk was, from economy, made and rightful ownership the same as
of corn. Tliousands of bushels of corn my own, therefore, I promise you that
is used daily by the Buffalo factory.
I will not go far usurp your rights and
Other factories are springing up all those of your cliildren, as to hazzard
over the United States. France and our accumulations by signing any obGermflny aie parents of the manufac- ligations with any person whomsoture. Much is used in making beer.
ever."
Grape sugar is glucose granulated by
" I trust your reason will approve
a secret process unknown to classical of, and your friendship excuse my
chemistry, and keptsecret by the man- necessary refusal."
ufacturers. On beingaskedoftlie preHow strange it is that bankers with
valence and effect of adulteration bj their vast experience can't trust
glucose and grape sugar, Dr. K. said John's "30 days," when they "can
it was almost impossiljle to find a sampay it sure " so easily? Readers cut
ple of syrup that was not a large pro- out this " pledge," sign it, and when
portion glucose ; that soft sugars were a friend asks you to sign an obligaalso badly mixed. He recommended tion that you do not wish to, show it
the purchase of granulated or confect- to him, and after he reads it, if he is
ioners'
sugar as the only ones safe a friend worth having, he will be a
against adulteration. They had trou- friend still.
ble in getting pure syrups at the Sanitarium. The dealers were unable
Snrvival of the Fittest.— The Canato getit, Sauiplesof liquid honey that

washing

MISCELLANEOUS.
Wax

Boiling: in

England.—Mr. A.

Pettigrew, in the London Journal of
Horticulture, gives the following details:

Boiling

wax and preparing

it

for the

market

is very disagreeable work.
All bee-keepers" with their wives and
servants dislike this work exceed-

ingly, and none dislike it more than we
do. Melted wax is easily cooled, and
when cooling cleaves to everything
it tonches, and it is ditiiciilt to remove.

Combs

before being melted are bulky,

to be compressed
before tliey are placed into a copper
When the wax begins
to be boiled.
melting the pollen of the combs is liberated and mixes with the water in the
copper or boiler. There is great difficnlty in separating the melted wa,\
froni the pollen. Our plan has been to
place the compressed combs in a bag
of cheese-cloth and boil them, skim off
the nielted wax and run it through a
strainer or a piece of muslin. But we

and therefore have

have never been satisfied with this
of melting wax. It is troublesome work. After the cakes of wax
have cooled some pollen slightly mixed
with wax adheres to their under sides,
which is scraped off, the cakes being
again boiled in clean water and run
through a cloth into dishes half filled
with clean cold water. We obtain
thus wax as pure as it is possible to take
it.
By running the wax into cold water
at the last time of boiling the bottom of
the cakes appear to advantage, and
look as if they had been moulded.
The bottom of our cakes of wax look
better than the upper surface, owing
to the cold water freezing the wax into
various forms as soon as they meet.
Some years ago a bee-keeper at

mode

Wigan told the readers of this journal
that this plan of taking wax is too slow
and troublesome, and that he had invented another wliich is easier and betHis plan or mode commended itme at the time, but owing to
the smallness of our kitchen oven I
have never put it to the test of experiment.
His plan, if I remember
rightly, is to melt the combs in a dry
heat by putting them into a wire sieve
or strainer or colander, and placing
this in an oven sufficiently warm to
melt the wax, and over a dish to receive the melted wax as it escapes
from the pollen. This appears to me
to be a very feasible mode of melting
wax, and easier than the one we have
ter.

self to

followed for so

many

years.

Another mode -of "taking wax— probably the best invented— was carried

y

:

A

he had analyzed was found badly
mixed. They had all been put up by
dealers in the large cities. He had no
idea that producers adulterated honey,
thougli he had read that a mixture
could be put into combs and capped
over artificially.
Tliis caused hearty
and prolonged laughter.
Prof. Cook (professor of entomology,
of our State
agricultural college),
arose and said tliat he had read the
same thing, but every man of any experience with bees or honey of course
knew better that no lui'man being
could fabricate even the most bung-

intojexecution in Bowdon a short time
ago.
lady obtained a great boxful
of honeycombs; she first took the
honey cleanly from the combs, then
commenced in a novel mannerto maiiufactiu-e the wax. Instead of taking
the wax from the pollen and rubbish, ling imitation of honey
she took the pollen from the wax by capped over.

A

;

comb

filled

dian Farmer, says:

The bee-keeper who seeks

to

grasp

the ideal bee by his own culture, must
take no stock "in the absurd doctrine
fittest."
of tlie "survival of the
What luis been done by stock-breeders
has been a^'complished by a most careful system of selection and management, backed up by untiring industry
and perseverance.

1^" It will pay to devote a few hours
in getting

and nal.

up a club for the Bee Jourthe list of premiums on

Head

another page.

;
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reading the article of Mr. Demaree,
James Heddon sent me tlie letter given
hereafter. Mr. Heddeii cannot be accused of being moved by selfishness
:

" Dowagiac, Mich., Nov. 23, 1881.

"FiirENU Dadant:
For the American Bee Journal.

Yellow and Leather-Colored

Bees.

CHAS. DADANT.
Ill

the

Bee Journal

tor

Nov.

23,

I

have just

read the ably written article of Mr.
Demaree, and while I admire his outspoken, earnest manner, I must say
that all my experience with different
races and strains of bees convince me
that he is wrong. I bought many dark Italians, accusing them of being

all) of Grimm,
Alley, W. J. Davis, and others, of the
" pure" golden, three-banded bees,
and yet I wrote " the Italian bees are
not superior to the Germans" of my
apiary, all things considered. Finally,
Mr. (jatnian asked me if I had ever
tried the leather-colored Italians. He
evidently thought them a distinct
strain, and said they would change
my views upon the subject. I thought
then, as I do now, that Mr. O., having
been an extensive breeder, held opinions of worth, and I, then starting a
The progeny of tliis queen produced second apiary, purchased 25 colonies
workers wliich had, most of them, the and some queens from him, and put
three yellow bands perfectly visible
them in my new apiary, with some
most of their colonies had not a single colonies of bright golden Italians.
black bee. Yet these workers were Their marked superiority over any
but half Italian, tor, at that time, bees I had ever seen induced me to
there was not another Italian queen supersede all my bright queens with
within fifty miles of Hamilton, and, those reared from the long leatheras I had worried my colony by rearing colored ones. I found no trouble in
queens, I had not a single drone, and discovering traces of blood from the

Mr. Demaree

yet arguing liis favorite plea in favor of tlie yellow bee.
queen that I introlirst
Italian
The
duced in my apiary was yellow to the
Her workers
tip of her abdomen.
were as yellow as could be desired.
This queen was the daugliter of a
queen imported from the apiary of the
celebrated German, Dzierzon, who.se
strain of bees will never be excelled as
to color; Dr. Dzierzon, for more than
20 years previous, having bred in view
of improvement in color.

my

queens (over 70 in

is

young queens had

black drones.
The following year

all

bees, he would commence by crossing
the Cyprian with " Mr. Dadant's dark
Italians," the robust Cyprian mixed
with " these ferocious dark hybrids,"
etc. Now, unable to sustain his position about the ferocious temper of the
leather-colored bees, Mr. Demaree
says that in writing this article his intention was to joke and worry me. If
so, the joking power of Mr. Demaree
is not very varied, for, on several occasions, he made thrusts against the

vindictiveness, and always
Such accusations only
show that he never has seen the worker
progeny of a queen imported from
of

full

ready to

fight.

Italy.

With Mr. Heddon,

I think that it
be very difficult to produce an
uniform type of bees, with all the best

will

and worthy of the name of
American bee." There are sev-

qualities,

the "

eral sides to this question, the colorof
the bees being only one of them, and
not, to
mind, the most important.

my

Hamilton,

111.

For

tlie

American Bee

The Coming

JcHirnalL

Bee, again.

H. L. JEFFREY.

The above heading seems to have
been talked of at every convenient
mated with bright Italians, both by looks and ac- gathering of apiarists. It has b«en
used for the subject of articles from
the next 2 or 3 years. That
tions, for

received three fact convinced me that they were, to
I
say the least, a separate strain.
wrote to Mr. Davis (who stood then as
now high in my estimation), telling
him all about the superiority of these
ill-mated queens.
Oatman
bees over those purchased of
Then I began to think that the color him and others. I have reason to bewas not a sure test of purity, and, af- lieve that this letter found him in a
ter a careful study, I proclaimed that position to welcome something differthe quietness of the bees on the combs, ent in the line of blood, and though
when they are taken out of the hives, he had at that time one of the purest
is the surest test ; this quietness being
apiaries in America, I think that he
in direct ratio with the puiity of the
superseded it with something tie conItalian bees.
siders, after years of use, much betSeveral bee-keepers pretend that ter. I should not be much surprised
the Italian bee is not a pure race oth- if that is not the leather-colored Italers, that it is the result of a mixture
ians, or them and some other blood
of Cyprian and black bees. If such carefully handled. I hope to hear
be the case, let me ask, how is it that from Mr. Davis upon the subject. I
such an union has produced, in the write you because I am quite positive
offspring, a behavior so different from
that Mr. Oatman told me that he obthat of both the parents V
tained his leather-colored strain of
The Cyprian queens, when you open bees from you, out of one of your imtheir hives, flee out of sight; their
portations. That I have so handled
workers are disturbed and run every- this strain of bees that they are better,
where, ready to fight. The black rather than poorer, than when I obqueens and bees act about the same, tained them, I have no doubt. That
with the exception that the workers you, Mr. W. J. Davis, and numerous
gather under the combs, and fall to others are doing the same thing I have
the ground. The Italian queens, on
also no doubt. My opinion is, if we
the contrary, remain quiet, and every
breed for color, we shall move backworker sticks to the combs undis- ward ; if for traits, forward if for
turbed.
both at the same time, our movements
In writing of me, and of my bees, will be slow in any direction."
Mr. Demaree says that "some iieople"
Mr. Demaree, who says that he takes
may suspect that the wonderful power
of sellishness can move the best of a broader view of the subject than I
men. Several times I have argued for can comprehend, makes sport of my
the leather-colored Italian bee. My remark that, as he never bouglit a
preference was based on facts, ob- queen from me, he cannot know how
served by myself and by perhaps ]00 our bees are. If I made such a reor more customers, who had made, as mark, it is because Mr. D., in the JJee
I did, the comparison between both Journal for Sept. 14th, wrote about
races, and who prefer, as I do, the my "gentle dark Italians," saying that
leatlier to the light-colored bee. After if he wanted to breed a game race of
I

queens from Italy. Of course, I was
lixr from being satisfied with these
queens. They were dark, and their
progeny was also darker even than the

;

;

the ablest apicultural writers of the
day, and how much nearer the goal
are we, either in the attainment of our
wished-for bee, or in the elucidation
of the modus operandi for obtaining
her V One gives one method, another,
or I might say all the rest, differ with
the first and each other in the majority
of points of working to attain the desired results, and yet all agree on the
point tliat we must breed from our
best queens, or in other words, from
the queens of the colonies giving us
the best results. Then follows what
we may expect to get by working in
such a channel, or perhaps the modus
operandi of work or management according to A, B, C or D's ideas, and
we follow it up, but we must not inbreed at all, and still we must keep
getting queens from our most successful

honey producing

apiarists,

and

next, or first, we must have only pure
drones, or must raise drones from our
best stock, then comes a diverge.
" There is the uncontrollable drone "
to mate with.
Now, and first, if we are to get our
drones from our best queens, or if we
are to raise our queens from our best
queen, it makes but little difference
which way (on paper without trial),
but one thing is sure, our breeding
colonies have got to be the best to be
obtained, either at home or abroad, if
success is ever expected in the shape
of perfection of the bee of ttie future.
clatni it is to
But when A, 15, C or
come from this or that hybrid stock,
they are talking a great deal luny it
may be a commingling of races, but
it will be a thoiouglibred bee and cannot be a chance liybrid. It has been

D

;

proved by hundreds of thousands of
experiments that hybridism is a sure
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road to dissatisfaction, and I Isnow of
a number that have tried to vvorlv
from a liybrid-stock starting-poiiit,
and tliey liave always given up vvitli
evidence tliat tliey would result in a
strong tendency to show apparent
purity in offspring of botli the original
jjarents, and that after several suc-
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he to her (the queen clare a dividend of 10 percent, every
six months.
If this can be done in
And what relation is the mating connection with a legitimate indusdrone to the queen's princesses and try, will it not be preferable to shaving notes and squeezing debtorsV
workers V
I am sure all of the above questions, Tliiis far, we have only bought 44
or their correct answers, are of just as hives of bees, being the sum total of
much need to be considered as the that nice little apiary at Kincardine,

What relation

laying the eggs)

is

'?

witli which I fell so desperately in
love last July, and of whicli I wrote
a brief accouiitforthe Bee Journal.
Mr. Sturgeon, the owner of it, had
either to give up his business or part
with his apiary, and very reluctantly
concluded to do the latter. He, however, reserved 2 or 3 colonies, having
come to such a pass that he cannot
live without bees. Twenty-seven of
our colonies are in double chaff hives,
made after a pattern obtained from
A. I. Root. The remaining 17 are in
the common Simplicity liive. We
had outside cases made for these of
pliined liunber, at a cost of 05 cents
each. They look nearly, if not quite
as well as the others, and don't cost
one-fourth the amount. The cases
Woodbury, Conn.
are six inches larger every way than
[Referring to the above suggestion the Simplicity hive, and tlie space is
relative to laying down concise rules filled in with chaff. I never handled
a double chaff hive until last summer,
to be observed in breeding for the
and found one serious objection to it:
" coming bee," we certainly cannot The permanent upper story is very inarrogate to ourselves the wisdom to do convenient for the elbows in taking
It also
If Mr. Jeffrey will reflect, that out and putting in frames.
so.
necessitates a great deal of stooping,
thousands of intelligent bee-keepers whereas
with the single hive, you can
in America are deeply interested in sit down on a stool or box, and take
the improvement of their bees, it solid comfort while exploring the conwould seem inexcusable egotism for dition of a colony.

cessive generations. And like results qualities of prolificiiess, gentleness,
will positively settle the hybrid start- great lioney gathering propensities,
or any amount of color or bands, and,
ing-point.
That bees cannot be manipulated by a thorough understanding of their
like other kinds of stock is an error. proper answers, rules will be seen,
That they are not governed by the which, if followed, will give all the
same laws as other stock is an error graces called for.
Ferhaps some of the readers of the
and that there are not governing laws
that are particularly tlieir own is pos- J5ee Journal think I had better finitively true and beyond question, as ish up that foul brood and the desievery observing, practical bee-keeper cated brood (piestion. I will, but I
knows, and those laws are, without wish to wait till spring and know for
doubt, elastic enough to be manipula- sure if my past experiments prove
tive to a practicable extent.
true. I shall send specimens of it to
One question right liere is, who is Prof. A. J. Cook again as early as
going to give us tlie perfect bee? How practical, and to the editor, with conare they going to obtain it? ^Vhen densed report of observations at the
are we to have it V And where from earliest opportunity.
;

we get

will

it V

have been reading

all that I could
get hold of that has been written,
and, like many others, have gained
but a dim light on the subject, except
that some think it will be a three or
four banded bee.
Friend Newman (I say friend because you are a friend to us all), cannot you possibly sift this subject out
so as to give us the fine (lour and positive and concise rules to work by, aiul
report results to you for a suuuaing-iip
or comparison V
I do not know what others are doing,
or just how they are working, or in
what points they are succeeding; but
one thing I feel very sure of, they are
either succeeding blindly witliout
knowing how, or they don't and won't
tell us the whole in plain language.
Another point I am sure of, we may
think we know what to expect from
the queen, but we expect more tlian
we get, and we get some things that
are accounted for most mistakably, or
else apiculture, as it is, is a wrongly
taught and practiced science.

I

make suggestions, especially
when decided and perceptible imus to

provements have already been accomplished.
While one may be slowly,
but surely, approaching the summit
in around-about cour.se, another, with
more comprehension but less patience,
may reach it by a shorter route. We

.JONES'

new departure.

Jones has become an editor. He is
conducting a bee department for the
Montreal Witness, a paper I have long
written for, but from which I retire
January 1, in order to give my best
attention to the Rural Canadian,
which has been kindly noticed in the

Bee Journal, and

will,

of course,

have a bee department of its own.
Jones makes a very good fist of it as a
beginner, and it strikes me that many
practical bee-keepers might do good
service to the cause of apiculture,
and help their own business, by running bee departments in their local
newspapers.
doolittle's catalogue.
" I arise " to state that I have received the above, and like it very
AV3I. F. CLARKE.
much. It is the neatest and most
I often feel disposed to write on a tasty thing of the kind in my collecvariety of bee-keeping topics in a free- tion of bee-keepers' catalogues. For
and-easy, chit-chatty sort of way, the most part, It is well written. But
dispensing with all the formalities of friend D., like the majority of tliose
a set article or editorial. Whether who write on apiculture, uses "the
this sort of thing will interest the plural of majesty," and it sometimes
readers of the American J3ee Jour- reads queerly. " AVe had desired to
nal, or be voted a bore, I do not liave a little friendly talk with you
know, but shall probably find out about bees and bee-keeiiiiig, etc., etc.,
after the present lucubration sees the but owing to sickness * * * i shall
light.
We are constantly trying ex- have to be brief." " We hold ourself
periments witli bees, and it may not personally responsible," etc. I think
be amiss now and then to try one with we had better, all of us, give up tliis
form of expression, and come down
bee-keepers. " So, here goes. "
from our majestic stilts to Quaker
A BEE COMPANY.
plainness of speech. Only the "'big

can hardly guess when the result will
be reached, but that it will be attained
we cannot doubt and perhaps sooner
When Mr. Theo. Feet wrote some than many anticipate. Ed.]
time ago that the drone was an important factor, he wrote a good deal
For the American Bee Journal.
of overlooked truth and no foolish
poetry.
A Talk on Sundry Bee Matters.

At

the present day,

we

are obliged

to swallow that detestable Dzierzon
theory, or disbelieve our own eyes.
we will acknowledge it true, and
on that ground ask some questions
If we liave an extra good colony for
honey qualities, which is to have the

Now

:

the queen or the drone she

credit,

mated with ? If the queen, why don't
we get the same from her daughter's
progeny V If from the drone, why not
from the workers of tlie queen he
mates with (tlie queens and drones
coming from the same stock)
Will some one answer the following
'i

questions fully in the Bee Journal,
and give lis a chance to sift out the
fine fiour V

What
queen
with

is a drone raised by a
drone her mother mated

relation

to tlie

V

What

relation

mates with

What

to

the drone

y

relation to her princess V

she

;

We

liave organized a company in
this town, and started an apiary as a

man " who really fills tlie editorial
chair, has a right to use the magnifi-

tentative business venture. Money is cent "We, Us & Company," anyhow.
plenty at six per cent, and some of us Correspondents and advertisers, unthink we can pay all expenses and de- less a firm, should use tlie singular,
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and indeed, as will be seen by the gestions I read in one of the Bee a terrible word. But let us classify
above quotations, cannot write good Journals. They were made of can- them according to the degree of
grammar unless they do. I am par- ton flannal, or rather a species of soft knowledge a man may have of the
ticularly pleased witli that part of crash towelling, covered with a very science of bee-keeping, as peccadillos
Doolittle's circular which relates to line quality of brown linen. Gaunt- of the apprentice, of the journeythe culture of small fruits. Being an lets would be a more proper name man and of the master.
enthusiast in that line myself, I for them than gloves, as tliey are long
Enthusiasm in apiculture may in
cordially .second the advice" to bee- enough to lap over the coat cuff, certain cases be considered as a very
keepers that they combine apiculture which they grasp with a bit of elastic. contagious desease, Let any person
After puttnig tliem on, I soaked them wholly unacquainted with bees and
and small fruit culture.
with cold water, which rendered their care, get into the company of
ARE THERE TOO 3IANY BEE PAPERS V them cool and pleasant to the hands, enthusiastic
bee-keepers, and he will
I am inclined to tliink so. Doolittle's and made the bees, even when some- be most likely to catcli it. For the sake
what
excited,
indisposed
settle
on
to
"
of brevity we will assume Mr. Roe
club list enumerates
nine in the
United States for 1882." I didn't them, for they are dainty little crea- is the infected person. He forthwith
tures,
and
don't
like
damp
their
to
so
concludes to become a bee-keeper,
know there were
many, and I am
sure I cannot lind time to read them feet. They couldn't sting through no, not that, but an apiculturist, who
all.
It's a delicate matter to touch them, and being wet, didn't want to. will manage his bee on the most apupon, and reminds me of a question After trying rubber gloves, woolen proved plans, because honey tastes
once put to a graduating theological mits with a forelinger in them, and pleasant, and he has an imaginary
'•
student,
which are the minor sheepskin thistle mits of the same sight ofa bursting pocketbook, stuffed
prophets?" lie replied that "he shape, I give these the decided pref- with the proceeds of honey sold.
didn't like to say,as the answer might erence. They were nicely made at Hives are cheap and easy to be had,
seem invidious." Mrs. Partington, our glove factory here, and only cost, but whether they are of thebeststyle,
says, " comparisons are odorous," but material and workmanship, about T.^ic. face toward a proper direction on the
surrounding country, is especially
really, some of the bee publications
L. C. root * BRO.'S REPORT.
favorable to liee-keeping, are minor
in quality of paper, typographical exThis
is
a
very
interesting
docnment,
considerations. This would-be beeecution, and editorial ability, are no
and
should
be
carefully
studied
by
all
keeper thinks the bee must get the
credit to us. They are like weak
colonies of
bees, haven't
honey bee-keepers. I do not remember to honey. The advice of an experienced
have
seen
it
in
the
.Iournal,*
Bee
bee-master would be very valuable to
enough to winter well, and ought to be
nnited to stronger colonies. Whether but it is well worthy of a place there^ him and save trouble and expense.
and
indeed,
in
all
the
bee
papers.
But never mind the expense; our
can
overstocked
we
be
with bees or
friend Roe knows how to hold a saw
not is a question much discussed. I
BEE-KEBPERS' SUPPLIES.
and handle a plane. His cleverness
raise the inquiry, whether it is not
We, here in Canada, labor under and economy will produce a hive expossible to be over-stocked with bee
serious disadvantages Iti regard to celling every other, except probably
papers. I think it is.
the above. Duty and express charges in accuracy.
BEE STINGS.
come so high as practically to banish
The bees must be bought, but
There have been a number of refer- us from the United States market, "cheap" is the watchword. In spring
ences to the above subject in the bee and this may explain to dealers why one or more colonies are bought; they
publications during the past few they get so few orders from this side will, they miist, swarm; if not, he can
months. Professor Cook, very high of the lines. Many of our bee-keep- " divide " them. Sure enough, spring
authority, maintains that by success- ers worry along with rude appliances, favors his expectations; his bees
ive inocuhitions with bee ])oison, it because they cannot afford to import swarm; some are large, some rather
becomes a matter of indifference better. Our people are not so ingen- small swarms, but he accepts them all,
whether you get stung or not. Mrs. ious and enterprising as the Ameri- hiving each one by itself; other colonIIarrison,"our cjueen bee-keeper, eulo- cans, nor is there a brisk enough ies he divides; for his apiary must be
j

—

—

gizes bee-stinguig as a cure for rheu- competition heie to give us a choice
I am sorry to of the best articles. D. A. Jones is
be obliged to take issue with such doing something to supply this lack,
eminent persons, but my experience and I just received a nice sample
contradicts them both. The older I section-box from M. Ramer, of Cedar
shall doubtless get over
get.theworsel suffer from a bee-sting. Grove.
It has never done my rheumatism this ditiiculty in time, but there are
a mite of good, but on the contrary, many things we should order if it
gives me the worst kind of rheuma- were not for custom-house dues, posttism, and as for dropsy, it always otiice regulations, and express charges.
makes me very dropsical, especially I hope our brother and sister beeabout the eyes. In the September, keepers, will " to a man" use their
1873, Bee JouiiNAr,, I gave an ac- influence to bring about Reciprocity
count of •' a curious and painful ex- between Canada and the United
perience," with a bee-sting in the States. The bars and restrictions
center of the upperlip. Well, strange that now exist, are too oppressive to
to say, during the pastsunimer, every- be tolerated much longer. Nor will
thing I got in any part of the body, dry jokes about annexation help the
centered both as to pain and swelling matter, for the more that is said on
in the upper liii.
liard lump, the that subject, the less will our GovernWe want
size of a marble, invariably formed ment be disposed to relax.
commercial and social interin the center of that upper lip, and free
from it the pain and inflammation rad- course and interchange, let our politiated all over my body, and specially ical relations be what they may.
Listowel, Dec. 1.5, 1880.
affected the head. Mentioning these
[•Published Dec. 17, p. 3S8,Bee Jochnal.-Ku.]
facts to the editor of the Bee .IourNAL in October last, all the comfort I
got was that I ought to let bees alone.
Tnmslated by .V. U. Kohnke.
That is morally impossible.
Peccadillos of Bee-Keepers.

matism and the dropsy.

We

A

BEE GLOVES.

had great satisfaction

last sumin the use of a pair of bee gloves,
which I cannot claim to have invenI

mer

ted, for they

grew out of some sug-

stocked; his hives must be lilted.
If the season is not a very favorable
one, what will be the consequences of
such thoughtless work tov increase':*
Colonies will be weak and light in
stores in the fall, starve during the
winter and next spring finds Mr. Roe
minus bees, who blames the "new
tangled notion " of frame hives and
" other traps;" his grandfather had
bees, too, as he remembers, but had
them in gums and old nail kegs, and
he had always plenty of honey.
He linally comforts himself with
the idea that "everybody must pay
his apprentice " and lie begins anew.
This time he is a little more careful.
But a visit to his apiary, to observe
how he handles his bees, how he wants
to induce swarming bees to settle by
gun-shots and the drumming of tin
pans, will prove that he always will
remain an apprentice; his faults and
peccadillos are on the increase. To
inform himself of the subject of apiculture by reading standard authors
or the Bee Journal, he considers

time and money thrown away. And,
after a year or two, his hives areas
empty as before, and mice and spiders
have taken their abode in them.
The following is an abstract of a
But supposing it is not quite so bad;
lecture delivered by Mr. Kaestner, if Mr. Roe manages to avoid many
as found in the Dcutsclwr Bienenfreund. mistakes, he wants to become a
Peccadillos of the bee-keeper. What journeyman bee-keeper; he is a mem-
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ber of a bee-keepers' association, attends tlie meetings, reads books and
papers an apicultnre, and observes
iiow masters in tlie business manage
tlieir bees.
Very soon lie tliinks lie
knows it all, and is ready to prove it.
He lias yet some colonies in box hives,

and crowded. He must extract,
put on sections and remove those
finished. But, on closer observation,
we notice that he works too hasty.
Now, this section does not fit; that
honey-board does not suit; he has
mislaid his knife; cannot find another
instrument he wants; the bees he
shakes ofE in front of the hive, which
may incur the lo.ss of a queen; he cannot immediately replace full frames
by empty ones, because the worms
aiid moths have ruined tliem; he
throws out some of the uncapped
brood into the extracted honey; his
extractor is a miserable clap-trap
alfair; in short, he lacks order and
full
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I

have further stated that pollen

was an indispensable

requisite to
brood-rearing; that it is an essential
element in the food of the larval bees.
As a scholium under this last proposition, I have expressed the opinion
that in some conditions the presence
of pollen in the liive in winter is a
which are no ornament in his apiary;
positive injury, and that in all cases
these must be transferred; he had
But I would reit is unnecessary.
read in a bee book that that may be
mark, and with emphasis, that this
done at any time in the year, provipollen is more valuable as soon as the
ded it is warm enough for the bees to
bees commence to fly the following
fly.
So he goes to work at tlie end of
spring,
and then any frames that conApril or in May and transfers; how
tain ic should be given to the bees.
he cuts and slashes it is fun to look
These facts have lately been called
on; by much patching and propping he
in question by several writers. I
manages to till 5 or 6 frames; the remainder of the old comb does not lit neatness. Such are peccadillos of a think most of the critics object, simply because they do not understand
unywhere; especially those having would-be bee-master in summer.
But what about fall management? my position. One writer, however,
hoiiey are too thick. After a few
days the weather turns cold, brood Will he improve upon his former mis- who, whatever else may be said of
gets chilled, not being put compactly takes. It has l)een a poor honey year, him, puts forth very original ideas,
in the frames and convenient enough but he has had lots of swarms. How and contradicts nearly every well
for the bees tocover; storesare scanty, does he act now V Very dilatory in- grounded fact in apiculture, calls for
deed. He did not feed his light colo- proofs.
forage not yet very plenty; result
1. I have wintered
bees on food
nies early in Seiitember; little of the
weak or starving colonies.
8uiipose. Mr Roe has avoided all stores consist of capped honey; colo- which was made wholly of cane sugar,
analyzed,
and which
and
which
I
had
this; he has managed to winter his nies rob one another without the least
bees without the loss of one colony. anxiety on his part. To our expostu- gave no trace of nitrogen. This was
He will henceforth consider himself lations he answers: "Oh. well, one fed on clean combs which, so far as
41 master,
because he has read some- cannot be so very particular; if I do we could see, contained not a trace of
where, that only a master is able to lose one colony, that does not make bee-bread. New combs are so transwinter bees without loss. Spring much difference; I will unite some; parent that they cannot contain more
looks very propitious; his colones others I intend to bury and a few I than the faintest trace of pollen, at
liave used very little of their stores; will put into the cellar; I hope to get least without showing it. I have fed
they are full of bees and brood, aiul along nicely, and there is time enough bees, right in the busy season of the
year, this same kind of food and have
everything looks well. JJiit, all of a to do all this yet."
We are rather surprised at his an- had them so shut up that they could
sudden, the weather turns cold and
remains so for some time; the stores swer, but have resolved to let him get at no other, and they have lived in
of the colonies are
exhausted in alone. But winter sets in early and this way for weeks and have built
double-quick time, and starvation and his preparations are not yet finished; large combs, and when given liberty
death tlireatens his bees. He would whether or not his cellar and ditches were in good condition. It is impossilike to give them full frames of capped are fit to put bees in has not entered ble to prove that bees need and must
honey, but has none; his honey was his mind. Next spring, when he puts have nitrogenous food when they are
sold in the fall, hence he will buy to his bees on their summer stand, he actively storing, but this position is
feed, and he may consider himself finds dead bees by the quart, some of sustained by all analogy.
2. in the last experiments the bees
lucky, if he is able to obtain pure them molded and decayed, suffocated,
honey or Mrst class white sugar; but drowned and starved. Still, he is would have enough pollen in their
woe unto his bees if he thinks any- contented, because others fared no stomachs and on their pollen baskets,
thing will do, if it is only sweet, stuil- better and yon cannot winter bees so that they would put quite a little
ing his bees with poor syrup, sugar or witliout having some dead ones in in the cells after first building the
comb, and so would commence rearglucose, or spoiled infected honey, spring
Poor consolation
forgetting all about dysentery and
few more points which I shall ing brood, but the brood-rearing
foul brood.
mention before I close. Instead of would soon be discontinued. After
All this being the consequence leaving costly experiments to masters, the brood-rearing had ceased, I could
of avarice which made him sell his some, who have not the time nor set it to going at once, by giving the
In such
last drop of honey, probably extract- money nor knowledge, engage in ex- bees a frame of bee-bread.
ing ill the fall iuore than the bees travagances. They have read about cases we must not feed honey, as there
could spare instead of saving some in giant colonies. American honey-racks, is often quite a little pollen in the
case of emergency. ]5ut next year artificial fertilization, etc., etc., and nectar which the bees have brought
Mr. Roe will manage things different- our friend Roe goes to work with a to the hive. Some honey, as bassly.
He now feeds his bees, whether vengeance, tries everything new, wood, often contains quite a trace of
they are in need of it or not; besides spends and loses time and money to this. This would give enough pollen
he had read about stimulative feeding, find in tlie end, that he paid too dear to rear a little brood. Again, for
several winters I have practiced givand wants to push his colonies now for his whistle.
ing half our bees pollen, and the other
in that way; his colonies get diseased
In all
half, frames with no pollen.
with dysentery, and commence to rob.
Tliirul Xc'W Vorker.
cases we have noticed that those withHe does not feed in time, is careless
out pollen would always be without
in doing it, and uses no judgment in
Pollen in the Hive in Winter.
brood in the spring, while in the other
^general.
Beside these he makes
hives we almost always found brood.
many other mistakes. He bothers
PIIOF. A. J. COOK.
Those without pollen would go to
with weak, queenless colonies, imports or buys costly queens from Italy.
In articles written for other jour- gathering very fast as they could get
Egypt, Syria, Carniola, etc. His nals, and in my " Manual of the pollen the first of April and would
night's rest is even
disturbed by Apiary," I have stated that the old then, or as soon as we would supply
dreaming of that big Apis dorsatu.
bee could live for long periods without the lack of pollen in the hive, go
But, we will cover all these short- pollen. As honey. however, is a liydro- rapidly to breeding.
comings with the cloak of brotherly carbon, and so contains no nitrogen,
These last experiments have satischarity, and see how he manages his it is to be presumed that the old bees fied me that bees are often better off
bees tlirough the summer. We find need and do eat some pollen during with no pollen in winter. In the best
him in the apiary, extracting. He the active season, to supply the waste condition they will eat little or no
looks rather pleased, for his pets have of tissue, consequent upon all pliysi- pollen, as they breed very little, and
•been very industrious. Everything is cal activity.
in these circurastancest he presence
;

!

A

!

—

;
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of pollen would do no harm. So in but little labor, and amongst them are
just the best cellar or in any condition great quantities of drone-workers,
where the bees are kept just right, no amounting sometimes to fully oneharm will result from tlie presence of half. I am satisfied that they do no
pollen. In the Soutli, too, where tlie work outside, among them are no
bees tly out often, tliere is no danger ragged-winged ones.
from the presence of pollen in the
That there are large quantities of
hive. Here in the North, on the other them in almost every apiary, 1 am
hand, we often have a warm time in certain. How can you tell them V In
January, and the bees, unless so pro- this way
When honey is scarce, the
tected that they do not feel the bees first kill off the" drones, and
warmth, will commence breeding if towards the last of drone killing, you
they have pollen. They may get a will see the workers in front of the
large area of brood. Now if there is hive licking and pulling certain ones
no chance for tliem to fly, or if the about, keeping tliem outside, and perweatlier becomes cold they are injured secuting them nearly the same as they
by this activity wlucli came, we may do drones. I have seen it stated in
say, as tlie result of the presence of such cases that bees were robbing and
pollen. The next Spring they are in used to think it was so, but it is not
feeble condition, and there is more of and you can prove it in this way
a tendency to tlwindle away as the Anyone who has blacks, hybrids and
warm days incite them to tly forth.
marked Italians, will find, in front of
If bees can be kept perfectly quiet the different liives, the same kind of
in winter, they eat
nothing but bees that are in the hives (which
honey, and do not need to void vv'ould not be the case if they were
their feces.
With activity comes robbers) that were killed olf for blacks
more food-taking, perhaps, too, they and hybrids are great robbers. They
take some of the nitrogenous food, would be in front of Italians and hyand as a result they become diseased brids, and Italians in front of the
and die. I have never found any blacks.
support of the theory of the late Mr.
These drone-workers, I am satisfied,
Quinby, that bees excrete a dry are the cause of the small amount of
powder in winter. The facts that I lioney obtained by some colonies that
observed in our colonies wintered with keep full of bees, in comparatively
and without pollen have led me to the good seasons, for it takes a large
above theory. Tlie theory may not amount of honey to keep the hive full
be correct, but the facts are still to be of those poor good-for-nothings, which
explained. I am so much convinced all has to be brought in by those bees
that I remove all of the pollen if I that have stamina enough to make
can as I prepare the bees for winter.
out-door workers.

not expect as good colts from a stallion that had sired 20 colts in a season
as if he had sired but 10) why should
we expect as good workers from a
;

queen that lays 4.000 eggs, as from one
that lays but 1,500 or 2,000. 2. Or else
supposing the queens were equally
good, the quality of the eggs of No.
37 were spoiled by the poor drone she-

mated with.

;

:

,

For the American Bee Journal.

Drones and Drone- Workers-

The remedy is to keep an abundance of drones from the best queens,
and not to let any of the others rear
any, or, if tliey do get some, trap them
off.

Here is the history of two of my colonies the past season, Nos. 2 and 37;
it has been a poor year. No. 2, a pure
How can we get our queens fertil- Italian queen, medium size, quite an
ized by tlie best drones V Every bee- ordinary layer, keeping only 5 or 6
keeper has a few colonies that are Gallup frames full of brood during
much superior to the rest. Wliy V I tlie best of the season the workers
claim that tliey have better queens were perceptibly larger than any
others. No doubt they were longer
that liave mated with good drones
the result is— tet colonies. I use the lived, as the hive was full of bees and
word " best " to distinguish them from gave, before they swarmed, fully 100
others which are all the way from lbs. of extracted honey, while the
' poor " up to " very good."
average was but 42 lbs. There never
What kind of drones do those best was any great stir about the hive, few
queens give V Fine large ones, fully standing around the entrance, while
one-third larger than drones from there were quantities about No. 37,
those small active queens, wliich are and others, that gave but very little
degenerates ; for all the imported honey they were bringing in stores
queens that were produced in natural while others were consuming what
swarming, are of medium size. they had brought in, during the early
CJueens that liave given me tlie most part of the season, and her daughter's
industrious workers were of medium bees had filled up the hive.
size
abnormal queens are very iiroThe queen in No. .37 was of the
litic, giving great quantities of what same a^e as the other, a very ))rolific
I, for want of a better name, shall call layer, had mated with a hybrid drone,
drone workers
also quantities of giving some black and a good many
small, active, swift-liyiiig drones, for two-banded bees tlie drone was no
our large, clumsy and slow best drones doubt one of those poor ones ; she laid
to compete with. The consequence nearly twice as many eggs as No. 2,
is, that supposing tliere are as many
was full of bees, liut I extracted but
of tlie fine as of the poor drones, the once, only 18 lbs. at the close of the
poor ones being so much swifter, season they killed off nearly one-half
nearly all of our queens mate with the of tlie workers, while none were killed
poor ones, thus keeping our apiary full in No. 2. Why this difference V One
of queens that, although tliey are pro- of these two reasons made the differEither it is not a benefit, but
lific enough, their eggs are so poorly
ence
vitalized that the workers are short- rather a detriment for a queen to be
lived, make short flights, can stand what is called very prolific (we would
S.

S.

BUTLEK, M.

D.

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

I have had, and no doubt every old
bee-keeper has had many such cases ;.
in :i good year they do not kill off
those drone workers (see Mr. Heddon's article, page 481, Oct., 1881,.

Gleanings).

W.

F. Clarke, in Oct. Gleanings,
" Mr. Jones says he
494, says
got 62 queens in one lot, only 2 or 3
imperfect ones."' I claim that the
only test of a perfect queen, and that

page

:

she has mated with a perfect drone,,
is the worker progeny, which miist be
very industrious, strong and longlived. I would as soon expect to get
00 No. 1 colts from a fine stallion in.

one season, as 60 fine qneens at one
time from a colony. Horsemen wishing to get tip-top colts from extra
stallions, let him get but very few.
Alley,

II.

May number,

in the Bee Journal,
1880, page 237 (one who

has had more experience than any
other person living raising queens),,
" Where too many are reared
says
in one hive, even though they are 16
days from the egg, do not live so long
as queens that are reared in hiveswhere only a small number are rearedat one time."
P. L. Viallon (a young queen
breeder but a very observing man),
"L
says in Nov. Gleanings, page 52.5
have experimented on this subject
:

:

several years, and have

come

to the

an easy matter todegenerate bees, and there is no immade
on the daughprovement to be
ters of imported mothers." Further
on he says: " I have found my bees

conclusion that

it is

a little less energetic after 2 or 3 genfrank acknowledgment
erations."
that by his management in rearing
them, they do degenerate, and he says
that he shall breed only from imported^

A

motliers.
I tliink the system of breeding is
radically wrong somewhere, that has
to send 'to Italy to get queens to keep
up his stock. Why does not the Italian stock run out V Any one that will
procure his stock from some locality
in Italy, say 10 miles away from any
one tliat is rearing forced queens, and
after getting them, raise all hisqueens

by natural swarming, keeping only
those cells that are perfected before
they swarm out, always breeding up,
need not, and will not have his bees
degenerate.
It is a principle running througli all
nature, that in propagating, the less
in quantity, the more perfect in qualThen who can say that the most
ity.
prolific queens are the most profitable?
Greiner Bros., in the Bee Journal
of Sept. 21, seem to have the idea that
" I tliink that a common hive is better
than a frame hive." If they have followed me in all I have said, they will
recollect that I said that it was not
the hive that made the quality of the
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I spoke of dividing, as practiced
by almost every one it is only the few
that give the divided part a queen or
cell.
I would like to see ;ill of our
friends rear such perfect, hardy bees,
that they would all winter without
loss, no matter how they were kept,
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From Colorado Farmer.

bee.

Colorado State Convention.

;

only seeing that tliey had plenty of
good stores. I would not call any
system " safe and harmless'' that cost

me

nearly one-half

Los Gates,

my

bees.

Cal.
Semi Tropic, California.

Damage Done by Skunks
X.

to Bees.

LEVERING.

Aside from bruin, there is no
animal so detrimental to an apiary as
that higlily perfumed creature wearing tlie euphonious name of "skunk."
Many apiarists are not aware of the
extent of damage done their bees at
tliis season of the year by tliese pestiferous creatures, who hang about the
apiary

like

hungry

office-seekers

public crib and with as
great yearning for its contents.
The evidence of their noctuinal
visits are very discernible about the
hive— marks of their claws about the
entrance and the eartli pawed out in
front, and not unfrequently effecting
a passage under the hive and tipping
their object
it over upon its side
being tliat of bees and honey. The
ingenuity displayed by these sagacious

about

tlie

—

animals

is

somewhat amusing.

They

scratch upon the front of tlie hive or
knock at the door, as much as to say,
are you at liomeV The bees hearing
the alarm rush out to ascertain the
cause, vv'hen liis skunkship receives
thein on his bushy tail, which, wlien
well tilled, he slashes about in the
dirt for the purpose of disabling tlie
little defenders, and when he accomplishes this lie turns and devours
them, when another and like experiment is made, and thus by repeated
tail manipulations the colony is soon

reduced in nuuiber until it becomes
an easy prey to the bee moth or dies
for

want

keep up

of sufficient numbers to
requisite heat in the hive.

tlie

A friend recently informed me that

on visiting his apiary, he found
several hives tipped over on the sides,
and some of the frames containing
honey drawn out and the lioney devoured, which was evidently tlie work
of his skunkship's underminding operations.
I am often asked, " What is the
remedy V" I know of nothing better
than to kill the skunk to wage a war
of extermination upon the invaders
with a little " cold pizen," which may
be administered in small pieces of
fresh meat placed near the entrance
of the hives, especially those bearing
the evidence of their depredations.
At this season of the year bees are
often weak in stores, especially so this
season, and wlien weakened in numbers, vi'ill soon pass in their checks.
Ore Fino, Cal.

—

1^ Subscriptions may
witli the first

the year.

number

commence
month in

of any

Colorado is fast taking rank with the
older States of the Union in the matter of bee culture, and before another
decade there is no doubt of the fact
Local Convention Directory.
that this will be a most important industry in the State.
This is especially gratifying, the
Time and Place of Meetino1882.
more so because of the fact that it has
Jan. 12, IS-Nebraska State, at Ashland, Neb.
Caeo. M. Hawley, Sec., Lincoln, Neb.
only been a few years since there was
no bee culture of any consequence |in
17, IS-N. W. ni. & S. W. Wis., at Freeport, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, RocU City. 111.
the borders of the State. To have accomplislied the results as at present ex17, 18— N. E. Wisconsin, at Berlin, Wis.
T. E. Turner, Sec. pro tern.
isting, in so short a space of time, is
24, 25— Indiana State, at Indianapolia, Ind.
a magnificent tribute to the energy
and progressive spirit of tlie people
25— Nortlieastern, at Ltica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec. Fayetteville. N, Y.
of Colorado. Bee culture is fast beFeb. 1, 2— N. B.O. & N. W. P.i., at Jamestown. Pa.
coming recognized as an important
Asbtabula.
Ohio.
Howells,
Sec,
W. D.
factor in the commerce of the country,
April u— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
and if properly fostered and encourA- B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
aged in the West, will soon grow to
25— Te.xas State, at McKinney, Texas.
large proportions. Heretofore there
Wm. R. Howard, Sec
has been no organized effort to pro26. 27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
mote the interests of bee culture in
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville. Mich.
Colorado, and tliis fact has tended to
27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
retard its growth and expansion. In
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
spite of this drawback, however, great
Cbamplain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
May
T. Brookins, Sec.
strides have been made in the way of
advancement, but those more directly
25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace. Sec.
interested liave been seriously considering, for some time past, tlie organiW In order to have this table complete. Secre- ization of a State Society, like those in
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
existence in older States in the East,
time and place of future meetinRs.- Ed.
so th.at, by concerted action, there
might be more rapid advancement and
progress. This feeling at last asLos Angeles County Convention.
sumed definite shape, which resulted
in a call for all those interested in l>ee
The Los Angeles County, Cal., Bee- culture in Colorado, to meet at Denver
keepers" Association held their regu- on December 1.5, for the purpose of
lar monthly meeting at the office of perfecting a State organization.
C.

N.Wilson, Los Angeles, ou Dec.

17, 1881.

Valentine Devinney was chosen as
temporary Chairman and Robert L.
as temporary Secretary. The
constitution of the National Bee-keepmeeting er's Association was adopted to gov-

The President appointed F. E. L. James

Marsh, Secretary pro tent.
The minutes of the last
were read and approved.
The committee to take measures

ern the State society. The name,
" Colorado Bee-keepers' Association "
organize a State society reported was adopted.
progress, and further time was given
D. S. Grimes was elected President
to report on constitution and by-laws by acclamation. Mr. Grimes made a
for the State Association.
brief speech, thanking the Association
On motion, Mr. D. S. Given, of for the honor conferred upon him. He
Illinois, inventor of the Given founda- said that Colorado had long been noted
tion press, and Mr. J. Mclntyre, of for having the best bread and butter,
Canada, were elected honorary mem- now the State is to take a forward step
bers of the Los Angeles County Bee- and have the best honey.
The following Vice-Presidents were
keepers' Association. The abovenamed gentlemen being present, then elected: Arapahoe county— J. L.
stated that they were both here look- Peabody; Jefferson county V. Devining for suitable places to go into the ney Douglas county G. Stoner. The
election of otlier Vice-Presidents was
bee business.
C. N. Wilson was re-elected Presi- postponed until the last day of the
dent, Robert Hall and Jesse Sutton meeting.
Robert L. James was chosen as SeeVice-Presidents, F. E. L. Marsh,
Secretary, and J. E. Pleasants, Treas- cretary by acclamation.
Mrs. Olive Wright was elected
urer.
On motion, the committee on State Treasurer by acclamation.
association was increased to seven,
V. Devinney, of Jefferson county,
and the President appointed Wm. and G. Stoner, of Douglas county,
Bathmussen, D. S. Given, J. H. Book were elected as an Executive commitaddititional members of said commit- tee, which, with the President. Treasurer and Secretary, constitute the full
tee.
The question of bees destroying board.
The Secretary was instructed to sefruit was discussed at some length,
and the subject of disease amongst cure articles of incorporation, under
bees, its cause and cure, was consider- the laws of the State of Colorado.
Met in the evening at 8 o'clock.
ed by F. E. Marsh and J. W. AVilson.
discussion arose about the valueAdjourned to meet at the same
of charcoal and sawdust in tlie hive,
place on January 21, 1882.
F. E. L. Marsh, Sec,
and charcoal seemed to be tlie favorto

;

A

—

—
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A

was

recom- and allowing no ventilation from the
top of the hive. He had noticed his
thehive which would enable tlie bees to Italian bees going 14 miles for pasturwork ont the dead bees and moths.
age, in following up the blossoming
The question arose, " was it better raspberries, which mature more slowly
swarm,
to let them
or divide them," toward the range. Since July 7 one
and there seemed to be a division of colony had produced 400 pounds,
opinion. If a man undertakes to di- which, with the rest, was wholesaled
vide, and doe.s not know how, lie is to Boulder merchants at 25 cents per
likely to lose them. Several instances pound. He hived by means of the
were related of persons losing bees queen-cage, letting the swarm go, but
when they knew nothing of the pro- holding the queen captive, which always brought them back. Comparing
cess of dividing.
Mr. Estlake related how he had cut drone and worker comb, the worker
the wings of the (jueen to prevent the whiter and more regular, more salable,
swarm from leaving, and even then but the drone would be preferred on
they would go away and leave the account of its being lighter, by those
versed in honey matters, wishing it
queen there.
Louis Brock bought40 colonies three for their own use. Dr. King recom-

ite.

slanted

board

nieiided to be placed in the bottom of

years ago. He liad 68 in tlie fall and
in tlie spring lie hud only '2 left.
He
fed tliem all summer and mice then
destroyed the queen. The 2 mice were
found in the hive dead and covered
with wax. He let them work along
and swarm naturally. He has 6 hives
in good condition and took 138 pounds
of honey.
It was claimed that honey was the
best food. James Haviland recommended corn meal and New Orleans
molasses.
Mr. Chilcot has 20 colonies now; had
4 in the fall, and took away about 40
pounds of honey.
D. S. Grime.s had 15 colonies last
spring, and has taken away about a
ton of iioney, and now has 33 colonies.

He

has 1,000 pounds of comb honey in
lie intends using in the

frames that

spring. Have 75 acres of sweet clover
pasture. He uses the Thomas hive.
If a colony is weak coming on to the
close of the season, destroy the queen
and get a good one.
The opinion was approved that
there are only certain localities in Colorado adapted to bee culture. Bees
will not go more than IJ^ miles 3 for
pasturage without being tired and
•worn out. Adjourned.

SECbND day's session.

At 1 p. m., a tempting array of
honey, in frames, jars, bottles and
table, while specimens of hives and
jelly glasses, were spread upon the
various tools useful in the apiary were
scattered about the apartment. The
attendance was as good as that of the
first day and a much livelier interest
was manifested by those present.
J. L. Peabody spoke on the subject
of "artificial swarming," and did not
advocate its usage in extensive apiaries where the sole business was honey.
He referred to city bee-keeping, and
recommended

mended the American hive.
John McBroom wintered by banking the hives with dirt, and, contrary
to Dr. King, believed in ventilation
from the top of the hive— leaving a
small space below for the passage of
bees. Last winter he saved by this
method 64 out of 66 colonies.
Jesse EasUake spoke of the honey
plants, one of which he had with him.
Willow, gooseberry, cotton wood, wild
cherry, and plum, ashberry, andstrawberry plants, are all utilized either for
honey or pollen. Wheat blooms are
used in season, and clover of different
kinds with milkweeed, are visited by
little workers with excellent results.
H. M. Richards, of Arvada, had obtained his start from one colony given
him by a disgusted neighbor in 1877,
and now had over 100. He exhibited
some line honey of different kinds
made by bees from milkweed, being pure white throughout.
After one or two more short addresses the association, by its President, Mr. Grimes, was invited to meet
jointly with tlie Horticultural Society,
on the second Tuesday in January and
and it was so decided. The annual
meetings of the association will be
held the second Tuesday in December next.
,

,

The Nortlieasterii Bee-Keepers' Associatiou will hold their twelftli annual
convention in the

Common

Council

Halls, at Utica, N. Y., on the 2.5th,
26th, and 27th days of January, 1882.

The executive committee

are deter-

mined to maintain the high standing
and enviable reputation the association has justly gained in the past, and
propose to outdo
this occasion.

all

former efforts on

From

present indica-

coming convention promises
be the largest and most interesting

tions the
to

ever held in America. New features
will be introduced, and business of
vital importance will be brought before the convention that makes it the
duty of every member and bee-keeper
to attend. Essays and addresses are
expected from Capt. J. E. Hetherington, W. L. Tennant, L. C. Root, James
Heddon, Chas. Dadant, T. G. Newman, N. N. Betsinger, Dr. A. H.
Marks, and others of America's renowned apiarists, en the most interesting topics of the day. If you wish
to enjoy the benefits to be derived
from the good work already in progress by this association, you will
surely attend. All are invited none
can afford to remain at home. Articles and implements of the apiary for
exhibition, etc., should be sent to the
Secretary, at Utica, N. Y.,who will
take personal charge of the same and
arrange all articles so as to compare
favorably with others on exhibition.
Dr. a. H. Marks, Pres.
;

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

i^Tlie Nebraska

State Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its annual
meeting in Ashland, Neb., on the 12tli
ers'

A

cordial
1882.
invitation is extended to all who are
interested in bee-culture. Members
will be returned to their homes by the
railroad companies at 1 cent per mile.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres., Omaha.

and 13th of January,

G.

M. Hawley,

Sec, Lincoln.

1^ The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
will be held at McKimiey,
Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- Convention
Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.
will meet at Eminence, Ky.,

1^ The
ciation

on the 27th day of April, 1882. A full
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.
G. \V. Dejiaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

1882.

We supply tbe Weekly A-merlcan Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1882
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both.

i^° The Northeastern Ohio and All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Pennsylvania BeeNorthwestern
Publishers'Price. Club.
Keepers' Association, will meet at The Weekly BeeJournal (T.6.Newman)*2 00.
Jamestown, Penn., Feb. 1, 2, 1882.
and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A,l. Root) 3 00. 2 75
W. D. HowELLS, Sec.
a tight fence, eight
Bee-Keepers' Maeazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2t

feet high, about the hives, as the bees
at that height on leaving, would soar
away above the neighbors, and so
avoid any ground of complaint being
made against them. Two colonies of

i^°Tlie annual meeting of the N.
W. Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association, will be held in
Temperance Hall, Freeport, Stephenbees during the last season, by increase
Son Co., 111., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.
and product, have netted this gentleJonathan Stewart, Sec.
man $100 each, a success which he

ascribes to the fact of his care in preventing waste.
I8^ The Indiana State Bee-Keepers
Dr. King, of Boulder, gave his ex- Association is called to meet in annual
perience from one colony as a start, to a session, Wednesday and Thursday,
•collection of about 125 stands. The Jan. 24 and 25, 1882, in the rooms of
doctor advocated wintering bees in the State Board of Agriculture. By
the cellar, giving them no exercise order of Executive Committee.

.

Bee-Keepers'lnstructor( W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

2 50..

2 35

4 50..

4 00

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nBe(Houck&feet)3 00.
2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.S.Hill)
2 60..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
30.
papers
6
above-named
The 7

.

.

Prot.Cook'sManuallbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T.G. Newman) ..
Binder tor Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

2 80
2 35
2 40
5 50

3 25..

3 00

2 40..

2 25

2 85..

2 75

2 75..

2 60

1^" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

—
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other papers, and when I get my mail, every flower was burnt up. My hives
I are the Langstroth, except one, which
I read the Bee Journal flrst.
would rather miss my supper than to is a box hive and lias stood the test
Journal.
for 9 years. If I could winter safely
miss a copy of the Bee
I should be satisfied.
jSI. Wheeler.
I shall try
again.
Joseph Lee.
Colesburg, Iowa, Jan. 6, 1882.
Farmers, Mich., Jan. 3, 1882.

Ouestions.— Last season was so wet
neiglibor
Bees and
IJ rapes.— A
and cold the flowers did not yield any called on me in the spring, and saw
honey at any rate tliey did not get my hives (the Langstroth), and conbut very little lioney. 1 am wintering cluded he had begun wrong. He asked
I am going to move my
80 colonies.
me to call and see his bees, to transbees (most of them) further out in the fer them. On seeing his arrangecountry, about 30 miles. Is it best to ments, I left, after giving such advice
take t'hem on snow V Will the dis- as I thought neccessaryand I think it
turbance be any injury to them V was appreciated. Laterin the season,
There is no way to take them but on when bees were working on grapes
wagon or sled the road is so rough and golden rod, I took an empty hive
that I do not think it possible to take to transfer the bees into, and found
them on wagon in warm weather (un- the party had brimstoued his bees, as
What time " they had spoiled his grapes." I exless in an express wagon ).
is best, the flrst of the winter or amined the grapes and tried to contoward spring V I intend making bee- vince him that the yellow-jackets and
culture my business, and am giving quail had been there lirst, assisted by
my whole attention to it, therefore 1 the linnets and wild canaries, as they
need your highly esteemed Journal. are called, but he had his mind made
A. L. Etheuington.
up. I thought, before I left him, that
Milton, Nova Scotia, Dec. 29, 1881.
he felt a little sore, but wouldn't
as some body's bees
[We cannot advise the removal of acknowledge,
visited the grapes occasionally. I
bees in any manner, during a season have often watched to see my bees,
when they cannot have a good flight spoiling my fruit, but have never
immediately afterward, and would succeeded; but in grape picking time
in Hlling tlie boxes a great many get
sooner run the risk of breaking down
more or less broken, and one can see
combs, in early spring, over rough the difference at once. We put 50
roads, than the risk of disturbance in :md 60 lbs. in a box, and a ton or
winter. It might be safe to move them more in at a load, before loading they
stand at the end ot the rows 4 or 6
on the snow, but all the chances are high,and thus many get broken. You
against it. Ed.]
can then see thousands at work sipping the juices that would run to
Packed in Sawdust.— I have 40 colo- waste. I have distributed the copies
may
nies of bees packeJ in sawdust. I you sent, where I think you
have always packed them so, with receive a benefit in time. I have more
or
less
callers
all
the
time,
and
always
success. In the winter of 1880-81, I
lost 2 out of 58 colonies. I keep them try to keep the Bee Journal and
because I like to work with them. I Cook's Manual to the front.
J. D. Enas.
have the American hive, or rather the
Napa, Cal., Dec. 25, 1881.
Hill hive.
S. B. Brillhaut.
;

;

Kendallville, Ind., Jan. 6, 1882.

Poor Summer for Bees.

—I

started
last spring with 16 weak colonies.
had 10 days honey harvest early in
July. I obtained 500 lbs. of honey
from alsike and sweet clover. I had
to feed for winter. I increased to 31
—doubled back to 17, and fed coffee
sugar I think it the best for bees to
winter on. I have wintered on it and
foundation
no other comb and no
pollen. The bees bred in the fall and
early in spring when they could get
no pollen at all, and did well. I sold
all my honey at 25 cts. per lb. at wholesale and retail. I do not see why extracted honey should be classed with
glucose and rag-syrup, and sold at
from 7 to 10 cts. I have no trouble in
getting 25 cts. for my honey, all extracted. I now winter out-of-doors
In double-wnlled hive, with air-space

We

A

;

;

all

around and underneath.

H. RiCHEY.
Sing Sing, N. Y., Jan.

3, 1882.

sentially right, so far.

T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Mich., Jan. 5, 1882.

—

Favoriible Winter. So far, the winter has been very favorable for bees
in our section.
T. L.
Dorn.
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 4, 1882.

Von

Worth $5.00.-1 would not miss a
number of the Bee Journal for a
year's subscription. It has been more

me during the
past year. As long as I keep bees I
want the Bee Journal.
E. Hutchinson.
East Avon, N. Y., Dec. 29, 1881.
than 15.00 benefit to

—

A (Jood Showing. Bees are rather
scarce here yet, on account of the
severe winter and great loss last year.
Many lost their entire stock. I, however, managed to get througli with 15
colonies (in a reduced and feeble condition) out of 67 that I had in the fall.
My account stands thus at present.
My financial showing is, as I think,
somewhat encouraging. I sold 856
lbs. of honey (3971/2 extracted and 4581^ in section boxes), for which I received $200.79; sold 1 colony during
the early part of the season for i515.00;
received premiums on honey at our
State Fair. $12.00, and at County Fair,
S6.00.

Total cash received
$238.79
Increase of 42 new colonies by
artificial

for Ants.— In the
Bee
Journal for Oct. 5, J. L. Wolcott
says lie has used fine salt as a remedy
for ants, for 20 years. Will he please
tell us how he uses it V

Remedy

Joseph Beath.
Corning, Iowa, Jan.

1,

1882.

— We

have a cold spell..
it has been 2 degrees below zero — and tliis is one of
in
them. Bees
this locality seem esCold Spell.

For two mornings

swarming at

$10.00

each

420 00

Entire gain

$653.79

the number of
colonies in the spring and we have$43.50 per colony or, if we say nothing,

Divide this by

15,

;

of increase,

premiums,

etc.,

and take

the cash received for honey only, we
My Report. I would not be without have $13.38 per colony. In the above
the Journal for much more than its account I have not counted my own
cost. I could not send my report in time, as I consider this a pleasant
time for your table, as our harvest did pastime. My extracted honey was
not end till October. I commenced put up in neat tin-topped tumblers. and
with 17 colonies and increased to 34. my comb honey in neat Ij.i lb. doveI obtained 800 lbs. of surplus honey tailed sections, without glass. My
(one-half being comb), and sold it at honey averaged a little over 28 cts. per
from 15 to 20 cts. per lb. The past lb. The past season has been the best
season's crop was short in this locality. that I have seen for many years ; the
yield was principally from white cloR. C. AiKiN.

—

Shamburgh, Iowa, Jan.

5, 1882.

Will Try Again.— In the winter of
1879-80, I lost 126 colonies of bees out

of 144, by dysentery. In the winter of
1880-81, 1 had 81 colonies on summer

H. Besse.

ver.

Delaware, O., Dec.

29, 1881.

Thymy. — Please explain the word

"thymy" which

is used on page 25 of
Bee-Culture, written by the editor of

stands, with a box outside filled in the Bee Journal. J. S. Duncan.
Browning, Mo., Jan. 1, 1882.
Has Taken a Notion to Bees.— I am with chaff all around. Last si)ring I
old, have the rheumatism, and have had 12 colonies left I increased to 24
[Webster defines it thus "aboundtaken a notion to bees, but have not by natural swarming. Last summer
succeeded very well. I lost 28 colo- was a poor season for honey we had ing with thyme fragrant." We used
nies out of 30 last winter. I take 2 no rain for 4 months, and in the fall it in the latter sense. Ed.]
;

:

;

;

I
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Questions.— Last spring I kept my
queens laying very profusely by feeding cheap syrup. This fall, as soon as
-the honey flow began to shrink, I fed
double the amount of pure heartsease

cess to

tlie

Bee Journal.

1.

What

seed will be best to sow with sweet
clover V Will white clover do ? 2.
Where can I get Simpson honey plant
Answer through the Bee
seed ?

J. C. Miphler.
Oct. 5, they stopped Journal.
Ligonier, Ind., Jan 1, 1882.
did they not keep on
Will cutting out drone-comb
[Yes, white clover will do to plant
discourage bees V How far will a
with sweet clover ; but, if sown in the
mate?
a
find
hive
to
her
from
•queen go
Why do queens not lay in the second fall, wheat is the best, or as good as
story of a hive as readily as in the first anything to mix with it; if in the
story V How can two strains of bees spring, oats or anything of a summer
be kept pure in the same apiary.
crop will answer. 2. We do not know
M. L. Tkester.
just at present, but presume dealers
[They stopped breeding because of having it for sale will advertise the
-the cold nights ; and the impossibility fact in the Bee Journal, long before
of properly caring for tlie young. planting time arrives.— Ed.]

honey.

laying.
laying ?

About

Why

all

in
of

shingled, except about 20 inches
width on the South side, which is
matched boards in two sections

the length of the building, made so
as to open at any time the weather
may be warm enough to give them a
flight, or to

warm them up

if

desired.

My

plan of preparing them is to tack
a piece of coffee-sacking over the
frames after I have placed two or
more 9i by % inch strips of boards
across ttie frames. I then put quite
a thick quilt; on the top of that I
put two dry blocks, resting on the
cross-pieces and put, on the cap. I
cover tliem up with old quilts, carpets,
etc. I have two small ventilators in
the roof; a two-inch pipe near the ends
of the building.
O. B. Scofield.

York, Maine, Dec. 19, 1881.
Bees will not become discouraged
from cutting out drone comb, if honey
A Good Honey Crop.— I wintered all
Repairing Losses. The spring of
Is coming in good witli which to patch 1881 found me, like many others, with my bees without loss, and they came
few bees, and as I wished to build up out very strong in the spring, and the
up, or if good worker combs or founagain, 1 bought 5 colonies of Geo. yield of honey was as large as we ever
the
replace
•dation be furnished to
The express had—from 100 to 150 lbs. to the colony,
Grimm, for $.30.00.
drone comb. Queens are supposed to charges, caps and sugar for feeding besides a line increase of stock. Sucgo a distance of \}4 to 2 miles, if nec- cost SIO more, making $40 in all. cess to the Bee Journal.
Sunbury, Pa. Martin Kinney.
These gave me 8 swarms and 517 lbs.
essary. Queens, as a rule, accept the
of comb honey, which I sold at 15
they
because
liome,
a
lower story as
cents per lb.— S76..55; the 8 swarms
Prodnction and Sale of Honey.—
After deducting the began the last season with 15 colonies
^are nearer the bulk of the brood-nest, are worth $36.
$72.55 which had survived the fearful winand pollen and honey are first stored cost of the 5 colonies, I have
E. Pickup.
ter, but they were by no means strong.
for my labor.
'there. Two strains cannot well be
Most of thein were the dark Italians.
Limerick. 111.
kept pure in the same yard, with
Not having enough to occupy iny time,
both
on in
.queen- breeding going
Linseed Oil .as a Medicine.— Mr. I prepared my hives and went to work

—

strains.

Remedy

for

Whooping

Gondii, Colds,

etc.—Tlie following is one whicli I
consider unsuri)assed: Mix of good
whisky, 1 pt., pure extracted honey,
of pine tar.
;1 pt., and 12 tablespoonfuls
iDose for children, from 1.) to 20 dro))s
For adults, teaspoon:,aud increase.
'ful— given when the cough is trouble•souie, 3 to 10 times a day.
This is a lovel v day. The thermometer indicated 62- F. in a cool, sliady
15ees are
place at 3 o'clock p. m.
actually ga%?rinK lioney from a small
mignonette.
uumiuiotli
.patch
of
'Queens are laying as if spring was
I never saw a better
ne;tr at hand.
prospect for a large increase, 3 montlis
lieuce. Our queens stopped laying
last year a.bout Nov. .5,an<l began Jan.
1.5
but this is a year when you may
record bees laying iniinteruptedly,for
a whole year— a, thing I have never
seen before in Texas. Our prospects
for a wheat crop is good oats, rye and
barley all look well. One more week
and then comes the busy season witli
us— oats to sow, and corn-land to pre;

;

Twitchel's caution in regard to the
use of linseed oil as a medicine, on
page 12 of the last number of the
Journal, I think hardly necessary,
since the druggist would be liard to

who would sell " boiled " linseed
for that purpose, and few would
go to the paint- shop for it. The article used as a medicine and kept in
stock by druggists, is cold-pressed, and
often prescribed by physicians, on account of the mucilage it contains, inG. L. Tinker.
stead of castor oil.
Philadelphia, O., Jan. 7, 1882.
find

oil

farm. When a swarm issued,
wife hived them if I was not at
home. On April 17, they began to
bring in pollen ; the weather at once
became warm and balmy. The last
lialf of April and all of May, the
weather was warm and clear there
was hardly a day that tlie bees could
not fly. The spring bloom was in
abundance the later part of May they

my

on

my

;

;

began

best colonies

times in 10 days, for which
refused to take $25.00 as soon as

swarmed
I

My

swarm.

to
3

hived. By the last of June I had 32
colonies I sold one, and 2 left for
parts unknown. I returned 10 of them
Bees Doing Well.— My bees are all to tlie parent colonies, after taking
They have away the queens. I took 850 lbs. of
in good condition now.
had a flight about once a week all comb honey. This was a small yield.
winter. I owe my success to the Bee I can sell all my honey at my door at
Journal. Long may it live andcon- 20 cts. per lb. We have an abundance
tinue as good as it has been in the last of soft maples and willows, whicli
S. 0. Smith.
year.
gives our bees early pollen. The soil

New

;

Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, Jan.

6-1

3, 1882.

Preparing Bees for Winter.— I am
years old, but not too old to enjoy

the

company

of

my

blessed bees.

I

is very rich, and we have an abundance hi linden, some trees growing 3
feet in diameter. A good colony will
store 100 lbs. in 10 days. I have sown
since last March, alsike clover, sweet
clover, motherwort, catnip and Rocky
Mountain bee plant. It is to the interest of every one to plant and sow

May, and
increased to eight, (4 natural swarms
B. F. t^AllllOI.L.
pare.
and two nuclei,) but got no surplus
Dresden, Tex., Dec. 25. 1881.
honey. White clover was almost a as much as possible for the bees.
total failure. June was wet and cold
H. Clark.
gathered enough to
Palmyra, Iowa, Dec. 26, 1881.
A Begrinner.— I kept bees for 6 years and bees hardly
which
on the old plan, till 1881. In the fall live on, until the golden rod, of
varieties here, and asters,
Queen Excluders.- Prof. Cook, in
of 1880, 1 had 11 colonies of black bees there is two
and his address before the Michigan Conon the summer stands, and in the several kinds also blossomed,
their winter vention, refers to a plan mentioned by
spring of 1881 they all died except 1 then my bees gathered
large Mr. .Tones at the National Convention,
queen and 72 bees. I had no honey stores. Had there not been a
would " of preventing flight of queens and
but what we used in the liouse. Last flow of honey from these, tliey
winter on. drones by means of perforated zinc
spring I bought 3 colonies (2 Italians not have had enough to
one over tlie entrance of the hive." Please
and 1 black), caught one wild hybrid I built a small house 19x6 feet, with
packed
give the plan more fully.
H. Z. S.
-swarm, and I paid $5 for learning to roof, double boarded and
ends,
handle bees, and never was sorry for saw-dust on the North side and
in
described
the
Journal
[It
is
floor,
and
double
and
This fall I put 19 colonies in win- with double door
it.
Sue- two thickness of paper between floor. for March 30, 1881 page 98.— Ed.]
;ter quarters in good condition.
bought two colonies

last

,

:
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RATES FOR ADVEKTISINO,
20c. per agate

A line
wordN;

line of

space, each insertion.

of Ayiite type will coTitaui ab<iut elirht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of spiice.
SpecirtI Notices, 50 cents per line.

DISCOUKTS will

Weekly as
Fnr 4 weeks

'for the

S

"

"13
3«
"89
"
"

5S

'*

*'

"
**

"

be given on udvertisementa

folluws,

if

puid in iidviince
per cent, discount.
:

lO

30
Ci months).... 30
month- >.... SO
(0 months).... 60
(1 year)
75

"

31

1^" When changing a postofflce adTlie Apiary Register will be ready to
dress, mention the old as well as the
send out next week.
new address.
It devotes 2 pages to each colony,
eiubiacing between twenty and thirty
1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
lieadings, neatly ruled and printed,
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
with sijace at bottom for remarks, and name of the Association printed in
the
so arranged that a single glance will blanks for -50 cents extra.
give a complete history of the colony.
Each book will also contain printed
Photographs of prominent Apiarists
rules for the apiary, and twelve pages
Langstrolh,I)zierzon,and the Baron
ruled and printed for an apiary cash of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.
account. As each book is intended
for a several years" record, it is gotten
Honey and Beeswax Market.
up on first class paper, and strongly

—

(fi

BUVKHS' QUOTATIONS.

bound

in full leather covers. There
be three sizes, sent postpaid, at
25
the following prices

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone,
iper cent., payable in adv;mce.
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
'40 percent., payable in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance.

will

For

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JoURNAI,,
Monday, 10 a. m., Jan. 9, I8Hii.

The following

(
^

are the latest quota-

tions for honey

and beeswax received

up

:

hour

to this

The

larger ones can be used for a
CHICAGO.
few colonies, give room for an increase
HONE V— The market is lively and prices steady.
G.
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
of numbers, and still keep the record boxes, 18^22c in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
0'74 West Madison Street., t'hlcatfo. 111.
8®iic.
all together in one book, and are thereBEESWAX— Prime quality, 18(5i-22c.
Al. h. Newman. !I72 W. Madison St.
fore the most desirable ones to proNEW YORK.
cure at the start. We have added
HONE Y—The supply is full, and trade is lively.
these to our new Premium List for
We quote as follows White comb, in small
boxes, ]H(<i;'22c dark, in small boxes, iri@17c. ExTo Advertisers.— By reference to our getting up Clubs for the Journal.
tracted, white, lo^'lllc; dark, 8fa9c.
BBESWAX.-Prime quality, 2t}4»23c.
:sclietlnle ot rates for advertising by
Thorn & Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.
Binders for 1882.—
have had a
the year, it will be seen that considerBOSTON.
able reduction has been made. Tliis, lot of Emerson lunders made espeHONEY.~l-pound combs area desirable package
in our market, and a large quantity could be
cially
for
the
Bee
Journal
for
1882.
'in connection with our large and insold at 2n(;ij22c., according to quality.
BEESWAX— Pi ime quality, 2ric.
creasing circulation, makes it advan- They are lettered in gold on the back,
CROCKER Jc Blake, r.v Chatham Street.
tageous to dealers to avail themselves and make a nice and convenient way
BALTIMORE.
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers to preserve the Journal as fast as
HONEY. -But little on the market, and prices
received.
They
will
be
sent
postpaid
are
not
quoted.
of America to make tlieir announceBEESWAX.— Southern. pure,21®23c.; Western.
pure,2l® 22c. grease wax, lie— Baltimore Market
ments for the coining season's trade. by mail for 75 cents.

— Vearly Contracts

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

;

:

;

We

i

1^" Binders cannot be sent to Cannot only offer the best advertising
medium, but the lowestrates on yearly ada by mail the International law
will not permit anything but samples
contracts.
of merchandise of less weight than 8
^"Thousands have used Kendall's ounces. Canadians will please reSpavin Cure for rhueniatism after all
this when ordering Binders.
other remedies had failed, and have member
experienced instant relief.
Iw-it

We

Journal.

—

1^ Look at

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keapers, on
"which are printed a large bee in gold,
Tve send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

».-•--.
Articles for publication must be
"written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

1^

To Promote a Vigorous Growth of the
hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam. It
•restores the youthful color to gray
hair, renio.ves dandruff, and cures itch"ing of the scalp.
Iw4t

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New.

in 1 or 2
IndiaiuipoUs Stock Review.

lb.

sections,

PHILADELPHIA
HONEY.— The supply ai^Ptiemand
ai^^^i
are alike
nominal.
BEESWA.X - Best light 23&'2oc.— Philadelphia
Merchants' Ouide.

the wrapper label and
CLEVELAND.
see that proper credit is given for
HONEY— Comb honey has been a
money sent us, within 2 weeks. If it a week, but prices are unchanged.

does not then appear, please send us
a Postal Card, and we shall with
pleasure make the correction, for an
error may occur during the rush at
this season, though we endeavor to be
careful to always give proper credit.

— Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

white

1

lb.

little dull for
sell best
sections at 22c.; 2d best. 2nc., and dark

We

2 lb. sections, 17(ffl20c. Extracted,
18c
small packages; lie. in half bbls.
:

12c.

in

BBESWAX-22M25C.

A. C. Kendet,. 115 Ontario Street.
ST. LOUIS.

HONEY—

Plentiful and slow for all save choice
bright comb -this sold readily; comb at 1m@22c.:
strained and extracted ntf^illc. to 12!^c.— top rates
for choice briglit in prime packages.
BEBSWAX-Selling lightly at 19@-20c.
R. C. Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main street.

Premiums.
for the

22®25c.—

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— The

southern boat this week brought

be entitled to the following Ifis cases, principally comb. It Is next lo impossible to find buyers at current tigures. except where
premiums. Their own subscription a case or two is retailed to some small dealer.
There would be no trouble in placing all offerings
may count in the club
to wholesale buyers, if concessions were made, but
1882, will

:

endeavoring to avoid, at the same
time being an.xious to realize.
We quote white comb, KlfgiiOc. dark togt)od,10@
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8j*4®l0c.:
dark and candied, 788c. BBBSWA.\— 23(si2.5c.
Stearns h, smith. 42:1 Front Street.
this holders are

"How do

You Maniige," said a lady

to her friend, "to ajjpear so ha()py all
the time?" "I always have Parker's
•Ginger Tonic handy,'" was tlie reply,

and thus keep myself and family

in

For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
•'
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or t'ook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
'*

'•

••

"

*'

••

S,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal
•'

•'

cloth.
for 1 year,

or Apiary Register for 200 Col'a.

good health. When I am well I always feel good-natured." See other Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
•column.
aw4t
for their labor in getting up the club.

;

CINCINNATI.
ic. for extracted honey on arrival, and
for choice comb honey.
BBBSWA.X.-lS(r422c„ on arrival. I have paid
25c. per lb. for choice lot«.
C. F. MUTD.
I

pay 8@1

10(ajl8c.,

—
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Bees for
I

will

sell

SOO

Sale.

Colonies of

A. SNYBJBR.

write to
iwtf

Clarksville,

Albany

Co.. N. Y.

ANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2.fMio Recipe
APCUTC^V
AuLn
I
Book. Sells at Sight, Double your onmey
Addre9sDr.Chaae'8PrintingUouse,AnnArbor,Mich
36m 1 yp

ITAUAN

GOLDEN

FOK

NOW

$4.r><.i
cd t,>uecn
j-franie Nucleus, with Testr>.m
K ed gueen
Full Colony, with Tested
V2.(Xi
Queen, before July
HUin
Same, after July i
TestedQucen, before July 1, 3.0i.i
after July i.. 2.50
"
"
per half doz.,
,

I

READY.
;

also,

a Student Appren-

JAMES HEUDON,

Address.
lw3ot

tice.

Dowagiac, Mich.

Tiie latest improveinciitin Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
C, Hoopeston, III.
iwly
B. 8.

frame.

GIVEN A

Iwtf

Bound

FOR
VOLUME
paper
A few

$1.00, postpaid to
West Madison

Qulnl>y*eNewBee-Keeplngr, byL. C. Root—
The anthor treats the .'•ii'\iectof bee-keeping so
Its style is plain
it cannot fail to interest all.
and forcible, making all iis readers realize that its
authoris master of the subject,— SI. 50.

that

Nov9ce*8 ABC ofBee-Cultiire, by A. I. Root
— This em oraces "every thing pertaining to the care

l«anK8troth on the
'

This

Bees and Honey ; or, successfnl manasemen! s»rthe ApEai'y. by Thomas O. Newman.—
This embrjKes the loiiowing subjects. Location
of the Apiary- Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transl erring —
Italianizing — Introducing (Queens- Extracting
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Eimlinh and Oermau,—
Price tor either edition, -lO cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory

CO

<
z

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation ot Honey fur the
Market Honey as lood. eivinu recipes tor making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and shouU: lie scattered by iliousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EnfEliinh and Ofrman.
Price for either edition. «c. ; per dozen, 50c.
.

;

<

p

IVInterlner Bees. — This contains the Prize
Ess-avson ihissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Q'he Prize— ^2i in gold
— was awarded to Prot <'ook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.

P>^

(A

Sz;

o

The Hive I Use- Being a description ot the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, oc.
Extracted Honey; HarvestInK, Hnndland MiirketinK-- A li^-paye pamphlet, by

Intf

SAI^E

NEWMAN,
Street, CliicaKo, HI.

VERT CHEAP,

BARNES' PATENT

Machinery
Foot Power
^

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS,
Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes. &c. These machines are especially adapted

to Hive Mablng. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48 page Illustrated Cata-

logue.

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES,
111.

many

useful hints.— Price

15c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr, Muth's views on
F. Muth; 3 J p:it:es.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adnlterotion What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
;

BEE-KEEPERS
All

buy Dodge's

Summer and Winter Tup and

l^n-

trance Feeder and Upward Ventilator. It feeds
svrup, candy, sugar, comb, or extracted honey, or
any suitable bee food.in a temperature corresponding with the interior itf the hive a perfect upward
;

ventilator, without loss ni heat.

Needs no

testi-

sample captures every bee-keeper.
monials
1
The bottom of the feeder can be tin, wood, i)aper,
cloth, etc. I prefer cloth under all ordinary circumstances as on sample. Sample, by mail, BOc.
Per doz., via express, JSa.OO,
U. E. DOBOE, Fredonla. N. Y.
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer, and manufacturer and dealer in all kinds of Apiarian Stores.
51w3t
;

a four-inch Dunham Machine, just right to make
foundation for small frames. Everything necessary to go right to work.
51w4t
S. S. BUTLER, M. D., Los Gatos, Cal.

Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

C. P. I>adaiit. giving in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

contains

CALIFORlAl ATTENTION.
FOR

i,

and management adopted

1 now have on hand two sizes of Colored Labels
for these tin pails (one size for pints and quarts
and another for half-gallons and gallons), and can
supply any quantity of either size, by mail, postpaid, at I cent each. When KX' or more of either
size is ordered, I will print your name and address
onthem without extra charge. Prices for larger
quantities than :;i_Kj given upon application.

H.

;— presents the fundamenbee-cultuie, and Jurni.'*lie.'i the

and arguments

quality, sources,

LABELS.

West Madison

<it

to demonstrate them. 13 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
6. Newman.— This p;iniphlet discourses upon ilie

III.

Ch.

972

Hive and Honey Bee*

a standard scientidc work. Price. SSi.

contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, iHil.OO.

facts

These Pails have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon palls have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 5n cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices ;
Per Doz. Periof)
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey.... $1.80.... $12.00
"
"
1.50....
9.00
....
Half Gallon, '* 5
"
"
2W "
...
l.*20....
7.00
Quart,
"
"
75....
4.00
Pint,
1J4 "

ALFRED

is

tal principles

TIN PAILS FOR HONET.

COLOR1

m

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, lull of practical information and

O
u
<
u
z
u

I880,

Chicago.

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can atfordto do without. Cloth, !ii!>1.33 ; paper cover, Hfil.
illustrated

K.1iis*8 Bee-Keeperh' Text-Book, by A.J.
is revised ;md brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 3^1. OO; paper, 7oc.

.any .iddress.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL,

;

King.— This edition

THOMAS O. NEWMASf,
974

Street,

is valuable
beginners and
those more advaoced. Cloth, SI. 35; paper, !S1.

copies lor sale at

covers.

in

by

Bee-Keeper*8 Guide ot*. Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Eiilirc-ly re-written, elegantly

ot the honey-bee," and

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

West Madison

974

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

Circular.

TP'an ted— Beeswax

Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

DR.

THOMAS

Send address. Post Ollice. County and State. Be
sure to state whether or not you now have my
J8.S1

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

13.50

l

Books

1883.

QUEENS. Given'sFoiindationPress.

i-franie Nucleus, with Test-

after Jul y

CmCULAR,

HEDDOITS

Black Bees,

Hives from one to three yeara old, to be delivered at depot at Alhuny. N. Y., as soon as May 1,
188:2.
I have liad \r, years' experience in the bee
businees, and claim to know what constitutes a
good colony. Persons wishinR to buy will please
in

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey ^ectiDna, etc..
«'
IT
Apply to
F.
976 and ;»7S Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.

M TH

.

B^"Send

inc. for

,

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwiy

$17i ni ni

III

A YEAH
I'EARand

adulterations offered aa food.

f vast
crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.,
utility to every Mechanic. FarDier and Business
Slan. tJives ^no.ooo items for CJas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, (Jus and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, (iildMetal and Wood Workers of every kmd,
The work contains l.ojn paties, is a veritableTreasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,lS2.50.
ers.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No book
It

has

iJ.'i

could be
engravings

illustrating positions of stck hoses, and treats all
diseases in .i plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, SS5c<

Kopp*s Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds ».)f merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth,*!.; Morocco, !*1.50.

Chicken Cholera, byA. J.
tta

cause,

O VIckery
3(iwly

SOe-

pages

dustrial Facta, Calculations. Processes. Tr-t-V- Se-

expenses toagenta,

Maine.

20O

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.oOO,(Hni Indus-

symptoms and

Address,

outfit free.addressi*
fre

AiiK"Hl

ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to pmteci the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying

974

THOMAS

West Madison

cure.

G.

A treatise

Hill,—
Price,

on

S5c.

NE^l'MAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILI*

:

.

:

UEA'OTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE (TILTURE.

VoL XVIII.

Oliicago, IlL,

January

No.

18, 1882.

A Kind

Publi:?hetl

every

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
ElUTOR AND PHOPUIKTOK.
974

WEST MADISON

ST..

CHICAGO, ILL

Suggestion.

We are always pleased to receive
suggestions or criticisms concerning
the Bee Journal, and hence give
place to the following

by

^V(•^ln('^ lay

3.

I

Glucose Manufacturers in Conclave.

of the Bee
than the old,
advertisements on

I like the new size
Journal much better

I'ursiiant to a call for that purpose,

but do not like tlie
the the first page. We have become acUnited States met at the Grand Pa- customed to look on the lirst page for
jar" Remit by money-order, rewi^aereu letter, exthe valuable editorials, and think the
pressor biuik (Inilton Ctitcacoor iNcw YorU.puy- oilic Hotel, in Chicago, on the 10th
Bee Journal would look much
;(blelo our order. Siicb oiiJwarc itti.'urrtsk. ('hecks
un lociil banks cost us Jj cents lor cullectinu.
inst, for the purpose of devising means neater with all the advertisements at
Free of poatiige in the United Stales or Canada. for self-inoleclion by the organization the back. We only suggest the change
Poatnffe to Europe SO etii\in tfxtru.
of A National Association. Referring as an improvement not as a complaint. Bees are wintering well, and
Entered at Chicago post office as sdond chi$s iiuitter. to the second day's procedings, the
have used but little lioney.
Chicago Tribune of Jan. 12th says
Eairland,lnd.
L. R. Jackson.

At S2.00 a Yeai

.

the

glucose

luaiuifacturers

of

—

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
Kditoriiil^
Items

33,-34.

Munufiicturcrs

(Jliifose

A

tii

Cniichive

Kirnl Su;itresUun
Prohibit iiiL' IO)p(irt»ti'»iis ol

Honey Shnws :lt Kuirs
Approbation
Hundry t^viostlens nnd

Com

I)

(,>iiociis

;

Aiisw</r.

K(oindJition

Floriiiji

ii;* 11

Bnyswoorl

Winter

.

life St:ile

:tii(l

Swcft

CIm-,

.

Koeriin;;

Tlie Api:iry lleyister (in.;

Aiiioii?

Honey

:

Our
its

Excliiiiinv>—
Food
^

Iinportunce of tiie Pursuit...
Food Adulteration
Are Kku's Laid in Queen <'ell^
Bee Government in the Hive
(

'orrespoiideiico—
Kelily tc) Mr. Dndnnt on Wini'

Woo.

L'uwiird Ventiliition in

TueConiinjz lli-e Hiv.
Troublesoi ii Heclnini
Mrs. Cotton's l''i'iiu'j
Chunu'in;; Se.x ot

Bee

llir

House.'* Are tbcy
Best Sutniner and VVint
Foul Drood. and Other .M.ui,
Is l^arthenoKoneals Proven l
Bee Keeping as an Occupation
;

C'oiiYi'iitioii

1

Xotps—

Northwestern Wiscon-in
Soutliwe^tern lowii
Nortlieastern ot .\ew
Scli'i'tioiis fioiii

Voj-lj

Our Letter IJox—

Wiring Foundation
Wintering Bees in Te.vas
Italiani'/.ingand Transferrirj:^
Bees Prosiierouft
K.\Ira"-ting

A Good Showing

A Good

The

InvestraeiU.

.

.

1-ollen Theory...
Deserted by the i.bie.ii

T'he
t

Wrong

.Man

nprolitle (,>ueena

Mild Winter
In the Cellar
I'roduetion of Cuuib Honey
All that Could be Desired
Dwinilliiig

Danger of Smothering.
The l..aat Prize Queen
Canadian Opinion
Is there

Tlie glucose manufacturers conThe reason for devoting the two
tinued their sessions at the Grand Pa- lirst and
last pages to advertisements,
cilic yesterday with closed doors. The
meeting decided to refuse the publica- was to form a cover to keep the readtion of the names of tliose present. ing matter from being soiled, and
There were hfleen factories repre- preserved for binding this was sugsented, which embraces all but two of
gested by several of our correspondthose in the country. An organization w;is formed, to be styled the ents, but, as we much prefer to com"National Glucose and Grape-Sugar mence the editorial matter on the first
.Association."
Ollicers were elected page, we will do s^iereafter, and
as follows President, J. A. Cunningham, of Danville, 111.; Vice President, place all advertiseirSms at the end.
Those who want to preserve them for
,). Pirmenich, of Uulfalo, N. Y.; Secretary and Treasurer, J. M. Jones, of binding, should either have a Binder
Leavenworth, Kan.; Executive Com- and place them in it as fast as remittee, P. \i. Veiller, of Chicago; AV.
ceived, or else carefully put them
r. Coast, of Iowa City, Iowa, and A.
Woollier, of Peoria, 111. The meeting away out of the dirt and dust, after
ad.jonriied suli.ject to call. Tlie Exec- reading, until the volume is complete,
utive Conimittee will meet to-day to for binding.
deliberate on the future action of the
association.

1^ A correspondent in Canada
wants us to say in the Bee Jouknal
whether the Apiary Register Book
can be sent to Canada by mail, and
without'' duty." Itcan ;iti3a"book,"
and such go to Canada from the United

We

expect next to hear of the butteriue, suine, oleomargarine and slushine manufacturers forming a National Association for the purpose of
protecting themselves against honest
dealers who refuse to handle their
stuff under any other than its proper
name. Recently, at a meeting of the
Chicago Retail Grocers' Association,
we liave been told, a resolution was
proposed and adopted by a large majority, not to handle any of the above
stutT in any manner whatever, and
we think the time is approaching
when glucose will be equally as
abhorrent.

1

States free of duty, and, as we prepay the postage, there is nothing ex-

i

i

tra for Canadians to pay more than for
those living in the States.

j

I

j

1^" By an oversight of a clerk in
the paper warehouse, one of the bundles of jiaper that was sent to the
printer was much thinner than the
rest, and it was used before we knew
it.
We have scolded them and hope
It will not occur again.

:

.

:
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Prohibiting Importations of ftueens. our stock. There is no analogy beHoney Shows at Fairs.
tween them and " foreign iron and
The time is now at hand when the
Our attention has been drawn to steel, and cotton and woolen goods."
the following paragraph, published in Instead of being imported to enter Vice Presidents of the National Soa late number of the Detroit (Mich.) into competition with American pro- ciety, for the various States, should
ducts, the reverse is the case; they use all their influence to get a good
Evening News
are desired for tlie purpose of stimu- List of Premiums offered by the ManaThe suggestion of a Michigan beekeeper, that Gov. Jerome take action lating a fixed occupation, and giving gers of Fairs, for Bees, Honey, Wax,
to prevent the Canadians from flood- remunerative employment to thou- etc., and we hope they will each one
ing our " infant industry " with queen sands of our citizens wlio are now see to it, that no stone is left unturned
bees produced by the pauper labor of
scarcely self-supporting, besides de- which may prove advantageous to the
Palestine, Java, Ceylon and elsewhere,
The.se for- veloping a source of national wealth general good of the bee-keepers and
is timely and appropriate.
eign insects may be superior to ours, and foreign traflic now comparatively honey producers of America.
and may result in the pro<luction of neglected, and only awaiting intelliDr. W. W. Hipolite, Vice President
more and better honey at less cost, but
for Arkansas, is already at work with
gent
and
improved
application,
with
well
would
hold
quite
argument
as
that
the best facilities to accomplisli it.
in the case of foreign iron and steel
and cotton and woolen goods. It is
5th. It is " more and better honey
not more or better honey that our
American industries are after; wliat tliat our American industries are
they want is more work, and from all after." In order to obtain the best
accounts the native American queen bees to secure these results, enterbees will give tlie drones ten times prising Americans have chilled in the
more labor than tlie foreign ones.
bleak winds of Russia, thirsted on the
We think it hardly possible that, burning sands of Arabia, smoked the
among all the bee-keepers in the friendly pipe in Germany, bearded the
State of Michigan, one can be found lion in the jungle of India, endured

the managers of the Arkansas State
Fair, and has drawn up the following
list of Premiums

1. Best package of comb honey in
the most marketable shape, 5 pounds
or more.
2. Best crate of comb honey in the
best shipping and most marketable
shajie, 20 pounds or more.
3. Best package of extracted honey
in the most marketable shape, one
pound or more.
ttioughtless enougti to give utterance malaria on the Nile, climbed tlie walls
1. Largest
and best display of
to a sentiment so illiberal as that at- of China, scaled the rugged mountains honey, both conib and extracted, in
the
most
marketable
shape.
tributed to tlieui above; and had one of Caucassus, scorched under tlie
5. Best display of honey, both comb
done so, even in a jocular manner, we Cyprian sun,dreamed'neath the sunny
and extracted, in the most marketwonder that the News should seize skies of Italy, ascended the steppes able shape, by a lady.
colony of black bees, in
upon it as a text for a ludicrous bur- of South America, and waded the
6. Best
There are so many incon- swamps of Africa. No clime has movable-comb hive.
lesque.
7. Best colony of Italian bees, in
gruities in the article, .short as it is, been too distant, and no obstacle too
movable-comb hive.
bee-keeper
can
be
intelligent
that no
difficult, to discourage the American
8. Best Italian queen bee.

persuaded to view it in any light but
that of badinage, though stamped
with the impress of serious argument.
Let us candidly consider tlie inconsistencies in the article quoted
:

not a bee-keeper, in
the State o^lichigan, so stupid as
not to kno\^lluit Gov. Jerome can
take no action to prevent the importation of queen bees, or any other
1st.

Tliere

is

from Canada, or anywhere else,
which is intended as an improvement
upon our i)resent stock. Tliis is regulated by tlie general government.
'2d. Bee-keeping is not an " infant
stock,

industry," but is coeval with history
itself.
It is only its scientific man-

agement which
young; but it

comparatively
developing with

is
is

astonishing rapidity.
3d.

Canadians have had no queen

bees produced in Java or Ceylon with
which to flood our country, and the
imported Palestine queens they liave
sent us, were produced by an American citizen in Cyprus, and who, we
believe, still holds his residence and
right of sufferage in the State of

Michigan.
4tli. It is not yetasettled point that
these " foreign insects " are superior
to ours, except as bred upon or from

9. Best display of beeswax, 3 pounds
would
more.
gather " more and better honey." At or
machine for extracting
10. Best
the present time, tliousands of our honey.
countrymen are cultivating the soil to
Best wax extractor.
1 1
12. Best bee-hive for all purposes.
insure a certainty of " more and betExhibitors must satisfy the superter honey," and the science of botany
intendent that the honey entered for
lias been made to contribute of its these premiums is the product of his
lore to assist the apiarist in his or her apiary, or of one under their
control.
purpose.
6th. As drones are not supposed to
Dr. Hipolite, in his letter to the
be laborers, we cannot imagine how Managers of the State Fair Associathe " native American queen bees tion, with his suggestions concerning
will give the drones ten times more the " honey department " makes the
labor than the foreign ones." This is following remarks, as we see by the
doubtless a joke, or sarcasm, on the Arkansas State Ouzelte:
poor drones.
I would further suggest that larger
All ill all, the article quoted above premiums should be offered for the
products of the apiary, to secure a
is too illiberal and seltish to be relarger display of these products from
garded in any light but that of a joke,
different portions of the State. The
and with such a spirit prevailing, our State fair is a great educator of the
boasted progression in bee-keeping, lieople, and bee-keei)iiigis an industry
or any other science, would soon ret- wliicb should be developed as one of
the industries of our State for the
rograde, and but a few decades would honey crop may be made an important
required
to
be
return us to the fogy item of material wealth to the State.
styles and superstitious notions of a In other States the production of
proportions,
century ago, and perhaps return us to honey has assumed large
and there is no good reason why it;
a level with the barbaric ages, for we should not with us. On the first day
could adopt no improvements, for of March, 1881, the assessor of Los
fear of patronizing the "pauper labor" Angeles county, California, reported
16,(il3 coloniesof bees for that county,
of some country whose civilization
and the same county shipped, in a
ante-dates our own by thousands of single season, 1,500,000 pounds of
years.
honey, while in Arkansas, with lioney

in his efforts to .secure bees that

;

'

|

,

;

.
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resources nearly

Alderman

less

Fla., enclosing

Sundry ftuestions and Answers.
if not quite as great,
honey is produced than is coni\Ierclia!its in Little Rock
sumed.
Comb Foundation.— I intend going
will tell you lliat while their custom- to Florida soon to engage in bee-keepers prefer tlie honey produced liere, ing, and find I can buy my bees (if I
even at a lustier price, tlie supply is am on hand wlieii tliey swarm) for SI
not eipial to tlie demand, and they per swarm. It would be my intention
honey over tlieir to build them up rapidly by the use of
California
sell
counters.
comb foundation in movable frames,
There is a ready foreign demand for but there are still some points which
counthis
every pound of pure honey
books thrown no light upon, such as
try lias to spare. A eom'uiercial ex- 1, Should foundation be full size of
American
-'Tlie
change says that
the frames y 12. Will such a method
honev trade with Gre;it Britain is yield any returns the tirst season ? 3.
Knglish
recent
A
rapidly.
growing
Would it he. nioreprotitableto buy the
order calls for .58,000 one-i)oiHid cans old colony, hive and combs for So ?
of pure extracted honey." Tlie same
(lEO, E. Dupee,
Boston, Mass,
is true of other nations; even Japan
1. Much depends on the make and
is now hiiying largely of American
iioney. Tills country tal^es the lead weight of the foundation.
With Dunof ali others in tlie production of this
feet to ttie
foundation,
about
5
ham
In other .States, with
commodity.
natural advantages inferior to our pound, tlie most satisfaction and the
own, tliere are men who produce greatest iirofit will be derived from
honey hv the tons, and if we would using full frames that is, so the founbut turn" our attention to it, we could
dation will hang about }i or ;'4 of an
produce tons where we now produce
pounds. The State Fair Association inch from tlie bottom-bar, and witliin
could do mucli to encourage the de- K,, of an inch from the end-bars.
velopment of tliis industry in our
2. Yes
quite as satisfactory as the
State by tlie offer of liberal premiums
:

—

Eoberts, Wewahitchka,
stamps for reply, they
will take pleasure in giving you full
and reliable information upon everything pertaining to the industry.
They are all practical men.

—

BasswootI and Sweet Clover. Where
I get about 100 basswood trees

can

two years old

'^

What method

shall I

pursue to get basswood seed to grow V
How old
I want to ))ut out a nursery.
must the trees be before blooming V
Where can I get .sweet clover seed, and
what is the price V I have 60 colonies
of bees. My yield was light last year
but they paid expenses, My bees are
in good condition up to this time.

Thomas Pratt.
Carlisle, Iowa, Jan. 6, 1882.

You

can olttain young basswood
from nearly all nurserymen, and
they will bloom when six to eight years
trees

The

seeds should be sown in
as are plums, cherries, etc., and
carefully cultivated till about one year
old, then transplant; it will be well
parent colony, if the swarm be a strong to partially shade them tne first sumone, and foundation is used in all the mer after transplanting. Select soil,
proximity to waterif possible, in
frames.
8. If the colonies and combs you buy courses, bottom-lands, or on gravelly
for S5 each are in box hives, it would soils in which water lies near the surbe much clieaper to buy the first face through tlie hot months of sumswarms and foundation. Let us (igure mer. As it makes a rich, luxuriant
it up (taking two as the basis, for you shade tree, it is a great favorite in all
would probably buy your box hive be- our northern cities in the parks and
fore a swarm had issued): 2 first along tlie avenues. Svveet clover seed
swarms, $2 ; 4 lbs. (20 sheets) founda- can be bought from most dealers in
tion and freight. S1.88; 2 hives, $2— apiarian supplies, at about 30 cents per
against, 1 box hive and pound. See our advertising columns.
total, $5,88
old.

drills,

;

on the products of the apiary.
Tlie labors of

Hipolite have

Dr.

It was but a few
been rewarded.
years ago that no notice whatever
was taken of bees and lioney in the
rremiiim List of the State Fair; but
now they are assigned a place as a
separate class, with a Superintendent,
and liberal premiums are offered, and
through his exertions, we have no

doubt,

it

will increase

and grow

in

importance yearly.
We have no authority to call upon
the \'ice Presidents everywhere to
act— but in the interest of the pursuit of bee-keeping we would urge
them to attend to the matter without
another week's delay " for the time
is at hand."

—

Approbation.

Dowagiac,

— Mr.

James Ileddon.

ilich., writes as follows

:

"The Weekly in its present form is
just what we need, and no one will
ever drop it for any other paper. The
Weekly was a
form

it

now

is

long-felt want,
in is
No. 1.

A

and the
I

think

am

as free to tell you what I do not
like
so that gives the above its
deserved weight.''
I

;

Like all who have expressed their
opinion of the present form, we much
I>refer it— but, as the Weekly for last
year was an experiment, we were
obliged to take the most economical
form. The change for this year adds
a tliousand dollars a year to the expense account. An item we now feel
warranted in assuming on account of
our large increase of subscribers for
1882.
The Weekly is no longer an experiment, it is a fixed fact.

;

contents, S5 2 new hives, $2 ; labor
Winter Feeding.— I must have the
total, $8; making
in transferring, SI
Bee Jouknal. I cannot afford to
a difference of S2.12 in favor of tirst lose a number; it is too precious. I
swarms and foundation, aiid straight commenced the .seasq^with 3 coloby natural swarmnies, increased to
new combs.
ing, and took 208 lbs. comb honey in
2 lb, sections. I fear some have not
Florida as a 15ee State.— I would like stores enough below for wtnter use. 1.
Florida
something
about
for
to know
At how low a temperature will it do
1. Is it a good
the bee business.
to open a hive. 2. At how low a temcountry for honey, and is ttie honey of perature will they take food at the
good quality V 2, What are the prin- entrance
3. At
this time of the
cipal honey plants of that State V 8, year, is it best to feed at entrance, or
What part of tlie State is the best for under chaff cushion ? Bees are flying
honey V Please answerthese questions a little to-day, temperature -52-.
in the Semi-Monthly Bee Jouknal,
F. S. Williams.
The winter here has been very mild;
Jackson, Pa., Dec. 27, 1881.
I think tlie bees will winter well. The
1
When the bees can fly freely.
honey crop has been light for the last
two years, I hope the coming season
2. They will take feed from the enwill make up for lost time, I have
trance, if they are short, whenever
28 colonies, all packed in chaff, and
they can fly from tlie entrance with
doing
well,
I
wish
the
Bee
t)iey are
;

—

'/

JouKNAi. a happy and prosperous
B. M. Linole.
New Year.

safety.

We would

prefer to feed under
cushion, as the syrup or
We cannot answer your questions candy is kept at a better temperature,
with Die precisifHi and accuracy they and the bees are more comfortably
deserve, but presume if you will ad- ttxed to take it.
dress a letter to Mr. W. S. Hart, New
Pliotographs of prominent Apiarists
Smyrna, Fla., who is Vice President
Langstroth.Dzierzon, and the Baron
for that State of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, or to Messrs. of Berlepsch. Price 25 cents each.
Paoli,Ill.,

Jan.7,

1882.

3.

the

—

chaff

—
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SAMPLE PAGES OF THE APIARY REGISTER BOOK.
By

we give below the two " Sample " pages of the "Apiary Register,''
up with imaginary entries, and the Remarks, below, such as would be useful, etc. Of course, it is

particular request of several subscribers

the blanks

filled

:

:
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Honey as Food.— The London (England) lliirlkultural Journal, gives the
following extract from an address on
the above subject, by Mr. T. W. CowF. G.S., of Horsham, at the

an,

Brighton Health Congress

:

Mr. Cowan said tliat bees in olden
time were extensively cultivated for
their lionev and wax, and it was re-

37

flowers, and that each flower yielded
honey of its own peculiar flavor.
The climate of England was particularly suited for the purpose of beeieeping, and there was no country
wliere it could be produced better in
He said pure
flavor than in tliis.

other dirty and poisonouB substances
actually are Incorporated into much
that we eat and drink, and the adul-

honey should be used by every family.
It was no longer a luxury only to be
enjoyed by few, but was sutliciently
cliea")) to be within the reach of all.
It had properties which made it a valuable food. It dilTered from alcoholic
stimulants, which dull tlie intellect,
as it produces a bright intellect.
(Children were very fond of honey, and
one pound of it went further tlian a
pound of butter. It had the peculiarity of keeping good, whilst butter
would become rancid, and thus is

lic

terators are growing rich at the expense of the iMil)lic health, and we
hope that just sucli books as tliis one
may be widely circulated, until a pub-

sentiment" will be created against
those enemies of the human race that
will finally crush them out.

Are Eggs Laid in Queen Cells 2— Dr.
A. B. Mason, in the Bee-Keepers' Instructor, remarks as follows

A writer in

the December number
Bee Journal, under the headof" Do Queens Lay Eggs in Queen

of the

ing

Cells V" in relating some of his expe" I do not dare, at
rience, says
markable how frequently allusion was
present, directly to advocate vv'hat
made to these products by ancient
would, from the above, seem to be
read tliat the land where
writers.
Importance of the Pursuit.— The true, against the theories of experi•• (lowing
apiculturists. But here is my
Abraliam dwelt was one
Springfleld, Mass., Republican gives enced
with milk and honey," and that in the
experience for what it is worth, and I
follows
as
sulqect
this
views
on
its
many
statutes
Mosaic law there were
confess to some few pinches of <loubt
regulating tlie ownershi]) of bees.
Bee-keeping is an interest of con- about a number of things pertaining
Solomon recommended the use of siderable importance. It has an ex- to bees, which are pretty generally
honey in the words, " My son, eat tensive literature of its own and men taken for granted after reailiiig them
honey for it is good." About GOO enter into it with the true enthnsiasm in a book or i)aper." The same coryears I'.. C, bees seem to liave been of science. At a recent convention respondent refers to an offer of $.50
regularly cidtivated. for Solon made of bee-keepers in Chicago, one of liaving been made "to anyone who
a law requiring liee liives to be placed these enthusiasts in apiculture gave could prove that the bees' ever re300 feet apart in cultivated fields. an interesting sketch of his pursuit moved an egg from a worker to a
The Persians, Grecians and Uomans in foreign countries of new races of queen cell." It seems to me. from my
made use of honey extensively, and bees. He set up an apiary on the own and this correspoiideiil's experiit was used for sweetening tlieir bevIsland of Cyprus to test the merits of ence, that it would be i)elter to offer
erages. It was mixed with wine, the Cyprian bees; he visited Palestine the §.50 to any person who would prove
and to this day it is used by theS|)an- and olitained colonies of Syrian bees, that the queen ever laid an egg in the
iards in sweetening "Malaga wine." and after a deal of trouble succeeded queen cell. Tlie experience that this
It was used up to the seventeenth in transplanting both varieties to this correspondent gives is worth more
century when sugar was introduced, country. It is only within a few vears than all the " theories of learned and
and as "the use of^this Increased, tlie tliat Italian bees have been introduced experienced apiculturists." There are
use of honev decreased. On the con- here and proved superior to the com- good reasons for believir.g that a
tinent of Europe, bee-keeping had mon black bees.
These new races queen does not deposit eggs in queen
been carried on more extensively in are claimed to be superior to the cells ; and if I have the inclination in
former times than in England, and Italians. The Syrian liees, especially, the future, I will ask some of our exfor a long time we had been depend- are remarkable for their superior pro- perienced bee-keepers in " convention
the aning on foreign supplies.
liticness, swift flight and the long dis- assembled," some questions,
In the olden times, when bees were tances they are able to cover in quest swers to which will either overturn
destroyed Ity brimstone.different ways of honey. The study of bees has a some generally accepted theories, or
were adopted for separating the dif- fascination for some people and it is be directly contrary to all experience.
ferent qualities of honey. The ligtit- often rendered a source of considercolored combs were pressed and able profit. There is quite a library
Bee GoTernnient in the Hive.- The
strained to get the best quality, and of books attainable on the subject,
the inferior honey was used to make besides magazines, while at Chicago St. Albans Messen(/er, says, that at the
" pain d'epices," a sort of ginger
there is published by Thomas G. New- meeting of the Vermont State Board
bread sold in every town in France. man a weekly devoted to apiculture
of Agriculture, Mr. O. C. Wait, of
into
imported
Large quantities were
called the Amekican Bee Journal.
this country from Cuba, Chili, and, This is an exceedingly neat little Georgia, gave an interesting lecture
lately, extracted honey from Cali- paper of 16 pages and is a complete in which he said:
fornia. It was not until the forma- cyclopedia of everything relating to
Though the bee isnotmadein God's
tion of the British Bee-Keepers' As- bees.
image, yet many of tlieir habitssociation, in 1874, that really much
neatness, industry, economy and
(irogress was made in developing the
Food Adulteration.— In noticing this government— may profitably be imihoney resources of tliis country. Bees
has been supare no longer destroyed to obtain book, the Bee-Keepers'' Mayazine re- tated by some men. It
posed that their government is an abtheir honey, but are induced to build marks as follows
solute monarchy, but on the contrary,
straight combs in frames, and these
It shows that much of what we eat it is a more perfect monarchy than
are taken out, and, having the cells
among men,
unca))ped, are placed in an extractor. and drink is so badly mixed up with the world has ever seen
by wiiich mean.s the honey is obtained foreign matter, that one who is com- and the females have their equal
here drew an amusin a pure state, and very different pelled to do much of his eating away share. Mr. Wait
their governto the heterogeneous mass of honey, from home naturally wishes he had ing comparison between
only in a iiolitpollen and crushed brood which was never read this book, for he need not ment and our own, not
Every
sense.
formerly known by tlie name of honey. be surprised to find himself imagin- ical but in a social
keep
He stated tliat there was great econ- ing dried horse liver in his coffee, iron fruit-grower and farmer should
the more
omy in being able to return the combs and indigo in his tea, minute tape a few colonies of bees for
crops. They
to be re-filed, inasmuch as it took 20 worms in his butter (oleomargarine), perfect growth of his
flower to flower,
lbs. of honey to make 1 lb. of comb. trichina in his pork, terra-alba, alum, carry the jiolleii from
they
He wished "it to be understood that etc., iiK'orporated in the bread, fla- and thus, while gathering honey
bees did not make honey, but that vored glucose for honey, syrup, etc., spread the seeds of growth and multhey collected it from the nectaries of etc. The above and hundreds of tiply the fruit.
:

injurious to health.

We

:

;
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Reply

to

Mr. Dadant on Wintering.

that contained a large space above
them were almost the only ones that
survived, and Mr. Vandervort reports
the same thing, that mine will bear a
winter passage above the frames, notwithstanding the fact that it is their
instinct to glue up every little crevice
about the top of the liive, as we are
told.

I have never yet been able to demonstrate that any thin, or other
quality that the honey might take on,
My experience and oteervalioii had anything to do with the safe winproves tliat Mr. Dadant is correct in tering of our bees.
his .iudgment tliat tlie space above is
I believe this.
The great losses that
the incentive wliicli draws the bees to apiarists suffer, by tlie death of their
the top of the combs, and to tlie quilt. colonies, has one common cause, viz
I tlunk that I, perliaps, tell into the dysentery.
1 do not believe that thin
common error of imagining that l\Ir. honey will cause that disease. I know
Dadant's lixtures above were similar that bees will liave it in its most agto my own, the same as he had in con- gravated form when their honey is
ceiving the shape of the space, and thick and in perfect condition every
size of the same.
way, as far as the eye can detect.
In regard to small colonies, there is
I nse only 8 Langstroth frames,
hence my hive is only II3.3 inclies little to support a belief that they will
wide, instead of J4, as Mr. I), lignres not surviveany of our severest winters
Perhaps, from the little I said in as safely as large ones. It seems to
it.
regard to the -2 inch space, on page me that it has been amply proven, that
275 of Bee Journal, lie had a right cold does not directly damage bees. I
to suppose that I used a space 2 inches can bring more witnesses than you
deep all over the entire top of my could print tlie names of in a whole
hive. Such is not the case, as former column, to give testimony of the sucdescriptions of my method will show. cessful wintering of very weak coloI have used 2 bent pieces, thus --~, nies, during cold winters^ when many
about 6 inches apart in about the cen- strong ones died (not with cold, but
ter of the hive. You will see that the dysentery). There is something about
ends of the bent pieces come down to large colonies that seems to engender
no space at all, for wliat keeps them dysentery, I think because of a higher
bowing is the fact that they are cut degree of heat they keep up in' the
enough longer than the inside meas- center of the larger cluster, and greater
ure of the hive to give any bow de- consumption of stores, both tending
sired, by slipping the ends inside the to the use of pollen.
side-boards of the hive.
You will
Some years ago Mr. Hosmer, of
now see that the ends of the quilt lay Minnesota, adopted and advocated
upon the frames flat from the ends of tlie plan of reducing every colony to
the hive toward the center, for about only one (piart of bees, for winter.
4 inches, when it begins to rise gradu- That movement, and its discontinually to the 2 inch height near the cen- ance, simply i)roves that the catholicon
The whole space does not rest in the size of the colony.
ter of the hive.
made amounts to about 108 cubic
One spring, after a good snug vcininches of space opened up above the
ter, I was buying some colonies of a
bees, instead of 5(i») inches, as Mr. D.
farmer, when he pointed to a hive
supposes it to be (and so puts it on
(box) that I had supposed empty, and
page 354 of Weekly Bee .Journal).
said ' I'll present you witli that one,"
This season I have used but 1 bent when I turned it up, and found three
piece, which cuts the space down to pieces of comb, all not aggregating
about I3 of what I figure and describe three-fourths of a square foot, and
above. I did not make the change be- tliereon about a tea-cup full of bees.
cause I saw anything detrimental This hive had stood out under a "beeabout the former space, but because shed," warmed by its shadow, and
from what I had seen I thought that above the snow level. I took tliem
the space made by one piece would home, and let them alone, as an exaccomplish the object, viz of mak- periment. They survived and made
ing a |)erfect winter passage cross- a colony, unaided, except by a little
wise of the combs, and one stick re- feeding.
quires less lumber and manipulation,
I have no evidence that cider, stored
than two.
in combs, causes dysentery I don't
1 shall never comply with the " in- know.
I know that during tlie fall of
stincts " of my bees, where I think 1879 my colonies worked so lively on a
my reason is a better guide, nor with large cider mill here that they came
the instincts of my cows, horses, near taking possession of it, during
sheep, swine, etc. My bees have an the hot weather of October. Though
instinctive liatred of
having their the following winter was very mild,
hives opened, but I shall continue to they were conrined more than
weeks
open them whenever my reason dic- at onetime (if I remember right), and
tates so to do. We should follow their yet they had no dysentery. I believe
instincts only, when our reason fails that when the exact cause of the disto grasp the case. I reason that if it ease is known, it will be seen that it is
is a rule that all bees in box-hives, not cold, acids, nor thin liquids that
split open from top to bottom, winter cause it, but solids, in the shape of
better than those that are tight, and pollen.
that Mr. Jerome Wiltse, in an exBecause I "lost two-thirds of my
tended observation found that bees colonies," it will not do to say that the

JAMES HEDDON.

:

:

—

strongest survived, for such was not
the case, only the fittest survived
and why the fittest I defy anyone to
tell.

I now have just 222 colonies in one
apiary, put up in 5 or 6 different ways

(some in a cellar), and does anyone
suppose that Mr. Dadant or any other
man can, by a complete over-hauling,
" spot " the ones that the coming winter is going to condemn
I am a
" doubting Thomas."
An old ignorant farmer, some 15
miles away, wintered all of his SO colonies which were almost entirely neg'?

lected. Does anyone believe that all
his sudden increase, to these 80 colonies, were all strong ?
I admit that very frequent and extensive flights completely prevent or
cure dysentery in its first symptons,
but I also admit and assert tliat there
are other conditions over which we
may hope to get control that also prevent it. though the bees do not see the
liglit for 6 months of
coldest
tlie

weather.

and

I

know of many such cases,
know of the disease raging

I

also

so badly in

where the
thousands

Kentucky and Missouri,

flights were freijuent, that
of colonies succumbed.

As long as we depend upon "flights,"
whether caused by the rising temperature alone, or that combined with
our efforts to arouse ourslumberers, in
this locality, we shall be at the mercy
of the blind forces, as of old. When
I said semi-dormant state, I meant
that quiet state which they rest in
through tlie winter, even when crossing combs or exercising to keep up
tlie temperature.
I misjht have called
it the " quiet state," for no shifts in
the hive or degree of cold outside
causes tlie physical and mental excitement, that jarring or opening the hive
does.

The main reason why putting bees
with some accumulation,
bad, is because of the disturbance
by the removal.
Mr. Dadant wishes to knovs^ upon
what I base my idea that brood-rearing causes dysentery. It is this Experience and observation have shown
me that of all the colonies that die
with it, a vast majority leave brood.
Of all those that are healthy at the
same time, a huge majority have no
brood. Reasoning has forced ine to
conclude tliat brood-rearing demands
the use and manipulation of pollen
and in the course of such manipulation the bees partake of it, during
this early period in the season, when
they cannot fly to void their feces, and
that pollen is a substance thatiiosesses
a residue that cannot be passed from
the system by sensible and insensible
perspiration, as could the excess of
water contained in thin or cider
honey. Dysentery is the result. I do
not claim to be just right in this matter.
I only claim to give my honest
opinion, formed from my experience
and observation,
I presume that in many of the
points at issue, Mr. Dadant and mySoil and cliself are both correct.
mate make great differences, and
educate us in very different directions.
It seems to me that such honest and
friendly controversies cannot fail to
in the cellar

is

:

—

:
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lead to

is brought down so
impossible for the bees
to generate sufhcient warmth to be
able to change their position when
the stores in reach of them are exhausted. This cold, damp condition
of the hive and packing soon exhausts
the vitality and reduces the temperature so low that the colony becomes
unhealthy and diseased. All of this
trouble can be avoided by means of a
proper condition of hive, and providing means for escape of this sweat or
moisture.
In nearly every case, last spring,
where I found hives that had been
placed on blocks raising them up from
bottom-board from y^ to 1 inch all
around, the bees survived and so where
hives were much open from season
thorough
cracks, which provided

some thoughts and discoveries ture of the hive

to tlie control of
this important hrancli of our industry.
Tlie more !io,witli sucti anuuias Chas.
tliiit

will help

\is oil

Uadant

at one end of
Dowagiac, Mich.

it.

For the American Bee Journal.

Upward

Ventilation in Winter.

.TOIIN A.

BUCHANAN.

low that

it is

long as success is attained
wintering bees by both methods
ventilation and non-ventilation, there
be earnest advocates of both
w'ill
systems. It cannot be that both systems are equally successful. There
is no use to deny the fact that bees
have been wintered by both methods,
but which plan lias been proven tlie ventilation and circulation of air,
best y
thereby keeping cluster, combs and
I advocate upward ventilation as hive dry.
Again, hives, regardless of
the safest plan for general adoption.
size or depth of frames, were packed
Are we any more successful in win- with chaff, straw, etc., ample means
tering bees at present witli all the provided for free circulation of air
modern appliances and knowledge of through the packing, keeping all perthe science of bee-keeping, than we fectly dry, with sheltered eastern or
were 20 years ago V The general an- southern exposure, colonies so arswer is '• not a bit." Then, we ask, ranged lived and came through with
honey than
in what condition for the most part less consumption of
were bees tlien left for winter V With- where unprotected. Again, in hives
out entering into a description of that of very large size, without upward
condition it will be understood when ventilation, but large entrance openwe say. winter found them as summer ings and sheltered exposure, were
left them.
No contraction of en- saved. But limited success was attrances, surplus boxes left on with tained with bees in cellars where the
entrance holes to them all open, and, tenmerature remained much below
as often as otherwise, glass in boxes 4.5 ."
broken out and doors open, thereby
One fall, I placed quilts, well tucked
ventilating the hive most thoroughly, down over frames and over these thick
but still the bees were all right, and cliatf cushion, and contracted the enthe winters then were just as cold as trances to ?8'^- inches, and flattered
they are now. Why do we so often myself I had them in better condition
see in some of the bee periodicals than some of my neighbors' bees that
modern bee-keepers say
were left with entrances full width of
' I guess I shall be a candidate for hive open, and also several large holes
blasted hopes,' as my bees have died open into honey boxes. But, imagine
during the past severe winter, not- my surprise at the beginning of the
withstanding my great care in pack- next season, upon examination, to
ing so thoroughly, and those that have tind those terribly neglected, badly
survived are so weak it will require managed bees working in boxes and
the most of the season for tliem to swarming a week or ten days sooner
get in good condition again, but I am than my avm.
not altogether discouraged as I have
Is it not a fact that the first swarm
IMirebased a lot of black bees in box- of bees you hear of in the season, has
hives from an old fogy bee-keeper and come from some old fogy's bees, cared
will transferand Italianize them, and tor as above described; and don't it
try again."
bore you, tooV
Now this is a little too funny but On the 28th of last May, a gentleit lu-oves what y
That bees are safer man passing my apiary asked me if I
whether in box or frame hives, left in had liad any swarms yet. No; the
their suiiinier(-ondition. without )ia(di- best of them are only occupying, with
iiig, than they would be with packing all my nice quilts and chaff cushions,
as generally iidopted by the would-be about two-thirds of the usual number
(auti(Mis apiarist of to-day. .Inilging of frames. " Well,'' said he, " I had
frcun reiioits given in tbe'pai)ers from a nice swarm this morning."
And
time to time, and from my own exten- without further talking I got on my
sive observations, last spring, of a horse and rode out (5 miles) to his
great number of apiaries. I have place to see the hive tliat had so early
arrived at the conclusion that more cast a swarm. He had but
colony
colonies survived the winter of 1S80-81 and that was standing in the corner of
that were left to themselves with his garden with a, few boards over it
thorough ventilation, and unprepared to shelter it from rain, aii<l had not
by itacking. than the number .saved been touched or opened since the
that were packed for protection. Dur- honey was taken from boxes the fall
ing a severe winter there is a great previous.
amount of moisture arising from a
The hive was a Langstroth 10
colony of bees, which will condense frames 8 inches deep; honey-board,
on walls of the hive, or in the packing with 'j inch space Tbetween it and
materials, which will have so filled frames; one large honey-box on, holes
them with moisture that the tempera- open and two ly^ inch lioles opened
.Inst so

in

'

;

1

;
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into the cap, where moisture passed
off'
into the cap, which was fitted
loosely and open at the joints. The
entrance was nearly the full width of
the hive, ^.. inch, and was ojien all
winter and "spring.
slight dash of
Italian blood was in the bees. I have
occupied this space to prove the
position taken at the start, and cases
similar to these have no doubt been

A

observed by all.
Pack your bees as well as you wi.sh,
but see to it that said packing is kept
perfectly dry by upward ventilation.
Holliday's Cove, W. Va.
For the American Boe

"

The

Coming Bee Hive."

W.
In the

J<ttirnal.

T.

STEWART.

Bee Journal

of Dec. 21,

we have an article from Dr. L. C.
Whiting, on ' The coming bee hive,"

1881,

which he very forcibly illustrates
of the advantages of a reversible frame over any other frame. Any
in

some

practical bee-keeper that will read his
article thoroughly, will at once .see
that every advantage that he claims
for a reversible frame, is true beyond
a doubt. lie further says that the
frame alluded to was originated by
Mr. Van Deusen, and that some of the
best bee-keepers are using them, all of
wliicli is true.
let me predict
something and have it recorded in the
American Bee Journal, for future
reference, that in less than 10 years'
time all the best bee-keepers in this
country will use a reversible frame,
and that the coming frame will not be

Now

the frame that Mr. Van Deusen has
invented, be they ever so good. I have
.some of Ills style of frames, and they
are good.
I have a reversible frame and hive
of my own invention that totally
eclipses his, forconveiiience. In mine,
no wedges or following board is
needed ; tliere is nothing about it that
tlie bees can glue fast no place about
it for one single moth worm of oneeighth of an inch long to hide from
of
the bee. Every frame is exactly
an inch from side, top and bottom of
liive every frame the proper distance
apart no two frames touch each
other. I can remove a frame from
any part of the hive, without even
sliaking any other frame. I can turn
the hive on the side, on the end, or
even bottom-side-up, and every frame
will remain in its proper place; I can
;

%

;

—

l)ut

them

in a

anywtiere,

wagon and move them

without any preparation

whatever, and not a bee will be hurt.
need not kill a bee in taking out or
putting frames back in the hive.
There are no projections anywhere
about frame, to interfere when exI

tracting.
It is suited equally well for extracting or section comb lioney; is clianged
in a minute from a large" to a small
hive, and rice verau either of the four
sides of the frame can be instantly
reversed from top t<i bottom, from
side to toji, and any bar is top, or
bottom, or side, as desired everything about it is simple, practical and
cheap ; no other hive or frame like it

—

;
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has ever been described in any of the
bee papers. It is, I think, " the coming frame"' or liive. It can be used
for any size or sliape frame, and soon
I hope to give all a chance to adopt it.
I have experimented a great deal, and
studied hard to get the best hive tliat
could be made tor all purposes, and I
think now that I liave it.
Tlie best imidements for tlie apiary
are Just as necessary as tlie best bees,
and in a very short time Americans
will have the best bee house, tlie best
hive, the best pasturage and best sale
for our products of any people in tlie
world.
Each of our leading bee-

keeper in this neighborhood, called on
the lady soon after her purchase, and
ascertained tliattlie queen was worthless, and advised her to send immediately for another queen, wliich Mrs.
Cotton promised should be shipped
about the 25tli of .luly, but it has not
made its ai)pearance." Now that the
bees have all died, the ])oor woman
has nothing left for her S2:'...")2, l)utoiie
" controllable bee-hive " and Mrs. C's
famous hooh oti hee-cuUiire, with her
photograph inserted on the lirst lly
leaf.
What a boon! The lady referred too is Miss Lovina Ewing,
West Berkshire, Vt.

keepers have some inirticular tact for

some one
gether we

tiling,

and when

CHANGING SEX OF THE J)KONE.

all pull to-

are mighty in bee-culture.
As this is the season of the year
when we should be getting our hives
ready for the coining season's work, I
think we should discuss the hive subject. Persons that have never used
but one style of hive, cannot imagine
the difference there is ni working
them. Don't let us say this or that
hive is good enough. While some are
improving the bee in order to get the
very best, let others try to iniiirove
the hive, so as to have the best liee in
the best hive, and then we can do

Mr. Gordon Bishop, a bee-keeper of
Woodville, Wis., informed me that

"when bees are in want of a queen,
and have no other means of oblaiiiing
one, they make a queen out of a
drone." "I know, by reading, of only
two kinds of layers, viz: a queen and
a fertile worker". Mr. B., when asked
how they did it, said he ' did
know biit they did it !" Can you
:

not
tell

me

liow they do it V
In a certain village in Michigan, a
notice for school meeting was posted
on the district school house door, one
of the articles of which read, "To
wonders in aiiieiiUiire.
see if the district will vole to chatujc
Eminence, Ky.
the sex of the teacher." The real meaning of the aiticle was, to see if the
Fur till' .VnierU-an Hoc .lournnl.
district would vote to hire the man
who had taught the winter term, to
Troubles of a Beginner, etc.
teach the foUowiug summer term
also, instead of hiring a lady.
Is
A. I'. FLETCHEK.
there any way to " change the sex " of
Some 2 years ago, 1 became in- the drone to that of the queen ? Mr.
terested in bee-culture (having pre- B. is a pupil of one Mitchell, who, acviously known but very little about cording to Hoot, does not always furnbees), by a circular from Mrs. Lizzie ish all that is ordered from liiiu, after
E. Cotton, West Goiham, Me., and receiving the money.
Do bees make comb exclnsively
about the same time Gleaningx in JieeCulture, by A. I. Hoot. Medina, O.,
into
hands, which I subscribed
for, also Root's
B (', together with
Langstroth, Qiiinliy, Cook, and Mrs.
fell

my

A

Lizzie Cotton's book on bee-culture,
all of which I have pretty thoroughly
read during the past two years. Have
had a little experience in transferring,
and introducing queens, hiving, etc.

cotton's fkauds.
I very much admire all the aliove
works, except Mrs. Cotton's. She is a
contemptible swindler.
Her book
contains only 12-'5 pages, for which she
JIBS,

asks $L00. iVIrs. C. says, in her circular, " send me four dollars and I will
send you one sample t^ontrollable bee
hive, one sample glass honey box. one
sample feeder, receipt for feed, with
complete printed directions how to
manage bees on my plan." I sent $4
and received nothing but a roughly
made model of what she termed her
controllable bee hive— a thing of no
practical use. Express charges !i.5c.
lady, in thisneighborhood, bought
a colony of Italian bees of her, Mrs.
C, for which she paid §20, and they
are all dead. The hive contained only
% frames, which I suppose is properly
termed a nucleus. I was informed
there were only a handful of bees in
the hive when received.
In addition to the S20, the express
charges were ^3.52.
practical bee-

A

A

from honey

V

And

elaborate the wax
held V
Eranklin, Vt.

if

.scales

so, do they
while in the

[We do

not think there is any way
change the sex of a drone or male
larva to that of a. ijueen or female, and
this conclusion was arrived at after
to

several experiments,

when

the trans-

formation would have been likely to
take place if it bad been possible.
Bees undoubtedly make wax from
honey or its equivalent, such as sugar,
syrup, and, perliiips crude Juices or
saps, which first, however, are rendered into honey, and its elaboration
in scales from the wax-segments takes
place in the hive, hence tlie lianging
clusters always found in empty frames
when comb building is in progress.

Since tlie foregoing article was received we have tlie following, sent for
publication, which gives the other .side
of the question, and in order to do exact Justice we will give itentire. En.]

—

West Winsted, Conn., Dec. i». 18S1.
I am a constant reader of the Weekly
Bee .Jgt'un.vl, and like it very much.
I think it is a little the best bee paper
out, and 1 have seen some others. I

notice that you are still severe on Mrs.
Lizzie E. Cotton, and give you credit
for being honestly impressed with the
belief that you are doing the public
a good tarn liy your articles about
her. I, nevertheless, believe you are
mistaken. I am indebted to her for
lirst lessons in bee-keeping, and
have found her to be honest and reliable so far. 1 know that she is not
a brilliant business woman, but I believe she does the bestslie knows how,

my

and does not swindle anyone.
I have written you before about
I offered through Oleaninc/s (A.
Boot's) 1?.5 for proof that aiiy person liad ever sent her money for goods
and had neither received the goods
nor the return of- the money. Mr.
Root sent me the names of two or
three persons who had claimed such a
state of facts. Mrs. Cotton sent me
letters from the same parties acknowledging the receipt of the same goods.
I have investigated her very carefully,
both among lier neighbors, and amoiig
those who liave dealt with her, have
her.

I.

seen a number who have ordered
goods and bees of her and have got
wliat they ord(>red of her.
I have
corresponded witli those who liave

been there, and have been shown wliat
there was to be seen by Mrs. Cotton
herself. I am not paid for writing
this article, but I tliink you have no
right to say what you do about her

unless you are ready to prove several
instances of what you claim. I make
the same offer to you. I will give $">
for proof of money sent to her, and
received, without returns being made.
If she is a swindler 1 Wiint to know it,
and will then denounce her. I do not:
claim that her husband has always
been solvent or honest.
But I do
claim that since the business has been
done in Mrs. Cotton's name that it
has been done straiglit.
I believe
Mrs. Cotton to be trying to get an
lionest living in a legitimate business,
doing it in an honest way, and that
she is trying with the help "of her liusbaiid to bring up a large family of
children in t\w. best way she knows
how. I don't think you have any right
to advertise her as a swindler unless
you are ready to prove it, and I assert
you cannot.

Some time

1

may

w;int to offer to

fraternity
free,
bee-keeping
through the Bee Journal, a, new
kind of hive, not to sell it, but to
give the fuiiteruity the benelit of my

the

experience.
I built last fall four
hives of brick. They bid fair now to
winter bees on about Id lbs. of honey,
out-doors, and to keep dry and bring
the bees out linely in the spring. I
never heard of a "brick hive, I have
thought several large volumes about
bees and bee-keeping, and the brick
hive is a part of the results. They
cost a little more, yes, quite a little
more, but if they will save 10 to 1.5 lbs.
a year, of honey, and be warm and
dry in winter, and cool and dry in
summer, and save putting in the' celI think
lar, they will be a good thing.
bees will be much less likely to swarm
orilinary
them
than
from
the
from
hive. I ;iin only ;m amateur, iiiid only
have 20 colonies of bees. If after
trying my brick liives through a season

;
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moth, I found in different papers
not one of them alluded to the disadvantage of bee houses, but by putting
tliis way.
the above statements together, one
II. E. Holmes.
can easily see that these are results of
[We have published many "com- bee houses which are a nuisance, and
l)laints" about Mrs. Cotton's business to be sliunned by every thoughtful
apiarist. If I remember correctly,
transactions, and there seems to be a
Mr. A. I Boot lost some of his bees by
S'ood chance now for some one to get his bee house getting on (ire.
•So back, by sending the proofs reMr. Ileddon built a bee house, but
Mr. II. ad- discarded its use. as such, some years
(jiiired by Mr. Holmes.
mits that it is a man who has not ago.
To sum up. bee housesare not desir" always been solvent or honest " that
able on account of expenses, danger
is carrying on business in a woman's from lire, increased danger of conname, and while persons have sent tagion of foul brood, when once presuu)uey to him (or her) for articles ad- ent, and the increased protection the

them a

I think
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important in making up for winter. I
have a box or case 4 inclies larger than
the lirood-chamlier for packing, for

success, I will write
I do not ex-

you again about them.
pect to trouble you often

t

i

I

i

winter. In making up, or dividing
in the spring, take 4, '>, or more, brood
frames, clamp them together and put
them on the bottom board cover the
top of the rack with cloth, or lioiieyboard, if you like.
The above is a description of my
notion of a hive for winter combined
with large surplus room, etc.
;

Argenta.

III.

Fur

tlio

American Beo Journal.

Foul Brood and other Matters.
J.

wax-moth enjoys, especially as the inand have not received any- side of a house "will not be frequented
thing of value for the money, they are by birds to eat them.
sometimes swiiuUed even more than
Youngstowu, O.
they would liave been to have received
For the American Bee Journal.
nothing, having heavy express charges
to pay on useless "Straps."— Ed.]
Best Summer and Winter Hive.

H.

TOWNLET.

vertised,

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee Houses; Are They Profitable?
A. K.

KOHNKE.

Xow and then some one will inquire
whetlicr or not bee houses are prolitaIjle.
Advocates of house;^ claim absoI'lte protection from changes of weather, which appears to be their main
object besides tluil, it is claimed that
they are quite secure from thieves.
I5ut the construction of a frost and
burglar-i)roof bee house costs a little
more tluin some may believe; its cost
will, of course, be governed by its size,
and, being double-walled, would cost;
about as much as a one-story hou.se of
the same dimension. That would be
an extra outlay, for the liees would
have to be in hives all the same. In
(iermany, bee houses are much in
vogue, and an observant reader cannot help but notice the disadvantages. I will enumerate some of them,
gatliered from different (ierinan bee
periodicals of late
;

:

Mr.

First.

Ililbert lost his bees
lately, by lire
his bee house burned
down, and to move tlie colonies, was
out of the question. This is a common occurrence in Germany.
Second. Colonies infected with foul
brood infect tlu' whole liouse in single hives, out-of-doors, they may be
;

;

cured, and the hive disinfected; not
so a house, where it is well nigh impossible.

Thinl. Houses are wax-moth harSuch a frost-proof house is the
best place imaginable for them to
breed to their hearts' content, if I may
be allowed that expression.
celebrated bee-keeper in (Termany
advises bee-keepers to use hard wood
tor frames, because if made of soft
lumber, the wax-moth larva gnaw and
eat them, according to his experience.
bors.

A

Now

imagine such an armv of worms,

tlie wood of the
frames, being hatched, of conrse. in
all tlie cracks and crevices of a bee

that they even attack

liouse.

Now.

those reports of destruction

of bees by

tire,

foul

brood and wax-

" The difference of opinion as to
the probability or possibility of cur"
ing foul brood, as stated in the iiroceedings of the Michigan State Convention, I consider very damaging to
the bee-keeping public at large; the
more so, when noted bee-keepers disagree on the subject. Mr. C. E. Muth
J. A. WILLIAMSON.
says it can be cured by the use of salicylic acid, while ]\Ir. 1). A. Jones
Nearly all admit that a hive with a
asserts he has thoroughly tested it,
deep frame will winter bees better
and found it of no use, indirectly hintthan with a shallow frame. This is
ing that he has another and surer
absolutely true, because the honey is
remedy. From the nature of the dismostly above the cluster, where the
ease, I doubt Mr. .Jones having liad a
heat from the cluster warms and percase of genuine foul brood. Nor will
mits tliem to ascend as they may, from
Mr. Tovvnley's remedy stay the protime to time, require more food but
gress of the disease among his refor surplus comb honey, a shallow
maining bees, if it has attacked as
frame is better so that the surplus
arrangement may be near the brood many as CO or 70 colonies, for he could
possibly know what colonies of
and above the cluster. How shall one not
the remainder had caught the conmanage so that the hive will conform tagion
before the disease makes its
1
to Ut)th of these requirements y
appearance among the brood."
will try to describe one that I have in
use that (ills the bill exactly. It conThe above, taken from the Bee
sists of '2 kinds of frames, one for Journal, vol. IS, page 8, has induced
the brood and the other for snri)lus. me to give briedy some of my own exThe latter holds (i 4l,x4i4 Mb. sec- perience with this malady. When it
tions and the brood frame is of the lirst appeared in my apiary, .5 years
same dimensions, outside measure, so ago, there was no known case of the
as to be used interchangeable.
disease, neither has there been since,
The brood-frames hold a comb nearer than 10 miles. Its lirst appearabout 8x13 inches Ki of these frames ance was in a colony that had been
are used in the brood-chamber, and wintered in a snow-bank. (Digres12 of the wide frames tilled with sec- sion After having lost nearly S200.
tions above, for surplus, and, if de- worth of bees by trying to winter
sired, two or more below, in each them under snow, I know of but one
end.
The brood-frames have tight l>lace I would prefer a siiow-bauk to,
ends, ^}^ inches wide, and, when and that is a mill-pond). One end of
clamped "together make the brood- the hive was elevated, perhaps twocliamber 24 inches long. Twelve of thirds of the bees were dead and laid
the wi(ie frames are (damped together ill a mass in the opposite end.wetaiid
for surplus and put on to)). hohling 72 rotten imt uioicthan onecell in 10 of
the brood would hatch; the remain1-11). sections on top and, if we wish,
12 or more in the lower story.
Each ing cells containing brood, had been
outside frame is covered with glass capped, the capping was depressed,
or a thin board. In making up our usually with a hole through it; the
hive for winter, we take away all the brood was dead and lay in the cells a
wide surplus frames, which iiold the stinking, sickening, disgusting mass,
.sections, below as well as above
we which, if one attemped to remove,
have now left Iti brood-frames in the would "spin"' out in strings several
lower story take 4 from each end, inches in length. This I think was in
In two or three months
clamp them together, put them over Aiiril.
several more colonies were found
the fS left in the lower story.
Our hive now is about i:i inches slightly attected.
each way (nearly siiuare), and about
At first I tried- to save what I could
l.S inches
high, we have them now of the affected colonies, by putting
equals a rack, the the bees into clean, empty hives, exdouiile. which
combs of which are 17 inches deep. tracting the honey, melting the combs
We always linii more and better into wax. and cleansing the hives,
honey at the ends or sides, on the top, covers and stands with lire, as soon as
or over the cluster. The real brood- they were found. The bees were lirst
chamber is undisturbed which is verv Iiutiiito an empty box, and after be;

;

—

;

;

;
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ing left there two days they were
shaken into clean hives, and what
comb they had made was melted into
wax. In no case did tlie disease appear again in tlie colonies so treated.
The objection to it was the liability
to spread the disease (it being contagions) to healthy colonies, especially
so, if tlie worli was done wlien bees
were flying and were not ,gatliering
After my experience with
honey.
this malady, I think one who has no
experience with it would be more than
likely to lose by tooling with it in his
own "apiary, in any way, shape or manner wliatever.
I seldom found more than 4 or 5
affected colonies at any one time, but
in a few weeks after treating them,
as above described, more would be
found, so that at the end of the season
I was no better off so tar as getting

malady

any fashion could have saved them." that the bees do not feed the workers
Mr. Langstrotli had visited my with a special worker food. When it
apiary about March 20th, in 1873, and is so hard to prove where truth lies
seen me open hive after hive of very hidden, it is easy to say: " We pin

in

If

much such

colonies as he mentions, our faith to the skirts of scientists."
that had been used for queen-rearing, But are they not human ? Being huin 1872, and in which tlie combs were man, they are fallible
And since
colo- parthenogenesis is a myth, and in no
left ill their suiiiiner position
nies so small that they occupied only conclusive manner a reality, and since
a small part of two spaces between reproduction of the species is the prothe combs only one comb running duction of living individuals by actual
througli the cluster of bees; and all of congress of the species, I wish that
them successfully wintered on tlieir
good common sense," common to
summer stands i>acked in chaff, he all "enlightened, intelligent apianever would have made the above rists," may seek for a solution of the
mystery in that well " where truth
assertion.
lies hidden." and be not astonished if
you hnd at the well— the jmer

—
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Proven?

Is Parthenogenesis
.1.

colony, with all that belonged to it, as
soon as it was found. The third year
I found only one colony diseased in
my apiary of more than 100 colonies.
Since then (.July, 1H79), during tlie
breeding season every colony in my
apiary has been overhauled as often
as once in from S to G weelvs, the bees
sliaken from the combs, and the brood
carefully looked over witliout finding
a diseased "cell," so that I think I
am now entirely rid of foul brood notwithstanding the assertion of Mr.
Kohnke to the contrary.

much gratilied with
I was very
meeting Mr.' .Tones at the Michigan
OonveiUion, and listened to his remarks

with a great deal of
think he gave us much
valuable information and hope he
will attend tlie future meetings of the
Association.
But, if salicylic acid
will cure foul brood, and he has diseased brood in his apiary so much
worse than foul brood that the acid
will not cure it, 1 hope he will leave
it in Canada ; we don't want it in the
United States V
In conclusion, althougli foreign to
the subject, we are apt to be too positive in our assertions to make assertions that we would not make if we
knew all the facts. Even the best
and most experienced apiarists sometimes make not only assertions that
they have no facts to prove, but also
inconsiderate assertions, that are disproved by tlie experience of others.
Although numerous instances of this
kind might be referred to, I will refer to only one— that of Mr. Langstroth, in I'lis letter to Mr. A. I. Root,
tliere

pleasure.

I

;

as publislied in Gleaninfis, vol. 14, page
ol9,

and afterwards published

in tlie
viz: "In the very
cold winter of 1872-78, [ wintered in
tlie open air in hives only '« thick,
until February, a number of colonies
wliich were estimated not to liave
over two quarts of bees per liive. All
the bees of a liive were placed between
two combs full of honey, which were
kept nearly three inches apart, and
they formed a single cluster, shaped
like a ball.
If the combs of these
colonies had been left in tlieir summer position, no amount of cliaff used

Bee Journal;

Loreauville, La.
For the American Bee Journal.

is

While awaitmg the arrival of tlie
I made short work of it by either " Apis Americana," permit a puer
burning, or burying every diseased Americana to dissect an article by Dr.
its

Americana!

W. K. SHAW.

concerned tlian at
conniiencenient. The next season

rid of tlie

!

—

W. R. Howard,

in the

Bee-Keeping as an Occupation.

WM.

CAM.M.

not

only

Bee Journal

for Sept. 14, 1881.
I also deny (with Mr. Robinson) that
parthenogenesis is a fact proven in
nature. All admit that the (jueen bee

It

seems

possible, but

meet bad seasons by
judicious sowing and planting for
honey. An attempt to examine colotherefore all her eggs nies with a view of transmitting you
is not bi-sexual
must be fertilized by the spermatozoa a report, last September, was frusof a male to produce fruitfulness. trated by robbers. I commenced the
practicable, to

;

the rule in nature, whether in
or insect life. When
once they are bi-sexual. they ever remain so. ^^o embryo can start into
existence witliout the interposition of
the spermatozoa of the male, even in
bi-sexual insects. Asexiuil,?'. c, without sex, is not a law of nature. Agamic, i. f., without marriage, or ;igamous, is applied only to vegetable life,
as having no visible organs of fructili

This

is

human, animal

There is. and can be, no budding process in the re-i»roduction of
animal or insect life all are furnished
with the organs of re-production, bication.

;

sexual and sexual, for the preservation and procreation of their species.
budding luocess in jelly lish, is
(uily the development of a bi-sexual,
and not of an agamic process, or asexAsexual is contrary
ual, if you will.
to all laws of nature, in insects, animals or tish, and is conlined to botanology alone. Asexual, having no visible organs of generation.
He also says "it is impossible to
draw any absolute lines of demarcation between ova and buds." Such
nature in all
a line is not necessary
its workings, points with an unerring
finger, as absolute and unchangable
as the hand which directs the movement with unerring wisdom, and provides for all, through and by general
laws, established to germ productive
" Eggstliat
nature. Again he says
you wish to hatch must be left to the
care of the bees." No egg in our
apiary will hatch if they do not care
for it. To produce a perfect female,
or queen bee, they build a special cell
for it, and feed it with royal food;
they build tor the drone, or male, a
special cell also. Can any one say
they have no especial food for the
male bee V Neuter cannot be applied
to the worker bee, for they are undeveloped females ; they, too, have a
different cell, and who is able to prove

A

;

:

winter with 29 colonies,
rians,

and

2 Syrians.

.S

being Cyp-

The

little

ex-

perience I had with these bees was
favorable, especially with Syrians.
Bee-keepers have no more reason to
be discouraged than those following
other rural occupations. Wheat was
comparatively a failure; corn was
badly injured by drouth, and on clay
lands, where the juices contained
more sugar, tlie chinch-bug played
havoc witli it. ilaiiy, to save what
they did raise cut up all their corn,
and then came the soaking warm
rains and spoiled that. Where corn
was good the cholera has killed hundreds of liogs to which it was being
fed. Bugs, insects and drouth, so injured the vegetables and fruit, that
one is hai'dly surprised to hear of cabbages being imported from Holland,
potatoes from Ireland and beans from
Italy.

Had I been able to Italianize in
1879 I should, in spite of the season,
have gotten about TOO lbs. per colony.
The drouth had continued so long
copious rains in
destroyed my black
queens just as white clover came in,
and tlie drouth stopping the .secretion
of nectar suddenly, bees were very
perverse in raising ipieens and in receiving those bought, so that several
were destroyed after laying one or
this made it necessary to
tvs'o weeks
draw upon my few Italians continuStarted with 21 colonies; took
ally.
no honey but changed all black for
yellow queens and increased 8 colonies.
Murrayville, 111.
that

I

felt

sure of

summer and

;

I®" The Indiana State Bee-Keepers
Association is called to meet in annual
session, Wednesday and Thursday,
Jan. 24 and 2.5, 1882, in the rooms of
the State Board of Agriculture. By
order of Executive Committee.

;
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and best in use.
Considerable discussion followed.
Mr. Markle said tlial(|ueens can become imperfect by rearing too many
fioni one mother, and referreil \o
some ('ases. After debate it was decided in the negative, and that the
fault was in the method of introducing and handling the queens.
Question. " Are the cells that are
lengthened to form (ineen-cells, after
tlie eggs are depositeil made exiuessly
for that luirpose. liefore the eggs are
deposited liy ((ueeii. or is it simply a
Those
worker cell lengthened V"
present came tn no conclusion, although four-lifths of them believed
them to be lengthened worker-cells.

to be the cheapest

Local Convention Directory.
Timf and Place oj Meeting.

!««:.».

Jan. 'M.

12.')— IndiiinH

Stute. at linliimnpalis, Irid.

25— Nortlieu8tern. at Utica. N. V.
Geo. W. House. Sec, Kiiyettcville. N,
Feb.

I.

J— N.

K. n.

A

.\. \\'. I'.'.,

at .laiiieslown.

V.
l*a.

W. 1). Honells.Set\. Ashtabula, dhio.
— Kastern Michigan, at Detroit. Midi.
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A

few reports were handed in
The Rev. James M. Rees,
as follows
of Lenox, reported he bought 2 colonies of bees of L. E. Mercer, in the
took 50 lbs. of
siiring increased to 7
comb ami 77 lbs. of extracted lioney,
and left plenty for the bees to winter
on. Fife's apiary about the same;
Mercer's about the same. Season was
poor, but all who used the extractor
ing.

:

;

done

well.

;

James T. Fife.

Corning, Iowa, Uec.

31, 1881.

The Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will hold theirtwelfth annual

in the Common Council
rtica, N. V., on the 2oth,
Sec.
" Do worker 2(;th, and 27lli days of January, 18,S2.
Tpon the i|uestioii
-27— Western Miobigan. at (Jrand Rapids.
bees lay eggs '" the members came to The executive committee are deterWm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Cooper.-ville, Mich.
mined to maintain the high standing
no conclusion.
1^7— Kpntucky I'nion.at Kuiinence. Ky.
\n article was read from the Bee and enviable reputation the associa(i. W. Demaree, Sec., Christiausburg. Ky.
JouKNAi. on the subject " How to tion has justly gained in the past, and
Cliamplaiu Valley, at Bristol. Vt.
May
get rid of fertile workers" by E. A. propose to outdo all former efforts on
llrookins. Sec.
Thomas, to throw light on the above this occasion. From present indica25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
subject, and a great deal of interest tions the coming convention promises
Henry W*aHa('e, Sec.
to be the largest and most interesting
was manifested.
ever held in America. New features
paper
on
"BeePammel
read
a
L.
H.
complete.
Secretable
have
this
order
to
In
JW
will be intioduced, and business of
taries are requested to forward full particulars of keeping as it was."
The following resolution was then vital imi)ortance will be brought betime and place of future meetinKS.— ED.
fore the convention that makes it the
adojited
Resolved. That we the members of duty of every member and bee-keeper
Wisconsin Convention.
N.
the N. W. B. K. Association tender a to attend. Essays and addresses are
vote of thanks to the City Council for expected from Ciipt. J. E. HetheringThe Nortliwestevii Wisconsin Bee- the use of City Hall and to the papers ton, W. L. Tennant, L. C. Root, James
Keepers" Associritiim. met at La that published a free notice of the Heddon, Clias. Dadant, T. G. Newman, N. N. Betsinger, Ur. A. II.
Ci-osse,"Wis.. oil J;iniuii-y 2, 1882. In meeting. Adjourned.
Marks, and others of America's rethe absence of the President the Vice
G. J. Pammel, Sec.
nowned apiarists, on the most interPresident called the incctiiif; to order
esting topics of the day. If you wi.sh
at 2 p.m. Tlie Secretary then made
Every
Association.—
Iowa
W.
S.
to enjoy the benefits to be derived
a verbal report of wtiicii he was to
keeping
contemplates
man
who
ever
from tlie good work already in profurnish a copy, for the next meeting.
The Treasurer's report was read and one colony of bees should take the gress by this association, you will
Bee Jouknal, to know what his surely attend. All are invited; none
ordered liled.
Tlie following were elected ofticers brethren are doing, and do likewise. can afford to remain at home. ArtiThere are several im|)ortant factors cles and implements of tlie apiary for
for the ensuing year
President, Emanuel Markle ; Vice in bee-culture tlie first and most im- exhibition, etc.. should be sent to the
Secretary, at Utica, N. Y.,who will
Presidents, J. Petty and \Vni. Losslng; portant of these is the man himself
queen ; 3. The extrac- take personal charge of the same and
Secretary, (i. J. Panimel Treasurer, 2. The
con- arrange all articles so as to compare
tor ; 4. Comb foundation; o.
John A.Salzer.
motion was made to amend Art. venient hive. 1 will not take your favorably with others on exhibition.
])K. A. IL Marks, Pits.
of the Constitution so that it shall time and valuable space in ccuiimentThe ollieers of this ing upon each one of these points,
read as follows
Geo. W. House, <Sec.
because
if
the
man,
Society shall consist of Presiilent, two only that of the
Vice Presidents, Secretary am* Treas- mail who contemi>lates keeiiing bees
The >'. K. Convention.— "The (ireat
be those will only take one or more of the bee
urer, whose duties shall
usually assigned sucli olTicers, and papers, and read it, he will soon learn Light on Wintering Bees, Cause and
their term of otliee shall Ije one year or the importance of the other improve- Prevention of Dysentery." was the
man, to be successful in subject chosen by me on which to deuntil tlieir successors shall be elected. ments.
Carried.
Mr. Win. Lossing was then bee-culture, must accept of the im- liver an address before the Northeastprovements, take and read the papers, ern Hee-Kee|ieis" Association. Uninelected 2d Vice President.
Upon motion, the President ap- and never neglect his bees any more tentionally the last half of the title of
pointed a committee of live to try and than he would his horses, cows, hogs the subject was omitted in the notice.
get H good attendance at the next or sheep ; and then there is less risk Those desiring to attend this Convenmeeting, viz: W. Lossing, IL San- with bees than eitlier of the others, tion should remember that a thousand
ders, E. A. Morgan, E. Markle andL. and a much greater jiercentage of miles is a slmrt distance, compared
You have not had a. reijort with the knowledge that they will gain
prolit.
Peters.
Mr. Salzer said he did not know from the Southwestern Iowa Bee- upon thissubject alone. 1 shall try to
wliy the
bees killed his queens Keepers" Association. It rained all be present, with samples of excre(bought ill the Harris mailing queen day Sept. 29. My wife was taken sud- ment from colonies in a healthful
denly sick, coiKseiiuently all discussion state, and also those affected with dy.scages), after being released.
Mr. Markle said that 44 hours be- was abandoned, and but little busi- entery, which will be fully illustrated,
committee was giving cause and iirevention.
fore lie had introduced the new queen. ness transacted.
N. N. Betsinger.
lie killed the old one and put the cage api)ointed to award prizes, wmsisting
Marcellus. N. Y.. Jan. 10, 1882.
with the new queen nn toji of the of Messrs. Leonard, of TaylorCounty.
frames in the hive, and in 4S liours and Hound and Nichols' of Adams.
the new queen was accepted, and that L. E. Mercer, of Taylor County, was
1^- The Union Bee-Keepers' Assohe had not yet lost a single queen in awitrded a premium of one colony of
Italian bees, anil Frederick Hedinger, ciation will meet at Eminence. Ky.,
that way.
full
Mr. L. H. Pamniel explained how of Atlams County, one colony of Ital- on the 271 h day of April. 1.SS2.
as
to introduce queens with the Harris ian bees. The old officers were all re- attendance is very much desired,
The President is to give important business will be transacted.
elected.
mailing (jueen cage
it was substan*-'-"•
G. W. De.iiaree, ,Se<-.
tially the same as the instructions on notice through the Bee Journal of
Christiansburg, Ky.
the cage, and said tliat he believed it the time and place of the next ineelAtiril 11

A

U.

2j— Texas

Weed.

See., Detroit. Mii'li.

State, at

McKimiey. 're.\as.
Win. U. Howard,

convention
Halls, at

:

•2(i.

't'.

:

W

:

;

;

A

A

;•!

;

A

A

A

;
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The Pollen Theory. I went into
Extracting.- Please answer the fol-'
lowing questions in the Be;e Jour- winter quarters in the fall of 1880,
nal: 1. I have 11 colonies in Langs- with 19 colonies of bees put in cellar
;

troth hives, lialf of them blacks, and
half of them pure Italians. I wish to
run 4 colonies for the extractor, and
the rest for sections. Which bees will
do the best in the section boxes, the
blacks or Italians V 2. How shall I
proceed in fitting my double-story
liives for extracting V Fill each upper
story with 10 frames of foundation,
and put them on when it is time to
put on surplus boxes, or shall I 'iiook''
out two or three empty combs from
each of my hives, in apple blossom
time, replacing with foundation, and
thus get empty combs to till the upper
story V 3. Shall I put on the upper
story full of combs at the time when I
put on sections V
D. D. Marsh.

Wiring Foundation.— What weight
of comb foundation will do to use with
wires, ;ind linw large should the wires
be V Will Olra's No. 4 machine make
foundation that will do for brood

E. F. Taylor.
Canton, N. Y., Dec. 20, 1881.

combV

[About

live feet to the

for wiring, or without.

pound is best
Use No. 36

We

suppose Olm's No.
4 machine will make foundation suitable for brood chamber, if your frames
are not too large. You can correspond
with him and learn full particulars as
to size of sheets made.— Ed. 1
tinned wire.

Georgetown, Mass., Dec.

—

Wintering: Bees in Texas. We have
no cold weather this winter.
Mustard, turnips, lettuce, garden
peas, radishes, cabbage, and in fact
nearly all kinds of garden vegetables,
are growing here now from seeds
scattered in autumn. Mustard and
peas are commencing to bloom, though
I think a little freeze would put an
end to some of them. This is the lirst
winter that I have had to feed my
bees. I am feeding about 20 colonies,
some of my strongest colonies that 1
liad

am

feeding have brood in all stages,
though only on one or two combs.

There are no signs of disease, as tliey
have had an opportunity for tlight
every few days. 1 wish the Weekly

Bee Journal

W.M. II.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. (i,

Howard.
1S82.

—

Italianizing and Transferring.
liave
colonies of Italians and 3 colonies of hybrids, if they live until
spring. Would you advise me to Italianize my iiybridsV IIow is best to
transfer from a large frame to a
smaller oneV I want them all in one
sized hive.
A. L. Baker.
25, 1881.

[yes; Italianize all of them. Any
time in early spring will ilo to transfer them, and the job will be easily
performed, as you have only to cut

down

combs
Trimming

smaller
be done at
ends and bottoms to save the brood,
and the pieces can be lifted in frames
and thrown to the outside, where tliey
will not interfere so much witii broodrearing, and soon as Idled with honey
can be lifted out for winter stores or
the pieces can be thrown in the waste
box, and melted u|) f(u- wax. liD.]
larger

frames.

to

fill

will

;

—

Bees Prosperous.— My bees wintered
I lost only 4 colonies out of 30
I increased them to 50 and obtained
over 1,000 lbs. of honey in sections,
which I sold at 20 and 25 cents per
pound.
M. E. Mason.
Andover, O., Jan. 2, 1S82.

well.

.

27, 1881.

tlie

;

;

;

box hive died with dysentery.

Two

of those in the cellar died with dysentery, 1 with mice, and 3 of them died

them out; 1 was robbed,
dwindled. So you see I came
out with 8 colonies. There was about
2 quarts of pollen in the box hive
where the bees died. I think too
much pollen killed the bees; my
reason is this
I had 5 or 6 colonies
in the cellar with little or no pollen in
the combs, and they came through all
right and clean. Tliose that had no
pollen were second and third swarms,
and one lirst. Some of these were
after setting

and

1

:

among my best colonies. One of these
swarms gave 115 lbs. of honey,
basswood, so I cannot see what is
good of so much i)ollen in the
hives. If bees can get miieli pollen in
the fall, they will gather more than is
good for them. My bees gathered a
great quantity of pollen in the fall of
1880 this fall they luive gathered very
little.
Some localities produce more
pollen than others, just as some localities produce more honey than others.
1 am one of the mimlier that stands
10 to 1 on Mr. lleddon's theory. I

third
all

the

;

will give the result of the season's

work

Obtained 400 llis. of extracted
honey, and 300 lbs. of comb honey in
2 lb. sections, and could have obtained
100 lbs. more if I had had time to atA Oood Showing.— In the spring of tend to them. The fall wheat harvest
:

had left only IS colonies I sold began before the basswood was over,
leaving me 15 to begin tlie summer and I had to attend to it. 1 sold the
with, and some of them were very comb honey for 20 cts. per lb., and the
weak. I increased tliem by natural extracted for 15 cts. Send along the
swarming to 44. after selling 5 first Bee Journal, as I cannot get along
without it, for it is a very welcome
swarms.
William Colkman, Jr.
visitor.
To bees sold
$60 00
Devizes, Ont., Canada, Dec. 12, 1881.
Comb honey, sold at 20c
284 20
Extracted, at 15c
2.5 00
Increase, 29 colonies, at $7
203 00
Deserted by the Qneen.— My 37 colonies of bees were put into winterTotal
$572 20 quarters Nov. 1st. all strong with
My bees are in good condition for bees, plenty of honey, and all right
They had a good tly on with young queens. Yesterday evewinter.
Christmas. Tliey are wintered on the ning I found one of my queens in
summer stands, jiacked in tine hay. front <jf the hive with a. few bees
Allow me to congratulate you, Mr. around her, about dead. I examined
Editor, upon your success with the the colony, and found them in good
Weekly Bee Journal. I hope you condition minus the queen. Would
may still prosper, and keej) the old like to know the cause of the queen
reliable American Bee Journal at coming out at this time of year.
W. It. TH03IS0N.
the head of all bee papers of the
World.
New Iberia, La., Jan. 4, 1882.
John IUxter.
Pickering, Ontario.
[We cannot give a reason for the
A tiood Investment. Bees are Hying queen deserting the hive with so few
to-day. .1 bought 3 colonies in the bees attending her, unless she was
increased to 5 ; sold driven ont by robbers, or, not having
spring of 18.S1
comb honey for $6. .50. I tliink my two been fertililized, took advantage of a
extra colonies are worth ?8.00, and
this with the $6.50, ma-kes S14,.50, line day to tly out to mate.— Ed.]
clearing myself in one season, whicli I
tliink pretty good for a green hand.
Tlie Wrong Man.— I notice in the
F. B. McQueen.
Bee Journal, page 21, remarks
Brownhelm, O., Jan. 7, 1882.
quoted as coming from me, which
should have been credited to some
Cold.— The mercury stood at 18--' be- one else. If I remember rightly it
low zero here yesterday morning.
was Dr. Ashley, of Ann Arbor.
L. C. Whitinc?.
G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N.Y., Jan. 6, 1882.
East Saginaw, Mich., Jan. 11, 1882.
1881, 1

;

3,

success.

Lansing, Midi., Dec.

Run

blacks for box honey
they will do nearly or quite as much
work in the boxes as the Italians,
while the latter are better to handle
around the extractor, and not so easily
discouraged by being robbed so frequently. 2. Fill your second stories
with straight combs, selected from the
brood chambers of the other hives,
for extracting, supplying their place
with foundation. 3. Put on the upper
story full of combs soon as honey begins to come in freely from any
source. Ed.]
[I

15 hives, left 4 on summer stands, well
protected 2 of them were movable
comb hives and 2 box hives. The
bees in 2 movable comb hives and one

—

;

—
TttE

—

have been
I
Unproliflc Queen.
greatly lieiielilted by tlie Bee JouuNAi. in tlie past ami expect much
I have 21
prolit from it in the future.
colonies of bees in my cellar, packed
with (iiiilts around the brood chamber
and straw over the (|uilts. Bees have
not done very well this summer, o\ving to cold and cloudv weather in the
spring. I tried to Italianize my bees

summer but failed. 1 bought a
queen which was introduced to a
colony, and was accepted, but she did
1 gave them a frame of
iu)t lay.
this

all my
ural swarms, which made me 29 in all. brood. I intend to Italianize
They did not get much honey until colonies if possible, and be better preabout the l-lth of August, when we pared tor the coming year. I am trybad a splendid How then I put on 2- ing to introduce bee pasturage, and
;

section boxes on part of the hives, hope to succeed. 1 am well pleased
and second stories on 8 hives, with 10 with the new stvie of the Bee Jouuframes in the second story, full of nal. It is just"tlie thing for convenfoundation. The rest of them I ex- ience; although not intending any flattery, yet 1 must say each successive
tracted.
I got 1 ,000 lbs. of extracted
honey, and 000 lbs. of comb honey. I change improves it in every sense.
have" sold nearly all of it for 20 and 25 You have indeed struck the key-note,
My bees are in good con- if I am any judge of bee journalism.
cts. per lb.
dition for winter, on their summer I wish you a happy and prosperous
F. A. GnovE.
year.
Geo. W. Stark.
stands.
Kirkville, Mo., Jan. 12, 1882.
Ilolmesville, Xeb., Dec. 25, 1881.
11).

[A shallow

frame

is

considered

the best for comb honey, because of giving the bees less labor to
climb up to the sections, and giving
larger section surface above the
frames. As much honey can be obshow early signs of proliticacy in the tained in 1 and 2 lb. sections as in a
spring, you will find it protltable to larger box, but. of course, the smaller
supersede her; we think she does not the section, the more attention will
amount to much. En.l
be required in taking away or tiering

much

—

Mild Winter.— The winter so far
has been very mild, just cold enough
so that bees would not venture out of
their hives; the lowest dip was 12-",
highest 40-'; on Christmas day the
mercury ran to 45^, and the bees flew
some at noon. JNlonday and Tuesday
Wednesday was
it rained continually
wartn as suunuer, and the bees had a
si)lendid lly, and are now in nice con;

dition tor the remainder of the winter.
1 coiunieiiced the season with 20 weak
colonies and bought 9 the last of -June
lost one in
1 f)ld and 5 new swarms
getting them home have 50 now, 45
of which are in chaff hives on their
summer stands. 5 in single-wall hives
Have
in the cellar, all in good order.
obtained 2,000 lbs. of comb and 250
honey, which is
lbs. of extracted
nearly all sold at home at 16 to 20c.
reared 40 Italhave
for extracted. I
ian queens. I have taken the Bee
JouKNAi, for the last 10 years, and
think it is cheaper now than ever bebeefore.
It is indispensable to

—

;

;

keepers.
Little

J. II.

Kennedy.

York, N.Y., Dec.

31, 1881.

In the Cellar.— Last winter I put 29
colonies in tlie cellar, Dec. 9; I did
not liother them through the winter.
The cellar was ventilated with 4-iiich
pipes, one running through the ground
to carry in fresh air. and one running
up through the center of the floor to
carry out foul air, both running down
had
within :i inches of the bottom
slaked lime scattered all over the bottom to alisorb the moisture. The celI took the
lar was i>errectly dark,
bees out the 15th of April; all dead
but 13 colonies, and they were weak
and moldy. The 20tli of .June I divided them all once I built up all of
them with the combs of the dead bees,
which had lots of honey in them.
About the 1st of August I had 8 nat;

;
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brood "and fed them S or 10 days, but
she did not lay an egg. What do you
think was the causeV Do you think
Prodiiction of Comb Honey.— I want
she will do better next spring V Please to know what frame and section to
answer through the Bee .Jouknal.
use to get the largest amount of comb
ClIAIlLIE W. Bradish.
C. A. Pontius.
honey.
1881.
Dec.
24,
Glendale, N.Y.,
Canton, O., Jan. 10, 1882.
[It was probably quite late when
you introduced her. and she did not
recover from her imprisonment and
change in location in time to lay last
fall— though she slioukl have done so,
even if but little. If she does not

I

Is there Danger of Smothering J—
have the hives with my 12 colonies of

bees set in a row. with 12 inches straw

on the sides, and orS inches of slough
grass on toj), some ventilation at the
top, and an air space 2 inches high in
front, at the bottom. I have been told
that they would smother; is there
danger of it, and should I remove part
of the covering V There are no dead
A. Hodges.
bees at the entrance.
Shenandoah, Iowa, Jan. 10, 1882.
[If you have even a slight upper
ventilation, with the air-space yon
mention below, they cannot smother
but they may become so warm as to
create uneasiness. Should this occur
they will gather around the entrance

up promptly during a plentiful honey
flow.— Ed.]
in great numbers
alone. Ed.]
All that Conld be Desired.— The tirst

;

until then, let

;

them

Jouunal

for 1882 is at
The Last Prize Qneen.— It is due to
been perused with Mr. Charles H. Lake, of Baltimore,
usual interest. I am much pleased Md., to say that after the prize was
with its present form. It is surely awarded to Dr. I. P. Wilson, of BurI was a lit- lington, Iowa, I received the sixth
all that could be desired.
ago that the and last queen bee, that became a
tle fearful one year
Weekly would not receive the pat- contestant for the prize from Mr. Lake
ronage that it deserved, and sufficient in a nucleus hive, with two full-sized
I now predict for it frames, and about a quart of bees,
to make it pay.
a very bright future. You have la- tlie progeny of the queen which he
bored faithfully to make it what it is forwarded." The queen herself was
not as large as the Wilson queen, nor
to-day. Success to your efforts.
perhaps as bright a yellow color; but
F. A. Snell.
the bees were very large and brightMilledgeville, 111., Jan. 11, 1882.
colored, and the gentlest which I ever
Dwindling.— I think the bees are handled. Not one even threatened
wintering quite well, so far. We have war upon me, though I took them out
had plenty of warm days and the bees of the hive on two or three occasions.
have had quite a number of good At the same time, if a stranger bee
This necessarily implies some came sneaking about, he wasinstantly
flights.
dwindling, as I have found quite a seized and treated without mercy.
number clinging to fences, etc., which The queen filled 3 frames about ^;,
are certainly lost. I did not have time full of brood after she was inserted in
into winter
to attend to my bees the past season; a larger hive, and went

number

of the

hand, and

has

they did well early in the season, at quarters in lirst-rate order.
E. L. Brigos.
which time I missed the golden opWilton, Iowa, Nov. 28, 1881.
portunity to extract. I had IG colonies left out of 32, in a very poor con('anadian Opinion. As one of your
dition. I transferred 8 into Langstroth hives, increased 3 by natural Canadian readers I write to express
swarming, lost 1 entirely by excessive my high apiireciation of the change
heat melting down combs, had 4 or 5 made this year in the Journal. For
queenless, and a bad time generally present reading as well as future
to build up. I now have 18 colonies, preservation the size, stitching, and
13 of which are in good ctmdition, all cutting the leaves is a very great conon the summer stands, with blankets venience, and very much enhances its
over the frames plenty of honey for worth.
J. Carsivell.
Adelaide, Ont., Jan. 10, 1882.
stores, and about 100 lbs. of surplus
honey in 4I4X4I4 sections. I had poor
success in either side or top storing.
l^° The Northeastern Ohio and
Pennsylvania
BeeI expect to lose some of my colonies Northwestern
Keepers' Association, will meet at
ill the spring, because I have too many
old (pieens and cannot prevent spring Jamestown. Penii.. Fell. 1, 2, 1882.
W. D. IIiiWKi.i.s. ^Vc.
dwindling, unless I can get early

—

—

"

.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
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BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jour,

Office of amekican Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a.m. .Jan. 16. 1882.

The following
tions for honey
up to this hour

RATES FOK ADVEKTISINO,
20c. per agate

A

line of

space, each insertion.

of Agate type will contain about eijcht
woi'cIh; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of npiice.
line
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THOMAS

G.

Madison

BEKSWAX-Prime

and Gleanings inBee-Culturel A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

quality, 18@22c.

Newman.

y72

W. Madison

C1.EVB1,AND.
Jan. 1st has revived
white, in 1 and 2 lb. sec-

best No. I
sells at i20C("J2c.: buckwheat dull at 17
E.vtracted, in small packages. 1 2c.; in half

considerably

:

('hicuKO»

reported.

We quote white comb. 16@20c.; dark to Rood, 10®
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8ili®10c.:
dark and candied, 7gHc. BEESWAX— 23(sj2.';c.
Stearns & Smith. 42;i Front Street.

NEW

America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.

Y— The supply l« full, and trade is lively.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes, 18®2:Jc; dark, in small boxes, l.^)@17c. Extracted, white, 10(«illc. dark. EM'loc.
:

:

BEESWA.\.— Prime quality. 2mM23c.
and
Devoe avenue.
TIIOKN & Co..
i:l

1

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-pound combs area desirable package in our market, and :i large quantity could be
sold at 2n®22c.. accordimr to quality.

BEESWAX— Prime quality,
CKOCKEit & Bl.AKB.

2."ic.

57

Chatham

Street.

HONEV—

CINCINNATI.
Ic. for extracted honey on arrival, and
for choice comb honey.
BEESWAX.— 18®22c.. on arrival. I have paid
C. P. Muth.
2.')C. Der lb. for choice lots.
I

pay 8@1

I6(sii8c.,

Premiums. —Those who get up clubs

for the Weekly Bee Jouknal for
1882, will be entitled to the following

Apliiry Register devotes 2 pages
each colony, ruled and printed, and premiums. Their own subscription
is so arranged that a single glance will may count In the club
give a complete history of the colony. For a Club of 8, —a copy of " Bees and Honey."

The

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houck&reet)3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
2

00.. 2 40

6

Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

00..

2 80

50..

2 35

30.

.

5 50

3 25.

.

3 00

2 40.. 2 2s
2 85..

2

2 75.

2 50

.

7r>

^Thousands have used Kendall's
Spavin Cure for rliuematism after all
other remedies had failed, and have
Iw4t
experienced instant relief.
You Manage," said a lady
appear so happy all

to her friend, "to

"I always have Parker's
Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply,
and thus keep myself and family in
good health. When I am well 1 always feel good-natured." See other
Iw4t
colinnn.
the timeV"

BEES for SALE.
I

contracts.

to

4 00

liave lor sale ab'uit

!lOO <'oioiile» of

tlie

ST. 1.0U1S.
Plentiful and slow for all save choice
brifiiit comb -this sold readily; comb at 18@23c.:
strained and extracted ixuillc. to l2?ic.— top rates
for choice brieht in prime packai^ea.
BEESWA.X-SellinK liahtly at ly®20c.
K. O. Greek ,t Co.. 1 17 N. Main street.

of

We not only offer the best advertising
medium, butthe lowestrates on yearly

;J5

50..

"How do

YORK.

1

creasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers

Ontario Street.

HONEY— No life observable in thismarket. The
unfavorable prospect thus far for a prolitlc yield
this season lias not stimulated the demand in tlie
least. A sale of .5S coses dark e.xtrsicted at 8c. is

HONE
We

To Advertisers.— By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen tliat considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection witli our large and in-

(iO

2

ManuaUbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman) ..

SAN FKANCISCO.

III.

Jipecial iltoticcs.

2

The 7 above-named papers

BRKSW AX~22®2.^)C.. and very scarce.
15

2 75

.

50..

Prof. Cook's

bbls.. lie.

1

.

3 00

Bee-Keepers'Instructor( W.Thomas) 3
The 4 above-named papers
4

now

A. C. KENDEI,.

00.

3 00.

St.

HONE V— The market since
tions,

NEWMAN,

Street..

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)*2

in single comb aection8,l8(<^i>'2
boxes I'c. less. E.xtracted, 8@10c.

H.

ual and any of the fol lowing periodicals, for 1882
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both.
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publishrrs' Price. Club.

:

comh honey,

cents; in lamer

f'<'18c.

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone, 3S
per cent., payable In advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the Senii-Monthly alone,
40 per cent., payable in advance.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
nf the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Vearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

974 West

Litrht

At,.

paid in advance
lOper cent, discuunt.

are the latest quota-

and beeswax received

HONEY— The market has an upward tendency.

cents per line.

if

)

CHICAGO.

be given on advertisements

follows,

I

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas

which I will dispose of in lots of TEX rOLC^NIES
OK MORl'j at very re;isnnab]e prices. They are in
ten-frame Ijaiigstrotli ami box hives. These bees
are said to be large, reinarkal'lyaniiable, Kood section workers, and excellentcomb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very stronK in bees, and spriny dwindlin;; will
be avoided. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Jlempliis. before the middle of
March, and before the eaily h<.)ney tlow and swarmWrite soon for bargains, as I
int: commences.
will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March
l.'ith, or remove them North.
I am also bookine; orders for Italian Queens. Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in
June. Address,

ALFRED
972

West Madison

H.

St.,

NEWMAN,
AOO.

<11I(

II..L..

:

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
"
"
rjO colonies (120 pages)
fl 00
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
iSiiipplU-M, should send
" too colonies (220 pages)
4,— Apiary Register for .w Colonies, in the line of Ai»liii-iiin
1 60
Manual,
paper. for my Descriptive Circular and Price T^ist. Sent
(Bee)
or
Cook's
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
F. A. SNEI-I-,
2 00
free. Address,
"
"
"
cloth.
s,—
MilledReville,
Carroll county. III.
3wl3t
"
The larger ones can be used for a
«,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary ReKister for 200 Col's.
few colonies, give room for an increase
10 per cent in cash J.
V.
of numbers, and still keep the record Or they may deduct
for their labor in getting up the club.
all togetlier in one book, and are thereILL.,
fore the most desirable ones to proeverv reader of the good old a:mi;uican
Advertisements intended for the Bee Wants
BEE JuUHNAL to send liis nameanil I'owtcdHre adcure at the start.
Cirrukir of
Journal must reach this office by dress for a copy of his new IHustralrd
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay yon to read it
Saturday of the previous week.
before ordering your supplies.
a
have
had
1882.—
We
Binders for
3w26t
l^"Beeswax wanted.
lot of Emerson binders made espeBadges, for bee-keepers, on

For

1

CALDWELL,

CAMBRIDOE,

cially for the

Bee Jouhnal

for 1882.

Ribbon
which are printed a large bee

They are lettered in gold on the back, we send
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

received.

They

Jouknal

as fast as

will be sent

in gold,
for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

1^ Articles for publication

must be

written on a separate piece of paper
postpaid from items of business.

by mail for 75 cents.
To Promote a Vigorous Growth of the
1^" ]5inders cannot be sent to CanIt
liair, use Parker's Hair Balsam.
hiw
International
the
ada by mail—
restores the youthful color to gray
will not permit anything but samples hair, removes dandruff, and cures itchIw4t
of merchandise weighing less than Soz. ing of the scalp.

IjEFT--24-paEe Report
AFE'W
State Bee-Keepers' Convention

form

I.

containing

rent Discussions.

of Michiaan

(in

3wlt Address, T. F.

BINGHAM,

Abronia. Mich.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E-

pamphlet

lO Valuable Essays and curSent on receipt of lO Cents.

1882,

Evi'ri,neon Apiary.
I... BKIGOS. of Wilton Junction.
Iowa, will furnish Italian t,>ueens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as

the

they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Qutens, f 3 Warranted (.)ueena. $2 Queens without guarantee, $1 Twn comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, *4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
:iw20t
if accompanied with the cash.
:

;

;

:

—

,

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

FnilNnHTinN^'^^^"^^ ^^^^^^'

DUNHAM

WIIOI^ESALE AND RETAIL.
Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to till parts of the
United States. We make

47

TheBee-Keeper'sMe
By A.
Of

Laii^iinj,

J.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

COOK,

Pro/iasor of Entomulrujn in the

State Agricultural

College

320 Pave* 133 Fine
;

is nowhere tn be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes und sizes.

An A RY,

MANUAL OF THE

of

Michigan.

Illiti«tiatiotii.

and our wa.\

Samples free on request.

&

CHAS. DADANT

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

iwly

GOLDEN

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarced and elecantly illustrated.
Orst edition of H.OOO copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedenteil in the
annals of bee-culture. 'I'his now work has boon
produced with Kreat care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with njany costly wood enuravinss
the productaof the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
futldesccriptions ot lioney-producin;; planis.irees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and lasl.thouirh
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aSord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
intercstine and thoroughly practical.

The

III.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

;

I

-frame Nucleus, with Tested gueen
$4.50
Nucleus, with Tests.oo
ed Queen
Colony, with Tested
I2.0(i
Queen, before July 1

L'-franie
„

Full

Same, after .July
TestedQueen,
before July
"

lO.OO

I

v-^wmirr-K

vU \|
ViJw! S
rWM
A.

*'

El*'

"

**

'

I.

after July I..
per half doz.,

3.0*>
2.5()

after .1 uly 1
13.50
Address, by Retristered Letter
or PostoflRce Order,

DR.
Iwtf

I.

P.

FOUNDATION

MACHrNE.

WILSON,

Burlington, Iowa.

J^~ Send for New Circular for January,

If

perience which
has enabled ns to
secure ;j-2.8t-i9 lbs.
of honey from if"
colonies of bt-f.^
during the present
season, send for
our book. It conMAIt|
BY
tains 270 paces,
.Sl.50ii with lOo illustrations, and is fully
up to the times. Price, by mail,
!t^l..>0. We sell everything used in advanced
bee-culture. Send fur our illustrated circular.
,

i

L. C.

ROOT & BRO.,
MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

4()8intf

DOOLITTLE SAYS:
G.
M.
Stanley*s Vandervort Foundation
thinner than natnral
comb, itnd if* the v**i y be«t roiindiitiou
tnaoe.'* See BEE JoUKXAL of Jan. 3, and Gleanings for Jan.. pages 14, If). We also make highwalled Vandervort foundation for brood chamber
is

**eT«-n

to tit any size frame. Send for samples and prices,
or send |10 for 2o lbs. 10 sq. ft- per lb., to
:i»m4t C. W.
& BKO.. Wyoming, N. Y.
» percent, on orders of 10 lbs. or more before

STANLEY

February

Having obtained I-EITERS PATENT Number
I>unham Foundation Machine, making

J46,09ii for

you desire the

benefit of an ex-

for sections

CATTTIOIT.

New Bee- Keeping.

(jiiinby's

188i'.

comb foundation with base

of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby give nniicp toall p;trties infringing
my riglits, either liy iiimuifacturiMu' ^anl inachines
ur foundation, as well ;isti>all parties piiiihasing
machines as above, other than of my hkimu fart tire,
that I am prepared to protect my rigiits. and shall
prosecute all infringements to tlie full e.xtentof
the law.
A.
:

DUNHAM,

FRANCES

DePere. Wis.

•2vtV6t

3."»

W

_^

2wt>m.

PARKERT GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Diichii,
Stillingia,

Manand

bined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic^ into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to

From

it

the greatest

It cures

Rheumatism,

Sleeplessness,

& diseaess

Parker's
Hair Balsam.

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&is entirely different from
The Best, Cleanest, and Eitters, Ginger Essences
Most Economical Ilair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
ing.
Never falls to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
yoothTul color to gray hair.
& Co., Chemists. N. Y.
_

of

make

niood Purifier and the

Bostnealth&Stronpth
Ucstortr Ever t'scd.

;

FULL COLONIES

50c.

and ^1

sizes.

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

ITALLiN BEES,

ray Apiaries.

QUEENS und XrCI.EI IN SEASON.
ty Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on application.
J. 11. ROKERTSON.
SOwtf
I'ewamo. Innia Co.. Mich.

With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. Ft
fUiIy up with the times in every particular. The

it is due lo the clear, disinterested inlormation contained in Cook's Manual.- Wai. VAX ANTVVERl'. M. U
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Xy. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or loreign, which I like so luuch.-LABBE Uv
Bois, editor 01 the BuLetin D' Apicidtcur, Prance.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

Bees and Glueens

future book-makers.— jyn(ts/i Bee JournaL

by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, ete. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for
cents post-paid.
©."W. FISHER, Box 2;i8, Rochester, N.Y.
Also for sale at the Bee Journal office.

many of the best mediknown are com-

Columbus. Kansas.

;

is

cines

SCOVELL & ANDKHSON.

Book

Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray consijnu t:nide in my operations and successful mauanementot the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New M::nual ot the Apiary than Irom
any other book.— E. U. Wy.nkuop.
This book ia just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ooiams
it, will ever regret having pui cnased.— ..Vtt/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage -n beo-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iftra/d, Monticello, III.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

dral.e,

28wtf

the follmving optnions of the

TV'EAllLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
X^ book of its kind over published. Gives mea.surement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks

Ist.

Devoted entirely to the beat interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. Wra. R. Howard, is of especial interest to
beginners in bee-culture. Jus. Ht-ddon will write
a practical article for every number for 1882 JO
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and preniium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

Read

All afrree that it is the work of a master and of
real value.— i.'.-ip^ict(((«re, Pans.
I think Cooit's Manual is the best of our Amencan works.— I-.I:; WIS T. CoLUV.
It appears to ha'-e cut the pround from under

DODGE'S BEE-FEEDER.
Sample,
by mail, :{*>c.; per iln/cn.

»«.

l>\

rvpross,

('atiil.iKue and Price List "t Hrr K.-rpers'
Supplies, Small Fruit-and Early V.-„-.|;ii.i.. riurits,
free t^i all i>ii application.
I'. E. 1I01I(>E.

-wit

Kredoniii.X. Y,

richest reward awaits

its

author.— A. K. Wexzel.
almost aston-

My success has been so great as to
ish myselt,

and much ot

management; alsoa botanicaldescriptionot honey
producing plants, and an extended account ot the
enemies of bccs.—Dtniocmt, i'ulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vnde
of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything beloneing to apiLulture. To al takingan interest in tins stibjfct,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it oareiully
and practice as advised.— -lgncu»i( »(,•.(, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press nnd leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Euntpeor America; a
scientillc work on modern bee management that
mfc(t??i

every experienced bee man will wek'-me. and it is
essential to every amateur in t>ee-<;ulture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly hound, and is a credit
to the \\ es,i.— \Viiittrn AgriciiLii rtbt.
This work is undoubtedly the most conplete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers which
haj* ever been published. It gives a full e.Vplanation roKardiii« the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relnting to the culture
of bees leif (infoiirhed. and in tiie compilation of
tin* work Prul. Cuuk has iKni tin.- advimtau'- ol all
the pr<'vii)u> Knowlede ot apiarists, wlinh he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this uiusl
interesting ot all occupations. —.4juerican Inventor,
•

Price— Bound

tot
in cloth, ]$1.35

;

In

paper cover,

8>P.OO, by mail prepaid. Published by

THOMAS
tt74

West MadisoD

G.

Street.

NEW^MAN.
CHICAGO,

UAj.

-

THE AMERICAN
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BEE.JOtJRi^At..

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION, HEDDOITS
FOR
high side-walls. 4 to Ifi square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

NOW

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

CIRCULAR, Books

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

Send address. Post Ofiice, County and State. Be
whether or not you now have my

Wanted— Beeswa.Y also, a Student ApprenAddress,
tIAMES HEI>I>ON,
;

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Dowagiac, Mich.

iw:i5t

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

HON EY KNIFE.
Send a card for testimonials, or
liaU-do'/.en r:ites. to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABROSIA. MICII.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and Common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

1882.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

L. C.

AXTELL,

Roseville,

Warren

111.

in

1

Co. .III.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author, A newaiidu'i'eut

will publl.sh

my new

Illustrated Catalogue

Medical Work, warranted the
beatandcheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of 1-ife. or SelfPreservation ;"liouiul in finest
French niushii.ciiihossed, lull

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL,

Street,

; or. Cook's Manual
Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
"up with the limes" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly producimn. and one tbatno
bee-keeper, however limited his lueuns. can afford
todo without. Cloib, Jiiil.25 ; paper cover, SI,

Ree-Kecpei'*!! Guide

or the Apiary.—
and

illustrated

felly

QulnbyN New Bee-Keeping, by L. C Root—

The author

treats the >u'Mectof bee-keeping so
ciinnot tail to interest a 1. Its style is plain
makingnll iis readers realize that its
author is master ot the subject.— JKil.50.

that

it

and

forcible,

1

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. T. Root
Novice***
—This enibraces"everyihing pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and

$1.25;

paper. !S1.

Kin{c*« Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. J.
Kuig.— This edition is revised :inil Lnout:ht down to
the present lime.

Cloth.

-

This

a standard

is

SK1>00; paper. tSc.

Hive an<l Honey Bee.

L.nne:Mroth on the

scteniitic

work.

*2.

Price,

BleHfied Bees, by John Allen.- A romance of
bee-keeping, lull ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. !$1.00*

r

—

irt:»iiii^

u"a.i uj •-.-

l-'iViuiiiK

-

—

1 liiusi

erriug

Italianizing — Introducing Queens— ExlractingQuieting and Handling Bees— MarUetine Honey,
etc. It is published in EiiKli»h and Gernian.—
Price lor either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.

pilt,:iiMipp..roritains beautiful
steel entiravin^'s.i:j,", prescripti<ms, price only $l."Ja sent by
uKiil ; illustrated samiile. ec

Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents

;

For

TUVCjrT r send n«w. Address Peabody
Ifl'.wLbr.MedicaHnstituteorDr. W. H.
22wly
PAKKEU. No. 4Bumnch8t.. Boston.
TTTtrnW

the fundamen-

principles ot bee-cuiiure. and lurnishes the
(acts and arguaieiits to demonstrate them. 15 c.

lew days

this year, in a

tal

LilUVV

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet dtscourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey ihe nature,
quality. sources, and preparation of Honey forthe
Market Honey as lt>od. givmii recipes formaktng
Honey ("akes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for consuojers. and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition, «c. ; per dozen, 50c.
G.

eS

J^NGBAVINGS.

.

The Horse

JS^ It contains Pvic-ta and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee-keeper should
be without it. Vour name niid address. %vrltteu
plainly, on a Postal Ciird, is all that is required.

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

Kiving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

ALFRED
972

NEWMAN,

H.

;

West Madison St., CHICAOO, ILL.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

THOMAS

G.

West Madison

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sectinns. etc..
€ . F.
tJ
to
,
97G and ;i78 Central Ave..CINCIXN.\TI, O.

M TH

Apply

8^~Send

lOc.

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

iwly

The Prize— J2.5

Bee-Keepers" Association.

-was awarded
given in

;

Price 85 cents.— Sent on

;

TVInterlng: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essavson thissubject. read betoie the Centennial

;

table ^vint; all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth atdiOerent ages, with rules fur telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,

974

G.

those more advanced. Cloth,

9'74 West Madison Street, Chicago, Hi.

:iywly

Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

A

Of EnKravintrs used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no sinnle cut sold for less

SAr.E— InO Colonics of Italian Bees
FOlt
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.

AH

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwiy
<\, Hoopeston.
H. S. QIVEN

ELECTROTYPES
50c.
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to state
18S1 Circular.

tice.

than

THOMAS

sure

The Original Patent

Bee -Keepers.

for

IHH'i,

full.

to Proi Cook's Essay,
Price. lOe.

which

in gold
is

here

The Hive I l^se- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. Sc.
Extracted Honey; HarventinK, HandlInland MarketUiK.-A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch.

A:

C. P.

Dadant. giving in detail the methods

and manat-'ement adopted

in their apiary.

This

many utiCfui hints.— Price 15o.
Practical Hints to Bec-Keeper8,"by Chas.

contains

Muth;

F.

a-'piiues.

It

givesMr. Muth's views on

management of bees, Price. lOc.
Food Adulteration j What we eat and should

the

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

not eat.

up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interwages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner.
pl')wing tables and morcmiscellaneousmatter and
useful tables for farriers and others than any
similar bonk ever piiblislied. vVsk your bookseller
for it. Sent po.st-pai.l for 4o cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER.

consumer against the numerous health-destroying

O

casting
cut;

Box

DA VIS' PATENT HONEY tAKRIAUE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANQER.
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries lioney from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers ft)r broken
combs and fragments of wax, revnlving combhanger, which iiolds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba^in will nut break nt.ir bruise combs; jidjusts
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary bandba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
aowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

I^" Also
2w6m.

for sale at the

Rev. A.
20

A YEAH and

expenses to agents,

O Vlekery
:^6wly

IpriLiTQ WANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 ftecipe
AULn I O Book. Sells at Sight. Double your money
Address Dr.Chase'sPrintingHouse.AnnArbor.Mich

3Gmlyp

Rochester, N.Y.

Bek Journal

Office.

,^

SALISBURY
III.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Cur Motto is:

— ' I.ow

Prices, Quick Returns Customers Wever Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Ji Tested
$2
Cypriiin Queens
*i Tested
?l'
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... 4J
Extra Queens, for swarming sea;

—

JOUN

outfit free.addressi*
Aiis"**!!^!! Maine.

238,

ramar^o, Douglas county,

;

$777

This book should be in every family, and
ought to createa sentiment against adulteration of
tood products, and demand a law to protect the

QhOITLI) have FISIIEU'S (iKAIN TABLES. i;>J
i)ages. pocket ti>rin; full <.'f useful tables for

;
;

;

&

^
V"^son,
'

ready,

if

weare timely notided.

thie-trame Nucleus, either Italian.
V
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 trames.$H. Comb
Foundation on Dunham machine, 25 lbs. or over,
:i5c. perlb.; on Root niachine, thin, for boxes 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oikc. paid for bright wax. Money Orders on
^\.r Tuftcola, III.
iwly.

adulterations offered as tood. SOU pages 60c-.

IIIoore*B Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains <»ver l.otHi.iHMP Indus-

dustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes, Tr- ' Sef vast
crets, Legal Items, Easiness Forms, etc..
utility to every Mechanic. Fartner and Business
Man. Gives 2it0.0(K) items for Gas. Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders. Mineis. Melalluigists. Assiiyers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Kit Tors. Br(mzers, Gilders. Metal und \V<ind Wi-rkers "f every Kind.
The work contains i.oir. paucs. Is a veritable
Treasury of Lseful Knowledge, and wor.li its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man. or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, ?^2.50.

KendalPs Horse Book. — No

book could be

to horse owners. It has oi engravings
illustrating positions ot sick hoses, and treats ai|

more useful
diseases in

:i

plain

and comprehensive manner.

has recipes, a table of doses, and
horse information. Paper, 25c.

much

It

valuable

Ropp*s Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds ot merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, wuh
slate and pocket. Cloth.,*!.; Morocco. !#1.50.

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

Address,
974

by A.J. Hill.-A treatise on

symptoms and

THOMAS

West Madison

cure.

6.

Price,

aSc.

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—

—

"

.^.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
YoL XVIII.

Chicago,

IlL,

January

No.

25, 1882.
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The Tardy Bee Papers.— We have
Nov. number of the
American Bee Keeper. Its editor, Mr.

just received the

Published every Wednesday by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
ET)IT0U AM) PllOPKTETUH.
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WEST MADISON
At

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

JSS.OO a Ifeiir, In Advance.

Z^" Remit by money-order, reelstered letter, express or bank dratt on ChicatJO or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk, ('heeks
on local banks cost us -'5 cents for uollectine.
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Posiaee to Europe SO cents extra.
Eniered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

Editorial—
llenis

49,

Vernal

New Cataloffuea and

Price Lists

Tardy Bee Papers
Sut-'cestions about Conventions
Honey Making in the United States

Honey Wine

Glucose Syrups and Honey
New Bee Feeders

Small Packapes for Ifoney
Organization
Poor Management of the Apiary.

:

Houck &

liiterature

Driven

off

Peet, Canajoharie, N.Y.
J. V. Caldwell, Cambridge, 111.

by Bees

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

CorrespoiideiieeThe Dzierzon Theory

C.

Another Kee Enemy
Moving liees in Winter
Secton Honev Boxes

Extracted Honey— No. u>
Foul Brood Disease -A Review
The One-Piece Sections
Report from my Aijiary
Preparing Bees for Winter
Pollen and Feces

Coiiveiitioii

:

Notes

Onr Letter Box-

Flights in Winter

What Ails My Bees?
Timber for Sections
My First Year's Experience
Box-Hive Men not Progressive
Honey tor Winter
Moving Bees Over Rough Hoads
Bees in Sawdust Cellar
.
AVhite and Sweet Clovers
Bees in Maryland
Fall

1^ Tlie

Bricks as Absorbents

How to Get Dead Bees Out of Combs
Doing Nicely
Merita of Hives for Wintering
Dodge's New Feeder

®"

Joseph Harris, Rochester, N. Y.
ig^ Mrs. L. Groves, Arvada, Col.,
Cole & Brother, Pella, Iowa.
has an apiary of 103 colonies. For a
E. R. Roe, Corn wall-on-the-Hudson,
lady and Colorado, this is quite a large
N. Y^
But then, Colorado is one of
affair.
Vick's Floral Guide, by James
States for bees, and, with
Vick, Rocliester, N. Y., which is one the best of
its salubrious climate, it is no wonder
of the most handsomly illustrated and
is robust
and healthy
printed pamphlets in the world. Send that a lady
care for such a large apiary.
for tliem all, they are well worth enough to
possessing.

Satisfied

Single copies of the Jouknax.

sent postage paid for 5 cents

1^" Bees in Sweetwater Valley, Cal.,
settled on a rattlesnake 6 feet long,
12 inclies in girth, witli 22 rattles, and

stung it so that it was blinded, and
Mass.
Also tlie following Catalogues of afterwards easily killed witli a spade.
field, garden and flower seeds

.

Syrian Bee-

Well

H. Deane, Mortonsville. Ky.
Gary & Son, Coleraine,

Wm. W.

Austro-German Convention

Selections from

—

—

Among' Our Exch.iiiges
Bee

E. M. Harrison, explains tlie delay in
its issue, and promises the December
and .January number in a week. The
Vernsil.—Mr. J. W. Winder, Tliibo- tone of tlie
paper has improved during
deaux, La., under date of Dec. 30,1881,
the past few months, and we hope
sent us his " New Year's greeting,"
that inasmuch as it is to have a " new
accompanied witli a small package of
dress" of type, it may enter upon a
green peas and blossoms, magnolia,
new career of usefulness, and devote
orange and oak leaves, and rose buds
itself to tlie promotion of scientific
and flowers, all gathered from open apiculture.
grounds. He writes they had ice two
The New England Bee Journal has
November mornings none since. been suspended, but the editor promTruly, in that land of sunsliine,
ises to start it again as a niontlily in
" December is pleasant as May."
March, at 60 cents a year.
It will be rememljered, in February
last Mr. Winder sent us white clover
i^° The British Bee-Keepers' Assoand other blossoms and foliage, while
we yet remained snow and ice-bound ciation demand that all honey in the
in this Northern climate for several comb shall be put up in American
" Prize Sections," and shown in a
long, discouraging weeks.
Prize Crate, containing 12 sections
and the crate glassed. We are glad to
New Price Lists Received. The fol- see this. It will pay to study unilowing New Price Lists of Bees, Apiformity in marketing honey.
arian Supplies, etc., are received

eacli.

Bee-Keepers^ Instructor

and

Bee- Keepers'' Guide was enlarged Bee-Keepers^ Exchange have our thanks
witli the December number and pre- for kind mention of tlie Weekly Bee
sents a neat appearance. Mr. A. G. Journal in its new dress for 1882.
Botli of these papers have materially
Hill, its editor and proprietor, is get
ting up quite a spicy paper. It is improved for 1882, and we wish them
success.
publislied at Kendallville, Ind.
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essays are admitted, but one should
be thrust upon a session, and if possiIt is self-evident that tliere sliould ble that one should be printed, and
be a reform in tlie methods of con- placed in tlie handsof the members to
be discussedat the next session. In
ducting Bee-Keepers' Conventions.
Last November, when giving tlie this way some of the difficulty could
report of the Chicago District Con- be overcome, and the detrimental
vention, we stated that it was in effects avoided.
3. If such organization was obtained
many respects a model Convention.
There were no essays read; it consist- it would facilitate correct statistics,
ed wholly of discussion. The points and U\e united power of the apiarists
of interest were all covered, by the of the Nation could be exerted to deexcellent programme devised by the mand legislation against fraud and
adulteration ; ol)tain redress for inPresident, Dr. C. C. Miller.
In that Convention, the interest was jurious rulings of the Postal Departkept up, unabated, to the end, and it ment, such as denying the admission
was even difficult to get a motion to of bees to the mails, etc., and correct
ajourn when the time arrived to do so. the unjust discrimination of railroads
We have sent the following sugges- in classing honey at exorbitant rates
tions to the North-Eastern Conven- when they carry similar staple articles
tion, held this week in Utica, N. Y., at one-fourth the freight demanded
on tliis subject, hoping that they may for honey.
Again, a brotherly tie would be
draw out a full discussion
formed— helping one another not
1. Some plan should be devised to
make a more perfect organization, only in the matter of marketing our
and knit together, more closely, all crops, but perhaps in helping the unfamilies of
the apiarists of our country. County fortunate, succoring the
possibly
promembers,
and
deceased
to
the
auxiliary
should
be
Societies
calamiState Society (for such is yours, except viding for those overtaken by

Suggestions About Conventions.

:

—

the members of the
county organizations should thereby
become members of the State Soin name),

and

all

benehts and
and proportionately bear

ciety, entitled to all its

privileges,

the expenses of holding such. Tlie
Presidents of State Societies should
become ex-officio, tlie Vice Presidents
of the National Society, and thus cooperate unitedly for tlie general good
and delegates should be sent from
the Counties to the State—and from
the States to the National Society.
This can easily be acconiplislLed, and
would contribute to the general welfare. Organization is life; in union
there is strengtli. Disorganization is
iceakness, and leads to dissolution—

—

death

'.

The present metliod

of conducting conventions, by so many and such
long e.ssays, is killing in its influence,
2.

emanating from so high an authority
as the Science Monthly, and cannot
pass it by without making some corit is not only calculated ta
mislead statisticians, but may eventually work serious injury to the beekeeping interest. It illustrates, also,
the ease with which standard publications can be mistaken in matterswith which they are not perfectly

rections, as

familiar.

The production of honey in the
country amounts to about 100,000,000
pounds annually, instead of

35,000,000'

pounds, as given above.

The allusion to a firm of wholesale
grocers probably has reference to the
Messrs. Thurber, who may have
handled the product of 12,000 colonies,
but it was the combined production
of scores of bee-keepers in all parts of
America. But few, if any bee-keepers in the country, have more than
Capt. Iletherington,
3,000 colonies.
we think, is the most extensive beekeeper in the United States, and 3,000
colonies is the maximum of his operations.

But when it is asserted that " on an
average, an acre will support twentyThese are but a few of the things
five swarms, yielding fifty pounds of
that could be accomplished by united
honey each," the most incredulous
effort, but we only wish to throw out
disbeliever in over-stocking will smile
these suggestions, and leave it with
with doubt, and, with pencil in hand,
others to discuss the matter, and deTwentywill figure it up as follows
Yise a scheme for carrying it to a sucgathering fifty
five colonies, each
cessful issue.
pounds of honey, would give a total
average per acre of 1,250 pounds, and,
Honey-Making in the United States.
assuniing the bee's flight in each
The following paragraph is part of direction to be two miles from the
an article which we have clipped from apiary, would give 2,.5G0 "average"
susan exchange, and is credited to the acres within reach, capable of
taining
an
apiary
of 64,000 colonies,
Monthly:
Popidar Science
which, averaging 50 lbs. of honey
The annual production of honey in
each, would foot up a total yield of
this country is estimated at about o.5,Truly,
000,000 pounds, and the business of 3,200,000 iiounds. Prodigious
bee-keeping is becoming rapidly sys- " there's millions in it!"
One tirni of wholesale
tematized.
grocers in New York keeps as many
as 12,000 swarms ; other keepers have
Quinby,
ties, etc.

:

!

Wine.— Mr.

Honey
often from 3,500 to 5,000 swarms. Ar"
rangements are made with farmers says the Bee-Keepers'' jl/agazijie, has
and often works positive damage to and owners of orchards to allow an succeeded in producing a wine from
apiary of a certain number of swarms pure honey rivalling, if not exceling,
To illustrate
all concerned.
to lie placed on their grounds. At tlie
in all desirable qualities the imported
long essay is read, and before it distance of
three
or four miles
This wine has been submitted
is eniled, tliose wlio listen to it are another apiary is placed with another wines.
tired out, and forget or do not quite farmer, and so on. For this accom- to experts, druggists, physicians and
comprehend the points, and so it modation, the bee-keepers pay either wholesale importers, and all, so far as
in money or in shares. It is estimated
passes, without being sufficiently un- that, on an average, an acre will sup- we know have expressed themselves
derstood or discussed goes into tlie l>ort twenty-(ive swarms, yielding as surprised and gratified, and predict
The that this discovery is destined to
minutes, and under the sanction of tlie fifty pounds of honey each.
apiaries are cared for by men in the
work a complete revolution in the
Society, is published to tlie world as
emi'loy of the bee-owners. Many Inits views, when, perhaps, it represents genious contrivances have been intro- bee-business, greatly in favor of the
the opinions or feelings of but a duced for the purpose of saving the honey producer, as it turns much of
his produce into an entirely different
moiety of tliose present, thereby do- labor of the bees and the keepers.
C.

J.

:

A

—

ing positive davKige, because it missociety in general. If

represL'iits the

We were surprised to see a para- substance, and hence necessitates a
graph containing such gross errors larger supply."

;
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New Orleans and ing our whole people and imposing
mixed with sugars upon foreign confidence, it is time to
and syrups, and sent back to tlie examine the ci iminal code of foreign
North and West and sold as a pure governments to find a remedy. We
cane product and why this is done, is are almost persuaded that semi-barbarbecause the deception would not be ous China has taken a step in advance
complete without the expensive trans- of the United States in civilization,
portation, and Southern brand. The in making death the penalty of food
finds a ready sale in

Glucose Syrups and Honey.

Cuba, wliere

We

liuve

expressed

sevcr.al times, that it

the

51

opinion

was an impossi-

complete honey
combs by machineiy, then lill them
with Khicoseund cap them artificially

it is

;

bility to in;iniif;icture

but wlien Dr. Xicliols asserts so posinot far distant, if it has
is charged below with time is
having done) that it can and is being not already arrived, wlien glucose
accomplished, it is time to investigate will be shii)ped to foreign ports in
the subject. With this object in view large quantities and returned to us as
we have instigated a series of in- a genuine article of cane sugar, and
quiries, and will give our readers the this, too, after paying an import duty
result when it shall be reached. Fol- at foreign ports and another at our
lowing is an article from the New home ports, as was formerly said to be
England Farmer on this subject. The the case with American wines and
tively (as he

Ur. Nichols spoken of is, we suppose,
Prof. Ni('hols, of the Boston Journal
of Chemistri/, in whom we recognize
a stalwart and fearless opponent of
food adulterations, and an advocate of
honest goods under proper names

liquors.

kills

The Bee Journal has long urged happy

:

lecture on sweets,
delivered before the Massachuetts
Board of Agricidture at Bridgewater,
brought out some facts which are
probably not generally known by the
public at large. The" syrups sold in
our stores, he said, are doubtless all
made up of mixtures, in which glucose or grape sugar, made from
western corn plays a [irominent part.
As from ten to twenty-live percent,
of grape sugar can be mixed with
cane sugar, and .seventy-five per cent,
of corn syrup can be added to sugar-

Here, if one person
another with firearms, or other
violent means, it is " murder," but if
whole conmiunities are slowly poisoned with adulterated food, it is a
matter of " business." There, if a
whole people be slowly poisoned or
diseased, it is as much a crime and punishable as if but a single victim
suffers a speedy and comparatively

adulteration.

I)r. Nicliols, in his

j

I

upon bee-keepers that the food adulteration question was one of vital importance to them, as not only working
to their detriment in the home market,
but liable to lead to a damaging prejudice in markets abroad. By reference to the proceedings of the Austro-German Convention, on pages 59
and 60, this week, it will be seen our
fears were too well grounded. It was
resolved to petition tlieir government
to increase the duties on honey and
wax to such an extent as to virtually
exclude them from their markets, and,
moreover, the American proclivities
for indiscriminate adulteration are
also made the pretext for attributing
the propagation of foul-brood to our

house syrup without being detected
by the taste, it is not to be wondered
at that glucose is largely used in this
age of adulteration.
exports. We liave too much confiTiie product of the western corntheir intelligence to place
fields now finds a ready market in dence in
New Orleans at the sugar and molasses any great amount of confidence in the
factories, and it is believed that Cuba latter bug-bear; but there may be
is becoming a good market for the
room for complaint in regard to mixproduct. If this is the case, why not
take our glucose from first hand at a ing glucose with the honey sent there,
fair price, instead of paying transpor- and if, instead of increasing the duty
tation to New Orleans, Ilavana or on honey and wax, they would make
Porto Rico and back, before we can
civil and penal offeiise to import
bring our appetites up, or down, to it a
the regulation standard of sweetness? or sell the adulterated article, we could
But perhaps the most startling rejoice with them in their progressive
statement made by the doctor was, step.
that glucose is really taking away the
late number of the Chicago West
occupation of the honey-bee. It has
long been used for feeding bees, and End Advocate, says " Recently three
ail inferior quality of honey is made prominent citizens of x\.tlanta, Ga.,
from such feeding, but this is too slow
died of paralysis, caused by the inand uncertain a practice for this ingenious race of Yankees. The glu- gredients used to adulterate fancy
cose sometimes affects the health of brands of sugar and syrups." And it
the bees unfavorably, so a short cut is is insidiously working mischief all the
made by the manufacturing of a perIf bee-keepers, or dairymen,
time.
fect comb from beeswax, and filling
the cells with the glucose, direct from or any other class of producers were
the syrup mills. The comb is made alone the sutferers, there would not be
by machinery, and after filling is so much cause for alarm but when a
sealed over like bees' comb, and then
nation, supposed to be comsold in the markets of tlie world, per- whole
haps as California honey or such other posed of intelligent, thinking, chari'
trade mark as the dealer may fancy. table people, can supinely and inertly
Verily this is an age of inventions.
allow dishonesty and fraud, in the
It is undoubtedly true as the Far- guise of food adulterations, to usurp
mer says, that much of our glucose the cliannels of honest trade, poison-

A

:

death.

Sew Bee Feeders.— We have one
from U. E. Dodge, Fredonia, N. Y.,
one of his bee-feeders, reference to
which is made on page 61, this number. The feeder is made with two
wooden strips 10 inches long, nailed
on two others 6i^ inches long, making
an open box about 10x7 inches

a IJ/^
inch strip is nailed crosswise inside
II4 inches from one end, and a piece
of cheap cotton cloth is nailed over the
bottom from this strip to the furthest
end, leaving the narrow open space
for the bees to come up from below.
The top of the box is covered with a
slanting ^j^ inch
7x9 pane of glass.
hole through one of the ends, to the
;

A

inside, through

feed,

which

to pour liquid
the feeder. When
ventilation is wanted,

completes

more upward

covered with wirea tin slide.
From Scovell & Anderson, Columbus, Kan., we also have a new feeder.
This is 9 inches long by o'., wide and
2 inches deep. There are two outer
1-inch slots cut down into a block,
this feed liole

is

cloth, instead of

something like the Novice feeder, in
which to pour the feed, then two inner
1-inch slots, covered with
wirecloth, from which the bees take the
feed, and between these a mortise is
cut clear through, to allow the bees to
%-uKh strip passes
come up.
around the edges underneath, whicli
bears up the feeder from the tops of
the frames. Tliis is for a top feeder,
over the frames, and underneath the

A

quilt.

;

^°

Several correspondents ask for
the best method of making paste for
putting labels on tin pails of honey.
Will some one please give a receipe
for making such as will stick well to
tin, and oblige many inquirers.

—

:
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Small

Packages for Honey.

— The

Bee-Keepers^ Instructor, makes the
following very sensible remarks on
this subject

"Extracted honey, S@8}i cts. in
round lots, to 123^2 cts. in small packages." Tliat is tlie way tlie St. Louis
market report reads this montli, and
to the observant bee-keeper it speaks
volumes. A difference of fully 14 i'^
price for probably exactly the same
quality of honey, and all owing simply
to the manner of putting up. It is
very plain that the day has gone by
(if it ever existed), when honey in barrels, or large packages, will command
anything like the price it will if put up
in smaller, more attractive packages,

get enough to last them till they can
gather from the flowers, or feed in
small quantities every other day until
the middle of March. I liave tried
both plans of feeding and find the results about the same. The tirst plan
is less laborious.
There is to be no
"half way station " in this "feed
business." To feed for a while and
then quit, and allow the bees to starve
at last is indicative of unpardonable
carelessness and bad management.
One of the great sources of failure
in bee-keeping is in not having things
ready at the right time. We wait till
our actual need is upon us, then we
send off for bees, queens, hives, .sections, extractors, etc.,
and expect
them riglit away. Some hardly wait
till the order has reached its destination but write a "postal." " Why
don't you send right along those
things." Those people do not tliink
that there are other bee-keepers besides themselves that have sent orders—many orders may be ahead of
theirs. In getting off goods there
may at times be some unavoidable
delay over which the manufacturer

and those apiarists who appreciate may have
no control. Sometimes dethis fact, and cater to the popular deoccur by parties giving improper
mand, are not slow in reaping their lays
shipping
reward. In this world appearances
go a great way, and lie who puts up

—

directions, or may improperor 'may fail to
give their signature. I have often
received orders from parties who
ly direct their letter,

honey in the best manner in
small tin pails, glass fruit jars or kegs,
wrote
it extracted, or small sections, packed
his

their names with so many
flourishes and hieroglyi)hics that no
medium-sized crates, if comb
experts within my reach could decineatly labeled and scrupulously clean,
pher them, and my only resource was,
in
is

sure to realize top prices.

to cut the

unknown

signature off the
on an envelope, and
Poor Management of the Apiary.— direct it to tlie post office address inDr. J. P. H.Brown, Augusta,Ga., gives dicated by the post-mark, with the
hope that the postmaster might be
advice and reasonable hints to apiar- able to identify tlie writer.
in
the
Bee-Keepers'
follows
ists as
It is not the intent of this article to
be any apology for that class of supply
Magazine:
During the last of the month ex- dealers who are constitutionally slow
amine all your colonies as some might coaches, and are dilatory in lilling orneed feeding; if so, lose no time in ders, but to urge bee-keepers to order
attending to it. If the weather is cold before they need the goods.
It is the duty of every supply dealer
at the time, the feed should be [ilaced
immediately over the cluster, or to fill the orders he receives with the
where the bees can get at it without utmost dispatch, and we believe all
those who liave an eye to business do
crawling from the cluster.
For this sort of feeding the " pepper it; at least they endeavor to.
box " feeder, or the v an Deusen
feeder is the one I i)refer. Sticks of
Organization. The Indiana Farmer
candy laid across the frames under contains the following information
to
the quilt is said to be good, but as my
bees may be different from those of bee-keepers in Indiana:
At the last meeting of the State
the parties who recommend it, they
are prone to cut it up and carry it out Bee-keepers' Society, tlie association
hive as a nuisance. Ten was changed to a delegate organizaof the
pounds of granulated sugar to a gal- tion and one vice-president was aplon of water makes a feed that is al- pointed for each county in the State.
It was thought this would place the
ways reliable.
Suffer n(i trash to collect on the bot- association on a more firm basis, and
tom of your hives sweep them out facilitate business. Each member of
clean. Such debris usually contains the county societies being also a memthe eggs of the bee moth or its larva-, ber of the State Association and enwhich will mature as soon as the titled to all benefits, copies of proweather gets a little warmer and ceedings, etc. Some provision will
commence to cut and web the combs be made for persons in counties where
of your weak stocks. In the latter no organization exists, and the quespart of the month there will be brood tion will again come upas to the form
started in nearly all your normal colo- of the association. Inacommunication
nies. This will particularly be the to us last spring. Dr. K. P. Allen,
case if the month should be warm and then president of the National Assoopen. When bees are raising brood ciation, says: " I notice in the adthey consume their stores rapidly; dress of your former president, Mr.
hence when you feed, either give it so Belmau, that he recommends the orlast as they will take it up until they ganization of county societies in everv
letter,

paste

it

—

—

part of the State. I was glad to see
the recommendation, as 1 consider
organization the life of bee culture,
and the best thing that can be done
to spread a knowledge of scientiflc bee
culture among the people. If every
state would organize a State association, and every county a county society, the honey resources of each
state and county would be developed,
and valuable satisfies of the honey
and wax productions of the United
States obtained.

Bee Literature.

— The

Eagle,

Union

City, Indiana, gives its opinion of the
necessity of bee literature, as follows:

A

bee-keeper, without bee literais like a mechanic without studying architecture, or a farmer who will
take any kind of stock on his farm,
and not try to improve it.
ture,

What good

will it

do for you to have

a colony of bees with a hive that will
allow them to store away a Inindred
pounds of honey, if they can consume
only ,30 lbs., and leave 70 lbs. in their
hive; the following year they can
gather only 30 lbs., and the remainder
of the year they will be idle for want
of room y They fill up the brood combs
with honey, and the consequence is
they will hot raise brood in the after
part of the season, and they go into
winter quarters with old bees, and if
they live through the winter they will
come out weak in the spring, when
they should be strong, so as to commence storing for the coming season.
There are a great many good bee
hives. One to be available must be a
frame hive, easy to manipulate, so
tliat, if your bees have more honey
than they need, you can take it, without daubing yoiir bees, and without

making your

lioney mussy. Hence
the most proHtable tiling tliat a man
who has bees can do is to take a bee
paper. The Weekly Bee Journal
is, I think, the best.

Driven off by Bees.— "The little
busy bee " was once used in a naval
Hghtin the Mediterranean. A gentleman recently wrote to the San Francisco Social Science Association, giving the story as he heard it from an
eye witness. It seems that a small
vessel, which was suspected of belonging to pirates, was chased by a
Turkish man-of-war, on board of
which were 500 seamen and soldiers.
As soon as the man-of-war came up to
the privateer, several hundred men
were sent in small boats to take possession of her. When the small boats
got alongside the privateer, the tatter's crew mounted the rigging, taking with them a dozen hives of bees,
which they had stolen to sell on the
Italian coast. At the word of command the bees were thrown into the
boats among the Turks. The terrible
time that followed was beyond desoldiers
of
the
scription. Some
jumped overboard to escape the
furious insects, and in the excitement
the privateer escaped. Thescene was
witnessed from the deck of an approaching English ship, which picked
up two of the Turkish boats.
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gress of only one spermatozoon into
the micropyle of an ovum may not be
sufficient to alter the sex. which has
been shown to be constantly male in
the eggs of the virgin queen, but the
entrance of several spermatozoa into
an ovum, in passing by the spermatlieca. may cause the male elements
to be prepotent and so change the sex
of the ovum. In this manner it is
possible to account for the variously
marked worker bees of an impurely
mated (|ueeii liy supposing some ovi
to be impregnated with a few, and
others with many spermatozoa.
In concluding, it may be well to note,
that since aganiic reproduction in the
honey bee has been left an o)ien question by so exi-ellent an authority as
Prof. A.,]. Cook in his •• JManual of
the Apiary" (see page 89), no more
fruitful Held for experimentation is
now open to the scientific bee-keeper
or the practical scientist.
New Philadelphia, O.
male offspring may obliterate all perceptible effects of the lirst cross, as
with a black (pieen. Still the light
For tlio American Bee Journal
colors of the Italian and Syrian bees
are without doubt more easily affected
Another Bee Enemy.
by crossing than the dark color of the
a
workers
of
the
German bees, since
E. T. FLANAGAN.
black queen fecundated with an Italone-third
only
about
drone
are
ian
I tind the following in the Bee-Keepmarked with one or more yellow ers' M((ganne for December, 1881:
bands, while in an Italian queen "Mondovi, Wis., Oct. 12, 1881— Mr.
mated with a black drone at least one- Editor: There has been a worm in
half and often two-thirds of the work- these parts, that has destroyed a good
ers will be without yellow bands.
share of the brood; it seems to be
I should not regard the mating of a different to the moth worm, and works
Syrian or Cyprian queen with an Ital- wholly in the bottom of the cell, and
ian drone as affording a reliable test, kills the brood before it is ready to
owing to the three races being evi- liatcli. It does not look to be affected
until the bees uncap it, and it is all
dently nearly related.
test having some reliability is dead. I cannot lind any way to get
where a lot of pure sister Italian rid of them, they eat from one cell to
queens have been mated, some with another, and through the center of
German, and some with Italian drones, the comb. The worm is not like the
as indicated by their worker progeny. miller moth worm, but is much smaller
The drones of the impurely mated and seems to hatch in the bottom of
queens will show an admixture of the cells. I have found some of the
black blood in their form, size, growth worms not larger than a worker egg,
of hair at the end of abdomen, and all the way np to as large as a snnul
color, while the drones of the purely sized knitting needle, and about J^
mated queens will be quite similar in inch long. 1 lind them in every one's
all respects and well marked Italians. bees that I have looked at; if they
Having repeatedly observed these continue, they will ruin all the bees.
you been troubled with any such
results with great care, led me at Have
and if so, is there any remedyV
at length to doulit that part of the thing,
N. II. Fisher."
Dzierzon theory relating to iiarthenoTo which Professor Ilasbrouck regeiiesis. except in so far as it applied
to virgin queens and laying workers. sponded: "The worm you describe

from that of a purely mated Italian
queen. In the latter case, the fact of
the impure mating cannot be positively delerminedexceptiii thesecond
genenition. In tlie former case, the
third generation W(nild be required to
determine perceptible effects, as folMating a pure black queen
lows:
with an Italian drone, one of her
drones to be mated with a pure black
queen, the royal offspring of the latter to be mated with an Italian drone.
The drone progenvof the latter queen
should sliow some' of the markings of
better test, to
the Italian drone.
my mind, would be to, begin with a
mated with a
be
pure Syrian queen to
pure Geruian drone, etc. This would
be a very diliicult experiment to carry
out, yet'alinosl every other test must
be attended with negative results. For
instance, a .Syrian queen may be
mated with a (4erraan drone. The
prepotency of tlie queen over her

For the American Bee Journal.

The Dzierzon Theory.
DK.

6. L.

TINKER.

That the questions arising out of
this tlieory ni.iv be generally understood, I will preface this article with

A

The Dzierzon
a few explanations.
theory, as now understood, is simply
of parthenogenesis or
tlie doctrine
agamic reproduction applied to the
honey bee. Tlie IJaron of Berlepsch's
admirable treatise with the above
title embraces thirteen propositions
relating to the scientihe

knowledge of

the honeybee. The eighth and nintli,
setting forth the doctrine of parthenogenesis alone out of the thirteen remain unconfirmed. These comprise the
salient points of the theory and are
Parthenogenevery ably discussed.
sis is defined as "• the i)roduction of
young by a female without intercourse
Aganiogenesis, as
with a male."
"reproduction without the union of
parts
of two organisms
tlie whole or
formation of offspring."
for the
These terms are therefore nearly

synonymous.
Willi many of the lower order of
insects {''H't'ienogenesis is an established fact, since the virgin females
in many instances produce female as
(Joing farwell as male offspring.
ther down the scale of life and we
have simply dimorphism or alternate
generation in which the female is parent only to the male, and tlie male
only to the female. But such is the
relation between the lower and the
higher forms of life that the alternate generation may be traced as a
preponderating inflnence in the generation of the higher forms of life or
in
other words, the female, ordinarily, exerts a prepotent intluence over
the male olfspring and the male the
same over the female offspring.
Ascending in the scale of life, we
liiid in hymenopterous insects a well
delincd exeei)tioii to the complete operation of the laws of dimorphic and

A

;

—

agamic reproduction.

In the queen
bee, no females can be produced without a nniou with the drone, parthenogenesis is so far true that the virgin
queen can [iroduce drones only. The
only i)oint in question, therefore, is
whether the drone progeny of a fecundated queen may l>e affected by the
mating drone. I think that it may
be, and deny tliat the fact a virgin
(iiieen may (irodnce drones is evidence
that the vivifying tluid of the drone
may not affect the ovaries of a queen
so as to modify her drone offspring.
It has been said that a lilack queen
mated with an Italian drone produces
a drone inogeny that cannot be distinguished from the drone progeny of
purely mated black queens. So, too.
It lias been stated, that a pure Italian
queen mating witli a German drone
may produce a royal and worker progeny that cannot be distinguished

53

There are, however, other considerations bearing against the theory
worthy of notice. As will be seen
from the anatomy of the generative

I

organs of the cpieen bee, there are a
large number of ovarian tubes (according to Prof. A. J. Cook not less
than one hundred) opening into the
oviduct.
In the act of copulation
there is nothing to prevent the spermatozoa of the drone from migrating,
as is there wont, through all of these
tubes. That their presence in a queen's
ovaries could have no effect upon
them, seems to me quite improbable.
Indeed, we lind the abdomen of the
queen to begin to enlarge at once

I

,

!

I

I

'

to be something new, I have
never before heard of anything like

seems
this."

In an article in Harpers' Magazine
for Dec, by W. II. Gibson, entitled
" Among our foot prints." I find the
following which may throw some light
on the subject:
" There is
still
another beetle

which

is

met with

known

in

our rambles

***

as the meloe. In color the
meloe is of a deep indigo blue, rotund
when touclied it exudes
in form
from every Joint a yellowish liquid,
from which' habit it is commonly
known as the " oil beetle,'" oroil bug,
and by which it may be easily recogjireparatory to the depositing of eggs, nized * * clumsy and unattractive as
demonstrating that their (the sperma- this beetle is, it is nevertheless much
tozoa) presence has had a decided more interesting than one would immagine * * * Uriefly told, the history
effect.
Again, it may be found that the in- of this common bine beetle is as

—

:
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It feeds upon the leaves of
butter cups and otlier plants, on the
groiuid beneath which the female
deposits her eggs, several hundred in
very
number. These hatch into
minute, but surprisingly active larvic,
scarcely larger than a hyiihen on this
page. They inmiediately crawl up
the stems of neighboring plants, and
nestle among the blossoms. I have
seen large numbers of them in a single flower. Beneath the magnifyingglass tills tiny creature is seen to possess sly long legs. They are given to
tlie grub only at this stage of its existence and for a special and remarkable
purpose. It is not in quest of honey
that this little atom seeks the blossom,

follows:

but merely as its lair, in which to lie
in wait for its victim. Presently it

comes

in tlie sliape of a bee that
alights on the flower. In an instant
the agile meloe jumps ui)on the body
of the intruder, to which it clutches

tightly, with tliose six clasping legs.
Thus clinging it is carried into the
hive, and when the bee reaches its
cell, the meloe releases its liold, an<l
creeps into its new home, wliere it
flnds the plump, white bee grub a

and put them into the
morning. They remained

assumes the form common to the larva
of many beetles, in which those long
legs are no longer seen. Henceforth,
it feeds on the pollen or bee-bread
stored by its duped foster-mother,
imtil when fully grown it passes into
the pupa state and soon appears again
as that guileless innocent in our tootpath."
Is not the connection between the
two accounts quite marked, and is
not this worth looking into, during
the coming season, t)y our sharp,
quick, wide-awake apiarists? especially in that section of our country
wliere the loss of bees in the manner
described by Mr. Fisher occursV
JSelleville. 111.

For
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Moving Bees
O.

I".

in Winter.

CODDING.

bought in Jan. 1868, two colonies
in box hives; they were to remain in
tlie cellar
where they were until
spring, but sometime in March 1 got
uneasy about my bees and brought
them liome,put tliemin the cellar and
they remained there until the last of
April, when I put them out. They
were all right, gave two swarms each,
and gatliered some box honey.
Again, in Nov., 1880, 1 went to St.
Albans, a distance of about 28 miles,
and purchased 10 colonies of hybrids,
but the roads were so rough tliat I
did not dare to move them. About the
middle of Dec, when it was good
sleighing I brought them home safely,
starting about day-light, and arriving
home about dark.' I stopped about one
hour at noon, to feed my team and
for dinner. I opened the entrance of
I

the hives, to give the bees fresh
they were all as quiet as they
would have been in the cellar. I then
closed the entrances and drove home.
air;

cellar next
in tlie cellar

until April 20, 1881, when I put tliein
out, and found live bees in every liive,
although one was queenless, and had
but few bees, but this was not caused

my obtuseness that I am unable to
appreciate its value. I have found
the box faulty in the following
respects
1. They cannot be bent into shape,
without cracking the corners, as
rapidly as the dovetailed boxes can be
driven together. That they can be
bent into shape all right, I do not
but it takes time and care
question

to

moving, I do not know but they
wintered just as well as 10 others, put
in about the middle of Nov. None of
the 10 purchased had any dysentery.
The best colony cast 4 natural swarms; to do it. Skillful workman may after
the first gathered 92 lbs. of lioiiey long practice bend them very rapidly;
which I extracted, and cast a swarm, but it must be remembered that the
making .5 swarms and i)2 lbs. of honey. bee-keeper who only uses a thousand
All are alive at present.
or two does not get the requisite
I would not have you think that I practice to enable him to do it rapidly
advocated moving bees in winter and without cracking the corners.
wlien you cannot give them a flight
2. They do not make as strong a
afterwards, but it worked all right in box as the dovetailed. Do not pass
again
if
I
my ease, and I should try it
over this point as one of minor imliy

;

wanted to move bees under similar
circumstances. I also know of two
other trials at moving bees in winter;
both came out well excepting one tipover which smashed up some of the
combs.

The colonies I moved last winter
were in Langstroth hives, which, by
the way, I do not like very well.
Johnson, Vt., Jan. 14, 18S2.

ready breakfast. By the time the
young bee is devoured or several of
them, the meloe casts its skin and

all

:

portance, for it is of great iniiiortance
to the bee-keeper, the grocer and the
consumer. I do not doubt but that if
handled with care they will cause no
trouble, and the bee-keeper, who understands how they should be handled

and packed

Section

A customer
what thenV
and calls for some lioney he
takes out a section from the crate and
in

;

puts it into Ills scales, not as gently
as he might, weighs it, and sets it in
a decisive way on the counter in
front of his customer, perhaps hitting
one corner on the counter first and
thus racking the box. The customer
pays for the honey and goes to pick it
" Here, this honey is
up, and says
The grocer
leaking all over me."
he has
looks, and sure enough, it is
cracked the comb in racking the box.
box,
and
another
He has to give him

Honey Boxes.

E. A.

market may have no

grocer,

comes
For tue American Bee Journal.

for

But when the
troubled with them.
honey falls into the hands of the

THOMAS.

This is an old subject, and one that
has been thoroughly discussed in the
Journal, but for tlie benefit of tlie
hundreds of new subscribers 1 will
express my views in regard to the
various sections now on tlie market.
I will first divide sections into two
holding about one either consume the broken honey
classes, those
pound, and those holding two pounds. himself, or sell it at a discount. The
In regard to the relative value of these lesson teaches him to be more caretwo classes, much dejiends upon the ful for a time, but by-and-by he gets
state of the market. The sooner bee- in a hurry and cracks anotlier.
keepers realize this necessity of proThe result is that when the producing honey in good packages as the ducer or commission man comes
market demands, the better it will be around again, a conversation somefor them.
thing like the following will take
At the present time the tendency of place
" Good morning, Mr. Blank is that
the market is towards pound packages, not only for honey, but for all honey all sold V"
" Yes, sir."
light groceries. A careful examina" Well, how did you like it
tion of the honey markets for the
past year should convince every one
"I don't like it; the boxes are so
that honey in one pound boxes brings weak that every now and tlien I criick
a higher price and quicker sales, than a comb, which spoils the sale of the
any other package. It has been my box, and honey daubs my counter,
experience that bees will not store as floor and myself."
'•
much honey in one pound boxes as in
Is that so V"
" I'es."
two pound, as it takes them just as
"
box
as
it
pound
a
finish
up
long to
Well, now we never have any
does a larger, and in the honey season, trouble with it, suppose you try
But the another crate V"
time is lioney with bees.
deficiency in the amount of honey
"Don't want it. If you have got
stored in these boxes is more than any honey in boxes strong enough to
balanced by the difference in the hold it, I will take some but I don't
price of such packages and those want to handle any more like the last
:

;

;

V

;

two pounds or more so we
have the advantage of quicker sales
in favor of the one pound sections.
Of the two pound boxes, I prefer
the "prize box,"' which makes a very
attractive package for the market.
In regard to the dovetailed vs. one

liolding

;

at

any price."
Those who favor using the one-piece

section

may

say that

if

the grocer

would use proper care, there would
be no trouble. Now, friends, please
remember that "if" is the biggest
word of its size in the whole English
not alpiece section controversy, I will say vocabulary, and that grocers do
not,
that I have not fallen in love with the ways use proper care. They are
one-piece section it may be the best, as a general rule, bee-keepers, and do
but I fail to see it. Perhaps it is owing not know all about the one-piece sec;
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and liow

•ciiiently,

to handle it ; conseInuulle them as they
other box, and the result

tliey

would any

that they now and then cracli: out
or set the honey to leaking,
become disgusted, and refuse to lianICvery one should appre<lle lioney.
•ciate tlie" I'act tliat, in order to create
is

a

comb

a steady and uniform market, it is
necessary to put honey on the market
in such packages -is will cause tlie

grocerymen the

least trouble in restiould make it for their
tailing".
interest to handle it, when they will
take pains to increase the demand.

We

suppose

Jint

tiie

lioney gets into the

hands of the consumer in good shape,
what then';:' Perhaps he steps into
several stores on his way home, and
in setting his box down he is very
liable to hit one corner lirst; before
he gets home, he may llnd his lioney
leaking all over him. I'ut yourself
in his place and see how you would
Do you think you would
like it.
want to buy aiiy more in such a box?
sure
should not.
am
I
I

In regard to the appearance of the
all-in-one-piece sections. I must say
that if accurately made they are
very handsome. If the corners are
glued, the second objection is done
<iway with, but as this will require a
great deal of time and care, it will
only serve to strengthen the lirst
objection.
Coleraine, Mass.
For

Extracted

tile

Americau Bee Journal.

Honey—;No.

2.

JAMES HEDDOX.

'

on hand. But I am not going to mix
the two classes of production together
in one apiary. I see little good, and
a great deal of damage, in such a
The extractor (a thing no
course.
man should be without), used in the
comb honey apiary, will be used only
in cases of emergency, as a mechanical necessity, ami to empty the partly
lilled

sections in the

If all

my

fall.

honey crop was

to be sold
should choose which
would produce, and become a

at wholesale,

I

class 1
specialist in that class,
a dozen apiaries.

were

I

running

in-otits

surplus honey.
Both of the above problems are
very knotty, and there is no doubt but
that less has been learned, for the
amount that has been said about

them, than about any and all others,
the wintering (iroblem thrown in. All
I can say is, notice that nearly all the
large percentages of increase and surplus that are reported are from small

numbers
"

from

of colonies.

10 to 70 colonies

if you can afford it,
matched, and of hard wood, at least
and about your ex-

dressed lumber,

under, around

tractor.
Have that extractor fastened
solid to the tloor, and to the wall at
one side. I much prefer the overhand
motion of turning gear, and like the
Excelsior the best of any machine I

have ever seen on the market. Have
a broad shelf, about 8 feet high handy
to the extractor, and a drip pan for
cappings. We have used one on the
same iirinciple. though smaller, as the
one described by ('has. Dadant & Son,
in

of the two
classes of iiroduction, in the near
future, I have no reasons for any
choice, in the probable prices. Both
will be levelled to the cost of production with our necessary margin added, if such is not already the case.
For the production of extracted honey,
as for both kinds. I should start in an
I
unoccupied field, or not at all.
should try to form some sort of an estimate of the amount of nectar annually secreted on an average, within my
area of say six miles diameter. Next,
of about how many colonies working
in this field would give me the most

Comparing the

We
and

often see
1,'200 lbs.
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back number of the Bee .Journal,

with wire-cloth middle, and pan below to catch drips.
Many other details might be mentioned, but I will pass on to the hive
for extracted honey. I know the hive
question is one about which there is

much prejudice, so
lightly" and simply

will -'touch
give you my
jn'eferences. I would use the same
hive (and have used it for taking
honey in the extracted form) that I
do for comb honey, viz the S-frame
Langstroth. I have tried the 10-frame
extensively for extracted, as well as
comb honey, as I have also the onestory hive, and while I am aware that
there are some strong points in favor
of the one-story, yet there is, I think,
more in favor of the 8-frame Langstroth hive. With the upper story for
combs of the same size out of which
the honey that we
to take all of
extract. It will be found unnecessary
to go down into the brood-chamber, or
hive proper, for surplus, if the arrangement is right. I have discarded
metal rabbets for the hive, but for the
super out of which we extract, I always nse them, in conjunction with
flat, wood top-bars, but never metal
I

:

and how I did it,"' but we
see from lOU to 700 colonies and
The question is frequently asked, never
" which class of honey production 12.000 '•lbs. of surplus, unless it ends coiners.
with,
how I didn't do it.''
I think no sounder advice can ever
pays best comb or extracted V" In

—

reply, one writer argues in favor of
comb, and another in favor of ex-

of surplus

The one who

looks over the

field

be given than to say. nse only the

must form the conclusion as to the standard Langstroth frame, have all
of worker
tracted honey. Each produces some best number of colonies to keep, for combs built on full sheets
arguments that are valid, and make the "best results, and then "cut and foundation on wires. If you have all
worker combs below you surely must
us wish we were devoted exclusively try till he is satisfied.
present you
to his choice.
Lay ont a yard large enough to hold above, or the queen will brood.
I alAnswering that question, from a the maximum number of colonies you a lot of up-stairs drone
stand-point of the present, I would expect ever to keep in that locality, wavs nse a thoroughly perforated
say that the difference in the nature and put a tight board fence around it, horiev board (of a peculiar construcdescribed
of" the production, and present mar- 6 or 8 feet high, and if in an exposed tion, which cannot well be
ket value of each class, is so slight, position to thieves or meddlesome here), that is adapted to a super that
any
that greater reasons for a choice lie boys, run 2 strands of sharp barbed is suited to the hive, without
in the adaptability of your climate, wire all around over the fence, about honey board, as well as with. At first
colonies, adjust
flora, market, and your natural choice S inches above the fence, and the I sometimes, on some
in the different styles of labor con-

nected with them.

Owing to the successful employment of our best comb foundation, I
think that I prefer comb honey production however, if I start another
apiary, which I shall do ere many seasons, instead of dealing in supplies
(if my trouble of poisoning from the
bees improves as it is now doing), I
shall devote it exclusively to extracted
honey. I will tell you the reason why,
and this will touch the third part of the
subject marketing.
From the length of time that I have
;

—

engaged

in the business, and the
of shipping and jobbing of
have done, I am continually
receiving orders from abroad, and

•been

amount
honey

I

some

To

of these are for extracted honey.
hold this trade, it is really neces-

:3ary to

keep an assortment of styles

upper one 10 inches above the lower the super without the board, but adround to
Make at least four gates, and just the board the first timethis
board
The presence of
one capacious building on the south extract.
side of the apiary.
This will give also facilitates the handling of the
you a cool front, and you can see the frames wonderfully, and at the same
the
bees tly, when swarming or otherwise, time has a tendency to dissuade
In the hive
plainer against the northern sky. queen from going aloft.
of
space
Have a well close to this building, and I use 8 combs, within the
In the supers of the
keep two extra pails and a Whitman llji inches.
fountain inimp always in readiness, saine space (after the foundation is
nse seven.
for any straggling swarms that come drawn out into comb) I
We now have the super ready, and
along, or any of yours that might
attempt to abscond. The pump is par supposing that some of the colonies
excellence to keep two swarms from and the field are ready for surplus
mixing, that might come ont together. storing, we lift the hive cover and adWith this pump, we one year caught just the second story or super place
two swarms that came along, that no the same cover on the super, and turn
other device could have arrested, be- your pins in the surplus honey regissides stopping 4 of our own that at- ter, one to the date, and the other to
tempted to leave us all that tried to " emnty,'' and then wait patiently till
time to examine it.
go tliat season.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 9, 1882.
Have the floor of your building of
one.

;

—

:
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For tlie American Bee Journal.
" lukewarm " is.
of water to do it. How much is "a the bees and brood
small portion V" Is a physician warvague expression but 70 or SO^J Fahr.
The Foul Brood Disease— A Review. ranted to use that expression in his aeverybody
can Hud out what that
prescriptions V Will it do for him to meaiis. This article is longer than I
A. II. KOHNKE.
say take of arsenic or laudanum a intended it to be and I will close itfor
small portion V The difference in size
present.
For tlie last three years or so, I of a dose of calomel makes all the theYoungstown,
O.
been
watching
with
inliave
great
;

,

terest the discussions as published in
Bee Jouknal, witli reference to
foul brood. Most or all of our knowledge how to cure this disease has
tlie

come from Germany, based on unretestimony, experiment and
experience of bee-keepers in that
country who took a special interest in
this subject, not only as apiarists but
futable

as scientists, until after a i)rotracted
trial of several years, salicylic acid
was pronounced the specilic. Through
the instrumentality of Mr. Muth, of
Cincinnati, this knowledge has partly
been disseminated in a general way,
but his success in eradicating the disease in his apiary has thu.s' far not
supported his faitli in the reliability
of the remedy. For in reviewing the
Bee Journal of the last three years,
we lind him having one or more cases
of foul brood on hand every year.
This he attributes to contagion from
outside sources. How far Mr. Muth
may be correct in his supposition I
have no means of knowing, but it is
evidently based on the reappearance
of the disease, after he had, as he
thought, cured the diseased colonies.
I proceed rather reluctantly upon
what I have further to say on this
subject, because in the hr.s't place 1

am

difference in the world as to the effects
of it.
Nobody need suppose that
salicylic acid is as harmless to bees as
some are inclined to believe. If used
too strong in the feed for the bees,
they will not take it, if weak enough
so that they do not object to it, it may
still be strong enough to kill the brood,
as Mr. Muth found out, though drawing wrong conclusions. But let us
proceed to his mistake number two.
2. In vol. 15 of Bee Journal, the
proportions are as 1 oz. water to 8 grs.
of acid. In vol. 16 of tlie same paper
they are as 1 oz. of water to 16 grs. of
acid or double that of the tirst; in the
first it is in the pioportion of about 1
gr. of the acid to 57 grs. of water in the
second 2 gi's. of the acid to the same
amount of water. As Mr. Muth refers to those in his other articles and
essays on foul brood, which is the
right one ? I answer Neither
This
leads me to mistake number three.
3. Borax is borate of soda or two
equivalents of boracic acid combined
with one of soda. Now it is known
that in liquid solution boracic like
carbonic acid is a very weak acid and
easily driven from its base, the soda,
by others even such as acetic acid. To
illustrate the process I subjoin the
following diagram
:

!

:

comparatively little known, cer'» liberate'J
vt ^,..,x- ) Boracic acid ^BOs •""* ''"^^ '"
Isoiax
tainly not as extensively as Mr. Muth
a„j.. -vr n i
jteOda.JSaU)
solution.
is
second, the latter gentleman is a
I'omMnes and forms
Salicylic acid
salicylate of soda.
personal friend of mine, with whom I^
very
much
1
dislike to disagree, when But salicylate of soda is entirely useI know that this may possibly rob me less as a disinfectant, in fact any soda
of his friendship. For tliis reason I salt interferes with the disinfecting
have abstained from criticising his properties of salicylic acid.
articles, hoping he would in time corIf Mr. Muth had told the druggist
rect himself, for the benefit of all for what puriiose he wanted the soluconcerned.
tion, he would, perhaps, have been
But now to the prescriptions Mr. told the merits of that composition
Muth gives
I quote from Bee but if he did, I am rather inclined
Journal of 1S79, vol. 15. page 508, to believe that it is an oversight of
where he states that E. Ililbert used the druggist, forgetting that some
50 grammes of salicylic acid and 400 remedies or medicines are incomframmes of pure spirits, which re- jKitible.
uced by 50 gives 1 gr. of the acid to 8
If anyone should doubt my stateof spirits, this he discarded, because ments, I refer them to the article on
he found it killed the larvae and he salicylic acid, in the United States
had made up a, different solution by Dispensatory, 14tli edition, 1877, page
/

;

(

;

("

-^

'

;

:

his druggist, viz
128 grains of acid,
128 grs of soda borax and 16 ounces
of water, or reduced by 16 8 grs. acid,
8 grs. borax and 1 ounce of water.
But in Bee Journal of 1880, vol. 16,
page 535, it is stated 16 grs. acid, 16
:

—

borax and 1 oz. water.
it is evident that Mr. Mutli
has made some grave mistakes and
the reappearance of the disease in his
apiary may be caused as mucli from
that as by contagion from outside
sources, as I shall presently show.
grs.

Now

1. The first solution of "tlie acid in
alcohol is too strong and his larvie did
not die from the effects of the alcohol
but from an overdose of tlie acid he
states " 1 drop of that solution into 1
gramme of water," as used by E. Hilbert, and in the next column " a
small portion,"
What signifies a
drop? Of alcohol it takes 138 drops
to hll a fluid drachm, but only 45 drops
;

1749

and

17-50,

where

it

plainly states

For the American Bee

The One-Piece

JoumaL

Sections.

JAMES FORNCROOK.

Mr. Editor. — In

Gleanings for January the following editorial paragraph
appeared. It reflects upon me, and
classes me with N. C. Mitchell, and I
would ask space in the Bee Journal
to reply thereto, and
right. Mr. Root says

to set

myself

:

Forncrook's Patent One-Piece
Sections.— Out of respect to friend
Forncrook we have permitted the advertisment to go in as you see it, although it does seem as if he were getting very close to our friend Mitchell,
in claiming all section boxes made of
one piece of wood. I have pointed

him

to a letter in Oleaninqs, describing one-piece sections, made and used
several years ago; but his reply was
to the effect, that sections made of
strawberry-box stuff are quite another
thing. Tills amounts to saying, as I
see it, that a rough box is not patented;
but if you ))Iane it, or sandpaper it,
you are" infringing. Do you say that
a patent has been granted him V Very
but so has a patent been
likely
granted on the foundation we are uson putting it on to wires ; on
ing
division- boards for bee-hives, and
also on the very tin separators we are
using, and have been using for years.
The Patent-Office supposed all these
things were new, and are doubtless
honest; but, friends, is it in anyway
likely they have a man in the whole
Patent-Office corps who has an idea of
proposal was
modern bee-culture ?
started, at the convention, to raise a
fund for mutual protection, if any of
our number should be subjected to
;

;

A

exi^ense; but I trust uotliing of this
Mr.
kind may be ever necessary.
Forncrook proposes to make all beekeepers pay $6.00 iier thousand, in-

stead of the established price of $4.50.

The

letter

Mr. Root refers to

is

in

and is as
that soda salts must be avoided to aid Oleanings for April, 1876,
in dissolving salicylic acid if used as follows
a disinfectant.
Section Frames and Honey
But what about the cure lie effected ? Bo:s.ES— Friend Boot : I see by Gleansome will ask. I reply, a cure has ings for March, that J. I. Jolinson,
never been effected, but Mr. Muth Palmyra, N. Y.. asks a preventive of
treated his diseased colonies to pure bees running the combs together in
comb or foundatian, and pure honey, section boxes. I will tell you what I
by which a suppression of the disease did last summer, and it worked to a
was effected only for a shorter or charm. I had 8 colonies of bees in
longer period, after which a renewed double hives, my own make, Quinby
outbreak made its appearance, as suspended frame, 20 frames in hive.
abundantly proven by Mr. Muth's I made 100 lbs. box, 150 in sections,
admissions.
and -50 extracted lioney. I live on a
This explains also, why_ some claim public road, and people constantly
not to have been successful with sali- passing wanted a few pounds of honey;
cylic acid, as they probably used the of course they had nothing to liold it.
method Mr. Mutli recommended.
Well, I thouglit about a section box;
Besides tfie points taken above, I could get nothing to make them of
there are others of as much import- easily, so I got some peach box covers
ance, for instance the temperature of and some strawberry box stuff, and
the solution to be used in sprinkling ripped them up in one-inch stiips (I

:
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Mr. Hoot did
V
never reduced the price until he was compelled to by others coming down. We reduced the price of
sections and there was a good living
profit then; but, as everybody knows,
basswood has since advanced at least

;i strawberry
through at each corside,
l)nt the
ner and nailed at one
veneer must be wet over niglit l)ef'ore
bending; it then works nicely). 1 then
put a piece of comb in the ton, ] inch
sciuare (would prefer drone "comb if

established this price

white) in some I struck little bits of
wax alons the under side of top.
When Idled they weighed from one to
two pounds each. C)nly two sections
out of the 150 lbs. were connected. 1
sold all my honey at the liouse, for
cash, C(unb honey 25c., extracted 20c.
more demand for the little secJ ha
tions than any other. 1 put the sections in the frames both front and
back of the hive. 1 think the comb
foundation for tlie sections, a grand
hit.
One colony made !I0 lbs. comb
lioney.
Besides the '^^)0 llis. honey, I
had
swarms from the s colonies,
making 24 all in good order, to start
Alex. Fiddes.
with this spring.
Ceutralia, 111,, Mar. 8, 1876.

one-third.

suppose you

box

is,

cut

know how

lialf

;

not.

He

In Gleuninfjn of December, 1877, Mr.
"Section
thus:
advertises
boxes in the Hat l)y the quantity S9.50
per thousand and ujiwards, according
Why did he not then have
to size."

Root

interest

enough

in liee-keepers, to re-

to S1.50

concerning it
" Their new section box will not
come under this criticism for although
it is more work to make than ours, it
is a most decidedly neat and liuished
job when done. They apply tlie same
idea to making boxes, and if any
want these in place of sections, they

':'

:

munication, simply to let Mr. Forncrook define his position, and that he
may be understood aright, having
been publicly classed with Mitchell,
etc.

When the Commissioner of Patents
ordered the taking of testimony in
the case of interference, the editor of

the Bee Journal was summoned as
a witness against Mr. Forncrook, and
in testimony gave a history of the use
of section boxes for honey, and proare most decidedly tlie handsomest duced the first efforts of quite a numhoney box for the nioney which I ever ber of inventions— the berry box, the
saw. As the principle is evidently no section of Mr. T. T. Delzell and some
secret, I will give it here. I made a
Commissioner of Patfew sections on nearly the same plan, others— and the
as much as 3 years ago but discarded ents decided that none of them were
the plan as being too much work."'
competent to debar the issuance of
In the above extract Mr. Root ad- the patent— and accordingly ruled
mits tliat it is new, when he calls it them out. These points were then
their " new section box." and s;iys " I
thoroughly tested, and we can see no
made a few sections on nearly the
same plan, as much as 3 years ago, but use now of bringing up a point aldiscarded the i)lan as be'ing too much ready decided, especially as, so far as
work."
lie discarded it, jirobably, we can see, the ])atentees do not inbecause he had not the ingenuity to
tend to use their patent to defraud
perfect it, and now it has been perfected, he would like to claim it as his bee-keepers, or make them unnecesidea, when, it is safe to say, he never sary trouble.—Ed.]
thought it coidd be perfected.
His discarding or abaiuioning the
'i'he Cultivator.
section shows that he did not consider
Report from my Apiary.
it practical.
All the Patent Ottice
wants to know about any invention
" has it been in public use two
is
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
years prior to the date of the application ?'
Because a man or a halfPerhaps some of your bee-keeping
dozen men put some strawberry boxes readers would be interested in a reon their hive, and had them Idled with port from my own humble apiary. I
honey, does not prove that secti(uis was not one of the fortunate ones, as,
made of " one-piece " were in pAblic during last winter, I lost nearly all
use. Mr. Root's assertion that be- my bees. It was vi'ith difficulty that
cause we have phuied our section, we I obtained money with which to buy
have patented it, is too silly to reply to. more bees; while to find bees to buy,
He says we propose to make bee- unless at exorbitant prices, was an
keepers pay SG per thousand instead equally difiiciilt task. All the coloof the established price of S4.50. Who nies purchased were either in box
:

possessor

of

18

fair

colonies.

The

weathercontiniied socold, that queenrearing operations were not commenced until nearly a month later
than usual. White clover began opening its blossoms about the first of
June, and although it was so abundant that many fields reminded one
of a snow-drill, yet the weather remained so cool that but little surplus
was gathered until the latter part of

be

"r"

Prof. Cook admitted that the
berry box section was not of practical use for shipping honey in.
Three years ago Lewis & Parks sent
a sample of our one-piece section to
Mr. Root, and in Oleanings for February. ISTEt, he remarked as follows,

movable comb hives
having frames that differed in size
from mine; hence all had to be transferred. June 1st, I found myself the
hives or else in

They could
the month. The yield was quite fair
made as cheaii then as now.
from about June 27th until about July
The true reason of Mr. Root's op- 8th,
when the white clover was deserHe has been manuposition is this
duce the price

facturing one-piece sections, and selling machines to make them, which our
patent now prohibits him from doing.
Mr. Root is the wrong man to class
anyone else with N. C. Mitchell. He
said he inserted our advertisement
"out of respect to Mr. Forncrook."
Mr. Root sent us tlie above extract, Why should he respi.ct a man whom he
and stated that the one-juece section publishes as a swindler and classes
was mentioned in the liist edition of with Mitchell
Watertown, Wis., Jan. 16, 1882.
Cook's Manual, but when pressed, he
could not find it. At the Convention
[We give place to the above comat Battle Creek, Mich., last December,
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ted for the fragrant, bounteous bass-

wood.

The

yield

from basswood was

but that from fall flowers was
cut short by the drouth. I reared and
sold 263 queens, doubled the number
of my colonies, and obtained 1,100
pounds of extracted honey. I keep
an exact account with my apiary, and
estimating the colonies that 1 now
have on liand (28) at ?5 each, my
profits have been $15.43 per colony.
To help solve the wintering problem^
experiments.
I am trying several
Some of my colonies have been deprived of their natural stores, and
liave been fed A coffee sugar. Others
have been given early-gathered honey,
while others have been left wholly
undisturbed. Eleven colonies were
protected, by dill'erent methods, and
left upon their summer staiuls, ten
were buried in clamps, and seven
were placed in the cellar. Nextspring^
I will tell your readers how iny beeswintered, and which method gave the
best results. I am glad to add, in conclusion, that, although the production
of lioney is steadily increasing, it is
no longer a drug in the market. It
never could be so readily disposed of
as at the present time. Large quanbeen sent totities have already
Europe, while the indications are that
the foreign demand will largely increase, and that honey will eventually
become nearly as staple a product asthe biscuit anil butter with which it
is eaten.
fair,

Genesee County, Mich.
Prairie Farmer.

Preparing Bees for Winter.
MRS.

L.

HARRISON.

There are some things, with reference to wintering bees, upon which
bee-keepers differ; but all agree upon
these two points, that in order to be
bees should be
successful, young
raised late in the fall, and plenty of
well ripene<l sealed honey, accessible
to them at all times. In this locality
last year, the How of honey lasted
until the middle of October, and was
so abundant that the brood chamber
was filled with it, to the exclusion of
Consequently the bees fiu'inbroo(i.
ing the colonies at" the commencement of cold weather, were old and
feeble, and had worn themselves out,
gathering the heavy fall harvest.
By reason of the long continued
drouth, we find that honey is not en-
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Professor specifies a few statements
made by him in the bee periodicals,
and in his " Manual of the Apiary."
They are as follows
1. " That the old bee could live for
long periods without pollen."
2. " It is to be presumed tliat the
old bees need, and do eat some pollen
during the active season."
3. " That pollen is an indispensable
requisite to brood-rearing that it is
an essential element in the food of
larval bees."
As a " scholium " under this last
proposition, the Professor tells us he
lias " expressed tlie opuiion that in
some conditions, the presence of pollen in the hive in winter is a positive
injury, and that, in all cases, it is unnecessary." An emphatic remark is
then added, " that this pollen is more
valuable as soon as thebeescommence
to fly the following spring, and then
any frames that contain it should be
given to the bees."
My astonishment began to burst
forth when I read the next sentence,
which I take the liberty of italicising:
' Tkese facts have lately been called in

croaching upon the brood chamber at
the present time, but it is (illed with
young of all sizes. Therefore, there
will be plenty of young, vigorous bees,

with meager

stores.

Late

:

swarms,

either natural or artificial, should be
in order to see if they are
gathering sufficient to keep up breeding, and if tliey are not, they should
be fed. The value of bees have very
much increased, by reason of the
heavy losses of last winter, and even
should the coming season prove to be
a mild, and successful one, they will
be in demand, as the past summer
was not favorable for their increase.
have often noticed that the small
colonies, that we were petting all the
fall, were our very best the following

examined,

;

We

summer.
In order to rear brood, food should
be given sparingly, so as not to have
it stored in the brood apartment, but
when feeding stores for winter, it
should be given abundantly, as fast
as bees will store and seal it. A person must be governed by his locality,
as to the time when winter stores are
given some feed as soon as frost kills
the flowers, and recommend throwing
out all unsealed honey, and feeding a
syrup of granulated sugar.
We have been strengthening our
weaker colonies, by taking two or
three frames of brood from the strongest, and giving it to them.
In place
of the removed brood, good worker
comb was placed, aiid the colony fed
at night with extracted honey. When
we first attempted to remove these
brood frames, we were compelled to
beat a retreat, but after feeding for a
night or two, they were on their good

—

question by several

Now,

eral writers " referred to, let me say,
I call in question only the "scholimn."
JSJay, I have hardly called that inquestion. I have represented it as " not
proven." I have certainly called in
question Mr. Ileddon's i)osition that
pollen is tlie cau.se of dysentery, but
that is a far more sweeping statement

and as'civil and polite as a
dancing master.
Before opening a hive, when honey

beliavior,

is scarce, it is well to take the
tion of feeding a little for

precaua few
nights, and opening it early in the
morning or late in tiie evening, wdien
few robbers are on the wing. As we
had not feeders enough to go round,
we followed the advice lately given
by a bee-keeper, of using sniall tin
pans covered with thin muslin, and
tied under the rim, so bees cannot get
under it. These feeders are a success,
when the muslin is tied loosely, it will
settle down as the bees remove the
feed, and no bees get drowned.
Peoria, 111.
For

Prof.

tlie

WM.

F.

than the one made by Prof. Cook.
My astcuiishment was considerably
increased when I read a little further
on the following allusion to somebody.
" One writer, however, wlio, whatever
else maybe said of him, puts forth
very original ideas, and contradicts
nearly every well-grounded fact in

American Bee Journal.

Cook on Pollen and

apiculture, calls for proofs." I said
to myself, as I read that over and over
again, "can he mean me V" "Puts
fortli very original ide;is."
Wei],
that's highly complimentary, but I
can't claim any originality ; I'm but
a humble disciple of Langstroth,
Quinby Cook, and other great authori" Contradicts
ties
in
apiculture.
nearly every well-grounded fact in
apiculture." That isn't me; " sartin,
sure." If I contradict any " wellgrounded fact in apiculture," I don't
,

Fseces.

CLARKE.

If I tackled Mr. Heddon with diffidence, it is with fear and trembling
that I presume to break a lance with
Prof. Cook. But, high autliority as
he is, justly, amo!ig bee-keepers, he is
not infallatjle, and I am sure does not
wish to be so regarded and treated.
I
have read with considerable
astonishment the Professor's article
copied from the Bural New Yorker
into the Bee Jouunal of Jan. 11th,
and headed, " Pollen in the hive in
winter," and beg, with all due mod-

'writers.'''

am

not aware that any of the
above stated positions have been lately
called in question, except the one
styled by the Professor " a scholium."
By the\vay,it is hardly " a scholium,"
which means, according to the dictionary, "annotation, an explanatory
note." I think it is an independent
proposition. As I am one of the " sevI

!

;

know

it.

Neither do

I

know any

writer in the bee periodicals of whom
his sweeping assertion is true.
Who
!is itV
"Calls for proofs."
Well,
that's me. I am in the habit of doing
that on every subject, even tlie subject of religion.
And, surely, Prof.
Cook will not make it a ground of
complaint against any man, that he
" calls for proofs."
I have called for proofs that pollen
is the cause of dysentery, and tliat it
is injurious to adult bees.
lam callesty, to set forth tlie points of my ing for these proofs yet, after careastonishment.
At the outset, the fully reading Prof. Cook's article. All
j

'

I

I

'

that the Professor undertakes to show,
is " that bees are often better off with
no pollen in winter." He adds, " Perhaps, too, they take some of the nitrogenous food, and as a result, become
diseased and die." So long as that
" i)erliai)s " sticks there, I shall keep
calling for proofs.
It may be " that bees are often better off with no pollen in winter,"
This is probably true as " often " as
there is an unusually mild spell in
mid winter, such as the Professor describes, leading to premature breeding.
I can assure the Professor and all
others, that I never write for the mere
sake of controversy.
aim is to
elicit facts
to come at tlie truth.
In
order to do this, I wa?it not theories
or opinions, but proofs. I propose to
keep on calling for these, until they

—

My

put in an appearance.
Prof. Cook tells us he has for several winters given one-half his bees
pollen, and the other lialf none. In
all cases, it has haiipened that the
bees without jiollen had no brood in
the spring, while in the rest he says,
" we almost always found brood." Is
it considered a detriment to a colony
to have brood started at the end of
winter V
I ask for information.
I
may be an old fogy and all behind the

times, but I have always regarded it
as one proof of a colony being in "good
order and condition," and having
wintered well, when there is more or
less brood in it, especially more, at the
opening of spring. It uiaybe,Ihave
never denied it, but only called for
proofs— that it is better' to deiuive
colonies of combs containing pollen,
when preparing them for winter, but
if so, it will add considerably to the
labors, quite abundant enough, of beekeepers who have large apiaries.
I am not a chemist, and cannot pretend to discuss " hydro-carbon," " nitrogen," etc., with the Professor, yet
I may venture to remind him that
pollen is not only nitrogenous, but

carbonaceous, albuminous, etc. It is
good for young bees, like " milk for
babes,"' and as milk isn't bad for
adult men and women, perhaps pollen
may not be bad for mature bees. Who
knows V The fact that they can do
without it, does not prove that they are
better without it. Bees can do without honey, and live on sugar syrup,
but most of us would rather see our
hives well stocked with honey in the
fall, than be under tlie necessity of
feecling artificially for winter supplies.
There is yet another sentence in
Prof. Cook's article which I read with
astonishment. It occurs toward the
close. He says, "I have never found
any support of the theory of the late
Mr. Quinby, that bees secrete a dry
in winter.'' I am greatly surprised to find the Professor calling
this idea into question. But, stop;
perhaps like the original and heterodox individual he refers to in the
former part of the article, he only
" calls for proofs." Well, L. C. Root,

powder

"Quinby's New Bee-Keeping"
adduces proofs, and says, " Careful

p. 2.54,

observations by others, as well as myself, confirm tlie truth and importance
of his (Mr. Quinby's) conclusion."

Has

Prof.

Cook tested

this

matter by

—

I

;
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little experiment suggested by
Mr. Root, or by clieniical auiUysisV

the

Searcliiii!^ for

what

inrorniatioii

pollen."'

My library is not extensive I am
not a professor either of entomology
or chemistry the study of apiculture
can only be with me a species of knitting-work, hlliiig up the interstices
of leisure woven into a very busy life;
and I assure "'my learned friend,"
that I write these" things as a docile
disciple, rather than as a dogmatic
teacher. I am one of a very big class,
gatliered every week in the school of
the A:siEKicAN Bee Journal. We
are not much past "' the A, B, C, of
bee-keeping." and if this article
•moves the Professor to give us a lecture, many others will be thankful for
it as well as myself.
Listowel, Ont., Jan. U, 1882.
;

;

keepers in

probahly the largest in the world,
being aitended by more than 7(10 beekeepers from all parts of Europe.
One of tlie first acitions of the Convention was to elect Mr. Vogel, of
Lehmannshoefel. near Cuestrin, Permanent Vice President of the Associa-

When and how are workers qualto lay

V. Siebold's investigations,! stating
ol Meeting.

24. 25— Indiana State, at Indianapniis, Ind.
25— Northeastern, at Utica, X. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, V.
Feb. 8, 9— N. B. O. & X. W. Pit., at Jamestown. Pa.

Jan.

W.

9

D. Howells. Sec., Ashtabula. Ohio.

—Northeastern Maine, at Dexter,

Maine.

April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.

25— Texas

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. K. Howard, Sec.
2G, 27- Western Michigan, at Crand Rapids.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
27— Kentuclcy Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.

May

State, at

Champlain Valley, at

Bristol, Vt.

T. Broolcins, Sec.

25— lowu Central,

at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

See.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.- El>.

1^ The Northeastern Bee-Keepers'
Association of Maine, will hold its
second annual meeting at Grange
Hall, Dexter, Me., Feb. 9, 1882. An
invitation is extended to all persons
interested in bees and honey, to attend, and bring tlieir pet bee hives,
smokers, extractors, etc.. that we may
•compare the merits of eacli different
kind. The President will give an
address, and we shall hear the Secretary's report, and elect oflicers for the
•ensuing year.
Wji. Hoyt, Sec.

(pieen-

of their strain of bees.

Messrs. Lehzen, Gravenhorst and
concurred witli reference to
using perforated zinc to confine the
queen to a limiter number of broodcombs, their experience being that
the use of the same was injurious
tion.
Having paid due homage to 1st. Because loaded bees on coming
their deceased riiembers, especially, home would with their load go to the
their
former Vice President, A. brood-combs first, trying to find room
Schmid, \'on Berlepsch and others, in or near there to deposit the
and disposed of other matters of gathered stores, and only after a vain
minor importance, the debate was effort would return to the honey deopened by Dr. Dzierzon, who re- partment; this consumed some time
marked that the practical part of bee- and tired the bees, hence proved to be
keeping liail made wonderful progress a loss insteatl of gain. 2nd. Bees or
since the days of Aristotle and Virgil, colonies, where the queen is thus conas also the theories or natural history fined, are not as industrious as otliers
with reference to the bee, but there w'liere that is not done.
were still some mysteries left unexnext question considered was
plained, for instance, What is it that " The
the value of the different races of
transforms a worker bee larva into a
Those considered were the
queen'? Does it depend on the quan- bees."
He sup- Cyprian, Syrian, Eg.yptian, and estity or quality of the foodV
Caucasion bee.
Mr.
posed it to be the latter;* for, wlieii- pecially the
everroyal jelly was transferred from a Hilbert opened the discussion by sayqueen cell to a worker cell containing ing that with reference to the Cautheir character ran to extremes.
a larva, the bees would invariably en- casian,
The pure race, as imported, could
large that cell to rear a queen.
hardly
be
induced to sting being very
Anotlier question to be answered

eggs sometimes, even in
colonies having a good queenV A
third point was t;o the speaker not yet
perfectly clear, viz: The preparation
of royafjelly to feed larva and queen.
Mr. Vogel answered this last question, referring to Dr. Leuckart's and

Time and Place

(

them of bee-keepers or

to get

ified

1882.

by selecting first-class
from, and if beejermany liad to buy queens,

liad,

The Austro-(;ennan Convention breeders of (Jermany wtio were remet at Erfurt, Sept. •)-8, 1881, ;ind was liable, and were known for the purity

was:

Local Convention Directory.

Stock they

colonies to l)reea

Austro-German Convention.

I

reKanl to tlie excreta of l)ees,
Dr. Doiiliol'fs analysis
I lind thai
gives ••one-lhinl uric and hipiniric
acitl, and the residue of indigestible
portions of pollen. "" Has this analyIf not, how
sis ever t)een corrected V
does the no-jiollen theory S(|uare with
ity I don't know whether theexcreta
iinalyzed were summer or winter, normal 'or abnormal, but, anyhow, here
is a doctor of no mean repute, who
states that these excreta contain twothirds "of indigestible portions of
<;oiiki in

59

also

that

royal

jelly

stood

in

the

same relation to the bee, as the milk
to mammals, viz: being a secretion of
certain glands. Queen larvie got this
exclusively as

foixl,

while worker bee

larva> obtained that only during the
first 5 or G days, and before sealing
the cell containing the same they are

provided with a store of lioney and
pollen.

Rev. Rabbow mentioned another
point not yet explained, viz: What is
the cause that on crossing two different races of bees, tor instance, German drone bee and Italian queen, the
progeny of such a queen is at the beginning purely Italian, then purely

German, and finally mixed

V

Mr. Ilgen mentioned another mysWhy do young queens suddenly become barren, after having
been very prolific V Exhaustion by
and exhaustion of
over-exertion
sperm in tiie seminal sack were given
as reasons, and concurred in by Hilbert and otliers, who also said that
tery, viz:

otliers

They were extremely lazy.
Very poor breeders, beginning
later in the spring and stopping sooner
in the fall, than any other race.
(Mr.
Caucasian
H. experimented with
colonies). But on rearing queens from
docile. 2d.
.Sd.

.5

such an one, this second generation,
or cross between them and any other
proved to be indefatigable fighters,
excelling in this respect the Cyprians
by far besides that, the pure race, as
laz.v^as they are, are born robbers, attacking the strongest colonies. As
to Cyprians, be said they were very
prolific, good honey gatherers, but
when he wanted to take the honey
from such a colony, tliey would most
of the time get the better of him,
stinging everything coming within
;

their reach.

Mr. Vogel, in stating his experience
with 12 pure Caucasian colonies, said
that his colonies in the spring of 1879
built up very well, in fact, better than
any others, and were his strongest
colonies in July, but no honey.
Could not be induced to sting on the

—

hottest day, or

when

queenless.

They

wintered very well from 1879 to 1880
in the spring of 1880 developed the
same as before— hives being chocked
full of bees and brood in July, but no
honey.
Getting rid of those he had. be sent

for 4 others, from the same source, 2
instead of sending money to foreign of which proved to be the very opcountries for bees and queens, the posite of what he had had before. In
latter of which arrived very often in the fall they were very populous and
an injured condition by rough. liand- heavy with honey. In color they were
ling during transportation, over which almost identical with the Italians.
the shipper bad no control, the beeMr. Dathe, Jr., said that a cross bekeepers should aim to improve the tvi'een the Caucasian and German bees
produced very irrascible bees.
• It is rather surprising to observe a doubt about
this matter with an old, experienced bee-keeper,
as Dr. Dezierzon is, after the investigations or V.
Siebold in Is72.— TRANSLATOR.

rrhe salivary glands of the bee by Siebold,

— ritAXSI.ATOK.

1.S7-'.

J

There seems

to be a limit to prolitlcness. as

my article on " coming bee " sent to the
AMEUICAS BEE JoURXAT.. Those hees probably

stated in

used up
brood.

all

their

honey they gathered,

to rear

—

—

—

—

—
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Mr. Hans,

St.

Petersburg, Russia, the duty imposed upon honey by the They seem to come out of

from whom all these queens and colonies had been obtained, admitted the
robbing propensities, docility, excessive breeding, and consequently,

German government. The

attention
of the Imperial health office in Germany has been called to this fraud,
after having it forbidden in Germany,
His bees were conlined they will next likely forbid importalittle honey.
218 days during the cold winter tion of that stuff called clucose or
weather.
manufactured grape sugar, and adulMr. Hilbert remarked that the color terated honey in any shape, especially
of the pure Caucasian was a dark if they regard foul brood as having
gray, and not like the Italian, to been imported from tliis coimtry.

which he did not get an opposing Translator.]
reply.

Mr. Vogel claimed

tliat a race or
be pure witliout
preserving the color of the queen or
colony bred from because sucli a constancy did not exist in nature nature
was not encased in an iron jacket, but
changable.
Mr. Waither substantially admitted
the points Mr. Hilbert stated.
Dr. Dzierzon said that he was the
first who imported Italian bees into
Germany, and wherever the purity of
the race had been preserved, they had
always been observed to be more serviceable tlian any other, being more
docile, prolific and good honey gatherers as a criterion, on first sight, lie
would consider the color. To this last
remark Mr. Hilbert objected, as Cyprians were better colored, but worse
to handle.
Rev. Deidrert claimed that there

strain of bees

may

:

;

SEt-^S^^mOM

wm%

—

all; I

have

Samuel M. Lilley.

14.

Montgomery

Sta., Pa.

[Those are old bees, most or all of
which come out of the hives to die.
It is better they should come out and
perish, than remain to die in the hives-

before spring.— Ed.]

Timber for Sections.— Will you
please state whether honey in one-lb.
sections, made of basswood lumber,
sells as readily and at as high a price
as the same quality of honey in the
same size sections made of poplar. It
is claimed by those liaving the pof)lar
sections for sale, tliat honey in them
will sell for 2 cents a pound more than

W. N. Howard.
Flights in Winter. Is it indicative if in basswood.
St. Johnsbnry. Vt., Dec. 30, 1881.
of the normal condition of a colony
of bees in the cellar, with mercury
[It is certainly a mistake; basswood
at 40°, to continue a humming sound V
2. Is it better to give them a fiy in the makes quite as pretty and durable a
open air, if the tempei'ature is right, section as poplar, when nicely dressed
once or twice during the winter? I and sand-papered. Ed.
have thought they might become so
thoroughly aroused as to consume a
My First Year's Experience.— One
large amount of honey, also cause the
queen to commence rearing brood, year ago I put 10 good colonies of bees
in the cellar; 8 of them came out in
which nlust perish before maturity.
good condition last spring; 2 were
W. Wakepteld.
weak in numbers, but plenty in stores.
St.

Paul, Minn., Jan.

13, 1882.

I

increased to

20,

bought

3,

and one

The humming noise should be came to me. I took 1,.500 lbs. of exwas no constancy of color with Cypalmost inaudible; butwedoubt if they tracted and 30 lbs. of comb honey. I
rians.
24 good colonies in
The next question considered was, are ever perfectly quiet when in a put in the cellar
good condition on Xov. 5.
how to insure successful and profit- normal condition.
Samuel Sanderson.
able bee-keeping in Germany. Bee[1.

keepers there claiming, that on account of the large importation of
adulterated honey [I suppose, glucose
Translator.] they couldnot sell their
honey at a reasonal)le figure, and it
was resolved to petition the government to raise the duty on all imported
honey and wax, from S:! cents per 100
pounds, as it has heretofore been, to
$2.2.5 per 100 pounds for honey, and
for wax, from 88 cents to S4.50 per
100 pounds. United States money and
weights. Several bee-keepers claimed
to have traced foul brood to American
honey, where bees had liad access to
empty honey barrels, the contents of
which had been used by confectioners.
Having discussed this question in all
its bearings, the Convention adjourned
to meet next year in Wiener, Austria.

—

2.

We

would, by

them one or two

means, give
good cleansing

all

Box-Hive Men not Progressive.
There are but few who keep bees in
this section; which are kept mostly
in box hives, and it seems almost
impossible for such persons to change
cellar without damaging results. Dur- their opinion in regard to hives and
management of bees. At our county
ing the few days in winter when they
fair I exhibited honey, and distribucan fly, the queen cannot be induced ted copies of the Bee Journal
to deposit eggs enough to work any among tliose who were interested ii>
harm, or to cause an unusual con- bee-keeping. I hope that I may derive as much information from the
sumption of honey. Ed.]
Bee Journal during the coming
year as I have the past.
Syrian Bees. — Please give a descripTheo. D. Thomas.
tion of the Syrian bee in the JourPleasant Valley, N. Y., Jan. 16,1882.
nal, and address of some one who
has them for sale. Otto S. Derby.
Well Satisfied.— I have kept beesHights, if the tempei'ature is suitable,
allowing tliem to remain outside until
they become quieted from chilling,
when they can be put back in the

Portland, Mich., Dec.

31, 1881.

[The Syrian has been several times
seems to me our German beekeeping friends are very unreasonable described in back numbers of the Bee
as to prices obtainable for wax and
Journal. For names of dealers, see
honey, tor one bee-keeper says, live
years ago he got SI per pound for wax, our advertising columns. Ed.]
and now he cannot get more than 22
cents. That is still more than we can
What Ails my Bees? Last winter
[It

—

get here, leaving out of consideration
that one dollar goes much further in
Germany than in this country. So
also for honey, they ask for buckwheat, in comb, 18 cents, can any beekeeper in this country ever get such a
price for such honey y Wlien they object to adulterated honey they are perfectly right, and it seems to me to be
within the jurisdiction of Congress to
forbid the exportation, sale or manufacture of any sweet under any other
but its real name, as it injures a large
trade in honey and wax. The beekeepers of this country will soon feel

Glenallan, Ont.

for 13 years, beginning with 3 colonies,
and have had varied success. I now
have 130 colonies. Last year was a
famous season for honey, the white
clover being simply immense. I da
not get as much honey as some of

whom we

read in the Bee Journal,
but I assure you I had a large quantity last fall." I am satisfied if I get
40 lbs. of box honey i)er colony. I
liave so much farm-work to do that I
cannot run my bees just as I would
like to, but you never saw a nicer
bee-yard than mine. Abram Hunt.
Rodman, N. Y., Jan. i), 1882.

my bees nearly all died, with plenty
of honey; this winter, they come out
of the hives and do not go back.
Every morning I find nuniljers of them
lying in front of their hives. They
are on the summer stands, raised up
1^ incli, with small blocks. Last night
about five inches of snow fell, and
this morning you could see dead bees
Fall Honey for Winter.— Bees are
lying all around on the snow. The wintering well, so far, in tliis locality.
hives feel heavy, and they certainly The weather has been mild, and the
must have honey, as they were all fed prospect is good for an early spring.
until very late in the fall.
What is The bees gathered enough honey last
wrong? and how can I remedy it? fall to winter on, from buckwheat
Tliey never acted this way before. and wild flowers, which was rather

—
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We think eventually, with the
encouragement, the sweet clover
Freepoit, Intl., Jan. 14, ISSii.
would take full possession of the
tteld, and the bees would rejoice with
Moving Bees over Rough Roads.— In you over the " survival of the
the Bee Jouunal tor Jan. 11, page
29, I notice A. L. Etlieriiigton in- fittest."— Ed.]
better than

^ry

last fall.

was supposed, being so
George Cole.

score.
least

packed the same way, but they have
taken no flight yet; the weather turned
cold the next day and has been too
cold for bees to

fly

ever since.

Please

answer the following questions. Is
there any difference in wintering,
better or safer, on the Langstroth or
the American frame— that is, will
they cluster nicer and in better shape

quires in regard to moving bees over
rough roads. I have had some exBees in Maryland.— My bees went in real cold weather, if the hives are
perience in that line, and will give my into
their packed, ventilated, and a quilt over
on
winter" quarters
views of it. Wait until warm weather, summer stands, with cnults over the frames, all just alike, the colonies
honey,
remove all combs containing
frames, early in October, in being about eiiualV Is there a patent
tlie
fasten the remaining combs securely very good condition. They flew on on the N. C. Mitchell hiveV Please
each
against
jam
cannot
so that they
twenty days in December; their last excuse all mistakes. A. F. Yoder.
other and iuash the bees, remove the flight being on the ilSth, since which
Goshen, Ind., Jan. 14. 1882.
least
cover
at
and
hive
of
the
top
}i the ground has lieeu frozen.
It was
[You will probably observe no differof the hive with wire screen, giving snowing last night, and also to-day. I
them all tlie fresh air they need (and am greatly iileased with the Journal ence in the wintering of the bees,
that is a good deal,) load then into a and think it worth very much more
whether in Langstroth or American
wagon that has sinings enough to ease as a weekly than its relative cost.
hives, provided, as you say, all are
off the hard jolts, put some straw
A. Drevar.
' packed, ventilated and a quilt over
under them, place them so that the
Annapolis, Md., Jan. 6, 1882.
frames will be cross-wise ot the wagon,
the frames just alike, the colonies beand wedge the hives in tightly, so that
ing about equal." Last winter, which
they cannot bump against each other,
Bricks as Absorbents.— In my letter
and they can be moved with perfect published in the Bee Journal for was cold and long enough to furnish
safety. If the heavy combs of honey Jan. 11, 1882, I wish to make this a test for almost any reasonable man,
are left in the liives they may break correction: where it speaks of two demonstrated that there was but a
<lown and nearly ruin the bees. The dry "blocks" it should have read,
combs of hone'y can be packed in Uvo dry bricks. These I put in to ab- trifling percentage of difference in
empty hives (close together) and there sorb the moisture in the hives, in the two styles as to success in winterdanger of their connection with the quilts.
will be but little
ing. The only feature patented about
breaking down. Chas. E.McRay.
O. B. SCOFIELD.
the so-called Mitchell hive was the
Canon City, Colo., Jan. 14, 1882.
York, Maine, Jan. 16, 1882.
peculiar construction of his divisionboard, which consisted of cloth, rubhave
47
Cellar,—
I
Bees ill Sawdust
How to ffet Dead Bees out of Combs. ber or paper binding on the ends.
colonies in a sawdust cellar with chaff
tliem, one in a place, where
—Stand
cushions over the frames. The enmice can getat them, and where noth- Ed].
trance is left oi)en— should it ever be
ing else will bother them. As fast as
stopped with wire clothV The honey
the mice clean them, take them away
Dodge's New Feeder.— I have, by a
season was good in this part of New
and put others in their place until long series of experiments and close
A. BuRRiLL.
York.
you get all your combs cleaned up. I observation, become satislied that but
Cuba, K. r., Jan. 12, 1882.
think mice are the best machine for a small portion of the colonies lost in
M. H. Milster.
wintering freeze to death, but starve,
[Do not stop the entrance with wire- this purpose.
on account of their stores becoming
Frohna, Mo., Jan. 19, 1882.
•cloth; but few contingencies can arise
cold
and
frosty
inaccessible in
when it will be an advantage— never
weather. As the heat naturally rises
Doing Nieely.— I have 30 colonies of above the cluster, it often happens
when everything is in |iroper condibees in the cellar since Nov. 1.5 last, that a colony starves to death with
tion. Often serious damage may be
and they appear to be wintering well. plenty of honey within a few inches,
<loneby closing it entirely.— Ed.]
I ventilate my cellar with a 6-inch but inaccessible on account of frost
pipe running under groinid about 25 and cold in the remoter portions of the
While and Sweet Clovers.— I sowed feet to the outside, and from the bot- hive. I think that thousands of colotwenty pounds of sweet clover seed tom of my cellar I have a 4-inch pipe nies might be saved annually from
last November, and am thinking of leading into a chimney, so that I can this cruel fate, and loss to their ownsowing some more in the spring, on regulate the temperature reasonably ers, were the proper means provided
ground that I will seed to oats. How well; also have 15 colonies of D. that would enable them to reach a
would it do to sow white or Dutch Daninher's in tiie same cellar. I wish proper amomit of food at all times,
clover with the sweet clover, for early the I5ee Journal abundant success. and in a temiierature corresponding
John Corscot.
summer pasture, for the bees, or
with that of the cluster. In presentMadison, Wis., Jan. 20, 1882.
would the sweet clover be likely to
ing my feeder to the bee-keepers of
If both would
kill the other clover?
America, I claim to have accomplished
thrive on the same ground we could
1. I place the
Merits of Hives for Wintering.— In the following objects
have bloom from the middle of May
issi), I
bought 1 colony of feed directly over the cluster, and acAugust,
W.II. Uaftery.
until frost.
Italians which I wintered in the cellar; cessible at all times, in a temperature
Pittslield, 111., Jan. 19, 1881.
in 1881, I incre-ased to 5, took 20 corresponding with that of the inte[But little, if anything, will be pounds of honey, and got the bees in rior of the hive; 2. It feeds equally
gained by sowing white and sweet good shape for winter. In September well sunnner or winter :i. It feeds
facility, syrup, candy,
ecpial
In October with
I bought 4 colonies more.
clover together. The latter will yield
I put the ([uilts on top of the frames. sugar, comb honey or extracted, or
a more abuiulant stock pasture than In November I put the hives in rough any suitable bee-feed; 4. It feeds withthe former, will bloom almost or quite boxes, gave them entrance through out disturbing the bees 5. It can be
and nicely tucked in with the
as early, will yield triple the honey the rough boxes, jj'acked all around covered
hives with chaff, giving them quilts or chaff cushions without any
bloom, and will last the season the
ventilation by putting blocks under escape of heat 6. It is a perfect upthrough. The honey is quite equal the lids or tops. Last week I exam- ward ventilator, and consequently an
to that from white clover, and bees ined them to see if they had enough absorbent of moisture, keeping the
stepping cluster dry at all times, and when not
will neglect the white clover to gather ventilation. The bees were
around on the upper edge of the required for top feeding and ventilait.
Again, neither will bloom till the combs most beautifully indeed. On tion, is equally as effective for
second season to any extent, so there December 28, I bought and brought entrance feeding.
U. E. Dodge.
Fredonia, N. Y.
will be no advantage gamed on that home 6 colonies of black bees which I
,

:

;

;

;

;;;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

CliaffnndLaiiiistroth Hives.
OFFICE OP AMERICAN BEE JOURNAl,
Monday, 10 a. m., Jan. 23, 1882.

The following

KATES FOR ASVERTISINe,

tions for honey
up to this hour

(
1

are the latest quota-

and beeswax received
keptnn hand and made tn order. Send forpric&
list.
Be sure and state whether or not you now
have my 1881 circular.
r^m.ii
S. D. BXJELI., Union City, Mich.

:

Quotations of (:a«h Buyers.
20c. per agate

line of

space, each insertion.

A

line of A^'ute type will contain about eight
n'ortlit; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

DIStOXTMTS

.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market

has an upward tendency,
1 am now paying the following prices in cash"
Light comb honey, in single eoiuh sections,17@21
cents in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted, 8@10c.
BE tlSVVAX- Prime quality, 18@22c.

and

:

be given on advertisements
for the Weekly as follows, if paid in advance
For -4 weeks
lO per cent, discount.
will

AL. H.

NEWMAN,

VT2

W. Madison

St.

:

"

8

"IS
36
"39
"
"

53

SO
(3 months).... 30
(6months)....50
(0 months).... eo
(1 year)
75

"

"
"
"
"

"

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone, 25
per cent., payable in advimce.
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
4:0 per cent., payable in advance.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement's inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Vearlv Oontractfs payable quarterly, in advance.

THOMAS

G.

©'74 West Madison

Chicsigo,

I pay 8@llc. for extracted honey on arrival, and
lG®18c., for choice comb honey.
BEESWAX.— 18®22c., on arrival. I have paid
2.5c. per lb. for choice lots.
C. F. Mdth.

QuotatloiiH of ('ommissioii Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONEY-During

the

days of this month

first

I

found but a very lituited demand for honey, but
for the past few days the sales have been more
frequent, with an inclination tu buy small quantities.

The amount of choice comb

in sight is small,

compared with the corresponding date of lastvear,
and am inclined to the belief that all of the white

NEWMAN,

Street.,

CINCINNATI.

"

III.

uncamli' d

quote

I

:

comb will he exhausted in February.
Choice white comb, in 1 to iW lb. sec-

tions. 2nr<f22c.;

same

WANTED 5000 AGENTS AT ONCE.
Xt'w

BtiKine*.',

R. A.

To Advertisers.— By reference to our
schedule of riites for advertising by
tlie year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers

America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.
of

We not only otfer

the

best

advertising

BE SURE
a pustalcard forour Illustrated (ataloKue
of Apiarian Supplies before purcliasinp elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everythiiit;

new and valuable needed

in
Italian, ("yprian

lowest prices.

Queens and Bees.
J. C.

BfuNETT,

li).5

HONEY'— Busiuess in

this line at present, as far

is of the verie-'^t retail characQuotations are nominal and unchanged.
We quote white comb, lii@2(ic.: diu-k to good.iocsj
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white. .^''^I'tjnc.
dark and candied, "(jiSc. BEESWA.X— 2:iM;2.-ic.
Steakns & SMITH, 433 Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.

Hartford, Wis.

G. W. Demaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.

Devoted entirely to the best inierest'e i.d those whe
keep bees. The question department, c inducted

@18c.

now

best No.

;

1

by Dr.

Jan.

sells at 20c<i?'22c.;

Ist

has revived

and 2 lb, secbuckwheat dull at 17

white, in

I

Extracted, in small packages.

12C.: in half

bbls.. lie.

BEESWAX—22@25c., and very scarce.
A. C. Kendei..

NEW

11.5

:

Co.. 11

and

13

Devoe avenue.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., acqiKtIity.

BEKSWA.X-Priiiic quality. 2.5c.
CuocKER & Blake. 57 Chatham

Street.

W.

I).

HowELLS,

iSec.

You Maiiag'e," said a lady
her friend, "to ajiviear so happy ail

"1 always liave Farker's
Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply,
and thus keep myself and family in
good health. When I am well 1 always feel good-natured." See other
]w4t
column.
the time?"'

;

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

Cohimbus. Kansas.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Squiire Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
I.angstroth Bee Hives. Honey Sections, etc..
to
C. F.
,
976 and !>78 Central Ave.,
O.

MUTH

Apply

tt^"Send
iwly

inc.

for rracticnl Hints lo Bee-Keepers.

FOUL BROOD CURE.

FOJt SALE.- will sell IC colonies of
BEES
bees in May, 1882. nothing preventing. Those
1

wishing to buy will please write tu

J.
Clinton,

REYNOI.DS, JR..
Kennebec County, Maine.

February

1st.

a concise method of how to cure Foul Brood, as
successfully practiced by apiarists in (iermany,
giving e.\act weiyhts. measures, temperature, etc.
Price about 2.1 cents. Nut wishing to issue manv
more copies than wanted. I would ask those beekeepers, who wish to obtain a copy, to let me know
their intention by Postal Card.
Besides that, I shall put up for the convenience
of bee-keepers the whole apparatus necessary,
composed of two graduates, thermometer, atomizer and bottle with solution enough to cure and
disinfect ten or more ci)lonies, including a pamphlet with every box sent.
Price about ¥•'»"".
Those wishing to obtain such a set should also
declare their intention bv sending a postnl to

ALBERT

R.

KOHNKE,

Youngstown,

O.

9^r Application for phamphlet or set of apparatus should be sent in as soon as possible tO'
insure a copy of the former. _^J
4wlt

WT
\ ATTT?!^ AGENTS to take orders
VV J\l\
1X1(1' for
best selling book on
FARM
and HOMK topics ever published. Sells
hand
at sight. IjRdies
Has no superior in
tlie

citn

4wltp

of especial interest to

Tlie uiiileisigneLi will publish about

"How do

A

Pres.

is

CINCINNATI,

BOSTON.

to

Howard,

28wtf

HONEY—
We

cording to

R.

Ontario Street.

The supply la full, and trade is lively.
quote as follows: White comb, in small
boxes, I8@21c dark, in small boxes, 15{«il7c. Extracted, white, 10@llc.; dark, T'.wHc.
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 2m(aJ23c.

THORN A

Wm.

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for 18H2 20
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth thn price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to anv address. Agents wanted. Address.

YORK.

Changre of Time.— So as not to conother meetings, the time of
To Promote aA'igorousOrowtliof the
holding the Bee-Keepers' Convention
at Jamestown, Pa., has been changed hair, use Parker's Hair ]5alsam. It
from Feb. 1st and 2d, to Feb. 8th and restores the youthful color to gray
9th. This promises to be one of the hair, removes dandruff, and cures itchIw4t
most interesting meetings yet held. ing of the scalp.

M. E. Mason,

i.'..
We also make highwalled Vandervort foundation for brood chamber
to fit any size frame. Send for samples and prices,
or send *in for iiO lbs. 10 sq. ft. per lb., to
39m4t G. W. STANLEY & BRO., Wyoming, N. Y.
5 per cent, discount on orders of |il0.iio or more
before February st. This was incorrectly printed
in the Bee Journal last week.

ings for Jan.. pages U.

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

flict witli

good programme has been made
out, and all interested in bee-keeping
will find it to their advantage to attend.

SAYS:

Stanley's Vandervort Foundation
forsections is **ev**u Ihliinei- than natural
comb, nnil Is the veiy be«t touiidation
ma e." See BeeJockxal of Jan. 3, and Glean-

CLEVELAND.

Asso-

A

DOOLITTLE

M.

G.

slow for all save choice
bright comb -this sold readily: comb at 18^23c.
strained and extracted 9@llc. to 12?.<ic.— top rates
for choice bright in prime packages.
BEESWA.X— Steady at 20c. for prime.
R. C. GREEK & Co.. 1 IT N. Main Street.

is

ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
full
on the 27th day of April, 1882.
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.

H. P. SAYr.ES,

48inl5t

l

HONEY— Plentiful and

tions,

1^ The Union Bee-Keepers'

St.

as can he learned,

HONEY'— The market since

so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of ttie colony.
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages
1 50
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all togetlier in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

South VFater

ter.

considerably

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
to each colony, ruled and printed, and

«fe

an apiarv, at the

and Hoiv Land

.'l

SAN FRANCISCO.

medium, but the lowest rates on yearly
contracts.

Pleasunt.

To send

in 2 to
lb. boxes, l7@20e.;
dark and mixed, in I to 3 lb. boxes, l^2}^@lr^c. Extracted, white, lOfojllc; dark, nc.

J^pccial Itoticcs.

I..euitiiiiate.

Profitable. Orders siilicited- from Business anii
Professional Men, in Cities and Villages only. Send
a c. stamp lor circulars and terms; or better, to
make sure of territoru and sure time, send in registered letter $:(..'><), wiiirh p;ivs tnr samples iif our
supplies that sell li.r *s.i;4. mid we guarantee their
delivery to youn-rder all charges prepaid. Adrress, C. VENTOX I'ATTEllSON, West BurlioKton, Otsego Co., N. Y.
4wltp
Mention this Jouhxai- in writing for terms.

anv language
trations.

;

Is it.

I.O.'iOpages.

Terms

free

with nearly

on application.

2,(X>0 illus-

SO Per

Cent, to AgrentN
F.
4w.">tx

r*.

MORTON

CO., Pubra.
IndlanapoIlM, Ind.
tXz

—

1
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FLAT . BOTTOM

FOUNDATION
\M>

WIIOI.ESAl.t:

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to IH square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples tree

ICK'IAIK.

J.

We

liiive

VAX OEUSEN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. T,

Deiilors in l)ee supplies will do well to send for
now
our whoiesHle prices of Foundation.

the most extensive manufactory of foundaWe send to all parts of the

tion in the country.
United States.

The Origi

We make

.A

GOLDEN

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

l-frame Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed ^)ueen

"

*•

"

'V'i^^ ft

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the BeeJournal for sale at
2:> cents per square inch -no single outsold for less

THOMAS

thanijoc.

"

after July

X,

DR.

I.

Iwtf

1,

Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
'"I'he Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"b<uind in finest
h'ri'tieh muslin. embossed, full

ia.50

l

Letter

t;ilt,:io(jpp..con tains

P. WILSON.
Burllnglon, Iowa.'

BEES for SALK
tor ^!ilf ilb"Ut :t«>0 ti>li>iile« uf the

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas
will

I

dispose of in lots of

TEN COLONIES

MOKF. at very reasonable prices. They are in
ten-frame l^an;:strnth ami box hives. These bees
are said to be iarue. remarkablyainiable, good section workers, and ex't-lleiitcoiub builders. Owing
to the mildness uf the Arkansas winter, they will
be verv strong in bees, and sprini.' dwindling will
be avoide^i. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Slemphis. before the middle of
<)[t

Mareh.ami befnrethi- earlv honey flow and swarm-

Wiilc soon for bargains, as I
ing rniiiMiHii.cs
will .ii.sc out iHiih inv Snuthern Apiaries by March
lr>th, or remnvf them North.
I am also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in
June.

Addres?,

ALFRED
972

NE%VMAN»

FOR

tii

ins. price

West Madison

H.

St.,

NEWMAN.
ClIK'AtiO.

of ITALLVN
From my Apiaries.

BEES,

Circular on appli-

ROBEICTSON,

Pewamo. Ionia

5Uwtf

of

College

tlie

Michigan.

sent by

illustrated sample. 6c;

T'lJVQrTf send now. Address Peabody

IlliiMlratious.

a new

about IS months — u sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has beea
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood eneravinga
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
lulldesccnptions of honey-producing plants.irees.
shrubs, etc.splendidty illustrated— and last.ihough
;

not least, detailed instructions for the variousmanipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

beautiful

$I.2.vi

Pases; 133 Fine

Head

the folUnvimj opinions of the

Book:

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'.-l/>ict(» arc, Pans.

and of

think Coof's Manual is the best of our American works.- LEWIS T. COLDY.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future buuk-makers.— Hrifu/i Bee JournaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray conitaiu guide in my or>erationsand successtul managemeutuf the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge frora
Prof. Cook's Now Mimual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wyxkooi*.
This book is just what everyone interested in
J.
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootams
It, will ever regret buvtoK puicnased.— 3iit;/i. Par,
giving an index of diseases,
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a manual
Pruf. Cook's Manual is an.
is a necessity.
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
work.- ifcraW. Momicello. 111.
exhaustive
horse, with the ordinary dose, efTects and antidote
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling is tudy up with the times in every particular. The
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re- richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wexzel.
cipes, and much valuable information.
My success has been so great as to almost astonmyself, and nnich ot it is due to ihe clear, disPrice 2» centM.— Sent on receipt of price, by ish
interested information contained in Cook's Manual.- W.m. Van ANTWEiti', M. U
G.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
y,\ West Madis.Mi Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— ii^j/. lAve Stock Record,
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work.oitiier French
or tureien, which i like so much.— L'Abbe Di;
Bois, editor ot the liaUetin D' ApiciUteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorougti, practical,
:ii]d
icarly expressed series of directions I'tr their
iiianutiemeni; als-oa botanical des<ii|)ti<.n i>i honey
priiiiucing plants, and an extended accnuutul the
enemies of bees.— X>t'/ayC7uf, Pulaski. >i. V.
have perused with great pleasure this r<7d«
mccumot tiie bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information im everything belonging to apiTual taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
DAVIS'
(
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it caret ally
and practice as advi^cd. —.dgrttu/furiit, Quebec.
REVOLVING rOMB-HANG Ell,
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
bee-iuen lo be the unist complete and |)r:iciical
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, aset treatise on bee-cultuie in Euiupeor America; a
tools,
nn'tal
lined
fi>r
apiarian
drawers
broken
of
scientific work on modern bee management that
combs and fragnit-nts nt wax, revolving comb- everv experienced bee- man will welcome, and it is
hanger, which h<dds -onib tlrmly while pruning or essential to every amateur in bee-cnlture. It is
cutting out queen oJlw. writing desk, and wash haodsomely printed, neatly hound and is a credit
ba'in will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts to the West.— WeiittrnAgricuiuinst.
to fit ail sizes of extraiting and iirood combs, and
This worl£ is undoubtedly the most complete
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handtor the instruction oi bee-keepers which
ba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and manual
has
ever been publi.>*hed. It gives a full ex(jlana.JOHN M. I>AViS.
address it to
regarding the care and manat^ement of the
30wly Patentee and Proprietor. Spring Hill, Tenn. tion
apiary. There Is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and in the compilation of
A VEAKand expenses
ses to agents, the work Prof. Couk has liad the advantage of all
knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
VI cite ry the previous prtuuote
i i I outfit free.addressH
and make popular this most
admirably to
AiiiciiMl:t, Miiiue.
36wly
Interesting of alluccupuiions.— vliuertcan Inventor,
I

©S, ENGliAVINGt)

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B.

A TREATISE
;

;

;

NEWMAN,

<

QUKEKS and NUCLEI IN SEASON.
ltF~Satisfaction guaranteed.
•!. H.
cation.

only

MNUVV iniOLLr. M,.,ii.al institute or Dr. W.H.
22wly
PARIvEK, No. 4 Bultlnrh st.. Boston.

THOMAS

11,1..

Bees and dueens
FULL COLONIES

TTXrnW

;

COOK,

edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
This
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of :i,000 copies was exhausted ia
is

steel engravings,i:25 prescripniai!

whicli

G.

974: West Madison Street, ChlcutfO, Hi.

afterJuly 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,

Address, by Retristered
or Postoflfice Order.

iKivi'

or

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

1

I

iiials.

10.00
3.00

Same, afterJuly
TestedQueen.beforeJuIy
-^^-fi^M

tt-.'^tini'

SALE— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.
HHwiy L. C. AXTELL. Uoseville. Warren Co.. 111.

I

„

.,„_

for

a

ranie Nucleus, with Test5.00
ed yueen
Full I'olony. with Tested
12.00
t^ueen, before July 1
:

State Agricultural
:St£0

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA. MICH.

Ilamilion. Ilaneock Co. lU.

.

Send

J.

L'tnsiin/. I'roffssor of Eiitoniotoiju in

1

HO NmrdEY KNIFE.

DADANT & SON,

iwiv

.

By A.
Of

i-n r('<)iK'!*t.

GHAS.

,

\

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Bingham & Hetherington

and our wax is nowliere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and heauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.

Giiidei

OR,

Patent

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
Samples free

al

The Bee-Keeper's

Co..

Mich.

We

PATENT HONEY AKKI AGE,

J,

CALDWELL,

V,

CAMKUIDOE,

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good (dd A.MKHtCAN
Bee Joi'itSAL to send his nameand PostofBce address for a copy ot his new Il.ustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.
Beeswax wanted.

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
REV. E.
Iowa,

Kvergreeii

tlie
I...

BRIGGS. of

1882,

.Vpiary.
Wilton Junction,

furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Queens, $:^ Warranted Queens, *j Queens without guarantee, *i TwDC'onib Nucleus, with Tested Queen, |4. Orders tilled inroiution, as received.
If accompanied with the cash.
3w26t

;

$n

n n

III

O

will

;

:

;

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
the line of At*l:ii'litti Sii|*plleN, ^hniild send
for my Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
free. Address.
F. A. SNELL,
3wl3t
Milledgeville, Carroll county. III.
in

Price- Bound

tot
in cloth, Sl-S."*

ittil.OO, by mail prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

974

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Streeu CUICAGO. ILL.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,

GECEAR,

HEDDON'S
FOR

Inventor and Sole Manutacturer ut

THE DUNHAM

NOW

Books

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address. Post Office. County and State. Be
whether or not you now have my

974

sure

to state
1881 Circular.

"Wanted— Beeswax

also,

;

a Student Appren-

cJAMES HEDUON,

Address,
lw35t

tice.

Bee -Keepers.
~

for

1882,

Dowagiac, Mich.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
C, Hoopeston. III.
Iwly
B. S. OIV£N

A

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

G.

Street,

Bee-Kecper*B Guide

of lh« Apiary. —

;

CHICAGO, ILL,
Cook*B Manual

or,

Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
*"
up with the limes" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can atford
to do without. Cloth, fiSl-SS ; paper cover, JSl,
illustrated

and

fully

Qulnl>y*8Ncw Bee-Keeplne, byl*. C- Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so

that it cannot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master ot the subject.— !Htl. SO.

and

NoviceN ABCofBee-Cnlture, by A. I. Root
—This emi)race3 "everything pertaining to the care
is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. :B 1.35; paper, !S1.
ot thehimey-bee.'' and

Kin?*" Bee-Keeper».*Text-Book,by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

King.— This edition

1882.
FOUNDATION

MACHINE.
U^"

Patenter! Auk- '-i^a, 1881.
Send for New Circular for January,

I will

putillsh

the present time.
-

my new

AND

OF

tal

book of

Ancient History of Bees and Honev

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 3.1 cents post-paid.
O.W. FISH£R. Box 2;iS. Rochester. N.Y.
Bar" Also for sale at the IlEE JOURNAL Office.
tables, interests, etc.

„^

2w0m.

Gmger, Euchu, Manand
Stillingin,
nuinyof the best medicines known are com-

drahc,

bined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to

make

it

the greatest
and the

For this year,

in

Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;

a few days.

SE]3sriD FOiR, onsrs;

&

Parker's
Hair Balsanii

Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach,

Lungs, Liver

&

diseacss

Bowels,
Kidneys,

contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee keeper should
be without it. Your name and address, wrliteii
plainly, on a Postal Curd, is all that is required.
It

r.ilters.

Ginger Essences

&

DODGE'S BEE-FEEDER.
30c.; per dozen, by express,
Catalogue and Price Ijist of Bee- Keepers'
1S>9.
Supplies, Small Fruit- and Karly Vegetable Plants,
U. £. DOOOJG,
free to all on application.
Fredonia, N. Y.
2w4t
Sample, by mail,

Essays on

[Iii?*mii>j<'. t

Bee-Keei'i'i

s

.

read before the Centennial
'I'he Prize— +2*1 in gold

A:H>.t..':ition.

— wasawiiided

to Proi Cook's Essay,

given in

Price.

full.

which

is

here

lOc.

The Hive I ITee- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Uoolittle. Price. Gc.
Extracted Honey Harvesting, Hnndland MarkeliiiK'— A 24-page pamphlet, by
;

ALFRED

Inu

NEWMAN,

H.

Ch.

and

972

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

C. P. liadant. giving in detail the methods
management adopted in their iipiary. This

A,

many useful hints.— Price iSc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper«, by Chas.

contains

It gives Mr. Mnths views on
F. Muili: ;iJ pMLies.
the niauagementof bees. Price. lOc.

EVERY FARMER AND IMILLER
1'.)J

lO pages, pocket fm-m
full nf usseful tables for
casting up grain, pr<iduce, hay: ctist of pm-k, i'nter;

wages tables, wuod measurer, reaily recltoner,
plowing tables and more mtsoelhinoous matter and
useful tables for farmei* and others than any
similar hook ever pubUshed. Ask your bookselleifor it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
est;

make money
J^"

selling this book. G. W. FISliKR.
Box 238, Hochester. N.V.
Also for sale at the Bek Jourxal Office.

_^

liwiim.

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

C.am.irgo, Douglas county, III.
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Years Experience

&i s entirely different from

The Best, Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hfiir Dress- and other Tonics, as It
Never f.ilU to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
ing.
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N, Y.
60c. and $1 sizes.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

and lioney as Medicine, wah many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by ihousanas. creating a demand for honey
everywhere, published in English and (German.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
"Winterlna: Bees. —This contains the Prize

^F"

r.lo'id Purifier

Bciitlle.imiASMcn^th
licstortr Eyer Uspd.
It cures Rheumatism,

the nature,

;

OnoULJJ have KISUKK'S GRAIN TAIILES.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

.

quality, sources.and preparation of llnney for the
Market Honey as i<t(..(i. giving recipes tor making

FRANCK«i A. UVNHAM.

its
all

;— presents the fundamenprinciples ot bee-culture, and lurnishes the

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

licreby give notin' to nil p irties inliiiimnt,'
by iininiitartiiriiii,' said tiuirinnes

kind ever published. (Jives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
J.^

and Oermau.—
40 cents, postpaid.

in £n4;lfi§h

lacts

my riKlits, either

urement of

pubhshed

li is

Dzlerzon Theory

:

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book,
"VTBAULV A MIL], ION SOLI*. Most roniplete

.

etc.

for Dunham Kuundation Machine, raakint;
comb foundation witli base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the f<nindation made nn said ma-

DePere. Wis.

This embraces the loHowtng subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transt erring —
Itahanizing — introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Hniulling Bees— Marketing Honey,
Price loreither edition,

•J4<),tiy!j

the law.
2wl3t

Price, !S8.

;

Having obtained

I

Honey Bee.

Been and Honey or, snccefliafiil nianasemenl ol" the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—

CAT7TI01T.
l.KTI'KUS PATENT Number

chine.

9K1.00; paper, 75c.

Blefined Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, lull ot practuat information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 9{f>1.00.

Illustrated Catalogue

I8yi2.

or foundatioTi, as well aslMall I'arlics puiihaHinw
machines as above, ntlii'i' than nt iiiv ni-inii(aitiu<',
that I am prepared to |. int. 'ct my nybts.aiid ^^ball
prosecute all infrinu miMita to the full extent of

Cloth.

l^anKfitroth on the Hive and
This 13 a standard scientiOc work.

in

Queen Rearing.

otn- Motto is:

— " Low Prices, Quick Returns

;

,

^Jl^JT^
""^^^'^

i ;
;

;

Cyprian or Palestine. *4: t_:olony ot in-i's. fit her
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, ifw, <'itmb
Foundation on Dunham machine. 25 lbs. or over,
:i5c.perlb.; on lioot niachine, thin, for bo-xes 4t)c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
e. paid for bright wax.
Money Oi'ders on

20' Xuscola,

111.

adulterations offered as lood.

200

pages

£»Oc-.

Moore*s Universal Assistant, and Coml>lete Mechanic, contains over i.oOft.fHKi Indusdustrinl Facts. CalculatKins. Processes.

Tf-"

Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.,
f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Fari'ier and Business

Man. Gives 2ikmmmi items for Gas. Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and !Stp;ini Fitteis, Brtinzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of" every Kind.
The work contains I.om; pjiL-ea. is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wr.nli its
weight in gold to any Mechanu'. IJusiuess Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 3H2.oO.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No book could
It has3.'»

be
engravings

and treats all
plum and comprehensive manner. It
a table of doses, and much valuable

illustrating pohiitions of sick hoses,

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Tested
f
t'2
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ii Tested
$2
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11,
K.vtra Queens, for swarming sea;^^son, ready, if we are timolv nn titled.
One-trame Nucleu^^, cUln-i- Italian.
t

ItvJ^jgl

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
lood products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying

Iwly.

diseases

m

i

has recipes,
horse information.

Paper. S5c.

Ropp*s Easy Calculator.- These are handy
tables for all kinds ot merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth. Jftl. ; Morocco, i»1.50.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

THOMAS
974

West Madison

cure.

G.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, 35c.
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TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

The Future Prospect. The editor of
the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine, says
:

nature, as well as in almost all
tilings, one extreme is apt to be followed by another in the opposite
Iix

directioii,and judging from tliisstandl)oint we may expect nature to favor
bee-keepers in 1882.

—

Unfair Copying. We are always
glad to have our Excliangescopy articles from the Bee Journal ; still
more to have them endorsed by those
wlio copy them but wlien they get so
enthusiastic as to copy them without
giving the Bee Journal due credit
thus palming them off for their own
production it is a little " too thin."
We liave noticed scores of our articles
thus copied, going the rounds of the
agricultural papers, credited to some
other periodical, because some one
desiring honestly to give credit, mentioned the paper from whom it was
last taken, after being stolen from the
;

Editorial—
I

lem a
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Wood Separators. Mr. C. R. Isham,
Peoria, N. Y., remarks that the apiarists in that part of New York, will for
the future use wood separators, in
place of tin, for surplus sections. He
tliinks they are preferable in many
respects. So far as our observation
is concerned, tlieir use has not been a
success, but perhaps the difficulties of
the past may be overcome, and we
shall await, with interest, reports from
those using them the coming season.

New Price Lists.— Catalogues and
Price Lists for 1882 are on our desk
from the following dealers in apiarian
supplies
A. IL Newman, Chicago, 111.
Dr. Wm. R. Howard. Kingston,
Texas.
T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich.
Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
Jas. Forncrook & Co., Watertown,
Wis.

i^To any one sending a club of
two new subscribers for 1882, we will
Bee Journal. An Indiana paper present a volume of the Bee Jourcopied our editorial article on " Sweet nal for 1880, bound in paper covers.
Clover in Colorado," from page 20, but It contains much valuable informafailed to give any credit. A Baltimore tion, and it will pay any one who does
paper, a few weeks ago, had a column not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
article, copied, word for word, from Many of our new subscribers will be
an editorial in the Bee Journal, pleased to learn that they can get it
with the name of a " correspondent "
signed to it. A Louisiana paper copied our experiments with comb foundation, under its editorial heading,
appropriating our experiments, arguments and conclusions, without as
much as saying " By your leave."
Since the above paragrapli was put
in type, we are advised that the official report, as first published in tlie
VolorudoFanner^wA^ incorrect, and our
editorial was predicated upon that report. Mr. Grimes had but a single
acre of sweet clover. Will our Indi-

—

for $1.00, by sending for

before they are

all

it at

once,

gone.

^

We will send Cook's Manual
bound in cloth, postpaid, and the
Weekly Bee Journal for one year,
for $3.00

;

or with King's Text-Book,

in cloth, for $2.75.

Examine the Mate following your
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the
end of the
month to whicli you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.

name on
;
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Method

for Granulating Glucose.

sugar can be done, and which is confirmed (if confirmation was required)
by the following startling publication
in the Chicago Tribune, giving the
meager details of a discovery to remove from us our only dependence in
sugars and their purity

Throngli a recent extract from tlie
Philadelphia Dispatch, published in
ttie Chautauqua (N. Y.) Fanner, and
forwarded to us by Mr. William Boiling, we learn a company is now being organized in Philadelpliia for the
Dr. William Robinson, of this city,
manufacture of Glucose from cassava has discovered a process for converting glucose, or grape sugar, into the
or manioc plant, which grows luxuripulverized, granulated, or loaf forms
in
States,
Southern
most
our
In
antly
a proces.s which, judged from the
Mexico, Cuba, and, in fact, in all trop- work it does, is apt to play an imical and semi-tropical countries. The portant part in the refining of this
class of sugars. The Doctor's secret
roots or tubes of the plant are used.
combines both chemical and mechanFrom the best authorities we learn ical action for the removal of the
" the juices of the root are poisonous, gum, acids, and all otlier iminirities
but by treatment with pressure, heat from the lump of crude sugar and the
:

—

and water, the poisonous qualities are
removed, and the root yields a starchy
cassava,

substance called

much employed

as food.

purified cassava."

whicli

Tapioca

It is also

is
is

used in

making a fermented and liiglily intoxiSince Glucose procating liquor.
duction has reached the enormous
amount of 200,000 tons annually, in
this country alone, the manufacturers
have left no means untried to discover
a substitue for corn, which has so ad-

vanced

in price,

owing

other causes, as to
less profitable.

trifle

to droutli

and

make glucose a
The prospectus

company now being formed to
glucose gives some comparisons
as to the cost of raising corn and cas"The average production of
sava.
corn in the States of Pennsylvania,
New York, Ohio, Micliigan and Illinois is 35 bushels to the acre. Tlie
of the

make

A

;

and definite conclusion.
However, disguise their manufactured products as they may, and call
them wliat they please, they are all

at a correct

much

inferior to the genuine articlethey are intended to counterfeit. Dr.
Robinson, it will be seen, admits his
granulated glucose is only half assweet as the cane product, and perhaps that estimate will be considerably
discounted when all the facts are-

known.
In view

of the various devices resorted to by unprincipled persons to
counterfeit sugars, syrups', etc., it is a
consolation to know that, instead of
the outlook being dark and gloomy
for bee-keepers, the reverse is true.
Honey is steadily and surely becoming
wonderful. The crude sugar itself
comes in hard lumps of various sizes, a greater favorite witii the public, and
slightly yellow as to color, and de- where properly put up, and ordinary
cidedly "waxy" as to touch. After diligence is used in marketing it,
undergoing the purifying process, it ready sales
can be made at remuneris perfectly white, dissolves readily in
water, and is about half as sweet as ative prices, and speedy returns recane sugar, the rank taste of the crude ceived ; and finally, when pure cane
product having been entirely removed. sweets shall have been exiled from our
The purified sugar can be readily markets, the enterprising bee-keeper
mixed with the cane, but, whether
alone or mixed, makes a very palata- will have a market at his door for
what he can spare from the neighborble article.
The Doctor claims that he can con- hood demand, because there will still
vert crude grape sugar into the rebe consumers in abundance for natufined article, either granulated or pulverized, at a cost not to exceed a quar- ral sweets— and what can be sweeter
ter of a cent per pound. When tluis than honey y
converted and purified, he claims that
it will not cost four cents a pound at
The Apiary Register.
wholesale, wliicli is considerably less
than the wholesale price of other
demonstrated
that it
sugars. He has
We have nov? filled all the orders for
is as feasible to convert 100 barrels a
the Apiary Register, after vexing deday as it is to convert half a pound at
a time, though his experiments as yet lays in the Bindery, and hope all will
have not proceeded upon a large scale. be pleased with them. The following
It is understood that two or three are some of the opinions of those who
heavy glucose manufacturers, imhave received and examined them
pressed with tlie importance of a proThe Apiary Register is received,
cess which promises to do so much
for the future of grape sugar, have and, to my mind, it just fills the bill.
offered to furnish tlie necessary capi- I am sure that to all who wish to keep
tal to refine the crude product on a an accurate apiary record, it will be
large scale, while others are reported invaluable. On Nov. 24, 1 put in the
to be anxious to buy tlie secret out- cellar under lime cushions 50 colonies.
right.
They are in fine condition, so far.

transfoi'mation of the purified article
into either the granulated, pulverized,
or loaf form. Dr. Robinson showed
several samples of the crude and tlie
purified sugar to a Trib\nic. reporter
yesterday, and the results accomplished by his process were something

of glucose produced from one
bushel is 30 pounds or 1,050 pounds to
Well autlienticated evithe acre.
dence is at hand to the effect that 20
tons of cassava to the acre is no unThis, at 56
usual crop in Florida.
pounds to the bushel, would give a
yield of over 700 bushels per acre, or
at the rate of 30 poimds of glucose per
bushel, would produce over 21,000
compounds of glucose per acre.
parison of the yield of glucose from
corn and cassava shows that 1 ,000 acres
Thus it will be seen, an almost ilof corn yields about 500 tons of glu1,000 acres of cassava yields limitable field is opened up for the
cose
production of inferior sweets indisabout 10,000 tons of glucose."
Heretofore we have felt tolerably tinguishable from the wholesome and
safe in the selection of our table genuine article, except as our sense of
and graulated taste may prefer the better and reject
sugars, as the coffee
grades were regarded as quite pure, the poorer. Without the intervention
owing to the supposed impracticability of legislative action on the part of
of granulating the glucose products; Congress, a sample of genuine cane
but all this security lias been removed sugar will become as rare in our
by the reference made by Dr. Kellogg, grocery stores and on our breakfast
in the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' tables as Guinea gold now is in the
Convention, to the feasibility of gran- jewelers'. As regards the detection
ulating glucose as perfectly as cane of the inferior or artificial article by

amount

chemical means, It is wholly impracticable, as every infallible means so far
published reqi ires an e\'pert,and much
experience and comparison to arrive

:

A. J. Hatfield.
South Bend, Ind., Jan. 23, 1882.
received the Apiary Register am
pleased with it it is just what
every bee-keeper needs.
I

;

much

;

M. SORRICK.
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 24, 1882.
The Apiary Register is at hand and

A

will supply a long-felt want. It will
save a great deal of labor, as you can
sit in your office ;ind look over your

and plan out your W(nk.
can see what colonies are likely
need attention, and will not have

Register,

You
to

to trust to

memory.
L. C. Whiting.

East Saginaw, Mich., Jan.

21, 1882.

:

:

:
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norant of the matter, and Mr. Beckwith stated that the Convention at
the last meeting was appointed at
to say. very

Another Reform Needed.

" Hardly ever"— that is
seldom, do we find in the " calls" issued for conventions, the name of the
hall or place of meeting mentioned.
It is but a short time ago that a beekeeper who went to a certain town to
attend a bee convention, became so
exasperated at finding no notice of
the place of meeting in the local
papers, or anywhere else, in fact, that
he telegraplied to the editor of the
Bee Jouknal at Chicago, thus
" Where is the Bee Convention V" We
We
have had similar experience.
were sent for to attend a convention,
and expected to find some one at the
depot to inform us where to go, but
found none. We then inquired of the
station agent, at the nearest hotel, but
could get no information of any bee
convention. We then tried to find a
bee-keeper who received his Bee
Journal at that post office, and were
directed first this w,iy, and then that
way to find him. After spending half
a day and paying over a dollar for
hack fare, etc., we finally found that
the bee man lived some miles out in
The Secretary had been
tiie country.

—

in duty had made no arrangements for a Irall, but finally one
was obtained, and a feiv bee-keepers
gathered in, and the result was a fail-

derelict

ure of realizing the object of the
meeting.
These thoughts were drawn out by
receiving a copy of the Journal, published in Berlin, Wis., dated Jan. 17,
where the Northeastern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Convention was advertised to meet on the 17th and 18th of
January. The following is what tlie
Berlin Journal had to say about it, and
will explain itself

—

:

Berlin, Jan. 10, 1882.
Chas. Starks— Dear Sir
Please
insert the following notice in your
paper this week If possible. (Then
followed the notice.) Please arrange
this as you like, but stir the beekeepers up.
C. H. Gkeen.
On Monday one or two of the Berlin
bee men applied to us for information
as to the Convention announced.
gave them all we knew about it as
above stated. They were entirely ig:

We

Glucose Tests.*-r%« are frequently

some reli ible, siini)le method to detect the presPackwaukee.
To-day (Tuesday) was the day an- ence of glucose, and have exi)ei inounced for the opening of the Con- mented much with this object in view;
vention. Several bee-keepers from the but so far,
we have been unable t:>
surrounding country have been in.
They could find no convention and find anything satisfactory and fully
applied iotXw Journal for information. reliable, that would not require an
Our reporters could find no conven- expert chemist or microscopist lo
tion either, and the matter is a promanipulate it. Green tea, alcohol,
found mystery.
Since the above was written another tincture of iron, and many other
bee-keeper, from Aurora, has called articles have been suggested, but
to inquire about the Convention, and none of these have we found infallisays it has been advertised in the
American Bee Journal, Chicago, ble. Of course, unless the inquirer
be a scientist, there will be no reason
for some weeks past.
It is possible that the non-arrival of to suggest an analysis, and such iiii
the train from the east this afternoon one is already familiar
enough with
prevented the arrival of the head and
front of the affair, although who the chemistry to require no suggestions
said " head and front " is does not from us.
in receipt of inq^lillies for

appear.

At
was

all

to "

events the Convention that
bee " has not bee-n, andtliose

A Sample

(lopy of the

Weekly Bee

to the city to attend, had Journal will be sent free to any pertheir journey for naught
son.
Any one intending to get up a
Burnett Davenport, of Aurora, has club can have sample copies sent to
had his trained bees in training for
the persons they desire to interview,
several days for the bee Convention
which was to have taken place in Ber- by sending the names to this office.
lin to-day.
Geo. Smith intended to
bring up the question of Spavmed
Bees, from which he has suffered so
severely, and also intended to exhibit
his fine swarm, branded across the
backs, " G. H. S.," and which he
keeps blanketed. E. W. Daniels, of
Auroraville, was going to discuss the
proper way to lead bees out to water,
while Mr. Beckwith, of this city, proposed giving his views of pulling of
their shoes and turning them out to
Mr. A.
pasture, in the summer.
Young, of Eureka, was to have exhibA Warning Voice.— The Cincinnati
ited some buff cochin bees of his own Grange Bulletin gives its opinion of
gentleinvention, and an unknown
man, from Waushara county, pro- breeding the best queens, etc., and

who came

MISCELLANEOUS.

posed introducing some bees whose
business end had been treated with
sand-paper to remove the stinging
qualities. The treatment of bees while
moulting, the profit in keeping farrow
bees, and the teaching of American
bees Italian, were subjects to be discussed. If the Convention fails to ocSweet Meeting that Didn't cur to-moiTOW, the bee-keepers of this
Occur. For several days past the fol- section sliould administer a stinging
lowing item has appeared in the rebuke to the instigator of the brand.
Journal
Hereafter, to prevent such exasperThe Northeastern Wisconsin Bee- ating experiences, let us have the
Keepers' Convention will meet in Berlin, Jan. 17 and 18.
A cordial invita- name of the Hall or place of meeting,
tion is extended to all who are inter- mentioned in the notice.
ested in bee-culture.
We know nothing of the circumThe above notice was sent us on a stances connected with the " hitch "
postal card which was postmarked at Berlin, but it would be very proper
Ripon, but read as follows
the Secretary to " arise and
for

A
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concludes with its warning t* beekeepers in the following language:
It is strange to see so many beekeepers' conventions and societies, for
the good and mutual benefit to be
derived from such meetings, in the
interchange of thought and practical
management of bees; and after all to
find that i)rices for bees, queens, and
even comb foundation are so low, tluit
nearly all the special breeders now
complain that they handle too much
stock and goods for the little or no
profit tliere is in the trade.
Why this
state of affairs? Surely the laborer

is worthy of his hire, and should be
paid for all time and trouble in
furnishing a good and acceptable
article for the market, let it be bees,
queens, honey, or anything in the line
of apiarian supplies. It is a well
known fact to at least one-half of our
explain."
best queen-breeders that every queen
taken from a full colony of bees will
it more in
its progross and
1^ We understand that California retard
prosperity, than it would to take 25
It is to pounds of honey
is to have a Dollar bee paper.
from them; and yet,
be edited by Mr. N. Levering, pub- we say, how strange it is that beekeepers
do
not
establish
a uniform
lished at Oakland, called The Califorprice for all our supplies and live up
nia Apiculturist, and the first number
to it. No wonder we hear so many
When re- complaints of poor queens and irregis promised next week.
ularly marked bees, from the queens
ceived we will notice it further.

:
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so abundantly furnislied by these
nucleus-hive queen breeders which
as a rule give such poor satisfaction,
for there is not more than one in
every five of such queens worth tlie
time and trouble of introducing them.
We have tried and tested the queens
thus raised to our full and entire
satisfaction. It is this nucleus system which has both ruined the quality
of queens and overthrown just and
fair prices for good stock. Therefore,
we raise a warning voice against all
such frauds, no matter whether in
queens thus raised, glucose, or any
other dishonorable commodity produced by dishonest venders to deceive
the unsuspecting.

Sentiment and Bee-Keepiiig.— "Ilaii

Columbia "

in the Western Agriculturgives apiarists a bit of her experience, as follows
ist,

" Of all the liobby folks that I ever
saw, bee-keepers are the hobbiest.
They all have new inventions, each
one so much better than the last, and
by the time that lialf of usget this last
new thing, and get used to the hang
of it, or the slide of it, or the lay of it,
as the case may be, behold, it is old
and out of date, rejected by all leading
bee-keepers. Get the best, get the

and we go

flying from one inanother with a rapidity
distracting to sober-minded people.
When I first began bee-keeping I
had the Langstroth hive, with a
honey box the size of the hive, and
matters seemed easy and simple
enougli but that was too much box,
it discouraged the bees, and those
boxes were cut down to half size, and
that lasted one season. Then came
the one-pound frames, the prize box,
and the section boxes, following each
other in quick succession. When I
took in honey to sell in small frames,
the grocerymen wanted prize boxes
when the next month I took them the
prize box, they wanted section boxes,
and now I have the section boxes, but
by next season there will be something

best,

—

;

vention

to

,

;

;

new.
" These forty thousand bee-keepers
won't let anything alone. As for me,
I'm worn out. Tliere seems to be no
end to the rabbets and sections, and
was the
Cyprian queens. Italians
cry, and now when we all had them
and had got used to their ways, they
must hatch up a new kind of queen,
fresh from the isle of Cyprus. Mr. C.
!

was patient with me for several years,
but when he saw there was no end to
it, he declares he'll have to build another house to hold the bee fixings
he says it takes more clap-trap and
bang-ups to run a hive than it does to
run a sawmill. " Why," says he, "my
father used to get more honey out of
his old bee gums than you do with all

your regalia."
" Then there is another side to beekeeping that I never can get on that
It is the
is the sentimental side.

—

I
fashion for bee-keepers to say
love my bees, I hate to sell them, I
think they recognize me,' etc. I like
my Ijees well enough when they behave themselves, but just as soon as
:

'

me

I get mad, and every
Does it Pay J— Mr. George Grimm, in
sting makes me madder
Oleanings, says it does. His report is
and madder ; repeating the ten commandments or the multiplication table as follows
don't prevent the mad will come."
Though my report is not a very brilliant one, yet I am well satisfied with
About 200 per
What HiTC to Use.— The Hon. L. my season's work.
cent, net on tlie capital invested is
Wallbridge, in the Canadian Farmer, not a bad gain. Last winter left me
gives the following advice concerning 392 colonies
but though my loss was
the hives to be used for comb and ex- less than 10 per cent., the remainder
after the ordeal they had passed
tracted honey:
through, could not all be in good conThis is the season of the year in dition. The demand for bees was so
which the bee-keeper should get ready great and so urgent, that almost behis hives for next summer's cam- fore I knew it I had sold 248 of my
paign. To those who have not yet best colonies. This left me but 144
decided upon any particular hive, I and, of course, the poorest of the lot.
would say, have only hives of one
The season opened up with the best
pattern in your apiary.
prospects for a honey crop, and I beAs to what the proportions of the gan to wish that I had back the good
hive should be depends very much strong colonies that I had sold. Findupon the manner in which you intend ing several parties not far distant,
to manage your bees, or rather in wliom the past poor season and the
vi'liat way you desire your honey protrouble of last winter had entirely
duct to go to market. If you desire disgusted with the business, eager to
box honey or honey in sections, I do sell out, I bought the weak, halfnot know of a better hive than the starved, and partly queenless remnant
Langstroth. As this hive left the of the colonies at a bargain, and was
hands of the inventor, its size was enabled to face the new season with
^S% inches long, U^j inclies wide and alout 190 colonies or, perhaps, I had
7;a inclies deep, all inside measure- better say, nuclei and colonies. Anments, and contained ten frames, ticipating a good demand for bees
cube contents 2563 inches. Many use next spring, and having a large numthisliive with nine frames, 121.3 inches ber of hives and about 2000 combs on
wide, and are well satisfied with it. hand, I determined to increase as
The contents cubic of this hive would much as possible. I divided tliem up
be 2268 inches inside measurement. into five apiaries. At home I started
Tlie Langstroth hive affords more some 80 small nuclei to rear queens.
honey surface, and the section frames Myself with one assistant did all the
will contain eiglit one pound sections work. Nov. 18th
to 21st, my bees
each. This is a very convenient form were put into cellars— 610 colonies.
in which to send honey in the comb Two were left outdoors.
Nine-tenths
to market.
were supplied with young queens dursection 4>4x4>4, and two inches ing the season, and all have a good
broad, will contain just one pound of supply of honey. Oct. 1st I returned
from a trip to northern Dakota. Not
a cell of brood was to be found in any
of the hives. What feeding I did was
done after that time. The colonies
are, as a rule, of niediuiii strength,
and present a good appearance. I be-

one stings

additional

:

—

;

;

A

*****

lieve they will winter well.

Does

Well, I should say
it payV
so 200 good swarms can be bought
for f 1,400. In a poorer year than this,
Case of 8 sections, 4>4 x 4)4 inclies,
an average surplus of 50 to 100
for Langstroth Hive.
lbs. per hive, and an increase of 50
honey. Much depends on neatness in lier cent, would not be extraordinary.
commanding ready sales.
The increase would easily jiay for exIf, however, you intend to extract penses, and 10,000 to 20,000 lbs. honey
your honey, and market it in tliat at 20 cents would be belter than 4 per
way, you will find a hive of the follow- cent on U. S. bonds. Or take Aiy case
ing proportions very convenient, both this year; 190 not good colonies; inas containing combs well proportioned cre;i8e, 422; prospective loss during
for the extractors, and the hive itself next winter, 10 per cent, or 61 colmiies
easy to handle IG inches long, 12J3 (but I am certain 5 per cent to 8 per
inches wide, 12 inches deep, cubic cent will be the limit), leaves a balcontents 2400 inches. The frame ance of 361 in spring at $7.00 per coloadapted to this hive will be found to ny is $2,527, and honey $300. gives
be nearly square, and very convenient total gross gain, $2,827. My expenses
in tlie extractor.
were between $500 and $600; leaves
Many bee-keepers neglect to get balance of at least $2,227. If 1 estitheir hives ready until swarming time mate good colonies worth $7.00, my
commences. Sucli persons, instead 190 were worth on an average not
of having the bees in one kind of liive more than $5.00. It is not liard to do
(as I strongly recommend) will find twice or three times as niiicli with
I
at the end ot the season their bees good colonies as with poor ones
will be in boxes, kegs, barrels, and in think we'll stick to the business a few
all conceivable shaped things.
You years more, even though every winter
must give up this method, or quit bee- should equal the last.
keeping.
Jefferson, Wisconsin.
!

—

•
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Most of the hives shown in the picture are plain boxes, of about 2000
cubic inches cnpacity; designed to
hold medium-sized colonies for queenrearing all queens being reared in
The whole apiary is
full colonies.
devoted to this liranch of bee culture,
Gleanings In Bee-Culture.
and of course movable combs are
used exclusively, the loose-fitting
American Apiary in Cyprus.
Langstroth being employed to the exclusion of all other styles. The size,
FRANK BENTON.
however, is 9 Indies deep by 10 long
The photograph, tlie best and larg- outside. Twelve of these are placed
in one story, but sometimes twelve
est that could be obtained here, shows
second story,
only a small part of the apiary, whose more are put into a
foreground is cut off, and which ex- placed above the other. ]3ut even on
combs, a queen with
tends some distance to the right, and four of these
young bees and a good supa part of which is the large inclos- plenty of
ply of honey will winter here.
of the house.

—

ure back

Franh Benton^s Apiary, Larnuca, Island

A

the same size as the others, but the
walls are generally a little over twice
as thick as those made of burnt clay,
being quite two inches. Of course,
they are very heavy, unwieldy things;
yet {since tliere are few trees in
Cyprus) these thick clay walls protect
the combs from the sun even better
than do the thinner burnt clay ones.
In winter, too, they keep the bees
of those
warmer. The diameter
cylinders is greater at the rear end
than in front, in order to facilitate the

removal of combs of honey; for from
these, as well as from the other kind
of hives, tlie natives take such an
amount of honey as they think the
bees can spare, by cutting the combs
out from the back end, after the re-

of Cyprus, Mediterranean Sea.

moval of the rear disc, and after.the
bees have been driven forward with
smoke. But brood and some dirt
often get mixed with the combs taken
shows exactly the manner in which out, which are then crushed, and the
their apiaries are arranged— is, in honey strained out; hence tlie quality
fact, a model of a Cyprus apiary. is very poor; yet 13 cents per pound
The cylinders are made of clay, and (14 piastres per oke) iS the price comburnt, and each is about a yard long monly asked for it in the bazaars. It
and or 10 inches in diameter, except often happens that the poor bees find
each end. whicli is a little larger. A their winter stores have been stolen
stone disc is fitted into each end, and from them, and that, after a hard
the crevices, except an entrance-liole, year's toil in the hot, scorching hot,
summer sun. they must starve in the
filled with puddled clay.
On the roof is another model (!) cold. Surely. I "hope there are no
apiary, such as may be seen at many Cypriotes in America, and that all of
a Cypriote's home. The cylinders of the beautiful little workers I send
this collection are made of clay, into over there will fare better than would
which short straw has been incorpora- have been the case if they had been
ted, and they liave been merely dried left to the not very tender mercies of
Inside they are of about Greek or Turkish Cypriotes.
in the sun.

The costumes of Greeks, Arabs, and
At tlie extreme left of the porch are
Turks, witli the group of camels, give some twenty clay cylinders piled up
to the view a decidedly Oriental air. like drain-tiles. These are some of
The camels have just arrived from the bee-hives of the natives, and this
the interior of tlie island, and the attendants are busy removing their
loads of clay cylinders— the native
bee-hives.
Turkish woman belonging to the caravan stands near.
In the group at the left is a priest of
the (ireekchurch.witli a Greek citizen,
and a (ireek ])orter, the latter being
about to start for tlie steamer landing,
with a case of bees for shipment,
while the two former are watching
" Amerikanns''' manipulate a hive of
bees. " But, can they be handled
thus with so
many people and
animals?" asks some one. Certainly
they can. if one knows how to manage
them, and has a bit of patience.
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The house is one of those old rambling adobe and stone structures so
cliaracteiistic of Cyprus. Its walls
are two feet thick, floors of stone, and
roofs of beaten clay six oreightinclies
thick, and supported by great arches
of massive masonry. Some idea of
its size may be gained from the following facts: The front court is GO by
300 feet, and is nearly inclosed on
three sides by parts of tlie house,
which contains 14 rooms. The front
porch is 12 feet wide and 6.5 feet long.
hall at the right leads through the
house .50 feet to the back court, which
is about 30 feet by something over 60,
and is inclosed by the house on two

exist however obscurely, on the body
of the hybrid or American cross, as
well as on the liybrid imported from

tially

Italy.

sides.

bands

When our little
who tirst "piped"

delined.

grass region of Kentucky, where corn,
hemp, wheat, oats and tobacco, cover
the fields as far as the eye can see, and
where the red clover grows too luxurious for the " bill " of any bee, and
white clover struggles for existence
at the side of the prince of grasses
(Kentucky blue grass), and where the
basswood has disappeared long ago,
and eternal war is made on " woods "
every where, he would begin to conclude at the end of one or two seasons'
experience that his opinion is not very
weighty judged by the rule he has'
laid down.
In just such a closely cultivated country I have demonstrated
that bees can be made to pay. The
truth is, in a good location such as
may be found in many parts of Kentucky, and such as Mr. Ileddon is
blessed with, any kind of bees will give
good results without a very high order of skill on the part of the apiarist.
Christiansburg, Ky.

A

" prize queen,"
Sept. -5th, 1881,
can trot from room to room, it will be
a task to hunt her uj) in this old mansion our home in Cyprus.

—
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Pure Bees— A Short Review.
G.

W. DEMAHEE.

The several articles over my signature, which have appeared in print
from time to time, discussing the
question of purity of the Italian race
of bees, were penned for no other purpose than to

In discussing this subject I have
said that the progeny of some queens
imported from Italy do not show the
three bands. Of course I meant that
the bands were not visible to common
observation.
If you are willing to
accept of tlie fact that the Italian race
is a cross between a yellow and one or
more black races of bees, you will
have no trouble to understand why
that if you breed out the black blood
by selection, the yellow will gain the
ascendency as you progress, and the

become distinct and well
While on the other hand if

will

you breed out the yellow blood, or let
your stock run down by a preponderance of black blood, the bands will

grow fainter and fainter, till artificial
means must be resorted to if you
would know they exist at all.
If
I
understand Mr. Doolittle
(whose opinion I value highly) he corroborates tliese statements. Mr. Dadant's experience with liis iirst Italian
queen as related by him on page 22,
Bee Journal, Jan. 11, "gives him
away " without lien or incumberance.
According to liisstatemeiit,that tinely
bred queen from Dr. Dzierzon contained sufficient yellow blood in her
make-up to transmit the yellow bands
to the progeny of her daughters mated
with black drones.
The statement
further shows that these bees after
being hybridized in this country contained more yellow blood than the
three imported queens whose progeny
were " darker even than the ill-mated
queens."
Mr. Dadant now gives up the three
band test and falls back on " good

attention to what
careful experiment has demonstrateci
to my entire satisfaction to be true,
viz: that tlie Italian is not a pure
blood race of bees. In discussing this
and other subjects, I have thought it
the square tiling to give the name of
the writer wliose views I thought proper to controvert. I do not think it
the fair thing to quote tlie language of
a writer and proceed to wallop liim
soundly, without saying " I mean behavior," as a reliable test. I would
you V" and thus give him a fair gladly spare him this last " ditch " if
chance to " arise and explain " if he the facts and sound philosphy would
call

chooses to do .so. Viewed from this
standpoint, my articles have not been
so very controversial, and certainly
have not taken the form of a " favorite plea," as Mr. Dadant says they
have.
If I mistake not the reader will be
able to discriminate between the main
issue and the side issues that have
been raised as the discussion progressed. In my paper read before the
National Convention at Cincinnati, I
took the ground that the imported
Italian is not a pare blood race of
bees. And in my attempt to prove
the proposition I cited the fact that
there are two so-called strains of the
Italians, which fact makes it impossible that the race as a whole can be
pure.
In due time ]\Ir. Dadant and Mr. A.
I. Root confronted me with the "three
band test." If the reader will take
the pains to .scan the pages of the
back volumes of tlie bee pajiers, and
examine the standard works on beeculture, he will see that tlie three

band test and its twin brother— Huxley's doctrine of the " survival of the
fittest," has been the rallying point
of the venders of ([ueens and bees. It
would now seem that I have demolished the citadel of strength, by showing that the tliree bands do actually

necessary to a big report. If Mr.
Ileddon will set down one of liis apiaries in the best portions of the blue
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Bee-Keeping for Ministers.

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

Ever since the appearance of Rev.
O. Clute's

for

re))ort

1881,

AMEUICA.N Bee Journal

in

the

of Dec.

7,

have wanted to write a few lines on
the above topic. It is a good showing,
worthy the author of " The Blessed
Bees." By the way, I hope that book
paid. It richly deserved to be a tiiianI

success, wlietlier it was or no.
Every bee-keeper should read it. A
romance at present, it bids fair, at no
distant day to be a reality. Mr. Clute
cial

has gone far toward the realization of
his

own

ideal,

and

I metapliorically

pat his broad back, and congratulate
suffer me to do so. But I have had him.
But— bee-keeping for ministers
colonies of hybrids— a cross between
a selected yellow queen but a black that's my theme. One of the ablest
drone, that behaved precisely like the of their class wlio ever lived, eked
well bred Italians. While other colo- out an insufficient support by tentnies of a like cross would behave just making, and I don't see why modern
like the black bees. This is no un- ministers should ndt try their hands
common thing. It is precisely in ac- at bee-keeping.
cordance with the laws of transmisThe inadequate salaries of the great
sion of traits from the parent to the majority of ministers, is a great evil
offspring.
in many ways. Their helplessness
One single exception will destroy and inaptitude in supplementing their
Mr. Dadant's new rule for test of scanty incomes, is a worse evil, bepurity.
There is really no reliable
test of purity, simply because the
Italian is not a pure race. It is very
kind in Mr. Ileddon to come to the
rescue of Mr. Dadant. His letters
are always interesting, but he fails to
help Mr. Dadant out of trouble. He
does not touch the main question.

He only gives liis opinion, which
though valuable is not conclusive.
Others differ from Mr. Ileddon's
opinion.
In a late article Mr. Ileddon intimates pretty strongly that the opinion
of those who make "large reports"
is more valuable than tliat of those
who make small, or no reports at all.
It seems to me that Mr. Ileddon failed
to look all around the subject before
he wrote that.
good location
abounding with bee forage is essen-

A

cause, ill too many cases, their conscious dependence makes them timid,
fearful of the results of any departure from the beaten track of socalled orthodoxy. To be voted hereti" 'Tis pity, but
cal, means beggary.
pity 'tis, 'tis true." Whether a minister gets a liberal or meagre salary,
he should be free as air to declare
whatever he conscientiously believes
to be truth. Alas poverty " makes
cowards of us all " or not to be too
uncharitable some of us. To be
possessed of some resource, on which
to fall back, would give ministers
back-bone, and a sense of manly in-

and

I

—

—

dependence.
If bees persecuted all ministers as
they do me, it might be questionable
kindness for me to advise tlieir going
into apiculture. But there is some-
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thing "peskey" about me, which I
am cliaritable enough to think is not
usual among mv "reverend" brethren. And, as they are usiially too
much cloistered, take too little fresh
" cannot dig,
air, and. like one of old,
and to beg are ashamed," as they
ought to be, I recommend bee-keeping, as a light, pleasant employment
(if you don't get stung too often), and
eminently favorable to good health.
Let me tell a little story which, I
think lias never appeared in the
Bek Journal. A rural parish clergyman in England, one of the class of
whom Goldsmith tells, as passing
rich on forty pounds a year " received
A diocesan visit froin a newly-appointed bishop, who liad been a former class-mate of his. The bishop
expected to hnd his old friend in
straitened circumstances, and was
greatly

surprised

to tind

him

sur-

rounded by all the indications of comfort and competence. After a good
dinner, served with some style, liis
lordship began to enquire into his
friend's circumstances. " Married a
rich wifeV" "No, my lord." " Got a
legacy?" "No, my lord," " What,
" " My lord " 'was the reply, " I
a manufacturer, and employ a
large number of operatives from
wliose labors I reap a good profit. If
your lordship will step into the garden, I will show you the factory." So,
he led him out-doors, and showed him
a well-kept apiary. It made a great
impression on the bishoji, and whenever afterwards any of his clergy

then

'?

am

of poverty be was wont
Keei' hees! "
to say, " Keej) bees
Listowel, Jan. 14, 1882.

complained

!
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Keeping Bees on Stilts— No.

BY W.

2.

G. rilELI'S.

The curtain now arises on the scene
Mr. Hopeful's summer operations in
bee-keeping. He had, you doubtless
remember, previously procured 100
boxes supposed to contain bees, and
afterthe few trifling incidents narrated in my last article, liad landed
them on his ancestral estate. Now
Mr. lIo|)eful had given the subject of
apiculture much profound and searching thought. An unknown but considerate friend had kindly sent to l)is
address a copy of the Bee Journal.
This paper after scainiing its pages,
our enterprising friend pronounced
too matter-of-fact for him. He concluded he would not subscribe. lie
was positive that bees could be managed with far less of what he termed
" tom-foolery " and with absolute
-certainty of heavier prolit than the
Journal asserted. All the talk about
half croi)s of honey for IHHO was just
nonsense, or the result of mismanagement on the part of the bee men. If
bees wouldn't gather honey, why just
manage them so they would. What
if the flowers didn't secrete honey,
surely the bees could be made to "lick
it up " aroimd the stores and cider-

•of

—

tnills.

if

rightly

managed.

Among

" lucky bees " upon which he particularly prided himself. It is possible
that some of your readers may be resting in blissful ignorance of what constitutes a "lucky" stand of bees.
Mr. Hojieful knew though, and in-

formed me, and as

I

am in duty bound

details of his interesting experiences, here it goes. It is a
fact that bee-keepers are mortal, notwithstanding the other fact that some
sirenian strains,
of them sing in
(Mrs. Lizzie Cotton for instance).
They fail "to winter" well and are
oft times affected with fatal "spring
to give all the

dwindling."

In

other

words,

they

sometimes die. It therefore remains
a solemn and very important duty,
Mr. Hopeful says, for the nearest surviving relative to inform each colony
of bees of tlieir late owner's decease,
accompanied with sundry knocks upon the side of said hive. After this
ceremony is performed they become
pre-emiHently " lucky bee's." Such
bees could not fail to be profitable
stock to operate. What cared Mr.
Hopeful if some of these cononies did
feel extremely light, were they not
under tlie spell of their late owner's
enchantment— and bound by the mystic power of the incantation'!' Pshaw!
said Hopeful, science isiu) where after
that.
However, our JSIr. Hopeful in
truly scientific styles delighted to
study the nature and watch the movements of his "pets." He would seat
himself as he said in the " remotely
inimediate vicinity of his apiary,"
and while drinking in the spring-time
fragrance of theoiiening bud, through
the medium of his highly sensitive
nasal organ, woidd likewise indulge
in rose-colored visions of the prospective prosperity that was to attend
his bee-keeping operations when, well
when his bees came in. Such, almost daily, were the meditations of
our esteemed friend. One day after
indulging a more than wonted flight
of fancy, he caught one of the little
insects and holding it dexterously between two straws, proceeded to descant upon some of the anatomical features prominent in its formation, in
tiie hearing of the wondering Mrs.
Ilopeful. " Observe (says he) these
delicate untitlers with which the beaucreature, prognosticates as it
tiful
searcheth for its ambrosial sweets."

—

And

oh, observe

!

says he, the seraph

like formation of its

—

esteemed friend. Hereupon,
gave a practical demonstration of

of our

Mr. Hopeful's bee purchases were the adaptability of the " polished
number of what are termed shaft" for business, by inserting it

<iuite a

well into that integument of said
organ. "Ouch!" shrieked the investigating Mr. Hopeful, " Dear me !"
piped dear Mrs. Ilopeful. while she
followed the retreating figure of her
liege lord into the house. As he nervously rubbed the tomato leaves upon tlie punctured part and fumbled
distractedly for the salts, was it simply the sighing of the wild wind
among the leaves of the luxuriant
trees, or was it the melodious cheering voice of sweet Mrs. Ilopeful simply remarking, •' bee stings you know
you told me dearie were excellent
for rheumaih."

Galena, Md., Nov.
For

Xixa

3, 1881.
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Is the Problem of Wintering Settled ?

JAMES HEDDON.

From reading the able article of Mr.
F. Delia Torre, on page 387, I must
say that I believe he may be nearer
the facts in the (!ase than any other
man that has ever written upon the
subject.
Is it possible that bacteria and pollen are both the causes of bee dysenIf Mr. Delia
It seems so.
tery
"i"

Torre is correct, it is so.
Mr. Dadant thinks that bacteria is
the cause. I once thought so. Then
I thought pollen was independent of
bacteria, that is, I saw signs that said
" eating pollen did this." I did not
think to see if the pollen was bacterious or fermenting.*
In our late State Convention, Mr.
Harrington, of Medina, Ohio, stated
that a weed (vulgarly called " tremble
weed ") growing about his locality
produced bacterious or fermenting
honey, that when bees stored it to any
extent, death by dysentery was sure
15ees working uiion this
to result.
"tremble weed" and upon cider mills,
are truly" bacteria-laden bees." Where
else they may get bacterious honey we
know not. lloney is so full of floating pollen, that bees succeed in rearing brood with that, and no other.
Perhaps that pollen may ferment and

produce dysentery. Again, it may be
that bee-bread may ferment, owing to
the kind of pollen it is made from, or
from the kind or amount of honey and
water that is used in its composition,

both.
imcomparable orIf all the above points were unfav-

"«/i;-0(ifax/" " Did you ever behold
aught like it V " " No"tice also my dear,
the matchless symmetry of its posterior
parts." (Here Mr. Ilopeful brought
the object of bis observations close up
under his eyeglasses), "Mark the
beauty of that unrivalled encasment,
the loveliness of that artistic color.but
most wonderful of all, behold the perfection of that iKilished shaft which,
anon" here unfortuever and
nately for future observation and rebeautiful
bee unexpectedly
mark, the
escaped from its captor's grasp, and
taking a true "bee-line," came immediately in contact with the prominent nasal appendage, the property
it
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orable,

it

may be

my

that the bee-bread

my

large
47 hives in
in
dry cellar, in 1869, even though they

fermented

had plenty of upward ventilation;
while in Mr. Balch's damp cellar, 35
miles away, where his hives bad no
n!)ward ventilation, and the combs
came out moldy and wet, and the bees
strong and heathy, they either had no
accessible bee-bread, as for some reason it did not ferment, or the bees did
not eat it.
Yet, it may be that Mr. Delia Torre
•All fermentation (the flrst staEos of decompoThese bacterious jxernishave
been considered bvmanvas animal (mvself amonp
ttie number). l)Ut Prof. (Vioti who is excellent authority, considers them vecetable. I now liave no
doubt that he is correct: liowovnr. us rej,'!inis the
wintering (iroblem. It makes no (lilTiTioice. as they

Bitinnl l9 bacterious.

are a livinK growth, in either <.:isf, ilciicncieiit upon
the air currents or assistance from Inglier forma of
life for their transportation.

is

72
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incorrect in his reasoning {having

eral cases we had no need for a puff
of smoke, so quiet were the bees."

had no experience with dysentery except what he purchased), and that my
first convictions were correct, viz:
that older bees, when by adverse circumstances are induced to eat any
pollen during confinement, will have
dysentery as the result. Those whom
I have looked up to as authority have
taught that bee-bread was essentially

Now, if Mr. Clarke's company intend
queens for sale in Canada, I
know of no better stock than the
Sturgeon stock to rear from. There
are many queens, however, of the

For tbe American Bee JournaL

Foul Brood and

to rear

same stock

in different apiaries of tlie

Dominion.
But the funny part to me, Mr. Editor,
a larval food. We know that the food in the different articles of Mr. Clarke,
that young babes, calves, and colts published in the Bee Journal and
on exclusively would, if used to elsewhere, is his recollection of all
same extent by the adults of their those islands in Canada, covered with
species, produce dysentery and death. nothing but bees, and his rememberThis illustrates why pollen may be ing all those Syrian, Cyprian, Parry
"ever ready to produce life " at one Sound, Apis dorsata and Apis Caiuitime and under certain conditions, densis, hard names, but failing to rewhile at other times it kills.
The member that of little Tennessee, or
dinner that strengthens you to-day tlie name of that little Tennesseean
live

the

Mr. Sturgeon with
kill you if duplicated one week who furnished
those fine queens.
hence, under other conditions.
When tlie tentative Canadian queen
I have but little doubt but that
moisture is a great aggravator or pro- apiary advertises, I will, with pleasure,
ducer of bad effects from its favor- extend the right hand of welcome to
able influence toward the production them upon the platform for public
of bacteria. Whetjier chaff, cellars, patronage, with a wish that Apis
houses with stove& in them, hives Americana the coming bee, may be
lined with lime cushions, will prevent produced in a much shorter period
this fermentation when the pollen and than many are predicting.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jan. 12, 1882.
honey are most imfavorable within
themselves, we cannot yet reasonably
decide but I, for one, have fears as to
For the American Bee Journal.
the practical and ready means of prevention, just as soon as we get a clear
Exact Reports of Honey Crop.
understanding of the cause, and
causes of the cause. I believe we are
coming at it, slowly but surely. 1 believe that my first conception of the
I have before me a report of a honey
cause will turn out to be true. Some crop from a very honest man, of a
other form of life is working for the very superior strain of bees, resulting
ascendancy over the life of our bees. from a hybrid cross, which gathered
If it would not be asking too much just 40 lbs. of honey per colony, from
of Prof. Cook, I would ask him in be- red clover, when ordinary Italians did
half of tlie .science-loving apiarists of not get one pound. These bees unthe world to give us through these derstood themselves, and put in just
columns as elaborate an account of that convenient multiple of pounds,
the late French experiments with that that would not puzzle the brain of
low form of life so destructive to buyer or seller. Five colonies equals
stock, as his valuable time will afford. 200 lbs.; 10 colonies equals 400 lbs.
When relating the experiments in our How convenient y Then again, three
State Convention, we felt a tingling swarms from one old colony, last sumsensation run over the brain, and mer. These together make four colothought surely these scientists are the nies, all in splendid order for winter,
except they have about 1.5 lbs. of honey
saviors of men.
per colony" too much, for wintering.
Dovvagiac, Mich.
Four times 1.5 His., are 60 lbs. It is so
easy to count the surplus inside the
For Ibe American Bee Joamal.
hive
Then these four united give
just 400 lbs. of white comb honey, and
Those Fine Bees in Canada.
exactly 300 lbs. of dark comb honey;
all nearly built in two pound sections.
W. p. HENDERSON.
Just 17.5 lbs. to the hive; STJj sections
The American Bee Journal, of Eer colony 22 sections per month, in
ox honey; besides the extra 1.5 lbs.
the 11th inst. reached me the 12th
just two
inst.,andin looking over it I find from inside of brood-chamber
the pen of W.F. Clarke, tlie following: pounds per working day (these bees
" We have organized a company in don't work on Sunday) all summer,
this town, and started an apiary as a wet or dry, cold or hot, blossoms or no
tentative business venture. * * * * blossoms; besides filling the brood
Thus far we have only bought 44 hives chamber.
There was one colony that far exof bees, being the sum total of tliat
nice little apiary at Kincardine, with celled these. It stored just 400 lbs.
which I fell so desperately in love last It didn't go into fractions at all. Just
400 lbs., 200 boxes or sections; 50 secJuly."
In looking at his communication in tions per month a whole crate and
No. 29, July 20th, which 1 noticed at four sections over, every 15 days.
the tune, that Mr. Clarke, visited "an
Brothers of the bee-keeping fraterexcellent
Canadian
apiary," and nity," That coming bee have ariv in
found, as he says, " a uniform, nicely another State," and the breeder has
marked, even-tempered lot of Italian written a letter announcing this to an
bees." * * * * " We opened some 20 apiarist of Michigan.
hives to inspect the queens.
In sevWilton, Iowa.

may

;

!

—

—

—

A. K.

As some
believe,

its

Cure.

KOHNKE.

bee-keepers

may

be led to

by Mr. Townley's assertion,

that he cured foul broody colonies, by
simply putting them into a clean hive,
that they also may succeed by the
same proceedure, I wish to say that I
consider such a tiling impossible.
Foul brood means bacteria of putrifaction which do not only pervade
brood but also honey, pollen, and the
body of the old living bees.
patient having small-pox cannot be
cured by moving him into another
house, not by starving him. Whereever he is taken he carries the contagion with him, in his body, until he
is cured.
It is the same with bees. If
Mr. Townley's bees got well after being removed to other quarters, it
would simply prove that there was nO'
contagious disease about. Mr. Townley admits of having had no faith in
nor success with that method and resorted to cremation, also substantially
admitting what he seems to deny, viz :
that he cannot tell whether or not he
has eradicated the disease, for when
it takes a bee-keeper three years of
repeatedly burning his infected bees,
hives, and all, at a loss of $200, he
may rest assured, that by that method
he has not yet burnt his last hive and
colony, which are as liable to catcb
the contagion as those before them
which were burned before the last
ones showed signs of the disease.

A

Youngstown,

O., Jan., 1882.

For the American Bee Journal.

Foundation for Sections.
H.

C.

FARWELL.

In Mr. Doolittle's article on page ft
of the Bee Journal for this year, I
was sorry to see tliat the Given foundation, made on the Given press,
should be left out of his test. The
great trouble with the thin foundation for sections is that it does not
contain scarcely any wax in the wall.
It is plain enough that foundation as
thin as 10 square feet to the pound
cannot contain much wax in the wall.
You would not think of putting such
foundation in the brood-chamber because there is not enough wax in the
wall to much more than give the cell
a fair start. Then why put it in the
sections ? The reason is that all the
heavy foundation made on the roller
mills has so thick a base or septum
that the bees leave the so-ciUed " fish
bone " in the center of the comb.
This difficulty has been overcome by
the Given press. The great pressure
brought to bear on the sheets of wax
makes the septum exceedingly thin
and at tlie same time making a heavy
wall. The septum of this foundation
is as thin in that which measures 6
square feet to the pound, as in that
which measures 10 square feet to the
pound, if properly made, and fully as
thin if not thinner than natural comb.
Mr. Doolittle says
:

.
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coming sooner I take it after being stung the my colonies until the queens had every
more mild the effect of the sting comb tilled with brood, so when the
seems to be, and during the swelling a harvest came they were forced to storeof spirits seems to slightly re- all their honey in the surplus chamber.
of extnicled honey, comb foundation swallow
lieve the difficulty of breathing, for a I obtained a good crop, but the season
is a success in the surplus arrangeit is al- closed sooner than I expected, and I
ment, but at a time when honey comes few minutes, but sometimes
spirits found my colonies scarce of honey audi
the
swallow
to
impossible
most
colony
same
the
in with a rush,
After I had weighed my
full of bees.
anything
else.
or
per
pounds
20
12
to
from
gathering
" surplus, I fed back all that was not"
for
my
inoculation
cost,
in
the
faith
pay
some
not
have
does
I
it
day,
salable, and not baviiig enough of
bees will lill a box having a starter of notwithstanding the fact that the this, I drew largely on the sufjar barnatural comb, and tinish it as quickly more 1 am inoculated the worse the
Well, didn't you get them in
rel.
as they will one full of foundation by effect. If it were not that each sting good shape for winter in this way ?
I would try
danger,
with
fraught
is
its side."
[
No somehow, the queens wouldn't do
I can see no way to account for this the experiment in about this way:
any good laying, there being such astatement only in this way, that when After being stung I would take spirits hoii^ of old bees on hand, etc. After
the bees brought in only 3 to 5 lbs. of after the effect of the sting had con- a great deal of fussing, I was forced toextracted honey per day they could siderably passed off (but not entirely),
let them go into winter quarters, andsupply the amount needed to complete and while the system was somewhat
my cellar was too cold for them, thewhen
spirits
I
the
cell;
but
of
of
the
inllu'euce
under the
the full length
thermometer ranging from 30° to 35°
exmore
of
then
take
20
lbs.
12
to
again,
in
stung
brought
be
would
they
all winter, and that temperature is far
tracted honey per day they had to spirits and after the effect of the sting
more destructive to bees than a higher
sufficiently passed off another
secrete from 2 to 4 times as much as had
or lower temperature. What temperthose bringing in 3 to 5 lbs. per day. sting, and so on indelinitely until the
should a cellar be kept ? About
Thus putting those wliich brought in sting had little or no effect, taking ature
46"=, but it is a good plan to give them
from 12 to 20 lbs. of extracted honey just spirits enough to neutralize the
gradual cooling off once or twice a
almost on a footing with the bees poison to a considerable extent, but not a
month. I agree with you there, but
which had simi)ly a starter.
entirely. As soon as the indications
bees have wintered badly; how
Now if this wax had been supplied justify (if they should justify) dimin- your
will you be able to hand in your big
in the wall of the foundation the bees ish the amount of spirits taken, but
Well, I'm going towould not have had to furnish it, and continue the stinging for sometime report this fall V number just as small
unite and get the
had
would
have
system.
the
Doolittle
left
I think Mr.
after the spirits has
as possible (I won't count those nuclei
to give a decided preference in favor The experiment might result thus, or
over there), and feed liberally to get
of the sections tilled with sheets of it might not. If it should, I have an
the time the
Mr. D. may say that idea the system would be effectually the queens to lay, and by
foundation.
honey season comes, I will have lots
some of the foundation was heavy, inoculated.
of queens on hand, and I can divide
measuring 6 square feet to the pound,
1 should be encouraged to try the
up and have all those empty combsso it was, but Ids test shows that the experiment by the fact that some
time the season is in
septum of the same was very thick, years ago. after the effect of a sting occupied by the
it will be easy toand had their extra wax been in the had passed off sufficiently to render it full blast. You see
get a good average, and that is all I
wall, instead of the septum, it would possible for me to get among the bees
way, stranger, how
have been just what we want. If we again, I iiniuediately received another care for. By the
and how are
would have foundation a perfect suc- sting which seemed to affect me but many bees do you keep went into winthey doing y Well, I
cess in the sections we must have a little, if any; but my wife and fatherincluding
a few
heayy wall and thin septum such we in-law think it would be too much like ter quarters with 96,
came out with
have in the Given foundation. If we suicide for me to try it. I wish, how- that were united, and
stranger, were they good
are going to furnish wax for the bees ever, that some one else would. If 87. Well,
strong V No, sir they resembled
to build comb with let us furnish it, Mr. Clarke does not seem to think the and
yours in some respects; they had.
and luit give them thin foundation sting really dangerous, will he try it
few bees. Well,
withone-thirdorone-half enougli wax, Now, please don't plead temperance, plenty of honey and
did you double up V No I had sixtyand making them furnish the rest.
for I am a temperance man (except on
the
that didn't need anything
We have odd
Dorset, Vt.
occasion of bee stings).
balance had their honey uncapped
heard and read of well authenticated from time to time, but I didn't get all
cases (both accidental and experistrong enough till the lioney season
For tbe American Bee Journal.
mental), of the human system being
had come. What did you do then?
effectually inoculated so as to become
The Effect of Bee Stings.
Why, the strong ones were swarming
venom proof. I have seen such ac- by
this time, and I used up about 20
forJournal.
I
counts in the Bee
T. C. MACE.
or 30 swarms strengtliening these
adjoining
an
in
merly knew a man
stocking my nuclei.
who told me that the sting of weak ones and
I stated in the Bee Journal a county
painvery
him
effected
bee
honey
How many have you now, stranger,
short time ago the fact that the sting the
one occasion (on cutting and what were your prolits from them
of the honey bee affects me danger- fully, but on
believe) he was so severely last season V I have 90 colonies, and
ously; seeing \Vm. F. Clarke's experi- a bee tree I
he had to my prolits were about $800.00. How
ence in the last number of Weekly stung by several bees that
be carried home by his companions; about your outlays? Twenty dollarsBee Jouknal, I will give mine.
Soon after being stung (it matters since which he has been venom proof. will cover all, including 7 bee papers.
Cameron, Mo., Jan. 16, 1882.
Do you give the bees all your time ?
not on what part) 1 feel the effects in
No, sir l)ee-keeping is a " sort of side
my eyes, ears, lips, nostrils and throat,
issue" with me. I do a hand's work
particularly the latter, and generally
For the American Bee JoumaL
on the farm most of tlie time, and let
more or less all over my body; swell"the girls" preside over the apiary.
ing begins to ])rogress at a fearful
Is this all Fiction ?
"

At a time when honey

is

in modenitely, say wlien a good colony
is bringing in from 3 to 5 lbs. per day

.,

;

;

;

'i*

;

;

;

breathing through my nostrils
soon becomes impossible and breathing at all becomes very difficult, so
much so at times that I am nearly

Why

rate;

L.

W. VANKIRK.

I must have a chat with Mr. Doolitsuffocated for want of breath.
tie, and I guess the best way will be
On two occasions during the past to run over to his ranch. Wiegates^Mr.
season, my tongue swelled so that I D.V I see you are busy. Yes, very;
could scarcely speak so as to be last winter was hard on my little pets;
understood.
I will luive to do a great deal of doubfew years ago some doctors ad- ling up. Why do you have to dothisV
vised me to try drinking spirits. I Well, it will take me some time to
did so and still use it (or that purpose. tell. You know I use a small hive.
I imagine that it does good as the Last season I united, and stimulated

A

don't you give it your whole
I would, if I could get any one
else to take the same interest in the
other work that I do. I can get along
pretty well by taking a day now and
then, and making good use of my
" spare moments." I have made beekeeping pay in this way for 8 years,
and have not lost as many, or half asmany, in all this time, as you did last
winter. But my time may be coiuing,-

time

?

ilow is it; is this all liction ?
Washington, Ta., Jan. 18, 1882.

;

.
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Bee-Ciilture in D. C. There is not
mucli intelligent acquaintance with
bees in the D. C. and parts adjacent,
and I do not know what can be done
to create a proper interest. Maryland
and Virginia ought both to be great
bee States, and I hope soon will be.

Unfortunate.— I subscribed for the
the beginning of the
year, and I tliink I began tlie year well.
I am 65 years old, and have had bees
4 years. I began witli 2 colonies; 1
died, the other sent out three swarms.
One took to the woods, which left me
3 to winter. They came out all right

Bee Journal

Washington

Question— Could a sheet of wax be

made resembling capped honey,
ened into a section, the section

Hackman.

City, I believe will, in the

near future, beat the world for

its

fastfilled

with glucose of the proper consistency,
and then the other side sealed up with
a similar sheet of wax V I say no
but these are well-informed men.

Peru,

111.,

Jan.

II. S.
19, 1882.

honey flow, for its flora, and especially
for basswood and white clover it will,

[We have expressed the opinion that
as a city, be unequaled. The tide- the manufacture of artificial comb
water regions of both States ought to honey was not only impracticable, but
be admirable for honey, but it is almost entirely neglected. I am going utterly impossible. However, we have
in the spring and increased to 15, to see what I can do through the a series of investigations under way,
which gave me 2-56 pounds of honey, clergy. If we can interest them, they as stated last week, to ascertain how
and I sold it at 2-5c. per pound, netting can soon interest their people. I have
me $64. This was all in box honey. now 42 coloines, wliich I hope will the impression originated, and will
In the winter of 1880-81 they all died, winter safely— all hybrids and Italians. give publicity to the result when fully
and left lots of honey, some of which I hope to do well next year. I read learned. Undoubtedly, the whole
Isold. Last June I bought 1 colony the Weekly Bee Journal right story has originated from a mistaken
in an observatory hive. Last spring through.
J. A. Buck.
impression, probably from the use of
I sent to II. A. Burch, South Haven,
Washington, D. C, Jan. 23, 1882.
too thick foundation in the sections,
Mich., for 6 colonies of Italian bees.
They were to be delivered the 1st of
Kentucky Bee-Keeping.— There are or some one not thoroughly familiar
May, but no bees came I wrote a
a great many who have bees near with apiculture, has seen some beenumber of times, and he said he would not
me at least those who have bees have keeper using combs which were built
send them as soon as he reached my but few colonies scarcely any
within the previous season and saved over
order, and he ke))t promising from 3 miles of this
point, have more than
time to time, but neither sent the 10 or
12 colonies. I began the winter for spring or summer use, then a ferbees nor refunded the money.
At with 40 colonies in Langstroth hives, tile brain has suggested that they
last I brought suit against liim for
Italians, and as far as I know, were artilicially filled with glucose and
money or bees, and lie sent the bees in mostly
are all alive. Some of them were
poor condition the latter part of Sep- they
weak in the fall, but I have fed con- capped over. Once imagining how it
tember, with liardly anything to keep siderable, as the weather wjis
favora- unght be done, it is easy to give out
them througli winter. I have had to ble.
had rather a poor honey sea- the impression that it was so done,
feed them ever since. I cannot tell
son last year on account of the severe and a story or prejudice never loses
whether they will pull through or not. drouth, but
a very favorable winter so
I bought 12 colonies of black bees this
by traveling. Persons in large cities
far, the weather being so open that
fall ; they are nil in good condition. I
they have had several flights. We might buy artificial comb honey, even
am going to Italianize them.
have not had much severe cold wea- though they knew it to be such but
S. T. WOOLWORTH.
ther, and little snow, but plenty of they would prefer the genuine.
Gratiot, Wis., Jan. 24, 1882.
rain and mud. As far as my observation has extended, the bees seem to be know they buy sugars and syrups,
Bees in Kentucky. I am glad to consuming but little of their winter and yet no one is so ignorant as not
acknowledge tliat I am a more en- stores, rather less, I think, than usual. to know that the majority of the latter
thusiastic apiarist since my attend- Success to the Bee Journal.
Some are even so demoris glucosed.
ance of the National Society, at LexJ. r. Ellis.
alized that they buy bntterine, knowington, Ky., and believe my success
Fiskburg, Ky., Jan. 26, 1882.
in the past can be greatly excelled
ing it to be such, and the reason asduring coming season. We all hail
Artificial Comb Honey. Do people signed is " it looks as well as most of
wilh delight the improved appearance
large cities buy and use our beauti- the butter."— Ed.]
and increasing value of our favorite, in
ful section honey, and at the
;

;

;

We

;

We

—

—

the

Bee Journal, and hope

its

Walnut Lick, Ky., Jan.

20, 1882.

Honey Pop-Corn Balls.— Allow me
to thank Mrs. A. M. Sanders for her
recipe for making honey pop-corn
balls.
We have tried it and think
they are very nice. Bees are wintering well, so far, in this vicinity. I
liave 45 colonies 25 in cellar and 20 on
the summer stands, packed in cliatf
Being in attendance at the Michigan
State I3ee-Keepers' Convention, I say
you are right in. regard to the glucose
question.
J. T. Smith.
;

Bellevue, Mich., Jan. 23, 1882.

same

Edi- time think they are using or eating

tor and statt' may be blessed with the
•great prosperity ever due to industry
and true merit. Bees are wintering
well in Kentucky and the prosjiect
for 1882 is flattering when we consider
the mild winter, hives stored with the
greatest abundance of rich stores to
induce early breeding; then we have
had a copious rainfall for 3 mouths
past which will bring ns a profusion
of early blossoms and rich verdure of
•clover and grasses for our little pets
to revel in.
John T. Connley.

comb

am

fre-

Bee-Culture in Tennessee.— I read

quently told by well-informed men
that section honey is manufactured in
Chicago, and none but experts could
tell it from our natural section honey,
except by its flavor. One man told
me, in traveling through New York
State he saw wagon loads of full comb
shipped from tlit^ factory. I told him
it was perhaps near Canajoharie, and
was foundation filled in frames ready
for the bees but he insisted it was

the Bee Journal with a great deal
of interest and profit. I would be
more interested if you had more correspondence from Tennessee and the
South. I would like to see our people
more interested in the production of

artiHcial

honeyV

I

lioney.

From your correspondents

in

full-size

the north, and iwrthwest, you seem to
labor under many more diiliculties incident to your rigorous winters, than
we do in the souUi. It is a rare circumstance that oui' bees perish from

sold 2 cents liigher, per lb., than
natural honey, and yet did not contain a drop of honey. I have so far
always denied the possibility of any
such honey in sections. If tlie questions are worthy of any notice, please
give us light. A few words in explanation
friend of mine tells me
that he has frequently eaten artificial
section honey at liis sister's table, in
Chicago, that could not be told, until
cut, wlien it would show plainly from
the absence of the natural cells.

stands. Your reports, however,
indicate that your annual yield, per
hive, is greater than ours. Perhaps it
is owing to your superior care, manipidation and skill. It seems to me,
that, taking everything into consideration, the south must be a better location for an apiarist than the north
when we take into the account the
rigorous winters of the north, involving so much loss, so much care and
labor.
We would like to see some of
your enterprising bee-keepers in this

;

comb, and added that in New
York city they manufactured large cold, and we never winter in houses
quantities of section honey, and that or cellars, or pits, but on their sumit

:

A

mer

;
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country. In my opinion, a lucrative
We have had
field awaits such liere.
an exceedingly mild winter so far, and
our bees are in ])rinie condition. They
are now gathering pollen from the
American arba vilie. I see tluit Wm.
r. Clarke, in his article, in your last
issue, "goes for" Mr. Doolittle for
using " we " when speaking of himWill you allow me to ask Mr.
self.
Clarke to say, in his ne.xt, whether it
is in good taste for Doctors and Divines, when writing for bee papers,
or advertising bee productions, to
Dr.
sign themselves Rev.
If so, would it be in good taste for a
or a
general to sign liimself Gen.
lawyer to sign himself Lawyer
'?

i*

John Fox.
Columbia, Tenn., Jan.

16, 1882.

Keep the Ball Rolling.— I see that
Mr. G. W. Thompson has made the
motion for a Bee-Keepers' Society,
in New Jersey (see Bee Journal
Dec. 7), and it "has been seconded by
Mr. Chas. II. Rue (see Journal Jan.
3). Now, Mr. Editor, it only remains
for you to put the question, and in doing so, be sure to record my vote in
Let some one arthe affirmative.
range for the meeting to organize and
circulate the notice, and New Jersey
will no longer be counted out of Beeing; but will take her stand with other
progressive bee-keeping States.
J. II. B. Cook.
Caldwell, N. J., Jan. 16, 1882.
California Prospects.— It would please
of us Calitornia bee-keepers to
attend the National Conventions, but
the distance intervenes depriving us
of that pleasure, and this is the penalty we pay for living in the land
which may truly be said to " flow with
milk and honey," although there are
years here when the flow of honey is
very light Imt the flow of milk continues, and such was the case last year.

many

;

Judging from present appearances,
the prospect for 1882 is not very encouraging, although this is something

which

is

beyond human wisdom, to

say wliat the future will bring, especially in the way of honey. But this
I can say, that even when there is a
deficiency in the honey crop here, the
mortality of the bees need not necessarily follow. All of our good honey
is produced in the
hills, but there are

monntanis or foot
seasons, when from
different causes there is no secretion
of nectar in the mountain plants, consequently, the bees can gather no
honey but they can be saved by moving them to the valleys where there is
a succession of bloom, especially on
lauds that are irrigated, and on such
;

lands you can grow whatever you wish
to plant, enabling their owners to sow
feed for them anv tijne of year. Rape
ami mustard will bloon'i the year
round. There are also in these 'low
lands hundreds of acres of different
varieties of the willow, whicli blooms

from December until May. The eucalyptus, acacia, and'pepper tree have
been extensively j)lanted here, and
thev afford both honey and pollen. I
could enumerate many other honey
plants wliich

we could

cultivate for

the bees, but

my

letter is already too

ask, " Why, then,
does not California have a surplus of
honey every year V" It is because the
Californian "has had his palate so
long.

You

will
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was comparatively dry, and on others,
apparently from the same source, it
was so wet that it would almost drop
off.
Will some of the scientists give
their opinions

y

Bees are apparently

pampered with good mountain honey doing well, They had a good flight
that he cannot descend to eat strong, on the 28th of December.
Abb Hoke.
mixed, valley honey, which is much
Union City, Ind., Jan. 23, 1882.
darker, and of a very inferior quality.
I heartily approve of the action of the
National Convention in choosing Wm.
Persimmon Bloom for Honey.— Bees
Muth-Rasmussen as their Vice Presi- done poorly here last season. I went
dent for California. I think the man- through the winter with 36 colonies,
tle could not well have fallen on more but had no swarms, and only about
worthy shoulders.
300 lbs. of honey. Bees seem to be
J. E. Pleasants.
wintering well now. I wish to say to
Anaheim, Cal., Jan. 13, 1882.
those who are planting trees'for honey,
that the persimmon is one of the best.
A Missing Bee Man.— In the spring It comes in bloom about tlie same
of 1874, Abraham Krider, vifho claim- time that linden does, and bees work
ed to be from Bucyrus, O., was divid- upon it in a perfect swarm. What
ing and transferring bees in our sec- kind of seed can I scatter upon a
tion of country. He introduced a new tract of land that was once heavily
hive, wliich was simply a square box timbered, but is now cleared, and
with cross-sticks and slats one-inch used as commons, generally as a catsquare, and one-inch apart, on top of tle range y It is a heavy clay soil;
the hives, to give the bees free access water stands upon it in winter, but
to the honey apartment. His mode dries off in summer, making fine pasof dividing was as follows: Drum ture. There are still logs and stumps
one-half of the bees with the queen on it. It would produce fine crops if
out of the " gum," put them in the cleared. Is the Emerson Binder the
new hive, which he put in the place of same kind that has the spring-steel
the old gum, removing the latter to back, and is used for music ?
John II. Christie.
one side to rear a new queen or die.
Dyersburg, Tenn., Jan. 17, 1882.
In transferring, he removed all of the
bees, and saved all tlie combs and
[Sweet clover is the best you can
honey. In the spring of 1875, I was
employed by Mr. Krider to furnisli plant, as it requires no cultivation
conveyance and tools for manufactor- after being once covered; a light haring hives. In the following Novem- rowing will be sufficient to cover it,
ber we went to Kosciusko and Wabash and it will hold its own against everycounties, taking orders for dividing
and transferring bees the following thing else. The Emerson Binder has
amounted to cloth back, and no still springs. It is
spring. Our orders
nearly $1,000. Mv. Krider, who was much cheaper and quite as durable as
about 32 years old, 6 feet tall, weight
the music binders.— Ed].
180 lbs., wore a mustache generally
blacked, and spoke the German
LabelingTiii Cans of Honey.— I have
language naturally, suddenly disappeared. He was a great cigar smoker, found out what is the reason labels
and had a craving appetite for strong (no matter what kind of paste is used)
drink. A postal giving his where- vi'ill not stick to tin. There is a thin
abouts since that date, will be thank- film of grease on all new tin ware,
fully received. Being Ifeft in a dilem- which must be removed, washing the
ma, I then employed Mr. I. R. Good place where the label goes on with a
to assist me, since which time he has solution of caustic soda or potash, and
devoted his time to the business of drying with a cloth will obviate the
bee-keeping and queen-rearing, and difflculty, and common flourpaste will
H. K. Beeciiam.
then stick.
has been quite successful.
Acme, Mich., Jan. 25, 1882.
Amos P. Blosser.
Goshen, Ind., Jan. 18, 1882.
X Peculiar Case.— I have a colony
Can it BeJ— I think I have made a of bees in my honey house, up stairs,
discovery, withoiit the means to dem- with entrance on the outside, so they
onstrate it, I, e., that the worker-bee can fly at leisure. We use the room 3
has an opening in the pollen baskets times a week for band purposes.
on the posterier legs, through which There are 15 members, and of course,
moisture can escape to hold the pollen we make quite a noise with 13 horns
I obtained and 2 drums; the result is, the bees
in place in the baskets.
this impression last spring when feed- are about Ji or % dead, and they have
ing rye-meal. The bees would buzz eaten 25 or 30 lbs. of honey since Nov.
over it for a few moments, then I lO: I think from the smell, on opencould see pellets in the basket, and ing the hive, they have dysentery.
they would not touch the meal, only Well what I started to say is this, on
stir it with their wings, while others examination, the 21st lust., I find
would get in the meal and wallow like drones in all stages, from eggs to flying drones, no worker larvte in the
pigs.
I have no microscope to test the
matter, and request the scientific hive. The mother hatched June 10,
readers of the Bee Journal to in- 1881. She was as prolific as any queen
vestigate the subject. Among other I had up to the time of putting away
things which convince me this is so, I for winter. She is a well-marked
have seen bees laden with pollen come Italian queen, but her progeny is
from the fields, on some the pollen rather dark, but pure, if three-banded
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pure. Did you ever iiear of a
queen laying drone-eggs only in winter.
I have had bees quite a while,
and this beats me, what do you think
about It?
J. r. KiGHT.

Ants in the Apiary. In answer to N. W. IlKnois and S. W. Wisconsin.
Mr. Beath's inquiry I would say:
Sprinkle the salt wherever the ants
The Sixth Annual Meeting of the
are; which is generally on the honeyNorthwestern Illinois and Southwesboard and under the edges of the cap.
Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' AssociaPoseyville, Ind., Jan. 23, 1882.
As it is not offensive to bees, it may tern
tion, was held at Freeport, on Jan. 17,
be put on the bottom-board or any18.
There was a pretty good atten[We think you have no queen in the where about tlie hive.
dance, and a very interesting time.
hive now; if there is one, she lias
J. L. WOLCOTT.
Several new members were admitted,
Bloomington, 111., Jan. 24, 1882.
been reared since the fall set in, and
and many questions discussed; one
being the best means of discriminahas not been mated. It often happens
Bees Doing Well.— My bees are win- ting information that is to be obtained
that queens become what are called
tering finely, so far even the small from the experience of different perdrone-layers, but not a young, proper- two- frame nuclei are doing splendidly. sons in the way of handling and carThey are all in the cellar, with ther- ing for bees, and procuring the best
ly-mated, prolific queen. Ed.]
is

;

momter

From a "four-year-old" Apiarist.
—Permit me to say voui- .Journal for
1882 "just Hlls the bill," is both magazine and paper, is weekly but not
weak, and is just the shape to bind
for future use. For two years I leaned
on the capacious breastof Novice, but
after leaving the infantile stage of
bee-culture, I natuniUy struck to the
more solid food in the I5ek .Journal,.
I am only four years old yet (in the
sweet industry), but I read your
Journal with great pleasure. I have
a vacation every we ik from my jiastoral
cares when I get hold of thiit.

D. D. Marsh.
Georgetown, Mass., Jan. 17, 1882.
Terribly Severe.— Yesterday we had
the worst day of the season. The
mercury was "below zero, with the
wind blowing a perfect gale from the
northwest, and the air was filled with
whirling snow. It has cleared off
now, but the mercury stands at 2fi degrees below zero, while I write. This
is the coldest that we have had in
Borodino since I have kept bees. At
such times as this, I can but think
bees are far better off in a, cellar of
even temperature, standing at 4.5 degrees, or above.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1882.

Blaine,

C.

Peden.

Lawrenceburgh, Ky., Jan.,

25, 1882.

50-'

111.,

most of the time.
D. G. Webster

Jan. 27, 1882.

Dreadful, Whew !- It is 20^ below
zero here. I think some of my bees
must be dead, or else I have a tough
I dare not look at them till the
lot.

H. Alley.

Wenham,

Mass., Jan. 25, 1882.

Local Convention Directory.
Tivie

1882.

Feb.

S,

9-N.

and Place

of Meeting.

AN. W. P^.. at Jamestown. Pa.
D. Howells, Sec, Aslitabula, Ohio.

E. O.

W.

9— Northeastern

Maine, at Dexter, Maine.

April 11— Eastern Michiean, at Detroit, Mich.

A

Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
25—Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec
20. 27— Western Michigan, at (irand Ranids.
Wm. M. S. DodKe, Sec, Cooper.-.viiie, Mich.
27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, ChristiansburK, Ky.
B.

Champlain Valiey.

at Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins,

Feed the Bees.— Look at your bees
first warm day, and if they have
not sufiicient honey, at once get some
coffee A sugar and take 4 measures of
sugar and 1 of water (hot), put it on
the stove and cook about 3 minutes,
and feed the bees. If you have no
feeder, make one; if your cushions are
wet dry them; if you take no bee paper send for the Bee Journal for 3
months at least, it may save you a

25— Iowa

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
Sec.

tW~

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinKB.— El>.

I®" The Northeastern Bee-Keepers'
Association of Maine, will hold its
second annual meeting at Grange
Hall, Dexter, Me., Feb. 9, 1882. An
invitation is extended to all persons
interested in bees and honey, to atcolony of bees.
G. N. Phakes.
tend, and bring their pet bee hives,
Kempton, Ind., Jan. 26, 1882.
smokers, extractors, etc., that we may
compare the merits of each different
The First Blood.— On Jan. 7and 15, kind. The President will give an
1882, my bees were bri'nging in pollen address, and we shall hear the Secreand honey from mustard, which was tary's report, and elect officers for the

sown

in

September

last.

Continuous ensuing year.

rain for thirteen days past, except
those named, when the sun shone out
near noon.
A. B. McLavy.

Bastrop, Tex., Jan.

IG, 1882.

Mr. Pratt, of Dixon, gave quite
graphic descriptions upon several
questions which were very interesting. The objects of these Associations Is to help and be helped by the
experience of practical men, and we
had men there with us who are doing
the best to make bee-keeping a success that they can, and are willing ta
tell of their mistakes and failures as

Wm. Hoyt,

The attendance was

small considering the membership, there only being
at any one time during the meeting
42 members, but what were there
seemed to be enthusiastic. The
following persons were chosen as
odicers for the year 1882 or until their
successors are elected; R. M. Milliken,
President; Levi Keister, Vice President; Pliares Kleckner, Treasurer;
Jonathan Stewart, Secretary. The
number of colonies of bees represented was 845 that were prepared
for winter; all of them were reported
to be doing nicely, having plenty of
good honey, and they will no doubt
come out all right in the spring in
good condition to gather the best of
sweets for the owner and those who
love honey not glucose.
The next meeting will be held in
Rock City, on May 16. 1882. The next
Annual Meeting will be held on th»
third Tuesday in January 1883, at
Freeport, Illinois. J. Stewart, Sec.

—

Sec

IG-N. W. ni. and S. W. Wis., at Rock City, 111
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, lil.

Henry Wallace,

the

results.

weather is warmer. The Journal
now ought to suit everybody, with the
improvement on last year's style.
Somehow, I think the first number, well as to tell of their success. You
for 1882, was the best I have seen for may rest assured that when such pera year. I like the idea of putting all sons assemble together in Convention
the advertisements at the back end, it makes an interesting meeting.
The Association has 98 members.
they appear more at home then.

Bees Have Devoured Little Honey.—
Bees, so far, have wintered well, with
but little consumption of honey, considering the mild weather and the May
many flights they have had.

John

at

Sec.

1^ The Union

Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
on the 27th day of April, 1882.
full
attendance is very much desired, as

A

important business will be transacted.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.

Change of Time.— So as not to conwith other meetings, the time of
holding the Bee-Keepers' Convention
at Jamestown, Pa., has been changed
from Feb. 1st and 2d, to Feb. 8th and
flict

9th.

This promises to be one of the

most interesting meetings yet held.
A good programme has been made
out. and all interested in bee-keeping
will find

it

to tlieiradvantage to attend.

M. E. Mason,

W. D. HowELLS,

Pres.

Sec.

m" The T«;xas State Bee-Keepers' ®° When changing a postoflice adConvention will be held at McKinney, dress, mention the old as well as the
Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.
new address.

..
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CLUBBINU LIST FOR

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OP AMKKICAK BKK JOURNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m., Jan. 30. 1882.

The following
up

20c. per agate

A line
word*;

are the latest quotabeesvi-ax received

of AKiite type will contain about elipht
fourteen lines will ut-cupy 1 inch of space.
Special N^itices,

DISi'OlTXTS

will

r»0

cents per line.

1»

*'

"
•'

"

S6
Be
5S

(3

"

months).... 30

In

payable

in

has an upward tendency,
and 1 am now payiiiK the following' prices In cash
LifcTlit comli honey. In t*iii>;le comb 8ectlon8.17(i!J2i
cents in larKer bnjcesJc, leas. K.\tracted, 8Q>10c.

:

BBK8WAX -Prime

"

tiie

C. F.

Bee-Keeper8'Bxch'nKe(Uouk&Pcetl3

00.
2 80
2.50.. 2 35
2 60.. 2 40
6 30.. 5 50

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. Hill)
Kansas Bee- Keener
The 7 above-named papers

.

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaso.

.

l-'ur

HONEY— Choice white
same

tions, 20<ft22c.:

dark and mixed, in

comb, In

1 to 1!^ lb. secboxes. 17@20c.;
boxes, 12H@I5c. Exdark, 9c.

in 2 to 3 lb.

to 3

1

tracted, white, loc^illc.;

lb.

U. A. Bl'UNtTT, 165 South

.

3 00
2 25
2 75
2 60

3 25.

2 40.
2 85..
2 75..

Water

St.

Buyers are more Inclined to operate,
but sellers are less anxious. A lot of dark e.xtracted w:is s. ekinu' a buyer a few weeks ago at 8c.,
but has since been withdrawn, and now for the
lot

bid.

'^c. is

We quote

white comb, I6@20c. dark to good, o@
14c. Kxtracted. chf)ice to extra white. H^^rojloc.;
dark and candied, 7(SHc. BBKSWAX— 23®25c.
STKAKNs & SMITH, i^ Front Street.

J^ptcial IJoticjcs.

of America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.
We not only offer the befit advertising
medium but the lowest rates on yearly
contracts.
,

I

:

NEW
our
schedule of rates for iulvertisini? by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection witli our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealtfs to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
to

THE SOUTH

IN

the iimiuifacture of

BEE-KEKPERS* SUPPLIES.
Sunhum
Iliiliiin

Root Foundation

iintl

fnr

my

Illustrated Catalogue.

PAUL. r.. VI ALLON,

5mtf

a epecialtr-

Queens and Bees from March to November.

J^Send

Bayou Goula, La.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—

III.

HEADQUARTERS

CHICAGO.

same

To Advertisers.— By reference

Prof. Cook's .ManuaKbound in cloth)
Bees and Ilonev. (T, O. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, USUI
Blnderfor Weekly for 18H2

MOTH.

Qnotatl«ns of CommlHlon Merchants.

Semi-Monthly alone,

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly. In advance.

G.

3 CO.. 2 75
3 0U.. 2 60
2 50.. 2 35
4 50.. 4 00

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

25c. per lb. for choice lots.

advance.

Madison

St.

CINCINNATI.

— Vearly Contracts

THOMAS

Newman, s)72

Al. H.

W. Madison

|;2UU..

85

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charued the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

S74 West

qimllty. lM(iS22c.

pay 8@1 Ic. for extracted honey on arrival, and
16@l8c., for choice comb honey.
BBBSWAX.— 18®22c.. on arrlyal. I have paid

advunce.

Discount, for 1 year, in

40 per cent.,

HONEY— The market

I

"
"
"
"

Discount, for 1 year. In the Monthly alone.

per cent., payable

CHICAGO.

andGleanini;slnBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' .MiiKazlne (A.J. King).
Bee-Keepers'lnstructor( W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

:

«0
(Hmonths)
40
(9 months)... .50
«0
(1 year)

"
"
"
"

PublUhtTs' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee Journal

:

he piven on advertisements
if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount.

Weekly us follows,
For 4 weeks
"
8 "

Wesupply the Weekly American Bee «foarnul and any of the followlnii periodicals, for 1882
at the prices quoted in the last column of Azures.
The first column gives the regular price of both
All postage is prepaid hy the publishers.

:

Quotutlons or Cunh Buyers.

space, each insertion.,

line of

for the

to

)

honey and
this hour

tions for

KATES FOR ADVKKXISINe,

I

1882.

YORK.

purTholy-land queens.
I make a specialty of reariufr pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than nm colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. IJnllar Queens, before June 20,
r.l.i'i", each
after that date, sinyie Queen, $i.o:i 6
for Jv'i.i-Mj 12 or more. 7^ cents each Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more eaoh. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

rule

weak and

very

is

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

5wly

irreKuliir.

G-oonz),

I. -R.

demand, and prices

little

:

;

HONEY— There is a liberal supply of honey here
for whicli trade

;

;

;

We

quote as follows; White comb, in small
boxes. I8(.<ii;)c dark, in small boxes, l2@14c. Extracted, white, lo@llc.: dark. 7w9c.
;

I882.--QUEENS--I882.

BEESWAX.— Prime

quality. 21(9230.
Co.. 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

TuoHN &

1

HONEY- PlenUful and

slow for

I

save choice

BEESWAX-

1

HONEY— The market since
@lMc.

now

:

best No.

I

Extracted,

Jan. Ist has revived

1 and 2 lb. secbuckwheat dull at 17

white, in

sells at 20cfe22c.;

small packaKes. I2c.

ill

;

in half

for

June,

$.'").(.Kt

fl.OO,

;

^].:>i\

J. X.

Ky.
imtf

Mortonsville,

CLEVELAND.
tions,

booking orders.

Tested do., after
Cyprians, Unwarranted ,~f I. 'Hi, six for f.'>.in". Semi for eirculiir trivinu detroiu Postmaster
recommeiuhitioii
scription and
and county officers. Money order office, Versailles,
SIX

all

britiht comb -this sold readily; comb at 18@23c.;
strained and extracted o(<snc. to 12>^c.— top rates
for choice bright in prime oackases.
Steady at 20c. for prime.
K. 0. GUEKU i Co.. 17 N. Main Street.

considerably

am now

Warranted Italian Queens

ST. 1,0U1S.

C. Dim's
l^" Send

WILSOM,

Woodford

Co.,

Ky.

Comb Foundation Machine.
for

16mtf

Sample and Circular.
01.Bf* Fond du Lac. Wis.

C

bhis.. lie.

BEESWAX— 22@25c.. and very scarce.

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
to each colony, ruled and printed, and
is so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.

For

50 colonies (1-20 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
(420 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

" 200 colonies

The

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

Advertisements intended for the

JouuNAi, must reach

this

Bee

office

by

Saturday of the previous week.
••- •->.•

Kibbon Radges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.

A. C.

Kenukl.

115 Ontario Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 200220., accordiny to quality.

BBESWAX-P'ime quality. 2.5c.
Ckockek &

Bi.AKK, 57 Chatham Street.

Mutii's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Lancstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,

Apply

€. F.

to

M UTM,

CINCINNATI,

O.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,
CySend lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwiy

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs Wood Separators for Box Honey
ARE WARMER,

for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1S82, will be entitled to the following

premiums.
may count

Their own subscription
in the club

:

(

For a Club of 56,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
**
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for I8H2.
"
*'
4.— Apiary RcKlster for .50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

*'

"

5,—
6,— Weekly Bee

"

cloth.

Journal for year,
or Apiary Ueaister for 200 Col's.

Or they may deduct

Better, Lighter, and Cheaper than Tin.
machinery to furnish any size and
thickness desired. Standard size 1-12 uf an inch
thick) Ki' es the bees a wider and better entrance
to the Boxes. Our experience has been extensive,
and we And them far preferable to any other kind

We now have

1

per cent in cash
for their labor in getting up the club.
10

'!> Li**e.

,

,

,

They pay even In appearance of th« honey if
you du not wish to Klast it. Standard size for .'ix5

cents per loo. Special prices on large t.rders. Samples furnished for 5 cents, to pay postace and packinK- Address,
boxes,

OR.

6(t

ISflAM, Peoria.

Wyoming

5wlt

Co.,

N. Y.

J

J

._

°^

5
J

C. J.

VAN EATEN.

York,Liv. Co., N. Y.

_^^_^_^_^„___

1882-Soutliern Headquarters. -1882

1^ Those who may

wish to change

For Early Italian and Cyprian ftueene

;

and Home-bred; Nuclei and Full Colofrom other editions to the Weekly ,can Imported
nies. For quality and i>urlty, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. 1 make a specialty of manuthe
difference.
paying
by
do
so
When you have gotan old horse that
If
facturinn the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
has passed the market period, apply a
new CutaloKue. civtnK directions for intr.-ducmy
bottle of Kendall's Spavin Cure and
Races of
t^ Articles for publication must be inu queens, and remarks on the New
the result will be marvelous. Read written on a separate piece of paper Bees. Address,
_ __,
bK. tJ. p. H. BROWN,
advertisement.
AuBusta, Ga.
5w4t
Ssmtf
from items of business.

»-^»_»-,

^

'

!
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AND SECTIONS.

Given'sFoundationPress. HIVES

We are in better shape than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everythini; in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

"BOSS" OXE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, there•

fore

we

States.

Thirty-six Varieties of Cabbage 26 of Corn, 28
of Cucumber. 41 of Melon, oii of Peas. 2S of Beans,
ITof Squash, 23 Of Beet and 40 of Tomato, with
other varieties in proportion; a large portion of
which were grown on my tive seed farms, will be

are the sole manufacturers in the United'
Send for Price List.

;

found

Veeetiibleanel

in rav

188*,

HloKiie for

to all

who apply.

we shall prosecute all manufacWe shall not molest bee-keepers for
those purchased before Dec* 1st. ih8I, but
hertby caution them against buying anye:^cept
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
some that it is our intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is whollv untrue and false.

last season need not write tor it.
All seed sold from my establishment warranted
to be both fresh and true to name, so far, that
tis.

prove otherwise,

it

The

orIslii;iI

I

willretlll the

Corn, the

Hubbard

the public.

New

i^tiuafih,

J.

USING

order frra-

Marblfhead

Cabbnee, Phiiiney's Melon, and a score
other new Vegetables. 1 invite the patronage

James

turers.

introducer of Early Ohio
Marblehead Karly

and BurbaiiKPolatoes.

See! See! See!

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

4ym5t

The

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
All about Resources, Climate, etc.
can be done here, what It costs to come,
routes, when and where to go.
The great Agricultural and Horticultural Paperof
the Paciflc coast,

GalifGrnia,

U

LOS ANGKLES, CAL.

FIFTY YEARS AN APIARIST.

Address,

CARX

"WM. W.

«tr

SON.

Coleralne, Franklin Co., Mass,

imtf

((uinby's

New
If

Bee- Keeping.

you desire the

benetlt of an ext)erience

which

iHS

enabled us to

secure
of honey from lUO
colonies of bees
during the present
season, send for
our book. It con-,
b2,Ho;» lbs.'

tains

We

$1.50.

bee-culture.

270

Send for our

L. C.

used

BOOT & BRO.,
MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

468lntt

comb, and

EUZJ

January

W

Itwillpay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 43 page Illustrated Cata-

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES.
III.

IpriiTQWANTEDto sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe
AUCn
Book. Sells at Sight, Double your money
I

Addre8sDr.ChaBe'8PrintingHou8e,AnnArbor,Mich

86m1yp

to take orders
selling book on

Ladies can haTidls it.
any language; 1,050 pages, with nearly
atsighi.

Terms

in

2,(mki illus-

50 Per

free on application.

^,

dfc

eem
Onr Grrenhouse'i

and Plants.
lUK

11

pv

35

We

'

f,,ii'-

,1,

;

..-

s,i,;a

iH

We havf
I
I

I
I
'

.ind

111--

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for 1882 '20
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Everynumber worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address,
;

public

_^

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

Columbus. Kansas.

28wtf

Friends*

If

you are

In

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

published. Sells

llasno superior

Hive MnkltiK*

logue.

LEWIS,

"Watertown, Wis.

XXr A ATT'T^'Pi AGENTS
iVlN 1 JjjJ for the best
FAR!b& and HOME toi»ics ever

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS,

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

[imtf]

l. ISS'2.

_„ _
CO., Pub'rs.
HOKTON
Indlanapolla, Ind.

chines are especially adapted

BEEKEEPER,

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those wh©
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. Wm. K. Howard, is of especial interest to

Cent, to ABcnts
F. 1..
4w5tx

Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, tc. These ma-

mm

_

Y.

THE

Foot Power Machinery

to

or send Jio for lio lbs. lOsq. ft. per lb., to
3sm4t G. W. STANLEY & BRO., Wyoming, N.

Objection has been made for the last two years,
by Heddon and others, to the One-Piece Section,
on account of the sharp corners made by the sideinsets, and by others to the tendency of the bees
to make the combs narrower at the insets. Our attention was called to these objections by receiving large orders for sections without the side- insets
(one party orderingHo.iMHi). We have now decided
to manufacture them like the above cut, without
side-insets. This improvement also enables us to
make them lit n lower price, as there is less labor
un them. Price, !»4. SO per l.OOO on or4ler«
not less tfannSOO. NooIiJirife for criUiuK.
No Putent on this Seetlon.
Send for new Price List, now ready.

trations.

BARNES' PATENT

;^,

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

C. B.

in advanced
illustrated circular.

sell everylhint,'

is *'ev*-n thinner than natural,
Is the vet y be»t t'otindatlon
matie." See Bee JoritXAL of Jan. and Gleanings for Jan., pages 14, 15. We also make highwalled Vandervort foundation for brood chamber
to nt anv size frame. Send for samples and prices,

forsectlons

pages,

with iCKiillnstrations, and is fully
up lo tilt? times. Price, by mail,

SAYS:

DOOLITTLE

M.

G.

T*.

Stanley's Vandervort Foundation

111.

Langstrotli Hives & Sections.

We are the oldest breeders of Italian bees and
manufacturers of apiarian supplies in New England. Our experience dates back to the Mrst experiments of Mr. Lantrstroth in the movable comb
system. Send for our price list of bees, queens
an1 supplies, before maUiuL' vour purchases for
1882.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
». S. ©ITEN dt C, Hoopeston.
iwly

4')m4tx

this paper.

Canujoharle, N,

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
frame.

^""'TkAS. COLEMAN, JR.,

Exchange.

HOUCK & PEET,

Imtf

.

Subscription price east of the Rocky Mountains.
$i.0O. Sample copy to any address 17 L>
17
X. XvJ-j Li
for three three-cent stamps.

lyMention

Bee-Keepers'

This journal begins its fourth year in a new dress,
has been increased in size to 32 pages, is a live, progressive monthly, edited by practical bee-keepers,
and is richly worth the subscription price, which is
Jl.OO per annum, postpaid, or three months on trial
for 25 cents. Sample copy free. Our price list of
Apiarsan Supplies is now ready, and you will consult your best intevests by securing a copy before
you order. Address,

What

AN ILLUSTRATED MOiNTHL^

A

;

CO.
.JAS. FORNCROOK.
Watertown, Wis.. Dec. 15, I8.si.
Slsmtf

of
of

Vegetables a specialty.

Semi-Tropic

CO.

give notice, that

Customers of
should

FORNCROOK &

Some persons having infringed upon
NOTICE—
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby

Flower Seed Cal-

FREE

sent

JAS.

Watertiiwn. Wis., Dec, issi.

will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

Montlily Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

in Hives, Honey Extractor*, ArtifiComb, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written pla inf y. to
A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

ments
cial

;un

;\riiai-'ps ;i>

>eeclsuien

>(

Thirtv v.^ars exDtruMice as Pll

which we wish

to tell the

AC^ICAL MARKET

AND FLOKISTS.pives us such knowlcatre
GAKDENKKS
lojudcenoiontv what are the best kinds for Fruit.

a-s

to

enable us

(wnetber for Private or Conimerthoroughly tpst The qiuatiiv ofall Seeds
Jersey City, are the largrest in Ainerica, coveran averaire of seveiuy men LurousniiHtlhe year.

Flower or Veffetablecmus
ci;iir.;irdening). but aisoto

Frames m

fi,n>i''vur-'

& CO.
PETER HENDERSON
New York.
Cortlandt
Street,

semi mir ITlustrnted Cataln<nic of

EverytSiiiis for tlie
on nppliculion.

PBPC

Garden," f

||

tC

Plahts
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FLAT -BOTTOM

FOUNDATION
AND

COMB FOUTOATIOJf,
hitih sut.'-walls.

GOLDEN

i-frame Nucleus, with Tested gueen
$4.50
-frame Nucleus, with Testi

Queen

ed
"Full

5.00

Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1

Same, after.Iuly
Tested Queen, before July
1

1,

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravlnns used

in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square inch— no single outsold for less
thansoc.
G.

2."i

THOMAS

974 West Madison
h. C.

:-(9wiy

AXTEl^U

lO.(X)
3.(X)

BEES for SALE.
I

have for sale about

^OO Culonies of

will dispose of in lots

I

OR MURE

of

TEN COLONIES

at very reasonable prices. They are in
ten-frame Langstroth and box hives. These bees
are said to be larye, remarkablv amiable, good seclion workers, and excellentcoiub builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very strong in bees, and 8[>ring dwindlintr will
bo avoided. These bees can be delivered on board
eteamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarming commences. Write stion for bargains, as I
will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March

them North.

I5th, or rem<ive

am

also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied frtmi Chicago in
I

June.

Address,

ALFRED
972

West Madison

H.

CHICAQO,

Warren

Co., 111.

pp. .contains beautiful
Mteel engravings, i:2o prescriptions.prioe only $1.25 sent by
mail; illustrated sample, 6e;

VKTHW
TITVQrT V send
miUVV imOLLil.

now. Address Peabody

Medlcal institute or Dr. W. If.
St., Boston.
22wl y

PAllKEH. No.

4 Bultinch

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D,

B. J.

A TREATISE k'lving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table givinfr all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'ateeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information.
Frlce 25 centH.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS

1I.I..

974

G.

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street,

of

From my

CHICAGO, ILL.

ITALLVN BEES,

Apiaries.

QrrEEKS and NUCLEI IN SKASON.
tJP Satisfaction puaranteed.
cation.
J. H.

Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON.

SOwtt

Pewamo.

Ionia Co.. Mich.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

I

CALDWELL,

V,

CAMBRIDGE,

ILL.,

good old AMEKICAN
R'ltT'ln>?nt^,''.*'"'^''A'''''®
KEE
J ouiiXAL to send his name and Postoflice
dress for a copy of his new Illustrated CircularadBee-Keepers bupplies. It may pay you to read of
it
before orderins yuur supplies.
Beeswax wanted.

ly

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From

liEVOLVINQ COMB-HANGER.
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, aset
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while priming or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood cotnbs, and
is less laborious to htmdle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
JOIIK M. DAVIS.
address it to
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

^- BRIOGS. of Wilton Junction,
^^F'Zu^,Iowa
will turnish Italian Queens from
either o^
hla Prize Mcithers. as e.Trly in tiie comins! season
as
they can be bred, at the following rates:
Tested
Vueens.»:i; Warranted Vueens.*:; (Jueens without Buarantee.*
Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. U. Orders ailed Inrotation, as received
If accompanied with the
cash.
3w'6t
:

I

;

;

1882^

the Evergreen Apiary.

i
Ill
i

i

and expenses toagents,
O "Vickery

outfit free. addressP

Vii^fiiHla

,

Maine.

3^3wly

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
the line of Ai»larlan Suppllen. should send
for my Descriptive Circular and Price Ijist. Sent
F. A. SNELL,
free. Address,
Milledgeville. Carroll county. 111.
3wl3tp
in

of Entonioloffy in the

CoUego of Michigan,
Illiifttrutlons.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of :i,000 copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented In theannals of bee-culture. This new work has been,
produced Willi great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineatioQL
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Iloney Bee the races of bees^
f ull desccriptioDs of honey-producing plants.treeSv
;

shrubs, etc.. splendidly Illustrated— and la3t.ih<Aigh
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the

foUowiny opinions of

All agree that it is the work of a
real valne.—L'ApiciUlure, Paris.
I

think Coo

*"a

Manual

is

the

Book

;

master and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.- LEWIS T. Colby.
cut the ground from under
fuiuie book-makers.— iiri(t-./i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my conat;ou guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkuop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
It, will ever regret having purcnased.— .Vit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n beeculturc, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive Mork..— Herald, Mouticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fudy up with the iimes in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. K. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to ilie clear, disinterested iiiiormation cc^mtained in Cook's Manual.- W.M. Van antwehp. m. u
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Lii'e Stock liecord.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet mot with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.- L'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious iufcrts, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
nianagemenl; al^oa botaiucaldescnplion of honey
producing piiints, and an extended acc<mntot the
enemies Oi bees.— i^tmocnif, Puluski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vode
Tiipcum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best nifurmation on everything belonging to apiculture. Toal taking an intere^-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— .^IsricuUunhf, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leaAiff
bee-men to be tne most complete and practical
treatise on bee-cultura in t^uropeor America a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee- roan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in hee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Weiitem AijricuLuri!,t.
This work Is undoubtedly the moi*t coTipIete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been publl^hed. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and tu the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupa-tions.~.4niertcan Inventor,
It

Bees and Queens
FULL COLOMES

State Agricultural

^'ilt,3l.Hl

NEWMAN,

St.,

Roseville,

the

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas
whlcli

in

Author. A new and ureal
Medical Work, warranted the
beitand cheapest. indispensable to every man. entitled
'"rhe Science of Life, or SelfI*reservation ;"bound in finest
Freneh muslin. embossed, full

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

III.

tlie

13.50

Address, by Registered Letter

DR.

ChlcuKo,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

or Postoffice Order,

Iwtf

NEWMAN,

Street,

SALE— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees in
FOR
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.

after July].. 2.50
per half doz.,

"
"

'

V"terJulyl

or

& HETHERINGTON,
ABROXIA. MICH.

111.

J.

:

BINGHAM

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

card for testiminials,
lialf-dozen rate?*, to

t^end a

APIARY,
COOK,

TIIE

330 Paeen 133 Fine

HONEY KNIFE.

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

By A.

AM)
Bingham & Hetherington

Samples free on request.

iwiy

OR,

MANUAL OF

Of Lansing. Professor

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

nowhere to be equaited for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.

&

SONS,

The Original Patent

is

DADANT

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

stjuare feet to

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

OHAS.

Iti

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

Dealers in hee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesHle vtrices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

and our wax

to

the pound. Circular and samples tree

RETAIL.

WHOI.ESAL.E

4

appears to

ha'^-e

;

Price— Bound

lot
In cloth, SI.

8tl>00, by mail prepaid.

25 ; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G,

Street.

NEWMAN,
CUICAGO. ILL.

—
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FRANCES DUNHAM, HEDDON'S
FOR

CIRGULAB, Books

THE DUNHAM

NOW

Bee -Keepers.

for

1883.

Inventor and Sole Manutactuctr nf

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

READY.

THOMAS

Send addreas, Post Office, County and State. Be
to state whether or not you now have my

G.

West Madison

974

sure

NEWMAN,

Street.

CniCAGO. ILL,

]K81 Circular.

Wanted— Beeswax also, a Student ApprentJAM£S HEDDON,
Address.

Bee-Kecper*a

;

tice.

Dowagiac. Mich.

lw3jl

Giilcle

or.

;

Cook*s Manual

of

thtt ApiJii-y.— Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
Illustrated and fully *" up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can aflord
todo without. Clotb,^l.;S5 ; paper cover, SI.

The bonk
Colonies of

Bees for Sale,
IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Italiian

Queens:

i

\andervort, Dunham and Root;
llivef. Smokers, l''rames, Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required in aniipiiiry. Send for price

E. T.

Box

Tly

Cyprian and AlFouiidutioii: Given,

Italian.

Comb

liino;

Ff-ANAGAW.

(Rose Hill Apiary),
819, Belleville, St. Clair County, HI.

Qulnby*BNewBee-KeeplnK. byL. C. Root—

The anthor

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
tail to interest all. Its style is plain
making all Ils readers realize that ita
master of the subject.— !ftl.50.

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,

author is

NovBce'B

ABC of Bee-Culture, by A.

I.

Root

—This embraces "'every thinu pertaining to the care
oi the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloih, S1.S5; paper, iSl.
K.lnR*ii

Bee-Keepern* Text-Book,

by A. J.

is revised and brought down to
Cloth. 9^1. OO; paper. 75c.

King.— This edition
the present time.

1882.
Illustrated Catalog^ue

Patente.l Aug. Jad, 1881.

PitLioE i.iei^

DePere. Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

NEARLY
book of

A MILLION SOLD. Mn^t complete

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, li>ga, and planks
by Doyle's Uule. cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacitv of cisterns, cordwood

urement of

.

FOPi

SEiisTD

oiste;

ty

It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used In an Apiary, and
No bee keeper should
Is fully up with the times.
be without it. Your n:ime and address, wrlite-n
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

ALFRED

tables, interests, etc.

972

H.

Also for sale at the
ZW
:rtv6m.

NEWMAN,

Ian A'strotli Hives.

Cliaffaiul

have

my

ISHi circular.

^:tt

S.

1>.

BUEL.L, Union City. Mich.

BE SURE
postal card forour Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purehHsing elsewhere.
It contains illusirutions and descriptions of everything new and valuable' needed in an apiary, at the

To send a

lowest priies.

Qufensaud

Italian,

Bees,
«].

48m 15t

«fe

EVERY FARMER AND tMILLER
SHori,!) have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES. 192
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost ot pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
uselul tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Si nt post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can

l^" Also

selling this book. G. W. FISHER,
Box 23H, Rochester, N.Y.

for sale at the

Bek Journal

office.

_^

2w(im.

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

Cainarg'o, I)oii|;las foiiiity, III.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low Prices. Quick Returns

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
*i Tested
*J
('ypnan Queens
$1 'i'ested
i-2
Palestine Queens. .$
Tested... i'2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

U. P. SAT'LEN,

;

;

Hartford, Wis.

I

;

r'//&f--*iy W,
^'jf Viy V<:.M St

m reaiy. if we are timely notified.
One-lrume Nucleus, either Italian.
I
\
Cyprian or Pale-^tine. ;i;4: 'Colony ot bees, either
iraiian. Cyprian or Palestine, s frames, ft^. Comb
Foundation on Dunbam macliine. 25 lbs. or over,
3r>c. per lb.; on Root machine, thin, for boxes 4uc.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
i>/"ie. paid for bright wax. Money Orders on

^

per dozen, by e.vpress.
Sample, bv mail,
Catiilogue and Price List of Bee Keepers'
Si-J.
Supplies, Snail Kruit and Eiirly Vegetable Pants,
XT. E UOI>GE,
free to all on application.
Fredinia. N. Y.
2w4l

Doolittle.

a description of the
Price. 5c.

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.- Price I5c,
Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper«,"by Cbaa.

contains

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
This book should be in every family, and
ought tocreiite a sentiment against adulteration of
lood products, and demand a law to protect the
not eat.

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered U8 lood. 20U pages SOc,.

Moore's TJnIversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, containsover l.(KXi.(MM) Indusdusiriftl Facts. Calculations. Processes. Tr--'. Sef vast
crets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.,
utility to every Meclianic. FarLner and Business
Man. Gives 2im).(io(i items for Gas. Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists,

Millers. Black-

Founders. Miners. Metnllurglsis. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.okd pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wonhits
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, !)S3.50.
sniitlis.

Cyprian and Holy Land

BEE-FEEDER.
DODGE'S 30c.;

M.

\ C. P. Dadant. giving
and management adopted

;

C.

Fse— Being

It gives Mr, Muth's Views on
F Muth; :i- piii:es.
the management of bees. Price. lOc.

make money
kept on hand and made to oider. Send for price
Be sure and stute whether or not you now
list.

The

Hive 1
hlvt used by G.
Ch.

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Bo.x 238, Rochester. N.Y.

Bee .lorRNAL Office. _^
__^

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essavsoii Oii.-tS(ibj»'it. read before the Centennial
Bce-kc.-p<Ts Association. The I'rize~*2"> in gold
— was awarded to Proi Cook's Essay, which Is here
given in lull. Price. lOc.
Extracted Honey; HarTCstlnjf, Handlliiu and Mj»rketliiK«— A 2-1-page pamphlet, by

S-'i

O.W. FISHER.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This p;iinphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation ot Honey for the
Market Honey as louo. pivina recipes formaking
ILmey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam. Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand lor honey
everywhere. Publisheti in EnelUh and (German.
Price lor either edition, Oc. ; per dozen. 50c.
.

its
all

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
cents post-paid.
tor it. Sent for

;— presents the fundamenbee-culture, and lurnishes the
and argumeiiia todemonstrate them. 15 c.

G.

;

A. l>UNHAllf,

,

Dzlerzon Theory

LETTERS

FKANCEw

S».

Bees and Doney or, 8ucce«firu1 manaaremeut uf Ihe Apiary, by Thomas O, Newman.
embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividmg — TransterringItalianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—

'j'his

tacts

Dunham

ihe law.

Price.

Blesned Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, lull of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 891. OO.

tal principles ot

CAXTTIOIT.
PATENT Number

F-iundation Machine, making
comb foundiitinn with b»se of cells of natunil
shape, and aide-wiills brought up tn form an even
8U< face al.«»» on the fouTidiitinn nmde i>ii sniil machine, I hereby give notice In itll p rt «'s irililn;^ing
Mini iii;ii-hineM
my riglits, either hy nianutiutnrinL'
or foundation, as well us tn nil parties purcliasing
ma<hiies as iibuve. other than of my manufacture,
that I am prepared to pmtect my rights, and shall
orosecuteail infring ments to the rull extent of

Honey Bee*

Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It Is published in Etiielltk and German.Price lor either edition. 40 cents, postpaid.

jy Send for New Circular for Junuary, 1882.
24iV>H!P for

L.an{rstroth on the Sive and
This is a standard acientiac work.

;

FOUNDATION
Having obtained

-

^\J TuMcolM,

III.

iwiy.

Kendall*s Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No book could
It hasif-5

be
engravings

and treats all
disease? in a plum and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, atable of do>«'s, and much valuable
illustrating positions of sick

horse intormation.

bo.'^es.

Paper, 3S5c.

Ropp*s Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds ot merchandise and Interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, JSl.; Morocco, !»1.50.

Chicken Cholera, hy A. J.
its

cause,

symptoms aud

Address,
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THOMAS

West Madison

cure.

G.

Hill.— A treatise
Price. S5c.

on

XEWMAX,
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6.

the ballot of the Convention for those
reported by the nominating committee.
Of this we disapprove, but we
do not believe any injustice was ever
Published every

done

Wednesday by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
Editoh and Puopbietou.
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

At Sa.OO a Vear,

In

The ITortheastern Convention.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

t^

Remit by money-order. reEistered letter, exdraft on Chicngo or New York, payable to our order. Such oiilvare at I'ur risWChecks
on local banks coat U3 :i3 cents for colIectinK.
pri'ss or biink

Free of postage In the United States or Canada.
Postaee to Europe 50 cents extra,

EnUrfd

at Chicaso post office as

second class matter.

—

it

being an expedient to save
being no other nomi-

time, there
nations.

2. That its sessions should be held
space of this week's
devoted to tlie pro- at the East, West, North and South,
ceedings of the Northeastern Conven- but that •' during the past few years
tion, of Xew York, to tlie exclusion there is seemingly little or no regard
of considerable matter in other de- paid to custom and privileges." Well,
partments. We give the report of the let us see. In 1877 and 1878, it was
Convention in its entirety, as pub- held in New York that was the only
lished in tlie Utica daily papers, sep.t time in its history when sessions were
us by tiie Secretary, and have inserted held in the same place two successive
The year previous it was held
all of the essays upon which discus- years
sions were reported. Others will be in Philadelphia ; all in the East. In
published as we can give them space. 1879 it was held in Chicago (call
It is hardly necessary for us to say that West); in 1880 in Cincinnati, and
that we deplore the action of the Con- in 1881 in Lexington— both towards
vention in allowing itself to be drawn the South. It is certainly in vain to
into a belligerent attitude toward, and try to find any cause for complaint in
unkind criticism of, the National So- this.
We suggested that the session of
Being a "life
ciety (see page 8.S).
member" (not an ofBcer) of the latter, 1881 should be held in New York, but
and an " honorary member " of the a New Yorker present responded that
former, we /ec^ somewhat compromised New York had not asked for it; we
by the action taken at Utica. We suggested Atlanta, Ga., but was met
were not present when the " essay " by the same objection. If New York
referred to was read and the vote ta- wants it, let her send an invitation to
ken, at Lexington, and knew nothing the next meeting.

Much of the
Bee Journal

is

—

!
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of either

till

we saw

the report of the

—

proceedings tliough it might easily
be construed that we were, by reading
the publistied report. We were unwell
after arriving at the Convention, on
the evening of tlie second day, and
several times had to leave the Ilall
for a short time to get fresh air, and
such might have occurred on one of
these occasions. In justice, we slioiild
not be held the least responsible for

anything done

in

our absence

— which

we neither indorsed opposed nor even
heard read — as was our case with all
,

,

3.

Its

indorsement of Mr. Langscalled by Mr.

House a ''farce"
" injustice "— " unjust discrimination "—a " stain upon its record,
never to be blotted out" "and enough
to make the very blood chill."
To say that such epithets are foolish, ridiculous and unjustifiable, is
putting it exceedingly mild.
troth

is

—an

—

The gentlemen who

so unanimously

voted to indorse the sentiments, as
the views of the Convention, evidently
intended only to show their apprecia-

tion of the labors of Mr. Langstroth,
without the least disparagement to
the matters complained of.
The criticisms of Mr. House on the the late lamented Quinby, Wagner,
Weiss, etc. It is, we feel certain, exNational Convention are
unjust to attribute any
1. Its manner of electing its officers ceedingly
by instructing the Secretary to cast other motive to them.

—

—

!:

;
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The National Convention was a very
body, and we are fully

haitiioiiious

thought of being
upon a " rack " of

persuaded never

display of personal animosities, and
the jealousies of the discontented
then it is far better to never more

—

to the

making of

artificial combs, with
out to natural length, and
in close imitation of the wonderful
work of nature's little drudges, it has
not been done. The genius who shall
accomplish this may next turn his
attention to the discovery of a perpetual motion, or prepare his crucible for
the transformation of the baser metals

cell3 built

a Convention the pursuit, now
being on a linn basis, will prosper, and
On page 8G, it will be seen that a honey become popular with the masses,
uialcontent sent a letter to the Utica even though tliere be no concerted acConvention " making complaint that tion among beekeepers. Thepin-snit
" wounded in the Inuise of its
the American Bee Jouknal con- will be
tinually misquotes and endeavors to friends" but it will not be destroyed. into gold.
weaken tlie honey market." Having Its professed friends will alone be the

thti.s

stretched

liold

torture.

—

spared neither time nor money in our
endeavors to develop the honey market, and just as honey is being made
n staple article commanding a cash
price at our very doors, to have such a
foolinh complant entertained by the
Convention and a "committee appointed to investigate the matter and
report next year"
supremely
is

losers.

Honey
Artificial

Comb Honey.

We

as

Food and Medicine.

liave just issued a

new

edition

pamphlet bearing the above
Much has been said about tlie man- title. It has been revised and enufacture and sale of artificial comb larged from 24 pages to 32, the new
honey, and so numerous and appar- pages being devoted to new Recipes
ently well authenticated have been for Honey Medicines, as well as all
some of tlie rumors regarding its ac- kinds of cooking in which honey is
complishment, that many thoughtless used.
ridiculous
persons have accepted it as a fixed
It is undeniable that jjwre honey is
individual
Tlie same
sent his comfact. One story even goes so far as to the simplest, the healthiest, the most
plaints tons witli a threatening letter,
advance the price of such bogus stuff natural, and tlie most strengthening
a few weeks ago — intimating that a
new bee paper would be started to two cents per pou«d above the genuine article of food for healthy persons, as
well as the best remedy for the sick
"take the idaceof the Bee Journal," article, in the Eastern retail markets.
We have been i/nable to surmise and fft' the convalescent it is the true
to wliich we replied in full,
etc.,
how the hoax originated, and after balsam of life, to restore them to their
and added
" As you think best to impugn my much inquiry and investigation have wonted strengtli and health.
motives and use tlireatening language come to attribute its start to tlie same
What is needed is to educate the
hostile to me and the Journal
cause as that assigned by Prof. Cook, comni unity up to this idea, and in no
please let tliis cktse the correspond- on page 8.5 of tliis number a joke.
vvay can that be done so well as by dience. I have no time to attend to
A. R. Kolmke, on page 93, this issue, recting their attention to the merits
SMcli, iu)r relish for it.
I have done
the best I could to get up a good Bee referring to this matter, says that af- of honey.
I' iper, and shall continue to do so, ter the comb is built out by the bees,
This little pamphlet should be scatregardless of consequences.' You or the bee-keeper may "fill it with anytered by thousands all over the counanyone else have tlie same privilege,
consulting
wiUiout
me or my thing he pleases, and seal it himself, try, by honey producers. In this way
too. He adds
interests."
it will create a home market in almost
" Tlie modus operandi I have known any locality.
As we own the Bee Journal and
h;ive to take the full responsibility of for several years, but, considering
"We have put the price of them low
there is enough cheating and adulteits prosperity or adversity, we don't see
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
ration going on, as it is, I deem it not
wtiat any individual or Convention advisable to give vent to this inven- them far and wide. Single copy 6
ba.-i to do or say concerning its mantion"....
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
We cheerfully receive In a matter like this, or any other, per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
agement.
" suggestions " from anyone, but can- we think the real fact, fully and or more, we print, if desired, on the
not submit to any dictation. If the plainly told, is most beneficial. The cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
]5ee Journal does not suit bee- method referred to, we presume, is (giving the name and address of the
keepers tliey are under no obligation that exhibited at a German Bee-Keep- bee-keeper who scatters tlieni). This
to take it. This is a-fvee country, and ers' Convention, where an ingenious alo!ie will pay him for all his trouble
there are seven or eight bee papers, member present sealed over a comb of and expense — enabling him to dispose
and he must be hard indeed to please honey by a process of spraying on hot of liis honey at honie, at a good profit.
who can (ind none lo suit him.
wax but the work was slow and tedWhen 100 or more copies are wanted,
Let bee-keepers try to cultivate gen- ious, and instead of suppressing tlie they will be sent by express, at the
erous feelings towards one another
fact as prejudicial to the bee-keeping expense of the purchaser.
eucourage brotherly love, and practice public, the affair was given publicity
ciiarity
then tliey will neither And as a triumph of patience and skill.
1^" The present seems to be an untime, occasion, nor inclination to pick Notwithstanding our abiding faith in usually mild winter all over tlie world.
a quarrel with their fellow laborers. the ingenuity of luimanity at tliis day, An English correspondent, at Derby,
This is to be deplored every where, we do not believe it possible to artifi- writes on tlie 12tli of Ueceinber, " I
but no where more than among bee- cially seal honey combs at a cost to liave plenty of sunflowers in bloom in
the garden, and primroses. Some of
keepers.
compete with the labor of the bees; my daisies are in bud. Tlie season is
Conventions conducted in the nor do we believe it practicable to fill a remarkably open one."
During
interests of the pursuit of bee-keep- the combs witli anything, by hand or January they had a "cold wave," as
whole
Northern
World.
did
nearly
the
ing will ever receive the cordial atten- mechanical means, and then depend
Still on the whole the winter lias been
tion and support of honey producers upon the bees to complete the work a delightful one in America as well as
b'lt if such are to be prostituted to a profitably and satisfactorily.
And as in Europe.
of our

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

—
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have brood in four or five combs,
the two center combs containing the
largest amount. I now reverse the
position of these combs of brood by
placing those on the outside in the
centerof the brood-nest, which brings
the combs having the most brood in
them on the outside. Thus, while the
colony has no more brood than it had
before, the queen finds plenty of empty
cells in the center of the brood- nest,
will

For the American Bee Journal.

Producing Comb
G. M.

Honey— No.

1.

DOOLITTLE.

in combs having some brood in them,
she at once fills tliese combs with
Weekly Bee and
eggs, so that in a few days they will
JouiiNAL for Dec. 7tli, I find that contain more brood than those that
notice was tlien given that Doolittle
" will write a series of articles during were moved to the outside, while the
bees have fed and taken care of this
18S2 on the production, care and sale
as well as though its position had not
of comb lioney." Upon looking the
been changed. Tlius quite a gain

By

referring to the

believe I can please
the readers of the Bee Journal no
better than by telling them first what
1 do in my own bee-yard, and how I
do it, thus writing from a practical
standpoint rather than trying to theorize, by telling you what might be
done. In order to write understandingly, I will take up the te.vt luider the different heads: Production, Care and
Sale, separately, and give my mode of
treating each one.
First, then, we have production
In
order to produce good results in comb
honey the first requisite is i)lenty of
bees when the honey harvest arrives,
for whatever else we may have, success cannot be obtained witnout plenty
of bees.
Again, as I said before,
these bees must be on hand in time
for tlie honey harvest, else they become merely consumers instead of
prod\icers. IIow often we lind men
keeping bees on this (consuming) plan,
getting nothing from them in the line
of surplus honey, unless it is some
little buckwheat honey, or that gatliered from fall flowers, which is generally of inferior quality, for the reason
that they do not have anything but
colonies weak in bees at the time the
harvest of white honey occurs. Such
bee-keei)ing does not pay, and for this
reason I have dwelt thus long on this
part to enable all to see that, of all
others, this is the most important item
in the production of comb honey.
field all over, I

:

Our first stej), then, is to produce
plenty of bees in time for the honey
harvest. With mostof us white clover
is the main honey producing plant,
which blooms about June 1.5th to 20th,
and by J une 2oth is at the best hence,
our bees must be in readiness at that
time if we wish to succeed. From
practical experience I find that it takes
about 6 weeks to build up an ordinary
colony in the spring, to where they
are ready to produce honey to the best
advantage so I commence to stimulate brood-rearing about the first of
May. I have tried many plans of feeding, both in the open air and in the
liive. to stimulate brood-rearing, but
finally gave them all up for the following
When I have decided it is time
to commence active operations for the
season I go to each colony and look
them over, clipping all queens' wings
that were not clipped the previous
season, and equalizing stores so that
1 know each colony has enough honey
;

83

these combs, have an assistant to hand
you the empty combs and take the
filled ones roll up your sleeves and
hold the combsnearthe bottom of tlie
can, or low enough down so the falling
syrup will force the air out of the cells
so they will be filled
turn your faucet so the required amount of syrup
will be in the pan all the time, and you
can fill them (the combs) almost as
fast as he (the assistant) can hand
them to you. The sides of the can
keep the syrup from spattering about
tlie room, and what is caught therein
can be turned into the ujjper can again.
Well, 1 have taken some time to tell
you how to do this, but as I do not expect to tell it again, I thought I would
;

;

has try to make it plain.
been made in regard to increasing the
The next time I go over the yard 1
brood.
generally reverse the brood as at first,
In about 8 days, if the weather is as well as to put a frame of honey in
favorable, the whole yard is gone over the center. i5y this time the bees will
again, and this time a frame of honey have hatched out of the combs which
is taken from
the outside of the were placed on the outside, and as the
cluster and the cappings to the cells queen does not lay as readily on the
broken by passing a knife flatwise outside of the cluster, these combs
over them, when the brood-nest is will not be as well filled as the center
separated in the center and this frame ones.
of honey, thus prepared, i)laced thereAfter about a week more, the yard
in.
As I go over the yard each time I is gone over again in like manner, and
am careful to know that each colony if out 9 frames are used to the hive,
has abundant honey to last them at this time will conclude the stimulating
least two weeks, for if we wish to ob- process, for at the end of about r, days
tain the largest amount of brood pos- more, or about the 10th of June, all
sible, the bees must never feel the our frames are full of brood, and our
necessity of feeding the brood spar- colonies in good condition for receiving
ingly on account of scanty stores. It the surplus boxes.
is also necessary to know that there
My next will be about how I manage
are no cracks or open places at the top the weak colonies,
and also how
of the hive to let the warm air pass
out of the hive, but tuck all up as
nicely as you would fix your bed on a
cold winter's night.

I

would manage

if

I

wished to keep

only a limited nuuber of colonies in
an apiary.

Borodino, N.Y.
After 7 days more have elapsed, I
again go over the whole yard and inFor the American Bee Journal.
sert another frame of honey in the
center of the brood-nest prepared as
Yellow or Leather-Colored Beesbefore. If at any time 1 am short
of honey, I use sugar-syrup made by
W. J. DAVIS.
taking confectioners' A sugar and dissolving it in hot water (at the rate of
In the Bee Journal of Jan. nth,
one pound of water to two pounds of page 22, Mr. Chas. Dadant publishes a
sugar), by placing the two in an ex- letter from Mr. Heddoii, in which he
tractor can, which should be placed expresses the opinion that I have
some three or more feet from the floor. found something better than the yelStir well till all is dissolved. Now, low Italians, that is the leather-colored
procure an old pan of the ordinary Italians. As Mr. Heddon's letter has
size and punch the bottom full of been published, it follows that what I
holes about 1-16 of an inch in diame- have to ,say, in reply, should have the
ter,

punching the holes from

side of the pan,

when

tlie in-

same

publicity.

should be
I take pleasure in saying that I conplaced under the faucet to the can sider Mr. Ileddon a close observer of
containing the syrup.
Immediately everything pertaining to the apiary,
under the pan place another can if you and when he takes a position in " good
have it (if not a wash tub will an- earnest,"' and not merely for the sake
swer), and you are ready for business. of provoking discussion, he is oftener
Take an empty comb and lay it down right than wrong, but to say that he
flat under the pan and on the bottom is always right, is what I cannot conof the can, when you will open the cede to any one whose writings I have
faucet letting the syrup out in the pan ever read on bees or their mantill enough has run out to fill one side agement.
of your comb, when you will shut it
Before discussing points ui)on wdiich
again. Turn over your comb and fill we do not agree, I will mention one
the otlier side, and after hanging in upon which we do agree, viz that we
your tin comb bucket (wash boiler, or aim to keep bees for the honey they
some convenient tin thing which is can store for our benefit. I suppose
most always at hand) a little wliile to it matters but little whether the color
drain, it is ready to be used in any be yellow, black, green, blue or
spot or place, the same :is a frame of leather, or that they vary in size from
to carry them at least two weeks with- honey. I prefer this way of feeding that of the house-ily
to the bumble
out any fear of starvation. At this to any feeder in existence.
If you bee, if they bring in i)lenty of good
ime I find, as a rule, each good colony wish to make quick work of filling honey, and do not endanger human
it

;

:

:
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by liaving them in our gardens, Mr. Prentiss, of Sandusky, says he
and at the same time please tlie eye. knows tliat pollen killed nearly 100
I have lieard men say tliat they pre- colonies of bees for him last winter.
ferred the color of the black bee to the
Let me add, Mr. Editor, tliat the
yellow Italians, while I confess I pre- canard about the manufacture of comb
fer the yellow, and others prefer a honey has outlived its usefulness. It
life

mixture of the two.

is

no longer good, even as " a joke."

evident to my mind, that the
Cornell, N. Y., Jan. 27, 1882.
bee of the future (if not of the present)
will have some other color. Messrs.
Dadaiit and lleddon say give no more
leather, while I and others say give us
more gold. I would not be understood to advocate the production of
yellow bees at the expense of honeystoring qualities. Can these gentlemen assign any reason why leathercolored Italians can amass any larger Northeastern New York Convention.
stores than the yellow Italians V I
It

is

verily believe that it is more dithcult
to keep the latter up to the proper
standard in any locality where black
bees exist, or even a mixed breed,

where the mother bee

is

from an ob-

jectionable race.

am

come

12th annual Convention of the

Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association,

was held at Utica, N. Y., Jan.

2.5-27, 1882.

On account

still

to blows.

Youngsville, Pa.,

.Jan. 28, 1882.

For the American Bee Journal.

Honest and Kind Criticism.
COOK.
with the

It shows
criticise in

a fair and amiable spirit. In reading
the able papers by Messrs. Tinkerand
Clarke, I was reminded of something
I have read about our late lamented
" In the debates in ConPresident
gress, Garfield never insulted his opponents he was always just to them.
He never cultivated the cheap notoriety of sneering retort, and he was respected and liked by those with whom
he radically differed."
Mr. Langstroth once said to me that
he wondered if being stung did not
make bee-keepers cross, uncharitable
and selfish V I suggested that Satan
had more to do with it. Mr. \V. F.
Clarke, if I remember rightly, has
been stung, and so he is a living refutation of Mr. Langstroth 'sproposition.
Let me suggest to Mr. Kohnke that
he need have no fear that Mr. Muth
will take serious umbrage affair, can:

;

did criticism

;

that

is

what we

all like

and crave.
I

am

.

ness in their families,

W.

E. Clark, of

Oriskany, was chosen President pro
tern.

After the calling of the roll and the
reading of the minutes of the last
meeting, the reports of the Secretary,
Treasurer and standing committees
were read and accepted.
There remains in the treasury, according to the report, $63.65. The
Society is in a. prosperous condition,
both financially and numerically.
Secretary House read the following
address from Mr. Thomas G. New-

man, editor of the American Bee
:

Saggestions Aboat Conventions.

I am more than pleased
Bee Journal for Jan. 2.5.

that even bee-keepers can

of the absence of the

E. Marks, and Vice
President Doolittle. because of sick-

Journal
A. J.

W

President,

breeding the yellow Italians. I i)resume Mr. lleddon did not
intend his letter for publication, but
if he desires to compare notes on the
relative value of the " leather and the
gold " through the pages of the American Bke Journal, here am I. We
have taken sweet counsel together by
way of the silent ])en in the years gone
by, and I will promise that we will not
I

The

very busy and only have time
my good friend. Rev. W. F.

to say to

Clarke, that iny article was written
before his criticisms on Mr. Heddon
appeared, though published later, so I
never tliought of liiin. I could never
say thathecontracficted well-grounded
facts, for I not only don't believe sucli
to be the case— I positively know it

not to be true.
In the future I hope to explain more
fully in regard to the pollen matter.

Brother Apiarists: — New York
has several organizations of bee-keepers, but the •' Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association " is the father of ihein
all, and of right, is, and should be,
looked up to as the State Society. So
long presided over bv that illustrious,
but laniented
bee-master, father
Quinhy, its fame is world-wide, and
its iiilliience not exceeded by any Society on the American Continent. Its
members include some of the most
progressive and successful apiarists of

the expenses of holding such. The
Presidents of State Societies should
become ex-officio. the Vice Presidents
of the National Society, and thus cooperate unitedly for the general good
and delegates should be sent from
the Counties to the State and from
the Slates to the National Society.
This can easily be accomplished, and
would contribute to the general welfare. Organization is life; in union
there is strength. Disorganization is
iveakness, and leads to dissolution
death I
2. The present method of conducting conventions, by so many and such
long essays, is killing in its influence,
and often works positive damage to
all concerned.
To illustrate
long essay is read, and before it
is ended, those who listen to it are
tired out, and forget or do not quite
comprehend the points, and so it
passes, without being sufficiently understood or discussed goes into the
minutes, and under the sanction of the
Society, is publislied to the world as
its views, when, perhaps, it represents
the opinions or feelings of but a
moiety of those present, thereby doing positive damage, because it misrepresents the society in general. If
essays are admitted, but one should
be thrust upon a session, and if possible that one should be printed, and
placed in the hands of the members to •
be discussed at the next session. In
this way some of the difficulty could
be overcome, and the detrimental
effects avoided.
3. If sncli organization wasobtained
it would facilitate correct statistics,
and the united power of the apiarists
of the Niiition could be exerted to demand legislation against fraud and
obtain redress for inadulteration
jurious rulings of the Postal Department, such as denying the admission
of bees to the mails, etc., and correct
the unjust discrimination of railroads

—

—

:

A

—

;

in classing

honey at exoi'bitant rates

when they

carry similar staple articles
at one-fourth the freight demanded
for honey.
Again, a brotherly tie would be
formed— helping one another not
only in the matter of marketing our
crops, but perhaps in helping the unthe age.
fortunate, succoring the families of
It would, therefore, be eminently
deceased members, and possibly proproper for the Ncu'lheastern Convenviding for those overtaken by calamition to take advance ground, and in-

—

ties, etc.

tlie many reforms
These are but a few of the things
necessary to the well-being and perthat could be accomplished by united
manent good of American apiarists. etfort,
but we only wish to throw out
Allow me to make a few suggestions. these suggestions, and leave it with
I seldom write essays for Convenothers to discuss the matter, and detions, and had it not been the special
vise a scheme for carrying it to a sucrequest of your excellent secretary, I
cessful issue.
should not have written this, and now
But I will not weary your patience
content myself with simply throwing
by further particularizing— while I am
out a few " hints," and trust that you
absent in body, I shall be present in
will give them your best attention.
spirit, and sincerly hope your meet1. Some plan should be devised to
ing will be a success, and beneficial not
make a more perfect organization, only
to yourselves but apiarists everyand knit together, more closely, all where.
the apiarists of our country. County
Chicago, 111.
Societies should be auxiliary to the
Ttie essay was discussed by Messrs.
State Society (for such is yours, except
in name), and all the members of the Bacon, of Verona, Snow, of Fayettecounty organizations should thereby ville, Clark, of Oriskany, and Dickinbecome members of the State So- son, of South Oxford. The remarks
ciety, entitled to all its benefits and of these gentlemen were generally in
privileges, and proportionately bear accord with tlie spirit of the essay.

augurate some of
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that during the early days of the Italin America, from among the reports of the leaders of the present,
" I like the
came words like these
Italians better than the blacks, and
the hybrids better than either, if they
were not so cross. They beat all I
ever saw
as
honey gatherers."
Another, " My pure Italians go ahead
of my hybrids and blacks my hybrids
are good, peaceable bees, but not as
good gatherers as the pure Italians.'"
It is neither just nor logical to say
that such statements were false, but
we have reason to believe that from
variations and sportings, came these
different experiences.
These variations, I think, invite ns

ducer, would, were I confined to one
race or the other in its purity, choose
the (iernian bee.
I tirnily believe that the lauded
leather-colored Italians were shaded
by a diish of black blood, which has
become fixed. 1 also believe that far
better bees than these can be produced
by the same process under the direction of reason.
Why, I, like many other special
apiarists (of whom New York has a
large share) prefer the production of
comb honey. I willleave for another
paper, but such being the case, am I
not justified in refusing to give up the
speedy and white cinnb-building propensities of the German bees, also
their suiierior disposition to store in
all to improve our stock.
We liave the encu'mous advantage of the sur|)lus department rather than
rapid generation. We have had the the brood combs, and their consequent
disadvantage of no control over the reluctance to svv'arm V Are not these
males, but now I find, in my present admitted peculiarities of the black
conditions, that I have almost perfect bees V No, the yellow ones and are
control over them. I have the only they not vital points ¥
Dowagiac, Mich.
bees (222 colonies) kejit within 3 or"4
miles. I have used selected combs,
This essay called forth a discussion
and those built on full sheets of foun- of the nature of the different kinds of
dation on wires, and find tliat by a lit- bees, whicli was participated in by
tle care, I can stock the air with about very many.
The discussion was gensuch drones as I wish.
eral, interesting and profitable.
natural
flow
As
as the ebb and
of
The question of puncturing grapes
the tide, has come up the ci'y of "hold was brought up. This is important
on," "don't import any more bees," among bee-keepers, and it is one over
"we have got bees here now better which legal ditliculties have often been
than those we import," " why, they threatened.
It was the unanimous
are buying and carrying back to Italy opinion of all present that honey-bees

Secre-

was by James ileddon, and was ians

entitled the

:

Improvement

of the

American

Italians.

How to obtain tlie best bees is an
absorbing tlieine among our fraternity
just now. Well may it be, for, as ycjii
all know from experience liow varied
has been tlie results from different
colonies, supposed to be equal in all
respects.
lies

a

larjie

;

well know that in this
portion of the cause of suc-

You

We

cess.
have experimented with
the Italian bees, the German bees, the

Cyprian bees, Syrian bees, etc., and
yet it remains an open question which
are the best.
True, a majority prefer the Italians
to the Germans, but a considerable
minority yet prefer the German.
fact worthy of our careful consideration, is that among those who, by theory and practice, adhere closely to the
German, are men who have had large

A

;

experience with both races, and who
are extensive and successful honey
producers. Many of these men have
preferred hybrids to either race in its
pju-ity; others have not liked them.
In my judgment, both classes arrived
at theirconclusions through their experiences, and both drew logical deductions from their different standpoints. Among each of these races
we notice strains that differ widely
from each other. Our success with
hybrids depends upon two facts, the
skill
possessed in obtaining good
strains of each race to start the crossing with, and the judgment and
strains used by the master in superintending these crossings.
My experience has forced me to
know that individual colonies of a
strain differ from each other more
w'idely in their virtues, than do different strains
further, that strains
differ more widely than races, so far
as I have used them, my u.se being
confined to German and Italian bees.
I have no doubts, after -5 years of
experimenting, that virtuous traits of
character in the bee are as surely
transmissable as are qualities in other
animals. I believe I am yearly demonstrating and reaping behefitsfrom
the fact. No bee will ever satisfy me
that does not possess qualities that
are identified with the German bees
alone. The same with the Italians

our American Italians."
These statements and acts are not
the result of theory, but of practice,
giving us demonstrations of facts. I
think the desire for Cyprians and
Syrians came from the facts that there
was no longer any cause to import
Italians.

;

this

change

?

closely watched the results of their
labors, are seeing that nearly all the

:

improvements they have made have
Resolred, After due investigation of
come, not from change in race or well known and numerous cases, the
color, but from breeding from the best Convention unanimously asserts that
acting colonies that, instead of saying, " I will pick out my best acting
colonies from among my yellowest to
breed from," they should have said,
" I will pick out my yellowest from
among my best acting colonies, if I
must supply yellow bees in order to
satisfy my iiatrons.'" Now, I think
that no experienced and observing
breeder will differ from me, unless on
the point of whether he should start
with pure yellow bees alone, or both
the races.
Whoever takes issue with me npon
this point, I think will be forced to
admit that the German or black bees
possess some very valuable qualities,
that the Italians do not. All tlie room
left forarguinentthen.isas to whether
we can add to our " coming bee '" these
superior qualities, without necess irily
taking with them some poor qualities
possessed by the same race. I am
forced to say that I know that I can,
and have diine it. I will state here
and now, that I, as a comb honey pro;

alone.
I would that I was at liberty to give
to yon the verbatim contents of several
letters I have from intelligent and experienced breeders, who are yearly
filling the demand for thrice-emerged
Italians. It has been found far more
profitable to fill a present demand in
a wrong direction, than to create a
demand in a right one.
From what I can learn I do not, at
present, think that the Cyprian or
Syrians possess any special trait of
•character, not embodied in tlie virtues
of the two older races, worth bringing
into our breeding.
few vital jioints
in all that we can afford to work with
at once. We have about the same
number of propensities to guard
Against, of course, viz.: the opposites
of those for which we are breeding.
The older members will recollect

IIow came

In the business of breeding off black
and on yellow rings, our attention was
called to the wisdom of breeding in
some qualities. Almost every breeder
bethought himself to choose the best
business colonies when picking out
his yellowest bees. Those who have

never under any circumstances imncture the skin of a grape. Tests have
been repeatedly made, and in no case
has any bee ever been known to touch
a grape that was not punctured. ]51ack
ants are the enemies of the grapes.
Two bills were introduced in the California legislature to do away with all
bees on this account. A careful examination and an extended debate
proved that there was not a single
case of bees puncturing grajies. The
society placed itself on record on the
matter by adopting the following resolution introduced by C. R. Dickinson,
of South Oxford, and amended by Mr.
King, of New York

A

!

!

j

the honey-bee never ))unctures the
skin of a perfect grape or any other
Biittliatthe sucking of juices
fruit.
from fruits is only from that which
lias been punctured by other insects,
birds or natural causes.

A

motion was carried that the Secretary cause to be printed 200 copies
of the above resolution and that these
copies be distributed among the members and various publications.
During the day 2S persons were enrolled as members of the Association ;
the total membership is now about
IfiO.
A. .J. King, editor of the BeeKeepers^ Magazine, was made an honorary member.
At .5 i).m. the Convention adjcnirned
to meet at 7 p.m.

EVENING

SESSION.

At the appointed hour
was called

the Conven-

to order by Mr. Clark,
The Secretary
President pro tern.
from Messrs.
communication
read a
tion
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Bingham & Hetheiington, asking tiiat

Secretary House
also exliibited
smoker and honey knife should samples of pure foundation, wax
not be entered for premiums or com- mixed with paraffine and ceresin. Tlie
petion. The request will be complied discussion was further continued, and
with.
the following resolution, offered by
Secretary House also read a com- Mr. Dickinson, was adopted
munication from James Nipe, of
lie.iolved. That the .adulteration of
Spring Prairie, Wis., making a com- comb foundation in any manner is to
plaint that the American Bee Jouii- and is denounced by .this
Ccmvention
NAL continually misquotes, and en- as much as the use of glucose
sliould
deavors to weaken the lioney market. be.
After some discussion, J\Ir. House
The Secretary read the following
moved tliat the matter be laid on the
table, to be called up at the next an- essay by W. J. Davis, on
nual meeting, and that a committee
The Best Method of Bearing Queens.
be appointed to investigate tlie matI have not egotism enoiigli to supter and report next year. Mr. Dickpose that Lean instruct the members
inson wasa-iipointedasthatcommittee.
of so r^itelligent a body of ai)iarists of
L. E. St .John then read a paper by the old Empire
State, in any dejiartChas. Dadaut, on "dysentery, its meiit
of our fascinating pursuit, especauses, effects and prevention."
cially
one assigned me (by your
The next topic for discussion was affabletheSecretary)
which lies at the
the " Disposal of Products."
foundation of successful bee-culture,
Under tliis head, there was a talk on and
any effort so to do would be but
teuiperance and glucose. The quesreflecting back a. glimmer of the light
tion of using extracted honey in the
received fmni thai ]iioneer of practimanufacture of beer and wines was cal and scientific
bee-culture, Mr.
also ably discussed, and the feasibility
Quinby, of your State. Your large
and probability of such a use were and prosperous
Association is, to my
shown. It seemed to be tlie opinion mind,
an evidence of the entliusiasm
of the Convention that lioney should
he labored to awaken in a long-negbe sold oidy to recognized, upriglit
lected industry. His pen enriched
dealers, and'the adulteration of honey
the iniges of the agricultural press of
with glucose would not then take your State in
ante bee jounial days,
place. Better prices would as a conand led many a groping novice from
sequence he realized.
darkness into light. May the names
The Convention adjourned until 9 of Langstroth and Quiiiby
never be
a.m.
forgotten while a. flower blooms and a
their

:

SECOND DAY.

The Convention was called to order
at 9:15 a.m., by acting president, W.
E. Clark, of Oriskany. The reading
of the minutes followed, after which
several jiersons were admitted to
membership.

The following committees were appointed
On implements, L. E. St.
John, N.N.Betsinger and VV. A. House
on question drawer, J. C. Scholleld,
S. M. Locke and A. J. King.
:

;

The

topic for discussion,

"Experi-

ences with comb foundation," was
then taken up. The remarks of Mr.
Root seemed to open a very profitable
discussion. He claimed that the use
of comb foundation was necessary to

bee's wing cuts the
this fair land of ours.

summer

In the consideration of our

we

air in

suliject,

go beyond the mere mechanpart of queen rearing, for I address a convention of bee masters,
not novices, ami first consider the object to be attained. That the queen
liee is the " main si)ring " of the hive,
there will probably be none to (juestion, and to in'oduce her ladyshiji in
that way that shall develop the highest excellence, such as vigor, beauty,
longevity, gentleness, etc., sliould be
the aim of every bee-keeper, wliether
he rear queens beyond the wants of
his own colonies or not.
When we look into the laws that
govern the jirodiicfion of animal life,
we find that one law obtains, from
man down through all the grades of
shall

ical

the tluu'ough bee-keeper.
He admitted that much of the foundation
sold was adulterated, and the object
must be to get that which was the lower animal life, viz: "The animal
most free from adulterating sub- after his kind."
Wliile climate, food and surroundstances.
Mr. Bacon agreed with the remarks ings have their influence, man is still
of Mr. Root, but did not think that man, whether barbarous or enlightened, and his domestic animals when
a lieavy foundation was advisable.
Mr. Dickinson argued in favor of a bred with .my special peculiarity or
heavy foundation for the brood-cham- trait in view, have developed the
ber, and a light foundation for sur- traits desired. While there are many
desirable traits in our present strain
plus boxes.
Mr. Locke stated that a foundation of Italian bees that should be fostered
for the brood-chamber should measure in breeding, I have named but four,
deeming that further enumeration
6 feet to the pound.
In reply to a (juestion of Mr. Bet- would make my essay undesirably long.
singer as to whether one could detect
The first trait, vigor, strength, power
the adulteration of wax with ceresin of eiidui-ance. As bee-keepers, we do
or paraffine, Mr. Van Deuseii said not want all our hopes blasted by the
that unless theie was considerable occurrence of unusually severe winadulteration, liecouldnot. That gen- ters, which are liable to occur in our
tleman also stated that foundatioii 10 variable climate. That one colony of
or 11 feet to the pound was advisable bees lives, and another by its side dies
for surplus boxes.
He exhibited under precisely the same conditions,
specimens of foundation, partly drawn is evidence of different powers of enout, on tlut-bottoms.
durance.

I

have at different times exposed

number

a.

laying queens, confined
in cages, to a low
bees singly, and
watched the result. All were supplied
with the same kind of food, some
would iiecome dormant in a short
time, while others would live several
days.
I know no better term than to say
the latter possessed more vigor, or
power of endurance, and. as thequeen,
so would be bee worker progeny, easily
chilled in summer or winter, or possessing power to resist unfavorable
surroundings.
2.
Beauty. Men love the beautiful
wherever seen. " Beautiful women,"
beautiful landscapes, beautiful homes,
beautiful flowers, beautiful honey and'
beautiful bees. Some men may ))rofess a contempt for the beautiful, but
we don't believe their professions, and
if forced to take them at their word,
we sorrowfully admit them to be moral
monsters. But we hope there are none
of

without workers,
temperature for

in our fraternity.
The flimsy assertion of some, that we sacrifice productive industry asthe price of beauty
in our bees, is hot sustained by analogy, or un]n-ejudiced experience. To
possess the highest type of stock of
any kind, is a source of pleasure. To
have our customers say, " The queen

such

you sent me is the handsomest one I
ever saw," is certainly pleasant, tosiiy
the

le-ist.

Longevity. It is a fact that some
queens die after having laid eggs but
a few weeks, while others live and
3.

in-osper 4 or 5 years. All life insurance
to iiupiire asto the longevity of the parents of the
applicant for a iiolicy of insurance,
claiming to calculate the risk with
much certainty. I shall assume that
the same rule holds good in the breeding of bees, and that a long-lived
queen will be more likely to produce

companies are particular

long-lived queens and workers than
one that lived to be only 1 year old.
It will readily be seen that if we can
add but one week to the average life
of the working force of the liive, we
have added largely to theprolitsof the
apiary.
week of added lite to the
worker bees would be a week of active
out-door labor. To rear bees that die

A

off quickly (comparatively) is
less pursuit.

deem

a profit-

a very great mistake to
the queen tiiat can lay
the greatest amount of eggs in a given
time is therefore a desiralile queen.
If we assume that the queen bee is
capable of laying .500.000 eggs during
I

suppose

it

tliat

tier life, shall we have them laid in 2
years or 4 y In my early experience
with the Italians, I liad queens that

would keep

10

Langstroth frames and

the sur|)lus capacity I could give
them full of brood, the'beesduring the
clover harvest working for dear life tofeed the baby bees, which, in a short
time, were to be only useless consumers. If there be any spot on earth
where the honey flow is abundant and
perpetual, my argument would not
apply, but that place is not Western
all

Pennsylvania.
I found that such colonies, while
they yielded an undesirable increase,
never gave me any surplus honey, or
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sufli-

winter stores, wliile otlier colonies with far less brmid would K've a
good yield of surplus honey, and wellfilled cond)s of winter stores ;and subsequent years of experience have fidly
satislied me that excessive breediiiK
is not a trait to be desired in the
" coming bee,"' but longevity is.
4. (;entleness or amiability of temper.— The sting of the bee is bad
enough, even to professional apiarists,
but they are not the only ones atlected
by the presence of vicious bees. We
claim tlie right to keep bees in villages, in corporated towns and cities,
and if we, as bee-keei)ers, tolerate
cross bees, they and we must grow
more and more" in disfavor with the
people, and ordinances for their removal from such places will become
more frequent. In short, every coneieiit

every objectionable queen, and

the light by taking frames of honey
from those that liave mine than they
need, as it is a very easy matter to

sell

numbers

at a better price, it
would lie ijuite as well for the breeder,
and much better for the purchaser.
Allow me to wish you a happy and
successful session of your Association,
and a prosperous year for the blessed
bees and their owners.
less in

Youngsville,

make them

I'a.

Mr. Root thought that the essay
was a most impmlant one, and proper
action should be taken with regard to
the selling of queens.

Are Bees

A

Nuisance

1

Question— Is there any law against
keeping bees in incorporated towns or

In reply to this question, Mr. House
gave an instance of a man keeping
bees in Syracuse, who was driven
from the city by the authorities on acand com- count of his'liees being a public nuis-

sideration of wisdom, iieace
fort, dictates the suppression of the ance.
vicious type of our honey bees.
Mr. King, of New York, ridiculed
Having thus defined some of the that idea, and gave instances of his
building in
qualities to be kept in view in rearing bees, which are kept on a
qneens, we will next consider briefly Park Place, New York, swarming on
of
when and how to proceed. 1. Vigor- an ItaliaiTs staiul at the corner an
was
ous, long-lived queens cannot be Park Place and Broadway. It
reared much outside the swarming object of curiosity, and not only was
be
season, and no interference of man it not considered' a Tiuisance, but
can produce better queens than the received the best advertisement that
old fashioned way of natural swarm- he ever obtaineil. The jiapers took up
was ciring, provided the swarming colonies the matter and the incident
are of the type above indicated. But culated widely.
Adjourned for one hour and a half.
when the supply of queen mothers is
very limited, the process is quite too
AFTERNOON SESSION.
slow. Hence we must resoit to the
removal of the queen mother from one
The Convention reassembled at 1:4.5
colony to another at intervals of about p.m. Secretary House appointed L.
10 days, or the removal of brood from B. St. ,John assistant secretary. Sevthe hive of said queen mother. In my eral new members were elected.
own practice, I prefer to remove the
The following oflicers were elected
queen, and queens produced by the President, W. fMark, Oriskany Vice
mother
at
any
removal of the queen
President, L. K. "St. John, Greene;
time when a good degree of activity Secretary, George W. House, Fayetteplenty
of
bees,
witli
the
liive
exists in
ville, Treasurer. It. Bacon.
brood and eggs, and increasing stores,
The Convention then balloted for
I have never l)een able to discover next place of meetiiag, with the folthat they were in any way inferior to lowing result
Syracuse 10, Utica 11,
those produced by natnral swarming, Albany 12. Syracuse was chosen, and
while those reared out of season, cer- the third Tuesday of .lanuary, ISS.S,
tainly are inferior. 2. At what age tlie session to continue for three days.
shall the queen mother be V I take it
The Secretary read the President's
that, with the queen bee. as with man annual address on
and all our domestic animals, there is
Wintering Bees.
a period of greatest vigor, and there
are times, whether perceptible or imAs soon as possible after the honey
perceptible, of gaining or declining season has closed. I examine my bees
strength. Ilence, in selecting queen thoroughly and see wliat condition
mothers. I would alike avoid the ex- tliey are in for the ctiming winter. I
tremes of life ; I would not breed from am particularly careful to see that they
a queen less tlian one, or more than 3 are strong in bees, for I consider that
years old— probably the best age is the very essential to success. I tind that
summer that the mother bee is 2 years it is poor policy to attempt to winter
old. About 10 or 11 years since t i)ur- weak colonies.
If they are too weak
chased an Italian queen from, at that I make them strong l)y uniting early,
time a, prominent breeder, who pro- until they are all stroiig. If any are
fessed to have reared 6 generations of queenless, now is the time to supply
queens in one season, and I guess he them,as wecan use the surplus queens
had. Without assuming it as a fact for that purpose. There is no diffiin beeology, I would submit it as an culty in uniting at this time of year if
hypothesis that the continued breed- we give them a thorough smoking, so
ing of queens from young queens, will tliatthey may all have the same scent
stimulate too excessive breeding at and till'theniselves with honey. In
the expense of vigor, longevity and uniting, the hive that is left empty
honey storing qualities.
should be removed from the stand,
As to how to produce the greatest and then bees will not return.
My next care is to see that they are
number of queens, shall form no part
of this essay, as liee-keeping has suf- well supiilieil with stores for winter.
fered enough from that source. If They should have frmn 20 to 2-5 lbs. of
queen breeders would kill at sight good capped honey to be safe. I feed
:

:

all

safe in this respect.

If

thev are short of stores feed 7 i)arts
loaf sugar to 4 of water, putting it
into tin dishes,oblongin shajie. They
may be made to hold (i or S lbs. Put
a lliiat of wood in the dish. Feed on
top of brood chamber, until they have
My
sufficient stores for winter use.
nextcare is t<i removecombs from the
bees
lill
all
the
bi-ood-chaniber until
the combs that are left.
I use the new Quinby hive, and
winter them in from 5 to fi frames.
Colonies that do not lill ') frames do
not consider strongenougb for winter.
I unhook the frames from the bottomboard, and hook them on a frame that
raises them just an inch fnnn bottcun
them at right
I put
of the hive.
angles to the position they occupy in
summer, as this allows me to completely surround them with the j)acking; which consists of dry pine planing mill shavings. I then cover the
frames with pieces of heavy hop bailing, which is tlie best and cheapest
cover I can find. I also lill the space
over the frames with the same i)acking. and leave an air chamber of two
iu('hes under top board for the moisture from the liees to collect and pass
out at a wire screen near top of hive.
I have the entrance of hive open to
give the bees a chance to Hy whenever
an opportunity presentsitself. When
the weather is stormy, cold or windy,
I put a board in front of etitrance,
against the hive to prevent a direct
When bees are thus care<l for,
draft.
they will winter very safely on their
summer stands. I have usually wintered in this way without the loss of a
Last winter my loss was
colony.
about 2.5 per cent.; but was owing to
the fact that they were moved and
I

cities y

;
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packed after cold weather set

in.

I

could not get the shavings to pack
them with until then. Most of my
bees last winter were wintered in a
cellar, and my loss was 7.") per cent. I
have tried very bard to winter iu-doors
successfully, but have not succeeded
very well and have become disgusted
witii it. as my experience has been
very sad. When wintered on Iheir
summer stands as I have described
and prepared early for winter, I feel
peifectly safe, for I know they will
When thus prepareil,
winter well.
they will not fly in winter unless it is

warm enough forthem to retmn
to their hives.
of all, they do

But what

safely

is

best

not dwindle in the
spring. I have used the IJuinby hive
since 1.S72. and do not believe there is
as good a hive made for wintering and
the
carrying bees safely through
spring.
I cannot close without referring to
spring. The winter packing is very
essential in siiring. and it prevents the
bees from Hying when they shoulil not.
It also retains the heat' which is s<'
necessary to successful bro(Hl- rearing.
,

The packing should not bo removed
until we have settled warm weather.
I usually leave it until the bees are
nearly ready to swarm. When broodrearing begins in earnest the cloth
cover should be removed from top of
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brood-chamber, and be replaced by

enamel

cloth, in order to retain the
moisture whicli tlie bees need so much
at this time of year. If they cannot
obtain it in the hive they will leave
many times when the weather is too
cold for them to return. This bring.s
me to spring management, which 1
will reserve for a future occasion.

N. N. Betsinger, Marcellus, addressed the Convention on " Wintering bees, and the cause and prevention of dysentery."
His remarks
were applauded.
Mr. Barber, of St. Lawrence county,
next spoke, corroborating Mr. Betsinger's ideas in regard to neat. Bees
should not be removed from the cellar before willow bloom in tlie .spring.

He

.

latter state- dard, an inventor, who was present,
statement that exhibited a model of a lift bridge,

Mr. Betsinger said the

ment showed that

liis

feeding honey causes dysentery, to be
correct. He had not tinislied his experiments, but should continue. He
had been at school, and should continue to go to school. The late mortality among his bees had proved very
valuable by giving him experience.
Mr. Bacon asked wliat kind of foundation comb was best for surplus
honey V Tlie
question
was not
answered.
Mr. Vrooman gave the Schoharie
county method of wintering, which
he said was the best of all. Box liives
were placed on strips in the cellar, and
a temperature of 48'^. These bees wintered dry and without consuming any
honey. "In tlie si)ring, out of 85 colonies, about a peck of bees were swejit
up. The tops of the hive were entirely

which

is

quite ingenious.

THIRD

DxVY.
The morning session was

called to

order at 9:15 a.m. by Vice President
L. E. St. Jolin. After listeningto the
reading of tlie minutes by the Secretary, A. J. King, of New York, read
his essay on " Failures," which was
adapted especially for beginners in the
art of bee-keeping.
The National Convention.
Secretary House read a letter from
Professor A. J. Cook, President of
the North American Bee-Keeiiers' Society, asking that the present Convention" consider
the three following
points
First, the desirability of appointing committees from different
sections to secure local associations,
either county or district ; second, the
importance of a se|)arate building and
a grand display of honey, beeswax
and implements at the State Fair, and
tliirdly, the question of adulteration.
This should be properly denounced.
The following criticism, by Geo. W.
House, on the National Convention,
published in the Bee-Keepers' Instructor, by request of several members was
then read by Mr. Locke

allovifed no cold air in tlie cellar.
Mr. Root related the experience of
Mr. Hoffman in wintering, wliich
substantiated the arguments of Mr. tight.
Mr. Bosworth moved that a vote of
Betsinger and Mr. Barber. He tliought
that bees which wintered best con- tlianks be tendered to Mr. Betsinger
sumed tlui least honey, and advocated for his able essay. Carried.
L. C. Root, of Mohawk, gave an ada high temperature.
Mr. Barber said I have 193 colonies dress on '-The Most Succes.sful Method
for the Prevention of Swarming."
in a cellar, 16x19 feet.
Under tlie liead of miscellaneous,
Mr. Betsinger said the temperature
and the atmosphere should be changed the subject of " Wintering " was taken
every two liours if necessary. To do up again. In reply to a question, Mr.
this the house should be under per- Barber said from 15 to 20 jier cent, of
fect control.
If the bees are easy, his bees were found breeding in the
they will make no noise. Bees should sjiriiig.
In regard to the National ConvenOne delegate said he had had very tion. We wish to speak of the mannever make a noise. When bees lly
good
success,
but
he
was
com|)elled
to
in the spring and spot tlie snow, it is
ner of electing officers. We think it
jiut an absorbent in top of the hive to
a sign of dysentery.
in bad taste, and that it has too much
Mr. Bacon said lie found his bees ail prevent comb mold from moisture.
the oditim of I'ingism about it to be
Mr. Betsinger said he kept such a even palatable. Every member should
right and he believed them healthy
when they made a low mnrinnr, like high temperature as to drive moisture have the privilege of a free ballot.
distant roar of wind in distant woods. out of the hives through the pores of No gag law.
Mr. Barber said bees should not be the wood.
When that society was organized,
Several delegates said tliis could not the constitution and by-laws were in
set out vi'hen there was snow on the
ground. He had found that the colder be done, because the inside of the accordance with American custom
the day the greater the deposit of hive was covered with jiropolis, and and principles. It was organized with
the outside waspainted with two coats the intention of holding its sessions
excrement.
A. J. King said he thought heat was of paint.
North, South, East and West. But
Mr. King said moisture would ac- during the past few years there is
good for bees.
cumulate
during
the
breeding.
This seemingly little or no regard paid to
Mr. Barber said last year he had
wintered 200 colonies with a loss of S, contained a certain amount of car- custom aiid privileges.
bonic
acid
gas,
which
poiwas
deadly
4 by mice and 4 by starvation. He
Much was said by certain persons
had wintered as many as 160 colonies son. He opposed upward ventilation,, about the resolutions passed at the
without losing any. Tlie farmers in except as afforded through chaff or Northeastern Convention less than 2
liis section all wintered bees according other loose material.
years ago. Yet where is the earnest
Mr. Dickinson said a colony would and honest thinking bee-keeper, that
to his plan, and did so successfully.
To ventilate he used a8-incli tin pipe, consume <ibout 25 lbs. of honey during has the best interests of the fraternity
24 feet long, going from the cellar to the winter. About 75 per cent, of this at heart, that will not admit that those
the outside. He did not ventilate the was moisture, or about 3 quarts of resolutions have been the means of
hives at all, but left them open at the water. He would like to know how doing ni07-e real good than any similar
top.
He thought more bees were this amount of water would pass off action in the American apicnltural
Mr. Betsinger said the amount of history.
killed by ventilation than by any other
method. There was no way in which water would pass olf through a hole as
But where is the honest apiarist that
large
as a knitting-needle in 35 min- can truthfully say the same in regard
fresh air could get in, except through
utes,
and
one
would
know
it.
no
cracks and crevices, as no cellar was
to the action taken by the last NaMr. Barber said the cellar he win- tional Convention. I refer directly to
perfectly air-tight. L. M. Barber and
moist,
tered
in
was
and
sometimes
1). Barber each wintered over 100 colthe address of Mr. T. F. Bingham,
onies last winter, and lost none, either very moist. He thought the moisture entitled " A Partial Review," and the
by wintering or springing. In his was benelicial. Ilis bees were cer- action taken by the Cenvention conown cellar lie found some dead bees tainly not injured by it. He thought cerning it.
in the spring. There were about 3 it not half as dangerous as wintering
While I wish it distinctly underout- doors.
bushels to a hundred colonies.
stood that I fully appreciate the noble
Mr. Barber said he even had 6 inches and earnest work luit forth by the
Mr. Bacon said lie covered the top
of his hives with straw to prevent a of water in his cellar many winters. illustrious Rev. L. L. Langstroth in
He set every hive on the bottom- his inventions, improvements and
current of air going through.
In reply to a question, Mr. Barber board except the lower tier of hives.
writings, and while I am to-day in
said he would not think of wintering
On motion of Mi'. Dickinson, a vote full syminithy with his conditions,
15 or 20 colonies in the same manner of thanks was tendered to Mr. Barber etc., yet I claim that that body has
as he did 100. Tliere would not be for liis ready and clear replies. caused to be placed upon its record a
lieat enough in the ordinary cellar. Adjourned.
stain, never to be blotted out. Yes;
He found excrement only inthesha|)e The evening session was devoted to not only a stain, but they have perof dust. The bees did not besmear the exhibition of hives and imple- petrated the greatest outrage ever
Uie Idves.
ments used by bee-keepers. Mr. Stod- recorded in the history of American
:

:

:

i*

j
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refer to the attempt
to " lionize " a few at the expense of
others, and still they prochiini: "Honor
to whom honor is due."
Was there

apiculture.

ever a Qiiinby V or a Wagner V
Fellow a])iarists, when I read that
address and the action t.iken upon it,
it makes the very blood chill, as it
courses through my veins. O where
is the true American apiarist that can
digest that action and withtiold the
emotions caused by honest inward
feelings V Does it not bring you f:ice
to face with the discoveries, the in!

ventions,

tiie

practical teael)iiigs,

tlie

benevolence and the immortal f.iraeof
our beloved and hunented M Quinby,
the father of American ai)iculture V"
As Friend Iletherington h;is truthfully said, '• Thousands are to-day enjoying a delicious and wholesome
article of food that would liave remained ungathered, except for his
earnest advocacy of the business as a
source of revenue to the Nation, and
prolit to the bee-keeper," and thousands of bee-keepers will blush with
shame to tliink of the injustice done
him at Lexington, Ky.
Gentlemen of the North American
Society ; you that were participants of
that farce
can you, upon taking a
sober, second thought, say to your fellow apiarists that your considerations
were fairly and iuiiiartiMlly rendered,
with justice indiscerpibleV'
Allow me to quote from Mr. Bing" The sysham's address. He says
:

I

have denominated

tlie

At this enlightened age no
branch of business can successfully
address as published in the Ameui- conniete with its adversaries without
CAN Bee Jouun.xl, page 33.5. Vnu a coiubination of interests.
Coyou not discover the shadowing of the operation and concerted action have
"Patented .Smoker?'' Can you fail wrought wondrous changes in every
to notice the plea for protection to conceivable branch of indu.stry. Think
that implement? and the attempt to of the vast strides and the great imwrestthat iinention fnnn its inventor? provements as tliey have advanced
Every one of common sense knows during the past twenty years; not
that if he had a valid patent, infringe- alone in invention, mechanism, agriments could be abolished by lawful culture and the press, but also in apiPerhaps they will be, culture.
liroceedings.
To-day we see associated
for we read that we must use noother, system of dairying, in manufacturing
if we wish to be exempt from prose- and marketing their products, and in
cutionin using them. This may have breeding the various kinds of stock.
its effect with the ignorant, but we
We see a combination or interest in
don't believe, at this enlightened age, mining, in transportation, and in buythat " bull-dosing '' will work.
ing and selling stocks, grain and all
Notwithstanding all this, the North the leading staple products. We see
convention combined action in luanulacturing, on
American
Society in
assembled at Lexiiigton, Ky., and the the [lart of the tradesmen as well as
7tli day of October, 18S1, did there and the capitalists.
We have " Boards of
then cause to be recorded the follow- Trade," Protective Unions, Mutual
ing? motion, which, according to the Life Assurance Associates, and so on
great through the category. Co-operation is
minutes, was passed with
the key to all.
unanimity
"Moved, that the sentiments exIt is true we have kept pace with
pressed by Mr. Bingham be endorsed kindred pursuits, as far as knowledge,
as the views of this Convention."'
invention and production are conVerily, verily, if such a course is cerned. But it is also a fact that the
Mllowed to obtain without notice, our protectives of our interests have been
National Association will surely die, a sadly neglected.
Seemingly but a
disgrace to American apiculture.
comparatively few recognize the value
Fayetteville, N. Y.
of the contemplated action, I see no
This called forth much discussion reason why we should not put busiMany
upon the subject of smokers, for Mr. ness into our Association.
House had criticised the action of the benefits may be derived from such
action.
Not
alone
in
keeping pace
National Convention in indorsing the
smokers of Mr. Bingham, and claimed with other industries, but in the advancement
of
our
science
and the
that the entire merits of that smoker
protection of our interests. The lumwas due entirely to M. Quinby.
Mr. Clark, who had just entered, ber we buy for our necessary buildthought the Convention should not ings, hives and boxes, the tools we
fritter away its time by trying to use in making them, the nails used for
decide as lo whom invented the putting them together, and the glass
smoker. lie said, liowever, that lie we use in preparing our honey for
would not use the Bingham smoker the market, are all protected in their
under any consideration. He did not prices by strong combinations. Then
tiiink that Bingham slionld be upheld why should we hesitate in adopting
ill
using the inventions of Quinby. anything that may prove an advantage
Because the true iiiventer.Mr. Quinby, anil a protection to our business. By
did not geta patentand Bingham did, purchasing our supplies, such as hives,
boxes, crates, glass, foundation, imwe are obliged to pay for it.
plements, literature, etc., at wholeMr. King 1 have carefully ex- sale or in job lots, we can obtain manuamined the Bingham patent and I facturers" prices, and secure to the
have found that his i)atent covers average producer a saving of from
everything and nothing. I have man- fifty to one hundred dollars annually.
ufactured smokers right along and I This is no small item when we take
liave not infringed on any patent.
I
into consideration the competing eledo not hesitate to say that Quinby ments that now seem to be damaging
I wish to call the reader's attention
to the last three paragraphs of tliat

action.

:

;

tem
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Ameri-

can, is the substitution of absolute
control, for
the 'happy-go-lucky'
methods previousiy [lursued.
The
early writings of the lamented M.
Quinby, called the Mysteries of BeeKeeping,' which were among the most
conspiciousof the closing era, may be
appropriately called its closing chap
ters while the writings of the Rev.
L. L. Laiigstroth, and the invention
«f the movable-comb hive, may be
justly called the opening chapter in
improved bee-cultnre, and the foundation of the American system."
Reader, pause, and ponder well, lest
yon render an unjust decision. Where
is the
intelligent bee-keeper that
'

;

—

can endorse this taking from one and
giving to another V I for one am willing to go on record as denouncing
tliis heinous offense.
The sun may

i

cease to give us light. The diurnal
revolution of the earth may stop; but
was the first inventor.
never will the bee-keei)ers of America
Mr. Locke— I believe in right and
submit to such an unjust discriminatime.
Quinby

to a certain extent.

By careful investigation from actual
transactions, I can authoritatively say,
But further on Mr. Bingham says
that under efiicient management the
" Is it of any value to bee-keepers of ought to denounce any injustice that contemplated associated action will
been done to Mr. (Quinby.
to-day, or the bee-keepers of the has
a clear gain of one per cent, for
On motion of Mr. Betsinger, a com- prove
future, that tlie memory of the inevery pound ot comb honey produced.
ventor of themovable-coivib bee hive, mittee was appointed to draft resolu- Therefore, during such seasons as
and the honey extractor, and comb tions condemning the unjust resolu- was 1S78, or at any time when our
foundation, should be revered and tions passed by the National Conven- larger markets are crowded, we can
tion.
The President appointed as sell our inciducts for the one cent per
perpetuated ?"
committee JSIessrs. Van Denseii,
O Father of the Heavens Is this such
pound under the market, and at the
"Honor to whom honor is due?" Is' Clark and Bacon.
same time realize as much as those who
House
then
Secretary
read
the
folthere no Frederick Weiss?
Can it
do not enjoy such privileges. Many
be there was never a Ilerr Hruschka? lowing address on
are the ways in which we might be
Brother apiarists, shall we submit to
benefited hy co-opemlion and a unity
Co-Opera' ion:
such an injustice ? No, uercr but we
of action. We should remember in all
appenl from the action of that body to
Mr. President and Gentlemen:
our transactions that "
dollar saved
the apiari.sts of the world, remember- When we look about us we cannot is a dollar earned."
iiig that "Truth crushed to earth shall fail to notice the wonderful achieveWith a unity of action we can bring
rise again."
ments accomplished by associated into use a uniform style of package;
justice every

tion.

revered and loved by

M.

all apiarists.

is

We

:

!

\

{

.'

I

—

A
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a uniform system in grading and mar- matter, but he thought that it was a on resolutions in regard to bee smokketing. A world-wide reputation can game of every man for himseU'- As a ers, reported the following which was
be establislied for our grades of lioney matter of convenience in packing car unanimously adopted:
protected by any appropriate trade lots, Mr. Root's idea was a good one,
Whereas, At the late National Conbut if I can put my lioney through any vention held at Lexington, Ky.. a resmark we tliink advisable to adopt.
in
better
than
my
ingenuity
shape
olution
was passed which partially igcan
With co-operative effort, we
place apiculture on a tooting second to neighbor, and therefore get a better nored the instructions and inventions
none of the many national industries; price, [do not care to have my neighbor as affecting modern bee-keeping of
our friend, the late lamented Mr.
and ctmimand a power that will force adopt my plan.
Mr. Root said that it was for the in- Quinby, and particularly the bellows
a recognition of our products as a
commodity, and command terest of all that a certain standard in smoker, denouncing them as belongstaple
respect from all foreign countries. In market honey should be adojited. We ing to an era now piissed away, etc.,
educate the people to this and in his place exalting others far
fact oo-opei-ation and a combination can
above him, and <lenominatingthem as
of interests, are the powerful main- standard.
I do not believe in belonging to the modern era of pracMr. Clark said
springs that have revolutionized the
himself.
every
for
doctrine
of
man
the
tical and advanced bee-culture.
and
business portion of the world
above
Besolved, That the action
judging from the .ulvaiicement made I think that if one puts up honey in
good
price,
boxes
and
he
gets
a
1-lb.
stated is entirely inconsistent with
in the past '20 years, who can venture
will
will
follow,
and
the
others
lu'ice
the
denounce
the
facts,
and
that
we
to predict the position we shall occupy
return to its old level. But if we have same as nothing less than a slander on
20 years hence ?
uniform, one and three-quarter pound the fair name of Mr. Quinby, and a
I would submit for your earnest conso seeking to impose on the intelligence
sideration the feasibility of incorpora- boxes, the expense will not be
ting a Mutual Benetit Association for great, and the price will always be of American bee-keepers.
Life Assurance, consisting entirely of good.
Mr. Root, from the committee apMr. Locke agreed with Messrs. Root pointed last year to secure the passage
bee-keepers. Common prudence ought
that the time has come
to prompt every man to seek reliable and Clark,
of a law to prevent the adulteration of
Where families would when we stiould adopt a unifcu-m box. honey and other sweets, with glucose,
insurance.
Mr. King said this ought to have said the bill against adulteration of
now be left in del>tfor their liomes(or
perhaps without a home), willi a cer- been agitated some time ago. This sweets in general, was too broad and
of boxes has gone so far that
titicate in a properly managed .assur- diversity
too sweeping in its provisions to reance society, many bee-keepers would it is almost impossible to crush out ceive the sanction of the Governor.
jiut
the
agitastop
to
now.
We
can
a
be comforted in 'knowing that tlieir
which The adulterators of honey buyini>iire
loved ones would be left in a condition tion of one-half pound boxes,
anhoney in one place and glucose
decided
making,
prompt,
now
by
is
themselves.
where they could help
other, and do the mixing themselves.
action.
each
part
of
With littleeffort on the
He thought the law against adulteraThe discussion took a wide latitude, tion
of us, sucli a society can be organized
now in force was strong enough
relating
his particular exone
every
little
expense
with
but
sustained
and
to cover the adulteration of honey.
Many
in selling his goods.
perience
lieuefieiaries.
the
to
He did not know how to effect a
Our deliberations should be in truth told what jobbers had advised, and remedy.
and earnestness, remembering that in all agreed to disagree upon certain
Mr. King said the members of the
the talk,
the past our "Northeastern Associa- points. In the midst of
Association should put up its honey
natured,
exciting,
yet
good
which
was
The
tion " has been the first to rebuke inin packages ready for market.
Mr. Betsinger stampeded the Con- package should then be stamped with
justice the lirst to correct evils and
protect the interests of our fraternity; vention by offering a resolution to the the seal. There was a strong law
the tirst and always on the alert to effect that a uniform box be adopted. against obliterating or counterfeiting
sustain a good cause when the inter- He also threatened in the event of a seal. There is a brand of beeswax,
the resolution passing, to press another each piece of which is stamped. This
ests of the fraternity were at stake
It is acknowleged that our Associa- one that stiould compel the members w-ax, though no better than other wax
tion stands at the head of any of its to use the box adopted.
in the market, brought 6 cts. per lb.
kind in America.
Mr. King offered an amendment to more, because the purchasers knew it
our
deliberations
that
conceded
than
It is
Mr. Betsinger's motion that more
to be genuine.
and conclusions are the highest known one size box should be used. This
Mr. Locke said comb honey shipped
Thousands are to-day again carried the members on " tlie from the country was shipped to New
authority.
anxiously awaiting the publication of seaof troubles," until Secretary House York, and there cut up and adulteraour proceeilings. Then let us bold mercilessly cut all short by a motion ted with glucose.
fast to that which we have gaineil in to adjourn.
This last motion vpas
Mr. Dickinson said the action of the
the jtast; strike while the iron is hot, carried.
Convention was silly and foolish.
and place our far-famed Association
Mr. Barber said he was of the same
AFTERNOON SESSION.
on a higher and a grander footing, unopinion. The Convention had passed
weighing
til we can proclaim to the world, S<tns
In the afternoon session the resolu- a resolution to use no boxes
while many of the
Pareil.
tion in regard to the size of boxes was less than 1?^ lbs.,
Fayetteville, JSI. Y.
members had a large number of boxes
discussed at length.
boxes
Mr. Dickinson moved to lay on the ranging from 1 to Li lbs. These
This essay elicited the warmest disbe used at least for 2 years to
cussion of the C<uiveuliou, especially table lost, ayes 10, noes 10. A reso- would
boxes
demanded
market
The
the question of the feasibility of lution making the weight of the box come.
long producers
not less than a pound and three- of various sizes, and so
adopting a uniform i)aekage.
be compelled to furnish it.
Mr. Betsinger thoiight the position quarters when lilled with honey was would
There was some discussion as to
of the essayist was well taken, and then adopted.
the
Mr. Betsinger moved that the Asso- whether it should be placed on
his suggestions should be considered
of the Association, or on
carefully.
We can sell to each other ciation adopt some kind of a seal to be documents
the lumey produced by its members.
as well as a jobber c(\n sell to a used on everything passing from the
The President decided that the seal
Association." Carried.
dealer.
the
Mr. Betsinger moved that a com- would only be on the documents of
Mr. Eoot was particularly interested
Association.
in that portion of the essay tliat called mittee of three be appointed to select
Mr. Betsinger moved that the Assofor a uniform box for honey. The a seal. Carried.
rubber
The Convention selected Mr. Bet- ciation furnish its tomembers
important thing for us to consider is,
stamp its goods.
with which
stamps
and
Mr.
House
singer,
George
W.
that
we
greatest
amount
what is the
Mr. Root thought each producer
can get for our goods. If honey is put Peet.
The Secretary read an interesting should stamp his goods individually.
up in small, uniform boxes by us, we
Mr. Bacon favored the stamp or
can dispose of our honey to a better paper on " What per cent, of increase
advantage.
That at least is the is most profitable,"' written by W. L. seal. All the members \vo\M be interested in keeping the product pure,
Teunant, of Schoharie.
opinion of the dealers.
J. Van Densen, from the committee like the patrons of a cheese factory.
Mr. Dickinson was interested in the
:

;

;

;
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any one was found adulterating
other members would see
that he was punished. In unity is
strenstli, and the members of the AsIf

lioiiey, tlie

sociation luive a ccinimon interest in
keeping Itieir product pure.
Ttie resolution was amended so that

members

sliall

buy

own stamps,

tlieir

and adopted.
Dickinson, from the committee
on implements, presented its report,
which was adopted.
Mr. liautn asked that all wlio intend
to use the Vandervonrt foundation
next season, to arise. Eighteen members out of 31 piesent, rose.
The following resolutions were
adopted
Resolved, That the thanks of this
Association are due and are hereby
tendered to the reiiresentatives of the
Air.

:

Ul-icii^

MoiDini/ Uendd, and Obserrer.

for the very complete report of our
proceedings as published in their respective pai>ers, and for other courtesies shown us.
Ikf^dlvfd, That the

tlianks of this

Association are due, and are hereby
tendered to all the essay writers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
There
no report from the committee on question box. because no
Ijeing

box had been iirovided, Air. Root
that a standing committee of
three beajipointed, to which questions
can be sent <luring the year to be answered at the next annual Convention.
Carried. The chair appointed L. C.
Root, I. L. Scotield and K D. Clark.
Mr. Lo(;ke exhibited
•eral races

moved

i-

of bees preserved in alcoh"' including

pure Syrian, jiure II ian, pure
Cyprian, Syrian hyl>rid. C I'rian hybrid and Italian "mated u 'th both
Syrian and Cyi>rian, all from D. A.
Jones. Beeton, Out.
tlie

Mr. Barber said his

))lan of keeping
to place it in a room thoroughly aired, every day, until it is to

lioney

be

was

shii)pecl.

He

left it

unglassed.

He

found spiders around in the corners,
and he believed the spiders killed off
the millers if any hatched. lie stored
his honey on the ground floor, and, by
leaving it o)ien continually, kept the
temperature of the room the same as
the outside air
Mr. Peet, from the committee on
presented a design, whicli was

seal,

adoijted.
Ttie roll

was called, and 13 members
answered that they intended to use
the rubber stamps 9 were undecided,
and 3 answered no.
Speaking of the different woo :s of
which the lioney boxes are made, most
;

lueiiibers favored basswood.
even preferable to white poplar, which warps very much when it
becomes wet. Mr. Bacon said he had
used white spruce and found it very
good. It did not warp or split, nor

of the
Tliis is

(lid it

wood.

stain as easily as poplar or bass-

The

President. Jlr.

Baum, and

others, also favored white spruce.
After further discussion, the Con-

vention adjourned.

^

The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Convention will be held at McKinney,
Texas, on Tuesday, April 2-5, 1882.
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Cotton Frauds.— On page 40 of the
for this year, Mr. R. E.
Holmes conies to the defense of Airs.
1882.
Time and Place o/ Meeting.
Cotton, and among other things says
April 11— Eastern Michieiin, nt Detroit, Micb.
" I do claim that since the business
A 1). Weed. Sec, Detroit. Micb.
has been done in Airs. Cotton's name,
L'.^— Texas State, at McRinney. Texas.
that it has been (lone straight." I
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
would ask .\Ir. Holmes if he regards
27— Western Michigan, at Grand Ratdds.
Wm. M. S. DodKC. Sec, Cooper?viiIe. Mich.
the transaction described by AirFletcher in tlie preceding article,
27— Kentucliy Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec, Uhristiansburg, Ky.
'"straight." To be sure he received
Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
something for his money, but not the
May
T. Brookins. Sec
goods he ordered as described in lier
1(!-N. W. Til. and S. W.Wis., at Rock City. III.
circular. Aly mother has had an exJonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City. III.
jierience with Airs. Cotton exactly
2.->— Iowa Central, at Wintersct. Iowa,
parallel with Air. F."s, with the exHenry Wallace, Sec
ception that she refused to pay 95 cts..
tW In order to have ttiis table complete. Secre- express cliarges, and the box was sent
taries are requested to forward full particulars of back to Airs. C.
It was nothing but a
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
small, roughly-made model of a bee
hive, not uearlt large enough for a
The Union Bee- Keepers' Asso- hen's nest. Tlie circular which inciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.. duced my mother to send Airs. C. S4,
on tlie 27lh day of April, 18S2,
full is the same as the one quoted by Air.
attendance is very much desired, as F. In both cases, instead of sending
important business will be transacted. a " sample hive," as advertised, there
was .sent a poor model not worth the
G. \V. Demaree, !Sec.
express charges. Is that fraud? I
Christiansburg, Ky.
do not, any more than Air. Holmes,
desire to injure Mrs. C. in " trying to
get an honest living,'' but until she
returns the S4 we sent her, and Air.
Holmes reconciles these facts with
his statements. I must continue tothink her a swindler.
J. W. AIerrifiei.d.
Penn Yan, N. Y., Jan. 26, 1882.
Building Straight Combs.— Please
tell the readers of the Bee .Iouknal
In the
Advice Without Reasons.
how to extract honey from the comlis Bee JotMiNAL, Mr. Heddonsays"!
where built irregular also, if there is think no siiiinder advice can ever be
any method to cause bees to build their given than to say use the standard
combs uniform on the frames without Langstroth frame." I will say I think,
using foundation V
there can be no more unsound advicfr
.TOHN SnERIiETTS.
There you have
given, than tliat.
Norfolk, Ore., .Ian. 14, 1882.
Air. Ileddon's say and you have my
Ko reasons on either side: which
[It is better to shave the combs down say.
is the heaviest':'
I think neither is of
as near a straight surface' as possible
account than a feather in a
more
any
with the uncapping knife; though any gaie of wind. A man that gives hisof the extractors in general use will advice without his reasons, insults
are apparent with
throw the honey from crooked or un- (unless the reasons
the advice, as " I advise you to experieven combs when uncapped. The best ment and learn for yourself ") those tomethod we know of to get uniform whom the advice is given, for he incombs without the use of foundation, directly says I know, you don't, I donot say that is theintent,for I believe
is to level the hives perfectly, then use
Mr. Ileddon, and all others that write
shaped for tlie JotiKNAL, do so with the deframes with triangular or
top-bars, having the apex or point sire to beneht its readers. I will state
hang downward rub~comb or bees- some of the reasons given f(u' using
frame, "everybody
wax along tliis lower edge, but not far the Langstroth
uses it, everybody admits that it isup on the level or slope, spread the the handiest' frame to use.'' A. I.
frames evenly in the hive, and as fast Root's reason to me, was, that he
as an objeciionable comb is built out must make the hind wheels of wagons
the fore ones. These are
and tilled, remove it, extract the track with reas(uis,
but they will apply
all strong
honey, and melt up into wax. Ed ]
just as well to the use of whisky andSome may use the Langtobacco.
stroth frame so long'that they get useI have
Fall and Spring Record.
bees (irepared in four different ways to it, think it is handy, and perhaps
Women may clean up tobaccofor wintering on the summer stands. like it.
I made a record of the condition of spit, empty spittoons, help drunken
to bed, until they get sosince
which
husbands
Oct.
28,
time
each colony
they have not been disturbeil. This used to it that they do not mind it, but
record is very minute in detail. I I hardly think they get to like it unshall make a like record in thesprinsr, less they have ac(niired a taste for the
and I will then send it for publication. stuff and occasionally And a half
My idea is that some might draw con- emptied bottle or a paper of tobacco
and appropriate it.
clusions that would benefit them.
E. B. SOUTHWICKIIenuy Jones.
Mendon, Alich., Jan. 25, 1882.
Chesaning, Mich., Jan. 27, 1882.

Local Convention Directory.

Bee Jouknal

:

:2li.

1^
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;
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Using Old Combs.— I read the Bee
Journal and am much pleased with
it, especially as it now is a Weekly. I

am

learning to be a bee-lveeper. Ilave

bought 10 colonies of black bees— 3
frame hives and 7 in box hives; aim

in

to

transfer the 7 to simplicity hives in
the spring. One, however, died from
being robbed (by bees) some days ago.

The comb is straight, and 1 have put
away carefully. It is somewhat

it

soiled by a

and

few dead bees and

larva',

put it in
frames for use, and for wliat purposeV
is

dark.

Will

it jiay

to

J. S.

McKinney, Tex., Jan.

Kekr.

15, 1882.

put a heavy duty on everything
bearing the name honey. As to the
statement of a certain Professor in the
Boston Journal of Chemistry, I would
say that the gentleman is correct in
so far, tliat, after the bees have drawn
out thin foundation, the bee-keeper
may fill the empty comb witli any
thing he pleases, and seal it himself
too. The modus npercuHlil have known
for several years, but, considering
there is enough cheating and adulteration going on, as it is,'I deem it not
advisable to give vent to this invention, though it would be a good thing
to

for

answer to transfer the combs,
even though soiled, and put in your
stronger colonies to clean up, and will
[It will

some

apiarists to

know how

to seal

W.

II.

¥

Malloky.

Worcester, N. Y., Jan.

30, 1882.

Blizzards ! Whew !— I see G. M.
Doolittle reports 18" below zero Jan.
Glh. I will report for the information
of all winter-packing bee-keepers that
we have not li;id one frost this year,

and do not expect any now until next
winter. White clover has been in
bloom since Jan. 1st, as well as many
oilier things in garden and lield. Some
trees that were baie of foliage in De-

in the

fall.

peas, yellow jasmine, orange,
white clover, magnolia, willow, dewberry and several otlit'r blossoms I am
not able to name also grass, sugarcane, fern leaves; also Jajian plums,
and mulberry leaves and fruit, with
Hg leaves as large as your hand, etc.
Of course, bees are having a buzzing
time of it, carrying in loads of pollen,
if not honey, from
every opening
ro.ses,

—

—

winter, and our watch-word success be
Recipe for Sticking Labels on Tin
Inscribed on onr banners whicli shall
remain"waving"' in the balmy breezes Pails. Take laundry starch, dissolve
so long as we give our " littte pets" in a little cold water then add boiling
water, or boil the starch until it is as
the requisite attention.
thick as is used in starching clothes.
E. J. HiNSHAW.
Lynn, Ind., Jan. 26, 1882.
Api)ly the starch to the back of the
put the label
label with a flat brush
place, then smooth the face of the
A Correction. Besides a few mis- in
takes of minor importance, there is label with the brush and starch, as
one or two which should not be left starch adds looks to the face of the
T. S. Bull.
incorrect with reference to the report label.
Valparaiso, Ind., Jan. 31, 1882.
of the Erfurt Convention in Germany.

—

;

—

Under Sized Bees.— I had a bit of
which was
quite luwel, and somewhat interesting
to me at least, and desire to know if
any others have had a similar experience. Seven colonies were put to
rearing cells, and given brood from
the an Italian queen. Strips of comb were

as if German bee-keepers are of
opinion that all or any of theimi)orted
American honey contained the germs
-of foul brood.
But they are informed
that most or all extracted li<iney imported from this country, is largely
composed of glucose. Many of them
having experimented with thatstuif

hatched only one-half the usual size

brood chamber in
cember, have leaves now as large as
A. R. KoiiNKE.
one's hand. I send you a bouquet of
Youngstown, O., Jan. 28, 1882.

open honey

From Northern Pennsylvania. The
be very useful foreither brood-rearing
past honey season was very good in
or extracting from. Ed.]
Northern Pennsvlvania. I wintered
48 colonies in chaff hives, with a loss
Bees recjiiire Care. A number of of oidy .5, increased to 93, and took
apiarists in our locality liave become 3.200 lbs. of comb honey, besides some
almost discouraged because of the ill extracted, and expect to take 1,000 lbs.
success they attained in wintering more in the spring, the hives being
their bees during the severe winter of too full for brood rearing. Bees are
1880-81. A few of the industrious in- wintering splendidly this winter, there
sects survived the extreme cold, and being no dead bees and no signs of
those that came through in good con- anv disease.
C. J. IIaight.
dition seemed to put forth an extra
Rush, Pa., Jan. 29, 1882.
exertion after the appearance of the
sunshine of spring.
Because of the
The Meloe.- This is mentioned by
excessive flow of nectar and the limE. T. Flanagan, on page 53.
The
ited number of colonies, the increase "
meloe" is not among the honey l)ees
was exceedingly rapid, and tlie beautihere, but it troubled the buudjle bees
ful honey which was stored up during
" Among our
the season of 1881, aroused the en- badly last summer.
thusiasm and caused the dispirited foot-prints," as quoted by him, is a
hopes of some bee-keepers to vanish solid article; "small" bee-keepers
"
away, as the mist before ttie morning had better read, think, watch among
wake n)).
sun. By giving the necessary atten- our foot-prints," and
W. J. WiLLAUD.
tion to the ''little fellows" we shall
Jonesboro, 111., Jan. 29, 1882.
bringthem safely through the ])resent

The Convention will meet next year,
not in Wiener, Austria, but in WienerNewstadt, Austria, Wiener-Newstadt
being about an hour's ride from
Vienna., lleferring to an editorial remark, as ij noted from translated report of the proceedings of the Convention, it should not be understood

but will some one of the more scienbee-keepers tell us why they

tific

experience last season

.

;

flower.

They generally commence

working on white clover here about
the 10th of February. Last year clover opened later than usual, and the
season proved better than the average.
J.

W. Winder.

Thibodeaux, La., Jan.

31, 1882.

[The bouquet came safely to hand,
and is a forcible reminder of the magnificent extent of our proud country.
While its more northern portions are
now (Feb. 4) swept with a frigid temperature and the silvery sleigh bells
make continual music in Louisiana
and other southern States the air is
redolent with the perfume of fragrant
tlovv'ers, the busy hum of bees and
happy birds making nature joyous;
here, though the nights are sharp
and frosty, the days are bright with
sunshine,andourbees sporting around
their hives at mid-c^ay remind us that
we, too, have glorious weather to be
thankful for. We congratulate our
readers at each extreme, but envy
Ed. J
neitlier.
;

Bingham's Bees.— Yesterday Bingham's bees flew if they pleased. They
did not seem to care much for the
chance, but a few flew from all the
hives. With this evidence that they
did not need a fly, I believe there is
safety in saying "they will keep."
I am glad to see the critics at work.
Still I think time is the best critic.
T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Mich., Jan, 28, 1882.

used fastened to tins these, imt in
frames were all tlie brood the colonies
had. The 9th day, all the frames with
cells were introduced to hatchers,
with the temperature at grp to 100-\
1)1 12 days the queen cells begun to
hatch at a lively rate about 15 days
Report for 1881.— I had 48 colonies
to convince themselves it would kill afterwards the few
worker cells, in the fall of 1880, and but 7 were left
bees and brood, thus furnishinga hot- sealed up while rearing the queen in the spring. I bouglit 4, making 11
bed for the disease, or perliaps being cells, began to luitcli. They were one- in all. I have obta ned from these
the first cause of it. To such impor- half the usual size of worker bees, 1,825 pounds of comb honey, and have
tations under the name of honey, they lively, Vi'ell-marked, and ran about the extracted 2-50 lbs. What I have sold,
object. And, as they have no means hatcher 3 or more days before they so far, amounts to $260.55.
of preventing adulteration of the pure died. Mr. Quinby tliought a high
Francis Cullen.
article in this cowntry, they propose temperature matured the bees early.
Mottville. N. Y., Jan. 31. 1882.
;

;

:
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New Publications.—The following
CLUBBING LIST FOR 1882.
Catalogues and Price Lists for 1882
We supply the Weekly Amerlcun Bee «Ionrhave been received
nal and any of the fciUowine periodicals, for 1882
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Ky.
The first coluiun Kivesthe rcKular price of both
L. E. McFatridge, Carroll, Ind.
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
:

Dougherty

RATES FOR ADVKRTISIKe,
20c. per agate

A

space, each insertion.

line of

of Ai^ate type will contain about eight
worilH; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

I>lS<'OUXTS
Weekly
For 4 weeks
for the
"
"
'*

"
"

8

"
"

a«
39
Sa

"

13

be given on arlvertiseraenlB
if

paid in advance
lO per cent, discount,

SO

months)... .30
months!. .40
months). ...SO

(1

year)

.

"
"

.

"

60

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone,
per cent., payable in advnnce.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

^i>pcciul

C'hIcaKo,

111.

IJoticcs.

To Advertisers.— By reference

for tlie

coming season's

We not only offer

the

best

to

trade.

advertising

medium, butthe lowestrates on yearly

so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
Is

.'50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1

-50

2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore tlie most desirable ones to procure at

tlie start.

Mr. H.

Tlie

Kansas Bee-Keeper

received in

its

for

I

M

2 80
2 35

2 4»
5 50

325.. 3 00
2 40..
2 85..
2 75..

2 25
2 "5
2 60

January

new form.

It is

t^ We

are sometimes asked who-

much improved, and the Bee Jour- our authorized agents are ? Every
nal extends its congratulations to the subscriber is such an agent; we have
enterprising publisliers.

no others, and greatly desire that each
Bee-Keepers" Exchange for Feb- one would at least send in one new
ruary is also at hand. The new edi- subscriber with his own renewal for
tors seem to be improving, and are 1882. The next few weeks are the
making a good paper. They speak time to do this. We hope every subthus of the "Apiary Register," a copy scriber will do liis or her best to double
of which we sent to the editor of every our list for 1882.

The

This is something new, and fills a
needed want in every bee yard. The
one we have is calculated for 100 colonies, and is so c(unplete in its systematic and condensed arrangement th;it
the wliole story of each is told on one
leaf about 4x6 inclies- which makes a
book for 100 colonies ^^ inch thick.

Can be carried

in

or with King's Text- Book,

A Sample (!opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can liave sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

the bee-keepers'

tS" When changing a postoffice adpocket witliout any inconvenience.
Thus he can know the exact condition dress, mention the old as well as the

We

preof any colony in a moment.
dict for tliis Ijook a large sale, as it has
only to be seen to be appreciated.
propose to order some at once.

We

nal

bound

paper covers.
It contains much valuable information, and it will pay any one who does
not already possess it, to obtain acopy.
Many of our new subscribers will be
pleased to learn tliat they can get it
for $1.00, by sending for it at once,
before they are all gone.
for 1880,

in

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

Bee Journal

for 1882.

i®° We will send Cook's Manual
bound in cloth, postpaid, and the They are lettered in gold on the back,
Weekly Bee Journal for one year, and make a nice and convenient way
in cloth, for $2.75.

00..
60..
60..
6 30..

Ilacknian has sent us the The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prot. Cook's Maiiuallbound in cloth)
circular of Mrs. Cotton— wlio bids for
Bees and llonev, (T.CJ. Newman) ..
Binder for Weekly, 1881
" dupes " for the coming season.
Binder for Weekly for 18M2

cially for the

;

Bee-Keepers'E.vch'nKe(Houk&Peetl3
Bee-Keepers' (Juide A.G.HIU)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
2

S.

lot

for $3.00

.

The 7 above-named papers

(^To any one sending a club of
The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages two 7iC)« subscribers for 1882, we will
to each colony, ruled and printed, and present a volume of the Bee Jour-

The

.

Ohio.

contracts.

For

PublUhera' Price. Club.
»2 00..
and(lleBnini;sinBee-Culture(A.l.Root) 3 (JO. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Mauazine (A.J.King). 3 00
2 60
Bee-Keeper»'lnstructor( W.ThomasJ 2 SO.. 2
The 4 above-named papers
4 50.. 4 00'

The Weekly Bee Journal

bee paper

oar
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. Tliis,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
of America to make tlieir announce-

ments

Henderson, Murfreesboro,

V.

Tenn.
U. E. Dodge, Fredonia, N. Y.
F. A. Sneir, Milledgeville. 111.
A. W. Livingston's Sons, Columbus,

is

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

W.

25

Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
40 per cent., payable in advance.

0'74 West Madison

Indianapolis,

:

(t)

(3
(n

"
"

will

as follows,

& McKee,

Ind.

to preserve the Journal as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mall for 75 cents.

new

address.

1^

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

1^ H.

residence and
contents were burned up,
Sunday, Jan. 29th. Well insnred.
nearly

A. Burch's

all its

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Ril)bon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

When you have got an old horse that
has passed the market period, apply a
bottle of Kendall's Spavin Cure and
the result will be marvelous. Read
advertisement.
5w4t

BEESWAX.

Examine the Date following your
1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
tlie wrapper label of tliis
I wish to buy a quantity of jrood yellow Beeswax,
lam paying --c. pur puund. delivered here, Cash
paper
it indicates the
end of the local Associations $2.00 per 100. The on
arrival. Shipments soUcted.
month to which you have paid your name of the Association printed in the
ALFRED U. NEWMAN'.

name on
;

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

blanks for

.50

cents extra.

972

West Mauison

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

i^SEESSii^jiEtjoJ^^;^^

Office of Amehican Bee Jouhnal,
Monday. Id a. m., Feb. 6, 188:.*.

I

up

to

tliis

liour

H-18fe2.+^#*-

^©2

S

»t^

The following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

H. LAKE, Manager.

CHARLES

:

Quotations or Cash Buyers.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market

has an upward tendency,

lEC!!2^'per^^S>

am now

piiyinn the following prices in cash :
Linht comb honey, in single cotub sections. 17igi"JI
centa in larger LM.xesi'c. less. Extracted, 8@10c.
-Prime quality, IHCt^-jJc.

and

I

SlV^'.

;

BEESWAX

AL.

Newman.

II.

W. Madison

972

St.

CINCINNATI.

*

I pay 8® lie. for extracted honey on arrival, and
J6@l8c., for choice comb honey.
BEESWAX.— 18(ru22c., on arrival. I have paid
C. F. Mutu.
25C. per lb. for choice lots.

—

Qnotiillons of CoDimlsslon Aterchauts.

ITALIAN

QgQig^ Q-^mmmm.

—

-^

^

i^^

cfficnLAaAM:eWLisT.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Choice white
tions, 2(iu(2iic.;

same

comb,

in 2 to 3

in

1

to l!^

boxes,

lb.

llj.

K. A.

BUUNETT,

Ui5

sec-

iTCsti'fic;

dark and mixed, in i to 3 lb. boxes, l2!^(SHoc.
tracted, white, luwl ic; dark, Oc.

South Water

ExSt.

259 Greenmovuit Avenue, Baltoore, Md.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONET— Bnyers

are more Inclined to operate,
but sellers are less anxious. A lot of dark extracted wiis si-ekinji a buyer a few weeks ayo at hc,
but has since been withdrawn, and now for the

same

lot8c.

is bid.

We quote while comb,

iiifaiinc.; dark togood.io®
Extracted, choice to extra white, 8->:i'.tl0c.;
dark and candied, 7fyjMc. BEESWAX— 23u'-2r)C.

I4c.

Steahns & SMITH.

NEW

423

Front Street.

YORK.

HONEY—

There is a liberal supply of honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irreiiuhir.
White comb, in small
quote as ft)llow8
boxes, I8(.(;i;ic; dark, in small boxes, I2<a)14c. Extracted, white, inc<4;ilc.; dark, 7'<!iyc.

We

Given'sFoundationPress.

Z. K.

quality, 21®2;iC.
CO.. 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

Sparta, ^^Is.

Foot Power Machinery

HONE Y— Plentiful and slow for all save choice
brinhtcumb -this sold readily; comb at 18@23c.;
Strained and extracted 9@llc. to l2j'6c.— top rates

CIRCULAR ANB
SCROLL SAWS.

for choice briyhtin prime packages.
Steady at 20c. for prime.
K. C. Greek & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

BEESWAX—

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and lit-'ht rippint:. Lathes, &c. These nia-

BOSTON.

are espeu ally adapted
lllve Miikin:.'. Itwillpay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 4S-paffe Illustrated Cata-

HONEY-Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acBEESWAX-P.ime quality, 2.5C.

cliini's

to

Cordiny to quality.

Bl.AKE.

7

Chatham

Street.

lotiue.

W.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The
we

and

& JOHN BARNES,
111.

;

KEADY-Foul Brood,
NO^^'
velopment and Cure, by A. R-

find difficult ti> sell— holdintr it at I7c.
is in fair deniaml at 12c. in small packIc. in larj:e packat^es.
25c., and very scarce.
A. C. Ken DEI,. 115 Ontario Street.

on receipt of

Extracted,
aues.

F.

No. 2017 Main street.
Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

market continues very steady
best white, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, sells quick on
arrival at 2lc(?y22c.; No. 2 at I9(S)2nc., but buckwheat
lioney

Nurseryman,

BARNES' PATENT

ST. LOUIS.

CKOCKER &

three to

Address,

JEWETT.

6w8tp

BEESWAX.— Prime
THORN &

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO;

to eipht inches. JSl. SO
lour feet. !f9f.4»0 per lOO.

Four

:

SSc,

by the author.

1

BEESWAX—

7wlt

A. K.

in 3

and

i

DeKolinke. Sent
cent postage stamps

KOHNKE,

its Origin,

Youngstown, O.

<:H0IC^ OREENH.>Trst: PI.ANTS

20;for
Premiiinis.

Weekly Bee Journal

for tlie

Send

— Those who get up clubs

12 pjickets tinwer aped'*. 2ric.
Jt
F. E.
(-atiiluKue.
AahtHbuIll. Ollki.
6wlt'

Igil.OO;

for

BKO.,

FAS8ETT

FlorUts.

for

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club
1882, will

Devoted entirely to ttie best interests of those who
keep bees. The question department, c >nducted
Dy Dr. Wm. R. Howard. Is of especial Interest to

:

H

-ddon will write
in bee-culture. Jaa.
a practical article fur every number for 18^2 ; 20

beginners

For a Club of S5,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
8,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
4,— Apiary Repister for .'iO Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
"

"
'*

"
"
5,—
©,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for year,
or Apiary ReRister for 200 Col's.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent
for their labor in getting

1

in cash

up the club.

1^ Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common foundation is not surpassed. The

only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
iwly
B. S.
<fe C. Hoopeston. 111.

pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price or a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

SCOVKLL & ANDERSON,

Columbus, Kansag,

28wtf

GIVEN

WT
A A.TTT?T^ AGENTS to take orders
VV /\ll LllilJ for the best selling book on
FARM
and HOME topics ever published. Sells
Has no superior in
sigh'. l>adies can hand
at

Is it.

any language
lr«tions.

;

1,

Terms

050 pages, with nearly
free on application.

Cent, to Aireiita
F. r..
4w3tx

2.<Mio illus-

fiO JPer

CO.. Pub'rs,
HOKTON
Indlanapulls, Ind.

Bound

VOLUME AFOR
few

In

paper covers.

1880,

copies for sale at

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

THOMAS e. NEIVMAN,

«fe

974

West MadlBon

Street,

ChlcaKo.

III.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
FLAT BOTTOM
.

FOUNDATION

f

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundntion. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of founda-

We

tion in tiie country.
United States.

We

send to

ail

^^

parts of the

ITALIAN

HONEY KNIFE.
Send

a

III.

l-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
i-franie Nucleus, witli Tested Queen
5.00
"Full- Colony, with Tested
Queefi, before July
l'».00
Same, after July 1
10.00

card for testinii^nials, or
half-dozen rates, to

ELECTROTYPES

Of Enwravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

THOMAS

than-yic.

G.

974 West Madison

KEWMAN,

Street.

:iywiy

L. C.

AXTELL,

in
Uo.veville.

TestedQueen,beforeJuly
"

1.

after July I..
per half doz.,

"
"

'*

after July

1

1

OR.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

Co., 111.

Medical Work, warranted the
be^tand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
h'reneh muslin. embossed, full

3.50

Address, by Re^stered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

Iwtf

Warren

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A newandt;reat

3JX>
2.50

t:ilt.:ioopp.,contains beautiful
'^teel ent;ravin!_'s.i.i.T pre^^criptinns, price only $i.i2:» sent by
njail
illustrated sample. He ;
;

BEES for SALE.
I

liiive

fur

about

MilL'

300

Celebrated Arkansas Brown Bees,
which I will dispose of in lots of TEN COLONIES

OH MOKE

at very reasonable prices. Tht-y are in
ten-frame Lan^istroth and box hives. These bees
are said t<» be larye, remarkably amiable, good section workers, and exeellentcomb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very strong in bees, and spring dwindling will
be avoide.i. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey fl'»w and swarming commences. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March
l5th, or remove them Ni>rth.
1 am also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in

June.

send now. Address Peabody
TnVQPTP
iniWDIif -MedicalinstituteorDr. W. H.
PAKKEK. No. 4 Buitlnch St Boston.
22wly

ITfinW
BllUVIf

,

eS

Coloiiien of the

The
Horse
BY
KENDALL,
an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table KivinK all the principal drugs used fur the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

H.

;

;

NEWMAN,
CHICA.QO,

3t.,

trivinir

;

Frlce

ALFRED

M. D.

B. J.

Address,

972 West Madiaon

ENGRAVINGS.

A TREATISE

2.» centit.— Sent on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

II.I..

974

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES

of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

BEES,

QUEER'S aud NUCLEI IN SEASON.
^^Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on application,

•1.

If.

UOBEKTSON.

Pewamo,

suwtf

Ionia Co., Mich.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

J.

REVOLVI^'G CUMB-HANOER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDGE,

Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fra^uients of wax, revolving comb-

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American hanger, which holds comb flrraly while pruning or
Bee Journal to send his name and Postoffice ad- cutting ijut queen cells, writing desk, and wash
dress for a copy ot his new II ustrated Circular of bain will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it to fit all sizes of extracting and brood c 'nibs. and
;

before ordering your supplies.
li^Beeswax wanted.

is

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

bu-kets.

$n

Wtlton Junction.
Iowa* will furnish Italian (Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as e;irly in the comlriK season as
they can be bred, at the foil. iwinj; r.ites Tested
Qutens,|:i; Warranted f^ueens, *i> Queens without liuaruntee. $i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, ft. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
4f ac ompanied with the c»sh.
3wJ(Jt
:

;

JOHN

to

n

M. DAVIS.

Hill,

Tenn.

f7 '^ YEAR and expenses tio agents,
T
§ "utHt free.addressP O "Vlckery

i I
III

BRIOeS. of

;

it

30wiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring

1882,

the Evergreen Apiary.
L.

;

handle than the ordinary handWrite your address on a po.>ital card, and

less lubt)rious to

address

AuKiiwla, Mnlue.

College of

3SO PaeeH; 133 Fine

t^e

Michigan.

IlluMlrutioas.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.

The

tlrst

edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In

18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. 'I'liis new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many cosily wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;

about

;

Chicago, Hi.

SAIjE— l.w Colonies of Italian Bees in
FOR
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.

l

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

AM)
Bingham & Hetherington

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
AHnOXJA. MICH.

QUEENS.

By A.

Of Lansing, Pro/essor of Entomology tn

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Iwly

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

SONS.

The Original Patent

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

&

OEl,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook. Mont. Co., N. Y.

is

GOLDEN

VAN DKUSEN &

J,

B^5^i^>y|

make

CHAS. DADANT

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

hiKh side- walla, 4 to 1*5 square feet to
the pouud. Circular and samples free

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

;

COMB FOUNDATION.

TVIIOI^ESALE AN1> RETAIL.

95

3<jw y
1

lulldesccriptions o I honey-producing plants.irees,
shrubs, etc.,splendUly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed inatructit)ns tor the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
allord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
'jn every conceivable subject that can interest the
;ipiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the JolloivUnj opinions of the

All agree that

Book;

the work of a master and of

it is

real vnine.—L'ApiciiUure, Paris.
I think Coo {'s Manual is the best of our American Works.— LEWIS T. COLliV.
It appears to ha-e cut the ground from under
tetuie bouk-malters.— iiri(i,-/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray con-

=i;init;niUe in

my

tvperatious

and successful man-

auemeiitof the upiai-y.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than Irum
any other book.— E. H. Wy.nkoop.
This book ia Just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and whicii. no one who obtains
It, will ever leyrct havmtr purunased.— .3iit7t. Far,
To all who wish to engage -n bee-culture, a
manual isa nece-sity. Piol. Cook's M:iiiual is an
exhaustive \njvk.— Herald, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up with the.iimes in every particular.
The
tcbesl reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myseir, an.l n;uch of it is due lo the clear, disinterested iiiioruiation contained in Cooks Manuai.-W.u. Van Amweui*. M. U
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee- raisers.— .Ky. Lii'e Stuck Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher,
t have never yet met with a work, either French
or loreipn, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe 1>L'
Bois, eJiior of the BitLetin -D' Airiculteur, Prance.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industii".»us insect.-^, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for tlieir
management; alsoa botanicaldescnptionot Ixmey
producing plants, and an e.iiiended occouni ot the
enemies of bKtca.- Democrat, Pulaski. N, V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vnde
nucuin vr Vie bue-keeper. It is leplete with the
best inlormation on everything belonging to api1

'i'oal taliingan liiiere.-t iii this siiiijfct.
obtain this valuable work. lead it aielully

culture,

we

s;ty,

<

and practice as advised.— .dflrituiiurjit, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Einopeor Amt-rica a
scietiLidc work on modern bee management that
eveo' e,xperienced bee uian will weici-me. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It ts
hauU^oniely printed, neaity bound, and ia a credit
;

to the \\'er,l.— Wti>ii.rnAi/ricuUunAt.

This work is undoubtedly I'.ie most co-nplete
manual lor the lusiruction ot bee-keepers which
has ever been

publij-lied. It gives a lull exi.lanation regariiing the care and mana;4ement of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouchefl. and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of alt
the previous knowlede ol apiarists, which he uses
admirably to prniuote and make popular this most
Inierestiugof ailoccupirtlona.—.djuencan Inventor,

—

•

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING

lot
in cloth, !)S1.S5

in the line of

prepaid.

my

Price— Bound
Apliirlan Supplier, should send Sl.OO, by mail

Descriptive Circular and Vru-e lAst. Sent
free. Address,
F. A. SNEL.L..
3wiytp
Milledgevllle, Carroll county. 111.
for

; in paper cover,
Published by

TUOMAS
»74

West Madison

G.

Street,

KE'WMAN,
CUICAGO.

LLL.

—
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FRANCES DDNHAM,
Inveiitoi"

and

S<ile

GIRGULAR, Books

HEDDOirS
FOR

Manutuctnrer nf

NOW

THE DUNHAM

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address, Post Office. County and State. Be
to state whether or not you now have my

by

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL,

Circular.

"Wanted— Beeswax

also,

;

Dowagiac. Mich.

lw:i.')t

100

a Student Appren-

JAMES IIEDDON,

Address.

tice.

list.

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

974

sure
18.SI

Bee-Keepers.

for

1883,

Colonies of

Italiian

Bees

Sale,

for

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
tliieens: Italian. Cyprian and Alliino; C«»mb Fourulution: (liven,
Vandervort, Dunham and Root;
llive^", Smokers, Frames, Seeds of
Honey Plants, and ever> thing rei
quired in an apiary. Send for price
E. T. FCANAOAK.
Address.

5wly

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Box 819, Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

Bee-Keeper*a Guide or, Cook*8 AlnniiaJ
of the Apiary.— Entirciv re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the timea"on every
;

subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The bodk is a masterly pruduction, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can aflord
todo without. Cloth, ^1.25 ; paper cover, 1S>1*

QuInby'sXewBee-Keeplnp. byL. C. Root—
The aiuhnr

trciits the sut'jectof bee-keeping so
cannot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
makingall Us readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— !»1,50.

that

it

and

forcible,

ABC

of Bee-Ciillure, by A. I. Root
Novice's
— This em uracea "every thmy periainini: to the care
is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, it^l.SS; paper, SI.
KlnK*8 Bee»Keeperfc* Text-Book, by A. J.
ot thehuney-bee,''aud

iind bnuitht down to
^ 1 .OO; paper. '7iic,
on the Hive nnd Honey Bee*

King.— This edition is revised
the present time. Cloth.

1882.
FOUNDATION

Illustrated Catalog^ue

1882.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLlitN SOLO. Most complete

NEARLY
book of

,

WOTl

SEIlsTD

OnSTJB

Standard book throughout
United States and ('anada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for '65 cents post-paid.
0."W. FISHER. Box 23S, Roebeater. N.Y.
(Jf Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office.

_^

iJwem.

SaiiipU', bv mail, 30c.; per dozen, by express,
Catalogue and Price List of Bee Keepers'
Supplies. Small Fruit and Early Vegetable Plants,
XJ. E. l>OI>OE,
free to all on application.
Fredonm, N. Y.
2w4t

Si'i.

I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Que»'ns, and have now more than KX* colonies in
their puritv. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dtdlar Queens, before June -0.
Gi.JS each after that date, single Queen, $I.(X> 6
for*5.CK>; 12 or more, 75 cents each; Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more eaoh. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

ALFRED

H.

:

Tl.
5wly

GOOHD,

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty,

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
C F.
to
,
.

MUXH

976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
tVSend IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwly

I "Cse- Beins: a description of the
M. Doolittle. Price. Gc,

ii.

iiiid

HarTestlnpf, HnndlMarkftiiiK.- A 'J^-piUie pamphlet, by
;

P. Dinlant. pivinu' In detail the methods
management adopted in their luiiary. This

\

('.

many useful hiuts.-Price l&c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepero, by Chas.

contains

Muth.

F.

'62

paties.

It

givesMr. Muth's Views on

management of bees. Price. lOc.
Food Adnlterntlon What we eat and should

the

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
have FISIIKIVS GRAIN TABLES, 192
pages, pocket form ; full of useful tables for
castiny up Krain, produce, hay; coat of pork, interest: wiigew tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
lilowing tallies and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar bonk ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISIIKR,
Jwtim.

Box 238, Rochester. N.Y.
at the Bee Journal office. _^

SALISBURY

Rev. A.
Caiii.irgo,

Douglas county,

III.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:
Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
*i
Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
*1 Tested
^2
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... ii2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea;

;

;

Apply

The Hive

and

972

;

Muth's Honey Extractor,

RiiKllsh and <-<*rinaa.
; per dozen, SOc.

contains the Prize
Es^avsftn thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Assnciation. The Prize— *;25 in gold
— was awarded to Prol Cook's Essay, which is here
given in lull. Price. lOc.

Ch.

—'Low Prices. Quick Keturns
1

In

— This

"Winterlnsr Bees.

tnu

NEWMAN,

;

;

everywhere. Published

Extracted Honey

ZW Also for sale

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

Honey

hive used by

SHOULD

DODGE'S BEE-FEEDER.

as Icion. trivinL' recipes formaking
Hitney Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Iloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended tor consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creatine a demand for honey
,

Price for either edition, He.

l^" It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
No bee keeper should
is fully up with the times.
be without it. Yourn;ime and address, written
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

its
all

tables, interests, etc.

the fundamen-

bee-ruliiii e. and lurnisUes the
to demunsiraie them. 15 c.

and argumeiita

Jlarket

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Hule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

urement of

ajSB.

Honey, as Food and Medlelne, by Thomns
Newman.- This piimphlft d>scirurse3 upon
u
the
ry of Bees and Htniey
Htniey.the
the nature,
Ancient Hisu^ry
quality, sources, and preparation «f Honey fur the

;

UIJNHAM,

Price.

G.f.

FitundiiLioii Miic)iine. uiakinp
witli base of cells of natural

Bhape, and side-walls hroutiht up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby ttive notice to all p:irties infringing
my rifjhts, either bv manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as t" all parties purchasing
machines as above, cither than of my manufacture,
that I am prepared lo protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infrlng iiii'nts to the lull extent of
FKANt'E** A.
the law.
DePere, Wis.
2wl3t

work.

.

tacts

Dunham

comb foundation

scientitic

Been and Honey or, niieceHHriil manaeemenl "t" the Aplai'y, liy Thomas G. Newman.—
'I'his emhracea the toUowinR subjects
Location
(if the Apiary— Honey Plants —Queen RearinR—
Keedinc — Swarmina — Dividing — TransferrinK-

tal principlea ot

CA.UTI01T.
LETrKUS PATENT Number

for

a standard

Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents

op

Havint? obtained
24rt,nitit

la

BleiHed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
and

bee- keeping, lull of practu'al information
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. SSl.OO.

Italianizing— Introduciuw Queens— Extracting—
Quietinu and Handhny Uoes - Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Knullnh an<i German.
Price lor either edition. 40 cents, postpaid.

Piitenteil Autz. 2:jd. ihhi.

Send for New Circular for Jjinuary,

This

-

;

AND

11^"

Ijancr^trotti

son, ready, if we are timely notitJed.
One-fruiiie Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, J4: Colony of bees, eitlier
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine. 8 fraraes.fs. Comb
Foundation on Dunham machine, 115 lbs. or over,
y.'>c. per lb.; on Root machine, thin, for boxes 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oi^c. paid for bright wax.
Orders on

^\J Tascolu,

;

not eat. Tint book yhouid be in every family, and
ou li t to create a ^'entlmeIlt again St adulteration of
tiMid products, and demand a law to protect the
fdnsumer against the numerous health-destroylug
adulterations offered as Jood. 20(J pages 50ct!

1lfoore*s

Iwly.

l.otxi.tMti

Tf

Jndus-

'.
S«dustriai Facts. Calculations. Pioceswe-*,
f vast
crets. Legal Items, Business Forms, etc.,
utility to every Mechanic. Faroier and Business
Man. Gives "Jito.ooo items for Gas. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths. Founders, Mine's. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas nnd ^tPMiii Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders. Metiil and Wood Wurkers <»f every kind.

The work contains I.niii pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wnrih its
weight in gold to any Met hanic. Busiijeas Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 3^2.50.
KendalPs Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It lias;ri engravings
illustrating poaitionsof sick hoses, nnd treats all
diseases' in x plain and comprehensive manner. It

has recipes, a tahle of doses, and
horse information. Paper, Sue.

much

valuable

Ropp*s Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables iur all kinds of merchandise and Interest,
It is really a lightning rak-iilator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, !S1. ; Morocco, JJfU. GO.

Chicken Cholera,
Its

cause,

974

by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and

Address,

Money

111.

Universal Assttatant, and Com*

plete Mechanic, contiiinsover
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To obtain something for nothing has been carried to such a length
that it has threatened lis with disasThe very poor policy of getting
ter.
checq) queens, at the expense of qualPublished every Wednesdaj- by
ity, has had its day, and now the soberC.
Improvement of tlie Race of Bees.
thinking and wise apiarists are setting
Editor and Puopribtok.
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
The virinciiial queen breeders of their faces against such a dangerous
At iSS.OO a Year, In Advance.
Italy have addresseda communication policy.
If we expect to get a queen worth
to L^Ajyicoltore, tlie Italian bee paper
tJf" Remit by money-order, registered letter, exhaving
from Italy, it is in vain to exwhich
published
at
Milan,
Italy,
in
York,
payor
New
press or bank draft on Chicago
able to our order. Such only are at our risk, ('hecks
they discuss the matter of queen rear- pect it at the price of $3 or $4, to
on local banks cost us '25 cents for collectinK.
ing, and promise to prodt by the ;id- which price they came down in our
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
dresses of our friend, Mons. Ed. Ber- country last year.
PoBtnee to Europe 50 cents extra.
This hea])-by-cheap policy is ruintraud,editor of I-'^lpjc«ZteM?-,published
inatteT.
second
class
post
as
Entered at Chicago
office
at Nyon, Switzerland, and the editor ous when applied to any business,
of the AjiEiiiCAN Bee Journal. We and should be discountenanced by
bee-keepers generally, as too dangerextract the following paragraphs
TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
in its results to be practiced by
" The learned addresses of Messrs. ous
them, and wholly incompatible with
Bertrand,
of
Switzerland,
Ed.
and
Editoriiil—
Thomas U. Newman, of America, at the idea of improving the race of
Items
97. 98
Apicultural Con- bees. Who, but a lunatic, would think
Improvement of the Race of Bees
97 the International
98 gress last July, have had a wide pubA sweet Meeting that Did Not Occur
Incorporating.' llee-Keepers' Societies
98
of buying a c/ieop Durham bull, or full
A Correitiiiri Hives
98 licity through the bee periodicals of
98
llorticulluri- !ind Bees
blooded horse, or pig, for the purpose
desire
Europe,
andtwe
to
practice
the
98
Kecipe for i'aste
recommendations made by these gen- of breeding the best stock, horses or
tlemen at that Congress."
swine ? and yet it would be just as
Anions Our Exchanges"We heartily endorse the recom- reasonable as to buy an imported Italprepare for Spring Worl{
99
99 mendations of Mr. Thos. G. Newman,
A Cat's Experience with Bees
Plant for Honey
99 and assure him that we will give the ian queen for the same purpose for
rearing of queens for exportation to three or four dollars.
Correspondence
America and elsewhere tlie greatest of
We can assure our Italian contemThe l^on^evlty of Hees
,. lOfi
care, and as he advises, we will do all
My Very Strange Visitor
IW in our power to improve tlie race of porary and the queen breeders of
Reply to A. U. Kohnlie's Review
inl
Fresl)-M:ule Cniiih Foundation
101
bees. putting into practice the methods Italy, that a more reasonable era is
How iM lii'tiHt <iIucose
lou
advised by our friend in America, but dawning upon our people, and hereBee- K
Mm in Australia
Mr. A. l:. Iviihnke and Foul Brood
103 the
illustrious ex-president of the
after they will buy queens for their
Prohibiting Imported Bees
lot
North American Bee-Keepers' SociPotatoes as Bee Enemies
lf)4
merits, and pay fair prices for them,
Does it i*ay to Hear DoUar^ueens?
1U4 ety, and honorary member of so many
More About the Best Bees....
105
The Controversy About Pure Bees
105 subordinate societies on the other side instead of obtaining scrub stock at
of the Atlantic, should remember the poverty-stricken prices.
We only ask
Convention Notes
great extra expense consequent upon
them
to apply the most rigid rules of
and progressive selecIndiana State Convention
105 an incessant
Failures in Apiculture
106 tion, and we hope that he will be our selection and progression, ask a fair
Liocal Convention Directory
99
advocate in America, and inform his price, and breed tlie best.
countrymen that low prices and the
Selections from Our Letter Box
best quality of merchandise are in
The Hive for Betiinners.
107 our case absolutely incompatible."
®" The bee-keepers of Philadelphia
How to Make Paste or Giue with Flour
107
(iolden Honev Plant
lo7
The communiciition was signed by and vicinity have formed an AssociaBees Doing VVell
]07
Superseding tjueens
107 Signers Pietro Pilati, Lucio
Paglia tion, with Dr. Henry Townsend, PresAdhesive Paste
107
Bees in Satisfactory Condition
107 and Carlo Bianconcini, and indorsed ident; C. II. Beeler, Jr., Vice Presi^
A Query
107
Maple and Sorghum Syrups
lo8 most fully the recommendations and dent, and F. Ilahman, Jr., Secretary.
Wintering well
108
Cellar Wijitering with Success
108 advice we offered to the Congress for The object of the society is the "proHoney Cranulation
108
Buckwlieat and Sweet Clover
108 the rearii^ of the best bees.
We are motion of scientific bee-culture, by
Wintering in Cellars
108
forming a strong bond of union among
Reversible Frame Hive
108 fully aware that the last sentence,
Bvery Colony Answered the Roll Call
108
\
108 quoted above, is the key to the situa- the bee-keepers."
Reversible Frames
^ ^_
tion.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

:

('I'll

—
;
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Societies.

A Correction.— In the Bee Journal for August 24, 1881, page 270,

for Feb. 1,
Hon. L. Wallbridge, President of
the fact that a the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Society, has
Bee-Keepers' Coiiveiitioii appointed our thanks for calling attention to a
to be held at Berlin, Wis., could not typographical error in the Bee Jourbe found by those who were looking nal of Feb. 1st., page 68, where the
for it.
We said we knew nothing of depth of the Langstroth frame is
the circumstances, but invited the erroneously given as T}s inches; it
Secretary to "arise and explain." should have read df/g inches. The
The following explanation is received: standard Langstroth frame is GJgxlTJ'g
In regard to the meeting of the inches, outside. Mr. Wallbridge adds

Mrs. A. M. Sanders gave her report
and about the middle of the letter this
sentence occurred
"I had one chaffhive, but that one did not 2osc a pint of
bees I like those hives," etc. By an
oversight our printer thought the word
lose was " have " (it looked much like

Northeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'

Sanders

Sweet Meeting that Did Not Occur. lucorporatiug Bee-Keepers'
In the

Bee Journal,

we meutioued

1882,

am the Secretary, and supought to explain. The Convention in Oshkosh, in Jan., ISSl, in view
of the small attendance and cold
Society, I

pose

1

weather, decided to amend the bylaws and hold but one meeting a year,
and that in October ; but at the meeting in Pewaukee, this was forgotten,
and I was prevented from attending,
at the last moment, by the illness of
my child. Had 1 been there, the mistake of appointing a meeting in January would not liave been made. I
wrote to the Secretary pvo teiii, telling
him of the change, and asking him to
see the different persons who were
present, and get their permission to
change the meeting to October, but
received no answer from him till a
few days before the time appointed
for the Convention to take place, he
having been very busy, and unable to
devote the time to it, but said no one
would be able to go from that part of
the country, or not more than one person. It was too late to postpone the
Convention then, and I clid not know
what to do, not feeling I had any
authority in the matter, but I wrote
to Mr. Chas. Green, of Berlin, from
whom I had received a card a few
days before, sending the card to kivi
and telliny him it would explain the
matter. I send you leaf from my letter-copying book with the letter. Mr.
Green has undoubtedly explained the
matter to the bee-keepers in his vicinity, and I hope there is no harm done,
and that the meeting will be held in
October in Berlin, Wis.
My regret in the matter is sincere
it was simply impossible for me to
leave home, so that I could not be
there to explain it myself.

I use this hive 12J^ inches wide, with
9 frames OJg inches deep. Bees invariably (a strong word) leave I3 of an
inch between combs when they are
allowed to choose their own distances.
Should not this be the proper space be-

tweenandatthe ends of comb frames,
and between the frames and honey

:

;

it),

and

As

this completely

it

was so

up and printed.
changed the mean-

set

ing of the sentence

we learn

that Mrs.

and wrote to the
maker of that hive complaining of
the matter, and intimating that it was
felt aggrieved

purposely done, to injure it, etc. Her
was a tew days since forwarded
to us for explanation and correction.
We are sorry that the error was not
observed and corrected at once but
must ask our correspondents never
to think for a moment that we intenletter

boxes V I am now about to make my
hives for next year, and wish to be
acciu'ate.
You will confer a favor on
others besides the writer, if you will
give your views.
tionally change any idea. Sometimes
I would ask
Are tlie bee-keepers"
associations in your State incorporated it is very difficult to read a word and
by legislative enactment, or are yours we often change the sentence to make
simply voluntary associations V The it grammatical, but never knowingly
Ontario bee-keepers desire to be crea- change the idea. And we regret that
ted an incorporation by law. Do you
feel the want of being incorporated ? any one should be ungenerous enough
to intimate any such thing.
I know there are inconveniences attending incorporation which I fear the
Ontario bee-keepers do not see. I
The FreHorticulture and Bees.
think we might dispense with it if
donia, N. Y., Censor, of Jan. 26, 1882,
you do.
After many years of observation and speaking of the Horticultural Socieexperimental study, three-eighths of ty's meeting at Brocton, says
An "Improved Bee Feeder" was
an inch has been fixed upon with great
unanimity, by experimental bee-keep- exhibited by the inventor, U. E.
Dodge, of this village, which good
ers, as the proper bee-space.
The dif- judges pronounce of superior merit
ference between three-eighths and as it is certainly practical and cheap.
one-third of an inch is so very slight, Mr. Dodge also had specimens of
evaporated apples in boxes with glass
however, that but little if any differsides, which were very perfect.
ence will be perceptible in the result.
The way to bring honey to public
Our bee-keepers' associations are notice is to lose no opportunity of exall voluntary organizations, to join
hibiting honey, bees, apiarian impleupon the payment of a light memberments, etc., at fairs and shows of all
ship fee, and withdraw from at will.
kinds. Persistent labor will always
Holding no realty in common, and
win. Keep the ball rolling.
transacting no business requiring a
[As we expected, the matter was seal or bonded officers, no necessity
^"The California Apiculturist, is
caused by a train of unavoidable cir- exists for, and no advantage would the name of a new bee paper published
cumstances. Let us hope that a little be gained by being incorporated. If in Oakland, Cal. It contains 8 pages
more care will be exercised, and that it were intended to transact a general of the size of the Bee Journal, and
hereafter the "sweetness" supposed to business requiring the acquisition or is to be publislied monthly at $1 a year.
be flowing around bee-conventions, ownership of real or personal property, It is edited by Mr. JS". Levering, who
may be so definitely located that the or other transactions whereby legal is known to our readers as a practical
proceedings in law or equity might be
" busy bees " will all find it.
bee-keeper, and it is published by the
resorted to, it would be necessary to
Apicultural Publishing Co. It is well
It would save us much trouble, file a declaration, take out a charter, filled with good reading matter, and
and organize under the general law
if all would be particular to give their
we wish it success.
post office address and name, when regulating incorporated bodies.

—

:

—

:

1^

office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office. County or State.
Also,if you live near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

writing to this

Kecipe for Paste.— To make ordinary
send Cook's Manual Hour paste adhere well to tin or glass,
bound in cloth, postpaid, and the add a small quantity of honey or
brovvji sugar say a tablespoonfull of
Weekly Bee Journal for«one year, honey
to a pint of paste. Glue size is
for $3.00 or with King"s Text-Book, better than honey for pasting on wood.

1^ We

will

—

;

in cloth, for $2.75.

Wm.

C.

Pelham.
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can only put on so many as we judge down she would try to scratch her ear,
when a sting on the back would cause
the colony can take care of.
Now for the hives and extra combs her to turn a succession of somerwe look them all over, dig out a mud saults, and give vent to a running fire
dauber's nest here, a patch of propolis of squalls. Like the parrot that was
monkey. Old
there, clean them all out. Our frames left alone with the
of empty combs need pruning some, Tabby had a dreadful time. Two or
a bit of drone comb here, another spot three days after tlie adventure Tabby
MISCELLANEOUS.
where the moth may have spoiled it, was caught by the owner, who took
and fill up tl»e vacancies witu a piece her by the neck and threw her down
of foundation.
This work you will near the bee hive. No sooner did she
Under
Work.—
Prepare for Spring:
need to do in a warm room, for foun- strike the ground than she gave a
this caption Wm. M. Kellogg writes dation and comb are brittle things in dreadful squall, and at a single bound
cold weather, but propolis conies off reached the top of the fence, full six
thus to the Prairie Farmer:
feet in height. There she clung for a
the best where it is cool.
Right now is the time to get ready
Then there is our old smoker, look moment, with a tail as big as a rollingour season's work in the apiary. By- how it is " stuck up," not with pride, pin, when, with another bound and
and-by our bees will be coming out but honey and soot, do not forget to squall, she was out of sight, and did
from their winter quarters, and we clean that up too, and set the old shop not again put it an appearance for
sliall then be so busy attending to to rights generally, and we will find over a week.
their wants that the little items, wTiich plenty to do, I will warrant you.
hare a vast bearing on the success or
Now lets see, have we as many sec- Plant for Honey. The Chicago Herfailure of the honey crop, will be neg- tions, and as much comb foundation
lected or entirely omitted. And say as we will need this season y I do not ald remarks as follows on tliis importwhat we will about the pleasures of believe we have and now we have ant topic
bee-keeping, the stubborn facts of the been pretty busy and got rather tired,
Our pleasant and useful cotemporcase are, tliat we are after the dollars to-night we will write out an order to
and cents of the business, with very send off to-morrow to the dealer for ary. the American Bee Jouknal,
of
this city, is quite emphatic in its
few exceptions, and they who expect the needed supplies. If we order now,
to make a success of bee-keeping, to he can get our goods ready at his recommendation that it is a wise thing
get large yields of honey, or increase leisure, but after awhile he will be so to grow both trees and plants which
in swarms, without attending to the busy filling orders that we may have afford a supply of honey for the bees.
recommends the
little things of the business, need ex- to wait, and lose precious time, for Among plants it
pect naught else but a failure in their when the honey is coming in fast, time well-known sweet clover, which will
efforts. Let us begin now to get our is honey and honey is money.
" In give them continuous pasturage from
" house in order," these long winter
times of peace prepare for war;" go June until it is too cold for the bees
to fly. So tar as trees are concerned,
evenings let us spend a part of the now, get ye ready for spring work
there is none of such value as the
time in discussing what we need to do
basswood or linden, though its season
to help our little pets when the time
A Cat's Experience wltli Bees.—The is quite short. It is a very beautiful
comes for them to work. Most of us
have but little to do during the winter Virgina City, Nevada, Enterprise, and healthy tree in all parts of the
country, and once established is easily
season, and the busiest ones can spare
gives the following amusing anecdote: grown. We understand
that it may
now and then a day to the bees.
Charles Kaisey, who has the only be raised from cuttings, though they
Last fall, in the hurry of getting
our honey ready for market and the hive of bees in town, says that when will require considerable care the first
bees packed away nice and snug for he first got his colony his old cat's year. The linden is a very beautiful
winter, many of our tools and fixtures curiosity was much excited in regard tree, especially when full of fragrant
were set to one side, tucked away into to the doings of the little insects, the blossoms in early July. The quality
the handiest i)lace at hand '• for now," like of which she had never before of the honey from this tree is very
meaning to clean them up by-and-by. seen. At first she watched their superior, liaving a flavor almost equal
That by-and-by has come now here comings and goings at a distance. to the wild sage honey of Lower CalShe then flattened herself on the ifornia. Certainly it will pay to grow
go at it with a vim.
First, that pile of unfinished sec- ground and crept along toward the both trees and plants for honey, and
tions that we extracted the honey hive, with tail horizontal and quiver- so far as the trees are concerned, the
from last fall, and put away in a hurry, ing. It was clearly evident that she sooner they are planted the better.
get them all together and with an old thought the bees some new kind of
broken stub knife scrape off every bit game. Finally she took up a position
Local Convention Directory.
of propolis, smooth and nice, so that at the entrance to the hive, and when
they will go together like new ones a bee came in or started out, made a
Time and Place oj MeetUiij.
without any bother. There, see what dab at it with her paws. This went 18-S2.
a nice lot of them we have, will not on for a time without attracting the April 11— Eastern Micbiiian, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.
the bees fairly laugh to get at them ? attention of the inhabitants of tlie
2.5~Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
The mice liave got at a few of them, hive. Presently, however. Old TabWm. 11. Howard, Sec.
we cutout theirnibbliiig, unless soiled by struck and crushed a bee on the
2*1. 27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
too much, if so, cut out all of it and edge of the opening to the hive. The
Wm. M. S. Dodice, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
replace witli a good piece of comb smell of the crushed bee alarmed and
27- Kentucky Union, at Kminence, Ky.
foundation.
enraged the whole colony. Bees by
(j. W. Deiiinree. Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
Now we will estimate about how the score poured forth and darted in- May -Chumplain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
many cases of sections we will need to tlie fur of the astonished cat.
T. Brookins, Sec.
to use this season, and use our partly- Tabby rolled herself in the grass,
IG-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Rock City. 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.
filled sections accordingly.
We ought spitting, spluttering, biting, clawing,
to put in one or two of them to each and squalling as a cat never squalled
2o— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, See.
row of sections to give the bees some- before. She apjieared a mere ball of
thing to climb up on, which seems to fur and bees as she rolled and tumbled
t*^ In order to liaye this tabic complete. Secrehelp them very much.
about. She was at length hauled away taries are requested to forward full
of
Then there are the honey boards, or from tlie hive with a garden rake, at time and place of future meettnKs.—particulars
Ed.
cases, to hold the sections on the hive; the cost of several stings to her resclean them all up too, then put in the cuer. Even after she had been taken
sections, tin separators, and wedge all to a distant pait of the grounds the
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Canup firmly, and set upon the shelf ready bees stuck to Tabby's fur, and about ada
by mail— the International law
for use. It is not always best to put once in two minutes she would utter
on a full complement of sections at an unearthly " yowl " and bounce a will not permit anything but samples
the first, so when the time comes we full yard into tlie air. On coming of merchandise weighing less than Soz.
;

—

;

:

;

!

;

-

!

;
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For the American Bee Journal.
Tlie Longevity of Bees.

E. A.
.

THOMAS.

It seems to me that this subject is of
vital importance to the successful cultivation of the honey bee, and I won-

der that it has not received more attention at the liands of prominent beekeepers.
Every one has doubtless noticed the
difference in the length of life in the
human family how, in some families
generation after generation will live
to a ripe old age, unless prematurely
shortened, while in others each generation grows old nmch earlier in life,
and die of old age at an age when
others would be in their prime. You
will also notice, in examining the
records of families, that the average
length of life of each suceessive generation, many times either increases or
diminishes. This has also been noticed in many of the lower animals,
and it is only reasonable to suppose
that there is also a great difference in
the length of insect life.
As there is no effect witliout a cause,
we must endeavor to ascertain the
causes which tend to lengthen or
shorten the life of wpis melifica.
I
;

have conducted

many experiments

for the purpose of determining these
cau.ses, the result of which I give

below

:

First, in regard to the longevity of
I have found that those reared
from the egg live to a greater age, and

queens,

their offspring are capable of greater
endurance and of longer life, than
those reared from old larvie. This is

demonstrated by noting the condition

There are certain unnatural causes
which tend to shorten the life of a
queen and of her offspring. QueSns
that are balled and hugged by the
bees when introduced, until they have
a greasy appearance, will be found to
be very short lived. I consider such
queens as utterly worthless and destroy them at once. There are other
causes which time and space will not
permit me to speak of.
Second, the longevity of drones
must have more or less influence upon
the length of life of the queen's offspring. As we cannot wholly control
the mating of our queens, we must
depend a good deal upon chance for
their mating with long lived drones
but we may considerably lessen the
chances of poor mating, by stimulating the colony that produces the
tinest drones to rear a large number,
keeping all others cut off or trapped.
It is very difficult to ascertain the age
of drones, and almost impossible to
determine their average length of life
in different colonies. I once induced
a colony to retain their drones all the
winter, by stimulative feeding, and
allowed them to rear none the next
spring. In .June I found many drones
in the hive, which had every appearance of being very aged, and I have
no doubt that they were the ones
reared in the colony the fall previous.
induced this colony to rear a large

breed from that stock and keep the
drones of the other cut off or trapped.
The importance of this subjectmust
impress itself upon the minds of all
after a careful consideration of the
question. It is as important in breeding a fine strain of bees to endeavor
to augment the longevity of the race,
as it is to breed for hardiness. Long
lived bees will endure more, and consequently will store more honey in
summer ; the colonies will throw off
larger swarms, which will not dwindle
from the effects of hard work before
the new brood begins to hatch
and
;

but not

least, they will live long
in spring to recuperate their
strength of numbers, and rear sufficient brood to take their places when
they shall " give up the ghost."
I can see a marked improvement in
own bees since I gave attention to
this subject, and I
not troubled in
the least with spring dvi'indling or

last

enough

my

am

with weak colonies

;

they always keep

strong and vigorous.
Coleraine, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

My Very

Strange Visitor.

G. M.

A stranger

DOOLITTLE.

by the name of L.

W.

Vankirk called, a few days since, to
number.
have a friendly chat with Doolittle
Third, the longevity of the workers (see page 63, Bee Jouknal). As I
must depend upon that of the queens am always '' chatty " the time passed
and drones. This is a self evident off pleasantly. Upon departing the
truth, and does not need to be demon- stranger found Doolittle was more a
strated by experiments. If we find fact than fiction, for, somehovv', Doolitthe workers in acolony very long lived, tle's talk was of about the same tenor
we must conclude tliat either the as his articles in the bee papers— thus
stock from which they sprang or the the stranger was satisfied that a chat
drone with which the queen mated, or only developed the truth that Doolitbotli,were long lived. While we have tle was the same matter-of-fact man
no meansof knowingwhere the drone which he had read about. However,
came from, we can trace the stock I learned some new things which
back on the side of the queen, if a might be of great advantage to me and
careful record has been kept — and here as I am always free to give the readers
is
where the "Apiary Register" of the Bee Journal all that I learn,
I

of colonies having such queens, at
intervals through the season. Those proves of value.
containing queens reared from the egg
If the reader will pardomthe digreswill be found to steadily increase in sion, I will say here that all who nnnumbers until the hives cannot hold derstand the value of a fine strain of
tlieir teeming population, while colo- bees, and who wish to improve tlieir
nies having queens reared from old stock, will do well to send to the Edilarvse, never become very strong even tor of the Bee Joubnal and get an
though the hives are crowded at all Apiarii Register. lie has gotten up a
times with brood. While the latter neat and well bound book which is
may incMase as rapidly as the former cheap at tlie price, and it should be
early in the season, tliey will fall far in the hands of every bee-keeper. In
beliind later on, when the places of my next article I will give a few hints
the fast dying bees must be supplied about keeping the Register, marking
by the hatching brood. It is reason- the queen, etc.
able to suppose that a queen reared
But to continue
In determining
from the egg will receive a more full the longevity of bees, you should note
and perfect development, than where their condition in spring in the case
the development is forced, as is the of short lived bees, the colony will
case with queens reared from old dwindle badly in spring do not understand nie to say that all bees tliat
larvae.
Thus I have found that the lon- dwindle in spring are short lived, for
gevity of each succeeding generation •there are many other causes whicli
from any queen can be greatly aug- produce dwindling. The bee-keeper
mented by breeding from the egg and who is troubled with spring dwindling
every queen I rear in future will be should investigate the matter, and if
bred in this way. By breeding from he cannot lind any abnormal condition
bees that are long lived, considering of the bees that would cause the
both the life of the queen and her off- trouble, it is safe to conclude that they
spring, we may greatly improve our are short lived or weakly. The rembees in this direction. I will speak of edy is to introduce new blood into the
the value of long lived race further on. apiary from some long lived race,
:

;

;

you about it.
Bee-keeping to be most profitable
should become a " side issue," for in
this way with the help of " the girls"
and a day spent " now and then," by a
busy farmer, $800 can be easily made
in a season.
Also, if you wish to
make a big report, let your bees become weak by keeping them in a cellar ranging from 30^ to 35"^, cooling
them off gradually once or twice a
month (many may not wish to try this
plan, but my strange friend would) so
that you can double them down to a
small number. Now, do not feed back
any unsalable honey in getting the
bees ready winter, nor any of that
taken from the nucleus in uniting in
the fall, till after all is weighed and
thus you can make a big report, and
" do one hand's work on the farm "
I will tell

besides.
I had heretofore supposed to make
an honest report that no honey should
be counted but that acttially sold, but
my strange friend has put me on the
road, so that I can swell the amount

largely therefore look out for a "
;

mag-

nificient " report next fall.

Then again

I

learned

how

largely on the sugar barrel "

to "

draw

and thus
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get a large return from this, as a part ance of the disease in my apiary may
I have used no liave been caused by the effect of the
of the side issue.
If I do not
sugar heretofore, except in the spring medicine that is rich
of 1878 to keep my bees from starving, make another gr;ive mistake, Mr.
colonies of bees
so right here 1 can score another point Kohnke has kept
toward tliat "grand " report, next fall. during one summer (from spring
Surely such a " side issue '" can be to fall), while living in the suburbs of
made a great source of wealth, for, if our city, and if he ever kept bees
an L. W. Vankirk can make S800. before, I was unable to observe it.
therefrom, by spending a few days' He was certainly no bee-keeper, and
time from his more profitable farm, a he has kept no bees since, which his
specialist who can devote his whole last letter tells me. In the meantime,
time to tlie business can make his liowever, he was in some manner contliousands. I presume we shall hear nected with Mr. Ileddon, who, I venno more about specialists as lioney ture the assertion, can tell us that Mr.
Kohnke is not even able to open a
producers, after this.
hive of bees like a practical bee-keeper
Borodino, N. Y.
does it. His knowledge is theoretical,
and as such is the fact, he should not
For tlie Amerlcaa Bee Journal.
liave overlooked important points, as
follows
My remedy to use with the
Reply to A. R. Kolmke's Review.
atomizer, was and is now 8 grs. of
Salicylic acid, 8 grs. of borax, and
CHAS. F. MUTH.
But since I have
1 ounce of water.
In reply to Mr. Kohnke's review on cured the disease by the means of
page 56 of the Bee .Journal, 1 must feeding, I have used the medicine of
say, a review, as the name implies, is double strength, and one ounce of this
the view of a party on a subject of mixture is answering for a quart of
former date. It may show the cliar- food. If the mixture were single
acter of both parties, wliether they strength, I should have to use 2
are practical men, or whether tlie ounces. All of these matters have
knowledge of one or the otlier is been duly reported every season, and
every other matter of importance that
merely of a theoretical ciiaracter.
Xothing improves our knowledge came under my observation. Mr.
more than a free discussion, and a Kolmke may imjn'ove his knowledge
difference of opinion serves generally by looking that matter up. It is not
to throw light on a subject. I do not worth my time tn do so.
often indulge in literary attempts, and
In my (alleged) mistake No. 2, as he
when I d(i, other business does not CiiUs it, Mr. Kohnke gives those two
permit me to dwell too long on anyone mixtures single and double strength,
" As Mr. Muth refers to
subject. I must make my articles ;ind says
short, and avoid repeating. For in- those in his other articles and essays
stance, when an article like the above on foul brood, wliich is the right oneV
mentioned review requires an answer, I (Kohnke), answer neither." Tliis
This
I must not postpone it until next day,, leads me to mistake No. 3, etc.
because by that time, something else is not rich, .but well, I leaveit to tlie
is occupying my brains and time, and reader to say what it is.
Had I as
the reply would never be made.
much time to spare as Mr. Kohnke,
I liave read some bee books and had perhaps I would repeat every time
some practical experience with bees, when occasion offers; but, as "stated
and wlienever I wrote about them, I above, whenever I am through with
gave facts as they aiipeared to me. If one tiling, I have something else to do
I have been wrong at any time, I am and think about.
willing to be corrected," and if conI have nothing to say about the
vinced, shall acknowledge it like a chemical composition of my remedy,
man, and no iiard feeling will be crea- but that it is effective and does all I
ted thereby against any body.
claim for it.
However, in the " review " of Mr.
The matter may soon be sifted by
Kohnke, I fail entirely to see where parties better posted in chemistry than
I have erred, although he counts up I
am. My druggist, whom" Mr.
" three mistakes," as he states, which Kohnke, I think, knows, is a good
sound just as plausible to the unini- chemist, says that Kohnke's statement
tiated, as the great discovery of the ap- is nonsensical.
plication of electricity on a swarm of
No beginners should expect to
bees, wliich was published in the Bee meet witli the same success as old
Journal in March, 1880.
hands. But, if anybody fails to cure
Mr. Kohnke states that, according foul brood when employing my remto my statement, Hilbert's foul brood edy given at our Cincinnati Convenrecipe was .50 grs. of Salicylic acid, tion in 1880, and recorded in the Bee
and 400 grs. of pure spirits (or alco- .Journal, and in my "Practical Hints
hol), which I suppose is correct.
If it to Bee-Keepers," it is because only
was not, I suppose he would have the minority of men are successful in
given the proper proportions, as he any undertaking. If they would take
read, like myself, the German bee the same pains I did, they would be
papers giving "the details.
more fortunate.
He next says that in 1879, my recipe
"But," says Mr. Kohnke, "what
was 8 grs. of Salicylic acid, S grs. about tlie cure he effected V some will
of borax, and 1 ounce of water, and ask. 1 (Kohnke) reply
A cure has
that in 1880 I recommended just never been effected, but Mr. Muth
double that strength, that he waited treated his diseased colonies to pure
to see me correct it, and he concludes comb or foundation, and pure honey,
that I made some grave mistakes, and by which a suppression of the disease
that he will show that the re-appear- has been effected," etc.

—

!

•')

:

:
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This is not rich, either, but it shows
plainly that Mr. Kohnke never treated
a colony of bees diseased with foul
brood, and he, very likely, never saw
one. It is, therefore, an assumption,
so say the least of it.
There is no better authority than
Emil Hilbert, whose articles on foul
brood appeared in our German bee
papers, and are the basis of my treatment, but which appear to have been
carelessly read by Mr. Kohnke.or were
misunderstood by him, because of his
lack of practical knowledge. I liave
simplified Hilbert's arrangement very
successfully, and I leave it to those

who know me

am

I

am

guilty of as-

alarmed about the disease that I, last spring, bought out a
neighbor's bees affected with foul
brood for a number of years, and who
used my remedy all along.
I had
told my old friend that lie would not
be man enough for the emergency, but
he had to satisfy himself first, before
he gave up the bees. His 8 colonies
were placed in my apiary, and all his
goods pertaining "to bee-culture which
I did not take along were burned before I left the i)lace. Three of the colonies were still affected with the disease and cured during tlie first few
I

so little

mouths of spring. From my friend's
apiary, very likely, dated a number of
occasional cases of foul brood in my
apiary, where, however, they could
not do much liarm, because I know

how

to cure foul brood,

and

I

am

not

afraid to prove it.
Cincinnati, O.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Frosli-Made

—

:

if

sumption.

J.

Comb

Foiiiidatiou.

W. PORTER.

Permit an old friend to congratuBee .Journal on its improved
It is becoming more and

late the

appearance.

more valuable,

since the change.
can indorse Mr. Isham's remarks
in favor of wood separators for I have
long used them. The smoother and
harder they are the better, I think.
Tliey take up little more room than
I

tin.

As I have seen nothing published in
regard to the superior advantages and
value of fresh made foundation I wish
to ask why it is, foritmust have come
to the oljservation of many who are
in the habit of using it. To me it
seems that freshly made, or at least
that which has not been allowed to become hard, is worth very much more,
and there are times when I would prefer even to melt into wax that which
is hardened liy age and pay for fresh
foundation, is not there .some way
in which seasoned sheets may be made
acceptalile and pliable V I shall try a
warm bath in slightly sweetened wa"ter
andlaying them damp in iiiles together,
and only cut as wanted in the hives.

Can anyone speak from experience

in

matter V
This is a question of great importance, for every one who uses foundation must at times carry over quantiIt is, in my opinion, someties of it.
thing that has an important hearing
this

—

a
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upon the tests made as to the relative light blue precipitate will be formed—
value of that made from different now add a small quantity of the sweet
"machines its mechanical condition at substance to be tested (it is better to
the time of insertion. I would call be in solution), and heat to boiling. If
the attention of Mr. Doolittle to this even a trace of glucose is present it
point for his experiments were of will be revealed by the reddish tint
great interest.
immediately imparted to the liquor,
Last year I tried, side by side, in best seen by looking down through the
several different hives, three different tube lengthwise.
If there is much
kinds made on as many different ma- glucose a red precipitate will sink to
chines, by well known makers, and in- the bottom of the tube.
variably found that the sheets that
It may be well to add that this test
were freshest and most pliable were does not enable us to detect the adultethe best. All I suppose were freshly ration of honey by manufactured glumade but some of it was pressed too cose, inasmuch as all honey contains
hard.
Especially I found this the a large percentage of the same sacchacase with the thin " flat bottom." rine substance but pure, as formed in
There is no doubt but tlie chemical Nature's laboratory the nectaries of
condition is affected by the presence flowers.
of impurities, and over-heating affects
State University, Iowa City, Iowa.
the value greatly.
Having used foundation since its
For the American Bee Journa].
first introduction and fully realizing
Bee-Keeping in Australia.
early the importance of its perfection,
to honey producers, it is a matter of
S. MACDONNELL.
congratulation
that invention has
been so active in supplying our needs.
Dear Editor.— The notice that apLet us have all the light possible. In
a suitable temperature slieets can be peared in a late number of your Jourkept, if closely packed, a long time nal regarding the death "of tlie late
fresh, but the aim should be to give President Garfield, was one fitting any
the most perfect work possible with publication whatever its general obthe least pressure of the slieets. Such ject, and as, perhaps, I am the only
citizen of this country who writes to
is my experience.
Since writing the above, I have a the Bee Journal. I shall not like
letter from a gentleman, who well de- the event to pass without an acknowlserves the name of bee master, for he edgment of the high esteem and relast year produced from one colony spect entertained in all classes here,
more than 700 lbs. of lioney. He goes for one known to us only by liis fame
so far as to say. that if he .had to cut and noble character, and of tlie deep
out and melt up starters that liad regret which- was universally felt at
been in the sections two months and the tragic end of yourlate President.
My Italian bees have progressed
put in new in the busiest season, he
would do it. Are not others observ- satisfactorily. At one time I was
afraid that one colony had sent a
ing a difference of the kind named ?
swarm to the woods, whereby I should
Charlottesville, Va,
have lost one of my imported queens,
but my fears have proved unfounded.
For the American Bee Journal.
I have but little time to try the KabHow to Detect Glucose.
ler or other process for securing the
pure impregnation of queens, but
W. C. PRESTON.
have contented myself with giving
Italian cells to queenless black coloHaving noticed in your excellent nies, after liaving removed the queen
Journal an inquiry for some simple cells from all their own brood. 1 have
method of detecting glucose, allow me treated about 1.5 in tliis manner, and
to give your readers tlie test in com- an examination this week found about
mon use in chemical laboratories.
12 with yellow queens, some showing
The test is sufficiently simple and at an admixture of black. The number
the same time very delicate and may, of Italian drones which I shall be able
I think, be stated so plainly tliat the to rear next season, and tlie absence
non-professional reader will find no of black drones in my apiary, will, I
difficulty in its practical application. trust, then give me a. better chance of
It is based on the fact that if to a boil- securing pure impregnation for a fresh
ing alkaline solution of blue vitriol a batch of queens.
solution containing glucose be added,
An enterprising German bee-keeper
a red precipitate of cuprous oxide will lately arrived, and was sent to me by
be immediately thrown down wliile the German Consul for advice. lie
cane sugar will give the red jnecipi- showed himself to be a thorough mastate only after protracted boiling. It ter of the science, and I considered
will be necessary to iirepare the fol- his proposal to run a farm of 400 cololowing solutions, which may be bot- nies, but. as I was to find all tlie capitled up and kept for use as required
tal, and he to i-eceive one-half profits,
1. One-half ounce blue vitriol dis- in addition to an allowance of £3 ($1.51
solved in one pint of rain water.
per week, my estimates showed bur
2. Three ounces caustic potassa disThe hives
a pittance for myself.
solved in one pint of rain water.
which he proposed using were to have
Also procure a test tube about 6 dovetailed joints,to contain 10 frames,
inches long, such as may be found at 8 inches wide, 1.3 deep in brood cham-

—

—

—

;

:

the frames to hang from a groove into
which they slide. The matter, for the
reason of cost without adequate returns, has been abandoned by me. I
was much amused at his ingenious
smoker, consisting of a deep- bowled
pipe the cap fitted with a muzzle, allowing the tobacco smoked to be
puffed on to the bees, while the hands
were free for operation. How would
this
suit
Root's " tobacco
Mr.
column V"
I have determined to run a farm of
about 100 colonies for a commencement, on a friend's orchard in the
vicinity of Parramatta, about 15 miles
west of Sydney. Oranges and other
fruit treesarelargely cultivated there,
and in addition, there are many hills
and valleys yielding an abundance of
our native honey-produciug plants.
My present stock, at Ilomebush,
where bee fodder is not suflicient to
keep more than a small number of
colonies, I intend to reserve as a queen
breeding station, to supply Italian
queens to the farm. Langstroth hives
will be adopted througliout. Foreseeing the possibility of the venture assuming larger proportions, in course
of time, when it would pay to employ
an expert, I should much like to know
the rate at which a man able to manage a large bee farm, could be procured from America on a 3 year's engagement, passage paidV Ordinary
farm laborers get 25 sliillings per
;

week ($6), and find tlieir own board
and lodging. Ours is a delightful climate, no winter, and bees thrive
amazingly.
I wish you the compliments of the
season, and a prosperous year for the

American Bee Journal.
Sydney, Australia, Dec.

28, 1882.

very doubtful if a skillful
apiarist, such as would prove satisfactory and profltable, could be obtained
for less than $75 per month, for a three
[It

is

years'

engagement,

(iood apiarists,

seeking employment, are exceedingly
few.

Accompanying tlie above commuwas the following list of arti-

nication

by jSIr. MacDonnell, at
the Balmain Industrial Exhibition of
1881. As it will interest our readers

cles exliibited

to learn the progress of bee-keeping
in Australia,
1.

we

Diagrams

give ita place.— Ed.]:

of the

Anatomy and

—

Physiology of the Honey Bee Publi^lied by the British Bee-Keepers'
Association.
2. Langstroth Frame Hive, containing 3 stories, the first story having 10
frames for brood-rearing, tlie second
having 10 frames for storing honey
for extracting, and the third having 18
section boxes, each to hold 2 lbs. of
comb honey.
3. Langstroth Single Frame Observatory Hive, allowing the whole economy of the liive to be brought under

inspection.

4. Honey Extractor, by the use of
tube about a tablespoonful of the blue surplus gear, the surplus separated whicli honey is extracted by centrifuvitriol solution and add about an equal from the brood by excluder-zinc. The gal force from the comb, and the comb
amount of the solution of potassa— hive was to have a door at back, and is returned to the hive, thus enabling

most any drug

store.

Pour into

this

ber,

and

10

frames half the

size in
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the bees to re-fill the same comb, time combs into wax we return the wax
after time, without troubling them to to\he bees made into foundation.
At some seasons of the year bees
build it afresh.
5. Comb Foundation— For compell- may first be shook into a clean hive,
combs
ing the bees to build straight combs prepared with foundation
for rearing worker bees, and prevent- rendered into wax, honey extracted,
boiled and fed back to the colony, and
ing them from rearing drones.
for uncapping the hive and rack scalded for fifteen
6. Honey Knives,
Dr. Duncan, of Embro,
frames of sealed honey preparatory minutes.
Canada, did this last spring (see
to placing them in the extractor.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, page 32 for
7. Syringe for wasliing drone brood
this year). If bees are removed from
out of cells.
8. Queen Cage, for introducing fresh the diseased hive and made to consume all the honey in their abdomens
queens into the hives.
;

:

9.

The Cheshire Bee Trap, enabling before they commence breeding, no

bees to leave a box but not to re-enter.
10. Bee Smoker, for puffing small
quantities
of smoke into hives,
whereby the bees, fearing that they
are to be driven from their home, are
induced to fill their honey sacs with
honey the consequence being that,
like a man after a good dinner, they
are not inclined to be quarrelsome,
and the hive may be opened without
fear of the operator being stung.
;

For tbo American Bee Journal.

Mr. A. K. Kolinke and Foul Brood.
D. A. JONES.

In reply to Mr. A. R. Kohiike, on
foul brood, page 8 of the Bee JouitNAL for ISSii, I would say that I am
sorry his cure is too expensive, and
requires too mucli time for me besiaes, I do not know of a case of foul
brood in Canada now, althougli I sui)bee-keeper, a
pose there are some.
friend of mine, told me he knew of a
case not far from him, which is about
40 miles from me.
I told him how to
;

A

cure

it

fall.

;

I

he promised me to do
suppose he did.

so. last

Mr. Kohnke makes a proposition to
cure in six weeks why, bless his soul,
would not give him a cent to fool six
weeks with a case of foul brood that
can be cured with one or two hours'
labor without the use of salicylic acid,
or any other medicine. Twenty degrees "below zero will not kill foul
brood. Take honey from a badly-diseased foul brood colony, mix it with
acid as strong as the bees can take it,
and feed a clean colony it will be;

1

;

come

diseased.

boiled for fifteen

The same lioney
minutes may be fed

But bad foul-broody
si)rayed with acid for days,
then soaked in a strong solution of it,
completely immersed, when given to a
colony starts the disease. I will make
the following offer to Mr. K.: if he
will bring me" a colony of foul brood
that I cannot cure with a few minutes
or houi's of labor, I will give him one
hundred dollars for it 1 to use no
drugs. Or, if he will bring me five
very bad foul-broody colonies, and
take an equal numher himself, equally
bad, if I cannot cure mine, without
the use of the acid or any drugs, in
less time than he can by the use of the
acid safely, then I will forfeit five
with impunity.

combs

;

.hundred

dollars.

We

have no

salicy-

acid in Canada that cures foul
brood, but we have plenty of men that
lic

can do it. But we have no means of
curing it without melting up the

disease will appear.

Some recommend burning all. A
gentleman in California wrote me
some time ago that he had just burned
17S colonies, hives, combs, honey and
Now this is bee murder, and a
all.
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bees until they all fill themselves with
honey (this is very important, for if
some are not filled, they will die when
others have plenty) then shake off as
many bees from the colony as can be
spared, always taking the (|ueen from
the colony, leaving enough to nurse
the broo<l ; place them in a box, cover
it with wire clotli, carry it to a dark,
cool cellar or bee house, lay it on its
side, and allow the bees "to remain
there from 60 to 80 hours, until you
see them beginning to drop down
and show signs of starvation then
shake them into the clean hives with
foundation, feed them, and put them
into a new location at least 1 or 2
miles away from the diseased yard.
Queenless colonies will not last as long
when left to starve as those with
queens, and should be doubled with
;

;

It others, or watched more closely, as
useless distraction of property.
reminds me of the bed-bug recipe that they are sometimes so restless that
was being sold and guaranteed a sure they exhaust their food in 2 days or
cure. It read as follows: " If your less. It will not do to put bees in a
house is infested with bed-bugs, just light, warm place to starve, as some
burn it and it will kill everyone with- run around and get excited, consumout fail." I used to fear the moth ing all the honey in their sacs, and
miller more than I now do foul brood. starve, when others more quiet have
dark, cool, quiet place,
The curing of foul brood is less labor plenty.
with me than transferring from log- where they remain clustered quietly,
gums, and when I hear of any in this is the proper place.
part of Canada, I see that it is cured.
It will not do to remove the affected
some may think from the above colonies and keep the purified at home,
that foul brood "is not the dangerous unless they are taken 3 or more miles
disease that it is represented to be, away, as "sometimes bees return to
and if they just shake off the bees their old location, and might bring
from the combs of a diseased coloiiy the disease with them while if any of
into a clean hive of combs, and whis- tlie purified ones retui'n, they remain
tle Yankee Doodle, that the job is and are treated with the others again
done and the disease is cured. Such, when the brood hatches. As soon as
however, is far from being the case. the queen and bees are removed for
If bees are placed on empty combs starving, the hatching brood and bees
immediately from a diseased colony, should be doubled up so as to have all
some will carry their sacs full of the colonies full of combs of hatching
diseased honey and empty it into the brood. The empty hives thus secured
cells of the clean combs, then, per- should be scalded for future use. As
haps, go to the fields, gather more soon as all the brood hatches, the bees
honey, and store it on the top of the may be brushed off the combs after
diseased honey.
Now, that honey being made to fill themselves with
might remain there for a long time, honey, same as the first, placed in
but when fed to larvfe it would bring some boxes as the first were, and
on the disease. The great danger in treated in the same way. While they
treating the disease is in liees from are starving, scald the hives and
clean colonies getting a drop of the frames, render the combs into wax,
affected honey, as all the honey in a make it into foundation, return it to
diseased hiveis affected, and one drop frames again, place them in the puriof honey from the affected hive will fied hives, and put your starved bees
start it in a clean colony. So all opera- into them again. The honey that was
tions should be performed when bees in the combs, of course, should be exare not flying, or under a wire tent, or tracted before cutting the combs out
some other device that prevents any of the frames, and boiled to feed them.
other bees from getting one drop of Now bring the first lot luirified back
the diseased honey. An old saying is, to the yard again, and you have all
" An ounce of prevention is better your bees and hives purified and free
than a pound of cure," and this is from disease, if you have done it as it
doubly true in this case, for 100 colo- should be done, without any loss exnies may all become affected by the cept your time.
one colony.
Now. if it is done when there is no
careless handling of
When honey is .scarce you should brood in the hives, or if you do not
make your bee-yard a quarantine as care to save the brood, the entire yard
can be pnrilied in about 3 days, as you
far as possible.
I will give the following mode of remove all the bees from every hive
curing
Suppose a person has a large to starve, while they are starving the
apiary affected witli the disease. I hives are biiiled, honey extracted and
would first remove all tlie combs not boiled for feeding back, combs rencontaining brood, extract the honey dered into wax. made into foundation,
and boil it. then it is ready to feed returned to the frames after they are
back. Render the combs' into wax boiled t<i disinfect them, return the
and make it into foundation ; boil the frames with foundation to the purified
framesl5minutes,and fill in the foun- hives, and the bees when starved may
dation again, placing then in clean be shaken back in the hives on the
hives. I next drum and smoke the original .stands, and fed back their

A

Now

;

:
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puriified honey. The honey should be
keptatthe boiling heat for 15minutes.
I know of many other plans and
ways of doing it, some less trouble and

ployed Mr. Frank Benton, a citizen
of this State, to visit Ceylon and .Java,
where amid untold perils he searched
for that wonder of the insect world,
the Apis dorsata.
" Now, Mr. Jones, being a foreigner,
I would respectfully implore the Governor, in his next message, to recommend that Michigan bee-keepers be
protected
against these Canadian
queens. If it be said that this is no
part of the Governor's business, I
would say that this is in exact accordance with the Governor's action in
other matters. Has he not recently

the time or land for experimenting,

may send some

to me, free of charge
(say enough to cover at least an acre
of ground), name of plant and time of
bloom should be noted. Results will
be reported in due time through the

quicker done than the above, but do
not wish to give any that could not be
carried out by a novice.
Bee JoiTRNAL.
There is no more need of losing a
Youngstown, O.
colony by foul brood than I)y queenlessness, and it is so simple'and easy
For the American Bee Journal
to cure when thoroughly understood,
that I hope it may be completely wiped
Does it Pay to Bear Dollar Queens J
out in America. I am sorry to liave
to trespass so much on your valuable
REV. A. SALISBURY.
space, but trust there may he no more
burning or destroying bees from the apjiointed citizens of this State to atI frequently notice articles in the
tend the high tariff convention in bee papers stating the profits of rearabove disease.
New York, and did he not in his first ing and selling untested queens; but
Beeton, Ont., Canada.
message recommend that Michigan these advocates of Dollar Queens preSalt be protected from " the Canadian sent nothing new to insyiire the confiFor the American Bee Journal.
article?" This is very important and dence of bee-keepers, of long experiI hope the Governor will seriously ence, in their assertions. It may do,
Prohibiting Imported Bees.
consider these matters.
Canadian where one owns a bee paper in which
queens should not be tolerated in this to do his " puffing," and who buys
JULIUS TOMLINSON.
State.
TojiLiNsoN."
J.
queens at from .50 cents to $1 and sells
Of course the News made a blunder them at $1..50; but the one who rears
The Bee Journal arrives regular,
when
they
talked
about
the
drones
full of good things.
In looking over
them does he make money in doing
No. 3, when I came to page .34, I had being laborers, otherwise I see no so ?
a hearty laugh over the editorial, in great incongruity in the comments of
There seem to be many who look
relation to an extract from the Detroit tlie Nercs. Doubtless, if you had had upon the proceeds of a queen-rearing
Evening Neies. As I am the Michigan all the points, your editorial would apiary as largely profit. But let us
bee-keeper referred to, perhaps I have been somewhat different.
see if we cannot do better than to
Allegan, Mich.
ought to " rise and explain."
continue to sell fine queens at $1.
There axe some things in this State,
[The above article has somewhat of After awhile we may want something
a little peculiar and different probably
for our labor, besides bare expenses.
from same tilings in other States 1st. a political cast, with which the Bee
Let us examine the matter a little
The Evening News, with an immense Journal has nothing to do but as and try to find the profits, if any. We
daily issue, wide awake and enter- it is rather necessary to explain the will suppose that an expert can rear,
prising, and which advocates free curious
article copied from the Detroit feitilize and sell .500 queens and retrade, with a zeal that " no lawyer
ceive therefor $.500. That looks like
News,
and
commented upon on page34, good pay for 4 month's work but let
knows," in which advocacy I am free
we
give
it
a
place.—
to say, I heartly concur.
Ed. 1
us examine further.
The pxpenses
2d.
very worthy Governor, but
for circulars, advertising :iti(l correswho lives in Saginaw, and believes
pondence are $90; 500 cages S50; say
For the American Bee Journal.
that salt, if not king ought to be.
•50 queens lost in the mails, $.50; syrup
.Sd.
Potatoes as Bee Enemies.
The action of Governor Jerome
for feeding 100 nuclei, $100; for feed
in appointing delegates to the higli
for colonies after consolidating in the
tariff convention in New York last
A. R. KOHNKE.
fall, $35; lamp nursery and oil, $7;
autumn and
postage on queens, $10; wages for an
4th. The coming State Bee-Keepers'
The writer of a prize essay in a expert, at$40per month, for4montlis,
Convention, at Battle Creek.
German bee paper, attempts to prove $160. Total, $512, or $12 more than
It was in reference to the above that the potato may be considered as the queens sold for.
situatien that the following was writ- a bee enemy.
After going into a
In the above I have said nothing
ten, and published in the Evening News leiigtliy discussion of the comparative about hovf many good colonies must
of same issue, as the ektract quoted in nutritive value of potatoes and honey, be robbed of cell liuijders to rear the
the Bee Journal
he comes to the conclusion th;it it 500 queens, for royal cells must be
"There is to be holden in Battle would be far more profitable, espe- built in good colonies, to produce the
Creek, Dec. 9th, an important indus- cially for people being in posses- best queens. Neither have I taken
trial convention.
It is the annual sion" of only a few acres of land, to into account the capital invested in
meeting of the Michigan Bee- Keepers' devote that to the cultivation of honey nucleus hives, feeders, etc.; nor the
Association. The production of honey plants, to the exclusion of potatoes, number of queens to be replaced to
has become a very important industrv. inasmuch as all available ground is make all satisfactory when complaints
and many thousands of dollars are re- taken up to raise tliat vegetaljle, and are made nor have I mentioned the
ceived annually by the bee-keepers of not a single weed is allowed to grow many combs cut up for eggs to rear
the State. As'thi's is to be a verv im- whicli might furnish the bees honey.
queens from, for the colonies containportant meeting I would respectfully
Though it must be admitted that ing the finest breeding queens get no
suggest to our most excellent Gov- potatoes are very poor in nutritive surplus honey, as they must be
ernor, that he appoint delegates from qualities and honey rather rich, it handled all the time.
different parts of the State to attend would not be good policy for any one
Mr. Hutchinson tells us that a
that Convention.
having one or two acres, to plant for breeder cannot rear "dollar queens"
" I would also remind the Governor the bees, and buy his vegetables with at a profit, if he allows some of his
that a certain Mr. Jones, of Canada, the proceeds of his apiary.
nuclei to stand queenless several days,
is largely engaged in bee-keeping, and
The main object of the article above for lack of queen cells. All, of course,
is selling large numbers of queens to mentioned was to induce bee-keepers will subscribe to this statement, but
bee-keepers on this side of tlie line. to provide a better pasturage for bees. all will not agree that they can be
His queens are very superior stock
To this fact the bee-keepers in Ger- reared at a profit when cells are conthey are endorsed and recommended many seem to be as alive as some are stantly on hand. And more than that,
by Prof. Cook and most of our leading in this country. Whether it will or in this latitude, we have, as a rule,
bee-keepers.
Mr. Jones has spent will not pay to sow exclusively for about two months in the 4 tliat the
many thousand dollars to procure this bees, I intend to prove myself next flow of honey is very light, during
stock. He has himself visited Pales- summer. Bee-keepers or others who which time the bees largely refuse to
tine and Cyprus on purpose to procure liave seeds of supposed honey plants, take either a cell or young queen at
superior queen bees. He has also em- not for sale anywhere, and liave not once, and say by their actions, we pi-e-

—

:

;

;

A

;

:

;

;

•

;
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fer to be without a fertile queen 25 or
30 days, ratlier than to take the strange
task you' want to impose upon us.
And in running 100 nuclei it is out of
the question for one hand always to
keep them filled witli queens against
their will. If otliers can do it, tliey
I never have done, in tlie
past 20 years, and I fear I am too old
now to learn tliat art.
If any sliould ask why I rear dollar
queens, I answer, that the course pursued by ottiers, sometimes leads us to
do things we do not approve.

can do what

Camargo,

111.

Ftir

the American Bee Journal.

More About the Best Bees.

JAMES HEDDON.

The reason why I am so anxious to
get at the cause of bee dysentery, is
because I hope that to know the cause
will aid in stopping the effect. But
in regard to the birth-place of Italians, Cyprians, and Holy Landers, and
the number of original rings, these
points liave as little to do with our
success in tlie pursuit, as a knowledge
of the rings of Saturn, and they are
of far less interest to me. There is
sublimity aboiit'the rings of Saturn,

but almost a quarrel about the rings
All we need to know is,
bees.

of

best bees, and which is
produce better ones.
Why tlien should we spend time theorizing about origin, color, parthenogenesis, and " tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum,'" when the whole matter is
practically one capable of full demon-

which are
tiie

best

tlie

way

to

stration.

When we have produced apis

Anieri-

It I have my eye on the remark that
Mr. Demaree alludes to, I said sub-

That a friend got a
stantially this
perfectly ernorninus yield of honey
:

that he had been some
years breeding a cross between the
Italians and tJernians to get it with
that he got much of it from red clover;
that these " hybrids " stored 40 lbs. of
surplus comb' honey from red clover
alone, when the "golden Italians of
the period," did not obtain one pound
that another friend obtained 200 lbs.
of surplus comb honey per colony,
from 1.50 colonies, and from some of
the best 400 lbs. each ; he also had
mixed bees of careful breeding. The
reason the names of the parties was
not given is because they wish it so,
to the end that they would not be
written to for queens, which they do
not have to sell, surplus is their main
1 thought these reports
business.
which I knew I could depend on, presented a strong argument of the demonstrative order.

and increase

—

;

;

;

—

!

:

It will probably not
its labor.
for many years to come be pursued
singly, to a large extent, as an industry, but as a by-business of the farm,
to amuse tlie leisure of the farmer's
household, and at the same time add
to the receipts of the year, it may be
largely and most usefully increased.

from

me

that whoever makes
to know them wherever seen. When a convert to rings, hairs and down on
that time comes these bees will sell for the hind leg, without practical qualitheir qualities, and the spots will be ties, does him great harm. For that
tin-own in.
reason I am earnest in the discussion
Mr. Demaree says it was kitid in me of the subject. I respect Mr. Demato try to help Mr. Dadant out of his ree's opposite opinions, and admire
trouble. That is the first intimation his vigor of putting them, but I doubt
I had that Mr. Dadant was in any his ever having had the right sort, or
trouble. I hardly think anyone ex- right amount of experience in the
cept Mr. Demaree has made any such matter.
Perhaps it is so, and it
discovery.
Dowagiac, Mich., Feb. 3, 1882.
may be quite natural that Mr. Demaree should be tlie first to discover it.
If Mr. Demaree has got liim into
For the American Bee Journal.
this tnnible, he should liave had more
The Controversy about Pure Bees.
respect for age. and priority of position. Mr. Dadant is " old '' in the bee
CHAS. DADANT.
business, and especially the importing
trade ; he has been through these farMr. Demaree, of Kentucky, says he
off birth-placesof our imported .stock
lie has fooled the best judges and most has overthrown all my arguments. If
experienced American apiarists so so, he must have proved the assertion
long, that to traj) him now, makes me he made, which was the subject of
feel as though tlie stores of honey we this controversy: that the Cyprian
have obtained from bees of his im- race is gentle and peaceable, and that
porting and breeding, may be only a the dark Italians, which I have imported for 1.5 years past, are ferocious
myth a dream
Mr. Demaree says that in a. late hybrids. He has also proved (as he
article I intimate tiiat the opinion of says), that the Italian race is not a
those who make large reports, is of pure race. If all this is satisfactorily
more worth than those who make proven, by Mr. Demaree, I will leave
small ones, or none at all. Were Mr. the field to the victor, and allow the
Demaree not a lawyer, he would never reader to judge for himself. It were
have thoughtof borrowing that "none idle to argue with so good a lawyer.
Hamilton. 111., Feb. fi, 1882.
at all " to strengthen his position with.
•

Indiana Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The annual meeting of the Indiana
State Bee-Keepers' Association, was
held in Indianapolis, Jan. 24. The
meeting was called to order with
President .1. II. Orear in the chair, all
the officers being present. Buta small
amount of routine business was
transacted when the meeting adjourned for dinner.
The attendance after dinner was
considerably increased by the arrival
of belated members.
Shortly after 2 o'clock. Gov. A. G.
Porter arrived, and entertained the
Society with a very neat address. In
the course of his remarks he said
The value of the honey produced in
Does Mr. Demaree expect to wash this State in 1881 is reported by our
away this proof by giving the credit to Bureau of Statistics to have been
location entirely V Suppose the loca- $207,042. In 1880 the value of this
tion to be the best this side of the product was $239,525. The reduction
Rocky Mountains (which I know is of value in 1881 was occasioned by a
not the case), would not good bees get short production which happened on
such a yield V Mr. Demaree fails to account of the extreme severity of the
explain why the Italians, of rings and winter, which was very destructive to
royal pedigree, in this same splendid bees, and from the drouth of the sumlocation got nothing. But I shall not mer, which diminished largely the
ask him to wade where the water is supply of " nectar " from which the
honey is produced. This reduction
over his head.
Whether just or not, it is exceed- was general throughout the country.
The production of honey is not one
ingly handy to cut down the merits of
others' successes by saying " grand of the great industries of the State,
location," and excuse tlie failures of though the business when skillfully
your "ringed, striped and speckled" pursued, is, I am informed, quite a
bees by charging it all up to a large profitable one, and the climate and
honey crop. Upon this very subject, " pasturage " of the State are favorahangs much of our future success or ble to the bee and to a large product

a fixed type of the best
bee on earth then will be time enough failure.
to count the spots and hairs sufliciently
It seems to
citiitt— that is
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There is nothing about which more
has been written than upon the bee
and its habits, and the more these are
studied the more entertaining and engaging they become.
Aristomachus, we are told, spent (30
years in the study; Lord Brougham,
the busiest statesman of his generation, took time to make chemical
analyses of the honey comb under various conditions. The interest shown
by this Association in bee-culture and
in the product of the hive, shows that
the industry is likely to excite more
and more attention. Like the buttermaker, however, you are met by competition. It lakes an extremely delicate palate to distinguish between
oleomargarine and any other than the
very best quality of butter. Oleomargarine is eaten every day, on perhiqis
ij of the tables in our cities, without
a suspicion that it is not butter. The
artificial honey is hardly less deceptive, and unless honey is eaten from
the comb, there is little assurance to
the ordinary palate of its purity. It
is said, however, although the bee is

now

assisted in its

work by manufac-

—

;
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what grand strides we have made in
the last few years.
The President's address was discussed at some length.
Mr. C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, did
not believe it necessary to remove the
uncapped
honey thought very much
posters.
By resolution of Mr. Scholl, a vote more depended on the proper ventilaof thanks was tendered the Governor tion of the hive. He gave his plan
for his address, and the interest which for preparing hives for winter. He
removes the second story, Langstroth
he had shown in tlie Convention.
The larger part of the afternoon was hives, lays 2 or 3 slats across the
taken up in the discussion of sugges- frames, under the cloth, to give room
turing for it tliB base of the honey
comb, that human skill has not
reached the point of m;uiufacturing
cells which will pass for genuine cells
of the comb. So far, your industry is
protected from the ingenuity of im-

;

tions brought out by the Governor's
speech. After the transaction of some
unimportant business, it was decided
to hold a night session, the meeting
adjourning until that time.
Promptly at 7:30 the meeting was
called to order, when the President
proceeded to deliver his annual adAfter reviewing the history
dre.ss.
and the object of the Society, the
" I hold it the' duty
President said
of every apiarist, young or old, to be
always ready when called upon, to
give a reason for the hope there is in
him. And since I liold myself second
to none in fealty and devotion to the
cause, I make bold to bring my humble tribute, and lay it beside many
brighter garlands on tlie shrine of our
Society. Since our last meeting, many
of our brightest hojies and fond anticipations have been
blighted. The

for the bees to pass over the top of the
frames. On top of the clotli he places
a straw mat about one and a half
inches thick, a sample of which he
had present. On top of this mat he
places two additional slats of which
he lays the cover of the hive, allowing
a free circulation of air between the
mat and cover.
The subject of wintering was discussed to a late hour, when the meeting adjourned to the next morning.

death angel has been in our way, and
many of us who failed to have our
hives in proper condition, found in
the early spring " articwZo mortiit"
written over the doors of many of our
most beautifid colonies even whole
apiaries have been depopulated. The
complaint is not confined to one locality, but is universal through all the
northern states, especially so in the
more improved portions of the country.
In the unimproved portion,
away from large orchards and sorghum factories, they suffered the
least. Tlie coiu'se of this wide spread
disaster should claim our most partic-

apolis.

:

—

The

first

business on reassembling

was the

election of oflicers for the enyear.
The nominating com-

suing
mittee recommended the foilowing
names: President, I. A. Cotton,
Traders Point, Marion County Vice
;

President, Jonas Scholl,

Lyons

Sta-

Fayette County
Secretary,
Frank L. Dougherty, Indianapolis
Treasurer, Mrs. Lizzie Stout, Indiantion,

;

;

There being no other candidates, on
motion of Sylvester Johnson, Mr.
Davis was instructed to cast the vote
of the Convention for said nominees.

On

taking tlie chair. President Cota few pleasant remarks
thought the Association could not do
too much in furthering the interests
of apiculture. He did not contemplate extensive bee-keeping himself,
but was satisfied beyond a doubt that,
as Gov. Porter had expressed it, it
was a by-business which would pay
equally as well, if not better, considering the amount of capital invested,
than
ular attention at this time, and if
poultry raising, sheep husbanthere is any way by which we can dry, or the various other kinds of byavoid another visit of this, the worst business, to which the average tanner
disaster that has befallen apiculture, must resort for success.
we should improve it.
The next thing in order being the
We find that no manner of winter- election of delegates to the National
ing had anything to do as a prevent- Convention. Messrs. Cotton, Scholl
ive, that is so far as packing was con- and Dougherty were elected as such
cerned, for we lind that those wliohad delegates, and' were instructed to ask
their bees in the cosiest nooks did not the Convention to come to Indianapoescape, while in some eases those oc- lis for their next meeting.
cuiiyiiig most exposed places came
Considerable time was given to the
through all right.
subject of the care of honey, espeWhile acknowledging that many cially to extracted honey.
prominent bee-keepers did not agree
Mr. Mntli wished to impress it on
with him, the President attributedtlie the minds of bee-keepers, that honey
principal cause of disaster to allowing should be thoroughly ripe before being
tlie bees to go into winter quarters placed uiioii the market, that freshly
with uncapped honey, which, Ijy fer- extracted luuiey should never be
mentation, is formed into carbonic closed up. but should stand in open
acid and alcohol. He advised the re- vessels for nt least from 4 to ti weeks,
moval ot this uncapped honey, in his and in a warm place before being
opinion, the rock on which' we had closed up.
stranded.
Other equally important subjects to
He said bee-keepers of to-day must bee-keepers were discussed at great
improve on what they have learned, length, such as " Progressive Beebe open to conviction, and learn from Keeping," by Dr. H. Peachee; " Preany and all sources, for it is by gatli- piirinff Bees for Winter," by Jonas
ering a little here and more there that Scholl; "Wintering Bees,"' by L. R.
we have arrived at our present state Jackson " Statistical Report," for
ofapicultural knowledge, and by look- Spencer County, W. F. Ranzler, all
ing back over the past we can see of which were fully commented on.
ton

made

;

After returning a vote of thanks to
Secretary Herron, of the Board of
Agriculture, for favors shown, and to
Mr. C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, for his
kind assistance, the Society adjourned
subject to the call of the executive
for the next annual meeting. Indiana

Farmer.
Read before the N. E. Convention.

Failures in Apiculture.
A.

J.

KING.

Just in proportion that knowledge
has increased in relation to any given
pursuit, the number of failures have
diminished, and the profits increased.

But the

field of practical

knowledge

is

so wide, and the number of
avocations in which one may engage
for a life work are so various, that it
is impossible for one mind to master
tlie details of all, or even any considerable portion of them. Yet if what is
undertaken is no» thoroughly understood and one's knowledge practically
applied, mistakes and failures will
continually occur, and a business
which might have been pleasant and
profitable, degenerates into one of
hazardous drudgery.
In short, one
must realize that what is termed "good
luck " is only the result of carrying
out intelligent plans with a strong
heart and willing hands, and that "bad
luck " is the reverse of this.
After the general introduction of
movable-frame hives in this country,
the average of honey production
Still, 50 lbs. of
greatly increased.
surplus honey to the colony was regarded as a wonderful yield. Now,
from 100 to 300 lbs. per colony is often
realized, and we have instances where
•500 and 700 lbs. have been taken. Permit me to predict that the time is not
far distant when under a combination
of the most favorable circumstances,
1,000 lbs. from a single colony will yet
be realized. And I will further state
that 1 believe most of the circumstances themselves will yet be under
the control of the ajiiarist.
Twenty years ago, when the maxi-

now

mum

yield

was about

50 lbs.,

many

believed that the bee-keeping industry
had reached its meridian, and that
farther substantial advances were impossible. To-day multitudes hold the
same opinion regarding our present
status. As the former class did not
anticipate the scores of new methods
and appliances now in use, so the latter see nothing more in the womb of
the future to be brought out and developed. It is a well known fact by
practical ai)iarists that the great bulk
of honey taken in a season is gathered
by the bees in a comparatively brief
period, and that if the sources of supply would continue to yield as long as
the weather would permit the bees to
that the total amount of honey at
fly
the close of tlie season would be moie
;

than trebled.

Add to this the significant fact that
the cultivation of honey crops is yet
in its infancy, that very many plants
require for honey secretion very different conditions of the "atmosphere
and soil, and we have the conditions

—
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for a constant honey-flow, for in a
large tract covered with these plants
of varying dispositions, some would
be continually under the proper condition no matter how often the shitting
of the weatlier should occur.
Through the influence of conventions and publications on bee-keeping,
the ideas and devices of our best and
most experienced apiarists relating to
all the different phases of the subject,
from the rearing of the bees to the
disposition of their products have

been widely disseminated, and the
causes of failure have been constantly
lessening, until now it may be truthfully said that he who embarks in the
bee business and fails to realize a fair
compensation for the time and capital
invested will very generally find the
causes of his ill-success within himself.
He has most probably gone into
the business under the popular delusion that bees not only " work for
nothing and board themselves " but
they clothe their owner in " purple
and fine linen," and enable him to
"•
fare sumptuously every day."
Success is the product of a great
many factors in the bee-keeper's arithmetic, multiplication, subtraction and
division may be profitably resorted to
at times, but if addition (feeding) be
neglected, the result will surely reveal
neither quotient nor remainder, and
the answer of the season will be a product of blasted hopes. Judicious and
timely feeding, both stimulative and
otherwise, is a positive prerequisite to
success, and he who is too lazy or
stingy to supply this requirement had
better not embark in the business. In
short, the man or the woman who exjiects to realize all the possibilities of
fortune in apicult«re, must acquire an
ardent love for the pursuit, by a faithful and student-like perusal of all the
best books and papers devoted to the
subject, and this should be supplemented by practical lessons among the
bees, involving all the operations referred to in the previous lessons, and
this under the eye and supervision of
an experienced apiarist.
The intending bee-keeper must
realize that he is entering on a pursuit
whicli requires much hard labor, both
physical and mental. That to secure
the best results lie must inwardly digest the fact that if a good workman
requires good tools in order to do a
well finished job, it is doubly true in
regard to himself. That attempting
to

make

his

own

bee-fixtures,

and

depetjding on his agricultural paper
for instruction, is biit

poor economy,

name at all.
a month or more spent with a
practical and therefore scientific beekeeper in the busiest part of the season, would be of incalculable benefit
to bim. even though he pay for the
privilege.
Apiarists as a class, are men of large
if

indeed

it

deserves the

That

hearts and genuine sympathies, and
seldom refuse to advise beginners, if
solicited in the proper spirit, but if
approached by one who, upon a hasty
reading of the " Blessed Bees," or
some other tictitious production, has
become suddenly wise in his own
conceit, he is usiially left to find out
by a sad experience that a "little

knowledge

is

a dangerous thing," as

well in bee-keeping as theology.

New

York.
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Superseding Queens.—Permit me to
ask: 1. Are there any bee-keepers

who make

a practice of replacing old

queens with voung ones, for fear the
old ones will hot live through winterV
2. If so. what disposition do they
make of the old ones?
3.

m-Q'X'

—

Would
The Hive for Beginners.
you advise beginners to use brood
frames with close-end top bars instead
G. II. D.
of open top bars.
[No we offer no such advice. But
few persons approve of such, and
;

object to them. We advise
the use of one of the popidar hives,
with frames of ordinary size and regu-

many

Would two years old be the right
make the change V
Would not perforated zinc parti-

time to
4.

tions for confining the queen to a limited portion of the hive, be good for
controlling the bees till you wished to
divide them V I am thinking of those
bee-keepers who have only a few colonies and want to increase, and have
not time to wait for natural swarms

Walter Harmer.

Manistee, Mich., Feb.

3, 1882.

successful bee-keepers
[1.
make a practice of superseding old
queens in the fall, or during summer

Yes;

all

queens on
Nearly every beginner, when they have good young
shape.
hand.
during the first year, fancies he could
2. The old queens are, or should be,
invent a hive that would " beat the
destroyed.
experience,
world," but, after more
3. As a rule, two years is the right
finds one of the standard type of
to supersede them, though some
age
him.
enough
for
hives to be good
Beginners should be content to learn are good and prolific the third season.
lar

—

from experience of others to follow
4. We are not
and not expect to lead.— Ed.]
perforated zinc.

partial to the use of

If the bee-keeper
cannot spare time to give his bees
H(iw to niaks Paste or (iliie with close attention, he should divide the
Flour.— Make a dough with water and
colonies when they begin making
Hour, then dilute the dough with more
water. U.se about one tablespoonful preparations for swarming. If the
of fiour for one half glass of water, or frames are uniform, the division can
a little more. Put on the oven in a be made about as quickly as the pertin stew pan, stirring constantly to
zinc can be applied.—Ed.]
prevent burning as soon as it boils it forated
If the labels come off with
is done.
Adiiesive Paste.— The American Culthis glue, they are made with paper
too thick. If you want a glue which tivutor gives this recipe for such paste
lasts without rotting, mix in the flour as is used on the backs of postage
Dextrine, 2 ounces acetic
before wetting it, some powdered stamps
water, 2^i ounces.
Chas. Dadant.
acid, 4 drachms
alum.
:

;

:

;

the dextrine, acetic acid and
water, stirring until thoroughly mixed,
and add alcohol. For attaching labels
Woldeii Honey Plant.— I have S coloto tin, rub the surface with a mixture
nies, some Italians, but mostly blacks;
of muriatic acid and alcohol ; apply
they had two flights in January, and
label with a thin coating of the
seem to be in good condition. Snow the
J. W. Winder.
paste.
fell last night about 7 inches deep, yet
La.
Thibodeanx,
.30
dethe weather seems warm about
grees. Some time since I sent Dr. G.
Bees are in Satisfactory Condition.
L. Tinker, New rhiladelphia,0., some
seeds of the golden honey plant. Tlie The indications this morning were
seed he sent back to me were larger good for a pleasant day, so I thought
than those I sent him, but are the snme I would ride down to my apiary for
kind. I find for 2 miles uj) and down the first time since October. I was
our creek a few stalks of the golden taken sick in October, but I am now
honey plant growing. I observed about as well as ever. I examined
have
closely the working of the bees on dif- every colonv, and can say that I
ferent kinds of plants, but the golden been keeinng bees for 14 years and
honey plant seems to have more bees never had them to winter as well and
We have on so little honey as they have this
at work than any other.
J. T. Wilson.
some 5 or 6 varieties of golden rod winter.
Mortonsville, Ky., Feb. 6, 1882.
here, but no basswood.
E. M. Coombs.
Memphis, Ind., Jan. 31, 1882.
A Query.— Will the Journal please
ask Dr. \V. R- Howard to tell your
Bees Doing >Vp1I.— In this locality, thousands of appreciative readers,
bees had a good flight on Jan. 27, and whether lie thinks the Dzierzon theFeb. 6. I have 23 colonies 1.5 packed ory necessarily follows from the eson the summer stands ; 6 being i)acked tablishment of the much-cherished
in boxes with chaff and 2 in chaff idea of parthenogenesis V
IIamilton,Ill., Jan. 31,1882.

Mix

;

;

NoRJiAN V. Goodn'ok.
North hansing. Mich., Feb. 7, 1882.

hives.

W. H. Andrews.
McKinney. Tex., Feb. 2, 1882.

—

—

—

1
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Honey (Srannlation.- 1. Will honey
granulate if excluded from the air ?
I know of one case where extracted
honey was put in a glass self-sealing
can, and when opened the other day,
after standing one year, was in the
Is sorghum fit to feed bees in April, same condition as when sealed.
2. What causes my bees to be eaten
when they can lly every few days V 3.
When a person doubles up the bees in in the hive, the bottom-boards of some
save
is
it
best
and
liives
being covered with the fragthe spring,
to try
the surplus queens, or destroy them V ments of dead beesV
3. The bees in this vicijilty are all
R. P. Williams.
Goldsmith, Ind., Feb. 4, 1882.
blacks I wish to introduce either the
Italian or Cyprian bees next season
[1. Maple syrup will answer when
which would you advise, and how
bees are getting occasional flights.
early can I purchase queens ?
A. £. Fisn.
2. If bees are not conlined to the
North Hatley, Quebec, Feb. 2, 1882.
hive for long periods, we do not know
why a good, or even poor article of
[1. Ordinarily, honey will granulate
sorghum sliould be more detrimental if chilled, even though excluded from
to their health than fruit and cane the air.
2. The bees you suppose to have
juices and timber sap, all of which are
more or less consumed by bees when been eaten, are those which have decomposed from tb.e action of moisture,
the honey flow is light.
Most leaving the harder portions, such as
3. By all means destroy them.
of the queens taken out are in some the part between the wings and the
way defective, or the necessity would scales of the abdomen, dried up.
not exist for luiiting the bees. Fd.]
3. Tbe relative merits of tlie Cyprians, as against the Italians, are not
Wintering Well.— Bees have win- yet sufficiently demonstrated to wartered nicely so far they have been
rant us in recommending their prefflying lively for tlie last two days. 1
never saw bees in better condition than erence. Good queenscan be obtained
they are now some are breeding. If from northern and central breeders in
tlie good weather continues there will June, and from the south in .\pril and
be but little loss this winter. 1. I
May.— Ed.]
60 brood combs full of lioney out

Maple and Sorgrliiim Syrups.— Advise
through the Bek Journal 1 Will
it do to feed a good quality of maple
syrup to bees in the last of February
or first of March, when it is known to
be pure, having made it myself V 2.
:

.

the weather continues as it has
far, I expect to have strong
colonies by May 1st, ready for work.
In the Journal, Vol. 18, No. 3, page
39, Mr. W. T. Stewart, of Eminence,
Ky., mentions his reversible frame
hive. I read it witli interest and like
the idea. Please give a description
in detail in the Bee Journal. Has
he them for sale, or is it patented ?
If

been so

John W. Sturwold.
Raymond,

Ind., Feb.

3. 1882.

:

;

;

have
of which

A

,

I would like to take the
Buckwheat and Sweet (Hover.— Will
have tried it with the extractor, but it breaks the combs. IIow sweet clover do well, sown the last of
can I get it out ? 2. Will bees make June with Inickwiieat, and will it
any drone comb if supplied with make a good crop of bloom the next
worker foundation V I am well pleased year V Will it bloom tlie next year,
with the Bee Jouiinal 1 could not if sown in the fail, after buckwheat is
liarvested V We have plenty of linden
do without it so long as I keep bees.
Bloomingdale, Mich.
here yet, but timber is scarce and it is
H. J. Smith.
used very fast for fuel. Bee-keeepers
[We believe Mr. Stewart intends to
Burlington, Wis., Feb. 8, 1882.
will have to plant to fill its place.
patent it, and will, of course, have it
[1. Remove the combs with lioney to
E. Doty,
for sale in due time.— Ed.]
Macksburg, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1882.
a warm room, and let them get completely warmed through. This toughto
sow
sweet
[We think it will do
Every Colony Answered the Roll flail.
ens the combs and thins the honey, clover with buckwheat in June, and —Yesterday we had a beautiful and
and you will have no trouble in throw- with satisfactory results in bloom, warm day, and the bees had a good
of my 147 colonies
ing it out while kept in that state.
much more so tlian if sown in the fall fly. Evervtheone
roll call, and I am liappy
answered
2. To a great extent drone comb when buckwheat is harvested.— Ed.]
as a lark. I expect a lively time of it
can be restricted by tlie use of worker
next season. The money I pay the
foundation; but it is not a positive
Wintering in Cellar.- Last Tuesday Bee Journal for advertising is, I
22below- think, well spent. It must have a
the thennoineter registered
preventive. Ed.]
for
subscribers,
zero. Bees are in excellent condition, large number of
not within one week after my adve^-tisecellar
has
the temperature in the
Cellar Wiuteriiiu' With Success.in, nient first ajipeared in ij;, I received
commenced the season of ISSI with varied much since they were put BO;
from
(Iiiite a number of orders, where the
28 colonies, only one being a strong while outside it has ranged
22" below zero. That is the parties said
"as per advertisement
colony. Tliey Increased to' 73 all but above to
I. R. Good.
one had plenty of good honey to last right kind of a (cellar to winter bees in Bee Journal.

honey.

I

;

•

Reversible Frames.— In the Bee
of Jan. 18, 1882, I find an
article by Mr. W. T. Stewart on the
coming bee hive, and the advantages
of a reversible frame. I am pleased
to see the matter of reversible frames
discussed. More than two years ago
I became convinced a frame of that
description would possess decided advantages over the ordinary frame,
and after much thought on the subject invented metal corners for my
frames which would admit of their
debeing reversed at pleasure.
scription of my metiil corners was
published in the Bee Journal of
March, 1881. I was not aware there
was a reversible frame in use similar to
mv own but inferred from the remarks
of'Dr. L. C. Whiting in the Bee Journal, of Dec. 21, 1881, on the Van
Deusen reversible frame, that it was
similar. I have been awaiting a description from Mr. Van Deusen of his
hive in response to the Doctor's call,
and hope he will give a description of
As Mr.
it in the Bee .Journal.
Stewart claims a reversible frame hive
of his own invention whicli he thinks
totally eclipses Mr. Van Deusen's, I
thinka description of it would also be
appreciated by all advocates of the
reversible frame hive.
W. B. Anderson, M. D.

Journal

:

;

May. They gathered 2,U(J0 in. We expect that every colony will
extracted honey, and 200 lbs. of not only come luit alive, but strong.
E. A. Thomas.
comb honey. My luime market has
Ooleraine, Mass., Feb. 1, 1882.
taken the most of it. I have had no
trouble in wintering in the cellar for
the last 15 years, when they have had
Reversible Frame Hives.— I cannot
good lioney enough to last them do without the Bek Journal; can
through. My cellar is not a dry one, hardly wait after I read one number,
and I have no ventilation, except until the next arrives. The present
vi'lien the doors are open.
We keeii size suits me 75 per cent, better than
our vegetables in the same room with volume 17, because if bound, will
the bees, and have to go down several make it handy to handle. My bees
times a day.
Frank Searles.
are in splendid condition. They have
Marley, 111., Feb 7, 1882.
had, up to this, a fly once in 8 or 9 days.

them

till

Nappanee,Iiid., Feb.

9, 1882.

lbs. of

'

(^ The Union Bee-Keepers'

Asso-

ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
full
on the 27th day of April. 18S2.
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.

A

G. W. Demaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.

1^ The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Convention will be held at McKinney,
Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.

;

..
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Publications.

The Oriental Casket, is the title of a
new literary monthly, of which we

A

line

wfki'clti;

line of

space, each insertion.

of A«ute type will contftin about eltfht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of spuce.
Specijil Notices, 50 cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will
for the

For
"

Weekly

iis

4 weeks
8 "
13 " (3

be tf'ven on acivcrtisemeuts
follows, if paid in udvunce
lO per cent, discount.
:

SO
months).... 30
(Cnionths)....*©
(9 months).... SO
60
(1 year)

published at $2 a year, at 912 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., by L. Lum Smith,
and edited by Emerson Bennett.
Those who want a literary gem should
send for the Oriental Casket.

The British

Bee-Keeper's Guide Book,
is the title of a manual of 136 pages,
"
by Thos. Wm. Cowan, Esq., the ChairDiscount, for 1 year, in the ^lunthly :ilone. So
man of the British Bee-Keepers' Asper cent., 6 months, lO per ceut.
As the author of this little
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Mouthly alone, sociation.
40 per ceut., O months. SO per cent.
work is one of the most progressive
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for among the English apiarists, of course
the time the advertisement is inserted.
it is a valuable and yet simple manual,
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Vearly Contracts pay:ible quarterly, in advance. and will do a vast amount of good in
"

»6
a©
Sa

"
"
"

"
'*

*'

THOMAS
»'J4 West Maaison

G.

"
"

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chicago,

to our

scliedule of rates for advertising by

year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and intlie

creasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail tliemselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers

America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.

of

\Ve not only offer the

best

advertising

medium, but the lowestrates on yearly
contracts.

to

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
each colony, ruled and printed, and

so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
is

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
200 colonies (120 pages)

>'

The

1882.

Wesupply the Weekly Amerlcuu Uee Jonr*
nal and any of the following periodicals, for I88il
at the prices quoted in the hist column of flKureH.
The first column fiives the regular price of both

and GIeaniii(j8inBee-('ulture( A.I.K(tot)
Bee-Keepers' MaKazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepera'Inslructon W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

$1 00
1 50
2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keei) the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

t^

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
.louKNAL will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this otlice.

00. . 2 75
2 60
3 002 f-O. . 2 :i5
4 50.. 4 00

;i

,

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nKe(Hoult&Peet):i
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's

ManuaUbound in cloth)

Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

.

.

00..
60..
2 00..
30..

2 80
2 35
2 40
5 50

3 25..
2 40.

3 00
2 25
2 75
2 60

2 85.
2 75..

1^0. H. Townsend has moved from
Hubbardston to Kalamazoo, Mich.—
the latter

now being

his address.

1^ We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are ? Every
the way of disseminating light on subscriber is such an agent we have
rational bee-culture
Great Britain. no others, and greatly desire that each
We acknowledge the receipt of a copy one would at least send in one new
of the second edition, sent to us " with subscriber with his own renewal.
It is
the author's compliments."
1^ Constitutions and By-Laws for
nicely printed and fully illustrated
The
all the newest American inventions local Associations $2.00 per 100.
are given a prominent place and name of the Association printed in the
thorough description and approval. blanks for 50 cents extra.
• » > » *
Price Is. 6c?.
Biiidei-s for 1882.— We have had a
" Eational Apiculture;" the habits lot of Emerson binders made espeof the bees, fertilization of queens, cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
This is the title of a new work They are lettered in gold on the back,
etc.
of 110 pages, translated from the Ital- and make a nice and convenient way
ian into French, by M. L. Gorlier, and to preserve the Journal as fast as
published by the Apicultural Society received. They will be sent post paid
of Somme, France. We are in receipt by mail for 75 cents.
of a copy of the above mentioned
i^"To any one sending two new
work. It is a critical examination of
the theory of parthenogenesis of bees, Weekly subscribers for a year, we will
by L'Abbe Giotto Ulivi, of Tuscany, present a volume of the Bee Journal for 1880, bound in paper covers.
a province of Italy.
It contains much valuable informa^Mr. J. A. Everitt, Seedsman, of tion, and it will pay any one who does
Watsontown, Pa., met with a serious not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
loss on the night of Jan. 25, by having Many of our new subscribers will be
his entire edition of catalogues, to- pleased to learn that they can get it
gether with all the plates, elecrotypes, for $1.00, by sending for it at once,
etc., destroyed by lire. The catalogues before they are all gone.
were almost completed at the time.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Mr. Everitt will have another edition
Journal must reach this office by
ready soon, which is to be more ele- Saturday of the previous week.
gant than any before published. Send
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
for it.
which are printed a large bee in gold,
each, or $8 per 100.
We have received new Catalogues we send for 10 cts.
.» •
and Price Lists of Apiarian Supplies
i^° When changing a postoftice adfrom
dress, mention the old as well as the
Dr. J. P. II. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
new address.
J. A. Hopkins, South Oxford, N. Y.
A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt.
When you have got an old horse that
Dr. Nugent, Strathroy, Ont.
has passed the market period, ajiply a
Elwanger & Barry's Catalogue of bottle of Kendall's Spavin Cure and
Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc., is the result will be marvelous. Read
advertisement.
received, from Rochester, N. Y.
.5w4t
;

III.

special IJoticcs.
To Advertisers.— By reference

CLUBBING LIST FOR

have received two numbers. It is elegantly printed on hne paper, and de- All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Pubtishers'Price. Club.
voted to literature and science. It is The Weekly Bee Journal
$2 00..

KATES FOK ADVERTISING,
20c. per agate
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^^Xftxthtmtnis,

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday, 10 a. m.. Feb. 13, 188:!.

Given'sFoundationPress.

The AMERICAN Bee Journal is

^

the oldest Bee
America, and has a large circulation In
everyState, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

Paper

)

Tlie following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour

In

The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.

B.

iwly

The Original

8.

GIVEN

<Sc

C,

Hoopeston,

ni.

:

YES, SIB;

BINGHAM

Quotations of Cash Buyers.

The onlv inventors

CHICAGO.

Bee Smoker ever elect'ed
ry

IIONEY— The market has an upward tendency,
1 am now paying the following prices in cash

and

;

quality, lM(gi22c.

Newman, y72 W. Madison

Al. H.

H(jnorit-

the

of

Keepers' Society for
their inventions were
the Rev. L. L. Lanfr-

LiKht comb honey, in single comb sections.lV^'il
cents in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted, H@10c.

BBESWAX-Prime

iSIeinbers

North Amorican Bee-

;

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM
NEAT AND CLEAN.

stroth, movable comb
hive
Frances Dunham, comb foundation T. F. Blnwham,

St.

;

CINCINNATI.
I pay 8@nc. for extracted honey
16@18c., for choice comb honey.

BEESWAX.— 18fru22c.,
2r)C.

per

on

;

on

arrival.

and

The North Ameri-

Muth.

recemmended

isisi,

only BinKhaiii Sraolt-

Quotations of Commission Merchauts.

and Binsbam &
HetherinKton Uneapers

CHICAGO.

TIONBY— Choice

pint.'

white comb, in

1

to IJ^ lb. sec-

same

in 2 to 3 lb. boxes, 17(3i20c.
to 3 lb. boxes, 12>i^@15c. Extracted, white, loiaiic; dark, ac.
R. A. BCKNETT, 16.5 South Water St.
tions, 2<K«22c.

;

dark and mixed, in

1

Our

n
-4.«J iCTfi
107B H
Patented,
.,

*-

;

NEW

Front Street.

Handed

:

BEESWAX.— Prime

quality. 21@23c.
Co., 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

By

Mail,

shield), 2H inch
E.\tra Bingham

Smoker

(wide

Ijittle

;

to

Customer. Postpaid.
(wide
$1 50

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

lU inch

9T4

23

I

50

1

00

1

'25

Knife, 2 inch
1 25
1 40
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen
T. F.

BINGHAM,

A1>roiiin,

I

BEESWAX-

BOSTON.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c.. acBEESWAX— Pi ime quality, 25c.

cording to quality.

('ROCKER

& Blake. 57 Chatham

Street.

best white, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, sells quick on
arrival at2lc@22c.; No. 2 at 19(«!20c., but buckwheat
honey we find difficult to sell— holding it at 17c.
Extracted, is in fair demand at 12c. in small packages, and 1 ic. in large packages.

BEESWAX—25c., and very scarce.
Ontario Street.
A.

C.

Kendel.

DOOLITTLE SAYS:
G.
M.
Stanley's Vandervort Foundation
forsections is "evfii thinner tJuiti natural
comb, mill Is the very beut ('ouiidiitlon
aiiiue." See Bee JotTUNAL of Jun. ;i, and Gleanings for Jan., pages 14, 15. We also niuke highwalled Vandervort foundation fi.»r brood chamber
to fit anv size frame. Send for samples an<l prices,
or send $10 for ii<i lbs. lOsq. ft. per lb.,

We

;
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972

West Mailison

who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

Premiiiins.— Those
for tlie

be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club
1882, will

:

For a Club of a,-a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
»
"
4,— Apiary Register for ,5(1 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
..

"

"

"

"
"
5,—
e, -Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for 1 year,
or Apiury Register for 2<xi Col's.

foundation.
Twit G. W.

STANLEY & BRO.. Wyoming, N.

Homes

subscription on the

Bee .Journal.

CHICAGO. H.L.

BEE-KEEPER,

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted

by Dr. Wm. R. Howard, is of especial interest to
in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for I8H2 20

beginners

;

pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

SC0VEL1-. & ANDERSON.
Columbus. Kansas.

28wtf

Y.

Bound

is

a

974

(880,

copies for sale at

West Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street,

ChlcaKO,

III.

BE SURE

terest to the stranger.
Inquiries about Tennessee answere-^l by letter or
through the paper, as requested. Address

THE TRIBUNE,

A

THOMAS

medium through

which parties coming to Tennessee can obtain information of value in regard to climate, resources,
productions, prices of hind, and other points of in-

a postal card for our illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new ami valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.

To send

KnoxTllle, Tenn.

7w4tx

VOLUME FOR
few

in paper covers.

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

in Tennessee.

Knoxville ^'hibunk

l882-SouthernHeadquarters.-l882

J. C.

For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be e.xcelled. I make a specialty of manufacturing the J>unbjtni Foundation. Try it.
If
you wisi) to jmrchase Bees or Supplies, send fitr
;

<fe

H. P. SAYr.ES,

Hartford, Wis.

4:sml5t

;

Augusta, Ga.

5smtf

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of tl\e
mouth to which you have paid your

NE'WMAN,

are making foundation for use in section

new Catalogue, giving directions for introduoOr they may deduct 10 per cent in cash my
i^g queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Address,
Bees.
club.
the
for their labor in getting up
BR. <1. P. H. BROWN,

name on

St.

Street.

mm

THE

bo.\es with very thin base and high, sharp, sidewall, foriic. per lb. less than thin foundation, in
sq. feet per lb. Our wa.\' is beautiful, and our foundation is just what you want. Send :i-cent stamp
for samples of our three kinds of Vandervort

'I'he

III.

arrival.

AX.FREB

Mich.

STANLEYS' VANDERVORT FOUNDATION.

CLEVELAND.
IIONEY— The market continues very steady

ChlcaEo,

am

on

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY-

Quiet and slow for all save choice
bright comb -this sold readily: comb at 18@j23c.;
strained .and extracted 9«llc. to 12>^c.— top rates
for choice bright in prime packages.
Steady at 20(rj21c. for prime.
R. C. Gkeeh & Co., 117 N. Main Street.

Street,

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying :^i2c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
Shipments solicted.

I

or

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

7wtf

West Madison

BEESWAX.

65

75

Address,

'JSe.

$l 75

]

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
rates.

50c.
85c.

THOMAS e. NEWMAiV,

Address,

Smoker

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 18.30
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

stove-

Large Bingham

Plain

YORK.

HONEY—There is a liberal supplyof honey hero

THORN &

s.^uml

shield), 2 inch

for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes, I8@i9c dark, in small boxes, 12@I4c. Extracted, white, lo@llc.: dark,7@9c.

We

^^Jbum

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Any one can uae them.

PRICES:

HONE V— Quiet; no change. dark to good, 10®
We quote white comb, lt;(y,20c.
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8^@10c.:
dark and candled, 7(«>Sc. HEESWAX— 23®25c.
423

iMitcnts cover
^SV^l^i" the SiiHikers that

The Emerson Binder

wood, or do not f-'o out. If you buy our Implements first you will liave to buy no others.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Steahns & Smith.

Knives.

B/ND£RlfJ|pERlODICA\.s\'

fpAT.

can Bee-Keepers' Society of is.-^!, and the
Michitran State BeeKee;)er9" Society of

have paid

C. F.

for choice lots.

lb.

arrival,
I

bee smoker.

Isa 32-page, beautifuUv lliiistruUd Monthly

POUIiTRT, PIGEONS

and
Ladies can handls it. Has no superior in
,030 pages, with nearly ii,(XM> illusany language
SO Per
trations. Terms free on application.
Cent, to AeentH.
At CO., I'ubrs,
F. I-.

of

FARM
sigh'.

HOME

to take orders
selling book on
toiucs ever published. Sells

at

;

1

HORTON

4w.'>tx

M:Lg!i?.in

dcvotid to

TXT" A ATTT?T^ AGENTS
VV Ail 1 JCjU for the best

Indiun:ipolf«i, In«l.

It

AND PET STOCB

has the largest corps of practical brn'odcrs as editoi

any i"umal nf itfi<'lapsin Americ and Ik
TSE FINEST POULTRY JOUENAL IIT THE WORLD.
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IHE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
FLAT . BOTTOM

FOUNDATION

COMB FOUNDATION,
high 3ide-walls.4 to 10 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free

WIIOLESALK AN1> KETAIJL.

We make

United States.

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to semi for
our wholesale prices of Foundntion. We now
have tlie most extensive manufuctory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the

SALE— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees
FOR
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.
39wly

AXTELL,

L. C.

III.

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
f4.50

2-franje Nucleus, with Test^

ed Queen

o.oo

Colony, with Tested
rJ.oo
Queen, before July
10.(X>
Same, atterJuly i
TestedQueen, before July 1, 3.U0
Full

I

after July 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,
after July

1

i

3..'30

Address, by Resrislered Letter
or Pustoftice Order,

DR.

P.

I.

WILSON,

Burlington, Iowa.

Iwtf

BEES for SALK
1

have fur sale

mm

TEN

OR MORE

tion workers, and excellentcomb builders. Owint:
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very atron« in bees, and spring dwindling will
be avoided. Tiiese bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarming commences. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close out botli my Southern Apiartes by March
I5th, or remove them North.
I am also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in

Address,

ALFRED
972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,
IJHICAQO,

St..

send now. Address Peabody
Medical institute or Dr. W. EC.
st., Boston.
'2'2Vf\y

4 Bultlnch

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, etfects and antidote
when a poison ; a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth atdiflerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
;

Price 35 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS
irri

G.

West Madison

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL,.

Brown Bees,

COLONIES
will dispose of in lots of
at very reasonable pricee. They are in
ten-frame Langstroth and box hives. These bees
are said to be large, remarkably amiable, good secI

June.

;

:

THYSELF,

THE RURAL CAMDIAN,
A

Fortniutitly Journal of

Agriculture, Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

Edited by

W.

F.

CLARKE, and

Published at 5 Jordan street, Toronto. Ontario.
Canada, at $1.00 a year, by C. Blacbett Robinson,
Liberal inducements to local aeents.
44mtf

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than

Itlj.

50C.

THOMAS O.

974 West Madison

NE\¥AIAX,

Street,

Chicago,

III.

Bees andGlueens
FULL COLONIES

of ITALIAN BEES,
From my Apiaries.
aadNi;C'£.EI IN SEASON.

QUEENS

i^"Satisfaction guaranteed.

J.

cation.

U.

uOwlf

J.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDOE,

ILL.

Wants every reader of the good old Amekican
Bee Journal to send his name and Postoffice address for a copy of his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.

^^Beeswax

wanted.

:{wj(it

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
RET. E.

BRIOOS.

of Wilton Junction.
Iowa, will furnish Italian (Jueens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as
they can be bretl, at the following rates: Tested
Queens, $i{; Warranted (Queens. |J Queens without guarantee. $1 Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, ^. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3w2t;t
if accompanied with the cash.

L.

;

:

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARHIAOE,
nEVOLVINO COMB-HANGER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive ti)the l''.\tract(»r. aset
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers tor broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba>in ; will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to at all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a i>ostal card, and
addrestJitto
M.
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

JOHN

1882,

the Evergreen Apiary.

E}ttoin<>ln>n/ tn the

College of Michigan.

320 FaeeH

13:^ Fine IIIiiHtratlouM.

;

This iB a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of a.OOO copies was exliausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccrlptions of honey-producing piants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.lhough
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times'"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only in3tmctive,'but intensely
iuterestmg and thoroughly practical.

Read

the foUoiuinrj opinions of the

Book

All agree that it is the work of a master
real Viilue.—L'AincuUure, Paris.

;

and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future bookmakers.— iiritiifh Bee Journal,
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successtui management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Miinual of the Apiary than Irom
ixuy other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This bonk is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one wiio obtains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— 3Xtc/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iftraJd, MonticeJlo. 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
richebt reward awaits us auUior.— A. E. Wknzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, and nmoh of it ia due to the clear, disinterested intormation contained in Cook's Man-

ual.— Wm. VAX ANTWERf. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, witii their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ki/. Live Stuck Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
iir toreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe DV
Bois, editor of the BuLetin jD' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed seiies of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.- Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum vt the bee-keeper. It ts replete with the
best intormation on everything belonging to apiculture. To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advi^^ed.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Kurujienr America a
scientiBc work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\ Qsi.— \Vci>teni AgricuUur it>t.

We

Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON,

X'ewamo, InniaCo., Mich.

Of Liinsing, Professor of

;

iibnut :tOO«'ol<)iiie>i of the

Celebrated Arkansas
which

Co.,

QUEENS.

ITALIAN
1

Warren

French muslin, embossed, full
gllt,yu0pp.,contain3 beautiful
steel engravings. I2r> prescriptions. price only $l.'JiJ sent by
niail
illustrated sample, 6c

PAUICEK, No.

GOLDEN

Koseville.

APIAllY,

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

be^t and oheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
of J^ife, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

MANUAL OF THE

III.

"The Science

Samples free on request.

Iwly

in

in

Medical Work, warranted the

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and bright for
sections. All shapes and sizes.

&

OK,

By A.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

is

CHAS. DADANT

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N, Y.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

SONS,

Ill

BAVIS,

;

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whieh
has ever been published.

It gives a full

explana-

tion regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

untouched, and in the compilation of
of bees
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to pr*.tmote and make pnpular this must
interesting of alloccupailons.— -rlmeTncaji Inventor.
left

$777

A YEAH and

expenses toagents,

outfit free,addressl"

AiigiiNtu.,

Maine.

O Vickery
8(5wly

Jot

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
Apliii'lan Suppllei*, should send
Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
F. A. SNEr.L.
free. Address.
Milledgeville, Carroll county. III.
SwlStp
in the line of

for

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

my

; In paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, i8>l.S5

prepaid.

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NE^VMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

112

FRANCES DUNHAM, HEDDONS
Inventiir

GlRGDLAIt, Books

FOK

and Sole Manutiicturer of

THE DUNHAM

NOW

Bee-Keepers.

for

188S,
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address. Post Offlce, County and State. Be
sure to state whether or not you no'w have my

Q74

G.

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL,

1881 Circular.

"Wanted— Beeswax

also,

;

a Student Appren-

JAMES UEDDON,

Address,
lw35t

tice.

Bee-!Keeper*8 Guide or, C'Ook*8 Manual
of the Aplury. — Entirely re-wrltten, eleyantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
;

Sale,

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practlcaJ.
is a masterly pruduction.and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, I^l .35 t paper cover, ttl,

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Qiieens: Italian, Cyprian and Al-

Qulnby's New Bee-Keeplng. by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the nu^jectof bee-keeping so

lunn; Coiii1> FoiiTidutlon: (.liven,
Vandervort. Dunham and Uin>t
iUves, Smokers. Frames, Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required in an apiary. Send for price

and

Dowagiac, Mich.

The book
100

Colonies of

Italiian

Bees

for

;

list.

FLANAGAN,

E. T.

Address,

(Rose Hill Apiary).
St, Clair County. lU.

Box 819. BeUevlUe,

it canuot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all iis readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 1S1.50.

that

ABC

Novice's
of Bee-Cniture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "every thine pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and is valuable
beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, !Bl.iS5; paper, 381.

m

Bee-Keepem* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.- This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 981. OO; paper, l^Ac.
LianKstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee*
K.1n8r*8

1882.
FOUNDATION
A lit;.

I'utLMitL'ii

for

New

1:3 J.

Illustrated Catalogue

Having obtuined

witli biise

Bzlerzon Theory j- presents the fundamen-

DePere. Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
NEARLY
book
its kind ever published. Gives meas-

,

FO^i

SEiisriD

ounte;

t^" It contains Prices and Descriptions of al!
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the limes.
No bee-keeper should
be without it. Your name and address, written
pliilnly* on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bi>!t tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwoort

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
cents post-paid.
fOr it. Sent for
G.W. FISHER. Box 238. Rochester. N.Y.
H?~ Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. _al

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
lOO;
tn

eitilit

iiiclie^.

Z.

W1..>0 pei-

per JO«.

K..

to

tliretj

Address,

dEWETT, Nurseryman,

Spartu, \¥is.

6w8tp

ALFRED
972

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison 8t.,CHICA(;0, ILL.

Practical Hints tc/Bee-Keepers,~byCha8.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOl_rLj> have FISHKK'S GRAIN TABLES. 192
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
castinK up Krain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookselleifor it. Sent post-paid for 4tP centw. Agents unn
make money selling this book. G. W. FlSllEH.
Boxi33«, Rochester, N.V.
Also for sale at the BJiK Journal Offlce.

_^

2w6m.

I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than khi colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June -n.
Gl. 25 each; after that date, single Queen, ^I.Chi 6
for ^.^.CM.) 12 or more. 75 cents each Wjirranted
Queens, 25 cents more eaah. Tested Queens, |2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

C'amargo, Douglas county,

III.

;

;

I5wly

:EI.

GrOOlD,

Nappanee, Elkhart Gouty, Ind.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is :

— " l^ow Prices, Quick Returns

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
*! Tested
$2
|i2
Cyprian Queens
$1 Tested
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... 42
Extra Queens, for swarming sea;

;
;

:

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstrotb Bee Hives, Honey Secli<m3. etc.,

MUTH.

Apply to
C;. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,CINCIXNATI, O.
JS^Send luc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Ch. \ C. P. Badunt. ^:lvl^g in detail the methods
and manafzement adopted in their ajnary. This
contains many useful hints.- Price loc*
F,

iW

:

a description of the
Price, 5c.

Muth:

3J priges.

It gives

Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price. lOc,
Food Adnlteratlon What we eat and should

the

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.

;

The Hive I Use— Being
hive used by G. M. Doolittle.
;

3.')

2w6m.

"W^lnterlnar Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— J25 in gold
— wasawarded to Prot Cook's Essay, which Is here
given in full. Price. lOc.

Extracted Honey Harvesting:, HandlInK and Marketliia*— A J4-page pamphlet, by

all

tables, interests, etc.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation uf Honey for the
Market Honey as lood. (jivint: recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddinps, Koam.Wlnes.etc;
and lioney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EiiBrll«h and German.
Price for either edition, Oc. ; per dozen, 50e.
;

c>f

lour feet, Ktt.OO

furnishes the

quality, sources,

;

Four

of bee-cuUure. and

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 cHoney, as Feed and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

Number

shape, and aide-walla brouKht up to form :in even
surface also on llie foundation made rin said muchine. I hereby give notice to all piirtie.t infriuKinn
my rights, either by manufaeturint: suid machines
or foundation, us well us to all jmrtit's (uirchusinK
machines as above, otherlhan tif luy iiiMiiafitcture,
that I am prepared to prcftect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infrinuenients to the full extent of
the law.
FUAN€E:H A. UIJNIIAM.

urement of

S3.

facts

of cells of natural

2wl3t

Price.

Bees and Honey or, Huccessfiil manairement of the Aplarj-, by Thomas G. Newman.—

tal principles

OF

24^,099 for Duiihuuj Koundiition Machine, milking

comb foundation

a standard scientific work.

This embraces tne following subjects: Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants —Queen RearinR—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — TransferringUaliani2ing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in EuRllsh and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.

I'^'^l-

Circular for Jiinuary. I88i\

CATTTIOIT.
LETTERS PATENT

is

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.
;

AND

B^" Send

This

-

son, ready,

if

we are time'y notitled.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.Js. Comb
Foundation on Dunham machine, 2r> lbs. or over,
S'lC. per lb.: on Root machine, thin, for boxes 40u.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
.c. paid for brigta
wax. Money Orders eu

20 Tuscola.

111.

Iwly.

t

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
oughi to create a sentiment against atlulterat ion of
tood products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroylntj
adulterations offered as tood. 20U pages.

50c-

Moore*8 Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contiuns over l.iMXi.O'io Indusdustrial Facts, Calcuhitmiis. Processes. Trn''*/ Secrets. Lc^al Items. Buyuiess Furius. etc., "f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2i>n.o<Ki iiema for Gas. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths. Founders. Minors, Melaliurpists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Stf-am Fitters, Bronzera, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.im; pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Kn<twledge, and wi>rih its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, ]ft8.50.

KendalPs Horse Book. — No book

could be

more useful

to horse owners. It hasiif) engravings
illustrating positions of sKk hoses, and treats all
diseases in n plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 35c.

Ropp*s Fasy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, iSl. ; Morocco, 9S1.50.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
its

cause,

symptoms and

Address,
974

THOMAS

West Madison

cure.

G.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, 35c.

on

NF^V^MAN,

Street.

CHICAGQ, ILI*

—

:

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

Editor and Puoprietor.

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
WEKKI-.Y— (52 numbers)
'i'hree or

Six

Months

EnUred at Chicago

post

JSa a year, in advance.
at the same rate.

office

as second class viatter.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

Editorial-

ltil!r!ti^i

regard to planting to secure a continuous honey flow, and the general
favor which the much abused, but
very worthy, sweet clover (Melilotus
alba) is gaining. Mr. J. L. Edwards,
of Wadesboro, N. C, in a letter dated
Feb. 6, 1882, writes as follows

113
114
114

I have had poor success with bees,
owing to the fact tliat there are but few

114
115

honey-producing plants or trees on

1
;

its Origin,

15

Development and

Cure
Goodrich's Foundntion Fastener
Local Convention Directory

115
lli
115

Amon^ Our Exchanges—
Encouraging Outlook
Introduction of Bees Into America

115
llfj

Convention Notes—
Nebrasfeu State Convention
Prevention of Swarming

116
lin

Correspondence
117

118
118
lU)

How

to Use the Apiary Register
Foundatiiin for Surplus
Section Honey Boxes

119

Wired Comb Foundation

12*j

The Theory of Parthenogenesis

120

Separators for Sections
Plan for Wintering Bees
Location an Importint Matter

121
121
121

Wooden

Box-

Bacterium
Bees Wintering in First Rate Order
Better than Ever
Tin Numbers for Hives
DoingNicely
N. E. Wisconsin Convention
The Lewis Section
Irregular <'omba
An Excel ^eu t lieport
Will Air-'i'ight ,Iars Prevent Candying?..

What was it ?

Ail Right, sn f ar
Recipe tor Rlaking Paste

Bees have Inid Frequent Plights
Bees Doing Well
Prospects Brighter
Cold
The Langstroth Hive
Wintering Well in Chaff.
Packed in Chaff
Spring-ljiko

122
122
122
122
122
122
123
123
I2a
123
123
123
123
123
124
124
J 24
124
1 24
124
124

124

Dairy vs. Apiary
Bee-Kef>pingin Georgia
Mild Winter

Beo-Keeping
Young Bees

122

I2:i

Bees in the Cellar Doing Well
Climbers for Shade

in

Utah

8.

ing roots, admirably adapt it to any
variety of soil, whether wet or dry,
sand or clay, loam or gravel. Being

my

plantation, or in

country

;

my section

of the

but your remarks on sweet

Bee Journal for Jan.
encourages me to give it a trial- I

clover,"in the
11,

regarding its value as a field plant
"It will grow quite luxuriantly in hard,
poor clay, where even white clover
will

scarcely live at all, and grows
rapidly than red clover in

much more
any

soil,

said,

while in the soils that are, as

clover-sick,' it thrives as
well as anywhere. It is a good forage
plant for bees and for cattle, and is
well adapted for soiling, as it makes a
growth of 4 to 6 feet during the season,
and is said to bear 2 or 3 cuttings.
German analysis gives its hay a feedis

'

A

ing value of $15 per ton as against
$16.28 for very good red clover hay.
if sweet clover will do well as far
While red clover, upon which our
South as this— latitude 330? If it will farming in many sections, and espec-

am anxious to raise enough honey for
my own family. Now, I wish to know
make good hay and

pasture, I will

it instead of red clover.
What ially in clay lands, depends so eskind of land does it grow best on
I sentially for crops of grain, is becomhave about 50 acres of creek bottom, ing more and more uncertain. It
part sandy loam and a part clay loam
would seem to be worth while to try
I have also a variety of uplands, sandy,

plant

i*

The New Races of Bees
The Best Bees Controversy

Selections from Onr Letter
Much Honey Consuuied

No.

remarkably thrifty in growth, it will
be found equal to red clover for soiling, and can be successfully grown in
Sweet Clover for the South.
localities where the latter will prove a
failure. Prof. C. E. Thorne, of the
We are more than pleased to ob- Ohio State University, thus testifies
serve the deep interest awakening in

:

Sweet Clover for the South
Fastening Foundation in Frames
Syrian Bees
Mild ^'inter in Europe
Items
Catalogues
Foul Brood

February 22, 1882.

g^\TOg/^^

J^'^^^'^\^;^^9^:^l{^
Published every Wednesday, by

lU.,

124
124
124
124
124

;

gravelly. Some of my bottoms are too wet for red clover, some
are too sandy all of my uplands are
too dry for red clover to stand our long

clay

and

;

Please answer the
hot summers.
above questions, and give me all the
information you can. I feel deeply
interested in sweet clover. Hay is
worth S25.00 a ton with us, and if
sweet clover will succeed here, as well
as it does in the Northern States, I
will go into it quite extensively.

'
fast weed as a resource for recuperative green manuring, in heavy

this

'

soils especially."

But its greatest recommendation for
the general bee-keeper is the fact that
it requires no especial cultivation,

thus making it especially desirable for
roadsides and commons. Being a
biennial, the seeds possess great vitality, and may be kept over for a long
time, and scattered a handful at a
Try the sweet clover on your bottime, as opportunity offers, or a bare
tom lands, especially on the sand and
place developes itself.
on
the
loams;
also
uplands.
clay
It
will stand any amount of water, and
" We are
1^- Mr. Vennor says
on gravel soil the tap-root will run
down till it finds moisture. Your going to have a very stormy and cold
climate, we think, is well adapted for March in western and southwestern
But he has signally
its growth, as it will withstand any sections chiefly."
degree of summer heat or winter cold, failed in his prognostigations for Deand its deep-penetrating, wide-spread- cember and Jannary, for this locality.
:

—
;
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Fastening Fonndation in Frames.

F. Miller, of North Manchesaddressed us for a method of
increasing by dividing, which was
published in the Bee Journal, together with instructions for doing so
The following letter
successfully.
from him gives the result of his

Mr.

S.

ter, Intl.,

practice

triangular or V-shaped top-bar be
used, then cut four slits at equal distances along one edge of the foundation, one-half an inch deep this will
give five sub-divisions of the edge
now press up the center and two end
portions of the edge, and bend down
the other two ; lay down the sheet on
a table, place the frame with the lower

—

proof of the mild weather wliich
in thisconntry during
the winter, I may mention that a gentleman in Dundee, on looking over his
apiary a few days ago, found tliat 5 of
his colonies had a large amount of
brood in all stages. He was fortunate
in procuring a colony of hybrids about
3 years ago, which were tlien distributed througli most of his other hives,
w-e

Bee Journal for 1881, page
you instructed me liowto increase

by dividing, in answer to a letter on
that subject, and I will nowreport my
I had two colonies, one of 6
frames and the other of 7, but I had
so little experience I did not know the
difference between nuclei and full

success.

colonies. First, I had to build the two
up to strong colonies, and then I followed your instructions for increasing,
and now have 7 colonies in excellent
condition. To-day they had an excellent flight, and made everything hum.
They have plenty of honey. Now,
did I not do well for a beginner V I
had only a plug-hat full of bees and 2
queens, to commence with. I must
gratitude for that editorial
express
instructing me and thousands of
otiiers, and which I shall forever deem
as the foundation of my success. I
suppose I must go ahead this spring
and increase on the same plan, as before, only that I must use foundation
instead of old combs, as I have none.
I do not riglitly understand Prof.
Cook, in his " Manual," how to fasten
I have
fonndation in the frames.
never seen any foundation. I use the
All I
standard Langstroth hive.
know about bees is what I liave
learned from the Bee Journal. I
have a good chance for success. This
is a good location for honey, and very

my

few

l)ees.

Triangular Top-Bar with Foundation.

sharp edge of the top to the sheet, and
press, with the fingers or a blunt knife,
the foundation on the top-bar. These
flaps will alternate on each side of the
top-bar, and the foundation will hang

from the center.

We

prefer the standard Langstroth
hive, holding 10 frames. Sometimes
a good queen will nearly occupy 10

frames in brood-rearing, and tlien tliey
are invaluable in strengthening up the
weaker colonies. They are also very
desirable, as giving the largest surface
for section boxes to be placed

the 8, 9 or 10 frame Langstroth V
T. Smith, on page 74, thanks
Mrs. A. M. Sanders for her recipe for
making honey pop-corn balls. Why
not publish the recipe for us in the
J.

Bee Journal?

foundation in frames, as follows

:

If

you use flat top-bars, then double over
about one-fourth of an inch along the
upper edge of the sheet, with a blunt
knife press this lapped portion firmly
along the under side of the bar, so the
the center.
slieet will hang from
machine has recently been invented
for the purpose of rapidly fastening
foundation in frames, where flat topbars are used, and for (irmly fastening
thin foundation in the section boxes.

A

use

and liave much improved the working
power of the bees. In 1880 this liybrid
colony gave 3 swarms, and from the 4
he liad over 150 lbs. of

fine

comb lioney,

besides leaving his bees sufficient winter stores.
The flowers which have been grown
here in the open air are beginning to

bud, and in some places full-blown
flowers can be had. Butterflies, etc,,
have been seen several times of late.
The Caledonian Apiarian Society
has had no meeting yet this year, but
I expect one wijl be held at an early
date to make arrangements for the
annual exhibition, which takes place
in Glasgow next July, and which I
think will be the largest held as yet.

By

the above,

on top. pounds of

fine

it

will be seen that 150

comb honey, from

four

as an extraordiShould an especial occasion demand colonies, is regarded
yield, and to be accomplished
nary
less room, or a necessity arise for conby bees wliich have been much
tracting the brood chamber in order only

We

liave published several
inu)roved.
to drive the bees into the supers, it is
the past season, where whole
to lift out a frame or reports,
in America have given nearly
two, and insert a division-board attlie apiaries
amount as an average for
think a queen is not so double that
side.
colony, and there are instances
each
advantage
of
a
slight
take
liable to
record where triple tliat amount
cessation in the honey flow, and cease on
have been realized from a single collaying, where there are ten frames

We

and when beein one season
keepers have fully realized the importance and profitableness of planting
bee pastures (which all eventually
the fabulous one thousand pounds
style
of will),
diiier with us regarding the
may be among tlie triumphs
colony
per
hive, as well as the number of frames
frequently realized.
which
asks
we
correspondent
but our
The above letter however suggests,
think the best.
most importThe recipe for making honey pop- or rather, sustains, one
bees,
with
improved
that,
fact
ant
corn balls, to which reference is made,
not commensurate
was published in the Bee Journal the honey yield is
with their home demand, except at
of Jan. 4, on page 12.
such exorbitant prices as to make it
an extravagant luxury. Those who
Syrian Bees.— Please say througli
intelligence dissemBee Journal who is a reliable per- have bewailed the
son to procure a colony of pure Syrian inated throughout Europe by the Bee
L". G. IIalley.
bees from.
Journal and American apicultural
New Hamburg, Canada, Feb. ]0„ '82. books, can learn an important lesson
By consulting our advertising col- from the letter, and rejoice with the

you intend running for increase and theconsequent more or less honey
season, then adopt the same around tlie edges, as where there are
course you did the last. There are fewer frames. We are aware there
several methods of fastening comb are several practical bee-keepers wlio
If

this

Many

have enjoyed

Which do yon think the an easy matter

liest,

Mr.

Not only has the present winter been
an unusually mild and pleasant one in
most portions of the United States,
butin Europe they have been similarly
blessed. The following letter from
Mr. J. D. Hutchison, Glasgow, Scotland, breathes of encouragement:

As

:

In the
100,

Mild Winter in Europe.

wax and

rosin

melted

to-

ony

;

:

gether, and glue tlie foundation on. If
you use a top-bar with an inset strip
more intelligent that we are rapidly
(as many do), you can easily press the umns you will see who have bees for
and surely develoiiiiig an insatiable
reliable
all
think
they
are
We
sale.
the
without
the
strip,
foundation to
and remunerative foreign market.
use of melted wax and rosin. If a persons.

:

;
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Foul Brood ; Its Origin, Development
and Cure.— We liave received from A.
R. Kolinke, Youiigstown, O., a copy
of his pamphlet hearing the above
In his preface the author says
title.
:

" I have ventured to offer the beekeepinn; public a concise method, delineated in these pages, by which they
will be enabled successfully to combat
this dreadful malady. I have drawn

on the experience and experiments of
the most noted scientists and apiarists
of Germany, such as Professors Kolbe,
Cecil, Fisher, Freuss and Lamprecht,
but especially Ililbert and Schoenfeld,
to whom the bee-keepins fraternity of
tlie whole world is indebted for their
efforts and final success in curing foul
brood, and to whom I offer my siucerest thanks." Price, 25 cents.

families where it had previously been
a stranger. Many persons who had formerly lieen of tlie opinion that honey

disagreed with them, and always made
them sick, were tempted, by its low
price and beautiful appearance, to
partake of it, and were agreeably surprised that no sickness followed the
MISCELLANEOUS.
indulgence. They found out tliat the
honey of to-day, produced by scientilic
Intioduction of Bees Into America. bee-culture, is very different from the
old comb,
—Mr. J. M. Hicks, in the Granc/e Bul- black mixture of bee-bread,
and honey, formerly offered in the
letin, remarks as follows on the submarkets.
ject:

As near as we can learn, bees were
Local Convention Directory.
introduced into this country in the
latter part of the \rM\ century, by the
Time and Place oS MeetinQ,
18S2.
Puritian fathers. 1 have often lieard
N.J.
my grandfather, Dempsey Hicks, say March 15— New Jersey State, New Brunswick,
at Detroit, Mich.
that his father, James Hicks, who April II— Eastern Michigan, Detroit.
Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec,
came from England, brought bees
19, 2(1— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley,
with him when he emigrated to this
at Coshocton, O.
country, then a perfect wilderness,
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
Goodricli's Foundation Fastener.—
and tliere were no bees to be found in
Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
25—
Mr. S. Goodrich, of Urbana, 111., has any part of the cii\intry. He also said,
Wm. K. Howard, Sec.
recently invented a very ingenious that the red men of this country often
2n. 27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, CoopersTille, Mich.
contrivance for fastening foundation told him there were no bees to be
27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
found in the forest previous to the
securely and rai)idly in frames with
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
the
flat

top-bars,

and

coming

He lias
Bee Journal

in sections

deposited one in tlie
Museum, and explained the

of the pale-i:aces

(meaning

white men).

May

-

-Champlain Valley, at

Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec.

and S. W. Wis., at Rock City, 111.
n;_N W.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.
111.

manner

Encouraging Outlook.— Mrs. L. Har-

of using. We will give, next week, a rison, in the Praine Farmer, remarks
full description of the machine, with
as follows on the honey prospect
a cut, which cannot be engraved in

25— Iowa

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

ty" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

The last two honey seasons have
been partial failures in most localities,
and this, together with tlie unprecebees during the win^L'Abbe L. DuBois, President dented losses in has
Catalogues.— We have received new
thinned out the
ter of 1880-81,
of " the Society d'Apiculteur de la
The faint- catalogues and price lists from the
ranks of bee-keepers.
" The American
Somme," writes
hearted fled ill disgust, throwing their following persons
Bee Journal grows better and better hives and fixtures to the moles and
" humbug " at the
J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Mich.
every year. It isthehrstof all French bats, and crving
L. E. Welch, Linden, Mich.
of their voices. The brave buried
top
and foreign periodicals that I know
W. S. Cauthen, Pleasant Hill, S. C.
the dead, and gathered up the remIf I had to choose between* them nant of the lost nation and encourG. B. Lewis, Watertown, Wis.
of.
Wm. Ballantine & Son, Sago, O.
all, I should without hesitancy choose aged the mothers in the production of
C. G. Dickinson, South Oxford, N.Y.
the
for
candy
furnishing
young,
the American Bee Journal." This
W. C. R. Kemp, Orleans; Ind.
babies, flour, lionev, and "coffee A."
is high endorsement, for TAbbe L.
S. D. McLean, Columbia, Tenn.
Under the fostering care of their
DuBois is one of the most learned owner, each mother did her best, and
and progressive apiculturists in the sent off colonies to occupy the deserted
1^" The Union Bee-Keepers' Assohomes of their unfortunate predeces- ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
AVorld.
sors, until the bee village was again on the 27tli day of April, 1882.
A full

time for this issue.

:'

:

1^ An error

occurred last week on
page 10.5, 2d column, 3d paragraph,
InMr. Heddon's article. For ''honey"
substitute the word hay. We republish the paragraph properly corrected
:

Whether just or not, it is exceedingly handy to cut down the merits of
others' successes by saying "grand
and excuse the failures of
your "ringed, striped and speckled"
bees by charging it ail up to a large

location,"

hay crop. Upon this very subject,
hangs much of our future success or
failure.

populous. The rearing of so many
bees consumed large quantities of
honey, consequently little surplus was
left, therefore the honey product of
1882 will find very little old honey in
the market to come in competition
with it.
This winter, so far, has been favorable for bees on their summer stands.
January 26tli was rainy, but a little
past noon the clouds broke away, and
the sun shone, the thermometer indicating 64^ in the shade. Out rushed
the bees from their hives, like pentup school chililren at recess, and a
merry sport they had. They cleaned
house, but carried out few dead
every colony was living and in Mne

attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.
G. W. Demaree, ISee.
Christiansburg, Ky.

i^To any one sending two new
Weekly subscribers for a year, we will
present a volume of the Bee Journal

for 1880, -bound in paper covers.

It contains
tion,

and

it

much
will

valuable informa-

pay any one who does

not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
Many of our new subscribers will be
pleased to learn that they can get it
for $1.00, by sending for it at once,
before they are all gone.

i^The semi-annual meeting of the condition.
The skies are brightening for beeTuscarawas and Muskingum Valley
Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held keepers, and the outlook is favorable,
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Canin the Town Hall at Coshocton, 0.,on llonev will no longer go begging for a
April 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a. market, as the demand for it is con- ada by mail— the International law
m. A cordial invitation is extended stantlv increasing. The large crop of will not permit anything but samples
1879, "and consequently low price,
to bee-keepers everywhere.
oz.
caused it to be introduced into many of merchandise weighing less than 8
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

;
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The Secretary was

to all kinds of weather. They would not
delinquent wtirk on buckwheat that was in bloom
names would be at the same time. Buckwheat was
Adjourned to meet at 7 not recommended as worthy of culti-

notify members
dues, or
their

dropped.

to

instructed

pay

m.

Sweet clover and matrimony
vine were recommended to sow in all
waste places. The President had apMessrs. Culbertson, Caldwell and plied to the departmentof agriculture
Trester were appointed a committee for melilot and white clover seed, also
to report upon this.
motherwort seed to distribute among
The first question selected from the the Nebraska bee-keepers.
question box was: "How to Winter
Mrs. Thomas rec<immended motherBees Successfully."
wort as one of the best. It was conProf. Culbertson opened the dis- ceded that the most of our honey was
cussion. He would remove some of gathered from heartsease and goldenthe combs, and spread the others, so rod some thought sunflower secreted
the bees would have a chance to clus- honey, but most thought not. Wild
ter in large bodies would make holes cucumber was spoken of highly.
through the combs, so they could pass
The subject of " feeding bees " was
from one to the other without being discussed. The question was asked,
chilled. These, with thorough venti- why bees fed late in the fall do not
lation, dryness, and an even tempera- breed as fast as when fed in the
ture of from 40 to 45 degrees, he con- spring ?
sulered the requisites. These condiMr. Vondorn said that cold nights
tions he thought more easily attained, were the cause, and also that bees
taken one yearwith another, by means seem to understand that it is the last
of a cellar especially prepared for that of the season. He feeds a syrup, made
purpose. In regard to what he con- by boiling 2% lbs. of best sugar in 2
sidered the requisites, nearly all lbs. of water. The use of glucose for
agreed with him,yetthe methods used feeding was discouraged.
to obtain them, were nearly as many
The next question was, "of what
as there were persons present.
importance to the apiarist is selection
Mr. Rouse wished his bees to be in in queen rearing':"'
a healthy condition, and to keep breedMr. Ashland tliought as much deing until Oct. 10. if possible. Yet the pended upon the selection of queens
young bee should have a tiight to bear from which to rear our colonies, as
long confinement. He puts the bees with any other stock.
on as few combs as they will cover, by
Mr. Vondorn ihought more attenputting in a chaff division board
tion should be given to the rearing of
puts a box with a cloth bottom filled choice drones, and to accomplish the
with chaff on top this gives thorough desired purpose, we would have to
ventilation.
He then packed hay establish our queen-rearing apiary
around his hives, covering them up several miles from any other colonies.
entirely, leaving no place for the bee's He tliought choice queens could not
to get out. lie had colonies come be reared for less than $3 each.
through all right, with top ventilation,
Queen cells should not be allowed to
when the entrance was filled with ice. become chilled, as it is apt to make
Others have tlie same experience.
the wings defective.
Mr. Caldwell thought what would
In hatching 20 in a queen nursery,
do one year would not another. He he found their wings and bodies deconsidered a good cellar the best place fective. Upon exainination with a
to winter in, but a poor one the worst strong microscope, he found them inidace. He put husk mats on top of fested with small worms. The Cypins frames, and chaff over that, and rians were not so gentle and easy to
tried to obtain as nearly an even tem- manage as the Italians, but equally as
good honey gatherers and for inperature as possible.
Mr. Vondorn crowds his bees on as crease.
few combs as they will cover, spreading these that they may cluster.
Read before the N. E. Convention.
Packs with chaff, and puts woolen
Prevention of Swarming.
cloths over the top thinks it not necessary to have all young bees late in
L. C. ROOT.
the fall to winter successfully. He
thought the Langstroth frame as good
as any for wintering.
I am asked by the Executive ComMr. Hawley had wintered his suc- mittee of this Association to give my
cessfully in a cellar, and preferred experience as to the most successful
that way.
method of preventing swarming.
The committee on revision of the Much has been written and said upon
constitution and by-laws made their this subject by many bee-keepers of
report, which was adopted as read.
the day, yet a successful method of
In the morning session, the election controlling the desire to swarm in all
of officers resulted in the re-election of cases has not yet been given us. It is
the old officers.
therefore one of the hidden mysteries
paper, by Mr. Vondorn, on prac- of bee-keeping ujioii which more light
tical bee-culture, was read.
must be shed. As this can only be
From the question box, the subject accomplished by continueii study and
of "the best lioney plants," was dis- the adding of our mites to the general
cussed.
fund, I will offer a few facts as they
Mr. Myer preferred rape to all have been developed by a somewhat
others he had tried. He had 4 acres, extended experience. In considering
and while in bloom, the bees worked this question we must keep it closely
on it both late and early, and during by the side of the thought of our dep.

vation.

The evening

session was opened by
the reading of the President's address.

Nebraska State Convention.

The third annual session of the Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association, was called to order by the President, Mr. T. L. Vondorn, at Ashland,
on Jan. 12, 1882. The minutes of the
previous meeting were read and
approved.
The Treasurer presented his report,
showing the total receipts to be $20.25
and expenditures $11.26, leaving a balance of $9.00 in the treasury. It was
accepted and placed on file
The committee on constitution and
by-laws failed to report, owing to the
illness of one of the members. A new
committee was appointed, consisting
of Messrs. Myers, Culbertson and
Hildebrant.
Vice Presidents and
:

others from the different counties in
the State, reported as follows
Prof. Culbertson, for Lancaster
County, reported but a small flow of
honey in the middle and southern
parts, owing to severe drouths, while
in the northern, the yield was much
larger, and a greater increase of bees.
By request, he gave his last year's experiments in wintering, both out-door
and cellar. Those out-doors were
placed close together, protected by a
shed on the north, and covered with
several feet of hay.
cloth was put
over tlie frames, ;uid the story filled
with dry cobs. He lost .5 of the 6
treated in this way. He put 21 in the
cellar, putting several thicknesses of
cotton cloth over the frames, ;ind a
paper on top of these, on which he put
unslacked lime to absorb all moisture.
The back end of the hive was raised
higher than the front^ that all water
:

A

might run out. He lost 5 of these.
Mr. Decker, of Wahoo, reported
large yields of honey and great increase of bees.
P. P. Hayes started with 1 colony,
increased to 5, and obtained 400 lbs. of
honey.
Mr. Dodder, of same place,increased

from 1.5 to GO.
Mr. Vondorn,

of

Omaha, gave

re-

port for Douglas, who started with 14
colonies, increased to 41, and got 1,900
lbs. of honey.
Mr. Yager increased from 1 to 8.
J. r. Sawyer from 22 to 60.

Mr. Edwards from 92 to

204,

and

re-

ceived 2,000 lbs. of honey ; the location
was overstocked.
The Secretary gave reports received

from Gage, -Tefferson, Butler, Hall,
and others, which indicated a large
yield of honey, and almost nnprecedented increase of colonies.
It was moved that a question box
be opened, in which any one could put
questions they wished
discussed.
Messrs. Culbertson, Rouse and Trester were appointed a committee to

answer the questions.

On

motion, Messrs. B. E. Kennedy,
Omaha, and D. H. Wheeler, of
Plattsmouth, were made honorary
of

members.

;

;

;

;
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fully and conIt will be generally

keep our bees

stantly at work.
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are extracted and interchanged, as
may readily be done; hut when box

acknowledged that bees seldom swarm honey is desired, nuire difficulties arise.
unless honey is being gathered to some We may, by the most approved methextent.
ods, adtl boxes which will afford sufiSThe great question is how can we cient room to store all the honey the
keep our bees all at work storing sur- bees would gather, but we find that
For tbe American Bee Journal.
plus honey without the interruptions the combs in the brood-nest must be
occasioned by the desire to swarm and kept so thoroughly occupied with
The
New
Races of Bees.
its results.
Let it be borne in mind brood and honey to induce the bees to
that the conditions which hinder oiu' work freely in the boxes, that often
S. VALENTINE.
bees from storing the greatest amount tlie desire to swarm is produced.
of surplus honey are the same as will
The fourth and fifth requisites,
create the desire to swarm.
We have which are in the direction of prevent- Bees are wintering well here, both
been told that the size of the hive has ing the hive from becoming overheated out and in-doors. I have some on
their summer stands and some in my
little to do with this desire.
In con- are very important. In a hive which
been down in the
tradiction to this I wish to say that, is very populous, the necessary labor cellar. I have just
cellar where I have some 80-odd coloin my exi)erience, it has nuich to do l)erformed creates a great amount of
quietarul I think
with it. When you pass through an heat. If the weather is very warm, nies, and they are all
in good condition, except three, which
apiary, during a (low of honey, and and the hives are sheltered from such
a little "fussy."
The one that
see from one to eight quarts of bees breeze as might be afforded, work will are
most " growling " about it is
lying upon the hives, it indicates not be almost entirely discontinued. This has the
only that the conditions are such as to is one of the greatest reasons why the colony that had my imported Syrinduce swarms, but also that the bees bees on high ground, where there is a ian queen in. It is a strong colony,
old Syrian
are not as fully occupied in gathering better circulation of air, and where it and there are a great many
honey as they should and might be if is generally cooler, gather most honey, bees in it they are old, for 1 sent Mr.
Root my imported queen last August.
proper precautious were observed.
other things being equal.
As I have not reported on the Syrian
Let us notice some of the conditions
Our home apiary is in a very warm
necessary. I shall indicate as the first location. During the past season, as bees for 1881, I will do so now. A
requisite a good prolific queen; second, the colonies became populous and the year ago I wintered some six or eight
sufficient room for the queen to deposit weather warm, I noticed the bees Syrian queens. Early in the spring
eggs; third. ])lenty of room for the lying out upon the front of several they were slower in breeding up than
bees to store honey; fourth, suitable liives. I sent an assistant to draw the my albinos, but about the time clover
ventilatioji
fifth, the proper shading slide in the bottom bourd which closed began to bloom, they went to broodof hives.
an opening oxlU inches. The next rearing in earnest, anfl by the last of
While I do not assert that in any- day in passing through the yard, I ob- June they had so many bees I thought
thing bees never deviate from the served the bees all busily at work ex- they hardly knew where to get lodggeneral rule, I have ample reason for cept in two hives. Upon examination, ing, and as I had some frames of
believing that if the rules I lay down I found these two had been missed, honey, thought I would help them out
of the trouble. I made some nuclei,
are observed, fair success may be ob- and the ventilators were yet closed.
tained.
While my conclusions here
My conclusions, then, are that in and it insulted them so much that they
reached are based largely upon ex- securing extracted honey, with proper would not receive a queen nor queenperience of past years, they are more management, swarming nuiy in most cell, and a whole lot of workers went
:

;

;

largely the result of that of the past
season, during which time we have

had more than ordinary opportunities

instances

be easily controlled

but to laying at a wholesale rate, until

;

when box honey is produced, it is they would pile twenty-odd eggs in
much more difficult. Surplus boxes one cell, aiul they continued to carry

for observation. It is generally known filled with starters of choicest comb- on this kind of work, until I called in
that our yield of honey for 1881 was foundation, with free and immediate a regiment of albinos and cleaned up
very large. In fact, I believe that our access, may be supplied as soon as the things. I will give the facts on both
yield from one apiary of 40 colonies, bees will occupy them. It is very im- sides as I observed them, and all can
of a little over 24.3 lbs. average per portant that this be not delayed until compare and decide for themselves.
colony, is tiie largest yield from an en- the bees have already the disposition
The Syrian bees are not as large as
tire apiary of the size, ever obtained. to swarm.
Proper ventilation and the albinos or Italians, but are very
I speak of this to mark the fact that shade may be given
and combs of active, and I think they guard the
this was an ai)iary where the colonies brood may be taken from the brood- entrance better in cool weather. They
were the most populous (^f any 1 had chamber, and empty ones supplied. fly swifter and light at the entrance
ever known, and yet we had not the Yet during some seasons, and with aiul pass in quickly, but they do not
slightest trouble in preventing swarm- some coloniues, it will f:iil to prevent carry as lieavy loads of honey ;is the
ing where the requirements named swarming. If we continue to investi- albinos or Italians, which adds to
were supplied.
gate and unite our experiences, we their quickness. The queens are very
I may be asked what the first men- shall yet attain the desired end.
prolific and the workers not so apt to
tioned essential of a good prolific
fill the brood-chamber with honey and
queen has to do witli the desire to
crowd (Hit the queen as the Italiiins
Texas
State
Bee-Keepers'
i^-The
swarm. I shall not be questioned as
and albinos, but the queens are more
will hold its meeting at
The workto the desirability of such a queen, in Convention
ajit to lay in the sections.
Andrews'
W.
H.
Apiary,
at
Jndge
other resi)ects. My answer is that
ers are irritable, but if properly manTexas.
1882.
McKinnev,
Ai)ril
25,
on
the comb
when other eiuiditions have been comaged, can be handled
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
plied with, our troubles with swarmwithout much trouble ; but they deing have been with such colonies as
sire to see what is going on and want
or under your fingers,
have contained queens that the bees
meeting of the bee-keepers of to be right on
desired to supersede. When the queen
and if one gets pinched a little, is
!>*ew Jersey will be held at Hall Xo.
cells were sufficiently advanced, such
quick to give the sign;il aiul in a mo25, Albany street. New Urunswick, N.
old queens would leave the hive with
ment a thou.sand are running to see
J., March 15, 1882, at 10 a. m.. to orthe swarm, or they would be destroyed
what is the matter; they laugh at a
ganize a State Bee-Keepers' Associaand the lirst young queen hatched tion. All interested are cordially in- little smoke, until theyshake all over.
would le-iul the swarm. It should be vited. G. W. Thompson. Stelton" C. When you wish to shake or brusli
remembeied that our surplus honey, H, Rue. Manalapan .1. II. M. (^ook. them off the combs, then conies the
the past season, was nearly all taken
fun they generally go in the air ;uid
Caldwell, Committee on Call.
with the extractor.
then you find out you are dealing
with iloly Land bees. I can take the
Our second and third points off iir1^- The Texas State Bee-Keepers' sections from 5 or strongalbino colouishing sufficient room for both queen
and bees to be fully occupied may Convention will be held at McKinney, nies with MS little bother, and in the
same time, that I can take them from
easily be attained, when tlie combs Texas, on Tuesday, April 25. 1882.
;

:

i^ A

;

;

;

;
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one strong Syrian colony.

Tlie Syr- tlie past season lie has taken 700 lbs.
albinos in sur- of surplus comb lioiiey from one
colony and its three swarms, and they
Wlien Syrian colonies are made are not three-banded bees at all
queenless tliey build a great many neither are they pure anythings; they
cells, but generally destroy a goodly are simply a strain that he has pronumber of tiiem before the queens duced out of the best Italians and
emerge. When I sent Mr. Root my Germans that he could get. He says
imported queen, her colony was very they work on red clover iinmeiisery.
strong and I divided it, and I had con- He has 75 colonies that doubled, and
cluded not to rear any more Syrian averaged over 200 lbs. per colony, and
queens, but just tlien I received a let- are 15 lbs. each too heavy now. One
ter froui a customer at Fort Scott, noteworthy difference between his
Kansas, saying lie would likely need bees and the " pure three-banded," is

ians did not equal
plus honey.

tlie

lot of Holy Land queens this fall
and I let the divided colony (which
was very strong, but queenless) build
up 44 queen-cells, and after they were
capped over they destroyed all but S
or 9, which produced queens. They
are also more difficult to introduce

a

queens

in.

I have therefore concluded to drop
the Syrians. I iiave but two queens
at present, which are mated with albino drones. I shall keep these for
further experimenting, but will not
rear any more for sale, unless they
develop more favorably, liereafter.
I am preparing to run at least 1-50

under-

if I

If a general outpouring of opinions
this subject now under discussion could be liad, I think that Mr.

upon

Briggs would be astonished.

I have
had private letters from many of our
oldest queen breeders upon tliis subject, and every one of them substantially agrees with me.
Thousands of

the inexperienced, believe that this
system is the only correct one.
Nothing will ever conclusively settle this problem except years of extliat he has no queens for sale, and perience of those who are trying to
does not wish his name given ; he is support themselves and their families
not a queen vender, but a home by means of tlie cash realized from
breeder and honey producer.
surplus honey.
Does Mr. Briggs really think tliat it
Dowagiac, Mich.
is more ditlicult to test bees for bands
than for business? If so, why not
For the American Bee JonmaJ.
quit testing for bands, for all you can
claim is that they indicate certain
How to Use the Apiary Register.
business qualities, and test for the
,

qualities direct ?
Does lie imagine
that a lioney producer will complain
of the number of bands upon a queen
or her progeny, if they till the Ijill of
his expectations for qualities.
Every
queen that I call " tested " will have
colonies for honey tlie coming season, to |)ass througli a different crucible
of which a large majority will be al- and a far greater period of time, than
binos. I prefer them to any I have those of the prize test. By a tested
yet seen. Tlipre will be a rusli for (jueen, I mean one proven to be norearly queens, the couiing season the mal and healthy, and lays eggs that
orders that 1 have boolced aliead will hatch out bees that (no matterWhere,
require over 100 nuclei.
how or what they work upon) store
Double Pipe Creek, Md.
large amounts of honey, build comb
readily and behave peaceably.
queen that does that is tested to my
For the American Bee Journul.
entire satisfaction, and if she proThe Best Bees Controversy.
duces bees having no bands or four,
as large as kittens or as small as yellow
JAMES HEDDON.
jackets, or is herself dark or light,
large or small, normally or excessively
Ill reply to my article in tlie Bee prolilic, she is of value to me
and
Journal, Mr. Briggs made a man of what I prize for myself, I prize for
sti-awaiid then knocked him down, to others, and rice versa. I could test
his evident satisfaction. Wlien we can- queens for liands with less than onenot answer what our opponent says, fourth the labor and time tliat I can
we sliould not put words and ideas for the qualities named above.
up to answer that he did not say. Mr.
experience is that large workers
Briggs' way of getting at my meaning are usually found keeping company
is not only quite ingenious, and favor- with the test qualities above named,
able for a reply, but about like the but quite often small queens. There
little boy
whose mother told liim are other minor points of preference;
" never to despise a man because he but if weadd them to. our test qualiwore a ragged coat." This little boy fications too soon, they may get in the
being obedient, commenced at once to way of the more vital ones mentioned.
despise all men wlio wore coats tliat I deem such a course poor policy.
were not ragged. It would seem imI think, just wlnit Mr. Briggs and
possible for anyone to misunderstand I Ijelieve in regard to breeding, is
my meaning as Mr. Briggs seems to pretty .well niiderstood. We do not
have done.
differ in regard to wliat we want, but
Many of our largest honey produ- only in the method of obtaining it.
cers escliew the idea of purity of any We" both want a better bee. Neither
special race of bees as a point in suc- of us are old fogy enough to say, " we
cessful honey-produciiig, and many of have reached perfection."
Mr. B.
those of less experience are foolish puts great stress on the 3 bands that
enougli to think these men are as wise we have liad for hundreds of years.
as tliose whose honey has never been " Keep them pure, as they were,"
seen in tlie markets, ;ind if one of seems to me to be the idea, in fact.
these men should order a queen from
I believe the German bee has some
some equally foolish breeder, asking very excellent qualities that the Italfor one ' tested for qualities and not ians do not possess
I want these
color," there would likely be no ques- qualities to become a part and parcel
"
tions arising afterward in regard to of
the coming bee," and for 5 years
the "rings of purity."
I have advocated working for it.
The
friend of mine (in whose words main difference in opinion is, I want
I have conlideuce), who lias swapped two races (and may be, by-and-by,
"rings of purity" foi- bees tiiat are more) and months and years of time
producing immense yields of surplus to test them, while Mr. Briggs wants
coQib honey, writes me that during the three-banded race exclusively
;

A

;

My

;

A

and a few weeks of time,
stand him correctly.

E. A.

THOMAS.

The Editor of tlie Bee Journal
has done it
He has gotten up a neat
well bound Register, well adapted to
the wants of all apiarists, and I believe it will pay every one wlio has a
dozen colonies or more to send and
get one. By its use you can improve
your bees, developing their most valuable qualities and thus increase the
!

products of your apiary. We all wish
to secure the largest amount of surplus honey from our apiaries, this being the chief end of bee-culture now,
therefore, any means that will tend to
increase tlie surplus crop, either
directly or indirectly, should be embraced by all progressive bee-keepers.
A careful and correct nse of the
Register cannot fail to redound to
your ultimate success.
Some one way back in the corner
may say that it " don't pay," or, " it is
too'mncli trouble." The first objection I have already answered
in regard to the second I will say that after
learning to keep the Register properly
it takes but very little time, it being
in convenient form for carrying in
tlie
pocket while at work in the
;

apiary.

Perhaps a few hints about keeping
a correct Apiary Register may be
timely here, and assist many in filling
up the blanks in their books.
The headings are all iilain and easy
to understand until we come to the
characteristics. Perhaps if I tell you

how

I

mark my own queens, you

will

better understand how to nse this part
of the Register, so important in breeding valuable strains of bees and in
developing any particular quality
wliich yon desire your bees to possess.
Industry. I have kept a record
1
of the industry of my colonies for
years, and my success is due in part to
this fact.
At intervals during the
early part of the season before the
honey harvest opens, I note the exact
condition of every colony under the
head of Remarks. I havff found that
about as sure a way to test the industry of a colony is to note how they
work on the first pollen in spring if
tliey are found indolent at that time
they will not prove very valuable as
honey gatlierers. At the close of the
.

;
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season I proceed to mark each colony,
taking into consideration tlie amount
of lioney ihey tiave stored, making
proper allowance if extracted their
condition at the opening of the honey
season and at its close; the vigor with
which they work on the early pollen
in spring the weight of the colony in
the fall. In the case of a young swarm
I estimate the weight of the swarm
when hived, and proceed as before.
After a careful consideration of all
these points, I mark all the colonies
that have given the best results at 75;
those next the best at 70 and so on
down ; lOU is supposed to be a standard
to be sought for but not yet attained.
I rear my queens from those wliich
stand the highest, and allow no
colony to rear any drones that is
marked below 75. I change the queens
of all colonies marked below 50,atonce.
The next season, if I find any colony
that beats the best record of the previous year I mark them 80, and so on
up. After raising the standard of the
best to So, I raise that of the poorest
;

;

Any argument in regard
to this point will be out of the limits
of this article, but if
meaning is
not sufficiently plain, I shall be pleased
to make it more clear at some future
being equal.

my

time.
4.

I'rolilicness.

In

lilling

up

this

space I give particular attention to the
strength of the colony. It is not always the strongest colonies in spring
that contain the most prolilic queens.
colony, althougli strong in the fall,
may become depopulated from some
cause or causes entirely beyond the
control of the apiarist
therefore, a
small colony in spring is not a sure
indication of an unprolitic queen. It
seems to me the only correct way to
mark them is to consider the amount
of brood in proportion to tlie strength
of each colony.
5. Color. I select the largest, best
shaped queens, having an abdomen
all yellow, and
that produces the
largest, finest and most uniformly
marked bees as a standard, and compare all others to her. In this way I
can mark every queen'very accurately.
In conclusion, I wish to again call
your attention to the value, aye, the
necessity of an Apiary Register in
breeding an improved strain of bees.
If bee-keepers in general will get a
Register, and keep a careful and concise record of every queen and colony.
It will not be long before our American Italians will have a World-wide
reputation. It may not be improper
for me to say here, that I have already
had several calls for queens, from
Scotland, Germany and other parts of
Europe, to be shipped during the coming summer. I have kept a Register
similar to the one Mr. Newman has
just gotten up, for a great many years,
and I believe my success in breeding
the present princely strain of Italians
is due in a great measure to this fact.
Coleraine, Mass.

A

;

that is, I change the queens of
those that are marked below (iO.
By this method of culling the best for
breeding purposes and destroying the
poorest queens, I have improved my
bees to that extent that, at the " annual marking" last fall the best stood
at ;i5 and the lowest at 75. 1 am cognizant of the fact that, without the
aid of an Apiary Ilegister I never
could have obtained sucli satisfactory
results in breeding, whicli have exceeded my most sanguine expectations.
2. Docility.
The next space in
order is headed Docility. xVlthough
secondary to some others, this is a
valuable trait in a good strain of bees,
and it is well to develop it as much as
possible without
interfering
with
other and more Important qualities.
No one will probably have any trouble
in tilling up this space, but I would
suggest that, in deciding on the relative docility of colonies, they be
For the American Bee JournaL
manipulated on the same day and at
Foundatlou for Surplus.
the same time of day, using an even
quantity of smoke and equal care.
Any deviation from this rule will reC. C. MILLEll.
sult in an inaccurate marking, as tlie
atmospheric changes exert a great inInstead of using small starters I
fluence on the temper of the bees.
practice lilling the sections full of
3. Hardiness.
This is one of the foundation. This makes me anxious
most important qualities which an im- to find and use that which is the very
roved strain of bees can possess, and best for the purpose, and I am glad of
f earnestly recommend a careful con- any light I can get on the subject. I
sideration of this point. I apprehend am inclined to believe that unnecesthat the solution of the wintering sary ado has been made about the
problem depends in a measure on ' fish-bone," and that in many cases
breeding hardy bees ; I speak from more of a '-fish-bone" than many supexperience, having lost oidy two colo- pose, can be found in the natural comb.
nies during the last ten years, a result Still, I think the utmost care should
which is attributable as much to my be taken to leave no room for objecbees being of a strong, hardy race, as tion, and our combs should equal as
to any improved methods of wintering. nearly as may be, or, if possible, excel
In marking the hardiness of colonies, the natural comb.
great care and judgment is required.
So rapid are the changes and imI always take into consideration their provements in foundation that it is
exact condition in fall; their condition difficult for anyone to keep track of
when taken from their winter-quar- them all. As yet I liave only tried tlie
ters
how they stand the tirst cold Root, Dunham and Van Deusen, and
winds of spring, etc. As hardiness can only give my experience for what
must liave an indirect influence on the it is worth. This season I shall try
amount of honey which the bees will the Vandervort and Given. The flat
store, I presume the colonies giving bottomed or Van Deusen I do not like
the best results to be the most hardy so well as the others, and although
as well as industrious, all other things some think the Dunham is not suitto

(30;

all

;
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able for surplus, I had a lot of 70 lbs.
that pleased me well. It ran less than
6 feet to tlie pound, but the base or

septum was very thin. Some Root
foundation running 10 feet to the
pound was nice, but was made in narrow pieces, was crooked, and did not
cut to advantage.
In the present unsettled state of
afiairs I do not know that it is possible, but for those who use foundation
by the 100 pounds it is certainly desirable that there should be some settled
understanding as to what consitutes
thin foundation, and the proper price
therefor.

For one, I am not anxious to have
foundation running so many feet to
the pound provided the middle wall or
base is thin, for if it has high side
walls and tlie bees will thin it out, I
think it will be a gain. But foundation 10 feet to the pound cannot be
afforded for the same price as that
running 6 feet to the pound, even if
the base of each be exactly the same
in thickness. The custom of charging
10 cents per pound extra for surplus
foundation is well enough if that
much difference is in the making, but
when I am charged the same price for
foundation running 7 feet to the pound
with the wax mostly or altogether in
the base, as is charged for 10 foot foundation, I feel that I am not getting
the best end of the bargain. If any
uniformity can be established, it will
be a blessing.
Marengo,Ill.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Section
A. D.

Honey Boxes.
STOCKING.

Mr. E. A. Thomas, in the Bee Jourfor January 25th, objects to the

nal

one-piece sections, altliough my experience with sections has been limited, I think the one-piece section the
strongest and quickest put together,
and it certainly is the neatest ; it will
stand more jarring and careless handling without cracking the combs than
either the dovetailed or nailed section.
I have never seen any dovetailed sections that would not get loose in the
joint after being put together, standing awhile and getting dry, and the
least jar racks them out of shape.
Propolis will not hold them when it is
cold, they require the joints to be
dipped in glue to be safe. This is my
experience with dovetailed sections.
As to breaking in putting the onepiece section together, if they are
made from good stuff there need not
be one in a hundred broken; take a

sponge dipped

in

water and

draw

across the joints and pack them close
for a short time, and they will bend
nicely, and if a small paint brush be
dipped in hot glue and drawn ;icross
the joints, they will be perfectly secure. It will take but a few minutes'
practice to get the knack of putting
them together so that they can be done
(even with the gluing) faster than
the dove-tail can be put together. I
have no interest in the manufacture
or sale of any section.
Ligonier, Ind.

:
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Tlie

tlie

form (neuter or worker ants and bees), sessing ordinary mechanical skill can
some of which have been known to make one, and Mr. Chapman deserves
produce young without the interposi- the good will of all who need such a
machine, for generously giving it to
tion of the male.

American Bee JournaL

Theory of Parthenogenesis.
DR. WM. R.

HOWARD.

In conclusion, I will say that, in the
above, I have merely called attention
"
"
As piier Americana has dissected to the " dissected " article to prove
my article in the American Bee the points he refers to, and had he
Journal, vol. 17, page 290, and not carefully read it, and thoroughly
tried to compare the parts, or advance understood it, he would have Ijeen
any arguments to disprove them, I spared the pains of even referring to
will simply answer his questions, while it, unless he could have advanced some
In Bee arguments to disprove ttie points
I examine his assertions.
Journal, vol. IS, page 42, he says
mentioned, or have given some evi"I also deny (with Mr. Robinson) dence to establish his own assertions.
is
that parthenogenesis
a fact proven Mere assertions, without any attempt
in nature." 1 will call his attention toward proof, are puerile in tlie main.
to the last paragraph in the article At "that well where truth lies hidabove referred to, in which I said den," we all hope toraeet—imer Amer" Now, since parthenogenesis or icana.
agamic reproduction is the production
Kingston, Tex., Feb. 10, 1882.
:

of living individuals, witiiout the
actual congress of the sexes, he is
compelled to admit the production of
Now
drones by partlienogenesis."
mark, it is a well known fact, that vir"
fertile workers " do
gin queens and
lay eggs whicli produce living individuals, and no one has ever shown
that these workers liad been fecundated by meeting the drones. Again,
he says
"All admit that the (|ueen
bee is not bisexual, therefore all her
eggs must be fertilized by the spermatozoa of the male to produce truitfulness." If the queen bee is not bise.xiial then she must be asexual, or a
hermaplirodite, so called. If she is
not a bisexual insect what is tlie use
of congress of the sexes V I stated
that " fertilization of the female germ
by means of the male sperm, through
the congress of sexes, is the rule with
bisexual animals, but there are exceptions among insects."
He says
" asexual, i.e. without sex is not a law
I plainly defined the
in nature."
meaning of the term as I used it, and
there certainly was no cause tor his
" The indimisconstruing it, viz
viduals in whom this budding process
takes place are called asexual,' because, though tiiey may resemble the
female sex outwardly, their sexual
organs are only partially developed."
He denies the budding process altogether. I ask hfm to explain the
reproduction of the aphis, taking
Huxley's 8 conclusions for his text.
He says tiiat "asexual " and "agamic"
are confined to " botanology " alone,
or " applied only to vegetable life ;"if
so, why are these terms so often employed by the best authorities in connection witli animal life. He quotes
as if from my article, " eggs that you
wish to hatch must be left to the care
of the bees." I have read the article
:

:

:

'

over and over.and have overlooked it,
or it is not there.
I find no such
language; thougli it is a truthful as-

was no point under consideration that demanded its immediate presence.
Again he says that "neuter cannot
be applied to workers, for they are
undeveloiied females." Neuter was
formerly applied to those hymenopterous insects having females of dimorphic forms, in order to distinguish the
sexual form, or tliose wliich produced
true eggs, and capable of sexual semen
sertion, there

and fecundation, from

tlie

"asexual"

For the American Boo Journal.

Wired Comb Foundation.

the public.
Belleville,

III.,

Feb. 1,1882.

For the American Bee Journal.

Wooden Separators
C. R.

for Sections.

ISHAM.

Mr. Editor In your comments on
:

my

remark that " the apiarists in this
part of New York, in the future,
would use wood separators in the place
of tin for surplus sections," you say

that, so far as your observation is concerned, their use had not been a success, and you should await with interest reports from those using them the

coming season.

My

greatest success in apiculture

has been in getting comb honey for
the city market, and dates back to the
E. T. FLANAGAN.
time I became a subscriber to the
Bee Journal, then edited and pubThe great advantage wired frames lished in Washington by the lamented
un
possess over the
wired is so obvious, Samuel Wagner.
that it is strange that the practice of
I persisted in iiroducing comb honey
wiring all frames used in the brood when Mr. A. I. Root was proclaiming
chamber, and for extracted honey, is in Gleanings, that, with him, honey
not more generally practiced. I know boxes were tilings of the past, but who
that in many quarters there yet exists afterward perfected machines for rolla prejudice against wired foundation ing out foundation which created a
and wired frames, but when the work revolution in the profitable producis properly done, and a fair trial given, tion of box honey.
The great difall prejudice vanishes.
My first experience witli separators
ficulty at first WHS to get wire, or was in using thin, perforated boards.
rather use wire, small enougli to be I afterward used glass boxes with tin
fully imbedded in the septum, and yet corners, until a fire in June, 1879. destrong enougli to resist considerable stroyed my buildings and most of my
pressure, and, at the same time, free machinery for manufacturing them.
from corrosion or rust. After many With honey harvest at hand I adopted
trials, this was accomplished by the the speediest method to secure suruse of tinned wire (No. 30 being the plus going to waste, necessity combest size). Yet, even with the ad- pelling me to use separators at an exvantage of proper wire success did pense of some $40 or $nO for tin; but
not always follow, owing to the inac- just as soon as I could get my macurate manner the wire was placed in chinery to work. I commenced replacthe frames.
ing the tins with wood, and to-day
When made by steam power, the could not be induced to use tin for new
holes in the frames are pierced before racks or frames, if it was furnished
the bars are ripped out, and when to me free of cost!
done properly, are as correct as could
The facility in changing the size of
be desired; but the majority of bee- our sections to meet the demands of
keepers make their own frames, and, trade is of no small consideration, as
consequently, the holes have to be it enables us to do so at comparatively
made by hand, and it is almost an im- little expense. The one fact of its
possibility to do it correctly in that giving a wider entrance, saying nothway besides the labor and fatigue, ing about wjirmth or cheapness, is
the time taken to pierce, say, (> holes enough to commend their use to every
in each bar, or 12 to a frame, is very tliinking, practical apiarist, who is
After having pierced and engaged in producing honey for profit.
great.
wired a large number of frames, and
When I see my views so strongly
finding the work not so accurate as I conlirmed by such successful lioney
desired, I obtained from F. B. Cliap- producers as Messrs. Newman & Son,
man, of Scipioville, N. Y. (by the way of Peoria; Messrs. Van Eaten & Rians,
a successful bee man ), a little machine, of York; Stanley & Bro., of Wyoming,
worked by hand, that lie calls a " bar and the Messrs. Benedicts, of Perry,
piercer," and I must say that after my who, for the past several years, have
experience in making the holes by been producing box honey by car
hand, that I would not be wilhout loads, I feel that my position is (iractithis machine for double its cost, could cable, and that time and experience
I not get another.
It is simple, accu- will confirm, as a grand reality, that
rate, easily worked, and quite rapid in which you now look upon as a doubtexecution. I pierced over 600 bars in ful success.
an hour, and done much better work
We took an advanced position in
than was possible by hand. It can advocating and using foundation for
be arranged to pierce as many boles as surplus honey, when it was condemned
are desired at one operation or stroke by Messrs. boolittle, Betsinger and
of the lever or handle. Any one pos- others at the Northeastern Conven;

—

—
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tion; also at the National

Convention

Xew York, wlien Messrs T. G.
Newman antl A. J. King complaineil
liekl in

so sadly; the first named, about tlie
"lish bone"' in the center of the comb,
and the latter commented so severely
upon a case of honey he liad received
from Mr. A. I. Koot, in wliich foundation had been used full size for starters.

The next fall Mr. King, in the Bee
Keeper's Mitgazine, spoke of a carload
of lioney shipped to New York by
Messrs. Newman & Son, of Peoria,
N. Y.,and myself, as itstood piled up
on the sidewalk in front of Messrs.
Thurber's store, as being the handsomest lot of honey ever brought to
New York, yet thissame pile of honey
owed

line appearance to having
built
upon wax foundation
whose use for surplus he had severely
condemned only the fall before.
It was some of this lot of honey
which found its way to the Queen's
table, giving it a place in the menu of
the titled aristocracy of Great Britain,
thereby lielping to open up a foreign
market for tlie surplus product of our
apiaries.
Tliin wax foundation properly made,
in the language of one of
York's
foremost apiarists, is a "grand success," and I believe wooden separators are destined to supply the great
desideratum for tlie cheap production
of surplus honey.
its

been

New

then place an empty for the fall yield, or for any yield after
worker comb in the central open clover bloom, bees in such great
sp.ice the queen will quickly fill it abundance, and of the proper age,
with brood, wlien one of the division together with the favorable weather
boards may be moved back and usual for that season of the year, to
another empty comb inserted in the give the most satisfactory results.
brood-nest.
Since the same form of hive and
This operation may be repeated management will not give in all localto
the
according
days,
every 10 or 12
ities similar results, 1 am by the naweather and amount of the lioney ture of the subject led to briefly conflow, until the hive is filled with sider the question of the hives best
combs.
adapted to location. Why is it that
The advantages claimed for this there is such a diversity of opinion as
method of wintering, are that the bees to tlie best form of hive or depth of
are packed up siuig and warm, the frame. I claim that location
and
open space in center giving them op- time when bees store winter supplies,
portunity to cluster together in acom- has much to do in bringing about
jjact mass, thus enabling them to keep tliese conflicting opinions.
up a proper temperature, and prevent
Take a locality where the honey suploss by small bodies of bees being
ply for winter is stored during the
combs
caught between the outside
blooming season for white clover
during a cold spell. Also brood-rear- (June and theearly part of July), when
in the spring

;

;

ing can be regulated in the spring,
according to the judgment of the beekeeper, as they will rear no brood of
any consequence during an absence of
pollen in the hive; and every beekeeper knows that too early rearing
of brood is detrimental to the welfare
of the colony.
Gainsville, Ky.
For the American Bee Journal.

Location

Peoria, N. Y.

.J.

is

an Important Matter.

A.

BUCHANAN.

[Mr. Isham is a practical and proNo doubt the kind of hive used, and
gressive apiarist, aud we hope that skill in management, has much to do
in making the pursuit of apiculture a
anotheryear's experience with wooden
success, but location plays the most
separators will fully equal his ex- important part. Perhaps one-half or
pectations. "We object to uotliing that more of the bee-keepers of the counwhere nearly the
is progressive and practical, but must try have a location
entire crop of surplus honey is secured
say that this needs some further
but little from
clover,
and
white

from

demonstration

.

Ed.]

other sources during the season.
as we can here only count on
from 3 to 6 weeks' yield from clover
bloom, it may be easily seen that ordinarily, not very large quantities of
surplus can be obtained. And, indeed, taking into account the number
of seasons clover bloom fails to secret
honey, save .in limited quantities, it
may be questioned whether in such
localities, bee-keeping, as a specialty,
can be made to pay V Where even
fair yields of surplus are secured from

A

Plau for Wintering Bees.
J. E.

One

of the desiderata in the sucwintering of bees, is pure
honey, and the absence of pollen in
the brood nest.
excess of pollen
in the combs will lead to brood-rearing, during a warm spell in winter.
This is an abnormal state, and, if fol
lowed by i)rotracted cold weather, will
result in dysentery.
To obviate this ditliculty, I propose

cessful

An

the following plan
Put away nice
worker combs, well Ulled and sealed,
containing pure honey gathered early
in the season, as this will be found to
contain the least pollen, in number
equal to two combs for each colony.
Then, after brood-rearing has ceased
in the fall, go round to each colony
lift out all the combs, shaking the bees
back into the hive, and jilace two of
these reserved combs of honey, 1!>2
inches apart, in the center of the hive;
place a division board on the outside
of the combs, packing the outside
empty spaces witli some absorbing
material cover with a quilt and chaff
cushion in top story, and leave them
until pollen begins to come in freely
:

;

the season for storing is ended, and
the liive well sujiplied, the honey, if
in shallow frames, will be in good condition for the bees to winter well, but
by the approach of cold weather, if no
fall honey is to be had, it is found that
the honey in the center combs is
nearly all consumed, and the colony in
poor condition to pass safely through
a cold winter.
In this case we have a helpless condition of things, unless means are
provided for a safe and ready passage for the bees over the frames to
the stores in the outside combs; but
tliis timely precaution is not always
attended to, and here follows heavy
losses,

and

a

vehement condemnation

shallow frame. But if the
honey had been stored in the fall, the
same as before described, and not being much drawn on for the support of
the colony before winter, there would
be no complaints about the shallow
frame. I think this a reasonable exof

the

planation, founded on facts, which
makes plain why such gre.it differences of existing opinions as to best
form of hive to adopt. '"What is one's
meat is another's poison."" That form
of hive most successful in our locality
may be a failure in another. Hence to
draw the inference that deep frames
with li^i'ge storing room in the breeding apartment, for localities where
season
are
stores for the whole
gathered during the early bloom, and
apiaries so situated, much more credit shallow frames and smaller breeding
should be given to the apiarist than to apartment, if supplies are gathered
those favored with a location giving during both early and later in the
them a'secoiul opportunity to secure season. Taking this as a correct view
of the matter, there is no necessity
surplus from fall flowers.
The .seasons following long, cold for so much controversy as to the
winters, bees are usually left in a best hive or best manner of manipulaweak condition, and do not become tion.
Experiment a little and ascertain
strong in numl)ers, and of proper age
to take the field and secure the full the kind of hive and management
benefits of this short yield, and the best suited to each peculiar location.
Holliday's Cove, W. Va.
chances are that many will only get
there in time to find tlie season ended,
and no surplus secured. Bee-keepers
[gg° It would save us much trouble,
so located as to be favored with both
an early and a late bloom, in such if all would be particular to give their
abundance as to give good yields of post oflice address and name, when
surplus, have more than a double ad- writing to this oflice. We have letters
vantage, and for such, with almost (some inclosing money) that have no
any kind of hive, it would indicate a name, post-oflice. County or State.
poor knowledge of the business, if re- Also, if you li'-e nearone postollice and
ports of large yields of surplus honey get your niaii at another, be sure to
could not be shown. There would be give" the address we have on our list.

Now,

For the American Bee Journal.
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Bees Wintering in First Rate Order.
Tin Numbers for Hives.— I would sugreceived the " Apiary Register,"' gest now that you get up a tin tag 3
and it just fills the bill. Every bee- or 4 inches square with the serial on
keeper should have one, if he has not them, to go with the Apiary Register.
more than 10 colonies of bees, for he The numbers could be stenciled on or
can by it tell, at a glance, the con- could be printed with gum stamps.
dition of every colony of bees in his The figures should be large enough to
apiary, and know what changes are be plainly seen for some distance. In
necessary, without looking over the this case, if the queen is changed from
hives. My bees, so far, are wintering one hive to another, the tag can be
linely and to-day they had a fine flight. taken off and go with her, and no
But very few bees liave died I think alteration would have to be made in
a tea-cup would hold all the dead bees the Register.
John C. Peden.
out of 30 colonies. Twenty-seven are
Lawrenceburg, Ky., Feb. 9, 1882.
on summer stands, packed in cliafE
[The numbers could be put on very
and straw, and 3 are in the cellar. I
am very sorry to hear of the misfor- readily with a stencil-plate. We fear
tune of H. A. Burch,of South Haven, the tin tags would be too expensive,
Mich.; he furnished me with some of and too easily lost. Ed.]
the finest queens it has ever been niy
lot to get.
The queens wei-e very
Doing Nicely. My 57 colonies are
large and prolific. The bees are long,
I looked through
leather-colored, very gentle, and great wintering nicely.
lioney gatherers.
His dealings with them on the 6th, and found all alive,
me were very satisfactory and just strong, and active, with plenty of
what he agreed to do. I wish I could stores with ordinary weather to take
We have
say as much for one other dealer and them through all "right.
breeder that I have had the misfortune had an exceedingly wet, changeable
I use A. G. Hill's winter
to have dealings with, and have winter.
written letter after letter to him, and hive on summer stands, without procannot even get an answer.
Wliat tection, with wire screen under the
size will it be necessary to put holes center of the bottom board. This is
into zinc for entrances to liives to pre- the winter for this mode of wintering,
and lias been a grand success. I have
vent drones from flying.
lost but two weak colonies in four
L. Densmore.
years. The past season, on account of
Livonia, N. Y., Feb. 8, 1882.
excessive drouth, was a poor one for
The early spring
[The holes or perforations in the honey with us.
zinc excluders are just % of an inch. opened up finely, and late fall closed
out nice.
Asbury McKnight.
Some use them with round perforaBible Grove, 111., Feb. 18S2.
tions, while others cut out strips IJ^
inches long by % wide, and running
N. E. Wisconsin Convention.— In the
Bee Journal of Feb. 1, 1882, page
horizontal with the entrance. Ed.]
67, under the heading " Another reis made to
Better tlien Ever.— When I say that form needed," reference
the N. E. VVisconsin Bee-Keepers'
I like the American Bee Journal
advertised to be held in
better than ever, and I may add, bet- Convention
Berlin, Wis., Jan. 17th and ISth, that
ter than all others, I mean just what I
say.
The first and most important was not held tliere and then. It is due
improvement was the change from those who were disappointed about
Monthly to Weekly the form of the that meeting that some explanation
Weekly I did not like, but made no be made. The Secretary of the N. E.
complaint, because I knew you would Wis. Association was unavoidably
change it wlienever it became our and absent from the meeting at Pe waukee,
your own interest to do so— I was not in October, 1881, and it appears from
mistaken. Your disposition to accom- iier statement that last winter it was
modate your patrons I very much ad- decided to hold but one meeting a
whicli was
mire. With the editorial commenc- year and that in October,
ing on the first page and the advertise- known to but few that were at Pewauments on the last pages, I think it is kee, and overlooked by those present
all we could desire.
Permit me, how- wlio did know when Berlin was fixed
and 18th,
ever, to make a suggestion if it as the place and Jan. 17th
would not interfere in making up the 1882, as the time of the next meeting,
form would it not be better to place being about the time it was held last
sent you a report of the
the date at the top of each page, as in winter. I
Vols. 9 and 17, it would certainly be a Convention at Pewaukee for publicaof
great convenience in reading. I hope tion, from which you took a notice
Berlin, Jan.
soon, if time permits, to send you a tlie meeting to be held at

—I
'^M"

Much Honey Consumed. —I put

33

colonies of bees into the cellar about
the 10th of December, most of them
well supplied with honey, and in good
condition. To-day I set ttiem out, and

never saw them fly livelier iu June,
than they did from 10 until 3 o'clock.
All in good condition except one late
I

liad starved.
Had I
better return tliem to tlie celhir, or
will they do as well out, if the weather
continues moderate. They liave con-

swarm, which

sumed nearly double ttie lioney, already, that they did all hist winter,
put away in the same room, and prepared in the same manner. Can you
give a reason for it V I hke the makeup of the Bee Jouknal tliis year
mucli better tlian last, and consider it

A No.

Reuben Havens.

1.

Chebanse,

111.,

Feb.

8, 1882.

[Leave them out, unless tlie weather
becomes extremely cold. Witli tlie
probability of frequent flights from
now until spring, they will suffer no
harm. The excessive consumption of
honey was owing to high temperature
in

the

cellar,

and

the

We

caused thereby.

imeasiness

presume you

more or less breeding has
taken place, while last winter there
was none. Ed.]

will find

Bacterium.

—I

was gone and

thought

bacterium

pollen had taken its
appears to be return-

place ; but as it
ing, a few words concerning it may not
be amiss. Bacterium, or the plural
bacteria,

which

is

most commonly

used, are minute forms of vegetable
organism. They are found in the sap
of trees and vegetables, in the fluids
of all animals, and abundantly in decaying substance. They are so minute
that ttiey float in the air unnoticed.
They appear to be the root or s|;arting
point of fermentation or decomposition. They have no effect on any part
as long as vitality remains. To illustrate
If a growing apple receives a
scratch on it, not enough to stop its
growing, the scratch will heal over
and become sound ; but if tlie apple
is fully ripe, bacteria get in and fermentation, rotting and decomposition
is the result.
Again, bacteria do not
work much below temperate, and not
at all below freezing. They worl^better the hotter it is, until it gets hot
enougli to destroy vegetable life. Let
us compare this with bee dysentery.
Bees are most apt to have the dysentery in long siiells of severe, cold
weather, when tlie bees are quiet and
the hive at its lowest temperature at
a time when bacteria work but little
If any.
On the other hand, when it is
warm and bacteria work the fastest,
the bees (if they have enough to eat)
are entirely free from dysentery. 1
write for the consideration of the considerate.
E. B. SOUTHWICK.
:

—

Mendon, Midi.

,

;

—

;

—

—

communication <ui the " Improvement 17 and 18, which was all right had the
on, and perhaps all right,
of the Italian bee."" I have cultivated meeting gone
any way. But after that report was
it with great care for more than 20
wrote me, suggestyears, and differ with some of our sent, the Secretary
ing that the meeting be held the latwriters concerning it.
ter part of March, and requesting me
Wm. S. Barclay.
to notify those at the Pewaukee meel^
Beaver, Fd., Feb. 8, 1882.
ing of the change, some of whom
[Thanks for the compliment. As to were notified, but no notice of this
the running date on each page, we change was sent to tlie Bee Journal,
Secretary, after notificadiscarded it on account of its trouble- because the
tion that a change would be agreeable,
someness.
shall be pleased to re- had not time to notify you before Jan.
ceive the communication. Ed.]
17th. I failed, through the pressure of

We

—

I
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other engagements, to give the Secretary the necessary information in
time to liave the matter set right,
Tlie N.
wliicli I regret very mucli.
E. Wisconsin Convention will yet
it
does
meet
when
meet at Berlin,
again, and will probably do as well for
the friends of the Association to make
amends for this disappointment, as
they did for the friends in the vicinity
of Pewaukee at the meeting there.
T. E. Turner.
Sussex, Wis., Feb. 10, 1882.
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extracting, and had no pollen, while
Climbers for Shade.— Can the Beb
those that died, with natural stores, Journal give the name of a good
think
annual
climber that will furnish shade
I
had large quantities of it. 1
never had bees winter so far with the for hives and pasture for bees V In
loss of so fevF, as the present, but the view of the action of the N. E. Convention, I should be sorry to become
worst time is yet to come, of course.
famous for anything, in apiculture.
A. A. E. WiLBEK.
If the National Association cannot
Moravia, N. Y., Feb. (i, 1882.
honor every man, they had better not
mention any, for fear some side affair
Will Air-tight Jars prevent Honey
have
When extracting will kick up a row about it. IDirect
from Candying?
lost six colonies already.
last August I tilled a Muth two-pound
indirect cause, poor
glass jar and corked it. The rest of cause, old bees
Wm. Camm.
my honey I turned into a can. I drew bee pasture.

—

;

Murrayville, 111., Feb. 11, 1882.
The Lewis Section.— 1. lias any one otT a portion of it into tumblers in
Lewis improved one- the fall, and while the honey in these
[We
do not know what to recomhas candied solid, that in the jar re2. Is it really an improvement y 3. How do the bees get mains as clear as when extracted, mend as the best annual climber for
into the sections without a side inset V thougli it has stood in the light every shade and hee pasture, too but would
Please answer through the Bee Jour- day since. The honey remaining in try some of the better and more prothe can is still liquid, though it shows
nal.
W. S. Buchanan.
varieties of cucumbers, thus
lific
W^ill honey
signs of granulating.
[Having had no experience with the which is put in an air-tight jar im- realizing a shade, honey, and a profit" Lewis improved one-piece section," mediately after extracting remain able crop of cucumbers for market,
we cannot say whether it is an im- liquid y Or, how do you account for which of itself would pay the cost of
provement. Mr. Lewis' circular gives some of this honey candying, and cultivation. In all attempts at plantsome not Please answer through the
directions to use them in cases by
ing for honey, we would advise a
Journal.
Jas. McNeill.
spreading, allowing spaces between
Hudson, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1882.
preference always to be given that
for the entrance of the bees. For use
aside from its
[We cannot account for it, except which possesses a value
in the rack, they will, of course, rehoney yield not that honey itself will
that it has remained where it did not
quire to be spread in the same manunremunerative, but because a
become so thoroughly chilled as did be
ner, using wooden separators between
double crop, and hence, a double prothat in the can. Perhaps the lack of
them.— Ed.]
is more desirable than the single
evaporation had soraetliing to do with fit,
return. We are convinced the N. E.
We have had many samples of
Irregixlar Combs. To straighten ir- it.
Convention will at some future time
regular combs I have practiced tlie extracted honey, which have candied
following plan
Warm the combs in air-tight bottles some, too, that see the error of their way, in condemnby placing them in the sun until they
ing so unmercifully the National Conwas quite new when put up. Ed.]
are soft and pliable, then lay them on
vention. A mild reproof will often
a flat, smooth surface, as a liive cover,
Wiat Was It?— In May of last year carry stronger conviction than bitter
and another flat surface, as a piece of
plank on them, to press them down 2 colonies of bees, in fair condition, denunciation.— Ed.]
level, and let them remain thus till were found to be idle and hanging
cold. Tliey are then ready to hang listlessly around the entrances to
All Right, So Far.— As long as I
in the hive, nice, even, and straight the hives, while their neighbors were
have one colony left and the Bee
as could be desired.
This is my busily engaged in bringing in honey
An investigation re- Journal continues so far to excel all
practice, and my hundreds of straight and pollen.
Ipiit into winI shall take it.
combs, without an irregidar or crooked vealed the fact that perhaps J4 of their others,
ter quarters, tlie fall of 18S0, 30 coloone, is the result. I never shave down, brood was dead and decayed in the
packed with rags, hives set
cells — some of it unsealed and some nies, caps
nor melt up good combs into wax.
tight on the
sealed, but with perforations in the under a shed boarded up
S. D. McLean.
The bees could not, or west and north, and about 18 inches
cappings.
Columbia, Tenn., Feb. 10, 1882.
would not, remove the sticky mass of straw packed between the wall and
from
the bottom of the cells, so I pro- hives; came through with 20 colonies
An Excellent Report. — Last winter I ceeded
to do it for them with a bent strong in honey, but weak in bees.
of
41 preonly saved o colonies out
continued to do so for one Tliey carried in pollen April 18th and
pared for winter the fall previous. pin, and I
colonies, at intervals, until they built up rapidly from that time, but
These -5 were in very weak condition of therecovered
and made a prosperous the droutli came just in time to find
and I had but little hopes of any sur- fully
colony. With the other I adopted a the hives crowded with young bees,
plus from them. I obtained 2 colonies
more radical course, by removing all which had nothing to do but consume
froru my neighbors, making 7 to betheir combs and making them start a wliat they had gathered from white
gin witli. When the warm weather
They swarmed but little, inlot of brood, which all proved to clover.
came they built up beyond my expec- fresh
creased to 28 colonies, and went into
What
was
it V
healtliy.
be
tations, and gathered a small surplus
winter quarters in the same manner
J. L. WOLFENDEN.
from wliite clover basswood lasted
that 1 jDacked last winter, and seem
but a short time; red clover did well
[It was brood which had become to be doing well so far.
for the Hrst time in a number of years,
G. W. Pagett.
and huckwbeatyieldedsparingly. To chilled, and the bees were disheartened
Oxford, Ind., Feb. 9, 1882.
discouraged.
Had
it
been
foul
and
],6.'50
sum u)) 1 obtained
lbs. of extracted honey from my 7 colonies, brood there would have been a recurMake a
Recipe for Making P.aste.
spring count, averaging20.j5-71bs. per rence of it in the two hives, and would
thin batter of best wheat flour, stir
colony. I increased to 10, which are
to
other
colonies.—
Ed.]
this into boiling water, on a slow fire;
in the cellar with sugar syru|) and no have extended
when cooked, or thick, take from over
pollen. The honey wliich would have
been required to winter them, is not
Bees in the Cellar doing Well. — tlie fire, and to each quart stir in 2
included in the 1, 0.^0 lbs. After read- have .50 colonies in Laiigstroth hives ounces of New Orleans sugar or moing Mr. Heddon's articles, it set me in the cellar, doing finely. Last sea- lasses, while hot. This paste will adthinking about my losses last winter. son was a very poor one for bees, in here as well to a non-porous surface
Keep in a cool
I found, by examination, that the colo- these parts, but little surplus honey as to a porous one.
place.
C. IlAUCKE.
A. Reynolds.
nies I fed the syrup to, liad only such was produced.
fireenup C. H., Ky., Feb. 6, 1882.
Quaker Springs, X. Y., Feb. 6, 1882.
combs in tlie hive as 1 had used for
tried to use the
piece section V

;

;'

—

—

:

;

;

:

—
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Bees have had Freqiifeut Flights.
Wintering Well in Chaff.— I put into
have been making very close observa- winter quarters 60 colonies, packed in
tions in reference to color o( bees and chaff. All had a depth of 6 inches of
their qualities for honey gathering, chaff over the bees and inside of the
disposition in liaiidling, liardiness, cap. Previous to Jan. 26th they were
prolificness and beauty. My bees are not out for 6 weeks, but on that date
of the lightest strains, with but few they had a good flight. 1 discovered
exceptions. 1 keep the darker ones then that one had starved by clusterin my Southern apiary the light ones ing in one end of the hive and leaving
at home. I will give the results of my plenty of honey in the otlier, that they
investigations to the readers of the could not get to, on account of the
Bee Journal soon. Bees are win- cold. On Feb. 6th the mercury ran up
tering finely. I have 18.5 colonies in to 62^ in the shade. Taking advantgood condition, on the summer stands. age of this, I opened every hive and
The weather has been tine, with mer- found all in fine order there was
The capped brood in a good many of the
cury above zero all the winter.
bees have had flights nearly every hives.
We are having remarkably
week. The prospect is good for the fine warm weather for tliis time of
coming season.
L. J. Diehl.
year.
C. W. McKown.
;

;

Butler, Ind., Feb. S,18S;i.

Gilson,

111.,

Feb.

9, 1882.

Bees Doins Well.— I put about 40
Packed in Chaff.— Bees are winterof bees in my cellar on ing here finely. They enjoyed a good
Christmas day, and left 6 colonies on fly on the 6th inst.,and one Dec. 18th.
their summer stands. All are in line I have 146 colonies packed in chaff
condition.
Those left out-of-doors all but 2 are in good condition. I am
have had frequent flights, and for the surprised at the reports of the extreme
last 2 or 3 days have been carrying in cold East. Seven degrees above zero
pollen from soft maple. The weather is the coldest we have had.
IS warm, being more like May tlian
H. D. BURRELL.
February.
I. P. Wilson.
Bangor, Mich., Feb. 10, 1882.
Burlington, Iowa, Feb. 15, 1882.
colonies

Spring-Like.— Isend herewith some
Prospects Brighter. — Last winter sprigs of smilax with bloom. My bees
was so disastrous to my bees that I have had some grand and glorious
wasasliamed to rei)ort ray losses, after flights the last few days. Some got
pronouncing my bees all right in info my plant house and gathered
March. My bees did so well last sea- honey and pollen from smilax,
etc.
son, however, thaX I am getting re- Robin red-breasts and
bine birds
conciled. My honey crop averaged 150
lbs. for each colony that I saved from
the wreck, and the increase by division
was 200 per cent. Now, with a bee
house built on the plan described by
Mr. Greening, in No. 29 of last year's
Bee Journal, and better preparation of each colony last fall, I hope to
report all my colonies lit for duty at
next spring's roll-call. I have never
had time to attend any of the Conventions, but promise myself in the near
future the pleasure of taking yourself,
Prof. Cook, and other bee-masters by
the hand, and thank you all for much
instructive and valuable information
I have received by the perusal of your

communications.
F. T. Bouteiller.
Belle Kiver, Ont., Feb. 9, 1882.

Cold.— Bees air right so far. Tliey
are getting a good fly to-day. An 18
inch snow fell on Saturday last which
is melting rapidly.
The coldest here
this winter was on Jan. 24—2- above
zero.
larly

The Bee Journal comes
and

reaches

reguappreciated. Generally
on Friday of each week.

is

me

J.

Pleasant Dale,

W.

W. Carter.

Va., Feb.

8, 1882.

The Langstroth Hive.— I have tried
four different patent hives for many
years. The first was the Lauggtroth.

They were

all

by side with
found that the

tried side

the Langstroth, and

I

Langstroth was tlie best for all purposes, so I transferred all of my bees
to this hive
tlierefore, I think that
Mr. Heddon's advice is perfect, sound
and provable.
Wm. Roberts.
;

Vaughansville, O., Feb.

14, 1882.

greeted methisniorning, the first time
this season.
The weather is like
spring. What a difference
this and last season.

Peru,

111.,

between

H. S. Hackman.
Feb. 14,1882.

—

Dairy versns Apiary. I write to
draw out from some source liowmuch
the apiary detracts from tlie dairy. It
is well known, by observing dairymen, that bees take from their pastures

some of the richest and choicest elements of their milk and butter, and
the

savory sweet

and

nourishing

qualities from their beef and mutton,
and their covvs give, so to speak,

—

Bee-Keeping in (Jeorgia. Bees have
had a flight nearly every day during
winter, and there were but few days
that they have not carried in pollen.
In examininga few colonies on the 10th
iiist., I found all of them breeding
finely, some of them with brood in 5
frames. Should they get no set back,
they will swarm in March. Drones
are

The present

nearly developed.

Bee Journal I admire,
andalso the manner in which it is edited. I have not sent anything for
size of the

publication in it lately, seeing that
you had plenty tliat was much better,
but please do not think I have forgotten the old American Bee Journal long may it and its editor live.
A. F. Moon.
Rome, Ga., Feb. 10, 1882.

—

Mild Winter.- The winter has been
a remarkably mild one, and well calculated to bring bees through in good
shajie. My bees were carrying in pollen last

Monday.
H. H. Littell.

Louisville, Ky., Feb. 17,1882.

Bee-Keeping in Utah.— Cache valley
about 100 miles north of Salt Lake
City, some colder, and subject to early
and late frosts much liealthier.
have not many bees liere yet, but what
we have are doing and paying well.
use the Kidder hive as yet.
colony of Italian bees in ttie Kidder
hive will sell for about $14 extracted
honey about 25 cts. i)er lb. My report
from the county was 70 pounds to the
colony— a little over 6,000 pounds. I
is

We

;

A

We

;

am

if we had more expeand your modern improvements, we could do better. We will
keep working at it till we get tliem. I

satisfied

rience

guess you can appreciate the feelings
Our bee
of a young bee-keeper.
pasturage is good plenty of sweet,
red and Lucerne clovers, and about
2.000 acres of willows. I winter on
the summer stand, using stable manure and some sawdust, piling them
beneath, at the sides, back and on top,
and leaving the entrance clear. On
the 1st of May they are ready for
swarming. We generally increase

—

skimmed milk when pastured near two from one. Some years past we
large apiaries. We have all noticed a have been troubled with foul brood.
vast difference in the savory elements The County Courts have appointed
of milk, butter, beef and mutton, and
think the scientists will attribute a
part to the depredations of the honey
bee. I should like to hear through
the Bee Journal from some one
versed in agriculture, as well as the
apiary, about our bees depredating on
the dairy. 1 have .50 colonies of bees
in the cellar in good condition.
I lost
8 colonies last winter out of 35, leaving 27 last spring, some very weak. I

increased to 50, and took off about ."jOO
lbs. of section honey, and called it a
very poor year. Our bee pasture is
mainly white clover the quality of
honey is good, and sells at 20 and 25
cts. per lb.
I am well pleased with
the present form of the Bee Journal. When Jan. 1, 1882, came, I had
52 numbers (none lost), making a
large book.
;

Alvah Reynolds.
Oneida,

111.,

Feb.

6, IS82.

Commissioners to inspect and destroy
foul brood wherever found, and they
are doing a good work. The Courts
impose a tieavy line on any one who
refuses to destroy the infected hive.
Though new, our county realized
S20,000 frcnn honey alone.
George IIiisbakd, Bee Com'r.
Logan, Utah, Jan. 22, 1882.

Yonng Bees.- Today, Feb. 3, I
looked over all of my bees, as it was
warm, and they had a good flight. I
found them

iii
excellent condition,
strong in bees, and several had commenced to rear brood one having
brood on two frames, and some were
hatching out. Some liad hatched. I
;

liave 28 colonies, all in chaff hives.
1 Mud a scarcity of pollen in all of
colonies.
X. C. McFatridge, M. D.
Carroll, Ind., Feb. 3, 1882.

my

—

..
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as
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Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

Food and Medicine.

lot

of our

RATES FOR ADVERTISING,
20c. per agate

A

line of

space, each insertion.

of Agate type will contain about elteht
wortltt; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

Special Notices,

TiO

cents per line.

IHSCOXTKXS will

Weekly
For 4 weeks
"
m ""

be piven on advertisements
aa follows, if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount,

for the

"13
»6
39

"

"

*'

"

*•

5«

"

:

—

{ymonth8)....50
(1

cent.,

©

«0

year)

Discount, for 1

per

ao

months).... SO
40
(fimonths)

(3

**

"

"

"

"

lO

the ^(itter now being his address.
the simplest, the healthiest, the most
-...^ •-.-.
natural, and the most strengthening
Ribbon
Badges,
for bee-keepers, on
article of food for healthy persons, as
which are printed a large bee in gold,
well as the best remedy for the sick
and for the convalescent it is the true we send for 10 cts. each, or SS per 100.
;

the Monthly alone,
per cent.

year, in

months,

have just issued a new edition cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
pamphlet bearing the above They are lettered in gold on the back,
It has been revised and en- and make a nice and convenient way
title.
larged from 24 pages to 32, the new to preserve the Journal as fast as
pages being devoted to ««« Recipes received. They will be sent postpaid
for Honey Medicines, as well as all by mail for 75 cents.
kinds of cooking in wliicli honey is
1^0. H. Townsend has moved from
used.
Ilubbardston to Kalamazoo, Mich.
It is undeniable tliat pure honey is

We

l&0%

25

life, to restore them
wonted strength and health.

balsam of

to their

1^" When changing a postofiice adneeded is to educate the dress, mention the old as well as the
community up to tliis idea, and in no new address.
way can that be done so well as by diin
advance.
payable
Advertisements
Transient
When you have gotan old horse that
— Vearlv Contracts pay:ibie quarterly, in advance. recting their attention to the merits
has pas.sed the market period, apply a
of lioney.
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
bottle of KeiidalTs Spavin Cure and
This little pamphlet should be scat- the result will be marvelous. Read
»74 West Madison Street., Chicago, 111.
tered by thousands all over the coun- advertisement.
.5w4t
In this way
try, by honey i)roducers.
SECTIONS a specialty. Pound
OKE-PIECE
it will creaU a home market in almost
size, $4.50 per l.cioo. L. Hives 50c. each in the
fiat.
BYRON WALKER, Capac, St.ClairCo.,Mloh.
any locality.
&8ml2t p
We have put the price of them low
To Advertisers.— By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
the year, it will be seen that consider- them far and wide. Single copy 6
STILL AHEAD!
Sample by Mail
30c.
able reduction has been made. This, cents, postpaid; per dozen,.50 cents;
Per dozen, by express
$2 00
in connection witli our large and in- per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100 Catalogue and Price Listof Bee-Keepers" Supplies
Small Fruit Plants, free to any address.
creasing circulation, makes it advan- or more, we print, if desired, on the and
,Sw4t
n. E. DODG£, Fredonia, N. Y.
tageous to dealers to avail themselves cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers igiving the name and address of the 1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
of America to make their announce- bee-keeper w)io scatters them). This
am now bookinfi orders for my
GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
ments for the comhig season's trade. alone will pay him for all his trouble
the best stock
the country. Warranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
We not only offer the best advertising and expense enabling him to dispose
early in the sea.ion. f :j..w
after
.July,
$2;
frame
Nurleua, with
medium, buttli* lowestrates on yearly of his honey at home, at a good profit.
iTeated Queen. :f4
Full Colony,
Tested Queen, .$10. The Best
When 100 or more copies are wanted, Quinby L'kerwith
contracts.
for ¥1.50. Address all orders to
they will be sent by express, at the
(Money Order Office)—Butler. Dekalb Co.. Ind.
Hwfim
The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages expense of the purchaser.
to each colony, ruled and printed, and
T>T"inp ^'^^ iM.SmithsburK. Wash.
iV, i i -IVIJJ5 Co., Md., breeder of those
is so arranged that a single glance will
CLUBBISU LIST FOR 1882.
]£e»ufiriil Albiuound Italiiiti Qiiveiisand
Bees, whif h Kave universal ^atisfaction hist seagive a complete history of the colony.
son. Send for circular,
8sm6t
Wesupply the Weekly American Bee JourDiscount, for 1 vear. in the Semi-Monthly alone,
months, 20 per cent.

40 per cent., 6

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the Lime the advertisements inserted.

What

is

DODGE'S FEEDER

I

ill

—

;

;

-J

;

!

DA
.

For 50

colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (-120 pages)

The

$1 00 nal and any of the
1

.50

2 00

larger ones can be used for a

following periodicals, for 1882

at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publishers' Price. Club,

few colonies, give room for an increase The Weeltly Bee Journal
$2 00.
Gleanings inBee-Oulture(A.I.Root) 00.
of numbers, antt still^keep the record andBee-Keepers'
Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
Bee-Keepers'Instructor( W.Thomas) 2 .50..
all together in one book, and are there4 50..
The 4 above-named papers
fore the most desirable ones to proBee-Keepers'Exch'nBe(Houk&Peet).'i 00..
.3

cure at the start.

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

Kansas Bee-Keeper
Tlie 7 above-named papers

Weekly Bee Journal one year and
i^° Articles for publication must be TheProf.
Cook's Manual (bound in cloth)
Bees and Hnnev, iT. G. Newman) ..
written on a separate piece of paper
Binder for Weekly, ISSl
Binder for Weekly for 1882
from items of business.

.

2 75
2 00
2 3.5
4 00

Fdn. Foundation Fastener.
A Simple Machine
FASTENING COMB FOT'.VD.ATION to the
TOP AND ENDS OF BROOD I'U.VMES, OR IN
For

SECTION BOXES, securely and
8.

circular.

2 80
2 50.. 2 36
260.. 2 40
6 30.. 5 50

3 25.. 3
2 40.. 2
2 85.. 2
2 75.
2

GOODRICH'S

00
25
75
50

r.i|iidlv.

Send for

QOonKiCM,

Swtf

XJi-hiiiia, III.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES,
and KINK
price

list.

POULTRY EGGS
J. F.

for sale. Send for
Poseyville, Ind.

KIGHT,

swut

1^" AVe are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are V Every
subscriber is sucli an agent; we have
To try the NEW DEANE SYSTEM this season.
OnlyAOctti. in stamps for a sample set. sent by
club can have sample copies sent to no others, and greatly desire that each express, at buyer's
expense, or :iO els. in stamps
least
send
in
for exact dimensions of that and the Star Chaff
at
one
new
would
one
interview,
desire
to
the persons they
v.. II. nKAXE.
Hive.
%vith
his
own
renewal.
Mnrtonsville,
subscriber
Swit
Woodford Co.. Ky.
by sending the names to this office.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to auy perAny one intending to get up a
son.

DON'T FAIL

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

^^xrcvtisemmts.

OFFICE OF American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Feb. 20, 1882.

The AMERICAN Bee Journal

I

Given's FoiindationPress.
The

the oldest Bee

improvement

latest

in

Foundatlun. Ourthlu

common Foundation is not surpassed. The
Paper in Ameru-Ei, and has a lari^e circulation in and
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
State, Territory and Province, amout,' fannframe. Ail Presses warranted to ^ive satisfaction.
The following are the Uitest quota- every
ers, mechanics, prcfessional and business men,
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
tions for honey and beeswax received and is, therelore. the best advertising medium.
iwly
». S. GIVEN dfc C, Hoopeston.
t

is

111.

up

to this

hour

The Orielaal irr>n

:

Quotations of Cash Bayers.

BINGHAM

CHICAGO.

HONEY—The market "has an

Rod
UCC

upward tendency,

1

am now

quality,

lHi.ii22c.

Newman, u72 W. Madison

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
ANIJ

the
North American BeeKeepers' Snr-iety for
their inventions were
the Rev. L. L. LanK-

:

Al. H.

Members

ry

:

BBESWAX-Prime

I

^ninkoi' '*''"-' ""'-'^ invent-.r^
OlMUtVCI ever elected Honora-

paying tlie following prices in cash
Light comh honey, in single coiutj section8.l7(<i^2l
cents in larper boxes 2c. less. Extracted, 8®10c.

and

CJID
IllO, Dili

St.

CINCINNATI.

of

"troth,

movable cnmb

liive

Frances Dun-

;

KKEP TUEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

liam, comb foundation ; T. F. BinKham,

1 pay 8@llc. for extracted honey on arrival, and
16@l8c., for choice comb honey.
BEESWAX.— 18@22c., on arrival. I have paid
C. F. Mdth.
25c per lb. for choice lots.

bee smoker.

The North American Bee-Keepers' Soifty of Ks.si. and the
MiriiiL;an State BeeKccners' Society of

Qaotatlens pf Commission Merchants.

s.s

)

I

rccemmonded

.

only Bin^'liaiu Simik-

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Choice white

comb,

in

1

in 2 to 3 lb. boxes, 17©20c.:
to 3 lb. boxes, 12^^@15c. Extracted, white, lOCa-llc; dark, Oc.
R. A. Burnett, ig5 South Water St.

dark and mixed, in

1

NEW

YORK.

We

;

;

:

BEESWAX.— Prime
THORN &

quality. 21(a23c.
Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

SAN FUANCI8CO.
E^ONEY— Market is dull not much
;

)

PKICES:
shield),

H inch

1

is an entire lack of inquiry at present.
I(;[<y2UC. dark to good, 10®
Extracted, choice to extra white, 8^i(<iloc.:
dark and candied, 7(a;8c. IlKESWAX— 23®25c.
;

423

$1 50

.

Front Street.

IS

25

i

1

00

1

75

To

974

ST. LOUIS.
and slow for

all

T. F. BINGHAM, or
BIN(iHAM & HETHERINGTON.
Abronla, MIc-h.

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., according to quality.
BEESWAX— Pi imc quality, 25c.
Street.
Crocker & blake.

fi7

Chatham

CLEVELAND.
market continues very steady
best white, in 1 and 2 lb. sections, sells quick on
arrival at 2lc@22c.; No. 2at Ui(3i20c., but buckwheat
honey we find difBcult to sell— holding it at 17c.
ages,

;

demand at 12c. in small
in large packages.

is in fair

and Uc.

I

keep at

Seeds for Honey

BEESWAX—25c., and very scarce.
Ontario
A. C. Kendki.. 115

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax22c. per pound, delivered here, Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.

pack-

Street.

Plant.

Melilot Clover,
White Clover.
Alsike Clover,
Mignonette, ke.

Send for my catalogue which gives
plantingfor the Weekly Bee Journal for prices and instructions for
sent free upon application.
following
the
entitled
to
be
will
1882,
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
premiums. Their own subscription
972

:

For a Club of S,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
4,,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

'*

5,—
6,— Weekly Bee
•*

'*

cloth.

Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Col's.

West Madison

Homes

Street, Clilcapo,

is

a

medium through

which parties C(»ming to Tennessee can obtain information of value in regard to climate, resources,
productions, prices of land, and other points of interest to the stranger.
Inquiries about Tennessee answere by letter or
through the paper, as requested. Address

THE TRIBUNE,
Knoxville, Xenn.

A XTTT?!^ AGENTS
Examine the Date following your XXT AIM
IJCjJJ for the best selling book on
and HOME toidcs ever published. Sells
name on the wrapper label of this FAKM
Hasno superior in
atsigh'. Ladies can haiulls

W

to take orders

it.

end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
indicates the

II.

NE^VMAN.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Street.

THE KANSAS BEEKEEFEIt,
a practical article for every number for iyS2 20
pages handsomely tiotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address,

any language

;

l,05o pages, with nearly 2,ono illus-

Terms free on application. SO i*er
Cent, to Agents,
E. L. MORTOX <fe CO., Pub'rs,
IndKannpoliB, Ind.
4w5tx
trations.

SCOVELL

&.

ANDERSON,

Columbus. Kansas.

2awtf

\nmm\ mu
VOLUME FOR
Bound

in

A

paper covers.

Ifdupal
1880,

few copies for sale at

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

THOMAS G, XE'WMAX,

in Tennessee.

The Knoxville Tuibune

7w4tx

it

West Madison

111.

l

Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
for their labor in getting up the club.

paper;

am payinti

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
supply of keep bees. The question department, c >nducted
Dy Dr. Wra. R. Howard, is of especial interest to
Plants, including
besinners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs

in the club

ChlcaEO, in.

full

Golden Honey

Mammoth

may count

I«£'\VItIAJV,

Street.

BEESWAX.
ALFREU

Plants.

times a

all

West Madison

I

972

Honey

Jf^82

;

HONEY— The

Extracted,

SEEDS FOR

save choice

bright comb -this sold readily: comb at 18®23c.;
strained and extracted Oialllc. to laj^c- top rates
for chtiice bright in prime packages.
BEKSWAX-Steady at 20(!<)21c. for prime.
K. C.Greer & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

1R81

65

1

I

HONEY— Quiet

50c.
8Sc.
TSc.

1.SS0

TKOMAS Q.

Address,

50
25

Address.

7wtf

use them. Directions in each Binder.

For Bee .lournat of
For Bee Journiil of
For Bee Journal of

25
!
40
sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

rates.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

$1 75

i

.

Knife. 2 inch

14c.

Stearns & Smith.

(wide

shield). 2 inch

The Emerson Binder

Mail.

Smoker

2^ inch

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
but

By

Smoker

Large Bingham
Extra Bingham

to

Customer. Postpaid.
(wide

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,

there

We quote white comb,

Handed

Plain

,

offering,

it

a
*.^-^4-^A iQTQ
lo"8. hiPatented,
wood, or do not go out. If you buy our Implements first you will have to buy no otliers.

HONEY— There is a liberal supplyof honey here

for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rnle weak and irregular.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes, 18® 19c dark, in smsill boxes, 12@14c. Extracted, white, lucy'llc. dark, 7((t'9c.

Itin^'lKim

Hetlierinyton Ijncappini? Knives.
Our patents cover
-=5-\^'i'l the Sniokcrs that
^s-Uburn sound stove-

to l^i lb. sec-

same

tions, 2iifa22c.;

and

crs

074

West Madison

Street. Chlcaaro. III.

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
neial heavy and liyht ripLathes. &v. Tliese machines are especuilly adapted
to Hive Makinu. Itwillpay
everv bee-keeper to send for
our 4s-paKe Illustrated Cata-

\lpinp,

logue.

W.

F.

Jt

JOHN BARNES,

No. 21)17 Main street.
Rockford. Winnebago Co.,

Ill-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
FLAT- BOTTOM

FOUNDATION
AND
TVnOLESALE

Dealers

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-w!iti«i,4 to Hi square feet tf
the pound. Circular and samples free

KEXAIL..

J.

We

We make

send to

all

parts of the

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Suie Miinufacturera.

onr wholesale jtru-ea of Foundiitinn. We now
have the most exfiisive manufactory of foiinilation in tlie country.
United Stules.

VAN ORUSEN A SONS,

do well to Henrt for

in bee-aupplfea will
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By A.

Sprout Brock, Mont. Co.. N. V.

FOK

Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.

39wly

1..

C.

AXTEI^L.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

Uoseville.

Warren

J.

State Agricultural

330

Puiireii

;

the

College of Michigan.

Co.. III.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
Author. A new and great

COOK,

Of Lansing, Pro/e>isor uf Entomoloy]/ in

SAI-E— 150

133 Fine

IlliiKtriitionn.

til*'

and our wax

nowhere

to be equiilled for cleanliness, purity HDd beauty. Extra thin and bright for
sections. All shapetn and sizes.
is

Medii.-al

be.n and cheapest.indispensable to every man. entitled
"The Science of l-.ife, or Selfrr('si>rvation;"boun(l in finest
Fniirji muslin. embossed, full
gilt, ;;irti pp. .con tains beautiful
t'tcci engravings. 125 prescriptii'tis. price only $I.2r> sent by

Samples free on request.

&

DADANT

OHAS.
Iwly

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Go.

Work, warranted the

III.

Tiiui!

;

illustrated sample,

fie

;

^*^"'' "ctw. Address Peabody
MflW
JUHUVV TRYSPTP
iniOIiljr.MedicuHnstituteorDr. W. II.

PARKER, No. 4Bu!anch

GOLDEN

ITALIAN

QUEENS.

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Vueen
$4.50
frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
„ ed yueen
Full Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July J
12.00
Same, after July i
10.(X>
TestedQueen.betoreJuly 1, 3.oo
after July l.. 2.50
'*
"
per half doz-,
after July l
13.50
Address, by Repristered Iietter
or PostofBce Order,

DR.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

Iwtf

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TUEATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment ot each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
;

;

which

I

of

will dispo-^e of in lots

I5th, or

am

They are

in

A

Editea by W. F.

H.

NEWMAN,

I-iiberal

inducmenis

to local aiients.

4-lmtf

ELECTROTYPES

•_'.')

than

CJHICAOO,

St.,

CLAKKE, and

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

Address,

ALFRED

Fortniglitly Journal of

Published at 5 Jordan street, Toronto. Ontario.
Canada, at $1.00 a year, by C. Blackett Robinson,

remove them North.

West Madison

ILJ,.

Agriculture.Horticultnre and Rural Affairs.

also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuand Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in

June.

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO,

THE RURAL CAMDIAN,

TEN COLONIES

at very reasonable prices.

ten-frame l^an^istroth and bo.v hives. These bees
are said to be larce. remarkablv amialile, pood section workers, and excellentcomb builders. Owine
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very stronu in bees, and sprint: dwindling will
be avoide t. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarming commences. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March

972
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receipt of price, by

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas

I
clei

Price 25 centn.— Sent on

have for sale about itOO I'olonles of the

OR MORE

i»2wly

;

BEES for SALE.
I

Boston.

©S. ENGJiAVINGS

I

1

St..

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

juc.

974: West Madison Street, Cbicaffo, in.

II>I..

Bees and Queens
FDLL COLONIES

of ITALIAN BEES,
From my Apiaries.
QUEENS and NIJC£.£I IN SEASON.

jy

Satisfaction guaranteed.
cation.
J. II.

J.

Circular

on

appli-

KOBEKTSON.

Pewamo. Ionia

5Uwtf

Co.,

Mich.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDGE,

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American
Bee JotJKNAL to send his naiheand PostofBce address for a copy ot his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Suppliea. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.
tyBeeswax wanted.

3w2Gt

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

1882,

the Evergreen Apiary.

BKICSG8.

I..

Iowa,

of Wiltnn Junction,

will tuniial! Italian Queens fr<pm eitlierol
his Prize Motiiers, as e:irly in tiie cunjini; season as
they can lie breil, at the followini; rates; Tested

Queens, $:t Warranted Queens, *J Queens without yuarantee, *
Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, W. Orders filled in roUitlon, as received,
If acompanied with the cash.
3w26t
;

;

I

:

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of tiie anatomy and physiology of the honey bee.
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productsof the Honey Bee theracesot bees;
full desccriptions of honey-produciog plants.trees,

The

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARKIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANQER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the P:.vtractor, aset
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba'-in ; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to fit all sizes of extruding anci broitd combs, and
is less laborious to lian<lh' than the ordinary handba-'kets. Write voiir juldrcs^ nn a prtstal card, and

JOHX

address it to
M. DAVIS,
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

n n
SnIII
f

I

f

A YEAKaand expenses
outfit free.i.addressP

AuKimta, Maine.

to agents,

O Vlckery
3Gwly

shrubs, etc..aplcndi.ily illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various

manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times*'
on every conceivable subject thai can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
iiitcreslmg and thoroughly practical.

Bead

the Jollowiag opiniwis of the

All agree that

it is

Book;

the work of a master and of

real value.— i.'4r>(cu(Utre, Paris.

1 think Coo '('8 Manual is the best of our American works.— L,E\vis T. COLDV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— BriU.s/t Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been mv constant guule in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. VVvxiioop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— ..Vic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iie raid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
ia fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. K. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and mucli of it is due lo the clear, disinterested information ctmtained in Cook's Man-

uai.— Wfli. Van Antweki*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bec-rui»ers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, whuh 1 like so much.— L'Abue Du
liois, editor of the BuUetin D' ApicuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious inse«.ts, but also a thorougli. practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
produciugplants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democraty Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
nu- c livi vt ihti bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best mlurnjution on everything belonging to api-

To al takingan interest in this stil'jecl.
wc si:y, obtain this valuable wnrk, read it careiully

culture.

and practice as advi'^tnl.-Agrlculturii.t, Quebec.
This book is prononnced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the must complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Kuropeor America a
scienttHe work on modern bee niunagemeni that
every experienced bee- man will welc.me. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-«'ultur''. It ia
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
;

to the \\ iibL—Vl'tbttm AyricuLii

I

u>t.

This work is undoubtedly the most coitplete
manual lor the instruction ot bee-keepers which
hasevert)een published.

It gives a full e.\,^lana-

tion regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

uf bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has liad the advantage of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he uses

admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupaiions.—-d/uenca H Inventor.
toj

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
the line of Ai*lai-iitii Supplier, should send
for my Descriptive (.Mrcularand Price List. Sent
free. Address,
F. A. SNEL.L..
Milledgevllle, Carroll county, III.
3wl3tp
in

Price— Bound in cloth, St. 2;; ; In paper
Sil.OO, by mail prepaid. Published by
;

THOMAS
974

West Madison

O.

Street,

cover,.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

n-T^
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FRANCES DDNHAM,
Inyentor

;iiu1

Snle

Mannlactmer

HEDDOirs

CIRCULAR, Books

THE DUNHAM

NOW

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address. Post OfQce. County and State. Be
sore to state whether or not you uow have my

Wanted— Beeswax also, a
Address.
JAIUSS
;

Student Appren-

lIRI>l>ON,

tice.

100

Colonies of

Bees

Italiian

Sale,

for

IX SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Queens Italian, (^'yprian and Albino; Coinh Foiifuliition: Given,
Vandervort, Dunham and Root;
:

Hive?, Smokers, frames. Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required in an apiary. Send for price

FLANAGAN.

E. T.

Irtjss,

(Rose Hill Apiary).
Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

Box 819,

1882.
FOUNDATION

AND

shape, and yii|p-«;iils hnni^-iii up In hirni an even
surface also un the Inundation made on said machine. I hereby give notice to all parties infrinpiuK
my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines asal>'iv«',ot licr Hian of mv inaniilacture,
that I am prepnrnl to pcmI.tI mv I'l^lits, and shall
prosecute all ml ntiL: 'inruls n. Ilic lull rvioiitof
the law.
FltAXCI:;^ Jl.

WUMIAM.

DePere. Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
Most complete
NEARIA' A MILLION SOLD.
published. Gives

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tOT it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
G.W. FISHER. Box238. Rochester, N.Y.
ZS" Also for sale at the Bp:e .Iouunal Office.
tables, interests, etc.

SEiisriD

:e'cd:ei

oi<rB:i

%^

It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
tbe necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee-keeper should
be without it. Tour name and address, wrllteii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

ALFRED

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
FourtoeiKht inches, WL.'io pel- 1<»0; three to
four feet. iST.OO per 1<»». Address,
Z. K. JBWE'l'T. Nurseryman,
ewStp
Spurta, Wis.

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy J^and
Queens, and have now mure than ino colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before .June :it).
ol.'J5 each after that date, single Queen, $1.00
6
for^'D.OO; 12 or more, 70 cents each; Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more eaoh. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

GOOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

972

Mutlf s Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jar.'*, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honev Sections, etc..
V F.
ZJ
Apply to
,
976 and 97S Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.
ff^~Send lOc. forPracticalUintsto Bee-Keepers.
iwly

TM

This

Hive nnd Honey Bee.

a stanaard scieutiflc work.

is

Price, !SS.

Bleftned Bees, by John Allen.— A romance Ov
bee-keeping, lull of i<ra*tic!il Information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 9S1.00.

Bees and Honey

or, fltioces«riil mnnnare-

;

tneut **t' the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
'I'bis embraces the I'ltiowmg subjects
Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen KearingFeeding — Swarming — Dividmg — TransferringItalianizing — Introducing Queens- ExtractingQuieting and Handlmj? Bee.^ - Marketing Honey,

Theory ;— presents the fundamenof bee-culiuie. nnd lurnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

Honey, as Foed and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upfin the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and iireparniion ot Honey for the
Market Honey as louo, givinu recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Winea.etc;
and lloney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Eugtliiih and Ot'rniua.
Price lor either edition. 6e. ; per dozen, 50c.
"Wlnterlner Bees.

— This

contains the Prize

Fs^avjic-n ihiflsubject. read before the Centennial
lit'e-Keept^rs' Association.
The Prize— *'J.'i in gold
— uaaawarded to Proi Cook's Essay, which is here
given in lull. Price. lOc.

The Hive
trtve

1 ?^«e- Bning a description of the
Al. Dooiitlle. Price. &c.

used by G-

Extracted Honey; Harventlns, Hnodland Ms»«'ketinsr.— A i;4-pau'e pamphlet, by
it *'.

P. Dadant. giving in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

contains

many

useful hints.— Price

16c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
F Mnth: 'M
the

FARMER AND MILLER

have FISHBR'S

GRAIN TABLES.

192

papes. pocket form; full of useful tables for
up firain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interI'st
wat-'es tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner.
idowjrif,' tables and more miscellaneous matter and
UMCful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 ceuts. A^onts can
make money selling this hook. G. AY. FISHER,
Eo:^238, Rochester, N.Y,
B^~ Also for sale at the Bee Journal OfBoe. _^z
:2wGm.
casting'
:

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

C'ainargo, Dougliis county, 111.

20

Years Experience

in

OurMuWi

Queen Rearing.

is:

— "LowPrices.VuickReturns

;

tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
ti
Tested
Cyprian Queens
$i Tested

—

;
;

son, ready,

if

;

Cus-

$2
$2
Tested... ^2

Extra Queens, for swarminn

M

Lanffstroth on the
-

Ch.

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Palestine Ouc'^ns..!!

.

King:*" Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and Innught down to
the present time. Cloth. Hiitl.OO; paper, 7ac.

InK

NEWMAN,

H.

;

I. H,-

ABC

Novice's
ofBee-CnUure. by A. I. Root
—This em tjrace3"everyihinu pertaining to the care
ot the honey- bee," and is valuable tn beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, »1. 35; paper, )S1.

and manat-'eiuent adopted

SHOUXB

5wly

forcible,

;

_^ EVERY

;

it

and

;

kind fvi-r
measkinds ot ininber. loi:s, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical foiitiMits of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

;

treats the sui^jectof bee-keepina so
tail to interest all. Its style is plain
making all iis readers realize that its
authoris master of the subject.— :»1. SO.

cannot

that

G.

its
all

2w6m.

Qnlnb^*9]Ve\%'Bee-Eeeplng:, byL. C. Root—

The author

tacts

;

book of
urement of

or. Cook*fi M:init»l

tal principles

.Machine, niakine
<-i'lls of
natural

2wl3t

:

Entiii:iv re-wrltten. elt-;jantly

Dzlerzoii

OF

CATTTIOIT.
TATKNT Number

comb foundaijnn

C*)"nU>

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly pmriuctiim.and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, S*il.»5 ; paper cover, JSl,

It is published in £n»llMh andOerman.—
Price lor either edition. 40 cents, postpaid.

Having obtainrd lyKTTKRS

>uini;i(ioii
wiili ha>t<' ol

CHICAGO. ILL,

Street,

etc.

Putente;! Auy. Jyd, 1881.
Send for New Circular for January, 1882.

I'.

by

.

Illustrated Catalogue

MAOHINE.
246,099 for Dunliati]

Bee-Keeper's

of the Apiitry."

price,

NEWMAN,

illustrated

Dowagiac, Mich.

lw35t

G.

West Madison

97-1

1881 Circular.

^W

Bee-Keepers

for

of

-sea-

we are timelynotided.

One-frame Nucleus, either I tniian.

Cyprian or Palestine. *4; (Colony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames,|;.s. Comb
Foundatii n on Dunham machine. 2.t lbs. or over,
;ir)c. per lb.; on Root machine, thin, for boxes 4n(.-.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oric. paid for brigh wax. Money ' Orders on

i^U Xuscola,

III.

Iwly.

pHt:es.

management of

It gives

bees.

Mr. Mnth'a views on

Price.

lOc.

Food Adnlteration What we eat and should
;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
nughi to create a sentiment against adulteration of
tood proriu'Hs. and demand a taw to protect the

consumer auainst the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food.

^OU pages. hOtf-

Moore's Universal Assistant, nnd Com-

l>lete Meelianic, contaiusover

i.ooo.ooii

dustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes,

IndusSe-

Tr'>''t.-

crets, Loyal Items, Business Forms, etc.,
f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives -joo.ooi) items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Mineis. Metalluipists. Assavers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Filters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The Work contains I,"iii pjiL'es, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowioiye, and won h its
weight in gold to any Mechamr. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid.JiSS.SO.

JKcudall's

more useful

Horse Book. — No book cou Id

be

to horse owners. It has;!") eufiravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all

diseases in a plain

and comprehensive manner.

has recipes, atable of (it.sc?'. and
horse iuiormation. Papci. ;S5c.

It

much valuable

Bopp*s Easy Calcnlator.— These are handy
tables IiT all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It 13 really a lightning calculator, well bountl, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, !tm. ; Morocco, !$1.50*

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
its

cause,

symptoms and

974

West Madison

THOMAS

Hill.- A treatiee

cure.

G.

Price,

on

Soc.

A'EWMAX,

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL,

—

:

.

.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
YoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

March

1,

No.

1882.
frame with only two
?ressing the

9.

motions, and

wax tirmly to tlie frame,
how many sheets can be

cannot tell
put in per minute, from the fact of
its being too cold to work wax, unless
we have a very warm room, which we
did not have; but judging frolu the

Published every Wednesday by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
EDITOR AND Proprietor.

GoodrlcU's Foundation Fastener.

machine

worked

I

last

summer,

fastening only to the top-bar, I think
I am safe in saying that when the,
We
stated last week we had received
In
Year,
a
wax is cut ready for the frame, that I
At ara.OO
one of the above machines for a place can put in 3 or i per minute. We do
in
the
Bee
Journal
Museum.
The
not know wliether there is anything
t^ Remtt by money-order, registered letter, express or bank drali on Chicago or New York, payof the kind in use or not.
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks following is an account of its incepon local banks cost us 25 cents for collectinc.
tion and completion, as furnislied us
The machine deposited in the Bee
Free of postage in the United States or Canada. by Mr. S. Goodrich.
The cut will Journal Museum, is without the atPostage to Europe SO cents extra.
convey a very accurate impression of tachment for fastening foundation iu
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. the appearance of the machine:
sections. Mr. Goodrich informs us by
I have been lool<ing in the columns letter that the latter has been added,
of the Journal for the last two years and works perfectly satisfactory.
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

some practical method of fastening foundation comb in the frames,

for
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EditorialGood rich's Foundation Fastener.
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Publications

Bees and Fruit
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130
130
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The Use

of Crowders
Sestsonable Hints

The

131
131
131

Items

131
131
131

Little Pets
Bees as Fertilizers of Flowers.
Keeping Bees in Paris

Sew Publications.
but so far have seen nothing very
satisfactory. Last spring I concluded
there could be a machine made that
The following new seed catalogues
would fasten it, and do it much more are received
rapidly tlian by any of the old ways,
F. E. Fassett & Bro., Ashtabula, O.
of rubbing down with a stick, or
E. B. Underhill, Poughkeepsie,X.Y.
fastening with hot wax. I had one
Jas. J. H. Gregory, Marblehead,
machine made, but when I came to
Mass.
:

Of apiarian

Couveution Sotes
Eastern N. Y. Union
Local Convention Directory.

CorrespondenceProducing Comb Honey— No.

132
132
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we

Mr. G. T. Athern, Latrobe, Pa., has
sent us the initial number of The

practical use, I found it Beveille, a semi-monthly devoted to the
some points (as the first interests of tlie G. A. R.
experiments generally are), yet it
fully met my most sanguine expectasubscriber in Ontario, sends
tions, as far as fastening to tlie topus a sample of iron wire, and inquires
bar, but I wanted the comb fast to the
ends, as well as the top. This it if it will answer for wiring frames for
would not do, so I took the old plan of foundation ? It will not ; use only
fastening the comb to the end pieces plated or tinned wire, No. 30 to 36.

put
2

price lists for 1SS2,

have the following
Edward B. Beebe, Oneida, N. Y.
J. A. Osborne, Rautoul, 111.

it

to

defective in

1^ A

by therubbing-dovvn-process. I found
We have several samples of foundation
that I could put a full, large swarm
upon these frames withoutany trouble with plain iron wire, and in every infrom breaking or getting out of shape, stance corrosion has taken place.
not having one fall during the season
out of about 65 colonies that I used
W. C. R. Kemp, Orleans, Ind.,
them in.
Not being entirely satisfied with has sent us a new smoker. It has the
what I had, I took a model and called usual bellows the fire-pot is conical
on Rev. Salisbury, and between us we in shape, about 3}4 inches diameter at
have made a machine carrying out
my plans for fastening the founda- the base, and a syphon connected with
tion to the top-bar and ends of the the bellows makes of it a cold-blast.

W

;

"
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Bees and Fniit.

The New York Tribune oi Feb. 15,
contained the following item in an
article headed " Keystone Horticulwhich briefly reported the
doings of Pennsylvania fruit-growers
ture,"

in council:

"

.

Many members

expressed senti-

ments unfavorable to bees; one remarked that he saved $500 worth of
fruit in one year by dispensing with

him or her how to gather and plant
seeds of those pure and lovely hardy
flowers the phloxes, which are to be
found everywhere in countless variations. They may be sown in a frame
in March or in the open garden in
April or early May, and if set thinly
and kept clean will show their blossoms and the variations of pattern
and color, butall briglitand charming,
the following September. Then wul
be the time to point out how the bees,
by carrying the pollen from one plant
to another, cause the mingling of
varieties and origination of new ones,
and how men-hybridizers of grapes,
potatoes, wheat, flowers, fruits, etc.,
imitate them to great advantage.
The child will see the bees dusted
with pollen; can mark fingers or noses
with the yellow dust; and if there is a

his honey-makers. Mr. Median said
lie had positive evidence that bees are
most destructive to the grape-grower
when the supply of flowers is insufficient for their needs. Others gave
similar testimony, and also that they
do great damage to the pear crop. Inclosing grape bunches in paper bags, microscope at hand can see how
as protection, had several warm advo- curiously the pollen grains of different
cates. Of this new system' all seemed sorts of plants differ."
to agree as to its efficacy in preventing
insects from puncturing the fruit, but
Mauuin's Section Gluer.
especially for its absolute protection
against rot and various forms of fungoid disease. The cost of the ordinary
This is a machine for gluing the
grocers' two pound paper bags, and dovetailed sections, which has just
placing them over the bunches, is
by Mr. A. E. Manum, of
trifling compared to the advantage of been made

magnilicent bloom, beautiful colorand Bristol, Vt. It weighs only .35 lbs.
excellent flavor which the covering when boxed. Strength in sections for
tends to secure."
marketing honey is a necessity, and
This is altogether the most exaggerated indictment against the honeygatherers that we remember to have
met with. But we doubt if that grand
jury, THE PEOPLE, will find a true liill
against the bees, when the evidence
Mr. Meehan is
comes to be sifted.
higli authority on horticultural matters, but we are compelled to challenge his " positive evidence " as to
the injury done by bees to grape blos-

soms. It lias been pretty clearly
demonstrated that the birds do the
mischief to ripe fruit. They puncture
the skin, and the economical bees only
gather up the luscious juices that
would otherwise go to waste. As to
the bees harming blossoms, this isthe
we are glad to know that " inventive
first time we have known this charge
It is generally genius " is at work endeavoring to
laid against them.
supposed that they do good in the produce a machine to accomplish this
fructification of fruit-blossoms; that, as cheaply and rapidly as possible.
in fact, they marry the flowers, and No matter how accomplished, we want
a strong section to keep the comb
make tlieir nuptials prolific.
We hope the paper bags will be honey intact and prevent leakage.
found an effective protection, but Mr. Manum thus describes his invenshould they ever be ripped open, the tion
" My lightning dovetail gluer works
blame will have to be attributed to
the beaks of birds, and not to the to my satisfaction. It is very simple,
durable, and easy to operate.
permandibles of the bees.
son can put togother from 1,200 to
It is rather remarkable that side by
2,000 sections per day with it, and glue
side with the forgoing indictment them. One of my men has put together
bane
presenting
with this machine 5 sections in 1 minagainst the bees, thus
and antidote in parallel columns, the ute. It is worked by the foot, the
operator sitting astride the seat. The
following paragraph appears:
plunger,
glue-pad
:

A

Gone

to the

Land

of Flowers.

Mr. A. T. Williams has moved from
Mo., to Gretna, La. He
well-known to our readers as a
srtccessful and progressive apiarist.
The St. Charles Cosmos says he "took
with him 250 colonies of bees,'-' and
St. Charles,
is

adds:

"He proposes to follow up his
specialty of bee-raising in that land
of flowers. He has resided in this
county for six years, and has made
an enviable record, not only as a
thoroughly prolicient apiarist, but
also as a gentleman in his business
and social relations. He will take hisfamily with him to New Orleans and
will
make the Pelican State his

home.
Since arriving in Louisiana he wrote
as follows from Gretna, La., on Feb.
14, 1882.

Charles, Mo., and brought
apiaries to this state

I left St.

my two

a part of

early in December. I brought over 200'
colonies, and lost only 1 in shipping.
My bees were closed up over 3

weeks. I shipped them by steamboat.
I
am located now, with my. bees,
about 10 miles above New Orleans,
La., on the west bank of the Mississippi river, and about 2 miles from
the river, in tlie edge of the swamp.
The location is a good one, I think,
orange groves and white clover in
front, soft maple, willow, and a vine
called Back .Tack, jn the rear. There is
no end to the white clover here, but
bees don't take to it as they do in the
North; it has been blooming sparingly for a month. The willow, early
variety, has been in bloom 10 days.
About 100 colonies have commenced
work in the boxes. I have 100
Cyprians, and about the same of
I will try and give the
fair trial, and report in

Italians.

a

races

time to the

two
due
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CLUBBIN(i LIST FOR 1882.
We supply the Weekly American Bee

tJoar-

and any of tbe following periodicals, for 1883
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
iial

The

first

column nives the regular price of

All postage

is

botll

prepaid by the publishers.
Publishers' Price. Club,
$2 00.

The Weelily Bee Journal

and Gleanings inBee-Cuiture(A.l.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..I.King).
Bee-Keepers'In..*tructor(

W.Thomas)

The 4 above-named papers

3 00.. 2 75.
3 00.. 2 60
2 50.. 2 35
4 50..

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet);i
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
6
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's

ManuaKboundin

00..
50..
GO..
30..

4 00
2

80

2 36
2

40

5 50

cloth) 325.. 3 00

Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

..

2 40..

2

2.')

2 85.. 2 75
2 75.. 2 60

^°

Several correspondents in Michigan, on Feb. 23, reported snow 6 inches
deep, with more coming; the mercury

being

20^'

above zero.

^"Gleanings says Upon inquiry of
one of our best physicians, I find that
" There is no one simpler or better attached, has an automatic motion, the poison from the sting of the bee
way of fortifying a child's mind and makes a dip into the glue at every is one of their most potent remedies
for a certain class of diseases.
against evil allurements than to teach downward motion of the treadle."
to

ft'hich

the

is

:
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Kow as

to the manner of insertion.
ordinary Jg lumber saw out
blocks 3x3?^ inches. Choosing frames
that have some drone comb, or some
badly made comb at the bottom, cut
away the lower portion clear across,
so as to leave an open space just a
Into this
little scant of 'A% inches.
vacancy press three of the blocks,
spacing them equal distances apart.
The design is to have the bottom as
open as possible for the passage and
clustering of bees, and yet to have
just block enough in to prevent any
pieces of comb being started there.
To make all secure, draw a piece of
fine wire around the bottom of the
frame laterally, to keep the blocks
from being moved out of place. When
the bees have built the blocks fast to
the edge of the combs, as they will
soon do, the wire can be taken ofE. If
one block 3%x5 was put in the center
I presume that the comb in the lower
corners of the frame might be left.
Usually, however, there is some empty
space in the corners which the bees
are prone to use for building drone
comb, and putting the crowders clear
across stops that game. For other
frames than the Gallup the size of the
block must of course be varied. I am
not sure but tlie Langstroth frame
might be crowdered up to five or six
inciies with good effect; but as yet I
have made no experiments in that

From

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bees as Fertilizers of Jlowers.— The
Chicago Herald very truthfully re-

marks as

follows:

It is a well known fact that bees
fertilize fruit blossoms by mixing the
pollen, thereby making the fruit trees

slirubs i)nKluce more and much
better fruit than they would without
the visits of the bees.
Honey is the purest and most health-

and

sweet known to man, and should
used in every family in place of
the great abundance of adulterated
sugars and syrups. The management
mind and
of bees improves the
enlarges the power of observation,
and when properly cared for liberal
returns are realized for the outlay.
Tliere has been great progress in apiful

be

culture in the past few years, so much
so that an apiarist of 10 years ago
would be decidedly behind the times
if he has not kept pace with the progress that has been made.

The Use of Crowders.—Mr. E. E. direction.
Hasty, In the Bee-Keepers'' Exchange,
Seasonable Hints.— Mrs. L. Harrithus describes their use in his Gallup
son, in the Prairie Farmer gives this
hives:
" bee gossip "
I just don't know whether crowders
have ever been used by other folks or
Bees thus far have wintered well,
not. The general reader, at least, and to-day, Jan. 11, were busy cleanwill want a definition at the outset. ing house. They are not like some
What is a crowder?
square bit of housekeepers, who leave
decayed
ordinary board inserted into the combs fruit and vegetables until summer,
at the bottom of the frame, to prevent before removing them; for if a mild
brood being reared there, i. e., to day occurs, they carry out all the dead
crowd the brood close up to the top bees and debris, thus keeping their
bar.
Why crowd the brood upward? hives clean and sweet. Sometimes
To bring the brood nest and the sec- the entrances to the hives get closed
tions closer together, tliat the work- with dry leaves or dead bees, and, if
ers may be more ready to commence not removed, result in the destruction
storing surplus. The flat frames are of the colony. It is a little thing to
an advantage over the square ones, in take a wire or little twig and clean out
that the top sections can be placed the entrance to a hive, yet even this
much nearer the brood. By crowding small attention may save the life of a
the brood nest up, the square frames valuable colony.
can be put on nearly an equality with
leaky roof should not be tolerated
the shallow ones in that respect, and in any apiary. I'aint well applied
that without sacrificing the advantage pays good interest in preserving hives
previously held.
from decay and dampness, and might
I have only been using this innova- be brushed into cracks and upon the
tion the present season, and not be- surface during mild days. We once
ginning their use very ^arly in the visited a prosperous apiary where
season, I am not ready to make a de- each hive had an extra covering of
cided report, as to whether or not they sheet iron, and which was turned up
pay for the trouble of putting them at the lower side, forming a gutter to
in.
I am favorably impressed with carry off the rain.
them, however, and purpose to use
As bees are active during mild winthem in most of my Gallup hives next ters tliey consume much lioney, and
summer. Only three frames in the all those who neglected to feed their
hive need to be crowdered. If brood bees in the fall should see that they do
is carried up to the top in one frame, irot starve.
In some localities the fall
the tendency is to carry it up into the pasturage was abundant, and bees
adjoining
one also. Thus three were able to secure ample stores, in
crowdered frames, alternated with others this failed. Some writers claim
four ordinary ones, crowd up the that syrup made of granulated sugar
brood for seven frames. Outside of is the best winter feed, but if this is
these, brood is not very likely to be so, why did not their Creator teach
carried to the bottom any way, "unless them how to make it, instead of
it is to get a place to rear drones.
gathering honey from flowers V
:

A

A
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Pets.— The Rev. John
Md., delivered a lecture in
Kining Park, Scotlaiul, lately.
Scotch paper remarks as follows concerning it:

The

Little

Irving,

A

After describing the history of the
bees and their workings very minutely,
Mr. Irving said that of all the creatures we are in the habit of making
pets of he knew of none* more interesting or whose acquaintance is better
vi'ortli cultivating than the bee, and
at the same time he knew of none
which has received more ignorant
treatment at the hand of man. After
giving an interesting sketch of bees
and tlieir daily work, he described the
use of a bar-frame hive, which he exhibited, also comb foundation, the
honey extractor, and other appurtenances connected with apiculture.
The lecture was illustrated by enlarMd and colored microscopic views
of bee anatomy.

—

Keeping Bees in Paris. A telegram
from Europe states as follows:

The practice of keeping hives of
bees in the streets of Paris has spread
so extensively that the Prefect of
Police has issued an order forbidding
it for the future, except in the case of
persons who shall have received a
special authorization. The preamble
of the decree represents the great
danger to the population of the existence of so large a nmnber of bees
in the neighborhood of the markets,
schools and refineries, as well as the
opinion of the Council of Public
Health of the Department of the
Seine condemning the practice.

i^An

exchange remarks
The use
honey should become so common
and general that a honey store or
depot would be found profitable in
:

ot

every large town. If every family
in the land would make honey an
article

of

daily use, in place of the

unhealthy syrups, then

all

concerned

would be benefited.
1^" A meeting of the bee-keepers of
Jersey will be held at Hall No.
2.5, Albany street. New Brunswick, N.

New

March 1.5, 1882, at 10 a. m., to organize a State Bee-Keepers' Association. All interested are cordially invited. G. W. Thompson, Stelton ; C.
J.,

H, Rue, Manalapan J. H. M. Cook,
Caldwell, Committee on Call.
;

^

The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Convention will be held at McKinney,
Texas, on Tuesday, April 25. 1882.
i^°The Champlain Valley Bee-KeepAssociation will hold their semiannual meeting at Middleburg, Vt.,
May 11, 1882.
T. Brookins, Sec.
ers'

i^The

Marshall County Bee-KeepAssociation will meet at the court
house in Marshallton, Iowa, on Saturday, March 4, 1882, at 10 a. m.
ers'

J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place of Meeting.
March n -New Jersey State. New Brunswick. N.J.
1882.

April II— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A. B. Weed. Sec, Detroit. Mich.
19,

20— Tuscarawas and Muskingum

Valley,

at Coshocton, O.
J.

25— Texas
2R.

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard,

27— Western Michigan,

Wm.

M.

S.

at

Sec.

Grand Rapids.

Dodge, Sec, Coooersville, Mich.

27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.

May

Champlain Valley, at

Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins. Sec.

nndS. W.TVIs., at Rock City, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.

16— N.

W.

25— Iowa

111.

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

cause they sell in market more readily
and for a better price; but think I can
get a little more honey using the 2-lb.
box. I shall continue the use of both
another season, and compare the two
more closely as to the amount produced.
M. D. West. I have been using the
21b. box, and think it is the most
profitable, as I can secure more honey
by its use than by using smaller ones;
but if I was going to change, I would
change to the 1-lb. box.
President Tennant delivered quite
a lengthy address on the different
of honey boxes,
as to the
difference in the cost of the 1 and
2-lb.; the cost being only about 34 less
for the 1-lb. than for the 2-lb. box.
The extra amount of labor and expense it would require to prepare the
1-lb. box for use after being filled,
laking just as long to clean and glass
a 1-lb. box as it does a 2-lb. box. and
many other remarks in favor of the
2-lb. box.
Theodore Houck thought there
sizes

SECOND DAY— MORNING SESSION.
The next question for discussion
being, which is the best method of introducing queens?
Vice President
Vroman gave a short address on the
methods,
tried
various
subject. He had
and favored introducing as soon as
the colonies are deprived of a queen
has no particular method.
Theodore Houck had introduced
about 1,000 queens during the last two
years, with good success, and had in
most cases introduced immediately
after depriving the colony of their
queen. Had used the Peet cage
almost wholly, and thought the best
time to introduce queens was just
when the bees found out they were
without a queen; and in order to do
this successfully, would first cage the
queen in the Peet cage and fasten it
on the comb, according to directions,
and pull the tin slide out, giving the
bees a chance to release her by gnawing through the comb on the under
side of the cage, and in most cases
they will at once accept her.
Zadok Brown said he had some experience in introducing, and had partial success with the Peet cage.
It was universally conceded that
the proper time was just after removing the old qiieen.
Question No. 4, opened by J. J.
Banta. I have used side and topboxes; but prefer top-boxing, and of
late have used top-boxing alone; use
2-lb. boxes, 21 to the colony.
P. Palmatier. I have been using
side and top-boxes, but shall discard
side-boxes the coming season, and
use top-boxes alone.
S. Vroman used broad frames and
because he
top-boxes; used them
thought that top-boxes did not give
surplus room enough for a good strong
colony of bees; he did not like to discard the broad frame, as he was
afraid he would not get as much
honey.
A committee was appointed to act
with the secretary to revise the constitution and by-laws of this Union,

—

'

could be more honey disposed of, and
at better prices, by using the 1 and
2-lb. boxes; that the working class of
Eeople in the large cities would often
uy honey in the 1 lb. box, when they
Eastern N. ¥. Bee-Keepers' Union.
could not afford to buy 2-lbs, and,
therefore, thought the
1-lb.
box
This Society tield its ninth semi- brought it within reach of the poorer
class.
annual Convention at Central Bridge,
President Tennant then called on
Schoharie county, JST. Y., on tlie 10th
and 11th of Jaiiy., 18.S2. The meeting the balance of the members present
was called to order by President Vf. to state the kind of box each used.
D. AV right, at 10:3.5 a. m. The Secre- short experience from each member
tary's and Treasurer's reports were showed that there were many different
sized boxes in use, but all held nearly
read and adopted.
The following officers were elected the same amount of honey from IJ2
tor the ensuing year: President, W. to 214 lbs, averaging nearly 2 lbs, or
L. Tennant, Schoharie, C. H., N. Y.; what would be termed a 2-lb. box.
Vice President, S. Vroman, Seward, After the conclusion of the discusN. Y.; Secretary, Chas. Quackenbush, sion, a vote was taken to ascertain
Barnesville, N. Y.; Treasurer, Zadok the sentiment of the Convention,
Brown, Esperance, N. Y. Also tlie which was unanimously in favor of
following honorary Vice Presidents: the 2-lb. box.
Question No. 2 was next taken up,
Benj. Van Wie, Cobleskill, N. Y.;
Y.; which showed quite a difference of
Jas. Markle, New Salem, N.
Isaac G. Quinby, Quaker Street, N. opinion among members, as follows:
S. Vroman had at first used the
Y.; Theodore Houck, Canajoharie, N.
consisting of M. D. West, W. D.
Y.; J. W. Mallory, Worcester, N. Y.; Root, in three-cornered starters; but Wright, and J. J. Banta.
of
late
has
used
the
VanDeusen
flatHarpersfield,
North
Y.
Nickels,
N.
I.
vote of thanks was tendered to
bottom in full sheets, to his entire
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Theo. Houck for his display of apiarsatisfaction.
honeycommittee, appointed by the
W. D. Wright had also used Root ian supplies, such as smokers,
foundation,
President, consisting_ of S. Vroman, in small starters, but of late has used knives, bee-feeders, comb
W. D. Wright, and Theodore Houck, VanDeusen fiat-bottom in full sheets. wire nails, queen cages, honey labels,
W. L. Tennant had used Root etc.
reported the following questions for
The meeting then adjourned to
foundation in small quantities, but
discussion:
used mostly VanDeusen and meet again May 2d and 3d, 1882, at
1. What size honey-box is the most has
Vandervort,and tliink these are among Cobleskill, Schoharie county, N. Y.
prolitable for the producer?
: W. L. Tennant, Pres.
2. What kind of comb foundation is the best in use, and shall continue to
C. Quackenbush, Sec.
use them the coming season, weighbest for use in surplus boxes?
3. What is the best method of in- ing about 10 square feet to the nound.
troducing queens?
J. J. Bivens had used both kinds on
^"The semi-annual meeting of the
the most profitable: one hive— the Vandervort and Vanis
4. Which
Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley
side and top boxing, or top boxing Deusen— and the bees would fill the
Convention, will be held
boxes which contained the Vander- Bee-Keepers'
alone?
in the Town Hall atCoshocton, O., on
Discussion of the above subjects as vort, and leave the flat-bottomed unApril 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a.
touched.
follows:
cordial invitation is extended
Zadok Brown said his bees would m.
W. D. Wright. I have been using
to bee-keepers everywhere.
anynot
want
work
quicker
2-lb.
box,
and
do
on
foundation
the
than they
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
thing smaller; I think I can get more would on natural comb. The Presihoney, with much less labor, than dent again called on each member
with the 1-lb. box. I have all the fix- present to state the kind he used;
l^The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
tnres for the use of the 2-lb. box, and there was quite a large number of be- Convention will hold its meeting at
ginners that had not used foundation Judge W. H. Andrews' Apiary, at
shall continue to use it.
5. Vroman. I have been using both of any kind, while those that had McKinney, Texas, April 2-5, 1882.
1 and 2-lb. boxes; use the 1-lb. box be- were the same as already mentioned.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
1^~

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward lull particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

taries are requested to

A

—

A

A

A

,
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more than an inch

For the American Bee Journal

Producing Comb Honey— ?io.
G.

31.

2.

DOOLITTLE.

In Xo. 1, I told you how I managed
the good, strong colonies I had in
the spring, to get them in good working order for gathering honey by the
time the harvest from white clover
arrived. It often happens that all the
colonies in an apiary are not thus
strong, and as I am requested by
several to give my method of treating
the weaker ones, I will do so, although
it will be somewhat of a repetition of
what I have before written on the
all

length of
in
entrance given tliem.
The next work is to increase the
brood as fast as iiossible in these
small colonies. I keep them shut on
the combs tirst given them till they
are tilled with brood clear down to
the bottom, before they are given
more room. As soon as this is accomplished, I give them a comb of
honey prepared as I told you in No. 1,
placing it between two full combs of
brood. In about a week this comb
will be tilled with brood as full as the
others. I go over them once a week
in this way till I have five frames of
brood in the strongest, when I take a
frame of brood just hatching out from
those having live full frames, and
give it to the next strongest, say, one
that has four frames, putting a frame
of honey in the place where it came
from. Thus, I keep working till all
of them contain live frames of brood,
which should occur from the 10th to

subject.

the

Several years ago, when I wished to
unite weak colonies in the spring, I
did so early; in the season, for the
" books" said that the time to unite
was when it was discovered that two
colonies were too weak to be of use
alone, which generally happened in
That uniting two weak
April.
colonies to make one strong one is
profitable to the apiarist, no one will
deny, (unless, perchance, we are
obliged to use everything in the shape
of bees, as we were last season, in
order to get our former number back
again after a heavy loss); still, that
uniting must make the one better
than each of the Uoo would have been
when the honey harvest arrives, or
our labor of uniting is worse than useAfter practicing the plan given
less.
in the " books" for a year or two, I hecame convinced that colonies thus
formed were no better, at the end of
two or three weeks, than each one
would have been had fhey been left
separate. I have put as high as seven
remnants of colonies together in April
the seven making a good large colony
at the time, and in a month all were
dead. After coming to the conclusion
that I could not unite bees with profit
in early spring, I adopted the following plan, which has proved success-

now go

ful so far:

About the middle of April, some
cool evening, I look over all my bees
by removing the cap and raising the
quilt a little, so I can see how strong
in bees the colonies are, and all that
do not occupy five spaces between the
combs are marked, and the fust warm
day are shut on to as many combs as
they have brood in, and a division
board placed in the hive so as to contract the hive to suit the size of the
colony. Honey enough is provided to
keep them amply for two weeks, and
the rest of the combs I store away for
safe keeping, unless some of the
strongest of them are able to protect
them from robbers, in wtiich case I
leave them outside the division board,
so the bees can carry honey from them
as they wish. The entrances are contracted so as to let but one bee pass
at a time for the smallest colonies,
while the larger ones do not have

1.5th

June in this
No. 1 and open

of

locality.

I

it, looking
to
the frames over till I find the one the
queen is in, wlien it is set outside and
the four remaining frames and all the
adhering bees are taken to No. 2; I
then spread the tive frames in No. 2
apart so as to set the four frames
brought from No. 1 in each alternate
space made by spreading the frames
No. 2 is now closed up and
in No. 2
in a few days it is ready for the boxes.
It will eventually make as good a
colony for storing in boxes as the
best of the stronger ones; at least such
has been my experience so far. I
have never known bees to quarrel, nor
a queen to be harmed by this plan of
uniting, as the bees are so completely
mixed up that they do not know
what to fight about.
But to return to No. 1, where the
;
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before the height of the honey harvest,
has much to do with a good yield of
honey, I assure you. This is the condition I aim to have all my bees in,
and I have tried to tell you how so
you can do the same, if you wish to
adopt the plan I follow. My next will
be about preparing and putting on
section boxes.

Borodino, N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal,

Bee-Keepers' Compass.
II.

T.

COLLINS.

In order to reach the haven where
he would be, every bee-keeper, like
the mariner, should be guided by a
compass, and I herewith send a few
ideas concerning one, in hopes that it
may induce others to add their quota
and "to box the compass" in their
own way.
simplify matters, this compass
have as many points as the
mariner's.
North.— choice queen. This is
the pole star leading to success. She
should be not more than two or three
years old, and whose offspring must
have the following traits: Longevity,
which includes hardihood, industry,
docility, and let us add beauty, if for
no other reason, because it is "a sign of

To

will not

A

good stock.

—

Northeast. Keep no scrub stock
but supersede it, otherwise there will
not be the opportunity of selecting
these choice queens above mentioned.
East.— Strong colonies. As nature
cannot provide her stores of boundless wealth without the daily rising of

the sun, and the visit of his countless
rays, so the blessed bees cannot " make
boot upon the summer's velvet buds"
unless they are strong in numbers,
queen and frame of brood were left and abounding in courage.
standing outside the hive. I now
Southeast.— Know at all times the
place this frame of brood back in the condition of the hives. Do not be
hive and put an empty frame beside satisfied by thinling that that colony
it, adjusting the division-board, and I is prosperous, but find out by inspechave a nice nucleus from which to tion, and if it needs your help, give it
get a queen to be used in swarming, without delay.
as given further on. Many of the old
South.— comfortable home. That
bees carried to No. 2 will return, thus is, let the hive be shaded from too
making a strong nucleus, which will much sunshine in hot weather, and
till the empty frame with nice straight
yet be so situated as to have a good
worker comb in a few days, and still circulation of air. To be comfortable,
long
is
left
the
queen
another, if
the hive must not be so restricted in
enough. By-the-way, let me say that room as to compel the bees to " lay
such colonies will build comb at a less out," nor so roomy as to afford more
expense than is required to purchase space than they can well occupy and
and fill frames with comb from guard. The bee-master can easily
foundation, besides the bee-keeper furnish this condition by means of
keeps such amount to expend on some- that wonderful trinity of helps, the
thing more necessary to him than movable frame, extractor, and founfoundation for the "brood frames. dation. Only with a comfortable hive,
Now, if I wish no increase of colonies and everything ship-shape can
during the season, I serve my whole "The busy bee improve each shining hour,
apiary as I did Nos. 1 and 2, beginning And pather honey ttH (/le day from every opening
flower."
early enough to be sure that none
Southwest.—Provide bee-pasture.
have brood in more than five frames.
By putting boxes on the strongest When this is done, it seems to me
just before ajiple blossoms, and a few that a good many of our present
boxes are often filled from this source, troubles will be over. Colonies will
as the bees must work in boxes if at then be in an active and normal conIt will dition during all the working season,
all, when shut on tive frames.
be seen that I use nine frames to the much robbing, ill-temper, and "genhive, but the plan is the same with eral cussedness" will be done away
any number of frames. This having with, and tlie stock will go into winter
every frame in a hive crowded to the quarters strong in young bees, and
fullest capacity with brood two weeks well supplied with sealed stores.

A
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West.—Early provide for winter in-law" think it would be " too much
quarters. As the setting sun betolcens much like suicide" for him to try
the time for and the need of rest, so them, he kindly suggests that I make
when
a martyr of myself in the cause of
"The melancholy diiys are come the saddest of the apiculture. This is considerably like
year,
Artemus Ward's disinterested willOf wailing winds and naked woods, and meadows ingness to
liave his wife's relations go
brown and sere,"
to the war. 1 had thouglits of calling
then the successful apiarist makes all a family council in regard to the matsnug and safe for winter according ter on first reading Mr. Mace's proto his best knowledge and ability. posal, but fearing it might be decided
He sees to it that tlie colony has a that it was my bouuden duty to suffer
young and vigorous queen, great for the public good, I concluded to
store of young bees, and suitable food, take the responsibility of acting for
be it honey or sugar syrup. He puts myself, I therefore beg to decline subthem into winter quarters in the mitting to the proposed ordeal and
cellar, or on tlieir summer stands ac- would suggest that there are plenty
cording to his locality and experience. of men fonder of whisky than I am,
Northwest.
good and quiet who would be quite willing to take a
rest. Do not disturb the bees more sting and a drink turn and turnthan is actually needed, while in win- about, for the indefinite period inditer quarters.
If on the summer cated by Mr. Mace. I am not a rabid
stands, have no rabbits and dogs, or temperance man, still I think the
other stock fooling around, and do remedy miglit prove worse than the
not awaken tiiem out of their quiet disease. Alcohol has a sting as well
sleep, by jarring the ground, which is as the honey-bee, and it woidd be a
too often done by walking or driving melancholy thing if any one were to
near them.
begin using alcohol to antidote beeJacksonville, 111.
stings, only to find out that, " at the
last it bitetli like a serpent, and
stingeth like an adder." Let us ranFor the American Bee Journal.
sack the entire pharmacopo'ia for
Talk about Sundry Bee Matters.
remedial appliances, before we add
another to the thousand and one exWM. F. CLARKE.
cuses wliich people make for using
spirits.
For myself I get along passIn common with all who have e.x- ably well with veil and gloves, and
pressed themselves on the subject, I after seeing a Cyprian colony sting
think the present size and ''get up" Mr. Jones to their heart's content,
of the Bee Journal all that can be and finally drive him into the bushes, I
desired. It will make a very handy don't feel it any disgrace to wear
volume for reference when l)ound, them.
and is not too large for the shelf of
professor cook.
an ordinary bookcase. The editorial
The Professor's nice little article on
management also deserves higli " Honest
and kind criticism," in the
praise.
Bee Journal of Feb. 8, lias taken
"those fine bees in CANADA. "
quite a load of anxiety off my mind,
Mr. Henderson hardly does me but still, influenced by the curiosity
justice in complaining of my "failing which is luitural to all the sons and
to remember little Tennessee, or tlie daughters of Eve, I am acliing to
name of that little Tennessean who know who that apicultural ignoramus
furnished Mr. Sturgeon with those is. In Yankee phrase I would say,
fine queens," I saw in the Kincardine " du tell." The Professor promises to
apiary. Yet he had refreshed his own " explain more fully in regard to the
memory by looking atmy communica- pollen matter." There are other
tion in No. 29, .luly 20th.
then points that await explanation; that of
came he to say I had failed to remem- "dry feces," for example.
ber "little Tennessee'i*" These were
N. a. bee-keepers' association.

—A

'

How

my

words: "Mr. S. procured a dozen
queens from Tennessee, Iforgethow
long since, and also imported a few
from Italy." Since I have been pulled
over the coals for it, I am compelled
to state in self defense, that Mr. S.,
for reasons best known to himself, requested me not to name "that little
Tennessean." So I am cleared. I
surmised that the dollar-queen business might have had something to do
with his reticence, but may have
been wrong. However, if all goes

well, I shall sample Mr. Ilender.sbn's
queens for myself, and then I can
"speak in meeting" without let or
hindrance. Mr. H. seems to harp on
the word " tentative," used by me. I

thought
able.

it

See

was very modest and
its

suit-

dictionary meaning.

MR. mace's kind proposition.
Mr. Mace wishes experiments made
with alcohol as a remedy for beestings, and as his "wife and father-

ings I have attended, have been pleasant reunions of kindred spirits. It
has certainly done much to form and
strengthen " a brotlierly tie," and I
would earnestly say, ' destroy it not,
for a blessing is in it." Perhaps it
was not wise for the convention to
endorse Mr. Bingham's views quite so
fully. Still, I am sure there was no
intention of robbing Mr. Quinby's
honored brow of anyof its well-earned
laurels. I do not concur in the representation of Mr. Quinby's labors as
belonging to the closing chapters of
old-time apiculture.
They helped
largely to usher in the new era, and
the eminent services of
Messrs.
Langstroth and Quinby (I don't
know which should be named first in
order of time), will go down to history
as the "twin-brothers' yeast" that has
leavened the wh^-le lump of modern
bee-keeping.
I had the pleasure of
knowing Mr. Quinby personally, and
can fully agree with the graceful
tribute to his memory penned by Cap-v
tain Iletherington as a preface to the
new edition of the " Mysteries of

Bee-keeping." Mr. Quinby was himmodest, that those who knew
do well to guard his fame,
still I think ]Mr.
House has been
unduly excited.
No "heinous offense" has been committed; no "unjust discrimination" perpetrated, and
hope the kind words penned by
I
self so

liim best

yourself and
effect of " oil

others may have the
on the troubled waters."

the present season.
" cold dip " we had about

I fear the

a month since has proved very destructive to bees.
Here the thermometer went down to 30° below
zero, and in some parts of Canada it
was even lower. On Tuesday last,
Feb. 14, it was mild enough for bees
to

fly,

and

my own

I

saw evidence enough

in

apiary of the havoc
done by the Arctic wave. Having no
cellar "or bee-house, I am wintering
out of doors in chaff hives, with the
exceptionof a single colony, which is
in a plastered hive. The "cold dip"
seems to have caught the bees suddenly. One colony was much spread
out on the combs, and had entirely
little

succumbed.

Anotlier, partially

.scat-

tered, was reduced to great weakness,
thoroughly indorse your editorial and others ap|)ear to liave had the
remarks on the proceedings of the outer circle of the cluster chilled to
Nortlieastern Bee-keepers' in regard death. This is my first trial of chaff
to tile "National" organization, as hives, and I must own, I have serious
you call it, but please remember, it is doubts as to its suitability for the
a continental body.
Its name was climate of Canada, unless, indeed, we
given to it for the express purpose of thicken the walls.
including us Canadians, and though
PARLOR wintering.
but few of us have ever attended its
meetings, it must be remembered that
This is a failure for the present
Chicago is the nearest place to us at season, but I believe I know the
wliich it has ever been convened. We reason. The bees were not lioused
live in hope that some time it may be soon enough.
There had been some
held at Detroit, Buffalo, or some cold niglits before they were taken inborder city, possibly in Toronto itself, doors, and I think a mere handful of
and then you may look for a grand bees once chilled tlirough is not apt
muster of bee-keepers from this side to recover. My little colonies never
of the lines. Having assisted at the seemed lively, they acted as if they
bir.th of the North American body, had the rheumatism, or a bad cold.
and watched its liistory closely ever They never fed to please me, and
since, I hardly think it is open to the gradually dwindled away.
So, Mr.
charges made against it. At the out- Heddon will not have the pleasure of
set there were little jealousies which crowning me as a great discoverer
it happily allayed, and all the meet- just yet.
But I am not discouraged.
I

—
;

.
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very
much question the success
attained.
Undoubtedly, the bright
color and beautiful form of the Cyprians will make them favorites with
lived two months in their little prison. many, yet by carefully selecting our
If, under unfavorable circimistances, queen mothers among Italians, even
they lived two months, I argue that, this latter point may oe rivaled if not
under better circumstances, they may excelled.
Each year I am more convinced that
survive four. I have learned some
lessons by this little experiment, " that coming bee " will be the purest
which willenable me to improve upon and best type of t he Italian race.
Walton, Ky.
it hereafter.
That we shall find a
way of applying artificial heat for the
wintering of small colonies, is a
For the American Bee .Toiirnal.
cherished dream of mine, though I
Salicylic Acid and Foul IJrood.
am free to confess that it may prove
bees lived until the "cold dip,"
in my absence the room was lireless.
But for that, they would have
survived longer. As it was, they

and

" but a dream."

A. R.

Listowel, Ont.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

In reply to Mr. Jones' proposition,

must say that I am perfectly delighted with his article.
agree,
it seems, on all but one or two points.
Mr. Jones says salicylic acid does not
cure foul brood, which cure I offered
I

We

Experience With Cyprians.

JOHNSON.

L.

KOHNKE.

purchased an imported Cyprian to prove. Mr. Jones did not accept
queen from D. A. Jones in October, my proposition, but has done the
1880. During the summer of 1881, I other thing, which I expected he
reared quite a number of queens from would, to-wit: given us his remedy.
her, 14 of which 1 placed in full colo- I am very well pleased with that subnies in order to thoroughly test them. stitution; but having had no exSeveral others I placed in the hands of perience with the starvation cure, it
bee-keepers who were capable of will not do for me to say it can or canjudging of their qualities. From these, not be done. Perhaps all contagious
as well as my own experience, I am diseases can be cured by starving the
able to form a pretty fair estimate of subject infected. Bee-keepers have
their character, etc.
to choose now between three different
1st, starvation, 2d, borax
1. The proliticness of the queens is remedies.
quite noted, the imported mother, as and salicylic acid in water, 3d, salicylic
alcohol,
well as daughters, keeping a large acid in
proportion one to ten.
amount of brood until late in the fall If they wish to get wise by "exbut their progeny seemed short-lived. perience, " I would advise them to try
The increase of bees in the hive was in the above order, and report success.
not equal to the amount of brood
As Mr. Jones has declined my propoItalian colonies not having so much sition, he will certainly excuse me
brood, but increased in bees much from accepting his
meanwhile, I
faster. All winter long, since brood- shall hold on to disinfectants if my
rearing ceased, the Cyprians have bees get the desease, for it is whispered
dwindled rapidly. The bottom-board that foul brood made its appearance
of most of them is often covered with in this county last summer.
dead bees, while but few are dropping
In his reply to my review, Mr.
from Italians. This characteristic Muth evidently wished to overthrow
was especially noticeable during No- the force of my argument by referI

himself. Mr. Muth
have used the solution
recommended by Ililbert, thereby

clude Mr.
claims to

feature will continue until spring, remains to be seen but if so, there will
be but a handful of bees to begin,
operations but, as brood-rearing is
now commencing with us, we hope the
;

;

worst is over.
2. Their honey-gathering qualities
are not equal to the Italians or, if it
is the vast amount of brood that con;

sumed

so rapidly, that the
surplus was poor indeed.
it

show

for

ring to my limited experience, as far
as he has observed, which dates from
the fall of 1877. It will probably avail
very little when I state that t have
handled bees from my very childhood,
for, as Mr. Ileddon says, "how can
you prove the experience? " Besides,
"experience is a dear school," and I
prefer to get mv knowledge some
other way if I can, as Mr. Muth surmises. But my experience is not the
question at issue.

3. The hard name some have given
If I have been obscure in my stateCyprians for irritability, has not been ments in that article, I will briefly
verified in my experience. They are state the several points I wished to
quite nervous on first opening the make, once more: 1. That the soluhive, but soon quiet down so as to be tion of one part of acid in eight of
easily handled but if a few robbers alcohol is too .strong. 2. That Mr.
are searching around, they soon be- Muth on two different occasions gave
;

come

so much excited that all operations must cease. In all other points
I see no difference between them and
Italians. Taking the two races together, I shall certainly prefer the
" old reliable " Italians, as bred by
such men as Salisbury, Brown, Alley,

solutions of different strength of a
remedy of his own invention, which,
if the remedy had any effect, shows
inconsistency. 3. That the solution
of borax and salicylic acid cannot be
used with success in curing foul

brood

Muth

Why,

killing his bees.

if

it

was the

same, did it not kill Ililbert's beesy
Again, it has been found to kill bees,
or rather brood, if used too strong;
now, as Mr. ISIuth's bees did die, I
infer he used it too strong, and he, not
I, has misunderstood Ililbert's directions.

To prove
haps,

the second point is, pernot necessary, as he gives a

more precise directions how to
use the different solutions, under
different conditions, though he has

little

not done so on former occasions; at
least I am not able to find them.
To prove the third point, I referred,
as authority to the dispensatory of the
United States, wliich is certainly a
higher one than the assertion of any
druggist to the contrary. This is a
standard work, published to guide
and instruct druggists
and the
article on salicylic acid is given in
condensed form
from Professor
Kolbe's book "On the Effects of Salicylic Acid, " this gentleman being the
highest authority on the subject.
Hence, the assertion of Mr. Muth being able to cure foul brood with a
mixture of borax and salicylic acid, is
conti'ary to the experiments and experience of Professor Kolbe, and Mr.
Muth cannot deny assuming higher
named
authority than the above
gentleman, if he persists in claiming
to be correct. Of course, if that is
;

I must acknowledge to have
been mistaken. If my bees get the
next summer, I will call a
convention of bee-keepers to show
them liovv I open a hive and cure foul
brood, to prove " experience."

the case,
disease

Youngstown, O.

;

vember and December. Whether this
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Bee Items from

OSCAR

F.

Having been

for

Mississippi.

BLEDSOE.

some time engaged

my cotton crop, on my
plantation in the Yazoo Valley, let
me say that this Valley promises much
the intelligent apiarist. The
for
bloom is very luxuriant and rich in
honey, such as the ratan, tupelo gum,
various climbing plants, maple, redin ginning

bud, etc.
I have thought of establishing a
large apiary down there, if I could
procure desirable help. Until I have
fully verified it, I will not say that
any Southern locality I know of would
be a good place to produce honey in
large quantities for shipment. I am
sure, however, that there is no risk or
extra trouble here in wintering; that
bees will always get enough honey to
live on and prosper, and that every
Mississippi farmer, by managing intelligently a few hives of bees, using
extractor, etc., could procure ample
surplus honey for his own use, if not

some
in

for sale.

my attention

propose to persevere
to bees, believing that

I

and others. While I deeply sympaTo prove the foregoing, I cannot there is remuneration in the business
thize with Mr. Jonesinhisearnestaud assert my own experience, for Mr. here.
expensive efforts to imjtrove our bees Muth says I have none; so I must go
Last year I sold honey and bees
by introducing these new races, yet I to some higher authority and will in- enough to pay me back all the cash I
'

;
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is worth to repair the break.
On
the other hand, if sections liaving a
square cut at the corners are to be
bent, great care must be taken in
folding, or the sections will be bent at
the wrong points, and so make one or
more of its dimensions too long or too
short but if correctly bent, and the
section should break from any cause
at a comer while bending, it can be
readily mended with wire nails.
There is still another style of onepiece sections, that differs from the
last mentioned, only in having the
square grooves so modified that the
section always bends at the right
points without any coaxing; and in
having the extremities of the sections
joined with wire nails instead of dovetailing. I prefer this style of section
to any other that I have yet seen, as
it requires very little practice to put
them together rapidly, and when put
together, they make mucli the strong-

With regard

have ever spent on bees, and 50 per tion

sale.

cent, profit besides, so tliatmy apiary,
books, periodicals, implements, materia] for a large increase, in hives,
etc., are all clear gain.
bees are all doing well, only 3

add strength

My

nuclei having absconded during my
absence. I use a shortened Langstroth frame which can be adjusted
temporarily in any hive of that depth.
short Langstroth frame is the ne
plus ultra of a frame for rearing

A

queens, and nuclei, and for shipment;
also, in this locality, is the hive for
all purposes of an apiary.

Grenada, Miss.
For the American Boe Journal.

Oue-Piece Section Boxes.

BYRON WALIvEK.

My

attention has been called to articles in the JiEE Jouknal of Jan. 25,
in relation to the section controversy.
The first of the articles in question

;

est section.

The second objection urged by Mr.
Thomas, is, that it is not as strong as
is from the pen of E. A. Thomas, of the dove-tailed, and that when filled
Coleraine, Mass., the other from with honey, they are liable to become
James Forncrook, of Watertown,Wis. broken or leaky, unless very carefully
Lest silence be taken for consent to handled, while in the hands of the
the views and claims referred to in grocer, or before it reaches the table
behalf of the friends of one-piece sec- of the consumer and to give point to
tions, I will attempt to reply
this objection, he gives the report of
While 1 heartily indorse the views a conversation, as a witness to which
of Mr. Thomas with regard to the re- I suppose Mr. T. was present, in
lative merits of the 1 and 2-lb. section imagination at least. Now, I submit,
boxes, I cannot admit tlie correctness if Mr. T. has had any such practical
of his criticism on the one-piece sec- experience witli these sections as he
tion box, as compared with the dove- calls on us to imagine, would it not
tailed box. Mr. Thomas tells us that have been in better taste to have given
one-piece sections cannot be bent into us the benefit of that instead of what
shape without cracking tlie corners, he has given us V At any rate. I venas rapidly as the dovetailed sections ture to say, if he or any "one else lias
can be driven together; that it re- had any such experience, it was while
quired skilled labor to do tliis quickly; handling sections made of poor mateand that only those that use a large rial or flimsily put together, or both.
number of sections can hope to acI have handled a large amount of
(juire the requisite skill.
These are honey in a great variety of packages,
important points, and deserve careful including dovetailed sections. I have
attention. There are many things to never had any package give sucli genlook at, if we would reach a right con- eral satisfaction to all concerned, as
clusion in attempting to decide tliis these same one-piece sections in fact,
matter. Very much depends upon I have yet to hear the first complaint
the timber used in making the one- against them, when made as above
piece sections. If they are made of described. On the other hand, my
material thoroughly seasoned, Mr. T. experience in handling
dovetailed
is correct about its being a nice job to sections, is somewhat similar to the
bend them rapidly without cracking imaginary one related by Mr. T.,with
the corners, especially if the sections the imaginary element left out. I rehave not been first steamed. On the member one lot in particular, that I
other hand, if the sections are made purchased of parties who get their
out of timber from small, tough bass- sections from the most extensive
wood, recently seasoned and steamed manufacturer of dovetailed sections
immediately before bending, they can in the United States (he has since disbe put together at least twice as fast carded them, and now makes the oneas it is possible to make dovetailed piece section only), so that they ought
sections with a mallet the steaming to be a fair sample of such sections.
AVell, in handling this lot, I had ocof the sections being reckoned as a
;

:

to using glue to
to one-piece sections, I

will say that I have never had occasion
to make use of it for that purpose, but
am assured by those that have tried it

that

it is

a success, and

consumed

tluit

in applying

it,

the time
hardly

is

worth mentioning.
For the benefit of those who find it
necessary to steam the sections before
binding, and who have not the privilege of using a steam box for the purpose, I would suggest that the wax
extractor placed over a kettle of boiling water, using a piece of a board
nearly covering the top to confine the
steam, will make an excellent substitute ; or even a common tea-kettle
with the top removed will do very
well.

Mr. Forncrook claims, in the communication referred to, that he has
been obliged to advance the price of
sections, owing to basswood lumber
having advanced one-third in value.
Is it not a trifle strange, if Mr. F. is
correct about this, that lie is the only
dealer in one-piece sections that seems
Even Mr.
to have found this out
Lewis, who resides in his own (Forni*

crook's) village, asks less for sections
this year than he did last. The sections he advertises however, this year,
are a trifle less costly than those he
sold last year. But Mr. A. I. Root
should reply to this article by Mr. F.
but, to my mind, we have suflScient
reply in the following editorial in
Gleanings, for February, which I quote
" Before us is a copy of a
verbatim
patent granted to H. W. Hutchins, of
East Livermore, Maine, for a plan of
making boxes of one piece of wood,
precisely like the Forncrook sections,
:

V

even to the
tailing in the

shaped groove, doveends, and all. The

drawing makes

it so plain, it is difficult to conceive that Forncrook's was

not copied from
Capac, Mich.

it."

For tbe American Bee Journal.

;

—

part of the process of putting together
the one-piece sections.
There is anotlier point in this connection that should not be overlooked
in determining the rapidity with
which these sections can be safely bent
and the kind of labor to be employed
for the purpose, and that is, the kind
of grooves that are used for the corners. If these grooves are triangular,
the sections can be bent very quickly,
other things being equal; but if the
section should break while bending, it
is perhaps more trouble than the sec-

Do Swarms Pursue
Q. C.
I

a Straight Line?

JORDAN.

have been keeping bees for 15
had a great many at

years, but never

once, neither did I ever derive

much

for I never gave
them the attention required to make
them profitable. I have, of late, become more interested in trying to improve them than ever before. Some
time ago I purchased a colony of Italprofit

from them,

ians from

Henry

Alley.

On

the 17tb

day of April last, that colony gave a
swarm, and continued to swarm every
casion to scrape the jiropolis off the few days until they had increased to
sections before offering them for sale; 9 good colonies. Two of them abscondand although the utmost care was ed, and I had heard it said that
used to avoid breaking sections, or bees always went in a straight line
starting leakage, about one out of when they swarmed until they stopped,
every twenty sections was rendered noting particularily the direction they
unfit for market before the process went. I took my compass and found
was completed, owing to lack of they went N. 64^ W.; so I put out and
went over fences and ditches, woods
strength in the sections.
I do not wish to be understood to and swamps, until I came to Broad
claim that it is impossible to obtain River, a distance of G miles, and I saw
dovetailed sections suflflciently strong, nothing nor heard anything of them.
but I do claim that such sections are I concluded I would go across and go
not a fair sample of those offered for up on top of the hill on the other side.

.
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and inquire if any one had seen them? one queen, and all his drones from
As I was crossing the bridge a few one or two other queens, and then say
steps below wliere I struck the river, that he had tifty or one hundred orders
I met Mr. Patterson. He, seeing my in for early tested queens,as is always
compass, was curious to Itnow my the case with queen-breeders. Do
business. I told him I w-as i)ursuiiig you think his customers would get
some fugitives, and wanted to know queens lit to rear queens and drones
Sweet CloTer. — The thermometer
if he had seen anything of any parties from V hardly; or he would not need
eloping ? He said he had not. I told to be so particular about rearing all stands 66'^ above to-day; bees flying
lively
and carrying in pollen for the
him they must have passed close by his queens and drones from a few
first this year, the earliest I ever
there, as that was in the direction colonies.
knew. My 31 colonies, all in good
Smithsburg, Md.
they were going. After I had worried
condition, had flights about every
him awhile, I exitlained the matter to
week this winter. The lowest fall
him. He then told me that my bees
For the American Bee Journal.
this winter was 18° below, ranging
were up at the house, already hived,
Partial Reriew.
Another
from 35° to 55° above, but weather
and at work, and that Mr. Jackson,
was very wet. My bees are mostly
the man tliat had hived them, was
T. F. lilNGHAM.
blacks aiid hybrids, packed in wheat
gone from home. 'I told Mr. Fatterstraw on summer stands. We have
son that I must have my imported
It seems to me that the resolutions no sweet clover in this country. I
bees, and that I would come back
Northeastern
New
York
passed
at
the
sowed some last fall in my garden,
some day after them, which I never
Convention are aimed at a man of but if it has ever come up I cannot
have done.
they
specify smokers see it. What does the plant look like.
straw.
When
This satislied me that bees do go on
design to cen- It seems from the reading of the Bee
aw air-line when swarming and leav- in the resolution they
sure.
Journal, that it grows spontaneous
ing. Another experiment with the
I am sure there was no allusion In around Chicago.
We do not have
compass with the other swarm that
my poor short essay to smokers. It much here for bees, only white clover^
left, proved the same fact.
I am of
did not contain the word, neither did and that lasts until about the 10th of
the opinion tliat bees do not go over 6
it refer disrespectfully to the late July, and after that our honey season
or 8 miles generally, when they abM.Quinbv. Is it disrespect- is over for surplus. I like the Bee
scond. The notion entertained by lamented
some, that they have a home selected ful to say "The early writings of the Journal, but would like it better if
Quiilby, called 'The it was a daily or tri-weekly.
before they leave, is certainly incor- lamented M.
Mysteries of Bee-Keeping,' which
L. T. MOBBERLY.
rect, as the swarm above referred to
were among the most conspicuous of
Long Grove, Ky., Feb. 19, 1882.
settled on a bush on Mr. Jackson's
''
the closing eraV
spring path, and his wife found them
[Your sweet clover planted last
Will the gentlemen please notice

sSJ-S^^MM^

in the act of settling.

quiet sarcasm implied in the
'-Quinby's New Bee-Keeping,"
and "New Quiiiby Smoker." Would
For the American Bee Journal.
any one suppose the book or the
The New Bees, Queen-Rearing, Etc. smoker to be orif/inal, from the titles'?
Either the new gets a compliment or
the old gets a slur.
D. A. PIKE.
I trust there will never be so little
Having had experience with the of my smoker left that it will have to
Syrian bees, I must say that my im- be advertised as the "New Bingham
the

Franklin, Ga._

titles:

pressions are not favorable to them.
They did not gather enough honey to
last tliem till cold weather came. 1
gave them honey from my other bees
twice, before putting them into winter quarters. I have only discovered
one good trait about them the queens
are prolilic.
But what does that
amount to, if the bees do not gather
:

enough honey to live on V 1 never
saw a Syrian bee come in with a heavy
load of honey. If fertile workers are
wanted, get the Syrian bees.
If mine live till next spring, I will
keep them till the first of July, and if
they do not prove better honey gatherers in the future than they have in
the past, off goes their heads.
I shall not sell any more Syrian
queens till I have tested tliem more
myself. Mr. S. Valentine's experience
in the last Bke Journal is about the
same as mine. We Marylanders claim
to have better bees than the Syrians.
Much has been said about rearing
good queens. Some claim that they
should be reared from 3 or 4 colonies.
I hold that a queen-breeder should
have his queens bred up to such a
standard of excellency, that he need
not be afraid to rear queens or drones
from any colony in his apiary. Then

Smoker."
I

am sorry to mention matters which

be in an advertisement, but
the Convention report, already published, has made it necessary. Presiwonderful
dent Clark evinced a
faculty for overlooking the facts when
he said that he "would not use a
Bingham smoker under any consideration; that because Quinby did not get
a patent and Bingham did, we are
obliged to pay for it." The facts are
that Bingham sells for 6-5 cents, postage paid, a i^ larger and much better
smoker than Mr. Quinby did for SI. .50,
which was his (Quinby's) regular
price for the old and noio obsolete

should

Quinby smoker.

When

Mr.

A J.

King

first

began to

season will undoubtedly come out all
right.
Its germination is of very
slow development, hence it is better
to sow it in the fall, or very early in
spring, while it will yet get several
sharp, severe frosts, to assist in bursting the hulls.
Sweet clover was sown in the
western part of this city some 12 or
15 years ago, and now prevails ta
quite a liberal extent in the suburbs,
and along the railways and roadways
running into the city. Many farmers
and bee-keepers have assisted to
spread and perpetuate it, for their
bees and grazing animals. It is found
very good to plant along newly made
roads, as the deep and matting roots
have a tendency to retard wash-outs
and gullies. The young plant has
much the appearance of white clover,
excepting that they grow more erect
from the seeds.— Ed.]

make mv smokers, he advertised them
as the '''New Bee-Smokers;" afterward he offered to pay me a cash
royalty for a license to make them.
At the Chicago National Convention
he told me he gave me the credit of
the invention, but thought he had a
right to make them as he was then

making.
Abronia, Mich., Feb.

8,

1882.

Successful

Wintering.— I

packed

twenty-four colonies of bees last
in

fall,

theimproved Quinby hive, on the

summer

stands.

All are

now doing

well, I never have lost a colony yet.
I pack in chaff, in Quinby hives, just
as described by Mr. Popp'leton, at the

Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Conven-

I do not think
any bee-keeper ought to " kick '' on
selling
queens
this sidfr
Jones
for
^° The Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- Mr.
ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky., of the line. My bees came into the
he is prepared to send out good queens on the liTth day of April, 1882. A full shop yesterday after honey in some
to his customers, and not till then
attendance is very much desired, as comos" I had sitting out. Success tO'
What would be thought of a queen- important business will be transacted. the AVeekly; I should be lost without
breeder who says that lie intends to
S. S. Bristol.
it.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
rear all his queens this season from
Galesburg, Mich., Feb. 21, 1882.
Christiansburg, Ky.
!

tion, at Battle Creek.
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Bee-Keeping for Profit. In order
to make bee-keeping pay every year
in succession, we need experience, because experience will teach ns, as
nothing else will, that it pays in the
long run to let bees have all the honey
in the hive they can possibly use, at
all times, for
with us what is a
harvest one year may fail tlie next,
and what fails the first year will give
plentiful bloom the next, and if not a
plentiful bloom, if bees are very
strong, or rather have an abundance
of lioney in the hive, they seem much
more inclined to gather it. In 1881,
the year just [jassed, our bees paid
well, although the early part of the
season Mr. Axtell and myself were
both very sick for some weeks, and
our bees suffered for care; but as they
had a great abundance of honey at all
times of the year, they did not feel
the neglect tliat they would have done
if on scanty fare.
We do not believe
it pays to give bees very close attention if we have to hire inexperienced
help to do it, unless we can be with
them or if they do have experience,
if they are careless or neglectful they
will injure the bees more than they
will do them good. If bees have an
abundance of honey in the brood nest
abundance of bees and a large hive,
they need but little care from spring
until fall, except to see to tliem in
swarming time, that they do not fill
up too closely with honey, and to care
for the swarm, if one issues.
We
think it pays, also, to have young
•queens, or cells just ready to hatch,
to insert into the parent hive ; but
the idea some throw out, that each
;

colony must be opened and examined
every 10 days or 2 weeks, we think
erroneous. If one has but a few
colonies and will be very careful not
to injure them, then no liarm is done
if opened every day, but it will not
pay; better have more bees and less
care.
The above suggestions are
where we run bees for honey, which
we think pays ever so much better
than queen rearing or selling bees.
At least such has been our experience.
In fact, we would not sell bees at all,
if it was not we could not keep so
many in two locations— one for Mr.
Axtell to look after, and one for myself.
We think from 75 to 12-5, or
perhaps a less number, are all that
should be kept in one location, unless
it is an extra locality for bee forage.
We believe it pays to rear our own
•queens, too except to buy one oc;

casionally to introduce fresh blood.
Perhaps our hive has something to do
with our success in getting lioney,
rather than bees and queens, at the
present cheap price for queens and
bees, while honey brings a good price
and ready sale, makes honey gathering the most profitable. We use the
Improved Quiiiby hive with our own
improvement on it, which affords an
abundance of room above as well as
below, and without the tiering up
process, having always plenty of room
in the hive. When surplus frames
for honey are removed, then ample
room is given for chaff packing, which
keeps the bees dry and warm whether
in the cellar or out. Last winter,
U880-81, we lost but 1 colony out of

over 100 wintered in the cellar. Some
have felt a little disposed to laugh at
us for packing with chaff for cellar
wintering, but we tlhink it pays every
time. We tliink it pays to keep them
in the cellar until about the time they
can get natural pollen; then, when
set out, next day or so crowd, them
down on to about
their number of
frames, add more as warm weather
and brood increases. This cures dysentery and prevents spring dwindling.
Mes. L. C. Axtell.

%

Boseville,

111.

not bloom the first season, and thereby
make the one cultivation answer for
both ? The mignonette will bloom
the first season, and also form a good
protection for the sweet clover, and
save extra ground room for one year,
at least.

Ed.]

—

Poultry in the Apiary. I am not
regularly in the bee business, but read
the JouuNAL with much interestand
no little profit, and venture, therefore,
to ask for information in

your columns

A Bee Celhir.—Tiling is now laid in on these two points: 1. Whicliisbest
my cellar and grading going on around for bees, for the hives to sit on the
the sides of my dwelling. The tiling ground or in frames, or on benches ?
is about 6 inches bore, most of it; 50 2. May poultry be allowed to run
feet next the house is a little short of
6 inches, and 4 inches fall to the rod.
I also have a 6-inch stove-pipe con-

among

the bees
either?
Salado, Texas.

without injury to

W.

P. II^lNCOck.

nected with the chimney. The toj) of
[1. Each method has its advantages.
the chimney is 28 feet higher. Will
this give sufficient ventilation V The We prefer for the hives to sit ou
cellar extends under about two-fifths frames, as they give an opportunity
of the ground floor. The whole ground
for a free circulation of air underfloor is 221^x16 feet. The smaller tiling comes about 30 feet from the neath the hives in summer, are cheaper
house. There is a door between the of construction than platforms, and
tvi'o cellars or parts.
It is about 7 feet are not so liable to rot the lumber in
from the sleejiers to the ground floor
above. Will not this arrangement the bottom-boards.
2. We have watched for hours, in
give suflicient ventilation to keep the
bees in a healthy condition, winter vain, to discover chickens destroying
and summer, if put in ? We put our bees while running in the bee-yard;
bees in Jan. 5. They appear to be
doing reasonably well. Some colonies but they do work great destruction to
were quite light, and we have been so moths, spider, ants, and other insects.
busy they liave not been cared for So far as we know now, we certainly
since. The mercury has stood in the
favor the plan of giving poultry,
cellar most of the time at 44-. The
winter here* has been very pleasant, especially chickens, free range of the
so much so we have been hauling dirt apiary. We know
nothing about
and grading annmd the house. Here- ducks, and will not express an opinion
the
floor
in
the
tofore
east part of the
regarding them.— Ed.]
cellar has been laid right on the ground,
and the atmosphere was quite musty;
but now I think we have obviated
Bees Breeding and Gathering Pollen.
this, if not, I will cement the whole
My bees have wintered well so far,
floor soon as I get time.
I had i-g acre and were bringing in pollen on the
of sweet clover last year, which was 14th of this mouth. The colonies are
cultivated the first year. It gave a all strong and in good condition. I
tremendous bloom. It was drilled in have 12 colonies in all, 3 Italians, and
long rows 4 feet apart, and the ground 9 liybrid, in 11-frame Langstroth hives.
was wholly covered with bloom, clear It snowed here all last night, and is
above one's head, some growing over still snowing. Will this cold snap be
8 feet high, and the bees were busy a back set on the brood y

—

on

it for weeks.
I wish to put in 6
or 8 acres of it this and next month.
Will it do enough better to drill and
cultivate it, to justify the care, over

Edmund Db
Oketo, Kans., Feb.

Lair.

20, 1882.

[No; if your colonies are very strong,
as the cold will probably be of very
to drill in 3 or 4 acres of mammoth
short duration. Of course, broodmignonette seed.
Moses Bailey.
rearing will not progress so favorably
Winterset, Iowa.
if the weather was milder, and with
[Your drain tile, as described, ought as
nights but you will unmoderate
to give suflicient ventilation to meet
doubtedly get enough young bees to
the requirements of the bees, espeoff -set spring dwindling, especially as
cially with the stove-pipe connection
natural pollen has been comiuf^iu,
with the chimney, to act as a draft to
and will continue to do so.— Ed.]
bring the air through the tiling. Undoubtedly, a partial cultivation of the
Hill's Winter Bee-Hive.- Is there a
sweet clover will pay, as you have patent on Hill's winter bee-hive, havalready demonstrated
with your ing a cap to slip over the lower part
eighth of an acre. Should you con- for winter protection ?
Subscriber.
Salem, Ohio. •
clude to put in tlie mammoth mignonette, why not drill it in with tlie sweet
[There is, and the cap, we believe
clover, nasmuch as the latter does is embraced in the patent.-7-ED.]

broadcast sowing

V

I

would like,

also,

;

A
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To Cleanse Wax.— Why do not some
the great hee-keepers tell us how
they get so much honey, and what
kind of hives they use, one-story or
two, and whether they extract from
the brood chamber or the (ipper story
only, and how niucli the honey weighs
to the glillon ? Then we would know
where these great yields of honey
come from.
gets 25 lbs. and R ^ets
75 lbs. to tlie colony, side by side.
This is my method: In the spring I
get brood in all the combs by transferring the outside combs to the center one at a time then I put on a halfstory to give the bees room. I try to
keep the luve and boxes full of bees.
If they swarm before .Jiuie 20th, I put
them in a new hive, and after a little
return them to the old hive. I use the
American frame, 9 in a hive. My bees
have averaged me 90 lbs. per colony,
spring count, for 5 years increase,
double. I have 4-1 colonies in the cellar at a temperature of 46-, and they
are quiet. Following is a good method
to cleanse wax
Tie some wheat ttonr
in a sack or cloth, then immerse it in
water and squeeze it out until the
water is about the color of skim-milk;
put in your wax and melt it the Hour
will take all of the dirt to the bottom.
Twice melting this way, will cleanse
the blackest wax you ever saw.
Please answer
1. Is it best to give
bees a flight between iN^ovember and
April y 2, Which hive will give the
best returns— a long one, or a twostory hive y
Payette Lee.
•of

A

;

;

:

;

:

Co^cato,
[1.

Minn.

Yes, by

all

means, if the weather

is suitable.
2. A two-story hive
as the honey
can be taken from it to much better
advantage, and with less disturbance
of the bees. The "long idea" hive
was much in vogue at one time, but
has been generally abandoned, even
by those who were most sanguine of
;

its

success.—Ed.]

Marking Location

Anew. — I have

read the Bee Journal with much
pleasure for years, and, although a
bee-keejjer for over 30 years, I have
known but little about them except
what I have learned from the Journal,, and through use of the moveable-frame hive. But I have much to
learn yet. In the Journal of Nov.
16, page 3G3, 1 read Rev. Mr. Briggs'
description of an out-door packing
box, and I built two such, each 16 feet
long, and filled them with hives of
bees, and packed them as he directed.
I was so well pleased with them that
I built two more, but before putting
the bees in, a neighbor told me that it
the bees fly out they will return to
their old stand, and will be lost. If
this is true. I will pack no more. They
have not had a flight since I packed
them. Please let me know if this is
so.
Last summer I had my hives
standing 5x3 feet apart, but not
:>

in line. Next summer
I
like to place them in a straight
line, but not so close, as I have plenty

straight

would

of room.
What distance apart should
I place them to be handy to manipu-

I have 30 colonies, nearly all in
good order. Lust winter I lost S out
of 15, and bought 4 in the spring in
log-gums, which I transferred into
frame hives, and increased to 30. How
shall 1 manage tliose I liave packed in

late?

the bi-foot boxes, in the spring, as I
the old
Samuel Utz.
stands?
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business and interest the Patrons. 3.
those extractors that use 3 frames
at one time, require the frames to be
lifted out each time when you wantto
reverse ttiem, or is there room inside
of the extractor to turn them ? 4.
Which do you consider the best ex-

Do

tractor for 3 frames ? 5. How much
better is a good honey knife than a
good table knife? 6. What would
Kenton, O.
bees be worth, after May, without
[You will have no trouble about queen, per pound ? I have no use for
those packed away in the 16-foot my workers after that time. 7. Could
boxes. If there are no hives on the they be utilized ?
II. H. C. Mitchell.
old stands, the bees will find their way

cannot put them back on

Humboldt, Tenn.

but a safer way
[1. Yes; your locality is no excepwill be to stand up, or slant, a board
tion to the rule, that the more attracin front of each hive, to partialiy obtive merchandise finds the quickest
to their

own

hives;

their free egress and ingress.
Put up these boards as soon as you sale at the best prices.
They were
2. We believe they are.
set them out in tlie spring, before
with great care, and from the
they have had an opportunity to fly. culled
By this means, they will mark their best authorities.

struct

location anew.

We

often adopt this

3.

The frames

require to be lifted to

plan in summer, when changing loca- turn them.
4. The Excelsior Extractor is the
tion of hives, and never have experithat takes 3
enced any trouble, nor lost any bees. only one we are aware of
frames.
If we had plenty of space, we would
5. A good honey knife is as much
prefer our hives to stand 5x8 feet

good table knife, as a
apart that is, rows 8 feet apart, and better than a
good steel-pointed plow is better than
hives 5 feet apart in the rows. Ed.]
the old-time forked stick, or the steelBees in West Tennessee.— This is bladed axe is better than the stone
a medium section of our country, as I. one.
judge from reading the itemsinthe
6. Bees would not be worth much
Bee Journal from other States. We
have here maples, willows, red-buds, per pound after having spent a season
wild plums, hazels, black and sweet of labor in your honey harvest, as they
gums, and most all kinds except lin- would all be old ones. You might,
den or basswood, which is so highly however, find buyers for them.
prized in the Northern States, though
7. They could be utilized for but
we have the poplar (tulip tree), wliich
is hard to beat, for quality as well as few days; probably not long enough
quantity. Wliite clover covers the to remunerate for express charges iu
ground in many places. All clovers transportation. We never took kindly
do well here that 1 have seen. Alsike
does well, also the Japanese clover, to the tratlic in bees by the pound,and
which has very delicate looking stalks, many who were quite enthusiastic
of finer texture than the white clover, over the plan have abandoned it inand which the leaves resemble alittle;
Ed.]
but it has a yellowish bloom. Itgrows disgust.—
spontaneously in the woods and fields
Wintering.— The
Dysentery and
where not cultivated. Last season it
stood the drouth better than any of question of wintering seems to be the
the grasses, and cattle are fond of it. only one left of great importance.
conclusions I have
I do not know whether it is a good bee The following
plant. I have kept bees 8 or 10 years arrived at after 15 years' of experience:
in a small way; had 14 colonies last Either very great cold, which causes
spring of Italians, hybrids and Ger- a consumption of honey and pollen;
man bees, in Langstroth hives, which or poor fall honey, when stores are
I increased to 27 by dividing, all in scarce; or warm weather, which progood condition now. Our bees are not duces flight or uneasiness, and a controubled with dysentery here, and we sumption of stores; or brood-rearing,
need no winter houses or chaff hives. wliich causes the manipulation of
Bees winter well on the summer pollen, are hints as to the cause of
stands if the cracks are stopped up. dysentery, the ravages of which are
I obtained 600 lbs. of extracted and 80 greatest toward spring, when long,
lbs. of comb lioney, wliich I sold at 10 cold confinement, or cliangable weacents per lb. Some sell at 8 cents per ther and partial confinement furnish
pound for 30 to 40 pound boxes. We the conditions, as pollen is not got rid
will have to use the extractor to drive of by perspiration, and dysentery is
them out witli their old boxes. 1. the result. It may be urged that bees
Would it be advisable to use some of do not always die with these condithe small sections for comb honey V tions I answer, neither do men nor
2. Are the recipes given in " Honey animals ahvays die under conditions
as Food and Medicine" all reliable'? favorable to disease. Mortality is the
I wish to write off some of them for exception, not the rule, and the same
prevention by artifiour county paper, to improve the bee with disease.

—

—

A

—
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cial means is the remedy, for which
witness the success of bees in cellars
and chaff hives, under proper management, a few main points of which
are: abundance of fresh air of a uniform temperature; having the hives
well ventilated by leaving them open
at the top and bottom, or, if protected
at the top, they must be covered warm,
or moisture vVill collect and disease
them; a poor quality of stores, with
little or no pollen, for when they are
set out in the spring it should be only
when they can be supplied with pollen,
either naturally or artificially, as they
will not usually breed in a bee-cellar.

As

to ventilation in chaff hives,

it

must be

at the bottom and at the top
through chaff coverings; but as to
wintering without any top covering,
and especially in thin hives, I should
expect to take the usual chances,
which will depend on the abovenamed conditions, which, in my opinion, and as proven by experience, it is
impossible to prevent, looking at tlie
nature of the bee. I have had a number of colonies freeze, with quarts of
bees and plenty of honey right under
them, and no disease.
Milan, O.
G. H. Mackey.

Dead Brood.— I send you by mail,
to-day, a sample of some combs in our
apiary, which we fear are infected
with foul brood. If you can settle
that question you will confer a great
favor. AVe bought bees last year from
different parties, in box hives, and
transferred them, and now we lind
something like I send you in most of
the hives of one lot, and none of it in
any others.
S. N. Wyckoff.
Salinas, Cal.

placing them out for spring, and they
are taken out for a fly, would they
return to the hives, if" placed in the
yard y
much pleased with the
Bee Journal, and wish you every
prosperity in the change; 1 think ft
invaluable for the bee-keeper.

Am

J.

M. Knowles.

Lynden, Ont.

combs, then the cloths or blankets can
lie on the frames; if there are nopassage-ways through, then place halfinch square sticks crosswise of the
frames, to give the bees a passageover.— Ed.]

The Patent on One-Piece

Sections.
colonies of bees in good
shape, on their summer stands, and
just above the freezing temperature, they
seem to be doing well. The past
and feed them. Do not cover the season was a very poor one with me
for
honey.
I obtained but little surentrances, for if two or three should
make an unsuccessful attempt to get plus but a large increase. 1. What
does Mr. Forncrook's patent cover on
out, they would alarm all the balance, the "all-in-one-piece section box." I
[1.

You might put them

in a

room

then a flight would be necessary.
2. They will not commence breeding, but might contract dysentery.
The better way would be to feed them
hard candy, placed on top the frames,
which can be done almost any moderately mild day, without disturbing
them. For the candy, use good sugar,
putting about 1 pint of water to 3
pounds of sugar; boil till it will
harden when cooled, then make in flat
sheets; after it has hardened, place it
on top the frames with as little disturbance as possible.
3. Should you have a day warm
enough for the bees to fly with safety,

you had better set

them all out,
slightly obstruct the entrances with a

slanting board, and overhaul and feed
all that require it.
You can then give
them honey or candy, as is most convenient. The flying bees will all
[We find, on close inspection, no return to their respective hives, except
dead brood except in cells sealed over; the weak or debilitated ones, which
none of these are perforated. On re- would most likely die in the hives bemoving the cappings, we find only a fore spring.— Ed.]
thin, black, dried-up skin, which is

removed with the point of a
If there was
unsealed dead
brood at the time of taking from the
hive, it has dried to an impalpable
easily

— 1 have 65

see that Mr. Lewis advertises a onepiece section, on which he says there

—

is

no patent

2.

How

is it an infringement ?
Lewis' section used, with
no opening in the bottom for the
passage of bees. The Bee Journal,
in its present form, is about as near
perfect as it can be.
is

A. D. Stocking.
Ligonier, Ind.
[1.

Mr. Forncrook claims his patent

covers

all

one-piece sections; also the-

machine for their manufacture. Wecannot answer whether Mr. Lewis'
one-piece section
2.

You

will

is

an infringement,

find this question an-

swered on page 123 of

last week's

Bee

Journal.— Ed.]
Superseding Queens.- Our bees are
healthy and have an abundence of
stores. The winter has been preeminently an open one. To use a common expression in use about here, " it
has rained all winter," and is still
pouring down. Our bees have been
able to fly every few days. Everything being drenched with water, I
fear that there will be considerable
dwindling. But bountiful stores, and
a favorable spring, will soon supply
the loss. Do you not put it too broadly
in your answer to R. P. Williams,
page 108, No. 3 ? If the queens are
young, and the weakness of the colony not their fault (facts for the apiarist
to decide), why not give them a comb
of brood and save them for future
use y
G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky.

Lots of Pollen, but No Brood.— Bees
flew splendidly yesterday, which makes
the third flight they have had since
October. They all seemed to be in
fine order.
'Those I examined had
powder. The dead larvre from these lots of pollen, but no brood— noteven
an
egg.
My
experience
goes to prove
cells has undoubtedly been removed
by the bees. We do not think it is that pollen is only used as food for
larval bees, and not as a diet for
foul brood, but it may prove to be a mature bees, as very
many writers
[Perhaps the easiest way to answer
disease quite obnoxious, and would would have us believe.
the question is by asking another If
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
advise close observation as to its
you were buying good queens (and we
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1882.
cause, extent and effect.— Ed.]

pin.

:

know you do

Wintering Bees.— My bees are winWinter Feeding.— I purchased several colonies last fall in Langstroth tering finely. There are no dead bees
about
the hives nor in them; they are
and Thomas hives; it was too late to
feed and prepare the weak colonies clean and lively. My bees are in
for winter, so I placed them in a Langstroth hives, covered with honeyclamp. I find, on examining, the board. 1 learn from the Bee Jourweak ones are still alive. We have nal that cloth is better; if so, what
The boards are }i
still two months before bees will fly, kind shall I use.
and I am afraid the weak ones have inch above tlie tops of frames. Should
not sufficient stores to keep them alive the cloth lay closely on the frames.
PeOF. S. J. ROBBINS.
till spring— 1.
Would it do to take
Penfleld, N. Y.
them out of the clamp and into a
warm room, cover the entrance with
[Cloth is better. We use woolen,
wire-cloth, and feed them ? 2. Would
they commence breeding, or should but many use cotton; others ducking,
they have a fly after being disturbed V while most anything will answer. If
3. Should a
flue day occur before you have passage holes through the

not buy any but those
you think are the best), would you feel
that you were fairly dealt with, if you
was sent a lot which had been taken
from colonies that had been doubled
up on account of weakness V Of
course, there might be exceptional
cases, but, as a rule, where a number
of colonies in the apiary are too weak
in population to attain satisfactory results, while other colonies are quite the
reverse, the difference most likely is

attributable to the queens.
are not worth buying as

If

queens

first

they are not worth keeping.

class,

Ed.]

;::

;
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^' We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are ? Every
OFFICE OF American Bee Jodrnal, I
subscriber is such an agent we have
Monday. 10 a. m., Feb. 27. 1882.
no others, and greatly desire that each
The following are the latest quota- one would
at least send in one new
tions for honey and beeswax received
subscriber with his own renewal.
up to this hour
Honey and Beesivaz Market.

;

)

BATES FOR ABTERTISINe,

:

20c. per agate

A

line

words;

line of

of Agate type will contain about elirht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

DlSCOTJBiTS
Weekly
For 4 weeks
"
8 "

13

"

ae
S9
5«

"
"
"

will

be given on advertisements

paid in advance
lO per cent, discount.
80 "
"
(3 months).... 30
"
"
(6months)....40
"
"
(9 months). ...SO
"
(1 year)
«0

"

"
"
*'

as follows,

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market

has an upward tendency,
I am now paying tiie following prices in cash
LlKht comb honey, in single comb sections.l7@21
cents: in larger boxes l'c. less. E.xtracted, 8(<iil0c.

and

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

for the

if

25

Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthlv alone,
months, 20 per cent.

40 per cent., 6

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
quarterly, in advance.

THOMAS

Or.

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaico,

is fair,

extracted, in
but only an occasional bar-

The demand exC. F.

MtJTH.

QuotatlAiiN of t'ommlsslou Aferchants.

^

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
to each colony, ruled and printed, and
is so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.

Por

50 colonies f 120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00

to

I^

sections, 2u@22c. same in 2 to 3 lb. boxes. I7@20c.
dark and mixed, in l to 3 lb. boxes, 12>^@15c. Ex^acted, white, 10@llc.; dark, 9c.
R. A. Burnett, 165 South Water St.
1

lb.

We

BEBSWA.X.— Prime quality, 21023C.
THORN & Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe

BEES, QUEENS

start.

BOSTON.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., ac-

;

9mtf

OTTO

KtEIJ^OTT,

Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

Five or more colonies of Bees
WAXTED—
box hives. State kind, number,

THOS.

price.

S.

Hw2tp

CHAPMAN,

box

134.

in

and lowest
Lemont, 111.

Crocker & Blake,

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Themarketremains unchanged
2

lb.

:

and

1

sections, of bestwhite, sell readily at

22c.: glassed white,

lt:(gil7c.

:

buckwheat very

2l(3i

dull

HONEY—

There is an entire absence of inquiry.
Under selling pressure, quotations could not be
realized. It is impossible to tell what offerings
forced upon the market would bring.
quote white comb. 16fe;2pc. ; dark to good. 10®
14c. E.xtracted, choice to extra white, S^®10c.

BEESWAX— 23®25e.

Stearns & Smith.

I'ii

Front Street.

Weekly Bee Journal

for one year,

for S3.00 or with King's
in cloth, for §2.75.
;

ReKister for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
cloth.

Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary ReKister for2<K) Col's.

in cash

up the club.

S.

D. miEI-i:,, Union

^" The Bee Journal is

mailed at

the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

City,

Mich.

will ship

Nu-

clei and Queens, and guarantee safe arrival
and warrant all shipments to come up to my statements or ret und the money. For terras apolv to
F. BI.EDSOE, Grenada, Miss
9m2t

OSCAK

1

OF ITA1.1A1V BEES

Of\ COI^OIWIES

iO<_/

all in

tor sale at t.5.00 per colony, in lots to suit

good condition, and

in

containing lo frames.

PAUl.

Langstroth hives

I»TTNK.Ear, Freeman. Mo.

ITALIAN BEES — Having

wintered without

the loss of a colony. I will sell a few select colonies in the spring, and Queens during the season.
Address,
K. m:.
9ni3t
Paint Lick, Garrard County, Ey.

ARGO,

ANOTHER NEW

IDEA.

Foundation alt ready for business. Every sheet
wired and bound around with :i li^ht wooden rim
ready to adjust instantly in your frame. No advance in price. Small sample for*: cents. I shall
also breed choice Italian and Holy Land Queens
practicing a new stimulative process. Write now
for prices and particulars. Address
ysm>y
H. MARTIN, Hartford, N Y

JOHN

Albino and Italian Queens,
BEES, AND

Suppliesjor 1882.

Text-Book, HEADftUAETERS^or

*»— Apiary

"
5.—
«,— Weekly Bee

1881 circular.

MISSISSIPPI APIAKT.-I

yw3tp

SAN FRANCISCO.

dark and candied, 788c.

my

have

4m3t

25e.
57 Chatham Street.

:

For a Club of 8,-a copy of " Bees and Honey."
3.— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.

kept on hand and made to order. Send for price
list.
Be sure and state whether or not you now

BEESWAX-Piime quality,

^"We

for their labor in getting

& SUPPLIES.

Colony Italian Bees, in IO(L.) frame hives. $6.00:
frame Nucleus, t2.00 2 frame. tl.50— add
price of Queens
Hybrid Queens, $l.oo: Italian
(Lnteated) Queens, laying<and where Cyprian and
Holy Land Bees are kept) »l.iio. All cells reared
in lull colonies. Bees. *l.oo perpound. Discount
on larger orders. Guarantee safe delivery to your
postorexpressofflce. Root's Extractors, Root's A
B C Book and Cook's Manual, in cloth, each
*1.25

cording to quality.

Exaiiiiue the Date following your
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview, name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
fay sending the names to this office.
month to which you have paid your
Premiums.—Those who get up clubs subscription on the Bee Journal.
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
will send Cook's Manual
1882, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription bound in cloth, postpaid, and the

Or they may deduct 10 per cent

1^£E.

strained and extracted 9@Ilc. to 12>^c.— top rates
for choice bright in prime packages.
BEBSWAX-Stiffat 20®21c. for prime.
R. C. Greer & Co., 117 N. Main Street.

Extracted, small packages. 12c.; large packages, He. per lb.
BBESW AX— Scarce at 25@30c.
A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

"

«fc

CliaffaiKlLaimstrotli Hives.

We

"

BIRD

HONE Y— Quiet and unchanged. Comb at 18@23c

atl5@lGc. for unglassed.

written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

'*

correspondence, and guarantee

satisfaction in every sale.
9m:Jt

avenue.

ST. LOUIS.

1^ Articles for publication must be

"

Bees,

COLONIES. QUEENS, NU-

1 .50

larger ones can be used for a

count in the club

We solicit

Address.

YORK.

for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
quote as follows: White comb, _ in small
boxes. l.'^'L^lHc; dark, in small bo.xes, 12(ajl4c. Extracted, white, lu&llc.; dark, 7t3*9c.

2 00

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the

for sale

Ztaliaxi

at reasonable prices,

CLEI.

HONEY—There is a liberal supply of honey here

^;pecial IJoticcs.

may

Have

Pure

LEE,

J.

Co., Mich.,

:

comb, in

:

III.

Eaton

3 (L.)

CHICAGO.

HONEY—Choice white

NEW

The

Mllletta.

rel is sold for manufacturing purposes. It brings
7@llc. on arrival. Demandforcomb honey isonly
in a retail way, and only choice white is salable. It
would bring 2i)c. on arrival.
^

BEESWAX— Brings l8@22e.
ceeds the offerings.

BIRD &

M. H.

St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The retail demand for
small packages,

is a fact that horse dealers are
buying horses with ringbones and
spavins, because they can make money
by using Kendall's Spavin Cure. 9w5t

quality, 18(5i22c.

AL. H. NEW.1IAN, 972 W. Madison

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will he charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

—Yearly Contracts payable

:

BEESWAX— Prime

:

DiscouDt, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone,
per cent., S months, lO per cent.

OTi West Madison

^nt

Quotations of Cash Bnyera.

space, each insertion.

the

ALBINO BEE.

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in working, and want large yields of honey buy
the Albino, for they are the "Coming Bee.' In order to meet the demand for Queens I have increased my stock, and will be able to furnish several hundred per month after the Ist of May
Also, furnishllivee.Xoviee Extractors. and Apiary
Supplies generally. Send for I'rice List. Address

S.

VALENTINE,

9m3t Double Pipe Creek, I'arrull Co.,

Md.

!
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BE SURE

HIVES AND SECTIONS.

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the

lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy
Queens and Bees.
„^

We are in better shape

than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everything in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

Land

Hartford, Wis.

4smi5t

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, there-

l882-SoythemHeadquarters.-l882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens

Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I maUe a specialty of manufacturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it. If
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
;

my new Catalogue,

giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Beea. Address,
__
„,„„,.w,»t

Augusta, Ga.

SBuatf

fore
Thirty-six Varieties of Cabbage 2(> of Corn,2S
of Cucumber, -41 of Melon, 33 of Peas. 28 of Beans,
17 of Squash. 23 of Beet and 40 of Tomato, with
other varieties in prui'ortion a large portion of
whicli were grown (til iiiv live seed farms, will be
found in luy VfceCal»le:ind Flower Seed 4'sitiilog;ue for 1882, sent TKEE to all who apply.
Customers of last season need not write for it.
AU seed sold from my establishment warranted
to be both fresh and true to name, so far, that
should it prove otiierwise, I will refill the tirder gra;

;

The original inti-oducei* of Eai-Iy Ohio
and Bui-l»ank.Pota*oeN, MarhU-ticad F.arly

Hubbard Squash, Alarblehead
Cabbage, Phinnev's Melon, and a score of
other new Vegetables. I invite the patronage of
Corn, the

I

James

J.

Vegetables a specialty.

ALFKEB
West Madison

manufacturers

United

in the

&

CO.

"VTOTICE— f ome persons having infringed upon

our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby
we shall prosecute all manufacWe shall nut molest bee-keepers for
USING those purchased before Dec. Ist. IHSl, but
tiereby caution them against buying any except
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
some that it is our intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is wlioily iintrue and false.
J.1

give notice, that
turers.

;

*IAS. FORNf^ROOK
Watertown, Wis., Dec. ir.. ihsi.

«fe

CO.

5lmtf

SOUTHEPJ (lAUFORMA

SeeliSee! Seel

All about Resources, Climate, etc.
be done here, what it costs to come,
routes, when and wliere to go.
The great Agricultural and Horticultural Paper of

What can

The

H. NE"1V1IIAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

Street.

sole

Send for Price List.
JAS. FORNCROOK
Watertown, Wis., Dec, 1S81.

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

49ai5t

Shipments soHcted.

arrival.

972

New

the public.

I wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
am paying 22c. per pound, delivered here, Cash

on

we are the

States.

;

tis.

BEESWAX.

r-1

|p=^i

To send

Bee-Keepers'

gressive moiUlilv,

BARNES' PATENT

Excliange.

"'(liiril iiy

practical bee-lteepers,

richly worth the subscription price, which is
per annum, postpaid, or three months on trial
for 25 cents. Sample copy free. Our price list of
Apiarsan Supplies is now ready, and you will consult your best interests by securing a copy before
you order. Address,

and

is

i^i.CKi

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS.

HOUCK & PEET,

JOHN

l.fHio.

Jit

88ml2t p

CHAS. COLEMAN, JR.,

FIFTY YEARS AN APIAItlST.

imtf

Friends,

if

WM.
W. CARX SON.
Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.
«fc

you are

any way interested

in

LOS ANGELES, OAL.

HEADQUARTERS

4i^m4tic

IN

THE SOUTH

For the manufacture of

BEE-KEEPKRS'

STTPPI.IES.

Dunham and Root Foundation

a specialtj.

Queens and Bees from March to November.
t#~Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
r.. TI Ar.I..ON, Bayou Goula, La.
5nitf
Italian

PAUL

BEES OR HONEY

We

ention tbis p ap -^r.

in

Comb Foundation Machine.

G. Olm's

FEEDER
DODGE'SAHEAD!

with pleasure send you a sample cnpyof
the Montbly OleaninKs in 15ee-<'nUui-e,
with a descriptive iTiielist of the latest iiuprove-

30c.
Sample by Mall
?- CKJ
Per dozen, by express
CataloKue and Price List of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
and Small Fruit Plants, free to any address.
U. B. BODGE, Fredonia, N. Y.
8w4t

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address iyritfc?ip?ttiniy. to A. I. HOOT. Medina, O.

UTILL

Subscription price east of the Kocky Mountains.
$1.00. Sample copy to any address T7T?TrT?
J- XvXj Ei
for three three-cent stamps.

Address,

We are tlie oldest breeders of Italian bees and
manufacturers of apiarian supplies in New England. Our experience dates back to the tlrst experiments of Mr. Langstroth In the movable comb
system. Send for our ju-ice list of bees, queens
and supplies, before making your purchases for
Address,

California,

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY.

tW M

1882.

SEt'TIOBTS a specialty. Pound
ONE-PIECE
L. Hives sue. Circular
size, *4.r.n per
CO.. Capac, Mich.
free, BYRON WALKER

Semi-Tropic

Cnunjoharie, N, X.

Imtf

[Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light rip-

ping. Lathes, &c. These machines are especially adapted
to Hive Makintc. Itwillpny
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page Illustrated Catalogue.
BARNES,
W. F. &
No. 2017 Main street.
Rockford. Winnebago Co., I

the Pacific coast,

This journal hegins ils fourth yearin a newdress,
has been incrcascil in si/c to 32 pages, is a live, pro-

will

Hlven, Honey Extrac*oi'h, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxe^i.alt books

Z^~ Send

for

IBmtf

Sample and Circular.
C. OI*M, Fond du Lac. Wis.

iiients in

I882.--QUEENS--I882.

M.

G.

OOOLITTLE

SAYS:

Stanley's Vandervort Foundation
forsections is »*evi*n thinner than natural
comb, and is the ve» y best Toundatlon
ma<ie." See Bee Jouknal of Jan. 3, and Olean-

for Jan., pages 14, 1.5. We also make highwalled Vandervort foundation for brood chamber
to tit any size frame. Send for samples and prices,
or send |iu for 20 lbs. 10 sq. ft. per lb.,
:iam4t G. W. STANLEY & BRO.. Wyoming, N. Y.

infjs

l882.-ITALIArQUEENS.
1
Mill iiiiw
'.(H.lH'l.N

till'

<

-St

-

1

1882.

iKniking orders for

"Warranted

my

ITALIANS, reared from
vidik 111 the country. War-

am now booking orders.

six

fur

Juno,

_

if;

Italian

^.-..(H)

;

Queens

Tested

fi.Wi,

after

do.,

CypriJins. UnwiirrantSend tor circular uiviiig de-

1..'ill.

ed, $].n(i. six for |r>.oo.
scription and recomniendatinn

1882.
D. ENAS,
(Sunny SUIe Apiary,)
Full Colony,
^Tested Queenv $4
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.
Pure Italian (Juooiis, Bees, Colonies,
with Tested Queen, J 10. The Best
Ouinby Smoker fnr $l.r>o. Address all orders to
IprijTP WANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2,0(X) Recipe
Nuclei^ Comb Foundation, etc.^
I^. J. DIEHr.,
AuCn
Book. Sells at Sight, Double your money
Napa, Napa County, Cal.
(Money Order Office)— Butler, DekalbCo- Ind.
Address,
AddreasDr-Chaee's Prill tinuHouse. Ann Arbor,Mich
8w6m
ym8t
36mlyp
I.

Tested Queens.
raiiti'd i^iiH'ons, $1
L'arly in the reason. $2.50; after
s.July. $2: 2 frame Nucleus, with
;

;

and county

officers.

from Postmaster

Money order
J. T.

Ky.
imtf

JOSEPH

1882.

office. Versailles,

WILSON,

I

Dk

T) T T/"T7 Box 9. Smithaburff, Wash.
.
iV. i 1 IVilj, Co., Md., breeder of those
Beautiful Albino mid iCiiUnii Queens ami
Bees, which gave universal satisfaction last seaeon.

Send

1

Hsmct

for circular,

GOODRICH'S

FOUNDATION
FASTENER.
A SIMPLE MACHINE
FASTENING COMB FOUNDATION to the
TOP AND ENDS OF BROOD FRAMES, OR IN
For

SECTION BOXES, securely and
circular.

8wtf

S.

rapidly.

Send

GOOOKICH,
IJrbwna,

for

III.

aids

\\f hnvo advanta-j-es as
niblir.

seedsmen uf

Thinvvearse.xDerience

11^

which we wish

to tell the

PRACTICAL MAKKt-T

such knuwiedgc
IAKDKNE!KS AND FLOUISTS, gives uskinds
for Fruit.

as to finable us lo judge juituiiiv \viiiit. aretiie best
or Vesretablern. us (wuetber for Private or Coramerci'iH hardening), but also i.. thormiL'hlv test the aualitv of all Seeds
cuvtritv. ai <> the largest in
in .i.r?rv
Oni Oroenhou.sies and
and PlantsLhrouguoui the year.
Hi.i ill glass, fmnK'yniu-- ;in .i-'^i :i-''' "i -•\<-uiy men
ing upwiiiLks n( (i

Flower

Frames

(

America,

& CO.
PETER HENDERSON
New YorU,

35 Cortlaiidt Street,
\Ve send our

TTlustrated Catalos^ie of

'*Kverytliinj«: for
on

the Garden,"

;ipplic:itinn.

TR
f

l\

]

Plants

—
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SEEDS FOR

FOUNDATION

Honey

AND KETAIK.

"WHOI-ESAI^E

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

to he equalled for cleanli-

nowhere

is
iintl

heauty. Extra thin
ness, purity
sections. All aliapes and sizes.

and brigUtfor

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the E.vtractor, aset
of apiarian tools,

niotiil

cuuing out queen

SON,

to
111.

lined drawers for broken
ot wax, revolving combfirmly while pruning or

comb

cells,

writing desk, and

wash

not lireak nor bruise combs; adjusts
of t'xtrjHtirig ami brood combs, and
is less lai'onoiis to liamili- (hun llic or.iinary hand|Mi^t;tl card, and
ba-ket><. Wruc voiir ii.lilro^s on
.JOHN M. 1>.V%'IS.
address It to
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill. Tenn.
ba-in

&

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

Iwiy

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY TAIUaAUE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

hanger, which holds

DADANT

CHAS.

I kt'ep at all limes a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

combs and fragmentM

Samples free on request.

rtt

;

I

„

TRT^ViM

F*A^

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

-frame Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed <.^tueen
frame Nucleus, with Test-

5.00
ed Queen
Full Colonv, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1
10.00
Same, after July l

TestedQueen.beforeJuIy
"

1,

"

«

Ik

l-^^nM ^.

3.00
2.50

after July I..
"
"
per half doz.,
13.50
afterJulyl
Address, by Registered Letter

or

Pi.>sli)fBce

DR.

I.

Iwtf

ImvL' for siile !ili"Ut

A YEAKand

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

:lOO t'oloiiie« of the

in-2

should send
Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
F. A. SNECI-,
Address.
Milledgeville, Carroll county, 111.
ywi3tp

my

free.

'

DON'T FAIL
trv the NEW I>EANE SYSTEM tbis season.
Only iiO cts. in stamps for a sample set, sent by
express, at buyer's expense, or 30 ots. in stamps
for ex.act dimensions of that and the Star Chaff

To

H. IJEA^'E.

C.
Mortonsville,

8wlt

ALFKEI) H. NEWMAN,

3Bwly

in the line of Ai»liiri:iii Siipplie**,

Hive.

Woodford

Co..

Ky.

TEN

COLONIES
dispose of in lots of
at very reasonable prices. They are in
ten-frame Lanystroth and box hives. These bees
are said u> he larue, remarkably amiable, good section workers, and excellenteomb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very stront: in bees, and sprintr dwindline will
will

I

be avoided. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarminn conuiicnces. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close "ut bnih my Southern Apiaries by March
loth, or remove them North.
I am also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in
June. Address,

ALFRED
972

West

H.

NEWMAN,
«'HICAGO,

Mii.lison St.,

11,1,.

Bees ancLGlueens
of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

FULL COLONIES

BEES,

t^~S at is faction guaranteed. Circular on
tl.

.

li.

J,

appli-

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo. Ionia

60wtf

EZIZI

is a medium through
Tennessee can obtain information of value in regard to climate, resources,
productions, prices of land, and other points of interest to the stranger.
Inquiries about Tennessee answereM by letter or
through the paper, as requested. Address

whicli parties comin;.' to

THE TRIBUNE,

CAMBRIDGE,

Price !S4.5.0|»er l,O0O»any size to 6x«.
No. 1— First quality, dovetailed, any size to

TIT" A ATTTTT^ agents
VV IvXy LlliAJ for the best

Co..

Mich,

old

dovetailed, any

No. 2— Second quality,
$a.50 per i.(J(k).
No. 2 is planed smooth one side, same as No. l,
but lumber is not as clean and white.
LEWIS' ONE-PIECE K0S:ES. of white
Rasswood. all sizes, VERY LOW. No charge for
boxing or cratinK sections.

Send for new Price

at

it.

any language;

From
REV. E.

free
to Agrentii-

I,

1882.

HOKTON
CO., Pub'rs.
IiidinnapolfN, Ind.
<fc

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction..

frame.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
«fe C, Hoopeston.
Iwly
B. 8. OI

VEN

[imtf]

LEWIS,
"Wittei-towu, "WtB.

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted

Wm.

by Dr.

R.

Howard,

is

of especial interest to

beRinnersin bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for 1882 20
papes handsomely Kotten up in book form. Every
number worth tbo price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address,

SCOVEL.L & ANDERSON.

:i9wly

OVER. 20, coo

Columbus. Kansas.

:

IN

L. C.

AXTEhL.

USE.

AM)
Bingham & Hetherington

Kilt.

HON EY KNIFE.
lestirannials,

or

half-dozen rates, to

Warren C0..IU.

Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Ijife, or SelfProservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Send a card for

in

Roseville,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

The Original Patent

3(.i0

pp.,contains beautiful

steel engravings, 125 prescriptiunw, price only $1.25 sent by
iiinil
illustrated sample, 6c
s<'Md now. Address Peabody

_

;

;

TUVQrTP
miuLLI. Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
22wly
PARKER. No. 4 BulOnch St., Boston.
TTWriW
LiXUVV

BINGHAM
iUiJ

1882,

BRIGGS,

III.

;

Hwltp

3w26t

;

r..

illus-

50 Per

Lists,

American

of Wilton Junction.
L.
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as esirly in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens, $:i Warranted Queens, ^J. Queens without guarantee, $1 Two Comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. ^4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3w:!*jt
if accompanied with the cash.
:

F.

4w5tx

with nearly 2,000

on application.

Am organizing a 100 colony apiary
WANTED—
and Samples Foun- FOK SAr.E— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees in
—Send me Price
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.
dation. FRANK CHASE, SprinBville,ErieCo.,N.Y.

&

HETHERINGTON,

Ai:ui)yiA. Micu.

HKAIXII'ARTFRS FOR

the Evergreen Apiary.

;

1,050 pages,

Terms

size to

List.

0. B.
January

to send his nameand Postoflice address for a copy of his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read It
before ordering your supplies.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

6xt>,

nxi;,

Bee JoiruN'AL

|3^Beeswax wanted.

to take orders
selling book on

and HOME topics ever published. Sells
FARM
sight. Ladies can handls
Has no superior in

$4.50 per 1,000.

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good

KnoxvElle, Xenn.

7w4tx

Given'sFoundationPress.

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

CALDWELL,

V.

& Sections.

111.

in Tennessee.

28wtf

QUEENS aad:NUCLEI IX SEASON.
cation

Laiigstrotli Hives

Street, CblcaKO.

The Knokville Tkiiutxk

Cent,

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas

OR MOUK

West Madison

Homes

trations.

which

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

O Vickery

AtiguNia, Maine.

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
for

Sliimniutli

expenses toagents,

outat free.addressl*

Order.

BEES for SALE.
I

$777

Plant.

Melllot Clover,
White Clover,
Alsike Clover.

will

;t

Honey

[Golden

all si/.cs

"

GOLDEN

Plants.

Queens, Bees and Fancy Poultry Eggs.
J. P. K.IGHT.
Send for Circular.

Italian
Hwtit

QQO

Poseyville, Ind.

Consult your interest, and send for my
1
JLOO^, new circular and price list of Colonies.
Nuclei and Quoons. AtUlrens,
8. U. Mcl-EAN, Columbia, Tenn.
llsmHt

FLAT-I50TT0M

COMB FOUNDATION.
high side-walls. 4 to IR square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DBUSEX & SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

—

;
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FRANCES DDNHAM,

CmCULAR,

HEDDOirS
FOR

Inventor and Sole Manutiicturer of

THE DUNHAM

NOW

Books

Bee -Keepers,

for

—

188S,

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address, Post Office, County and State. Be
sure to state whether or not you now have my

G.

West Madison

9V4

o by

price',

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

Street,

tt.t. ,

1881 Circular.

Oiilde or, Cook^a Manual
Wanted— Beeswax also, a Student Appren- ofBee-Keeper*s
tint Apliiry. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
Address,
tJAM£S HEDDON.
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
;

;

tice.

Sale,

subject of bee-culture. It is notonly instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloib, ^l.Sfi ; paper cover. SI,

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
4^iieenH: Italian, Cyprian and Al-

QuInby'sK'ewBee-Keeplngr. byl,. C. Root—
The author treats the su^ijectof bee-keeping so

Dowagiac, Mich.

lw35t

100

Colonies of

Bees

Italiian

for

mo; Coinb Foiiiidutlon:

I

Given,

andervort, Dunham and Root
Hives. Smokers. Frames. Seeds of
\

Honey

Plants,

and everything reSend tor price

uuired in an apiary.
Address,

list.

Box

5wly

JE.

FLANAGAN,

T.

(Rose Hill Apiary),
819, Belleville, St. Clair County, III.

1882.
Patented Ann.

New

Illustrated Catalogue

^miod

isieT

DUXIIAM,

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

SEHSriD IFOPt OlsrBZ
It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee-keeper should
be without it. Your name and address. wi-Itten
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

kind ever published. Gives measurement of
kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, rordwood

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for 3;i cents post-paid.
tables, interests, etc.

2w6m.

972

three to

Address,

Nurseryman,

Spnrtii,

inu

NEWMAN,

Ch.

Wis.

castint;

up

have FISHER'S

102

est \Ya^t*s tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
pkiwiim tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER,
Box 238. Rochester, N.Y.
B^" Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. _^J
;

malte a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Oueens. and have now more than UM-I colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported (,>ueens. Dollar Queens, before June I'o,
Gl. 25 each; after that date, single Queen. $i.rKi o
for $5.00 12 or more, 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more eaah. Tested Queens, 5^2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

Rev. A.

I

GRAIN TABLES.

pni.-ket fitriii ; full of useful tables for
u'rain, produce, hay; cost of pork, inter-

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

SALISBURY

:

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:
—"Low Prices, Quick Returns Cus1 ^w^ u
tomers Never Defrauded."
IVjB&Jt
Italian Queens
*1: Tested
$2
\£^r^ Cyprian
*i; Tested
Queens
$2
;

5wly

^^

Nuppanee. Elkhart Couty. Ind.

.

—

Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... |2
Extra Queens, for swarmiuR season, ready, if we are timely nor.ified.
One-fra'me Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. 8 franies.fn. Wax
worked on l>unham machine, 10 cents per pound
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 15 cents per lb.
Safe arrival guaranteed.
QAc. paid forbricht wax. Money Orders on
^\J TiiHcola, III.
iwly.
;

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Secti<ms. etc.,
to
C . F.
.

Apply

MUTH

•

976 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.
(^"SendlOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

the methods
This

in their apiary.

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper8,*"by Chas.

contains

HJ

;

It gives Mr.

p'tt'es.

management of

bees.

Price.

Muth's views on

lOc.

Food Adnlteratlon What we eat and should
j

not eat. This book should be in every familv. and
one li t to create a seniiment against adulteration of
tood products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 20U pages. 50c^

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com*
pletc Mechanic, containsover i.()00.(K'i) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trn-^L- Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., "f vast
utility to every Mectianic. Farpu-r and Business

Man. Gives iJiXt.oiHi items for (.las. Steam, Civil
and Mining Enginei'rs. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gild*
Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.iMi! patjes, is a veritable

ers.

wonh

KnnwieUge. and

Treasury of Useful

weiu'bt in gold to any Mucliimic. Business
Farmer. Price, postage paid, aitS.oO.

Caiiiiir^o, Doug-las county, 111.

;

!

Harvesting, HandlA
pamphlet, by

;

iiiid M;irketiiiff.—
i;4-page
C. P. l>adant. giving; in detail

ii

and management adopted

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

i2wi!m.

;

The Hive I I7se— Being a descrlptton of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, &c.

the

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO;
JJEW-ETT,

I

F. MuLli

jia^'es.

6w8tp

H.

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

SHOULD

Z. K.

"Wlnterlngr Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays m this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee- Keepers' Associiition. The Prize— it^i in gold
— wasawarded to Prot Cook's Essay, which la here
given in lull. Price, lOc.

Extracted Honey

ALFRED

Rochester, N.Y.

Bee Journal Office. _^J

ii'ourto eiffhl inches. ^I.^'bO
four feet, itST.OO pei- 10«.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of llees and Honey the nature,
quality, sonrces.and preparation of Jloney for the
Market Honey as li'oti. pivins recipes tor making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wlnes.etC;
and li'iney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in £ne;Ilah and Oerniaa.
Price for either edition. 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
;

its
all

O.W. FISBEK, Box SaS,

the fundamen-

bee-culture, and inrnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

;

ty

DePere. Wis.

It^y Also for sale at the

.

G.

;

NEAULV
book of

S8.

>t

Bzlerzon Theory :— presents

PATENT Number

A..

Price,

; or, gnccefisful manaireof ihe Apliiry, by Thomas G. Newman.—
embraces the toiiowing subjects l,<^cation
the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Kearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing -Transferring
Italianizing — Intrnducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees- Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in £nt(lifah and Oerman.—
Price loreitberedlllOH, 40 centa, postpaid.
•

facts

makinti
comb foundation with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls broutrht up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby give notice to all parties infringing
my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties p(ir<'h:isiiig
machines as above, other than of luy ni:inii!:t. turc.
that I am prepared to protect my ri^lits, anil f^liall
prosecute all infringements to the full t-vtentof

FR.^NCE»t

scientific worlt.

tal principles ot

Dunham Foundation Macbine.

the law.
2wl3t

a standard

Bees and Honey

CA.I7TIOIT.
for

is

Bleiised Beea, by John Allen.— A romance oi
bee-keeping, full ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.

Circular for January, 1882.

Having obtained LKTTEitS
24t),0!}y

This

'Ibis

1881.

113(1,

Novice's ABCofBee-Culture, by A.T. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. iSl. 25; paper.Sl.
KlngN Bee-fieeperft* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 9^1. OO; paper. 7oc.
I^aoffstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee,
-

A^D

for

and

nieiit

FOUNDATION
I^* Send

it cannot tail to interest all.
Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 9^1. 50.

that

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No book

its

Man, or
could be

It has^.* engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all

diseases in i plam and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

ICopp's

Paper, 35c.

Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds ot merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, #1. ; Morocco, 4^1. 50.

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

by A.

symptoms and

J,

cure.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, S5c.

on

;

THOMAS
974

West Madison

O.

XEWMAUr,

Street,

CHICAGO, IIiL.

—

—

—

;

...^t^

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

March

8,

That it does open a wide door for
fraud no one can deny. It is not long
since an extensive Western apiarist
and queen-breeder remarked, in the
Bee Journal office, that he received
an order from a dealer in Ohio for 100
queens that the party ordering made
no stipulation excepting that they
were to be the daughters of pure Italian queens. So he examined through

Published every Wednesday by

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

The Cheap Qaeen

Traffic.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

In this issue will be found two artion tlie subject of rearing cheap
|3?~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- queens, which take opposite and exYork,
paypress or bank drait on Chicago or New
regarding the profit
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks treme views
on local banks cost us '25 cents for collectinK.
deri^'ed by the breeder. The first is a
Free of postage in the United States or Canada. criticism on the article recently from
Postuffe to £urope SO cents extra.
the pen of Rev. A. Salisbury, who
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. took negative grounds, and whose
balance-slieet brought him in as a
debtor. Ilov^'ever extravagant some
TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
of his items may appear to a closer
economist, certainly, with his long
Editorial—
The Cheap Queen Traffic
145 experience and facilities for econoHoney at rnir State Fair
146
I4ft
Food Atlnlterattdna before CODgress
mizing, where liis critic might cut
Testing the New Races
147
under, scores of prudent breeders
Items
145, 146, 147
would far exceed his expenses. The
Amoii^ Our Exchanges
second article, from Mr. Alley, is corTelephone for the Apiary
147
147 roborative of the experience of Mr. S.
Adu terated Food
Sweet Clover
148
Honey from Corn
148 We presume this has been the case
14«
Continuous Honey Bloom
One Pound Sections
148 with nearly all who have been enSeasonable Hints
148
148 gaged in that traffic as breeders, unless
The " Square List"
it be those who have made tested
Correspondence
queens a specialty, and have availed
149
Does it Pay to Rear Dollar Queens ?
Potatoes rs. Honey Production
149 themselves of the " untested " feature
150
BeciniiinE with llees
Olucoae, Foul Brood, etc
150 to work off worthless trash.

At SS.OO a Tear,

In

cles

Pollen Kssentiiil for Brood-Rearinp
Dollar Qneon Business
I Do. anil Do Not Believe
The Pollen Theory -One E.vperiment

151

ThlnL'a

1.52

Trtuperature Required

152
153

Selections from

in

Winter

Our Letter Box

Increa,«eand Prospects

Under

A

Si/.i^d

154
154
154
154

Bees

Pr..spcit
in i'lxcoMent Condition

Bees

Miicli Food Ctinsumed
Wiiiterint: Nicel.v

Bees in Nebraska
Sweet ('lover
Sure Cure for Bee Stings
Metiil Kalibets

My BalaoreSheet
From Kentucliy
l.lEht Wanted
»

151

The

Early

Heddon's Honey-Board
Moldy Combs
A Fair Record
Bees (liithcring Pollen

An

Early Start

Special Notices—
The Apiary Register
Binders for Bee Journal
Clubbing Rates

1.54

1

154
155
155
155
155
155
155
155
155
156
156
156
150
1.56

157
157

157

10.

purchasers, and remarked that " such
were usually not worth twenty-tive
cents a dozen."

Xi^TOgM^
C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
Editor and Proprietor.

No.

1882.

;

hundred colonies, and sesuperannuated and
worthless ones which he was intending to supersede, and for which he received 6.5 cents a piece. Of course, he
remarked, it was so much saved.
Many patrons must have been losers.

his several

lected

all

the

We know there are some, and may
be many, fiouest, conscientious breeders of untested queens but we do not
believe, among them all, there is one
who is reckless enough to expect to
buy a single queen for $1.00, or 100
queens for $65.00, which would be fit
to lear even untested queens from ;
and if not fit to rear third-rate breeders from, it would be a sarcastic compliment to any bee-keeper's stock to
say they would be cheap to him at any
;

j

We have

long been convinced that
"warranted" or "untested'' queens
were not only worthless, but an actual
damage to the bee-keeping interest,
One breeder, wlio has had more experience with cheap-priced queens tlian
any other in America, or the World,
and has probably reared and sold
nearly as many as all the others combined, since he engaged in the business, says tliat " my opinion is, that
not one queen out of ten sent out, is
worth one cent." Another, who was
until recently a very extensive breeder, in Michigan, of so-called "dollar
queens," quit the business in disgust
because it was a fraud upon innocent

price.
|

i

Wliat bee-keepers in America want
better stock not cheaper queens;
more honey— not lighter yields longer-lived bees— not greater disasters
certain profits— not doubtful results.
We would be glad to know that all
queen-breeders are doing a profitable
business but we certainly would dislike to learn that any are reaping a

—

is

;

j

;

harvest at the expense of their customers. The fault is not with the breeder, let tlu^ stock be what it may, but

with tlK' ))uichaser, who demands and
expects to get good stock at an unremunerative iirice, and generally pays
dearly for what he buys.

,

:

:
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Honey at our State

met better success is not from want
of effort on her part, but owing to the

Fair.

Mrs. L. Harrison, Vice President circumscribed material she
for

Illinois of

Bee-Keepers' Society, has been laboring with the Executive Committee of
the State Board of Agriculture, to get
a liberal consideration of the importance of the bee-keeping interest in
Illinois. She has met with some success, but not to the extent her persisIn a
tent efforts have deserved.
letter dated at Peoria, 111., Feb. 27,
1882, to the Bee Journal, she says:

You are aware of my endeavors to
procure a large exhibit of honey products for tlie State Pair of 1882. As
the result of this work I have to report, for the coming fair, an increase
of double premiums over that of last
year, and yef'I am not happy:"
Best lot of comb honey, not
than 10 lbs
Second best do
Best lot of extracted honey

less

$5

for

00

3 00

00
3 00
-5

Secondbestdo
Best macliine
honey

extracting

5 00
Tlie Secretary writes: "I will only
add— and not to be repeated— that
large bodies move slowly, and you
must not be discouraged. You have
gained a little. I have added to the
questions in the blanks, for agricultural statistics to be collected tliis
year by assessors: No. of colonies of
bees on hand May 1st, 1882, and No.
of pounds of honey produced in 1881.
These figures will show the importance of the busy bee."
I wrote to a number of bee-keepers
and to publishers of bee literature,
with reference to "special premiums."

*

With but one exception all responded
generously. I was in high glee over
my success in this direction, until 1
received the following from the Secretary of the State Board
"The Board, several years since,
closed the State Fair list against
'special premiums.' It was not for
the purpose of excluding such as you
propose, but the door to special
premiums, the line could not be drawn
very well between legitimate offerings
and those for advertising purposes,
and it was thought best to exclude all
specials from the list."
:

But the beggarly premiums offered
are not for a moment to be thought
the best results of Mrs. Harrison's
work. As the Secretary writes her,
^'large bodies move slowly," and once

moved

in the right direction,

by per-

iSistent effort, they accelerate in speed.

We

had

to

the North American work on.

think the secretary's instructions
to the assessors will result in furnishang a resistless motive power to move
that large body with greater velocity
in 1883. Meantime, much praise is
due Mrs. Harrison for tlie interest she
has taken in the matter, and we congratulate her on the partial success
she has met with. That she has not

Our readers will rejoice with us in
the fact that Congress is at last engaged in a work of reformation regarding food adulterations, and that
a bill has been introduced having for
its object the taxation of glucose and
oleomargarine to such an extent as to

The

bill,

bills.

The adulteration

of food and drink
an evil which State and municipal
laws and regulations apiiear unable to
prevent under our multiform system
of government, audit seems that If
is

Food AdiiKeratious before Congress.

greatly

mittee with the views of this office
upon the merits of these respective

restrict

their

manufacture.

after reference to the

com-

mittee on ways and means, was by
them submitted to Hon. Green B.
Raum, Commissioner of Internal Revenue. His communication to the Secretary of the Treasury, accompanying
the bill, will be found below, and will
be read with deep interest, while his
manly and undisguised condemnation
of the glucose and oleomargarine
traffic will command the admiration
alike of all honest producers, consumers, and dealers.
It will be observed, Mr. Raum takes
practically the ground assumed by the
Bee Jouhnal more than two years
ago, and which we have reiterated
from time to time, that State and
municipal laws were incompetent to
cope with these bare-faced frauds,
and that relief should and must
come from Congress. In fact, so
familiar is the language he employs,
that, were his communication not of
very recent date, we might fear that
our articles had been more or less a
While we surmised
reflex from him.
the inability of States and municipalities to cure the evil, he has learned
by demonstration that we .were correct, and that relief must come from
Congress. It is so seldom we are
called upon to express gratitude to
officials high in power for unsellish
acts of duty, that Mr. Raum's honorable communication is the more gratifying. The following is the document
referred to, and we bespeak for it a
careful perusal

the people are to be protected against
the frauds of manufacturers, who

palm off wines charged

artificially with
carbonic acid gas as genuine champagne ; prepared tallow, lard, or
grease as genuine butter, and glucose
produced from cornstarch by the use
ofsulphuric acid, and soda ash flavored
with a small percentage of Louisiana
molasses as the best of golden syrup,
it will be necessary for Congress, in
the exercise of its undoubted power
of taxation, to make provision that
these spurious and adulterated articles
shall be sold upon tlie market for what
they really are, and shall not be
palmed off on a trusting public for
what they are not, to tlie great enrichment of those engaged in their

manufacture.

Oleomargarine

and

glucose are manufactured almost exclusively for purposes of fraud and
adulteration. It is safe to say that
few householders would buy for their
own consumption butter which they
knew to be composed, wholly or in
part, of oleomargarine, syrup" which
they knew to be nine-tenths glucose,
and champagne which they knew to
be spurious.
It is by deception only that such
articles are sold, and it seems to me
that Congress will perform a most acceptable service to the people of this
country by passing the bill in question substantially as introduced. In
connection with this subject the subjoined extracts from an article in
Appletons' Annual Encyclopedia, for
1879, are deemed of interest.
I inclose herewith the bills referred
to me, suggesting some slight amend-

ments thereto.
Very respectfully.

Green

Glucose.

B.

Raum,

Corner.

—The adulteration of syr-

ups with glucose is a practice which
has recently spread alarmingly. The
extensive use of glucose, or the grape
sugar of commerce, is held to be the

main origin

of Bright's disease of
the kidneys, and the cause of the
prevalence
of that fatal malpresent
ady. The importations of glucose increased tenfold between 1875 and 1877,
and at the same time extensive
factories were established for its manufacture in the Western States. The
article sold as grape sugar is manufactured by boiling cornstarch with
sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) and mixTreasury Department,
)
portion
ing the product with lime.
Washington, Feb. 14, 1882.
of the siiljihurio acid and sometimes
Hon. Chas. J. Folger, Sec'y Treds'y
Sir— I have received, by reference copperas, sulphate of lime, and other
from the honorable Committee of noxious principles remain in the gluWays and Means of the House of cose. In the analysis of seventeen
Representatives, H. R. 920, being a samples of table syrup by Dr. Kedsie
bill to amend section 3328 of tlie re- fifteen were found to be made of gluvised statutes of the United States, cose, one of them containing 141
in relation lo tax on native wines II. grains of oil of vitriol and 724 grains
R. 142, being a bill to tax the manufac- of lime to the gallon, and one from a
ture of oleomargarine, and H. R. 3170, lot wliich sickened a whole family
being a bill to tax and regulate the contained 72 grains of vitriol, 28 of
manufacture and sale of glucose, sulphate of iron (copperas), and 363 of
with a request that I furnish the com- lime to the gallon. The cheap sugars
)'

;

A

•

:

:

;

:
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sold in Michigan are stated on the
same autiioiity to be adulterated with
poisonous substances. Analyses of
the sugar sold in New York reveal
the presence not only of glucose with
its inherent poisons, but of muriate
of tin, a formidable poison; which is
employed in the bleaching process.
Mr. Fuller, a retired importer of sugar,
called the attention of the United
States Board of Trade, in their meeting held in New York in November,
1878, to the dangerous adulterations
practiced with sugar, honey and molasses. Glucose is largely used to
adulterate maple sugar, candies,
jellies, honey, and other sweet foods.

Oleojiargahine— Whicli is now
extensively manufactured from animal fat as a substitute for butter, is
dreaded as a vehicle for infecting
the human system with trichinse and
other internal parasites. The fat is
not subjected to a higher temperature
than 120-' F. John Micliels, a New
York chemist, states that the refuse
fat of one pork packing establishment
is to his knowledge sent to the artificial butter factories, and Prof. Church
found in oleomargarine horse fat, fat

from bones, and waste fat, such as
ordinarily used in making candies.

is

It will be observed from the above,
that the grape sugar of commerce
and glucose are identified as one and
the same product, and, as so often
asserted by Prof.Kedsie,Dr. Kellogg,
Prof. Newton, and all other chemical
experts of any note, the difference in
the two articles is only in name.
Where a distinction is made, it is only
as a technical quibble but it has no
;

foundation in fact. Glucose is no
worse than commercial grape sugar,
nor can it be any better, so long as
it is the same thing, but in different
shape.
Testing the

New

tional Convention

in Cincinnati, in
exhibited some Italian bees
preserved in phials of alcohol, as also
one phial wliich was tilled with bees
on the Island of Cyprus, and four of
the lots of Italians were unhesitatMISCELLANEOUS.
ingly pronounced Cyprians by an expert present, who is quite as familiar
Telephone for tlie Apiary.— Mr. Jas.
with the new races as any man in A. Nelson, Wyandott, Kas., describes
America.
his telephone, in Gleanings, thus
Perhaps the best test with those acOur telephone is sort of three concustomed to handling the better Ital- cerned has 3 ends one at the house,
While one at the shop, and one at the barn.
ians, is in opening the hives.
the Italians on the combs are slow, At eitlier point I can hear the bees
deliberate, and dignified in their when they strike the wire can hear a
call to dinner while sitting at my desk
movements, the bees from Syria and in the office, and, in fact, have heard
Cyprus are quick, nervous, and angu- the hens cackle in the barn from the
lar, hurrying and scurrying back and shop so you see we know when to go
after the eggs. It is a triangle, with
forth, and making every demonstraa single wire running from each point,
tion of anger, which is not always a making 55 feet from house to shop
feint. They are, too, less tractable 60 feet from house to barn, and 80 feet
from shop to barn. The house is
with smoke.
brick, and I could not well cut a hole
through, so I just raised the window
Do they Love It?— Speaking of the about 5 inches and put a board in the
where the wire passes
late Convention of glucose manufac- opening
through the board is a one-inch hole,
turers in Chicago, the Soutliern Cultivacovered with soft sheep leather the
tor remarks as follows
wire through the leather is in the center of the hole, so the cold air and the
They were in session several days bees are kept out. I tliink Mr. Gallup
and evinced a determination to prose- is needlessly alarmed about the bees
cute their enterprise without abate- killing themselves on
the wire. I have
ment. Fifteen establishments were watclied them, and all I have seen
represented, and a permanent organi- strike have been rising from the
zation was accomplished for the mu- hives,
and it merely turns them from
tual advancement of those engaged their course a little.
I have not seen
in this branch of manufactures. Desone fall to the ground.
pite the warnings of the press of the
country, showing the danger attending the use of glucose, the people
Adulterated Food.— The Maine Farseem to be fond of it, as is indicated mer reports as follows on this subject:
by its general introduction and large
It is a "burning shame" that such
consumption.
frauds have not been stopped by ConWe do not think the large consump- gress long ago. Let us hope that it
tion of glucose is because the people will now be done speedily. The Farare "fond of it," but because they nier says
1880,

we

:

;

;

;

;

palmed

on them for pure
A citizen of Bath recently bought
has no legiti- some granulated sugar in that city.
mate end — its only use is to adulterate. On melting some of it for making preIts very existence is but a sham, a serves, a quantity of blue scum rose
to the top which alarmed the family.
fraud and a curse bringing disease
It is supposed that some of the best
and premature death upon thousands. refiners use blue clay, and some of the
poisonous analine blues to improve
it

sweets.

Mr.

W.

S. Blaisdell,

Randolph, Vt.,

makes the following inquiry

—

;

have

Races.

147

The

off

vile trash

Please give in the Journal the
standard tests of purity for the three
leading races of bees the Italian,
Syrian, and Cyprian? If you will do
this, you will very much oblige me and
Binders for 1 882.— We have had a
others who are purchasing queens, lot
of Emerson binders made espeand who wish to be able to indicate
from the progeny what value there cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
is specially in the class called "tested." They are lettered in gold on the back,
It will require great familiarity and make a nice and convenient way
with the three races to be able to dis- to preserve the Journal as fast as
tinguish any difference readily. We received. They will be sent postpaid
have frequently been more than a by mail for 75 cents.
;

—

puzzled over the problem. Count
Giye Address.— Please, in the next
Barbo, Vice President of the Italian
National Society, in Milan, in allud- issue of the Bee Journal, give the
ing to the crescent on the corslet of name and address of the makers of
the Cyprian bee, which is the only the Vandervort foundation machine,

little

distinguishing mark, said that

not
to

uncommon

it

was and

for their Italian bees

show the same mark.

At

the Na-

oblige,

A SuBSCRrBEB.

Lucia, O.
It is J.

Vandervort, Laceyville, Pa.

the color of their sugars. Tliis led to
the testing of cream of taVtar, which
was purchased from the same dealer,
supposing it to be pure, and it was
found tliat more than one-third was a

sediment which would not dissolve.
The substance used for coloring sugar
is ultramarine, and is used for the
purpose of covering up some defects
in the product, and as for cream of
tartar, not one pound in fifty sold by
grocers

is

pure.

The

adulteration

amounts

to one-half.
terrible to think that little
It
children should have to suffer for indulgence in sweets, but so it is.
is

We

grown people stand by and

see the
health of our little ones vitiated because we must not interfere with
trade. But this is a nefarious trade
which gives us foods that act inju-

:

:
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upon our frame, and particu- honey, and that too at a time of usual amount of stores on hand, rememberare young. That trade dearth. The thoughtful apiarist may ing that as soon as brood rearing comshould be done away with, and tlie with profit give to this subject much mences, the stores will be consumed
trader sliould be forced to stop it, if study during the leisure of his winter very rapidly, and unless they have
his own conscience does not do so. A hours.
plenty, provision must be made to
time will come wlien it will be scarcely
supply their needs, and when feeding
credited, that in our advanced nineonce commenced, it must he conOne-Pound Sections. — Mr. J. H. Mar- is
teenth century, it was possible in open
tinued until such time as they can
day to sell to little children, things tin, Hartford, N. Y., remarks as fol- gather a sufficiency to keep going.
that would poison their blood.
lows in Gleanings
riously
larly

when we

Sweet Clover.

— The editor of the Bee-

Keepers^ Instructor

makes the

follow-

ing remarks on this honey producer

:

destined, we think, to become the great honey plant of the
future, its great adaptability to soil
and climate, the ease with which it
can be raised, the great length of time
it continues in bloom, and the fact
that it can be grown on waste places
and barren land, all being points in
its favor, that will recommend it to
every bee-keeper.

This

is

Honey from Corn.
honey from corn V

— Will bees gather
is

answered by a

correspondent of Oleanings us follows

Yes, and

lots of

it,

too,

The recent

action of the NorthAssociation in relation to the proper size for section
boxes, is much like the " pope's bull
against the comet." If the market
demands pound sections, and they sell
better, why not leave tlie bee-keeper
free to use what size lie desires
I
tliink tlie pound section has been upon
the market too long to be now withdrawn. It is safe to say, that over
half of the crop of comb lioney for the
coming year will be stored in onepound sections ; furthermore, as far
as I have read the proceedings, I
should call it a comb-liouey association.
The production and sale of extracted honey has not received the attention it should.

eastern

New York

;

that, in Gleanings for

March, he

re-

i*

:

sometimes.

The "Sqnare List."— Novice has
started a list of dealers in apiarian
supplies, which he calls a " square
list."
We notice that he does notput
himself into that list but in place of

Seasonable Hints.

— Mr.

marks as follows
you wish to deal with some one
has everything right,
every time, and never makes a mistake, don't send to us. If, however,
being always ready to make good
every error, the minute it is discovered, will do, .send along your orIf

who always

ders,

and we

And

will be glad to serve you.

same paper, Mr. W. Z.
Hutchinson gives the following good
in the

Dougherty, reasons for not being included

They gather it from the tassels at tlie
" square list "
same time they gather that dark- in the Indiana Partner, gives the folI can subscribe
green pollen. I always know what lowing on stimulative brood rearing

in that

:

:

my

bees are working on. It is not
every year they get a large amount,
say about as often as one year in four
or five. I have liad them average from
5 to 10 lbs. per colony of the nicest
honey. It comes after basswood.

—

Continuous Honey Bloom. One by
one they come to tlie music, take up
the refrain, and join the chorus concerning continuous honey bloom.
This was begun by us as a " solo " 3
years ago, and we now feel certain
that ere long its " swelling chorus "
will fill the World.
The National
Agriculturist adds its note thus
:

No topic is more worthy the earnest
consideration of bee-keepers, than
that of bee-forage. It often happens
that our bees can find honey for not
more than 5 or 6 weeks, and yet in
that brief time they will often store 50
to 200 lbs. per colony. What might
we expect if the nectar-secreting
flowers were to bloom the entire season
through ? The September flow of
honey, often exceeding the yield in
spring, in some parts of the country,
answers the question. How we may
supplement the natural yield of honey
by judicious planting of honey plants,
may well receive earnest thought and
consideration during tlie winter. We
already know that by planting figwort, cleome, catnip, borage, mustard
and alsike clover, we may oridge over
the famine of honey bloom. Of these,
alsike clover is good also as a forage
plant for cattle, etc., and by cutting a
portion of the crop as soon as it conies
into bloom, we may secure a second
crop of flowers, anil so a continuous

not necessary that an ordinary
sized colony of bees should occupy the
entire brood apartment of the hives.
Indeed, it is much preferable that
they be conlhied on as few combs as
they will well cover. So long as the
queen has room to lay, there is no
danger from over crowding, care being taken that they do not run short
of stores. With the reduced space to
occupy, they can much better keep up
the requisite heat for necessary brood
rearing. After the combs which they
occupy become well tilled with brood,
more room should be given them, by
spreading the brood and inserting an
empty comb in the center of the brood
nest. If on examination the center
combs are found quite full, while
those on the side yet contain room,
It is

it is

better to cliauge position of

tlie

combs without adding more,
the

comb

in the hive is

until all
tilled very close

up to the top-bar. Just here we wish
to caution you about spreading the
brood too fast. So long as the queen
has room in which to lay, they do not
require any more room. Brood rear-

ing proceeds very slowly in the early
part of the season, and it takes them
quite a while to till the first four or
five combs which they occupy with
brood, and the cluster increases very
slowly, the old bees dying off quite as
fast as the young ones increase. Confining the bees to a few combs necessitates the use of a division-board, and
they should be kept covered up as
warm as possible to assist them in retaining the necessary heat. It is very
essential that all colonies be made
good and strong by the time the honey
harvest begins, and to do this, that
operation should be commenced 5 or 6
weeks before thiit time. The first
vield of honey-producing flowers. thing to be done is to give all colonies
Figwort and cleome, though of no a thorough examination, ascertain the
other use, furnish abundance of good condition of the colony, and the

to the declaration
with which the " square list " is headed yet there is something repugnant
to me about the whole business this

—

;

manner, one's
honesty and good name. Public opin-

advertising,

in

this

ion says, that the physician must not
advertise his wonderful skill it says
;

:

"Let his works speak for themselves;"
and I say, let a man's works or dealings speak for themselves. Dealer
after Jealer has advertised to '• guarantee satisfaction ;"but, judging from

manner

which some of them
have been unto themunto their customers,
that they guarantee satisfaction.
bee-keeper once said to me, " When a
the

in

deal, it must
selves, and not

A

man

advertises, or boasts of his honesty, I think it advisable not to trust
hini too far." Please don't think that
I am casting reflections upon those

whose names have already appeared
in the " square list" far from it. I
consider them the squarest of square
dealers. Perhaps, though, if I had
lost a good round sum through the
dishonesty or negligence of some
"scaly" dealer, I might feel differ-

—

ently about this matter.

1^° The Lancaster, Pa., Fanner,
makes the following kind mention
The Ameeican Bee Journal, the
:

oldest and ablest paper devoted exclusively to progressive bee-culture,
published in the country, is now issued in a royal octavo form, weekly,
at S2.00 a year, by Thomas G. Newman, at Chicago, 111. This is a far
better and more convenient form than
that of a quarto, in which it was is-

sued in 1881. But, whatever its form
may have been, its substance is, and
always has been, of the highest ffpicultural order, and we do not see how
any one who makes bee-keeping a
specialty, can afford to do without it.

THE
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my nuclei usually storing some surplus, and after consolidating them in
have always had plenty
of honey without feeding. "Lamp
nursery and oil, §7." Mr. S., you
ought only to charge, had you, for the
tlie fall, tliey

upon tlie money invested in a
lamp nursery, and for the oil burned?
Whieli certainly would not amount to

interest

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Does

it

Pay
W.

Rear Dollar

to
Z.

(Jueens.

UUTCHINSON.

Mr. Salisbury, in
we may have as

You speak of capital invested in
S7.
nucleus hives, etc., to which I take
no exceptions, unless
that many breeders go

any discussion of

it is to remark
to the expense
hive for each
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bers part of the time, and yet he has

never made the business very

profit-

able; many of the years it was a bill
of expense. Five years ago, I had

never opened a bee-hive, although,
from reading, and from visiting apiarists, I had a good theoretical knowledge of tlie business, yet in the five
years that I have been engaged in the
business, during four of which I have
reared dolhir queens, my average
profits, per colony, have been about
$18 each year. If I deduct $160 for
my labor, my profit would average
about $10 per colony, each year.
Many men say that farming is not
profitable; and, judging from the
manner In which they conduct the
business, and the results that they
obtain, it certainly does not appear

makiiig a small
nucleus, when, by using division
boards, and putting 2 nuclei in an
the expense
ordinary hive, nearly
Y''ou
for hives could be avoided.
speak of "queens to be replaced when
at
experience,
actual
from
notliing
complaints are made." This is someleast 1 do not, and I presume that you thing that 1 know but little about, -t'erj/ profitable; wliile others amass
are equally ignorant. If a man owns having had to use only two queens in small fortunes in following this ocfew have obtained great
a paper, and sees fit to advertise his this manner. Neitlier do I "cut up cupation.
wares in it, that is his business; and if combs for eggs to rear queens from." riches by engaging in mercantile purlie gives his subscribers a good paper, I merely cut holes in the combs; cells suits, wiiile thousands upon thousands
one worth tlie subscription price, no are built around these holes, and, have failed in the business. Some
one ought to complain, had tliey'i' after the queens have hatched, the bee-keepers say that foul brood canPlease do not let us have any more combs are given to some strong not be cured with salicylic acid, while
discussion ujjon this point— unless in colony, and the bees immediately re- others have cured the disease with
a separate article but turn our atten- fill the holes with comb. Y"ou say the acid. Some bee-keepers assert
tion to the question does it pay to that "in running 100 nuclei it is out that dollar queens cannot be reared
rear dollar queens, i. e., does it pay of the question for one hand to keep at a profit, while others do rear them
the ordinary queen breeder, one who them filled with queens against their at a profit. If they do not, why do
does not own a bee-papery
will." I, at one time, had nuclei, and they continue in the business? It
According to the figures that you that was at a time when but little makes no difference to me what course
gave, on page 104 of the i3EE Jour- honey was coming in, and yet no others pursue, when I cannot rear
nal, it appears that it does not pay. nuclei ever remained queenless 1 week dollar queens at a good fair profit, I
But are those figures imaginary, or at a time, 2 days being the average; shall drop the business so quickly
do they represent the results of an and when honey is coming in plenti- that it will fairly make your head
actual e.xperiment? If the former, fully, a young queen is usually given swim.
In a good honey season, I presume
they prove nothing; if the latter, they to a nucleus at the same time tliat a
either show bad management, or a laying queen is removed; and, 9 that the raising of honey would be
You times out of 10, slie is accepted. Please nearly, if not quite, as profitable as
poor location; perhaps both.
say: "For circulars, advertising, and allow me to copy a leaf from my ac- queen rearing; l)ut in a poor season,
That $40-a- count book. Bee account. Dr. to in- by a little judicious feeding, queen
correspondence. 390."
month expert should print the circu- terest on $200, invested in 15 colonies rearing can be made more profitable
lars and price lists upon a cheirograph, of bees, and the necessary hives and than the raising of honey.
The above criticisms are plain and
and no circulars sent out unless called implements, $16; advertising, $30;
The majority of people have so postage, $20; stationery, $1 materials out-spoken, but they are made with a
for.
many circulars shoved under their for queen cages, $3.75; oil for lamp kindly spirit, and I trust that they
noses, that they are sick of the sight nursery, SI 25; queens lost in the will be received in the same manner
Rogersville, Mich.
of them, and toss them, almost un- mails,$20.70;total, $92.70. Bee account
noticed, into the waste basket. And Cr. by an increase of four colonies,
now in regard to advertising, Mr. S., at $7, $28; 600 lbs. honey, at 15 cents,
For the American Bee Journal.
I hope that you will not be offended $90; 375 queens, at an average price
Potatoes vs. Honey Production.
$337.50; total, $455.-50;
if I ask, if you liave not indulged in of 90 cents,
too many "spread-eagle" ads.;* Do profits, $362.80.
J. H. SIAKTIN.
The above is my bona flde account
you suppose ttiat cut of a nice, large,
queen bee, with which so many of for the year 1880, which was my most
It is very evident that our German
your ads. have been adorned, ever prosperous year. Last year we had a
brought you any customers; if so, how late spring and I did not commence friends, mentioned by A. R. Kohnke,
manyV Again you say: "500 cages, queen rearing until about a inontli on page 104, were not successful cul$50." That$40-a-month expert should later than usual, and my profits from turists of the potato, and it seems
make the cages. If he does not have 18 colonies, were only $277.74. In that Mr. K. agrees with them, and
time to make them, and attend to the making my reports I have never advises that our potato lands be sown
the counted my time, simply because to honey producing plants.
bees, I will furnish them for
I am strongly inclined to think that
money, and can clear $2 per day wliile other bee-keepers have not done so in
making tliem. In regard to the loss making tlieir reports; but if I should it would not pay. I live in the midst
of queens wliile in the mails, I do not deduct $160 for niy labor, do you not of a great potato-growing region.
know whether your estimate is too see that tliere would yet be a good This (Washington) county is the banAnd tlie expert at our house ner potato county in New York State,
liigli or not; but it is a greater loss profit?
tlian / have ever experienced. "Syrup not only cares for the bees, but he and our shipments I'eacli about four
forfeeding 100 nuclei, SIOO." Three cares for a nice, large garden, asquash millions of bushels annually. In this
years ago, in August and September, patch of a quarter of an acre, and a vicinitv the farmers plant from 8 to
I was obliged to feed, in order to keep potato patcli; lie splits the wood, milks .50 acres each. Suppose one farmer
tilings moving; but the entire ex- the cow, helps take care of the babies, who plants only eight acres has also
pense was only about 15 cents for each and does otlier chores too numerous bees his potatoes last fall yielded an
average of 150 bushels per acre, and
nucleus, during the two months of to mention.
Mr. S., you may have kept bees 20 were sold for one dollar per bushel or
feeding. It was grape sugar that I
used for feeding. In all of my queen years, and yet have to learn how to SI. 200. Now, if he had planted the
rearing this is the only time, with per- rear dollar queens at a profit. I know eight acres to the most approved honey
haps two or three slight exceptions, a liee-keeper who has kept bees 20 plant, to make the value equal to the
that I have found it necessary to feed. years, and kept them in large num- potato, each acre would have to yield
to whetlier it is
prolitable to rear dollar queens, would
it not be better to say nothing as to
whether it is profitable todeaHn tlieuiV
It is a subject about which we know
tliat

%

A

—

:

;

%

;
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1,500 lbs., oratotal of 12,000 lbs. of extracted honey, at 10 c. per lb., $1,200.

Who knows

acre can be made
or even 300 lbs.,
which would be equal to 100 busliels
of potatoes per acre, at only 30 cents.
per bushel.
Our farmers, even though they keep
bees, would scout the idea of giving
up their potato land to honey plants.
I think, for our location, I could advise a better plan
Sweet clover
seems to grow very rank upon poor,
hard, clay soil. I have in mind two
fields of 30 acres each within range
of my apiary, one is used for grazing
and the other for a meadow. The pasture produces v%ry scanty forage,
while the whole meadow yields but
about 5 tons of hay. If both of these
fields could be sown to sweet clover I
imagine that several thousand pounds
of honey would be the result the pasture forage would be greatly increased,
and tlie land soon be in better condition to produce hay or grain. But as
the land does not belong to me, I
shall not have the pleasure of beholding it covered with the nectar-producing plants. I hope Mr. Kohnke will
receive seeds to sow those acres, and
will be enabled to give us some idea
how much honey an acre will produce.
If the yield from one plant could be
estimated, how it would aid us in determining the approximate yield from
an acre, if the acre is planted in rows
like corn, so like corn the yield could
be quite correctly demonstrated.
Hartford, N. Y.
to jiroduce

that

1

1,.500 lbs.,

:

;
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Beginning With Bees.

W.

F.

CLAEKE.

A

"
man up a tree" has been writing on the above subject in the New
York Tribtme. Some of his advices
are wise, and some otherwise. The
first suggestion to one determined to
make bee-keeping his "life-work,"
but "entirely ignorant of the art," is,
to "begin with a few colonies from

—

enough." The second is, to
"procure some good, reliable vi'ork on
bee-keeping, and study it with care."
These counsels should be reversed.
A person who has serious thoughts of
2 to 6

is

making

apiculture

his

"life-work,"

should study a good bee-book first,
that he may get some idea of tiie
amount of knowledge to be acquired,
and that he may judge of his own
aptitudes for the business. Tyros,
generally speaking, suppose that the
principles of bee-keeping are few and
simple, easily picked up, and require
but little thought and application.
One of this class attended a convention ot bee-keei)ers, listened to a
single evening's discussion, and went
away convinced that it was nseless
for him to attempt to master the ins
iind outs of apiculture. He had not
the requisite application. It has been
said of Queen Victoria that she could
never learn to sing, for three reasons:
1st, she had no voice, 2d, she had no
ear; and .3d. she had no application.

The

some sort; and with applica- at the business, gain ability to handle
anyone can become a bee-keeper and manage from 100 to 1,000 colonies
on a small scale. But application of bees. He cannot possibly manage
alone will not make a prima doima, this number at first successfully, any
nor will application alone make a man more than he could conduct large
industries
without
qualified to be an extensive bee- manufacturing
keeper. He must be possessed of cer- having previously studied and worked
There at the business.
tain natural qualifications.
"Unfortunately no one industry
must be quick perceptive powers,
quiet and steady perseverance, self- (except, perhaps, mining] has been
control and coolness of nerve, busi- brought into so much disrepute as
ness promptitude and sagacity; last, bee-keeping, by all sorts of characters
but not least, a degree of imiiervious- undertaking to carry it on, on a large
ness to bee-stings. A person pecul- scale, without adequate previous exiarly sensitive to bee-poison, whose perience or study. The very ignorflesh swells enormously, and whose ance of the many who keep a few bees
blood fevers quickly under its influ- has made the business a fruitful field
ence, may keep a "hive or two for for the operations of quacks and
scientific investigation and interest, quack vendors of all kinds of sobut would be courting martyrdom to termed wonderful hives and queens.
This is all the more unfortunate bemake bee-keeping his "life-work."
singer of
tion,

One

colony, generally speaking, is
to start with. The probabilities are that the beginner will lose
that, through some error of management. The loss of one colony will not
be so discouraging as the loss of
"two" or "six." If he does not lose
his first colony his bees will probably
increase quite as fast as his knowledge and experience. If they do not,
he can buy more bees when he feels
competent to take care of them.
Localities need testing as well as beemasters, and a few colonies will suf-

enough

fice

for that.

This "man up a tree" advises a beginner to make himself familiar with
his bees, in order that they may know
him personally, and find out that he
is their friend.
Considering that dur-

ing the honey season, when we have
most occasion to handle bees, their
average life is not over three months,
there is little chance to cultivate
friendship with them. Besides, the
first smell of you they decide whether
to treat you as a friend or a foe. No
kind treatment that you can give
them will ever change their dislike of
you into love. Be gentle with them
always; but gentleness will not conquer their aversion if they have taken
a "sconner" at you. It is people who
are bee-loved who should make a
"life-work" of apiculture. The most
that others can do is to let the little
insects know from the start that they
have their master.
This writer says, "care and prudence, with occasional mishap, will
cause the beginner to lose all dread of
the business and of his bees." Well,
that depends on how much they hurt
him. If he is thick. skinned, and his
blood so cool that bee-vims cannot
heat it up, he will soon come to care
no more for a bee-sting than for the
prick of a pin. But if he is thinskinned, and bee-poison injected into
his blood is like the mixing of seidlitz
powders, his respect for the business
end of a bee will continue unabated
to the last day of his life.

Here

Is

some good advice:

"He

should indulge no hopes of
suddenly becoming an expert, or
rapidly accumulating a fortune at this
business. There is no short cut to
success here any more than anywhere
else.

If

pursued rationally and perse-

was the true reason. With veringly, he
application, anyone can become a some years of
latter

will, in the course of
faithful apprenticeship

cause bee-keeping can be made as
legitimate and honorable and successful, and is so made by many, as any
other avocation."
This writer advises beginners to
pick out their own pathway to knowledge and success, rather than serve a
"personal apprenticeship to a professional."
He admits that "the
latter has its advantages," but considers that the most successful beekeepers have been self-made. This
may be quite true, but has it not been
because bee-keeping has only of late
become one of the fixed or exact
sciences? Apprenticeship to mere
"professionals" may not be worth
much, but there is no way in which
an observant mind can so soon or so
thoroughly acquire a mastery of this
business as by spending a season or
two with a thoroughly practical beekeeper. In time, no doubt, apprenticeship to this business will be the
usual thing, as in the case of any and
every other. Perhaps in "the good
time coming" this may rank among
the learned professions, and B. M.
(bee-master or bee-mistress) be as
common and proiier an affix to people's names as M. D. or M. A.
Listowel, Ont.
For tbe American Bee JournaL

Glucose, Fuiil Brood, etc.

CHAS. F. MUTH.
to forward you a slip from
one of our dailies, giving Commis-

Allow me

sioner Kaum's address to the Secretary
of the Treasury, for fear you will
overlook it. The opionion of an authority like Mr. Raum should be read
by every bee-keeper. According to
it, we are not aware yet of all the
danger our health is subject to by the
use of glucose. It is due to the representative of our (Hamilton) county,
Ex-Governor Thos. L. Young, to
state that it was him who introduced
the bill to levy a high taxation on glucose manufactories, so as to make
the manufacture of the vile stuff next
to an impossibility. The purpose of
the manufacturer being, in the first
place, the "making of money" of
course, but, secondly, the preparation
of an article for adulterating purposes.
The reply of Mr. Jones to Mr. A.
R. Kohnke's foul brood matter shows

—

I
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honey. After obtaining the bees I such as warm or cool weather, plenty
carried them tuune and put them in a of honey being secreted in the flowhive together witii six frames of nice, ers, or no honev at all, a desire to
new comb without pollen. They were keep up a rapidlv diminishing colony,
then fed very thick sirup made from or a perfectly healthy one, has more
sugar, until I considered to do with brood-rearing than plenty
standard
thev had suthcient stores for winter. of pollen. That the "scramble" for
As "it was late in October, they had pollen in earlv spring excites broodbut two chances to fly after they had rearing no one will deny but pollen
been brought home and placed in the may come in quite as freely in the
We have no llow-ers latter part of September, and yet no
cellar for winter.
yielding pollen late in the fall, conse- brood-rearing at all be th^ result.
pollen was obtained. Much depends upon whether the bees
brood would have been easier and quent! v no
if they do, they
surer than with the starving process, Along "in the fore \)art of February I desire brood or not;
as our exwhich I have tried to my satisfaction, commenced to stimulate them by jar- will rear it without pollen, do
not so
and in which I had a first class ally, ring the hive to arouse the bees into perience proves. If they
pollen has no
Mr. Josepli Savage. It appears tome activity, so that they would feed their desire, a hive full of
Anything exciting
that I am better posted on the foul queen. Tliis was repeated afterwards effect upon them.
tendency toward
brood question than Mr. .Jones, and by way of experiment. About the to activity has a
brood-rearing, while that tending to
I shall try to convince him of that middle of March a fine day occurred
gives a reverse result.
fact (if such it be) in the course of a when these bees were set out for a quietude
Borodino, N. Y.
week or two, when I may have more fly, as was our custom at that time.
leisure than I have just now. I am After their first excitement at being
not alarmed that I shall offend, be- out in the warm sunshine had someFor the American Bee JoumaL
cause such controversies are generally what subsided, the hive was opened
Dollar Queen Business.
The
found
I
satisfaction,
my
much
to
and,
in
spirit
same
in
the
accepted
which they are given. Besides, Mr. brood in two combs, amounting to
HENRY ALLEY.
Jones and myself know that neither nearly half a frameful, comprising
one of us knows all about it, and both eggs, larvfe and sealed brood, with
I am glad to see the dollar queen
now and then a hatching bee. At
of us are still willing to learn.
night they were returned to the cellar, question brought up again. 1 hope
*
Cincinnati, O.
where they remained till the middle that those who purchase queens will
[The article referred to above, and of April, when I found their numbers be convinced that queens cannot be
reared and sold by lionest dealers at
for which Mr. Muth will please accept had much increased and that they
their brood. I then be- so low a figure, and give the producer
doubled
had
146
found
on
page
will
be
our tlianks,
gan to teed flour, which they worked a living. I think most of our customof this issue. Ed.1
on eagerly as bees generally do in ers are willing to pay a fair price for
queens, 1 know, to my sorrow, that
early spring.
Rural New Yorker.
Here I wish to introduce another queens cannot be reared at such prices.
write on this
person giving positive evidence, for I am not like some who
Pollen Essential for Brood-Rearing.
"in the mouths of two or three wit- question, as I do not tliink tlie queens
being sold at a
nesses every word may be established." should be poorer for
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
This person is no other than Mr. E. low price. I have contended for a
Gallup, for whose opinions on apicul- long time that the manner of rearing,
Of late much lias been said of the ture I have the highest respect, and and not the price, is the cause of poor
deleterious effects of bees eating pol- who was considered high authority a queens. Last year was the only year
len as a winter diet, and out of it decade of years ago as an apiarist. He that I did notlosemoney at the queenthere seems to have grown the opinion tells us in the Bee-Keepers' Journal rearing business. There is a call for
in the minds of some that pollen is a for October, 1870, of an experiment about 12,000 queens each year. I cannecessity when brood is being reared. he had made by way of putting a not rear over 1, .500 of that numbet,
In other words, it is claimed by some small swarm of bees in a hive late in even in the most favorable season.
that no brood can be reared without the season and feeding them till they It takes all my time from the first of
pollen, for we tind in a prominent had built thin, small pieces of comb, May to the first of October. Then
work on apiculture these words: " We when they were placed in winter- the expense of rearing tliem eats up a
are interested about pollen because quarters "without a particle of pol- large sum here in this State, on acbees cannot rear brood without either len." He then tells us how he began count of the great amount of feeding
Again to stimulate this little colony about to be done. Last season I fed out
it or some substitute for it."
"They (the bees) had no pollen and, tlie first of February, and says: 1,400 lbs. of sugar, besides several
of course, no brood-rearing could go "The queen commenced breeding, hundred pounds of honey. Add to
on without it." Also we find these and by the time the bees first flew out the above the large number of colodestroyed to
W(n-ds coming from high authority
in the spring they had doubled their nies of bees that must be
"I have further stated that pollen number," and tins without a particle fill 2.50 nuclei and to keep them rewas an indispensable requisite to of jiollen. Next we lind on page 26.5 plenished with bees for .5 months;
brood-rearing that it is an essential of the Bee-Keepers'' Magazine tov 1880, then comes the full colonies that we
element in the food of larval bees " these words from the pen of Prof. rear queens in ; then the postage on
" They are certainly the queens, letters, postal cards, cirafter which the writer goes on to give Hasbrouck
circumstantial evidence to substan- wrong who say that pollen isindispen- culars, and advertising bills. I find
tiate liis position, without giving any sable to the "raising of young bees, it prettv hard work to get money
positive proof that such position was because I have had, asan experiment, enough in the fall to pay my bills—
correct. As positive evidence in court abundant brood reared by bees shut certainly cannot get it out of the
Now, what
is considered to be of greater value up on new comb and fed on refined queen-rearing business.
than negative. I desire to give some sugar sirup when they could not possi- do bee-keepers want queen-breeders
such proof that the above writers are bly get a grain of pollen from any to do keep on losing money, or stop
mistaken.
source." Tliis. coming from an apiar- rearing (pieens V I have been rearing
I cannot
Some years ago I learned that a ist of close observation, can be relied queens so many years that
it is like a
neighbor, living about a mile away, upon, which, witli the testimony of feel like giving it up
kept at
was to kill his bees the next day by tlie others, prove.s cnncl usively tliat brood- second-nature to me. I have
method practiced bv our forefathers rearing, to a considei'abie extent at it for several years, hoping thatsomewould turn up so that a fair livcalled "brimstoning." Accordingly least, can be carried on without any thing
ing at it might be made, and know of
I went and saw him, and got permis- pollen whatever.
From many observations made dur- others who have done the same. Nothsion to drive out the bees and save
that has
them from such a cruel death, if I ing past years, I am of the opinion ing seems to have turned upthis
time
would secure to him the combs and that the state of the surroundings. helped the case any, and at

that he went through resil practical
tests, just iis we can expect of him.
His article sliowsthat he did not give
us fi'r facts matters of which lie had
readonly. We knowMr. .Jnnes to be
a hee-keeiier of sound sense and great
experience, and I wonder wliy lie did
not succeed with my remedy, supposing salicylic used to be of the same
properties in Canada as in the United
States. I am certain he has blundered
somewhere, otherwise his cure of foul

A

;

:

:

;

;

:

—

;

;
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lire no indications that there
be anytliiiit; done to help the
queen-dealer.
When the word •' purity " is left
out, or when purity is made secondary
matter in ordering queens, then, and
not till then, will the "coming bee" be
found. I will not say that pure bees
of any race are not as goodas hybrids,
but purity should not be sought for at
the expense of all other qualities. If
bee-keepers will be satisfied with

there

will

tered
promiscuously through
the touch on our case. The one was that
combs; I have traced rows of them the muscular force lost only 42 per
from one end of the comb to the other, cent., and the nervous not quite 2 per
and criss-cross in every direction, as cent. The other was "at first a scanty
irregular

as rabbits' tracks on the
have also seen 2 or 3 eggs in
cell, and cells by the side of these
1
without any. But when they were
hatched, I have always found them in
regular circular form, no cell missed,
and no cell with more than 1 larva? in

snow.

I

excretion of dry, bilious giass-green
feces, and afterward diarrhea of liquid
saline matter. Do not these effects
show our case exactly V They have
lost

very

little

of their nervous power,

and have six-tenths of their muscular
strength. Our bees that have the
it.
From this I conclude that the dysentery when they fly out, show
queens a.si>ure, and no more so, than queen lays her eggs, and the workers much nerve and strength, even if they
those sent us from across the water, I place them where they ought to be.
are so far gone that they cannot get

My reason for the second is, on expurity (strictly i)ure and handsome amining the cells after tlie bees have
bees) is of no account whatever. Of put in the feed for the larvae, we find
course, we all like the beautiful it consists of a milky substance not
orange color of the Italians, but are like pollen or honey, or a mixture of
those beautiful bees any purer than the two. I, therefore, conclude that
those not quite as liandsonie V
the bees eat the pollen, which excites
Queens should be reared and tested some gland to secrete this feed for the
for business, and not for purity. In larvie, the same as some medicine will
ordering queens the purchaser should produce an action on some gland in
say, "please send me a queen that the human system. The bees may
you know to be veiy prolitic, active, have some way of bringing this gland
and vigorous letlier be a pure Italian into action without pollen; if so, that
if possible, but send me a good one would account forthe rearingof brood
or none, as I want to obtain honey," without pollen, as we sometimes hear
etc.
of their doing.
Who will deny tha1»a good liome- For the third, on opening a hive in
bred queen is not worth $2.00 V One cold weather we find the bees on top
good queen is worth more than all and outside of the cluster so stupid
the poor ones ever reared. My opin- they can hardly crawl. I think it
ion is, that not one queen out of 10 would be impossible for those bees to
sent out, is worth one cent. My advice work their way down to the honey.
to purchaser.s is to purchase good The business bee that comes out to
queens and pay a fair price for them, inquire into the cause of the intrusion,
and not only have purity, but longev- comes from the center of the cluster;
ity and prolilicness guaranteed.
from this I conclude that the bees in
I will make a suggestion
Let all tlie middle, when they get tlieir till of
the leading (lueen-breeders combine, honey come to the outside, and take a
and resolve not to sell queens less position over the stupid bees.
conthan $2.00 each, and not sell any that tinuation of this brings the stupid
are not thonuighly tested; then, if bees in on to the honey, and when
bee-keepers want a cheap article, let they have filled themselves they bethem purchase of those who have not come lively and take their place on
had much experience at the business. the outside again.
Wenham, Mass.
"Fourthly," as the minister says,
the cause of dysentery is a subject
that bee-keepers differ very much
For the American Bee Journal.
about, and certainly I do not wish to
Tilings I Do, and Do Not Believe.
be deceived about it. Since I stated
last spring in the Bee Journal that
E. B. SOUTHWICK, SI. D.
I thought the cause was starvation, I
have studied considerable to ascertain,
There are some things that I be- if possible, the real cause. I have
lieve, and some things I do not be- treated many cases of
dysentery
lieve.
I will give some of them, and among human beings caused by bad
my reasons for the same, and I wish air, bad food, or any other poisonous
the reasons considered and nothing substance taken into the system, and
more, for a belief or an opinion with- have found that perfect quiet, proper
out a reason is of no use whatever:
medicine, and little or no food, was
1. I do not believe that the
queen the most sure way of curing tlie disalways lays her eggs wliere they re- ease. But that is not the case with
main until they hatch.
bee-dysentery— it is right the opposite,
2. I do not believe the bees feed a general stirring up, when they can
pollen to the larv.T? in the cells.
tly without chilling, and plenty of
3. I do not believe that in cold good, rich food, is the remedy, and it
weather bees that are in the outside seldom fails.
of the cluster work their way into the
The question comes up, is it the
center and get to the honey ; but I be- same disease produced by the same
lieve tlie bees from the inside of the causes, and cured by so opposite a
cluster come out on to the outside, treatment y The conclusion is ineviand by so doing crowd those on the table that it is not, and that it is not
outside in, so they can get to their caused by poisons taken into the sysfood.
tem. After I came to this conclusion,
4. I
believe that starvation is the I commenced to searcti for dysentery
direct cause of dysentery in bees.
from some other cause. On reading
These 4 are enough for one article. Mr. Chossat's (of Paris) experimental
My reason for the first is, that I have investigation on the effects of starvaseen oil combs where the queen had tion on the lower animals, there I
lately commenced laying, eggs scat- found two effects that I think will
think they will be better satisfied that

;

:

A

back to the hive

;

but

if

they get back

and get

their till of honey, they are
soon all right (notice how quick
Tanner regained his strength after
his 40 days' starving). The diarrhea

needs very little comment it is our
bee-dysentery exactly. But, it vi'ill be
asked, if starvation produces dysentery what produces starvation when
there is plenty of honey in the hive?
I answer, anything that will stop the
evolution or the regular action of the
bees, as mentioned in No. 3. In case
of long confinement, the bees become
less active the longer they remain in
the hive, if nothing disturbs them,
;

and they may get so the inside bees
fail to come out and take the place of
those on the outside, until they so far
starve as to show the symptoms of
starvation, and unless there is a
change death will be the consequence.
Again, incase of dampness in the
hive, the bees will get stupid much
quicker in a damp atmosphere than
in a dry one, and the bees that come
out fpom the center, if they find the
bees and comb wet outside, will crawl
back again rather than crawl over
their wet companions, and the outside ones are abandoned to their fate
but if the weather soon becomes
warm, the bees by their activity will
get up heat, and by using thein- wings
will get up a breeze and dry off the
combs, and all is right again.
Also the bees may have commenced
rearing brood, and those inside bees
may be employed eating pollen, secreting food, and caring for the young,
and the outside ones entirely neglected, and if the cold continues long,
starvation and dysentery will be the
result with those outside, and spring
dwindling of those inside. It may be
asked by some one why one colony
may have the dysentery and another,
under the same circumstances, not

have

it ?

answer that by asking anwill one colony under the
same circumstances gather more
honey than another V My answer to
both is, I do not know.
I

will

other,

why

Mendon,Mich.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

The Pollen Theory— One Experiment.
JASIES

HEDDON.

Last Thanksgiving day we put 40
colonies into an out-door cellar

;

4 of

them were occupying our nucleussized frames, and were nearly all out
of honey. I wished to save them to

me in early queen rearing. About
one year ago now I caught the sugaraid

"
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made some 30
bricks. One batcii, of some 4
bricks, I made witli the addition of
flour, as directed in Gleanings. Tliese
4, togetlier with some of the pure
sugar- bricks, were left over.
Soon after liousing tliese colonies, I
introduced to 3 of them 2 pure sugarbricks each. To the fourtli one, 1 pure
brick, and one mixed with tlour, "to
gave it to
stimulate breeding."
them to see if bees could eat it safely
in confinement. About 6 weeks afterward I took a peep. In each of the 4
ihives the bricks were as much as J4
to 1-3 gone.
brick candy fever, and

2-lb.

We

In hive No.

4,

done, in order to put to the test some

experiments
the

risk

I

am. making, even
some

of possibly losing

to

of

them.
I have just read Mr. Clarke's attack
on Professor Cook, with much interest
and instruction. I have re-read it,
and re-re-read it, and to save my life, I
can't see any argument in it. The instruction I gain is this, as near as I
can draw correct inferences
First,
he "trembles" a Uttle more before
Cook, than Ileddon; second, that as
long as he cries " more proofs," he
does not know that he is beaten third,
that he recognizes no answer to his
wordy sarcasms, in what I have said
in my rejily to his attack on the
"Pollen Theory."
He hands out
proof to the Professor, in the line of
an assertion on the part of L. C. Root,
that certain undefined observations of
his and others, proves that bees discharge dry pellets of excreta during
:

;

winter, but when I told him that I had
carefully examined several hundred
dysentery-killed colonies, and saw
CTidence that pollen-eating caused
the disease, that did not go down as
any evidence. I wonder if the above
expermient will convince Mr. Clarke

any

?

At last

he brings forward Dr. Don-

hoff's analysis of bees' excreta, which
goes far toprove that pollen-eating is

at

the

bottom of the mischief, and

then exultingly asks, " How does the
no-pollen theory square with it ?
It squareswith itjustlike this
When
so scientific and extensive an observer
as Professor Cook has never seen the
dry pellets, it argues that if there is
such a thing, it is very rarely met
with, and that Dr. Donhoff's subject
for analysis was dysentery excreta,
and his liuding the " undigested
pollen " in it is just what I should
have expected.
VVe vs. I. Some In writing use
the "we"' and "our," while others
use " I " and " my." As I am among
the former, I will give my reasons
when 1 speak of "our bees," why I do
not say " my bees." These bees have
ibeen earned by a good woman and
:

—

myself in a real partnership, if not a point; bees the same, their rest being
legal one. They really belong to my entirely independent of degrees of
wife and myself together, and the temperature, but dependent on the
children are "really interested in them rest of nature and vegetation. Aiid
When I speak of "our " pack- it makes no difference whether an exalso.
ing for winter, I mean my help and traordinary degree of heat or cold
"Our" opinion about the causes vegetation to stop growing.
myself.
It is, therefore, a mistaken notion
best cellar for bees, is the opinion of
I hardly think the more to suppose bees must lie exposed to a
all of us.
egotistic " I " and " my " sounds any certain degree of cold to winter well.
Instinct (which may be called a habit
better.
inherited) it is which teaches the bees
Dowagiac,Mich.
to abstain from useless flights, because there are no flowers, thus comA. R. Kobnke.
Translated from Bienenzeltung, by

Temperature Required

in Winter.

containing the flour-

brick, the bees were all dead, and the
bricks, frames, and bees fearfully
daubed with dysentery. So far as I
can see this is the only colony among
my 220 that shows any sign whatever
of the disease. I have not taken out
these 40 colonies, as I might have
done, and given them a flight, for I
want to keep them subjected to the
same degree of cold and confinement
that last winter's weather would have
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DR. DZIEKZON.

As in nature in general, so in a beehive prevails absolute rest at present.
Half asleep they await patiently the
time when the morning rays of the
sun of approaching spring shall call
them again

to

renew their work. But

pelling them to absolute rest. During
the season from 1833 to 1834 we had
no winter in the sense generally accepted ; on the coldest day, it being
the 6th of .January, 1834, we had but

60R.

(180 Frthr.

In that

freezing.

above zero)

below

same month

hazel-

nut bloomed
in February gooseberries and bees wintered excellent.
So also our last winter (1880 to 1881)
was not a very severe one and bees
wintered generally quite well. Has a
bee-keeper ever found cause to complain of too mild a winter
It is therefore beyond my comprehension and I find hardly words to ex;

;

not every colony will then respond to the roll-call. Many of them
have gone to sleep to awake no more.
Success depends mainly upon the beekeeper, whether or not he has done
his duty with understanding and care press my surprise, to notice that as
sensible a man as Dr. Krasicki in his
to insure wintering without loss.
Although bee-keepers are agreed as paper the Bee-Keeper, published in
to the most necessary requisites to ob- Poland, ascribes ourlosses during our
tain the desired object, there is still a late severe winters to an excess of
great diversity of opinion as to the high temperature. For after enumertemperature bees require during their ating the losses of which bee-keepers
beewinter's rest. One claims, for in- complained in the different
stance, that a bee-hive should be made papers, he says: Such are the losses
in such a manner that the tempera- of the German bee-keepers, who folture of the interior is never at or be- low the advice of their veteran beelow the freezing point, whilst another master, who claims that bee-hives
says he is surprised to find that, can never be made to be too comforbees never generating more
though bees are chilled at 9^' above table
freezing outside the hive, they are heat than is necessary to their wellable to stand a much lower tempera- being. But Dr. Krasicki says: " I
ture when in the hive. Both are per- prefer 10- of cold to 1'^ of heat. The
haps of the erroneous opinion that the bees with which Dr. K. has made his
whole interior of a hive is warmed by observations must liave the nature of
a Polar bear, and the Polar region
bees, as a room by a stove.
When the bees cover all the combs, must have been their native country,
instead of clustering, the temperature if his observations and conclusions
in a hive may perhaps be the same in are correct. Our German bee cannot
but when bees, on ac- be classed with such these winter the
all its parts
count of a low temperature, have better the milder the temperature is
clustered in as small a space as possi- during that season, and the better the
ble, they will warm the hive no more more they are protected in a severe
than a well covered person lying in one.
Bees do not suffer in Syria, Africa,
bed will warm a room, because in both
cases the heat of the warm body is and Brazil from heat, nor do they
hot
summer and mild
in
confined toavery limited space. After here
and they should be dea protracted cold spell of not more autumns
than tP below freezing, I always found, stroyed by being too warm in severe
even in the best protected hives, the winter':" Wlio can comprehend such
combs and walls of the same covered inconsistencies V There are only two
1st,
when the
with hoary frost, when even those bees cases imaginable
on tlie outside of the cluster would whole atmosphere is heated to such a
enjoy a temperature 10^ above freez- degree that the comb begins to melt
otherwise they would certainly and breaks down, which has been reing
ported to be sometimes the case in
have been chilled and died.
To save honey and prevent exhaus- regions about the Red Sea; 2d, when
tion, bees maintain no liigher tempera- the entrance of a strong colony is
ture than is absolutely necessary to closed withouthaving any other ventitheir existence, but are just as well lation or opening. In such a case,
off if nature or man provides a much the temperature in the hive becomes
higher, as is proven by theii- well-be- very liigh in a very short time, so as to
ing and doing in Brazil, where they break down the comb. Many a beeenjoy a temperature of .'W'^ above keeper, furnishing strong colonies for
freezing during the time of rest. When exhibition at conventions, has found
we have done our day's work and re- that to be a fact, as also the one who
to cause two
tired to enjoy our night's rest, we do closed the entrance
so no matter whether the temperature swarms, which were about to issue at
is 20- above or below the freezing the same time, to fly together, the
alas

!

'i*

;

;

;

;

:

;
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closed hive looked
a short
time after. But that with an open
should
perish
or
entrance, a colony
even suffer, on account of being too
warm, I flatly deny, and declare it to
be an impossibility. If, for instance,
the entrance has been closed during
transportation, on opening the same a
part of the bees will come forth immediately and commence to ventilate
to expel the warm and vitiated air,
and in a little while the colony will be
quiet again. But if ventilation is of
no avail on account of the whole atmosphere having a high temperature,
then the bees will leave the hive and
cluster outside, which we may observe
quite frequently on sultry days in
summer this outside clustering we
may even observe in winter, by putting bees in a very warm room. In
1846, when my whole apiary of 60
colonies and many empty hives were
destroyed by lire, I had a chance to
observe the conduct of bees in a heat

contents of the
like being boiled

when opened

;

which was unbearable to man. They
would leave the hive in larger and
larger numbers on tlie approach of
the lire and heat to their hives, but
clustered quietly on tlie outside until
devoured by the merciless element,
by which it appears that bees very
well

know how

to rid

themselves of

heat in the hive as long as the
entrance is open, and are not quite as
stupid as Dr. Krasicki wants us to

having had too warm winter quarters,
but most likely on account of not having had proper ventilation to carry
off the vitiated air and noxious gasses,
or for want of water to quench their
thirst. A.s long as the atmosphere is
not heated to a degree as high as it
attains sometimes about the Red Sea,
which is with us no natural phenomenon, excess of it cannot be taken into
consideration in our latitudes. It is
my conviction that the average temperature which the bees enjoy during
tlieir
1.5'-'

to

working season, which

is

from

(66° to Ve'^Fahr.) is most
to their well-being in winter

20'=

conducive

also, as in that case they would perhaps consume less than in severe

Undersized Bees.— On page 92 of the
for Feb. 8, there is an
item from Mr. Mallory in regard to
undersized bees. If 1 rightly understand the statement, he means that
those small bees hatched in 15 days
after the brood was given to the

Bee Jouunal

colonies.

'

He

also states that

it

was

thought a high temperature matured
the bees early. Now, it is a plain
case that they were not "mature"
bees, but forced, imperfect, immature
bees, and what were the queens, reared
by such an artiflcial, forcing process,
the full sisters of these same lively
little workers which lived only a few
days? I do not make the sweeping
assertion, as others have done, that
they are all worthless; but I do most
positively say, that the majority of
queens so reared will not give satisfac-

winter weather, when, to keep up the
necessary temperature, they have to
consume more honey.
To protect
them from cold, their worst enemy, tion, and will be short-lived. But
should always be our point in view, in scores of bee-keepers are practicing
doing which we will prevent an ex- this method of queen-rearing, and
cessive consumption of stores, which sending them broadcast over the
is certainly to our own as well as their country, is it any wonder that the
cheap queen business is falling into
interest.
Karlsmarkt, Germany, Nov. 23, 1881 disrepute. Although we may differ
in opinion as to how to produce the
best queens, let us be very careful
and sure of what we are sending to
our customers, and "do unto others
as you would have others do unto
youj" by sending out only such queens
as we would be willing to introduce to
Jonas Scholl.
our own colonies.

sthSS^[MMM

Increase and Prospects.— I have 25
But does Dr. Krasicki furnish us colonies of bees, and am working 25
no proof for his theories V Certainly, more for my neighbors; have exbut on closer examination they prove amined them and find all doing well,
too weak to support his cause. Here with plenty of sealed honey, and think
he mentions a colony in a log g"m all will winter safely. I expect to
with a door which had come off, still work my home apiary for section
the bees, though entirely exposed, honey, as I can And sale for comb
withstood a very severe winter there honey when I cannot extracted. I
another colony
a hollow tree with a have trouble to obtain straight combs
very large entrance had existed for without separators; am like Mr. Dooseveral years. Wliy, that is nothing little, do not like comb foundation in
extraordinary and proves nothing. I sections, unless I could obtain a better
have had similar cases happen to me, kind than I have had. Last season
and reported them. Just think, tlie was a poor one for surplus, but the
bees clustered in a compact mass in early part was splendid for building
the center of theirnestand the combs up. I made 11 colonies from 2, which
around them all covered with hoar were very weak in the spring, one
frost, which, being a very poor con- having no more than 1 quart of liees,
ductor of heat, acts as a very good besides I reared all my queens from
envelope, preventing the escape of the same two colonies. White clover
heat, like a lieavy featlier bed. As was a comi)lete failure as to honey,
long as bees can get to honey, they but after the fall rains we had a
are able to withstand the severest cold splendid fall harvest for the bees, but
weather, may the hive be open or not much sm-plus. Golden rod yielded,
closed. In fact, an open door or large I think, the principal part. We are
entrance is preferred, as in that case getting paid back for our drouth last
they are supplied with fresh air more summer, with compound interest, for
readily than by having an air-tight it rains almost without ceasing. We
door and a small entrance perhiips liave had an exceedingly warm winter
nearly closed by frost and snow.
to date, the thermometer reached as
How the interiors of hives look low as 14° above zero on the 24th of
after a protracted cold I had occasion January, that being the coldest we
to observe in the winter of 1845. From have had, while Mr. Doolittle, of New
the beginning of February until York, writes Jan. 24th, 26° below.
Easter, we had the severest winter What a difference in a few Innidred
known for a long time, witliout any miles. I have 2 acres of melilot or
interuption, and 1 had to take many a sweet clover, sown last spring, which
heavy and well protected colony into looks i)romising. I will report results
a warm room to save what could be next fall. I measured one single root,
saved. On opening sucli liives, I pulled up, which measured 20 inches
found them almost a solid lump of in length. Drouth surely will not
snow and ice, looking more like an affect it much. White clover looks
ice house than a bee hive.
If bees do well and has been green all winter.
not winter well in well-protected
A. W. Stith.
hives, the cause is certainly not in
Demossville, Ky., Feb. 17. 1882.

Lyons

Station, Ind.

believe.

m

;

—

A Prospect. We have had some
rain herein the last month, and have
hopes of getting honey yet; still the
prospect is not very good at my place.
The rainfall has been 6I4 inches this
winter 16 inches is our average for
;

this country.

Anaheim,
Bees

Cal.,

G. E. Pleasants.
Feb. 20, 1882.

in Excellent

Condition.— It be-

warm yesterday, my

bees had a
Upon examination, I
good flight.
found that they had brood in a space
as large over as my hand. They are
in the best condition I ever had them
ing

at tins season. I think these points
are necessary in wintering, viz a good,
fertile queen, plenty of young bees,
plenty of sealed honey without much
pollen, and to keen them dry.
:

Thomas Chantry.
Casey, Iowa, Feb.

27, 1882.

Mnch Food Consumed.— Thus far the
winter has been very mild, and bees
have a good fly every week or ten days
at farthest: They have consumed a
good deal of their stores, and many
will have to be fed to enable them to
see the next honey season. B. G. C.
Trumbull county, O., Feb. 25, 1882.
Wintering Nicely.— Yesterday and
to-day our bees had a good flight.
Colonies taken up and fed with sugar
syrup last fall are wintering with the
loss of but few bees, and do not mark
tlie snow with excreta like others with
natural stores and plenty of pollen.
We lost one nucleus with a pint of
bees, having 6 frames. If confined to
2 frames they would probably have
W. H. Stout.
survived.

Pine Grove, Pa., Feb.

15, 1882.

—

—

—

;
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Nebraska.— My bees carried just the things for winter, being warm,
and very nice for the evaporation of
they are
moisture through them
also excellent ventilators to permit
the escape of foul air. I have not lost
a colony this winter, and all have
been flying for the last week.

in natural pollen on the 14th and 15th
inst.. which is the earliest I have ever
known them to gather pollen in this
part of the country. I think they obtained it from the soft maple and the
hazelnut; but it turned cold since, and
tlie 20th was about the coldest day of
the winter. To-day is nice, but not
quite warm enough for my bees to fly.

my

bees gathered tlieir
I had success
first pollen April 17th.
in wintering on the summer stand
last winter, and my bees appear to be
doing all right so far this winter.
Whicli bee, in your judgment, is the
best— the Italian or Cyprian V Most
of my bees are dark-colored. I have
2 Cyprian colonies. Tliey are bad to
sting, but I think are more prolific
and bette'' honey-gatherers than tlie
common black bee. P. Bolinger.

Last spring

Salem, Neb., Feb.

onr judgment, the Italian bee

[In
lias

23, 1882.

as

many

excellent points as the

an amalgamation of tlie two races may develop new and desirable traits. Ed.]
Cyprian.

It is possible that

Sweet Clover.

— I have a

fine

young

orciiard, set out last fall, and expect
to put two rows of raspberries between tlie rows of trees, and sow the
whole in some kind of honey producing clover. 1. Xow, will sweet clover
grow so rank that, if I fail to cut it
each year, it will be a detriment to the
trees by clioking themV 2. Does this
clover spread? 3. If I wish to eradicate it, would it be liard to do? 4.
What amount must I sow to the acre'?

Please answer through the

nal.

Bees

in this
nicely, tliougli right

Bee Jour-

section

doing

now they might
use overcoats to an advantage.
L. W. Wainwright.
Noblesville, Ind.
[1.

Yes,

it

would prove a detriment,

unless cropped or
it

mown. In

rich soil

would grow .5 to 7 feet in height.
2. It would spread in consequence

seeds dropping the second year;
common acceptation of the
term, it does not spread, as tlie roots
grow in clumps.
3. No harder than red clover.
4. From 4 to 6 pounds.
If drilled,
less will be required.
Ed.]
of

but, in the

—

Sure Cure for Bee Stings. I have
never seen my cure for bee-stings in
the Bee Jouknai^. I charge nothing
for the recipe, except to be recognized
as its discoverer. It is as follows:
store a small phial
of tincture of myrrh, as soon as you
are stung apply a little to the puncture, when all pain and swelling
ceases instantly. It is also excellent
for bites of spiders and iioisonous
reptiles.
I hope all will try it and report result in the .Iourxal. Bees
here are in excellent condition. So

Buy from any drug

mine are
quantity of
ever had at
coffee sacks

far,

doing finely, with a less
dead bees than I have
this time of year. The
over them, I think, are

;

R. L.

Waterloo, Ky., Feb.

Aylor.
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hives, with tlie upper storywith coffee sack on frames, and

stroth
filled

an abundance of old clothes and carpets on top of the sacks. I take the
packing out and dry it every warm
sunny day. I have not lost a colony
for 5 years from wintering.
Minerva, Ky.
O. N. Weaver.

16, 1882.

Light Wanted.— I wish all who have
Metal Kabbets.— Would you advise any improvements in tlie form of
the use of metal rabbets, where the hives, would let us hear from them
liives are made to take frames with tlirough the Bee Journal before we
open top-bars, or would you let t!ie get our hives all complete for the seaends of the top- bars rest on the wooden son.
1. The sweet clover seed I bought
rabbets?
G. H.Denman.
some time ago I find is all in the hull
Pittsford, Mich.
yet; please tell us how much we
[We would advise the metal rabbets should sovp per acre when in that
in all cases wliere tlie wooden lugs of state?
2. Will it germinate soon enough in
the top-bars rest on the rabbets. If
that condition?
metal corners are used, then, of course,
3. I expect to sow it in an orchard
metal rabbets are unnecessary. Ed.] in the spring with oats. Should I sow
anything with it? I intend to let it
My Bnl.aiice Sheet.—I am not yet so lay for pasture and hay. I hope it is
far through tlie woods tliat I can hal- decided by tliis time that it is no perloo much louder than a whisper, yet nicious weed, as has been stated.
I wish to state for the benefit of
these bright, sunny February days,
and the clieerful hum of the busy bee, those to whom it may not be the most
inspires me to venture at making my convenient to carry their bees from
report for 1881, as follows: Put into the cellar to the summer stand for
winter quarters, fall of 1880,
50 winter flights, or wliere it is too much
colonies, worth, say, $250
bought 1 shaded so as to prevent them from
Barnes saw and freight, S41..52; lum- flying (wliich is the condition with my
ber, $19; 17 dead colonies for combs, summer stands), that I find it unnecessary to carry them to their reetc., 822.10 nails, postage, etc.,S25.16
lost 23 colonies in wintering, §115; spective places, but set them in the
bee-books and papers, $5.50; total most convenient place in the sun, and
the
apiary debtor, $478.28. Cr. .58 colonies I have not seen a bee light
place where tliey are kept in the sumat date, $290; 13 empty hives, $19..50
mer. I have but ;i few to experiment
.500 frames, $20; fixtures, $10
1 Barnes
saw, $40; 1,623 lbs. comb honey sold with, but shall do the same hereafter.
at 20c., $324.60; 123 partly filled sec- Bees are doing well all have more or
tions on hand, $12.30- 14}'2 lbs. wax. less young brood averaged, per hive,
$2.90; 32 queens sold for $40 total a little over 100 lbs. of extracted honey;
credit, $7.59.30 ; deduct apiary debtor. selling at 1.5c. per lb.
H. G. Hickman.
$478.28, leaving balance for labor of
Schoolcraft, Mich.
$271.02. This report has nothing to
do with my bee-keepers' supply busi[1. All sweet clover seed we have
ness, which is a separate account.
Tlie weather here is very mild, with seen is in the hull. If sown broadcast,
bright sunsliine; the air is full of bees; 5 to 6 lbs. per acre if in drills, less
and all nature wears a smile.
will answer.
U. E. Dodge.
almost as soon as if hulled.
2. Yes
Fredonia, N. Y., Feb. 15, 1882.
The imported Bokhara clover seed,
From Kentucky.— I am a constant which is virtually the same, is hulled,
reader of the Bee Journal, and con- but we have discovered no difference
sider it a boon to bee-keepers who in its germination.
read, think, and act intelligently.
3. If sown in the spring, you can
Tiiere are not a great many bees kept
in this (Mason) county, but the busi- sow any grain witli it you please, and
ness is gradually looking up, and realize a crop of grain, as the sweetmany are adopting the more improved clover will not bloom till the succeedIiives, and some the more improved
methods of manipulation. Although ing summer. But we would not seedthe winter of lSSO-81 was unusually an orchard with it ; its growth is too
severe for this latitude, bees wintered rank and tall to be beneficial to fruit.
well, and so far as I have been able to
It is no more a peuiicious weed than
learn not 5 per cent, of loss was susEd.]
tained. Last season was a poor honey red clover.—
crop owing to the protracted drouth
are booming, and
Early. Bees
wiiicli cut tlie white clover short. My
colonies did not average .50 pounds gathering honey rapidly. I shall exsurplus, and no swarms in fact the tract some new honey on the first
bees here seem to have abandoned clear, warm day. Some colonies have
the old plan of increasing Ijy swarm- ripe queen cells and are preparing to
ing for the last three years. I had 7 swarm the drones are flying we have
colonies in the spring, increased to 9, no winter down liere.
J. S. Tadlock.
and all are now in excellent condiLuling, Texas. Feb. 25, 1882.
tion, on the summer stands, in Lang;

;

m
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;

;

;

;
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;
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Heddon's Honey-Board.— 1. Canyon
give me ;iny ide;i or description of tiie
noney-board of "peculiar construction " tliat Heddon mentions, on page
55 of Bee Journal V In tiering up
regular Langstroth hives, we get a
space of
inch between the two
stories even where the space is only
there
is
some
difliculty in handling
%,
top frames bees are very liable to
build up the lower combs between the
top ones if they chance to hang a little
out of place. 2. Should honey kegs
be bunged up tight, if honey is kept
for a long while ? 3. 8honld they be
kept in the honey house, or in cellar,
during very hot or cold weather. Last
summer I liad a half barrel of honey
in the cellar— it was closed up tightone day I examined it, took out the
bung, and it was all right; I closed it
up again. Half an hour tliereafter
the bung Ijanged against the ceiling
oi the cellar, and the honey ran out
at the top of the cask. 4. Did the air
I let in cause the trouble V tliere was
no gas in the cask when I opened it.

%

;

;

H. W. Funk.
Bloomington,

111.

Heddon's honey-board of " pecuconstruction " consists of strips
just the width of the sections to be
placed on them. These strips, about
of an inch thick, are joined by a
•strip nailed at each end, and to reach
the full width of the honey-board.
[1.

liar

%

Heddon'' s

Honey Board.

This honey-board

on the top of
of an inch
between the top-bars of the frames
and tlie bottom of the honey-board.
Regular Langstroth hives should only
allow % of an inch between the lower
-or brood frames and the bottoms of
the upper or surplus frames. If more
rests

the hive, so as to give

%

Moldy Combs.— On the
November 1 put 6 colonies

my cellar,

16th
of
of bees in

and to all appearance they
have done nicely since then. To-day
being line, I was anxious to examine
one; so I took it out, weighed it, and
found the loss to be just 3 lbs., or 1 lb.
per month. They did not tly much,
but acted very much as they do in
summer when smoked. The queen

was lively, bees very easy to handle,
and not a bit cross, though I used no
smoke, lots of stores and no dead bees,
but I found mold on tlie lower half
of the sealed honey where not covered
with bees, giving the part affected a
bluish color. Mold caused, I tliink,
by the hive sitting down tight on the
bottom board, leaving only the summer entrance open, 3 being left tliat
way; the other 3 are raised up an inch
from the bottom board with a sheet
and chaff cushions over all of them.
Will the bees open the moldy comb
when they need. itV I intend to examine them all the first tine day.
Would it be well to pare off the caps,
and would the bees recap itV When
bees liave plenty of stores, does it
stimulate Airly breeding to feedV I
was surprised at the small quantity
of liouey used. I was particular in
weighing. I do not understand your
description of U. E. Dodge's feeder
how deep is the boxV Why put in
cotton cloth bottom? If bees go into
the box will they not drown in the
feedy
John Yodee.
Springfield, Ont., Feb. 16, 1882.
[Let the moldy combs alone, as the
bees will take care of them. Lift out
all combs but those actually needed,
then add as the queen may need room,
and the bees will do all uncapping
necessary, and the cleaning. When
bees have plenty of honey, there is no
object in feeding except to stimulate
to brood-rearing; then a thin syrup of
honey and water, or honey, sugar and
water, is better tlian a thicker feed.
It is impossible to describe Dodge's
feeder intelligibly
better send to
him for a sample. Ed.]
;

A Fair Record.— I commenced last
spring with 29 colonies of Italians; increased to 96 by natural swarming;
obtained 1,000 lbs. of extracted, and
200 lbs. of comb honey; sold at an
average of 15 cents per lb; sold 6
colonies at $10 each, and went into
•out of place."
winter quarters with 90 colonies,
2. Honey kegs should never be filled mostly Italians.
They are all right
to their utmost capacity
for the yet. My plan for wintering is to pack
variations from cold to heat, and vice in chaff, on summer stands. I prefer this to any way I have yet tried.
versa, expand and contract the volume
This has been a very favorable winter
of honey, and will produce leakage in for tlie safe wintering of our little
space is given, the bees will invariably
bridge them. With hive.? properly
leveled, and accurately made, the
frames should never " hang a little

;

any wooden package.
pets. The coldest we have had this
registered 9° above
zero.
3. The honey should be kept in some winter
Brother bee-keepers, let us try and
dry, cool place— either cellar or honeybreed our bees up to a higher standhouse.

—

—

thoroughly ripened, keep ard.

Bees Gathering Pollen.— I put 45
colonies in a cool, dry cellar in December, and in January the weather became so warm that the bees became
uneasy, and I carried them out for a
fly.
I returned them to the cellar in
a few days for fear of a cold spell.
But there has been no cold weather
at all worth mentioning, and for the
two weeks last past, the weather has
been very warm, and the bees became
so uneasy ag;iin that I set them out
on the 15th of February, and to-day
(Feb. 15), it is as warm as May, and
the bees are gathering pollen from

maple and elm. This is unprecedented for this part of the country,
and as the queens are laying finely, if
we should get a cold spell of three or
four weeks' duration, later in the
season, will it not prove disastrous to
the brood? At about what period is
it best for brood rearing to commence
actively? My colonies all have plenty
of stores of a good quality. I had
charge of Mrs. VVirt's apiary last season, and increased from 30 colonies to
74,
by
natural
swarming,
and
harvested nearly 3,000 pounds of excellent comb honey, which we sold at
home for 20 cents per pound. My
bees are nearly all Italians and hysoft

brids. The best result in my apiary
last season was from hybrids. I
a close student of Professor Cook and
read everything in the Bee Journal
every week, and to these two sources
I am indebted for the pleasure and
the profit I derive from my "blessed
bees."
J. R. Baker.

am

Keithsburg,

111.,

Feb.

15, 1882.

[Yes three or four weeks of cold
weather would kill most of the brood.
Brood-rearing is controlled much by
circumstances, and when soft maples
and elms are in bloom or furnish
;

natural

pollen,

will

it

commence

You

should, however, reduce tlie capacity of your brood-chambers to the minimum of frames necessary, and only add to them as they become well filled with brood, in order
to prevent disastrous chilling, as the
actively.

capped brood will do much in keeping
up animal heat in the hive. Ed.]

An Early

Start.

— The maples are in

bloom here now

I send you a few
blossoms. My bees commenced carrying in pollen on the 10th and honey
on the 11th, making .several pounds
of honey during the past week, which
continued very warm and pleasant till
Saturday afternoon, when it commenced raining, and rained till Monday afternoon then turned off colder.
If the weather had kept warm a few
days longer the peacli trees here would
have been in bloom. On the 12th
the thermometer stood 71^ in the
shade, and 9P in the sun. I commenced with 3 colonies in 1881 ; now I
have 7 all in good condition. I took
full

;

;

I know that our bees can be
improved by systematic breeding. I about 60 pounds of comb honey from
think we should breed for the greatest them which I sold at 25c. a pound
4. Tliere was a slight tendency to
honey gaUierers. most hardy, most sold it at home.
fermentation, and the admission of proliiic, and most amiable, all in one.
Peter Moerlein.
fresh air gave it activity. Ed.]
Van Wert, O.
Frank McCoy.
Brussels. 111., Feb. 22, 1882.
it

If

bunged

tightly

;

if

not, scald

it.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

:sP^^&f^^SlS^^*S^?rS?

OF AME(iIC.\N BEE JOURNAL.
Monday, in a. m., March
1882.

OFfc'ICE

(,;.

The following
up to

)

honey and beeswax received
hour

tions for

KATES FOB ADTEKTISING,

I

are the latest quota-

this

:

QuotutlonH or Casb Buyers.
20c. per agate

A

line

nortlH;

space, each insertion.

line of

Aunte type

Speciiil Notices. 50 cents

l>lSCOUXTS will
Weekly as
For 4 weeks
for the

*

about el^ht

will contain
(i>iirtt,en tines will occupy 1
(ii

i:j

CJ
(t;

inch of space.

per

advance

lO per cent,
ao

months)
year)

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone, 25
per cent., 6 months. lO per cent.
Di-scount, for 1 yenr. in the Semi-Monthly alone,
40 per cent., 6 months, 20 per cent.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
iif the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement U inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

Street..

paying the following prices in cash :
h<^ney, in Mingle comb 8ections.l7@21
in larger boxes Jc. less. Extracted, 8@10c.
quality, l«(g)22c.

comb

BKESWAX-Prime

Newman. 972 W. Madison

III.

OUR ANNUAL CATALOGUE

extracted, in
small packages, isiair, but only an occasional barrel is sold for manufacturing purposes. It brings
7&11C. on iirrivul. Demand for comb honey is only
in aretail way, and only choice white is salable. It
would bring 2UC. on arrival.
Brings l8(*22c. The demand exceeds the offerings.
C. F. Moth.

OF THE

Quotations of Commission Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONET— Choice white

comb,

in 1 to IH lb. secboxes. 17(5200.;
boxes, 12H®15c. Extracted, white, local ic; dark, 9c.
R. A. BfuNETT, 16.5 South Water St.

same
1

:i

NEW

Is

We

Cozxib

f<ir

York Apiaries,
our customers.

Fouxxdatiozi,

AND OTHER

lb.

VORK.

ready

are Breeding Three Races of Bees.

2 to 3 lb.

in

to

M\

Central

BEESWAX—

dark and mixed, in

Chicago,

St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEV— The retail demand for

tions, 2i.Ka22c.;

NEWMAN.

has an upward tendency,

am now

AL. H.

40
50
«0

nuinthsi

(1

1

:

discount.

months). ...30

(n

and

Light
cents:

line.

be given on advertisements

follows, if paid in

CHICAGO.

HONEV— The market

SUPPLIES.

tST" Send us your address on a postal for our
scriptive Circular. Address.

De-

HONEY—

J'pctial IJoticcs.

There is a liberal supply of honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
quote as follows White comb. In small
boxes, I8(.^l9c dark, in small boxes, I2@l4c. Extracted, white, inic^llc. dark, 7'.a9c.

We

EDWARD

:

BEEBEE,

B.

:

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
and printed, and

BEESWAX.- Prime
THORN &

to each colony, ruled

Oneida, Madison

i

quality. 21(8230.
Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe

Co.,

N. Y.

avenue.

ST. LOUIS.
is so arranged that a single glance will
HONET— Strained dull at 80,90; Comb scarce
give a complete liistory of the colony. and Arm at I8@23c.— fjp rate for choice bright in

fancy packaees.

For

-50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1 SO
2 00

The

larger ones can he used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

BEESWAX— Stiff at 20(3)210. for prime.
K. C.

GUEEK&CO.,

for

Street.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c.. acBEESWA.X— Piime quality,

25c.

Ckocker & BLAKE. 57 Chatham

Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY'— The market remains unchanged

;

1

and

2 lb. sections, of best white, sell readily at 21®
220.; glassed white, li;i'tl7c. buckwheat very dull
:

at 15(0)1(50. for unglassed. Extracted, small packages. I2c.; large packages, lie. per lb.
at 2.s®30c.

A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.

—Those who get up clubs

Weekly Bee Journal

for the

Main

cording to quality.

BEBSWAX-Scarce

Premiums.

117 N.

BOSTON.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY— January shipments overland were very

CHAMPION BEE-HIVE MANUFACTORY.
being only 3.i;:iM lbs. from this city. A car One of the lart,'fst luanufitctorifsof ApiarianSupbe entitled to the following light,
load was forwarded from Los Angeles. Dvringthe
plies
in the world.
m.inth a single shipment of a car load of
premiums. Their own subscription present
BEE-B.ERP£RS.
dark comb was forwarded easlfromSan Francisco,
dull.
Market is at pre.-*ent
may count in the club
We quote white comb. IH@20c. dark togood.lO® I have made a reductinn from to per cent, on
1882, will

1.'

.'

:

:

For a Club of S8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey.**
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8%(*10c.;
dark and candied. 7ui.KC. BEESWAX— 23(«i25c.
STKAKNs & SMITH. 423 Front Street.

all

Hives. StM-timi Bu.xe^ and

(

i

nib Foundation.

'*

••

"

"

"
"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for:200 Cors.

Or they may deduct

10 per cent in

for tlieir labor in getting

cash

up the club.

l^"No more reply to Mr. Kohnlje,
whom I know to have no practical ex-

3, Mr. W. J. Andrews, The above cut represents ray all-in-one-piece section, which is made In thickness uccordine to size.
of Columbia, Tenn., and ex- Try one
box of these sections, and you will never
any other. Printed directions in every box,
president of the North American Bee- use
showing how to fold them. Last year 1 could not
all of niy orders for sections, but I have a large
Keepers' Society, celebrated his silver fill
stock of theni on hand at present. Give me a trial.

1^ On Feb.

Mayor

wedding.

^" We

It

was a

brilliant affair.

send Cook's Manual
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
will

perience with bees. I prefer to let
matters rest on their merits.
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
Chas. F. Muth.
for one year, for S3.00 or with King's
Cincinnati, O., March 3, 1882.
;

Text-Book,

in cloth, for S2.75.

Send for

FUKK

prif-e list

CHAMHIOX BEE-HIVE
Newconifrstnwn,

R. L.

SHOKMAKliR.

M'F'Y,

Tuscarawawas Co

,

O,

lOwtf

Proprietur.

Experienced Bee-Keeper. AdWANTE»-An
dress, statinp terms, to M. CENTER. Milton
P. O.. Ontario.

Canada.

lOwitp

Basswood and Gatalpa

One year old. nice Trees, by mail, postpaid, $3.50
iie
bee-keepers of Anderson
irio
by express or freight, 81.
per 1"C»; by
I®" The Bee Journal is mailed at per
county, Ky., have organized a society
express or freif^lit, $9.(m per l.rnM.i. Catalpa equals
with J. C. Peden, President, and J. the Chicago Poslofflce every Tuesday, Basswood for lioi ey, and the wood is proof against
Address,
M. Johnson, Secretary. The next and any irregularity in its arrival is decay.
low4t H. M. MORSE, Nurseryman, Eantoul, III.
meeting will be held at LawrenceSAtE-A choice lot of BOKHARA CLO:
burg, Ky., on the second Monday in due to the postal employes, or some
VER SEED, newly imported, per lb.. a-Oc: per
CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.
bushel, *1S.
March.
cause beyond our control.
;

FOK

5t.>

—
;
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GOODRICH'S

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

FOUNDATION
FASTENER.

of Meeting.

Marohl2— AndersonCo., Ky., atljawrenceburK.Ky.
J.

15— New Jersey
.April

State.

M. Johnson, Sec.

New

Brunswick. N.J.

For FASTENING
Tdl' AND ENDS

1— Barren Co., Ky., at Sin]<ing Spring, Ky.
11— Eastern MichiEan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.
19, 20— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley,

OF BRODI) FliAMES, <IR IN
SECTION BOXES, securely
rapiillv. Send for
iiii.

circular.

J.

26.

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard,

27— Western Michigan,

Wm.

M.

8.

at

2,

TTrbana,

Sample by Mail
30c.
Per dozen, by express
^li 00
Catalogue and Price Listof Bee-Keepera' Supplies
and Small Fruit Plants, free to any address.
8w4t
U. E. DOSOE, Fredonia, N. Y.

Grand Rapids.

Dodge, Sec, Coonersville, Mich.

i

3 -Eastern N. Y. Union, at Cobleskill. N. Y.
C. Quackenbush, Sec, Barnesville, N. Y.

II— Champlain Valley, at Mlddlebury, Vt.
T. Brooklns, Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

16— N. W. III. and S. W. Wis., at Rock City. 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Eock City, 111.
at WInterset. Iowa.

25— Iowa Central,

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

jy

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

©S

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
I am now booking orders for my
GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared from

ENGRAVINGS

The Horse

the best stock in the country. Warranted Queens, $1 Tested (Jueens,
early in the season, $2.50
after
-2
July, $2
frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
Te.-^ted Queen, *4
with Tested Queen. $10. The Best
Quinby ^muker for $.l.riO. Address all orders to
;

;

;

;

L. tl. UIEHL.
(Money Order Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co., Ind.

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

SwGm

A TREATISE

^^ A meeting of tlie bee-keepers of
New Jersey will be held at Hall No.
22,
J.,

III.

AHEAD!

SriLL

Sec.

27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.

May

I

OOOUItlCH,

DODGE'S FEEDER

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

State, at

S.

8wtf

at Coshocton, O.

25— Texas

A SIMPLE MACHINE
OOMB FOUNIIATION to the

Albany street. New Brunswick, N.
March 15, 1882, at 10 a. m., to or-

ganize a State Bee-Keepers' Association. All interested are cordially invited. G. W. Thompscin, Stelton C.
H, Rue, Manalapan J. H. M. Cook,
Caldwell, Committee on Call.

SEEDS FOR

pivinR an index of diseases,
of each, a
table Riving all the principal riruKs used for the
hurse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
whenapnison; a table with an en^:raving of the
horse's teeth atMilTerent ages, with rules for telling
the ace of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

and the symptoms cause and treiitnient
;

Honey

;

Price 25 cent*.— Sent on

THOMAS

;

;

974

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CIIK.'AGO, ILL.

Plants.

I keep at all times a full suv)ply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

Melilot Clover,

White Clover.
JOSEPH D. ENAS, 1882.
i^° The Texas State Bee-Keepers' 1882.
Alsike Clover,
(Stiiiiiy Side Apiary,)
McKinney,
at
lield
Convention will be
Pure Italian (Jiieens, Bees, Colonies,
Mammoth Mignonette, &c.
Texas, on Tuesday, April 2.5. 1882.
Nuclei^ Comb Foundation, etc.,
Send for my catalogue which gives
Napa, Napa County, Cal.
i^The Champlain Valley Bee-Keep- Address,
prices and instructions for planting
semitheir
hold
will
Association
ers'
sent tree upon application.
annual meeting at Middlebuiy, Vt.,
Sec.
Bkookins,
T.
1882.
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
11,
May

BEE FARM AND APIARY

^The semi-annual meeting of

972

the

Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley

i

The undersigned offers his Bee Farm for sale,
situated one-half mile from I'lalnwelt, Allegan
i'>«i

HEABQUARTEKS FOR THE

high side-walls,

Wm.

R.

Howard,

Sec.

Send
uiwtf

TAXLOR,
Co.,

J.

price. THOS. S.
iiw2tp

Christiansburg, Ky.

^The

few Choice Colonies for

sale.

XO\-/

Md.

EDWARDS,

10w4t

llelhl,

Jersey County,

for sale at

$.'>.00

box

i:H.

Lemont, III.

OF ITA1>IAN BEES
per colony, in lots to suit

good condition, and in Langstrotb hives

9w3tp

PAUL. BUBTKESr,

Freeman, Mo.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Entiravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square inch— no siii^-le cut sold for less
thanoOc.
G. NEAVMAX,
»7-4 West Madison Street. C'hScaKo, Hi.

jr*

THOMAS

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science cf Lifi', -ir Self-

III.

Barren County Bee-Keep-

QINOI-E MAX WANTED-To take charge
Association meets at Sinking O of an Apiary. None but a man that underthe business, and is active, need apjilv.
Spring school house, three miles west stands
lOwlt
H. D. SODEN, Canandaigua, N. Y.
of Glasgow, Ky., on the tirst Saturday
A man to help work with Bees,
in April, 1882. All bee-keepers of the
paint, etc.; al^o, a

in

CHAPMAN,

Address,

H. D.

WANTED—
make hives,

free.

SONS.

containing 10 frames.

Preservation;"lniiind in tlnest

ers'

county are invited.
I. N. Greer, President.

VAN DEUSEN &

<^Ot.ONIES

QA

1

all

Italian Bees.
A

square feet to

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

^

The Union Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
on the 27th day of April, 1882. A full
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.

to 10

in

& Original Albinos,
BEES AND QUEENS.
J. M. C.
Circular.
Lcwistown, Frederick

4

Five or more colonies of Bees
WANTED—
box hives. State kind, number, and lowest

Golden Italians
fo

III.

i;OTTOM

thepouud. Circular and samples

A

State Bee- Keepers'
Convention will hold its meeting at
Judge VV. H. Andrews' Apiary, at
McKinney, Texas. April 2.5, 1882.

1..1 i -

Street, Chicago.

COMB FOUKBATION,

Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held Co.. Mich., containing 7 acres nf land, with all
kinds of choice fruit, good buildings, influding
in the Town Hall atCoshocton, O., on honey
Colohouse and:; huiise-apiiiries. with
April 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a. nies of Italian and Hybrid Bees. Price, including
For furtlier
$.3.<nX>. or ^2.ri<K» without bees.
cordial invitation is extended Bees,
m.
particulars address the undersigned at Petoskey,
TVM. E. FORB£S.
to bee-keepers everywhere.
EmmettCo., Mich.
Kiw6t
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

i^°The Texas

West Madison

good second-

Gem Planer, cheap. Address,
lOw-Jt
D.G.WEBSTER, Blaine, Boone Co.,

hand

III.

French muslin.*' Ill

I

"iHsed, full

gilt, :joo pp., contains

_

beautiful

steel engravings, !!!.'> pre.-icriptions, price only $I.2.'> sent by
mail; illustrated sample, 6c;

8^"d now. Address Peabody
TTUflW TnVQrTP
MXUV/ imwJJIJr. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch St., Boston.
22wly

i

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

FOUNDATION
AND

OR,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

RETAir..

WlIOr.i:SAI.E

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our \vlioIt*siile prices of Foundation. We now
have the iimat extensive manufactory of foundaliun in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
ftnd our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
eectinns. All shapes and sizes.

Samples free on request.

DADANT & SON,

GHAS.

By A.
DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-BANOER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the liivetothe Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, mctiil-Iined drawers for broken
combs and tragiiu'iitH of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds coiiib firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba'-in
will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to Ot all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
;

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

111.

handle than the ordinary handWrite your address on a postal card, and

less laborious to

baskets.

address

it

JOHN

to

M. BAVIS,

30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring

60LDEN

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50

Hill,

A YEiVKaod expenses

$777

outfit free.addressl*

AiiteiiHtA,

Maine.

O

Tenn.

toagents,

"Vlekery
36wly

J-frarae Nucleus, with TestM

ed Queen

5.00

Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
12.00
Same, utter July
10.00
TestedQueen.beforeJuIy
1, 3.00
*'
Full

1

after July 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,

**

"

"

after July

13.50

1

Address, by Registered Letter

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
Apiarian Supplies, should send
Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
Address.
F. A. SNEL.L.
3wi3tp
Mllledgeville, Carroll county. III.

in the line of

for

my

free.

OVER 20,000

or Postofflce Order,

DR.

I.

Iwtf

have for sale about 300

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

AND

Bingham & Hetherington

tialf-dozen rates, to

BINGHAM
-4

TKN

which I will dispose of in lots of
COl^ONIES
at very reasonable prices. Th*-y are in
ten-friinie hun^stroth and box hives. These bees
are said t(j be lai'Ke. remarkably amiable, good sec.tion workers, and excellent comb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very stront,' in bees, and spring dwindling will

•

HON EY KN IFE.
Send a card for testimonials, or

Brown Bees,

OR MORE

be avoided. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey fl"w and swarming commences. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March
15tb, or removf them North.
I am also bonking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, lu he supplied from Chicago in
June. Address,

ALFRED
872 West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAeo,

St.,

&

HETHERINGTON,

ISRONIA, MICH.

HEADQITARTEKS FOR
Queens, Bees and Fancy Poultry Eggs.
Send for Circular.
J. F. K.IGHT,

Italian

RwKt

Poseyville. Ind.

Homes

in Tennessee.

The Knoxtille Tribune

is

a

coming

medium through

to Tennessee can obtain infornuitioii of valui* in regard to climate, resources,
proiiui tioMw. prices of land, and other points of interest ttj tlie etrjinger.

wliich partii's

Inquiries about Tennessee answered by letter or
through the paper, as requested. Address

THE TRIBUNE,

II.I,.

Knoxville, Tenn.

7w4tx

Eees andGlueens WA MTTrTl AOENTS
FARM
HOME
FULL COLONIES

of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

BEES,

QUEENS and NUCLEI IN SEASOX.
ly Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on application,
a. H. ROBERTSON,
Pewamo, Ionia

oOwtf

USE.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Coloules of the

Celebrated Arkansas

IN

The Original Patent

BEES for SALE.
I

Co..

to take orders

-Till XlZiLJ for the best selling book on
and
topics ever published. Sells
Ladies can handls it. Has no superior in
any language; i,n.'.o pages, with nearly 2,OXMilustrations. Terms free on application.
50 Per
Cent, to Agents.
P. r.. HORTON^
CO., Pub'rs,
4w5tx
Indianapolis, Ind.
at sight.

&

Mich.

Given'sFoundationPress.

J.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDGE,

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American

Bee JorKXAb to send hisnameand Postofflce ad-dress for a copy ot his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.

lyBeeswax

wanted.

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

1882,

From
REV. E.

The latest improvement In Foundation. Our thtn
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only inventitm to m:ike Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.

Iwly

». 8.

OIVESr

*fe

C,

Hoopeston.

III.

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,
Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, cunducted
by Dr. \Vm. K. Howard, is of especial interest to
beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article f<ir every number for 1882 20
pages handsomely g^'tten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
;

the Evergreen Apiary.

BRIGOS.

Ij.
of Wilton Junction
Iowa, will furnisli Italian Queens from either or
hla Prize Mothers, as early in the ctjming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
•Queens, $3; Warranted Queens, *i: Queens without guarantee, $1 Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, H. Orders filled inrotation, as received,
tlf accompanied with the cash.
3w2et
;

:

;

COOK,

J.

Of Lansiiig, Professor of Entomology in

is

Iwiy
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SCOVKL.L & ANDERSON,

28wtf

FOR

Columbus. Kansas.

SALE-1.''." Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.
39wiy h. C. AXTKi.l., Roseville, Warren Co.. 111.

State Agricultural

890 PaveH

:

llie

College of Micliigan.

i:i3 r;r.u Itluntrulluna.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enl.arged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
lull desccriptions of honey-producing plant3,lrees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and la3t,though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes'*
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

;

Read

the follmving opviions of the

Book

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'Ap-icuUure, Paris.
I think Coott's Manual is the best of our
can works.-L.EWlS T. COLUY.

and of
Ameri-

It appears to have cut the ground from under
*
future book-makers.— Briti-s/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful munagemeutof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. VVYNKOOP.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ougtit to have, and whicli. no one who obuiins
it, will ever reyret havmg pui enased.— ^Vicft. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Piuf. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Hfra/t/, Monlicello. III.
With Cook's Manual I am more th'an pleased. It
Is fudy up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van Antweri*, M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— ifi/. Live Stock Rccard.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, winch I like so much.— L'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' ApicuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious ioHOits, but also a thorough, pr;ictical,
iind clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; aU-sua botanical description of honey

producing phints, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.- i3eniocrt/(, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
viecum of tlie bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best intoriuation on everything belonging to api-

culture,
Toal taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it oareiully
and practice as advised.-.dyntuauritf(, Quebec.
This book la pronounced by the press and leading
bee-mon to be the most coujplete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Ku rope or America; a
scientitic work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee- man will welci.tme, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Wa^^i.— WcUemAgricuUuTut.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete

manu;il tor the ini^truction of bee-keepers which
hiis ever ben published. It gives a tuM explanation regiirdiitg the c;ireand management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof, (.'ook has had the adviintage of all
the previous knowiede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
iuterestiug of alloccupa^ious.- .Ajuertca?! Inventor.

Price— Bound
811. OO, by mail

tot
in cloth, S$1.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CUICAGO. UAj.

;
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FRANCES DDNHAM,

GIRGDLAR, Books

HEDDON'S
FOR

Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

NOW

THE DUNHAM

Bee -Keepers.

for

1883.
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

READY.

THOMAS

Send address. Post Office. County and State. Be
wbether or not you now have my

G.

West Madison

974

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL,

siii'e to state

1S31 Circular.

Guide or. Cook*s MnnniUWanted— Beeswax also, a Student Appren- orBee-fieeper*s
the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
Address,
«JAM£S UEDBON,
Illustrated and fully "up with the times "on every
;

;

tice.

lw3ot

Dowagiac, Mich.

'

subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth.Sl.SS ; paper cover, »1,

The hook
Italiian
Bees for Sale,
IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Queens Italian. Cyprian and Al-

Colonies oT

:

Comb

Foundiitloii: Given,
Vandervort, Dunham and Root
liive^, Smokers, Frames, Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required in an apiary. Send for price

bino;

^
'

E. T.
vly

FI^AXAGAN,

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Box 819. Belleville, St. Clair County. 111.

Qnlnby^sXetv Bee-Keeping:, byli. C. Root—
The author treats tbe s\i>^jectof bee-keeping so
that it cannot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize thatite
author is master of the subject.— »1. SO.

and

ABC

NovlceV
orBee-Ciilture. by A. T. Root
—This embraces "everything' pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 2o; paper,

$1.
KlnsrU Bee-Keeperft* Text-Book, by A. J.
an<i brought down to

King.— This edition is revised

the present time. Cloth, 9^1. OO; paper, 7oc.

I^aoKstroth on the

1882.

Hive and Boney Bee.

This

la u standard scientific work.
Price. 99.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance o..
bee-keeping, tail of practical information and

-

$1.00.
Bees and Honey or, succensftil mnnaaremeut of the Aplar>-, by Thomas G. Newman.—

contagious enthusiasm. Cloth.
;

FOUNDATION
Patente'l Aug.

Illustrated Catalogfue

pmxos

-Jim, 18HI.

Dzlerzon Theory

ty Send for New Circular for January. Ihhj,

tacts

comb foundation with base

niiikint,'

of cells of niUural

to foim »n even
also on the fonndjitiun made on said machine. I hereby give notice to all p irtiea infrin^inK
my riKbts, either by nianufarturiny said machines
or foundation, as well as t" all parties purchasinE
maehiTies as above, other than of my manufacture,
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infring-ments to the full extent of
A.
the law.
Bhai>e,

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— Tins pnmphlut discourses upon the
Annent History of lit-es and Hotiey .tbe nature,

G.

LETTERS

Dunham Foundation Machine,

quality, sources,

I

Market

;

DUNHAM,

FKA.NCES

DePere. Wis.

2wi3t

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Must complete

NEAKLY
book of

tW

It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.* No bee-keeper should
be without it. Your nume and address. wrlltt;ii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

kind ever [lublisbed. Gives measkinds of huuber. lops, and planks
urement of
hy Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor It. Sent for 3r> cents post-paid.

G.W. FISHER,
CP" Also

OnSTE

SEllSriD FOIFl

its
all

tables, interests, etc.

for sale at the

Box

238,

ALFRED
972

H.

2w6m.

NEWMAN,

to eight inches. !S>l.AO
four feet, !»7.oO per 1<>«>.
Z, K..

;

three to

Address,

JEWETT. Nurseryman.

6w8tp

Sparta, Wis.

192
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up Rrain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tal)le9. wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
usefulT-ables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever i>ublished. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 4o cents. Agents can

make money

selling this book.

G.

^Y.

FISHER.

_^

2wt5m.

;

Rev. A. SALISBURY
C'ainargro,

X.
5wly

GrOOlD,

IE?,.
Nappanee. Elkhart Couty. Ind.

20

Doii^l.is coiiiitj, 111.

.

M

many

useful bints.- Price

16c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, "by Chaa.
Muth;

o2 pages.

management of

It gives

bees.

Mr. Math's views on

Price.

lOc.

Food Adnltcratlon What we eat and should
;

not eat. This book should be in every famtlv. and
ought tocreate a sentiment against adulteration of
tuod products, and demand a law to pfotect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as tood. 200 pages. SOc-.

Moore's ITnlversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contnlnsover i.()On,(MH) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processe.-*. TrT'.j Secrets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc..
f vast
utility to every Mechanic. FarDicr and Business

Man. Gives L'OO.rxM) items for Gas. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers, BlackFounders. Miiiets. Metallurptsts. Assaverg,
Plumbers, Gas and Sioam Fitters, Bronzers, GildMetal and Wood Workers <>( every kind.
The work contains i.t'iii pages, is a veritableTreasury at Useful Knowledge, and worlh Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, )S8.50.

Low Prices,QuickReturns
tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian

Queens

*1

;

;

ers.

more useful

Cus-

'I'ested....$2

Cyprian Queens
$i Tested
12
Palestine Quet^ns-.^i Tested... J2
Extra Queens, for swarming season, ready, if we are timely notified.
(,)ne-frume Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. *4: Colony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames. f8. Wax
worked on liunham machine. 10 cents per pound
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 15 cents per lb.
Safe arrival guaranteed.
c. paid for bright wax. M^oney Orders en
;

Square Glass Honey .lars, 'I'in Bucket?.
Langttroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc..
TJ T If
€ F.
Apply to
97fi and 973 Central AvcCtWCIBTNATI, O.
t^"Send 10c. for Practical Hintsto Bee-Keepers.
iwly

P. Undant. giving In detail the methodsIn their apiary. Thle-

('.

KcndalPs Horse Boofe. — No book could be

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

;

Myth's Honey Extractor,

I7ee- Being a description of the
M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

.<»mith8.

;

;

&

contains

the

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

<

I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy I^and
Quenns, and have now more than HHt colonies in
their purity. Ail Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June lio,
Gl.-J5each: after that date, single Queen, $ I. oo fi
for|5.iR); \'2 or more, 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, '25 cents more eaoh. Tested Queens, ^2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

The Hive T
hive used by G.

F.

Box23S, Rochester, N.Y.
|^~ Also for sale at the Bee JotTRXAL 'ffice.

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

"Wlnterlnar Bees. — This contains the Prize
Esj-aysMM this subject, read belore the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' AssociatKm. Ihe Prize— *-''» In gold
— wasawarded to Prot (t>ok'8 Essay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.

and management adopted

O

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO

It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousanas. creatine a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Kuellah and(<.<'rnian.
Price for either edition, Oc. ; per dozen, 50c.

Ch.

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

QHOrTLD have FISHKK'S GRAIN TABLES,

Four

;

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, HnndlInK and Marketlnc. — A i;4-pnge pamphlet, by

RocheHter. N.Y.

Bee Journal Office. .^1

and prepa ration of Iloney for the

Honey as lood. jiivina recipes tor making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam.VVlnes.etC;
and lloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.

and side-wulls broimht up

surface

:— presents the fundamenLieo-cuitiiie. ana lurnishes the
and argumenis todemonstrute them. 15 c.

tal principles id

CAITTIOIT.
PATENT Number

Having obtained
24ti,o9n li)r

emtjrnces the toilowing subjects. Location,
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen KearinRFeeding — Swarming — Dividing -TransferringItalianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Ilandhng Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in fnulioh and Oet'man.Price lor either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
'I'his

to horse owners. It haao^j engravinRSillustrating positipns of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in :i plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table nf dories, and much valuable

horse information. Paper, 3uc.
Rop|[>*s

Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables lor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a Mghtninc calculator, well bound, with
elate and pocket. Cloth, iSl. ; Morocco, $1. SO*

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

IIlll.—

A

Price,

treatise

wi

S^c.

;

20' TuHcola,

111.

Iwly.

974

THOMAS G. XISmrMAN,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

——
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Bingham's Smoker.— We have

Publi:^heii

THOMAS
KlUTOU
974

every \Vednesci;iy by

NEWIVIA^,

C.

AN)) PKOHltlKTOli.

WEST MADISON
At S3.00 a

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Ye.ir, In .Vtlvaiice.

re-

ceived one of these as they are to be
made for the coming season. Mr.
Bingham takes considerable pride in
his work, and hence everything that
he does is well done. He constantly
Round Section Boxes.—Mr. G. B.
improves that important implement
Lewis lias sent iis a honey rack of
tbe smoker— in every way that his
Round Section Boxes, made of berryingenuity can suggest. He describes
box material. Tliey are placed in our
museum and we await a trial and theimprovements made in this smoker
thus
report after using tliem. Mr. Lewis
" While I have not made an absogives the following description

—

;
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and mouse-proof smoker,
have made a water- proof valve and
claim many advantages over any corners that will not readily soak out
other, much less work to make them, the nails, if it gets wet. Mice will not
can get 3 or 4 from the same timber touch the corners or valve. The jointthat makes one of the others, weigh lining is waterproof, and will not
only one-third as much, consequently strettfh if it gets wet, nor will the
two-thirds less freight. Of course, valve wrinkle up. Tlie bellows is
they are to be shipped in llie flat. absolutely linen-proof, as you will see.
They can be put together as fast as All but the smallest size is thus made."
lutely water

If these

sections are practicable, I

I

the dovetailed sections. For these
samples we took dry basswood and
1^" Mr. James B. Mason, of Meclianwet them in cold water and bent them
around a frame. Althougli made of ic Falls, Maine, sends us a few samthin material they are much stronger ples of sections
which he obtained of
than any other section. They can be
thrown into a heap promiscuously a man in Doon, Ontario, by tlie name
and shoveled witli a scoop shovel and of McKenzie, liaving seen his advernot brake them. They can be made tisement of "hives, section frames,
and sold for S3 per 1,000, witli a good etc., of superior pine
lumber" cheap.
profit.
It will necessitate changes in
honey racks, cases, etc., to use them. We are glad to say the advertisement
But if they are better and cheaper, was not in the Bee Journal. Mr.
they will come into use.
Mason says with freight and duty they
cost him DOUBLE the amount adverWe have received the " Prize tised, and when received he made a

t^

bonfire of them.
They are of all
lengths and thicknesses, and the
roughest that it is possible to imagine.
We do not wonder at their being connothing about it to show in what part signed to the flames. That is the only
of the World it is located.
This thing they were flt for— but it must
illustrates the error of not putting the have been dear kindling wood. It
state, province or country upon every- would be impossible to use them for
thing. The "Bay of Quinte " Bee- comb honey ; it is but another phase
Keepers' Association issues the List, of fraudulent dealing.
which is so liberal as to be worthy

List " of the East Northumberland
Agricultural Society, with very liberal
premiums for bee and honey exhibits.
We are sorry to say that there is

of

much commendation.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
i^" Just as we go to press we learn paper; it indicates the end of the
with regret that Mr. G. M. Doolittle month to which you have paid your
is sick threatened with brain fever.
subscription on the Bee Journal.

name on

;

:

:
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Present Indications.

Mr. Lewis also sent us the Patent
drawings of the Hutchins' box
described by the Examiner. This is
the same that was mentioned in Gleanings for Feb., and quoted by Mr.
Byron Walker in the Bee Jouknal
Office

over the country are
expecting a good
crop of honey for the present year.

Bee-keepers

now

all

confidently

Every indication now points to that
result, and we have no doubt but that
the yield

may

yet surprise even the

most sanguine with

The Semi-Tropic

its

magnitude.

California remarks

as follows

The present outlook

is

fair for a

for

March l,page

136.

Mr. Stocking inquired if the Lewis
one-piece section was an infringment
of the Forncrook patent, and desired its description, which we gave on
page 123. We replied that we could
not say whether it was an infringement or not. Mr. Lewis now writes

good honey season still the time at
which the season can be prognosticated
with any degree of certainty has not
follows
yet arrived. Our bee-men, however, us as
;

more confidence in the
express
I did not know until your reply to
promises for the present than they did Mr. Stocking tliat Mr. F. claimed to
but
Nothing
at this time last year.
cover all one-piece sections, and all
good news readies us from all bee machines that make them. I suphope
that
we
earnestly
quarters, and
posed he only had reference to makthis industry will be doubly profitable ing his section and using his machine.
season.
coming
the
Mr. F.'s patent claims and descripplain and show just
Colton Semi-Tropic gives vent to its tion are perfectly
he has. Any section not made
what
enthusiasm In the following item
no infringeineTit at least
:

Our bee-men

are jubilant

like that,

is

and are so say some

;

of the best Patent At-

confident of having heavy yields tliis torneys in the country.
season. The bees are reported to be
We suppose the matter of infringeIn excellent condition and liave stood
is a legal one, and hence we
ment
insure
rains
The
late
well.
the winter
and everything stated that we did not; know, when
food,
of
plenty
promises we shall liave an enormous questioned on that point.
anlot of honey stored during the sumswered the queries propounded to the
mer season.
Bee Jouknal, by stating what was
The sagacious bee-keeper will now "claimed" by the patentee. Tlie
provide early for the coming honey
only interest we, or our readers, have
flow, and be ready with his " tub right
in the controversy is to know what is
side up " to catch all that comes to his
claimed, and with this explanation we
door. The sloven, slow-coach, and
hope all will be satisfied to leave the
old fogy will not be ready, and in the
matter for time, law, or something
fall will make wry faces over their
else to decide.
luck, and be all ready for the dismal
prison
of
in
the
quarters provided
" blasted hopes," long before Decem-

We

ber's wintry

storms shall

visit

One-Piece Sections.
140,

empty one, pin the two together, and
cement the junction. The bees are
soon found hanging in a large cluster
like a swarm tluough the crown hole
of the nadir. New combs are speedily
built from the upper hive through the
crown hole down to the board, and in
process of time the nadir is filled with
combs and brood, almost all the honey
going to the upper story. At the end
of the season the top one is taken off
for honey, and its bees driven into the
bottom hive, which is kept for stock.

Nadirs are most useful for early
swarms that become heavy before the
end of the season. By placing nadirs
beneath them both honey and stock

may be obtained.
One year our earliest swarm was
taken off about the 10th of May. By
hives

the end of four weeks it vs'as full, and
nearly ready for swarming. Instead
swarm we
of taking oft' a virgin
placed it on a nadir. At the end of
the season we found that it weighed
70 lbs. All tlie bees were driven below, and the top one taken. It weighed
50 lbs., and the nadir 20 lbs. We thus
got nearly 30 lbs. of honey, and a stock
few
hive from a swarm of May.
pounds of refuse honey were given to
the nadir, which was a strong colony
in the spring following.

A

the

earth.

On page

out of a hundred it does. In some
hot seasons, and on rare occasions,
bees liave been known to square the
ends ot the combs before their hives
were quite full, and swarm. This so
seldom happens that it may be considered exceptional, and out of the
usual run of events. When our hives
are timely eked we have never the
shadow of a fear that they will send
When ekes are used
off swarms.
cross sticks must be put into them at
the highest parts, so that the combs
may be fastened.
Nadirs are the opposite of supers.
Nadirs go beneath bee hives, and
supers above them. If a hive which
we wish to keep for stock becomes
heavy in July we place a nadir beneath it— that is to say, we lift it off
a hive with cross
its board, place
sticks and a large crown hole on the
board, then place the full hive on the

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Stocking asked

what Mr. Forncrook's patent covered.

Ekes and Nadirs.— In correspondWe replied that Mr. F. claimed that ence from Europe, these words are
it covered all one-piece sections and often met witli, and as many may not
the machine for their manufacture. understand them, we give the followMr. Lewis objects to this and sends a ing explanation from Mr. Pettigrew's
letter containing the following ex- " Handy Book on Bees "
tracts from the Patent Examiner's
Can bees be prevented from swarmdecision
ing V Yes, bv tlie use of ekes and
The device in controversy, as will what are these? Additions or enappear from a consideration of the largements from below— that is to .say,
issue defined, is a sectional trans- eked or lengthened. Hives are eked
versely grooved blank in single piece, by riddle rims, or hoops made of four
having two features which render it or five rolls of straw of the same
available as a honey frame, viz., the description as those in a straw hive,
longitudinal guide groove for starting the same width as the hives raised by
These ekes are fastened to the
the comb, and the side insets for the tliem
entrance of the bees. The box blank hives by nails or staples going into
two distinguishing both, arid the junctions covered with
witliout these
features is admitted old, and is shown anv kind of cement or paste.
But eking hives does not always
by the patent to H. W. Hutchins,
fited in the record by the Primary prevent their bees from swarming V
Not always, but in ninety-nine cases
Examiner.
:

;

.

Spring Dwindling:.— W. M. Kellogg
this subject in

remarks as follows on
the Prah-ie Farmer

The time will soon be here when
bees will have to be taken out of the
cellar, as generally the weather gets
too warm for them to be kept quiet
any longer than about the last week
in March, though one season I knew
But it is
it to be as late as April 15.
better to keep them in as long as possible without their becoming uneasy,
by cooling the cellar or bee-house, or
opening doors and windows at night,
closing them early in the morning.
Many times we are obliged to carry
bees out owing to a continued warm
spell of weather, in the middle or
latter part of March. This may continue for several days, perhaps a
couple of weeks. Maple buds will
start, the bees get a little pollen,
enough at least to start brood rearing
in full vigor, which the bees endeavor

;

:
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cover by exi)ancling the cluster.
Fruit-(Jrowers Encourage
conies a cold wave sweeping Bee-Keeping? Mr. 11. Sherfy, at the
over the country, very likely bobbing
recent Pennsylvania State Fruit Growthe thermometer down to freezing
the bees have to cluster compactly to ers' Association gave a lecture from
keep from chilling to death, and leav- which we extract the following
ing a large share of the new tender
Almost simultaneously with fruitbrood to perish with cold. All these
young bees that sliould have been growing I associated bee-keeping, not,
however, without doubt as to its prosaved to keep the old stock strong are
priety from what 1 had previously
lost, leaving the colony in worse conread. Believing, however, that our
dition than if tliey had started on
brood at all, for old bees die very fast All-wise Creator made all things for a
useful puspose, I at once concluded
in the spring during tlie winter tliey
to investigate the question of fruit
lie dormant and very few die during
tliose
months.
But when warm and bees. The first fact that we
weather comes to quicken the bees notice is tlie love the bee has for the
nectar and pollen of all kinds of fruit
into active life and work, the old ones
drop very fast, and nnless young bees blossoms; its assiduous visits, crawling over stigma and anthers, dipping
are raised to lill their places the
colony will dwindle and become weak. in here and there for nectar, patting
Such colonies have to be nursed pretty the i>ollen upon the thighs, passing
swiftly from
blossom to blossom,
carefully if they are going to be gotcarrying pollen from anthers tostigma,
ten up strong enougn to be of any
and never visiting but one kind of
prolit to the bee-keeper during the
the same raid.
season, for it is the colonies tliat are blossoms on
" chock full '' of bees when the honey
Are tliese assiduous visits intended
flow comes thatare going to get us tlie to benefit the bee, or is it not one of
the gi-eat designs to bring about fruitbest yield of honey.
Most colonies begin to rear brood fulness V Is not this little insect fillin tlie cellar in February, more so ing a place for the benefit of man,
than those out of doors, the tempera- both in fruitfulness and in the inture being more even and higher, crease of the colony, to assist in gathmaking tlie chances for spring dwind- ering a richer harvestin midsummer V
ling much stronger tlian those colonies We do not claim that the bee is the
wintered out doors, which have ex- only agent to assist in fertilization
tended their brood as far as they there are many other agencies. There
could keep it warm. The bees in the are two facts that we have noticed,
That a bee will never visit an
cellar having had a warmer place, viz
have sjiread their brood farther ac- open blossom that has been injured
cordingly, and when placed on their by frost or cold and that fruit never
snmmer stands are not in fit condi- fails to set well where bees have reaped
tion to witlistaud sudden changes of a rich harvest from the blossoms.
temperature, like a man who has been
After fruit blooming the bees turn
housed up for weeks. Hence we see their attention to other fields of pasthat something ought to be done to turage until the fruit matures or rots.
help retain lieat in the hive. With Here is where many fruit-growers
our common hives made of inch boards complain. Tlie cry is " the bees are
it is a good practice in the fall to con- eating my peaches, plums or grapes,"
fine the bees in the center of the hive, as the case may be, and in one sense
giving them well filled sealed frames they are right. Countless numbers
of comb honey, judging of the amount are "diving" into the fruit and
needed by the number of spaces oc- here we investigate. Hale's early
cupied by the bees on a cool morning; peaches are swarming full, fruit not
place a division board down each ripe but rotting. Every bee stops
side close to the outside combs, cover short at a rotten spot. Remove every
the frames with a good qnilt of duck peach that is not sound the bees run
or burlap witli a stick or two on top of over the balance of the fruit in a wild
the frames so the bees can go over the and apparently frantic manner, then
top of them, and fill the cap of the off to another tree they go and alight
hive and down both sides of the divis- upon the first defect they find. Early
ion boards with clean, dry oat chaff, York comes in, fruit sound, no bees
or straw if the chaff cannot be had.
about we pick for distant market in
If you did not do this last fall, do it two or three days some are quite ripe
now when you take the bees out, and the bees are feasting upon them we
thus save very much if not all of the take off all unsound ones as before,
spring dwindling, and a consequent and the bees hunt frantically, never
loss of honey by and by.
Very often stopping to gnaw or make an enthe hives and combs come out of the trance, but ofi: to another tree they
cellar quite damp, which is another go. Several years ago, when the new
cause or chilled bees, which the straw very early varieties of peaches first
packing will absorb and carry off.
ripened on my grounds, I had a very
decided test with the bees on two early
Healthfiilness of Honey. The Texas Alexander trees. I took off all apparently defective fruit. The bees
Agricultural Journal delivers itself of
had no other resort; they carefully
the following
examined every peach left, never
" If the people were properly im- stopping excejit where the skin was
Eressed witli the facts in regard to the broken. Altliough I had some trouble
ealthfulness, economy and delicious in saving the fruit of this variety, I
comfort of the daily use of honey, failed to detect a bee tear a solid skin.
tliere would be nothing heard of over Tlie tenderness of the rind and slight
stocked markets.
disposition to rot, coupled with the

to

Now

—

;

:

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

—
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depredations of other insects, were
the first causes that gave me trouble
with this variety.
Bees have eaten my grapes, but not
in every season. Tliose seasons were
not confined to scarcity of bee pasturage, nor the kind of bee, Italian,
hybrid, black or German. I observed
the same manner of seeking broken
places in the skin of the grape as in
the peach. I have never yet seen a
bee sit sparrow-like upon any kind of
fruit and tear a solid rind. I am convinced that ripe fruit, that the bees
are so fond of, should have been disposed of in some manner before the
rising of that day's sun. Grape skins
that bees have emptied of the pulp
are nearly all slit from end to end.
If the bees slit the grape skins, why
do they make a circular entrance into
the peach V If they tear the grape,
why do they not go at it at once, instead of running frantically over it?
I have found when the bees were busy
at the grades that most bunches had

fermented berries distributed through
them, which indicates unsoundness
from some cause in the skin of the
fruit.

The Uses of Honey.—Mr. C. F. Muth
writes as followft4,o the Patron^s Guide
of Boyd's Station, Ky.

To show to what extent honey is
used for manufacturing purposes, my
sales during 2 weeks in October, 1881,
amounted

to

22,000

lbs.

Twenty-

eight (or 29) barrels (520 lbs. in a bbl.)
it were
used for manufacturing
purposes, principally by bakers and
tobacconists. These latter find quite
a profitable sweetening in honey and
promise to be great customers for
our produce in the very near future.
Our retail trade for table honey was
rather slow for the last two months ;
but our sales by the barrel, to manufacturers, has kept one of our wagons
busy most of the time.
Trade changes in all branches of
business. And it is interesting to
every bee-keeper to notice the change
which has taken place in the honey
trade. It is not long since when we
could hardly convince our customers
that the extracted article was pure
honey. The next obstacle was its
granulation.
The granulated honey
would besuspicioned and sold for less

of

than honey in

its liquid state.
This
of by eastern and western adulterators; as, viz., the country
was overrun with beautiful glass jars

was made use

filled with glucose (which would not
granulate) in the middle of which was
a piece of comb honey. These adulterators did and do now a flurishing business, but this branch of their business is entirely used up. Consumers,
now, prefer the granulated honey and
I saw an article not long since, that
glucose manufactureis have almost
accomplished making glucose which
will granulate. So you see that these
infernal adulterators try their best to
keep up with honest men.

^"

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
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become again lively and so as'to make them able to warm it.
ready to resume their daily It is necessary to cover the top of the
frames with some matter that absorbs
work.
From the above we can truly say moisture it is also necessary to surthat the word malady cannot apply to round the hive with some straw or
such a condition. It is an accidental other warm material, and after a few
suffering which ceases as soon as the weeks of protracted cold when the
temperature rises to about 45'^ in the
cause disappears.

sisters, will

active,

;

Read before the Northeastern Convention.

Dysentery, Its Causes, and Prevention.

Now

that

we know what

CHAS. DADANT.

Angelo Dubini, an eminent
and learned during winter.
bee-keeper, contests that the term multiple.
Dr.

pliysician of Milan, Italy,

dysentery be accurate, to designate
the disease, vvhicli is the subject of
this article. In a book, L'Ape, published in 1881, he uses the term
diarrhea.
In fact, if we consult
Webster's unabridged dictionary, we
find that dysentery means inflammation of tlie rectum, or colon, attended
with griping pains, constant desire to
evacuate the bowels, and discharges
of mucus and blood while diarrhea
means a morbidly frequent evacuation of the intestines a relax a flux.
;

;

;

Such delinitions show pertinately
that the word diarrhea applies more
accurately to the symptouis of this
disease, than the term dysentery.
But is really the affection in question a malady? If \\'8give, at evening, to a colony of bees some syrup,
made with oneortwoi)oands of honey
dissolved in a quart of water, on the
following morning, if warm, we will
see the bees flying out to void their
intestines.
Tliey will shed liciuid
drops all around of a matter as colored
as the honey contained in the syrup
given the day before, yet we cauiioc
say that these bees have the diarrhea
for this discharge will be natural,
althougli more copious than usual.
But this abundance will be the result
of the unusual quantity of water absorbed with the honey.
If, instead of diluted honey, such as
white honey is in sealed combs, or if
we give thick syruj), made with the
granulated sugar, it will be impossible
on the following morning to notice
the least discharge of excremeul;il
matter ; for the reason that the honey,
or the sugar syrup given, being absolutely pure, has left very little, if
any, residues in the inteaiines.
Let us suppose that, in both cases,
we shut up the bees, after giving the
food. The colony with pure honey
will support. without great suffering,
a seclusion of a whole week or if fed
with sugar syrup it will suffer even
less ; while the bees fed with diluted
honey will suffer from the flrst day ;
and their sufferings will increase
every day on account of the overload
of their bowels, which is increased by
the necessity for the bees to eat a
great quantity of a meagre food, in
which they can barely find a sufficient
support. Then, some bees, unable to
stand the overload of their bowels,
will perish ; while some will regret;

;

fully

relieve

their intestines in be-

smearing their combs and the
bees.
If
lly,

their sufferings,
wliich were not soiled by their

causes are

1. Bad honey. Sometimes the honey
gathered in July ferments before winter.
Its particles of sugar, on account of their affinity for each other,
have united, to form granulations,
freeing the water which was combined with them. This water then
has fermented and bursted open the
cells of the combs. The bees in sucking this honey have suffered by the
fermentation and by the large amount
of water that they have absorbed, to
draw from this water the small
quantity of honey that it contained,
while the bulk of lioney, hardened in
the cells, could not be used. Such
effect is often seen in liiulen honey.
Unsealed honey although ripened is
also a cause of diarrhea
for, honey
being hygrometric, absorbs moisture,
sometimes to such an extent as to
drop from the cells.

some

proflt

shut up

then, if the
all the openings
colonies are numerous, they
will
warm the cellar of course I suppose
that the repository is proportionate to
the quantity of bees to be wintered in
;

;

it.

have never used a stove to warm
bees, and would not like to be
compelled to use such an implement.
Hamilton, III.
I

my

;

At

best honey

is

unwholesome

Kead before the N.

E. Convention.

Wintering and Dysentery.

for

contains too much
N. N. BETSINGER.
mellose, or uncrystallizable matter,
as honey dew; honey from heath,
Mr. President, may it please your
which is gathered in several countries honor. Brother Bee-Keepers with
of Europe, and probably also honey both profit and pleasure, be it unto
from the very last flowers of the sea- you, to listen for a few moments upon
son.
the subject I have chosen, on which to
li.
A second cause of diarrhea is an give you the great light, and that
insufficient population to warm the light whicli is just now beginning to
hive, then the dampness, generated draw upon us, is, " How shall we
by bees, is condensed around the maintain the health and strength of
group, and besides eating too much our bees during the long rest in vegehoney, this food contains an unusually tation, herein our northern latitude,"
great quantity of water.
on every hand we are informed. " I
3.
third cause of diarrhea is an am done with bee-keeping, the winexcessive and prolongated cold, then ters are too severe for us."
the bees, to raise the temperature of
Thousands have theorized, and a
their hive, eat more, and overload few (seemingly at first) to give a little
their bowels with feces. It is for that ray of light, to escape another such a
reason that a colony placed in a cellar, calamity as the most of us the past
where the temperature is maintained winter had the misfortune to vi'itness,
at about 45-, can remain healthy for in which many are, and will be missix months and more.
led with such ])et theories.
4. At last a too long seclusion in a
Not that I think all will fail, for
place either too cold or too variable
judging from the mildness of this
this variation, in the temperature be- winter thus far, almost any plan will
ing insufficient to give to the bees the succeed admirably ; especially those
chance of flying outside.
left on their summer stands, but the
None of the causes that I have great mystery is, why do bees with
described would injure the bees, if the same plan of preparing them,
they were able to ily out and empty winter perfectly one season and the
their bowels as soon as they experi- next almost all die entirely V
ence the need of it.
Some say they have been breeding
To this day, the winter is very too much, others say too old bees, or
mild ; our bees can enjoy a good flight that they ate too much poHoi, or the
every week at least, and we have not honey was poor." Not a few hold if
yet noticed in our apiary a single drop they could fly every six weeks, perfect
of the foul matter, which they drip healtli would be maintained. Now it
around their hives after a few days of lias been a great puzzle to me why
cold weather.
this diversity of opinion, until of late,
To sum up To prevent diarrhea, I am able to reconcile it all the plan
it is necessary to see whether all the
wintering in nearly every case has
honey is sealed; and if the bees are been imperfect.
left on their summer stands, they
However, as I propose to tell you
need space according to their number. the main and only cause of dysentery.

winter

when

it

~

A

;

:

give those bees a chance to
during a warm day, those not too

we

much weakened by
and

otiier

These

it is well to awaken the bees by
jarring, so as to compel them to
by the opportunity which is
offered to enjoy a good flight and
void their intestines.
If the bees are wintered in a cellar
or a special repository, it is as necessary to avoid the rising as the lowering of the temperature far from 45°.
If the cellar is too warm open the
windows at night, if the nights are
cold.
If the nights are warmer than
45°, procure some ice and put it in the
cellar to melt.
If the temperature is under 45°,

liappens shade,

in a colony, in which we have intentionally" produced the diarrhea, it
is an easy task to find the causes which
produce such suffering in the colonies

;
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I will not dwell IcmRon repeated theo1 l<iu)\v some of you are already
ries.

beginning to smile and are saying
within yourselves, another theory is
to be added to our list. But I say unto
you, I shall do what has never yet
been done to tliis subject, and that is,
prove every statement 1 make upon
this question.
First, let me enquire, is there any
one i)resent who can detect (if any)

the difference between honey gathered
in 1879 and that of 1880, botli being
from the same kind of flowers, if not,
be it then conceded, there is no difference, no matter what season it is
gathered, anil to the bee, when properly sealed, honey is honey, and no
worker bee during her life, can consume more than seven grains thereof.
The calculation is that a swarm of
bees will average in November, not

none of which
consuming about 1.5
lbs. of honey.
The quantity of honey
taken into a bee's stomach at any one
time, is very minute, and that of pollen, is much less, both of which are
only consumed to supply the body
far

from

1.5,000

bees,

will survive after

with heat, while the cluster is in it's
semi-dormant state. A farmer houses
his stock to save feed, but not so with
the bee-keeper, for lie is obliged to
give his bees protection in order to
save life, and wlien the conditions of
the latter are perfect, the object of
the former is obtained, but where
such is insufficient, the bees find it
necessary to consume food to prevent
the cluster from becoming entirely
dormant, the stomach in such cases is
used as an organ for generating heat,
and the body must sooner or later fall
a victim to dysentery. I claim (and
shall give positive proof) where the
atmosphere is congenial to the cluster,
and they have access to and full control of the entrance of the hive, that

under no circumstances

whatever,

will they discharge their
in a li(iuid state.

excrement

\Vell nuiy you ask whose apiary is
free from this most dreaded disease,
wliich is brought about only by overconsumption of honey and pollen,
chietly the former. Let us reason together, tlif refore. and see if the positiwi I have taken is correct.
The standard amount of honey for
a colony on wliich to winter, if I mistake not, is about 2.5 lbs., and in poor
seasons, when the extractor is used exclusively, a large amount of our bees
are allowed to go into winter quarters
with nottoexceed lolbs.,andin nearly'
every instance, wiien such is consumed
before the lirst of April, it has been
sui)posed by many they died of dysentery, caused by starvation, which I
consider perfectly absurd, for did
they not consume their allotted
amount. Was it not then their time
to die y Still we tind bees dying with
dysentery, leaving from 1 to 1-5 lbs.,
yes, apparently nearly all of their

honey,

how

with such,

not
true, with you men of experience,
when hives are Idled solid with sealed
combs, that the space between tliem,
is greatly contracted, often caused by
the superseilitig of queens, late in the
season, thus diminishing the quantity
of bees in each space, though it mayis it,

is it

have the appearance of a good colony,

while the fact is the reverse. Why
then should they consume much
honey, for they seldom survive the
(irst half of the winter, but we often
see when they are wintered on their
summer stands, and are privileged
with frequent tlights, they come out
in the sjiring with plenty of bees,
and apparently in a good condition,
with nearly all their honey consumed,
aiul while they have a large amount
of brood, a portion of which is hatching daily, it is after the expiration of
several weeks liefore thei'e seems to
be an increase to the size of the colony, and in many instances, the colony,

1(55

Second, perfect quietness.
Third, tlie atmosphere outside the
cluster, should not fall much below
60- F., and with these conditions the
excrements will be discharged in dry
state, and a colony of six spaces will
not consume more than 1
lbs. per
month. They may also be confined to
the repository at least six months,
with a loss less than one percent. As
I purpose to show to you a few sam-

%

of excrements which I have
with me, not only for the benefit of
those who already believe, but that I
may convince the most skeptical, the
position 1 have taken. I must close
by these remarks.
Our elder brother. M, Quinby, the
father of this new doctrine, has
finished his work, and has gone to his
long rest, though his body now sleeps
in our mother earth, he is not dead,
lie still lives.
The seed he has sown
has germinated, and is taking root,
out of which I amable to say Eureka.
Although your humble servant, who
is now addressing you, was one of the
first to ridicule this doctrine, not from
prejudice, however, but for the reason
of the dense cloud, that this light
once shone through so dimly. However, it is human to err. and to repent
ples

in numbers when they
take their lirst tlight in March or
April, they become, before the lirst
of May, entirely depopulated, (commonly called spring dwindling), and
often leaving quite a large quantity of
brood. This excessive loss heretofore
from supposition, has been said to be
old bees, which I shall positively contradict; for how can bees be old, who
have not seen but a few days, and
many, on which the light of the sun
has never shone is it not a fact that
these bees from the excessive amount
of labor devolved upon them in nursing the brood, shortened their lives is wisdom, and who is it that desireth
by an over-consumption of food. Al- not knowledge, for God said, " to him
though it was accomplished in a few that asketh it shall be given ; so be of
days, for 1 affirm, that each bee liad good cheer my brother, and be not
consumed the portion of honey allot- sad over the late mortality among
ted to her, and a bee is not old until it your bees, for out of it has grown a
has seen at least seven months, and great light.such as has never appeared
while in a semi-dormant state, wlier.e unto us until this day.
the atmosphere is congenial to them,
Marcellus, N. Y.
not being obliged to take food to produce animal heat, they have often
meeting of the bee-keepers of
been known to survive much longer,
and that too, without acleansing flight. Franklin county, Ind., will be held at
Again might we ask, how is it with the court house in Brookville, on
the queen, does she fly for this pur- Saturday, March 25, 1882, at 10 a. m.,
pose V Ko, no, would be the general to organize a County Association. All
response. But how oft do we liear interested in apiculture are cordially
the complaint after a long and severe invited to attend. J. W. Sturwold,S.
winter, and the first few sunny days S. Herrel, and Henry Kimble, comin spring, my bees are swarming out, mittee on call.
and what is tlie trouble. Has not
their numbers, during such a winter,
^°The Champlain Valley Bee-Keepbeen so greatly reduced that the
queen, like all true hearted mothers, ers' Association will hold their semiwilling to share the same fate with her annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt.,
T. Bkookins, &c.
own have also taken an over-supply May 11, 1882.
of food, to assist in maintaining the
necessary heat, improves the first opi^The serai-annual meeting of the
portuuitv to exude her distended
and Muskingum Valley
body, and in order that we may save Tuscarawas
Conventi<in, will be held
them, two or more such small swarms Bee-Keepers'
Town
Hall
atCoshocton, 0.,on
the
are united in one hive, and the sur- in
April
19 and 20, commencing at 10 a.
plus queens introduced to queenless

though strong

;

^"A

;

colonies, or lili some early order for
dollar queens, most of which you all
well know will not survive but a few
weeks at the longest; and what is true
with the queen, is equally so with the
whole colony, wliich is p"ositive proof
bees do die from an over-consumption
of food in a less

A

cordial invitation iS' extended
to bee-keepers everywhere.
J. A. BucKLEW, fe'ec. Chirks, O.

m.

i^The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Convention will hold its meeting at
Judge W. II. Andrews' Apiary, at
given time than is due McKinney, Texas, April 25, 1882.

them, comiielliug them to discharge
their excreuicnts in a liquid state;
thus tlie cause of dysentery. And
the true and only prevention of this
most dreaded disease is First, a good
cellar or house of some kind, so that
the air can, if necessary, be changed
every two hours, in order that the interior may be free from the smell of
bees.
:

Wm.

R.

Howard,

Sec.

l^'The Barren County Bee-KeepAssociation nu'ets at Sinking
Spring school house, three miles west
of (Glasgow, Ky., on the lirst Saturday
All bee-keepers of the
in A|)ril, 1882.
county are invited.

ers'

I.

N. Greer, President.
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"To

spiced with a " dash of black blood."
Mr. H. should not talk so, having
undertaken to help Mr. Dadant, who
was grieved because I said that his
dark imported bees were hybrids,
(and he really thought that I had
added that they were "ferocious,"
but I did not use that terrible exFor the American Bee JournaL
pression, except in a playful way) and
the Law anil to the Testimony." he obtained those " dark " bees from
a certain dealer who obtained them
G.

When

I

W. DEMAKBE.

from Mr. Dadant.

Now

for

him

to

say that those "long, leather colored
of black blood,"

upon the evidence without further delay.

Until Mr. Heddon brings forward
some proof that bees can gather a
yield of honey in a location
where nature has provided but little
nector, or to show thitt bees can gather
honey where there is none to be

large

gathered, 1 can rest easy by repeating
the self evident fact that a good location is essential to a large yield of surplus.

Christiansburg, Ky.

was penning those remarks bees " have a " dash

concerning Mr. Ileddon's private letter to Mr. Dadant, wliich tlie latter
gentleman published as a part of his
reply to my article, I did not have the
remotest idea that I was getting into
a controversy with Mr. Heddon, tlie
old war horse with his " dread bolted
thunder." 13y taking a glance at
page 105 of the present vohiine of the
Bee Journal the reader will not
fail to see the whole thing in a nut
shell. Mr. Dadant, after crediting me
with language that I never used, viz
That " the Cyprian race is gentle and
peaceable," politely andgracefully retires.
Mr. Heddon then rushes into
the Held of battle, brandishing his
" little pen," which is doubtlesi"more
powerful than the sword."
Really, I thought tliat I spoke very
mildly and gently concerning Mr. H.'s
opinion, but it would seem that he is
unwilling to reason. I only intended
to say that he did not help Mr. Dadant

is

hard on his client.
Mr. Heddon brings

:
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forward two

witnesses to prove that the " golden
Italians of the period " have no working qualities. These witnesses are
unknown to the bee-keeping fraternity, who must be the jury in this
case. Such testimony as heoft'ers in
proof of his proposition would be rejected in any cross road police court.
That somebody told him that somebody told him that " Aunt Hanna had
said," why, the lawyers would stop
you before you could say all of that,
no matter how lively you might speak.
Of course it would be asking considerable of me to say just why the
golden Italians of the two unknown
witnesses failed to gather surplus
stores right where hybrids were storing a "perfectly enormous '"yield of
surplus. I was not there to examine
for the causes which may have been
present. Having no diagnosis from
so far as the main issue between us which to reason, I can only surmise,
was concerned, i. e., the question of in view of the fact that the yellow
purity of blood of tlie Italian race. I bees, belonging to other people can
have as much respect for Mr. Dadant work, and do work efficiently, tliat
as Mr. Heddon has. That he has been there was something wrong with
before tlie public as an importer and those bees; perhaps the bungling beedealer in bees, etc., for ntjarly a score keepers may have " tinkered "" with
of years without any complaints con- them just at the right time to destroy
cerning his manner of treating liis their usefulness for the season. It
customers is a better endorsement does not take much of a blunder to do
than any amount of " word praise " this sometimes, as most of us have
that Mr. H. or myself could give. learned by experience.
The only wonder is that a man of his
Mr. Heddon has failed to make a
experience should be slow to learn prima facie case, upon the evidence of
that tlie imported Italian is a hybrid. those two unknown witnesses, even
It is not so surprising, however, that though we should admit the validity
a person holding such views as those of the testimony endorsed by so good
propagated of late by Mr. Heddon, a bee-keeper as Mr. Heddon. But as
should be found in darkness.
he demands it I will introduce a few
It is well to warn Mr. Heddon that " live" witnesses for his special benehundreds of intelligent bee-keepers all lit and edilication.
over this great country will move torAll admit that Mr. G. M. Doolittle
ward in their careful experimenting makes large reports from year to
with, and breeding up the races of year. He gets his large yields of
bees to the highest point of excellence, honey by breeding from queens whose
regardless of his oiijiosition. It will progeny show the 3 bands while standbe concluded, I think, that bee-keep- ing on the combs. Mr. O. O. Pop[ileers, by their careful exiieriinenting ton, of Iowa, reported at the National
with, and breeding the Italian from Convention, at Lexington, Ky., that
selected specimens, have removed the he had obtained 14,725 lbs of .surplus
scales from the eyes of the "bee as is from lOS colonies during the past seaa bee " sort of bee-keepers, of whom son. This being agood yield, I asked
Mr. H. is chief, and caused them to him publicly what strain of Ijees he
see that the imported bees are hybrid worked to get it, his answer was
in character, and therefore capable of "Light Italians." It will be admitted
being bred up to most any type to that Mr. D. A. .lones liandles some
suit the fancy of the apiarist. These honey every season. He keeps none
" pure blood " scientists, however, are but yellow bees. Mr. Heddon called
not the men to jog along behind, the out Mr. W. J. Davis as a witness in
light having once flashed upon their favor of dark bees, and that gentlepathway, they will soon be in the man testified in favor of the yellow
lead, shouting " I told you so." Mr. bees. These witnesses need no vouchHeddon has already paved the way ing for, and they could be multiplied
by intimating that lie was aware long to any reasonable extent if necessary.
ago that his long dark Italians were I am now willing to submit the case

The Cows and Bees.
J.

H.

MARTIN.

For the benefit of Mr. Reynolds and
any others interested, I will give my
experience in conducting a dairy in
connection with an apiary.
I find that the cows and the bees
are the best of friends, and I fail to
observe that nutriment is taken from
our clovers; on the contrary, the bees
perpetuate tlie clover for the cows. I
have heretofore heard farmers complain that bees must take much nutriment from pasture lands. Now let us
see if the charge is well founded.
Our pasture lauds are first seeded
to red clover, and other grasses, and,
after a year or more, white clover and
various wildgrasses come in spontaneously.

The

season, red clover comcovers the ground, and the
field is red with bloom.
If we now
turn our cows into this splendid feed,
we find that the blossoms, although
abundant and rich with honey, are
discarded for the luxuriant and rich
foliage, and the blossoms are trampled
ruthlessly under foot. The superior
richness of clover, then, comes from
its foliage.
This is still more evident
from the fact that in all dairy regions,
white clover conies in very abundantly, while with the pasturage of
sheep, the vs^hite clover is nearly all
killed out, from the fact that sheep
feed upon the blossoms and prevent
the maturing of seed, while the cow
feeds only upon the foliage, allowing
our dairy lauds to become white with
the tiny blossoms and conseipient production of seed. The lioney being in
the blossom I fail to see liow it will
affect the nourishment of cattle when
they do not eat it.
The effect of the blossom upon
mutton, I think would be very slight,
if at all appreciable, for our best mutton is raised upon pastures with a
variety of grasses and a rich soil.
I would further state a well known
fact, that our richest milk is obtained
in the fall months. At this time the
dairyman turns his cows upon his
meadows covered with a thick growth
of aftermath. In this there is seldom
found white clover. It is constituted
of various grasses of a tame and wild
nature, having no blossoms and no
honey. Still it has a suiierior richfirst

pletely

ness.

The foregoing is the result of my
observations in this locality. I find
here a beautiful law of nature, a
natural aid of two greatly different
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races of God's beings. The cows
spare the blossoms for the bees, and
the bees fertilize them that they may
-bring forth seeds and perpetuate the
foliage of the plant for the nourishment of the cows.
Even our ancient progenitors, in
Bible times, understood this law much
better than do many at the present
day, for the promised land " flowed
with milk and honey," as one of its
chief characteristics. The cow and
the bee were not antagonistic in the
Holy Land, why should they be here
now in our land.
If 1 were to locate an apiary for
white clover I would put my bees in a
rich dairy region. Our most successful eastern apiaries are thus located.
L. C. Root & Bro.'s, and G. M. Doolittle's great yields of honey are obtained in one of the richest dairy
regions in the country still the butter and cheese from that region command the highest market price.
I would also prefer locating a dairy
in a region where many bees are kept
;

a 1>4 inch hole through each side of
the upper story, near the top. and my
bees never looked drier and healthier
than they do now, and I liave never
found less dead bees in tlie bottom of
accidentally,
the
hives.
I
liad,
skipped two hives and forgot to bore
those ventilating holes through the
upper stories on which the covers
were resting tight. These two are .the
only hives with moldy combs. The
bees are in good condition, because
our w^inter was a mild one, and they
were not obliged to create a heat as
they would have done if the winter
had been as severe as last winter.
Otherwise, heat and dampness would
have brought bacteria, and those two
colonies would very likely have died
of dysentery.
Cincinnati, O.

ulations. Again, bee-keeping to be
most protitable should become a
specialitv, and the culture of small
You must
fruits, etc., a side issue.
arise and proclaim to the bee-keeping
fraternity that vou have bred a superior strain of bees, and that you don't
raise cheap queens, etc., and when
you find that " this stand don't sell all
the cakes," come down to dollar

queens and grades.
In a word, get all you can out of
your bees, then let them nearly all die
in the winter, and say they just died
and you can't tell why. Your loss
will help to balance your big report
and show that none but a" specialist"
need try to make bee-keeping pay.
Washington, Fa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Various Colors in Bees.
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Another Call from "Strange Visitor."
L.

W. VAN KIRK.

many advantages

that would
accrue to the beneht of the dairy.
I am still living, Mr. Doolittle. havFor the highest success of either of ing passed through the "ordeal," but
these industries, I afu positive they not without incurring some of the
should be conducted in the same local- ulterior penalties which are so comity.
mon when one tramples on the corns
Ilartfdrd, N. Y.
of a " specialist." I have followed
your writings for years, and somewhere in the " lumber room " of my
For tbe Americnn Bee Journal.
memory I have stored a few thoughts
Bacterium the Cause of Dysentery.
that I cannot pass without an explanation. You say " if we wish a
CHAS. F. MUTH.
good yield of box honey, use so few
frames in the hive that the queen
I just noticed" bacterium " in No. keeps them literally full of brood,"
8, page 122, of tlie Bee Journal, and in your report "for 1880 you say
which, perhaps, allows of a few sug- "June 18th found us feeding to keep
gestions.
Doctor Southwick says, from starving, and on July 13th bass"Bacteria wood closed, after which our bees
very properly, as follows
do not work much below temperate, hardly obtained a living." Here is
If your
and not at all below freezing. They what I don"t understand
work better the hotter it is, until it queens keep the brood chamber literbrood
during
the
honey
gets hot enough to destroy vegetable ally full of
life.
Let us compare this with bee season, where does their winter stores
dysentery. Bees are most apt to have come from y If June 18th found you
the dysentery in long spells of severe, feeding bees to keep them from starvcold weather, when the bees are quiet ing, and tlie season closed July 13th,
and the hive at its lowest tempera- your bees must have been short of
lure, at a time when bacteria work stores in the brood chamber, if you
but little if any," etc.
kept the queens laying right along.
Let me suggest, right here, that Again, if your queens kept the brood
this is the very point where bees try chamber literally full of brood, from
their utmost to create all the heat they whence coiueth those frames of sealed
are able to. All that is needed yet is honey that you speak of converting
insullicient ventilation, and you have into brood in" the spring V Have you
the very hot-bed of bacteria'. Water another apiary to work for the one
stands and hangs in big drops on the from which you report V
combs, walls and under the covering ;
As you were free to give the readers
this, aided by the great heat created of the .Journal what you learned
by tiie bees, turns the honey about from the " chat," perhaps I may have
their cluster sour, and as the bees the same privilege. " Mine host," in
" One thing
gradually die off by dysentery, and his report for ISSl, says
the heat diminishes, mold commences we noticed with pleas'ure, our colonies
to cover the combs and keeps growing gave nearly an equal yield per colony,"
thicker as long as there are bees and adds, " this is what I have been
enough left to keep up the necessary breeding for during the past few
temperature.
years. Reader, if you wish to obtain
Mr. Ileddon wrote one of the best nearly an eipiul yield per hive, unite
articles on wintering (in Gleanings, tillyoK get all strong, take frames of
I believe) I have seen for some time brood from the strong and give to the
at the conclusion of which he states weak, mix them up tlioroughly, give
that bees are safest when the inside of them an even start and keep them
their hive is kept dry. This can only that way, as nearly as possible, and
be done by a proper upward ventila- you will get nearly an equal yield per
tion. My covering of the brood cham- hive.
Then attribute the result to
ber is a straw mat. Last fall I bored your skill in breeding and not manipfor the
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:

:

:

:

S.

A.

SHUCK.

Of all that has been written in
favor of tine color in bees, I have not
seen any reason, save for the sake of
beauty (if that is a reason), given in
favor of the golden stripes.
It seems to me that some in their
eagerness, have forgotten that it is
facts and argument, that is required
to settle this controversy. If we have
no reasons to give, let us give up the
battle.

Bees, like all nature, animate or inanimate, must have color, and if the
beautiful can be as useful as that not
so

beautiful, I

beg the privilege of

if not, give me
that which is most useful. Color belongs to everything, and many things
are known by their color. How could
we tell whether our bees were Italian,
German, or Hybrid, if it were not for
color y
The various races of people are as
peculiar in color, as in language or
form. Certain colors belong to certain classes of animals, fowls, and inWho ever saw a red horse?
sects.
And of all animals, who ever saw a
golden colored one ?
Among the feathery tribes we find
all colors, but this yellow color is not
as common as many others. But of
insects, who has not seen yellow in all
If we find that
its various shades.
this golden color is common in insects,
or anything, is there any quality, trait
of cliaracter, or disposition attriliutable to this color, that should make us
fear or condemn its possessor ?
Of the different races of bees in all
parts of the world, those possessing
yellow bands are the most common,
(judging from what I can gather from
books and journals). If this be true,
and if the Italian bees have proven

taking

my

choice

their sui)eriority

;

(who

will

deny

it),

as a race, over any black bees known,
will some of the friends, who are insisting so strongly for dark or leathercolored bees, please show us wherein,
or how, these golden bands interfere
with the vai-ious traits of character
of tliese industrious little creatures
I am willing to admit that I believe
that many apiarists have made seri'?

ous
color.

breeding for
mistakes while
But I do not believe the mis-
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take to be in the color, but the oversight or neglect of other qualities.
The testimony of thousands of beekeepers from all parts of the country,
concerning the better qualities of the
two races, stands more than ten to
one in favor of that possessing the
yellow bands.

Judging from

this

and the experi-

ence of those engaged in the production of tine stock, liorses, cattle, hogs,
sheep, and poultry of all descriptions,
it is reasonable to expect a greater
improvement by breeding the best of
the superior race, rather tlian that of
the inferior. Nor does it look reasonable that the superior can be improved

by the

inferior.

Bryant,

111.

and could examine their condition,
generally in October there would not
be moi'e than 3 or 4 lbs. of honey to
the colony and sometimes less for one
or two years I was greatly afraid they
would "starve, but by the middle of
December they had always gatliered
;

to counteract the black blood in one
or two colonies, it certainly would
fall short for twenty colonies, and
when the time comes on for rearing a
second batch of queens, I shall take
pains to have them fertilized by drones
from
imported stock, and shall
risk the evils attending in-and-in

my

plenty for winter. I suppose they get
this late supply from the large amount breeding. 1 may here mention that
of sugar everywhere coming in by the one experiment of pure impregnarail and boat.
I found Mr. Perrine's tion which I tried resulted successThe process was a modilicalaees in the same condition in October, fully.
two years ago, and wrote to him about tion given in the Brilish Bee Journal,
It consists
it; he sent a large quantity of honey of the Kohler process.
virtually in securing the entire popufrom Chicago to feed tliem.
With the lights of the past and lation in the hives containing the
after twenty years experience here, I virgin queens and the selected drones
find that Louisiana,as a rule, produces and in letting the inmates have a fly
an almost illimitable amount of wil- as soon as the drones in other hives
have gone to roost. For this experilow honey during March and April
from June the yield is much less in ment the Langstroth hive, with porquantity and quality up to August, tico is useful, as a frame covered with
and then almost nothing on to Novem- wire netting can easily be attached to
ber.
But iu the next six weeks, to the portico, providing adequate ventithe middle of December, they never lation and yet confining the bees.
In my last report I noted that a
fail iu gathering a full supply for
winter. I liave found a large quantity German bee-farmer had arrived liere
of honey even in October, but this is to establish the industry of bee-farma rare exception, and does not happen ing. At that time I "saw hut little
chance of his obtaining an opening,
oftener than one vear in five.
on account of the serious total of tlie
New Orleans, La.
expenditure necessary. I was, however, very loth to lose the services
For the American Bee Journal.
of a l3ee-keeper who had matriculated
Bee-Keeping in Australia.
under the late Dathe, and on representing the matter to a few friends, I
S. MACDONNELL.
found no difficulty iu forming a company of six, each subscribing £7<j, to
Since the advent of the Italian bees give bee culture on a commercial
imported by me last July from Mr. A. scale a trial in this winterless land.
II. Newman, of Chicago, I have been Our capital £450 (12,250), under the
devoting my attention to queen rear- management of Mr. Abrain, the Gering, expecting that this season, owing man referred to, and who is one of
to the prevalence of black drones, I the capitalists, will enable us to opershould get my queens cross-fertilized ate on a sufficiently large scale to give
and that; next year I should have none the venture a fair test. Our company
;

For
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Bee-Pastiirage in Louisiana.

EDWARD NOTLEE.
Wintering bees, and the almost endless variety of life-saving apparatus,

of no interest or value whatever
as there is nothing of the
sort required here. As to your vast
array of honey-producing plants, trees
and flowers, we have almost notliing
of the same kind here, we have plenty
of clover, but it is worth nothing for
honey, the hot weather is said to make
Strange to say, we have
it too dry.
is

down South,

no honey-producing material

to

any

great extent for white marketable
honey near New Orleans only from
the maple, in February, and the
abundant willow, which continue to
;

bloom

for 6 weeks from the tirst of
to the middle of April. All
honey made after that is too dark for
the market. Hut this grand bloom-

March

ing willow we have in splendid abundance. And the bushes, which are not
very higli generally, and the luxurious
feathery bloom in its drooping beauty,
with the busy bees on them, are seen to
great advantage. Mr. Grabbe says
the Louisiana willow is far superior
to any willow in your Northern or
Western States. Tliere are a variety
of species here which continue to

my hives, is styled " The Italian Bee ComI shall report our doings
which condition, combined with the pany."
absence of other bees in the vicinity, from time to time. This company,
would give me a fair chance of having for the present will supersede the
a second batch of queens from my im- Langstroth farm mentioned in my
but Italian drones about

ported stock purely fertilized, or
rather, a certainty of having them
purely fertilized if they met the drone

offspring of their elder sisters. The
interesting Dzierzon theory, which
bloom in fine rotation in the most most bee-keepers have accepted as
splendid order for bee accommodation, infallible, was, of course, the stanalthough this willow honey comes dard to which I attached my proearly, and is white and beautiful to gramme, on the good faith of the
look at, but I regret to say it is not in wide reception of the theory and the
taste and quality equal to very much recommendation by the American
which your bees produce in the West- bee papers of the course planned for
ern States. It has a very perceptible my operations. In the American

willow bitter, and consequently will
never be a choice article of much demand here. But Louisiana can well
boast of her sugar-growing capacity.
Those who do not know enough of bee
management to have their bees strong
and rushing by the lirst of March, in
Louisiana, will never make a fortune
in this line, or enougli to pay off tlie
national debt. If we could produce
anything equal to your Spanish needle
honey it would be in great demand,
and very generally used. Mr. Perrine's
bees supplied us some tine specimens
of this rare quality when theyreturned

Bee Journal,

1S81,

page

299, 1 tind

that Dr. Tinker has the temerity to
attempt to undermine one of my household gods, the Dzierzon theory, as he
holds that an Italian queen impregnated by a black drone does produce
other than inire Italian drones. Dr.
Tinker liandles the matter in hand so
well, and shows such clear insiaht
and observation, that I fear a very
troublesome antagonist has entered
the arena, and if he substantiates his
case, many wlio have depended on
the drone progeny of an Italian queen,
fertilized by a black drone, for rear.from their celebrated trip of " floating ing pure Italians, will have necessity
for a great deal of faith to eliminate
apiary " renown.
In the long ago when I first changed the black blood from their stock.
my bees from the old box to frames. Although I might have sufficient faitli

last.

While Italianizing,twoof my young
impregnated queens flew from the
frames, on examination of hives. At
the time that one flew a small swarm
of bees was in the air, and in due
course they settled on a vine close to
the hives. Mr. Abram, who was assisting

me

at tlie time, or rather,

who

the work while I looked
on, pointed to a small ball of bees at
the foot of the vine, and in the midst
of the ball we found our truant queen
uninjured. The other queen did not
return and had to be replaced.
gentleman iu Sydney received
from California a colony of Italian
bees. As soon a,^ I heard thereof I
placed myself in communication with
the owner and inspected his bees. I

was doing

all

A

found them in an American
(square frames) literally

liive

crammed full

an immense swarm
of comb and
with a splendid queen. The frames
had been, misplaced and the comb
generally was in very bad order. The
liive was so tuU of bees that there
was no alternative but to swarm. I
ti;ansterred them, comb included, to a
double story Langstroth hive, and
ultimately divided them, setting my
friend, who has now a strong attack
bees,

—
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How

to

Deal Witli Ants.

DR. G.

L.

TINKER.

The small reddish

ants that

may

be

ing I shall object to that, and will
give my reasons why. It is a hindrance to tlie loaded bee on returning home.
When the bees emerge from the
hive and go in search of honey, they
will lind no trouble in scaling that
high fence. But in the middle of a
warm day, in cloudy, cool, windy
days, and just at the close of the day,
when they tly so slow and low, being
loaded down, often tacking to the
right and left, against a strong wind
then to raise over the high fence, just
as they reach home, is a little too

found almost anywhere burrowing in
the ground, are a very troul)lesoine
pest to the bees. Although they do
little real mischief in warm weather much.
they are great depredators of the hives
in cool weather when the bees cannot
tly,
forming long lines from their
nests to the hives with every returning ant filled with honey.
Two years since I noticed on a warm
April day a great ado among the ants.
In fact tlie ant queens were all coming out of their lioles for a wedding
flight.
They were about Jg inch long,
some witli, and some without wings.

They were reddish like the worker
ants and Hew about rather clumsily.
The ant drones which had preceded
the queens in coming out were small
blackish winged ants and inclined to
gather over little grassy plats about 3
feet from the ground wliere the air
would be swarming with them.
Finding the queens mating with the
drones after the usual fashion of in

occurred to

me

In

the

month

of April

if 1

queens.
The ant nuisance was immediately
abated and there were few to be seen
about the hives the following summer. Last spring I found only a few
nests and treated them with like results.
Two or three boys might
easily clear out the ants from an acre
of ground in one afternoon, as the ant
queens only come out from 12 m. to 4

into foundation, and the fact is, that
making of gooTl foundation is not
childs' play.
T. L. Von Uoun.

the

Omaha, Neb.

—

(Jatliering Pollen.
Bees in this secOhio are in jiriine condition;.
I have lost none.
I put all but two In
winter bee house on Dec. 31, 1881,
and put them out Feb. 14.
bees-

tion of

my

My

gathered their

pollen on Feb. 27.
I find plenty of brood in all stages.
I
have 67 colonies all in good condition.

A

lirst

Leonid AS Cakson.

when our

and will stay out until quite cool, toward the close of the day. Any obstruction just as they begin to hover,
for a. place to alight, may cause them
to drop, which ends their day, for before morning they are gone.
I liave one hive which is shaded by
my house after 4 o'clock, and I have
often picked up 40 bees from the
ground within 1 foot of the hive <ivith
their legs loaded down with pollen,
warmed them u)>. and had the pleasure of seeing them go liome rejoicing.
In the month of April bees are of
more importance than at any other
time in the year.
few bees in early
spring bear about the same I'atio to
success as seed potatoes do to the
whole crop. Our hives should be all
provided with slanting boards from
the front to the ground, so that all
that fail to alight can crawl up.
Suppose that some authorities
should surround our homes with a
higli fence and provide steps up one
side and down the other and oblige
us to carry everything, even our wood
and water, overit. liow would we like
it? ,\Ir. H. may say we cannot fly;
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than pays for the extra cost. There isalso a proper time to roll the sheets-

Frederick, O., March

little busy workers go forth and find
the lirst pollen, they are very eager

would kill
them the annihilation would be about
as effectual as to destroy the queens
of the hive bees. I got a hoe and began to dig into a nest and found that
but few had yet come out and tlie
greater number were being nursed
and made ready by the workers within two or three inches of the surface.
As the nests were easy to lind 1 bad
in the course of two hours killed a
great many hundred of them. Some this is true, but we can walk and
nests had only a few and some over 50 carry a burden up hill just as well as
sects, it

I;
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of the bee-fever, on the road to rear a
queen, in wliicli he lias succeeded, and
he is consequently well pleased.
Sydney, Australia, Jan. 19, 1882.

—

10, 1882.

Forty-six Days Earlier.

— There has-

not been more" than 6 inches of snow
here this winter, if it had all been

added together. The coldest day
through the winter was .January 17th,
the mercury went down to 8- below
zero. It did not remain so long, for
the bees had frequent flights through
each month of tlie winter. I packed
26 colonies in straw and chaff, and 8
in a bank cave last November. All

They carried in the
that I took notice of
March 2d. That was 46 days earlier
than they did last spring. There are
no Cyprian or Palestine bees in this
part "of the country.
wintered well.
first

pollen

"Hibert Clabk.

Palmyra, Pa.

—

Prospect Never Better. Bees are
Wintering well, both in doors and out
and if those out do not come througn
safely it will not be from a lack of
"purifying flights." The weather has
been so mild that there was scarcely a
week in which they could not fly. Of
course. March and April must tell the
story of our wintering, but our bees
are all well now, and we think they
will come through "booming" from

present appearances. Certainly the
appearance. prospect was never better at this seaU. S. Burt.
The apiary should be a thing of beauty son.
Brecksville, O., March 9, 1882.
an ornament to llie naighborhood,
they.

Another objection

is

—
in

which it is located.
Mr. II. should surround

—

Returning Combs with Pollen.
his apiary
that higli fence, people as they have a number of combs, extracted
pass by may say Mr. H. has become a last fall, which contain a great deal of
Will this pollen be cleaned
bull tamer, or keeps the town pound. pollen.
Addison, N. Y.
out by the bees, when I give tlie combs
them
as soon as they can fly
to
back
p. m.
freely, or is it not advisable to give
Two years ago the queens came out
such combs to the bees V Will such
about the 1st of April, but last siuing
old pollen probably injure the beeg
not until the middle of April.

They

may

be looked for after the lirst two
or three days of hot sunsliine to warm
up the soil in the early part of April.

The

lirst

ing, out

indication of the queens comwill be the little clouds of

swarming drones.

New

rhiladelphia, O.

WM.

.4piary.

Stl^I&^MMOM
^'i/R'i£Tntf{i mxrx'

and brood

V

Please answer in

Journal.
Grand Island, Neb.

W.

Bee
S.

[Unless moldy, soured, or very hard,
New Foundation.— Seeing an article
by J. W. Porter, in the I5ee Journal give them to the bees. They will be
on " Fresh iNlade Comb Foundation," a valuable assistance in building up.
let me say that my experience, and
Ed.J
that of a large number of other beeWants a Queen Early.— I have a colokeei)ers, is decidedly in accordance
with Mr. Porter's views of the mat- ny of Ijees the queen in which is un-

am

C.

CASSON.

have been very much interested
Mr. Iledilon's articles on e.xtracted
honey until he came to that high
board ffiicf. to surrcuind the apiary,
and if Mr. lleddon will bear criticisI

in

with

—

For the American Bee Joamal.

High Fence Around the

If

Wherecan

I getone about
have black bees,
tion over 2 weeks, and no brood foun- and wish to Italianize them.
Holland, Mich.
M. Pei.on.
dation over .3 weeks old. This I know
entails considerable extra expense,
referring to our advertising
[By
because it brings all the work, when
my apiary needs me, yet I know that; columns you will get the desired inthe quality of the foundation more formation. Ed.]

ter.
So thoroughly convinced
I
of this, that I use no surjilus founda-

fertilized.
the 1st of

April

V

I

—
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Ice Attracting Moisture.— On

page

Bee Journal,

412, vol. 15, of the

I

a statement by Chas. Dadant,
that ice, phiced in a Ijee-cellur to Iceep
down the temperature in spring, will
draw moisture to itself, instead of
giving it otf; and if I remember correctly, I tliinlc it was Professor Cook
who said tlnit water in the cellar would
In
accomi)lish the same purpose.
view of a discussion in another paper
just now this matter is of special interest. I have great confidence in
Mr. Dadant as one of our most scienIf he would extific bee-keepers.
plain ttirough the Joujinal how it is
that ice will take moisture from the
find

air, making it drier, and how such is
known to be the fact, perhaps he

would oblige

—

otliers besides.

Lindsay, Ont.

A Bee-Keeper.

How My Bees Wintered.— I have
about 65 colonies of bees of my own
and 10 others under my care. Of these
7.5 colonies 1 has died from starvation
and 2 from queenlessness. I have 20
colonies that I am working on the
shares, which I have not seen yet. I
have nodoul)t but they are doing well,
as they were in a good cave. I left 9
colonies on the summer stand. Those
that were in the cellar did the best.
Some think that bees winter best on
the summer stands, but I l)egto differ.
There is nothing better for bees than
a good dry cellar, and that can be obtained by walling with Ijrick, flooring
with brick and cementing the whole
with a coat of plastering veltilate
the cellar with a pipe from the center

finding me "much older;"
probably he expected to find me in
at not

dotage. We liad a hard-listed
practical visit, talking over marketing honey, overstocking the field, etc.,
not saying a word about bees by the
lb., or Cyprians in any quantity vidiatever.
had the pleasure of seeing
the bees flying strong and lively, and
carrying in large loads of pollen from
the pussy willows and soft maples on
that day, March 2. Bees all through
this vicinity are in fine order that is,
all there are left from 1880-81 winter's
fury.
James IIeddon.

my

We

;

Dowagiac, Mich., March

;

All)ino

Bee.— I would

4, 1882.

like

a,

descrip-

above, to allow the foul air to escape, tion of the Albino bee.
Canton, O.
Ciias. A. Pontius.
to give health to the bees.

Thomas Prall.

—

Bees In Maine. lam much pleased
Carlisle, Iowa, March 3, 1882.
with the Bee Journal, and am especially interested in the correspondHumbug. I enclose you a circular
ents' columns, when the writers give which I received from Mrs. L. E.
their own methods in the manage- Cotton.
I sent her six dollars for one
ment of bees, together with the result of her controllable hives, expecting
obtained, so that by studying the ex- to receive a full size hive, but in reperiences of many, all may learn wis- turn got a little model worth about
dom in the management of the apiary. 10c. 1 consider that I did not receive
As I take it for granted that in this any value formy nioney, as the whole
business, as in everything else, all is thing cost me !?6.75, and was of no
not yet known that liiay be. Much is value whatever except tire wood. I
said in the Journal about Mrs. Liz- think she should be published as a
zie E. Cotton, and in nearly every infirst-class humbug. C. II. Parker.
stance it is to her discredit. Mrs. C.
Coldbrook Springs, Mass.
may have treated some others in a
[In the circular of Mrs. Cotton, she
manner to convince them ttiat slie is
a fraud, and if what some of the cor- proposes to furnish " one sample hive
respondents say in the Bee Journal complete,*' and she should do so, or be
is true, she certainly desires censure.
Ed.]
1 believe in speaking well for a bridge content to be classed as a fraud.
that carries one safely over, and must,
in justice to Mrs. Cotton, say that in
A Correction.— The Bee Journal
my dealings with her she has been for Feb. 22 is at hand. In my article
perfectly " square." I judge this has on page 120, 2d line from the bottom
been a good winter for bees in this of the 1st column, the types make me
section of the country. Mine have say, " capable of sexual semen and
had a flight nearly every week, al- fecundation," etc., instead of " capathough some days the mercury went ble of sexual union," etc. Please
28^ below zero. The cold would last make correction.
but a day or two, then we would have
Wm. E. Howard.
several days of warm, sunny weather,
Kingston, Tex.
''
and the " yellow jackets would come
out for a sport in tlie open air. As I
Bee Bacterium. —I must inform Dr.
write, the mercury in my yard near Southwick that I, too, have
an
60-'
above. How encyclopedia, and that I was aware
the hives stands at
is that for southern Vermont in mid- of "the technical
definition of the
winter.
Seyjiour H. Wood.
words bacteria and bacterium but
.St. Albans, Vt., Feb. 1.5, 1882.
that I used it with the meaning usually applied by cliemists and physiDoes Cold Weatlier Kill the Bees.— cians. As the Doctor says they are
r think my bees will come out all the beginning of fermentation, and I
right this spring. I am wintering out guess the middle and end of it, too,
of doors, as I did last year. They those conditions which favor fermenhave not been a month without hav- tation, favor bacteria. More honey
ing a flight all the winter. What a ferments in the hives about the time
contrast to last year, wlien from Oct. that dysentery is present (in spring
IS,, ISSO, till the middle of March, ISsi,
and w-iiiter) thiin at any other time.
not a bee was out of the hive. Mine All of the '• considerate," please conThat bacteria
were out yesterday and flying all over sider this fact, viz
the village, and appear vel'v strong tlirives best in a damp, medium temand healthy, with no sign oif dysen- perature when in bee hives, as is
tery. The cold wave struck here in proven by all our experiences. I am
January; 33^ below zero; only a 1 getting out a patent on bacteria, and
inch board (the hive) between that 1 wish the Doctor would desist from
cold and my bees, and yet they are meddling with it. I have just spent
alive, strong, and healthy is it the a pleasant 24 hours with George
cold that kills bees ? I think not, or Grimm, here at mv home, and I was
mine would have been dead now.
surprised to find" a man of only 22
years. But then, he cannot blame me
Geo. Gablick.
Warsaw, Ont., March 3, 1882.
for this mistake, for he was surprised

—

;

[See

page

Bee Journal for Oct.

331.

The

19, 1881,

article is too lengthy

for reproduction, with justice to our

readers.— Ed.]

Remarkably Strong.— I examined
bees March 2, and was surprised
to find some light colonies, that I put
on to four or five frames last November, to be strong in bees now, and
hundreds of young bees liatching. I
had to give them more room, and the
full colonies then have brood in 6
frames now. Only 1 colony in the
yard that had no brood, and that was
a black queen that I obtained late

my

put in a queenless colony
the only black queen- I have, and I
have sold her, with 10 others, if I can
get ready early in tlie season. If the
weather holds favorable, I can divide
by May 1, if I can get the queens.
last fall, to

Jas. S. Lord.

Linden, N. Y., March

6, 1882.

From Oregon.— I found a man on
the other side of the Santiam river
that had 5 colonies of bees, and I prevailed on him to sell me 1 colony, as
he said he only aimed to keep about 4
colonies as there was danger of overstocking. I think it is a good place
for bees, for the settlers say there is a
good number of v^'ild bees in the
woods, and it has been less than 30
years since the first were brought
here and sold for S140 per colony.
They have increased very fast to be
many in the woods. There is very
little
liere.

interest taken in keeping bees

We

do not have winter here like
it rains almost any day,
and snows some, and the sun shines
some. I sowed some wheat here the
23d day of December. It is up and
David Rice.
looks very nice.
Lebanon, Ore., Feb. 15, 1882.
in Illinois

;

:

—

for Bees.— The best way
feed bees with rye flour, is to fill
a bag made of mosquito netting and
hang it up in a box with the open
part exposed to the sun. In this way
the bees are not smothered. They
cluster around the outside of the bag
and gather the flour through the
meshes. My bees are working at it

Rye Meal

to

busily.
D. C. Millett.
Holmesburg, Pa., March 3, 1882.

now very

y

—

—

—
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Sweet Clover for Texas. —I see you
Tecomineiid sweet clover (Melilotus
1. Do
Alba) as a honey producer.
you think it would succeed in Northshould
it
time
What
ern Texas ? 2.
be sown in this latitude V I embarked
in the bee business last spring with
14 colonies, and increased to 34. All
.are in hne condition this spring. Beekeepers will meet in McKinneythe
10th inst., for the purpose of organizing a County Association. I am well
pleased with the Bee Journal.
T. C. Boone.
McKinney, Tex., March 3, 1SS2.
[1. We think sweet clover vrill prove
better than anything you can plant,
as it stands heat, drouth, rain, and

cold admirably.
2. Plant in fall, winter, spring or
summer in fact, any time when the
ground is damp ; but do not expect to
see it in bloom till the second season.
;

—Ed.
The Season in California. — We have
had a glorious rain to-day is tine.
About all the old honey is out of first
hands and scarce. I sold 1,000 lbs. of
surplus, at good prices, at home;
just

;

Preparing for Spring Work.— I am
Cleaning Barrels.— I have a cask
and a disciple of Langstroth, and, on accontained whisky
grape vinegar, but 1 wish to use it to count of liis poor health, am without
put my dissolved sugar in for bee a leader. My bees are all pure Italfeed. "Please state how to treat it to ians, and are in Langstroth hives.
The queens are from 4 to years old ;
make it suitable for that purpose.
each colony is in fair condition, but
Canton, O.
E. 11. Morris.
yet not as strong as I should like. All
[If for spring feeding, when bees
combs for upper and

which has

•")

'have full sets of
frequently, scald it lower stories, but drone and worker
out with a strong solution of soda. If comb is in the same frame. I am not
increase as I am for
for winter feeding, do not use it. You so desirous for
lioney, and liave never tliought that I
cannot be too careful of tlie character got as much as I should. Please inof feed for winter, and should risk struct me as to the best mode of proceedure the coming season V I want,
nothing to chance. Ed.]
as soon as possible, to have my bees
A Difference in Uaces.— I (indagreat in the best condition, for honey
difference in the races of bees in re- gathering. What should be the difgard to breeding early. The Cyprians ference in price, between extracted
with me the last four seasons have honey in bulk, and the same put up
outstripped the Italians amazingly. I in one pound square glass jars, neatly
now have the Syrians, but as yet they labeled and capped.
Lynn Bonham.
Oxford, O.
are behind the Cyprians. I have 30
colonies of the latter in booming conof the Bee Journal
page
133
[On
dition, with brood in from 2 to 4
frames. The Italians are also breed- for Marcli 1, you will find an article
ing nicely, but as yet tlie Syrians have from the pen of G.M. Doolittle, treatYesterday they ing upon the subject of spring preparvery little brooil.
brought in new iiollen, and to-day
commend its
they just rolled it in. What is the ation. We can heartily
difference betweenBokhara and sweet careful perusal to any bee-keeper who
clover
G. J. Yoder.
prefers to run for honey, supplementMiddlebury, Ind., March 2, 1882.
ing it, however, with tlie advice to
[There is no difference that we can carefully trim out all patches of drone

are

flying quite

have "sold several thousand
if pushed, if I had it on
hand. Hard to tell what the prospect is for a good honey season, but distinguish. Ed.]
hope. Almonds are in bloom, also
crocus; wild buckwheat just coming,
Bees in Cellar.— My 90 colonies of
willows, wild gooseberries, wild cur- bees are all in the cellar, and are, so
rants, and a few acacias are giving far. in splendid condition. I had two
abundance of bloom for pollen, and or three out yesterday to examine.
the bees do not lose a minute. We These are very dry and healthy. The
have had enough rain in this section
queens have been laying for about
at present the ground is too wet to two weeks and have brood in all
plow. Bees commenced to breed in stages. While in winter quarters, I
January. 2*fo brood from Oct. 1.5 to give thorough ventilation and kept
Jan. 1. Bees are in good condition, the temperature from 42^ to 48'J.
with plenty of natural stores. The Some claim that bees cannot be winseason has been very cold and is back- tered well in a cellar during a warm
ward. Manzanita was a total failure winter like this, but my experience is
here— cause, frost more than usual. against it. We have had no zero
The Bee Journal will be wanted as weatlieryet; 1.5'^ above is the coldest
long as I am in the business, "and we have had.
L. W. Van Kirk.
don't you forget it."
J. D. Enas.
Washington, Ph.
could

pounds more,

;

Napa,

Cal.,

March

An Open Winter

2, 1882.

in

Kentucky.

— My

bees are of my own rearing, as I go
with Doolittle and Heddon, and
think I was ahead of them before I
ever heard the leather-colored bees
discussed. Bees this winter, contrary to my expectation, have wintered
splendidly. 1 have not lost a colony,
and only sucli as had but about 3 lbs.
of honey, last fall, have starved. J
could have bought bees hist fall for
almost a song, but could not tell what
sort of a winter we would have. Xow
I cannot buy tlieni at any price.
I
had hoped that, as my neighbors
would persist in keeping common bees
and would neither sell nor Italianize
them, that they would all die this
winter, but the winter was warm
with nothing but rain and mud all
through no ice, except Nov. 28th.
;

My advertisement in the Bee Jour-

nal

of last year
•orders that I could

many

brought so many
have sold twice as

bees as 1 could spare.
Paint Lick, Ky.
R. M. Argo.
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comb with a narrow- bladed, sharp
This, of course, can be done
without injuring worker brood, and
be rebuilt with
if done early will
worker comb, if given to the colony
knife.

only as fast as required.
The difference in price of extracted
honey in bulk, and the same in attractive small packages of any kind,

than
labeled, should more
balance the difference in cost of packages, the time and expense of preparation, and a remunerative profit as
recompense for superior taste and
neatly

Where honey is sold in bulk
the producer has only to convince the
Very Mild Winter.— My bees have first purchaser as to purity and deall come through except 1 colony.
article, after which
They were busy carrying in pollen the sirableness of the
2nd "inst., and yesterday they seemed he becomes unknown in connection
to be getting honey from some source, with future transactions
but with
but I cannot think where they would the small packages, wlien neatly
get honey this time of the year.
with producer's name
Slaivh is here, and at this place we labeled, and
had no zero weather tlie past winter. printed or written on eacli label (as it
Tlie coldest it has been was 4^ above should be) as a guarantee or voucher
zero, which was on the 24th of Janfor the article, he becomes morally
uary, while the average temperature
confor the month of December was 34^ accountable to each individual
above zero. The average for Jan- sumer, and the profits should be prouary, 24'^, and the average for Febru- portionate to the responsibility or acary, 32^ above zero. So, you see, we
countability.— Ed.]
have not had much cold here, but we
have plenty of rain. I went into
Bees Doing Well.— Bees are carrywinter quarters with 11 colonies,
packed in chaff on their summer ing pollen and some honey from early
fruit blo(mi and breeding up rapidly.
stands have lost but one so far
cause, sudden cold overtaking them We have had no winter here;not4
before they could regain the clustor. days together that bees could not fly.
The other colonies are all in good My early garden plants, etc., are all
up and growing fine.
shape except 2, which are weak.
E. P. Massey.
J. H. Eby.
Waco, Texas, March 4, 1882.
Nortli Robinson, O.
care.

;

;

——
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—

Old Fogy Bee-Keepers. I am somebotliered with fogy bee-keepers
in our neighborhood, who keep black
bees whicii mate with our Italian
queens, and we cannot prevent it.
They are also in our way in the
honey market. We go to a good deal
of expense and trouble to get our
honey in nice shape for market, and
ask a reasonable price for it, and along
comes one of the fogies with a colfee
box or a cigar box may-be half full,
and offers itfor lOor ]2centsapound,
thus putting our price down, or tries
to, at least.
One neighbor wliom I
call fogy (I do not know what others
may call liim), has liis bees all in
box hives, sitting on crooked, warped
boards. The ants, roaches, cold, rain
and snow, can get in and through
the hives, and yet he has earlier
swarms tlian I liave his bees always
come out pretty well in the spring,
and he always sells so much honey.
Last season he sold two cigar boxes
full of honey.
Another, who has all
black' bees in box hives, when a
swarm issues, runs and gets an old
board and saws it up, and nails it together for his bees, if he has no empty
nail-keg handy. An enterprising beekeeper, a friend of mine, asked him
if he would sell some of his bees.
In
reply he said he did not know how
many he had— his old woman did not
like to sell any, as she would sell lier
luck. So it is with them they know
more than anybody else, and they
have and will learn no way but their
own. One neighbor has one colony,
and the hens have taken it for a roosting-place; it will come out all riglit
next spring. My bees are doing well
on tliesummerstands. 1. What must
I do to prevent robbing y I lost 6
colonies one season by robbers. 2.
Are hybrid bees as good honey-gatherers as pure Italians. 3. I am feeding some weak colonies— can I feed
too much V 4. What is the best feed
for bees ?
S. J. Smith.
Myersville, Md.

what

;

;

Close the entrances to the colo-

(1.

nies being robbed so as to let in but
one bee at a time if this does not
stop it, exchange places with the
hives.
;

Yes

2.

;

if

the honey-field be near at

hand.

No

—

—

Eastman.

L.

II.

It is

erally

move

is

—Ed.]

in

;

—

Prospeot Cheerful. Bees are in good
condition tiere. I had 4 colonies last
fall
1 become queenless and died
the rest are strong in numbers. Thev
are bringing in pollen to-day. I lost
9 last winter— all I had. I obtained
1 in the spring, and they gave me 3
increase. I think this will be a good
honey season. I am. always glad to
get the Bee Journal.
E. P. Hadley.
Sheridan, Ind., March 1, 1S82.
;

;

full of bees, and I
sold it for $12.00. It gathered about
300 lbs. of honey. One other had just
laid eggs, and another did not lay for
a few days, and from these facts I
think early breeding to much extent
of no use still, wlien we open our
;

amount

not always the case, but
it may be true sometimes.
true, however, that scouts gen-

[No, it
we think

•

came the hive was

hives and

Findley's Lake, N. Y.

about the expected

find

we say they are
doing well. I will sometime give my
"
little experience with 3 banded bees.
Rockton, 111.
R. Gammon.
of brood,

—

Drone Excluders. Did you not
advance of the swarm.
make a mistake in the size of holes
for drone excluders in last week's.

Bee Journal.
L. Densmoke,
Bees and Bloom.— I think, Mr. EdiLivonia, N. Y., Feb. 27, 1882.
you are mistaken in your inference drawn from Mr. Melian's state[It is possible
we have never used
ment (see page 130). As I understand
them, but took the dimensions from 3
it, his idea wasthatwhen grapes were
ripe and ready to pick, if tljere were samples in the Bee Journal museum
no flowers to draw the attention of
two were of English and the other
the bees, tliey were very destructive American manufacture. Ed.
to the grape crop, but not to blossoms. The bloom spoken of in the
Hive Improvement.— 1. Will you
latter part of the quotation has refei-" an improveence to bloom on the ripe grape, and give a description of
ment on the Langstroth style of frame'
not floweis
E. B. Southwick.
and a model for illustrating a new
Mendon, Mich.
style of hive for wintering out-of[Perhai>s so, yet the general argu- doors," referred to on page 411 of
the Journal, with size aiid opinion of
ment is unchanged.— Ed.]
same. 2. Would it be any disadvantage to run the brood frames across
Delirious With Joy.— I am in a dethe Langstroth hiveV The frames
lerium ov joy, and mi ski iz a meller
would then be 13}^ long, and nice to
golden sunsett.
Mi beas hev kom- operate.
It would also be a convenimensed 2 swarm nearly 3 munths
ent length for nucleus hives, and conearlier than iz kustomary for the
sequently interchangeable. We have
latitoode ov Detroit, i haint took
snap just now. Weather so far
enny sirpluss yit, butt am preiiarin a cold
has been very fine, and bees are lookfur the " sweet" okasion with vigger.
just splendid.
N. Emmerson.
Thee fremonter ov mi entlioosyasm ing
Exeter, Ivans.
tor,

;

—

iz

bilen at 65 F. in the sun.

kum owt

3

swarms

and awl went intwo

[1. If you will address D. A. Jones,
Beeton, Ont., he will probably give
speeks volumes for mi nianagemunt,
& strain or prolilick queens. I am you the desired information we cangoin 2 drive under thee wire next fall, not.
with the biggest huiiney report on
2. You would then have to put the
reckerd. Yon may kommense sellin entrance in the side whicli would
Mi feelings indikate a
pools now.
practically a " long-idea " hive.
pressure ov 200 lbs. 2 the squar inch make
There are several in use approximatov surfase.
B. IIix.
ing nearly the same thing. Ed.]
Not One Queenless.- About Feb. 20,
I took a part of my bees out of the
fciood Instruction.— The article by
cellar, and found them in fine condiMr. G. M. Doolittle in the Bee Jourtion. I opened 2 hives and found nal for Feb.
8, is worth to me more
brood in 2 combs it came on cold than a year's subscription. My bees
and I put them back. March 2, I are in the best condition, at this seacarried them all out, opened them, and son of the year, that I have ever
every one had a queen and brood known them to be. We usually have
in 2 and some 3 combs. I had 2 an abundant poplar bloom about the
Cyprians and 3 blacks that I bought middle of May, but heretofore the
tills winter, and I could not see that
bees would notbe strong enough to
any Cyprians or blacks had any more gather it; but Mr. Doolittle has told
brood or were in any better shape. I us how to secure it.
have21 colonies and 3 nuclei. I would
W. C. R. Kemp.
mark 16 out of the 17 I put in last fall
Orleans, Ind., March 3, 1882.
" extra," and 1 small it was made up
from a nucleus late in the fall, queen
had just begun to lay. This reminds
Binders for 1882.- We have had a
me of the condition of my bees last lot of Emerson binders made espespring when I took them out, tliis
was on April 9. The most of them cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
had brood in two combs. One I They are lettered in gold on the back,
noticed had not began to lay
I and make a nice and convenient way
thought it very strange it was a "very
to preserve the Journal as fast as
fine, large colony of Italians, but soon
she began, and I watched it with no received. They will be sent postpaid
little interest.
When honey time by mail for 75 cents.

won

hive.

2-da,

This

iz

a bigg thing,

&

;

;

;

but more than is necessary
is a waste of feed.
However, do not
feed to the extent of embarrassing
the queen.
4. Good honey in spring, with a
little warm water to thin it, is the
best you can use.— Ed.]
3.

—

Location Selected. I have heard old
bee-hunters
not bee-keepers
say
that when a swarm left the hive and
flew away, that they always liad their
tree selected and cleaned "out. I did
not dispute them, but had my own
opinion about it. Is it so V

;

;

;

:
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Local Convention Directory.

Office of amkkican Bee .Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., March 13, 1K82.

The following

1882.
Time and Place of Meeting.
March 12— Anderson Co., Ky., at Lawrenceburg,Ky.

t
i

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
this hour

J.

1.5— New Jersey State.

tions for
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up
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line of

of Agate type will contain about elipht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

line

wordn;

11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich,
A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich,

Special Notices. 50 cents per line.

IHSCOTJKTS will

be given on advertisements
for the Weekly as follows, if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount.
For 4 weeks
:

8

"

"

months).... 30
(t5montb9)....4:0
SO
(itmonths)
«0
(1 year)

"

2«
30
5»

"

20

"

1»

"
"

(3

"
"
"

'•

"

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone. 35
cent., 6 months, lO per cent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
40 per cent.. 6 months, 30 per cent,
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the lime the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

»74 West

G.

Madison

Street..

am now

ChlcaBo,

BKtJSWAX-Prime quality, lR«sJ2c.
AL. H. Newman. 07j W. Madison

HONEY—Choice white
same

10(<''

1

comb,

iti

1

to

IH

Il3.

sec-

in 2 to 3 lb. boxes, IT{t&20c.;
to 3 lb. boxes, 12^(yjl5c. E.x-

ll c.

;

dark, 9c.

K. A. BUUNETT, 165 South Water

The

1 .50

2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbeVs, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the

New Price Lists. — We have received
new Apiarian Catalogues and Price

We

:

BEESWAX.— Prime

Moore, Morgan, Ky.
Bright Bros., Mazeppa, Minn.
H. M. Morris, Rantoul, 111.
J. P.

W.

J. Davis,

Youngsville. Pa.
Kenton. O.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville. 111.
W. J. Pettitt, Dover, England.
E. A. Thomas, Colerain, Mass.

Smith

;

quality. 21(iil23c.
Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe

Thorx &

& Smith,

The following Catalogues of Garden,
Field and Flower Seeds are also received.
Wm. Rennie, Toronto, Canada.
A. C. Nellis, Canajoharie, X. Y.
To Promote a Vigorous (irowth of
the liair, use Parker's Hair Balsam.
It restores the youthful color to gray
hair, removes dandrufif, aud cures
itching of the scalp.
llwot

Grand Rapids.

May

2, 3

-Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cobleskill, N. Y.
yuackenbush, Sec, Barnesville, N. Y.

C.

11— Champlain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
T. Brookins. Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.
IG— N. W. 111. and S. W.Wis., at Rock City, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.

25— Iowa

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

B^~ In order

Henry Wallace,
to

have

Sec,

complete. Secre-

this table

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

i^ The Union Bee- Keepers'

Asso-

ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
full
on the 27th day of April, 1882.
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.

A

G, W, Deilakee,
Christiansburg, Ky.

avenue.

iSec.

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., aci^ It is a fact that horse dealers are
BBESW AX-Pi ime quality, 2ric.
buying horses with ringbones and
CkoCKEK & Blake, Chatham Street.
spavins, because they can make money

cording to quality.

.^7

C1.BVE1,AND.
HONEY— The marketremains unchanged

;

1

and

2 lb. sections, of best white, sell readily at 21®
22c.: glassed white. Ii:(3il7c.; buckwheat very dull

at I5@IHc. for unglassed. Extracted, small packages. 12c.: large packages, lie. per lb.
Scarce at 2.'>(g)3Uc.
A. C. Kendei.. 1 1.5 Ontario Street.

BEESWAX—

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY— A sale of a car-load of comb, princiIt was purchased on
is noted at 12c.
Eastern account. ,\|30, a 10 case lot of choice extracted at it^ic. Inquiry is very light.
We quote white cnmb, ]i>c<v2oc.; dark to good,10(gi
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, rt^^toiioc:
dark and candied, Tiaxc. BKKSVVAX— 2:«»2.ic.
Steahns & Smith. i'2:i Front Street.
ST.

Lists fromjthe following

Chas. H. Lake, Baltimore, Md.
Jas. S. Lord, Linden, N. Y.

at

Dodge, Sec, Cooper^vilie, Mich.

at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Deuiaree, Sec. Christiansburg. Ky.

YORK.

There is a liberal supplyof honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes. I8<sl0c dark, in small boxes, 12@14c. Extracted, white, UKyjilc. dark. 7'.«'9c.

pally dark,

start.

S.

St.

;

$1 00

M.

CHICAGO.

NEW

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. K. Howard, Sec.

27— Kentucky Union,

is fair,

HONEY—

For 50 colonies

Wm.

Quotations of Commission Mercliants.

III.

is so arranged tliat a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

State, at

27—Western Michigan,

26.

St.

extracted, in
but only an occasional barrel is sold for manufacturing purposes. It brings
7^llc. on arrival. Demand forcomb honey is only
in a retail way. and only choice white is salable. It
would brinn 'Joe. on arrival.
BKESWAX— Brinys I8(^22c. The demand exceeds the offerings.
C. V. ML'TH.

tracted, white,

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
to each colony, ruled and printed, and

J.

25— Texas

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The retail demand for

dark and mixed, in

J^pccial lloticcs.

at Coshocton, O.

:

tions, 20@22C.;

NEWMAN,

20— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley,

19,

has an upward tendency,
payiny the following prices iu cash
LiKht corali honev. in single comb sections. 17@21
cents; in larger boxes l^c. less. Extracted, 8@ IOC.
1

small pacbaees,

"

per

THOMAS

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market

and

Brunswick. N.J.

April 1— Barren Co., Ky., at Sinking Spring, Ky.

Quotations of Cash Buyers.
20c. per agate

M. Johnson, Sec.

New

HONEY- Dull

LOUIS.

by using Kendall's Spavin Cure.

"How

do You Manage," said a lady
to her friend, " to appear so happy all
" I always have Parker's
Ginger Tonic liandy," was the reply,
" and thus keep myself and family in
good health. When I am well I" always feel good natured." See otlier
Ilw5t
column.
the time V"

PRICE
Choice Italian

and lower to sell season about
Strained olTcred at sc. and unsold. Comb
quotablv in fair demand at 18(§j22c.
BEESWA.X— Stm at 20&21C. for prime.
K. C. GuEEK i, Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

I.IST

W.
llw4t

Bees and
I

OF

Bees and

mailed oa application.

;

over.

t^ The sjiring meeting of the
Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso-

i)w.3t

J.

Youngsville.

Queens,

Afidress,

DAVIS,
Warren

Co., Pa.

Queens a Specialty.

have a choice lot of Tested Italian Queens, also

Full Colonies of Bees,. I offer for sale cheap. I
lie held at Berlin Center,
shall breed and have fur sale after June 1st, young
MalioningCo..<Jhio,in tlieTown Hall, Queens trcui the best of Impyrted stock. Satisguaranteed. Price list free.
on Saturday, Marcii 2o, at 1 p. m., faction
I. S. C'KOWFOOT, Hartford. Wis.
llwGm
sharp. All interested -in the science
SAI-E— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees In
of apiculture are invited to be i)resent
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.
and participate in the discussions of :*9wly L. C. AXTELL. Rosevilie, Warren Co.. III.
the day. The following questions will
" The merits of the
be discussed
diflerent races of bees." " The best
Send for our 2H-pape Illustrated Catalogue of
method of securing surplus honey." Bees,
Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
" Which is most prolitable to the bee- purchaMnt: elsewhere. Choice bees, gcod goods,
satisfaction guaranteed.
keeper, comb or extracted honey V" and
E A. THOMASA CO.,Coleralne, MassAn essav on i>asturage or forage for Uwtf
bees will be given.
SAI-.E— Bound volumes of the American
Bee Journal and Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
Leonidas Carson, Pres.
llwltp W. H. HOBSON, Ir7ing.Montgomeryco.,IIl,

ciation, will

FOR

:

FUSE! T^-B^l

FOR

^"The spring meeting of the
FULL COLONIES OF YELLOW BEES.
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Assoexcelled in any pnlnt of value als" barrels of
Convention will be held at McKinney, ciation will be held in Cortland, N. Y., Not
Honev. .1 AMES M. MARVIN, St. Cliarles.
Texas, on Tuesday, April 2.5. 1882.
iiw^tp
Kane County, III.
May 9th, 1SS2. M. C. Bean, ^ecy.

®" The

:

—
;

.
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CLUBBING LIST FOR

GOODRICH'S

1882.

FOUNDATION
FASTENER.

Bupply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 18^:2
at the prices quoted in the last column of flKures.
The first column (jives the regular price of both
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.

We

A SIMPLE MACHINE
FASTENING COMB FOUNDATION to tbe
TOP AND ENDS OF BROOD FRAMES, OR IN
For

PublUhers' Price. Vlub.

The Weeltly Bee Journal
Bee-Keepers'lnstructori W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

3

IK).

.

3 DO
2 50..
4 50..
.

Bee-Keepers'E.\-ch'ngeiHouk&Peet)3

2 35
4 00

Prof. Cook's

3 25.

Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

2 40.
2 85.
2 75.

3 00
2 25
2 75
2 60

ManuaUbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman) ..

1^ We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are? Every
subscriber is sucli an agent we liave
;

otliers,

and

greatlj' desire thateacli

one would at least send in one new

own

subscriber with his

renewal.

Tn

ENGEAVINGS

;

The Horse

QQ*? Consult your interest, and send for my
XOOj^. new circular and price list of Colonies,
Aiidress,
Osmst
S. D. Mcl-E AN, Columbia, Tenn.

1

Nuclei and Quoens.

;

Price 35 cents.- Sent on

1882-Southern Headquarters. -1882

receipt of price, by

G.
West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

;

!dr. j. p. h.

browx,

Augusta, Ga.

Gsmtf

SECTIONS a specialty. Pound
ONE-PIECE
l. Hives 50c. Circular
size, $4.^0 per
free. BYRON WALKER & CO.. Capac, Mich.
i,o(.Hi.

SamlJt p

'DTTT'T? Box i;t.Smith9btir;:,\V;ish.
,
J\, X 1 JVXli, Co.. Md.. breeder ..I th.-^e
Beautiful Albino uiid Itallnn Queen** and
Bees, which gave universal satisfaction last seaSend for

SsmGl

circular,

ANOTHER NEW

BEE FARM AND APIARY

Mamniotli Mignonette, &c.
The undersigned

offers his

Bee Farm

for sale,

situated one-halt mile from I'lainweli. Allegan
Co., Mich., containing 7 acres of land, with all
kinds of choice fruit, good buildings, including
honey house and 2 hnuse-aplaries. with irwi Colonies of Italian and Hybrid Bees. Price, including
Bees, $3,(>K), or $2,5[n.t without bees. For further
particulars address the undersigned at Petoskey,

for prices and particulars.

aOHN

ALFRED
972

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, CbloaKo.

III.

FLAT BOTTOM

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE
Golden Italians

IDEA.

Address,
Hartford, N. Y.

MARTIN.

H.

Having wintered without
ITAI^IAN BEES.—
colony, will sell
few select col-

Send fo

Circular.

&

-

COMB FOUNDATION,

Original Albinos,

a. IW. C.

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free,

XATI,OK,

Lcwlatown, Frederick

lOwtf

J.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravintzs used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— nosirmlo cut sold for less

THOMAS
Madison

G.

West

NEAVMAN,

Street.

Chlcaeo,

few Choice Colonies for

10w4t

]>elhl,

A
WANTED—
make hives,

III.

10w2t

I

:

;

V 8^"*1 now. Address Peabody
ini OLbl.
MlUW TTTVQn
Medical institute or Dr. W.H.

TTTJnW

PARKER. No. 4 Bnldnch St.,

Boston.

22wly

Gem

man

Jersey County,

to help

WEBSTER.

forsale

atf.'i.iK^

per colour, in lots to suit
in Langstroth hives

good condition, and

9w3tp

if*

frames.

PAXTI.

BUNKEN,

Blaine,

Boone

Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

III.

Co.,

Freeman, Mo.

PARKER'S GINalftfrONIC

work with Bees,
good second-

paint, etc.; aNo, a
I'laner, cheap. Address,

D. G.

in

Containing

Address,

EDWARDS,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

I

sale.

H. D.
hand

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin. embossed, full
gilt, 3i;k pp., contains beautiful
steel engruvings.J 25 prescriptions, price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, Re

all

Italian Bees.
A

SONS.

COLONIES OF ITA1..IAN BEES

QA
XOV'

ARGO,

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

Md.

Co.,

1

I
a
the loss of a
onies in the spring, and Queens during the season.
Address,
R. M.
Paint Lick, Garrard County, Ky.
9sm3t

0'3'4

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

"WM. E. FORBES.

EmmettCo..Mich.

i;

thanSOc.

Plants.

Melllot Clover,
White Clover,
Alsike Clover.

BEES AND QUEENS.

Foundation all ready for business. Every sheet
wired and bound around with a light wooden rim,
ready to adjust instantly in your frame. No advance in price. Small sample ti>r cents. 1 shall
also breed choice Italian and Holy Land Queens,
practicing a new stimulative process. Write now

Osmly

Honey

10w3tp

DA
son.

SEEDS FOR
I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
974

Catalogue, giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

30c.

One year old. nice Trees, by mail, postpaid. $2.50
per I(«i; by express or freight. *l.rin per ico by
express or freight, $;;'.< hi per i,fHMi. Catalpa equals
Basswood for honey, and the wood is proof against
H. M. MORRIS,
decay. Address,
Nurseryman, Rantoul, 111.
lUwSt

;

my new

I

Basswood and Catalpa
©Ql.

A TREATISE

For Early Italian and Cyprian ftueens
Imported and Home-bred: Nuclei and Fvill Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manuIf
facturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for

III.

Per dozen, by express
$Li 00
CataloiJue and Price Ijistof Bee-Keepers' Supplies
and Small Fruit Plants, free to any address.
8w4t
U. E. DOItG£, Fredonia, N. Y.

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effettsand antiilote
when a poison ; a table with an engravint: ol the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the ape of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

card f<^rnur Iliu3trat(?tl Cataloiiue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchaainfielaewliere.
It contains iDustraliona and descriptions of everyIhint; new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest priL-es. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
tJ. C. <fe H. P. SAYI-ES,
Hartford, Wis.
48ml5t

AHEAD

STILL
Sample by Mail

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

senr] a postal

Urbana,

DODGE'S FEEDER

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

BE SURE

Send for

rapidlv.

QOonttlCH,

S.

8wtf

2 60

2 80
2 35
2 40
6 50

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

circular.

2 75

00
2 60,
2 00
6 30.

Bee-Keeiiers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)

no

SECTION BOXES, securely and

f 2 00.

and Gleanings in Bee-Culturef A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..I.King).

III.

Eloijd Purifier

CHEAP.-QHEAP.
We offer for sale Iftn good Colonies of pure Italian
and Cyprian Bees, mostly in Langatroth and American Hives, at $4 each lOo new, painted, Langstroth and American Hives at $1.50 each 3,5<X)
;

;

Boss Sections, $2 per 5(k> aboutai) Queens, tested,
each 300 lbs. Comb Foundation, .'inc. per lb
two new E.V tractors, Muth'sand Everett's, $4 each;
one 12-inch roll Foundation Machine, tl5. We
will pay shipping charges on orders of $5 and upwards. Satisfaction niven or money refunded.
nw6t A. T. SEDGEWICU., Corning. Ohio.
;

fi

;

and the

ncstlleaUh&Strengtli
Restorer Erer Used.

;

It

cures Rheumatism,

Sleeplessness,

Parker's
aiP
H,
J? U

f^

I

n^K?im*

^

& diseaess

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
ficiscntirclydiffercntfrom
Bitters,

Ginger Essences

5
.
.
and
C Icflnest,
.
The Best,
V
t=.
v
Most Econonilcftl Hair Dr^ss- and Other Tonics as it
hip.
Never f.iih to restora the nevcrintOIlcatCS. HlSCOX
youthful color to gray hair.
& Co., Chemists, N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollw Size,
_
60c. jmd $1 sites.
__

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

"RED TAPE!"

FOUNDATION
AND
KETAIL.

-WIIOI^ESALE

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

is

nowhere

to be equalled for cleanlibeauty. Extra thin and brightfor

ness, purity and
Bectinns. All sbupes

and

sizes.

&

DADANT

will be

first to

25,000

The Original

the

copy

BINGHAM

T

USE.

IN

Bee Smoker

you buy the Orit;lnal Patent Bingham
Bee Smoker, you will

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

111.

over—

world

-frame Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed Queen
2 frame Nucleus, with Test-

Queen

ed
"Full

this

cover all the smokers
that will bu'n sound
stove-wood, or do not

will

you—

first,

^„j

iq-tq
have to buy no ratenteo, lOio
Send for free description and

others.
als, to

.

te'*tinioni-

BINGHAM & HETHERIMtIoN
Abronia Mah

5.00

with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July
10.00
Same, after July i
1

1,

3.00

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofBce Order.

,

DR.

P. WILSON.
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

Iwtf

BEES for SALE.
1

Imve fnrsalL'HljciiitaoOfoloiilesof the

Brown Bees,
TEN <^OLONIES

Celebrated Arkansas
which

I

will dispose of in lots of
at very reasonable prices.

OK MORE

Thi^y are in

ten-frame Jjanpatroth and box hives. These bees
are said to be lar>;e, remarkably amiable, good sec-

tion workers, and excellent comb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very strontr in bees, and sprint; dwindlinu will
be avoided. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarming commences. Write soon for bargains, as I
will close <)ut both my Southern Apiaries by March
15th, or remove them North.
I am also booking orders for Italian Queens, Nuclei and Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in

June.

Address,

ALFRED
972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, aset
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cWs. writing desk, itnd wash
ba-in will nut break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extnuting and brood coriibs, and
is less laborious to hanille than the ordinary bandba*-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
;

;

JOHN

to

it

M. DAVIS,

aowiy Patentee and Proprietor. Spring

A YEAR and

$777

outfit

free.addresaP

From my

Apiaries.

QUEENS and NUCLEI IN SEASON.
Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

60wtf

J.

Co..

Mich.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDGE,

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American
to send his nameand PostofiBce address for a copy ot his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.

Bek Jouuxal

t^Beeswax

wanted.

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

1882,

From
REV. E.

the Evergreen Apiary.
I,.

BRIOQS,

of Wilton Junction,

lowtt, will furnish Italian Queens from either of
hla Prize Mothers, ns early in the comine season a^
Ihey can be bred, at the folIowinR rates Tested
Queens, f3; Warranted Queens, f 2 Queens without Kuarantee, f
Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. f4. Orders fi lied in rotation, as received,
:

:

1

If

;

accompanied with the cash.

36wly

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
Supplies, should send
for my Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
F.

Address,

3wl3tp

ITALIAN BEES,

B^^ Satis faction guaranteed.
cation.
J. II.

O Vickery

AukuhIAt Mnine.

A. SNELI.,

Milledgeville, Carroll county.

111.

HEADOl ARTERS FOR
Queens, Bees and Fancy Poultry Eggs.
Send for Circular.
J. F. KIGIIT.

Italian

8w6t

of

Tenn.

II.1<.

Bees and Glueens
FULL COLONIES

Hill.

e.xpense8 toagents,

in the line of At>lai-iitn

free.

CHICAQO,

St.,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

3w26t

Poseyville, Ind.

agents to take orders
A "XTTTTFl
"W
Tt TAll
X Xj L7 for the best selling book on
FARM
and HOME topics ever published. Sells
at sigh'. Ladies can handlsit.
anylanguage;

Has no superior

pages, with nearly
free on application.

l,n,"jn

Terms

trations.

Cent, to At^entM
F. L.
4w5tx

HORTON

2.fXM:i

SO

in
illus-

i*er

CO., Pub'ra,
IndlnnapnlfH, Ind.
<fc

the

College of Michigan.
lUuittruClons.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 8,000 copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent reseai-ch. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee.
illustrated with many costly wood engravmgs —
the productsof the Honey Bee the races of bees;
f ull desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees.
;

shrubs, etc.. splendidly illustrated— and lasi.ihough
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully '"up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

address

COOK,

J.

;

Ctplony,

TestedQueen,beforeJuIy

By A.

330 PaeeM 133 FEae

better

and handsomer

ey knives

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
State Agricultural

go out. If you buy
our smokers and hon-

GOLDEN

ou.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

the inventor oi
imprtived bee smokers—get the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of— the standard of excellence the
aid

postpaid, from <>5 cts.
Our patents
to $2.

SON,

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

If

season than ever before. Price per mail,

Samples free on request.

CHAS.

Who
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the JoUoivlng opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— JL.*.4f>icu»ure. Paris.
I think Cooit's Manual is the best of our

and of
Ameri-

can works.- LEWIS T. COLUY.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— if n(u^/t Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray constinii guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. U. VVY.nkoop.
This book is Just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and wflioh. no one who ootains
It, will ever regret having puicnased.-JViic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a
manual is a nece-;sity. Prut. Cook's Mauual is an,
exhaustive vrovk.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E.
exzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due lo the clear, disinterested iniormation contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van ANTWEKl*, M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and liives, with tiieir implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I huve never yet met with a work, either Freuclt
or loreign. which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe DU
BOis, editor of the BuLetin £>' ApxciUteur, France..
It not only gives the natural history of these in^
dustrioue insects, but also a thorough, practical^
and clearly expressed aeries of directions tor their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— X>eniocraf, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this rad*
mecuin ot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best intormation on everything belonging to api-

W

culture.
To al taking an imere;-t in thissubject»
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as Hdviaed.— AgricaUuriat, Quebec.

Is pronounced by the press and leading^
to be tiie most complete and pructical
on bee-culture in Europe or Amtr-rica a
scientific wOrk <»n modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it la
every amateur In bee-culture. It ie
essential
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to ttie W est.— Wtitttm Ayr icuUu riot.
This work is undoubtedly the most co-nplete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers which

This book

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foumlution is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
and

frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly

D.

S.

GIVEN

A. C, Hoopeston.
I

III.

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. \Vm. R. Howard, is of especial interest to
in bee-<Milture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article lor every number for 18S2 ; 20

beginners

pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

bee-men
treatise

i(_i

has ever been publi.'^hed. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relaiiug to the culture
of bees k'lf uniouched. and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he usea
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting ot atloccupa'tions.— 4iutnca;i Inventor.

PRICE— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

Columbus. Kansas.

tot
in cloth, IS1.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover^
Published by

THOMAS

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

28wtf

;

9T4

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEliVMAN,
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ILL.

—
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FRANCES DDNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Miinutiictuior

Books

Bee -Keepers,

for

ui'

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

THE DUNHAM

THOMAS

FOR SALE. ALSr

COMB FOUNDATION
Ami

Hives. Smokers, Frames. Seeds nf

3^^ Wg? V^'l ll'inov Plants, and everything ref ^ijf ^
quired iuanapiarv. S-^nd fi^ price
E. T. FI.AXAGAfS;.
Address,
ist.

5wly

Box

ILl*.

*"

I

Colonies of

j,.j.,fc_^,cv. v\

CHICAGO.

and fully up with the times" on every
subjectof bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but intensely interest ne and thoroughly practical.
Theboiik is a masterly priniuctiun. and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, 1*1.35 j paper cover, !S1,
illustrated

JAMES ICEDDON, Dowagiao, Mich.
Italiian
Bees for Sale,
IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Qiieeitfi: Italian. Cyprian and Albino; Coinb Foiindution: Given,
V:inderv(trt, Dunham an:l Root;

100

Street,

;

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by

lw3at

by

Bee-Keeper*ii Oiiifle or, Cook*8 Mannal
oflhtt Apliiry.— Kiiurciv re-wrltten. elegantly

Useful Supplies.

all

West Madison

974

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

(Kt)S(' Hill Apiary),
819, Belleville, St. Cimr rminty. 111.

Quinby'a New Bee-Keeping. byL. C. Root—
The author treats the su**ieciot bee-keeping so
that

it

citnnot tail to interest

all.

Its style is plain

and

forcible, making all its readers realize that
author is master ot the subject.— JS1.50.

its

ABC

NoTlre's
orBee-Ciiltnre. by A. I. Root
—This cm braces "every bin'.' pertaining to the care
and is vniuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 9^1.35; paper, SI.
I

oi the honey-bee."

K-lnicN Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 3!^1.00; paper, 75e.
l^auRstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee«
- This ia a standard scientidc work. Price, S3.

1882.

BleHHed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance o\
bee-keeping, full ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. Sl.OO.

Bees and Boney

;

or, nucceMsriil mnnnffe-

meiii «•!' the Aptury, by Thomas G. Newman.
embratea the Iniiowing subjects, l^ocation
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swamung — Dividing — Translerring —
Italianizing- IntrMdurintf Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and ILindinig Bees - Marketing Honey,
etc. li is published in EnullNh and Germau.—
Price lor either edition. 40 cents, postpaid.
'I'his

Illustrated Catalogue
AND
Patented Aug. JLW,

^^"Send

for

New

1881.

Dzierzon Theory

Circular for Jiinuary, 188J.

tal principles <d

OF

tacts

CATTTIOIT.

Honey, as Food and Medicine,

Having obtained LETTKItS PATENT Numb.-r
Dunhiim F'lUiuhition Machine, makint:

G.

246,o;>9 tor

with base of cells of natural
shape, and sido-walla hroimln up to form an even
surface also on tlie fouiKlation made on aaid machine. I hereby give notice to all p;irtte8 infrinuing
my rlshta. either by nianuIafturinffsaKl machines
or foundation, as well itstnali parties purciiasing
machines asabove, other than of my msmufaoture.
that I am prepared to protect my riRhts, and shall
prosecute all infring'^ments to the full extent of

A.

DUNHAM,

DePere. Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOU). Most cniiplete

NBAKLV
book of

SEiisTiD wo:ei

oi^je

%W

It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee-keeper should
be without it. Your njime and address, wrilttfu
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

kind ever published. Gives nieaakinds of lumber, logs, and planks
urement of
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
its
all

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for y") cents post-paidO.W. FISHER, Bt»x 233, Rochester, N.Y.
tsr Also for sale atthe Bee Journal Office.

tables, interests, etc.

iFour to eight inches,

four feel,

6wStp

!Sl.ao

three to

#7.00 per lOO. Address.
Z. K. JEVTETT. Nurserymnn,
Sparta, Win,

972

West Madison

tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EneHsh and <><>rDiua.
Price lor either edition. "Be. ; per dozen, SOc.

"Wlnterinsr BeeH. — This contains the Prize
Fssayson tliis^iiUje<L. read bPtoie the Cenienniat
Bce-Keepers* As^ociiitinn. Iho Prize— ?'J'i
- v/iisawarded to Prui Cook's Essay, which
given in lull. Price, lOc,

in

gold

la

here

The Hive 1 l^se- Being a description of the
hivt used by G. M. Doolutle. Price. Sc.
Kxtrncted Hon^y HarTefttlns, Handland Murkelina-- A' L'-l-pago pamphlet, by

St.,

Ch.

i

C. P.

l>;idiiiit.

givins in detail the

und management adopted

CHICAGO, ILL.

methods

in their aj^iary.

This

many uselul hints.— Price loc.
Prnctlcnl Hints to Bee-Keepers,' by Chas.

contains

F Muih;

.iJ ();iL:cy.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

managemenl of bees. Price, lUc.
Food Adnlterntlon What we eat and should

the

have FISHER'S GRAIN TAHLES. PJi:
pa^ea, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up (irain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wanes tables, wood nieaaurer. ready reckcmer,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables fur farmers and others than any
similar bonk ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cent^. Atrents can

make money

selling this book.

G.

W. FISHER,

Box 238. Rochester. N.Y.
US'" Also for sale at the

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.

:2wGm.

I make a specialty of rearing pure lldy Land
"Queens, and have now more thiin UK) colonies in
their puritv. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'

Rev. A.

Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2"i,
Gl. 25 each; after that date, single Queen, S^i-'nt
Warranted
12 or more, 75 cents each
f or #5.no
Queens, 25 cents more eaoh. Tested Queens, $2.50
Italian Queens, same price.
'each

upon the

Inu

NEWMAN,

H.

SHOn-n

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO;

by Thomas

pimiolilcc di>((-iiurses

;

ALFRED

_^ EVERY FARIVTER AND MILLER

2w6m.

'I'his

;

:

FRANCE^

Newman.—

Ancient History of Ries and Horiev the nature,
quality. sourt.es, and i>rfparation of Honeyforthe
Market IU>ney as Io(_.a. givintj recipes tor making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scat.

comb foundation

the law.
2wl3t

:- presents thR fundament'Oe-cuituie. ann lurnishes the
to demonstrate them, X5 c.

and arguments

Bee Journal

(

iffiee.

_^I|

SALISBURY

C.aiii.argo,

Douglas

eoiinty, 111.

;

'I'tiis book sbouhl be in every family, and
nui:bt to create a sentiment against adulteration of
tiioit products, and demand a law to protect the

not oat.

Consumer iiuainyt the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as lood. 200 pages 50c.

Moore's Universal Asslntantv and Com-

plete Mechanic,

coiit.'iinsnvcr

l.lH"in.(Hi(i

I

ndus-

diistrinl Facts, Calculations. Processe-. 'I'r-"'
Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc..
f vast
utility to every Meclianic. Farncr and Business

Man, (iives :j(H"i,(Mxi items for Gas, SteRui. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths. Founders. Mine-s. Metallurgisis. Assayera,
Plumbers, Gns Jind Menm Fitters, Bronzers. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every Kiiiit.

The wurk columns i.oiti p:ii:es. Is a vt-ritable
Treasury of Usetul Knowleilge. and wonh its
weight in gold to any Meihanie, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. JSS.50.

;

;

:

;

I- IR.
5wly

OOOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

20

KendalPs Horne Bonk. — No

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low

to horse owners. It lias;yi engravings
illustrating positions 4)fsKk hoses, and treats all

Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$1 Tested
$2
('yprian Queens
$1; Tested
$2
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... }2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea;

;

;

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
LanK«troth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc..
C, P.
Apply to
976 and 97S Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
Ijy Send 10c. for Practlcail Hlntsito Eee-Keepers.

MUTH,

r.wiy

in,

ready,

if

book could be

more useful

we are timely notified.

One- frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, ¥1: i'olony i^f bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.lS. Wax
worked on I)unham machine, 10 cents per pound
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 15 cents per lb.
Safe arrival guaranteed.
Money Orders «ti
iO. paid for bright wax.

diseases in

i

pliiin

and comprehensive manner.

has recipes, a table of dos<.'s. und
horse information. Paper. 3Sc.

much

Bopp*8 Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning caleulator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 9{il. ; Morocco, SI. SO*

Chleken Cholera, by A. J. HilL-A treatise on
Its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

35c.

;

20 Xuacola,

111.

Iwly.

It

valuable

THOMAS
974

West Madison

O.
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CHICAGO, lUi.
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:

;
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The Cheap Queeu

Traffic Again.

The communication from Mr. W. Z.
Hutchinson,

on page

183,

12.

"tested " queen is bought or sold, it is
supposed her progeny will prove

P^^^^
THOMAS

No.

22. 1882.

on

this

subject, calls for a few remarks.
Our correspondent certainly mis-

understood our expression, which he
attempts to reproduce in his tirst paragraph. Had lie copied the sentence
entire, it would give the impression
that where one might economize more,
scores of prudent breeders would far
exceed Mr. Salisbury's expenses. Not
only have we cited several cases where
experienced and extensive breeders
have found the cheap queen traffic undesirable, but in this issue we publish
a letter (on page 187) from another.
We have carefully read our article
through to find the word "stripes"
which our correspondent quotes upon
us it is not there, but, instead, in our
closing paragraph we said the " bee-

—

want better stock, more
keepers
honey, longer-lived bees, and certain
profits." The matter of stripes was
certainly and purposely omitted, for
the "best bees" will have just the
requisite number, whether it be one
or a dozen. As we have understood
the matter, queens are not tested for
stripes alone, but for the best business
qualities, and if this object is not kept
in view in testing, why, untested
queens might fill the bill for all but

bands," which are only a " test of
purity," or pure mating.
The correspondent's citation of the
case of Dr. J. P. H. Brown establishes
no point, except that the Doctor, as
we all know, is an honest, conscientious gentleman, who would not send
out any inferior stock, if he knew or
suspected it to be such, for any price
and further, he slates in his circular
that all his queens are reared from imported stock. They are not reared
from " dollar " queens.

We do not wish to controvert anything in the sixth paragraph, nor in
either of the succeeding ones, except
vi^here " stripes " are unfortunately
and persistently attributed to us.
Again we repeat, the bee-keepers of
America want the " best bee," and to
this end all bees should be tested
before leaving the hands of the
breeder.

i^"The

Oriental Casket,"

pub-

lished at 912 Arch St., Philadelphia,
Pa., is a literary gem. The March

number

is

full of

things both inter-

esting and useful. In appearance it
in price moderate in all
is elegant
;

;

things it is a credit to art, and a pleasure to the reader.

Flower Shows

in

England.

— " Flow-

er Shows," says the Gardeners' Chronicle, " have become everywhere local

they teach and they exideas; they promote that con" hybrid queens," as charged in the tact amongst horticulturists of all
third paragraph given, but " worth- sections that was previously wanting,
less trash " is what we spoke of, and and have and are doing a power of
many queens sent out, which throw good." The love for flowers is now
three-banded workers may be quite universal. So says Vick's Monthly.
institutions

stripes.

;

Nor did we say anything about pand

as worthless as

one

band

many which show not Bee shows will soon become
But when a lar as flower shows in Great

plainly.

as popuBritain.
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Conflicting Tlieories of Bee-Keepers.

Mr. Jacob Spence, of Toronto,
Canada, wishes a formulation of tlie
various theories, now so contiicting,
into creeds, so that the less advanced
bee-keepor may have certain landmarks which he can keep in view
while acquiring a knowledge of the
more intricate details of the business.
Below will be found his views upon
the subject, and a call for our committal, which we cheerfully respond to

be determined are proportioned to the
magnitude of the business. Were
wintering the only problem to be
solved, it would have been satisfactorily settled long ago
but scores of
questions have been constantly arising, some of greater and others of
lesser importance, and each claiming
more or less the attention of all.
;

Again, these experiments and results
all conducted from different standpoints, and reached through various
channels, and hence diverse convicdistressingly be- tions are reached, and each as logical
are

:

To some

of us it is
to tind so

wildering

many

directly

conflicting theories held by those who
ought to be entitled to be looked up
to as safe instructors. I think, too,
that one very good way of bringing
out truth is by clear statement of consistent theory— fairly founded on well
ascertained facts and experiences.
There are many interesting minor
methods of detail, on which no doubt
many various ways of working may be
almost equally successful in bee increase and honey production— but,
then, to keep the bees alive must tie
taken as the vital one thing needful.

Safe wintering

and spring dwind-

closely connected (or disconnected), and now to find out certain how to secure the one and prevent the other beyond ordinary per-

ling

seem

adventure,

is

where the

real difficulty

To know

the cause (beyond
doubt, of course), would be the proper
"
key to the how to prevent the dread-

comes

in.

ful spring

dwindling

;"

and

to really

know

the needful conditions of safe
wintering, would go far toward this
Here, then, would it not
fultillraent.
be especially important to make out
very distinctly, ])articularly on these
two points, how far all reputed orthodox authorities agree, and set down
what can so be taken as fully settled
creed, requiring little if any further
discussion, but decidedly correct, and
as such to be propounded to disciples
as being thus far no longer doubtful?
My idea is in this way to transfer as
much as possible (especially in essentials) from the domain of tiie dubious
into that of knowledge, and then pro-

ceed on this line.
I can only claim to class as a
" novice '' engaged in making experiments, results of which I may sometime deem worthy to communicate,

but would much i)refer to have less experimenting needful. This, it seems
to me, should be accomplished less

as the others.

Could nature and the variations of
winter be controlled by artihcial means
as easily as can be the certainty of
honey flow in summer, then the success of one winter's experiments can
he duplicated the next but until then,
for any man to formulate his theories
into a creed, or the majority of his
successes into an invariable doctrine,
would be to stamp him as an egotist,
and bring disaster on his followers.
;

We

are

reaching

results

quite

"Miner" Points.—In

the

Home and

Science Gossip, of Rockford, Ills.,

Mr.
M. Miner writes as foUovps
In the Bee Journal, July 6, there

F.

:

an ebullition of spleen, ignorance
self-conceit from one Robinson.
Among other silly things he says he
knows how to winter bees snow excludes air and Mr. Newman has sent
his trash over the wide vv'orld to the
is

and

—

;

disgrace of American prestige, and
excluded any reply. Some of us ought
to be in the insane asylum, claiming
to be authorities while we differ radi-

on essentials.

cally

We are astonislied

at the language
used by Mr. Miner. The facts are
that he sent us a communication last
fall, and we put it into our "correspondence drawer," without reading,
awaiting its selection to go into the
Bee Journal. Some time after he
wrote us that the editor of the Guide
wanted him to write for it, and unless
we could print it soon, he would be
glad to have it to send to the Guide.
As we were crowded with matter, and
our compositors could not "set up"
Mr. M.'s articles until they were

copied, and as we were to busy to do
" rush " at the end of the
are settling in convictions but to ar- so, at the
year,
we
at
once sent the article to the
rive at harmonious conclusions, on all
the main topics, will be impossible, Guide, as requested, without ever havowing to the vast extent of country ing read it. Mr. M.'s strong language
and difference of climate involved, as is, therefore, wholly uncalled for.
During all the winter months we
well as different phases of human
" communature to be drifted into one channel. have a large drawer full of
More unanimity of thought on very nications," and another full of " letmany questions is desirable, but time ters " in waiting, all the time, and
from this " store," we select such as
will be required, and a convincing
need of such unanimity, before it will we deem best to give our readers a
savory meal each week. We are
be reached.
sorry if any should feel aggrieved, but
We are glad Mr. Spence is moved cannot
expect to please all. We shall,
experiment,
and
is
by the spirit of
however, continue to do our best to
himself assisting to overcome some of
serve up a good meal to those who sit
the obstacles to uniform success, but
at our table— the Bee Journal.
in many things he will find that a
creed which may be life-saving in
1^- The editor of the Terrell, Texas,
his extreme latitude, would be as cer- Kniyht,
after mentioning the Bee
tain to work destruction further south Journal's recent
change to 16 pages,
or west. Still, it is none the less his adds
" The change has added to its
imperative duty to investigate, as his prosperity and popularity.
Its field
own success depends in a great meas- of influence has been extended, and
ure upon the modification he may the industry it ably represents
has
make in the creeds of others.
been greatly advanced by the weekly
publication." The Knight has our
i^Mr. W. C. Barry, of Mount thanks for its very kind notice. To
Hope nurseries, Rochester, N. Y., advance the industry of bee-keeping
has our thanks for a neatly printed is our aim, on every occasion, and by
pamphlet containing his two essays on every means at our command.
rapidly, and

many important questions
;

:

problematically, as well as less expensively, by utilizing contirmed conclusions and experiences, such as
might be looked for from the fathers
in the fascinating art.
I do earnestly wish, Mr. Editor,
that yourself, and more of your very
able corresp(uulents, would turn more "Ornamental Planting "and" Native
to these two vital parts of the proI^The NeiD England Bee- Journal
gramme. Do let us have fixed (not Fruits," both of which we have read
has again made its appearance, havconflicting) creed on the ways and with much pleasure and profit.
means of preserving the precious life
ing been suspended from November
of the " coming bee."
No. 2 of the California Apicul- to March. It is now expected to apBee-keeping, as an art or profession, turist has come to hand with an ad- pear monthly, if sufficient support
shall warrant it.
is yet in its infancy, and the creeds to ditional 4 pages, making 12 in all.

^^

—
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bees, but our reports are from less
than a quarter of a million, or onetwelfth of tlie whole. If the onetwelfth that are reported are a fair
average of the whole, then the crop
of American honey for 1881 amounts
to 120,000,000 pounds. If we call it
only a hundred millions, it is worth
$15,000,000. Surely the industry is of
sufficient magnitude to satisfy the
most enthusiastic of its devotees."
In Soutliern California, there are six
hundred men who are engaged exclusively in bee-keeping, and yet they
get a full crop on an average but once
in three year.s, and some years thousands of colonies starve to death.

Bee-Keeping in Florida.

Mr. W. S. Hart, Vice President of
National Society for Florida, lias
sent us a copy of the Florida Agricultlie

whicli contains his " address to
the Bee-Keepers' and Fair Directors
of the State of Florida," advocating
more and larger premiums for bees
and honey at the next State Fair.
Mr. Hart says that since its publication $27.50 has been added to the
turist,

prizes for honey.
lately received the premium
the Slate Fair, I have gone
carefully over it, and can say that I
not only have no fault to tind with
the awards there offered, but on tlie
contrary consider every one well and
wisely placed. Yet it seems to me
that one of our rural industries that,

While here in Florida I can not find
any one that has ever known the crop
to fail. This has been called a poor
year for bees, yet my colonies have
increased over 100 per cent, and produced 200 pounds of honey to the

Having

list for

with a

little

The bees of several of my
neighbors have done nearly as well.
All are not fitted for bee-keepers,

colony.

may

encouragement

neither will

Table Luxuries," we tind No.
best specimen Florida honey

and we have

$3.00.

Also, No. 42,

vine-

12,

— best home made

forming bee-keepers' societies and
holding conventions one or more times
each year, where all can meet together
and exchange ideas, and display their
hives, extractors, extracted

gar of any kind SI .00." Tliose two
items afford the only cliances for the
bee-keeper to win a prize, and they
together amount to $4.00. As the
reason for this lack of encouragement probably rests more with tlie
bee-keepers themselves, in not making known the importance of theiu
industry, tlian with the Directors of
the Exposition, I now take the liberty
of presenting a few facts and figures
to show that bees and their productions are, to say the least, worthy
of as much consideration as poultry.
Mr. Thomas G. Newman, editor of
the American Bee Journal, a large
and handsome weekly, published at
Chicago, 111., in a late issue called for
reports from the bee-keepers of the
country, stating their success during
the present year. In No. 41, issued
Oct. 12th, is given a tabulated statement of the returns as far as received.

New

:

;

;

Smyrna,

Fla., Oct. 31, 1881.

no better way of settling up the coast and river country of
all South Florida than by encouraging bee-keepers to come and locate
where they find every requisite of
success. As we depend almost entirely on wild pasturage for our bees,
a wild, unsettled country is as good
or better for an apiarist than any other,
provided it be on the coast or some
water course that will give him trans-

in

P. S.

I see

portation in his own boat to some
point of public transportation. In
all South Florida there can scarcely
be found a spot near the coast or some
river, but what would be a profitable
one for the bee-keeper. There al.so is
found the land best suited to the
orange, and as apiculture and orange
culture are peculiarly fitted to go together, the apiarist can, during his
leisure hours, clear a piece of land and
plant it to trees, thereby forming a
permanent nucleus for a future settlement.
'

1,125,912 pounds, worth
5168,866.80. Perhaps a better idea of
this amount may be liad by stating
that the editor of the Florid;i Dispatch
(who ought to be a good judge) estimates the orange crop of tlie State
for 1881 at 300.000 boxes of 140 oranges
to the box, worth at $15.00 per thou-

sand (about the usual average price
obtained) $675,.544, or not four times
the value of the unnoticed honey crop.
Hundreds of young orange groves are

coming

into bearing, so that a
few years will show several times our
present production of the golden
fruit.
In the same ratio may our
honey and beeswax crop be made to
foot up among the millions of dollars'

just

those whoare fitted
for the business will only take hold
and make a study of the business, instead of trusting to the old " happy
go lucky " way. The climate of Florida is not only peculiarly fitted for
successful bee-keeping, as our harvest
time is long, and we have no winterThe footings are as follows colonies ing troubles, but it also attracts many
in the spring 137,636
fall 235,.510 ; people from the North who come here
average increase 71 per cent. Ex- seeking health without the strength
tracted honey 5,477,176 pounds comb to do heavy work, or the capital to
honey 3,a90,446 pounds, giving a total hire it done for them. To such beeof 9,467,622 pounds, or an average of keeping offers many inducements.
69 pounds to the colony. Florida's
As Vice President for the State of
share in this list so far as reported is, Florida of the North American Beecolonies in the spring, 2,354, in the keepers' Society, I would respectfully
fall 4,712; per cent, of increase 100. call the attention of the Directors of
Extracted honey produced, 167,918 our various State and County Fairs,
pounds ; comb honey, 19,734 pounds and also that of the apiarists of the
average per colony, 84 pounds. In State to the above remarks, and ask
commenting on these results, Mr. them one and all to " put a shoulder
Newman remarks :— " There are in to the wheel," and help to make beeAmerica about 3,000,000 colonies of keeping one of the great money re;

and comb

honey, etc.

all

produce honey
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sources of this " land of flowers," in
every legitimate way possible. Let
us liave liberal prizes offered at our
fairs for bees and their products, and
let the bee-keepers strive with each
other to make the best display of their
stock. Much may also be learned by

parts of this State
paying quantities,
yet there is room for hundreds of industrious bee-keepers to come and
locate where they can do annually as
well and better than I have this year.
For several reasons I think itprobable
that a larger per cent, of the apiarists
of Florida reported to Mr. Newman
than from most of the other States,
so we will call the number one-sixth,
which is certainly within bounds.
Now multiply the 187,652 pounds of
honey reported, by six, to get the approximate production of the State,

greatly surpass in importance to the
State, some for whicli liberal premiums are offered in the list, is sadly
neglected. I refer to the bee-keeping
interest, whicli includes the production of honey and wax, tlie raising of
early queens tor the northern beekeepers, and the supplyingof beesby
the pound to replace those lost during the cold winters of tlie North.
To be sure, there is a "Department
O, for Poultry, Bees and Rabbits,"
but with seventy dollars offered for
poultry, I do not see the lirst cent
offered for bees. In " Department E,

:

worth annually,

if

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

The annual
A Standard Frame.
meeting of the British Bee-Keepers'
Association, was held last month,
and the following is a digest of the
proceedings on this subject
The most important motion

affect-

ing bee-keepers and bee-keeping generally was brought forward by the
Rev. George Rayiior as follows
" That it is desirable ttiat the British
Bee-Keepers' Association do set forth
a standard frame, stamped by its
sanction and authority, with the view
to bringing such frame into general
use, its size and form to be determined
by a committee appointed for that
purpose."
The question of a standard frame
for general use has been discussed by
all leading apiarists for a considerable
length of time, the general opinion
being that the matter should be taken
up by the British Bee-Keepers' Association.

Mr. Raynor in introducing the
motion spoke as follows
The resolution is one of no small importance to
the bee-keepers of this country, and
:

I may say to all who are technically or otherwise interested in the

indeed

—

:
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objection has no force. Heat ascends, honey produced from it ranks it as
therefore with a deep frame, when the of first importance among the flowers
bees cluster ;i.t the top of the frames, to be cultivated by the bee-keeper.
the space below will be filled with During the month of March, or as
soon as danger from frost is gone, sow
cold air."
The motion was seconded by Mr. T. the seed and spare not be assured
boon this would be I must chielly
leave to tlie makes of hives and the W. Cowan, and after some discussion that nothing is better for bees, and
vendors of bees to tell you. This was adopted unanimously. The fol- very few if any blooming plants are
migpoint cannot well be over-estimated, lowing gentlemen were nominated as better suited to our climate than
especially now that bee-culture is the Committee to carry out the resolu- nonette.
Mr. C.N. Abbott, Mr. T. W.
being taken up so extensively by some tion
Cowan, Mr. F. Cheshire, Mr. J. G.
of our leading farmers.
Mr. F. W.
Reversible Frame.
tew days ago I received a letter Desborough, Mr. J. M. Hooker, Mr. Burgess, Huntingdon, L. I., writes to
from a cultivator of many acres in A. Neighbour, Rev. G. Raynor, Rev.
Gleaninc/s as follows on this subject.
Lincolnshire to the effect that he was F. T. Scott.
investing largely in bee-culture, ;ind
At the convention recently held in

art of bee-keeping. I will endeavor
to state a few of the more prominent
advantages such a frame should possess. Firstvi'ould be the interchangeability of all frames. How great a

;

:

—

A

upon modern and approved principles.
Bee Pasturage.— The Semi-Tropic
Held is opened to the beekeeper by tlie tliousands of acres of California has the following on this
mustard with its fragrant golden subject
bloom which this plant affords, the
Very soon the warm, dry weather
fields of white clover, and other melliwill come and the planting of trees for
fluous plants?
We must all rejoice that the farm- permanent bee pasturage should be
ing interest at last is showing signs of attended to without a day's delay.
a growing appreciation of this long- Some experiments point to the Loynnt
neglected industry and in this view or Japanese plum as a very valuable
how highly necessary is it that, far honey producer, blooming in the fall
more so than at any other period, that or winter and producing a fruit tliat
we sliould have a standard frame, as is unequaled for jelly making. It
affording the greatest facility for the withstands Uie frosts and is an evertransfer and sale of bees, hives, and green, that Is ornamental as well as
appliances. Honey extractors would useful. It would not perhaps be out
come into more general use, since one of place to again call attention to the
of the acacia besides the bloom
size alone would be required, and value
it yields, which furnishes both pollen
their use would be greatly extended.
Now a " standard frame does not and honey, the timber is valuable as

And what a

;

Battle Creek, Mich., L. C. Whiting
read a paper about the coming hive
with reversible frames, etc., originated by Van Deusen, of Sprout Brook,

N. Y. It may interest some to know
that, a year ago, I made frames reversible, and have 'experienced the
benefits enumerated in this paper. It
can be applied to any frame with
comb in, it desired. I have my material cut for frames for next year, and
I use
all are to use tfie metal arm.
the L. frame with wires for the support in the center, I use a strip
wide, of picture-back stuff— and by
its use secure openings by its side
through the cards for winter passages.
I have always pressed the wires into
;

%

;

'

imply a 'standard hive.' The hive fuel, being equal if not superior to
may be of any size i. e., may contain willow, and the wood being verj^ light
any number you i)lease of standard and white is just the kind of timber
frames, hence the desirability of mak- to convert into sections for comb
it
can be prepared for that
ing the frame, and not tlie hive, the honey
standard. Hence also it would ap- purpose on a good foot power buzz saw
pear best to state inside dimensions by any handy bee-keeper at home at
of frame, since some may prefer to spare times, thus saving a money outuse stouter material for frames tliau lay that has been a considerable item
others, and it is important that the in the bee-keeper's expense account
heretofore. It will, on ordinary good
comb-surface should not vary.
grow to the size suitable to such
"As regards our shows, I would say, soil,
do not make your standard frame purposes in two years from the plantA sine qua non for hive competitions, ing of the seed, which should be put
but give it the preference cceteris pari- in the ground in the month of March.
It maybe expected that I should Blue gum is another tree of equal if
bus.
state ray own views of the size and not greater value, both on account of
form of frame most desirable, but its honey imxlucing qualities and its
timber. The handling of the plants
this, I think, is a matter that may be
;

'

'

'

well left to a committee to deal with.
I may, however, say that the general
view appears to be that a shallow
rather than a deep frame sliould be
adopted, providing the depth be not
less than ii]i inches, nor the length
than 12^4, in order that the frame may
receive six 1 lb. sections.
Tlie shape I think of less importance, although as giving a decided
preference to a tapered frame I should
double standard,' in
advocate a
other words a rectangular and a
tapered frame of the same superficial
contents, and from what I have stated
above, the size would most nearly approach the Woodbury frame. Shallowed frames are most easy of manipulation, better for extracting, are
'

more

easily

suspended

in

a vertical

position in the liive, and there is no
necessity for those abominations or
queen-destroyers, called racks, to keep
them in their places. It is said that
bees winter better in deep frames, but
witli our modern appliances for winter
and the contraction of the hive this

must necessarily require more

attenwell
repay the attention and expense bestowed upon it, as when once well
rooted it will grow even in poor, sandy
soil, and in a few years altord timber
and tire-wood ; and the time usually
spent by the bee-keeper in clambertion than the acacia, but

it

will

tlie wax by the use of an " excavator"
(everybody will know what that is,
if tliey have ever been to a dentist),
bending the point to an angle of 45
degrees, and on that foot cutting a
Your buttonslot to ride on the wire.
hook arrangement is the same.
One great advantage of the reversible frame is to secure the comb well
drawn out, and attached to both top
and bottom bar.
1 will suggest, that with my frame
there is but little chance for the bees
to stick them down— a metal arm resting on a metal rabbet. Again, it will
always hang perpendicularly, there
being but one place of contact and if
desirable to raise the frames from the
bottom-board for winter, it is easily
done by placing blocks under the
lower arm.
By turning one arm under the bottom-bar, the other is secured flxed for
hanging on the rabbet, and vice versa.
;

cliffs, and up almost
impassable canons to secure ins supply of fuel, if judiciously used in tree
Spring Dwindling.— The London
planting would afford a better result
for his work, besides furnishing liis Journal of Horticulture remarks as folbees with honey close at hand year lows
after year, and but little if any danger
Some bee-keepers are taking alarm
of failure on account of dry weather.
When the blue gum is cut down for at the large numbers of dead bees
any purpose, it will immediately found in front of certain hives. These
sprout from the root and make a are generally cases where a large provigorous growth. This is not so with portion of the stores had either been
the acacia but as it is no more trou- of unwholesome quality, as honey dew,
ble to grow it from the seed than to or had not been properly sealed in
grow corn, the bee-keeper should not autumn from too late feeding. An
complain. As soon as the -danger of examination will generally reveal an
How
spring frosts are over, plant. The abnormal quantity of food.
delicate and agreeable fragrance of signilicant tlie fact that bees, as well
mignonette, which is imparted to the as plants, hasten to propagate their

ing over crags and

:

;

•
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species on the approach of danger to done, the prospective apiarist should
There is a subscribe for one of the apicultural
their own existence
danger of sncli colonies working them- papers, several of which are i>ublished
selves to death. This is the Ameri- in tliis country. The text book study
can trouble known as " spring dwind- will prepare one to read understandling." The only cnre for it is to re- ingly the paper, and by such reading
move all combs with unsealed or un- a person will keep abreast of the imwholesome stores, and supply others provements, and so will be in the way
if they can be had of better qualitv, to take advantage of all that may
or give dry combs and sugar cake. At help liini. Apiculture is advancing
the same time contract the brood nest rai)idly, and he who does not keep intlie bees are crowded, and give formed will soon be left in the wake
till
any comb containing brood beyond of his more enter|)rising brother.
what the bees can be crowded on, to After atliorougli study of the subject,
it will pay well to visit some wideany other healthy colony.
awake bee-keeper, and spend a day
or two with hiui. We are liappy to
Bee-Stings.— Respecting the effect state that one does not need to go far
of bee-stings in rheumatism, a cor- now in any part of the country to find
such an one. Such a visit will do
respondent of Okd-iings says
much to remove the timidity that one
About a month siTice, a neighbor, is apt to feel in approaching these inliving about six miles in the country, sects. The book-knowledge will becalled on me to go out and examine a come practical, as the various truths
colony of blacks that he thought the and descriptions are illustrated.
moth were troubling. While there
the lady told me that bee-stings had
cured lier of rheumatism. She said
that she had for a long time been so
troubled with it in her thigh and hip
that it was difficult for her to walk
across the house. Last summer she
and her sister undertook to transfer a
swarm of bees from an old gum, and
not being acquainted with that kind
For the American Bee JuumaL
of business, never having seen the
operation performed, they got terribly
Some Slovenly Bee-Keeping.
stung before they got tlirough. She
was so badly stung that it made her
REV. L. JOHNSON.
quite sick but since that time she
has not been bothered with rheuma" How many colonies of bees have
tism.
you ? "
!

:

;

How

Start in Keeping Bees in
in the

to

Texas.— Dr. Wm. R. Howard,
Kansas Bee-Keeper, says:

An apiary should be located within
easy range of both prairie and timber,
near some small stream, in order to
have the advantage of the thicket and
bottom, as well as prairie range. In
the thickets and bottoms we have
elms, wild plums, red-bud,
ratan
vines, honey locust, and many other
honey plants of minor importance. On
the prairie we have the horsemints,
milkweeds, etc. Horsemint
our very best honey plants.

The

best

way

is

one of

to get a start of

bees

buy the blacks in box hives
and transfer and Italianize them. Another way is to furnish hives and
transfer on the halves.
We have
tried both plans and there is but little
difference, where you don't go too far
here

is

to

for the bees.

We

" Ten or twelve."
" How have they wintered ? "
" I don't know."
" How have you prepared them for
wintering;"'
" I have paid no attention to them.
I have been too busy."
Such was the substance of a conversation I had with an old beekeeper, as I arrived at his house late
one evening not long since. Frequently had he requested me to come
to see him and talk about bee-keeping.
Until a latehourat night we remained
up and almost every subject connected
with the interest was discussed in his
way. But as he took no bee paper,
and never attended our Conventions,
I found him far behind.

Next morning

early

we were

in his

bee-yard following him around to receive " instructions." His hives were
of all shapes and patterns some in
boxes, some in movable combs, yet
the frames of no two exactly of the
same size. The tops of most of the
hives were leaky or warped so that
dampness and snow was penetrating
the inside every storm. Many of them
;
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being soaked into the hives and combs.
When the hives were opened I found
a little bunch of bees, perhajis a
black and sickly looking.
him I had hives with 10
or 11 combs covered, and young bees
flying, he wondered why his did not
do better, as he thought he had a good
quiirt, old,

When

told

1

location.

This may be an extreme case, yet
over our land we lind hundreds
keeping bees who do but little better,
yet these men say "bee-keeping does
not pay." Suppose their sheep, hogs,
or even larger stock were kept after
the same fashion, who would expect
anything but failure ? These men are
generally the most self-conceited men
on bee matters of any we meet. They
' have long ago learned everything
about bees." " Youean'ttell nie anyall

thing," etc.

one of these
delivered

Some years ago, I sold
men 2 good colonies, and

them in good order that
them die for want of at;

winter he

let

tention

next

;

spring

he

reported

had not sold liim good
colonies, etc. Ihavejio doubt many
of onr qtieen breeders and bee dealers
have suffered in the same way. If
anything is worth doing at all, it is
worth doing well, and the proper care
of bees will pay a larger return than
almost anything else. If we possibly
around that

I

can, brother bee-keepers, let us try to
convert our slovenly bretliren from
the error of their ways, and if we cannot, it will be an act of mercy toward
onr little pets, as well as beneficial to
the craft, to induce them to quit the
business entirely.

Walton, Ky., March
For

A Few

tlie

13, 1882.

American Bee Journal.

Practical Hints.

C. A.

HATCH.

To keep one-;)iece sections from
breaking in bending, hold as many as
you can conveniently grasp, edge up,
over a pail, and pour boiling water
from a tea-kettle on the places which
are to be bent, and be careful and not
wet the

rest of the piece.

The

strips

should all be laid so the grooved sides
are one way this gives a chance for
the hot water to wet both sides nicely,
and only just where it is needed. The
advantage over steaming or wetting
the whole piece is, the dovetailed ends
are not wet at all, and therefore will
not loosen after being driven together,
by shrinking.
Have always run my bees for extracting, and never used many sections but prefer the one-piece to any
other tried. I think they are nicer,
stronger, and quicker put together
do not remember ever breaking one
treated as above. A light mallet is
the best tool to drive them together
;

always bring our
boxes and transfer,
either immediately before allowing to
fly, or four or hve days afterward,
when they have become acquainted
were tilted back so that rain falling
with their new location.
on the alighting board would run into
the hive. Some pigs had been run- witli.
To Beginners. The American Agri- ning in the yard all winter, and these
Can fully indorse all J. W. Porter
culturist, gives this good advice to the liad rooted u]) the ground around the says in the Bee Journal as to the
hives until the entrance of some of age of foundation. Rather melt up
beginner
them was nearly blocked.
after it is one year old and make over,
Those who contemplate starting in
Three or four of the best were sit- than to use. Think the best plan to
bee-keeping the coming season should ting under a cherry tree, in which the keep it would be to pack close in a
procure at once, and thoroughly mas- fowls had roosted all winter, and the covered box. Anyway, do not fasten
ter some one of the several excellent tops were covered two or three inches into frames until most ready to put in
manuals that treat of bees. This deep with their droppings, which was the hive, and do not put in the hive
bees

home

in the

—

;

;
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until the bees are ready to go to work
it, as the heat ofthe hive will harden
it more in one day tlian one month in
a close pile, not exposed to the air. Too
damp a place will not do have had it
mold and spoil even in a dry cellar.
To make a fair test of different
kinds of foundation, it should not only
be of thesanie iige, but made of the
same kind of wax.
had some
nearly spoiled last year with rosin
not over >4 ounce to the lb. of wax.

at

:

We

:

The bees were sharp enough

to detect

even that small amount, and why not
the same with other foreign substance ?
I prefer
rolled
a press.
;

moulded foundation to
have never used any made on

mouth were so swollen that I could
scarcely see or speak, a few moments
later my hands and feet were swelling,
and my heart palpitating so severely
that much effort was required to
breathe. My " better half " becoming
alarmed began a liberal application of
Centaur liniment, the first remedy
she happened to find, and within 20
minutes after the first application,
the pain and palpitation were entirely
relieved, and the swelling rapidly reducing. Next day the sting was repeated on the same unfortunate organ,
but without other than the usual result momentary pain.
Inoculation proved of no avail in
this first instance, but as to what

—

might have done I could not
say their value, however, is recognized in some instances, as witness
the following
neighbor, while hauling rock
some years ago, narrowly escaped being bitten by a rattle snake that lay
coiled under a stone
he was very
much unnerved, and after returning
home, concluded to take an antidote
spirits

Ithaca, Wis.

;
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Bee-Keeping in Nebraska.
J. B.

SKINNER.

A

;

Being a merchant and publisher my
time is pretty well occupied, but with
the peculiar inspiration of scientific
apiculture, I am constrained to keep
a few bees for pastime and experiment, as the sequel has proven a time
or two, perhaps " experience " would
be the better word.
This section of country (Southern
Central Nebraska) is reasonably well
adapted to bees, though the past season was here, as elsewliere, too dry for
more than a moderate yield of honey.
My bees came through last winter
very mucli like those of many other
bee-keepers, losing 100 per cent, of
the total (24 colonies) attributable, of
course, to tlie terribly severe winter

— having purchased some spirits a few

days before for making vinegar— like
Mr. Mace, lie imagined that it was
beneficial, and deeming prevention
better than cure, next morning, as
he was starting to work, took another
portion, and so on each day, and at
the close of the season triuinpliantly
declared that he had not been bitten
once during the year; adding, half
apologetically, that no vinegar was
made though.
Mr. Mace might succeed equally
well with it as a preventive, and
thus save, not only the pain of the
stings to himself, but the possible
risk of death to Mr. Clarke to whom
how convenient to have somewhere he refers, should the latter gentleman
to place the responsibility
attempt to prove the question of inIll
the spring another colony was oculation.
procured and divided into 6 during the
Hardy, Neb.
season, which were put into winter
quarters in good order, and are yet
For the American Bee Journal.
doing well, as the unusually m'ild
Honey from Corn.
weather has given them opportunity
to fly every few days, showing a strong
and healthy condition.
M. MAHIN.
As the country here is new, bees are
scarce (I have knowledge of but 6 or 8
The correspondent of Gleanings,
colonies and none nearer than ten quoted in tlie Bee Jouknal of March
miles of my location) hence we have 8tli is mistaken when he says that bees
discussions, and otherconvention pro- gather honey from corn. If he will
ceedings, and interchange opinions, watch the bees at work on corn tassels,
and observations, through tlie bee as I have done perhaps hundreds of
papers only, so the Bee Jouknal, the times, he will observe that they never
single bee paper I am taking at pres- pause on the flowers and apply their
ent, has a pretty thorough reading tongues to them as they do to flowers
here.
that yield honey. That the said correHeading Mr. T. C. Mace's experi- spondent is not a close observer is
ence with stings in the Jouknal for evident from the fact that he says the
Feb. 1, I was reminded of a similar bees gather honey from corn at the
experience myself during the past time that they gather the dark green
summer; stings usually hurt me but pollen. It is certainly not true that
little, but on this occasion I had been bees gather dark green pollen from
standing in a stooping posture for corn. The pollen from that source is
some moments, causing a flow of blood not dark green but light yellow, as
to the head
the day was intensely anyone may observe when the corn is
hot, and perspiration flowed freely, in bloom. Bees work on many flowers
when a little " pet," with " malice from which they never get a particle
aforethouglit," injected lier " beauti- of honey, and among them are corn
!

freely on it. A carecan always tell whether
bees are gathering honey or pollen
only. If they keep in constant motion,
as they do on the corn flowers, they
are getting no honey. I have never
been able to detect bees gathering
honey from soft maples, and I doubt
whether they ever get any from it. If
they get any it is very little.
Huntington, Ind.

as the bees

work

ful observer
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Practical Use of Comb Foundatiou.
G.

W. STANLEY.

Much has been said and written on
the subject of comb foundation, and
yet there is room for more remarks.
When Mr. C. R. Isham, of Peoria, N.
Y., took that decided stand in favor
of comb foundation at the Northeastern Convention some years ago, I
was using foundation niade on the
first mill that A. I. Root ever sold.
From that time to this I have produced about 20,000 lbs. of comb honey,
and my bees have never been left to
fill a box without a full-sized starter

comb foundation. The foundation
made on the above mill was very imperfect, in comparison with work
done on machines now in use, as
there was but very little wall, and the
of

foundation then used for sections did
not run more than 7 square feet to the
pound, and, of course, there was some
"fish-bone" in the honey but I can
say that my honey has always brought
high prices, which statement will be
indorsed by any of the leading beekeepers through this section, and I
have never had a crate of honey come
back on account of "fish-bone" or
When J. Van
any other cause.
Deusen advertised the flat-bottomed
foundation for sale, I sto^iped using
the Root foundation in sections on account of not enough surface, and for
the season of 1H80 I used the Van
;

flat-bottom, running
to 10 feet per lb. This kind

Deusen

from 8K
worked

new and fresh, if tlie bees
were getting just enough honey for
comb building, as they would then
have time to change the base of the
cell, and as the wall was light the wax
but when honey
was all used up
came with a rush, as it does in our
basswood flow, the bees would add
fairly while

;

to the base to make it the natural
shape, and thus make the base much
thicker than it was when it came from
Now, on the other hand,
tlie mill.
when honey was coming in very
slowly, or perhaps not at all, as is the
case here when no basswood, if the
foundation was a little dry and old,
the bees would take it out at the
entrance to the hive, while a piece of
natural comb in the next box would
be left untouched until fall honey
commenced to come in, and the
natural shaped foundation would be
drawn out and filled with honey.
When these truths had made themful, polished shaft " into the side of tassels.
selvesnianifest, I began to look around
my nose, it was brushed away with- Corn affords an abundance of pollen, for a mill that would make foundation
out hesitation, with no thought of and at a time when there are few 10 square feet per lb., with natural
more than momentary pain. Within other pollen bearing plants in bloom shaped base, and found what I wanted
five minutes, however, my face and it is of considerable value, no doubt, in the Vandervort mill for making
;

wax

—
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If the worlc is
light foundation.
proi)eily and carefully done on this
mill, the foundation will run 10 square
feet per lb., and the base will be very
thin and even, not leaving one part of

the septum thicker than the other two
parts, as you will observe in most
other foundation, and at the same
time tlie wall will be very thin and
sharp, so that if honey came with a
rush you will not get a chunlt of wax
in tlie center of each comb, as the
base is as thin as the bees would have

man is

For the American Bee Journal.
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honest at all times, and under
circumstances, wliile a breeder
tiiat would cheat the purchaser of a
" dollar " queen, would not hesitate to
defraud a customer that ordered a
tested queen.
" But we do not
Again you say
believe, among them all, there is one
who is reckless enough to expect to
buy a single queen for$l or 100 queens
for $65 which would be Ht to rear
even untested queens from." Please
turn to page 169 of the Bee-Keeper's
all

Queens.

HUTCHINSON.

You say that scores
Mr. Editor
of prudent breeders would, in some
particulars, exceed the expenses as
given in Rev. A. Salisbury's balancesheet ; if not too much trouble, give
the details, showing in what particulars a prudent breeder could be more
:

:

extravagant V
Exchange for 1881, and you will find
You speak of breeders making a tliat il. P. Sayles writes as follows
foundabrood-comb
In spealiing of
specialty of tested queens, and avail- " As an illustration of American untion I will be very brief, as nearly all ing themselves of the "untested"
will say I received 5
bee-keepers are convinced of the feature to work off worthless trash in tested queens, I
nuclei from Dr. Brown, of
necessity of it in order to get straiglit filling orders for tested queens, pro- strong
price S3 each. All the queens
combs and to exclude drone comb, to vided, that the "worthless trash" pro- Georgia,
superior in appearance. Of the
say nothing of the great saving of duced bees with the requisite number were
mentioned, one
time and honey that the bees would of " stripes." I believe that some of untested queens above
impurely mated. From
use in making their own comb. If our apiarists are waking up to the proved to be
few queens which
foundation has a high wall, of the fact that the worst fault of a queen is two I reared a
all respects, and
proper shape and weight, so that with not always that she produces tiybrids. proved beauties in
but for the fact that their mothers
a rather light base the foundation will
You say " We have long been con- cost but $1 each, they would delight
run about 5 feet per lb., there will be
of our
no trouble from sagging. In my vinced that waranted or untested the eyes and fill tlie hives
next season. As it is, they
opinion, if this fact had been known queens were not only worthless, but customers
remain and do service at home.
3 years ago, wired foundation would an actual damage to the bee-keeping must
the above, pronot have been used to any extent, as interest. In reply to this let me ask a Such experiences as
Suppose that, about July duce the call for the American bee.
the wires made it much more expen- question
sliould
experiments,
I
my
sive, besides being constantly in the 1st. any of our most reliable breeders From
the dollar American
way of taking out queen cells, etc. had 100 queens that had just com- certainly prefer reliable
breeders, for
Wliat first raised the complaint of menced to lay. (I know of only one from one of our
"
"
the
foundation sagging in the brood cham- breeder who rears his dollar queens breeding or any other purpose, to
ber was the fact that it was made differently from his tested queens, untested imported queen."
I have purchased quite a number of
about 6 or 6^ feetper lb., and the wax and that is Mr. Doolittle. He very exand
was about all in the base, but the plicitly states the fact in his circular, both tested and untested queens,
a proporhigh-walled mill now obviates that and I honor him for it.) If from such I have found fully as large
good queens among the undifficulty, if proper care is taken in reliable breeder I should order 30 tion of
the "dollar" or untested queens, and 30 tested as among the tested, and I prefastening
the foundation in
of these young queens should be sent sume that other purchasers have had
frames.
me in ten days more 1 sliould order tlie same experience. Untested queens
Wyoming, N. Y.
commence

made

it.

:

:

'

•

'

'

:

;

30 " tested " queens, and, of the 40 re-
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are shipped as soon as they

maining queens, 30 had been found to laying, before the breeder knows anybe purely mated, and they should be thing in regard to their qualities,
now, Mr. Editor, which wtiile tested queens are kept at least
sent to me
breeder
lot of queens do you think would be three weeks, and, if tlie
the best. I could destroy the mis- chooses to do so, he can keep, for his
mated queens, or, if I chose to keep own use, the very best among them,
them, would they not produce as good leaving the second class queens to be
honey gatherers as the purely mated shipped as " tested " queens.
I cordially agree with you, Mr.
queen V But, you say tlie breeder can
" What
send out, as dollar queens, the ten Newman, vi-hen you say
want is better stock,
left. bee-keepers
liybrid queens that he lias
Granted but the breeder who would more lioney, longer lived bees, and
do this would also send out superannu- certain profits ;" but I firmly believe
ated and worthless queens, when fill- that these results will never be obing orders for tested queens, if he had tained by testing queens in regard to
any such queens that produced three " stripes ;" and I am glad to see such
men as Ileddon, Alley, and Doolittle
banded bees.
You say: " That it (the cheap queen take the position that they have. If
traffic) does open a wide door for ever I felt like saying "amen," it was
fraud no one can deny." A queen wlien I read the following, in Mr.
whose progeny shows the three yellow Alley's article: "Queens should be
bands is sold as a tested queen, does reared and tested for business, and
not this also open a wide door for not for purity. In ordering queens
Please
fraud V Suppose that the Ohio dealer the purchaser should say
had ordered 100 tested queens, and send ine a (jueen that you know to be
suppose further, that he had stipulated very prolific, active, and vigorous;
that they should be young queens and let her be pure Italian if possible, but'
bred from an imported motlier, if that send me a good one "or none, as I
western apiarist and queen breeder want to obtain honev.'
Mr. Alley says that he has more
had seen tit to do so, could he not
have filled the order with old or orders for queens than he can pos" culled " queens V In regard to these sibly fill, and yet he finds the rearing
" sharp " breeders, who never miss an of dollar
queens unprofitable. It
opportunity to send out old and worth- would liardly seem proper for a young
;

The Temperature of

Cellars.

JACOB SPENCE.
have been watching the Bee Jourto see more particularly brought
up the question (and answer to the
question) whether indoor even temI

nal

really desirable or not* It
reasonable to believe, as the normal condition of bees
wintering in hollow trees would be
alternating sunshine and frost, that
in bee-house or cellar they should, too,

perature

is

seems

me more

to

have such variations of temperature
as would give them a chance to move
and again compel them to cluster?
I value much to have a competent
bee-keeper's

opinion or judgment

at same time greatly prefer good reason
given or well conducted experiment
in support of consistent theory.
I
would vastly like also that we could
have a well sifted and selected list of
just liow many things are undisputed

regard to wintering, if any V Or if
not undisputed, at least generally accepted as essentials, toward bringing
the creatures through with life. This
looks to me where the dead-lock yet
in

comes in. But surely the combined
wisdom and experience now available,
ought to be competent to clear away

:

;

'

:

queens, isn't it a trifle strange
that their names are never given to
the mist yet around the dominion of the public along with their boasts and
" chuckles " over their dishonorable
wintering.
Toronto, Canada.
practices V In my opinion an honest
less

bee-keeper, like myself, to give advice to an old hand like Mr. Alley,
but I presume that I may be allowed to
suggest tliat he follow the course
adopted a year or two ago, by Mr.

;
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Oatman, nf IlL.i. p., drop the dollar have nothing else to do, but preposterqueen business altogether, and sell ous for a man of experience, with a
nothing Init tested queens. He could family to maintain and ctiildren to

My next suggestion

is to dry granuour honey. That it can be done
is hinted to us very strongly by dame
nature herself, for every bee-keeper
who has handled extracted honey,
knows that small patches of honey
upon the stavesof the barrel will often
be found in an apparently granulated
condition so that it can be handled
like dry sugar. Will our chemist tell us

late

thus continue in the business that has educate.
It is true that the cheap queen
become " second nature to him," and
traffic opens a wide door for fraud upcould also make money.
on the purchaser. The presumable
Rogersville, Mich.
harm it has already done, yet doubtCoRitECTiON
About the middle less largely lies cloaked behind the
of the second column, page 149, is a curtain. Like
the glucose trade, it
sentence that commences as follows
was a fraud in the beginning, which why these particular parts dry, and
"I, at one time, had nuclei." It drove honest houses out of the sugar also tell us how to serve the whole
" I, at one time, luid
should read
trade, and supplied the public with an barrel in like manner ? The only exeighty nuclei."
W. Z. H.
inferior, unhealthy article as a substi- periment I can recall, that has been
[A reply to the above may be found tute. Notwithstanding this may be tried upon this problem, was by Mr.
the case in our business, it does not A. I. Root, several years ago. This
on the first page.— Ed.]
necessarily follow that all queens sold peculiarity of certain grades of honey
for untested are a fraud upon the pur- came to his notice and several parcels
For tlie American Bee Journal.
chaser. All tested queens come from of candied honey were hung up in wire
those once untested. The truth in a baskets, to dry, but I think the exDoes it Pay to Rear Cheap Oiieens J
nutshell is, tirst, it presents a strong periment was a total failure.
temptation to the queen-breeder
I could give other suggestions for
KEV. A. SALISBURY.
second, lie cannot make an honoraljle improvements, as to the use of honey,
living dependent upon selling " dollar but will leave the subject for our
It does seem to me almost any one queens," and last, the purchaser runs chemist to give us much needed incan observe, that the advocates of un- a risk in getting a good queen.
formation upon the chemical constitutested queens rely but little upon their
While it is a fact, that all honest ents of honey, tlie coloring matter,
own argnments. as proof thnt the dealers discard and destroy all queens and the flavor.
business is remunerative. Mr. Hutch- that present any external appearance
The glucose industry, not a score of
inson asks the question, on page 149 of imperfection, yet imperfections years old, has passed from one stage
of the Bee Journal: "Mr. S., I are sometimes concealed from the eye, of improvement to another until a
ask if you have not indulged in too and after a queen has been tested, substance hard and bitter, and loaded
many spread eagle advertisements ? " however valuable the mother and tine with acids, is now to be put iqion the
He also informs us when the flow of the stock, she is found not to be worth market, with the bitternesseliminated
honey is scarce, he feeds cheap food— hive room, and no one to blame it is and in granulated form and although
" It was grajte sugar that I used for the sporting of nature.
used as an adulterant in all other
feeding." Of course, Mr. H. is not a
Camargo, 111.
sweets, the spirit of improvement,
sloven or stingy, that he does not like
which posesses the manufacturer is
to see a neat advertisement, buteconworthy of imitation by the bee-keepFor the American Bee Journal,
omy says, " can't ;ifEord it on dollar
ing fraternity.
Is Our Chemist Abroad 1
queens." The same is also true of
Unless our chemist gets around
grape sugar (glucose). He knows, as
lively, he will be left so far behind he
.T. H. MARTIN.
well as any of us (from reports made
will never win his share of the laurels
on glucose), it is inferior and unof renown.
healthy food, compared with good
While reading your editorial, page
Hartford, N. Y.
granulated or coffee A sugar, or honey; 66, upon granulating glucose, I bebut economy says take the dose- came disagreeably conscious that our
economy with Mr. H., and likely chemist is not abroad with eyes and
F<ir the American Bee JoumaL
money in his pocket, but hard on the ears open, to learn the wondrous proManufacture
of Comb Honey.
constitutions of embryo queens. If gress of the present age, and to keep
the reader will take the trouble to the bee-keeping industry upon an even
H. S. HACKMAN.
turn to Mr. H.'s article he will see, race with other and recently disto make a good showing on untested covered industries. Here we have an
queens, that Mr. H. puts' all his in- industry and a product, the history of
Mr. Editor :— I thank you for the
crease of colonies at $7 each, and all which we can trace back through the kind notice given to my last comhis surplus honey at 15 cents per ages, that has not in its chemical munication on Honey in Sections.
pound. To me that is a new leaf just features progressed one step. The Hoping it will not be intruding on
turned. He also acknowledges in honey that is put upon our tables, in your good nature, by my again calling
that report that he allowed his expert the comb or liquid, is just the same as the attention of the first question,
nothing for time spent in rearing the when Samson ate the comb honey " Do people in large cities buy and use
queens and it is altogether probable from the lion's carcass, and lapped the our beautiful section honey, and at
he boarded himself.
the same time think they are using or
weak show- extracted honey from his lingers.
ing for an honorable, remunerative
But I hear some one say
My dear eating artificial comb honeyV" I tliink
business.
sir, what do you yiropose to do with they clo.
Mr. A. G. Hill, editor of the Bee- our beautiful honey, are you not
It was not my aim to prove or disKeepers' Ouide, (once if not now an satisfied with the pure, wholesome, prove the possibility or impossibility
advocate of dollar queens), in the clean article, as now put upon the of making artificial comb honey, for
sequel of his review of the article market
it has
In answer, I may say
I that is a settled fact with me
referred to in the Bee Journal, am not for I know there is a wide not yet been done. But to prove to
" And even with our economy field here for improvement.
says
my honey producing friends that pure
and improvements, we can hardly
The hrst improvement I would sug- matured honey is bought and used
make the price of a suit of clothes gest, is to bleach or extract the color- largely by consumers, under the immore than Mr. Salisbury." My bal- ing matter from our 'dark grades of pression tliat it is manufactured
ance sheet fell short $12. This looks honey. Buckwheat honey seems to honey. This false impression is partly
to me like a very small business— half be the best subject to commence upon brought about by unprincipled, overa suit of clothes for a season's labor and I would inform our chemist, that anxious men in producing some(don't forget the $12 discrepuncy in a fortune awaits him, as soon as he thing new and novel.
my balance slieet comes out of Mr. will present to us the magic filter that I had the following conversation
Hill's suit, which leaves him witli half will remove the disagreeable color, with one of our grain merchants some
a suit, if he intended a $24 suit). He and give us :i nearly uniform grade of 2 years ago, which will partly explain
" I saw a
evidently felt it was a poor showing honey. I think the proper time to my assertions. He said
for a remunerative business. It may
Hack the color is when the honey is nice lot of comb honey at the Exposido for a man of leisure, or boys that first gathered and before it is sealed. tion building in Chicago, and so much
:

:

:

—

;

;

A

:

i*

—

:

;

:

:

:i

—

—
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you would be surprised and it is tractors, comb foundation machines hope that practical disinterested men
in Chicago."
and other valuable inventions, which will be chosen some great blunders
" Tliat is not so
for no one can gave this rural branch an impetus have been made by those who claim
malse comb lioney."
never beforo excelled in any country. to be practical scientists, which has
'•
Tliey do make it, comb and all, for All this has had the effect to place caused the little bee to lose much of
the man that liad it on exhibition told this commodity in proper shape to its character. A few years ago a man
me so, and I afterwards saw the place meet the approval of other nations in New York tried to expel bees from
where they make it. I saw an im- who are striving to compete with the place because the bees sucked
mense pile in their show window."
America. Wliile tliis great revolu- honey from his buckwheat.
But lie had forgotten the street and tion has been going on, the little busy
Rome, Ga.
number, so I could not trace the mat- bees has, like tlie gigantic railroad
ter up.
system, spread far and wide, notwithAnother reason why I am convinced standing their great enemy, which is
of the above fact, is that while I have the worst of all, "the ignorance of
sold my honey from house to house, man " they have contriveil to inS£i22e.
many people would look at the sec- crease and emigrate to the far west.
tions, tarn them over and over, again They have cmssed the Mississippi,
and again, in the most surprising making their way westward until the
" Is this tlie Rocky Mountains are no longer their
manner, and then ask
Honey from Cotton. My bees are
way you put up comb honey
I told boundaries.
Yes, this wonderful inthem no; that the bees made it tluit sect has pushed its way onward over doing well. gatheringsomelioney,and
are
breeding up very fast. Maple,
way that the bees gathered the honey the mountains and the plains, passing
always. Some seemed doubtful.
Dakoto. Nebraska, Colorado, Wyo- peach and plum trees are in full
bloom
the weather is warm, and the
One more strong evidence
My ming, Montana, Utah, Nevada, Idaho,
friend who ate the artificial comb Oregon, and the far Washington Ter- little fellows are busy all day. I havehoney at his sister's table in Chicago, ritory; their march has been west- 32 colonies, all in good condition. I
promised to send me a sample of it ward, and mostly in advance of the have them all in movable frame hives
I would have no other.
when he got back to the city, but tlie human family.
I
use full
sample has not come to hand, and I
The wonderful growth in apiculture sheets of Dunham foundation, and
have no doubt but that he found the during the last 30 years has far ex- find the bees work on it readily.
honey he had eaten for artihcial lioney celled any thing in the world's history. There is no other person in this localwas the pure article, for it is two The revenue derived from the bee ity using the frame hive, nor is there
months since he was here.
excels any other branch of industry any Italian bees except my own. It
Honey taken from bee-trees, log for the caiiital invested, aiut their is thought bees will not pay in this
gums, box hives, and proniiscously nature and iiabits have become famil- country, but I am going to give them
thrown into tubs and carried to mar- iar to almost every school boy. Not- a fair trial this year. I saw drones
ket, is so different from our nice clean withstanding their long existence flying on March 12.
I shall begin
sections of to-day, people can hardly upon the earth, we have a class of men queen-rearing soon, and expect to
realize the fact that our nice honey in who are trying to banish them from the breed some fine queens for my own
sections is pure.
land by accusing them of" puncturing use. I took last season as high as SO
Section honey in country places is grapes, peaches and other fruit." How lbs. of honey from one hive, made
something new. Many people have strange it is that the honey bee has from cotton bloom. I send you a
never seen any. Producers always been cultivated for so long a period sample. I want to know how it will
ship their best honey to the city mar- and never learned until a few years compare with white clover honey.
kets, and the above statement ex- how to open and suck the juice of The sample is not a fair one, as it wasplains the mistaken idea among eity fruit!
not extracted. It was strained from
consuuiers. This false idea is detriWhen this complaint was first made the comb. H. M. Williams, M. D.
mental to honey producing, but how we had the curiosity to test it, alBowden, Ga., March 13, 18S2.
can we remedy it y
thougli we had kept a large lot of both
[The sample came duly but it is
Peru, 111.
bees and grapes, yet never knew of
any injury done to grapes, peaches or not as light, nor as pleasant to- the
taste as white clover. Ed.]
any fruit by them.
For the American Bee JoumaL
We selected from the Delaware,
"Do Bees PiinetHre Grapes?"
which, by the way, is one of the most
Foundation Fastener.— Is Goodrich's
tender of all varieties, placing tlieni machine, intended to fasten foundaA. F. MOON.
in an empty hive, and putting a colony tion in frames not wired ? If so, will
of bees in the hive, but not a grape the sheets of foundation have to be
The members of the Northeastern was punctured, but the bees died. 1 but the whole sizeof franie'i' I should
Convention, which recently held its have frequently placed a bunch of like to buy a machiue that would
annual session, very wisely discussed grapes in front of a hive of bees when fasten whole sheets of foundation in
this question; much credit is due but little or no honey could be gatliframes, that will not war^or stretch,
them, for a just and " wise decision." ered, and have covered them with when the bees commence to work on
For thousands of years the honey syrup; they would lick up the syrup it.
Henry Filley.
bee has been a coinpiinion of man, in but did not destroy the gra|)es, neither
Castle Hill, Me.
the way of supplying him with the do we believe they can. If tliey pos[The foundation should be full size
grandest luxury ever placed before sessed the power they would amioubtan epicure. Bees have greatly aided edly use it long ago, for they have of frame— and may be wired or not.
in the fructifying of fruit in carrying been raised together, and we do not
Ed.]
pollen from " tlower to (lower ;'" "it is think the bees possess any more
needless to give the manner in wliicli knowledge to-day than they did when
Coral Berry Bush. The coral berry
they were cultivated, and managed in first known to man. They liave not
olden times, but we will say that changed they work by the same rule, bush grows wild here on hundreds of
It commences to bloom in
within the last thirty years, " came and are governed by the same law acres.
August, and blossoms till late frost.
the promise of deliverance— the fore- now, that they were 2,000 years ago.
Dnuith does not effect it, and it is
shadowing of the beginning of great
It is somewhat astonishing to look
things"— and that foresliadowing was upon the most refined and intelligent better than white clover. I have been
observing it for 4 years, and find it
the introduction of movable frame communities of modern times and beanywhere, either on high or low
hives.
Up to that period but little hold the igiKuance that still exists, grows
land. It can be easily plowed out
niterest.
comparatively, had been and where knowledge should prevail, with agood team.
J.E. Sample.
manifested. -'except by a few, know- the ig'iorance of merely fashionable
Beman, Kan.
ing the worth of this noble insect." training are twins— Gog and Ma-gog.
Latterly came more important inven[We have several specimens, which
If the question is to be
settled
tions, such as the honey and wax ex- whether bees puncture grapes,
we have been sent from otliers.— Ed.]
of

it,

;

made

;

;

sikSm^^MMM

;

:

rErntW^trx^
—

V

;

;

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

;
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The Usesof Glucose.— Mr. Editor: I
think you are mistaken in your opinion ahout tlie uses of glucose that its
only use is to adulterate. The grocers
of the country sell large quantities of
a flue looking syrup in .5 and 10 gallon
kegs, which is, I think, tlie genuine

—

glucose.

They

call it

about half full of brood. I can handle
my bees without gloves or veil, and
not get stung any more than with the
Italians. Give me the Syrian bee every
time, even if the Marylanders have
better ones.
Lizzv Hautjian.
South West, Ind.

down here"corn

syrup," and do not pretend it is anything else. It retails at 65 cents per
gallon. It is very clear, light color,
transparent, with, to me, a sickish
sweet taste. Most people are fond of
it,
many preferring it to tlie best
sorghum syrups, and paying for it a
higher price. It is utterly worthless
for cooking purposes, and known to
be so by the consumers. It is used
only as a table syrup, and will be
found in almost every house. Of
course, the great mass of the people
are ignorant of its true character, and
believe it harmless and wholesome.
There is only now and then a person
who knows it to be worthless and unhealthy and who will not have it in
their house.
D. P. Nouton.
Council Grove, Kan.

[Being ignorant of its real character
the people use it, but if they knew
what they were eating, they wouid
never think of using it. Is it not,
therefore, a fraud and a snare, detrimental alike to health and life V And
should its real character not be exposed in the interest of common
humanity ? Ed.]

—

Drouth in Kansas. Bees did well in
this locality until the commencement
of the basswood flow, after which
they barely gathered sutHcient for
brood rearing, the drouth being con-

Sweet Clover with Wheat.— Can I
seed a piece of winter wheat this
spring with sweet clover, without injury to the wheat, and the clover do
as well as other clovers sown on winter
wheat in the spring? We seed winter
wheat in this country generally in the
spring with clovers and timothy, and
they do well. Bees are doing well in
this locality.
March 2d my bees
brought in pollen. I have 75 colonies
packed in chaff on their summer
stands. We have had a very mild
winter so far.
Eli Bkooks, Jr.
Center Road Station, Pa.

A

Veteran

Bee-Keeper.

—I

com-

menced bee-keeping when
old

;

and have kept

now

18 years
bees since. I

am

74 years old was born in North
Wales in 1807, and came to America
in 1832. I have taken much pleasure
in working in the apiary, and have
;

made

it

Please

tell

pay very well some years.
me what are Albino bees?

Wm. Roberts,
Vaughansville, O.

[We believe they are the result of
carefully breeding the lighter strains
of Italians, until their

have become a

peculiarities

Ed.]

fixity.

Feeding Syrups.— I wish to inquire
the syrup which has a soda or potash taste is fit to be used to feed my
10 colonies to induce early swarming?
Our grocers call it clover honey syrup.
It has an abominable taste when eaten
on warm cakes.
C. M. Clark.
[Certainly
the growth of the sweet
Lincolnsville, Pa.
clover will be so slow the first season
[Clover honey syrup is probably only
that the vv'heat will get out of its way,
another name for glucose or grape
and the clover will take no harm from
sugar. Do not feed your bees on anythe wheat.— Ed.]
thing you would be unwilling to eat
yourself, unless it be something you
Red Clover Queens and Bees. Much know
to be a natural production.
is
said about red clover queens, or
queens that will produce worker bees Better mix honey with warm water,
that will gather honey from red clover, or make a syrup of pure cane sugar.
but I don't see anything strange about —Ed.]
having such queens. My bees gather
honey from the first and second bloom
Experimental Wintering. I am tryevery season. Some seasons they ing to winter my bees by three differgather half of my crop of honey from ent methods in order that I maj^olve
red clover. Every queen in my two the winter problem ,33 are packed in
apiaries will produce worker bees chaff, whicli are wintering finely, and
that will gather honey from the first they have had several good flights
bloom of red clover in Western Mary- two I placed in the cellar on Nov. 22,
land.
D. A. Pike.
and are doing well .58 are buried in
Smithsburg, Md.
the ground. I shall be unable to ascertain their condition until I take
Kentucky Bees All Right.— I send them out. Should you want to know
if

;

—

—

;

tinuous the entire season. As a consequence many colonies died of starvation, and are generally in a weak condition.
JuHN Y. Detwiler.
the glorious news of a safe passage,
Doniphan, Kan.
without the loss of 1 colony out of 28.
Last winter I lost 21 out of 33. Bees
Syrian Bees.— 1 will give my ex- have been bringing in pollen for 2
perience with the Syrian bees, as I see weeks.
On the 9th of March I noticed
that Messrs. Pike and Valentine have
a number of peach trees in bloom
each given theirs. I do not rear nearly opened to full size. I opened
nuclei for sale, therefore have no axe
some colonies on the 5th of March,
to grind.
When Mr. Jones first im- and
found young bees capped, brood
ported the Syrians, in 1880, I purand eggs, all in abundance. One had
chased 8 queens, having but 9 colonies some
drone brood capped. At this

;

the

result of the
three
different
I will inform you by the 1st

methods,

May.

Many

are anxious about the
process, and are coming
several miles when I take them out. I
think of sowing an acre of mammoth
of

burying

mignonette,
clover.

1 like

with sweet
together
the present form of the
better than last

Bee Journal much

more and more every
G. H. Adams.
North Nassau, N. Y.

year.
day.

I

value

it

made 8 colonies of rate, I expect swarming to commence
Syrians and 1 of Italians, that fall.
in April. The Bee Journal
[By all means, give the public the
The winter of 1880-81 killed nearly all early
improves all the time.
the bees in this part of the country,
result
or your experiments, and the
W.
ASHBY.
G.
but 6 of my Syrians came out in good
conclusions you arrive at.— Ed.]
Valley Station, Ky.
at the

time^which

condition, having lostthe Italians and
the 2 weakest of the Syrians. The
season of IHSl was a very poor season
for honey, so all the bee-keepers say
here, but my (i colonies increased by
natural swarming to 24, which are all
in good condition at the present time,
besides getting more surplus honey
than Italians ever did for me. I find
the Syrians splendid honey gatherers,
working early and late mine carry
heavy loadsof honey, and lotsof them.
Last fall, wlien I prepared my bees
for winter, I found nearly every
colony had twice as much honey as
they needed to winter on, having'the
brood chamber full, with the exception of about 2 combs, which were
;

Bees in Better Condition than for
year ago I lost all
my bees except 3 colonies. I had
nearly 50 colonies. I have just bought
7 more good strong colonies.
Bees are
in better condition this spring than
years.
they have been for many
W. G. Porter.
Weston, Mich., Feb. 9, 1882.

Many Years.— One

Bees in Kansas.— Bees have wintered
finely in this region. I know only of
three colonies having perished during
the past winter, and they were weak
little
and died from starvation.
care would have saved them.

A

J. W. Margrave.
Hiawatha, Kan. March 14, 1882.

—

Lost One out of Fifty-three. Bees
The Outlook the Best for Years.— Our have come through the winter well,
bees have wintered well, and are novv' so far. I have lost 1 out of 53, but the
gathering honey fast. The outlook is bees went up into the upper story and
starved on empty combs during the
the best for years.
JonN P. Fry.
W. K. Marshall.
first cold spell.
16,1882.
Ronceverte, W. Va., March 10,1882.
Marshall, Texas. March

—
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Clipping Queen's Wing.— Is it a good
plan to clip the queen's wing to prevent the bees going off and if clipped,
how far from the hive will they go
generally, when the hive is close to
the ground, and where would the bees
cluster? Would they find her on the
ground or return to the hive V I put
my bees in the cellar on Nov. 11, the
temperature of which has been very
regidar at 42^ since, with one thickness of cotton over the frames and no
cover on, and they have had no flight
except 1 colony that became uneasy.
I gave those a flight in the shop, as I
could not do so out-of-doors. I found
tliem very strong with plenty of
honey, and brood, in all stages on 4
combs, and about 2 quarts of bees behind the division board. I gave them
more room, and returned them to the
cellar.
intend letting the balance
I
alone, unless tliey get uneasy. Is that
;

a good or bad record

V

Wm. a. Pearson.
Lacolle, Queb.,

March

6, 1882.

you cannot give your bees constant attention, it is a good plan to
[If

clip the queen's wing, then when the
bees swarm out she will get but a few
feet from the hive when the bees,
discovering
her helplessness will
some of them cluster on her on the
ground, while the others will mostly
return to the hive from whence they
emerged
some may go into other
hives. Should you find her on the
ground, destroy the queen cells in the
hive and return her. Your record is
good, but with so much breeding going on they will soon get uneasy, and
be better out-of-doors. Ed.]
;
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Profits for One Tear.—For several
Foundation Holder.— I send you a
frame ready to iiutthe foundation in, years I have run a farm and apiary towith a frame to hold it. A piece is gether. Last year I ha/l my farm
sawed out of the top-bar, beveled a worked on shares, and gave my time
little
tiu'u that piece the other side and attention to the bees with the
Commenced the
up and that brings the two sharp edges following result:
together, by looking at the end of the season of 1881 with 72 colonies; intop bar you can see I have left one creased by natural swarming to 120
end piece off so that you can see how have sold 7,422 lbs. of comb and 749
it will take hold of the foundation.
lbs. of extracted honey, for which I reI have tacked the frame to the board ceived $995.06
my expenses were
so that it will not rattle around in $118.70, which leaves $876.36 for my
shipping, loosen the frame from the work. I had empty hives and honey
board by drawing tlie tacks, then take racks left from 1880. I would advise
off the bevel piece lay on the founda- those who think of sowing sweet
tion, put the bevel piece on the top of clover for hay to try a little at first, as
the foundation crowd the piece down it makes prettv coarse hay but is one
sufficiently to liold the foundation
of the best of honey plants. There
put in two or three tacks and then are two kinds white
and yellow
you have it fast, and if you ever want blosson the white yields very white
to cut the old comb oiit and put in honey.
VV. S. Ward.
new, take off this piece, put in your
Fuller's Station, N. Y.
foundation and tack it back, and it is
[The white sweet clover [Melilotiis
all right.
It is but little work to
make the top bars of the frame like alba) is what is wanted by bee-keepers.
this, for every one keeping bees has,
The yellow blooms 2 to 3 weeks earlier
or ought to have, one of Barnes' foot
than the white, but we have never
power saws.
H. \V. Conklin.
seen a bee working on it, either for
Kockton, 111.
[The implement is an ingenious con- honey or pollen. However, we had
trivance for holding the frame firmly, but a few stalks of it on trial, and, of
and the foundation straight, while course, this was not a satisfactory
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

tacking the strip to the top-bar to hold proof, as bees will frequently neglect
a few stalks of even the best honey
the foundation.— Ed.]
plant, to work on more profuse bloom
How I Bind the Bee Journal.— Hav- of some other and not so good a kind.
ing adopted a cheap plan of binding We destroyed the yellow-flowered
the Bee J(juknal. I will give its
sweet clover before it went to seed.
readers the benefit of it. I take it for
granted that every subscriber is keep- —Ed.]
ing idl the numbers on file. I use two
strips of leather 6 inches long by J-g
The Winter in Nebraska.— After celeinch wide, and cut 2 holes in each brating Christmas, while "on the
near the fold at the edge of the paper. wing," ray bees were confined by
I cut holes in the paper and insert in colder weather till Feb. 2, when the
each a shoe lacer as soon as a number thermometer went up to 54^ Fahr. in
is received it is filed, and at the end of the shade, and my bees had a good
the year they are all bound at a cost of flight again. Since then they were
Bee-keepers of Connecticut, out on the following days Feb. 3,
1 cent.
let us organize a State Society.
I will thermometer 60^ F. in the shade;
put my name on the roll.
Feb. 5, 64^; Feb. 6, 74^; Feb. 9, 57°;
Fred. Offinger.
Feb. 10, 62=^; Feb. 11,60°; Feb. 15,
Stamford, Conn.
70°; Feb. 25,60°; Feb. 26,60-'. The
lowest dip we had Feb. 18 and 19,
What a Contrast.— Last spring we when the thermometer stood at sunwere all lamenting for the dead bees, rise at 2- below zero, and on the 20th
ready to exclaim, put me in the list of and 21st we had a snowfall of about
" blasted hopers." This spring we are 12 inches on the level, with thermomeSo far my bees
all rejoicing, thinking, when we send ter 2° F. below zero.
in our rep(ut next fall, it will be a are in a good condition, and fly but
"whopper." Judging from the pres- little even on very nice days, although
ent condition of my bees, they will they are strong and healthy.
Wm. Stolley.
swarm early in April. What a conWhen I put
trast from hist spring!
Grand Island, Keb. 28, 1882.
my bees into winter quarters on Nov.
10, I weighed each of the oO hives, the
Doing Well.— Our bees are doing
total weight being 3,100 lbs., making
gathered pollen on March
an average of ()2 lbs. each. On March well they
3d from soft maple. I will try and
1st I weighed them again, the figures
my report next fall. I have
being 2,7o0 lbs., making an average of give you
7 colonies, increased from 2 last year,
•55 lbs. each, the average consumption
to work one for honey to
being but 7 lbs. per colony. Who and intend
can do with my help,
would have thought a hive of bees see what theyshall
run for increase.
rest
I
could have lived 110 days on 7 lbs. of and the
;

Reversible Frame.— I am using a
simple invention by which any square
frame can be reversed, or either side
turned up or down in an instant, also
any other frame having square corners, such as tlie Langstroth,can be reversed immediately. This is of great
advantage where bees are inclined to
store honey along the top bar. I
would like to hear from you and other's
on this point. My bees are in excellent condition. One colony has about
8 or 10 square inches of drone brood
capped over, and five frames of brood
mostly capped. I fear the present
" cold snap " may destroy some of the
brood. I, like Mr. Alley, am glad to
see the "dollar" queen question
brought up. From my experience I
am satisfied that it will not pay to
rear queens for $1, nor to " warrant"
a queen for $1.50. Although I think
your classing warranted queens witli
untested as e<iually worthless, is hardly
fair at least the warrant I give them,
for they should be not only warranted
to be pure, but prolific and good queens
in every respect, but they cannot be
reared for less than S2. I hope this honey V Hardly an ounce per day;
question will be agitated until buyers and all are on sumnier stands at that.
will see that it is to their interest to Who wouldn't be a
bee-man? I
pay a reasonable price for a good wouldn't give my beesand fancy poulqueen, tested not only for purity but try for a little gold mine.
business.
L. C. McFatridge.
J. r. KiGHT.
Carroll, Ind., March 13, 1882.
Poseyville, Ind., March 13, 1882.

A

;

:

;

Morris Rossiter.

Sunbury, Pa.
Bees Feeding on Pudding and MolasI wish to say to Mr. Heddon
that I think his experiment proves
that bees will not winter well on
ses.

—

—
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" pudding and molasses," for after
sucking out all the molasses they can
reach, on the pudding they will starve.
Dk. E. B. Southwick.
Mendon, Mich., March 14, 1882.

How

to

Sow
way

^"The semi-annual meeting of the
Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley

A

—

Catnip. Please give
to cultivate catnip for

the best
bee pasturage— whether to sow in
drills or broad-cast
I wish to sow
from three to live acres, or more.
Please give the particulars in the
columns of the Bee Journal.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place oS Meeting.

1882.

'i

T.

S.

April

1— Barren

Co., Ky., at Sinking Spring, Ky.

II— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.
19, lio— Tuscarawas

Rots.

J.

25— Texas

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

State, at

;

26,

tliroiigh

honey

By answering

?

Bee Journal, you

the

Marshal Stonehouse.
Shirley, Out.

S.

at

I.

2,

Grand Rapids.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

3 -Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cobleskill. N. Y.
C. Quackenbush, Sec, Barnesville, N. Y.

11— Champlain Valley,

at Middlebury, Vt.
T. Brookins. Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

16-N. W. 111. and S. W.Wis., at Rock City, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.

25— Iowa Central,

Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. Ki a. m., March 20. 1882.

up

to this

hour

$25 Per Colony.— My profits
in 1881 were $25 per colony. My 4
colonies wintered without loss.
1
thank the Bee Journal and Cook's

important business will be transacted.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.

r^The

Central

Michigan

Bee-

for all my success. I could Keepers' Association will meet April
not afford to do without either of 20, at Lansing, in the Capitol building.

Manual
them.

Charles Mitchell.
Molesworth, Out.

Programme. — President's annual

CHICAGO.

HONEY— As

the season is well advanced, sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchanged. I am paying .^c for dark and 10c. for
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce

and rules high.

UEESWA.X- 1 am

wax, on arrival
loi'_'

17c,

Molding Coml)s.— I have 3 colonies
packed in a large boK with chaff. They
sweat so much that the combs and
honey get moldy otherwise they
have wintered vi"ell. What can I do i^"The Champlain Valley Bee-Keepto prevent it V So far there are but
ers' Association will hold their seraivery few dead bees. In the winter of annual meeting at Middlebury,
Vt.,
1881 1 had 5 colonies but they all died
T. Brookins, Sec.
May 11, 1882.
on account of mold and dysentery.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The retail demand for
small packages,

is fair,

86.

extracted, in

but only an occasional bar-

rel is sold for manufacturing purposes. It brings
for comb honey is only
7fiiJl Ic on arrival.
in a retail way, and only choice white is salable. It
would bring 2i>c. on arrival.

Demand

BEESVVA.X— Brings 18@22c.
ceeds the offerings.

The demand exC. V. Mdth.

QuotatlMUS or Commission Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Choice white comb honey is very scarce

and commands 22<gl2.'^c per pound. Other grades,
partly dark and dark are very slow sale. Extracted
firm at 9:stI2c., according to quality and style of
package.

K. A. Bou.VETT. iGj South Water

NEW

;

Jacob Bower.
March 8, 1882.

paying 22c. for good yellowl8^2uc for medium grade, and

Al. H. NewjiAN, 972 W. Madison

;

;

;

for dark.

acl-

bee hives
dress. Rev. J. Asliworlh
and fixtures, E. AV. Wood; Cyprian
bees, J. Harper; the coming bee.
Prof. A. J. Cook care of old combs,
Stephen C. Perry.
Rev. J. ASHWORTH, Pres.
;

:

Quotatlonii of Cash Buyers.

[We cannot

give the dimensions for
two pounds of honey, as tliere is a ^" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
slight difference in weight; however,
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
a round vessel 4 inches in diameter by
4 deep will about lill the requirement,
1^ The Union Bee-Keepers' Assoallov^'ing a little room for expansion
ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
in heating, while liquefying the honey
on the 27tli day of April, 1882. A full
from granulation. Ed.]
attendance is very much desired, as

(

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

Sec.

jwsf

)

The following

at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Profits

N. Greer, President.

Dodge, Sec, Cooperj-ville, Mich.

27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.

will

confer a favor.

M.

i^The Barren County Bee-KeepAssociation meets at Sinking
Spring school house, three miles west
in Glasgow, Ky.,on the first Saturday
of April, 1882. All bee-keepers of the
county are invited.
ers'

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.

27— Western Michigan,

Wm.

Dimensions of a Two-Pound Can.—
Please give the dimensions of a round May
tin vessel which will hold just two
of

and Muskingum Valley,

at Coshocton, O.

[Plant in beds or drills, and transplant or sow broad-cast, where it is
permanently to remain.— Ed.]

pounds

Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held
in the Town Hall atCoshocton, O., on
April 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a.
m.
cordial invitation is extended
to bee-keepers everywhere.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

St.

YORK.

HONE Y—

There is a liberal supply of honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes, I8(<l'il9c ; dark, in small boxes, 12@14c Extracted, white, l(l@Uc; dark, 7w9c
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 21®23c.
Thorn & Co.. and i;i Devoe avenue.

We

:

u

i^°The Texas

State Bee-Keepers'
BOSTON.
Convention
hold its meeting at
Trade
quiet.
HONEY—
We quote at 20@22c., acAndrews'
Apiary,
Judge
W.
li.
at
[Take the cover off your packingcording to quality.
BEESWAX-Piime quality, 25c.
box, remove all the upper packing, let McKinney, Texas, April 25, 1882.
Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham Street,
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
the sun shine on the blankets till the
CLEVELAND.
moisture is evaporated from the hive,
The spring meeting of the HONEY— The market remainsunchanged 1 and
then replace the cover on the box, Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso- 2 lb. sections, of best white, sell reaciily at 21@
22c.: glassed white, ir,(5,i7c.: buckwheat very dull
without replacing the packing over ciation, will be held at Berlin Center, at 15(a.inc. for unglassed. E.xtracted, small packages. 12c.; large packages, lie per lb.
the bees, or, at most, with but loose Mahoning Co., Ohio, in the Town Hall,
BEBSVV A.X-Scarce at 25®;jnc.
on Saturday, Marcli 25, at 1 p. m.,
A. C. KENOEL. 15 Ontario Street.
hay or straw above them ; then bore sharp. All interested in the science
SAN FRANCISCO.
IJa inch holes in front and rear of the of apiculture are invited to be present

Dry

Valley, Pa.,

will

1^

:

1

HONEY— There is an entire absence of demand.
in the discussions of
Stocks are not large, but holders are anxious to
the day. The following questions will clean up.
We quote white comb, l(:(y2oc.: dark to good. 10®
be discussed: "The merits of the
14c Extracted, choice to extra white, 8-t^(,(il0c.;
different races of bees." " The best dark and candied, 7'.'.s;c. ItKKSWA.X- 2:ny/25e.
STEAKXs & S.MITU. 423 Front Street.
method of securing surplus honey."
" Which is most prolitable to the beeST. LOUIS.
?"
i^The spring meeting of the keeper, comb or extracted lioney
HONEY— Dull and lower to sell season about
Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- An essay on pasturage or forage for over.
Strained offered at .^e. and unsold. Comb
quotablv in fair demand at 18(<(j22c.
ciation will be heldin Cortland, N. Y., bees will be given.
BEES WAX— Stiff at 2ny;21c. for prime.
May 9th, 1882. M. C. Bean, tiacy.
Leonidas Carson, Pres.
R. C. Greer & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.

upper part of the packing-box, to allow the escape of the moisture which
may pass through the straw.— Ed.]

and participate

'''

;

1

;

:
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Binders for 1882.— We liave liad a
of Emerson binders made espe-

Food and Medicine.

lot

We

have just issued a new edition cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
pamphlet bearing the above They are lettered in gold on the back,
title.
It has been revised and en- and make a nice and convenient way
larged from 2-t pages to 32, the new to preserve the Journal as fast as
pages being devoted to rirv) Recipes received. They will be sent postpaid
for Honey Medicines, as well as all by mail for 75 cents.
kinds of cooking in wliicli honey is
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on.
used.
It is undeniable that pure honey is which are printed a large bee in gold,
the simplest, the healthiest, the most we send for 10 cts. each, or S8 per 100.
of our

KAXES FOR ADVEKTISIXG,
20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A

line of Agate type will contain about elarht
'n'ordfi; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

Special Notices,

r>0

cents per line.

l>lSCOTI>TS

will be given on advertisements
for the "Weekly as follows, if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount.
For 4 weeks
:

"
"

"

"
"

8

13

ae
89
5«

SO

*'

**

(Hmonths)....40

"

"
"

Omonth3).....'JO

"
"

(3

(1

months).... 30

OO

year)

Discount, for 1 year, in the Monthly alone, 35
per cent.. O months, lO per cent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone,
40 per cent., O months, SO per cent.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be churned the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

THOMAS
WT* West

G.

Madison

I'hicaKo,

and the most strengthening

well as the best remedy for the sick
and for the convalescent it is the true

balsam of life, to restore them
wonted strength and health.

1^ It is a fact that liorse dealers are

What

III.

of honey.

This

pamphlet should be

little

try,

J>pccial 31oticc5.

it

—

To Advertisers. By reference' to our
schedule of nites for advertising by
tlie year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers

scat-

In this

market

column.

llwSt

NeiT Price Lists.

way

in almost

— We have received

new Apiarian Catalogues and

Piice

Lists from the following

locality.

We

do You Manage," said a lady
to her friend, " to appear so liappy all
the time V" " I always have Parker's
Ginger Tonic handy," was tlie reply,
" and thus keep myself and family in
good health. When I am well I always feel good natured." See other

over the coun-

by honey producers.

will create a liome

any

all

spavins, because they can make money
by using Kendall's Spavin Cure. 9w5t

"How

needed is to educate the
community up to this idea, and in no
way can that be done so well as by diis

tered by thousands

ringbones and

buying horses with

to their

recting their attention to the merits

NEWMAN.

Street.,

natural,

article of food for healthy persons, as

"

have put the price of them low

W. Calder, Williamstown, Ont.
O. Poster, Mt. Vernon. Iowa.
E. L. Briggs, Wilton, Iowa.
them far and wide. Single copy 6
Also the Gardener's Guide by Parker
cents, postpaid; per dozen,.50 cents;
& Gannett, 49 North Market street,
per hundred, S4.00. On orders of 100 Boston, Mass. an excellent seed cataor more, we print, if desired, on the logue.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
of America to make their announcebee-keeper who scatters ttiem). This
ments for tlie coming season's trade.
We not only offer the best advertising alone will pay him for all liis trouble The AMERICAN Bee Jodtinal Is the oldest Bee
and expense enabling him to dispose Paper in America, and has a large circulation
medium, butthe lowestrates on yearly
in
of his honey at home, at a good profit. every State, Territory and Province, among farmJ.

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter

—

3i(tucrttscmcitt5,

—

contracts.

When

mechanics, professional and buj^lness men,
tberetore, the best advertising medium.

ers,

100 or

more copies are wanted,

aDd

ts,

they will be sent by express, at the

The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages expense of the purchaser.
to each colony, ruled and printed, and
so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
is

For

.50

colonies (120 pages)

" 100 colonies 220 pages)

$1 00
1

®" When
dress,

new

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

address.

2 00
A Sample (lopy of the Weekly Bee
larger ones can be used for a Journal will be sent free to any perfew colonies, give room for an increase son.
Any one intending to get up a
of numbers, and still keep the record club can have sample copies sent to
all together in one book, and are there- the persons they desire to interview,
fore the most desirable ones to pro- by sending the names to this office.
cure at the start.

The

To Promote a Vigorous Growtli
the

of

in clotli,

send Cook's Manual
or an Apiary Register for 100
will

use Parker's ilair Balsam.
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
It restores the youtliful color to gray
hair, removes dandruff, and cures for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
itcliing of the scalp.
llwot
Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.75.
liair,

;

Examine the Date following your
i^° The Bee Journal is mailed at
the wrapper label of this the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
paper; it indicates the end of the and any irregularity in its arrival is
month to which you have paid your due to the postal employes, or some
subscription on the Bee Journal.
cause beyond our control.

name on

Seed

Clover

Wanted!

wish ti) purchase several buslipla nf Sweet Clover (5f#/tMh(s alba) Seed. Adriress, statine quanI

tity

and

UT2

NK^VMAN.

A. H.

price.

12wtf

W. Madison

Street. Chicago,

111.

SAI-E— Any number of colonies nf choice
FOR
Italian and Cyprian Bees,
frame standard
in 10

.50

" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1^ We

Sweet

LanKstri'th hives. Also, Hives. Sections. and choice
bred Vuefns in their season, at popular prices.
Will sell the entire Apiary of jno colonies, and overythinji to run them the enniing .^easini, at a bareain. Also, wanted, an active ninn to work at the
hee business 7 or 12 months. Corre^n-ndence solicited.
iiiwtf

T.

Address,

S.

ROTS,

Columbus. Wis.

Basswood, or Linden,
one

Trees.

fuot inul under $:J per Hh bv mail
1" feet high for 4. <;, h, ioand
fi, s and
apiece respectively. Special rates bv the
i.

J. 4,

?:j

;

IL*

cents

hundred

OEO. E.
or thousand.
Fremont Center, Newaygo Co., Mich.
lUwlt

HILTOX,

WAIVTED— A man

to

work on farm,

in apiary

and supply shop, with chance to learn the
business. Must be industrious, temperate, and
well recommended. Address, stutine wayes,
C. A.
l^wltp
Birmingham, O.

GRAVES,

BEESWAX.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying Ji'c. per pound, delivered here. Cash

I
I

am

on

arrival.

Shipments

AI.FR£I>
972

West Ma'iison

solicted.

XI.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CIIICAGO, ILL

'

;

.
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CLUBBINti LIST FOR 1882.

GOODRICH'S

We supply tbe Weekly A.nierlcun Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1882
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both

FOUNDATION
FASTENER.

All postage

is

For B'ASTENING

PublishtTS' Price. Club.
$2 00.

The Weekly Bee Journal

andGleaningslnBee-Cullure(A.l.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

3 00.
3 00..
2 50..
.

Bee-Keepers'ln»tructur( W.Thomas)
450..
The 4 above-named papers

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet):i
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
6
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

ManuaKbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey. (T. G. Newman) ..
Prof. Cook's

3
2
2
2

Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

00..
50.

.

60..
30. .
25..
40..
85.

.

T5..

SECTION BOXES, securely and

2
2

Weekly Bee Journal

Sample by Mail

3 00
2 2.i
2 7r>
2 60

Basswood and Gatalpa
ENGRAVINGS.

for

One year

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

in cash

;

up the club.

Price as cent*.— Sent on

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
971

Q.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

;

no others, and greatly desire that eacli
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal.

The undersigned offers his Bee Farm for sale,
situated one-half mile from Plainweli, Allegan
Co.. Mich., containing 7 acres of land, with all
kinds of choice fruit, good buildings, including
honey house and J house-apiaries, with KKi Colonies of Italian and Hybrid Bees. Price, including
Bees. $:j.(KK.), or ?:2.r>(Mt without bees. For further
particulars address the undersigned at Petoskey,

Queens,

mailed on application. Address,
Youngsville,

llw4t

DAVIS,
Warren

Honey

WM.

EmmettCo.,Mlch.

Co., Pa.

E.

Melilot Clover,
White Clover.

Alsike Clover.
Mammoth

a

ALFRED

FORBES.

972

Specialty.

CROW?FOOT,

FOB
S9wly

b. C.

Hoseville,

Warren

Co.,

Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.
J. M. C. TA.'StOK,
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

lOwtf

an Bees.

purchasinti elsewhere. Choice bees, gcod goods,
satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf
E A.
& CO., Coleraine, Mass.

THOMAS

in

any point of value

Kane County,

:

also barrels of
St. Charli

M. MARVISf,

Ilw2tp

Ul.

high side-walls, to 16 square feet to
\^^^^^ the
pound. Circular and samples free.
y^^^^l
J- VAN DEUSEN & SONS.
i^^M^M
Sole Manufacturers,

S^^^^
v*^

'"-

A few

Choice Colonies for

H. D.
10w4tp

sale.

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. Y,

COLONIES OF ITAl-IAN BEES

XOv/

all in

H

for sale at $5.00 per colony, in lots to suit

good condition, and in Langstroth bives

containing lo frames.

9w3tp

PAUJL.

BUNK.EN,

EDWARDS,

Delhi, Jersey County,

^ARICElWBfiraillNIC

III.

Ginger, Eiichu, Mandrake, StiUingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tcnic, into a medicme
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

We

ofTerforsale isognodColoniesof pure Italian
andCvprian Bees, mostly in Langstroth and AmerKio new. painted. Langican Hives, at *4 each
stroth and American Hives at Jil.-SO each 3.:>iK>
;

:

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

I

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapesl.indispensabip to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Selfpreservation ;"bound In flneat
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt, :iiKtpp.,con tains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions, price only tl'25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c
;

TTTJnW

LJHUW

;

send now. Address Peabody
TTJVQrrr
imOlJljr.

PAHKKH. No. 4

Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
22wly
St.. Boston.

Bultinch

Boss Sections, $_' per r»'KT iibout:io Queens, tested.
Hoti lbs. C"nib Foundation. :i0c. per lb
fl each
twonewExtractnrs. Muth'sand Everett's. $4 each,
one iJ-inch roll Foundation Machine, $15. We
win pay shippinp charges on orders of $', and upwards. Satisfaction civen or money refunded.

TAood Purifier and the

;

BcslIIcallh&Strcnpth
llcstorer Ever ^s^d.

;

A. T. SEDOEWICli.,

llwtit

Corning, Ohio.

ELECTROTYPES
Of EnRravinKs used in the Bee,Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— iiosinule oil sold for less
than

.IOC.

Freeman, Mo.

Address.

CHEAP.-CHEAP.

FULL COLONIES OF YELLOW BEES,

dAMES

111.

COMB FOUNDATION,

1 Qrfl

111.

Send for our 2M-papo Illustrated Catalopue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before

Not excelled
Honey.

Street, Chicago,

i

Send fo Circular.

FB.SB! FB.SS!
and

NEWMAN,

FLAT- BOTTOM

Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition.

AXTEL.U

H.

West Madison

lOwatp

1 have II choicolct of Tc^itod Italian Queens, also
Full Colonies of Bees, 1 offer for sale cheap. [
shall breed and have for sale after June 1st, young
Queens from the best of Imported stock. Satisfaction guaranteed. Pt ice list free.
Hartford. Wis.
Ilw5m
I. 8.

SAr-E— 150

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingsent free upon application.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE
Queens

Bees and

Plants.

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

BEE FARM AND APIARY

OF

J.

SEEDS FOR

;

1^ We are sometimes asked who
our autliorized agents are V Every
subscriber is such an agent we have

W.

old, nice Trees, by mail, postpaid, $2.50
per UK); by express or freight, $i.5(' per 100; byexpress or freight. 19.00 per l,(XK.t. Catalpa equals
Basswood for honey, and the wood is proof against
H. M. MORRIS,
decay. Address,
Nurseryman, Rantoul, 111.
10w5t

TREATISE

giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms tause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifTerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
A.

;

Bees and

30c.

Per dozen, by express
$2 00
Catalogue and Price List of Bee-Keepers' Suppllee
and Small Fruit Plants, free to any address.
Mw4t
U. E. DOBGE, Fredonia. N. V.

The Horse

Choice Italian

AHEAD!

STILL

5 50

:

I.I8T

III.

DODGE'S FEEDER

2 80
2 36
2 40

For a Club of », -a copy of '* Bees and Honey."
•'
a, -an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
"
4, -Apiary Register for 5U Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
"
"
cloth.
5,
"
e. -Weekly Bee Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 2(X> Col's.

PRICE

ITrbana,

3.5

4 00

be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club

for their labor in getting

Send for

rapidly.

GOOURICH,

Swtf

tiO

1882, will

Or they may deduct 10 per cent

S.

circular.

2 75

— Those wlioget up clubs

Premiums.
for the

A SIMPLE MACHINE
COMB FOUNDATION to the
TOP AND ENDS OF BROOD FKAMBS, OR IN

prepaid by the publishers.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,III.

l»74 West Madison Street, Chlcaica,

It

cures Rheumatism,

&

Parker's
Hair Balsam.

diseaess
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

&

Kidneys,
&isentircly differcntfrom

Lungs, Liver
rsitters,

Ginger Essences

The B€st, Cleanest, aod
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as It
Never f.ilh to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray baJr.
Co., Chemists. N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Site.
_
60c. and $1 filiec.
_
ing'.

&

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

"B.ED TA-PE!"

FOUNDATION
AND
imor.E8ALE

RETAIIj.

Dealers in l>ee-8upplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundati-m. Wu now
have the moat extensive manufact<iry <if fimndation in the country. We send to all purtsof the
United States. We make

STAPARD

ALL

STYLES,

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.

Samples free on request.

first to

25,000

The Orlelnal

the

copy

BINGHAM

1

&

By A.

you buy the On^:!nal" Patent BinulKun
Bee Smoker, you uiU
aid

State Agricultural

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Vueen
J4.50
^f^arueNucleu8, with Tested Vueen

over—

world

and handsomer

thi-

season than evor he-

Our

*2.

patiMit.^

Btove-wood. or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokersand hon^__
ey knives first, yuu — ^„„i.„j iqtq
will have to buy no Patented, 187».

Send

others,
als, to

for free descriptit))n

and testinioni-

BINGHAM & HETlHE RING TON,

Abronia. Mich.

5.00
1

"
"
per tialf doz.,
13.50
after Jul y l
Registered
L.etter
Address, by
or Postoffice Order.
I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

BEES for SALE.
I

have for sale about

300 Colonies of

Brown Bees,

Celebrated Arkansas
which

will dispose of in lots

I

OR MOKE

the

of

TEN COLONIES

at very reasonable prices. They are in
ten-frame Langstroth and box hives. These bees
are said to be large, remarkably amiable, good section workers, and excellentcomb builders. Owing
to the mildness of the Arkansas winter, they will
be very strong in bees, and spring dwindling will
be avoide I. These bees can be delivered on board
steamer, near Memphis, before the middle of
March, and before the early honey flow and swarming commences. Writeosoon for bargains, as*'I
Will close out both my Southern Apiaries by March

remove them North.

15th, or

am

also bookina orders for Italian Queens, Nuand Colonies, to be supplied from Chicago in
June. Address,
I

clei

ALFRED
972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QUEENS and NITCLEI IN SEASON.
lySatisfaction Kuaranteed. Circular on application,
a. H.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

50wtf

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries lioney from the hive to the Extractor, aset
of apiarian to<d8, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-'in
will not break nor bruise combs
adjusts
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
address it to
M. DAVIS,
3owiy Patentee and Proprietor. Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

;

JOHN

$r| n n

III
I

i

i

Co.. Micti.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMimiDGE,

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American
to send his nameand Postoffice address for a copy ot his new Illustrated Circular of
Bet.'-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.

Bee Jouknal

tyBeeswax

wanted.

3w26t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

1882,

From
REV. E.

the Evergreen Apiary.
I...

BRIGGS.

of Wilton Junction.

will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as esirly in the coming season as

Iowa,

Ihey fan be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens, t'i Warranted Queens. $2 Queens without unaraiitee. f-\ Two comb Nucleus, with 'I'ested Queen, ^. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
if act ompanted with the cash.
3W26t
:

;

;

;

outtlt free.addressl*

toagents.

O Vlckery

AiiKUsIa, Uaine.

36wly

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
Aplnrliin Snpplies, should send
Descriptive Circular aud Price List. Sent
F. A. SX£r.r.,
Address.
Milledgeville, Carroll county. 111.
3wl3tp

for

my

HEABQTJARTERS
Italian

Send for <ircular.
swOt
"TTT

FOJK

Queens, Bees and Fancy Poultry Eggs.

A ATTTJ^T^
/ill
LUil-J

K.IOHT.

F.

.J.

Poseyville. Ind.

AGENTS

to take orders

Vt
the best selling book on
FARM
and HOME topics ever published. Sells
sigh'.
handls

at

Ijadies ciin

any language;
trations.

for

it.

Has no superior

pages, with nearly
free on application.

l.0.'iO

Terms

Cent, to AffentH.
F. L.
4w.'')tx

J.

A VEAKand expenses

in the line of

IL,L,.

Bees andGlueens

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
llrst edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.irees.
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.thougU
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary In the apiary.
This work Is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Head

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVINO COMB-UANQER,

free.

CHICAGO,

St.,

IIluNtratiomi.

The

(.'niony. with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July
10.00
Same, after July 1
TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1, 3.(.w
after July i.. :J.50

DR.

tJie

College of Michigan.

820 PaKe«; 133 Fine

better

Full

Iwtf

COOK,

ard of excellence the

coverall the smokt-rs
that will hum sound
111.

J.

Of Lansing, Projessor of EntonioloQ]/ in

the inventor ot

improved bee smokers— pet the best, th:tt
never go out— always
pleHi-e— never is complained of— the stand-

to

SON,

OK.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

USE,

IN

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

If

Price per iumiI.
postpaid, from o.", its.

Hamtlton, Hancock Co.

GOLDEN

will be

fore.

DADANT

CHAS.

Who

191

in

2,1*00 illus-

SO Per

HORTON A CO., Pubrs.
Indianapolis,

Ind.

Given'sFoiindationPress.
The latest iujiirovetiient in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
iwly
D. S. GIVEN «fe C. Hnopeston. 111.

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,
Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by I>r. Wm. U. Howard, is ot especial Interest to
beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Hi-ddon will write
a practical arCicle for every

number

for IWLi

;

pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

agement of tlie apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. U. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and whicii, no one who oDtaina
ever reyret having puiCQused,- J^iicyt. Far.
who wish to engage -n bee-culture, a
is a necessity.
Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive wvrk.— Herald, Mouticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with tlie times in every particular. Tbe
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wen'zel.
My success has been so preat as to almost astonit,

will

To

all

manual

and much ot it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Coolt's Manuai.— Wai. Van A.ntwekp. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
vaiue to all bee-raisers.— A"i/. Live Stock Record,
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or lureigii. whivh I like so much.— L'Abbe Uu
Bois, editor of the Butu-tui D' .apicufteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insecus, but also a thorough, practical,
aud clearly expressed seiiesof directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an e.\tended account of the
enemies ot b^es.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum of tlie bee-keeper. It is replete with tho
best intorniatioo on everything belonging to apiculture.
To al taking an interest in tins subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and p'laciicc as adviaad.—AgncaUuriitt, Quebec.
This book l3 pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
trearise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
BCientidc work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it la
essential to every uiiiateiir in bee-culture. It ie
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
esi.— Wiblern AyricuUurist.
to the
This wort Is undoubtedly the most coiiplete
manual lor the insiniciioTi of bee-keepers whieh
has ever been published. It gives a tull explanation rugariiing tlie care and management ot the
apiary. There is no sut>jcct relaimg to the culture
of bees lett untouched, and In the compilation of
the work Prot. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which houses
ish myself,

We

W

admirably to promote and make popular this most
Interesting of alloccupaAions.— .dJiimcaTi Inventor.

Prick— Bound
91.00. by mail

Joj
In cloth, «fil.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

XHOMAS

SCOVE^L & ANDERSON.

Columbus. Kansas.

Book ;

that it is the work of a master and of
real vdlua.—L' Apiculture^ Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.-LEWis T. COLBY.
It appears to ha^-e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— BnU.sh Bee JournaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray constant guide in my operations and successful man-

-JO

number worth

28wtf

the follmiHng opinions of the

AH agree
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
THE DUMHAIVi
Iiiventoc

itiid

Books

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sole Manuliicturer "f

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

FOR SALR. ALSO.

THOMAS

COMB FOUMDATION
And
Circniar.s sent

100

Colonies of

Bees

Italiian

Bee-Keeper*a Gtilde

IX SIMPLICITY HIVES.
QneeiiN: Italian, Cyprian and Al-

Coinb

bino;

Foti7iiliitlon: Given,

Vandervort, Dunham and Root;
Smokers, Frames. Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required inanapiarv. Send for price
Iliven.

list.

Box

5w]y

FLANAGAN,

E. T.

Address,

by

;

CHICAGO, ILL,

or. Cook*s

Manual

Eniirely re-wrltten. elegantly
and fully "up with the times "on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The bonk is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, ajl. 25 ; paper cover, JSl,
illustrated

Sale,

for

price,

NEWMAN,

Street,

of the Aplikry. —

on receipt of address only, by

JAMES HEDDON, Dowaglac. Mich.

lw3jt

West Madison
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Useful Supplies.

.ill

G.

Qulnhy^s New Bee-Keeping, byL. C. Root—

Tlie author treats tlie sii)*jectof bee-keeping so
that it cannot tail to interest all. Us style is plain
and forcible, making ail its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— at>l. SO.

ABC

NoTioe*9
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining t() the care
and isvaluableio beginners and

oi the honey-bee."

(Rose Hill Apiary\
819, Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

those

more advanced.

Cloth,

$1.2o;

paper, JSi.

KlnpN Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised iiml brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 9^1. OO; paper, 'VSc.

King.— This edition

1882.

Liangstroth on the
-

This

is

Illustrated Catalog-ue
AND

Jad, 18S1.

Circular for January,

;

or, fliicceHsfnl manaire-

or

Having ohtiiined LKl'TKllS
246,099 for Dunham Knundiition Machine, msiklnt;
comb foundiition witli biiae of cells of nHtunil
shape, and side-wulls brmiKht up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby give notice to alt parties infrlnKinK
my riKhts, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, an well as to all parties purchusins
machines as above, other than of my ni:inufacture.
that I am prepar(Ml to prnt»-ct my rights, and shall
prosecute all intrinb: niciits to the full extent of
A. I>1JNHAM,
the law.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Tbomna
Newman.— This piimphlei discourses upon the
Ancient History
ry of Bfes and Honey ilie nature,
quality, sources.
^s. and preparation vi H<iiiev fur the
G.

(

DePere, Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEAUIA' A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

book of its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumb-^r, lotis. and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
waKes. rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables. Interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
cents post-paid.
for it. Sent for
O.W. FISHEK, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. _^t

FOI^ OnSTE

SEl^SriD

ZS~ It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No beekeeper should
be without it. Your name and address, written
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

H.

three to

eipht inches, li^L.^^O

four feet.

*7.00 per lOO.
Z.

It.

Address.

JEWETT.

Nurseryman,

SparUk,

6w8tp

WU.

have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES, 192
pocket form; full of useful tables lor

casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wanes tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bnokseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 4t) cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER.

13^ Also

for sale at

'iwdtn.

1 raake a specialty of rearintr pure Holy Land
Queens, and have iiow more than loo colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June '20,
Gl.:25each; after that date, single Queen, $l.O(.i (>
Warranted
for|5.iK;i; 12 or more, 75 cents each
Queens,
cents more eaah. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

Rev. A.
Cam.arg:o,

Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
the Bbk Journal office. _mX

SALISBURY
Douglas county,

111.

;

;

20

I- l^.

G-OOID,

—"Low

Returns
timiers Never Defrauded."

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty. Ind.

Italian

Prices, Quick

Queens

—

*I

;

;

Cus-

Tested.... $2

;

Muth's Honey Extractor,

^

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LanKstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc..
C. F. IMXTTH,
to

Apply

H7i> and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
t^~Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

iwly

many useful hints.- Price ISc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, "by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; yjpuLies.
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
not eat. Tins book S'liould be in every family, and
contains

j

create a sentiniL-nt against adulteration of
lood products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered ua food. 200 pages. 50c^

oii;;ht to

Moore*s Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, (onmins over l.lHXi.Ooo ludusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes.

'^'

^

'J'ri''^

Se-

crets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc..
f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farn'or and Business
Man. (iives i^iMi.noo items for Gas. Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists.

Millers. Blacksmiths. Founders. Minei s. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Sumiii Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every Kind.
The work coniains i.ojii pages, is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight m pold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,JSS.50.

more useful

Cyprian Queens
$1; Tested
%i
Palestine Oue»*ns..ji Tested... J2
'\ ^''-'ftra Queens, for swarmintr sea•i}^\
'j^\gjf \<dlson. ready, if we are timely notified.
X
One-fra'me Nucleus, either Italian.
\
(>prian or Palestine, %\\ Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames. $8. SVa.x:
worked on Ouniiam machine. 10 cents per pound
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 15 cents per lb.
Safe arrival Kuaranteed.
"'

C. p. I>adant. giving in detail thi> methods
management adopted In their apiary. This

lis

KendalPs Horse Book, — No

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
our Motto is:

;

5wly

lOy.

l^se- Being a description of the
hive used by G. Al. Doolittle. Price, «c.

Ch.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.

-J.^)

Price,

liiK

NEWMAN,

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

pa(res,

tcj

in lull.

The Hive 1

and
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SHOULD

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO;

Bee-Keepers' Associatmn. The Prize— 12") in gold
to Prol Cook's Essay, which is here

— wasHwarded
Kiven

;

ALFRED

3;"i

IW

"Wlnterinor Bees. —This contains the Prize
Kssavson ihissubject. read before the Centennial

Extracted Honey Harvestlnfr, Hnndland M;irketine.- A 24-p:ige pamphlet, by

urement of

2w6m.

.

.Market
Honey as iiM>d. giviPL' recipes tur making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings. Foam.Wines.etc;
and Ii<»ney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It ts Intended tor consumers, and should be scattered by thousands. creating adeuiand for honey
everywhere. Published in Knglish and <-<>rniaa.
Price for either edition, ttc. ; per dozen, 50c.
;

:

Four

postpaid.

:- presents the fnnr^amental principles ot bec-ruiim e. »nn lurnisUes the
facts and arguments toaeti^onsiraiethem. X3 c.

'

FKAACES

40 cents,

Dzlerzon Theory

18812.

CAXTTIOIT.
PATKxVT Number

2wl3t

IS35.

nieul t»f the Aplar.v, by Thomas G. Newman.
'I'his embraces the Iniiowing subjects. l.,(.catioQ
of the^piary- Honey Plants- Queen RearioR—
Feeding — Swarmina — Dividing — Translerrinsr
Italianizing — Intniduoing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling liees - Marketing Ihiney,
inc. It is published in Knullfch and Oerniun.—
Price lor either edition.

Patented Auk.

C?" Send for New

Price,

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance o\
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagiuus enthusiasm. Cloth. Sil.OO.

Bees and Honey

UNDAT

Hive and Honey Bee.

a standard scientillc work.

to horse owners.

book could be

It hasiJ.n

engravings

illustrating positionsof sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and cuniprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse iuiormatlon.

Paper, 25c.

Bopp*8 Easy Calcwlator.— These are handy
tables lor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
11 is really a lightning calculator, well bound, w'ith
slate and pocket. Cloth, !$1. ; Morocco, !$X.50,

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, 2oc.

on

;

OAc.

paid for bright wax.

^yj Tuscola.

III.

Address,

Money Orders en
Iwly.

97i

THOMAS G. XE^VM AN,
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

(feT (^

-^^

"

:
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OLDEST BEE PAPER
IW AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

March

^^^^4

l|3liEi£f-p,

Published every Wednesday by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
Editor and propbiktor.
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At Sa.OO a Year,

In

Glucose as a Patent Monopoly.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

tW Remit by money-order, redstered letter, ex-

press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
EditorialGlucose as a patent monopoly
Editorial Items
Increase by Division

193 to

Cheap Quefens Asnin
ConTeiitioii Notes—
Local Convention Directory
New Jersey tind Eastern Convention
Marshall County, Iowa, Convention

193
196
194
195

Notices

Amoii^ Our Exciuin^es—
The Prospect in

California for

In tiie Farmer^s Reviexo, for last
Saturday, vi^e find the following item:

"Another monopoly has arisen
under the fostering care of our patent
laws. This time a monopoly is an
adulterant. The "National Confectionery Company " claims patents on
the use of glucose in candies, and demand payment of royalties on all the
glucose used by the confectioners in
the past, amounting to $10,000,000 or
more, and a royalty of }£ cent a pound
for the future. Tliis wUl be rough on
the candy men and dishonest sugar
"refiners," but the public will perhaps be benefited, as the confectioners
say they will not use the glucose
under sucli conditions."

We

196
196
197
197

Honey

197

Glucose Adulteration and Congress

sincerely hope that the result
as stated by the Review the
abandonment of the use of that
abominable trash in candies. It is indeed painful to see millions of child-

—

may be

ren eating that death-dealing humbug glucose under the guise of
I'roducinp Comb Honey— No. 3
198 candy.
Pollen and Wintering Bees
198
Albino Be.'S-Why SoCalled
It is steadily being driven out of
199
About Reurinu' Queens
199
My I'^xperu-nce with Syrian Bees
200 use, and we are glad to see that one
Heddon's Honey Board
:iOl
by one, the manufacturers, wlio use it
Over-Stncltine iind Marketing Honey
201
The Call of the Strange Visitor
201
as an adulterant, are dropping it. No
Selections from Our Letter Box—
matter vphat may be the cause, so long
Lonu' Idea Hives
202 as it is done.
Gatherinu' Honey
202
Early Drones
202
It has been used by the makers of
Clipping the Queen's "Wing
202
Wintering Well
203 printers' rollers, but as its use deNinety Colonies in the Cellar
203
Good Bee Pasturage
203 stroys the elasticity of the rollers so
The Season, Smokers, etc
203
Beginning
203 soon— tliey are dropping it
Answered to Roll Call
203
A High Fence
It has been used extensively in feed203
Improvements tn Bee Hives
203
Good Increase
203 ing bees but tlie death of large numBee Moths
204
1880-1, and
B lizzard
204 bers during the winter of
Bees Do Not Puncture Grapes
204
the physical degeneration of bees and
consequent losses in spring, are too
1^" Mr. G. M. Doolittle is recover- much for the" bee-keepers" to endure,
ing from his sickness, but Mrs. D. is and they are dropping it
now prostrated by the same disease.
have
Tlie candy manufacturers
We hope both may soon recover.
used it so extensively as to cause a
197

—

—

Correspondence—

.

No.

29, 1882.

13.

protest to
come from pliysicians
against its use— but as the children
are tempted to obtain the vile trash,
and have not sufficient judgment or
knowledge to control their appetites,
let us hope that the " Company
above alluded to, may, in their avariciousness, remedy this evil.
Thousands of thousands are rapidly
going down to the grave, who might
have been spared many years to their
friends and their country but for the
use of this monster adulterant.
It is a great moloch, but it must
fall
let us "work and pray "for its
complete destruction.

—

—

Wired Foundation. We have received from Mr. J. H. Martin, Hartford, N. Y., samples of his founda-

One

tion.

is

showing his method of

shipping wired foundation in little
rims weigliing about half an ounce.
These are to be fastened into the regular frames, and will save the trouble
of wiring tlie frames for those wlio
desire to use the wired foundation.
The other is a sample of thin foundation for surplus honey, the bases of
the cells being lozenge-shaped, and
all

equally

thin.

The samples

are

very nice.

New Price Lists.— We have received
new Apiarian Catalogues and Price
Lists from the following

H.

II.

Brown,

Liglit Street, Pa.

J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistoivn, Md.
J. B. Bray, Lynnville, Tenn.
J. K. Martin, Hartford, N. Y.

I

;

1^- The

Bee Journal

is

mailed at

the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

1^

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

;
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move one

Increase by Dhisioii.

Mr. D. D. Marsh, of Massachusetts,
in January last propounded some niquiries, which we give below, regarding feeding and division, tlie answer

which we have withheld till the
present time, in order to give them
seasonable insertion and save repetition, as they will possess more or less
interest for all who have had but little
experience in this line.
to

1.

Will

it

do to feed during April

and May, for stimulative breeding,
brown sugar, such as is found in the
bottom of molasses barrels ? I can
buy this of grocers for 3 and 4 cents
per
2.

lb.

Will you give in detail the

best

of artificial swarming, on the
nucleus plan, for one who has 10
colonies in Langstroth hives, and
wishes to make about 8 new ones with
the least interference with the crop of

method

and extracted honey V
to get queen cells V
When to make up the nuclei—

section
3.
4.

How

before or after the sections are put

on

y
5.

Whether

section racks are to be
from time to time to get frames
of bees and brood V

lifted

For
1. Yes, if it be pure molasses.
stimulative and breeding purposes it
should be dissolved and thinned with
warm water, and fed only as fast as
consumed.
2. This is perhaps one of the most
interesting features in the management of an apiary. All operations
will be governed somewhat by the

number

of colonies to be manipulated,

and the amount

of increase desired

should also be borne in mind that,
although the amount of increase possible is almost unlimited, all excessive
increase will be at tlie expense of the
surplus honey yield. In order to be
better understood, we will suppose
the apiarist has 4 good colonies wliicli
he wishes to increase to 9. As a progressive bee-keeper, he will be actuated by a desire to possess the best;
therefore, the colony which has heretofore proven the most satisfactory in
all things, will be selected as the one
from which to rear queens for new
colonies. This colony, for convenience
in summarizing, we will designate
No. 1. As soon as spring opens, feed
No. 1 about half a pint of thin canesugar syrup or honey diluted with
warm water. This had better be fed
at the entrance in the evening, to
avoid robbing, and be given sliglitly
it

from round

hole, about 1}4
inches in
diameter, from tlie center of a brood
frame in each of the queenless colonies, and slip in a queen cell. These
should fit pretty tightly, so they will
not drop out. Great care must be observed not to bruise any of them, and
they must not be cut so close to the
cell as to run a chance of injuring the
young queen yet in the cell. In a few
days these young queens will be
off the old bees, and place in No. 3, hatched, mated and laying, and you
with the queen lately placed there. now have 9 colonies. As fast as the
These last frames put in should be al- foundation in these colonies is drawn
ternated as much as possible, so as to out, the combs can be spread and new
confuse the working bees from No. 2, foundation or combs added, until the
which will naturally return to the old full complement are in the hive.
stand and enter No. 3. Fill up the
You will now have 9 colonies from
latter hive with frames of foundation, the four in early spring, and by close
alternated with the brood combs, to attention in supplying good foundaIf a 10-trame tion as fast as they are prepared to reits full complement.
hive, this will give it 7 frames of ceive it, with a good white clover and
brood, 3 frames of foundation, and basswood yield, or a few acres of sweet
your best queen. If you have bright, clover pasture, you may expect a fine
clean, empty combs, they will answer surplus yield of extracted honey.
about as well as foundation, tliough
With 10 strong colonies to start in
we prefer the best foundation. Put with, the strongest and best should be
in foundation or combs to supply the
removed from its stand, and an empty
places of those taken from the other hive be put in its place now select a
hives, close them, and your tirst divi- comb from the colony with only fresh
sion is completed, making 6 colonies.
eggs and place in the empty hive on
In ten to twelve days, examine care- the old stand; put in two combs of
fully the combs in No. 1, to see how honey from some other colony, and an
many good queen cells you have empty comb or sheet of foundation on
capped over. Close the hive carefully, each side, now confine all to the cenand let it remain 24 to 36 hours. As ter with division boards, and shake
soon as you have determined the num- the bees from the combs in front of
ber of cells, remove each of the 4 the new hive. Twenty-four hours becolonies wliich have queens to new fore the queen cells are ripe enough to
stands, and place empty hives where cut out, form a three-frame nucleus
they stood. Take the brood frame from eacli full colony, and after they
from each on which you will find the have started queen cells, destroy them,
queen, and place in the empty hive and graft in your ripe cells. In all
wliere they were moved from. Add cases, supply foundation or empty
three more brood frames to each, combs in place of those taken from
from the hive removed from there, the colonies, and add others to the
place two frames of- foundation or nuclei as fast as needed.
3. This is answered in the last parempty combs in the center of these,

of the other colonies

(which we will designate
No. 2) place No. 2 on a new stand,
put a new or empty hive on the stand
vacated lift the frame from No. 1 on
which you find the queen and place
in the empty hive (No. 3); place a
frame of foundation in No. 1 and
close the hive. From No. 2, and each
of the two hives not numbered lift 2
frames of brood well advanced, shake
its

stand
;

;

;

put a division-board on the outside of agraph.
4. Make your division during fruit
The
tlie combs, and close the hives.
bloom
or as soon thereafter as weather
whicli
these
were
taken
from
hives
will each be left with six brood is favorable.
5. No need to lift section racks, as
to these add two empty
frames
combs or sheets of foundation, put in division and increase will be comdivision-boards at the outsides, and pleted before white clover or basswood
close for 24 or 36 hours. You now come into bloom.
have 4 new colonies with queens, 4
without queens, and 1 with queen
i^= We have received several more
,

;

cells.

At

the end of 24 hours you will find
queen cells started, or preparations to
warmed. Keep this up till there is start them, in the 4 queenless colonies.
capped drone brood in some of the With a sharp, narrow-bladed knife
combs, or better still, till you have circle out 4 of the best queen cells
drones emerging from the cells. Now from No. 1, leaving a good one ; cut a

complaints and samples of the sections sent out by that Doon, Canada,
supply dealer. Mr. Mason reports,
however, that he has made satisfactory
amends to him. Let us hope that he
may do so with all, and thus save
furtlier complaints and annoyance.

:

,

:
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If queens cannot be reared at$l,
from a selected mother, at a profit,
can the advocates of tested queens
Since our editorial comments retell us how they can rear queens fully
in
tiie
Bee
queens,
garding clieap
tested at S2, an"d make it pay
Journal for Marcti Stli, we liave reI will conclude in saying that yon
ceived tlie following letters relating may fight this "dollar queen "business with legal arms, but don't make
thereto, which we publish entire,
your readers lielieve that all such
omitting the names of the writers, to breeders are selling worthless trash,
prevent any personal controversy only etc., by citing two or three breeders'
experience, though one of them has
desiring the arguments
reared and sold as many queens as all
Bee
Dear Sik.— The
Journal for the breeders of America combined
March 8 contains an editorial on
" The Cheap (Jueen Traffic," in which
Concerning your
Mr. Editor:
you make some astonishing assertions editorial on "The Cheap Qiieen
for an editor who has no axe to grind. Traffic," I would like to inquire if the
So far, I have passed all the articles quotations which you make from exand comments on this " dollar queen " perienced breeders tluit "not one
question, unnoticed; but when I see queen out of ten sent out is worth one
thattlie editor of the American Bee cent," and " such were not usually
JouKNAL is inclined to denounce ns worth 25 cents a dozen," refer to queens
(untested queen breeders) as frauds, sent out by queen breeders in general,
and selling worthless trash at the ex- or to what is usually understood by
l)ense of those purchasing, and at an dollar queens, viz
Queens which are

Cheap Queens Again.

i*

,

!

—

damage to tlie bee-keeping interest, I cannot help but defend myTaking your editorial
self at least.
in the whole, the above is what you
seem to impress upon your readers.
actual

Now, sir, will you please give us
name of the " breeder, who has

tlie

had

more

experience with cheap
priced queens than any other in
America, or the world, and has probably reared and sold nearly as many
as all the others combined, etc.," and
why, if his opinion is, that not one
queen out of ten sent out, is worth a
cent, did he rear and sell as many of
them as all of the queen breeders combined y I think you should also give
the name of that honest Michigan
breeder (in justice to him) who quit
after he found out that he was defrauding his innocent purchasers.
I do not think it is necessary for me
to argue this point, for I know I could
not convince you and those whose
motives are prompted by self interest
or prejudice ; the only point I wish to
arrive at, is to try to prevent your
readers to labor under the impression
that I, as abreeder of untested queens,
sell worthless trash and that I am defrauding those whodeal with me, and
the only way is to ask every one who
has purchased queens from me in 1881
to drop you a postal card and state
what kind of a queen they received
from me, and if 10 per cent, report
worthless trash, I will pay yon $100

—

for the benefit of any institution or.
if you prefer, I will send you a list of

and you can drop each a postal
card and I will pay you the cost and
trouble. I have reared nearly 1,200
all

queens

ness.

begun

to lay.
If they refer to the former. I cannot see how the buyer will be helped
by being compelled to pay a greater
price for his queens, for the breeder
who will send out superannuated and
worthless queens for a dollar, will
certainly not scruple to send out the
same for a higher price. If, on the
otlier hand, they refer to the dollar

queen as usually understood, and they
are founded in fact, we are confronted
by a very serious hindrance to progress in bee culture. For, if not one
in ten is worth a cent, the question occurs
How many would have to be
raised, tested, and destroyed, before
one could be found which was really
valuable, and if the rearing of such
queens at a dollar each is found by
:

experienced
munerative,

breeders to be unrethe price of a really
good queen would leave the majority
of bee-keepers no choice but to do
without them altogether V
I have no personal acquaintance
with any queen breeder, but I believe
there are many who are too conscientious to continue in a business which
is such a fraud on innocent customers
as the above quotations would seem to

not had much experience at the business."
It appears to me, from the above
sentence, that Mr. Alley is endeavoring to establish a monopoly in the
queen rearing business, rather than

make it more profitable to both
breeder and purchaser.
It is evident that any apiarist of
ordinary skill can produce untested
queens, at the rate of one every 15
days, for each nucleus or colony,"and
many claim to do better than this.
Every apiarist knows that it takes
from 22 to 25 days to test a queen for
prolificness and the color of her progeny ; and to test the qualities of her
bees will take at least 25 days more,
and then, it must be at a time when
to

honey

is

coming

in freely.

Now,

it

me

that there can be
more profit from selling queens at $2
each, when it takes from 65 to 70 days
to rear and test them, than to sell at
$1 each, and produce tliem in 15 or 20
days. It surely does not require 20
years, nor 10 years, and I hardly see
the necessity of its taking 5 years,
to learn to breed bees; and I cannot
see the consistency in Mr. Alley's
making such a thrust at beginners,
as appears in the above sentence.
I will offer a suggestion
Let every
breeder (whether he be a leading one
or not) who wishes to do an honorable
business, test thoroughly, the qualities of the worker progeny of every

looks strange to

:

queen he may wish to breed from,
then breed from such only as are
valuable. Then test the young queens
for size, activity and prolificness, and
their progeny for activity and uniformity of size and color, whether
they are black, brown, or yellow, and
sell at a living price to the
I feel confident that the
purchaser will not be defrauded.

then

breeder, and

We have long held to the opinion
that " the best is the cheapest " with
queens, as with everything that is
worth a price, and have always been
outspoken in our condemnation of the
cheap queen traffic. We have not felt

the necessity for condemning the
breeders of such " as frauds," and we
have not insinuated anything of the
indicate.
We certainly do not want to buy kind, because we know there are
queens at a dollar each, with the pros- honorable men engaged in breeding
pect of finding only one in fifteen or
twenty that is worth her price, but if and selling them, as also honorable
we pay three or four dollars for a men who have dropped the business
queen, we want some assurance that from honest convictions, having been
file queen which we buy will be worth
convinced that the whole thing was
the money.

wrong.

in 1881.

claim to sell no queen that I would
not have for myself and this has been
my invariable rule. It is no more
trouble to rear good queens than it is
to rear poor ones, when you understand or know how to do it, etc.
I know it is more expensive to rear
queens in the North, as you cannot
winter nuclei, but here, mine (which
are all 4 or 5 frames) remain on their
summer stands all the winter, and
come out in the spring ready for busi
I

:

the daughters of imported, or very
choice mothers, and which have just

195

In reply to Mr. Alley's article on
page 151 of the Bee Journal, permit

me

to say that while I

am willing

to

Nor do we

feel called

upon

to

give their names, and subject them to
criticism for having obeyed the dictates of an honest conscience, preferring rather to let time prove tliem and
ourselves correct. There may be, and
probably are, unscrupulous men en-

admit most, if not all he says about
" dollar " queens it seems to me he
has made a most ludicrous blunder in
winding up his article. He says
"Let all the leading queen breeders gaged in breeding and selling worthcombine, andresolvenotto sell queens less queens for tested, but this establess than $2 each, and not sell any
lishes no point except as to their unthen,
that are not thoroughly tested
When convinced that
if bee-keepers want a cheap article, fair dealing.
let them purchase of those who have no better queens can be purchased for
;

;

'
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a remunerative and fair price than
can be bought for one dollar, we
shall cease advising our readers to

buy

only the best, and only from the most
discriminating and careful breeders.
If the majority of the "dollar" queens
are not as good as the majority of the
high-priced tested ones, then they are
not so cheap.
We think we were not extravagant
in our estimate of the number of cheap
queens bred and sold by Mr. Henry
Alley, during the 20 years of his experience, as compared with others engaged, and certainly if, in that length
of time, he could not determine the
value of such queens, and the profit
derived from the breeding of them,

no one is competent to do so.
Our honest convictions remain, that

Local Convention Directory.
1882.

April

Time and Place of Steetina,
1— Barren Co., Ky., at SlnkinK Sprinp. Ky.
11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit. Mich.
15.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
S. F. Newman, Sec.
19,

20— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley,
at Coshocton, O.
J.

25— Texas
26,

A. Bucklew, Sec., Clarks, O.

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.

27,— Western Mich, at Grand Rapids.
W. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersvllle, Mich.

26. 27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiunsburg, Ky.

May 2, 3 -Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cobieskili. N. Y.
the cheap queen traffic has been a detC. Quackeubush, Sec, Barnesviile, N. Y.
riment to the development and per11— Champlain Valley, at MIddlebury, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.
manence of the better strain of bees,
16-N. W. 111. and S. W.Wis., at Rock City, 111.
and will yet prove a curse to apiculJonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.
ture in America. To the future we
25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec.
leave the question for settlement,
with every confidence that time will
C^" In order to have this table complete. Secresustain us in our position, and the taries are requested to forward full particulars of
bee-keepers of the future will repair time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
the errors of the past and present, and
recover the vantage loss by a mistaken
New Jersey and Eastern Convention.

Meantime, we drop tlie
question for the present, with tlie inThe bee-keepers of New Jersey and
junction to buy and breed only the best. vicinity met at New Brunswick, N. J.,
on Wednesday, March 15, to organize
1^ Bees will be iu lively demand a society.
The meeting was called to order at
this spring. We have hundreds of 10:15 a. m. by Mr. G. W. Thompson,
calls for copies of the Bee Journal of Stelton, who was subsequently
chairman.
He
every week from beginners and those elected temporary
stated the object of the gathering, and
who intend to enter the ranks of bee- enumerated the interests involved
keepers. They want to read the ad- which liad brought forth such a step.
Mr. King, of New York, thought
vertisements and ascertain where to
a name for the new association
buy bees. Tliose who have any thing tliat
should be adopted first.
on
the
alert,
now
be
for sale should
11. M. Cook, with this end in view,
and get their advertisements before moved that a committe of five be apthe public. Not a week should be lost pointed to draw up articles embodying a constitution and suggest a name
now, for the time is at hand to do for the association.
word to the wise is
business. "
The motion was adopted unanimously, and the following were apsufficient."
Messrs.
such committee:
pointed
Hasbrouck, Kue, King, Harmeling
^' By all means, bee-keepers should and
Read.
provide for the future by planting
While the committee were at work
honey producing trees. One of the Mr. Thompson spoke at length on the
best is the basswood. Do not let a subject of bee-keeping. There was an
unlimited demand for pure products
spring pass without doing something
of the farm, especially honey, and
the
future
providing
for
of
in the line
those who were engaged in farming
should organize and thus protect themin this way.
selves against adulterations and spuBinders for 1882.— We have, had a rious farm food.
Prof. Kroeh, of Hoboken, said that
lot of Emerson binders made espeit had been a disadvantage to the macially for the Bee Jouknal for 1882. jority of bee-keepers that they had
They are lettered in gold on the back, not been in harmony and consultaand make a nice and convenient way tion with eacli other in regard to their
products, thus losing in the money
to preserve the Jouknal, as fast as value of marketable food. Such an
received. They will be sent postpaid organization was eminently proper in
his mind, and each bee-keeper should
by mail for 75 cents.
economy.

A

exert himself in keeping alive the interest thus far manifested in the
premises.
Prof. Hasbrouck was elected as
temporary Secretary, who read the
constitution and by-laws suggested by
the committee appointed for that purpose,
which were adopted. Adjourned.
In the afternoon, the New Jersey
and Eastern Bee-keepers' Association
met and unanimously elected the fol-

lowing as

its first officers

:

President, G. W. Thompson; Vice
President, Ira Yeager; Secretary,
Prof. J. Hasbrouck Treasurer, Prof.
C. F. Kroeh.
The following gentlemen were
elected as the executive committee
T. F. Reed, Brooklyn, N. Y., three
years ; J.H. M. Cook, Caldwell, N. J.,
two years ; G. II. Rue, Manalapan, N.
;

:

one year.
Mr. Cook stated that each member
should bring in a report at the next
meeting, showing the condition of his
bees and the net value of the honey
J.,

harvested.
Prof. Kroeh moved a vote of thanks
be extended to Mr. King, of New
York, for the liberal donation which
he had made to the Association of the
proceeds of the sale of his Magazine to
the members, turning the money into
the treasury of the Association.
Mr. King acknowled^d the action
and stated that he would in addition
give each lady who should join the
Association a receipt for one year's
subscrtption to his bee Magazine.
This brought forth a round of applause
from the members.
The gentleman referred to last, suggested that Secretary Hasbrouck keep
up a correspondence with the various
bee-keepers' associations throughout
the country for the benefit of this
organization. This suggestion met
with approval, but the Secretary was
not instructed to do so.
Mr. Tompkins, of Newark, stated
tliat although a honey consumer he
was not a bee-keeper, but he could
not do without the pure article in his

home.
Mr. King said that

it

would beemi-

nently proper for this Association to
offer premiums to its members for the
best honey during the coming season,
said honey to be put up in good and
substantial manner and form. This
gentleman also said that the ordinary
syrups were manufactured with sulphuric acid and more than one-half
glucose, whicli were injurious tochildren. Extracted honey ought to take
the place of these poisons.
Mr. Cook suggested that the Association take some decided step in regard to tlie protection of the members
from adulterations of syrups.
Mr. G. W. Thompson favored such
a step but cautioned moderation in
the premises.
number of the members spoke on
the subject of adulterations. One
said that recently a man was found by
him peddling adulterated honey from
door to door. He was told to get out
of the place at once or he would be
prosecuted. The member submitted
tliat adulterations were practiced to
an alarming extent in this State.

A

^

:
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Prof. Hasbrouck said that most of
the adulterations in lioney were putup
in small bottlesand tumblers, but that
no successful adulteration had been
found in comb honey.
The next meeting of the Association will be held in New Brunswick,
at the same place, in November next.
Prof. Kroeh thought that all the
members should co-operate in furthering the objects of the association, by
communicating witli each other and
preparing notes as to bee-culture, etc.
Association adjourned.

Marshall County, Iowa,

Convention.
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»» ihe semi-annual meeting of the adulterations to inform the purchaser
Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley of their character before he purchases
Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held
in the Town Hall atCoshocton, 0.,on
Aprii 19 and 20. commencing at 10 a.
cordial invitation is extended
m.
to bee-keepers everywhere.
J. A. BuCKLEW, Sec, Clarks, O.

A

them.

The Western
manufacturers

delegation of glucose
the
represented to

ways and means committee

last

week

that
the
principal opposition to
glucose manufacture, comes from the
sugar refiners, that it was a growing
1^" Tlie spring meeting of the Western industry, which furnished a
Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso- market for the products of the counought to
ciation, will be held at Berlin Center, try, and that consequently it
Mahoning Co.,Oliio,in the Town Hall, be encouraged.
The first statement is absolutely
on Saturday, March 25, at 1 p. m.,
All interested in the science false. Glucose finds an opponent in
sharj).
and
of apiculture are invited to be present every cane grower in the country,
and particiiiate in the discussions of cane growing in a country that is compelled to import its sweets, is a vastly
tlie day. The following questions will
be discussed: "The merits of the more important industry than glucose
different races of bees." " The best ever was or ever will be.
It also finds an opponent in every
method of securing surplus honey."
" Which is most profitable to the bee- consumer who knows that he cannot
keeper, comb or extracted honey V" purchase one gallon of pure syrup,
cane or maple, and that it is
An essay on pasturage or forage for either
with the utmost difticulty that he can
bees will be given.
obtain a pound of pure maple sugar.
Leonidas Carson, Pres.

Tlie Marshall County Bee-Keepers'
Association met at the court house in
Marshalltown, March 4, at 1 p. m. G.
W. Keeler acted as president.
The Secretary read a short minute,
stating the cause of the failure of the
previous meetings. The society had
an interesting talk on the subject of
It also finds an opponent in every
bee culture, wliich all felt beneticial.
who knows that he is comMr. Samuel Richey joined the society.
i^The Champlain Valley Bee-Keep- farmer
The subject of meeting quarterly, ers' Association will hold their semi- pelled to purchase adulterated sweets
instead of monthly, vi'as deferred until annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt., and who realizes that by filling the
markets witli adulterations, he enthe next meeting also the election of May 11, 1882.
T. Bkookins, Sec.
courages dishonesty in all departofficers.
mentsof production, and thus endanTlie subject for discussion at the
^"The Texas State Bee- Keepers' gers his profits upon nearly everything
next meeting, is " care of bees in the
Convention
will hold its meeting at he grows.
spring, and now to manage them to
Judge W. H. Andrews' Apiary, at
If glucose has friends, they are only
secure the most honey."
April 25, 1882.
among those who are interested in the
Adjourned to meet on Saturday, McKinney, Texas,
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
profits of its manufacture, or who do
April 1st, at 1 p. m., at the same place.
not know what it is or what the tenAll interested in the " busy bee " in
dencies of the business are.
Marshall and adjoining counties, are
Passing over the fact that in the
respectively invited to attend.
manufacture of the stuff sulphuric
G. W. Keeler, Pres.,pro tern.
acid is used, and that the product conJ W. Sanders, Sec.
tains this poison in large quantities,
it is a fraud because it does not conspecial
meeting
the
of
West1^
tain near the amount of saccharine
ern Micliigan Bee- Keepers' Associamatter that cane sugar or syrup does.
tion, will be
held in Supervisors'
Even if the purchaser gets it for a few
MISCELLANEOUS.
Hall, Grand Rapids, Mich., Wednescents less than he would have to pay
day and Thursday, April 26 and 27,
for sugar— which is not often the case
(ilucose Adnlteration and Conp-ess.
1882.
Wji. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
—he
is cheated because what he buys
The Weslern Jiiiral remarks as fol- is largely destitute of sweetness.
spring
meeting
of
i^The
the North- lows on this subject
ern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association
Food adulterations have attracted
will be held atNorwalk, 0.,on SaturThe Prospect, in California, for
the attention of Congress this winter
day, April, 15, 1882.
Honey. The Prairie Farmer of last
to a commendable degree, and there
S. F. Newman, Sec.
are good grounds for hope that the week contains the following:
bee-keepers are jubilant
i^ The Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- lionest producer will yet find protec- California
ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky., tion from a ruinious competition, and over the prospects for a profitable
on the 27th day of April, 1882.
full that the consumer will have some honey season. Colonies have wintered
well and are strong and healthy. One
attendance is very much desired, as guaranty that what he eats is pure.
The business of adulterating food- thing there tlie bee-keepers begin to
important business will be transacted.
products is without a single exception dread, and that is the " Heathen
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
the most villainous that men have Chinee." Saysa correspondent of the
Christiansburg, Ky.
Wlien I find
ever engaged in. It not only robs tlie California Agricidtitrint
i^"The Central Michigan Bee- producer, but as a general thing, it them taking notes, I generally try to
Keepers' Association will meet April destroys health and life, and does it be careless, and give them no chance
I
20, at Lansing, in the Capitol building. under such false pretenses that the to get any practical information.
Programme. President's annual ad- victim is unaware of his danger. Yet understand that some bee men have
dress. Rev. J. Ashvvorth
bee hives such enterprises have gained such Chinamen to assist them at their work.
and fixtures, E. W. Wood; Cyprian headway during the last few years This I think a very bad arrangement.
bees, J. Harper; the coming bee, tliat millions of money are invested in Chinamen are quite fond of sweets.
Prof. A. J. Cook care of old combs, them, and every attempt to remedy Honey is too high-priced to meet their
Stephen C. Perry.
the evil is met by that peculiar sort of idea of prices. If they should acquire
Rev. J. ASHWORTH, Pres.
influence wliich is common with men the system of bee culture, our occupawho are engaged in disreputable prac- tion would be at once gone. That
i^The Barren County Bee-Keep- tices.
they could learn to do as they see
ers' Association meets at Sinking
The efforts in Congress this winter others do is an established fact, and
Spring school house, tliree miles west have been opposed by large, wealthy the honey business is no more ditlicult
in Glasgow, Ky., on the first Saturday and inrtuential delegations, who have for theni to master than any other,
of April, 1882. All bee-keepers of the probably left nothing undone todefeat with their dogged perseverance and
county are invited.
the enactment of laws which shall at cheap industry. My hope is that they
I. N. Greer, President.
least compel the manufacturers of may never get the entering wedge.
;

A

—

—

A

,

—

;

;

:
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pur equipage, adapted to the prize
section, and start with tlie 414 style
without a loss greater than the compensation gained for the first few years
at least.
One of our largest comb honey producers writes me, " it is evident that
the 1 lb. section finds a much more
ready sale at better prices than larger
boxes, still a change of style as regards sections would involve a loss to
me of several hundred dollars, therefore I cannot entertain the idea at
present." Well, this being the case,
shall we stick to these prize boxes or
try and see if we cannot find a way
out of it, and not cause us any loss
whatever. As I prefer the latter
plan, I will tell you how I arrange the
matter. At the JsT. E. Bee-Keepers'

For the American Kee Journal.

Producing Comb Honey— No.
G. M.

3.

DOOLITTLE.

my

have shown you it should be, and
honey coming in from the fields, these
combs are at once occupied, and those
sections between and immediately
surrounding them, that have starters
in, are

soon

filled

with beautiful white

comb, and a good yield of comb honey
a certain thing, if the flowers continue to secrete nectar.
Having all prepared and bees all in
readiness, the next thing is to put on
the boxes. I put on generally but 5
cases at first, and if prepared as above
it will be seen that 2 of these contain
sections full of comb, which are ready
for the bees to commence work in at
once. In about a week all are gone
over witli again, and if tliose first put
on are being worked in, more are
added by spreading those apart and
2 more cases are inserted near the
center and by placing a tier at one side.
The next time I go over tliem probably some will be ready to come off,
and in any event as many sections are
now given as can be worked in to advantage by the colony, which generally takes the full capacity of the
is

last I st;ited how I built up
colonies, and left off where all
colonies were ready to receive tlie
boxes, so the next thing is getting the
boxes ready and putting them on.
The getting ready part I generally
work at by odd spells, during the
winter and early spring, so as to have Convention, in 1880, Mr. Thnrber was
all in readiness when they are wanted
reported as saying tliat tlie box which
but as this is the time they are wanted, sold the most readily with them was a
I will give the way I prefer them, and box SJj'xSi^, holding about i}{ lbs.,
advise that none wait about this get- and that he thought the 1 lb. section
ting ready part till just as the boxes was as much too small as tlie prize secare wanted, because I gave my mode tion was too large, or words of like
of doing so at the time the bees were import. I have not his exact words
ready to receive tliem. During tlie before me, but quote from memory. hive.
leisure hours of winter and early This set me to thinking, and I soon
next will be swarming, and how
spring is the time to have all in readi- hit upon a box, three of which would I manage when working for comb
ness, and they wlioare not thus ready fill a case in place of where I used two honey.
are often the losers of a good portion before, thus giving me a section G'^^x
Borodino, N. Y.

In

weak

;

My

of

tlie

honey which might be secured. 3)^x2 outside measure. To test them,
tills last fall I placed them in market
by the side of the 1 lb. sections, in
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and
other places, where I found tliey sold

But about boxes; what size sliall we
use ? As my mind goes back over the
past, I remember tlie boxes my father
used, made of rough pg-i'ich lumber,
of a capacity to liold 15 lbs., and large
enough to cover the whole top of the
hive, being perhaps 6 or 7 inches deep.
This honey was generally taken to
our village in the box, and there
turned bottom side up to exjiose tlie

tempting sweet, encased in the nice,
white combs, and I well recollect
with what pride fatlier would cut out
the nice cards of well filled combs, as
it was exchanged for the necessities
of the family. Later he used two
boxes covering the top of the hive, all
planed smooth and a glass in one
end, which at that time was considered to be all that was required.
Then came the Langstroth 6 pound
box; tlien the Alley 3 pound box;
next the prize box, holding 2 pounds,
and finally, tlie 4i.4'x4f4', with its 1

pound of honey. I often wonder
what father's customers would have
thought had lie suddenly changed
from the large 15 pound box and presented them with honey put up in
nice glassedcrates, filled with 1 pound

quite as readily as did that section,
and for full as satisfactory prices.
Thus I had gained the desired point
without the waste of any of my fixtures. All the sections I make in tlie
near future will be of this size, and as
I can soon work out all my prize boxes

on hand,

I shall have no loss whatThose using a three box case
can use 1 prize box and 3 of the above

ever.

style, or

make

their sections

still

nar-

rower, so 5 will fill the case, however,
I hardly think as much honey can be
obtained by the use of these small
sections as witli larger ones, still the
price and readiness of sale will overbalance this part of it.
After deciding on the style of section we will use, they are to be filled

with comb foundation, if such is
thought to be profitable, and if not,
l)ut a starter of nice white comb in
the top of each box. I prefer to cut

these starters in a triangular shape,
about 114 inches long on each side.
Now turn your sections top side down,
sections.
hold a hot iron close to the box, and
To return, as I have wandered a after holding the starter immediately
little in tracing the steps of progress above and touching the iron, draw
that have been made in boxes and the iron out quickly and press the
sections, we have to-day two sizes that starter gently on to the wood, when it
are generally adopted— the prize box, is a fixture. I then fill the cases with
which is 6>ix5i4x2 inches outside sections, putting sections filled with
measure, and the 4i^x4>4x2, known comb left over from the previous seaas the 4i.ix4>4 section, the one holding son in the center case, if 1 have them.
about 2 lbs., and the other about 1 lb. If I have enough such to fill two cases,
The market seems to favor the 1 lb. I place the two apart so as to set a
section, not only as to price, but it case having boxes with only starters
sells much more readily, and while in
them between. When I have
the prize section goes begging a enough to do this, I think I am sure
market, the 4I4 style is all sold and of a good crop of lioney if such is atmore is called for ; therefore it is tainable from the fields, for these
easy to see which way the future combs are more profitable to an apiarpoints, as to style of section, but it is ist than cash in tlie bank. With the
not so easy to see how to change all brood cliamber filled with brood, as I
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Pollen and Wintering Bees.
E. L. BRIGGS.

We

have heard much of late, from
certain quarters, concerning "pollen
and bacteria," being the causes of
dysentery among bees, that if the
disease were contagious, I fear we
should all have contracted the malady
from over doses of pollen, pollen
noon, night, and morning, and by the
week, until we are more than willing
to dismiss Mr. Ileddon, and to put
ourselves, and our bees, too, on a low
diet of pure honey, and see if we cannot get over the nausea we have so
long felt, under the doctor's doctoring. I suggest that he feeds all the
rest of his pollen doses to his small,
dark, hybrid crosses, of black and
Italian " coming bees ;" and if it does
not kill tliem in the next six months,
then put them upon the market as the
toughest bees out on the principle of
the "survival of the fittest."
Somehow our bees, out here, wiU
persist in living through this winter,
though their combs are full of pollen,
1

;

and though they have been breeding
quite plentifully ever since the 1st of
Something else besides
pollen and breeding, then, causes
dysentery. That something else might
be found in Heddon's " brick," made
fed to the bees
of flour and sugar
might be impure, or
dry. This
adulterated honey and pollen both.

January.

;

Flour is not genuine pollen.
Late last fall, two or three of my
colonies worked freely upon the skins
and juice of grapes which were being
manipulated for wine by a neighbor.
The result was, in the early part of
winter, while the bees were consuming this grape juice, they suffered
considerable from diarrhea, spotting

;

:
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1. Keep them comfortably warm
snow in their flights, and many of
their bodies were so distended with and dry.
2. Give them plenty of pure sealed
the foul stuff on issuing from their
hives that they were unable to take honey, or pure sugar syrup, with
wing, and consequently perished at plenty of pollen, where they can have
access to it at all times. They will
the mouth of their hive.
Neither can bees live upon pollen mix to suit themselves.
3. Let them remain in entire quietalone
for this is not their natural
food. But bees can and do suljsiston ness until warm weather and they
honey and pollen together. This is are no more subject to disease than
their natural and liealthful diet, wlien cattle, liorses, sheep, or men.

the

;

;

they can mix

it

If the pollen or

to suittlieir

honey

is

own

taste.

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

fermented or

turned sour, then it becomes unFor tbe American Bee Journal.
natural, and consequently unhealthy.
Albino Bees— Why So Called.
Long continued and intensely cold
weather, may shut them in to the
S. VALENTINE.
limits of their brood nest, and after
consuming all tlie honey therein, as a
Mil. Editor: Frequent reference
last resort, they try to appease their
hunger on pollen, and, of course, be- has been made by different parties to
ing unnatural food, diarrhea results, the word albino, as an improper name
and the colony perishes. One man for the bee which is so called. In the
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" Origin of the Albino Bees," in the

Bee Journal

for

December,

1880,

page 5.57. In June, 1879, 1 succeeded
in breeding them to a high standard
of purity, breeding albino markings
to every bee, which to-day stands
forth as the standard for the albino
bee.

Before Mr. Pike called attention to
the albino bee, we occasionally heard
some one here and there speaking of
albino as a term. They applied to
some few bees developed in their
apiaries, but no especial attention, as
far as we can learn, vras given to this
variety or name, until Mr. Pike
brought them more prominently before the public.
Mr. Pike is evidently entitled to the
credit of first producing and calling
public attention to the albino bee, but
I claim that of giving the albino bee
first to the public in its purity ; i. e.,
with albino markings. Having accomplished this, Mr. Pike or myself,
or both of us, surely have the right to
name the bee, as much so as tlie inventor has to name his invention, or
the parent to name his child. Apis
Americana would be a very good
name, but it would only signify its
American origin, while albino signifies its shade of color by which the eye
may readily recognize it; hence, we
have named our bee the result of our
experiments or discovery albino, and
we feel no little pride
the appropriateness of the name. We call our bee
albino, not because it comes from
green, red, blue or black blood, but
because it is a whitish bee the whitest

Ameritan Bee-Keeper, for November,
" If they have
1881, Mr. Taylor says
no black blood in them, tlie name albino does not sound well, as I understand it to mean white coming from
black." Mr. Harrison, editor of the
But the "cold and dampness" kept Avierican Bee-Keeper, and others, have
them away from a supply of pure advanced such an idea.
What does the word albino mean ?
honey; hunger and starvation drove
them to pollen as the only resort this Webster says that the term is of Latin
that it comes from albus,
insufficient and unnatural food, pro- origin
duced enormous distension of the which means white. If you will folabdomen, and diarrhea and all these low the term, from its origin through
m
all its combinations, you will find that
causes resulted in death.
The truth in a nutshell is this Bees the word albus gives its signification
its
forms.
Sometimes,
owing
in order to winter well, must have to all of
access at all times to pure honey, or to a freak of nature, black parents
some substance equally healthy to have had offspring which possessed
the bee, as food.
an unnatural wliiteness, suchaswliite known.
They may liave access to impure negroes; but this peculiarity is not
Double Pipe Creek, Md.
honey, glucose, grape juice, cider, confined to any color or nationality.
sorghum juice, West India molasses,
White parents are known to have
For tbe American Bee JournaL
or even pollen, or to Ileddon's brick, children of this peculiar whiteness,
About Rearing Queens.
in a good warm cellar, and unless they with white skin, hair, and pink eyes.
can fly out often to void their feces I could give tlie names of 3 or 4 persays: "Diarrhea resulted from starvation." So it did
Another says " It
resulted from the consumption of
pollen." So it did! Another says
It resulted from long continued cold
and dampness." This is true, too!
!

:

:

;

;

—

;

:

—

—

they will perish.
Colonies in the same yard will
gather some such impure substance in
the fall, perhaps many pounds of it,
while others will gather none. The
former may all die, wliile the others
all do well.
Four frames, three-fourths filled
with honey gathered from white
clover, linden, or buckwheat, early in
the season, put one inch apart into
the middle of the hive, with a division
board each side, and the vacant space
filled with chaff, shavings, or old rags,
with lioles through the middle of each
comb, for the tree passage of the bees,

winter any colony safely. Set a
box, with a cloth bottom, three Indies
deep, filled with chaff, on top of the
frames, if wintered in the cellar or,
if wintered on their summer stands,
surround the whole hive, sides, bottom, top, back, and front, with chaff
4 inches thick with a fly-hole \i by 1
inch through the chaff and front part
of box, to give them air, and egress,
as they may clioose, every fair day. If
any one wishes to try the experiment,
one of these middle frames may be
packed full of good fresh pollen, cells
covered with honey and sealed over
as they usually are and if tlie bees do
not winter well I will pay all damages.
Wintering bees is as simple as wintering stock of any other kind.
will

;

;

;

sons, some male, others female, possessing this peculiar whiteness, commonly called albino. Now why they
are so called is evidently because of
the whiteness. Refer to the " Encyclopedia Americana," and you will
learn that white rabbits and white
mice are known to have a similar
origin.
I

need not dwell longer upon this

subject, for any physiologist or scholar
knows that while white offspring,
coming from black parents, are
called albinos, it is not because the
term signifies coming from black, but
because the word albino signifies a
peculiar whiteness. The bees which
we call albino are the whitest bees
that are known therefore while they
are not perfectly white, albinoes is a
proper name for them, until one can
be found that is yet whiter.
The albino bee is of American
origin. Mr. Pike, I believe, was the
public
first to bring them to the
notice.
In the spring of 1874, he
noticed one of his Italian queens
breeding about one-half of her progeny with albino markings. He at
;

once bred them
succeeded.
In July, 187(),

in,

and claims that he

I bouglit an imported
queen from Mr. Wilhnan, of Pennsylvania, from which I produced albino
bees, as may be seen in an article,

HENRY ALLEY.

After reading Mr. Butler's article
in the

Bee Journal,

to write

How

I

am prompted

on the above subject again.

to rear strong, healthy, hardy,

queens, has been my
study for the past 20 years. My experience teaches me that the more
queens a colony of bees rear, the
shorter-lived and poorer in every way
will the young queens be.
Now, if one will examine the interior of a hive after a swarm has
issued they will find from 6 to 12 queen
Seldom less than 6 or over 12.
cells.

and

prolific

these cells are generally aU
sealed before the new swarm "comes
off." Why is this? It is merely to
liave a large number of bees to feed,
keep warm, and nurse the coming
queen while in the larval state. It will
also be found that a larva 3 or more
days old will not be selected by the
bees from which to rear a queen during the preparation for natural swarming. If the queen is removed from a
full colony, the bees will select eggs
and larvoe quite old to rear queens
from. They seem to understand the
need of a queen as soon as possible
but in natural swarming, the egg is
selected for the young queens, and
the bees seem to know that they have
plenty of time in which to build the

Now,

—

;
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I do not think that a queen
reared from a larva 3 days old will be
very prolific for any great lens^th of
time. Such queens may do well for a
few months, and then will disappear.
I am aware that all queens reared
under the swarming impulse do not
prove proliflfe and long-lived, neither
do all the artificially-reared queens.
As there are a much larger number of
artificial queens reared than natural
ones, of course there will be a larger
number of inferior queens sent out.
cells.

Now,

as

we must have

artificial

queens, the question is, how can we
best rear them, and keep up the stan-

dard of prolificness, hardiness, and
It certainly cannot be done
if queens are reared as some queen
dealers say they are rearing them. I
know, from several years' experience,
that good hardy queens cannot be
reared by inserting a frame of eggs
and larvfe in all stages, in the middle
of a full colony of bees. I find in such
cases that the bees will select an old
larva, say 1, 2, or 3 days old for a
queen. I have had some colonies
make as many as 60 queen cells at one
batch. The colony wasan extra large
and powerful one, and the queens
pui'ity V

strong colony of bees to a neighbor
well, they swarmed twice, and the
young swarms died the following
winter. The parent colony did not
seem to build up strong again that
year. The next year they did not do
any better, and the parent colony
never appeared to be full of bees. I
fudged tliat the bees had reared a poor
queen, and during the month of
August gave them a young Italian
(artificial) queen.
The following year
the parentcolony swarmed twice, and
gave 40 lbs. of honey ; the first swarm
filled their hive and gave 20 lbs., and
the second swarm filled their hive and
stored 10 lbs. in a box. I make this
statement merely to prove to some
people that artificial queens are as
good, if not better, than natural ones.
I can give many more cases of the
same kind.

Wenham,Mass.

bees on the wing than any other
colony, and I took a glance at the inside, which showed 12 frames of brood
in one and 9 in the other frames 1
foot square. I now began to watch

—

them with

interest; they gave just
double the increase, and each colony
gave one-half more honey than the

best Italians."
In tlie Bee Journal for 1881, page
323, Prof. A. J. Cook says: "The
tongue of the Syrian worker I find,
after examining a large number of
each kind, to be the same length as
that of the Cyprian, and to average
006. of an inch longer than that of the
Italians. The Syrians are excellent
honey gatherers, certainty equal, if
not superior, to the Italians. Tliey
are even more sure to repel robbers
than are the Italians."
In Oleanings for 1882, page 132, A.
" The strongest colony
I. Root says
in our apiary is the Syrian one we have
mentioned ; they are almost the only
ones that are wintering on natural
stores, just because they had abundance of stores without any sugar
feeding."
Now tell us your experience in the
Bee Journal apiary with theSyrians, as I know you have them.
It is the truth in the matter we want.
If the Syrian bees are no better, or not
as good, as the Italians, we want to
know it and, on the other hand, if
we can improve our bees by breeding
Syrians or Cyprians, and crossing
with our Italians, we also want to
know it. The best bees are what we
:
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My

Experience with Syrian Bees.
I.

R.

GOOD.

I have been requested by Mr. J. E.
Lay, of Texas, and others, to give ray
I do not think very valuable queens experience with Syrian bees, in the
can be reared in a hive that has just columns of the Bee Journal, which
reared one lot; such queens will be 1 will do without prejudice, and to the
very poor. But a colony of bees will best of my ability. They are crosser
continue to rear queens good or bad, than Italians if not very carefully
If a colony is made queenif eggs are given them, so long as handled.
there is any hatching brood in the less and kept so any length of time,
hive. Perhaps Mr. Butler will remem- there will laying workers appear and
ber what I said in the .Journal some fill the combs with eggs. They will
time ago, that I allow about 25 queens not stick to the combs in handling as
to be reared at one time, by 1 colony well as the Italians, but while they
of bees. I think I said at that time have tliose bad qualities, they also
that the bees had no other brood to have very good ones. The queens are
care for except the 25 eggs given them very prolific, consequently, the brood
to rear queens from. I find that a department will be filled with brood
strong colony of bees put in a hive by the time the honey harvest begins,
without any brood, except enough to aiid the bees will take to the surplus
rear a few queens from, will make boxes much earlier than the Italians,
double the number of strong and and work with a will.
hardy queens that they will in a hive
Last season my Syrian bees were
strong colony with the first in the boxes by nearly two
full of brood.
all
over
25
will
concentrate
not
eggs,
weeks, and some of my best colonies
their forces on the small amount of had 25 and 30 lbs. of honey ready to
brood given them, and as queen-rear- come off before the Italians could be
ing is their only object, one can ex- induced to commence in the surplus
pect nothing but good queens as a re- boxes. They have proven themsult.
With my uietliod for rearing selves, with me, to be a much hardier
queens, my full colonies are never race of bees, standing the winter
queenless, and I use no brood in my much better and are not as apt to
queen-rearing hives, and still use all spring dwindle as the Italians. They
tne bees in a strong colony for queen- are not liard to introduce a queen to,
rearing. To rear good, hardy, and if they have been queenless a day or
strong queens, rear only a few to a two. They will accept a queen even
hive. Remember that good queens where the hive is full of fertile workcannot be reared in a strong colony ers. They are proof against moths
by merely removing the old queen. and robbers. For fear tliere may be
They must start from the eggs or some that will say I am interested in
from larvaj only a few hours old. I the sale of Syrian queens, and consewell remember a remark a bee-keep- quently have an axe to grind, let me
ing friend made to me some 20 years quote from others who are not interago: "I will tell you how to rear ested in their sale. In the Bee Journice, large queens let the bees start nal, Vol. 17, page 316, Mr. Whitfield
them from the eggs." Twenty years says " We were fortunate in having
experience has verified that assertion. 2 of the Palestine queens come through
That artificial queens can be reared the past winter in good condition to
that are better in all respects than start with in the spring but as I had
natural ones is a fact well known to Italians that seemed to be in quite as
me for many years. I have in my good condition, I thought very little
mind now a case that will prove the of them at first. About June 1, I
fact as far as it goes. I sold a good. noticed they had more than double the

were pretty good.

A

;

:

;

;

want.

Nappanee, Ind.

[We have, in the Bee Journal.
apiary, two Syrian queens, supposed to
have been properly mated, and several
which have mated with Italian drones.
Of the former, we have had but little
knowledge of one, as it was quite late
last season when we received her, but
the other was obtained early in the
spring. She proved very prolific, and
we found her very useful in assisting
to build up colonies. They were not
fairly tested for working qualities, as
the drain upon them for bees and
brood was unremitting. Were it not
for

their

irrascible

disposition,

we

would think much more favorably of
them but they certainly are much
more vicious than any Italians we
have had any experience with, and we
have been unable to subdue them with
smoke. The progeny of the younger
queens, mated with Italian drones,
;

appear larger than the full-blood Syrians, and are very docile, while the
queens appear to have retained their

We

shall
proclivities for prolificness.
further test them this season for their

honey-gathering qualities, in comparison with Italians, Cyprians, Southern
brown bees, and hybrids of the different races. Ed. J

:
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Heddon's Houey Board.

below. When you placed this honey
board upon yoiu- hive you turned it
over, and found that your slats were
lower than tlie sides of the board,
so, now, if you place your super upon
though the frames of this super
it,
come down flush with its bottom,
there will be a ^i space between them
and this ' sink honey board." As the
slats of this board break the direct
opening between the lower and upper
stories, no bits of comb are built up
through, and the upper frames (wliich
should rest on a metal rabbet, but
have no metal corners) move up by
simply picking them up. No bees can
be crushed when replacing them, as
tlie lower space is always clear of all
pieces of comb. You see that with
this arrangement the heat and odor
of the brood chamber is in no way retarded.
I use the same board for sections,
only I add to it ^,;xj.2 inch cross pieces
(as needed, according to the length of
sections) so that the sections rest on
them just at their ends, and leave bee
space under all the rest of tlieir entire length.
These sections pick up
clean of all dropping bits of combs,

%

JAMES HEDDON.

On page 156 of the Bee Jot^inal
for Miircli 8, Mr. Funk asks for a deNot
scription of my lioney board.
quite liking your description of it, Mr.
Editor, please allow me to do so.
" When I was a boy." away back In
the "dim vistas " of the past, discussions about honey boards were in
order and operation through the
columns of the monthly Bee Journal. Some stoutly averred, and all
agreed, that honey boards between
boxes or upper sets of frames, and the
brood frames, were a great convenience, because they prevented the bees
from sticking the frames together.
But some there were, who said that
the honey board isolated the surplus
department from the brood cliamber
to so great an extent tliat the bees
would not obtain as much surplus as
when these boards were not used.

But Mr. Langstroth,

in his book and
specifications
of his patent-claims
pretty plainly told us that bees would
put their surplus honey readily into

any department where tlie " heat and
odor" of the hive readily permeated.
Inspired with this welcome and reasonable announcement, I set about
constrncting a honey board that I
thought best adapted to the principles
laid down. There is, sometimes, great
convenience in placing hives on top
of each other, with no board between.
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Mr. Vaught shipped all of his comb
honey to St. Louis, but sold his extracted at home. He lost 6 swarms
from absconding and increased to 40^
After the loth of August he
did not extract honey from the lower
story. lie uses the same pattern of
hive that I do, and has only 2 colonies
of Italians. All of my apiary is
located within 2 acres in the town of
Greenville. 600 yards from the Mississippi river. Mr. Vaught's is located
4 miles from the river in the country,
;uid therefore can forage at all points
of the compass.
The above reports do not show the
net earnings as the cost of labor and
packages must be deducted. Mr. V.
was fortunate in his merchant, as his
and my comb honey was of the same
quality and packed in similar cases
to mine, and sold at same time— his
colonies.

tor 18c.. mine for 14c., by a merchant
near by. He sold some for as much
as 23 and 25c.

From

the above it is seen that an
can be over-stocked although.
300 colonies can be made profitable in
this county, especially in a good season. In the past season we suffered
and hence remove readily, and come from late frosts in the spring, and
off clean and nice.
I have used this severe drouth in June, J uly, and part
board for comb and extracted honey of August.
Greenville, Miss.
for more than ten years, and when I
say that they are in no way any detri-

ment to the amount of surplus honey
received, and are highly in favor of

locality

;
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neatness and appearance (if comb), The "Call" of a "Strange Yisitor."^
and the convenience of the apiarist, I
DE. G. L.. TUtKEB,
have no fears but what the future
will verify the statement.
super constructed properly for so
Dowagiae, Mich.
As Mr. G. M. Doolittle is reported
doing must come down no lower than
to be very ill, and., moreover, since hethe bottom of its frames then, when
would doubtless ti eat the impertinent,
For the American Bee Journal,
set upon the lower story the bee space
slurring, and disrespectful article of
above the lower frarries, is the only Over-Stocking and Marketing Honey. Mr. Van Kirk, on page 167 of tlie Bee
and perfect bee space between the 2
Journal, with contempt, it may be
sets of frames. Now, a flat honey
well for another to notice it. For
BLANTON.
M.
O.
board would touch the upper set of
myself, I must deprecate such an
frames, whose bottom bars would be
attack, and confess that I felt pained
After
the sale of 25 colonies, I comglued fast to it. This fact caused me
upon reading it. It will not do, in
menced last spring with 315. Our in- this
to devise what I named my " sink
manner especially, to Call in
to October 15, was as folcome
up
honey board." I will describe it as
question the honest statements of our
Extracted honey, 10,3.59 lbs.,
lows
nearly as I can
foremost apiarists who have so gener$744.46 comb houey, 2,295 lbs., $331ously, freely, and without reserve,,
Suppose your hive and super is made
Total,
.97; beeswax, 64 lbs., $12.80.
given to bee-keepers everywhere the
of Jg thick lumber. Make a frame the
SI ,214.23. Add 25 colonies at five dolbenefit of their various modes of mansize of the top of your hive, let the
Total, $1,214.23.
lars, $125.
agement, which has contributed so
material of this frame be, end pieces,
above
you
will
the
perceive
From
Mx% side pieces, M^M rabbet these that my comb honey sold for about much to make modern bee-keeping
what it is to-day. They are not only
end pieces %x% on one corner nail
the side pieces to tlie end pieces, keep- 14J^ cts., and my extracted for about entitled to great credit and respect,
ing the
way of all pieces up and 7J.^c. My average yield per colony was but we owe to them a debt of gratidown. Now, I will suppose you have about 40 lbs., and average profits tude. Mr. Van Kirk can ill afford to
an 8 frame hive, (you ouglit to have, about $3.45. I lost only 1 colony from attack men who have done so much in
and a Langstroth iframe at that), lay absconding, and increased to 326 col- his behalf.
considerable amountof wax
this frame on your bench rabbeted onies.
Mr. Doolittle is not the only one
side up, have prepared fl pieces that was used for the barrels, and all irreg- who has made " big reports," nor thecombs,
being
after
ex- only one among skilled and expewill reach lengthwise of the inside of ular section
your frame, and rest into the rabbets tracted, and pieces of drone comb cut rienced apiarists to suffer serious
chamber,
brood
were
tied
in losses. As to reports, other bee-keepthe
from
beside. They should be ?» thick, and
•wide enough so that when laid in and Langstroth frames and placed in the ers have made more astounding ones,
and yet others have suffered far
nailed as follows the 8 spaces between upjier story.
them will be just %, nail the first one
I will now add in this report that of greater losses in wintering.
Doubtless, if Mr. Van Kirk were tO'
snug up to one of the side pieces, and my friend, G. C. Vaught. Mr.
the last one snug up to the other side Vaught's report is taken from the ac- go over the writings of other frequent,
piece
nail the side piece to this slat count of sales by his merchant, and contributors to the Bee Journal, h&
with one nail in the middle, on both the entire yield is from 32 colonies
might find apparently conflicting:
sides. Now, when all are laid in and Comb honey, 2.S77 lbs., $513.03; ex- statements, which, however, in the
placed so that you have a board with tracted honey, 200 lbs., $20.00. Total, presence of all the facts, could be
8 % spaces running lengthwise of it, $533.03. His extracted lioney yield- reconciled. But it would profit no
when you place it on your hive you ing 10 cts. per lb., and comb honey one.
will see tliat each space comes ex- 17 4-5 cts., average yield per colony,
I do not care to go over Mr. Van
actly over the middle of the top bar 96 lbs. Profit, $16.65.
Kirk's article in detail. It is sutlicient
its

A

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

%

A

;
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to note that lie is inconsistent ; that
he lias not carefully read Mr. Doolittle's writings, and, above all, that he
is not honestly nor respectfully seeking information.
Kew Philadelphia, O.

are quite confident Dr. Tinker
gives utterance to the sentiments of
many of our readers regarding this
class of commentators. Not only is it
calculated to wound the feelings of
the person criticised, but will have a
tendency to deter many eminent con-

[We

will give and horsemint. I have no swarms
am looking out for them now.
the best returns you are much mis- yet
peach trees are
taken, in your humble servant's opin- Weather is fine
corn is up ready
ion, as tar as extracted honey is con- nearly out of bloom
cerned. I do not see how the Bee to plow. Have new potatoes and
JouuNAL, can be improved from its English peas. Prospects are good for
J. W. Eckman.
present shape it is intensely interest- honey.
Richmond, Tex., March 18, 1882.
ing now. No dwindling amongst bees
this winter. They have had several
Brood-rearEarly Drones.- Mb. Editor: I
flights since February 1.
ing started some in February and no send you a few Italian drones the
progeny of a daughter of my imported
W. H. S. Grout.
loss to speak of.
queen, and the best marked drones I
Kennedy, N. Y., March 13,1882.
ever saw. Are they as light colored as
[Our answer to Mr. Lee's interroga- the lightest V
J. S. Tadlock.
all
for
hive
for
intended
a
tory was
Luling, Texas, March 14, 1882.
purposes not comb honey alone, nor
[We have the drones in a bottle of
for extracting exclusively. It was a alcohol, to compare with other specigeneral question, and answered as mens we have in the museum. They

him that the two-story hive

;

;

;

—

;

tributors from communicating their
improvements, or ideas, through the
press columns, for fear of malevolent
or sarcastic criticism. So long as dissuch.— En.]
cussion is confined to courteous and
generous debate, much good may be
Buying and Smoking Bees.— Please
derived from it but when innuendoes answer tlie following in the next issue
of the Bee Jouhnal
and sarcasm supplant argument and
1. In buying bees, how early in the
reason, the article inspires disgust spring should the purchaser get posrather than admiration. We have session of them V
2. Do those handling bees usually
exercised our prerogative to withhold
smoke them for all their manipulaseveral such articles from publica- tions
J. R. Craig.
V
tion, and are satisfied the writers
Beatrice, Neb.

—

;

:

themselves will ultimately feel grateful to us for so doing.— Ed.]

:

Italy in 1849.— Ed.]

Wing.— Please inthe proper time to
also, how to proclip queens' wings
ceed to Italianize an apiary ? I have
and
14 of blacks,
1 colony of Italians
Clipping

form

(Jiieeii's

me now and

;

depends and wish them all Italians.
[1. The delivery of bees
Earlville, Iowa.
A. L. Conger.
much upon locality and season. In
contracting, mention is usually made
[During fruit bloom, or early white
of time for giving possession, as pur- clover, we have found the most con-

chasers frequently prefer taking the
risk of spring dwindling, in order to
have the bees sooner to assist in divisions and strengthening. Then, again,
if in cellar, the vender will not give
Long Idea Hives.— On page 139, Mr.
Payette Lee, of Minnesota, asks you possession till all are on the summer
which hive will give the best returns stand, in order to give opportunity for
a long one, or a two-story hive V selecting average colonies.
Some
"
two-story
and you answer
dealers make a special point of not
hive." I have 50 "long idea" chaff
hives in my yard to-day, and no two- shipping or delivering tillJune, unless
story hives. I have repeatedly tested the contrary be specified, which gives
them by the side of the long hives for them the advantage of a first swarm,
extracted honey with results in favor
suflicient to nearly make
of the long ones every time. I will or brood
give my mode of management. Tlie one, which they consider a compensahives are 36 and 40 inches long
tion for risk in wintering and spring
mostly the latter length made double, dwindling.
with slanting roof. I use a frame 13
unless quite vicious.— Ed.]
2. No
inchesloiigby 11 deep, inside measure.
When the colony gets large enough to
occupy one-half the hive, if the forage
Gatherhig Honey.— Bees are doing
is good, I give tlieni the whole length, finely, gathering honey from willow,
spreading the brood and putting an tame China, and locust. I notice in
empty comb between the wliole the Journal of the 8th inst., that
length of the hive, and when ripe Mr J. S. Tadlock, of Luling, Texas,
enough to extract, I empty every dated Feb. 2-5, says he will extract new
comb that contains enough to pay for honey the first warm days. Now, will
handling, leaving one comb usually to Mr. T. please inform me what it is
keep the bees quiet. My .50 hives will that his bees gather so mucli honey
hold 3,000 lbs., which is quite an item from, that he can extract so early V
when a person is hurried with other My bees are in exactly the same latibusiness, as it can remain quite a tude as his, about 150 miles due east.
length of time frequently. My bees I have extracted about 1,000 lbs., but
last spring were reduced to mere it is honey gathered last fall. I leave
nuclei, and I did not extract at all till frames in the upper stories all winter,
they had finished their summer's labor, and do not believe in taking all the
and then the honey was nicely ripened honey out to make a big report, and
and mostly capped. Such hives then feed back sugar or glucose, and
should remain on the summer stands, lose half of my bees from starvation.
as they would be quite heavy to move. We all know that tlie old bees die off
I would advise Mr. Lee to try both very fast in spring, and it takes all
sorts of hives until he is satisfied they can gather for brood-rearing
which is best. But when you say to until the flow from linden, wild China

—

are very fine, but not as purely yellow
iis several specimens, some of which
have been here for 3 years. They are
not as fine as those we exhibited in

A

—

;

venient time for clipping a queen's
wing. By lifting a frame gently from
the hive, so as not to frighten the
queen or anger the bees, with a small
pair of scissors and a steady nerve,
the wing can be clipped off without
the queen scarcely knowing it. If,
however, you are nervous in movement, better lift the queen by grasping her gently at the fore part where
the wings join the body, and deliberately cut off about one-third of one
wing. Care must be observed not to
grasp her by the abdomen.
The great majority of your bees
being blacks, you will have to cut out
the drone comb very closely from the
blacks, then stimulate your Italian
colony rapidly, both by stimulative
feeding and giving sheets of worker
brood from your black colonies then
insert drone combs to get drone eggs
;

and brood as soon as possible. When
you have Italian drone brood capped,
remove the queen into a black colony,
and let the Italian colony build queen
When these are ripe, remove
cells.
your black queens, or form queentesting nuclei from your black colothirty-six or forty-eight
nies, and
hours after graft in the queen cells.
If you have been successful in forwarding Italian drones, and suppressing those from the blacks, your work
will

wise,

be easily accomplished otherit will be quite difficult.— Ed.]
;
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Wintering Well.— The winter lias
been very favorable for our bees so
far, whether on summer stands or in
Last winter my bees were left
cellar.
on the summer stands in very open
hives in fact, they were so open at
the sides and top that I expected to
lose all of them before spring, but out
of 18 I only lost 2 colonies they were
in box and log hives.
When the season opened last spring I transferred
them to frame hives, and increased to
25 by using foundation comb (Dunham), putting it in witli Goodrich's
fastener. This machine works nicely
and places the foundation solid in the
center of the frame. I was very successful with tlie foundation; not one
sheet dropped, and I put in large
swarms. What were once log and
box hives, now have frames, so that I
can handle them with some pleasure.
I have them in the cellar, with the
tops raised and bottoms open
they
seem to be very quiet. Should they
be put out for a fly, or leave them
until spring opens up, so that they
will not have to be put back in the
;

;

;

W. H. Beckwith.

cellar ?

Saybrook,

111.

[If the bees show signs of uneasiness, put them out for a ily otherwise, let them remain in the cellar
;

while all is going well— " let well
•enough alone," is an old maxim asap
plicable to bee-keeping as anything
«lse.— Ed.]
Ninety Colonies in the Cellar. —Have

had 90 colonies in tlie cellar since
Nov. 24 a few show signs of dysentery; 2 in the open air are quite strong.
Bees in this section liave wintered
well.
J. C. Thorn, M. D.
Streetsville, Canada.
;

—

Good Bee Pasturage.
I have 57
colonies and cannot get along without the Bee Journal. The last was
a poor season for honey in this locality.
My bees are in good condition. We
have one of the finest localities in the
State for bee pasturage.

Hezekiah Smith.
Fredericksville,

The Season,

111.

Smokers,

etc.

many writers for
that we shall get a

opinion of

— The

the Journal is
large crop
of honey the coming season. I suppose they base their opinion on the
condition of bees at the present, but
we should not shout too loud until we
get nearer the clearing ; we have a
spring to contend with, just ahead of
us then comes the harvest. Farmers
in tliis vicinity are all expecting a
very light crop of grass; they say
that the winter has been very unfavorable for the meadows that timothy
and clover have " winter-killed." The
roots are on the top of the ground,
thrown out by the frost. Bees are in
splendid condition ; tliat is good so
far, but if white clover is killed out,
we cannot expect a very large surplus.
In No. 9, page 137, Mr. T. F. Bingham
has an article entitled, "
Partial
Review." I think the action of the
Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Associa;

;

A

must have touclied him in a sore
spot. Be that as it may, I do not desire to keep rasping on a sore spot,
when one is found, so I will try to
heal it up. Mr. Bingliam in his remarks, brings nw in, and all I want to
say is that if I understand the case, I
do not wish to take back what I said,
but to reiterate it in fiilly-as strong
tion
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A High Fence.— I think Mr. Casson is
right regarding the higli fence around
the apiary. I had a colony that got to
robbing last season. There was an
orchard in their line, and some of the

bees in coming back would go around
the orchard instead of going over it.
I wish to make some foundation for
section boxes. I have a set of dies,
language. I iniderstand that Mr. but do not know how to prepare the
Quinby was the llrst to get up a prac- sheets to be pressed. Will you give
ticable bellows smoker, and I believe me light on the subject?
he is accorded that by all. I am inH. W. Cleveland.
formed that Mr. Bii'.gham got out a
North Sheffield, O.
patent on bellows smokers; I do not
[Nearly every manufacturer has,
know what the patent covers, but I
am told that he came down and for- from experience, acquired methods
bade L. C. Root and others from manu- peculiarly his own in some of the defacturing the liellows smokers. My tails of
preparing sheets for the rolls
point is tliis, if Mr. Bingham patented
whatotlierstiad invented, and tried to or press. Until quite recently, the
stop others from making, I condemn method was generally to dip a sheet
such in the strongest terms
but if of galvanized iron or thin wood into
Mr. Bingham's fertile brain has origin- a boiler
of melted wax. Care must be
ated anything that is worthy of a
patent, he is entitled to all its bene- taken that the wax is about the right
fits, and I will hold up botli hands to heat, and the dipping plate or board
sustain him or any other man in his or is kept cool by immersing in cold
their rights.
W. E. Clark.
water before putting it in the hot
Oriskany, N. Y., March 17, 1882.
wax.
solution of soap bark, as it is
Beginning.
I
am commencing called, and which may be procured
with bees here, and have S colonies, from nearly all druggists, is used in
and will report progress hereafter.
There are quite a number of amateurs washing the plate or board, and espehere and all need such instructions cially the edges to prevent the wax
and help as the Bee Journal gives. from sticking, after they have been
Boulder, Col.
C. P. Waldron.
unused for some time. Some little
practice will be required to make
Answered to lioll Call.— On the 18th
inst. my 21 colonies answered to roll everything work smoothly and satiscall.
My apiary is in my yard, which factorily.— Ed.]
contains about one acre, and is well
Improvements In Bee Hives. I hope
set in blue grass and beautifully
arranged shade trees and shrubs. In the bee hive question is not too hackthe southeast corner of my apiary, neyed to merit special and general
where there are no liives yet, I put discussion at present. I have given
some boards and set some troughs on the subject much consideration, and
them in which I put syrup made of would like to have the question fully
pure A sugar, and then placed a layer discussed, for it seems to me that imof dry corn stalks on the syrup. At portant changes are imminent.
Montpelier, Vt.
A. Webster.
10 a. ni. I procurred a few coals on a
shovel, and jiut a little piece of old
comb on the fire, and in less than 3
Good Increase.— In the spring of
hours the syrup was all gone clean and 1880 I commenced with 4 colonies of
dry, and only 3 dead bees left at the black bees. I transferred them to
troughs. They put in the rest of the frames 8^x15 inches, with success for
day bringing pollen from the maples a new liand. Increased to 10 in fair
and elms, which are plentiful here, condition, but lost all but 2 weak
and in the evening I found that colony colonies in the spring of 1881. In May
No. 8, was robbing colony No. 4. I bought a colony in a box hive, and
They would not let any others rob on transfering them found the combs
them but No. 8. They would fight all full of brood. This colony started me
others, and all winter this colony No. up afresh, and I increased to 12 good4 was uneasy, and at times acted like sized colonies, and obtained 50 lbs. of
they would swarm, so I examined honey in 1 lb. sections. Of these, 5
them and found tliat No. 8 had all the strong colonies were left on their
honey, and botli are strong colonies summer stands, in double boxes filled
of bees. I tlien took tlie brood cliam- with sawdust all around, and lime
ber of No. 4, and set it on top of the cushions over them, which were
brood chamber of No. 8 they re- covered with cut straw, and cornmained there about 20 minutes I then stalks set all around. The 7 lighter
took it ofE the bees had gone down colonies were put in an 8x16 cellar
into No. 8, and left their queen alone under the house, partitioned off from
above. I then examined her and the other cellar, witli a 4 inch pipe
found her to be a deformed, unmated under ground. I bored 3 holes in tlie
voung queeen with 1 leg off. I killed floor under a partition, which takes
her and the bees united and went to the dampness up to the rafters of the
work without any trouble. My20col- house, and by which it escapes. The
onies are now hatching young brood. bee cellar is always fresh. 1 put the
The prospects are good, although too bees in the ISth of November. They
much rain.
R. M. Osborn.
seem to like it, and are very quiet.
;

A

—

—

;

;

;

Kane,

111.,

March

20, 1882.

Matteson,

111.

A. Wichbrts.

I

.
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Bee Moths. I have been over the
country conside.i'ably in the last tliree
days, and have not failed to pay my
respects to the blessed bee. I have
not found a dead colony, but few
moths, and plenty of honey. This has
been a remarkable winter for the

—

Bees Do Not Punctnre Grapes.
CLUBBING LIST FOR 1882.
have seen much upon the honey bee
and grape question. Those who say Wesupply the Weekly American ISee «Jourthat bees puncture grapes have never nal and any of the following periodicals, for 1882

investigated the subject, or, if they at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
have, it was about like a doctor in my The first column gives the regular price of both
neighborhood who went to inspect a All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publislwrs' Price. Club,
preservation of the bee. The ignor- gravel pit. He went to the liill, took
Weekly Bee Journal,
S2 00.
ance that is prevalent concerning the up some quicksand in his fingers, felt The GleaningsinBee-CuIture(A.I.
and
Root) 3 00.. 2 75
natural history of the bee is distress- of it, and reported "good gravel and
Bee-Keepers' M.agazine (A..I.King). 3 00.. 2 60
Bee-Keepers'Inatruitor( W.Thomas) 2 50.. 2 35
ingly conspicnous, and no amount of lots of it." To tell the truth, there
The 4 above-named papers
4 50.. 4 00
argument can induce them to sub- was no gi'avel there. This is about
Bee-Keeper8'Exch'nge(Houk,iiPeet)3 00. 2 80
scribe for a bee paper or make any the way the bee is found biting grapes.
2 iO.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide A.G.Hill)
260.. 2 40
Kansas Bee-Keeper
move to enlighten themselves. Every Some of the grape men are about like
6 30.
5 50
The 7 above-named papers
with
doubt
the
doctor
the
gravel.
I
intelligent person that keeps bees for
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof.Oook'sManmiKbound in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
profit vifill have to make the business very much if they could tell a bee from
Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman) .. 2 40. 2 25
a study, and the beginner will And a yellow jacket. If they will investi2 85.. 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1S81
2 73.. 2 60
Binder for Weekly forl882
many mysteries, and will be under the gate as I have done, and tell what they
•
• » <
necessity of asking many questions, see, we will hear no more of this nonand as I am a very recent beginner, I sense. The first dry summer and fall
Honey and Beeswax Market.
will ask a few questions
1. What is I want these grape men to get a No. 1
the technical name for the moth V microscope, and go to the vines quite
OFFICE OP AarERICAN BEE JOURNAL, 1
2. How long in tl)e year may we expect early in the morning, and stay all day,
Monday, lO a. m„ March i27, 1882. >
to find it ? 3. What time in the day when you will see that the bees wait
The following are the latest quotamay we expect to see it ? 4. How does till the leaders come. They will see
.5.
it get in the liive V
What is the bumble bees, yellow jackets, hornets, tions for honey and beeswax received
sweat bees, birds, and worms so small
remedy ?
Wm. T. Stukgill.
up to tliis hour
you can hardly perceive them. Watch
Pickering, Mo., March 6, 1882.
Qiiotatious or Cash Bayers.
the wasps and count how many grapes
she stings in one hour, and see how
CHICAGO.
[1. Galleria cereana.
the bees follow and suck the juice.
IIONEY— As the season is well advanced, sales
2. Prom early in spring till late in
extracted honey are slow and prices remain unThe wasp gets none, as the bees fol- of
for dark and 10c. for
chanfred. I am paying
the fall, if colonies are not strong.
low closely and crowd it away. Keep lip:ht, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce
3. You will frequently in summer, tlie wasp and tlie others mentioned and rules hi^b.
IIEESWAX— I am paying 22c. for good yellow
especially toward evening of a warm away, and there will be no more grapes wax, on arrival; lS@20c. for medium grade,and
and
punctured.
Catch
one
let it sting lji;i]~c, for dark.
Al. H. Newman. 972 W. Madison St,
day, see white or cream-colored moths,
half the grapes in a bunch, and see
sometimes called millers, nearly an how quickly the bees suck the stung
CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demand for comb honey is slow,
inch long, suspiciously
W. D. Smyser.
numerous grapes and leave.
andpricesnominalatui(a20c. on arrival. Extracted
Ninevah, Ind.
honey is in fair demand. Our jobbiinK prices for
around the hives.
.

I

.

.

:

:

r-^e.

!

They frequently

lb.

jars of clover

hnney

are, per gross, $25

;

for 2

lb. do., per gross, fiiJ. The demand for manufacenter the hives
turing purposes is very good. We pay 8@iuc. on
at night, or in the morning or evenPremiums. Those whoget up clubs arrival.
BEESWAX— Brings I8®22c. The demand exing. They sometimes deposite their for the Weekly Bee Journal for ceeds the offerings.
C. F. Muth.
eggs in cracks around the hives, from 1882, will be entitled to the following
Qiiotatlens of Commission merchants*
whence the larvaj enter the hives, and premiums. Their own subscription
CHICAGO.
take up their quarters in the combs. may count in the club
HONE Y— Choice white comb honey is very scarce
and commands 22@2:.c. per pound. Other grades,
These attain nearly an inch in length. For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Beea and Honey."
partly dark and dark are very slow sale. Extracted
"
drm at 9(gt 12c., according to quality and style of
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
.5. Keep your colonies strong.
package.
They
"
"
4:,— Apiary Register for
Colonies,
R. A. Burnett, 165 South Water St.
(Bee)
Manual,
or Cooli'8
paper.
can be exterminated from the combs,
"
"
"
"
NEW YORK.
5,—
cloth.
by placing the latter in a small, close
"
"
HONEY— There is a liberal supply of honey here
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,

4.

—

:

5*.)

1

room,

and

thoroughly

or Apiary Register for '200 Col's.

three times at intervals of six days.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
for their labor in getting up the club.

sulphuring

—Ed.]

for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
quote as follows: White comb, in small
boxes. 18^190 ; dark, in small boxes, 12(gJ14c. Extracted, white, KK^Uc; dark, 7ta'9C.

We

BEESWAX.— Prime
THORN &

Blizzard.

— We have a regular" bliz-

quality. 21@23c.
CO.. 11 and 13 Devoe

avenue-

BOSTON.

zard " here— this is the second day of
i^°To any one sending two neio HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acto quality.
it.
We have 2 inches of snow on the Weekly subscribers for a year, we will cording
BEESWAX— Piime quality, 25c.
ground now.
James Heddon.
Crocker & Blake, 57 Chatham Street.
volume
of the Bee Jourpresent
a
Dowagiae, Mich., March 22, 1882.
SAN FRANCISCO.
nal for 1880, bound in paper covers.
HONEY— Reports from apiarists in the Southern
[It is better to have it at this time
It contains much valuable informa- part of the State give vei'y encouraging prospects
rather than later. It will not be inju- tion, and it will pay any one who does for the coming season. These prospects are. of
course, subject to contingencies favorable or otherwise, later on. Market is quiet and stocks very
rious now ; two or three weeks later it
not already possess it, to obtain a copy. light.
would cause sad results. As we write Many of our new subscribers will be
We quote white comb. Kica/SOc; dark togood.lO®
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white. 89i@10C-;
(on March 24th) the weather is balmy pleased to learn that they can get it dark and candied, 7(5.>^c. BEESWAX— 23(^'25c.
Stkarnw & Smith. 439 Front Street.
in Chicago. Very soon the air will be
for $1.00, by sending for it «t once,
ST. LOUIS.
filled with the melody of the feathered
before they are all gone.
HONEY— Strained dull, atH@9c.; nocomb here
songsters, the earth will be decked
to speak uf-worth isi.'iiuc.
BEBSWAX-Stifrat2ii'.'2lc. for prime.
with " living green," the bursting
R. C. Gkekh & CO.. 17 N. Main StreecRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
buds will imfold their beauteous which are printed a large bee in gold,
CLEVELAND.
HONEY—Themarketremains unchanged 1 an<J
forms, yielding generous perfume to we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
2 lb. sections of No. 1 white are in regular and
quick demand at 2U'"i2'2c. No. 2 white has dragged
man and honey for the " blessed bees,"
a little of late, but took a lively start to-riay at 20c.
and all nature will be clothed with
Advertisements intended for the Bee cleaning out all stock on hand. Buckwheat no
sale. Extracted is quite active at 12c. for small
loveliness. Is not the prospect soul- Journal must reach this office by and lie. for large packages.
BEESWAX-25<yj30c.
inspiring V- Ed.]
Saturday of the previous week.
A. C. Kendet.. 115 Ontario Street.
1

:

——

—
;
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The Apuiry Register.

As

the time

mence the use
all

A

line

words;

line of

now

at

hand

to

com-

of this valuable book,

who intend

to

be systematic in

work during the coming season,
shouldjobtain a copy and commence to
their

KAXES FOK ADVESTISINO,
20c. per agate

is

space, each insertion.

of Agate type will contain about elffht
fourteen lines wiU occupy 1 inch of space.

use it. We give the following notices
by the bee papers of America, which
most thoroughly endorse its use
:

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

"
bee-keeper should have a
DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements goodEvery
imderstanding of the condition
for the Weekly as follows, if paid in advance
lO per cent, discount. of every colony of bees in his apiary
For 4 weeks
"
he should also become aware of the
8
20
"13 " (3 months).... 30
superior and inferior qualities of his
" 26
"
"
(6 months).... 40
"89 " (9 months).... SO
bees, and know the colonies to which
SZ " (1 year)
«0
these traits belong. He should record
Discount, for 1 year. In the Monthly alone, 3S the amount of honey, in pounds, which
per cent., C months, lO per cent.
is taken from each colony and thereby
Discount, for 1 year, in the Semi-Monthly alone, learn which
colonies are the greatest
40 per cent., 6 months, 20 per cent.
honey gatherers, and therefore the
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
most
profitable.
He will thus be
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
enabled to learn and decide for himTransient Advertisements payable in advance. self which queens will pay him the
—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance. best to breed from, and how such
queens look whether the color or
THOMAS G.
size decides in any way the superior»7i West Madison Street.. C'hlcaeo, III.
ity, and more than one question which
:

;

*'

*'

'*

—

NEWMAN.

harrowing our minds to-day, each
settle for himself by the following bee-keeping in a systematic and
orderly way. When such a day comes
we predict a more harmonious and
satisfactory time for bee-keepers.
We liave long urged the need of systematic bee-keeping, and one of its
necessities has been brought forth by
T. G. Newman, of Chicago, from
whom we have received a copy of the
Apiary Register, which was devised
to contain a complete record of each
colony in the apiary. Tlie book Is
leather bound and well gotten up."
is

may

^p^eciixl i|oticcs.

—

To Advertisers. By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail tliemselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
of America to make their announcements for tlie coming season's trade.
We not only offer the best advertising
medium, but the lowest rates on yearly
contracts.

A Sample (Jopy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

1^ We

send Cook's Manual
in cloth, or an Apiary Eegister for 100
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75.
will

;

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.

name on
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" Tlie Apiary Register, published by
T. G. Newman, is a book that fills a
long-felt want, and one that every
apiarist should have.
Two pages,
ruled and printed, are devoted to each
colony, it being so arranged that a
single glance will give its complete
history.
It is strongly
bound in
leatlier, and of very convenient size,
being small enough to carry handily
in the pocket."— iJee-A'eepers' Instructor.

"

We are indebted

to Mr. Newman
sample copy of his Apiai-y Register.
This is something new arid fills a
needed want in the bee yard. The
one we have is calculated for 100 colonies and is so complete in its systematic and condensed arrangement
that the whole story of each is told on
one leaf about 4x6 inches
which
makes a book tor 100 colonies ^ of an

for a

•

—

inch thick. Can be carried in the beekeepers' pocket without any inconvenience. Thus he can know the exact condition of any colony in a
moment. It has only to be seen to be

appreciated."— iieeA.eepers'JBx-c/iaj!ge.

Por

50 colonies (120 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

1^ We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are y Every
subscriber is such an agent we liave
;

no others, and greatly desire that each
Bee-Keepers'' Guide.
one would at least send in one new
" The latest thing out in the way of subscriber with his own renewal.
convenience for systematizing work
in the apiary, is an Apiary Register
1^ Those who may wish to change
book, gotten up by Mr. T. G. Newman, to whom we are indebted for a from other editions to the Weekly,can
sample copy of the work. Two pages do so by paying the difference.
of the book are devoted to each colony,
with rulings and proper headings, so
^"Always forward us money either
that a glance will give a complete history of the colony. On the frontpages by postal order, registered letter, or
are plain directions for using the Reg- by draft on Chicago or New York.
ister, with two sample pages, showing
how to fill up the blanks." Kansas Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
Bee-Keeper.
"Apiary Register. We have just except at adiscoimtof 2-5 cents, to pay
received one of friend Newman's expense of collecting them.
Apiary Registers, and we must say
we are delighted with it and wonder
i^-It is a fact that
dealers are
how us bee folks got along without it. buying horses with horse
ringbones and
Tlie one we have is for 100 colonies of spavins, because they
can make money
bees, witli something like 220 pages
by using Kendall's Spavin Cure. 9w5t
there is one page devoted exclusively
to the colony on general principles,
"How do You Manage," said a lady
bees, honey, etc. Then the opposite
page is devoted exclusively "to the to her friend, " to appear so happy all
queen, and in the back there is suffi- the time V" " I always have Parker's
cient number of pages devoted to the Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply,
cash account, so the whole business of " and thus keep myself and family in
your apiary can be kept together. It good health. When I am well I alalso has a page and a half devoted to ways feel good natured." See other
things worth knowing. A complete column.
llwSt
glossary, and a nice little table of
It is neatly bound in
abbreviations.
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
full sheep, and one book will do a sinFull Culonies. Nuclei. Tested and Untested Italian
Queens, bees by the pound.
u'uiirantee safe
gle apiary for 2 or 3 years." American arrival.
Address,
OTTO KLKINOW.

To Promote a Vigorous Growth of
the hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam.
It restores the youthful color to gray
hair, removes dandruff, and cures
itching of the scalp.
nw5t
Beekeeper.

—

1

13wtf

Opposite Kurt Wayne, Detroit, Mich.
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BIND TOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

The American Bee Journal

Is the oldest Bee
Amerkn, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, amoDK farm-

Paper

ers,

and

in

mechanica, professional and business men,
therefore, tbe best advertising medium.

.^tRSOA,^

Is,

Sweet

Wanted

Seed

Clover

"pat.

I wish to purchase several bushels of Sweet Clover (3/f/i!nf^(s alba) Seed. Address, statintr quantity and price.
A. H.
I2wtf
972 "W. Madison Street, rhicago. III.

^O^MUsy^.

B/AU3fR|LiPERI0DICALs\

NEWMAX,

The Emerson Binder

S AI*E— Any number of colonies of choice
FOR
Italian and Cyprian Bees,
frame standard

IS

in Ui-

Lanustroth hives. Also, Hives. Sections, and choice
bred (,>ueens in their season, at popular prices.
Will sell the entire Apiary of 2fiO colonies, and everything to run them the coming season, at a bargain. Also, wanted, an active man to work at the
hee business 7 or 12 months. Correspondence sohcited. Address,
T. S. ROYS,
12wtf
Columbus, Wis.

WA

Address,
il74

6SQ;

farm, in apiary
and supply shop, with chance to learn the
business. Must be industrious, temperate, and
well recommended. Address, stntiuK wapea,
12w2tp
C.
Birmingham, O.

Bees and

.lOc.
8.5c.
'75c.

THOMAS «. NEWMAST,
Street, Chlcaaro, III.

West Madison

ENGMAVINGS,

FLVT-i;OTTOM

Horse COMB FOUNDATION,
The
KENDALL,
BY

A.OKAVES»
PRICE I.IST OP

mailed on aiiplication.

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of isso..
For Bee Journal of 18HI.T
For Bee Journal of 1882

XTED— A man to work on

Choice Italian

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Queens,

hiph side-walls.4 to Ifi square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples fre&

M. D.

B. J.

J.

Address,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,

giving an index of diseases,
A TREATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

PTiront HrooV. Mri"»_

and the
table giving all the principal .drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse ; a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
rrlce SS centw.— Sent on receipt of price, by

r-,,_

;•_

','

;

W.
nw4t

Younpsville,

Queens

Bees and

DAVIS,

J.

Warren

a

Co., Pa.

Specialty.

I have a choice lot of Tested Italian Queens, also
Full Colonies of Bees, I offer for sale cheap. I
shall breed and have for sale after June 1st, young
Queens from the best of Imported stock. Satisfaction guaranteed. Price list free,
I. S.
Hartford, Wis.
llwom

THOMAS
974

L. C.

AXTBLL,

Roseville.

Warren

Co..

Street,

;

;

CHICAGO. ILL.

EXCELSIOR
& Original Albinos,
BEES AND QUEENS.
HONEY EXTRACTORS.
J. M. C. TATLOK,
Send for

in

Golden Italians

in

39wly

old, nice Trees, by mail, postpaid. $'2.riO
per UKi by express or freight. $1.50 per loO byexpress "r freight, $9.TO per l.ocxi. Catalpa equals
Basswood for honey, and the wood is proof against
decay. Address,
H, M. MORRIS,
Nurseryman, Rantoul. III.
I0w5t

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE

CROWFOOT,

SAr.E— l.W Colonies of Italian Bees
FOR
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.

s:H::B:i3msrc3-SOne vear

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Basswood and Catalpa

III.

FB.BS! FB.ZSI

Circular.

Lcwistown. Frederick

lOsmtf

Co.,

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 'i and 4

Md.

Send for our 28-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, gcod goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
ilwtf
E. A. THOMAS & CO.,Coleralne,Ma8s.

,

;

;

send now. Address Peabody
iniOIiljI'MediealinstttuteorDr. W. H.
22wly
PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch st.. Boston.

YTJnW
TUVQrTP
MlUVIf

COMB FOVNDATION- 3Sc.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and

briizht, lo sq. ft. to

;

the
per

lb.. 4.')n.

lb. F.

W.

Senri for samples.

Wax worked

HOLM KS.Cuopersville, Mich.

I'tc.

L'iwiy

A

tow Choice Colonies for

SIORTH

&

L,A]VSINO, MICH.,

Bee Hives, All-in-one-piece Section Boxes,
FANNING MILLS, SASH, DOORS & BLINDS.
Italian

Bees for

Address,

Uellil,

Jersey

IROgood Colonies of pure Italian
and Cyprian Bees, mostly in Langs troth and American Hives, at $4 each nX) new, painted. Lancstroth and American Hives at i\JM each 3.5TO
Boss Sections, $2 per simi aboutso Queens, tested,
.'^imi
lbs. Coml> Foundation, 30c. per lb
$1 each
two new Extractors, Moth's ami Everett's, $4 each;
one IJ-inch roll l^'imii.lation Machine, *15. We
will pay shipping chart:i',s on orders of $."> and upwards. Satisfaction Bivi'n or money refunded.
offer forsale

;

;

;

;

:

A. T.

SEDGE WICK,

Extractor. Kix'J'i, which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Kxcepting with the IH.OO Ex-

<'oiin«j. III.

i:|r,.(M(

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadintrtothe honey gate, and movasides in tip- Comb HBekets.
^R 00
American
-- frames, 1.3x13 inches
For J .8 00
loxis
For "2 Lanti-troth
10 00
10x18
For :i
14 00
lOxis
For 4
12
00
size, 3x20
For 2 frames of any
'
12 00
125.^x20
For 3
16 00
13X20
For 4
1

ALFRED

Corning, Ohio.

WOOD,

Manufacturers of

I3W1SI

sale.

EDWARDS,
CHEAP.-CHEAP.
We
H. D.

llw(it

NARMORE

Bees

Italian

GOID MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and clieapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin. embossed, full
gill, :t<.Mi pp. .contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions, price only 5ii.2,'i sent by
mail illustrated sample, fie

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The :t frame basket is in a
i;iTi of the same size and style as
ihi> J flame. The 4 frame basket
IS in tlie larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
III revolve upon, leaving room un.l.-rneath the basket for75or80
III- of honey. It will be complete,
with Clivers, and in every way
iiii-ntical, except in size, with the

sale.

THE CONaUEROR.

972

Flori[laiLan[l--640 Acres
tm-

CHEAP FOR CASH.

i;iii

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Ginger, Euchu, Man
drake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger

4,

city 9i Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Oulf of Mexico, and within

and 6) of the Apalachicola river the
Large Sniolcers need wide shields. I!int;bam's soil is a rich, sandy loatu, covered with timber.
have them, ana sprinus that dnnot rust an' break,
It was conveyed on Dec. .list. 18T5, byCol. Alexanand bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter. der McDonald, who owned
sections, includinK
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
above, to J. M. Murphy, for Si3,20(l, and on Sept.
anda:ix7inch stovp, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent the
,5th. 1877. by him conveyed to the unoersiened for
postpaid for $1?. Address.
*;i,llOO.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecordsof the
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
Abronia, Mich.
]3wtf
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos2

sections

(5

Tonic, into a medicme
of such varied powers, as

;

to

ELECTROTYPES
the Bee Journal for sale at
2.') cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
G.
thanooc.

Of Engravings

use*! in

NEWMAN,
THOMAS Street,
Chicago, III.

BT4 West Madison

session.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOMAS e. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO,

LLL.

make

Blood

it

the greatest
nnd the

Purifier

BcstriealthAStrength
Ilestor^r Ever Used.

II

;

111,

nr

,^i

township 7, southranReT
west, Franklin county, Horida, situated about M
miles south nf the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the

DEsruiPTloN,-Sec.

Street, Chicago,

cures Rheumatism,
diseaess
Stomach, Bowels,
the
of
Kidneys,
Lungs, Liver
&isentircly differentfrom
It

Sleeplessness,

Parker's

Hair

Balsam.

&

&

Bitters,

Ginger Essences

The Best, Cleanest, and and other Tonics, as it
Most Economical Hair DressNever falls to restore the never intosicates, Hiscox
ing.
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
I^rpe Saving Buying Dollar Size.
60c. ftPii ^1 shes.

&
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TikPEI"

'E.E33
Who

will be

AND

WHO]:^CSAr.E

RETAIL..

25,000

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
nnd our wax is nowhere to be equalled fur cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
Bectinns. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

&

DADANT

CHAS.

SON,
111.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

USE.

IN

By A.

you buy tlie (_>rit;inaf Patent Binfrham
Bee Smoker, you will
aid the inventor ol
improved bee smokers—get the best, that
never go out— alway;^
please— never is comIf

over—

world

State AgricQltaral

320

better

and handsomer

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
8t«>ve-wood, or do not
out.

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
Nucleus, with Test5.00
ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July

you buy

If

our smokers and honey knives first, you „ . .^j
will have to buy no Fatentea
others.
als, to

Send

for tree descripti< n

BINGHAM

dfc

and testlnio

llET herin<;ton.
Abronia, Mich.

2-fraiiie

J

Same, after July!
TestedQueen, before July
'*

1,

lo.oo
3.00

after July 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,

*'

13.50
after July l
Address, by Re^jistered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

DR.

I.

Iwtf

FULL COLONIES

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the E.xtractor, a set

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QVEEXSaadNXJCLEI IN SEASON.
2:^~Satis faction guaranteed.
cation.
,J. II.

Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

50wlf

Co.,

Mich.

of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragnients of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen colls, writing desk, and wash
ba-in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba'-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
;

;

JOHN

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

sell

the abuve Smokers at

MANlFACTlRKliS'
uiai]

IMtlCKS, by

express, at wholesale <jr reAll the latest improvements,

iir

tail.

including the CONQUKROK.
Send for my iSJ-page Illustrated
Catalnt'ue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAUO. ILL,

ALFRED

I

972

address it to
M. DAVIS,
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

$777

expenses toagents,
outtlt free,addre8sP O Vickery
Augusta.* Maine.
36wly

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING
the line of Ai>iai-i;in Supplies, should send
my Descriptive Circular and f*rire List. Sent
F. A.
Address,
3wi3tp
Milledgeville, Carroll county. 111.

in

for

SXELL.

free.

CALDWELL,

V.

CAMBRIDGE,

Italian

Queens, Bees and Fancy Poultry Eggs.

Send for Circular.

ft.

F.

Hwdt

KI6IIT.
Poseyville. Ind.

ILL.,

Wants every reader of the good old American
to send his name and Poatoffice address for a copy ot his new Illustrated Circular of
Bee-Keepers' Supplies. It may pay you to read it
before ordering your supplies.

Bee Jourxal

Given's Foundation Press.

lyBeeswax

The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthi?i
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

3w26t

wanted.

frame.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
REV. E.

1882,

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
C, Hoopeston.
D. S. GIVEN"

A

BRfOGS.

;

;

;

QUEENS. -1882.

1882. -ITALIAN

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,
Devoted entirely to the best interests ol those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
hy Dr. Wm. H. Howard, is of especial interest to
beginners in bee-culture. .Tas. Heddon will write
a practical article for every number for ihnj 20
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth the price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
;

8C0VEL.L & ANDERSON.

I ara now booking orders for my
reared from
the best stock in the country. War-

COLDEN ITALIANS,

anted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
ariy in the season, t2-^>0
after
^July, $j 2 frame Nucleus, with
3'lVsted Queen. $4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, $10. The Best
Quinl-y Smoker for $l..''>u. Address all orders to

BEESWAX.

;

:

;

L. a.

DIEHL.

Columbus, Kansas.

2fiwtf

;

(Money Order

HI.

Evergreen Apiary,

the

r..
of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from eitlierof
his Prize Mothers, as eiirly in the coming season aa
they can be bred, at the followinn rates: 7'ested
Qutiens. 13 Warranted Queens, *- Queens without Kuarantee. *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. J4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
if accompanied with the cash.
3w2Bt

lOwtf

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

wish to buy a qunntityof goodyellow Beeswax.
nm paying 22c. per pound, delivered here, Cash

on

arrival.

Shipments

solicted.

1

West Ma

lison Street.

CHICAGO. ILL

IIluHtratloiiA.

the follo^vituj opinions of the

All agree that it is the work of
real value.— L' Apiculture, Paris.

Book;

a master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American Works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.- iiri(i.-/i Bee Jifurnal,
Prof. Cook's valuable Jlanual has been my constant ^:nide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. C<'ok's New Munual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. U. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested Id
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
ever regret having purcnased.— ilf it/t. Far.
who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
is a necessity.
Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— if era /d, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with the times in every particular. The
richest reward awaits its author.—A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonit,

will

all

manual

and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested inlormation contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. Van ANTWERP, M. O
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Kj/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well th» publisher.
I have never yet met witli a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 hke so much.— I^' ABBE l>u
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' ApicuUeurt France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a tboniugb, practical,
and ck'iirly expressed seiies of dircriions for their
management; also a botanical description f>t hrjney
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of been.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this vad»
mecum ot the bee-keeper. It is replete with thebest intormation on everything belonging to apiculture.
To Hi taking an interest in this subject*
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as adviMed.-^i7ncui(unj.(, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the must coiiiplcte and practical
treatise on bee-culture in liuropenr America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
everj' experienced bee man will welcome; and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It is
handsonjely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
ertU—Wtbtem AgricuUurist.
to the
ish mysell,

We

W

This work is undoubtedly the most complote
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whi&h
has ever been pubh.'-hed. It gives a full explanation regarding thec;ireand management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which houses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupaiiou8.—.4mertca7i Inwntor.

Price— Bound
S1*00* by mail

AI^FRED H. NEWHAK,

Office)— Butler, DekalbCo., Ind.

133 Fine

the

Michigan.

;

I

I

;

College of

shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and la3t,though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

To

A YEAKand

IBEAIXIUARTERS FOR

J.

pAKei*

Bead

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAURIAUE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

of

COOK,

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The drst edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineatioa
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee»
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ol bees;
full desccriplions of honey-producing plants.lrees,

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

Bees andQueens
From my

J.

Of LansUig, Professor of Entomology tn

plained of— the stand
ard of excellence thi'

f(0

GOLDEN

OR,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

postpaid, from tir> cts.
to $2.
Our patents

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

iwiy

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

OrlfflHal

copy?

first to

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

The

the

207

tot
in cloth, 3f>1.25

prepaid.

In paper covcrv
Published by
;

XIIOIMAS G, AiE'WlUAN.
974

West Madisom

Street,

CHICAGO,

tt.i^

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole M.inutacturer

Books

Bee-Keepers,

for

—

<if

/^

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

THE DUNHAM

THOMAS

FOR SALE. ALSO,

COMB FOUNDATION
And

all

100

of th« Aplitry. —
illustrated

Italiian

Bees

Sale,

for

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Queenf*: Italian. Cyprian and Albino; Comb Fou?idutlon: Given,
Vandervort. Dunham and Root;
Hives, Smokers. Frames. Seeds of
i Honey l*lants, and everything required in an apiary. Send for price
Address,
E. T. FLANAGAK,

5wly

Box 819.

and

fully

; or, Cook*8 Manual
Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
"up with the times" on every

subjecti'f bee-culture. Itls not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Clotb,^l.S5 ; paper cover, 91,

JTAMES HEDSON.Dowagiac, Mich.

Colonies of

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

Bee-Keeper*a Gnldo

Useful Supplies.

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by
lw,35t

by

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madlaon

974

price,

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Belleville, St. Clair County, III.

Qnlnby*BXewBee-Keeplngr, byL. C. Root—

The anthor

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cunnot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
makin^ull lis readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— tfl.SO.

that

it

and

forcible,

ABC

Novice's
ofBee-CnUure, by A.I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, S1<S5; paper,Sl.
of the honey-bee." and

K.1nK*s Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised und brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 461. OO; paper. 7Sc.

I^angrotroth on the Hive and
ia a standard scientific work.

1882.

Honey Bee.

- This

Price,

S2>

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance ov
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.

Bees and Iloney or, successful tnanaeemeni of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Iloney Plitnts — Queen Rearing—
F"eedine — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Itiihanizing — IntrodurinK Queens— Extracting—
;

FOUNDATION

.

Illustrated Catalogue
AND

Patented Aug. ^M,

1881.

Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents

py Send for New Circular for January, 18S2.
HnvinK

Quieting and Ilyndlmg Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Fniellhh andOennaa.Price lor either edition, 4U cents, postpaid.
tal principles of

OP

CATTTI02T.
PATENT Number

SUPPLIES

:

FKANC'EX A. DUIVH.VM.

thehiw.
2wl3t

BePere. Wis.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
"\TEA1UA' A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
}y book of its kind ever published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks

by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wapes. rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for 3;j cents post-paid.
©.TT. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester. N.r.
Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. .^O

t^
2wfim.

__^^__

SEinsriD :b'cd:r

oktjb

^:W It contains Prices and Deaciiptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bde-keepor should
bewithoutit. Your name and address, wrliteii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

Four

to eight int-liea,
(our feet, *-J.OO pei- 1<»<».
Z. KL.

three to

i.i-r

Address,

Niir5erym:in.
JEWETT.Sparta,
Wis.

fiwKitl)

Holy l,and
I make a speciiiltT of rearing' pure
Oueens. and have now more than KHi colonies in
their puritv. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imnorted Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
Gl ^5 each after that date, single Queen, *1.00 6
lor is on; 12 or more, 7S cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

ALFRED

t

;

I. Tl.

NEWMAN,

H.

Cb.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
Snoui-n have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES,

192
pages, pocket form
full of useful tables for
castinc up urain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,

plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your booksellei'
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cent-*. Agents can

make money

G. W. FISHER.
Box:233, Rochester, N.Y.

selling this book.

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas county,

111.

20

^?-Send
iwly

IOC.

forPracticalHIntsto Bee-Keepers.

description of the
Price, iJc.

Doolittie.

\ C. P. Dailant, giving
nianayement adopted

many

in detail

the methods
This

in their apiary.
useful hints.- Price 15c.

—"Low Prices, Quick Returns

;

;

if

;

This book should be in every family, and
ouL'hi to create a sentiment against adulteration of
iood products, and demand a law to protect the
noteac.

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 20U pages. 50c-.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contiuns (»ver l.i>00,(.HH) Indusdustnal Facts, Calculttions. Pmcesse.s. Trti''c Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.. 'f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Fanner and Business
Man. Gives 2on,ooo items for Gas, Steam. Civil
Millers, Blacksmiths. Founders. Mineis, Metallurgists, Assay ers,
Plumbers, Gus and tsieimi Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood VViTkers of every kind.
The work contains i.niii pages. Is a veritable

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paui.JBS.SO.
be

more useful

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$i
Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
|ii
Tested
$2
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... J2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea:>\

V-<:json.
ready,
'

Food Adulteration What we eat and should

KcndalPs Horse Book, — No book could

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

;

MTJTH,

M.

Practical flints to Bec-Keepers,~by Chas.
p:iL:es.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F.Muih;
management of bees. Price, lOc.

;

P*^Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,CISrCINNATl, O.

Use- Being a

:-tj

Fi,T\.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LauKStroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,

The HlTC I
hive used by G.

the

GrOOlD,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

TVlnterlnar Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Associiition. The Prize— t2.i in gold
— wasawarded lo Proi Cook's Essay, which is here
given in lull. Price, lOc.

contains

West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.

5wly

the nature,

;

Iloney Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wlnes.etc;
and Honey as Medicine With many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creatmg ademand for honey
everywhere. Publislied in Enccllsh and <^erniaa.
Price lor either edition. «c. ; per dozen, 50c.

iind

972

;

;

,

quality, sources.and preparailon of Honey forlhe
Market Honey as looo, ^jivinL: recipes tormaking

;

2W Also for sale at the Bee Jouhxal office. „^i

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

the fundamenlurnisUes the

demonstrate them,

Extracted TVoney Harvestlnfc, RnndlInu mid M!»rketSnK.— A 24-paKe pamphlet, by

;

BASSWOODSil-IOSEEDLINGS
lOO;

to

Ancient History of Bees and Honey

Dunluim Foundation Machine, mukinp

comb

foundiitiou witli base of cells of nHtiiral
shape, and Bide-walla brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby give notieo to ;iil i>:irties infrinKintr
my rip;hts, either by nnirmtactui int' said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines as above, other tlum of my in uiiifiHtiire.
that I am prepared to protect my r;;:his. hthI slmll
prosecute all infrinfii'ments to the lull cxtont of

and arguments

G.

obt:iined l.K'l'TKRS

246.1)99 lor

bee-culture, and

lo c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomns
Newman.— This bjnmphlet discourses upon the

facts

we are timely notified.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.

Cyprian or Palestine, ^i; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8. \Vax
worked on Dunbam machine, iO cents per pound
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 15 cents per lb.
Safe arrival guaranteed.
;. paid for bright wax.
Money Orders en

to liorse owners. It has y> engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats ail
diseases in ;i plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table <^f doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 35c.

Ropp*8 Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of njerchandi>te and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 9f>l. ; Morocco, $1.50*

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, 35c.

on

;

20' TuHColu, 111.

Iwly.

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

XEW^MAW,

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

—
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:

PAPER^iy ^
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—

—

—
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Chicago,
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Preparation of Honey for the Market, iuchulingthe production :iiul care
574 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
of both comb and extracted honey.
At SS.OO ii Year, la Advance.
This is a new paiiiplilet of 32 pages
which wehave jnstpublished. Attlie
letter, exf^^ Remit by money-order, registered York,
payor
New
Chicigo
press or bank draft on
able to our order. Sucb 07ilt/iire atoiir risk. Checks last meeting of the Xorth American
<3n local bunks cost us :^5 cents for coUectinK.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apFree of postage in the United States or Canada. pointed on a committee to prepare inextra.
Postage to £urope 50 cent*
structions on ttie Exhibition of Bees
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
;

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
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Editorial Items...

Preparation of

Honey

for the

209
209
209
209
209
210
210
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Bee Pasturagi^ a Necessity
Tile "Conqueror"
Reversible

Artificial
Artificial

14.

A Reversible Frame. J. S. Duncan,
of Browning, AIo., has sent us a sample of his reversible frame for bee
hives. Accompanying it is the follow-

&(u«-.>ni'»MsQ

A

No.

April 5, 1882.

Frame

('omb H'iney, Beeswa.x. etc

Swarming

A House Apiary in

211

Italy

Among Our

Exclianges
Too Much Honey
Queer Industries in New York
to
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Dysentery

The Coming' Bee— Its Production
A Standard Frame
Heddon's lieply to Messrs. Demaree and
Casson

212
212
212
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Yellow, or Leather-Colored Bees
E.xcrete a Dry Powder?
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Lower versus Upper Ventilation

214
214
215
215

no Bees
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in

216
216
216
216

Maine
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Artificial Comb Honey
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217
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Prospects Cheerinji
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Brood- Rearinc in Wired Cells
More About Mrs. Cotton's Transactions
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How I Cac Ui.- Bee Journal

My
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217
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217
217
217
218
218
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219
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Special Xotices—
Binders for 1KS2
Clubbing List for 1^82

Honey and Beeswax Markets

By

the loose link at eacli corner and
movable arm the frame is reand with the square frame,
bottom may become top, for
the frame the pieces are all cut one
length, and the one nailed on tlie

the

versible,
sides or

other

The

220
220
220

this is for liives with rabbets.
triangle link is hung on the ac;

companying hooks, properly spaced
and driven into the side of the hive,
making the hive simpler and easier of

To keep the frames
from swinging against each other, I

construction.

use a thill
strip of
wood with
wire drawn through the proper distance, and fastened to the bottom of
the hive. The links are made by having a piece of wood or iron the shape
you want the link, roll the wire arouml

and

cut.

^' A correspondent in
wishes to

North Caro-

know

liow to prepare
have re- bees in the Simplicity hive for transThe "Conqueror."
ceived from Messrs. Bingham & Ileth- portation by rail, to hold f ramessteady,
erington a sample of their large etc., whicli we briefly answer
Presmoker, which they call the "Conquer- pare a bottom gauge, by using a strip
lina

211
211

Correspondence
Bacterium— Its KelatioB

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

ing description, whicli will give as
good an idea of it as we could do

— We

:

or."

It certainly possesses capacity

conquer the worst colony
of hybrids that can be found. The
stove or tire-pot is 3x7 inches, with a
chimney 7 inches high, and bellows in
proportion. Almost any body would
be justified in making a great blow
with this smoker.
sufficient to

^i

of

an inch thick-by

1

inch v?ide

;

be as long as the hive is
wide; saw notches to the number
frames, in which to fit
of the
the bottom bars to hold them steady
now set the frames in firmly, spread
let this

;

tliem properly, and drive a IJ^ incli
wire nail in the lug at each end of the
top-bar. Cover the whole liive (if
the weather be hot) with 16-mesh

1^ Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper wire cloth put 3 strips (1 at each end
fromltems of business.
and middle) of inch lumber by 2 inches
crosswise fold a cotton cloth S
^" On Friday, March 24th, America wide,
tlncknesses, dampen it and tuck under
lost her most distinguished poet by
tlie death of Henry \V. Longfellow, at one strip, then at night close the
the ripe age of 75 years. For fifty entrance tight. Properly mark it,
years liis sweet and tender poems and on top, "Live Bees— this side up
charming stories have been read and
keep out of sun and rain." If weather
re-read by the people, and they were
enjoyed by ricli and poor, learned and be cool, use much wider cross-blocks
unlearned alike.— &.
on top.
;

;
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Artificial

Comb Honey, Beeswax,

etc.

haps

its value will not advance proportionately with the decrease in production, owing to the employment of
cheap substitutes for it.
•5.
No, as compared with the price
of honey, and the ready market being
establislied for the latter. Probably,
in the near future, the majority of the

Mr. H. S. Hackman, of Peru, 111.,
propounds below a few questions relating to tlie beeswax production of
the United States. Sliort and pointed
as are tlie questions, but sliglit rejection will be required to convince the
reader of their importance
wax production of America will be
consumed
in the manufacture of comb
I liave received a letter from Mr. R.
A. Burnett, commission merchant in foundation, and many progressive
Chicago, in which lie says: "Hap- apiarists will themselves become buypening to pick up the Bee JouiiNAr, ers in the market instead of sellers,
of this city, I noticed your communication on comb honey. It is true that as the tendency of progress appears
many people think ail the nice comb to be to prevent production tatlier
honey that they see in my store is than to encourage it. If twenty pounds
manufactured and tell me so daily I
am often so weary of the effort to con- of honey, or the time of the bees
vince them of the impossibility of its equivalent to that amount, be required
being mauufactnred, that many are in the making of one pound of comb,
allowed to deceive themselves. Per- certainly no thouglitful bee-keeper
haps that is better than that they
will encourage or allow its production
should think I lied about it." This
corroborates my last article on artifi- if he can profitably prevent it.
cial comb iioney. Will you or some of
your contributors please write an
Artificial Swarming.
article on beeswax, and answer the
:

;

1. What is the
following questions
The season is rapidly approaching
wax product of the United States anis
the principal when the bee-keeper will wish to take
niuillyV
2. What
use wax is employed in or I'orV 3. every advantage to secure the early
Can anv other product or substance be
Many may have bees
substituted for beeswax V 4. What flow of honey.
will l)e the commercial value of wax, in box liives whicli tliey do not wish
:

as
5.

to

scientific

bee-keeping advances

V

Can a progressive bee-keeper afford
sell wax at 20 cents a pound V
1.

the

There are no data for arriving at
of the United States

wax product

with anything like precision. Several
years ago, with the information then
at hand, we estimated the beeswax
product of the country to be about
3,000,000 pounds, which, at 20c. per
pound, would amount to $600,000.
2.

For wax candles, artificial

flowers,

medicinal uses, varnislies, and many
other purposes. The most of it, till
quite recently, has found a foreign
market, since wliich there lias been a
ready market at home for nearly all
the beeswax produced.
3.

Yes, in

mixed with

many ways
cerasine,

;

it

is

largely

parafTine,

and

perhaps other substances, for various
purposes. Much of the bleached l>eeswax of commerce, and white wax, is

composed principally of cerasine or
parathne, and in many cases tliey have

We

do
entirely supplanted beeswax.
not believe, liowever, any substitute
for it can be used in the apiary, or any
adulteration practiced with economy,
for purposes in which it is to be
brought into contact with the bees.
Several attempts of this kind have
been made, but they always resulted
in failure so far as

we have been

formed.
4.

It is

in-

to transfer, either

Now

watch them as they crawl
;
up, to discover the queen if slie goesin, place the old box on a new stand,
old stand

;

and your work
If the bees to

is

accomplished.

be operated with are

in frame hives, remove the old hive to
a distance, and place a new or empty
one on tlie old stand, when the bees
are working busiest lift tlie comb on
which you find the queen from the
old hive, destroy queen cells on it, if
any, and place in the center of the new
Hll in frames
one, with the queen
each side filled with clean combs or
foundation,
proportionate to
the
strength of the colony, and confine to
the center of tlie hive with division
boards; put on the blanket and hive
cover now take tlie frames one at a
time from the old hive, and shake
most of the bees off in front of the
nev^f hive, destroy all the queen cells
in the old hive but the two best, or
give them a laying queen after destroying or removing all the cells put
;

;

;

;

in an empty comb or frame of foundaperhaps, they may
or
tion in place of the one removed to
prefer to keep them in the boxes, and
the new hive, spread tlie blanket over,
to run tlie swarms into frame hives.
or put on second story with sections
For this purpose we suggest the folor extracting combs, and place the
lowing methods of artificial swarmhive on a new stand well removed
ing, wiiich will be found preferable,
from the old one. The above metliods
we think, to natural swarming, as
are usually an effectual cure for
they are attended with no risk, but "
swarming fever," and interferes but
little loss of time to the bee-keeper,
a few hours with work.
and scarcely no interruption of work
Another method which can be pracwith the bees, as is always the case
ticed with good results, is to examine
with natural swarming, occurring as
the colony threatening to swarm, reit does just at the time when time is
move all queen cells started, tlien reSelect
most valuable with them
the stand occupied
some bright, clear day, when the move the hive to
a very weak colony, and remove
workers are busily engaged in the by
the weak colony to the stand formerly
helds, remove the hive 10 to 20 feet
by the strong colony. In
from the stand, and put in its stead occupied
strengthening and depleting in this
a frame hive, witli half or two-thirds
manner, liowever, it is much safer to
its complement of frames filled with
confine each queen on the surface of a
bright, clean combs, or good foundacomb in her respective hive for
tion and division boards at the sides;
twenty-four hours, to protect her from
turn the old hive bottom up, and inthe returning bees, whicli sometimes
the
open
end
vert an empty box over
this
now blow in a. little smoke from the regard her as an intruder. For
purpose a cup from a Harris introdulower end of the hive, and commence
cing cage will be found best.
a series of sharp drumming or rapIn all cases where foundation or
ping on the sides of the hive with a
small hammer or stick ; do not drum empty combs and division boards are
hard enough to loosen the combs or used in dividing or artificial swarmstart tliem to dripping after rapping ing, care must be used to spread the
4 or 5 minutes, cease for a minute, brood chamber and give additional
then resume again, and keep it up for combs or foundation as fast as the

timidity, or,

:

;

;

five

impossible to foretell.

from want of time

is a pretty sure indication the queen is with them.
cover a sheet over the old hive, and
empty the bees from the box on a
sheet in front of the new hive on the

in the box, whicli

minutes longer, or until the bees bees are ready for it. Use good foundain preference to doubtf id combs.

Per- liave deserted the hive and clustered tion

:
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The

filled witli glucose, which is the
sweet syrup of CQUimon ('orii, and
looks and tastes like honey. The cells,
once lilled. are closed by smearing a

are

in Italy.

monthly

Italian

L'AjiicoltOie,

iniblished

periodical,

at

Milano,

Italy, furnishes a long descriptive

and

historic sketch of the very substantial
building to acconunodate about 150

with a permanent
home, provided by that eminent bee

colonies of bees

master, Signor F. Bianchi.

By

the

engraving on this page it will be seen
that there is an observatory tower and
/(ortoye (clock) at one end, and a twostory tower and flag stalf at the other,
with an elevation for a ' study " over
the passage-way in the center.

MISCELLANEOUS.
(Jiieer Industries in

—Xlie

Sew York

following item,

The hives in Italy have doors at the
back, for examination and manipulation—the interior of the long building is, therefore, used for that purpose.

The whole building has a substantial appearance and is very attractive
not only to the bee-keepers of tlie surrounding country, but to Italians in
general. There the care of bees is a
pastime and study for the wealthy
and learned, and such a building is a
pride to its owner ; but here, where
bees are kept more for the money that
can be made out of their labors rather
than for a patient study of their habits
and peculiarities, such a building is
not desirable
and on many accounts
would be decidedly objectionable.

City.

clipped from

the Lewis Co.,

hot iron plate over the w;ix tops, and
the product is sold as the •' best clover
honey." It is in great demand, and
outsells the regular honey. (Gallons
and gallons of the best tomato catsup
are made from the tomato skins which
are purchased from the great tomato
canning establishment.

Y"., Democrat of
iST.
There are fra\tds enough to enumerFeb. 23, 1881, was sent to us by Mr.
ate
the real ones, witliout adding the
N. F. Case, of Glensdale, N. Y., who
fanciful stories about fraudulent comb
wants us to " notice " it
lioney, which are but the vague imThe investigation of the census
men have led to some queer develop- aginations of some "crank." There
ments in tlie manutactories of New is no truth in that part of the item.

Apiary of Signor F. Bianchi,

;

ni

in Italy.

York and adjoining cities. The largest
single industry in New York is that
of custom made clothes. The making
of paper patterns employs hundreds
of hands, and. ten large houses being
engaged in it. use tons of paper.
There are factories for making dried
blood, the dummies that milliners use
to show dresses on, theatrical armor
and jewsharps. Tlie use of adulterating substances is getting to be general.
Castile soap is made of grease and
terra alba, or white earth, and which
earth is used largely in candy making.
Glucose, which is corn starch, is used

Too Much Honey.— The Los Angeles (Cal.)

Times

tells this

story

:

Eastern people do not always appreciate the scale upon which Californians lay out their work.
case in
point, is that of an eastern merchant
who wrote to a Los Angeles County
bee man for a sample of his extracted
His request vi-as complied
honey.

A

with, and the merchant was so well
pleased with the appearance and good
quality of the honey that he sent an
order for all the man liad like that.
The gentleman, thinking the merheavily by the .sugar refiners. There chant might not be reck<ming on the
is a firm engaged in making honey auu)unt lie had in stock, wrote him
and honey comb. The honey comb is that he had 16 tons on hand, but that
made by machinery of paratfine wax, he might as well make it 20 tons,
and is an exact imitation of the regu- which would be just 2 car loads, and
lar thing, except that the bees fashion that he would ship it immediately.
their cells of walls only ]-ia5th of an He received a telegram a few days, af" Keep your honey
inch wide, while human artificers have ter, saying
I
not yet become that deft. The cells only want a case or two."
:

!
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seen.

I believe with him, that diar-

a more appropriate term. I
have often questioned the propriety
of calling it a disease, for in the most
of cases a good cleansing flight is all
the remedy the bees require.

rhea

is

Geneva,
For
Bacteriiiiii

ttao

111.

American Bee Journal.

— Its Relation to Dysentery,

For the American Bee JoumaL
Tlie

GEO. THOMPSON.

Coming Bee— Its Production.

THOMAS BALCOMB.
Ever since the Bee Journal was
started, dysentery and its cause or
seeing
Not
much of late In regard
causes have been more or less dis- to the " coming bee," I hope the sugcussed but of late there seems to be gestion or two I make will not be out
a growing desire to thoroughly inves- of place. I have taken considerable
;

tigate this so-called bee disease. Beekeepers are becoming conscious of
the fact that a knowledge of the

causes and prevention

is as necessary
and therefore profitable
pasturage.
as
bee
bee-keeping,
I have
watched and read with much interest
the divers opinions upon the subject,
and I think from present indications
the time is not far distant when all
the facts will be generally understood

to successful,

and

settled. I

have never taken much

stock in the pollen or bacteria theory,
because I think the reasons given are
not tenable. What is bacteria V According to the well-versed in science
in this country, and in Europe as well,
bacteria is found everywhere in decay
and fermentation, and in looking over
the "Library of Universal Knowledge,"! lindthefollowingdescription:

—

" Bacterium a minute and low form
of vegetable organism, refractive,
spherical and mobile. It occurs as a
is found in the sap of plants,
fossil
in the fluids of men, animals, insects,
is abundant in inciplarvaj and eggs
ient stages of fermentation and decay
of animal and vegetable tissues and
substances. Bacteria act as a ferment, changing cane sugar and starch
;

;

to glucose. They are communicated
as germs floating in the air they assist in the ripening of fruit, and in tlie
regeneration of organic matter during
the formation of cell structure. They
thrive equally well in acid, alkaline or
;

Many phenomena,
neutral fluids.
otherwise attributed to spori'taneous
generation, are caused by these minute and omnipresent organisms."
The above, in a very clear and succinct manner, informs us what it is,
where it is to be found, and what it
accomplisiies. It is no reason, to me
at least, because bacteria are found in
fermented pollen or honey, that they
are the cause of dysentery. As well
might we say if a man has the same
malady, that bacteria was the cause
of it because they are found in his
food, and in the very air he breathes.
As well might we argue that an aniis brought into the same condition by eating decayed vegetables, because they are found there. I consider that this state or condition is
bro\iglit about, not by bacteria, but by
a changed condition of food.
Geo. Grimm, in February Gleanings,
has an excellent article upon the siibject, one well worth reading three
times over. And on page 104 of the

mal

Bee .Journal is an article by Chas.
Dadant, one of the best I have ever

careful system of crossing, I think
something definite might be arrived
at, but even with the formation of
such a society, it will take many generations of bees, and many failures,
before anything satisfactory is accomplished tlierefore, at present, I
see nothing to indicate a near future
for the coming bee. That should not
deter those that love our interesting
;

occupation from experimenting and

improving their bees.
The coming bee must arrive sooner

or later. The possibilities of fertilization in confinement are so few, that
we can liardly expect any assistance
from that source, unless experiments
are conducted more extensively, which
interest in the articles that appeared could be done by the same society. I
from time to time in the Bee Jour- think success will seldom be reached
nal upon the coming bee, and I think by those who conduct their experiit hardly-' advisable to let so important ments on a small scale, such as boxes,
a subject cool down, considering its barrels or the like, for I think the
great importance, and the vast fleld queen, like the higher order of anithat is open for study and practical mals, has her period of heat, therefore
experiments.
to be successful, I think some kind of
I have no doubt that there are many a structure will have to be erected in
apiarists whose greatest wish is to which heat and light can both be regproduce that coming bee, and are ulated and so arranged as to accomworking their apiaries with that ob- modate several hives containing the
ject in view. But, on the other liand, queen and drones to be mated; but
there are those who ridicule the sub- each hive to have two entrances, one
ject, and think the coming bee will opening on the inside of the strucnever come. Be that as it may, it is tures, and the other covered with perevident that there is a great variety forated tin, opening on the outside.
of opinions upon the subject, also upon Even then many failures will result
the qualities of the various races of from the queen being able to pass
beesj for there are very many that through the entrances that were only
consider the Italians good enough, intended for the workers.
and others that can see a superiority
Luling, Tex.
in other races over the Italians, and
even a few that prefer the black or
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
German bee to the Italian.
A Standard Frame.
As this coming bee must have the
desirable good qualities that are now
disseminated tliroughout the various
W. J. DAVIS.
races of bees, and as opinions differ so
much in regard to these various good
The action of the British Bee-Keepqualities, it may seem difficult to many ers' Association, as reported on pages
where to make the starting point to 179-180 of the Bee Journal for
produce this coming bee. I have no March 22, comes so near my own
doubt that if the matter was left to views of the right size of frames for
itself, that in the distant future there the brood chamber, that I will take
would be Apis Americana from nat- the liberty of reporting my experience
ural causes, inasmuch as the Asiatic with frames.
and other races of bees are getting inI have used the standard Langstroth
troduced and desseminated tlirougli- frame for 21 years. I think the depth
out the land, they must in the cour.se of frame right (viz 8}{ inches, inside
of time get so hybridized that a dis- measure). But I am convinced that
tinct variety of bees would be the re- for this latitude it is too long. It is a
sult, best suited to the climate and point that all skillful apiarists of the
surroundings. For any one man to colder parts of our country agree upon,
undertake to produce the coming bee, that the size of the brood chamber
I think would only result in a partial should be contracted, during winter
failure. True, the apiarist that can and spring, for the better husbanding
control a considerable area of coun- of the heat generated by the bees. It
try can, by a careful selection and is also a fact that when the bees of a
crossing, produce a superior strain of colony cluster for mutual protection
bees but with such a variety of cli- against the cold, they form as near a
mates and opinions, it is doubtful in splieie, (U' ball, 'as their home and
my mind, whether the experiments of combs will admit of, and no one will
a few would benefit the apiarists of question but what that shape will exthe country generally.
pose the least number of bees on the
Now it follows
Still, notwithstanding the many dif- outside of cluster.
Hculties that stand in the way, I think that if the compact cluster of bees be
much good would result by co-opera- 6 inches in diameter (and such a colony
tion in which many might participate would be considered a good one in the
to help to bring to ligiit Apis Ameri- month of March), and the combs be
cana. I think that if a society was 18 inches in length, from front to rear,
formed of the advanced apiarists of they occupy in the greatest diameter
the country for the purpose of accu- but 1.3 the length of the hive when rerately testing the good qualities of duced to its smallest size by the use of
the various races of bees, tlieii, by a division boards. The unoccupied part
:

;

;

:
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combs would remain

cold, or
at the expense of large consumption of stores, if not in comfortable winter quarters. With this view
of the matter I made a frame with 14
inch top bar, makingaframe 8J<xlli>^,

of

the

warmed

ence, has returned to the goldens, but
yet, it he has not some goldens of far
more illustrious habits than the.^nes
I purchased from him some ten years
ago, he has yet something of great

value to leani.

This country is full of experienced
For top bar and ends
I have men, such as" E. J. Oatman, and the
say that Dadants, who would be very hard to
for both winter and summer I am convince that Mr. Davis, or any other
I have at man, liad any bright Italians equal to
liighly pleased with them.
inside measure.

I use *8 stuff, Jig inch wide.
used them 2 years, and can

my

colonies in short
are simply the Langstroth frame shortened.
I do not write witli the view of having any one adopt the size I have
mentioned; neither do I claim that
it is the size, but 1 will venture to
predict that for all localities where it
is necessary to economize the heat of
tlie hive for 7 months of the year (as
is certainly the case in this locality),
shorter frames tlran the original

present
frames.

35 of

They

Langstroth will grow more and more
in favor with bee-keepers. There are
economic reasons for the use of short
frames even in warmer latitudes,
which I may mention in the future.
The Rev. George Raynor riglitly says
" The size of the frame does not necthe size of the hive.
Youngsville, Pa.

cessa'rily fix
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not hold some stories as divinely true,
whose witnesses lost the cheerful habit
of living in this world, some hundreds of years ago V I see no proof sustaining jlr. D."s premises, from his
"live witnesses." 1 have met and
talked with Messrs. Jones and Poppleton, and I have corresponded and
semi-occasionally
heard something
from Messrs. Davis and Doolittle, and
truly, I should be surprised if I found
on iiispection, tlieir bees more yellow
than my own. Messrs. Poiipletonand
Jones run for extracted honey, and
they do not miss the lack of comb
building (jaalities in their brightest
yellow bees, which they may possess
to some extent. None of these men
had any special strain of crossed bees
to compare side by side in the same

the leather-colored variety. He undoubtedly thinks so. but I do not, and
cannot, though it is ever so true. I
have not liad the evidence, and owing
to the fact that I have had such a good
chance to have it, I doubt its existence. Back numbers of the Bee
Journal show that Mr. Dadant
understands the argument of Mr.
Demaree to be against the virtues of tield and season.
In what I quoted verbatim from ^
the leather-colored or dark Italians
Whether these dark bees are man of close observation and study,
so do I.
pure or liybrids, that they are the and one who makes honey production
best, is the claim that Mr. Dadant liis entire business and support, and
and others of us urge. In .speaking of not a side issue, I showed to all who
Mr. Dadant and myself, Mr. Demaree are willing to credit me with that com" The only wonder is that a mon honesty which would not fabrisavs
man of his (Dadant's) experience, cate something from nothing, that
should be slow to learn that the im- well bred crosses can " gather a large
ported Italian is a hybrid. It is not yield," where there is "but little
so surprising, however, that a person nectar," or " none to be gathered " by
holding sucli views as those propa- the golden Italians of the amateur.
I wish to thank Mr. Casson for his
gated by Mr. lleddon should be found
in darkness." I shall have to say to kind words and manner of giving
this, as the Chicago Times did of J. timely caution, in regard to high
Cook's lecture "One hundred dollars board fences, and no one can doubt
reward is offered for any man that that his experience in regard to the
can tell what Mr. (Demaree) is talking house proves that house shade on certain days is dangerous to some loaded
about."
Then he warns me that hundreds of bees but it also proves that there is
and
bee-keepers are going right on breed- a difference between houses
ing up to the highest point of excel- fences, because, though I have kept
of
my
lence, regardless of my opposition. To my bees for more than one-half
this I reply: You who have read my time in yards surrounded with high
never
seen
the
have
views on this subject, tell me, is this board fences, I
loss of a single bee result from it.
lawyer insane V
I can hardly suppose it would be- We are told that bees make from 4 to
come one who believes the golden 10 trips daily, each that they can fly
Italians to be " hybrids in character," from 1 to 4 miles per minute, and that
to make such a dreadful fuss about a the time is mostly used np in loading
Now, if you have
little more liybridizing with so valu- and unloading, etc.
able a bee as the brown German, a vard of j-i acre in size, and a bee
especially when governed by tlie wis- starts from one fence and Hies over
dom of American bee-keepers of the the opposite one, the elevation is so
nineteenth century. I did not say that slight that I think it hardly worth
I was " aware " that leather-colored our mention, and those near the fence
bees were hybrid I said I suspected that is between them and their ilirecit, and wrote so among the first, or tion, pass out and into the yard by a
was the first. I thought best to leave circular motion that loses not more
it
to such explorers and experi- than one-thousandth part of the time
menters as Mr. Dadant, to become occupied in tliat trip. So far as I have
" aware."
ever been able to determine the losses
Mr. Demaree objects to my wit- by rise and fall of lines, and shade in
nesses, ostensibly because their names cool weather, has been tenfold offset
were not given, but perhaps because by the gain of shade in hot weather,
they do not testify to suit him. I and more especially by time saved
have known lawye'rs to do just such from idle gossipers and thieves, childthings. I may have failed, but I have ren and stock getting stung, and
sought to gain a reputation for com- nervous iieople fearing the .same.
mon honesty where there was nothing When I start another aiiiary out in the
at stake at least, and I was led to country, perhaps I will omit the fence
think that if I said that these men and use barbed wire, and then if I
were of experience and well known to get twice as much honey, I will let
be such, and wished their names kept you all know it, by the " brandishing
private to save postage stamps and of my little pen."
:

:

JAMES HEDDON.
Probably the discussion of the bee
question, and best way of getting better ones, has gone as far as the readWe have had
ers care to go with us.
a good time, and I, as one of the disputants, have enjoyed the discussion,

no one else has. 1 like to read all of
Mr. Demaree's articles, because they
if

possess that vigor of expression that
the lover of literature relishes. I cannot, however, refrain from making a
statement, the trutli of which is only
equaled by its plainness, which is,
that it seems to me Mr. D. is lacking
in clearly

understanding

my

premises

and drawing logical deductions from
them. Perhaps I do not make myself
clear enough
:

1st. I

believe the

best

bees

that

have ever been imported to this country are Italians, and that tliey are the
longer-bodied, darker-colorecl variety.
2d. I believe that while these bees
are the best, all things considered together, the brown German bees are in
several leading and important peculiarities, superior to them and all
others.
3d. I believe that traits in bees are
hereditary, and that the better way to
get the best bees quickest, is to cross
these two races, and in so doing breed
in the desirable, and out the undesirable qualities of each, to the best of

our ability.

;

;

;

4th. If 1 can understand the sentences penned by Messrs. Doolittle,
Root, Langstroth, Newman, and last, time, that my word would suffice. I
but not least, Chas. Dadant, these think so stiii. In this res))ect I am
fentlemen think about the same, willing to grant to otiiers all I ask for
'rusting to the memory of the reader, myself. I see no proper comparison
I do not think it necessary to quote between the precision of witnesses in
from these writers. True, Mr. Davis, this discussion and a case tried in a
a gentleman of integrity and experi- Justice court. Does Mr. Demaree
'

I

am

wood

just

100

making

into

bottom-stands

kindlingthat had

I
used
slanting alighting-boards.
tliem till they were too old to be of
I used them because 1 had
them. I have made none but square
ones for the past 7 years. My bees

service.
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prefer cniwliiig iij). to eruwiiiifj down
iiill, loaded nr unkiiided.
(No Ijredin

Iliey

triii^,

tained

lii\d

it

wliPii I tirst ol)-

When one

of tlieiii
just euougli below the
top of the slant of the:ilightin<,' bmird
so he could not see over, he woidd

would

tliein).

ivliji'ht

puff a few times and rise on the wing
to see if lie was surely all right about

has the appearance of a hybrid whose
blood of the yellow race predominates,
tliei» is in its nature nothing that
would lead luie to believe it a crossbred bee. Tl'iere is no disposition to
become alarmed and rush down off
the combs, and cpiarrel with the operator,
as do the hybrids of this
country.
For some years I have been experimenting in crossing the blood of the

I shall waste no more time
beveling boards.
One of my witnesses (the fellow who German and Italian bees, and am
obtained lui surplus from the" goldens convinced that by a judicious system
of the period, ") still enjoys the cheer- of cross-mating the two races with a
ful habit of living in this world, and view of correcting the defects found
writes that he is ready to be cross- in both, we can produce a strain of
questioned upon Mr. Deinaree's wit- bees having the good qualities of both
ness stand. Ilis name is J. Vander- united in one, and but few, if any, of
the objectionable points retained.
vort, Laceyville, Pa.
The German bee possesses some valDowagiiic, Mich.
uable traits not found in the Italian
bee, and of course some very undesir*
For tbe American Bee JoumaL

location.

Yellow, or Leather-Colored Bees.
J.

worm to overcome them at times
when weak in numbers, and their

BUCHANAN.

A.

able traits, prominent among whicli
is the disposition to allow the moth

Bee Journal
plea.sed to see

of late,

it,

since,

and I
by the

am
dis-

cussion mucli valuable information,
and no little fun, has grown out of it.
Practical bee-keepers, of unlimited
experience, have long since become
awareof the fact that tlie dark. leathercolored Italians are superior in nearly
all respects to the light-colored bees.
It is true tliat in selecting and breeding to obtain a light color, an occasional colony will prove to be very
good honey gatherers and comb builders, but this is an exception, and not
the rule.
Since the summer of 1S65, I have
been experimenting witli the Italian
bee. Prior to that time, I felt a great
anxiety to test that race of bees, but
serving in the army and bee-keeping
would not go well together. Since
that my specialty has been the cultivation of the Italian bee. For the
first ten years I spared neither time

nor expense in

my

produce
a strain of bees that would have no
superior as to lightness of color, and
at one time it was gratifying to mo to
have my visitors acknowledge I had
efforts to

the finest colored Italians they luid
yet seen but they were a miserable
failure in almost all other respects.
;

They were poor comb-builders outside tlie brood department, were generally liglit in stores, weak in the
spring, and by no means equal to the
old black bees. I had my satisfaction
in color, but It became necessary in
my pase to get some profit, and I was
about to give up the business, when I
was advised by a friend to send for
leather-colored stock. This was done,
and I soon became satisfied that they
were greatly superior to any bee I had
yet seen. Here my views of the Italian bee changed again. The first impression I had was that there must be
some blood of the German bee introduced into their make-up, and am
still of opinion that this strain was
procured from districts in Italy where
still

exists blood of the black race.
this dark strain of Italians

Although

view with

should

fail to

result

tlirough

Bek Journal,

the

keep bees confined to the
hive for 6 months, and at the end of

tliat

will

that time, when liberated, will void
nothing but a dry i)owder, and if he
wishes to see what they void through
the winter he can put a dish under the
hive and collect it. I shall put him to
some trouble, but not much expense.
The plan is this Take a bottom
boai'd 3 feet square, nail it down on a
3x4 scantling just at the two ends, put
fix it to face
this on 2 more pieces
the south, the scantling to run east
and west in the center of tlie bottom
board cutout apiece 8 inches square,
cover this with wire-cloth as coarse as
you can get and not let the bees
through now, from the end of the
:

;

;

dropping from tlie
combs while being handled. Both
these, as well as other faults, may be wire-cloth to the end of the bottom
corrected by the introduction of some cut out % inch deei) by 8 inches wide,
blood of a, strain of Italians possess- for an entrance. If you have not a
ing great perseverance and gentleness close-end frame hive, you had better
of disposition.
u.se a box hive, for you must not let
It is my firm belief that the "coming the bees get off the combs, as they
"
bee
will not be of any pure bred will surely do if you use any of the
race. To those who aPe selecting and hanging frames that I have seen the
breeding their very choicest yellow hive must be not less than 1,800 square
Italians, expecting io produce a strain inches; 2,000 would be better must
that will outstrip all others, I want to be filled with combs and bees, ;uid
say, you may spend your whole life- have not less than 35 lbs. of good
time'at this and then you will have no honey. On the first of September set
better bee for profit than you can pro- the hi"e on the bottom board just'
duce by crossing the German and over the wire clotli have it fit tight
Italian races.
down on it all around, put a piece of
To advocate the breeding of any- board on over the entrance where the
thing other than the golden-colored ?8 was taken out, to come from the
Italian, is to bring down upon our iiive to within 1 inch of the front, put
heads anathemas, thick and heavy
a 3 foot square box on the bottom
but as I am an old and confirmed sin- board. This must be 3 feet high, well
ner on this subject, and have plenty made, so that it is tight; fill this in
of good company traveling in the with dry sawdust. It must be dry,
same boat, I have no need to feel well packed down, and well covered.
alarmed about my wayward condition. The finer it is, the better. Put a piece
Ilolliday'sCove, W. Va.
of board on under the wire-cloth have
It will be well to rub a
it fit tigl<,t.
piece of tallow on the wiie-cloth, or
For tlie American Bee Journal.
now
the bees might wax it over
Do Bees Excrete a Dry Powder
leave it entirely alone. Let the bees
wax it up tight all around the bottom,
WM. J. WHITriELD.
let them carry in all
top and sides
the pollen they wish to. About the
In the Bee Journal of Jan. 11, middle of October close up the entrance tight, and take away the board
1882, page 26, Prof. A. J. Cook says
"I liave never found any support of under the wire cloth, to give tlie bees
the theory of the late Mr. Quinby, that air. Have another box ready to put
bees excrete a dry powder in winter." over the first, just 1 inch larger, made
What I wish to know is this, if bees tight and well covered let it come
young or old, when in a perfectly down just 3 inches lower tlian the bothealthy condition, let it be summer or tom board and rest on the same pieces
winter, do not void their feces in a that the 3x4 scantling does keep it up
I
have 2 or 3 inches from the ground, to let
dry powder, how then V
thought they did so for years. I have the air pass freely under all. Do not
had bees confined to the hive for over touch it again till the yellow willow is
.5 months, so they could not get out of
in bloom, then just at dark take away
the hive, and when liberated in the tlie outside box, open the entrance
spring parted with nothing that I and let tlie bees out, clean all dead
could see, but would leave a large bees or dirt there may be in the way,
quantity of dry powder on the bottom so you are sure they are free to get
board. This 1 always took for their out, put on the board under, the wireexcrement. In my opinion, any plan cloth and get up the next morning to
for wintering that does not look to see them fly out. Ithink you ha e got
this end is at fault. I have gone to the powder all right, and that he bees
quite a heavy expense with this end will void nothing on flying out fisrt.

annoying habit

Quite an animated controversy concerning the color of the Italian bee
has been vigorously conducted in the

my bee-house, and if it
bring about this result,
I shall consider ita failiu'e, for I know
I can accomplish it out-of-doors; but
with a number of hives it is a great
deal more trouble and expense. Now,
if Prof. Cook will agree to fix one or
more hives this fall as I shall direct,
1 will give apian, and he to report the
in

of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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twice as large as the female. The female is a small, lnown bird, with a
tinge of yellow and some light spots
on close examination, l)ut at a little
distance looks brown, and the young
ones are all of the same color until
thev shed their down, which they do
at the south in the winter. Hut when
you see a small, brown bird, that
might be easily mistaken IVu' a sparrow, tliat seems to come from the top
of a tree or the clouds, and flies right
into the leaves of a vine for they sel'
For tbQ American Bee Juurnal.
dom light wliere they can be seen, but
How the Grapes are Destroyed.
go very quietly, and when you drive it
out, flies right into the leaves again to
M. RICHARDSON.
alight, and as he flies says, quink,
quink, quink— that's it every time.
There appears to be a mistaken idea They make another loud chattering
•with a good many about bees biting noise when dist\irbed, but not as
grapes. It seems to me that among often. Look where it started from
men as sharp as the bee men are about and you will find fresh work. What
most things, there need not be such a satisfaction it is for it to pick open so
diversity of opinion.
In the lirst many grapes (it will do a hundred in a
place, I will say that I know as well few minutes) when it does not eat
as I know anything that thev do not three, I do not know but I suppose
do it. Let us take a little close ob- it tastes the juice and looks for a
servation and see if we cannot prove sweeter one, aiid when it gets enough
how they are opened. All that I have they don't taste so good, and it keeps
seen were as follows
The skin is looking for one that tastes better, as
i)icked up near the top of tlie grape children do when they go into an orand torn down the grape, usually the chard. It is just as bad on sweet
hole growing wider as it descends, and corn, only that the husk makes so
the skin left hanging in a sort of tag much hard work tliat it is glad to stop
about half an inch long. The skin is when it gets enough. 1 have had
not bitten on the sides of the wound, them tear open bushels of wild-goose
but torn from the top where it was plums when ripe, red and soft, and
first taken hold of.
Xow what kind followed them around the orchard to
of a bee could take hold of a grape get a shot at them
but they would
skin and tear it like that V If it had always fly out from the opposite side
hgld of the end with its teeth, it would of the tree and keep behind ittillthey
have to stand on its two hind feet, and reached another, so I could not shoot
be able to tear both sides at once, without putting the whole charge into
which no lioney bee living is half the tree top.
They seldom alight
strong enougli to do and more than where they can be seen, and seldom
that, if a bee will not bite through a remain still long.
Adam laid the
red clover blossom where there is taking the forbidden fruit to Eve, so
plenty of nice honey to be obtained, here it is the female and young ones
she never would bite tlirough a grape who generally do the harm. The males
skin, which is three times as thick, seem to leave very early and go by
to get at a thin, watery juice, that she themselves.
Wild turkeys do the
will hardly suck at all until the sun same, the old gobblers go "in a flock
and air have dried and sweetened it. by themselves, and the females aiid
Then she will work on it some and young ones in another, as soon as the
buzz around it a great deal, and a mating season is over.
careless observer is ready to lav it to
them, simply because they are" there
For the American Bee Journal.
and he does not see anything else to
Upper Ventilation.
lay it to.
versus
Lower
My sou lived near me and raised a
good many grapes, and I kept bees.
U. CORBETT.
He kept ooniplaining to me that my
" How shall I winter my bees to inbees were destroying his grapes, it
was too bad, etc. I had some grapes sure success y" is a question which
between my house and barn, which no doubt occupies the minds of many
were torn in the same way, tliat I apiarists at the iireseut day, and even
passed often, and I did not have to at tills season of the year. I have read
watch long to find out where the the many plans set forth in the Bee
trouble was. I pointed it out to hira, .louRNAi,, and, from my observations,
sir^ce which I do not hear any more I do not wonder that many fail.
about my bees destroying his grapes.
I have been handling bees for over
The marauder was the oriole, fire 50 years, in the old box hive, until
hang-bird, red bird, or English robin, 186-5, and I think I have gained much
for it is known by all these names in knowledge from my experience. My
different places, although the red bird memory carries me back to the winter
is a darker red, and lives in tlie woods. of 1831-"32, when there was a snowfall
I suppose grape growers will expect early in January to the depth of nearly
to see the bright peach-blow colored 3 feet. The wind changed to the
bird that is seen and lieard in apple northwest, and blew for over 6 weeks,
blossom time, tuning up his song of never changing its course, the mergladness as he hops among the flowers. cury ranging from 10° to 20^ below
The oriole, like the turkey and some zero, and one or two days at 28° below.
other of the male birds, is nearly That winter my bees stood on a bench

The idea is to prove or disprove the
theory of Mr. Quiiiby, iuid as we let
the bees wax all tight but the wirecloth, we must keep tlieui warm and
dry outside i)f the hive. Have it so
they do not know when the weather
changes, let it be hot or cold. The
bees will send all the moisture out below, if they do not feel the cold above
or on tlie sides.
Dundas, Out.

—

;

:

;

;

two feet from the ground. The hives
were raised from % tol inch, on blocks,
oiieu all around "the bottom, and out

came through strong
and good, while tlie otiier starved for
want of honey. The bees had not the
of 17 colonies 16

least bit of ventilation at the top, not
much as to exude their own moisture, which ])roves that upward venti-

so

is not necessary.
However, I
think that bees do need something to
absorb their own moisture, but no

lation

direct draft.
There are some points in the shape
and size of the hives esential. In the
case alluded to, I think the hives were
17 or 18 inches deep by 10 inches in
the clear. In those primitive days we
had no holes cut through the comb
for bees to pass through for their
food. The honey being above them,
it was kept from freezing by their own
heat, therefore it was always soft and
moist, and ready for them to partake
of when they were hungry.
I will refer you to a couple of in-

stances I have read of. Dr. McClain,
of Oskaloosa, Iowa, I think, concluded
to test the problem of wintering, by

puttingsomeinacellar, burying some,
leaving some on the summer stands,
and for one he drove 4 stakes in the
ground, nailed cleats on the sides of
the hive, and hung it by the cleats on
top of the stakes, with the mouth 10
or 15 inches from the ground. This
hung there for 5 successive winters,
good and strong, and how much longer
I have no information.
Another gentleman, a Mr. Jackson,
for an experiment took one of his
colonies and hung it 4 or 5 feet from
the ground, against the side of his
house, and there it remained ?, successive years. In both instances the
mouth "of the hive was open full size
of the hive. As we do not have 3 or 5
winters in succession without a severe
one, I think this goes far to prove that
downward is what is needed, and not
upward all other conditions being

—

Neither method will save them
without provisions of the proper kind.
I hardly ever lost any bees that had

right.

enough to live on. Once I lost all 1
had (9 colonies) well filled with bees
and honey. I thought I would do
things up in a nice manner, and closed
the liives all up around the bottom
with

exception of a small entrance.
covered them around the out-

tlie

I tlieii

them from the winds
and storms, and just smothered them.
side to shelter

(This was before I read the Bee
Journal.)
Now when I fix my bees foi'winter,
I take the oilcloth from the top of
the frames and lay on my quilts,
pressing them down tight at the sides,
and using some weight to hold it well

then fill with some absorbent
on a good cap or roof to keep
This is sufficient for the top
all dry.
without any other ventilation. For
tlie bottom I have a manipulating
block 2x10 inches with i?8 or i.j inch
taken out of the bottom of the'block
for a passage-way. This can be removed when they get a little uneasy,
as they sometimes will in the cellar.
From what experience I have had
in wintering bees, and from observations for a. long time, -open bottom
in place,

and

|)ut

;
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hives are tlie surest and safest for
wintering our pets, whether in or out
of cellar, and the plan I have thought
of is to take 2-inch planks, 8 or 10
inches wide, set on edge by nailing
cleats across the top to hold them
firm the widtli of the hive, or we can
take 3 and make a kind of trough, to
This
secure them from tlie mice.
plan keeps the bees and combs free
from all filth that accumulates on the
bottom of tight hi ves, also from stench,
which is very offensive, and, I believe, injurious to the bees. Let it be
understood, if out-of-doors, they will
need the same protection as any other
plan. I do hope some of our progressive bee-keepers will try this plan
the coming winter, and report conclusions the following spring.

Manhattan, Kan.

Read before the Marion

MBS.

The

Tivie

1882.

and Place

of Meetins.

15.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
S. F. Newman, Sec.
19,

20— Tuscarawas and Musl^ingum Valley,
at Coshocton, O.
J.

25—Texas
*"

A. Buclilew, Sec, Clariis, O.

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. H. Howard,

Sec.

26,

27,— Western Mit-h, at Grand Rapids.
W. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.

26.

27— Western Michigan,

Wm.

M.

S.

at

Grand Rapids.

DodKe, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.

27— Kentuclty Union, at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christlansburg, Ky.

May

2,

3 -Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cobleskill, N. T.
C.

Quackeubush, Sec,

n— Champlain Valley, at

IJarnesville. N. Y.

C.

The following are extracts from the
opening address of Mr. F. O. Addi-

ROBBINS.

them

to premature vitality.
also that eggs laid very

President of the Maine BeeKeepers' Association, at Dexter, Me.,^
on Feb. 9, 1882
tion,

:

of 1881 has passed away
failures and its successes,

The year

with its
leaving us wiser by our experience,
and better fitted for our several duties

Those engaged

in the future.

in api-

culture came through the demoralizing winter of 1880-81 in many cases

with but poor courage to begin
another season and the present winter may be even more disastrous. But
be not discouraged try again, and if
" luck " is wliat makes success in
bee-keeping, it may be a good turn
;

;

next.

We

can hardly realize the progress
of apiculture in this State for the last
half century. Although we are as a
State still far behind some of our sister states in the quantity of honey
produced, we rank among the first as
to its quality and when we become
more thoroughly awake to this branch
of business, with the territory we
have, capable of supporting large
apiaries, where from year to year the
flowers blossom and die without the
hum of the busy bee (except now and
then one from its leafy home), when
we get this vast territory to yield to
us its golden nectar, then we will have
ing that may be around them. I for our motto, as bee-keepers, the
"I
doubt much the policy of contracting motto of our state
Dirigo
the brood chamber in the spring. lead."
frames
we
the
leave
Here is one liive,
Now, a word about this Associaall in tliat have been in all winter
It is important that we sustain
tion
when the weather is too cold to fly, it, as it is what we have long needed
the bees will clean up the combs and in Maine. Other states have their
carry the honey from the outside bee associations, and among their
combs to the brood combs in the cen- numbers we find some of the most
ter, thus giving them employment and successful bee-keepers and this one,
not exposing them to bad weather if properly managed, will do usa great
(when the bees are busy we are not amount of good. Although our numtroubled with robbers), and, above all, bers are now small, yet we must persaving the apiarist so much work severe in extending bee-culture more
feeding and putting in extra combs and more, until the dream of the poet
every few days.
shall be realized :—
Beside this hive stands another.
"Kach household of an apiary possessed.
or,
rather,
Very early in the spring,
Bee-keeping followed with unflagging zest
Honev and milk shall flow all countries through
in the latter part of winter, we open
And liome, sicee? home obtains a meaning new."
tlie hive, take out the outside combs
There is a certain amount of pleasthat have quantities of stores in tliem,
stir up the bees, looking for a queen ure which one derives from the care
that we should be pretty certain was of bees that is both healthful and enthere from thorough examination and joyable, and if we can only get a fair
ample preparation in the fall, put in interest on our money invested, and a
feeders and warm syru)). By that reasoiiiible compensation for our time,
and this any
day's work we have taken the initia- we should be satisfied
tory step to spring dwindling and wide-awake apiarist, with the imrobbing. As we know that it only provements which have been made in
takes 6 weeks to build up a weak col- bee-culture, can do.
ony into a very strong one, if we begin
the first of March, we will have our
i^The semi-annual meeting of tlie
colonies ready by the middle of April, Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley
and our honey crop in this locality is Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held
not collected until the last of May and in the Town Hall at Coshocton, O., on
in June.
April 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a.
cordial invitation is extended
m.

early in the season, if there should
come a cold snap, iire chilled and have
to be carried out.
Every apiarist should know whether
liis bees have enough stores or not to
last until natural pollen can be collected, also whether his hives and bees
are dry or not. If enough food, then
do not open the hive until the bees
collect natural pollen. Then we know
that the spring is open and that breeding begins in earnest, and that the labors of the bees and apiarist have begun for the season. Even yet, I would
not advise removing any of the pack-

;

:

;

:

:

;

Mlddlebury, Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec. East

Shoreham,

Vt.

Hi— N. W. ni.andS.W. Wis., at Rock City, Ul.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, Ul.
2,5— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

B^* In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinRs.- ED.

^°The Central Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet April
20, at Lansing, in the Capitol building.
Programme.— Piesident's annual address. Rev. J. Ashworth; bee hives
and fixtures, E. W. Wood; Cyprian
bees, J: Harper; the coming bee,
Prof. A. J. Cook ; care of old combs,
Stephen C. Perry.
Rev. J. AsnwoKTH, Pres.

A

special meeting of the Westi^"
ern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in Supervisors'
Hall, Grand Rapids, Mich., Wednesday and Thursday, April 26 and 27,

Wm. M.

Bee-Keeping in Maine.

first

We know

April 11— Eastern Micliigan. at Detroit, Micb.
A. B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.

Convention.

thing to be done in the
spring with bees, is to open the hive
and examine each colony, ascertaining whether there are sufficient stores
and a queen with which to begin
spring work. I have come to the conclusion that we open our colonies too
early. We know that every time we
disturb them we excite them more or
less, and, therefore, they consume
more stores. We also know that the
bees that liave lived over the winter
have only vitality ehough to rear the
bees that collect our stores in summer;
therefore we should spare them their
forces until the proper time, and not
excite

Local Convention Directory.

Co., Ind.,

Spring MaiKigenieiit of Bees.

Dodge,

;

A

Bee-Keepers' Asso- to bee-keepers everywhere.
J. A. BucKLEw", (b'cc, Clarks, O.
ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
i^The spring meeting of the North- on the 27th day of April; 1S82. A full
i^The Champlain Valley Bee-Keepern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association attendance is very much desired, as
will be held at Norwalk, 0.,on Satur- important business will be transacted. ers' Association will hold their semiannual meeting at Middlebury, Vt.,
G. W. Demaiiee, 8ec.
day, April, 15, 1882.
T. Bkookins, Sec.
May 11, 1882.
Christlansburg, Ky.
S. r. Newman, Sec.
1882.

S.

Sec.

1^ The Union

—

I
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lost bees in this way.
When
bees are smothered you will find them
all through the hive
when they
freeze they are in a compact body
when they starve, the cluster is loose,
with now and then one getting to the

have

;

;

cells for supplies.
Bees should have
Artificial Comb Honey.— Yesterday as careful attention as stock on the
one of our grocers, with whom I had farm. Bee-culture is like any other
frequently disputed in regard to the business— more lose money at it than
possibility of making artificial comb make money. Bees are in a booming
honey, triumphantly shoved the in- condition here.
TnoMAS Pkall.
closed paragraph in my face, with the
Carlisle, Iowa.

usual " I told you so " clearly marked
on every feature. The article was in
the Grocers'' Criterion, published in
Chicago. I should like to have the
reply come out in the Monthly Bee
Journal, so I will get to see it.
J.

De Pue,

111.,

March

H. Hassler.
16, 1882.
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the 1st of September,,
of bees on it.
found only five plants, althougti'

attracted to

it

by the great number

We

we looked

far

and near about 5
;

feet

high, branching like mustard, a small
pink and white blossom similar toradish bloom applying the tongue,
found the blossom very sweet. I do;

not know how long it had been in
bloom. I found bloom in November,
and marked the stalks, but they are
all dead, root and branch.
I sent seed'
to Mr. Stewart, Eminence, Ky., who
said it was a stranger to him also tO'
call it Allison's honey plant.
I do not
A Voice from Egypt.— I see in the like to blow a horn, so I will call it
Bee Journal a goocl many communi- the silver nectarine plant. I inclose
cations from Illinois, but none from a few seeds, as you may be able tO'
this part. I wish people would give throw some light on the plant.
Noble, 111. Mrs. C. J. Allison.
the county, then when I look on the
map I could locate them they seem
[1. The frames are run from front to'
so like neighbors. There is not much
interest taken in bee-keeping here. rear because the bees build straighter
They claim they have no " luck " any combs in that manner ; also, because
more— " the moth eats them up."' the natural instinctof the beesprompts
"The gude mon " saw a neighbor this
morning we had heard was a gieat them to run their combs from the
bee man found his bees in all sorts of entrance.
boxes, but he was quite elated at the
2. After white clover, unless fruit
prospect before him. He had just
bloom is very abundant and thelieard of some kind of hive that had
;

;

[The

article referred to

was that

published in the Bee Journal of
Jan. 2.5, page 51. and accredited to
Prof. Newton. We liave so often denied the probability and possibility of
the imposition being practiced, that
to do so again at length would be a
waste of time and space.— Ed.]

—

Prospects Cheering. What bee men
are in this part of Michigan all have
the cheerful words to say, "My bees
are coming through all right." 1 have
heard of but 7 colonies being lost.
We have had no zero weather this
winter, with warm days every few
weeks. Last spring I had 30 very
light colonies left out of 101; now I
expect to go through with my 70. I
see the matter of bee feed is being
talked up by many well, I feel like
falling in that line myself, as I intend
putting in 10 acres this spring. Having sold our place here and bought
again at Glendale, Mich, (my correspondents will please notice the
change), a very good bee location. I
intend making bee-keeping a specialty.
Your Apiary Register I think
is just the thing, but the large size
which I have is rather bulky to carry
in the pocket. By having a small
;

;

frames a person could lift out and weather pleasant.
look at, also just heard of extractors
3. The seeds are too few and dried
was bound to liave both, for he had to determine the name. Be kind
been informed he could take 8 lbs. a
day from each colony. This man is a enough to send a twig in bloom thispreacher, and if preachers wake up fall, when we will name it, if possible.

who knows what will be the result V —Ed.]
Well we cannot brag much. I like
James Heddon. he says we, and beHoney from Maple Blossoms. — On

lieves in women's rights. I think all
the James do. When v*'e came on our
farm, two years ago, we did not know
a drone from a worker, and never savv
a queen, and the first two colonies we
bought, one was dead with about a
teacup full of dead bees. Instead of
8 lbs. a day, we had 15 colonies to feed
last summer from the 20th of July to
the last of August, when, thanks to a
kind Providence, the rain came, and
and bees filled their hives and gave us

Feb. 18th my wife was looking at the
bees working, when she came in and
said, "

How the

of the hive

;

bees fall at the mouth
they seem to be loaded

with honey and pollen." She seemed
about the bees
working so lively. I went out and saw
that they were heavily loaded both
with lioney and pollen. The maple
trees were plenty, standing all around,
the hives, and a good many of them
were in bloom. I saw the bees take
the honey from tlie blossoms, or, at
There
least, go "through the motions.
was nothing in bloom at that time but
have
watched
the
beesmaples.
I
the
work on corn, but never thought they
gathered honey from the tassels 1
know they gather pollen from them.

somewhat excited

But I
about 100 lbs. of surplus.
thought we had an elephant on our
hands, and did not know but we would
have to feed all winter. After tinkermemorandum, and then copying at ing one year, we concluded we must
leisure,
I
cannot
your
see but what it have a bee paper. We supposed there
will be a great help in improving the must be one somewhere.
Accidenquality of our bees. 1 wish every bee- tally we saw a list of bee literature in
Ed. DeLair.
keeper had one.
some paper, and found the country
Oketo, Kan., March 26, 1882.
G. VV. Naftzger.
was flooded. We decided on the BeeSouth Haven, Mich., March 25, 1882. Keepers'' Mafjazine, but found a oiiceBrood-Rearing in Wired Cells.—
a-month bee paper too much like the
told yesterday that there would
The Secret of Success.
We see " onct a month " preaching down here was
be no brood reared in cells over the
many ideas as regards bee-keeping. in some places — a slow starvation. wires in foundation, after it has been
We lind the great secret of success is The Bee Journal fills the bill. To used 2 years, except in an occasional
in well wintering" and the care exer- make any business a success, we must
cell.
Is such the case V I used wired
cised that they do not get too warm, understand the whys and wherefores.
foundation (wire No. 36, tinned) last
or in too cold a place, so they cannot It seems bee-keei)ing has more whys
season, and saw no difference in cells
move. I find that the best tempera- and wherefores than any other busi- with or without wire. I believe if
ture for wintering is at freezing, and ness. Now I want to ask two or three
brood is not reared over the wires afgood ventilation to take off the foul simple questions— very simple to those ter two seasons, I will still use the
gas. The i)ast winter bees did well in who know. 1. Why should frames be
it is
so much
wired foundation
most any place. There are more bees hung fnun front to rear V AVe have stronger and less liable to sag.
lost from starvation than most any them both ways they were hung that
A. B. Mason.
other way. They may starve with way wlien we bought the hives, and
Wagon Works, O., March 24, 1882.
30 or 40 lbs. of honey in the hive, i. e., we want ttie best way. 2. When is
the thermometer may stand from 20- the best time to divide bees— before
[Can some of our correspoiidents,^
to 30- below zero for 30 to .50 days. tlie white clover or after, to get the
who have been using wired foundaThe bees are clustered all that time most honey y 3. We found a plant on
without any food to keep up heat, and our farm that I have been unable to tion, give the information desired ?—
thus perish. I am satisfied that I find a name for. Our atteutiotfwas Ed.
;

—

;

;

I

—

—
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More About Mrs.

Cotton's Trans- the invention, the greater the effort
waiting pa- to crush it."
tiently since tlie publication of my
This is a bare-faced falsehood she
letter of Dec. 9, in the Bee Journal.
page 40, of this year, in which I of- has been doing business in such, a
t'ered $5 for proof that any person had manner that her customers complain,
ever sent Mrs. Cotton money for
goods and had neither received the and the bee papers, much against
their inclination, have given place to
goods nor the return of the money
for some person to step forward and the facts as stated by their correclaim the money. As yet not a person spondents, simply ill the interests of
has intimated to me directly or indirectly that they have any claim on my honest dealing, and to protect the inmoney, nor did 1 suppose there would, nocent from being imposed upon.
for I have made a very careful inves- When she has satislied her complaintigation of Mrs. Cotton's affairs and
will be quite time enough to atway of doing business, and had be- ants
come thoroughly s;ttistied that she was tack the bee periodicals, until then,
trying to do an honest and legitimate she must expect adverse criticisms.
business. The only " peep " 1 have Ed.]
heard from any one is the query on
page 91 of the Bee Journal, by J.
Queens Beliind Division Boards. By
W. Merrilield, if I regard a certain answering the following questions you
transaction described by Mr. Fletcher will very greatly oblige
1.
Are
" as straight." The transaction with queens often fouiid to lay behind the
Mr. Fletcher is not published, but one division board V While preparing 7
with his mother (apparently the same) colonies in American frames last fall,
is published.
Mrs. Cotton advertised I placed a comb behind the division
a ' sample " liive for $4, and, through board in each hive, with the hope that
ignorance, sent a "model" hive in- the bees would carry the honey forstead of a " sample "" one. In my in- ward. They were not crowded for
vestigations, I came across trailsac- room in front. On examination, two
tions of this kind, but also ascertained days later, I found all the vacant cells
that as soon as the difference between had been used in these combs by the
" sample '' and ' model" was pointed queens an egg in each. This hapout to Mrs. Cotton, she furnished a pened in 5 out of the 7 colonies. It
full-sized hive, and has sent no more was the end of November. The queens
" models," nor advertised any more are liybrids. All the combs in the
"samples" since. If one will exam- body of the hives contained brood. I
ine the dictionaries for the difference put this forward also. Examined the
of meaning between the words " sam- bees early this month and found many
ple " and " model," they will lind that very young ones among them. They
it is more in the common use of tlie were all packed in a straw clamp in a.
words than in the actual meaning. sheltered position. 2. Are the queens
Now as to her " model " I make this likely prolific V 3. What amount of
statement: If a box-hive man should honey can be put into 1 lb. of comb V
pay for a model, and by it be led to 4. How do the Arkansas brown bees
use any movable franie'hive, he would compare with the blacks in essential
be amply repaid, even if he had to pay qualities and the albinos with the
95 cents express charges. The trans- Italians y 5. I lind there are 2 sizes
action was not intended as a swindle, of Langstroth frames used the one
andl think was not.
about 3^3 inch shorter than the other.
The former will just contain S 4I4X4I4
R. E. Holmes.
West Winsted, Conn., March 27.
section boxes, ("an you tell me which
size is the miu'e used V Spring seems
[VTe have not tlie .slightest desire to rather behind this year, nothing budhinder any one from doing an honest ded yet and the we'ather cold but tobusiness, but until Mrs. Cotton ad- day we are having warm showers.
Bees have wintered well so far.
justs the many complaints against

actions.— I

have

been

;

—

:

—

;

—

;

her method of doing business, she
certainly has no claim to be reckoned
among honorable dealers. She has
recently published a vindication In

.

the Farm and Woikshop, in
says
:

G. B. Jones.

Berlin, Out., Marcli 27, 18S2.

regarding them has been derived
from our columns. We suppose, however, inasmuch as they are Italians,

many respects are

their habits in

simi-

Probably their 'jioints of superiority, if any, have been developed by
lar.

a careful and judicious breeding.
5.

The standard Langstroth frame

91^x17?^ inches, outside measure
the top-bar being 193^ from end to
is

;

This holds 8 41^x414 sections.
mostly used.— Ed.]

end.

This

size is

How I Use
binder for the

tlie

Bee Journal.

Bee Journal

— The

just
the right thing. I have all the numbers, so far, for l.s,s2, put in tight and
nice.
It is so handy, when one writer
refers to another, to turn back and
see what he has said. In this way we
get the ideas of different ones on the
is

same

subjects. Bees have wintered
well and are strong drones were flying from my large palace hive ou
March 20. I predict a large tlow of
honey this season.
;

Aaron Benedict.
Bennington, O., March

23, 1882.

My Misfortunes.— Two years ago I
bought 5 untested or dollar queens
from a noted queen breeder, whose
name I will withhold at present; 4
out of the 5 produced hybrid workers.
Last spring I purchased a $3 tested
queen from another big bee man in
good standing. She laid eggs 4 weeks
and died of old age. For fear some
one will ask how you know she died
of old age, I will state, lirst, I claim
a judge of bees can tell an old bee or
queen at a glimpse; second, an old
queen does not kee)) lier hive well
stocked with bees. This is the best
proof of an old (pieen I can give. In
July I purchased another tested queen
of the same man; she kept her hive
fairly stocked until October, when she
failed.
On examining tliis spring, I
find she is worthless. The worker
larva^ is verv scarce, and there is
about half a frame of drone larvte in

the hive, while

all

my

other colonies

to 6 frames of brood.
like for some one to tell
us what we are to do to avoid being
swindled. When one wishes to Italianize his apiary it will not do to buy

have from 4
Now. I would

then only untested or dollar queens. My expe[1. Very seldom, and
when the passage-ways are large and rience in the five above mentioned, 4
were worthless, making the good one
the brood chamber crowded.
which she
and the majority of the
2. Yes
they had been packed away cost me $5,
tested ones are so old they are ready
quite warmly, and the winter being to die when we get them. Fortu;

" I have learned that many of the unusually open toward the latter
part,
bee journals and lieekeepers' assoyoung bees had an opportunity to arci;> ions are conducted wholly in the
intt^rests of some individual "or com- rive at maturity.
pany of men for the sole p\irpose of
•S.
We do not know.
making money for the sale of some
4. They are said to be larger, are
particular, and often worthless, bee
straighterandmore rapid comb-buildhive or fixture, without regard to its
real merit or value to the practical ers, remarkably docile in disposition,
bee-keeper. The country is full of and of strong flight. They do not run
this class, and they always combine down and drop from the combs as do
to crush out real merit in anything
the blacks, unless persistently smoked.
•pertaining to bee-culture brought before the i)ublic by individual bee- We cannot answer your interrogatory
ikeepers. The greater the merit of regarding albinos, as our knowledge

natel}', I have a good strain, and cau
rear my own queens hereafter.
Poseyville, Ind.
J. F. Kight.

[It is
first

how your
might have been

easy to understand

tested queen

having been purchased quite

old, as,

early in the season, the party from

whom

she was purchased had win-

tered her over and forgotten her age,
and, not having time or nef;lei'tiug to
test her

was

anew, took it for granted she
With an " Apiary Reg-

all right.

—

—
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would be im- spondent ill Gleamnc/f;, referred to liy
Mr. !Mahiti, is a closer observer tlian
he (Mr. Mahiii) is aware of but that
We
bees gather houey from corn tassels is
for the failure of the queen sent you no new feature to nie. Wliat say
in July, if she had been bred and tested other bee-keepersV Now, I want to
question— do bees ever refuse to
by the person from wtiom you ob- ask a
work on melilot clover V I liad a
tained her.— Ed.]
patch last summer, tlie seed of which
I obtained from Chicago, but the bees
Combs Destroyed by Cloths.— Bees paid no attention to it. I inclose a
are bringing in pollen imd some lioney, sample of the seed, is it genuine.
ister " properly kept, it

possible tor these mistakes to occur.
can liardly imagine liow to account

although

tliey are sitting

on fences,

;

West Liberty, O.

L. Z.

Lantz.

and anything convenient, on
account of the Hoods which have
[The seed you send is genuine. AVe
swept througli liere. My bees brought never but once before heard of bees
and
they
have
in
December,
in pollen
not quit brood-rearing during the refusing to work on sweet clover, and
winter. I have failed to keep my ex- in that instance there were but few
tra combs over winter on account of stalks of it within reach. There is,
moths. Will some one give me their however, a variety of sweet clover
plan of preserving them V I hung
mine in a tight room, and burnt sul- whicli produces yellow blossoms, on
phur at the rate of one pound in two which we do not believe the bees will
weeks, and yet they ruined tliem.
work to any extent but the white
W. G. McLlNDON.
Lake Village, Ark., March 28, 1S82. blossomed [vielilotus alba) will, if
growing to any extent, always be
[You did not use sulpliur enougli. covered with bees.— Ed.)
They should be fumigated with it
several times, at intervals of about
Feediiigr Maple Sugar.— I am winter10 days, and using at least a pound of ing my bees in a cellar, and am feedtlie sulphur at each operation.
If you ing some of them with maple sugar,
laying it on the frames. Is it good
have interchangeable second stories, a by
feed for them V
C. M. Slack.
good phm would be to fill a hive with
Eldred, Fa.
combs, then set on a second story with
[A mild winter, such as this has
no bottom, fill that with combs, then
been, it may do iiut we would be
put on a third, and so on till all tlie
fearful of the consequences, unless
combs are hung in bottomless hives they were out-of-doors and could fly
over each other now put on an empty
frequently.— Ed.]
second story, place in this an iron pot
with some live coals in it, then plenty
Color, Pleasui-e and Profit.— I apof sulphur, and cover the hive open prehend the color most eagerly sought
trestles

;

U.E.Dodge.

Bokhara or Sweet Clover.- 1 would
to know if Bokhara clover and
sweet clover are one and the same
thing? 2. How much is sown to the
like

3. What istlie cost per lb. V My
bees are in tlie cellar and doing well.
Have not lost any yet, nor do I expect to. I am beginning; but will report my progress next fall, all being

acre.

A. SUBSCIUBER.

well.

Columbus, Ont.
believe Bokhara or sweet
[1. We
clover [melilotus alba) to be the same
;

we

observe any difference, and we have frequently seen
them growing together. The bloom,
too, is apparently the same.
If in drills,
2. Five or six pounds.
a little less.
3. The retail price in Chicago has
been 30 and 50 cents per lb. The former for domestic, and the latter tor
imported seed. Ed.]
at least

fail to

—

without profit, if you can show me
such ail apiarist, I must candidly confess that I have seen a curiosity of
the genus homo. If bending over
hives, examining nuclei, extracting
honey, cutting out and inserting queen
cells, rendering beeswax, caging and
shipjiing queens, and writing a score
of letters daily is a pleasure to while

[It is not true that grease is used in
the manufacture of foundation. It is
possible that some inexperienced persons may have tried greasing the rolls,
to release the sheets from them, but
even such would soon be obliged to
abandon the practice, as their bees

;

after, by the m;ijority of apiarists, is
the color of the pocket, and those
which give the most universal satis-

the leisure moments from other
pursuits, I must cheerfully confess
that I will be somewhat careful about
calling for pleasure too often when
September, when the rain came and traveling. What the mass of beethe corn started growing. It soon keepers want is plain, practical knowltasseled out and blossomed profusely, edge in the mode of keeping bees.
and as there was no frost till late in What cares the average bee-keeper
the fall, my bees had a rich liarvest. for the fine hair-splitting points reThe way tliey filled up their section garding the col<ir of the bee they
boxes wasa joy tobeliold tliey worked would rather have one inch of Mr.
on that corn as long as there was a Doolittle's plain, practical experience
green tassel left. Prooably that corre- conveyed to paper in his instructive

away

;

;

Fredonia,N. Y.

faction are the greenback color or gold
metal hue. It matters not to the
great mass of bee-keepers whetherthe
contents of the hive are gathered by
brown, black, yellow, or leathercolored bees, provided these products
svv'ell tlie aggregate amount of profits
each year, and return to their owner
the
satisfactory remuneration for
labor bestowed upon them. The profits
are what 91) out of 100 keep bees for.
Talk of keeping bees for pleasure,

;

Houey from Com.— I can tell Mr.
Maliinthat bees do gather lioney from
earn tassels, and if he will call at my
house he can have some very nice
corn honey to eat, which my bees
f:athered late last fall from a patch of
odder-corn that I sovv'ed just before
^harvest. The weather set in dry, and
it made
very little growtli till in

manner, than reams of fine points and
theoretical reasonings. I think all of
even a limited experience, are ready
to admit that, by judicious selection
from colonies possessing the most desirable qualities, we can breed our
bees up to a high standard of profit.

Grease In Foundation. In manufacturing foundation comb, is grease
of any kind extensively used V and if
so, isit sometimes, or very frequently,
of a filthy nature, or that taken from
diseased animals ? Quite recently I
saw it asserted in a very influential
paper, that such is the ease. 'If it
savors of the oleomargarine fraud, I
want to know it, for above everything
else, let my "sweetness" be pure.
As your valuable Journal occupies
the'front rank in publications of the
kind, will you kindly give your views,
and the facts as far as you are able,
to the public, through its columns, as
there are doubtless a great many
others, like myself, who would be glad
to hear from you on tlie matter. Bees
are doing well, and, as a general
thing, no thanks to their keepers, for
there is very little intelligent care
given them in this countrv.
\V. P. Hancock.
Salado, Tex.

;

the entrance of the lower hive to afford a draft. Sulphur fumes being
heavier than air, tliey will slowly descend, and destroy all insect life. The
operation will need to be repeated
about three times, to kill the larvie
which may hatch after the first and
second operations. The trouble with
fumigating with sulphur ordinarily is
that, unless the room is very close,
the combs get very little smoke, as
they are usually hung up, and the
fumes do not ascend, but escape from
the lower sides of the building. Hd.]
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would utterly refuse to work it out,
and customers would be apt to return
it to the manufacturer because of its
worthlessness. The freshest, purest
and brightest wax in the foundation,
makes it most acceptable to the bees,
and, consequently, most profitable to
the bee-keeper. Even soap-suds. with
which to wash the rolls, is very ob-

jectionable.— Ed.]

.
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CLUBBING LIST FOR 1882.
Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espeWe supply the Weekly American Bee Jourcially for the Bee Journal for 1882. nal and any
of the following periodicals, for 1882
They are lettered in gold on the back, at the prices quoted in the last column of flgruresv
and make a nice and convenient way The first column gives the regular price of botb
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
to preserve the Journal as fast as
Puhlishers^ Price. Club,
$2 00.
received. They will be sent postpaid The Weekly Bee Journal
andGleaningsinBee-Cu!ture(A.l.Root) 3 00. 2 7fr
cents.
by mail for 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King). 3 00.. 2 60
lot

^^

ADVERTISING RATES.

.

20c. per agate

A

line

words;

line of

of Apate type will contain about elerht
fourteen tines will occupy 1 inch of space.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices. 50 cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertiacments
published WKEKLY as follows, if the whole is
paid in advance

"13

"

*'

"

ee
8»
53

"
**

*
'*

:

lO per cent, discount.

For 4 weeks
"
8 "

20

(3
((i

•

space, each insertion.

months).... »0

months )....40

{9

months).... SO

(1

year)

» «.

Bee-Keepers'Int*tructttr{

Premiums.^Thosewhoget up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

for the

18S2, will

be entitled to the following
Their own subscription

premiums.
may count

in the clulj:

For a Club of a,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
*'
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
4.— Apiary Register for.^>0 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

"

CO

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
25 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., S months,
& percent.

»

"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal
*'

W.Thomas)

2 50.. 2 35
4 50.. 4 0I>

The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet)3

2

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

2 35

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

Cook'sManuaKboundin cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T.G.Newman) ..
Prof.

Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weeklv for 1882

——-•^-•^^

00..
2 50..
2 60..
6 30..

80

2 40

5 50

3 25.. 3
2 40.. 2
2 85.. 2
2 75. . 2

00
25

75
50

Honey and Beeswax Market.

cloth.

Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m., April 3. 1882.

for l year,
or Apiary ReKiater for 200 Col's.

}

J

The following are the latest quotamay deduct 10 per cent in cash
tions for honey and beeswax received
for their labor in getting up the club.
up to this hour
Discount, for 1 yeur, in the SEMI-MONTHliY
Quotations of Cash Buyers.
alone, 40 per cent., O months, SSO per cent., S
1^ We will send Cook's Manual
months. lO per cent,
CHICAGO.
in cloth, or an Apiary Kegister for 100
Advertiseriieiits withdrawn beforethe expiration
HONEY— As the season is well advanced, sale*
of the contract, will be chnreed the full rate for colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal of extracted honey are slow and prices remain un1 am paying hc. for dark and lOc. for
the time the advertisement is Inserted.
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's changed.
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce
high.
and
rules
for
$2.75.
Text-Book, in cloth,
THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
BEESWAX— I am paying -220. for good yellow
Or they

:

;

»'J4 West Madison

Street.,

C'hlcuKO,

J^pccial IJoticcs.
To Advertisers.— By reference

our
schedule of rate.s for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
to

America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.

of

We not only offer

the

best

wax, on arrival

III.

advertising

medium, but the lowest rates on yearly
contracts.

18(ai20c.

;

subscription on the

i^To

Bee Journal.

HONEY—The

medium

for

grade,

Newman, 972 W. Madison

Al. H,

CINCINNATI.
demand for comb honey is

and

St.

slow,

and prices nominal at i»!iS-jnc. on arrival. Extracted
honey is In fair demand. Our jobbing prices for
for 2
1 lb. jars uf clover honey are, per gross, $2.'j
The demand for manufaclb. do., per gross, f4J.
turing purposes is very good. We pay 8<g)](ic. on
;

arrival.

any one sending two new

Weekly subscribers for a year, we will
present a volume of the Bee Journal for 1880, bound in paper covers.

BEESWAX— Brines 18@22c.
ceeds the offerings.

The demand exC. F. Mdth.

Qnotatlena or CommlBslon Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONE Y—Choice white comb honey is very scarc&
mucli valuable informa- and
commands 22@i^ric. per pound. Other grades,.
partly dark and dark are very slow sale. Extracted
tion, and it will pay any one who does arm al y® 12c., according to quality and style of
not already possess it, to obtain a copy. package. R. A. Burnett. 105 South Water St.
Many of our new subscribers will be
NEW YORK,
pleased to learn that they can get it
HONEY— There is a liberal supply of honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
for $1.00, by sending for it at once, rule weak and irregular.
We quote as foiluws White comb, in small
before they are all gone.
boxes, iHHiHc; dark, in small boxes, 12@14c. ExIt contains

:

tracted, white,

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
A Sample ('opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any per- which are printed a large bee in gold,
son.
Any one intending to get up a we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
club can have sample copies sent to
Advertisements intended for the Bee
the persons they desire to interview,

Journal must

by sending the names

Saturday of the previous week.

to this office.

;

15@l7c, for dark.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
it indicates the end of the
paper
month to which you have paid your

reach this

.-^^

office

by

« .

i^The Bee Journal is

mailed at
li^The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday, Convention will hold its meeting at
Judge W. H. Andrews' Apiary, at
and any irregularity in its arrival is McKinnev,
Texas, April 25, 1882,
due to the postal employes, or some
\Vm. R. Howard, Sec.
cause beyond our control.
For man it has no equal for beasts
What V Kendairs
is not excelled.
"How do You Manage," said a lady it
l-4w4t
to her friend, " to appear so happy all Spavin Cure.
the time ¥" " I always have Parker's
Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply,
To Promote a Vigorous Growth of
" and thus keep myself and family in tlie hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam.
good liealth. Wlien I am well I al- It restores the youthful color to gray
ways feel good natured." See other hair, removes dandruff, and cures
llwSt
column.
Ilw5t
Itching of the scalp.
;

lO(rt;ii<'.

;

BEESWAX.— Prime
Thorn &

dark,

"'Hittc.

quality. 21^23C.
Co.. 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— The

bright prospects for a large yields
causing spot lots to he offered at reductions on late asking rates. White comb and
white extracted are virtually out of market, and
prices for them nominal.
We quote white cnmb. Ifi@20c.; dark to good, 10®
I4c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8@10c.t
dark and candied. 7c. BEESWAX— 23(ffl25e.
Stearns & Smith. iZi Front Street.
this season

is

BOSTON.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., aoBEESWAX— Prime quality, 2ric.

cording to quality.

Crocker & Blake.

HONEY—
to speak

57

Chatham

ST. LOUIS.
Strained dull, at8@9e.; no

of— worth

Street.

comb here

lH(g,22c.

BEES WAX— Stiff at 2i Kgt2lc. for prime.
R. C. Greek & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.
1

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The marketreraainsunchanged

;

1

and

white are in regular and
No. 2 white has dragged
a lively start to-day at 20c.
a little of late, but
cleiming out all stock on hand. Buckwheat no
saldf^' Extracted is quite active at 12c. for smalt
and'l ic. for large packages.
BE E S AX— 25@30c.
Ontario Street.
A. C. Kendei,. 1

2 lb. sections of No.

quick

demand

1

at 2i(ai22c.
toofe

W

1,'j
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The Amertcax Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, and has u larye circulation Id
every Suite, Territory and Province, among farmers, mecbanu's. profeasionai and business men,
and

therefore,

is,

best advertising

ttie

medium.

BINGHAM'S CORNER.
Columbus,

Uents

Ind.,

March

23, 18Hl'.

Your smoker

circular ciime to hand this
the price for your largest r2^j
mail but in your advertisement
Inch'
f
in the Bee Journal you mention the prices froni nr.
cents to $2.i>o each. Xow, as I want one of your
Xareest and Latest Improved Smokers, I send you
the $2.(«^i. Please send hv mail, and (ibliee
JOS. M. BROOKS.
Yours, respectluliy,
P. S.— I have been using one of your tlrst make
Cor five years I think, and althouah it has received
onstant roush treatment, it is yet good for duty,
and as my brother will use it this season, I now or;

•mornini.'.

I

nntici>

I.7r> liy

is

my own

•der another for

Sweet

use.

J.

wish to purchase several bushels <>i Sweet tS]over (.MeUlotiis aI6a) Seed. Adtlrews. statinj; quan-

and

A. H. S(E"W.WAN,

price.

I2wtf

'.172

W. Madison

111.

SALE— Colonies of Italian Bees
FOK
prime condition.
improved Quinby hives,
AXTELL.

Warren

Rosevtlle.

BY

Co..

111.

.4ND TllEES

MAIL, POSTPAID.

Ten Basswood Seedlin/^rs. 20c.; inCatalpa speciosa. good as basswood for honey, wood never decays, 2r)C.; IJ Turner Raspberry, stand DakntawinSpecial
.-ters, splendid for fruit and honey, ^'yc.
H. M.
•rates by the 100 or l,00o.

MOKKIS,

Nurseryman, Rantoul.

I0w5t

S.
LULINC, rALD\VELl.

CO..

III.

TEXAS.

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
H. Neliis' best imoorted queens. Tested Queen,
$2.50; per half-dozen, fly. 50. Select Tested, |:i

.J.

;

No "Dollar" ornuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,

-per half-dozen. $ih.

if possible.

]4w.3;tt

BSBS

and XZ01TB7
FOR SALE.

aSO. p. H01.L.0WAY,

E. A.

Cabbase, Phiniiey's Melon, and a score
other new Vegetables. I invite the patronage

Monclova, Ohio.

14w ltp

New

the public.

Choice bees, gcod jjoods,

James

J.

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

NARMORE
KORTH

Queens a Specialty.
offer for sale

I

cheap.

1

P'ice

list free.

CROWFOOT, Hartford. Wis.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

Address,

postpaid for $2.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia, Mich.

13wtf

M. D.

FLAT - BOTTOM

index of diseases,
TREATISE giving antreatment
A the
of each, a
symptoms cause and
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
hor^e. with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison arable with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Price 35 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free

;

A good, temperate, industrious
WANTED—
man that has had some experience
the
in

business, to work in an apiary. Give age, experl•ence. and waKes wanted. Address.
W. D. WRUiHT. KnowersviUe, Albany Co., N. T.

I

can

sell

the above Smukers at

MANLFACTUREKS' PKICES,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.

Send for

my

.'12-page Illustrated

Catal<tiiue of Bee-Keepers'
plies ijf every description.

ALFRED

H.

972 ^V. Madison,

Sup-

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

EOG-KEEPINO COMPOSITIOST I

iterms and particulars.
14wit

C

K.

Peoria,

offer for sale isogood Colonies of pure Italian
and Cyprian Bees. mostly in Langstroth and AmerHmi new, painted. Langican Hives, at |4 each
stroth and American Hives at $i..^>u each 3,',<x}
Boss Sections, $2 per 5im.) about;io Queens, tested,
Comb
Foundation, aoc. per lb
:J<>.i
lbs.
$1 each
two new Extractors, Muth'sand Everett's. |i4each;
one 12-inch roll K<^undation Machine. *15. We
will pay shipping cliarues on orders of $". and up;

:

;

;

;

Satisfaction

wards.
nwilt

A. T.

t'iv.-n (tr

monev refunded.

SEDGE WICK.,

Corning. Ohio.

The Emerson Binder
THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Co., N. Y.

SONS,

JOUMALS

BIND YOUR

CHEAP.-CHEAP.
We

Any one can use them.

Florida Lan(l--640 Acres

m- CHEAP FOR CASH,

ISHAM.

Wyo.

G.
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Used

by some of the largest ecg dealersin Western
N. Y,, for keeping tiprint,' and summer eggs for fall
and winter market. A good business, when suitably located, to full* w with bee-keeping. Write for

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, MoDt. Co., N, X.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
974

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

J.

;

ri4wltp

siile.

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, ana springs that do not rust an break,
and iiellowsthat sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent

ENGBAVINGS.

B., J.

Bees for

THE CONOTEROR.

adto
The E.vcelsior
dress, postpaid, on receipt of $1.(_mi.
14w2tp \V. C. II. KEMP, Orleans, OrangeCo., Ind."

and

Italian

iswl.it

iuul THE BEST.
THE LATEST
any
Cold-BlastSmoker sent

eS

IkllCH.,

Bee Hives, All-in-one-piece Section Boxes,
FANNING MILLS, SASH, IXJOItS & BLINDS,

and have fur sale after June 1st, young
Queens from the best nf Imported stock. Satisshall breed

faction guaranteed.
I. S.
llw5^^^

& .WOOD,

I.AN8ING,

Miinufsicturers uf

have a chuice lot of Tested Italian Queens, also

Full Colonies of Bees.

of
of

Vegetables a specialty.

49m5t

THOMAS A CO., Coleraine, Mass.

Bees and

TADL0CK.-1882

1882-J.

Corn, the

Illustrated Catalogue of

I'^^-paj-'e

purchasing elsewhere.

I

HONEY PLANTS

our

ftir

Burbank I'otatoes, Marblehead Early
Hubbard Squash, Marblehvad

:ind

Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before

llwtf

in

L. C.

Send
Bees,

The orlnlniil intrudiicei* of Early Ohio

tis.

in

1.50

:i9wly

;

found in my Veeetableand Flower Seed Cutaloffue for 1883, sent FREE to all who apply.
Customers of last season need not write for it.
All seed sold from my establishment warranted
to be both fresh and true to name, so far. that
should it prove otherwise, I will refill the order gra-

and satisfaction guaranteed.

Street, ('hicaao.

;

Cucumber.

17 of

FUSS! FUSS!

Wanted.

Seed

Clover

of

M. B.

I

tity

2U of Corn, 28
..f Cabbat;e
41 <if Melon, :t:i of I'eas. 28 of Beans,
Squash, 23 of Beet and 4o of Tomato, with
other varieties in proportion a large portion of
which were grown on my live seed farms, will be

Thirty-six Varieties

;

DESCRiprroN,— Sec.

township

.mi

south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
milfs west oi the
miles south of the Georgia line.
capital
tlic
State, and
the
of
Tallahasse.
city of
about 25 miles northeast of the city oi Apulachicola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
the
2 sections (o and 6) of the Apalachicola river
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
4.

7,

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee .Journal of mso
For Bee .Journal of IHSi
For Bee Journal of 18-S2

'7Sc.

THOMAS G.

Address,
974

SOe.
85c.

West Madison

NE'^VMAN,

Street.

Chicago.

III.

2:'>

BEES AND QUEENS.

ITALIAN

Full Culimies. Nuclei. Tested and Untested Itatbees by the pound. I guarantee safe

'ian Queen**,

arrival.

Kiwtf

OTTO

Address.
Kl^KlNOW^.
Opposite F'lrtWayne, Detroit, Mich.

THE RURAL CAMDIA^
A

Fortnightly .Journal of

Edited

I))
.j

•Canada, at $ I. (K>
iLiberal

\V. F.

It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. IST.'j. byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owjied H sections, including
the above, to. 1. M. Murphy, fur*3.20(l. and on Sept.
iith. 1877. by hiiu conveyed to the undersigned for
ja.OOO.

The

title is perfect,

and

it is

gilt. 3rM pp..e<)ntain3
steel ent;ravint.'s.i2.->
I

unincumbered,

as shown by an abstract from the Kecordsof the
county, duly atte.'^ted by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos-

CLAHKE, and

session.

the above at a bargain f<ir cash, i>r
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
I

will sell

Jordan

street, Toronto, Ontario.
a year, by C. Blackelt Robinson,

inducements lolocal aeents.

Medical Work, warranted the
beat and cheapen t.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Ijife. or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
Freneh muslin. embossed, full

;

,'^1/

;

Agriculture, Horticnltare and Rural Affairs.

Published at

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

44mtf

THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. LLL.

-

-

KNOW

''

beautiful
prepcrip-

tions, price only tt.2.'"i sent by
mail ilhislrated sample, <;c
:

;

THYSELF. ^;!^;:^„,^SS^S^^T^.

PARKEK.

Nu.

4 Bulliri.

h

st

.

Ho-itDn.

22wly

COMU FOl'.\DAXIOSr-3Sc.
DTISTHAM
pound extra thin unci
per

the
per

;

lb. ,45c.
lb. F.

W.

bright, 10 aq.

ft.

Send for samples, ^\nx worked

HOLM KS. Coopersville. Micd.

to

lOc.

ISwljr

.
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Langstrotli Hives & Sections. Albino and Italian

czcu

No. 1— First quality, dovetailed, any size to 6x6,
$4.50 per 1,000.
No. 2— Second quality, dovetailed, any size to
6X6, $3.50 per I.OOU.
No. 2 is planed smooth one side, same as No. l,
but lumber is nut ;is clean and white.
LEWIS* ONE-PIECE BOXES, of white
Basswuod, all sizes, VERY hOW. No charge for
boxine or cratinft sections.

January

1,

S.

JOSEPH

Foot Power Machinery
CIIiCULAU

AND
SCROLL SAWS.

riand. Circular Rip

heavy and

ijcrieral

pitm. Lathes, &c.

Saws
li^iht

Address,

These ma-

chines are especially adapted
Hive Makinif. Itwill pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page Illustrated Cata-

W.

& JOHN BARNES,

F.

No. ;ini7 Main street,
Kockford. Winnebago Co.,

111.

we

States.

are the sole manufacturers in the United
Send for Price List.

JAS.

Some persons having infringed upon
NOTICE—
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we herebj^

we shall prosecute all manufacWe shall not molest bee-keepers for
those purchased before Dec. 1st. iksi. hut
hereby caution them against buvinu any except
those bearing our stamp. It has been rep()rted by
some that it is i>ui' intention only to prosecute beekeepers for usine tho^e One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is wholly untrue and false.

USLVG

Bee-Keepei's'

Tills journal bepins its fourth year in a new dress,
has been increased in size Ut'.i2 pages, is a live, progressive montblv, edite'l by practical bee-keepers,
and is richly worth'the subscription price, whicli is
$1.1X1 per annum, postpaid, or three months on trial
for 25 cents. Sample copy free. Our price list of
Apiarian Supplies is now ready, and you will consult your best interests by securing a copy before
you order. Address,

HOUCK & PEET,

Cannjohnrle, N, X.

Imtf

H

e

1
33 TFIFTY XEAKS AX APIARIST.

X%.

ES

ii.

We are tlie oldest

breeders of Italian bees and

manufacturers of apiariaii supplies in New England. Our experience dates back to the first experiments of Mr. Langstroth In the movable comb
system. Send for our price list of bees, queens
and supplies, before making vourpurchases for
Ar S<IN.
1882. Address, "WM. "W.
C<.)rtriiine, Franklin Co., Mass.
Imtf

CARX

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested

One of

HEADQUARTERS

THE SOUTH

IN

For the manufacture

BEE-REEPERS'

ot

Dunham and Root Foundation
Italian

the largest iianufactoiiesof Apiarian
plies in the world.

have made a reduction from to i.s per cent, on
Hives, Section Boxes and Comb Foundation.
.^i

all

a specialty.

Queens and Bees from March to November.

^^Send for my

omtf PATJI-

Illustrated Catalogue,

VIALLON,

I-.

Comb

dress written pMm/y.to A.

RuOT. Medina.

I.

O.

1882.-QUEENS-I882.
1

am now booking orders.
Italian Queens Ji.OO,
Tested do., after
$5.00

Warranted
J SIX

for

;

June, $1.50.

Cvprians, Unwarrant-

ed. * 1.(111, six for $5.'H). Send for circular uiv in;: description and recouimendatirm from l*ostniaster
and county oflBcers. Monevortier office. Versailles,

Kv.
imtf

J. T. WILSON.
Woodford Co., Ky.

Mortonsville,

APCUTQWANTKDtosell

Dr.Chase's

^

2,(iiXi

Recipe

Double your money
AddrPKsDr.ChaEe'hPrintint:Hou8e.AnnArbor,Mich
Sfiml yp
will ship NuMISSISSIPPI APIARY.-I
clei and Queen-, and guarantee safe arnvaV
and wan ant all shipments to come up to my stj^te
ments or re und the money. For terms applv to
k^SCAR F. BI-EDSOE, Grenada. Miss.

AUlIiIO Book.

'lTn?.t

S'lls at Sight,

iHmtf

Bayou Goula, La.

Foundation Machine,

C.

M. H.

Eaton

Have

Pure

Circular.

OLSI, Fond du

BIRD &

Mlllett*.

J.

Lac. Wis.

-

* R. L.

for sale

Italian Bees,

We

BIRD

9m3t

BEES, QUEENS & SUPPLIES.
Colony Italijin Bees, in 10(L.Urame liives. *h.(H);
frame Nucleus, *2.oo 2 frame. *i..'>iv— add
Queens Hybrid Queens. $li_mi; Italian
(Untested) Queens, lavin-_Mand where Cyprian and
HolyLand Bees are kept) $1.0O. All cells reared
in full colonies. Bees. ^I.OO perp<mnd. Disoount
on larjier orders. tJuarant'-e safe delivery to your

:{(|j.)

:

price of

cut represents

my

all-in-one-piece sec-

tion, which is made in thickness according to size.
Try one bo.\ of these sections, and you will never
use any other. Printed directions in every box,
showing bow to fold them. Last year I cuuld not
fill all of my orders for sections, hut I have a large
stock of them on band at present, (ilve me a trial.
Send for FUKK pri'o list

CIIAMPIOX BEE-HIVE

LEE,

Co.. Mich.,

at reasonable prices, COLONIES. QUKENS. NUsolicit coires4)ondence. and guarantee
CLEI.
<t I^EE.
satisfaction in every sale.

Rf'F'X,

Newroniprstown, Tuscarawawas Co O.
Proprietor.
lOmtf
,

SHOEMAKER,

BE SURE
To send

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasineelsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at thelowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C.
H. P. SAirr.ES,
*
48ral5t
Hartford, Wis.

A

;

post or express office.

Root's Extractors. Uoot's

B C Book and Cook's Manual,

in cloth,

each

A

$1.25.

l882-SoutliernHeadquarters.-l882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees,
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manuIf
facturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
;

;

Address,

OTTO

KLEINO'lV.

Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

Omtf

will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hlvei*, Honev Extriietorn, Comb
Foundation, Sectton lloney Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture, \nthina Patented. Simply send your ad-

Sup-

BEE-RE FPERS,
I

SXJI'PI-IE8.

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

CO.

5lmtf

15, l.'^si.

CHAMPION BEE-HIVE MANUFACTORY.

9m8t

C. Olm's

Exchange.

FORNCROOR A

;

»IAS.
Watertown, Wis., Dec.

Comb Foundation, etc.,
Xnpa. Napa County, Cal.

Z^~ Send for Sample and

The

CO.

issi.

give notice, that

The above

Seel Seel See!

FORNCROOK &

turers.

for
rip-

fore

Md.

1882.

BEES. COLONIES,
Nuclei,

to

iutiiie.

ENAS,

D.

Pure Italian Queens,

BARNES' PATENT

"BOSS" OE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, thereWatertown, Wis., Dec,

(Sunny Side Apiary,)

'Watei-town, "Wl».

We are in better shape than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everything in tip-top ortler for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

VALENTINE,

9m3t Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co.,

1882.

LEWIS,

ALBINO BEE.

for the

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in workinti, and want large yields of honey, buy
the Albino, tor they are the "Coming Bee.' In order to meet the demand for Queens. I have increased my stock, and will be able to furnish several hundred per month after the 1st of May,
Also, furnish Hives. Novice Extractors, and Apiary
Supplies generally. Send for Price List. Address,

List.

[Imtfl

1882.

HEADQUARTERS

AND SECTIONS.

lEz

B

Supplies for 1882.

Price Si4.50 per 1,000, any size to «x6.

C. B.

AND

BEES,

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

Send for new Price

Queens, HIVES

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE

my new

Catalogue, giving directions for introduoqueens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

inii

Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

TAYLOR,

J. M. C.
Lcwistown, Frederick

Sent! for Circuliir.

lOsmtf

Co.,

DR.

jr.

p. H.

BROTTN,

Augusta, Ga.

5smtf

BKES AND QUEENS.
Md.

0\E-PIECE SECTIONS a specialty. Pound
L. Hives 50c. Circular
size, f4.rj0 per
free. BVRON WALKER & CO., Capac, Mich.
l.t>oo.

SsmTJt p

DlA.

T> T ir T? Box Jft. Smithsburg, Wash.
XllVJCj, Co.. Md., breeder of those
Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine.
Beautiful Albino and Italian Queens and
Each Xunilipi-C(»mains;)'^pages of readini:. many Bees, which gave universal satisfaction last seai'lihirt-ti
Plate.
tine Wood Cut Illustrations, and one
SsmOt
A beautiful Garden Magazine printed on elegant son. Send for circular.
paper, and full of information. In English and
.

Price, ¥1.25 a year. Five c- 'pies, $.i.OO.
Vifk*s Flower and Vearetahl*' <3:6rden, .50
cents in paper covers; inelegant clntii <Mvers, $1.00.

fierman.

Vick'" Catalogue— :jlXI
Address,

MT

ilhi^tiatioiis, ..nly 2 cts.

.Ja.mes Yick, Ivuclicsier. N. Y.

16-PAGE PRICE LIST

of Italian.
Cyprian and Holy Land Bees. Queens, Nucleus Colonies and .\piarian Supplies, will be sent to
address
nauie
and
their
on a
who
will
send
me
all
postal card.

14smtf

H. H.

BROWN,

Light Street, Col. Co.. Pa.

ITAliIAN BEES.— Having

wintered without

ANOTHER NEW

IDEA.

Foundation all ready for business. Every sheet
wired and bnund around with a light wooden rim,
ready to adjust instantly in your frame. No advance in price. Small sample for h; cents. I shall
also breed choice Itadan and Holy Land Queens,
Write now
practicing a new stimulative process
Address,
fr)r prices and particulars.
Hartford, N. Y.
H.
Osmiy

JOHN

MARTIN,

ELECTROTYPES

the loss of a colony. I will sell a few select colonies in the spring, and Queens durinir the season

Of Engravings used in the Bee .Journal f<ir sale at
2.5 cents per square Inch— no single cut sold f or less-

Address.

than.'voc.

9sm3t

™

«^«
ARGO,

M. .
"R." **
Paint Lick, Garrard County, Ky.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
Chicago, Iii»

• 14 West Madison

Street,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURKAl.

EXCELSIOR
HONEY

EXTeACTORS.
In nnswerto frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryint; :i and 4

Lan^strnth
ciiHi-'ii

-i/i<

111 III

t.i

I
hnve contliese two new
frame basket is in a
same size and style as

frnnies*,

adopt

Tlie 3
I

lie

Jirarae. The 4 fraiue basket
in the larger ciin, with the cone
iiietkl standard for the basket

111.

IS
111-

rn

revolve upon, le^ivin^

room un-

'Ifineath the basket for75orNn
'h--- nf honey. It will be complete,
with cr)vers, and in everv way
iientical. except in size, with the
*i';.(N» Extractor. liJxi'o, which is
intended for anv size of frame.

Excepting with the

$s,0(;i

Ex-

tractors, all the different styles
iiuve strainers over the canal leadiiiL' to the honey gate, and movaumb llaskets.

For
For

2
2

American frames. 13xi3 inches
Lang-troth

"'

10x18

"

228

;
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FRANCES DUNHAM,

inn
ij Pnlnnipc
B| IIIBEIliO^
11
^0 ^*
I

Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

THE DUNHAM

"» \*

I

*#

Books

'*^ '«*

B

Bee-Keepers.

for

mall, postpaid, on receipt of
Sent by mail,

THOMAS

COMB FOUNDATION
And

100

JAMES

HEDDON.Dowaglac,

Colonies of

Bees

Italiian

Sale,

for

C\>mb Foiiiidntion: Given,

Viindervurt, Dunham and Rnot
llivos. Suiukers, li'rames. Seeds of
Honey I'lunts. and everytiiinp required in an apiary. Send for price
list.

E. T. Fr.ANJLG;A«,

Address,

Box

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is nnt only Instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly pruductioD.and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can atTord
to do without. Cloth, SSI. as ; paper cover. JSl.
illustrated

Mich.

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Ctiieenit: Italian, Cyprian and Alhiii";

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

;

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by

lw35t

Weat Madison

974

bj
by

Bee-Kecper*8 Guide or. Cooh*8 Mnniial
of th« Apinry. ~ Eiuirclv re-wrltten, elegantly

Useful Supplies.

all

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

(Rose Hill Apiary),
819, Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

Qu1n1>y*8KewBee-Keeplng. bylt. C Root—
The author

treats the su^-jectof bee-keeping so
fail to interest all. Its style is plain
making all its readers reahze thatita
master of the subject.— JS1.50.

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,

author Is

Novice's ABCof Bee-ColtMre, by A. I. Root
—This embrace3"everything pertaining to the care
ot thehoney-bee."ana is valuable to beginners and

$1.S5; paper, SIBee-Keeper*' Text-Book, by A.J.

those more advanced. Cloth,
K.lnfr*«

is revised ;intl brought down to
the present time. Cloth, Sl.OO; paper. Toe.

King.— This edition

1882.

LnnK^troth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
-

This

a standard

is

scientitic

work.

Price. $SB.

BleiiMed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance o^
bee-keeping, lull of practi<;il information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cluili. Sl.OO.

Bees nnd Boney or. 8ucceA«ru1 mana^emeut *»f the Apiary, by Thomas *J. Newman.—
This emtiraces the fniiowing subjects. Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Kearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transt erring —
Itiihariizing ~ Introducing Queens — Fxtracting—
;

FOUNDATION

Illustrated Catalogue
AND

Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Ensllsh and Oerniaa.—
Price lor either edition, ^Oceats, postpaid.

rutenteii Aug.J3ii. i^M.

jy Send for New Circular for January,

Dzlerzon Theory

1882.

tal principles vt

OF

tacts

CAUTIOIT.
LETTERS PATENT Number

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.- This HLMuphlct di'iCourses upon the

G.

Having obtained
246,099 for

((iiality.

all parties purchasing
.machines asabovcother than of my nuinufacture,
that I am prepared to protect my riKhts. and shall
prosecute all infrinE'^ments to the lull cMpntof
FRASICEt A. mJXa.VM,
.thelaw.
DePere.WLs.
2wl3t

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NKAllI.V A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

CDJSTBZ

t^~ It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
No bee-keeper should
is fully up with the times.
be without ft. Your mime and address, wrilteii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

its
all

tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
.United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor It. Sent for 3s cents post-paid.

O.W. FISHSK,

ALFRED

972 VVestMadison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

6wl3tp

lliree to

»7.00 per lOO. Address,
Z. K. JEWETT. Nurseryman.
Sparta, Wl».

a specialty of reavinp pure Holy I..and
.Queens, and have now more than KM) colonies in
tneir purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before .Tune 2it.
6
$l.L'5 each; after that date, single Queen, $l(.)(.i
for|5.U0; V2 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 2r> cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.50
.each Italian Queens, same price.
I

make

;

I. :r.

G. AV. FISHER.
Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
Bbe Journal OfSce. _^

selling this book.

for sale at the

2w6m.

SALISBURY

Rev. A.
Caiiiar!;*),

Doiiglns coimty,

111.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:
Prices.QulckReturns
tomers Never Defrauded."

Queens
Cyprian Queens
Italian

;

*i: Tested.
$1

;

Palestine Queens. .$!

;

Cus...*-.2

Tested

J2
Tested... J2

Kxtra Queens, for swarming sea-

M

970 and

!)7S

|yScnd IOC.
ilwly

Central

Ave.,CINCINSf ATI,

ft.

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

C. P. IJatlant, giving in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price 16c.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eeper8,'by Chas.
Muth;

'^--i

p:iL'es.

It

givesMr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adnlteratlon What we eat and should
;

This book should be in every family, and
create a sentiment against adulteration of
Inod prniiucts. and demand a law lo protect the
(I insumer against the numerous liealth-destroying
adulterations offered as lood. 200 pages. 50c-

make money

—"Low

Square Glass Honey .fars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
17 Til,
C. P.
j^pplyto

.It

contains

Moore's Universal Aselstant, nnd Complete Mechanic, containsover i.iwxi.ooo Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Tn-V- Sef vast
crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.,
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. (iivea 200,000 items for Gas. Steam, Civil
Millers,
BlackMachinists.
and Mining Engineers,

a-oor5,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

I TJoe— Being a descrlptton of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, &c.

not eat.
oui; hi to

Nappauee, Elkhart Gouty, Ind.

5wly

m

The Hive

SHOULD

;

;

50c.

the

CP" Also

PURE HOLY-UNDTuEENS;

per dozen,

contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-keepers' Association. The Prize— *2,i in gold
— was awarded to Prot Cook'sEssay, which Is here
lull. Price. lOc.
given

F.

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
lOO;
Fourtocisht inches. »1.,>0 pei-

;

and management adopted

have FISHIiU'S GRAIN TABLES, 192
_ pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up urain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wases tables, w«iod measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and nmre miscellaneous matter and
useful tables ftir farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can

'four feet.

Rnellnh andCt-rman.

in

— This

Extracted Honey ; Harvcstlnff, Haadlnnd Mnrketine-- A 2-l-paK9 pamphlet, by

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

fM"

"Winterlnar Bees.

Ch.

Box2;)8, Itochester, N.y.

'2w6m.

Honey

everywhere. Published

inx

NEWMAN,

H.

BEE JoUBNAI. Office. .Mt

Also for sale at the

;

Price for either edition, Oc.

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber. lOKS. and phmks
urement of
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents ol square and
round timber, staves and headinii bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

book of

WOTl

SE]3SriD

.

as looo. feivim: recipes tormaking
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Koam,Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and shoul*! be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

-Market

:

or foundation, as well as to

the nature,
B'^.'s and Honey
sources.and pi^'pariitlon of Iloney forthe

Ancient HisK^try of

Dunham Foundation Machine, makInK

"comb foundation with base of cells <tf natural
shape, and side-walls brousrht up to form an even
eurface also on the foundation made on said machine, I hereby Rive notice to all parties lnfrlni;inK
my riKbts, either by manufacturinpr said machines

i-presents the fundamenbec-'^uHme. and lurmshes the
to demonstrate them. 15 c.

and arguments

son, ready,

we are

timelynotifled.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
Cvpriitn or Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames. fS. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine. 2.'^ lbs. or over,
on Hoot machine, thin, for boxes, 40i.-.
35c. per lb.
per lb. Sale arrival guaranteed.
Q/~ic. paid for briglit wax. Money Orders ou
^\J Tuscolu, in.
Iwly.
;

if

smiths, Founders, Miners. Motallurglsls. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Stoiim Filters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.ou; pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wonh its
weiglit ingold touny Moch:tnic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, IBtS.SO.

Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has;ir> engravings
illustrating positions of MCk hoses, and treats uH
diseases in

n.

plain

and comprehensive manner.

has recipes, a table t-f dnsc^. and
horse information. Paper. HSc*

much

It

valuable

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandiseand interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
Blate and pocket. Cloth, »1.; Morocco, 881. CO.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

Address,
974

THOMAS

West Madison

Hill.- A treatise

cure.

O.

Price,

on

3oc.

:\EWMAX,

Street,

CHICAGO, lU*

——

It

—

»fe^

^
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from Our Letter Box

Wi-taria Blossoms

The Hive

CHICAGO, 111., Jan. 2, 1882.
Dear Sir— Your letter and article are received,
and I am sorry you are so " bitter " and itMnecfssari?!/ sarc^5fic in your remarks.
For that reason
IhaV"- already delayed some of your articles, for it
better for you, as well as for others, that such a
"spirit" as is therein manifested, should not be
exhibited publicly. I have no objection to your
having opposite views of parthenogenesis, or the
"hive" of our much respected friend, Mr. Langstroth— but wtien you stigmatize such men as Dr.
W. R. Howard. Prof. A. J. Cook, and others as
" cranks." you ofTer an "insult" to all honest men,
and degrade what should be a, fair criticism, to the
ievel of its now frequent use by a cowardly assassin (Guiteauj. Yours, etc.
T.G.NEWMAN.
is

Excliaiiges

The Stantlard

tielections

Malicious.— Tlie two bee papers for
published in the state of New
York, each contain malicious attacks
on lis by Mr. C. J. Robinson. Last
year we published several articles
written by him, some of which called
forth criticisms from the Rev. L. L.
Langstroth, T. B. Miner, Dr. Howard, Prof. Cook, A. R. Kohnke, and
others. To these Mr. Robinson sent
us replies full of abusive epithets instead of argument. On Jan. 2, 1882,
we wrote him thus concerning a communication tlien sent us
April,

Use
Notes from Nebraska
Dollar Queens Again
Whatshall I do with them?
First Swarm Reported
Net Weight
At Last AVe Agree
Bees in Massachusetts
I

Brimming in Pollen
Earlv Drones
A FlonilCity
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Swarming

235
235
235
235
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235
235
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225
235
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236
216
236
236
236
236
2.36

236
236

15.

for 1882.

From nearly every quarter come
cheering reports of the prospect for a
plenteous yield of honey the coming
season. The clover sward is generally reported as uninjured by the
winter; fruit bloom promises to be
unusuallyabundant ;elms and maples
are already blossoming, and very industriously worked upon by the bees
everywhere, and are reported to be
rich in nectar
basswood or linden
will undoubtedly be much above an
average, and we can see no good reason why summer and fall flowers
should be below an average. Unless
unpropitious weather should prevail
for a lengthened period, the season of
1882 will be a glad one for bee-keepers
who may find themselves in condition
to take advantage of it.
We have yet to hear of a locality
where bees wintered poorly in fact,
where the success of wintering was
not far above the average, and they
are all in condition to breed up rapidly,
Messrs. W.
if properly manipulated.
Thomas & Sons, write us from Somerset, Ky., April 3d
Our bees are doing finely. Some of
our colonies had hatching brood the
first of last month, and are now breeding up strong. Peach bloom is about
gone, and cherry and apple are just
coining in. We look forward hoping
;

;

:

he has made no reply except the abusive articles in the N. Y.
bee papers, whose editors will hardly
be able to find any justification, for
permiting him to use their columns
for such malevoleuee. Should they
refuse him, however, they will soo>i
learn how sniiill a matter will cause
him to single them out for ridicule
and abuse.
This explanation is due to our readers, but we shall take no further notice of Mr. Robinson— for one who
has no more munliood than to malign
Mr. Langstrotli when mentally unable to defend himself, by reason of
wasting disease is unworthy of notice, say what -he may. ' Ilis abuse
cannot injure us in the least, nor hurt
our feelings.

To

this

—

for a plentiful

honey season.

Our bees brought in their first pollen
and honey simultaneously last Suninst.), and breeding started up
vigorously. Since then the weather
has been variable, high winds prevailing most of the time with consider-

day (2d

able rain, but we hope for a change
for the better soon, and have every
confidence in the succeeding weather.

Bee-keepers have but little time to
if they have not already put
themselves in condition to make the
most of every opportunity which may
be offered.
lose,

:
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remaining two-thirds of comb containing eggs in the center of the new
A correspondent in Earlville, lo\v;i, hive throw a blanket over the frames,
asks for information bearing upon tlie put on the cover of the hive, and lay a
above subject, and as there may be board slanting from the ground to the
others desirous of more light, we will entrance; now take out the frames
He one at a time from the hive removed,
give a somewhat elaborate reply
and shake and brush all the bees from
writes
Rearing: (Jueeiis.

;

:

in Italianizing the combs in front of the new hive,
(Bee Journal, page 202), then replace the combs in the black
when the queen lias been removed colony and lelease the queen. The
from my Italian colony for the purobject in cutting the comb is to give a
pose of obtaining queen cells, how
I

do not understand,

my apiary

eggs are deposited in these cells, the full, unlinished surface to facilitate
queen not being replaced in the Italian and encourage the building of numercolony and how am I to l<iiow when ous queen cells, as bees seem to prefer
Please answer
queen cells are ripe
mutilated spots for starting them, and
in the Bee Jouunal.
they are easier removed from an exThe bees will build the queen cells tended surface, or edge, than if
around eggs or larvje, or remove tlie grouped, so that one cannot be cutout
egg or larva and iilaee it in the cell. without injuring others. By adopting
Scientists and apiarists are divided in this plan, you not only secure a greater
opinion as to whether the cell is con- number of cells, but you know, also,
structed around the egg, or the egg that the queens are reared from very
placed in the cell by the bees. It is young larvie, and, consequently, are
possible, nay probable, th;it botli are fed on royal jelly from the time they
We have seen several cases, in are hatched from the eggs.
riglit.
the course of our obsei'vations, which
After about the seventh day from
led US to believe tliat bees frequently
remove eggs from one comb to another; the time the larva; are hatched, you
find the queen cells capped over.
if they may do so, for convenience or will
other cause, for the purpose of rearing This capping will be quite rough and
worker brood, why may they not do so irregular, and have the appearance of
It being rudely daubed or plastered on
in the case of rearing queens
wonld be improbable that a queen the end with coarse wax. In ten days
could be removed from a prosperous the worker bees will be working on
colony without leaving an ample num- the point on the twelfth day the point
ber of fresh eggs or young larvaj from will be trimmed down, and on the
which to rear all tlie queens which fourteenth will have lost its waxy apmay be desired. If, however, there is pearance, and be dressed down quite
what is
a doubt about the matter, an outside smooth, when the cell is
frame of honey may be removed from termed "ripe." These dates of time
the brood chamber, and the remaining are based upon cells built with only
frames be then spread so as to admit eggs in the hive. We have known
of placing a nice, clean comb In the queens to emerge in about twelve
center, or a sheet of fresh foundation, days after the colony was made queenand in three or four days the new less, but these were undoubtedly
comb will be found filled with eggs, reared from much further advanced
larvse, and such queens are generally
when the queen can be removed.
supposed to be not as good.
If many cells are wanted, the folSeveral objects are gained by artilowing will be found an excellent
Remove from its stand the ficially swarming a colony to rear
plan
hive containing your most populous queens as above, chief among which
1st. Greater number of queen
black colony of bees, and put in its are
place an empty hive in this put four cells 2d. No drones are reared in the
nice, clean, empty combs, leaving hive, as they have no male eggs from
room in the middle for a fifth, and which to rear them; 3d. The parent
placing a division board at each outer Italian queen is still left in her own
colony to rear Italian
side. The hive removed put on a stimulated
stand three or four rods distant, and drones; 4th. A good cell can be left in
cage the queen securely now take the hive, to Italianize the black colony;
from the hive you wish to rear queens 5th. There will be no hatching black
from a comb containing only eggs bees to add confusion in testing the
(leaving the queen in her own hive), young queen. 6th. There is but one
cut off, say, one-third of the lower fractional frame of brood to divert
part of the comb, lengthwise from the cares of the bees from their queenfront to rear, put the frame with the rearing.
;

'i

'?

;

:

:

;

;

;

Forty-eight hours before cuttingout the queen cells, form nuclei for as
many queens as you wish to rear, or
as you may have good cells, by taking
a frame of sealed and hatching brood,,
and placing, with an empty comb, in
a hive with division boards each side,
then close the entrance and fasten the
bees in for 24 hours, and on the following day, cut out and graft a queen
cell in each nucleus.
Combs or foundation can be added to the nuclei from,
time to time as they may be needed.
In twenty-one days after the young
queens are mated and begin laying,
their ]>rogeny should be emerging
from the cells. Many other plans are
practiced besides those described
above, but none, we believe, mor&
simple in detail and as satisfactory in
results.

1^" Mr. H. Jones, Chesaning, Mich.,
kindly sends us an item entitled
" Glucose," credited to the N. Y. Cit^
Item.
We have already published the
substance matter of the article ia

—

made up from editorial matter in the Bee Journal, <ind
for which, by some oversight, we
fact, it is partly

tailed to receive proper credit.

We

are always pleased to receive these
items, as it is not only an indication
that our patrons are in accord with us
in our efforts to effect needed reforms,
but they frequently bring to our
notice transactions which we miglit
otherwise overlook, or have no opportunity of observing. It also afford*
us pleasure to be able to assure our
readers that the public are rapidly
becoming aware of the baneful influence of food adulterations, and that
even Congress seems inspired to attempt a reform in the matter. Nousverrons.

Deluged With Letters.— One of our
" Stop my
writes thus
advertisement in the Bee Journal.
1 cannot
I am deluged with letters.
answer half of them." This shows
the good results of advertising in the
Bee Journal, when anything of
value is offered for sale.
advertisers

:

1^ Mr. J. W. Margrave, of Hiawatha, Kas., reports that J. V. Cornell, a young bee-keeper of that place
has " left for parts unknown," leaving a young wife and babe to the tender mercies of a cold world. Mr. M.
adds: " lie ought to be published in
all the bee periodicals as a* base villain." Pass him around.

:

;

:
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Seated on a seat 6 inclies higher than
an ordinary chair (1 put a chair on a
hive cover)", I am ready for work. The
edge of the starter next the llat-iron
is heated so that it is quite soft; I care

The Standard Size of Frame.
J>oiii]on

A

— The

Journal of Hurticultute, says:

meeting of the special committee

iippoiiited by the meiDbers of tlie Associiition at the recent general meeting. Iield on Feb. 15, for the purpose
of (li-ierraining the form and size of a
staiiihird frame
for
general
nse

throughout the United Kingdom, was
held at theLangham Hotel, on Thursday. March 16. Present
Messrs. T.
:

W. Cowan

(in the chair), C. N. AbCheshire, J. M. Hooker, A.
Neighbour, Rev. G. Rayuor, and the
Rev. F. T. Scott. Mr. J. G. Des-

bott, F.

some other place, then tremble and
shake for some time, and if the sun
clouds over they never return to the
hive, but if it shines out brightly they
will come back with a load of water,
to thin their honey so they can raise
brood. The bees all stay at home
until there is i)ollen on the trees and
they can fly with safety. The two
pans will feed a yard of from 60 to SO
colonies. The pans and float must be
kept clean, and the feed not let get
sour.
This management makes a
little summer for the bees just when
it is most wanted.

;

:

Now

and have kept

—

Frands. The punishment of frauds
borough was unavoidably prevented
from being present. After the con- and adulterations is now commandsideration of a large amount of correspondence, and the question having
been fully discussed, it was unanimously resolved that the outside dimensions of the standard frame
should be 14 inclies long, S^^ inches
deep
the top bar to be ?8 of "an inch
thick bottom bar }a of an inch thick
side bars y of an inch thick. These
dimensions do not refer to anything

227

how soft, so that none of the
starters are actually melted. This
soft edge is the one, of course, to be
mashed down by the fastener, and the
object is to get as small a " bite" as
possible, only so that a little of the
wax is actually mashed the whole
width of the starter. The ordinary
direction is to put tlie foundation under ig inch, which I think quite too
much. Instead of " turning the piece
of foundation up against the end of
" The King- Bee."—Mr. J.M. Hicks,
the lever," as usually directed,! leave
in tlie Grange Bulletin, relates a little
it lying flat till I pick up the section
and on turning the section right side of his experience as follows
up. the foundation will, by its own
Bees throughout the country have
weight, be found hanging right every wintered well.
and then we
time without any attention.
visit farmers who keep
little

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

.

ing much attention. The New York
Tribune of March 21st, gives the following item
:

many

and find that
the " king
bee " is
monarch of the hive and boss of all
the other bees. Sometimes they still
have it that the old king lays all the
eggs and produces all the bees.
quite often get a rebuff from such
ignorance. We cannot help but feel
sorry for them and in several instances
bees
they

for

years,

think

We

Some of those oily reformers who
cry so loudly now for anti-monopoly have changed Italian queens with
may soon have an opportunity for re- such in order to prove our assertion
form that will be in their own im- first capturing the native qtieen and
mediate grocery line. Considerable then introducing the Italian queen at
progress is reported toward making once before the eyes of my Old Father
outside of the rectangle. It was also laws of the bills at present
under con- Luck, and as per agreement, if the
resolved that standard frames duly sideration in the State
Legislature to bees were not of a different color from
stamped should be provided at one prevent the sale of imitation butter, the occupants of the hive in 65 days,
shilling each.
and to do away with the fraudulent 1 should lose the Italian queen and
use of glucose and the like. The Anti- pay Old Father Luck ten dollars for
the native queen destroyed, but if
Fastening: Starters.—Dr. C. C. Mil- Oleomargarine bill passed the Senate
otherwise, then they were my bees,
yesterday.
ler, Marengo, III., gives the following
free of charge. You may guess 1
carried the bees home, and the old
suggestions in Gleanings for April
Ont Door Feeding. From the Bee- gent is wiser than he was before.
I have had some trouble with foundation dropping out of sections just keepers'' Magazine we copy I. L. Scoat the most annoying time when field's (Chenango Bridge, N. Y.,)
CLUBBINfcf LIST FOR 1S82.
honey is coming in with a rush, and method of feeding bees in the open
every minute counts; and I suppose
We supply the WeeblyA-merlcitu Bee «Jourothers who use full-size starters are air
nnl and any of the following periodicals, for 1882
not entirely free from this trouble.
He makes a box 3x3 feet square, at the prices quoted in the last column of fltrurea.
Where they have been fastened with 23>2 feet deep, and hangs two pans. The first column Rives the recular price of both
Parker s foundation fastener, I have 5 inclies deep, 30 inches long, and 10 All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publishers^ Price. Club.
found it to occur either where the inches wide, down in the top of the
The Weekly Bee Journal
|.2 00..
starter was put in too cold or where box. Cut a door-hole in one side, to
GleaninKsinBee-CulturetA.l. Root) 3 00.. 2 73
and
too big a " bite " was taken by the put the lamps in under the pans
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..!. King). 3 00
2 60
Bee-Keeper8'Instructor(W. Thomas) 2 50.. 2 35
fastener.
I have been putting in these are common kerosene oil lamps.
The 4 above-named papers
4 50.
4 00
several thousand starters in sections Put the feed in the pan, and a float on
Bee-Keepers'Exch'n«e(H(mk&Pt;et)3 00.. 2 SO
ivith my own bunds, and apprehend it, so the bees will not sink it, and get
Bee-Keepers' Uuide (A. G.llillj
2iA).. 2 35
Kansas Bee-Keeper
260.. 2 40
less difficulty the coming season. I daubed
regulate the lamps so that
The T above-named papers
(i30.. 5 50
formerly supposed that I could not they will keep the food about 85-' to The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
well put in starters in cold weather; 90^ r. Put the box in some sheltered
Pnif.O'uk'sManuahbound in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
Bees and Honey. (T. G. Newman) .. 2 40.. 2 2.5
but I now prefer winter. Perhai)s I place in the yard put some boards up
Binder lur Weekly, 18S1
2 8.5.
2 75
had better tell you just how I do it. to keep the cold winds from it. Every
Binder for Weekly for 882
2 "5.. 2 50
I do the work in the kitchen.
The day the bees can fly with safety, have
fastener is screwed tight to a board this feeder ready for their use, the
Premiums. Those who get up clubs
which is clamped tight to a table, the feed quite thin. Sap from the maple for the Weekly Bee
Journal for
fastener being close to tlie edge of the tree, with a little extra " C " sugar
board nearest me, the length of the added, makes a good feed there is no 1SS2, will be entitled to the following
Their own subscription
fastener running parallel with the danger in using " C " sugar when the premiums.
board, and the handle at the right bees are flying every day or two. The may count in the club
side.
The table without the board bees fly from the "hive, and get tlie
"
would be as well, or better, only I do feed in the natural way, and when For a Club of a,— a copy of Bees and Honey."
3,— au Emerson Binder for lass.
not want to drive screws in the table. they fill their sacs with feed at a
Apiary
4.—
Re^'ister for 5U Colonies,
Just beyond the fastener I init a pile temperature of 85° to 90° F., they are
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
*
of. say, 50 starters, and at the left of in as good condition to get home
5,—
cloth.
to
"
"
the pile stands a hot flat-iron, such as the hive as they were to get out of it
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Register for lioO Col's.
the women-folks use for ironing, while and fly to the feeder, and you lose no
another iron stands on the stove ready bees as you do by their tilling their Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
to replace this one when it gets cold. sacs with cold water at the creek, or
tor their labor iu getting up the club.
;

;

;

—

;

;

1

—

;

:

i

—

;

;
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It is be commenced before the bees can
never with safety be put on their summer
stands. Deprive the bees of their
I have
to my entire satisfaction. I pollen, and this would be impossible.
have been the keeper of bees for 30 When I took out my bees last spring

judgment, cause their ruin.
true I
tested
tested

may be mistaken,
it,

and

years,

as

I

but the opposite

for half that period

it

lias

my

uniform practice to follow
the bees' own habits, and place frames
For the American Bee Journal.
with bee-bread within reach of the
Criticisms from Bruce, Ontario.
bees during their winter imprisonment. Now, I flattermyself with the
J. ANDERSON.
idea that my bees always winter well
so well, that I find but few dead bees
The articles written by some of the in many of my hives when taken out
Bee Journal correspondents show not a cupful in some of them so I
that the writers have niucli yet to have no more fears that my bees will
learn connected with bee-keeping; die in winter, than that uiy horse or
while others clearly demonstrate that cow will die. These will certainly die,
if not properly attended to, and so
their authors are no mere novices.
Theie can be no good reason wliy will my bees. They must be attended
bees shoidd die, as last season, where to at the right time. This success in
the winter is only of eight or ten wintering is reached by little and litXothing but in- tle. Experience will teach the iiiteliweeks' duration.
judicious and improper treatment gent bee-keeper that the same idencould cause their destruction in such tical practice will not secure perfect
localities.
If men, for the sake of success in all kinds of winter receptaadding a little more to the gains of cles, and that, while general principles
the season, rob their bees of the good are never to be violated, yet in numerand wholesome food which nature ous details, the apiarist must largely
teaches them to store up for the draw upon his judgment and experistormv dav, and then scantily supply ence, according to circumstances and
them "with that wliich is unwhole- the state of his bees. One essential
some, or if they deprive them of the principle in wintering is, to keep the
Excitement or restlesssfull amount of heat so essential for bees still.
the cold nightsof winter, by an undue ness is sure to cause diarrhea, and,
finally,
death.
This restlessness may
divisions
the
number of swarms and
previous season, or by boring holes in be caused by the want or loss of a
their boxes, or scraping away the queen, by too much heat or cold, by
plaster bv which the little things so unhealthy food or scarcity of food, or
industriou,sly exclude the cold air by dampness, or any external disturbfrom their combs, without supplying ance. A flight in winter is unnecesthem with substitutes, then it is but sary for it does more harm than
just that such persons should Hnd out good, when the bees are wintering
Some seem to have an impres"that nature is wiser than men. and well.
that their imaginary gains are but sion that healthy bees retain in their
been

;

i

I

;

intestines all the food they consume
during the during their confinement. "But this is
three months of winter's con- not the case when bees winter well,
finement. Of course. I winter within they discharge their feces very freely,
doors. I have found out by hard ex- but what they pass is as hard as wax.
In the numerous reports of winter
perience, that outside wintering will
never do where the winter is severe losses, given last season in the Jourand long.andtlie elements changeal)le, nal, spring losses, or spring dwindas in Bruce. Any losses worth notic- ling, was not given. This oversight
ing, whieli I sustain, occur about the is a misfortune, for spring dwindend of confinement; after the bees ling is as great an evil as winter
are shut up without liglit or liberty losses, and tlie one as difficult to overIf our colonies are
for about five months, as they were come as the other.
nor do such losses occur not strong, in the beginning of sumlast winter
tlirough any disease among the bees, mer, when the blossoms appear, then
but simply for want of food. Some our honey harvest will be a failure
bees consume far more food than that season, especially in localities
others; and it is difficult, indeed im- where fall blossoms are scarce. How
possible to test, on this point, before is this common evil then to be met, is
winter, the progeny of young queens, a question of vast importance to
Numerous remedies are, of
so as to know the gluttons from those many
more sparing of tli."ir winter supplies. couise, proposed but many of them
I have had some colonies w'hich con- are worthless. Late fall breeding is
sumed between GO and 70 pounds of good as far as it goes, but early spring
breeding, in my experience, is' far l)etfood during winter, and died of want
while others, about the same strength, ter. If young bees are hatching in
wintered well aside them without con- large numbers, just when the hives
suming a quarter of that amount. are put on tlieir summer stands then
>rot a single tear was shed over the there will be no fear of spring dwindling.
But how is this early breeding
grave of those gluttons.
I highly value and largely indorse, to be produced without an "undue exthe able and interesting articles which citement of the bees? Can any one
Soinetinies I have had the
recently appeared in' the -Journal tell
from the ready i)ens of Messrs Dadaul pleasure of witnessing it without any
elfort
on
my part to )Hoduee it.
and Heddon but would not, on any
account, adojit all their views. To ex"- Where bees have plenty of good honey
cbide pollen from the bees during a and pollen during their eonlinemeut.
long winter would, in my humble and are wintering well, breeding will
real losses.
I
first

lose a colony

seldom

;

;

':'

;

:

'i

:

(April 10th) I found, to my pleasure,
that about as many young bees were
hatched as there were dead in the
hives, and as large numbers were
hatching every day, dwindling was
not iierceptible. I ain not prepared to
say that there is more dwindling in
spring than in summer or fall. I
know, we readily speak of the age of
bees, and fix the number of their
busy days but are we certain that we
are correct
Does not excessive labor
make a bee old
Old age is not the
only thing that destroys bees. The
bees that 1 winter do but little work,
as our fall blossoms are but scant,
and the bees having plenty of food in
;

'i

';*

their hives, do not expose themselves
very much in search of those flowers;
they can, therefore, do a large amount
of work in spring, after their.5 months
rest.

Of

large

number

this 1

am

satisfied,

of the

same

that a

identical

bees that occupy my liives in September may exist and actively labor in
.June the following year, perhaps
longer. This I have frequently proven
by colonies that lost their queens

when I had none to
them. Let a strong colony be
left without brood or queen when
honey is abundant in the fields, and
then we shall witness a greater dwindling than anything we ever experienced in spring. The grand remedy
then for spring dwindling, or rather
early in spring,

give

is
early breeding,
its preventive,
together with prolific queens.
To
have early breeding we must have
plenty of pollen in our hives, and to

have prolific queens we must learn to
distinguish such queens from those
that are worthless, and should never
be wintered.
In drawing my remarks to a close
which I fear are already too lengthylet us have a word or two connected
with the stings of bees. How different the effects produced by the small
drop of poison attached to these fine
Some men care nothing
weapons
for it. and I have the fortune to be
of that favored class.
Bee stings
never trouble me, though scores of
them get to my blood at once, consequently I use smoke but very seldom.
If my bees make an attack upon me—
!

well, let them
in the fault.

do so for I have beeil
Something occurred
been prevented; and
might
have
that
weapons
they teach me
their
sharp
by
to lie more careful in my next visit to
their home. But all are not of this
class; some have a fearful dread of
bees, and can only approach a hive
;

with trembling, as they

know

the

and

disfigures them.
is still
]5ut
a third class of
liersoiis who have a greater reason to
be afraid than those last alluded to,
for tlie effects produced on them by a
single bee sting are most serimis and
alarming. The eyes become bloody,
suffocation is experienced, coughing
is produced,
vomiting sets in. the

sting

pains
there

whole body

becomes covered

with

large blisters, and the whole circulation of the blood is interrupted. All
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mediately after swarming, has not
proven a success with me. Eight
days after a swarm has issued from a
hive 1 open it, and, having ascertained that a queen has emerged from
the cell, by finding one open at the
end, I cut off all the rest and thus

this occurs in less than live minutes,
and the result, I believe, may be
Can any of
fatal, if no aid is given.
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little

work

tions,

as

be done in the secapiarists know. This
taught me a lesson ; I hope to profit
by aU such lessons, else why the use
next will be
of learning them.
working these boxes so as to get the
largest yield possible, and taking off
will

all

your numerous corresiJondeuts tell us
My
If
how such eases are to be treated
there be an unfailing remedy, all beekeepers should know it. The only
remedy familiar to me, consists in the stop all sec(Mid swarming. These boxes.
Borodino, N. Y.
use of good brantiy for inward stimu- cells thus cut oil are placed in nucleus
By
lation, together with a cold sponging hives, if I wish more queens.
queen has
first
till
the
of the body. But a better remedy waiting
Karmers' Home Joarnal.
hatched, I have a certain thing when
may be in use if so, let us know it.
Introduciug (jueeiis.
the cells are all off, which is not the
Bruce County, Out.
case where all but one cell is taken
G. W. DEMAUEE.
away 4 or -5 days after swarming, for
For the American Bee JoamaL
the bees will often rear queens from
Who was the first to discover that
Producing Comb Houey— Xo. 4.
the larva; there is still in the hive at
that time, and also the cell thus left queen bees could be removed from
strong colonies, and others introduced
will often fail to hatch.
G. 31. DOOLITTLE.
When I think basswood will open in their places, I am not able to say
After getting our bees all in proper in about 10 days. I proceed to make nor do I suppose that it is important
condition, and the boxes put on as I swarms from all the rest which have to know. But that it can be done
A hive is with as general success as any other
have before described, the next thing not swarmed as follows
which will be liable to occur will be filled with flames of empty combs important operation that requires
swarming. After trying all the plans ;ind placed upon the stand of one of skill and patience, I have fully demonwhich
have not strated to my own satisfaction. I
colonies
of non-swarniiug hives given, with these
no success. I settled down to the con- swarmed, and all the boxes are taken have paid particular attention to the
clusion tliat such a thing did not exist off and placed thereon, then all the many slightly differing methods rewhen working for comb honey, and bees are shaken and brushed off their sorted to, to induce bees to accept of a
even if it did, 1 doubt if as large a combs of brood and honey, in front of strange queen, and it would really apyield of honey could be obtained, as this prepared hive into' which they pear that every apiarist claims that
by the use of swarming hives. Then will run as fast as shaken off. Thus there is something original about his
it we are to use swarming hives the I have a colony that is ready for"biz"' plan of proceeding.
It is w'orthy of note, however, that
question coming next, is. shall we as soon as the' honey harvest comes,
make our swarms by dividing or by as they have the queen, bees andjiart- no matter how you may proceed there
letting them swarm naturally. Lately filled boxes all in readiness for work. are certain features about the busiI have used both ways with what Previous to this, nuclei have been ness that is essentially common to all
seemed to me the best results. It will started, so that I have plenty of lay- methods and must be present to insure general success, viz: 1. The
be seen that our bees are all in readi- ing queens to use as I need them.
ness 15 days before the height of the
1 next take all the combs of brood colony to which a queen is to be inwhite clover harvest, and where this from which the bees were brushed, troduced must be queenless, and free
of those pests
is the main dependence for honey, all except one, arranging them in the from the intluence
swarming should be done withiii the hive the bees were shaken out of. and called "fertile workers." i'. There
next 5 days. In this case swarming carry them to the stand of another sliould be no sealed queen cells. 3.
would have to be done largely by di- colony which bus not swarmed. Xext The queen must be " introduced " to
vision, but as basswood is oiV main I take the comb of brood which was the bees, i. e.. placed in such a posihoney crop, coming about July 5, I do left out an<l go to one of the nuclei, tion that the bees Can make her acnot practice artificial swarming, only taking out the frame having the lay- quaintance without the danger of her
so far as is necessary to have ail ing queen on it. and place the conib being attacked by them if they are
swarming done ten days before bass- of brood in its jilace. Take tlie frame, hostile to her at first, as they genwood opens. All swarms issuing bees, queen and all, and set it in the erally are disposed to be.
There are exceptions, however, to
previous to 1-5 days before basswood. place left vacant for it when arrangare hived singly in hives containing ing the combs of brood. Now put on all rules. Some colonies will accept a
frames of empty comb, and in a week the boxes, and. having all complete. I strange queen without any trouble,
from time of hiving the boxes are put move the colony to a new stand, and while others will resist in the most
on, in the same manner described be- set the prepared hive in its place. stubborn and determined manner.
fore. Those issuing the next 5 days Thus I have a laying queen and A prominent writer thinks that there
are hived two swarms in a hive, when enough of her own bees to protect is, perhaps, one colony out of a hunconvenient to do so, and the full com- her. together with a hive filled with dred that cannot be induced to accept
plement of boxes put on at once. If combs of brood and all the field bees of a strange queen, but I have never
not convenient, the new swarm after from the removed colony. In a very met with one that I could not subdue,
being hived is set on the stand of few days these colonies are ready for though I have on a few occasions had
another hive which has not swarmed, the boxes, and generally make" the to resort to severe measures to acand sucli colony changed to a new loca- best colonies I have for storing honey. complish it.
The first important tiling to learn is
tion, thus securing to the new swarm The loss of bees to the removed colony
all the held bees from the colony stops the swarming impulse, and in liow to find and remove the queen to
moved. Each sw-arm thus made has about a week they have so regained be superseded. This operation is algiven them a hive full of emptycombs their loss, tliat they are ready for the ways a puzzle to the novice. In fact,
and the boxes are put on at once. Thus boxes again.
I know of no operation, the success of
it will be seen all the new swarms are
It will be seen my aim has been, in wiiich depends so mucli on jnactical
in splendid condition to take advan- using tliese several iilaiis. to get all knowledge and an actual practice. I
tage of the basswood harvest as soon my bees strong enough to work in the doubt very much if it is possible for
as it commences.
boxes (duriuK the best harvest) to ad- an inexperienced person to hunt up
Where I hive two swarms together, vantage, and still have none of them and remove a queen from a strong
the (jueeii belonging to one of the old desire to swarm right in the height of colonv. But if he will commence to
colonies is let to go back, when such the best flow of honey. By adupting practice on small colonies where the
iiuoJeiis swarming." I bees are few in number, and learn to
hive is moved to a new location and a plan culled
the double sv^-arnis set in its place. once had my bees (after an early divi- look up the queen, observe her habits,
The old colony losing their queens by sion) nearly all swarming right in the etc., he will soon beable to find ht^r iu
their going witli the new swarms, are height of the honey harvest, by which anv colony.
In looking up the queen in a strong
allowed to rear their own queens, as I lost at least S-560. for swarm they
(after thoroughly trying the plan of) would in spite of all I could do. and colony, I put an empty hive near at
giving each colony a laying queen im- while the swarming fever is on but hand and commence to remove the
'i

;

;

[

:

:

I

I

'

1

—

;

:

:
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frames, one at a time, looking carefully for tlie queen, setting the frames
in the empty hive till all have been
removed then look carefully for the
queen among the bees left in the hive.
If tl}e queen is not yet discovered
I return the frames, one at a time,
looking them over again till I find
her. I rarely ever fail to find lier in
;

minutes of time.
Christiansburg, Ky.

fifteen

Scientific

American.

Partlieiiogrenesls in Bees.

PKOF.

C. F.

KROEH.

Kecent experiments of the Abbe

They brought with liquid in the spermatheca was nothing
them the ordinary whitisli appendage but drone semen.
abd(nnen,
which has hitherto
Having had occasion to transfer a
to their
been regarded as tihe wrenched-of£ or- large number of colonies from oldgan of the drone and the evidence of fashioned into movable frame hives,

on their return.

impregnation. On examination under
the microscope this appendage was
found to consist of excreta entirely
soluble in water and containing no
fleshy filaments. The drones of these
hives were then imprisoned, and the
queens returntd to their hives. They
laid eggs regularly, but tliese eggs
never hatched. Then the drones were
liberated in the hives, the queens
mounted them, and the eggs they laid
after that, hatched into workers and
drones.
In three

hives the newly-born
Giotto Ulivi call in question the the- queens were allowed to fly several
ory of parthenogenesis, which is at times until they returned with the
present almost universally received usual appendage to their alxlomen.
by bee-keepers and other entomolo- Then they were confined in hives congists.
Briefly stated, this tlieory is taining no drones or drone brood.
that queens, while yet in the viigiii One of them did not lay at all. The
state, may lay eggs capable of hatch- other two laid eggs regularly, but
ing, and tliat such eggs always pro- these eggs never liatched. The two
duce drones. After the queen has laying queens were then killed and
mated witli a drone and stored up the examined, and the three nuclei united
spermatic liquid so received in a little and put away for winter. The survivesicle, she may lay at will eillier ving queen never laid an egg. The
drone or wcn'ker eggs, according as following .lanuary she was also fmind
she does or does not compress this lit- dead and examined. In March the
tle vesicle at the moment the eggs colony had neither an egg nor adrone.
pass it. Some of the evidence on although there had been plenty of
wliicli this theory rests may be found time for a fertile worker to develop if
in ail article entitled "Modern Bee- there were such a thing.
It is generally believed that one
Keeping, No. IV.," in the Scientific
iVeic.s, November, 1881, page 34.5.
The fertilization lasts a queen for life but
received theory also requires that Ulivi saw three queens that had laid
queens and drones can mate only when fertile eggs refertilize themselves by
liyiiig, and that the drones perish in mounting drones.
He dissected five fertile queens and
disengaging themselves because they
removed mature eggs ready to be laid
cannot wittidraw tlieir organ.
All this is denied by Ulivi. He con- from their oviducts just before they
structed flat observation hives, in passed the spermatic vesicle. These
wliioli 3 combs were placed, one above he substituted for others that had
tlie other.
The two sides were of been freshly laid, removing the latter
glass and could be darkened with to otiier cells, and isolating both from
shutters. Each hive was furnished the other eggs in tlie hives in which
with a closed tin portico having glass the experiments were tried. The reslides and a trap which could be so moved eggs hatched, but those taken
adjusted as to allow or prevent the from the oviducts did not. Under
passage of queens and drones. By the microscope, 6 days later, they
the aid of these hives he performed showed no embryos nor any indicathree series of exiieriments. In the tiini of vitality.
first series they were filled with bees,
He isolated queens from drones for
stores of honey and pollen, w-orker 20 days and dissected them. Their
and drone brood, and queen cells spermathecas were empty.
lie caused queens to hatch in cages,
sealed and unsealed
in the second
series the queen cells were left out
so as effectually to exclude drones,
and in the third there were no queen and kept them caged for a long time.
dissection their spermathecas
cells, drones, or drone brood. In none On
of the experiments was a queen put were found empty. The eggs they
into the hive. He then made the fol- had laid never hatched.
lowing observations
He caught queens on their return
In five hives the queens, without from tlieir so-called wedding flight.
leaving the hive, were fertilized and Although they brought with them
laid eggs that liatched into workers the whitish appendage supposed to be
and drones.
the male organ of the drone, the miIn four hives he saw the queen croscope showed their spermathecas to
mount a drone and curve down the be entirely empty.
extremity of lier alxlomen so as to
He dissected .SO queens just hatched,
bring it in contact with his virile and found their spermathecas empty.
member. This organ was at least 3
He captured a young queen immetimes too thick to be inserted into tlie diately after she had mounted a drone,
vulva. Fertilization niust. therefore, and fo'und her spermathecas distended
take place by mere touch. Indeed and filled with liquid.
He concludes that Leuckardt, who
the ferlilization of small Egyptian
queens by l.irge Italian drones could dissecteil a drone-laying queen, and
f(umd no spermatozoa in vesicle, but
take place in no other way.
In two hives newly hatched queens only a clear liquid, erred in pronouncwere allowed to tly and were captured ing her uuinipregnated. The clear
;

;

he observed that, contrary to the established belief, old queens do not lay
a disproportionate number of drone
eggs. They laid fewer eggs than
young queens, but the number of
worker eggs greatly exceeded that of
drone eggs.
Signor Ulivi, therefore, maintains
1. Queens are usually fertilized inside the hives.
2. They are fertilized several times.
3. Drones are not mutilated in the
act of copulation. It should have
been mentioned above that he several
times examined all the drones in a
hive in which impregnation had taken
place, and found none of the drones
lacerated.
4. Every egg that hatches into a
male or a female has been previously

fecundated with drone semen hence
is no such thing as parthenogen;

there

esis in bees-

spermatic
5. Every (jueen whose
vesicle is distended and filled with
any liquid whatever has been fertilized.
6. The eggs of a queen that has
never met a drone will not hatch.
7. There is no such thing as a fertile
worker.

To explain the last conclusion it is
necessary to add that Ulivi found by
experiment that fertile eggs will keep
through the winter and will hatch in
the spring. Hence some who have
put away colonies qiieenless in the
winter and found brood in them in
the spring have been deceived into
believing that a worker had assumed
maternal duties.
These experiments and conclusions
are of the greatest scientific interest
as well as of practical utility. If confirmed they will entirely revolutionize
an important branch of the bee-keeper's industry. The author hopes to
have an opportunity of testing the
matter by experiment. Comments
not supported by experiment would be
of little value.

Hoboken, N.

[We

J.

are under obligations to sev-

correspondents for sending us
copies of the foregoing startling article, but had anticipated them by clipping it from the Scientific American.
The deductions arrived at by the Abbe
Giotto Ulivi are certainly astonishing
in their boldness, and, if even partly
correct in his conclusions, will not
only revolutionize long-accepted theories, but will open an interesting field
for experimentation to scientists and
breeders; if true, fertilization in confinement can be easily and certainly
accomplished, and the "coming bee"
will only await the exercise of a little
persevering patience, and a discriminating j udgment to determ iiie its most
eral

desirable features. We advise, however be not too credulous. Ed.]

—
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used tlie words. I was merely anticipating what you might say in reply. I
will admit, however, that it would
have been better had I so worded the
sentence that there could have been
no mistaking its meaning, but I supposed that the context would make it

Fop the American Bee Journal,

"Dollar"
W.

Z.

(Jiieens Aaraiii.

HUTCHINSON.

Mr. Editor

:

i''ou

had

say,

I

copied tlie sentence entire, it would
have given the impression that where
one might economize more, scores of
prudent breeders would far exceed
whicli is
Mr. Salisbury's expenses
exactly MS I understood the matter;
and I then asked you to go into de-

all clear.

You

'

'

mating," Quite often, when reading
your editorials, I have found myself
almost envying ycni your command of
language, but if ever you put the right

and show in what particulars a
prndent breeder could be more extravagaut. In reply, you say that
you have cited several cases where experienced and extensive breeders have
found the cheap-queen traffic undebut it
sirable, which may be trne
or,
does not answer my question
rather, my simple request has not
been comjilied with.
No, Mr. Editor, you did not use the
tails,

word

word " stripes," and I fail to see
where I quoted yon as using it. It is
true that I enclosed the word in quotation marks,, but it was done merely
to show that I used it in a peculiar
sense, as is often done when a word is
used in a new or uncommon manner.
My reason for employing the word is,
that I understood that queens were

'

'

from well-tested home-bred mothers

Where

'

I

i

is

:

;

'

;

difference whether said

customers buy "dollar" or"tested"
queens. I have recently written to
several of the leading queen-breeders,
asking them if their " dollar" or untested q\ieens were reared in a different manner from their tested queens,
and if they considered their tested
queens superior to their untested
queens, except that they knew how
the tested queens were mated. They
all agreed in saying that their queens
were all reared in exactly the same
manner, and that they did not consider their tested queens superior, except that they were known to be purely
mated or, in other words, they tested
their queens in regard to " stripes,"
and nothing more. If necessarv, I
can give the names of these breeders.
In using the words " hybrid queens,"
in the third paragraph, I did not intend to convey the idea that you had

V

the breeder tliat rears liis
queens from "dollar'' queens, without first thoroughly testing them V
iVfter a " dollar " queen has been
tested, and found to bean excellent
queen, is she not fit to breed from V
In other words, does it make any
difference who tests a queen, i. e., the
breeder, or the purchaser V
Again I agree with you, Mr. Editor,
" The bee-keepers of
when you say
America want the best bee,' and to
this end all bees shoidd be tested be;"
fore leaving the hands of the breeder
but I do not agree with you in thinking that all, or even a majority, of the
so-called " tested " queens are tested
for their " best business qualities."

your remarks about Dr. Brown) if
the breeder is honest and conscien,tious, he will rear queens in a proper
manner, and will send out only good
queens; while a dishonest breeder will
cheat his customers, if he can and it
little

was when

it

You say that mv citation of the
case of Dr. J. I'. II.Brown establishes
no point, except that the Doctor is an
honest, conscientious gentleman, etc.
When II. P. Savles obtains " dollar"
queens from Dr. Brown, and these
queens prove so excellent that Mr.
Sayles is willing to rear queens from
them, does not this establish a point,
fully as much as your mere assertion
that, " we do not believe, among them
all, there is one who is reckless enough
to expect to buy asingle queen for $1,
or 100 queens for §6.5, which would be
to rear even untested queens
fit
from i"' You say that " Dr. B. states
in his circular that all his queens are
reared from imported stock. They
are not reared from dollar queens."
Where is the breeder of any pretensions or reliability, that does not rear
Ins queens from imported mothers, or

;

makes

the right place,

in

you used the wonl " supposed " in the
above quotation.

;

in

'tested'

best for all desirable qualities, as well
as possess the three bands,' which
test of purity,' or pure
are only a

;

usually tested
in
regard to
the
"stripes'" of their progeny. But let
us suppose, for the sake of argument,
that tested queens are tested in regard to business qualities, what is
there to prevent a dishonest breeder
from sending out a non-prolitlc queen
as a tested queen, provided that she
produces bees with the requisite number of "stripes?" If the ptirchaser
grumbles, he can be told that perhaps
she w;is injured in shiiiping. or in introducing, or that his method of
management may be defective, or
that the yield of " honey mav not be
large enough, etc. The'prolificness of
a queen is such an indefinite quality.
To get right down to the bottom of
this matter, it ail depends upon the
breeder (this you substantially admit,

"But when a

say:

queen is bought or sold, it is sui)posed
her progeny will prove among the

REPLY TO MR.

S.\LISBURY.

Mr. Salisbury, you say that "the
advocates of untested queens rely but

upon their own arguments,"
Did I not give my own experience as
an argument V
No, Mr. .S., I am not a sloven, and
neither am 1 stingy, and I do like to

little

advertisement, just the
see a neatly dressed
individual; but I do not like to see a
person showily dressed, neither do I
see any great beauty in a spread eagle
In my opinion, a
advertisement.
plain, neat, straightforward advertisenient is fully as artistic as one of the
spread eagle style. If you prefer displayed advertisements to having the
balance upon the right side of the ledger, and you can afford such indnlgen-

see

a

neat

same as

;

j

\

j

j

1

like to

do not know that it is anybody's
You say
business but your own.
that I know, as well as any of us
(from reports made on glucose), tliat

cies, I

inferior and unhealthy food, compared with good granulated or coffee
A sugar, or honey. Mr. S., you know,
as well as any of us. " from reports
made," that tliere are different grades
of grape sugar, that some grades are
impure, while others are practically
pure. It was the best quality that I
used. I used it only one season, and
probably shall never use it again;
simply because I have doubts as to
whether it is any cheaper, in the end,
than the best granulated cane sugar.
You say that it (grape sugar) was
hard on the constitutions of the embryo queens. How do you know that
it was y
Did you ever rear queens by
feeding grai)e sugar, or do you merely
" guess "' how it would operate V The
queens reared when I was feeding
graiie sugar were as fine looking, as
it is

as long-lived as any that
have ever owned. But, for argument's sake, let us suppose that I had
|)rolilic, aiid
I

A

sugar, and, still further,
fed coffee
us suppose that I had found it
necessary to feed the same ninnber of
pounds as I did of grape sugar, this
would have increased my expenses
only S24, and there would yet have remained a large profit.
You seem to intimate that, in order
to make a good showing, I purposely
estimated my surplus honey and increase of colonies at a high figure.
Did I not explicitly state that the

let

figures given

were a bona /ick account

'?

the way, you have not yet told
U.S whetlier'the balance sht;et that you
gave is real or imaginary. My honey
was sold at home for hi cents per lb.,
and my bees were also sold at home,
at S7 per colony; but, asallqneenIn-eeders might not be so fortuiuite,
let us again suppose, for the sake of
argument, that the honey was sold
for 10 cents a pound, and the bees at
this would reduce the
$.5 a colonv
profits S38. "To this add the S:Zt that

By

;

we supposed my expenses woidd have

A

been increased had I fed coffee
sugar, and we have a total of $62, and
yet the profits are S140 SO. Surely,
Mr. S., yon do not suppose that I would
resort to deception in order to sustain an argument? I care not one
iota which (Uie of us " gets the best
end of the argument" if we only arWhen I mentioned
rive at the truth.
that I used grape sugar, I felt quite
certain that, if you did reply, the
burden of your reply would be "grape
sugar," "glucose," "cheap food,''
How easily I could have avoided
etc.
mentioning what it was that I used
for feed, but these arguments do the
most good when they bring out facts.
You say that I acknowledge that I
allowed nothing for time spent in rear" But if
ing queens. Did I not say
should de<luct SlOO for liiy labor, do
I
you not see that there would yet be a
good i)rolify" Farther on I said: " If
:

deduct SK'iO for my labor, my profits
would averiige abo'nt SIO per colony,
each year." That there yet remained
a good profit, after deducting api-oper
aiuonnt for labor, you sinqdy ignore.
I

You

also " slip

''

over that part of

my

—
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where I show the extravagance while another might suppose cheap Syrian bees as can be found in the
some of the items in your balance queens good enough to rear cheap country, and after giving them a long
and thorough trial, 1 find that the two
sheet., " 500 cages, $50 ;" "lamp nurqueens from. We have liad no expe- races, although resembling each other
sery and oil, ST." If the figures in
for
the
rience
in
rearing
cheap
queens
in many points, are entirely different
these two items were recUiced to a
reasonable amount, the laugh would market, but the evidence of expe- as regards their disposition. Although
be upon the other side of your face.
rienced breeders is cumulative that I am not discussing the merits of
the Cyprians, I will say here that 1
Again you say: "It may do for a
man of leisure, or boys that have they could not make it remunerative. have not found them as desirable a
article

of

The second paragraph scarcely re- race as I expected, chiefly on account
notliing else to do, but jireposterous
for a man of experience, with a family quires notice, notwithstanding its of the difficulty in handling them ;
to maintain and children to educate." length. He admits that we did not but I wish to experiment further before I come to any definite decision in
Under which of these heads, Mr. S.,
admit it regard to them.
do you class yourself? I have a wife stick for stripes we in turn
Syrian bees, although not near
and three cliildren to maintain ; this I is possible for queen-breeders to be
"
do, principally, by rearing " dollar
deceptive, and all must admit it savors as docile as my Italians, may be
.queens; is not one such fact as this much of free advertising for cheap handled with impunity, and I never
take any unusual pains' in manipulatwortli more than column after column
queen dealers.
ing them ; and I do not believe" that
of theory and argument V
His fifth paragraph is summed up pure Syrian bees will give any one
Corrections ^Vords left out, and
any trouble in this respect. I am
improper punctuation, make nonsense in the last three lines, and we answer, aware tliat this testimony conflicts
of the fore part of the second para- "no."
with that of many who have tried
grai)h, in my article on prigeiy3;it
And while there is no difference of them, but it is my honest, unpreju"
You speak opinion between us on the general is- diced opinion, formed after a long
should read as follows:
breeders making a specialty of
of
and thorough test of the bees in quesavailing
them- sue, as quoted, we can scarcely ap- tion.
tested queens, and
work
nf
feature
to
continuing
the
untested
necessity
for
selves
preciate the
The Syrian bees are inclined to
off worthless trash. What is there to tliese lengthy discussions, where the build but little drone comb. This will
hinder a breeder from working off
last word will be gained only by an not enhance their value in the eyes
W(n'thless trash in filling orders for
of the most of us, but to those who do
tested queens, provided, that the ingenious "play upon words."
not use comb foundation it might
'worthless trash' produces bees with
the future we leave the deter- prove a valuable quality and foundaWith
"
"
the requisite number of stripes V
"
tion has not come into universal use
mination of the verdict as to dollar
In my illustrations of buying "dolyet, by any means, and many only use
" tested " queens, as we have no wish to prolong
lar," " warranted," and
it for starters.
queens, (see third paragraph, same these wordy discussions. In general
point about

*

;

My

:

;

'

Another* remarkable
they become mere individual contests, these bees is, that they seem to be
impervious
to the attacks of robbers,
productive of no good, and detracting
from the general interest of the Bee defending their liome with a vigor
and energy that is truly surprising.
JouRNAi^. Wliile we gladly welcome Last season after the honey flow had
all corresi>ondence whicli has a ten- ceased, and the robbers were on the
dency to develop scientific bee-keep- alert for mischief, I opened a Syrian
[Our correspondent very concisely ing or inculcate i)rogressive ideas, we colony and kept it open until the robswarmed around so thieve that
and fairly sums up the whole gist of cannot but deplore the tendency to bers almost
view,
liid the hive from
they
this controversy with us in liis seventh weary the reader with personal expla- and tlien closed it and left them to
paragraph above, as follows
nations or illogical arguments.— Ed.] fight tlie invaders alone, determined

and page) tlie "warranted"
queens were not mentioned I presume that it was a compositor's mis
take. By the way, Mr. Editor, you
did not say whicli lot of queens you
thought wt)uld be the best.
Rogersvjlle, Mich.
article

;

:

Again I agree with yoii. Mr. Editor.
when you say " The bee-keei)ers of
America want the best bee,' and to
this end all bees sho\il<l be tested be-

Tor the American Bee Journal.

:

fore leaving the hands of the breeder;"
but I do not agree with you in thinking that all, or even a majority, of the
so-called " tested " queens are tested
for their " best business qualities."

The third paragraph frankly admits his quotation was only in anticipation of what we might say, and, of
course, the argument, we suppose is
lost until we are prepared to make
the assertions which they may cover.
He admires our ingenuous manner
of using the " right word in the right
place," and again agrees witli us, as
is evident upon reading his fourth
paragraph.

The

interrogatory in the

first

para-

graph was not answered, sinjply because a difference in opinion or judgment of different breeders, would induce one to be more lavish where
another would be more economical,
and vice versa ; as, one miglit pay liigh
prices for good stock to rear from,

Holv Laud or Syrian Bees.
E. A.

THOMAS.

to see if it was possible for tliem to
get robbed. Great was my surprise
for 1 certainly expected to be obliged
to interfere in ordertosave the colony
—to see the bees clearing out the hive
of robbers, nothing daunted at the
invading host such fighting I never
saw on an alighting board of a hive,
;

tliere are many
anxious to hear

As

bee-keepers

who

how the work of and it was not long before they had
are
testing tlie Holy Land or Syrian bees driven the last robber away and were
progresses. I will give the result of basking in the sun as quietly as bemy experience willi them. I have fore they were disturbed. 1 opened
given these bees a pretty careful Syrian colonies after that at all times
study during the past season, and 1 of day without fear of the robbers,
tind them i)ossessed of so many re- and 1 have never yet had a colony
markable qualities that I shall con- robbed out, although working on them
tinue tlie work of testing them, be- sometimes until I was driven away.
lieving tliat they will one day be It is liandy to have such bees when
proveii a valuable race.
one is in a hurry and cannot wait for
1 will speak first of the disposition robbers to cool down,
iVnother remarkable quality about
of these bees. Some attribute them
with having a very ferocious disposi- these bees is, that they are very
tion, wliile others speak of them as judicious about going out in unsuitbeing equally as mild as the Italians. able weather. This must recommend
to add my testimony on the them to those who are troubled with
I wish
side of the latter, having always found spring dwindling, and who have not
them easy to handle; indeed, with the time or patience to ju-event it.
proper care, I can manipulate my (See Bee Journal for March 9. LssL
Syrian bees at jileasure'. I do not page 75). We might infer from this
doubt but that many have been trou- characteristic that the Syrian bees
bled with what they call pure Syrian were lacking in auil)ilioii, in which
bees, but 1 am iiiclined to believe case this point would be against theiii
that they liave a little Cyprian blood ratber than in their favor. I gave
in them. I think I have as pure some attention to this point last sea-

•

"
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son, and found no reason to form such
an opinion, but as I wish to test the
matter further, I will leave the question open, as far as I am concerned.
Nearly all wlio have tested these
bees agree that the queens are very
prolific, and I can say that such has
been my own experience witli them
and not only have I found tliem
wonderfully "prolilic, but very late
breeders, a quality which all will ap;

as fiirnishiuK the colony
with younn, vigorous bees to withstand'the long, cold winter.
While, at the i)resent writing, I
have every reason to regard tlie Syrians as a valuable race, I may, after
furtlier
experimenting with, and
studying their habits, discover traits
of character which will lead me to
change my mind but of this thing I
am certain, that if they prove equal
to the Italians in other respects, they
will certainly excel as breeders.
preciate,

;

Coleraine, Mass.

from being the true cause that I cannot refrain from making a few remarks upon the subject.
In order to bring tlie said theories bethe miners eye I shall have to

fore

bacteria as being the cause. This
seems to me to be purely imaginary,
and entirely without foundation and
think we had better discard it
I
:

T.

S.

ItOYS.

—

Local Convention Directory.

The "second cause

is jiollen.

Tivif aiui Place uj Mefting.

1H82.

April 15— Northern Ohio, utNorwalk, o.
S. K. Newman. Sec.

entirely.

19,

From

120— Tiiscuniwas anfl
at Cusliocton, O.

my

observations in wintering bees,
pollen is no more the cause of dysentery than proiMilis. They areboth
very esential requisites to successful
wintering.
The third theory is " breeding in
winter." This is a greater mistake
than either of the others. The colonies that breed the most, will invariably be the best and strongest on the
;ind those that are
first day of JNIay
the strohg;est at'that date, will be the
;

For several winters

Florida as a Location for Bees.

mm^m
M/j-

enumerate some of them. The lirst
that came under my observation was

most profitable.
For the American Bee JoumaJ.
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Muskingum

Valley,

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

Southeastern Mich., at J:ickson. Mich.
J. n. Murdock, Sec. Dexter, Mich.

25— Texas

State, at

McKinney. Texas.
Wm. K. Howard. Sec.

26,27, — Western Mich, at Grand

Rapids.

W. M. S. Dodpe. Sec, Coopersville. Mich.
2(1. 27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
Wni. M.

S.

UudKe. Sec, Cooper.^vil!e, Mich.

27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Uemaree. Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.

May

2.

3 -Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cobleskill, N. Y.
C. Quackenbusb. Sec, Baruesville. N. Y.

11— Champlain Valley,

conducted a
regular system of experiments to dis-

at Middlebury, Vt.
T. iirookins. Sec. East Shcireham, Vt.

I

cover some means of getting my bees
to breed more while in winter quarters.
I found they would commence
breeding regularly about Jan. 1 to 10,
and that they would as regularly stop
about Feb. 20 to jNIarch 1, and would
not recommence until put out of the
winter quarters. This abnormal condition is usually the cause of spring
dwindling, desertion, etc.
The fourth and last theory that I
will enumerate is " starvaticui." This
is about as serious a state of affairs as
could i)ossibly exist without coupling
any other fatality with it. Bees in a
starving condition will sonietinies
soil the combs with excrement, par-

Florida, the land of (lowers the
land of white sand, swamps, and alligators, would, I think, be equally appropriate.
I write these lines sitting
in my room with three large wintlows
open and the mercury at 89- in the
shade. The liusy bees have been at
work upon the fragrant orange blossoms beneath my windows for the
past three weeks. We have experienced a very warm season in Florida.
I landed in the State on L)ec. iltj last,
and there have been but very few days
up to the present when the mercury ticularly if in a cold, damp atmoshas ranged lower than 70- F. 1 phere, but is neverthe cause of dysennoticed an enquiry in the Journal tery in the general meaning of tlie
a short time ago from parties who term. Bees kept in S])ecial deposiwere contemplating coming to this tories are apt to be kept too quiet or
State to reside, relative to its honey dormant. This I attribute to a lack
resources, etc. My observations have of vital air or oxygen, and if the
only extended to tlie peninsular por- temperature is raisedand fresh air adtion of the slate, and from what I mitted they will quickly revive, and
know of that, would say don't come resume the low, cheerful hum of happy
here to go into the bee business. I industry, etc.
am something of a beeasticus myself,
Cold is the primary cause of bee
and know whereof 1 speak, and my dysentery in winter. All of the other
advice to any and everyone coming to causes or conditions as set forth in
this State with a view to settle, would your valiialile jiaper during the last
be to look thoroughly before you leap. few montlis, and not herein enumerToo much cannot be said in'its favor ated, are secondary in their nature
as a winter resort or climate, but in and tend to aggravate the disease, but
almost every other particular it has never produce it. It is always tracebeen terribly exaggerated. Orange able to too low a degree of temperaculture is the chief, inusuit, and I do ture in some way or form. I have
not know bull might say tlie only one verified the truth of this fact to my
of any importiuice^and always will be. entire satisfaction.
Fertilizers are in good denuind.
I am well aware that since the inThe Journal has lieen received troduction of the broad, sliallov^- hive,
regularly, notwithstanding my migra- that there has been much serious
tory habits. I observe that the great trouble exiieriencedin wintering bees.
guns are playing away at one another In fact it is almost imiiossible to winand also at the cause of bee dysentery, ter out-of-doois successfully in this
diarrhea, etc. These friendiy discus- form of hive and those wintered in
sions are all very good and aie often special de]iiisitoiics, as a
general
the vehicles of much valualjle infor- thing.* have fared but little better.
mation, progress and improvement. The former usually jierish in the
J5ut it sei-uis lo me that the theories middle of the winter, while the latter
advocaii-d fnun time to time as to the are apt to dwindle away and come to
cause of liec {lysentery in winter, or naught, soon afli-r being set out.
at least the most i)f them, are so far
Jacksonville, Fla., March 23, 1SS2.
;

J.

16— N. W. III. and S. W.Wis.. at Rock City. Ul.
Jonathan Stewart. Sec. Rock City, Ul.
at Winterset. Iowa.

25— Iowa Central,

Uenrv Wallace,

Sec.

8^~ In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetiDgs.— Ed.
taries are requested to

i^'The Central jNIichigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet April
20, at Lansing, in the Capitol building.
Programme.— President's annual adbee hives
dress. Be v. J. Ashworth
and Hxtures, E. W. Wood; Cyprian
;

J. Harper; the coming bee,
A. J. Cook care of old combs,
Stephen C. Perry.

bees,

I'rof.

;

Hev.

J.

AsinvoKTH,

Pres.

^" sjiecial meeting of the Western Michigan Bee Keepers' Associaheld in Supervisors'
tion, will be
Ilall, Grand Rapids, ilich., Wednesdav and Thursday, April 26 and 27,

A

Wm. M.

1S82.

S.

Dodge,

^^'ec.

l^°Tlie spring ineetingof the Northern Ohio ISee-Keeiiers' Association
will be held atNorwalk, 0.,oii Saturday, April, 1.5, 1882.
S. F. Newman, Sec.

1^ The

ITuion Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will meet at Eminence, Kv.,
full
on the 27tli day of April, 18S2.
attendance is very much desired, as-

A

important business will be transactedG. W. Dbmauee, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky.
'he

semi-annual meeting'of the

Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley
Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held
in the Town Hall at Coshocton, O.,on
April 19 and 20. comiuencing at 10 a.
m. A cordial invitation is extended
to bee-keepers everywhere.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

i^-The Texas State I5ee-Keepers'
Convention will hold its meeting at.
Judge \V. II. Andrews' Apiary, at
McKinney. Texas. April 2-5, 1882.

Wm.

R.

Howard,

Sec.
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Colorado Farmer.

Bee-Culture in Colorado.

The following is an address
read before Loveland Farmer's Institute,
Feb. 17, 1882, by Mr. J.
The snbject assigned me
McMillan
on the present occasion is one of importance second to none investigated
at this Institute except water. It is
one on wliich much might be said
with profit. For several reasons I
shall be brief and will only speak of
that part of bee-culture that I think
is adapted to the wants of this country.
I will examine the sub.iectunder
three heads: 1st. Will it pay V 2d.
Can I succeed in the business V 3d.
:

;

The management of bees.
As a prelude, we take it

for granted

nearly everybody is fond of
honey, and would like to have it if
they could without too much trouble.
Now, I
Ah, there it is— trouble
want to tell you at the start, you cannot have as good a thing as honey is
that

!

without some trouble.
" W'ill it pay
is, I presume, an inquiry in the minds of almost every
person liere to-day. Whether it will
pay (U- not depends eulirely upon circumstances. If you get some bees
and ])ut them in a hollow log or a
square box, leaving theui to take care
of themselves, being expo.sed to the
ravages of insects and all kinds of
weather, it won't pay. You might
just as well expect to succeed in farming witli tlie old wooden plow, drag
your seed in with a brush, re.ip your
harvest with aliook, tliresh yourgrain
•out with a flail, clean (uit the ciiaff:
with a slieet, go to mill on a horse,
witti graiu in one end of the sack and
a rock in tlie otlier, as to expect to
make it pay by keeping bees in a liollow log or square box. Oue of the
most essential things in order to make
it pay is good stock— strong colonies
of pure Italians or hybrids. There is
but little difference in tlieir working
qualities. I prefer the pure Italians
they are easier managed, and can
work on some flowers tliat the others
cannot. Wlien any brancli of business pays its way and a net profit
equal to tlie usual rates of interest, it
is considered a paying business.
I
I submit a statement wliicli makes a
better sliowin^ for tlie little busy bee
than common interest.
The first of last May [ bought 2 colonies of Italian bees. When on their
stands ready for work, they cost me
about as follows
Two hives feiich.
10)
f24-iH"l

V

;

:

|! 112.1

Five new hives

12.50

Total coat
By honey, 2r,'j pounds,

By

five

swarminKs

$36.50

Total

Deductcoat

cents
each)

(Vi 2.'t

(.*12.oo

$

(i4.7r>

i50.(Xj

tlitT."!
'.

36.50

vide.

tle

cells

horses, cator sheep, I can see no reason why
you should not succeed.
If our cattle or sheep men would
treat their stock like many persons do
their bees, they would soon quit the
business.
The first and one of the most important things in the management of
bees is a good hive. What I mean by
a good hive is one that has movable
comb frames, convenient in its cmistrnctiou and durable in its make-n)).
They may differ in form, but. those
three points every hive should have.
It is better for all the hives in the
apiary to be alike, so you can divide
and change frames from one hive to
another. I would recommend dividing for increase, instead of swarming;
not so apt to lose bees. But don't go
too fast. From three to six times is
enouah, if you want to keep your bees
healthy and strong.
You need a one-and-a-half or two
story hive for taking honey, eitlier in
boxes or with an extractor. I have
not found it profitable to take much
honey from the lu'ood chamlier. I5e
sure and leave plenty of honey in the
brood chamber, or near it, for winter
supply.

Bees should have shade in summer,
and comfortable quarters in winter. I
do not think anything more is needed
here in winter than a tight board
house, with an opening for bees to
p;iss out when they want to.
But be
sure and keei) the snow and ice out of
the lower part of the hives, so the bees
will not smother.
Last, but not least, in the management of bees, is bee pasture. Nature
lias furnished this country with some
of the finest honey plants I have ever
got acquainted with. The two most
prominent I have noticed in the past
season, was the oleoma and the coreopsis. There is quite a variety of
honey plants that may l)e grown here
successfully, if farmers and gardeners
would .scatter the seed where there is
moisture. White clover and mignonette would grow here in many places
if the seed were sown, but the natural
resources for honey will not be exhaustpcl for some time to come. A

:

:

:

level ?

Mr. McMillan
As a rule, whereever flowers bloom and seeds mature,
bees can exist. The only difficulty
would be in winter. I think bees
could exist in the niountains.
Mr. Ilollowell
Will bees remain
ill the new hive
Won't the v go back
Mr. McMillan
Tliey will stay. In
moving frames from one hive to another a number of old bees will be
moved to new hives. These bees will,
for the most part, stay with the hive
:

:

'f

'i*

:

and care

younger ones.
Price of your hive V
Mr. McMillan AboiitS:5. 50, painted
and in good shape. Some say that
bees are neat and prefer nicely iiainted
hives to any other will do much better there. But paint your hives, at
any rate they v\'ill Inst longer.
Mr. Iliiiman: What is the length
of life of :i worker bee V
Mr. McMillan: Cannot give this
for tfie

jMr. Cole

:

:

—

;

from

my own

live 2o to

the

hive

works

.SO

IJut they
After a bee leaves
goes to wcu'k it soon

ob.servation.

days.

iiiid

itself out.

I^Ir. Hinnian
Must not bees kept
over winter have a jilace to breed
Would not the swarm otherwise cease
:

'i*

to exist V

There is such a
Mr. McMillan
thing as their raising young bees durtlie
winter
ing
but bees go into a certain state and live longer in that state
than under lU'dinary circumstances.
It is best not to meddle with them in
the fall. Let them fill their hives with
honey in the fall, and they will come
out all right in the spring. I tried
taking part of the honey away from
some of niy bees one fall and left the
rest as they had provided for winter.
Those I made room for came out in
You can be
lars' worth of honey lost for want of bad shape in the spring.
bees to gather it, and of a quality too anxious with your bees. Give
that will compare favorably with the your bees a chance and they will succeed.
honey of any country.
Mr. Washburn IIow do you divide
a colony V
i^The Chaniplain Valley Bee-KeepMr. McMillan I would make a new ers' Association will hold their semicolony about the 1st of May, though annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt.,
much depends on circumstances and May 11, 1882.
T. Bkookins, Sec.
season.
Some years I can divide
more than others, as, for instance,
last year, I commenced earlier and
^g" Those who may wish to change
divided oftener.
Whenever drones from other editions to the ^Veekly,can
begin to make their appearance I di- do so by paying tlie difference.

majority of the native flowers furnish
honey or pollen, besides many trees.
Every acre of land brought under
cultivation adds resources to bee
range.
There is no necessity for
California or
Utah honey being
brought here to supply our markets
when we have plenty right at our
doors, if we will only gather it in.
Within a radius of five mile.s from the
center of Loveland. during the past
season, there was ten thousand dol-

:

The above shows a net profit of
about 240 per cent.
The second inquiry by several is,
" Ca.n I succeed V"'
I take it for granted that wliat one
person has done others may, all ttiings
being equal. If you will" study the
nature of bees, and become acquainted with their habits, and attend to

Some say to wait until queen
are formed, but you can divide
sooner. I have two ways of dividing.
1st. Take half the
frames from a
well fllled hive and place in an empty
one. Might take more than half.
2d. Take one frame each from eight
hives and place in new hive. Let
them alone and they will rear a queen.
Both plans are successful. Don't divide ^our bees too much. I did mine
the hrst year and by fall had a big
showing, but in the spring I could
not brag a bit.
Mr. Washburn
In the second
method, does it make any difference
what frames you take ?
Mr. iMcMillan
Yes ; do not take
outside frames, for tliey are not as
sure to contain enough young bees,
larvfe and eggs as those nearer the
center.
i\Ir. Siirague
Can bees be reared
with success 8,000 feet above sea

them as you would your

:

:

;

—

—
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dustrious little bee has to keep close
at home these windy days. I am just
beginning with bees— have three colonies which I bought this spring at $6
per colony. They are in the imjiroved
champion hive, and are in good condition at present. 1 am a subscriber
hence I come
Wistaria Blossoms.— Herewith you for the 1!ek JoURNT.^L,
The
its columns for information.
will find some blossoms of tlie wis- to
bees glue some of the frames to the
tariii. which has been in bloom for
it
some time. It is a vapid climber, and lid of the hive, and in removing
inch or more,
looks so beaiitifnl, and seems to give they sometimes fall an
quite a commotion among
my bees so much pleasure, I cannot causing
them, now how can this trouble be
resist the temptation to send you a
\y. II. Mahtin.
We have the righted V
couple of clusters.
Falls City, Neb., Aprils. 1882.
finest prospect for a good honey yield

we have ever had,

think.

[Use a cotton or woolen blanket on
James A. Austin.
top the Irames, and clean the lid of
Hnntsville, Ala., March 31, 18S2.
the hive free from wax, so there will
[The flowers are very pretty, and be none to stick it fast to the blanket.
nothing is more attractive than <a There should be just
of an inch
wistaria vine in full bloom. Ed.]
space between the top bars of the
frames and Ihe lid, if you use no
Tlie Hive I Use.— I have had con- blanket, and the bees will not be so
siderable experience in bee-keei)inff,
and have tried qnite a number of dif- apt to bridge ^etween. Ed.]
ferent hives, but was not suited with
them. I have gotten up a hive of my
Dollar Queens Again.- In discussing
own— a donble-wall, sawdust hive. a subject of such vital importance to
My smallest hive measures inside the beivkeepers of our country, I was
20x14 inclies, by 14 deep. The frames in hopes that the truth would shine
are ISJj inches outside, both ways, brighter than the almighty dollar.
and 12^1 inside, making it a square In natural swarming Ineversaw more
frame, "and will hold 9 of the small than 5 queen cells designed by the
section boxes. These hives are nailed worker bees to become perfect mothon strips of scantling 22 or 24 inches ers 3 is the rule. All the rest are inlong, 2x2J.2', forming the hollow wall ferior, and the queen-breeder that
for sawdust, and extending down for does not know this, does not know
legs to stand on, allowing the air to how to do it. How often do we hear
pass underneath the hive to prevent the queen-breeder boast that he can
all dampness.
I have some of those get 20 to 30 fine queen cells built in
hives 40 inches long, with two en- one nucleus y I suppose such breedtrances, intended for two colonies, ers must know how to Ao it, for they
with partition between. In some of often remove the cells from the nuthat

I

%

;

these I have single colonies filling up
the whole space. I find I receive the
most profit from these strong colonies.
I have frequently wintered these on
18 combs. 1 use a honey-board over
my frames, leaving 'j^ of an inch between the board and frames. My
hives all have doors at each end, so by
using a glass instead of a partition
board, I can at any time see how they
are coming on. The honey-board has
a square piece to lift out of the center,
5x8 inches. Over tliis I put a piece of
canvas, aiul then cover over all with
sawdust. The bottom of the hive is
hollow ;ind filled the same as the sides.
The ends between the doors and bees
I have not filled in the snmmer time,

on account of

tlie

Benmiller, Ont.
Notes

fi-oiii

observing glass.
1'.

Fisher.

Nebraska.- For

some-

time past we have had a succession of
small hurricanes of about the second
magnitude, in this locality. On last
Saturday the wind blew a fmious gale
from the southwest, and to-day (Monday) it has been repeated again with
redoubled violence, filling the air
with a cloud of dust and dirt, and doing considerable damage to f;dl breaking, drifting it in places like snow. It
is very dry here now, and a good rain
would be welcomed by all. The iieach
trees are in Idoom nicely, and the
cherries and plums will soon lie ont
with their robes of white but the in;

cleus,

ami graft

more larvie for
which case rarely

in

another batch, in
more than one cell receives attention
enough to become more than half
queen and half worker.

A

MitiiioAN Breeder.

do with Them.- 1 have
movalile frame hives,
started without foundation. The bees
have built tlip combs every way except straight with the frames. VVhat
bees
shall I do with them V My
brought in pollen yestenlay, for the
first time this season.

What

Shall

two colonies

I

in

•
Net Weight.— Is it customary to include the weight of the can with the
honey— that is, 10 lbs. or less, as t tie
case may be, to weigh 10 lbs. honey
and all, at so much per lb.; or is Ihe
Please answer
tin deducted as tare V
in the Bee .Iournal.
Subscriber
Tiverton, Ont.

A

[We do

swarm them on good

foundation, as described on page 210,
of last week's Uk.e.Journal, 3d i)aragraph, 3d cohunn, as soon as fruit is
in bloom. Then trim out and save
what brood yon can.— Ed.]

—

Swanii Reported. Had the
swarin for the season to-day full
Italians, and th f largest I think lever
saw. Bees are beginning well. The
hives are full of honey from fruit
bloom, and I a m extracting to make
First

first

—

room for the (pi eens. My 30 colonies
are just as siroi ig as they well can be.
The prospect n )w is certainly encour-

aging.
Forsyth, Ga.,

F. N.

March

2.5,

practice

where tin cans are not
labeled, but would imagine, if we
bought from a reliable dealer, he
would give us 10 lbs. net weight, if we
inquired for 10 lbs. of honey. When
labeled, the label generally states the
net weight of contents, and the can or
pail is charged for extra, or an addition made to price of noney to cover
the cost of the tin. In selling comb
honey, the section box is charged in
the weight of Inmey, because it savps
to the purchaser its cost in dripping
and waste honey, which would otherwise occur if the comb was cut to accommodate with a small amount.—

Ed.]

At Last We Agree.— I must thank
Mr. Briggs for his manly and public
confession of the soundness of my
bacteria-pollen theories, as given in
the Bee Journal of March 29, page
198, wherein he says, " if pollen or
honey is fermented or turned sour (bacterious), then it becomes unnatural,
and, consequently unhealthy;"' and
also, for stating in regard to excessive
pollen-eating when confined, "this insutficient and unnatural food produces
enormous distension of the abdomen,
and diarrhea and all these causes resulted in death." That is just what
I said. We are now pretty well agreed,
only I must say that the experience ot
the most skillful hardly warrants me,
the champion of Mr. Briggs' opinions,
in believing that already the problem
of " wintering bees is as simide as
wintering stock of any other kind."
I have enjoyed Mr. Briggs' attempts
at some of the smart hits that Mr.
;

Clarke speaks

Dowagiac,

James Heddon.

of.

ilich.

Bees in Massachusetts.— March 28th
being a nice day. with mercury at 5-';°
in the shade, I thought I would look

my bees— 2.5

colonies.

They

are

all

with plenty of bees and
stores; were bringing in natural pollen at that date for the first time.
That is just 3 days earlier than last
year. I have been watching thera
close every warm day to see which
colony brought in pollen first, but, to
my surprise, I found every colony
commenced the same day. I semi you
a blossom of spider plant, to show we
can have them quite early here. But
we have had it growing in the house
D. S. Bassett.
all winter.
Farnunisville, Mass.
in nice shape,

Bring'ing in Pollen.— My bees are
bringing in natural pollen to-day 1.5
days earlier than they did last year.

—

W.

Wilder.
1882.

know what

prevails,

H. J.NoiiTnKUP.
Lansingburgh, N. Y., April 4, 1882. at
[Artificially

not

Le Roy, N.

C.

Y., April

Gillette.

3, 1882.

—
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Paint for Hives. I prepared for
winter 82 colonies all of them are now
living and
very
popnlons. Have
drones flying, and some colonies seem
to work almost as busy as thouKli it
were June, and right in the honey
season. They are working on willows
and maples. 1 have about 100 hives
that ought to be painted
can you
give me a formula of cheap paint that
w<iuld answer the purpose, and still be
;

;

durable.

J.

Rudy Roebuck.

Burton City, O.
[If you wish to paint them white,
nothing is better than white lead and
boiled linseed oil. If you mix it yourself, the cost will be about 8 cents per
pound. For a yellow, beryl yellow
and boiled linseed oil, will be durable;
cost 7 to 7J4 cents per pound. Dark
brown, use what painters call Ohio
mineral and boiled linseed oil cost
T'j cents per pound. Reddish brown,
Wisconsin mineral and boiled linseed
oil
cost 7)4 to 7J^ cents per pound.
Exercise your own judgment in mixing to li.ive it spread to advantage.
These will all make durable paints,
and one coat, well put on, will be
sufficient.
Of cour.se the quantity
used i)er hive will depend upon their
age, smoothness, and kind of nuiterial.
;

;

—Ed.]
Bees
part

ill

of

flnely.
I
last fall,

found.

Minnesota.— Bees in this
Minnesota have wintered
have 98 colonies out of 10.3
not one moldy comb to be

My

bees are breeding very

—

Last Year's Record. Last si)ring I
started with 5 colonies in fair condition. On the second day of February
I took them from the cellar, initting
them on the summer stand. The day

Extracting Before Swarining.— My

pets are doing well, and are very busy
carrying in honey and jiollen. Is it
advisable to extract the honey before
swarming, as tbey have between 40
was very warm, and tbey took a good and .50 lbs. to the colony V
airing. That night became cold, the
Racine, Wis.
F. A. Gibson.
next day colder, until 16"^ below zero
[Yes if you want to run for honey,
was reached. Meantime I covered
them with hay, and kept them there as that quantity now in the hives will
till the last week in March, when I greatly deter brood-rearing, and will
uncovered them, and tbey caine out force swarming or idleness.— Ed.]
as bright and merry as M;iy birds.
They increased in strength faster than
Honey from Asters.— Our bees are
I ever bad bees increase before.
By
Saw
the lirst of may the hives were full doing 'finely yes, boomingly.
and running over witli bees. I in- drones, plenty of them, on the 1.5th
creased to 23 sold 1 in the fall united inst. more than 6 weeks ahead of
last year. Have not lost a colony this
2, and 1 left for distant parts.
I put
20 into winter quarters— 13 in fair winter, all 23 are in fine condition. If
condition, and 7 rather light.
The the weather continues propitious, will
spring season was good for honey till have early swarms and a sweet time
the middle of May or 1st of Jime, this season. The aster saved our bees
when the drouth commenced. This last fall ; if it had not been for this
made things dark and discouraging. little giant all of our pets would have
During July and August tbey ate starved. It was the only thing that
more than they gathered. September withstood the tearful drouth of last
;

—

—

;

;

and October they obtained enough to
stimulate to breeding. My surplus was
light. I took 50 lbs., worth 2.5c. I estimate my prolits for the season at
$128.80, on honey, increase and sales.
ROBEllT COUBETT.
Manhattan, Kan.

J. A. Burrow, M. D.
Santa Fe, Tenn., March 28, 1882..

summer.

—

Doing Finely. Bees seem to be
doing very finely indeed, they were
never in better condition at this time
of year, that is, judging from those
;

out-of-doors those in the cellar are
Early Drones. I find that tlie drones very quiet. 'We keep the door and 3
are flying to-day from tliree colonies windows open both night and day,
of bees. These are the first I have shaded so as to break oil the rays of
heard of in tliis section. Is it not light, most of the time, except bright
days, wlien we close them .5 or 6 hours
early for this latitude V
in the middle of the day. The chaff
James S. Loud.
packing keeps them warm and dry,
Linden, N. Y., March 27, 1882.
so the cellar can be thoroughly venti[Yes; but everytliing is earlier this lated.
L. C. AXTBLL.
spring, than common. Ed.]
Rosedale, 111.
;

—

fast and appear to be in the best condition that I ever had bees at this
time of the year. There are 2 colonies of Cyprians here in this village,
whicli I have been watching with interest, to see if they were in any way
superior to the Italians, which I have
failed to see, only in disposition. Tbey
are not as light in color as tlie Italians or as large, but can put in more
sharp points to the square inch in a

—

Roadies in Hives. I have liought 4
Editorial Items.
colonies of bees this spring, one iu an
old-fasbioued gum liive. 1 can hear
Preparation of Honey for tlie Marthe bees, but very few come out, not
even in warm days. 1 lind a number ket, including the jirodnction and care
of roaches in all the hives.
Would of both comb and extracted honey.
like to know if they are iujiu'ious in
This is a new pamphlet of 32 pages
any way wliatever to the bees? I
have not seen an article on this sub- whichwehave just published. Atthe
ject in the Bee Jouknal.
last meeting of the North American
minute than any hybrid that I ever
O. Pakker Baker.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apsaw. I think disposition might be
Woodberry, Md.
pointed on a committee to prepare inimproved by crossing with good Ital[We recently saw a car-load of bees structions on the Exhibition of Bees
ians. T;^king them all around, they
have a better disposition for sting which had been just brought from and Honey at Fairs ; this is also added
than either blacks or Italians. The the South. There were hundreds of
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
prospects are good for a good honey roaches about some of the hives,
but
season, plenty of clover making it's
as the bees were very numerous, we
have
appearance.
\Vm. Lossino.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.—
can hardly believe the roaches could just issued a new pamphlet giving our
llokah. Minn., April 6, 1882.
have been injurious, unless, indeed, views on this important subject, with
A Floral City.- My bees have done they had eaten some of the honey, of suggestions what to plant, and when
well. I wintered them in the cellar
which there was a great abundance and how. It is illustrated with 26 enand lost none. They are now busily
at work on the flowers. Mr. Editor, left.— Ed.]
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
it would do you good to go upon the
Gatlieriiif!: Pollen Marcli 1st.— My any address for 10 cents.
tower of our court house and look
bees brought iu jiollen .March 1st. I
over the city. It is a perfect flower
tried two w;iys of wintering on the
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
garden.
Jonathan George.
summer stand one-half packed, and
Independence, Mo., April 3, 1882.
in gold,
the remainder without packing, and which are printed a large bee
the latter came through mucli better we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
Bees Henltliy. My bees are in good f(u- two winters in succession. Some
condition tliey have wintered nicely years ago 1 buried my bees, on the
Advertisements intended for the Bee
and appear to be healthy.
Langstroth i>lan. and they came out

We

—

—

;

Joel Biieweu.
Lincolnville, Ind., April

1,

1882.

all

right.

Vaughansville, O.

Wm. Roberts.

Journal must

reach this oftice by
Saturday of the previous week.

»
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The Apiary Register.

•'^T^:^T0;fm0iGA^-f^^f^S^,

As

the time

is

mence the use
all

who

now

hand

at

Honey and Beeswax Market.
to

intend to be systematic in

Moiiduy.

use
space, each insertion.

A line of Agate type will contain about elffht
vrordii; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

" 100 colonies
" 1!00 colonies

(1:20
(2l'0

pages)
pages)
pages)

$1 00
1

.50

April

10, 1882.

(
)

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
to this

hour

:

Quotation* ofC'avh Bayers.

it.

For 50 colonies

in a. m..

The

work during the coming season,
up
should obtain a copy and commence to

ADVERTISING RATES.
line of

Okpice op a.mehican Bek .Journal,

com-

of this valuable book,

their

20c. per agate
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CHICAGO.

HONEY— As

the .season is weil advanced, sales
ot extracted honey are slow and prices remain
unchanBed. I am pnyinn Nc. for dark and loc. for
liKht. casli on arrival. Good comb honey
is scarco

(4-JO
2 00
rules hlKh.
larger ones can be used for a and
BEKSWA.X — am payinu 24c. for Kood yellow
'«*-'-'c. for inedium Krade, and
few colonies, give room for an increase 7«'!'':,"",'"''''J'''
15(e(]7c, for dark.
Al. h. Newman. si72 w. Madison St.
DISCOUNTS will be Riven on advertlsementa of numbers, and still keep the record
published WKEICLY as follows, if the whole is
CINCINNATI.
all together in one book, and are therepaid in advance
HONBY-The demand for comb honey is slow,
fore
the
most
desirable
ones
to
proand prices nominal at li;w;2(ic.
For 4 weehs
lO per cent, discount.

The

1

!

:

"

"
"
"
"

«

13

36
3e
Sa

(3
(«

«o
months).... 40

(ft

months). ...SO

(I

yearj

'
*'

"
"
"

«0

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
months, lO per cent., 3 months,

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, 20 per cent., 3

lO

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be chnrtred the full rate for
tlie Lime the inlvertif*euient is inserted.

THOMAS

for 1882.
They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

per cent.

»74 West

Bee Journal

NEWMAN.

G.

MadiSDn

Street.,

Chlcaeo,

as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

I®"

We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100

will

III.

in cloth, or

and Weekly Bee Journal

colonies,

J>pccial lloticcs.

Journal

for one year, for $3.00

;

or with King's

Text-Book, in cloth, for

turnx purposes

is

We

very good.

arrival.

BKESWAX-Brinits

:

manufacon
vu
^

lor

pay

8(ijioc.
...

The demand ex-

18@22c.

ceeds the offerings.

prices for
for 2

are, per Kro»B,*2.5

The demand

c. K.

Ml'TH.

Quotations of Commlsalon Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONE Y— Choice white comb honey is very scarce
and commands 22(S.2.'ic. per pound, otiier crades
partly dark and dark are veryslow sale. E.xtracteti
Drm at HW12C., according to quality and style of
package.

R. A.

BDKNETT,

NEW

HONE

1B5

South Water

St.

YORK.

Y-'lhere is a liberal supply of honey here
for whicti trade 18 very little demand, and
prices
rule weak and irregular.
quote as f.illowa: White comb, in small
boxes, IMcjvJiic dark, in small boxes, 12@l4c Extracted, white, loirrjiic; dark,7<.tyc

We

;

BEKSWA.X. -Prime quality,
Thorn & Co.. and
1

$2.75.

arrival. E.\t»acted

Our jobMni!

ilemand.

in fair

honey

Binders for 1SS2.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the

on

in

ID. jars ot clovc'r
lb. do., per Kross, f 12.

"

«5 per cent., 6
& per cent.

months,

honey

cure at the start.

months). ...ao

1

2 l(a23c.
13 Devoe

avenue.

SAN FRANCISCO.

To Advertisers.— By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves

i^'To any one sending two »!ew
Weekly subscribers for a year, we will
present a volume of the

nal

for 1880,

It contains

bound

in

Bee Jour-

paper covers.

much

valuable information, and it will pay any one who does
not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers Many of our neio subscribers will
be
of America to make their announce- pleased to learn that they can
get it
ments for the coming season's trade. for $1.00, by sending for it at once,
We not onl^ offer the best advertising before they are all gone.
medium, but tlie lowest rates on yearly
contracts.

Examine tlie Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
A Sample (Jopy of the Weekly Bee paper; it indicates the end of the
Journal will be sent free to any per- month to wliich you have paid your
son.
Any one intending to get up a subscription on the Bee Journal.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this otHce.

1^ The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago PostofHce every Tuesday,
and any irregularity

in its arrival is

We have received from Dr. A.
B. Mason, of Wagon Works, Toledo,
O., a circular of the Tri-State Fair to
be held in Toledo, O., Sept. 11-16, 1882.

1^

V

quiet. Extracted, light
offering at sic, and comb of very
A ni'w disease among bees is

is

n;c.

reported to be doing considerable damage in San
Diego county. Several apiarisls are said to have
lost heavily on aoccmntol the .same. Reports
as a
rule, however, are very favorable. Quotations
on
extra white, both comb and extracted, are nominal, as there is none offering.
Wequote while coTub. inc.; dark togood.loSMc
Extracted, choice to extra white. Kfelnc dark
and candied. 7c. HEESVVA.X- 2:i'«.2.'".c
STEARNS A Smith. 423 Front Street.
:

BOSTON.

HONE Y-Trade quiet. We quote at 2n@22c., ac-

cording to quality.

BEESWA.X-Pi line quality, 2.'>c.
CROCKER & Blake, 5" Chatham
HONEY-Strained

street.

LOUIS.

ST.

dull,

at8@9c.;

nocomb

tospeaki'f— worth i8(<(j22c.
BE ES WA.X-Stiff at 2o@21 c. for prime
R. C.

GREER &

Co.. 117 N.

Main

here

Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONBY-Themarketremainsunchanged 1 and
sections of No.
white arn in regular and
demand at 2l«22c. No. 2 white has dragged
.-

2 lb

1

qijick

a little of late, but took a lively start to-dav at 'Oc
cleaning out all slock on hand. Buckwheat no
sale. Extracted is quite active at 12c. for
smaU
and Ic. for large packages.
BEESWAX-2.-,(.iJanc.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
1

i^The Bee-Keepers of Virginia
and Maryland are invited to meet at

the Court House in Ilagerstown, Md
To Promote a Vigorous Growth of on April
20, at 11 a. m., to organize aii
the hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam.
association.
D. A. PncE
It restores the youthful color to gray
hair, removes dandruff, and cures
For man it has no equal for beasts
itching of the scalp.
llwot
it is not excelled.
What
Kendall's
Spavin Cure.
14w4t

due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.
-^
• . ^^
"How do You Manaire," said a lady
to her friend, " to appear so happy all
l®"The Southeastern Michigan Bee" I always have Parker's Keepers' Association will meet at
the time
Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply, Jackson, Mich., in the City Council
" and thus keep myself and family in Hall, April 20. 1882. by order of the
good health. When I am well 1 al- President. All bee-keepers are invited
ways feel good natured.'' See other to attend let there be a good turn-out.
column.
llwot
J. n.MuKDocK..S'cc., Dexter. Mich.
I

HONEY-Mttrket Is very
amber-colored,

good quality at

;

;

'f

STANLEY'S NOTICE.

On accountof the advance

in

Beeswiv we

«h.,ii

be obliged to make a KI.Ujht AI»VA\CF'in
the price cd our K..uiid;ili,iii i.rirr Aprii 2oth
Until that time prices will ,,.„,. ,01 .incl'anged
"*'''-*-'*'*=''

r.wu''

•«•

"M'>..Wyomfng,'N.Y

.
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giitiicvtiscmntts.

BIND YGUll JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

The American Bee journal Is

the oldest Bee

NEAT AND CLEAN.

in America, and has a large circulation in
every State. Territory an<I Province, among farmers, mecbanics, prufessional and business men,

Paper

and

is,

iheretore, the best advertising

medium.

Italian Bees for Sale,
I have ftir sale abimt
in Colonies in in tiaiiie
Ijangstroth hives. All are in prime condition, and
have younfr queens. Will be delivered after April
20th. Price, for Italians.*!)
a few good Hybrids.
$1 less. Satisfaction Kuar.-mteed.
15w4t •JOHN F.
Fremont. Ohio.

£^«-RSO/v^

^^^fe

^oR'^L/S'/c>

BINDER t

/'PAT.

..

I PCRlODICA\.s\

;

The Emerson Binder

niPMAK.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Address,

Circulars free.
l.-jwtsm

Full

JOS. M.

Italian

in the LanKstrnth frame, shipped in
SIMPLICITY HIVES, at *7 each.
I.'iw4t
K. 1.
Bloomlngton,

BARB£R,

BEESWAX.
I

a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
payin;/ ^-le. per pound, delivered here. Cash
Sliipments solicted.

wish to buy

I

111.

am

on

arrival.

972

West

HONEY

TIN POINTS

for GLASSING
Cut by machinery are much cheaper than handcut, and perfectly straight 2,000 to .5.a»o, •2c>c. per
1,000; «.(Kio to lo.(KH), :2:;c,: over io,(kk), i^uc. Send
30c. for sample thousand free by mail.
;

;

I5wtf

Leltoy, lienesee Co., N. Y.

ZITQTTZIIZES

<I74

THE CLIMATE,

I have a choice l(»t of Tested Italian Queens, also
Full Colonies of Hees, I offer for sale cheap. [
and have for sate after June Ist, young
Queens from the best of Imported stock. Satisfaction guaranteed. P" ice list free.
Hartford, Wis.
iiw5m
I. S.

shall breed

©S

ENG HAVINGS

OF

COZ.OIIADO,

TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

Manufactories and Commerce

M. D.

B. J.

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sendinK One Dollar to the
will

A

...

TSc.

Street, Clilcaico. III.

&

WOOD,

r,AKSINO, MICH.,

Manufacturers of

All-in-one-piece Section BoxeSr
MILLS, SASII, DOORS & BLINDS.
Italian Bees for sale.

THE CONaUEROR.
Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham'shave them, and springs tliat d(j not rust an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has ail improvements made to date,
anda3x7incli stove, and bxl inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

Mines,

NORTH

13wl3t

Queens a Specialty.

CROWFOOT,

CONCERNING

West Madison

NARMORE

Ar.FREI> H. KEYVMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL Bee Hives,
Ma lison Street.
FANNING

Bees and

....aoc.
....85c.

IS80.
1881..
1882.

THOMAS e. NEWMAIV,

Address.

Bees,
ONE-STORY

of

tiiem. Directionsin eacii Binder.

For Bee .Journal of
For Bee Journal of
For Bee Journal of

BROOKS, Columbus. Ind.

Colonies

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Any one can use

it'-.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINOTON,
Abronia, Mich.

I3wtf

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
lilgh side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples tre&

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enuraving ol the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules tor telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and mucli valuable information,
Price S5 ceiitn.— Sent on receipt of price, by

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Menu Co., N. Y.

;

;

Woman's
l.^wGm

•2i)l

Industrial Association,

Sixteenth

St.,

1>£NV£R,

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
REV. E.

THOMAS

<'Or..

»74

1882,

the Evergreen Apiarj-.

r.. URIOGS, of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as e:irly in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Qufcen8,$3; Warranted Queens. *ii Queens without guarantee, $1 Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, ^. Orders Hlled in rotation, as received,
if accompanied with the cash.
yw2i>t

West Madison

Street.

OUICAQO,

tity

and

A. H. XE'W.WAX,

price.

972

12wtf

W. Madison

Street, Chicago,

:

III.

Colonies of Italian Bees
SAL.E—
FOR
prime condition.
improved Quinby hives,
l.'^.o

Apiaries

for

L. C.

AX'l'ELL.

Sale.

I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

liir*
lbs. foundation, and all the hives supplied
with section cases all tinned.
This is
for a party
or parties to invest in an enterprise of this kind.

AX EXTRA KAROAIN

JOHN ENOCH,
l.-.w4t

Oifti.al*. »., ImU.

send now. Address Peabody
TUVQPTT'
imOLljr. Medical institute or Ur. W. H.

PARKER, N o. 4 Bnlflnch St..

Boston.

22wly

niiiil

tail.

including the COXQUICHOK.
Send for my M2-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every descriptitm.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED
!i72

comb foi;k»ation~3Sc.
Dunham:
to
per unund extra thin and briyht, lu sq.
the
per

lb., 4.'ic.

lb.

F.W.

ITALIAN BEES AND

QUEENS.

P'uit Culonies. Nuclei. Tested and Untested Italian Queen-^. bees by the pound. I guarantee safe-

arrival.

lywtf

OTTO KLKINOW.

Address.
Opposite FortWayne, Detroit, Mich.

I'liiCES, by
or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,

;

i

Warren Co. .III.

MANrFACTUREUS-

Louis. Mo., and the remaining J."»n t-olonics nbout
fj miles from New ()rleaiis, La.
B(.itli Apiiulcs iinin good honey locations, and the becM an- in line
order. The Apiaries are well stocked with supplies of all kinds, with ion new hives made of
cypress lumber, and ready for bees when they
swarm. The bees are all

CYPRIANS AND ITALIANS.

Iloseville.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Having purchased the Ap'.ariesof A.T. AA'illiams,
in which 1 was a partner, 1 now offer them for sale.
These apiaries are now divided, one portion of 150
colonies, are in Illinois, about.^0 miles from ft.

All the hives are the Improved Quinby.and thoroughly painted. The bees here were brought last
fall.
My reason for selling: Engaged in other
business and cannot attend to them.
1 will take for them *i; .mi per colon v net foi- alt of
them, or will sell in loi.s to .suit piin-luisiT.-i tor $h
net. I have on hand twii honey liuusvs. ime footpower saw, two honey xtraetors, all kinds of
tiK>l8 for apiarian work, I0,(t( to sections lonc-piece).

in

VUnW
MtUVV

in

iiHwly

Two

steel engravincs.i2.'i prescriptions, price only fi.2."> sent by
mail illustrated sample. 6c;

wish to purchase several bushels of Sweet Clover {MeHlotus alba) Seed. Addre-*><. stating quanI

;

;

the Author. A newand jireati
Medical Work, warranted the
be3tand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled'
"The Science of Lite, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in flnest
French muslin, embossed, full
tilt. 31 M)pp.,con tains beautiful

ILL.

Wanted.

Seed

Sweet Glover

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

NEWMAN,

G.

Send for samples.

Wax

ft.

worked lOc.
13wly

HOLM c.S,Coopersville, Mich.

Send for our 2H-iKige Illustrated Catalopuo of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing; elseuliere. C'hoice bees, gcod goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf
E A.
<t CO., Coleraine, Mass.

THOMAS

THE LATEST and THE

BEST.

The Excelsior Cold-Blast Smoker sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of |l.on.
14w2tp W. C. li. KEMP, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.

Land-640 Acres
mr CHEAP FOR CASH. .®i

Florida

DESCiarTroN,-Sec.

!,

township

7,

south rangeT

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line, 2") miles west of the
citv of Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (.t and 6i of the Apalachicola river ; the
soil is a rich, sandv loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. ;ilst, 187.0. byCol. Ale-vander McDonald, who owned tl sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $:V-^l<>i and on Sept.
5th. 18T7, by him conveyed to the understirned for
JS.LIOO.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown bv an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the'
taxes "are all paid and the receipts are in my pos;

trade forasmallfarm, or <nher desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOMAS G. NE'WMAN,
974

West Madison

Street. (JrtlCAGO, ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

EXCELSIOR
EXTRACTORS.

HONEY

first to

copy

BINGHAM

f

25,000

If yi.u l)uy the orii:inal I'atetit Uin^'luiiu
Bee Smoker, ydu will
aid the inventor ot

of

tlie

same

size

and

style as

_'

.

Street. Chicago.

t

t
I

cover all the si
that will bu n
stove-wood, or d i t
go out. If y< u buy
our smokers and hon
ey knives first y ud«*««*«^ 10-70
,.^

have to buy noP^^6^^^^'l°"°others. Send for tree description and
will

n
1^

tes

Bees andQueens
FULL COLONIES

of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

QU£EKSnndNUCL£I IX SEASON.

KETAIl..

'WHOI^ESAL.E

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

''Uwtf

is

nowhere

GOLDEN

ITALIAN

CHAS. DADANT

ed Queen
Full

•

Advance

We

wholesale or

III
§

§

§

DR.
Iwtf

Cents per pound
PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

Vuguwia. Maine.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

8NELL.

:^iiwiy

CALDWELL,

Given'sFoundationPress.
I

Wants every reader of the good old American
his name and Postoffice address Inr a copy -o his new Illustrated Circularof
Bec-Keepers" Supplies. It may pay you to read it

Bee JoUKNAi, ti) send

betore orderiiJt; your supjjiies.
lI-^~iJeeswax wanted.

Tlie lutest improvement in Ftmndation. Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwiy
D. 8. GIVEN «fc C, Hoopest^n. 111.

ywly

KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
TA0L0CK,-1882 THE
Devoted entirely to the best interests of th((se whe

LULl.NG, CALDWELL CO.. TEXAS.
Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
J. H. Nellis' best imoorted queens. Tested Queen,
per half-dozen. *).s..^><). Select Tested, $:i
per half-dozen, *li;. No Uollar"ornuulei-queens
handled. Sate arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
$ii.M>;

:

U

I.

the line of Aitliirinn Supplies, should send
for my Descriptive Circular and Price List. Sent
free. Address.
F. A.
3w]:itp
Milledgeville, Carroll county. III.

O Vickery

CAMlJlilUGE, ILL.,

S.

1

in

and expenses tOERents,

outfit free.addressl"

1882-J.

Tested

i

EVERY ONE NEEDING ANYTHING

15wtf

A year

V.

after July

vVddress, by Registered Letter
or Postotfice Order,

111.

iin

retail.

$rf n n
J.

SON,

2

of

on the inilCES

now quote

with

12.00
lO.OO
'I'estedQueen.beforeJuIy 1, 3.00
after July I.. 2.50
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
13.50
Siiiiie,

&

.'j.CK>

('olony,

Vneen, before July

and brightfor

Hamilton. Hancodrto.

QUEENS.

:^

Samples free on request.

iwly

Mich.

l-IrameNucleus. with Tested Vueen
$4.50
frame Nucleus, with Test-

to be equalled for cleanli-

ness, purity and beauty. Extra thin
sections. All shapes and sizes.

Co..

possible.

Uwaat

keep bees. The question department, c nducted
by Dr. Wm. K. Howard, is of especial interest to
beginners in bee-culture. Jas. H.ddon will write
a practical article ttir every number for IKH'I 'Jn
pa^es handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth the price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address,
;

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

2Hwtf

Advance

Tlu- niaiiutacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price J cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Ueeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
except the \ aiiDeusen (flat bottom will be

1882. -ITALIAN
1

V*'

\7S32y
^m^E^

ALFRED
West Madison

in

my

CHICAGO,

tl

"^'^

OLD
ebo

QUEENS. -1882^

"""^ booking orders for my
ITALIANS, reared from
tstuck in theeountrv. WarO.N

;

;

iHjker for ^I.'»o.

ILL,

Read

the foUo-nnni/ opinions of the
it Is

(Money Order
lOwtf

Adtlress

r. J.

:il1

nrriprs to

BIEHL,

Book;

the work of a master and of

real yii.lue.—L' Apiculture, Pans.
I think Cooi<'s Manual is the best of

our American works.-LE\VlS T. CoLLY.
It nppears to ha^'C cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iiriUc^h Bee J&urnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apmry.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary thun from
any other book.— E. 11. Wynkuop.
This book is just what everyone Interested Id
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having pui cnased.- jUit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manuul is a necessity. Piuf. Cook's Manual ia an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
la fuily no with the times in every particular.
1*he
richest reward awaits us author.— A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish mysell, and much uf it is due to the clear, disinterested iiiturmation contained in Cook's Manual. -W.M.

Van antweki', m. d

It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bec-raiaers.-ifj/. Live Stock llecorU.
It is a credit to the author as well the pubhsher.
I have neveryetmet with a work, either Fiench
or Joreit;n, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Di:^
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Ap^cuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly e.xpreased series Of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Dtmuc rat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vnde
TnpcttTuof tlie bee-keeper. It is leplete with the
best iDformiition on everything belouymg to apiculture.
To al taking an Intere.-^t in this subject.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caretully
and practice as advised.— .<loncu/(una(, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the nio.yt corjplcte and practical
treii'is-e

on

Kinopenr America; a

bce-culturL> in

work on uimtorn bee managemt-nt that
every experienced bee niiin wul welcome, and it is
essential to every anijiteur in lier-cuiture. It is
haDUsomety printed, neatly bounii and i» a credit
to the W est.- Widltrn AuricuUii riot.
This work i^ undoubtedly the most coTplet©
mauual lor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. Halves a tull cxi^lanation reganiing the caieand management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees ietr nntoiiched. and in the compilation of
the work Prot. Cook has had the advantageot all
the previous l;nowiede ot apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this must
si'ieniitlc

Interesting of alloccupii^tious.— ^Htcrtcuii Inventor.
jol

:

Catalogue.

H. XEWMA^",

Street,

'

ninteJ Queens, ^1 Tested Queens,
t:;i y in the seasim, $-J.riV; after
2 frame Niicleiia. with
\5Y,a;, July, 'i-J
V<^ r.-suMl Queen. $4 Full Colonv,
with Tested Queen, *io. The Best
\

Advanced 2 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

'

^

VkJ«J^>

i,

U7U

Columbus. K:nisas-

Foundation.

in

Illu»trutlons.

a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedcRted in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It^, comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees-,
tull desccriptions of honey-producing planLs,trees,
shrubs, etc.. splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the vurious^
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only Instructive, but Lntenseljr
Interesting and thoroughly practical.
Is

All agree that

ALL STATOARD STYLES,
and our wax

BEES,

lySatisfaction guaranteed. Circular on application.
J. II.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

the

College of Michigau.

;

BINCiHAM 4 HETIIERING'JON.
Abronia. Mich.
__^__^_^

als. to

FOUNDATirN
AND

COOK,

J.

3SO Paven 133 Fine
This

postpaid, from
to *2.
Our I

111.

By A.
State Agricultural

t

and handsome

NEWMAN,

H.

Weat Madison

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
Of Lansing, Pro/cssnr of Entomology in

season than e\cr
fore. Price per m

1

OK,

i

plainedof-tlie
ard of excellei
world over

'j.

ALFRED

See Smoker

improved bee smokers— set the best thai
never jio out— ilw
please— never is

frame. The 4 frame basket
in the larger can. with the cone
cir metal standard lor the basket
.:ijHH to revolve upon, leaving room uno/^
'li'ineath the basket for75or.s(J
i>
Jil'JISII
1^. of honey.
It will be complete,
nil Covers, and in every way
II^BSB i'li'iitical, except in size, with the
'^iiX'^'^^
iW;^ *liUK.) Extractor. 13x20. which is
intended for anr size of frame.
Excepting with the ?s.(hi Extractors, all the different styles
ve strainers over the canal leadto the honey gate, and movatdes in the t'omli IJaskcls.
$S fH)
For '1 American frames. 13x13 inches
"
"
loxlS
8 WJ
For 2 Lang-troth
"
"
"
10x18
10 00
For 3
"
"
"
lOxlH
14 00
For 4
"
12 00
For 2 frames of any size, 3x2(1
"
"
"
12!^X20
12 (XI
For3
"
"
"
10 00
13X20
For4
tlie

USE.

IN

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

TheOrlBlnal

the

lj;inj:strnth frames, I have conrliiiled to addpt these two new
si/cs. The 3 frame basket is in a

is

972

will be

In Jtnswer to frequent inquiries
for Kxlractors carrying y and 4

i.arj
'

TAPE!"

IIE2D
Who

239

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

in cloth, :iiil.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover.
Published by

THOMAS

Office)— Butler, DekalbCo.. Ind.
974

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL

—

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,.

240

nn

FRANCES DUNHAM, 1
Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

'"''

B ^^ ^^

THE DUNHAM

I

Foil SALE.

Sent by mail,
mall, postpaid, on receipt of
o(

I

THOMAS

ALSl).

COMB FOUNDATION
And
lw3St

100

JA.ME8

Bees

Italiian

for

Sale,

FLANAGAN.

5wly

Box 819,

(Itose Hill Apiary),
BeUeville, St. Clair County, IIL

and

Patentel Auk.

^JE^ICEJ I.IS'T

it cannot tail to interest all.
Its style is plain
forcible, makingall lis readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— »1.50.

that

and

Novice's ABC ornee-Cnltvire. by A. T. Root
— i'hi3emt)race9"evervihing pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," a nil

is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. IS 1.25; paper, SI.

IjnnBTstroth on the Hive nnd
This is a standard scientiflc work.

niiinvitactiirinc said Tiiachines
or foundation, as well an to all parties piinhiisini.'
machines us above, other tliuTi ot my iiiuiiiliut uic,
that I am prepared to pn'tiM't my rii,'liis, niid mIuiII

prosecute
the law.
2wl3t

all

DePere. Wis,

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION S(»L!). Mo.-^t coiiipJeto
NEARLY'
r)f its kind ever puhlifthed. (lives meas-

Honey, as Food and Ittedlclne, by Thomns
Newman.— 'I'his p.niiphh.'t discourses upon the
.

,

Honey Cakes, (,'ookies. Puddings. Foani.Wlnes.etc;

SEisriD wo:ei oistje
t^" It contains Prices and Descriptions of all
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
is fully up with the times.
No bee keeper should
be without it. Yourn'ime and address. wrUt--ii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required.

book

all kinds uf hiuiber. lo^'s, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round' limber, staves and headintt bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, eordwood

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
cents post-paid.
for it. Sent for
O.W. FISHER, Bo.\ '^;«. Rochester, N.Y.
t:^ Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office..^

ALFRED

West Madison

972

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOL'Ln have FISHl^UVS GRAIN rAHLKS.

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
per lOO;

three to

Four

to eight indies. JSl.-'iO
four feet, !ST.«>0 |»vr KJK*.
Z, M..

Address,

JEWETT.

6wl3tp

Nurseryman.

Spiirtit,

Wis.

est:

wages

tables,

wood measuror. ready

reekoiier,

pkiwing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar Paok ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cenf. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER.
Box23x. Rochester, N.V.
^:^~ Also for sale at the Bel Joltkxai, ifHce.

_^

i

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

Cainarg:o, I)oiiy:Ias county, III.

;

;

20

Years Experience

I. :r.

Square Glass Honey .Imtm, 'fin Buckets,
Lang^troth Bee Uives, Honey Sections, etc.,
t-'.
F.
to
976 and UTS Central Ave. .CINCINNATI, O.
Practical
Hints
to IJee-Keepers.
Si^^SendlOc. for
iwiy

MVTII,

lOc.

The Hive I F«e- Being a description of the
hivt used by G. M. DuoJittle. Price. *»c.
c. P. l).ni:ir(i. giviiii: In det.ul tbo methods
and manaL-eiuent adopted in their ajnary. This
contains many uselui bmts.— Price ISc.
iS;

Que -ns.

;

Cus-

;

$2

;

j;2

Tested... +2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea,son. ready, if we are timely no titlpd.
i>iie-lranie Nucleus, eitlier Itiilian.
Ovpriiin or Palestine, ^^I
Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. H frames, ^.^. Comh
foundation on Dunliam mactiine. 25 lbs. or over,
:j.'>e. per lb.
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Sate arrival guaranteed.
for
bright wax. Money Orders »n
paid
0|f"\e.
TuHCola. 111.
Iwly.
;

:

^U

Food Adnlterntlon What we eat and should
;

not fat. This book should be in every f ami v. and
(m-'bi to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, nnd demand a law to protect the
Consumer a uainst the numerous Itealih-de.-itroylDg
adulterations offered as lood. 2(JU pages SOc.

MooreN Universal Assistant, nnd
plete Mec-lianie, contiiiriaover l.inXi.i"i(i

Com-

Indtisdustriai h'acLs. Calculations. Prorosse>, 'I'r ' Secrets. Legal Items. Busine^iS Forms, etc..
f vast
utility lo every Mecliiuiic. Fari'ii_T and Business
Man. Gives ^tio.nim items for fins, SiPfim. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Mi Hers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Minei s. Met.-iMurgiM^. A ^savers.
Plumbers, Gas nd Steam Fa lets, Umti/'-is, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every lund.
The Work contains l.oii; paL-es. Is a veritable
•

si

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wonh us
weight in gold to luiy Mechanic, Business Muu, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, JSi3.50.

KcndalPs Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful

tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Tested
$1
<''ypnan Queens
^\ Tested
Palestine

Apply

Queen Rearing.

is:

— " Low Prices, Quick Returns

cBrOOiD,

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

Muth's Hooey Extractor,

in

OurMiitto

;

5wly

Price.

I

]ml'

pages, pocket form; full of useful ingles inr
casting up grain, produce, liay; cost ot pork, inter-

PURE HOLY-LANOlUEENS.
I make a specialty of reatinL' pure Holy IjJind
Queens, and have now more than lO" colonies in
ineir purity- All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before Jurje 2(t,
(i
.$l.j.'i each; after that date, sinjile Queen. $l.<Mt
for ?."i.0o \2 or more. 7.S cents each; Warranted
Queens, -5 cents more e.ic.h. Tested Queens, $2.o0
each Italian Queens, same price.

-

'i

lull.

Prnetlonl Hints to Bee-Keeper«, by Cha«.
It gives Mr Muth's views on
F, .Mulh. 3- pue-'.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.

o.'i

2w6m.

.

(

given in

Ch.

CHK:A<^0, ILL.

St.,

"WInterlncr Bee«. — This contains the Prize
re'ui lictore ilie Centennial
nee-Keep.T> A--.H :;,M..ii.
he ITue r-*-) in gold
— was a ward ud to I'roi i.ok'a Eaaay. which is here
Es'iavson [lii^^nloe't

Ing

NEWMAN,

H.

and Iloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and slmuU; be scattered by thousands, creating a deniand for honey
everywhere. Pubtishetl in Kng:liMh and ii •rnian.
Price for either edition, Oc. ; per dt)zea, 50c.

Extraoled Honeys HnrventliiB, Hnndland M:<rki*iiiig.- A Ji-piiue pamphlet, by

urement of

tables, interests, etc.

40 cents, postpaid.

Aneicnt History of Bees and Honey Ibe nature,
quahty. sources, and im." pa ration o( Honey for the
Market Honey as lo(..o. giving: recipes tor making

infrinu *nient» to the lull e.vtentot

FRANCE** A. MITNHAM,

mnnaee*

G.

:

liy

or, i«iicceH«rnI

t

:-prpsent<i the fundamental principles ot bee-cuiiure. and lurnishes llie
facts and arguments totiemonsirate them. 15 c.

shape, and side-wallw broiiuht up to torni sin even
surface also on thfe foundution raiide on said machine, I hereby i^ive n<»tlce to all pirtiew infringing
riKhts, either

Price, SiS.

Dzlerzon Theory

246,ns»H for Diinhiini Kournliition Machine, initkiim
comb foundrtiiiin witli lj:iso of cells of imtural

my

Honey Bee.

ineut i>f the A|>lary, l-y Thomas ^i Newman.—
'I'his embraces the toiiowtng subjecis
Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen RearinR—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Translerring —
UalianizinR — Iniroduciug Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bee?*- Mavkeiing Honey,
pic. It is published in Eni;llMh and Oerniun.
Price tor either edition.

1H8J.

I.KT'rKUS I'ATENT Nunihpr

obtiilnpd

Mnnnal

B1e«»ed Been, by John Allen.- A romance o,.
bee-keeping. lull of practical information and
coatagious enthusiasm. Cloth, tSt 1 .OO.

CA.TJTI01T.
HaviHK

or, Cnok*<i

QDlnby'aKen'Bee-Keeplnff, byL. C. Root—
The author treats the t-u»»(ectof bee-keepmw so

'

Illustrated Catalogue

insi.

;::irt,

;

CHICAGO, ILL,

fully

Bees nnd Boney

jy Send for New Circuliir for January,

Street,

Klnir** Bee-Keeper** Text-Book» by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised :tii(l brought d(twn to
the present lime. Clotb. 9^1. OU; paper. 7oc*

1882.
DATION

by

Entirciv re-wrltten. elegantly
"up wiih the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It Is nt)tonly instructive,
but intensely inleresiing and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one t hut no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, cun aiiord
to do without. Cloth, 91. So t paper cover, 9hl.
illustrnted

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Qiieen«: Italian. Cyprian and Alliino; Comb Foundution: Given,
Vandervort, Dunham and Boot
Hives, Smokers, Frames, Seeds of
Honey Plants, and everything required In an apiary. Send for price
Address,
K. T.

list.

West Madison

price,

NEWMAN,

of the Apljtry. —

II£I>I>O»r,D0wagiac. Mich.

Colonies of

074

G.

Bee-Keeper*a Gnlde

Supplies.

all Useriil

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by
'

^J^'I^^^p^^^

Onlnnips^'"'''^
I ^/ V#
^^ ^» \^

.$1

;

to horse owners. It has :^"> engravings
illustrating positions of silk hoses, and treats all
diseases in i plain and coniprcliensive manner. It
lias recipes, a table of d^.s,-'-. and much valuabl*"

horse information.

Paper,

:£.>c.

Ropp^s Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for ell kinds of meiciiandiso and interest.
It is really n Mchtuing calrulator. well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth. ISl. ; Morocco, 8S1-50,

Chlefcen Cholera, byA. J. nill.— A treatise on
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 3oc.

its

Address,
974

THOMAS

West Madison

G.

XEWMABT,

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

.<!>

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

No.

April 19, 1882.

16.

honey crop is diminished, except, perhaps, where
hopes were entertained regarding the
%gfUgk!ir*i
•^ -^iT-sr-^fruit bloom giving a surplus.
Publiahed ever7 Wednesday, by
Advices from Continental Europe,
as late as April 10 report cold weather
G.
Cold We.ither and Frosts.
and hard fiosts in the valley of the
Editor and Prophietor,
Danube. Fruit trees, vines, and
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Since the last issue of the Bee
young wheat in Koumania are alJournal, the weather has been quite
TERMS OF SIJBSCKIPXIONi
most entirely destroyed.
WEEKLT— (52 numbers) S»3 a year, in advance. cold and unpropitious for bee-keepThree or Six Months at the aarae rate.
ing, and the encouraging outlook has
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
Small Money Orders.— The postin some localities been somewhat
checked. Through the Central States office committee of Congress has
frosts have prevailed to a considerable agreed upon a bill providing for sendTOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
extent, to the great detriment of the ing small sums of money by mail.
Editorhil—
fruit crop, and in some localities The charge is 4 cents for any sum
Kditorial Items
:'4!,
:^42
fruits and vegetables have suf- under $5, and will be very convenient
early
-^41
Cold Weather and Frnats
t^mall Mtmey Orders
241
fered to a consideraWe extent. Hon. to those sending small sums to newsSellini: iiees
241
Pure Rjices of Bees
242
papers or for supplies. The order is
Clubhinp List
242 G. W. Demaree writes us from KenBlunderers in High Places
243
tucky, under date of April 13, as fol- made payable to bearer at some particular office, which avoids the necesAmong Our Exclianges—
lows
eral prospect fbr a

.^^^^^^i^i^miGAif-^''-^-^

^^\'|fe^4

M^

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

:

FayinR Y'our Money but Not Having Your
Choice
A Standard Frame
Bees as Weather Prophets
Adulteration Frauds
Be Kind to the Bees
BuvintJ Bees and 'I'ransferring
Preparation of Honey for the Market

243
243
244
244
244
244
244

Correspondence—
Honey in Sections
Some More Slovenly Bee-Keeping
Storing
'

About Bee-Keepiny;

The

in
liee t,'ontr'iversy

245
245
245
246

Colorado

Northwestern Iowa and Southeastern Dakota

Improvement

in Bees, etc

Notes from Washington Territory
Anomalous Cases of Success

246
247
247
247

ConTention Notes—
Local Convention Directory
Barren County, Ky., Convention

Selections from Our Letter
Narrow-Top Sections
Laurel Honey Poisonous
But One Nucleus Colony Dead
For Honey as well as Ornament

248

248

Box—

Introducing Queens

High Watf-r's Havages
Better Prospects

Gathered Some Honey
Wintered Well
Several Points

Honey

liesonrces of

"Out of the Woods"

Texas

An Early Swarm
Bee Moths
More About Albinos
Standard Langstroth Frame
The Langstroth Hive
Duinu Splendidly In Florida
When and How to Clip Queen's Wing
Preparing to Swarm
Safely Th^ou^;h the Winter

Honey Prospects In California
iiathering Pollen
Fruit in Bloom in Kansas
As Strong

as J^ast Fall

In and Out-Door Wintering

)

249
249
249
249
249
249
249
249
2.'^0

250
250
25U
250
250
250
251
251
251
251
251
2.51

251
251

252
252
252

and identification necessary for the larger orders.
The card is to be punched on the
sity for the duplication

Tlie

wave struck us on last
temperature went down to

cold

Monday

;

tiiin ice formed Monday and
Tuesday nights fruit all killed, and margin, which has figures showing
much other damage done — it is like the various amounts in dollars, dimes,
" death in the midst of life." The
and cents which can be transmitted.
orchards and trees look like they had
been scorched with fire. It is feared It will, no doubt, be very similar to
that the growing wheat crop will be the new orders of the Express Co's.

30^

;

;

shortened by reason of the freeze.
Some fields were nearly ready to head
Catalogues. We acknowledge the
out. We can only hope for the best.
Our bees are flying to-day, but they receipt of apiarian catalogues from
evidently realize the loss of the most S. Valentine, Double Pipe Creek,
profuse bloom ever seen about here.
Md.; George W. Baker, Lewisville,
In the vicinity of Chicago, several Ind.; Rev. J. S. Woodburn, Liverdays of cold, wet weather were fol- more, Pa., and S. D. McLean, Columlowed with heavy white frosts on last bia, Tenn.
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday mornings, with cold west winds and clearSelling Bees.— The demand for bees
The few sources of this spring is very large. Mr. Riching weather.
honey flow have been temporarily ardson, of Canada, remarks as fol" I successfully wintered 25
checked, pollen gathering ceased, and lows
in colonies where brood-rearing had colonies and have since sold all of
commenced, the consumption of honey them but 5 colonies, and could sell
and dwindling has been almost un- 100 more had I them for sale." Those
precedented. Every bee-keepershould having bees to dispose of should adsee to it that the bees have feed in vertise them at once, so that those
abundance, and provide it where wanting them will know where to apwanted. We do not think the gen- ply for them.

—

:

"

:

:

.
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Pni-e Races of Bees.

Mr. Frank Benton, wrote the following letter, from the Mount Lebanon Apiary, Beyrout, Syria, dated

March

6.

1882, to

the editor of the

British Bee Journal, to correct an editorial statement in the February num-

ber of that paper

In the British Bee Journal, for February, page 214, 1 find in the " Reply
to Query No. 443," signed " Ed.," the
following statements, which are such
as to demand a word of correction

from

;

me

brood, so as to produce a cross between Syrian queens and Cyprian
drones, and all the latter were sent to
Mr. Jones, in Canada, for purposes of
experiment. Thus, at the present
time there are no bees in Cyprus that
contain the least taint of any foreign
blood, nor has there in fact any admixture of races taken place. Furthermore, as the statement above quoted

;

of the case are correct, as

Count Barbo

has asserted that Italian bees have
been bred there with the peculiar

markings of the C.tprians. Queens
have been imported from there which
produced hybrid bees, and it is notobrings in question the quality of rious that neither the queens nor the
queeus sent out by me, I have only to bees there are uniform in themselves,
say that every queen sent out iis a
or among their i)rogeny. Yet we do
Cyprian queen is bred in Cyprus
everyone sent out as a Syrian is bred know that superior bees have been
in Syria; and every Palestine queen bred in America from the imported
comes from Palestine, and at least in Italians, either direct
or through disthis

part of the world, if not in other
Messrs. Jones parts, there exists not the least chance
and Benton that the Cyprian and of an intermixture of the races.
Syrian bees weredistinctin character,
It is true that the Italian queen
and they immediately set to work to breeders have been
getting Cyprian
breed both races in the Cyprians'
bees. This they have done in the beapiary and the Italian breeders liave
lief that the latter would iuiprove
been doing worse by breeding Cypritheir own bees, and if they continue
ans and Syrians in their Ligurian
in this direction they are not likely to
apiaries, so that eventually it will be
be disappointed, for the bees of Cyprus,
difficult to find or keep a pure race at
as well as those of Syria, possess an
all."
animal vigor and power of transmitTrue, Mr. Jones as well as myself, ting
their qualities to their offspring
think the Cyi>rian and Syrian bee
with other bees, not found aiiiong
sufficiently "distinct in character
Italian bees.
to merit different names. But the
Speaking of crossing Cyprian and
nextstatement can best be answered
Italian bees. Count Gaetano Barbo,
by a brief account of the work under- President of the National Society for
taken by Mr. Jones and myself. We
Encouragement of Bee-Culture in
came to Cyprus together in March, the
Italy, and one of the highest authori1880, and immediately establislied an
ties in that country on bee matters,
apiary in Larnaca. While purchasing
recently wrote: /'I am convinced
colonies in Cyprus and rearing (lueens
that the crossing of Cyprian drones
in tlie apiary at Larnaca, Mr. Joues
with Italian queens will give good rewent to Syria and obtained a number sults."
of colonies of Syrian bees, also from
Professor Sartori, of Milan, another
Palestine a number of colonies were
of Italy's first aiilhorities in bee-culobtained. Tliese were brought to
ture, it was who imported the first
Cyprus and transferred at once from Cyprian
bees into Italy, and since
the clay cylinders into frame hives.
other prominent queen breeders
The drones were destroyed in order then
there have obtained them. I have
to prevent the mis-mating of young
sent a number of consigniaents direct
Cyprian queens; and, in order to as- from
Cyprus there, but have sent no
certain what effect crossing Syrian
Syrian "as yet, nor do I think any of
queens wilh Cyprian droiies" (the
handsomest of all drones) would liave, this last race have gone there alive.
I have good reason to believe that
a few Syrian and a few Palestine
queens were hatched ni the apiary at all the Syrian and Palestine bees thus
far landed in Italy were collected in
l^arnaca. Then Mr. Jones started on
alcohol by an Italian queen breeder,
his homeward journey, taking with
him every Syrian queen and every who then wrote some columns for
Palestine queen which he had brought publication, in order to tell of his
wonderful exploit in capturing them
to Cyprus, and also all queens reared
In clo.sing I would like to mention
from those mothers.
After that a few daughters of the still another point which may not be
generally
known in England, as I am
original imported Syrian queens were
permitted to hatch, and were sent out sure it is not in America, namely, the
by me as Syrian queens fertlized by fact that black bees exist in Italy. Of
Cyprian drones, butnoneof these were this I can adduce many ant liori ties,
sent to England or to Italy, except a and from the Italian bee journals
single one sent to the editor of the themselves, as witnesses. Thus I do
British Bee Journal, and mentioned on not believe the introduction of Cyppage 45, of July number, 18S0. All rian bees there will make things any
colonies having been supplied with worse, but it is quite possible an imqueen cells from Cyprian mothers, provement may be effected in the bees
and the hatching of Syrian and Pales- of Italy.
tine drones having been prevented, it
We had supposed it to be pretty genwill readily be seen that there was not
after that time a drop of Syrian or erally known in America that there
Palestine blood in the apiary, except. are, or have been, black bees in Italy.
of course, the few worker bees, the The testimony on this point is not
progeny of the queens sent away.
only direct, but many of the bees
The past season also I obtained a
tew colonies from the mainland, and, brought from there are more or less
after sending
the
queens away, corroborative on this point, unless it
hatched a few daughters from their be admitted that the Italian bees

"It was claimed by

themselves are a mixed or non-distinctive race and perhaps both views

;

!

criminating selection.
The proof is positive, however, tliat
black bees do exist in Italy. Mr. D.
A. Jones asserted publicly and positively he had seen black bees in the
vicinity of

Rome

Itself

Benton says they exist

we

Mr. Frank
and

;

in Italy,

stated in the National Convention,

we had

at its session in Chicago, that

seen hybrids there. Other evidence
can also be adduced to the same
effect.

I^Mr.

\V.

Wright, Knowers-

D.

N. Y., writes us as

ville,

April

on

follows,

"The Rev.

Jasper
Hazendied at his home in Woodstock,.
Vt., on the SOlh ult., aged 92 years.
1882:

13,

The

older readers of the

nal

will

Bee Jour-

remember him

as a frequent
correspondent in the earlier volumes.

The deceased formerly

Al-

lived in

bany, N. Y., where he was
spected and esteemed."

much re-

Premiums.—Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Jouunal for

for the

be entitled to the following
Their own subscription
count in the club

1882, will

premiums.

may

:

For a Club of S,— a copy of " Beea and Honey."
"
"
SJ,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

*'

"

"

"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal
*'

cloth.

for 1 year,
or Apiary Reeister foriiOO Col's.

Or they may deduct

10 per cent in

for their labor in getting

up the

cash

club.

CLUBBING LIST.
supply the Weekly Americiin Bee J'ouranri any of tbe followiiie periodicals, one year,
at the prices quoted in the last column of flg ures.
The flrat column ftives the regular price of botli
All postage is prepaid by tbe publishers.
Piiblishera'' Price. Club,
The Weelily Bee .lournal
f 2 00.

We

mil

and Gleanings in Bee-CuIture(A.l. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..J.King).
Bee-Keep,ers'Instructor( W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

'A

00..

3 00..

2 75

260

."iO..

2 35

4 50..

400

2

Bee-Keepers'Exch'ngeiHouk &PeetKi 00.. 2 80
2 ftO.. 235
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2ti0.. 2 40
Kansas Bee-Keeper
6 30.. 550
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25.. son
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman) " 2 75. 2.'02 85.. 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1881
2 75.. 2 50
Binder for Weekly for 1882

:
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Blunderers in Hlgli Places.

The Imliuna Farmer, of recent date,
has the following article, which will
be read with interest not unmingled
with contempt, by all honey prodncers
in this country
Gov. Porter, in his address at Cohiinbus, before the Farmers' Institute,
said in reference to glucose, that it is
converted into a choice syrup that is
extensively used as a table syrup, and
exceedingly attractive in appearance.
resembles more than any
other sweet, the maple syrup.

In

its taste it

honey

is

A

manufactured fnun

tliat is

it

not distinguishable in taste from tlie
lioney of the bee, and, both in a liquid
formand in a comb manufactured by
some artilicial process and undistinguishable from bees' comb,is sold most
I'rof.
extensively as bees' honey.
Riley, before the- Institute at Cravvfordsville, repeated in sum and substance about the same thing, adding
that really better honey could be made
from glucose, than the genuine article
itself.
It is undoubtedly a good thing
for corn growers, so tVu-'as the sale of
corn goes, that so much of it is consumed in the manulacture of glucose,
so also that so much corn is used in
the manufacture of whisky.

intelligence to believe the story ; and sult their tastes, while glucose, like
the scientist impeaches his own relia- oleomargarine, is never sold to them
on its own merits. No reasonable
bility when he asserts that artilicial
man asks that the manufacture and
comb is manufactured by machinery, sale of these substances shall be
stopped.
with
filled
glucose, and capped over
It is not alleged against
independent of the labor of the bees. them that they are poisonous or deleterious so far as known. Tliey may
have their proper places anu.uig the
foods of the people. Rutolpcimargarine is not butter, either " gilt-edged,"
" creamery " or " prime dairy." Glucose is not " maple syrup " any more
than it is " bees' honey." Even if its
healthfulness were admitted
of
which we are by no means assured
it suflices to object that the pockets of
MISCELLANEOUS.
the people as well as their stomachs
need to be guarded against frauds in
Paying Your Money but not Having food.
Will some manufacturer of
Your Choice. Mr. Zopha Mills, Jr., oleomargarine or glucose be candid
enough to give a single good reason
of New i'ork, sends iis the following

—

—

excellent article from the

dresses

before

who

delivers adfarmers' institutes

politician

should make such gross blunders as
are attributed to Gov. Porter, is not
to be wondered at, especially when we
take into consideration that the very
swindlers^who are imposing upon the
public with their glucose imitations

have perhaps made

him

it

convenient tor
but it

to see things in that light

;

a serious reflection either upon his
judgment or his candor, to suppose he
is

knows anything

:

comment on what

calls

it

;

rived at as are those relating to food
economy, we fear his posthumous reputation as a scientist will scarcely
survive the obituary. There is no
justification for such blunders.

" stamped with

its

sanction and au-

This Association now happily occupies such a paternal relation
to bee-keepers generally as, I think,
justifies it in at least attempting to
grapple with this question. The pity
is that it could not liave been done
thority."

years ago.

Then, even though a bee-keeper
adopts and determinedly adheres to a
size of his own, he often finds himself
in a difliculty when, through purchase
or present, he may become the owner
of a colony in another hive. Neither
can he exchange or borrow a frame
or two of brood, honey, or empty
comb without in many cases having
to make a transfer to his own frames,
or tolerate an odd-sized frame for a
time. And, after all, it can scarcely
be said that any of the leading frames
in use are other than arbitrary in
dimensions. The discussion of the
question, though opportune, is thus
beset with great difliculties, and its
settlement can scarcely fail to create

If

he

is

defrauded by adulterations, he at present extensively used.

That has a right to complain. It is not a
As a small contribution to the dissufticient answer to say that he is not cussion from the Scottish point of
buy
obliged to
such impositions un- view, and from one who does not
less he w'ants them. As we have make hives for sale, I may safely
shown, he cannot buy glucose wet or affirm that we in Scotland are all but
dry (under its real name) of his grocer, unanimous in using what I may call
however much he wants to try it. lie the Scottish Woodbury frame. Mr.
might as well ask a milkman for Woodbury probably adopted the in-

impossible to make a superior
honey from glucose any reflecting individual may convince himself, if the
trouble be taken to sample the genuine
lioney and counterfeit article together.
Even the counterfeiters find it necessary to use a portion of genuine
honey, either extracted or comb, to
give flavor to their stuff. It is about
time, however, that we should hear no
it is

I am pleased to observe that the
British Bee-Keepers' Association has
resolved on the discussion of the ques»
tion of a standard frame to be

for what it really is, and not
something else, the people's preferences cannot be said to be consulted.
The average citizen is not a chemist.
lie has no sure and ready means of
telling whether his milk is watered or
chalked, his beer and wliisky doc- uniileasant feelings somewhere. We
tored, his butter larded and his syrup may foresee, however, that if a deOf sugar robbed of half its sweetening cision is arrived at at all, it must be
power by the admixture of glucose. in the adoption of some style of frame
for

entomology are as conveniently ar-

"unneces- deciding upon a standard frame for
Great Britain

sary legislation." Unfortunately the
dictum does not square with the facts.
The sale of glucose does not depend
on the like or dislike of the people.
They never see and know glucose sold
by that name. "O
no, we never
mention it ; its name is never heard,"
the grocers would say if asked if they
kept glucose for sale. It masquerades
undera hundred fancy titles of syrups,
or gives a deceitful whiteness to
coarse brown sugar
but in all its
protean changes it never once reappears as glucose. If one of the IlerukVs
readers should start out with the determination to buy glucose, and see
whether he liked it or not, he could
not find any— sold as such. It is not
advertised in any newspaper. It is
not quoted in atiy market report. It
is not placarded in any corner grocery. It has no recognized existence
among the "people," but is only
known to tho.se who are in the secret
of its uses for purposes of adulteration or substitution. Until it is sold

of what he is talking
about. We do wonder, however, at
the recklessness of Prof. Riley in some
of his reputed assertions, especially
openly
the addendum above, and hope th^t
his address has been incorrectly reported. If his conclusions regarding

why his product should not be always
Y'ork sold under its own name V

Journal of Commerce, published under
the above caption
A Standard Frame.—Mr. Wm. Riatt,
" If people do not like glucose they in the Loudon Journal of Horticulture,
need not buy it." This is the lierakVs remarks as follows on the subject of

!

That a

New

watered milk, or a liquor-seller for ternal dimensions of his hive, iil4
turpentine gin, or a confectioner for inches square, from the calculation
candy with .50 per cent, of tei-ra alba. that ten combs would occupy about
Such articles are never to be had by re- the space of 14J.^ inches. We may,
tail consumers on inquiry. We there- however, dismiss the idea of length
fore cannot accept the dogma of our that is, measuring across the combs—
more regarding the artificial comb contemporary
as entirely fair to the as it is evident that hives may profits
honey. It is no credit to any person's people, since it is not possible to con- ably contain more
than ten frames.

:

:
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The

other dimension, which

we

shall

call the widtii, is that which regulates
the size of tlie frame. The internal

dimensions of a Woodbury frame,
whose end bars are % inch wood, and
bottom rail Jg inch, will be isy inches

I am in a position to
say that this size of frame is pretty
general in England and Ireland as
well as in Scotland.

by 81^ inches.

I have been tlius particular in regard to dimensions, not that I may
ride a liobby, but because tliis particular frame contains witliin its measurements a unit I think ought to be in
any frame claiming to be a standard.
That unit is i}4 inches, the dimen-

sions either way of the American 1 lb.
section. The Langstrotli frame, most
generally used in America, tiolds
eight of these sections ; the frame I
have described holds six exactly as to

depth, butwith about three-eiglitlis of
an inch of room tosi)are in thelengtli.
All bee-keepers who work sections in
frames, either in tlie body of tlie hive
or in a top story similar to that below.
will at once see the force of my proposal tliat the dimensions of tliis section should be taken as the unit of
measure in the British standard
frame.
It seems to me, tlierefore, that there
is ground for claiming that ttie standard that is to be should eitlier be the
improved Woodbury or the LangThe latter hive is scarcely
strotli.
used in tliis country, and we believe
its frames are too long for our short
seasons and moist winters. Certainly
it is more difficult to handle.

Bees as Weather Prophets.— The
California Apiculturist remarks as follows on this subject

Nature in her generous giftand libeconomy has not endowed man
alone with premonitions of changes
eral

of the weatlier, but to all living creatures, more or less. It is said that the
swine lierald the coming storm, by
running to and fro carrying straw,
weeds or other material for tlie formation of a bed. Likewise geese, by
running, flying, and by a continuous
quacking and chatter. But from tlie
close experience of a learned German
apiarist, it would seem that nature
has endowed tlie -'blessed bee" with
more instinct in this respect than slie
has most of the animal kingdom. As
we liave never given tlie subject much
attention ourselves, we give the fol-

lowing from a bee-keeper who has
done so
" When on Wednesday your colony
leaves the hives, coming out of tlie
holes in a mass, and hover about, you
may be certain that on Sunday tlie
weather will be nice, or at least, will
bring a good swarming day. Sliould
this happen on Thursday, tlie good
weather will set in on Monday, etc.
here in Germany this is the
case; but whether in America it is
likewise, must be ascertained from
observation. When bad weather is
about to set in, or a scarce time for
the bees, the signs are as follows
Shoul.d the bees fly later than usual in
the evening, it will generally rain the

At least,

:

next day. Should they sit thick around and

sell it for 20 cts. per lb. in tumbthe entrance-holes, lift the abdomen lers. Tlius the producers and conup, flapping with their wings, or move sumers are alike swindled, and our
backward or forward with the head, honey loses its reputation, and the
as if they wished to chink up the dealer makes 200 per cent.
the conplace (we call this movement Ilobeln), sumer eats glucose, and tlie man who
from 8 to 14 days of scarcity for the produces the honey realizes about 8
bees will follow, which days are no- cts. for his extracted honey. If those
ticeable for continued rain, wind and buying honey, either extracted or
cold."
comb, would buy from the producer
and not from the dealer, they vi'ould
get a better article of extracted honey
Adulteration Frauds.— Mr. G. W. for 1.5
cts. than they now get for 20
Stanley in the Empire State Agriail- cts., and the same comb honey that
turist, Rochester, K. Y., remarks as now costs 25 to 2S cts. at retail, could
be had for 20 cts. in 25-lb. crates.
follows on this subject
_ You need have no fear of getting
Since the oleomargarine frauds have Impure comb honey, but when you
come to the public notice, and since buy extracted honey at the grocery, see
the facts li.;ve become known that tliat it has the name and address of
some extensive dealers have seen (it the producer on the label, with guarto manufacture syrups and extracted antee of purity, and the nearer that
honey of glucose or corn sugar, some producer is located the better.
persons, from what cause I know not,
liave seen lit to advance the idea that
comb lioney is also being manufacBe Kind to the Bees.— The Rural
tured and sold for the genuine arti- Canadian says
Now, if there is one article that
cle.
Considering that during the honey
we eat, aside from our meat and potatoes, that conies to our hands in just season, when we have most occasion
the shape that it should, that article is to handle bees, their average life is not
comb honey. If those wlio are in- over three months, there is but little
clined to tliiiik that this is made in the chance to cultivate friendship with
way spoken of. which is to make the them. Besides, tlie first smell of you
comb of parafflne complete, and then they decide vv'hether to treat you as a
run in the melted corn sugar and seal friend or a foe. No kind treatment
over with a hot iron, will stop to think, that you can give them will ever
they will at once see the mechanical change their dislike of you into love.
imiiossibility of the thing.
I know Be gentle witli them always, but genfrom long experience that it takes a tleness will not conquer their aversion
vast amount of patience and some if they have taken a " sconner " at you.
skill to make comb foundation as thin It is people who are bee-loved who
as the bees make it, without even at- should make a life-work of apiculture.
tempting to make tlie side walls to The most that others can do is to let
the cells and when we come to real- the little insects know from the start
ize that tliese side walls are so thin that they have their master.
that it takes 192 of them to make an
inch in thickness, and at the same
Buying Bees and Transferring. The
time those walls are made
of an
inch high in ordinary comb honey, it Indiana Farmer remarks as follows
will be very easily seen that tlie thing
To those who contemplate buying
is impossible.
There is no Yankee bees, we would say
do so at once, so as
yet so smart that he has invented a
to take advantage of all the season's
machine that will make comb founda- work.
good colony now may well
tion with base as thin as natural comb,
be expected to pay in honey its first
and at the same time with walls 1-16 cost
or more. If you cannot afford to
of an inch high.
buy full colonies, get good strong nuThis adulteration ot food is bad
clei, and they will soon grow into
enough, but let us enjoy, while we can,
quite large colonies, especially if you
the blessing of knowing that some
help them with comb or foundation.
articles of food are still handed to us in
The very best time for transferring
their purity. If the adulteration of
bees is during fruit bloom. If you
sweets could be stopped, the honey
contemplate doing any of this kind of
producers could then sell an article.of
work, you sliould get your hives and
extracted honey for 15cts.per lb. that
fixtures all ready at once, so as to be
would be equally as good an article as in
complete readiness when the time
the comb honey, for which lie pays
comes.
20 cts. per lb., and still his profits
would be as large and the consumer
would get more for his money but if
Preparation of Honey for the Marwe wish to find what can be done with
a nice lot of extracted honey in tumb- ket, including the production and care
lers, we rush to some of the large of both comb and extracted honey.
dealers in our cities and we get the This is a new pamphlet of 32 pages
" We cannotsell your goods
answer
which wehave justpublislied. At the
in that shape, as our customers want
the goods put up fresh." Now, what last meeting of the North American
does this word "fresh" mean V It 13ee-Keepers' Society, we were apmeans, you send ns your honey in bar- pointed on a committee to prepare inrels, ami we will take out 5 per cent,
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
commission and pay you 9 or 10 cts.
per lb. for it, delivered, and mix it and Honey at Fairs ; this is also added
with glucose that costs us Sets, per lb. to the above. Price, 10 cents.
;

:

;

—
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:

A

;

:
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You can loosen the whole 7 cases bees with brimstone. It is a great
an instant, simply by shoving the mistake for bee-keepers to give enperson
small loops of wire to the center and couragement or aid to any
You can then who has 11(1 taste for the business. If
lifting off the clamps.
business
pick out any case or section withoiit such a one is started in the
and subscribes for a bee paper, the
disturbing any other.
is all Dutch to him, unless he
3. You can use them with or with- reading
standard
out separators. When used without posts himself from some
few of
separat(ns, use perforated division work, and this but very
this class will take the time or trouboard in lower story.
to do, and the bee paper is
4. The cases can be alternated from ble
soon thrown aside. Furthermore, a
top to side.
farmer tliat has all he can attend to,
5. They can be sent to market just
to engage in beeas they come from the hive, simply by has no business
are many
placing heavy brown paper on top and keeping, for where there
and it
bottom and tacking strips across bot- irons in the fire some will burn,
is sure to be the bee-keeping that will
tom and top and into clamps.
burn. There are many farmers' wives
6. Wlien trussed up you can handle
2.

in

For the American Bee Journal.

Storing Honey
C. H.

iii

Sections.

DEANE.

Some of my con-espoiulents are
comi)l:iining. that if 1 have a sood
thing, I ousht not to be afraid to
stiow it up. and as I certainly want
all the bee-keeper.s in the land to give
etfort.
the 7 ca-ses like a solid box.
it a trial I will make the
My system for top and side storing
lioop
is composed of eleven cases, 2
iron frames, 2 wooden clamps and li
wire loops; these make one set for a
\^ story hive, by adding 7 more

that would make capital managers of
the neglected apiary, but household
cares, numerous children, no taste for
study, are barriers but tew seldom

surmount.
AVe have a plan that works very
well with this class of bee men. If

Iron Broad-Frame for Sections.
7.

I3y

arranging

U

inch strips

all

around on top of brood frames and
resting the cases on these, you can
throw all the heat into the sections.
8.

Deane-s

iiection Case.

cases and 2 clamps, it can be made 2
stories, and increase the capacity from
to 72 lbs., and so on up as high as it
is desirable to tier.
To handle these
cases yon are to place 7 cases side by
side and a clamp on each side these

U

;

;

J.

practical

bee-

keeper ought to be able to make this
system, if he has a saw for dovetailing but let him bear in mind, that it
is absolutely necessary that the bottom bar come directly in the center
of the end pieces, otherwise, in tiering up, the slots will not come directly
over one another, as they should, in
order that the bees may pass from one
to the otlier. The system can be applied
to any hive with movable
combs.
The advantages of this system are
1. The cases have no top bar, and the
sections can bemanipulatetl witli per;

:

fect ease

by the operator.

cases

so

H.

martin.

On page 181 of the Bee Journal
the Rev. L. Johnson, gives us an extreme case of slovenly bee-keeping.
And I venture to say, that nearly
every bee-keeper in the country can
point to just about such bee-keeping

Section, shoieiny Joints.

Any

the

For the American Bee Journal.

frames are to suspend 2 of
these cases on each side of tlie brood
nest in the lower story, and are made

the cases.

fit

Some more Slovenly Bee-Keeling.

strings.
The iron

fit

sections

;

clamps have 2 screws in each end
you now take the wire loop mentioned
above, and put it over these screws,
and this gives you 2 parallel wires
running from one clamp to the otlier
and about 2'^ inches apart place 2
small wire loops around these wires
drawing them nearly together rii the
center. I\ow truss the cases up by
shoving the small loops toward the
screws in clamps; and if properly
done the wires will ring like fiddle

to

The

snugly that there is neither end nor
side shake when trussed up, and in
consequence the bees will not stick
the sections with propolis.
Langstroth or simplicity
9. Any
hive, UJii inches wide, inside measure, will take 7 of these cases and
leave }4 inch to spare.
It seems to me, Mr". Editor, that the
advantages enumerated above are
unnecessary for after the testimony
of the North American Bee-Keepers'
Society that " it combines all the
necessarv arrangements simple and
complete," (See Bee Jouunal, vol.
XVII, No. 42, page 333), that every bee
'-''
keener in America ought to give this
system a trial and test its merits.
Mortonsville, Ky., Feb. 2. 1882.

in his own vicinity.
Tlieir object in keeping bees Is to
little honey for their own
and thereby save buying it, and

get just a
use,

a precious little they use, for the
very first full box of white honey they
take off is trottecl off to the store and
traded off for cheap molasses, at
wliatever iirice the merchant may put
upon it. The "' honey for home consumption " comes from those late
swarms that are brimstoned in the
Such a class of bee-keepers ruin
fall.
the country markets, and bring discredit upon the whole fraternity by
it is

their
finally

they are within six or eight miles of
us, we first talk purchase to them. If
they sell at a reasonable price we buy
their entire apiary. If we cannot buy,
we then make them an offer to take
tliem on shares, and usually we can
make a bargain with them to our
mutual benefit. The farmer gets the
benefit of expert handling, and gets
more honey than he ever dreamed his
bees could gather, while the expert
bee-keeper will also reap a fair return
for his labor.
Let us, therefore, encourage the
person who is really in earnest and
proposes to make it his business, and

discourage the man who wants to
keep bees just to get a little for hia
own use, by brimstoning his bees.
Ilartfol-d,

N. Y.
For tne American Bee JournaL

About Bee-Keeping

in

womak's industuial

Colorado.
ass'n.

There are at least 2,000 colonies of
bees, mainly Italians, in the State.
Colorado is as well adapted to profitable bee-keejiing as California, and the
honey we can produce is sweeter and
whiter than any other introduced in
the market. There is hardly a farm
or garden in the west where bees will
not prosper, and the mountain foothills are peculiarly adapted to them.
In the spring of 1870, Dr. King, of
Boulder, Col., sent to Indiana for one
colony of bees. They arrived in good
order. Being a novice in the art of
handling the little creatures, and having the fear of their sting in liis mind,
he had a hired man attend to them
and get them comfortably fixed in

new quarters before he visited
them. But, as all bee-keepers do, he
soon learned that the fear was an idle
one, and in a short time he, could
handle them as if they were house
their

files.

Allowing his bees to cast only one
hive, he doubled his
number, and had a fine crop of honey.

swarm from each
One colony

filled

-5

stories

of the

American hive full of honey.
Obtaining some imported Italian
management, and
slovenly
their cruel taking off of the queens, he has since bred from them

"
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now he lias Italians in all their
beauty and purity. Careless owners
have allowetl colonies to escape at
swarminf^ time and are now to be
found wild in the mountains. Many
trees have been fouiid and cut down
during the past 2 years for the sake of
the honey stored in them. It even
seems certain that they have gone
"over the range," as they liave been
foimd by prospecters on tlie west side
of Gray's peak witliin the last year,
and, being Italians, musthavecrossed
from this side. Locations at the foot
of the mountains are in many places
until

first-class.

Such points as G-olden,

Boulder, Collins and Morrison in the
north, and Maniton, Canon City and
La Veta on the soutli, as well as many
others probably equally as
good,
might be named. Indeed, any point
that is in close proximity to low foothills and gulches that will give bees
an opportunity to reach the liigher altitudes without having to fly over
higli and steep mountains, can be set
down as being a good location for
bees; and these points string all
along tfie rangeof hills from Wyoming
to the borders of JSTew Mexico.
But, in addition to this, bees do
well also on all streams that are settled up and where the land is under
fence and in cultivation; for the face
of nature is covered from early spring
time to late fall with flowers that afford honey in great
abundance.
Trees, wild flowers, vegetables, wild
grasses, all offer their stores of sweet
treasure to the ever busy bees.
The National Mining and Industrial
Exposition, wliioh is" to be lield in
Denver, will open Aug. 1, this coming

I halve shaken Mr-^Heddon loose all quaintance. Of wild fruit we have
and yot he hangs in the tall currants, gooseberries, and abundance
" 'Simmon tree " without so mucli as of plums, choke cherries, and grapes
the tail holt left. The discussion of the but tlie honey plant which of all
sul.>ject of " bands " and " pure '" bees others I most esteem is rape, grown
has become quite extended. Mr. G. at first for seed, and since giving a
M. Doolittle has favored me with a volunteer crop. From this I think
copy of the March No. of Gleanivgit. my bees got the first start, and from
The autlior of A B C is evidently this I think they took pollen on the
undergoing considerable tribulation. .5th of November.
Mr. Doolittle has enlightened him on
The coming bee is a subject in
the subject of " bands," and there is which I feel a deep interest, being
to be an " amended clause" added to from bovhood an admirer of the little
the
window test," and falls pets. Mr. Heddun and other reback on to " alcohol " and tlie micro- nowned apiarists will pardon me if I
scope," and finally begs for quarter, lean to the side of beauty, and if I
^ledina lias been " headquarters " for conclude to wait a fiu'ther trial before
daugliters of tlie imported " herd
stocking with Syrians from D. A.
for years past, and they must have Jones. I shall take the bright and
" bands."
gentle Italians.
There is evidently a shaking going
The coming bee liive is of equal inon among the " dry bones." A few terest with the coming bee. I have
years ago a man dared not hint that given the subject some thought, and
the famous Italian was a " thorough- although a bee-keeper for near half a
bred" bee, and must be bred by selec- century, I am free to confess I have
tion to insure improvement.
We are never seen or used a liive that quite
all "learners;" let the light shine, suited me, and wliiie I have generthougli all our cherished notions fall ally given a wide berth to patents,
like autumn leaves.
moth-proof and clap-trap generally,
Christiansburg, Ky.
yet if all I have used were piled up
to appear in judgment, it would not
all be on the side of simplicity and
For the American Bee Journal.
utility.
After wandering for things
W. Iowa and S. E. Dakota.
new,' experience generally brings us
back to tlie Langstroth yet I am not
W. I'AXTON.
quite reconciled to be shut out from
the brood chamber while using a
My report for 1881 is too insignifl- second story for surplus, and like
cant to note, except to cover a locality Stewart and Whiting, see, or fancy I
unrepresented —Northwestern Iowa see, an advantage in reversing combs,
and Southeastern Dakota. In March and especially in transferring. I wish
I closed out the last of my Delaware these men had given us a description
Co. apiary, in the keeping of Mr. of their frame and hive, and this reMeader, at $4 each, and in May pur- minds me that others may get an
chased 3 colonies for $18, in bad con- idea from a description of and help

over,

;

ABC"

;

The managers are now
pushing the scheme through, and intend to liave the main building ready dition, transferring tliem the last of
for tlie reception of exhibits Ijv the May. One contained scarcely
lb.
15th of July.
of bees, two were in better condition,
Denver, Col., March 29th, 1882.
butliad not yet cleaned out ttie dead
bees. I took about 130 lbs. of extracted honey, and increased to 7 by
For tlie American Bee JournaL
division— not quite so strong as I
The Bee Controversy.
could desire, yet I hope to bring them
summer.

^

through.

W. DEMAREE.

G.

ject.

Increase was

From

my main ob-

scarcity of drones, I lost

queens in mating, which put me
back ijamewhat.
Our honey plants differ from those
1 have seen East, but my limited
botany will not permit me to name
them. The river banks are skirted
with brushwood, called timber liere,
Cottonwood, soft maple, box elder,
.5

Like Mr. Ileddon,
the

And

I have enjoyed
cross-tire controversy hugely.
I am willing that he'shall liave

—

the closingargument as between myself and him, though, ' lawyer like,"
he has brought in a regular broadsider. Friend 11. reminds me of a
sermon preached by an old colored elm, 4 varieties of willow, ash, and, at
preacher about here some years ago. a distance of one mile, considerable
He was discussing the " st'a'fas'ness " basswood, walnut, and oak. Milkof his faitli and as he waxed warm weed, of which we have several variehe went on to illustrate " My britlier- ties, is abundant, taking possession of
ing, my faith is liken unto the shakin' all vacant ground. My bees visited it
a possoni outen de top ob a tall 'Sim- for a long season, but I think the
mon tree— all you may shake, and honey rattier rank-flavored. Snowshake, and shake, and he lets one foot drop grows wild in profusion, and its
holt go— ah
And you may sliake, delicate pink blossom seems a favorand shake, and shake, and he let ite. Hartsease and a few prairie
anudder foot holt go— ah
And you flowers give some honey, but tlie most
may shake, and shake, and shake, and persistant bloomer, is a plant growing
he let an udder foot holt go— ah
And 2 feet high, quite branching, long
you may shake, and shake, and shake, spikes of pur]ile bloom, grows on roadand he let de last foot holt go— ah sides and plentiful in liog pastures,
But you may shake, and shake, and visited all day, and every sunny day
shake, and shake, but all h— will from early summer till frost. With
nebber make him break him tail liolt this plant and the variety of willow
—ah, all!"
blooming in July I wish further ac-

—

;

!

!

!

!

!

1

perfect the hive I use.

My

frame is square to render it reversible, and give a compact form for
brood. I have adopted ll^txlli-j to
give a double-wall for brood, with
space for Langstroth frames above,
the frames running parallel, so that
by removing a frame above 1 can
reach one below. This I design for
out-door wintering and protection
against spring and fall chilling. Two
cushion division boards Jg in thickness, contracts the hive at will, giving
space for chaff when needed. A summer entrance at each end, with one in
the middle through the bottom-board,
admits of cutting up into three nuclei,
for which the size and shape of frames
are suitable.
My object in explaining is the hope
that some one may give a more simple,

cheap and convenient hive, and at
same time possibly return in part tlie
many useful crumbs gleaned from
correspondents of the Bee Journal.

Notwithstanding the expensive experiments and partial failure of
Messrs. Ferrine and others, I am disposed to think favorably of cheap bees,
safe wintering, and the advanced seasons of the sunny South. With an
abundant How of the sweetest nectar
in the North, and direct communication by water and rail, is whereon I
base my conclusions that a practical
man at each end should make it win.
But what I intended as a brief report has grown too long, and I will

—
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close with the suggestion that in look- pable of being improved in the riglit
ing for the coming bee, breeders direction, by close application and
shiuild direct attention to this isolated judgment. The best that I ever realregion where mating in the open air ized was 4 years ago. I liad 4.5 colo.
can be controHed as tliorongtily as on nies in my "home apiary from which I
I). A. Jones' isolated island, and with sold §900 worth of comb honey and
$600 worth of bees and had (il) good
less risk of drowning.
colonies to go into winter quarters
Beloit, Iowa.
with. They were not fed anything
but about 100 lbs. buckwheat ineal in
For tbe American Bee Journal.
the spring. Fifteen of the above did
not swarm these gave me alittle over
Improvement in Bees, Etc.
300 lbs. of comb honey each.
In vol. 18, page 52, Bek .Iouiinal. I
WM. H. BALCH.

—
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the good lands, and only here and
there
have I found valleys and
prairies, of from 15 to.50 miles long by
10 to ;-;0 miles wide, all good land,
where they raise from 30 to 60 bushels
of wheat per acre ; most of the wheat
is soft, but plump.
Boots and vegetables grow to enormous size. The
climate east of the Cascade Mountains seems to be very healthy.
Spokan County, Wash. Ter.

[Mr. Theilmann, formerly of Theilmanton, Minn., has .sent us a box of
cannot agree with Dr. Brown in re- the Medical Lake powders, which he
gard to feeding all at once they are writes us are prepared by boiling the
more apt to crowd the brood nest, and
when the feed slops are prowling water from the lake till it resolve.s
about to rob but the rest the Doctor itself into a wliitish or cream-colored
says I can most heartily agree with.
powder, and has something of an alka1 have often said that nearly all the
line taste.
Mr. Theilmann speaks
honey gathered in the United States
powers of
miglit be consumed at home in the very highly of the curative
country and small cities at a good the water in the lake. This lake he
price, without sending it to com- describes as being formed in the
mission houses. I have experimented shape
of a kidney, IM miles long by
on this point for more than 20 years,
and home trade will net on an average 100 rods wide, with a belt of pine timover 10 per cent, more than to sell it ber surrounding it, and is about 50
on commission. My trade far exceeds feet below the surface of the land
my production, and I cannot fill orders arouud it, with sloping banks to the
w.ant
honey.
the very
;

Twenty years ago, after I had kept
bees foro years, I thouglit I was the
smartest bee-keeper in all this region.
I had readQuinby and some other bee
literature, visited all the apiaries for
miles around, asked all the questions
and got all the knowledge 1 could, and
I have been doing the same ever since.
But about that time I began to lind
that there was more to learn, and. as
I learned and experimented, the more
ignorant I saw I was, and I have come
to tlie conclusion that I do not know
but little in comparison to what there
is to be learned in the great held of
bee-culture.
I am glad the Bke JouRNAiy has
taken so decided a stand on the grape
sugar and adulteration question. Let
us one and all take an active part and
urge all to take hold with an earnest
zeal to put down this adulteration

business.

;

;

for

Some

of

My

bees last spring were, with a
I sold quite a
nuaiber, some weak and some strong,
just as customers wanted. I put 70
colonies into winter quarters, and
right here ('is 1 have been breeding

For the American B^e JournaL

few exceptions, weak.

for certain points), I want to speak
about one colony in particular, as it
contained one of the queens I had
placed at the head. After the long
winter there came a thaw, bees commenced to fly. and 1 began to shovel

away snow and examine now and
then I came to one dead, and when I
came to this one there was no stir. I
;

gave it a bump with the sliovel, but
no response. Supposing the bees dead,
I passed on.
Not very long after itthawed again. As I had to go avs'ay,
I gave particular orders to my boy to
mark all hives where bees didnotstir,
so that we could take care of the
combs and not disturb hives with bees
in.
In a few days after we commenced to pull out the hives of dead
bees, when we came to this we pulled
it out, took off the cover, and, to our
surprise, there were .5 spaces filled
with live bees, plenty of honey, and
not one gill of dead bees. The next

thaw was warmer th;tn the previous
and these bees had a line fly.
They had as much pollen as any in the
fall, and plentv then.
This colony
spells,

kept quiet all through bad weather,
and did not dwindle nor increase very
fast,

but

enough

when

it

became warm
and back

for liees to get out

alive, they

made

count. I used it
extensively for queen-raising, and increased it to 7 colonies, which hlled
their hives with honey.
Do not think I am e'nthusiasticover
tins colony. I merely speak of this
colony to illustrate that bees are cait

of

that 20 years ago I had to urge to water. It has some insects in the
buy one box, have within the last few water, but no fish. There is no inlet
years bought from 8, 10 and one as nor outlet to the lake. Ed.]
high as S13 worth each year.
Oran, N. Y.
For the American Bee JournaL

men

Anomalous Cases of Success.

Notes from Washington Territory.
C.

THEILMANN.

G.

W. ASHBT.

I see and read so much about upventilation, and again about

ward

There are no bees in this part of the putting cushions on top of the hives,
country, but I have seen some at etc., I do not know which to follow.
Walla \Valla, on Puget Sound, and at I put woolen carpets over mine
Portland. They were all neglected, some I put close on top, and others I
however, and those who have bees left one corner open. I could see no
know but little about them, not even difference in condition.
I went to see one of my neighbors
about using smoke. One man was
very much astonished when I puffed I did not know he had a bee on his
a little smoke on the bees that were farm till I walked around in the yard
clustered outside a gum, to see them behind his house and saw two old box
all quietly moving into the hive.
hives in a low damp corner of the
After leaving Puget Sound and yard, surrounded by plum trees, so
Portland, I have seen but two little thick when in leaf no ray of sunlight
patches of white clover, near a house- could ever penetrate them. I said to
Are there bees in
yard, at Walla Walla. Bees would the gentleman
probably do well in that vicinity, on those old hives ? He answered, I beaccount of the abundance of all kinds lieve so. I went to them, turned one
of fruits, flowers, berries, and shrub- up, and out hopped two mice. It had
bery. There are also many kinds of stood there till the top had rotted off,
wild flowers, willows and honey pro- with a crack in the side from Ijottom
ducing trees, and one kind of sage to top. I could put my finger in one
brush. All the bees that I have ex- corner, and it had sagged so it would
amined were strong, with plenty of hardly stand up. The man was gohoney. The winters in this locality ing to move away, and wished to sell
are generally very mild, and bees his bees. I told him they were worth
would usually have an opportunity to nothing in that shape. He said the
fly every three to five weeks.
old box stood thei"e in the winter of
The climate here (Medical Lake, 18S0-81, and cast off a swarm in 1881.
Spokan County) is somewhat like Finally be said I might take them
nortliern Illinois and Iowa. Eighteen home and nurse them up, and if I
degrees below zero was the lowest could save them I might pay him
here this last winter, with about 2 feet what I thought thev were worth.
of snow on the level, which is now This was about March 14. 1882. I
rapidly disappearing, and some spots tied a rope around it to hold it toof ground are visible.
gether, put tlie two in my spring
The country on this coast, so far as wagon, took them home, fed tiiem
I have traveled, is not so compactly till the 4th of April, then transferred
good as Iowa, Minnesota, or Dakota. them into Langstroth hives. The
There are many rocky i)Iaces between rotten one was the strongest, had
;

:

;
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more young bees and even drones out,
and had more honey than the sound
one. The lioney was so old it was
almost red.

M.

Barren County, Ky.

S.

stock
^ The bee-keepers of Barren Co., Ky.,
met in Convention at the Sinking

Reynolds said we might overwe do not provide bee pas-

if

ture.

Mr. Wynager thinks there

is

no

Here was a case without any pro- Spring School House, near Glasgow, danger

tection on top save rotten plank,
glued together, and the side and
corner open, which wintered safely
through 1880-81, and after the dry
year to winter again and have more
honey than my Langstroths blanketed up and closed all but a very
small entrance. It must have been
the good old honey stored away that
saved them, and it must be tlie bad
honey that gives the bees dysentery
and probably produces bacterium,
and all the diseases known to the bee
race. Here were mice, moths, and
plum seeds carried in by the mice
and glued up by the bees, with ants in
abundance, all housed together. The
bees look large and stout. Beally,
they are lively pets.
This case shows plainly, I think,
that bees ought not to have the warm
rays of the sun to cause them to fly
out when the air is so cold as to cause
them to fail and never rise again,
thereby depleting the colony in the
spring. This I count a rare case indeed. I have been keeping bees for

the first Saturday in April. The
house was called to order by the Hon.
oil

Tresident,

I.

The

N. Greer.

roll-call

19,

20— Tuscarawas and Muskingum

Valley,

at Coshoct<in. O.
J.

A. Bucklew. Sec, ClarUs, O.

25— Texas
26,27,

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard.

—Western Mich, atlirand

W. M.

S.

Sec.

Rapids,

Dodge, Sec, Ctiupersviile, Mich.

27— Western Michitian, at Grand Rapids.
Wm. M. S. DodKe, Sec, Co<jpersville, Mich.
27— Kentucky Union, at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
2(1.

29— Muskingum Valley,

at Berlin Center, O.
Liconidas Carson, Sec, Frederick, O.

May

2,

3-Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Cohleskill, N. Y.
C. Quackenbush, Sec, Barnesville. N. Y.

U— Champlain Valley, at

Middlebury, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

16-N. W. ni. and S. W. Wis., nt Rock City, Ul.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.

25— Iowa

Henry Wallace.

Sec.

1^" In order to have

this table complete, Secreare requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinKS.- Ed.
taJTies

i^The semi-annual meeting of the
Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley

is

the most profit-

comb honey

N. H. Holman said

V

if

:

;

:

'?

;

Arnot. Mike Wynager.
On questions for discussion N. H.
Holman, M. S. Reynolds.
Dr. Allen being called for, gave a
very interesting lecture on the production of bees and honey. Among
the many things he said, honey was a
god-given sweet, and good enough for
the gods to eat, and that all farmers
could have lioney, and many others,
if they would give a little time and

ian supplies.

On motion, the Secretary was
ordered to furnish the American
Bee Journal,

Farmers''

Home

Jour-

and the

nal, Bee-Keepers' Instructor,

Glasgow Times, with a copy tor publication.

The thanks of the Convention were
tendered to the above papers, also to
the neighborhood of Sinking Spring
School House for their good attendand especially the ladies for
their presence and tlieir good dinner.
Adjourned to meet at Browder's
Chapel the second Saturday in AugI. N. Greeu, Prest.
ust.
H. C. Davis, Sec.
ance,

1^ The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers' Association will meet at
Town Hall in Berlin Center, Mahoning Co., Ohio, on Saturday, April 29th,
AH

interested
1882, at 1 p. m., sharp.
in the busy bee are invited.
Leonidas Causon, Sec.

i^Tlie Central Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet April
20, at Lansing, in the Capitol building.
Programme.— President's annual address. Rev. J. Asliworth; bee hives
and fixtures, E. W. Wood Cyprian
;

bees, J. Harper; the coming bee,
Prof. A. J. Cook ; care of old combs,
Stephen C. Perry.
Rev. J. AsnwoRTii, Pres.

A

1^"
special meeting of the WestMichigan Bee-Keepers' Associaplace of ern
tion, will be held in Supervisors'
meeting report Browder's Chapel as
Hall, Grand Rapids, Mich., WednesSaturday
in
second
and
the
the place,
and Thursday, April 26 and 27,
August as the time. The report was day
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
1882.
received and the committee dis-

attention to bees.

The committee on time and

charged.

The Convention

^discussed the sub-

which is better, natural or artificial swarming?
Mr. Wynager said, let your bees
swarm if "you are not an expert.
N. H. Holman said he prefers artificial swarming.
A. C. Davis said he thought artificial swarming the most desirable.
Wm. Arnot prefers natural swarms.
Question— Will it be profitable for
every farmer to keep 10 or 12 colonies
of bees, or is there any danger of be-

ject

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

— Which

;

:

Southeastern Mich., at Jackson, Mich.
J. H. Murdock, Sec, Dexter, Mich.

Question

able, extracted or

you wish to
profitcalled for new members, and several increase, extracted is the most
came forward and gave their names. able if you want no increase, comb
honey is the most profitable.
The minutes of the previous meetMr. Wynager said extracted was
ing were called for, read by the Secre- the most profitable, unless you use
tary, and approved.
comb foundation.
»
The Convention then proceeded to
J. T. Gray said he sells his extracted
oflicers
next
year,
tor the
elect their
honey for 15 cents per lb.; thinks you
which resulted as follows
I. N. may get double the amount in exMike Wynager, tracted. The discussion then closed.
Greer, President
Vice President, and H. C. Davis, SecOn motion, J. H. Adams, of Glasretary.
gow Junction, Barren Co., Ky., was
The following subjects were then appointed purchasing agent for apiarbeing dispensed with, the President

What is the best plan to
discussed
prepare bees for winter to prevent
dysentery in the spring
N. H."Holmaii said he wintered on
summer stands, by placing a box over
the hive with about inches space between the box and hive, with the
entrance open he confines his bees in
the lower story with the honey-board ;
has holes in the honey-board covered
upward of 2-5 years ; in fact, worked with perforated tin, to let the moiswith them when a boy, but I never ture escape.
Mr. Wynager said he removes the
saw such carelessness on the part of
combs from the walls of the hives,
any man before.
and inserts an inch plank with quilt
Valley Station, Ky.
on top, with leaves or chaff for absorbents.
Dr, Allen said dysentery was caused
by impure honey and too long confinement ; give your bees plenty of good
sealed honey, and keep them dry
winter on honey gathered early, and
not on fall honey.
The President appointed the following committees to report after dinLocal Convention Directory.
ner: 1st. To arrange for honey show,
R. J. Parker, W. J. Bradford, Wm.
Time and Place of Meeting.
1882.
April

of over-stocking, if they are
looked after as you do other stock.

Bee-Keepers' Convention, will be held
in the Town Hall at Coshocton, 0.,on
April 19 and 20, commencing at 10 a.
m. A cordial invitation is extended ing over-stocked y
N. H. Holman said we
to bee-keepers everywhere.
stock by all keeping bees.
J. A. BrcKLEW, i'ec, Clarks, O.

i^ The

A

G.

W. Demaree,

Sec.

i^°The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Convention will hold its meeting at
Judge W. H. Andrews' Apiary, at
McKinney, Texas, April 25, 1882.

Wm.

R.

Howard,

Sec.

i^-The Champlain Valley Bee-Keep-

Association will hold their semiover- annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt.,
T. Bkookins, iSec.
May 11, 1882.
ers'

may

Union Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will meet at Eminence, Ky.,
full
on the 27th day of April, 1882.
attendance is very much desired, as
important business will be transacted.

—

—I
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In warm weather I often
run in at the entrance, but
viils through the season. The medium must watch fcnafew minutes, for she
and kite was good for the bees last sometimes runs out again and might
year, but of little use some other get lost. Tliere are doubtless many
things that will do for an introducing^
years.
Samuel Hicks.
Old Westbury, Long Island, N. Y. liquid, but from my experience I

wheat early as possible to clear the
frost in spring, and continue at inter-

"duW^
Narrow-Top

Sections.

— My

bees

—

the winter all right.
But One Nucleus Colony Dead.
quite busy gatliering have not had time and enough good
pollen and honey for two weeks. I5ees weather since my return liome to look
are in a better condition now than over my bees and clean out all the
they were the first of May last year. hives. But there is only one colony
The prospect for a good lioney crop is dead out of 130 (a .5-frame nucleus),
encouraging and white clover is com- and not more than half a dozen, at
ing in abiHidence. I see in A. II. the extreme, showing any signs of disNewman's price list two kinds of sec- ease. I found them remarkably free
tions or honey boxes— one with open from having commenced to rear brood,
top, like the bottom, are they better, considering tlie warm winter.
and why are they so V Would you
O. O. POPPLETON.
recommend tin corners for frames V
Williamstown, Iowa, April 10, 1882.
next
the
15ee
JourPlease answer in

came through
They li:ive been

nal.

D.

S.

[In tiering up sections on th hives,
many prefer to do, it is necessary

have insets in the tops of the boxes,
as well as at the bottoms, to allow the
bees to pass up. When placed on tlie
hive, the upper tier or set should be
covered with a blanket or cloth of
some kind, to prevent the bees escapto

12 hours.

let

her

would say that the liquid must contain, 1st, enougli, and no more acid,,
to make it about half as strong as
good vinegar
2d. some substance
;

that will ;idhere for a short time to
the body of tlie queen after the volatile portion has evaporated, and not
be injurious to her 3d, some strong
scent not offensive to bees. The first
requisite is the most important, the
second next, and the third least. I
have been very successful with a weak
solution of citric acid sweetened a little with sugar or honey, and scented
with essence of peppermint. I have
;

succeeded under most adverse
circumstances with the fresh juice of
ripe Siberian crab apples. This season I have used weak vinegar (that
has not " worked " enough) in a few
cases, and succeeded perfectly. The
advantages of this method will be
recognized by all when once convinced
of its safety. If those who wish to be
convinced will try it on some cheap
queens first, using either of the above
preparations (warm of course), and
letting the queens go, as soon as
thoroughly wet, into the colony that
has been 12 hours queenless, and have
no queen cells or fertile workers, I
think they will succeed every time..
also

Kalley.

Mansfield, Ind.

as
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For Honey as well as Ornament.
We have here a i)lant, called Bacconia Japonica, which is a hardy perennial, and if once established in a garden or lawn it will sprout very rapidly.
I have had it in mv garden for many

We

ing from the tops of the boxes.
do not admire metal corners for
frames, and more especially where
metal rabbets are used. Ed.1

would advise all trying this method
not to open the hive until the subsequent day, when the queen will nearly
always be found laying but if not, it
is not conclusive evidence that she islost, for I had one queen wait a week
or so before she began to lay. I have
never known a queen to be injured
by the bees when introduced in this
way, unless they already had a queen
or fertile worker, and sometimes not
T. W. Livingston.
then.
Ains worth, Iowa.
the
I

—

Laurel Honey Poisonous. Bees appear to have wintered well this year,
if protected on the summer stands.
Last season was a very poor one in
this locality for any kind of honey.

;

no honey in clover and basswood, and but a short supply of surplus from buckwheat and fall flowers.
The failure was caused mostly by the
drouth. Ttiere is a large tract of uncultivated land on this Island, called years, and my bees work on it all
the Plains, on viiiich grows extensively time it is in bloom. I consider it good
the broad-leafed laurel, known here for honey and pollen. It would suit
by kill-calf, the same as kill-lamb, or your inquirer, Mr. A. Montreville,
stagger-bush of other places, which exactly, as he wants something ornablooms about the same time as white mental as well as for the bees to feed
clover. In dry seasons the honey
on he would have to get the roots, if
gathered in the vicinity of tliis tract he wants it to bloom the first year.
IS very apt to be poisonous.
Some From seed it l)looms the second year.
bee-keepers take no surplus till buck- Phacelia is also a honey plant it is an
wheat is in bloom, as the early-gath- annual and blooms all the summer
ered is the only kind affected. In and fall until frost. There are two
1880, white clover yielded abundantly
kinds, white and blue.
for a time, and then a severe drouth
John Nebel.
High Hill, Mo.
commenced, and honey from clover
stopped. There were published in
the county newspajjers so many acIntroducing (Jueens.— I have seen a
counts of poisoning from eating honey, good deal in the bee papers about inthat people in this county feared lo troducing queens, but I think I have
eat it, and the sale was hurt thereby. a method that beats them all for conI
I believe the plan I adopted that year, venience at least, and for safety.
of using and selling only white clover would use it in all cases where the
honey, that which was capped before queen has not been long confined (as
the clover supply was cut short, pre- an imported queen just arrived, when
vented any poisoning from mine. The I would put her in a closed hive with
uncapped was left for the bees. If frames of hatching brood and no bees
any one knows of another plan I but her own, as has been often recomwould like to hear from tliem through mended). I use an introducing liquid
the Journal. As the white clover with
wet the queen
I
which
appears to have been killed by last thoroughly, and immediately droi)
year's drouth, our prospect this year her into "tlie liive among the bees,
IS unfavorable, unless we sow buck- which I have had queenless at least
Little or

;

;

High Water's Ravages.— Most

all

of

the bees in our section are drowned
out. Mr. M. A,. Garrett has 70 colonies wliicli are almost destroyed by
the overflow, and Henry Stecla's are
fix.
The water is still
ill the same
rising, with five feet where the beesstood. Bees can gather no lioney. In
some places the water is 3 feet above

high-water mark.

Ch. Sonnemann.

New

Iberia, La., April 7, 1882.

Better Prospects.— The spring never

was more promising

for bee-culture.
Tlie overflow is rapidly receediiig, and
good crops of cotton will be made..
Greenville, and a large district below

—

the town, was not inundated theonly portion of the great Yazoo Delta.

O. M. Blanton.
Greenville, Miss.
Giithcred Some Honey.— I put 28
colonies of bees in the cellar last fall,

and they

all

wintered v^ry

Tliey liave gathered a
this date.

little

nicely.

honey

Henry Schmadaka.

Gernianville, Iowa, April

0, 18S2.

to>
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Wintered Well.— Last
19 colonies of bees in

fall I

my

put

my

your figures a little further
Suppose the white clover yield continues 21 days, and the 6,000 laborers
work 18 days then the basswood
yield continues 18 days, and the bees
work 15 on it, and after a while golden rod, buckwlieat and asters fur-

tinue

cellar, all in

good condition, thouRh one or two
colonies were rather light, but were
strong enough to winter. On taking
them out this spring they were all
alive, and in good condition. The
light colonies I had to feed, but they
are all doing well now. Tliey are
gathering pollen. I began keeping nish 23 days' work (with willow, fruit,
bees 3 years ago, and have never lost box-elder and other bloom thrown in
but one colony in wintering.
to make liberal weight), it would
;

•

Stephen Walswx)rth.

—

average T,00S lbs. per colony where
in the wide world would we get spruce
Several Points.— If ordinary honey kegs enough to hold the honey crop of
comb is 1 inch thick, cells ^i i"ct' the United States 'i'— Ed.]

Onslow, Iowa.

deep, and

—

:;

;

tlie

full will nil

bee's

each

honey sac (ftiuies
and in time of

Bee Moths.— I inclose herewith, for
examination, something taken from a
hybrid colony of bees. The hive referred to is a Laugstroth frame, in my
own style of hive. I wintered in what
is called a " cold frame," formerly
used for flowers. My covering for the
brood chamber was of dried blue
grass, packed 5 or 6 inches deep
around the hive, the bottom board
elevated 4 or 5 incties from the ground.
1 first noticed the space before the
hive covered with, as I at first supposed, the refuse of old comb, but discovered on examining it through a
microscope, to consist of wax and
pollen filled with minute insects. The
inside of the hive was dry the bees,
queen, and 8 frames of comb, in good
condition, well filled with brood,
honey and pollen, while two of the
outside frames were entirely deserted,
and all but a few cells destroyed. I
collected a pint of what is it ? I
treated the hive to a bath of boiling
water, returned the eight frames, and
2 of foundation, and now await developments. I have consulted several
of my amateur bee friends, and, as it
was something new, we liave concluded to refer the subject to you,
and trust you will give us the benefit,
of y<uir knowledge.
I am located
within one mile of the city limits,
have only 10 colonies of bees, and it is
with me a labor of love ratlier than of
profit.
Jas. 15. Simmons.
;

cell,

%

mile of tlie
plenty of lioney within
apiary, with pleasant days for bees to
gather said honey, liovv many trips
will an industrio\is bee make, say, in
10 hours, and how far will a bee travel
in 1 minute on a bee-line to the lioney
field and if it makes only Itl trips it
will (ill 2 cells; and if the hive furnishes only 6,000 lioney-gatherers per
day, they may till 12,000cells, and each
frame contains 4,000 cells, the bees
then will (ill 3 frames per day, or 9
frames in 3 days the 4,ll00 cells wlien
;

Honey Kesonrces of Texas.— I arrived
in this State in November last, and
have visited a small portion of the
country. lam muchpleased with the
climate and country for stock-raising,
and especially for honey-producing.
There are many who keep bees, but
only few who <are up with the improved methods of the North. J. G.
Taylor, of Austin, says he took about

of honey from one colony.
Others here report about the same.
Mr. Fernoy, of San Antonio, has
full of honey and capjied weigh (i lbs., about 50 colonies, and is quite an enand tlie 9 frames would weigli 54 lbs. thusiast on bee-keeping. These, with
why not tlis bees till tlie honey one or two others, are all I have come
boxes at the same rate, in time of good across who make any pretensions to
Texas is a
harvest, provided the colony contains scientific bee-keeping.
6,000 comb-builders and cappers, and brushy, grazing country- ^"iJ nearly
6,000 to
gather i^ollen and water, all the shrubs are bloomers. The
and 6,000 to wax and clean and guard whole face of the country is one vast
290 lbs.

;

—

—

Louisville,

Ky.

[The sample sent is refuse or cleanings from the hive. It has the appearance of having been infested with
moths, and the bees allowed them
undisputed i>ossession of the combs
till such time as they wanted to prepare them for use, when tliey have
cleared away damaged comb, moths,
and dirt. There were several well
developed moths in the rubbish when
it reached the 13ee Journal, and
several bits of moth-web. Ed.]

rtower-bed, so to speak, and I am told
the honey-dews are abundant, which
Practical beeis a great assistance.
keepers command good wages here
offered S2.50 per day.
I have been
There are many who keep bees in old
boxes and logs but few who keep
them in '• patent gums," as the Texans designate frame hives. When I
came here it was for my health, which
is much improved, and I think some
of remaining if it continues as the
season advances. Winter before last
closed out my bee-keeping in MichiKane, 111.
gan. Out of 60 colonies 1 liad but 5
[We cannot attempt to critically an- left, and was sorry they did not die.
More About Albinos.— It was with
swer your query; but there is eviErastus Weeks.
much pleasure thatil read the article
Austin, Tex., April 9, 1882.
dently something wrong in your figof Mr. Valentine, in the Bee Journal of March 29, 1882. I think the
ures. First, we might suggest your
"Out of the Woods."— I guess I can gentleman has very plainly shown
relay of 6,000 young bees constantly
Weather is the appropriateness of the name
say, " out of the woods."
on hand is too large, as to keep it up mild as June since the first of the "albino," and hereafter I mean to
to that standard would require a queen month ; every colony (23) in fine con- call them as before, the " albino " bee.
with a capacity to lay that nvmiber of dition a perfect world of bloom ap- I thank him for the courtesy he has
article, and for the
eggs daily
second, no account is ples not fairly open, and bees bring- shown me in the
ing in honey at a tremendous rate. explicit manner of saying that I was
taken of the honey to be consumed by Had to extract from one colony to- not only the first to produce the bees,
those comb-builders and cappers to day to give the queen, room honey but also the first to call public attenaccomplish their work third, perhaps dark and very fragrant. Witli the tion to them. But I must differ with
was the first to.
you have estimated too largely for the above conditions for 2 weeks, I ex- him wlien he says he
pect to take hundreds of pounds of give the albino bee to the public in
holding capacity of the lioney-sac
honey from the apple bloom. White its purity. He says that in 1879 he
fourth, as much time is probably lost clover
flattering. succeeded in breeding them "to a
prospects
very
in finding a suitable place to deposit Three cheers and a tiger for the high standard of purity.'' If the genWeekly Bee Journal.
tleman will take the trouble to look
the load when the bee returns from
C. H. Deanb.
up his Bee Journals for 1876, he
the field as it has taken to gather it
Mortonsville, Ky., April 8, 1882.
will see that I had them advertised
" pnre albino queens." and this was 3
and fifth, we think you are a "little
An Early Swarm.— April 8th I had years before he professes to have had
off " when you average 3 frames filled
a rousing swarm of Italians. Who them in their purity. He will also rein one day, or 9 frames in three days,
can beat it in the West, North, or member getting a queen from me
giving a yield of 18 pounds during East?
in 1877, from which, by crossing, he
J. F. KiGHT.
procured his bees advertised in 1879.
each good working day. Let us conPoseyville, Ind.

the hive, and 6,0O0 to care for the
eggs, larvw and young bees, and 6,000
young bees not able to work, but are
on hand taking less'ons to fill the
places of those that iierish every day
by old age and labor y Thirty thousand is a \"fery good colony of honest
laborers. Tlie honey-sac, when well
filled, holds about the amount of one
drop of water as driiiped from the tipend of the tore finger. If I am not
correct, please give me the benefit of
a full correction.
R. M. OsisoiiN.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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possession from and clipping the queen's wing is just
what will do it, for bees to abscond
without a mother means death. The
an albino queen which lie obtained best, easiest and (piickest way to clip
from me in 1876, and also says he has a queen's wing, is to lift ttie frame
easel,
30 colonies of pure albino bees now in she is on gently, place iton your
shears
his apiarv from her. I deem this, of and with a pair of small pocket
frame by putitself, su'liicient proof that I had the gently lift her off the
bee in its puritv 3 years before Mr. V. ting the shears under her, let her
crawl on your left fore linger, and now
D. A. Pike.
Smithsburg, Md.
just place your thumb on one of her
feet, and you have her at your comI have a letter in
Mr. J. L. Davis,

my

of jVIicliigaii, dated
Dec. 19, 1881. in wliioli he speaks of

Standard Langstrotli Frame.— Allow mand, raise one wing with your little
respectfully to ask the Bee Joukshears, clip about ^3 of it, and let her
n.-vl's authority for asserting that the
done than
" standard " l.augstroth frame is 17% crawl back. It is quicker
told. I clipped 36 in 2 hours, March
outside measure. Sin-ely. if there is 27th. They should be clipped before
a standard it is that |)ut fortii by Mr. fruit trees bloom, as they are easier to
Langstnith himself, vvhiidi, at page find before the hive gets very popu372, 3(1 edition, "Hive and Honey
J. F. KiGHT.
Bottom 17>>a outside, lous.
Bee," he gives
Poseyville, Ind.

me

:

iind inside tri;uiLrulari)iece of toiJ-bar,
l(i?8, his sides being Jj ineli thick.
This would not take eight -II4' sections.
I lielieve this difference in the
size of frames :nid hives has caused

made

in the frames,

hill

again.

ting

and the hives,

coast; will report in the Bee Jourand. gain his nal if allowed to. Bee-keepers that
preference as this has done. The would like to correspond and find out
standard Langstroth hive, therefore, about bee-keeping in this iiart of the
world can address John W. Ross.
as recognized at the present day, is
Velasco, Tex., March 26, 1882.
ISJ^xl-lie inches inside measure, with
[Two
and a half miles is too far to
a capacity for ten frames n%x9yi
work with profit, unless there are
inches outside measure. Ed.]
forest trees like linden, or tulip, or
Doing Splendidly in Florida. Our sourwood, where the bees can load
for that mittter,

—

I

am

forced to

sell

them

than 1 otherwise would have
but hoping that some of the

off closer

done

;

many readers of
may wish some
ians, and in that
in need."

the
of

Bee Journal
my golden Ital-

w^y

help " a friend
L. J. Diehl.

Butler, Ind.

[Mr. Diehl certainly will receive
the sympathy of all bee-keepers
throughout the country. His loss must
be somewhat discouraging to him,
but we can assure him it is not as bad
as it might have been, were it not for
his well
rity,

Preparing to Swarm.— Bees are getready to swarm, with sealed
queen cells and plenty of drones flying. It is no trouble to winter bees
\V. 1'. T.
much inconvenienee.
herein Brazoria County, Texas. Keep
Fitzroy Harbor, Ont., Canada.
plenty of bees in your hives, and you
Tlie Laiiirsirotli Hive.— Please give will have no moths. There was not a
the size of the st;nid;ird l,;inu'stroth week this past winter that bees did
hive and frame in the IIee JouiiN.XL. not gather pollen— about December
11. II. Blaik.
Van Wert. I).
and January from mustard, and in
February from an evergreen tree
[This matter has heretofore been called the wild peach. It is the tirst
to
called in question, and a reference
tree in bloom here, and the prairie
now.
it was made on p;ige 103 of the Bee and fields are full of blossoms
too far off
JouiiNAL for 1879. Mr. Langstroth's By-the-way, is 2^3 miles
from the timber or woods for bees to
book' was written more than 20 years work protitably. Planted
acre of
j-i
ago, and it is not to be wondered at silver hull buckwheat, which came up
that a slight moditication should be infourdays. 1 do not know whether
it will do in this climate on the C4ulf
also,

Four years ago my store was
broken open and robbed, but while
there is life there is hope. I do think
that my little pets will help me up the
cue.

known reputation

and

his

for integ-

unblemished business

character.— Ed.]

Honey Prospects in California.— At
this date I have to report everything
have
in a prosperous condition.
had plenty of late rains to insure a
good honey crop (or at least such is
the opinion of the old bee men).
think the outlook for a good yield has
not been as promising since the spring
of 1878 as it is now. The bees are
making every preparation for the
harvest that is now so very close at

We

We

Between Christmas and New
Year we moved our apiary from the

hand.

mountains to the low lands, or v\'illow
where they have had the
time and opportunity to breed up
strong, and you can set it down for a
country,

fact that they are strong. The black
willow is just coming into bloom, the
filliree is at its best, with the mustard
fast maturing, and then will come
hope to harthe valley harvest.
vest tlie valley crop, and still have
time to move back to the mountains
in time for the sages, thus securing 2
crops, one of dark and one of light
honey— the valley being dark. One
word for the Syrians: Last year
being a poor honey year in California,

We

To give quickly and easily, without much and the tirst season we had handled
the Syrians, we were not prepared to
an idea, we will state what we did trouble.— Ed.]
say much about them, and even now,
with 2 frames of brood in making an
only of their breeding qualities, which
artificial swarm
Formed the swarm
Safely Through The Winter.— In
by taking 2 frames of brood from an looking over my bees, I find that they isAl. Ours, this spring have bred
faster and earlier than the Italians,
Italian colony on the Kith of March
are all in fine condition — not one lost
bees are doing splendidly.

,

:

;

on the 26th of the same moiitli it sent
out a line swarm again, in 3 days after, it sent forth another swarm, besides furnishing us with 9 queens in
the meantime.
ALDEUMAN & RoiiEUTS.
lola, Fla., April?, 1882.
;

out of 135 colonies in the fall. I wintered tliem on the summer stand.
They are very strong indeed, and
have been working on soft maple
bloom for the last week in fact, the
hives are well filled with liees, and
have large sheets of brood in all
;

stages.

When and How lo Clip

I

find

in

several

colonies

Queen's Wing. capped drone brood. I would not be
I believe the majority of apiarists surprised if they would cast swarms
of to-day prefer natural" swarming to this month if left alone. But this I
artiliciai.
I have found it to be most will iu">t do, as I intend to run them
successful
in several respects. 1. for honey and queen-rearing.
I will
Bees will swarm just as well with just here state that I must convert
honey boxes on as they will with them my bees into ready cash just as fast
off, and nearly as early.
2. You will as I can, for on last Thursday night
get from 10 to 2o lbs. of honeyWjefore burglars entered my store, and with
they swarin. 3. There is no danger drill, sledge and punch, broke open
of robbing where, on the other hand. both of mv safes and carried off all of
It takes very close watching to pre- my watches, jewelery and money, to
vent it in divided colonies. There- the sum of S2.(i00, besides all of my
fore, it is necessary to devise some customers" watches, and now for the
plan to prevent bees from absconding second time the bees came to the res-

—

;

and at this date (March 31) there are
some of the Syrian colonies in the

apiary that are as strong as Italians
usually are the 15th of May, when
sage harvest commences but for all
they are such extraordinary breeders,
I do not expect any better results
from them when the "summer harvest
comes than from the Italians. , We
aim to give each an equal chance
when the sage harvest comes, and see
Will
wiiicli will carry off the laurels.
report results next fall through the
;

Bee Journal.

A. W. Osburn.

El Monte, Cal., March

31, 1882.

Watliering Pollen.— From 57 colonies of bees last fall, I now have 50.
One starved and 6 smothered by the

entrance
gathered

Bees
choked.
here from the tag

becoming
pollen

elder on April 1st.

Home, Mich.

J.

Chapman.

—
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Fruit in Bloom in Kansas. My bees
are doing well. I have Italians and
"they are daisies." All tlie fruit
trees are in full bloom.
S. C. Prederick.
Coal Vale, Kans., April 8, 1882.

The Apiary Register.

As
all

ADVERTISING RATES.
As Strong as Last Fall. My bees
are in good condition. They are as
strong as tliey were in the fall. I 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
wintered my 12 colonies in a cellar,
whicli was not dry by any means, but
A line of Agate type wiH contain about eierht
I had plenty of ventilation.
I have n'orOs; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
made double-wall chaff hives for next Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
winter, which will hold the regular
Special Notices, .50 cents per line.
Langstroth frame, ITS^xOig- My bees
IHSCOXTRITS will be given on advertisements
gathered honey last week, b\it to-day published WEEKLY' as follows, if the whole is

—

is cold,

and down

to freezing.

Fred Varnauf.
Cambridge

City, Ind., April 12. 1882.

paid in advance

For 4 weeks
"
8 "

"13

"
"

:

lO

SO

months).... 30
(fjmonths)
40
(9 months).... SO
{1 yeart
60
(3

per cent, discount.
"

3C
" :i»
"
and Ont-Door Wintering:. The
" 53
"
winter is past and api)ears to have
Discount,
for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
been very favorable for our bees.
35 per cent., 6 months. lO per cent., 3 months.
Mine liave come through nicely
about one-half I wintered out-of- 5 percent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHXY
doors, the others in a cellar. I cannot see much difference. Those that alone. 40 per cent., C months, 30 per cent., 3
were out are in line condition. Those months, lO per cent.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
that were in cellar are in good condition, the liives were left open at the iif the contract, will be charged the full rate for
top and bottom were put in the day the time the advertisement w inserted.
before Thanksgiving, and taken out
THOMAS G. NE"WrMAN,
liees have generally winAi)ril 1st.
U74 West Madison Street.. flilcsiBO, III.
tered well in this vicinity, very little

—

In

the time

is

mence the use

"

now

at

hand

to

com-

of this valuable book,

who intend

to be systematic in

work during the coming season,
should obtain a copy and commence totheir

use

it.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

$1

00'

1

50'

2 00>

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

lot

cially for the

Bee Journal

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

They

received.

Journal

as fast as-

will be sent post paid

by mail for 75 cents.

;

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our
S. Goodrich.
views on this important subject, with
Urbana, 111., April .5, 1882.
suggestions what to plant, and when
J>pccial 3Joticcs. and
how. It is illustrated with 20 enMrs. Mayburn's Twins, by John
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
HabbertonI author of "Ilelen's Bareference
to
To Advertisers.— By
our
bies," is a book that will go straiglit
any address for 10 cents.
schedule of rates for advertising by
to tlie heart of every mother in the
the
it
will
be
seen
that
consideryear,
land, and tliat maninia does not exist
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
who will not vote it delightful V able reduction has been made. This,
Natural as life, it sparkles on every in connection with our large and in- which are printed a large bee in gold,.
page with delicious humor, and its ocwe send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
creasing circulation,
loss.

makes it advancasional jiathos is touching in the extreme, while the style of composition tageous to dealers to avail themselves
betrays a master hand. No one who of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
likes to read about children, their
of America to make their announcemothers and the home circle, should
miss this truly absorbing and fasci- ments for the coming season's trade.
nating story. It is a gem of tlie first We not only offer the best advertising
water in a setting that adds vastly to medium, buttlie lowestrates on yearly
its attractiveness.
Mothers and fath- contracts.
ers especially will find it a treat of the
rarest kind. It is imblished in a large
square duodecimo volume, paper
A Sample ('opy of the Weekly Bee
cover, uniform with "Helen's Babies," JOUKNAI, will be sent free to any perprice 50 cents, and will be found for
son.
Any one intending to get up a
sale by all Booksellers, at all News
Stands, and on all Railroad Trains, or club can have sample copies sent to
copies of it will be sent post-paid, on the persons they desire to interview,
remitting the iirice in a letter to the by sending the names to this otHce.
Publishers, T. B. Peterson & Brothers,
PhiladelDhia, Pa.
ig^ The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago Postoflice every Tuesday,
i^The Southeastern Michigan Bee- and any irregularity in its arrival is
Keepers' Association will meet at
Jackson, Mich., in the City Council due to the postal employes, or some
Hall, April 20. 1882, by order of the cause beyond our control.
President. All bee-keepers are invited
to attend ; let there be a good turn-out.
"How do Yon Manage," said a lady
J. H. MuRDOCK, Sec, Dexter, Mich.
to her friend. " to appear so happy all
the time V" " I always have Parker's
To Promote a Vigorous Orowtli of Ginger Tonic handy," was the reply,
the hair, use Parker's Hair Balsam. '• and thus keep myself and family in
It restores the youthful color to gray good health.
When I am well I alhair, removes dandruff, and cure's ways feel good natured." See other
itching of the scalp.
1 1 w5t
column.
Ilw5t

just issued a

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

i^To any one sending two neio
Weekly subscribers for a year, we will
present a volume of the Bee Journal for 1880, bound in paper covers.
It contains
tion,

and

much

it will

valuable informapay any one who does

not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
Many of our neiv subscribers will bepleased to learn that they can get it
for $1.00, by sending for
before they are all gone.

it

at once,

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
it indicates the end of the
paper
month to which you have paid your

name on
;

subscription on the

i^"

We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for lOOf

will

in cloth, or

colonies,

Bee Journal.

and Weekly Bee Journal.

for one year, for $.S.00; or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75.

1
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Bees and Honey, or Management of
an Apiary for Pleasure and Profit.
This is the title of our new book. The
tirst and second editions having been
exhausted, and being desirous of having it ^'fully up with the times/' including all trie various improvements and
inventions in this rapidly increasing
pursuit, we have thoroughly revised
some chapters and
it, re-writing
adding several new ones, in order to
present the apiarist with everything
that can aid in tlie successful management of the Honey Bee, and at the
same time produce the most honey
in its best

among

the

new

chapters

"

Bee Pasturage a Xecessity,"
*' Management of Bees and Honey at
Fairs," '' Marketing Honey," etc. It
contains 160 pages, and is profusely
Price, bound in cloth 75
illustrated.
cents; in paper covers 50 cents, post
paid. The following is its Table of
are

Contents

:

Page.

Natural History of Bees

ii

Introduction
The Races of Bees

1

13
13
16
17

The Queen Bee
The ]»ione Bee
The Worker Bee
Brood
Production of Wax and
Pollen, or Bee-Bread
Propolis, or Bee Glue

19

Comb

20
24
24
25
25
25
26

ESTATIMSHMENTOF AN APIA UV
Situation and Arrangement
Bee-Keepin',' a Science

Who Should Keep Bees
Suitable Location
Which Way Should Hives Face
When to Commence
How Many Colonies to begin with

26
28
28
28
28
29
30
30
30

Removi or Bees

What Kind

of Bees to Get

Buyina Sn-arnis

How to Can.'

for a First Colony
Bees Kept on Shares
Bees Markin'.' tlieir Location
ChaneinK tlie l.oc;ttion
Will Bees Injure Fruit?
Cleansinir Combs of Dead Brood
Ants
the Apiary
Removing Propolis from Hands

31
31
32
33

34
34

I

i

HIVKS AND SCHPLrsRECEPTACLES

35
35
36
38
39
40
40
43
45
45
45
47
47
47
49
50

What Hire

The

to Use
LiiiiL^trnth Hive

Produrtii-n ot (.'hoice Honey
Single Ccimb Honey Sections
One-Piece Honey Sections
Cases for Holding Sections

Making Hives and Surplus Boxes
PRODi'CTiox AND Cake OF Honey
Preparation for the Market
How Should Honey be Marketed
AssoTt and Grade the Honey
How to Get Bees out of Boxes

Management of Comb Honey
Honey in Unglassed Sections

Handling and Shipping...
Candied Comb Honey
Management of Kxtracted Honey
Honey Must be Ui|)ened

51
51

TheLossof theQueen

56
57
57
58
59
59
59
60
60
R2
64
65
67
69
69

What

are Fertile Workers

71

Tr»nsf erring from Box Hives
Transferring from Frame Hives
Uniting Weak Co onies
Clipping the Queen's Wing

72
74
74
75
75

Metal Corners lor rates
Putting the (iln^s in the Sections
l

Honey

Bee

Commercial I*roduct
.Management of an Apiarv
Luck or Scin title Management
The Italian Bees
as a

Italianizing the Apiary
Introducing a Queen,

Inserting a Queen-Cell
Nucleus Colonies
Dtvifling the ('ulonies
Swarm lit;; bow to Control
How to Hive a Switrm
I

it

WashingOut Drone Brood
Removing Bees from the Combs
Preparing Bees for Shipment
Uniting Colonies in the Spring
How to Separate Swarms
R<ibberBeeH
Feedi iig Bees
Quieting and Handling Bees

J5
76
78
78
80
80
;

82

85
87
87
h9
89
92
93
95
97
99
09
100
103
104
108
115
119

IJy sen terv

Foul Brood l/isease

Honey Extuactor and its Use
The Invention of the Extractor
When to Use the Extractor
How to Extract
Co.MB Foundation and its Use
Invention ot Couib Foundation
Preserve the Wax
Comb Foundation Not

ArtiHcial

Fastening Foundation to Frames
BEE Pasti'rage a Necessity
Trees for Shade and Honey
Plants lor Hleld and Roadside
Plants lor Honey Exclusively
Honey l*laiils lor Decoration
Improvement IN Bees
The Bee ol tlie Future

I3i
132
133

Lengthening the Bee's Tongue

HONEY AND BEE SHOWS

135
135
138

Exhibitions at Fairs
Effect of

Bee and Honey Shows

The Wintering of Bees
Chaff Packing f ur

Win ter

144
145
146
147
147
147
148
149
149
149
152
153
154
154

«

GENERAL ADVICE TO BEGINNERS
General Information Necessary
Se lectin;.' a 1-oCatiun
Plan tor an Apiary

Adopt a StiUiLtard Frame
Keep an Apuuy Register
Increase by Division
Aniticial

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m., April 17. 188^.

Swarming

Preparing Fetd
Guard Against Overstocking
Provide Continual Honey Bloom

i^ We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are V Every
subscriber is such an agent we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal.

up

to this

hour

:

Quotations of Cash Bayers.

CHICAGO.

H0NEY~As the season is well advanced, sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchanj^ed. 1 am paying xc. for dark and mc for
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce
and rules high.

BEESWAX— am
I

wax, on arrival

;

payine 24c. for good yellow
for medium grade, and

iS(ai22c.

15@17c, for dark.

Newman. 972 W. Madison

Al. H.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demand for comb honey is

St.

alow,

and prices nominal at 16(S20c. on arrival. Extracted
honey is in lair demand. Our jobbing i)rice9 for
lb. jars of clover honey are, per truss. $J5
for 2
lb. do., per Kross. $4J.
The demand lor manufacturing purposes is very good. We pay wijfiioc, on
1

;

arrival.

BEESWAX— Brings I8@22c.
ceeds the offerings.

The demand exC. F. Muth.

Quotatlouti or Commission Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Choice white comb honey is very scarce
and commands L'L*(a.2ric. per pound, other grades,
partly dark and dark are veryslow sale. Extracted
tirmat 9(3. 12c., according to quality and style of
package.
R. A.

Burnett,

NEW

South Water

igo

St.

YORK.

HONEY—

There is a liberal supply of honey here
for which trade is very little demand, and prices
rule weak and irregular.
quote as follows: White comb, in small
boxes, iy(«.iyc; dark, in small boxes. I2@l4e. Extracted, white. JOC'i'Ilc. dark, 7f«9c.

We

BEESWAX.— Prime

cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8oz.

i

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

;

^' Binders

{

The following

141
142

Preparing Cellar fur Wintering
House for Wintering Bees
Wintering Bees in Clamps

and most attractive condi-

Chief

tion.

Mannrjement of an A inary— Continued.
Shipping and Introd ucing Queens

THORN &

;

quality. 21(^23c.
Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Buyers are few, and holders anxiousto
clean out offerings. Wehearof no inquiry, except
in a small jobbing way. and un such orders buyers
refuse to pay any material advance on quotations.
We quote white comb. J6@i8c.; dark euud. 10
@l4c. Extracted, choice to extra white. 8&9c.;
dark and candied. 7c. BEESVVAX-2yfa2r,c.

m

i^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

changing a postoflice address, mention the old as well as the

—•

address.

•-»
The Apiary Register devotes 2 pages
to each colony, ruled and printed, and
so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
•-»" ^•^^
is

^" Articles for publication

must be

written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

423

Front Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade

quiet.

cording to quality.

We quote at 20@22c., ac-

BEESWAX-Pi ime quality.
CiiocKEU & Blake.

c^ When

new

STEAUNS & SMITH.

The

2.-,c.

57

Chatham

Street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY— In fair demand. Strained selling at 8
@iuc.; comb scarce— nominal at i8(a,22c. Sales 500
lb.s. extracted at inXc.. i,o5U lbs. do. at lie.
BEESWAX— Stift at 20@2ic. for prime.
R. C. GitEEK&Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Themarket remains unchanged

;

1

and

2 lb. sections of No. 1 white are in regular and
quick rieman>l at 21@22c. No. 2 white has dragged
a little of late, but took a lively start to-day at 20c.

cleaninti out all stock on hand. Buckwheat no
sale. Extracted is quite active at 12c. for small
and lie. for large packages.

BEESWAX-25(flJ3(lC.
A. C. KKNDEI..

PAINE &

IK'S

Ontario Street.

LADD,
^"Always forward us money either
K. PAINE.
i ><HI\fJTni«
by postal order, registered letter, or HAI,BEKT
" ASHIAI,1UJI,
J.ateComnrr Patents.
D, C.
by draft on Chicago or New York. STORY B. LADD.
Solicitor, ol*
In
Drafts on other cities, or local checks, Patent Cases. Patents and Attorneys
I(;w3m
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
i

W

)

CLOVER SEED

i^The Bee- Keepers of Virginia
and Maryland are invited to meet at
the Court House in Hagerstown, Md.,
on April 20, at 11a. m., to organize an
D. A. Fike.

association.

Owing to the increased demand for Meliint and
Bokhara Clover seed, my liberal supply has been
exhausted, and I can obtain no more in this country. I cannot, therefore, fill any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in. and more can
be imported.
Orders for Alsike and WhiteCIovers
promptly upon receipt.

For man

it

has no equal

not excelled.
Spavin Cure.
it is

What V

;

for beasts

Kendall's
14w4t

will befilled

A. H. NE-WMAX,
_
W. Madison Street. Chicaso,
COMB FOVNDATION-35e.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and
lo
16wtf

972

:

the
per

lb.,

45c.

lb.

F.W.

Send for samples.

III.

brieht,

t<q. ft.

Wax worked

HOLM KS.Coopersville, Mich.

to

loc.

13wiy
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NARMORE

3i£xrcrti$cmjettts.
The AMERICAN Bee Journal

flliinufatturers of
Is

the oldest Bee

Paper

in

and

therefore, the best advertising

Bee Hives, All-in-one-piece Section Boxes,
FANNING MILLS, SA^II, BOOKS & BLINDS.

America, and has a large circulation in
everyState, Territory and Province, among farmers, nieehanica, professional and business men,
is,

TIN POINTS

i;iwl3t

medium.

HONEY
;

5.000, 25C.: 0,000 to in.ofWi, -_>,.;
Hi.OOO, •JOc.
6c. per 1,000 extra hvuKiil. Snnipli-'^ tv.r :jc. stamp

TV. C. ttll-LETTJE,
LeKoy. (ienewee Co., N. Y.

postpaid fur

BEES ON SHAEEST
JL.

PEKFIEI^D,

COLONIES

Abronia. Mich.

V

Beeswax.
I

I

1>. I^.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 34:C. per pound, delivered here. Cash

on

arrival.

972

West

CAHPENTEK.

Address,

(-ircuhirs free.

JOS. M. ISROOKS,

Shipments

J.

Columbus, Ind.

Ma

VAN DKUSEN &

CHICAGO, ILL

lison Street.

GOLD MEBAL Awarded

the Author. A newandgreat
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indiypcnsable to every num, entitled
"The Science of I^ife. or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt..^^ulpp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings. 125 prescriptions. price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, (5c

Queens a Specialty.

Bees and

I have a clioicc lot ol' Tested Italian Queens, also
Full Colonies of Bees, I offer for sale cheap. I
and have f<ir sale after June 1st, young
Queens from the best of Imported stock. Satiafaciiou guaranteed. Price list free,
llwom
1. S.
Hartford, Wis.

shall breed

CROWFOOT,

;

.

Colonies

Full

of

Italian

Bees,

the LiiiiKstroth frame, shipped In ONES'l'ORY
SIMPLICITY HIVES, at »7 each.
15wlt
K. I. ICASBER, Bloomington, 111.
in

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

ITALIAN BEES AND
ian Queens, bees by the pound.

I

OTTO KL

Ital-

cnarantee safe

NOW.

F.I
Address,
Opposite FOrt Wayne, Detroit. Mich.

iswtf

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms ; cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
whenapuis<m; a table with an engraving of the
horae'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and mucli valuable information.
Price S5 ventH.— Sent on receipt of price, by

QUEENSr

and Untested

Full ('ulonies. Nuclei, Tested
arrival.

THE CLIMATE,

;

Address Peabody
CTflW
LlW\i TRVSPTP
im OJJijr ^*'"^'now.
Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
PARKER. No. 4 BulHnch St.. Boston.
22wly
.

B. J.

CONOEU.NING

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N, f.

solicted.

AI^FREU B. NEWMAN,

QUEENS-QUEENS
I5w6m

high side-walls. 4 to IR square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples frea

am

OF ITALIAN BEES,
be sold at auction on Saturdav, April '2^, 1882,
-lOrodsnorttieast of Seneca Depot, onC. R.I. & P.
Railroad, in LaSaMe county, III.
will

lOwltp

Address.

FLAT -BOTTOM

Hunneivell, Mo.

HIORED

TWO

$2.

l-iwti

desire tc take about lo strmiy colonies of Ital
ian Bees to run on shares in the customary way
and invite oorrospondenco to this end. I can care
for them both in winter and summer, having a
good place and pasturaafe.

H.

sale.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

1

]6w2t

Bees fur

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, ana sprint^s that donotrustan break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conquernr hiisall improvements made to date,
anda:ix7inch stove, and :>x7 inch bellows. Sent

:

ov

Italian

THE GOHaUEROR.

for GLASSING
Cut by niiicliinery aio much clieapcr and lictte
than liand-cut, and pciffi-tlv straii-ht
l.oofi t

I5smtf

WOOD,

&

SiOKTII I^ANSING, MICH.,

Two

Apiaries

for.

Sale.

;

Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

THOMAS

(IK

it74

COLOK.A.DO,

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Street.

.5ii

PHICAGO. Il/L.

SAIjE— loO Colonies of Italian Bees
FOR
prime condition.
improved Quinby hives,

in

in

li'Jwly

b. C.

AXTBLb.

he promptly and trulliiully answered by private letter, upon sendiut^ oiie Dollar to the

15w6m

Roaeville.

Warren

Co.. III.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

I

1>EXTEK» COL.

Bees, which gave

universal satisfaction last seafor circular,
SamGt

ANOTHER NEW

9amly

JOHN

IV/rY

16-PAOi:

H.

MARTIN, Hartford, N. Y.
PRICE r-IST of Italian,

Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, Nucleus Cohjnies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me their name and address on a
i-TJL

H. H.

postal card.

Hsnitf

BROWN,

Litiht Street, Col. Co.. Pa.

SURE

Be
To send

a postal i*ard f.ir our 1 linslratcd CataloKue
of Apiarian Svifip k-h before purclia'-iriu' elsewhere.
It contains illusiraiions and di-^cnptioiis of everything new and valiutble needed in an apiary, at tlie
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
<I. C.
H. P. SATIRES.
4sml5t
Hartford. Wis.
I

A

ALFRED

H.

(

CYPRIANS AND ITALIANS.

the above Smokers at

972 \V. Madison,

IDEA.

Koundatinn all rejidy for business. Every sheet
wired and bound aioini.i \^ iib a liyht wooden rim,
ready to adjust iTislmitly in your Irauie. No advance in prH'c. Siiiiill s;i[iiplc for n cents. I shall
also breed choice Italian and Holy Land Queens,
praeticins a new stimulative process. Write now
for prices and particulars. Address.

sell

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUKROR.
Send for my y2-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies ol every description.

T>TT*'l? Box Ifi.Smithsburs. Wash.
-TV. X I IVXlj, Co., Md.. breeder of those
.
Beautiful Albino unci Italian Queens and
Send

can

MANUFACTUKERS' PRICES,

DA
son.

Louis. Mo., and the remaining 25i) colonies about
miles from New hlcaiis, La. Both Apiaries are
in good honey locatiuns, and the bees are in fine
order. The Apiaries are well stocked with supplies of all kinds, with ino new hives made of
cypress lumber, and rotidy for bees when they
swarm. The bees are all
i>

will

Woman's

Having purchased the Apiaries of A.T.Williams,
in which I was a partner, I now offer them for sale.
These apiaries are now divided, one portion of 15U
colonics, are in Illiiidis. about
miles from St.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for our L's-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, gcod goods,

All the hives are the Improved Quinby, and thoroughlv painted. Tlie bees here were brought last
fall.
My reason for selling: Engaged in other
business and cannot attend to them.
I will take for them .fii.fio per colony net for all of
them, or wilt sell in lots to suit purchasers for $8
net. I have on hand two honey houses, one footpower saw. two honey extractors, all kinds of
tools for apiarian work. l(>.(XM.ts,ections i.one-piece),
125 lbs. foundation, and all the hives supplied

with section cases all tinned.
for a party
This is
or parties to invest in an enterprise of this kind.

AN EXTRA KAISGAFN

JOHN ENOCH,
Gretna. F. O.. La.

l.'^w4t

and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf

E

A.

GOLOEI^

THOMAS

cfc

CO., Coleraine, Mass.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

i-lrame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
f4.50
13

frame Nucleus, with Test-

Queen

ed
Full

5.00

Colonv. with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1
lO.oO
Same, after July
TestedQueen.beforeJulv 1, 3.ou
1

after July I.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

13.50
after July
Address, by Registered Ijetter
or PostofBce Order.
1

DR.
iwtf

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlinglon, Iowa.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

1882,

the Evergreen Apiary.

r.. BKIO«S. of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnish Itahiin "..iui'i'ms irom either of
his Prize Mothers, as e;'rl\ in the rouiing se;tsona3
they can be bred, at the following rates: 'i'ested
Queens. $3; Warranted Queens. :t^2 Queens without guarantee. $1 Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. |4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received.
:!w26t
If accompanied with the cash.
;

;

.

Italian Bees for Sale.

1 have for sale about -lo Colonies in m frame
Langstroth hives. A II are in prime condition, and
have young queens. Will be delivered after April
a few good HybndB,.
20th. Price.for Italians. *!i
;

|1 less.

I5w4t

Satisfaction t:ur»ranteed.

.lOIIN F.

DIPMAN.

Fremont. Ohio.

—
AMERICAJSl BEE JOURNAL.

THE

RED

EXCELSIOR
Who

EXTRACTORS.

HONEY

'-i

_'

can. with the cone
<".
metjil standard for the basket
ti
revolve upon. leaving room uiidi.ineatli the basket for 7r. or wo
111-, of honey. It will be complete,
wiiii covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
.*;ii;,o(_i Extractor,
13x20. wliich is
intended for anv size of frame.
Exceptinjr with the $s.ihi Extractors, all the different styles
havestrainers over the canal leadint^ to the honey Kate, and raovaaides in the Comb Baskets.
.?ft iX)
Forii American frames, 13x13 inches
H 00
IOxI«
For -J Lun;:-troth "
.10 on
10x18
For ;i
.14 00
10x18
For 4
1^

iar^'er

I 111-

III

For 2 frames of any size. 13x20
12^x20
For 3
13X20
For 4

ALFRED
972

.12
.12
.16

(.JO

Street, Chicago.

25.000

TiiPIE
The Original

the

copy

BINGHAM

?

L

USE

IN

aid

the'

improved bee
ers— eetthebe
never eo outplease— never
plained of— the

3SO PageK

t

ard of excellence
world over — bet
and h.tndsome t
season than ever e
fore. Price per n

postpaid, from
s
to *i2.
Our pa en

cover

all

the

smok

our smokers and
ey knives first
will

PTf^-ntefl 18 3
have to buy n ^ateniea IS a
Send f
r
c^cr pt n nn 1

others.
als.to

nowhere

is

to

BINGUAM A HFIHI-RIN

styles,

4iiiote

I

ITALIAN BEES,

of

Apiaries.

Circular on appli-

only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Ivvly

D.

S.

GIVEN

mm

A C, Hoopeston.

III.

BEEKEEPER,

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, cunducted
Dy Dr. \Vm. 11. Howani. is of especial interest to

111.

an

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Heddon will write
a practical article tor every number for lAsu 2o
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
iauraber worth the price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
;

2

Gents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IX OUK CIRCULARS,

Advance

on the
wholesale or

of

retail.

$777

i.'iwif

A YEAKand

SCOVELL & ANDEKSON,

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

expenses toagents,

outfit free.addressl*
Augriiiilii, Maine.

O VicUery 1882.
-ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
3)Swly
now booking orders for my
GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
the best stock in the country. WarI

CALDWELL,

V.
(A^iimiUGE, ILL.,
FRESU MADE OMB FOUNBATIOX.

J.

(

—On and
will

be

:

atter the 20th of this month, prices
lo to 50 lbs. 37c.. over 50 lbs. 36c.;

Dunham,

Vandervort.

1

to 10 lbs. 47c., over 10 lbs.4ijc.

SAMPLES FREE

;

3wly

1882-J.
LULIXG.

S.

TADL0CK.-1882

CALOWKLL

CO..

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I vise one of
H. Xellis" best imported queens. 'I'ested Queen.
per half-dozen. *13..50. Select Tested, $3
per half-dozen. *lt5. No "Dollar" or nuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
if possible.
l4w3Ht
t2.r.O

ranted Queens, ^1 Tested Queens,
early in the season, $2.50
after
.lulv, $2: 2 frame Nucleus, with
Tested Queen,
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, |lo. The Best
Quinby Smoker for ^l.oo. Address all orders to
;

;

H

;

r.. J. i>i£Hr.,
(Money Order OfBce)— Butler. Dekalb Co.. Ind.

IIEADQUAKTEKiS FOR THE

& Original Albinos,
BEES AXD QUEENS.

Golden Italians

TEXAS.

.1.
.

iuo

lowtf

also circular of other sup-

plies.

;

13:2 Faae IIlusiruUoQs.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Aptary. enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months
a sale unprecedentert in the
annals &f bee-culture. This new work has been
p oduced with great care, patient study and perstenl research. It comprises a full delineatiOD
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
lustrated with many costly wood engravings
the products of the Honey Bee ; the races of bees;
tulldesccriptions of honey-producing plants.irees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
1*his work is a masterly production, and one that
QO bee-Ueeper, however limited his means. caD
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest theapiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Pewamo, Ionia C(t., Mich.

Given'sFoundationPress.

THE

DADANT & SON,
now

te

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and Common Foundation is not surpassed. The

Samples free on request.

'We

College of MicliigaiL

ROREKTSUN.

be equalled for cleanliand brightfor

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

^l
u

Abronia.

:jOwtf

ness, puritv and beauty. Extra thin
sections. All shapes and sizes.

CHAS.

of Entonioloijy in the

—

s

bum

u 1
stove-wood, or do n t
(lo out.
If you b V
that will

;

COOK,

J.

Ihe

1

QUEERS and XtTCtEI XX SEASON.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the couutrv. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

mmm

By A.
State Agricultnral

Jl^Satisfsiction guaranteed.
cation,
a. U.

ANI> KETAIL.

ALL

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
Of Lansing, Professor

From my

FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE

Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OR,

inve'n

Bees and Glueens

111.

Tlie

you buy the
nal Patent Bi
Bee Smoker, y

FULL COLOMES

and our wax

Bee Smoker

255

If

00
00

H- ]SEWaiAN,

West Madison

will be

first to

In answer to frequont inquiries
for Extriictors carrying n and 4
I^nnssirutli frames. I liave concludetl to ad<ipt tliese two new
frame basket is in a
pizes. Tlie
rnii (if the sauje size and style as
i!.irume. Tht* 4 franDO basket

—

;

TATtOK,

J. M.-C.
Lcwistown. Frederick

Send for Circufar.
lOsmtf

C<i.,

Read

the following opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and o£
real \ix{\iG.—L' ApicuUiire, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iirifii/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Jlanual has been my constant giude in my operations and successful maaa^ementof the apiary.- J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H- WYNKOOP.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ouglit to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever reyret having purcnused.— -Vit/t. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a nece:?sity. Pruf. Cook's Manual ia an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fUily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits us author.— A, K. WtxzEL.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due lO the clear, disinterested inlormation contained in Cook's Mauual.— Wm. Van A.ntwerI'. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both

bee and bives. with tlieir implements. It is of
value to all bec-raisors.— /ii/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either H'rencbor lorei^n. which I like so much.— 1/abbe i>U
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculttur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these indxistrious insects, but also a thorou^'h. practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions Tor their
tlie

management;

also a botanical description ot huney
producing plant?, and an extended account of the
enemies ut bees.— X>(»iycra(, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecianot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To al taking an intere-'^t in this subject,

we say, obtain

this valuable \\ork. read

it

careiully

and practice as advised.— ^oricuitunif, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading"
bee-men to be the moat complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or AnnTica a
scientitic work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee- man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely luiuted. neatly bound, and is a credit
;

Md.

l882-Soiit!i6rnHeadquarters.-l882

to the \\ esu—Weittm AgricuUurist.

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens
maimal lor the instruction of bee-keepers which
and Home-bred Nuclei and FullC<do- has ever been pubUt^hed. It gives a full cxi^lunaFoundation. Imported
nies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees tion regiirdiiig the care and management of the
be excelled. 1 make a specialty of manu- apiary. There is no subject relating to the cultureComb Foundation have cannot
facturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
If
bees ieir untouchetl. and in the
;

Advance

in

;

The manufacturers of

advanced the price 2 cents per pound, owing to the
mcreased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Fimndation,
except the VauDeusen

(flat

bottom), will be

Advanced 2 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price
i»72

my Catalogue.
ALFRED H. XEWMAN,
West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
in

you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for

my new Catalogue,

giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

DR.

a. p.

H.

BRO\¥N.

Augusta, Ga.

5smtf

SECTIONS a specialty. Pound
ONE-PIECE
size. $4.r.o per
L. Hives 50c. Circular
free. BYRON WALKER & CO.. Capac. Mich.

of
compilation of
the work Prof. C- lok has had the advantage of all
the previous knowiede of apiarists, which he uses-

admirably to promote and

Price— Bound
8>1.00, by

l.iHiO.

8smllit p

make popular

this

must

interesting ot alloccupa-tions.- .4/He-rican Inventor.

—

to:

in cloth,

niail prepaid.

$81.25

; in paper cover,
Published by

TilOAIAS G. NE^VMAN,
074

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, "T^

:

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor antl Sole Manutactuier Rf

I

THE DUNHASV

innPnlnn
^8 ^5
R I^H

iJ

S

%3

ooks for Bee -Keepers.
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, hy

i i

THOMAS

FOR SALE. ALSO,

925

COMB FOUNDATION
JAMES HEDDOSr.Dowagiac. Mich.

Colonies of

3'V\
4!' N.

Italiian

Sale,

for

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Qtieens: Italian, Cyprian and Alijino; Comb Foundiition: Given,
Vandervort. Dunham and Root
Hives, Smoliers, Frames, Seeds of
ilinney Plants, and everythinE reguired in an apiary. Send for price

FLANAGAK,

E. T.

Audrcbs,

Box 819.

ly

Bees

;

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject uf bee-culture. It is not f^mly instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly prodm-tiou, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited liis means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, 3i>l.a5 ; paper cover, !S1,

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

New Bee-Keeplner, by L. C. Root—

C|iilnby*8

The author

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
fail to interest ail. Its style is plain
making all its readers realize that its
master of the subject.— JSl. SO.

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,

author is

ASC

Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.;S5.

King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, iSil.OO.

HWe and Honey Bee

r.anKstroth on the

18^2.
Illustrated Catalogue
A N 1>

Price, SS.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

This

a standard scientitic work.

is

jy"Send

New

for

Aim.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Prohr, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs.'' "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains njO pages, and is i)rofusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 7*>c.; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.
:

240

ftir

it9ii

LETTERS

Dunham Foundation Machine,

1>IMI

DelVTc. Wis.

o„i3t

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. M»»l complete

NBAKLV
bunk

lit its kind ever puhlisliej. Gives niensuremeiit of iill kinds ut luuiber. Ions, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of squai-e and
round timber, staves and heading' bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwooil
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throuKhout

United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent fi»r 35 cents post-paid.

0."W.

FISHEK,

t»- Also for sale at the

Box

'i38.

Offlce.'_a3l

ywiim.

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
1«0:

Fourtoeifbt

lliree to

inclifs. ISL.'iO i>er

Jour feet. i(|17.00 pci- 1<>".

Z.

It.

Address.

JJEWETT.

Nurseryman.

Sparta, Wis.

6wl3tp

"supplies

flPlftRlftN

SEiisriD 'FOTi oiste;

;

7."i

;

I. T^.

972

West Madison

St.,

CHICAliiO, ILL.

EVEEY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOtlLl) have FISUKK'S GRAIN TABLES, V.y*
papes, pocket form; full of useful tables for
castmy up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wa^'es taljlcs. wood measurer, readv reckoner,
plowing tables and nn ire miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for fanners and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
selling this book. G. "W. FISHER.
Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.

for sale at the

Bek Journal

Office.

_^

Jwt-im.

Rev. A. SALISBURY
Caiiiiirso,

Douslas county.

111.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is

—"Low

Prices. Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
*i; Tested
Italian Queens
$2
4'vprian Queens
*1; Tested
$j
Palestine Queens.. $1 Tested... Jl'
Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

MIIIH,

«;• F.
\pplyto
970 and 978 Central Ave.,CINCINKATI, O.
|y Send Oc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwly
1

a description of the
Price. 5c.

Extracted Honey Ilarventinsr, Handlinu and MarketiUK. — A J4-pagc pjiuiphlet, by
;

—
—

—

iison. ready,

if

weare timely

notitled.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
Cyprian or Palestine. *4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.fn. (^omb
foundation on Dunham machine, ^n lbs. or over,
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 4(X'.
35c. per lb.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oi~ie. paid for bright wax. Mouey Orders on
Iwly.
^i\J Tuacolu, 111.
;

c<nitains

many

in detail

tlie

methods

in their iipiary.
useful hints.— Price l«c.

This

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by ThomasG.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions wh,^t to plant, and
and when and how. Illustrated with 2t; engravings.

Price.

lOc.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
K.

Muth;

S2 pages.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

the

;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought t'l create a sentiment against adulteration of
food pioductw. and demand a law to pn^tect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations otiered as food. '«UU pages .%Oe-

Kentlall's Hoi-se

Book. — No book

could be

more useful to horse owners. It luisy.'i engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plani and couiprehensive manner. It
lias recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
h<)rse information. Paper, 23c.
Chicken Cholera, by A.. I. Hill,— A treatise on
Price. 35c.
itt- cause, symptoms and cure.

;

;

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections etc.,

Prize

lOc.

and nninagement adopted

GrOOTD,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Price,

hive used by G. M. Ooolittle.

Ch. \ C. P. Uadant, mving

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

5wly

Wintering: Bees. — This contains the

Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2r) in gold
— wasawarde'd to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
Preparation of Honey for the MnrHet,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and huney at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

The Hive I Use— Being

NEWMAN,

H.

li

:

lloiiey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam,VVines,etc;
Honey as Medicine with luany useful Recipes.
intended for coiisuuicrs, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Publislied in English and t^**riuan.
Price for either edition, Ce.; per dozen, .'»Oc.
:inii
It iM

Newman.

ALFRED

t^~ Also
lli>ly Land
I make a specialty of rearins pure
Queens and have now more than loo colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before ,lune a),
»l.i«i
$1.-J5 each; after that date, sinsle Queen,
cents each Warranted
for?5.U0; 1-2 or more,
Queens, ir, cents more each. Tested Queens, *J.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

;

Essayson thissubject, read before the Centennial

contains Prices and Descriptions of all
B3^
the necessary Implements used in an Apiary, and
No bee-keeper should
is fully up with the times.
be without it. Your name and address, wrilteii
plainly, on a Postal Card, is all that is required:
It

make money

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as foc.fi, giving recipes for making
,

Kocbester, N.Y.

BEK JOUKNAI.

to demT)nstrate them.

quality, sources,

;

FKAN^E^

the fundamenfurnishes the

15 c.
Honey* as Food and Medicine, by ThomaB
discuuises
pamphlet
upon
This
the
Newman.—
G,

makint:

comb lounilation with b;i3e of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls hrouyht up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said macbine. I hiMol>y aive notice to all piuties intrinyuit;
my rit'hls, I'ltlier bv manufaoturini:.' said niacliines
or" tounihitinn. as well as to all parties i>iir(-h:isin{-'
mailiMies as above, other than "t mv iir.iiitil;i.ture.
that 1 am prepared to protect my rmlus, and sliall
prosecute all infringements to the lull <-\i.'iitoi
A M.
A..
the law.

bee-culture, ana

arguments

facts and

Circular for January, 1882.

OAT7TIOIT.
PATENT Number

Havins obtained

Theory ;— presents

tal principles of

j:kI. iksi.

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, toe.

Il7.ierzon
i

LLL,

Bee-Keeper's Guide or. Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

-

ratente

CHICAGO,

Street.

illustrated

Aixl all Useful Supplies.
Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by

lw35t

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Mooi-e's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.oOO.tHK) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Proces-?es. Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2(.Kt.iXK) items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and st.-ain fitters, Uronzers, Gliders,

Metal and

Wood Workers

The work contauis

i,oiii

ill

every kind.
is a veritable

pages,

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man. or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. Sti3.50.

——
.v^.
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17.

coming crop."

This we foresaw months ago, and
predicted
*y* --^^ ^^' '^>9ef-^yi
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Up

In 1S73, nine years ago, when we
purchased the Bke Journal, a small
room on the third floor was all that
was required. In our new location,
all on tlie first floor, the Bee Journal
and our Son's supply establishment
(which is also n*ved to obtain increased facilities) occupies 23 times as
many square feet of floor surface as
in 1873.

The

;

as

and perhaps in

we may congratulate
the bee-keepers of California on their
meager honey crop last season, which
hasliad a tendency to advance prices
higher tlian could have been done
witli a plethoric market. It will be a
matter for self-reproach, if the apiarists of California do not liereafter find
a remunerative market at their very
doors for every pound of honey they
have to dispose of, instead of being
obliged to pay excessive transportation rates to bring their honey into
competition with the product of a
vast country as generous as their own
in production, and quite its equal in
quality, on this side of the mountains.
The question is no longer Where
will we find a market V but. How best
can we secure the production ¥ Again
do we suggest the careful and unprejudiced consideration of the bee pasturage problem. Every bee-keeper In
America should settle the question
for himself, from actual investigation,
whether he can prolong the yield, or
secure a continuous honey flow. He
should know from actual, personal

$65
263
265
265
266
266
206
266
2R6
266
266

\

'.

267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267
267

—

PostofHce Department has crepostoflSce within a
few doors of our new location which
will also be very convenient both for
our patrons and ourselves.
knowledge, what is best for his climate,
We have a telephone connecting us soil, and convenience. For many
with every part of the city, and should honey-producing plants now is the
any of our subscribers be in the city, time to procure the seeds and deposit
they can step into almost any store them in the ground. Three or four
and talk with us, even if they cannot liberal patches, planted this spring,
may insure success in the future.
come and see us.

anew branch

1^

Foreign Buyers in Our Markets.

The

Bees'

which we noticed

•'67

\

Cheerfulness Prevails
Flowers on Every Side
Cyprian Bees
Bee Pasturage
Gnawing Off f'ombs
Prospect of Honey Harvest
Bee Sti ngs

264
265
265
265
or'^

'.;.:;

The Golden Bee Tlive
PlaniiDK for Honey

It will be observed that our number is now changed to 925 West Madison street, Ctiicago, 111., just one
block east of our former location. As
our mail is so very large, the change
will make no confusion, for the postal
carriers are quite familiar with it,
that whether addressed to one number or the other, letters will reacli us
just as promptly.

ated

Convention Notes

Selections

Bee Journal

in the

this connection

NEWMAN,

Ekttou anm) Pkophietor.
925

it

an inevitable event

by reference to the
from Mr. J. E. Pleasants, Anaheim, Cal., on page 267 of this issue,
tliat foreign buyers are already in our
markets, gathering up tlie prospec" There
tive lioney crop. He says
It will be seen,

letter,

:

are

parties

here

now making very

the

Tongue Register
number of

in a late

Bee Journal

as being received
H. Martin, may be seen
illustrated on page 273 of this JouEnal, to which we would call attention.
It looks pretty but as we have had
no chance to test it, we cannot speak

from Mr.

of

it

J.

practically.

:
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Priority in Use of Sections.

hive or of the bees to fill them, and
the bees can be forced to work on any
Mr. Friedemann Greiner, Naples, number at once, thereby greatly increasing the yield.
N. Y., writes us as follows
He claimed that this invention was
In oue of the last numbers of the destined
to mark a new era in profitaBienen Zeitiiiuj, Herr Griflav claims
to have invented the section box be- ble bee-keeping.
:

fore

it

was used

in

America.

Now, if

the invention was made by an American before the year 1875, and this is
stated in the American Bee JoifiiNAL of 1874 or 1875, please inform me,
as I was not a reader of the Journal
then.

which we

Bee

Journal,

select the following

Climax Hive and

from

temporary.
Dr. A. V. Conklin. of Bennington,
O., patented his summer and winter
bee hive Oct. 20, 18G.S, whicli contained

is

1V02.
Sections.

the April number, 1875, and illustrated
with a rack of sections sitting on top.

:

April 6th, 1852, Mr. E. W. Phelps
received a patent for section boxes in
frames, which w;is twelve years prior
to the date given by our German con-

This

the dovetailed section in use at the
present day.
Tlie " Climax bee hive," patented in
1873, was advertised in this pnper in

On Nov. 22, 1870, Mr. Geo. T.
Wheeler, of Mexico, N. Y., received a
patent on tin separators, to be used in
connection with one-comb honey sections. Mr. Wheeler remarked at that
time, that he did not claim to be tlie

There were several patents taken
out for sections prior to the date mentioned above, many of which were
described and some illustrated in the

American

tate their use in tiering up.

Thus we have shown

that sections
in use in
America for fully thirty years, as can
be substantiated by theotticial records
in the Patent Office at Washington,
for surplus corab

ISEn

-

BY^ "870
Whee

'

D.
Farmers'' Friend a^id Sections.

C.

How

date they

honey were

long a time prior to that

may have been

in use,

we

inventor of section boxes, but had
commenced his experiments with separators as early as 1867, which is corroborative proof that sections were in
use before that time— probably many
years before.
Nailed and Glassed Secti07i.
Messrs. Reynolds & Brooks, of Lexhave
no
means at hand of determinington, 111., patented the "farmers'
ing but probably long previously.
hive,"
March
This
was
bee
1871.
28,
unci
Sections.
Conklin Hice
largely advertised and illustrated in It is notable that among the first desections for surplus comb honey, and
vices for the purpose of securing small
which was described and illustrated
packages of comb honey, was subin the American IjBE Journal for
stantially the prize section of the
April, 1869, page bs7.
present day, and which lias quite re-

—

In our paper for June, 1870. Dr. J.
Price, of Buffalo Grove, Iowa,
illustrated and published, on page 257,

cently become so popular in Germany,
England and elsewliere. The case or
broad frame, to hold the sections in
the brood chamber or super, was also

M.

Reynolds

Price Hive and Sections.
his patent bee hive, the surplus ar-

rangement of which he describes as
follows

The surplus honey can be had in
boxes or sections, and can be taken
from the top or side of the hive
surplus honey sections are in close
connection with the brood chamber
The sections
and with one another
can be used to the full capacity of the

The

c6

Brooks Hive and Sections.

Case of to-day, with Hxi^

Secltions.

the Aivierican Bee Journal of May, used in connection with some of the
1873, and the cut used of the hive at hives, and will be seen illustrated in
that time shows the sections in place some of tlie cuts.

The illustrations given in this artiMessrs Barker cle (except two last) are printed on the
& Dicer, of Marshall, Mich., patented identical cuts used in the Bee Joura " dovetailed sectional lioney box, nal at the dates mentioned above.
made with two wide and two narrow The broad frame or case of to-day we
pieces so arranged that they form illustrate tosliow, by comparison, that
openings between each section." The it is only a modification of those long
narrow pieces are to allow a free en- preceding it, and it is almost a countertrance for the bees, and also to facili- part of that used by Dr. Price.
on top.
On January

7, 1873,

——
;

,

:
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practiced successfully, except by the
most expert and well-informed apiarists. Since that time rapid advances
have been made in this brancli of beeculture. It would require a volume
to describe all of the different modiflcations of artificial swarming, vs^ith
the advantages and disadvantages of
eacli.
The reader can consult tlie
works already published, in most of
which this subject luis been extensively discussed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Apiculturist.

The Ariel of the Spriug.

ALBERT

F.

KJEKCHEVAL.

—

Watching the Bees. Mrs. L. Harritlie Prairie Farmer, gives the
following account of an interview between herself and a neighbor.

Tireless toiler, with thy wing,
Winnowing soft the breath of spring,
Darkling doubt is over, sing

son, in

!

Sing of bright and sinnnier hours.
Sing of dreamy summer bowers.
Sing of fragraiice-liaunting flowers.

" I couldn't find you in the

Laden with

their nectar sweet.
wait tlie lips to greet.
when trembling lovers meet

Glad

As

tliat

—

My

Sighing, beck'ning everywhere
On the mountain slope afar
Lifting high its mighty bar.

In the valley, on the plain,
Nestling 'mid the cereal grain,
Kis t by sun and dew and rain.

a few moments all the bees would be
dead. Her hives were not like yours,
they were straw skips, just like you
see in pictures. Oh look at the bees
with their legs covered with wax.
How I would like to see one load his

Wreathing Nature's smiling face.
Bending with their tender grace
Over each lone vacant space.
O, thou arial spirit

them more than sugar, and when it
was gone they hunted for more. I
liad left a window open upstairs, and
there were boxesof honey in the room.
Hearing a buzz and a roar, we found
that apparently a million bees were
flying in and out of that window. I
drove out what I could with a smoker,
but had to put the window down, as
so many came back, and it was two
days before I got them all out. All
this trouble on account of carelessness."
" Is that barrel of sugar, that the
grocervman is roiling in, for the
bees ?"
"•
Yes, I'm feeding every colony I
have. As I've not enough feeders to
go around, I'm using all sorts of things
here is an old sugar bowl with one
ear broken off, peach cans, Mason's
jars, etc.
I make little sacks of thin
muslin, and tie them over the can, so
that as fast as the syrup is eaten, the
sack sinks with it. and uot a bee will
get drowned. I fill this large pitcher
with sugar, pour in boiling water,
and stir it well, and feed it warm ; or
course, not hot enough to burn them."
"Indade, ma'am, you've a dale of
trouble with your baes."
" Yes, we can't have anything with-

—

out work. I suppose St. Patrick had
hard work to rid Ireland of frogs and
snakes, but he succeeded."
" Won't you plaze give me a little
honey for Paddy, he has a bad cough.

!

God

feet."

fleet.

That isn't wax, Peggie, but pollen,
what we call bee-bread— the bees feed
their young with it. Those that drop
down so heavily, are either gathering

Sipping nature's fairy wine
O, that tliy sweet life were mine
Even brief and bright as thine
;

One sweet

revel all the hours
'Mid the dreamy, tender bowers.
to die 'mid dying flowers
Los Angeles, Gal., March 20, 1882.

'

Grafting

—

Wax.

The

Avierican

Agriculturist for ilay, gives the follow-

;

!

Swarming in 1702.—Mr.
M. Hicks, in tlie Grunge Bulletin,

Artificial

gives the following historical item

you ma'am."

honey or currying water."
ing receipe
" Indade, sometimes I'm afraid of
Rosin, beeswax, and tallow, are the
me life, when I go to the well after
water, there are bees in the pump essentials. Some use equal parts by
others prefer, as
spout and in the gravel around it— weight ot these
approaches,
more
they are not always particular about warm weather
what they drink, for sure haven't 1 rosin and less tallow. A good recipe
seen them sucking the manure piles is rosin 2 lbs., beeswax II4' lbs., talafter a rain, and when Tim Shay low 12 ounces. These should be melted
plastered his house, they were in the well together over a gentle fire, and
mortar bed ating it, and the boys stirred as the mixture cools. It is
killed a dale of 'em, pelting 'em and most conveniently used upon strips
spatting 'em into the mortar with of cloth. Any old calico or muslin
shingle paddles. I told the wicked that will tear readily, may be torn
craythurs to slop it, but not a bit into strips 2 inches wide, made into
balls and soaked in the melted wax,
would they bide my bidding."
" People tliink they must have some until thoroughly saturated. We prebadly lasting stuff called medicine, fer to roll the cloth upon a short stick,
or bitters like tansy and whisky in to a(f(n-d a handle. If paper is to be

;

!

Then

bless

''

Flitting swift from sweet to sweet,
Every flowery queen to greet,

J.

house,

I suppose if I want to see you I
shall liave to come to tlie bee-yard
until October."
" Isn't it a nice place, this delightful weather V take this rustic seat
and watch the bees, sailing in loaded.''
"
grandmother used to keep bees
in the old country, and in the fall she
would dig a hole in the ground, make
a little fire of sticks dipped in brimstone, and set lier hive over it, and in

and

259

:

Swammerdam, who wrote

in the
latter part of the seventeenth centui'y

mentions a bee-keeper, who knew the
art of producing queen bees at pleasure, and of securing thereby four
times as many swarms annually as
were usually olitaiiied by the old plan the spring, to regulate theirdigestion, used, the warm wax is spread with a
of natural swarming. In 1762, Grae- and tlie bees are only following their brush upon one side of this Manilla
well, in Ins "

Approved Bee Culture,"

gave directions for making

swarms and dividing

I've known doctors to prelime water for a little baby,
and bees love salt Hiid ammonia, and
who knows but that they may need
lime, if they haven't any bones."
" What have you that sack tied to
the limb of that tree for, with a stick
in its mcnith to keep it open V"
exainiile.

scribe

artificial

colonies,

and

Schirach published a special treaties
on the subject in 1770, in which he
first announced the fact, previously
known to but few, that bees are able
to raise a queen from worker brood.

The

" Sugar was brought home in it,
practice seems to have been of
success, as uuiny facts hav- and as it was pretty damp ; it stuck to
ing an important influence were then it so riiuoh tliat it could not be used
unknown, and tlie liives then in use for anytliing else, and 1 hung it there
were ill-adapted to tlie business. The for tlie bees to clean it up. It is as
elder Iluber and others of his time, clean and free from stickiness now as
made a success of artificial swarming, a new one.
put out some closet
when they developed the movable- sliclves. that had honey on them, that
frame system and made their impor- had oozed out of some broken boxes
tant discoveries in the physiology of during the winter, for the bees to
the bee. Their practice, though, was clean up, and had a lively time in
necessarily imperfect, and was seldom conseqiicuce of
it.
Honey excites

but

little

I

t

1

I

Some grafters prefer a wax
made with raw linseed oil, using a
pint of oil instead of a pound of talpaper.

low.

_

•

i^The Eastern New York BeeKeepers' Union will hold their 10th
Semi-Aunual Convention on Tuesday
and Wednesday, May 2d and 8d, 1882,
at tlie parlors of the Hotel Augustan,
Cobleskill, Schoharie County, N. Y.,
at 10 o'clock a. m. All interested in
the bee business are invited to attend.
C.

W. L. Tennant,
QuACKgNBUSH, See.

Prest.

tt^The Champlain Vallev Bee-Keepers'

Association will hold their semi-

annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt.,
May 11 1882.
T. Bkookins, Sec.
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American Bee Journal.

Producing Comb Honey— So.

5.

nails driven in the bottom so as to pro- is over. In seasons when buckwheat
ject }^ inch above the bottom of the does yield a surplus, I seldom let the
box, and are so arranged, that, by be- bees "into the side boxes again, but
ginning at either side, the nails strike keep them shut in the top cases.
Thus I have given you the way I
close to one edge of t^lie bottom of the
sections, so their weight will keep proceed to get comb honey. By going
them pressed close to that side, and over the yard once a week, tlie honey
then they will not be liable to tip over. comes off with a whiteness of comb
The object of these boxes, are first, to not attainable when left on the hives
prevent killing bees should there be a till the end of the season, as some do;
few not shaken off secondly, to pre- and also the bees are kept working to
vent tlie sections getting daubed, their utmost capacity. Those who
should any of the combs get bruised, think they have a better way of proso as to leak honey and, thirdly, they ceedure, will doubtless think Doolitcan be packed nicely on a wheel-bar- tle does not adopt the best i>lan to get
row so as to be wlieeled to and from comb honey. I will simply say lliat
the honey house, as well as being an average of 92 lbs. each year, for
handy to carry from the wheel-barrow each colony, fortheiiast 9 years, is all
into the honey room. Before going to I liave to recommend this plan. This
the bee yard these boxes are filled ends the production part of this series
with empty sections, having starters of articles.
Borodino, N. Y.
all ready for use.
When the full sections are all out of
;

G. M.

DOOLITTLB.

Having the bees all in, and swarming all done up, the next work is to
manipulate the bees and boxes so as
to get the largest possible yield from
them. Now do not understand tliat I
never have a swarm issue after I liave
all swarming done (as it should be
liarvest is at its best),
Some of the
first swarms will frequently swarm
again, or some of those which were
moved so as to draw off the old bees,

wlien

tlie

for tiueh

honey

is

not the case.

;

the case

it

is filled

with empty ones,

For tbe American Bee Journal.

and put down at the side of the hive
wlien more are taken in the same way,
Odds and Ends.
getting populous again, may swarm
put
if any more are ready
to come oil.
but in such instances tliey are
after
from,
Aftei:
taking
all
those
finished,
the
came
O. CLUTE.
back where ttiey
extracting every particle of lioney rest are placed close together, and
cutting
out
sections
from
tlie
and
enough
partly-filled
nest,
fall
Last
I promised to report this
from the brood
Still, as a rule, sides are raised to the top (by lifting spring my method of wintering, and
all the queen cells.
not many swarms issue after all are cases, sectionsand all) till the number its success. The winter has been so
prepared as I have described. If a wanted is reached, when the cases favorable that it required no skill to
colony is determined to swarm after filled with empty sections are placed bring the blessed bees through all
this treatment, I generally take off at the sides, in place of those raised right. He who could not winter with
I success the past winter must be a poor
tlie boxes and put on a second story, to the top. when the hive is closed.
A few of my bees
tilled with emiity combs, in which now place a small flat stone on top of bee-keeper indeed.
case they will generally go to work this hive, that can be seen from any were in chaff hives on the summer
with a will. If I cannot make one part of the yard, which indicates that stands. All these have come through
plan work, I try another; until I I have taken the honey from it. in good condition. The larger part of
strike one that will, and if a colony is Thus I keep on till the whole yard is my bees were in simplicity hives in
the cellar. All these are in good conbent on swarming and will not work gone over.
If the yield of honey is still good I dition. Not a colony has been lost
in a hive where the lower combs are
brood
same
way,
going
over
work
in
the
either out-door or in the cellar.
filled with brood. I take all the
The first pollen was gathered Feb.
away. Colonies having the swarming them again a week later, except that
fever, will not do much of anything this time the little stone is taken off 16. After several days of warm, beaubut swarm, unless some material and placed beneath the bottom board tiful weather the maples opened on
change is made with the interior of of the hive. ]5y using this stone I that day, and the bees had a liappy
but the next day brought a
the hive more than the cutting out of can see, by glancing over the yard, time
queen cells, and the sooner this fever just how far I have been each time, frost that nipped the maples, and
Some of the coldest
is broken up (when it comes during a and the hives which have not been kept the bees in.
weather of the season followed. Since
yield of honey) the better the results. looked at.
As a rule, when I am ready to go the middle of March the bees have
However, but few bother in this way,
as most of them settle down to busi- over the yard again, the basswood been flying more or less every week.
ness and stick to it after the swarm- yield is drawing to a close, so I work Maples, elms, cotton-woods, and boxaccordingly, by narrowing up the sur- elders have given pollen and some
ing proper is over.
After the colonies are all made up, plus room. As the cases are raised honey. To-day is clear and beautiful,
from the sides at this time, the fol- with a still air, and warm sunshine.
I see that all nuclei have the means
as to shut the Willows are open, and I think some
of getting a laying queen as speedily lower is moved up, so
then 1 am ready to go bees out of J^ the side cases, unless in of the cotton-woods. The bees are
as possible
pollen of a brilover the yard for box honey. In do- case of some extremely populous very active, carrying
which is treated the same as liant yellow, which I think they get
ing this, I remove the cap and unkey colony,
this means the working from willows, and some of a darker
the cases, when they are pried apart a before. By
force is thrown into a more compact color which I suppose comes from cotlittle in the center, blowing in a little
the result of which is, a ten- ton-woods.
smoke to make the bees run out of the space, toward
completing the sections
Although the winter has been very
way. As the bees clear aside I can dency
they have commenced work in, rather open, the clover seems not to have
see down the flat side of the sections
in more. After suffered. Already the white clover is
and if any are capped down to the than building comb
another week I go over the whole pushing up its green leaves everybottom, they are ready to come off.
abunpry the opposite side ot the yard again, this time shutting the where, and promises to be very
;

;

;

If ready I

out of the side boxes entirely, dant. The fruit trees are well laden
full force of bees with fruit buds, and if no frosts preinto the top boxes, and, although the vent, will give an abundant bloom.
lioney season may now be over, by On the nights of the 10th and 11 th
getting this force of bees all together inst. we had freezing weatlier, which
they will cap the partly-filled boxes, is thought to have been a serious inwhere they otherwise would not. jury to the early cherries, but it is
This gives sections lighter in weight, hoped that other fruits were not far
but makes much more of our crop in enough advanced to be injured.
I hope other bee-keepers are more
a salable form.
At the end of another week, all the fortunate than I am in finding workwhite honey is ready to come off the men who will make hives exactly
These boxes have hives, and as a rule, my honey harvest right. The average workman seems

case lose, when the cases are spread
apart a little and the one having the
finished sections in it, is lifted out. I
now smoke the bees off, in the manner I described on page 257 of the Bee
Joui{NAL for 1881, to get the bees off
the brood combs. They can be "eaiiy
behind the
all shaken off, except a few
tin separator.
« ii,„
I then take the sections out ot the
which
boxes
in
case and place them
of the
will hold 18 prize sections or 24
4.

^%

lb.

sections.

bees

which throws the
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to liave

ability to conceive that J^
is of any account in
a bee hive. Tliey say that

no

or 14 of an incli

making

you are only " fussing " when you insist tliat every measurement shall be
exact. I have been having a large
number of new hives made, and have
had my patience severely tried. I
gave tiie workman at the factory a
pattern hive wliich was just right.
lie rather elevated his nose when I
nrgeiitiv directed him to be sure to
follow tlie ])attern in cutting out stuff.
But lie made an exasperating blunder.
1 paid tlie wages of an expert carpenter to a man to nail hives, because I
wanted the job done well and quickly.
I showed him how, and then left him
to do the work, and he did much of it
badly. These workmen, and many
days of cold or stormy weather, preveiited me from sending bees promptly
to some customers but all will now
go, and I hope willbeall right.
Iowa City, April 17, 1882.
;

California Apicutturist.

The Hive

I

WM. MDTH-KASMUSSEN.
I

commenced bee-keeping anew, and
bought bees in frame hives, which,
however, had not been made by a
practical bee-keeper, and were therefore wanting in uniformity and relative proportions between the frames
and tlieir respective hives. The surplus frames were also of a different
size from that of the brood frames.
Having to make new liives, I considered that I might sometime want
to produce comb honey for sale, and
the 1 lb. section would be the most
preferable package in wliich to place
this article in the market. At the
same time I knew, that on account of
insutlicient shijjping facilities, general dilliculty of shipping comb honey
and probable future preference for
extracted honey, my product for tlie
present would be principally the latter
article.
Not liking the regular Lang•strolh frame, on account of its shape
and size, and inconvenience in hanging it right side up in the extractor, 1

decided on a frame which would hold
1
lb. sections, instead of 8, and
which therefore would be alike
adapted to comb and extracted honey.
I mean, of course, tliat the frame for
comb honey should be 2 inches wide,
and used only to hold the sections,
while the frame for extracting and
brood combs would be % of an inch
wide, but the size in length and
depth would be the same for both.
The 1 lb. section is 414 inches square,
outside measure. My frame made of
inch stuff is 8i-^xl2J| inside, and
SJ^xb^J.^ inches, outside measure. The
top bar is 1.5^ inches long, and the
side pieces (8I4 inches), are nailed between the top and bottom bars. 1 do
not use the triangular comb guide,
which adds only more work and expense to the frame, with comparatively little additional strength, but
make instead (unless I use comb foundation), a thin comb guide of wax,
painted into the frame with a small

6

%

%

quainted during my twelve years' experience in bee-keeping. I call it the
"Three Quarter Langstroth Hive,"
because the frames are three-fourths
the size of the regular Langstroth,
and it has already become the standard hive in this locality. No patent,
gentlemen. Use it if you like, and
criticise it, if you think it has any dePerhaps you can thereby help
fects.

improve it in some particular,
may have overlooked.
Independence, Cal.

me

to

which

I

For the American Bee Journal,

Light or Dark Colored

%

A

Use and Prefer.

After leaving Los Angeles, Cal.,

brush of feathers. This comb guide
takes notliing away from the interior
space of the frame, and I have never
I use
liad the bees fail to follow it.
114 inch linisliiiig nails for the frames;
and have yet to see a frame come
apart by ordinary careful handling.
My hive takes 10 of these frames,
and "is therefore 15 inclies long from
front to rear, 14)4 inches wide, and
]{}% inches deep, inside. It will be
observed, that there is an extra i-^ of
an inch in the depth, which I allow
for shrinkage, after the hive is nailed
together, and therefore make the
inch. The
space under the frames
entrance is in one of the endsof the
hive, parallel to the frames, and is
of an inch high by 6 inches long. By
arranging the entrance thus, 1 need
only one division board to diminish
the size of the hive for nuclei. Sixincli pieces of ordinary frame stuff
are used to contract the entrances in
winter, or for entirely closing tbeni,
when necessary. For convenience in
moving, the bottoms are nailed on.
small board, 2 inches wide, six
inches long in front and 11 inches behind, is nailed in front of the entrance,
the nails going through the bevelled
endsof tlie doorstep and driven only
partly in, so that the doorstep can be
easily taken off, when the hives are
to be moved in a wagon. This hive
has a capacity of 2,084 inches. It is
otherwise made exactly like the style
of Langstroth hive, introduced into
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O. O.

Italians.

POPPLETON.

I see that the old question of the
relative value of light and dark
colored Italian bees i.-i again occu\)ying the attention of the Bke Journal. I think this is an important
question to luactical bee-keepers, and
worthy of full and free discussion.

think it is now conceded by the
of bee-keepers that the Italians
are not a strictly pure race, but have
a slight admixture of the German
bee. This is not admitted by all, but
from what I can learn I judge that a
large majority of our best bee-keepers
believe such to be the fact. The admixture, if any there is, seems to
have been so far back, that the traits
of the mixed race have become quite
Los Angeles county by Mr. John lirmly lixed. yet not so firmly but
Beckley, and extensively nsed by bee- what there is some variation in both
keepers there. The upper story corre- markings and traits of character besponds to the lower, and takes the tween diffei-ent strains of Italians
same frame, but for extracting I use that are all as undoubtedly pure as
only 9 frames above. My hives rest any we have. My experience is that
upon four small blocks, cut from waste those bees that most resemble in appieces of scantling, and placed di- pearance and color the yellow race,
also possess in a greater degree the
rectly upon the ground.
It will be seen, that this makes a traits of character that are peculiar to
very compact, neijrly square hive, the Italians, and in this particular I
easily made, consilient to handle, agree with Mr. Ileddon's latest writ" The dark
and with a shape and size of frame, ings, in which he savs
which suits all requirements. If a Italians and hybrids possess some
honey rack is used, the hive will hold traits of the German bees, that the
21 1 lb. sections in one tier, and an- lighter Italians do not.
There are at least three traits that
other tier may be placed on top by
clamping them together. If wide all writers on bee-culture agree the
frames are preferred, the upper story Italians possess in a greater degree
will hold 7 of these, containing 42 sec- than do our common bees. These are,
tions, and a brood frame or division 1st. Being lighter in color, the queen
board, inserted tolillthe 1 inch space, is more conspicuous on the combs,
and therefore easier to be found, savleft in one end.
Now I would not advise anybody al- ing both time and labor in certain
ready having an established apiary of manipulations of the hive. This is of
uniform and well made hives, or of more practical importance than some
any certain style, used to some extent think, especi;illy in large apiaries
in his neighborhood, to change from where the bee-keeper has all the work
what he already has, unless the de- he can do, and time is valuable. 2d.
I

most

:

price for comb honey in 1
sections should become such ;is to
justify him in going to the trouble
and expense of such a change ; or
unless he sees some particular merit
in my hive over the one he is at
present using ; but to anyone making
a start in bee-keeping, and having no
particular favorite among the hives
already in use, I would recommend
my hive for consideration, and I
seriously think that it fills the bill
for a hive, suited to this climate and
to the various purposes for which it
may be used, better than any other
hive with which I have become ac-

mand and
lb.

More inclined to defend tlieir stores
when attacked by robbers, or infested
with moth worms. This trait needs
no argument to prove its value, but I
cannot say the difference in this is
very marked between light and dark
Italians. 3d. More inclined to cease
other operations in the hive, and till
their brood combs with honey whenever the flowers are yielding largely.
trait of all.
years raised such a
small amount of box or section honey,
that I cannot say from experience
whether they are less inclined to
store honey outside of brood chamber

This

is tlie

most important

I iKive of late

"
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than are the bliick bees, but a large
number of our best comb honey raisers say such is the fact.
As some are aware, I run my entire
apiary for tlie production of extracted
honey, and the kind of bees I want
are those tliat will give me the largest
amount of that kind of honey, and
yet not be deficient in vigor, "hardiness, or ease of handling. In this section
flowers
usually
yield
very
copiously for a short time, then partially cease for a time, then give auotht'V large flow,

and so on.

Daring

the season of 1879, white clover
yielded good for about two weeks,
then ceased almost altogether, and
about the 20th of August buckwheat
gave a large yield for a week or ten
days only. During all the rest of the
season, just enough honey was gathered to keep brood rearing going on
nicely. Now, I think all can readily
see tiiat those colonies of bees stored
by far the most honey that partially
ceased brood rearing during tliese
flows, and bent their whole energies
to the storing of honey, and tliis rule
of course works to a greater or less
degree every season. Nearly all bee-

wonder that they

attribute their failure to their bees, instead of to themselves, where the blame really belongs. I think if a. judicious breeder
will select the best of his lightcolored
colonies to breed from, he will not
have to report a failure.
I see several lay a great deal of
stress in having or going to build up a
special strain of hybrids. Now, gentlemen, have you looked this matter
over carefully in the light of experience gained "by men in the breeding
of other kinds of stock V
Their experience proves that it
takes a great many generations, dozens at least, and very great care and
judgmentin selections, before a strain

can be built up from two different
breeds containing the best qualities
of botli, without the poorest of either,

tho.se desirable qualities permanently fixed. In my humble opinion it
would take at least half of an ordinary life time, and the use of a sure
method of controlling fertilization,
before a valuable fixed strain of hybrids can be obtained.
I make a special business of beekeejiing ; everything else, even my
keepers desire to have their queens farm, being side issues, and I several
raise as largely as possible of brood years ago decided that I could sucduring all times in the season, but 1 ceed better by confining myself to one
want queens that will be very prolific branch of bee-keeping, letting all
at all times during the season e.xcept others alone. I have therefore deduring heavy flows of honey, and Lhen voted my entire attention to tlie prohave their progeny All their combs duction of extracted honey, and have
with honey as quick as they can. It steadily refused to be drawn into the
is my business to see that the combs queen rearing, bee-selliug, or supplyare emptied often enough to allow dealing branches of the business. The
her majesty a fair chance to perform opinions I have expressed are thereher special duties. I have carefully fore those foiined winle engaged in
observed this matter for years, aud the one branch of bee-keeping named.
Williamstown, Iowa, April 10, 1S82.
have no hesitation in saying that the
colonies containing my extra prolilic
queens have not averaged so large a
For tlie American Bee Jou;-naL
yield of lioney as have those not raisChemical I'roperties Required in Soil.
ing so ranch brood.
As I have already said, the more
A. U. KOHNliLE.
my bees have shown by their color
and markings theirafBuity to tlieiryelOn page 389, vol. 17, of the Bee
low progenitors, the more Lhoi-ouglily
do they seem to possess those traits [ TouiiNAL, a German bee-keeper in
have mentioned, especially the first the IHenenvnler is giving his experience as to certain elements nece.ssary
and third ones.
Some nuike the claim that the yel- in the soil, to cause plants to yield
low bees are not so hardy as ai-e the honey. Special mention is made of
dark or leather colored ones. Now, nitrogenous compounds and lime, but
really, I don't like to be disrespectful that buckwheat would yield an abundance of honey on rocky soil. But
jto ward anyone's opinion, but I really
do think all such talk is simple bosh other agents may be present in such a
soil, winch are the main cause of a
and hardly worth arguing.
I cannot say from experience how profuse honey flow, to discover which
nnich truth there is in the claim of the bee-keeper who intends to plant
Messrs. Ileddon and others that the for .honey would liave to experiment,
German bees store more readily in to find out whether it does or does
sections than do Italians, but cer- not pay. By the word " experiment,
tainly do not doubt but such may be I mean for the bee-keeper to find out
the fact, and can very readily see that w'hat fertilizer is wanted to give his
for their purposes "the dark Italians own soil the quality of causing plants
or hybrids might be much preferable. growing thereon to yield honey. M.
If their claims are correct, then it G. ViUe, a French experimenter,
.seems that the different management makes this statement in his fifth lec" If the agriculturist desires
adopted by different bee-keepers is ture
the veal cause of so much difference to restore sugar to his beetroot, he
of opinion among tlie most practical must supply the soil with potassa,"
men we have in our ranks, as to the Botassa or potash in the most availIf
relative values of light and dark Ital- able form is found in wood ashes.
this plant food is absent, all the other
ians.
I do not wonder at all that Mr. agents present will not be of much
Buchanan, as well as others vi'ho have avail. Experiments which I am about
bred entirely for color aud nothing to make next summer will hold good
else, made miserable failures. I only only to soil at my disposal, which is a

and

:

rich, sandy loam, hence not conclusive
for any other part of the country or
even this county.
as to the question whether or
not it will pay to raise i)laiits especially for honey, depends altogether

Now

In one of my
referring to a, German
that
it pays to
writer, who thinks
raise them, instead of potatoes, I expressed my doubt as to its beluga
good investment, though a correspondent of the Bee Journal makes me
say the very opposite. Where land is
worth from $500 to $1,000 i)er acre, as
it is here, and the lu-onts of market
gardening are from $300 to $500 per
I5ut lands
acre, it would not pay.
worth from $10 to $30 per acre, which
do not rent for more than $1.00, or
at most $2.00. per acre, would pay better in honey plants. Some years ago
.saw in the State of New York a
I
field of potatoes, where two men had
worked digging them a half a day
the proceeds" were not (luite a bushel;
the ovi'ner abandoned tlie task of harvesting tliem. On the otlier hand, I
have seen fields yielding 300 bushels
per acre, selling at a dollar per bushel.

upon circumstances.

late

articles

;

Where

it

will

pay under

all

circum-

stances, is in waste iilaces, such as are
not or cannot be cultivated .but, do
not plant a little of everything and
not much of anything; that is poor
;

policy.

In gathering honey bees do not visit
different kinds of flowers in one trip,
but gather honey frcnn (uie kind of
flower only; if tliey are oliliged to fly
long distances to liiid them, they lose
much valuable tiiiu^ in getting a load ;
if a bee-keeper wishes to try different
kinds of honey plants, the seed of
each kind should be scattered as near
in one spot as possible this will not
only be an advantage to tlie bees, but
to the bee-keeper to facilitate the observations he should make, to discover their value in his locality.
;

Youngstown, O.
For

tliG

American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keepiiig
T. G.

iii

Sweden.

STALHAMMAK.

In Sweden, last year was a very bad
and trying one so far as concerned
apiculture. No lioney.but few swarms,
and no possibility for them to build
up or store honey for winter, except
by giving foundation and using feedThis I have Ijeen doing, and
ers.
must feed every colony eight pounds
of loaf sugar, at the "entrance.

winter (1880-81) was

a,

Last

very trying one

for the Ijees as well as for mankind in
this country, the thermometer sqmetimes showing 30'^ C. I .saw a colony
which took up its abode in a pillar or
column, the cavity being one foot
square, made of four boards \}4, inches
thi.ck. nailed together, airy and windy
all'along for 9 feet. It was covered
up and downward, but insutticiently,

the bees having easy access upward,
as well as wind and rain. The bees
had built their combs nice and straight
2% feet long, which were well stored.
Our examination was made in April,
when the winter had passed, and they

;
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were found in very good condition. swered the qiiestion with a practical
After a month liad passed they were instrument with wliich I could measure to a hair's breadth. I knew that
destroyed by mice.
During the autumn of 1880 I pur- bee-keeiier.s would not be satislied
chased some kite swarms in skeps, with 3l2i.ls, so I made my instrument
and liad no opportunity to transfer to record by lOUtlis and one 400ths or
them into liives. I gave them suffi- even higher, can be registered by
cient food, and as an experiment, cut reading between the inches. It will
olf a corda (one twist) of the round measure the tongue of any insect that
bottom-board 13^ inclies higli. My will empty the tube to the deptli of 1
bees are wintered on the summer inch. Here now is a chance for Apis
atand, but in
tected.

some way

or otiier pro-

These colonieslived through.

hives with contracted entrances,
but otherwise in fair condition, the
bees were wet and died.
As an anomaly, I will mention that
TiUd Ameriama, in the horticultural
garden of this place, was in bloom as
Does it ever
fate as Sept. 14, last.
bloom so late in your country V
I am much pleased with the Weekly
In

dorsiita.

To operate

the

instrument, turn

back the corner upon which the wire-

attached. All the glass feeding
there found with any sweet
liquid the bees will take, give the bees
access to it whose tongues you wish
to test, until they remove all they can
reach. Remove then, and sit upon a
level place and uncover the tube, turn
the thumlj-screw upon the back of the
Bee Jouunal. I expect and long for instrument until the ring that encireach number in advance. The con- cles the tube is on a line with the extents are such that nobody can justly treme upper surface of the honey.
ask for better and nicu'e honest in- The pointer will now register the
formation, and for the future 1 will length of tongue upon the dial in
never be without it.
100th |)arts of an inch.
Although it is early in the season in
Gothenbourg, Sweden, Feb. 1, 1882.
this locality to measure tongues (our
[Mr. Stalhammar is editor of the
bees being in the cellar yet), I have
Swedish Bee Journal, and his letter
will be read with interest.
We have
never known Tilia Americana (linden
or basswood) to bloom so late as Sept.
cloth

is

tube

14.— Ed.]
For the American Bee JoumaL

Bees'
J.

In

Tongue Register.
H.

MARTIN.

the spring of 1881 1 obtained a

few colonies of black bees from a
neighbor, and when red clover came
into bloom I observed black bees at
work upon it, and but few Italians. I
wanted some instrument to test accurately and quickly the tongues of
those twenty colonies of black bees,
and find if ))ossible where those longtongued fellows lived. I made a selfregistering instrument with a float to
operate the pointer upon a dial, but I
conld not depend upon it for accurate
measurement, for every time I tilled
the reservoir I would get honey or
syrup, the specific gravity of wliich
would be different from that previously used, and my float would not
give accurate readings on the dial. I
did not make much use of my instrument upon which I bad spent much
time in expei-imenting, but still kept
blinking 1 would like an accurate instrument tor the purpose.
When our National Convention
came off, I was interested in Hnding
that Prof. Cook and Dr. iJrown had
been experimenting in the same line,
and Dr. 15rown seems to have made

tested a tew, and And that they do not
lOOths
as they do in the height of the honey
season. I also lind that the mesh of
the wii'e-cloth makes some difference.
It should be so as to let the mandibles

empty the tube so far by several

through. I lind 3-32 of an inch mesh
gives the best results, and use that
size

Hartford, K. Y.
For the Americim Bee Journal.

Improvement
O. n.

Can they

ibe

in Italiau Bees.

TOWNSEND.
improved

?

I answer,

Now

the question, how y I will
try to answer the question, endeavoring at the same time to give proofs

yes

!

which have been brought out IVy long
experience, I having made bee-keephis float and dial work to his satisfac- ing a specialty for 17 years,
and
tion, but he recorded only 32ds of an having had the Italians 14 years.
inch.
First, we must have a queen whose
I then concluded to let Dr. Brown progeny is of good disposition, whose
or I'rof. Cook do the measuring of markings indicate absolute purity,
tongues and give us an instrument; which winter well, and last, butof the
but soon after the idea came to me
with this question, why not let the
bees take the honey from a tube, and
afterward measure ? I soon an-
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honey boxes with a " rush " as soon as
there is honey in the flowers. If all
queens are reared from such a queen,
and reared witli the proper care, no
one can fail to see good results. There
may be some queens which will be an
improvement over their mother
wlien this is the case, then such should
be used from which to rear our queens.
If the foregoing directions are followed u)) for a few years, there will
be a very marked improvement. Instead of having some colonies which
will store in a season 200 lbs. surplus,
some 100, and others little or none,
they will show that tliere has been
some care used on the part of the
apiarist in his choice of queens from
which to rea.r the young queens.
Until within the last few years any
one might have come into my apiary
and found, at the end of a good honey
harvest, some hives with a good yield
of box honey, others medium, and
some with none, or perhaps with a
very little but since I have followed
the above rules to the letter for the
;

my

last 4 years, it is different, for now
bees will go into the boxes to work at

about the same time. There is no
more necessity for keeping poor bees
than for the dairyman to keep poor
cows. By the way, poor cows can be
sold for beef, but it would not pay to
sell poor queens, but kill them and
supply good ones in their stead.
I bought my first Italian queen 14
years ago. .Iter bees were gentle, and
food to store honey in finished combs,
ut very loth to work in boxes. I
reared my queens from this queen and
her progeny for 8 or 9 years, during
which time I never succeeded in getting them (the bees) to work in boxes
to my satisfaction. Four years ago I
received my first imported queen.
Her progeny were well marked
Italians, rather dark in color, No. 1
bees to handle, more hardy than my
first Italians, and good workers for
both comb and extracted honey. After using over 100 of her queens, I
found a few of her daughters were
more profitable than their mother. In
1880 I bought two imported queens.
The first one produced hybrids (I do
not know whether she ever crossed
the ocean or not). I only reared one
queen from this one. Her progeny
were noted for long stings, and a good

knowledge of their" use. The other
was a young qiieen. It came direct
to me from Italy. This queen, which
I now have, is the best imported
queen I have tried. Her bees are well
marked (not light Italians), and goodnatured. I never knew them to sting
any one, and I never saw their equal
to work in boxes. They stored and
sealed 90 lbs. of honey last season, all
from the first crop of red clover, and
cast a very large swarm. I also took
several full combs of hatching brood
during May and the forepart of June.
They are sure to have a large supply
for winter in the body of the hive.
Wintered out-of-doors last winter in a
box with 3 inches of chaff, and did not
months, and came out in
fly for over
.5

greatest importance, they must, as the best possible shape. As yet I
honey gatherers, have no rivals, not have failed to get a queen to beat her
only in tilling combs which are given except for size.
I am thoroughly satisfied that if all
them, but they must go into the
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the poor queens are weeded out, and
good ones introduced from such stock
as described above, tlift-eby insuring
good drones, tlien the reports from ;ill
our different colonies will be uniformily good.
I see that Mr. Henry Alley advobut I
cates the yellow drone theory
must say, since following the princilost
have
ples given above, my drones
;

their bands of yellow.

When

had

I

the most hybrids I had the most yellow drones. I do not wish to convey
the idea that yellow drones are an indication of impurity, for I am well
aware that we may breed for such
drones with succes.s, and yet keep our
stock pure.
In regard to the new races of bees,
I think that if we have our Italians
bred up to a high standard of excellence, we had better be slow to introduce new blood into our apiaries.
From past experience I say, good-bye
hybrids.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Michigan Farmer.

For winter packing, inside of the
hive, the following substances were

Eastern Michigan Convention.

recommended
fine,

dry

in the order mentioned,
sawdust, planer shavings

The Eastern Michigan Bee-Keepers' and oat chaff.
The meeting adjourned,
held its second annual

Association

meeting in Detroit, April
dent Pierce in the chair.

11,

Presi-

to meet at
the call of the Secretary, some time
next October.
A. B. Weed, Sec.

He delivered a brief congratulatory
address, in which he commented upon
the grovvtli of the Society. One year

1^" The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers' Association will meet at
ago it had been formed under dis- Town Hall in Berlin Center, Mahoncouraging circumstances an unusu- ing
Co., Ohio, on Saturday, April 29th,
ally hard winter had just been passed
interested
;

All
1882, at 1 p. m., sharp.
and a majority of the bees in in
the busy bee are invited.
the country had been killed. This
Leonidas Cakson, Sec. ^
spring our bees are all in good condition, and the prospect good. The
i^The Bee-Keepers of Virginia
Society has increased in membership,
having drawn to itself apiarists from and Maryland are invited to meet at
distant parts of the State, and from the Court House in llagerstown, Md.,
on April 20, at 11 a. m., to organize an
Canada.
D. A. Piive.
The subject of raising queens occu- association.
pied a good deal of attention.
Messrs. W. Z Ilntchinson and J. H.
Robeitson, botli extensive breeders,
detailed tlieir experience, and gave
many valuable liints. The fact was
brought out that as good queens can
be produced by artificial stimulation,
as those reared during a honey yield
also that the color of queens is in a
measure decided by that of the honey
Cool Yet.— The weather is cool here
upon which they are fed. Tlie detiiii- yet; I took my bees out of the cellar
tion of a tested queen is one that pio- two weeks ago to-day put in 15 last
Mr. November, and took out 42 colonies
duces three-banded worker^.
Robertson said that lie is using some alive, with about one-half in very fine
combs which are 25 years old, and condition, the balance thinly settled.
liiids them good still.
For jiastiirage ]. The three lost had no bees either
lie prefers alsike clover and ligwort. dead or alive, can you assign a cause ?
He purifies wax with salt or vinegar. They also had consumed more honey
Both these gentlemen use queen than those coming through all right.
nurseries.
Nearly every colony has three to four
There was much interest taken in frames of sealed and candied honey
Mr. Robertson to spare. 2. How can 1 get it out.
the honey market.
sells his own honey, and last year he
D. H. Hopkins.
disposed of 20,000 I'lounds. lie strongly
Bear Lake, Mich., April 15, 1882.
advocated that lioney producers deal
[1. The three colonies mentioned
as directly as possible with consumers.
None of those present had ever known were probably queenless, and the
of honey being adulterated, and it bees deserted and doubled in with
was agreed that bee-keepers have no other colonies. Sometimes when
use for glucose. Mr. llutcliinson had
rob weaker ones,
tried feeding it to weak nuclei in stronger colonies
summer, and lie now believed that the bees being robbed go out with the
pure cane sugar is cheaper even at robbers, or force an entrance to other
three times the price. Several memcolonies.
bers stored extracted honey in stone
2. We would recommend to shave
crocks and large tin cans, and kept
them in a warm, dry place.
off tlie cappings and put the combs
The following is from the question one at a time in the center of the
box: Which is the best sized frame
brood nest. The bees will take out
for wintering ?
Mr. Robertson believed that more tlie honey, and liquefy and replace it
depended on the bee-keeper than the in other combs. The following method
frame he commenced to prepare his is that adopted by Mrs. Harrison
bees for winter in the preceding June,
The honey was mashed up in a pan,
and had them prepared for winter before it came. This season he had and set over a kettle of boiling water,
Before the
wintered 509 colonies out of 511, and and stirred frequently.
had noticed that bees cannot go from lioney was very hot, the wax had
one comb to another as easily as along risen to the surface, and being set out
in the cold, quickly congealed, so that
the length of a comb.
the warm honey could be poured from
What kind of bees are the best V
Most of those present believed that under it. through a coffee strainer
we would obtain the best results by into another vessel, leaving tlie wax
in the pan. After the honey was
careful breeding.
One member had tried the Syrians melted, the wax was all melted up tohe found them very good workers, gether, and considerable honey of inferior quality was under it, which
also very cross.
It was agreed that Italians would can be liept separate and be used for
much better cooking, making gingerbread, etc.
protect
themselves
The rinsings of vessels used^ in maagainst motiis than the blacks.
tlirough,

;

;

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

April

May

of Meeting.

29— Musliiniium Valley,

at Berlin Center, O.
lieonidus Carson, Sec, Frederick, O.

2,

3 -Eastsrn N. Y. Union, at Coblesltill, N. Y.
C. Quackenbush, Sec, Barnesville, N. Y.

n—Cliamplain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

16— N. W.

ni.

and

S.

W.Wis., at Rock City,

Jonatliuu Stewart, Sec, Rock City,

111.

111.

2.5— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

B^~ In order to have tbia table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinas.- Ed.

Saimders

Coiintj',

Neb., CouTeiition.

The Saimders County Bee-Keepers'
Association held their semi-annual
meeting at VVahoo, Neb., April 1,
1882.

After the usual business had been
transacted, the following subjects
were discussed
What is comb foundation, and how
made V Can bees be fed too much
early in the spring ?
:

Spring dwindling, and

how

pre-

vented.

Extracting honey and extractors.
What plants to raise tor bees to

work on.
The Association decided

to hold a
special meeting about the middle of
June, at some one of the apiaries near
by. Considered a better place to discuss the subject of bees than in town.
The report given sliovved that of 82
colonies put in winter quarters, only
8 were lost, and only 5 by wintering.

The meeting then adjourned.
Mrs. C. L,. Stocking,

Sec.

;

:

;

—

—

!
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nipuhitiiig tlie honey, will make excellent vinpgiir. The wax can be

Trepared for IMvldiiig.— Thinking risen 28 i"clies April 1st. 11 inches;
you would perhaps like to hear from Maicli 30 and 31, 11 and 13 inches re-

over bi)ilin2; water,
and sliouki be ponred, when melted,
tliroiigli a hot coltee strainer, and
when cool, will be of a light straw

at
this region in regard to bees, I
liberty to say
bees wintered unusually well, 5 colonies of Italians,
and are now very strong. On last

color.

Saturda.v and Sunday (Easter) one
showed its
colony in
iiarticular
strength in laying out, and I think it
wo"ld have swarmed on Monday last,
only that the weather on that day
turned suddenly cold, and has remained so until now, which had the
I
eftect of keeping them very quiet.
had all my preparations made for dividing Ihein, but the weather interfered. 1. Doyoti think this cold snap
will injure the brood? 2. What i.s
the siguilicance of linding, in the
morning, say from 20 to 50 little round
caps of wax at or near the entrance,
3. Do
which look like cell cappings
you think it would pay for me, only
having a few colonies of bees, to invest in a honey extractor, when prices
remain so high V

melted in

;i

jkui

Frost autl Swarms.— This morning
I arose I tlignght of the frosty

when

mornings of JSToveniber. The ground
was wliite with frost. About 10
o'clock I was in the apiary listening
to the merry luini of the beautiful
Italian bees, when, to my surprise, a

swarm came rusliing out of the hive
as if some one had cried lire. As I
clip all

my

queens' wings, of course 1

;

am

my

had no trouble in hiving them. I had
the job about completed when the
second came. I began to think I was
employed for the day, if it was Sunday. The lirst swarm weighed 9 lbs.,
and the second 8 lbs. This sounds a
great deal like a whopper, but it is
true, nevertheless. 1 have a hive of
Herman Knirihm.
Italian bees that are in good condiNew Albany, Ind., April 15, 1882.
tion, plenty of brood, and the queen
was hatched the 1.5th Of June. 1881.
colonies are somewhat
[1. Where
They are not populous enough to
swarm. They built a queen cell, and weak, the late cold snap will be found
she batched the 4th of April. They to have done considerable damage.
killed her immediately. To-day they
2. The linding of the little wax caps
have two more queen cells about signilies, generally, that bees are unready to hatch. What is the matter V
They are not ready to swarm they capping honey preparatory to carryhave plenty of room yet. The queen ing it to the center of the brood-nest.
is young and prolilic."
J. F. Kight.
In other words, that they have been
'?

;

Poseyville, Ind., April 16, 1882.

obliged

to

resort to their reserved

[The bees are determined to super- stores.
3. If you purpose remaining in the
sede the queen why, you will have to
business, you may find it economy to
ascertain from future observations.
Ed.]
obtain an extractor, because an exigency might arise for its use. Ed.]
Queen Feeding: a Drone. I* have
never seen a queen bee embrace a
Water I Water !— We in the Tiche
drone, but I have seen a queen feed a country— east side are under water,
drone. I once was exhibiting bees at
3 to 20 arpents (arpent 192 feet) from
a fair, and for the purpose of giving the bayou. My father's place is 25
more interest to my enterprise, I took arpents, and the water from the bayou
the queen out of the liive and placed
is under the house, and 20 feet above
her with a drone in a small paper box low water. Our bees are still 2 feet
covered with glass, so that they could above water, 23^ to reach hives.
be seen. I put a small bit of candy in April 1st we ext)-acted 12 lbs. from 1
tlie box, thinking they might want to
hive; April 8th 15 lbs. from another,
eat.
I was much surprised to see the to^iveroom.
We have 20 with secqueen suck the candy, and then go to ond stories all nearly full. We could
the drone and go through all tlie moextract -300 ibs. to-day from all. We
tions that bees do in -feeding one anhave 5 that are about ready for secother.
This she repeated several ond stories. Ten days ago a swarm
limes. The drone soon died. They
We gave
of black bees came to us.
had not been in the box but a short them a home and put them to work.

—

—

—

time.

We

spell

here.

liaving quite a cold
Fruit must be greatly
damaged. I never had bees winter
better, and do better, than they are
doing now. No sick bees this spring.

are

An

actual inspection of

all

colonies

shows no queen cells started. We
have a sad record for others of your

spectively. You will know the extent of the disaster when I state the
crop of cotton at 1.500 bales, sugar
1,700 hlids., molasses 2,000 bbls., in
1881.
Worni.s follow overdow to cut
down corn, worms eat the cotton,
cane is killed. We are simply done
for.
Well, we are in a bad tix— sickness will play havoc, and run riot here
this fall. My father's large practice
here will be charity for a year to
come, and losses many due for four
year.s— will be §20,000. Well, we will

—

bear it, and make our bees educate
us you will see if they do 7iot do it
;

J.

W. K.Shaw.

Loreauville, La., April

9, 18S2.

Not Very Plain.— In the

Bee Jour-

nal

of April 12. jjage 226, you give
directioiis for rearing queens, and say,
when all is finished to shake the beesin front of the new hive, and place
the frames in the hive removed (the
black cohniy), then release the queen.
Do you mean to release the queen in
the new hive, or return her to the
hive removed 4 or 5 rods distant ?
Please make this plain through the
Journal. I think I understand the
rest. I have.never tried to rear queens
J. IlAlIBLY.
yet
Stirton, Ont.

[Return her to the hive removed
black colony). The object in
caging the queen is to have an absolute certainty that she does not get
into the new hive on the old stand,
and that is quickest guarded against
by caging her.— Ed.]
(the

Fruit Blossoms All Killed.- We had
splendid weatiier from the first of
April until the 10th inst. Peach, apple, cherry and pear trees were in
bloom, and the bees had a good time
and gathered pollen and honey in
abundance but on the night of the
11th the wind changed to the north,
and was accompanied by a heavy
snow storm. From that time up to
date we had heavy frosts, killing all
the bloom, and bees have had no fly
up to date. The indications are that
;

will have a change by to-morrow.
iSees are in good condition, however,
hope
full of brood and honey.
that we will haveagood honey harvest
this season, although the fruit bloomwas killed. Our Association in Franklin Countv, Ind., will meet on the last
Saturday in April, to adopt a consti-

we

We

"

by-laws, and I think we
subscribers. Mr. Garrett has lost by tution and
success of it.
water 50 colonies has 30 left. Mr. will make a grand
J. W. Sturwold.
Waveland, Ind.
Isaac Shakp.
Henry Steckler is in water, 3 miles to
Raymond, Ind., April 17, 1882.
land, and his 140 colonies are quien
Loss About Ten per cent.— My bees sol/e, in the garret of his house.
Jnbilant.— To-day bees fly nicely,
have come through the winter very think he is equal to the emergency.
strong, with only the lossof onequeen. We cannot get any news of him. after some cold weather. I linished
and one drone-laying queen. I started There is not enough cane left from taking out my bees April 4, the last
in the winter witii 15 colonies packed the lands not overliowed to plant 14 having been confined 5 months lackin chaff. Have to-day 13 in good con- of the land (now planted and under ing a day. Out of 177 I have lost only
dition, and two queenless. The loss w.tter) next season. Forty arpents of 1, and that was |)ut in weak and
in this ueigliborhood is about 10 per corn and cotton i)lanted and up, do queenless. Throwing up hats is in
cent.
We liave had a favorable spring not remain, anil the water is rising order. Cherry blossoms killed, but
but to-day (April 10) is a cold, blustry in the bayou 2 inches in 24 hours. we can feed" at that time and apples,
C. 0. Mtllek.
day.
Back the water is at a stand to-day. will soon bloom.
P. A. Eiegle.
Marengo, 111., April 15, 1882.
Arlington, O.
Since (i p. m., April 2d, the water has

—

We

—

:
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The Golden Bee- Hive. —Bees in this
neigtiborhood appear to be tioiiig very
well at this time. I examined one on
the 22(1 of Marcli, wliicli hail plenty of
old sealed honey, with fresh honey
and brood in all stages. 1. Can [ feed
extracted honey at any time to the
bees, and have them store it without
waste y 2. Will they take up extracted honey ;ind store it in the boxes,
when they are at work in the boxes
above. I am«atHicted with cataract on
both eyes, so it is witli difficulty I can
see to read or write, hence I can be
but a very poor bee-keeper. I think
I will take my 1.5-year old boy with
me, and try to use his eyes with my
brains, so that between us both my
pets may be taken care of the best I
can. I keep but few, but I am lotli to
give them up, and will not as long as
it can be helped.
Just at this time
this part of Alabama is blessed (or
cursed) with a patent right bee-hive
vender, selling rights to the people to
make what he terms the '• golden beehive." I have seen the hive and think
it to be a sorry alfair.
Do you or any
of your readers know anything about
it ?
James B. Pickerell is the name
of the vender. 4. \Vho is he
W. E. FXIEEMAN.
Olustee Creek, Ala., April 13, 1882.

the desirable features of the ordinary
hives, or upon division boards. His
" feeder," " key " and " lever," are
the main points in his patent, and
these are, perhaps, of the least im-

portance to bee-keepers.
4. We do not know Mr. James B.
Pickerell.— Ed.]

—

for
Honey. You
have
such a tempest in my brain
about planting for honey, that I resolved at once to set apart 20 acres
adjoining my apiary for that purpose,
and wrote to the editors of the Kansas
Bee-Keeper, asking them to open the
Plautiiiff

raised

'"
Is
planting for honey
needed in Kansas if so, what, how,
and when shall we plant V" I expect

question,

;

a notice in the next issue. I sliall not
be able to plant the whole patch this
year, but I would like to ask for the
proportion of seeding for such a farm,
on the supposition that my bees had
no other resource— perhaps your
pamphlet on planting answers" my
question. My land is a very tine, deep,
rich, black loam, rectangular in form
in the proportion of 4 to 9. Many
thanks for the weekly visits of the
Bee Journal. I once lieard an
elderly gentleman advise a young
[1. Bees will not take up extracted man izi the following words:
"Go,
honey and store it without considera- and make yourself indispensable,"
were
you
there
at
the
time
V
ble diminution.
Exeter, Kans.
N. Emmerson.
2. In time of scarce honey flow, the
bees will store extracted honey in the
[We think you will find your quessections, where already at work in tion answered more satisfactorily in
them but in time of an abundant the pamphlet, " Bee Pasturage a
honey flow, they will look upon ex- Necessity," than we could do in a
tracted honey with indifference.
newspaper article. Ed.]
i*

;

3. The " golden bee-hive" was patGrateful.— I am a bee-keeper in a
«nted by David Thompson. We obtained from the Patent Office in small way, compared with some of
our American apiarists, and depend a
Washington, in 1880, an official copy, great deal on the Bee Jouknal and
from which we extract
its correspondents. I desire to return
my thanks to Rev. A. Salisbury and
What I claim as new, and desire to Mr. G. M. Doolittleformany
valuable
secure by letters patent is
The com- suggestions. The latter just strikes
bination, with the hive proper of the me
exactly. I like to read articles
supplemental hive or box B, feed-board that come right out and tell me what
A, feed-cup C, and key and lever E, all to do— that is business. The Syrian
arranged substantially as described bees are beauties, what I have seen of
and shown.
them, and I think ought not to be
The patent does not cover the hive classed as ferocious. There are abont
proper (brood chamber), nor the five apiaries in om- vicinity or the
north half of our county (Douglas),
frames or division board. Mr. Thomp- all run for comb honey, except Mr.
"
"
son only claims the combination of Salisbury's, wiiich is partly run for
his surplus arrangement with the hive honey and partly for queens. The
five apiaries contain about 440 colonproper. This arrangement consists of
ies, 70 of which are my own.
These
small frames of the same length of were wintered in a cave without loss.
the brood frames, but about
My
yield
in
50
lbs.
1881
was
about
of
their
depth; these hang by the top-bar, comb honey per colony, in prize sections, and thirty per cent, increase.
over the brood frames, and both the
They filled the brood chambers in the
frames and their manner of hanging, fall to the extent of crowding out the
together with their position on the queens, and consequently they are
hive, are all old, and have long been weak this spring. I am going to
Mr. Doolittle's plan with them,
common property. The " combina- adopt
and think I will have about 55 colonies
tion " which Mr. Thompson claims is when united for clover honey gathersimply the attaching of his " supple- ing. Next fall they will have better
mental hive, or surplus box, to " the attention, as I have resolved to devote my whole time to the production
hive proper," and he has no claim of honey.
Bartlett Z. Smith.
«pon any movable frames, or any of
Tuscola, 111.
:

^

—

Honey Store-Rooiii. 1 have a twostory building 18x24 feet, and desire
to use the upper story for a storeroom, and the ground floor for workshop and room to keep comb honey in.
The honey room is at the west end
and is ceiled up on the inside, and
has racks to place the honey on. The
room has but one window, and blinds
will be placed on the outside with
wire screen and curtain on the inside.
Which would be the best for
the good keeping of the honey, a dry
ground floor or a plank floor V There
will be a board chimney 10x12 inches
from the honey room, with a slide to
open or close the same, so that when
the sulphur fumes have been on the
honey long enough they may be carried off as soon as possible, so as not
to settle down on the honey and color
the comb. The chimney may also be
used as a ventilator. Please state in
the Bee Journal what you think of
the above arrangement for keeping
comb honey.
D. M. Ketcham.
Arcadia, N. Y.
[If perfectly dry, we think we would
prefer the ground floor, then with the
chimney near the bottom for the
escape of the sulphur fumes, your
room will probably give satisfaction.

-Ed.]
Unirersally Cold.— I see by the Bee
tliat most of our fraternity
are having an early spring, and that
bees are gathering pollen finely. Not
so with me, however, for the spring
has been universally cold. Vegetation
has not started in the least as yet, and
the past week has been one of cold
and snow, the mercury going as low
as 14*^'. It has been so cold I have
been unable to dig plants except for
about a week, making me late in filling orders, at which some of my Southern patrons feel disposed to growl a
little.
No pollen yet, and but very
little brood in the hives.
However,
my colonies were never stronger in
bees at this time of the year than now.

Journal

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., April 17, 1882.

—

Pollen. It is supposed that bees
feed their young ones on neither pollen or honey in the raw state, nor
soften it, like pigeons do, for instance
in the crop, and then feed; but that
both pollen and honey are converted
by them in chyle or milk, so to say,
and then fed. Anyone who has tasted
the stuff left in the queen cells will
come to this conclusion. If, therefore, bees raise young ones in the
spring without pollen, they do so at
the cost of their own vitality, the
same as animals live, which hibernate,
but could never do it very long.
Terre Haute, Ind.
T. Hulman.

Bees Swarming.

—

Bees are in fine
and are swarming occasionally notwithstanding the cold wave
which passed over our latitude during
the past few days. The poplar, one
condition,

of our chief honey-producing trees,
just coming into bloom.
S. D. McLean.
Columbia, Tenn., April 17, 1882.

is

—

—

"
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Harmless. I inclose an insect, and
Removing' Queen Cells.— In your recent directions on queen rearing, fli- often see such around the hives. Do
vidinjj. etc., you say, •' in 10 or l^days they do any harm to the bees V
SUlJSCRIBEIt.
from the removal of the queen, the
Navarino, N. Y.
queen cells iiiav be cut out and used."'
In '•Quinljy's' New Bee-Keepinu;
[We have often seen them around
directions are given to remove tiie
€ells iu the latter part of the ninth the liives, as well as on flowers,. atday, or the early part of the tenth day, tracted no doubt by tlie smell of lioney.
from the lemov'al of the queen— that After much observation, we cannot
if put off later a queen will likely
•emerge and destroy the otlier cells. accuse them of any h^rm, intentional
Now if such a tiling should occur, of or otherwise. Ed.]
course our object would be defeated.
On the other hand, I understand we
The outCheerfnlness Prevails.
run some risk of injuring tlie queen
look for the California bee-keeper, up
if cut out too soon, besides, when we
Eel). 1, was indeed very gloomy,
divide, as you recommend, by supply- to
the scarcity of rain. Since
ing a colony with a queen cell, or owing to
that
date it has rained copiously, and
cause tlie colony to wait unnecessathe prospect for a good crop of honey,
rily long for a laying queen. Please
answer: 1. Wiiere no special cow bs perhaps, was never better at this seaConsequently, the
are furnisliad beforehand, what is tlie son of the year.
longest time we can safely wait after faces of the bee-keepers have been
transformed from a woe-begone exthe removal of tlie queen, before cutthat of smiles and cheerting oiu tiie queen ci-llsV 2. What pression to
fulness.
I'ou may prepare yourself
Jige huvie (d.i'n-d from the laying of
California this
the eggs) do the bees prefer to use to for a good report from
year, though let her crop of honey be
rear qu ens y
(;. M. Alves.

A

—

what

Henderson, Ky.

it

may, we

shall

depend almost

exclusively upon Europe for our marbe ket. There are parties here now mak[1. Twelve days ; and tliis will
ing very liberal offers for the coming
governed by the progress made by the
.J.E.Pleasants.
crop.
bees in ripeuing the cell. To deAnaheim, Ci'L, April 13, 1882.

termine

this,

an examination

made previously.
2. From thr^e to

slioiild

be

or six days.

five

Flowers on Every Side.— Bees are
doing well here now, with some
swarming going on. Poplar (tulip)
is beginning to bloom, and raspberries will be due in a few days. I wish
you could see our country now. All
nature is green and fresh, with flowers
W.J. Willaud.
on every side.
Jonesboro, 111., April 17, 1882.

Usually about four. We prefer, always, to watch the development of
,tbe cells closely, so as to let the young
<}ueens be as thoroughly developed
and vigorous as possible before removing or handling the cells. The
best queens we have had were those
Cyprian Bees.— Having heard so
from cells removed but a few minutes mucti about Cyprian bees and their
good qualities, 1 i)urcliased a queen
before hatching.— Ed.]
I found them more genlast season.
tle than the blacks, and better workPlenty of Bloom. W^e have plenty ers, but, when once disturbed, they
of bloiiin here, and bees are doing are very liard to ([uiet down. All my
well. I want to know how to get the black bees cannot rob them. On the
most honey, and hence I take the 1st of April I madeanartilicial swarm
Journal.
John Eiiwin.
by placing in an empty hive three
Louisville, 111., April 19, 1SS2.
frames of brood from the old one,
then moving the old hive a good disClover Uninjured.— Bees are well- tance off and setting the new one in
only one colony has perished but, its place. By the 16tli I took from it
best of all, the clover is uninjured by 1.5 queens and it swarmed once. I
the open winter. The honey prospect liave left them 1-5 capped queen cells,
is tine for 1SS2, in Michigan.
hoping that they will swarm again. I
think that they "keep out moths better
T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Mich., April 17, 1882.
than the blacks. 1 expect to try the
D. R. Keyes.
Italians next.

—

;

—

The College
spleiuUd condition.
I
never knew bees to have so much
brood at this time of the year, yet
when I removed the bees from the
cellar on the 1st of April, they liad no
brood, as there was no pollen in the
hives. Bees here commenced to bring
in pollen on April 1. This is five days
earlier than any previous year. Possibly they would ha^e brought it in
earlier had they been able to fly. Our
meeting hist Thursday was very
largely attended and was a great sucBees at the CoHesre.

Ijees

are

Wewahitchka, Fla.
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Off Combs.— I want to ask
and, of course, want aii
answer
I have one colony of bees,
and know nothing of their habits. 1.
I iind that they are carrying out the
comb ; some frames are being nearly
eaten off at the top. What makes
them do so; and, 2. Is pure maple
sugar good food for bees in spring ?
Bees have been gathering pollen for
ab(nit ten davs.
Subsckiber.
Fairehild, Wis., April 20, 1882.

Gnawing

a question,
:

combs are objectionable;
[1. The
we have known the bees frequently
to gnaw off the cells of tlie combs
when honey was candied very solid in
them.
2. Yes, almost anything will do to
feed in spring,

when

constantly

but, of course, good honey

ing,

sugar syrup are best.

fly-

and

Ed.

—

Prospect of Honey Harvest.
My
bees are stronger than I have ever
had them at this season, before. I
have had but one swarm yet and that
was yesterday. I have been holding
back my swarming for the ratan honey
harvest. Several of my neighbors'
bees have swarmed, which has proved
genuine
a
very
disastrous,
as
"Norther" blew up on the 11th inst.,
and the weather continued wet and
cold four or five days, chilling the
brood in the i)aient hive, and severely
damaging recent swarms. It is
warmer now and the prospect is for a
heavy honey yield the coming season.
Wm. R. Howard.
Kingston, Texas, April 17, 1882.
i

Bee Stings.— The remedy for the
third class of bee-keepers, mentioned
by J. Anderson, whom the stings affect so seriously, is bromide of potas-

With nie, the pain is cured
instantly by rubbing honey over a
large surface about the sting, but all
the symptoms that he mentions follow, unless I have this remedy at
hand ; then I am ready for work
sium.

again in 10 minutes.
Brockton, N. Y.

Wintered

in

M. Simons.

Cellar.— I wintered

my

a well ventilated cellar and
lost 11 out of 58 colonies. Ten of them
starved.
J. F. Powell.
Tracy, Minn., April 18, 1882.

bees

in

Building Up.— My bees wintered
without loss and are building up
W. H. 'Miller.
rapidly.
Berrien Springs, Mich., April 14.

in

cess.

Lansing,

J. Cook.
Mich., April 24, 1882.

A.

Bee-Pastnragc.— Your pamphlet on
Mr. Editor, is something
which every bee-keeper needs. I have
long been looking for such a work. I
liave planted different kinds of honey
plants this season, and shall plant
more in due time. We are having an
early spring in Kansas. The fruit
trees are in bloom, but the weather
has been windy and cool, and we have
bad but few days when the bees could
The past winter was mild.
fly.
E. Zakel.
this subject,

Williamsburg, Kas., April

12, 1882.

1^" We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are V Every
subscriber is such an agent we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal.
;

^" When
dress,

new

changing a postofflce admention the old as well as the

address.
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As

the time
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The following are the latest quotacoming season, tions for honey and beeswax received
should obtain a copy and commence to up to this hour

who intend

all

their

ADVERTISING RATES.

to be systematic in

work during

tlie

:

use
space, each insertion.

line of

now at hand to comof this valuable book,

is

mence the use

20g. per agate

Honey and Beeswax Market.

QuotatluiiH of Cnnb Buyers.

it.

For

CHICAGO.
$1 00
1 50
HONEY—As tbe season is well advanced, salefl
extracted honey are slow and prices remain un2 00 of
cbantied. I am payinc sc. lor dark and luc. for
cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce
The larger ones can be used for a liKlit.
and rules hieh.
BEESAVAX—
I am paying J4c. for aood yellow
few colonies, give room for an increase
on arrival 18(ij-2Jv.-. for medium grade, and
BISCO^NTS will be given on advertisements of numbers, and still keep the record wax,
15(sJl7c, for dark.
Al. H. Newjian. 07:; W. Madison St.
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
all together in one book, and are therepaid in advance
OINCINNATL
lO per cent, discount. fore the most desirable ones to proFor 4 weeks
HONEY— The demand for comb honey is slow,,
"
8
SO
and
pricesnoniinal
at h;i".juc. on aniv.-il. Kxtracted
" IS
cure at the start.
"
"
(3 months).... ao

A

contain about eight
tvords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Aflvertisenients payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
line of

Agate type

will

.50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

;

:

'•

"
"

"

ae
a»
5a

"

{(5niontha)....4:«

"
"

fO

months)

(1

year)

SO
60

honey

"
"
"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
per cent., G months, lO per cent., 3 months,
5 percent.

35

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, 30 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

G.

Binders for 1882.—We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the

Bee Journal

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve

received.

the

They

Journal
will

Madison

as fast as

be sent postpaid

by mail for 75 cents.

NEWMAN,

Street..

ChfcuKO,

lb.

;

lb. do.,

We

BEKSWAX— Brings 18®22c.
ceeds the offerings.

The demand exC. F.

for 1S82.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
what to plant, and when
J^pccial IJotices. suggestions
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
To Advertisers.— By reference to our
any address for 10 cents.
schedule of rates for advertising by
9S5 West

is in fair demand.
Our jobbinii prices for
jars of clover honey are, per ;rross, $2.')
for 2
per yross, $4_'. The demand for manufacturinfi purposes is very good.
pay Hfeioc. on
arrival.
1

QnotatloDB ofCommiiiSion Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Our

honey market would be

(;ood,

as

considerable inquiry for white honey in
sections, with none to satisfy the demand. Itwould bring 22c. readily for choice. Buckwheat
honey, no sale. Extracted, ll(iil2c, per lb.
BEESWAX -25630c.
K. A. BguNETT. 165 South Water St.

there

is

III.

just issued a

Muth.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— All reports

from the honey-producinfr
southern part of the State are of
the same tenor, viz.: th:it there will be a heavy
yield this season. Bees are havint.' an abundance
of flowers, full of sweet nectar, and are gathering
large quantities of honey and making brood comb.
Our quotations are mainly nominal, as there iBlittle doing at present.
We qunte white comb. 16®18c.: dark to good. 10
(ajl4c.
E.xtracted, choice to extra white, 8(ffl9c, ^
dark and candied, 7c. BKBSWA.X— 23(42.5c.
districts in the

Steakns a S.mith, 423 Front Street.
the year, it will be seen that considerCLEVELAND.
for bee-keepers, on
Ribbon
Badges,
able reduction has been made. This,
HONEY— The demand for honey is light, most of
which
are printed a large bee in gold, the trade finding fault with the best offered, as it
in connection with our large and innu)re or less candied. Values are not steady,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. isprices
being made to meet the views of the purcreasing circulation, makes it advanchaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 2:i®25c.
tageous to dealers to avail themselves
A. C. Kendei.. 15 Ontario Street.
Advertisemeuts intended for the Bee
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers
NEW YORK.
this
reach
office
by
Journal must
of America to make their announceHONEY — Scarcely any demand reported for
Saturday
of the previous week.
prices weak and little more than noaiinal.
honey;
ments for the coming season's trade.
We quote as follows: White comb, in small
boxes, I5^'il7c; dark, in small boxes, 11®I2C. ExWe not only offer tlie best advertising
white, 9@nic. dark, 7"i8c.
tracted,
i^To any one sending two neto BEESWAX.—
Western, pure, 24@25c. Southern,
medium, butthe lowestrates on yearly
Weekly subscribers for a year, we will pure, 23@24c.
THOKN & Co.. and 13 Devoe avenue.
contracts.
present a volume of the Bee JourBOSTON.
HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., acA Sample (Jopy of the Weekly Bee nal for 1880, bound in paper covers. cording
to
quality.
valuable
informacontains
much
BEESWAX-Piime quality, 2.'ic.
Journal will be sent free to any per- It
Crookeu & Blake, Chatham Street.
son.
Any one intending to get up a tion, and it will pay any one who does
not already possess it, to obtain a copy.
ST. LOUIS.
club can have sample copies sent to
HONEY— In fair demand. Strained selling at9
Many
of our new subscribers will be ©inc.;
comb scarce— nominal at i8<i'j22c.
the persons they desire to interview,
BEESWAX— Stiff af 2ng21c. for prime.
pleased to learn that they can get it
K. C. G11EEH& Co.. 117 N. Main Street.
by sending the names to this office.
1

:

;

1 1

;')7

by sending for
before they are all gone.
for $1.00,

i^ The Bee Journal is

it

at once,

—

mailed at
Premiums. Tliose who get up clubs
the Chicago Postolfice every Tuesday,
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
Examine the Date following your
and any irregularity in its arrival is
1882, will be entitled to tlie following
name
on the wrajtper label of this
some
due to the postal employes, or
premiums. Their own subscription
paper; it indicates the end of the
cause beyond our control.
may count in the club
paid
have
your
which
you
month to
For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
1^"
must be subscription on the Bee Journal.
:

Articles for publication
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
,

"

1^ We

4,— ApiaiT

Register for .'iO Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

send Cook's Manual
"
"
cloth.
5,—
"
"
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
for2tNj
Col's.
or Apiary Register
colonies, and Weekly Bee; Journal
for beasts
cash
Kendall's for one year, for $.3.00 or with King's Or they may deduct 10 per cent in
for their labor in getting up the club.
14w4t
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5.
will

I

For man

it has no equal
not excelled. What ?
Spavin Cure.

it is

;

;

;
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of an ApUiry— Continued.
Shipping and Introducing Queens

Management

Bees ami Honey, or Management of
an Apiary t'oi* Pleasure and Profit.
This is the title of our new book. The
first and second editions Iiaving been
exhausted, and being desirous of having it ''f vdly up witli the times/' incl uding all tiie various improvements and
inventions in this rapidly increasing

we have

pursuit,

HONEY EXTUACTOK ANP1T3USE
The Invention of the Extractor
When to Use the Extractor
How to Extract
COMB FoUNl>ATIOX AND

thorouglily revised

re-writing some chapters and
adding several new ones, in order to
present tlie apiarist with everything
that can aid in tiie successful management of the Honey Bee, and at the
same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters
Bee Pasturage a Necessity,"
are
"Management of Bees and Honey at

its

is

USE

95
97

i"<5

135
138

Exhibitions at Fairs

Bee and Honey Shows

141

Winter

for

142
144
145
146
147
147
147
148
149
149
149
152
153
154
154

Wintering
House for Wintering Bees
Wintering Bees in Clamps
foi'

GENEUAL ADVICE TO BEGINNERS
(ieneral Inlormatton Necessary

Selecting a Location

Plan for an Apiary
Adopt a Standard Frame
Keep an A piary Register
Increase by Division
Artiflcial

4

132
133

The WixTintiNG of Bees
Preiiarin;; Cellar

Swarming

Preparing Feed
Guard At-'ainst Overstocking
Provide Continual Honey Bloom

Honey

as

Intrniluolioii

'I'he

*-.

.-..

Drone Bee

The Worker Bee
Krond

Wax and Comb

I'lndiiction of
I'oliiMi.

or Bee-Bread

Bee Glue
Estai(T,!sh:mfxt of ak Apiary
Situjit 111 and Arrannement
Propolis, or
i<

Boc-K<?epiiiL'

WhoSliouM

Science
Keep Bees
II

Snititlilo Lncitioii

Which W:iv Should lUvea Face
When to Conimence
Tlo«- Miiny Colonies to begin with

KemovinK Bees
What Kind of Bees

to

Get

SwHrnis
How Care for a First Colony
Bees Kept on Shares
Marking
their Location,
Bees
PChaneint: the Location
Will Bees Injure Fruit?
Cleansina Combs of Dead Brood
Ants in the ApiarjKemovini; Propolis from Hands

f

iiuvini:
lo

Hi VFS anp sruPLfs Receptacles
What Hive to Use
The Lanustroth Hive
Production of Choice

Honey

Ciinih Honey Sections
Onp-l'itHL' Honey Sections
Sini^'le

Cases

Sections
Hives and Surplus Boxes

fi.r

M;ikint,'

!

I'lldin;;

pRoniTCTioN AND Cake OF Honey
Preparation for the Market
How Should Honey be Marketed
As-nit and Grade the Honey.
How to Get Bees out of Boxes

Comb Honey
Honey in Unbiassed Sections
Handhnp and Shipping...
Candied Comb Honey
Managomentof Extracted Honey
Honey Must be Ripened
MiiiKit-'enient of

Metal Corners for Crates
Putting the Glass in the Sections
Honey as a Commercial Product

Management of an Apiary

I^uck or Sci -ntiflc Management
Italian Bees
Italianizing the Apiary

The

Introducing a Queen
Inserting a Queen-Cell

Nucleus ("olunies
Dlvidintr tlu- Colonies
SwariuiTii,'; hi.w to Control
to Hive ii Swarm

it

How

TheLossof theQueen

What are Fertile Workers
Transferring from Box Hives
Transferring from Frame Hives
Uniting Weak Co.onies
Clippins: the Queen's Wing
Washing Out Drone Brood
Reroovinii Bees from the Combs
Preparing Bees for Shipment
Uniting Colonies in the Spring
How to Separate Swarms

Robber Bees
FeediiiK Bees

Quieting and Handling Bees

medium.

FREE TO

A 1,1,CIRCTJLAE.

AWNUAL

21ST

HENRY ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

4

i7wtf

WW?

Consult your Interest, and send for my
1
XUUij. new circular and price list of colonies,
Nuclei and Queens. Address.
9sm8t
». D. McltEAUr, Columbia, Tenn.

and Cyprian

Italian

(jneens,

Imported and home bred. Stock very superior.
Also, hives of any of the leading patterns. State
your wants and send for price list.
•J.

I7w2t

Colonies

Full
In

A. BUCHABTABT,

Holliday's ("oTe,

Hancock

of

Italian

the Lanf.«tr"th frame, shipped

SIMP1,ICITV HIVES,

K.

15w4t

I.

Co.,

in

W, Va.

Bees,

ONE- STORY

at *7 each.

BAKB£R, Bloomtngton,

111.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

Food and Medicine.

Page.
.'

The Races of Bees
The Queen Bee

therefore, the best advertising
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Lengthening the Bee's Tongue
Effect ot

The AMERICAN Bee Journal is the oldest Bea
Paper in America, and has a large circulation In
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99
99

Improve-ment IN Bees
The Bee ot the Future

Fairs," '' Marketing Honey," etc. It
contains 160 pages, and is profusely
illustrated. Price, bound in cloth 75
cents; in paper covers 50 cents, post
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AND KEEP THEM

We have just issued a new edition
of our pauiijhlet bearing tlie above
It lias been revised and entitle.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

2-1 pages to 32, the new
pages being devoted to new Recipes
for Honey Medicines, and all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used.
It is undeniable that pure honey is

larged from

B;NDERM£.iPERIODICAl.s\

'/pat.

the simplest, the healthiest, the most
natural, and the most strengthening
IS THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
article of food for healthy persons, as
Any one can use them. Directions in each Binder.
well as the best remedy for the sick
For Bee .Journal of IS8(}
50c.
and for the convalescent it is the true

The Emerson Binder

balsam of

life,

to restore

wonted strength and

What

them

For Bee Journal of lasi
For Bee Journal of 1882

to their

health.

recting their attention to the merits
of honey.

This

little

pamphlet should be

THOMAS G.

Address,

needed is to educate the [
community up to this idea, and in no
way can that be done so well as by di-

925

is

scat-

West Madison

Florida
1^-

95c.
75c.

S(E"WMAar,

Street.

ChlcaKo,

III,

Lan(l"640 Acres

CHEAP FOE CASH. .^

DESCRIPTION. -Sec.

4,

township

7,

south ranRe 7

tered by thousands all over the coun- west. Franklin county, Florida, situated about oO
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west or the
In this way city of Tallahiisse, the capital of the State, and
try, by honey producers.
about 25 miles northeast of the city or Apahichiit will create a home market in almost cola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within

any

2 sections (5 and f.) of the Apaliichicola river the
Bol! is a rich, sandy Inmu, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. olst, 1875, bvCol. Alexan;

locality.

We

have put the price of them low

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen,.50 cents;
per hundred, §4.00. On orders of 100

them

or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and addre.ss of the

der McDonald, who <.»wned ti sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for J3,20U, and on Sept.
5th. 1377. by him conveyed to the undersit^ed tor
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstract from the Kecordsof the
county, diily attested by the County Clerb the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos;

session.

the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An of l^r for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
I

will sell

THOMAS O, NE'WMAX,

Street. CHICAGO. ILL,
bee-keeper who scatters them). This i ncyTCVV ANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2.000 Recipe
HUCniOBook. Sells at Sight. Double your money
alone will pay him for all his trouble Address Dr.Chase'sPrintinnUouse. Ann Arbor,Mich
and ex\ieiise— enabling him to dispose 3fimlyp

of his

home, at a good profit.
more copies are wanted,
be sent by express, at the

honey

When

925

ELECTROTYPES

at

100 or

they will
expense of the purchaser.

Weat Madison

Of
'2r>

Eneravint-'s used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents persqiiare inch— iiosint:le cut sold for less

thanSOc.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

OSS West Madison Street, Chicago,

III.
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Complete Apiary for Sale,
An

»0 COLONIES OF ITAl.-

Apiarv of

BEES, with l.ulldinpa and all modern appliances for running,' the Mfviiie are within 2;i miles
of Cbicaco, in a splendid Ideation for wild pastusearafie. These liees show a noud record for last
son— 2, 06-4 Ihs. conil> lioney (Vom 43 coImnleH. and increiiKed to lOO colonies. They
are in prime conditii>n now, with

IAN

p

NARMOR E

"

Bee Hives, All-in-one-piece Section Boxes,.
FANNING MILLS, SASH, DOORS & BLINDS.
13wl3t

Italian

postpaid for

W. ANDERSON,

h

you wish bees

If

SOUTUAKB

Kalamazoo, Mich.

17w2tp

per 1. WO. L. Hives 50c.
ian bees tor *h per colony. Circular free.
& CO.. Capac, Mich.
Seml-Jtp BYRON
size. $4.5(1

WALKER

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS.

-

1882.

now bookine orders lor my
clDLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
the best stuck in the country. WarI

FLAT -BOTTOM

foi

KAXPTEY,

<fc

Pound
0]VE-nE€E SECTIONS a specialty.
Also, Ital-

BEESWAX.

hl^h side-wal Is. 4 to 16 square feet tothe pound. Circular and samples frea

I wish to buv a quantityofeood yellow Beeswax.
Cash
I am paying 34c. per pound, delivered here,
on arrival. Shipments solicted.

923

ranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
after
early in the season, !l,\l.:>u
$2 frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
iTesled (jueen. If4
with Tested Queen, f 10. The Best
Quinby Smoker for (L.-iO. Address all orders to
;

;

:

;

I,,

a.

uiEui..

(Money Order Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co.,

Ind.

NE'WMAN,

AX.PJtEI> H.
West Malison Street,

CHICAGO. ILL

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

Given'sFoundationPress.
The lat'-et imprtjvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundatiitn is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

giving an index of diseases,
A.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effeitsand antidote
when a poison a table with an engravnit.' of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

All Presses warranted to t;ive satisfaction.

;

t

cipes,

and much valuable infiirmation.

Price 85

C,

«fe

III.

ceiitn.— Sent on receipt of price, by

925

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

IITQT71B.IES

I

can

Send

^D

O,

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending One Doilnr to the

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

CLOVER SEED
Owing to the increased demand for Melilot and
Bokhara Clover seed, my liberal supply has been
exhausted, and I can obtain no more in this country. I cannot, therefore. Bll any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in. and more can

H.

072

16wtf

W. Madison

,,

will

be

Sup-

NEWMAN,

H.

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for our 2.><-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, gcod goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf E A. THOMAS A-CO.,Coleraine,Ma8B,

PAINE & LADD,
HALBERT

K.

Late tinum

S'JORY

B.

PAINE.
r

Patents.

LADU^

/
,

'

WASHINGTON,
Tk
"•

\

Patent

t'ase».

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

-frame Nucleus, with Test$4.5U
ed Queen
J frame Nucleus, with TestI

NEWMAN,

.5.00
ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1
1'JOO
Same, after J uly 1

111.

"
"
after Julyl

DON'T
H.

Mortonsville,

BKANE,

Woodford

Co.,

Ky

FOUNDATION-35c.
XTNHAM COMBthin
to
and bright, lo sq.
per pound

the

lb.,

per

lb.

45c.

;

2..'iO

Two

OTXO

K.I-EINOW,
Address,
Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

Apiaries

Sale.

for

Having purchased the Ap'.ariesof A.T. WilliamB^
in which 1 was a partner. I now otfer them for sale.
These apiaries are now divided, one portion of 150
colonies, are in Illinois, about TiO miles from Ht.
Louis, Mo., and the remaining L'r>o colonies about
n miles from New Orleans, La. Both Apiaries are
in fTood honey locutions, and the bees are in fine
order. The Apiaries are well stocked with supplies of all kinds, with ino new hives made of
cypress lumber, and ready for bees when they
swarm. The bees arc all

CYPRIANS AND ITALIANS.
All the hives are the Improved Quinby. and thoroughly painted. The i>ees here were brought last
fall.
Mr reason for seilinft En^atied in other
business and cannut attend lo them.
I will take for them *f..,-jn per colony net for allot
them, or will sell in lots to suit purchasers for $8
net. 1 have on hand two honey houses, one footpower saw. two honey .xtractors. all kinds of
tools for apiarian work. Ui.ixm.i sections (one-piece).
125 lbs. foundation, and all the hives supplied
with section cases all tinned.
for a party
ThisisA-K
or parties to invest in an enterprise of this kind.
:

EXTRA BAKGAIN

JOHN ENOCH,
Grettiiv 1*.

15w4t

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

L».

1882,

Evergreen Apiiiry.

tlie
r..

<>..

BKIGGS.

of Wilton Junction,

will furnish Italian Queens from eitheroi
his Prize Mothers. ase:irly in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Oubens. f 3 Warranted Queens. *2 Queens with-

Iowa,

:

per half doz.,
13..50

Address, by Registered Letter
or PostoflBce Order,

NEW DEANE

«'.

S.Cio

QUEENS.

:

:

out guarantee, $1 Two comb Nucleus, with lested Queen. $4. Orders illled in rotation, as received,
3w26t
if accompanied with the cash.
;

SYSTEM this season.
try the
Only SO ct». in stamps for a sample set. sent by
express, at buyer's expense, or SO cts. in stamps
for exact dimensions of that and the Star Chaff
Hive.
ITwlt

*-'•

inw3m

Tested Queen, beforeJnly I,
"
•
after July 1..

To

f^

Solicitors of Patents and Attoi'neyn In

„,,
,
tilled

Street, Chicaso,

:i-J-page Illustr.ated

FUSE! FREE!

MENVEK, t'OI..

be imported.
Orders for Alsike and White Clovers
promptly upon receipt^_

my

ALFRED

will

Woman's

for

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.
:rj:l

OE.

by

mail or express, ;it wholesale or retail. All the latest Improvements,
including the CONQUKKOR.

Manufactories and Commerce

li

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTCRKKS- CKICES,

THE CLIMATE,
C O

sell

ITALIAN BEES AND

Full Culonies, Nut-lei. Tested and Untested Italian Queens, bees by the pound. 1 cuarantee safe

lawtf

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

CONCERNING

Mines,

ttons.price only $1.'25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c ;

TUV^rir send now. Address Peabodv
LIXUVV im OLlil. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
-J-iwly
PARKER. No. 4 Bulflnch st.. Boston.
IT'KrnW

arrival.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

Send for Catalogue and Samples.

GIVEN

:^i-)0 pp. .contains beautiful
steel eDtrravings.liiS prescrip-

gilt,

M. D.

B. J.

;

S.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

A new and threat
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest. indispensaevery
man, entitled
ble to
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation;"bound in finest
French muslin, embos.sed, full
the Autlior.

©S. ENGRAVINGS

TKEAXISE

Hoopeston,

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

;

luwtf

».

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

uiu

.luly.

15w6m

Abronia, Mich.

13wtf

work, send for prices.

iwiy

Addret^s,

$2.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Olbsoii'M Station, Ind.

ColonieM for sale.

frame.

sale.

Large iSmokers need wide sbioMs. liingham*»
have them, and sprinu's that doni>tru.-*tan breaks
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all luiprovements madetoflate^
anda3x7inch stove, and .'.x7 inch bi'llows. Sent

FINE ITALIANS.
75

Bees for

THE CONQUEROR.

PROSPECTS OF A GOOD SEASON.
I want to go into other business this fall, and
would sell now, Kivint: the purchaserthe benefit of
this season's work land ray services if wanted), as
an inducement t<) buy. Terms will be reasonable
and partly on time if necessary. Correspondence
solicited.
__

H.

MICH.,

Manufacturers of

;

iTwtf

WOOD,

&

NORTH LANSING,

extra

Bend for samples.

ft.

Wax

worked

10c.

F.W. HOLMES, Cooporsville, Mich, ISwly

DR.
iwtf

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington. Iowa.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

15w6m

Address,

JOS. M. BROOK-S,

Columbus. Ind.

Italian Bees for Sale.
framC'
in 10
I have for sale about 4o Colonies
Langstroth hives. All are in prime condition, and
have young queens. AVill be delivered after April

a few
20th. Price, fi>r Italians.*;!
Si less. Siitisfactiun guaranteed.
;

I.'iw4t

JOHN F. UIPMAM,

good Hybrids,.

Fremont, Ohio.
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TA1P3S

EXCELSIOR
Who

EXTRACTORS.

HONEY

first to

25,000

In an^swiTto frequent inquiries
and 4
fur Extractors carryint:

tramef,

I,:in;:sti oLIi

The

:os.

adopt these two new
frame basket is in a

(

ovi

and

T^.

every way

in

and handsomer

f-ize, with tlie
13x2(1, whicli is

except in

Kxtractor.

int;

Comb

to tlie

honey

gate,

and mova-

KtxlS
"
For 3
"
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
*'
*'
121^X20
For 3
"
i;ix20
"
For 4

ALFRED

H.

f8

our smokers and
ey knives flrst, j
Patented 1878
will have to buy no

(X)

1

8 00
..10 00
..14 Oft
..12 00
..12 (K)
..16 00

"

others.

Extra Bingham

Handed

i

Smoker

Little
V}i

FOUNDATION
AND

I

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch....
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

inch

Send

BINGHAM

uo\«'

50
25
00

2

of

wholesale or

Abronia.

IVllch.

Bees and Glueens
of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QUEJSNS and NUCLEI IX SEASON.

ty Satisfaction

guaranteed.
ft.

Circular

on

appli-

a. ItOBERTSOX.
Pewamo, Ionia

Co.,

Mich.

desire t»j take about in stjong colonies of ItalBeey to run on shares in the customary way,
and invito i-oi rcspniMk-nce ti> this end. I can care
for them hotii in winter and summer, having a
good phu-*' ;iiui p;f-turat;e.
Itiwi^t IB. I-. 1*B-:\FIELI>, Hunnewell.Mo.
I

Cents per pound
OUR CIRCULA KS,
15wtf

retail.

$777

A YEAR and

expenses toagents,

outflt free,addressi"

AuBTUSta.,

O

Viekei-y

Maiue.

3Gwly

(AMimiDGK,

ILL.,

FKESn MAI>E <OMB TOUNDATIOX.
this month, prices

—On and

alter the 2Uth of
be I>unham, lot" 50 lbs. 37c., over 5U lbs. 36c.;
Vandervort. 1 tclO lbs. 47c., over 10 lbs. 460.
SAMPLES FREE also circular of other sup-

will

THE

mm

BEE-KEEPER,

Devoted entirely lo the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
-by Dr. Wm. U. Howard, is of especial interest lo

V.

J.

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. Hcddon will write
a practical article fur every number for 1882; 20
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number w<irth the price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

Columbus. Kansas.

28wtf

:

DETROIT

;

EVENING
eaSOU
»i« M o« - NEWS'

3wly

plies.

.

r882^jXTADL0CK.-1882
CvVLOWELL

CU.,

UII.IN*:,
Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
Tested Queen,
J. H. Nelli»" best imported queens.
K'.rio
per halt-dozen, |.13.50. Select Tested. $3
per half-dozen. i^i6. No '"Dollar" or nuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
I4w3yt
if possible.
;

From

,

RSIONS

TEXAS.

;

Detroit to the Sea,

via Grand Trunk K. R. and St. Lawrence River
Steamers, tlirnngh the THOUSAND ISLANDS

and

FAMOUS

RAPIDS,

MONTREAL

to

WHITE MOUNTAINS, and SEA SHORE
PORTLAND. MH.. near Boston tlienee back
;

Detroit, via

Advance

Foundation.

in

The mnnufucturera of Cnnib Foundation have
advanced the price 2 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
e.\cepl the

VanDeuseu

(flat

bottomt. will be

Advanced 2 Cents per pound,
my Catalogue.
H. NEWMAX,

from the advertised price in

ALFKEW
;-i;:t

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

shrubs, etc.. splendidly Illustrated— and last.ihough
not least, detailed instruction.s for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-lieeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
apiarist.

subject, that can iniereat the
not only instructive, but intensely

It is

interesting

Head

HETHERINGTON,

ian

Advance

IlliiMir:itioiis.

on every conceivable

50

BEES ON SHARES.

111.

quote an

on the I'UICES i'KlNTED IN

Fine

and thorouiihly

practical.

the following oinnio-ns of the

All agree tluit

it is

Book;

the work of u master and of

real value.— L*.4p(cuf[urc, Paris.

50wtf

SON,

Jt

17wtf

cation.

W*s

I'.tlt

the

Michigaa.

This is a new edition of Prof. Coolc's Manual of
the Apiary, enlaiued and elecantly illustrated.
Tlie first edition of a.OCO copies was exhausted in,
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in theannals of bee-culture. This neyr work has beett
produced with ffreat care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood ensravings —
the productsof the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing planta.lrees,

for free description and testimonials, to

FULL COLONIES

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

&

Paffes;

College of

rates.

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brlghtfor
Bsctiona. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

By Mail.

Knife, 2 inch
1 40
1
25
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

KETAIZ..

GHAS. DADANT

1

Bingham & Helherington Honey

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most e.xtensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United Stales. We make

Iwly

to

(wide

shield), 2 inch

Plain

COOK,

;

PUICES

shield). 2'y inch

Street, Chicago. HI.

TVHOr.ESAr.E

|J,

Customer. Postpaid.
wide shield Conqueror, 3 inch
$i
$2 OO
Large Bingham Smoker (wide

NEWMAN,

West Madison

923

Btove-wood, or do
go out. If you

Baskets.

Fore American frames. ]:ixl3 inches
10x18
ForaLanK^troth ""

tn

postpaid, from *'•'
to Ji'.
Our pal
cover all the siuo
tliat will bu' n s*

ail the different styles
ha vc-^trai Tiers over the canallead-

Bides in the

3SO

i

triii'tnis,

J.

State Agricultural

season than ever be
fore. Price per

anvaizeof frame.
Kxcpplirm with the $8.fXi Exfor

nitiMuii'il

By A.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

the inventor
t
improved bee sn
ers— tiet the best, tl a
never go out— alwa
please— never is c i
plained of— Ihest: n 1
ard of excellence the
world over— better

riH-alli l!ie basket fur7r>orMu
ni ii-tm-y. Tt will be complete,

:rliij>'t

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

USE.

IN

aid

.\^-.

iiniti'-nl.

1

1

:i

n of the same size and style as
tho-i frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the luruer can, with the cone
'r niotal standar-l for the basket
rrvolv*" u|ion,leav!iitr room un-

with

copy

If

have con-

I

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

the

you buy the Ori^-'inal Patent Bin^
Bee Smoker, you w

'.i

cIiuKmI to

will be

271

Quebec, Niagara Falla and

Will leave Detroit July

at

to
Bufialo,

&

A, 20
27.
^$20.00 for the round trip of over X.OOO miles.
Special
and
ty"
trains on the G. T. R. R.,
special
steauicra on the St. Lawrence j;ivi.'r.
B^" Each tour personally conducted by W. H.
BREARLBY, of the DZTSOI'I EVENIKG NeWB,
SIT" All ticlicts good to September 3d.
Ci^ Send ii-cent stamp lof circular.
13?^ A superb new illustrated Guiae Boole, with
clcBCJ'iptions and inloimation, over 40 mapR engravea especiallv for tliis edition, and r. ptii'-ct
copy of an oil jfaiating, in IC colors, oi Glen Ellis
Falls (near (ileii House) fur thefiist pa^'e of cover,
will be aenitoaay addri-.'^s for 30 cents. Ad-.'^ess—
W.H; BRiiAKLl:;^ .OfflceDetroitfivemngiJewfc

I think CooU's Manual is the best of our American works.- LEWIS T. COLBV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-uiakers.— Ifrtti.vJi Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my chnst;tnt tiuule in my <»pi'rations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I ha^o derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ol the Apiary than from,
anyother book.— E. U. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested Id.
bees ougiit to have, arul which, no one who obtains
It, win ever regret having purcnased.— iV/ic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a.
manual is a necessity. Pi ut. Cook's RLitiuuI is an
exhaustive work.— iftruW, Mouticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with tlie cmics in every iiarticular.
Th&
richest reward awaits us author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man*
uai.— WM. Van A.ntweiu*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raiyers.— Ky. Lii'e Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or tuieien, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
liois, editor of the BuLetin D' Apicultcur, France^
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed sei ies of directions for their
management; also a holanicitidescrii>tion ol honey
producing phtnis, and an extended account ot the
enemies of bees.— i>fnit>cru(, Pulaski, N, V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
ntcccvii uC tlie bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best mtormation on everything belonging to aplcullure.
To al takinuan interest in this subject,

we

say, obtain this valuable work, read

it

caretully

and practice as ndvibod.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadingbee-men to be tlie most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culturein Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee- luan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur tn bee-culture. It is
handsomely punted, neatty bound, and is a credit
to the

W esu—n'a>ttrn AgricuUurttit.

This work is undoubtedly the most coTipIete
manual for tli© instruction of bee-keepers wliich
has ever been published. It gives a full cxplanalion regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof Cook lias had the advantage ot all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interestiugof alloccupa'tions.— jlfHe7-tcan Inventor.
.

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

— toj—
Sl.SS

In cloth,

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

TEIOMAS
1)7-;

West Madison

O.

Street,

NETTMAN.
CUICAGO.

110*

;
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of

THE DUNHAM

FOR SALE. ALSO,

COMB FOUHDATION
And

all

Useful Supplies.

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by

lw35t

JAMES HEDDON.Dowagiac, Mich.

Colonies of

Bees

Italiian

for

Sale,

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Qiieenn: Italian, Cyprian and Al-

Comb Foundution:

bino;
VanUervoi-t.

(riven,

Dunham and Koot

Hives, Smokers. Frames. Seeds of
J Honey Plants, and everything required in anapiavv. Send for price
list.

AUilreas,

5wly

Box 819,

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Belleville, St. Clair County. 111.

—

Patente

t

Aug.

23<i, 1831.

%W Send for New Circular for January, 1882.

CAUTION.
PATENT

Having obtained LBTTEIIS

Dunham Fuunrtation
comb foundation witli base of
24fi,l>!»i

for

Number

iMacUlne, making
cells of natural

shape, and aide-wiilla brought up to form an even
also on the foundation made on said maI hereby give notice to all p irtiea Infringing
maclnnes
my rigiita, eitliar by manufacturing saidpurchasing
or foundation, as well as to all parties
machines as above, other than of my manufacture,
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infringements to the tnll e.vtentof

surface

:

chine.

the

FKJlNCE* A. MUNHAM,
Wis.

law.

DePere.

158m4t

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
NBAUI-Y
of its kind ever puhli.shed. Gives meas-

book
all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doylo'a Uule. cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading holt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, orducod
tables, interests, etc. Standard bonk tliionghout
United States and Canada. AsU your btjokscllers
ior it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
G.W. FISHEK, Box 2aS. Rochester, N.Y.

urement of

t

jja^ Also for sale at the

Bee Journal OfBce. .^Et

2w6m.

BASSWOOD SEEDLIN
lOO;

Four

to eight inches. l«1..50 i>ei-

four feet,

three to

*7.«0 per 1«>". Address.
Z. K. JEWETT. Nurseryman,

Spurtn, 'Wis.

6wi;itp

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
Holy Land
I make a apeciaitv of reaiin^r pnre
Queens, and have now more than mo colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20.
tl.J5 each after that date, single Queen, %\.W 6
for*5.n(»; 12 or more. 75 cents each: Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more eiich. Tested Queens, $2,50
each Italian Queens, same price.
:

;

;

I. I^.
5wly

<3-OOlD,

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
8qu.are Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections etc.,
C. F. MXTTII,
\pplyto
970 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNAXI, O.
^"Sendioc. forPractlcalUlntstoBee-Keepera.
iwly

ua

—

—

——

;
;

.^^^

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

May 3,

1^^^

jilninDn wrr-

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS
KJJITDK

925

NEWMAN,

C.

WEST MADISON
At

Fraud

HKOI'KIETOR.

A.SI)

ST.,

«i3.00 a Year,

lit

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

in Food.

Three or Six Months

a year,

in advance.
at the same rate.

C^ Any person sendinR a club
to

of six

is

entitled

an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
Sample copies furnished free.

desired.

Enttred at Chicago post

office

as second clois matter.

The Chicago Tribune, of April 23d,
remarks under the above caption
Tliere is scarcely an article of food
in the market sold for man's consumption tliat is not adulterated in
some manner. From flour to candy,
and from brandy to mixed pickles, the

growing evil is the
a thorough scientific
knowledge and a microscope. Scientists say that food adulteration is the
worst evil witli which sanitary science
has to battle. Many of the states have
tried to suppress it, and much has
been written against it, but to no
avail. Sloe leaves and sand still continue to reduce tlie purity of tea and
sugar, and the boarder still revels in
chicory, plumbago, Prussian blue,
oleomargarine, starcli, alum, burnt
sugar, glucose, rye, beans, ground alpossession

Editorial
Fraud in Food..
Successful
Kditorial Items..

27a

274
274

Amoii^ Our Exchanges

—

;

Rules for Economic Apinrie.'* Competition.
See thiit tlie Bees liiive Uoney

A

lice Ijawsuit in

Cermany

Correspondence
My Reply to Mr. Heddon
Review of

tlie

Dzierzou Theory

Italianizing Cyprian

^

275
275
275

276
277
278
278
279
279

Bees

Extracted Honey— No. :i
Kearinn tlie " Best" Bcea
More about Beliows Smokers

ConTention Notes
Local Convention Directory
Central Michigan Convention
Maryland, Virginia and W.Va. Convention

Selections
Artilicial

280
280

Comb Honey
.'

a Blizzard
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tlie almond-slie'll in tlie
coffee swells the swearful yearn in tlie
human breast. Ijcgislation in this

matter is next to impossible, because
it is seldom that the complaining parties can trace their injury, if any, to
the suspected article, and the case,
therefore, goes by default.

of
drugs, and, last but not least, the dilution of milk with water, thus weakening the food of children. The
fraudulent adulterations are the most
common, because legislation is powerless in their case.
This last includes
the mixing of low grades witli the
high grades of an article, such as
Hour, sugar, tea, coffee, oils* and
liquors, putting flour in mustard (after coloring it with tumeric), corn
syrup and glucose into cane syrup,

oleomargarine into butter,

etc.

Tlie accidental
might
gypsum, and possibly include adulterations
sand in
and
enough of the insoluble to make a milk, dust in tea. and lead sugar
from mill
Pennsylvania goat die of indigestion stones in flour. Through
ignorance,
in a week. Scientists divide adultera " green " miller can spoil tlie best
ations into tliree kinds, fraudulent,
flour by running his mill stones too far
deleterious and accidental. The latapart or too close, or by the

mond

shells, salts of tin,

enters into the
question. It is said by the virtuous
grocers that adulterated articles never
reach even tlie medium class of customers, but are confined to the trade
whicli demands, through necessity,
the cheapest grade of goods. They
say tliat a sufficient number of articles have been so reduced in price as
to make adulteration unnecessary and
impossible. This is denied, liowever,
by a ereat portion of the people and
by chemists, wlio say they are constantly analyzing specimens of adulterated goods bought from reputable
stores. Each grocer has liis own excuse, and they all generally lay the
blame upon the wholesaler or producer. Tlie farmers and millers are
" out " a convenient distance, and,
therefore, come in for their share of
the responsibility. These parties in
ter, of course, scarcely

from Our Letter Box

Glucose
Very Kncouraging
Three Weeks Ahead of Time
Snaiies Eating Bees
My Early Work
Judge Andrews' Lecture

Almost

28()

turn claim that their produce is adulterated by the middlemen, whicli class
disclaim the accusation and give it to
the dealers themselves.
Thus it is impossible to fix the responsibility upon any one class, and
the people liave their choice, if they
wish to do anything in the way of an-

Among tlie adulterations which are
most common and most injurious is
work of the adulterator is seen. the practice of putting copper
in pickNothing is too large or too small for les, lead in pepper, and poisonous
him to tamper witli, and the only colors in candy, tlie weakening
guard against

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS' WEEK.

18.

athema, when

:

WEEKLY— (62 numbers) »8

No.

1882.

selection

of

damp

grain.

Tea brought by

rail-

road from San Francisco, accumulates
more or less dust on the journey, so
the grocers say, but the railway men

deny the

fact.

The following

list of articles is
given, with the deleterious substances used to adulterate them
:

Bread, alum, sulphate of copper;
butter, copper; canned vegetables and
meats, salts of copper, lead cheese,
salts of mercury in tlie rind
candy,
poisonous colors, grape sugar flour,
alum fruit jellies, poisonous colors
lard, lime milk, water; pickles, salts
;

;

;

;

;

of .copper, alum
sugar, salts of tin
and lead, gypsum
spices, flour,
starch cloves, arrow root tea, foreign leaves, plumbago, gum, indigo,
Prussian blue, soapstone, gypsum
;

;

;

;

:
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vinegar, sulphuric and hydro-chloric
acids ; wine, poisonous colors, brandy.
The adulteration of butter has become so flagrant that special legislation has been obtained in this State,
and manufacturers of the spurious article are obliged to label each package
with the proper name, together with
the proportion of the ingredients. In
this way the public has been warned

With the above showing

it.

terants,

it is

ince of Congress to stop the greater
portion of the trafBo, as a needed sanitary reform, and with ourfaitli in the
final triumph of right, we firmly believe the day is not far distant when
all articles will be sold for what they
and educated to something like dis- are, and the component adulterants be
crimination, but there are other arti- specified.
cles, the adulteration of which is just
as flagrant to decency and as injurious
to health.
i^The British Bee-Keepers' AsOf late, cheese has been put upon sociation will hold their eighth great
the market and sold in large quantiproduce,
ties which consisted mainly of lard exhibition of bees and their
and potatoes, artificially colored with hives, and bee furniture, and fair for
annato. Canned meats and vegeta- the sale of English honey, at the
bles are sold every day which are
Royal Horticultural Society's Gartainted with lead, copper, or tin from
the cans. The articles themselves dens, South Kensington, in connecare almost invariably sweetened with tion with the Society's flower show,
Sugar, too, suffers greatly on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monsyrup
at the hands of tlie adulterator. Not
mixing the brands, he day, and Tuesday, August 3, 4, 6, 7,

content with
uses glucose in every grade, even in
the pulverized and granulated brands.
Rice flour and molasses are also used
with an unsparing hand, and importers have been known to have the color
changed to that of a lower grade, to
escape the high tariif, and then to
bleach it to its original shade after it
had arrived at its destination. This
is but a very imperfect list, but it will
serve to keep the public informed as
to the terrible extent to which these
frauds are carried on, and to prepare
it for future articles on the same
subject.

The Chicago Herald, of April 29th,
propounds the significant query, "Are
Sweets Poisoned V" and follows it
with the following letter from J. M.
Chapman, Chicago
A farmer bought one barrel of prime
open kettle New Orleans molasses,
but after a short use returned it, with
word that while it might perhaps do
at the South and in such a wicked
city as Chicago, yet for a regular diet
sweetened physic was a total failure
letter was sent to
among farmers.

A

the New Orleans shipper, asking him
to look up the planter who made it
and discover the cause of the trouble,
suggesting that while the business of
poisoning molasses for 5 cents a gallon might not be stopped, it could at
least be located, and now rested upon
him and the planters. To this he replied it was " straight plantation molasses," and certainly was not tam-

and

8, 1882.

Removal

of adul-

of

Our

Office.

certainly within the prov-

Entrance Fees:

bers of the Association

non-members,

4s.

,

2s.

Mem-

each entry

each entry.

;

The

It will be observed that our number is now changed to 925 West Madison street, Chicago, 111., just one
block east of our former location. As
our mail is so very large, the change
will make no confusion, for the postal
carriers are quite familiar with it,
that whether addressed to one number or the other, letters will reach us
just as promptly.

In 1873, nine years ago, when we
purchased the Bee Journal, a small
room on the third floor was all that
was required. In our new location,
all on the first floor, the Bee Jouknal
and our Son's supply establishment
(which is also moved to obtain increased facilities-) occupies 23 times as
many square feet of floor surface as
in 1873.

The

Fostoffice

Department has

cre-

anew branch

postotBce within a
few doors of our new, location which
will also be very convenient both for
our patrons and ourselves.

ated

consist of silver and bronze
medals, certificates, and over $200 in
money. Any one wishing to obtain
an " entry form " and schedule of
We have a telephone connecting us
prizes can obtain it at this oflice.
with every part of the city, and should
any of our subscribers be in the city,
1^ By a notice in our advertising they can step into almost any store
columns it will be seen that a Ger- and talk with us, even if they cannot
man bee paper is to be published in come and see us.
Louisville, Ky., at 75 cents a year.
1^ Novice has issued what he calls
Those who desire to have an Ameri"
can bee paper in German will no the Boys' and Girls' Bee Journal,"
doubt be pleased at the prospect. We which he expects to issue occasionally
free. It is not the most friendly
hope it may be a success.
thing to do, to copy our name. Bee
Journal, witliout so much as saying
i^The first quarterly report of the
"by your leave."
Kansas State Board of Agriculture
for 1882 is received, and is a report of
1^- Mr. J. S. Tadlock has located in
the condition of agriculture in the Luling, Texas, and we notice that he
State up to March 31. In addition to
is writing short articles on bee-keepthe regular crop and stock reports, ing for the local papers there.
the book contains special reports upon

prizes

the subjects of forest-tree growing in
1^"
have received a copy of the
Kansas, the raising and management "Verdict March," composed by
of sheep in different portions of the
Eugene L. Blake. It is written in an
State, a paper on the cultivation of
easy style, so that it can be played on
tame grasses, and the usual meteoro- either piano or organ. Tlie title page
logical summary for the quarter.
is very handsome, containing portraits
Any one desiring a copy can obtain it of Hon. Geo. B. Corkhill, lion. J. K.
pered with there.
In another case, a barrel of table by enclosing a 3c stamp for postage to Porter, and Judge W. S. Cox also a

We

;

syrup shipped to Iowa from Chicago
produced burning sensations in the
stomach after eating, and caused the
death of one man who used it freely.
Nothing was done about it.
One more consumer asks the question
Are not syrups poisoned ?

William Sims, Topeka, Kan.

picture of the twelve jurymen who
convicted the assassin of our late
Of catalogues we are in receipt President. Publislied at 40 cents, by
of one each from G. J. Pammel, La
F. W. Helmick, Cincinnati, O.
Crosse, Wis., and L. E. Douglass,

1^

Whitmore Lake, Mich.
Always forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
the Tribune frankly admits
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Can- by draft on Chicago or New York.
above. State legislation has proven
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
ada
in
by mail— the International law are not taken by the banks in this city
trafH(j
the
suppress
incompetent to
adulterated foods, but it has in some will not permit anything but samples except at adiscount of 25 cents, to pay
instances succeeded in embarrassing of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz. expense of collecting them.
:

As

c^

.

:
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Prizes of £6, £5, £4, £3, £2, and

10.

£1 shall be awarded in the order of
merit to the competitors who shall
derive tlie greatest profit from an experimental apiary on not more than 2
hives at the outset, which may be increased to any extent by natural or

that

3.

The competitor

fulfilled all
tliese rules,

shall

certify

continuance he has
the conditions imposed by

during

its

and that all his entries in
the diary are true. The Secretary, or
his expert, shall certify as to the
quantity and value of the honey prototal capi- duced by each competitor.

The
artificial swarming.
tal to be employed in commencing

MISCELLANEOUS.

and maintaining the apiary must not
See that the Bees hare Honey.— The exceed £2, and the competition to exPrairie Fanner advises all to now tend from May 20lh, 1882, to August
80lh, 1H83.
look well to the bees, and adds
i. Tlie apiary shall be established in
The first week in April was de- tlie garden of some cottager to be
liglitful— we ate it, drank it, and selected by the competitor and aprolled in it. How the bees improved proved by the Secretary of the County
it— the young sporting in the glad sun- Association, or in tlie case of the
shine, and the workers with heavily county of Middlesex by the Secretary
laden paniers, sailing into port. On of the British Bee-Keeepers' AssociaSunday the 9th inst., we divided our tion.
time between the peach bloom and
5. The competitor shall keep a diary
the bees. The bloom was almost con- (a duplicate of whicli shall be kept at
tinuous on tlie branches of the peach the cottage), in which all transactions
trees, and tlie liumming of the bees,
connected witli tlie apiary shall be reas they passed from flower to flower, corded, and each item of expenditure
reminding us of the time when bass- and receipt entered such diary to bewood is rich in nectar. We sat on a come the property of the British Beerustic seat, and watched tlie bees rushKeepers' Association at the close of
ing in and out of the hives, intent on the competition.
making the most of the bloom and
6. Eacti hive shall be weighed, and
It is well they imfine weather.
proved it, for how soon the pet;"ils of the Vi'eight minus the roof and coverthe peach bloom werelimp and wilted, ing shall be recorded in the diary.
The hives shall be stocked with bees
from freezing.
The mild winter and spring has without combs ; the bees to be valued
been very favorable for brood rearing, at 4s. per lb. Comb foundation may
and nat\iralists tell us, that an insect be used at any period of the compeiiduring its larva; state consumes more tion at 2s. 6d.' per lb. for thick, and 3s.
food than during the rest of its life, per lb. for thin. No bees, brood, or
consequently
large
quantities
of natural comb to be imported into the
Queens
lioney have been consumed. No honey apiary after commencing.
has been gatliered since the freeze, may be introduced into the hives at
and if this cool weather lasts mucli any period of tlie competition, and
In the
longer, it will result in the destruc- shall be valued as follows
in June, 63.
tion of many fine colonies, unless they month of May, .Ss. each
are fed. We liave known colonies to each ; in July, 4s. each ; and any other
starve in May, during a dearth of month, 3s. each. All expenses inlioney. Every colony sliould be care- curred after the commencement of
fully watched and fed, and none left the competition must be defrayed
the original capital of £2.
to perish, as there are not enough from
bees in the country now to gather the Vouchers must lie produced for all
purcliases made throughout the comnectar and fertilize the bloom.
petition, including hives, bees, and
any appliances used at the commenceRules for Economic Apiaries Compe- ment.
7. Each competitor may make his
tition.
Tlie London (Eng.) Journal
own hives and supers, but vouchers
of Horticultui'e gives the following as
for the cost of the materials must be
the rules adopted by the British Bee- produced,
and the workmanship
Keepers' Association, for the govern- valued by the Secretary of the County
ment of competitors at the bee and Association or an expert appointed by
.

:

;

11. Any attempt at fraud will be
punished by disqualification.
12. All entries must be made on the
proper printed forms and accompanied with the entry fees on or before May 1st, 1882. Application for
entry forms to be made to the Assistant Secretary, Mr. J. Huckle,
King's Langiey, VV afford, Herts.

Snceessful.— The Union, of Oneida,

N. Y., gives the following
About the most successful apiarist
:

we know of, in this section, is Ed. B.
Beebee, who has been experimenting
with the " little busy bodies " for
several years.

Out

of the 94 colonies

which he had

last fall, lie has succeeded in wintering 90, all of which
seem to be in a thrifty condition. His
bees consist of the Italian, Syrian and
Cyprian varieties, which are conceded
to be superior to our native breed.
In addition to producing honey, Mr.
Beebee turns his attention to the

breeding of queen bees and manufacturing honey comb foundation, for
which there is a wide-spread demand
among apiarists. Mr. B. expects with
proper management this season to
reap a harvest of 10,000 lbs. of honey,

and have at least 200
on hand to winter.

thrifty colonies

:

;

—

honey shows.

It will interest

some

of

liim.

the
8. Every amount expended in
apiary for food or any other incidenEurope
tal matter of whatever nature shall
1. Tlie object of this competition is be charged against the apiary, and
to show the relative merits of differ- everything legitimately sold shall be
ent systems of bee-keeping, and to set down in its favor. Vouchers must
prove that bee-keeping if conducted be produced for all bees and honey
on economical principles is highly re- sold during the competition, according to the printed forms supplied to
munerative to the bee-keeper.
eacli competitor for tliis purpose.
2. Competitors shall be members of
county associations affiliated with the
9. The Secretary of the County AsBritish Bee-Keepers' Association re- sociation may visit the competing
siding within the recognized bound- apiary at any reasonable time, or may
aries ot tlieir res|)ective counties, or appoint an expert to do so. The
members of the British Bee-Keepers' record of such visits, together with
Association residing in the county of any remarks which it may be advisMiddlesex. Each competitor shall be able to make, to be entered in the
limited to one entry, and shall pay an diary, whicli shall always be accessible
entry fee of 53.
for the purpose.

our readers in

tliis

country as well as

A Bee Lawsuit in Germany.— Mr.
Alfred Neighbour, of London, England, translates the following from the
Bienen-Zeituny of Jan., 1882, on the
above subject. The translator says

that the damages awarded shows that
there must have been 900 colonies on

one farm

:

The Royal High Court

of Justice
here has recorded a judgment which
is ot great importance to bee-keepers.
For more than 15 years many beekeepers of Ilhineland and Westphalia
had been in the habit of removing
their bees to the fields of a farmer
whose estate was adjoining a moor
belonging to the brothers Von Raesfield, which was visited by the bees
for
honey.
The
in their search
brothers Von Raesfeld objected to
this, and summoned the bee-keepers
for trespass, but the case was dismissed. Thereupon they ordered some
boxes to be exposed on the heath. The
inside of these was covered with
lioney, and when a considerable number of bees had collected there the
lids of the boxes were closed and the
bees killed with brimstone by men
specially engaged for the work. This
conduct was tlie cause of an action by
the bee-keepers against the Raesfelds, who were condemned by the
Court to pay damages at the rate of
5.80 per hive, amounting to 5.000m.

"
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For

My

tlie

American Bee Journal

Reply to Mr. Heddoii.

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

Absence and a consequent accumuwork when at home, have

lation of

rendered it impossible for me to do
more than bestow a hasty glance on
the Bee Jouiinal for more than a
month past. Only to-day, while engaged in the pleasanttask of "reading
up " the back numbers, I have become aware that Mr. Heddoii had
been after me with " a sharp stick "

Now

in the issue of March 8th.
I
have a sincere respect for Mr. II.,
and, though 1 do not rate him quite so
high as Prof. Cook in scientific at-

tainments,

I

have no doubt he

knovs^s

more about bees and bee-keeping than
I do. Still, I do not accept him or
anybody else, as infallible. Hence I
should be sorry to have Mr. H. imagine
that I am either offended or convinced, wlien I am not, and as he
might deduce one or other of these
incorrect conclusions from my silence,
I will say something by way of reply
to

him.
First of

all,

I

must

flatly

contra-

dict his initial statement, " I have
just read Mr. Clarke's attack on Prof.

Cook."

Mr.

II.

never read anything

of the kind, because I never wrote
anything of the kind. What he calls
my " attack on Prof. Cook," the Prof,

himself correctly designates " honest
and 'kind criticism," in the Bee
Journal of Feb. 8, page 84. That
was what was intended, at any rate.
" Attack " implies hostility in feeling

Men do sometimes

and intention.

make

their theories so vital a part of
themselves, that they regard criticism
as personal attack. "This is tlie very
essence of bigotry.
As I cherisli only tlie most kindly
and respectful regard for both Prof.
Cook and Mr. H., I must request and
insist tliat " honest and kind criticism " sliall not be labelled ' attack."
If I ever so far forget myself as to
write anything for the Bee Journal
that deserves to be so called, I ]io])e
the editor will consign it to the oblivion of the waste-paper basket,— its
What ails Mr. II. that
jH-oper place.
he should resent so warmly and char-

what Prof. Cook,
the party intimately concerned, had
already accepted in the spirit in wliich

acterize so unjustly,

I have said tlius
matter because it is
vital to the Bee Joxjrnal which will
be deprived of one of its most valuable and useful features, if we cannot
have free discussion in its columns
within the bounds of courtesy. If
it

was penned

much on

this

V

Mr. H. says he has read my article
on Prof. C. " with much interest and
instruction." He adds, " I have reread it, and re-re-read it, and to save
my life, I can't see any argument in
it."
1 suppose that is intended to be
sharp and witty, but I am just as unable to see where the sharpness and
wit come in, as Mr. H. is unable to
see my argument. They may all be
"thar" however, though neither he
nor I can see them. Mr. II. says he
read ray lucubration with " much instruction," but it seems to me he got
precious little, not near so much as
he might have done, if he had been a
more attentive reader. " First, he
trembles a little more before Cook
than Ileddon," not a very important
item of information certainly, seeing
that the trembling was only a liarmless " goak," any how. "Second, that
as long as he cries out more proofs
he doesn't know he is beaten." For
"beaten" read "convinced," and
'

'

'

'

who has been nicknamed aU
throngh the ages of the Christian era,
" Unbelieving Thomas." He saw no
proof of the resurrection, but stated
what evidence would convince him.
Possibly he asked too much. But the
very evidence he demanded was
given, and then he owned himself,
not " beaten," but convinced. Pile
on the evidence, Mr. II. As Daniel
Webster said, "it is the facts we
want." When they are furnished, I
shall bow to them. I think I have
understood that Mr. H. does not accept the stories he refers to as " divinely true." If so, I am sorry, but
not vexed at him, nor angry with
him. They command my faith, and
I wish they did his.
But I feel none
the less kindly towards him, because
he considers the evidence insufple

ficient.

Now

about that "excreta" busiI am not mistaken, for T
write from memory, it was not that
there will be a small modicum of in- " Prof. Cook has never seen the dry
formation, if not instruction, given. pellets," but that he has never seen
"Third, he recognizes no answer to proof that tliey are the feces of the
his wordy sarcasms, in what I liave bee. I cited L. C. Root in addition
said in my reply to his attack on the to Qninby and others as holding the
'pollen theory.'"
Here again for opinion that the " dry pellets " were
" attack '' read " criticism." I assure the excreta
of bees. Is it fair to call
Mr. H. that I do recognize liis article the evidence of such witnesses " un"
as an
answer," but then it is not defined observations," less worthy of
satisfactory and convincing. Some credence than his own " careful expeople can see in objects what others aminations ?"
cannot see. It is said that "love is
I am astonished at Mr. H.'s bold
blind," but some humorist has reassertion that Dr. Donhoff's " subject
marked, that sweethearts see in one for analysis
was dysentery excreta."
another what nobody else can.
It was nothing of the sort, but natMr. H. says he "saw evidence," ural, healthy, normal, ordinary exwhen examining " several hundred creta, taken from the rectum of the
dysentery-killed colonies," that "polbee. If therefore it proves anything,
len-eating caused the disease." I
it proves just what I stated, that polhave no doubt he thought he saw it. len forms part of the food of adult as

I respect the sincerity of his conviction, but yet do not share it. I may
be too exacting in the matter of evidence. It takes less to convince some
than it does others. I am a naturalborn doubter. It takes very clear evidence to convince me on any subject.
This may be more than intirniity in
me, possibly a fault, but strongminded believers like Mr. H. should

—

be patient with those who are " weak
in the faith " like me. Mr. II. details
his experiment with " flour-brick,"
and asks, " I wonder if the above experiment will convince Mr. Clarke
any?" To which I reply, not much,
for the simple reason, that " flourbrick " is not pollen, exactly.
After all, I am only in the same unbelieving box with Mr. II. He says
in his reply to Messrs. Demaree and
Casson, April -t. Bee Journal, page
213: " I see no proof sustaining Mr.
D.'s premises."
Mr. D. sees the
proof plain as daylight, Mr. H. does
not. In this connection, Mr. II. asks,
" Does Mr. Deraaree not hold some
stories as divinely true, wliose witnesses lost the clieerful habit of living
in this world some hundreds of years
ago y" The only " stories " that anybody holds to be " divinely true " are
those of the Bible, and wliile I question the wisdom or propriety of such
an allusion in the columns of the Bee

when these bounds are sacredly respected, we are liable to be accused of
making " attacks," we shall soon be
afraid to differ from anybody, and
then the Bee Journal will be so Journal, yet taking my cue from
tame and dull, that it v;ill not be half Mr. H., I will borrow an illustration
from one of them There was a disciso interesting as it is now.
.

ness.

If

well as young bees.
Mr. H. tells us that when he uses
the plural of majesty, he speaks not
only for himself, but for Mrs. II. "and
the children." He says, " our opinion
is the opinion of all of us."
Happy
family
If the Ileddon family is thus
" like kindred drops, that mingle into
one " if he never speaks for liimself
alone, but always for " we, us & Co.,"
he has my full permission to use the
But I
plural of majesty every tune
am reminded of a little incident. In
a social gathering not 100 miles from
where I write, a fond husband remarked that he and his wife had been
married, I forget how many years,
without ever liaving a difference.
married
lady present exclaimed
" What a dull time they must have
!"
had
But if the entire family is always Deliind Mr. H.'s pen, he is a
more formidable man than the Professor, unless all the Cooks uniformly
back up " tlie head of the house !"
liave
not " trembled
Plainly I
enougli, and must try to feel more
awed in future.
" What ails Mr. Heddon ?" I wish
I knew. It seems to me that pollen
or something has turned sour on his
!

—

!

A

stomach toward me. I would like to
sweeten liim u|) if I knew how. But
I can't say I believe what I don't,
even to make him good-natured and
pleasant. If I have ever said an unkind, harsh, or disrespectful word of

—
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to him, Intake it iUl back,
apologize for it, and inetaphorically
""smoke tlie pipe of peace "' with him.
Listowel, April 15, 1H82.

him or

For the American Bee Journal.

Review of the Dzierzoii Theory.
DR. WM. K.

careful and practical experimenters
who, setting aside all tlieories, bring

up evidence which in its nature is
irrefutable, and cannot be explained
by the Dzierzon theory. For instance
and
it is held by them that the male
female progeny are alike inrtuenced
by fecundation which the tlieory
might allow, but its best and ablest
;

HOWARD.

advocates deny.

As Mr. Andrews wishes
to tell the readers of the

to

put

me some one "on
American that the writers

Judge W. H. Andrews wishes

Bee Journal, whether

I think that
the " Dzierzon Theory " necessarily
follows from the establishment of tlie
mvich cherished idea of parthenogenesis."

The Dzierzon theory is a series of
propositions, 13 in number, being a
full elucidation of scientilic bee-culture, and is ably defended by the
Baron of Berlepsch, who adduces
many unquestionable facts in their
support. Propositions Nos. 8, 9, and
10 having direct reference to the production of drones, are the principal
ones relating to parthenogenesis, the
subject now
under consideration.
Proposition 9 is as follows

record," and claims
on the subject will
not do so, for his benefit, [ will give
him my views, not that 1 wish to have
any controversy witli him or anyone
else, but that he has asked it of me in
a polite manner, and I have not refused.

have read the Dzierzon theory,
and have carefully examined it, with
the Baron of Berlepsch's experiments,
and taking it as a whole, it is the
most practically scientific work forso
few pages that I have ever examined.
There never has been such a series of
experiments given to the public, so
I

interesting, so exhausting, or so expansive if we will except our own L.
L. Langstroth, of this country.
I may make some statements that
"All eggs germinated in the ovary of the queen
develop as miiles, unless impregnated by the do not seen) in keeping with a bemale sperm while passing the mouth of the semi- liever in the Dzierzon theory, yet if I
nal sac or spermatheca, when descending tlie oviskeptical I will give my reasons
duct. If they be thus impregnated in their down- am
;

:

ward passage, (which impregnation the queen can
or omit at pleasure), they
develop as

effect

as well as possible.

That a fecundated queen is only
enabled to produce worker eggs, and
This proposition contains the most
that this fecundation or fertilization
peculiar and characteristic feature of
is the only advantage gained by sexthe Dzierzon theory. The Baron of
ual union, oyer her virgin power and
Berlepsch, from his interesting exusefulness, I must say that I do not
periments, came to the following conrecognize as a iixed- fact, for several

BB

females.'*

clusions in 185.5

"Common

:

queens reasons, some of which

fecundated by Italian drones produce
mixed or hybrid workers indeed, but
pure common drones, exclusively"
" Still, " says the Baron, " tlie demonstrative scientific proof of its correctness was wanting." By the aid of
Profs. C. T. Von SieboldandR.Leuckart, he was able to "demonstrate
the presence of spermatozoa in female
eggs and their absence in male eggs—
thus solving the interesting proDlem
scientifically, and settling the question."
I will

now quote

proposition 10

:

" If a queen remain unfecundated. she ordinarily
does not lay eggs. Still c.vceplional case*; do occur and the eggs then laid produce drones only."
:

That these exceptional cases are
more common than was formerly sui>
Eosed, is evident. This proposition
as direct connection with partlienogenesis, and if we admit the following
projxisitidii we admit the parthenogeuesis all the way through
:

Prop.

"The

ovaries of the queen are not impregnated in copulation: but a small vesicle or
sac which is situated near the termination of the
oviduct, and communicating therewith, becomes
charged with the semen of the drone."
H.

Many

careful observers, sufficiently

competent, have come to the same
conclusions that the Baron of Berlepsch did in 18.55 viz: that fecundation, pure or impure, does not affect
the drone progeny, regarding
its
purity. L. L. Langstroth, L. C. Root,
;

the late

and lamented M. Quinby, A.

state

I

will briefly

:

A drone-egg laying or unfecundated
queen, like a laying worker, deposits
her eggs promiscuously in botli drone
cells, sometimes hundreds
one cell. These eggs are disposed
of very irregularly from base to the
extent of the side-walls, there is not
that systematic arrangement, which
marks the work of a fecundated
queen— the brood in a compact circular cluster.
She does not always ex-

and worker
in

amine the cell before depositing the
eggs, and will often deposit a score or
more in the same cell without changing her position her position while
depositing is not like that of a fertile
queen, almost any position suits her,
while a fertile queen invariably assumes one position every time she deposits an egg, so far as my observations have been extended, and that
;

after carefully examining
the cell, she turns herself obliquely
across tlie comb the head inclined
downward, to the riy;ht or left, at the
position,

same time curving her abdomen,

in-

all having free access to the
same combs at the same time. The
conditions of these individuals are
the results of circumstances influx
ences of early life.
virgin (lueen after having made
several
unsuccessful
bridal trips,
gradually loses her sexual propensities, and toward the last fails to attract her aerial gallants, which under
ordinary circumstances are so quick
to respond, and after a time she
ceases to sally forth, and settles herself to become, if she ever lays at all,
a drone mother, a useless incumbent
in the hive, with no maternal cares,
short lived, even if allowed to run her
course. The ovaries are undeveloped
the spermatheca a useless appendage,

hive,

—

A

;

without muscular power, finally becomes .solid. The ovarian nervous
ganglion diminished in size forms a
mere apology for what it once was, or
might have been. She displays neither
gracefulness in motion, magnitude,
instinct or regality. Her progeny are
subjects of "agamic" reproduction,
living individuals produced without
the congress of the sexes parthenogenesis.
fecundated queen deposits her
eggs in regular order, except, sometimes when a young queen first begins to lay, she may occa.sionally deposit 2 eggs in one cell,* and in rare
cases drone eggs in worker cells,
which is accounted for by some authors in this way
That the muscles of
these delicate organs are not well
practiced, or sufficiently developed by
training to give the queen the proper
control of them, which she afterward
acquires. I have noticed that a young
queen commencing to lay did not as
carefully examine the cells before depositing, as older queens, and sometimes I have noticed her to examine
one cell and lay in another, as if by
mistake, and this I had supposed to
be the cause of the frequency of 2
eggs in one cell. It has been stated
that queens deposit their eggs promiscuously, and that the workers
nurse bees perhaps— remove them
and systematically arrange them, and
one isolated case is cited to justify the
yet, as above stated, a
the assertion
fecundated queen deposits her eggs
with precision. As the young fecundated queen increases in age, she
gradually increases in size, assumes
a graceful appearance, exercises a
seeming maternal judgment, as her
cares increase, deposits eggs more or
less according to the influx of food
or necessity requires, always provident of the future welfare of the
colony by never leaving it hopelessly
accompanying a
queenless when
swarm. [Who ever heard of a droneegg laying queen exercising any of
these traits ?] She has respectability
among her subjects, and allows no

—

A

:

;

troducing it into tlie cell, withdrawing it in about 5 seconds, leaving the
egg firmly attached to the base of the
cell.
The drone-egg laying queen rivals.!
and laying workers are not jealous
It will be seen that fecundation not
rivals, neither will these queens en- only qualifies a queen to lay worker
gage in combat with each other as
readily as they once would have
• I have noticed cases wherein a good vigorous
eggs in one cell when a
has deposited
done. Virgin queens are rivals until queen
natural swarm had t>een placed in an empty hive,
they have completed their wedding and only constructed a few square inches or
tours. I have had fourof these queens comb, and it vet unHnished.

Root, A. J. Cook, King and others
teach this ; and all offer the proof contained in tlie above propositions.
and I don't know how many laying
On the other hand we have many workers all living peaceably in one
I.
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f I have in a few rare cases observed 2 queens, in
well regulated colonies, dwelling amicably together.

—
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eggs, but causes a complete developmei)t of the generative organs. The
ovaries enlarge, the S|)erniatheca performs its olHce of fecundating tlie
passing ovum at will. The ovarian
ganglion retains a healthy appearance. In fact a complete development of all the animal tissues in the
anatomy of the queen bee, giving her
longevity, energy, strength, proliticness, complete maternal instinct, in a
word, i)erfection, is but the result
directly or indirectly of fecundation.
I will here state that I am unable
to
prove
from my
own
extended experiments with bees that
the drone progeny of a fecundated
queen is not inlluenced by impure
mating; as I liaveon several occasions
noticed hybrid drones from black
queens, as well as hybrid drones

whose grandmothers gave as pure
well marked a progeny as any I ever

One case in point I will relate.
bouglit from Judge Andrews last
year in May, one Italian queen whose
worker progeny were all well marked ;
at the same time I obtained a sealed
queen cell from the same hive, and
three others from as tine bees as
had.
I

could be found in the Judge's yard
wliich he could vouch for as being
Eure—three of these cells hatched as
eautjful

queens as any one would

—

wish to see the fourth cell never
hatched. Two of these queens were
mated with black drones, one of which
was from the cell obtained from the
queen I purchased. The third queen
was purely mated, and gave a well
marked progeny. The tirst two produced hybrid workers and occasionally a black drone, yet the most of
their drone i)rogeny were well marked
Italians.
This strange exception
might bo accounted for by the variation of individuals of the same species
and as the Italian bee is not generally
recognized by naturalists as a distinct
species of Apis, but a climatic variety
of Apis nielijica, it may yet turn out
that these occasional outcroppiugs of
impurity are the result of progenitive
inheritance.
I am of the opinion that the subject
is one of much importance, and needs
further investigation, and that many
theories, hypotlieses, etc., will rise
and fall, before anything like a definite conclusion will be arrived at,
upon which all may agree.

Kingston, Texas.
For the American Bee Journal.

Italianizing Cyprian Bees.

EDWARD

P.

ABBE.

In 1880 I received from Mr. Jones
one of his imported Cyprian queens,
early enough to rear one forced queen
in the fall— and a very handsome one
she was a duplicate other mother,
prolilicand long-lived. She is a reigning beauty now.
During last summer I reared about
a dozen other queens from the imported one, when I lost her by carelessness. All of these young queens
were very nearly, if not quite, duplicates of each other and of the old one.
These gave me an opportunity to test

—

some of the qualities of full breeds you a rod or two away, which are the
and of the half breeds— i. e., half 10 colonies out of your 50 or 500 that
Cyprian and half Italian. There is need looking at. Upon examination,
no need of my mentioning that the if none are quite ready to extract, it is
pure Cyprian is a cross, active, in- a safe rule to go by. tliat none in the
dustrious, prolific beauty; for all, or apiary are. But if, on the other hand,
nearly all accounts agree upon these many of these 10 colonies need extracpoints.

For one whose only object in the
apiary is the pleasure derived from it,
the Cyprian is, in its purity, a calamity.
But with the mixture of Italian
blood to quiet down the rampant
growth of Cyprian spirit, I tliink they
are a blessing, for they infuse a new
and pure blood, increase the fertility
and tendency to late breeding, and
fix more certainly and permanently
the characteristic yellow band, adding beauty and grace to the whole
apiary. This is my experience, and I
for one am not sorry that I have tried
them
but very glad to have got
through with the trouble and stinging
labor of this infusion of new blood. I
had, for the past 10 years, devoted my
apiary of 20 colonies to yierfecting a
strain of Italians, until it was as good
as I think Italians could be made.
The bees were large, industrious,
three-banded, beautiful, gentle, and
easily handled, but there was a strong
tendency to lose the broad yellow
stripes and
into what are called
" dark Italians." If I have checked
this tendency, and have fixed the
characteristic bands of the Italian
;

nm

more permanently,
shall
ness.

I

am

satisfied.

now breed back again

I

to gentle-

ting, look well to the next foremost
turned pins, as soon as the job is
done, and follow this method of
search and work through the year.
But a much disputed point arises as
to what condition the super must be
in, to warrant the emptying of it.

Messrs. Dadants, who are good authority, believe in having all the combs
sealed or capped over before extracting the honey, and more than this,
they believe in letting it stand on the
hive, lifting it up, and placing another
set of combs under it. and so on to the
end of the flow, until that flow is over,
as they think that on the hive is the
best place for the honey to " ripen,"
or take on that smooth, rich, oily condition. On the other hand, as good
authority as Prof. Cook says there is
no need to wait for the capping over
of honey.
The Professor has the
facts, that the waiting process involves increased capital and labor
upon this side of the argument. All
the Dadants have to sustain their
side of the question is, that with their
process, the honey is of much better
quality.

have thoroughly tried both plans,
if the honey taken is to be consumed as sweet sauce (as most f)f our
I

and

surplus now is, the minority being
used for manufacturing purposes, as
yet), I stand strongly on the Dadant
side of the argument. Their words
For the American Bee JournaL
sound as if they came from expeE.ttracted Honey— No. 3.
rience, and from'those who depended
upon the favor shown their goods, for
JAMES HEDDON.
their success, viz the specialist.
have the
if you
I will say that
The upper story spoken of in our combs, use the tiering lip plan of the
It is good.
I have tried it
last article (No. 2), on page 55, has a Dadants.
capacity of 4U to 50 lbs. of honey, net, more years than one. It gives you
and it will probably be a week or more time to do your work in you
more before it is necessary to examine need not rush because the season
the supers. Then go to your strongest does; if you use this plan, at the end
colonies and remove the covers (and of the white honey flow remove all
right here allow me to say, that tlie your supers, just as you would boxes
great secret of successful and speedy or cases of sections, smoking down
subjugation of bees depends upon the bees, and carrying your supers
giving them the first blast of smoke into your room prepared for " getting
before they have liad time to " think bees out of boxes," and when the few
twice," after you make the first jar), adhering bees have gone, you can unand smoke down the bees, look at the cap and extract the combs at your
tops of the combs, and the one that leisure. But on the other hand, if
looks the "fattest" and brightest your combs are scarce, or you are just
(usually near the center) will contain making them from comb foundation,
lift this one, and and you feel that your capital will not
the most honey
look at it, then one near the outside, warrant the making so many the first
and you will form a close estimate of season, prepare yourself with a light
the amount of honey the super (that box, with tight bottom, and the size
part of the hive which contains the of the hive, with a cloth lid, and consurplus) contains, and the speed of venient handles, put 6 combs or frames
development, within the super. Your of foundation in it, and approach the
register shows the date at which the hive to be extracted from. The tools
bees commenced to work in the upper I carry are a heavy I X L knife,
frames. Suppose you have found the smoker and turkey quill. I open the
super y full, just set your " amount hive, smoke down the bees all I can
pin " to I4, and the date pin to the quickly, and then trade combs with
them, taking the 6 fullest ones out of
date, and so on over the apiary..
The 10 or 20 colonies most advanced, the 7, and brushing all clean of every
will need looking at again in 5 to 8 bee. Thus I open and close the hive
days, and even less, if the rate of the at one operation. The condition of
The honey is
flow IS rapidly increasing. When the the 6 combs is this
time has arrived, your registers show partly sealed the sealed places are

New

Bedford, Mass.

:

;

;

:

;

:
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those spots farthest from the septum,
ami, fortunately, the easiest to uncap.
The one comb left is hardly lit to
extract, and is the odd comb that
saved the bees from being crowded
and idle the 6 will make just 3 pairs,
and 3 whirls, and contain a very good
Of
article of nearly ripened honey.
the ripened condition of tliis" throw''
much will depend upon the stage of
the blossoming, and state of the atmosphere. Blossoms yield the thinnest honey at first, and richest at the
close, even to the " strippings." One
tiling is sure, you cannot wait till the
honey in the super is all sealed, without losing the filling of a second
super, unless you adopt the tiering up
;

spoken of at
Sometimes you

plan,

first.

will

find

brood

table syrups,
poses.

over fertilization. In doing so,
we are working against the instincts
of the bees, and the queen, anxiously
looking for drone cells, will be sure to
go into your surplus department to
deposit eggs if you have drone foundation above, and a proper lack of it
below. Experience must drive every
drone foundation mill back into type
metal.

As soon

as your extractor contains
below the frame, draw
off at the gate, into one gallon stone
crocks, which should be piled up on
each other about 6 to 8 feet high. If
pieces of wood 7ijx3^x6 inches are laid
across the tops of the crocks (2 to each
crock), the spaces thus made will allow of a circulation of air that will allow of improvement of the honey as
it stands.
The honey house should
all it

will holcl

be dry and airy, and thoroughly
screened against bees and flies. Do
not forget that you will have a damp
air in a cool room. Cool air (as in
double-wall houses), like a cool pitcher
of ice- water, drains dampness.
\Vith
this third article of general remarks,
I will close what I have to say about
extracting honey, for the present.
In regard to marketing it, I have
never adopted a course that I think as
good as the one laid down in Dadant's
book.
The uses for extracted honey are
encouragingly on the increase. It is
already used as a table food, confectionery, in medicinal syrups, manufacturing tobacco,
wines, liquors,
mead, metheglin, soda water, printers' rollers (entirelysupplantingsugar
syrup), cakes, pastry, preserving fruits
in natural state, jellies and jams,
medicinal syrups, ointments, salves
for sores, cures for asthma, indigestion,
rice,

in closing let

first

me say, while

;

—

Dowagiac, Mich.

requisite
it

number

of stripes,

whether

be one or a dozen," we agree ex-

actly.
For tho American Bee Journal.

Rogersville, Mich.

Rearing the "Best," Bees.

W.

all

trol

and many other pur- crease of colonies that he had the

year with the hylftids.
Will Mr. Ileddon, or any one else
you should not build "air castles" who knows, say whether these hybrids
and dream of " cisterns full of honey," can be bred in-and-in, and their good
you should know that just at rare in- qualities be preserved at the same
tervals during good honey seasons, time, or must the strains be kept up
the gathering i)owersof some colonies by a continual crossing of the pure
are great; that Ilosraer reports 53 lbs. races ?
of extracted honey in one day Gallup
Mr. Editor, you may have different
60 lbs., and I had 30 lbs. gathered in views from myself upon the " dollar "
the same period of time, all from the queen business, but when you say
"The 'best bees' will have just the
basswood the bee-keeper's friend.

And now

in

stages in your super coinbs. There
is a slow, continuous motion of the
crank that will throw out the honey,
but not the brood, and this motion,
which only experience can teach,
must be adopted for broody combs.
I very frequently receive letters and
postal cards inquiring if drone comb
IS not best for sections and super
frames, to which I always answer. No.
One of the blessings that comb foundation has brought to us, is the fact
that by filling the brood frames of the
hive full of it, we get rid of a class of
consumers called drones, and at the
same time get almost complete con-
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HUTCHINSON.

Jonm^

More About Bellows Smokers.
I have been much interested in the
" best bees " controversy, and cannot
refrain from a few remarks on the
subject. In all this broad land there
is probably not one bee-keeper who
does not wish for the best bees, the
difference of opinion being in regard
to which are the best bees, and how to
obtain them.
As to which are preferable, the
light or the dark Italians, I will say
that I have tried both, obfiaining them
from a dozen different sources, and I
unhesitatingly pronounce in favor of
the dark, leather-colored Italians. I
consider the
light-colored
bees a
trifle easier to liandle, but the dark
bees are so much more energetic, and
store so much more honey, that I am
more than willing to overlook any of
their little outbursts of temper.
My experience with hybrids is as
follows
I commenced bee-keeping
with black bees in box hives, but the
bees did not long remain in box hives.
Located within a mile of my place
were two Italian apiaries, and onehalf of my young black queens mated
with Italian drones. From what I
had read I expected that there would
be some " fun " in handling these hybrids, but, to my astonishment, they
proved to be more amiable than the
blacks. I have seen some pure Italians that were more irascible in ttieir
disposition than were the hybrids. In
the fall I sold three of these hybrid
colonies, and with the proceeds bought
:

queens and
apiary.

my

Italianized

The next year

I

whole
bought an

imported queen, reared queens, and
Italianized all the black bees within

my apiary. Of course,
some of my young Italian queens
mated with black drones, and they

three miles of

J.

H.

MAKTIN.

Every bee-keeper, if familiar with
the history of the smoker, is ready to
accord to Mr. Quinby the honor of
putting iipon the market the first belEvery subsequent

lows smoker.

or-

iginal inventor found the bellows, the
valves, the flre-tube and the wind. It
is a mystery to not a few, what subsequent inventors could claim as original. The mystery is explained by the

claim that some punched a hole and
let in air, where air could not get in
before. Mr. Bingham has enlarged
this hole to a space between the bellows and fire-tube, and there you
have the original smoker. We have
no doubt but that this point can be
legally protected by a patent, for as
trivial things have often been passed
as improvements, and worthy
of a patent as this. For instance, an
inventor imi)roved letter envelopes by
inserting a thread across tfie end of
the envelope, one end of the thread
projecting so as to be taken between
the thumb and finger and the envelope easily torn open.

upon

Another inventor grasped the

bril-

liant idea that a knot in the end of the
thread to give a firm hold, was a great
improvement, and applied for a patent, which was granted upon the

ground that

it

was an improvement

over the previous method. Now suppose our last inventor of the knot had
proclaimed himself as the only original inventor of the envelope for letters, he would have been no more unreasonable than for the inventor who
punched the hole to claim that he is
alone the original inventor of the
smoker. Neither can any one claim
to be the inventor of the first successwe used one of
ful smoker, for
Quinby's first smokers and it was a
great success for a new invention.
Since then we have used various so-

produced hybrids that—-well, I took
back all that I had ever said about
book-makers not knowing what they
were talking about when they said
that hybrids were " cross." To go
back a little, the three hybrid colonies called improvements, some of which
those
having
sold,
the were no better than the first Quinby.that I
We wish to exercise due charity for
black queens mated with Italian
drones, outstripped my Italians. Of all, and accord honor for all improvecourse, I attributed this to the differ- ments where honor is due, but when
ence in location (the locality really the man who tied the knot in the end
was an excellent one), but the next of the thread claims to be the original
year the owner of the hybrids had his inventor of all envelopes, we have a
whole apiary Italianized, and since right, as a letter writer, to protest
see •' Honey as Medicine ;" lico- then, a period of three years, he has against so broad a claim.
egg-foam, vinegar, rose honey, never had the yield of honey, nor inHartford, N. Y.

—
—

:
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A resolution to make a large exhibit
of

apiarian products at the Central

Michigan Fair
unanimously
tion offered by
President and

next

fall

was adopted

as was also the resoluProf. Cook making the
Secretary a committee
to request the agricultural society to
provide a building for this object.
Artificial Comb Honey.— Mr. Bright,
The Society then adjourned to meet
on the Tuesday preceding the autumn editor of the Christian at Work, and
myself, have had some correspondence
fair.
Bev. J. Ashworth, Pres.
on artificial comb made of parafline,
E. N. Wood, Sec.
etc., in the course of which he stated
that he had seen the artificial comb. I
Hagerstown (Md.)New8.
called the attention of Mr. A. J. King
Md., Va. and W. Va. Convention.
to it, and also denied his statement.
Mr. King offered Mr. Bright $50 for
number of bee-keepers of these proof that he was right, and the latter
States met at Hagerstown, Md., on sent me a postal half way admitting
April 20, and organized the Union that it was comb foundation tliat he
Bee-Keepers' Association of Mary- saw. All this I believe Mr. King inland, Virginia and West Virginia. tends to publisli in the ilay BeeMr. D. A. Pike, of Smithsburg, was Keepers' Magazine. Mr. Stanley's archairman, and J. Luther Bowers, of ticle from the Empire State Agriculturist, printed on page 244 of the Bee
Berry ville, Va., Secretary.
Messrs. J. F. Brown, of Winches- Journal, has a very good paragraph
on
the impracticability of making
ter, Va., S. Valentine, of Double Pipe
Creek, Md., and Wm. Anderson, of comb artificially, and I wish to send a
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., were con- marked copy of the article to Mr.
stituted a committee to select a name Bright, as a sort of "parting shot"
for the Association, who reported the aimed at his erroneous statements.
He probably thought artificial comb
name as above given.
The organization was perfected by and comb foundation are one and the
the election of the following perma- same tiling. He is undoubtedly wiser
nent officers: D. A. Pike, Smiths- now than when he wrote the article
;

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

0} Meetina.

May 11— Champlain

Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

16— N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Bock City, HI.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.

25— Iowa

Central, at Wlnterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace.

June 3— Hart County,

Sec.

Ky.. at Woodsonville, Ky.

A

t^~ In order to have

this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Eli.

For the American Bee Journal.

Central Michigan Conrentioii.

The Central Michigan Bee-KeepAssociation met at Lansing, at 10
a. m., April 20, and was called to orers'

der by President Ashwoith. E. N.
Wood was appointed Secretary pro
tern.,

and 22 names were added

to the

Association.

In his annnal address the President
alhided to the mutual benefit derived
by interchange of thought at the
meetings, and also spoke of the importance of providing bee-pasture,
especially in Lansing where there are
so many bee-lieepers in such close
proximity. lie urged bee-keepers to
provide for larger exhibitions of the
products of the apiary, and presented
a tabulated statement of those products for 1881.
Eeports and estimates show that

burg, Md., President; J. L. Bowers, last February. Zophar Mill, Jr.
New York, April 26, 1882.
Berryville, Va., Secretary
A. Burton, Harper's Ferry, W. va., Treas;

urer.

•

It was resolved to hold the next
meeting of the Association in this
place on some day, to be named by
tlie President, during the' Washington
County Agricultural Fair, the coming
fall.

Messrs. A. Burton, J. F. Brown
about 120,000,000 lbs. of honey were and S. Valentine were appointed a
committee
to draft a constitution for
produced in the United States last
year. At 12 cts. per lb. this would the Association.
It
was
determined
that, at the next
amount to $14,400,000.
An interesting discussion ensued on meeting, each member exhibit something to the apiary.
the topics suggested in the address.
Various subjects connected with
The following officers were elected
bee-culture were discussed, among
for the ensuing year
them, " Tlie best way to get surplus
Presidents Rev. J. Ashworth.
honey," " The best method of queen
Secretary— E. N. Wood.
rearing," and "The best method of
Treasurer— Mrs. T. Uarris.
Vice Presidents— Mrs. S. J. Gibson, transferring bees." The discussion
Clinton; W. O. Wilson, Ingham; elicited many new ideas on the subJames Frye, Jackson E. W. Lowe, ject of bee-culture, and much imporIonia; C. Clement, Livingston; E. tant information was imparted by
this interchange of views
Curtis, Shiawassee.
An opportunity having been given,
a number of bee hives, section Doxes
^" A bee-keepers' convention will
and other apiarian supplies were ex- be held at Richland Center,
Wis., on
hibited, and also an ingenious device
May 4th and .5tli. All interested are
by Prof. Cook for measuring the cordially invited.
length of the tongues of the different

tJliicose.- To

say

that

the above

never candies, is a mistake. Some
time ago I saw 100 bbls. 2 car loads
returned to the factory because it had
so thickened that it did not run out
the barrel. I have also seen it thickened in glass jars put up with comb
honey to be sold for pure honey. To
tell, therefore, that all candied honey
is pure would lead to a wrong opinion.
We had hard frost here several nights
after a week or more of warmweatlier,
when the thermometer was up to 86°
in the shade. Much injury, of course ;
but I hope the white clover was not

—

killed

here

last

summer, when we

had no rain for about 2 months, and
the heat up to 1.56^ in the shade it i»
said that clover does not give honey
;

T.
first year.
Terre Ilaute, Ind.

the

Hulman,

Sr.

;

—

Very Encouraging. Our bees are in
and things look promising for the coming season. We have
had the same weather you describe in
the last Bee Journal, and it still
fine condition,

continues.
The fruit is somewhat
injured, but not nearly all killed. My
races of bees.
bees are working finely to-day, and
E. N. Wood read an essay on the
e Champlain Valley Bee-Keep- the combs are filling up nicely with
"Bee Hive," describing various ers' Association will hold their semi- capped brood, the drones are also
styles, and especially the hive manu- annual meeting at Middlebury, Vt., hatching, and some of them flying.
factured hy Narmore
Wood, of May 1 1 1882.
T. Bkookins, Sec.
W. B. Spence.
North Lansing.
Sidney, O., April 24, 1882.
discussion of the merits of the
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Cyprian bee was led by J. Harper, after which Prof. Cook was called on which are printed a large bee in gold,
Three Weeks Ahead of Time. I had
for an address on the " coming bee." we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. a fine swarm of Italian bees the 21st
did
not
He
decide positively from
of April. My bees are three weeks
which race the " coming bee " would
Those who may wish to change ahead of any year I ever had them
spring, but earnestly assured the Connow twenty years.
vention that the dollar queen trade from other editions to the Weekly,can
L. T, MOBBERLY.
would not hasten its approach.
do so by paying the difference.
Long tirove, Kv., April 24, 1882.

&

,

A

—

®"

—

;
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Snakes Eating Bees.— I read with
a great deal of interest tliat article
in your last paper by Prof. C. F.
Kroeli on the parthenogenesis of bees.
I hope Prof. Cook, Mr. G. M. Doolittle, and some of the other big guns
will favor us with their views on the
subject, liees here are doing well, in
spite of the water, which has ruined
most of us that is all but those which
were placed upon sheds and rafts before the water came up. The snakes,
however, are devouring great numbers of them. I should like to know
whether tWy eat them for the honey?
T. K.
Point Coupee, La., April 20, 1882.

increase during winter that

for the
snails,

and other insects.— Ed.]

—

My

Early Work. Bees are booming, gathering honey rapidly from
horsemint and various other flowers.
I have one of Root's chaff hives, with
80 1-lb. sections on it, and about half
a bushel of bees in it, if they were
dead and measured. About half the
boxes have been partly filled with
new honey for nearly 2 months.
few rainy days causes the bees to
draw on the sections to feed the brood
and larvae in the lower story for
there lias been but very little space in
all my hives
that is, the lower story,
for nearly 3 months for honey, it being
so completely filled with brood. I
notice in the Bee Journal of the
29th ult., that Mr. J. W. Eckman, of
Richmond, Tex., wants to know
" what it was that my bees were getting so much honey from, that I could
extract so early V" Now, I did not
say that I was going to extract a barrel of new honey, but I did extract
some new honey, just as I said I
would, and I believe it was gathered
from fruit blossoms. If Mr. E. will
come up and spend a day or two with
me, I think I can show him how I get
my bees in a condition in very early
spring to take advantage of the first
flow of honey from any source. I do
not want over 1,000 cubic inches of
comb in the brood-nest, a la Doolittle.
I use two styles of frames, the Langstroth gi^xlfSg, and a nucleus frame
9i8xl2?4. 1 use 7 of the former and 8
of the latter in the brood nest. In
early spring, that is, as soon as I see
a little white comb along near the
top-bar, I raise the
two outside
frames, spread from the center of the
brood nest, making room for the first
two frames. This I do about every
ten days or two weeks, according to
the weather. Continue this way of
promoting brood-rearing, and you will
soon have the brood-nest so filled with
brood that there will be no place for
honey; then it is that the bees will
put the honey they gather into any
thing you may choose to give them
even a nail keg. I do not leave any
frames in the upper story in winter,
but take them all out, put two thicknesses of old corn sacks on top the
brood frames, fill the upper story half
full with good dry cotton seed, and if
not disturbed during bad weather,
nearly the whole force will live
through our winters here, besides the

A

;

;

being tected more or

added

daily. Last fall I hadoO strong
colonies. About the last of January
I doubled back to 27.
I have had to
date 26 new swarms (some I have re-

turned), besides about 40 three-frame
nuclei, keeping queens until their
progeny hatches, and I have done all

my power to keep back all swarms
by giving more room, shading, and
in

—

[They probably eat them
same reason they devour flies,

is

some

tiered up three stories high.
J. S. Tadlock.
17, 1882.

Luling, Tex., April

—

I

Judge Andrews' Lecture. A subscriber wishes to trouble you with a
few notes. Quite an interest is being
taken here on the subject of bee-culture.
We have a County Bee-Keepers' Association,which meets monthly;
the State Association assembles here
on April 2.5th, and our citizens are
preparing to entertain all visitors and
members free of charge, and last, but
not least. Judge Andrews is delivercourse of lectures to a large
are some of our
best bee-keepers. The lecturer advises his class to read the books and
Bee Journal, but to do their own
thinking. He is especially severe on
so-called motli-proof hives and venders. The lecturer admits the theory
of parthenogenesis, and rejects the
"pure mother, pure drone theory."
He says the male of the bee, as in
other life, impresses his characteristics more strongly and clearly on the
offspring than the female, and impressed on his class the importance of
the pure blooded drone. The lecturer
dwelt at length on the queen bee. illustrating his subject and exhibiting
specimens from his apiary at every
stage of life, and wound up his last
lecture on the queen by giving his
class an opportunity to witness a
ing a

class,

281

among which

royal combat. During one of his lectures the Judge exhibited to his class
some worked over comb. On several
Eoints the Judge differed from the
ooks, but some of these he wished to
verify before positive assertion, and

by the fog from
are in a beautiful vale
below Louisville, drained of its many
less

We

the river.

ponds, and now very fertile, producing line hay crops, wheat and corn,
and running back to the hills, with
tine ridges of sand suitable for gardening purposes, grapes, melons, cantaloupes, etc. Along some
of
the
smaller streams and wet places grow
some of the asters and goldenrods. I
have about one acre sowed in sweet
clover and mignonette, some of which
is looking very fine I have also sowed
some Alsike clover, and about one
acre in white mustard. This fall I
will sow 5 or f> acres in sweet clover,
and in the spring sow the same in
mignonette. 1 wish to treat my pets
;

well.

have now 37 colonies. Xa
though in March I ex-

I

swarms

yet,

pected a good

many

ere this time.

have some now which from

all

I

apthe

swarm as soon as
weather will admit of their doing so.
We have a fair prospect for a good
locust bloom, should the weather get
warm enough for the bees to gather
it; if not, woe to the bees.
I have
pearances, will

contracted
Louisville

colonies to a

15

when

man

in

havo them, and

I

will sell more if I find a purchaser.
Success to the Bee Journal. I
would give up the business if it was
not for it. I gain all the information
I need from its pages.
G. W. ASHBY.
Valley Station, Ky., April 23, 1882.

Preparing Pasturage.

— We

have 77

colonies to commence spring work
with. The most of them are strong
for this time of the year
50 of this
number we bought this spring from
neighbors that wished to dispose of
their bees. The weather is very unfavorable at this time, cold and rainy.
;

Bees

cannot

fly.

Cherry and plum
We want a little

trees are in bloom.
sunshine to make us

and the little
have sown two
acres of alfalfa for forage, and intend
next season to sow Alsike. We sell
lest 1 report him wrongly, I shall omit
our extracted honey readily for 15 cts.
them for the present.
per pound. Every one that comes ta
A Subscriber. get
honey wants to see the extractor
McKinney, Texas, April 22, 1882.
When
it is a great curiosity to them.
we extract they are coming to see the
Almost a Blizzard. We have a cold honey taken out of the combs.
snap on hand now, which has lasted
Mrs. C. M. Kingslby.
from the 9th to the 23d, and bids fair
Elvaston, 111., April 24, 1882.
to reign with winter's rigor still a
while longer— a gloomy prospect for
my pets. We had a profuse apple and
Bee Notes from Kentucky. Bees in
peach bloom, but it was all lost to the Kentucky are in line condition. We
bees they had to stay in to keep the have an encouraging outlook. I have
young brood warm. Throughout lately attended a meeting of the BarMarch the prospect was very fine, but ren County, Kentucky, Bee-Keepers'
the greater i)art of April so far has Society we had a good meeting, and
blasted our prospects. I have been all seemed in good spirits. I also atfeeding my bees for two weeks. When tended a meeting of the Hart County
Munit was warm enough for them to ven- Bee-Keepers Association, at
ture out, some would gorge them- fordville, Ky., and assisted in orbenumbed,
county
crawl
ganizing
a
association.
We
selves, become
off a
little distance, lay up and die, unless had a large attendance and organized
cauglit up and put in a hive, of which a society that i)romises to do much
class I took up a great many and put good. The next meeting will be on
in at the top of tlie hive without any the first Saturday in June, at Woodbad results so far as I could see. The sonville. Hart County, Ky. We hope
workers happy.

We

;

—

;

;

first was so severe as to wilt some of all the A'ice Presidents of our State
the young grape shoots and kill most Society will call meetings in their
We have not
of the fruit, and fears are entertained localities and organize.
that it will fall off yet, though pro- yet fixed the lime of the State meet-

—

ing at Louisville, but are waiting for
the time of the North American BeeKeepers' Society to be fixed at Cincinnati, as we wiuit to meet just before
that, so that we can go right on to
the National Convention.
N. P. Allen.
Smith's Grove, Ky., April 24, 1882.

—

Care of Comb Foundation. What is
the proper method of treating comb
foundation which has been kept over
since last year ? Should it be softened
by heat, and if so, to what degree of
warmth should it be subjected
E. R. BULLER.
Canipbellford, Ont.
!

one sheet at a time, in a
strong colony. The bees will heat it
to the proper degree for working. No
criterion can be given for heat, as
some makes are harder than others,
and age and exposure will affect it difit,

ferently. —Ed.]

An

;
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Error.

— I was in error in giving

my frame in the Bee
of April 12, page 235. It
should read 12% inches in the 10th
line, instead of 12J^ inches, so as to
take 3 one-pound sections each way.
the size of

Journal,

Territories. Colorado,

Wyoming.New

Mexico, Utah, Idaho and Montana are
the poor man's paradise.
Woman's Industrial Ass'n.
Denver, Col., April 18, 1882.
Last Year's Record.— Last spring I
started with 7 colonies in old box
hives. On the 16th and 17th of May I
transferred them to movable frame
hives, tilling f> frames for each hive

with comb and brood, and some
honey, leaving a surplus of about 100
lbs. of honey fed back abont 20 lbs.
increased to .31 colonies, and obtained
250 lbs. of honey. They liave come
through the winter splendidly wintered in the cellar lost 2 by spring
dwindling. They have been carrying
in pollen had a swarm April 4— earliest ever heard of here.
feeding
them. As a suljscriber to the Bee
Journal will ask, can I expect to
bring them through and how, as the
weatiier is too cold at present for them
to fly, and little yet in bloom but wiljows.
looking with bright hopes
for the |)resent year with my busy
bees, with the aid of the welcome
;

;

;

;

;

Am

Am

Journal.

S.

Tuscola, Mich., April

McLees.

13, 1882.

tonislied at its magnitude. This is
especially gratifying; the more so, because it has only been a few years
since there was no bee- culture of any
importance in the State. To have accomplished the results as at present
existing, in so short a time, is a magniticent tribute to the energy and progressive spirit of our people. Beeculture is being recognized as an important factor in the commerce of the
country, and if properly fostered and
encouraged, will soon grow to large
proportions.
bee-keepers' association was organized in Denver, Dec.
15, 1881, consisting of 20 members,
who owned 425 colonies of bees ; but
this is scarcely a shadow of the number owned in the State at large. The
programme of the lirst annual exhibition of the National Mining and Industrial Exposition, to be opened tlie
1st of August, 1882, has just been issued. Space for exhibits is offered
free of charge. Every industry in tlie
country will be represented. Dairying, agriculture, tloriculture, horticulture, apiculture, manufacturing,
household goods, ornamenting, the
arts, food and medicinal preparations,

A

will be exhibited in abundance. People from every nation will visit the

Exposition this summer. Excursions
are being arranged on all roads. The
best place to invest a small capital is
in some of these Western States and

W. H. Steacy.
Tampa,

Fla., April 10, 1882.

[The saw palmetto stalk and flower
to hand, and Mr. Steaqj has our
thanks for the same. Much interest
has been felt regarding Florida for
apiculture its climate, soil and spontaneous bloom— and any information
on the subject will be highly appre-

came

—

ciated.

Ed.1

—

The honey season
year came very suddenly, some 2
weeks earlier than the season before,
and the bees were just booming atthe
time of the frost. I had a number of
colonies with 2 tiers of sections, but
very few perished. At the time the
bees got to swarming, I had a considerable number of young queens being
California Notes.

last

and queens and
old queens had
got a bunch of bees

fertilized in nuclei,

[Yes

you can easily bring the
swarm through nicely. Give them a
Ben miller, Ont. Peter Eisher.
couple combs of brood from some
The Indnstrial Exposition in Denver. hive which can spare them, and feed
—Colorado is fast taking rank with plentifully till fruit is in bloom. Ed.]
the older States of the Union in the
matter of bee-culture, and before another decade, no doubt, it will be an
important industry in this State.
There is no method at present of gaining valuable statistics in regard to the
extent of the business, but if such information could be obtained, people
in and out of Colorado would be as-

fully send. Should any question occur to you that I have not answered,
please write me and I will do my best
when cabbage palmetto blooms I will
send yon all the data that I can. If
the bloom is lost or spoiled so that
you cannot use it, advise me and I
will send you again.

;

swarms got mixed (my

clipped wings). I
that had 6 queens 1 got killed. They
were on a low bush, and more than I
could lift. The cluster was full 3 feet
high, just clearing the ground by
about 1 inch, about 10 inches thick,
Saw Palmetto. I send you in this and about 10 inches wide one way.
mail two flower stalks and one leaf They filled 3 hives with bees, one of
and stem of the saw palmetto I tried which filled a tier of top sections. I
to get an average size, as you will see should judge they must have weighed
The surplus
I have cut off pai-t of the stem of the over 50 lbs., possibly 75.
larger flower stalk. I done it in order queens I utilized. If my subscription
to pack it better. I send the small expires before you hear from me, do
one because it is fully blown, tho\igh not stop the Bee Journal— I should
I fear all the blossoms will drop off be- feel like a lost sheep without it.
I
fore you get it, it is about the smallest have succeeded in sending queens to
stalk I ever saw. I can give you very Oregon the past season successfully.
little data now, as I have never given 1 find sugar better than honey in shipthe matter any attention ; later on I ping queens, but they must have
think that I will be better posted as water.
very good bottle is made of
I intend to observe closely all the tin, with just a little hole.
Atmoshoney plants that are here. 1 saw the pheric pressure keeps it from leaking.
first flower stalks about March 1st, I have sent them with only a cake of
and the same stalks that I saw then sugar and the water. They have to go
are only to-day partly in bloom, so by steamer. In overhauling my nuclei
they evidently 'require quite a while last winter, I united several, using
to become perfect. These stalks were the cage mentioned in a former numevidently the " early " ones, as the ber of the Bee Journal. The next
great bulk are just in bud. There day, as the bees were quiet, I released
are from 3 to G stalks to one plant it the queen without trouble. I never
is a small and weak one that i)rodnces cut or mutilate the combs.
Someless than 3.
On the large and thrifty times the bees will release her. Ordiplants the flower stalks are from 2V2 luirily I raise the cage and let them
to 3 feet in length, with numerous get together, always watching to see
lateral branches, making an immense if the queen is well received. I am
mass of blossoms. As to the length so well satisfied with It, that I shall
of time that it remains in bloom I not look further. I have even incannot say, nor its value as a honey troduced virgin queens successfully
plant. I will observe these points with it. The form I use is 2x3 inches,
and write you later on. I examined i.< inch tin sides. No. 12 unpainted
the, colonies yesterday, but found no wire cloth. I know of a number of
increase of honey. Judging from the cases where parties had to be shown a
length of time that tlie bloom requires queen for the first time, who were
to open, I think there will not be successful with it. In breaking up
much gathered before May 1st. 1 am nuclei, I found it very convenient to
a novice in the business, having never make an upper story and place the
even opened a l)ee hive until a couple frames with all adhering bees therein;
of months ago, so that I am not over- there was no confusion nor quarrelflowing with bee lore, but any informa- ing. Some combs that had chilled
tion that I can give you I will cheer- brood were entirely cleaned out, and
;

—

;

A

—

—

—

;;

.
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are as perfect to-day as ever. About
half of my liives use tlie Liingstrotli
frame, but 1 prefer a frame IS inches
long by 9 deep; the top of tlie hive
will take tlie Langstroth rack, frames
above, in false ends. To save my perfect surplus combs, I have a box, no
of one side, witli
top or bottom,
hinges and a bottom, a loose top. with
6 square holes to take the upper story
of the hive. The frames hang on

%

false

ends

i^

'"cli

apart;

when

full,

empty burlap sacks on top, and
cover on them. Burn sulphur often
lay

I
have
to kill the moths.
used tins method several years, and
save the combs. Imperfect combs
make into wax.
J. D. Enas.

enougli

Napa, Cal.

What Hire to Use.— 1. What is the
simplest and easiest hive to make and
handle for a beginner V 2. Can you
give me the dimensions of such a hive,
and size of the frames ? 3. What kind
and size sections to use in said frames?
4. Must the inside of frames and sections be dressed V 5. What is the
best prevention against bee moths?

the remaining 4 have done very well. I
Stray Swarm.— I would like to know
then purcliased 2 more at $2.50 each. what you think of the simplicity hive
on the Langstroth fm- making a
was
and
tlie
used
One
dead when received,
other died 2 hours after introduction. second story, that is, those bevel
But I was not discouraged, and pur- edges like A. I. Hoot uses
Are they
chased 6 more queens which all did better than the Langstroth. that has
well, and a healthier lot of bees than the top to slide over the bottom hive ?
they are I think would be hard to tind. Do you think they will warp much
My bees have wintered well. I win- and crack, so that ants, roaches and
tered in three different styles, and moths will get in ? Those insects are
may give my methods in the Bee harbored around my hives too much.
Do you advise metal bearings for
Journal at some future time.
frames V Poplar and white clover
Stirton, Out.
J. H.'V.mbly.
are in bloom, and bees are gathering
honey. I caught a runaway swarm
Queenless Colonies.— After unpack- to-day.
R. H. C. Mitchell.
ing my bees I tind two colonies are
Humboldt, Tenn., April 21, 1882.
queeniess, both blacks.
One had
[The simplicity hive is virtually a
drones hatched, more capped, and
some not capped, but not a sign of Langstroth, and ought not warp much
worker brood. The drone brood was if
properly tuade and painted. The
confined to the drone comb, a patch
about 4 by (> inches, being all the bevel joint between would be a subdrone comb there is in the hive. I stitute for the square rabbet, and
gave them a frame of worker and equally good for those who prefer
drone brood from another hive, but
that kind. We do not admire metal
they are starting no queen cells. I
have been in the bee business some bearings for frames but can highly
time, but never had anything happen recommend metal rabbets inside the
like it.
What is the matter ?
hives for the frames to hang upon.
Bryan, O.
H. IIance.
'i

;

I am ranching in Western Texas, and
every farmer and stockman has from
two to a dozen colonies, but their ig[There are two solutions of the
norance of everything pertaining to
1st. The queen may have
the bee is truly sublime, tlierefore 1 enigma
hope you will answer the above ques- been old or been injured in some mantions in the next issue of the Bee ner, becoming a drone laying queen,
:

Journal.

Lynn

B.

Ladd.

Medina, Tex.
[1. Any of the standard hives are
simple and easy to handle— either the
Langstroth, American or Gallup.
2. Langstroth
liive is ISJg inclies
long, by 14 wide and fl}^ deep, inside
measure. Frames are 11% by 9i-8,
outside measure. Top-bar 19J^ inches

long.
3.

The brood frames hold

8 sections

each, 414x414 inches, called one-pound
Tliis hive is also used with
a 7- inch cap or cover, and will accommodate 18 two-pound boxes, b}i\%}i
outside. The standard Langstroth contains 10 brood frames, or 7 section
cases.
4. Sections should be, but it is not
necessary for the brood frames.
.5.
Italian bees. If you have black
bees, moths will not trouble so much
if colonies are kept strong.
Ed.]
sections.

First Experience with Italian Bees.
have kept bees for several years,

—I

and never had very good success
with them till I was in Toronto, at
the exhibition, and by chance came
across Mr. Jones, of Beeton, Out.,
and liad a short converssation with

:'83

and

killed

2nd.

The

or

died quite

queen

recently

may have been

some time ago, and a
worker developed. The fact
lost

fertile

of the

drone brood all being in a small piece
of drone comb, would indicate that
the former hypothesis is correct
while their failure to start queen cells

would disprove

it,

as a fertile

worker

—Ed.]

—

Weather
Cold in Massachusetts.
has been very cold here for 10 days.
Ice has made
inch thick for several
nights. Very "unfavorable for bees
and queen-rearing. Early queens
reared in New England will be rather
expensive to the one who rears them.
Some bee-keepers will expect to buy
them for $1, notwithstanding the fact
that they will cost $2.
H. Alley.
Wenham, Mass., April 25, 1882.

%

CLUBBING LIST.
Weaupply the Weekly American Ifiee tjonrnal and any of the following periodicals, one year,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.

eggs anywhere. Howyou can easily determine the
matter. Remove the frame with the
Club.
drone brood, also that which you gave The Weekly Bee Journal Publishers' Price.
$2 00.
inBee-Culturef
Gleanings
A.
I.
Root)
3
00.
2 75
them then, if you knoiu they have no and
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 60
queen, and eggs continue to be deposBee-Keepers'Instruetor( W.Thomas) 2 50.. 2 35
will deposit her

ever,

;

.

ited, it is proof positive

ence of a

fertile

worker.

of the pres-

Ed.]

—

The 4 above-named papers

4 50..

Bee~Keeper8'K.-<ch'nKe(Houk &Peet) 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Uill)
2

Kansas Bee-Keeper

The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Conk's ManuaK bound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T.U.Newman) "

4

00

2 80
2 33
2 60.. 2 40
6 30.
5 50
00. .
50..
.

3 25.. 3 00
Dreary Outlook. More snow and
2 75.. 2 50
ground "frozen quite hard here this
2 85.. 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binderfor Weekly for 1882
2 75.. 2 60
morning, with a cold northwest wind.
Bees have gathered no pollen as yet
and do not seem as strong as they did
Preniinnis.— Those who get up clubs
a week ago. I do not know but I
shouted " bees in good condition " too for the Weekly Bee Journal for
soon, for if this weather holds on long 1882, will be entitled to the following
it will be hard on their rapidly de- premiums.
Their own subscription
creasing numbers.
may count in the club
Borodino, N. Y., April 22, 1882.
"
:

Later :— Our cold weather still
tinues,

and as

I

conwrite the mercury

For a Club of 2,— a copy of Bees and Honey."
"
"
:J,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
4, —Apiary Register for 50 ColonieB.
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

him. The next spring I purchased stands at IS-, and the ground is frozen
"
"
5,—
cloth.
one of him. The next spring I pur- so it fairly rings as you walk over it.
"
"
©,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
chased one of his movable comb hives Bees are clustered as close as in
or Apiary Register for 2(X) Col's.
for a pattern, made new hives and winter, and with the exception of
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
transferred my bees into them. I winter wheat, our fields look as bare
purchased "Cook's Manual," and as they did in February. If it does for their labor in getting up the club.
made myself acquainted with the not warm uj) soon, some of my weaker
management of bees. I then became colonies must perish.
8^ When changing a postoffice adanxious to get Italians, and bought 8
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
dress, mention the old as well as the
queens at $1 each 4 of them died,
Borodino, N. Y., April 25, 1882.
new address.
1

;
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Tlie

As

the time

is

mence the use
all

who

Honey

Apiary Register.

now

at

hand

to

com-

of this valuable book,

intend to be systematic in

work during the coming season,
should obtain a copy and commence to
their

ADVERTISING RATES.

use
20c. per agate

A

space, each insertion.

line of

of Agate type will contain about elgrht
v^'-ordni; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
TranBient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
line

DISCOUNTS

will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
paid in advance
:

For 4 weeks
"
"
"
"

"

8

13
26
3»
53

*'

"
"
"
"

lO per cent,
SO
months).... 40
"
(9 months).... SO
(1 year)
60
(3

discount.

monthBi....30

(13

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
months, lO per cent., 3 months,

25 per cent., «
5 percent.

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., tt months, 20 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisements inserted.

THOMAS
935 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

C'hicaeo,

III.

J»pccial IJotices.

—

To Advertisers. By reference to our
schedule of rates for advertising by
the year, it will be seen that considerable reduction has been made. This,
in connection with our large and increasing circulation, makes it advantageous to dealers to avail themselves
of its weekly visits to the bee-keepers

America to make their announcements for the coming season's trade.

of

We not only offer

the

best

advertising

medium, but the lowest rates on yearly

it.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

$1 00
1 50
2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to pro-

as

Food and Medicine.

We

have just issued a new edition
pamphlet bearing the above
title.
It has been revised and enlarged from 24 pages to 32, the newpages being devoted to new Recipes
for Honey Medicines, and all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used.
We have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
of our

cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;

per hundred, $4.00. On orders of lOO
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
cure at the start.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
Binders for 1882.— We have had a alone will pay him for all his trouble
lot of Emerson binders made espe- and expense enabling him to dispose
cially for the Bee Journal for 1882. of his honey at home, at a good profit?
They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
Bees aud Honey, or Management of
to preserve the Journal as fast as an Apiary for Pleasure and Profit.
received. They will be sent postpaid This is the title of our new book. The
by mail for 75 cents.
first and second editions having been
exhausted, and being desirous of havBee Pasturage a Secessity.— We have ing it "fully up with the times," includjust issued a new pampiilet giving our ing all the various improvements and
views on tliis important subject, with inventions in this rapidly increasing
suggestions wluit to plant, and when pursuit, we have thoroughly revised
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- it, re-writing some chapters and
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to adding several new ones, in order to
present the apiarist with everything
any address for 10 cents.
that can aid in the successful manAdvertisements intended for the Bee agement of the Honey Bee, and at the
Journal must reach this office by same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condiSaturday of the previous week.
tion. Chief among the new chapters
i^To any one sending two new are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity,"
Weekly subscribers for a year, we will " Management of Bees and Honey at
present a volume of the Bee Jour- Fairs," " Marketing Honey," etc. It
nal for 1880, bound in paper covers. contains 160 pages, and is profusely
It contains much valuable informa- illustrated. Price, bound in cloth 75
tion, and it will pay any one wlio does cents in paperjcovers 50 cents.
not already possess it, to obtain acopy.
Many of our new subscribers will be
Preparation of Honey for the Marpleased to learn that they can get it ket, including the production and care
for $1.00, by sending for it at once, of both comb and extracted honey.
before they are all gone.
This is a new pamphlet of .S2 pages
whichweliave justpublished. Atthe
Examine tlie Date following your last meeting of the North American
name on the wrapper label of this Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appaper; it indicates the end of the pointed on a committee to prepare inmonth to which you have paid your structions on the Exliibition of Bees
and Honey at Fairs ; this is also added
subscription on the Bee Journal.
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
1^ We will send Cook's Manual
^° Constitutions and By-Laws for
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
for one year, for $3.00 ; or with King's name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.
Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.75.

—

;

contracts.

A Sample (;opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

^° The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago Postofflce every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

®" We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are ? Every
^-v^*-*-*
subscriber is such an agent we have
one fact is being brought
^This
i^° Articles for publication must be before the minds of the people of the
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new written on a separate piece of paper United States Kendall's Spavin Cure
18w4t
is not excelled as a liniment.
subscriber with his own renewal.
from items of business.
;

:

I

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BKE JOURNAL.
Monday. 10 a. m., May 1, 1882.

Coiiijilete Apiary for Sale.
An Apiary nf »0 COLONIES OF ITAL-

)

IAN BEES,

with buildings and all modern appliances for rvinning the same are within l'h miles
of Chicago, in a splendid location for wild pasturage. I'hesc bees show a good recnrd for last sea-

i

The

;

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

285

son— )£,06-]-

:

the season is welt advanced, sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchant^ed. I am paying 8c. for dark and 10c. for
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce

paying :24c. for good yellow
18®22c. for medium grade, and

Newman.

AL. H.

is

slow,

;

We

very good.

is

pay 8@U)c. on

arrival.

BEESWAX-Brings

ceeds the

The demand exC. F. Muth.

18@22c.

offerings.

Quoiutloiiit

FINE ITALIANS.
/TT

75

and prices nominal at l(j<si20c. on arrival. Extracted
honey is in fair demand. Our jobbing prices for
for 2
1 lb. jars of clover honey are, per gross, $23
lb. do., per gross, $42. The demand for manufacturing purposes

or Commission ikterchants.

CHICAGO.

Stanleys' Vandervort Foundation.

We

have just purchased a large amount of bright
yellow beeswax, and are now prepared to furnish
comb foundation in any size, either heavy or light.
Our old prices were based on the low prices of wax
last year, but as wax has now advanced about 4c.
per lb., and we have also made great improvements in our miJde<)f cleansing the wax, we are
obliged to advance the price of our foundation ."ic.

making now thin foundation. Id feet per
and heavy foundation,. ft. per lb., 43c. If
wanted at one time, deduct 2c. per lb.
from the above list. We wouhl advise our friends
to order soon, as we look fnr still L'rcuter advance
in wax, and we cjin make iniK-h irir.T tliiii foundalb.,
lb., 5r.c.,
UX) lbs. is

"i

it

tion before hut weather
G.
to

Wyoming. N. Y.

Having had so great a call for
HivesandSupplies thepastseapurchased steam
I have
p'lwer and machinery and fitted
up a factory for the sole purpose
of manufacturing Apiarian supplies. I am now ready to fur8on,

BEESWAX-25(r./aoc.
115 Ontario Street.

Boxes, or
in the Apiarian line,
ki-pton hand or made tn order.
Having wintered my bees successfully tlie past winter, I will
sell a few colonies at the following prices: Black bees, $f!.50 per
colony Italians. $S.'>0 Italian
Queens, untested. $1 tested, $2.
nish Hives. Secti(m

NEW YORIil
HONEY — Scarcely any demand reported for
honey; prices weuk and little more than nominal.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
boxes, I5r<"/ii7c dark, in small boxes, ll@l2c. Ex-

anything

:

;

iJ(5.10c,;

dark,

"'i/'Sc.

BEESWAX.— Western, pure,

24@2oc.; Southern,

;

pure, 23@24G.

1 1

.i

fair quality is seeking customers at i !([(,] 2c. Nearly
30(1 cases, mnstly extracted, arrived this week, the
bulk of which went to a packing house.
Wequote white comb. i5C'-18c.; dark to good. 10
@14c. Extracted, choice to extra wliile. «(a;9c.;

dark and candied,

ti^r-

BEESWAX—

7c.

STEAUN8 & SMITH.

423

2:i(«<<2rje.

Front Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., accordiny to quality.

BEESWAX-Pi ime quality,
Ckuckeu & Blake.

25c.
o7 Chatham Street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY— In fair demand. Strained selhng at 8

^lOc; comb scarce— nominal

at 2](qi2'2c.

R. C.

GHEER &

CO.. 117 N.

Main

Street,.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

sell

by

mail or express, at wholesale or relail.
All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.

Send for

my

:j2-page Illustrated

CittakiKue of Bee-Keepers'
plie^of every description.

Sup-

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED
923

Probably tliere will be no queens
ready before June 1st. Bees
per pound, $1.50 to those not used to introducing
queens, it will probably be better to get a pound of
bees with a queen, turn them loose on empty
combs, or a hive dlled with comb foundation, and
they will build up to a good strong colony during
L. E. WELCH.Linden, Mich.
the season.
;

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
REV. E,

Be SURE

I^. BRIGGS, of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnisli Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as eiirly in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Queens, $3; Warranted Queens, *2 Queens without guarantee, $i Twtt comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, $4. Orders filled in rotation, as received,
3w2(jt
if accompanied with the cash.
;

:

I have fur sale about 4n Colonies in to frame
Langstroih hives. All are in prime condition, and
have young queens. Will be delivered after April
20th. Price, for Italians. $H
a few good Hybrids.
Jl less. Satisfaction guaranteed.
F. DIPAIAN. Fremont, Ohio.
15w4t

JOHN
<'HARTS-*1,000
MAP.S AXD months

and

send u postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land

Queens and Bees.

J. C.

<fc

H. P. S.VYr.E8.
Hartford, Wis.

can be

selling Tunison's Maps
rii:irts-:je page Catal(it:ue free. Address,

madit

in six

H

C.TUNISON. Jacksonville,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS

a specialty. Pound
size, $4.sn per ,n(Ki. L. Hives 50c. Also, Italian bees tor $m per colony. Circular free.
Ssml^tp BYRON
& CO., Capac, Mich.
I

WALKER

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
am now booking orders for my
I

(;<)LDEN ITALIANS, reared from

War-

the beststockin the country.

ranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
curly in the seascm, $'J.;>0
after
July, 5^2;
frame Nucleus, with
IVsted Queen, *4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen. $io. The Best
Quinby Smoker for f l.r.O. Address all orders to
;

;

-J

;

I..

(Money Order

J. SIEUl...

Office)— Butler, DekalbCo., Ind.

lowtf

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
».

Iwly

S.

OIVEN A C, Hoopeston.

III.

HTQUiniES
CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OK

COZiO£liiDO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending (.)ne Dollnr to the
will

Woman's
15w6m

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

BENVER, COI^.

CLOVER SEED
Owinp to the increased demand for Melilot and
Bokhara Clover seed, my liberal supply has been
exhausted, and I can obtain no more in this country. I cannot, therefore, fill any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in. and more can
be imported.
Orders for Alsike and White Clovers
promptly upon receipt.

A. H.

IGwtf

923

W.Madison

will

be

filled

NEWMAN.

Street, ('hicatio.

111.

18wr;tp

THE CONQUEROR.

C3r :e: :ei is/L jPi^ JST

POULTRY

AND

BEE

GAZETTE.

Deutsche Gefiuegel undBienen-Zeitung.
The only paper of its kind in America
cents a
;

year— sample cipies

Tp

4sni]r.t

(882,

the Evergreen Apiary,

;

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

RA3VNEY,

«fc

;

Italian Sees for Sale.

BEESWAX— Stiff at 2o®2lc. for prime.

you wish bees for

If

SOUTHARD

;

Thorn & Co.. and 3 Devoe avenue.
SAN FKANCISCO.
HONK Y— Sellers are more numerous than buyers.
In fact, the latter are very hard to find. Comb of

Hitlc.

work, send for prices.

TO BEE-KEEPERS.

honey market would be good, as
considerable inquiry for white honey in
sections, with none to satisfy the demand. It
would bring 22c. readily for choice. Buckwheat
honey, no sale. Extracted, ll@l2c. per lb.
is

tracted, white,

samples

for

W. STAM.KV-.V KKU..

HONEY— Our

KENDEL.

Si-nii

r-.ini's

18wlt

CLEVELAND.

A. C.

Colonies lor
'-tp

per

HONEY'— The demandftir honey is light, mostof
the trade finding fault with the best offered, as it
Values are not steady,
is more or less candied.
prices being made to meet the views of the purchaser.
BEESWA.X -Scarce, and in demand at 23@2:>c.
K. A. BuitNETT, i6o South Water St.

there

eibson's Station, Ind.

ITwtf

923 \V. Madison St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demand for comb honey

They

W. ANDERSON,

H.

BEESWAX— I am
for dark.

eolo-

solicited.

and rules hiKb.
lotailTc,

from OX

I want to i:o into other business this fall, and
would sell now, giving the purchaserthebenetit of
this season's work land my services if wanted), as
an inducement to buy. Terms will be reasonable,
and partly on time if necessary. Correspondence

CHICAGO.

HONEY—Aa

;

hoiify

PROSPECTS OF A GOOD SEASON.

Quotations of Cash Buyers.

wax. on arrival

comb

lt>i«.

and liipi'ciiHed to lOO coleiileH.
are in prime condition now, with
iile<i<

hour

C. C.
ISmtt

STUECKER,

7.".

lo tent^.

Ky.

SAI.E— 10-inch Dunham Foundation MaFOR
chine, Kood as new,
A. B. WEED,
$3.5.

l.swUi)

"j

BaKg

postpaid for

*ii.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Publisher,
LouisTille.

Larpe Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that donotrustan^i break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
anda:jx7inch stove, and 0x7 inch bellows. Sent

Street, Detroit, Mich.

Abronia, Mich.

i.'Jwtf

COMB FOUNI>ATION-85c.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and
to
;

the
per

lb.. 4.^50.

lb. F.

Send for samples.

brittht, 10 sq. ft.

Wax worked

lOc.

W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. I3wly

1
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GOLDEN

i-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
2-frarae Nucleus, with Test5.00
M ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1
lO.OO
Same, after July 1
Tested Queen, before July 1, 3.00
"
"
after July 1.. 2.50
'*
"
per half doz.,
13.50
after July l
Address, by Registered Letter

JOSEPH

1882.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

ENAS,

D.

1882.

(Sanny Side Apiary,)

j

or Postofflce Order,

DR.

I.

iwtf

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

satisfaction guaranteed.
AGO.. Coleralne.MasB.
E,

No. 1— First quality, dovetailed, any size to 6x6,
$4.50 per 1,000.
No. 2— Second quality, dovet'Biled. any size to
6xG, $3.50 per 1,000.

Send for new Price

1,

/

.

;

W'. F.

& JOHN BARNES.
111.

YWHW

TnVQrir send now. Address Peabndy
AilUVy imwJJljr. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
22w!y
PARKER, No. 4 Bnlflnch St.. Boston.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulara free.

Address,

BKOOKS, Columbus. Ind.

JOS. M.

lSw6m

HEADQUARTERS FOK THE

& Original Albinos,
BEES AND QUEENS.
J. M C. TAXI.OK,
Send for

Golden Italians
Circuliir.

.

Lcwistown, Frederick

lOamtf

FIFTY YEARS AN APIARIST.
We are the oldest

breeders of Italian bees and
manufacturers of apiarian supplies in New England. Our experience dates back to the tirst experiments of Mr. Lungstruth in the movable comb
system. Send for our price list of bees, queens
an supplies, before making yourpurchases for
1882. Address,
IV.
«fe S4fcN,
imGt
Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.
1

Md.

Co.,

1882-Southern Hea(lquarters.-I882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colo;

;

CARX

WM.

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly Gleaiiiii^es In Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive pri(.-e-tist of the latest improvements in IIlveH, Honey ExtractorH, Comb
Foundation, Section Hnney Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nrit)nno Patented. Simply send your ad-

dress

iori/fc7i plainly,

For quality and purity, my slock of bees
cannot bfcexcelled. I maUe a specialty of manuIf
facturing the Dunham Found;ition. Try it.
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
my new Catalogue, givini; directions for intmducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of

to A.

I.

CLEL We solicit

ROOT, Medina,

Bees.

Address,

DR.

a. p. H.

X> T
T? Box n. Smithsbnrg. Wash.
JVJCj, (Ui..Md.. breeder of those
.
Reautiriil All>lnound Italian Queens aud
Sees, which pave universal satisfaction last sea88mGt
Bon. Send lor circular,
1

ANOTHER NEW

IDEA.

Foundation all ready for business. Every sheet
wired and bound around with a liphl wooden rim,
ready to adjust instantly in your frame. No advance in price. Small sample for G cents. I shall
also breed choice Italian and Holy Land Queens,
practicinK a new stimulative process. WYite now
for prices and pjtrticulars. Address,
Hartford, N. Y.
9smly JOHLl^ H.

MARTIN,

MY

1«-PAGE PRK'E LIST

of Italian,

Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me thtir name and address on a
II.

postal card.

H.

BROWN,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

148mtf

FLAT-liOiiOM

^

^^M^SM
;Siii>/.>3

!.

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, therefore

VAN DKUSEN *

SONS,

we

States.

are the sole manufacturers in the United
Send for Price List.

vJAS. FORNCROOK
Watertown, Wis., Dec, iissi.

&

CO.

Some persons having infringed upon
NOTirE—
our Patent "One-Piece Section,"
give notice, that

we

we hereby

shall |>rosecute all

manufac-

We shall not molest bee-keepers for
those purchased before Dec. 1st. IH81, hut
hereby caution tbem against buying any except
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
some that it is our intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is wliollv untrue and false.
turers.

USING

FORNCROOK A CO.

;

•IAS.
Watertown, Wis.. Dec.

lr>,

Slmtf

1881.

CHAMPION BEE-HIVE MANUFACTORY.
of the largest uianu factories of Apiarian Sup-

plies in the world.

BEE-RE INFERS.
have made a reduction from 5 to 1.5 per cent, on
Hives. Section Boxes and Comb Foundation.

all

;

Ky.
imtf

ft.

T. WII.,SON,
Woodford Co., Ky.

Mortonsville,

Albino and ItalianQueens,
BEES, AND

Supplies for 1882.
HEADQUARTERS

for the

ALBINO BEE.

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in working, and want large yields of honey, buy
the Albintj, for they are the "Coming Bee' In order to meet the demand for Queens, I have increased my stock, and will be able to furnish several hundred per month after the 1st of May,
Also, furnish Hives, Novice Extractors, and Apiary

Send for Price

S.

List.

Address,

The above cut rejirescnts luy all-in-one-piece section, which is made in thickness according to size.
Try one box of these sections, and you will never
use any other. Printed directiims in every box,
showing bow to told tiiem. Last year I could not
fill all of my orders for sectiims, but I have a large
stock of them on hand atpresent. Give me a trial.
Send for KKKR price list

CHAMI'ION BEE-UITE M'F'Y,

Newconierstown, Tuscarawawas Co O.
R.L. SHOEMAKER, Proprietor.
lOmtf
,

ITALIAN BEES AND

QUEENS.

Full Culonies. Nuclei. Tested and Untested Italian Queens, bees by the pound. I guarantee safe

OTTO KLKINOW.

arrival.

ITsmtf

Address,
Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Micb.

Consult your interest, andsend for ray

1 ftft*?
XCjCj^,
new

circular

Nuclei and Queens.

9sm8t

».

and price

list

of colonies,

Address.

». Mcr.EA»r. Columbia, Tenn.

VALENTINE,

gmSt Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co.,

Md. TIN POINTS for

GLASSING HONEY

Cut by machinery are much cheaper and better
than "hand-cut, and perfectly straight; i.fKX) to

]i\

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

r-1

June.

square feet tn
the pound. Circular and samples free.
hih'h stde-wnll.s.4 to

1^££,

ed, #1.00. six for $."i.(H>. Send forcircular givingdescription and recommendation from Postmaster
and county officers. Money order office. Versailles,

Supplies generally.

COMB FOUNDATION,

<fe

than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everything in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

I

Italian Queens $1.00,
for $5.CKi
Tested do., after
Cyprians, Unwarrant^i-.'jO.

SIX

Augusta, Ga.

DAA. il XT

or<Iers.

Warranted

BRO^VN,

Ssmtf

ISIRI>

We are in better shape

O.

I882.-QUEENS--I882.
booking

COLONIES, QUEENS. NU-

correspondence, and guarantee

^

^

One

am now

for sale

HIVES AND SECTIONS.

nies.

I

LEE,

J.

Co., Mich.,

9m 3

No. 20I7 Main street,
Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

;

Katon

at reasonable prices,

SA"WS.

every bee-keeper to send for
our 4H-page Illustrated Cata-

Kipp.,con tains beautiful
ii'r> prescripJ steel engravings,
tiona.prioe only $i.2r» sent by
^./}/*f
'/-*
mail illustrated sample. fie
gilt, 31

Mlllettt,

satisfaction in every sale.

/Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and litJht rippirm, Lathes. &c. These mariinies are especially adapted
to Hive Maklnv- Itwill pay

Medical Work, warranted the
beatand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Jjife, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin. embossed, full

C
BIRD &
Have

CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

Queens and Bees from March to November.
|^"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
VIAL.1L.ON. Bayou Goula, La.

Italian

Fiire Italian Bees,

C Foot Power Machinery

)

THE SOUTH

IN

For the manufacture of

B£i:-KX:£PERS* STTPPLIES.
Diinbam and Root Foundnllon a specialty.

M. H.

rr

t\

-U»
STORY B. LADD.
Solicltnrs of Patents and Attorneys In
I6w3m
Patent Cases.

HEADQUARTERS

TVIb.

BARNES' PATENT

etc.,

Napa, Napa County, Cal.

_9mst

LEWIS,
Watertown,

Unitf]

1882.

WASHINGTOiV,

)

l^ate (-^omiu r Patents.

List.

Comb Foundation,

Address,

5mtf PATTl.

C. B.

PAINE & LADD,
HAbBBRT K.PAINE

Nuclei,

Price S4.50 per l.OOO, any size to 6x6.

January

A.THOMAS

llwtf

BEES, COLONIES,

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

No. 2 is planed smooth one side, same as No. 1,
but lumber is not as clean and white.
I^EW^IS' ONE-PIECE BOXES, of white
Basswood, all sizes, VERY LOW. No charge for
boxing or crating sections.

Send for our 28-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers* Supplies before
purchawing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,

and

Pure Italian Queens,

;

G. Olm's

tW Send
18mtf

Comb

Foundation Machine.

C.

0£,M, Fond du

5.(_Mx>,

6c.

for Saiuple and Circular.

Lac, Wis.

'2ric.:

per

l,00<.i

]5sm5t

e.fHXi to 10,00", '^'.ic;

extra by mail.
C.

W.

over

lo,oo(i, l>Oc.;

Samples for

3c.

OILLETTE,

LeKoy, Genesee

stamp.

Co.. N. Y.

—

!
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"RED TAPE

EXCELSIOR

Who

EXTRACTORS.

HONEY

25,000

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryiim 'i and 4

I

i'

1

honey

iiit-'totlie

pate, a^jd

10x18

"
"

For'-iLanp^troth

ALFRED

and handsomer

..

"

..

our smokers and honey knives flret, youp«fpntPd 1878
will have to buy 00*^'*'-®"''®"'^**°'

14
12 00
12 00
16 00

others.

Wide

shield Conqueror, 3 Inch

LarMe

r-ii

To

$777";

—On and uterthe

of

lioth

4

3>iwly

month, prices

21ST

FKEE TO .AI>I
ANNUAL CIKCTJLAR.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.

and Cyprian

3wly

LULING, CALDWELL CO..'" ""XAS.
Breeder of Pure Italian Queens.
use one of
H, Nellis" best imported queens. Tested Queen,

per half-dozen. ti;i..on. Select Tested, ifn
per halt-dozen. *lt;. No "Dollar" or nutlei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
;

I4w3i't

if possible.

Hf^tlliday's

Full

Colonies

Cove, Hancock Co..

Italian

of

the Lnneslrf.th frame, shipped in
SIMPLICITY HIVKS. iit $7 each.
in

irnv4t

K.

I.

K.VRBER,

Foundation.

The manufacturers

of Cimib F<'und:ition have
cents per pound, owing to the

advanced the price
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
except the VunDeusen (tlat bottom will be
;')

>.

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised

price in

ALFRED
y:2.1

West Madison

my

U.

Catalogue.

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Bees,

ONE- STORY

BlonminKton,

Ill._

DETROIT
EVENING
NEWS'

e^SOn

Detroit to the Sea,

Via Grand Trunk

li.

R.

and

Sr.

Lawrence River

THOUSAND ISLANDS
FAMOUS RAPIDS, to MONTREAL
WHITE MOUNTAINS, and SEA SHORE'at

Steamers, through the

and

Detroit, via

in

W. Va.

EXCURSI
From
PORTLAND.

Advance

(jueens,

BCCHAXAN,

17w2t

Sixth

i882-jrS/rADL0CK.-1882

4

Imported and home-bred. Stock very superior.
Also, hives of any of the leading patterns. State
your wants and send for price list.
J. A.

;

;

appli-

Pewamo. Ionia (.'0., Mich.

Italian

:

$:i.:".o

on

Circular

ROBERTSON,

RACES OF BEES.

be Dunham, in tn 50 lbs. 37c.. over 5n lbs. aiic;
Vandervort, l to 10 lbs. 47c., over lO lbs. 46c.
SAMPLES FREE also circular of other sup-

J.

BEES,

«|UEEKSuuflK1TCr.EI IX SEASON.
lySatisfaction guaranteed.
cation.
J. If.

III.

O Vlckery

plies.

shrubs, etc.. splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions tor the vurlous
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-lteepcr, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. U tsfully "up wiih the times'*
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It Is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

to

Abronia, Mich.

of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

ILL.,
this

50

FULL COLONIES

FRESn HADE COMB FOUNDATION.

will

50
25

Bees and Glueens

expenses to agents,

CAMBRIDGE,

II)iifiir;itioiis.

This la a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and eleKantljr Itlustruted.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was e.xhausted la
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood enttravmgs
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plantB.trees,

Bead

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

I7wtf

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

1

Send for free description and testimonials,

SON,

free.addressi*
nafuwutt Maine.

1

00
1 15
again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

iswtf

YEAHand

luttlt
"

sell

—

rates.

5

V

25

00

1

.')(iwtf

retail.

1

1

inch

Knife, 2 Inch

Cents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUB CIRCULARS,

wholesale or

50

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

^^e now <|aotp an

on the

1

Smoker (wide
shield). 2 inch
Plain Btni,'ham Smuker, 2 inch.,

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

&

$2 00

f l 75

(wide

shield). 'J^ inch

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
seclii'ns. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

Mail,

Extra liint:ham

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufact-Ty of foundation in tlie country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

of

Smoker

Bintiham

i:t3 Fine

;

By

to

Customer. Postpaid.

-WHOLESALE ANI> RETAIL.

Advance

PRICES:

Handed

FOUNDATION

CHAS. DADANT

thin

(J.'^i

111.

;

ttu

^:o:

coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
stove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy

Little

Iwly

SSO PaeeH

$8 oo
x (10
tn
8
10 00

8treet, Chicago.

COOK,

College of Michigan.

State Agricultural

fts.
postpaid, from
to *2.
Our patents

m

J.

Of L'zrwtng, Pro/cssor of Entomology (n

season than ever before. Price per ntail.

NEWMAN,

H-

West Madison

923

"

By A.

will

the inventor of
improved bee smokers— get the best, that
never ro out— always
please- never is complained of— thestundard of excellence the
world over— better
aid

mova-

'

10x18
"
For 3
"
"
10x18
For 4
size. 1 3x20
For 2 frames of any
^'
"
12^x20
For 3
"
"
13X20
For 4

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

USE.

IN

Bee Smoker, you

IJaskets.

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches

OR,

you buy the Original Patent Bint'ham

.J

Comb

Bldes in the

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

the

copy

If

frame?, I buve conIiided to adopt these two new
Ttie ;i frame basket is in a
.izes.
:in of tiie same size and style as
frame. The 4 frame basket
tlie
IS in the lar^rer can. with the cone
ur metal standard f<:)r the basket
to revolve upon, leavine room unilerneath the basket for 7r. orsfi
lb-", of honey. It will becoraplete.
with covers, and in every way
tiientical. except in >'\ze. with the
$i<;.cK.i Extractor, i;ix:2(t, which is
intended for ans size of frame.
Excepting with the $s.o(.i Extrmtors, all the different styles
hiivf strainers over the canal leadI.finustr<'th

f

will be

first to

287

ME., near Boston

;

ihence bark to

Quebec. Niagara Falls and

Will leave Detroit July

Bulli.lo,

&

&, 20
27.
$20.00 for the round trip of over 2,000 miles.
ta>" Special trains on the G. T. R. R., and special
steamers on the St. Lawrence River.
HT" Each tour porsonallv conducted by W, H.
Brbablby, of the Deteoit EvE:<iMe Nswa,

ty

All tickets Kood to September 3d.
ty Send
3-cent stamp lor

t^^
t»~ A superb new

circular.

Illustrated Guide Boole, with
deicriptions and Inlormatlon. over 40 maps enSfraved especially for this edition, and a p'^rfii-ct
copy of an oil painting. In IC colors, ol Glen Ellis
Falls (near Glen House) for the first page of cover.
Will be sent to any address forSOcents. Address—

W.Hi BBEAKLKY.Umco Detroit £vemngj(ewii

the /oU(nt'ing opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'.-lptcuUure, Paris.
I thinlt Cooit'a Manual is the best of our

and of
Amerl*

can works.- LEWIS T.COLUY.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
tutuie book-makers.— iin(i,>7i Bet JouttuiI,
Prof. Cook's valuable Mnnual has been ray constant guide in my operations and succesatul manageuieutol the apiary-— J- P. VVest.
1 have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than trom
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book Is just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to hiive, and whicli. ho one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purcnused.— i\itc/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Piuf. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iferaid, Moniicello, 111.
Witfi Cook's Manual £ nm more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.- A. E. Wenzeu
My success has been so jrreat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due lo ihe clear, disinterested inturmation contained in Cook's Manuai.-W.M. Van A.\TWEia\M. U
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, witli their implements. I Lis of
value to all bec-raiscrs.- ify. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have ntjver yet met with a work, either French
or toreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe i)u
Bois, edttorot the BuLctin D' A^iculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious injteci.s, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions tor their
management; alsou botanicalflescripiion ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies 01 bees.— X^tniocruf, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vndt
nuxuinvr tlie bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best intunuation on everything belouging to apiculture.

we

s;ty,

Toul taking an iniere>t in this subject,
obtain this valuable w» irk. read it rareiully

aod practice as advised.— .Agncuituriit, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men 10 be liio most complete and practical
trea'iflo on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
seientitic work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential lo every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit
to the \\ e»u—VVti>ttm AuricuUuriat.

This work Is undoubtedly the moat co-rplete
manual l<»r the Instruction ot bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full e-Xplanalion regarding the care and nianauement of the
apiary. There Is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf uniouclied, and in the compilain-n of
the work Prof. Cook lias had the advantage ot all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he uses
admirably to piomnte and make popular tins most
interesting of alloccupartious.- .ilmcncan Inventor,
Jot

Price— Bound
SI. 00, by malt

; in paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, !Hil.s;>

prepaid.

THOMAS

974

NEWMAN.

G.
West Madison StreeU CUICAGO, ILI*

.

;
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FRANCES DUNHAM,

100 Colonies
THE DUNHAM

Books

Inrentor and Sole Manulacturer of

THOMAS

FOR SALH. ALSO.

COMB FOUNDATION
And

Useful Supplies.

all

circulars sent on receipt of address only, by
lw3.5t

JAMES

100 Colonies

UEDIION.Dowagiac,

of

Mich.

Italiian Bees for
Sale,
IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.

Qneens:

Italian,

Cyprian and Al-

Comb Foundution: Given,

bino;

Dunham and Root

Vundervort.

Hives. Smokers, Frames. Seeds of

Honey Phmts. and evervthiuK
quired
list.

Box

an apiary.

in

E. T.

Address,

reSt*nd for price

FLANAOAW,

(Rose Hill Apiary).
819, Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

West Madison

925

C.

NEWMAN.

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Be«-fi.eeper*s Guide ; or. Cook's Ma-nual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-written, elegantly
illustrated and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and th')rouKhly practical.
is a masterly producti'.m, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, »!. 25 ; paper cover. «1,

The book

New Bee-Keeplnj;

by L. C. Root—
treats the subject of bee-keeping so
fall to interest all.
Its style is plain
making all its readers realize that its
master of the subject.— af«1.50.

(|nln1>y*s

The anthor

,

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,

author is

ABC

Novice's
ofBee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This Gubraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

those more advanced. Cloth, $1.3i5.

Klng:*s Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present ti^e.

Cloth, 1^1. OO.

llWe and Honey Bee

I^auKstroth on the
-

This

a standard scientiflc work.

is

Price,

$3.

—

Allen.
A romance Of
bee-keeping, lull of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

Blessed Bees, by John

a

s a
OS

si

FOUNDATION

Newman. —Third

c

2 "-

o

€/^

comb foundation with b;iHe of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to loim un even
surface also on the foundution made on said ma-

.

rH

«

.

2

3:

Having obtnined LKTTER9 PATENT Number
246,099 for DunJuim Koundution Machine, making

.fl-M

.a

^
m

OA'D'TIOIT.

.2

o-

g

o

.

&4)

>

]

-

gj 0)

«S&|
c '?S"

2

.2a=-

S

._ ~'^SZ

5

(0

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making

O

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foara.Wines.etc;

a

and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition. Oc. ; per dozen, 50c.

p

Wintering: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essayson thissubject. read before the Ceotennia!

FRANCES

(4

Bee-keepers' Association. The Prize— *2r»
taProf. Cook's Essay, which

ea 2i 53

— wasawarded
given in

crrt

C

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

in

>^

^

s P M
-O O O

Q

a

Newman.

_«J

to

cit'lit

lour feet,

inclu'S,

Sl.-IO

WI.OO per lOO.
Z.

6wl3tp

three to

pi'i-

Address,

It. JEWETT. Nurserymnn.
Spartg, 'WlJ.

i.llls.l

have FISHER'S

.

_^

I matte a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than loo colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported Queens/ Dollar Queens, before June 20,
after that date, sinsie Queen, $1.00 G
$1.-J.5 each
Warranted
for $5.00 V2 or more, 75 cents eacb
Queens. 2.5 cents more each. Tested Queens, 12.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

Rev. A.
•

SALISBURY

Caniarffo, Doii^rlas eoiiiity, 111.

;

:

;

I. IR.
5wly

GRAIN TABLES. \m

pases, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up Krain. produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wastes tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscenaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Aak your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this boufe. G. W. FISHER,
Box:238, Rochester, N.Y.
l^" Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office.

2w6m.

;

GOOID,

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto iAi

—"Low Prices.QuickKeturns

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
*i; Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens. .. .$1 Tested... .$2
Tested... J2
Palestine Queens..*
Extra Queens, for swarmine sea-

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

;

;

1

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Lansatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
V- *".
\pplyto
976 and a-.i^ Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
jy"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

MXITH,

gold

here

Price,

lOe.

XTse— Being a description of the
M. Doolittle. Price, dc.
Extracted Honey Hnrvestln^r, Handling and MikrketliiK'— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant. giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Bee Pasturase a Neces«lty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how. Illustrated with 20 engravings. Price. lOc.
I
hive used by G.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

pureIolmandTueens;
;

in
is

;

SHOULD

BASSWOOD SEEDLINGS
10«;

Four

lOc.

The Hive

tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
tinited States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
Box238, llochester, N.Y.
Office.

Price.

full.

Preparation of Honey Tor the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

«!§! I
BH^- g

IV B'oa)^

book of its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, lops, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables.
wages, rent, board capacitv of cisterns, cordwood

urement of

^

;— presents the fundamen-

principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

,

O

cblne,

BEK Joitinal

"Fully up with the

tal

>
-

I hereby give notic«.' to all p:irtiea infringing
my rights, either by nuvnumctiiringsaid machines
or foundation, as well as to p.ll parties purchasing
machines aa above, other than of my m:inufacture.
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infringainents to the lull extent of
A. IHTNIIAM,
the law.
DePere, Wis.
158m4t

Theory

Bzlei-zon

a

=>!;

:

G.W. FISHEK,

Protlt,

times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains Ifiu pages, and is j)rofusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.

ag =

I ^1
u®
„

hi

J3(!. ihhi.

2w6m.

Edition.

:

—
£
O

By Send for New Circuhir for Jmiuary, 1882.

|y Also for sale at the

Management of an
by Thomas G.

(jr

Apiary for Pleasure and

o

M) £

MACHINE.
I'atentel Au^'.

Bees and Honey,

-°

;

^^son, ready, if weare timely notiQed.
One-frame Nucleus, eitherltalian.
',

Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.f 8. Comb
foundation on Dunham macbine, 2ri lbs. or over,
::i5c. per lb.
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
O/^c. paid for briKht wax. >foiiey Orders ou
;

£A) Tuscola.

III.

Iwly.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

F.

;

the

;

This book should be in every family, and
sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50«.

not eat.

ought

to create a

Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has 'i't engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a

plam and comprehensive manner.

It

has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse intormation. Paper, 25c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

35c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, cnntains over l,(KM.i.(XH) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Piocesiie.s,

Trade Se-

crets, Lethal Items. Business Furms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2(H.),I>0<1 items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Maclunists,

Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders. Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam b itters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers (if every kind,
The work contains i.oiii pages, is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,Si8.50.

'

—

—

:

.
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studiously

avoided personalities, to
prevent involving others in the controversy against their wish. The
hardest words we have published regarding c/ieap queens, have come from
those who have been prominent breeders of them.
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From the May number of Gleanings
we clip the following paragraph

Things by their Right Names.

:

The following paragraph we clip
Several of tlie friends have remonstrated because we liave not re- from a Western local paper, of recent
plied to ttie unkind things that have date
been said in regard to dollar (jueens,
I have just witnessed a most beautiand tliose wlio make a business of
ful operation— the manufacture of
raising them. It is because I liave a
foundation comb for the convenience
sort of feeling that the best reply we
can make -is to keep on raising and of honey bees. By the use of this presending out extra nice queens, and pared comb the bee is ready almost
instantly to commence the honey dethey will do the talking, just as they
posit.
have done all along.
The whole article is evidently writPerhaps we should not have noticed ten witli an intention of calling attenthe matter were it not for tlie in- tion to the bee-keeping interest,
and
nuendo so skillfully interwoven into exhibits a commendable spirit; but
it, and which cannot well be criticised
we most earnestly protest against inwithout presuming it was aimed at culcating false impressions in
the
the Bee Journal. It is true we have minds
of those unacquainted with the
impelled to warn apiarists against details of apiculture, eight out
of tea
the apparent drift of sentiment to- of whom will imagine,
after reading
felt

ward cheaper

which we believe the above paragraph, that " foundaand a tion combs"' and "prepared combs"
great mistake in an economic point of are given to tlie bees to
be filled with
view so, too, have vi^e warned apiar- honey, and will foster the foolish
beists against the use ancf tendency of
lief which many entertain, that artifistock,

to be pernicious in its tendency,

Conreiitioii Xotes—
Union Bee-Ke-'per^' A'SOCialion
Bee-KeepinK for Profit

»i>
'//_

^iij

;

Correspondence
Characteristics of the Coming Bee
Mrs. Cotton's Tiansacli. ins ...

Results ot

Is Bee-Keepint.' Profltaljle

Bees in l,<iuisiana
Thin vs. Thick Sections
Candied H'lney
Not Flattering
'

2'ir
-iiri

Box—

,",

for

"!!;.'.'.

..'..'..

to Divide

Shaken

I.o.ivp

Takiii-(iir Sections
Fioatjiii; .\pi.iriesUnprofltBble.

ABeBlnncr
Feedins!

Cold Weather

Grubs

comb honey is now on

consumers.

called

it

Had

comb

11

".'.|',,

.";,;;

..!.'.'.'.'.'.'.'!'

the market,

to a great extent to innocent

,

'.'.'.')'.'.'.'.'.'.

Unprecedented
SwnrmiMK oiLmenced
VeryCoid
I-arge Hives
Prospect Unusually Good

When

cial

and sold

r,;.

Bee Stings

Bee-KeepYn'ii'in'b'akota

glucose;
against pretenders with
worthless
hives;
against
"cheap
John " schemes— in fact, against prejudices and errors of every description.
The glucose traffic we have in
general terms denominated fraudulent
and dishonest, because its principal

the writer properly
foundation, no false
impression would be
-i^t
encouraged.
r,;,i
Merely a slight transposition of words
"I.i
";.will make all the difference in the
consumption lias been under the world in public opinion, and
S
save
";,L>
2:w name and guise of reputable articles, much trouble in contradicting.
Call
but regarding " dollar dueens," we things by their right names, and
:i'13
save
"„„
"
emphatically deny having said
un- misunder.standings.
."liU
:;;,;
kind things " about " those who make
r,:{
a business of raising them." Believ^° We have received Price Lists of
:;,;
-J ing most of them to be honest and queens and bees from Henry
Alley,
!iob
conscientious, we have endeavored to W'enham, Mass., and of bees, queens
!„ accord tliem tlie same consideration and apiarian supplies from J. L.
:;07

in VirRinia

Hon.y

"lil

.

?

Selections from Oiii- Letter
A Month Later than Usual.
Bees in Canada

Col

-^^i
''"'5

Some E.xperunents

Care of Honey Locust llertges...!.'!
Denver. Colorado, as a Honey Market

-j,,,,

:

J

t?.

we

desire

for

ourselves,

and have Bowers, Berryville, Va.

:

:

;

—
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usual fruit train running. The Prai- material, of course this is sufficient
" Peaches in the excuse. We do not know of any, but
Farmer says
The editor of that excellent Monthly Alton and St. Louis districts were perhaps some may have been delayed.
bee paper, the Bee-Keepers'' Instructor, somewhat injured, but of most variein the April number, remarks as fol- ties there will be a fair supply. Cher1^"
private letter from Mr. C.
lows on this subject
ries promise well. Apples will be Tite, of Yeovil, England, and a copy
(jiettlng

Up

a Weekly Bee Paper.

rie

:

A

" One of our correspondents, some abundant, everywhere, unless some- of the Western Qazettel, informs us that
time since, in tlie course of a very kind thing unforeseen befalls them. On the Englishmen are waking up to their inand encouraging private letter, wrote whole we look for an ample supply of terests,
and that lectures on bee-keepas follows
the usual fruits in most localities ing by gentry, clergymen and others
" I was readint: an editorial in one of my papers
quite recently, that said "editors are tlie hardest throughout the Northwest."
Vennor are being delivered frequently in many
worked and least appreciated people in the universe.' I am afraid there is some trnth in it. But predicts a cool summer, followed by parts of that country, and experts are
there is a silent influence in every sentence writbut his givingpublic manipulations with bees,
ten by these untiring worliers, of which they have an xniusually severe winter
not the least conception influence-* that improve
and elevnte the reader, help to make the world recent failures rob the prediction of either in connection with the lectures
morally better, and help to advance science and
much of its weight.
or at times and places that are then
acientiflc bee-culture. iVlany treasures of golden
thoughts we gather from the pens of these noble
announced. The prices for a swarm
men. God bless them every one !"
More Malevolence. It will be re- of bees varies from 10s. to 15s. ; a
Since receiving the above letter, we
have often thought over the passage membered that in the Bee Journal colony of Ligurians (Italians) in a
quoted, and wondered if the majority for April 12, page 225, we stated that movable frame hive being aljout £2.
of readers had as keen an appreciation
we had refused some articles from The standard frame unanimously
of editors' work and labor as our corJlr.
C. J. Robinson because he stig- adopted by the British Bee-Keepers'
respondent, it occurring more recently
to our mind while looking over the matized Messrs. Langstroth, Miner, Association is S?.iXl4 inches, outside,
last volume of the American Bee Howard, Cook, Kohnke and others as and will hold 6 sections 4x4J^ inches,
Journal. And we felt curious to "cranks" using personal abuse in- which is adopted as the standard size
know liow many among its subscribers
had a just appreciation of tlie arduous stead of arguments. In the Bee- of section for comb honey.
labor requiied to conduct a publica- Keepers' Exchange for May, page 121,
tion like the Journal successfully, he says
Those who get up clubs
Preininiiis.

—

;

—

—

and what a severe tax the editorial
" Newman in Ids A. B. J. held me
duties are on a person's time, strength
To most people it up as a crank, because I reflected on
and. patience.
the dealings between Parsons and the
probably seems a very simple matter
they receive their i)aper week after (U.S.)Department. Both Newman and
Langstroth
are probably dupes of the
week, read it, and then toss it aside
without once thinking of the hard Wiley Parsons, " etc.

work —expenditures

time
of
and
We refused to let him call our corbrains— required in its production.
respondents " cranks " and other abuscenes
it is
But to those behind the
different, for they can fully appre- sive names— ttierefore we held him up
ciate, from personal experience, the as a crank
Such is his assertion

—

for the

for

be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club
1882, will

:

For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 18S2.
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

'

'

Weekly Bee Journal

"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal
*'

"

"

cloth.

for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Col's.

!

amount of hard, unremitting, unceas- but
ing work that it has taken to elevate

it is

wholly untrue

!

snch labors at night. The Bee Journal will, however, not be suffered to
deteriorate from " that standard of
excellence " which the Bee-Keepers'
histructor so kindly says " it has

In 1878 we were "introduced" to
Mr. Parsons, while attending the
National Convention in New York,
but had no conversation with him
then, and have never seeti or heard
from him since. It is silly to say we
are his " dupe ;" our only fault being
that we will not use the Bee Journal to condemn him, unheard, simply
because one man sees fit to denounce
him for sometliing said to have occurred a quarter of a century ago,
and of which we know nothing
If
for this we are to be abused so persistently let it come. Our consciousness of right will balance the ac-

attained."

count.

and keep the Journal to the standard of excellence

ii

has attained.'"

few ever think
weary hours spent in the

It is true that only a

of the

many

production of the Weekly Bee Journal. We have heretofore labored
almost incessantly in the office and at
our desk, and should continue to do
so, were it not for the fact that our
physical system can no longer endure
it
and for the present we shall cease

—

!

—

^" " Mrs.

Mayburn's Twins," with
with them in the morning,
noon, afternoon and evening of one
day, by John llabberton, author of
" Helen's Bisbies." has already passed
to a second edition. The New York
Sun, in an editorial notice of it, says
" It is a most interesting, wholesome,
lier trials

:

and instructive

picture

of

certain

We

commend
pliases of married life.
it to the tlioughtful attention of all

No better book has
been published this year, than 'Mrs.
Twins,'
by John HabberMayburn's
ton. All wives should own it, and all
husbands should profit by it. It is
published by T. B. Peterson &
Brotliers, No. 30G Chestnut Street,
young husbands.

Philadelphia.

^" We regret to learn that Mr. R.
L. Shoemaker, of Newcomerstown,
not very encouraging. So tar. May is O., while manufactiu'ing bee hives,
" like unto it," but we look hopefully was badly injured by a block of wood
to the coming days of this month. By thrown from a rip saw which entirely
our exchanges we notice that the took out one of his eyes, and othersmall fruit is not injured much in this wise disabled him.
We learn that he
Fruit.— April, with
cold and unpleasant weather, was

Tlie Prospect for

its

Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
for their labor in getting up the club.

^" Always forward ns money either
by postal "order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2.5 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

^" Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
Fruit Grower says tliere will in all a little while. If this accident has de- will not permit anything but samples
probability be enough to keep the layed the execution of orders for of merchandise weighing less than S oz.
region.

The Anna,

111.,

Farmer and

is

re'coveriug,

and just able

to set

up

:

:

:

:

:
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bees. If
American Express Company's Money
you can make money with tliese, it Orders. The Chicago Herald of last
will be safe for you to invest in more.
Thursday gives the following item reIt is absurd to suppose that a person
who knows nothing about bees, ex- garding these money orders
cept tluit tiiey sting and gather honey,
The new money order system recould manage a large apiary success- cently adopted by the American Exfully.
press" Company is working so advantageously that the Company has felt
called upon
still further enlarge its
The Detroit Convention.— In the operations. toHeretofore
money orders
Country Gentleman of last week, Mr. have been issued from each of the
W. Z. Hutchinson gave some "notes" 4.000 ofiSces scattered all over the
of the late Convention in Detroit, a United States, but at only comparatively few of these have paying oflices
report of which we gave on page 264. been
established. The Company has
We extract the following items not in now determined upon making all of
its
oflices
both paying and issuing ofthat report

crease in like ratio to your

—

iUSCELLAjtTEOUS.
Michig:an State CoriTeiitioii.— Mr. A.
Weed gave an address before the
Eastern Michigan Convention, at

B.

Detroit,

on April

criticises the State

11,

in whicli

Convention

lie

in the

following language, as published in
the Michigan Farmer of last week

The place

for

holding

the neict

meeting was warmly discussed, and

Kalamazoo was finally selected. Any
locality where the Convention is held,
can, of course, furnish a strong local
representation, and unless the choosing of the next place is done in a spirit
of fairness, a majority vote is apt to
hold future meetings in its own neighborhood. In this case the location
changed but 23 miles. The same influence is at work in the national conventions. If this thing is persisted
in, it will, besides destroying the general features of the conventions, defeat in a large measure their intended
object, and they will degenerate into
local institutions.

—

Hints to Beginners. A correspondent in the Prairie Farmer gives this
advice to beginners

undoubtedly the best time
an apiary. The danger of
wintering is past, and bees
have little brood and honey, so that
they can be moved easily and safely.
A person unacquainted with bees
should beware of purchasing "a pig
inapoke,"as every hive containing
comb and bees may not be a perfect
Spring

is

to start
loss in

colony.
We may infer that a colony
is all right if (luring the early spring
montlis the hive is full of bees, as

such a colony must contain a young,
vigorous queen. It is a poor policy
for a beginner to purchase black bees
in boxes and gums, intending to trans-

and Italianize. Such work as tliis
barely pays in the skillful hands of
veterans, and had better not be undertaken by novices.
better plan
would be to select the hive of a desired pattern for the whole apiai-y, as
the profit and pleasure derived from
it consists, in a large degree, in having every part of each hive exactly
alike.
The life of many a colony of
bees is saved by giving it a frame of
brood or honey from a more prosperous one, and this could not be done if
the frames and hives were no^, alike.
If a person is not able to secure a
strong colonj; in the hive preferred,
then a new liive of the desired pattern

fer

A

might be taken to a bee-keeper, and a
first swarm put into it.
Bee-keeping is a science, and not
acquired in one day, by talking with
a person " who knows all about bees."
Therefore, to insure success commence slowly with not more than two
colonies, and let your knowledge in-

and yesterday orders to this efwere issued by the President of
No essays the Company, Mr. Fargo.
nies were represented.
were read, and there was scarcely any
attempt ataddresses, almost the whole
Bee-Keeping in Europe. —Dr. E.
time being passed in a conversational
and sociable manner.
Family, of Xew York, has sent us an
Both Mr. Kobertson and Mr. Hutch- article from the London Globe, which
inson hatch their queens in a lamp
nursery. Mr. Robertson found it nec- though mostly of local interest only
essary to examine the nursery several contains the following
times during the night, in order to
During the present month an intercage any queens that might hatch,
national exhibition of bees, of bee
otherwise they would bite into cells products, and of the
apparatus tised
and destroy unhatched queens. Mr. in bee-culture, will be held in Vienna.
Hutchinson examined every cell In England such objects
are freabout 9 o'clock in the evening, by quently exhibited at our agricultural
holding it up before a light, and each shows,
only as minor supplebut
cell that appeared nearly ready to
ments to machinery and farm prohatch was cut out and placed in a cage duce. That Austria should devote
an
by itself.
exhibition to it is significant of
When the subject of artificial pas- entire
the high esteem in which bees are
turage was brought up, Mr. M. H.
held in many parts of the Continent,
Hunt, who lives near Detroit, said and of the intelligent and widely difthat he raises alsike clover, and had
fused interest they excite. In Gerinduced his neighbors to raise it by many and Switzerland particularly,
furnishing them seed at wholesale
the bee is an important agent in the
rates. After a farmer had given it a
economy of a household for in those
trial, he always continued to raise it.
cotmtries honey is in far more freMr. Robertson had not only found al- quent use tlian with us. The
Gersike clover to be an excellent honey
mans hold periodical conferences on
producing plant, but it makes splen- bee-culture, and the small towns, and
did hay, and is unsurpassed as pasture
many of the villages, have their bee
for stock. Mr. Robertson's bees had
societies, wliere notes are compared
access to -500 acres of alsike clover.
as to different methods of manageMr. Hunt has an interest in an apiary ment, and the results of experiments
located near D. M. Ferry's seed farm,
are communicated. In addition to
and he found that the bees gathered this, apiculture is taught in schools
enormous quantities of honey from and colleges, as in Bavaria, for exthe onion blossoms. This honey is of
ample, where it forms part of the
a green-glass color, and is nearly as
course through which horticultural
good as white clover honey. Mr. students must pass.
Robertson had tried sweet clover, and,
not finding it valuable, had plowed it
up, and summer fallowed the field,
Local Convention Directory.
which completely eradicated tlie clover. But he had lately seen so many l8-*2.
TiTnt and Place of Meeting.

At

this

meeting nearly

fices,

1,000 colo-

fect

;

favorable reports in regard to it, that
May 11— Champlain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
he thought he should give it anotlier
T. Brookins, Sec. East Shoreham, Vt.
trial.
He thought that the season and
W. 111. and S. W.Wls., at Rock City, III.
16—
Jonathan Stewart. Sec, Rock City, 111.
locality might have an influence upon
the honey producing properties of this
25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
iST.

Henry Wallace.

clover.

During the discussion about the
different varieties of bees. Otto Klei-

now, of Detroit, raised quite a laugh
by saying that honey boxes given,

June 3— Hurt County,
Oct.

Sec.

Ky.. at Woodsonville, Ky.

5— Kentucky Tnion, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G.

W. Demaree, Sec. Christiansburg, Ky.

last July, to a colony of Syrian or
t^" In order to have this table complete. SecreHoly Land bees, were yet in the hive, taries are requested to forward full particulars of
the txies being so ferocious that it is time and place of future meetintw.- ED.
impossible to remove the boxes. He
had found that it is impossible to subRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
due this variety of bees with smoke.
He had found them very prolific, but which are printed a large bee in gold,
not more so than some of his Italians. we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

;
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everywhere the result of improvements over the old box hive system.
G. \V. Demaree said that his old
friend was 40 years behind the times
that bees are always uncertain property in any kind of hive when not in
the care of an intelligent bee-keeper,
but are as easily reared and as certain

Union Bee-Keepers' Association.

in their life tenure as other beings

The Union Bee-Keepers' Associa- created when properly managed. An
tion met at the rooms of the Moody old gentleman, Mr. Wooldridge, arose
House, in Eminence, Ky., on the 27th to inquire of the Association, "how
day of April, President Dr. L. E. they keep the moths from taking their

Brown

;

:

in

tlie

bees V"

chair.

Mr. Reed, of Indiana, said "keep
After the transaction of the usual
business of the Association, an invi- them out with Italian bees. They
tation was given to any person present are proof against the bee moth.
W. T. (Stewart said, " keep your
to become a member of the Association, and several names were added bees strong and in a healthy condito the list. On motion, J. H. Reed, tion, and they will take care of themof Indiana, was made an honorary selves.
Elder Mason insisted that there was
member of our Association. The
President then delivered his annual a wide difference between the systems
address. He said the outlook for the {as he heard it here) of bee-keeping in
future prosperity of the bee-keeper is this State and in the State of
not so bright at this time as it was Missouri.
Dr. Drane said that he had no doubt
before the severe frosts. Much of the
early resources for honey was cut off. but our improved system of bee-keepbefore us ing is essentially different to what it
and an abundant white clover bloom was in Missouri 40 years ago, or anymay yet cause the bee-keeper to for- where else. But intelligent, progressive bee-keepers in Missouri keep
get the late disaster.
Dr. E. Drane then addressed the bees now^ just like intelligent, proConvention on the subject, "Are we gressive bee-keepers keep them in
profiting any one by our meetings V" Kentucky or elsewhere.
The question box furnished the folThe speaker took the grounds that no
What is the value
good had resulted from the foolish lowing questions
fashion of advising everybody to keep of a colony of bees in a box hive in
bees. He thouglit that bee-culture April ?
Dr. Drane said the queen is worth,
will pay only in the hands of those
who are fitted for the occupation. at that time of year, $2 bees, ?2 10
None others should be advised to un- lbs. of honey in bad shape, for feeding, $1 less SI for transferring, the
dertake it.
G. W. Demaree said he approved of colony is worth $4.
Mr. Reed, of Indiana, said that he
every word of the speaker; yet, he
could see much good resulting from had not been in tlie habit of buying
our meetings. They are a pleasure to box hives, and believed the queen and
all of us. besides they educate the bees to be worth nothing while in a
people, giving them a proper under- box hive.
Mr. Demaree thought that a queen
standing of the products of the apiary.
Our Association has contributed much in a box hive was most likely to be a
" scrub," and lie would have no use
to our good local honey market.
Mr. J. H. Reed, of New Orleans, for her but a short time, and would
Ind., said that the last speaker had say that 51 was enough for her.
What is the value<»of a good colony
demonstrated that it is possible to educate the consumers, as in the cases of bees in a movable frame hive in
April y
named.
Dr. Drane said $10
if extra fine
Dr. Drane e.xplained that while he
thought it time lost to attempt to edu- Italians, $12.
Mr.
that
a skillful
Demaree
thouglit
cate people to keep bees intelligently,
he admitted that if you can induce a bee-keeper can safely pay §10 for a
fellow to taste of honey, that will ed- good colony of bees in April, but he
did not believe it will pay a novice to
ucate, for " honey is good."
Elder W. J. Mason being in the buy bees at that price.
President Brown said he gave §2.5
room, said if he was allowed to speak,
he would like to say that he was quite for his first colony of Italian bees, and
an old man. and that he had handled he had realized $5.00 from the investbees for 40 years in the State of Mis- ment.
The Convention then adjourned to
souri
he was satisfied that there was
no hive as good to keep bees in as the meet after dinner at Stewart's galcommon box hives with boxes on lery.
them. He knew that bees all died in
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Missouri in " patent gums."
Convention called to order by the
The Secretary had a case of onepound sections in the room, all President, and the Association proceeded to elect their officers for the
primed ready for the bees.
President Brown arose aud drew ensuing year.
Dr. E. Drane was elected Presiout one of the sections and lield it up,
with the thin foinidation looking as dent Dr. Wm. M. Rogers, of Slielbynatural as the handiwork of the bee, ville.
Vice President for Shelbv
and explained its use that tons of County ; W. T. Stewart Vice Presihoney were being produced and sold dent for Henry County G. W. Ashby
for the cash— sent across the Ocean, Vice President for Jefferson County

Nevertheless, the future

is

—

:

;

;

;

G.

W. Demaree,

Christiansburg, Sec-

and Dr. L. E. Brown, Treas-

retary,
urer.

Dr. Drane then took the chair and
was " pumped dry ;" would
only thank the Association for the
honors conferred on him.
The discussion of the forenoon was
resumed.
At what actual cost can a pound of
honey be produced, in good marketable shape V
Mr. Demaree thought it as easy to
answer the question as it is for the
former to answer what it costs him to
produce a pound of beef or pork. Of
course locality had much to do with
it, but he believed that he could produce it at an actual cost of 5 cts. per
pound. It would take a high order of
skill to do it.
Honey is, therefore,
worth at least 20 cts. per pound.
President Drane thought it could
not be done.
W. T. Stewart thought he could
produce honey at an actual cost of 5
cents per pound.
said he

Mr. Reed gives his attention to
queen-rearing, and was not prepared
to say what could be done.
Mr. Ashby was not prepared to
decide.

The

following resolution was then

adopted

That this Association
liesolved.
tenders its thanks to W. T. Stewart,
Dr. E. Drane, and the ladies, for the
princely manner in which they entertained members of the Convention;
and to the editors of the American

Bee Journal,

Bee-Keepers'' InstrucA2:)iculturist for sample copies of their valuable papers
Holland
for his presence
and to Mr.
in the interest of the Louisville Daily
tor

and California

the Henry County
and that copies of
these proceedings be forwarded for

Commercial, and

Constitutionalist,

publication to the Farmers' Home
Journal, American IJee Journal,
and lice- Keepers' Instructor.
Tlie Convention then adjourned to
meet at Shelbyville, Ky., on the 5th
day of October, 1882.
E. Drane, Pres.

G.

W. Demaree,

Hec.

;

'

:

;

;

;

;

Read

at the Meeting of the Georgia State Agricultural Convention, in Aujiusta, Ga.

Bee-Keeping for
J. p.

H.

Profit.

BROWN.

I shall not consume your time by
dwelling upon the natural history of

the honey bee. and upon the wondereconomy of tlie hive, but will i)roceed at once to consider the subject
of bee-culture as a source of profit.
From the fact that the hive bee has
been a subject of deep study by the
learned in every age. and that apiculture has been successfully conducted
by the ancients, it may sound strange
to vou when I tell you that it has only
been within the last 40 years that beeculture has been developed into a
science by correct observations of the
natural history of this insect, by increased knowledge of its proper mode
of management, and by the introduction of the movable frame hive, the
ful

;
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honey extractor, comb foiindatiou, tracted. The dark shades bring a less
and numerous other appliances to price, and are mostly consumed by
make easy and to facilitate apiarian manufacturers. Extracted lioney sold
at 10 cents per pound pays you as well
operations.
Comiiiinitively few persons, outside as comb honey sold at 15 cents, from
of the liusiuess, have any correct idea the fact that you can get fully oneof the aumunt of the honey productof third more hoiieyfrom your bees when
the United States. From the latest worked for the "use of the extractor
and most authentic records, we find than when nuinipulated tor comb.
In marketing honey it is very necthe anuiunt pr'xluced in 1S81 to be
lOO.OOU.OUO pounds, worth at the pres- essary, if good prices are any consideration,
to put it up iu convenient
ent average selling ])rice §15,000.000.
falls a little short of the packages, observing all tlie conditions
average, owing to the unprecedented to have it neat and inviting in appearance. With many persons this latter
drouth that prevailed that year.
Bee-farming is becoming a special requisite has more influence than
business of no Hiean pretensions in prime quality. We in the South are
many portions of our country, eclip- too far distant from the Northern and
sing, in the way of ])rolits, many of Western markets to ship comb honey
your hirge cotton )ilantat,ions. Cali- successfully breakage and leakage
fornia takes the lead in the production would consume all the protits but we
of honey, and probably contains the can ship extracted honey at paying
largest producers in the world. J. S. prices. For this object it slioidd be
Harbison, of San Diego county, has put up iu tight well made wooden
kegs or barrels, of about 20 gallons
0,000 colonies worked by 5 assistants
total product for tlie year 18S0. 310.000 capacity. This size is the most conpounds; value, 531,000. The Ilether- venient to handle. Some shippers, in
ington Bros., of Cherry Valley, N. Y., order to guard against leaking, wax
come in second to Ilarbison. Boot their barrels on the inside by pouring
Bros., of Mohawk, same State, took in boiling wax and then rolling them
the past season from 160 strong colo- around, by which means the inside is
coated. I advise this precaution for
nies in the spring, 32,809 pounds
while in the same State tliere are a barrel that may hold water, will not
dozens of aiiiaries that yield respect- always hold lioney, as the latter artiivel.v from 6,000 to 30.000 pounds.
In cle has not the property of swelling
the ><"orthwesl, there are hundreds of out the particles of wood like water.
apiaries that run from 3,000 to 20,000
It is best for small producers to lind
pounds. In our Southern country, a market as near home as possible.
comparatively little attention has As a general thing home markets are
been paid to the small rural indus- the best, as they save freights and
tries.
The assumed prestige that has often commissions. I believe there
always shrouded the little "cotton ai-e very few places where honey canfriend, both a physiplanter." awed them into l):ickground. not be sold.
There is more attention ])aid to api- cian and planter, located iu a suiall
culture in Florida and Louisiana than village ill middle Georgia, had been
in any other southern States.
Many keeping bees for several years more
apiaries in those Statf's produce from for pleasure than profit, but last sea6.000 to :;0,000 pounds of honey per son he concluded to run them with a
annum.
view to make them pay, and he found
Fully four-lifths of all the honey his dozen colonies of bees brought
that goes to market is slung from the liim more money than any two acres
combs by a machine called a honey he had in cotton. Before- this, he
extractor, which consists of a large thought he could find no one to buy
tin can containing a ;evolviug frame his honey, but after he put it up in
to hold the combs, and which removes nice shape and offered it for sale, he
the honey from the cells by centrifu- had no trouble to sell all he bad at a
gal force" the sime as water is sl\n)g fair price. Hence it is possible, with
from a grindstone wlien rapidly proper exertion and management, to
turned. Before the comb is put into build up home markets for honey.
this machine the cells are all im- Thousands ot pounds could be sold
capped by a knife made expres.sly for where now a few pounds are considthe business. By this arrangement ered a great luxury.
the honey is secured at a great saving
Honey, instead of being regarded as
of comb, which is put back again into a luxury by many persons, is becomthe liive to be again tilled by the bees. ing every year more of a staple artiThe comb or wax the bees make from cle. One reason of this is, a waking
honey, and it has been determined up of the people to a realization of the
that in making one pound of comb, fearful consequences of the adulterathey consume from 10 to 15 pounds of tion of our syrups and sugars, by gluhoney in its in-oduction.
cose and unwholesome articles, made
The most of American honey finds by tlie action of acids upon starch.
a ready market in our large cities, It can also be made by chemical prowhere tliere are mercliants who make cess of old rags an"d woody fibre.
a specialty of handling it. Hundreds Chemists tell us that fully 75 percent,
of tons go' to England and to the con- of glucose syrup can be added to cane
tinent, and large ordei'S for it have syrup and 25 per cent, of crushed or
recently come from China and Japan. pulverized glucose can be added to
In our Northern and Western nuir- cane sugar with no risk of detection,
kets, the honey is all graded as to by the ordinary consumer. It is easy,
quality. Light shades, such as white then, to imagine what becomes of a
clover, connnand the best price, run- large portion of the thousands of tons
ning from 1-5 to 25 cents per pcunid for of glucose that are manufactured
comb, and from 12 to 15 cents for ex- every 24 hours by the glucose factories

This estimate

—

;

;

;
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in the United States.
Would it not
be infinitely better, instead of eating
commercial syrups of fancy brands
that contribute to disease and death,
to supply your families with pure ex-

tracted honey, the syrup that God
laboratory of the tlowerV
Bee-keeping is like any other sort
of business that is subject to failure
and success. It does not follow,
neither can it be supposed, that every
one who takes hold of it is going to
make it a success. In this business
there is no such thing as that abstract
something called " luck." Luck in
bee-cultuie is always measured by
" pluck," and by an observance of all
those conditions upon which its successful pro.secution depends.
distills in the

First, it is all important for an
apiarist to have a taste for the business, combined with the necessary

knowledge or experience. He must
possess a large share of that faculty
that promjits to do things at the right
time. Many persons will invest dollars in hives and fixtures, but not a
cent in bee books and periodicals that
impart information upon the instincts
of the bee, and upon its most successfut

mode

management.

of

Secondly, the apiary should be located in a locality where there is an

abundance of honey-producing

Honey

plants.

a natural secretion of the
flower, and not a manufactured product of tlie bee as is usually supposed.
Therefore, suitable flora is required,
otherwise no yield of honey can be
expected. In our Southern country,
the best pasturage is usually found
along our water-courses, where abound
alder, maple, poplar, holly, sourwood,
persimmon, black-gum, bay, etc., and
many species of flowering shrubs and
plants. All fruit blossoms yield more
or less honey. In some seasons the
cotton bloom secrets honey abundantly, which is of a light color and of
is

The

flow of honey is alsort of weather
prevailing at the time. Too much
wash
away
the
nectar, while
rain will
during a protracted drouth the flow

good

flavor.

ways influenced by the

A

very hot sun will evapowill slop.
rate the honey asfast as the nectaries
secrete it. Ilence, on siicli days, bees
only go to the pasture very early in
tlie morning and late in the evening.
Bee-keepers should pay more attention to the preservation of their pastures, guard against its wanton destruction, and encourage its planting

and growth. Much can be planted
and sown that will have value besides
the yield of honey. Prominent among
I

may name

tliis

class,

cow

peas, rape,

fruit trees,

mustard and the clovers. The latter can be grown on
moderately rich clay soil, but will not
thrive on sandy. The finest grade of
honey is gathered from clover. Italian bees will work on red clover, while
the common black b'ees will not.
Buckvi'heat is very unreliable as a
honey plant in our climate. Many extensive bee-keepers in the west find
that it pays them to cultivate forage
expressly for their bees.
Thirdly, the bee-keeper must avail
himself of those appliances required
to facilitate his business. No one can
successfully manipulate his bees, and

;
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obtain perfect control over tliem, un- has showered around us, then will we
have mova- he on the road to prosperity.— SoiiWicrfi
ble frames. As the combs ai'e built Cultivator.
in these frames, and tlie frame so
hung in the liive that the bees cannot
glue them fast with propolis, they can
be easily removed and every part of
the comb examined. Any frame hive
that will not admit often easy removal of the frames when filled with
comb and bees is of no practical use
in the apiary. The neatest, mostconvenient, and most prolitable way to
For tlie American Bee JonmaU
secure surplus comb honey, is in
Characteristics
of the Coming Bee.
small frames or section boxes that
hold from 1 to 3 pounds. These secA. B. KOHNKE.
tions are nested and placed eitlier
above the frames in the brood chamMuch has been said and written
ber, or on their side. In our climate.
I prefer the former arrangement. The about the "coming bee;" but as to
introduction of comb foundation into what it is to be, and to what an exthe apiary has been an event of as tent desirable points may be developed
great importance as the invention of there seems to be but a vague idea.
the honey extractor, to which I have Hon. W. H.Andrews, of Texas, seems
already referred. Comb foundation to be contented with our present atconsists of sheets of wax, passed tainments of Italians, wliilst Mr. T.
through a machine that stamps upon G. Newman wants further improveit the lozenge-shaped bases of the cells ments, judging by what is said in No.
Mr.
of the comb, and delines the bases of -15 of tlie Bee Journal for 1881
the cell-walls by heavy lines of wax. Newman nientions three desirable
1st, a long tongue
2d,
The bees have no new wax to make, points, viz
but only to draw out the wax in tlie prolificness od, amiability to this I
would
4th.
industry.
add,
foundation given them into the comIt should be borne in mind, that the
plete comb. This is a great saving of
and
second points refer to the
first
this
time and material. By the use of
foundation colonies can be increased body, and the third and fourth to tlie
and built up into strong colonies with character of the bee, and of all these
astonishing rajiidity, and the comb points No. 2 is to be a property of the
will be beautiful and straight, a great queen exclusively, whilst 1, 3 and 4
desideratum in an apiai-y wliere it is are qualities of the workers only.
It will be conceded that there is a
often necessary to exchange frames
of comb with other hives. If the vast difference not only between the
combs are crooked and irregular, this different races of bees with reference
exchange can only be done with great to the above mentioned points, but
also between different colonies of the
difficulty.
few years ago an ignited roll of same race, which may appear to such
old rags, or a smudge, was the favor- an extent that black bees may do betite appliance for generating smoke to ter than Italians. This experience
subdue or quiet bees. The breath probalily induced Von Berlepsch to
was used to blow the smoke upon the hold on to the German bee" against the
bees, but usually more found its way Italians, whicli latter he never seemed
into your eyes and throat than any to fancy much, and up to this very
where else. Now, we liave an instru- day there are bee-keepers in this
ment called the " smoker," made ex- country as well as in Germany, who
IH'essly to blow and convey the smoke prefer the German bee. though as a
to any desired part of the hive. This rule the Italians will do better.
Before going into a discussion as to
instrument is indispensable to every
one who handles bees. For the pro- the desirableness or posibility of a
tection of the face against stings, a further improvement of our best Italbee-veil is necessary. Rubber gloves ians, I beg leave to state some general
can be used to protect the hands, but laws of nature
1. Nature preserves a certain symafter one gets accustomed to handling
bees, the gloves are soon laid aside as metrical proportion of all the parts of
an individual of her production.
useless.
2. Whenever such parts are clianged
In this paper I liave endeavored to
make plain to you tliat bee-keeping, or more developed by breeding or acas one of the rural industries, can be commodation to changed conditions,
made profitable, and will pay a larger so as to be out of proportion with redividend upon the capital invested ference to the whole body, it takes
than any otiier farm pursuit. There place at the expense of another part
is not "a locality in Georgia where of that body, or the deterioration of
bees cannot be kept with a profit to the same part in a different direction.

less they are in liives tliat

.

:

;

;

;

A

:

their

owner,

when we

if

well

managed

;

and Whenever such deterioration

take into consideration theextent of our State, and the small
number of colonies of bees kept, we
can safely conclude that there are
tons of honey, worth thousands of
dollars, lost annually.
As an agricultural people, we are
extravagant and wasteful. Wlien
too
^
we learn to take care of and econoPiize these small blessings that God

is desirable conjointly with the development of such parts, it may be very
profitable to not only develop but deteriorate by breeding as much as we
can but when the latter is a disadvantage, I think we had better stop
and count the cost first, before we
;

proceed.

To illustrate
large, powerful
:

is a kangaroo,
hind legs and tail,

Here

and insignificant fore legs and head
there is a giraffe, long fore legs and
here
neck, and small hind quarters
;

;

a hare, long ears, short tail, small
legs, long hind legs there is a
specimen of the bovine race from
Texas, long horns and little milk
here the short horn and polled cattle,
little or no horns, but ricli milk and
plenty of it. In pigs the large, heavy
bones are bred out to get increase of
flesh and muscle and so on. I hope,
the reader w-ill understand and admit the validity of reasoning from
these facts of nature, which go to
prove that there is a certain limit of
development of an aniniars body, beyond which it would not be prudent
to go, for it would not be practicable
to decrease, for instance, the bones
of a pig to such an extent that they
could not support the animal.
Bees being no exception to this rule
we can easily draw conclusions as to
the coming bee. That they are no exception may be discovered by the following: Compare a worker and a
queen. Tiie latter has certain ijarts
of her body more developed than the
former, which development has taken
pUice at the expense of other parts;
for if we measure the length of a

is

fore

;

;

workerandqueeii,the extended tongue
and sting included, we will find
both of the same length but on comparing corresponding parts of both,
we find the worker has a longer tongue
and sting, but smaller body than
the queen, which, besides having a
larger body, has the generative organs fully developed. Here is not
the place to enumerate all these differdevelopments of queen and
ent
worker to show and prove where one
gained and the other suffered a corresponding loss, as enough has been
said to prove the rule, that we cannot
gain on one part of an animal's body
without losing somewhere else.
Applying what has been said thus
:

to all the races of bees, we will
now the desirable points.
Can the same
1. Length of tongue.
be increased V May be, it can ; but
are we willing to sacrifice the proper
development of some other part of

far,

discuss

bee's body? Will Prof. Cook,
takes a special interest in this
part of the bee's body, please tell us
whether or not the tongue of a bee
gains, not only in length, but in
diameter also, or if an increase of
length is accompanied by a decrease
of diameter. I am inclined to believe
that the desirableness of a longer
tongue is overrated. It is true, that
if the bee had a tongue long enough
to get the nectar of red clover it
woiud certainly be an advantage but
red clover being the only plant for
which the use of a loiige"r tongue is
claimed, furnishing nectar in abundance which at present blacks and
most Italians cannot reach, is it not a
mistaken notion to attempt to change
our beautiful, amiable Italians for the
sake of one honey plant ? Besides, I
think Alsike serves every purpose for
which red clover is raised, if we only
take the trouble to introduce its use
with the farmer, leaving out of consideration that red clover may fail to
yield nectar as well as other honey

the

who

;
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plants ; in some districts the main
stay, white clover, quite often disappoints us.
2. Piolilicuess.
sirable trait, and

This is a very decannot be over-

looked. But then, we have in this respect good and poor (jueens in all the
different races, and it .seems to depend
more on the colony having plenty of
young bees to rear a lirst class queen,

than on the particular race

;

besides

that, we are able
to increase the
prolificness of a queen artificially.
But will it be desirable or advantageous to do so 'i It is a well known fact,
that the prolificness ot any organic
body is in an inverse ratio to its life's

Any increase (natural or
of prolificness in an individual or species is equivalent to a
shortening of its life. This rule, if
properly nuule use of, will hold good
if inversed. that is, if by some means
or natural tendency the average life
of a species of animals is shortened,
its prolificness will be increased.
As
to the prolificness of a queen there is
another very important factor to be
considered, vi'hich, as far as I can see,
cannot so readily be governed, viz
The amount of semen entering the
seminal sack of the queen, and the
sooner wilb a. fertile queen that store
of life-giving cells is exhausted the
sooner a (jueen v.'ill be v.'orthless,
though otherwise she may be in the
prime of life. Hence it appears that
there is a limit to prolificness.
duration.

artificial)

:

Amiability.

3.

all

their

The

different

Germans,

shades,

can

in

be

smoke
liybrids are
rather irascible, and more so than the
pure German bee
but the Italians
may be handled without smoke, most
mastered

by

;

;

of the time, with a little care ; they become used to certain disturbances so
that they will not take offense, when
other bees do. Three years ago last
summer, I saw a colony of Italians in
York, on Chatham street, near
the postottiee, about \}4. feet elevated,
but close to tlie sidewalk, being kept
by a retail dealer of candy and ice
cream. Crowds of people passing to
and fro, not further than two feet

New

from the hive, but the bees have never
been known to sting.
4. Industry.
This is a very desirable character of our bees. For if
bees had all other commendable points
and lacked in this one, we would derive not much benefit from them. It
is generally admitted that the Italians
are superior to the Germans in this
respect, though some are not yet ready
to

concede

it.

But suppose we had a bee as industrious as we would like to have
them,

will not avail anything if
nothing to be had in garden,
forest.
This leads me to
dwell with particular emphasis on the
necessary industry of the bee-keeper.
Let him provide pasture for his bees
if nature has not, and liis honey pots
and sections will be filled correspondingly. Let him scatter nectar secret-

there
field

it

is

and

ing honey plant seeds, blooming at
different times, and an entire failure
of a honey crop will be a thing of the
past, at least so far as plants are concerned. And we have all reason to
believe that, if plenty of forage is

supplied, the Italians will avail themselves of every opportunity to obtain
the nectar. Look at the report of L.
C. Root, in No. 49, vol. xvil of the
Bee Journal, what his best Italians
did the nectar was evidently there,
and they got it, too. Do we want or
can we expect anything better V Over
20 lbs. in one day nearly a quarter of
a ton up to Aug 27, from one colony.
It is claimed that the Cyprians excel the Italians, especially with reference to length of tongue, prolificness
and industry butarefei'ocious much
more so tlian the worst hybrids. Of
course, the advocates of tliat strain
concede this last character rather reluctantly, for reasons too apparent to
be stated here. Personally, I have

ton,
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of

this place, a practical

bee-

keeper of the first class, read two
quite lengthy articles from the New
York I'libun'c, written by Prof. Cook,

that reflected very strongly and directly upon Mrs. Cotton. Mrs. C. has
advertised in that paper tlie same as
slie has in many other papers.
The
hite Franklin Butler, editor of the
Windsor Jo.inml, once told me that
Mrs. Cotton s^nt her advertisement to
him for publication for tiu'ee months,
but sending no p;iy, he became suspicious, after inserting it a few weeks,
tliat she was a friud and took it out
and sent licr liis bill, which she did
not answer. What kind of proof does
Mr. Holmes require what more can
he have tlum he ah-eady has V I sent
had no experience with them, nor do to Mrs. C. for a bee hive, but before I
the experience of sent the j-noney (§4), I wrote her, askI wish to have any
persons not prejudiced or interested ing the shape and size of her hives,
in any particular strain, is sufficient and what kind of lumber they were
as far as I am concerned. It is not made of, to which she reiilied that her
necessary for a man to go to Africa " hive was 2 feet square, 1 foot deep,
to find out that there are tigers and with thirty glass boxes top and botlions, and that they are rather danger- tom, and made of pine lumber planed
ous animals still, if a person takes on both sides." I sent the §4, and redelight in fighting tigers, lions or bees ceived what I called a model of her
for their skins or honey, nobody can so-called "sample controllable bee
liave any objection, if he goes where hive." It was "a very roughly made
they are but to breed and rear them basswood thing, only 6 inches deep,
What is that
in a civilized community where they and GxlO ineiies inside.
endanger the life of people .'ind do- but fraud V Mr,. Holmes need not
mestic animisls, is not desirable, and t-ike my word for it, hundreds of
bee-keeping of that sort" will before others have received the same, no
long be regarded a nuisance. That douljt. I can cite several. If Mr.
their temper is ungovernable when Holmes means to do as he says, he
aroused, we liave abundant proof cannot do ajiything less than to hand
from well known bee-keepers in this over So to somebody. He says " I
country as well as in Germany ; in will give S5 for proof of money sent to
fact, in Germany their ungovernable her, and received, without returns
temper is regarded as proof conclusive being made."' No doubt Mr. A. I.
tliat the colony is a pure Cyprian. Root can furnish ample proof that he
How the Michigan State Convention sent SI for lier book, and received accould, in the face of these facts, dis- knowledgement, but; never the book
approve of the sentiment expressed nor the money back. Is such the " rein Mr. Marsli's paper, urging caution, turns " Mr. Holmes means? I reI cannot understand.
ceived " returns " for my $4, in the
This article is not intended to dis- shape of the " model " above referred
courage further improvement in our to. The lady in Berkshire received
bees, nor to belittle the meritorious '•returns" for her S20, in the shape
elforts toward improvements by im- of a hive with a small swarm of bees
portation of foreign races such as
only a handful on only .5 frames,
Cyprians or Syrians; but I would dis- when the equivalent could have been
courage an indiscriminate cross be- bought of her near neighbors for ^4
tween German, Italian, Cyprian and the price. I think that Mr. Holmes
Syrian, and also warn against the ought not to uphold Mrs. Cotton in her
disproportionate development of cer- fraudulent transactions in the face
tain parts of the bee's body to the de- and eyes of so many of her defrauded
terioration of others.
customers all over the land. Mr.
Youngstown, O.
Holmes says he does not think you
have any right to say what you do
about her, unless you are ready to
For the American Bee Journal.
prove "several instances" of what
Mrs. Cotton's Transactions.
you claim. For conscience sake, how
many more instances does he ask you
A. P. FLETCHER.
to prove, in addition to the many already proven, before lie is ready to
In the JouKJSTAL of Jan. 18, 1 saw my come down with his $5 Mr. Holmes
account of Mrs. Lizzie Cotton's fi-auds, is verv much like the,gentleman from
etc.
I remained in the northern part; Connecticut, whom I met at Mr. A. I.
of the State all winter, and did not Root's, who i)retended to •' know all
have the reading of the Journal about Mrs. Cotton," but on asking
until I returned a few days ago. In iiim a few questions, I found he had
regard to Mr. R. E. Holmes' offer to never seen her, or been at her place.
pay S5 to you or any one who will He said she did not send me that litfurnish proof of Mrs. Cotton's swind- tle bee hive to swindle me, but she did
ling, I would like to know what he it because slie did not know any betmeans. Have not you, and has he not ter ; that she was as ignorant as a
ample proof from many sources, that " horse-block," etc., and that the
she practices swindling right along? "old man" had been through bankTo-day I heard Mr. Nathaniel C. Nor- ruptcy and didn't amount to any;

;

—

;

—

;

;

:

:

—

—
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Well, the piece before me in
reads very similar
to what that Connecticut gentleman
and it he is the same,
said,
then I have liad the honor of seeing

thinff.

the

Bee Journal

ilr. Editor, as you say,
myself worse swindled by
receiving what 1 did, than as if I had
received nothing, for it only added

Mr. Holmes,
I consider

95 cents to the price of the thing which
was of no practical use. I cannot
write anything about Mrs. Cotton
without feeling " kind o' nervous,"
for I dislike swindlers.

Ludlow, Vt.
For the American Hce Journal.

Results of
G.

Some Experiments.

W. DEMAREE.

It is generally believed that aueens
reared by small nuclei and such as
hatch out in less than thirteen days,
are necessarily inferior. 1 have always
accepted this doctrine because of the
reasonableness of the conclusion. I
now have two queens reared by a one
frame nucleus, in a glass case for observation, that are extra good queens.
I also have a queen that is laying her
third, if not her fourth year, "that was
reared by an ordinary nucleus, and
hatclied on the morning of the tenth
day. I have had one nine-day queen
th.at kept her hive full of bees for
more tluiii two years. These may be
exceptional cases, but they have been
quite numeious with me.
lam inclined to boast of two Cyprian q!ieens(danghtersof an imporied
mother) mated with black drones,
that produce workers that will pass
anywhere as lirst class leather-colored

of barbed wire along the
middle of the hedge, thus preventing
the inroads of unruly animals, and
that bane of the hoiiest orchardist,
boys with thieving proiiensities. To
start at the commencement, honey
locust seeds should be collected in the
pods as they fall from the trees in

two strands,

autumn, and placed

in a cold exi>osed
position until hard, freezing weather,
when they can readily be threshed
like beans. After cleaning the seeds
from the fragments of pods, etc.,
pkice in bags and preserve dry until
spring. At plantii'ig time soak the
seeds in warm water until they show
when they
signs of germination,

should be sown in drills like pe:'.s, in
good, thoroughly pulverized soil. Like
the larger portion of our native trees,
tills species forms more root th.ui top
the tirst year, ciuisequently one-year
seedlings are usually rather small for

when wintering some
L-.ist
fall
queen-rearing colonies, I found one Italians.
Christiansbnrg, Ky.
strong 7Hicleus under the influence of
a fertile worker— perhaps several ot
them, from the nninbei' of eggs th^it
Now York 'I'rihime.
appeared in tlie combs. This colnny.
Care i;f Koney Locust IJedgcs.
having had no young to feed and
nurse for some time, and being withJOSIAn HOOPES.
out a queen, luid (ilh^l tliree or four
combs full of a mi.xture of ]K>lIen and
In ttifi Northern sections of the
honey. With this state of things, I
conceived the idea of trying a double United States,where the Osage orange
experiment— 1. To see how lung fer- is more or less injured by the winter,
tile workers are capalile of laying the honey locust is undoubtedly the
eggs; and. 2. To ascertain whether or
not these bees woidd winter safely on
'.(^^
a mixture of pollen and honey. To
^>
tliis end I removed every comb that
contained sealed stores, and put the
bees on four frames that contained
nothing but a mixture of pollen and
Honey Lomst Limb, Pod and Seed.
honey. The preparation for winter
was simply a division-board at the
lilanting in the hedge-row, but they
should not be left to remain longer
side, and two qnilts spread over the
tops of tlie frames. Tliey reared
than 2 years, else they will be on the
s^.
Tlie cause of so many
drones in abundance n,t tlie "start, but
otiier extreme.
poor liedges, however, is neglect in
all signs of tVrlile workers disai)peared
cultivation, and the honey locust of
by the middle of the winter. The experiment sliowpd that worker bees do
all others will not thrive without care
not have the vitabty to lay eggs but a
and attention.
few weeks atmost. Tliese bees reared
[The honey locust makes a beautidrones through the coldest part of the
ful and hardy shade tree, and where
winter, liaving notliing but a mixture
of honey and pollen to subsist upon,
alternated witti other ornamental
and c:nue through the winter bright
trees, presents a most attractive apand clean.
pearance. It is a good bloomer, and
Anotlier experiment tried was of
furnishes an abundance of light, rich
much interest to me, and is perliaps
worthy of mention. In February last
honey. The instructions given above
I discovered tliat. a queen reared late
will furnish useful information for
in tlie fnll liad failed to " male," ami
those desiring to cultivate it from
She
Tree.
hence was a genuine drone-layer.
Honey Locust
the seed for a standard shade tree.
was quite prolilic, but did iiot liiy a
single worker egg. There was a i)atch most valuable plant for hedging jmr- We would prefer to transplant from
of drone cells near the center of the poses. There is no special culture
the drills the second season. The
brood nest, and from tliese were necessary for it, more than is required
liatched some as hue looking drones for other species, but it needs atten- timber is excellent. Ed.]
as any I ever saw. Tliere being no tion for tlie lirst 2 or 3 years to form a
For tlie American Bee Journal.
drones in existence at the time ex- thick base. The young hedge should
cej.it
those sons of an nnwedded be frequently cultivated and kept
Colorado,
as a Honey Market.
Denver,
mother, I determined to iiscertain if clear of grass and weeds all summer,
mice will harbor thertun
it was possible to get a queen ferti- otherwise
C. A. CLARK.
In trimlized by them. 1 proceeded to destroy and bark the young plants.
thennmated qneeii and gave the bees ming, cut well back for the lirst '2 or
Tlie mildness of our climate is favorsome larvffi just hatched, and tliey years, bearing in mind there is no difreared a queen and she was fertilized rtculty in quickly obtaining tlie de- able, not only to the bee, but to the
in due time.
Of course such an ex- sired "heigiit. but it is far more trouble- man who proposes to profit by its
winter
)>erinient could not be conclusive, but some to induce it to become dense and industry. This is my second
in ColoradOj and I have not yet seen
all the probatiilities are in favor of twiggy.
as
zero
to
The best results are obtained from the thermorneter get down
lier having mated with one of these
running one strand, or, better still, the lower extreme, nor up to 90-' as
fatherless (?) drones.

f^m^^^

^^j

m.

•

—

—

—
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the higher. The winter just closed
has been milder than usual, snow not
having fallen to the depth of 5 inclies
;it any time during the season.
Forage for the bees is i)Ieiity, .uid
the alfalfa grass, now becoming so
popular, is as lielpful to bees as a lield
of buckwheat.
All
the
ordinary
honey i)i'odueers are plentiful.
Denver is <ine of the ijest of markets for honey, wliich lirhigs 20 cts.
|)er lb. the year round.
The Xatioiuil
Mining and Industrial Exposition, to
be held in Denver, in Augustfand
.September, may direct attention to
this proUiisiug industry, especially if
liee-keepers take interest in the subject, and aid them to <io so.

Denver, Col.
Uural

•Is Bee-Keciuiijr

New

Yorker.

rrofitaWe

2

O. M. DOOI.ITTLE.

bees, they let them take care of themselves, with the exception of hiving

swarms and putting on and taking

off

boxes. Wliat would they expect from
their cows if treated in that way V
The keeping of cows means milking:
twice a day for at least 210 days out of
the year, and feeding them three
times" a (lay for ISO days to .say nothing about cleaning stables anil other
work necessary to carry on a dairy.
When men are willing to thus care
for bees, they will (ind they will give
a greater prcilit than can be obtained
from cows, or any other branch of
rural industry. Bee-keeping means
work, energetic work, " a place for

%LfRi
'L£',
A Month Later than Usual.— Prospects are not very flattering in regard
to the bee season here. It is a month
than usual.
Santa Barbara,

later

ances, just as our enterprising dairymen would have the best breed of
cows and the best utensils to care for
tlie milk.
person will not succeed
in any business unless he has enongii
love "for his calling in life to iiiduee
him to be diligent and faithful there-

of hnney pi-odnced during
the season of issl was, mo.st of it, sent
to connnission mereliauts, as I was
not able to linil a sale for it at prices
which I tliouglit it ouglit to sell for, to.
hence tlie present time linds ine hearBorodino, X. Y.
ing from tlie last lot which closes out
[Mr. Doolittle's excellent article
my entire croj). The most of my
crop was shipiied in lots of about MOO abovfe touches iiponasul)j'ect in which
pounds eacli to diftt-rent commission we have taken a deep interest i. e.,
men in
Voik. lioston, Philadel- marketing honey.
have long
phia, etc.. and sold (juickly at 20 and
22c per po\ind. wliile tlie lot just entertained a doubt as to the feasibilclosed out. whicli was shipped to a, ity of co-operation in the matter of
large dealer, together willi a large disposing of honey, and more especconsignment of my neighbors' on the
ially as regards pooling the whole

Xew

We

plaii

recommended by

some, brought from 12 cents per
pound u)) to 20. tlius proving that the
co-operative plan is not alwavs tlie
best.

After placing tlie amount of this
saleM)n my ledger, it was but
natural that I should look over the
debit and credit columns to see what
last

my

ray bees liad paid me for
season's
labor. After footing up the whole receipts, and deducting therefrom the
expenses incurred by the bees, I find
I have an average prolit of §29.63 for
each colony I had in the spring. Thus,
it will be seen, if a person can care
for 100 colonies of bees (and it is done
by many of our practical apiarists), it
will give an income of S2,9(i.3 a year.
But to be on the sale side, suppose we
call it .50 colonies, these will give a
salary of SI ,4«I ..50. 1 will admit that
the season of ISSl was better than an
average one for honey in tliis locality,
and therefore to be sure and not get
our hgures too high, we will take off
$481. .50 from the above, when we have
left Sl.OOO as an average yearly income
for one person. As proof that the
above is not overdrawn, 1 will say

that I have cleared, on an average,
over $1,000 from my bees each year
for the past nine years with an average of less than .50 colonies each year.
That bee-keeping will compare
favorably with any other pursuit in
life I lirmly believe, and the cause
why so many fail in it is that they do
not properly attend to it. Men will
give their cattle and horses the best
of care, but, when it conies to the

J. P. Bassett.
Cal., April 28, 1SS2.

Bees in Canada.— Bees wintered well
in this neigborliood and have been
working since April 3d, w.'ienever it
was warm. There has been little loss
I spent
its from cold winds this spring.
everything and everything in
place," and to know how to do things last season with D. A. Jones, of Beejust at the right time and in the riglit ton, Ont. I have 7.5 colonies in box
place, if we would make it profitable. hives, all black bees, and intend to
We also want the best bees, the best transfer all to movable frame hives,
bee hive, and all the modern appli- and put in Italian and .Syrian queens.

The fruit blossom prospects are very
encouraging. Should summer rape be
sown before

A

My crop

co-operative
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or after fruit

bloom

V

R. r. IIOLTKRJIAN.
Fisherville, Out.,

[After fruit bloom

from June
Bees

ill

May
;

1st to 20th.

6, 1S82.

your latitude
Ed.]

in

Loiiisi.ana.— I put into winter

quarters last fall 3-5 colonies in good
condition, all in Langstroth two-story
hives; used one thickness of cottoii
cloth, and one thickness of jute bagging as
absorbents. They cairie
through in good condition, "with the
exception of 3 queenless, which I
doubled np March 1. I reared and

had fertilized 10 Hue Italian queens
during April. Bees are now biiiiging
product in the hands of a compara- in plenty of honey. Surplus arrangetively few commission merchants or ments are all on and rapidly being
" middle-men." We could see no rea- tilled. I am working them for surjilus, not wanting any increase.
So
son wliy the laws of commerce would far I have kept them from swarming.
be reversed for the especial aggrand- The flood did not reach me, as I had 4
Some of my
i.sement of honey-producers, any more feet more to spare.
lost quite a numlier of colothan for the dairymen, the wheat or neighbors
Weather is
nies, but not (jiiite all.
corn growers, or the hog or stock- dry and cool. The overflow is graduwith
no places flooded on
raisers and we thought we could see ally falling,
many good reasons why the wliole the west bank of Bayou Teche in this
parish. The cane crop is ]u-omising.
scheme was not only imin-acticable,
W. R. Thomson.
but extremely visionary. Of cour.se
Xew Iberia, La., May 1, 1882.
we had only one opinion, based, as we
Thin vs. Thick Sections.— Why do
tliought, on reason nor, on the other
so many bee-keepers use sections 2
hand, was there any proof positive inches thick or more, thereby necessiopposed to our opinion by those ad- tating the use of tin to get straight
vocating the scheme. Mr. Doolittle, combs V It is no trouble for me, and
however, in his first paragraph above some others, to get full racks of sections filled with honey, and the combs
cites practical, positive experience
all as true as a board, in sections not
which strengthens our views, and is more than ]?4 inches thick without
worth more than all the theoretical the use of separators; but when the
inches thick, tin must
assertions which can be adduced. sections are 2
be used or the combs will be crooked
adverse
circumstances
comPerhaps
or wavy. We can also get at least }i
bined to force the unfavorable result more honey without separators than
upon him but could the system be so with them, and as honey which is
will evaporate and become thick
perfected as to prevent abuses, or to thin
niiicli quicker in a shallow dish when
revolutionize the laws of trade V "We exposed to heat, I hold that the bees
think not, when we consider the will ripen and seal more honey in a
many conflicting interests to be recon- good run in a comparatively thin
comb than they will in combs with
ciled, and the many expectant prodeep cells. Bees in chaff hives are
ducers to be satisfied as to prices and doing well.
O. H. Townsend.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
speedy returns. Ed.]
;

;

;

—
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Candied Honey.— I do not think it
would dissolve to hang it in the middle of the hive, as the editor says but
lay the frame tlatin some warm water,

willows that stand in warm and where honey might relieve the
Cloudy weather and cold pain and neutralize the poison with
winds prevail here every day, and
one, an entirely different remedy
freezing nearly every night.
would be required for another.— Ed.]
then turn over— use a shallow baking
Iea Baubek.

tew

places.

;

mstance— the smaller the volof water the stronger the fluid

pan, for

ume

;

don't take a sugar hogshead, it might
make it too strong ; uncap of course.
liave fine weather to-dav SO-' in
the shade. I see Mr. Docilittle reports cold weather in Xew York. Dr.
Dzierzou, early this spring, said the
last winter nearly resembled the winter of 1834, but wisely remarked, "We
do not know what is in store yet for
lis."
They luid n mild winter in Germany, but lately it has turned cold
there also. Dr. Dzierzon is nearly 71
years old, with a mind still clear and
vigorous, and he has an article in
every semi-monthly issue of the Bieneii-Zeitung of Eichstadt.
T. HULMAN.

We

—

De Kalb

Junction, N. Y.,

May

2.

—

Too Cool. My bees have been unBees in this local- able to gather either honey or pollen,
wintered splendidly, and thus far, this spring. Last year they
from April 1st to tlie Sth, they" toiled gathered pollen on April 18. G. M.
from early morn till late at niglit, Doolittle's articles in the Bee Jourgathering large quantities of pollen nal
contain
practical
so much
and considerable iioney. The weather knowledge that I find them very usewas very warm and fine, temperature ful. There is more such knowledge
74° to 78^ in the shade, consequently to be found in the Bee Journal than
brood-rearing was pushed to the in any other bee-publication I have
utmost. I believe I never saw bees ever read. Gilbert W. Dunbak.
Embden Center, Me., May 1, 1882.
so crowded with brood in so short a
time. But wlio knows what a day
Cold in Virjriiiia.

ity

—

have

will bring forth
On the 0th we liad
a heavy rain, on the 10th snow, and
'?

next morning 12^ below freezing, and
we have had cold nights and raw
winds ever since. Notwithstanding
Terre Haute, Ind., May 4, 1882.
all this, tlie most of the bees are in
[We must confess w'e do not know fine condition, and I feel hopeful of a
what Mr. Ilulman is alluding to in the good honey liarvest, as our main reliance is on white clover, wliich is in
first part of the above paragraph, but
fine condition.
Wm. Bitzer.
suppose he refers to removing candied
Wheeling, W. Va., April 25, 18S2.
honey from combs. We never said
candied honey " would dissolve to liang
Honey for Bee Stings. Just this
it in the middle of the hive."
We evening I read your Navarino subsaid, on page 2G4. " we v/ould recom- scriber's question on page 207 of the
Journal, about the harmless
mend to sliave off the cappings and Bee
insect, and wonder if it be the one
put tlie combs one at a tinie in the I have often thought of writing you
center of the In-ood nest. The bees about. It is the same shape and
will take out the honey, and liquefy build of a bee, but smaller, has four
all white, as also are all its
and replace it in other combs." Mr. bands,
markings, while the rest is ,iet black.
Hulman, however, s\iggests a plan for I have noticed several about iny hives.
removing it from the combs, but we 1. Is it the sameV 2. Has any one
very much doubt whether he lias tried tried honey as a remedy for stings ?
It acts with me most;satisfactorily,
it, or knows anything about its feasiand is always convenient. Immebilitv.
Certainly its value, as honey, diately upon withdrawing the sting,
would be destroyed by the method he I place a drop over the wound witti
proposes, even though successful in the tip of linger. It not only draws
the poison, but destroys the odor, and
removing it. We must question the this prevents the bees detecting it.
wisdom of attenii)ting to make correc- In about a- minute, or less, the pain is
tions unless certain that error exists, gone and the honey may be washed
and consider it almost impertinent to oH. I am surprised that this has not
been one among the many recipes
suggest a remedy we liave not tried already given. The late frosts have
ourselves, or at least have good stopped the honey flow, but the bees
authority for presuming to be correct. themselves have suffered little, yet
those who have neglected to feed rnay
Bee-lceepers want truthful answers to
have a different story to tell.
their queries, or what has been proven
Berlin, Out.
G. B. Jones.
satisfactory with others. Ed.]
[1. The fly is undoubtedly the same,
and their general appearance so nearly
Not Flattering:.— As I have seen no
reports ot bees wintered in this sec- resembles the lighter Italians that an
tion, in the liEE Jouknal, I will say unoljserving person might easily misthat, as a rule, they are in fine con- take them for bees. While poised on
dition. My bees went into winter
a flower or leaf, however, their wings
quarters about the middle of November, and the last of them came out stand further apart, and are nearly
April 27th. My loss was 6 out of .332 level from tip to tip, instead of lying
4 queenless and 2 deserted in the close to and covering tlie body, as do
cellar, after about half were set out.
The prospect for honey in this sec- the bees' wings. Catch tliem and extion is the poorest I ever saw on the amine closely, they can neither sting
1st of May. Clover is nearly all killed, nor bite.
and that is one of the principal honey
2. We have
used honey for bee
sources in St. Lawrence'county. Tlie
season is about 10 days later \vith us stings, but have not found it effective.
than last year, as there is nothing in As bee stings affect persons differbloom at this date but poplars aiid a ently, so undoubtedly will remedies,

—

—
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Dakota.

in

colony of bees last

tall

— I had

one

that I packed

in prairie liay, and I took them out
last Saturday in splendid condition.
Last summer I set a hive over the
bees, full of honey, in which the bees
died the winter before, and when I

unpacked them they had both hives
filled with bees and brood, so that I
separated the liives and now have 2
strong colonies. I need your book to
help me through with the care of

My

bees find plenty of pasturgoing to help them to
more by sowing alsike clover in my
garden.
W. ^V. Eastman.
tiiem.

age, but I

am

Yankton, D. T., May
Unprecedented.

3, 1882.

—The

state

of

the

weather here is something unusual.
We have had frosts 22 niglits in succession.

,

On

the night of April 29,

formed }4, inch thick on tubs of
water, and killed all buds on fruit
trees. To-day a cold wave struck us,
and at 7 this morning mercury stood
2- below freezing, iiud now, at 11 a.
m., it stands at 4- below — something
never before known here in May.
Bees bred up strong in April, bat have
ice

not flown for the past 8 days. \Vhat
E. A. Moi;gan.
will come of it
Arcadia, Wis., May 1, 1882.
'?

Swarming Commenced^ —My bees are
doing finely, and the prospects l>)r a
good honey harvest were never better.
Swarming has commenced, and if the
weather continues favorable, we will
have a busy time through the season.
Clinton, N.

W.
C, April

P.

Wemyss.

29, 1882.

Yery Cold.— The weatlier is very
here this morning. My thermometer indicated 4° below the freezing point. Queens cannot be reared
while tlie weather is so cold. When
April came in we had a few warm
days, and then all supposed we would
have an early spring. A colder April
was never known here, and I never
knew it so cold as it is this morning,
so late in the month. I fed my bees
all through April to induce the bees
Have taken some of
to rear drones.

cold

hives into my ollice some cold
nights so that they would not " draw
in '' and leave the drone brood in the

my

cold.

Henry Alley.

Wenharo, Mass., May

3, 1882.

—

;

;
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Large Hives.— With the Langstrotli and the interest in bee-keepingiisgood
in proportion. I have always run my
it recommended to use only
7 frames for brood, to induce bees to aiiiary for honey, but have had so
talie surplus honey np into sections. many calls for bees this spring that I
Again, it is said for wintering crowd have changed my plans, and will run
bees on 6 or 7 frames. 1 If all this be the entire apiary for increase this
true, why not use a Langstrotli hive year. I have heard of but 3 colonies
of only seven frames, instead of 10 V of bees dying during the winter. I
Some recommend stringing dead bees, cleared over §300 from 16 colonies last
a piece of black stocking, etc., sus- year. I have never been able to suppended to a pole for bees when swarm- ply the home demand tor honey or
ing, to cluster upon we are also told bees, and I do not think I can for
that if a nail keg or box is put directly some time to come. I think many of
over a swarm of bees, when clustered, our bee-keepers are too much afraid
that they will go np into it. 2. Why of selling bees near home, and allow
not keep the box or keg over the de- others to supply tlieir neighbors. I
coy branch of dead bees, so that the know of some such cases.
bees, when they swarm, will get into
Rocklane, Ind.
L. II. Jackson.
the box themselves without any aid
from the bee-keeper V If all this
When to Divide.- 1 have 2 colonies
would work. Pdo not see why any of bees. Took them out of the cellar
swarm should lie lost, for the bees, ac- about the 1st of April. They are in
cepting the box or keg for their home, good condition and strong m bees
would be there when the bee-keeper the bees covering nearly all of the
came.
G. M. Alves.
frames, with brood in all stages of
Henderson, Ky,
development. I am a beginner in the
There are several successful business, having obtained my first
hive I see

.

;

[1.

apiarists

whouse 8-frame Langstroth

and one we know in Indiana
who uses only 5 frames in the brood
chamber, during the honey harvest,
hives,

but he uses 10 frames in building up.
Last season we had a two-story Langstroth hive which contained 1-i frames
of eggs, lai'va' and sealed brood at one
time. The combs were not full, but
certainly contained enough to moderately fill 10 frames. We think it better in breeding up, to employ all the
frames that the queen will utilize
then, if necessary, cramp the brood
chamber with division boards to force
the bees to the boxes. This is perhaps
more especially necessary with the
Italians than with hybrids or blacks,
as their attachment to the young is

more marked.
2. Your scheme with swarms might
work we have never tried it. In the
case of large apiaries, however, where

—

several swarms frequently issue at
once, much confusion would ensue

from the doubling of several swarms
in one box or keg. The keg is better
tjian a box for running swarms into,
as the roaring noise, which is so attractive, is much louder.— Ed.]
ProspeetUnusuallyGood.— The prospect tor a large honey crop is unusually good with us.
The cool weather
has prevented the bees from gathering the usual amount of surplus honey
from the fruit bloom, but it has staid
in bloom double the usual length of
time, and the bees have been able to
father a sufficient amount of nectar to
eep brood-rea.ring up all the time.
The result is an unusually large n"mber of young bees in the hives for the
time of year. White clover looks well,
and I think will bloom 2 weeks ahead
of the usual time. The demand for
bees is the largest I have ever known,
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usual

week

weather sets

of wet,
in,

which

chilling

May

in this latitude

most frequently occurs during the
last week. Let the division be made

when

however, it will not do
anything to chance. Frequent examinations should be made
as to the progress being made, and
with a view to supplying feed, in case
it should be needed.— Ed.]
to

it will,

leave

—

Shaken Loose. " Open confession
good for the soul." I suppose I am
beaten in the "best bees" controis

It is now decided that nature
a hybrid that man and nature
combined cannot improve upon. That
traits of character in bees (different
from all other animals) are not hereditary. That there is no use to breed
for qualities, but for marks, and these
marks are three yellow bands. By
their bands ye shall know them. The
days of " deeds" are past. American
honey producers must now realize
colony last July, after the swarming that bright yellow bees are the open
season was over. I wish to run my sesame to success. For all this knowlbees for comb honey rather than inedge, together with the " 'possum "
crease, and have determined to adopt story, are we indebted to the assiduthe method of dividing suggested in ous labors of Mr. G. W. Demaree, of
your editorial, on page 210 of the Bee Ky., my late victor. It is economical
Journal for 1882, as being the sim- as" well as comforting to discuss with
plest and most easily understood of a man who has not only the time and
any I have come across but the ques- ability, but kindness to act as both
tion with me is (and with other beginchief disputant and judge.
ners in this vicinity), just when is the
James Heddon.
proper time to do it to subvert any
Dowagiac, Mich.
future swarming V Will you please
give some rule whereby a beginner
Taking- Off Sections.— 1 see by discan tell when to divide— a rule applicable to different latitudes and differ- patches from the Northern States,,
ent seasons. By so doing, you will that you are still having cold weather.
much oblige one, and probably many How strangely that sounds to us here
on 29J.<- latitude. It is warm here
subscribers.
J. M. B.
and rather dry for April our bees are
Morrison 111., May 2, 1882.
storing honey now from horsemint. I
[It will be a hazardous matter to took off box honey on April 12, stored
It is beautiful
fix an arbitrary time for making di- from spring flowers.
and of very tine flavor. We
visions, even in a single locality, and honey,
luive no wintering troubles here.
much will depend on the judgment of small swarm of blacks came to ray'
the apiarist, as it is a matter of fre- apiary and settled on a limb Xov. 17
quent occurrence that some colonies liived them on a frame of brood from
Italians. They at once began to form
will be very much stronger and more
queen cells (as they were queenless).
prosperous than others, and that, too, The queen mated about Dec. 5, and
when the chances are apparently began at once to rear brood, and now
equal. Therefore, it does not follow they are as flue a colony as any I have.
Apiculture is coming to the front in
that division is always practicable,
this land of sunshine and flowers.
unless the conditions are favorable, Much has been said in regard to the
and no invariable rule can be estab- viciousness of the Cyprians. We have
bought of
lished.
We would, however, advise them from a tested queen
B. F. Carroll. They are the' most
that when there are, say 7 or 8 frames
docile of any composing my apiary,
of brood, larvffi and eggs in the hive, which consists of pure Italians and
and if the weather be favorable, that hybrids. They are so much in favor
when hawthorn [Cratcegus cordata) is with ns by their good qualities in
general, tliat we reared queens for
in bloom, the division be made. In our own use from them, rather than
case of plentiful fruit and spontaneous from the Italians. Climate, no doubt,
bloom, if the weather be warm and has much to do with the different
bees, as also with the yield of
the nights not chilling, the division races of
honey from various plants. Our
may safely and profitably be made country is healthy, and our crops are
when the Siberian crab is in blossom. very tine. This is a fine farming
This gives the benefit of most of the country, and a siilendid country for
bees. Nothing troubles them liei'e
fruit for building up, and will generbut ignorance. I suppose that is the
ally give opportunity for rearing and name of it.
It is indigenous with us.
fertilizing youug queens before the
good dosing with the Ameuican

versy.

made

;

;

A

A
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cure that some of their drones this early in the
I also want to kiiow if bassit on season V
purpose. AH "they require is teach- wood will grow well along creek
ing. I will strive, as soon as we see banks, and what time to transplant V
Frank B. Rife.
the crops are safe, to get you up a
Malaby, O., April 27, 1882.
J. E. Lay, M. 1).
class.
llallettsville, Tex., April 28, 1882.
[They are killing off drones because
honey is not coming in fast enough to
Floatiiia: Apiaries Unprofitable.— One
of our principal honey plants is the feed them and the working populablack jack, a vine wliich grows in our tion.
woods here in great abundance. They
Basswood will grow well along

Beb Journal,
maiad\.

I trust, will

They do not possess

have been

in

bloom about two weeks,

.and will continue three weeks longer.
The flowers are small, liang in clusters, and contain large quantities of
clear honey. The woods are in a perfect hum with the bees, which are

creek banks if the ground is gravelly
and tilled with water near the surface,
as is usually the case in the vicinity
of running streams. Any time will
do in the spring for transplanting
basswood, if the leaves are not set.
Probably for the next two or three
weeks.—Ed.]

busy bringing in honey and pollen.
Black jack is not the only plant from
which the bees gather honey. There
are hundreds of other plants and
trees. Mr. Henry Steckle is feeding
his bees. Mr. Garrett recovered 2U
Feeding.— The cold weather has
out of 70 colonies. lie says he does not
admire a floating apiary very much. taken the early swarming fever out of
His loss on bees and honey was our bees, and they have concluded to
wait till a more convenient season.
about SSG.5.
C. H. Sonnemann.
We have not lost hope yet of a good
New Iberia, La., April 28, 1882.
honey yield from poplar and white
[The vine referred to is wrongly clover. These are our main sources
named; black jack {Quercus nigra) is a of supply in Southern Indiana when
species of oak, growing usually very colonies are strong enough to secure
feeding is what should
scrubby and barren. This vine is it. Judicious
be done now to keep colonies up to
frequently
and
Solannm dalcainara,
their full capacity.
W. C. R. Kemp.
calleil bitter sweet. We have it growOrleans, Ind., April 29, 1882.
ing in the Northern States, but it Is
not so great a favorite with tlie bees
Weatlier.— The weather is
Cold
as in the South. If we mistake not,

warm he put them out,
and we watched them, but could see
no robbers around ni the evening
again became

;

commenced (ightingagain, in the
same way, and made it worse than
ever— killing a terrible lot. That colony filled 8 spaces before, and afterward
only 6, so it must have been their own
they

bees. It is something new to us. If
you know why it was, please let us
know through the Bee Journal.
XT

T

^"iVfTT'TT

Burlington, Wis., Aprii27, 1882.

[Most likely robbers were at the
bottom of the trouble, but not necessarily
so.
We have noticed, upon
several occasions, the

bees killing

members

phenomena of
of their own

colony, and accounted for it upon the
supposition that they were either old
bees, or that the colony was more
numerous tlian convenience or necessity required, or

perhaps their safety,

and not being provided witli the requisites for successful swarming, they
adopted this plan for depleting their
population. For some one wlio has
the time at disposal and tlie inclination, this would afford an interesting
subject for investigation.— Ed.]

Grubs.— I

inclose

two

grubs.

I

found two hives that have them in.
They are very active when you touch
theiii. 1. Would like to know whether
you have such travelers,a.nd what you
quite cold yet. March 8th set in with call them whether they are very deit is also called " tie-vine " in Arkannorthwest winds, which remained till
I found in hives
The the 17th, when the weather became structive y These stands,
sas, and other States South.
with sawpacked on summer
reference to Mr. Garrett's floating warm so bees could fly again. They dust filling. 2. Will old tin boilers,
honey
from
apiary will be explained by turning to gathered pollen and some
that are not rusty, do to press out for
willows, and I had a chance to separators? 3. Are the perforated
Mr. Shaw's letter on page 265 of the the
found
over.
I
them
look some of
A. L. Etherington.
the best V
Bee Jouknal.— Ed.]
them in splendid condition, with
Milton, N. S.
brood in G frames, and capped drone
[The grubs sent are the larva; of a
A Heginner.— Bees are doing splen- brood in every colony I examined. I
didly, regardless of the bad weather. observed one colony where the bees small beetle, black in color, about %
They have been gathering pollen ever flew very fast, so I opened it and of an inch long. They subsist mainly
since in March. I purchased 7 very was surprised to find they had started
on vegetable or wood fibre, after it
strong colonies this spring. They are to build comb on the outside of the
partly deblack bees, wintered well, and are division boards. They had 2 pieces has been long damp, and
working well. The drones liave been about 3 inches square. It has 8 frames cayed. They are common throughout
flying for three weeks. I expect early of brood, and is as full of bees as in the United States, and are frequently
swarms. I am situated in a little val- June. We have been feeding flour to
met with underneath the bark of
ley, near a small stream of water the our bees ever since-they have been
woodlands are decorated with wild flying, and I never saw them work on partly decayed logs and stumps. We
flowers of different kinds, on which it as they did this spring. I think do not think they are at all injurious
the bees are busy at work. I think that is what makes them breed so. to either the bees or honey.
the coining season is very promising The outlook for a lioney crop is good.
2. So long as the tin is not rusted
to bee-keepers, as nothing but the White clover looks .better than last
condibetter
it will not matter what it has
in
badly,
are
and
bees
This
spring,
killed.
been
peach bloom has
I think I will get considerable been used for.
locality affords an abundance of white tion.
clover every season. I am going to lioney from fruit bloom. I think I
3. We doubt whether the perfora" out of the
try the plan of sowing buckwheat the can say, with Mr. Deane,
for separawoods,'' as there is plenty of brood to ted tin is enough better
Is't of May, and at intervals throughout the summer, which has proved a prevent spring dwindling. I wintered tors to compensate for the difference
success in former years. My hives 2fi colonies, and one nucleus with in cost.— Ed.]
are old-fashioned box hives, in which about a pint of bees, without loss.
When
I believe, taken one year with an- Mv bnither had one colony.
^^ Articles for publication must be
other, bees will do better than in any he" first put it out they flew all right
patent hive made, unless they are in the day time, but toward evening written on a separate piece of paper
commenced, and in the
I fighting
different from any I have seen.
from items of business.
liave known iny neighbors to buy morning, when we looked, there were
front
of
in
bees
pint
of
dead
about
a
and
lost
hives,
more than oO jiatent
We supi)osed they were
all the bees they put in them except the hive.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
one colony. The Langstroth hive robbers. The next day was cold, so Journal must reach this office bymay be better— I have neverseen one. we could not watch them, and he put
week.
Wliv is it that bees are killing off them in the cellar again. When it Saturday of the previous
;

;

.
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The Apiary Register.
All

who intend

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. lu a. m.. May 8. 1882.

to be systematic in

work in tlie apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
For .50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00

}
S

their

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

A

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

space, each insertion.

line of

of Agate type will contain about elfflit
vi-ord«: fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

Transient AdvertiBements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

1 50
2 00

Tlie larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore tlie most desirable ones to pro-

DISCOUNTS will be frtven on advertisements cure at
published WEEKLY as follows, If the whole

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

CHICAGO.

and rules high.

BEE8WA.V— am
I

wax, on arrival

"

8

"
"

S6
52

"

1»

"
*'

lO per cent,
«0

"89
"

Honey

discount.

Ci months).... aO
(tinM.nthsi....40

"

(H

months)

"

(I

year)

MONTHLY

Discount, for 1 year, in the
months, lO per cent.,

3

alone,

months,

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
40 per cent., O months, 20 per cent., 3
montha. lO per cent.
alone.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaaro,

('opy of the

III.

Weekly Bee

JouuNAL will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

put tlie price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;

for eood yellow
grade, and

medium

Newman. »2a W. Madison
is

St,

slow,

and prices nominal at I0((^20c. on arrival. E-Xtracted
honey is in fair demand. Our jobbing prices for
1 lb. Jars of clover honey are, per gross, i2r>
for 2
lb. d(K, per gross, $42.
The demand for manufac;

turing purposes

is

We

very good,

pay 8@luc.oii'.

arrival.

BEESWAX-Brlngs

The demand exC, F, MCTH.

18@22c.

ceeds the offerings.

Quotations of Commission Sf erchunts.

We have

CHICAGO.

HONE V— The demand for honey is

light,

moBtof

the trade finding fault with the best offered, as it
Values are not steady,
is more or less candied.
prices being made to meet the views of the purchaser.

BBBSWA.X -Scarce, and in demand at 23@25c.
orders of 100
K. A. Burnett, 16,') South Water St.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
CLEVELAND.
HONEY— Our honey market would be good, as
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
there is considerable inquiry for white honey in
(giving the name and address of the sections, with none to satisfy the demand. It
would bring 22c. readily for choice. Buckwheat
bee-keeper who scatters them). This honey, no sale. Extracted, ll(3;l2c. per lb.
BEBSWAX-25(Bi30c.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
A. C. EENDEL, 115 Ontario Street,
and expense— enabling him to dispose
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY— There is virtually no demand for comb
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

On

per hundred, $4.00.

^:pccial 1|oticcs.
A Sample

new pages being devoted to lieto
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
the

i:4c.

for

CINCINNATI.
HONEY—The demand for comb honey

Food and Mediciue.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

SO
CO

25 per cent., G
5 percent.

•85 West

as

Al. H.

,

pnyine

lH(y;i'::c.

;

I5@;17c, for dark.

the start.

:

HONEY— Aa the Heawon is well advanced, saica
of extracted honey ai-e bIuw and prices remain unchanged. I am payini.' sc. for dark and luc. for
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce

:

For 4 weeks

hour

Qaotattons of Canh Buyers.

is

paid in advance

to this

any perto get up a

to

We

have had a
Binders for 1882.—
club can have sample copies sent to lot of Emerson binders made espethe persons they desire to interview, cially for tlie Bee Journal for 1S82.
by sending the names to this office.
They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
The Bee Journal is mailed at to preserve the Journal as fast as
the Cliicago Postoffice every Tuesday, received. They will be sent postpaid
and any irregularity in its arrival is by mail for 75 cents.

1^

due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

honey from wholesale buyers. Holders are anxious to cleanup. Some dark and candied comb
was sold this week attic. At any price there are
few huv'Ts rt'lin care to handle old comb. There is
liniit.'d deniand for e.xtracted, but only at very
low hgures. Sales of liright amber nt o^c.
We quote white C'imb. I2(<_< 14c.: dark to good, 6

a

ft.loc.

Extracted, clioice to extra white,

dark and candied,

(!(Sii'4C.

NEW

TcsiT^tfc.;

BKESWA.X— 23(g.25e.

STEARNS & SMITH.

423

Front Street.

VOKK.

HONEY— There is no white comb
market. We quote; Comb honey
tracted 7® He.
BEESWAX— Scarce 2(!®27c.
;

honey

in

ll@16c.:

THUHBER &

the
ex-

CO.

BOSTON.

Preparation of Honey for
ket, including tlie production

Marand care

tlie

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., according to quality.
BEESWAX- Piimequality,

2.1c.

CROCKER & Blake, 67 Chatham Street.
extracted honey.
ST. LOUIS.
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
HONEY— In fair demand. Strained selling at 8
last meeting of the North American ®10c.: comb scarce— nominal at 18(ft22c.
BEESWAX- Stiffat2Ift22c. for prime.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apU. C. CiltEEltA Co.. 117 N. Main Street.
pointed on a committee to prepare iijstructions on the Exhibition of Bees
1^ We will send Cook's Manual and Honey at Fairs this is also added Twenty-five Colonies of Italian Bees
At Nine DniiiirseMch Ten cfiifniies to one address.
Price, 10 cents.
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100 to the above.
Eight Di'Hars eaeh. Twenty Culunies of Hybrids

Exauiine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.

of

both

comb and

A

;

;

:

colonies,

and Weekly Bee Journal

Seven IJolhirs eiioli. These bees are in good,
new, story-iind-a-hiilt hives, (lallnp fritrues, 12
frames in a hive. lun'l respects in the best con"
CLtJTE Iowa
O. CLtltE,
City. Iowa.
diti<.n.
at

i^° Constitutions and By-Laws for
for one year, for S.S.OO or with King's
100.
The
Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with local Associations S2.00 per
name of the Association printed in the
Bees and Honey, in cloth, 52..50.
blanks for .50 cents extra.
;

;

UJw-Jt

PAINE & LADD,
HALBEKT

.-*-•-*-.

—

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on tliis important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and hovV. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

E. PAINK
}
I.iiteComai'r Piitents.
S
STORY B. LADI).
or
Patents
SollcitAi's
Patent Case**.
.-

^"Thls one

fact is being brought
before the minds of the people of the

Kendall's Spavin Cure
not excelled as a liniment. 18w4t

United States
is

:

WASHINGTON,
«'
-^
U. t«

and Attorneys

FOK SALE— KKinewQuinby pattern,
HIVES
standing frame, two coats of paint and sheet
Been in nse twf) seasons. Each hive
Contains 7 brood frames, l' division boards, and
complete side and top aurphis arrangement, including tin separators. Price $I..mi each, in lots of
C. M.
10 or more.
HallsviHe. N. Y.
lywUp
iron tup.

t^ When

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

address.

in

16w3m

WOOI-VEK.

4
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A NEW BEE BOOK

1

ii

Compiete

!

COLONIES OF

ITALAn Apinrv of »0
BEES*, with buildinys and all modf^rn appliances for runnin;.' tbesuuje are within L':( miles
location
for wild pastuof Chicago, in a splendid
rage. These bees show a good record for last s-*ason— 2,064 n»». coonb lioju-y from 4:$ colinieN, and i;iei'e;»«etl t« H>0 c-olenie8. Tliey
are in prime condition now, with

lAX

;

ore

*>F ISEES.

^'<H-'OI^'"S^'-*i

luivinu'

queens

{jfJ of last vfai's liatcli, bred from a queen of the
D. A. J lines iiup'Ttatrun. They are in, I. E. Moure's
improved doubie-wall liive of seven fraiuea, with
side and lop storaye.
They will be securely packed and delivered on
cars from the loth to yist of May, at tbe foUowinK
rates 1 to H) colonies, $S each 1 1 or more, $7..iU
each.
:

;

New

Swai-ms, liived on tinisbed
Also, 50
combs, delivered on cars from lOtb of June to 5th
1 or more
of July for, 1 to 10 colonies. $15.50 each
do.. $f; each. Reason for selJinR The increase of
our mercantile business prevents our giving the
apiary the care and attention it should have. Kemit by Renisterod Letter to
Byron, Gen. Co.. N. Y.
Uiwyt J. E.
;

1

PROSPECTS OF A GOOD SEASON.
want lo go
would sell now.
I

into other business this

fall,

the purchaserthebenetit of
my services if wanced), as
Terms will be reasonable,
necessary. Correspondence

givini:

this season's w<.trk land
an inducement to buy.

and partly on time

if

Management

THOMAS

H.

W. ANDERSON,

EES
Shipments

West Madison

A|>prcci:itive N'otlccs.

solicted.

NEWMAN,

ALFItEI* H.
923

CHICAGO, ILL

Street,

FO UNDATION.

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.—Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

OwittK to the lartxe advance in the price of wax. I
now quote prices thus Dunham, 10 to 50 lbs., 4i'c.,
over 50 lbs., 4ic.. less than 10 lbs., 44n.; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., i to lo lbs., hie, 10 to 50
No discounts. Circular free.
lbs., o4c.

bee-raisers.- Indianian. Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all tbe information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle. Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner in bee-culture.- News, Keithsburg,

:

J.

CALDWELL,

V.

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

3wly

BEES FOK

111.

SAI^E.

f*f\ f'OLONIES, in a neat two- story movable
\J\J frame hive, at $6 per colony. Nearly all Italians. For further particulars apply to
E. C'AICR, LeesvilleP.O., Gonzales Co., Tex.

III.

A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.- Anti-Monop-

li^wltp

63

ENGRAVINGS

olist.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
A TREATISE

tJivint: an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause anil treutnientof each, a
table givine all the principal druKs used for tbe
hor.^e, with the ordinarv 'ioso. effects and antidnie
when a poison a table' with an enirravint: of the
horse's teeth at different ages, « ah rules fur telling
the age of the horse a valuahir .'i>ii(iiMin of recipes, and much valuable inlnrniatiun.
Price as cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are flue. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necesi-iry for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all tbe newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.

M. D.

B. J.

;

;

;

THOMAS
925

West Madison

Italian Bees,

NEWMAN,

G.

street. (::}!ICAGO. ILL.

Oaeens and Sections.

Untested Queens, in Mav, -fi.r.o each in June.
$l.jr.
Julv and after, *i pit d.-z.-n, after July 1.
$10. Sent by mail, with dir-Miions tor introducing.
Italian bees by the halt pciui'!, >anie price as untested queens. One 2 comb tmcleus, without
queen (Gallup frames), in May ^:i, June *i2. 50, July
and after $2 2-comb nuclei, with the standard
Langstroth frames. 25 per cent, inore. Sections'—
Planed dovetailed sections, 4' ix I'txr^i, $4.,-)n ))er
;

;

:

.

Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet. Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, Louisiana, Mo.

Dunliam and Vandervort

Excelsior

NEWMAN,

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey,"
etc. Price, bound in cloth, '75 ceuts; in paper
covers, 50 ceuts, postpaid.

am

arrival.

by

Editor of the Wetkiy Bee Journal.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 24c. per pound, delivered here. Cash

I

G.

;

It conta ns IRO profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all tbe various improvements and inventifina in this rapidly developini: pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in tbe successful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its be^t and moat attractive condition. Chief amone the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

Glbiton'i* Station, lud.

ITwtf

MOOKE,

on

Profit

solicited.

:

1

of an Apiary for Pleasure

and

and

Full of practical instruction, that

Giveo'sFoiindatioriPress,
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in tbe wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

frame.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
». S. GIVEN
iwly
C, Hoopeston.

A

1882-J.

S.

111.

TADL0CK.-1882

LUl^lNG, CALDWKLL CO.. TEXAS.
Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
J. H. Xellis' best imported queens. Tested Queen,
per half-dozen, $i:).oO. Select Tested, $:J
per half-dozen. $10. No "Dollar" or nuclei-queens
bandied. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
14w3Ut
if p<'ssible.
i;2.r.n

;

;

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal. Louisville. Ky.
(Jives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Rome, N. Y.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as bow to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
We advise ail interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.

;

l.niH); ."|i(i\r.'vx r'l.

'i'^

\n-v

I.^iki.

Si-ctiniis of this

thickness dn not need tins iietwrcn them to insure
straitilit combs, and tbe bees c:iri ri|ten up and seal
honev faster than in combs witli deepei' cells. See
testimonials in March nuDiberol Clfunhi'js. Please
remit by P. O. money order, by rt't,'istercd letter, or
by draft on New York or Chiea^'o Address.

O.

lOmtf

IH.

T0\V\SB:XI>,

Kalamazoo, Kalama/no

<'o.,

Mich.

4— RACES OF BEES—

Itnllaii, Cvpriui). Holy T^iiitd nud Huuffarljin Qii«'ent*.— "Warranted queens, *i. 50 extra
selected, $1.75; tested, $2. Send formySlst An-

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

l882.-lTALIAf3 QUEENS. -1882.
now booking orders for uiy
ITALIANS, reared from
l.eslstnckin thccuuntry. War-

ani

I

;

;

Send for

Full Colony,
Tested Queen, $4
with Tested Queen, JlO. The Best
Qutnby Smoker for *i.fiO. Address a'l orders to

(Money Order

Sraokera at

:tlit>vo

my

:i2-piiiie

Illustrated

CataloEue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

;

L. J.

tlio

mail or l\p^^•^s, :tt wlmlesale or reAll the iatost improvements,
tail.
incluciinK the COKQUHHOK.

Tested Queens,
...ted tjiiecns, $\
2. 50
after
arly in the season,
uly, 4^2; 2 frame Nucleus, with
if;

Ciin sfll

MANt'KAl 'ITUKP.S' I'UICES, by

I.IH'IN

IHEHL.

Sup-

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED

Office)— Butler. Dekalb Co., Ind.

•S.ii

lOwtf

92:)

;

nual

Circiiliii*.
ISiwtf

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.

THE CONaUSHOR.

Large Smokers neetl wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that do not rust an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made tu date,
and a. 1x7 inch stove, and ,'>x7 inch bellows. Sent
1

ELECTROTYPES
Of EnpravinKs used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no sinelo cut sold for less
than

50c.

G. KEWMAN,
THOMAS
Madison Street. Chlcttgo, III.

03S West

postpaid for $2.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia, Mich.

yswtf

'4/0

'FOimBATIOM,
high sidf>vvalls.4 to H! square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN

A.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

;

THE AIMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

K

EXCELSIOR

T**"'

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

MiNUiLOFTIIEAriARY,

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying -i and
Lantzstrotti frsimes. I have concliKled to adopt tlTeae two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size aiul style as
the 2 frame. The 4 fniiue basket
13 in tlie hirtzer can, witli the coue

fs,-^\

Ik.
•*

'

«(**=*-»
**

'i

;

[

I

By A.
Of

State Agricultural

f^^fS

to revolve upon, leaving room un<lerneath the basket forToortsO
ibM. of honey. It will be complete.
with covers, and in every way

SSO

iiientical. except in size, with the
Extractor, iHxi'U. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the $8.(^«J Ex*li;.(X>

the different styles

tractors, all

have strainers over the canal leadto the honey sate, and mova-

ble Bides iirthe Comb Baskets.
Forii American frames, I3xi3 inches
'
" ^
Iuxi8
For 2 Laneatroth "

.

"
*'
10x18
For 3
^ "
"
lOxia
For 4
For 2 frames of any size. 13x20
*'
"
I2j^x20
For 3
"
"
13X20
For 4

ALFRED

H.

$8 no
8 on

.10

nil

.14 00

,12
.12
.16

(«t
1^)

GOLDEN

]-iraiue Nucleus, with Testedyueen
*4.50

es

NEWMAN,

West Madison

2-frame Nucleus, with Test-

^ii?

Street, ChlcaRo,

ed Queen

i/5(

111.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

(.Ml

5.00

Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July
1^.00
Same, after July
10.00
TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1, 3.W
Full

l

1

FOUNDATION
AND

"

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

&

DADANT

CHAS.
Iwly

DR.

We

now

<iuote

1

THOMAS & CO.,Coleraine, Mass.

E. A.

iwtf

DtrNBTAM COMB
lb., 4,")C.

lb. F.

;

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation:"bound in finest
Freneh muslin, embossed, full
gilt, y(ifipp.,Ci »n tains

beautiful

steel engravings. i:j.'. prescriptions. price only ^Lii.-j sent by
mail illustrated sample, rtc
:

;

now. Address Peabudy
KNOW THYSELF/send
Medical institute or Dr. W. H.

PARKER. No. 4Bnianchst..

22wly

Boston.

THE CLIMATE, QUEENS-QUEENS
Adtlress,

*irciilars free.

15wiim

JOS. M.

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.

COLOE-^DO, CLOVER SEED
OF

the increiised demand for Meiilot and
Bukhara Clover seetl, rny liberal supply has been
exhausted, and 1 can obtain no more in this country. I cannot, therefore, till any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in, and more can
be imported.
Orders for Alsike and WhiteCIovers will befllled
(.)wing to

WomaE's
15w6mp

pri-

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

DENVEK, COI^.

promptly upon receipt.

A. H.

IGwtf

923

W. Madison

NEWMAN,
Street, (hicago.Ill.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

Advance

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price cents per pound. owinK to
the

-•«

.-,

increased cost of lieeswu.\:.
'hisdute, and until further notice, the
nrflT™,
except the ^ unDeusen (Hat bottom), will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

my Catalogue.
A1,FREI» H. BTEWMAN,

X-J

West Madison

in

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

lUtittlrutlonii.

;

From
UEV. E.

r..

;i882,

Kvergreen Apiary,

the

BKlOes, of

Wilton Junction,

Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens, $3 Warranted Queens, *2 Queens without guarantee. $i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. t4. Orders filled in rotation, as received,
if accompanied with the cash.
3w26t
:

;

;

;

ANI> <'IIAKTS-!*1.000
MAPS
made
montlis

think Cook's Manual

Book

and of

the best of our Ameri-

is

can works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iJn(u/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constitnt guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from

in six

celling

can be

Tiinisoii's

Maps

ever reyret having pui cnased.— .litu/i. Far,
who wish to engage -n be^-fiilture, a
is a necessity.
Piuf. Cook's JM;iriual is an
exhaustive work.— iiera/d, Mouticello, lil.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fudy up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. B. Wkmzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonit,

will

To

all

manual

ish myselt. and iiiu.-h ot it is due lo ihe clear, disinterested iniurujution contained in Cooks Manual.— Wii. Van antwehp, M. D
It is the latest bonk on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Kj/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign. which I like so much.— L'Abbe OU
Botti, editor of the Bulletin Z>' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly e.\ pressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
produciugplants, and an extended account of the
enemies of baea.—Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this wd«
viecuvfut the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. Tu al taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caretully
and practice as advised.— .igncu/turjif, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most comiilote and practical
irea'ise on bee-culture in Fuiopeor America; a
scw'iuitlc work on inodf^rn bee ni;inagement that

We

evil

\

(.\p*.Ti<-n.rii

bi',-

liian will u.'i.

.>iii(;.

and

it is

to.-vi'fv aiunt.'iir in ln-i'-.uti ure. It is
hiiirdMiinely piuif'd. luMtly bound, and is u credit
iisl.-^Wtittrn AijricuUurint.
to the
.-v,.|jii;il

W

This work is undoubtedls* the raost complete
manual lor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published.

It gives

a

full

explana-

tion regarding tlie care and managenftnt of the
apiary. There is.no subject relating to the culture

of bees letf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ot all
the previous knowiede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupa-iiVius.- ^JuericaTi Inventor.

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

and Charts— :*<> i.agi- riit;ilok:ue tree. Address, H.
C.TUNl!?ON. Jacksonville, 111., or Columbus, O.
l.swi;tp

the foUowiiuj opinions of the

POiraTDATIOBT-Soe. any other book.— E. H. WvxKuOP.
bright, 10 sq. ft. to
This book is just what everyone Interested in
Wax worked lOc. bees ought
to have, and which, nn one who oDiains

W. HOLMES, Coopersville, Mich. I3wiy

lowtf

win 1)G promptly and truthfully ;ins\yered by
vate letter, upon sending One I)olli:r to the

133 Fine

extra thin and
Send for samples.

5

Manufactories and Commerce

;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'AplcuU are, Paris.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

CONCERNING

Puc-es

Read

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

Hend fur itur js-pn^e Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

an

retail.

1

III.

IITQ-CriRIES

Mines,

Michigan.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,0C0 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
lustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
tu II desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipniatioiis necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, liowover limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
npiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

I

Gents per pound
PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

of

I.

iwtf

the
per

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

.

,.

per pound

wholesale or

of

or PostofBce Order,

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to nil parts uf the
United States. We make

and our wax is nowhere tn be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
eeclinns. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

after .Tuly 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

3..vi
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter

KETAIL.

"WHOr-ESALE

Advance

College

The

intr

on the PRICES

COOK,

J.

Pro/eanor of Entomologv in the

LansiiL'j,

or metul standard for the basket

I

923

303

10}
in cloth, 9f>1.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILI*

;

'

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

304

"S.E3D
Who

will be

copy

first to

25.000

?

USE.

IN

you buy the

If

the

TAPE!"
BINGHAM

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

ALSO,

(Send address for

wil"

the inventor of

over

—

Supplies,

Circulars sent on receipt of address only, by

lw35t

tl^^MES MEDI>ON,Dowa£lac,

Mich.

Colonies of

this

season than ever before. Price per mail.
postpaid, from
cts.
to $2.
Our patents

Vandervort,

If you buy
oursmokersand hon-

E. T.

^

first,

PRICES:

Handed

Large

FLANAOAN.

(Rose Hill Apiary),
Box 819, Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

youp-*.p„*pj 1070 Uj
have to buy no^^^®"^®" ^^'°

Wide

Dunham and Root

Hives, Smi;>kers, Frames. Seed;* of
i Honey Plants, and everything required in an apiary. Send lor price

go out.

others.

Sale,

for

Comb Fouitdutloii: Given,

bino;

coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood. or do not

will

Bees

Italiian

IN SIMPLICITY HIVES.
Queenii: Italian, Cyprian and Al-

(>'»

ey knives

By

Bingham

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

shield). 2 inch

Plain
Little

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch...,
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

to

1

50

1

25

1

00

IH inch

Bingham & Hethertngton Honey

To

50

author

is

ARC

Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the careof the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those

more advanced.

Cloth, » t .OO.
I^anKstroth on the lllve und

the present time.

This

is

covers,

facts

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

SOc,

postpaid.

;— presents the fundamenof bee-culture, and turnishes the
to demonstrate tbem. 1 S c.

and arguments

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— Tbis uauiphk-t <li^c<iurses upon the
Ancient llistory of Bees uiul llnnev the nature,
quality, sources, and preimrutiun of Honey for the
Market Honey us tooo. Mlvmi: recipes for making
Honey Cake.s. Cookies. I'mldings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with manyuseful Recipes.
It is intended for coiisuniers. and should be scat-

its
all

,

;

tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EiiKll^h andOerman,
Price for either edition, Cc. per dozen, oOc.
;

'Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *25 in gold
—was awarded to Prof (\)0k'8 Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

_^

,

basswoodseedlTngs
lOO;
to ciKht inches. Slil.SO

fuurleet. 1S7.00

Z. K.

per lOO.

per

Pi-i-pai'JitSoH of Honey for the ]lfnrk.etr
inclining tin.' piudm ti'tTi itiiW care of both comb
and cxti;n ted honey. :iiul i[i.->truction8 on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

three to

Address,
Nurserymiin,

aJSWETT.

Spartu,

6wl3tp

Newman.

WU.

Price.

lOc.

Xhe Hive I Use— Being

a description of the

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have iiow more than HHI colonies in
their purity. Ail Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2n,
(i
f\.'25 each; after that date, single Queen, $t.oo
for $5.00 12 or more, 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, ^2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.
;

:

;

;

I.
5wly

$777
Mutli's

'BL.

GOOJD,

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.

A YEAR and

expenses to agents,

outfit free.addressl*

AuKUffla.,

O

;jt>wly

;

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOULD

have FISHER'S

GRAIN TABLES,

t^" Also for sale at the

Honey Extractor Rev. A.
Caiii.argo,

20

(|3P"Send lOc. for Practical llintsto Bee-Keepers.

Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
Bkk Journal uffice. _^

SALISBURY
Dong-Lis county, 111.

Years Experisnce in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

— "L<»w

iwly

Prices, Quick Returns
tomers Never Defrauded."

Bees and Queens

Queens
Oyprian Queens
Italian

/'J5B^ \
v^jffE3y\

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QlT£EN8ttndNUCr.£I IN SEASON.

XF

^

'Up'

%\\ 'J'ested

;

Cus$2

fi Tested
$2
Queens. .$1 I'ested... i2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

I'ale.'itine

^'>rff^^W*t-,;i\

FULL COLONIES

Ui2

pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wtiod measurer, ready reckoner.
l)lowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookt»eller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money soiling this book. G. W. FISHER.

2w'.;m.

MUTH,

;

;

'^"'ly- if weare timelynotified.
V^^""'
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
\

Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames. f 8. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine. 25 lbs. or over,
on Root machine, thin, for boxes. 40c.
35c. per lb.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
OAc. paid for bright wax. Money Orders vn
:

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Xf .
cation.

Circular on appli-

ROUERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

Co..

Mich.

oc.

Price,

Extracted Honey Harvestintr* Handland MarUetlnff.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their ajnary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l&c.
Bee Pastijrngre a XecesKlty, by Thomas G.
ing

"VSekery

Maine.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
C. F.
\pplyto
97t5 and 978 Central AvcCINCINaTATI, O.

50wtf

improvements

new chapters
"Management

G.

kind erer published. Gives measurement of
kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, fordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for :i5 cents post-paid.
Gt.^W. FISHER. Box 2;i8. Rochester. N.Y.
fSP" Also for sale nt the Bee Journal OfHce.

jy

an

Uzlerzon Theory

Mich.

tal principles

Four

of

Protlt, by Thomas G..
" Fully up with the

of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,""
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illuEtrated. Price, bound in cloth, TSc; in paper

BINGHAM & HBTHERINGTON,

2w(im.

Price, 8t8.

Management

or

Edition.

:

for free description and testimonial?, to

NEARLY
book of

Honey Bee

a standard scientific work.

times,'' including all the various
and inveritions. Chief among the
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity,"

1

A brou la.

Cloth, IS1.SB5.

Kliiit** Bee-Keepers' Text-BooUt by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to

Rees and Honey,

65

i!

I7wtf

it

forcible,

Apiary for Pleasure and

rates.

Send

treats the subject of bee-keeping soIts style is plain
fail to interest all.
making ail its readers realize that its
master of the subject.— ISI. SO.

cannot

that

and

Newman.— Third

inch
1 <mi
15
sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

Knife,

The anthor

New Bee-Keeplnsr. by L. C. Root—

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information anfi
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 'TSc.

50

1

Quinby*»i

-

Mail,
CuBtoiner. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch
$1 7.':
J2 <XI

shield). 2^ inch
E-xtra Bingham

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that nobee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
paper cover. ISl.
to do without. Cloth, #1.2a
illustrated

;

better

and handsomer

ILL,

;

ard of excellence the

world

CHICAGO.

Street,

Ree-B.eeper's Oultle or, Cook^s Ataniiul
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

prices),

Comb Foundation and all Useful

improved bee smokers— (;et tlie best, that
never go out— always
please- never is complainedof— thestand-

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

y2o

TESTED QUEENS, BEES BY THE POUND,

nal Patent Binyhiim
aid

KOli SALE.

Bee Smoker

(_»riKi-

Bee Smoker, you

ooks for Bee-Keepers.

The Original

^^
|m
Ill

^yj Tuscola.

111.

Iwly.

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions

and when and how.
ings. Price, lOc.

what

to plant,

Illustrated with

21J

and

engrav-

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth;

F.

the

y2 pages.

management of

It

gives Mr. Mutli's views on
Price, lOe.

bees.

Food Adultei-atlon What we

eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the nuiuerous liealth-destroying
;

pages

adulterations offered as food.

200

Kendall^s Horse ISook.
more useful to horse owners.

— No

50c.

book could be
engravings

It has.ir»

illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a idain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse intormation. Paper. 35c.
Chicken Cholera, by A.. 1. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, a.Sc.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

MooreN Universal Asslwlant, and Complete Mechiinic, contains over l.iMKi.ixx) Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations. Prncesve**. Trade Secrets, lA^gal Items. HuMiu-s Korriis, etc.. of vast
utility to every Meriiaiin', l'':irrinM- and Bu iness
Man. Gives 2(hmi'ni ii.th^ \>>v ilns. Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, M;t'iiuiists. Millers. Black-

smiths, Founders. Min.-is. Metiillurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Ste;iJii Fitters, Unmzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.oh; pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and w^rth its
weight in eold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid. ««*.*»<>.
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ern and Eastern. During all of last
week the weather was not only unfavorable for the fanning interests, but
bees also liave suffered as well. Many
colonies bred up especially early and
quite strong, have consumed their
stores voraciously, while those not
bred up have dwindled till now very
weak. One lot of a car-load located
in this vicinity, shipped from Arkansas
about the 20th of March, were very
strong upon arrival and heavy with
honey, having been wintered in twostory hives well filled with stores. In
the eight weeks since shipment tliey
have become greatly depleted in numbers, and have not only consumed all
their stores, but it has been absolutely
necessary to feed largely to prevent
starvation. We must deeply impress
upon all to look well to the condition
of tlie bees— see that they are amply
protected from cold and dampness,
and are always provided witli a future
supply of honey, syrup or good candy,

raises the doulit, wliether it is most
advisable to breed up colonies very

strong till continuous mihl weather
has arrived—whether a prospective
fruit surplus will recompense its more
frequent failure V
But the provident, patient apiarist
can realize no cause for despondency
in our present disagreeable weather.
good surplus honey crop from the
fruit trees is most frequently followed
by a light yield from whiteclover. The
prevalence of dry, hot weather during
fruit bloom retards the spread and
matting of the white clover rootlets
and dwarfs its growth, thereby lessening the quantity of bloom and its du-

A

An examination this morning
(May 13), revealed an unusual vigor in
its growth and development in this

ration.

and the dandelion clumps,
which usually give their blossoms only
in succession, reveal scores each of
flowers, which await but the sun's
enlivening rays to burst forth in myriad discs of seeming gold, reflecting
back its welcome from their emerald

locality

;

surroundings. Nor does the season
forebode a repetition of last summer's
drouth, to withhold the summer and
fall bloom till too late to be harvested
with profit; but everything is yet
hopeful for the best. Get the bees in
shape to take the fullest advantage of
a bountiful honey bloom. It is said
" every cloud has its silver lining,"
and we believe the despondency and.
gloom of the present will be transuntil settled weather shall have arformed into mirth and gladness in the
rived it will be found much more
"sweet by-and-by."
satisfactory to remove witli the extractor a few pounds of honey that
Early Swarms in England.
The
may be left over from feeding, at the London Horticultural Joumcl says
beginning of white clover bloom, than thatMrs. Wain,at Walton-on-Thames,
to build up the starving remnants of had a very strong swarm on April 21.
colonies, or store away the empty and expected others the next day,
hives which liave been depopulated had not the weather become showery
througli sheer neglect to provide food and windy.
The surplus sections
when needed most.
have been on a month and are partly
The experience of tliis spring again filled with comb.
;

—

;

:
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Interiiatioual Exiiibition in

We

liave received the following cir-

cular h-oni

tlie

We shall

Germany.

Executive Committee

keep our readers informed

of the progress of affairs in connection with the proposed Exhibition,
and will be glad to receive suggestions

of the proposed International Congress
lo be held in Germany in July, 1883,

which

explain

will

itself

to

and opinions concerning the American display from breeders— all of
our whom are invited most cordially to
correspond with us on

readers

connected with

Looliing back to

tlie

acknowledged

benefits to tlie farming interests which
resulted from the first International

Agricultural Exhibition which was
held here in 1863, and vvliich was also
the lirst of its kind held in Germany,
tlie undersigned are strongly of opinion that a repetition of the undertaking, after a lapse of 20 years, will
be productive of similar service to the
agricultural world, especially as the
opportunitv of international comparison, as well as competition, will be
offered thereby, through the extensive progress which has been made in
breeding during the last two decades.
Parties interested in this matter in
all countries, are therefore cordially
invited, both to take part in and to

We have received the following circular from Prof. Cook, which is worthy
of careful perusal by the bee-keepers
of

America,

.is

tlie

time lixed for

the assembling of the next Convention
is rapidly approaching, its publication will not be considered premature,
and may .serve as a reminder to some
who will require time for preparation

and harmony, that the meeting may
be great in the good that shall be accouiplished, and entirely free from all
harsh, uncharitable words, which, in
no convention, tend to edilication.

subject,

tlie

In consequence of the many sug- either privately or tlirough the colgestions whicli have been put for- umns of the Weekly I5ee Journal.
ward, the undersigned have combined for the holding at Hamburg, in
July, 18S3, of an International Ex- Nortli American Bee-Keepers' Society.
hibition of animals
agriculture.

i^et us hope for a large attendance
of the entliusiastic bee-keepers of the
country, and tliat all may come full of
the spirit of progress, good feeling

A.

Cook, Pres.

J.

Inventor of Broad Frames for Sections.

Mr. H. H. Elick writes us regarding
our answer to Mr. Friedemann Greiiier, on page 2-58, as follows
:

Are you not mistaken

in

the issue

about sections
and broad frames V I claim the honor
of inventing the frame to hold sections.
15y referring to the Patent Oftice, you will lind that my patent covers the broad frame holding sections,
which was dated on Sept. 21, 1869, and
of April 26, page

ante-dated Sept.

8,

2.58,

1869,

and numbered

95,100.

:

We cannot see vvhereiu we made
any mistake. Mr. tireiner inquired if
Michigan. May llth, 1882.
sections were in use in this country beTo the Vice Presidents of the Na- fore the year 1875, and whether it was
tional Bee/Keepers' Association, and
so published in the Bee Journal of
the Bee-keepers of America
1 beg
leave to call your attention through 1874 or 1875. Upon examining our
visit this Exhibition, which will be the several bee papers of the country, back volumes we found several menheld in July, 1883. and will comprise to the next meeting of our Associa- tioned before that time, referring to
tlie following departments, each of tion, to be held in the city of Cincinthem and reproducing tlie identical
which are presided over by Special nati some time in October next.
State Agr'l College, Lansing,

)

)'

:

—

All disinterested friends of apicnlCommittees
tural progress will recognize the valu1. Horse breeding {including mules
able work of the Association, and the
and asses).
greater good that may come, yes, and
2. Cattle breeding.
will come, when all our associations
3. Sheep breeding.
are harmoniously working together to
4. Pig breeding.
build up our art. Those present at
5. Bee-culture.
the last meeting at Lexington will re6. Pisci-culture.
call the perfect liarmony, and the
breeding.
:

,

•

7.

Poultry

Stables, tools, etc., for the different branches of cattle breeding.
9. Scientitic aids to the above.
8.

By
ional

particular request of the ProvisCommittee, the editor of the

perfect spirit of accord that prevailed
during the entire meeting, and the
feeling of real satisfaction that was
manifested by those present from
every section. Let us commence early
to secure even "reater fruits at the

next meeting. With this end in view,
Weekly Bee Journal has consented I wish to offer some suggestions
bee
American
the
of
charge
to take
Let any one who wishes the characinterests at that Congress, and hopes ter of the meetings changed in any
particular, write to me at once, and
to have the cordial co-operation of all
:

their wishes shall receive earnest at-

cuts used to illustrate

ventions at

tlie

tlie

several in-

resiiective dates.

We

gave no one credit for originating
anything except so far as indicated in
the back numbers of the Bee Journal, and if Mr. Flick's invention was
noticed or advertised previous to 1875,
we overlooked it. We did not say
those parties, or any of them, were
the inventors of the broad frame, nor
that Mr. Flick was not. We merely
cited the cases on record to prove
that sections were used in America
prior to the lime that they were
claimed to have been invented in
Germany. We would not intentionally deprive any man of credit to

American breeders, if we can breed tention.
justly entitled, and esi)eup the " coming bee " and there exhibit
Let the delegates from each State which he is
regarding so important a matit to the World, it will be an achieve- come prepared to give accurate data cially
of ter as the section case or broad frame.
ment worthy of the best endeavors of as to tlie honey crop tor the season
give
thei)resent generation of bee masters.
This is an opportunity for the sinking

of all petty animosities and rivalries
for the general good, and we hope that
it will be accepted and improved as
such.
The circular further says that " the
Senate of Hamburg, as well as the
Prussian Minister of Agriculture

and Forests, have kindly promised

to

give the exhibition their cordial support, and an executive committee has
been formed for the carrying out of

the Exhibition."

the
1882, that we niay be able to
best advice as to "the marketing of the
crop.
Let it be remembered that committees were appointed to experiment in
several lines, particularly in controlling fertilization, and let us hope that
full and able reports will be rendered.
Let others come prepared to add to
the reports, and to discuss them.
In accordance with the general
opinion, few and short essays will be
read, that the discussions may be more
full.
With this in view, let every
person come prepared to give quick
and accurate accounts of vvliat he has
learned that will be helpful to the beekeepers of the country.

Tlie Albino

Bee Controversy.— Mr.

Valentine, on page 199 of the Bee
Journal, gave the origin of the term
" albino," as applied to that particular
strain of bees, and claimed to have
been tlieir originator as a fixed type
to this Mr. D. A. Pike rejoined in an
S.

article published

on page 250, claim-

ing at least a share of the credit. Vfe
have received still another communication from Mr. Valentine on the subject, but as both gentlemen have already been heard, and each made out

:

:
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a pretty strong ease, we will have to
It is
let the mutter rest where it is.
not a qiiestii)n that interests the general reader, and no good will be accomplished by continuing it. We are
more convinced than ever, that perpersonal controversies relating to business matters, wlien carried to any
The yiirtluct.stin-n
Honey Shows.
length througli the columns of a pub- Furmer and Duirymnn, of Portland,
lic print, are not only in bad taste but Oregon, remarks as follows
•
frequently give rise to damaging im-

—

:

We

The Irish Bee-Keepers" .Vssociation Is to have si)ace at the Royal

endeavor to discourage this class of correspondence Dublin Spring Cattle Show. Lectures
will be given ami. if the weather is
as much as possible hereafter.
propitious, the iictual manipuhiliou
of bees will be freely shown by skilled

pressions.

shall

IJee-Keepers' Associ.atrons.

apiarists.

It
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gobbled by a goggled-eyed fish. Hardly had the bee been engulfed, however, when Ihe (isli was seen 1o be
strangely I'xcited.
lie leaped into
the air. drew in great volmnes of
waterand blew them out agani, anil
acted so insanely that the uirtles
scuttled away in hot haste, and the
frogs tumbleil off the rocks 1o right
and left in sheer consternation. Meanwhile the bee reappeared and crawled
lout of the tank in safety, evideiuly
congratulating itself, as it dried its
wings, upon its possession of a sting,
and the presence of mind necessary to
use it to advantage in an emergency.
j

I

Introduction
Kni^lanil.

will be a brief session of

— The

of Italian Heps into
British
iee- Keepers"
I

gives the following as a
'-Why cannot scrap of history
It is exceedingly gratifying to ob- Fnrmer well says:
American bee-keepers take a hint
Italian Bees— This variety, someserve the perfection of the bee-keepfrom this and increase the value afid times called Ligurian, was introduced
ers' organizations in Utah, and many interest of the bee and honey ex- into this country
in 1859 by Mr. Woodold States, with much greater preten- hibits at our annual fairs V The bee- bury, of Exeter, from a snuiU district
buildshould
have
a
lent
or
amid the Alps, including portions of
sions in an apicultural point of view, keepers
ing to themselves, v^here they can Switzerland
anil
Northern Italy,
could study aiul adopt their system show their hives and other devices to
where it is indigenous. Much prewith great protit. It will be seen good advantage, iind where they c;'.n judice existed against them at lirst,
tliere is a Territorial or head organ- lecture, talk and instruct each other but now their superiority over the
the people in general, in bee common black bees is almost univerization, with its President and general and
handling and care."
sally admitted. The Italian bee is
Tributary to this are DisoflScers.
In thus conducting the bee ex- similar in form and size to the black
trict or County Societies, each with hibit a great interest would l)e created bee, but lighter in color,
and has
its President and Bee Commissioner, and bee-keeping materially exteiuied.
three distinct yellow rings about the
neglected body below the wings. It is more
and these make it a special business This interest is too greatly
in this northwest, though Oregon and prolitic than the black bee. more acto inform themselves of the number Washington are eminently well protive, working earlier and later, inof colonies in their respective districts, vided for successful bee-keeping, and creases much more rapidly, is ready
nearly
all
for swarming earlier, and gathers
their condition, and the manner of there is no good reason why
our honey should come from Califor- honey from plants which are not
treatment and care of bees, and sucnia.
frequented by the black bee. Pure
cess.
They are also clothed with arbiItalians are also of a more amiable
The
trary power regarding foul-brood ami
Feeding.—
Inand
Weather
The
disposition, and less inclined to sting,
other contagious diseases, and report diana Farmir remarks as follows on therefore they are easier handled.
The introduction of Italian bees has
all matters of general interest to the the weather, fruit bloom, etc.
done much to improve our race of
Territorial Association. By this sysThe cool aiul unfavorable weather black bees, by introducing new blood
tem of thorough organization, all of the past few weeks has been quite and correcting to a great extent the
data bearing upon the production, detrimental to the bees. Very little mischief which had inevitably rehoney was gathered from the fruit sulted from long in-and-in breeding.
condition, treatment, and prospects
bloom. Many colonies will be short
are easily arrived at, and the most of stores, and must be fed to keep
Tlie Honey Prospect.— Mr. L. R.
practicable system of co-operation from starving, or if not so bad as that,
can be determined upon and effec- they may entirely suspend brood rear- Jackson gives his views on this subing, losing weeks of valuable time. ject in the Indiana Farmer in the
tively practiced.
are feeding our entire apiary of following language
It is nol necessary to
l.^O colonies.
The prospects for a good honey
^°The Irish Bee-Keepers" Asso- make syrup with which to feed, by crop
are unusually good in this secNeither is it desirable that
ciation have adopted as its standard boiling.
Sweetened water tion of the country. The cold weather
it be made thick.
during
fruit bloom has prevented the
frame the same size as that of the is all that is required at this season of
from storing the usual amount
British Association, and adopted a the year.
We simply till a large ex- beessuiplus
honey, but at the same
scoop in suffi- of
"resolution in favor of a journal ex- tractor with water
cient sugar to make it sweet, stir un- time it has kept the trees in bloom,
clusively for bee-keepers, and indetwice the usual length of time and
til the sugar is dissolved and drawn
the bees have been able to gather
pendent of trade influences, and off into the feeders.
plenty of the nectar, to keep brood
promising to support such a journal if
rearing actively going on and I have
brought out under proper manageThe Crafty Bee and its Sting.— The never seen bees build up as much durment.'' So says the I. awlon Horticul- Boston Journal tells the following ing fruit bloom as they have this
white
spring. The
clover
never
tural Journal.
story concerning the sagacity of a bee
looked better and it will be fully two
restaurant
earlier
in this city, ap- weeks
than common. The
certain
ie"Our new location, 925 West parently to proclaim the unlimited re- mild winter with but little freezing
street, is only a few doors sources of its cuisine, has in its show- and thaws has left the roots of clover
, Madison
from the new branch postofflce. We window a huge tank wherein glitter- and other tlowers in a healthy condihave a telephone and any one in the ing gold lish, sullen horned pouts, tion. Basswood is almost sure to be
dignihed bull-frogs and sprawling tur- good, and with us that is better for
city wishing to talk to us through it
tles dwell together in a greater or less surplus hoi'ey than all otlier bloom, it
will please call for No. 7087— that be- degree of amity.
The other day a bee l)eing so plentiful and so sure to give
fell into the water and was solemnly a surplus.
ing our telephone number.

an apiarian school.

Cti!?(?« iJooA;

.Vud the Prairie

:

We

;

:

A

.
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For the American Bee Journal.

Care of

Coiiil)

G. M.

As

Honey — No.

1

DOOLITTLE.

I intiniiited at

the

start

when

commenciTig these articles, tliat I
woulil take up tlie text under the dif" Production, Care,
ferent heads
and Sale," separately, so having
spoken of production, my next or
second part will l)e care. At the outset I wisli to say tliat many seem to
suppose tliat the producing jiart is
about all tliere is to any Ijranch of
business, which supplies our markets
with merchandise. How often we
And butter, wool, maple sugar, etc.,
taken to market in such poor shape
that it does not bring as much, within
20 per cent., as goods of no better
quality are selling for, where the producer understands that the placing of
his product upon the markets in attractive shape, has much to do with
the value thereof. It is said that Mr.
Durand, an extensive strawberry propagator in Ifew Jersey, always finds
:

a ready sale for his choice strawberries
at a very high tigure, while those of
producers spoil on the
shiftless
markets without a purchaser. Thus,
Mr. Durand obtains more money
from his few rows of choice fruit put
upon tlie market in attractive shape,
than is obtained from as many acres
grown in a slip-shod manner, and
sent to market by shiftless parties.

Honey is no exception to this rule,
unless it is that the difference is still
greater than on most other productions.

Hence,

to place our

honey upon

tlie

the best possible shape
should be the aim of every bee-keeper
in the land. My aim has always been,
not only to get the honey off the hives
before it was soiled by the bees, as I
stated in the lu'oductiou part of these
articles, but also to keep the combs
as nice and perfect till tliey were
placed upon the market, as they were
when first taken from the hive. This
is no easy task, for from the first,
honey is liable to accidents which,
if they occur, soon reduces the price

market

from

i;j

in

to i|.

once hired a man to help me remove honey from the hive, as I was
nearly sick and unable to keep even
with my work as I desired to, but
after his working with me half a day
I so improved in health that his assistance was no longer necessary. He
I

'

would manage to get
against the honey so as

his

fingers

break the
nice cuppings to nearly every box, in
he did
and
if
spite ot all I could do,
not do that he would get the corner of
one box into the face side of the comb
to

in some of the other boxes, and I actually believe I paid him 75 cents for
doing me $10 damage. Where a person is naturally sensitive, such proceedings will cure slight sickness

quicker than a physician can. I only dow where they find an outlet, while
give this illustration to impress on the robbers are intent on getting
the minds of the readers that the through the wire-cloth where they
utmost care is necessary at all times can see and smell the honey, as their
in handling section boxes of honey.
instinct is not equal to showing them
The first requisite in caring for our that by going above the window a
honey after it is taken from tlie hives foot, and down behind the wire-cloth
is a good room in which to store it. they could get the tempting
sweet.
Years ago it used to be the custom to So they are kept mitside where you
store lionev in the cellar to keep it wish them by this simple device,
cool, but 1 believe all of our practical while the climbing instinct of those
bee-keepers of to-day prefer a warm inside enables them to get out, thus
rooift to a cool one, on account of the keeping your room clear of bees.
honey sweating, or taking on dampMy next will be how to detect the
ness in a cool room, thus giving it a work of the moth-worm when it first
watery appearance. If left for a great hatches, and how to head them off if
length of time in such a place the troublesome.
honey will often become so damp and
Borodino, N. Y.
thin as to burst the sealing, and leak
badly as well as to sour. While in
For the American Bee Journal.
New York, in 1877, I saw in a damp
Reply to Mr. Clarke.
cellar several hundred pounds that
had liecome thus damp and thin. It
JAMES HEDDON.
had run down the sides of the crates
and over the floor, where it had soured,
I wish to assure Mr. Clarke that I
making it smell badly and look equally
bad. To avoid an occurrance like have no ill feeling toward him or any
that I admire his
this our honey should be stored in a other bee-keeper
dry, warm room, and be so piled up terse and scholarly writings. In our
that the air can circulate freely all views on practical apiculture we differ
that is best, perhaps. Of Mr.
around it.
In visiting some of our extensive Clarke's practical knowledge of apiculture,
I have never been able to
comb honey producers here in the
I presume I was wrong
east, I found them carrying their learn much.
honey up a flight of stairs to the in my use of the more belligerent term
chamber of the house or workshop, " attack," when I meant simply "critthat they might getthe heat jiroduced icism." I stand thankfully corrected.
by the sun shining on the roof. Now, I ask to be excused for this literary
while this gave all that was necessary mistake, having had far less chance *
in the shape of a honey room, it also to become proficient in this direction
gave a large amount of extra work than the Rev. Mr. Clarke or Prof.
which I consider as unnecessary.
Cook, having made honey producing
I use a room 7x10 feet, in the south- a specialty since my youth, and have
west corner of my shop, having the had to stick very closely thereto, to
outside painted a dark color, so tliat support my family and " get on in the
the rays of the afternoon sun will world."
make the room as warm as possible.
Mr. Clarke, do you not frequently
As a body of honey, once thoroughly read facts in the Bee Journal,
warmed, will hold the heat for a long where experiments have been made
time, the average temperature of this especially to test the pollen theory,
room will be pretty high, ranging which indicate that pollen is one of, if
from 80^ to 100^ most of the time, not the chief trouble. I have many
thus ripening the honey so that in a private letters upon the subject, all
month's time it can be handled as you favoring that theory. Among them
please and not a drop of honey will I call to mind Dr. A. B. Mason's, of
Works, O., and
leak, even from the few uncapped Wagon
Walter
There
cells the bees always leave around the Harmes', of Manistee, Mich.
edge of the box.
are many more, but I depend upon
To secure a free circulation of air, memory only. Referring to my reas honey will take on dampness even ligious views, and that, too, where it
in a warm room if the air is partially has no bearing upon the subject under
excluded from it, I build a platform consideration, I think myself is
of scantling a foot from the floor, and " questionable " in its " propriety." I
six inches out from the wall, upon mentioned it as I did to illustrate the
which I pile the filled sections, keep- point that Mr. D. and many others
ing them in the same ixisition they oc- believed things implicitly, where there
cupied while standing on tlie hive. were no living " witnesses that he could
On warm days raise the windows on cross-examine." I thank you, Mr.
each side of the room, so as to admit Clarke, for wishing that I believed a
all the fresh, dry air possible, and as soniething, the same as you do, and I
it comes toward evening close
them trust that you do not hold to the anagain. To prevent robbers coming in, cient custom of convincing me by a
and also to let tlio few bees that may little screw applied to my thumbs.
come in on the honey out, I cover the
But, really, has not the time gone
window (tacking it to the casing out- by when you can satisfactorily anside) with wire-cloth, letting it go swer a man's argument by pointing at
above the casing nearly a foot at the what you think to be a hole in iiis
top. and keeping it out from the coat ? Perhaps I think more of scibuilding i^ inch by means of strips of ence, and less of the supernatural than
that thickness tacked to the outside you do, because of our labors with and
of the shop, and running up and down incomes derived from these sources.
the side. Thus, all bees from the in- Whether " Thomas " doubted or not,
side crawl to the top above the win- honesty was always the best policy,
;

;

—
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will be. The way " we
agree so nicely in our opinions in regard to apiciilture here, is because
" we,'" the family and .S apprentices,
arc. numerous enough to hold daily
JJee Conventions, and wlien we differ,
we just discuss the subject till we

and alwaj's

side of this piece and flush
edge nail a strip ;i| or
inch thick, and the same in length,
and wide enough to project I4 inch
beyond the side of the top-bar of the
frame, when the opposite side of the
support is a trifle less than half way
through the section (less the thickness
of the foundation). To the lower outside edge of this :'i inch strip nail ,1
piece ig inch thick. ^4 inch wide ;i d
of the s;ime ler.gtli to eaiige the e." ct
distance the support will stand in the
section so as to hold the found ^tion
centrally in the section. Cut the top
and one side of the foundation at right
angles to each other so lh;(titwill
come in close contact with the top-bar
and one side of the section. Turn the
section upside down and clap the support inside with the thumb placed on
the
inch strip and the lingers on
the outside of the top-bar holding it
securely in place, lay in the foundation carefully so as to have the straight
edges lit nicely to the top-bar and

On one

that they wintered better in clamps
than did strong colonies. The lightest colony did not cover three combs.
while the" heaviest covered six combs.
One clamp was opened April 1st,
and the bees were found in fine con-

with

were but few dead
any honey consumed,
the bees very quiet with no signs of
tliat we
'•
we '" think so. Now, you have not dysentery, no moldy combs, and the
said any unkind things of me. that 1 straw so dry and sweet that the cow
know of. I do not consider sarcasm ate it readily. The other chunp was
unkindness, any more thun it is logic. opened April ITtli. and the bees found
like
"smart'' hits, and in the same condition as in the other
I rather
would rather they would hit nie than clani]), except tlud the lightest colony
to never be shot. I smoke the pipe of was dead, for which 1 can give no
peace with you, and if you will drop reason, unless it was because there
With the excepin upon me some time, I will convince were so few bees.
you that my stomach is not sour no tion of this one colony, the bees aplie
penred to
in about the same connot acid not even bacterious.
dition as wlien i)laced in the clamps
Dowagiac, Mlcli.
as though they had slept only over
night, instead of over live months, as
possible, and ui)on iioints
do not agree, I do not say

agree,

if

dition. There
bees, scarcely

—

—
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Wintering: Bees in Clamps.
Z.

Tills experiment helps to confirm
belief that, if properly managed,

HUTCHIN.SON.

the

Bee Journal upon

the above

by Mr.

C. J. Eobinson. I
was very ranch interested in the matter, and, after some correspondence
witli Mr. R.. I decided to give this
method of wintering a trial.
subject,

Learning that dampness was one
great foe to success, I selected a dry,
sandy knoll as a site for my clamps.
I use the word in the plural,
because
buried bees in two pits, in order
I
that I miglit open one early and the
other late, and note the difference in
the condition of the bees.
In burying the bees, 1 first dug a
trench two feet wide at the top, and
two feet deep. This trench was filled
with dry straw, then jiieces of scantling were laid across the trench, and
tlie hives set over the trench upon
these pieces of scantling. With rails
and pieces of rails a pen was built
around the hives, and the space between hives and rails, which was
about one foot, was filled with dry
straw. The pen was built about a
foot higher than the tops of the hives,
the tops of the hives were covered
with straw to the depth of one foot,
and then the straw was covered with
rails, the ends of the rails resting upon
the outside pen. The sides of the
pen were built slightly sloping, so
that the top of the jien was smallei'
than the bottom. The pen was covered
upon the outside witli about a foot of
straw, and then the whole was covered
with earth to the depth of about 18
inches.

On Nov.

1.5,

four

colonies

were

one clamp, and six iu anotlier.
No openings were left for
ventilation, and. during the past winter, I was obliged to " tell about those
buried

in

bees " imtil it really became tiresome.
"What! don't you give them any
air " " No, only what was in there
when they were buried, and what little finds its way through the earth."
" Whv they'll smother won't they ?"
" No,"I think not.'' " Well, I wouldn't
give you much for them,'" etc.
1 selected the lightest colonies,
as
Mr. Robinson said that he thought
'i

:

can be successfully wintered side. This will prevent the melted
without carrying them "out, in the cement from running under it. Tip
winter, for a " lly.''
the section a little to one side to preI have been so" successful in this at- vent the foundation from falling out.
tempt at wintering bees in clamps, To fasten it hold the frame in such a
that I shall try it again next winter position as to liave one of the straight
upon a larger scale. If I remember edges at a suitable angle for the
rightly, Mr. Robinson has, for several melted cement to run quickly down
years, wintered liis light colonies in its edge to the corner of the "section,
this manner, and wintered them suc- if there is a surplus of it, fiy adroitly
Mr. turning the section allowitio traverse
cessfully, too.
I wish to thank
Robinson and the Bee .Journal for on down the other straight edge of
information upon this subject.
the foundation. It is not advisable
Rogersville, Mich.
to pour on too much at first, but after
it has started down to keep dropping
descendit from ttie spoon upon the
bees

About a year ago an article appeared
in

^

the

%

^ome of them had.

my
W.
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shows signs of stoppractice and care is
needed to keep the cement at a proper
temperature if too hot it will melt
the fonndiition, and if too cool it will
not flow fast enough to make a neat
job. It requires but little cement to
hold the foundation firmly in its place,
and all beyond this is worse than uselittle practice will enable the
less.
operator to hold the frame in a proper
liosition to liave the cement travel
quickly along in its course so as not
to liave it spread too much on either
the foundation or frame. If, however,
too much has been used, or dropped on
the frame. I find a table knife with
the blade broken off so as to leave it
an inch long on the back and half an
inch longer on the cutting edge, giving itnn acute angle (most conveniently done by grinding), a convenient tool to remove the superfluous
cement. With the thumb placed on
one side of the blade to act as a guage
it can quickly be removed if attended
to before it becomes too cool.
The cement I use is made by melting together in my wax cup three
])arts of clean bees wax and one of
clear, clean rosin, well incorporated
by stirring after they are melted. The
quantities are by bulk, and as near
their proi)ortions "as I can guess, as it
is added from time to time as I need
ing current as

Fasteninsr Fotiiidalion in Sections.

it

Some

ping.

;

On page 227 of the
Bee .Joui;x.\L

of the

Dr.

iMiller

current volume
is an article by
upon the above subject,

its perusal as well as many others
that have appeared at various times
in the Journal, leads me to believe
tliat it is not known generally among
the fraternity how easy a thing it is
to fasten either fiiundation or combs
in frames or boxes, that will remain
just where you put them. And if the
Doctor or Mr. Doolittle will give it a
fair trial, I think the former will have
no further " trouble in having it dropping out of sections just at tlie most

and

A

annoying time when honey is coming
in with a rush." and that the latter

'

will lay aside his hot iron.

In practice it is simple, and the
foundation can be inserted rapidly
and .securely. I will give to the framy method of fastening
ternity
starters of combs in surplus boxes, or
whole sheets of bee combs in frames
for the body of the hive for the past
with entire satisfac1.5 or 20 years,
tion, and I find it answers equally
well in securing foundation in place.
To hold the foundation in the frame
(or section if that n;nne is more expressive) conveniently for fastening it
there, I make what I shall call a supTake a piece of
port, as follows
3-16 inch board (a piece of cigar box I
prefer) and cut it M inch less on all
sides than the inside of the section.

it.

:

I

The best thing I have found for applying the cement with is a thin teaspoorf with the point of the bowl
drawn out to a narrow pitchnr mouth
shape, by haraniering; I also lind the
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feather eud of a goose quill, that is a
little dislied or spoon shaped, properly
trimmed, quite useful on many occasions to touch up and (inisli any little
imperfection that may liave occurred
in inserting the fouudation,or in closing openings between the glass and
box where the former happens to be
too small to make a good fit.
While upon this subject 1 will give
a description of my wax cup that may
be of advantage to beginners— the old

ones know

about

all

It is a tin

it.

cup 5 inches

blooms early;

grape and ratan are
best vines, yet all the vines we
have are good nothing we liave excels ratan and linden. The spring
harvestcloses with the linden. When
it blooms, from the 15th of May to the
20th of June, we have our best flow
of honey, so have your colonies in
good condition for harvesting. The
wild mulberry comes in bloom in
June and lasts several weeks. The
the

—

horsemint comes in bloom in May and
continues four or live weeks. Goldenrod and boneset bloom in September
and October both are very good for
winter honey. Corn and cotton afford
some honey melons afford honey
the white-dowered thistle is very good
and lasts several weeks. There are
several other trees and plants that
produce honey. If you have bees,
and will give attention, you will soon
learn all they work on in your local-

in diameter, 2t^ inches
deep, witli a small lip soldered on one
side, for the convenience of pouring
the cement wlien wishing to clean out
the cup. A strip of tin 1^ inches
wide crosses the cup and is riveted at
either end to the sides of the cup, so
as to stand ^j' of an inch above the
top of the cup. with a circular piece
cut out of the upper edge to correspond in a measure with the convex- ity.
ity of tlie bottom of tlie spoon, to
All the above named trees, vines
readily clean off the drop of cement and plants do not exist in any one
from tlie bottom of it as it is drawn locality consequently, as they bloom
througli this depression, and con- at diiferent periods", and- none last
veyed back into the cup.
more than 2 or 4 weeks, there may be
Atlanta, 111., May 3, 1881!.
gaps of 10 or 20 days in many localities,
which would be detrimental to the

—
;

;

;

Texa-i Agricultural -loiirnat.

Bee Forage

of Southern Texas.

TIIOS. D.

UEONAUD.

Honey is strictly a production of
the vegetable kingdom, and in most
cases is confined to flowers. All
flowers do not jiroduce honey. Some
produce pollen (bee bread) only, while
otliers produce botli pollen and lioney.
Honey is secreted by minute glands,
contained in small cups called nectaries at the base of the stamens, and
also exudes from the leaves and
stems of many plants. It consequently partakes more or less of the
flavor of the flower tliat produces it.
The God who created both bees and
flowers made botli in liarmony witli
cacii otlier.

nectar

supplied by the
flowers in a crude state, and conse<iuently needs to be analyzed and refined. Tlie bee is guided by its Godgiven instinct to select what she
chooses and reject any and all impurities not consistent with her choice.
Physically .she is prepared for this
work, and also possesses an extraordinary instinct, to guide lier where and
is

"

when and how to find honey or pollen
when it exists even in the smallest

We

and

at its earliest appear-

have about

fifteen varieties of

may

be classed good and
best honey producers, to wit
The
peach is earliest to bloom there are
several varieties of haw which begin
to bloom early in March and continue
to April it is valuable for broodraising
red-bud is early and very
good ; hackberry, holly and prickly
ash are good; wild peach may be
trees

that

—

;

and

firmly.

as the shoots have grown
a few inches rub off all but the stronggood stake should be
est one.
driven firmly by the side of tlie vine

As soon

A

and the vine should from time to time
be tied to this, which will be all the
bees. A 4 or 6 weeks drought at any support needed tor the first two years.
time would seriously affect the honey As soon as the young shoot has reached
crop. Too much rain is also disas- the top of the stake (which should be
trous. Any locality can be improved 4 feet high), the end should be
by selecting and planting such plants pinched off which will cause it to
as will fill up the gaps that may exist. throw out laterals, thus making all
Such should be selected as might be the more shade. At the end of the
planted on waste lands, old fields, first season if the vine has made a good
road sides, banks of streams, hedge- growth, you should cut it back to
rows, etc. I do not think it will pay within 2 feet of the ground, and the
to plant anything that requires culti- next season allow but two of the
the strongest shoots
vation for honey alone. All
These
to grow.
hedges that I have seen afford honey- should be trained to the stake as beproducing flowers. Wild peach will fore, only allow them to grow beyond
pay planted for groves or shade. So its top and hang partially over the
will linden.
hive. .At the end of the second seahave honey-dew some years in son cut back to about the top of the
some localities, it is the product of stake. After tiiis you will need a
an insect. It is not fine flavored but- trellis of some kind. The one we give
auswers for brood-raising and winter preference is known as the Cayrood
honey. 1 have seen the insect in overhead vine trellis. It isconstructed
millions, and the honey drijipiug from as follows
Set a good, sound oak or
the leaves of the trees.
cedar post by the side of every vine,
Howth Station, Texas.
letting it extend out of the ground 63^
On the top of this spike 2x2
feet.
scantling 3 feet long, making a cross.
Home Science Onssip.
On the top of this stretch 4 wires
Shading' for Bee Hives.
(Ko. 14) from one end to the other of
the row of vines fastening them seK. L. WlilGHT.
curely 12 inches apart on the scantling, thus making an arbor that, when
While all agree as to the iiropriety covered with vines, will give good
of shading hives from the hot sun of shade in the middle of the day, when
midsummer, all do not agree as to the most needed. The vines are also over
method of shading. Without doubt head entirely out of the way, as the
the bestshade for hives never has been vines are simply taken up the post and
thought of. Each liashis pet method, allowed to extend along the wires, and
such as grape vines, raspberries, hops, if any grow off and hang down, simply
very
tomatoes trained on a trellis, ever- throw them up overtlie Wires.
green trees closely sheared on one fair shade can be made with raspberbut
3
or 4
simply
allowing
side, etc. By far the greater part ries by
prefer the first mentioned, viz grape canes to grow, and. as soon as they
vines. This being our preference we reach the height of 4 feet, pinch off
will try to give you a short chapter on the ends which will cause them to
planting and caring for vines, and in throw out branches (U- laterals. These
also should be pinched as soon as they
our next will return to our subject.
vine should be planted on the grow a foot or so. If treated in this
Select way they make a stocky growth and
south side of every stand.
some good salable variety, and one yield large quantities of extra flue
known to do well in your locality. fruit.
There are manv other things used
ForSouthl would recommend Martha,
Ives, Concord and some of the best for shade with good results, but let me

We

:

The sweet

quantities,
ance.

^stivatis class such as Herbemont,
etc. For the West only such hardy
sorts as Janesville, Clinton and Taylor of the Bipiniri class, and the
hardiest of the Labniscas. For the
States east of Lake Michigan all of the
best varieties of Lab and the hardiest
hybrids will be found more satisfactory than the extra hardy varieties required for the West and Northwest.
Select good, strong one-year old
vines, which can be had at a very low
price, cut back the tops to two or
three buds, and the roots one-third.
Dig a hole large enough to take in all
the roots without having any two
cross each other, and 18 inches or
two feet deep. Fill up the hole to
within 6 or 8 inches of the top with
surface soil in which has been mixed
some bones, wood ashes, charcoal,
etc. ou this plant the vine, spreading out all the roots, and then fill up
with fine surface soil packing closely

:

;

—

;

classed first-best and blooms in April,
and sweet bay may be classed with

but blooms later
youpon and
huckleberry are very good and begin
last of April and continue i! or 4

it

weeks; dew berry

;

is

valuable and

A

:

A
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caution you not to place them under lay nothing but drone eggs. If a
large trees where they cannot receive queen hatches out crippled, so as to
the direct rays of the morning and be unable to fiy, she will never be
eveninfj sun. Hives in sucli localities fertilized. If slie is prevented by bad
are in damp times subject to fungoid weather or other causes from flying
growth, soon rot and combs often out to meet a drone for a period of
about three weeks after hatching, she
mold.
is no longer capable of fertilization,
I'lainfield, Mich.
probably by reason of a change in lier
organs of generation. In either case
Scientific Newt*
she will lay eggs that will hatch drones
The Functions of the Queen Bee.
only. As queens grow older, their
supply of spermatozoa, copious as it
>liOF. C. F. KBOEH.
is, gradually dwindles down, and they
will lay more and more drone eggs in
Some of the most surprising facts proportion to the number of worker
concerning the queen bee still remain eggs. Indeed, the supply is liable at
to be mentioned. As tliere are three any time to become exhausted, and
kinds of bees in the hive, we should the brood will then consist solely of
naturally look for three kinds of eggs drones. Queens of the three kinds
for theni to hatch from but the queen mentioned have been repeatedly dislays only two kiiuls. There can be no sected under the microscope, and in
doubt as to the identity of the eggs every case the spermatheca was
from which queens and workers found to be devoid of spermatozoa.
spring. We have waited until worker As it is manifestly to the disadvaneggs liatched into tiny grubs, and tage of the bee-keeper to raise a large
transferred these iuto cells number of drones, which are contlien
which a queenles.9 colony had enlarged sumers only and not producers, he reOthers have tried the morselessly dispatches all drone-Uiyto rear qileens.
same ex))eriuient, and the result uni- ing queens and replaces them by
formly has been that these larvje young fertile ones. As a rule it does
liatched out into queens.
not pay to keep a queen longer than
;
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liberally,

and she then lays a large

but when stores are
;
scant they do not stimulate her so
much. Before dismissing this portion
of the subject, it may be well to caution the reader not to allow liis imagination to be captivated by the word
queen to such an extent as to assign
to her mentally the prerogatives of
royally. Some writers go so far as
to'picture her constantly surrounded
by a respectful circle of subjects,
waiting upon lier majesty, and ready
to carry her commands to every part
of the colony. It a|)pears, on the contrary, that the regulation of the affairs of the hive belongs not to her,
but to the workers. They decide when

number

of eggs

to swarm, how much comb to
and liow much brood to rear.

build,

They

determine when to raise new queens,
probably transferring eggs iuto queen
cells, and they lu'otect them from the
jealousy of the old queen. It seems
as though the sole function of the
queen is to lay eggs.
Stevens' Institute of Technology.

CLUBBING LIST.
Wesupply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, one year.

three years.
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
So far as we know, a single fertili- The first column gives the regular price of both
zation lasts a qneen for life. Instan- All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
ces liave been reiiorted now and then
PuMishera' Price. Clith.
$2 00..
that a queen liad left her hive for a 1*be Weekly Bee.lournal
3 00.. 2 7.5
second mating, but owing to the ex- andGleaningsinBee-CuIlure(A.l.Uoot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00. 2 60
treme difticulty of verifying observaBee-Keepers'Instruct<>r(W.Thonias) 2 50.. 2 35
4 50.. 4 00
The 4 above-named papers
tions of this kind, they cannot be aca cell of the proper dimensions, laying cepted as facts until further evidence
Bee-Keepor8'Eich'nKe(HouI:&Peeti3 00. 2 80

however, to
account for ilie manner in which the
queen lays two kinds of eggs after her
That a healthy queen
fertilization.
knovi's what kind of an egg she is
about to lay, and tliat she has the
power of regulating its sex, is evident
from the fact tliat she puis tlie egg in
It still

remains for

us,

.

.

2 60.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' (iuide (A.G.Hilll
worker eggs in cells one-fifth of an accumulates.
2 60.. 2 40
Kansas Bee-Koepcr
6 30.. 5 50
incli, and "drone eggs in cells oneA healthy queen not only knows in
The 7 ab"ve-naraed papers
fourth of an inch in diameter, with- advance the sex of the eggs she is The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaUbound in cloth) 3 2o.. 3 00
out making any mistakes. The mi- going to lay, but slie jiroportions their
Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman) " 2 75.. 2 60
croscope has partly solved the mystery. number to tlie wants of the colony. If
2 8o.. 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1881
2 75.. 2 50
Binder for Weekly for 1882
The ovary of the queen consists of the weather is cool, or the colony so
two lobes emptying into a common weak tliat it cannot produce heat
duct, just below the entrance of which enougli to liatcli much brood, or if
Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
there is a small vesicle, called the there is scarcity of honey, she will lay
spermatlieca, whicli Hunter, in 1792, but few eggs. She deposits them, for the Weekly Bee Journal for
proved to be tilled with the seminal moreover, in contiguous cells, and af- 1SS2, will be entitled to the following
fluid of the drone when copulation ter liaving laid a jiatch on one side of
Their own subscription
takes place, and Leukardt estimates the comb, she crosses over on the premiums.
that this fluid contains about twenty- other side and lays in the cells exactly may count in the club
tive millions of spermatozoa.
Now, opposite, so as to economize the heat For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Uouey."
when the queen lays an egg, she may of the cluster. In the height
3, —an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
or may not compress the spermatlieca of the season,
when an abund4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
at the moment the egg passes it
if ance
is
brought into
of honey
"
"
cloth.
5,—
she does, two or three spermatozoa the hive, tlie development of eggs in
"
Weekly
Bee Journal for year,
6,—
tind their way into it, and tlie result her ovary is proportionally
great.
or Apiary Ilegister for 200 Col's.
is a worker egg
if she does not,
the Then it often happens tliat slie is
egg remains unimpregnated and pressed for room, all the cells being Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
hatches out a drone. Siebold found occupied by stores or brood. As she for their labor in getting up the club.
from one to three spermatozoa in is obliged to lay the eggs as fast as
every worker egg, but none at all in they come to maturity, she sometimes
drone eggs: and Donhoff reared a lays two in one cell, one of them being
1^ "Fot-Bouille," Emile Zola's new
worker from a drone egg which he then removed by the workert or else book, is creating a greater sensation
had artificially impregnated as soon she simply drops tliem. Langstrotli in Paris than either " Nana," or
as it was laid.
states that tlie workers in that case " L'Assommoir," 30,000 copies of it
It was stated above that the micro- often make a meal of them, and ad- having been sold in Paris on the first
scope solved the mystery but partially
mires the self-control they must exer- day of its publication, and the Amerifor it is contrary to our common ex- cise upon other occasions in abstain- can edition is published this day by
perience that unimpregnated eggs ing from dining upon eggs wdien they T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadel^ should lialcli at all.
phia, in a largo square duodecimo
If liens, for ex- are not plenty.
ample, are Ivept by themselves, they
The queen eats honey herself, but volume, uniform with "Nana" and
will continue to lay eggs; but these she is also fed by the workers, proba- " L'Assommoir," and is for sale by
eggs will never hatch. Nevertheless, bly with partly digested honey and all Booksellers, and at all News
the evidence in the case of the queen pollen. It is quite likely that the Stands, and on all Bailroad Trains.
bee does not admit of a reasonable amouiit of the food thus offered her " Pot-Bouille" is intensely interestdoubt. In 184-5, Dzierzon found the regulates the maturing of eggs in her ing, and is a faithful picture of the
true interpretation of the observation ovary. When the workers collect an manners and morals of the Parisian
so frequently made, tliat some queens aduiidance of stores, they feed her middle classes.
i

!

:

;

1

;

;

;
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from giving a

full report of the Assohas 115 colonies, and has
up to this time, wintered
stands. After so long a

ciation, lie
lost only one

on summer
winter honey

is

scarce in the hives.

Some

in the neighborhood have lost boxing the entrance, leaving a passage
but few, and others, none of their for the bees through tlie movable
bees.
front. The hot rays" of the sun will
Mr. T. W. Lee says in Tooele City not so easily cause the bees to fly, until

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1*82.

oj Meetina.

M.iy II— Champlain Valley, at Middleburv, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec, East Shoreham, Yt.
111. .ind S. W. Wis., at Rock City. 111.
Jonathan Stewart. Sec, Rock City. 111.

115— N. "W.

25— Iowa

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace, Sec
June 3— Hart County, Ky.. at Woodsonville. Ky.
Oct. 5— Kentucky rnion, at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. \V. Demaree. Sec. Chriatiansburg. Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future mectinRs.— ED.
Salt

Utah Bee-Keepers'

Lake

He

in this high altitude.
liaJ placed
some of his bees under shed roofs
packed with chaff, with a movable
front ten feet long and two feet wide,
leaving four inches back and front,

Ilerald.

CoiiTeiitioii.

there are 16 bee-keepers, and 106 colonies of bees. They were put into
winter quarters on summer stands.
Losses 24, leaving 82 colonies in tolerably good condition. No foul brood.
Bees are mostly hybrids.
Mr. Charles Connely says, as bee
inspector, he had destroyed 21 colonies of foul brood in Box Elder
County in one season ; and on his return home expects to destroy otiiers
infected, and try to rid the county of
this dreadful jiest. He started with
2 colonies and now has 46. There are
about 3.50 in the county. He wintered
his bees on summer stands about 4
inches apart, tilled with hay, chaff or
straw. Gives upper ventilation, puts
a cloth over the lower liive, keeps

the air is sufticiently warm for them
to return home again. This makes a
cheap chafl: hive, as six liives can be
placed together in one packing, and
be kept warm until late spring, tljus
inducing early brooding. They must
have proper ventilation and chaff
cushions in upper box. In Dixie
scarcely any bees die because of the
cold.

The meeting was well attended, and
an increased desire to make Utah a
success in bee-culture was manifested,
that the land may flow with honey as
it now does with milk.
Head before the Mahoning Valley Convention.

Pasturage or Forage for Bees.

them dry and warm, and has no
Bee-Keepers' Asso- trouble in wintering. Honey sells

The Territorial
ciation assembled at Salt J^ake City,

cents per pound.
6, 1882, President A. M. Musser
Bee Inspector R. M. Birch, of
presiding.
Weber County, said he winters bees
Letters were read from various on summer stands in slied jnits cloth
parts of the Territory. Mrs. Annie on lower hive and (ills the upper box
C. Woodberry, of St. George, writes with hay. They winter well.
that in the spring of 1881 she had 4.5
Bishop C. A. Madsen, of Gunnison,
colonies, increased to -31, lost .5 during Sanpete County, said their bees, althe summer, leaving 46 in good condi- though but few in number, had wintion
had taken 2,200 lbs. of honey, tered well, and as he learned more
mostly from top boxes.
about bees his interest increased. InMr. John Trice, of Washington, tended to progress in bee-culture in
writes March 2r,, 1882
Six years ago Gunnison.
I began bee-keei)i)ig with one colony,
Mr. N. T. Porter, of Davis County,
and now 1 have 88 colonies of bees in said they had been sorely troubled
good condition have lost 6 by bee with foiil brood, and coiisequently
;

;

:

;

moths no foul brood in this place. heavy loss. He had lost liis bees, but
There are 17.5 colonies of bees in was starting again with better success.
Washington no trouble wintering on He had placed chopped feed near his
summer stands, with shed roofs to hives and the bees worked wondershield them from our hot Dixie sun. fully in it.
We average 7.5 lbs. of honey to each Vice President Samuel Mackey took
colony, buti have taken 162>^lbs. from pride in bee-keeping, and always had
one.
good success in wintering his bees,
Mr. Silas Richards, of Union, writes until this very hard winter when he
March 27, that they have 11 bee-keep- had lost .56 out of 87 colonies. He
ers there, had 67 colonies, but have thought the severe frosts had cracked
lost 12, leaving a balance of 6-5 tliis some of tlie lioney combs, and the
spring winter on summer stands
damp of the hives had soured the
generally practice natural swarming
honey, sickening and killing many of
do not use extractor, neither disturb the bees also, many of the bees had
the brood nest use scarcely any bee been lost in flight oil warm days, thus
veils or gloves.
weakening the^ colonies. Foul brood
Mr. Joseph E. Johnson, writes from was imported into our country, and
;

;

;

;
;

;

;

St. George. March 31, 1882, tliat there
are about oOO colonies in Washington,
Kane and Iron Counties, yielding
from 20 to 100 lbs. to the colony,
honey varying from 15 to 2.5 cents per
pound. The sujiiily is equal to the
demand. Not a single case of foul

brood has been known in the.se parts.
The best honey season there is during
May and June. If there are late
rains they have some fall bloom, and,

LEONIDAS CARSON.

tliere at 20

April

has spread fearfully in many i)laces.
It must be desti'oyed if we would be
successful with bees.
Most of his
losses occurred in February. Tliinks
the loss in Salt Lake County will be
over 50 per cent.
Mr. Wm. Egan said his experience
had been quite different this winter
from that of any previous year. He
had only 5 colonies of bees left alive
out of 40. For want of time he had
neglected to pack his chaff hives last

as the winters are warm, bees fly
nearly every day. Consequently, tliere fall, lience his loss. Previously, when
is liability to about 25 per cent, loss he had protected his bees, he lost
by starvation, unless the bees are fed scarcely any.
when the supplies are short.
Edward !^tevenson said we must
President James Cullimore writes provide better winter quarters for our
from Pleasant Grove, Utah County, bees in order to insure success, especthat press of business prevents him ially as our winters are so changeable

To every owner of an apiary, the
most important question for consideration is a continuation of good pasturage or forage for bees, for on this
rests all our profits. If we have not a
succession of indigenous forage, we
should plant to fill the vacancy. By indigenous, I mean those honey-proilucing plants and trees that are native,
or produced natural in a country or
climate.
If you liave not the golden willow,
procure it and plant, for it yields both
pollen and honey in profusion, of a fine
quality. For shade and timber plant
the maple, which yields both pollen
and honey. Next in season we have
ground ivy, or Gill over the ground.
Then the dandelion rears its golden
head to gladden our little pets.
The occupation of horticulture and
bee-keeping go haud-iii-hand. The
first fruit tree to bloom is the peach,
then the pear, ai)ple and cherry follow each other in rapid succession,

yielding pollen and honey in rich profusion. Near or about "this time the
strawberry begins to bloom. The wild
cherry commences to bloom and fills
betweeii fruit bloom and
tlie ga))

Next we come
most general forage

white clover.

main

or

to our
plant,

not found in natural profube grown in all localities,
or white clover. This
rarely fails to yield honey of the finest
quality. Those bee-keepers who have
low wet fields with a damp, heavy
soil, should sow Alsike or Swedish
clover, it being a greater honeyproducer than white clover, and is
second to no clover grown for hay,
and it not pastured too short, will
never run out. At or about this j^me
we find the raspberry in bloom, yielding plenty of fine lioney of a quality
surpassed by none. "I have never
known a season when it failed to
secrete honey. Therefore, to the lovers
of this fine fruit I say, plant the raspberry. Next conies linden or basswood. Standing, as it does, first in
wliicli, if

sion,
viz
:

may

Dutch
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rank as a liouey-producing tree of
rapid growth iuid luxuriant foliage, it
is truly a beautiful tree for shade. To
every bee-keeper I would say, plant
many linden trees. It will pay to
plant the tulip tree, known in this locality as poplar or white-wood. The
tulip tree is a good honey-producer,
the flowers expand in sucoession, thus
affording more time to the bees in
which to gather the rich harvest. The
tulip tree blooms when 10 years old.
Those who own rough, broken or
waste land, should try sweet or melilot clover.
Sow it in fence corners
and along the roads. This plant yields
a delicious honey. Do not forget to
sow cleome ur Rocky Mountain bee
plant. It yields rich honey in profusion.
In the driest seasons it has
never failed to secrete honey. The bees
visit it from dawn till dark.
It will
pay to plant the ligwort, often known
as the Simi)Son honey plant. The
pretty little ball-shaped flowers, v.itli
a lip somewhat like the pitcher plant,
is usually found filled with honey.
Sow buckwheat of the silver-hull
variety from the 26th of June to the
4th or oth of .July. This cereal upon
fair soil will yield all the way from 10
to 25 bushels of seed per acre, and if
the season is favorable, a bountiful
supply of honey.
If you have no golden rod in your
locality, get a few roots and plant
especially if you live close to
some stream . where waste land is
plenty. This, in some localities, fur-

Estimates made by J. A. Bucklew,
Moved and carried that all persons
who are connected with this Conven- T. Wolfe and others on the product of
tion
and live in Muskingum and one hive as a test, was as follows
Guernsey Ccninties, can, if they wish, Number of pounds of comb honey,
:

withdraw from the Convention and 100; value, $20; expense, $2.45. Number of pounds of extracted honey, 500;
have their fees returned to them.
Election of officers
L. B. Wolfe,
of Coshocton, was re-elected for President; J. B. Wolfe for Vice President Joseph Love for Treasurer, and
J. A. Bucklew for Secretary.
:

;

nishes the bulk of the grear yield of

honey. Last fall golden rod failed
to secrete honey, on account of the dry
weather. The aster is another fallyielding honey plant.
Ton may frequently llnd a half dozen varieties
growing side by side.
There are many other plants and
irees yielding honey, for instance, the
box elder and catalpa.
Tlie last
named would pay farmers to grow for
timber, it being very lasting, and in
its

season

is

covered

with honey

yielding blossoms.
It will pay to plant the common locust both for timber and honey, and
the honey locust for hedges and for
the honey it produces. Plant catnip
for honey.
I have only attempted to give a list
of some of the most important honeyproducing plants and trees. The most
of which have a double value. Again
I say, plant
for a continual honey
harvest.

Tuscarawas Valley, 0., CouTention,

The Tuscarawas Valley, O., BeeKeepers' Association met at Coshocton. O., April 19, and was called to order by the President, who delivered
his annual address.
No minutes were at hand, and a
discussion ensued as to the propriety
of striking out Guernsey and JSluskingum Ooimties, these Counties having failed to be represented in the
Convention. The motion was carried
and the body will hereafter be known
as the Tuscarawas Vallev Bee-Keepers" Association, compose'd of Tuscarawas and Coshocton counties.

value, SoO expense, S26.75.
Is it advisable to plant
;

pasture

for

bee

V

that it was
i)revailed
highly necessary to plant something
to bridge over the time between apple
bloom and white clover, and between
basswood bloom and fall flowers.
The next meeting of the Association will be held at Newcomerstown.

Opinions

The following subjects were discussed
^Vhich is tlie best mode of
obtaining surplus honey, side or top
storing? No conclusion.
Knowing that the bees will store
more honey without the use of divis- on Friday, Oct. 6, 1882.
ion boards, how can we prevent the
L. B. Wolfe, Pres.
queen from entering the suri)his deJ. A. Bucklew, Sec.
:

partment

What

No

y

conclusion.

best, natural or artificial

is

swarming

V

It is the opinion of this Convention,
after hearing the experience of the
members present and their modes of
swarming, that artificial swarming is
the best, " all things considered," if it

done intelligently.
Drone Trap. — Since my inquiry reAdjourned till 10 o'clock a. ni. togarding a drone trap, 1 have invented
morrow.
The attendance in the morning be- one. to be placed at the entrance of
ing small, the morning was occupied the hive. The worker bees can get
in giving the experience ot each other in and out of the trap, but the drones
is

on different

tojiics of interest to beekeepers, and a friendly and proHtable
chat was indulged in till noon.

tlieui,

fall
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AFTEUNOON
Which

is

SESSION.

i

the best, the black or Ital-

and why V
A. Bucklew said his experience

ian bee,
J.

with Italians is, they are more docile
to handle than the blacks. Lift a
frame of them out of the hive and the
bees tenaciously cling to their comb,
the moving not disturbing them from
their labors, but it is not so with the
the moment you raise the
blacks
frame they become greatly agitated,
quit work and run off the frame thoroughly demoralized. An Italian queen
is notthe least disturbed by the removal of the frame, but continues to
perform her duties. When a black
quten is sought, she is not to be
found, and .seeks concealment in some
nook or corner. The Italians are
greater workers than the blacks,
working later and earlier, going
farther in search of honey, and guarding themselves Ijetter against robbers
and the ravages of the bee moth.
How to make apiculture a success ?
Mr. L. B. Wolfe said to be successful, the keeper must be interested in
his business, must study it, read and
be informed as to liow and when to do
the needed work. Have the bestbees,
;

and movable frame

cannot get out of the hive without
getting in the trap, and when in they
cannot get out. I have just come in
from my apiary, and found the trap
half full ot drones. By this trap I can
catch all of the drones that I do not
want my albino queens to mate with,
or catch all but the albino drones.
My bees are in good condition, wintered without the loss of any. Now
for Apis Americana. No more worthL. A. Lowmaster.
less drones.
Belle Vernon, O.

—

Promising. The season continues
very cold here weak colonies are suffering, but tliose that have wintered
well are very strong and promising.
;

J.

Tiverton, Out.,

May

Anderson.
G, 1882.

—

Bees Doing Well in Wisconsin. Bees
are doing well, with plenty of dandelions, and the fruit trees nearly in
blossom.

Madison, Wis.,

John Corscot.
May 9, 1882.

Wintered Well.— Bees wintered well

— strong and weak alike survived.

It

freezing almost every night,
although fruit trees are trying to put
forth their bloom.
C. H. Hue.
is

still

Manalapan, N.

J.,

May 4,

—

1882.

hives.
Free Advertising. I have a few
Best mode to increase yourcolonies, words to say in reiily to that correcand how to defeat the moth wormV
tion in the Bi5E Journal for Feb. 15,
Divide cohniies instead of allowing page 98. 1 think it was hardly fair to
natural swaruiing.
attribute all my comi)laiiits"to that
Mr. Wolfe said, never allow the one mistake. The two words " lose "
bees any more frames than they can and " have " might be written to look
cover, and contract their hives with alike, and I thought that was ;i misdivision boards to suit the number of take, but the omission of words, parts^
frames left with them. Be sure that of sentences, and the name of the
colony has a healthy. proliUc manufacturer of the winter hive
tlie
queen, then the bees will take care of (which did not change ideas, but
made my jireference for those hives
the moth worm.
Best mode of obtaining surplus much less conspicuous), made it aphoney to realize the greatest proflts ? parent to me that there was a reason

—
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Rubber for Bellows Smokers.— Seefor it not explained in the correction.
If it is out of place to express one's ing in the Bee-A'eeper.s' Exchange an
preference for hives or anything else article giving experiments with" rubused in the apiary, giving tlie name of ber' in the manufacture of smoker
the inventor oi manufacturer, then I bellows, I thought you would be
will be more careful in the future in pleased to place before your readers
further experiments with that article.
making out my reports.
'
To do tills and to avoid the implicaMus. A. M. Sanders.
tion of interest in the matter (except
Sheridan, Mich., March 13, 1882.
for the benetit of bee-keepers), I mail
[Inasmueli as it is admitted in tlie to the Bee Journal, this mail, two
nbove letter that the words omitted Bingham rubber bellows, which have
been in steady use since May, ISSO,
'•
did not change the ideas," of course for inspection. The thinner rubber
the
to
complain
of
was
thing
the only
has stood the test much the best, and
omission of advertising in the reading has worked quick and easy all the
The heavy rubber has cracked
columns— a thing we aim to do at all time.
much the worse of the two, and
times— but once in a while such ad- worked slow and hard. They both
vertising is so woven into the letter began to crack the second season, and
that it escapes our notice. So long as have grown worse all the time since.
When I began the experiment, I saw
the hive was mentioned, for which the that rubber had two good points for
was
wholly
writer had preference, it
smoker material, viz: Careless beeunnecessary to give the name and ad- keepers would liiul that mice would
dress of the manufacturer tluit would not gnaw them, and that they would
cost the manufacturer about twocents
be simply an advertisement for wliich less apiece.
To balance this, they
our columns are open at 20 cents per would weigh more and perhaps have
line, and against which our reading otlier fatal qualities. I was so well
columns are cloccd, at any price. So pleased with the thin rubber experiment the first season, that I contemthere is nothing to complain of, and plated putting rubber smokers on the
no excuse tor writing to the manu- market, and bought considerable mawhen
facturers of the hive that we had terial for that purpose, but lo
spring management began, my
made the omissions to injure it, etc. cool
much hoped-for rubber began to crack
Had we inserted tlie free advertise- as you see, and no rubber smokers
ment in our reading columns, our ad- were offered for sale by me.
T. F. BiNOIIAM.
vertisers, wlio pay for such notices,
Abronia, Mich., May 8, 1882.

covered with a good, tight roof. We
next put new, clean burlaps on top of
the frames, then had a frame 7 inches
wide halved on the lower edge so that
it will shut down over the top of the
hive one-half of an inch with two
pieces of burlaps between them then
we tacked a piece of clean burlaps on
the bottom of this frame, leaving it
slack enough so that the halving will
go down over the hive, we then tilled
this with chaff and placed it on the
hive next we filled all the space between the hive and house with dry
sawdust inches above the bottom of
the chaff box, put the roof on the
house, and leave the entrance wide
open all winter and see that it is kept
clear, and let them remain on their
summer stands, which is about 4
inches from the ground. By so doing
we now rejoice with 13 colonies, all
strong and healthy, and, strange to
say. they had consumed nearly all of
their large supply of pollen before
they commenced to rear lirood, with
no "injurious results. I think that a
properly ventilated and protected hive
thing in safe
is tlie most essential
Our houses cost about
wintering.
three dollars each, and they are ornamental as well as useful.
Isaac IIutchins.
Wellington, Me., May 5, 1882.
;

:

;

;

.3

!

would have had cause to coui))lain.
But now, no injustice has been done,
and no one luis any just grievance.

to

Ed.]

evidence of

[The rubber bellows above referred
have come to hand, and both show

much

use.

One

hibits signs of cracking to

Waters UecedeiU— The water

lias

I4 of the lands oveifeet
flown are planteil '4 will be planted
this week I4' will be planted before

fallen

5

;

;

;

June, and

ttie

remaining

J4 will

not be

Weather 60 to
year.
80 and cloudy rain last night. Bees
are doing but little this month no
fertilize from a
swarming so far.
nucleus of drones, made with two
frames of hatching drone brood and
•one frame of honey.
planted
',

this

only ex-

any consid-

erable extent, and even that is but
We
little, if any, impaired for use.
do not believe, however, that they are
at all superior to good leather, either
in

point of

durability

or

effective

'

;

work.— Ed.]

;

We

^

'

Loreauville, La.,

J.

W. K. Shaw.

May 8,

Wiiiterhisf

Bees.—I commenced

last

season with 2 colonies of bees— one
black, the other Italian ; reared 40
Italian queens, and increased to 9colonies bought 4 colonies of blacks in
August, and Italianized them. In
September we united the nuclei and
sugar,
commenced to feed coffee
and just before winter set in we cut
two ?4 inch holes through each comb
about two inches below top-bar of
each frame, and then they had large
([uantities of pollen stored, about onehalf of the cells being jiartly Idled
\vith pollen and linished with honey,
and we estimated that each colony
;

1882.

Still Cold and Cheerless.— Our cold
weather continues, and snow and
frost is the order of the day here in

called " cold Spofford," as that
of our town. The morning of the 2d of May found us with 2
inches of snow on the ground and a
freezing wind from the northwest,
while on the hills it was fair sleighing.
The 30tli of April (Sunday) was quite
a warm day, and some pollen was
brought in for the first, but the cold
of the 2d killed the blossoms of the
elms and soft maples which were
opening. With the exception of April
30th, it has not been warm enough to
best
open bee hives in a month.
colonies have brood only in 3 frames,
while the poorest have none at all. 1
am liopiug for warm weather soon. If
it does not come, the mild winter will
have been of little benetit, for our
bees might as well die from a cold
winter as from a cold spring.

what
is

the

is

name

My

G. M. DooLrrTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., May 8, 1882.

A

Bees Doing Well.— 1 started with .50
colonies— have 120 now, all vigorous
have had no spring dwindling or any
disease here. I have on a large lot of
sections that are being Idled rapidly.
;

Those

I offer for sale here are all
nicely capped and white as snow, and
are looked upon with groat wonder.
An old fogy said "See what this bad about 1-5 pounds of honey and
country can do besides raising cotton, sugar syrup, and the cold weather
-if we only had the sense to develop it." caine on before they had cap]ied all of
I have repressed swarming as much it. This has been a very hard winter
as possible, and shall always liere- for bees in this section, the losses
ufter clip a wing of every queen, to being larger than a year ago, averagprevent swarming as far as 1 can. 1 ing about .50 per cent. We enclosed
am hopeful of Southern bee-culture. each hive in a separate house, with 5
:Success to the 1?eb Journal and inches space between the house and
Nortliein bee-keepers theuresent sea- hive on the sides, and -3 inches on the
bottom, made high enough to contain
son.
Osc.\K F. Bledsoe.
the hive with the sections on, and
Grenada. Miss., May 10, 1882.

Honey Harvest in Texas.— Bees are
gathering honey rapidly from ratan.
This harvest will connect vi'ith horsemiiit, and if seasonable, will give us
a constant How of 60 days.
Wm. R. Howard.
Kingston, Texas, May 3, 1882.

:

Wintered Successfnlly Afrain.— Bees
have again come tlirough all in exwincellent condition. This is now
ters in succession without loss by my
system of chaff packing, of which I
am the originator. Wintering successfully is settled with nie but how
to prevent swarming is the great
problem with me, if I run for box
H- H. Flick.
honey.
;

Lavansville, Pa.

—
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the Dzierzon theory be true. Please tinues to lay as she has I will give her
but 1 see our great honey
answer the above as I am a seeker of room
plant, horseniint, is now beginning to
knowledge in the bee line.
bloom, and this army of bees will need
II. M. Williams.
more room soon. I never saw such
Bowden, Ga.. May 7, 1882.
demons ; the smoke from a steam engenerally conceded they gine would hardly quiet the rascals;
[1. It is
will.
the moment the hive is opened at you
heretofore they come. I prepare for them with
2. The best authorities
veil, and work on as if
have been nearly unanimous in the gloves and
they were my favorite Cyprians that
combs satisfactorily.
opinion that if the queen herself is behave so nicely. I have about 30
E. C. Jordan.
pure, the drones will also be pure. coienies of Cyprian bees in their
Stephenson's Depot, Ya., May -5.
There are, however, some very in- purity, and a better bee never landed
[Use the sectious. Many make a telligent dissenters from this view. on the shores of America. I have
had tliein in iny apiary since August,
point of having their section combs
Our observations and experiments on 1880, and I know they are good. I
built out the previous season, for
the two questions have not been started to tell you, I commenced operUnless very bright and
early use.
ations this spring with 40 colonies;
satisfactory.— Ed.]
sold 32 colonies for $231.60, and I now
clear, first extract the honey from the
which I think will
We have ob- Sweet Clover.- My pets are doing have 45 colonies,
partly filled sections.
go up to -50 by natural swarming. I
served that bees rarely fill extra-thick well. I had (pieens and drones flying am now harvesting my early wheat,
They are very
combs as satisfactorily as the medium the first day of May.which
will soon have cake and honey
are in full and
busy on the maples,
B. F. Carroll.
can probably bloom. I have two colonies that they raised in 1882.
i'ou
or thin ones,
Dresden, Tex., May 1, 1882.
remedy this by shaving down the sur- are trying to rob, and there is some
face of the combs with a thin, very hard fighting on both sides. 1. Please
Bees in Utah.— I am well pleased
tell me what to do to prevent their
sharp knife. Ed.]
fighting, as I have tried everything I with the Bee Journal, and as an
know of. Enclosed yon will find a amateur in the bee business. I have
Excessive Swarmiiigr.— I am having specimen of a very good bee plant. It received many valuable hints that
now
with
my
bees
they
time
lively
a
blooms from the middle of June till would have been to my benefit last
are swarming very fast. 1 had .30 late in the fall, has a small white year. I had 3 colonies of bees last
colonies to start with, and they have blossom, is very fragrant, and grows winter, but the winter has been the
increased by natural swarming to 50, by the roadside. 2. What is it V
hardest we have had since this was a
and not half of them have swarmed
and many have lost
settlement,
F. A. Gibson.
yet.
I have had as many as 6 swarms
heavily in bees. I lost all of mine;
Racine, Wis., May 9, 1882.
from one hive. Two escaped to the
dysentery was the cause. This spring,
[1. Close the entrance to the hive
woods, because 1 could not attend to
seeing the advertisement in the Jourthem in time, being so many out at being robbed so but one bee can pass nal of Paul Diiiiken, of Freeman,
one time. They are storing honey in or out at a time.
Mo., I sent for 2 colonies of Italian
pretty fast, and I am in hopes they
first rate
of bees, which I received in
2. You have sent us a specimen
1 have been a
will stop swarming.
condition on the 17tli of April, and it
sweet
honey
plant
favorite
our
of
the
constant reader
Bee Jouunal
was 2 days after before 1 could let
for several years and have noticed clover Melilotits ulba). All will recog- them out, owing to the snow storm
tlie views of some men as to [lure
nize its value when they have become tlien raging in tills place. Since that
Italiaus, hybrids, etc., and so far as 1
time the bees have done well. Now
liave experimented with bees, I find familiar with it.— Ed.]
we have the peach, apple, apricot,
the ci'oss of the Italians and blacks to
pluins, Cottonwood, and May flowers
be as good as any pure Italian for
A Prolific Queen.—As I gave in uly all in bloom. Bees are streaming in
honey, and better for increase, though report last fall, perhaps 1 had better with pollen and honey. I find in one
increase is not the thing for me now, tell you what 1 :im doing now— busy hive a queen cell started, and plenty
for I cannot sell pure Italian bees, in hiving bees, 1 to o swarms per day. of young brood and drones hatched
a painted, movable frame hive, for S5. I put up my y.Sd swarm to-day. My out, and bv all appearance will have
They do not know how to keep bees first swarm" came out on the 2.5th of to divide in"a few days. Some of the
unless they can go to the swamp and March, and now has 10 frames of hives are rather weak, but in general
cut a hollow black-gum, and cut it off brood and is ready to swarm. I have the bees of this settlement are doing
with an axe, and set it by the meat a colony of bees in my apiary that are nicely, with plenty of bloom— clover
house, and let it stand till June, then rather a curiosity. The queen is a and lucerne. We have in the past attake a lot of rags and a hammer and fine Cyprian mated with a German- tended to the milk, but now we are
go for some honey, bee-bread, young Italian drone, that is a hybrid drone. beginning to attend to the honey, and
bees, etc. They say to me, how do Slie was raised November, 1880, and it will soon be as the Prophet has
you have such luck with your bees* mated on the nth of December, and said, a laud flowing with " milk and
i tell them there is no such tiling as* ''began laying a few eggs on the 10th of honey."
John Dunn.
was wintered in a
luck, it is in management. I do 'wish the same month
Tooele City. Utah, May 6, 1882.
1 could induce the people here to get three-frame nucleus, built up rapidly
to paying some attention to them. 1 last year, and gave a nice surplus and
rousing
Well for Philadelphia.—
have done all I can to get some of a few frames of brood. They went
them to take the I3ee Journal one into winter quarters in 1881 on S big swarm to-day. How is that for
40- V This swarm issued on
year but no, they say they are too frames, with si)ace left for two more latitude
as they were clustering
poor. I am satisfied if I had time to frames, which they filled with comb, the 4th, but
and they regive the proper attention to my bees, and on the first of March the 10 combs it threatened to rain,
to the hive.
I could make more from them than were full of brood, and I gave them a turned
F. Hahman, Jr.
any one man can in cotton. 1 want full story with 10 frames of foundaPhiladelphia, Pa., May 8, 1882.
to ask a question or two to be answered tion.
the first of April these were

Unnsuallr Early.— The interest lu
bee-keeping is increasing fast and
greatly. I luui a very line Italian
swarm come out to day. This is unPlease answer:
iisuallv soon for us.
1. 1 have a large number of sections
partly tilled with honey, and others
with thick and thin dry comb ; is it
advisable to put them on the hives to
be filled V My bees do not till thick

;

;

—

(

:

A

;

By

ill

the

nal

next issue of the

Bee Jour-

1. Will a non-fertilized queen's
drones mate with a virgin queen the
same as any drone V 2. Will a drone
from a half-bieed queen be pure,
that is. will a pure Italian queen
mated with a black drone, produce
pure Italian drones if not, how can
:

;

of brood, and I added a third
story with 5 frames of comb and 5 of
foundation, and 4 of these are to day
full of brood, and eggs in three others
24 frames (standard Langstroth) almost solid brood. I extracted 12 lbs.
of nice honey from the third story last
week, and as long as the queen confull

—

All Ahniitiauce of Bloom.— Bees are
doing well in this locality so far this
year. I had two fine colonies on the
White clover is beginning
.5th inst.

to
of

bioom and there
it.

Jerseyville,

is

an abundance

Elvin Armstrong.
111..

May

8, 1882.

:
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Rearing Queens.— In your advice to
Mr. A. L. Conger, Earlville, Iowa, in
regard to rearing queens, you say
" Now take out the frames one at a
time fi'om the hive removed, and
shake and brush all the bees from the
combs in front of tlie new hive, then

—

Bee-Keeping in Colorado.
Every
one knows how important is consulta-

replace the

tion where there are common interests
to carry out.
have agricultural
and horticultural societies to furtlier
the interests of those branches of industry, but there is no industry that
calls louder for intelligent manage-

and

ment and

combs in the black colony
release the queen." Now, I want
to know what the- black colony is
going to do for bees. I cannot understand that I'art of the instructions
the balance before is plain and simple.
Please explain, so that a beginner like
myself will know what to do. White
clover and poplar are in their prime
;

here now about lialf my bees appear
to be working on poplar, the other
half on white clover. Mercury stands
at 810 in the shade at 12 m. Bees are
crowding out queens with honey. I
am trying to get my neighbors to iise
frame hives and Italianize, which
some are making pi'eparations to do.
J. A. P. Panchek.
Paucher's Mills, Tenn., May 4, 1S82.
;

[In the confusion incident

upon

We

consultation than bee culconsider that many
bee owners are ignorant of the simplest operations of the apiary, it beture.

When we

hooves us to do all in our power to
impart that knowledge by which we
can prosecute the science of bee-culture

The

successfully.

exposition

space to exhibitors free of charge.
The enterprise is National in scope,
and every industry will be represented. Any one wishing to exhibit,
should communicate with the National Mining and Industrial Exposition Co., at Denver.

WoMANs' Indus. Ass'n.
Denver, Col.

re-

lifting out
the frames one at a time, you will find

enough bees, young and old, will run
down from the combs and remain in
hive to perform maternal
and to these young bees will
be added hourly as they emerge from
the cells, which will each require but
a few days to be duly qualilied as
old

duties,

ADVERTISING EATES.
20c. per agate

spa ce, each insertion.

line of

A line of Agate type will contain about eigrht
nurses. One principal object in brushlines will occupy 1 inch of space.
ing the combs in front of the new vi-ord«; fourteen
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
hive, is to get a fair proportion of the
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
younger bees, which have not done
BlSt'OtTJWTS will be given on advertisements
lield work, in witli the older bees, to publisbed WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
do certain drudge-work which they paid in advance
lO pei* cent, discount.
For 4 weeks
can best perform .^Ed.]
"
SO '
8 "
:

—

Bees Light. I have concluded to
report this morning, as I have just
linislied overhauling my bees, doubling up, feeding, etc. So far, the
spring has been the most discouraging
(except that of 1879) I have experienced in my bee-keeping 6 years last
April. We have had an abundance of
fruit bloom, but the weather has been
so very unfavorable that our best colonies have consumed more than they
gathered. To-day it is so cold and
damp that the bees are not flying, except where they are aroused by feeding. Owing to the exceptionally poor
fall of 1881, and our present weather,
bees are in a miserable condition to
make a good showing for the season.
I am compelled to feed my 33 colonies
until something "breaks loose" for
them to work upon. Many of them
have only about half the amount of
brood they should have at this time,
and it will take close care to have them
all ready for wliite
clover, which
promises much better than last season. We hope to get a good yield
from basswood, as it was almost a
failure last year. If it were not for
the weekly visits of the Bee Journal, which gives fresh courage, I
should feel rather blue at times.
S. A. Shuck.
Bryant. 111.. May fi, 1882.

—

All

" i:$
"
"
"

26
3»
53

"
"
"
"

(3

months)... .30

(6months)....40
(9

months)... .50

(I

year)

60

"
"
"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
35 per cent., 6 months. lO per cent., 3 months.
5 per cent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone. 40 per cent., « months. SO per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the fall rate for
the time the advertisement is inseited.

THOMAS
»SS West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Chicago, lU.

J^pccial IJoticcs.
A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this oflice.

who intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a.
copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
their

" 100 colonies 220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1 50
2 00

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all togetlier in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to pro-

managers have offered their entire cure

moving the black hive and

the

The Apiary Register.

at the start.

Honey

Food and Medicine.

as

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price of tliem low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single, copy 6
'
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
of
100
On
orders
per hundred, $4.00.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
the

—

1^ From

Dr. L. James, Atlanta,

we have

received a section filled
with thin foundatioTi, as described on
page 309. The section presents not
only a very neat appearance, but the
foundation is fastened substantially,
it having withstood transportation and
considerable rough handling.
111.,

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made especially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the Journal as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

lot

-A'.-*-..*

Preparfition of Honey for tlie Market, including the production and care
of both

comb and extracted honey.
32 pages. At the

A new pamphlet of

meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appointed on a committee to prepare instructions on the Exhibition of Bees
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
last

;

i^" The Bee Journal is mailed at
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
the Chicago Postotlice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
i^° When changing a postofflce addue to the postal employes, or some dress, mention the old as well as the
new address.
cause beyond our control.

6

!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m.. May 15. 1882.

FRANCES DUNHAM, EARS
}

THE DUNHAM

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
to this lioiir

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam

Shark's

of

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

4 Only Absolute Cure

:

ttiiotutlous of

FOR THE

Inventor and S"lo Manufacturer of

S

The

up
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for Deafness

Oil
is

the

Known.

This Oil is ;ib;Htr:Ht.>d from a peculiar <-i>eciesof
small Whitf Nhaik, caught in the VellowSea,

Cash Buyers.

known

as <'itrrl,(irn<h,n RnmieJetii. Every Chinese
llsherman kiinuH it. Its vntues as a rpstorative of
hearing were discovered by a Bu(idl]i.at I'riestabout
the year i4io. Us cures were so numerous and
many Mo«eeiniiieiy nilraciiloii-, that the remedy was officially proehiimcd over the entire Em-

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

As the season is well udvancea. sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchaniied. 1 iitu imying 8c. fur dark and lOc. for
liKht. cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce
and rules liich.
BKKSVVAX-I am pavinji '24c. for sood yellow
wax, on arrival IHf-j^i'i'c. for medium grade, and
15@17c, for (lark.
Al. U. Newman, y^s W. Madison St.

Its Uf*e became so universal that for over
Ileal'iieKN huH exif«(e<l aniongr
the ClilneNe people. Sent, charges i>repaid.to
any address at $1.00 per bottle.

pire.

aOOycarNiio

;

HEAR WHAT THE OEAF SAY!

CINCINNATI.
for comb honey is

HONEY— The demand

slow,

It

and prices nominal at hiuv^Oc. on arrival. Extracted
honey is in fair demand. Our jobbing prices for
for 2
1 lb. jars of clover honey are, per Kross. $25
lb. do.,
turinif

I

per Kross. $4::. The demand for manufacpurposes is very good. We pay 8@l0c. on

arrival.

BEESWAX-Brines

I8@22c.

ceeds the offerings.

CHICAGO.

FOUNDATION

mostof

BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at23@25c.
South Water

St.

Patented Aug.

CLEVELAND.

B3P~

HONEY— Our

honey market would be good, as
there is considerable inquiry for white honey in
sections, with ntme to satisfy the demand. It
would brint,' 1:2c. readily for choice. Buckwheat
honey, no sale. Extracted, IK^l-'c. per lb.

KENDKL.

tracted

;

1882.

20wly

;

the
ex-

my manufacture,
my rights, and shall
FRANCE** A. 1>ITNHAM.

machines asabove.othorthan of
I

am

prosecute
the law.
I58m4t

Co.

BOSTON.

57

Chatham

Street.

prepared to protect
all infring.

9sm8t

nients to the full e.xtent of

DePere, Wis.

S. I>.

McLEAUr, Columbia, Tenn.

TIN POINTS

GLASSING HONEY

Cut by machinery arc much cheaper tmd tetter
than hand-cut. and perfectly straight: ],<"«) to
;

Streec.

2rn'.; ii.ooii to ic.iHKt,
60. per l.iHXi extra bv mail.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— A little

better tone is noted, owing to
less favorable reports from some of the honeyEroducing districts. In Los Angeles county it is
elieved the yield will be light, but a good crop is

ISsmot

22c.; ovoi-

lo.ixx.i. 2i'c.;

Samples for :ic. stamp.
M^. C. GILr.ETTE.
LeKoy. <ienesee Co.. N. Y.

MY

PRICK

1«-PAGE
LIST of
Cyprian and Holy liimd Bees, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Siii)plies. will be sent to
all who will send me tlu-ir name and address on a

dark to good,
extra white, 7@7Xc.;

12iSl-ic.;

Extracted, choice to
dark and candied, ii(;t6>4C. BEESWAX— 23(§i25e.
Steahns & SMITH. ^3;^ Front Street.
OIiic.

H. H.

postal card.

Hamtf

BROWX,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

;

lOsmtf

Bee Journal.

Lcwistown, B'rederick Co., Md.

l882-SouthernH8a(lquarters.-l882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queene

Bingham's Smoker Corner.

Dear

;

1

i

:

The Conqueror conqueis everything

i

i

the apiary. It is almost a right between my
three assistants, as to who will get it Hrst in the
in

morning. A single puff from it will fill a double
story with smoke. I will use m* other after this.

Yours

truly,

p. L.

ErK SECTI09fS
ONE-PI
size. $4.r.o

:i

VIALLON.

specialty.

Pound

per i,i)Oo. l. Hives r»oc. Also, Italian bees t(n *s per colony. <Mrcular free.
BYRON
& CO., Capac. Mich.

88ml2tp

WALKER

From
REV. E.

;i882,

Evergreen Apiary.

tlie

L. BKIOeS, of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnish Italian i^ueens from either of
hia Prize Mothers, as e:ir!y in the coming seasonaa
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens, $3; Warranted Queens, $2 Queens withoutguarantee. *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, $4. Orders filled in rotation, as received,
if accompanied with the cash.
3w26t

my new

Catalogue, giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on tlie New Races of
Bees. Address.

DR.

i

.T.

P. H.

dl*'l

BRO^f^X,

Augusta, Ga.

osmtf

r,\TE»TE»
We

1ITAH>1AN «|UEEX8.-

will furnish during June and July, 1882,
a few Queens, daughters of mothers whose colonies gave us over'.! lbs. of extracted honey in
1SK2.
Reuister letters.
April.
K.
Loreauville. La.
20witp .1.

»|p J.

W.

HtlAW,

:

l^OR SALE-ITALIAN BEES.
Six or eight Colonies, in I^angstroth hives.
dress,

J. C.

OLDHAM, 9 East Main

Ad-

Street.
SprinEfleld, Ohio.

20wltp

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
BitiTiMi Bke JoruNAL is published monthand contains the best practical information for
tne tiii;e being, ^^ho'.ving wluit to dc, :ni>l when and
how to do it. n Ls (."lihMl ;ui.l |.iilili.-,iii-.l by

The

V. IS.

AISISOTT, Kee-lf lister.

School of Apicitlture. l''a.r!;iu 11, Suuthall. London.
S^^'We send the Weekly Ameuicax Bee JovrN'AL and the British Bee Juumal, both for |3.30 per

annum.

Be SURE
To send a

;

Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stuck of bees
make a specialty of manucannot bo excelled.
facturing the l>unli;uu Funndiilion. Try it.
If
you wish to pll^Illa^-|• Uees or Supplies, send for

Bayou Goula, La., May 2, 1882.
Bingham & Hethekington. Abronia,
Sirs

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

ly,

IBEAIUJUAKTERS FOR THE

Messrs.
Mich.

;

Italian.

Examine the Date following your
Golden Italians & Original Albinos,
name on the wrapper label of this
BEES AND QUEENS.
paper
it indicates the
end of the
month to wliich you have paid your Send for Circular. tl. M. C. TAYtOK,
subscription on the

At Nine Dollars eai.-h Ten colonies to one address,
Eight Dollars each. Twentv Colonies of Hybrids
at Seven Dollars each. These bees are in good,
new, story-and-a-half hives, Gallup frames, 12
frames in a hive. In all respects in the best conO. CLTJTE, Iowa City, Iowa.
dition.
19w2t

;

for

o.iXM),

expected in San Diego.
Wequote white comb.

(Late Uaylock & Co.i
7 Dey St., Kew Xork.

:

ST. LOUIS.
demand. Strained selling at 8
@ioe.; comb scarce— nominal at lS^22c.

HONEY— In fair

BEESWAX-Stiff at 21(«j22c. for prime.
R. C. GUEEK & Co.. 117 N. Main

money

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,

LETTERS PATENT Number
Dunham Kuundation Machine, making Twenty-five Colonies of Italian Bees
with base of cells of natural

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 2r>®22c., acConsult your interest, and send for my
1 QQ^
cording to quality.
XoO:^. new circular and price list of colonies.
BEESWAX— Piime quality. 25c.
Nuclei and Queens. Address.
CROCKEit & Blake.

yiew.

Sole Agents for America.

shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine. I hereby give notice to al! parties infringing
my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, us well as to all parties purchasing
that

Thurber &

PEKSONAI-T.Y THSTIFY, BOTH FKO.M EXPERIENCE
AXDoBSERVATiox. Write at once to Haylock
.V Jen.vey. 7 Dey Street. New York, enclosing *I.
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whos6
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Eijitor of Mercantile Re-

comb foundation

115 Ontario Street.

2fi@27c.

helped a great deal- think another

J.id, is.si.

0A.X7TI01T.

7(fl/lic.

BEESWAX-Scarce

head, and hear

Having obtained

NEW

YORK.
HONEY— There is no white comb honey in
market. We quote; Comb honey U@l6c.;

case.

have been greatly benefited.

Only Imported by

Send for New (Mrcular for January,

246,099 for

BEESWAX -2.5@;30C.
A. C.

tiiv

my

jyTo avoid loss in the mails, please send
by Reiusteueh Letter.

chaser.

itiS

in

"Its virtues are rxQu estionaijle and its ctraTTVE CHAKACTEU A BSOLUTE, AS THE WKlTEKCAX

the trade tindink' fault with the best offered, as it
Values are not steady,
is more or less candied.
prices being made to meet the views of the pur-

Burnett.

unearthly ntiises

My deafness

Quotation*! of Commission Herchants.

R. A.

iHj

better.

bottle will cure me.

The demand exC. F. Muth.

HONE V— The demand for honey is light,

has pcrloriiicil a miracle in

have

I

much

;

postalcsird toruur Illuatratt-tl Catalogue

of Apiarian Supplies before purchasingelsewhere.
It contains illu.-^tratinns and descriptions of everything new and vaiunblo needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Ilolv Land
Queens and Bees.

A H.

J. €.

P.

SAVl.ES,

4 3ml.'it

ANOTHER
NEW
ready

Har tford. Wis.

IDEA.

for business. Every shee'
Foundation all
wired anil h iiiul around witli a light wooden rim.
ready to adjust int^tjintly in your frame. No advance in priti'. Stictll sample for 1; cents. I shall
alsft breed choice Italian and Ilolv Land Queens,
practiciutf a new stijiuilativn proci^sa. Write now
for prices and particulars. Address.
9smly .lOHN H.
Hartford. N. Y.

MARTIX,

4
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A NEW BEE BOOK

Complete Apiary for Sale.

Cyprian

An Apitry ••f i»0 t'OLOMES OF ITALISEES. with buildings and all modern ap-

IAN

I'liiiii'Ts for rujining the same
are within i'n miles
mI riih'au'o. in a splendid location for wild pasturage. 'I'hese bees show a good record for last seaIhN. (_-onil> hoii«-y from
son— 2,
vol-;

«04

OjrtMH.OAIKS

4>F 15EKS. having queens
0«J of last yeiir's hiitcli. hred from a queen of the
D. A. .!• nes importation. They are in J. E. Moore's
improved (louUle-w;iII hive of seven frames, with
Bide and top storage.
Tliey will be securely packed and delivered on
cars from the I'lth to :ii8t ot May. at the following
rates l to H' colonies. $S each 1 or more, $7.5(i
1

;

:

each.
Also.

New

50
Swarms, hived on finished
combs, delivered on cars from loth cf .June to fith
of July for, 1 t') 10 colonies, •^li.'ti) each 1 1 or mr.re
do.. $i.i each. Ileason fur selling The increase of
our mercantile business prevents our giving the
apiary the care and attention it should have. Remit bv Registered Letter to
Byron, Gen. Co., N. Y.
I9w3t »J. E.

nie«,

43

m«

and increased

to
colonies.
prime condition now. with

are in

OH THE
an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

Management

I want to go into nther business this fail, and
would sell now. giving' the purchaser the benetit of
this season's work 'and my services if wanteds as
an inducement to buy. Terms will be reasnnithle.
and partly on time 't necessary. Correspondence

H.

W. ANDERSON,

THOMAS
Editor

(J.

NEWMAN,

the TVeekly Bee Journal.

n,f

It conta ns Iffl) profusely illustrated pages, is
in all the various imlirovements and inventions in this rapidly devel*
oping pursuit-, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful miinauement of the honey bee, and at the sauio time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

"fullyupwith the times"

(.ibKon's Stsitlou,

I7wtf

;

of

;

solicited.

:

MOORE,

BEESWAX.

Bees and Honey at Fairs,"

etc.

Price,

cover.--.

bound

HO cent«,

in cloth,

"

Marketing Honey,"
cents; in paper

"7.5

postpaid.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 24i'. per pound, delivered liere. Cash

I
I

Bees & Honey

'I'liey

PROSPECTS OF A GOOD SEASON.

!

am

on

arrival.

Shipments

Appreciative Xotlces.

solicted.

AI^FREO M. NEWAIAN,
923

West Ma

Excelsior

CHICAGO.

iison Street.

Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farm.^rs"
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, Ijoutsiana, Mo,

Ibl.

Duntiam and Vandervort

FO UNDATION.
Owing

to the large

advance

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, nnd of vast importance to

the price of wax. I
Dunham, luto 50 lbs., 4Jc.,
in

now quote prices thus
over 50 ibs..4ic., less than 10 lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb.. \ to lo lbs., .57c., 10 to 50
:

No

lbs., 54c.

V.

J.

CALDWELL,
(Cambridge, Henry Co.,

;iwly

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving^.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— r>aily Standard, New Bi dford, Mass.
Contains jili the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City. Ind,
.Tust such a work as -hould be in the hands of

Circular free.

discounts.

III.

IBS ENGBAVINdS

everv beginner

bee-cu!ture.~New8,Keithsburg,

in

Hi.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectol bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist. Ijcbanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer.
Cleveland, 0.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican. Utica, N. V.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain

M. D.

B. J.

TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
A,
and the symptt^ms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 2^ oentM.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

:

THOMAS
325

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Street.

Given'sFoundationPress.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

4— RACES OF BEES—

Itaii]iii, ('yprliiii. Holy I.<and nnd Hunffurlaii ttin ens.- Warranted queens. Ji.fit* extra
selected. |; 1. 75; tested. $;J. Sendformy31«t Annual C'lrculiir.
:

lOwtf

HENRA' ALr.EV,

Wenhani. Mass.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used
the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single exit sold for leas
than .one.
O.
»a5 West Madison Street. Chlcstgro, in.
in

NEWMAX,

THOMAS

GOLDEN

ITALIAN
I

QUEENS.

-frame Nucleus, with Test-

$4.50
ed yueei)
2 frnine Nucleus, with Test.,

eil

Queen

.'i.OO

Colony, with Tested
Queen, belore July l.\.... 12.00
10.00
Same, after .luly 1
Tested Queen, before July I, 3.00
after July 1.. :i.50
Full

"
"
after July

per half doz..
1

I

3.'>0

Address, by Registered Letter
or PostoflQce Order.

DR.
iwtt

I.

The latest improveuientln Foundation. OurtUin
common Koundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. AH Presses warntnted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
D. S.
<\, Hoopeston. 111.
and

P. WILSON,
Burlingtrm. Iowa.

GIVEX A

1882-J.

S.

TADL0CK.-1882

LULING. CALOWELI.

TEXAS.

CO.,

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens.

I

use one of

J. H. Xeliis' best imported queens.
'I'ested Queen.
J^.rio ; per half-dozen, ¥1:^.50. Select Tested, |3 ;
|ier half-dnzen. ^\h.
"Dollar" ornuclei-qucens

No

handled. Safe arrival nnd satisfaction guaranteed,
if

possible.

^4w:^!lt

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
,

lam now

v,^

vkj*>> <;oLUEN

booking orders for

my

ITALIANS, reared from

^OlI^S:^

the best stock in the ci>untry. VVarranted 'Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
^'^^3.\?\ '^"•''y '" the season, $'J.50 after
- frame Nucleus, with
'"'^p-^^C^-^^''^' *Full Colony,
^# \i3r V^''''sted Queen, f 4
I ^^ \
with Tested Queen. $10. The Best
Quiiiby Suiuker for 1^1. "iii. Address all orders to
.ylWrvx

;

;

•

;

r.. •!.

I

Address Ur.Chaee'sPrintingHouse, Ann Arbor.Mich
36ml yp

Ind.

THE CONaUEROR.
Large Smokers need wide ehieUls. Bingham's
have them, and springs that donotru-^t an^ i>reak,
and I'ellowsthat sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conquer<ir has all mprovements made tti date,
anda;sx7inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for

^^2.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

13wtt

Signal. Napoleon. O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He wh'> would keep abreast of the

times must beep posted in all the improvements in
We advise all interested to get a copy of
Ilia line.
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
lean

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTIIRKRS' PRICES,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUFROR.
Send for my :J2-paEe Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

uiEHr..

(Money Order OfBce)— Butler. Dekalb Co.,
lowtf

i

ANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2.000 Recipe
ACCUTQWBook.
Autn
SfU$ at Sight. Double your money

Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without. -Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinei, Rome, N. Y.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
itfiirthe marltetin the most attractive shape.—

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED
923

I'i^Ai

-

Ijtji

lOM

high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free
J.

VAN DEUSEN A

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

XTRACTORS.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

In idswerio frequent inquiries
for Vl.vtractora tarrying :{ and 4

By A.

Lam:stroth frames, 1 have coneluded to adupt these two new

The

frame bapUetisina
can of the same size and style as
tlie J frame. ThL- 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
sizes.

f

Of

:i

3fiir=W=i

»20

I

havestrainersoverihecanallead-

liLa-^

to the

in;:

Comb

honey

gate,

and mova-

Baskets.

For 2 American frames, 18x13 inches
"

For2LanK-troth
•*
For 3

lOxlf^

"

"

10x18
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 fniniesof any size. 13x20
"
'
121^X20
For3
"
"
1 3x20
Kor 4

"

"

"

ALFRED
923

H-

$8 00
H 00
10 00
14 00
12 f)0
12 00
16 «)

"

"

Street. ChicoKO,

III.

Send

for our 2s-p;me Illustrated Catalouue of

Bees. Queens and lice-Keepera" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Clioice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
1 wtf
K A. THOMAS <t CO., Coleraine, Mass.
1

DXTXIIAM
perpouiiM

FOUNDATION
AND

the
per

t'Oint
i'\ti;i

;

lb.

s.'iiM

:iir

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
'o9ii and dieapest.indiapensai.ikto everv man, entitled
"I'he Science of Life, or SelfPreserv!ition;"bound in finest

Denlers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in tlie country. We send to all parts of the
United states. Wo make

STANDARD STYLES,

AIJi

nowhere to he equalled for cleanlipurity and beauty. Extra thin and britihtfor

and our wax
ness,
sections.

Samples

is

All shapes ;ind sizes.
free on request.

Ilamiltf^n.

We
Advance

&

on the
wholesale or

Um
PARKER.

quote an

5

Cents

illustrated sample. *^c
nd now. Address Peabody

ail
.

X<i. 4

;

;

Bnltlnchst.. Boston.

22wly

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.

CLOVER SEED
lowtf

retail.

to the increased demand for Melilot and
Clr)ver seed, my liberal supply has been
exhauster], and I can «)btain no more in this coun-

manual
I

Owing

Bokhara

cannot, therefore, fill any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in. and more can
be imported.
Orders for Alsibe and WhiteCIovers will beHlled
try.

I

A. H. NE'tVMAN,

THE CLIMATE,

I

[

I

I

\

!

923 W. Madison Street. Chicago, lU.

j

I

Florida

Land"B40 Acres

I

I

I

Manufactories and Commerce

COZ^O^ADO,
be proni|.'tly and trutlifully answered by private letter, upon sending one D'>ll:ir to the
will

Woman's

Industrial Association,

201 Sixteenth St.,

Advance

I»EKTER,

COr..

CHEAP FOR CASH. ,m

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

my Catalogue.
.ILFRED H. NEWMAN,

West Madison

in

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILl,.

Pruf. Cook's Manual is ao.
is a necessity.
exhaustive work.— fferaid, Moniicello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fUily up with tlie times in every particular.
Therichest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonIsh myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested intormation contained in Cook's Ma n-

ual.— Wm. Van Antweki'. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both*
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bec-raiaers.— ^y. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to Uie author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either Frencb
or loreiyn. wlncli I like so much.— 1/Abbe 1>u
Boitf, editor of the Bui.ef in D' A picuUeur, FranceIt not only gives the natural history of these industrioua insects, but also a thorougli. practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a boiaoic.-fldescnjition ot honey
producing plants, and an e.\tended account of the
enemies 61 beos.—fJeniocrat, PuUiski, N. Y'.
have perused with great pleasure this vnde
viecuniot the bee-kccper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belousing to apiculture.
To al takingan intereL-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as a(lvis(ni.—Agriculturii,t, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leadingbee-men to be tlie most conjplcte and practical
lrea*ise on bee-cultur.' in Europe or America; a
scieniidc work on modorn bee inunagement that
eveiy experienced bee man will welci >me. and it is
e^esential to every aiiateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit
to the \Wesi.~\Wiitt:rn AnricuLurmt.
This work is undoubtedly the most coTpIete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers wbteb
hits ever been publi.'-hed.
It gives a tuH explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There Is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untotiched. and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ot all
the previous knowlede ol apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting ot alloccupaiions.- -dnitrican Inventor.

We

Deschii'TION, -Sec.

4,

township

7,

south range

7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line, 27, miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 2o miles northeast of the city ol Apalachicola, a seaport on the (Julf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (fi and H) of the Apalachicola river ; the
soil is a rich, sandy hmm, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. .'ilat, 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned li sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *;i,2CW. and on Sept.
5th. 1H77. hy him conveyed to the unaersignod for
$:H,(X)0.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown iiy an abstract from the Kccordsof the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are ail paid and the receipts are in my possession.
;

Foundation,

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owins to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until furtlier notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
xcept the VutiDeusen (tlut bottom), will be

'2:i

igr

Book;

master and ot

any other book.— E. H. WVNK.001'.
This book Is just what everyone interested Ini
bees ought to have, and whicii. no one who ooiainsit, will ever regret having purcnused.— J\/ic/t. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-cwlture, a

Address,

*IOS. ^l.

the follow Inn opinions of the

-

III.

Iiiwtf

I5w6inp

llliiHlrtitionM

agement of the apiary.— J, P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from*
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than fromi

promptly upon receipt.

Mines,

'

Michigan.

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American wurks.-l-E\visT. Colby.
It appears to ha'e cut tlie ground from under
future book-makers.- iinU.v/i Bee Journal.
Prof, Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my oporatioua and successful man-

THYSELF.'Medical institute or Dr. W. H.

l.'^iwHm

Co.

per pound
I'UICES I'RINTED IN OUii CIRCULARS,
of

Head

KrenebmusHn. embossed, full
yilt,:i'H:ipp.,contain9 beautiful
steel engravings. lii.T prescriptions, price only $I.2.'i sent by

Circulars free.

SON,

Hancock

now

133 Flue

All agree that it is the work of a
real value.— X,'.'lj>tcw(Iure, Paris.

QUEENS-QUEENS

DADANT

CHAS.
iwly

FOXTNDATION-SSc.

thin and bright, 10 sq.ft. to

samples. Wav worked inc.
F. W. lU)LMi:s.Cuoi>ersville. Mich. Kiwiv

lb.. 4..C,

RETAIL.

AVH01.ESAt.E

College

of

:

'

NEWMAN,

West Madison

PaKeii

COOK,

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ;J,0C0 copies was exhausted in.
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annaJsof bee-culture. This new work has bceit
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation,
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee^
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Ui:.ney Bee the races of beesv
full desccripttons of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.splcndi.Uy Illustrated— and last. though
not least, detailed instructions for the variousmanipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one tbat.
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes'*
on every conceiv::blo subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intcnsely^
interesting and thoroughly practical.

except in size, with tlie
Extractor. 13x20. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Ex'ceptinK witb the ^sjo Extractors, all the dilTerent styles
ivientical.

*1(>.ik:»

%^^ia.inizs3f*^
ble side.-' in th^-

J.

Professor of Entomotogy in the

State Agricultural

or metal standard lor the basket
to revtilve upon. leaving;; rtmui uiiI'crneath the basket forToorsii
'b-i. of honey. It will beromplete.
with covers, and in every way

^*L^

Lfati^iil^i.

I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOMAS G. NEIVMAN,
'-25

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO,

II.J.1.

ANB Clf ARTS-atl,000 can be
MAPS
made
months
Tunison's Maps
in six

selling
free.

and Charts— »« page Catalogue
C. TL;NISOX..IaekMmviUe. Ill
I'wntp

r

—

Price— Bound

:oj

in cloth, JS1.3.'»

8>1.00, by mail prepaid.

Address, H.
('olumbus, O.

; tn paper cover,
Published by

TIIOHIAS G.
974

NEWMAW,

\V«M MadiHon StreeU CHICAGO, ILI*
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"HED TAPE!"
"Who will be the
copy

first to

25,000

^

USE.

IN

you buy the Original Patent Ein^^hiira
Kee Smoker, you will

If

gj^
|M

The Original

J|||

Bee Smoker

BINGHAM

FOR

Send address

for prices.

ard of excellence tlie
world over— better

and handsomer

this

If vou want cheap Ijees and hives to s\iit. good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, flection Bo.te^, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from

to

cts.

nr.

Our patents

t'2.

cover

all

the smokers

Full Ooionies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me acall, friendp,
with giK'il vounfi Queens
(Box Sift
autl I w'
ti y and please you.
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,

burn sound
stove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives firsl. youpj,*p-*p(i 1070 b
will have to buy 00*^^^®"^^^^'^°'°- '^
that

will

others.

PRICES:

Handed

to

i

Belleville, St. Clair

County,

III.

shield), 2"^ inch

75

Smoker

=

(wide

shield). 2 inch

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch,
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,
1% inch
Bingham & HetherinKton Honey
Plain

Knife, 2 inch

1

25

1

00

1

_

1»5

fJO

apply for dozen or half-dozen

rates.

Send

for free description and testimonials, to

hi

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.
.^bronla.,

I7wtf

ai 1.

5

al

kind ever published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

CO

oi

It

»

<

Q)fl

-=

go

^a

.

o

i

= a;i

CO

O

is

ffi

&S

Pi

|5i'=

note
•5

;1e

m

f^

A YEAUand

Maine.

MUTM,

__^

forPracticalHintsto Bee-Keepers.

iwly

FULL COLONIES of ITALIAN BEES,
Apiaries.

QUEENS and XXrCl^£I

a ai.^
*"- = =

a.

n.

Solit'ltors ot*

Patent Cases.

)

PntentB

.

)

;

the nature,
{)f Bees and Honey
and preparation <.'f Honey for the
food, giving recipes for making
,

Honey as

Price,

lOc.
a description of the
Price, ftc.

Honey

Mai'vestlntt:, Haudl£xti'aeted
;
in;; and MarltetinK.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. A C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods

=

EVERY EARMEE AND MILLER
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurei-. ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISHER.
;

IP?" Also for sale at the

Circular on appli-

Rev. A.
Cainar^o,

20

SALISBURY
l)(Mii!:Ias

county,

in

their apiary.

This

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.

contains

;

.

^^^^^
^""^^^

turners Never Defrauded.'"
Italian Queens
*l; Tested

$2

Cyprian *,Jueen3
$1 Tested
$2
Palestine OueMis. .$1 Tested... J2
Extra <^*ueens, for swarming sea;

;

WASHINGTON,
.»

/-,'

<-•

uiid Attoa-iieyit In
Hiw:3m

>n, rea(iv. if

we a re timely notified.

One-trurae Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. $1; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames.?8. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine.!'^ lbs. or over.
;{5c. perlb.
on Root machine, thin, for boxes. 4nc.
per b. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oric. paid for bright wax. Money Or<ter« en
iwly.
Timcola. in.
;

1

^U

and when and how.
ings.

Price.

Illustrated

2(3

lOc.

Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
Muth;

F.

:i2

pages.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat andehouic^

the

;

not ejit. Tliis book should be in every family, and
ougiit to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paaes 50c.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No hook
It

has

could be
engravings

'Sri

and treats all
diseases in a plamand comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table "f doses, and much valuable
illustrating positions of sick hoses,

III.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our MotUi is:
Vyj
—"Low I'nces, Quick Returns Cus-

Ionia Co.. Mich.

!'•

Box 1238, Kochester, N.r.
Bek Jourxal Office. ..^

liwiSm.

.

PAINE & LADD,
HAI.BBRT K.PAINt
Late Coram r Patents.
STORY B. LADD.

Profit,

The Hive I Use— Being

aS

KOBEKTSON.

Pewamo,

50wtf

Management of an
by Thomas G.
"Fully up with the

nr

times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," "Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains ii>o pages, and is i>rt>fusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, T5c.; in paper
covers, 50c.» postpaid.
Ozlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

Newman.

J3SX1

jJ^yStfl

IN SEASON.

t^~Satisfaction guaranteed.
cation,

Money,

hive used by S. M. Doolittle.

Bees and Queens
From my

of

including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honev, and in?tractions on the exhibition of bees ami honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.

;

3Bwiy

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Lungstroth Bee Hives, Honev Sections, etc.,
C. F.
\pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave.,CINtINNATIt O.
10c.

SS.

have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES, 192 Newman— Giving advMnced views on this important subject, with sugt-'esti<ins what to plant, and
O Vickery SHOULD
full of useful tables for
pages, pocket form
with
engrav-

Muth's Honev Extractor
3^"Send

Price.

expenses toagents,

outfit free.addressU*

iigiiHta^

liud

and management adopted

Nuppanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

$777"

A romance

Prepai-atlon orHoiiey Tor the Market,

an -^

;

5wly

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.—

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize- $25 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOe.

;

GOOI3,

to

Honey Bee

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam. Wines.etc;
and Iloney as Medicine with many useful Recipea.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywliere. Published in Engrllsli and<leruian.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.

g*Os

OiH'3

down

l<aue:8troth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

Market

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

lEl.

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, :#1.00.

quality, sources,

2wiim.

Land
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy
Oueens, and have how more than lim colonies in
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breeds, only from his best queens, and
that in all respects his dollar queens
are just as good as the tested ones,
bating their chance for
impure
mating which with the care given to
the matter by Mr. H. is slight. Nor
am I at all certain that his tested are
superior at all to the untested ones.
In fact, I think, if I understand Mr.
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following your
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
•month to which you have paid your
subscription on tlte Bee Journal.

name on
;

follows

:

have been much interested in the

discussions in the bee journals as to
the policy of rearing and selling "dollar queens " and no less so in the
very candid article from my friend
;

W.

W. Wis

The .Tournal a Necessity
Bees

We

I

Conrentiou Notes
N.

Several of our most prominent and
successful apiarists have requested us
to publish Prof. Cook's able and exhaustive article which recently appeared in the Bural New Yorker.
give the article entire, not because it
is a reply to Mr. Hutchinson, but for
its real worth from a scientific standpoint, and the much good it will accomplish by encouraging a pride in
seeking for and breeding the best
only. We view it as a virtual indorsement of the position we have taken
on the cheap queen traffic, and the
response it meets from the great mass
of progressive bee-keepers is quite
encouraging.
The article was entitled " Dollar Queens," and is as

Z.

Hutchinson, which appeared in

Hutchinson, I agree with him in
nearly every point he makes. Yet, I
believe that the " dollar queen traffic"
had done more than any one thing to
retard the progress of American apiculture. I believe it stands directly
in the way of the best achievements,
and accordingly anything that tends
to throttle its existence is a blessing.

The breeding of bees, like the rearing of any other stock, is a matter
that must not be hurried if we would
secure the best results. Long watching, the most careful study, and the
most rigorous weeding out are just as
requisite here as in breeding the best
short-horns. Does Mr. H. think that
our short-horn cattle would possess
their present excellence, had there
been no greater inducement to hard
and persistent effort than that held
out to the bee breeder of to-day. It
seems to me very patent that the
•'dollar queen traffic" has so clieapened queens that no person can possibly afford to take the pains that we
ouglit to have taken, unless, forsooth,
his bread-and-butter is secured by
some other means. I wish we had
breeders that could study their bees
as did Hammond his sheep, and as
hundreds of Hammonds are studying
their sheep, cattle and horses all over
tlie country to-day, and could select,
mate and breed, not with rings solely
in view, but with a far liigher ideal in
wliich mere coloration should form
but a slight clement; then we might
look for real progress. I cannot find

a late Rural. Mr. H. need have no
fear of giving offense. His very evident candor, truthfulness and honesty, must ever win admiration and
esteem, and would leave no shadow
of an excuse for any hard feeling on
the part of an opponent. It is not argument and candor that hurt, it is invective and crimination. I am glad time witli my numerous duties, to do
to know that Mr. H. is a gentleman, this as I think that it ought to be
and so has no use for these latter done. Neither Mr. H. nor any other
weapons.
breeder can afford to do it. They
As to the effect of the " dollar would starve, fdf short of success : as,
queen business," I think that Mr. H. hovi'ever well they might do, they
does not understand my position. I could hope for no adequate remunerabelieve he has only to understand me tion, so powerfully has the late queen
to agree with me. I have no doubt, business tended to weaken the spirit
nay, I am sure that he makes the bus- of improvement. Our present system
iness pay. I am further certain that calls for economy of time, money and
he does just as he says he will do- thought. iJut the maximum, not the
that he rears his dollar queens with minimum of care, is what will give us
as much care as he does any, that he superior bees.

;
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The Booths. Have we any, D. A. Jones,
is just this
put into the queen that can afford to undertake this
business of late wliich energy was work y
Ag'l College, Lansing, Mich.
absolutely requisite to success, and
then only the shrewdest business

The point

I

make

energy and

piisli

men

if

could,

:

—

honest,

make

a living

—

by rearing these cheap queens have
so cheapened the price of queens that
there is no general demand for any
other. But decided improvement can
only come by tlie utmost pains in
selecting breeding stock, both drones
and queens, whicli in case of drones is
very difficult, and requires the greatest tact, patience, and persistence.

Now

this very dirticulty makes it necessary to have every inducement
tlirovvn in the way to incite any beekeeper to undertake it. The pros-

pect of a dollar or a little more for
queens thus bred, would not onlv offer no such inducement, but would be
the best possible extinguisher of all
enthuiasm. More than this, to breed
the ideal queen, will require such a
rigorous weeding out that only a
small proportion of the queens reared
will be suffered to live. To support
a family, tlie breeder of cheap queens
must sell every one, and will then
have great reason to rejoice if his
ledger account shows a credit balance. In testing, Mr. H. only waits
to see if the requisite number of
bands are present. I would have him
wait to see if the requisite number of
eggs, bees and pounds of honey were
forthcoming, and then when such assurance was gained, I would pay him
$10 for the queen and make money,
while I would lose in the majority of
cases to pay $1 for the present queens.
In buying several to test the matter,
not however of Mr. II., I have won a
blank at each venture.
Why did Avery & Murphy produce
such a nnignilicent herd of cattle V
Only because they took the greatest
pains to secure the best material to
breed from, and then used the best

judgment

and

most

History and Composition of

The
article

following

is

an

(iliicose.

interesting

by Jas. R. Nichols, M. D., edi-

Boston Journal ofCheniisti-y.
which we would call particular at-

tor of the
to

tention

:

cannot be a mere matter of chance
that substances used as food by men
and animals are some of them sweet
It

acid, or that some are
svveetene<l with sucrose (cane sugar),
others with glucose (grajje sugar),

and others

and

Why did 25 cattle
bring $50,000 at the recent sale at
the
same reason. Why
Chicago y For
the exercise of the skill and cautionV
Only because of the prospective
thousands at future sales.
Unless there is some money-influence to induce to more time, caution,
and painstaking in breeding bees,
then truly the bee of the future, which
should and will be as great an advance
on the bees of to-day as are our improved cattle, hogs, etc., upon those
of the last generation, will not lind its
advent in this generation. The only
chance to escape this conclusion is for
some bee-keeper to set to work as I
would do could I give time to it, and
had I capital to warrant the under-

—

taking—and work to advance
bees, with no thought of present

his
profit,
to spare no time, no pains, no
study, no money to secure the ideal
bee, and then create his own market
by distributing his bees to the enterprising bee-keei)ers of the country,
asking them to test them and then
pay accordnig to tlie worth of the
bees. In this way he could hope in
time to get pay for his time and labor,
and would have the satisfaction of
being classed with Bates and the

early in the present century, he
established the famous Contiiiental
blockade, by which all products of
England and her colonies were excluded from the markets. Tliis of
course nuide sugar scarce and dear in
France, and stimulated search for
products which might be substituted.
The grape crop of France was
enormous, andas commerce was destroyed it was useless to make wine
so attention was turned to extracting
the sweet principle of grapes. Syrups
and sugars were made from grape
juice in large quantities, and Napoleon
ordered it to be u.sed in the palace as
an encouragement to its production.
He issued several decrees in regard
to its manufacture, and the celebrated
chemists of the time, Proust, Berthollet, Parmentier,
iind
others, were
kept busy striving to perfect the products. Montalivet, the great minister
of the interior in Napoleon's cabinet,
in one of his reports, states that it has
been ascertained that the grape sugar
equivalent of cane is a little over two
and one half to one. This is no: far

others with levulose (fruit
still
sugar). There is a wonderful adaptation of means to ends throughout
nature. The sweet sensation is generally agreeable, as has been before
stated, but it must be modified and
adjusted, else it would become repulsive.
If ourfruits were all sweetened
with pure cane sugar in differing proportions, they would lack a certain
zest, due to a peculiar sweetness
which they now possess; or, if our
grapes did not form an exception to from correct.
Thus it is shown that the chemists
other fruits in the method of sweetening, they would not be the delicious of France were making glucose more
fruit so universallyesteemed. Ai)ples, than seventy years ago from grapes,
pears, peaches, and most other fruits and if they had known that it could
are sweetened with levulose, or what be made as well from jiotatoes, corn,
may be regarded as a mixture of suc- or any other cheap substance holding
rose and glucose and differing varie- starch, the discovery might have reties hold unlike proportions, giving tarded the great progress that soon
in conjunction with malic acid ami followed in producing cane sugar
certain essences the nice shades of from beet juice.
It was as early as 1747 that Margraff
flavor observed. The manufacture of
sugar is not set up in fruits until the nuide his experiments showing that
period of maturity is nearly or quite beets contained sugar, but it was not
reached, and then" the process is usn- until Achard, the son of a French
allv a, gradual one.
refugee in Prussia, took up the sub;

The grape vine and fruit do not
consummate possess the power of grouping the

skill in crossing.

with less risk of exciting suspicion.

This is now a form of fraud of enormous magnitude, as will be presently
shown.
During the wars of Napoleon I.,

atoms of hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen so as to form molecules of sucrose the result of their work is confined to glucose. Hence a grape is
never excessively sweet, or it does
not reach a degree of sweetness beyond what glucose can furnish. If a
;

grape were a solid mass of sugar it
would not be very sweet, as the sugar
is incapable of conveying to the taste
any intense sensation. Every one
who has tasted old or well-dried
raisins has observed the hard lumps
of sugar which frequently form, of
considerable size, under the skin
covering. These are lumps of glucose
which result from the evaporation of
the moisture in which it was held in
solution in the grape. These lumps
are deficient in sweetness, as has been
observed from the earliest times. If
this substance was supplied in large
quantities from grapes or raisins, it
would sell at a low price in the market. If a grocer sold it for pure sugar
(cane sugar), it would probably come
back to him again, and he would
rightfully be charged with fraud. No
shrewd dealer or manufacturer would
sell it by itself as sugar, but those dishonest in the trade would mix it with
cane sugar, and thus dispose of it

ject,

and published the astonishing

results of his researches, that it excited public attention. The difference between the two forms of sugar,
that from grapes and that from beets,
was easily seen, and Napoleon's attention was called to it by his corps of
illustrious chemists. He immediately
gave himself to the work of creating
and perfecting this new industry, and
in 1812 he had the satisfaction of
learning from the reports of his minister of the interior that 334 factorie.s
in the empire were producing annually 7,700.000 pounds of beautiful
cane sugar from beets. This seems
almost like the work of magic, and
illustrates the greatness of the man
whose power was felt in every part of
the civilized world.
The early attempts to extract sugar
from beets in Na]ioleon's time were
made subjects for fun and ridicule.

The Emperor himself

did not escape
the lampoons of the wits of th" age.
caricature was exhibited in Paris,
in which the Emperor and the baby
King of Rome were the prominent
characters. The Emperor was represented as sitting in the nursery with
a cup of coffee before him, into which
Near
lie was squeezing a beet root.
him was seated the King of Rome
voraciously sucking a beet root, while

A
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standing near and steadmade to say to the
youthful monarcli, " Suck, dear, suck
your father says it is sugar."
manufacturing glucose from
In

the nurse,
t'astlv

observina:, is

;

corn, the process is, first, to separate
the starch from the other constituents of the grain, by simple mechanical means; and then, secondly, to act
upon the starch with dilate sulphuric
When thick
acid {oil of vitriol).
gelatinous starch is boiled foracouple
of hours with this acid, a curious
transformation takes place the milky
paste first changes to a tluul as limpid
as water, and as the change advances
this acquires a sweet taste, which is
masked by the presence of the acid.
If we now saturate the solution with
some eartliy carbonate, marble dust
for instance (carbonate of lime), the
acid is removed, and a sweet solution
remains, which, after purification,
may be evaporated to a syrupy liquid, or
by still further manipulation converted
into a white solid, wliicli is qrape sugar.
This is the whole process for making
" sugar out of corn," and it is simple
enough. In this chemical transformation nothing is absorbed from the
air, and no other substances but dextrine and grape sugar are generated,
and the weight of the sugar exceeds
that of the starch employed. What is
still more wondei'ful, the acid used
undergoes neither change nor dimi;

nution

;

original

it

is

all

amount

withdrawn

in its

after the boiling is

If it could be withdrawn
in its clear, iincombined state, one
carboy of oil of vitrol would serve to
change all the corn grown in the
United States into grape sugar.
Theoretically, one pound of corn
ought to make a pound of solid glucose, but in practice it does not quite
do tins. The cost of solid glucose to

completed.

large manufacturers cannot exceed
three cents a pound, and it may fall

considerably below this.
Nothing can be more paradoxical to
the popular reader than the statement that sugar is produced by the
use of one of the most powerful
mineral acids known to chemists. To
explain clearly and fully the chemistry of the reactions involved in the
process would require more space

than we have at command and also,
understand the nature of the
changes, more scientific knowledge
would be required than is possessed
by ordinary readers.
Glucose is a cheap! imperfect substitute for the genuine sugar of commerce. It is not a poison when well
made, and, as regards its healthfulness, it may not be much more deleterious than ordinary cane sugar.
Still, it does produce and aggravate
dyspeptic symptoms, and by its pronen'ess to set up fermentative processes
;

to

its use ciiusesflatnlency
fections of the bowels.

What becomes

and painful

of the

af-

millions of

pounds of glucose manufactured in
the Western States every month ?
It is used mostly as an adulterant in
the manufacture of table syrups, and
in adulterating the dark, uioist sugars
used largely by the poor. Its next
largest use is in the manufacture of
candies. All soft caiulies, waxes.

caramels, cliocolates, etc., are
of glucose. Children are therefore large consumers of this substance the honey bees, also, are fond
of it, and will carry it away by the ton,
within their reach. The
if placed
tallies,

made
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cose and grape sugar, Dr. Nichols
says that glucose isa" syrupy liquid;"
by " further manipulation " it may be

;

"converted into a white solid, which
is grape sugar;" the only distinction
honey made from it is«o better than the being that one is a "syrupy liquid "
pure glucose, as it is stowed away in
and the other a "white solid," both bethe comb without ch.ange.
"
"
A mixture of true sugar-house ing made from the same material in
syrup with glucose syrup, in propor- precisely the same manner. It will be
tions of five or ten per cent, of the
former, to ninety or ninety-five per
cent of the latter, constitutes the higlipriced " maple drip " of the grocers.
Western cliemist reports the results of recent analyses in which

A

adulterations amounting to from five
to- fifteen per cent, of glucose were
found in various popular brands of
sugars.
In this brief consideration of the
nature and uses of a comparatively
new article of manufacture, the
astonishing fact is disclosed that this
year more than twelve million bushels
of corn have been manipulated to pro

readily seen that the assertion

made

by Mr. A. I. Root in Gleanings for
December. 1881, page 619, that " grape
sugar and glucose are two distinctly
different

articles,"

is

but a creation

of his fancy, to evade the force of the

argument against the use of glucose,
when he was defending the use of
grape sugar for feeding bees.

1^ Should

any of our patrons be
from disease and wish to
obtain rest and quietude, as well as
suffering

duce an article employed almost ex- experience the remedial effects of
clusively as an adulterant to one of mineral waters, they may be glad to
the most common and important conknow that " Jordan's White Sulphur
stituents of food. It is a reprehensi" is one of the most beneficial
ble form of fraud, and should be Springs
arrested by laws similar to those and pleasantly located of its class,
which govern the sale of" oleomargar- but the attraction to bee-keepers
ine " compounds. Every package of
would be the fact that the proprietor,
this sugar should be stamped glucose,
and sold as such and every mixture Mr. E. C. Jordan, is an enthusiastic
made with it should be accompanied bee-culturist, and has an extensive
with a statement, stamped upon the apiary there, which supplies in abunvessels which hold it, giving the exact percentage of glucose contained dance the tables of that institution.
in the adulterated sugar or syrup. A His new descriptive circular of 24
law similar to that which is found on pages is on our desk, and a copy wili
our statute books regulating the sale
be sent free to any one desiring it.
of fertilizing compounds would be
effective, if energetically enforced. Address E. C. Jordan, Stephenson's
The loss to purchasers in the glucose Depot, Frederick County, Va.
;

syrups is enormous as the q\iantity required to sweeten substances is at
i^Last week a correspondent adleast twice as great as when cane
sugar is employed, and the use of this dressed a letter to us in this manner
quantity of the agent renders it dele- "A. B. J. Chicago, 111." After wanThe attractive ap- dering around, it finally came to us to
terious to health.
pearance of the syrups, which are
white and clear, gives them a wide know if it was intended for the Bee
sale at high prices, and all consumers Journal. It caused several day's
of sweets in the connti'y are victims delay and made much trouble to the
io a ferrm of fraud which deserves the
postofHce employes— as there are nine
prompt attention of our law-makers.
postoffices in the city of Chicago. If
Because of its scientific and historic any one wants to be brief address
character, the foregoing article will thus, "Bee Journal, Chicago, 111.,"
be read with interest, and although
but please don't try to puzzle the
Dr. Nichols may disagree with the postoflice clerks, and risk the safety

—

Bee Journal
we do not

in

some

points,

still

differ as to the effects pro-

of

a letter by using what may be to
cabalistic signs or meaningless

them

duced on the human stomach by its initials.
constant use. He states most posii^It is with much gratification we
tively tliat " it does produce and aggravate dyspeptic sytnptoms,"' and call attention to the resolution adopted
causes "flatulency and painful affec- by the N. W. Illinois and S. W. Wistions of the bowels ;" that it is " dele- consin Convention, which will be
teriou to health," and tliat consum- found on page 330. If all Conventions
ers of sweets are " victims to a form would pursue a similar course, it
of fraud which deserves the prompt would do much to strengthen the
attention of our law-makers," and hands of those who are fighting the
adulteration swindlers, and remove
that it " should be arrested by law."
As to the difference between glu- the prejudice against extracted honey.

—

—

:
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Bees and Houey at Fairs.

Fair, have, by their foresight, given a
good example for otiiers to follow, and

Public manipulations with bees and we hope the time will speedily come
magnificent honey exhibits will soon when apiculture, so long neglected
become tlie most attractive features by the managers of fairs, will receive
of State, County, and District Fairs. its due share of attention. Liberal
There are many good reasons for in- premiums should be offered for the
troducing such, but the chief one, best exhibits, and these premiums
perhaps, is tliat those who produce should cover a large variety of special
honey for the market may be induced points in order to make the competito present it in tlie most marketable tion the more lively, as well as to
shape for the new methods and new- enhance apiarian science in general.
;

ideas of practical management must
The time has now came when artake the place of tlie old and unde- rangements for honey and bee shows
sirable ones.
must be completed. Vice Presidents
It is our aim to make honey a staple of the Continental Society should at
product. To this end we have en- once see the Fair Committees throughdeavored to popularize the consump- out the country .and have a liberal
tion of honey by the masses, as well premium list announced. We sugas to raise the standard of production, gest something like the following
by applying correct principles and
First Second
:

progressive art to the
the apiary.

management

Prem. Prem.

of Best display

Bees and honey are already the
great attraction at such fairs as have
given prominence to this industry
and this will become more apparent
«ach successive year. The officers of
the St. Joseph, Mo., Exposition were

"
"

"

of ItKliiin Bees
Black or Native Bees
" Home- Bred Queens

$25.00

$i5.(xi

"

20.(.k)

" Imported

25.00
10.00

io.oo
15.00
5.00

25.00

15.00

**

Queens
Comb Honey, not

" Extracted

and plows.

The following
method

is

a

convenient

of exhibiting bees at Fairs;

One

corner of a room on the second
a building on the Fair grounds
is enclosed
by mosquito bar the
hives of bees being inside, with a tube
connecting with the entrances running through the sides of the building, allowing the bees free passage in
and out of the hives. Manipulation
or examination of the bees, may be
accomplished by going inside the netting, and no one outside need be disturbed by the bees. This has been
practiced with success at several
Fairs iu this county.
When in Great Britain, during the
summer of 1879, we found that the
most attractive features of the fairs
floor of

—

were the public manipulations with

less

thiiTi.VllUs
*'

horses, or the " trial days " of reapers

Honey, not

than 50 lbs
25.00
Hive, inBest Colony of Bees
cludin^manipulation. 25.00
Best display of Apiarian Impleui'ts. 25.00
" Seeds for Honey Plants,
with common and boless

15.00

m

tanical

names

25.00

15 00
15 OC

15

01

. "
" Foundation for Brood
surprised at the result of their exII x
Chamber
15.00
"
periment in encouraging the apiarian
" Foundation for Section
Surplus Honey
15.00
1000
department ; they realize the fact Best Bee Hive for all purposes
1000
15.00
"
Honev Extractor
S.OOdipIoma
that it formed tlie greatest attraction
"
Wax iSxtractor
5.00
presented by the Exposition. The Best display of Hr>ney Pastry, etc.. 5.00
" Honey Wines and Beveditor of the Gazette gave his views of
5.00
erages
5.00
Best Sections or Boxes
the subject in the following article
"
:

Pacitages for Extracted
ey, with Labels

Few things last week brought us so
many pleasant and profitable tilings

"
"

Bee Smoker

"

combined— as the display of honey
made at the fair, and the lecture of

"

Bee Feeder

Mr. Newman, of Chicago, on "Bees
and Honey." The attention given to
the subject this year marks a new era;
the display attracted very great attention good prizes were offered and
awarded ; the bee-keepers of the region
were encouraged, and a more general
interest was aroused iu the subject.
The lecture was very practical, and
contained many hints that are invaluable. But practical as it was. the
pleasure of tlie apiary as well as the
;

was told; for Mr. Xewman is
an entlmsiast, as, to use his own
words, all bee-keepers are.
profit

Mr. Musser, superintendent of the
department, wrote as follows
:

exhibits of last year have
worked up quite an interest in iirogressive apiculture in tliis vicinity.
Many then, for tlie first time, saw the
new apiarian improvements, single
comb sections, comb foundation, etc.,
and had never heard of planting anytliing for their bees to get lioney
from. Not one cent iu premiums was
offered last year, but this year over
$120. besides diplomas are offered,

The

and next year 1 know we can double
the amount.
The managers of the St. Joseph

"
"

Hon-

5.00

Honey Knife

—

BlanUet or quilt for bees
Bee Veil or Face Protector
Gloves or Gauntlets for hand-

"

ling bees

Some

of the

above suras

may seem
who

slightly extravagant, to persons

Corner of Buildimi, mdosed %mth Net-

ting, for exhibiting Bees.
have never seen bees and honey figure
to any considerable extent in agriculbees, and the large display of honey
tural and mechanical exhibitions and
of captivating beauty. There they
individual,
fairs, but to any reflecting
had a large tent, the inner circle bewho takes into consideration the ing enclosed by mosquito
bar or netmagnitude of the bee-keeping interest
ting around the sides and about 8
at the present time, and the illimitfeet high, and (i feet broad in this
able millions of pounds of honey
inclosure the audience assemble to
"
now
wasting its sweetness on the
witness the manipulations with bees.
desert air," from want of the proper
We gave eight half-hour lectures in
encouragement and development of
each time the inclosure was
tills tent
the industry, the figures will seem
full of eager listeners.
Two of these
should
Bee-keeping
modest indeed.
were delivered at the Scotch Bee and
rank one of the foremost, if not the
Honey Show, at Perth, concerning
foremost, feature
at these great
which the Dundee ^idi'erfeer remarks
gatherings. We respectfully suggest
The manipulating tent was a scene
to all who have the management of
of great interest during the show. It
fairs, that a day be set apart during is of octagon shaiie, the operator
the season for public manipulations standing in the middle, while the
and explanations on this subject, and public feel secure under the protection of an intervening gauze screen.
soon these industrial days will become
Driving bees from a straw skip and
as popular and attractive to the pub- transferring their combs to a barlic as are now the " speed days " of frame hive, were hourly operations.
;

;

: :

:
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array of honey. The directors appropriated an entire building to the
use of bee-keepers, and for the first
time at a great exhibition on the
AmerTcan continent, " tioney hall"
advertised itself side by side with
horticultural luill, dairy hall, etc.
Honey was displayed in every form,
calculated to make the moutlis of
spectators water. The tin paclcages
:<nd cans were gorgeously colored and
labeled ; the glass jars were in various
beautiful shapes, and even the wooden
boxes displayed a wonderful diversity
of taste. In the center was a miniaFor exhibiting bees, observatory ture church, ingeniously built of
hives were used— those having glass honey comb and wax, with pinnacles
sniasliing trade in linney
sides, through which the bees may be and spire.
was done at the exhibition. Thouseen at work— the hives being inside
sands of people might be seen with
the exhibition building, with a tube gay-looking tin cans dangling from
coverihg ttie entrance, and running their lingers, or with pretty glass
through the side of the building, giving free passage, in and out. for the
bees. Sometimes, a glass box inclosing each frame, arranged like leaves
of a book, with a common entrance
to all of them, from the tube running
through the side of the building, is
made to exhibit bees. This gives an

failed to strike with astonthe spectators, who stood
aghast at seenig a human being
unprotected turning up a liive of bees,
and handling them as if they were
blue liies. Mr. Thos. G. Newman,
editor of the American Bee Journal, was present, and gave lectures
on American bee-keeping, which
were very interesting. The Society
presented to him a medal as a souvenir of his visit to this country, and for
the valuable services he has rendered
to the present session of the Society.
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and never
isliment

A

opportunity for

thorough examina-

MISCELLANEOUS.
Historic
Scrap.— The Baltimore
Sunday Morning gave a description of
the " Sunny Side Apiary " in that city,
and adds

This apiary was, in the days of the
Richard Colvin, the experimental
apiary of the firm that then existed,
late

composed

of the late

Samuel Wagner,

founder and former editor of

Ajieuican Bee Journal

tlie

L. L.
Langstrotli, tlie inventor of the movable frame hive ttiat bears his name,
and Richard Colvin, of this city, to
whom the bee-keepers of the present
day owe their deepest gratitude for
bringing out the many useful appliances, introducing new varieties of bees,
and various implements connected
with bee management of the present
day. It was here the first Italian bees
were received that ever came from
Italy. Mr. Lake still has in his possession tlie original hive in which
they were received, a great curiosity
;

to visitors.

EiiyLUk Bee Tent.
their hands, or nice boxes
under their arms. They bought and
carried them home very much as is
usually done with tovs and trinkets
on such occasions. The success of

jars

in

this show awakens great expectations
C(rrner of liuildlwi .showing Pusition of as to the future of bee-keeping in this
tlie

Entrance Tubes

to the

country.

Hives.

Of the Honey Show

A

correof the whole colony.
spondent in the London Horticultural

tion

can state without fear of contradiction that never in the memory of man
has tliere been such a desire to keep
bees as at the present time. People
here have been so encouraged in beekeeping as taught in tlie bee tents,
thiit I have almost daily applications
for instructions concerning bees and
I

hives.

a private letter, a gentleman in
England says
In

The American honey
this

San Fran:

attractive display of bees and
honey formed a center around which
swarmed.
One
literally
apiarists
hundred and two varieties of honeyproducing flowers, formed a novel
and interesting feature of this exhibiThe decorations of white sage
tion.
were tasteful and appropriate, and
tlie nectar itself, in jars arranged in
pyramidal shape, clear as crystal, supported by frame after frame of comb
honey, snowy and inviting, made a
picture wtiieh cannot be photographed
except by the artist memory. There
were samples of excellent honey
vinegar, almost colorless, and above
average in acidity; several samples
of fruit preserved in honey witli undeniable succef s, and three kinds of
honey cake, which elicited the warmest praise from those who were fortu-

The

Journal, says

into

in

cisco, Cal., tlie «emi- Tropic said

country

in

introduced

the

"prize"

boxes, has exercised a complective
influence upon the honey show tliis
year. The season being more propitious than last the large number
of American surplus boxes imported
to secure a sample.
into this country, have gone into use, nate enough
and the ninety-eight different ex- Fruit cake made with honey is riclier
moisture much longer
hibits, displayed at least a variety and retains
never found at an American fair, than that made of sugar.
while tlie highest prizes in any class,
were awarded to the honey in AmeriA Sample Oopy of the Weekly Bee
can sections.
Journal will be sent free to any perConcerning the Toronto Bee and son.
Any one intending to get up a
Honey Show, Mr. Wm. F. Clarke says club can have sample copies sent to
Under the stimulus of the liberal the persons they desire to interview,
prize list, there was a magnificent by sending the names to this ofJice.

—

:

Work During May in Texas.— Dr. J.
E. Lay writes to the Texas Agricidtural Journal as follows
:

Our main honey

flow for this section of our state takes place during
the month of May. It comes from
the famous horseinint, a plant belonging to the mint family, the botanical
name of which is, if I am not mistaken, 3Ionarda Punctata. It begins
to bloom generally about the 25tli of
April, and ends about the 10th of

June, continuing in bloom about five
or six weeks. It furnishes a clear,

amber colored lumey

of pleasant aroand thick, and
I presume will be par excellence our
market lioney for this vicinity.
Now as it is of primary importance
to obtain as mucliof this choice honey
as possible, it is absolutely necessary
that our bees liave all the aid that an
intplligeiit master can give them.
will suppose that during the three

matic taste, very

ricli

We

mouths previous all swarming and
dividing has been accomplished, all
colonies equalized by building up the
the strong, or if needed in
case, a (luantity of pure white
sugar syrup was fed to meet any

weak from
any

emergency

;

and now, that

all

are

ready for business.
You will perceive that the bees
seem to have luit one thing in view
duringthe continuation of this bloom,
and that is to lill every possible space
with honey. As a rule, about the
b'jtb of April is the time to put on
supers for snridus storing, but this
spring my bees were working rapidly
in the upper stories of frames as well
as in the section boxes by the 1st of
the
observation
close
April. By
master will know how and when to
lay out work for his ever willing

—

:
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servants, and lie should avail himself with a sharp knife run over the comb.
of the earliest opportunity to obtain Tliere are various machines now
this beautiful spring crop. We should made. They should be of metal, run
have no arbitrary rules to govern us, with gearing, be light and strong, and
but each bee-kee|ier should take ad- so made that only the basket carrying
vantage of an early spring. He the combs is revolved, leaving the
should also become acquainted with can or reservoir stationary.
They
the honev-bearing tlora of his im- should be large enough to leave space
mediate vicinity, and be ever ready to below the basket for at least 100 lbs.
reap to the best advantage. It is well of honey.
to keep a record of such plants, which
If we are to work simply for exwill give us valuable aid for future tracted honey, the hive may be very
reference. 1 kee)) a note each year of simple, and either one story, or two.
the beginning and ending of every I think better results are secured
bloom from which bees gather a from a one-story hive, though a twonoticeable amount of honey. We story one looks better. The late Mr.
must be on the alert this month Quinby, who had no superior as a
(May), and see that the queen of each practical apiarist, once offered $50 for
hive has ample room to deposit eggs, a non-swarming hive. By a faithful
that the colony may not become de- use of the extractor, almost any hive
pleted and thus fall an easy prey to becomes a non-swarmer— a point in
the moth. Use the e.xtractor and re- favor of extracting.
place the empty combs, or give them
When necessary to uncap some of
frames of foundation in the brood the cells, uncapping knives, made
chamber, having raised the nearly with a beveled edge, are the best.
filled frames to the upper story and In extracting during the honey seaif section boxes are used, take' them son, it is never advisable to wait for
off as soon as sealed and supply them the bees to cap the honey. If the
with empty ones containing nice thin honey is kept in a diy, warm room,
foundation very near the full size of and it should be kept in no other,
there will be no danger from souring,
the bo.\.
even if the honey is extracted when
quite thin. We have frequently exBee Notes for June.— Tlie American tracted during the honey season as
Agriculturist for June is received and often as every other day, and with no
contains the following as its "Bee bad results. "We would not dare do
this, if the honey must be kept in a
Notes for June :"
cool room, especially a damp one.
In all the Northern States, June is The best place to keep extracted
the great honey month. The bees are honey is a room that is warmed up to
already bringing in this delicious pro- 70 or SO degrees Fahrenheit, each day,
duct from the raspberry, the white when the sun shines hot. Put the
clover and alsike clover, and before honey in open barrels or cans; cover
the month ends, the basswood bloom with cloth that will keep out the dust,
will bring the bees to the great honey but not prevent evaporation. In exharvest of the year. Every bee-keeper tracting, care shoidd be taken not to
should ask and answer tor himself: take away so much as to starve the
Shall we work our apiaries for comb- bees the coming winter. The bees
bouey, or plan to get ali, or most of it, can be fed, but that may be neglecas extracted honey V This question ted, and so honey enough should be
was recently asked in a meeting of reserved. Honey may be extracted
one of the most wide-awake societies from combs with brood, and not
of the country, and all but one an- throw out the brood
this requires
swered
work wholly for extracted a very even motion.
sharp, sudden
honey. Ttie utumimous opinion was, jerk will remove most of the bees
that nearly d(nible the weight of honey from the comb
the remainder may
would be tlius obtained, which readily be removed by using a bunch of
sells at 1232 cents per lb., or more", asparagus, a pine twig, or a quill
while the nicest comb honey is only from the wing of a goose or turkey.
worth 20 cents, the general price beIf the market makes it more desiraing 18 cents. And this is not merely ble to work for comb honey, sections
local opinion. Three-fourths of those should be used.
Those ihi inches
at
the National Convention last square and holding one pound, are
autumn, follow this method. The ex- the most prolilable as ttiey (ind a
tracted honey is intrinsically as good ready sale. The sections
may be
as the comb honey, and is more nutri- placed in a crate above the brood
tious. The wax of comb is neither chamber, or may be suspended in the
easily digested nor nutritious. If body of the hive in a wide frame.
there is not a present market for ex- Sometimes the bees are slow to go
tracted honey, one can be readily into the sections above the hive. In
created.
this case it is quite desirable to have
The honey extractor is coming into the sections so arranged that they
general use, and justly so. It is a may be readily transferred from the
German invention, is comparatively body of the hive to the rack above.
simple, and not very expensive, and Tliey are put into the boiVy of the hive
by means of this the honey is thrown until the bees commence to work in
from the combs by centrifugal force, them, and then are removed to the
when they are returned to the hive to rack above where the bees will conbe tilled again. If taken from the tinue to work. Putting a small piece
hive before they are capped over, it of uncapped drone-brood into the secsaves work and time to the bees. If tions above, will sometimes induce
uot removed for extracting before the bees to commence work there. As
they are capped, the caps are cut off the brood hatches out, the bees will
;

;

A

:

;

the cells with honey, and no harm
done.
To secure a good yield of comb
honey, the colonies must be strong,
and to have them thus, and not be
bothered with swarming, requires
fill

is

skill

and

care.

A

much more

skilful

needed to obtain the
best results with comb honey, than to
bee-keeper

is

procure the best harvest of extracted
honey.

A Standard Frame.— Mr. G. W.
Demaree, in the American Bec-Keeper,
remarks as follows
:

drift and current of the bee literature of the past,
I have noticed that the subject of bee
hives and " frames " has periodically

While watching the

come up

for

discussion.

There

is

about the Langstroth frame a history
the most remarkable of anything connected with the inventions of the
past, so far as they have come under

my

observation.

The

Langstrotli

frame ushered in the great modern
system of bee-keeping, and has lived
through the stormy period of the past
20 years defying the inventive genius
of "the American people. Thousands
of efforts have been made to superwith
sede it with something better,
a better frame for all purposes. But
not even a large minority of beekeepers have at any time been induced to accept of anything as being

—

superior to the old" L. frame." I do
not say that the Langstroth frame will
never be superseded by an improved
one. I have much confidence in the
inventive genius of the American
people. I set no limit to what may be
objection
urged
done. The chief
against the Langstroth frame is that
it is too shallow and too long to winter bees to the best advantage. There
is perhaps some truth in this, but it is
an argument similar to that used by
Mr. A. I. Root in favor of his " simplicity bee hive," viz that they stack
or pile up so nicely, etc.
Well, I have
no use for a hive to pile or stack up,
neither do I have any use for a frame
that is good for nothing but to winter
bees on. What we want is a frame
that answers all purposes.
:

—

Fertile Workers.
The American
Bee-Keeper gets off the following in
its April issue on this subject

" Fertile workers we believe to be a
myth, as we have been keeping bees
all our life and have never seen such a
thing as a fertile worker."

From the above it would seem that
the editor of the Bee-Keeper doesn't
believe in anything except what he
sees. Following out this course of
reasoning, as he has never seen his
brains, he would be compelled to confess that he has none. This may not
be very reasonable, but nevertheless
Now, we know there is
it is logical.
such a thing as a fertile worker, because we have seen more than one of
them. Mr. Harrison believes there is
no such thing, because he has never
seen one. That is the difference.
Bee-Keepers^ Instructor.
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Read before the

British Bee-Keepers' Abb'd.

many

kind- and two or three persons set off to
call the bee-keepers of the place.
Not speaking modern Greek, my They evidently were not anxious to
lirst search was for a guide and inter- sell, and this seemed to be the case
preter, and I found they were scarce every vvljere, and Spero explained it in
enough in Cyprus. Some, who were this way. For two years the people
otherwise suitable, did not speak had had good crops of corn, wine and
English
others, who did, did not oil, and were well off and out of debt,
know the country well and at last I and therefore did not mucn need
had to fall back upon one, by name money. One, however, had 6 to sell,
Spero, whose character, as given to and after long haggling we got to
me in Larnaca, was not the most fa- within about l.s. per lot of each other,
vorable. To be forewarned is how- but as I declined to advance, and he
ever to be forearmed, and I therefore was unwilling to retreat, tlie bargain
felt able to contend with him. I found was not struck.
that he had many good points. He
We returned to our quarters at the
never allowed any one, besides him- priest's, and it was soon evident that
fair
self, to rob or cheat me he spoke
he and Spero were old cronies toEnglish, knew the island well, and all gether. They soon waxed merry over
tlie people therein ; was a fair cook their wine and mastic, and the priest,
(though, in a testimonial he showed being told of our difficulty in bargainme, and which he seemed to value ing, announced his intention of going
very highly, he was described as an to see the people, who were his relaindifferent cook "); was able to pro- tions, and to try and complete the
vide mules, and did not get intoxica- sale. He soon returned, and told me
ted more than once or twice a week. that the bees were mine. This being
The furniture
I entered into a contract with him to satisfactory I retired.
supply his own services, three mules, of my room consisted of a kind of
one muleteer, and the best food and shutter against the wall at one end,
lodging that the villages could afford and supported on two legs at the
for any number of days that I might other. This, with a somewhat thin
think fit ; and I must say that he car- collection of clothes, formed the bed.
ried it out well.
Great care was necessary, or the

recollection of the
nesses they showed me.

ful

'^^.
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A Bee- Keepers' Experience in tlie
T. B.

East.

BLOW.

The Cyprian and Syrian races of
bees having of late years come prominently into notice, and there being a
great difEerence of opinion as to tlieir
merits, 1 determined to make a visit
to these lands and see them in their
native stiite, and so be able to form an
accnrate and nnbiassed judgment.
My original intention was to travel
via Trieste, Corfu, and Rhodes, take
observations, and bring colonies and
queens of the various races of bees inhabiting the Eastern shores of the
Adriatic. I found, however, that my
€ngagements in England would not
permit of such a long absence as this
extended tour woiud require, and,
therefore, I determined to go direct to
Cyprus and thence on to Syria.
My starting-point was Liverpool,
the vessel, on Sunday, 11th December,
touching tirst at Algiers. Owing to
my short stay there 1 was unable to
pay any attention to the bees of North
Africa. The next port was Malta,
and I was interested to find the bees
were black. This raised a susi)iciou
in my mind that tlie bees of South
Italy and Sicily were black, and this
has been confirmed by Mr. Benton in
last month's liritish liee Journal.
He
states that black bees do occur in
Italy.
When we consider that the
bees of tlie Eastern shores of the Adriatic are black, I think that there can
be little doubt that the yellow Ligu-

rians of North Italy were originally
bees of the extreme East, brought
there ages ago by the Romans, and
that they have since become a distinct
local variety.

Cyprus was reached

in

about 15

days, and I took up my abode at the
English club, there being no hotels in
Larnaca. I determined to remain at
Larnaca a few days to get a little idea
of the sort of people I had to deal
with, and to make the necessary arrangements for the journey up into
the interior. Happening to mention
my business, I was told that an American bee merchant resided in Old Larnaca and, as I knew this could only
be Mr. Frank Benton, I resolved to at
;

once make his acquaintance. I found
that he was just about to leave
Cyprus, and was, in fact, packing his
bees for transit. As I was not going
up country for three or four days, I
paid him frequent visits, and assisted
in packing up his hives. I thus had
great opportunities of observing how
the bees conducted themselves in
their

own

land in modern hives.

Benton, too, frSely gave

Mr.

me much

valuable and interesting information,
which I shall touch upon later on.
Landing in a strange country, it was
indeed good fortune to meet with
such pleasant people as Mr. and Mrs.
Benton, and I have a vivid aud grate-

;

;

'

A start was made on Monday morn-

whole

affair

would have come to grief.

In the mule bags Washing appliances did not seem to
were placed 48 small hives which I be considered necessary, and the peohad brought out with me. As I de- ple evidently were not fond of the apbeeswax taper
sired to get the bees from the hills plication of water.
rather than from the plains, where stuck against the wall, and the list of
tropical heat prevails in the summer, furniture is complete. To levy a diswe struck in the direction of the tress on the furniture of a village
mountain called Stavro Vuni, or home in Cyprus would be somewhat
mountain of the holy cross. Inquiries of a farce.
were made at the various villages
I rose early to get the bees, but
through which we passed, but the found the man had been persuaded by
people were not willing to sell their his wife to run back from his bargain,
bees; and Spero assured me that in and though tlie priest came down and
some cases I was mistaken for an tried to persuade them, and Spero
official, and they feared that some fetched two zaptiehs, or policemen,
taxation of the bees was intended, and they would not let us have them.
therefore they declined to have any However, we heard that a man had
dealings. The fact that all the peo- been to the village mill that morning,
ple live in villages only, of course, and, hearing that we wanted bees,
made it very convenient, for we had had offered to sell. His place was
not to run from house to house a mile more than one hour distant, but I deHere, again, the
or two apart, as would have had to be termined to go.
done in a country where the people man's wife was the impediment. She,
dwelt in scattered habitations.
hearing that we wanted the bees,
The lirst village where bees seemed positively declined to allow her husto be in great quantities was Hagia band to come out of the house to see
Anna, but the people would not sell us. She stood in the doorway and
at any price. We passed the village kept guard over him, and inside he
mill in leaving, and the miller hearing iiad to remain, and we to go back to
what was required informed us that a Lithrodonda without bees. She senman who owned 100 colonies was sible woman— said that if her husband
deeply in his debt, and he would see got the money for the bees he would
whether he was willing to sell. How- spend it in wine, and next year she
ever, we found that the man ha(J gone should have no honey. Arriving back
to Larnaca, and nothing of course in Lithrodonda, we found that ourold
could be done. The miller very much friends there had repented that they
pressed me to wait, evidently seeing had not sold the bees, aud I therefore
a fair chance of getting his debt. We got the 6 lots.
and, passing
proceeded, however,
There not seeming much chance of
through many villages with but few getting more bees near, I decided to
bees, we arrived in the evening at go back to Hagia Anna, and see
Lithrodonda, a large village wherein whether the debtor of the miller had
were many hives. There was no inn returned. He had, but during his
in the village, but as Spero knew the visit to Larnaca lie liad got some
parish priest, we put up there, and money and paid the miller, so no bees
were very courteously received, the were to be had. He, however, kindly
best room being set apart for my use. offered to sell his bees at 100 piastres
VVe adjourned to the cafe, and told (over 10s.) a lot, not to pick them, but
the assembled gossips our business, take them from the stack. I should
ing,

January

2.

A

—

;
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remark that the bees are kept in clay
cylinders, about 3 feet long and in diameter 15 inches at one end tapering
to 10 at the other. These clay pipes
are stacked in large piles, sometimes
as

many as 50 to 100 in one stack.
The accommodation at Hagia Anna

was

wretched.
1
spread on the stone

had a mattress
floor, and my sad-

dle-clotli.

Next morning began the third day,
and only about 6 lots of bees collected.
I began rather to suspect that Spero
was not trying his best to get me bees,
but prolonging the journey a bit, that
of course being to his advantage. I
intimated as much, and Spero assured
me that at a village about 15 hours off
there were only 7 houses and 500 lots
of bees. This looked promising, and
as there were many villages on the
route I decided to go. The village
was hard by the monastery of St.
Chrysostomos, and, I believe, nearly
2,000 feet above sea-level.
journeyed all day, and at evening stayed
at a village at the foot of the mountain
range running along the north of
Cyprus. Here we stayed with the

We

me

that no bees were kept there, but
on going. This was the
fourth day— result, about 8 lots of
bees, Spero said tliat we could do no
business during the next two days, it
being the (Treek Christmas. I suggested that we should return to Larnaca in that case. He at once changed
and said he would do his best if I
would not return.
After a few hours' riding we reached
Kythroea, and a more lovely valley I
had rarely seen. Streams of spring
water ran down each side turning inI insisted

;

size

than those

I

brought out.

This,

was the work of some days,
and when completed I proceeded on
of course,

to Beyroot to get Syrian bees. On
landing, my bees were at once seized
by the customs authorities and declared contraband. For two days
they kept them, and it was only when
I had obtained the assistance of the

numerable mills. The orange and
lemon groves were almost continuous English Consul and some other
every moist wall was a carpet of friends that they gave them up, and
maidenhair fern, and crocuses and even then I had to pay 10 per cent,
anemones in places almost carpeted duty on them. This delay was fatal
the ground. Bees, too, were every- to getting bees at Beyroot, where' my
where, and I believe that the valley, friends, Joseph Abdelnour Faker and
though only about 2 or 3 miles in Dr. Beshara I. Manasseh had kindly
length, centained more than 1,000 made inquiries (in the neighborhood
colonies. In many cases the cylinders and on Lebanon) among the native
were built into the walls of the houses bee-keepers, and where I should have
and the bees' entrances were in the readily obtained any number of colostreets, and these streets narrow ones nies, but, as the steamer that I was to
I never, however, heard of the
people getting stuug. The roots, too,
were covered with hives. The people
here seemed a more business-like race,
and before night about 13 lots had
been purchased. The news that bees
were wanted (luickly spread, and,
though it was Chri.stmas day, the people after they had been to church were
not at all averse to business. The
priest too, was a most amiable man,
and did all in his i>ower to get me the
bees, and witli the result that before
noon more tlian 40 lots were mine.

too

;

parish priest, who was a bee-keeper.
He said that he had 300 colonies last
year, but a hot wind came and melted
the combs and destroyed the bees.
His present stock was 3 lots only. He
was very kind, and offered, had it not
been so near Christmas, to have procurred bees. I did not care to have
them from such a warm place however.
In the
morning we proceeded
towards Kntzo Venti, but the progress was both slow and dangerous,
The next diflieulty was transit.
owing to the heavy rain that had fal- Most of the hives were grand stocks,
len in the night. The path up the and I did not like to transfer them
mountains ran along the tops of deep into my little boxes. I therefore deravines, and in many places had been termined to convey them to Larnaca
washed almost away, and rendered on mules in the cylinders and there
very unsafe. About noon we arrived transfer into larger hi^es. The mule
at this wonderful apiary of 500 colo- and donkey owners of the village were
nies. Truly, there were 7 houses, and called and demanded double rates
perhaps 50 lots of bees. The people owing to Christmas time but after a
would not sell at first, but consented, lot of bargaining they consented to
just as we were starting off, to let me take a fare and a half, and I hired in
have 7 lots ; but on these conditions, all about 27 animals. Packing up 40
the cylinders were not to be moved cylinders to be ready the next mornout of the stack, neither were both ing at 7 was no light task. I worked
ends to be opened. Being anxious to like a slave, and it was far into the
get bees I accepted these terms, but night when my labors were couibefore I had got the first lot out I pleted. Each mule had two cylinders
found that I had made a bad bargain. to carry, and, as each was loaded, the
The seven lots I purchased were dis- former owners of the bees fumigated
tributed about a stack of about 40 to 50 both bees and ourselves by burning
cylinders, and, as it was a warm day, sweet-smelling leaves on little charthe bees were flying strongly. In re- coal dishes to ensure that both ourmoving the ends of the cylinder I had selves and bees should prosper. It
to jar the jiile considerably, and the was a long day's journey from Kythconsequence was that 1 had the bees rcea to Larnaca (over 30 miles). The
of the whole 50 liives around me, and valley contains a succession of villadid not they sting V At first their ges with very narrow streets, and tlie
owner and Spero had offered to assist, cylinders had many narrow escapes
but not many minutes had elapsed be- from being broken against the corners
fore they fled howling in all direc- of the wails. The journey across the
tions, and I was left alone to fight the Messorea, or great plain, was diversibattle. I saw I sliould get worsted, fied by a mule occasionally falling
and retired to the house, where I down or lying down to roll, or jumpfound the others extracting the many ing across some little stream to the
stings.
great danger of the liives. The end
I offered the man a sum to let me of one came out and so did the bees ;
off the bargain, which he did, and I but the muleteer had presence of
retired from Kutzo Venti somewhat mind enough to cover the opening at
crestfallen. I upbraided Spero for de- once with his coat.
ceiving me, and announced that I
Larnaca was reached between 8 and
would go to Kythrrea. He assured 9 at night, and bees were found safe.
;

—

had previously hired a house, which
had a very large courtyard and verandah, formerly occupied by the Russian
Consul
and here 1 transferred the
bees and combs into bar-hives made
by a native carpenter of much larger
I

return by came in on the third day, I
had to go on board. Tripoli was the
next port, and though I saw some
bees, I could not deal.
At Scanderoon I had no trouble at
all.
Mr. Christian, of the Ottoman
Bank at Beyroot, had furnished me
witli a letter of introduction to the
agent at Scanderoon, and he very
kindly sent me to a bee-keeper close
by. The bees at Scanderoon are Uept
in wooden boxes about four feet long
and nine inches square. The colonies
were very strong, and I determined to
take them liome in the original cases.
I decided to drive the bees to one end
of the box and saw it in half. Getting
a saw of the ship's carpenter, I returned and commenced work. This
proceeding .attracted many, curious
to know what was going to be done.
Seeing one hive cut in half was
enough. The sawing, of course,
greatly irritated the bees, and the

many of them h.iving
more than satisfied.
was stopped at the Custom House,

crowd

retired,
their curiosity
I

but my offer to open one of tlie cases
to allow them to judge of the contents
was politely declined, and I went on
board. Whilst lying at anchor off
Scandaroon, I gave my bees a flight
on board, and no one got stung. This
I did also at Alexandria, wliere we
were delayed 16 days. The commander of the ^Irfii-a;, Captain Sandrey, took much interest in the bees,
and all along sliowed me the greatest
kindness, giving me the offer of any
part of the vessel in which to put the
bees on the homeward voyage. I
tried below deck first, and there unfortunately got a number stifled,
owing to the rough weather causing
the hatches to be battened down, and
at same time I was much too ill ?«ai
de mer to go to their rescue. A call
was made at Valencia, where another
delay occurred through quarantine.
I went into the country to observe the
Spanish bees, but, witli the exception
that they appeared very black, they
differed little from our English bees.
After leaving Valencia, the sheeppen on deck was used to shelter the
hives in, and in this they safely ar-

'
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rived at Liverpool after a voyage of
over 6 weeks, about 20 per cent., I
believe, being lost on the voyage.
As I before remarked, the bees are
kept in cylinders in Cyprus, in Syria
in long boxes, also in water-jugs and
The
baskets plastered with mud.
bee-keepers of the East are far more
advanced than the old-fasnioned
English straw skeppists, for they
never kill their bees. Tlie lid at the
large end of tlie cylinder is removed,
the bees smoked to tlie other end, and
abont half the combs in the cyliiuler
are cut away, tlie other half being left
for the bees.
Tlie cylinders are placed in huge
piles, anil tlie bees enter at small
holes in tlie front, the entrances not
being a foot apart. 1 think a point
in favor of liee houses can be lirouglit
forward, or, rather, one of tlieir supposed
disadvantages rebutted.
I
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probably irritate them, and their temper once roused is not easily soothed.
Mr. Benton went through hive after
hive in my presence witliont gloves or
veil, and assured me tliat lie did tlie
same tiling during the summer and
did not get stung. I believe the evil
reports have arisen through a lack of
knowledge on the part of the owners
of these bees, or on account of not
getting the genuine article. When
these bees are angry they appear to
be cautious in stinging, but attempt

least sign of frost. Lime is the least
trouble of all absorbents to put in and

to bite in preference.
Brmda ccecu is very

satisfaction your late articles in the

take out again, much more convenient
than the .so-called absorbents.
Springfield, O.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
All

Open Letter
Dll. L.

Dear

to

Mr. Doolittle.

JAMES.

Sir :— I have read with much

abundant on Bee Journal, giving your plan of
the Eastern bees, but especially so on securing such favorable results from
tlie Cyprians.
Though I had but lit- your bees and the large yield of comb
tle experience with the bees of Paleshoney as reported in them. In additine, I noticed a marked difference
tion to the information communicated
between this race and the Cyprians in those articles, I should like to have
and Syrians. The Palestine bees are one more, connected with them, that
much more slender and downy, and no doubt will interest many others as
deserve to be ranked as a distinct well as myself, and it is this
How
bought between .50 and (iO lots, and in variety. The Cyprians and Syrians do you manage to have so many hives
no case was a colony queeiiless. The are, in my opinion, almost identical. open on each favorable day, so early
:

great disadvantage of a bee liouse is They vary a little in color, the bees
supiiosed to arise from tlie ijueen from the north of Cyprus being very
mistaking the entrance. If the East- dark.
Welwyn Herts, England.
ern queens can find their entrances
tliiis readily in a pile of fifty to a hundred liives. they must either have
For the American Bee Journal.
better discernment (a point in their
Lime Packing for Winter.
favor) than English queens, or this
objection to bee liouses is unfounded.
.J. C. OLDHAM.
Such grand colonies of bees as those
1 got both in Cyprus and Syria I have
rarely seen, and these, too, never
Our Southern friends have quite
having had attention in the way of the advantage of us, in that they need
feeding, but left just
a natural not bother much about the wintering
state. Though it was winter, almost of their bees not so with us here in
the North. I read the Weekly Bee
all contained tine patches of brood.
The queens are very prolific, and Journal with much edification, and
the brood is raised in compact, solid am greatly interested in what all conmasses, no patches of comb being left tributors have to say about wintering
empty.
bees what absorbents are used but
The bees are undoubtedly better never liked the idea of using chaff,
workers, being much more active and straw, dry leaves, sawdust, etc., that
stronger on the wing than our bees, were and are still so much advocated.
though just a trifle smaller.
Such absorbents retain all moisture,
The small amount of drone-comb and therefore are as a wet blanket
they build is another great point in which is worse than none at all.
their favor. (I believe that I can say
I use or have used only a quilt or
that I have seen more drone-comb in carpet over my bees, until I first saw
2 or 8 English hives than in the whole the lime project suggested, about.Jan.

m

;

—

or 60 1 transferred). Their gnawing propensity, too, I imagine will be
of value. The development of the
jaws of the Eastern bees is curious,
and lias doubtless been brought about
,by the grape crops of the East.
•iO

;

], 1881, by some Kentucky gentleman,
I had in the fall of ISSO, 10
I believe.
colonies in Langstroth hives in very

in

the

season,

interchanging

without having a cloud of intruders
from the other hives, ready to pitch
into a hive as .soon as it is opened,
and thereby endangering its destruction, if it is a weak one V
I presume it is nothing uncommon
with you, on opening a hive, to find it
necessary to trim off some honey
from certain combs to have them fit
the place of those with which they are
to be exchanged. And as the honey
resources at this time are rather scant,
the bees are upon the alert and will
follow around, waiting to begin depredations on their neighbors as soon asthe frames of comb are exposed.
I find my bees are so easily trained
in this direction as to give me much
trouble after a few hives have been
attended to. If the hive is not too
heavv, by carrying it into the bee
house and attending to it there, this annoyance and risk can be avoided, but,
as a general thing, my hives are too

heavy for me to do so.
At your earliest convenience if you
will give us your method by which
you avoid this trouble you will much

good condition, but not as well pre- oblige many readers of the
pared for winter as I desired that is,
A more frames in the hives than were nal.
Atlanta, 111.
me necessary. The cold weather set in
the so early and did not warm up again

—

bee-keeper at Scanderoon told
that great damage is done to
grapes by the bees, and that they get until spring. I liked the lime idea so
great quantities of honey or rather well I thought I would experiment a
put lime, partially
grape-juice from this source.
little, and so
The great point against them is slacked, in three hives; one lovertheir irritability, and it is certainly a heated and killed the bees, the other
great drawback, and may prevent two came through in splendid conttiem from coming into general use. dition.
Tliis irritability is far greater in tlie
I lost .5 of the 10 colonies I had in the
Syrians than in the Cyprians. An ex- fall from those o during the summer
perienced bee-keeper would, of course, of 1881, I took 400 lbs. of honey,
have no difticulty when once he knows mostly extracted, and increased to 12,
the iirecautioiis it is necessary to the number I now have, except on the
take. If the quilts are removed very 8th inst., I had a swarm, making more
slowly, so that a great flood of light than I really want or have time to atdoes not rush into the hive at once, tend, as I only keep bees for pleasure
the bars moved gently without jar- and recreation. Last winter I put
ring, and the bees not breathed upon, lime in all my 12 colonies. They
then all will be well— they will require came through splendidly. No doubt
no smoke and will be quite harmless; they would at any rate, but I occasionbut a careless manipulatm-, not at- ally looked in the hives, and the combs
tending to these precautions, would were always nice and dry with not the
;

the

in the hives, and carrying
others of brood around among your
hives, to strengthen feeble colonies,

combs

i'lir

Bee Jour-

the American Bee Journal.

The Stamlard Langstroth Hive.
G. M.

ALVES.

Beginners frequently spend a good
deal of their time in study as to the
kind of hive they should use. As this
is a matter of considerable im])ortance, and one in which one's crude
fancies often run into error, I propose here, for the sake of these beginners, to give what seems to me good
and sutlicient reasons why the stand-

ard Langstroth hive should be ado[)ted. I wish to state here that I am
not interested in the manufacture or
sale of hives.
1. The Langstroth hive was the invention of a man who brought to his

;

:
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gage in such fraudulent practices;
that no person so engaged shall be admitted to membership in this Association, and that it shall be deemed a
sufficient cause for expulsion from
iis none better.
membership.
2. The Langstrotli hive lias steadily
The Association adjourned to meet
igrovvn in popularity, and to-day is again at Rockton, Winnebago Co., 111.,
.much more used than any other hive. Sept 5, 1882.
We thus have the sanction of time
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
and experience, which are of the

task great interest, great experience,
and a mind probably better titted for
his peculiar work than any of his suc'Cessors. Hence, in using his hive,
we trust to authority than which there

greatest value in testing the usefulness of any invention.
3. The Langstroth hive and furniiture being standard articles, may be

i^" The Northwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Society will meet in Lacrosse, Wis., June

9, 1882,

in the City

—

My
Bees in Western New York.
bees have wintered well on their summer stands packed in chaff, 42 colonies.
The
I have not lost any.
spring weather has been very unfavorable for the bees, and cold vvinds have
prevailed most of the time. The elm
and soft maple blossoms have been
killed by frost. The early sweet cherry
and peach blossoms are opening now,
and the dandelion will, in a few days,
be at the hight of bloom. The orchards have never looked more promising than they do this year, and prospects are very good, if we only get
suitable weather. The white clover
prospects are not so good, for it has
suffered with other grasses greatly

procured than any otiier. Hall. A good attendance is desired,
There are few supply dealers tbat do as arrangements have been made for
articles from practical apiarists.
not keep in stock these hives.
G. J. Pammel, Sec.
4. The Langstroth hive and furnifrom the many changes of
ture being standard articles, may be
last winter, with no snow
.procured at a less cost than any
ground. The reports from
Local Convention Directory.
•other.
rounding country are that
o. Bees in Langstroth hives can be
have wintered well in cellars
18K2.
Time and Piace of Meeting.

more

more

easily

readily sold,

and at better

pri-

Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
T. Brooking. Sec, East Shoreham, Vt.

if in odd frames.
there are 5 good reasons that
16— N. W. III. and S. W.Wis., at Rock City. III.
cover the whole ground why beginJonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.
ners would do best to adopt the
25 — Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
.Langstroth hive. The best authority,
Henrv Wallace. Sec
the test of time, tlie certainty of get- June 3— Hart County. Ky#. at Woodsonville, Ky.
ting hives, etc., readily, the certainty
y— N. W. Wisconsin. atLaCrosse. Wis.
of getting hives, etc., cheaply, and the
G. J. Pammel, Sec, LaCrosse, Wis,
certainty of having bees and brood in Sept. .'i-N. Vf. III. and S. W. Wis., at Rockton, 111.
tJie most salable shape, should they
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
afterwards wish to sell.
Oct. 5— Kentucky llnion, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec. Christiansburg, Ky.
Henderson, Ky.

.ces,

than

Thus

•

Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown,
J.

O,

A. Bucklew, Sec, darks. O.

ty In order to have this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinus.— El).

summer

W.

111.

and

S.

W.

Wisconsin.

A special

meeting of this AssociaItXX'
was held at the apiary of Jonathan Stewart, in the village of Rock
•City, May 16.
President R. M. MiliA Puzzle.— I have heard of persons
ken being absent, the meeting was running
against a pozer, and it seems
presided over by Vice President Levi
Ihave now encountered one, on which
Kiester.
want information. I introduced 6
After receiving and acting upon I
queens last fall of course they showed
the report of the Treasurer, the Assono progeny last fall. Two of the 6
ciation proceeded to discuss a number
showed their luogeny in February,
of very important questions relating
but none of the 4 have laid an egg
to bee-culture. The meeting was unyet.
Of course they were dollar
usually interesting, and all the memqueens, but were well developed and
tion

;

bers present exhibited a deep interest
in their work, and joined in the discussion of the questions before them

as

bright as a dollar.

matter

Col. R.

V

Industry.

What is the
Walton.

III.

much ability and enthusiasm,
clearly showed careful study and
[We could only guess at an answer,
close attention to progressive bee- which would be as liable to be incorculture.
The attention of the Association rect as otherwise.—Ed.]
was called to several species of fraudulent practices by some unscrupulous
The Journal a Necessity.— I cannot
apiarists, whereby an inferior quality do without tlie Bee Journal, and if
of honey is imposed upon the public, I continue to keep bees, you can deand the following condemnatory reso- pend on me as a life subscriber, at
lution was passed
least while you keep so far in advance
Resolved, That we strongly protest of all other bee periodicals.
bees
against, and severely condemn, the are doing well thus far. Some are
nefarious practice of feeding bees working in sections, but I have three
glucose or grape sugar, or the adul- different kinds of hives, and have to
teration of honey in any manner, as use various sized sections. If the
dishonorable and dishonest ; that we bees pay well this year I
shall
pledge ourselves individually and col- endeavor to get a uniformity of hives.
lectively to expose any person or perIIiRAM J. Ward.
sons who, to our knowledge, may enFarmington, Kan., May 14, 1882.
with

and

My

•

stands,

send you a little box with a plant in
It grows here on the railroad
track, and bees work freely on it. Can
you give the name of it, and its value
I

it.

for the bees

i*

Dunkirk, N. Y.,

Wm. Bolling.
May 10, 1882.

[The plant is the corn gromwell
arvense), naturalized
(Litliespenmmi

from Europe, and widely disseminated in the Northern States, especially
occurring on sandy banks and roadsides.

S.

the surcolonies

and on
and are very
strong in bees, and wherever there is
any loss it is from starvation, and the
bee-keeper is entirely to blame for it,
for we had splendid weather in the
latter part of February to look after
the bees and feed them. By the way,
their

May II— Champlain

weather
on the

contain
nectar,

Its flowers are very small,

but

a considerable

amount

of

easily accessible

to bees.

I

should not suppose the quality very
good, but have no certain knowledge
about this.— ]j. J. Burrill, Illinois
Industrial Institute.]

Gone

to

Florida.— I brought here

month from Gretna,

La., 5 colonies of bees, and did not lose a half
pint in the removal. They are doing
splendidly on the saw i)almetto at
A. T. Williams.
present.
last

Tampa,

Fla.,

May

11, 1882.

—

I
can symyiathize
Unfortunate.
with Mr. R. L. Shoemaker, of Newas
stated
in the last
comerstown, O.,
Bee Journal. On April 2.5, in preparing cages for shipping queens, in
drawing a fine tack with the point of
a knife, the tack flew into my left eye
and destroyed the sight, vvhich has
liad the effect of subduing my ardor
bee
business
somewhat.
the
in
Weather here is cold and wet. No

—

honey from fruit bloom too cold and
windy. Bees are starving to death
feeding every colony in my apiary.
Outside of the feed, I have given
them, I do not think there is one
pound of honey in my entire apiary,

am

consisting of 3.5 colonies. What the
future will bring forth remains to be
seen. Prospect is far from flattering.

M.

Elmwood,

111.,

May

Snyder.

II.
12, 1882.

,

—

a
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Entouiological.— I send by mail a
small box containing some wasps and
also, some cocoons of
small bees
laivse.
The wasps I liave noticed for
the past 3 or 4 years. I liave destroyed
many of tliem— over 200— since yesterday morning. Do you think it
necessary V Tliey are easily destroyed
while about the liives. The small
bees first made their appearance this
spring. They seem intent on taking
the pollen from the legs of the bees,
alighting on their backs. 1 have seen
them carried into the hives in this
way. I <lug the cocoons of larvas
from the ground wliere 1 saw ground
bees last summer.
;

I fear the bees will run
of lioney. The prospects for
white clover is good.

more days
short

R. M. OsiiORN.

Kane,

111.,

May 12,

1882.

A " Played-Ont " Queen.— I send you
by this mail a queen that I liave liad
She has always
nearly two years.
been a good, fertile queen until about

V

They

are

tracting, with all the minutia' that
has been used in describing the best
practices for securing comb honey.
The best frame and hive to use where
extracting is the leading feature of
the apiary in a word, all the modus
operandi.
few jiapers on this
branch of a|)iculture would prove a

—

A

;

to no avail.
sect.

How

insect-eating honey flow from fruit, the bees

wasps, and so are really our friends.
I have never heard of their eating
bees, nor do I think tliey do. 1 should
never kill them. I have seen tliem
destroy the common and very destructive currant slugs in the summer

to have a few chapters on
running an apiary exclusively for ex-

colonies, but

them brood from other

Seward, N. Y.

existence

Journal

pleasant variety with the comb honey
3 weeks ago, when she commenced
laying drone eggs. She would deposit practices, and hair splitting theories,
but one egg in a place, in worker cells, which the readers of bee literature
but they all hatcli out drones. I put have been so indulged with.
Highlands, N. C. E. E. Ewing.
on a feeder and fed them also gave

I send her to you to disdo you account for it?
She has always been a good layer. My
[The wasps are very common every- bees were never in better condition at
this time of the year than at present,
where in the Northern United States. although we have had a very cold,
They are indeed the most common of backward siiring.
L. E. Welch.
Linden, Mich.
What
our paper-making species.
house-keeper has not been annoyed by
[The queen is undoubtedly old and
them in the autumn and spring, and superannuated, and has become a
what child has not been stung by drone layer. Probably had you given
them during the pop-gun period of its another frame of brood, during a

Solomon Vrooman.
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would

have reared a young queen, and superseded this one. We have not the
necessary time and facilities for scientifically dissecting queens or bees.

—Ed.]

.

—

Various Matters.— I would like to
ask a few questions: 1. How can I
keep the queen out of the section V

—

Mine

are coming up in the sections
few, at least, on nearly all the hives.
I give them y inch between the sections and brood frames. Found a few
sections half full of drone brood. 2.
How long can bees, after swarming,
live without food ? One week ago
was nice, and I had several swarms
come out they were hived on foundation, and since then it has been cold,
cloudy, and raining so they could not
go in search of food. I got uneasy
yesterday and went to feeding. 3.
When two swarms are hived together, will they usually stay
4. and
would it be best to put on sections on
such hives at once V I have two such
that All the lower story of the Langstroth hive altogether too full of bees.
We have had a week of remarkable
weather for May people were wearing overcoats all the week.
;

;

Intruders. Yesterday tlie bees flew
in extenso.
out of one colony much excited, and
The little wild bees are sometimes settled back on the front of the hive.
annoying in tlie spring, and doubtless On examining them I found about 3
D. W. Bellemey.
Vienna, III., May 14, 1882.
take some considerable honey. They pints of dead bees, about half inside
the hive and tlie rest around in
do not try to enter tlie liives after the of
[1. Extract all the honey from the
front of it. I could not see what
honey season commences, so far as I caused it. There were a few moths brood chamber, and use only worker
have observed. Those who liave tlie enclosed in their cocoons, not much foundation in the boxes.
Syrian bees will not be troubled much honey, and iileiity of room and bees.
2. They should be fed within 24
When I opened the hive I saw a black
by these wild bees, or any other rob- bug in the super carrying a dead bee. hours after swarming, if weather is
bers. The Syrians seem to say prac- but would have thought nothing of unfavorable for gathering honey.
tically, to all intruders, " We run this that under other circumstances, and
3. Yes, if one queen is removed.
hive."' There are two or three species do not think it caused the trouble.
4. No, not until the foundation is
The
bug was about as large as a
of the bees, sent by Mr. V., all of
queen bee head lialf as large, abdo- well drawn out below. Ed.]
which are common. They visit the men a little larger and flat. Tell me
bees and the hives for the lioney and what caused my bees to light and kill
Convention at (irand Rapids. Midi.
each otlierV
.lonN Watson, Jr.
the pollen.— A. J. Cook.]
What became of the Bee ConvenDanville, 111., May 15, 1882.
tion to be held at Grand Rapids
White Clover Prospect Good. —I win[We think a natural or abnormal April 26, 27 V I was there but could
tered my 20 colonies on their summer swarm attempted to invade the hive, not find any meeting of bee-keepers ;
neitlier have I seen any report of it
stands as usual, in which manner I
B."Dickinson.
have never lost a colony. 1 com- and was repelled by the bees belong- published.
menced the bee business in 1S77, have ing there. It may be, however, rob[We do not know ; perhaps the Secalways used the movable frame hive, bers caused the disturbance, but they
and have never lost a swarm yet. My would hardly have settled on the retary, Mr. W. M. S. Dodge, Coopersbees are now in splendid condition,
ville, Mich., can give some satisfacand only one has a faulty q"een. The front.— Ed.]
tory explanation. It was to have
Syrian queen I wrote of in the 15ee
been held in Supervisors' Hall.— Ed.]
page 374, 1881, and thought
;

;

—

Journal,
Extracted Honey.- We have had
was lost, 1 found in February last many excellent articles on running
wlien I examined my bees. She was an apiary for comb honey, by Messrs.
No. 13, about 60 feet distant.
The former queen in No. 13 was a
weak Italian, and worthless. I thought
she might live till spring. I was glad
to tind her superseded. Bees have
bred up very rapidly, the hives being
full of brood, and drones Hying when
it
is
warm enough. To day the
weather is4(i-, and a drizzling rain. If
in hive

it

keeps on this kind of weatlier

many

Doolittle,

Ileddon

and

others,

wliicli all tlie details of tlie

in

business

have been very carefully and elaborately described. These chapters have
been very useful and entertaining;
but very little, comparatively, is written on the management of an apiary
run exclusively for extracted honey.
It would doubtless prove an interesting variety to the readers of the

Bee

I5ad on the Pets.— We lost near all
the apple and peach bloom by the
now we lose nearly all the
blizzard
locust and poplar or tulip by the continual rains of the past 10 or 12 days,
bees hardly gathering enough for
To-night is almost
brood -rearing.
cold enough for frost. If it was not
for the cheering news brought by the
I5ee Journal, I would feel very
despondent indeed, I have divided
;

;
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several colonies which were malting millcweed grows in your neigliborhood,
The Apiary Register.
preparations for swarming, and had or some other plant of a lilce nature,
one large swarm from a box hive
All who intend to be systematic in
the pollen or sap of which is the cause
which I bouglit from a neiglibor.
their work in the apiary, should get a
great many of my neighbors' swarms of tlie trouble.— Ed.]
copy and commence to use it.
are leaving them tliis season. I live
in hopes for the white clover.
Snow and Frost. Thismorning the For 50 colonies
$1 00
(120 pages)
G. W. ASHBY.
mercury stood at freezing, and tlie
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 50
Valley Station, Ky.. May 12, 1882.
ground was frozen. Yesterday we
" 200 colonies (420 i)ages)
2 00
had a snow storm, and tlie snow has
not all disappeared yet. Several days
The larger ones can be used for a
Please state in
Floatinar Apiaries.
past have been quite cold, but to-day
tlie Bee Journal whether tliere is
few
colonies, give room for an increase
pleasant.
Geo. H. Goodwin.
any man or company of men who is
of numbers, and still keep the record
Milton, X. II., May 17, 1882.
West
have steamboats loaded with colonies
all together in one book, and are thereof bees, and advance up the river as
fore the most desirable ones to proif so, please
tlie weather gets warmer
give particulars.
Wm. Seaks.
cure at the start.
Harrodsburg, Ind.

A

—

—

;

[Not that we are aware of several
have tried it, cliief among whom was
Mr. C. O. Perrine, of this city but we
believe the experiment lias met with
disappointment and loss in eacli

Honey

;

ADVERTISING RATES.
20g. per agate

line of space,

each insertion.

—

A line of Agate type will contain about elerht
Milkweed. 1 mail you a few bees
that were lianded me by a party who wordfi; fourteen lines will occupy 1 incii of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
lives some 12 miles south of this. By
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
examining, you will see the bees are
DISCOTJNTS will be given on advertisements
in such condition they cannot use
their feet, from the particles adliering published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
they cannot crawl in the paid in advance
to them
gum. He says at tlie entrance of one For
lO per cent, discount.
4 weeks
"
8
80
old box hive there were about a quart
"13 " Ci months).... SO "
" a©
"
(6mdnths)....40
of bees dead, all with these particles
" 39
"
(9 months). ...SO
"
attached to their feet. I liad a swarm
" 5!i
"
OO "
year)
of bees to-day that I obtained, to my
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
certain knowledge, 4 queens from. I
25 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 months,
caught one as she came from the hive, 5 percent.
which I caged, then moved the old
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
hive and put a new one on the old
alone, 40 per cent., fl months. SO per cent., 3
stand laying the queen caged at the
months. lO per cent.
entrance, supposing they would come
:

;

*'

( 1

They went

back.

off 50 steps

and

I took the caged queen and
where they settled shook
them off with the queen still caged.
They commenced going in, when I
caught
discovered another queen
and caged her; took the first queen
and put her in the hive she came out
of, turned her loose in tlie old hive,
settled.
hive to

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

;

THOMAS
OSS West

G.

Madis<m

NEWMAN.

Street., t'hlciia-o, 111.

;

and moved it back to its former
place went to the swarm, found them
settling, where lirst settled
shook
them off, and waited to see if they
were going in, when I discovered
queen No. 3. Caught and caged her,
put No. 2 inside of the hive in the
cage on a frame, and was watching to

Food ami Medicine.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

;

instance.—Ed.]

.is

^p:)jccii\X

fjoticcs.

new pages being devoted to neto
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
the

healthful and pleasant beverages.
have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy R
cents, postpaid; per dozen,.50 cents;
per hundred, S4.00. On orders of 100'
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,

We

(giving the

bee-keeper

name and address of the
who .scatters them). This

pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good protit.

al0!ie will

Binders for 1882.— We have had a.
of Emerson binders made espe-

lot

cially for the

Bee Journal

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the Journal as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

;

;

i^° The

Bee Journal

is

mailed at

the Chicago Postofflce every Tuesday,

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

for the

and any irregularity in its arrival is 1882, will be entitled to the following
due to the postal employes, or some premiums. Their own subscription!
cause beyond our control.
may count in the club
:

they vvere going in, when I
For a Club of
discovered queen No. 4. Being out
"
of cages, I gave her to my wife to
Manual
"
Cook's
will
send
1^ We
hold, who, being timid, let her get in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
"
see

if

3,— a copy of Bees and Honey."
S,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
4,— Apiary Ref:ister for 50 Colonies,
'*

or Cooli's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

'
cloth.
5,—
away. She Hew in the air. Whether
Bee Journal
O,— Weeltiv Bee Journal for year,
I caught this one again I cannot say, colonies, and Weekly
Col's.
or Apiiiry Register for
for one year, for §3.00; or with King's
but I got 4 queens that I know.
McKinney, Texas. Subscriber.
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
for their labor in getting up the club.
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50."
[In most of the United States there
I

L'oti

;

a species of milkweed (^scZq^ins),
the sap or juice of which adheres to
the feet and legs of the bees, and not
only causes them much trouble to
walk, but is very distasteful to those
in the hive. It is not an unusual ocis

1^" Ahoays forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks In this city
currence for the hive bees to kill except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
great numbers of them. Perhaps this expense of collecting them.

Bee Piisturage a Necessity.— We have
issuedanew pamphlet givingour

just

views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to

any address for

10 cents.

.
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CLUBBING LIST.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m.. May i>2. 1882.

>
S

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jfournul and any of the following periodicals, one year,
at the prices quoted

The

hour

to this

The Weeltly Bee Journal

and Gleanings In Bee-Culture(A. I. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..I.King). 3

CHICAGO.

Bee-Keeper3'Instru<;tor( W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

HONEY— As

the season is well advanced, sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchanged. 1 am payin^r 7c. for dark and 9c. for
light, cash on arrival. Good comb honey is scarce

BEES\VAX~I am

IfiC'^lTc.

We

slow.

BEESWA.\— Brings ]8@22c.
ceeds the offerings.
QuotiitlouH

fif

The demand exC. F. MOTH.

Merchants.

Cominlsitloii

CHICAGO.
HONE V— The demand for honey is

light,

most of

the trade finding fault with the best offered, as it
Values are not steady,
is more or less candied.
prices being made to meet the views of the purchaser.

BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23^25c.
R. A. Bltrkett, 165 South

Water

St.

00. .
00..

2 75
2 iiO

W.. 2

4 50..

00.
60..
60..
30..
.

4

HONET—Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., acBEESWAX— Pi inie quality,
2.'-.c.

57

Chatham

Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Tliere are a good many small lots of
very nice white sei-tion honey coming in now from
time to time. White sells readily at 22c.; second
Buckwheat, no sale at any

price.

Extracted, none in market.

BEES WAX-'A'S® 30c.
A. c.

Kendkl.

NEW

lean

OO

mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
All the latest improvementa.
inclufJincthe CONQUKROR.

2 80
2 35
2 40
5 50

02.1

Preparation of Honey for the Marand care
of both comb and extracted honey.
A new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
last meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appointed on a committee to prepare instructions on the Exhibition of Bees
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
to the above. Price, 10 cents.

Sr'TT' ft

;

n.'5

yOBK.

anything doing in honey, and
prices are entirely nominal. White clover, fancy,
lb. bxs.. l.'ii" inc.: whiteclover. good to choice, l(s!
2 lb. b.\s.. i:ii" 4c; buckwheat, 2 lbs., per lb.. ll(§(l2c.
Extracted and strained, white, iK;^ nic: dark 7<rtKc.
BEPJSVV AX— There is only a moderate supply of
beeswax, and with a fair inquiry prices are tlrraly
sustained.
Western, pure, 24('^2r>c.j Southern
1

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

.i«™=HD DETROIT
EVENING
ixth Season
*-"
NEWS'

EXCURSIONS
From
Detroit to the Sea,

Via Grand Trunk R. R.
Bteaniers, through the

and

St.

Lawrence River

THOUSAND ISLANDS
FAMOUS BAPIDS, to MONTREAL,
WHITE MOUNTAINS, and SEA SHORE at

and

PORTLAND,
Detroit, via

ME., near Boston

;

thence back to

Quebec. Niagara Fallaand

Will leave Detroit July

^$20.00 for the round

ft,

20

Buflwlo,

&.

27.

trip of overl.OOO miles.

trains on the G. T. R. R., and special
steaniiTB on the St. Lawrence River.

^" We have on our desk Circulars
and Price Lists of bees and apiarian
supplies from G. J. Pammel, La
Crosse, Wis., L. E. Mercer, Lennox,
Iowa, and W. G. Russell, Millbrook,
Ontario, Canada.

127"

Each tour personally conducted by W. H.

Bkkirlet. of the Detroit Evemikq News,

iW All tickets good to September 3d.
I^r Send 3-cent stamp for circolar.
A superb new Illustrated Guide Book, with
fy
deicriptlons and Inlormation,
maps

over 40
enBTavea especially for this edition, and a perfect
copy of an oil painting, in IG colors, ol Glen Ellis
Falls (near Glen House) for the first page of cover,
will be sent to any address for 30 cents. Adt^ess—
W. Ui BRE AKLK\ , Ufflcfl Petrolt Evening ^owfc

i^ Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

BIND YOUB JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

1

23(<>i24c.

D.

Sup-

Ontario Street.

HONEY— Little if

pure,

:i2-pat;e Illustrated

ALFRED

2 SO
2 75

ket, including the production

my

Send for

Cittalotiue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

cloth) 3 25.. 3 OO
2 75.
2 85..
2 75..

the above Smokers at
by

sell

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

J»~ Special

cording to quality.

.quality ls(uf2oc.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

3fi

BOSTON.

CuocKEK & BLAKE.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

2 60

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demand for extracted honey, in

iind demand

bound in

Bees and Honev. (T. G. Newman) "
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

St.

the retail way, is fair, and our sales for manufacpay
turing purpnses were very good of late.
7&1IC. on arrival. Prices tor comb honey nominal

J.

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's Manuali

Newman. 923 W. Madison

H.

Ai,.

paying 24c. for good yellow
for medium grade, and

i8(aiL'2c.

for dark.

2

Bee-Keeper8'Exch'nKe(Houk &Peet) 3
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
Kansas Bee-Keepor
6
The 7 above-named papers

and rules high.

wax, on arrival;

high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

of hoth

Publishers'Price. Club.
12 00..

:

Qaotatlons of Cash Bayers.

COMB FOUNDATION.

in the last colunin of figures.

following are the latest quota- The first column gives the regular price
tions for honey and beeswax received All postage is prepaid by the publishers.

up
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W. QniNBl',

105 Park Place

LOUIS.
demand. Strained

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

ST.

HONEY— In
@iuc.:

fair

comb scarce— nominal

selling at 8

at I8(5j22c.

BEES W AX-Still at 21®-22c. for prime.
R. C. GHEEK & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Stocks are not heavy, but are larger
than holders care to have them. Offerings are almost entirely second grade to inferior. There is
a general desire to clean up prior to arrival of new
crop.

We quote white comb, l:j@14c.; dark to good. 8
011c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 7&7;^c.;
dark and candied, (lw,6V4C. BEESWAX— 23025C.
STKAltNs & SMITH. 423 Front Street.

i^

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

1^

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

use them. Directions in each Binder.

50c.
85c.

For Bee Journal of I8S0
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

'75c.

ij^ We learn, with much regret,
THOMAS G. NEWMA^T.
Address.
that Mr. James Vick, of Rochester,
925 West Madtson Street. Chicago. 111.
K. Y., died of pneumonia on the 9th
ITALIAN QUEENS-Bred from seinst.
Mr. Viclc was a prominent and
^Tliis one fact is being brought PUKE
lected tested (Queens also. Chaff and SimplicBee Hives, all kinds of Sections, Wide Langpopular seedsman, and editor and before ttie minds of the people of the ity
frames, and all kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
Kendall's Spavin Cure strnth
Send for Price Lift. A. B. MH,LKR & SON, Wapublisher of a " Monthly '' which was United States
18w4t
2l8m4t
karusa. Elkhart County, Ind.
is not excelled as a liniment.
the admiration of every lover of the
beautiful in nature. He was a thoroughly progressive and practical man,
Bingham's Smoker Corner.
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
and one well-known throughout the
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
Bayou Goula. La., May 2. 1882.
World.
THOMAS G. NEVTMAX,
than 500.
Abronia,
Hethekington',
Bingham
&
Messrs.
;

:

ELECTROTYPES

Mich.

1^"
4lress.

When

changing a postofBce admention the old as well as the

Tiew address.

Sirs The Conqueror conquers everything
the apiary. It is almost a tleht between ray
three assistants, as t'> who will net it tlrst in the
morninf.'. A sinBle puff irom it will till a double
story with smoke. I will use no other after this.

Dear

Yours

925 West Madison

Street.

ChlcaKo,

III.

:

in

truly.

P. L.

VI^VLLON.

inriiTeWAN'VKntOHell

Dr.Chase's

-J/xfo

Recipe

AUuniO Ilouk. Srlh at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.Chaue'sPrinliniiUouse.AnnArbor.Micn
36ml yp

4

-
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A NEW BEE BOOK!

Cyprian Bees
FOB. SAZiS.
q/r
0«J

having queens
of last year's hatch, hred from a queen of the
D. A. Junes Importation. Theyare in J. E. Moore's
improved double-wall hive of seven frames, with
side and top storaee.
They will be securely packed and delivered on
cars from the irnh to ."list of May, at the following
rates l to 10 colonies, $h each u or more, $7.50
:

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and cumimin Koundatinn is not surpassed. The
only invention to nuike Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

frame.

COLONIES op bees,

;

each.
Also,

Given'sFoundationPress.

SO Nevr Sivarms,

hived on finished
combs, delivered on cars from HHh of June to 5th
of July for, 1 to 10 colonics, ^O.-W each 1 1 or more
do., $*ieach. Reason for selling: The increase of
our mercantile business prevents our giving the
apiary the care and attention it should have. Remit by Registered Letter to
Byron, Gen. Co., N. Y.
19w3t tl. E.
;

MOORE,

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
». S. GIVEN <fe C, Hoopeston.

OR THE

Management

1882-J.
LULING,

TADL0CK.-1882

S.

CALDWELL

TE.XAS.

CO.,

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
beat imported queens. Tested Queen,

per half-dozen, $;i3.50. Select Tested, *:i
per half-dozen. $l(i. No "Dollar" ornuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival andsatisfaction guaranteed,
if

;

;

possible.

i4w:iMt

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
am nrtw boohing orders for mv
I

BEESWAX.

C.OLDKN ITALIANS,

reared from
the best stock in the country. War-

ranted Queens,

on

arrival.

Shipments

solicted.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

$1

;

Tested Queens,

early in the season, $2.50; after
'2
July. $J
frame Nucleus, with
Tested Queen, ?4
Full Colony,

1 wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying 24c. per pnund, delivered here, Cash

;

H. N£1VMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL

Street,

Dunham and Vandervort

to the large

now quote
over

fiO

advance

prices thus

than

ibs.,4ic., less

wax,

in the price of

Dunham,

:

loto

.'lO

lbs.,

lbs., 44c,;

n.)

I

4'_'c.,

Vjinder-

vort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., l to lo lbs., .570.. 10 to
lbs., 54c. No discounts.
Circular free.

."jO

r.. fJ.

(Money Order

DIEHL,

Office)— Butler, DekalbCo., Ind.

i

1

postpaid for $2.

Address,

2(^ Years Experience

;

NEWMAN,

G.
West MndiBun Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Trices, Quick Returns Custi liners Never Defrauded."
Itulian Queens
$1; Tested
*2
Cvprtan Queens
|Li
$1; Tested
Tiiiestine Queens. .$1 Tested... tKxtra Queens, for swarming sea;

;

son, ready,

if

we are timely notitled.

One-friime Nucleus, either Italian,
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frame3,|8. Comb
Ounham
machine,
lbs. or over,
foundation on
on Root niachine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
3r>c. per lb.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Or^o. paid for bright wax. Money Orders on
Ai\J XiiMcoln. III.
Iwly.
li.'i

;

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

4— RACES OF BEES—

Itullaiit Cyprian, Holy L*n»d nntl HunsarliLn Queens.— Warranted queens, $1.5n extra
selected, *l.7r>: tested, $2. Send for my 31 et Annual Circiiliir.
:

lywtf

Queen Rearing,

is:

— " Low

;

;

eouiity, HI.

in

Our Motto

TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table givmg all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Price 9& centii,— Sent on receipt of price, by

Douglas

I'aiiiargo,

M. D.

THOMAS

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

92.'i

HENRV ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

From
REV. E.

have FISIIEK'S GRAIN TABLES, 1!)2
paires, pocket form; full of useful tables lor
castmg up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book. Q. W. FlSllER.

SHOULD

2wfim.

Box 238, Kochester, N.V.
Bee Journal Office. .^

the Evergreen Apiary.

IJKIGGS, of Wilton Junction.
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from either ot
his Prize Mothers, as e irly in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Qutens, $3 Warranted Queens, $'2 Queens without guarantee, $i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, ^. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3wi;nt
if accompanied with the cash.
;

;

lOOGolonies
FOR SALE. ALSO.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

QUEENS. I5EE8 BY THE POUND.
Send address for prices.
Iw:i5t JAMES UEIJDON,Dowag:ac, Mich.
!-franie Nucleus, with Test-

GOLDEN

ITALIAN
1

-frame Nucleus, with Test|4..'>0
ed Queen
ed Queen

'

M

;i882,

I^.

;

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

Ijy Also for sale at the

A.

.3.00

Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July l
ni.(W
Same, after July l
Tested Queen, before July l, 3.00
Full

'

"

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

l^-'iO
afterJulyl
Address, by Registered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiiirist needs, setul for prices.

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good young Qaeens
Give me a call, friends,
I will try and please you. (Box hi!> )
K. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
.

DR.
iwtf

I.

;

by

NEWMAN,

Weddy

liee Jinirnal.

contains IfXi profusely illustrated pa^es. is*
"fully up with the times" m all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly devel
opinK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful manapement of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
" Bee Pusturage a Necessity." " Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey,"
Price, bound In cli>th, 75 cents; in paper
covers. 50 centn* postpaid.
etc.

935 W. MadUon

Street. Chlcasro,

III.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

and

.5wiv

Belleville, St. Clair

County.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners. —Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie <.'ity, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to-

bee-raisers.- Indianian. Clinton. Ind.

A

Abronia, Mich.

lywtf

^S, ENGRAVINGS.

B. J.

C.

It

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book ot

111.

—

American Agriculturist, N. Y.
valuable, and embellished with l^v,^
beautiful engravings.— l>emocrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands ot

apiculture.

Cambridge, Henry Co., 111.

3wly

A.

THE CONQUEROR.
Large Smokers nceil wide sliields. IJinKhriin's
have them, ana sprint--^ iluit di mot rust iin break,
and bellows that sjiark^ and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has ill iinprovementsmade t<idate,
and a.3x7 inch stove, and ox7 inch bellows. Sent

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

Erlitor of the

Profit

;

FOUNDATION.
Owing

and

with Tested Queen, $10. The Best
Quinby Smoker for $l.r.o. Address all orders to
lowtf

Excelsior

of an Apiary for Pleasure

THOMAS

J. II. Nellis'
$.•.'.0

& Honey

Bees

111.

New and

every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in thecare and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price everyet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in thevery best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer*
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-cult\tre, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Republican, tHica, N. V.
A m&nual. containing all the newest discoveriesi
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.--Farmera' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping lu
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

Embraces every eubjectof inierest in theapiary,,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be i.ot directly interested in tho
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contain*resume of the natural history of the
ii complete
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago'
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard tobee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. II describes all the newest discoveriesin the art by which the production of delicious and
iiealth- giving honey is obtained, as well as how tO'
prepare it for tihe market in the most attractive
form. It isembellislied with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under ournotice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
Liberal l>l8coiint to Deuters \twtJie Uozen or ILnudrecl..

A

—
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide

MANUAL OF THE

frequent inquiries
KxtracUirs carrying A und 4
l>iint.'-'tr(itli frames', I have concliiiieti Id adopt these two new
Hizt'.-*.
Tlie :i frame basket is in a
In Miiswerto

l(ir

t\\i: 2

IX

By A.

J.

AriAUY,,

COOK,

Of Lansiufj. Projisaor of Eutantotofry in

tliesHine size and style as

The

frame.

T^^^^^/TfffJflTf^S^J^JfJTPf'^^

frame basket
can. witli the ccne

in the lar(jer

i;

OK,

EXTRACTORS.
ciiti iif

.,.

4

State Agricnltaral

metal standard for the basket
upon. Jeavine room und.'inoath the basket for 75 or 80
iii-i, of honey.
It will be complete,
and in every way
covers,
with
identical, except in size, with the
i;n;.iio Extractor. i:i.\:2n. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Exceptintr with the $s;.(M) Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal lead-

College

of

the

Michigan

iir

330 Paeea

to revolve

ing;

Kor-i

For

1!

For:i

For
For
For
For

4
J

3
4

to the

honey

sate,

and mova-

Comb

Baskets.
American frames, 13x13 inches
lOxlH
"
..
Lanu'-troth "
"
'*
"
10x18
..
"
'•
'•
lOxlH
.,
frames of any size, 13x20
^'
•'
"
121^x20
..
"
"
"
13x20
..

ble sides in the

ALFRED
923

$8 no
10
14

oil

1-2

l«

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street. Chicago.

111.

E

iwtf

1

THOMAS A CO., Coleraine, Mass.

A.

ft.

;

the
per

Send for samples.

lb. 4HC.
lb. F.

Medical Work, warranted the
bejtand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"I'lie Science of Life, or SelfI*re8ervation;"hound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

;

Samples free on request.

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Iwly

'

Cents per pound
PRINTED IN OUK CIRCULARS,

un the I'lilCES
wholesale or retail.

PARKER.

No.

4

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free. Address,
15w(}m JOS. M.

BROOKS, Columbus. Ind.

CLOVER SEED

5

of

;

send now. Address Peabody
Medical instituteor Dr. W. H.
:22w]y
Bnltlnch St.. Boston.

THYSELF,

III.

\¥e now Qaote an

Advance

t;iIt,3tntpp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, i2o prescrip-

tions.price only $i.2r> sent by
mail illustrated sample. 6c

is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.

DADANT & SON,

10c.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

KNOW

and our wax

GHAS.

Wax worked

W. HOLMES. Cuorersville. Mich, lywiy

Dealers in hee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

ISwtf

Owing to the increased demand for Melilot and
Bokhara Clover seed, my liberal supply has been
exhausted, and I can obtain no more in this country. I cannot, therefore, fill any more orders for
either until the new crop comes in, and more can
he imported.
Orders for Alsike and WhiteClovers will be filled
promptly upon receipt.

A. H.

16wtf

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

923

Florida

Manufactories and Commerce

W.Madison

NEWMAX,

Street. Chicago,

III.

Land--640 Acres

m- CHEAP FOR CASH, .m

OF

COZiOKADO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sendinR One Dolhir to the

will

15w6mp

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

B£NT£R, COI..

;

Advance

Foundation,

in

of Comb Foundation have
cents per pound, owing to the

The manufacturers

advanced the price
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Fonndation,
.'>

except the NauDeusen

(flat

bottom), will be

Advanced 6 Cents per pound,
Irom the advertised price

ALFRED
1123

West Madison

in

my

H..

Catalogue.

XEn^M AX,

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL

.

Read

the following opmioiis of the

All agree that it Is the work of a
real value.— L'.4picu((urc, Paris.

Book;

master and of

.•

think Cook's Manual is the best of our Amencan works.— LEWIS T. ColbV.
It appears to have cut the ground from underfuture book-makers.- Bn(tA/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my con-.,
slant ^:uide in my operations and successful man-.
agementof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical 'knowledge fromProf. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.- E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— JVXtc/i. Far,
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a,
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is aa
exhaustive work.— Hera/ti, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The.
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost astonish myselt, and nuu-li of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— W.M. Van- ANTWEUi', M. U
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— if y. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French,
I

or toreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe Dv
Bois, editor of the Bulwtin £>' Apiculteur, France,
It not only gives the natural history of these in-dustrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; al^t.i a botanical description of honey
producing j>lant.s, and an extended account of the.
enemies of hecs,— Dcmucrut, Pulaski, N, V.
have perused with great pleasure this i-nde
mecamvt tlie bee-keeper. It is replete with the.
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it carefully"
and practice as afivised.—Agriculturint, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leadingbee-men lo be the most complete and practical
irearise on bee-culture in Emopeor America: a
scieiuitlc wrirk on modern bee management that
everv experienced bee roan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly hound, and is a credit
est.— Wtkltrn AgricuUunst.
to the

We

Deschiption,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and t\> of the Apalachicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy hmm, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. aist. 1875, byCoI. Alexander McDonald, who owned (J sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept.
5th. IS"!?, by him ctjnveyed to the unaersigned for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstrait from the Records of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in ray possession.
;

Woman's

anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood enKravmss
the productsof the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etcsplendidly illustrated— and last,though,
not least, detailed instructions for the variousi^
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that^
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Send for our L's-ptme Illustrated Cataloj^'ue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

rOMB FOUXB ATI0N-40c.
DXTNHAM
to
per pound e.\tra thin and bricht, H' sq.

FOUHDATION

la-J r:ae Illnnli-iCiuui).

of the

IK)

12 on
16 00

:

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted ia
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the.
annals of bee-culture. Thts new work has beent
produced with Kreat care, patiout study and per-,
sistent research. It comprises a full delineation,

the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
I

will sell

THOMAS G.
925

West Madison

Street.

XETVMAX^,
CHICAGO, ILL.

W

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the insnuction of bee-keepers which
ever been published. It gives a full explanation rcgarduig the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture,
Uiis

of bees Icir untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses,

admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupaiions.- ji/iicricttji Inventor.
Jo:

CHARTS-Sl.OOO can be
AXD months
MAPS
made
Tunison's M»ps
sellins
in six
pat'c (.atalojme free.

and Charts— 30

TUN

ISON., Jacksonville,
C.
IHWtitp

111.,

Price— Bound in cloth, aS1.2S ; in paper cover,,
S>1.00, by mail prepaid. Published by

Address, H.

TllOMAS

or Columbus, O.
974

West Madison

G. XEV¥IIIAX,

Street,

CHICAGO,

lid*.

—

!
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B.SD TiiFB!'

Who

will be

25,000

IN

The Original

the

copy

first to

JDELSSOHii

BINGHAM

1

USE.

THOMAS

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and tboroughly practical.
is a masterly pnuluction, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, 1*1. as ; paper cover, #1,

The book

«

J

QuInby'sNewBee-Keeplnff, by 1j. C. Root—
The author

this

shield Conqueror,

:i

inch
$1
(wide

shield),

1

sell again,

Pianos

Mail,

T.^i

^2

m

00

1

75

25

00

3

50

agraffes,
ful carved legs

1 15
1 00
apply for dozen or half-dozen

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abronla. Mich.

17wtf

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
PIAhin
^TYI
F ^1 Mttgnitlcent nisewo.ul
riHIlU 01
ILL
U2 case elegantly finished.

1

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
Knife, 2 inch

By

1

I9iinch

To

to

(wide

shield). 2 inch....
EPIain Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,

lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame. French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in tact, every improvement which can in anv way tend to the per-

and

fection of the instrument, has been added.

I3^0ur price for this Instriitneut. boxed
and delivered on boiird cars ut New York,
with fine Piano Cover, Stool dNOJ^rC
and Book, only
t^^^fJ,
Reduced from our

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

urement of

its
all

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
'ior it. Sent for 3;j cents post-paid.
G.W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
jar" Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. .JE^

-tables, interests, etc.

2w6m.

late wholesale factory price,

(>o day^ only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This ia now. by far, the ai-eatest bargain ever offered the musical public. I'nprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order at once.
This Piano will be sent on J5 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh sfrit with orderwillbe Tefuuded
I

!

and

freiijht c]iiir{irs paid bu ns both ways if Piano is
just as rfpresenti'it. Several cither special bargains: Pijt.no*i, 9^14EO up* Over ].''>.ikmi in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
lliustrated Catalogvie mailed free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Every Pimm fnliv wiirianted for years.
Ml'NK' '.( price. Catalogue of 3.000
choice pitMf;- sent fnr :u-. stamp.
Di't

r->

SHEET

ME\I>El.SSOIIN PIANO CO.,

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
I
Queens, and have now more than UH) colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'

make a

Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2ii,
$1.25 each; after that date, single Queen. $t.(Ki ti
for JS.OO 12 or more, 75 cents each: Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens. $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.
;

;

;

I5wly

$777

(3r(D01D,

FooChoo's Balsam

York.

MILLION
of Shark's Oil

free.addressP

O VicUery

AugruHia, Maine.

HOwly

FULL COLONIES

is

the

Randelefii. Every i'liinese
tisherman krmww il. Its virtues as a restorative ot
hearing were disco verted by a Buddhist Priest about
the year I4i<i. Its cures were so numerous and

as

(

\ii-i-}iiir-"hnt

many

of

ITALIAN BEES,

From my Apiaries.
aiJ^EEA'SandNUCr.X:i IN SEASON.
l^~ Satisfaction guaranteed.
cation
J. H.

Circular

on

appli-

ROBERTSON.

Pewamo,

Ionia Co., Mich.

PAINE & LADD,
E. PAINb
WASHINGTON,
l^ate Comm'r Patents.
>
^i'
n
"• *^.
STORY B. LADD.
Solicitors of Patent, and Attorney. In
16w3m
Patent Cases.
)

'

launsTHtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientitic work.

Honey Bee
Price,

SftSS.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. TSc.

Bees and Honey,

Management of an
by Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

I'rotit,

Fully up with the
all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains d;u pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, ISc; in paper
covers, &Oe.» postpaid.
Edition.

'*

:

Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents
tal principles of bee-culture,

the fundamenana lurntBhea the

15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
discourses
upon
the
G. Newman.— This pamphlet
facts and arguments to demonstrate tbem.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam, VVines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scatquality, sources,
;

tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in En^rHsh and Oerman.
Price for either edition. 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.

'Wluterlner Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— #25 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honev, and ineitructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive lUse— Being

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

a description of the
Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey Harvestlus:, Handland MarketlnK-— A •.i4-page pamphlet, by
;

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

A YEAH
outfit

Bees and Queens

HALBBKT

FOR THE

New

known

Square GUisa Ilnney .Jars, Tin BiicUota,
LariKslroth Bee Hives, Uoney Sccticms, etc.,
V. F. MXTTII,
^pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
t^-Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwly

SOwtf

EARS

295K.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in tbe YellowSea,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

.

Box

•Jlsmly

-JEl.
Nappanee. Elkhart'Couty. Ind.

and expenses toagents,

Klne*s Bee-K.eepers* Text-Book, by A. J
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, Kfil.OO.

7 1-3 Octiiven, full patent cantante Newman.— Third
ournew patent overstrung scale, beauti- times," including

strlngrs,

!#39.'>, for

NEARLY
book of

forcible,

ABC

Postpaid.
Customer.
'

Bingham Smoker
JW inch
Extra Bingham Smoker

L,arge

it

and

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Clotb, :tf 1.35.

PRICES:

Handed

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
Its style is plain
fail t" interest all.
making all its readers realize that its
master of the subject.— JSl.SO.

cannot

that

author is

postpaid, from nr> cts.
to *J. Out patents
cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
3tove-wood. or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, y<>upp4.««tpj 1878
^**'°
will have to buy no'^^^®"''®*^'

Wide

CHICAGO, LLL.

Street,
;

season than ever before. Price per mail,

others.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Bee-K.eeper*s Guide or. Cook's Ufanual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully 'up witn the times" on every

ard of excellence the
world over— better

and handsomer

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by
925

aid the inventor of

plained of— the stand-

Books

Bee Smoker

you buy the Original Patent Bintrham
Bee Smoker, you will

If

improved bee smokers—get the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is com-

.

so Heemlngrly nilraciilou«, that the remedy was offlcially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
:tOO y^:4rK no IleiilneNs has existed among
the i'liiiieNe people. Sent, charges prepaid, lo
any address at :J;i.nij prr bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
It has performed a luiracle in uiy case.
I have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear
miK'h better.
I

have

My

i)een greatly benetlted.

deafness helped a great deal— think another

bottle will cure me.

ing

Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This

Ch.

&

C. P.

contains

many

useful hints.— Price

what to plant, and
and when and how. Illustrated with 2U engravings. Price, lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
tant subject, with suggestions

the

management of

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

S

Sole Agents for Ameiica.
liOwly

Uavlock &

Co.)

'TDey St.,New York.

Price,

bees.

lOc.

Food Adulteration What we eat and should
;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
oiiu'ht to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.

Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse <iwners. It has .'{5 engravings
illustrating positions oi yjck hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table ot doses, and much valuable
horse information.

"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative CHAKACTEU ABSOLUTE, ASTUE WUITERCaN
PEKSONALLY TERTIFV, BOTH PKOM EXTKItlEXCE
AND OBPEUVATION. Write at once to HAVLOCMi
& Jennet, 7 Dey Street, New York, enclosing |;i,
and you will receive bv return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor OF Mekcantile Review.
lf^"To avoia lossin the mails, please send money
by Registeked Letter.

15c.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this impor-

Paper, 25c.
Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera, byA..L
its

cause, symptoms and

cure.

Price,

S5c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,<HX).otH) Indusdustrial Facts. Calculatitms, Processes,

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives i;imi.o(mi items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers,

Mactiinists, Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam fitters, Bronzers. Gilders, Metal and Wo<h1 Workers of every kind,
Tbe work contains l.oii; pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold lo any Mechanic, Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid, 5*2. 60.
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Ornamentation of School Grounds.
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We notice the evident tendencj' of the
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grounds of that state. Now
Mr. James Vick makes the liberal offer to send free, a collection of 12 varieties of seeds "to five districts in
each county in every State that shall
first apply for them," for cultivation
in the school
grounds.
And Mr.
Hiram Sibley has sent $5,000 worth of
seeds to tlie sufferers from the Mississippi floods.
This is a way of
scliool

^^rs^siG^g^^F^^

/^cuaitaiv^Q

in.,

tastefully plant flowering
plants and trees on the grounds of the
This has been too
school-houses.
long neglected, but we hope it will
now become the rule instead of the

times to

" casting bread upon the waters,"
that is sure to return a many-fold re-

compense.
Sciircity of Beeswax,— The /uvem'te
Gleanings, which has doubled its size
for May, says on the beeswax ques" There is now a prospect betion

exception. This will, in a measure,
educate the coming generation to fore us that the wax of the world will
beautify their surroundings, to plant not nearly supply the demand for
trees for shade, flowers for beauty and foundation....! should not be surshrubs for ornament. This will help prised it foundation should be up 10
the bees some, paying back cultivated cents per pound before the 1st of June.
bloom for the ruthless destruction of Of course no one can hold to present
our forests, and the loss of the wild prices, unless they can get wax.'"
:

EnUred at ChicaQo

post office as second class matter.
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The Caledoniivji Apiarian Society w^ill hold its " ninth grand show
of bees, hives and honey," at Glasgow,

The ornamentation of school-house Scotland, July
grounds by means of tlie tasteful
planting of flowering plants and trees,
much
is a long step towards the
wished for time when the rudiments
of agriculture will be taught the
children who are to become the intelligent agriculturists of the future. The
practice also helps to develop a refined taste, a love of tiie order and
beauty of nature, and gives a glimpse
of what farm life may be. The Michigan Ilorticultural Society was the

24-27, 1882.
Cash Premiums, Silver and Bronze Medals and
Diplomas will be awarded. We can
send an entry blank to any one wish-

ing to send apiarian exhibits. Foreign exhibits are entered free. Mr.
R. J. Bennett, Glasgow, is the Secretary.

1^ The late Mr. James Vick, of
and Rochester, N. Y., whose sudden death
its efforts were crowned with notable
we noticed on page 333 of last week,
success. It is hoped that others will
follow in the same direction, as the was an Englishman and a playmate of
Western Xew York Horticultural Charles Dickens, and had also been a
Society has already done.
fellow typo of Horace Greeley, on the
It is pleasant to note praiseworthy Knickerbocker. During the grasshopemulation and rivalry of the great per troubles in Kansas he sent the
seedsmen in works of public utility,
worth of seed and
even if their efforts are profitable ad- sufferers $20,000
vertisements, as they deserve to be. $10,000 to the Michigan sufferers.
Messrs. D. M. Ferry & Co., for several years have been supplementing
1^ The bee, although somewhat of
the work of the Michigan Horticultural Society, in ornamenting the a rover, thinks its first duty is to hum.
first to

Convention Notes
Western Michigan

which by

entirely destroyed. The J'armeis' Re339 view remarks as follows on the sub339
339 ject:

Correspondence
RearineGood Queens
The Glucose-Honey Question
Bee Stints-Blacks vs. Italians

flora,

lead off in this good work,

:

:
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lency and painful affections of the
bowels."
From the Elgin, 111., Advocate of
But with an unscrupulous class of
May 6th, we clip this extract, giving manufacturers whose association
another instance of injury and loss holds its sessions with closed doors,
resulting from feeding the refuse of and whose commodity is used mostly
glucose factories to cows kept for dai- for fraudulent purposes, what likelirying purposes
hood exists that their wretched stuff
is even " well made," or tliat they are
who
Waterman,
Henry
week
This
and
Bartlett,
at
creamery
any more honest than they expect
a
operates
who is well known on the Board of their patrons to be ? And even when
Trade— informed us that he had re- well made, Professor Nichols says it
cently sustained quite a loss on
complaints
cheese, and was unable to account for produces the grievous
above.
When cheese
it until he received the following let- enumerated
ter from Charles D. Wells, of Chicago, will " rot down in thirty days," caused
who handled his cheese. Mr. Wells by the infusion of the glucose poison
''
Your cheese have arrived,
says
and, on examination, 1 find they are into only a portion of the milk used in
such a poor lot as to be almost unsal- its manufacture, can it be wondered
able. They have the appearance of at that the horrid stuff soon rots the
being finely made, but on inserting
timbers in the railway car which
the tryer in tlie cheese, the plug very
comes out porous and gritty, and on transports the meal, and that railroad
holding them any length of time seem managers issue orders to thoroughly
to rot and get bad. There is some- scrub the car as soon as emptied V
thing in the milk, in my judgment,
If glucosed cheese will " rot down
that causes these conditions. The

Honey versus Glucose.

Ap)ther Case of "Glucose Meal."

:

cows are fed on something that

is
in thirty days," what must be the efsweet, or foreign to their customary fect of glucose on the urinary organs
feed. The cheese seem precisely like
a certain factory, the cheese of which and lacteal secretions of humanity V
I handled last year, which notted Can it be doubted that the effect is
down in thirty days, causing a loss to even more pernicious on the blood,
me after I had sold them. Some of
and heart, than on the bowels
my customers refused to pay at all. lungs
After investigation I found that the One-half the evils resulting from the
cows had been fed on glucose, which use of glucose have never been enumof
invariably produces this kind
erated. As remarked by Dr. KelliTgg,
cheese." Mr. Waterman, upon reof Michigan, it enters into many cominvestigamade
letter,
this
ceipt of
of
plications which develop into well denumber
a
that
learned
and
tion,
his patrons had been feeding glucose fined complaints, and are frequently
meal for the past few months. Fac- attributed to other causes. We doubt
torymen of this section should stipunot many chronic complaints, which
late with their patrons not to feed
a have been fearfully on tlie increase of
this meal, as it invariably results
great loss. In Ohio, where glucose late, can be indirectly traced to glufactories are quite numerous, the cose and posterity will more largely
cheese factorymen receive the milk
should be
from cows ted f>n glucose meal, or pay the penalty. The stuff
refuse, and their example should be manufactured and sold under penalfollowed here. It is not fit for cows, ties and restrictions only, as is corn
and spoils the milk for food, butter or whisky and other poisons. The evils
cheese.
attending its manufacture and sale
" Rotted down in thirty days " and
more than overbalance the good, and,
yet the philanthropic manufacturers therefore, it is a curse. The National
of glucose claim to be the especial Board of Health has a great work bebenefactors of the farmers and dairy- fore it— but one which it must undermen, because they stimulate the mar- take, and the sooner they realize its
ket for corn, and afford a cheap feed magnitude, the easier will be the
so, too, should they
for dairy cows
struggle. Meantime, let all honest
claim to be humanitarians, because producers, whether of honey, butter
of the evnployment they give the doc- or chee.se, or anything else of food,
tors, and for their premature contri- lend their influence against adulteraProf.
butions to the undertakers.
tions wherever found.
Nichols, in his able article published
"
not
is
by us last week, says glucose
During almost all of last week
a poison when well made, and, as regards its healthfulness, it may not be the weather was quite unfavorable in
i*

m

;

!

;

1^

all the Central and Northern
States
for building up weak colonies.
and
cane sugar
aggravate dyspeptic symptoms, and Queen-breeders have also been much
by its proneness to set up fermenta- embarrassed, the weather being too
queens.
tive processes, its use causes flatu- variable for developing good

much more deleterious than
;

still, it

ordinary nearly

does produce

Mr. M. C. Stevens, Lafayette, Ind.,
sends the following semi-critical article. The expression to which he takes
exception is an old aphorism, and was
given as such. We do not know any
who have been so foolish as to claim

same sweetening

the

properties for

honey that cane sugar possesses,
though to the taste, honey is quite its
equal, and glucose is not. That honey
may have been considered a luxury in
former times, there is no doubt so,
too, were butter, cheese, and, in remote times, wheat flour, but are they
;

now

fairly so considered

?

Honey

is

as surely working its way into
public favor, and it remains only for
the combined wisdom of the bee-keepers to make it an equal necessity with

just

consumers
article in the

In your
February

Journal

for

on " Methods for Granulating Glucose " you close with these
words: "And finally, when our cane
sweets shall have been exiled from
our markets, tlie enterprising beekeeper will have a market at his door
for wliat (honey) he can spare from
the neighborhood demand, because
there will still be consumers in abundance for natural sweets— and what
can be sweeter than honey V"
This question was propounded many
years ago and ouglit to be a strong
argument that honey is the sweetest
might have
substance known. It
been so in Samson's day, but I think
if you sweeten your cup of coffee with
the same weight of honey as you do of
cane sugar, you will discover a great
difference in the taste. If I am not
mistaken, there is not much more
sweetening property to honey than
there is in grape sugar or glucose. In
fact, according to the most careful
analysis, about 73 per cent, of honey
speaking more acis glucose, or,
curately, a mixture of laivo-glucose
and dextro-glucose, (36.4.5 per cent, of
the former and 36.57 jjer cent, of the
Of the remaining 27 per cent.
latter).
According to
18.5 per cent, is water.
my information, it takes two and a
half pounds of glucose to be equivalent to one pound of cane sugar in
and 1 am quite
sweetening effect
1,

;

sure

is no more sweet,
honey as in glucose.

there

much,

in

While

I

am

a bee-keeper, and

if

as

am

a

believer in honey and have no patience
with adulterations of any kind, and
,

think they should be stamped out by
appropriate legislation, still I think
the consumers of it should understand
that it is a luxury, and they should
not be kept in ignorance of this fact.
To sell a pound of honey to a man for
twenty cents, and at the same time
make him think he is getting the
wortli

of

his

money

in

sweetening

value as compared with cane sugar at
ten cents a pound, is just as truly a
swindle as to sell gluco.se for cane
sugar. Let us not, in trying to steer
clear of Scylla run upon Charybdis.

:

:

:
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I will say in conclusion that I have
never yet bought a jsound of glucose,
except I have done it in buying adulterated cane sugar, or in adulterated
syrup, purporting to be pure sugar,
home drip, or some such name. Let

us continue to

make every
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back to St. Louis dealers. Th* detective bought a lirkin of this "Goshen
butter " from the manufacturer, and
under Governor Johnson's instruction
carried it to a chemist, and the analysis shows conclusively that the alleged
butter is made from animal fat. The
corresale or manufacture of oleomargarine

placed a colony every season in his
early peach house, and valued the
services of the bees there very much,
for they never failed to set a good
crop of fruit.

effort to

—

Bees Resenting an lusiilt. A
have the liees put up their honey in
an attractive form, seeing to it that spondent of the Courier, Boulder, is prohibited by the laws of this State
they have ample pasturage of white Colorado, remarks thus on the sub- but no arrests have been made.
and red clover to work upon as a ject
main reliance, and that every thing
Bees by nature possess the acute temMadeira Wine from Honey.— The
about the apiary is kept neat and
clean, and that thelioney is taken off perament and sensitive nerve work following process is translated by
before the bees soil it by crawling of the higher order of creation. So New Remedies from the Pharm.
over it with their dirty feet, and my susceptible are they that the presence
word for it, tliere will be a demand of a stranger is at once understood by Ilandelsblatt, and is given by a renofor all the honey we can get at re- them, and don't you forget for a mo- vated authority on bee-culture, who
munerative prices, although it is ment that there are thousands of tiny pronounces the product as exactly
clearly understood that it is an article eyes watching for the first break of
similar to Madeira, and to be a royal
hostilities. The native or black bee
luxury.
of

more aggressive than the Italian, beverage
latter, when the warwhoop is
Mix 2.5 pounds of honey in a bright
raised among them and fully aroused, copper boiler, with
50 quarts of soft
are hard to subdue, and they never water, boil
gently and skim. After
forget tlie intruder who has grossly half an hour
add gradually pounds
insulted them. Instances are known of finely powdered
chalk, under
where one member of a family where stant stirring. A tough mass conwill
is

but the

.3

bees are kept has been a perpetual target for their darts on account of some
misunderstanding, and the other
MISCELLANEOUS.
members were allowed the freedom of
the apiary unmolested. Bees think a
Bees Wintered in a Greenhouse.— great deal of their liberty, and cannot
Mr. A. Pettigrew, in the London be forced. They must be handled
with tact and average intelligence, so
Horticultural Journal, remarks as folas not to interfere with their business,
lows
for, when angered, they are as persisCan bees be wintered in a green- tent in revenge, as when distilling the
house with the doors of their hives rarest bloom.
open ? .Yes ; we have kept weak colonies in a greenhouse during the winArtificial Com)) Honey.— Speaking of
ter and spring months. Many American apiarists winter their colonies in this foolish but oft-repeated story
dark cellars, but there the bees have concerning artificial comb made of
no light and never leave their hives to parafline and filled with glucose, the
tly about.
At Sale I placed colonies
California Apiculturist says
in a greenhouse with a span-roof, 60
feet long and 12 feet wide, and there
" Never can human ingenuity fix
let them fly as much as they liked. up honey in such shape ttiat it will
On the lirst day or two of their con- closely or otherwise resemble the
finement, many of the bees flew product of the honey bee. Why, the
against the glass and became bewild- presumption is preijosterous, and we
ered, and some were lost. The bees shall dismiss the subject with all the
that flew against the glass became fa- contempt imaginable for the originatigued and rested on the sill of the tor of the hoax, who has been seeking
greenhouse. Many of the bees on tlie to injure the bee-keeping industry."
sills gathered together in clusters,
when they were carefully picked or
Oleomargarine. The Planters^ Jourswept up and carried to their hives.
In a few days the bees became accu.s- nal makes the following observatheir
tomed to
confinement, and flew
backwards and forwards in the green- tions
without attempting to fly
house
The light made in St. Louis by the
against the glass. In placing bees regular butter dealers against the oleunder glass a little care and attention omargarine venders is waxing warm.
are necessary for a few days. By
private detective of ex-Chief-ofplacing a dish of broken honeycomb PoliceMcDonough's agency, has been
near the doors of the hives the bees investigating the manufacture of butsmelt the honey on coming out, and ter sold in that city, and, according to
many of them commenced to carry it a report made by him, a good deal of
into their hives. By removing the the butter consumed in St. Louis is
honey to a greater distance the bees made from the carcasses of dead anisoon become acquainted with their mals picked up off the streets by the
:

—

:

A

which is to be skimmed
and when no more of it makes its
appearance, the liquid is poured into
a wooden vessel, where it is allowed
to cool and settle. The liquid is then
poured off from the sediment (chalk),
transferred to the boiler, mixed with
6 pounds of finely-powdered,
wellburnt charcoal, and boiled gently for
rise to the top,
off,

2 hours. It is then transferred again
to the wooden vessel (which has been
cleaned) allowed to cool, and filtered
through a bag of felt or flannel. The
liquid is again put into the boiler and
heated to boiling. The white of 25
eggs having been beaten to a foam

with water, is now gradually added.
The coagulation of the albumen envelopes the residuary fine particles of
coal and other impurities which rise
to the top, whence it is skimmed off.
The chalk removes the acidity and
the charcoal destroyes the waxy taste.
After the albumen has been removed,
the liquid is kept gently boiling for a
short time, then allowed to cool, and
poured into a small cask, which must
be filled so that a small empty space
remains below the bunghole. This is
covered with a piece of clean linen
nad the cask left to itself until fer-

mentation has set in. The liquid is
then clarified in the cask in the usual
manner, and filled in bottles. It keeps
well for over .50 years. The cellar
should be cool, having a temperature
,39 to 40 degrees P., and the bottles
should be kept buried in moist sand.
—Scientific News.

of

For
Bural
lows

Ornament

New

—

and Honey. The
Yorker observes as fol-

:

There are some apiarists who, in

new home and its immediate sur- dead animal contractor. According setting oul plants for bee pasturage,
roundings. When bees are in a green- to his story, dead animals are bought would like something ornamental as
Louis of the dead animal
contractor they are cut up, the fat
separated, cleansed by a chemical
process, the oleomargarine extracted,
flower, and delight to work upon colored, packed, and sent to some
Chinese primroses. The gardener at point down the river. There it is
Worsley Hall 10 or 1.5 years ago marked" Goshen butter," and shipped
house they seldom leave their hives
till the thermometer rises to about
50^.
When the mercury ranges between 50-" and 60- the bees find every

in East St.

;

well as useful. This they will find in
the Cordate Bocconia (B. Cordata) a
hardy species from China, bearing
large panicles of small, white or pale
rose-colored flowers. Two other species, B. Japonica and B. Phacelia, are
also

good honey plants.

:

:
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Winter Ventilation.— Herr Hilbert, but since the spring weather cannot our knowledge of their wants and naAustro-German Congress, pro- be foretold, it is always better to sup- ture, assisted by the movable frames,
ply pounds. Unsealed honey is to be we are
build them up into
posed to discuss tlie following ques- avoided as much as possible, likewise strong able to
With the use of
colonies.
"
Is the normal wintering of one should guard against old, crystal- foundation, we can give them matetion
bees viewed from the present stand- lized honey rape honey, especially, rial for combs, without taking the
at the

:

;

1

point of Apistic Science still wortliy
the name of a masterpiece on the part
of the bee-culturist, and what points
are necessary to successsful winter-

ing V" He gave his views in about
the following language

Thus far wintering has always been
considered a sort of a masterpiece on
the part of the bee-culturist. This
very important question has already
been sharply discussed and explained.
The present treatment of it is to embrace only the strictly practical part
of the question, and divide it into two
portions the preparation for winterThe
ing and the wintering itself.
preparation necessary to success in
wintering must embrace attention to
the following seven points Construcstrength of the
tion of the hive
colony, with age of the bees age and
peculiarities of
vigor of the queen
the race quantity and quality of the
stores for food the proper completion
of the preparation for winter at the
right time, and, lastly, the location of
the hives.
That a great deal depends upon the
proper construction of the hive, every
one will certainly admit. We have a
great variety of quite suitable beehives, yet not every form is adapted
to each locality and each climate. A
hive is good to winter in when the
brood chamber (the proper winter
nest of the bees) retains the heat well,
so that no frost can accumulate on
the inner surface or on the combs.
Second, the winter nest must be
roomy enough so that it can accommodate sufficient winter stores and so
constructed that the bees can easily
reach these stores. How many colonies starve with full combs V I put
little stress upon the position of the
entrance my preference, however, is
for a hive which has an entrance at
the bottom and also one above the
middle of the brood room, that is, the
winter nest. Suitable ventilation is
an important consideration. In tliis
direction Baron Berlepsch has caused
much misfortune he attaclied not
the least importance to ventilation,
indeed he even advised the careful
filling up of every little crevice. Since
I have arranged for proper ventilation I winter with scarcely any loss.
Only colonies with a large proportion of young bees are to be wintered.
No race contracts its brood-space as
early as does the Italian. We must
therefore look to hybridizing. In order to obtain yoiing bees, liberal
speculative feeding is to be recom:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

mended for the autumn. Old queens
always limit their laying earlier than
young ones. The removal, then, of
all old and failing queens must be attended to. Now we come to the
quantity and quality of honey. If
possible, no colony is to be put up for
winter with less than 20 pounds of
colony would indeed come
honey.
through the winter with 15 pounds,

A

has a disposition to crystallize quickly.
If such honey be found it is best
to take it out, melt it up, and feed it
back, yet this proceedinor must take
place early enough to give the bees
time to seal over the honey.
As the last point to consider the
location of the hives. In order to
keep the bees in tlieir winter rest, all
disturbing influences, as drafts of air,
very warm sunshine, birds, mice, the
rattle of wagons, and all other noises,
should be kept from them. Besides,
tlie bee-keeper must not disturb the
bees for the purpose of finding out
what his pets are doing.
light,
buzzing betokens that
continued
everything is right, a sharp tone indicates a lack of warmth, discontent,
too great warmtli, need of air or water, while a moaning sound tells of
qneenlessness.
He who carefully observes all the
stated points will winter his bees
:

A

well. This much is settled the whole
of wintering is no master-piece.
;

Behind

tlie

Times.—The Home and

Science Gossip says

time, or stores gathered for its construction. With the use of the extractor we can empty tlieir combs
without damage, to be replaced and
refilled.
And we believe, by judicious planting, we will soon be able
to produce a flora which will not entirely fail, let the weather, atmospheric conditions, be what they may.

—

The Boston
Curious Statistics.
Commercial Bulletin gives the following
:

There are tew persons who have
any idea of the immense agricultural
and horticultural services rendered
by bees; but a calculation just made
by Rev. M. Sauppe, a great bee master, of Zuckendorf, Saxony, goes far
to prove the utility and importance of
bee-culture. His calculation is that,
out of each of the 17,000 liives to be
met in Saxony, 10,000 bees fly per day

—equal

to 170,000,000— each bee four
times, equal to 6SO,000,000 of flights,
or in 100 days equal to 68,000,000,000.
Each bee before flying homewards
visits 50 flowers, therefore the whole

in the old box hive is assemblage has visited no less than
out of date, and the sooner 3,400,000,000,000 of flowers. If out of
The diffi- ten only one flower has become fertilit is abandoned the better.
culty with it is that you cannot regu- ized, 340,000,000,000 of fertilized flowSupposing
late the internal economy of a colony, ers would be the result.
but must leave the bees to do pretty the value of the fertilization of 5,000
much as they please. Bees need man- flowers to be only a German pfennig
agement, the same as cattle, poultry, (one-tenth of a penny), the united
sheep, hogs, or any other kind of bees of Saxony have earned, per annum, the sum of 68,000,000 pfennigs—
farm stock.
680,000 marks, or about §170,000. Thus
each liive is calculated to do a naThe
Indiana
Management.
tional service to the value of $10 per
Bee
Farmer gives the following as its annum, and this they do while paying more than the expenses of their
views on this subject:
keeping by the honey they gather.
While it is true, careful manage- Upon these figures M. Sauppe recomment will cure nearly all cross bees, mends that more bees should be
kept in Saxony, but his
it is also a fact that careless'Tiandling reared and
will make the most gentle colony recommendation will do for
this
vicious and cross. It is a part of the country as well.
nature of bees to gorge themselves
with honey when alarmed, and while
i^° The Chinaman's version of
in this condition they rarely sting
without some great aggravation. "how doth the little busy bee imhour," is amusing.
During the honey harvest the bees prove each shining
His teacher in the mission school
are more or less filled with honey all
gave him for his lesson that verse, rethe time, consequently they are less
peated it to him, and he promised to
liable to sting at this season of the
remember it until the next Sabbath.
year. We seldom use smoke on the
When he came again, in response to
bees without first testing their temher request, he rendered it in this
per, by raising one corner of the cloth
covering the frames.
We may go wise:
through the entire apiary examining
" How see hjm beley [very] small sting bug
every colony without having to resort
Go hunty sweet sting bug juice,
Si.Tty minutes all the day. all kinds places,
to the use of smoke. Still, it is best
Lound [around] flowers just got busted."
to have the smoker going and setting
••^^^^^
handy, so as to luive it, should the occasion occur for its use by tlie dropBee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
ping of a frame or the mashing of bees
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
by careless handling of them.
With the use of the many improve- views on this important subject, with
ments in bee-keeping in botli knowl- suggestions what to plant, and when
edge and implements, the success of and how. It is illustrated with 26 enthe bee-keeper to- day depends alone
on that over whicli he has no control, gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
With any address for 10 cents.
viz., atmospheric conditions.

Keeping bees

entirely

—

—
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Rearing Good (Jueens.
E. A.

THOMAS.

Probably there is no more important subject pertaining to bee-culture
than this, as the prosperity and
strength of a colony depends entirely
upon its queen; if she be deficient in
any respect, the colony must suffer in
consequence if she be strong, vigorous, and in every way desirable, the
colony will prove valuable, withstanding our most severe winters and producing large crops of the sweet nectar.
The queen, being the parent of
the entire colony, must represent all
the characteristics present in any
strain ; therefore we must realize the
necessity of a scientific investigation
of certain laws which regulate the
propagation of the species, and the
methods by which the finest and
most perfect queens may be reared.
discussion of the laws which guides
the scientific breeder in developing
the most desirable qualities in a
strain of bees will hardly be interesting to tlie large mass of bee-keepers
and will be foreign to the intention of
the present article. I will therefore
pass on to the methods to be employed,
and the conditions requisite to produce the most perfect queens possessing all the most desirable qualities.
But before proceeding further, I
wish to impress' upon the minds of all
the fact that it requires hard labor,
skill and perseverance to rear valuable
queens, and those who do not appreciate tills fact will have but poor
success I am afraid. Queens reared
in a shiftless manner without regard
for, or knowledge of the laws and
methods of correct breeding, are not
worth the postage required to forward
them to the purchaser. I give below
a few ideas on queen-rearing, which
may assist you in rearing your own or
in selecting the best queen to purchase.
;

A

my

own satisfac1. I have proved to
tion, at least, that queens reared from
the egg are far superior in every way
shape and manner to those reared
from old larvie. I have sufliciently
demonstrated this to warrant me in
setting it down as a fact and not as
an aftirmation or supposition. I have
many times been called upon to investigate the condition of apiaries for
the purpose of determining if possible
why they proved unprofitable. In
many instances I could find no defect in the management or pasturage,
and seemingly no reason why there
should be a short honey crop but
upon inquiring as to the method by
which the queens were reared, I
almost invariably found that they
were reared, as far as known, from
old larva;, and in the absence of any
other assignable cause, I fixed upon
that as the reason, or one of the rea;

why

the bees were deficient in
which ensure a good
honey crop and success to the apiarist.
I could cite many cases which 1 am
cognizant of, where the weakness of
the bees was attributable, in part at
least, to this cause. The bees, in a
state of nature, rear their queens
from the egg, a fact which proves in
itself that this is the preferable way.
I believe the closer we follow nature
in such matters the less liable we
shall be to err. I am so fully persuaded of the importance ot this
point that I shall take the necessary"
pains to rear all queens from the egg
and will tolerate no other.
2. Plenty of honey in the hive I have
found to be an essential condition.
half starved colony will not have ambition enough to properly develop the

sons
those

qualities

A

my

experience
It has been
that, in order to secure the best developed cells, it is necessary to stimulate the colony in every way possible.
To satisfy myself in regard to this
point, I depriveil a colony of nearly all
its honey and let it rear a batch of

cells.

queen

cells.

Their appearence was

unsatisfactory that I destroyed
every one at once. I then gave the
stock an abundance of honey and fed
them regularly, letting them rear another batch. The result was surprising, the cells were large and well
formed and hatched out fine queens.
I therefore feel justified in saying
that, in order to procure the finest
developed cells, the colony must contain plenty of honey and be stimulated by every means at the command
of the apiarist.
3. Queens reared in full colonies
are, without doubt, the finest and
so

This would seem to
be a self evident truth, as only in a
full colony are all the conditions most
favorable for the proper development
of a valuable queen. Such queens are
expensive to raise, and must be sold
for a high price to make the breeder
good, but I am inclined to believe
that they are tlie cheapest for the
buyer in the end.

most perfect.

As it is impossible to rear them all
in full colonies, the breeder is obliged
to resort to the nucleus system. It
should be his aim to make a"ll the conditions as favorable as possible ; in
other words lie should endeavor to
come

as

near "

full colonies " as

he

To do

this the nuclei should be
kept as strong as possible, the stronger

can.

the cells should be reared
strong colonies, and only
transferred to the nuclei a few hours
before the queens are ready to emerge.
This requires watchfulness and care
on tlie part of the breeder, and a considerable experience to tell just when
the cells are ready to hatch.
In suming up I would say that too
the better
in

;

full,

care and skill cannot be exertoo much time and money cannot be expended in the rearing of
good queens, and, whatever the price
they may be sold for, no breeder
should allow a queen to drop into
Uncle Sam's mail bag that he would
not be willing to use himself.
It is only when customers demand
the very best stock, be the price what
it may, and breeders conscientiously

much
cised

:
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supply such demand, that we may
hope for a permanent improvement of

the
American bees. We can all
readily understand how a few queens
purchased and introduced into an
apiary may either improve or deteriorate the whole, as they may be
good or poor. I cannot but believe
that all who appreciate this fact will
give this subject their careful consideration and only purchase the best
stock, which is as essential for the
production of good honey crops as improved hives or methods of manipulation.

Colerain, Mass.

New

York Tribune.

The Glucose-Honey Question.
FUOF. A.

J.

COOK.

There is much significance in the
fact that the glucose makers in convention in Chicago sat with closed
doors. Secret sessions and consultations held in darkness comport well
with this whole glucose business. It
well becomes men to hide their counsels when their very business can only
succeed as it is nourished by fraud

As the glucose industries of the country only thrive as
the result of the most dishonest practices, it seems a pity that they cannot be throttled, and the manufacture
of glucose counted among the lost
It is said that all our sugars,
arts.
with the exception of the granulated,
are largely composed of this artificial
glucose. "Reputable authority asserts
the same to be true of nearly all of
our table syrups and much of the socalled honey on the markets is largely
composed of this same grape sugar.
Yet no sign of these wicked frauds is
to be seen on the labels. If not pronounced pure, the purchaser is left to
This
infer that such is the case.
state of things is a disgrace to our
civilization, and should be denounced
as base and corrupting by every
honest man. Laws, State and National, should be enacted and enforced,
so that all wlio practice these adulterations and thus sell articles under a
false trade mark, should receive condign punisluuent. All intelligent and
right thinking bee-keepers see in
honey adulterations a serious foe to
the success of their business. They
all feel and know that such men as
Perrine and the Thurbers have done
more to injure bee-keeping by their
wholesale adulteration of honey a
and decention.

;

thousand times over than they have
done to benefit it by their energy and
effort to push our honey upbn the
markets of the world. True, they
have taken our product, but they
have done their best to blast its good

name.
Without doubt nearly, if not all of
this honey adulteration is the work of
the middle men. It requires skill,
and is much more easy and profitable
to the extensive dealer. In the great
houses of our large cities is where
the villainous work is done. I do not

believe that bee-keepers have engaged
in it at all. If they have done so, it

surely has been

exceptional.

Even

—
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to feed the bees glucose for exclusive
brood-rearing is of slight advantage
and doubtful propriety, and can in no
way make up for the suspicion that
will surely rest on bee-keepers if they
deal in this weapon of the evil one
for whatsoever purpose, even though
the special use might be entirely riglit
and i)roper. It is a matter for congratulation that all our bee journals
are now united in opposition to all
use of glucose in the apiary or by
apiarists.

This

is

most wise

and

politic. Our National and State societies of bee-keepers have worked most
earnestly not only to create a riglit
public sentiment, but to secure legis-

lation to aid in putting down this
dislionest and corrupt practice of
.adulteration. The Michigan Association took the initiative and exerted
all possible influence to secure the excellent lavp passed by the last Legislature, looking to the suppression of
this adulteration, and the traffic in
adulterated articles. Many of our bee-

keepers have

it it is kept in a warm place,
not solidify again.
As already stated, the adulteration
is done by the dealers.
Once started,
as suggested above, the excessive
gains to the wholesale dealer secured
its continuance until the sharp detectives over the sea brought the iniquitous practice to light. Yet the
evil is by rto means abated by the
dealers. Hence another way to detect the pure from the spurious. If
honey is offered for sale in a neat
glass jar, with the trade mark of a
New York or Chicago dealer, it may
well be tested, especially if it shows
no tendency to granulate upon exjiosure to the cold.
On the other

ducing

transferred from a box

it will

last,

iiaud,

if

in tin pails or

common

fruit

cans or jelly cups, with the name of
a producer on the vessel, it may be
regarded safely as honey. Tliis will
readily granulate, and very likely will
be solid when purchased. This should
be considered as a recommendation
and not as an objection. It has been

written, spoken and asserted of late that certain Hrnis in
circulated petitions for years at no Boston and New Jersey manufacture
small expense of time and money, to comb honey tliat by use of delicate
the end that this nefarious work machinery the comb is made and
might be jiut down.
Bee-Keepers afterward filled with glucose. It oceverywhere in our country are tremen- curs to me that a person to give credously in earnest in this matter, and dence to such tales must know little
are urging uixui tlie press and tlie of the wonderful delicacy of comb,
people to cry out against adtdteration, and the exceeding attenuation of the
not only on moral grounds but from a walls to the cells, or else must be
practical standpoint, and it might be possessed of an amazing degree of
added from a sanitary consideration credulity. To be sure, in these days
as well. It is greatly to be hoped of telephones we may believe almost
that they will be aided by others, that anything possible
but I do not hesipublic opinion may become so enlight- tate to say that the day of the manuened that the entire public shallbe- facture of comb honey is not yet.
come incensed at these monstrous
Michigan Agricultural College.
frauds and shall arise in their might
to stay the evil.
For tbe American Bee JournaU
It is a well known fact that most
kinds of honey will granulate or
Bee
Stiugs— Blacks vs. Italians.
crystalize wlienever the temperature
is reduced below freezing, or even a
T. c. a.
higher degree than 32° F.
few
kinds of honey, like that from the
I am but a novice in bee-culture,
famous white sage of California, will
not granulate, but this is so excep- and do not [uetend competency to intional that tlie candying test, as so struct my brethren of the craft. Like
others, I was once a beginner, and
often urged by Mr. Dadant, is a pretty all
sure one. and is liy far the most jirac- have gone on until by some experience
and
many blunders, I am beginning
tical one that has been suggested.
Honey that as winter approaches be- to know enough of bee management
comes solid, may be considered as to make it a matter of interest and
much pleasure to me.
pure.
I see occasionally an article about
If it remains fluid it may well
be regarded as suspicious. It is stated bee stings, that great terror of the
uninitiated
1 see, also, thatoccasionthat the Thurbers first used glucose
to preserve the fluid condition of the ally some old bee men manifest a little
dread
of
tlie.se daggers given our
honey, as granulated honey was objected to by their customers.
Ot little pets for defense of " vested
course they were not slow to appreci- rights." Having discovered a prompt
ate the further gain of selling glucose and efficient remedy, I present it for
at double its maiket value. Dr. Da- trial. If applied immediately, the
dant then is right in urging people to pain quickly subsides and no swelling
purchase only granulated honey, follows. I have never known it to
unless they
purchase comb. Ex- fail. It is also a remedy for the poitracted honey if granulated may be son of all insects, and even of sereasily reliquefied by setting the ves- pents. It is simply salpetre. Make a
upon being stung
sel containing it into hot water, that strong solution,
is not more than ISO^ F. for an hour wet the place well with it immeor more. Caution is required that the diately, and keep it so a moment or
vessel containing the honey shall be two and the work is done.
entirely surrounded by water, so that
have only 3.5 colonies, mostly
I
the honey shall not be over heated at blacks, which at this time are doing
the bottom of the vessel. In this way well. The honey flow at this time is
candied honey is reliquefied without grand indeed, if it will just last long
loss of flavor or quality. If after re- enough. From a colony of blacks,
;

;

A

;

gum

in

March

and which built out upon foundation all the combs for the upper
story of an eight-frame Langstroth
hive, I have extracted to date a fraction over 78 pounds of first-classhoney, from the upper story alone. I
do not know that this is at all extraordinary, except with beginners.
notice an old complaint among bee
all colonies do not prosper
Some are flush with bees and
honey, and others far behind tliem.
Some time since I noticed one of my
colonies in this condition. I could
see 110 good cause for this.
Wishing
to Italianize a certain colony ot blacks,
I

men, that
alike.

demived them of their queen, and
put lierin this lazy colony. In a very
short time the bees seemed to wake
up and go to work all right, and it
soon became one of the best I have.
Hence, I have concluded from this
and other experiments in the same
direction, that wlieii we have a backward colony and no cause being visible, clip their queen's head, and give
them a good one. A change will soon
be apparent.
I am using section boxes for th&
first time.
I placed, about 10 days
I

since, a set of sections in a hive and
looked for several days anxiously, for
a beginning of work in tlieni. The
bees, however, " could not see it."
They did not seem inclined to go up
into the sections at all, even for a
promenade. I removed the sections
to another hive here the result was
the same. I was puzzled tliought I
had fixed things wrong. At last I
concluded to have my own way just a
little
so applied the smoker' freely
and drove the whole pack u)i among
the sections and left them. Tlie next
day they were busy up tliere and have
worked right ahead ever since. Since
then I have placed sections on a number of other hives and smoked each
colony up right off, and in every instance they have gone immediately at
work in the sections. This is perhaps nothing new to old bee men, but
novices like me may appreciate the
;

;

;

fact.
I liave a few colonies of Italians
gentle fellows, easy to handle, and
very pretty ; but so far they have not
surpassed my bUicks in storing honey
during the "present honey flow in
fact, the blacks are much in the lead.
I have noticed, however, that when
honey is scarce, the Italians gather
more than the blacks. My curiosity
was excited to look into this matter
and see what caused the difference.
I at once observed in scarce times that
the Italians were social and friendly
neighbors to my blacks. All around
the apiary Madame Italian paid her
respects, peeping in here and there,
and occasionally effecting an entrance, and after a while coming out,
with her honey sac replenished from
As
the labor of her neighbors.
Heddon and Archimides
Messrs.
;

would say, "Eureka." In
scarcity, Italians rob most,
if this is not
mine do.
to all Italians, then I have

Now

times of
at least

peculiar
the real
Apis Antericana, and no mistake.
Luling, Tex.
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The Song of the Bee.
ALBERT

F.

KEHCHIVAL.

With dreary hum, I go ami come.
J. Ike liittiiic. tiiiry maiden
And come und Ko where zephyrs blow
With Howery incense laden.
:

In hermit
Afiir,

1

seek

f.'leil,

mv

from haunts of men

treasure.

And revel long wh re heauties
To list ray tender measure.

tlirong

By fount and spring, on wayward wing,
Each fancy hriglit pursning.

Amid ttieir bowers I s»"e the flowers.
And trance them with their wooing.

With thrill of hli!*s bright lips I kiss.
Nor dream of faithless wronging.
And hour by iuuir from flower to flower.
I

tell

my

tale of longing.

O'er hill and lawn, from rosy dawn,
Till sunset's lances quiver.
,
I flit and sing and sip and cling
Live lover fond forever.

And
I

all

day long with careless song
meadows.

drift o'er flowery

And

sine and dream, and flash and gleam,
Till fall the twilight shadows.

For

Mr.

ttie

American Bee Journal.

Heil(Ion'i5

Reply.

such conditions, that they will than a mere policy, for it is grand in
follow their natural instinct and take principle. This first, and last.
pollen, only in such proportion as will
"To thy own self be true,
Thou can'st not then be false to any man."
healthful. For, I cannot but
be
think that in a thoroughly normal
Fortunately, as I think, for me, my
state of things, even adult bees con- "labors -inil incomes" have been consume some pollen. "Who shall de- nected with both science and the
cide when doctors disagree V" While supernatural.
This supernatural is
Mr. lleddonand other high authori- the key that unlocks the mysteries of
ties, whose opinions I respect, take science.
I never expect by searching
the anti-pollen ground, there are tliose. to liiid (Hit God. I see the traces of
equallv deserving of deference, who his wisdom and power. He is " wonhold ail opiiosit.e view. For exami>le, derful in counsel, excellent in workMr. (jallup, than whom, perhaps, ing."' and nowhere more so than in
there is not a more experienced bee- that marvellous microcosm, the beekeeper on this continent, has this liive.
" touch on pollen " in the last number
lain just aching to attend one or
''Your old colony, two of those family bee conventions
of Gleaninqs:
with 'lots "and slatliers'of pollen, which are daily held in the Heddon
would winter the best; your new bouse, and hope I may have that
colony, witli new comb, and but very lil.-asure before very long.
little 'pollen, are the worst to winter
Listowel, Out., May 19, 1882.
everv time." In transferring colonies
from" old box hives I never found one
For the American Bee JoumaJ.
ttiat was in iirinie condition in all re"
spects, but it hail • lots and slathers
Matins;: of Queens.
of pollen in it. Mr. Ileddou has had
with

more experience in this line than I
and will, I am sure, bearthe
same testimony. He will say. per-

CLAKKE.

which he has answered me. His arti- control, to do what they would not do
cle leaves nothing to be desired on were the circumstances different and
my part, except the visit he so kinkly more favorable. All the trouble in
invites me to pay him, and, believing liee-keeping grows out of our imperthat it is not a mere formal invita- fect knowledge of what is the best
tion, I iiromise him that I shall cer- environment of circumstances. When
tainly "drop in" upon him, so soon we discover that, and conform to it, I
as time and money can be spared for fancy bee-instinct may be safely
the trip. Still somewhat critical and trusted to do the rest.
sceptical on points not fully demonLet me explain very briefly on anstrated to my obtuse mind, 1 have a
other point, that I do not " hold to the
lingering doubt whether he will be
ancient custom " of convincing peoable to convince me that his stomach
ple "by a little screw applied to their
For. do
is " not even bacterions."
thumbs," nor to the modern custom
not physiologists maintain that there
of making them swear by a creed of
are bacteria in every human stomach?
any kind. I believe in free thought,
I " specks " there are some both in his
anil— free speech. In the old thumband mine.
days, men could think as they
A duty of explanation is thrown screw
pleased it was the utterance of their
upon me in regard to some points thought that made tliem obnoxious
touched upon in Mr. Ileddon's courto bigots. It is so now. The thumb;

teous rejoinder. First, as to the
screw
pollen theory. Yes, I have read state-

M. SHUCK.

The statements of Prof. Kroeh, on
page311,18SL', of the Bee Journal,
will appear to many like a new necklace of old beads, and it is not often
that anything seen in print is at variance with tills old statement of facts,
so called.
In 1879 I had two wingless queens

produced workers, and drone
progeny in satisfactory proportions
and numbers. In 1880 I clipped four
queens just as they emerged from the
cells, and conlined the nuclei iifteen
two produced workers and
days
drones, and two were lost. In 1881 I
that

;

clipped six queens, as in 1880, four of
which matured into satisfactory
queens and two were found dead.
I have witnessed laying queens
le-aving the hive for a flight unattended by a swarm, many times, and
think it natural and proiier that they
should do so, for if the flight of queens
be entirely restrained for generations,
ma V it not occur tliat while the beauty,
size", and lengtli of tongue be increased,
that the power of wing be greatly
Our bees must l)e
diminished.
equipped with strong, tireless wings,
the (lueens must possess them, and in
order to iirodnce the best results,
must occasionally use them, in a long,

absolete, but there are still airy, raiiid fliglit.
of persecution and torture in
Des Moines, Iowa.
vogue for tlie punishment of men who
other
have the courage of their opinions,
ing that pollen is a source of trouble
For the American Bee Jou-mal.
which are a disgrace to the age we
in wintering bees. The private letI take no stock in bigotry of
live in.
About "Dollar" (Jueens.
ters referred to I have not seen, of
any kind, whether ancient or modern.
course I freely admit that, under cer- "
!"
how I love, the free
I love, oh
JAMES HEDDON.
tain circumstances, bees may eat too
much of it, justas human beings may
Mr. Ileddon rather misunderstands
Mr. Hutchinson, the Bee Journal
eat too much of so wholesome a food my meaning when he asks whether
as bread. If I iiartake too freely of " the time has not gone by when you and myself, all agree in regard to
funtlamental
fine Hour bread and hot biscuit, of can satisfactorily answer a man's what I believe to bea
both which I am very fond, the result argument by pointing at what you iirincipal in progressive bieeiiing,
But am I, think to be a hole in his coat V" I did viz: That tlie "best bees will have
is a disordered stomach.
on this account, to be wholly deprived not consider there was a liole in his just the requisite number of stripes,
of these articles of food V Must I coat at that spot. In fact, I tliought whether it he one or a dozen." Mr.
have the stalf of life taken away alto- it was a particularly sound part of the Hutchinson asks me if these "hybrids
gether because I sometimes lean on it garment. He declined to believe in can be lired in-and-in, or if the strains
too much ? In like manner, I do not the absence of meridian evidence. must bekejit up by continual en ssthink we should clear our hives of That's riglit. Honesty is, and always ings with pure races V" I answer
in-and-in.
pollen, but rather surround our bees will be, the best policy. It is better emphatically, by breeding
in the Bee Journal, and
ai)icultiiral periodicals, indicat-

ments

is

modes

1

*

J.

have,

haps, that the liees being in lirst class
condition, let thi' pollen alone, hence
I am at a loss for lannrnage suffi- tlie (|uaiititv found in these hives. I,
ciently expressive of tlie entire satis- on mv part woiiUl say, if the bees are
faction, liiftli admiration, and sincere all right in other respects, there is no
pleasure with which I read jNIr. Hed- need to deprive them of their stores
don's" Reply to Mr. Clarke" in the of pollen, lest they indulge in it too
Bee Journal, of May 17th. He has freely. Bees, like human beings, are
fairly " won the cake " by the manly, sometimes led or compelled by cirand may I add. Christian way in cumstances over which they have no

WJI. F.
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There is in your apiary for wliat I purchase are competent, and conscien- bee man. I fixed up my two-horse
sleigh— there being plenty of snowknow, and perhaps in some colony, tious.
Several years ago I had 40 colonies, in which to bring home my purchase,
the better traits wliich can be bred inI if I succeeded in buying some bees.
and-in, but if only in-and-in the and wished to Italianize them.
United States, or the world, breed inand-in the good traits of chai'acter,
and out-and-out the converse, and
success is yours.
I think it has been proven that
while we are breeding in good qualities with bees, there is no danger of
any sort of physical, mental, or moral
degeneration, by mixing the same
blood, as is sometimes markedly the
case in the human family and domestic animals.
If all the meritorious traits of
character were possessed by either
the black or yellow race, then purity
would be the word, but as such is far
from the case, we must unite the two
races, and breed in the good and out
the bad qualities of both. That, in my

judgment

after experimenting on no
very limited scale, is the quickest and
surest road to success in procuring
the " coming bee."
I do not want to get into any extended controversy on the cheap
queen subject, but I do wish to give
clearly my ideas and opinions in regard to it, however oi)en to criticism

they may be. It seems to me we
should Mil agree upon this subject. I

have been op|)osed to the cheap queen
traflic
Why V Because the price is
down to such a low point that it not
only tempts, but almost forces the
;

breeder to cut too

many

bought 40 waranted queens at $2 each.
I did better than to have bought an
imported queen, and reared queens
for myself. These queens were fertilized 'under far more favorable circumstances than I could command.
Yes, more than 80 per cent, more
favorable. I have had one colony
gather more than $80 worth of honey
in one season. But as not one of these
warranted queens proved impure, I
was a looser in not buying dollar
queens from that honest man that I
dealt with. Well, he did not sell any
under that mime, and I had to pay

I reached his house late in the evening
and stayed with him overnight. The
next morning we walked out into the
back yard to see the bees, andsnch an
array of gums and old boxes one rarely
ever sees in one place. There they
stood, some looking like the famous
" leaning towers," and others perpendicular, hut all the picture of squalid
poverty and woe. The sun was coming up and casting his light over the
snow-mantled hills, and I took a survey of the surroundings, and it was

easy to see the key to the position.
The hills and clifts were covered with
basswood (linden trees), while willow
and soft maple were everywhere to be
seen. The old fields furnished white
clover, and the river bottoms gave a
perpetual bloom. All this was what
supported these bees, in spite of utter
dilapidation. While I stood there,
my friend discovered that I wiis in-

out the S80 or do worse.
But you may say you " advertise
dollar queens." Yes, but my circular
tells you that they are reared by another
party, the gentleman who
bought my tilenwood apiary one year
ago one who thinks, like Mr. Hutchinson, that he has the genius to rear
beech log,
in an old, old
them as good as they can be reared, terested
" gum," about 3 feet high, which was
and find a profit on them at one dolsplit open on both sides from top to
lar.
The use of comb foundation, in bottom, and bound together with a
securing all worker combs, placing rusty chain. Coming to my relief, he
" That gum of bees is ;W years
the rearing of drones just where you said
choose in a location clear of other old.""• I attempted to explain by sayyou mean that you have had
bees, has much to do with success in ing,
bees in that log for that length of
queen rearing and breeding.
time." "I say that them bees are 30
Dowagiac, Mich.
years old !" I gave it up he ought to
;

:

;

corners to

Home Journal.

produce the best stock.
I have advertised a little, and sold a
A Review of the Past.
fewqueensofallthreeclasses Tested,
waranted, and dollar. Now, honestly,
G. W. DBMABEE.
I believe I have lieen the only sufferer
in what dollar queen business I have
Sometimes it is not only profitable
done. I have not olitaiued a ]nice for
real i)leasiire to look back
them thnt paid me for time, com- to us, but arugged
the
i)athw;iy by which
pared with the same time and capital over
we have reached the position we ocput into honey producing.
position may be.
With tested queens at $2 or $3 the cupy, whatever that
These thoughts were suggested to
case is different. The present' condition of my apiary is such that the me while making a. sort of inventory
main ililference between dollar and of the discarded bee " (ixens," that
tested queens is, that I have to hold were to be seen lying around my
all queens till I become acquainted shop and apiary the other day. There
with the qualities of their workers is to be seen a " bee gum " now doing
and themselves, and 1 lose about 1 in service as a kind of a stand to set
4 or 5 of them, that fall below my things on, that is a real wonder to the
standard of excellence. Well, how do progressive apiarist. It was invented
I dispose of those that are shut (uit— by your humble servant 20 years ago,
are below the test V Keep them to and had the honor of accommodating
run down my stock ? No. Sell them a colony of native bees. It is a kind
for dollar queens V No. What then y of a nondescript, neither a movable
common bee hive.
I destroy tiieni, to help along the" sur- frame hive nor
vival of the fittest " to till my honey It has some awful fixings on the inbarrels. Here is, you see, another side, squinting considerably toward a
tempting place in the system of gen- frame hive, but it ain't. I sometimes
eral (]ueen rearing. Hut I maketested smile when 1 i)ass by it, and ask myqueens a specialty. I rear no dollar self whv I could not have seen a little
queens. If I did, I should do as I further'at that time, and solved the
used to, rear them just as 1 do any mystery that Mr. Langstroth made so
and all queens, the best I know how, l)lain and simide, i. e.. a movable
Next comes my big
sticking close to nature's laws, atul frame hive.
ship them before tested, and make chnnsy lioney boxes with glass sides
less money on them than I do now. and ends, as though I wanted iron
But how about the purchaser V If he bars between the bees, and my awkbuys these cheai) queens to breed ward self.
This remiiuls me of 20 years ago
from, he makes a mistake, unless he
buys more than one, and then tests this blessed winter. At th;it time I
them himself. If he is hiring me to wanted to ])urchase a few colonies of
do his breeding for him, he is buying bees, and 1 had heard of a great bee
just what I should buy every time, if man living on the Kentucky river.
I know that the parties of whom I He was known far and near as a great
Farmers'

:

:i

know.
By the way, the other day while at
the Capital, a gentleman heard me inquire of a lumber dealer for some material to make bee hives, and he at
once proceeded to tell me of one of his
neighbors who was a prodigy of a
bee man. He keeps his bees in" gums
made so that you can see the bees
through glass," and the gums have
"drawers "to them, etc. Of course
I could not just then take the time to
exphiin to him that his bee friend,
like the veritable "Hip Van Winkle,"
liad been sleeping these 20 years, and
if I had him in my apiary one of these
warm days I could open a hive and
lift out the frames, one at a time, and
and point out to him the "king"
(queen) as she moved gently among
tbe bright Italians as they calmly and
gently hang on to the frame, and hear
him exclaim that I had turned "young
America," and was going contrary to
" natnr'."
Just think of a "king" honey bee
reigning .30 years over subjects 30
years old, all the while in an old split
beech log! Had I presumed to inform him that not a single worker bee
that sipped the nectar from the white
clover the previous season, would
live to see another white clover biossom, he would have called me a
" yearling," and looked upon me with

and commiseration. I bought
bees, and left somewhat wiser
If this old
in the ways of the world.
log, which doubtless had had the top
pried off once a year, and the honey
gouged out, gave 20 lbs. annually, the
pity

some

aggregate

production

would be 600

lbs.

of .30 years
C. Root, of

Mr. L.

New York,whose location could liardfy
be better than

the

one

I

have de-

,
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scribed, reports that his best colony
the past season gave Iiim 4.S3 lbs. of
surplus honey. l)o you see V

Christiansburg, Ky.
Bee- Keepers' Instructor.

Poor Queen, No Colony.
L. C.

A noted

gree of perfection, for we are a long,
long way from it.
The substantial question to be
asked is, how is this standard to be
reached? Will tlie policy of rearing
dollar queens tend in this direction V
I

am

persuaded that

more than

will not,

it

no

think that the ruinously
low prices for many of our apiarian
supplies such as comb foundation,
etc., are tending to purity and supeI

—

BOOT.

horseman of the past has

riority in their line.

said, " poor foot, no horse." So may
we say of bees, ' poor queen, no colony." I think that all who liave had
experience will agree upon this point.

Thomas G. Newman strikes solid
blows at this cheap queen traffic in
his Journal of March 8, page 12-5,
" What the bee-keepwhen he says

That we want the very best queens
that can be reared will not be disputed ; but many writers of the present
day are proving that they do not understand the requirements for rearing
such queens. 1 shall take strong
grounds against the practice of rearare known as " dollar
ing what
queens," not that I object to any person rearing No. 1 queens for Sl.OO,
but because I do not believe they can
do so, and keep their stock u]) to the
proper standard.
Keeping bees for profit is our main
bnsiness, and I am arguing this
question with tlie sauie interest that

ers of

:

America want

not cheaper queens

;

better stock,

is

more honey, not
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put this queen down for a good one
and worth S2 to any man. It the
brood is scattering, some cells with
eggs, other cells with capped brood,
put her down as a worthless one.
Now, how can these facts be known
unless queens are kept at least 14 days
after they commence to lay ?
I know from my long experience in
rearing queens, that all queens are
not good ones, and, as they are sometimes reared, a large number are
worthless. I base my opinion on reports I have read in the Bee Journal from time to time. I know that
good queens cannot be reared in the
way some of your correspondents say
they rear them.
But the greatest mistake is made in

lighter yields
longer-lived bees, not
greater" disaster
certain profits, not making a selection for a queen to
doubtf id results." Will dollar queens breed from. To illustrate what I
mean, I will give a bit of my own exlead to this end ?
The April numlierof the California perience in this matter. I usually seAjyicidturi^t contains an article from lect for a " breeder " the largest,
the pen of Mr. Gallup. This is from handsomest and most prolific queen
a man of experience, and is of partiQ- I can find, selecting one, of course,
ular value to tliose living in warm that would give me fine queens as
" The genuine judged by her worker progeny. One
climates. He says
neither can year I selected a queen that would
Italians are no luimbug
the moth miller luimbug them." His answer the above description. Not
point made is, do not breed for cohir one of the queen cells from her eggs
unless with the light color you gain would hatch, though they were made
in full hives, and were quite large,
every bee-keeper lias, who wants such the extra qualities needed.
^VeIl, here is
bees as will gather most lioney. winI am not urging these views espe- and apparently jierfect.
I selected one of
ter best, and in fact are best for all cially to infiueuce the experienced another case
purposes.
I cannot here give my bee-keei)ers of the present time. They most profitable queens for a queenviews as to the best methods of rear- are capable of judging for themselves. mother. Her daughters were very
ing queens, for lack of space, but will But the mass of bee-keepers who pur- fine. They were all fertilized in due
only say that the best methods must chase Italian queens are such as have time, and all commenced to lay
be continually followed up, which had no experience with them, and promptly. Those queens were sent
means more money, time and care, they are looking to our journals for out after laying a few days. Reports
than ttie sale of dollar queens will information in regard to the best and came back that they did not lay, and
warrant. Let me give some parallel cheapest methods of securing them. others reported that the eggs would
illustrations
Are they to be led to believe that they not hatch. The loss to me was $150.
recently secured some oats of may purchase queens for Sl.OO each, That is what it cost me to test that
superior quality of one of the best expecting to begin under the most fa- one queen. Now, you see the imfarmers of our county. They were vorable conditions?
portance of testing queens for their
really fine, and much over weight.
After an experience of 13 years, laying qualities, if not for purity.
examined them closely and found during the first o years of which I had Have both if we can, provided the
they contained a quantity of mustard the benefit of one of the longest and cost is not above the reach of most
seed and a portion of inferior oats. ripest experiences in America, I say bee-keepers. Sometimes I have comsifted them, and from the 10 eniidiaticaily that I consider the cheap plaints that queens sent out lay drone
bushels saved about 6 bushels of the queen trathc a hindrance to the best eggs only. About one queen in 500
best. Again
Becoming interested interests of profitable bee-keeping.
will turn out just so. But this, fact
in high-class poultry, we purchased
cannot be determined by keeping a
Mohawk, N. Y.
the very best fowls we could secure,
queen 2 or 3 days. When the brood is
yet we find we can only hold them up
capped over, then the fact is plainly
the American Bee JoumaL
For
to their present standard by selectseen. If people want cheap queens,
ing the very best birds each season.
rear them and supply them with all
Tliose Unkind Things.
they want.
Now, my point is, that even when
HENKT ALLEY.
I will guarantee to sell queens for 50
we buy the very best queens we can
cents each, provided the purchaser
without regard to price, this sifting
them
process is necessary. I should not be
I was not aware that any very un- will never say one word about
quite so positive in this matter had I kind things had been said about those to any one. How can I do that? Well,
not tested it for myself, and know who rear cheap queens. In giving a I will tell you how I can do it. I can
whereof I speak. Whend. M. Doo- few facts about the cheap queen traf- compel a good strong colony of bees
cells at
little proved the value of his strain of fic, I did not intend to relleet on any to build from 100 to .500 queen
Italians by securing his large yield of man's reputation or busine.ss stand- one time. About 2 of the whole lot
honey, we should have felt ourselves ing. In what I said I desired to be might be worth keeping, but the balto be short-sighted had we not at once understood by all that good queens ance would not be worth as ranch as
procurred the best queen he would cannot be reared and sold at a paying worker bees. I have often told you
sell, without regard to price.
So, profit for SI a))ieee. Tho.se who rear that the more queen cells one colony
when P. H. Elwood obtained 5.80 lbs. queens and send them out in 2 or 3 made, the poorer the queens would be,
•of honey from one hive, it was proof days after they commence to lay, can and that is just so. Unless I am more
that he had stock which we wanted. know nothing about the worth and successful in the queen-rearing busiAnd so with W. J. Davis, Dadant
quality of sucli queens. The time to ness this year than I have been for the
Son,
Julius Hoffman and
many judge of the quality in respect to their last seven, I will retire from the field,
others.
We consider the introduction prolificness is when the bees com- and make room for those who have
of such improved stock indispensa- mence to seal or cap over the worker more monev to lose than I have. If I
If there are eggs and brood do retire, 1 "shall feel at liberty to say
ble, and yet, the sifting process must brood.
be continued.
must not for a in every cell not otherwise used by something aliout the secrets of queenmoment entertain the thought that tlie bees, or, in other words, if the rearing, that is, 1 will tell how I can
we have yet reached the desired de- combs are solid with worker brood, rear from one to .500 queen cells in a
:

;

:

;

:

:

We

We
We

:

&

We

my

:
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Now, to those an evenness of temperature. Used
are rearing cheap queens, I wish burlaps over the frames to allow
to say that wliat I luive said in the moisture to pass off. Winter before
Bee Journal was not intended to last, through carelessness, had lost 8
reflect on your lionesty, not in tlie out of 40S colonies. The past winter
When I am talking about out of .511 had lost 2. Temperature
least.
Preferred .50" to 40'^.
queen-rearing, I tliink I know what I 50'J to .55'J.
am about. If a man can make money Objected to the cost of chaff hive.
Mr. Cobb, with others, objected to
rearing queens for $1, keep on rearing
them. 1 cannot, and if I sell for tliat the trouble of carrying out and in a
price or for a less sum, by-and-bye you cellar. He thought chaff hives better
can make up your minds that it is for for summer as well as winter, and
little more expensive, taking cellar
self amusement.
into the account. He objected to oil
Wenham, Mass.
cloth or board cover for winter use.
The President thought the extra
expense would more than pay for a
good cellar. The one he used, which
would hold 3.50 colonies, had cost him

full colony of bees.

who

drained and made tillable, will take
from the bees another portion of nature's flora, anl from the apiarist a
portion of his expected honey crop.
There seems to be only one great
honey plant of all the natural flora,
which is not injured by cultivation,
but on the contrary is beneflttedby it,
this is white clover {Trifoliimi repens).

S.50.

Mr. Robertson had built a cellar 4
feet in the ground, with earth walls 2
feet thick, rising 4 feet above the surface, to hold 390 colonies, for $25. In
answer to a question, he said he preferred well-ripened clover honey to
winter bees on. Buckwheat honey,
some seasons, was very nice, but he

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place nf Meeting.
1882.
June 3— Hiirt County, Ky.. .it Woodsouville, Ky.
9— N. W. Wisconsin, at LaCrosse, Wis.
G. J. Pammel, Sec. LaCrosse. Wis.

5— N. W.

Sept.
Oct.

111.

put no dependence on it. Buckwheat
grown on clay produced honey inferior to that grown on sandy soil. Successful wintering depended much on
the management through the season.
Mr. R. E. Kilburn addressed the
Convention as follows, on

and S. W. Wis., at Rockton. 111.
Jonathan Stewart, See.

5— Kentucky ITnion,

at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky,

Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown,
J.

O,

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

IW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinds.— ED.

Western Michigan.

The Western Micliigan Bee-Keepers'Association convened according to
appointment in the city of (irand
Rapids, April 2fjth and 27th, 1882. The
attendance was good, considering tlie
unfavorable time of the year. JSIuch
interest and good feeling was manifested, and tlie discussion as follows
T. M. Cobb was asked to give his
experience tlie past winter. Said, being anxious for increase tlie past summer, he had divided artilicially, and,
the season being poor, tliey tiad failed
to build up as he expected them to;
consequently, liad dwindled, and he
:

had

lost

He would warn

many.

all

to be cautious in this. Having no
cellar suitable for the purpose of wintering, he had practiced packing with
straw, setting the hives in rows. Had
some colonies in chaff hives last winter, and should use them exclusively
in the future.
The President wintered in a dry,
well ventilated cellar 9 feet deep. Removed the caps from the hives
(Langstrotli), and slid back the board
cover to leave a crack of an inch for
ventilation. The winter before last,
out of 60 colonies be had lost 7 6 of
these had starved. Last winter, no
loss.
Temperature of cellar never below 40'3. Where he had found too
;

much

honey,

he

had extracted

in

August.
Wintered in a
J. H. Robertson
cellar in which there was a spring of
the temperature ot .52^. The presence
of water had a purifying effect on the
atmosphere, and helped to maintain
:

Planting for Honey.

Much

has been done within the
past few years toward making beekeeping a grand success, so far as improved iiniilements, and the careful
breeding of the best strains of bees
We now have in
are concerned.
place of the log gums " in which the
working of tlie busy bee was a mystery not to be solved," the movable
comb hive, by the use of which we
are enabled to admire and profit by
those very huvs of nature which, before, were so mysterious, and are
prompted to excla'im with the poet
" Little creatures, that by a rule in
nature teach the law of order to a

peopled kingdom."
And as regards the improvements
of bees, we now have the beautiful
Syrian bees,
Italian, Cvprian and
bred to such a high state of excellency
that our Italian bees are declared to
be fully equal, if not superior, to the
native bees of Italy, so much so, that
the propriety of further importing is
questioned. But still, a great many
of us are not satisfied, and we say beeNow let ns
keeping does not pay
pause a moment and ask, why V We
certainly have all we can desire in
the shape 'of improved implements
and highly bred strains of bees, and
if so, there can Vie onlyone other cause
of failure provided we manage properly—it is a scarcity of honey-producing plants or natural flora. And
cause, what is to be
if this is the
done V Our forests are melting away
with wonderful rapidity, and within a
few years our honey harvest from
forest trees, such as basswood, sugar
maple, whitewood or tulip tree, will
be a thing of the past; while on our
prairies and river bottoms, every
tract of land that is brought under
cultivation, and every swamp that is
!

That modest

little

from which

flower,

bees usually obtain the richest and
best harvest of the season. But it
will not do to depend entirely on white
clover, for it sometimes, by reason of
unpropitious weather, refusses to surrender to the bees the rich gift of nectar expected, and as a consequence,
the bees are threatened with starvation, and the bee-keeper gets discouraged and exclaims: "It don't
pay," and he is probably right.
There is only one thing left for us
to do, we mmt phint tor honey. Several
of our leading apiarists have recognized this fact. Mr. D. A. Jones, of
Beeton, Canada, a practical apiarist,
and the (irst importer of Syrian and
Cyprian bees to America, is reported
to have 20 acres of land sown entirely
to sweet clover, for the beneflt of his
bees. Sweet clover (MelUotus alba),
is one of the very best honey-producing plants known. The honey which
it produces is considered superior to
white clover. It is very hardy, will
grow anywhere, and on all kinds of
correspondent of the Bee
soil.
Journal writes that if sweet clover
be sown in a bed of Canada thistles, it
will ultimately destroy them.
]5ee-keepers should see to it that all
waste land in their vicinity, such as
thistle patches, fence corners, swamps,
etc., be well stocked with sweet clover
or some other honey-producing plants.
Borage, catnip, motherwort, mustard, etc., for instance, and they will
be greatly rewarded in the extra
amount of honey they will procure,
" Bee - keeping
and will exclaim
does pay !" Besides, there will be a
great improvement in the looks of the
ground where the thistles used to be.
An estimate has been made that an
acre of ground sown to sweet clover

A

:

will sui)port 20 colonies of bees, and
afford from "00 to 1,000 lbs. of honey.
" Such estimates are evidently a little large," but, nevertheless, let us all
plant for honey, and see if it does not
pay.

A. I. Root was of
Mr. Robertson
the opinion that cultivating plants exclusively for honey would not pay.
He (Robertson) was satislied it would
pay to jilant the Alsike clover. The
honey was the same as that from
white clover. Stock preferred Alsike
to red clover. In seeding, use only 2
to 4 lbs. to an acre. It did best on low
ground. He found bees swarming on
sweet clover last summer for the first
time. Bokhara clover was the same
as sweet clover or melilot, the differthe former
ence being in the seed
being imported, and more perfectly
cleaned. He was inclined to think
the best plant for honey was the
Simpson honey plant or ligwort. It
:

;

would grow on any soil.
Mr. Kilburn said Mr. Dadant had
found it ditticult to grow in Illinois.

—

—

—

;
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Early Queen-Rearing.— Please name
enclosed plant for me. It is covered with bees now, but it is the lirst
season I have ever known them to pay
any attention to it but that is probahoney. His fall pasture was poor. bly owing to the fact that there is
He recommended tlie jilaiiting of no'thing else for them. Our apple
mustard. It was protitahle for its bloom vs'as all killed after two days'

Sweet clover was a favorite of

his.

By

cuttiiiK back, its blooming could be
prolonged until snow.
J. J. Robinson said last year had
shown him the need of planting for

tlie

;

work upon it, and the locust was far
and cattle would eat it.
Mr. Cobb liad been benetitted by enougli advanced when the freeze of
the 12th of April came for it to be
the yield from boneset last fall.
All agreed tliat while it does not killed. So far it has been the worst
to cultivate plants exclusively for spring for bees that I have known.
Eay
oney, it would be found protitable to My bees are in fine condition owing to
scatter seed by the roadsides and in constant attention and feeding. If
we have a good red and white clover
waste places.
bloom I hope yet to get a good yield,
VVm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
as my bees work rni red clover splendidly. I sowed several acres of sweet
clover last fall, but it has not come up
to my satisfaction. I do not know
what is the cause of it, unless it
seed,

sprouted last fall (it being so mild)
and the winter killed it. I gave a
qiieenless colony eggs on the 20tli of
Marcli to rear a queen from, and on
The Bee Jour- tlie 2?id of April slie was laying, which
Wintered Well.
nal comes to liand regularly, and I I consider very early queen-rearing
like to see the able manner in which for tliis section.
R. W. Keene. M. D.
it is conducted.
Long may it conVersailles, Ky., May 4, 1882.
tinue to condemn tlie adulteration of
honey and food in any form. I see
[The plant is Phacelia rurshii, for
reports from all parts, some from near
there is no common name.
which
here; the weather lias been cold
nearly all the spring, witli an occa- Like its relatives in the Waterleaf
sional tine day to enliven up nature a family, it usually grows in moist,
little.
Since the lOtli tlie weather has shady places. It flowers from April
been fine, with little or no frost. Last
and secretes a considerable
fall I told you of placing my 2-1 colo- to June,
nies in a cellar. This spring tliey all amount of very limpid nectar. The
came out alive; 20 of tlieni were in flower is beautiful and interesting.

—

good condition, so
little

experience.

my

tliink witli
They liave from 6
I

to 9 frames filled with brood and eggs;
frames 11x12 inches inside measure.
Three of the otliers are weak in bees,
brood and stores, having only from 1
to 3 frames tilled witli brood; the
others are Italians
the queen died
about 2 weeks after setting out, laying only a few eggs. The colony
built two queen cells and they hatched
;

only worker brood. 1. What was tlie
reason V 2. Will sweet clover thrive
as far north as 44° N latitude V There
is a bird here that .seems to eat nothing but bees. The throat and belly
are all white the top of the head and
back, to look at, are black, baton
opening the feathers on the liead, the
under feathers are a i)retty orange.
Some of the feathers I send with this.
The bird is not so large as the robin.
;

3.

What

is it ?

Samuel Sanderson.
May 19, 1S82.

T. J.

BuRRiLL,

111.

Ind. University.]

Parthenogenesis.— Will

me

you allow

my

gratificatiim that
you thought well enough of my articles to insert them in your excellent
Bee Journal, and at the same time
to define my position V At the time
to express

I wrote tlie paper you have
headed " The Functions of the Queen

that

I believed that the evidence adduced by Dzierzon was conclusive.
The experiments of the Abbe Ulivi
indicate, liowever, to my mind, the
possibility that former observers liave
misinterpreted some of the facts, and
I now entertain some doubts whicli
notliing but experiment can settle.
This explanation is deemed necessary,
because the last article you publislied
was written some time before the one
entitled " Parthenogenesis in Bees."

bee,"

Iloboken, N. J.

C. F.

Krobh.

Glenallen, Out.,
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month
eggs

in tlie hive.
at is this, I had a

was no brood or
Wliat I am getting
colony in the same

kind of a hive

tliat

ago, and there

out-numbered

either of the two I have mentioned
at least four to one, and had more
than 20 pounds of nice capped honey.

dwindled until two weeks ago,
there was only about 200 beesand the queen left. I put her with
the swarm that had lost their queen,
and she has done finely, so the troublewas not with the queen, and there
was plenty of nice honey which wa»
where the bees could get it. I think
it would trouble some of the beekeepers to tell what ailed that colony.
A number of years ago I asked a man
who had lost 80 colonies one winter,,
why he thought they died he said he
thought it was the want of bee-bread,
as there was none in any of tlie hives,,
and there was plenty of honey. I
don't take any stock in the pollen
theory. I do not think it has anything
to (lowith the bees dying, and I could
T. Ellicott.
give good reasons.
It

when

;

Fentonville, Mich.,

May

Fastening Foundation

22, 1882.

Sections.

in

Not knowing how others fastened
foundation into the section
boxes I was obliged to find a way,
and think I can put them in faster the
way I shall describe than any way I
have so far heard of. My sections
were 4'4x4i4 and the sheets run almost 4,'.2 inches in width, so after
dividing the sheet in pieces large
their

enougli for the section, I trimmed off
I then set
inch from the width
,14
luy section up-side-down, and laid
my foundation in far enough for it to
extend }i of an inch over the slot ; in
the meantime I had ready a lamp,
vv'ith
a box by its side of the same
liight; I had a very small table knife
(such as the children use) laid on top,,
and vvlien mv section was ready my
knife was lio't (if any preferred they
could use a charcoal fire, if they did
not wish to use oil). I then passed
the knife over the foundation about
twice, which caused it to melt and go
into the slut; I then laid on the J^
inch of foundation that I cut off, and
with about 2 or 3 strokes of the knife,
at the same time reaching behind and
raising tlie foundation to a perpendicular, when it is complete. I have not
yet tried it, but it might be an advantage to use a frame as described on
page 309, by Mr. L. James, in tlie Bee
Journal, but I can, in the manner
described, put in or fill 3 sections per
minute, when the foundation is cut,
and think, by a little practice, I could
yet put tliem' in much faster.
W. H. Bussey.
Ridgeland, 111.
;

Pollen not Detrimental.— Bees wintered well in this section, and are
now doing w-ell. I have already received enougti benefit from reading
the Bee Journal to i)ay for it a good
Cold in Georgia.— For nearly a week
while. What was said about starving
It does excellently in otlier portions caused me to look mine over, and I we liave had a " snap " of unprecefound my best colony witliout luuiey. dentedly cold weather for this season
of Ontario.
Two of them of the year. For several days fires
I wintered 8 colonies.
3. There are two or three of our
middle of were required in order to be comforI took out of trees in the
wild birds wliicli might nearly answer August
1
of them I gave a little table. Such weather is very bad for
your description, except tliat they do honey, and the other none. I fed queen-rearing. The season thus far
not eat bees that we are aware of. botli all the syrup (made from tlie has been fine and the flow abundant
the quality being much better than
white sugar) they would take
The better w'ay will be to shoot one best
botli wintered without the loss of a usual, of lighter color and better flawith tine shot and send to some orni- hundred bees that I ccuild tiiid, but vor.
J. P. II. Brown.
Augusta, Ga., May 18, 1882.
one of them lost its queen about a
thologist for name and habits. Ed.]

The

was too

advanced
before the cells w-ere built and feeding of royal jelly commenced.
2. We think tliere is no doubt of it.
[1.

larvse

far

;

;
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The Worst has Come.— We had a alba Americana. Another authority
I planted 2 such
tlie past 48 liours, and added Pedulosa.
last niglit it went down and cleared trees last autumn, and hope tliis year
This morning, at 3 o'clock tiie to tind I have been supplied with the
off.
H. Jonas.
mercury marked 14^ below the freez- right thing.
London, Eng., May 12, 1882.
ing point. The ground is frozen solid
freezing wind

2 inches deep. You can imagine the
Fruit is in full bloom ; corn,
effect.
peas, and beans 6 inches high ; every
green thing is cut down. Scores of
small birds are lying dead in my
orchard ; several still remain on the
roost cold and stiff ; bees are dying
fearfullv, and are now worse off than
on April 1st. All drones are killed,
and since the 15tli, fidl colonies have
dwindled one-half. Clover has a good
stand, but I do not know whether it
will kill out or not. It is fully one
month later than usual. I fear that
nothing will be realized from bees
E. A. Morgan.
this year.
Arcadia, Wis., May 22, 1882.
.

Yarioiis Methods.— Out of 33 packed
in chaff, -5 were lost in wintering out
of 58 buried in the gi'ound, 26 were
lost ; those that were lost, liowever,
;

were very weak

The

last fall.

Cincinnati, O.,

May

DISCOUNTS

24, 1882.

18, 1882.

Bees are breeding
now, and the weather has just
now become warm and pleasant.
of

the season.

finely

Fruit blossoms are opening profusely.
I

have a number

of colonies

commenc-

ing in sections.
Jos. II. M. Cook.
Caldwell, N. J., May 20, 1882.

—

The Weather in Scotland.
weather has Ijeen very cold

The
and

changeable of late, so that (lur bees
have had little chance of doing much
country all
yet. Throughout the
seem to be in good order, and with
some fine weather we expect a good
season. Mr. Anderson, one of the
Judges at the Perth Show, intends to
take" a tour through America this
summer. He leaves here on Friday,

Poorest for 30 Years.— For the benof our Southern friends,' I will
give them a little report from Minnesota. It froze last night I4 inch
ground white with snow bees doing
poor the worst I ever saw. Everything works wrong. From 10.5 I have June 2d, in tlie Ethiopia, for New
only 60, and some of those so light I York. I have sent you 3 copies of
will have to unite. I have kept bees our prize schedule. I shall be very
30 years, and this is the poorest, as glad to take charge of any exhibits
well as the coldest I ever saw for the the American bee friends may be
time of year.
M. S. Snow.
pleased to send, either for exhibition
Osakis, Minn., May 22, 1882.
or competition.
efit

;

;

—

will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
paid in advance
:

in New Jersey.— I had a
swarm from one of niy strongest
colonies to-day. It is the first swarm

A Swarm

fine

2 that

I put in the cellar came out very
strong. All my colonies now are in
good condition.
G. H. Adams.

North Nassau, N. Y., May

ADVERTISING RATES.

Death of M. Parse.— Our friend and
brother, Melvin Parse, Pine Bluff,
Ark., died on the 12th inst., after a 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
very short illness, and unexpectedly.
A line of Agate type will contain about eight
Mr. Parse was a good man and a good
bee-keeper, and deserves a notice in words; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inchof space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
your valuable paper.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
Chas. F. Muth.

John D. Hutchison.
Glasgow, Scotland, May 13, 1882.

For
"

4:

8

**

" 5!S

"

"
"

ae
»»

20

"

13

"

lO

weeks
"
"

(3

per cent, discount.

months).... »0

(6monthsK...40
f9months)....50
(1

CO

year)

"

Discount, for 1 ye:ir. in the MONTHLY alone.
S5 per cent., 6 months. lO per cent., 3 months,
5 per cent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3
months. lO per cent.
alone,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

G.

»S.> West Madison

^f pccial

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Chlcaeo,

III.

1|otices.

1^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at

the Chicago Postoflice every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

1^ We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Kegister for 100
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal,
More' Encourasert.— Warm weather
King's
appears
liave set in now, and the for one year, for §3.00 or with
to
one warm day this spring. Bees have
in cloth, for $2.7.") or with
but little brood and the show for 1882 growth of vegetation can be seen Text-Book,
daily. AVe have some nice rain to- Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.
as a good honey year is poor in this
day. If the warm weather continues,
locality.
G. M. BooLri'TLE.
the season may not be so far behind,
Borodino, N. Y., May 18, 1882.
1^" Always forward us money either
and bees may be able to make up for
Edward Moore.
lost time.
by postal order, registered letter, or
Bees in Alabama. Bees are doing
Barrie, Ont., May 23, 1882.
by draft on Chicago or New York.
well, gathering honey from fruit
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
bloom, tulip, etc.; they are richer in
Destroying: Drones.— My bees winhoney than at any time since 1877.
are not taken by the banks in this city
tered well. Had drones in March,
John M. Ryan.
but the last month has been very except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
Apple Grove, Ala., May 16, 1882.
hard on them, and they are killing off expense of collecting them.
the drones. I am feeding to keep
Tilia Americana in London.
I see them alive until white clover bloom,
Premiums.—Those who get up clubs
Mr. Stalhammar, of Sweden, notices a as the heavy frosts destroyed tlie
Tilia (page 263 of American Hee apple and all fruit bloom. White for the AVeekly Bee Journal for
Journal), which flowers in Septem- clover is coming on now, but the out- 1882, will be entitled to the following
ber. 1 noticed some in England last look for honey harvest is a little premiums.
Their own subscription
W. H. Graves.
year flowering in August. It was a gloomy.
in the club
count
may
1882.
Duncan, 111., May 23,
larger leaf, and the stalk had a half
bend below its junction with the leaf,
For a Club of S,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
S,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
which made the leaf turn its whitish
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for r>n Colonies,
iinder-side outwards.
It had also a
1^ The Northwestern Wisconsin
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
drooping habit, and the flowers were Bee-Keepers' Suciety will meet in La"
"
"
"
cloth.
5,—
unusually fragrant and larger than crosse, Wis., June 9, 1882, in the City
"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Register for 2tW Col's,
the common lime (linden) which Hall. A good attendance is desired,
flowers in England in May and June. as arrangements have been made for
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
On inquirv at the Arboretum at Kew articles from practical apiarists.
for their labor in getting up the club.
Gardens, I was told it was called Tilia
G. J. Pammel, Sec.

Cold in New York.— Cold here all the
while yet, with frost every morning.
Night before last ice formed as thick
as a window glass. We have not had

will

in cloth, or

;

;

—

—

:

1

—

.
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Office of American beb journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., May iO. 1882.

who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and comiuence to use it.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

CLUBBING LIST.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The Apiary Register.
All

349

$1 00
1 50
2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

Honey as Food and Medicine.

The

)

following are the latest quotahoney and beeswax received

tions for

up

to this

hour

PuUUhera' Price. Club,

The Weekly Bee Journal,

:

and Gleanings inBee-Culture( A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' MagiBine (A.J.King).

Qnotatlons of Cash Bnyers.

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

BEESWAX—

;

CINCINNATI.
demand for extracted honey, in

the retail way, is fair, and our sales tor luanufacpay
turing purposes were very good of late.
7&9c. on arrival. Prices lor comb honey nominal

We

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to neiv
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
the

and demand slow.

BEESWAX- Brings

lS(922c.

ceeds the offerings.

»2

(10.

3

(10.

The demand exC. K. MUTH.

Quotations of Commission Merchants.

.

2 75

3 OU
2 60
2 .=ill.. 2 35
4 50.. 4 00
.

Bee-Keepers'lnstructor{ W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

As the season 19 well advanced, sales
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchanged. I am payinfr 7c. for dark and uc. for
liKht. cash on arrival, (iood comb honey is scarce
and rules high.
I am pavins Mc. for Kood yellow
wax, on arrival lS(&S2c. for medium grade, and
15@17c, for dark.
Al. H. Newman, 923 W. Madison St.

HONEY—The

supply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, one year,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.

We

I

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet)3

2 80

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A. G. Hill)

2 35
2 40
5 50

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Conk's

ManuaKbound in cloth)

Bees and Honcv, (T.O. Newman) "
Binder fur Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

^-^

00..
2 6U..
2t»0..
6 30..

This one fact

is

3 00
3 26.
2 75.. 2 .'iO
2 85.. 2 75
75..
2
2 60
.

being brought

before the minds of the people of the
United States Kendall's Spavin Cure
18w4t
is not excelled as a liniment.
:

STANDARD,

U. S.

CHICAGO.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
HONEY— The demand for honey is light, most of
fault
the
trade
finding
the best offered, as it
have put the price of them low is more or less candied.withValues
ai"e not steady,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter prices being made to meet the views of the purchaser.
and in demand at 23@2oc.
them far and wide. Single copy 6 BEESWAX -Scarce,
R. A. BUKNETT, 165 South Water St.
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
BOSTON.
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acor more, we print, if desired, on the cording to quality.
BEESWAX— Pi ime quality. 2nc.
Ckocker & BLAKE, 57 Chatham Street.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
CLEVELAND.
HONEY— There are a good many smalt Jots of
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
very nice white section htmey coming in now from send for illustrated Circular, to the Apiarian Supwhose names appear below
alone will pay him for all his trouble time to time. White sells readily at 22c.: second plyJ.Dealers
V. CALDWELL. Cambridge, Heniy Co., 111.
quality lH(s2Uc. Buckwheat, no sale at any price.
ALKX. GLEASOjN & CO.. Toledo, O.
and expense— enabling him to dispose Extracted, none in market.
MBRRIA.Vl & FA LC0NI<;R. Jamestown, N.Y.
BBESWAX-25®30c.
P. L. VIALLON. Bayou Gc.ula, La.
of his honey at home, at a good protit.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.

We

:

A. B.

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

lot

cially for the

Bee Journal

BEESWAX—

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY—In fair demand. Strained selling at 8
@10c.; comb scarce— nominal at 18(&22c.
Stiff at 216:' 22c. for prime.
K. C. Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

Journal

as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

A Sample (^opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

NEW

YORK.

HONEY— The

market for honey is exceedingly
with not enough movement to establish
prices, and quotations therefore are entirely nominal. White clover, fancy, l lb. bxs.. I5(5il6c. white
clover, good to choice, 1 and 2 lb. bxs.. 13@14c:
buckwheat. 2 lb. bxs., per lb., Il(<yl2c. Extracted
and strained, white, y(!!loc.; dark7@8c.
BEESWAX— There is a fair demand for prime
lots of wa.x, and with the supply moderate prices
are firmly sustained. Western, pure, 24<5;24>ic.;
Southern pure, 2.5@25^c.
D. vr. QuiNBV, 105 Park Place.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY— A
comb,

light

lot

of 118 cases candied and crossed

and dark mixed, arrived

this

week and

22w4t

Detroit, Mich.

Pure ItalianBees
at reasonable prices.

FULL COLONIES

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

AND

QUEEX!S

dull,

:

WEED.

NUCLEI.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every sale.
22w.8t

JOHN

F.

DIPMASI,

NEW

Fremont, Ohio.

IDEAS.

Foundation readj* for business, sheets bound
with a liyht wooden rim. sample iic; Bee's Tongue
Register, sent by mail for $2,'jr) Italian Queens
improved bv a new process ; Italian or Black Bees
for sale In a' hive adapted to '•'igratory bee-keeping—can be securely closed for moving in one minute. For pHrticulars address.
Hartford, N. Y.
H,
9smly
;

M AKTIX,

JOHN

club can have sample copies sent to was sold at 7i-4'c., 30 days time. A transfer of 54
cases extracted is noted, of which 27 cases light
V A r.— I have changed my location from
tlie persons they desire to interview, brought 8c., and the balance, dark, sold for 6^c. T> EMO
JiV Bloomingdale, Mich., to Belle Centre. Ohio,
quote white comb. I3(sl4c. diirk to good. 7 and expect. :iside from prDfestiioniil duties, to rear
We
by sending the names to this office.
@1IC. Extracted, choice to extra white, 7X@8c.; someCHOlCK ITALIAN QVBOKNS.
dark and candied, eW'iU'He. BEESWAX— 23a25c.
\V- B. A^DEKl^ON, M. B.
liliwit
STEARNS & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
Always Keep a Smile for Mother.
The above is the name of an elegant
BINGHAM SMOKERS.
Those who may wish to change
new song and chorus, by tlie popular
I can sell the above Smokers at
MANUFACTURERS' PRICES, by
writer, Charlie Baker, who has writ- from other editions to the Weekly,can
mail or express, at wholesale or reten some of the most popular songs do so by paying the difference.
All the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUEROR.
in America. The words are elegant
Send
for my :i2-paee Illustrated
and music easy, so that every body
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' SupRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
will be able to play it. Price 35 cents
plies of every description.
per copy. Will be sent to any ad- which are printed a large bee in gold,
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
each, or $8 per 100.
dress in the United States, upon re- we send for 10 cts.
;i2;i W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.
ceipt of marked price, by addressing
FL.VT - nOTTOM
the publisher, F. W. Helmick, 136
1^ Articles for publication must be
West 4th St., Cincinnati, O. For sale written on a separate piece of paper
by all music dealers.
from items of business.
:

1^

COMB FOUNDATION,

^r When

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

address.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

f-

kkSSJsI

high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the puuud. Circular and samples frea
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

4
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FO UNDATION.
Owing

to the large iidviince in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunham, 10 to 50 lbs., 4Jc.,
over f»o iba.. 4ic., less thun 10 lbs.. 44c.; VunderTort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., i to 10 lbs., 5Tc.. 10 to 50
4bs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.

now quote

lOOGoloni
KOR SALE. ALSO,

;

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

Cambridge. Henry Co.,

3wly

eS

III.

XKEATISE

BEES BY THE POUND.

giving an index of diseases,

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

Given'sFoundatiooPress.
The latest improvementin Foundation. Our thin
and commnn Kouiidation is not surpassed. The
only inventinn to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.

D, S.

iwly

all

GIVEN

«fe

C,

Hoopeston.

III.

THOMAS
025

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

4— RACES OF BEES—

Italian, Cyprinii. Holy Land and Hungarian Qu*-ena.— Warranted queens, Ji.5n extra
selected. j;i.75 tested, $2. Send for my 21 at An:

;

nual

<?irculiii'.

HENKY ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.

19wtf

1882-J.
LULING.

S.

TADL0CK.-1882

CALDWELL

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
H. NelMs' best imported queens. Tested Queen,
$2.50; per half-dozen. $13.50. Select Tested, $3 ;
Eer half-dozen, $1H. No ''Dollar*' or nuclei-queens
andled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
if possible.
i4w:i!it

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
:nii now booking orders for my
I

(;(H,1)KN ITALIANS, reared from
the best stock in the country. Warranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
i-ariy in the season, $2.50
after
.lulv. $2; 2 frame Nucleus, with
iTcMtiMl Queen. $4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, $lo. The Best
^uinby Smoker for $1.50. Address all orders to
;

;

;

AND KKEP THEM

1..

J.

DIEHI^,

(Money Order Office)—Butler, Dekalb Co.,

Ind.

lowtf

NEAT AND CLEAN.

THE CONaUEEOR.

/pat. B/NDf'?l|_jiPERIODICA\.s\

Large Snjokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and spriims that donotru^t ano break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Couquenirhasall improvements made to dale,
and a 3x7 inch stove. ;ind 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for $2.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

19——V

13wtf

Abronia, Mich.

The Emerson Binder Rev. A. SALISBURY
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one

Caniiirso, Douglas couiify, III.

can use them. Directions In each Binder.

SOo.
85c.
ISc.

For Bee Journal of IKSO
For Bee Journal of IKHi
For Bee Journal of 1H82

925

West Madison

Street.

Chicago,

20

Years Experience in Ijueen Rearing.
Our Mottois:
— " Low Prices, Quick Returns Cub;

Vv-SS^Jf

t

\^2*^f
*™**^

THOMAS O, STEWMAX,

Address.

tcnuTs Never Defrauded."
ltali;iii Queens
$1: Tested.. ..$2
TvpriMM Queens. ...$i; Tested.. ..$2
I'alt'stiue Queens. .$1
Tested... $2
l'>.\tra Queens, for swarming sea;

III.

-^,

^.

*K<:3siin, ready, if

we are timely noti tied.

\

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

One-Irame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either

have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES. Ut2
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting upsrain, pr<idiice, hay: cost tif pork, inter-

foundation on Dunham machine, 25 lbs. or over,
35e. per lb.
on lioot machine, thin, for boxes, 4Uc.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Oric. paid for bright wax. Money Ord«rH en
^\J TiiMColn, III.
Iwly.

SHOULD

wages table.«i, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Asents can
est;

make money

sellint' this

Also for sale at the
ZW
2w6m.

G. W. FISHER,
Box 23S, Rochester. N.Y.
Bee Jouhnal office. _^

book.

Italian, Cypriiin

<>r

Palestine, y frames,$s.

Comb

;

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.
Iowa,

will

:i882,

the Evergreen Apiary.

KRIOGS.

X^.
Of Wilton Junction,
furnisb Italian Queens from either of

Mnt Iums, ;ts t';irly in the coming season as
they can be iirt'.l, at the'following rates Tested
Queens, $:!; Warranted Queens. $2 Queens with(.mt guarantee, $
Twn comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. $4. Orders filled inrotation, as received,
if accompanied with the cash.
3w2i;t
his Prize

:

GOLDEN

ITALIAN

OUEENS.

:

I

l-franie Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed Queen
;
frame Nucleus, with Test-

;

5.00
ed Queen
Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1

'Full

10.00
Same, after .Tuly 1
Tested Queen, be fore July l, y.<Hj
after July i.. 2.50

"
after Jul y

per half doz.,
1

J

3.50

Address, by Registered Letter
or Postoffice Order,

DR.
iwtf

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington. Iowa.

of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by
;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

WeeMy Bee Journal.

It contains 100 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that .can aid in the sucjessful management i:>f the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey."
etc. Price, bound in cloth, 7.> cents; in paper

50 centN, postpaid.
&S5 TV. Madison Street. Chlcaeo,

TEXAS.

CO.,

J.

NEWMAN,

G.

OR THE

Management

covers.

;

;

!

iees& Honey
Editor of the

;

the principal drugs used for the
table giving
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
"When a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse ii valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

for prices.

JAMES HEBBON.Dowagiac. Mich.

iw35t

M. D.

B, J.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS
Send address

ENGRAVINGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
A.

A NEW BEE BOOK

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

If you want cheap liees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Sectmn Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full

Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty

with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and 1 will try and please you. (Box si;) )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.
5wly
Belleville, St. Clair County, III.

III.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A neat and

abundantly illustrated hand-book of

— American Agriculturist, N.

Y.
valuable, Jind embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees,— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price everyet produced on thesubjectof bee-culture. — Anti-Monopapiculture.

New and

olist.

Leban^m, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, 6.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save e.vperience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing ail the newest discoveries
in the management of those little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. bawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.--Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm

and Fireside, Spring-

field. O.

Embraces every subjectof inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the raaniigement
and manipulationsnecessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be cot directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He whn would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in allthe Improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all tht" newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
A. r.lberal

SUconnt

to Dealers

the Dozen or Huudred.
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OK,

EXTRACTORS.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

In answer to frequent inquiries
fur Extractors cnrryint; :i and 4

By A.

IjunKStrotb frames, I have c^^ncliirled to adopt tliese two new
st/e3
The 3 frame basket is in a
III of the same size and style as
the frame. Tht* 4 frame basket
J IS in the larger can, witli the one
""111 'r metal standard for the basket
m t revolve upon, leavineroom un» iLineath the basket for 75 or St)
M of honey. It will becoraplete.
\Mtli covers, and in every way
iLtitical. except in size, with the
>i '«> Extractor, i:tx2n, which is
nitended for anv size of frame.
txceptine with the $s.*m) Ex-

State Agricultural

[

orCi
j^-ti^

S*

the

different styles

Comb

Baskets.
13x13 inches
"
10x18
"
10x18
"
10x18
For 4
"
13x20
For 2 frames of any size.
"
"
"
lL'Hx20
For3
"
"
"
13x20
For 4

2 American frames.
"
2 Lang.-^truth
"
"
For3
"
"

$8

For
For

ALFRED
923

H.

iX)

8m
oo

I2 0(i
16 00

>EWMAN,

West Madison

FUSS! FUSS!

10 oo
14 oo
li'

Street, CbicaRO,

111.

thin

;

DATION

the
per

lb.

4>^c.

Medical Work, warranted the

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.

Iwly

We now quote
Advance

be^t and cheapest.innispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science oi" i,ifo, or SelfI'reHervation ;"l'niinii in linest

on the

Krfn(_'hmushn,tMiitMis>^e'l, full
;;ilt,:iiKipp.,e<.nitains

;

THYSELF.'Medical institute or Dr. W. U.

PAKKER. No.

4

Bnlbnch

St.,

Boston.

22wly

QUEENS-QUEENS
Address,

Circulars free.

15w6m

«XOS.

M.

BKOOKS. Columbus, iDd.

111.

nn

Ida

Land-

1^ CHEAP FOR

I5wtf

retail.

CASH.

,m

DESCRIPTiox.-Sec. 4. township 7, south range 7
west. Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the (ienrgia line, 25 miles west oi the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachi-

I1TQ-0-IS.1ES
CONCERNING

cola,

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

;

send now. Address Peabody

OOW

Cents per pound
PFaCES PRINTED IN OUK CIRCULARS,

wholesale or

beautiful

steel engravings. ]L'.> prescriptions, price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample. Gc

5

of

sq. ft. to
inc.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

GHAS.

brii-'ht,

Send for samples. AVax worked

F.W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. 13wiy

lb.

AN1> RETAIL.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

Manufactories and GommBrce

OF

a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within

sections (5 and til of the Apalachicola river ; the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. Slat. 1875, byCol. Alexanowned 6 sections, including
der McDonald,
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *3,20U, and on Sept.
2

who

by him conveyed to the undersigned for
is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kectirds of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my posoth. 1877,

The title

$3,000.

;

session.

be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sending One Dolkir to the
will

Woman's
I5w6mp

pri-

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

Advance

DEXVER» COL.

Foondation.

in

The manufacturers of Comh Foundation have

need the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
«icept the VariDeusen (flat bottom), will be
advji

I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

ALFREB
923

West Madison

in

my

H,

Catalogue.

NEWMAX,

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL

the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with ereat care, patient study and persistent reseaj-ch. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Iloney Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of boney-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.ihough
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the JoUo^oing

opmimis of

All agree that it is the work of
real value.— L'-4p^ici(((ure, Paris.

the

Book;

a master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Culbv.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iirt(i,-./i Bet JuurnaL
Prof, Cook's valuable M:inual has been ray constant guide in my operations and successful managementof the apiaiy.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. 11. Wynkuop.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtaina
it, will ever regret buvmg puicnased.— iUit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-c6lture, a
manual is a nece.-sity. Pi of. Cook's Jlaoual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily uu with tlie cimes in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.- A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to ihe clear, disinterested Intormation contained in Cook's Maa-

Ulll.— \VM. VAX ANTWEKl*, M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— iCy. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 have never yet met with a work, either French
or tureit^n. which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a tho^ou^•h, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producint.' plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— iJtniOCruf, Pulaski. N, Y.
have perused with great pleasure this vadg
mccum of the L'ee-kf<-'n'?r. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to api-

We

To al taking' an interest m this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caretully

culture.

and practice as adviiivd.—AgricuUurvit, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
G. BTEWMAIV,
bee-men to be the most conjplcte and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
CHARTS-.ISl.OOO can be essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
made in six months selling Tunison's Maps handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
and Charts— 36 page Catalogue free. Address, H. to the \\est.— X\''ei>t€rnAgricuUuTi$t.
C.TUNISON. Jacksonville, 111., or Columbus, O.
This work is undoubtedly the moat complete
18w6tp
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers whiGb

T0OMAS

;

MAPS ANB

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal fur sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than ooc.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

925 West Madison

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

Illuiilratlous.

a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of

;

Send for our i's-pat:e Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, pood goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
E. A. THOMAS A CO., Coleraine. Mass.
11 wtf

COMB FOirNBATIOX-40c,
DURHAM
and
per pound extra
m

WHOLESALE

is

the

Michigan.

The

have strainers over the canal learii
inglothe honey t:ate, and movable sides in the

CoUeg^e of

820 Pases; 133 Fine
This

1

trictors, all

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing^ Professor of Entomology in

1

Street.

Chlcaeo,

has ever been published.

III.

Price— Bound
Bonk. SeVs at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.Chase'sPrintingHouse.AnnArbor.Mlch

full

explana-

tol
in cloth, SI.

by mail prepaid.

25 ; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

I

SGmlyp

a

of bees lefr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advjuitage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alioccupa*itons.— .^.fucrican Inventor.

inrUTCW ANTED to sell Dr.Chase's ^.(XX) Recipe 91<00,

AOlII

It gives

tion regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to tlie culture

974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NE"WMAX,
CHICAGO. IXJ*

!
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'RED TAPE!"
Who

will be

25,000

BINGHAM

1

USE.

IN

Books

The Original

the

copy

first to

you buy the Original Patent Binsham
If

Bee Smoker, you

THOMAS

^lA^Co'S.

Smoker*

Bee

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by
925

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

CHICAGO. ILL.

Street,

]$ee-Keeper*s Guide or. Cook's IWanaa.!
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly;

will

improved bee smokers— set the best, lliat
never tju out— always
please— never is complained of —the stand-

and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one thatnO'
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
paper cover, !S1,
to do without. Cloth, IS>1. 35

ard of excellence the

Qiiinhv'sNewBee-Keepinsr. by L. C. Root^

aid

world

illustrated

inventor of

tlie

over

—

;

better

and handsomer

Tlie author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 3^1. SO.

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from 65 cts.
Our patents
to $2.

Novice's ABCof Bee-Culture, by A. LRoot
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. !S1. 35.
Klnir's Bee-Keepers' Xext-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
.

coverall the smokers
that will buin sound
stove-wood, or do not

go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first, youpo+pntnd 1878
will have to buy 00^^^®^^®^'"*-°'°
others.

PRICES:

Handed

to

Pianos

By Mail.

Customer. Postpaid.

Wide

shield Conqueror, 3 Inch

Large Bingham
shield),

'2^2

$1 76

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

inch

Extra Bingham
shield), 2 inch

Plain }iingham Smoker, 2 inch

—

00

1

50

1

75

1

25
00

1

SO
25

1

1

Wonder Binjjham Smoker,

Little

IH inch

65

50

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

1 16
00
sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

Knife, 2 inch

To

i-2

Send

1

and testimonials, to

for free description

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abronlii, Atich.

IVwtf

$850 Square Grand

Piano for only

PIANH
F 01
imllU ^TYILL
U2

Mayniflcent

3

book of

kind ever
urement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tublcs,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, (urdwnoii
tables, interests, etc. Standard book ttiKuinlKutt
United States and Canada. Ask your buoksctUTs
cents post-paid.
tor it. Sent for
O.W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
fS^ Also for Bale at the Bee Journal Office. .JEl
its

$245.
rosewoxl

strings, 7 l-H Octuve*, full patent caniante
agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved iejis and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can In anv way tend to the perfection of the instrument, has been added.
t:^~Oiir price for this Instrument, boxed
and delivered an t>oard ears at KewTork.,
fine Piano Cover, Stool 41f ^zL^
t^^jU^O,
and Kook, only
Tt'^ith

3.">

2w(>m.

late wholesale factory price.
DiiaQ.S, for t'>(\ day-^ only, to have this beautiful
Piano introdu<;ed. 'I'liis is now. by far, the ari-esitest bargain ever offered the musical public. Unprecedented 3ucc:ess
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order at once.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
!

!

Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cash unit with orderwillbe refunded

ami

nni just

gains

I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Quet'ns. and have now more than inn colonies in
their purity. AH Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
$1.25 each; ufterthat date, single Queen, $i.fK) *i
for $5.00; 12 or more, 75 cents each; Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens. $2.50
each ; Italian Queens, same price.

<iy

ri}>ri>:fnl- <l.
Several other special
.1t>l4SO up. Over i.^.f»oo in

PiaiioM,

;

is

baruse.

purchaser. Handsome
lliustrated CataloKue mulled free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Pinn.i fiiMv u;ir ranted for r> years.

and not one

dissatisfied

SHEKT MISK'

choice

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.

nsbnthwaysif PUinO

f)\ i'jht rhiii-iir.'i i>,tid btl

pit'r.'^ ^.erii

Catalogue of 3,000

price.

1,1

t^ir :;e.

stamp.

M£M)Kl^SSOttIN PIANO CO..
Box 295s. New York.

2ismly

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

GrOOJD,

I. Fi.

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

5wly

$777

A YEAR and
outfit

expenses toagents,
free.addressP O "Vickery

Augusla-, Maine.

aGwiy

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin liuekets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
F.
4.pplyto

C

^"Send

lOo. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Bees and Queens
of

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QUEENS and NTJCI.EI IN SEASON.
^"Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on application

Hearing, and is the
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

Positively Restores

.

SOwtf

J.

II.

tlie

This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small "White Shaik, caught in the Vellow Sea.

known

as Carcharodim Roiideletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous and
many so oee mindly mlraciilou-, that the remedy was officially priiclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
:{00 y:irs no Ileal'uess has existed amone:
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $i.oii per bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
1

From my

Oil

has performed a miracle in uiy case.
have no unearth ly noises iu my head, and hear

It

Iwly

FULL COLONIES

Shark's

MUTH,

and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

9715

of

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo.

Ionia Co., Mich.

PAINE & LADD,
HAl-BEKT K. PAINE
WASHINGTON,
l^ate ("omm'r Patents.
>
fV
i»
"•
^•
STORY U. LADD.
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys In
I6w3m
Patent Cases.
1

much

a standard scientific work.

is

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped u great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

Bees and Honey,

areUNQCESTiONABLEand

its

cura-

tive CH.AUACTEH AUSOLUTE, ASTHE WHITEHCAN

PEKSOXALLY TESTIFY. BOTH PH05I EXPERIENCE
AND OBSEKVATiox. Write at once to Haylock
& Jenney, 7 Dey Street. New York, enclosing *i.

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will nev<*r
regret doing so."— Editok of Mercantile ItEVI KW.
d^To avoid loss in the mails, please send money

by Registeked Letter,

Only Imported by

'

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

)

Sole Agents for America.

20wly

Management of an
by Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Protlt.

"Fully up with the
Edition.
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illustrated. I'rice, bound in cloth, 750. ; in paper
covers, oOc., postpaid.
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Ilouev* as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upou the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
,

quality, sources.and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as fo^o. gtvin:: recipes for making
;

Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings. Koam.Wines.etc;
and lioney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Entfllsh and CJerniau.
Price for either edition. 6c.; per dozen,

50c.

"Wintering: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essayson thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-keepers' Association. The Prize— 125 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in

full.

Price.

lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Market*
including the production and care of both comband extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman.

Price.

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being

a description of the
Price, 5c.
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&
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C. P.
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the methods

and management adopted
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many

in their apiary.
useful hints.- Price 15c.
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Bee Pasturage Necessity, by Thomas G,
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how. Illustrated with 26 engravings. Price. lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views OD
F. Muth; 3:i pages.
SI

the

management of

bees.

Price,

lOc.

Foofl Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
fond products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c-

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No
It

has

hook could be
engravings
3.')

illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, atable of doses, and much valuable

horse inlormation.
"Its virtues

Price. !»3.

Newman.— Third

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

;
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This

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.

Reduced from our

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
Most complete
NEARLY' A MILLION SOLD.
published. Gives meas-

Cloth. ajil.OO.
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case elegantly finished.

I

I

the present time.
-

Paper, aSc.
by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,
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cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

35c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i.O(W.(.M Ml Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Civi?
Man (iives -JOO.OiXi items for Gas. Steam.Blackand Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers.

smiths. Founders. Mineis. Metallurgists. Assayera.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l.niti pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its

weight in gold to any Mechanic. BuslnsBS Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. aK3.50.
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Queen Trap.- Mr.F. Funk, Beverly,
has sent us samples of his "Queen
Bee Trap," which he claims to be a
" sure and safe way to clip their wings
without danger of injuring them."

^^^^^^^^if^^'^^^W^

111.,

Published every Wednesday by

The trap consists of a small coil of
Crops in General.— By correspon- turned wire, the coil being much
dence from all parts of the country larger at one end than the other. The
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
we learn that crops though backward, large end of the cage is intended to
At 9$>e.OO a Year, In Advance.
are generally in good condition. It Is be put down over the queen when on
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) SS a year, in advance. stated by an exchange " that the cool, the comb, as she enters it the cage is
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
wet weather has not been unfavorable to be lifted and both ends closed,
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbersot
each month, at ISl.OO a year, la advance.
for wheat, and has rendered it the then the wing can be clipped through
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at conspicuous service of keeping back
SO cents u year, in advance.
the wire coil, without handling the
12F Any person sending a club of six is entitled the fatal chinch-bug. If it has in- queen or injuring her in any way.
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address jured the corn it may have more than
-desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
compensated for it by the opportunity
The Weather in Colorado.letter
it has afforded the young wheat of
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
from Denver informs us that the
Postasre to Europe SO cents extra.
getting a good start before the chinch- season there is very backward iis it is
bug was able to be out. But it is not in all the Northern States.
The
Enttred at Chicago post office as secoiid clat$ matter.
yet certain that the corn has been writer says
seriously injured. It is backward;
" The weather is quite cool not belarge tracts that should have been ing near so warm and pleasant as it
TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
In
many
planted are not planted yet.
was in February and March, and so
Editoriallocalities the plant appears rather much rain is unusual for Colorado;
Editorial Items
353
we in the city are genBut, on the other hand, the but although
Crops in General
353 feeble.
erally displeased with it, the value it
Queen Trap
353
The Weatlier in Colorado
353 planting can be finished very rapidly is to farmers can hardly be fully
Natural vs. Forced Queens
354
granted estimated. It will start vegetation
Vennor's Prognostlcutlona
354 if a few warm days should be
this time. Generally where everywhere, and make the flowers in
at
just
Among Our Exclianges—
the footliills, tliat yield so much pasAdulterated Flour
355 the corn is up it is of good thickness, ture for bees, bloom in all their beauty
Humorous
355
weather,
A German Apiary
355 and promises, with warm, dry
and fragrance."
Fairs and their AdvantaKes
356
ample amends for being beSwarming and Dividing for Increase
356 to make
hind time." Fniit promises well the
1^ Col. Pearson, President of the
Correspondeuce
it has Alsatian Bee-Keepers' Society, writes
Florida as a Bee Country
356 localities are but few where
Keaiinti and Introducing Queens
357
it has rarely promised on April 6th to the Bienen Zuchter,
Care of (^omb Honey—Nn.
358 been injured—
Cultivation 'if Plants for Bees
35rt
Texas, everything published at Strassbourg, Germany,
for
As
better.
Managementof Bees in Spring
359
A Peculiar Incident
359 there is in the finest possible condi" My colonies of bees
as follows
CouTeiitioii Notes
tion; cereals, cotton, fruit, everything are in excellent condition. They have
Western Michigan
360 that grows out of the ground promises
never been as populous as they are
Italianizing an Apiary
360
ArtiOeial Swarming
360 uncommonly well.
White clover and now. The season has not been favorCyprian Bees
360
Thoughts on Bee-Keeping
360 pasture grasses are very thrifty every- able for apiculture
the few fruit
Clipping Queens
361
Maine State Convention
361 where, affording excellent grazing.
trees in this vicinity are not suflTicient
Selections from Our Letter Box
to give the bees very much honey, at
Hunting Wild Bees
361
1^" Our new location, No. 925 West this season.
AH Swarmed in May
361
Barberry
361
Madison St., is only a few doors from
Worker Bees in Queen CpIIs
362
The Honey Season in California
362 the new branch postoffice.
We have Examine the Date following your
Prevention or Swarming
362
Wild Honeysuckle
362 a telephone and any one in the city name on tlie wrapper label of this
Use New Honey Packages
363
Warranted Queens
363 wishing to talk to us through it will paper; it indicates the end of the
Duplicating Eggs
363
In the Sweet By-and-By
363 please call for No. 7087— that being month to which you have paid your
Winterin May
363
subscription on the Bee Journal.
JJisgusting
363 our telephone number.

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Kditou and Prophietok.
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Natural versus Forced Queens.

Mr. Edward Moore, Barrie, Out.,

ers to the natural

of queen-

warm, these queens should not emerge

rearing, as the

cells built

from the

method
number of

not great enough to make their
addresses the following pertinent let- business profitable, and they have to
ter regarding queen-rearing
await the pleasure of the bees and
In "Cook's Manual" instructions favorableness of the weather to proare given for rearing queens. It ap- cure any cells at all.
pears necessary to drive the bees to
If, however, our favorite method of
the necessity of rearing queens for
the purpose of increasing their num- artificial swanning be practiced, the
bers for traffic, for several reasons.
objectionable features of the forcing
On page 6, of the specimen number
process will be overcome, and all the
last
year,
sent
volume
year's
this
of
there are some apparent objections desirable ones of the natural swarming
raised, which appear reasonable. Are impulse will be obtained, while the
queens reared in the way referred to
number of cells will be limited only
as line, large, healthy, strong, prolithe ambition and skill of the
fic, long-lived, aiul in every respect as by
good as queens reared in the natural apiarist. The following is the simplest
order? Those who have had long and most satisfactory manner When
practical experience in rearing queens
weather has become warm and
should be able to tell, although itmay the
be against the interest of some to do settled, with honey coming in rapid
Will some one plea.se answer for enough to stimulate breeding to the
so.
the information of the less experienced fullest extent, remove a frame from
in apiculture ¥
the colony you wish to rear queens
There are many strong arguments
from, substituting iherefor a frame
natural
advocates
of
the
adduced by
of foundation in the center of the
queen-rearing througli the swarming
brood-nest keep a close watch until
impulse, some of which seem to us
it is well filled with eggs, then before
unanswerable, especially the fact that
any are hatched, remove from its
eggs are almost invariably selected
stand, while the bees are working
by the bees from wliicli to rear queens,
busiest, the strongest colony in the
when swarming is contemplated, and
yard, and put an empty hive in its
flow
honey
the
that
the further fact
place nftw put in the center of this
generally prevails, and the bees are
the comb with fresh eggs, cutting
when
prosperous
and
populous
most
away
the lower one-third in a zig-zag
the eme}ik takes place, and the most
shape, to afford an irregular edge on
careful and deliberate provision is
which to build the cells; if you can
made for the future welfare of_ the
find a frame with all sealed brood
parent colony. If, however, the'colplace it alongside with all the young
and
ouy be deprived of their queen,
bees adhering to it, fill up the hive with
eggs, larvfe and sealed brood prevail,
its complement of empty combs or
maturity
the
the bees naturally force
foundation, or at least enough to acof a new queen by utilizing larvtc
commodate the bees, adding others as
from
stages
various
sometimes in
needed, cover well with blankets or
which to rear her, as they well know
cotton cloth, and put on the hive
that depletion must take place imtil a
cover. By this method you will senew mother is provided. In colonies
cure all the field-workers from the
of this kind, where queen-rearing is
colony removed, and but little hinder
queen
lind
forced, it is not unusual to
you will also get
it in general work
cells, even after a week has elapsed,
a liberal batch of queen-cells from
developmentin various stages of
your best queen mother, all maturing
some perhaps capped over, while
about the same time, and all can be
commenced,
scarcely
but
others are
left in the hive till nearly the last
or with the larvK just placed in, and
moment, and, we believe, all equally
the feeding of royal jelly not comis

:

;

;

The result is, that the larvas
or 4 days old from the time of
hatching from the egg, are the first to
emerge from the cells as queens— and

pleted.
2, 3

the first out, although not more than
and wholly
two-thirds developed
worthless, has vitality and vindictiveness enough to destroy the remainder.
It is possible sometimes to rear good
queens in this manner, but we be-

cells in less

than fourteen

tO'

and we believe the longer
they are left in the hive where built
the more satisfactory they will prove.
After the queen has hatched, another
empty comb can be added to the nucleus if desirable, though it is not
necessary unless very crowded with
bees, and then, perhaps, it liad better
be delayed till the queen gets to laying. We have in this manner reared
fifteen days,

a full batch of queens, the last hatching within two hours of the first, all
well developed, and equally as good
in every respect as
any swarmreared queens we ever saw.
One thing should always be bornein mind, good queens are not liable to
be produced, by any method, in cold,
changeable weather, and we hardly
think it matters much how many are
reared from one queen, whether it be
one or one hundred, if the weather
and method are favorable, and egg*
sufficient be given a large artificial

swarm from which to make its selection.
We know nothing of the methods practiced by queen-breeders generally or individually, and only give
the foregoing as the result of our
many experiments, and a desire to
contribute the same to the benefit of
those who wish to breed the best from
the best.

Vennor's Prognostications.

Not because we have
fidence in Vennor's
tions, b\it

because

implicit con-

weather predic-

many

of ouv read-

have the curiosity to know what
he has said concerning the coming

ers

summer, do we give the following a&
his forecast

I desire to give a short, but comprehensive outline of what, in my
;
bumble opinion, are likely to be most
remarkable features of the summer
and autumn of the year 1SS2
1. A season that will well merit the
designation of cool to cold and wet
generally. Not that there will not be
terms of summer warmth and even
intense heat for periods, but rather
good as the best.
that these last will appear in the retTwenty-four hours before removing rosi)ect as of but comparative insignior as the exception to the genthe queen-cells, form your nuclei by ficance,
eral rule.
placing a frame of brood (in any
season will be marked by
The
2.
stage), a frame of honey, and an not only great precipitation, but by a
empty comb in a 'full-size hive, put- mugginess of atmosphere generally^
caused by the reeking condition ot
ting in a division board to contract
the earth and the long continuance
the
heat
on
the
the space and retain
of a cloudy sky. This will result in
following day, cut a hole in the frame periods of extreme sultriness and
of brood comb and trim outa queen cell lieavy weather, during which the
:

;

tliunder and hail-storms will occur.
from the queen-breeding colony to fit
In other words the summer will be
it; now replace in the hive and cover the reverse of clear and dry.
3. There is a likelihood of June and
ever, on the part of some queen-breed- well. Unless the weather be quite
lieve they are the exception.
There is a serious objection,

how-

—

—

:

:
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frosts in northern, western
sections, and a general

and southern
cold

wave may occur toward midsum-

mer.
4.

The autumn months
in

western and southern sec-

tions of the United States. October
will be much the same, with early
cold and snow falls. November will
begin the winter of 1882-83— a winter
likely to be memorable on account of
its exceptionally heavy snow falls iind
very cold weather over tlie whole

Northern Ilemisjihere. That a " cold
and wet summer is invariably followed
by a cold and stormy winter," is a
truth now so well proven and borne
out by the testimony of past records
that we cannot lightly put it aside;
and if we liave good and sufficient
grounds for predicting the former
as we most assuredly have at this
time it is but right that we should
warn the people of the latter in good

—

season.
5th and last. Tlie season will probably be the first of a couple of wet
summers, and as 1882 so is 1883 likely
to be. But here we must stop for the
present.
Henry G. Vennor.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adulterated Flonr.— New cases of
fraud are almost daily being brought
to notice— not only in America but
in Europe. We hope the day will
soon come when we may have a congress of nations who will agree upon
the main features of a law to be recommended to the law makers of each
Country to stop the nefarious business of adulteration, which has now

become so universal. From a foreign
exchange we extract the following on
the adulteration of flour

The usual mode

:

of adulteration

is

to use oxide of zinc. German chemists have found 3 to 3. .5 per cent, of
oxide of zinc in bread, yet zinc and
copper may be discovered to a certain
degree in bread baked witli old wood

that has been covered with tlie.se
metals, the wood readily impregnating itself with these mineral ele-

ments.
Flour

also adulterated with spar
plaster of Venice, chalk,
pulverized stone, etc., thus increasing
is

(baritza),

the weight.

while the

mixture

showed but

Exportations have been

made from Netherlands of so-called
imitation flour, made of crushed spar
and plaster of Venice. These exportations were made to such an extent
that the Prussian minister of commerce found it necessary to publish
a warning against the production. It
was observed that the mixture of
plaster of Venice amounted to 30 per

of

spar sustains the world

16 to 20 per cent. Imitation flour is used to increase the
weight of genuine flour by mixture.

humble, and see

— who live hard and
tlieir

earnings

into the coffers of the drones
speculators, but still work on

go
and
for

more.

will con-

tinue moist. September will probably
give rains and floods in western Cana-

da and

cent.,

355

The working bees tolerate their
writes the drones for a time and support 'em,
following to the Southern Cultivator. and init 'em out of the way for anoltier
set of the same sort. Folks don't do
It is a " good hit " on old-fashioned
that, but I am not sure they oughtent
bee-keeping
The books tell us that tlie dilito.
" When I hear the horn blowing, gent labor of one man can decently
and the tin pans beating, and the bells support 8 people provide 'em with
a ringing, I know what is the matter, good food and comfortable clothing,
and so I drop everything and go to and its a fortunate tiling that it is so,
the house to hive "tlie bees. It is a for they have it to do and more too,
wonder that all this fuss don't drive for those who actually work have to
them clean away, but it don't seem to keep up the nabobs who don't, and
effect 'em one way or anotlier. If supply 'em with (iiiery and foolishthey have made up their minds to go ness. My native bees don't seem to
they are going, ami vicy voorcy. I've like these fancy hives, forsomeof 'em
saved every swarm this spring with left 'em last spring and those that
very little trouble. We don't run didn't, got eat up by the moths. Most
all tliese new things have to be nursed
much science on bees at my liouse
haven't got time. These fancy hives up, and dandled up, and fondled up,
are all right, I reckon, for educated and made fine and slick, and then
bees witli an educated manager to they are put oft' im llie fancy folks at
watch 'em and look after "em every fancy prices, and ever arid anon a
day. but they don't suit me nor my foolish poor man, like myself, gets
oki-fasliioneil bees, and I don't want taken in."
to be bothered with the little insects
very much, nohow. Nevertheless, we
A German Apiary. Mr. Alfred
are educated to some extent and don't
use tlie old hollow gum like our Neighbour, of London, England, atfathers did. I make a plain box gum tended the Austro-German Congress
with an upstairs and a little door on a
of Bee-Keepers at Cologne, and then
hinge to tlie second floor, and I put a
little box with a glass front in tliere visited Mr. A. Schlosser, at Ehrenand it is no troal>le to take it out feld, who was awarded a silver medal
when tliey All it with honey. I make at the Congress for his large collecno movable frames. My hives are
and splendid colonies of
open at the bottom and set upon little tion of honey
bits of iron, or liig nails, or even little bees. Mr. Neighbour thus describes
rocks at the corners, so there is no his visit to Mr. Schlosser
crack or joint for tlie moth to lay in.
He is a fruit-grower on a large
In the winter I let the hive down on
the plank to keep the cold out. I have scale as well as an apiarist, and has a
We
liad "very good luck this way and not commodious house and garden.
much trouble. Bees are very much were at once conducted to his beelike the liumaii f;unily. The queen is house, which is in the form of across,
the head of tlie house and has power having 4 doors. Each one of the four
and authority, and fares sumptuously wings projects nearly 11 feet, and is
every day ; but like all great potenta- tlie same in breadth, w'licli, adding
tes she lives shut up in her palace and the space of tlie interior, gives a dihas a guard to protect her, and hardly ameter from door to door of about 33
ever gets out to enjoy tlie sunshine or feet. One-half the space of the interthe flowers. Sorter like the King or ior is required for the necessary manthe Queen, or tlie Czar, or even the ipulations, the other half to the right
President, for somebody is always on and left is occupied by the hives. The
the lookout to shoot 'em for some- first shelf is about 2 feet from the
thing or for nothing, and it don't floor, the second tier is the same dismatter which. Then there are the tance above, and the third is 2 feet
big, fat, lazy drones that lie around higher. The hives are " Meliring's"
and eat and sleep and have to be sup- twin-frame hives, and of much the
ported and don't do a lick of work, same construction as Dzierzon's, exand we can pick out just such folks cept that the colonies are side by side,
in this subloonary world who don't not end to end as is the case with the
contribute a tiling to the public good latter. J^ach shelf accommodates four
and never earn an honest dollar, but twin colonies, so that the openings
are always foraging on somebody, are cut in the boarding for eight enthus there may be 24 coloswindling, gambling or speculating, trances
and when they get ready to die they nies on eacli of the eight sides. This
can't recall a single benefit they have pavilion therefore holds when filled
conferred upon mankind. Then there 192 colonies of bees. At the time I
are working bees that gather all the was there many colonies were away at
honey and make all the comb, fill all the moors, consequently only a few
the little cells and store it away for were to be seen. The house is closely
winter, and they are never idle, and boarded and lias a tiled roof. There
wliat they work for they will defend is no admission of light except when
and protect. Just so with the labor- the doors are thrown open. The
ing classes who toil and sweat in the hives open at the back, and are therefield and work-shop, and in the mines, fore easily manipulated without mowhose constant labor supports and lestation by robber bees. Escape for
Hiimoroiis.

—" Bill

Arp "

—

—

;
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any bees that are outside the hives
found tlirough the open door.

is

Tliere is plenty of space to work the
extractor in the center of the building. On inquiring if there was an apparent difference in the prosperity of
the colonies facing the different aspects, Mr. Schlosser said that those
exposed to the afternoon and evening
sun, which induced the bees to fly
out again, are placed in the most unfavorable position ; but as long as the
entrances are not exposed to the direct rays of the sun it makes no difference whether they face nortli, south,
east or west, and the only drawback
which he finds to his " pavilion " is,
that when quite filled, the colonies
are placed in too close proximity,
whicli causes the loss of many queens
in their return from their wedding
flight.

Bees Injuring Fmit.— A late numthe Western Rural, has an
amusing burlesque on the subject of
bees injuring fruit. Of course, there
could have been no more conclusive
evidence presented to the Dutchman's
mind that bees did really injure his
fruit, than to have a swarm attempt

frames you had placed in the new hive,
they will sometimes swarm anyhow,
so you will notice to tear them down,
if any exist before closing them up.
The brood in the old hive hatching
out very rapidly will soon make a
good colony. The space in the old
hive from where you removed the
frame should be filled with comb, or
foundation, for if an empty frame be
to cluster in his apple tree. So, too, placed there the bees will fill it with
with many Who most positively assert drone comb as they seldom make anything else while without a laying
that bees destroy their grapes they queen. In eight or nine days after
have found the grapes punctured or dividing, all the queen cells except
the skins cracked open, and have dis- one should be taken out, so as not to
cause after swarms.
covered bees in large numbers sipping
the juice, and this is sufficient ground
with them upon which to base the assertion that bees do injure fruit, and
to petition their condemnation* as a
nuisance. Following is the squib
ber of

;

Fairs and their Advantages.— The
We once told a Dutchman of our acTopeka, Kansas, makes the
quaintance that bees did not injure
following remarks on this subject
fruit in the least, when he .said that
The inception of an agricultural he knew better and gave the followin
motion
the
best
elements
fair puts
ing argument to prove that bees do
of farm life. It stimulates a laudable inj ure fruit
" Vonce a long vile ago
ambition with reference to the local- I vent into mine abble orchard to
If it is a township glime a bare dree to kit some beaches
ity interested.
fair, the township at once has a repu- to make mine vrow a blum budding
tation at stake ; if it is a county fair, mit; und vent I kits away up on de
then the county comes in to be sus- toppermost limbs, a hole lot of pees,
tained ; if it is a state fair, the whole pees vat come for honey gitten, two,
and, in tree, five dousand hundred of em
state is to be represented
every case, all individuals interested game, ven I vos on de highermost
in the good name of the township, pranches, und tey schting me all over
county or state feel concerned about so pad as never vas, und right before
the success of the fair. It has the mine vace too, und I not know vere
effect to organize the working powers I am, so I vail town so high up, mit
of every community.
one leg on both sides of de bicket
fair is an advertisement for the vence, und like to stove my outsides
community interested, and for every in. Viis you say, hey Peas no steal
individual person who participates. de fruit, ven 1 ketch 'em at it?"
If the general display is good, it gives
a good reputation to the people repSwarming and Dividing for Increase.
and in detail, every single
resented
exhibitor has opportunities for show- —The Indiana Farmer gives the foling his own skill and success in his lowing on the above subject
specialty if he have any. Every exThere are no certain signs as to
hibitor meets hundreds of new acquaintances, and he learns to talk to just when a colony will swarm, so far
as
outside indications will show, more
ttiem. He becomes a public man for
than the clustering of bees on the outthe time being.
This assocuition with his fellow side of the hive, and the hanging of
men, and in connection with his own pollen gatherers with the cluster outvocation, affords to the farmer many side instead of entering tlieir hive,
freopportunities tor improving hiuiself but by examining tlie frame
socially, and for acquiring informa- quently, watching the progress, one
tion that would never come if there can soon tell when they are about
were no fairs. Their educating ad- ready to cast a swarm, and as soon as
vantages are seen on every hand. the queen cells are about ready to cap
Not only the farmer himself, but his over is the best time to divide. Probfamily and friends are benefltted. ably the safest and easiest way to
Tliey become partners in his gains, divide, is as soon as they are ready,
lift out the frame, bees, brood and all
and share in his success.
Fairs operate to make men and on which the queen is found place
this frame in the new hive, filling out
more
women better, larger hearted,
liberal they give men larger and bet- with frames of comb or foundation,
ter views of life and labor; and better or if you do not have either, fill out
than all, they educate farmers and with empty frames. Now place the
their sons and daughters to regard new hive, containing the old queen
farm life more favorably. Many on the old stand, moving the old hive
fanners look upon their calling as to a new location. By this plan you
common, and witliout attractions. throw nearly all the working bees
This is a fatal error with some. Fairs where the most work is to be done in
correct this evil. They elevate the the new hive, and they will proceed
standard of labor, and help make to work the same as though they had
farming appear to be what it really is, swarmed naturally. But if the old
the most independent, manly and bees had made up their mind to swarm
and you had left a queen cell on the
honorable of callings.
:

Capitul,

For

:

;

A

I

;

;

;
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Florida as a Bee Country.

W.

S.

HART.

On page 233 of the Bee Joubnai.
Mr. T. S. Roys cruelly sweeps Florida
clear out of the bee-keeping world
with a few graceful turns of his pen.
He also kindly shows the " great
guns " the folly of their theories, and
them right (?) "as to the cause
dysentery, diarrhea, etc."
Ac-

sets

of

cording to his statement and the date
of his letter, he liad been in this State
nearly three winter months.
He says " My observations have
only extended to the peninsular por:

of the State, and from what I
of that, would say, don't come
here to go into the bee business. I
am somewhat of a beeasticus myself,
tion

know

and know whereof

I speak." If he
has been to the peninsular portion of
the State, he evidently has not been
over it. He must have gone down a
pine ridge and returned the way he

came.
Tlie writer did not feel competent
to give a decided opinion of the honey
resources of Florida until he had been

here as

many

years as Mr. Roys had

months and been

clear around and
pretty well over the " peninsular portion of the State." My opinion was
then so well founded that I have as
yet, after being here seven years, seen
no cause to change it. However, I
perfectly agree with Mr. R. in advising " all to look before they leap "
into this or any new country for a
permanent stay. Among the hundreds of letters that I have written in
reply to enquiring bee-keepers, I do
not think one cah be found wherein I
have advised selling a home in the

North to come South, without first
coming here to see how the country
suits.

This is a peculiar country to the
Northerner. It has more advantages
and disadvantages than any State
that I am acquainted with. Some
people it will suit well, others it will
not but whoever comes here with a
determination to stay, backed by
;

•
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energy and reasonable judgment, is than the Puritans did of North
bound to do well and accumulate America, he has traversed more of it
property. And one way of doing this than I think he has.
New Smyrna, Fla.
is by keeping bees in the coast counties south of the 29th parallel, where
Whether
plentiful.
the mangrove is
Farmers' Home Journal.
or not Mr. R. has ever been where
Rearing and Introducing Qiieeus.
the mangrove is to be found he does
not state, yet from his writings I
G. W. DEMAEEE.
should judge not. He writes from
Jacksonville, has been in the State
There is nothing connected with
nearly three months, and assures us
that the bees have been gathering bee-culture that gives the apiarist so
honey about his house for the past much satisfaction, as well as so many
three weeks. California is a large advantages, as the art of rearing and
State, and only a small portion of it is introducing queens. If he has a colony
good for bee-keeping, yet 600 people of bees that give poor results in the
give their time wholly to the industry. way of increase and production of
Florida is also a large State, as is honey, he can soon change the state
shown by the fact that the Okechobee of tilings by removing the unprofitLand Co., propose to drain a tract of able queen and introducing a better
rich land in the southern portion of one in her place.
I have had queens that started in
the peninsula, larger by 1,000 square
miles than the combined area of the the spring with fair sized colonies
States of Rhode Island, Connecticut, that failed to get in working trim till
New Jersey, and Delaware, said land after the main honey harvest was
being outside of the settled portions past, while other queens would (ill
of the peninsula, and until within a their hives with bees and be ready
To
very few years never had been visited and waiting for the harvest.
remedy these evils I commence to
by a white man.
rear queens as soon in the spring as
Again, Florida has nearly as long a
the weather will permit, in order that
coast line as all the Atlantic States
I may have good laying queens to
together. A large part of this coast
take the place of such as do not give
line lies south of the29tli parallel, and
I
satisfactory results. If possible
there is the bee country that I recomhave a laying queen to intromend. I do not think Mr. R. has wouldto the parent colony as soon as
duce
ever seen any of this country. There
swarms issue. Managed in
certainly room for more bee-keepers, as in all that country I know of
but one man who gives all his time to
is

bee-keeping.

He

has been here over

a year, and now wants to buy land
and make a home for himself and bees.

How

he succeeds can be seen by turning to page 194 of Gleanings, and reading a short communication from Mr.
C. F. Hopkins. I believe that Mr.
Hopkins looked some further than
Mr. Roys, saw more and speaks better
of the prospects liere. After reading
his note turn over one leaf, and on
page 196 see a few lines from Mr. E.
M. Johnson, that speaks well for the

the

first

this way a colony will hardly miss the
bees that are led off by the old queen,
because they are furnished with a
queen that goes right to laying and
ttie hive is soon replenished with
workers. This is made quite apparent
when we take into consideration that
the young generally hatches ei^ht
days after the old queen leads off the
swarm and begins to lav at ten days
old, which makes about eighteen days
that the colony is without a laying
queen. Really two or three more
days should be added to this, because
the young queens lay slowly for the

These eigh-

first two or
bee interest here.
teen or twenty days sometimes make
As a guarantee for my reliability, all tlie difference between a f:iir yield
and indorsement of my statements, 1 of honey and no surplus at all.
will say that the Agent of the State
Doubtless some one will ask, " How
Bureau of Immigration issued a do you rear queens V" Well, we older
pamphlet asking for information in ones are apt to forget that our ranks
regard to sheep raising and bee-keep- are continually being filled up with
ing in this State, and sent copies to candidates for bee knowledge, and
parties all over the State. One was therefore it is proper to go over what
sent to me with a letter inclosed, ask- to us seems to be old grounds for the
ing for something more elaborate than benefit of beginners, from time to
the circular called for. I wrote an time. Thus we "provide things new
article and sent it with the suggestion and old."
that all the bee-keeping returns be
The methods employed by different
put together in pamphlet form for bee-keepers vary somewhat, but the
distribution. Hon. C. Drew writes principle is the same. In order not to
Dae that he is acting upon my sugges- confuse the reader, I will simply give
tion and will forward me 200 copies the plan I follow with satisfactory reas soon as done. I will send a copy sults. In this climate about the 15th
to the T5ee Journal, and also to any of May is soon enough to commence

other parties that write for them inclosing stamp.
In conclusion, I will say that at
present, railroads are few in the aforesaid country, although without doubt
several will be built within the year,
and most of the traveling is done by
boats and slow teams ; so, if Mr. Roys
knows more of this portion of Florida

three days.

rear queens. Of course the state
the weather must govern these
things.
I select a strong colony to rear the
queen cells, and proceed as follows I
open the hive which contains the

to
of

:

queen I wish to breed from, and from
one of the center combs I cut a piece
about 2x3 inches, containing eggs and

larviE

357
This

just hatched.

known by

a

small drop

creamy looking substance

can

be

of white
at the bot-

of the cell. I prefer to have some of
the eggs just hatched, because I thereby save about three days' time, as it
requires three days for the egg of the
honey bee to hatch. I now move
the colony, which I have selected to

rear the queen cells, from tlieir stand
and place an empty hive in its place,
provided with some empty combs or
frames filled with foundation.
Now, cut a slot in one of the combs,
near the corner and running parallel
with the top bar, about a half inch
wide and eight or ten inches long. As
bees are decidedly pleased with an
opening just below the cell, I usually
cut notches in the lower edge of the
but tliis is not
slot like saw teeth
essential. I now cut the piece of
comb containiug the eggs, etc., as
above described, into strips and fit
them into the slot. If they do not fit
close enough to stay in yjlace, they
can be secured by some slender wooden
pins. I now open the hive that I have
removed from its stand, and look up
the queen and place the comb on
which I find her in my comb box, or
any other safe place. This I do to
prevent a possibility of getting the
queen into the new hive, which would
certainly defeat the object of my
;

labors.
I now take out

one of the side combs
but no eggs or
larvoe, and set it in one side of the
new hive, and set the comb containing the eggs (I have supplied) next to
and then finish out witii empty
it,
combs or frames of foundation as
above stated. I now shake the bees
oti of two or three combs from the
old hive into the new one. Tins gives
containing honey,

new hive a division of the youn^
bees, which is quite essential to cell
building. The bees are now covered
with a quilt, and the hive closed up.
The queen is returned to the old hive,
and the latter is given a new stand.
The old bees will nearly all go back to
their old location, and go to work like

the

a natural swarm.
I keep an eye on the new colony to
see how they progress in cell building.
On the eighth day I examine the cells
to see how many there are, and then
proceed to form nuclei to suit the
number of cells. This I do by taking
two combs with bees adhering (be
sure the queen is left at home) and
setting them in an empty hive, at one
side hanging in a division board to
curtail the size of the hive. These
nuclei are made from any strong
colonies. In one or two days after
the nuclei are made they will have
realized their queenless condition,
and will be ready to accept the cells.
We now open theqiieen rearing
hive and cut out all the cells but one,
or as many as we want, if there should
bit of comb
chance to be a surplus.
should be left adhering to each cell,
and they must be handled carefully.
Each nucleus is provided with a cell.
This I do by taking out one of the
combs and cut a hole in it, and fasten
the cell to the edge of the comb {inside the hive) with a wooden pin inserted through the bit of comb ad-

A
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hering to the cell, and into the edge of
the comb. The bees will finish up
the job. The young queens will liatch
in two or three days, and will go out
to meet tlie drones in five or six more
days, and at about ten days old they
will

commence

You now

to lay eggs.

have laying queens at your disposal.
Christiansburg, Ky.
For the American Be© Jonraal.

Care of Comb Honey
G. M.

— No.

2.

DOOLITTLE.

Having our honey placed in a warm
room, as recommended in my last, the
next thing which will need our attention will likely be the larva; of the
in order to keep them from
damaging our honey, for I have yet to
see tlie pile of 1 ,000 lbs. of comb honey
which does not have more or less of
these worms or larvffi upon it, after it
has been stored in a warm room for :2
weeks. Some of our bee friends tell
us they are never troubled in this way,
but however strong my hopes may be,
as I place my honey in the honeyroom, that I shall, like them, be exempt from that nuisance " moth
worms," still I have to eventually
conclude with such liopes never realized, for the worms always put in an
appearance. After the honey has
been away from the bees alxiut 10
days, if we inspect the cappings of
the honey closely, we will detect little
places of white dust resembling Hour
upon the surface of tlie comb, and
usually most abundant near the bottom of tlie box. Now, although this
place may not be larger than than the
eye of a fine needle, still it tells us for
certain that a tiny worm ot the wax
moth is there, and tliat unless it is destroyed, it will destroy more or less of
the nice white comb which encases
our lioney.
While in the city of Syracuse, N. Y.,
a number of years ago, I saw boxes of
honey whicli had worms in them as
large as a slate pencil, and an inch or
more long, and althougli they had
nearly denuded the honey of the nice
white cappings to the cells, still I
could not make tlie groceryman believe the worms lived upon tlie wax.
Such a spectacle soon disgusts customers, and injures the sale of comb

wax moth,

honey very much.
several examinations, you
such little white, tlour-like
need be very thankful. If
you should find these, the next thing
To do this
is to sulphur your honey.
I get an old kettle and put some ashes
in the bottom of it so there will be no
danger of lire resulting from the heat
from the coals, whicli are to be placed
therein.
When I have the kettle thus
prepared, I take it to the honey room
and pour sulphur, which has been
previously weighed, on the coals to
the amount of '4 lb. to every 7.5 cubic
feet contained in the room when the
kettle is quickly pushed under the
pile of honey and the room closed,
you will have to be spry, or you will
get some of the fumes thereof yourself, which IS not very pleasant, I assure you. I now go and look in at the
It, after
fail to find

places, you

;

window, to which the few flies which grade it, making three grades of it.
chance to be in the room will come, In the first grade I place all which is
lioping to escape their doom. As soon perfect or nearly so, and such as is
as 1 see the last fiy is lifeless, I take termed A No. 1. In the second grade
out my watch, and, after the lapse of is placed all of my combs which have
5 minutes, I open the windows so as to been soiled by having a few cells of
carry out the smoke as soon as possi- brood or pollen in them, and also all
ble, "for if allowed to settle on the which are light in weight or are not
combs it will turn them a greenish fully capped. In my third grade I put
color, which damages the sale of all which is off-color, such as buckwheat, or a mixture of light and dark
honey very much.
If more honey is brought into the honey together. The grading of all
room this is aIs(S watched, and when kinds of products pays well and that
the marks of the worms are seen on of honey especially. My next will be
these the same operation is repeated crates, crating, and hauling to market
again, and so on till I am sure the or the railroad.
Borodino, N. Y.
honey leaves my hands without danger of these pests making an appearance after it has been placed upon the
London Journal of Horticulture.
market. After this is done, the next
do is to glass tlie sections, as
most of our Eastern markets still demand their honey glassed. In order
to have my glass cut accurate the narrow way, t\'here it goes between the
projections on the sections, I buy the
glass cut in strips 6x30, and then
place these strips in a box similar to a
miter box, using the diamond to cut
tiling I

CiiltiTation of Plants for Bees.

FRANK

R.

CHESHIRE.

That the place occupied in Nature
by bees in general, and the honey
bee in particular, is, as a rule, not
understood even by the bee-keeper
himself, is certain"; and he in consequence is often led into expenditure
which he would not otherwise have
incurred, while he is not unfrequently
met by disappointment which a little
greater knovvedge would have prevented. Let me in order to make this

the glass in a similar way to which a
saw is used in cutting lumber in such
a box. Thus I have each glass just
alike and exactly as I wish it. I once
bought a lot of glass cut 5x0, because
they told me at the factory that it
should be cut accurate the 5 way, clear explain that the business of the
but upon getting it I found that accu- bee as a honey and pollen gatherer,
rate meant all the way from AJi to although most interesting to us as
jig'.
As it was getting late, I was bee-keepers, because upon this our
obliged to use it, but I had better have profit rests, is after all but the least
thrown it entirely away, for in crowd- part of the work which the insect acing the larger glass between the pro- complislies in the great and wonderjections to the sections, the combs ous scheme of Nature. The bloom
were cracked loose from the sides of secretes honey, but not for itself it
the box, causing it to leak and mak- is a gift to tlie honey gatherer nay,
ing it liable to break down in ship- rather a payment, for the bee in its
ping. Thus I learned a lesson, which, visits to secure food for itself and
though costly, has perhaps been a young unconsciously performs an act
benefit to me. Since tlien I have cut which completes the object of the
my own glass the narrow way, and flower's existence, and receives the
have learned by experience that to be honey as a compensation for its
just right the glass should be cut 1-32 service. This subject is so full of
of an inch narrower than the box, marvels and is so various in its dethereby letting it go between the pro- tails, that anything beyond an illusjections without crowding. After the tration or two I cannot at the present
glass is cut, it is washed .so clean that attempt.
Speaking broadly then,
it fairly shines, when it is ready to be honey-bearing
flowers liave anthers
placed on the honey, which is done by which shed pollen, while at a certain
bending up the tin points which were period a central organ or organs of
previously driven into the end pieces the bloom (stigma or stigmata) open
of the section at the time the sections and wait for pollen being placed upon
were made. After bending up the their surfaces. When this occurs a
tins, drop in the glass and bend them l)ollen tube, as it is termed, grows
back over the glass, when the work is down from the pollen granule to the
done.
ovary and enters the ovule, which
Now scrape every bit of propolis henceforth passes into a new phase of
and dirt off tlie outside of the box or its existence as a fertilized developsection, so it will be as clean and nice ing seed. Without this placing of the
as when first made, and it is readv to pollen granule upon the stigma the
be crated. This point of scraping off bloom remains exiianded for an unthe propolis is overlooked by some, usual time, but at length fades, leavfor I have seen sections sent to mar- ing no seed behind. The placing of
ket so daubed with propolis as to look the pollen granule upon the stigma
untidy and injure the sale of it. If can hardly be accomplished without
we w'ish to get a good price for our the intervention of insects, for almost
product and increase the demand for all blooms present some curious correthe same, all these little things should lation of parts which makes it diffibe looked after, for they go toward cult, or even imjiossible, for its seed
spoiling tlie sale of our crop, or en- to be fertilized by pollen it has itself
hancing the value thereof, as the case produced. Cross-fertilization and not
in-breeding is the law for a reason
may be.
Either bofore the honey is glassed amazing by its beauty. This crossing
or afterward (generally before), I is secured by means which are legion,

—

;
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but amongst wliich two are the most
common viz., the anthers ripen lirst,
and not till all their pollen is gone
does the stigma become receptive
(protandrous), or the stigma is first
produced, the anthers not ripening
till after an opportunity for fertilization by other pollen has been given

—

(protogynous).
It is a general rule that honey continues to be secreted till fertilization
takes place, when a diversion of nutrition occurs, and with the ceasing of
the honey the petals, nature's colored
flags huiig out to attract the insect
visitant, drop. Tlie netting of the
greenhouse or conservatory against
insects is of course right, because here
bloom and not seed is the object de-

and injure the honey-producing
of the country.

terests

in-

The people

want a pure article, and will buy it
and use it liberally, when convinced
of its purity. Every business man, or
nearly so, to whom you offer honey,
will ask you if it is pure. Now, if
there is the least taint of sugar about
it you must say so or lie.
But if you
begin to explain
little, etc.,

tliat

there

why, the game

may

be a

up and

is

you are out, for no respectable dealer
will touch it, unless you can vouch
for its purity. True, you could make
a big report at the close of the honey
season
but I am proud to believe
that no Canadian bee-keeper would
feel very happy over a crooked report,
however large, consisting of sugar and
;

honey.
Let us most religiously see to it that
seeds, and
Ontario honey shall stand extra No. 1,
on railway banks and disregarded in the markets of the world. Work
corners, or in our grounds if extensive, hard and make your honey crop as
is very useful, because here we con- large as possible
but never sacrifice
sired.

The scattering

of Clover and borage
sucli like, in waste places

;

instinct which we quality for quantitv.
neglect if our blooms are made to nod
Belmont, Out., May 4, 1882.
their heads in tlie very face of the
bees as they start from the alighting
From the Bienenzeitung.
board. I have been told not a few
A Pecnliar Incident.
times by disappointed purchasers of

form

to a natural

seed packets j)otentially containing
wliole supers of honey that the plants
represented to be so suited to bees

T.

ZINCK.

have
I am always pleased to look at queen
This bees, but Tuesday, the 12th July last,
year, in watching my clierry trees formed an exception. On that day,
about 70 yards from my hives, I found between and 6 o'clock in the afterbut few yellow-banded bees amongst noon, 1 discovered a queen in my garthem in comparison with the number den about fifteen paces from the
seen on those of a neighbor at four or place where my hives are kept, restfive times tlie distance. It is thus by ing on the ground and surrounded by
wide diffusion that the multitudes of a cluster ot bees, to which my attenbloom get in the main their needed tion was directed by a number of
attention, and that their honey is not workers hovering over the queen.
provided in vain.
The bees behaved exactly as they do
London, Eiig.
when a swarm looses its queen, but I
was quite certain that no swarm had
issued from any of my colonies. I at
Canadian Farmer.
once thought of a colony from which
Management of Bees in Spring'.
the queen had been removed twenty
days previously. In this hive a young
S. T. TETTIT.
queen appeared on the 7th July, but

were quite unvisited..

now made the

I

hope

I

reason apparent.

.5

I
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again, which attracted my attention.
I picked up the queen, who was now
minus one of lier wings, and allowed
her to enter the hive by the entrance.
She was again well received by the
workers.
On the following day (Thursday) I
noticed notliing unusual in the morning, and in the afternoon I was obliged
to leave home.
When I returned late
in the evening I did not think it
necessary to examine the interior of
the hive, as the outside presented its
customary appearance. I looked for
the qu" en on the ground in the garden,
but she was not to be found there. At
half-past seven the next morning I
paid a visit to my colony whose existence was in danger, and as soon as
I opened tlie hive I knew at once that
it was without a queen.
I found the
queen on the ground in the garden
for the third time, surrounded again
by a few workers. Of course she had
not left the hive the same morning,
but the previous afternoon, which accounted for the colony being in such
an excited state. Knowing that it
was impossible for the queen to become fertile on account of her being
unable to keep on the wing, I placed
her in a queen cage among the bees,
and a few hours afterwards I introduced a fertile queen in her place.
Though this is a case of rare occurrence, nevertheless it will show that
when a queen leaves the hive on her
wedding trip she remains in com-

munication with hercolonyby worker
bees which accoiiipaiiy her. This was
the interesting part" of the affair,
which inclines me to hope that queen
bees do not so easily lose their way

and perish, as is often stated.
It was the first time that I lost a
young queen, and in this case it was,
perhaps, through some fault of my
own, as I performed some operations
on the colony between the time of the
queen leaving the cell and her wedding excursion. The exterior of the
hive was, indeed, not interfered with,
but I made some alterations in the
interior, during which the wing of
the queen may have become damaged
by the workers or otherwise. The
queen certainly appeared faultless to
me when I saw her immediately after
she was hatched.
" One misfortune seldom comes
alone," and this saying seems to be
true with regard to bees also. Last
summer this same colony killed their
own queen— the best one I possessed
—after I had deprived them of all
their honeycomb, which was replaced
by empty combs, of which 1 had a
sufficient number from previous bad
times to enable me to make artificial
swarms. When I gave them a new

the bees did not tear away the superAllow me to say one word with re- fluous royal cells until the 10th July.
gard to the. management of bees in On that day the weather was most
spring. Some few prominent bee- unfavorable, nor did any drones venkeepers with more zeal than wisdom, ture out of their hive on the 11th,
recommend feeding bees at this season but I confidently expected the young
of the year, large quantities of sugar queen of this colony to become imsyrup," so that when they begin to pregnated on ttie 12th July, which was
work on clover, the hives are already a lovely day. I picked up the poor
full of syrup, and consequently the queen, and finding that one of her
first, and in fact all the clover honey wings was dislocated I put her into a
must go to tlie surplus boxes. INow, queen cage, which I fixed inside the
all this sounds very nice, and possibly hive above the comb bars.
The bees
some beginners may follow such a surrounded the cage joyfully and as
course until a little more knowledge the queen did not try to get away
on the subject convinces them of the from them, butevidently allowed herfolly of that kind of practice. I will self to be fed, I liberated her a few
give my reason why not to do so.
minutes afterwards, and I soon saw queen and liberated her after two days'
;

to

When the surplus boxes are put on
make room for the queen, the bees

will usually move a large part of the
stores from" the brood chamber to the
surplus apartments, and thus you see
you have an adulterated instead of a

market. But it
as been said that a little sugar won't
poison any body. Very true, it will
not. But to do so, will poison your
conscience
lower yourself in your
own estimation, blast your reputation.

Eure

article

;

for the

her walking about
had to be
It

among

the bees.
ascertained now
whether tlie queen was incapable of
flying when she left the hive or
whether she had met with an accident
after the act of impregnation. Unfortunately the fonn'er turned out to
be the case, for on the following day
Wednesday) I found her again in the
garden at the same time running
backwards and forwards alone, but
some workers were hovering over her
(

confinement the bees immediately
attacked her, and would have killed
lier if { had not rescued her from their
fury in time. After tliis a royal cell
was inserted, which was very late in

and when at length the
queen made her appearance she first

hatching,

drone eggs only, but afterwards
she also produced workers. She did
not prove verv fertile, however, so
that her population increased but
slowly this spring. I therefore relaid

'
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ing entirely. He seldom divided, but
preferred to make up a good swarm,
from several, and give them a fertile
The new queen having been accepted queen.
This subject was further discussed
I trust all its troubles will now be at
on Thursday afternoon. All. or nearly
an end.
all, favored the method, of making up
Kleinheilbach, Germany.
swarms practiced by Mr, Robertson.
F. S. Covey dispensed with handling the queen cells, and obtained fine
queens in this way ; he made up strong
swarms of young bees and brood,
dividing into nuclei when queen cells
were old enough, leaving one good
He then exchanged
cell in each hive.
strong swarms. The
places with
Local Convention Directory.
majority were found to favor natural

moved

the queen, leaving the colony
to rear a new one. What happened
to this queen lias just been related.

swarming
Time and Place of Meeting.
AuE. 10— Maine State, at Harmony, Maine.
1882.

Wm.

5-N. W.

Sept.

111.

and

S.

W.

Hoyt, Sec.
Wis., at Rockton, III.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct.

5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky,
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Western Michigan.

[We

give this week the remainder
proceedings of the Western
Michigan Convention, which had not
arrived at the hour of going to press
with our last issue :— Ed.]

of the

Italianizing an Apiary.
I would start a
nucleus for each colony, and save the
time of the old queens until the young
queens were ready to use. The cells
should be grown in strong colonies,
and only the best stock used. I use a

Mr. Bobertson.

lamp nursery,

in whicli the cells are

placed to hatch, and drop the virgin
queens into the nuclei within a few
hours after hatching. In introducing
fertile queens, I generally use the
caging process, though I have succeeded well with oilier methods.
Mr. Cobb. I use an introducing
cage of my own, which I fasten to the
side of the comb. After 48 hours I
make a hole through the comb into
the cage, and return it, leaving tlie
Nuclei
laees to liberate the queen.
should be started tl-l hours before putting queen cells in them.
Mr. Kilburn. It would endanger
the life of the queen to disturb the
bees within a week after introducing.
I favor the mode of introducing used

by Mr. Cobb.
"Mr. Robertson thought one method
infallible that was to place the queen
on combs of hatching brood. Remove
;

the colony, i)lacing the hive, containing tlie queen to be introduced on the
old stand. The bees returning from
the field would join the new queen,
afterward the rest of the swarm could
be given tliem, taking care, of course,
to destroy tlie old queen.

Mr. Kilburn thought this would
succeed only when honey was being
gathered.
Artificial Swarming.
Mr. Robertson, in answer to a question, said he practiced artificial swarm-

in practice.

ing for himself. The bee-keeper must
combine theory and practice in order
to make the business pay. I have for
4 or .J years been somewhat acquainted
with the little busy workers, but for
the last 2 years I have tried to study
their natures and habits, and feel as
yet I know but little about them.
In regard to wintering, I am satis-

upward ventilation is essential.
Our bees were packed in cliafE on the
summer stands last November, all in
fied

good fair condition. In the cover of
one hive a }4 inch hole was bored and
a sniall tube inserted which came up
through the chaff. Upon examining
this hive in March, we found the
colony strong, bees having that glossy

look characteristic of health. The
bottom board was nearly clear of dead
Mr. Cobb said he had tried the bees and the hive presented the best
conCyprian bees one season. He
appearance of any in the yard. My
sidered his opinion ratlier premature opinion of wintering is, first a strong
had found them a little more colony; plenty of stores ; a cool, dry
as yet
inclined to sting than Italian bees, atmosphere.
The problem witli us is how shall
particularly so wlien no lioney was being gathered. Felt like discarding we obtain the most honey V which I
them at first, but found some good presume is the principal object with
points. He had found them more most bee-keepers (while each has his
prolific and better honey gatherers own particular way of managing his
than the Italians. His Cyprian colo- bees). Inventors and mechanics are
nies already had drone brood. He had constantly at work on improvements,
thereby greatly facilitating the labor
an imported queen.
Mr. Robertson preferred the Italian of the bees. I liave to confess that
to the Cyprian bees on account of our surplus account does not come
tlieir temper.
within a long way of L. C. Root and
John Slabbekoorn. I have found some otliers. One man claims 600 lbs.
them much crosser than Italian bees. per colony.
Mr. Kilburn. While tliey will breed
My opinion is the queen has much
a little faster, tliey have no other ad- to do with the activity of the colony.
vantage over the Italian bees. As Two colonies have stood side by side
one colony produced
lioney gatherers he has found them in our apiary
no better. They cannot be managed more than as much again lioney as the
with smoke. They are more inclined other. I think in obtaining queens
to rob, and will defend their hives this should be one of the ruling traits.
with more spirit than will Italian We have tried various ways to make
these lazy bees go to worjj, but withbees.
Mr. Cobb. I have found them man- out much success. I think the fault
ageable with smoke. I agree witli was with the mother.
Another thought concerning the
Mr. Kilburn that they are more inought we not, as beeclined to rob and will defend them- sale of honey
bees.
Italian
keepers, to obtain a uniform price ?
selves better than
The President advocated the im- Competition is the life of business, is
provement of the Italian race, by care- the tradesmans theory yet may we
ful selection and breeding from the not in justice to ourselves, and kindmost prolific.
ness to our brother bee-keepers, be
The question was asked, " Is this conformed to a general price for our
produce. In union there is strength.
extra prolificness desirable V"
really nice article will always sell
Mr. Cobb thought that where white
clover was the main dependance, more readily in the market than an
extra prolificness was desirable.
inferior one, but if one dealer sells his
Mr. Kilburn and others had found a honey 2 or 3 cents cheaper than the
cross between the Italian and Cyprian average price, it soon produces conOur home
fusion in the market.
races produced very good bees.
The following paper was read by market is much better than the market East, West, or South, according
Mrs. Jennie Walcott.
to bee papers, and I hope it may still
"Thonghts on Bee Keeping."
continue so. I think it will if we are
That bee-keeping is a business or careful to offer only a good article,
profession as much as agriculture, and expect a good price for it. In rehorticulture, architecture, or any of gard to comb foundation, or natural
the various pursuits followed by man- comb, we say give us the natural
kind, none that have kept bees a few comb. Not ignoring this noble inyears will deny, and our success in vention of foundation (many times
this branch of industry depends en- have we mentally thanked our brother
tirely upon our natural and acquired across the ocean for this wonderful
ability. By acquired ability, I mean help in comb building), but we think
tlie amount of reading and careful its place is in the brood chamber. We
study we have given this pursuit in save every small piece of natural
It is unlike comb, and fit them nicely together,
its various bearings.
most trades where one serves an ap- and place them in the hive, the bees
prenticeship of several years before soon fix them solid and we have anbeing considered capable of manag- other comb for the extractor. One
Cyprian Bees.

;

;

;

;

A

•
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Providing Water for Bees.

more thought may we not add

to the
general interest of the meeting if each
one write a short account of this
summer's experiments, both successes
and failures, thereby being a mutual
benefit to us all lastly, may we not,
as bee-keepers, greatly increase our
facilities for honey producing, by
planting small basswood trees by the
road side and along line fences, and
by sowing those seeds, and furnishing
them gratis to our neighbors, which
yield honey. Buckwheat, which is
useful as a grain, and many other
plants which amply repay us with the
sweet nectar they furnish.
Mr. Robertson pteferred foundation to natural comb. Used the Dunham—thick for brood combs and thin
for sections. He preferred to till the
sections with it.
Mr. Kilburn preferred the Vandervort foundation on account of natural
;

;

Mr.

Robinson

thought this was

important. They would accept water
many times very thankfully.
Mr. Covey. Many bees were chilled
and lost in the spring while gathering water in cool weather; believed
they should at such times be provided
with water at home.
The President. Bees are supposed
to prefer brackish or salt water.
Mr. Cobb gave them water made a
little sweet, in feeders, to keep them
at home. It was easier, but not as
eff .'Ctive to feed water in the yard.
The President had fed bees water
while in the cellar, with good results.
Mr. Covey had a swarm become
very uneasy in tlie cellar and finally
die. On examination he found they
had considerable brood, and thought
the want of water had made them
uneasy.

shape of base.
The President used foundation in
sections only for starters. Had found

stU^U^IM
?£7i
Hunting Wild Bees.— Please state
the plan of hunting bees. There are
several bee-trees in my neighborhood^
if they could be found early enough
to transfer. I have 1 colony of beespacked in chaff on summer stand.
They are doing nicely. K. J. Lee.
Carpenter, Iowa.
[It will take more space than we
can spare to explain the whole modus
operandi. We can supply you with a
B C, which gives a very incopy of
structive article on the subject.— Ed.]

A

All

Swarmed

packed

'>

in

colonies

May.— Last fall I
on the summer

Clipping Queens.
stand all were strong and in a healthyMr. Cobb said, in his early experi- condition this spring. One swarmed
others haveprefer ence he had a good deal of trouble on the 3d of May, and the
the bees would sometimes
he now since, the last coming out on the 2Sth.
foundation, and sometimes natural with absconding swarms
I anticipate they will furnish 100 lbs.
clipped all his queens.
comb, when placed alternately.
The meeting adjourned to meet in of section honey in June. I think
Mr. Cobb found comb honey sold
time in October they are doing well considering the
best in 1 lb. sections, and the extracted the same place at such
L. J. McKinney.
officers weather.
best in glass jars but thought buyers or November next as the
Burlington, Iowa.
would learn to take well to candied should elect.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
honey in tin pails.
Barberry.— This morning finds the
Mr. Kilburn recommended the tin
ground wliite with snow, and bees are
cans for honey the smaller sizes makMaine State ConTcntion.
housed but they are in fine condiing a cheap and salable retail packWe
tion, considering the weather.
age, and the large cans more conveniThe Maine Bee-Keepers'Association have hope yet, but it looks to-day like
ent and safe to ship in than barrels,
met at Foxcroft, Thursday, May 11. it would be all hope. Inclosed I send
as honey was hard to hold in barrels.
As Mr. Torrey was not present with you a specimen of a shrub' that the
Mr.
with
agreed
Robertson
Mr.
his essay upon wintering bees, we bees appear to like very much. It
Kilburn, that honey was har I to hold. passed to the reports. Mr. French re- grows about 10 feet high commences
He used pine kegs uncoated, and con- ported a loss of six colonies out of to bloom about the first of May, and
sidered them much better than oak. forty-one, during the winter, wintered blooms through June. Can you telL
Spruce kegs were advertised he liked partly in the cellar, and partly out of me its name
F. J. Sawin.
the idea, but had not used them.
doors, packed in chaff. Mr. Silver
Kirk wood, 111., May 23, 1882.
Mr. Covey thought bees were made lost four out of thirteen on their sum[The shrub is the common barberry,,
more irritable by using too much mer stands, without any protection.
smoke; he would give them a little,
Mr. Crockett wintered seven with- often cultivated for its pleasant, acid
and proceed at once with his work.
out any loss, he builds a house that fruit, but moae often for ornament.
The President said they should be will hold three or four hives, and
is a native of Europe, whence it was
given a little time to till themselves uses chaff for packing. Mrs. Vaughan It
at an early day, and is now
with honey.
lost four out of twenty-six, always introduced
Mr. Covey. Time is money in the wintered in the cellar without any found throughout our country. It.
honey season. He thought they were loss, until the present winter.
however, rarely escapes from cultivamore easUy handled while engaged in
President Additon said his bees had
tion to become distributed in a natfilling themselves.
wintered well, but some of the queens
Mr. Robinson. Some bees-could be were found missing this spring. Mr. ural manner. Insects of many kinda
handled well without smoke others Brockway and others had wintered visit its flowers for the honey, which
would be cross in spite of smoke.
without any loss.
is secreted in considerable quantity.
Mr. Slabbekoorn thought the quality
In the afternoon a paper on " BeeSawin is probably mistaken as to
of the honey they were gathering Keeping in Maine," prepared by I. F. Mr.
made a difference. His bees were Plummer, was read, followed by dis- the length of time the bush continues
very cross while at work on seed cussion, and numerous
questions in bloom, but a quantity of it would
onions.
were asked and answered. Voted to materially aid the bees during its seaThe President thought that bees hold the next meeting at Harmony,
son. No one should fail to observe
were aroused by the actions mostly. Somerset Co., August 10, 1882.
the movement of the stamens of the
A colt of his could crop the grass close
Wsi. IIoTT, Sec.
to the hives without getting a sting.
flower when these are touched near
W. McCordan complained that the
^°
Northwestern Wisconsin the base, as by an insect's foot or the
The
bees were much disturbed by loosenBee-Keepers' Society will meet in La- point of a pin. It was formerly taught
ing the frames in opening his hives.
crosse, Wis., June 9, 1882, in the City
property was for
Mr. Kilburn said the use of tin Hall. A good attendance is desired, that this wonderful
of putting the pollen on
purpose
corners, with metal rabbets would
the
as arrangements have been made for
prevent all sticking, but he preferred articles from practical apiarists.
the pistil of the same flower. Now
to use the common frame, with the
G. J. Pasimel, Sec.
we know that its purpose is to secure
metal rabbets.
distribution of the pollen from
the
The President carefully pried the
of the
frames loose with some instrument
I®" Those who may wish to change flower to flower through the aid
before handling, and had no trouble.
attractsnectar
the
which
insects
Weekly
,can
to
the
The secretary used a marline spike from other editions
Watch them.—T. J. Bukrill.]
do so by paying the difference.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'i

;

-

for that purpose.

—

—
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Worker Bees in (Jtieen Cells. In
overhauling a colony that had cast a
«warm, I found about 15 queen cells
•capped over. I cut all of them out.
as I wished to make use of part, and
•opened the rest to see how far they
were advanced. In the first one I
opened I found an old, dead worker
bee the next one a very fine looking
•cell— found another worker bee, but
fully alive, with its head all besmeared
with the food in the base of cell
the
rest of the cells all had queen larvie in
different stages of development. How
did the worker bees get in the cells,
and what caused them to be capped
over y Please give answer in SemiMonthly. Bees in this section are
strong, but iiave very little lioney in
the hives, and are killing off drones.
Out of 16 colonies I have had only 2
swarms. During bloom of wild cherry
and locust, bees were not able to fly,
white clover is coming in slowly, and
I think it will remain slow business,
as there seems to be very little, only
able to find it in patclies here and
there, and our only salvation seems
to be fair weather during linden
;

—

;

bloom.
Rhineland, Mo.,

T.

May

'20,

MUEHL.
1882.

they possibly can, a point not
Last season the weather
was cool and bad for rearing queens.
My queens quit laying Oct. 1.5; I
found no eggs in the liives from then
until Jan. 1, 1882. I examined, as I
thought, thoroughly. Queens seemed
to be all right; noticed in some hives
young queens appearing where the
old queens were superseded. They
ceased laying tried to rear queens iii
September and October, but had some
drone layers wliicli did not lay until
January, and I killed them when I
found what they were, except one
very fine looking queen. In the fall
my bees went to the neighboring
wine-presses and got drowned by
thousands, and vi'ere reduced accordingly. Some colonies
were small
through the winter, and mostly all
old bees in the spring; I kept reducing the hive with division boards
plain

if

in the books.

;

clipping a wing of the queen when
the boxes are put on, whether you
find queen cells or not, and regardless of

symptoms for swarming.

Ed.]

Wild Honeysuckle.— I have had to

knew when

a queen was superseded.
dared not interfere with the young
queens until they had laid, and had a
good card of eggs and sealed brood,
though 1 marked when the eggs first
appeared. Now the strangest part
appears the brood appeared to be
worker brood, and so proved, and
pure Italians. Exi>lain that if you
can. My idea is, the queens remained

;

opiilafolia a

good honey plant.

I

—

may

was agreeably sm-so since I commenced bee-keeping, in
1877. I lay it to comb foundation and prised, and now some of tliose queens
a choice race of working Italian bees. have their hives full of bees and are
Some of my queens are so dark that as prolific as any as far as I can see,
they look almost like black bees, but I saved over 100 combs of foundation
be

sure I

me good workers, all three- all winter, besides a lot of full ones.
banded and uniformly marked but The foundation was all built out.
they do not take so well as the lighter They were not touched by the moth
ones. I manage to breed from them and are all in use now. The full
annually and select. I have a very combs I uncapped and gave to the
good cross from different breeds, and bees as they needed it, and am exhave several queens that throw as fine tracting now. The honey I gave was
drones as I ever saw, and the queens dark, from goldenrod, and the bees
they give

;

are prolific, while the workers are
workers. One in particular filled a
10-frame Langstroth hive in 2 days so
full that the queen could not find an
«mpty cell. Since our last rain about
a week ago, the weatlier has been fine
and warm, and the bloom is profuse.
The yard smells of it at a distance
from the hives, and it seems like
somebody's nice kitchen on cakebaking day. Tlie honey comes clear
and fast, and when I see a cluster
-commencing at the entrance I extract,
and take at least 6 out of 10, and often

[Use the extractor very freely in the
lower story and destroy queen cells,
then clip a wing of the queen. In
fact, we cannot too highly recommend

feed my bees ever since fruit blossoms
closed off. I send you a leaf and
flower of what I call a wild honeysuckle what is it V From the long
sheath of its flower I supposed the
made expressly. The young queen bees would not be able to reach its
(drone layer) quit and had to be re- honey, but I find they manage to split
plenished occa.-jiiinally, to keep her it down, or make an incision near the
along, but did not last. All my old bottom, and work upon it from mornqueens had their wings clipped, so I ing till night. I also find the spirea

[The capping of worker bees in
is of such seldom occurit would be difficult to account for it, though we might account
for rearing a worker bee, or malformation, in a queen cell. Ed.]
dormant until spring, when a few
stray drones appeared, and the queens
The Hohey Season in California.— got fertilized from them, as I aimed
Bees are now booming on blue sage to rear drones early, but the bees were
and fruit bloom, and good help is very not so minded and were not early.
scarce. They are doing better than She must have been fertilized late in
last year. I never had hives filled up the spring, or after January. You

•queen cells
rence that

in the top boxes. What is to be done ?
I have about 80 colonies, with a fine
prospect of a good yield this year.
Jonisr W. Hinsdale.

used

it

Edgerton, Kas.,

Wm. Maxwell.
May 23, 1882.

[This is, as Mr. Maxwell calls it, a
wild honeysuckle (Loniccra parviflora). It prominently differs from two
other species, probably found native in the same locality, by its less
rank growth and by the shorter tube
of the flower. The common name
suggeks the quantity of nectar secreted and lodged in the bottom of
but this nectar
the tubular corolla
was evidently not intended to entice
the honey bee to visit the flower, the
tube being too small for entrance, and
too long for this insect's tongue. The
manner in which bees do obtain the
;

fluid, as related by Mr, Maxand as often before observed,
does show the surprising intelligence

sweet
well,

of the insect.

that

what

is

It is scarcely possible
called " instinct " has

anything to do with the cutting of the
base of the tube from without. Simclear and
ply crowding down the throat might
bees.

in breeding hives full of bees,

and the extracted honey is
fine, all Xo. 1.
The air is full of
So far I am ahead of swarming, teach them to split the corolla, and
though they have plenty of queen gaining access in this way at times
cells.
J. D. Enas.
might tempt them to try many other
Napa., Cal., April 30,1882.
methods. Or we may not be wrong
in attributing sense enough to the
Prevention of Swarming. lam having trouble withnumy colonies which bee to know what it wanted and to
I, tiwo weeks ago, prepared for storing devise at once a process of securing
honey in top boxes. After following it. At any rate, the lesson is a good
the directions of Mr. Doolittle (whose
one and ought not to pass unheeded
articles I consider of more practical
8, and sometimes tlie whole 10 frames value than any others I have read), by any one who desires to understand
to empty. I find the honey about 11 by adding bees and brood to a colony, the facts of nature, or to be mentally
lbs. to the gallon. Of course not fullv and then putting on top boxes.
The stimulated himself to thought and
ripe, as I have to extract to make bees commence working beautifully
room in tlie brood ai)artment. Some in the top boxes, and then send fortii pleasurable inquiry. As the plant
hives have 20 frames, and some liave a large swarm, thus depopulating the blossoms profusely for some weeks,
two tiers of sections, on some the first hive. All work in the top boxes and secretes an abundance of nectar,
being full of honey. The queen did ceases at once. Now, if I wait for the
educated bees may considerably profit
the sections until tliis week, hive to fill up again in the natural
fout into
they crowd her out of them now. way, the honey harvest will be over by its presence.— T. J. Burrill, 111.
I would like to have some one to ex- before the bees commence work again Industrial University.]

—

—

—
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this April. They were promised to be
Nebraska* as elsewhere, spring sent me the lirst week in May. I reis lagging behind very disagreeably ceived one of the four which was imfor the bee interest. The greater por- properly mated. I could not get the
tion of the weather so far has been rest until the middle of August, and,
cool and chilling, and the bees appar- as 3 of them were put into hybrid colently being anxious to get out, ven- onies, I could not tell for certain how
ture forth when it is so unfavorable they were. I lind this spring 2 of
that they perish by hundreds, and them produce about one-third black
some days even by thousands but we bees one has bees pretty good. One
are feeding a little to stimulate breed- I put into an Italian colony, and knew
ing, and thereby our colonies are last fall that she was not pure or
gaining in strength, notwithstanding purely mated but it had got to be too
the unfavorable weather. Bees passed late in the season to replace her, so I
through the winter in good shape in said nothing, nor have I vet to the
this locality. The following are some breeder. Should he make them good
of the reasons why Eastern Nebraska this summer? Or should I lose my

Use New Honey Packages.— In

ipart of

;

;

;

a favorable place for bee-keepers: money V Answer in Bee Journal.
A. C. Balch.
Ai)ril 1st cottonwoods are in
Kalamazoo, Mich., May 27, 1882.
bloom .Vpril 10th to 30th wild and
tame fruit, box elder, and, I believe,
[If ordered in reasonable season,
soft ni;ii)le. During the fore part of
May wild llowers begin to make their and received too late to test last fall,
ai)i)earance, and keep coming more they should be replaced this spring
and more until frost; April l.jth to but if you had ample time to deterwillows are in bloom. About
'2')\h
mine their character last fall, you
this time, if we have attended to business, rape will begin to bloom, which should have promptly reported the
will carry us into clover; then about facts in the case to the breeder from
July Ist.'vervain, which grows quite whom you purchased them, who
extensively along the streams, gets
up a terrible excitement among the would undoubtedly have been glad
little bees, and
about July 10th to make the warrant good. Ed.]
lieartsease begins to bloom, which
sends everytliing
booming ufitil
Duplicating Eggs. I have a queen
checked by late September frost. You bee which lays from 1 to 5 eggs in
will readily see that we have fully two each cell. The colony does not seem
months in which to build up our col- to do well is it on that account, or
onies and get ready for the honey does that make any material differharvest. Would you recommend put- ence with
brood-rearing ?
Please
ting extracted honey in old whisky answer through the Bee Journal.
barrels, or would one extreme flavor
Eastville, Iowa.
A. L. Conger.
disagree with the other extreme V
[If the brood chamber is honeyM. L. Trester.
Lincoln, Neb., May 18, 1882.
bound, a prolific queen would be
[By no means use old wiiisky bar- obliged to cease laying or duplicate
If there is
rels, nor any other second-hand pack- her eggs in the cells.
ages for putting nice honey in. If in- plenty of room, and she persists in
tended for market, you cannot be too the habit, better supersede her as
careful, nor too tasteful, in the selec- soon as possible. It is this duplication of kegs. Any flavor which is not tion, whether forced or otherwise,
that of pure honey will be found de- that retards the prosperity of the
trimental. We recently sampled some colony. Ed.]
is

3G3

time get two crops of white clover
honey. Whether any advantage will
be gained bv mixing the varieties reto be'seen. May 23— How vain
human hopes and anticipations!

mains
are

Last night there came a frost—" a
biting frost "—and to-day the tender
things look sick enough. The Manitoba wave struck Iowa, and struck
her hard. It will take several days
for nature to heal the sick flowers and
tender vegetation.
Yet I hardly
think the apple blossoms are entirely
killed. The bees brought in pollen
from some source to-day. So we will
continue to hope. It is better to hope
against disappointment, than to despair when prosperity is possible.

Eugene Secor.

About

Forest City, Iowa, May, 1882.

;

;

—

;

,

honey which had been sent to a dealer
in this city, and put up in a keg that
had contained maple syrup. The
honey was badly tainted, and both the
flavor of the honey and of the maple
syrup were so badly neutralized, that
several experts unhesitatingly expressed the opinion that it was more
sorghum than honey, through some
mistake of the shipper, who is one of
the most conscientious men in the
country.— Ed.]

Warranted Queens. — Spring has
seemed to come at last. Bees are now
at work on apple blossom finely. I
have

lost several

weak

colonies from

dwindling, owing to the cold weather,
but hope that now we will have some
good weather. It rained all last night,
and is raining still. If it clears off
-warm I shall be glad, as we needed
the rain.
I ordered
4
warranted
•queens a year ago the last of last

Winter in May.

—This morning found

the ground covered with snow to the

depth of two inches. So far this season my bees have been able to work
only a very few days. Early forage,
including fruit liloom, has been almost
an entire failure, on account of the
cold and wet weather. My bees are
rapidly consiuning their stores, notwithstanding I am feeding considerable. Bees have to be looked after
very closely, as they consume feed
very rapidly in rearing brood. White
clover promises to be very abundantsaw it in bloom on the 21st. Should
the weather turn dry and warm, I
shall look for a bountiful harvest.
W. C. NUTT.
Otley, Iowa, May 23, 1882.

Disgusting.— The disgust of beekeepers in tliese parts was perhaps
never greater than it has been with
the weather regulations since
the
freeze-out early in April.
Storms,
followed by frosty
mornings and
windy days, kept the bees in or destroyed those that ventured out until

many exhausted
to

their stores

and had

be fed, and the stimulus of our

first honey flow was so great that the
queens filled the hives with brood and
young bees, so that swarming with
some commenced very early, the bees
taking advantage of our occasional
In the Sweet By-and-By.— May 22— short spells of good weather to swarm,
Amid the bursting buds and spring- only to be shut up in a starving coning flowers, through the balmy spring dition by succeeding bad weatlier.
days and under tlie laughing skies, After two days of rains, yesterday
how pleasing the sight and sound of was a fine day, and the flow of honey
the " blessed bees." Never did the for those in reach of the tulip tree
music of their tireless wings seem the best it has been since the disaster
sweeter, never did the apple blossoms to fruit bloom, in April— what little
teem with more fragrance, never did white cloi'er is in bloom being abanthe prospect of an overflowing honey doned for this more easily procured
crop gladden more the heart of ye nectar. In looking over one of my
lover of liquid sweetness.
yearago colonies yesterday, I found someI seeded about half an acre to alsike thing that so far exceeded anything I
and white clover mixed. It is in- had ever seen in my 4 years experitended for lawn. I never saw such a ence, that I have thought it worth reluxuriant growth as it has made. If porting. During our short flow of
the reality is anything like the pros- fruit honey, early in April, this colony
pect, that |iatch ought to yield half a was storing up rather better than the
I put on the second story,
ton of honey this summer. I have others
seeded about twice as much this with ten sheets of foundation in Langspring in the same manner, and for stroth frames. Upon examination, I
the same purpose. My object is to found that the queen had gone up and
make a lawn, and I thought that by taken possession of the upper story
mowing twice during the summer I and filled eight frames, most of them
could keep the clover sufliciently short from end to end and from top to botfor so large a yard, and at the same tom. Supposing that she had entirely

A

;
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abandoned the lower story, I looked
in it, and found six frames, not quite
so full, but about as usually found at
time in the spring. If all my
queens were capable ot doing as well
as this, I should consider that the
" coming bee " was already here, and
would not look any further. This
queen is two years old. Most of her
bees show only one band, and some

The Apiary Register.

who intend to be systematic inwork in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
All

this

their

ADVERTISING RATES.

For

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages).,

$1 00
1 50
2 00

not that. Last year this colony gave 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
The larger ones can be used for a
a surplus of 100 pounds with the exA line of Agate type will contain about eight few colonies, give room for an increase
tractor, while some colonies under the
vi^orcU;
fourteen
lines
will
occupy 1 inch of space.
same conditions, gave little or none.
of numbers, and still keep the record
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
John 0. Peden.
all together in one book, and are thereSpecial Notices, 50 cents per line.
Lawrenceburg, Ky., May 24, 1882.
DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements fore the most desirable ones to propublished WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is cure at the start.
paid in advance
Honey and Beeswax Market.
For 4 weeks
lO per cent, discount.
"
Houey as Food and Medicine.
8 "
SO "
Office of American Bek Jouhnal,
"13 " (3 months).... 30 "
Monday, lu a. m., June 5. 1882.
" ac
"
"
((imonthsj....4:0
"
"30 "
A new edition, revised and enlarged,
The following are the latest quota- " as " (9monthb)....50
(1 year)
CO "
the new pages being devoted to new
tions for honey and beeswax received
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
25 per cent., 6 months. lO per cent., 3 months, Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
up to this hour
5 per cent.
of cooking in which honey is used, and
Quotations or Cash Bnyers.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY healthful
and pleasant beverages.
CHICAGO.
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3
We have put the price of them low
HONEY— As the season is well advanced, sales months, lO per cent.
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unAdvertisements withdrawn before the expiration to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
changed. 1 am payinti 7c- for darli and 9c. for
of the contract, will be charged theiuU rate for them far and wide.
light, cash on anival. Good comb honey is scarce
Single copy 6
and rules high.
the time the advertisement is inserted.
BEESAVAX— I am paying li4c. for good yellow
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
wax, un arrival 18<gi22c. for medium grade, and
perjiundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
15017C, for dark.
Al. U. Newman. 923 W. Madison St.
Oaa West Madison Street., Chlcaeo, III.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
:

)
i

:

;

HONEY—The

CINCINNATI.
demand for extracted

honej^, in

the retail way, is fair, and our sales for manufacturing purposes were very good of late. We pay
7®9c. on arrival. Prices for comb honey nominal
18@22c.

The demand ex-

ceeds the oITerings.

C. F.

Muth.

cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters tlieni). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
m.iiled at and expense enabling him to dispose

^^jeciixX 1|oticc5.

and demand slow.

BBKSWAX— Brings

'

i^° The

Bee Journal

is

—

the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday, of his honey at home, at a good profit.
and
any irregularity in its arrival is
CHICAGO.
Binders for 1882.—
have had a
HONEY-The demand for honey is light, mostof due to the postal employes, or some
the trade finding fault with the best otfered, as it
lot of Emerson binders made espeis more or less candied.
Values are not steady, cause beyond our control.
prices being made tu meet the views of the purcially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
chaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23®25c.
R. A. Bl'unett. 1(35 South Water St.
will send Cook's Manual They are lettered in gold on the back,
in clotli, or an Apiary Kegister for 100 and make a nice and convenient way
BOSTON.
HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., ac- colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal to preserve the Journal as fast as
cording to quality.
BKESWAX-Prime quality,
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's received. They will be sent postpaid
Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham Street.
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with by mail for 75 cents.
Quotations orCommBsslon Merchants.

We

1^ We

2.'-iC.

;

;

CLEVELAND.

HONEY—There

are a good many small lots of
very nice white section honey coming in now from
time to time. Wtiite sells readily at 22c. second
quality ].s@2uc. Buckwheat, no sale at any price.
;

Extracted, none in market.

£EESWAX-25®30c.

A. C. Kendei., 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE V— Prospects

for the coming yield were
quite bright earlier in the season, bul with no superabundance of moisture in some llonev sections, drynig winds and frosts have recently made
the outlook less proraising. However, it is still

compared with last year. We note this
sale of 74 cases extra wliite extracted, one
large can to the case, at 8Vic. cash.
quote white comb. 13(^14c.; darli to good. 7
@lle. Extracted, choice to extra white, l^i'ti^xyic.;
dark and candied, 6M®e?fc. B15KSWAX-23025G.
Stearns H. S.mith. 123 Front Street.

fair as

week a

We

NEW

HONEY—

YOKK.

Scarcely anything doing in honey. and
prices are entirely nominal. White clover, fancy,
1 lb. bxs.. 15@l6c.; white clover, good to choice,

and
lb.,

1

2 lb. bxs., 13@14c:

buckwheat,

n@l2c. Extracted and

2 lb. bxs.,

per

strained, white. S)®10c;

dark7®.|<c.

BEESWAX— The marketcontinues rather quiet,

but the supply is
Western, pure,

light

and prices firmly sustained.
Southern pure, 25®

24(s24!.sc.;

25Jio.

D.

W. QuiNBi',

105

Park Place.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY-In fair demand. Strained selling at 8
@loc.: comb scarce— nominal at i8@22c.

BEESWAX- Prime in demand at22®23c.
K. C.

Greer &

Co.. II7 N.

Main

street.

Bees and Honey,

in cloth, $2.50.

A Sample

(!opy of the

^" Always forward us money either Journal will be

AVeekly

Bee

sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
by postal order, registered letter, or son.
by draft on Chicago or New York. club can have sample copies sent to
Drafts on other cities, or local checks, the persons they desire to interview,
sending the names to this office.
are not taken by the banks in tliis city by
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
When changing a postoffice adexpense of collecting them.
dress, mention the old as well as the
new address.
Fremiiims. Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
i^° The postal law makes the taking
1882, will be entitled to the following
of a newspaper and the refusal to pay
premiums. Their own subscription
for the same, theft, and any person
may count in the club
guilty of such action is liable to crimFor a Club ot 2,- a copy of " Bees and Honey."
inal proceedings the same as though
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
"
"
4.— Apiary Register for 5fi Colonies, he had stolen goods to the amount of
or Cooli's (Bee) Manual, paper.
the subscription.
"
"
"
S,—
cloth.
"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Col's.
1^X1161 "P \ T>T?T? may be found on file
XXllO X/VXJliXVat Geo. P. Rowell 4
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash Co.'s Newspaper AdvertisinK Bureau
(In Spruce
St.), where advertising contracts may be made for
for their labor in getting up the club. ItinBIEIV -I'OKK.

^^

—

:

••

.

4
3B5
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A NEW BEE BOOK!

^(Ixjcvtiscmcuts.
Stanley's Vandervort Foundation.

100 Colonies

prepared to furnish our heavy and
foundation at the fuUowine prices: Heavy
cut to tit iiny size frame. ninninK uhout
5 feet per lb., with hi^'h side wall. 43n. per lb. Thin
foundation, made on the light nr hiuh-walled mill,
srjc. per lb
lo per cent. disco\int on iw Ih. lots. If
G.W.STANLKY & BKO..
-cut all one size.
Wyoming, N. Y.
23w4t
foiindtttii-n.

-

AND TRAP for Conflniuff the
CAGE
Qaeen while (^Itpplnff her ^VlnB.— Any
person that can openanive and find the queen
can, with this device, clip herwtnK without danger
of klUine or injuring her in the least. Price by
mail, postpaid. 30 cents; 4 for Ji. Dealers send
for pnce list by the quantity

FXJNK.
FRANK
Beverlv, Adams Co.,

23wtf

111.

POR SALE,
One of the Largest Manufactories

World.

in tlie

now Employed,

Here is an opportunity for one or two bee-keepers to obtain u gi 'od business. My reason for gelliDK is that I am disabled. For information address
"S." care of the Bee Journal, Chicano, 111., who
win forward the correspondence

NEW

.

to

me.

IDEAS.

Dunham and Vandervort

to the large

advance

prices thus

:

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest Improvement In Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

the price of wax, I
lOto .^0 lbs., 4'2c.,

in

Dunham,

over 50 lbs.. 410.. less than 10 lbs., 44c.; Vanderort, 10 aq. feet to the lb., to in lbs., .'i7c., 10 to 50

Send for Catalogue and Samples.

No

Circular free.

discounts.

J.

GIVEN

8.

111.

TADL0CK.-1882

S.

111.

I

handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
I4w39t
possible.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
now booking orders for my
(GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
:ini

War-

ranted Queens. $1 Tested Queens,
after
uarly in the season, f 2.50
July, $2; 2 frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
Tested Queen. *4
with Tested Queen, $10. The Best
Quinhy Smoker for til.50. Address all orders to
;

;

a. DiEHi..
(Money Order Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co., Ind.
r..

lOwtf

THE CONaUEROR.

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springe that do not rust anM break,
and bellows that stjurks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for J2.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

Camargro, Douglas couuty,

Holy I>mi() and Hnngraextra
tested, %2. Send for my Slat An-

111.

Italian, Cyprlitn,

^selected. $1.75

;

|;i..')(i

:

20

Years Experience

nual Clrcnliir.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOULD have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES. 192
full of useful tables for
pages, pocliet form
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wiiges tables, wood meanurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneouB matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
;

make money

t^" Also

G. W. FISHER,
B0X23.S, Rochester, N.Y.

selling this book.

for sale at the

Bee Journal

Office.

2w6m.

I

AddressDr.Chaae'sPrintingUouso.AnnArbor.Mlch
36ml yp

Queen Rearing,

is:

— " L< iw Prices. Quick Returns
Never Defrauded."
Queens
$1; Tested
Cyprian Queens
f i; Tested

tnnicrs
Italian

—

;

Cus-

—
—

$2
f2
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... t2
E.xtra Queens, for swarming season, ready, if we are timely notltled.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
,
_
Cyprian or Pale?*line. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.|8. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine, 25 lbs. or over,
on Knot machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
35c. per lb.
;

;

per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Q/-\c. paid for bright wax. Mouey

„^ ^U

inCIITCWANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2.000 Recipe
Autn
Book. Sells at Sight. Double your money

in

our Motto

HENRY AI.I-EX, Wenham. Mass.

19wtf

Tudcola.

Orders en

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

Iwly.

III.

1882,

the Evergreen Apiarj,
I*.

BKIGGS.

of Wilton Junction

will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as eiirly in tlie coming season as
they can be bred, at the following nites Tested

Iowa,

:

60LDEN

ITALIAN

QUEENS.

Queens, $3; Warranted Queens. *2 Queens without guarantee, *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, $4. Orders filled in rotation, as received,
3w26t
if accompanied with the cash.
;

;

i-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
i-frame Nucleus, with Test'
ed Queen
5.00
'^Fuil Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
12.00
Same, after July
10.00
1

TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1,
"
f!^fl

"TL

after July l..
per half doz.,

*'

after July

l

3.00
2.50
13.50

Address, by Registered Ijetter
or Postoffice Order,

DR.
Iwtf

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

;

C.

NEWMAN,

contains ir,o profusely illustrated pages. Is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the suc^esstul management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition, (.'hief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturiige a Necessitv.' " Management of

ZiOOK ZIEZIB!

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, lection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist neods. send for prices.

Full Colonies

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey."
etc. Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents; in paper
covert". 50 centM, postpaid.
98A W. Mudlson Street, Chicago, 111.

Appreciative Notices.

use one of

if

OF BEES—

rlnn Quf ens.— Warranted queens,

of

THOMAS

TEXAS.

CO.,

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens.

J. H. Nellis' best iraoorted queens. Tested Queen,
$2.ri0 ; per half-dnzen, *i:i.."j0. Select Tested. ?3 ;
per half-dozen, f ii;. No "Dollar" ornuclei-queens

13wlf

Cambridge. Henry Co.,

4— RACES

€., Hoopeston,

<Se

CALDWELL

CALDWELL,

V.

3wly

D.

Iwly

1

Jb8., 54c.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

frame.

;

FOUNDATION.

OR THE
an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

Management

Editor of the XTeekly Bee Journal.

the ijeststockin the country.

JOHN

Owing

prices.

HEDDON.Dowagiac. Mich.

Bees&Honey
It

I

;

now quote

Send address for

JAMES

Iw35t

:i3wtf

Foundation ready for business, sheets bound
with a light wooden rim. sample t^c; Bee's Tongue
Register, eent by mail for $:^.i!'i Italian Queens
improved by a new process ; Italian or Black Bees
for sale In a hive adapted to M.igratory bee-keepInp— can be securely closed for moving in one minute. For partk'uliira address,
H. MARTIX, Hartford, N.Y.
Ssmly

Excelsior

BEES BY THE POUND.

LULING.

Apiarian Suppiies
35 Hands

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

1882-J.

OF

SALE. ALSO.

I-'OR

We are now

light

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good younc yneens- Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box ki9 )
B. T. KLAN AGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
Belleville, St. Clnir County, 111.
5wly

Carefully prepared for beglnners.- Farmere'
Cabinet, Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey Is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Kelthsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onlhesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises al! that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Dally Republican, Utica. N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
olist,

Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm
field, O.

and

Embraces every subjectof

Fireside, Spring-

inierest in the apiary,

giving very thorough details of the manngement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It Is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which tlic production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast ttf the
times must keen posted in allthe Improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino. Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest di9r<^)vertes
in the art by which the pro(lucti(mof delit-iousand
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that hiia ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

DUcoant to Tlealers by
the Dozen or Hoiidrcd.

r.iheral

—
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Friends,

FRANCES DUNHAM,
luvt'iUur

HIVES AND SECTIONS.

and Sole Manulactiuor of

THE DUNHAM

you are

if

a

Foutidatlon, Section Honey BoxeH.all books
and journals, and evervthint: pertainiufi to Bee
Culture. Xotliing Patented. Simply send your address jvrittcii plainly .to A. I. R' 'OT. Medina, O.

are the sole manufacturers in the United
States. Send for Price List.

JAS. FORNCROOK & CO.
Dec, 1881.

we

shall prosecute all manufacnot molest bee-keepers for
USING those purcliased before Dec. 1st, ihki, but
hereby caution them against buying any e.>cept
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
some that it is our intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is wholly untrue and false.
shall

;

JAS. forncrook:

Watertown. Wis., Dec.

GQ^ new
J.OO*^.

15,

Consult your

1

1881.

interest,

circular and price
Addri^ss.

d^ co.
oimtf

and send for
list

MACHINE.
Patented Aug.

JSti, 1S81.

jy Send for New Circular for January, 18S2.
PATENT

of cells of nutural
shape, and side-walla brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine, I hereby n'we notice to all parties infrinyinc
my riKlits, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties inurliMsnii,'
machines us above, other than of my ni:nnit;i'ture.
that I am prepared to protect my ritjhis, iind shall
prosecute all infrinc'^nients to the lull extent of

comb foundation with base
:

FKANCEn

A.

Of Italian,

Cyprian and Holy l.and Bees. Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me their name and address on a

H. H.

Hsmtf

W.

V. ©ILI^ETTE.
Leiioy, Genesee Co., N. V.

losmSt

SECTIONS a specialty. Pound
ONE-PIECE
per 1.000. L. Hives 50c. Also, Italsize, J4..50

ITA1>I AN «|XJEENS-Bred from sePURE
Chaff and Simpliclecred
te-tt-d

".

rii^

;

also,

Bee IlivcM, ;ill kiiiiis nf Sections. Wide Lungstrnth framus, and all kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
Send for Price List. A. B. MILL.EK & SON. Wa2l8m4t
karusa. Elkhart County, Ind.
ity

JOSEPH

1882.

ENAS,

D.

1882.

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

HEADQUARTERS

for

18mtf

etc.^

Cul.

THE SOUTH

IN

EXTRACTORS.

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors earryinn :i and 4
Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the2frume. The 4 frame basket
\s in the larger can, with the cone
or raetal standard for the basket
to revolve ui>on,leavinKruoni underneath the basket for 7". or so
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
i.lentical, except in f>ize, with the
rT^iH.OO Extractor, 13x20, which is
intended for nnv size of frame.
Excepting with the $>^.(«» Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadiuy to the honey tiate, and movain the Comb Baskets. The P<.0(.> and

;

tested queens. One u comb nucleus, without
queen ((iailup framesi. in May $:i. June *2..W, July
and after ^2 2-eomb nuclei, with the standard
Liingstroth frames, 25 per cent. more. Sections*
Planed dovetailed sections. 4'-4x4".ixi?4. $4.50 per
l,o(H>; :y}^xr>}4x\H, $.'> per I.oiki. Sectitms of this
thickness do not need tins between them to insure
straight combs, and the bees can ripen up and seal
honey faster than in combs with deeper cells. See
testimonials in March number of Gleanings. Please
remit bv 1*. O. mnnev order, by registered letter, or
by draft on New York or Chif-ago. Address.
;

O. H.

tractors have no covers.

ALFRED
923
I

I

H.

18 00
8 00
.10 00
.14 00
.1-2 00
.12 00
.10 00

West Madison

Street, ChicaRO.

III.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
puyiuK 34c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
Shipments aoUcted. ^^„_-_, . _,

am

on

arrival.

AJLFRJSD H.

and Koot Foiimlailoii a specialty.
I^Send fur my Illustrated Catalogue,

rAUI, r..

VIAI^I-OSr, Bayou Goula, La.

LaiigsWli Hives & Seclwns.

LZEH
Si-l.oO

per l.OOO. any

NEWMAN.

size to

6x6.

No. 1— First quality, dovetailed, any size to 6x6,.
1,0(_10.

2— Second

quality, dovetailed,

any

size to-

per i.ooo.
No. 2 is planed smooth one side, same as No. If
is not as clean and white.
lumber
but
LEWIS* ONE-PIECE ROXES. of white
all
sizes, VERY LOW. No charge for
Basswood.
boxing or crating sectit)ns.

Send for new Price

List.

January

1,

1882.

[Imtfl

LEWIS,
'Wutertowii, 'Wl:

BARNES' PATENT

thanooc.

Foot Power Machinery
Cir.OULAR

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
2r> cents per square inch— no single cut sold forleaa

THOMAS Street,
G. NEWMAN,
Chicnco. 111.

925 West Madison

G-

AND

E n Ad: -A_ IST

SCROLL SAWS,
Hand. Circular Elp Saws for
general heavy and light ripy>mc. Lathes. Ac. These niaLlnnes are especially adapted

CaiveMaUintc. Itwill pay
everv bee-keeper to send for
our ,4S-piige Illustrated Catato

logue.

& JOHN BARNES.

No. 20I7 Main street,
Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

E^ ik x>
^FIFTY

TE-IKS

«ri£ 1
Alk'

s

POULTRY

ANO

BEE

",'1

;

C. C.
ISmtf

STUECEER,

Publisher,
I-oiii«ville.

Ky.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
„

APIAKIST.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
published monthly, and contains the best i>r;utic;il nil mm at ion for
The British Bee Joirnai,

the time being. sho^Ting what
manufacturers of apiarian supplies in New Ena- how to do it. Itisedilrii and
land. Our experience dates back to the tirst e.x-

perimenta of Mr. Lanustroth in the movable comb
system. Send tor our iirice list of bees, queens
and supplies, before makinc your purchases for
W. CAKTf rfc SOJT,
1S82. Address,
Coleralne, Franklin Co., Mass.
lm6t

WM.

GAZETTE.

Deutsche Gefluegel und Bienen-Zeitung.
cents a
The only paper of its kind in America
year— sample copies H.i cents.

111.

TVe are the oldest breeders of Italian bees and

NEWMAN,

Co.. Mich.

Qneens and Bees from March to November.

AV. F.

For American frames, 13x13 inches
10X18
For "2 Lantritroth
10x18
For 3
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size. 13x20
12>^x20
For 3
13X20
For 4

TO^VNSENB.

Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo

19mtf

C. B.

Siiutaain

omtf

Ky.

Co.,

;

;

BEE-KEEPF.KS' 8TJPPI.IES.
Itiiliiin

Woodford

Sample and Circular.
C. OI-M, Fond du Lac, Wis.

For the nmnufacture of

HONEY

Money ordt.M niiiie, A'lTsailles,
Jr. T. \VIKS40N,

Untested Queens, in May, ¥l.50 each in June,
July and after, fi per dozen, after July 1,
^m. Sent by mail, with directions for introducing.
Italian bees by the half pound, same price as un-

No.

^^_____^^

-'tost

EXCELSIOR

B:^ Send

v

Hxt;, ?:i.5o

Napa, Napa County,

Address.

$1.00,

Comb Foundation Machine.

G. Dim's

¥4.;".0per

BEES. COLONIES,

Comb Foundation,

Queens

;

Mortonsville.

Price

Pure Italian Queens,
Nuclei^

officers.

Ky.
Imtf

?.'k<mi

^].o'<.

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section..

(Sunny SUIe Apliery,)

BKOWN,

for

June.

Circular free.

BYRON WALKER & CO., Capac, Mich.

DePere, Wis.

lO-PAGE PKK'E LIST

postal card.

;

25c.: 0,CH-)0 to lO.ntHi. 22c.; over 10.00(1, 20c.;
6c. per 1,000 extra^bv mail. Samples for 3c. stamp.
5.0(_X),

BUNHAM,

I5sni4t

MY

GLASSING HONEY

for

and county

$\.-2:>

Columbia, Tenn.

Out by machinery are much cheaper and better
than hand-cut, and perfectly straight; i.i.H^ft to

89ml2tp

Number
obt:iined l.ETTERS
246,099 for Dunham Foundation Machine, niakiiitr

the law.

TIN POINTS

ian bees tor *s per colour.

CA."0"TXOIT.
HavinK

McIjEAN,

H. I>.

Italian

Tested do., af ter
Cyprians. Unwarranted, i^iJMi, six for $i5.0(->. Send for circular t^iving description and recommendatinii imni I'ustmaster

\

my Italian Bees, Queens and Sections.

of colonies,

Nuclei and Queens.

OsmSt

V

am now booking orders.

Warranted

rs\

/f V« vciisLx:

X

Some persons having infringed upon
NOTICE—
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby

We

I

;-jiaL—f^y
'

Watertovrn, Wis.,

FOUNDATION

I882.-QUEENS-I882.

we

turers.

in

BEES OR HOMEY

"BOSS" OE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, there-

give notice, that

any way interested

We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Moil til ly Qleaitingrs in Bee-l'iilture*
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hives, Honey Extract€»rti, Comb

We are in better shape than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everything in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

fore

in

is

i.>

du,

;ituI

when and

inihlisli.'d by
Bet-Mnwter.
V. N.
School of Apiculture. Eairlawu, Southalt. liondon.
8:^"VVe send the Weekly AMEiiirAN Bee Journal and the Bnti^h Bee JotiA^uxU both for $3.50 per

ABBOTT,

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

STANDARD
THE XFW

U. S.

FOUNDATION
AND
KETAIJL.

'WHOI^ESAr.E

OR,

Extractor,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

contains

tr.und in

any other.
Quality
extra. prices
It.w.
A.«k

yur supply

nowliere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor

dealer for
them, or
Apiarian Sup-

is

All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

lllliKllliiiTiiiai:

send fur illustrated
plv Dealers whost' n;uiios appear below
<

.1.

CHAS. DADANT

&

V.

(

ALDWELL.

Ciimbridpe.

Henry

Co..

111.

ALh;x. (JLEASon \ CO.. Toledo. O.

MEKKIAM & FALCONER. Jamestown, N.Y.

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

P. L.
A. B.

111.

VIALLON. Bavou

Goula, La.
Detroit. Mich.

WEED,

22w4t

"We now quote an

Advance

5

of

Cents per pound
OUU CIRCULARS,

on the PRICES PRINTED IN
wholesale or retail.

I5wtf

Send for our i:>^-pat;e Illustrated Catalog^ue of
Queens and Bee-Keepers" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
Bees.

and satisfaction guaranteed.
1

iitq"0"ib.i:bs

Land--640 Acres
& CHEAP
FOR
CASH.

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

THOMAS A CO., Coleraine. Mass.

E. A.

iwif

Florida

CONCERXINd

MaRufactories and Commerce

DESCKIPTION.— Sec.

4.

township

7,

.iSi
south range 7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Ccirgialine, 2ri miles west or the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles nurtheast of the city ot Apalachico!a, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and tJ) of the Apahichicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy Io;im. covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 3l8t. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for |3,'i00, and on Sept.
5th. 13TT. by him conveved to the unaersiened for
$:i.OOO.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstract from the Kecords '-)f the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos;

OF

be promptly and truthfully answered by
Tate letter, upon sending One Dollar to the
will

Woman's
ISwfimp

-291

pri-

;

Industrial Association,

Sixteenth

St..

I>EXVE1C, COL.

sepsiun.

the aliove at a bargain for cash, or
1
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
will sell

TROMAS G. CHICAGO.
NEWMAX,
ILL.
Street.
COMB
F0XJNDATI0X-40e.
DUXHAM
Foundation.
to
sq.
per paund extra thin and bricht,
Wa.x worked
925

Advance

in

from the advertised
923

West Madison

my Catalogue.
H. XEW^MAX,

Street.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Address,

Circulars free.

JOS. M.

BKOOKS, Columbus, Ind.

in

selling
free. Address,
111., or Columbus, O.

si.x

and Charts— 3© page Catalogue

CHICAGO. ILL

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

?ell

mail or express, at wholesale or reAH the hitest improvements,
tiiil.
including the CONQUEROR.

a postaloard for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Suppliesbeforepurchasint'elsewhere.
It contiiins illustrations anddescriptiims of everything new and valuable needed in an apiarv. at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Hoiy Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C. «fe H. P.
4sml5t
Hartford, Wis.

Send for

ALFRED
ir23 ^\'.

THE

& Original Albinos,
BEES AND QUEENS.

lOsmtf

:ii2-patre

Illustrated

H.

Madison.

Sup-

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

FLAT -BOTTOM

Golden Italians

M.

my

Cataloeue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

SAYLES,

TATLOK,

C.
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.
<J.

the abnve Smokers at

MA>iUFACTUKEi;S' PRICES, by

To send

Send for Circular.

H.

C. TUNISON, Jacksonville,
ISwfitp

Be SURE
IffEAnurARTEISS FOR

lOe.

I3w!y

AND CHAKTS-Sl.OOO can be
MAPS
months
Tunison's Maps
made

price in

ALFRED

ft.

n.i

the lb. 4sn. Send f->r samples.
perlb. F.W. HOLMES. Coupersville, Mich.

fiwUm

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,

'

West Madison
;

The manufacturers of Comb Fi'undatiun have
advanced the price a cents perpound. owing to the
increased coal of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kid'is of Foundation,
except the VunDeusen (flat boLtoiin, will be

1882-Soutliern Headqiiarters.-I882
For Early Italian and Cyprian ftaeens
Imported and Home-bred Nutlei iind Full Colonies. For quality and puritv. my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. 1 make a specialty of manufacturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it. If
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
;

COMB FOUNDATION,
Ciiir:-;^^, high side-walls.

4 to Ifl square feet to
i/^s^^^^^y the pound. Circular and samples free.
"'*"'
J. VAN DEUSEN & SON'S.
Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. T.

Pure ItalianBees

;

at re;isonable prices

FULL COLONIES

my new Catalogue,

BivinK directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Kaces of
Bees. Address,

Ssmtf

DK.

a. p.

H. BROTV^X,
Augusta, Ga.

By A.

special

improvements not

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
sections.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide?

HONEY

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundjttion. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

and our wax

367

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEENS AND NUCLEI.

State Agricultural

JOHX

F.

DIPUAN, Fremont, Ohio.

COOK,
the

College of Michigan*.

3SO Paces 133 Fine
:

Illuslrittlons.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted la
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood entrravlngs
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees-,
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
;

shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afiord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely!
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Bead

tlie

Joilowing oymions of the Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and. o^
real value.— L'.4ptcu(turc, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. COLBV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.- British- Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant ^uidc in my operations and successful management of the apiiiry.- J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's Now Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. VVynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— i>iic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage -n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prot. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— if era (d, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual 1 am more than pleased. It
Theis fuiIy up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested inTormation contained in Cook's ManUHi.— WM. Van Antweri'. M. O
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both,
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bec-raisera.— Ky. Live Stock. Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French^
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Aebe I)U
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur^ France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also u thorough, practical,,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended accuunt of til©'
enemies of bees.— £>c77iocnit, Pulaski. N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this vads
mecuinot the bee-keeper. It is replete with thebest information on everything belontzing to apiculture. Q'o al taking an interest in this subject,,
we say. obtain this valuable w.irk. read it careiully
and practice as advised.— -dtfrtcufturiif, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadingbee-men to be the most complete sind practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee m;in will Wt;lc<>me. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\ GSL—Weaitrn AgricuUuTiat.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been pubht-iied. It gives a tutl explanation regarding the care and manau-ement of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has bad the advantace of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, whicii he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupa/Liona.— .Antertcan Inventor.

We

;

Price— Bound in

toj
cloth. S>1.25

flil.OO, by mail prepaid.

; \n paper covers
Published by

THOMAS

Satisfaction guaranteed in every sale.
;;2wyt

J.

O/ Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

974

West Madison

O.

Street,

MJEIVMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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"HED TAPE!
Who

will be

25,000

Books

the

copy

first to

i

THOMAS

USE.

IN

925

you buy the Original Patent Binnham
Bee Smoker, you will

If

—

CHICAGO. ILL.

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interestinpr and thorouEhly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, Sfil.SS i paper cover, flil,

ard of excellence the

over

NEWMAN.

C.

Street.
;

aid the inventor of

world

West Madison

Bee-K.eeper*s Oiilde or. Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every

improved bee smokers—net the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of— thestand-

Qulnby'sNewBee-Keeplner. by L. C. Root—

better

and handsomer

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

The author

this

treats tlu? subject of bee-keepiuK so
fait to interest all. Its style is plain
making ail its readers realize that its

cannot

that

it

fore.

and

forcible,

to $2. Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will bum sound
stove-wood, or do not

—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beRinnera and
those more advanced. Cloth. JBI. 85.

season than ever bePrice per nmil,
postpaid, from tif' cts.

author is master of the subject.— Kl. SO.

Novlce*8 ABCofBee-Cultnre,byA.I.Root

go out. If you buy
ouremokereand hon-

KIubU Bee-Keepers* Text*B«ok, by A. J.

_

ey knives first, youp„^-„|-,j lft7R
will have to buy Qo'^^.tQUiea, inm.
others.

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, S91.00.

PRICES:

Handed

to

By

-

Mail,

Customer. Postpaid.

Wide shield Conqueror,

3 Inch
fi
Smoker (wide
inch
1 50
Extra Btotiham Smoker (wide
shield). 2 inch
1 25
Plain BinKham Smoker, 2 inch.... 100

¥2

shield*.

-Ji^.

50
25

1
1

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Little

l^iinch

50

65

BinKham & HetherinRton Honey
1 15
l 00
apply for dozen or half-dozen

Knife, 2 inch

To

sell again,

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials,

to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abronlu, Mich.

a7wtf

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, lops, and plunks
by Doyle's Kule, cublciil contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

book

iif its

all

Standard book throuKhout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
G."W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.
Also for sale at the Bkk Journal Office.

tables, interests, etc.

|y
2w6m.

_^

a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Oueens. and have now more than kki colonies in
their puritv. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2<.>.
$1.25 each; after that date, single Queen, $i.0o h
for J5.1XI; 12 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more ench. Tested Queens, $2.50
I

make

trated.
covers,

pfOiir price

foi- this

Instrument, 1>oxed

fio

late wholesale factory price,
day-* only, to have this beautiful

Piano intr(jduoed. This is now, by far, the arrepteKt bartcnln ever offered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
tbia style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with ordei-- Cash sent with orderunllbe refundtd
I

I

and freigJd

charges p'lid by us both ways if Piann is
not just as represent t'd. Several other special barRains Pianos, IS1«0 iip. ftver 1.''),ih^» in use,
and not one dissivtislied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catal"Riie mailed free, givlnc the highest testinioniHls ever awarded any manufacturer.
:

Every

Ptani> ful'v warranted for 5 years.

SHEET

IHVSM^

^i price.
.'ic.

PIANO

Box

2i8mly

EARS

Catalogue of 3,000

stamp.

FOR THE

295H.

CO.,

New

York-

MILLION!

each

;

Italian Queens,

same

I. IR.

GOOID,

$777

A YEAKand
outfit

expenses toagents,
free.addressP O VIckery

AuguHig, Maine.

of

Shark's

3iiwiy

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LangMtroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
t; .
F.
,
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI. O.
Bee-Keepers.
lySend lOc. for Practical Hints to
Iwly

FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

the

knows it. Us virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous and
many HO«een>in{;ly mlraciilon*, that the remedy was officially prt)cJftimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
tlKhernian

•*COO y*-arf4 n«»

Deafness

hart

existed

nmons

<'hlnese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at f 1.00 per bottle.

till'

J.

cation.

Jf.

ROBEICTSON.

Pewamo, Ionia

50wtf

Co.,

Mich.

PAINE & LADD,
HALBEKT
Late

K.PAINfc

Comm

r

Patents.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It has
I

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
I

bottle will cure me.

}
,

WASHINGTON,
n
*'• ^«
*-i'

STORY B. LADD.
Solicitors or Patents and Attorneys in
ltJw3m
Patent Cases.
>

In

paper

the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate tbem. 15 c.

Honey, as Food and Aledlelne, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as tood, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Winea,etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scatG.

,

;

tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in JEnRlUh and Oerman.
Price for either edition, Cc. ; per dozen, SOc.

'VFlnteringr Bee*. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Market*
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman.

Price,

lOc.

Xhe Hive I Use- Being

a description of the
Price. 5c.

ing

Ch.

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how. Illustrated with 26 engravings. Price. lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper«,' by Chaa.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; '32 pages.

the

management of

areuNQUESTIONABLEand

its

cura-

AND

(^iit.^EHVATiox. Wi'ite at once to Ha^'t.ociv
jENNttv, 7 Dey Street. New Yurk. enclusing $i,

&
and yuu will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. Yini will never
regret doing so."— EtHTuu OE Mercantile Review.
t^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Better.

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(LateHAYi.ocK Co.)
Sole Aoents for America. IDey St., New Xork.
Only Imported by

vt

:JOwly

bees.

Price,

lOc.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
;
This book should be In every family, and
not
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paces 50c.
eat.

K.endalPA Horse Book.

— No book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

"Its virtues

REHSONALLY TKSTIFV. BOTH KUOM EXPKKIENCE

Apiaries.

tSci

;

is

tive CHAHACTEIt A IISOLUTE, AS THE WHITER C A N

QUEENS and NUCLEI IN SEASON.
ty Satisfaction nuaranteed. Circular on appli-

cloth,

Oil

MUTH

Bees and Queens

Price, bound in
50c.* postpaid.

Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents

Extracted Honey Harvesting;, Handland Marketing. —A u4-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
and management adopted in their tipiary. This
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar spectosof contains many useful hints.- Price 15c.
small "White Shark, caught in the Yellow Hea,
Bee Pastumare a Necenslty, by Thomas G.
known hh Carcharodmi Roiidfh'tii. Kvery Chinese Newman—
Giving advanced views on this impor-

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

price.

Nappanee, BtkhartCouty. Ind.

5wly

FooChoo's Balsam

:

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

;

:

SS.

fection of the instrument, has been added.

and delivered on board cars at New York.,
with fine Piano Cover, Stool (11*0 j /^
and Book, only
tjp^Lj'^O,

IllEM>El^SSOIIN

IJUEENS.

Price,

times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Manaeement
of Beesand Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains itjo pages, and is profusely illus-

choice pieces sent fnr

PURE HOLY -LAND

A

UBraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved lees and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy nioukiintr. full iron frame, French
Grand Action, (Jrand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhlch can In any way tend to the per-

Reduced from our

urement of

Blesaed Bees, by

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
Bees and Honey, or Mana«emeDt of an
PlANfl
F 01 Mafjniflcent rosewood
rinllU ^TYI
01 ILL 02 case elepantly finished, Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G,
3 strlnBTSt T 1-3 OctiiTes* full patent cantante Newman." Third Edition. "Fully up with the

9tfl905. for

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEAHl.V A MILLION SOLI>. Mowt conipiete

to

Honey Bee

.lohn Allen.—
romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 7Sc.

(X)

Large Bingham

down

IjanffHtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

Paper, S5c.
by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

aSc.

Moore's TTnSverwal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over ^CHW.Oito Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, JjCgai Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives I'lHi.imo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Minors, Metallutgists, Assayers.

Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. GildMetal and Wood Workers of every Kind,
The work contains i,oii^ pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, posta^^e paid, JS3.50.
ers.
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i^° The report of the Department of
Agriculture for June announces a decrease of 17 per cent, in the acreage of
spring wheat. Winter wheat averages
100 in condition, and there is now a
strong probability that both varieties
will give a very satisfactory yield, being exceeded only by the crop of 1880.
Corn planting in many of the Stiites
was not completed by June 1st, buta
large increase in acreage is reported.
The prospect for oats is most excellent, and tbe acreage is increased 7
per cent.

Prospects Brightening.

AMI Proprietor.

WEST MADISON
A.t

111.,

every Wednesday by

THOMAS
EiJiTou

Chicago,

Cheerless and unpropitlous as has
been the weather, and despite the
numerous complaints regarding the
backwardness of spring many are beginning to realize that all has been
for the best. Last Thursday (Sth
inst.) we observed an Italian bee
working satisfactorily on the few
1^ H. A. Burch, we learn, is endeawhite clover blossoms which have yet
made their appearance in this locality voring to redeem his reputation by
;
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ously with the unfolding of the petals.
While the rain and cold have in places
disappointed many who anticipated a
surplus from fruit bloom, tliey will
prove to have been a blessing in
massing and invigorating the white
clover sward, and in strengthening
the fibers for a greater honey secretion. Last spring our first observation of a bee upon white clover blossoms was June 10th so, notwithstanding unfavorable weather, we are
;

necessarily for publication, but that

we may have

the facts.

igp" In the last number of Gleanings
" Everybody now
the editor says
seems prospering in. the bee business,
and I hope this season to see nice
honey offered at so low a price that it
may come more into general use than
it has ever done any season before."
Many times liave we expressed the
(^nviction, that the consumption of
:

advance this year. honey was daily becoming more popuweek or more be- lar, and that its economic value as an
fore white clover will be in general article of food was being more generbloom with us. We must credit Mr. ally appreciated, and for this reason
C. H. Dibbern, with the first shout of we should greatly deplore an unusual
joy, dated Milan, II!., June 7, 1882, as shortness of product, or an exorbitant
price but we quite as sincerely hope
follows
the price will never become so depre"
having
some
glorious
We are now
days " for the bees. White clover is ciated as to make its production unrejust coming into full bloom. Bees munerative. Better have a fair averare working in sections and swarming. age crop, and good price for it, than a
Evfrytliiiig is now favorable for a
I)lethoric yield and a meager profit.
good yield.
But the market cannot be surfeited.
still

Our Letter Box

Sweet Clover in Woods Pasture
Bees are Booming
How to Produce the Comintr Bee

Boiling

..

was the more gratifying, from fllling some of the orders received and
not filled last year. We shall be glad
the fact tliat the blossoms were quite
to learn that all are filled, and hope all
fresh, and the nectar secretion had
come to the surface almost simultane- who get anything will report to us, not
and

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

But

two days

it

in

will be fully a

;

1^ Those who may wish to change
1^" The price list of queens and bees
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
of J. D. Enas,Napa, Cal., is received.
do so by paying the difference.

"
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A

"Scieiitiflc Pleasantry."

page 243 of the Bee Jouiikal
under the heading
" Bliinderers in High Places," an excerpt from the Indiana Farmer, attributing recliless language to Gov. Porter, of Ohio, and unscientific asser-

On

we

piiblislied,

A

recent numtions to Prof. Riley.
ber of the Farmer reprints our article

with a criticism or rejoinder from a
Mr. II. VV. Wiley, which is certainly
original in its style, if not very witty.
Following are his remarks
:

The above extract from a recent
number of the Bee Journal, is such
a successful piece of humor that one
not acquainted with
assign

it

to

its origin,

should

Mark Twain.

" Glucose " has the same effect on
Bee .Toitunai, man that a red rag
has on an infuriated bull, and it is decidedly amusing to see the awful anger which this innocent taffy facient
can produce.
As I am probably the person meant
by the " Prof. Riley" alluded to in
their mellifluous effusion, I think it
but just to the eminent entomologist
the

esting address, said something simi- lacked the manhood to afTirm it a joke
lar to the above, and succeeded, as he until the
"Bee Journal man"
intended, in raising a liearty laugh.
counteracted its influence by showing
I am appalled to think of the awful
solemnity with which the Governor's the falsity and absurdity of the artiremark would have been received had cle. Whether it be true, as has been
his audience been composed excluoften intimated, that the story was
sively of editors of the Bee Journal.,
instead of the intelligent yeomanry of instigated by parties interested in the
glucose traffic, in retaliation for the
Bartholomew county. Governor Porter, however, did say hostility of the bee men to their
that an eminent apiculturist told him frauds, we cannot affirm ; but we do
that he could only tell genuine horn
believe it originated with no honest
artificial lioney by the after taste of
formic acid which the genuine honey intention. It is quite probable the
article would never have attained the
left in his throat.
Perhaps in order to secure a " pos- dignity of requiring a refutation, had
thumous reputation," for which I care it appeared in a less accredited authorlittle, I might undertake here to show
ity than the Popular Science Monthly.
the Bee Journal the great similarity between genuine honey and good And considering the author's icaggish
glucose, but I fear it would be "love's proiiensilies, can it be possible he
labor lost." He is evidently suffering furnished the Indiana Farmer the
from an acute attack of ghico-phobia,
and what I might say with the best item attributing to trof. Riley the
intentions would only throw him into utterance of his own falsehoods ?
another spasm. When in " posthu- Evidently the Farmer placed toomuch
mous " times he shall send on those confidence in the veracity of some one
vast expanses of flowerful clover to
which all good bee journal editors other than their own reporter. That
go, and live oil of ethereal " milk and paper, in its issue of the 10th inst.,
honey," let us hoj)e that he may never alludes to the article above, and evifind his milk chalk-water, nor his
dently as deeply deplores Mr. Wiley's
honey glucose.
H. W. Wiley.
tergiversations as do all others hon(late
Riley).
Ind.
Lafayette,
Quoting after the
estly inclined.
The rejoinder reminds us of an " street gamins " it says, " Shoot the
anecdote we heard many years ago,
scientific pleasantry'.
located in a rural district in Indiana.
Could any possible good result to
well-to-do farmer lost a very fine
society at large from such recklessas-

agricultural department that I
all responsibil'• recklessness "
which
ity for the
seems about to destroy his "posthumous reputation as a scientist."
I am perhaps also directly responsi" of Gov.
ble for the " gross blunders
Porter, and so I hasten in propria
persona, and not as Prof. Riley, to filly from his pasture-lot, and after
take the whole burden of the Bee several days' search found it snugly
Journai/s wrath on my own feeble
barn of a distant
shoulders. Perhaps it may be well tied in the log
enough to give here the origin of the neighbor of doubtful repute. The
" parafflne comb " story which has neighbor was indicted, tried, and
appeared, I believe, in almost every
found guilty of larceny when the
publication in the country. The orighe had to say, why
inal appeared in the Popular Science Judge asked what
Monthlv for June, 1881, in an article sentence should not be passed, he put
entitled " Glucose and Grape Sugar," in a plea that the animal was only
which I contributed to that number, taken for a joke. The Judge inquired
and on page 254, occur the following
"Bees eat glucose with the how far his barn was from the pasture
words
greatest avidity; or rather, they act lot, to which he replied, " about 5
as funnels by which the glucose is miles." " Well," said the Judge,
poured into the comb. For it is quite "
that is carrying a joke too tar hard
true that honey made by bees whicli
have free access to glucose differs labor in the penitentiary for seven
scarcely at all from the glucose itself. years." The writer above says he
But the quantity of honey which a bee contributed to the Popular Science
will store away when fed on glucose
This gluttony, Monthly his " parafflne comb " story
Is truly wonderful.
however, rauidly undermines the [lie] about a year ago, " which has apapiarian constitution, and tlie bee peared in almost every publication in
rarely lives to enjoy the fruits of its the country." The latter part of the
apparent good fortune. In commerhowever, was only meant for
cial honey, which is entirely free from article,
bee mediation, the comb is made of a scientific pleasantry.
parafline, and filled with pure glucose
Do scientific men indulge in pleasof

tlie

should relieve him of

'

A

;

:

;

by appropriate machinery."

Tills last clause which, when written, was meant for a scientific pleas-

antries

which

will cast a

might be some palliabut when the only justification
which can be urged is that it was intended as a " scientific pleasantry,"
it leaves the author but little to congratulate himself upon, even though
he has succeeded in disgusting the
world. H. W. Wiley (late Riley) has
earned for himself a posthumous reputation, which will stand second only
sertions, there

tion

;

to that of

his illustrious prototype,

Ananias.

i^Mr. Peter Brickey,Salvisa, Ky.,
has sent us a portion of a frame exfastening
hibiting his method of
foundation for the brood chamber.
He makes a V-shaped groove in the
center of the top-bar, stands the
foundation on edge in this groove,
and fastens it by pouring melted wax
along the sides, in the groove. The
work is very neatly performed, and
quite

as substantial as

comb

itself.

gloom over After the frames are prepared, we

thousands of honest producers through- should think the work could be rapidly
out the country, and depreciate the done.
bee world into epilepsy. It appears value of their product by creating a
themselves
devote
who
that persons
Examine the Date following your
prejudice against it? For nearly a
to Bbe Journals undergo a certain
on the wrapper label of this
his
fabriname
renders
saw
joker
wliich
this
year
sdentific
inspiration
cerebral
them incapable of seeing a joke. 1 he cation published in nearly all the paper; it indicates the end of the
only point which they can appreciate papers in the country, and reiterated month to which you have paid your
seems to be the sting of a bee. Govocean, and yet he subscription on the Bee Journal.
ernor Porter, in his able and inter- from across the
antry,

came near throwing

the whole

;
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growing disfavor we are not
informed, but it is probably attributThe Associate Press dispatches able to both causes nor are we told
from Wasliington, of the 8tli inst., what benelit they expect to derive
contain the following paragraph
fi'om consolidation, unless it be to
Tlie house committee on commerce concentrate all their energies in the
will hear representatives of the oleo- way of bribing legislation, and to remargarine interest to-day against the sist the growing hostility which will
bill to regulate the exportation of
articles made in imitation of butter ere long assume form and demand
and cheese. The committee will legislation from Congress to regulate
eitlier report this bill as it now stands the glucose traffic, and protect honest
or amend it so as to better insure the consumers from their poisonous adulaccomplishment of its purposes. The
bill requires the word "oleomargar- terations.
ine," " sueine," " butterine," or some
other word ;is may be proper to desigCuriosities of Bees.
nate the article, to be branded on
every tub, box, (irkin, or package for
The i^ondon Times gives its readers
shipinent to a foreign country, containing any article or substance in the following as some of the " curiositlie semblance of butter or cheese, not ties of bees," which were believed in
the actual product of the dairy and
times. The modern beeancient
not made exclusively of milk and
cream, but into which the oil or fat of keeper will smile (and jjcrhaps audianimals not produced from milk bly, too) at many of the statements
enters as a component part, or into
According to Virgil, Jupiter gave
which melted butter or any oil thereof
marvelous habits, because
has been introduced to take the place the bee its
bees fed him with honey when, as an
of cream. The penalty for a failure
infant, he lay concealed in the Cretan,
to brand, mark or stamp such articles
and tiling in the custom-house a mani- cave from his father's search. The
Curetes, a Cretan tribe, used to dance
fest thereof is $1,000, one-half of
which is to go to the informer. Tlie round the babe and drown his cries
by rattling brazen cymbals, whence
bill provides that the secretary of the
the origin of swarms of bees
treasury shall appoint an inspector of comes
present day being pursued
dairy products for the port of New at the
of kevs against
York and for any other port where he with much clanging
pans, the belief being univermay deem it necessary. Under the frying
sal that this noise is agreeable to
bill the collector shall not grant any
Pliny, with questionclearance for a vessel on which is them. Indeed,
found any of these unbianded articles able logic, argues, because this clatter
is always made when bees swarm,
until the same are properly marked
therefore they must be gifted with
and described in the manifest.
the sense of hearing.
We sincerely hope the committee Kirby, who wrote a most valuable
on commerce will report the bill back monograph on bees, estimated that
there are about two hundred and
recommending its adoption. If the fifty species of them in England.
precedent is established regarding its
It is generally supposed that those
exportation, as a commercial neces- bees which are peculiar to the New
World are destitute of all ofl:ensive
sity, then it is subject to Congressional
weapons. Humboldt, however, exlegislation as between the States, and plains that they have stings, though
it opens the way for restrictions upon comparatively feeble ones, and they
the glucose traffic, and all poisonous use them very seldom only, in short,
when irritated and forced to defend
adulterations, not only as a sanitary
themselves. While seated on the
measure, but as a commercial neces- peak over Caracas, in South America,
We are still of good heart con- he tells us, "determining the dip of
sity.
cerning the " good time coming," the needle, I fouml my hands covered
with a species of hairy bee, a little
when commercial transactions will smaller
than the honey-bees of the
mostly be carried on honestly, many north of Europe. These insects made
from conscientious dictation, but gen- their nests in the ground, they seldom
erally from compulsion— when it will fly and from the slowness of their
movements I should have supposed
be declared a punishable offense to sell they were benumbed by the cold of
bogus honey and butter.
the mountain. The people call them
The Chicago Evening News of June angelitos (little angels), because they
"
8 has the following suggestive para- very seldom sting {Cosmos, i. 43.5).
Among the numerous tribes of leafgraph
cutting and mason bees common in
Owing to the depression in the glu- England, most possessors of gardens
cose and grape-sugar trade, the na- must have noticed the ravages of the
tional association, at a meeting in r)iegachile centuncidaris, one of the
Chicago
Wednesday, appointed a former class. It is much smaller than
committee to devise plans for consoli- the hive bee, and cuts little segments,
as clear as if punched out by a machine,
dating all the factories.
Oleomargarine Before Congress.

tive of a

;

:

:

—

:
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her choice tlie strong mandibles go
to work, and soon the bee flies off
with her green load. If followed, it
will be founil that her nest is situated
;

in

some palisade

or

The

gate-i)ost.

runs

her tunnels into the
wood by means of these same powerful jaws, and then lines them with
the pieces of leaf.
They are not
fastened together, but the cells are
honey tight, and as fast as they are

creature

lined witli leaves, an egg is dropped
into each.
Perhaps Virgil, Pliny,
and the other ancient wi'iters who
speak of bees carrying ballast to

steady themselves in windy weather,
had witnessed the doings of leaf cutting bees, and confounded
hive-bees.

them with

The working bee never lives longer
than nine months they labcn' so incessantly it is supposed they never
;

The daily consumption and
waste of a large hive of bees in summer may be taken at two pounds of
honey it will show the industry of
the working bees to bear in mind
that, beyond this, such a hive in
favorable weather will often accumulate honey to the amount of four and
six pounds daily. Indeed it is upon
record that ;i hive once gained twenty
pounds weight of it in two days
It is curious that even wild bees
can soon be taught to recognize and
refrain from attacking people who approach them. No wonder that the
ancients esteemed them as divine
that their poet laureate, according to

sleep.

;

!

the Platonic philosophy, assigns them
"a participation in the Supreme mind
and in heavenly influences;" and
that another speaks of their power of
presaging wind and hue weather.
Modern science points out thai the
fructifying of many flowers is due to
the labors of bees in mingling the
pollen

;

and most gardeners must have

noticed the difficulty of preserving a
pure strain of any plant when these
active workmen have access to other
varieties of

it.

i^"Mr. James A. Daniel, of Alexandria, La., has our thanks for a copy
of the New Orleans Times-Democrat,
detailing the mode of making glucose
by a new process, as recently discovered by a couple of gentlemen of
that city. As the names of the
chemicals employed are purposely
withheld, we draw the inference that
it is no improvement on the vile stuff

now in use, and has nothing to recommend it, except, perhaps, that it is a
cheaper and quicker way of producing

it.

1^" Mr. Robert Corbett, Manhattan, Kans., has our tlianks for a very

fragrant bouquet, composed of roses,
acacias, spirea, Indian currant, and
other flowers. It is gratifying to observe the growing interest being manfrom tlie leaves of roses and peas.
Whether the depression in the trade The operation is very speedily per- ifested, by bee-keepers, in Nature's
is owing to competition, or is indica- formed when the bee has once made most pleasing work— the flowers.

:

:

/
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daughters of imported mothers— ex- in this industry is increasing in the
cept four purely marked home-bred South, and bees are being more exItalians, and one pure Cyprian mis- tensively cultivated tlian formerly,
mated. Three of the queens were all of which is gratifying to the Plantmismated, or in other words, were ers'' Journal, which takes a lively
fecundated by black drones. I reared interest in this specialty.
20 young queens from a pure Cyprian,

MISCELLANEOUS.

and some of these, I am satisfied met
drones from the mismated queens, as
hives had nearly as many
the other nineteen, and
sliow plainly the black
the the queens— four in
number tliat met the half-breeds,
show that they are not pure, as many
of their bees show only one and two
yellow bands, and hardly any full
black.
I claim the above as facts demonstrated in my yard in 1881, and it is
no pet theory, but direct from the
hive. If the Italian bee is only a
" thoroughbred," as some assert, the
cross
facts are more easily proven.
between a pure Italian queen and a
German drone, and a drone from this
mismated queen crossed on a pure

one of the
Building Straiglit Combs.— The Indrones as
diana Farmer remarks thus on this their bees
blood. All
subject
All colonies which have been liived
in

empty frames should be examined

—

frequently to see that they are building the combs straight in the frames.
Hives should set perfectly level from
very good plan is to
side to side.
elevate the rear end of the hive three
or four inches. The bees will commence at the highest point to build
the combs. After they have built the
combs about iialf way down the
frames, turn each alternate frame end
for end. This will tlirow the empty
end of the frames between the pieces Cyprian queen, (which is a pure race)
of comb built in the other frames, will produce a beautiful bee, but now
and will almost insure the balance of and then the unmistakable signs of
tiie combs to be built straight. Should
the original Dutch "granddad" will
you lind they have built the combs a crop out, to prove to all who will beback in
little crooked push them
lieve the truth as I see it, that the
place, if too far gone for this cut tliem theory of parthenogensis in the proloose and tie in place as in transferring. duction of the male bee is without
Much care should be given to have all foundation.
tlie combs built perfectly straight at
the start, thereby saving much trouCanadians Beware of Glncose.— The
ble and vexation in the future. The
combs must be straight to secure the Rural Canadian gives the following
movable
to
tlie
benefits pertaining
note of warning
frames. For unless the frames are
really movable, exchangable, tliey
In view of the following advertiseare of no more benefit tluin box hives. ment which appears in the Olobe, we
must now keep a sharp look-out for
adulterations of Canadian confectionCarroll,
Mr.
B.
F.
Dzierzoii Theory.—
ery and honey
Dresden, Texas, gives the following
" Glucose Glucose Glucose !— Tlie
in the Texas A(jricuUural Journal:
Edwardsburg Starch Company now
I am skeptical about one feature in offer to the trade the finest quality of
any imported.
the Dzierzon theory. The ninth propo- glucose, equal to
sition is: "All eggs germinated in Canada Grape Sugar Works, Cardinal,
Office— Montreal."
tlie ovary of the queen develop as Ont.
males, unless impregnated by the
Long
before there was any need to
male sperm wliile passing the mouth do so, many of our people hesitated to
of tlie seminal sac or spermatheca
buy extracted honey lest it might be
when descending the oviduct. If they mixed with glucose. The public
be thus impregnated in their down- should know that it is not at apiaries,
ward passage (which impregnation but in city factories, that this adulterthe queen can effect or omit at pleas- ation is done. Our bee-keepers are
ure), they develop as females." I
alive to the mischief, and will brand
claim that all the eggs are impreg- their honey so as to guarantee it
would
or
they
female,
nated, male and
against vile admixture. Let honey
not hatch into a live insect capable of buyers purchase only of known and
reproduction. What I deny is that responsible bee-keepers, and they
" common or black queens fecundated
will be all right.
by Italian drones, produce mixed or
Jiybrid workers, indeed, but pure common or black drones exclusively." I
Honey Crop in the South. —The
claim, and with as much sliow of Planters' Journal of Vicksburg says
truth, Uiat if the male progeny of a
Bees throughout all portions of the
mammal, and especially our domestic
fowls, is tainted by mismating, then Southwest are reported to be line,
we may expect the same of the honey- healthy and in most excellent working
bee. I claim that tlie male bee is condition. The amount of forage is
produced by the egg receiving a cer- large, and honey-making material
tain kind of very thin mucoid— which abundant. There is a good prospect,
honey
is enough to satisfy nature, and when- and promise is ttiat the crop of
ever a queen is mismated her drones will l)e very largely in excess and
as well as her worker progeny, will be superior in quality to that which has
been produced in former years.
hybrids.
Last spring I began operations with special reason, however, for this, is
Nearly all had explained in the fact that the interest
twenty colonies.

A

A

:

!

!
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Reply to Dr. L. James.
Q. M.

DOOLITTLE.

As Dr. James wishes
manage

manipulate
early spring (see page
1

to

to

know how

my

bees

in

329) without
the intrusion of robbers, I will say :
As a rule I do not find it necessary to
open hives to any great extent till

pollen

becomes

plenty.

most

In

localities pollen is obtained from 6 to
8 weeks in advance of the main honey

harvest, and as or 8 weeks gives me
time enough to stimulate the beea,
tliereby getting them ready for the
harvest, I do not disturb them to any

great extent

till

robbing has

become

their disposition for
in a measure
changed to that of pollen gathering.
pollen,
gathering
I find
When busy

but

little

difficulty

Tn opening hives

as much as I please still, by a little
carelessness on my part, even with
plenty of pollen, I am sometimes
obliged to suspend operations during
the heat of the day.
Tlie point is just this If we can so
manage that no bee can get the first
taste of honey, and maintain such a
state of affairs all will go well but if
2 or 3 bees get home with a load of
stolen honey, we shall soon be obliged
to suspend oi)erations from the cloud
of robbers which follow us. To illusThis spring I had been at
trate
work with the bees several days without trouble, when one day I seta comb
down behind a hive for a moment,
thinking to use it so soon that it
would be useless to set it inside the
box I always carry with me at this
time of year to hold such combs and
all scraps of lioiiey which are trimmed
When I wished to replace the
off.
frame in the hive, supposing I had
set it in the box I opened the lid and
took one out of there. As it was just
about noon I was soon called to
dinner, and, of course, left the comb
where I had set it. When I came out
from dinner the fust thing I heard
was the shrill noise of robber bees, and
not knowing why I should see bees
trying to get into many of the hives
at the back side, I went into the bee
yard to see wliat the trouble was. I
was not long in finding my comb
black with bees and quite angry at
myself to think I had been so careNearly a week elapsed before I
less.
could work with my bees again without a cloud of bees ready to pitch into
every hive as soon as I opened it.
If I am obliged to open hives before
pollen is plenty I do it after the bees
;

:

;

:

.

:
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are mostly throuffli flying, in the latter part of tlie day. Also 2 or 3 can
be opened every two or tliiee hours,
even in the middle of the day ; but as
a rule, I open but few hives before
pollen is plenty. At this time I provide myself with two boxes made for
the purpose, one of which is to be
used to convey combs from the shop
to the bee yard and hold them secure
from tlie bees while I am at work,
and also hold all bits of comb wliicli
I have occasion to trim off. The
other is used to set tlie combs in
which are first removed from the
hive in order to give room to manipulate the rest, thus keeping all secure
from the outside bees it is also used
in carrying brood to strengtiien feeble
;

harvest so large as it is there, for
while in other parts of the country
pots suffice to hold the honey which
the bees collect, the Luneburg Heath
bee-keepers are able to fill many
casks. People are therefore disposed
to look upon the J^uneburg Heath as
an " El Dorado " where honey is always flowing, but this is by no means
the case. While in some districts a
populous colony will collect 10 lbs. of
honey in one day when pasture is
plentiful, the outside maximum at
Luneburg is 48 per day. Nor does
the Heath yield honey uninterruptedly all the time it is flowering. We
are satisfied with an average of 12
Ihie days for utilizing the Heath; if
there should be any lightning while
the Heath is tioweriug, it frequently
puts an end to the visits of bees. In
many a year tlie honey harvest from
the ileatli is next to nothing. The
Heath bee-masters know lioW to alter
their method according to circumstances, and this is the principal
cause of their harvesting such large
quantities of honey. This affords me
an opportunity of giving a few hints
as to the management of Heath bees
in case of their introduction into other
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I will now proceed to make a few
remarks on the Caucasian bees. I
must frankly confess that I had lately
become somewhat prejudiced against

the introduction of

new

races of bees.

always found them highly recommended, but on close examination
they generally did not come up to my
I

expectation. For the same reason I
was prejudiced against the Caucasian
bees, and was doubtful whether 1 had
While in this
better [irocure some.
state of uncertainty, I had a visit

from Dr. Butlerow, Councillor of
State of St. Petersburg, on his return
from France, who requested me to
give the Caucasian bee a trial, promising to send me two queens for this
purpose from the Caucasus in the following spring. The two queens, each
accompanied by a small colony and a
supply of honey comb, arrived here in
excellent condition last spring, and
were placed at the head of two popu-

colonies, and for all purposes where
bees, brood and lioney are to be kept
outside the hive.
By thus working I have no trouble,
as a robber bee is sure to be cauglit as
lous colonies of German bees, the
soon as he touches the top bars to the
Caucasian bees being allowed to unite
frames occupied by Italian bees. If a
first experience
with the German.
colony is weak in bees, the quilt is
with the Caucasian bees was that they
left to cover ail the frames which do
unite with the German bees without
not have bees enough on them to proexhibiting the least signs of hostility
tect them. Another point is, do not
towards each other. The attempt
smoke the bees only just enough to
made a few years ago to unite Cyprian
keep them quiet, for if you smoke districts
They are particularly suitable and German bees in the same way rethem enough to get them to running,
they will "dive" for tlie honey, and where the native bees do not swarm sulted in the attack by the Cyprian on
also let the robbers " dive " for it, sufficiently. By simply intermixing the German bees, which, in spite of
too. By thus using care, I get along the two races their hybrid offspring all means of protecting the latter,
nicely, while one careless move like show somewhat more inclination to continued tor several weeks, until all
the above keeps me away from the breed and to give off swarms. The the German population had been
bees for nearly a week, only as I open bee-keepers' flrst and foremost en- killed. My second experience was
a hive or two at a time, and work deavor should be to obtain swarms as that they are very prolific and quite
after the bees have mostly ceased to early and as large in population as as fertile as the best colonies of Heath
possible, and this he will be able to bees and the Italian bees.
flyThe other qualities of the Caucasian
accomplish if those hives from which
Borodino, N. Y
he intends tlie swavms to issue are bees could not be determined with acfed simultaneously with a quarter to curacy until all the German bees had
LiOndOD Journal of Horticulture.
half pound of honey two to four times died ofi, leaving only Caucasians in
The Heath Bee aud the Caucasian Bee. a week, commencing four to five the hive. With regard to their docilweeks before the time of swarming, ity, which lias been praised so much,
G. DATHE.
continuing the feeding until the flrst I am able to state that they are very
swarm has been given off. Should docile indeed. They do not sting
[The following paper was written unfavorable weather set in about the when liandled as bees generally are.
for the Cologne bee meeting, but in time of swarming and continue, the I asked mv son to irritate them, which
he did, anil I saw them buzzing about
consequence of the death of the first swarm might be driven off.
The first swarm will have sutlicient his face with the well-known angry
author was not delivered, and has population to form a separate colony, sound, indicating that they were ready
been published in the Bienenzeilung, but the swarms that follow— and the to sting, but they did not sting liim.
from which this translation has been size of which becomes smaller the After several repetitions, one bee was
greater the number that leave the at last induced to sting. We may
made.—Alfked Neighbouk.]
parent hive should be united so as to therefore say, as a rule, the Caucasian,
I have no intention of drawing a form colonies weighing at least 3 lbs. bees do not sting, but if they are irricomparison between the Heath bee each. This is the more necessary in tated they are capable of doing so.
and the Caucasian bee ; I only wish to districts where there is no autumn 13ecause the Caucasian bees do not
give a short account of my experience pasture, but unfortunately this ad- sting they have been supposed to be
as regards the two varieties of bees.
vice is very often not attended to. very phlegmatic bees, which would
To begin with the Heath bee. The Every swarm, however small it may neither defend themselves against
demand for Heath bees has been very be, is frequently placed as a separate robbers nor collect much honey. But
much on the increase lately, though colony, and if it iu'oves a failure peo- they are not phlegmatic on the conthis is certainly not due to any special ple get dissatisfied and blame the trary, they are very (juick an 1 indusrecommendation, and it no doubt Heath bees. When second swarms trious. As soon as they make their
proves that the good qualities of these are put into wooden hives and can be appearance at the entrance of the
bees are becoming more appreciated. assisted with a brood comb or two hive, they at once fly off to the fields,
It is a peculiarity of the Heath bees from otlier hives, they ne^-d not of and on their return are in as great a
that they increase largely and give ott course be made quite so large. Wiien hurry to enter the hive. On the outmany swarms, for which reason they bees are found to make preparations side, the entrance is guarded by but
are especially suitable for those bee- for swarming, the drone comb both few bees, but these are quite able to
keepers who are anxious to increase with and without brood and royal keep robbers away. Nor are the Cautheir colonies, and therefore rejoice cells should be removed until the bees casians, like other bees, to be seen in
to see their bees swarm frequently. no longer show any inclination to large numbers about the entrance of
But the Heath bees do not only give swarm. If Heath bees are treated in the hive in very hot weather; as they
off many swarms, they also collect this manner, it will be found not only are very industrious, it is only natural
large quantities of honey, as may be that they increase largely in popula- tliat they should collect a large quanseen in the Luneburg Heath district. tion, but also that they are able to tity of honey. As far as my own experience goes, I consider the CaucaIn no part of Germany is the honey collect large quantities of houey.

My

.

—

;

—
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sian a very good race of bees, which interest merely, but highly practical. is a house to live in for herself and a
deserved to be introduced into Ger- When we have discovered the condi- place to store our share of her labors.
many; but wlietlier they will stand tions under which bees discharge dry She boards herself, keeps her own
our winter well and pro ve satisfactory feces only, we shall have solved the house in addition, and presents her
in every respect, the future alone can problem of successful wintering. For contribution to our table in a shape
show.
I do not believe with Mr. Abbott, that that no human wisdom can improve.
Eystrup, Germany.
"protracted continement" produces She gathers in sweets that would else
"dysenteric syniiitoms" if the bees be wasted, and in so doing fertilizes
are'in such a state that they can void flovi'ers that would else be barren— in
For tte American Bee JournaL
dry excreta. These appear, I have robbing flowers of sweets, she enriches
The Dry Feces of Bees.
little doubt, only when the digestive them.
Her home is the model of
apparatus of the bee has become, from neatness and order. In industry and
WM. F. CLAKKE.
some cause or other, disordered and skill and cleanliness, and good govdiseased.
ernment, and willing obedience there
It
Listowel, Out., May 19, 1882.
is nothing like it iu all the earth.
I wish to call attention to the fact
is the ideal repubTic— excelling that of
that three eminent apicultural authorities haverecently given their evidence
tdfere effect that bees when tlioroughly
healthy, void their excrement in a

dry, powder form.
Tlie first is Mr. Abbott, the editor of
the British Bee Journal. In Gleanings
for May, he expresses himself as Ijeing " rather amused at the apparent
uncertainty "which exists in America
as to whetlier bees void dry excreta,
and says, that a " swarm-box " in
which bees can fly, will be found
after their confinement therein for 24
hours without comb, with thousands
of grains of bee excreta, about the
size and color of coarse gunpowder,
on its bottom. He adds that "when
bees travel with combs the case is

Iowa Homestead.

A Few

Hints to Beginners.

HENRY WALLACE.

In these days of adulteration one of
the most essential requisites of the
farmers' home is pure, unadulterated
sweets. It is to be hoped that in the
near future amber cane grown on
Iowa soil will furnish the sugar and
syrups— not only for home use but for
export. In the meantime, the prudent
and skillful farmer can partially supply the want from the bee hive. Unnumbered tons of honey go to waste
year by year in Iowa, for the reason
different. They ajipear too cleanly that farmers do not provide workers
to foul them, and hence protracted to gather in the harvest. One great
confinement produces wliat, for want obstacle to success in bee-keeping is
of a better term, we call 'dysenteric the popular superstition that some

persons have luck with bees, and
symptoms.'
Mr. A. I Root in some editorial others have not. In this, as in all
comments on this communication, other matters, " good luck " follows
says, " it occurs to me that bees that close on good management, whilst
have beensentto us almost invariably all kinds of bad luck accompany bad
Another, and great
show something on the bottoms of the management.
boxes that both sight and smell would difficulty, is the fact, that few farmers
have little difficulty in pronouncing will take the time to study the subject of bee-keeping. The native bee
excrement."
Mr. Gallup, in the same number, in a common box hive or a bee gum is
adverts to this matter when speaking a foredoomed failure.
Two or three things are essential to
of the manner in which bees would
winter in old style hives, with a crack success. First, some kind of hive
from top to bottom. Even " when m ust be provided with movable com bs.
the thermometer was 40-^ below zero, It is just as important that the beeblow in the hive, or jar it, the bees keeper have access to the hive and
would fly out as quickly and readily any part of it at pleasure, as it is for
as bees do in the heat of summer, and the farmer to have access to his farm
yon know, Mr. Editor, that when a and any individual animal on it. The
bee flies outand is blinded with snow, shape and size of the hive are small
he alights on his back, kicks up his matters. Give patent hives of all
heels, and just before lie dies, dis- kinds a wide berth. The hive may be
charges the contents of his abdomen. a cube or a square or rectangle acI luive seen 'em do it in thousands of cording to fancy or convenience, but
instances, and it was dry and powdery the frames must be movable.
The bees must be Italians, either
like, so much so, that it would not
pure or hybrids, or more correctly
adhere to or smear anything." etc.
While I consider this third witness grades, and as all other kinds of live
a highly credible one, I must confess stock, the purer the better.
that there is a dash of bigotry in his
The beginner should have no more
testimony which I do not admire. He than one hive at first and make that
goes on to say that " any bee-keeper a matter of special study. In the bee
in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, business it is well to make haste
Nortliern New York, or Canada, who slowly. If a farmer cannot make one
has not seen bees discharge dry, hive a success it is useless to attempt
powdery excrement under the above more. A little observation will teach
conditions, is not and cannot be a him more in a few weeks than all the
very close observer."
am glad books that have ever been written,
I
Michigan was omitted from this without the observation.
He will
enumeration of localities, for do we soon learn where to look for the
not know that there are those in that queen, how to divide the hives and
State who not only can be but are very when, the time to put in honey boxes
close observers, yet they have never and how. The bee requires but little
seen what Mr. Gallup describes.
attention, but it must be given just in
This matter is not one of curious the nick of lime. All she asks of us

Its queen is
not the ruler, but the servant, to be
usefulness is
her
dethroned when
past, but honored and served so long

whidi Pluto dreamed.

as she

fulfills

properly the duties or

her station. To any farmer who has
brains and will use them, we say,
keep bees, keep them for your own
sake keep them to teach your children lessons of tlirif t, cleanliness, courage, order, and subjection keep them
to supply your table with one pure
sweet, fresh from the hand of God
for bees do not make honey; God
makes it and they gather it.
But we have not told our readers
how to keep bees. When Joshua Reynolds was asked by one of his pupils
liow to mix paints, lie answered " with
brains, sir !" So it is with bee-keeping. Get a hive with movable frames
and a good swarm of Italians. The
;

;

rest is brains. It you have them and
will use them, you'don't need asking
further. If you have not, give or sell
them to your neiglibor who has.

Winterset, Iowa.
For

ttie
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The Coining Market.

JAMES HEDDON.
The editorial in the Bee Jouknal
" Silver Lining of the Clouds," comes
home to every bee-keeper of experience. Every good calculator is now
doing just what is therein advised.
But there is one vital point iu this
season's operations that it behooves
us all to look well into. In last week's
issue, I notice that Messrs Thurber
Co. quote " comb honey 11 to 16c."
Here times are good. Labor is in
good demand at advanced wages. All
sorts of produce are very high ; every
time we turn around we are surprised
at the advanced cost ; comb foundation is 5c. higher ; lumber is more
than 20 per cent, higher ; nearly all
our supplies have advanced in price,
and of those that have not, the matermade has,
ial of which they are
though the vender stands the extra
cost. The honey crop of last season
was light and the markets are bare. I
have received solicitations for honey
from far and near, and I remember of
no season coming in with clearer
shelves than this one of 1882.
Now what is the meaning of " comb
honey 11 and 16c. V" How many lbs.
of tfiis honey does it take to buy a
bushel of potatoes, a ton of hay, a
busliel of corn, or a pound of glucose ?
If honey gets much lower, and corn

&
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New

mnch higher in
Yorlv, tliere
will be no d.inger of glucose adulteration. Is this tlie way the "great im-
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the same figure the Tliurbers did, and
there is no one to impeach the correctness of Mr. Quinby. One fact must
porting firm " is aiding American
apiculture V While it is true tliat be taken into consideration in consupply and demand has more to do nection with this subject, viz., that
with the ups and downs of prices, it where honey can easily be sold in
is also true that cornerers are still
cornering the markets. Two yearsago. November at ie(n 22c., the same honey
the Chicago market was depressed to would perhaps bring but ll@16c. if
your and our injury, by oneortwo held over till May and June, when
reckless
uncalculating
producers much would be candied and culled,
shoving their lioney on the market at
prices that were not only damaging and when, too, holders are forcing tlie
to all producers, but far below what market, in anticipation of tlie new
they miglit have had, had they only crop.
hope our readers will never
known enough to liave asked it.
lose a good sale of comb honey in the
The comb honey of 1882 should net fall or early winter, in anticipation of
the producer, in all the large markets
of the world, not less than 20 to 2oc. improved prices in the spring— they
per lb., according to quality. The ex- will meet nine failures where one
tracted not less than 10 to 15c. I have success greets them. Ed.]

over night. The stronger were strong
as ever the weaker were as good as

and

much loss. The winter being mild,
bees had a pleasant time of it. I
had 87 colonies in the fall, and doubled
them back to 70, so as to have them
strong for winter. On the lOtli of
February I put on honey boxes, for
the season was much earlier than
usual. I gave M. A. Garrett, Jr., my
son, half my bees, which he moved to
my new home some half mile from
where I am overseeing. I left mine
at their old location. About the 20th
of February the water began to rise
from 2 to 8 inches in 24 hours. Having
a large levee aiound our place we felt
safe from any danger, as we had a
large draining wheel to keep out
seepage water. Unfortunately the
water came to such a height that our
levee gave way, and in 12 hours I had

;

one had brood in
fall
and as soon as they were

they were last
all

stages,

;

set out they all commenced breeding
very fast, and are now as strong as
any that wintered on the summer
stands. I am pleased with my results
of wintering in clamps. It is clieaper
to me than a cellar, and I shall try it
on a larger scale next winter. Those
that have not a good cellar had better
try it, and not be afraid of smothering the bees but it must be dry.
Adair, Iowa.
;

We

not sold one pound of honey in kegs

obtains,

and

let

honey
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Wiutering Hees in Clamps.

THOMAS CHANTRY.
In number 20 of the Bee Journal,
article from W. Z. Hutchinson, who quotes my experience to
1

saw an

some extent.

I also

saw the

article

from Mr. Kobinson, but lirst I saw a
description of a bee clamp in Langstroth's " Hive and
Honey Bee,"
him realize the fact which I partly imitated in the winter

that under these conditions, it is the
natural course of events that our commodity should also advance. Horace
Greeley said " the way to resume"
was to " resume," and 1 say the way
to get wliat our honey is worth and
costing us, is to ask it.
Look well to this feature of the
season. Tliose who will not protect
their own interests will soon be sold
out, and theirgoods will just cultivate
an appetite for ours, and the luxuryloving consumers are going to be willing to pay us a price in keeping with
the cost of otlier produce. All of
honey's competitors are going to be
scarce. First is fruit— the late cold
season has killed the bulk of the crop
in most locations, as well as cutting
away a portion of ours. Butter will
remain higher this year than for
several seasons past. Why " comb
11 to 16c.V"

[While we agree with Mr. Ileddon,
that the prospect for remunerative
prices for honey were never better
than tliis season, we certainly cannot
indorse the implied strictures for giv-

of the Overflow.

M. a.

GARRETT.

Bees came through the winter without

barrels, for the last three or four
years, for less than 12 to 15c. per lb.;

while my comb honey has netted me
nearly the prices quoted above. Of
course, the extracted was ripe, and
the comb was in nice marketable
shape. I refer to that style of goods,
which is now mainly produced by all
bee-keepers. Tub and pail honey is
getting scarce, and there is no need
for "scalping" our commodity any
longer. Let every honey producer
look about him and observe the prices
he pays for everv bit of produce he
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Work

of 1877-78 with

perfect success. It
colony I ever had. I
took it from a tree on the loth of
September, 1877. The bees eat but
I constructed my clamp
little honey.
as did Messrs Robinson and Hutchinson, except I placed a tube 10 feet
long, made from 4 inch boards on the
scantling that I placed the hive on,
and let it extend perpendicularly in
the air, putting my covering all around
it. If I had had ground that I thought
was dry enough, I should not have
placed this tube in, but as there was
no side opening there could be no
draught through, nor change of temperature.
I dug my trench last fall, near my
apiary, 2 feet deep by 2 feet wide, and
long enough for (1 colonies, and placed
my scantling 6 inches below the surface in the trench, built my pen and
filled it with dry oat straw, and set 6
of the weakest colonies (covering
from 5 to 7 American frames), on tlie
scantling, and covered the hives all
over with the dry straw, taking care
that it was not packed around but
was as loose as I could make it, then
placed the lube, made of 6 inch boards,
on the scantling with a cap, and to

was the

first

ing correct reports of quotations in
Kew York. We have no apology to prevent anything from falling down
inside of it made airholes under the
make for Messrs. Thurber & Co., nor cap
and covered it as described by Mr.
for any one else who may have been H., except I only covered it with
identified in doubtful transactions about 12 inches of dirt, and let that
heretofore ; but had they reported remain till frozen then covered with
2 feet of cane stalks and straw.
honey at a figure above its market When I dug the dirt off and opened
value, we cannot see where any ad- them, the 1st of April, before I could
vantage would result to the producer. set them on their summer stands they
By reference to our market quotations were flying, and the colonies seemed
as heavy as when placed in 5 months
for New York in this issue, it will be before.
seen D. W. Quinby quotes honey at
They seemed only to have slept

my

to put my 35 colonies on my gallery.
It continued to rise till I had 3 feet o£
water in my house when I put my bees
on a scaffold on the gallery, and in
every window in the house. I then
house to seek a
had to abandon
dry place of safely for myself to stay.

my

my absence we had quite a
which washed the most of
them off. My son had his in a new
building elvated 6 feet from the
ground. The waves turned it over
and he lost his entire apiary. Together we lost 60 colonies 59 were
Italians; 2"> empty hives and lioney
several
hundred
besides
boxes,
frames. We estimate our loss in bees,
During
storm,

;

honey,

etc., to

amount

to $865

;

I lost,

besides, my entire crop of cane and
corn. Some of my brother bee-keepers thought I ought to have saved
my bees ill a boat. That would have
been hard to do. They were in clusters as large as my head at the

entrances, and you could not smoke
them in; in fact I do not thi'ik they
had room, as they were full of honey
and strong with bees. It is very easy
to stand off and see a fight going on,
and after it is all over to say, " you
ought to have done this and the other ;

you would have whipped," when, if
they were in the same place, they
would not liave done so well. The
bees were cross and kept up a continual motion, as if all were going to
at once. This, I suppose, was
caused by moving them so often. I

swarm

extracted a half barrel of honey from
what I had left, and had plenty left in

;
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the brood chambers. I think I may
recover some of them this summer in
the bee-trees. At this time tlie water
is nearly out of our lield, and we are
busy phinting cotton and corn, but I
fear too late to do much good. It is a
ffloomy sight, to see our beautiful
fields of cane and cotton left in such
a horrible condition
fencing and
houses taken ofl by the miglity power
Of the water.
New Iberia, La., May 25, 1882.

—
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Dollar (Jiieeus— The Place they Occupy.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

After all that I have written upon
the subject of dollar queens, I fear
that I am not exactly understood.
Mr. Ileddon says: "Yes, but my
circular tells you that they are reared

by another party, tlie gentleman who
bought my Glenwood apiary one year
ago one who thinks, like Mr. Hutch;

inson, that he has the genius to rear
them as good as they can be reared,
and find a profit on them at one dol-

the so-called tested queens, test them and their queens would give better
in regard to their best business quali- satisfaction
imrchaseis.
They
to
ties, select the best to breed from, and would find that the yellow bees would
then select again from their progeny, gather quite as much honey as dark
and so on or else he must buy choice ones. It is the instinct of all honey
queens of some reliable breeder, pay- bees to gather honey, if it is to be
ing him tor the trouble and time of found.
testing them. The breeder of dollar
I believe, and know, that bees can
queens, or of the so-called tested be bred as to size, color and docility
queens, can stock his own and his the larger the bee, the more docile.
neighbors' apiaries with choice stock, This holds good with the common
he can rear his queens and drones in black bees. Some are large, of a gray
the best po-ssible manner from the color; then there is a small, short,
best stock that can be olutained, and verjf black bee, which is very vinthen he must send out, as dollar dictive, and goes for horses, dogs, cats
queens, all queens that show no im- and chickens in a way that makes
perfections during the ten or twelve things lively.
cross between those
days that they remain in his yard, sniall bees and Italians produces a
and, as tested queens, all queens that bee that smoke, if once aroused, will
show no imperfections and prove to not subdue, and whoever handles
be purely milted. Some of the queens them will be obliged to have on
that he sends out will probably be as double protection, and then if they do
good queens as it is possible for him not find a way inside to a tender spot
cross between
to rear, while it is quite likely that it will be a wonder.
others will not be very valuable ; the the larger gray bee makes a tolerable
breeder does not know which queens decent hybrid. I believe it should be
will turn out prizes or which will the motto of every queen-breeder to
prove blanks, that is something for breed from the very lightest queens
use
his customers to find out. There is, that produce very light workers
however, no deception about the mat- drones only from such queens, and
having
in
it
is
improve
as
fast
as
possible
ter, as
understood that the only
guarantee in regard to dollar queen's view, first, the lightest colored bees ;
docility. By
is that they are reared in a proper second, large ; third,
manner from good stock, and are lay- careful breeding to these three points,
ing queens. Tested queens are the I believe we might soon have a fixed
same except that they are known to be type, or " the coming bee."
purely mated.
Bennington, O.
If a bee-keeper secures an excellent
;

A

A

;

lar." Now I have never intended to
convey the idea that all of the dollar
queens sent out by myself or by other
breeders, are " as good as can be
reared ;" although I do think that
many of them are as good as any
queens that have been reared. The
only point that I have tried to make,
and tlie one to which 1 have clung so breeding queen, paying a handsome
persistently, is that " dollar" queens price for her, and then rears queens
are the equals of the so-calied " test- from her, they are, virtually, dollar
ed " queens. When the Uee Jouu- queens they must be tested before it

;
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Clamps for Wintering.

;

says that " the best is the cheapest," I agree with it in the main, and
1 presume that it will also agree with
me, that " circumstances alter cases."
If we can believe our leading queenbreeders, the only difference belweeu
dollar and tested queens is tliat the
latter are known to be purely mated,
while, with the care given to the matter by all reliable breeders, the chances for dollar queens to be impurely
mated are very small. Mr. Geo. W.
House, in the Exchange for April,
says, and I agree with him, " that a
properly tested queen (one that we
would be willing to breed from), cannot be much short of two years old.
We want to see the qualities of her

NAt

daughters and grand daugliters, before running her for queen-rearing,
and for such a queen would expect to
pay a good price." Prof. Cook says
:

" In testing, Mr. Hutchinson only
waits to see if the requisite number of
bands are present, i would have him
wait to see it the requisite number of
eggs, bees, and pounds of honey were
forthcoming," and I agree with him.
Choice queens, reared from the best
stock, and selected with great care
from a lot of queens that liave been
kept and thoroughly tested a year or
two, cannot be sold for $1.00 each, nor
for $2.00, or even $3.00 each, and the
breeder receive pay for his time and
trouble and I don't know as any one
thinks, e.xpects, or has asserted that
they can, 1 know that I do not and
shall not. The breeder who wishes
choice queens to breed from, must
buy a lot of dollar queens, or a lot of
;

is

known what

Now, then,
make whether

they are.

what difference does

it

a bee-keeper rears his untested queens
or buys

them

V

When

one has a large apiary as has
Mr. Heddon, where queens can be
kept doing duty in full colonies while
they are being tested, the rearing and
selling of tested (jueens for §2.00 or
$3.00 each would probably be more
profitable than the rearing and selling for SI. 00 of queens that had just

commenced

laying; but where one's
apiary, with the exception of a tew
colonies for building queen cells, is
divided up into nuclei, the case is different as, after working two or three
days, tlie queen has the combs ot her
nucleus filled with eggs, and then can
do nothing but "loaf" until the first
batch of eggs hatches out into young
bees.
Rogersville, Mich.
;

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Light versus Dark Itnllaus.

AAKON BENEDICT.
I am uware that it is much easier
for the careless breeder to rear dark
than light-colored Italians, hence
they are ready to praise the kind of

bees they liave, and if queen-breeders,
they can send out all the hybrid
queens they can rear, if dark. Now,
1 believe if these advocates of dark

E. D.

MALLORY.

We

had 6 colonies in Langstroth
hives, which, after some deliberation,
we carried into the cellar. I say deliberation, because it was never my
opinion that was the best method of
wintering, although recommended as
such by so many of our best bee-keepers, and it was through their experience and judgment that I was led to
adopt the plan, as we had only been
keeping bees about 7 years at that
time, and, consequently, knew but
little about winter management practically.
About the same time that
we removed the above hives to the
cellar, we purchased 3 colonies of
hybrids in old box hives, one of which
was quite strong, another very weak,
and the third fair with these we reWe placed
solved to try clamps.
them on their bottom-boards about 4
inches from the ground, and banked
;

earth arouncbthem about one-fourth
the way up the hives ; at the entrance
we placed conductors about 20 inches
long, so that the bees could have free
egress whenever they chose to go out;
this done, we drove stakes into the
ground and put boards behind them
to hold the straw and chaff, with
which we packed them to the depth of
from a foot to a foot-and-a-half, putting a cover over all to keep out the
wet. Here we left them to find the
result later on. In the latter part of
February we made an examination of
our colonies, commencing with the

Italians had queens that were light
yellow, and produced all light yellow box hives, which we found in fine
of
evident
signs
bees, they would sing a different tune. condition— dry,

—

:

—

——
;
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breeding, and quite heavy, and in returning thera to the clamps we placed
frames about 3 inches wide under tlie
hives to give a little more circulation
of air. Tliose placed in the cellar did
not appear so favorable, they having
been rattier uneasy for some time;
we brought tliem out, gave them a
fly, and made a short examination of
them, but found they were quite
damp, with evident signs of dwindling, and a good many tint flew out
died before they could return. With
the results of our two metliods thus
far, we concluded tliat it would be
better to put the latter in clamps, too,
than return them to tlie cellar, wliich
we did, raising them from the bottomboards and giving them plenty of air,
and a free passage in and out of the
hives. This spring we left them until quite late, and they came out al-

most

full of brood, stronger, I think,
than ttiey were last fall by a quarter
of their number, tliose in the box
hives having extended their combs
about 2\£ inches below the hive into
the frame whicli we placed under
tliem in February. With this success
in clamps, I tliink it will be some time

we attempt wintering our bees

before

in the cellar again.

Frankford, Ont.

—

in numbers. June 4 Liberated
in liive No. 16, and found her
in the after part of the day well received. Now, all of tills seems to me
to be evidence .satisfactory of the
presence of a fertile worker in the

duced
queen

and hence it follows that
bees will bolh construct queen cells
and readily accept a queen in the
above hive

;

presence of a fertile worker. We
may hence conchule that bees value a
fertile worker slightly, and are always
ready to accept something better
and that fertile workers are not pests
as generally imagined, but are simply

377
of wild grape vines. The
boats and steamers connect it with
the main land twice a week, and the
latter place is as line a bee country as
any part of New York State, while
the climate is tempered by the waters
of the lake, the coast for a few miles
inland being tlie home of the apple,
peacli, plum, pear, and the liner
varieties of tlie cherry, etc. On this
island the bee-keeper can turn loose
his choice drones, and bring his young
queens tliere with a certainty as to
tlie result.
D. P. Norton.
Council Grove, Kans.

amount

the indication of certain abnormal
conditions, whicli the bees will always
endeavor to correct if the means are
placed within their reach.

From Louisiiina.— My bees are doing very well. I have 13 colonies ; 10
are strong. I will extract on the 1st
Henderson, Ky.
of June. Mr. Henry Stecla is still
feeding has 140 colonies and is doub[You have had jiroof almost positive ling back. Mr. M. A. Garrett all
that a fertile worker did occupy the right with 35 colonies. I extracted
hive, and that a queen was accepted, half a barrel. Our thermometer stood
at 84^ on tlie 2Stli and 29tli. I send
but it is an exceptional case. Ed.]
you by mail two specimen flowers of
honey plants the yellow tassel comes
from a tree which grows here in the
Soutli. It is said that it was introduced from China many years ago.
The other I found by the road side ;
the bees were lighting over the nectar
which it contains. What are their
;

;

WiWi£7rM

Chas. Sonnemann.

names V
Sweet Clover
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Theory

Not Infallible.

GASTON

31.

sweet clover,
forage V
weather.

ALVES.

We

New Iberia, La., May

Woods Pasture.

woods pasture be too shady

W^ill
is

in

for

to be successful for bee
are having cold, rainy

Bees cannot fly more than
half of tlie time. I have had 2 swarms.
thought that bees with a fertile The hives are well stocked with bees,
worker will not accept a queen. but tliere is a poor prospect for honey.
Prof. Cook, in his " Manual," page 92, 1 shall count on bees this year as I do
" Yet they seeui to satisfy the on
says
cliickens. I never
count on
workers, for tliey will not brook the chickens until they are hatched and
presence of a queen when a fertile the rats have one week to work at
worker is in the hive, nor will they them, then count the balance.
suffer the existence in the hive of a
Villisca, Iowa.
James Eenian.
queen cell, even though capped." I
the
shade
is quite dense, it
[Unless
quote from my note book of this year
April 4tli. Forced box hive and put will not be much detrimental to sweet
swarm into hive No. 14 with empty or melilot clover for bee forage.— Ed.1
frames put box hive on stand of hive
It

is

30, 1882.

[The yellow tassel mentioned above
called
is from the tree commonly
China oak (Querctts Cliinensis]; the latter we have many times recommended
as a most desirable honey plant
motherwort.— Ed.1

:

;

and moved No. 1 to a new
April S Found new worker
comb and eggs in liive No. 14 (thus it
is certain the queen was forced with
the swarm from box hive). April 2o
Forced box hive (see April 4th) into
hive No. 16, with small strips of
worker foundation in frames ; looked
for young queen, but could not tind
one. May 4 Examined hive No. 16
bees making only drone comb; one
drone comb contains eggs and brood
no otlier brood. May 16— Gave hive
No. 16 worker brood from hive No. 6,
to see if queen cells would be started.
About a week afterward (no entry
made of this) examined the hive and
found two sealed queen cells on the
comb given on the 16th of May, but
as tlie cells were constructed almost
horizontally, I badly bruised them in
lifting the frame out. I then destroyed them and sent to Mr. J. T.
Moore for one of his Italian queens.
June 3— Received Italian queen by
mail of J. T. Moore, and introduced
her caged, in hive No. 16. Still found
only drone brood and eggs, and again,
after very careful search, could find
no queen. Colony considerably re-

No.

stand

1,

—

;

—

—

;

;

Bees

are.

splendidly,'

August. She was large and nice, and
Booming.— Bees wintered was perfectly contented with her
and everything works all small home until the 20tli of August,

yet.

rigiit

No

frost

to

hurt fruit

bloom (and trees blossomed very full),
so bees have had a grand time. It
has been a little cool attimes, it is
true, but they have built up very
fast 2 swarms May 2.5, and 27, and
;

My reccn'd says out of 40 coloNo. 1. Our
35 are marked
prospects for fruit is grand, and if
nothing interferes now, we will show
Chicago some nice plums and peaches.

so on.

A

nies,

W. D. Markham.
Hart, Mich., June 1,1882.

How

to Produce the Coming Bee.
suggest to tlie Dee-keep.er who
to immortalize himself by
breeding for the "coining bee," according to the programme of Prof.
Cook, in tlie article from the Rural
will
wislies
I

New

Yorker.

The

Continent to

best place on

fertilize his

Long

the

queens

is

Point, Out., in
is 15 miles from the
Mainland, abounds in the timbers,
wild flowers and plants peculiar to
that latitude, including an unlimited
island of
Lake Erie. It

the

Loss of (Jueen.— There are a great
causes for loss of queens, but I
think I had an exjierience somewhat
different from anything read or heard
of.
I had a smallframe of brood, 4x10
inches, inclosed in a small box with
sides, covered with sliding
glass
panels for observation, in which I had
a queen hatch on the loth of last

many

when

at

1

o'clock she took a bridal

and was out two hours, when
she returned. I was standing on the
look-out, and saw her enter the hive,
and I immediately raised the panels
from over the glass and saw at once
that the bees had caught her and were
flight

away

white thread-like
to her
when she returned to the hive. I
watclied the proceedings until I was
satisfied they intended her destruction, as they had her by the wings and
legs, and were using every effort to
sting her, wliile the whole colony was
in an uproar, and by this time they
had taken every visible thing away
from lier that did not belong there,
yet they persisted in her destruction
until I had recourse to my smoker,
and then it was hard to make them
desist, until I could take her out,
which I did until they were quieted
inside the hive, wlieni returned her;
but the same hostility existed, and I
smoked the bees until they were as
black as a chimney sweep, and all to
tearing

tlie

appendage which was hanging

— —
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Then I removed lier .ind Fruit is in full bloom here now, and
introduced her into another small the bees would be very busy, but it
hive, and she proved to be a perfect has rained most of the time for two
queen, producing workers and drones weeks, and been so cold they could
at will. What was the trouble V Was not do much. The heavy colonies are
it the scent of the drone she met that breeding up fast, but it seems up-hill
caused the bees to attack her, or do work for the light ones to get started.
Italians died off and spring
all queens have to go through with My
this pow-wow on such occasions V If dwindled more than the natives. I
(and I shall never doubt it) they in- think the coming bee will be i)ure
tended to kill her, d<ies this not ac- Italian and pure German brown bees
count for the loss of a great many crossed. Such of mine are larger,
queens V
Wji. M. Barnes.
stronger and do not die or dwindle.
Boaz, Wis.
E. P. LOVEJOY.
Greig, N. Y., June 5, 1882.
[The circumstance you mention is a
matter of not in frequent occurrence.
.as
Bee-Keeners. 1. How
We liave heretofore supposed that the farNegroes
can bees see
2. Why do negroes
queen having been out an unusual not keep bees; is it because
" Tlie Lord doth love the negroes well.
length of time, had probably been
And he alwrtya tells them by their smell ?"
deprived qf her scent by long continuance in the open air, then having I have never known a negro who

no purpose.

—

i*

met

;

a foreign drone, and

returning

immediately to the hive after contact
with him, the bees may liave mistaken her for an intruder. Had you,
after her first release, put her under
a comb-surface cage and placed the
comb back in the center of the hive,
she would have been fraternally welcomed after a few hours conlinement.
We liad a fine young Syrian queen
pass such an ordeal last summer, in
which one wing was disabled, but after caging on the comb from one
o'clock until evening, she experienced
no further trouble.—Ed.]

Have Dwindled.— Mr. G. M. Doolit-

spring report is my experience
to a dot. In the fall of 18801 put 35
colonies in my cellar, and iuthesprnig,
about the iOth of April, set out 84.
Some of these I united, so that 1 had
24 good colonies, and 7 that I built up
to good by fall. From the 24 that I
worked for honey, I obtained 830 lbs.
of box honey, in 1;?^ lb. sections, and
200 pounds of extracted honey, besides what we used in the family and
gave to the neighbors. Last winter
was a very mild one here, and my
tle's

bees used very little honey while in
the cellar, but there came a warm
spell about the middle of April, and
I set them out, and oh dear how
they have gone down ever since. I

—

Jordan.
W. Va.
[1. How far bees can see we do not
know. Worker bees are supplied
with two sets of eyes —compound or

owned

bees.

E. C.

Stephenson's Depot,

and simple eyes. Prof. Cook
doubts not their eyes are best suited
to long distances, as they depend
more upon their keen sense of smell
to guide them aright when the object
is present.
We have often thought
one set of eyes might be adapted to a
very distant range, while the otherset
were adapted to perfect observation
ocelli,

in the dark, as

holding 10 frames, inixl2i^ inches in1. For extracting honey should
side.
I have an upper story to get the best

Working Drones.— As

I write, a
just called in to ask if

neighbor has
drones worked. I replied, no. He
affirmed that he had witnessed a colony, the drones of which were at work
carrying in pollen as busy as the workers.
The same colony have been
killing off the drones since. I replied that it was an exception. What
think you of it y Our bees have had
a good spring harvest; working almost incessantly for 3 months, while
yours have been frequently interrupted with frost and freezes. I am informed by a neiglibor just from your
city, that it was snowing there on the
23d, yesterday week.

or

results,

enough

?

is

2.

I

the

one story roomy

tried sections a little

but the bees did not go up
3. Are there any bees
that can gather honey from red clover
Page.
mine do not ?
Shenandoah, Iowa, June 3, 1882.
[You will find Mr. Doolittle's answer
to Dr. James' open letter, which was
published in the Bee Journal, page
329, in this number, on page 372.
we prefer the
1. For extracting
second story, as it gives an opportunlast year,

at all

;

why ?

ity for tiering up, to

meet exigencies

weather or time, and for ripening
honey, when flow is very abundant.
If but one story is used, then a " long
idea " hive is often desirable, as with
a very prolific queen, if but 10 frames

of

are used, the labor of extracting will
have to be continually in progress, or

we know much, and a

perhaps the most perfect of their
work, is performed in the hive at
night amid total darkness. Who that
has passed through an apiary at midnight during a season of bountiful
honey flow, has no* heard the busy
roariny of the bees within the hive,
though several rods away.
2. We never saw nor heard of a
negro who was a successful beekeeper; and although excessively fond
of haney, nine hundred and ninetynine out of every thousand, would do
without it, even if told to go to the
hive and help themselves. Ed.]

!

put 53 colonies in last fall, and set
out 49 this spring. All appeared
good, but it turned around cold in a
couple of days, and my bees had only
4 days in April that they could fly,
while May has not been much better.

Too Cold and Wet.— I had last fall 12
colonies which wintered well and
strong, but they have dwindled badly
this spring, causing the loss of one.
Most of them have but three frames
of brood. There is not much show
now for honey until fall or late summer. The weather is too cold and
wet for bees to work much on what
bloom there is. That open letter to
Doolittle hits me exactly. I hope he
will give a reply soon. 1 use hives

light yield will be the result.
2.

Your honey

flow

may have been

very light, or the bees been too long
storing in the brood chamber. Sections should be put on early in the
season, if comb honey is wanted ; that
is, soon as the weather has become

warm and settled.
3. There are several who claim their
bees gather freely from red clover.
We have frequently seen our bees
working busily on it, but never when
the flow was plentiful from other
honey plants, nor do we believe any
bees will do so.— Ed.]

Putting on Sections.— In your answer to D. W. Bellemey on page 331,
question 4, your advise and my experience do not agree. I used to do" as
you advise, but found sometimes a
difficulty in getting the bees

into the
sections after they commenced to
store honey in the combs below. I
The little fellows tried their best to
now put on the boxes as soon as the
out
and
get
work on soft maple and
bees have clustered below. Swarms
willow, but they dropped down and
thus treated have, as a rule, given a
died, many of them on the alighting
large yield of section honey. If not
boards. I looked them all over the
done within 2^1 hours, the bees will
first warm day in May, and most of
put so much honey in the brood
them had honey plenty ; those tliat
combs as to materially interfere with
did not I gave combs of honey saved
the brood, leaving insufficient room
over on purpose for such emergencies,
for the queen. If honey is what we
but in spite of all I could do, they
are striving for, on this point hangs
have dwindled, died, and swarmed
success or tailure. I hope other beeW. A. Milling.
out, and with what I have united, I
keepers will give their practice on
Biard, Tex., May 31, 1882.
have 36 good and 2 poor colonies to
this (to me) important point.
misiake
about
[There
must
some
be
begin the season with, if we ever get
L. C. Whiting.
any warm weather so bees can work. the drones carrying in pollen. Ed.]
East Saginaw, Mich.

—

—
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Boiling Honev.— My bees bred up
very fast in fruit bloom season, and
some time after that it set in cool and
cloudy, witli bad weather to gather
honey to keep up brood rearing. I
feared very much that I would liave
to feed largely, but now they are making a living, and have commenced to
Will Mr. Lowfill up with brood.
master please give a description of
his drone trap, as I lind it very hard
to keep down black droiiesV I have
58 colonies of blacks, hybrids and
Italians, and do not use any black
drones ? My bees wintered well on
stands in Mitchell
their summer

How will it do to let extracted honey stand 10 or 15 days, tlien
bring it to the boil in large kettles,
skim, put up in 2 to 4 pound tin cans,
and solder while hot ?
J. T. Bruton.
hives.

Joplin,Mo.,May24,

1SS2.

[Without exceeding great care is
used, the honey will be deprived of
much of its flavor by bringing to the
boiling point. Let it stand several
days in tubs, pails, or barrels, covered
only with thin, coarse cotton cloth,
in a hot, dry room, or exposed in the
sun. Protect against rain and night
dews. Ed.]
Letter to Prof. Cook.— Dear
While you are under the firm

AuOpen
Sir

:

Late Spring.— The spring has been
very late cold north and northwest
winds are prevailing yet, so bees cannot work much more than half of
their time. I received a large swarm
May 26, which is doing well considering the chance. I expect more soon
as the weather permits. 1. How is
the best way to move a colony a short
distance it is standing under an ap2.
ple tree, and has too much shade
In putting tin tubes in the brood
chamber, for winter passages, should
they be removed in summer? I am
delighted with "Cook's Manual of the
Apiary." I think there is no book
like it for the bee-keeper. Do not
stop the Bee Journal, if my subscription should expire I am a novice
at bee-keeping, and cannot get along
without it.
S. C. Frederick.
Coal Vale, Kans., June 4, 1882.
;

;

'?

;
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Hiviiiff, Etc.— 1. To hive a swarm,
should I turn the hive top-side down
over the swarm, after the frames have
been fastened in place by cleats laid
on the ends, and fastened by screws
driven through the cleats into the rabbets? 2. My tliin foundation is cut into

sheets 5>^x'l2 inches, to till the 1 pound
section, should I cut it into sheets
Z}4ri% inches, and have a lot of
small pieces left over, or had I better
cut it into pieces Zx2,% inches? 3. I
use cotton rags in my '2li inch Bingham smoker, and like them much
better than pinik ; what objection is
there to using rags V 4. According to

Mr. Ileddon's theory,

[1. Close the entrance at night; in
the morning remove the colony to
where you wish it to remain let the tors.
;

entrance

remain closed

;

about

11

o'clock jar the hive pretty roughly,
and leave it for about 5 to 10 minutes;
slant a board in front to nearly ob-

struct the entrance, and take away
the entrance blocks. Let the board
remain in front for several days.

Why

use tin tubes at all ? Shave
inch round stick gradually
to a point, and pierce a hole through
each comb just a little above and forward of the center. If done in the
bees will not close them
fall, the
again, and in the spring they can
easily do so, as this is the most valuable portion of the brood-nest. Ed.1
2.

a.}4 0T

^

conviction that the breeding of bees
must follow the same laws as the
breeding of cattle, etc., and that I
concur with the opinion of Mr. Doolittle, who says in a late number of
Gleanings, that from his practical experience he has been led to believe
that the breeding of bees is not analogous to that of swine, sheep, etc., I
would like for you to tell us in which
way we are able to come to the same
Beetles.— I send you this day three
result with bees as with cattle, etc. V dark-colored bugs that frequent my
If it is possible to select the male and bee-hives, and annoy the bees. Will
female with the different breed we you please let us know what they are,
wish to improve, how is this possible and their habits, if known, and do so
with bees? We certainly can select through the Bee Journal.
the female, but what about the male ?
J. A. P. Fancher.
Now, we suppose that all the progeny
Fancher's Mills, Tenn.
from a pure queen to have similar
[The " dark colored bugs " received
qualities, now why is this not so with
the improved breed of cattle, horses, from J. A. P. Fancher, Fancher's
etc. y The breeders of the selected Mills, Tenn., are not bugs, but beetstocks are continually weeding, as
They are not found in Michigan,
les.
from their best selected couple they
breed from there are but a few which but are in our cabinet. The scientific
come to the standard. Now, if this is name is Euryomia sepulchrulis. Fab.
the case when we are able to select Two near relatives, E. inda and E.
and manage the male, how can we
melancholis, are found here, and are
attain such results, when we can only
have drones and not one, unless all often found eating into ripe fruit,
the drones from the queen we select especially apples and peaches. Possifor tliat purpose have all the good bly this one has a sugar tooth, and
similar qualities required
then, if
to satisfy its longings by pilferthis is the case, why should all the seeks
males from a female bee have all the ing the honey from the hive. I cansame qualities and not so in all the not think, from the habits of the beetdifferent improved breeds of cattle,
les of this genus, that they could do
horses, sheep, fowls, etc. V Trusting.
any other injury. We might think
sir, that you will not think that I oppose the working towards the im- from the name that they were after
Erovingofour present bee. though I dead bees, but it is hardly possible.
ave been working in that light for They doubtless seek the honey, and
several years without result.
will not be in sufficient numbers to do
Paul L. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La., May 30, 1882.
much harm. A. J. Cook.]

I

wonder

if

bac-

teria are in cider and honey vinegar ;
if not, what causes fermentation ? In
an 8-frame Langstroth hive, I should
think we might adjust a super for extraded honey, and after the bees are
well at work raise this super and put
under it a super of 24 one-pound sections, with foundation and no separais very backward
Fruit trees are just leaving
F. M. Cheney.
South Sutton, N. H., May 27, 1882.

The weather

here.
out.

[I.

To

hive a swarm, place a hiveto stand, with founframes properly adjusted;

where intended

dation
slant a broad board in front, on which
the bees can crawl up to the entrance ; now shake the cluster into an
empty box or keg, and pour them
down in front of the prepared hive.
There are two or three other good
methods, but this is, perhaps, as little
trouble as any.
2. Cut into pieces 3x2?| inches.
3. There is no objection to cotton
rags in the smoker, except that they

burn out quite soon.
bacteria prevail in every4. ^es
;

thing that ferments or decays.
By using additional stories, tiering
up is practiced to a considerable extent, both for extracted and comb

honey.— Ed.]
Bees Doing Well in Califoniifi.— Our
bees are storing honey very fast, and
the prospects for a booming good

honev are much better than
year at this time. Sage, honeysuckle and California coffee are all in
full bloom, and the weather is mild,
enabling the bees to work all day.
Wild buckwheat is just coming on,
and other bloom in rotation. We feel
safe to say that our honey harvest will
be larger than for the past two years.

yield of
last

Warthan,

Cal.,

Bray & Seacord.
May 29, 1882.

;

—

Prospect was Never Better.— The
season lias been very cold and wet
here. White clover is beginning to
bloom, and the bees are making good
use of it, as they did not get much
honey from fruit bloom. Bees wintered well, and are doing finely now.
The prosviect for a good clover crop
was never better, I think, than now.

Daniel Brothers.

Sarahsville, O.,

June

3, 1882.

_

;

—
;;
;

;
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Plieiiomenal.— Recently while looking over my bees, on opening a hive
and picking up a frame with brood, 1
discovered a ball of bees vvhicli I
could not understand. On separating
them 1 found they were balling their
queen— one that had wintered with
them.
I liberated her, but they
followed her like a lot of wolves and
attacked her again. I took her out
and caged her. They had no other

Langstroth frames to the extent of

3
Bad for Oiieen Rearing.— Clover is
inches, giving free circu.lation largely a failure here wet and cold so
from top to bottom. It acts like a long it is dwarfed very fine stalked
cliarm, and the bees are soon at work and bloom light. Bees are getting
again.
O. M. Blanton.
little honey for two days past.
Have
Greenville, Miss., May 22, 1882.
had three clear days now. Have got
about 20 queens fertilized and 100 lost

—

or 4

;

Kingbirds.

— The

bird

mentioned

in

flight;

saw

a

number return and

by your Canada correspendent for a fall on the ground, not able to enter
name, on page 347, is called kingbird, the hives. Such were unsuccessful in
their flight. Some came out after 3
queen or any cell from which one in this section. I believe that is the weeks' confinement in the hive on the
name by which they are generally
could have hatched. Can you tell me
known in the States. They are iii- first warm day and were successful
the cause of such a phenomenon ? I
sectiverous, and considered very de- but bees would not receive them on
I have had bees many years in Langstructive to bees. Some have claimed their return, but damaged some and
stroth hives, and thought 1 had seen
A. Salisbury.
that they destroy drones only, but killed others.
all the freaks bees are subject to, but
Camargo, 111.. June 8, 1882.
that is a mistake, as has been proved.
this one beat me. The queen was
Clarendon Butman.
stung so badly she died in a short
Backward, Cold anil Wet.— We have
Plymouth, Me.
time. The same colony is without a
a very backward, cold, wet season so
queen yet. I put into winter quarters
[Kingbirds are numerous- too nu- far hard on our bees. I fear we will
47 colonies, and took out 46. They merous—in the Central and Western not get much honey this season. I
have gathered a little honey from
have had two swarms of Italians this
States, with which we are familiar
fruit blossoms, but the weather was
season the first on the 10th of May,
so cold it was mostly a failure, and but we have none decked in such the second on the 25th, both from the
bees are now starving." I have fed a feathers as the few which were sent same hive. It set in so wet and cold
few. It rains every otlier day and is us by Mr. Sanderson.immediately, that I was afraid they
Ed.]
;

;

F.

II.

Finch.

May

1.5,

1882.

cold.

Sharon Center, O.

[If it were not that there was late
brood in the hive, we would think the
bees had some cause to supersede her
otherwise, it may have been a queen
that gained admission to the hive and
killed the one belonging there, after
which the bees attacked her. Possibly
an abnormal swarm, with their queen,
entered the hive, and after destroying
the queen proper, were forced out,
leaving the intruding queen
in

custody. Being a phenomenon, of
course there is no arbitrary way of accounting for it.— Eu.]

Good Increase.— I had 18 colonies
at the beginning of the season, all in
fine condition have now 38 increase
by natural swarming. First swarm
March 29th had IS up to the 18th of
April ; had a rest of 28 days, and the
others came out since. Had one
swarm this morning, at 7 o'clock. In
my 8 years of bee-keeping I never before had a swarm before May, nor as
early as 7 o'clock a. ni. Honey flow
is immense from thistle and horsemint. Brood chambers are all full
and boxes and upper stories on 31
hives.
E. P. Massey.
Waco, Tex., May 29, 1882.
;

;

]>oing Fine in Texiis.— My bees are
doing better, and making finer honey
than I have ever before seen in Texas.

They began swarming on March

10th.

would starve, so I fed them in the
upper story, and happened to not put
on the cover right when the other

commenced robbing them the
thing I knew, so I smoked them
in and shut up the hives, loaded them
bees
first

had 80 colonies. I now have
into my buggy and moved them away
Adair and Langstroth hives.
3 miles to my son-in-law's,
The bees are very strong. lam busy about
where I opened them up and they
now taking honey— commenced Mav seem
to be doing well. It effectually
I then
150, in

15th. I find it all nicely sealed. Ilorseis splendid this spring.
I think

mint

the best honey plant weliave. Corn
tassels are line.
We are eating roasting ears. The prospects are grand
for Texas this year.
it

stopped tlie robbing.
J. Brewer.
Lincoln ville, Ind., June 6, 1882.

Doing a "Land Office Business."
Bees are doing a " land oftice business"
here to-day. The spring has
S. M. Cochrane.
been so cold and wet heretofore that
Gonzales, Texas, May 29, 1882.
many bees have died of starvation. I
mine will be all right now, as I
Disappointments.
We had the think
have been feeding sugar and honey.
warmest winter I ever saw up to April
Tnos. Lashbrook.
9, then set in cold and windy, so my
Waverly, Iowa, June 5, 1882.
bees could not work to do any good,
all through April and May, with rains
Interesting. Below are the dates
every 3 days, and then cold again.
for this year of the flowering of
Bees strong and in line shape, and a some bee plants and trees in this
hundred acres of white clover in sight locality also the time of drones flyof my apiary, and gallons of honey
ing and commencement of natural
wasting. I had 7 swarms
lost 3 swarming. Latitude
of this locality,
queens this spring, and if the weather 37^, 4.'f long. W. from Washington
does not get better I fear our honey 10°, 35'. Such a table as below from
crop will be very light. My bees have different parts of the country would
done well considering the time they be of much interest to bee-keepers:
could work a good many of the boxes March 31— Peach and plum trees
are full of comb and partly filled with dropping their bloom drones comhoney, and if we could have some menced flying pears coming in bloom.
dry, warm weather, they would soon April
2.— Cherries and apples begindo to take off, but to-day is cold, ning to bloom 22— White clover becloudy and windy, with mercury ginning to bloom 24— Locust beginstanding at 50^ in the shade.
ning to bloom. May 1— Tulip tree
L. T. MOBBERLY.
and raspberry beginning to bloom
Long Grove, Ky., June 5, 1882.
11
Natural swarming commencing;
25— Catalpabeginning to bloom. June
Myrrh on Bee Stings.— We feel to 4 Raspberry nearly out of bloom
give Mr. R. Ij. Aylor, of Waterloo, tulip tree about ten days out of bloom
Ky., our sincere thanks for his sting catiilpa dropping bloom
locust was
remedy, which is a few drops of tinc- in bloom about a week. Bees worked
ture of Myrrh applied to the puncture. well on fruit tree bloom, sugar maple,
This is the best thing we have found. tulip tree and raspberry indifferently
We have52coloniesingood condition well on locust, white oak, black (sour)
the weaker ones have been greatly gum, and red-bud (.Judas tree); not at
improved by following Mr. G. M. all on catalpa. They have not put a

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Upward Ventilation.— Since my

;

last

report the weather has been very unfavorable for tlie production of honey.
AVe have had a great deal of raiii,

with low temperature.

• cooler spring.

We

I

never knew

are just begin-

have warm weather in earnest,
ami the bees are gathering honey
freely from white clover.
I have
t.iken off 1.200 lbs. extracted honey
from a commencement of 256 coloni:ig to

my

nies. I shall work 4-5 of
colonies
for extracted honey. When I find my
bees hanginer out, with front and side

—
—

;

;

;

;

Doolittle's plan of strengthening and great deal of force on white clover as
entrances entirely open, I elevate the doubling up. No honey or swarming yet, preferring raspberry.
rear of the top of the hive and fold as yet.
Gaston M. Alves.
Daniel & Mary Mohr.
back a corner of the sheet from the
Manchester, Iowa, June 7.
Henderson, Ky., June 4, 1882.

)

:
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Local Convention Directory.

OrPICE OF AMERICAN BEB JOHRNAL,
Monday, ]u a. m., June \2. 1882.

1882.

Tlie following are the latest quotalions for

ADVERTISING RATES.

up

to

honey and beeswax received
hour

tliis

line of

Cash Suyers.

the season is well advanced, sates
of extracted honey are slow and prices remain unchanged. I am paying 7c. for dark and yc. for
li..-ht, cash on arrival.
Good comb honey is scarce

Transient AdvertiBements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

am) rules

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisementB
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is

I5(»17c, for dark.

paid in advance

*'

s

IS

lO per

" S56
" 39
"

Sa

ao

'*

*•

(3
(6

'*

"

months).... 30
months).... 40

(9months)....50

"

(1

wax, on arrival;

year)

cent, discount.

payinR 24c. for good yellow

1.S(sj::2c.

AL. n.

for

medium

grade, and

Newman, 923 W. Madison

St.

CINCINNATL

:

For 4 weeks
"

iilKb.

BEESWA.X— I am

HONEY— The demand for extracted honey, in
the retail way, is fair, and our sales for luanufacpay
turinn purposes were very good of late.
7c«*^ic. on arrival.
Prices for comb honey nominal

We

"

"

"
"

"

«0

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
2S per cent., 6 months, lO per cent.. 3 months,
G per cent.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, 20 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

and demand slow.

BEKSWA.\— Brines

18022C.

ceeds the offeriuKs.

The demand exC. K. MDTH.

5— Kentucky Union, at Shelby ville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

HONEY— As

A

Meetinii-

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct.

CHICAGO.

space, each insertion.

line of Agate type will contain about elffht
it'ords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

and Place oj

July 25— Western Iowa, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec., Winterset, Iowa,
Aug. 10— Maine State, at Harmony. Maine.
Wm. Hoyt. Sec.
Sept. 5— N. W. 111. and 8. W. Wis., at Rockton, 111.

:

<|uotutloiis of

20c. per agate

J'ime

j

t^~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Eli.

A Sample ('oi)y of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

QiiotatlvDB or Commlaalon Merchants.

^" When

CHICAGO.

HONEV— The demand for honey is light, mostof
the trade finding fault with the best offered, as it
Values are not steady,
is more or leas candied.
prices being made to meet the views of the pur-

dress,

new

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

address.

chaser.

BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23@25c.
R. A. BL'K.XETT. 165 South Water

Prepariition of

St.

Honey

for the

Mar-

production and care
THOMAS G.
HONEY— Trade guiet. We quote at 20022c., ac- of both comb and extracted honey.
cording 10 quality.
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
oaJi West Madison Street.. Chicago, III.
BEESW A.V— Hi ime quality, 2r.c.
C'uoCKEK & Blake. 57 Chatham Street.
last meeting of the North American
CLEVELAND.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apHONEY— There are a good many small lots of
tires.
very nice white section honey coming in now from pointed on a committee to prepare intime to time. White sells readily at 22c. second
quality hsc<i20c. Buckwheat, no sale at any price. structions on the Exhibition of Bees
Extracted, none in market.
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
The
Bee
is
mailed
at
Journal
1^
BEESWjVX-25fe30c.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
the Cliicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
SAN FRANCISCO.
and any irregularity in its arrival is
HONEY- New honey is reported as being redue to the postal employes, or some ceived at Southern points, butnune has yet arrived
From Detroit to the Sea.— W. H.
in this market. Stocks of old are now quite insigBrearley, of the Detroit Evening News,
cause beyond our control.
nificant. Fair to gt>od qualities, particuiaaly exhas issued and sent to this office a
ticularly extracted, are in demand.
We quote white comb. I3(?jil4c. dark to good, 7 copy of his new tourists' guide book
tailc. Extracted, ctioice to extra white. 7^i'•t8^ic.
I®" We will send Cook's Manual dark and candied. (;U<.l,i;Jic. liKESWAX---:3(!925e. for the three $20 July excursions
" From Detroit to the Sea." and reSTEAIlNs & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
in clotli, or an Apiary Register for 100
turn, via tlie Grand Trunk R. R. The
NEW YORK.
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
HONEY— Scarcely anything doing in honey, and bo(5k is a decided improvement upon
for one year, for $3.00; or with King's prices are entirely liominal. White clover, fancy, the former issues published annually
lb. bxs.. l.'JcyH^c.: white clover, good to choice,
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7o or with and 2 lb. b.xs., lyiiHc: buckwheat, 2 lb. bxs., per during the six years that these excurlb., lJ@12c. Extracted and strained, white. 9ia<loc;
sions have been carried on, having 64

NEWMAN,

J>:pcdal

ket, including the

BOSTON.

A

Un

;

_

;

:

1

1

;

Bees and Honey,

in cloth, $2.o0.

^" Always forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2.5 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

dark 7@«c.

BEESWAX— The market continues rather quiet,
but the supply is light and prices firmly sustained.
Western, pure, 24&24HC.; Southern pure, 27>&
25Hc.
D.

W. Q0lNBr,

105

Park Place.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— In fair demand. Strained selling
cnmh scarce— nominal at I8(a22c.
BEESWAX— Prime in demand at 22@23c.

at 8

®Ioc.:

well edited

and

containing

4:^

illustrated pages,

maps

and

engraved

expressly for this year's edition. The
title page of the cover isan exactcopy
in 10 colors of an oil painting of Glen
Ellis Falls, near the Glen House, in
the White Mountains, and is beauti-

enough to frame. Every one contemplating a trip East this summer
whether they intend going on these
The Apiary Register.
exciH-sions or not, should send 30 cents
and secure one. Those who do not
Premiuius. Those who get up clubs
All who intend to be systematic in wish to invest ten three cent stamps,
guide book, should send one
for the Weekly Bee Journal for their work in the apiary, should get a in this
stamp for a circular.
1(582, will be entitled to tlie following copy and commence to use it.
premiums. Their own subscription
$1 00
For .50 colonies (120 pages)
may count in the club
" 100 colonies (2-20 pages
1 .50 Glass in
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
Application lias been made to me tn take stuFor a Club of 8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
dents in i^^!*' KeepinK. I have, therefore, deter*
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882,
besin a t-lasaon MONDAY. J U I- Y 10, and
mined
"
The larger ones can be used for a extend tothri'ut:ii
eiuht weeks. The instruction will
4,— Apiiiry Register for 50 Colonies.
include a study of the Anatomy and Phyeioio;iy of
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
room
for
an
increase
give
colonies,
few
"
"
the Uee. QucfMi-Uearlnti. Artiilcial Increase. Im"
"
5,—
cloth.
Comb lionoy. Extracted Honey, Bee
"
of numbers, and still keep the record plements.
R. C. GitEEit

&

Co.. 117 N.

Main

Street.

ful

—

Bee-Keeping.

:

'*

"

©,— Weekly Bee Journal

for I year,
or Apiary Refrister foriiW Col's.

together in one book, and are thereOr they may deduct 10 per cent in cash fore the most desirable ones to profor their labor in getting up the club. cure at the start.
all

P:isturaKe. Wintering, etc.
library of Bee Literature, all Ai>I have a no()d

proved Modern Appliances,
h:iH

etc.

My home

Apisry

eiuhty colonies of Italian Bees, amonK which
O. <:l..nTi;,

students can practice.

2iw

Iowa

City,

Iowa.

4
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AUGUST, I will
JTJt.Y AXD
Bees, in Simplicity hives, for HO
AH queens from imported mothers.

Und

satisfaction guaranteed.
». S.

per colony.

GOLDEN

1

BASSETT,

I

<,>ueen

litnie

f 1.50

Nucleus, with Test-

Bees^Honey

5.W

Queen

ed
Full

Colony, with Tested
vj.no
Queen, before July l

are
for want nf Beeswax.
now paying ^''C. cash, oriisc. trade, for cood yellow wax. Tho^e of our friends who want laree lols
of foundation from us will have to send us the
same amount of wax or w;iit till we can collect it,

8am e,

after.Iuly

Hi.(H)

1

Tested Queen, before July
"

about exhausted. Until further nolice, we will sell thin foundation for sections at
55c. per lb.; heavy foundation for brood combs
iat4:ic. No discount from the above rates.
23w4t G. W. STANLEY it BRO., Wyoming, N. Y.
OS our stock

-frame Nucleus, with Testi^d

J
;

We

IX DISTRESS

OOEENS.

ITALIAN

Farnumsville, Worcester Co.. Mass.

24wltp

A NEW BEE BOOK!

Italian

sell

8iife arrival

*'

[i

is

%

oil Tin:

:J.iX)

l,

after.Iuly l.. 2.5U
per half doz.,

Management

an Apiary
and Profit by

13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

DR.

I.

iwtf

THOMAS

P. WiiSON.
Burlinuton, Iowa.

Send address

NEWMAN,

It

contains

IfiO

profusely illustrated pages,

is

up with the times' in all the various improvements and inve^l^on^^ in this rapidly developintr pursuit, and presents thn apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee. jind at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attract-

'•fully

Chief among the new chapters are
"Itee Pasturage a Necessity," *• Management of
Bees and Honey at Kiurs," " Marketint: Honey,"
ive condition.

AND KKEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

etc.

Price,

cover:

.

935

bound

no centH,

in cloiti,'y5

centH;

in

paper

pontpuid.

~W. Madison .^Ireet. Chlcuso.

III.

for prices.

JAMES IfEI>I>O.V,Dowagiac, Mich.

Iw35t

G.

Editor 0} the ^Vttklu Bee Journal.

FOR SALE. ALSO,

BEES BY THE POUND.

for Pleasure

;

100 Colonies BIND YOUR JOMNALS
TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

of

ApprecliBtWe Xotlcea.
prepared for beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise al! who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Ciirefully

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Koundaiittn is not surpassed. The

only invention to make Koundation in the wired
Trame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Bend for Catalogue and Samples.
«fe C\. Hoopeston. III.
Iwly
I». S.

OIVEN

1882-J.

TADL0CK.-1882

S.

CALDWELL

LULING.

TEXAS.

CO.,

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
J. H. Nellis' best imuorted queens. Tested Queen,
$2.'in ; per half-dozen, $i:i..'>n. Select Tested, $:} ;
per half-dozen. $1h. No "Dollar" or nuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
I4w;i;tt
If possible.

now booking orders for my
I am
(UtLDEN ITALIANS, reared from

the best st<»ck in the country. Warvnnted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
after
curly in the season, |il'..'iO
.lulv, $2: '2 frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
lTes"ted Queen. $4
with Tested Queen. *l(i. The Best
Smoker for Sl.r)0. Address all orders to
;

;

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10»
beautiful engraving^.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-eulture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
.lust such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg. 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.- Democrat. Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price evcryet pro-

Directlonsln each Binder.

Any one can use them.

SOc.

For Bee .Journal of liwo
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

8i»c.

75c.

THOMAS G. NEfFMAX,

Address,
925

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times Its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast Importance to

The Emerson Binder

West .Madison

4— RACES

Street,

Chlcaeo.

111.

OF BEES—

Holy Land and Hiiiiffn^l.r.o; extra
duced onthesubjectoi
tested, $J. Sendfor my 3 let An- olist. Lebanon, Mo.

Itnllan* Cyprian.

rUan Quveii».— Wananted queens,
selected.* 1.75;

nual

i'ii-cnlin'.

lawtf

HENItY

AI^I-EY, Wenham,

Mass.

;

Quinby

L. J. IllEHL,

M<iney Order Office)— Butler. Dekalb Co.. Ind.
lUwtf
I

THE CONaUEROR.

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that do not rust an break,
=Bnd bellows that sparks and emoke do not enter.
I'he Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
i

-postpaid for

Address,

i'2.

BINGHAM & HETHEEINGTON,
Abrtmia. Mich.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHori-r> have FISllKR'S GRAIN TABLES, i:)2
pa^es. pocket form; full of useful tables tor
castmy up Krain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for fanners and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paiU for 40 cents. Asents can
make money selling this book. G. "VV. FISUKIl.
J3?" Also for sale at the
liwRm.

Camarg-o, Doiighis county,

20

Years Experience

in

Our Motto

-"Low

111.

Queen Rearing.

Italian Queens
('yprian Queens

*1

;

;

—

Tested.

$1; Tested

Cus-

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

.

.

.$2

$J
Palestine Que-ns..*!; Tested... r2
Extra Queens, for awarnilng sea\
Sson, readv. if weare timely notified.
.
One-fra'me Nucleus, eitherltalian.
.
Cyprian or Palestine. *^; Colony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, fraraes,¥H. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine, 25 lbs. or over,
35c. per lb. on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
.s

A XKEATISE

civing an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table Riving all the principal druga used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enprjivlni: of the
horse's teeth atdiflferent ages, with rules for tellinK
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
rrlce 35 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

THOMAS

;

Safe arrival guaranteed.

lb.

OA«-

ZiU

Pii'fl

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
Iowa,

1882,

Uie Eveigreeii Apiary.
1..

HRIOOS.

will furnish

Itiiliiin

of Wilton Junction,

Warranted Queens.

out guarantee,

*l

;

CHICAGO,

Two comb

»::

;

Queens with-

Nucleus, with Test-

ed Queen, *4. Orders nlleii in rotation, aa received,
3w:2Ut
tf accompanied with the cash.

fine.

Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

Contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal. Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulaitons necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

Embraces every subject of inlerest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the nian.'gement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting aid attractivemanner,
and contains valuable information fur all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon. O.

NEWMAN,
Street.

ILL.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He wh" would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
advise all interested to get a copy of
his line.
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as 1k)w to
prepare It for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

We

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, cood
Cyprian, Albino uv Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, >ectu)ii Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Queens from either of

his Prize Mothers, as ei'rly In the conilns seiison as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested

t!Ubens,$:i;

G.

West Madison

iwly.

Tiincola. HI.

From
KEV. E.

923

Money Orders ©n

for bricht wax.

M. D.

B. J.

are

field, O.

is:

Prices, Quick Returns

tomers Never Defrauded."

per

.

©S, ENGRAVINGS.

i:jwtf

Rev. A. SALISBURY

Box 238, Uochester. N.V.
Bek Journal Office. _^

bee-culture. —Anti-Monop-

It is gotten up In the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for Buccessful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgmeat.
- Daily Kepublican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest diBCOverlea
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.

The engravings

Full

Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty

Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box 8I!J )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Aplarv.

5wly

Belleville, St. Clair

County.

111.

Dlsconnt to Healers by
A Irlberal
the Dozeu or titindred.

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

STANDARD,

U. S.

FOONDATION
ANO

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

do well to send for

in bee-9upplie3 will

Dealers

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OR.

KKTADl..

AVIIOI^KSAl-K
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our wholesale prices of Fnundiition. We now
have the most extensive munulactory of foutulji-

We send
We make

to all parts.

tion in the country.

United Stutes.

mmm

ALL

and our wax
nest*.

)f

the

State Agricultural

All shapes and sizes.
Samplea free on request.

sections.

ALltX. (iljKASII.N &

AVe now quote

MEHKIAM &
111.

:»n

5

Cents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUU CIKCUL A KS.

wholesale or

of

lOwtf

retail.

Send for our js-pau'c Illustrated Catalogue ol
Bees, Queens and Hee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf E. A. TU0MAS4 CO.,Coleralne, Mass.

1ITQXTIB.1ES

Land-640 Acres
1^ CHEAP FOR CASH, .m

Florida

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

ov

Description,— See. 4, township 7. south range 7
west, Franklin countv. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line, 2rj miles west or the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and

COZiORiiDO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sendins One Dolhir to the
will

Woman's

pri-

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

1>ENVER,

25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Ciulf of Mexico, and within

of the Apalachicola river the
and
soil is a rich, sandy lomu, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Uec. 3l8t. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, includint:
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *;J.-'IW. and on Sept.
5tb. 1877, by him ctmveved to the undersigned tor
JIUKW. The title is perteet, and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstract from the Uecordsof the
county, duly atte^tnl by the County Clerk; the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos-

sections

(o

\'<)

;

session.

COI-.

I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOMAS G. XEWMAN.
925 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL.
Foundation. DUXHAM; COMB FOUNDATION— 40c.
to
10 sq.
manufacturers of Couib Foundation have
per pound extra thin and

Advance
The

io

briirht.

;

advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
\ncreased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
except the VauDeusen (flat bottom ^ will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
my Catalogue.
H. XEW^MAN,

from the advertised price

in

ALFRED
i»23

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL

the
per

lb.

lb.

4Sc.

Send

AItfI> TRAP
CAOE
Queen while

I can sell the above Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUKROR.
Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee- Keepers' Supplies of every description.

MANUFACTURERS' PKICES.

ALFRED

OF

Dj:; \V.

35 Hands
is

World.

now Employed.

an opportunity for one or two bee-keep-

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
to the larye advance in the price of wax, I
prices thus Dunham, loto 5U lbs., i^'c.,
less limn lo lbs.. 44n.; VanflerTort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., i t^^ lo lbs.. .'")7c., iO to 50
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular tree.
:

lbs.. 4ic.,

J.

3wly

V.

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co., III.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

UA^.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high aide-waits, 4 to IR square feet to
the puuud. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Pure ItalianBees
at reaMonuble price.^.

Owing

now quote

overr^u

H.

Madison,

FLAT -BOTTOM

ers to obtain a g -od business. My reason for aellIna is that I am disabled. For iniorniation address
'"S," care of the Bee Journal, .Chicago, III., who
will forward the correspondence to me.
J:^wtf

Excelsior

III.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

One of the Largest Manufactories

Here

her Winsr-— Any

funk:.
FRANK
Beverly, Adams Co.,

23wtf

FOR SALE,
in tlie

n»c.

for Confiniugr the

4'llpiklntj:

BROOKS, Columbus. Ind.

Apiarian Supplies

ft.

worked

person that can open a hive and And the queen
can, with this devir-e, clip herwing without danger
of killing "V injuring her in the least. Price by
mail, postpaid. ;io cents; 4 for $1. Dealers send
for price list by the quantity

Address,

aOS- M.

15w(im

Wax

lor samples.

F.W. HOLMES, Coopersville, Mich, nwiy

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

COOK,

FULL COLONIES

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEENS AND NUCLEI.
.JOHN

P.

niP-MAX,

Fremont, Ohio.

;

133 Fine

IlUiKtriitions.

;

shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations neces.sary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited bis means, can
afford to dowithout. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It iy not only instructive, but intensely
Interesting and thoroughly practical.

Bead

the following opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it la the work of a master
real value.— i-'.-lpK-aWure, Paris.
I

think Cook's Manual

is

and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.-L-EWis T. COLUY.
It appears to have cut the ground frotu under
future book-makers.— iJn(i&/( Bee J&urnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my opfra-tionsand successful management of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than trum
any other book.— K. H. Wynkoop.
This book la just what everj'one interested In
bees ought to hii vo. and which, no one wlio obtains
It, will ever regret having purcaased.— iliic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-cnlture, a
manual is a necessity. Piot. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iff raid, Mouticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual 1 am more than pleased. It
The
Is fuily up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wexzei,.
My success has been so preat as to almost astonish myselt, anjmuch of it is due to the clear, disinterested iiiiurmation contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. Van A-ntweiu*. M. O
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and liive.-*. with their implements. It Is of
value to all bet::-raiscrs.— fiy. Live Slock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, wltuh I like so much.— l^'ABDE DlT'
Bois, editor or the BuLetin D' Ap^icuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
Dianagement; al^^u a botanical description ot honey
producing i;iants. and an extended account ui the
enemies ol bees.— i>t'?nocnit, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure thia vnde
inecuviot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. To al takingan interee-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as adviaed.— AgricuituriAt, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadlnff
bee-men to bo ti^o most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientiflc work on modern bee management that
ever>' experienced bee man will welcome, and it la
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is u credit
(Oil.— Western Ayr icuUuriat.
to the
This work i-t undoubtedly the most complete
manual lor the instruction of bee-keepers whietx
ha's ever ln;cn publi?*iied. It gives iifull exi-lanation regariiiiig the care and management of the
apiary, 'rbi-io Is no subject relaiuig to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ot all
the prcviou>i knowlede ol apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most

W

interesting of ulloccupa'iioua.— .4»ifncaTi Inventor,

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

Jot
in cloth, 9S1.2.?

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

Satisfaction guaranteed In every sale.

22w8t

Pattres

College of Michigan.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrate<l.
The first edition of a.OOO copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many coatly wood engravmgs
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
fulldesccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,

about
'Z

I5w6mp

C(

FALCONKi:. JaiiiGstown.N. Y.
P. L. VI ALLON, Iftiyou Guulu. La.
A. B. WEED, Detroit, Mich.

SON,

Ilaiuikon. IlanoocU Co.

Advance

iliir, to Uie Apiarian Supsend fur illust
ply Dealers whovc nariii'S ii[>|>' iir iiel.iw
J. V. CAI.DWKl.l,, Ciiinl.ri •.;., 11,-iirTCo., 111.
:

&

DADANT

CHAS.

on the

320

styles,

nowliere to he equalled for clennlipurity and beauty. Extra tiiin and brijihtfor
is

iwly

J.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in Uu

074

West Madison

G.

Street.

NE^VMAN.
CHICAGO, UJ*

.
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"HED TAPE!
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

IN

EXCELSIOR
HONEY

BINGHAM

1

USE.

I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
tbe frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can. with the cone
<.r metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or SO
lbs. of boney. It will be complete,
with Clivers, and in everv way
identical, except in size, with the

Ijaniistroth frames,

aid the inventor of

improved bee smokers— ^et tbe best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of— the stand-

11

ard of excellence the
world over— better
this

season than ever before. Price per mail,

Extractf)r. I3x2(t. which
intended for anv size of frame.
*!i;.tM.i

postpaid, from 65 cts.
to *2. Our patents
cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood, or do not

Excepting with the
t^act^)r9, all

Handed

For 2 American frames, 13X13 Inches
"
10x18
For2 Langstroth "
to

By Mail,

Customer. Postpaid.
75
$2 00

Wide shield Conqueror, inch
.H
Large Bingham Smoker (wide
'S

.

.

.

shield), li^ inch
shield),

Smoker

1

50

1

25
00

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,
Plain

1

\H inch
Bingham & Hetherington Honey
Knife. 2 inch

To

1

75

1

50

1

25

(wide

inch

'2

Ex-

the different styles
I

PS1CE8:

Bxtra Bingham

$ft.{tt\

is

have strainers over the catia U';iding to the honey gate, and niuvable Sid
Mie Comb Baskels. The ^s.ihi and
$10.(X) Extractors have no covers.

go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first, youp_*.«f._j 1R7Q
will have to buy no-*^^^*^^^^"' ^'*'**
others.

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors ca^ryin^ a and 4

Bee Smoker

you buy the Original Patent Binghnra
Bee Smoker, you will
If

and handsomer

Books

The OrlElnal

the

"
*'
For 3
10x18
"
'•
For 4
10x18
For 2 frames of any size. 13x20
^'
"
For 3
121^x20

For4

"

"

ALFRED
923

H.

13X20

$« 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00

"
"
'*

m

"

12
IG ai

"

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, Cbieaeo.

15

l

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

specialty of rearing pure Holy liimd
Quei'us. and have now more than UK' colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones"

imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June Jo,
$l."J5 each; after that date, single Queen, $i.(ki
for ^5.00 12 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more e;ich. Tested Queens. J:2..5u
;

;

price.

O-OOID,

A YEAKand

$777i

expenses toagents,
free,addressP O Vlekcry

Maine.

3Hw y
1

Honey Extractor,

's

Square Glass Hnney Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
\pply to

F.

<_: .

M XT T H

970 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.
lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwly

Bees and dueens
FULL COLONIES of ITALIAN BEES,
Apiaries.

Q17£ENSand NUCLEI IN SEASON.
1^^ Satis faction guaranteed.
J. H.
cation.

Circular on appli-

BOBERTSUN,

Pewamo,

5Uwtf

Ionia Co.. Mich.

PAINE & LADD,
HALBEKT
Jjate

STORY

K.PAINfc

Coram
B.

r

)

Patents.

LADD.

)

Solicitors of Patents
Piitent Cases.

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

!

Fog Choc's Balsam of Shark's

or

Management of an
by Thomas Q.

Profit,

The Hive

I

Use— Being

a description of the
Price, Sc.

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Oil

£xtrncted Honey; HurTestiiifr* HnndlPositively Kestores the Hearing, and is the ln» and MnrketliiK-- A i;4-page pamphlet, by
Ch.
C. P. Datlant, giving in detail the methods
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
and management adopted in their luiiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l.>c.
This oil
;ibstr;i>ted from a peculiar species of
small M'liitc .Shiiif k, caught in the Vell'iw Sea.
Bee PitsturiiBe n Xecessity, by Thomas G,
knu« n as C'lrcharmlnn IlnndrletiL Every Cbinese
i-^

tisherman kni'ws it. Its virtues as a restorative ot
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
tlie year 14in.
Its cures were so numerous and
iGi:iuy so«ee»»lnffIy nilrneiilou«. that the remcrly WHS officially pr<icl:nmed over the entire Era]nve. Its use became so universal that for over
:{00 y'-s»r« n<» llearne*«s has existed auionir
the ChineKi' people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at -fl.oo per bottle.

WASHINGTON,
Tk
n

V* Land Attorney* In
IGw^m

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant,

and

and when and how. Illustrated with 2tj engravings. Price. lOe.
Prrtcticul Hints to Bee-Keepern, by Chaa.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
pages.
F. Muth;
',-i2

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

the

;

This book should be in every family, and
to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumeragainst the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paces SOcnot eat.

ought

,

^^Send

From my

Price, SSa.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. TSc.

iS;

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

ii&rii»li>^t

a standard scientific work.

Prepnriitlon ot'IIoitey for the M!nrket»
tlie production and care of both comb
and e.vtracted honey, and in.structions on the exhihitiim of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price, lOc.

i;

:

itflt

is

including

make a

X. IR-

This

Wintering; Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Associatitm. The Prize— ^fio in gold
—was awarded to Prot Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

PURE HOLY-LANO OOEENS.

."jwly

Cloth, sm.OO.
on the Illve and Honey Bee

X<anK<*t'i*oth
-

,

_^

2w6m.

;

Klne*M Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time.

;

Standard book throughout
United States and ("anada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
O.W. FISHER, Box 2:18, Rochester, N.Y.
t3f" Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office.

same

ABC

NOTice*s
oritee-riiltiire. by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everytliiiit,' pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, S>1.2*;.

Honey, as Food nnd Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honev the nature,
and preparation of Honev for the
Market Honey as foon. giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, <'ookies, Putltlings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for conf^uiiiers, and should be scattered by thousands. creating a deujand for honey
everywhere. Published in £ntcllsh and Oerman*
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.

its
all

Italian (Queens,

Root—

a.

tables, interests, etc.

each

forcible,

quality, sources,

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

I

it

and

tal

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

urement of

C.

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot fail to interest all. Us style is plain
making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of the subject.—lSl.SO.

that

Ilzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenprinciples of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

Abroiila, Mich.

NEARLY
book of

4)aluby*s Xeiv Bee-Keeptng:, by L.

The anthor

Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and Inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Beesanit Htmey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 1B(.> pai:es. and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 'S'Sc; in paper
covers, GOc, postpaid.

and testimonials, to

for free description

;

and fufly * up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth. a(il-25 ; paper cover, SI.
illustrated

Apiary for Pleasure and

apply for dozen or half-dozen

17wtf

Street.

Newman.— Third

rates.

Send

NEWMAN.

C.

CHICAGO, LLL,
Bee-Keeper** Oulde or* Cook.*a Manual
ol" the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
West Madison

:

l (X)

sell again,

THOMAS
925

Bees and Honej',
Ill,

65

50

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
It has perlonned a miracle in my case.
I have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear
mu<-h better.
I have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal- think another
bottle will cure me.

"Its virtues are UNQUESTIONABLE and its curative CHAUACTETt A BSOI.UTE, AS THE WHITER C A N
PEKSOXAI>LY TKSTIF^'. BOTH FUOM EXPKIIIENCE
AND UBSEUVATION. Write at once to Havlock

&jEXXEY,7I)ey

street. New Vnrk. enclosing $i,
will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else.and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You wiil never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile ReVI K\V.
J3?*T<) avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by RlCGlSTEKEIJ LETTER.

and you

Only Imported by HAYLOCKjfe JENNEY,
(LateHAYLOCK & Co.)
Sole Agents for America.

'20wly

TDey St., Kew York.

Kendall's Hos-se Book.

— No

book could be

mort' nselul to horse *iniiei-s. It haslw engravings
ilUi>trating positions ot sick hoses, and treats all
diseaset- in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse intormation.

Paper. S5c.

ChicUen Cholera,

by A.

J.

Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, S.>c.
Moore's Universal Assistant, nnd Com-

its

cause,

plete Ulechsinio, contains over

l,(.HMi.i''Hi

dustrial Facts. Calculations, Pi'ocesves,

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets, hegal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. (iivGs i2iK»,(HKt it^ms lov Gas. Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders. Mine.

s.

Metallurgists. Assayers.

Plumbers, Uas and Steam Fitters. Brimzers. GildMetal and Wood Workers of every kind.

ers.

The work contains

i.i'iH

pages,

is

a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weiiiht in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man. or
Farmer. Price, postajie paid. )l|i2.50.

—
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DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

KinTou

NEWMAN,

C.
AN'iJ

June

Proprietor,

CHICAGO, ILL. son & Bro., a very enterprising firm
of Lexington, Ky., have ordered 500
At SS3.00 a "Tenr, in Advance.
copies of " Honey as Food and MediWEEKLY— (52 numbers) »« a year, in advance. cine," with their business card in deThree or Six Months at the same rate.
tail printed on the page following the
SEMI-MONTHLY— Tlie first and third numbers of
title, in addition to a display card on
each month.at Sl.OOayear, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at the first page of cover. They are
SO cents a year, in advance.
quite extensive dealers in honey, in
P?" Any person sending a club of six is entitled addition to their supply business,
and
to an extra copy (like the

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

club) sent to

desired.

Sample copies furnished

No. 25.

21, 1882.

1^ We regret to hear that a large
shipment of queen bees, on the way
from the Island of Cyprus to Mr. D.
A. Jones, of Beeton, Ontario, were
caught among the icebergs in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and all but two perA Clever Selieme.— Messrs. William- ished by its chilling power. This is

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

111.,

any address

will find this tlie

free.

most practical,

a great loss, it being the first importation this season from Mr. Frank Benton, who has charge of Mr. Jones'
apiary in Cyprus.

18^ An immensity of white clover
bloom is developing itself everywhere,
and the linden trees are very full of
buds. Propitious weather is all that
as is needed for a large honey harvest.

method of reaching both producers and consumers.
In lots of 500 or 1,000 we can malje a
still further
discount from dozen
rates, and parties ordering can have
their card printed in their local printing office if they desire. As we have
the plates electrotyped, we can fill
orders
for
large quantities very
well as the cheapest

Georgre Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Poatnffe to Europe

EnUred at Chicago

SO cents extra.

post o0ce as second class matter.
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Iowa,

publisher of the AmekiCAK Bee Journal may well be
proud of its great success. The honey
and bee business during the past year

but Thos. G.

ties,

The next term commences Sept.
The department of agriculture

in

some

Newman

localiis

not a

19.
is

quite a feature of this Institution,
and the advantages it offers are with-

every man who has
use of the instruction afforded in the public schools. The fee
for tuition is §25 a term. It is located
at Ithaca, N. Y.
in the reach of

made good

The

was not encouraging

Correspondence

Selections from

1^ Tiie
says:

Convention Notes
Western Iowa Convention

speedily.

I®" We have received a copy of the
Cornell LTniversity Register for 1881-2.

1^" Since the death of Mr. James

N. Y., we learn
that his large seed business is to be
conducted by his four sons the oldest
Viclf, of Rochester,

—

of

whom

is

named "James Vick." All

them have been educated in the
business from boyhood.
We hope
The Bee Journal will continue its
they will worthily wear the mantle of
weelily flights.
their late father, and manage the vast
business with tlie same excellent j udg" Leaves from my Portfolio "
ment which lie displayed throughout
is the title of a booli of about 250 all its departments.
pages, by the Rev. W. K. Burr, M. A.,
of Belleville. Ontario, Canada, a copy
Our new location. No. 925 West
of wliich we have received from the Madison St., is only a few doors from
author who is an ardent apiculturist, the new branch postoffice. We have
and a constant reader of the Bee a telephone and any one in the city
Journal. It contains many literary wishing to talk to us through it will
gems, and is a valuable addition to please call for No. 7087— that being
our library.
our telephone number.

man

to be

dismayed by one bad year.

of

1^

1^

—
;

:
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Who

consumer

in a more direct manner,
thus avoiding the middlemen to a
The California Apiculturist foi" June great extent. When we adopt the
same system we will avoid swindlers
has the following excellent article, and break up the rings.
one
trifling
excepting
or
two
inand

Gets the Profits

J

lowed, though the shipper was never
so careful.

The producer should always be willing to allow an honest tare, for if a
package be represented to contain a
certain number of pounds, it should
not fall short one ounce, rather, an
ounce over ; but he should carefully
weigh the keg or pail before filling,
and afterward firmly resist any ex-

The trifling inaccuracies to which
well worth considerahoney producer in that we referred above, are the prices at
which California honey usually retails
sun-gladdened State
here. For honey in sections they genThat there is a large profit made on
erally
rule at about 20 to 30 cents, and
honey by some one, is quite evident
from facts that cannot be denied. extracted retails at about 15 to 20 tortion
accuracies,

it is

tion by every

for tare when selling.
That the bee-keeper does not make it cents of course, this is strictly at reAvoid
rings if possible. They are
and
only
needs
past
evident,
is also
tail, and not in job lots, which are
usually of no benefit to anybody but
experience to establish the fact.
We are reliably informed by resi- much lower sometimes. But in the themselves, and are always organized
dents in many of the eastern and main, the sentiments of the article to encompass some one, either prowestern States, that when tliey pur- are correct.
;

chase our honey tiiere at retail they
pay from 20 to 40 cents per pound for
it. Dealers in San Francisco pay from
5 to 7 cents for it, and then deduct the
weight of the cans at that, leaving
the producer from 4 to 5 cents per
pound, after deducting freight and
Now, who gets the
all other expenses.
profits ? There is a profit from 15 to
30 cents somewhere, and this is not
The San Francisco dealers often
all.
sell and reserve the cans, or repack in
small packages in order to secure a

and then sell the original
Eackages back to the producer, after
aving robbed him of them. This
imposition has been, and is undoubtedly practiced now. The apiculturists of Southern California have
openly and publicly denounced this
unfairness and have asked, through
the
their associations throughout
honey districts of the State, that a
reasonable tare be adopted on cases
commonly used for 60 lb. cans, which
would be from 12 lbs. to 14 lbs., but
their requests have been disregarded,
larger gain,

and a tare of 16 lbs. to 18 lbs. has
been exacted, these tares including
the cans.

These honey dealers doubtless have
a ring and

have

tlie

ers done.

fix

their

own

i)rices,

as

and other dealNine-tenths of the honey

fruit packers

producers in this part of the State are
dissatisfied with the San Francisco
market and are determined to ship
around it to some other market.

European dealers are making bids for
our products, and many will try the
experiment there this season. Shipments made to many of our eastern
cities have been much more profitable
than those made to San Francisco.
for packages are made
outside of San Francisco, as far as we
have been able to learn. When the
retailer sells our honey or other
canned goods, he does not deduct the
weight of the cans. Why tliis exaction from the honey producer ? It is
evidently a gross injustice that should
not be tolerated.
Until a different system of marketing honey is adopted impositions of
this kind will be practiced by the
swindling rings that control the market. Why is it that the eastern beekeepers get a remunerative price for
their honey? The reason is plain,
they place their honey upon the market in an attractive form— in small
By the
packages, neatly labeled.
small package system they reach the

No deduction

ducer or consumer. The interests of
producers and consumers are to a
great extent identical; those of the
middle-men are antagonistic to one
We are
class, and sometimes botti.
not of opinion that they are dishonest
or unfair in their transactions, but
the desirableness of 1 lb., 2J^ lb., 5 lb., with them business is business, and
and 10 lb. tin pails, always neatly and the bulk of the net profit from protastefully labeled, and with the name duce of any kind, most usually reof the producer prominently printed mains in their own pockets.
In view of the complications likely
to arise, and which had already arisen,
the Bee Journal long ago urged
upon bee-keepers the necessity for
adopting small kegs in making their
shipments to distant markets, and

thereon, where intended for retailing
to the consumer direct, not only as a
Glucose in California.
practical method of advertising, but
as a guarantee to the consumer of the
The Apiculturist is evidently in eargenuineness of the article and it is a nest in assuming to forward the ingratification to allude to the happy re- terests of bee-keepers in California,
sults which have been obtained by and every person in that State, who
following the course we suggested. is dependent upon apiculture, should
Many progressive bee-keepers are give that paper a generous support,,
realizing remunerative profits and and, if necessary, strain a point torapid sales, where formerly their pro- sustain it. The following spirited
duct was a drug on the market, and article appeared in the June number i
their returns anything but satisfacdoubted
It is beginning to be
tory. Where a good, neat package of whether the cans of " honey " put up
honey has been sold once at a reason- by the fruit canneries of San Franciscocontain the genuine article. The
able price, it is not a difficult matter
member of our company living near
to sell it again.
San Francisco has heard reports that
worked in some of
We have always deplored the em- men who have say
that tliey do use
factories
ployment of middle-men where it was these
glucose to mix with the honey they
possible to dispense with them. Their buy at a sacrifice from the produce
beetime is valuable much more so, usu- dealers of San Francisco.
writing to our associate,
ally, than that of the bee-keeper or keeper, in
says that he has seen any number of
other producer— their expenses for
barrels of glucose in front of fruit
clerk hire, storage, rent, etc., are canning establishments in San Franlarge a considerable capital is re- cisco. The associate editor has seen.
covered cans of honey
quired for the successful prosecution 2 lb. unsealed
offered in stores in and about Oakof a commission or brokerage busi- land that sell for 30 cents apiece. On
ness, for advances to be made and asking if they contained pure honeyhe was told that " it did not make
goods lying idle, earning nothing
whether it was or
and all this must be paid by the pro- much difference consumers
could not
not, so long as
ducer eventually. The commission tell the difference." It seems to us
man, if honest, will look to the con- that these factories would not care to
signor's interest ; if prudent, will look can pure honey, for, as is well known,
they are for making large profits. If
to his own, and all are prudent. His
the above statements are true, it is
own percentages must be realized, time the practice was stopped. The
though the shipper be bankrupted managers of this journal are about
claims of the consumer for tare must seeking evidence on this score and
will, if they are able to make out a
be rebated, though the producer
out
case, have complaints sworn
knows his ovpn scales to be correct, against the violators of the law. It
and cooperage claims must be al- is time that the apiarists put their
;

—

—

A

—

—

—
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honey on the market in their own better all the time ?" The prudent
bee-keeper thinks of the wise proverb,
small packages and reap the profits.
" Speech is silver silence is gold,"
We hope the determination ex- and
refrains. If he would, he could
pressed to investigate the matter, and say: '-There is no human underIn this vale of
if glucose has been used in honey, to taking that is certain.

—
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the bloom will not last long

when

it

does open on them. Still, all is guess
work till June. Then we can tell
pretty well what the crop will be.

Use of the Honey Extractor.— The
tears every occupation has its lights
and shadows, and our turn will even- Indiana Farmer gives the following
tually come." It has come.
Tlie
The full benefit of the honey exenforced to the fullest extent. Bee- future now looks very bright for the
tractor can only be appreciated in
keepers in California owe it to them- bee-keeper. He has had a long rest seasons like the indications predict
selves to sustain the ApicuUurist in its of more than a year, therefore he is the present one will be. When honey
more than ready to put on his visor,
efforts to elevate the standard of their and buckle on his armor, and go into comes on slowly, bees are very loth to
build comb, and will fill every empty
honey.
service with renewed strength and
cell in the hive before commencing
vigor,
for
his
are
enprospects
very
It has become a fixed maxim in the
the construction of new comb. At
couraging. The yield of honey will
Eastern,
Northern,
and Central
times the honey will come in very
be large judging from appearances up
fast for a day or two. then again slack
States, that pure honey will granulate to date.
off, and in times like these, we can
to a greater or less extent, and with
The editor of the California Apiciil- only get the benefits by having plenty
this as a test, it is becoming an easy
of empty combs in which they can
turiat adds his testimony as follows
store the honey without stopping for
matter to dispose of pure extracted
The
season, as we have heretofore itsconstruction. We frequently secure
honey at all seasons but California
stated would be late, in consequence twenty-five or thirty pounds from
honey has become more difficult of of the late rains. In our locality, as weak colonies
nuclei late in the
institnte legal proceedings, will prove
no idle boast, but that the law will be

:

:

;

because of

sale,

its

usual liquid state,

and the claim put forth that it does
not granulate. Its most extensive
sale in our Eastern markets has been
to unprincipled parties, who have
bought it solely with a view to mixing with glucose syrup, and retailing
as " strained " honey. With a pure
article, put up in neat, popular packages, there will be no necessity for
California apiarists to discount the
any other country in the
world.
prices of

in

many

or

others, the sages, wild alfalfa

and other leading honey plants are
now beginning to bloom, and the bees
have commenced storing surplus
honey. We are informed that in other
localities bees have not commenced to
swarm, which may be attributed to
their weak condition, and that some
apiarists are discouraged and are

by giving them plenty of
empty combs which probably would
not have made a pound of comb
season,

honey.

i^A

rather curious circumstance
in the country, not far from
Somerville, one day this week. It
was sunshiny and warm and a young
rendering their surplus comb into
wax. In our own apiary our bees are lady sat in the parlor playing the
piano, with all the windows thrown
storing honey well, considering the
open, when a swarm of bees, attracted
season, which we fear will fall short
by the music, entered a window and
of our previous expectations
settled on the piano. Somerville (Ala.)
It may be better than some expected
Falcon.
it

happened

but we will wait and see, at
same time advising those who

to be,

the

have any to hold on to it, as the price
bound to go up. By the telegraphic
dispatches we notice that "Old Nick,"
or something else, is playing havoc
back in the East. The laugh won't
be on their side this time, at any rate.
is

MISCELLANEOUS.

:

—

Mr. J. E. Pleasthe California ApicuUurist,
gives the following item on the present
prospect for honey in that State
Bees

ants,

in California.

in

:

were useless to deny that the frequent drouths which have been experienced in the last few years have a
It

discouraging look for the business,
but a man can scarcely be called wise
who neglects to gain wisdom from his

and disasters are often of
value in the way of experience, and
failures,

many

a lesson has the pohre abejero
learnt from the drouths which, even
in this muchly favored country, he is
freely treated to.
In the last 7 years there have been
two total failures in the business
1877

As

and

1879,

and a partial one

Mrs. Eairchild, of Pomona, under
date of May 20 ,writes
" The honey harvest in this section
will not sustain tho hopes that were
entertained by bie-keepers a month
or more ;igo. "Like the prospective
wheat crop, liouey will be short. We
v.'il be satislied this season with half
acrop, and many others will not fare
so well as that. In fact, we have as
yet no assurance that we will have
any to dispose of. Our hopes all hang
on the quantity and quality of the
wliite sage blossoms. Last year there
was very little nectar in the flowers.
With 600 healthy colonies of industrious workers yet to hear from, we
must wait for further returns before
we can form any definite conclusions
coming crop. The
regarding the
oldest apiarist avoids answering the
What will the harvest be V
question

in 1880.

a natural consequence, many who
were engaged in this pursuit got very
much behind linancially, and they
were looked upon with pity for being
so simple as to be engaged" in such a
precarious occupation, and the question was often asked of the poor Deekeeper by thoughtless ones, "Why
don't you have an orange orchard, or
a vine yard, such business' pay much

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place of Meeting.
July 25— Western Iowa, at Winteraet, Iowa.
Henry Wallace. Sec.. Winteraet, Iowa.
Aug. 10— Maine State, at Harnionv, Maine.
1882.

5-N. W.

Sept.

111.

and

S.

W.

Wm.

Iloyt, Sec.

Wis., at Rockton,

111.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

Oct.

5— Kentucky Union, at Shelby vi lie, Ky.

<j. W. Demaree, Bee. ('hrisliansburg, Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerslown, O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

^^~

In order to have this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.— Ed.

The Western Iowa Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Winterset, Iowa,

May

25, 1882.

Reports were received from the
various bee-keepers, from which it
was gathered that the loss since last
autumn has been about 16 per cent.
nearly all from spring dwindling.
The winter was one of the most favorMr. C. M. Drake, of Santa Paula, able for bees the spring the worst
known for years, being cold and wet.
:

;

writes

May

10,

as follows

The main topic for discussion was
prospects look dubious. " Methods of Increase." The univer1 don't expect more than half a crop sal opinion was in favor of artificial
at utmost. Fog is coming up to-day swarming and judicious dividing.
Samples of domestic preparations
for the first time in several weeks.
If it continues it will help us out, but made from honey were dulv sampled.
Convention adjiirned to meet in
the ground is not wet down far
enough. The hills are drying up. but Winterset, July 2.5, 1882.
Henry Wallace, Sec,
the sages look fair as yet. I think
The honey

:
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me to do so, as I have had,
during the last two years, a great
many Cyprian colonies in my apiarv.
For in the previous year I had 71
Cyprian-hybrid colonies, with one
genuine, and in the present year 1
had in the summer 87 strong Cyprian
ble for

For the American Bee Journal.

The Noii-Progresslve Bee-Keeper.
MItS. A. M.

SANDERS.

colonies in my bee-garden, and after
removing the hybiitl colonies, I have
ready for wintering 73 colonies of pure
Cyprians and as several bee-keepers
;

in

:

Think tliey can teach me something new.
With their new-fangled hobbies.

They say they've got some kind

of thing—
extractor—
I guess they
That slings the honey from the combs
call

:

And, then, it is a fact, sir.
They'll drain the honey from the cells
Then let the bees reflll it.
And almost every day or two
They'll go and rob and steal it.
give

my

bees the

first

best chance

;

have been told they melt up wax.

And call it comb foundation
And qnilts, and clamps, and other sorts
;

Of fools' congionierations.
They've got to swindle honest folks.
And get their hard-earned money,
With striped bees and hives that hold
Two liundred pounds of honey.

When

As I. I think you'll see
That patent hives are not the things
That tiiey're cracked-up to be
Those monstrous yields of honey
:

one hive they receive-

Well, I want to see it 'fore
I say that I believe.

my old hemlock gums.
Without chaff or any fixtures
I don't have to feed my bees
flour and glucose mixtures.
But 1 suppose the world will move
On in the siime old way.
For swindlers ttiey will advertise
I stick to

:

And

With

And make

their business pay.

Sheridan, Mich.

Bienenzeituna (German).

My

Opinion of Cypri<aii Bees.

Altliougli requested by several par-

my

opinion of Cyprian
ties to publish
bees in the columns of the Bienenzeitung, I did not like to do so, until I had
well tried this race of bees in
apiary. But now I feel myself in duty
opinion public.
bound to make
Count Kolowrat, to whose kindness I

my

my

am indebted for having my entire
apiary alive with genuine Cyprian
bees in their most perfect purity and
beauty, wrote to me in the spring of
1877 as follows
"To you, right reverend sir, having
grown in our love and esteem as the
:

author of many sterling articles on
apiculture, I recommend my golden
child, with the ardent desire that you
will judge of it without prejudice,
and that when the time comes you
will inform me of your experience
with it, be it good, or the opposite
If

;

tliis year
bee-garden reached up to 108.
From tills it may be seen that oppor- are orange-colored, and these rings
tunities enough were offered me to are yellow the entire width, while
test tlie qualities of the Cyprian-hy- among the Italians, many workers
brid bees, as well as those of the pure are found that have only two narrow
Cyprians. As certain as I was hist yellow stripes, and sometimes only

tliat

in

my

of

the colonies in

my

one.
5.

The

part of

last

the

white rings of the hind
Cyprian workers are

broader than those of the Italian, because the small, white hairs forming

these rings are longer.
6. Tlie Cyprian bees have between
the wings, "in the center of the little
bacl^ilate, a yellow spot, which I have
that his apiary,
too,
was lilled never found to be of such a liglit yelthroughout with hybrids, sent last low on the Italians but the color of
summer for a fresh colony of Cyp- this spot is not of the same shade on
rians, and, through the kindness of all the bees, on some it is a little
that gentleman, was it made possible darker.
for me to rear my (jueens of this year
7. The genuine Cyprian bees seal
from the brood of the recently-arrived the combs, especially tliose of an older
original queen, and, as my apiary date, strikingly ash-grey, while the
stands quite isolated, for, in tlie town Italians seal brown.
I live, and in the surrounding vil8. The increase
of the
Cyprian
lages no bees are kept, my queens of workers, the pure as well as the hythe present year, with few exceptions, brids, is multitudinous in the spring.
were purely fertilized.
I have never noticed such an increase,
Following this introduction, I will neither among the domestic nor
now describe the bees tliemselves. among the Italian bees, which latter
The Cyprian bees are similar to the are by all means superior to the doItalians, but have many distinctive mestic in increasing. All that visited
marks, iiy which they plainly d-ffer my apiary expressed their surprise
from the Italian bees, and those are
over the gigantic colonies which I
1. The true characteristic or essenwas able to show to them last spring.
tial mark of distinction, by which, ac- I, for this reason, was compelled to
cording to my experience, a pure divide many colonies, and had to form
Cyprian colony can be distinguished nuclei, and from those undivided I
from an Italian is this, that all pure had to take several sealed brood
Cyprians, without any exceptions, are combs, so as to create space. But I
more or less yellow on the lower part furnished to my bees neither flour,
of their liind bodies, changing into nor milk, nor eggs, as artificial food.
black at the point of the body, while Among my Cyprian colonies I noticed
the Italians— even the handsomest— not as much inclination to swarm as
are entirely black upon the lower is the case with Carniolan bees. Only
part of their body. Some of the pure 3 natural swarms did I receive this
Cyprian colonies have such beautiful summer, while other bee-keepers in
yellow workers, that only the extreme this locality had a great many natural
point of the body appears black, and swarms.
It is possible
and even
the yellow part underneath their bod- probable that, if I had not divided the
ies looks as glossy as if covered with strongest colonies, and had not taken
a coat of varnish, and for this reason away from the otiiers so many brood
one can recognize tliem immediately combs, I would have had more natural
as Cyprians, when noticing any of swarms.
them crawling over the glass near the
The natural consequence of this exentrance, even when several paces traordinary strong increase of the
away from them. But if bees are workers in the spring, is, that the
found among a colony that are coal Cyprian bees gatlier more honey in
black upon the lower part of the body, the suniiuer than any other bee I know
then it is a Cyprian-hybrid colony, of ; for where there are many workeven when the remainder of the ers, much can be accomplished.
workers have the marks of the CypThis superiority of the Cyprian
rians, and are perhaps more beauti- workers, so highly important to the
ful yet, than the workers of a pure practice, did not escape the keen
Cyprian colony. For a few of my sense of observation of Count Kolo:

JOHANN STAHALA.

from

were altogether reared

;

;

yon have lived as many years

l^'rom

sum-

garden, with the exception of one,
were Cyprian-hybrids, just as certain
am I now, that my Cyprian queens of
this year, with very few exceptions,
have been fertilized purely Cyprian.
Count Kolowrat, when even the
purity of his Cyprian bees was questioned and the assertion was made,

then they've got a patent stove
That, when they choose to make it.
Will pour a mess of stifling smoke
Into the bees-" plague take it."
I

last

of small colonies into
my bee-yard, to have Cyprian queen
cells placed in them, and the young
queens fertilized by my Cyprian
drones, tlie number of Cyprian queens

year, that all

To niiikf their nwn frei- living,
Then take whatever tliey have left,
And ttitmk them for the giving

And

neighborhood brought

mer a number

a'poPB all these progrcBsive folks
With their pulent hives and lotions,
Call me a stiff old fogy,
X'ause I don't adopt their notions
I've kept liees niu'h on forty years.
And yet these Yankee nobbies
1

I

my

hybrid queens from last year had such
workers, that a layman
would have pronounced them as genuine but they could not be genuine,
for neither myself nor anybody else
in my neighborhood owned any Cyprian drones. I^ast year, a larger or
smaller part of my workers in all the
hives were black
this year I cannot
find a single black bee among my
Cyprians.
2. Pure Cyprian workers are somewhat smaller, slender, like a wasp,
tlieir bodies ending in a sharp point.
,S.
Tlie hair-growth of the genuine
Cyprian
bee,
especially upon the
breast, is a light yellow, and of a
lighter shade tLan that of the Italian.
4. The first 2 rings of the hind body
beautiful

it."

any bee-keeper who possesses

scarcely one genuine or hybrid colony
of Cyprians, may permit himself to
judge thereby of the entire Cyprian
race, then I think it will be admissa-

;!
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wrat, for this noble-minded gentleniiin, who is a skilled master in judging of the diiferent bee races, told me
that, according to his best knowledge
and conscience, the Cyprian bees possessed the greatest ability of performance. When I visited Count Kolowrat last summer, and he questioned
me how the pure Cyprian colony
which he had sent me was doing, I
" Ttiat colony is so strong
answered
that I had to take from it wlien I
left home 3 combs of brood, fearing
that they would swarm during my
absence but I have never found any
honey in this hive." Tlien the Count
" When you have resaid to me
turned home you will find the hive
Refull of honey." And so it was.
turning honie after an absence of .5
weeks, I found that the entire hive
was filled with combs of hone5'. It
was the same this summer, all hives,
the colonies of which 1 had not divided, abounded with honey, and I
therefore liad to bring the extractor
into motion, although the present
year is not looked upon by bee-keepers as a favorable one.
10. Here I will remark, that tlie
collecting propensity which manifests
itself with the Italian bees, through a
greater liking to rob than is the case
:

;

;

our domestic bee, is developed
in a yet greater degree among Cyprians. Therefore, it is well to pay
more attention to the Cyprian bees,
witii

the

after

than to

tlie

honey gathering

is

over,

Italians, so that their nat-

to the

that

I

Count on the 24th of last May, bodies the sides of the hind-body are
could see a few drones only in in most cases liglit vellow. more beau;

tliree hives in my apiary, notwitli- tiful than those of the Italian or those
standing the fact that the colonies of the Cyprian workers, and the lower
were quite strong already, and, as I part of the hind part is a pale yellow.
desired to give to all of my colonies I had a queen this year upon which
pure Cyprian queens, I felt quite a nothing hiack at all could be detected,
longing for Cyprian drones. For tliis only upon the point of the body could
reason I employed, when I found that be "noticed an almost imperceptible
the queens showed little inclination darker shade of yellow. All to whom
towards laying drone eggs, all the I showed this c^ueen assured me of
means at n'ly command to increase the having never before seen such a beauand
Unfortmiately,
number of Cyprian drones, so that I tiful queen.
could count' with greater certainty through my own fault, I have subseupon a pure Cyprian fertilization of quently lost this queen.
Tlie offspring, tliough, do not althe young queens, and my desire was
fulfilled.
In
-July thousands and ways take after the queen; for many
thousands of beautiful drones came a darker queen lias yellower workers
flying into my garden. The young than anotiier, which is of a beautiful
queens did not have to look long be- yellow, ;ind has been i)urely fertilized.
fore finding a Cyprian drone. In this The lighter or darker color of the
manner I had 55 young Cyprian workers takes its origin from the
queens, daughters of the original Cyprian drones with which the queen
queen from the Island of Cyprus, fer- has come in tliiect connection while
tilized between .Tuly 22 and 24, in being fertilized for, the first Cypriaii
drones this spring were darker, and
about 3 days.
Here let me remark, that my ex- though the Cyi^riaii queens that were
perience in reference to the fertiliza- fertilized, at that time were fertilized
tion of the daughters of the original pure, yet the workers (their daughqueens, does not agree in full with the ters) were much darker.than the workexperiences of Count Kolowrat, for, ers of those queens tliat were fertiwhile the daughters of the original lized later, wlien I already had many,
queen in his apiary furnished, every very beautiful yellow drones in my
one of them, a throughout yellow pos- apiary.
The light color of the Cyprian
terity of workers, notwithstanding
the fact, as stated by him, that some queens changes likwise into dark or
of tliose queens had "come in certain dark-red when they are getting old,
contact with black drones, I have as is the case with the Italians. The
found that 3 daughters of the original pure Cyprian queen which I in the
queen from the Island of Cyprus previous year received from Count
brought f(uth many black (nearly Kolowrat was of a reddish-yellow
coal-l)laek) workers, and proved them- this summer she had already ciianged
;

collecting propensity may not
degenerate into a robbing propensity.
fall,
one afternoon when absent
Last
from home, I was robbed of a whole selves, therel'oi'e, Cyprian-liybrids,
colony.
while all the other daughters of the
11. If the genuine Cyprian bees re- original Cyprian queen had such beaumain strongin tlie fall, too, then one tiful workers for her children, that the
has greater hopes of bringing them heart of a iiassionate apicultnrist
safely througli the winter than would must have filled with joy when lookbe the case with the Italians for it is ing at these golden darlings.
well known, that the Italian bees, afIf the Italian bees have bribed the
ter the expulsion of the drones, grow eyes of many a bee-keeper, on account
weaker from year to year, and never of their handsome dress, so that he
go as strong into wintering as the could find no rest until he saw himCyprian bees.
As I liad cassated self in possession of the Italians, and
those colimies this fall that had Cyp- saw them fly around in his garden,
rian-hybrid queens, I did not know then the Cyprian bee the genuinefinally, into what colonies I should must indeed charm the eye of any apput the bees from the cassated colo- icnlturist who has never beheld Iheui
nies, for as all the colonies were very in their uniform splendor; the more
strong. I did not like to overfill them. so, because they possess, besides their
12. The Cyprian drones are, witli more beautiful dress, many valuable
only few exceptions, of a beautiful qualities which the Italians lack. It
yellow color on the top of the hind is not surprising, therel'ore, that m'-iny
body, as also on both sides of the a bee-keeper after having seen these
same and I have never noticed this beautiful and industrious little inin like manner among the Italian sects, cannot withstand the desire of
dr^es, which is, furthermore, con- coming into possession of them.
firmed by the masters of bee-keeping,
14. The Cyprian queens are smaller
for they say that the pure Italian than the Italians, and have a very
drones are entirely dark, with only a long and pointed hind body. In refvery indistinct, yellow-looking stripe erence to their color, they vary the
upon their hind body. I found in my same as the Italians. Among them I
apiary this summer a few drones who liiul some that are dark, some are
were "marked yellow nearly all over; yellow, and S(nne brilliantly yellow.
they could really be called apistic After issuing from their cells, they
beauties, while the first drones in are mostly similar to the Cypriaii
the spring were of a dark color.
workers. The first two segments of
13. I found it in truth confirmed, the hind body are of an orange-yellow

ural

;

—

;

what Count Kolowrat had stated

me

to

389

too.

as his experience, that the CypBut the upper part of the hindrian queens begin much later with body, commencing with these orangelaying drone eggs than the Italian or colored rings, clianges into black
domestic queens. I therefore wrote towards tlie pointed encf of their

into dark-red.
15. Finally, I will mention another
distinction of the Cyprian bee, namely, the famous sting-fury of the Cyprian bees, about which we have read
a description in the Bienenzeituny, on
account of which it was attempted to
deny to them their fitness for a large
apiary. I iiave practiced a great deal
with these bees in my large apiary
during these two years, and have had,
therefore, many opportunities to obtain experience in this regard. Last
year, as well as in the present, I have
for the secoud time given new Cyprian queens to all the colonies of my
large apiary. I furthermore had to
take all the combs from the hives last
spring, because I desired to exchange
the old-fashioned sticks for frames,
brush off the bees from them, insert
the combs into the new frames, and
get the cabinet-maker to nail down
the ledges in the hives, after which I
let the bees that had been brushed off
from the combs run back into their
hives ; besides all this, I had to form
several nuclei had to look quite frequently if the queens were fertilized,

—

and

iii'the fall, if

the bees possessed

and proper combs for
the winter. As may be judged by the
above. I have had in this connection
suflicient food

a great deal of experience. But, it
will be said, what was your experience
in reference to the stinging propensities of these bees V Tell the truth
Ilave you not been killed by tliese
beasts that take so much delight in
stinging V And I answer: No, 1 am
alive yet, and they give me great joy
!

.

;
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I owned such industrious,
strong and beautiful bees. It is true,
I occasionally was made cognizant of^^
the fact that the Cyprian bees do not
belong to a stingless species, and that
they possess great expertness in the
application of formic acid plasters,
but during these two years I have frequently busied myself during a whole
afternoon in my apiary, in company
with my assistants, without receiving
a single sting. I have during tliat
time acquainted myself fully and in
detail with the manner of treating the
Cyprian bees, having had opportuni-

Never have

to learn all about
proclivities,
temper,
etc., and I now know how I have to
manipulate tlie former colonists of the
Island of Cyprus.
If you are acquainted with the temties

their

sufficiently

natural

per of a human being, with wliom
stand in close relationship, then
very soon will know how to
towards him, so as to retain

you
you

act
the
friendly relation. According to my
experience, the Cyprian bees possess
a choleric temper. They are, consequently, very irritable and easy become violently angry, and, therefore,
they require a treatment which must
be compatible with their temper.
But psychology teaches us that man,
when in the possession of a choleric
temper, will easily fly into a violent
passion, when deeply insulted, and if

strong colony, and I noticed that they
intended to make war upon iiie and
had even then already pressed into
my hand or face a pointed ultimatum,
tljen I did not attempt again to gain
the upper hand by the use of smoke
or water
I played the role of the
prudent, i. e., I yielded, closed the
hive and departel, paying, in the
meanwhile, a visit to some other colony when after an absence of about
two hours, I returned in humility to
the hive containing the warlike colony, and began to work quietly and
cautious, we were again the best of
friends. If this had not been my own
personal experience, I would be slow
to believe that a colony whicli had
been full of rage in the forenoon,
could be as meek as a lamb in the afternoon. Here the Frencli proverb
is well applied
Tout par douceur et

I, for myself, as well as in the name
of all such bee-keepers, herewith express to him this gratitude for his
great sacrifices, for his disinterestedness and his kind efforts to render
service to others.

;
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Care of Comb

Honey— No.

3.

;

G. M.

DOOLITTLB.

Having the honey all glassed and
graded as I told you I did in my last,
the next thing we wish is crates or
cases

for

believe the

I

putting of

honey upon any market in bulk is a
bad practice, and for shipping honey
to a distant market crates are a
necessity. A difference of two cents
per pound is generally made between
rien par force.
honey in bulk and honey nicely
Further, I must remark that I have crated, while the crates and crating
done my apistic work during daytime should not cost one-half of that
mostly at such hours when the older amount. I get out my crate stuff in
:

bees (being more inclined to sting) the winter all ready to nail together,
were out upon the pasture, so as not so as to be as near ready as possible

them unnecessarily, for for all things coiuiected with the
had nothing to fear from the honey harvest. If I purchased my
young ones near very strong colo- crates of a supply dealer I should do
nies I worked during the late lionrsof so in the winter, so as to have all in
the afternoon, the old bees were then readiness, for it is much better to
at home it is true. Init they were tired have a few crates left over than to be
out from their day's labor, and were obliged to wait, and perhaps lose a
not so quarrelson)e.
good chance of selling our honey beto

irritate

then

I

;

you continue to provoke him wliile
But, althougli tlie Cyprian bees are cause our order is sent at the last
he is in tliis violent state, he will grow somewhat more quarrelsome than the moment, when some unexpected destill more violent
on the other hand, Italians, I nevertheless prefer the lay is almost sure to happen.
though, if you yield to him, or you Cyprians, when comparing the qualiFor the 2-lb. or prize box there is
;

clear his path, he will be, after a while

ties of

when

And

both races with each other.
even if the Cyprian bees did not
of the best of men. The same it is offer anything preferable to the Italwith tlie Cyprian bees. For animals, ians, I like them better than any
too, have various tempers.
other bee for the only reason, that
If you Giirefully avoid everything they very soon grow strong in the
which would also irritate bees of spring and remain strong in the fall,
another race, viz all sudden opening for, as everyone knows, strong coloof doors, all opening of the hives nies are profitable.
when the wind is blowing, or rain is
Even if the principal motive of
coming down, all noise near an open most people in keeping bees is to dehive, every violent shaking of the rive i)rotit from it, the beauty of the
combs, every hasty manipulation in bees is nevertheless highly valued by
the hive itself, then they will allow such people, and the beautiful and at
themselves to be handled the same as the same time more profitable bees
the Italians. But if you irritate them, are better esteemed by them, than
or offend them seriously though what- those that are black {Omne tulit puncever it may be, tliey will easily grow ium q}d miscuit utile child. This is my
very wrathful, particularly when a opinion of Cyprian bees.
strong colony has not been opened for
In expressing my opinion in only a
a long time and they are not accus- few words, it is as follows
tomed to the opening any more, they
Count Kolowrat— whom nobody can
will turn their eyes upon the bee- charge with mercantile speculations
keeper with a very hard look in them.
spoke the truth when he told me
If you leave such an excited colony to last year that he considered the Cypthemselves for a while, so as to give rian bee, according to his best knowltime to their anger to cool, you can edge and conscientiousness, as poscontinue to work near them after a sessing the greatest performing abillapse of about two hours with perfect ity. I fully agree with his statement,
safety. This precautionary measure for, as I have just as large an apiary
I have closely followed.
—although not such a handsome one
But many bee-keepers increase this
as Count Kolowrat, I was enabled
Eroclivity to sting among their bees, to convince myself of the truth of his
ecause when they see them angry .statement. Therefore, my opinion
they try to subdue tlieni by force, agrees entirely with the opinion of
using smoke or water to accomplish this esteemed gentleman.
liis

anger has cooled down, one

:

:

—

—

nothing better than the prize crate,
which holds 12 boxes or sections but
for the l)'2-lb. box 1 prefer a crate
holding only 9.
The demand for
small sections seems to be in small
;

quantities, for these small crates are
frequently bought by one person, and

thus the retailer never opens them,
but sells by the crate instead of by
the section. Having concluded how
many sections I wish in a crate, I
pack them together the way I wish
tliem to stand in the crate, and then
measure them, which gives me the
exact size

I

want the

crate, inside

measure, and no guess work about it.
Much of the annoyance to supply
dealers would be saved if all would
adopt this plan. In the making of
crates there is one item I wish to
speak of. In handling and shipping
comb honey, it will always leak more
or less from the many accidents it is
exposed to, and if the crate allows
this leakage to run out at the bottom
down on the next crate, the floor, etc.,
it tends to lower the price of our production. To prevent this, some of
our apiarists have the bottom of their
crates halved into the ends
and
nailed both ways, to secure as nearly
as possible a tight joint, but for all
this

the

joints

get wrenched apart

less in shipping and leaky
crates are the result. To obviate this

more or

leakage of crates, I adopted the folinstead of yielding to them or
In conclusion I will yet say
Count lowing plan last fall, which proved
giving them time in which to recover Kolowrat deserves the thanks of all entirely satisfactory
from their rage.
apiculturists who have Cyprian bees
Take good strong manilla paper
I endeavor to avoid
everything in their apiaries, or who intend to pro- and cut it two inches larger each way
which miglit seriously offend the bees. cure them, on account of his intro- than the bottom of your crate is, inBut when it did happen that I had of- ducing the Cyprian bees into our side measure. Now get out an inch
fended through carelessness some counti'V
board large enough so it will just go
»
this,

:

!
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inside of your crate easily, and place
it upon the paper so that the paper
will project equally on all sides, when
the sides are to be turned up all around
and the corner pressed over nicely,
making a joint like that on a baking
Lift out your board and set your
tin.
paper dish in the bottom of your
crate, and you have something which
will hold all
full.

We

all

running honey till it is
know tliat if any honey

leaks from the combs that the sections will be more or less daubed upon
the bottom of them, and in taking
from the crate they are ready to soil
everything the touch. To avoid this
I saw the ends of the crates 3- 16 longer
than the piled up sections are high, so
as to give room to lay 3-16 inch strips
across the bottom of the crate for the
sections to rest upon. These strips
I get out
of an inch wide, and so
arrange them that the edges of the
sections come on these strips, thus

%

leaving a 3-16 space under nearly the
entire section. Thus it will be seen
that all the leakage is kept inside the
crate, and that the sections are kept
all clean besides.
We are now ready to crate the honey
by placing the sections in the crates,
patting the best side of each grade on
the outside
but do not put any of a
lower grade in the same crate. After
a crop of any kind is graded, it is
always customary to put the best, or
face side of said grade out. Having
previously weighed the crate, and the
weight of it being marked on the
same as tare, I now lill it as above and
nail on the cover with wire nails,
which will drive without jarring
enough to crack the combs. I space
these nails at equal distances, using
three at each end. Over the heads of
these nails I drive brass-headed furniture nails, which cover up tlie heads
of the other nails, and give the crate a
neat, tasty, linished appearance. Also,
when the crates are tilled up those on
top rest on these brass-headed nails,
and thus the tops of our crates are not
all marred and bruised up.
with a wood-rasp and sandpaper, the corners and all rough places
are smoothed off, when the crates and
contents are weighed and set down as
gross weight above the tare. Draw a
line and subtract the tare, setting
down the net weight, when the crate
is ready for hauling to market.
In
crating the honey I always place it in
the crate the same side up it stood
while on the hive, as, from experience I am led to believe it can be
transported more safely that way
than bottom-side up. In hauling to
market, as far as possible I have the
combs run crosswise of the wagon, as
the motion from side to side of the
wagon, is greater than endwise. Get
;

Now

a good platform spring-wagon and
load
easy

it,

so the springs carry

tlie

load

danger of
breaking the combs. In loading honey
great care should be taken to set it
down witliout jarring, and always lift

and there

is

little
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the crate would be broken by the many minutes, when he handed it to
wrenching the crate received by such me. Though I had never thought of
careless handling. If our honey is to the puzzle before, the thouglit struck
go by rail it should be placed in the me, that the converse of the proposicar with the combs running lengtli- tion must also be true, viz, that the
wise of the car, as the coupling of the rule would shut three times toward
cars is about all the danger tliere is of me. I thought I would try that first,
breaking the honey when shipped by and see how matters look through the
rail.
By placing the crates a foot or other end of the telescope. You
Simplicity simplitwo from the front end of the car, and know the result
having the combs run as above, tliere fied.
Once more. After astronomers had
is but little danger of breakage if the
Railway employees will handle it care- searched the solar system for more
planets, and with their best glasses
fullv.
This ends the cabe part of these could find'no more, Mr. Leverrier, the
celebrated French astronomer, said
articles.
" there is another planet beyond the
Borodino, N. Y.
orbit of Uranus." Now, instead of
saying I will look for it, he said I will
For the American Bee JoumaL
look for its effects upon Uranus, and
by so doing he theorized a chain of
The Wintering Problem.
:

facts in regard to its size, period of

revolution, etc. Though having seen
nothing, lie felt that he knew right
Need I offer any apology for pre- where the body of matter would be
senting this theme again. I believe I at a certain day and hour; so he
need not, when it remains a fact that wrote to Dr. Galle, of Berlin, to look
In this for it with his better instrument at
it is still not miderstood.
article I wish to take a retrospective that particular time, and in a certain
survey of the ground I have come locality, which he did, and which reover, in an earnest and honest effort sulted in the immediate discovery of
the now well known planet of Nepto unravel this problem.
First. It may be in place to hastily tune.
Whether right or wrong in my desurvey some of my critics. To me
they seem to be divided into about ductions leading to my lately written
two classes. Among one class are opinions upon the subject of bee
those who feast upon mirth, imagina- cholera, dysentery, or diarrhea, or
sort of " Jack whatever name you may choose to
tion and ridicule.
Horner," who stick in their thumb call these effects, I reasoned in this
and pull out a plum. Oh what a way

JAJtES HEDDON.

A

!

A

class who think
brave boy am I.''
they see some one going down hill,
and so they kick at his sled. Then
the other class, whose earnest enthusiasm for the important truths is their
only inspiring motive toward contro-

versy.

On page 70 and 72 of this year's
Gleanings, these two classes are faithfully represented in our " cold hard
fact," "box-elder" novelist, and the
well known extensive observer and
honey producer, George Grimm.
After thanking Mr. Grimm for his
splendid compliment, one that • from
its source settles deeply into my feelings, I feel it a duty, and an act that
may be productive of good, to argue
with him upon the few points of
difference between us. I hope that
his fair, earnest and scientific spirit
may act as a contagion between us.
But first I want to hastily review the
ground I have come over in trying to
get nearer to the solution of this farAll who had reasoned
off problem.
publicly upon the subject, had, as is
usual, reasoned from the center to
the circumference. As all had failed
what to me seemed reasonable
causes for the effects that had come
under my observation, I resolved to
try the method of reasoning the other
way, from the outside toward the
center. This plan often very easily
solves problems that the other method
leaves only in deeper obscurity. Let
me illustrate Years ago I saw a
gentleman hand another a threejointed foot-rule, and ask him if he
could open it just three times and
to find

:

Evolution is now denied only
by the ignorant, egotistic or prejudiced. The third law of evolution is,
substantially, " Nature is at war with
itself," each organism is warring for
the ascendancy over some other one
being can live because another dies.
1st.

;

One is the nutrition for the other,
from man back to the lowest form of
a bacterium. All three of the kingdoms feed upon each other.
Many higher forms of animal 'life
live only upon high forms of animal
including man, as either the conor consumer. Many higher
forms live on a mixed diet of both
animal and vegetable. It is not only
true that higher forms devour lower
forms of life, but the converse of the
proposition is also true. Very low
forms of both animal and vegetable
life feed upon the highest type of
animal life, man, as well as upon
lower forms. In the face of these
demonstrated facts, is it unreasonable to look somewhat in this direction for the cause of bee dysentery,
when we know that an attack of these
germs produce similar symptoms in
other animals ? But we realize that
there is a peculiar condition with
bees during winter. We know that
to void in the hive is dangerous we
therefore believe that bees can survive in this climate, where they are
for a considerable time closely confined to the hive, only because of this
peculiarity, which is, that they as a
rule eat a food that after the nutritive
and heat-making elements are extracted, the residue can be passed off
life,

sumed

;

the crate to move it, instead of sliding it. I have frequently seen men
slide a crate of honey along on the
bottom of a wagon or car till the bottom struck the head of a bolt or some no more and open all, and from him by sensible and insensible transpirauneven surface, when every comb in every time. I saw him puzzle over it tion. May it not be that the excep:

I;
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tions to this rule cause dysentery
for the reader to draw his own deduc- circumstances, I shall be forced to
Throughout all nature, healtli is the tions from. Cider— I have had my admit that the main cause is somerule, and sickness the variation from bees winter nicely with much cider in thing else, and,
at best, pollen only
that rule, so to speak. The inherent the combs.
an adjunct or aggravation, if any
tendency is to live. Tlie outward
Pure air and dampness— I saw Mr. damage at all. I would say to the
tendency that you die so others can Balch's bees come from a close un- " Jack Horners," do not rake up any
live.
From this line of reasoning my ventilated room, ^'ripping with water, old half-forgotten cases, where sugar
first statement was " dysentery, pro- and combs all moldy, in excellent con- was
fed with honey, or on top of it,
duced by an over amount of animal dition. I have seen the same on or in combs that contained pollen
'?

or vegetable matter in the food."
At that time I supposed that bacterium wasan animal germ, but now I
believe it, from good authority to be
vegetable, but it is one of those active forms, as mold, etc., that possesses
the calamitous capability of reproducing itself in vast hordes, in a space of
time proportional to its size. As I
use the words " vegetable matter," I
mean solid, such as bee-bread, or
floating pollen in the honey.
Of
course, I

am aware

that honey itself
vegetable kingdom.
From my first thouglits and proposition upon the subject. I have not as
yet seen any cause, either from observation or the reasoning of my contemporaries, to change my mind.
Through the grounds of the original
proposition I have been forced to
vascillate from one idea to another
according as new evidences and deductions were brought up.
Such
oscillations should be approved, and
not censured, for they are the necessary results of honest investigation,
and the leaders to the solution of the
problem. But, then, we have among
us men that, though not celebrated
for their experience or logic, are
wordy and vigorous, and this energy
must be exercised, and it finds it's

belongs to

outlet in

the

making up

faces

and

carica-

turing the supposed unpopular.
But Mr. Grimm says tliat " disease
in the human race does not in all
cases

necessarily originate from the

same source."

True; but some

dis-

eases do (scarlet fever), and these
that do are distinguished from those
that do not, by their specific symptoms. No disease heired by human

has more specific svmptoms than
bee dysentery. Mr. G. thinks that
the following conditions may either
by themselves, or variously coupled
together, all have more or less efl:ect
to produce dysentery, if I understand
flesh

him

correctly
Eating too much
pure bee-bread, fermented honey,
fermented bee-bread, long confinement, with variable temperature, impure air, and dampness. Others add
:

the list many
among which are
to

Langstroth
credit

it

to

hives,

human

other conditions,
cold,

and

cider,

some

and
even

laziness.

Now that most of tlie conditions
mentioned above may act as aggravations upon the cause, I do not deny,
and if bacteria is tlie cause, 1 am free
to admit, that dampness and warmth
at some time, and in some place,
caused the bacteria to germinate!
But I have never been convinced
that cider would produce dysentery.
Added to my own experience is that
of Mr. Grimm, and all point to the
fact that cider is not a cause direct, if
at all. I have to-day more belief in
the pollen theory than the bacteria
hypothesis.
1 will hastily run over a few facts

other occasions. I had bees winter hold your explosive desire to beat
well under ground, in a hole like a somebody, till some man like Prof.
grave, when the combs were nearly Cook, who has the close practical
ruined witli moldy rot. I saw about ability to make a compreheusive test,
40 colonies come from a little unventi- and the acknowledged integrity to
lated clamp, made so small that tliey make his decisions satisfactory to us
filled it almost solid, in the best con- all, will put ttie matter to a test that
dition I ever saw bees enjoy in April. shall wind up all further discussion.
I saw about the same number come
Dowagiac, Mich.
from the same clamp, one year later,
all dead with dysentery— every bee.
For the American Bee JournaL
Cold and long confinement— I liave
Reply
to
Mr. P. L. Vlalloii.
seen, and have many credible reports
of splendid successes in out-door winPEOF. A. J. COOK.
tering where severe cold and long
confinement were present. In the
Mr. Paul L. Viallon, Dear Sir:—
northern part of this State, where
their losses are hardly as great as in take pleasure in replying to your
southern Indiana, s"ch a state of af- courteous letter the more so as you
are one whose tact, energy and supefairs is to be expected.
Varying cold and long confinement rior skill, coupled witli sterling honhas done very much to brace the
—I am not so sure about. I do not esty,
now recall a case of the kind here, for "dollar queen business" into its
in varying winters the variation is present proportions.
I cannot see how that any observing
usually great enough to prevent long
confinement. That is the class of bee-keeper of experience can hold that
the
laws which govern in tlie breeding
winters that I should most dread, because early breeding would likely re- of the higher animals do not prevail
in the breeding of bees. Surely bees
sult, and then the handling and consumption of pollen in confinement, vary. Surely they transmit their peculiarities. Then certainly, here as
and consequent dysentery follow.
elsewhere, selection guided by close
Fermented honey— How can I look study and observation
is all importon this as a cause, when I have never ant.
Mr. Viallon recognizes these
known it to exist in any apiary only facts practically,
and hence his wellas an effect. I have found that the earned
reputation.
I
wish prices
honey soon gets thin, after the would sustain him in
even
warmth of living bees is exchanged far greater care. I do exercising
think that we
for the damp carcasses of dead ones. are enabled
by care to select our
In this climate, out-doors rivals our drones to
a large degree now. In our
poorest cellers, for a damp atmos- apiary only two or
three colonies now
phere; in fact, it far exceeds them. have drones.
I believe that if there
Yet in a cellar of the driest nature, I was pecuniary inducement,
that such
have had my colonies die like rot, and wise and painstaking
breeders as Mr.
leave plenty of thick, rich basswood Viallon,
could even now select his
and other honey, with combs dry, drones. It would require
great skill,
but badly daubed. I never saw a much pains and no
small labor, but it
moldy comb in that cellar.
could, I think, be done. I will not
I ask you to believe me that I, as tell how, as no one could afford to
well as many others, have seen all the practice if I did. If I am mistaken,
possible causes referred to by Mr. a method would be forthcoming if
Grimm present in a radical form, and the prospective gain therefrom would
many in various combinations where warrant the labor and study requisite.
no dysentery resulted. I have also Alas under the present system it
seen it in its worst form, where not will not.
one of these causes existed that I
True, breeders of cattle, etc., do
could discern, except healthy appear- have to weed out. Breeders of bees
ing bee-bread, and nearly always will have to do the same to reach perbrood. Now, all tiiat has to be done fection. You know, Mr. V., that a
to shut this theory out in the cold queen— no queen— will always reprowith the rest, is to sliow us a case of duce all of her good qualities. I would
dysentery where the bees have no have you know, also, how to breed
bee-bread in the combs, nor floating from the best drones only, and select
pollen in the other stores, as in case as carefully in your males as in your
of pure, properly made granulated queens.
sugar-syrup. It will not do to point
To sum up then
1st. I have not
to a case of survival, where the combs the least doubt but that the laws that
contained pollen. We all know that govern in breeding are uniform in all
all winds do not blow away houses, animals.
2d. It is as important to sebut we further know that they bounce lect our drones as to select our queens.
up into the air from no other cause. I believe it is possible to do this now,
If colonies thus prepared with pure with great labor, and if not, that man
stores free from pollen in all shapes can invent a way if the inducement is
do have the disease under any other offered. 3d. Selection and weeding
;

1

:
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out must be carried to the same ex- no interest to us here, sucli as how to
winter, and the causes and cure of
tent as in other animals.
To conclude, my friend, I have dysentery. There is no trouble in
one
wintering in this climate, and dysenthat
you
lacked
never had a doubt
whit in earnestness, honesty or good tery is almost entirely unknown.
are
The outlook for our industry is
purposes.
I believe that" you
doing much to make the system you quite inviting. In 1865 I imported my
uphold with your practice less dam- lirst Italian queen— probably the first
aging ; but I cannot believe that an ever imported to this State. Now
art like thatof queen-rearing, that de- they are scattered all over the State,
mands the highest and best ability, and intelligent bee-keepers are spread
can ever reach the high ideal so desir- through all sections of the State.
able, unless stimulated by at least a Quite a market for honey lias sprung
respectable compensation. If it can, up in our large towns.
At our Convention there was a
it forms ;ui exception among the vocations of the world.
manifest disposition to spare no pains
1882.
nor
expense in securing the best strain
Lansing. iUch., June 7,
of bees. The Cyprians, Syrians and
albinos are all being testied this year.
For the American Bee Journal.
The population is crowding into our
A Visit to tlie Texas Couveution.
vast territory, and next year we will,
in all probability, be able to report
W. K. MAUSHALL.
vast progress in our favorite industry.
The prospect for alarge yield of honey
The Texas fJee-Keepers' Convention this year is good.
met at Mclvinney, Texas, April 2-5,
Marshall, Tex.
The Convention was well at1882.
tended, considering that Texas has
For the Americun Bee Journal.
but recently begun to make any adTlie Dollar Queen Traffic.
vance in bee-culture. We met in the

Professor with an assured income
from another source, can lind neither
time nor capital to carry out this theory, certainly neither myself nor the
hundreds of others who are dependent
on their bees for the wherewithal to
buy bread and butter for themselvesand little ones, can be expected to do
so. None except those
who have
large capital and a peculiar situation
can possibly do this work. lie says
in his article that " to breed the ideal
queen will require such a rigorous
weeding out that only a small proportion of the queens reared will be suffered to live." May I ask if this very
fact does not prevent our bee-keepersfrom even attempting to breed the
ideal queen, however desirous all may
be to do so, for such a course would
destroy all idea of obtaining any
revenue from our bees V If the obtaining a revenue is notour prime object in keeping bees, then I have
thoroughly mistaken the aims and ob-

grove in which Judge Andrews'
apiary is situated. The Judge has

for higher-priced, better queens, and,
therefore, no one could sell enough
queens at a high enough price to pay
for rearing them as he suggests, lioil
this entire discussion down, and that
is really the only seemingly tenable
point raised against the " dollar queen
traffic," and if true, we would all of
us be forced to admit the strength of
it; but, honestly, I do not believe that

O. O.

POPPLETON.

some 300 colonies of bees, all brightcolored Italians. He uses the AmeriI see that the columns of the Jourcan hive, and for a number of years nal are again being tilled with articles
has been breeding the light-colored on the " dollar queen " business, but
Italians. He is an amateur bee man, have noticed that not a single one of
and more than any man I have ever the scores of such articles have been
seen keeps bees for the fun of the written by one of that class of beething. He has some of the most keepers who are the most interested
beautiful queens 1 have ever seen.
in the discussion, viz: the buyer and
Texas has a diversity of sale and user of such queens. As one of that
production, and, of course, has some number, I will try and add my mite.
localities better than others for tlie
The article from Prof. Cook's pen,
culture of the bee. Eastern Texas, in a late number of the Bee Joukalong streams, affords good bee pas- NAL,, I regard as the ablest one yet
ture. In Northern and Western Texas written on that side of the discussion,
the prairie lands, especially along the and also the most candid, with possistreams, bees have done well. In bly two or three exceptions, especially
these localities the ratan vine and the the one from Mr. L. C. Root, but both
horse-mint are the great honey pro- in my opinion have allowed a tlieory
ducing plants. In Eastern Texas we to lead them into an error. All that
have the ratan vine, linden, sumacs, part of the Professor's article in which
chinkapin, and, in the fall, the golden- he speaks of the great desirability of
rod and cotton.
taking special pains in the breeding
Though this was but the third of our bees, meets with my hearty
meeting of the State Association, we commendation but I utterly dissent
had representatives from quite a from his opinion, that " tiie dollar
number of counties.
queen traffic stands directly in the
The Convention owes its origin and way of the best achievements."
success largely to the efforts and inThe truth is, that the theory which
fluence of Judge Andrews. The hos- Prof. Cook's article so ably advocates
pitality of the Judge, and that of his is magnificent as a theory, but it is
estimable family, made the members utterly impossible for our thousands
of the Convention feel quite at home, of practical bee-keepers to carry it
and they spent a most enjoyable time out. He essentially admits this fact
in his beautiful grove, among his 300 when he says, in one place, that he
colonies, just in the lieight of the " cannot lind time with his numerous
swarming season.
number of im- duties to do this as he thinks that it
portant manipulations were conduc- ought to be done," and in another,
ted in the presence of the Con- that " he would do this work if he had
vention.
time to give to it, and had capital to
The Convention discussed a num- warrant the undertaking." If the
ber of important subjects, such as Professor, with his abilities and sur" Should we breed for color i"' " Does roundings, cannot even attempt to
tlie impregnation of the queen affect carry out his own theory, how can he
her drone progeny i"' " What is tlie expect our average bee-keepers to do
best liive for this climate V" " How to so ? Americans are a practical peosecure the largest amount of honey, ple, and American bee-keepers are
and where, and how to market it
not one whit behind their neighbors
It was agreed on all hands, tliat sev- in that respect, and practical theories
eral of the subjects that interest the are the only ones tliat will be apNorthern bee-keepers so much are of proved in the long run, and if the
;

A

V

jects of our business.
I understand that the vital point
which Prof. Conk inakesis, the cheapness that untested queens can be procured for destroys any large demand

point

We

is

true.

all of us remember how
said in the bee papers a few
ago,
about
the extra vigor and
years
value of daughters of imported mothers, and how tliis idea so industriously
circulated, caused nearly every one
wlien ordering (pieens to demand of
the seller that they be the daughters
of imported queens. I am not fully
posted in the business, but am satistied that within two or three years after the inauguration of the " dollar
queen traffic," the demand for imported queens at a high price was at
least doubled. Scores, yes hundreds
of practical bee-keepers in our Northern latitude will buy early queens at
a dollar each, and make them pay
too, who neither would nor coukl buy
tliem at two or three dollars each, and
let me assure Prof. Cook that if either
himself, L. C. Root or any other beekeeper of equal reputation for honesty
and ability, will raise queens as he
thinks they ought to be raised, they

can

much was

would never have

to

send them to be

tested before being purchased,

good round

who

and at
one

figures too, and every
dollar queens would

sells
be
forced to use these particular queens,
from
the
business
in
disretire
or
grace. In other words, the " dollar
queen traffic " itself, instead of being
ttie greatest hindrance, would be the
greatest incentive to the best achievements, for it would force the purchase
of hundreds, where otherwise only
scoresof the high-priced queens would
be bought.
Prof. Cook says he has purchased
several untested queens, and won a
blank each time. In his '-Manual"
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he says about the same thing, only he stock all his circumstances will allow
there specifies three as tiie number him to do, but sends the direct depurchased, and I presume the indefi- scendants of our best stock broadcast
nite number mentioned in Ids late ar- &mong the mass of bee-keepers, who
ticle are the same ones spoken of in are forced to realize every dollar they
the Manual. I know of an instance can from their bees to supply immewhere a bee-keeper lost more money, diate wants.
had more variation, and fjot many
I have bought and used nearly 1.50
more poor queens on hand, by pur- untested queens during the past few
chasing a very high-priced selected years, and had intended in this to have
tested queen, than the Professor did told how I use them, and some of my
by his purchase of three untested experience in buying them but have
ones, and I would like to suggest to already strung this out too long, so
him, that the circumstance I mention will defer that to some future time, if
is just as good proof on which to found this discussion continues.
an argument against high-priced tesI do not want any one to think I in-

as a ruler on sticks, and the nice little
whirligig twirlabouts with which the
honey can be shaken out of the combs
right into dishes, all ready for the
breakfast table. I half believed his

yarns when he promised to send me
one of these shakers next spring but
Mehitable, my wife, says there was a
queer sort of a smirk on his face, and
he gloared so slily with his eyes while
he was a telling and we was a listenin',
that she's sure he was only trying to
bamboozle us by his talk. I'm not so
sure about that. Then he told us,
too, about a new sort of imported
bees, with striped backs and harmless
tend this as a reply especially to Prof. queen stings that never hurts nobody,
Cook's article. I speak of that as I and can be handled, like well-riddlea
have, because it seems to go riglit to rye, witliout gloves, in the hottest
the gist of the matter, in the plainest weather. Wife doubted again, but I
and most direct manner of anything I tliink there's a good deal of truth in
have seen. Neither do I wish anyone the story for when I was in Austin
to think I am opposed to breeding the to buy a plow for neighbor Crume
very best queens we can get. I simply and a new collar for my horse, I hear
wish to oppose the strong effort be- some talk about sucti queer bees in
ing made to pull down a system of the bar-room of the tavern. The
selling queens which has been of chap that was a telling about them
large benefit to me in my business, had a patent hive to sell, too. It
and I presume to others also.
wasn't one of them with the straight
Williamstown, Iowa.
comb sticks that cousin Upson spoke
about, but the man called it the
Moth Worm Banisher. He said it
For the American Bee Journal.
was so fixed that when a moth touched
Texas Letter— Italian Bees Wanted. it at night a scratcher strikes a lucifer
match, and straightway the sudden
;

;

ted queens, as his trial of only tliree
untested ones is good proof of the
right of his argument against that
class of queens. There are so many
exceptions to general rules affecting
bees, that we have long ago learned
that a few experiments proves very
little, especially on so broad a subject
as the qualities of different kinds of
queens. No one can give an intelligent opinion of their value, unless on
theoretical grounds, without liaving
used a score or so of them, better yet,
if their experience covers the use of
several scores.
common argument against dollar

A

queens

is

to cite tlie

example of Ham-

mond, Bates, Booth, and others

in

breeding of live stock. This is
right if one only draws the correct

the

How much

•conclusions.
bred by these

;

MILES HADAWAT.

of the stock

and glare of

flash

the moths within

light frightens all

fifty feet,

and away

men has ever been purMr. Printer — I hear you print a they go, harum-scarum, with a grand
chased by the common farmer V How bee paper, and I want you to send me flutter and flourish, seeking to hide in
many of tiiose $2,000 animals, recently one to look at, to see if I like it. They outer darkness. That I think is a
sold in Chicago, went to otliers than tell me you always have much nice good invention, for these moths are
:

fine stock breeders V I venture to readings in it about that queer little troublesome and hard to catch, and
answer, not one. What would we crittur that has a sweet tooth in its tlie best way is to banish them right
think of the wisdom of a common mouth and a sharp sticker in its tail, off. But about them new imported
dairyman owning a score or so of as Anne Strother's father told the old bees the man said he could not see
•cows, investing from $2,000 to $.5,000 bee-hunter down at Powett's Tanyard any great good that came of them
in the purchase of a single animal to last summer. I have been keeping after all the fuss made about them,
improve his herd, when he could pur- bees here three years in tlie old fash- except that they made their honey
chase an animal practically as good ioned way, that was thought very from red clover tops instead of white,
for one-tentli tlie money. J^et our good away down east forty years ago and hunted up all sorts of out-of-theCooks, Jones, and Roots go to work and longer, where I was born and wav flowers in by-places and roadand produce as superior a strain of raised. But someliow I can't get along sides, which the old kind of plain
bees as Bates and Booth did of cattle, with them liere, as old uncle Brews- bees never thouglit worth looking at.
and my word for it, every dollar ter used to do in Hockanum when I Besides, he said, that while farmers
queen-breeder, and nearly every large was a boy. Wliy he used to have lots could only make hay while the sun
bee-keeper, will obtain one or more of hives, and honey by the tubful shines, these new comers would make
of the improved queens, without re- every fall, when he took up his skeps honey, shine or no shine. This seemed
gard to price but the wildest theorist with the brimstone rags. But here to lie saying something more for
would not expect ordinary bee-keep- we often get nothing at all now. tliem than uncle Upson knew and as
ers to purchase them by the dozens Whether the miller moths that are so everybody in the room appeared to
each year, as some of us do of untested plentiful liere eat it all up, or tlie believe what the hive seller said, bequeens. Instead of being a hindrance, troublesome busy ants carry it all off, cause he had no interest in the matter,
I think the selling of dollar queens I don't know, and with all my watch- I think there is a good deal in it, and
bred from such stock would do far ing could never find out. I some- wish I had some. Mr. Printer, can't
more toward the universal improve- times think the bees get bewildered you put me in the way of getting a
ment of bees over our entire country, among the many strange flowers we swarm ? I would like "to have them
than anytliing else that can be done. have here, and cannot tell where to soon. Cant they be sent by telegraph,
The common mistake of those who look for the sweet and it were no so as to come before Christmas ?
oppose tlie "dollar queen traffic " is, wonder, sucli odd-shaped things they Swarming time begins here soon after
they think there is more value in a are. Maybe if we had other sorts of New Year, when the drones have got
decided improvement of the bees flowers, apple and cherry blossoms over their holiday frolics. How much
owned by a few bee-keepers, than and such like, and hollyhocks and will they cost, though ? If they are
they do of a lesser rate of improve- asters, such as they was used to of very dear I could not afford the exment of all the bees in the country. old,orliad other bees better suited pense till after the next cotton crop is
Take a pencil and figure up the rela- to the flowers here, we might do first made. They say a queen sells for
tive values of a ten per cent, improve- rate in this climate where the busy five and six dollars
Just think of
ment of all the bees in the country, fellows could work almost the year that A little insect about an inch
and a fifty per cent, improvement of round without interruption. Well, long selling at the price of a yearling
the bees owned by a score or a hun- cousin Upson was to see ns when he colt
If the workers sell in propordred of our leading bee-keepers, and come out prospectin', and he told us tion, won't they come high, as cousin
what is the result ? Of course, the some wonderful stories about a new Zeke reckons it outV Or if you put
buying or selling of dollar queens pre- kind of hives they have to home, in them down at even a picayune apiece,
vents no one from improving his own which the bees build combs as straight and there are thirty thousand in a
;

;

;

!

I
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only think what a decent hive
to, by the rule of three
Then there's the freight too, if they
come by telegraph, for the ticking
clerk in the office always figures that
out high and so I «m afraid that, if
sent by that line, they might in the
end co'st more than they would come
Aunt Dinah says she has read
to.
somewhere in the Penny Whistle
Weekly, (which she gets every now
and then at tlie grocer's around some
articles she buys), that they now send
these bees, or some kind of bees, by
mail. That, I think, must be a good
joke! Why, you might as well send
a basketful of hornets by express.
Phew, I'd like to stand at a safe distance away and see our sober-faced,
steady old postmaster open the bag
when they arrived! Wouldn't he
make tracks in a hurrry, and feel
worser nor if he had a dozen big fleas
in his ear V No, no, that's a little too
tough a yarn to be swallowed by any
but a greenhorn, though it is in print.
But have those bees I will, sooner or
later ; and if they don't come quite as
dear as cousin Zeke reckons it out,
I'll get you, Mr. Printer, to have 'em
sent by rail and steam even if they
don't come till after Christmas. I'd
have them sent by express, but that
moves as slow in these parts as our
old ox team used to do in old Middlesex, on Saturday nights, when we had
hitched tip to go sparking. Don't forget to tell the man who sells and
sends them, to be sure to give them
food enough for such a long jaunt, as
the poor things musn't be let starve
on the way. Tell him, too, to pack
them well and hurry them forward—
" loith speed and cure, right side up 1"
hive,

would come

1

;

rather poor hands at it, and some
years don't let us have any. Now,
even if the striped fellows should produce six times as much, it wouldn't
amount to anything, after all ; for in
Deacon Downer's school we were
alwavs told that 6 times 0=0 and we
had "to believe it, for not even the
smartest boy in the class could prore
that it wasn't so, and the Deacon ever
;

had been favorable, considering the
strength of my bees, I would have
obtained 50 pounds of honey per colony
from buckeye. It commenced blooming the 2d of May, and is in bloom
yet. The honey is white as that from
"linden, and I like the flavor better.
There was some honey from crab apple bloom in it, wliich I think improved the flavor.
Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Iowa,

insisted on proof.

smm&!MmM
'WuX^fim

'^*^ ;^-' -_

But Two or Three Warm Days.—
We had a frost here
this morning you could scrape it up
in piles on the tin covers of my bee
hives, still it was not hard enough to
We have had but 2 or
kill anything.
3 of what could be called warm days
here this season. The mercury has
not been above SO- only one day, while
last year it was above 90^ several days
during May. Apple blossoms are
now nearly gone here, but on the

May 26,

1882.

Outlook has Never been Better.
for lioney has never been
better than this season, and the honey
bee interest is largely on the increase.

The outlook

We bid you God siieed in battling for
a pure honey against the glucose combinations, and for a higher strain of
W. K. Marshall.

bees.

Marshall, Tex., June

12, 1882.

Cold here yet.

;

Good Following Bad.— I had 43 colonies in the fall of 1880, and lost 41 of
them. The 2 colonies left were very
weak. One of the two colonies
swarmed twice, and I made a twostory hive of tlie weaker colony and
extracted 100 lbs. from it the other
gave me 100 lbs. of box honey and
some extracted. Last spring I began
hills the trees are in full bloom. Last cleaning out tlie hives of dead bees,
Thursday (Sth) the bees got some and setting thein back on the sumhoney from tlie bloom, but a rain in mer stands for the bees to finish
the afternoon stopped work, and it cleaning up the honey. As I could
has been cold ever since. Glad to see not buy any bees handy, I began to
wish for some bees to come along,
others are prospering.
and, sure enough, the last day of May
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., June

12, 1882.

:

a

fine

swarm came along and went
That raised

into one of ray hives.
spirits a little.

So

my

I kept on, think-

Ma- ing or wishing, or something else,
deira wine from honey on page 339;is and on the 4tli of June 2 more came
Before I close, Mr. Printer, I want a correct translation of Dzierzon's in in a few days another came, making 4
The only in all. The first that came gave me
to say further, tliat when cousin Up- Berlepsch's great work.
son was here he told us there was omission at the end is " the bottles
boxes of lioney, wortli S1.25 per box,
great fuss just now away up in the containing the wine should be buried and swarmed once, besides we exold States, about some wonderful im- in the sand— kept moist by being tracted from the old colony in August
provements in bee-keeping, which he sprinkled now and then with brine." right smart. The third colony that
said they call" scientitic bee-culture." Berlepsch, quoting Dzierzon, says
came swarmed twice which makes
Now what is tliat V How is it made ? " After a few years this wine is 11 colonies to winter. I packed 8 of
How big is it y Is it patented ? Does worthy to be served on the tables of them in big boxes that I made for
The only objectionable that purpose several years ago. Not
it
go by machinery V Is it hard to princes."
learn how to work it ? Or must you feature in the recipe is the old chemi- one colony lived in them that winter,
Madeira Wine.— The

recipe for

;

:

.5

;

go to a sort of school or college to
study how to manage it, till you get
the hang of it gradually? Couldn't
an old man learn to fix it up, without
leaving home? IIow is one to get
science into a bee gum, I'd like to
know
That's a little above my
huckleberry, as we used to say at
Haddam school, when a hard ques'f

cal superstition that a bright copper but I am going to try it again. I put 2
or brass kettle is not dangerous to bricks on some of them, and cornuse. It is really astonishing how cobs on 2, besides chaff and straw. In
tenacious a hold the fallacy has upon the Bee Journal for December, 1870,
the people that, as long as they do not is a letter from Texas, that ought to
let the fluid get cool in a bright cop- be reprinted for young bee-keepers.
H. M. Noble.
per vessel, there is no danger.

L. K.

Savannah, Ga., June

2, 1882.

came

up, and puzzled the head
of the class, though we had
Buckeye Honey.— Bees in this localWell,
to work it out, for all that.
had a hard time this spring,
well, there was no lightening tele- ity have
way have
graph in tliem days, and nobody then and many kept in the old
dreamt of gold in California so there died in May. I wintered 19 colonies.
in good condition.
may be sometliing new in managing All came through
feeding in March to
bees, thougli the wise man said, long I commenced

tion

scholar

:

before I was born, There's
nothing new under the sun. You'll
print all about it, I suppose, and we'll
see what it is when the paper comes.
Send it on at once anyhow, or somehow.
Palo Pinto, Texas, Nov. 3, 1870.

years

stimulate them, in which I succeeded
and on the 8th of April the strongest

frames full of brood then
wave, and since that
time I have been feeding at spells.
Once, before I was aware of it, the
bees had uncapped nearly all the
young brood, and eaten the food from
N. B.— Wife says, be sure to ask the young bees. Nearly all of the
whether it's certain that the new bees honey this spring has come from the
can make honey. Our old ones are buckeye. I am satisfied, if the spring

had

6 to 8

came a

cold

;

Swedesburgh, Iowa.

[The

letter is

republished

in this

number.— Ed.]
Doing Well on White Clover.— I am
glad to be able to say my bees are doing well, although April and May were
miserable months. I kept my bees
breeding by constant feeding. I wintered 26 colonies without any loss,
and have increased this spring so far
to 47. all in fair condition for white
clover, which is now blooming, and
upon which my bees have been very
busy the last few days, which is really
the first harvest they have had this
season, as the fruit bloom was all
VVm. B. McCormick.
frosted.
LTiiiontown, Pa.,

June

10, 1882.

—
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Something New. One day during the country, and I guess the harvest
the lirst week in May, I opened h liive will get better before we hear the
containing a fertile worker, and in de- " hum of bees " again.
stroying her brood discovered some
P. P. Collier.
young worker Ijees coming out of tlie
Rush Hill, Mo., June 10, 1882.
cells.
I was surprised, but said nothing about it, tor fear I might be
Rain Needed.—
laughed at. Yesterday I examined tered better than Bees here never winlast winter, and the
the colony again, and found 10 or 12 in opening of spring
found them in
a patch of brood from 5 to 6 inches splendid condition.
April was cold
square. Have any of our more expe- and wet, and
May cold and dry, with
rienced apiarists ever witnessed any- heavy frosts almost
every night,
thing of the kind, or read of the likeV which killed nearly
all the fruit blosI would have liked for a scientist to
soms, leaving nothing but dandelions
have seen them. This is a very tliat bees could obtain
anything from.
discouraging season so far ; starvatioii Unless rain comes
soon "there will be
prevailed during swarming time lar- but little white
clover it has just beviB was destroyed and brood uncapped,
gun to blossom, but is drying up fast.
so that colonies are not as far advanced Tliere
been no swarniing yet, and
now as they were on the last day of drones has
are flying from only a few of
April ; and all this is not the result of the strongest colonies.
Taken all toa scarcity of bloom, but tlie cold con- gether, the season
since the lirst of
fined the bees to the hives, and the April is
the worst that we have liad
nectar went to waste, if any was se- tor twelve years, and
unless a change
creted. I am not able to enumerate soon occurs
for the better, the present
the number of colonies lost, but there will prove a
most disastrous season
have been many.
for bees.
O. E. Cooley.
Robert Corbett.
Bluffton, Iowa, June 11> 1882.
Manhattan, Kans., June 9, 1882.
;

;

Scientific Pleasantry.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of American Bee Jouhnal,
Monday, 10 a. m., June ih. 1882.

Let "Riley" quickly stand aside.
It was a Hooster— well, he never lied—
A " scientific joke " is what he tried.
Evanaville, Wis.

Splendid Prospects.— Bees have been
doing splendidly the past few days,
and the prospects areniow very good.
Williamson &'I5uo.
Lexington, Ky., June 14, 1882.

to this

hour

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY— I am

paying

dark and

7c. for

paid in advance

For
"
"

"26

a»
52

"
"

:

* week8
lO per cent, discount.
8 "
20 "
"
13 " (3 months).... 30 "
(timonths)....40
months;.... iiO

"
"
"

(9
(1

CO

year)

"

"
"

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
months, lO per cent., 3 months,

2S per cent., 6
5 percent.

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent.. Q months, 20 per cent., 3-

months,

lO per cent.

THOMAS
935 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.,

C'hlcneo,

III.

^:pecial ijoticcs.

Quotiitloua orCashBnyei-8.

liflht

Special Notices, 5U cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole 13

i

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

space, each insertion.

line of

A line of Agate type will contain about elK^t
woi'dn; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

[

The following

H.

20c. per agate

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

Two

prodiKiea this aize has shown—
In Art sleek (Jacnr's flower has blown,
In Science Wiley reigns alone.

ADVERTISING RATES.

9c.

for

extracted.

1^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at

the Chicago Postofflce every Tuesday,

BBESWAX-Choice lots are worth 2.'ic. here;
i>4c.: dark to good. I7(",i,:2c.
and any irreguhirity in its arrival is
Ai,. H. Newman. a23 W. Madison St.
due to the postal employes, or some
CINCINNATI.
cause beyond our control.

bright yellow,

Honey Locnst.— Bees are just booming on the lionev locust indeed, I am
;

beginning to think it equal to basswood, where it is abundant. Tliere
are, periiaps, 200 large honey locust

my vicinity. Most of them
are loaded with racemes of blossoms.
The bees have partly deserted lields
of white clover, and their iiiusic can
be heard all day long in the tree tops.
This morning I had a swarm by 6
o'clock.
Work in sections is going on

HONEY— For Extracted we pay7@9c. on arrival.

Prices for comb honey nominal and

BBESWA.X-Brlngs

demand slow.
The deniand ex-

18Si22c.

ceeds the otTerings.

c. F.

trees in

finely.

C.

Milan,

June

111.,

H. Dibbekn.

14, 1882.

ML'TH.

Quotations of ContmlsHlon Merchants.

CHICAGO.

HONE V— The demand for comb honey is light,
made to meet views of purchaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23(3;-25c.

prices being

R. A.

BUKNETT,

165

South Water

St.

1^ We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for lOO
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.t or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.
will

in cloth, or

;

;

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@)22c., acI^Alioays forward us money either
BEESWAX- Piime quality,
postal order, registered letter, or
by
CROCKKIl & Bl.AKE. 57 Chatham Street.

cording to quality.

2.'->c.

No Nectar.— For the last 3 or 4 years

NEW YORK.
not in this part of MisHONEY- White clover, fancy, lb. bxs., 15®16e.;
souri, been enough nectar at any
white clover, good to choice, 1 and 2 lb. bxs., 13@
time to support bees— saying nothing 14c: buckwheat, 2 lb. bxs., per lb., 11(51120. Exof surplus— that is when bees could tracted and strained, white, llcgiioc; dark Vf-^si?.
BEESWAX— The market continues rather quiet,
get It. This spring we had a line ap- but the supply is light and prices Ilrmly sustained.
ple and peach bloom also crab apple, Western, pure, 24(5j24i^c, Southern pure, 25@
25>^c.
D. W. QuiNBV, 103 Park Place.
with many other blossoms in the timST. LOUIS.
ber but not a day that the bees could
HONEY— In fair demand. Extracted selling at 8
get out after it. I have fed and tried
@10c. comb scarce— nominal at 18@22c.
to save them, but to no purpose they
BBBSWA.X-Prime in demand at 22(g>2:jc.
K. c. GiiEEii&Co.. 117 N. Main Street.
are all about gone. We have not had
any honey to eat for years, so I have
SAN FRANCISCO.
there

lias

I

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2.5 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

:

;

;

Premiums.

—Those who get up clubs

Weekly Bee Journal

for the

for

:

;

be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club
1882, will

concluded to raise sorghum for table
HONEY— The tlrst consignments of new arrived
use, since all other sweets are adulter- this week. Including comb and extracted. Some For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
new extracted in half barrels was placed at 8c.,
"
ated. Hive in a newly settled country, and so e new comb, of very good quality but not
"
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
"
where the people make " war " on extra white, sold at IPc.
"
4,— Apiary Register for .50 Colonies,
We
quote white comb, I4@16c.:dark to good. 8
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
white clover no clover is sown— noth- @12c. Extracted, choice to extra white, .S((i8!'4C.;
"
"
"
5,
cloth,
ing for bees until Spanish-needles, dark and candied, c^\^®7c. BEESW A.\— 2H<ii(25c.
"
"
Steauns & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
and they have been worthless for the
or Apiary ReKister for 200 Col'8.
last three years
we may as well sow
CLEVELAND.
HONEY'— As there is no honey In market, we Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
onions as buck wheat
for bees.
this week.
Scarcely a bee is living in this part of have no quotations
for their labor in getting up the club.
A. C. Kend£L. 115 Ontario Street.
:

I

;

*'

1

;

|

A
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The Apiary Register.
All
their

who

intend to be systematic In

EXCELSIOR

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

HONEY

work in the apiary, should get a club can have sample copies sent to
copy and commence to use it.
the persons they desire to interview,
sending tlie names to this office.
$1 00 by
For .50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

50
2 00
1

®° When
di-oss.

The larger ones can be used for a
new
few colonies, give room for an increase

(

clianging a postoffice ad-

..

mention the old as well as the

In

.address.
•

lb-

•

bottle of Kendall's Spavin Cure, and
Bee Pastnrage a Necessity.— AVe have the horse sold afterwards for $200.
25tf Yours truly, C. H. Barnard.
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions wliat to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
The AMERICAN Bee Jottrnal 1b the oldest Bee
Paper In Americn, aud has a large circulation in
every State. Territory ami Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional iind business men,
and

1^" Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.

—

Is,

therefore,

tlio

best advertising

cially for the

Bee Journal

for 18S2.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way

medium.

ELECTROTYPES
Of En^avinps used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than 50c.

THOMAS G, NEWMAN,

Queens Bred

Street.

Extractor. I3x2n, which is
intended for nnv size of frame.
Excepting with the $s.()(.i Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
ble sides
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
For 2 Langstroth ""
10x18
"
For 3
10x18
'•
"
For 4
10x18
For 2 frames of any size, I3x20
^'
"
12^x20
For 3
*'
"
13x20
For 4

ALFRED
923

H.

$8 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. Chicago.

111.

Glass in Bee-Eeeping.
Application has been made to me to take students in Bee-Keeping. I have, therefore, determined to begin a class on MONDAY. JUIA' 10. and
extend through eight weeks. The instruction will
include a study of the Anatomy and Physiology of
the Bee, Queen-Kearing. Artificial Increase. Implements. <'omb Honey. Extracted Honey, Bee
Pasturage, Wintcrlni/. etc.
I have a good library of Bee Literature, all Aproved Modern Appliances, etc. My home Apiary
E
as eighty colonies of Italian Bees, among which
students can practice.
O. CLiTITE,
24w
Iowa City, Iowa.

Be SURE
SAYLE8,

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE

Business

for

a postal card forour Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasingeisewhere.
It contains illustratitms and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prifes. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C. «fe H. P.
4sml5t
Hartford, Wis.

Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.

Cyprlani* or Italians, in
well-painted Lanpstmth Hives. $9 Tested CvpriFull Colonies of

;

an or Italian Queens, of last year's rearine. l5
Younff Queens, Tostcl pure, $3 3-frame Nuclei,
standard Lancstrrith frame, untested. $5 Fertile
Worker?, f'-itc. to $i. We can supply anytliing pertaining to the bee business.
<fc
Columbus, Wis.
;

;

ROYS

MORGAN,

TAXiOK,

J. M. C.
Lcwistown, Frederick Co., Md.

Send for Circular.
lOamtf

1882-Southern Headquarters. -1882
For Early Italian and Cyprian ftueene
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full ColoFor quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manufacturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
If
wish
to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
you
;

TIN POINTS

I^ Neltnor's

Fruit and Flower
on our desk it is edited
and published by John C. Neltnor,
Turner Junction, 111., at 75 cents a
is

It will becomplete.
in every way
in f ize, with the

and

except

*it;.i)o

Chicaieo, Hi.

by mail for 75 cents.

Grower

himey.

covers,

iiientical,

;

to preserve tlie Journal as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid

iif

with

To send

92S West Madison

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made espe-

nive upon. leaving room unuh the basket for 75 or 80

r* \

iliim

»•-»

A

for 10 cents.

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
I'T K.xtractors carrying 3 and 4
Lant-'stroth frames, I have conliMled to adopt these two new
si?04
The 3 frame basket is in a
taiiiif the same size and style as
till'
traine. The 4 frame basket
iH in the larger can, with the cone
ur niHtal standard for the basket

of numbers, and still keep the record
Examine the Date following your
all together in one book, and are therename on the wrapper label of this
fore the most desirable cues to propaper; it indicates the end of the
cure at the start.
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
of both comb and extracted honey. which are printed a large bee in gold,
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
last meeting of the North American
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were ap- Journal must reach this office by
pointed on a committee to prepare in- Saturday of the previous week.
»-^«-*-*
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
^"Ashland, Pa., June 3, 1880.—
and Honey at Fairs ; this is also added
case of spavin that came under my
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
observation was entirely cured by one

any address

397

;

for

GLASSING HONEY

Cut by machinery are much cheaper and better
than hand-cut. and perfectly straight; 1,000 to
to lO.ittxi, 22c. over 10,000, 20c.;
6c. per 1,000 extra hv mail. Samples for 3c. stamp.
;

5.(KK», 25c.: e.tKKt

;

W.

ISsmSt

NEW

year.

GILLETTE,

V.
liCKoy, Genesee Co., N. Y.

IDEAS.

Foundation ready for business, sheets bound
with a light wooden rim. sample Gc; Bee's Tongue

;

nies.

my new Catalogue,

giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

BR.

ft.

P. H.

Ssmtf

BROWX,

Augusta, Ga.

QQO
±00^,

Consult your interest, and send for my
1
new circular and price list of colonies.
Nuclei and Queens. Address,
9sm8t
». D. McLEAJT, Columbia, Tenn

Register, sent by mail for
Italian Queens
The Villa Bohemia, by Marie Le improved
by a new process; Italian or Black Bees
sale In a hive adapted to niigralory bee-keepBaron, published by Kochendoerfer for
ing—can be securely closed for moving in one min- OBi-E-PIECE J^ECTIONS a specialty. Pound
size. $4,511 per i.WO. L. Hives .50c. Also. ItalFor particulars address,
& Urie, 200 Broadway, N. Y. This is ute.
9smly JOHN H. MARTIN, Hartford, N. Y. ian bees tor $s per colony. Circular free.
BVRON WALKER & CO.. Capac. Mich.
88ml2tp
a very interesting little story of 250
|ii.2."i

pages.

Price 50 cents.

;

ITALIAN QUEENS-Bred from
THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL PURE
lecred
Queens
Chaff and Simplictested

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

1^ Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The

The BKiTi?n Bke .Toi'RXal is published monthand contains the best practical informati(jn for
the time being, aho^inc what to do, and wtien and
how to do it. It is e<lii>'d and published bv
ly,

<-. N. ABBOTT. Bee-Master.
best way to preserve them is to proSchool of Apiculture. Fariawn, Southall, London.
cure a binder and put them in. They
ir^*We send the Weekly American Bee Journal and the British Bee Journal. both for 13.50 per
are very valuable for reference.
annum.

Bee Hives,

se-

:

also.

kinds of Sections, Wide Langstroth frames, and ail kinds of Apiarian Supplies
Send for Price List. A. B. MILLER & SON, Wakarusa. Elkhart County, Ind.
2ism4t
ity

MY

all

le-PAGE
I.IST of Italian,
Cyprian and Holy Land Beea, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me their name ;unl address on a
postal card.
i-Jsnjtf

PKICE

H. H.

BKOWN,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

4

:
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DISTRESS for want of Beeswax. We are
now paying •Ji;c. cash, or 28«. trade, for ROOd yellow wax. Those of our friends who want large lots
of foundation from us will have to send us the
same amount of wax or wiiit till we can collect it,
as our stock is about exhausted. Until further notice, we will sell thin foundation for sections at
55c. per lb.; heavy foundation for brood cuuibs
at 43e. No discount from the above rates.
23w4t G. W. STANLEY & BRO., Wyoming. N. Y.

IN

GOLDEN

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
J frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
5.00
Full Colonv, with Tested
12-00
Queen, before July l
10.00
Same, after July i
TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1, 3.U0
*'
*'
after July l.. 2.50
"
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
1 3.50
Address, by Registered Letter
I

100 Colonies

or PostofQce Order,

ALSO,

FOli SAl.B.

DR.

I.

iwtf

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Utwa.

BEES BY THE POUND. BIND YOUR JOUBDALS
Send
JAMES

Iw35t

address for prices.
If EBBON,Dowagiac. Mich.

AND KEEP THEM

/pat.

B/NDrRpiHPERlODICA\.s\

TADL0CK.-1882

S.
LULING, CALDAVELL

TEXAS.

CO..

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
J. H. NelMs' best imported queens. Tested Queen,
$2.^0; per half-dozen. *13.5U. Select Tested. $3
Eer half-dozen. $li>. No '"Dollar" or nuclei-queens
andled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,

The Emerson Binder
IS

;

I4w3yt

if possible.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
lam now

booking orders fnr

GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared
the best stock in the country.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

War-

ranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
after
early in the season, t~-:^o
^July, $2: li frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
^Tpsled Queen. 9-i
with Tested Queen, $10. The Best
Quinby Smoker for |.l.r»0. Address all orders to

Directions in each Binder.

OOc.
85c.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

my

from

•7Sc.

THOMAS G. NEIVMAN,

Address,
925

;

West Madison

Street.

ChlcUEO,

III.

;

;

J. BIEHL..
(Money Order Office)-ButIer, Dekalb Co., Ind.
r..

lOwtf

THE CONaUEROR.

postpaid for ^2.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

13wtf

Rev. A. SALISBURY
Years Experisnce

in

Inniers
Itnliiin

I,.

.

;

Cus-

Never Defrauded."
Queens
tl; Tested. ...»2

CviTiun Queens

f 1;

Tested

$2

l':ilu»tineOuei'ns..$l: Tested... *2
Extra Queens, for swarruint; sea-

r<2Json, readv.

if

weare timely

notified.
either Italian.

one-trame Nucleus,
.
V
Cyprian or Palestine. »4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 trames.fs. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine, 2.'t lbs. or over,
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
35c. per lb.
per lb. Sate arrival f<uaranteed.
;

Money Of ders «n

oneXu.cola,
ZU
PRIZE QUEENS FOR
paid for bright w.ax.

"vly.

III.

From
KEV. E.

I..

BKIGOS, of

will furnish Italian Queens from either of
his Prize Mothers, as early in the comini! season as
they can be bred, at the following rates; lested
:

Queens with-

out guarantee. »1 Two comb Nucleus, with lested Queen, H. Orders filled in rotation, as received.
3w2et
If accompanied with the cash.
;

PAPER rLro.'?""i?o^eif'l
THIS
Spruce
Newspaper Advertising Bureau
St.),
it

In

(10

where advertising contracts may be made for

NEW

"ITORK.

HENKY

Send for my » 1st

AIjI^BT, Wenham.

An-

Mass.

EVERY FARMER AND IMILLER
TABLES, 192
SHOULD have FISHER'S GRAIN
full of useful tables for
pages, pocket form
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and m(»re miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Ajzents can
make money selling this book. G. W. FISUKR,
;

;

|y Also for sale

65

Box 238. Rochester, N.V.
at the Bee Journal office. _^J

ENGBAVINGS.

Editor of

the

C.

NEWMAN,

Weekly Bee Jonrnal.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly develi>ping pursuit, and presents thr apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucessful management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

1^.

B. J.

ffl.

D.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms ; cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price as cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

•

THOMAS
925

G.

West Madison

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ZiOOH XISB.S!
If

you want cheap bees and hives to

suit,

good

Cyprian. Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Hection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies

Marketing Honey,"
in paper

TS cents;

Madison Slreet*

Chicaffo, III.

STotlceB.

Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet. Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising. News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, Louisiana. Mo.

—

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton. Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10»
beautiful engravingt*.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Kelthsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mo.^

are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.- Farmer,
Cleveland, 0.
It comprises all that Is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican. LTtica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the managament of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.

The engravings

no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-FarFull of practical instruction, that

mers* Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

Embraces every subjectof inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont. Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Home. N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and containa
a complete resume of the natural history of the
Utile busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is nbtained, aswell as how to prepare
it fur the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.

NEWMAN,
Street,

"

field, O.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

1882,

Wilton Junction,

Qubens, t3t Warranted Queens, t2

tested, $2.

;

nual Circular.

the Evergreen Apiary..^

Iowa,

Co.'B

:

selected, $l.7r.

Queen Rearing.

Our Motto i3

—"Low Prices. Quick Returns

OF BEES—

2w6m.

Caiiiargo, Doiislas county, 111.

20

4— RACES

Italian, Cyprian, Holy I^and and Hungrarlan Qii«-cn«.— Warranted queens, $1.50 extra
19wtf

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that do not rust am break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 Inch bellows. Sent

THOMAS

Appreciative

III.

for Pleasure

;

935

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

1882-J.

of an Apiary
and Profit by

50

The latest improvement in Foundation, Ourthin
and common foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired

A

Management

etc. Price, bound in cloth,
covert*.
cents* postpaid.

Given'sFoundationPress.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
C, Hoopeston.
iwly
». S. OIVEBT

Bees&Honey

Bees and Honey at Fairs,"

NEAT AND CLEAN.
frame.

A NEW BEE BOOK!

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

and Nuclei a Specialty

wtth good young Qtieens. Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 8i9 )
E. T. FLANAGAN. Rose Hill Apiary,
5wly
BelleTille, St. Clair County, 111.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He whn would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvi'ments in
his line- We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book-— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare It for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

Liberal Discount to Dealers by
the Dozen or Hundred.

•

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

STANDARD,
THK NKW

u. s.

FOUNDATION
AND

The Bee-Keeper's Guidei

HONEY

KETAir,.

WIIOI«£SAL.E
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Extractor,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Cunt Mills

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have tbe most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

By A.

special
inipr^ii e-

ments not
found in
any other.

COOK,

J.

Of LansiTig, Profesaor of Entomology in

State Agricnlttiral

College of

the

Michigan.

Quality
extra,prices
low. A.-k

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax is
ness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
8ecli"ns. AH shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

&

We
on the

wholesale or

:

ALKX. GLEASON .t CO.. Ti)Iedo, O.
lV FALIONKR. Jamestown, N.T.
P. L. VIALLON. Ilavou Goula. La.
A. B.

111.

WEED.

I5wtf

retail.

Send for our Js-pny^e Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Heo-Iveepers' Supplies before
purchasint: elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,

and satisfaction guaranteed.
1

E

iwtf

A.

ZITQT7ZB.ZSS
Florida

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OF

COZiORADO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sending One Dollar to the

will

Woman's
15w6mp

pri-

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

22w4t

Detroit, Mich.

FUSE! FB.SBI

now quote an

5

of

"'^'^Jiillr

MEURIAM

Gents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS.

Advance

lililWlmin^-TTT;

dealer for
them, or

jiiiit^

send fi..rillustt;iti.'d ineular. to tbe Apiarian Supply Dealers wlio>e n;tiiK-.s appesir bet*)W
J. V. CALDWELL. Cambridge, Henry Co., III.

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Iwly

--———.—-—

—s^-^--,.,,^

nowhere to be equalled for cleanli-

GHAS. DADANT

BENVEK, C'OI*.

1^-

THOMAS & CO., Coleratne. Mass.

Land--640 Acres

CHEAP FOR CASH. .^

DESCRIPTION.-Sec.

4,

township

7,

south range 7

west, Franklin county. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of the Stale, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and H) of the Apalachicola riyer the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned t; sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for f3.200. and on Sept.
5th. 1877, by him conveyed to the unaersigned fur
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unmcumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

;

THOMAS €t. NE^VMAK,

Advance

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
except the VanDeusen

(fiat

bottom), will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price in my Catalogue.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

925

West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

COMB FOUNDATION— 40c.
DUIVHAM
to
per pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq.
;

the
per

lb.

lb.

4-'*c.

I5w6m

tlOS.

CHICAGO, ILL

CA6£

TRAP

AUTD

I

can

Send for

ALFKED
•.ij:)

Worid.

Here is an opportunity for one or two bee-keepers to obtain a B"Od business. My reason for selling is that I am disabled. For information address
"S." care of the Bee Journal, ChicHpo, 111., who
2awtf
will forward the correspondence to me.

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

FO UNDATION.
Owing

to the large

now quote

advance

prices thus

:

in the price of

Dunham,

loto 50

No

discounts.

J.

3wly

V.

by

:i2-paE:e Illustrated

^\^.

F:..\T-

H.

Madison.

Sup-

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-waMs. 4 to 16 square feet to
Circular and samples free

^ the pound.
J.

VAN DEUSEN

ft

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. r.

Pure ItalianBees
at reasonable prices.

wax,

I
lbs., 42c.,

over 50 lbs.. 41C., less than 10 lbs.. 44c.; Vanderort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., l to lo lbs., 57c., 10 to 50
tba.,54c.

my

C:it;iIogue of Bee-Keepeis'
plies of every description.

OF

now Employed.

the above Smokers at

mail or express, at wholesale or reAH the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUKROR.

One of the Largest Manufactories

35 Hands

sell

MANUFACTURERS' PKICES,

Columbus, Ind.

in tlie

Adams Co., 111.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

FOR SALE,
Apiarian Supplies

10c.

for ConflnltasT the

Beverly,

23wtf

Address,

M. BKOOK.8,

ft.

worked

Qaeen -while C'llpplna her AVlna:.— Any
person that can open a hive and find the queen
can. with this device, clip her wing without danger
of kilhng or injuring her in the least. Price by
mail, postpaid, :iii cents; 4 for ^\. Dealers send
for price list by the qujmi^^^

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

Wax

Send tor samples.

F.W. HOLMES. Coopcraville, Mich. ISwiy

^^^^

H. ^^EY^MADT,

Street.

FULL COLONIES

CALDWELL,

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEESS AND NUCLEI.

Circular free.

Cambridge, Ilenry Co.,

3ZO Pases 133 Fine
;

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, eiiliuced and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedeHtcd in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and laat.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work Is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"'
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Read

22w8t

tJOHN

P.

DIPMAN, Fremont. Ohio.

tlu follo^tnng opinions of the

All agree that

It Is

Book;

the work of a master and of

real value.— i-'Jp^icuIture, Paris.
1 think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— LiEwis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future bouk-makers.— Bri(is/i Bee JsurnaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my uiK'ratiuns and successful management of the «pimy.~J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This bock is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— Mit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, a
manualls a necessity. Prof- Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iieraid, Monticello. 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits tu author.- A. E. WenzelMy success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested tnlormation contained in Cook's Man-

uaJ.— WM. Van Antwerp. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
tbe bee and hives, with their implements. It Is of
value to all bec-ralsers.— Jf y. L^ve Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, wtiioh I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for tlietr
management; jil^oa botanical description ot honey
produclnK plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of hues.— Democrat, Puiuski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecuvi of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
beat information on everything beloceing to apiculture. Toul taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiuily
and practice as advised.— .4 oricuJfuriit Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-meu to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Kuropeor America a
scienttflc work on mtidem bee management that
every experienced bee- man will welcume. and it is
essential tu every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handyumely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Weai.^WtbtemAgricuUuri^t.
,

;

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers whieti
ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding tiie care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees lotr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has liad the advantage of all
tbe previous knowlede of apiarists, which be uses
hafa

admirably to promote and m:ike popular this must
interesting oi alloccupa^-ions.— .^mrrtcan Inventor,

—

lot
in cloth,
'

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mall

S1.S5

prepaid.

; in paper coTer.
Published by

THOMAS

Satisfaction guaranteed Id every sale.
111.

lUustruttons.

your supply

974

West Madison

e.

Street,

BIETVMAK*
CUICAOO.

IIJj.

.
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"B.ED TAPB!"
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

IN

the

^R^

The Original

I

IIA

BINGHAM

Ild^

Bee Smoker

USE.

you buy the Original Patent Bingham
Bee Smoker, yo\i will
If

MEHDElSSOHli

Sooks

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS
925

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL,

Bee-Kee|ier*M <;(ilde or, Cook'n Manual
of the Apiary.— Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
;

aid the inventor of

HU

I;

JHi

Mm

^

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-c\iItiH''. it is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting: and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
illustrated

^i

Improved bee smokli jHC,
ers—Ket the best, that
m\ ^^BlTv rt,
never go out— always Jm 91 ^HL^ \ &'
please— never is com- ffP- "l-l JH^r tH
'v'l
plainedof— thestand- i^OBr^^Es '***iw^J
ard of excellence the H|W~!l^B'^!t<^^^l!^S
world over — better IMLWi GD^HIJ aSct^
and handsomer this
season than ever ber^ -aH^M j
fore. Price per mail, nttwl '-^I^H ''MA"
postpaid, f rom 65 cts.
||''..|^^H
\WH
ih^^ « lib^
'""^'
to 82. Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
stove-wood, or do not
«i
—|
go out. If you buy
oursmokersand hontimiUlUJ*^'
ey knives first. youpQ*„«f„j ift7S
will have to buy no^^^®^^®"' ^'*'**

iiee-keeper, however limited hia means, can aflford
to do without. Cloth, *1.SS ; paper cover, !S1.

r

Qnlnby'sNexi' Bee-Keeping, by L.

kAi

C.

Root—

author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is masterof the subject.— S(H.*>0,
'I'lie

mm

tliat it

ABC

if

Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable t(> beginners and
those more advanced, (loth,

l-j

$1.25.

,

others.

hANOS

PRICES:

Handed

to

By

Mai],

Customer. Postpaid.

Wide shield Conqueror. 3 inch ....?l
Smoker (wide

Large BiuKham

shield). 2"^ inch

1

75

li2

00

50

1

75

1

50

Extra Bingham Smoker (wide
shield). 2 inch
1 25
Plain BinKham Smoker, 2 Inch
100
Little

125

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

l9iinch

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

50

65

Knife, 2 Inch
I 00
1 15
sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

To

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

.Abronla. Mich.

17wtf

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

kind ever published. Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, eordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book ibrouKlinut
TTnited States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for 3:^ cents post-paid.
O.W. FISHER, Box SiS, Rochester, N.Y.
tsr Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. ..Mt

book of

its

urement of

all

2w6m.

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
01 Magnificent rosewood
PIANfl
F U2
rinllU ^TYI
Ol ILL
case elegantlv finished,

3

7 1-3 Octaven, full patent cantante
our new patent overstrung scale, beauti-

strlnffs.

agraffes,
ful carved legs

large fancy

and

lyre,

heavy serpentine and

mc.uldiny. full iron frame,

French

Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in anv way tend to the perfection of the instrument, bas been added.
price Tor this instrument, boxed
anti delivered on hoard cars at NewTork*
n'lth fine Ptano Cover, Stool
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and Book, only
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I make a specialty of reaiing pure lloly Ijand
Queens, and have now more than ion colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2(t,
$1.25 each; after that date, single Queen, Jl.ot a
for $5.00 12 or more, 75 cents each: Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

not just as represented. Several other special bargains: Pianos. )lt>160 up. Over ifi.tHVi in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catatnt-ne uKtiled free, givine the hitihest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Every Pian-. fiilW warranted f or r. years.
H price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent for 3c. stamp.

ME\DEI^SSOHN PIANO

-Ismly
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Box

FOR THE

2958,

CO.,

New

;
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Nappanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

$777

A YEAR and
outfit

expenses toagents,
free,addressP O VlcUery

Augusta. Maine.
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Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatrotb Bee Hives, Hcnev Sections, etc.,
\pplytO
C. F. "MTJTH.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,ClNCI»fXAXI, O.
l^~Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwly

Bees and dueens
FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.
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l^~ Satisfaction guaranteed.
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Ionia Co.. Mich.
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r Patents.
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Solicitors or Patents
Patent Cases.

FooGhoo's Balsam

of

Shark's

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil
is

the

Only Ahsolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abslrncted from a peculiar species of
small White Sh:iik, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as Carchiirtnlmi liondeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddiiist Priestabout
the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous and
many soNeemlnarly mlraciileu". that the remedy was oflScially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use bei'ame so universal that for over
300y>-arNiin lleafness has exlHteil :inionfs
the ChlneNe people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at ^l.nu per bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
It has performed a miracle in
I have no unearthly noises in

much

my
my

case.

head, and hear

16w3m

trated.
covers,

Price, bound in
50c., postpaid.
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Bzlerzon Theory

;— presents the fundamenprinciples of bee-culture, and turnlshes the

tal

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, utviny recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
and Iloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for coiiHumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creatine a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EnKllsh and (German.
,

;

Price for either edition, <Jc.

per d<izen, 5QHc.

;

'W^lnterlns Bees, -r This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— 4^2.1 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use-

Being a description of the
Price. «c.

Extracted Honey Harvestlner* Handling and Marketing.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
;

& C. P. Dadant. giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l&c.
Bee Pasturnge a Necessity, by Thomas G.

Ch.

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this imporwhat to plant, and
Illustrated with lit! engrav-

tant subject, with suggestions

and when and how.
ings. Price. lOc.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth 32 pages. It Kives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

F.

;

the

j

This book should be in every family, and
create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
Cf)n8umer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paeea SOv-

not eat.
ou^'lit to

KendalPs Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
;i.">

better-

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative CHAKACTEH ABSOLUTE, AS THE WRITER CAX

horse information.

Paper, S5c.

Chicken Cholera,
cause,

by A.

symptoms and

J.

cure.

Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 25c.

PERSONALLY TESTIFV, ROTH PROM EXPERIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Havlock
AJENNET,7I)ey Street, New Ycirk. enclosing *i.

its

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Re-

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes,

l3^To avoid

IK t
and Attorneys In

:

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

loss in the mails, please

by Registered Letter.

WASHINGTON,
tv
rk

times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Iloney,"
etc. It contains ii>u paues, and is profusely illus-

Newman.
!

view.

PAINE & LADD,

Bees and Boney, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the

Preparation of Honey for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. Q.

York.

MILLION

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Yilc.

facts

!

Honey Bee

Price, SS.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.- A romance

G.

!

«1.00.

Cloth,

LanflTBtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

Piano introduced. This is now, by far, the greatest bargraln ever off"ered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cosh sent with order \vill be refunded
and freight charges paid by U9 both ways if Piano is

late wholesale factory price,
1IS39.5, for CO day- only, to have this beautiful

;

;

the present time.
-

Reduced from our

SHEET MUSIC

PURE HOLY -LAND OUEENS.

Klngr's Bee-Keepem* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

Sole Agents for America.

•JOwly

send money

Havlock &

Co.)

7Dey St., NewXork.

Moore's TTnlversnl Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i,(KX).(>M) IndusTrade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mectianie, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,(VK) items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gag and .Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and \V<iori Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.ou; pases, is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage pald.)SS.50.
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JJew Book for Farmers.— We have
on our desk a new work tliat will be
of untold value to the farmers. It is
called " The Farmers' Practical En-

cyclopedia," and contains " a systema-

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

tic

The

>'atioiial

and

practical treatise on every

Convention.

subject pertaining to farm and home
life in America."
It contains over
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Prof. Cook, President of the North 1,200 quarto pages,
is elegantly bound
At 9fi2.00 n Year, lu Advance.
American Bee-Keepers' Society,writes in 2 volumes, and is published
by
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S2 year, in advance. under date of June 19: "As I know Chapman Brothers, Chicago. The
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
the readers of the AstERiCAN Bee article
on
bee-keeping is very
tsy Any person sending a club ot six is entitled Journal will be glad to learn, I hastliorough, and embraces every part of
to an extru copy (like the club) sent *o any ftddreaa
ten to announce that the North progressive
desired.
Sample copies furnistaed f¥ee.
bee-culture.
It extends
American Bee-Keepers' Society will, over 14 pages, and is beautifully
illus.Oeorge Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are without doubt, meet in Washington
trated. In recommending the encycloour authorized agents for Europe.
Park Hall, just across Washington pedia to the farmers of America,
we
PoBtagre to Europe SO cents extra.
Park from the Exposition Building, feel that we are doing them a
kindEntered at Chicago post office as second class matter. Cincinnati, O.. during the last week ness, for it gives to the farmer, in his
of the Exposition, Oct. 3d to .5th. Let own sphere,
in behalf of his o*n inall bee-keepers see that excursions
terests and profession, a literary work
are arranged for that week. We have of extraordinary
TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
higli character, exalready one promised from Detroit. haustive,
complete
and practical. It
Editoriiil—
Round trip only $15.00. The an- embraces the entire scope of rural
Editorial Items
401
National Convention
401 nouncement will be made officially by life in
every department. It contains
A New Book for Farmers
401
Prospects More thnn Bright
401 the Secretary in a few days.
the
gist
of many tliousands of volumes,
Drones— Are they Auxiliaries
402
Food Poisoning
403
prepared by the most scientilic, exProspects More tlian Bright.— As we perienced and practical men on this
Among Our Exchanges—
Wateh Them
404 advised our readers weeks ago, the and the European continents, and
Unused Honey Resources
404
A Mule's Amusement
404 " silver lining of the clouds " is now therefore contains a larger amount of
Bees and Honey at Fairs
404
almost an assured fact. From every well-timed and valuable information
Correspondeuce
quarter come the most encouraging than can be found in any work of its
Light versus Dark Italians
405
scope yet published.
Evapur:itor for Extracted Honey
405 hopes, and every souttiern breeze is
EDiTuu AND Proprietor.
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Parthenogenesis
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Dorsata
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Progress of Bee-Keeping in England
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Comb or Extracted Honey?
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Motherwort
Sudden Transiticm
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CofFee A Sugar for Winter
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Early Swarming
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burdened with the sweet perfume from'
white clover, which was never more
plentiful than now. Linden, heartsease, horsemint, and other flowers
give promise of great abundance, and
with ordinary favorable weather for
the remainder of the season, in most
locations where were heard the frequent groans of despair will be sung
the glad pagans of joys realized. The
prospects for an abundant honey harvest were never better than now.

Fairs.— Any of our friends

who

may

intend to visit fairs, will be furnished with copies of the Bee Jour-

nal for distribution to bee men they
may meet there, by sending us a request stating how many they can take
care of. We will also send two large,
colored Posters to enable them to get
up a club, if they wish to do so.

^ We

have received the Premium
List of the " Northwestern Industrial
Association " to be held at MinneapoArticles for publication must be lis, Minn., on Sept. 4th to 9th, 1882.
written on a separate piece of paper It contains no premiums for exhibits
of honey, bees, or beeswax.
from items of business.

^°
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Drones— Are they

Auxiliaries?

garding drone production and their of drones are necessary we do not
functions in the hive. It sometimes think but we are not certain that
seems almost improbable that nature they may not be too rigorously excluwould be so lavish with drone pro- ded from the hives. That they are
geny, if one only was conducive to the extraordinary gormandizers we do not
prosperity or perpetuation of the think, for we have never been able to
colony, while the queen progeny, discover on the outer combs, where
upon which existence itself depends, the honey has been once capped or
should be so exceedingly limited, and sealed over, and where the drones
the instinct of the first emerging have been all herded perhaps for days,
should impel her to immediately de- a single cell which has been uncapped
stroy all possibility of succession.
by them, and robbed of its store of
Who that is familiar with the inner sweet. There is much concerning the
economy of tlie bee hive, has not ob- drones which is not yet understood, at
served the hundreds of drones in a least by us, but we have no doubt a
strong colony, during a rapid honey great deal will in time be learned, and
flow, apparently as busy on the combs perhaps many theories held at the
in which honey is being stored as are present time be modified.
;

Mr.

Wm. Maxwell, Edgeiton, Kans.,

furnishes the following information
regarding his experience with the barberry bush, which will be read with
interest by all horticulturists

In the

:

American Bee Journal

of June 7, page 361, 1 see an inquiry
by P. J. Swam, concerning the barberry plant, and Prof. Burrill's remarks thereon. Now, I want to relate a bit of experience that I have
had with this shrub. I have had it a
great many years on my grounds, and
much admire its beauty, and find it to

be considerable help to the bees during the short time it remains in bloom
it also makes a good inside hedge, but
is not strong enough to be depended
upon for an outside inclosure. Some
"Red-headed'" drones, though in the
6 years ago I planted one side of my the worker bees, and it is quite a
peach orchard with it, intending to common occiu'rence to observe them minority, are by no means exceptional,
hedge it all around ; three years since thickly congregated on the cells in
and are frequently found in large
it began to bloom finely (it seldom
bears any fruit in this locality), and which are freshly deposited eggs and apiaries of Italians, all apparently
was truly " a thing of beauty." About newly hatched larvee, as though by equally pure.
the 15th of May I discovered that my their presence they assisted in incuSince the above was in type, the
peiich trees were peculiarly affected, bating the eggs, or furnished the
British Bee Jounud for June has been
the leaves were covered with a sort of
mildew, turned white, and crimped natural heat necessary for the larvse. received, in which we find the followand twisted the fruit turned white More particularly have we observed ing remarks on the subject of drones
and dropped badly, and the whole this when, after a season of rapid
by its editor
tree had a leprous appearance ; the
breeding, a cold windy spell of several
fruit was not all destroyed, but was
In the forthcoming translation of
tlie next year the days' duration visits us, and our bees, Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keepivg will
badly damaged
same thing occurred. Well, in con- as if with one general impulse, flock be found a remark by the author to
versation with an eastern man he re- to the grocery stores in hordes, often the effect that drones serve no purmarked that the barberry caused
pose beyond the fertilization of
wheat to rust, and the farmers did not in two or three days depleting a ten- queens, and to this we have taken exframe
colony
to
one
or
two
spaces.
" We cannot actolerate it; I at once concluded I had
ception, as follows
the key to my peach disaster, and ac- We have within the past month had cede to the author's assertion that the
ordered
every
barberry
on
cordingly
colonies containing seven frames of fertilization of queens is the the sole
my premises cut down, and now my eggs and brood in all stages, depleted purpose of drones' existence. It is
peach trees and fruit look as fine as I
well known that when a swarm has
could wish, and are perfectly free to two frames of workers, and " pow- left a hive there is often but a handfrom leprosy. I am satisfied that the erful weak " at that. If drones do no ful of worker bees left at home to
profuse light pollen caused the trou- "family duty '" in the hive, how is it care for the huge mass of brood in all
ble.
I have not discovered that my
stages that the hive contains, and
wheat was affected by it, but 1 have possible to rear a hive full of drones, should a cold night follow a swarmnever had any wheat within less than when the queen is but a drone-layer V ing day, as is often the case, this
80 rods of the barberry. Let me hear
It is a curious fact, when honey is handful of workers would find it imfrom others. Now, as I am a novice coming in most rapidly, when the possible to maintain the necessary
in the bee business, I want to make
heat in the hive, and there would be
an inquiry or two. I have a few colo- glad, joyous midnight roar can be great loss of brood and bee life. In
nies of bees— some Italians and some heard rods distant from the hive, this condition of things, the drones,
hybrids— all the queens pure, but when the bees during daylight with the great majority of which are staysome impurely fertilized. The drones frenzy rush over
each other pell-mell at-homes (fewaccompanyingaswarm)
of the impurely fertilized are darker
are of immense service, maintaining
than the nure ones, with shining in their eagerness to go for fresh loads heat which otherwise the few workers
black heads, while the pure ones are of nectar, and returning wearily drop would be compelled to generate for
lighter colored, with claret-colored on the alighting-board close to the themselves, and setting the latter
heads. This peculiarity of the color
nurse the newly-hatching
entrance and crawl in, then can be free to
of the head I never discovered in any
It is true that when the young
larvse.
other instance, and would like to found the drones thickest in the hive queen has hatched, and been fertiknow whether it is a characteristic of or among the boxes where the new- lized, and the weatlier becomes cold,
pure drones V My observations with est, thinnest honey is being deposi- the drones are slain ; but at that time
my drones seem to disprove the com- ted
there will be little, if any, unsealed
but let the honey-flow altogether
monly received theory of pure queens
brood in the hive, while thousands of
imthe
drones
be
cease, and the work of
producing pure drones, although
young bees will have hatched into
purely fertilized.
no longer required, and they will be life, rendering the hive populous, and
unnecessary. Nor must it
Scientists and theory hold that the herded on the outer or sealed combs, the drones
be forgotten that drones are not usudrones of pure queens will be them- and if the dearth continue, they will ally slain until " cool weather sets
selves pure, regardless of how the be driven from the hives entirely. in," or, in other words, until the honey
queens were mated ; but many bee- Who can assert that they do not per- harvest has ceased, a fact upon which
is hinged a belief, in our mind, that
keepers of long and close observation form an important function in assistthey are of service in helping to
exceping to ripen the honey, or extracting evaporate the honey prior to its being
have of late years cited many
We have often the water from it, quite as necessary sealed for winter store. Many have
tions to the rule.
thought there is much yet to learn re- as tlie gathering of it ? That hordes noticed the large number of drones
;

;

;

:

'

'

;

:
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often

to

be

found in supers, and
generally supposed they

factory on the 20th of

May

last.

A

microscopic exiiniination shows the
are there as consumers only, it by no cheese to be tilled with minute parameans follows that such is the case. sites, but the deleterious effects are
The old saying. Give a dog a bad believed to have arisen from the
name,' etc., is fully carried out with presence of an accidental or otherdrones, and no one seems to seek for wise dangerous substance. The affair

though

it is

'

403'

although i)articular samples of suchimitating articles may, in the opinion
of scientiiic men, be as wholesome
and beneficial an article of food as
the original substance in imitation of

^

which it is made." The effect of this
decision will be the suppression of
or believe there are any good qualities certainly demands an official investi- several factories in St. Louis, where
in them, yet, as many will doubtless gation, and the cheese should be sub- the sale of imitation butter, made
be' able to substantiate, some of the mitted to a scientific analysis.
from lard, beef fat, and other matebest results have been achieved in
rials, has been extensive.
It is not difflcnlt to anticipate what
hives wliose drones were at least
The decision of the Court of Apnumerous. In that case the thought an invstigation will demonstrate, nor
has been, if the bees did so well with to place the blame for this extensive peals covers more ground than even
that iuimense number of drones to
poisoning just where it belongs. Glu- we had assumed. We had no doubt it
kee|i, what would they not liave done
without them V ignoring the possi- cose is undoubtedly at the bottom of was Constitutional to prohibit thebility that the drones may have as- it all.
Unless some stringent repres- manufacture and sale of deieterious^
sisted in procuring the good results.
sive measures are adopted by Con- articles, under any but their right
And is it not true that under the
names, not only as a matter of compresent system with drone-traps on gress, poisoning will become as comduring tlie honey harvest many have mon as are now the lesser ills, our na- mercial policy, but as a sanitarycause to coniphuu that their supers, tion will become one of chronic dys- measure;! the Court decided "A.
tliough (illed, are left unsealed by the
peptics, and our successors will be statute prohibiting the manufacture
bees y We liave hundreds of times
and sale of any article of food madeseen bees returned from the fields effeminate and perhaps imbecile. In
give their honey to drones, and have fact, it is difficult to enumerate the in imitation of a wholesome article in
as often seen drones with their heads evils which will result from the con- common use
is
a statute fairly
in honey cells.
Is it certain that the
stant consumption of poisons that within the police power ot the State,
drones in this case are not in a sense
not opposed to uny prorisions of the Conhoney-carriers V We know they have will cause clieese to " rot down in
no honey sacs, as have the workers, thirty days," and imperil at one time stitution of the United States, and thebut that will not make our suggestion the 'lives of " some seventy-five citi- wisdom of which is not to be called
ridiculous.
The bees prepare the
into question in the judicial courts
"
food for the nurseling bees in their zens in one small community. Life
stomachs. May not drones prepare and health are no Ignger safe the although jxirticidar samjjles of suchhoney for storage in a similar way
most substantial articles of food are imitating articles may, in the opinion
They luive no honey sac to collect it adulterated with deadly poisons, and of scientific men, be as wholesome
in, their duty lyingat home except on
and beneficial an article of food as;
special occasions at certain hours of milk, the first food of nature, is drawn
the original substance in imitation of
the day. Bee-anatomists who search from the lulder a poisoned stream.
only for what they hope to find may
We have long lield that Congress which it is made."
))erhaps overlook truths that have not
When an article has a tendency for
possessed
the Constitutional right to
been suggested. But let the influence
be what it may, we cannot believe the regulate the trallic in and manufacture evil far in excess of any good whiehi
drone to be "as useless as he is ac- of food adulterations, as also, to re- it can accomplish, and the principal,
credited."
strict or prohibit the sale of adulter- use of which must be in a fraudulent
ated food. By a recent ruling of the manner, if it is not a matter proper to
Food Poisoning.
Court of Appeals, even State laws be legislated upon and prohibited, excan prohibit the mannfacture of de- cept under special restrictions, then,,
In the Bee Journal of May 31st, leterious food of any description. The surely, there is no cause for legislawe gave an instance where cheese, following extract from a late
tion, and Congress had better re-i

•

;

'i

number

manufactured from milk produced by
cows that had been fed glucose meal,
had " rotted down in thirty days,"
and gave a recital of some of the
dreadful consequences which would
result from the consumption of such

of the St. Joseph Herald, cites a case
in point

nounce

all

power

to protect the

peo-

Glucose is as much a public
abuse as oleomargarine or suine, and
far more dangerous in its consumption, because of the multiform shapes
in which it is imposed upon the public.
Congress must legislate upon the subple.

Missouri has a new law forbidding
the manufacture or sale in this State
of any imitation of butter, no matter
whether represented to be genuine or
The oleomargarine interest
poisonous food. As proof that our not.
made a desperate fight in a test case,
opinion was well founded, we reprint carrying it to the Court of Appeals on ject of food adulteration.
the following telegram to the Inter- the question of the law's validity. The
Ocean, dated Adrian, Mich., .June 19, decision is th;it the prohibitory act is
We have received the premiiim
Constitutional. "
statute prohibit1882:
ing the manufacture and sale of any list of the Thirtieth Annual State
Since Friday evening last some article of food made in imitation of a Fair to be held at Indianapolis, Ind.^
seventy-five people of tliis city have wholesome article in common use,'" Sept. 2.5 to "0, 1S82. In it we
notice'^
poisoned by cheese. "Whole says the court. " which imitated article
been
$•25 as premiums for honey, $2 for
families have been suddenly seized is so repugnant to the tastes and prewith violent vomiting and purging, judices of our people that they will wax, and two diplomas for bee-keepand in many cases severe illness has not eat it when advised of its real ers' supplies. These amounts ought
resulted. In one case, that of .John character, but only when cheated into to have been ten times
as large, and!
L. Smith, only the most vigorous the belief tliat it is the genuine article,
more varied.

1^

A

treatment prevented a fatal result,
while to-day several men who had
partaken of the cheese were so ill that
they could not attend their labors in
the Lake Shore and Peninsular carshops. The cheese was sold by several
grocers, but was the product of one

resembUuicc of which it is made, is
statute fairly within the police
power of the State, not opposed to any
in

a

^°

Do not let your numbers of the'
provisions of the Constitution of the Bee Journal for 1881 )x lost. The
United .States, and the wisdom of best way to preserve them is to prowhich is not to be called into question cure a binder and put them in. They
in the judicial courts and this is so. are very valuable for reference.
;

A

:

:
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They lit on that mule earnestly.
After "he had kicked the last bit of
Bee-Keepers' Association is kindly bee hive so high that he could not
sending an expert to give a lecture in reach it any more, he stopped for an
Chesterfield on bees and bee-keeping, instant. He seemed trying to ascerand it is arranged that this lecture tain whether the 10,000 bees which
shall be given in the Stephenson were stinging him meant it. They
Memorial Hall, en Saturday next, at did.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The mule turned loose. I never
3 p. m.. under the presidency of W.
saw anything tii equal it. He was enTurbutt. Esq.
Watch Them.—Tlie Indiana Farmer Gladwyn
Those of your readers who will take veloped in a dense fog of earnestness
gives this advice to beginners
the trouble to attend— and as tlie lec- and bees, and filled with enthusiasm
It will

be seen from an advertise-

ment in your columns

that the British

:

colonies closely that you ture is entirely free, it is only the
have hived 0!i empty frames, and see the trouble- will, I think, be surprised
that thev build the combs straight. to find what an extremely interesting
Watcli all colonies that have cast a pursuit bee-keeping is and how very
under a
svs'arm, and see that a young queen remunerative it may be made
at
does not hatch out and lead olf a proper system of management,
least in ordinary seasons and situasecond swarm.
Watch all colonies and nuclei con- tions.
The old wasteful and cruel system
taining young queens, that they do
obtain
not become iiueenless by the young of murdering the poor bees to
queen being lost while on her bridal their honey— almost equivalent to
Watch all qneenless colonies slaying a cow when a,jug of milk is
trip.
profitthat they do not become infested with wanted— was, it is true, seldom
Keep a frame of nn- able, as indeed it did not deserve to
fertile workers.
capped brood in the hives that have be, but the modern method, which
been queenless any length of time. Mr. Blow will explain and illustrate
Watch the sections of comb honey on Saturday, will show all who care
and take them off just as soon as to learn how these industrious little
to afford
sealed over, to protect their pearly creatures may be mijde
who
whiteness. Watch all combs packed great pleasure and profit to all
away, that the worms do not destroy treat them properly.
To show the importance of the matthem. If you find any signs of their
brimstone. ter I may say— and all who really
work fumigate with
me
Watch that tlie entrance to the hives understand the matter will bearsumlast
does not become clogged with grass out in asserting that during
mer tons, literally, of honey was
and weeds.
Watch the source of the honey sup- wasted in the immediate neighborfor want of
ply in your immediate locality and hood of Chesterfield
it in— those who
see where it can be improved by laborers to gather

Watch

ail

been working in this
for us having been b\irnt in
the sulphur pit in the previous
autumn, or wor.se still, left to perish
of hunger and cold for want of due
care and attention.

should have

planting.

Watch your neighboring bee-keeper harvest
and see

if

he has better success than

why V
Watch and remember what you see.
Watch and you will be sure to im-

vou.

If so,

prove by the care taken.

We

hope, however, that the spread

of -information on the subject and the
consequent establishment of better
late
Resources.—
Unused Honey
systems may soon place us in a better
number of the Chesterfield, Eng., position, so that when another such
season occurs, we may be able to
Courier, has the following very sensigather in a large share of the rich
ble communication from one of its gifts a bountiful Providence supplies,
contributors
and that this country may not be de-

A

A

few months since in an article on
" Agricultural depression " you called
the attention of your readers to some
of the minor products of the farm,
and pointed out tluit one of the best
remedies for the present distress was
to give attention to sources of profit
which have hitherto been much
neglected, and not to allow the
foreigners to take out of our country
for eggs, poultry, fruit, etc., large
sums of money that would be better
in the pockets of our own people.
Now without staying to express my
own opinion on these matters— which
mieht not. perhaps, quite accord with
yours— will vou kindly allow me to
direct attention to one of these minor
industries of the farm and cottage
warden which certainly at present is
hot very productive, b>\t whicli under
better management might prove a
source of considerable profit to the
small farmer and cottager, as well as
a most interesting occupation and
amusement to those who liave more
leisure, I mean the keeping of bees.

pendent on other lands for the supply
of what we carelessly and ignorautly
allow to run to waste at home.

A Mule's Amusement with
California exchange gives
lowing

Bees.—
the

fol-

:

I was visiting a gentleman who
lived in the vicinity of Los Angeles.
The morning was beautiful. The
splash of little cascades about the
grounds, the buzz of bees, and the
gentle moving of the foliage of the
pepper trees in the scarcely perceptible ocean breeze, made up a picture

which I thought was complete. A
mule wandered on the scene. The
scene, I thought, could have got along

and

stings.

had no idea how many bees a hive
would hold until I saw that bee hive
emptied on that mule. They covered
him so completely that I could not see
any of him but the glare of the eyes.
I

could see from the expression of his
eyes that he didn't like the way things
were going.
Not only was every bee of the disturbed hive on duty, but I think the
news had been conveyed to tlie neighboring hives that war had been declared. I could see bees flitting to
I

The mule was covered so
fro.
deep with bees that he looked like an
exaggerated mule. The hum of the
bees and their moving on each other
and

combined in a seething liiss. Numbers
were telling on him. He looked distressed. He had always been used to
kicking against something, but found
now that he was striking against the
It was verv exhausting.
air.

He finally got so he did not rise
clear of the ground, but continued to
The intervals grew longer and
longer, until he finally was still. The
bees stung on. He looked as if he
thought that a mean, sneaking advantage had been taken of him.
Early
I retired from the scene.
next morning I returned. The sun
came slowly up from behind the Eastern hills. The light foliage of the
pepper trees trembled with his caress.
His golden kiss fell uiion the opening
Bees could lie seen flying
roses.
The mule lay
hither and thither.
near the scene of yesterday's strugPeace had come to him. He
gle.
was dead.
nothing.

Too much kicking against

Bees siud Houey at Fairs.— The
American Agriculturist for July contains the following

At

the last National Convention,

which was one of the most pleasant
and profitable bee-meetings ever held
in America, it was resolved to make
an effort to have many fine exhibitions at the State and district fairs of
In England and other parts of
18S2
Europe, these exhibitions are conducted on a grand scale, and excite
much interest. They are thought to
be o-reat educators, and to stimulate
the honey market to a large <.I|gree.

offering
It is important to secure the
The btate
took a different of generous premiums.
and Central Societies of Michigan
view.
favorable action
The mule had wandered up close to have already secured
largest Agricultural
a large bee hive, and got stung. His by two of the
State. Let all other
eyes lighted up, as if that was just Societies of that
It is probable
what he was looking for. He turned societies do the same.
can the interests
on the bee hive and took aim, and that in no other wayrapidly advanced.
of bee-keepers be so
The bees swarmed.
fired.

without him.

He

;

:

;
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Light versus Dark Italians.

W.

HUTCHINSON.

Z.

When breeders begin to realize that
color of itself amounts to nothing
that queens may be as yellow as a gold
piece and still be worth nothing as
producers of business bees, then, and
not till then, we may expect to see a
general improvement in the race."
Rogersville, Mich.
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A tank like the above

ought not

to

more than

$15.00 and will hold
about 3.000 lbs. of honey.
When
completed the whole of "the woodwork should be treated to one or two
coats of black or some other dark-

cost

colored paint that will absorb the
sun's rays and add to the evaporating
powers of the tank.
It would be difficult to tell just how
California Apicullurist.
fast it would ripen newly extracted
Evaporator for Extracted Houey.
honey
it
would depend upon the
weather and how thick the honey is
W. W. BLISS.
when extracted. If the weather is
cloudy, cold, and damp, it would not
shows an ripen the honey as rapidly as it would
In the first engraving
opening two inches wide, covered
with wire cloth extending the whole
length of the tank, and the whole is
covered with a narrow roof, to keep
out the rain ; B is an iron rod to hold
the upper part of the tank together
and keep the roof from spreading C
C are posts, 3x4 in. F is a piece of
3x4, extending across from post to
post under the bottom, and is let into
the posts \}4 inches, to support the
weight
is a honey gate; E E are
Fig. 2— Side View.
the posts,
pieces of iron bent
;

Mr. Aaron Benedict says that it "is
much easier for tlie careless breeder
to rear dark tlian light-colored Italians, hence they are ready to praise
the kind of bees they have, and it
queen-breeders, they can send out
all the hybrid queens they can rear, if
dark."
The testimony of all queen-breeders, and my own experience agrees
with their testimony, is that to breed
for and obtain light color in bees is
one of the easiest traits to be obtained
by breeding. In reply to the remark
about the breeders of dark bees being
able to send out hybrid queens, I
would say that queen-breeders do not
rear tlieir queens from hybrid queens.
It is just as easy, and requires no
more work, to rear queens from a
pure queen, than to breed from a
hybrid queen. What breeder would
be so foolish as to send out hybrid
queens for pure queens?
Mr. B. says
"I believe if these
advocates of dark Italians had queens
that were light-yellow, and produced

A

;

;

;

D

and bolted to

F

around
to keep

it

from

spreading apart at the bottom. Or if it was clear, hot and dry. Here in
an evaporator
instead of these bent irons, an iron Los Angeles County,
would (if
rod as at B, may be run through the the size as described above
full) ripen rather thin honey in about
4 or 5 days it depends upon how thin
the holiey is, and how thick you want
it.
You can extract the honey before
;

:

capped over, if you have clear
weather to ripen it in.
Los Angeles, Cal., May, 1882.
it is

light-yellow bees, they would sing
a different tune." In reply I would
say show me the advocate of dark
Italians who has not also tried the
" singing his
light Italians before
tune."
"
Mr. B. says
It is the instinct of
Fig. 1—End View.
all honey bees to gather honey." Just
so, but does not Mr. B. kiiow that
some bees possess this instinct in a legs below the tank, or both rods
greater degree than odiers, or else and bent clasps may be used and
with the instinct is joined a greater thereby secure additional strength.
ability ?
In the second illustration
Again, Mr. B. says we should liave are window glass. B B B are the posts;
" in view, tirst, the lightest-colored
C C are the ends of the bolts D is
bees
second, large third, docility." the honey gate. The tank is made of
To make tlie joke complete, he ought two-inch plank, and is 7 ft. long, 3 ft.
to have added, fourth, honey produc- wide, and 20 iiiclies high, all inside
ing qualities. In my opinion, honey measure. Tlie ends should set back
production, hardiness, i)rolilicness, from the ends of the sides about two
amiability and color should be bred inches, and let into the sides and botfor in the order named, but I fear tom about J?8 of an inch. Tlie roof
that some have bred in the reverse should be made tight, so that it will
order.
not leak one side is made of boards
The editor of the Instmctor, in an the other side has glass in it, so as to
editorial in the May number, ex- let in the sun, and should face south.
presses my views so exactly, that I
To put in the lining, go to the tinhope I may be excused for quoting shop and buy some sheets of I. C. tin,
his concluding paragraph, he says
and have the tinner turn the edges
" We do not claim that the dark Ital- for clinching, as they do for roofing.
ians are best simply because they are Lay the bottom out on a floor, hamdark. Although there is undoubt- mer down the clinches, and solder all
edly a natural difference in manv tight. Take the measure of the inside
respects in the two strains, we think of the tank, and then turn up the
the difference is caused principally edges and ends of your bottom to that
from the majority of bee-keepers hav- size, making it 14 inch smaller all
ing bred almost exclusively for color, around than the inside of your tank.
. witliout paying enough
attention to Now put the bottom lining in its
other points equally or more import- place begin on one side and put in
ant, such as vigor, proliticness, honey tlie rest of the lining, one sheet at a
gathering qualities, etc. If color is time, clinching and soldering as you
not gained at the expense of these go. The lining should be bent over
qualities, well and good. But we fear the top of the tank, and nailed to the
tliat in too many instances it is. outside with lath-nails.
all

For the American Bee Journal.
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Specimens of Apis Dorsata.
W3I. F.

:

AAAA
;

;

;

;

;

;

CLABKB.

Well, I have seen her, and him—
worker and drone— two of each, in
alcohol. These four insects represent
the price of a farm, and are all our
friend Jones has to show, as yet, for
his Oriental pilgrimages, and those of
Frank Benton, in search of '• the big
bee of Java."
It is a big bee, and no mistake,
about four times the size of apis
lueUifica. I am not much of an entomologist, and this description is not

meant

for the

eye of Prof. Cook, or

any other scientific expert in the appearance and ways of that division of
the animal kingdom called Insecta. 1
can only give the crude impressions
of one who has been familiar, sometimes too

much

so,

with our

common

and improved races of bees.

The bigness of this bee is what first
strikes the ordinary observer, and
next to that its beauty. It is goldenbanded like the Italian, and silverbanded too, but with a more decided
and larger black terminus to the
abdomen, in this respect resembling
A bee
the Cyprians and Syrians.
curled up in alcohol, does not display itself to the same advantage as

when on the comb or on the wing,
but this bee, stretched out, must be
a well-proportioned, handsome insect.
The body is large and roomy, giving
great capacity tor honey carrying
and the wings are long" and broad.

:
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showing great power in flight. The
head is remarlvably small and tapering, and if, as is probable, tlie length
tongue is in proportion to the size
-and shape of the head, we may liope
that this bee will be able to rifle tlie
ared clover of its luscious treasures.
Its wei^'ht, however, will bend over
the stoutest stalk of clover, and this
may create difliculty in operating on
the blooms. Most likely any advantages we may obtain from the advent of this insect, will be tlie result
of judicious crossing. The drone is
•comparatively small, not so long, I
think, as the worker, but aldermani'Cally corpulent, like all drones. I
would liazard the opinion that he is
not too large to mate witli the bees
•we have. The possibility of a cross
the other way is more doubtful to my
inind, tor if the Java queen is large
and long as compared with the worker,
like the races of bees which we now
have, she must be not only an Araa.zonian, but a Brobdignagiaii creature. If we get even a hybrid variety
\trom apis dorsata, our hives must be
f:reatly enlarged, and if we breed
hem pure, our hives must be quadrupled in size. Frames, honey extractors, comb foundation machines,
•perforated zinc, honey sections, etc.,
must all \)e made on a larger scale.
If the mandibles are long, strong, and
sharp in proportion to the other parts
of this bee's body, I am afraid they
will puncture fruit, and then there
will be trouble in the camp. At present we have pretty clear evidence that
our bees do not puncture fruit, but
•only avail themselves of the sweet
j'uices liberated by wasps, hornets,
and birds. It will be an evil day, if
it ever comes, when fruit culture and
•of

hee-keeping cannot flourish, side by
side.

But,

my

what

cliief

of the sting V Tliat's
trouble in view of the com-

ing ofiipis doiaida. It is all I can do
to get along v^-ith the moderatelysized slings that now menace tlie adventurous bee-keeper.
Wlien hundreds of thousands of live daggers
half an inch long are whirling around
the air, each with a gigantic in•in
.sect " ready, aye ready '' to \ise it on a
.poor bee-hated"

amateur

apiarist like

myself, 1 think I shall sigh with tlie
poet,
" O for a lodge ia some vust wilderness,"

and betake myself

to parts

unknown

unfrequented by apis dorsuta.
Sut Mr. Jones assures "me that they are
•very amiable insects, and though
•formidably armed do not know ttie
use of tlie'ir deadly weapon. It may

.and

We know

that the horse and
the elephant are ignorant of their
power, or they wouid not submit to
•be bully-ragged about by that tyrant
anaii.
But suppose a cross between

i>e so.

the Cyprian and Ja^'a. Horror
:horrors
There will be nothing
!

it

of
for

but to take a back seat in
"

Some boundless

contiguity of shade

"

too dense

for a bee to penetrate.
I am not much of a microscopist,
and Jones' microscope is not of very

high magnifying power, but if my
observations were correct, the sting

ot

;

apis dorsata, like that of the

bum-

ble-bee, is without barb. Let us hope hundred every year. I have demonit
will also be found to be without strated it in several ways. I have
virus, and that the " big bee of Java " clipped one of the wings of queens
will be like the big Shanghai fowls in many times, just as they emerge from
disposition, as compared with the the cells, and in every case I had a
game breeds.
drone-laying queeu, if she laid at all
Among other attractions that may thinigli "in many cases there were
be trumpeted forth to attract a large scores of drone.sin the hive. Of late
attendance at the next annual meet- years I have had only drones in one or
ing of the North American Bee-Keep- two of my choicest hives, having
ers Society, there is this, that Mr. taken care to keep them from all the
Jones will exhibit his four precious other hives and in my small or nuclei
Java bees on that occasion. Mean- hives I seldom have any drones. In
time, for the next four months, I such cases, if Ulivi is correct, fecunshall have the high satisfaction of dation would never occur ; yet I almost
holding some such a colloquy as this never fail to secure fertilization. I
with not a few of my bee-keeping have often shut the young queens in
rivals: " Have you seen apis dorsataf" the hives, often with drones, and
"Xo,"" Well, I have."
and never would I secure fertilization
Listowel, Ont., June 6, 1882.
till
she was allowed to fly forth.
;

From

our every-day experience it is
hardly possible' to "refrain from the
conclusion that I'livi is a fraud.
PartUeiiogeiiesis iu Bees.
It is just as patent that queens are
only fertilized once. My queens that
PUOF. A. J. COOK.
are in droneless hives, and with wings
clipped so thattbey cannot fly out, are,
In the current volume of the Scienti- of course, utterly precluded from a
American,
page
186,
there
is
given
fic
second mating, and yet they remain
an abstract of some experiments of fertile and lay worker eggs just as
one Abbe Giotto Ulivi, in reference long as other queens that have good
to parthenogenesis among bees. The wings, or are surrounded with drones.
conclusions drawn from these experiIt is not so easy to prove that drones
ments are as startling and absurd as are killed or mutilated in the sexual
would be the assertion that the pro- act, though I have little doubt that it
geny resulting from mating the horse is true. 1 have seen several cases of
and the ass would be anything but a bumble bee mating, and in every case
mule. The statements made not only the drone was killed. The honey bee
contradict
some
of
the
most is so nearly related to the bumble bee
thoroughly settled truths of science, that it IS very certain that the same is
but actually contradict the every-day true of it. Again, the drones, if held
experience and observations of every in the warm hand on a warm day,
intelligent and observing apiarist. I wi'l
orgasm, and at
experience
should not think that these wild as- once die. Mr. D. A. Jones found
sertions were worthy of notice, only that he had lost a great many more
that some of the papers, even the bee than the usual number of queens as
papers, give the article a place, and they flew forth to mate, on his islands
make editorial comments that would last summer. This is easily explained
lead one to think that there was good on the theory that the drone expires
ground for the opinion that Huber, in the sexual act and falls to the
Dzierzon, Langstrolh and a host of ground and drags the (jueeii with him.
others were all mistaken, and did not Ill the water she would not be able to
see what they said they saw. Is it rise, and of course would be lost.
possible that one unknown man's
Of course, I do not positively know
mere assertion shall weigh more than by actual observation that the white
the testimony of many widely known thread that hangs from a queen as
and thoroughly reliable men, and she comes from mating, is a portion
they, too, often men of the very of the male genital organs. But I
higliest scientilic attainments V
have found, with many others, that
The following are the points which queens I had shut in the hives for
are denied, most of which are easy of live days after they had emerged from
demonstration, and some of which the pupa state, and then let out to fly,
are proved by the daily experience of would, without exception, commence
every bee-keeper
laying if the white thre;id was ap1st. Queens are impregnated out- pended to the abdomen, even though
side of the hive, and while on the there were no drones iu the hive, and
wing 2d, they are fertilized but once
would fail as surely to lay worker
3d, drones are killed in mating, and eggs, when the white tilament was
some of the genital organs torn off absent. I have had several experi4th, the eggs which hatch into drones mental queens reared in the early
are not impregnated, and so the law spring, before there were any drones,
of parthenogenesis is true among and they would fly out every day and
bees, so far as the drones are con- return, but never carry the Hlament
cerned 5th, eggs from virgin queens attached to the abdomen. Any one
will hatch and all of the bees be can easily try this, and will become
drones; 6th, some worker bees will convinced very soon that with no
lay eggs. Such bees, kno^o'n as fertile drones there will be no thread.
That drone eggs are fecundated,
workers, have never mated, and all
will be very surprising to the many
the eggs from them produce drones.
That queens are fertilized without, apiarists that have reared queens
and not within the hive, is very easy when there were no drones, in late
of demonstration. In fact it is de- fall and early spring, and found that
monstrated in nuciei hives by the there were abundant eggs laid, but
Rural

;

Xew

Yorker.

;

;

;

'
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that all produced, without exception,
drones. Ulivi's assertion that eggs
remain over the winter, might hnd
credence before the days of foundation, but now it will fall so flat that it
will have only two dimensions.
Ulivi's last statement that tliere
are no such bees as fertile workersmakes me think of Byron's remark in
reference to Bishop Berkley " When
Bishop Berkley said there was no
matter, it was no matter what Bishop
Berkley said." It is an exceedingly unfortunate time to throw such
a repiark at American bee-keepers.
Our new bees—the Syrian and Cyprian
will give us fertile workers with
more facility than Ulivi can make
Such an
unwarranted statements.
assertion
needs no refutation in
America, no matter what is true in

—

:

—

Europe.
Michigan Agricultural College.
[Prof. Ulivi has written a long let-

V

to
ApiauUeur for June, 1882,
published in Paris, France, replying

ter

to

many

strictures that

had therein

been made to his peculiar theories.
The editor of VApicuUeur announces
the close of the debate in the following
" We now declare the afEair
words
heard on both sides, and consequently
the debate closed. If we judge correctly, the author of fecundation in
the hive will now have to talk to the
wind I'' Ed.1
:

Farmers'

What

is

G.

Home

Journal.

a Fertile Worker

1

W. DE3IAREE.

Several correspondents have of late
substantially asked the question which
we have chosen for a caption to tliis
article, " What is a fertile worker V"
The question is a fair one, and is of
sufficient importance to justify
answer in detail. The question

an
is

answered by saying that a
worker is simply a 'worker bee
that possesses the power or functions
to lay a few eggs, which hatch out
drones only. "Is this all V" It is all
that we can see with our eyes, but if
usually

fertile

we study

that the difference between the queen without better results. Apiarists are,
few days
is simply and solely a however, very hopeful.
matter of development. It is a well- ago I had a letter from an experienced
known fact that a queen is good or bee-keeper in the nortli of Scotland,
indifferent in exact proportion to her who is anticipating a bright and successful future not remote. And why
development.
With these facts before us, the should he not V People who plant
question, What is a fertile worker ? is orchards look hopefully forward, and
bee reared in derive encouragement and pleasure
logically answered.
accordance with nature's laws govern- by considering tlie future. Bee-keeping the processes which perfect the ers who have been successful some
undeveloped (female) worker bee, years are like other successful men
though sutSciently developed to en- in expecting greater success in the
able her to lay a few eggs, is not a future.
The introduction and use of artifiqueen; she is a fertile worker. Worker
bees being undeveloped females, is it cial comb foundation is a marked imnot reasonable and probable that some provement in the management of
of them will be more developed than bees. Supering is made easy by the
others, and that now and then one use of these foundations easy for
may be sufficiently develojied to lay a both bees and their masters. By filling supers and sections with the founfew eggs y
Such are the facts, and they are dation the bees readily adopt them,
and soon begin to thin the wax and
supported by reason.
lengthen out the cells, and make
Christians burg, Ky.
tliem ready for the reception of
honey thus the bees have less wax to
London Journal of Horticulture.
secrete and more honey to store. The
Progress of Bee-Keeping in England. stronger foundation used for brood
combs are as useful as those used in
A. PETTIGRE^V.
supering, for if given to first swarms
at the hiving time, breeding comIn practical and scientific apiculture mences at once, even before the cells
considerable advancement has been are finished the eggs are deposited
made during the last ten or twelve on the foundation, and the cells are
them. If
years. Though slow the progress has afterward built around
been certain and encouraging. Many supering is made easy by employing
clever apiarists of the present time comb foundation, progress in breeding
had not mastered the rudiments ten is also made by their use. We thank
years ago. This advance has been the American bee-keepers for the inmade amidst tlie discouragements of vention and introduction of comb
unfavorable and disastrous seasons foundation.
We are also, I think, indebted to
for bee-keeping in England. If the
country had had seven years of sun- the American bee-keepers for the inshine out of the last ten instead of troduction of sectional supers, which
seven years of cloudy and uupropi- are useful in the retail honeycomb
tious weather, tlie value of bees to the trade. Sections of 1 lb. and 2 lbs. of
community would be better known comb are very salable, easily handled
and consequently more highly appre- and carried. These small sections
ciated. Notwithstanding the inclem- when well filled are so presentable
ent seasons and unfavorable harvests, and tempting on breakfast and tea
bee-keeping is moving onward in the tables that commendation is quite
right direction. Knowledge is spread- unnecessary. If exhibited for coming inventions great and useful are petition at honey shows they should
introduced old and experienced men be judged by number or weight from
use them with advantage and grasp a given hive or from a single apiary.
the whole subject of bee-keeping more Larger supers of glass and wood ai'e
firmly. Many young men who a few more sensational in exhibitions. Beeyears ago were commencing attention keepers wlio study profit will use the
to the subject have advanced and are kind of supers most salable in the
expert in all manipulations in the market. Last season our glass supers,
apiary. Much knowledge has been nearly 20 lbs. each, were sold at 2s.
widely spread during the last few per lb.; straw and wood supers at Is.

A

and the worker

A

—

;

;

;

the natural history of the
mellifica), the phenomenon
resolves itself into a proposition sup- years, and almost everywhere happy
ported by an abundance of reason, results are already evident. We preand is certainly just what we must or dict that the progress will increase,
might expect as a result of the pecu- and that bee-keeping will yet become
liar laws tliat govern in the process a source of happiness and profit to
of perfection of the queen lioney bee. thousands of the rural population of
The worker bee is a female in every Great Britain and Ireland.
respect that the queen is. The same
During the last ten years we have
egg which produces a worker bee, lamented the misfortunes of beginwhen under the conditions adapted to ners, for two destructive seasons
that end, will produce a queen when killed every bee in some gardens
in
placed in a position favorable to the others one-half, two-thirds, or threedevelopment of a queen. I have de- fourths were lost. Other seasons, not
monstrated this proposition time and destructive,
but
unfavorable for
again by removing the infant larva honey-gathering, caused great disapfrom the royal cell in a hive of black pointment amongst beginners. Some
altogether,
bees, and substituting for it a worker lost heart
and some
larva of the same size from Italian thought that a change of hives from
stock. If skillfully done, you will straw to wood, or wood to straw,
change the bees in that hive and de- would bring success. In many cases
monstrate to your entire satisfaction the change was made at some expense

bee (^pis

407

;

-Id.

and

Is.

Gd. per lb.

attention that is now given to
the comforts of bees by advanced men
evidence that progress is
another
is
few years ago hives
being made.
were not sufficiently protected in winBees are natives of a warmer
ter.
climate than that of England, and
therefore suffer much in our cold winMany bee-keepers now know
ters.
this and cover their hives well in
winter. For many long years the
most advanced bee-keepers in Scotland have covered their straw hives
effectively. The advanced men of the
bar-frame school are now having
hives made with double walls, and fill
the cavities between the walls with
chaff. This is a great improvement,
and in severe winters these chaff
hives may be trusted to protect tlie

The

A
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bees. The honor of the invention of bee will go to work on the honey,
the chaff hives belongs to America. which can be ascertained by holding
One more invention or discovery will the ear to the box, as it will cease its
perfect the bar-fraiue hive namely, " humming " as soon as it commences
a material more porous than wood, on the comb. Then the cover can be
which will permit the moisture of taken off and the bee will remain on
bees to pass through and out of the the honey. Then take a position
hives. We have so many clever bee- where you can have an unobstructed

—

keepers seeking improvements now view 01 the box and its surroundings,
that I believe the discovery will be and wait for the bee to come out,
made soon. Meanwhile many men which it will do in from one to three
are doing what they can to ventilate minutes, and commence circling in
the wooden hives and make their bees the air, gradually enlarging the circles
more comfortable during winter.
until it hnds its latitude at which it
Evidences of progress in bee-man- will immediately start in a direct line
agement could be easily drawn frop for its home, and here care must be
many points of practice now exten- taken to accurately mark the direction
sively followed. One pleasant feature it goes. You must now wait for a
of the progress already made by bee- short time, vv'hen the bee will return
keepers I would like to notice. It is and re-enter the box, which it will
the fact that they now write and repeat as long as the box remains. If
speak more kindly of those who differ the tree should be near by other bees
from them in opinion than they did will accompany it on its second or
some years ago. The best men third return if at a great distance it
amongst us— the real Samsons of bee- will take a longer period for the bees
keeping refrain to a great extent to '• double up."
from employing dogmatic language.
If you have gotten 15 or 20 bee» at
They know well that whatever is true work on the line you can safely take
in science and the practice of bee- the box to a point as far distant, in
keeping will advance steadily, and the course the bee has taken, as you
sooner or later establish itself. On choose, being careful not to pass
many questions much can be said on where the bee is likely to tree, as they
both sides therefore let us act on the will not follow the other way. Now
principles of "free trade" and fair open the box again, and if you are on
play in exchanging opinions, always the line the bees will find it in a very
remembering " kind words never few minutes. If they do not you will
die," and also that " charity never know that you are off the lineor have
faileth."
passed the tree and should move your
Bear in mind that great results box to a point that you know is on the
more frequently come from persever- line. This is to be repeated until you
ance than from great strength "
run the bee to its tree.
falling drop will cave a stone."
If you have but a few bees it will be
Bowdon, England.
necessary to shut them in the box and
;

—

;

— A

move them
For

How

to Hiiut
F.

tlie
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Bees in the Woods.

M. JOHNSON.

You require a small box (which can
be made of any kind of wood). The
box is of a slanting shape, and should
be made according to the following
dimensions
Bottom, 4x6 in. sides,
4 in. at one end and beveled down to
;

:

—

end pieces one,
the other IJ^ deep by 4 in.
long. The top should be a separate
piece, and made as follows
Width,
4 in.
whole length, 12 in. cutting
down 4 on one end for handle, and inserting a glass 3x1 in. flush with the
under-side at the other end, as near
the end as convenient.
The box should contain a piece of
1}4 in. at the other

4x4

;

in.,

:

;

honey comb about 1}^ in. in thickness, which should be scented with
bee-bait (the directions for making
this are given below), covering the
bottom of the box. Taking the box
in the left hand and the cover in the
right and approaching the bee while
at work on the flower or shrub, you
insert the box under the bee and

in this manner from 30 to
60 rods at a time, then open your box
and wait for them to go and return.
This is to be repeated until you have

found the tree.
Cross lining is important. If anything should prevent you from following the bee in a direct line from where
you first start it, you can move the
box a distance to the right or left and
start it again, by which means you
can center the bee on some prominent
object whereby you can invariably locate the tree within a radius of 5 or 6
rods.

Half an ounce of tincture of Annis
mixed with a half dozen drops of oil
of Organum, to be kept in an airtight bottle.
Instead of using honey in your box,
put a quantity of granulated sugar in
a bottle and dissolve it with cold
water until it becomes a thick syrup,
and fill the comb in the box with this
liquid, which is better than the real

honey.
Greystone, Conn.

Read before the Marlon

Comb

Co., Ind.,

Convention.

or Extracted Honey.

F. L.

DOUGHERTY.

In answering the question—"

Which

the most profitable y" I would decide at once in favor o^ extracted
honey. The phrasing of the sentence
implies that the bees are to be worked
for the best results, the greatest profit,
regardless of other considerations.
Still, in deciding which is the most
profitable in individual cases, variouscircumstances and conditions must
also be considered, and can only be
decided by each one for themselves.
As to the relative amount which
can be secured in ordinary seasons,
the yield of extracted will double that
of comb honey, and at other times it
may be possible to secure quite a fair
crop of extracted honey, while the
bees would not have one pound of
comb honey. As, no doubt, all of you
know, the secretion of honey dependsalmost entirely on atmospheric conditions. There may be several days
at a time when the bees will scarcely
gather anything, when on account of
favorable weather, a few days will
come when the flowers seem literally
filled to overflowing with nectar, and
these few days may constitute the
entire honey yield of the season.
If at times like this, the hives be well
filled with iilenty of empty combs,
the amount gathered will be surprising, but if the bees must stop to build
the comb in which to store the honey,
the surplus secured will be but very
is

little, if

any at

all.

In producing extracted honey, particular attention should be given toquality, and every drop should be well
ripened before it is closed up in casks,
cans, or jars. None but a thoroughly
good article should be placed on tlie
market, as the price and future sales
will depend very much on the quality
of honey you offer.
As a general tiling the difference in
price between extracted and comb
honey ranges at from .5 to 8 cents per
pound, but where you have a goo4
home market at retail, extracted
lioney will bring within a few cents
of as much per pound as comb honey.
As far as practicable each grade of
honey should be kept separate. In
order to do this a vigilant watch
should be kept of the different bloom.
The white clover honey should be extracted closely before the bassvvood
blooms. A little clover in the basswood honey, however, will not do the
harm that would result if the propor-

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the tions were reversed. Basswood honey
quickly putting the cover on the top
it should
month to which you have paid your has a peculiar flavor, and
(in such a manner that the light can
not be allowed to become mixed with
shine in), you have the bee secure in subscription on the Bee Journal.
any other kind of honey.
the box, then put the box on a stake
As to how fast the honey should
3 or 4 feet high, taking care not to jar
1^" When changing a postofBce ad- be taken, we think it makes but little
the box more than necessary. Then
difference in its quality, providing it
shove the cover down so as to shut dress, mention the old as well as the is given the proper care afterward,
out the light from the glass, when the new address.
and we would like to impress on your

name on
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minds the very great importance of seen a case, and that .the drone died
New extracted honey instantly, showing that it performs
tliis
care.
should stand in open mouthed ves- one duty.
Question— How does a bee get pollen
sels for quite a while before being
closed up, so as to become thoroughly on its legs V Answer— It takes the
rii)ened. It should also be borne in pollen from the (lower with its tongue,
mind, that with the extractor we are and puts it on one of its fore legs,
likely at times to take every pound of from whence with a quick movement
honey in the hive, and if at a time it transfers the pollen to the hind
this, the (low of honey should legs.
Question Ilowdoes the bee get the
cease suddenly, the bees must be fed,
or they are likely to perish for the pollen off y Answer— It backs into
neces- the cell and shoves the pollen off with
want of necessary stores.
sary point to be taken into considera- its middle le^s.
Question— What queen cells protion is the time necessarily required
in extracting honey, for during good duce the best queens V Answer Reyields the lioney must be removed move the queen from a strong colony
every third or fourth day, for gen- that has plenty of brood and eggs,
erally colonies run for extracting are then cut a stripof comb from the botnot .so likely to swarm, unless neg- tom of a whole comb with eggs in,
about one inch wide, giving the bees
lected, and are very full of bees.
plenty of room to build large queen
cells.
Select the best from the whole
Northwestern Wisconsin.
number, and you will be pretty certain to get good (lueens.
The President spoke of the effect
The N. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keei)ers'
Convention met in LaCrosse, Wis., of extracted honey on the market. He
looked
upon it as a great evil, and
June 9, 1882, at 10 a. m., Pres. Markle
in the chair. Minutes of last meeting only there to make room for fraud.
Messrs. Lossing and Pammel rewere read and approved.
VVm. Lossing moved tliat the meet- butted the remarks of the President,
ings hereafter take place about May after which he expressed a determination to buy a liouey extractor.
1 and October 15.
Carried.
The Convention adjourned.
The President called for a report,
G. J. Pamjiel, Sec.
from all the members present as to
the successful wintering of bees the
past season. The loss reported was
Madison, Wis., Convention.
about one in fifty.

like

—

A

—

\V.

Lossing complained of being

troubled with a species of bee-destroyThe monthly meeting of the Madiing bird. The bird he said was a
son, Wisconsin, Bee-K6epers' Assotrifle larger than the kingbird, of a
ciation, was held at Madison on
brownish color, with wliite breast.
Saturday, June 10, at 7. .30 p. m., and
He said he shot 57 in one day.
was presided over by Prof. R. 15. AnPres. Merkle complained of being
derson. Papers were read by Dr. J.
troubled a great deal with the kingW. Vance, C. Spangenberg, D. D.
bird, and thought the best way to
Daniher and Prof. Anderson.
dispose of them is with a good shotMr. C. Spangenberg, on the subject
gun. He asked the ojiinion of the
Tlie month of
members as to the best bee-hive, and of swarming, said
it was generally agreed that the Lang- June is the real swarming month
then
often happens
stroth was the best ; at any rate, a among bees. It
hive to be better must be on the same to bee-keepers, who like to have large
swarms, and do not care to increase
principle.
The question arose, " Would it be the number of hives more than abproper for the Society to place a price solutely necessary, that they are at
on honey, and to appoint some one to times troubled with the so-called
swarming fever. Although we may
mark it according to grade ?
Mr. Lossing was of the opinion that, have destroyed all the queen cells one
as he understood G. J. Pammel to say day, the same liive may show signs of
he would open a honey depot at swarming the next day, and this may
LaCrosse, all the members could let be followed by a second attempt, nay,
him have their honey, and he would even by a third and fourth, simultaneously, so that we geta genuine revoludispose of it as he best could.
Question— Does bee-keeping pay to tion in the apiary. To suppress this, I
make a specialty of it V Upon this open the hive and sprinkle a small
question quite a discussion arose. amount of water over and between the
After several members gave a state- frames, which at once quiets the bees.
ment of their bee account, it was Then I either give them more room or
make a new swarm by taking two or
agreed that it does pay.
Question What is the best method three frames of brood and bees, out
for compelling the bees to work in of each of these hives, or the same exthe second story y Answer Take one citement will occur again the next day;
or two frames of brood from the brood for at such times they work continuchamber, and put them, with a few ously on queen cells. As the swarming
bees, into the second-story, when the fever keeps the bees away from their
bees will take care of the brood work of making honey, it is necessary
and commence work in that apart- that the bee-keeper should be on his
guard to orevent the occurrence of
ment.
Question— Has any one seen a queen such perioas.
in the act of fertilization, and what
Prof. R. B. Anderson gave the folwere the results to the drone V Mr. lowing on bee-keeping and its adLossing said that his assistant had vantages
Our fields and forests pro:

—

—

:
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duce immense quantities of flowers
that can be utilized and made to increase our wealth, if bee-keeping as
a pursuit is properly encouraged and
adopted.
I knovi- but very little about bees,
ofcurrecl to me to ask how
wealth of our state and
country niiglit be increased by a judicious adoption of bee-culture.
know tliat we cannot raise wheat and
potatoes on tlie same piece of ground
at the same time, but it seems that
bee-keeping instead of interfering in
any way with tlie productiveness of a
farm, is absolutely beneficial to the
plants from whose flowers the bees
gather their jiolleu and honey. Nor
does the keeping of bees require much
of the bee-keeper's time. I heard a,
farmer who keeps about 50 colonies of

but

it lias

much

the

We

bees

and

sells

about S-00 worth of

lioney every year, say tliat he considered this money clean profit, since
the bees took care of themselves
and claimed no part of his farm for
He added that
their specliil feeding.

the bees were his only animals that
did not annoy him. His horses, and
cows, and sheep, and jiigs were always after him, teasing him for something to eat, while his bees only asked
to

be

As

let alone.
stated, I should like to

know

to

what extent our food produce could
be increased by a judicious adoption
of bee-culture the country throughout, and I think the results of a fair
calculation should be pressed into
the notice of the public. They tell
me bees will go miles after their pollen and honey, and that therefore
every man in the city might keep
bees, and in this way furnish his

household with tlie necessary amount
and delicate sweet. I do not

of pure

know how

this

may

be.

every family in Madison
went into bee-culture, the supply of
pollen and honey from flowers would
be exhausted, and the amount of
honey we should get would be much
smaller in proportion than if only a
third of our citizens kept bees but
tlien, on the other hand, the honeyI

suppose

if

;

yielding flowers and trees might be
vastly increased without any great ef-

on our part. Indeed, I do not
think a selection of trees and flowers
with reference to the needs of bees
would lessen the beauty of our streets
and gardens, and in many instances
the gain to be received might stimulate many of our citizens, who now
neglect their shade trees and flower
gardens, to plant more trees and r^ise
more flowers, thus positively adding
to the beauty of our fair city. Bees
need intelligent care, but the amount
of time required to see to them is so
small that no other business in which
the bee-keeper is engaged need to suffer on account of his bees.
The meeting adjourned to the evening of July Sth. at which time others
will present valuable papers.
fort

1^

Constitutions and

By-Laws for
The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.
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measures are practicable. Wlien we
to understand the nature of the
soil, in its relation to society, and
enact laws that will effectually prevent the divorcement of labor from

come

wmf£
—

Motherwort. Please give name of
plant inclosed, and its value as a bee
plant. Ttie bees work on a small
bunch in our yard from morning until
night, notwithstanding we have the
most profuse white clover bloom. It
is

now

six feet high, and full of bloom
to top. It seems to secrete

from root

the land, adulteration, with a thousand other crimes will be prevented,
and not till then. One-third of our
farms are rented half of them are
mortgaged and the price tliat labor
pays to get at the soil is all that can
be made above a hard living ; hence,
so many are driven into necessity,
and by necessity, or the dread of it,
into crime. No amount or kind of
legislation will avail until we cease
;

—

A

;

;

;

for the future. White clover is indigenous here and so abundant that
pest, crowding out
it is almost a
other grasses. An abundance is in
bloom now, and the ground is matted
with that which came from the seed
this spring, and which promises to
bloom this year so that we shall
probably have a much longer honey
season than usual, while the How is
already abundant. A week ago bees
were on the verge of starvatioii, and
now supers must be put on or the
<iueens will be crowded. Even melilot sown last winter is branching and
;

;

will

hives

this season.
Near my
a patch of five acres of white,

bloom
is

alsike,
clovers.

common

red,

and mammoth

The hybrids and blacks favor

the white but alsike is the favorite
with yellow bees, though they work
•on common red where the corollas
are shallow, and I have seen them
working between the flowerets. On
mammoth clover I have not seen
a honey bee this spring. Sometimes,
though rarely, I have seen them on
white and alsike at the same flight.
Flowers are unusually fragrant this
spring, and especially blackoerry, and
bees took to it as well as they ever do
to raspberry. I am heartily glad to
see the Journal take a determined
but I
-Stand against adulteration
have not the slightest hope in repressive measures, though preventive
;

;

plenty of water in this district, as we
irrigate our gardens every week, and
have a pure stream of water pass out
John Dunn.
door all the time.

Tooele City, Utah, June

14, 1882.

;

lioney during tlie entire day. Weather
this foolish attempt to legislate wrong
fine and bees doing .splendidly.
into right night into day and until
O. N. Weaver.
we are not only willing but do follow
Minerva, Ky., June 19, 1882.
natural right and justice.
[It is motherwort, and an excellent
Wm. Camm.
Murray ville, 111., .June 12, 1882.
lioney plant. Scatter the seeds from
your small patch along the lanes and
(Jiiestionable Borrowing.— I see that
fence corners. It will take care of itmy " Mating of Queens" is inserted
self thereafter.— Ed.]
in the Iowa Homestead ?md in the loioa
Live Stock Journal, without credit to
more dis- your paper. I furnished only one
Sudden Transition.—
couraging spring could hardly liap- copy, and that one to you.
Des Moines, Iowa. J. M. Shuck.
Een, than that just i)ast. It would
ave been very disappointing had it
[This questionable method of filling
followed three good winters and summers but coming upon the heels of up a paper occurs frequently— in fact,
three years that had gone from bad too often to be always pleasant to the
to worse, and then to worst, it was
disheartening indeed. One could ex- enterprising publisher who secures his
amine bees in the last days of Febru- corps of contributors at a considerable
March was encouraging, as a outlay of time iind much trouble.
ary
whole, and the (irst ten days of April
We feel great pleasure in having corall the most ardent lover of apiculture
could have wished for but from that respondence, editorial and other mat-

date frosts, cold, rain, and winds were
the order of the day, so that the middle of May found bees starving and
unable to leave the hive, even had
there been bloom, until June. But
at this date the prospect is really line

queen cell had not hatched out, but
was torn down, and last week I found
her in the same hive laying and apThe bees get
parently at home.

ters

;

Prospect Good for Basswood.— Bees
are doing nothing with us in Canada
at present. The white clover is only
beginning to blossom. I had to feed
some of my bees they killed off most
of their drones some of the colonies
drove them out till the ground was
;

;

covered with them. Do you think
they will swarm after killing the
drones ? The hives are full and running over with bees ready to gather
the honey. I think in a few .lays we
will have a flow of honey. There is a
good prospect for raspberries, and
white clover is beginning to blossom.
There is promise of a basswood honey
harvest, as the trees are full of blosWilliam Coleman.
soui buds.
Devizes, Out., June Ki, 1882.

[Yes

;

they will provide more drones

when they become strong enough,
and the weather and honey-flow are
favorable for swarming.— Ed. J
Coffee A Sugar for Winter.— Apple
blossom season closed on the 12th

two weeks
have been
booming in consequence, and have
copied from our columns and occupied about one-half of the day
inst. in this locality— fully
later than last year. Bees

the nectar. The
properly accredited ; but when they time in securing
rains and extremely cool days and
are appropriated as though prepared nights have beendetrimental to them,
for and appearing originally in such but they have done well. White clopaper, we feel as would a merchant ver promises to be abundant, and will
about a week when the bees
who had been robbed of part of his be out" in
boom " again. This is also
will
stock in trade. Ed.]
about two weeks or more later than
My colonies number 30,
last season.
Rearing Queens in Utah.— Since I mostly Italians. They came through
last wrote to you I have been engaged last winter vvjUi little loss, wintered,
in queen-rearing, as quite a few have as usual, on summer stands, in doubleexpressed a desire to have a queen walled chaff hives; 20 colonies are
from my bees, they being Italians, ready to go into the boxes soon as the
the bees in this city mostly being honey flow coinmeuces again, and the
hybrids, and a few of the black bees. others will be ready for the basswood
I divided on the 16th of May, and in a flow, which I have seldom known to
few days after had 10 queen cells in 2 fail in this locality. My bees were
of the hives which I had divided. On wintered in 1880 and 1881 without loss,
the 22d I took 4 of those cells and out-of-doors in cl.aff hives. I practice
gave them to a bee man in this city, stimulative feeding in the spring to
he taking an active part in assisting get my bees ready for the first honey
me in the queen business. On the flow, and have usually been success30th of May my first queen was ful. I have never had a case of dyshatched, with 3 cells still remaining entery in my apiary. I fed pure cofsugar "for fall and winter stores,
in the hive. I formed 4 nuclei by fee
taking 7 frames from my remaining but never any glucose or grape sugar,
sugar
hives. One of the queen cells I left in or poor honey. Pure coffee
the hive I divided was 2J2 inclies long is the best for wintering bees, and if
from the face of the comb. I thought a case of dysentery can be shown
tliat it would be a prize queen, but in where a colony has been wintered on
examining the comb a few days af- this alone, I have yet to find it out.
ter, I found the prize cell gone and no Of course, this must be melted so as
queen in the liiVe. I also took the to be of the proper consistency, and
queen that hatched the 30th, having then fed early enough to give the bees
taken it out on a frame of foundation time to cap it over. Do not trouble
where I found it first. My method of about pollen, that will take care of
introducing the queen was in this itself— the greatest trouble about it
manner
I took the frame of foun- is that too frequently there is an exdation wiiich I had kept and put it cess of it, and that is detrimental to
into one of the nuclei wherein the the health of the colony. If I remem-

A

A

:

•

—
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ber correctly, I read an article in the Convention last fall, that after having
this year from a lost heavily by using this cage for
bee-keeper of about 40 colonies, who shipping purposes, he had abandoned
lirofessed to have fed about 500 lbs. it, and gone back to the old-fashioned
wooden cages. I do not know by exof bran or rye tlour in his own apiary
possibly I am mistaken, but think perience how uiijileasant it must be to
not. To sav the least, I cannot see how a shipper when he receives notice of
it was done, and what the necessity a loss of queens while in transit, but
was. Beginners are often troubled I do know how much it bothers a reabout getting bees started in the ceiver to take dead queens out of the
surplus boxes. I have had but little postoffice, and liave to wait two to
first supply the four weeks for others in their place.
trouble in that way
O. O. POPPLETON.
boxes with starters of natural comb
Williamstown, Iowa.
or foundation, and then raise a frame
of brood or honey from the brood
•chamber to the storage apartment,
Enigmatical.— I send you to-day, by
and the bees will commence business
at once, unless the hives be too warm; mail, a queen cage with a piece of
in tliat case, give good ventilation. comb partly filled with sugar. This
The vacant space in the brood cliam- was stored in the past 10 days, and I
ber must be supplied with a frame of am at a loss to account for it. You
will observe that the honey has befoundation or comb. E. F. Smith.
come solid as fast as deposited, and
Smyrna, N. Y., June 15, 1882.
it is out of the question to extract it.
I
I am at a loss to know what to do.
Spring Dwindling.— Bees wintered cannot extract, and the hives are
well in this part of the country. One about full
bees are idle for want of
man living near me only lost one room. I have about 400 wired frames
colony out of 106 up to the time he in this condition. Will you please
took "them from the cellar, but since examine and advise ? I cannot tell
the bees were put on the summer what the honey is stored from ; the
stands they have gone back a good hives liave been extracted regularly
deal, owing to tlie cold, windy weather this spring, so it is not old honey.
we have had in the month of May.
H. N. Wilder.
The loss of bees since putting them
Forsyth, Ga., June 17, 1882.
out tills spring, up to the present
time, will range from 10 to 25 per
[The piece of honey referred to
cent., and a good many of those re- above has been received, and it is a
maining are not in a promising s a e.
great curiosity. There are no cells
S. HiNMAN.
capped on the piece sent us, but the
DundonaM, Ont., June 14, 1882.

Bee Journal early

;

;

;

Shipping Cages.— As the safe
shipping of queens by mail does not
seem to have yet reached perfection
by every shipper, I will give a little of
my own experience in tliat line not
as a shipper, but as a receiver of
queens. During the last few years I
have had sent me between 100 and 200
queens, by about a dozen different
breeders, lio two of whom have put up
their queens in exactly the same manner. Some lots reached me all dead,
some all alive, with attendant bees
bright and clean as \vhen first started
(Jiieen

—

their journey, and some in all
kinds of condition between the two
extremes. Tiie shipper who has had
the most uniform success, uses the
old-fashionod wood cages, sends about
8 or 9 attendant bees with each queen,
and i)rovisions with candy in the
cages and a sponge or bit of cotton
saturated with honey at the sides of
each cage, with wire-cloth between
the bees and the honey. This man
has sent me some 50 queens in all,
every one of them having reached me
not only alive, but clean and bright,

on

and what is still more uncommon, the
same is true of all their attendant
bees, with the exception of one bee
only. It is a great advantage to know
that a certain number of queens is
sure to arrive in good condition within
one or two days of a known time.
My poorest success in receiving
queens in good condition has been
with those sent in Peet cages. I sup-

honey in them, which is white as
basswood honey, is crystallized quite
solid in the cell, with a watery appearance. These pellets or crystals
can be lifted out entire with the point
of a knife, and do not exhibit that
tendency to crumble or run generally
found in granulated honey. The
strangest feature about the honey is
its taste, which is neither like honey
nor sugar, but more nearly that of
epsom salts, sweetened at least the
sample received appears so. We do
not know what it could have been
gathered from, never having seen
anything like it before; nor can we
advise what to do with it, as we do
not know what effect it will have on
the bees. If it will agree with them,
it might be saved over for spring
feeding, but we would be afraid to attempt to winter on it, at least without
having experimented with its sanitary
You might liave some compeeffect.
tent chemist in your city analyze it.

—

Ed.1

Things Look Brighter Sow.— Tliis
has been tlie worst season on bees I
ever knew, but things look brighter
now. We are having a good flow of
honey now, It has also been the
posed this experience of mine was worst spring for queen-rearing I ever
D. A. Pike.
unusual, until I was told by an ex- experienced.
Smithsburg, Md., June 15, 1882.
tensive shipper, while at the National
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Location.— I have 10
country on the river
bottom, and 18 here in Clarinda. Today I went out to see how they were

Difference
colonies in

in

tiie

along in the country, and
liad gathered but little
honey, wliile those I have here are
breeding nicely and in some hives are
sealing up new honey. The distance
between the two places does not exceed two miles, and I cannot account
for it, unless it is a washing rain that
swept off the river two days before,
almost missing us here, just giving us
We have more
a gentle sliower.
white clover here than on the bottom but out there is sumac and basswood tlie former now almost ready
for the bees. I think when we figure
up at the close of the season, that the
results from the country will compare
favorably with those in town. I have
succeeded beyond my most sanguine
expectations in making comb foundation. After taking a lesson from Mr.
Craig in Missouri, I melted the beeswax, and the first dip I made peeled
off the plate without trouble. Feeling
getting

found

;

tliey

—

somewhat

elated

my

at

success,

I

had 40 lbs. of nice
sheets, and afterward succeeded as
well with the machine as in dipping.
kept on

until

I

J.

Clarinda, Iowa,

June

L. Strong.
14, 1882.

Large Yield Expected.— This spring
has been so late, cold and wet here
that it has been very discouraging to
bee-keepers. My bees wintered excellent in my plastered hives, on the
summer stands, better than those in
hives in the cellar.
single-walled
They went into winter quarters with
a good supply of honey, out it was so
warm and pleasant in February the
queens commenced laying early and
rearing brood, which caused the consumption of a great amount of honey,
and the cold rainy spring and unfavorable weather caused thein to spring
dvpindle badly. Some colonies died.
On the first day of June the weather
changed from ridiculous to sublime ;
white clover put in an appearance,
and' bees are now "booming;" in

never saw bees gather honey
and rear brood so fast as during the
last week. They are working in sections and swarming in every direction. Bee men that a montli ago were
fact, I

blue as indigo, now feel like "the cow
that jumped over the moon." We
are having a large white clover bloom,
which is our principal honey resource,
and I look for a big honey flow from

A. W. FisK.

this out.

Bushnell,

111.,

June

19, 1882.

Osage Orange for Honey.— Bees in
county wintered extra fine. The
first of April they were strong in
numbers. but the cold and wet weather
has liad its affect. Fruit bloom done
but little good. The 4tli of May was

this

a glorious lioney day; the bees worked
with the spirit of desperation till 4
o'clock p. m., and then the blizzard
struck. The next day that was good
all flew
(.June 9), my 25 colonies
strong. I kept a close watch of all
colonies, and when their honey was
exhausted I fed moderately with

—
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quite thin sugar syrup. Although it
rains every otlier day, white clover is
plenty and is yielding honey remarkably well— people come along and tell
me my beee are swarming. The air
is melodious with their joyful hum,
the combs are being lengthened out
very fast along the top-bars. To-

morrow

I shall

put on a good

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

Mfeting.

n_1

8— Madison,

Wis., at Madison, Wis.
25— Western Iowa, at Winterset, Iowa.
Henry "Wallace. Sec, Winterset, Iowa.
Aug. 10— Maine State, at Harmonv, Maine.
Hoyt, Sec.
Sept. 5— N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Ruckton, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct. 3-6 North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrick Parruly, Sec. New York City.
5— Kentucky Uni"n, at Shelbyville, Ky.

July

Wm.

ADVERTISING RATES.

many

cases of sections. All kinds of vegeG. W. Demaree, Sec. rhristiansburg. Ky,
tables are at least three or four weeks 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
Tuscarawas Vallev. at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew. Sec. Chirks. O.
late. We are pretty sure now of about
A line of Agate type will contain about elgrttt tW In order to have ibis table complete. Secre2% months of fine white clover bloom. words;
lines will occupy 1 inch of f*pace.
fourteen
taries are requested to forward full particulars ofr
Heartsease, one of the best of honey
AdTCrtisements payable in advance.
time and place of future meetinds.- Ed.
plants with us, is very plenty in wet Transient
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
cornfields, and is there to stay. I feel
DlSCOTriVTS will be given on advertisements
as though my prospects were never
Honey and Beeswax Market.
better for a (/oocZ, hiq honey crop. I published WEEKLY as followB, if the whole is

think swarming will commence in paid in advance
Office OP AMERICAN Bee jouknal,
about a week or ten days. 1 am more For 4 weeks
lO per cent, discount.
Monday, ma, m.. June 19. 1882.
"
8 "
«0 "
than pleased with the Bee Journal.
"13 " (3 months).... 30 "
" S6
"
"
(6months)....40
I admire the way you sting adulterafollowing
are the latest quotaThe
"
" 3»
"
(9 months)
50 "
tors. I inclose a few Osage orange
tions for honey and beeswax received
5» " (1 year)
60 "
blossoms. The bees work on them
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone, up to this hour
very eagerly.
Philip P. Nelson.
85 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 8 months.
Quotations of Cash Buy era.
Manteno, 111., June 21, 1882.
S percent.
CHICAGO.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
A Screen to Protect from Robbers.
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3
HONEY— I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
:

J
S

*'

:

I make », frame of 1x2 inch strips,
3x6 feet, and 6 feet high line it all
around with mosquito bar; put an
oil-cloth on top to darken it, and put
a door in one end, with wire-screen
or mosquito bar covering, and hang
it on hinges, as yon would a screen
door. When robber bees are around
and I want to open a hive, I place
this over the hive, go in and shut the
door. When done, move the screen
from over the hive, and all will be
safe.
J. T. Bruton.
;

Joplin,

Mo.

Working on White Clover.— Bees are
doing finely now, and have worked on
white clover since June 10. To-day
the weather is cold and chilling, with
rain.
I will

Had my
have new

few days.

La

first

swarm June

months.

BEESWAX— Choice

THOMAS
»2S West

G.

Madison

CINCINNATI,

HONEY—

NEWMAN.

Street.,

are worth 25c. here^

lots

bright yellow, 24c.; dark to good. I7<§;22c.
Al. H. Newman. y23 W. Madison St.

ChlcuKO, IH.

Special IJoticcs.

The market for honey is qulot. Extracted brings 7(1' i"c <in arrival. No comb honey
on the market worth mentioninw. prices nominal.
Scarce, and brings 2(»{3'25c. on arrival.
C. F. MUTH.

BEESWAX—

Quotations of Coninil«8lou Merchants.

CHICAGO.
f..r comb honey

HONEY-The demand

t^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

prices being

made

to

R. A.

in di'iiiaiul at

BruNETT.

K>o

2:ic< 2.'.e.

South Water

St.

BOSTON.

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acBEESWAX— Pi ime quality. 25c.

cording to quality.

Crocker & Blake.

NEW

16.

is linht,.

meet views of purchaser.

BEESWAX -Scarce, and

57

Chatham

Street.

YORK.

extracted honey in a
We will send Cook's Manual t HONEY— White clover, fancy, l lb. bxs.. I5@16c.
white clover, good tn choice, and 2 lb. bxs., 13@
G. J. Pammel.
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100 I4c: buckwheat. 2 lb. b.xs.. per lb., ll©l2c. Ex-

Crosse, AVis.,

1^

;.

I

June

19, 1882.

colonies,

Early

light extracted.

lO per cent.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the lime the advertisement U inserted.

Swarming.— I had

a

swarm

;

30th day
It looked queer to see a swarm Bees
of bees flying in the air when the
trees were" not yet leaved out, though

bees, a very large one,

tlie

and Weekly Bee Journal

of for one year, for §3.00 or with King's
of Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 ; or with

May.

and Honey,

tracted and strained, white. y(ai0c; dark 7(g;8c.
BEESAVAX— The market continues rather quiet,
but the supply is light iind prices tirmly sustained.
Western, pure, 24(it.24'^c. Southern pure. 25(a)
D, W. <^»LTiNi(y, 105 Park Place.
25f^c.
;

SAN FRANCISCO.

in cloth, S2.o0.

HONEY— Several small lots of new are on themarket, but there have been no sales reported beyond those mentioned last week, which were to fill
urgent orders. Quotation-* are entirely nominal,
with little prospect of any movement until prices
are lower.
We quote white comb. 14®! fie; dark to good. 8^
cai2c. Extracted, choice to extra white, H&sJic;
dark and candied. 6'^(<j;7c. BEESWAX— 23r«;25c.
STEARNS & SMITH. <23 Front Street.

^"Always forward us money either
the dandelions were in blossom. My
bees are in fine condition, storing by postal order, registered letter, or
honey from raspberry blossoms in by draft on Chicago or New York.
sections, of which tliere is an abundDrafts on other cities, or local checks,
ance.
G. H. Adams.
North Nassau, N. Y., June 19, 1882. are not taken by the banks in this city
BT. LOUIS.
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
HONEY— In fair demand. Extracted selling at 8
Satisfied with Prospects.— I have 18 expense of collecting them.
©lOc; comb scarce— nominal at I8@22c.
colonies of bees, and all are doing well
BEESWAX— Prime in demand at 22@23c.
R. C. GREER & Co.. 17 N. Main Street,
now.
George Kimb.
Premiums.—
Those
get
up
clubs
who
North Liberty, Ind., June 22, 1882.
CLEVELAND.
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
HONEY— As there is no honey In market, w&
1882, will be entitled to the followhig have no quotations this week.
Preparation of Honey for the MarA. C. Eendel. 1)5 Ontario Street.
premiums.
Their own subscription
ket, including the production and care
may count in the club
of both comb and extracted honey.
Binders for 1882.— We have had a
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the For"a Club" of 58,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
lot of Emerson binders made espe3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
last meeting of the North American
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies, cially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apThey are lettered in gold on the back^
"
"
"
5,—
cloth.
pointed on a committee to prepare in"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year, and make a nice and convenient way
or Apiary Register for 2(X) Col's.
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
to preserve the Journal as fast a»
and Honey at Fairs this is also added Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash received. They will be sent postpaid
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
for their labor in getting up the club. by mail for 75 cents.
J

:

A

'*

1

;

—

A

.
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The Apiary Register.

Sittxjcvtiscmjewts.

first

A

All who intend to be systematic in
few
half of the volume for 18S2.
The American Bee Joxtrnal Is the oldest
have only subscribed for six months, their work in tlie apiary, should get a Paper in America, and has a large circulationBee
In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmcopy
and
commence
to
use
it.
and their subscriptions expire with
ers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and Is, therefore, the best advertising medium.
this number. To all sucli we desire For .50 colonies 120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages
to remark that by sending on their
1 .50
"
200 colonies (420 pages)
,2 00
renewal «( once, they will not only
(

BEESWAX.

prevent the annoyance to themselves
of missing the regular visits -of their
old friend— the Weekly Bee Journal, but they will save us much
trouble in taking their names off
from our mailing lists, and then re•entering them within a short time.
We hope all will renew at once or
«lse send us a notice by return mail,
if they desire its visits continued.

I

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS,
FKOM" IMPORTED STOCK.

Warranted Queen, Jl.oi. ii for $.-),ik); Tested
$l.,^.n.
Address by registered letter or postoffice order,
F. M, SCATTERGOOD,
Queen.

Honey as Pood and Medicine.

-•"fW

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

the new pages being devoted to new
Our new location, No. 925 West Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
Madison St., is only a few doors from of cooking in wliich honey is used, and
the new branch postoffice. We have healthful and pleasant beverages.
a telephone and any one in the city
We have put the price of them low

^

•wishing to talk to us througli it will
please call for No. 7087— that being
our telephone number.

Bee Pasturage a
just issued a

We have

Necessity.

new pamphlet

giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

wiBh to

a quantltyof good rellow Beeswax.
larger ones can be used for a I am piiyinabuy
34c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
few colonies, give room for an increase
To avoid mistalies, the name of the shipper
of numbers, and still keep the record should always be on each package.
ALFRED H. STEWMAX.
all together in one book, and are there- 923 West Marlison
Street.
CHICAGO, ill
fore tlie most desirable ones to procure at the start.

The

encourage bee-keepers to scatter
and wide. Single copy 6

to

thern far

cents, postpaid; per dozen, .50 cents;
per hundred, S4.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

Newiiarden, Col. Co., Ohio.

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

RogerAvllle, Genesee County, Mich.,
Makes a specia^y of rearint: fine Italian Queens.
All queens bre-l from imptirted queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the

huilt in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Sln^'le queen. $i.oo; six queens for$5.<)0;
twelve or more, 7.^c. each. Ter-ted queens. $2.00
each. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money order drawn on Flint, Mich.
I'fismtf
ct'lls

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These ma-

—

chines are espeouillv adapted
to

Hive Maklnif.

Itwill

pay

every bee-keeper to send for
our 4)?-page Illustrated Catalogue.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
cannot be sent to Can111.
from other editions to
ada by mail— the International law do so by paying the difference.
will not permit anything but samples
Glass in Bee-Keeping*.
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.
Application hag been made to uie to take stuAdvertisements intended for the Bee dents
in Bee-Keeping. I have, therefure. deterJournal must reach this office by mined to begin a class on MONDAY,
JULY' in, and
eictend through eight weeks. The instruction will
previous
Saturday
of
the
week.
Include a study of the Anatomy and Physiology
A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee

^" Those who may wish

^° Binders

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

any perto get up a

to

Three years ago St. Julian, the great
California trotter, was unknown the
same may be said of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. Now both have a world-wide
Why? Because they
reputation.
both have merit. One is a great trotter, the other is the most successful
The postal law makes the taking remedy ever discovered to be used on
of a newspaper and the refusal to pay man or beast.
26w4t
for the same, theft, and any person
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

;

®"

guilty of such action is liable to criminal proceedings the same as thougli

he had stolen goods to
the subscription.

No. 2017 Main street,
Rocklord, Winnebago Co.,

change
the Weekly,can
to

tlie

amount

of

of
the Bee. Queen-Rearing, Artittcial Increase. Implements, Comb Honey, E.xtracted Honev. Bee
Pasturage. Winterinfi. etc.
I have a good library of Bee Literature, all Approved Modern Appliances, etc. My home Apiary
has eighty colonies of Italian Bees, among whicn
students can practice. ~
O.
24w
Iowa City. Iowa.

CLUTE,

FLAT. BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to Ifl square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free

We supply tfie Weekly American Bee Jourand any of the foIlowinE periodicala, one year.
at the prices quoted in the last column of fleiires.
regular price of both
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
iiHl

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

we send

in gold,

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

PublishfTs' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee .Tournal,

Pure ItalianBees

Bee-Keepers'lnstructorl W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

1^ Ashland,

Pa., June 3, 1880.—
case of spavin that came under my
observation was entirely cured by one
bottle of Kendairs Spavin Cure, and
the horse sold afterwards for S200.
2otf i'ours truly, C. H. Barnard.

8 00.
3 00.

Kansas Bee-Keeper

bound in

2 75

.

2 60

2
2
260.. 2
6 30.. 5
:^

The 7 above-named papers
The Weeklv Bee Journal one year and

.

2 50.. 2 35
4 50.. 4 00

Bee-Keepers'Kxch'nffedlouk JkPeet)
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.IIill)
2

Prof. Cook's Manual!

at reas<"'nable prices

FULL COLONIES

f 2 00.

andGleaninRsinHee-CulturefA.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Mapazino (A.J. Kins).

00.

.

50..

80
35
40
50

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES.

and

quj<:ens

^'ucLEI.

Satisfaction Kuaranteed in every sale,
l-l^Hl

,TOHX

F.

DIP.MAV.

Fremont, Ohio,

TIN POINTS for GLASSING

HONEY

Cut by machinery are much clu'ripcr and detter
than hand-cut. and perfectly straight;
(k»o to
;

l

ctoth) 3 25.. 3 DO
" 2 75. . 2 50

Bees and Honev, (T. (i. Newman;
Binder lor Weeklv.lJWl
Binder for Weekly for 1882

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. r.

The first column sivesthe

which are printed a large bee

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

CLUBBING LIST.

2 85.. 2 75
2 75.. 2 60

o.OtK), 2nc.: O.fXK) to in.ooi).
6c. per l.OOfJ extra b\' mail.

W.

losmSt

C.

j jc.

;

over

|(t.(M<0.

Samples for

3c.

GII^LETTE.

2nc.;

stamp.

LeRoy, Genesee Co.. N. Y.

4
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DISTRESS for want of Beeswax. We are
INnow
payinK-iic. cash. oriiSc. trade. for t'ood yel-

low wax. Those of our friendw who want iartio lots
of foundation from us will have to wend us the
same amount of wax or wMit til! we can collect it,
as our stock is about exhausted. Until further notice,

we

GOLDEN

per

QUEENS.

i-lr!inie Nucleus,
ed f.'ueen

with Test-

ed Queen
5.00
Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
l 2.Cm:i
Same, after July 1
lO.OO

lb.;

P'ull

TestedQueen.beforeJuly

or Postofflce Order,

ALSO,

DR.

I.

address for prices.

JTAMKS HE»I>ON,Dowagiac. Mich.

AND KEEP THEM

(

935 IIV. Madison

S.

LULINU,

TEXAS.

CO.,

per half-dozen, *i:(..:>o. Select Tested, $:*
per half-dozen, *1(;. No "Dollar" or nuclei-queens
handled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
f ^..Vi

;

The Emerson Binder
IS

;

possible.

if

14w3S:it

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
!

huj

booking ordor.i tor uiy
ITALIANS, reared from

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any ODe can use them.

Directlonsin each Binder.

50c.

For Bee .Journal of iS8n
For Bee Jojirnal of 18H1
For Bee Journal of 1882

S.'ic.

'iSc

iinTT

ioLDKN

War-

the best stock in the country.

ranted Queens, ^^ Tested Queens,
t-arly in the season, $2..so
after
k.Iiily, ^2;
2 frame Nucleus, with
iTested Queen. $4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, fio. The Best
Quinby Smoker fur *1.-'>U. Address all orders to

TBOMA^S

Address,
925

;

West Madison

Q. »tE\¥MAN,
Street,

Chlcaifo,

III.

;

;

1...

lUEHL.*

.J.

4— RACES

HENRY Ar.r.EX, Wenham, Mass.

lywtf

THE CONQUEROR.
Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that do not rust ana break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror lias all iuiprovementsmade to date,
anda :ix7 inch stove, and r>x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpiiid for

|*J.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Abronla. Mich.

13wtf

Rev. A.

OF BEES—

Italian* Cyprian, Holy liand and Hungarian Queens.— Warranted queens, $1..50 extra
selected, *1. 75; tested. $2. SendformySlst Annual Circular.
:

fMoney Order Office)— Butler. DekalbCo.. Ind.
luwtf

SALISBURY

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOtTLIJ have KISHKR'S GRAIN TABLES, ]'J2
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
castmg up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cent;*. Agents can

make money
JS^ Also

G. W. FISHER,
1*0X238. Rochester, N.Y.

selling this hook.

for sale at the

Bee Journal

itfBce.

_^

t'ainarg:o, Doiigl.as county, III.

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

-"Low Prices, Quick Returns
tomers Never Defrauded."
Queens
Cyprian Queens
Italian

Cus-

—

;

Palestine Queens.. $1
F.xtra <,*upens,

;

*1; Tested.... $2
$2
$1 Tested
ft)r

;

Tested,

.

?12

swaniiink; --eatinit-ly imiitled.

Jsoii, rendy. if we are
<.>ne-I'rame Nucleus, either I tH Han.
Cyprian or Palestine, 14; Colony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine. 3 frames, |8.

Comb

foundation on Dunham machine. 25 lbs. or over,
:i5c. per lb.
on Knot machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Q/^c. paid for bright wax. Money Orders «n
Iwly.
Ai\J Tnneoln, III.
;

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
REV. E.

:

;

;

:

accompanied with the cash.

3wiiut

M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
cause and treatment of fuch, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 ceutw.— Sent on receipt of price, by

and the symptoms

;

;

THOMAS
920

G.

West Madison

CHICAGO,

it

in

ILL.

ZiOOZ HERS!

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian. Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.
If

Ax

NEW XOKK.

5wly

Belleville, St. Clair

Us chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, ('linton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with lO^.
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Kagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as ^h"mId be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for nil who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Demociat, Allegan, Mich.
'ihe most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mo.

are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer»
Cleveland. 6.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Republican. Utica. N. V.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries,
in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.

The engravings

Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Fiirm.
It embraces every subjert that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside. SpringO.
E m braces every subject of inierest in the apiary»
giving very thorough details of the management

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting aid attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
Utile busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving lioney is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to

NEWMAN,
Street,

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
\ T>T7X> maybe found on file
JLjl at Geo. P. Koweil & with go<^'d youns Queens. Give me a call, friends,
IXllo T>
X
Co.'s Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce and 1 will try and please you. (Box8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
St.), where advertising contracts may be made for

rpTTTQ

III.

K'otlces.

field,

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY

1882,

Queens, $3 Warranted Queens, ^li Queens without guarantee, $1 Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. *4- Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
if

6SS ENOBAVINGS.

the Evergreen Apiary,

L. IIRIOOn. of Wilton Junction^
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from either of
hts Prize Mothers, as e;irly in the oominK season as
they can be bred, at the followinw rstes Tested

Street, Chlcasro,

Appreciative

TADL0CK.-1882

CALDWELL

NEWMAN,

Carefully prepared fur beginners.— Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in heeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, I-ouisiana, Mo.

eiVEN

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I u.^e <ineof
J. H. NelHs' best imported queens. Tested Queen,

C.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjessful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honev in its be^+t and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," '" Management of

>ur thin

and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention tu make Fi>undation in the wired
frame. Alt Pressen warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
B. S.
<Jb C, Hoopeston. 111.

1882-J.

THOMAS

etc.

Given'sFoundationPress.
latest imi>r(jvenieiit in l'<iundati«n.

;

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey."
Price, hound in cloth, 75 cents; in paper
covers, SO cvntH, postpaid.

NEAT AND CLEAN.
The

of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

Editor of the Wttkly Bee Journal.

BEES BY THE POUND. BIRD YOUR JOURNALS
Send
Iw35t

OK THE

Management

WILSON,

Burlington, Iowa.

iwtf

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

P.

!

Bees&Honey

3.(X>

after July 1
13.50
Address, by Registered Letter

100 Colonies
Foil SAI^E.

l,

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

A NEW BEE BOOK

$4.r>o

u-franie Nucleus, with Test-

will sell thin ftuindation for sections at

heavy foundation for brood combs
at 43c. No discount from the above rates.
23w4t G. W.STANLEY A BUO., Wyoming, N.Y.

Sjic.

ITALIAN

County,

III.

He wlm would keep abreast of th«
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the pmiiuctinn of delicious and
health-giving honey is nhtaiiu-d, as well as how to
prepare it for the marki^t in the most attractive
form. It isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
bee-culture.

A

Liberal Discount to Dealers by
the Dozen or llun«lre(l.

THE AMERICAI^ BEE JOURNAL.

EXCELSIOR

FOUNDATION
AND

HONEY

RETAIL.

^VllOLKNALE

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
fi'r K.xtractors carrying a and 4
I-ank'Htroth frames, I have concliHled to adopt these two new

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the countrv. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

The

frame basket is in a
.III 111 the same size and style mb
\:>- J ii ame.
The 4 frame basket
IS iTi the larger can. with the cone

^i/.»s.

415

OR,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

COOK,

J.

Of Lansiiig, Pro/tasor

:i

Entomology in

of

the

1

1

State Agricultural

metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or ho

College of MichigazL

<ir

ALL STA\DARD STYLES,

of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, e.xcept in size, with the
*lK,n<i Extractor. J3x2(i, which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Kxcepling with the $s.(.«,i Extnictors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movaComb Baskets. The f'^.Oo and
Kx tractors have no covers.

&

DADANT

CHAS.

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Iwly

III.

('

We now qaote
Advance

an

For
Kor

5

Gents per pound
PRINTED l.\ OUR CIRCULARS,

of

on the r'UH'ES
wholesale or retail.

15wtf

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

Manufactories and

Commerce

J

American frames, 13x13 inches
Lang^troth

$8 00
8 OO

10x18
10x18
For 4
10x18
For 2 frames of anysize, 13x20
•!

For.-i

"

"

'*

"

"

:.[

923

H.

(M)

.14

<"K1

.12 <MI
.16 00

13X20

ALFRED

.in

.11* fX)

12^x20

For
For 4

ZlTQXrZIlZES
CONCERNING

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. Chicago.

111.

FH.BS! FB.&S!
??end for our J-^-p-.tu'e Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
liwif
E A.
<fc CO., Coleraine, Mass.

ISwemp

291 Sixteenth

St.,

BEXVJEK, COL.

Lan(l"640 Acres

Florida

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending One D'tlhir to the

Industrial Association,

CHEAP FOR CASH,

e#°

.mt

Deschiftion,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west. Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Ceorgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and f.i of the Apalaehicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. ^ilst, IS75, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned tj sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for f3.200, and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him conveyed to the undersigned for
JS.OOO. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

Advance

Foundation.

in

The nninufacturers of Comb Foundation hav^
advanced the price 3 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
From this date, and until further notice, the
price of all the styles and kinds of Foundation,
except the VauDeusen

(flat

bottom), will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

in

my

923 "West Madison Street.

:

THOMAS e.

Catalogue.

Ar.FRCB H. XEIVMAX.
CHICAGO. ILL

925

West Madison

Street.

XSTV^MAX,

CHICAGO. ILL.

COMB F0UNBATI0X-40e.
DTTXHAM
per pound e.Ttru thin and bright. lO sq.
to
;

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

.lOS.

13w>>m

the
per

Send lor rumples.

lean

All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.
tail.

Send for

tiie

World.

now Employed.

Here is an opportunity for one or two bee-keepers to obtain a a- od business. Mv reason for sellinir is that I am disabled.
For information address
"S." care of the Bee Journal, Chicago, 111., who
forward the correspondence to me.

L'awtf

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
Owing

to the largo advance in the price of wax. 1
now quote prices thus Dunham, toto 50 lbs.. 42c.,
overi:.o ibs..4ic., less than id lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort, 10 Bq. feet to the lb., i to
Ihs., rjTc. 10 to 50
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.
:

m

V.

my

ALFRED
:i.';;

J.

the above Smokers at
by

:i2-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

Apiarian Supplies in
35 Hands

sell

or express, at wholesale or re-

ni;iii

or

3wly

nic.

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

One of the Largest Manufactories

Excelsior

ft.

worked

4KC.

F.W. HOLMES. Coopftrsville, Mich, iswiy

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Columbus. Ind.

FOR SALE,
will

Wax

lb.

lb.

Address,

M. BKOOK.S.

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co., III.

;

133 Fine

IlluiitrutionD.

:

full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and la3t,lhougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times''
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
Interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the JoUo^vino opinions of the

Booki

All agree th.it it Is the work of a master
real value.— ij'.4^Hcu/(ur«, Paris.

will

Woman's

Paseii

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The flrst edition of 3,000 copies waa exhausted tn
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-f!ulture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anat«:>niy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;

THOMAS

OF

COZiORADO,

320

ibf,

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. E.xtra thin and brightfor
secti'-ns. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

H.

Sup-

NIWMAK,

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTROTYPES
Of

Engravin;-'.s usC'I in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per squar*' inch— no single cut sold for less
than^nc.
O. NE%VMA:%",
»«.» West Madison Street. C'hicatco, Hi.

2'>

THO.MAS

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Hee .lorKXAL

is published monthand ccmtains thi- best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is c'ltt'd and published bv
V. N. ABBOTT, Bee-Miister.
School of Apiculture. Fa riawn, Southall. London.
lt^"VVe send the Weekly a.mekicax Bee Journal and the Britiah liee Journal, both for $3.50 per

ly,

1

think Cook's Manual

is

and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.-LEWis T. COLUV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— Bn(i*h Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.- J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. 11. Wy.vkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it,

will

ever regret having purcuused.— 3/ic/i. Far.

To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof Cook's Manual is an
.

exhaustive work.- iffra/d, Mouticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
ia fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest rewajii awaits it« author.— A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

and much of it is due to ihe clear, disinterested intormatn:)n contained in Cooks ManuaJ.- W.M. Van A-ntueki-. M. u
It ia the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with tiieir implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' ApiculteuT, France.
It not only gives the natural history of theee industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed aeries of directions for their
management; al.-^oa botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account Of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecwmot the bee-keeper. It ia replete with the
best information on everything belonging to aptculture.
To al taking an interoft in ibis subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careluUy
and practice as advised.— ^gricuitumf, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the mo^t complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientltlc work on Ufdem bee management that
everj' experienced bee iu»n will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the WeAl.— WesteTniAyricuUuriat.
ish myself,

We

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers whieh

h^ ever

benn published. It gives a full explanation regarding tiie Ciireand management of the
apiary. There is no nutij^t^'t relating to the culture
of bees left untouchtMl, and in the compilation of
the work Prui. Cook haa had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this moat
interesliug of alloccupatioas.- American Inventor.

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mall

tot
in cloth.

91.ZS

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G. NETVg^ AN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILI*

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,.

41fi

TAPSi"

"S.S1D
"Who will be
copy

first to

25,000

e^

the

USE.

IN

The Original

|M BINGHAM
11% Bee Smoker

1

If you buy the Origi-

«1H1I

aid

THOMAS
925

,

ard of excellence the

—

4|iiliil)y*8NeivBee-KeepluK. by L.

better

and handsomer

The author
that

fore. Price per mail,
postpaid, from fj.-> cts.

authoris niasterof the subject.— !S1. SO.

Handed

IklDK***

shield Conqueror. 3 inch

BiuRham Smoker
^H inch
Smoker

JJ

'X'

(wide
1

50

1

75

1

27*

1

."jO

inch

1

m:>

I

25

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Little

inch

..

50

..-.

.

Bingham & Hetherlngton Honey

65

00
1 15
sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

Knife, 2 inch

To

1

rates.

Send

PIANOS

Mail.

(wide

shield), 2 inch
:2

By

fl To

shield).

Plain Bingham S'uoker,

to

Customer. Postpaid.

Extra Bingham

1 5^

the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, )$1.]S5.
ol

PRICES:
*

Larpre

and testimonials, to

for free description

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abronln. MIc-h.

I7wtf

Scribner's Lumber aiKl Log Book.
"VTBARLY A MILLION SOLIJ. Most complete
Xi book of

its kind ever published. CJives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of squiire and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwodd
tables, interests, etc. Standard book thifiughoul
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
fior it.
Box238. Rochester. N.Y.
O.W.
t^' Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. ,jEi

lurement of
t>y

FISHEK,

2wRm.

$850 Square Grand

Piano for only

$245.

PJAMn
^TYI
F Ql
InlVU 01
ILL
02

Mugniflcent r.sewo d
I
case elegantly finished.
3 atrlngr«, 7 1-a Oct:»ve«, full patent caniante
agrafies, our new patent tiveratrung scale, beautiful carved legs and Ivre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame. French
Grand Action. Grand Hammers, in fact, everv improvementwhich CHTi in any way tend to the perfection of the instrument, has been added.
itS^Oiir price Tor this lastriiment. Ivoxeil
and delivered on T>ourfl curs at Newl'orlt,
with fine Pinno Cover, Stool di*0 | ;X

^*f Hook, only

fjp^^O,

Rwiahced from our late wholesale factory price,
]>^S95, for <)0 day- only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This is now, by far,th« tri-eate»t hHrttralD ever offered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atoncp.
This I'iano will he sent on 15 davs' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send nionev
with order. Cush sent with order %nllbe refunded
and freight charges paid by us both ways if Piano is
not just us repi-esented. Several other special bargains: PlanoN, :$lflO up. Over 15,i)'hi in u-«e.
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsfime
Illustrated Catalogue ni;nled free, givint: the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano fully warranted for 5 vears.
Vi price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent for He. stamp.
!

I

SKEET music

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy i.and
Queens, and have now more than umi colunies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
$1.25 each; after that date, single Queen, $i.(Ki s
12 or more, 75 cents each; Warranted
f or |5.(X)
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens. $2.50
«ach Italian Queens, same price.

ME.ifDELSSOHN PIANO

2lsmly

EARS

Box

FOR THE

29.5k,

CO..

New

York.

MILLION

;

;

;

I. -R.

C3-OOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

5wly

$777

A YEAR and
outfit

expenses toagents,
free.addressP O VIckei-y

Maine.

Aiisruftla,

:i<>wiy

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Squjire Ghiss lloTiey Jars', Tin Buckets,
Langstrttth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
V. F.
ALpplyto
yro and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
fS^Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,

MVTH.

iwly

FooChoo's Balsam

of

Shark's

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil

Bees anddueens
FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

CfcTTEENS and NXTCI-EI

IN SEASON.

"^Ba^Satisf action guaranteed. Circular on applia. H.
cation
Pewami), Ionia Co., Mich.
SOwlf

ROBEKTSON.

.

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

"Its virtue.-i are UNQUESTIONABLE and its curative CHARACTER A BSOLtrTE, AS THE WUITEHCAN

HAI.BBRT E. PAINE.
WASHISdTON,
t.
rt
Lute Conim'r Putents.
"' V"
STORY B. LADD.
. .»
Solicitors of PatenU and Attorneys lu
)

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will he permanent. You will never
regret doing so."~Editor of Mercantile ReVI BW
ES^To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Kegisteked Letter.

Only Imported by

(

16w3m

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
iLate

)

Patent Cases.
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Bees and Honey,

or Management of an
Profit, by Thomas G.
Edition.
"Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
"
are
Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains IW pates, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, Toe; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.

Apiary for Pleasure and

:

Bxlerzon Theory ;— presents

the fundamen-

and furnishes the
demonstrate them. 15 c.

tal principles of bee-culture,

facts

and arguments

to

Honey, ns Food and Medicine,

by

Thomas

Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
G.

,

;

Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam. Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published

in

Eincllsh

andOerman.

Price for either edition. 6e. ; per dozen,

50c.

'Wintering: Bees. —This contains the Prize
Essayson this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize- 125 in gold
—was awarded to f*rof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Market,
including tbe production and care of both comb
nnd extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, *>c.
Extracted Honej-

Harvesting, Handl-

;

ing nnd Marketing:.— A

J-i-page pamphlet, by
C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods
management adopted in their apiary. This

&

contains

many

useful hints.— Price 15c.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant,

and when and how.
ings. Price. lOe.

Illustrated with

1'6

and

engrav-

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
F.

Muth; 32 pages.

It irivcs

Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price. lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

the

;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food.

200

pages 50i*-

KendalPs Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has H.') engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

Paper, aScby A.J. Hill,— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,

cure. Price, 35c.
PERSONALLY TESTIFV. ROTH FROM EXPBKIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Haylock
Moore's TJnlversal Assistant, and Com&JENNEY, 7Dey street. New York, enclosing *i, plete
tjver I,(XH.X<HK1 Induscontains
Mechanic,

.

PAINE & LADD,

Price.

Newman.— Third

and

I

Honey Bee

Blesiied Bees, by J<ihn Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is alistra<-ted from a peculiar species of
small "Wliite Hhairk, caught in the YellowSea,
known as <^irc)iarinirnt linndeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Budd hist Priest about
the year 1410. Its cures were so nunierinis and
tniiiiy 80Hee>i>inely mlrncnloii-. that the remedy was ofBcially prochilmed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
JtOOyt-nrwno I>earneNH hits existed amoiifc
the <'hlneNe people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at |1.om per bottle.

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

Cloth, .t^l.OO.

I'liuK^troth on the Hive und
This is a standard scientific work.

-

Ch.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

King.— This edition
the present time.

the

is

It

,

Root—

it

Novice's ABC of Mee-Culture, by A. I. Root
— 'I'his
embraces "everything pertaining to the care

to $2. Our patents
cover all the smokera
that will bum sound
stove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first. youp«*ft„*f,j -1070
will have to buy no * ^^®"^®^' ^°'°

Wide

C.

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making nil its readers realize that its

this

season than ever be-

others.

CHICAGO. ILL,

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
Thebofjk is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth. !S1. 25 ; paper cover, SH.

iplnineciof~thest:ind-

over

Street.

illustrated

<»f

improved bee smokers— fret the best, that
never go out—always
please— never is comw<jrld

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

;

wili

the inventor

Bee -Keepers.

for

Bee-K.eeper*s Guide 01-, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

nal Patent Bingham

Bee Smoker, you

ooks

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

Sole Agents for America.
120

wly

Haylock A

Co.)

TDeySt.tNew York.

its

cause,

symptoms and

dustrial Facts. Calculatiiins, Processes.

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. (.iives 2oo.<hio items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers.

Maeiiinists, Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i,nii! pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid. a$3.50.
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OLDEST BEE PAPERS
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGHESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

July

5, 1882.

third of tlie wing. If deliberate in
your movements, the queen will not
become nervous, nor will she be aware
she has been meddled with, no scent
of the fingers will be left on either her
wings or body, and no commotion

111

Publisbed every Wednesday by

THOMAS
El'ITOH

NEWMAN,

C.
AM)

An Important Hint.— Tlie Chicago created

PKUI'UIETOH,

Times, in an extended notice of a
recent publication entitled " Pood
At af'i.OO a Year. In
Frauds,"' speal\S as follows of " gluWEEKLY— (52 numbers) 882 a year, in advance, cose mixed with a little of the honey
'i'hree or Six Months at the same rate.
Its test is one
SEMI-MONTHLY- The first and third numbersot produced by the bees
each month, at ilitl.OO a year, in advance.
of difficulty and the best way is to beMONTHLY— The first number of each month, at ware of the neat glass jar bearing the
SO cents a year, in advance.
%^r Any person sending a club of six Is entitled trade-mark of a New York or Chicago
to an extra copy like the club) sent many address dealer, and to buy the tin pails or
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
common fruit-cans with the name of
We
George Neighbour & Sons. London, EuEland, are the producer on the vessel."
have time-and-again advised beeour authorized agents for Europe.
FoBtnee to Europe SO cents extra.
keepers to label their honey packages
925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO,
Advance.

(

Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.
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with an attractive label, giving their
name and address, and also simple directions for liquefying the honey
when it becomes granulated. It is an
important matter, and in the near
future the name of the producer will
sell the honey when no assurance of
the dealer could do so.

We

Bees and Honey.—
feel highly
gratified at the general favor our new
book, entitled "Bees and Honey," is

The following, from S. A.
Knapp, LL.D., Dean of the Iowa Agmeeting.

ricultural College, is one among many
of similar import " Your very excellent work on bees and honey is
:

at

hand.

have examined it witli some
care, and find it an exceedingly valuI

able contribution to the science of bee-

keeping."
Illinois Industrial University.—
We
have received the elaborate and neatly
printed Catalogue and Circular of the
Illinois

Industrial

University,

for

This University was established under the auspices of the Uni1881-82.

ted States, the State of Illinois, and

Champaign County, and ranks among
Our Method.— The clipping of the the best in the country, with a full
queen's wing having become a matter and able Faculty, and its corps of lecof acknowledged good policy, as we turers and instructors cannot be ex-

knew

it

woulil,

urally arises,

question nat- ceiled. The number matriculating as
the best method students since its opening is 1 ,098. T
We have tried all J. Bunill, M. A., Ph. D., is Professor

the

What

is

for clipping it y
plans, and Und the quickest, easiest, of Botany and Horticulture, and Vice
and the least risk attending the fol- President. Our readers have formed
Lift from the hive the comb a pleasant acquaintance with him
lowing
on which you find the queen, slant it through his instructive answers to botoward the hive with the lower end tanical queries in the Bee Jouknal.
:

resting on the ground and tlie upper
end against the hive, make no rapid
motions to alarm the queen, but deliberately wait

till she is in a position
that you can grasp the end of one
wing between the thumb and fore-

finger of the left hand, then with a

1^" We are in receipt of the Annual
Catalogue of Columbia Veterinary
College and School of Comparative
Medicine, New York City. The
Faculty embraces a list of twenty-three
learned professors and lecturers,

some

sharp pocket-knife and an up and of whom are scientists of
national
backward motion cut off about one- reputation.

—

;

!
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Foreign and Domestic Crop Prospects.

Beports of a most encouraging
character come from all sections of
the United States. Wheat, although
a trifle less in acreage, is far above
the average in quality and yield, and
corn, oats, potatoes, etc., never prom-

that is hardly enough to keep a hive
containing forty thousand bees in
health and prosperity if no field pickings are obtained. The season here
has been so unfavorable that drones
have been killed as soon as born in
hives not vigorously fed. All young
bee-keepers should know that colonies on the point of swarming require
a great amount of food, and that if
the pinch of starvation is felt the bees
are much discouraged, lose their balance, and for the time being abandon
the idea of swarming.

A dispatch from Sedgwick county, Kans., dated June 26,
" Two-thirds of the 100,000
says
acres of wheat in this county has been
It is also reported from England
cut and is now in shock. The average
yield will be unprecedently large, and that their crop prospects are of a
There lias been
of the finest quality. Farmers declare gloomy nature.
they never saw such fine grain. Many neither sun nor warmth, and in many
fields will yield thirty to forty bushels to districts torrents of rain have fallen.
The acreage of corn, nearly It seems likely, therefore, that the
the acre.
130,000 acres, is growing rapidly and demand from England this year, for
ised better.

:

The

Cultivation of

Honey Locust.

The Nebraska Farmer gives the following valuable instructions regarding the planting and treatment of
honey locust for hedges
:

The

secret in hedge-growing of any
kind, is well directed care and attention during the first three or four
years, ana if this be given to honey
locust it will make a hedge every
time. The plants must be good ones,

vigorous and thrifty— and should be
about the same size together, and not
plant small and large ones promiscu-

setting,
Before
make the
line rich and mellow. After setting out the row must
be cultivated and kept clean until the
hedge is matured or finished. Let
the plants grow the first year undisturbed, and then cut them down withSuch other crops American food supplies, will be very in three inches of the ground the
is very promising.
second year, seven inches from the
as potatoes, oats and barley all jnom- great. The outlook everywhere for
ground ; third year, twelve inches
American
farmers
and
bee-keepers
is
yield."
ise more than the ordinary
fourth year, twenty-five inches sixth
And not only is this true of most of very good, both as regards yield and year, thirty-three inches and the
the grain-producing districts, but in prices, and continued prosperity is al- seventh year, height desired for fence.
This takes seven years, but the fence
the river valleys, where floods and most guaranteed.
is good after the fourth year.
overflows pre vailed so disastrously earIn view of the increasing destruc"Almost Persuaded."—
devote
lier in the season, a most bountiful
yield of cotton, corn, etc., is probable. much space this week to the discus- tion of our forests, and the great cost
As we stated last week, there is now sion of Mr. Blow's interesting paper, of fencing material, any substitute

ously.

ground along the

;

;

;

We

" A Bee-Keeper's Experience in the
every prospect of a fully satisfactory
portions
of East," read before the British Beehoney yield from nearly all
our country. Despite the unusually Keepers' Association, on May 10th.
late frosts, fruit will not be such an Mr. Cowan, it will be observed, was
utter failure as many predicted. It is very grateful to Mr. Blow, for his
pluck in going to Cyprus, to divide
really too bad that the '"croakers"
the human ogres who are always with America (for the credit of Engharping of hard times and ruin to land and English bee-keepers) the
come those who are not content honor of having seen Cyprian bees
with feeling gloomy themselves, but in their native haunts, and studying
must persuade others to view only the their habits and disposition at home,
darkest side of everything— should be and to satisfy Mr. Cowan that there
disappointed in their predictions. We was really an American in the Island
have for several weeks counseled our of Cyprus in charge of and successfully manipulating a Cyprian apiary.
readers to look on the brighter side
that the gloom was only the precursor While Americans will go down in
of better things coming, and we know sackcloth and ashes because the gen" does not think it is right for
all will join in rejoicing over the tleman
fruition of our hopes. With the com- tliem to have everything their own
paratively few disappointed ones we way," the world will rejoice that Mr.
sincerely sympathize, as well as with Cowan is at last " almost persuaded"
those who have been ruined in the that all of Messrs. Jones' and Bentornado's path. It will be a melan- ton's letters about their Cyprian
choly satisfaction to them that they apiary is not mere bombast and what
a consolation it will be to those genare exceptions.
tlemen that he at last is convinced
London,
the
Pettigrew,
in
Mr. A.
Eng., Journal of Horticulture, of June Gloria in excelsis. We are, however,
pleased to observe that Mr Blow
15, gives the following gloomy picture
neither assumed tlKit it required much
of bee-keeping there this season
pluck nor great self-sacrifice, to visit
If all the districts of England are as Cyprus after Mr. Benton had been
a
unfavorable for bees at present as
two years' resident there, and had
that of Cheshire, feeding— vigorous
feeding— should be considered the surmounted all the obstacles, so that
most important duty of the apiarist. a quiet study of the Cyprian and
Hives are very full of bees, and large Syrian bees, in Americanized frame
hives well filled with bees require
much food— at least a winebottle full hivee, was a comparative pastime and
Indeed, luxury.
of syrup each every day.

—

;

;

:

for good fences will be eagerly sought
after by the thoughtful farmer. Osage

orange has been extensively tried
and experimented with, but it fails to
fill
the bill, there being many very
objectionable features about it, chief
among which are its inability to stand
excessive cold winters but the honey
;

from this objection. As
an attractive hedging nothing can excel it in appearance, and certainly
locust

is

free

nothing is easier of cultivation. When
allowed to grow in tree form it becomes a beautiful shade tree, and the
timber is among the most valuable.
For honey-producing it stands among
tlie best, and bee-keepers will do well
to alternate the honey locust with
linden and tulip tree or poplar, as it
comes into bloom before the linden,
and is a more certain producer, though

not so bountiful.
liberally
it,

and

^

Bee-keepers should
their grounds with
virtues for hedging.

ornament

try its

Our new

Madison

St., is

location.

No. 935 West

only a few doors from

the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7087— that bsing
our telephone number.

1^" Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.
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Bees from Syria and Cyprus.

The

following

is

the discussion on

this subject at the British

;

Bee-Keep-

reading of
the paper by Mr. T. B. Blow, entitled
"
bee-keeper's experience in the
East," which will be found on page
327, and is taken from the British Bee
Journal for June.

ers' Association, after the

—

A

In answer to a member Mr. Blow
said that he attributed the smallness
of the Cyprian bees to their breeding
in old combs continually. lie thought
the bees would develop by the culture
of this country, from the fact that the
queens were not small. Some of the
queens that he sent out were small
owing to long confinement in their
The Cyprian and Syrian
hives.
queens are not quite so large as our
English queens. The people in Cyprus
do not remove the old comb for years,
simply removing the backcombs only.
The Kev. T. Sissons said he thought
Cyprians were the handsomest bees
we had in the world. They were not
only remarkably handsome but cheerTheir notions of ineum and tuum
ful.
were rather peculiar. They seemed
to have proper notions of meum; they
defend meum with remarkable courage. He was afraid they were not
bees for a clergyman to keep, as their
notions of tumn were exceedingly
vague. They were thoroughly demoralized they went out, got all they
could, and gave up nothing. He had
been working with them for about
two years, and he found no increase
of size. The queens were about the
same size and the workers did not
increase. Nor did he think, judging
by their appearance, were they likely
to increase. They appeared to be
quite different from the Ligurians.
But he found theme.xcellent workers,
;

;

working early and late, and in all
•weathers; they propoUzed with wax.
With regard to their tempers he was
bound to say tliat you must understand them if you are to manage them.
They were like some people whom he
knew, who, provided they are well
managed, were the best of friends ;
but if you tread on their favorite corn
they are awkward to deal with. These
•Cypriun bees must be approached in
a peculiar way. In the first place,
smoke does not appear to affect them
in faot he had given up the attempt
to approach them with smoke
the
law of strong attachment to rneum
came out there. If, instead of using
smoke, you sprinkle a little water
and sugar, that diverted their attention. He found that they were more
troublesome toward the end of the
year than at tl^ commencement ; they
seemed to be specially indignant then
to any one taking away the property
which they liad accumulated
he
rather admired them for it. He
thought that the Cyprian bee was
well worthy of culture in this country.
During the present summer he intended to go in for more of the Cyprian
;

;

large stacks, and the spaces in front
between the cylinders were cemented
with mud a small hole was pierced
at the bottom of each cylinder, and
through this hole the bees entered.
They had no alighting-board. There
was a great difference between the
Syrian and Holy Land bee, a much
greater
difference
than between
Syrian and Cyprian themselves. The
latter were, in his opinion, almost
identical, and really did not deserve
to be treated as a distinct variety.
But there was a marked difference between the Holy Land bees and the
Cyprian, the Holy Land bee being
dilterently shaded, and very much
more downy. There was a great difference between the Cyprians, the
the
Syrians, and tlie Ligurians
;

Ligurians were much more robust
than the two former. With regard to
the increase in size, he tliought that
a couple or three years' experience
decrease in
was not sufficient.
size has probably been going on for
many generations— he supposed for a
thousand years
although we give
them better combs we could not exIn
pi;ct them to increase at once.
transferring his liives he had to use a
hammer and chisel to break up the
clay cylinders, therefore they could
imagine the bees getting slightly irritated. He found it was useless to
smoke them but when he used one
of those vaporizers, and well sprayed
every bee in the hive, then he rarely
got a sting. The Cyprian and Syrian
queens were much more lively than
first
the English queens. In the
twenty or thirty colonies that he
transferred the operation took place
in the open air, he found the queens
were not always in the hive, though
they had evidently been there very
recently
he was certain they took
flight, because he caught the queen in
one case as she was flying. After
that he removed them into a room

A

;

;

;

and transferred them there.
The Rev. T. Sissons said the Cyprian bees were more sociable if they
were put in company with some other
hives. Where a hive was allowed to
stand alone the bees were much more
wild than those which were found in

419

strongly

as

Certainly

others.

he

found that statement perfectly true
with regard to the queen she was
blown off the comb while he had one
of the combs out of the hive— no
;

—

fewer than four times.

Besides, she

was found outside the hive four times.
With regard to the remark about
the size, his experience lay in an opposite direction as to the queen ; this
queen never weighed more than the
average English one. Mr. Benton
sent him a Cyprian queen, and she
did not weigh more than the average
English worker, being small in the
abdomen her bees were small. With
regard to the size of the bee. he was
inclined to think that they were likely
to fall into a mistake on that point.
Tliere was an idea current that if
they increased the size of the bee they
were increasing its usefulness or
fruitfulness. These two qualities, or
ideas, did not necessarily run together.
They must bear in mind that the
carrying power of an animal was not
in proportion to cube or square of its

measurements. Supposing they took
a horse and increased its size, so that
it stood ten feet instead of five, they
would have a horse which, upon
mathematical grounds, would have
only half the relative power. All who
were acquainted with the laws of construction knew perfectly well that if
they increased the bight of a building
they must increase the strength of
the under parts, or they would not be
able to support it. If they increased
the size of the bee tliey did not increase its power proportionately. The
bee visited an enormous number of
blooms, and if you had a large number of bees of a smaller size you had
really a larger number capable of
visiting a larger number of blooms,
and proportionately more honey
gathered than in the case of a large
bee gathering relatively a smaller
quantity of honey in proportion to its
size.

He

thought

it

had been shown

that the social bees were smaller, and
that those bees who lived by themselves were very much bigger. The
first Cyprian queen, as he liad said,
was injured, and one had no ground
upon which to form a judgment. The

company with

others.
They are
like ourselves in this re-

next Cyprian qeeen showed some remarkable peculiarities '- she came
spect in society we were more amia- from the north of the island the bees
ble tlian men who dwelt in the woods. she Ibred were not so bright in color as
Mr. Blow said that from the little those bred by the first cure. He had
they constantly
he saw of the bees in Cyprus he had four
raised
thought there was no doubt tliey were queen-cells, and the bees evidently
much larger than our English bees, destroyed their own queen. The
and much stronger on the wing. third queen, which lie got from the
There was, too, a marvelous amount north of the island of Cyprus, raised
of honey in their hives. The way bees of a dark color. This Uist queen
they flew out in the morning and sent by Mr. Benton was going on
came in loaded quite impressed one fairly well. She was extremely small,
with their superiority. There was no her bees were small though bright,
doubt that the queens were far more with regard to the tempers, the queen

something

—

;

;

(the third in

prolific.

number

t^int

came

into

Mr. Cheshire, being called upon for his possession) had raised bees that
a few remarks on the subject, said were not generally irritable, but if
tjliat he
was afraid his experience they were disturbed they were furious
would not help any one. The first beyond expression. On one occasion,
Cyprian queen that came into his when he transferred a swarm from
possession was in a diseased or in- one hive to the other, he was stung at
jured condition it had been origin- least a hundred times during the
bees.
they were utterly unconally the property of Mr. Jackson. operation
In answer to a member Mr. Blow Mr. Jackson told him that Cyprian fcrollable
yet these bees previously
said the cylinders were packed in bees did not hold to their combs so had been easily handled. They read
;

;

;

;

;
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that bees were sometimes in an irritable condition without obvious cause.
The tliird Cyprian queen that he got
was sent by Mr. Alibott, who had
written to say that she was not a pure
Cyprian, thougli he (the speaker) was
absolutely certain it was tlie same
queen, because she was constantly before his eyes ; she was the same queen
that was brought to the Horticul-

obtained at another village, which
was at a much lower level, being only
a few miles from the sea. There was
one more point he should have
touched upon, that was, that the
Cyprian and Syrian bees, especially
were much intlie Cyprian bees,
fested' with a bee parasite [Brmda
One or two persons had writcfpca).
ten to know what was the matter

one remarked that the queen had
three bumps on her. Mr. Cowan had
said he took twenty-three specimens
of the parasite from a queen. With
ence or variety in color in the bees regard to what had been said about
in one hive. Among the Lignrians meuvi and tuum, the Syrian bees were
there was certainly variety at any much more courageous in defense of
they did not allow the
rate, there was a great amount of their hives
difference between the color of the black bees to alight on the hive, and
bees with his own queen. Slie did they fly at them on the alighting
not breed evenly colored bees like the board. Anyone alighting there was
majority of Ligurians they shaded seized at once, and on all sides the
in perceptible gradation, and he was black bees got worsted.
Mr. Cheshire said that the variety
inclined to think that they had not
the pure species that some people im- or variation in color of which he had
spoken seemed to illustrate Mr. Blow's
agined.
Mr. Walker said that he had read experience. Those bees which came
something on the subject of the size from the north of the island were
of bees, and it was a question that darker than the bees bred from the
should be sifted out. Mr. Cheshire queens hailing from further east.
had said that those who knew mathe- That circumstance showed that they
matics would concur with the remark should not be too hasty in judging as
that they ought to be careful in in- to what were pure and not pure
creasing the size of the bee in order to Cvprian bees.
'The Chairman said that he bought
get additional profit. If they increased
the hight of a horse to ten feet they some bees in the autunni from a dismight not get more strength, but if tance of about five miles from his
they increased the horse to the same house. He found that they were as
Eroportions as Jumbo, they would black as they could be, yet every bee
ave more strength. He should like in his immediate neigliborhood had
blood.
Ligurian
some
to see the subject pursued and thought evidently
Therefore, if they had perfectly black
out.
Mr. Walker, having to fulfil an- bees about five iuiles from his house,
other engagement, vacated the chair, surely in Cyprus there would be some
which was thereafter filled by the diversity of color.
The Rev. T. Sissons said his experiBev. E. Bartrum, who proceeded to
say that with regard to the greater ence was that the Cyprian queens
fecundity of the Syrian queen there were snuill, but what they lacked in
was of course a tendency to extol the size they made up in spirit. There
virtues of all new races. He did not was a m'an going to prove that all the
think that they could arrive at any re- great things iii this earth were done
subject bv little men. While the Cyprian
liable information on the
until they had tried repeated experi- bees were small, they were wonderments, sucl) as those Mr. Cowan had fully vivacious and prolific.
In answer to Mr. Peel (tlie Secreconducted, who kept a large number
of his reserved queens and bred from tary), Mr. Blow said that when the
queens not more than two years old, queens arrived in England, at first
and the results were satisfactory. thev were a little smaller, but no
The moment it was found that a sooner did thev arrive than they bequeen was not prolific, it was re- gan to raise bniod. He believed in
moved. It was only by carefully test- one or two cases they bred in the
ing them in that way that they could hive on the voyage, the bees traveling
arrive at any conclusion as to the in the wooden boxes.
Mr. Cheshire having asked a quesprolificness or fecundity of the Jjignrtion in reference to the Syrian and
lan or Cyprian bee.
Mr. Blow siiid with regard to those English queens depositing their brood
bees which had been brought from in patches in combs, Mr. Blow rethe north of the island of Cyprus, he plied that he thought in the case of
miglit say tliat the bees he got from a the Cyprians and Syrians, the bees
village (in the mountains at the north removed the pollen. He thought that
of the island were very much darker was one point brought out by their
than any others he saw. He nuide a gnawing powers, being able to remove
remark to Mr. Benton that lie had the pollen readily. They found large
some bees darker than the average of patches, not a single cell being withhis Cyprian bees, but he (Mr. Blow) out brood, while in the case of the
thought in all cases they were bred English bees they found that pollen
evenly. He did not find any bees was left in some of the cells. He
that were very yellow with bees that thought, however, in the case of the
were very dark they were all dark. Cyprians and Syrians, the pollen was
tural Gardens, and Mr. Abbott must
have been mistaken in his judgment.
He should like to ask Mr. Blow
whether he saw in Cyprus any diverg-

;

;

;

;

was curious

to note that the bees
obtained at this village, which was
nearly 2,000 feet above the level of the
sea, were darker than those which he
It

removed also.
Mr. Cowan said they were much
obliged to Mr. Blow for his excellent
paper. It was very plucky of Mr.

to go out to Cyprus, and he was
glad he had done so for the credit of
England and English bee-keepers.
He (Mr. Cowan) did not think it was
quite right for tlie Americans to have
everything their own way. He had
begun rather to doubt the existence
of the Cyprian apiary. But he was
glad to hear that Mr. Blow had met
Mr. Benton, and that he was all right
over there. With regard to the size
of the Cyprian bees, they would remember some years ago he tried ta
get a larger breed of bees ; and had
foundation from America, with four
and a half cells to the inch, and the
bees certainly got larger but he did
not find that they were better than
the ordinary-sized bee, in fact it made
good what Mr. Cheshire had stated,
that it was not the larger-sized bee
which was the most productive. With
regard to the Cyprian queens he had
a few from Mr. "Blow, and his (Mr.
was rather
Cowan's) experience
curious with them. Wishing to test
the
queens,
he took
of
the prolificness

Blow

;

away comb after comb and gave them
empty combs, and he found as fast as
he put in the combs, they were filled
with eggs they seemed most prolific.
He noticed that the bees were much
smaller than our English bees. Last
week he had a very curious accident
to one of the hives. Every comb wa»
well filled with brood, and the queen
;

was laying beautifully. On Friday
morning he found the queen dead on

the alighting-board. He opened the
hive and found queen-cells on almost
every frame. That was his experience with Cyprians in raising queencells he could not account at all for
the destruction of the queen as she
appeared most prolific, but there was
no doubt she was destroyed. The
;

queens were very

some

lively,

and

lie

found

dealing with them
small, and run about all

ditticulty in

:

they were
over the place, and it was difficult to
find them. If you had got them on a
frame they would perhaps drop off on
so that those
to the frames below
who had Cyprian queens he would advise to carefully watch them. He
wrote to Mr. Blow asking if he had
noticed that the bees were covered
with Brmda creca. Three out of four
queens had them ; one of them had
He found that the
twenty-three.
Peet cage, which he had been lately
using, was most suitable for the work
of introducing. He had himself not
had one failure in introducing them.
You merely put the queen and a few
workers into the cage and place the
cage on the comb, not pressing it into
the comb, but merely puttiftg it on
over some honey. The bees make
their way into it in twenty-four hours,
liberating the queen themselves. He
was snfiiciently sanguine as to success, or else he should not have tried
them with such valuable queens.
A member having asked how long
the work took after the colony was
deprived of the old queen, Mr. Cowan
said that he deprived the colony of
;

tlie old queen and examined them
next day, and he found in every case
the queen was liberated by the next
day. There was some candy in the
cage, for the queen and bees to eat if

•

:

:
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they required

it

;

but the bees having

way through their
he thought, made them take

to

work

queen.

tlieir

lie

corab,
to tlie

concluded by saying

lie

would have much pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Blow for
his most interesting paper, and also
for the trouble he had taken to visit
Cyprus, and enlighten them on the

way

manage

the Cyprian bee.
Mr. Jackson seconded the motion,
remarking that not only the Association but the whole community were
greatly indebted to Mr. Blow for the
perseverance and energy be had dis
played in bringing a colony of the
Cyprian bees to this country.
to

The motion was unanimously agreed
to, the Chairman remarking that they
were indebted to the Secretary, Mr.
Peel, for introducing such a useful
member as Mr. Blow to the Associa-

tion.

should clip the queen, as then there
are few bees, and it is easy to find
her. If the wing is clipped before
there are eggs, very likely she may
not have mated. The queen only
mates on the wing.
Until one has had some experience,
MISCELLANEOUS.
the clipping better be done in-doors,
before a window if the queen escapes
Clipping Queen's Wing.— The Ameri- there will be no danger of losing her.
She will tiy to the window, and is
can Agriculturist gives the following
easily caught. Catch the queen by
on this subject
the wings with the right hand, and
left hand, takIt has been asserted that it injures let her feet rest on the
the queen to have her wings clipped. ing care not to press her abdomen.
This IS not true. Structurally, the She will not use her sting. With one
wing is very simple it consists of a of the fingers of the left hand, on
down
thin membrane, spread over veins which she is now resting, press
which are firm, and consists of a dou- on her feet, so as to hold her. Then
held in
ble tube, one inside the other. The take a pair of small scissors,
inner tube carries the air, and the the now liberated right hand, and
outer the blood to nourish tlie wing. carefully cut off about one-third of
Clipping has been practiced by many one of the front wings. As the queen
will be
of our best apiarists for years, and no is resting on her feet, there
one has detected the least harm from little danger of cutting them. For
it.
Ants do the same thing by their years we have always clipped all of
queens, and for the same purpose. our queens, and have experienced
The advantage of this practice is only advantage. We could not think
this
great. There is no danger of losing a of keeping bees, and not practice
colony. The bees will come forth method.
;

;

Mr. Blow replied, observing that he
had not lost more than twenty per
cent, of the colonies on the road home.
He had seen Mr. Benton's apiary,
and what had been said about it in
the American bee papers was quite
true he had a very large apiary there,
having a large house and groimds for from the hive, and the queen will, as
With regard to usual, attempt to follow, but is units management.
queen cells, Mr. Benton had told him able to go with the swarm. The bees
that he frequently saw as many as will generally cluster, though they
and as soon as they lind
fifty or sixty queen-cells raised from may not
one colony.
that the queen is missing, will go
Mr. Feel said one great advantage back to the hive. The queen may get
of the present discussion was that it so far from the hive that she cannot
;

;

elicited

subjects

for future papers,

and he should be glad to hear that
any of the gentlemen present were

gomg

to give a paper next month.
Mr. Stewart proposed a vote of
thanks to the two gentlemen who had
occupied the chair. Mr. Glennie
seconded the motion. He said that
Mr. Walker some years ago had made
some experiments on himself with a
view of ascertaining if it were possible to become inoculated with the
sting of a bee he had allowed himself to be stung a hundred times. He
had the same experience as Mr.
Walker, that the sting of the bee did
not hurt one so much when he has
been inoculated.
Mr. Sissons said it would render
the shows more attractive if an addition to the prizes were given for the
best examples of Cyprian, Ligurian,
and black bees. There were some
prizes for the handsomest queen in
the department. He mentioned that
the sting of the Cyprian bee was much
more painful than that of the English
;

bee.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on
;
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The postal law makes the taking
of a newspaper and the refusal to pay
for the same, theft, and any person
guilty of such action is liable to criminal proceedings the same as though
he had stolen goods to the amount of
the subscription.

Fugitive Swarms.— The
Title to
Philadelphia Record gives the following item relating to the capture and

ownership of fugitive swarms of bees,
which we reprint, as it is a question
bee-keepers
return, but this is the loss of the often brought up by
queen, and is far less than the loss of
Magistrate Krickbaum's knowledge
a strong colony. In five cases out of of the law was put to the test one day
six the queen will return all right.
last week to determine an ownership
This practice not only saves bees, of a swarm of bees that settled on a
but time as well. The hiving of tree near the house of Mrs. Flanagan,
swarms is often a great task, and on Chew street, Germantown. The
when they alight, as they sometimes busy honeymakers were hived by Mrs.
do, at the very top of a tall tree, it is Flanagan after a fruitless attempt to
well nigh impossible. This matter find their owner. At this juncture,
becomes still more serious when John Taylor appeared upon the scene,
several colonies come forth at once. claimed the bees as the property of
They often cluster all together, and his father-in-law, and proceeded to
the trouble of separation and properly take them away bodily. The bees
hiving them is great. If the queen's objected to this procedure, and gave
wing is clipped, all of this is saved. Taylor such a warm reception that he
One has only to go to the front of the beat a hasty retreat. He soon after
hive, and as the queen comes forth, succeeded in enticing them into a
which is usually late in the exit, pick thicket and carried them away. Then
her up and put her in a cage a tum- Mrs. Flanagan sought legal advice
bler turned over her in the new hive and obtained a warrant for Taylor's
will do. Next remove the old hive arrest on the charge of larceny, the
a few feet temporarily, and put the law saying that ownership in swarmnew hive containing the queen on the ing bees is vested in the original posold stand. It is well to fill the new sessor only so long as he can keep
hive witli foundation, and to add one them in sight. The affair was settled
frame of brood, in all stages, from the by Taylor surrendering the bees.
old hive. The bees will soon come to
the new hive, and when all have
Absconding Swarms.— The Califorentered, the new hive may be put in
the desired place, and the old one re- nia Apiculturist remarks as follows on
turned to its old stand. At nightfall, this subject
liberate the queen, and all is done. If
The great number of absconding
it is desired to prevent any further
swarming, we have only to examine swarms in this section of country are
the old hive, now nearly empty of remarkable— never has there been so
bees, and destroy all of the queen many known before. One man incells but one, which should always be forms us that he has captured 32,
the largest. In this way hiving takes another 20, another 13, and many
but a small amount of time and labor. others various numbers. These have
The best time to clip the queen's been captured mostly by placing hives
wing is when she commences laying. and boxes out upon the sides of the
As soon as eggs are seen in the worker mountains or in tree tops. One gencells, which will be about eight days tleman says that he had a number of
after the queen leaves the cell, we hives piled up near his house; his at:

;

:
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teiition

was caUed

to

a few bees, day with the old wooden plow and
other tools of that day no one. Such
things are superseded by other and
better implements. So the box hive
should be discarded and its place supplied by the best movable frame hive.

cleaning out a hive
the next day,
about 11 o'clock, a swarm came and
took possession of the same hive. He
was clearly of the opinion that the
bees seen there the day previous were
members of the same swarm, and who
were in search of a dwelling in which
to move, and were cleaning house
;

when

first

The

discovered.

same

Hence the neglectful, heedand indolent are as sure to fail in
apiculture as in any other calling.
The inducements to bee-keeping are
numerous it affords a most pleasurable and healthful recreation for a per.Now rally, all who are interested son whose business or profession is
bee-culture and let us see if we confining.

—

.

.

in

.

wants.
less

;

cannot drive out this fancy, put-upstuil called honey, with which the
glutted and which is a
is

—

Cook's Manual.
Concerning this
name, and excellent Manual of the Apiary of
In Los Angeles, a man who had a fill its place with good, nice, pure which the ninth thousand has just
number of empty hives sitting around honey not made icith hands.
been issued, the Home Farm says
on his premises had 20 or more of
them occupied by runaways, who, reHaving either read in full or exHoney and Bee Shows in Wales.— amined very carefully all the Amerigardless of the city bee ordinance,
took up their abode in the city of the Speaking of the late bee and honey can bee books that have been pubangels, and will undoubtedly contest show in Cardifl:, Wales, the London lished during the past 25 years, and
their right pointedly with the city
having the most of them in our
Journal of Horticulture says
dads, should they get after them with
library, we can say most unhesitata writ of ouster. We cannot account
The displays and lectin-es in the bee ingly that the best book on the subfor so many, other than apiarists gen- tent excited considerable interest, ject of practical bee-keeping is that
erally are discouraged on account of and proved a great feature of attrac- by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan
the unfavorable outlook and neglect tion in the show ground. Bee-keep- Agricultural College, and known as
their bees, which they should not do.
ing in Wales is in a most primitive the "Manual of the Apiary." The
state. With few exceptions the resi- work has been revised, enlarged and
Antirrhinums and Bees.— The Rural dents are entirely ignorant of modern mostly rewritten to adapt it to the
and improved methods. Great super- results of the latest scientific investiCanadian says
stition prevails, and in many cases gations, and the best practical deducIt is stated recently by naturalists visitors to the Exhibition left the bee tions upon the intricate and fascinatthat bumble-bees prefer obtaining tent with the impression of the expert ing pursuit of bee-keeping. For a
honey from Antirrhmums, in prefer- possessing some supernatural powers single book upon the subject we do
ence to any other flowers, in which over the bees. Great difticulty was not know of one so practical, so helpthey have a monopoly over other bees, experienced in obtaining bees for ful, so plainly written as this.
by a curious provision in the tubes of lecturing purposes, the owners conthe corollas. They sit on and cling sidering it an omen of ill luck to sell
Marketing Honey. — The Michigan
to the lower lip of the blossom, which them.
One lady asserted that an
bends down by the weight of the bee equivalent to the value of the bees Fanner gives the following advice on
and makes an opening through which must be given in corn, and another marketing honey
the insect thrusts its head and takes could receive nothing save cheese
The first requisite of success is to
possession of the honey. The honey made
in
Glamorganshire.
These
bee and other insects are not heavy difiiculties were, however, overcome have your honey and your package
enough to open the entrance. The by the kindly influence of Mr. A. clean and in good order. The label
bumble-bee appears to be aware of Pettigrew of the Castle Gardens, Car- must not be soiled. Take a sample
this advantage, and flies at once to diff, himself an advanced bee-keeper, with vou and solicit orders. Let your
the Antirrhinums, to the neglect of who was most assiduous in his labors sample be a fair specimen of what you
other flowers which other insects may to promote the success of the Ex- have. Visit the grocers on the day,
have previously visited. A writer in hibition.
The Cardiff local Com- and at the hour that they are least
the Garden says that the old flowers mittee and the British Bee-Keepers' likely to be busy, so that they can afopen more easily than young ones, Association are greatly indebted to ford to listen to you patiently. Let
and that while he had found that a Mr. Pettigrew for liis kind assistance your price be reasonable, though sufliweight of twenty grains was required in promoting the success of this de- cient to cover your expense, and pay
to open the flowers, only three or partment of the show. Mr. S. J. for your trouble.
four grains would bend the lower lip Baldwin acted as expert. The Rev.
of some older ones.
H. E. Peel, Mr. T. W. Cowan, and
1^ We have received a handsome
Mr. J. M. Hooker were in attendance
" The Inter
little volume entitled
Bee-Keeping in Maine. The Home during the show to give advice and
Ocean Curiosity Shop." It is comhundreds
assistance
many
of
to
the
Farm remarks as follows
visitors who sought information upon piled from numerous queries and an-

thing was noticed several times with market

shame and disgrace

like results.

to the

:

:

:

—
:

Why

should

we not be a honey-pro-

ducing state ? There are thousands
of pounds of honey daily going to
waste during the honey season for
want of bees to gather it and we are
not producing all the honey possible
until we have bees enough to visit
every honey plant every day, as the
<lay's harvest is lost unless taken in
its time.
There is no more to-morrow on account of what is left uncol;

the subject.

swers published in the Inter Ocean
during the past year. It touches upon
Practical Suggestions on Bee-Cul- nearly all of the popular subjects of
ture.— Under this heading the Chi- the day. Religious, Scientific, Hiscago Herald gives the following
torical, etc., and displays deep re:

There are many people who own a
few colonies of "bees and seldom, if
ever, realize anything from them,
while with a little exertion and study
lected to-day. The quantity of bees they might be made a source of great
and profit. In the first
is not the only thing we want, we pleasure
wiint every bee to exercise its greatest place, no person should ever expect to
storing capacity.
How are we to be successful with bees who is not
arrive at this y Not in the box-hive
and the bees left almost without care
summer and winter, which is the case,
I think, with nine-tenths of the bees
within a radius of twenty miles of the
writer.
want the improvements
that pertain to the business. Who

We

would think

of going to

farming

to-

willing to give the subject a reasonable amount of time and careful study.
The most successful bee-keepers are
lovers of nature and have a fondness
for these little marvels of industry.
Those who would be successful with
bees must always be ready in the
proper season to administer to their

search and an almost boundless acquisition of knowledge upon the part of
the author, Mr. T. D. McMillan. We
consider it a valuable addition to our
library, and it should be upon the
table of e^ery thinking man in the
country.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this oflice.

;
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Tree Planting, Cyprian Bees, Etc.

HON.

L.

WALLBllIDGE.

I was much pleased in reading tlie
article upon Cyprian bees, in the Bee

Journal

of June 21st. I obtained a
Cyprian queen from D. A. Jones" first
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of sawdust, manure or straw. This can be kept in
place by a few spadesfuU of earth,
and place the mulch over that a foot

them a heavy mulch

either during its growth or at maturThe bassity, except for firewood?
wood has a luxuriant Southern foliage, and for beauty at least is equal
to the maple.
Another tree of great value to the
bee-keeper is the honey locust. This
tree comes in bloom quite early, and
Tlie bees
is valuable on this account.
visit it almost in swarms, and the
honey and pollen then brought in gets
up the excitement in the liive, and
breeding goes on at a rapid pace.
Kow this is tlie very thing bee-keepers want. Tliey want strong colonies

beyond the hole where the roots are."
Belleville, Out.
Rural

How
W.

Z.

New Yorker.

Transfer Bees.

to

HUTCHINSON.

To transfer bees from box hives into
those having movable frames, at the
ready to gather honey when white right time and in a proper manner,
but to tlie novice it
clover conies in, and I know of no is an easy task
tree or plant which does so much to seems like quite a job. Unless one is
strengthen the colony early as this very careful, he should transfer bees
locust tree. Have your colony strong only when they are getting plenty of
When apple trees are in
early this is the secret of bee-keep- honey.
best time.
ing. Almost any colony will become blossom is usually the
strong in the white clover season but Clean all the rubbish and grass away
then the clover honey is used up in from the old hive, spread a lot of
breeding, and you don't get it as sawdust around it, and do not leave a
surplus. If you have no locust trees crack or crevice anywhere that the
in your neighborhood, you should feed bees can crawl into. One will need a
your bees, or abrade combs filled with hammer, a saw, a chisel, a case knife,
honey already in tlie hive, changing a goose quill with which to brush the
combs to the center of the brood nest, bees off the combs, a smoker, some
thus spreading the brood nest and water and a cloth with which to keep
giving the queen an opportunity of all the honey washed up clean. If
laying, which she will be sure to do if possible, it is better to have some one
to help. Before commencing operayou give her a fair chance.
Mr. \V. C. Wells, of Phillipston,the tions, one must be sure and get every
largest bee-keeper in tliis part of the thing that he will need. Commence
country, attributes the good success about ten o'clock some pleasant day,
of city bee-keepers to the locust trees, when most of the bees will be in the
little
as, by the good start from them, we field out of the way. Blow a
get early brood, and are thus ready smoke into the entrance, wait a few
with strong colonies for the clover and minutes for the bees to fill themselves
basswood bloom. Besides the timber with honey, then move the hive back
of the locust tree is very valuable it a few feet, and turn it bottom side up.
bees down among the
is exceedingly heavy ; a cubic foot of Drive the
;

importation. The strictures in that
article, thougli fuller than my observation, are very striliing, and correspond with my own experience. The
energy of the Cyprians is certainly
superior to that of the Italians, and
their propensity to sting is only one of
the evidences of it tliey are more
prolilic tliis gives the advantage of
strong colonies early. They defend
their stores {i. e., sting) with the same
earnestness with which they gather
besides, the propensity testing is very
much over-stated. Even other bees
are not equally docile at all times.
The same is the case with the Cyprians. I have drones from a Cyprian
queen mated with an Italian drone,
tnat show the full dark color of the
Italian sire, and other drones from
the same queen showing the light
color of the Cyprian the difference
very marked. I have frequently tried
to get early queens by carrying over
drones from a drone-laying queen (not
fertilized), but never could get a
queen fertilized until the drones appeared from fertilized mothers. I it weighs about 100 pounds, and is
fear the Dzierzon theory is a fallacy. called mountain ebony. It is valuaThe two facts above seem to prove it. ble for wagon hubs, cogs for mill
The following article I contributed to wheels, and other things requiring
one of our papers, and send it to the great strength ; if used for gate posts
Bee Journal,, as bearing upon the it is exceedingly durable. Messrs.
subject of tree planting for honey
George Leslie & Son, of Leslieville,
Almost every one does, or ought to, Out., furnish, amongst other valuable
set out some trees every year. The trees, the locust tree, of different vafall of the year is genera"lly recom- rieties.
They are all valuable, both
mended as the best time ; it may be, for honey and timber. It certainly is
however, well done in the spring. As the wiser to plant a tree which, onatthis communication is intended for taining maturity, is valuable as timbee-keepers, it is well to consider ber, than to plant one which, in tlie
what kind of trees to plant.
end, is not even valuable as a fence
Basswood is certainly king, coming post, and only valuable as firewood.
into blossom generally just as white
I am indebted to tlie Canadian Horclover goes out it tills iin important ticulluHst for valuable suggestions on
place in the bee-keeper's profits. If tree planting. The .article appears in
the bee-keeper fails to do well when the February number, and is by Mr.
the basswood is in bloom, he may N. Robertson, Government Grounds,
count upon a poor return for tliat Ottawa. It is too long to copy into
year. The linden and lime are other this communication, but a few points
names in England for another variety may not be amiss. "Take the trees
of the same tree. Its honey-producing up so as to destroy as few of the roots
quality is its great recommendation as possible
cut the tops into what is
to tlie bee-keeper— but to others it lias called pole, eight or ten feet long,
advantages. For beauty, there is no have a good root, a stem without
tree that has so large and deep colored blemisli, and thus a rapid growing
a leaf, and when it attains its growth tree. Do not take a scraggy, stunted
it is valuable for timber.
It is used tree ; and do not niindhaving the tree
for door-panelling and in many parts to stand as it did before removed, but
of carriages and sleighs, and its tim- plant the side having most roots on
ber always commands a good price. the side where the wind will be
It is thus useful during its growth, strongest. Let the hole in which you
and at its maturity brings a nice sum plant be much larger than tlie roots,
of money for the purposes indicated. and draw the roots out to their full
Compare it with the maple tree, so lengtli. Before you put in the soil, do
generally planted— what is that worth, not let the roots get dry, but give
;

;

;

—

—

;

combs with smoke.

From beginning

to end, keep the bees in subjection.

Notice which way the combs run, and
take off first the side of the hive with

which the combs are the nearest parCut the combs from the side
allel.
of the hive by running the hand saw
down. Saw off the cross sticks close
to the side of the hive. Pry off one

:

side of tlie hive, cutting the nails if
necessary. The next thing is, how to

get those crooked, and uneven combs
out and get them into the frames.
Cut out the first comb, lay it on a
board, lay a frame over it; make a
mark on the comb around the inside
of tlie frame ; cut the comb a little
larger than the inside of the frame ;
spring the trame over it, and one
comb is transferred. Sometimes the
combs need fastening in, and there

;

are different

way

is

to

;

[

of

doing

it.

One

holes through the

witli an awl, then push thorns
or sticks through these holes into the
combs. Some use strings, and tie the
combs in otliers use little strips of
wood that reach clear across the frame
of combs, and are tied at the ends
with strings or wires.
As fast as the frames are filled,
hang them in the new hive, which
should be placed on the old stand.
Keep cutting out the combs and
fastening them into the frames until
they are all out, shaking the bees in
front of the new hive. Some of t;he
frames may have to be filled with
small pieces of comb, but in a day or

frame

;

ways

make
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two the bees

have them

will

fastened together,

all

when

the strings
or strips of wood may be removed.
In putting the combs into the new
hive, the brood should be kept as near
together as possible. If one attempts
to transfer when honey is scarce and
robbers trouble, he may have to do it
in some building. Some bee-keepers
drive the bees into a box before
transferring ; but a good smart hand
would have a swarm transferred by
the time that it could be thus driven
out.

Genesee County, Mich.
For the American Bee JoumaL

A

Friendly Chat with L.
G.

31.

W. Vankirk.

DOOHTTLE.

As some seem

to

think

that all
Doolittle is after is to make a " big
report " and as L. VV. Vankirk has
been the one to speak out what others
have privately .said, I wish to have a
friendly chat with liim, and thus explain some things which seem to some
to be a mystery or contradiction. All
cannot be said in one article in regard
to any system of management, that
could be said of it, no more than one
chapter of the Bible could tell us of
God's plan of salvation for man, and
the reason I mistrust why a few of the
multitude do not believe the Bible is
because their mind dwells on a few
dark parts, rather than take in the
whole character of the Scriptures.
Ihus some of my friends have taken
hold of certain parts of my writings
and forgotten others which harmonize
the mysteries. Por instance, I have
written " get the hive literally full of
brood so that when you put on the
boxes the bees must store the honey
in the boxes if anywhere, as
they will
have nowhere else to place it. I have
also written that after the
sections
were placed upon the hive, to let the
hive alone as far as possible, unless
you were obliged to open it to cut
queen cells, replace a queen, or some
such work of necessity. If I have
ever written that the queen keeps the
brood chamber literally full of brood
at all times, it was not what I intended
to write, for they do not. To get this
brood chamber full of brood previous
to the honey harvest has been a tax
upon the queen, and as the honey
harvest commences, and we stop exchanging the brood combs in the
hive, the queen takes a partial rest,
thus allowing the bees to fill the outside combs with honey, as well as a
portion of the top part of each frame
as the bees hatch therefrom, hence
when the honey harvest closes, we
have an average of about 25 lbs. of
honey to the colony, which is ample to
carry an ordinary colony from one
honey season over to another.
It will be seen the point I have
aimed at making in all my writings
on this subject of brood-rearing, has
been that a hive full of bees and
brood at the commencement of the
honey harvest tended toward success,
while a hive full of honey or empty
comb, with but few bees and little
brood, tended toward disappoint-

What would you
man who had a field of

ment.

think of a while those of whom I buy do not
potatoes to make 250 per cent, on their invest-

hoe, that required the help of 100 men,
who only hired two of them during
hoeing time, and then near the harvest employed the 100 v You would
say too late, and the labor of the 100
men thrown away. Just so with bees
which came too late for the harvest of
honey. Again, why I use a small
hive and desire the combs filled with
brood before the honey harvest, is
that the bees enter the boxes sooner
and moie readily. If we use a large
hive that the queen cannot keep filled
with brood, the first thing that the
bees do is to fill all combs not occupied with brood with honey, before
they make a start in the boxes, after
which the tendency is to crowd the
queen down. The more sealed honey
there is between the brood and the
boxes, the more loth the bees are to
enter the boxes, and hence the large
hive tends toward a small amount of
surplus box honey. "Enough is as
good as a feast," and 2.5 lbs. of honey
in the hive the first of October, is just
as good for the bees to winter upon as
50 lbs. Hence it will be seen that the
25 lbs. extra is a positive damage, to
say nothing of its selling vahie if
placed in the sections, as it would be
were a small brood chamber used.
Again, I have told you how I unite
bees in the spring to make them
strong, and if I had not told you in
another article that J| of my bees
were good enough to need no uniting,
the position that I " mix up thoroughly so as to give all an even start,"
would be well taken. But I have
told you that all that were able to get
in trim for the harvest alone were
built up ill and of themselves. How
they are built up I have told you in
the articles, "Production of Comb
Honey." Once more, I have told you
that i fed no sugar except in the
spring of 1878, when I fed two barrels
to keep my bees from starving. On
the other hand, I have told you how
in the fall of 187(i I united my bees
down nearly one-third, so as to obtain
honey enough for the rest to winter
upon (thereby making the bees selfsupporting), and thus given you a
clue to where I got those combs of
sealed honey. I always unite bees in
the fall till all are in good shape for
wintering, if they are not already so.
I have said that after I had done all
in my power to get my bees in good
shape for wintering, I could not tell
why they died, and I say the same
thing to-day ; but I am not willing to
admit that my loss in winter balances
my income from the bees, for bees
have paid me a good income notwithstanding my losses during winter. I
rejoice over the success of those who
winter their bees every time, yet I
am more proud of the man who can,
with the bees he has left, double the
income of my successful wintering
friend, even if he does lose bees
during bad winters.
Mr. Geo. T. Wheeler, who first introduced section boxes in a practical
form, once said to me. " I can make
500 per cent, on bees during the summer, even if I have to' buy bees every
spring on account of loss in winter.

ment,

total

receipts

all

counted."

Now, about reporting: In my younger
days in apiculture, I favored the
adoption of the plans of those who
backed up what they advocated by
good reports each year, and as I was
writing my management of an apiary,
I thought no harm would arise from
letting the readers know
ceeeded. If Mr. Heddon

how

I suc-

and others

whom we

have learned to respect
through their writings, would report
their crop of honey each fall it would
please more than the writer of this
article I

am

sure.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I
am very thankful to Mr. Newman and
Dr. Tinker, for so ably defending me

when

I was sick, and placing
where this reply was unnecessary
the
time to give it.
I had
Borodino, N. Y.

me
till

Elchstaedter Blenenzeitung.

luiportaiice of

Having a Good

({ueeu.

REV. DK. DZIERZON.
In every season the queen must be
accompanied by worker bees sufficient to produce and retain an increased temperature in the hive. As
the queen is not designed to build the
breeding cells, or furnish the brood
with food, the workers attend to that
for her. She is rightly called the
" mother of bees " because she gives
life to all the young bees that exist in
the colony, by producing the eggs
which develop into the future workers and drones. The success of the
colony and its perpetuation depends
upon the fruitfulness of the queen.
If a weak colony be given a prolific
queen, it will quickly increase to a
strong one and the strongest colony
will soon be reduced to weakness, if
the queen produce ffew or no eggs,
either on account of advanced age or
other defect. Being aware of these
facts the apiarist should tenderly care
for his queens, and especially to winter
only such colonies as have very fruitful, faultless, and not too old queens.
Many queens are nearly useless, even
when young, and others still prolific
in old age, but the latter are very
liable to lose their strength and fruitfulness at a very inconvenient time,
when they should be depositing the

most brood and when substitution is
uncertain on account of the

very

scarcity of drones. In consideration
of this it is very advisable to supersede a queen in about the third summer and the most favorable time is
when the bees are swarming.
The first part of this operation will
be the most difficult, especially if the
colony is very numerous or has
:

gathered much honey. One method
which has been recommended is to
allow the colony from which you
wish to remove the queen to become
quiet, then quickly remove her, place
the young queen in the hive and the
IS over— before the colony
her presence. But
fairly realizes
there is no surety of success in this
method, for the bees are often so at-

superseding
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tached to the old queen, that they
will not brook substitution and immediately destroy the intruder.
There are so very many plans given
for catching the queen that the operation has become so simplified that it
can easily be accomplished in the
strongest colony. It is not necessary
to look all over tlie combs and in
every corner of tlie hive to lind the
queen, but you can easily locate her
upon a comb, in any part of the hive.
This is not done by inserting combs
of honey for the qiieen never takes
honey from tlie cells out is fed by the
bees— but by giving lier an opportunity to deposit eggs without disturbance, especially drone eggs, which occupation best' pleases her majesty.
For this purpose choose empty broodcombs, or such as are only partially
tilled, for the queen will be in haste
to occupy all sjiace and till the cells
with eggs in order to close the brood.

—

If you will exauiiiie tliat hive in 24
hours, witliout creating disturbance,
you will, in nearly every instance, lind
the queen on tliis comb.
To get H queen out of a box hive,
about the only way is to drum the
bees out and allow the queen to pass
out with them. Tliere will be no
difliculty in discovering an Italian
queen from lier golden color, for she
excels the worker bees in brightness.
The astronomer does not liave to
search tlie heavens when seeking
Venus, Jupiter, or Mars, for they so
far surpass the surrounding planets
in brilliancy that they catcli the eye
at a glance. No more does the beekeeper seek in vain liis Italian queen,
and in queen rearing this is quite an
Dbject. After the queen is captured
and tlie colony becomes fully aware
of its loss, the bees will build queen
cells and rear a successor.
We may

upon one or two combs attention
;

is

necessary to distribute them sufficiently, that every queenless colony
may be supplied with comb containing one or more queen cells. This
method of superseding queens is certainly very simple antl practical, as
well as expeditious.

turbance

IS

created

Very

among

little dis-

the bees,

and scarcely any interruption of labor.
The young queen will soon become
fertilized and commence depositing
eggs. Should she by any means be
lost or destroyed during the wedding
Higlit, a new queen cell should be immediately inserted, and care should
be taken to select one nearly matured
that the bees may not become too

much

excited.

Carlsmarkt, Germany.
For tbe American Bee JoumaL

D. A. Jones' Method of Transferring.

WM.

F.

CLAKKE.

When

at Beeton, the other day, I
to find Mr. Jones'
home yard full of the motliest collection of old gums, time-worn box
hives, and other antiquated bee " fixins," that I have ever set eyes on. In
anticipation of the arrival of a lot of

was astonished

Palestine queens, he had taken a tour
through a secluded section of country
inhabited mostly by colored people,
and bought up about a hundred colonies of black bees, domiciled in these
ancient homes. It only wanted a few
weather-beaten straw skips to complete the picture of apicultural antiquities.

The Palestine queens were shipped
too early in tlie season, got delayed
among the icebergs in the gulf of St.
Lawrence, and only two survived,
also expect some "after swarms;" causing an entry of §1,000 to the
the first one will probably appear in wrong side of the profit and loss acabout fourteen days, the time being count in the Jones ledger. The
varied by the strength of the colony. weather was not very ausjpicious for
But to those bee-keepers who are transferring, but it had to be done, as
not seeking an increase of colonies many of the colonies were short of
but rather depend upon the honey stores, and some were even swarming
harvest for their profits, the method out in search of the food which a
'
we have given would be of no value. backward season failed to supply
Sucli bee-keepers must immediately from early spring flowers.
place a young queen in the colony
Notwithstanding all the scientific
trom which the queen has been re- appliances lie has at command, Jones
moved, in order to prevent after is the most " rough-and-ready " beeswarming and cause as little disturb- keeper I have ever met with. He
ance among the honey gatherers as goes at the business of transferring
possible. Ttie new queen must be like a regular backwoodsman, armed
caged at least 24 hours, when intro- with an axe and a bowie-knife.
duced
some prefer placing a queen '• Bring a hive !" It is brought accell in the hive that is nearly de- cordingly, and put in the place of the
veloped, but this requires skill and old hive, which is turned bottom side
patience. I have recently tried and up, and set beside the new one. "Blow
with much better success hanging in some smoke." While this is being
the entire coinb containing tlie queen- done, Jones is considering the best
cell in tlie hive which contains no place for beginning the work of dequeen. Queen cells are not scarce in molition. Whack goes the axe on the
the swarming season
every colony chosen spot. You would think the
which has produced an early swarm bees would streak out like lightning.
will
contain several
queen cells But they don't. That blow with the
which must be used at just the proper axe seems to stun them. Soon a piece
time, that is, wlien 9 or 10 daysold, of the old hive is split out without
for if delayed longer, some mav have damaging a bit of comb. More splitfully matured, and if the bees are not ting, till the knife can reach the first
inclined to swarm these new queens flake of comb, which, on being loosmay destroy those '-emaining unde- ened, is laid flat on a broad shingle,
veloped, by biting through the cells. Presto
Tlie bees are swept off into
The bees usually place the queen cells the new hive with a goose feather,
;

—

—

;

I
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and the comb taken into a house near
by, to be fastened into a frame. Flake

The bees
is thus treated.
soon begin to find the new hive, and
multitudes of them march into it of
their own accord. The operation is
all over in about half the time it
takes for the usual orthodox drumming.
This expeditious mode of transferring is only practicable when the old
hives have little or no honey in them,
as was the case with most of Mr.
Jones' purchases. In buying black
bees for transference, it is good policy
to choose populous colonies with but
little honey.
The gathering season is
close at liand, and with plenty of
workers, there will soon be plenty of
honey. It is a common mistake of
beginners, in buying colonies in old
box hives, to choose the heaviest.
Instead of these, the experienced beekeeper will pick out the colonies that
are short of honey and strong in population. If a hive about to be transferred has a large amount of honey in
it, the bees must be drummed out in
the approved fashion, and the heavy
combs removed with great care. Mr.
Jones has a wire cage the size of his
frame, into which he puts combs
heavy with honey, after fitting them,
and extracts the honey before putting
the frames into the hive. This wire
cage is an admirable contrivance. It
after flake

of two leaves which are
hinged, and shut closely on the combs,

consists
holditig

them

in place.

Any

bits of

comb

containing honey can be fitted
into a frame, put in the cage, and extracted by this means.
Many people are very awkward and
unthinkmg about this process of transferring. I met with a man the other
day, who liad just been trying his
hand at it. He drummed out tlie bees
all right, and then proceeded to pry
It was
off the top of the old hive.
pretty weU stored with honey, and the
have
as
might
been
consequence was,
expected, that the whole interior collapsed " kersmash," killing young
brood and wasting comb and honey
at a wholesale rate.
It is astonishing how soon transferred bees, when the job is done
properly, settle down to work in their
habitation, "clar up de kitchen."
and become as contented as a family
that has just moved out of an old log
cabin or board shanty, into a comfortable new house.
Mr. Jones fastens the old combs
into frames, with cedar strips projecting a little at the top and bottom,
the ends of which are fastened with
bee-keeper who,
very fine wire.
like myself, was on a visit of observation at the 13eeton apiaries, mentioned
that he used small rubber rings in
place of wires to fasten the strips.
" Give us your hand," exclaimed
Jones. On trial, we found the plan an
excellent one.
Listovvel, Out., June 5, 1882.

new

A

^"Do not let your numbers

of the
tor 1881 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put tliem in. They
are very valuable for reference
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your queen in the cage and then stop
the end with the sponge. She is now
a prisoner in the cage between the
sponge and paper, the honey in the
LUCIAN FRENCH.
sponge furnishing her with food. You
In September, 1880, I transferred are now ready to put her into the
the bees from 6 of my old L;ingstroth hive.
To prepare the hive for her, if a
hives into Root's chaff hives, and
they have wintered without loss. One frame hive, open it and take out the
colony seems rather weali, but I think queen if it has one if not destroy all

Wintering iu

Cliaff Hires.

high time

it is

their

My

they were turning

attention to honey-gathering.
neighbors' bees are doing the

same way.

If some more experienced
bee-keeper would explain the cause,
and give a plan to prevent so much,
swarming, I would be very grateful.
\V.

Lake

G.

Village, Ark.,

McLendon.

June

21, 1882.

;

will live.
1

packed 12 colonies in cliaff— the

same as in 1879 3 died, and 2 were so
weak that I took one colony from the
cellar and put with them to save them.
;

Six colonies in Root's simplicity hive

were packed

in

straw and

cliaff

in

large dry goods boxes. One of these
died, and 1 was so weak I united it
with the others. Twenty-seven colonies on the summer stands came
through all right. Of the 23 colonies
placed in the cellar 11 died, 6 were
very weak, and the remaining 6 were
Some bee-keepers in this
strong.
section of the country wintered their
bees on summer stands in the oldfashioned box hive, and met with little, or no loss, though they have but
few colonies. I woiild like to know

overstocking has anything to do
with loss in wintering ?
I have been experimenting for a
number of years, endeavoring to determine the best manner of winterif

and would be pleased to know the
method L. .Tames pursues for surely
ing,

;

the wintering of bees should be as
simple as that of cattle, horses, etc.
I am glad to see the awakening on
this subject. I know there are very
many attending circumstances to influence, and bring about this end,
whicli we sliall all be so glad to attain, and I think S. Valentine, on
page 129 of the Bee Jouknal for
1881, names some of the important
causes of loss.
I have thus far had good success
with Root's chaff hives, but as it
takes " more tlian one robin to make
a spring," I will not shout too soon. ^
Dexter, Maine.
Connecticut Farmer.

How

to

H. L.

The

first

New

Introduce a

(Jiieen.

JEFFREY.

requisite for the safe in-

troducing of a strange queen is the
right kind of a cage to use. As good
a one as any is made of fine wire cloth
about 8 threads to the inch each way.
Cut a strip 3 inches wide by fourlong,
turn the edges over on the long sides
a quarter of an inch this makes a
hem and prevents raveling out then
pull out two or three wires on the
ends, bring both ends of cloth and
twist the wires together. Now you
have a wire cage about 2% inches
long by 114 inch across. Press it flat
then tie two
till it is a half inch oval
thicknesses of wrapping paper neatly
over one end, as close to the end as
possible, and trim off the edges of the
paper above the string. Take a piece
of sponge large enough to fill the
other^nd quite full, wash the sponge
perfectly clean and squeeze it dry.
Saturate the sponge with honey, put
;

;

;

[The cause is that in swarming
the queen cells if there are any. It
the hive has any sealed honey over your colonies are never entirely debrood in the tra'mes, uncap a small pleted of field-workers. We think if
place on one of the combs, place the you will hereafter adopt the plan of
cage with the (jueen in between this
and the next comb, bring the combs moving the parent colony from its
close enough together to hold the cage old stand after a swarm has issued,
in place, then clos'e up the hive and and placing tlie new swarm on the old
let them severely alone for 3 or 4 days.
stand, you will have no trouble, as the
The bees will bite through the paper
and let tlie queen out among them mature field workers will desert the
very quietly, and there is very little, parent colony, and there will be no old
if any danger of the new queen suf- bees to go with the first young queen
fering any harm from the bees. In
when hatched. Ed.1
the last four or five years I have used
this way of introducing queens in at
Lamp Moth Trap.— We have had
least 500 cases without a single failmuch rain and flooding the past four
ure, and I have tried other methods
weeks, and such cold wind, it has dewithout success.
terred our bees from swarming early,
Woodbury, Conn.
but during the last few days the
temperature has been about 90^ F.,
and we are receiving some enormous
large swarms. In spite of all our wet
weather bees have done excellently.
White clover lias been with us two
weeks or more, and promises a splendid yield of honey. I am' trying the
plan of setting a lamp in a pan of
water in my apiary at night, and find
Arter Swarming.— I commenced the
season after the water went down
with 70 colonies they commenced to
swarm on the 27th of March and continued to swarm up to the 5th ot May.
They suddenly stopped, and up to this
time there lias been just enough
;

in for them to live on.
this time (the 5th of May) the
honey flow ceased entirely, and I
thought I would have to feed them to

honey coming

At

keep them from starving but on the
night of the 9th of May there came a
tremendous fall of honey dew, when
all the leaves with a smooth upper
surface were covered. It accumulated in large drops, as if it had been
poured from a spoon. On tlie 9th and
10th the bees were working like mad,
and seemed to send out every worker
that could be spared from the hive.
They stored a great deal of honey in
those two days then came a heavy
rain on the night of the 10th, and that
ended the honey flow up to .Tune 7th.
That honey dew was a godsend, for if
it liad not come I would have had to
;

;

feed nearly every colony till June 7th.
The honey flow has been heavy up to
date, and on the 13th inst. they commenced to swarm again. They have
been swarming at the rate of 2 or 3
a day up till now. Young swarms
that had only one-fifth of their frames
Such
filled with comb are swarming.
as those I return to the hive after
and
clipcells,
pinching off the queen
ping the old queen's wing. Some of
them, after staying 2 or 3 days, will
come out again with queen cells
barely started. I have kept the honey
closely extracted from them, yet they
swarm. If they continue to swarm
it will cut short my "honey yield, for

very profitable. It Is sure destrucneighbor,
tion to the bee liioth.
it

My

Mr. David Witt, was last evening
showing me his method of manage-iment, and called my attention to a
strong colony which he said was "cutting down an awful sight of rubbish
every night." Being anxious to know
the cause, I send you a small package
of it. 1. What is it, and what should
be done with the colony V 2. Will
bees do well put into a Langstroth
liive. without either combs or foundaFrank B. Rife.
tion
Malaby,0., June 14, 1882.
[1. The package mentioned above
has not been received at this oflSce.
2. Yes, the bees will do well enough,
but they are very liable to build
crooked. It is mistaken economy to
suppose good foundation is an article
of extravagance.— Ed.]
'?

Storms in Kentucky. -After a few
days of encouraging honey flow, the
16th of June opened with violent rain
storms, continuing over the 17th, and
accompanied by very high temperaresulting in the destfuction of
great numbers of field workers, the
sections in many hives presenting the
appearance of those left by swarming.
\Vork in the sections was suspended
for nearly a week, and many colonies
destroyed their drones, even to pulling them from the cells. This, at a
time when linden was just opening,
was discouraging indeed. This morning it is again raining more violently
than ever, accompanied by very heavy
winds and thunder, and everything
ture,

'

—
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presents the appearance of a stormy
day. Our bees appear to have abandoned clover for a white- blossomed
weed that is a great pest in old meadows. It is now in full bloom. The
prospects for a surplus of honey are
very gloomy at this time. Queens
have seemed to do their best to render
the hives populous, but nothing could
prevail against such wholesale destruction of workers, and so many
adverse circumstances.

John

C.

Peden.

Lawrenceburg, Ky., June

26, 1882.

[Our correspondent, we hope, will
yet realize a good honey crop, despite
the apparent unfavorableness of the
weather. If summer and fall flowers
are usually abundant in your locality,
the weather of which you complain
will be the very best for developing
them. Last season your prospects
were much gloomier than now, and
yet the asters came in with an abundance of nectar never before equalled
by it, and you rojoiced over the
happy termination of your misfortunes. Even, however, if your worst

— Bees

A Valuable Seedling.— I herewith
are far send you a specimen ot white clover,,
more amiable than they were last which you see is very large, and the
white.
It
year. Can it be handling V My class blossoms are perfectly
of 30 go among them with no protec- blooms from 12 to 15 days before the
tion, and receive no harm. They are common or Dutch white clover or the
a great improvement, I believe, on alsike or red clovers. I first noticed
the Italians. I am very sorry for Mr. it last year growing in front of one of
Jones. It is too bad. For his great my bee hives, and this year it lias
enterprise— one of the greatest ever spread until there is a patch about 2
undertaken on behalf of apiculture. yards square, with the seed now ripe,
He -gets only loss, and very little while the common white clover near
it, a specimen of which I send, is only
thanks.
A. J. Cook.
coming into bloom. Is this a new
Lansing, Mich., June 23, 1882.
seedling, or what is it V My bees are
[Yes, Professor, you are right in doing first rate, and the fields are
your surmise frequent careful hand- perfectly white with clover.
H. Besse.
ling, as we discovered years ago, will
Delaware, O., June 27, 1882.
very much improve the amiability of
[It is undoubtedly a new seedling,,
Here, again,
almost any colony.
might arise a doubt, whether it is all although the size and shape of the
instinct which teaches the bee that its seeds differ materially from those of
ImproTement

in Dispositions.

are doing better.

The Syrians

;

proper manipulation is for its benefit,
and not to do harm; and this, too, may
have given rise to the thought that
bees learn to individualize, for we
frequently hear old bee-keepers say
that their bees can distinguish them
from strangers, when it really may be
fears are realized for this season, it a peculiarity in dress or in the manner
cannot be expected that a territory as of handling. Ed.]
vast as ours, with a climate so varied,
Prospects
Motherwort for Bees.
should every portion be equally as
for a honey crop are very discouragproductive in one season, any more ing here. Bees have built no comb in
than that all soils should rival your the sections as yet, and are not more
famous blue-grass pastures, or that than making a living. Cold and wet,
with but little clover in bloom.
all herds of cattle should equal your
Motherwort seems to be yielding
incomparable shorthorns.— Ed.]
more honey than any other plant so
far.
I have about 2,000 plants of it
Ready for Linden Bloom, During under cultivation in my experimenthe months of April and May, my tal garden, and I think 10 acres of it
bees got very little honey and as a re- planted the same as corn one way and
sult, feeding was necessary to keep drilled the other way, would support
away the pangs of hunger. I now 100 colonies of bees.
W. T. Stewart.
have them in a condition where I can
muster a large army of workers to
Eminence, Ky., June 22, 1882.
take the field as soon as the linden
blossoms, which will be in a few days.
Wired Foundation.— Will you please
Mustard is blooming quite profusely inform some of your old subscribers,
now, and bees are working on it some. through the Bee Journal, if the
I saw some dogwood and elder blos- wired foundation can be used in the
soms to-day, but no bees about them. body of the hive ; it twists so I canDoes it yield any honey or not V The not use it
G. Cholwell.
crop prospects here are good.
Red Hook, N. Y.

—

—

'?

Falls City, Neb.,

W. H. Martin.
June 25, 1882.

[They undoubtedly both yield honey,
but it is either difficult to obtain or
obnoxious to the bees it is seldom
they are seen to work on either if
anything else is in bloom.— Ed.]
;

—

Bees have Prospered.
Notwithstanding the cold, backward spring,
bees in this locality have prospered.
I wintered 50 colonies out of 54. Have
had a few natural swarms. Nearly

my colonies are storing honey in
the surplus boxes, and some are ready
to be raised up.
White clover is in
full bloom, is abundant, and everything looks promising for a good
all

honey harvest.

Mrs. a. M. Sanders.
Sheridan, Mich., June

23, 1882.
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any other variety with which we areacquainted. It is, however, worthy
of cultivation, and will prove very
valuable
size

and

because of

its

early maturity.

extra large
not neg-

Do

lect it.— Ed.]

Late Feeding.— Bees came through
the winter good, but we had a very
severe spring on bees some had to be
fed as late as June 17th. They are
doing well now, June 23d.
It isstrange how they have swarmed, even
in May, without a pound of honey in
the hives, and none coming in.
Hartford, Wis. I. S. Crowfoot.
;

More than Doing Well.— The thin
foundation is the knob of perfection
maqnifico. Bees are more than doingwell now. Swarming has commenced.

P P Nelson
Manteno,

111.,

J

une

il, i882.

The Apiary Register.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
their

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1

00-

1

5a

2 Oa

[The strongest recommendations
The larger ones can be used for a
urged by the friends of wired founda- few colonies, give room for an increasetion are that it is proof against twist- of numbers, and still keep the record
ing and sagging. We have used but all together in one book, and are therelittle of it, and then only in an ex- fore the most desirable ones to properimental manner, but were not cure at the start.
troubled with its twisting.— Ed.]
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We haveA Sad Accident.— On the 4tliof June just issued a new pamphlet giving our
I started for Ilammondsport, where I
have a vineyard, when my horses be- views on this important subject, with
came frightened and ran away, suggestions what to plant, and when
throwing me out and breaking my and how. It is illustrated with 20 enleg. I was badly bruised otherwise.
gravings, and will be sent postpaid toI have been unable to attend to my
bees since, and as it has been such any address for 10 cents.
weather that they required especial
care, they have suffered in conseI®" Those who may wish to changequence. I have lost 5 colonies by
other editions to the Weekly ,can
from
starvation.
D. S. McCallum.
Big Creek, N. Y., June 15, 1882.
do so by paying the difference.
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^" When

Local Convention Directory.

TSi^imwmlCj

dress,
Time and Place

1882.

July

8— Madison,

Of Meeting.

new

,

Wis., at Madison, Wis.

25—Western Iowa, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec, Winterset, Iowa.
Autr. 10— Maine State, at Harmony, Maine.

ADVERTISING RATES.
:20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.

A

of Agate type will contain about elgrht
ivords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

Transient Advertisements payable

in

Wm. Hoyt. Sec.
Wis., at Rockton, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct. 3-6-North American, at Cincinnati, (>.
Dr. Ehrick Parnily, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Kv.

advance.

"13

"
"
"

Se
3»
5«

'*

"

(3
(6
(9

"
"

S.

W.

J.

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

jy

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinRs.- Ed.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

For 4 weeks
"
8

and

111.

G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansbur'tr. Ky,
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O,

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
'j)ubliahed WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
paid in advance

5— N. W.

Sept.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

:

lO per cent, discount.
20
months)
30
months).... 40

months).... 50
year)
«0

Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a.m., July 3. 1882,

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

address.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Three years ago St. Julian, the great
California trotter, was unknown the
same may be said of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. Now both have a world-wide
reputation.
Whyy Because they
both have merit. One is a great trotter, the other is the most successful
remedy ever discovered to be used on
26w4t
man or beast.
;

(
\

Bingham's Smoker Corner.

The

following are the latest quota"
(1
8^~ I have tried several kinds of Smokers, and
tions for honey and beeswax received
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
none (rive such satisf action us Binnham's; 'tis
worth more to me than all the rest combined.
S5 per cent., € montbs, lO per cent., 3 months, up to this hour
Morning Sun. Iowa.
J. E. KEARNS.
percent.
Quotations or Cash Bayers.
*'

:

S

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
40 per cent., fl months, :80 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

CHICAGO.

.alone,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement^ Inserted.

THOMAS
•as West

G.

Madison

Chicago,

I

bright yellow, 24c.; dark to good. 17(5,22c.
Al. H. NEW.MAN. a23 W. Madison St.

CINCINNATI.

NEWMAN.

Street.,

HONEY— am payiUK 7c, for dark and 9C. for
light extracted.
BEESWAX— Choice lots are worth 25e. here:

HONEY—

III.

The market for honey is quiet. Extracted brings "('i IOC on arrival. No comb honey
on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
Scarce, and brings 2(;>ft*25c, on arri-

BEESWAX—

val.

C. F.

MUTH.

Quotutlens of CommUslon Merchanta.

®" The Bee Journal is

mailed at
"the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some

CHICAGO.
demand for comb honey is light,
made to meet views of purchaser.
BEESWA.X -Scarce, and in demand at 23(a)2.'>c.

HONEY— The

prices being

R. A. Bl'KNKTT, 165 South

quality.

BBBSWAX-Prime quality, 25C.

We

will

send Cook's Manual

in cloth, or an Apiary Kegister for 100
•colonies,

and Weekly Bee Journal

for one year, for $3.00 ; or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 ; or with

Bees and Honey,

NEW

Street,

YORK.

HONEY- White clover, fancy,

1

lb. bxs..

therefore, the best advertising

medium.

STANLEYlGAirAT LARGER
We have now secured a quantity of bright yellow
wax, and can furnish onr thin foundation for sections on short notice. (>winK to the rapid advance
in the price of wax, we now quote thin foundation
at Oiic. per lb. forioitis. or more. We shall be able
to furnish a limited am(»unt of heavy foundation
at 45c. per
:2nc.

per

lb.,
i.ixki,

also tin points for Klassinu

and wire nails of any

honey at

size at

manu-

list prices.

W. STANLET*

«fe

BRO.r

Wyoming, N. Y.

27w2t

BEAUTIPTir. QUEEBTS- Warranted

Ital-

ians, $1.25 each; Warranted Cyprians. |1.50
each; Unwarranted Queens. $1.00 each. Try one
and you will want more. Address,
27wltp REV. J. E. KEAUNS, Morning Sun, Iowa.

isaiec;

white clover, good to choice, 1 and 2 lb. b,xs.. 13®
14c; buckwheat, 2 lb. b.xs.. per lb., ll(«12c. Extracted and strained, white. 9(3)t0c; dark "(icSc.

BEESWAX— The marketcontinues rather quiet,
but the supply is light and prices firmly sustained.
Western, pure, 24^(!i.2r,c. Southern pure, 25^(^
26c.
D. W. yuiNBV. 105 Park Place.
:

in cloth, $2.50.

Is,

facturers'

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., actr»

and

G.

CUOCKER & Blake, 57 Chatham

i^"

St.

BOSTON.
cording

cause beyond our control.

Water

The AMERICAN Bee Joprnal la the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and hits a larKe circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers mechanics, professional and business men*

SAN FRANCISCO.

VANDERYORT FOUNDATION
1 1

n *^' FEET,

or

11 lbs.

-LX'-' rate less, t50 cts. per
press, Albany, N. Y.
H.
;

more at same
delivered at Ex-

$6;

lb.,

W. GARRETT.

Coeyman's Hollow, N.

27w4t

Y.

Consult your interest, and send for my
1
ftft *7
x.KJKj^,
new circular and price list of colonies,
Nuclei and Queens. Address,
9sm8t
ft*. B. McLEAX, Columbia. Tenn.
*

i^ Always forward us money either
postal order, registered letter, or

•by

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
•expense of collecting them.

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Joojrnal for
1882, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club

HONEY— Our first

comb honey was

We

enced buyers in the least.
We quote white comb, I5®20c.; dark to good, 8
@12c. E.xtracted,ch<iice to extra white, 7?.^C<iNc.;
dark and candied, (iShiiic. BEESWAX- 2:ic,i,2.5c.
Stearns & 8.mith. 423 Front Street.
ST. LOUIS.

HONEY'— In fair demand.
@loc.:

"

"

"
"

"

Extracted selling at 8

comb scarce— nominal at 18(3J22c.
in demand at 2-2(rii23c.

BEESWAX-Prime
R. C.

Greer i

Co..

1

17

N. Main street.

CLEVELAND.

:

'For a Club of
"
"

consign'itent of new crop of
received last week from Hale's

apiary, Los Angeles county. It was choice, white,
straight combs, and well filled and capped.
sold Iho lot labnut l.tKxt lbs.) for 80c. perlb.
Both old romb and extracted are still on market,
and sellers are pressing it at low figures. There is
not enough doing to give more than nominal quotations. Private advices from the southern part
of the State are to the efl'ect that the yield will not
be heavy, but tiie reports have not thus far influ-

HONEY— As there is no honey in market, we
»,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
have no quotations this week.
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
A. c. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
4»— Apiary ReKister for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

"

"
"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for 1 year,
or Apiary Rejfister for 200 Col's.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent

in cash

tor their labor in getting up the club.

1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100,

name of

The

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

8E<'TIONS a specialty.
ONE-PIECE
size, $4.r)nper l.mn.
L.

ian bees tor f si per coinnv.

88ml2tp

Hives

Pound

50c. Also, ItalCircular free.
& CO.. Capac, Mich.

BYRON WALKER
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Z.OOS KSKS!
If

you want cheiip

nml htvos to

I'eos

suit, coort

Comb Koumia-

ItiiHiin Queens.
r-ectioii lloxc;*. and

Cyprian. Alhino ur

everything a

tion.all kinds,
live aplarict needs, send U>v prK-es.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me n call, friends,
with t'ci'id voimc: Vueens
und 1 will try Htul please yoii. iBov ^]i*
E. T. FLANA(iAN. Koac lllll Apmrr.
BelleTllle. St. Clair County. 111.
5wly
I

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

KoEeritvllle, Genesee County, Mich.,
Makesaspecialti/ of rearins fine Italiiin Queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. Xo bhiok bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, f l.ui; sixqueensfor^.i.'H';

Queens and Sections.

Italian Bees,

TTntested Queens,

May,

in

*l.r»0

each

;

June.

in

:

Julvand

after.

Co.,

THE DUNHAM

Micb.

& Sections.

Laimstrotli Hives

l882-SoutliernHea(iquarters.-l882

Lewis' Improved One-Piece Section.

;

and Sole Manufacturer uf

ir

O. H. TO\*^XSENI>,

Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo

19mtf

CZl^HXZ]

Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees
cann«U be excelled. I make a specialty of manuIf
faeturinn the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
vou wish to purch;ise Bees or Supplies, send for
for introducmy new Tatalocue. piving directionsNew
Races of
ing queens, and remarks on the
Bees. Address.
_^^
^^.

Inventi

;

twelve or mure. T.'ic. eaeh. Te^-ted queens, $ii.i.ni
each. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, re^ristered letter, or by money orLitismtf
der drawn on Flint, Mich.

For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens

FRANCES DUNHAM,

|;i: per dozen, after July i.
f lo. Sent by mail, with directions for introducing.
Italian bees by the half pound, same price as untested queens.
One 2 comb nucleus, wiih'uit
queen ((iullup framesi. in May 5^:i. June ¥:^ '>", July
and after Jl' :i-comb nuclei, with the standard
Langsiroth frames. J."> per cent. more. SectionsPlaned dovetailed sections, 4>4x4Ux]?4. *-*..^o ner
Sectitms of tills
l.'XKi; .'.i^x.'.^i.xl-"*!'. *.'. per I.'ifKi.
thickness do not necil tins between them to insure
straight conib^i, iitui the bees can ripen up and seal
honev faster than in mmbs with deeper cells. See
testimonials in March numberof /^^'cannigs. Please
remit by P. O. money nrder, by registered letter, or
by draft on New York or Chieagn. Address.
1f.\.-2:>
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Price !S4.»0 per l.OOO, any size to 6xO.

;

»K.

_ H. BROW»r,

J. P.

Augusta. Ga.

58mtf

BARNES' PATENT

SAAVS,

Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
treneral heavy and light ripping. Lntnes. &c. These ma'hines are especially adapted
lo

Hive Makinif.

Itwill

pay

every bee-keeper to send for
our 4>!-page Illustrated Catalogue.

W.

F.

No. 2 is planed smooth one side, same asNo. l,
but lumber is not as clean and white.
of white
I^EWIS* OXE-PIECE
Basswood. all sizes. VERY LOW. No charge for
boxing or crating sections.

ROXES.

Send for new Price

Foot Power Machinery
CinCULAR AND
SCROLL

No. 1— First quality, dovetailed, any size to 6xG,
14.50 per l.OftO.
No. 2— Second quality, dovetailed, any size to
6x0, $3.50 per 1.1 MK).

& JOHN BARNES,

No, ijniT Main street.
Rocktord. Winnebago Co.. HI.

LEWIS,

G. B.
January

l,

Friend)*,

if

Wwterlown,

[imtf]

1882.

you are

liVls.

with pleiisurt' send yon a sample copy of
the Monthly C-U-aniiiK«t i" Bee-t'ul* ni-e.
with a descriptive pn..'-list "f the latest iuii'i-"V.'ments in IIiv*^N, Honey Exii-actoi-N, Conih
will

FoutHlntion, Section Honey Boxes. all
and journals, and everything pertaining lo Bee
Culture. Nothhui Patented. Simply send your address written phtinlu, to A.L HUOT, Medina, O.

mmki

rural
A

Edited by

>V.

six

Jordan street. Toronto. Ontario.
Published at
Canada, at 81.00 a year, by C. Blackett Robinson,
4-*mtf
Liberal inducemencs to local aaents.
.">

(3-

e; iR im: ^^
AND

POULTRY

BEE

year— sample copies 10 cents.

MY

IC-PAGE PRICE I-IST

JOSEPH

Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, wilt be sent to
all who will send me their name :tnd address on a

H. H. I5KOWX.

postal card.

Light Street, Col. Co.. Pa.

I4smtf

PURE ITAl-IAX QTJEJINS-Bred from se-

lected tested Queens ; also. Chaff andSimpHcity Bee Hives, all kinds of Sections, AVide Lungstroth frames, and all kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
Send fur Price List. A. B. MILLKR & SON. Waiii3m4t
karusa. Elkhart Ci:>unty, Ind.

Pure ItalianBees
at

reasonable prices.

FULL COLONIES

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEENS AND yUCLEI.
Satisfacti*.)n

22w8t

guaranteed

JOHX

F.

in

every

sale.

DIPMAX, Fremont. Ohio.

:

hereby give notice to all parties infringing
manufacturing said machines
all parties purchasing
machines asabove.ntlier lh:tn nf my manufacture,
that I am prepared t<t prot. 'it mv ntrhts. and shall
prosecute all iiifriiiL' niiMits lo the full extent of

chine.

my

I

rights, either bv

or foundation, as well as to

FKAAtE'* A. 1>ITXIIAM.

the law.

DePere. Wis.

$1.00,

Tested do., after
Cyprians, Unwarrant-

HIVES AND SECTIONS.

Woodford

Co.,

ENAS,

Ky.

1882.

We are in better shape than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeted our machinery, and put everythini: in lip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

Pure Italian Queens,

"BOSS" OXE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, there-

1882.

D.

Bf;ES. COLON'IES,

NUCLEI.

fore

Extractors,

Comb Foundation, etc.
Sunny Sidf Apiary,
Napa

9m8t

NEW

Ky>

of Italian.

PATENT Number

i24t!.nyH

$.j.O<i;

ti.i'iO.

Mortonsville,

Address,

Publisher,
l>oiiiNville.

CATTTIOIT.
Having obtained J.ETTEUS

J. T. T^'ILSOX,

Ky.
imtf

;

STUECKER,

Queens

ed, $i."o, six for $.>.<Hi. Send tor circular giving description and rcGommendation from Postmaster
and county officers. Money order office, Versailles,

3sr

Deutsche Geflnegel undBienen-Zeitung.
The only paper of its kind in America 7.> cents a
C. C.
ISmtt

Italian

(Snnny Side Aptary.)

GAZETTE.

1*S1.

2am4t

am now booking orders.

for

June.

CLARKE, and

F.

I

Warranted

Journal of

Fortnitrlitiy

Agriculture, Horticulture and Eural Affairs.

2M,

for Dunham Foundation Machine, making
comb foundatinn with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
bunks surface also (;n the foundation made on said ma-

I882.--QUEENS--I882.

The

Patcnte.1 Autr.

^" Send for New Circular for January. 1882.

any way interested'in

in

BEES OR HONEY

We

FOUNDATION

List.

P. O., Cal.

nD EAS
;

particulars address.

JOHN

H.

MAKTIX, Hartford, N. Y.

Bo SUHE
To send

JAS. FORNCROOK
Watertnwn, Wis., Dec, ismi.

of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It conuuns illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the

lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
H. r.
J. C.
Hartford. Wis.
4sml5t

SATLES.

APCUTCWANTEDtosellDr.Chase's 2,('00 Recipe
I
Book. Sells at Sight, Double your money
Address Dr.ChasesPrintlngHouBe.AnnArbor.Micn
AulPI

36mlyp

&

CO.

our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby
we shall prosecute all manufacWe shall not molest bee-keepers for
USING tiiose purchased before Dec. 1st. Ihs], but
hereby caution theni against buying any except
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
some that it is cmr intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Piece Sections heretofore purchased this is wholly untrue and false.

i.1

give notice, that
turers.

:

JAS. FORNCROOSL

Watertown, Wis.. Dec

HEADQUARTERS

l:..

1881.

IN

<fe

CO.

5lmlf

THE SOUTH

For the manufacture of

KEE-KEEPEKS' SVPPI-IES.

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue

A

are the sole manufacturers in the L'nited
Send for Price l.iM.

"VTOTK'E— Some persons having infringed upon
.

Foundation ready for business, sheets bound
with a light wooden rim. sample ec: Bee's Tongue
Register, sent bv mail for $2.2ri Italian Queens
improved by a new process; Italian <h- Black Bees
for sale In a hive adapted to 'Migratory bee keeping— can be securely closed for moving in one minute. For
9smly

we

States.

]>iinhnni nn<l Root Fonndatlon a specialty.
Italian Oueens and Bees from Slarch to November.

I^Send

5mtf

for

my

PAUI*

G. Olm's
23^ Send
18mtf

Dlustrated Catalogue.

C VIAJLLON, Bayou Goula, La.

Comb Foundation Machine.
for

Sample and Circular.
C. OK.1II, Fond du Lac, Wis.
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100 Colonies

GOLDEN

]-trame Nucleus, with Tested (^tueen
f4.50
ii-fraiue Nucleus, with Test-

FOR SALK. ALSO,

ed Queen

I

5.00

Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July
lO.fX)
Same, after July
TestedQueen.beforeJulyl, 3.00
Full

l

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS
Send address for

"

"

DR.

only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for CataloKue and Samplps.
C\, Hoopeston. III.
Iwly
D. 8.

1882-J.
LULING,

S.

P. WiLSON,
Burlington. Iowa.

BIND YOim JOURNALS

A

AND KEEP THBM

of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by
;

THOMAS

Editor of the M'cthly Bee Journal.

SO

935

^W.

;

'/pat. binder mBp[:RiODtci^\.s\

14w3ttt

If possible.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
I am now booking orders for my
GOLDEN ITALIANS, reared from

the best stock in the country. Warranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
after
early in the season, $'J.50
^July, $ii
- frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony,
a'l'ested Queen, $4
with Tested Queen, $iu. The Best
Quiuhy Smoker for *1.50. Address all orders to

The Emerson Binder
IS

;

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

;

:

Aoy one can use

them. Directions in each Binder.

;

r..

(Money Order

a.

Di£ujL.

lOwtf
925

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Mich.
Abronia.

]3wtf

Rev. A. SALISBURY
t'aumrgro, Douglas county, 111.

20

Prices,

QuickReturns Cus;

tomers Never Defrauded."
.$2
Italian Queens
*I Tested.
*i; Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
Palestine Queens..*! Tested... *2
Extra Queens, for swarmine sea-

—

—
.

;

.

we are timely notitled.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, $4: t'olony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames.JN. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine, 2'^ lbs. or over.
35C. per lb. on Root mnehine, lliin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival ttunranteed.
Oric. paid for briRht wax. Mouey Orders au
Iwly.
^yj TuMCola, 111.
;

From
KEV, E.

r,.

1882.

BKIGOS. of

Wilton Junction,

Iowa, will furnisti Italian Queens from eith lof
liis Prize Mothers, as e:trly in the cominK season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens, $3; Warrar\ted Queens, fi! Queens without guarantee, $i Two c<:)mb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, i^4. Orders fllled in rotation, as received,
<

;

;

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
^^^^^^^ high side-walls. 4 to It] square feet to
jisiju^»| the pound. Circular and samples free.

^^i^

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook. Mont. Co., N. Y.

rfiTTTCl "D A "DT?"D maybe found on

IxliO
X AJrXiJVat
Newspaper Advertising

Co.'s
St.),

tin

be

made

for

ILL,.

have FISHKil'S GRAIN TABLES. 192
full of useful tables for
pages, pocket form
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, inter-

SHOCmi

;

wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Amenta can
est;

G. W. FISHER.
Box 238, Rochester. N.r.
Bkb Journal Office. _^

selling this book.

tW Also for sale at the
2w(sm.

BEESWAX.
wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying 584c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments soHcted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

AI^FICKD H.
923

West Madison

Street.

NEWMAX.

CHICAGO, ILL

HEABQUAKTERS FOR THi:
Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.

tile

Oeo. P. liowell &
Bureau ii" Spruce

where advertising contracts may
YORK.
NEW

G.
West Madison Street. CHICAGO,

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

:

3w:i(it

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
925

;

accompanied with the cash.

M. D.

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a ptfison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different agea.with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Frloe 35 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

:

if

ENGBAVINGS.

B. J.

make money

Evergreen Apiary.

tlie

III.

A TREATISE

if

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

Chlcaso,

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

:

son, ready,

Street,

;

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low

West Madison

©S

i

Stic.

TSc.

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

Address,

THE CONaUEROR.
postpaid for ^2,

SOc.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journnl of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co., Ind.

Lar^e Smokers need wide shields, Uinghani's
have them, and sprines that do not rust an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror lias all improvements made to date,
and a :ix7 inch stove, and jx7 inch bellows. Sent

"

Marketing Honey."
; in
paper

75 centH

MadlBon Street,

ChlcnsTO. III.

Appreclutlve Xotlces.

per half-dozen, $13.50. Select Tested, $;i
Eer half-dozen. |iih. No "Dollar" or nuclei -queens
andled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
;

NEWMAN,

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," '* Management of

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
J. H. Nellis' best imported queens. Tested Queen,
*2.fS0

C.

etc. Price, bound in cloth.
covert*.
ceutst postpaid.

TEXAS.

CO..

OR THE

Kanagement

Bees and Honey at Fairs."

NEAT AND CLEAN.

TADL0CK.-1882

CALDWELL

I.

Iwtf

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common l^oundation is not surpassed. The

after July I.. 2.50
per half doz.,

13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

prices.

«r^M£S II£BBOX,Bowaglac, Mich.

GIVEN

Bees&Honey

I

BEES BY THE POUND.
Iw35t

A NEW BEE BOOK!

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

Send for
lOsmtf

TAXtOK,

J. M. C.
Lcwistown, Fredericli

Clrouiur.

Co.,

Md.

Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. U.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise alt who keep bees to send for this excellent work.- Journal, Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, (."linton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-hook of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.- Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg. 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopoliat,

Lebanon. Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.- Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates bet- ping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield.

O.

Embraces every subjectof inierest in theaplary,
giving very thorough details of the raanngement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Lungmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
HeraldDescribes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the productitm of delicious and healthgiving boney is obtained, aswell as how tu prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
time'^ must keep posted in all the Improvements in
his line. We advise all Interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It de9cribe3 all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the moat attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

A

I^iberal Blsconnt to Dealers

the

Dozen or Hundred.

by

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

EXCELSIOR

FOUNDATION
ANB

HONEY

WHOI^ESALE

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryinK :j and 4
I-ant'stroth frames, I have con-

,^,

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send fur
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundution in the country. We send to all parts of the
'

We make

United States.

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.
is

&

DADANT

GHAS.

SON,

Uamilton, Hancock Co.

Iwly

We

111.

now quote an

wl/Vt_

eluded t<i adopt these two new
r'^^^^^.^^^B^ sizes. The '^ frame basket is in a
yj'^P^s^^^^a '^''" '-'^ ^fi® same size and style as
at_-:^s-e^^<ri
(^[,g 2 frame.
The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
metal standard for the basket
rti
i^H "^
l^t^&j
''^H to revolve upon, leaving room un*^.'
U'
IJ^H derneath the basket for T.^i or
'h!». of honey. It will be complete.
^wWfY
TMm "'th
~
rovers, and in every way
'iCS
^^ACt^'*"
''iM i'lentifjul. except in size, with the
"•^
i-Jtan $i'i.r»t Extractor. 13x20. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the $K'kj Extractors, all the different styles
- — -'j^w
v-—
have strainers over the canal leiid'^ --vit^^^fi^ ingtothe honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The fS.OO and
$lo.(.Hi Extractors have no covers.

on the

wholesale or

r

American frames, 13x13 inchee
*'
10x18
For2Lang9troth ""

I5wtf

retail.

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

2

For 3

•'

For4

"

*'

ALFRED
923

H.

"

10x18
10x18
13x20

"

12^X20

"
"

**

13x20

>EWMAN,

West Madison

Street. Chicago.

111.

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

Manufactories and Commerce

COZiOK^DO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sending One Dollar to the
will

Send for our ,;ix-paye Illustrated Catalojnie of
Queens and Bee-Keepers" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
1 1 wif
E. A. THOMAS 4 CO., Coleralne, Mass.
Bees.

Woman's

Florida
i^-

pri-

Land-640 Acres

CHEAP FOR CASH,
township

.^i

]>£9rV£R. COr..

south range 7
west, Franklin county. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasee. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and *>) of the Apalachicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.

Foundation.

It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. 1875. byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him coQveyed to the unaersigned for

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

4.

7.

;

Advance

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the

price 5 cents per pound, owing t<j the
increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
<flat bottom), will be

Advanced

5 Cents per pound,

from the advertised price

ALFRED
923

West Madison

The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos$3,000.

;

session.
I will sell the above at n bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address.

THOMAS G. NEWSMAN,

my Catalogue.
H. XEW^MAX,
in

Street,

925

CHICACJO. ILL

West Madison

Street.

Circulars free.

15v6m

<IOS.

the
per

ib.

lb.

48c.

bright,

Apiarian Supplies
35 Hands

BINGHAM SMOKERST

Columbus, Ind.

in tlie

advance
i

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry

lo.,

the obf)ve Smokers at

ALFRED

H.

923 W. Madison,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
thana)C.

THOMAS O. NEVTMAX,
Street,

925 West Madison

Chlcu^o,

lEl.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.

in

:

V.

sell

The British Bee Joi'KKal

the price of wax. I
now quote prices thus Dunham, ]'ito 50 lbs.. 42c.,
over 5" ib9..41c., less than lo lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort. lu sq. feet to the lb., to lo lbs.. .^7c.. 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
No discounts. Circular free.

J.

J.

COOK,

State Agricultural

College of

820 Pasea 133 Fine
;

the

MichigaiL

Illuslratloiu.

This is a new edition of Prof, Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies waa exhausted In

about 18 months — a sale unprecedeated In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and perIt comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey- producing planta.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and las t.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited bla means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

sistent research.

;

Read

the JollovAng opinions of the

Book;

and of

think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— Britwh Bee JemmaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New M^inual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. U. Wynkuop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— J*/ic/i. Far,
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— if erafd, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
Ib ifuily up with the times in every purticular. The
richest rewaAl awaits its author.— A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested Information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wii. Van ANTWERP. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and liives. with their implements. It Is of
value to all bee-raisers.— ffy. Lii'e Stock. Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apxculleur, trance.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— i)emocra(, Pulaski, N. \'.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum uf the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiToul taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully
and practice as advised.— .^iffricu It uriat, Quebec
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the must complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or Am^Tica a
scientific work on modem bee managemeiK, that
even- experienced bee roan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and Is a credtt
to the S\idiii.— WeitemAgricul^uTut.
This work Is undoubtedly the most complete
manual lor the instruction of bee-keepers whieh
haJs ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and managem<?nt of the
apiary. There is no subject relating Vj the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilatujn of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous Jiuowlede of apiarists, which be uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupa^iona.- Anifncan Inventor,
I

;

Dunham apd Vandervort

to the large

can

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my 32-paee Illustrated
r;it:il>tL'ue of
Bee-Keepers' Supplii.'--*"! every description.

now Employed.

FO UNDATION.
3*17

I

MA.M.'FACTURERS' PKICES. by

World.

Here is an opportunity for one or two bee-keepers to obtain a good businesa. My reason for selling is Ihwt I am disabled. FOr information address
*'S." care of the B^e Journal. Chicago, 111., who
will forward the correspondence to me.
23wtf

Owing

sq. ft.
10c.

Wax worked

Address.

M. BROOKS,

of tho Largest Manufactories
OF

Excelsior

Send for samples.

F.W. HOLMES. Cooparsville, Mich. 13wly

FOR SALE,
One

CHICAGO. ILL.

COMB P0imDATI0ar-40c.
DUNHAM
10
to
per pound extra thin and
;

QUEENS-QUEENS

By A.

Of Lanaing, Pro}€s$OT of Entomology in

All agree that it Is the work of a master
real viLlae.—L' Apiculture, Paris.

Descriptiox.— Sec.

lowemp

MINUAL OF THE APIARY,

^

"^

For

5

of

OR,

_

"
3
Cents per pound For
"
"
For4
Of any size.
PPJCES PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS, For 2 frames
"

Advance

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

EXTRACTORS.

KETAIL.

431

111.

is published monthand contains the best practical information for
the time t>eing. showinj; what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is e>iii''d and published by

ly,

ABBOTT,

t\ N.
Bee-Master,
School of Apiculture. 1-airlawn, Southall, London.
tS^We send the Weekly American Bee Journal and ihQ British Bee Joumai. both for $3.50 per

annum.

—

'

Jo:

Price- Bound in cloth, 91. S£ ; in paper oover.
91.00> by mall prepaid. Published by
THOMAS G. NETVMAHf,
074 West Madison Streeu CHICAGO. UA^
.

!

,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,.
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"RED
Who

The Original

copy^

first to

25,000

tap:s^

the

will be

BINGHAM

USE.

IN

you buy the OriKinal Patent Biiipham

If

Bee Smoker, you

l«t»

will

^
|e

.

to

By

'

Mfiil.

1

50

1

2.">

(wide
5u

1

Bingham Smoker,2 inch.... 100
Wonder Bingham Smoker,
51)
IMinch
Bingham & Hetherington Honey
100
Knlfo, 2 inch

2.j

1

agraffes, ciur new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

115

large fancy moulding full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvement which can in anv way teml tntlie per-

for free description and testimoni.nls, to

HSTHERINGTON,

c&

Abronia, Mich.

fection of the instruiiH-nt. has bc^'U ;ulilfd.

t^~Oiir price

t'«ii- tlilrt

A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
NEARLY
book of its kind ever published. Gives meas-

kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heai1in{; bolt tsibles,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns. r..r.hviii)d
all

Standard b0'>k ihn.nt'liout
United States and Canada. Ask your booUf^ellers
post-paid.
3;i
cents
for
Sent
^
£or it.
G."W. FISHEK, Box 238. Rochester. N.Y.
lar Also for sale at the Bee Journal Office. .^eJ
tables, interests, etc.

2w6m.

liiHti-iiriiciit.

late wholesale factory price.
only, to have this beautiful

for 6n day^
I'iano introduced. This is now. by far, the errentharurain ever offered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
Order at once.
this style
days' test trial.
This Piano will be sent on

.•(•'iWi,

e!*t

I

!

I.'"!

Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh sent with order unll Iif reUmded
and freight charges paid by its both ickj/s if Pin no is
not just as represented. Several other special luirgains Pianon, it^lOO up. Over 1.''>.imh» in use.
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue insdied free, giving the highest testirnonistls ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano tiillv \v:irranted for 3 years.
SK' 's price. Catalogue of 3.000
choice pieet's .sent l"i- :(c. stamp.
:

SHEKT M»

M£M>£l^SSOn.V PIAXO

PURE HOLY -LAND OUEENS.
I

hoxe^t

mid flelWered on boitrd citi'H itt .\'eiv 1'oi*k.,
with line Piano Cover, Stool 41*0 iPi
f^^'±0.
^d BooR, only
Rti^ced from our

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

Box

lilsmly

•J9.'iS.

CO.,

New

York.

a specialtv of rearing pure Iluly l^und

make

Queens and have now more than |i mi colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported (Jueens. Dollar (jueens, before .lune 2",
Queen, *l.00 6
f 1 25 each after that date, single
for i5 00 12 or more, 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, S2.50
each Italian (Jueens, same price.

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

;

;

;

<3-oonD,

I, Tl.

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty. Ind.

5^ly

A YEAR and

$777™

expenses toagents,

outatfree.addressi*

O Vlckery

gnsla, Maine.

.3[;wly

Muth's Honey [xtractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Hcmey Sections etc.,
II
XT
f . F.
\pply to
970 and 978 Central Ave.,ciNCIISNAXI, O.
^"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwfy

is

Hive and Honey Bee

a standard scientitic work.

Price,

S3.

and inventions. Chief among the new chapter*
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,'"
etc. It contains icn pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, T5c.; in papercovers, 50c., postpaid.
:

by Thomas G. Newman, in
language. Price, in paper covers,.
cents, or Ja per dozen, postpaid.

Blenen Kultnr.

GERMAN

the
4(-t

nzlerzon Theory

;— presents the fundamen-

of bee-culture, and furnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food aiMl Me«llelne, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honev .the nature,,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for theMarket Honey as food, glvint; recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam, Wines.etcr
and lloney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and shoultl be scattered by thousands, creating a demiind for honey
everywhere. Published in English and OM-man,
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
tal principles

facts

;

Wintering Bees. —

This contains the Prize

Essayson thissubject. read before the Centennial
Price.

Bee-Keepers' Association.

FooGhoo's Balsam

Shark's

of

Oil

Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
ThisOil is al)stracteii from apeculiar species of
small "White Shaik. caught in the Yellow Sea.
known as Carc/taroriou limideietii. Every Chinese
fisherman kntnvsit. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year I4in. its cures were so nuinerons and
many ««>«eemlnKlv mli-actilon*. that the remedv w'as offloiallv proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
:JOOyars no Deatness has existed anioner
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at :f i.un per bottle.

lOc.

Preparation of Honey

for the Market,
including the production and care ot both comb
and extracted honev, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.

Newman.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being

;

;

This

$850 Square Graiid Piano for only $245.
Bees and Honey, or Management of anPIAMfl QTYI
F 01 Magnificent rosewood Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas GrinItU
01 ILL 02 case elegantly finished. Newnian.—
Third Edition. "Fully up with the
3 MtrinffHt 7 1 -U Octave*, full patent cuntante times,"
including all the various improvements

65

sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

BINGHAM

Cloth. 881. OO.

Blessed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and^
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.

.

inch

2 inch

17wtf

Cloth. :S1.*5.

Lanffstroth on the

.

Smoiter

more advanced.

the present time.

Customer. Postptiid,
Conqueror. 3 inch
t2 (.10
.» 75
Bingham Smoker (wide

urement of

forcible,

KlnK*N Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. Jis revised and brought down to-

Plain

Send

it

and

King.— This edition

Little

To

that

those

stiield

aVi!

elegantly

It is

ABC

PKICKS:

).

Manual

up with the times" on every-

of Bee-Culture, by A, I. Root
IVovlce'ii
—This embrace8*'everything pertaining to the car&
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

Handed

shield

"

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot fail tu interest all. Its style is plain
making all its readers realize that its
authoris master of the subject.— JS1.50.

our smokers and honey knives first, J'"" Pn tpntfld ^^*^
1B78
will have to buy no*^^^^^^^*^

shield),

and fully

QiilnbyNNew Beo-Keeplner. by L. C. Root—

Our patents
cover all the smoUers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood. or do not
go out. If you' buy

Extra Bingham

of the

CHICAGO, ILL,

or* CooIc.'b

;

Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten.

The author

to *2.

Larue

Guide

ISee-K.ecper'ti

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

not only instructive,,
butintenselyinteresling and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterlv production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, '*1. 35 ; paper cover, »1.

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from 65 cts.

wide

THOMAS
West Madison

925

subjectof bee-culture.

this

others,

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

illustrated

aid the inventor of
improved bee smokers—pel the best, that
never bo out— always
please— never is comphiinedof— thestandard of excellence the
world over — better

and handsomer

Books

hive

usedbyG. M.

a description of the

Doolittle.

Price. Ac.

Extracted Honev; HarveKtInar, HandlIntsand Marketln^.-A L'4-p:me pamphlet, by
Ch.

iV

C. P.

Uadant. giving

in detail

the methods

and management adopted
contains

many

in their apiary.
useful hints.— Price 15c.

This

Bee Pasturafire a Xecesslty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how Jfi engravings. Price. lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Uee-Keepers, by Chaa.
F Muth; S2 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees, Price, lOc.

M T

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
I

Bees and Queens
PULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QUEENS and IIHJCI.EI IN SEASON.
JS-Satisfaction guaranteed.
«I.

cation

H.

KOBEKTSON,

PAINE & LADD,
HAl.BEKT
Ijate

E.

PAlNb.

('omm'r Patents,

}

f

I

better.

have been greatly benefited.

My deafness

helped a great deal- think another

bottle will cure me.

WASHINGTON,
i\

street.

New

Y..rk. enclosing *i,

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so. "—Editor of Mercantile Review,
B:^~To avoid loss in themails, please send money
by Registeued Letter.

Only Imported bv

ri

V

"•
)
STOIIY B. LADD.
. ,^
Solicltom of Patent! and Attorneys in
16w3m
Patent Cu>e».

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
Late Haylock & Co.)
7 »ey St., New Tfork.
I

Sole Agents for America.

20wly

Kendall*s Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has 'i'l engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

"Its virtues are unqcestionable and its curative character aiisolute. as the wkiteu can
personally testify. roth fkoim expeitlence
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to H.\ yi.uck

&JENNEY, 7Dey

Circular on appli-

Pewamo. Ionia Co., Mich.

50wtf

has performed a niirncle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

much

Paper, a.lc.
Hill,— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

its cause, symptoms and

cure.

Price,

35c.

Moore's Tliilverwnl Assistant, and Complete Mechanic^ ct>ntainsover I.CKXi.OoO Indus-

Trade SeLegal Items, Business Forms, etc.. of vast
every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Steam, Civil
Man Gives ^(mi.oihi items for Gas,Millers,
Blackand Mining Engine<Ts, Machinists,
smiths Founders, Mineis. Metallurgists, Assayers,.
Plumbers, Gas and St«":im Fitters. Bronzers. Gilders Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.oit; pages, is a veritableTreasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its.
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man. orFarmer. Price, postage paid, !$3.50.
dustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes,
cret-s.

utility to

——

—
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—

—

;

(^ OLDEST BEE PAPERT;^

ESTABLISHED

AMERICA

'*)
IN

L

c^i

X

IN 1861

J

1^1

DEYOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

July

12, 1882.

No. 28.

have often tliought what a boon it
would be to thousands of our people
Illinois, especially those with a
professional and literary turn of mind,
and the many who are physically in-

in
Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

925

WEST MADISON
At

3(3.

ST.,

OO n Tear,

In

capacitated from earning an honest
and comfortable liveliliood at hard
manual labor, if a Profesforship and
It is proposed to have a professor of
Department of Apiculture were added
apiculture appointed in England as
to our already efficient and able
we learn from the London Journal of Illinois
Industrial
University.
It
Horticulture. Mr. A. Pettigrew made
would open up the possibility of an
the proposition, and being asked to
independence to thousands of women
name a person for the place, says
who now eke out a miserable existThe question of the country being ence in the crowded cities, because
ready for a professor was asked, and
the avenues of rural industry are comalso if a man qualified for the work
Those questions paratively closed against them. The
could be found.
were answered as fully as it was apicultural Held is broad ; no State in
thought desirable then. We have the Union can boast of better natural
made considerable advances during
the last two years, and it appears to facilities for honey gathering, and no
me now that anew departure or fresh State is more illy supplied with bees
advance should be made as soon as according to its resources than Illithe
authorities
will sanction it.
Would you appoint one or two pro- nois, and yet skilled bee-keepers, or
Two. One for England, scientific apiarists, can scarcely be
fessors y
and one for Scotland and Ireland employed at any price. Nothing is
both would have plenty to do. Have more needed than an apicultural dewe any men amongst us ready for the
work ? Yes, I think we have two partment under State patronage, and
well qualitied but I hesitate to point nothing would contribute more to the
them out by name, though I fancy no State revenue in proportion to the
harm would be done to anybody by outlay. The department could apmentioning the names of the two
gentlemen who appear to me most propriately be combined with the
qualified as professors of apiculture. Botanical and Horticultural, and if he
Mr. William Raitt, of Blairgowrie, I could be induced to supervise it, no
would nominate for Scotland and Ire- one could be found more competent
land, and Mr. Frank Cheshire for
England. Perhaps they would not to occupy the professional chair than
accept such appointments if they were Prof. T. J. Burrill, the learned scienmade.
Both are advanced and tist.
_
enthusiastic bee-keepers, and good

Department or Apiculture.

EinTon ANn Pkoprietoh,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

George Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

PoHtnee to Enrope 50 cents extra.
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The American

Bee

i^° The Postmaster General recomto Congress the reduction of
letter postage to 2 cents this will be
a good tiling, for many who now use
postal cards would send letters, if the
postage on them were but 2 cents.
Some other changes are. proposed,
but none of them may be made. We

Journal mends

would heartily approve the choice of
gentlemen, knowing their
these
ability to lecture as well as to impart
sound instruction on progressive beekeeping.

;

shall see.

England is making rapid strides in
progressive bee-keeping, and this is a
We have received price lists of
step in advance of the United States,
bee-keepers' supplies from Ilovs
though in many things we have set Morgan, Columbus, Wis., and"J. D.

i^

&

them

a

wholesome

example.

We

Goodrich, East Hardwick, Vt.

;

:

;
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Fertile

Workers— So

duce progeny after mating, when the

Called.

A

Dr. I. P. Wilson, Burlington, Iowa,
forwards the following upon the above
subject
Is there such a thing as a fertile
No. Is there such a thing
V

worker

reverse is true.
queen, as also all
workers, under certain conditions,
for aught we know to the contrary,
possess the inherent power of production of drones, but not reproduction
of kind, i. e., workers or queens. It
is true the derivations from the word
"fertile," as frequently used, would
imply an after preparation or qualifi-

i'es.
The eggs
as a laying worker
of a virgin queen will hatch, and all
drones.
The
eggs
from a
the bees be
worker will hatch, and they, too, will
all be drones. Both the queen and the cation, as, to fertilize soil when it is
worker are females— the one perfectly already fertile, or the fertilization of
developed and capable of beins fertilized, the other imperfectly develniied, the queen, when she is by nature inand not capable of being fertilized. herently fertile.
might as appropThere is no such a thing as a fertih riately claim that education was necworker, any more than tliere is such a
thing as a fertile virgin queen, hence essary to man to fertilize his brain.
We are not altogether certain that
the term "fertile worker" is a mis'i

We

nomer, and should be abandoned by science has yet determined how far
What do you the queen possesses the inherent
scientific bee-keepers.
say, Mr. Editor
power of production. We do know
We must say, while we have the that in the continued absence of a
highest regard for Dr. Wilson person- queen from a colony of bees, if there
ally, and the deepest respect for his
be no eggs nor larvae from which to
opinions, we wholly disagree with his rear another queen, fertile workers
'i

The admission that
first negative.
there are workers which lay eggs, and
that those eggs will be productive of
drones, is an acknowledgment -per se
that they are fertile workers, if we
place any value upon the definition of
the word " fertile," as given by the
compilers of Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary, which is almost universally acknowledged the best lexicon of
the English language.
there defined

The word

is

:

FERTILE. [Lat. tcrtilis, from ferre,
Fr. fertile, Pr., Sp.
to bear, produce
;

and Pg. fertil ; It. fedile.]
1. Producing fruit in abundance
fruitful able to jiroduce fruit abundantly prolific productive; rich; inventive produced in abundance ; as,
a fertile mind or
fertile land or fields
imagination.
;

;

;

;

;

Capable of producing fruit;
as, fertile flowers or
bearing

2. (Bot.)

fruit

;

anthers.

Syii.— Fertile, Fruitful. Fertile
implies the inherent power of production fruitful, the act. The prairies
of the west are fertile by nature, and
will soon be turned by cultivation into
;

fruitful fields.

when

prevails

The same
tliese

A

distinction

words are used

man of fertile genius
has by nature great readiness of invention one whose mind is fruitful
has resources of thought and a readiness of application which enable him
to think and act to effect.
figuratively.
;

clause in the synonym
covers and justifies the use of the
word " fertile " as applied to laying
workers, as also to virgin queens which
lay eggs tlia'twill hatch drones,foreach
possesses the " inherent power of production." If there is any impropriety

The

first

in the use of the word, it is in connection with the queen after mating, for
it then implies a queen can only pro-

are liable to be developed

;

or,

if

a

young queen be reared and she fails
to mate with a drone, she will be fer-

Secrets.— This is the
of a lengthy article in
the Chicago Tribune of July 6th. Our
readers are undoubtedly aware that
much time and money have been expended in the effort to make cane
sugar from grape sugar that is, to
make from glucose a granulated sugar
Saccharine

main caption

—

free from the gummy or waxy starch
which characterizes all grades of

glucose but until quite recently, it
appears, misdirected science has been
unable to overcome the difliculties in
the way of its successful accomplish;

Latterly, however.

ment.

Prof.

H.

have
whereby he

C. Friend, of Chicago, claimed to

discovered a method
could transform 100 lbs. of grape
sugar into 90 lbs. of perfect cane sugar.
Now, as ordinary cane sugar contains
but 86 to 96 lbs. of saccharine matter,
it will readily be seen the Professor
(if correct) would make a superior
article from the bogus.
Finally, this wily Friend succeeded
in persuading several capitalists to
a stock
join him in his enterprise
company was organized with a capital of 32,000,000 machinery was purchased quarters were fitted up, and
the royal road to wealth seemed fairly
opened.
But unaccountable delays
occurred. Anxious days spent by the
stockholders were lengthened out into
weeks, and these accumulated into
months, and yet no sweet reward did
the stockholders behold, excepting
the beautiful samples which the Professor exhibited as tlie result of many
successful experiments in his labora;

with drone progeny only or, if
she be injured or become very old, she
will lay only eggs which develop
drones. Certainly, nature has had
some wise purpose in providing for all
contingencies with drone progeny,
and there remains for science the
deepest mystery yet unsolved, to determine how far the perpetuation of
the colony depends upon drone progeny only as also the economic necessity for fertile workers when all other
resources have failed.
We can see no objection to using tory. Hope gave way to distrust
and
the words " laying worker ;" but cus- distrust gave way to dispair
tom has sanctioned and legitimatized this was succeeded by desperation.
the use of the word " fertile " in this The Treasurer brought suit against
connection, and certainly the strict the company for rent, and other
definition of the term justifies its use. parties brought suit for moneys advanced, while warrants were sworn
Honey Labels.— We have received out for the arrest of the friendly Prosamples of some very attractive litho- fessor, charging him with obtaining
graphic labels for honey, from Mr. D. money on false pretenses. Probably
A. Jones, of Beeton, Ontario, Canada. many others will mourn the spasmodic
They are mainly intended for extrac- collapse of the " Grape and Cane
ted honey in tin pails, but some are Sugar Kefining Company," and anasuitable for sections of comb honey. thematize the scientific " sheeny."
They are not only exceedingly handWe wish to call esTr.ansferriiig.
some, but, being varnished, they will
not easily become soiled. The fig- pecial attention to Mr. Heddon's artiures of straw hives on nearly all of the cle on transferring, on page 437. It is
labels may be objectionable to some the most practical article on the subapiarists having progressive ideas. ject we have yet seen in print, and
These, however, could be omitted will prove valuable to any person havwithout detriment to the present hand- ing bees to transfer. We have pracsome appearance of the labels. The ticed a similar method upon several
Bee Jourkal has urged the necessity occasions, and had thought of writing
of attractive labels, and Mr. Jones an article on tlie subject, but have
never been able to reach it.
has happily caught the inspiration.
tile

;

;

;

;

;

—

"

:

:
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Exceptionally

New York

Bad Honey Prospects.

generally,

some portions

ing in severity. My theory of "weatlier relationships" is working just
now in a telling manner all over tlie
Northern hemispliere, and I feel much
greater confidence in predicting the
periods of the more marked disturbances. Hence, I herewith reiterate
ray previous statements respecting '-a
very cold and stormy autumn," and

of Kentucky, and districts in California seem especially unpromising for a
large honey yield this season. Mr. J.
r. Moore, Bingliamton, X. Y., .writes
under date of July 4th
early setting in of extreme severity,
The silver lining of the clouds you with heavy snowfalls, this reaching to
We are
speak about in tlie Bee Journal, remote southerly points.
has not been discernible to the naked likely to exiierieiice one of the coldest
eve of anv bee-keeper of this State I periods in along term of years during
think. Or if any of them had a the early part of the winter of 1S82-S3,
glimpse of it, it has all fallen out by but the "cold will come in a lump, and
this time, as we are not going to get the latter half of the winter is likely
any surplus from clover, nor from to be mild and open, with an advanced
anything else this season, unless we spring.
liave a radical change in the weather.
What we are afraid of now is that we
Annals of Fort Mackinac— We have
shall not get honey enough to winter received from Lieut. D. 11. Keltou,
our bees.
U. S. A., a copy of <an interesting book
Portions, or, perhaps, tlie whole of bearing the above title. The history
New York, and districts in other and legends of the book are interStates, may be exceptions ; but even spersed with several scenic engravyet, with favorable weather from this ings of ancient and modern times.
on, the honoy yield will be good. Cer- We have had a personal acquaintance
tainly tliere never was a more abund- with Lieut. Kelton, of several years'
ant white clover bloom in the United standing, and this is just such a work
States than this season, and linden as we would anticipate from a man of
promises everything that could be de- his accomplished education and dissired from it. In illustration of our criminating judgment. In the prevastness as a country, the New York face to the work he says
Tribune gives the following
Besides information derived from
If the sun shines through the 24 official sources, including the records
hours on British territory it may also on file in the Fort, the old books of
be said that the reaper runs all sum- the American Fur Company, the remer in the United States. The har- cords of the village and county of
vester liglits it out on his line from Mackinac, and of the churches of
middle spring to early autumn. At Mackinac and St. Ignace ; old docuAmericns, Ga., on the 19th of April, ments in the hands of private india ripe field of wheat was cut, and viduals have also been examined, and
others in Texas and elsewhere not much matter obtained which it is bemuch later. Texas will finish in May, lieved has never before been in print.
Tennessee in June, Illinois and Ohio
in July, Iowa in August, and MinneXegroes as Bee-Keepers.— The In
sota may gather some late fields in
diana Farmer republishes our item
September.
Undoubtedly summer and fall bloom with the above caption, on page 378,
will be equally good. Sweet clover is with the following remarks
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— Mr.

J.

Matthew Jones, Waterville, N.

S.,

Bee-Keeping' in

sends us the following interesting extract from a recent work entitled
" Hoffmeister's Ceylon and Continental India," illustrating the primitive
methods pursued in those countries:

:

:

Ceylon.

at

The ground iloorof a native's house
Mookha, in the Himalayas, con-

tained tlie stalls for cattle, and the
bee house. Tlie latter occupied one
wliole side of the house in which the
window slits were walled up, leaving
only fly-holes for the bees on the
lower edges all the rest being closed
with cow dung. The entrance to this
apiary was on the opposite side from
that to the dwelling houses, and it
was with the greatest difficulty that I
obtained permission to cross the
threshhold, as the people were afraid
that I might take possession of their
honey. I found within a perfectly
dark chamber, three feet high, in
which, resting on a low wooden stand,
were the bee hives, a sort of square
tubes formed of four planks, connected
in front with the fly-holes, and open
behind toward the dark room. When
tlie honey had to be t;iken out, which
w^as done in July or August, a fire of
;

cow dung was made in this little
chamber, the smoke of which drove
the bees out by the fly-holes. They
soon return, however, and build
anew.

:

:

coming on

rapidly,

and though

late,

and

of nectar.

ignorance and superstition

general outlook for the weather
largely
of the summer season in Southern and

among

the

colored

prevail
people.

Southwestern sections is improving, We suppose in Indiana they have had
owing to the continuance of very facilities and inducements for imwimly weather in Northern and West- proving their knowledge regarding
ern sections of Canada and the L'nited
bees, as well as in everything else
.States. But a " windy spring makes
a severe autumn ;" therefore the out- tending to elevate and enlighten the
,look for the

autumn

of 18S2

is

iucreas-

lishes the following

item

among its

news
For nearly a week past a swarm of

local

the superiority of Indiana's edu- bees has been domiciled on a chimneycational system then, belongs this top over the buildings at the northcredit, for "we are pleased to inform west corner of Third and Chestnut

—

The

of Bees on a Telegraph

To

will be very productive
Fortunately, the districts our esteemed contemporary and its
spoken of form the exception not the worthy correspondent, that we have
several in this part of the country.
rule.
One, a colored lady, living a few miles
nortii of this city, has charge of
Vennor's Forecast of the Weather.—
thirty odd colonies and is fully up to
He predicts a " cold and stormy the times. She gets a fancy price for
"
autumn," and a very
severe win- all her honey, and grumbled not a
ter." It will be well for bee-keepers little because some of the sections
which we sent her were not all pearly
to make preparations for such, and if
white.
it comes as this •' weather prophet
Our remarks were based upon our
intimates, they will not be " caught
observations in the South, where
napping." He says
is thrifty

A Swarm

Pole.— The Philadelphia Eecord pub-

race.

Yesterday morning they
migrated to the top of a telegraph
pole on Third street, above Chestnut,
and from the street the pinnacle
looked as though it had been dipped
in a pot of tar. Great crowds collected
at the corner to view the curiosity.
The interest heightened when at midday a telegraph lineman mounted the
pole with a hive improvised from a
soap-box and attempted to capture
the bees. He preferred to coax the
insects rather than drive tliem, but
after a patient but unsuccessful effort
he left the box in inviting proximity
that the bees might hive themselves
at leisure. There was no apparent
diminution in the size of the swarm
on the pole until just before 7 o'clock,
when, reinforced by an assistant, the
lineman swept them into a larger box
and departed with his prize. He was
inspired by a promise of $12.50 if the
swarm should be secured.
streets.

:

:
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Bee-Keepiug in California in 1873,
Sound, Healthy average profits from bees tor the rents
1)0 Bees Injure
The Semi-Tropic California gives
Peaches J— The Massacliusetts Plough- of 2 or 3 cottages such as they live in.
We shall doubtless hear reports of the following as a scrap of history on
man remarks as follows
great and wide-spread success, and
This question having been put to us the story of the value of bees to the bee-keeping in that State
some years ago, we iiave very natu- community will be better told and
In November, 1S73, forty members
rally watched tlie operations of the confirmed. It is known that in some
of the Los Angeles County Bee-Keepbees on the peach trees ever since. colonies, and in certain districts of ers' Association owned 1,406 hives of
The results of this examination have America, bee-keeping is an unfailing bees, which produced for the season,"
been to draw conclusions different source of income to those wlio under- 68,268 pounds of honey. The average
from those entertained by many stand and practice it. The thousands price for the product of that year was
others. In consequence of this we of barrels of honey containing from 1
cents,
wliether sold in San
have been slow to express an opinion, to 3 cwts. each that find a market in 22J-2
The
Francisco or otiier markets.
thinking possibly further observation England every year tell us of busy largest apiary was owned by Maloy &
might lead to a different conclusion, people in countries rich in honey.
Stone, and numbered 257 hives, and
but as vear after year only gives adThe bee-keepers' Association and the smallest number reported was
ditional evidence of its correctness, some county associations kindred in one hive owned by Mr. Orick.
At
we give to our readers the result of character and objects, are making that time but few of the bee-keepers
our observation, hoping by so doinfj laudable efforts to teach apiculture. of the county were acquainted with
to encourage closer observation and These associations are rising in public the better implements now in use by
to draw out opinions.
estimation, and becoming stronger the bee-keeper of to-day, yet the reThe first year or two of observation financiallv every year. Much honor sults of the year's work was more
disclosed the fact that the wasp evi- is due to the Rev. II. R. Peel, Hon. satisfactory than in any subsequent
dently commenced the work of punc- Secretary of the Bee-Keepers' Asso- year, so far as the financial result was
turing the fruit and that the honey ciation, wlio labors indefatigably to concerned. At that time large tracts
bee followed. This at first led to tlie awaken public attention to the im- of land were lying uncultivated, and
belief that the wasp was tlie first portance of bee-keeping.
covered with honey-producing shrubs
but, on
cause of the destruction
and plants, to-day tliose tracts are
further examination, it was observed
"Open Secrets."— The Farm, Herd mainly under cultivation, eitlier in
that some of the trees in the orchard
orchard, vineyard or grain. The grain
were entirely exempt from injury, and Home very wisely concludes as field, except corn, yields no nectar,
and in fact, tliat some whole orchards follows
and the bee-keeper," if he wishes to
were perfectly free from injury, not a
Apiarian humbugs of one kind and succeed, must plant or cultivate such
peach being punctured this led to a
crops as will produce honey, if he exstill more careful examination, when another still infest the market, and
pects to do as well as was done in
it was found that most, if not all, of bee-keepers, or those intending to be1873. The new markets opened up
the fruit punctured, had on one side come such, need be put on their guard by recently constructed lines of railunderthem.
It
should
be
against
a decayed spot before punctured. On
ways, give promise of greater demand
some peaches the decayed spot was stood that there are now no " myste- for our.unrivaled honey. So far as
except
to
the
ries
of
bee-keeping,"
large,
very small and on others quite
quality is concerned, we can fairly
but whatever tlie size, the wasp would class who do not read publications on compete with the world, and nature
puncture the fruit very nearly in the apiculture. The secrets of this busi- has given to Southern California the
"
center of the decayed spot, wliich has ness are all open secrets." Any par- climatic
conditions for successful
led many to believe that the decay is ties who offer by mail or otherwise to bee-keeping. If thoughtful, careful in" new methods," by
caused by the puncture, when obser- make known
dustry is turned toward tlie business,
vation seems to prove that the decay which fortunes can be speedily made there is every reason to believe tliat
invites the wasp to make the punc- out of bees, merely tradeon the ignor- better results may be obtained than
ture. Being satisfied of this the" next ance and credulity of the public. was achieved by the bee-keepers of
investigation was in a direction to as- Patent hives, moth-traps, and all such this country in 1873. It would be well
certain the cause of the decay, when devices for money getting, have had for every bee owuer to keep a careful
and bee-keeping has been
it was in every instance found to be tlieir day.
account of this year's product of
the yellows. AVe liave yet to see the reduced to a business, the principles honey, the number of hives of bees
property
of
which
are
the
common
of
peach orchard, the fruit of which has
owned by them, and the price obbeen injured by the bees that has not all intelligent and well-informed tained per pound for honey this year,
apiarists.
and,
so
been struck by the yellows,
and report the results to the Associafar as we have observed, the fruit of
tion at our November meeting.
will
be
yellows
every tree that has the
Untested Clieap ({ueens.— The Beeattacked by the bees.
Keepers^ Magazine is now discussing
The Objects of Fairs.— An exchange
tlie matter of the utility of cheap unThe tested queens. The editor remarks makes the following remarks on this
Knowledge of Bee-Cnlture.

—

:

;

:

;

—

London /ou?->iai!o/i/o?-(ic!4K!()-eremarks

as follows
as follows on the knowledge of the
think all queen breeders will
science of bee-keeping in Great Britagree that no one, whose time is of
ain
any value, can afford to properly rear
Within the last dozen years greater queens and send them out, on indiefforts have been made to spread a vidual orders, at $1. We do believe
knowledge of apiculture than were that the vast majority of the so-called
made for more than half a century be- dollar queens are reared in nuclei,
fore in England and other countries ; and some of them by the aid of artiIn the South where hot
ficial lieat.
and what have been the results V
wider and deeper interest is taken in weather prevails for so great a portion
the subject, and a greater desire for of the year the case is different, and
knowledge has been created. In these the quality for endurance, of queens
times of extensive emigration it ap- reared there by these loose metliods is
pears desirable to extend a knowledge uniloubtedly "far superior to those
of apiculture throughout the country. reared in tliis climate. Queens exactly
To know well liow to manage bees alike in all other respects should not
profitably is worth very much to work- differ in price S2.00, simply because
ing men living in rural districts. one has to be kept 21 days in order to
Many such men who are versed in see her progeny. Rather dear board
bee-keeping would not give the annuai for even a queen.
:

We

:

A

subject

The true position of fairs is schools
of instruction. It is not enough that
one may grow a better crop tlian another, but that he may instruct others
liow to obtain similar results. The
object of exhibition is not merely to
get a prize, but to incite others to
If one has grown a fine
animal, a large crop, or made a valuable piece of machinery, he has had
his reward already, and the object of
exhibition is to sliow others wliat may
be done and teach them how to do it.
Especially can fairs become schools
for the instruction of youtli ; they
there learn to observe, and at sight to
classify the various breeds of animals,
becoming familiar with the characteristics of each, and their valuable

good works.

qualities.

:
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Progressive Triiusferriug.

JAMES ttEDDON.

please, whether I desire increase or
not. In either case the forced queen,
reared in thedejileted " gum," should
be killed, and if increase is tlie order
of the day, a new queen from some
other source is substituted for the
second drive. Then is the time to do
your splitting open of the " old gum,"
and vou have some tirst class kindling
wood, a nice lot of extracted honey
(after you empty the old combs), and
some comb to melt up into wax for
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queen is then placed on the surface of
the comb, and an opened cage with
thin, sharp edges placed over her and
pressed slightly into the comb, thus
imprisoning the queen. The comb is
then hung back in its place. The
bees will generally cut her out and
accept her while all is undisturbed
and quiet in the hive. If they fail,
however, to liberate her in fortyeight hours, the comb should be lifted
out and a partial opening made with
the point of a knife under the edge of

I was a little surprised at reading more comb foundation.
Once try this plan, and you will see the cage. The inquisitive little subtwo articles in the last issue, from
two of our leading correspondents, here, too, that new inventions suggest jects will see the point, and will proboth giving directions tor transfer- new and improved methods. Pure ceed to liberate the queen.
As a modification of the above
ring bees, the same as has been given comb foundation, always a great boon,
over and over again, in bee books and and now a staple, not only aids the methods, I make tlie sliding door of

papers for the past 25 years.
Have we not progressed any V Is
there no better method of getting
colonies out of rejected hives, into
I think there is.
those of our choice
" Pry off
Mr. Hutchinson says
the side of tlie hive, cutting the nails,
if necessary." Now, 1 would not do
this at all, till all the bees and brood
were out of it, but whenever I did do
The
it, I would do so tills way
grain of the boards nearly always
runs up and down, and all you have
to do is to split off about 1 inch of
each of the side boards that are nailed
to the other two boards, taking away
the part that the nails go through,
and if the combs are previously loosened, the one side will nearly fall
down. You can, on this plan, cut out
the corner of most any box hive, and
then cut the combs from the sides
of the hive, and split these sides up
into kindling wood as you go along,
'i

:

bees in supplying their costliest substance, but it aids the bee-keeper in
getting his couilis straight, and more
of them, ill less time, getting his
snrplus combs perfect, controlling tlie
blood of his drones, and consequently,
queens and workers, besides revolutionizing the process of transferring.

Dowagiac, Mich., July
Farmers'

:

which gives you free access to the
as you advance. It is so much
easier, quicker and quieter a process
than to •' pry or cut the nails."
But I do not want any combs that
have been fastened into frames by

combs

the use of " tliorns, rubbers, sticks,
wires," etc. I have transferred many

hundred

colonies,

and have bought

number transferred by others
(among them some of our most suc-

quite a

and skillful apiarists). I have
examined transferred colonies in
other apiaries where I was visiting,
cessful

and 1 will tell you again, that 1 do not
want any transferred combs in my
yard.
True, once in a while we meet with
.a comb that is in perfect shape to lill
our frame with choice, all worker
cells, but such are the exceptions to
the rule. 1 believe that, on an average,
transferred combs are as much behind those naturally built in empty
guided frames, as these latter are behind those drawn from worker foundation, in full slieets and on wires.
Wlien 1 transfer, I put S of tliese
wired frames of foundation into my
Langstroth hive, and with said hive
and drum-box and smoker in hand, I
approach the "old gum" and drive a

V

prime swarm and the queen into this
hive, which is a hive of beautiful
•combs 4S hours later.
After 21 days, the worker brood is
all liatclied and a new queen just begun to lay in tlie old guin. Now I can
drive again, into another just such
hive, or I can unite vvitli my lirst
-drive, piling up the surplus soon, as I

How

I

Q.

my

point of a knife in the quilt, so that I

can draw it out and thus liberate the
queen without the bees knowing it.
Christiansburg, Ky.

4, 1882.

Home

so tliat they will project

cajjes

above the bottom, or, rather, the top,
when the cage sets wire-cloth down,
and let this projecting sliding door
pass up through a slit niade with the

Journal.

For

Introduce (Jiieeus.

tile

American Bee JournaL

Drones and Their Functions.

W. DEMAREE.

DR.

To

J.

K. I5AKEE.

introduce queens there are but
two methods employed that differ materially.
One of these methods is to
cage the queen to be introduced, and
to place the cage (wire-cloth) down
right on the frames over the cluster
of bees and cover the bees, cage and
all, with the bee quilt, and let them
alone forty-eight hours, then turn up
the quilt till the cage is exposed to
view now draw out the sliding door
and let the queen run out among the
bees. Keep your eye on her, and if
she is permitted to run down among
the bees without being molested, close
up the hive and wait lifteen or twenty
minutes, then open the hive gently
and look up the queen. If the bees
are not ready to accept her, you will
lind her imprisoned in a ball of bees,
generally on the bottom board. This
we call '• balling the queen." Don't
be nervous or in too big a hurry just
take a large spoon and dip up the ball
of bees and turn them out into a pan
of water. This will cause them to re-

While I read everything published
columns of the Bee Journal,
every week, and have done so ever
since its tirst issue, and while I feel

lease her, and set them to swimming
for life. Pick out the queen by catch-

versal belief of the use of drones, for
a long time ; but my tongue refused
to utter my thoughts, and my pen
declared it was too feeble to enter
the arena with those of the champions in the ranks of apiarists who
adhere to the old notion that drones
are simply dead-beat libertines.
It seems marvelous to me that nature should implant so strongly in
the workers and queens the instinct

;

;

ing her wings between the
linger.

She

positivehj

thumb and

will not

sting.

Never take hold of "the queen by the
abdomen, as you may injure her.
Now, return her to the cage and
place it back just as before, and leave
it twenty-four hours and try them
again, and so on till she is accepted.
will generally be accepted withthis trouble, but not always.
The queen will generally begin to lay
in one or two days after she is accepted by the bees, and after she begins to lay she is as safe as if she had
been raised in the hive. For this rea-

She
out

all

son I keep a watch over her till she
has deposited her lirst eggs.
The other method is to cage the
queen on a comb taken from the
brood nest. The comb is taken out
and all the bees brushed off of it. The

in the

it is indispensable to me because
of its scientilic and practicable instruction on the different questions
having a bearing on apiculture, I have
wondered a good deal why, among all
your able contributors like Messrs.
"Heddoii, Dadant, Doolittle, Clarke,
Demaree, and a host of others, that;
there seemed to be not one to dissent

that

from the unreasonable theory that
drones have no use in the economy of
impregnate the
the hive but to
queens.

The comments

of the editor of the

Bee Journal on

—

"

the

question

Drones Are they Auxiliaries V"
and the extract he used in connection
therewith from the British Bee Journal,
which appeared in the American
Bee Journal of June 28, seemed to
me to be well timed. I have been
skeptical on the seeming almost uni-

raise

to

hundreds of drones

in

each

their only function is the
impregnation of the few queens proportionately raised in any colony or
any apiary ; and that, too, when it re-

colony

if

quires only one drone to impregnate
a queen and when once impregnated
she is always so, as long as she is of
use.

hope Prof. Cook and other able
in our ranks will give the matter
of the function of drones a " new
I

men
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hearing," for I verily believe that this
big, jolly, musical inmate of the hive
has been terribly slandered.
This has been rather a peculiar season in this latitude.
part of the
time bees have just '' boomed," and
then the wet and cold would stop their
work altogether.
bees are in better condition now than they were last
year this time, and yet I harvested a
large crop of comb honey last season.
The weatlier has ceased to be cold,

portance where the introduction of a
new and superior race of bees depends on a valuable queen bee, obtained, perhaps, at considerable expense. When a bee-master has no
isolated apiary it is difficult to keep a
race pure until a considerable number
My
of colonies have been formed, which
send out drones in large numbers.
bee-keeper of no great experience
will also find it difficult to determine
with certainty whether the young
but it has been wet and cloudy with- queen of a colony has been impregnaout let up for near a week. I never ted by a drone of her own race, espesaw so good a crop of white clover cially when races do not greatly differ
here as we have this summer, and in color.
when the sun shines for a few hours
In rearing queens, bee-masters,
the bees gather honey very fast. We therefore, as a matter of precaution,
have a good deal of linden in this will always fall back upon the brood
locality, and catnip, tigwort, hearts- from the parent colony in the second,
ease and numerous other honey-pro- and even, perhaps, in the third year,
ducing plants, tlie names of wiiich I and are anxious of course to preserve
do not know, abound but the cham- the old queen as long as possible.
pion of them all is tlie horsemint,
The question as to whether and how
alias, bee-mint, camphor weed, sand- the life of a queen may be prolonged,
mint, wild bergamot, etc. It is one was suggested to me by a dispute
of the very best of yielders; lasts which had arisen between Miss Titz
from 4 to 6 weeks, and tlie honey of Lasswitz, a great Silesian beefathered from it is of superior quality, keeper, and a bee-master by the name
t
commences to bloom from July of St.
5th to lOtli grows on very sandy land,
Miss Titz, on the occasion of tlie
and literally covers our roadsides, Neissen meeting, showed some friends
commons, and uncultivated (ields. I who paid a visit to her apiary, in adwonder if it is the same plant that dition to a number of curious objects,
the Texas bee-keepers speak of as so an Italian queen bee, which she stated
valuable with them y
to be six years old, adding that she
Keithsburg, 111.
had succeeded in keeping this particularly pure and valuable queen alive
so long by keeping her from excessive
London .Tournal of Horticulturo.
breeding. Mr. St. was of a different
Prolonging the Life of the Quecu Bee. opinion, maintaining that there was
no doubt a young queen had been
DK. DZIERZON.
raised unnoticed, as, according to his
long experience, the life of an Italian
The celebrated physician Ilufeland queen never exceeded tliree years.
wrote a book on the art of prolonging He further asserted that the eggs behuman life. But if there can be a came developed in the ovary of the
question of prolonging human life ar- queen and pass involuntarily, it being
tificially, we might certainly expect impossible for any influence to be exto be able to prolong the life of bees, erted on the ovary.
In my opinion Mr. St. is wrong on
the more so as their term of life, is attained under varying conditions and both points. Altliough six years and
at different times of the season. one month is certainly an unusually
While they exhaust their strength great age for a queen bee, it is not by
and die in about six weeks during the any means impossible and incredible
busiest time in spring and summer, that she might attain that age.
bees reared late in the summer and in
Some years ago I myself had a
autumn look as strong and young on queen which, though more than five
their lirst appearance in spring after years old, was still very active, and I
six months' rest during autumn and have no doubt would have lived anwinter as if they had only just left other year if I had not destroyed lier.
their cells.
What is applicable to Sig. Hruschka assured me that he had
bees in general must equally apply to had a queen which lived to tlie age of
the principal bee in the hive— the seven years. It appears, therefore,
queen, and to lier I shall chiefly refer quite credible that the queen referred
in discussing the question of tlie dura- to lived to the age of six years, the
tion of life and the possibility of pro- more so as she was a fine and vigorlonging it.
ous specimen, and was carefully kept
Tliis question is as interesting as it from over-exerting herself.
There is no doubt wliatever that it
is of practical importance.
The case
of so small an insect as a queen bee, is feasible and in the power of the
which leaves her cell at the end of 16 bee-keeper at one time to stimulate
days, and might possibly be fertile the queen to excessive breeding, and
and capable of propagating the spe- at another time to induce her to decies at the end of tliree weeks, to live posit few eggs or none at all. By
to the age of four to five years or keeping the entire colony quiet in
more, and to be able during this time spring as long as possible, premature
to produce offspring to the number of breeding is prevented, and the queen
about 1 ,500,000, lias probably no par- does not waste lier strength.
When once she has commenced layallel in tlie entire range of nature.
The question as to the duration of the ing eggs she knows perfectly well how
queen's life and the possibility of pro- to accommodate herself to circumlonging it is of a highly practical im- stances and the requirements of tlie

A

;

;

A

colony as regards the

number

of eggs

be deposited. According to the
quantity and quality of the food she
has taken she produces and depositsas many eggs as the colony is capable
of attending to. It is certain that the
queen is also able to keep a mature
egg back in the ovary for some time
without injury to lierself or to the
egg, as she is often obliged to examine a number of cells before she finds
one that is empty and suitable, and in
which slie deposits the eggs, which
undoubtedly would liave been deposited into the first cell examined by the
queen if she had found it empty and
otherwise suitable.
much larger
number of eggs will therefore in the
same time be deiwsited in an empty
comb inserted into the brood nest, because on an empty comb she can pass
from cell to cell, there being no need
for her to examine any cell nor to pass
comb containing 6,000
any over.
cells is often found full of eggs at the
end of two days, which shows that a
vigorous queen is capable of laying as
many as 3,000 eggs a day. We might
be inclined to consider that the queen
was over-exerting herself at that rate,
and in a certain sense we should be
correct ; but we must not for a moment suppose that such productiveness would fatigue or inconvenience
the queen. She evidently discharges
with energy and pleasure her duty to
increase the population of her hive as
much as possible, and the less hindrance she experiences in doing so tlie
better she will be. The most vigorous queens, therefore, are always to
be found in the largest colonies,
where of course tlie number of eggs
deposited is largest. Where the queen
is obliged to discontinue laying eggs
on account of the stock having but a
small population fatal consequences
to

A

A

seem

to result.

In former years before the Italian
bees had become acclimatized, which
has now been fully accomplished after

29

years'

nuuiipulation,

I

fre-

quently experienced the loss of Italian queens in weak colonies after
they had commenced depositing eggs
in spring, but were compelled to discontinue on a sudden change in the
the bees were
weather,
because
obliged to crowd together again into
abdomen of the
The
a thick cluster.
queen in such cases being found very
much distended, the conclusion was
forced upon me that the impossibility
of depositing the eggs formed in the
ovary had proved fatal to the queens.
This unpleasant occurrence has
never happened in any of my strong
colonies, undoubtedly because the
queen was always able to deposit eggs
regularly, even during cold weatlier.
But the fact that queens in strong
colonies are always in first-rate condition at the time of their greatest prolificness does not exclude the possibility, or

even probability, of their be-

coming exhausted sooner, or dying
prematurely, rrofessional physiologists alone will be able to answer the
(piestion as to whether a queen bee
is only capable of laying a definite
number of eggs, or whether eggs are
produced indefinitely as long as the
vital power of the queen lasts. Prac-

;
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tliese pincers to fasten the heavy the continents of Europe, Asia, and
foundation in the brood frames in Africa. We learn from the military
this case have your board to go in- expeditions of the ancients, that they
side of the frame made as large as were by them kept, and extended into
the inside measure of the frame and Egypt,"Syria. Italy, Germany, Greece,
They are
Sicily, and other countries.
ji inch thick, or a little thicker if
your frame is a full inch wide. Fasten spoken of as being indigenous to those
the board down and lay your frame countries, and innoone instance have
over it lav in vour sheet of founda- we seen in the annals of antiquity
tion with the edge next you turned that the honey bee has been transup as before; the ends, also, should ferred from one country to another
year.
human intervention or instrumenNo bee-master is likely to think of be turned nn against the end bars of by
economising the strength of ordinary the frame '4 inch press down neatly tality.
Scientists have given this one subqueens. Every one is anxious that all around, take one grasp with the
deep thought. They have been
me workers should be as industrious pincers on the middle of the top-bar, ject
bee far
and the <iueen as prolific as possible. then pinch on tlie end bars, then push able to trace the little busyhistory,
of
But if it is a matter of keeping some on top-bar, lift the frame out, audit back in the dim dawnings
"
the Sagas."
especially valuable queens alive as you have the job properly done, your particularly in theeraof
the existence of
long as i)0ssible, and the question sheet will hang perfectly true and We are assured of
honey bee and its fruit as being
arises as to whether it is possible to straight, and cannot be pulled loose the
marked the
prolong their life artiticially, we are without tearing the foundation. If so invigorating. The bee
your pincers get sticky, use a little golden age in the mythology of the
obliged to answer in the affirmative.
Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, and
Carlsmarkt, Germanv, Feb. 22, 1882. lye in the water.
Mr. Ileddon has seen fit to denomi- not only with these did the honey bee
nate the Dunham machine as one of occupy a very distinguished place, but
For the American Bee Journal.
the difficult ones to use, claiming it it is significant of the intimate relato be a very sticky machine.
Well, I tions which must have existed at one
How to Fasten Foundation, etc.
must say he is either somewhat pre- period between the earliest civilized
judiced, or does not quite understand nations, and we find that it was the
J. V. C.\LDWELL.
using it. I say the Dunham is as common faith of these people that the
from the putreThe utility of comb foundation de- easy to use as a common clothes honey bee originated
oxen, and that the
pends to a large degree on the way it wringer, provided, of course, you fying carcasses of
name of the Sacred Bull of the EgypIS fastened in the frames and honey know how to make good foundation.
is perpetuated in the Latin word
boxes. 1 have not yet noticed any We think nothing of running all day tians
plan I like as well as the one I have without spoiling a single sheet, and apis.
The first traces of bee culture are
been using the past two seasons, and all perfect, well printed sheets. I
back in the
which, if the directions are followed think Mr. Heddon said about 75 lbs. found almost everywhere Spain the
periods. Thus in
just as I give them, will be satisfac- was all 2 hands could print on the Saga
asDunham in one day. AVell, my part- Curetes dwelling neartheTartess
tory to the user.
art of proof
Go to your blacksmith and get him ner and myself ran through 150 lbs. cribed the invention
curing honey to their ancient fabulous
to make you a pair of good strong in one day, and I went to the village,
King Gargoris, while the Greeks and
tongs, not too heavy or they will be about a mile away, in the bargain.
this merit, as well
On the Vandervort machine, on ac- Romans attributed
hard to handle, and yet heavy enough
that of first placing bees in preto insure a good grip. The ends or count of the sheets being .narrower as
and domesticating
gripping part should be made in the and very thin, we consider 50 lbs. a pared habitations,
gods or the descendform of a T, and sliould be about four day's work. This of course, does not them, to their
deities.
fancied
inches long on the gripping end. I include the dipping of tlie sheets, ants of their
Farther back in prehistoric times,
have them made long enough to go which would make another article
names
They but I will only say we dip by a plan from which no written records,
inside of the 1-lb section.
survive, there remain weashould have on the ends two screw far more speedy than any of the plans or dates
pons, implements, and building maholes, that is, two on each side to yet given.
terials, garments, and personal and
Cambridge, 111.
take about -'g inch screws. These
beautiful ornaments, human bones,
tongs are to have wooden jaws. Take
and many other things, all furnishing
two pieces of hard wood as long as
Sciecce
Gossip.
Our Home
proof of civilization among the inthe jaws, and about Js inch thick, by
evialso unmistakable
inches wide, and having made The History and Antiquity of the Bee. habitants,
1,14
dences or indications that the honey
them smooth screw them on the inIt
is
bee was largely cultivated.
A. F. MOON.
side of tlie jaws of the tongs. Your
claimed that further back In the
tongs must be made wide enough to
remote ei-as
The magnitude of scientific apicul- abyss of time, in those
take these in and have them pinch
in the progress of the development of
The pincliing ture possesses a national life.
tight on the ends.
the elevaWere we to go back no further than the earth, which preceded
parts sliould be rounded a little to
Alps, the various remains
the last century and show the wonder- tion of the
prevent cutting the wax.
demonstrate the
Now, then, to use, get out a block ful developments made in this one of fossil organisms,
a tropical climate once preas large as your section inside, and % branch, its profits, incomes, and the fact that
what is now called Switzerinch thick, this is supposing your sec- immense increase of colonies, and the vailed in
„
^
tion is 2 inches wide, tack this block revenue that it brings to this country, land.
Petrified remains of various plants
on your bench, lay your section over it would by far excel any other rural
the enemies of bees and
insects,
and
the
profit
from
point
of
in
branch
it, and you are ready to begin work.
other things belonging to the animal
Lay your section with top side to- cai)ital invested.
kingdom, also a fossil honey was
of
the
workings
and
history
with
The
foundation
ward you, lay in your
This occurred in the insect
the edge nex't to you turned up about honey-bee are wonderful indeed, af- found.
bearing stratum of the quarries of
beautiful
and
a
great
man
so
it
fording
warm
inch
it
should
quite
be
)4
by some
Your tongs study, as well as a good income for Oeningen it wasasrecognized
will mash to the wood.
an apis, establishmust be kept setting in some soft the time and labor given. From his- of the professors
that the honey bee exwater to prevent them from sticking torical facts we are led to believe ing the fact
geologically as an inhabitant of
that the honey-bee has been a com- isted
and pulling the foundation loose.
our earth ages before the appearance
f>et your tongs in the section and panion of man from the earliest civilAncient records speak of of man, no doubt living in peace and
pinch hard and your work is done. I ization.
with their mother queen,
should say also your block in the sec- them and their existence on the harmony
and protecting their stores,
tion must be kept wet, but do not get islands and coasts of the Mediter- guarding
food for a time when
any water on the part of the section ranean, also on the Black Seas. They laying up their
many other things,
Unlike
needed.
of
interior
in
the
largely
kept
to.
were
you are fastening foundation
I

tically

it

might perhaps be decided by use

ascertaining liow long the queen
lives in Australia, where she lays eggs
continuously, because nature produces
llowers there witliout interruption
throughout the year and how long
she lives in our own country, where
the at'tivity of the bees, and consequently the activity of the queen, is
dormant for about live months of the

;

;

;

;

.

;

:

,
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no change has been made. They
I am so certain about this that I do for breeding, because young bees are
work without rules, plumbs, or guides. not hesitate to say Mr. Maxwell's very apt to supply the larvje with
Since our first written history of the facts must be explained in some other plenty of food. 3. There should be a
bee, its progress has been remarkable. way, and my certainty comes from a large population in a colony in which
Indeed Aristotle, Cato, Virgil, Pliny, rather intimate acquaintance with
Columella, and many more, wrote in- the objects themselves, not from
teresting accounts of the honey bee, botanical reading.
of its cleanliness and activity, econAs to wheat rust from the spores of
omy, etc.
a parasitic fungus on the barberry, a
lioney was spoken of as the food of careful German investigator believed
the ancients the tables of Romans, he had full proofs in the attirmative,
Grecians, and Persians were richly but it is not'hard to state that the
supplied with honey. History informs wheat rust fungus in our country is
us that the Romans and Grecians capable of undergoing complete debrought honey as an offering to their velopment without the barberry.
gods, and the animals that were
Some recent experiments also
sacriticed were sprinkled with lioney. throw doubt as to wliether there is,
The Israelites showed the wealth of after all, any real connection between
the land of Canaan by declaring that the two. Such things need a good
it flowed vvitli milk and honey.
microscope and a pains- taking ma;

AVe

many

gather

interesting facts nipulatior of

;

one of the grandest fields
industry that philosophers have
ever entered. No one nation can ever
enjoy it alone.
;

of

Rome, Ga.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Barberry Slirub Agaiu.
PROF.

T. J.

BURRILL.

I have read with interest Mr. Maxwell's remarks in the Rke Journal

June USlh, couceriiing the barberry
and a disease of liis peach trees.
Now, it so happens that tliis ijeach

of

tree disease

Transactions

is

well

known

to

me

(see

Illinois State Horticul-

tural Society, 1878, page 1.57), as is the
literature upon the subject of the rust
of wheat and the barOerry. While
tiiere is good reason to suppose that
the fungus known as wheat rust

{Fuccinia graniiim) does .pass a kind
of alternation of growth at times on
the barberry, tliere is nothing but Mr.

Maxwell's observation to connect this
or any other fungus inhabiting the
bush in question with that causing
the disease mentioned of the peach
tree.
Further, the fungus which
covers the peach leaves "with a sort
of mildew," and causes them to become "turned wliite, and crimped
and twisted," with "a leprous appearance," lives only on the peach tree,
undergoing there its full development. It is a perennial parasite, but
developes mure or less on a tree once
affected according to internal and external conditions.

of honey. He and other beemasters of his acquaintance had frequently observed that queens reared

ply

it.

from the ancient apiarists" artificial
Illinois Industrial University.
queen
liaving
extended
iierself
throughout upper Lasaita, Bohemia, Translated from Bienenzeitung by A. Neigbbour.
Bavaria, Sile.sia, and other portions of
Germany. Even Poland engaged in International Congress at Milau, Italy.
the business. 'Wheeler's " journey
into Greece " is quite interesting, deDR. FRIEDRICH KUHL.
scribing their method of keeping their
hives, which were made principally of
The congress took place in the
willows. Wildman's account of bees, splendidly decorated hall of the Tech]7(18, which was copied from a journey nical Institute, No. 4, Piazza Cavour,
into Greece, affords many interesting on the 15th, 16th and 17tli September
facts connected with both bees and last, and was attended by about 300
honey. When we trace this wonder- bee-keepers.
The transactions at
ful insect down to the present time, Milan did not
commence until 8
counting her millions of revenue to o'clock in the evening, continuing till
this country, we are forced to the con- after midnight, while the day time
clusion that apiculture possesses a was occupied in visiting the Grand
" national life." It is truly a great National Exhibition and the objects
enterprise
world-wide
in
its of interest in the city, and in making
branches

queens are to be reared. He objects
to queen-breeding in small colonies,
because it would produce queens of a
weak constitution, which on this account would not be very fertile.
While on this subject the speaker
mentioned that in Germany the great
masters of bee-keeping. Dr. Dzierzou,
Gravenhorst, and Dathe, first allow
the royal cells to be sealed in colonies
with large populations, and afterwards proceed to make small colonies
ill which to allow the queens to hatch.
4.
The queen should only be allowed to breed during the time when
the bees are able to obtain a good sup-

early in spring or in autumn deposited but few eggs and often died after
the first year. He did not believe
that feeding was a remedy in the absence of tlie other conditions, viz
warm weather and a plentiful supply
of pollen. 5. Those larvse which are
chosen by the workers for rearing
queens should not be more than a day
old, in order that they may receive a
plentiful supply of royal jelly as long
as possible.
The discourse, which lasted over an
hour, was followed by a debate of
considerable lengtli. I will only mention that Count J5:;rbo expressed the
opinion that Italian queens sent to
foreign countries often do not give
excursions into tlie surrounding lovely the desired results because of the
country, and visiting a few of the frequently great difference in the clilargest apiaries.
mate and vegetation as compared
Mr. Edward Bertrand, editor of with Italy. Prof. Sartori observed
L''Ainculteur,
Nyon,
Switzerland, tliat Italian queens formerly brought
commenced his very interesting dis- a very good price in foreign councourse on " breeding queens " by say- tries, but their present market value
ing that this wasa particularly fit sub- was so low that breeders in Italy
ject of discussion for the Congress, could no longer give the same careful
Italy being the country from which attention to the rearing of queens
beautiful queens are dispatched to they had formerly done.
all parts of the world.
The rearing of
Dr. Dubini was of opinion that in
queens for export, he continued, had order to obtain good queens in future
become quite a branch of industry in it is only necessary to let the number
Italy, and the Italian bee-masters of young bees be in the right proporought to endeavor to maintain the tion to the brood that has to be atgood name of their queens it would tended to, and that queens may, withfurther be necessary, he remarked, out disadvantage, be reared by small
that tliose who procure queens for colonies if the latter are allowed to
a foreign country should be fully con- have but a small number of brood
vinced that the queens they receive cells. Prof. Sartori expressed himfrom Italy really possess all the good self in the same sense. Count Barbo
qualities which will secure pure off- proposed that a few queens partly
spring. He liad unfortunately expe- reared in large colonies and partly by
rienced in the last few years that small communities, should be sent to
some queens which he had obtained Mr. Bertrand by the Italian Central
from Italy died in the first year, while Association of Bee-Keepers, and that
other queens turned out" not to be lie should be requested to note any
very prolific, so that their colonies differences as to vigor and fertility of
yielded but poor returns. He added the qiieens to be forwarded to him.
that similar complaints had been Mr. Bertrand accepted this ofter on
made in Germany and America, and condition that the queens to be sent
many bee-keepers, therefore, justly to him should merely be numbered in
preferred those queens of the Italian order that he himself might not know
race which had not been reared in which of them had been reared in
Italy.
large hives and which in small ones.
Mr. Bertrand read a letter from Mr.
Mr. Bertrand considers it very important, in order to rear serviceable Newman, the editorof the American
queens, that 1. The parents, both Bee Journal of Chicago, in which
queens and drones, should be selec- the latter requests the Italian beeted. 2. There should be a large num- keepers to devote the greatest care to
ber of young bees in the hives used the rearing of queens.
;

—
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The reading of this paper was followefl by a (liscussioii, during wliich
Mr. F. Lancia de Broto, of Palermo,
mentioned that the Sicilian bees,
being a cross between the Ligurian
and Egyptian races, deserve particular notice on account of their many
good

cnialities.

Mr. Zwilling— It is very often said
that foul brood does not exist in Italy
at all. Foul brood germinates in weak
colonies, where the numliers are insuthcient to keep the brooil warm.

This happens frequently among the

Dr. Dubini spoke on the subject of 1882.
Time anit Place 0/ Meeting.
hives with movable and immovable July 25— Western Iciwii, at Winterset. Iowa.
conthe
Henrv
WiiUace. Sec. Wiutorset. Iowa.
to
came
crownboards, and
10— Maine State, at Harmony. Maine.
clusion that bees are quite as com- Aug.
Wra. Uoyt, Sec.
fortable in the former as in tlie latter, Sept. 5-N. W. 111. an.l S. W. Wis., at Rocliton. 111.
Jnnatlian Stewart, Sec.
in proof of which he referred to the Oct. 3-fi -North American, at Cincinnati. O.
Dr. Eliricit l^aniily. Sec. New Yorit City.
American, English and Swiss bee5— Kentuclty rui'in, at Shelbyville, Ky.
keepers, who use chiefly liives with
G. W. Deni:iri-c. Sec, Christiansbury, Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
movable crownboard. In Italy, he
J. A. Bucklew, Sec. Clarks, O.
said, the majority of hives were certainly made after tlie model of
still Dubini
von Berlei)sch
;

with

immovable

also very

much

Baron
hives

crownboard were

fW In order to have this table

complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinKs.— ED.
taries are requested to

used.

Count Barbo reminded the meeting
German bee-keepers had almost entirely discontinued using
liives with movable crownboard, be-

bees, where the apiarist devotes his attention to the rearing of
queens instead of worker brood.
Mr. Bauer— Does the Italian go into
winter quarters in a weaker condition,
and therefore sustains greater loss
tlian any other race V
Mr. Zwilling— In countries where
bloom is very limited,
tlie autumn
tliey will stop breeding earlier than
the Germans, and, consequently, will
not be as strong, but wliere there is
plenty of late bloom, tliey winter
equally well with any other race of
bees. To those who keep bees for inthe
1 would recommend
crease,
Krainer bees. These queens are very

Italian

Local Convention Directory.

Aisaclan Bienen Zeuchter.

and will continue breeding
even during a scarcity of bloom, but
the stores
of honey suffer iu conse'
The following discussion on this quence.
cause tliey founrt that these hives did
not retain the heat so well as hives subject took place at the late meeting
with fixed crownboard, and that of the " Societe d'Apiculteurd'Alsacebreeding in them did not progress so
Lorrain :"
rapidly.
Heretofore I have
Dr. Bianchetti recommended a hive
Mr. Bauer said
of his own construction with movable not kept Italian bees, owing to their
floorboard and crownboard.
propensity for robbing, but as I am
Several speakers e.xpressed them- now the only apiarist in our village,
movable
with
selves agaiust hives
and consequently no one else would
Bee House.— Our bees came out
crownboard, chiefly because they were suffer from them, I shall commence allAright tliis spring. We have had
the
chilling
of
spring.
apiary
next
opinion
that
the
of
Italianizing my
one new swarm up to this time. One
brood, especially in spring, miglit Will I have trouble with them, for
came out and settled in a large tree
mentioned
have
V
easily cause foul brood.
I
reason
the
we got them down and hived them,
Mr. Marengi, of Bergamo, introMr. Z willing— The instinct to gather and when putting them in their place
duced tiie question, " Is it possible honey, which the Creator has given they all came out and went back to
that combs which have been subjec- every race of bees, induces them to
the old hive. Do not know the reated to the fumes of brimstone may nibble and rob whenever they And an
son, unless they did not have a queeu.
originate foul brood V" He related it opportunitv either by tlie neglect of
Thev have just begun to work in the
had been observed in different the apiculturist, irregular feeding, boxes, and are very strong. I think
apiaries tliat combs which had been or queenless colonies. The Italian
it is owing to the weather, which has
exposed to the fumes of brimstone, bee possesses a greater instinct to
muggy and rainy that they do
been
healthy
to
and were afterwards given
gather honey than the inferior races not swarm. We had a heavy rain
season,
conthe
an
incolonies, had. later in
of bees, and consequently
last week wliich spoiled all the corn
tained cells infected with foul brood, creased desire to rob. But it does
on the bottom lands with that exwhile the brood in other combs not not follow that no other race of bees
ception the crops are looking Une.
subjected to fumigation by brimstone could existintheirimmediate vicinity
is abundant here, and lots of
which were inserted at the same time without being robbed by them. For Clover
basswood, and I cannot see why the
had remained in a healthy state, ilr. more than 10 years I have kept Ital- honey harvest will not be good this
pliarmaceutical chemist, ian and black bees in the same apiary,
Locatelli,
year. Xo bees around here only my
did not tliink that exposure of the and liave never discovered the Italians
14 colonies. The following is a decombs to the fumes of sulphur would robbing their neighbors.
scription of our bee liouses summer
cause foul brood, sulphurous acid
Mr. Bauer— Aside from the desire and winter. Our winter house is 16
being a disinfectant. He stated that to rob, the Italian bee is said to
feet long by 9 wide and 8 high, frame,
he was in the habit of subjecting all possess other bad qualities, and in
like any house, only ceiled up inside
sulphur,
his combs to tlie fumes of
spring the superseding of queens be- with 1 inch matched boards, under
do
any
harm.
and had never found it
comes an epidemic.
that building-paper and then the sidBefore the meeting separated a
Mr. Zwilling— 1 have discovered no
which leaves an almost deail-air
committee w;is appointed to draw up greater mortality among my Italian ing,
space. The floor is of common boards,
a report as to the best means of im- queens than aiiy others. We often
then paper, then flooring the top is
proving the management of bees in liear the comiilaints of beginners,
ceiled, [iaiiered, and roofed, leaving a
Italy, and cif gradually putting an end that their yellow queens are dead, and
ventilator. Our summer bee house
to the objectionable practice i^f killing that they will liereafter keep only the
a long shed .5 feet in front,
happens is simply and boarded up and lathed,
usually
bees by brimstone. The next Italian CJermaiis.
This
behiiul,
congress is to be held at Bologna in through
mismanagement of the 4with
a row of grape vines -5 feet high
1884.
apiarist, and is not the fault of the in front, running on wires. We use
Germany.
bees. It is a fact that some beginners our winter bee house for a shop.
open tlieir hives as early as February,
S. T. WOOLWORTH.
pull out coml) after comb for the
Gratiot, Wis., June 30, 1882.
^" Our new location, Ko. 92.5 West and
this
and
by
investigation,
purpose of
Madison St., is only a few doors from careless exposure the queens are
Honey from Red Clover.— My bees
the new branch postoftice. We have often destroyed, or the worker bees
surrounded the are now gathering honey from white
a telephone and any one in the city may have too closely
and red clover. From appearances,
queen and smothered her.
wishing to talk to us through it will
Mr. ]5auer— Is it true that the Ital- they are doing as well on the latter as
O. II. Townsend.
please call for No. 7087— that being ians get foul brood easier than other on the former.
Kalamazoo, Mich., July 3, 1882.
races V
our telephone number.

that the

proliflc,

Italian Bees as Robbers.

stiJorms^^M

:

'wm'Fim^^mxi

;

;

;
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Deserted the Hive.— I had a swarm
four clays ago I clipped the
queen's wing, but forgot to put the
cloth over the frames. I looked in
yesterday and found the bees in the
top of the hive, and building comb
from the peak of the roof. I removed
the bees and comb from the roof, and
put on the cloth. Instead of going
into tiie hive, tlie bees swarmed out
and clustered in a tree, but soon came

come out

;

back into the hive. I found to-day
that most of the bees had left and
gone into anotlier hive, not the parent
colony. The clipped queen and a
handful of bees remained in the liive.
Tlie forsaken hive had been painted
about 10 days. What is the trouble,
and what should be done
Please
answer in the Bee Journal.
Clakk a. Montague.
Traverse City, Mich., June 29, 1882.
'i

[The trouble originated in removing the comb after tlie queen had deposited eggs in it. Had you given
them a frame of brood and eggs after
removing them from the roof, most
likely they would have remained.
There is no remedy now but to
strengthen the few remaining bees
with hatching brood from tlie parent
colony, if you wish to preserve the
her whence

queen, or return
came. Ed.]

she

—

Subjects Anticipated. I have been
looking for a change in the weather.
It rains every other day, and to make
up for the dry day it rains twice the
next, so the bees have but little time
to work, and what honey is secreted
is washed out by the heavy rains.
AVe
had a storm June 29, uprooting trees,

blowing down barns, etc. The prosgloomy here— gloomy indeed.

liect is

My

bees have" cauglit the swarming
fever, notwitlistanding the rain, and
have increased from 33 to 74. I selected
several subjects to write on, but when
I get a new Journal I find each subject discussed to my satisfaction, and
much better tlian 1 could have done.
I bid the Bee Journal God speed in
its onward career.
G. W. Ashhy.
Valley Station, Ky., June 30, 1882.

till

night.

Mine
Long

bet-

ter since I last reported ; swarming
has begun in earnest. I extracted
the first honey to-day. Owing to so
much wet weather, the lioney is very
watery and thin. 1 never saw white
clover so full of bloom. If the rains
and cloudy weather would cease, I
think the honey fiow would be enor-

am

a great lover of bees,

are

storing but little honey.
the Bee Journal. It is
a perfect gem to a lover of bees.
life to

Kidgeland,
[This

S.

J. C. Wilson.
27, 1882.

C, June

beautiful tree

China or Japan,
countries

it

is

is

a native of

in both of

now grown

and ornament.

which

for shade

It is sparingly culti-

vated in several localities of our
Southern States, but probably is not
hardy at the North. Linnseus named
the trees Sterculia platanifolia, from
the resemblance of its leaves to those
of the sycamore or plane tree, mostly

on account of their large

honey plant

it

is

size.

As

a

interesting to note

that it is a near relative of the linden
or bass wood, every vi'here so well
known for the abundance and fine
quality of its nectar, as well as for
the delightful fragrance of its flowers.
It is worth while, also, to bear in
mind that there is an intimate connection between fragrance, nectar,
and insects. Be^s evidently possess
a decided sense of smell and may
thus be able to find a linden in full
bloom from a considerable distance.
I do not know, but, from the appearance of the flower and the nectar it
produces, I hazard the inference that
this Sterculia is, when in bloom,
highly scented. Perhaps, after all, it
is not so much of a
hazard, for
Sterculius was tlie name of a Roman
god, so called (from stercus, manure)
because he taught the agriculturists
the use of manin-e. In this case, we
may suppose Linnaeus had before him
a species of the genus not noted for
the pleasantness of its odor, though
the latter

Doing Better.—Bees are doing

I

though I know but little about them.
colonies in Langstroth hives,
I have
which are quite a curiosity in this
county, as there are none of tlieni here
with us. The season is a very hard
one to the industrious little pets.

may have been

sufl3ciently

pronounced.

The

structure of the flower of this,

of the axis
or stem rising well above the nectiferous cup of the calyx. The pollen

sacs themselves (anthers) are densely
crowded upon the upper or outer end
of this prolonged axis, which is itself

here shaped into a cup at the bottom
which the live-parted pistil is
found. Here again I cannot be sure
from the specimen at hand, but there
probably is secreted in this seqond
cup enticing nectar, hid away and
hardly accessible to many insects,
though quite so to some invited favorites.
To get it, however, an insect's
proboscis must be effectually smeared
with the adhesive pollen, to be carried
away to another flower.
Has any attention been heretofore
given to the Sterculia as a honey producer V— T. J. BURRILL.
It has not, that we are aware of.
Ed.]
of

Doing: Excellently.— The honey yield
good here tliis season. I have
taken 13-1 lbs. of comb honey, in onepound boxes up to this date. If the
season continues as favorable as it has
been the past six weeks, I will get
over 300 lbs. of comb honey per colis

ony.
Pleasant Hill, S.

From

W. S. Cauthen.
C, June 24, 1882.

a Beginner.— I have taken the

Bee Journal

fur

(l

months, and have

obtained some valuable information
from it. My fatlier lias had bees for
years before this, but kept them in
boxes, nail kegs, or anything that
came handy, sometimes getting a litLast
tle honey, and sometimes none.
fall he brimstoiied the bees in a nail
keg, wliicli I tliink was a cruel way
to get lioney, and it was a poor lot indeed, which set me to thinking there
was a better way. I subscribed for
the Bee Journal, and now have 8
colonies in frame hives, from 4 old colonies in box hives. The first swarm

came on May 20, during apple blooming. The first came out jnst before
noon. I got them down from where
they had clustered, and they were
going into the liive nicely when another swarm came out and went in

with them, filling the hive full the
next day 1 put on the sections to give
dently marvellously adapted to the them room, but soon found that
would not do one of the queens went
in

so

many ways

;

peculiar, tree is evi-

visits of insects

cross fertilization.

and

their

work

The nectar

in

at the

bottom of the calyx-cup is protected
mous.
W. H. Graves.
from small insects by a dense plush
Duncan, 111., June 30, 1882.
of hairs, so that such insects as might
creep under without touching the
A Hard Season. I send you by this pollen bearers, and so plunder the
mail a sprig of flowers and a leaf from
a tree which grows in my yard, and sweet store without recompen.se to

—

uncommon prolongation

;

them and went to laying. I
captured her and put her with 3 of the
frames and adliering bees in another
hive. Bees liave been doing well on
white clover, of which there is any
amount here. I have taken off some
sections from the first colony, and
more will be ready in 3 or 4 days,
while the old colonies have not commenced storing surplus yet, they liaving swarmed too much. Theweatlier
up

in

the only leaf or tree of the kind that the plant, are efliciently excluded,
I remember ever having seen. It lias while a larger, long-tongued guest is has been very favorable here for bees
an army of flowers many of the sprigs privileged to help itself (herself V) by the past two weeks. We have had
are 20 inches long, and the bunch of
showers occasionally to keep pasture
them togetlier is enormous. I am pushing aside the fringe of short, in good condition. 1. Where can I
matted
hairs.
The
stamens
and
pistil
very anxious to know what this tree
get barberry seed, and at what price ?
is, as my bees live on it from morning are borne on a peculiar and altogether 2. What kind of a plant is it in size.
;

—

;
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I send
Captured While Laying.
and where should the seed be sown V
herewith a fertile worker. On May
3. What is thst quality basswood lumvigorous Italian
ber, suitable for making hives, worth, fith I removed from a
for the pursawed right thickness and at the saw- colony 4 frames of broodqueens.
The
pose of rearing some
Alfred Gander.
mill '
weather not being favorable, they
Adrian, Mich., June 30, ISSi.'.
they
whereas
produced but 3 cells,
Some horticulturist will should have built 6 or 8. On the 10th
[1 and 2.
information
dav, or the IGth, we found two cells
probably give you all tlie
that contained voung queens, and one
desired regarding barberry shrubs.
removed tile two cells
empty cell

We

cannot give a definite answer. Write to any lumber dealer,
giving dimensions of what you want,
and quantity. We cannot recom3.

hives— pine and
poplar or white-wood are better.—

mend basswood

for

Ed.]

Motherwort.— Inclosed lind a plant
on which my bees are working from
early morning till late in the evening.
It niust contain a great deal of nectar,

judging from the way they work on it.
This is the only stalk in tlie neighborhood that I noticed. Please name it.
Bees are doing splendidly on white
clover, and basswood is opening a
new field for them. 1 have counted
198 trees within half a mile of my

and

apiary,

all

full of

buds just be-

The heavy rains
this spring and summer kept the bees
back some, but now they are making
ginning to open.

up lost time. We had a storm accompanied with hail and rain, that

damaged

the crops a great deal, prosthe grain and clover on the

trating

No

ground.

known

such storm has been

in this place.

.John

W. Sturwold.

Haymond, Ind., June 27,
Another. — I herewith

1882.

inclose a
piece of spike from a plant to ascertain the name. The spikes grow about
a foot or more long, and are in bloom
all summer into fall. The plant grows
4 to 5 feet high, and has very many
branches covered with these spikes,
and is the best honey plant I ever
from
§aw. It was brought here

Pennsylvania by Mr. Musgrave. who
found it wild and scarce. Bees are
doing well in this locality. There
will be considerable buckwheat in
bloom in a week or two.
J. S.

McAllister.

Columbus, Neb., July

3, 1882.

[The plants referred to are motherW'Ort.

It is

needless for us to repeat

most excellent honey plant,
and worthy of more attention than it
that

it is

a

generally receives.

Ed.]

;

containing queens, destroying one
that did not appear perfect, and
placed the other in a nucleus. This
hatched and proved to be a fine queen.
After satisfying ourselves that the
colony was still without a queen, and
that the empty cell had never been
occupied, we gave them a frame of
brood tilled with eggs and larvie. I
examined tlieia on the second day,
but found no evidence of queen cells.
The eggs are hatched and the brood

Making

several
careful searches for the cause of this
strange behavior, our labor was rewarded on the 21st of June by finding
this fertile worker in the very act of
laying. She had deposited eggs in
one comb over a space of about 4
inches, in worker cells. The bees are
now extending the cells out, or making drone comb of them. The bees
showed her the same respect by turning their heads to her and making
room for lier over the comb. She
showed all the peculiarities of a young
queen— frisky, etc. The prospect for
a good honey season in this section is
very discouraging too much rain. I
have extracted 3 gallons from 5 colonies.
Can hardly get bees to start
finely

capped over.

;

queen

cells.

W. A. Bradford.

June

A New Clover.— Enclosed

find stalks-

and flowers of a plant, which please
give name and value as a honey plant;
also. If good as forage for cattle. The
plant grows and looks like Alsike clois pure white, rewhite clover, excepting
much larger than either Alsike or
white clover. It is evidently a variety
of clover, but have never seen any of

ver, the blossom

sembling

before. It is in bloom considerably earlier than white clover. I found
it growing in a field, but cannot account for its appearance there. Answer in Bee Journal.
it

Altamont,

Jerry Thomas.

111.

similar specimen, but not so
was sent us last week by H.
Besse. Delaware, O., see page 427. A9
the Alsike clover itself is said to be a

[A

large,

hybrid, matured and fixed in Sweden,
so these specimens may be of the
same character, and this is more than
probable, from the fact that Mr.
Besse's is reproducing itself, and extending its area. As to its value for

pasturage we cannot speak positively,
but can see no reason why it should
not be desirable, perhaps very supe-

At

rior.

all

its

worth.

It

it

to

community, to
till

satisfied of

in the
our pasturage
and our forage

may, possibly,

revolutionize

future,

owe

events, you

yourself, as well as to
extend its cultivation

for cattle, sheep, etc.,
for bees. Certainly, its earliness of

bloom

will be a great

recommenda-

should prove
[The fertile worker and attendant adapted to the bees.— Ed.]
bees arrived safely. With the exHoney Prospects in Ohio.— Bees in
ception of a more tapering waist, and
this vicinity have done but little in
not
would
we
abdomen,
more glossy
the way of honey gathering, until
have recognized her from the other within a few days. Prospects for
bees, had her wing not been clipped. swarming are greater than for several
being somewhat
In nearly every Italian colony there years, even after
lessened by the damage done to fruit
are plenty of old bees presenting bloom in early spring. Many impovthis one. erished colonies were lost during the
all the characteristics of
propWe give on page 444 of this issue, a cold spell, but those that onwere
their own
or lived through
very interesting letter from Mr. P. L. erly fed,
profit
good
pay
a
stores, are likely to
Viallon, relating to fertile workers, at the end of the season.
R. A. Mollyneaux.
and Prof. Cook's instructive dissecNew Richmond, O., June 29, 1882.
tion and examination of the same
with the microscope.— Ed.]
Bees are
>'ot One Pound Yet.
swarming profuse no honey;
Bees are Doing Finely.— Bees are strong
taken yet; weather
doing finely here this season. I have not one pound
linden just
lots of rain
just taken off 4s pounds each from very warm
will have no harsome of my best colonies, white clo- in bloom fear we hope
the bees
that
living in
ver honey, stored in one-pound sec- vest, but
fur winter. My bees have
tions of the Forncrook style. Take will fill up
worked a whole day since last
the season so far. I think it ahead of never
will get some
any for several years for honey gath- April hope somebody
C. H. Deane.
honey.
E. W. Wales.
ering.
Mortonsville, Ky., June 27, 1882.
Disco, Mich.
Butler, Ky.,

26, 1882.

tion

of

itself,

if

it

—

;

;

;

;

Prospect Excellent.— I had 70 colonies tills spring to commence with,
all in good condition, with boxes on
them all, nearly completed, and only
awaiting capping, but no swarms yet,
nor do I want any for 10 days yet. I
never saw a season any better than
White clover is
the present one.
abundant everywhere, and the bees
Mercury at 50°.— Bees are doing
Cold Wave.- This last wave of cold
are working on red clover just as
._
clover. Mercury was
white
„
..^.. on
much as they do on white clover. I has stopped the clover honey flow well
on the evening of the 1st
hope all bee-keepers will try and keep basswood is not yet in bloom, but will down to .50
Weather has been quite favorthe price of honey up, so tiiat we can be in a few days. It is a pretty poor inst.
about 3 weeks.
for
able
far.
so
here,
season
last
year.
lost
what
we
make up for
E. N. Lloyd.
James Heddon.
F. G. Kinney.
Fayette, O., Julys, 1882.
Dowagiac, Mich., July 5, 1882.
Bristol, Ind., June 30, 1S82.
;

;

'

—
Ui
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Curious Circumstance.— Yesterevening I was examining a
nucleus containing fertile workers,
and while lidding the comb in my
hands looking at several workers laying, they all— bees and all at once
flew off, and after flying a few minutes
in the air, they settled on a plum tree
close by. In fear that they would not
return, I took the same comb and
hung it against the cluster. I liad
hardly done that when they all ran on
the comb and the fertile workers went
to laying in a few moments. I
counted as many as 1.5 laying at the
same time, and others performing the
same operation in their turn. After
catching 8 or 10 and pressing their
abdomens, I had 4 to show the egg,
and in fear that I might lose the opportunity, I sent one of my assistants,

day

—

my

Let us hear from ceptions) since June 1st, with plenty
of sealed and unsealed honeV and
J. C. Thom, M. D.
pollen in the nuclei. Will Mr. Heddon
Streetsville, Canada, June 29, 1882.
tell us the direct cause of this, and
why all four of the nuclei did not
Foundation Slaking. 1. Would it be have it ? Or, in fact, why they all
advisable for a man with 0-5 colonies (all the bees I handled on that occaof bees to invest in a foundation sion), did not have it? Or, why did
machine V 2. What hive would you any of them have it ? By 1 or 2 p. m.,
recommencl V 3. Can an apiary be on the 4th inst., there was no signs of
run to advantage without foundation V the dysentery except the spots on the

?| of

colonies.

other points of Canada.

—

I find it ditticult to get bees to build

straight on the combs.

John Sherretts.
Norfolk, Oregon.
[1. With the present spirited competition in manufacturing and selling

foundation, we do not think it would
be advisable to invest in a first class

present, to my drag store machine, even with more than G.5
a vial of alcohol, and on his recolonies. Many propose to work up
turn I caught several in the act of laying and put them in the alcohol. I wax at 10 to 1.5c. per lb.
send them to you by this mail. This
2. At present we would recommend
is almost incredible, but it is the fact, the Langstroth hive, and until a stanand I a,m glad 1 had an eye witness.
dard frame is adopted. There may
I intend bringint; two bee-keepers of
the neighborhood, in a day or two, to be other hives just as good, or pershow tliem the workers laying while haps, a trifle better ; but we will
holding the comb in hand. My opin- recommend it because it is quite as
ion is that every bee in that nucleus is
capable of laying, as I saw at least .50 capable as any of all desirable manipu-

who was

for

of

them

laying,

and others simulating

lations.

the act. I am almost inclined to send
you that nucleus by express, at my
expense, but will not confinement destroy their propensity of laying V
What do you say y 1 trust that this
may be of some interest to you, and
liope to hear of the result of your examination of tliese fertile workers. I
ought to mention that there are but
about }^ pint of bees in the nucleus.
Paul L. Viallon.
Bayou Goula, La.

3. It cannot.
If the apiarist has a
surplus of nice, straight combs sufficient to meet emergencies, then he
can dispense with foundation ; but,
otherwise, he loses half the utility of
his movable frames unless foundation be used. Again,no loss is entailed
in the purchase of good foundation,
even at a higher price than it is now
selling, because with it a prime swarm
[The above is very interesting. The can fill a 10-frame Langstroth hive
bees sent were no way peculiar, ex- with nice, straight combs in 48 hours,
cept that some of them had very large and make good headway in storing
but rather short abdomens. I have honey in it.— Ed.]
carefully dissected six of them. In
Working in tlie Sections.— My Ijees
all I lind eggs.
The ovaries instead
are doing finely at this time.
of being multi-tubular as are the
swarm that issued May 8th, has on 40
same in the normal queens, have only one-pound sections. I took a peep at
two or three tubes, and the eggs in- them this evening, and found they
stead of being indefinite in number, have several nearly filled, and most
of ttie otliers started. I think this is
are so few that it would be an easy
doing pretty well, when they have
matter to count them. There was no only been on 6 days.
sign of a spermatheca, and the poison
Henry Cripe.
North Manchester, Ind., June '2S.
sack was large, as in the workers, and
not as in the queens. A. J. Cook.]
Why the Dysentery '}— On the 3d
iiist., between 10 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
A Failure.
bee business is al- to prevent swarming I took from 1 to
most an entire failure this season.
4 frames of brood and bees from each
11. Wilkin.
of several colonies. I made one full
San Buenaventura, Cal.
colony, gave 3 frames to another, 2 to
another, and 1 to another, and made
Jiot so Bright.
I see by last week's 4 2- frame nuclei.
I mixed the bees
Bee Journal, you say prospects are from the different hives to prevent
brighter. Not as far as my apiary of their disturbing the queens. On the
100 colonies is concerned. White clo- 7th, between 8 and 10 a. in., of the
ver here is scanty, small and no honey four nuclei I had three cases of dysenin it; bees killing off drones and tery, one so plain that the spots on
scarcely gathering enough to live on. the front of the hive stand as witIn fact, there has been no honey com- nesses. The weather has been very
paratively in fruit bloom, locust, or wet, but the bees have been storing
willow. Two rainy days would starve honey every day (perhaps 3 or 4 ex-

A

—

—My

—

hives.

Bryant,

S.

A. Shuck.

111.

[The illustrations given above present several very interesting problems,
chief among which are the bacteriumpollen and the starvation theories. In
neither case could there have been
time for the development of bacteria,
in no case was cold so intense as to
place food beyond and jiollen within
their reach, nor was starvation so imminent that bees abstained from eating to eke out their stores for a more
distant day. At all events, if bacteria,
or pollen, or starvation, or all of these,
are the prime causes of dysentery
sometimes, they certainly are not at
all times
and when the question is
finally settled, it may be found that
an undue disturbance, inhalation of
too much moisture, and too rigid confinement are conducive to it. Ed.]
;

Immense Beginning.

—

The main

honey harvest" is over with us the
horsemint is drying up weather dry
and hot. Bees are getting some honey
from mesquit. From 27 colonies
(spring count) I have had 51 natural
swarms, have taken 4,3.59 lbs. of extracted and 200 1-lb. sections, and
;

;

could extract to-day at least 1,.500 lbs.
more, but do not want it no time to
take care of it.
J. S. Tadlock.
Luling, Texas, June 29, 1882.

—

We

have
The Verdict of the Jury.—
just received a copy of the most popular piece of music ever published in
this country, called the " Verdict

March," comjiosed by Eugene L.
Blake and published by F. W. Hel-

Elm St., Cincinnati, O. It
written in an easy style, so that it
can be played on either piano or
organ. The title page is very handsome, containing correct portraits of
Hon. Geo. B. Corkhill, Hon. J. K.
also a
Porter, and Judge \V. S. Cox
correct picture of the twelve jurymen
who convicted the assassin of the late
President. 40 cents.
mick, 180
is

;

i^Macmillan

&

Co. will publish

immediately a little book entitled
" Rules of Sinii)le Hygiene, and Hints

and Remedies

Common

for "the

Treatment of

Accidents and Diseases," by
Dr. Dawson Turner, revised and corrected by twelve eminent medical
men connected with hospitals in London. It is reprinted from the eighth
London edition, with additions. Price
50 cents.

:
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The Apiary Register.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., July 10. 1882.

)

who

All

intend to be systematic in

S

work in the apiary, should get a
quota- copy and commence
to use it.
their

The following

are the latest

honey and beeswax received
For 50 colonies
this hour
"

tions for

ADVERTISING RATES.

up

to

20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A line of Agate type will contain about elgrht
occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

n-ortlti; fourteen lines will

CHICAGO.

The larger ones can be used for a
HONEY— I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
extracted.
few
colonies, give room for an increase
BEESWAX— Choice tots are worth 2,10. here;

liplit

bright yellow, 24c.

paid in advance
'

8

13
ae
SO

"

"
"

"53

"

lO per cent, discount.
20

'*

"

St.

"

((i

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the

25 per cent., 6
S percent.

"

HONEY— The

market for honey is quiet. Extracted hrin;:s 7<o- IOC. on arrival. No comb honey
on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
BEESWA.\— Scarce, and brings 2<.'{!52.ic. on arrival.
C. F. ML'TH.

lO per cent., 3

months,

alone,

months,

Discount, for 1 yenr. in the SEMI-MOXTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months. 20 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent.

Advertisenients withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
085 West

G.

Madison

Quotations or Commission Merchants.

NEWMAN.

Street.,

t'hicaeo.

III.

Special IJoticcs.
1^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause bevond our control.

1^ AVe

will

colonies,

send Cook's Manual
Apiary Register for 100

Bee Journal,

and Weekly

or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7-5 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.

for one year, for S3.00

K. A. Bl'KNETT, 165 South

NEW

Water

St.

YORK.
lb. bis.. 15®16c.
and 2 lb. bx8., 13®
1

white clover, good to choice. 1
14c: buckwheat, 2 1!'. b.vs.. per

Exlb., n€<'12c.
9(5.10c: dark 7'?(8c.
market continues rather quiet,
but the supply is light and prices firmly sustained.
Western, pure, 2i^4.27c. Southern pure. 27@28c.
D. W. QuiNBV, 105 Park Place.

tracted !ind strained, white.

tura writes that he does not believe there will be
over twenty tons shipiied from that county. Not
much will be required, however, to satisfy the demand at the present firm views entertained by
holders.
We quote white comb. l.'i<518c.: dark to good, s
(5112c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 7''4msc.;
dark and candied, 0(.m;i..c. BEESW A.X— 2:^(.j'2r)C.

Stkakns & SMITH.

,

123

Front Street.

BOSTON.

•

HONEY— Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., according

tfi

quality.

BEES WA.X— Pi inie
Ckockek &

quality. 25c.

Bi.AKE.

57

Chatham

Street.

HONEY—

First receipts of new Texas (comb)
ofTered to-d»y. Selling at 2]®22c. per lb.
BEB8WA.X— Prime in demand at 22(R 23c.
R. C. Gkeek .S Co.. 117 N. Main streec.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— As

there is no honey in market, we
have no quotations this week.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.

:

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"
5,—
C,— Weekly Bee

"

cloth.

.Journal fori year,
or Apiary ReKister for:200 Cors.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent
for their labor in getting

in cash

up the club.

Journal

as fast aa

will be sent

postpaid

by mail for 75 cents.
*—

^m

I

I

—•

l^

We

just issued a

new pamphlet giving our

views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

and how.

..«~«^*..

^" Those who may wish

to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.
..*-«-*..

When

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the
i^°

new

address.
.

*

.

^^ Do not let your numbers

of the
for 1881 be lost. The
best w^ay to preserve them is to pro-

Bee Journal

—

'*

They

:

Examine the Date following your
by postal order, registered letter, or name on the wrapper label of this
by draft on Chicago or ^ew" York. paper; it indicates the end of the
Drafts on other cities, or local checks, month to which you have paid your
are not taken by the banks in this city subscription on the Bee Journal.
except at a discount of 2o cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
1^ The postal law makes the taking
of a newspaper and the refusal to pay
Premiums. Those who get up clubs for the same, theft, and any person
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
guilty of such action is liable to crimyear, will be entitled to the following
inal proceedings the same as though
premiums. Their own subscription he had stolen goods to the amount of
may count in the club
the subscription.
Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
4,— Apiary Register for .so Colonies,
or Cook's (Beej Manual, paper.

for 1882.

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
SAN FRANCISCO.
blanks for SO cents extra.
HONEY— Receipts are very light. Reports con• ^ .
tinue to be received from Southern California that
proniinentapiaristin
Venis
not
lar^ie.
A
the crop
have
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.—

BEESAVAX— The

®° Alimys forward us money either

For a Club of 2.— a copy of

Bee Journal

to preserve the

received.

HONEY- White clover, fancy,

;

;

.

*

»

Binders for 1882.— We have had »
lot of Emerson binders made espe-

HONEY— The demand for comb honey is light, They are lettered in gold on the back,
prices beinE made to meet views of purchaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 2:^@2.^c. and make a nice and convenient way

ST. LOUIS.

in cloth, or an

cure at the start.

cially for the

CHICAGO.

MONTHLY

still keep the record
one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to pro-

and

all togetlier in

'*

(3month9\...«0

months).... 40
(i:»months)....50
60
(1 year)

*'

of numbers,

'larktogood. 17&22C.

CINCINNATL

:

For 4 weeks
"

;

AL. H. Nk\vmaN. y23 W. Madison

Special Notices. 50 cents per lino.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
putilished WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is

$1 00
1 50
2 00

(120 pages)
100 colonies 220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

:

Quoti^tlons or Cash Buyers.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to

cure a binder and put them in.
are very valuable for reference

They

Advertisements intended forthe Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

.
—^9~*^
Three years ago St. Julian, the great
California trotter, was unknown the
same may be said of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. Xow both have a world-wide
Why':"
Because they
reputation.
both have merit. One is a great trotter, the other is the most successful
remedy ever discovered to be used on
;

man

26vv4t

or beast.

Bingiiam's

5^1

have

Smoker Corner.

tried several kinds of Smokers,

satisfuction
the persons they desire to interview, ni>ne trive such
worth more to me than all the
Morninfc' Sun. Iowa.
by sending the names to this office.

and

as BioKhatu's; 'tisrest combined.
J. E. KEAItNS.
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GOLDEN

ITALIAN

The AMERICAN Bee Jofrnal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
©very State. Territory and Province, among farmera, mechanics, professional and business men,

and

is,

therefore, the best advertising

,

5.<_mj
ed Queen
Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July l
l"-.00
lo.iX)
Same, after July i

Full

medium.

TestedQueen,beforeJuly
"
invt-a

itf

O

\yf^A

4-^

Headquarters for Queens.

Old

\

fij

We will

be prepare"! on and after July loth, to
ship Queens by return nmil. We have the best
strain of Italians in tlie country. Our fyj^rians,
Holy Land and Iluntrarians cannot be excelled.
No 75 cent or flt^Dar queens for sale. Warranted
-Queens *l.riO, Tested $l'.(U), very choice Selected
Queens $1.7.1 each. We also have darlt and extra
light-colored Italians. AllQueens warranted pure
mail. Send ymir address una postal
for my ilst annnnl circnlnr :ind price list.

HENKX Al-JLEY, Wenham. Mass.

"

"

1,

y.o<J

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

13-^
*^^^r J"*y ^
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

DR.

1.

Iwtf

and sent by
:28wlt

A NEW BEE BOOK!

QUEENS.

l-frameNucleus, with Tested Queen
$4. .50
J-lrame Nucleus, with Test-

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

TOM JOUMALS

BIND

AND KEEP THEM

Management

THOMAS

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

Ai>preciitttve Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Ijonisiana, Mo.

ited.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
111.

The Emerson Binder

JUST MADE,
Price 45 aiid ooe. per poimd,

.50c.

85c.
'JSc,

THOMAS O. NEWMASf,

Address,

For Brood Frames and Boxes.
-

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1S8U
For Bee .Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

y2.">

West Madison

Street, Chlcuijo, III.

JAMES HEBOON,

Address,
28wlt

FLAT

DowaRiac, Mich.

r.OTT0:i[

-

Rev. A. SALISBURY COMB FOOTDATIO^.
C'ainargro,

20

Douglas county,

^^^^ high side-walls, 4 to I'l square feet to
the pound. Circular aud aaiiiples tree-

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

— Low Prices, Quick Returns
*'

Queens
Cyprian Queens
Italian

;

Cun-

ENGBAVINGS.

Ji; Tested.. ..$2
$1

;

Tested

SONS.

Sule Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

tomers Never Defrauded."
$.i

Palestine Queens.. $1; Tested... i2
Extra Queens, for swarmirifi seuJson. ready, if we are timely notifled.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cypriiin or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. Sframes.^S. Comb
foundation ou Dunham machine, iir> lbs. or over,
35c. per lb. on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival ;;uaranleed.
Orkc. paid for bright wax. Money Orders an
Iwly.
^i\J Tiiflcola, 111.
,

-

VAX DEUSEX &

J.

;

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

giving an index of diseases,
A XKEATISEcause
and treatment of each, a

aud

tlie

symptoms

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordiruiry dose, eflectsand antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Trice 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

F

A
ll'J

;

^*** I'EET, or 11 lbs. $«; more at yame
1 1
rate less. "!n cts. per lb., delivered at Express. Albany, N. V.
H.
27w-it
Coeyman's Hollow, N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES
sue.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

02*i West Madison Street. Chicago,

r

925

III.

Send for i)ur i^>'-p;ige Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwtf E. A. THOMAS & CO.,Coleraine, Mass.
per pound

lb.

lb.

48c.

e.vtra thin and bright, 10 sq. ft. to
Send for samples. "Wax worked lOc,

file

Co.'s
St.),

&

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

itinNE'W XOKK..

CHICAGO. ILL.

;

make money
Z^~ Also

selling this book. G. W. FISHER,
Box 238. Rochester, N.Y.

for sale at the

BEE Journal

Office.

,^8

2wiom.

BEESWAX.

;

F.W. HOLMES, Coorcrsville, Mich. 13wiy

TTTTC
A T3T?T> may be found on
1X1 LO T>
i Ai
XjIv at Geo. P. Rowell
•

Street.

TABLES, 192
SHOULD have FISHER'S GRAIN
full of useful tables for
pages, pocket form
castmg up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wiiges tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
ph)wing tables :ind mure miscellaneous matter and
useful tables t'lr fjirmers and others than any
similar book ever pultlished. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-p;iiU for 40 cents. Agents can

DTJNEIAM COMB F0UNDATI0N-40c.
the
per

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square iiich— no single outsold for less
than

THOMAS

W. OAKKETT,

;

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying S4C. per pound, delivered here, Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

AI-FRED H. NEWMAN.

923

West Malison

Street,

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

—

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Any one can use tbem.

Given Foundation,

of

NEWMAN,

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

PURE HONEY

W.QQQ LBS.

;

C.

MadUou

For the pn^t few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the beat established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables
me ti) obtain the highest market prices. Vour consignments and correspondence respectfully solicR. A.

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey."
etc. Price, bound in cloth, To cents; in paper
covers. SO centn, postpaid.
03.% \r.
Street, Cblcaffo, 111.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
KU So. Water Street. Chicajio.
28wl3t

of

aud

CHICAGO, ILL

bee-raisers. Indianlan. Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.- American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the inf<irmation needed to make
bee-culture successf nl.— Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist.

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are line. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessiiry to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.~Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

Embraces every snbjectof inierest in theapiary,
giving very thorough details of tbe management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, CoK>.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even tliough they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N, Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all tbatone needs to
know in their care aud management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in allthe miprovements in
his line- We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will Interest the
beginner. It describes uil tin- newest discoveries
in the art by which the prodviction of delicious and
healtli-^'ivini-'
fniiii.

and

IS

lioney

is

obtained, as well as

how to

tor the market in the most :ittractive
i-^enibellished with beautilul engravings,
the most perlect work of the kind, for the

prop;iro

it

it

has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
A. Liberal Bisconnt to I>ettlers by
the Dozeu or UCuiidreU.
price, that

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

FOUNDATION

OR.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

AXll KETAIL.

WUOI^ESALE

By A.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
We now
•our wholesale prices of Foundation.
have the most extensive manufactory of foundattirm in the country. We send to all parts of the

State Agricultural

330

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
eectif'ns. All shapes and sizes.
.Samples free on request.

&

CHAS. DADANT

SON,

Hamilion. Hancock Co.

Iwly

III.

"We now quote an

Advance

5

Cents per pound
PRINTED IN OUU CIRCULARS.

of

on the PRICES
wholesale or

lowtf

retail.

HTQ-crznzzs

and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,

Full Colonies
and

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and CQmmerce

Mines,

trv
E. T.

I will

will be

vate

j-lease vou.

(Box

xi;>

)

FLANA(;AN, Rose

Hill Apiarv.
Belleville, St. Clair County,

III.

Pure ItalianBees
;at reasiinable prices.

promptly and truthfully answered by

letter,

and

5wly

(IK

COZ.OIIADO,
upon sending One Dollar

pri-

to the

FULL COLONIES

IN

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEENa AND NUCLEI.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every sale.

22w8t

aOHX

F.

BIPMAX, Fremont, Ohio.

"Woman's Industrial Association,
I5w6mp

291 Sixteenth St.,

Advance

DENVER, COL.

Foundation.

in

of Comb Foundation have
cents per pound, owing to the

The manufacturers
advanced the

price

.'>

increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
<flat bottom), will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised

price in

my

("ataioKue.

AI^FRED H. NEW^MAX,
923

West Madison

Excelsior

Street.

Dunham and Vandarvort

FOUNDATION.

1^ CHEAP FOR
Description, -Sec.

4,

south range 7

7,

;

perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecordsof the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk ; the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm. >r other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

The title

is

925

West

G. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
Madison Street. CHICAGO. 11,L.

:

<iver:i<t ibs.,4lc..

less

than lO

lbs.. 44c.;

Vander-

feet to the lb.. 1 to 10 lbs.. 57c., 10 to 50
No discounts. Circular free.

v.irt, 10 sq.
ibs., 54c.

J.

3wly

V.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

CALDWELL,

I

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

sell

ALFRED

;

;

r.. «T.

uiEur.,

Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co., Ind.

lOwtf

THE CONaUEE-OR.
Lartje Smokers need wi^ie >.liit'liL-'. Hui^^ham's
have them, ana springs that do not rust an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to dale,
anda:ix7inch stove, and 5.v7 inch bellows. Sent
i

jiostpaid for $2.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

by

Send for my :i2-pace Illustrated
Catulot:ue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

bonkins orders for my
ITALIANS, reared from

the best stock in the country. Warranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
early in the season. $2.50; after
s^July, $2; 2 frame Nucleus, with
iTested Queen. ¥4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen. ?io. The Best
Quinby Smoker for $1.50. Address all orders to

fMoney Order

the above Smokers at

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.

lam now

GOLDEN

can

MANUFACTUREIiS* PKICES.
III.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.

13wtf

CASH, .^i

township

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 2.". miles west of the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles n-irtheiist of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and f.i uf the Apalachicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. ISTo, byCoI. Alexansections, including
der McDonald, who owned
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *3.200, and on Sept.
6th. 1S77, by him conveyed to the undersiKued for

>

Owinfi to the lar^ie advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunham, luto 50 ibs., 42c.,

now quote

M\t Lan{l"B40 Acres

$3,000.

CHICAGO. ILL

Poffen

t

the

College of Michigan.

133 Fine

Illustratlona.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly llluatratetl.
The first edition of S,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
fulldesccripiions of honey-producing plaats.trees,
;

If vou want clieap bees and hives to suit, eoiid
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, i^ection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

with good voung Queens

CONCERNING

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Pro/esser of Entomology in

We make

United States.

447

;ij:i

AV.

H.

Madison.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From

ILL.

JREV. E. I-. BKIGOS. of Wilton Junction,
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from eith t rof
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens. $:i Warranted Queens. -tJ t^ueens without guarantee. $i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. ^. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3w2iit
if accompanied with the cash.
:

;

;

Read

the follcnving opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and ot
real vaiiie.—L'Afflciilture, Parts.
1 think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Coldy.
It appears to have cut the pround from under
future book-makers.- Brituh Bee JournaU
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.- J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is Just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and whicli, no one who obtains
it, will ever rcbTCt havmg purcnased. —3iic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Piof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— ifera/d, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
Is fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest rewaid awaits its author.— A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so ^eat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man-

ual.— Wai. VAX ANTWERP. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' AincuUtury France.
It not only cives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; alsoa botanical description of honey
produciuK plnnt.-^. and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— i>t"iocrut, Pulaski. N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this r-adfl
mecuvi of the bfc-kocper. It is replete with the
best inlurmation on everything belonging to apiculture. I'o al taking an interest in this subject.
we say. obtain this valuable wtirk. read it carefully
aod practice as advised.— .rlyncii/turwf, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientitlc work on modern bee management that
ever>' experienced bee^ man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
e»i.— lX'tbttTn AoricuUurist.
to the
;

W

1882,

Kvor^reeii Apiary.

the

shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and last,though
not least, detailed instructions for the varioua
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited hia means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times''
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

;

Warranted
BEArTlFX'I- QUEEXS—
Warranted Cyprians.

Ital-

*l..^n
ians. |i.2'> each:
each; Unwarranted Queens. *i.<x> each. Try one
and vou will want more. Address,
:J7wi"tp REV. J. E. KEAKNS, Morning Sun, Iowa.

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual lor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary, 'i'herc is no subject relating to the culture
ot bees loir untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Couk hafl had the advantage of all
the previous ^n(^wlede of apiarists, which he uses

admirably lobromotc and

make popular

this

most

interesting oi all occupa-tions.-.^jaericaTt Inventor.

Price— Bound

Sl*OO.by

Jot
In cloth, 9S1.3S

mail prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
nest Madison

O.

Street,

AEWMAN,
CHICAGO, HX.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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iKED TAPE!"
Who

25,000

IN

EXCELSIOR
HONEY

BINGHAM

USE.

aid the inveotor ot

improved bee smokers—get the beat, th,it
never go out— alwavs
please— never is coniplninedof— thest;in(iard of excellence the
over — better

aJu.'iliJ

%'rr^,

v]i

fore. Trice per miul,
postpaid, from 65 cts.
to $2. Our patent**

iiiti

cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood. or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives flrst. youpatpntfiil

have to buy nu-^^^®^*-®^'

ble

Ifi'
^**

Handed to By Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.

shield Conqueror, 3 inch
$1 75
Lar^e Bin'-iham Smoker (wide
shield), 2^> inch
1 50

Smoker (wide
shield), 2 inch
Plain P.in^'ham Sfnf)ker, 2 inch....

¥2 00
1

75

1

25

1

00

1

2:>

ing to the h(mey gate, and movatomb Baskets. The fs.CO and
have no covers.

in

th<*
E\tract(.irfc.

siiit-s

f8 on
8 Ofi
10 oo
14 00

For J American trames, I3xl3 inches
"
KtxlS
For JLangstroth "
"
**
"
10x18
For 3
'*
*'
"
lOxlH
For4
"
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
'*
"
r_'Hx20
For 3
**

W

12
12 00
16 00

•'

"

For4

laxjo

"

ALFRED

Extra Bingham

923

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago.

la^inch

rates.

Abroiiia, Mich.

Given'sFoundafJonPress.
The latest

iwly

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
"VTKAllLV A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

improvementin Foundation. Ourthin

Gives meas-

kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
urement of
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwdnd
tables, interests, etc. Standard book thrdugliMtit
United States and Canada. Ask your iHnikyelK-rs
lor it. Sent for 3". cents post-paid.

G."W. FISHER, Box 23S, Rochester, N.Y.
f^~ Also for sale at the Bee Jouhnal Office. _^
2wfim.

II. 8.

LULING.
J.

I make a specialtv of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than loo colonies in
tlieir puritv. All Queens bred from D. A. .lones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before .June 2u,
$1.25 each after that date, single Queen. $1.0o 6
forJ5.no; 12 or more, 75 cents each: Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

C,

«fc

Hoopeston.

III.

S.

TADL0CK.-1882

CALDWELL

CO..

TEXAS.

per half-dozen. $13.50. Select Tested, $3
per halt-dozen. §1h. No "Dollar" or nuclei-queens
iiandled. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
J4w39t
if possible.
;

;

QUEENS-QUEENS
Address,

JOS. M.

15wr;m

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.

EARS

FOR THE

Square Glass Honey .Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
€. F.
^pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave..CIXCINNATI, O.

ol

Shark's

Oil

DOO y<*:irs no

Meal'neRS has exiiitefl siniong:
the t'hlnese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at f l.ou per bottle.

MXJXH,

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

iwly

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
I

Bees and Queens
of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

Apiaries.

QUEEA'SandNUCI-EI IX SEASON.
lE^Satisf action guaranteed.
J. II.

cation

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

FDLL COLONIES

Circular on appli-

KOBERTSOX,

.

Pewamo. Ionia

.5UWtf

Co.,

Mich.

PAINE & LADD,
HALBERT

)

Ivate

>

E. PAINE.
(tunmr Patents.

S
B. LADD.
S€>licitoi-H «r PatentB

STORY

Patent

tiaftes.

Root—

and
author is master of the subject.—Sl.oO,

ABC

Novice's
oCBee-dilture, by A.I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 9^1. S5.
Kinfc'M Bee-Keepere' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down tothe present time. Cloth, SSl.OO.
X^anKiitroth on the If Ive and Honey Bee
- This is a standard scientific work. Price, !S3.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Toe.
Management of an
by Thomas G.

or

Profit,

inventi'ins. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturag'' a .Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "'Marketing Hfmey,""
etc. It contains ItiO pages, and is profusely illus-

mut^'h better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a g^eat deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative CII.\R.\CTEH ABSOLUTE, AS THE WHITER CAN
PERSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FHO^II EXI'EmENCE
ANP OBSERVATION. Write at once to Haylock

WASHINGTON,
u r,^
!'• t»
lu

It.;vv3m

trated. Price, bound in
covers, fiOc., postpaid.

cloth,

7Se.;

in

paper

Blenen

Kiiltnr. by Thomas G. Newman, in
the GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers^
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tal principles of bee-culture,
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facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

by
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Thonms

G. Newuuin.- This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Iloney for the
Market Honey as f<.".*i, giving recipes for making"
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and lioney as Medicine with manyuseful RecipesIt is intended for coiisutiiers, and should he scattered bv thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in KiitcUsh and Oerman.
Price for either edition, <tc. ; per dozen, 50c.
,
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Wintering Beet*. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-lieepers' Associatitui.
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Price.
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The Hive E UBe— Being
hive used by G.
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Price, oc.
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tiiving in detail the methods
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and management adopted

many useful hints.- Price l*>c.
Bee Pasturage a !Xece««Ity, hy Thomas G.

contains

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this impor-

tant subject, with siigu'estions what to plant, an*
and when and how JO engravings. Price. lOc,
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Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.
F.

Muth; 32

pages.

It gives

Mr. Muth'a views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

the

;

not eat. This book i-bould be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment againstadulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect theconsumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c-

Kendall'fl

Horse Book. — No

horse information.

Paper, 2*»c.

by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
symptoms and cure. Price, Sue.
Assistant, and ComUniversal
AIoore*s

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

plete Mechanic, contains over

VIEW.

ami Mining Knginocrs. Machinists,

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

SoIeAfjentsforAmrrica.

juwiy

money

Haylock &

Co.)

71>ey St., Xew York.

book could be

to horse owners. It has-'i'i engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

more useful

&jENNKv.7Dey street. New York, enclosing if i,
and you will receive bv return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— EuiTOK of Mercantile Ke33?"To avoid loss in the mails, please send
by Registered Letter.

aud Attorneys

:

Newman.

FooOhDo's Balsam

"Positively Restores the Hearing, and is tlie
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This 111 is lihstno'ted from a peculiar species of
Nappauee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.
small TVhitt- Shark, cauL'ht in the Velktw Sea,
A YEAR and expenses toagents, known as Carchannlon RniKldftU. Every Chinese
outfit free.addressl* O "VIcUery llsherman knows it. Us virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
36wly
AuK"**!!!, Maine*
the year 14io. Its cures were so numerous and
many so «eeininKly nilraeiiloii*, that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

lOc. for Practical

L. C.

treats tlie subject of bee-keeping so
fail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that its

cannot

it

for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honev. and instructions on the exhoney
at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
hibition of bees and

GrOOTD,
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Preparation of Honey
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GITEX

Breeder of Pure Italian Queens. I use one of
H. Nellis' best imported queens. Tested Queen,

$2.5(.)

Circulars free.

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

:EI.

and fully " up with the times" on everjsubjectof bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intenselyinteresting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that. nobee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowithout. Cloth, iSl.Sii ; paper cover, S>1,
illustrated

DKlerzon Theory ;— presents

1882-J.

all

I.

;

Edition.
"Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements

The
is not surpassed.
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.

BINGHAM & HETHEPaNGTON,

;

CHICAGO, ILL,

Bee-K.eeper*8 Oiiide or, Cook.*8 IMtannal^
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

Newman.— Third

and common Foundati^-n

Send for free descriptioH and testimonials, to

btiok of its kind ever published.
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and
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for
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Beee and Honey,
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Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
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\<t|'itiig with the $s.(Hi Exi
tra' t r-j all the difTerent styles
li. I \t"-t[. liners over the canal lead-

PKICES:

Wide

To

ot h 'ney. It will becoraplete.
overs, and in every way
il, e'^cept in size, with the
in Extractor, l.lxiin, which is
II il 'I tor anv size of frame.

ntic

idi

season than ever be-

Little

11'^

with

thi-*

others.

cluded to adopt these two new
sizes
1 he i frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
theJlianie. The 4 frame basket
IS in the
irger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to r( \<'1\ e upon, leaving room unttnipath the basket for 75 or so
I

world

will

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors currying :i and 4
Lang'itroth frames, I have con-

you buy the Original Piitent Bin^hani
Bee Smoker, you will
If

and handsomer

Books

The OrlKlnal

will be the
first to copy's

l,o(Ki.O(Mi

dustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes,

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mecbanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives i^ihi.'hki items for Gas, Steam, Civil

Millers, Black-

smiths, founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayerg.
Pluaibers, tJas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wo(jd Workers of every kind.
The work contains I.nn; pages, is a veritable
Treasurv of Useful Knowledge, and worth its

weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, *S.i>0.
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The National Convention.
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The following is the oflJcial call of
the Secretary, Dr. Parmly, for the
Convention of the North American
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California Honey Orannlates.— The
editor of the California ^ncuUurist
"
have noticed that Calisays
:

We

Bee-Keepers' Society. We hope there
will be a large attendance
:

The North

American

ers' Society will

nual

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th an-

meeting at

Washington Park

fornia honey will granulate as often
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across VVashingas it does not. It depends a good
ton Park from the Exposition builddeal in what shape the honey was' ing. Time, Oct. 3id to 5th, 1882.
when it was extracted if fully ripe, First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
We are encouraged to hope that
it is more apt to candy sooner."
this will be a very profitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
Each succeeding year the uni- the presence of, a large number of
comb sections become more popular, our most prominent bee-keepers both
and, so far, tlie demand for them has in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
doubled every year. Those intended are expected from abroad to add to
to hold one pound of honey are the the knowledge imparted by the remost popular for retailers of comb search and inventive skill and meth;

MONTHLY— The 'first number of each
50

cents a

month, at

year, in advance.

Georue Neighbour & Sons. London, England,

1^

our authorized agents for Europe.

Postnffc to

Enrope «0 cents extra.
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successful.

Apiculture and Botany.— We observe
our contemporary in California has
adopted our special feature of combining apiculture with botany. Many
bee-keepers in America owe much of
their success to the encouragement
and protection of honey-producing

ods of our countrymen.

New

Ehrick Parmly,
York. July

See.

12, 1882.

Increasing Popularity of Cook's ManSo rapid has been the increasing
popularity of " Cook's Manual of the
Apiary," that we have recently been
obliged to issue another edition, making 9,000 published to date. Apiarists
have been particularly fortunate in
the high order of talent devoted to
the preparation of text-books, but
"Cook's Manual" has rapidly taken
the front position, and the Professor's
scientific and practical education will
enable him easily to keep his excellent
book in the advance, as the frequency
of the editions give him opportunity
to anticipate the progressive steps.
ual.

—

458

plants, suggested by the Bee Journal. As the stock-raiser familiarizes

458
45^
458
459
469
459

himself with the grasses which furi^In the Newcomerstown, O., Innish the best and most profitable
grazing for his stock, so should the dex, of July 6, 18S2, we notice a long
bee-keeper recognize and plant the article describing the bee hive and
flowers best suited to his bees, local- supply establishment of Mr. R. L.
Shoemaker, who, by an accident, lost
ity and climate.
his eye a few weeks ago. We are
^° We observed a bee on sweet clo- pleased to see that his establishment
is of such large proportions.
ver on Monday last.

Box

That New Clover

honey, while the producers generally
prefer those holding two pounds. The
more rapid sale of the former, however, will probably more than repay
the producer for the trifle less in
amount that the bees may store, from
the fact of their small capacity. We
must follow the lead of the market,
demand what it may, if we would be

4,59

459
459
459
459
460
460
460
460
460
400
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tion for them.

Farmers Rejoicing.

The crop prospects throughout much
of the country are very encouraging.
The excessive rains, we are sorry to
note, have been quite damaging to
corn, whicli will require the most favorable weather from this tlirough to
make even a fair crop, but wheat,
oats, rye, barley, clover, grass and
potatoes, will be more than an average
in yield and quality.
In Kansas the oats crop has increased from 280,167 acres in 1881 to
447,695 acres in 1882, and all reports
say that it will be the heaviest crop
ever harvested in that 8tate. The
wheat crop just harvested will reach
over 30,000,000 bushels, and of superior
(luality.

The acreage

of corn will run

6 per cent, over last year,

amounting

Of course,

prices of classical chemistry.

other meats sympathize largely with
pork but, with the excellent pasturage, it will be impossible to keep up
the figures on cattle and sheep, and
hogs will then sympathize to a certain
extent with them, or they will be more
largely substituted for food.
;

Glucose in Fraudulent Uses.

Mr. Le Roy Whitford, Lecturer to
the Chautauqua Co., N. Y., Pomona
Grange, has kindly sent us a copy of
an essay read by him before the
Grange. We have not space for it
entire, and give only that portion relating to the glucose traffic, which
will be

read with interest.

Published

statistics

show

21

manu-

which, at 30 bushels factories of glucose and corn sugar in
this country, turning out 1,200,000 lbs.
per acre, will foot 135,000,000 bushels
per day from 48,000 bushels of corn.
it is expected,
however, to reach The consumption of this vast product
is effectecHhrough fraud by mixing
175,000,000.
with sugar, maple syrup, candy,
A dispatcli from Lincoln, Neb., jelly,
honey and other sweets.
says " each day strengtliens the beIt iias been supposed that, although
lief in a harvest such as was never of so low and poor a sweetening
to 4,500,000 acres,

;

Much

as

we owe

chemistry, it cannot be forgotten
that from the days of the alchemists,
when they tried to make gold from
the baser metals they have been
reaching after impossible things, and
have often exclaimed " Eureka
too
soon. The product of the laboratory
may be identical in composition with
that of nature and yet differ widely
in its eflectf upon the human system.
Nature, in some of her finer processes,
is not to be approached by all the
subtleties lif the chemist's art.
Ask the chemist to tell you by his
test what the difference is between a
piece of Parian marble and a piece of
the chalk cliff of England, and the
answer from his laboratory will be
that tliere is no difference whatever,
both are carbonic acid and lime, and
in tlie same relative proportion. Now
ask him why tliey are not equally
valuable as "food for plants, and he
cannot tell you.
piece of carbonate of magnesia
from the rocks of Iloboken treated
with sulphuric acid is epsom salts.
to

A

The chemist will pronounce it such
But if given as a cathartic

and pure.
it

will produce

severe griping

if

not.

death.

Other instances might be cited
showing that substances which are
alike in composition are not always
alike in their effects on the living
organism, but it is enough for my
purpose to show why grape sugar
from corn starch treated with sulphuric acid is not as wholesome as
the fruit sugar which is produded in

power that nobody would accept it
for sugar or syru]) when unmixed, it
was not necessarily unwholesome as
an article of diet when well made,
and the numerous instances of injury
to health, and even death from paraland other diseases which are nature's laboratory.
and of good quality. Wild and tame ysis
known to have resulted from its use
James' powder.s made from phosgrasses look well, and potatoes and were supposed to be due to the pres- phate of lime and oxide of antimony,
ence of a remnant of chemicals used were found after 100 years to be good
other vegetables were never better.

known

in the State before." Of rye
the yield is much larger than in any
year previous, and the wheat crop is
larger and of better quality than the
average. Oats and barley are heavy

In one county in Indiana (Miami) in its manufacture. On the part of
the manufacturers it is claimed that
alone, the present wheat crop will run
the sulphuric acid is all precipitated
over 1,200,000 bushels. Corn is not so that none can possibly remain in
doing so well, being neglected by the the product or in the refuse meal
farmers to secure their immense which is sold to farmers to feed to
stock. Where the truth lies in this
wheat crop.
controversy is not of paramount inSo far as we can learn from differ- terest to consumers. It is enough for
ent prominent points in Illinois, crops us to know that its use for only a few
years has alarmingly increased the
of all kinds, excepting corn, are very
frequency of lirignt's disease, and
encouraging, even better than was also that certain new and dangerous
anticipated a short time since.
maladies which are developing among
report from Dakota says " the the poorer classes are attributed to
the use of glucosed sugars and syrups
never been
has
prospect to-day
by many of our best medical authoriequaled. Wheat, oats and barley are ties. I will only mention here, Jas.
indicative
R. Nichols, editor of the Boston
heading out with a stand
Jotmml of Chanistiy, who states posiof a crop simply enormous."
tively " that it does produce aggraIn Micliigan the grain crops are
symptoms, and

A

as pure.

Iloney directly from the apiaries is
almost never adulterated and as this
fact

is

becoming

well

known

an

causes unprecedented demand is springing
flatulency and painful affections of up for extracted honey to take the
the bowels, and that its use in larger place of syrups. " The honey of the
quantities as mixed with our sugars trade," as it is called, is no better, as
and syrups is deleterious to health." it is manufactured in the great citiies
His very interesting article closes by such wholesale jobbers as the
with the declaration, "That all con- Thurbers of New York. If lioney
sumers of sweets in this country are granulates in cold weather it is the
victims to a form of fraud which de- best evidence of purity.
serves the prompt attention of our
And finally, the only effectual
law makers."
remedy is to be sought in stringent
But it strikes me that the true laws against selling anything for
cause of these effects upon the health what it is not, ancl the people have
may be concealed in the secret pro- got to take this matter in hand and
cess by which the liquid glucose is urge ui)on Congress a general law
converted into granulated sugar. This that shall put an effectual quietus upon.
process is said to be unknown to these nefarious practices.

vated dyspeptic

hardly so flattering, but the yield will
be a fair one.
We have no reliable data of late
date from other States, but anticipate
the generality of crops will be equally
good, as complaints are soonest circulated when at all unfavorable.
Prices of live stock, especially hogs,
liave reached a fancy figure. We are
told by dealers that the prices are
purely fancy, speculative, and that
they will have to be moderated considerably, as there is no real justifica-

for nothing when made of calcined
lime rock. The East India Company
sued the manufacturer but could not
recover, for chemists, Mr. James
among them, decided that it was all
right in every respect.
One word more in closing as to the
remedies for the evils Complained of.
And first I would avoid the use of
these deleterious compounds by using
instead pure articles purchased of
producers. To thwart the consumers
and at the same time turn an honest
penny the glucose men bought the
whole product of amber cane syrup of
Iowa last year, mixed it with their
stuff and then threw it on tlie market

:

:

I

:
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Bee-C'iilture in Florida.

Distin^niishcd Tisitors.

Scurrilous Pamphlet.

" Des Vessies pour des Liinternes
ou la science apistique dii Comte G.
Barbo. par Giotto Ulivi." This is the
title of a pamphlet, the translation of
whicli is, " Tlie windbag for the nonsense of Count Barbo, by Giott)
Ulivi." This witli the occompanying
volume contains about ].'!0 pages but
the title is sufficient to disgust any
Count
truth.
lionest seeker after
Barbo is a gentleman who devotes
himself to tlie study of apiculture
from a praiseworthy love for natural

Ou

tlie

Uth

iiist.

w-e

Mr. W.

were agreeably

surprised witli a personal call from
Mr. James Anderson, bearing the

S.

Hart, of

New Smyrna.

Fla., lias kinilly sent us a copy of his

circular issued under tlie ausiiices of
the State Iinniigration Agent, and

following courteous introduction

published in the Tallahassee Floridian.

T. G. Newman, Esq., My Dear
Friend.— AWow me to introduce to It is quite lengthy and interesting,
you our most advanced bee-keeper in but we confine ourself to making a
Scotland. To live in the West and few extracts. The circular consists
not have the acquaintance of James of a series of ijuestions and answers.
Anderson, of Daisy, Scotland, is not
to be in the bee world. Eor 50 years We presume copies can be obtained,
he lias lield his own against iill comers, by sending a few stamps to pay postand he it was who went to the first age, of Mr. Hart
Crystal Palace Show in London, and
completely revolutionized the mode
Question. Does it pay to keep bees
has a discriminating of taking surplus. He is on a short in Florida
;

and
judgment and scientific attainments
which constitutes him one of tlie best
authorities in Europe on all matters
pertaining to the honey bee. Being
liistory,

—

':'

search of health, whicli I
Answer.— Ves, in many portions of
sincerely hope he will gain, and bring the State it pays as well or better
back a host of information to us from th.iii in any other State, and there are
our " American cousins." Well do 1 l)arts where bees can scarcely make a
remember your hajipy visit to Perth, living.
Q.— \V^hat is the average increase
wholly disinterested in all controvers- and only hope 1 may be able some day
to come and see you.
and honey production per colony in
ies pertaining to them (as we are
Yours, faithfully,
an average year V A.— In good locaquite sure he never reared a bee for
RoBT. J. Bennett.
tions the average natural increase is
Glasgow, Scotland, May 22, 1882.
from 1 to 3 and bW pounds of honey.
tnitilc), he has in no way allowed
They often do much better than this.
prejudice to influence him in one of
We
met Mr. Anderson at the Perth, I have known one colony to increase
his conclusions, nor has impatience
Scotland, bee and honey show, of naturally to nine strong ones, in one
hindered him from making thorough
wliich Society Mr. Bennett is the season, and give considerable surplus
honey besides.
and exhaustive researches into myshonored Secretary, and although Mr.
Q. What enemies and disease do
terious problems. From a personal
Bennett's very welcome letter was not they have to contend with V A.—
Barbo,
we
with
Count
acquaintance
necessary to insure Mr. Anderson a have never seen or known of a disfeel assured that Ulivi's ridiculous
eased colony of bees in this State.
cordial welcome, il lent a greater zest
Foul brood," dysentery, etc., are unbombast will only bring upon himself
to our friendship for the distinguished known here. The enemies are toads,
contempt, and increase the universal
visitor who bore such honorable cre- dragon files, ants, moths, and birds:
respect and esteem for the noble
are glad that so far Mr. but Italian bees, well attended, will
dentials.
Count.
strong in numbers that the
Anderson's impressions of our coun- keep so
combined efforts of their enemies
try have been most favorable, and he seem to affect them but little.
Bees as Tipplers.— Mr. W. T. Clary will take back to Scotland a foundaQ.— What part of the State would
has kindly forwarded us several ex- tion machine and various other im- you recommend for an apiarist to
locate
in V A.— Having never been
tracts from the Farming World, em- plements
of our most improved patbodying a series of strictures from terns. He goes from liere to visit a iu the northern portion of the Slate,
I know but comparatively little of its
correspondents of that paper on Mr. son several years a resident in Texas, honey resources. I am told that beesA. C. Stipp, of South Carolina, for and from thence to visit another in do very well in many localities, and
having advocated the use of the " old Colorado. We wish him an agreeable one correspondent writes that his
get the swarming fever in Octobox gum " in preference to the mova- visit in our country and a pleasant bees
ber, from a heavy fiow of honey,,
ble frame liive of modern date. Al- return.
which usually comes about that time,
together the correspondence is too
lam better "acquainted with Souththe same day (July 11) Mr. Pat- Florida and consider the coast counOn
lengthy for publication in the Bee
rick Robertson, of Newhall, Scotland, ties lying south of the northern limit
Journal, and we will have to be
paid us a visit, bearing a letter of of the mangrove tree (a little north of
content with making the following
29th parallel) unsurpassed tor the inintroduction which Mr. Bennett closes
dustry.
amusing extract from Mr. Stipp's
"
Kind regards, and
'thus gracefully
Q.—Do bees get lazy after being in
first letter, whicli has opened a fair
Aope you will liave an extra good sea- your State for a while V A.— No.
field for attack
Q. Do the bees gather the year
son. Has Apii< Americana reached
round, what do they gather from, and
good fruit year is always a bad the top of the tree yet V"
wliat is the quality of the honey ?
bee year. They may do very well in
the early part of tlie season, but they
Mr. Robertson's visit to the United A. No, there are usually three and
will not do much after brandy time States is for tlie purpose of making this sometimes four honey seasons, with
honey droutlis between, each year. I
comes. Tliey are great drinikards,
He gOL^s from tiere to will quote from an article of mine
and when they have plenty .of brandy, a future home.
Iowa,
from
there
to
Moines.
Des
published in the Florida Agri'-idturist,
which they always gather from the
" Our bees
fruit and distill for themselves, like Winnepeg, and thence to Los Ange- of November 9lh, 1881
most otlier drunkards, they cease to les, Cal.,where he intends engaging in winter i)erfectly on the summer
stands, 'and gather honey or i)ol!en
accumulate and only go tlirough with
what they liave. They neglect the bee and orange culture. He is a gen- every month in the year. The first
more important duties of making a tleman of affable address, discrimi- honey flow commences about tlie 1st
living, and mix their honey with their nating oljservatioii. and much expe- of February and swarming about the
brandy and betake tliemselves to hard rience, and we wish and predict suc- 10th of March. In Ajiril or May we
usually have a honey drouth of a few
drinking until many of them die
drunk, if they don't fill a drunkard's cess for him, in wliatever enterprise weeks, sufficient to check the swarmThen comes the saw
ing fever.
he may engage.
grave.
visit

in

—
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palmetto, sweet bay, basswood, etc.,
fiviug a good flow of very lieavy
oney, of light, amber color, and excellent flavor. This flow lasts until
the cabbage palmetto and mangrove
come in, tlie last of June. From this
on until about the lOtli of August, the
flow is continuous and heavy, the
honey as handsome as can be prorestduced, and of very line flavor.
ing spell now conies for the bees,
which lasts until the middle of September, when the fall flowers, and
later, the saw pahnetto berries, yield
a surplus of darker honey, suitable
for winter supplies or spring feeding.
As bees fly here almost every day in
the year, fall honey can be "fed with-

A

out fear of dysentery. Some of the
leading honey and pollen-producing

industries and good men are welcome
to any part of the State, no matter
where they come from. From what I
can learn of the matter I am confident
that our good bee pasturage is not
more limited in extent than that of
California, and there six hundred men
give their whole time to the business,
MISCELLANEOUS.
while I do not suppose there are a
dozen in this State but what keep
bees merely as a side issue.
Ancient
Regulations
Concerningr
Living is cheap here, as but little
Bees. Mr. Kruegell has collected the
clothing is required; wood is plenty
" bee laws " for the Benenfor the gathering; a house can be following
built for a ridiculously small sum zeitunQ :
that will do until a better can be
1. Bees which live in the woods, or
afforded. Fish and game are plenty,
and vegetables do well where properly cling to fences, bushes, or out in the
attended to. Good board can be had fields without being hived, are public
with a private family for $3 to $7 per property, and belong to anyone who
secures them.
week.
2. Honey or wax which has been
I am often asked what success I
have had at bee-keeping, and so I gathered by wild bees, may become
have published my reports each year, the property of whoever takes posbut as this may reach many who have session of it.— Cournelle.
3. But when bees have become donever seen them, I will say that in
1880 I started in the spring with mesticated in a liive, or elsewhere,
fourteen colonies, increased to forty they are the personal property of whoand took nineteen hundred pounds of ever possesses that place, and he is
honey. It was considered a poor not allowed to destroy them by fraud,
year and I used no foundation. In malice, or prejudice, or harm them in
Vaudore.
1881 I started with thirty-five colonies, any maimer.
4. By tlie same reason, the owner
increased to eighty-six. and took six
thousand five hundred pounds of of a stray swarm, if he has followed
honey by actual weight; I also left and not lost sight of it, can claim and
about one thousand pounds in the take possession of it no matter vs-here
hives that could have been sparad it may have alighted, but if otherwithout cutting the bees short in win- wise, it is the property of the person

—

are the maiile, willow, sweetthe bays, orange, myrtle, oak,
•basswood, hickory, youpon, mockolive, saw palmetto, cabbage palmetto
and mangrove, the last two of which
come togetlier, in the middle of the
summer, and are unequaled as honeyproducers by anything else in the
whole vegetable kingdom known to
the writer. They produce honey in
abundance, of the finest quality, and
•we think it is safe to say, never fail
to produce a good crop. We also
honey-producing vines and
liave
plants too numerous to mention.
Q. Where is your market for
honey V How do yoii ship V And what
are the prices obtained V A.— We
liave a limited home market for ex- ter stores.
tracted honey, at S to 10 cents, and
comb 15 to 20 cents per pound but
The California Houej Crop.
most of the larger producers ship
their crops to the markets of the
North.
As we have heretofore siiid, the
Q.— Are there plenty of bees for prospect for a short honey crop in
sale near you, and if so, what are the
prices asked ? A.— In my immediate California is now a realized fact, and
neighborhood there are very few bees it only remains for the bee-keepers
for sale, as nearly everyone who has east of tlie Pacific slope to insist upon
any had rather buy than sell. But in a good price for their honey, and to
many parts of the State where " improved bee-culture " is unknown take no less. The Apiculiuvist for
plenty can usually be bought in log July says
gums or in boxes at from $1 to $2 per
In Southern California the princicolony.
pal honey season closes this month
Q. Are there many engaged in tlie
with the sumac bloom, which like
bee business near you V A.— There
most of the other honey producing
are quite a number of apiarists withplants that have preceeded it, will
in a few miles of me, and some of
this season,
them are skillful and well up in all not yield much honey
judging from present indications and
the modern imi)rovements, but I
of the atmosphere. It has been
know of no other good point in the state
observation for several years past
State that comes anywhere near be- our
in this country that when the first
ing stocked.
of the season fail to secrete
Q.— How does Florida compare with flowers
A.— Parties nectar those that follow usually fail
for
bees V
California
too. The weather continues cool with
that are well posted and reliable,
indications of rain this
write me from California that they occasional
all hope for but
occasionally get very large crops of state of things debar
will be
honey there, but that on an average, little more honey than perhaps
bees through the
but one year in tliree can be counted needed to carry the
localities bees
on for much surplus, while occasion- 'winter with. In alfalfa
will doubtless store some surplus.
ally they have a year that kills off
trees

gum,

—

;

—

—

—

upon whose premises it may have
and whoever shall seize it can

settled

be

compelled to return the same.

Coullier.
5. Should the owner of any grounds,
upon which a stray swarm of bees
may have settled, endeavor to injure
them in any manner, he forfeits all
right and title thereby. Argan. C. N.

—

564.
6.

Tlie

that the

" Code Rural " proclaims,
proprietor of a fugitive

swarm, who has followed it, even if it
is lost to his sight for some time, may
claim and recover it when found.
Codo Rure.
7. The Romain law does not coincide
with the above statement.— Romain
law, 584.
8. For this reason it is customary to
follow a swarm of bees with a great
noise. Cournelle.
9. The usufructuary, (occupant, or
tenant) farmer, lodger or any persons
who possess ground property, with
precarious right, have the right to use
any swarms that have started from
their property.— Cournelle.
10. But if the swarm has settled
upon grounds possessed by a farmer,
usufructuary, etc., it can only be used
as an accessory to the grounds by the
farmer, usufriictuary, etc. Cournelle

—

—

thousands of colonies by starvation.

and Vandore.
11. The* administrative authorities
have the power to forbid any person

tliat the fruit-raisers and beekeepers are at war, and thq former
are driving the latter iuto the mountains, " where no white man wants to
live." Here in Florida our seasons
are remarkably even in honey production, and we liever have a year that a
paying crop is not produced. Beekeeping is antagonistic to none of our

placing bees in towns, cities, etc., or
in public squares, or highways, or any
of a newspaper and the refusal to pay place wliere they may trouble or infor the same, theft, and any person jure the public. Yandore.
12. But about this restriction there
guilty of such action is liable to crimexists no law or custom which proinal proceedings the same as though
hibits the private individual from
he had stolen goods to the amount of keeping bees in any place he chooses,
upon his own grouuds, or transportthe subscription.

Also,

1^ The postal law makes the taking

—

—
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ing from one place to another to suit have yielded more and richer milk ?
This is'a. question which I have not
VanJore.
his convenience.
l;i. Sliould
any person receive in- been able to answer, and therefore, so
jury to himself or property by the far as I am concerned, it will remain
aforesaid moving or disphicement of unsettled. In hot weather flowers
bees, he may claim and recover full that yield honey do so constantly
and if not gathered by bees it is carvalue of damage done.— C. N. 1382.
14. Bees, of course, are movable, ried off by the atmosphere in odors.
but they become immovable when the All honey tlius carried off is lost to
proprietor places them to tlie account bees and tlieir owners? as well as to
farmers and their cows. The question
of the ground property.— C. X., 524.
of now mooted is more easily under15. The part owner of a swarm
bees, cannot force his partner to di- stood than answered satisfactorily.
vide it. He must dispose of his part Though dillicult of solution, it maybe
well to think about it. White clover
by auction.— Vandore.
16. The "Code Rural," sections 1, and trefoil (Lotuscorniculatus), are the
2, 3, has forbidden the seizure of the only pasture flowers that I can think
hives and contents for any debts, of that yield honey to bees. Bees are
unless these debts are not contracted of great service to farmers and others
toward the one who furnished them, in their orchards and gardens, and in
of the fertilizing field beans.
or toward the proprietor
grounds. Section 3 forbids tlie removal of the hives even, if seized durBees and Clover.— The QentlemerCs
ing the months of December, January
and February, but this proliibitory Magazine gives the following on the
law is not mentioned in the " Code de advantages of bees to clever
Procedure," which states different
Bee culture has been powerfully adseizable property, witliout including vocated for the honey sake, and

The bee is an insect of the highest
order, filled with nerves, blood-vessels, lungs, glands, and a linely organized brain. It also possesses a sting
of great energy, by which it may defend its home and young and repel
only intruders and thus, in the protection of hrime. and in the defense of
its young, it displays an' instinct Of
the highest order that is rarely to be

bees.

thousands throughout our great land

—

;

:

would probably be more general if
sugar were not" so cheap. There is,
however, another advantage, which
Darwin's researches have proved

Koenigshopfen, Germany.

good

price for it, as the yield has not been
great, but the quality, nevertheless,
is excellent.
It is said that this year's
harvest will not be more than onefourth of a crop. Veiitura county
which produced 400 tons in 1S7S, will
produce hardly twenty tons this year.
Their agent will also purchase all the
California wax that he may be able
to lind. In the past few years the de-

mand for this product has more than
doubled, principally on account of
there being so mucli" of it used in the
manufacture of what

is

called

comb

foundation.

—

Harmless to Dairies. Among the unMr. A. Pettigrew mentions the following in a late number
settled points,

of the

A

London Journal

of Horticulture

:

parsimonious old farmer whose

clover (ields were visited by our bees
sorely felt that his fields would have
been"richer without them, and so convinced was he that his butter was impoverished by our bees that he trod to
death all he possibly could, and
threatened to use the horse roller
when the bees were at work. On
mentioning this to Dr. Lindley, 40
years ago, he said, " the old farmer
was a blockliead,'' but that did not
settle the question.
Had the farmer
just cause for complaint ? If the 20
or 40 lbs. of honey gathered by bees
from his clover (ields daily had been
left in the (lowers, would his cows

found in such degree except in man.
Being thus wonderfully endowed by
the Creator, they present to our minds
a subject worthy of intelligent consideration.

Bee-keeping is looked upon as
rather a small business, that depends
largely ujiou the luck of the individual
engaged in it, and not worth "fussing " after by men of skill and education. This accounts for the fact that
one of the most pleasant as well as
profitable industries of our great
State has remained in the background, entirely neglected so long,
simply because there has not been
given to it a rational and intelligent
investigation.

Thattime

is

past,

and

are engaged in scientific apiculture,
and are reaping rich harvests of

nectar each season, that isfinancially independent. It has taken its place as
one of the great industries of our
country. The time is close at hand,
us, when exif not already upon
tracted honey will rank as one of the
staples of the world. I'es, as staple
as molasses or sugar— an article of
food at once the most wholesome and
pleasant to the palate of man that
ever was bestowed by the hand of an
special purpose of fertilization, even indulgent Creator.
though their honey be disregarded,
We have been taught to look upon
for it api)ears that clover is entirely
dependent on insects for its fertiliza- honey as a rare luxury, exceedingly
tion, and chiefly upon bees.
The difficult to obtain, and only in small
form of the flowers and the manner quantities, to be used on fete-days, or
in which the maturity of the lower to be carefully stowed away for sickThis is a grand mistake. The
florets precedes that of the upper ness.
florets renders the success or failure giver of all good did not so intend it,
of a clover seed crop simply a result but He scattered the beautiful flowof the employment or non-employ- ers over our land, pleasant both to
ment of these humble farm laborers. our eyes and olfactory sense, and
filled them with this golden sweet.
lavished it around us in thousKeeping Bees ipi Texas.— Dr. J. E. "Zes,
ands of pounds, wai'ing, ready to be
following
gives
the
reasons
why
Lay
gathered by this wonderful insect,
he keeps bees, in a late number of the the bee, which is so easily made subservient to the intelligence of man,
I'exas Agricultural Journal
going forth as never tiring servants
The following are some of the rea- at his bidding, gathering and pouring
sons why I keep bees
Their habits into our stine-rooms, not as a mere
afford me quite an extensive field for luxury, but as a rich, wholesome
scientific research.
Endless experi- necessary food to gladden the young,
ments may be made with them that the old, the rich, the poor, for indeed
will elicit much profitable knowledge. all may enjoy this blessing that are
The naturalist, the physiologist and willing to labor for it only in an inanatomist can find in their study telligent manner.
much that is useful and advantageous in tlieir particular branches of
This portion of Texas is eminently
learning. Indeed it is a field that the adapted to apiculture. In this part,
scientists may enter and find much bees will live through any winter
material that is wonderful as well as without any protection, if "left with
most beautiful, to engage his highest plenty of food. They will gather two
thoughts. lie looks upon new and crops of honey every year— a lightstrange wonders that continually call colored croi) iii the spring, that canforth his admiration. It is a part of not be suriiassed, and a wine-colored
the great domain of nature that the crop in the fall, which possesses an
most learned may not despise, but exquisite flavor, and in taste is preenter with thereap-hookof his genius ferred by some epicures to the light
and gather many golden sheaves.
spring honey.

After California Honey.— The Oakviz. the action of the bees in fertilizaland, Oal., Tribune says Mr. Joseph tion of (lowers. Every farmer who
M. McCall,of Thurber & Co.'s New grows red clover for the seed sake is
York house, was recently in Califor- too familiar with the uncertainty of
this crop, the seeds of which ripen
nia to purchase all the honey that may
with most vexatious inequality. Ilevr
be offered him. That paper adds
Ilaberlaiidt, who has followed up and
Mr. McCaul, it is feared, will lind confirmed the researches of Darwin
California apiarists rather slow and in reference to these particular flowbackward in disposing of this year's ers, strongly recommends the rearing
of bees oii all clover farms for the
crop, unless they are offered a
:

:

:

:

golden
fast

making them

—
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112i>^ ; 21st,
4 stories, 1293^
26th, 4 stories, i23^
.30t!i, 4
stories, U5}4
July, 7, 4 stories, 08
lbs; total, from one colony, 700 lbs,;
nearly .5,000 lbs, up to date from all.
Hurrah for D, A, Jones' Cyprian
bees
The best b^es on the face of
the globe, I expect bee-keepers ought
to give me the premium for being
ahead. Had I managed this colony
rightly I could have obtained half a

stories,
lbs.

;

;

;

!

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Extraordinary Yields in Texas.
B. F.

CARROLL.

ton from

it,

Dresden, Texas, July

A

7, 1S82,

barrel of lioney from one colony
[Are we to understand our correand still the great flow goes on.
Never has there been such a flow of spondent obtained 700 lbs, from one
lioney. The extremely mild weatlier, colony alone, or from one colony and
with an abundance of rain even up to
its increase V
If from one colony,
tlie 10th of June, has given us one
solid mass of horsemint. Over 3,000 what has been obtained by its inacres of tliis grand honey plant witliin crease, if any ? If the honey flow,
easy reach of my bees. Bees have in- as we understand, is not yet through,
crea.sed over .500 per cent. yes, often
we would like a report from this
10 colonies from 1, and novv' tliey are
swarming. Seven swarms liave gone colony and its increase at the close of
to the woods to be messed up by bee- the season, Ed. J
hunters, and yet I liave ill colonies,
all from 40 in tlie spring, and I liave
For the American Bee Journal.
sold 32 full colonies— all this increase
is by natural swarming.
Glass versus "Tin, " So-called.
!

—

Moses T. French and W. B. Melton,
the champion black bee men of old
Navarro, have gone into conniptions
over their great yield. Some of tlieir
best black colonies have given as
mucli as 100 lbs., wliile Capt. A. S.
(iill,
of Purdoii,
Navarro County,
from the under side of a bench on
which a black colony was sitting, took
118 lbs. of choice comb honey. Bee-

LOUIS KNOKR, M.

D.

own

satisfaction, a sample of canned
tomatoes and one of canned peaches.
first, against my expectation, did
not contain any lead but the latter
did to a considerable extent. Whether
the tin (so-called) of the tomato-can
contained less lead proportionately
than the other can, or whether the
sugar in the peaches could exert a
greater action upon the lead than the
acid in tlie tomatoes, I cannot decide. In the honey, the saccharine
and acid principles must attack the
lead in the so-called tin vessels, I
could observe that, a couple of years
ago, my extractor was considerably
corroded by the honey that was, by
mistake, allowed to stay for some

The

;

time.

The French government

has,

some

time ago, taken measures against the
indiscriminate use of tin vessels for
holding preserved food containing
acid and saccharine substances. And
I tliink bee-keepers ought to store
their honey in glass or wood (how
winild paper-kegs impregnated with
paraffine do V) as long as no discrimination is made in the trade between
tin (ricli in lead) for roofing purposes
and tin for holding articles of food.

Savannah, Ga,

It certainly is tlie duty of every beekeeper to scrupulously refrain from

For the American Beo Journal.

How

any action or practice whereby the
purity of honey might be impaired.

Now,

I

Rear My Qneens.

I contend, on chemical princiG. 31, DOOLITTLE.
that leaving honey in contact,
tor a certain lengtli of time, with tin
Editor Weekly Bee Journal:—
trees have been cut, and from 100 to so-called
ordinarily,
but properly As this subject has engrossed so
200 lbs. of comb, dirt and honey were speaking with the alloy of tin and much attention, I should not have
taken. The demand for improved lead, as is the case when honey is written on it but for the fact that
hives, etc., has been great, and it was filled into tin pails for tlie retail sale, upon the queen depends all tliere is of
almost impossible for me to keep or filled into tin tanks for maturing bee-keeping. The following 1 have
hives to put niy own bees in. I liave it, or permitted to stay for some time already contributed to the Magazine
been obliged to use oil boxes, cracker in tlie extractors, must expose it to on this subject, and should like you
boxes, etc., to put bees in, in order to contamination with lead.
to give it in the Weekly Bee Jourforward apicultuie hereabouts. Being
Many of the readers of the Bee nal
the first to introduce the frame hive, Journal will know that the ordiWhen we realize that all the bees
the people still call on me.
nary sheet-tin is in reality sheet-iron of a hive are the offspring of one bee
Tlieie are now around me the fol- coated with a thin film of an alloy of (the queen), and that the more bees
lowing bee-keepers: Dr. fl. B. Ran- till and lead. For liygienic considera- we have in time for the honey harvest,
som, 35 colonies ; W. R. Melton, 71
tions, it would he desirable that this the greater the assurance of a large
Dr. C. 11. Hart,.50 Westbrook & Mc- film should consist of pure tin. But, yield of honey, we can form some
Afee, 110; M. T. French, 3.5; Dr. W. unluckily, pure tin does adhere only opinion of the worth of a good, proS. Robinson, llO
R. Gowen. 10; G. with the greatest difflculty and rather lific queen, and of the disappointment
W. Tliomison, 11 B. F. Carroll (self) imperfectly to iron. Thus the manu- which will await us if we have a poor,
111
Elizabeth Melton, 25; and about facturers of sheet-tin are compelled worthless queen in our hive. Nature
75 colonies, here and tiiere, from 1 to to use an alloy of tin and lead. Nearly provided a sure way to rear the high.5
in a place, giving a total of 5.53; everybody knows the injurious effects est type of royal descendants, and
with a. \V. Acre, of Cross Roads, 25, of lead, in all its chemical combina- pronounced it good. Although many
and II. Forgey, Blooming Grove, 2.5— tions, and even in the minutest have been the plans devised to rear
in all, 600 colonies in a radius of 7 quantities, if long continued, upon excellent queens outside of the natumiles. And in this radius 10,000 colo- the human system. It is contended ral swarming of bees, still I have yet
nies could have gathered over UOO lbs. that a small amount of lead alloyed to hear the claim that queens reared
per colony. Honey is fast superseding with tin is so thoroughly held by the by any one of these plans are supeglucose syrups, called honey drips, latter tluit it cannot be attacked and rior to those produced from cells,
corn shuck, golden sweet, etc.
dissolveil by the sugars and acids, nursed and cradled by a full colony of
And now let me report what my and thus caiinot enter into our articles bees preparing to swarm. On the
bees did f<n' me from horsemint. All of food. Granted, But, as far as I other hand many do believe that
the colonies I extracted close gave know, hygiene has never solved the queens so nursed and reared are betfrom UO to 700. being overrun and question— with the assistance of ter than can be produced by the ordinot having money to purchase sup- analytical chemistry how great the nary plans which are used, myself inplies, hives, foundation, etc., I lost j'X amount of lead may be in the alloy cluded in that number.
Therefore I
of tlie grandest liouey croj) ever seen without incurring the risk of injury rear, as far as possible, all my queens
in Texas. Now for that prolific queen to tlie human system.
The great from cells
produced by natural
1 wrote about some time since. Up difference in the "prices of tin and swarming. To accomplish this obto .luue 1st I extracted 22 lbs. from lead is a standing inducement for the ject, my best colonies are selected in
spring flowers, <ind began taking mint manufacturers to increase the jn'o- early spring, which are stimulated to
honey .June 1st from 3 upper stories, portions of lead enormously, and to tlieir utmost to get them to prepare
54 lbs. June 7, upperstories, 7olbs.; an injurious extent,
for swarming as early in tlie season
June 14, 4 stories, 75 lbs.; 14th, 4
Some time ago I analyzed, for my as possible.

ples,

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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But how shall we get our bees
strong in time for the honey harvest
is a question I am often aslied, so I
In early
will tell how I manage
spring I go over all my bees and take
an inventory of the number of spaces
occupied by the bees, and also to see
that eacli colony lias honey enough to

any season of the year, on account of
the number of bees which will return
to the hive from whence they were
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Visit to Baltimore,

Md.

taken, thereby dL-populatiug it to such
AUTHUKTODD,
an extent that the brood will mostly Lato of Bllduh, Alserla, and RambouUlet, France.
seriand
in
weather,
chilled
cool
be
warm
in
A few weeks ago a friend, finding
ously weaken it
even
weather. Bees that have been used me to be an apiarist, induced me to
last them till warm weather comes to a laying queen do not kindly take join the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers'
which is told by the amount of sealed to brood for a mother; hence all go Association. Induecourse I brought
honey in sight. If but little sealed home that are capable of getting forward the subject of breaking down
honey is to be seen the hive is marked hojue. ]5ut shoulil you happen to get prejudice against our pets, by the esand fed. As soon as pollen comes in the queen on these two frames, vou tablishment in Fairmount Park, or
freely, each hive is examined and the would see that the bees would feel at other open space, of an apiary, where
brood nest reversed, i. e., the combs home, and all but the old held work- open air exhibitions could be given,
etc., similar to those established on
that have brood in them are changed ers would stay where the queen was.
From this fact, that bees will stay the Continent of Europe. The sugso those having the least brood are
placed in the center, while those from with their queen, I arrived at the fol- gestion was well received, and the
Inasmuch as a queenless material for a model apiary was donathe center are placed on the outside. lowing
By so doing, the queen is incited to colony, with sealed cells, depend on ted in a very short time. A commitgreater activity, and those combs those cells for a mother, if a frame of tee was appointed to see what could
which had the least brood in them brood containing a sealed queen cell, be done, but I regret to say we found
soon have the most, thus giving quite with all the bees adhering to it, are it too late for this year, but are proma gain over letting nature take its put in a new hive, the bees will stay ised powerful assistance for the
course. In about 10 days the yard is there the same as they would in the carrying out of the idea next spring.
Having business in Baltimore, and
gone over with again, this time tak- case of a laying queen, as given
ing a comb containing honey from the above. After thoroughly trying this finding there was quite an extensive
and
establishment
outside of the cluster, and often plan, I have found it to work to per- queen-rearing
breaking their sealing to the cells by fection and by making the nucleus apiary there, conducted by Mr. Lake,
passing a knife flatwise over it the hive perfectly tight, and shutting the I duly applied for and obtained perbrood nest is spread apart and this bees in for 24 hours, opening it about mission to make a call. This I did
prepared comb is placed in the centre dark, scarce one of the old field work- last week, and was well received, seeof it. This causes the bees to remove ers will go back to their former home. ing everything in the city establishNow for my plan of making nuclei ment, as also at the honey apiary
the honey and in so doing the queen
is fed, thus causing her to lay much When all the' queen cells are sealed some miles outside the city limits.
" Sunny
faster than she naturally would, and in my queen-rearin^ hive, I get as The premises occupied by
thus this comb is soon tilled with many frames of hatching brood from Side Apiary " have a special interest
eggs which means bees in the near different hives, in the yard, as there for our craftsmen, for here it was that
and here
future. In about a week the same are cells in the hive, lacking the num- Colviu had his apiary,
ber of frames of brood the hive al- worked with him his friend Langoperation is gone over again.
In order to get a succession of supe- ready contains. Brush all the bees stroth.
Mr. Lake has some Syrians, and
rior cells from my best colonies, it is off these frames of brood, and let
necessary to keep them swarming as them run back into their old hive, in- right here I would say that they have
possible. To accomplish serting frames full of comb or foun- one strongly marked characteristic in
often as
As soon as dation in place of them. Now care- common with the North African vathis I adopt this plan
they have become established in their fully fit one of the queen cells into riety. They scatter, and rush about
new home, say in two days after the each of these frames, and set all in the comb too much for easy examinaswarm has been hived, I insert 2 the colony which produced the cells, tion. They rush to a bottom corner,
frames of hatching brood in their and close the hive till 24 hours before form a knot of bees, and " flop " tliey
hive, and in 3 days more I give them the first of the cells should hatch. By go, falling into the hive or on the
2 or 3 frames more, which soon makes this time enough young bees will have ground. Some colonies of Italians
cover all the opened out before me were certainly
their hive more populous than was hatched to thickly
still
hatching the quietest strain I ever handled.
tlieir old home from which they is- combs, with scores
sued. This causes them to swarm every hour. Now get your nucleus There seemed to be quite a hum of joy
again in from 12 to 18 days from the hives all ready by making all as warm when the hive was opened, and I
time of hiving, which gives me an- as possible, and having a nice fitting made my examination without any
other lot of splendid cells. Thus I division board in each one, when you veil or other protection without a
keep my best colonies producing cells will go to your other hives and get a single sting. One interesting colony
of the highest type as long as the frame of honey, brushing all bees off is an Italian, an actual lineal dehoney season lasts. Thus I have of it, for each nucleus. Next take a scendant of the first Italian colony
given you my plan of getting queens frame from your queen-rearing hive ever imported here. I believe imthat are acknowledged by all to be as —bees, queen cell and all— and place ported by Mr. Colvin. They are a
good as any, and believed to be supe- it with your frame of honey in your large bee, and I pointed out to Mr.
rior by some.
nucleus hive, and adjust your division Lake how, to my mind, they are the
Having procured our queen cells, board. The next day at night open mouutaiu race or Bellinzona bee, bred
the next things in order are nuclei. the entrance, and you have a nucleus high up in the Italian Alps, while other
and smaller-bodied Italians belong to
There are many ways of making a as good as any one could desire.
nucleus, and the plan I see most recIn this way make nuclei of all the the races bred in the Italian plains or
ommended is to go to any hive popu- frames which contain queen cells but lowlands. Years ago I noticed a
lous in bees, and take from it a frame one, leaving that to form a nucleus on great difference between the bees I
of brood, and one of honey, with all the old stand. In about 10 days your imported from Bellinzona and those
the adliering bees (being careful not queen will be laying, when she can be from Milan and Bologna. The true
to get the old queen), and place them used as you desire. Thus I have, mountain Ligurian seems to me to be
in an empty hive, adjusting the divis- given how I rear what I term good a stronger-bodied bee, and in orderion lioard to suit the nucleus. In 21 qneeri!', which have given me the re- ing I would give the preference to
have reported for years them any day.
to 48 hours after they will have be- sults
I
In what we may call the museum,
come aware that they are queenless, past, and I claim such queens cannot
when a queen cell should be given be reared for SI. When our dollar was a hive of remarkable interest, bethem. Now, although a nucleus can queen-lireeders will rear all their ing a bar-frame hive sent over to Mr.
be formed in this way that may work queens in this way, I shall be willing Colvin by King Otho, of Greece. This
in warm weather, still in cool weather to say that a SI queen will be just as hive was originally made and used
it would be a failure, and, according good for honey-gathering purposes as near Mount llymrne'tus, in Greece,
and is practically what is known la
to my oi)iuioii, is not a good plan at a $3 queen.
:

:

;

;

:

;
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as a "Sartoii three-decker."
walls are double, with air space.
lugs of the three rows of frames
run into grooves cut on tlie inner
shell of the hive, and the entire back
of the hive forms a door moving on
hinges which, wlien opened, at once
discloses the entire interior of the
hive, but has the disadvantge of
forcing one to draw out every frame
to get at any one frame in the rear.
Italy

The
The

At Mr. Lake's honey apiary I found
some 400 to 500 colonies, many of them
in really splendid condition,

and not-

withstanding the

unfavorable few
weeks preceding, I counted 75 onepound boxes filled with capped honey
on many colonies. This apiary Mr.
Lake runs for honey in the one-pound
box alone, finding that he can dispose
of every ounce readily at 25 cts. per
pound.
The bees had only worked on pop-

and honey locust when I was
and they appear not to touch

lars

there,

or care to touch clover at all. In discussing with Mr. Lake the reason for
this, I remembered how my old friend

Monsieur Layens,

in France, after
investigation (lie
being a
thorough botanist and chemist), advanced the theory that when the
spring of the year is very wet, the
clover yields little, or no honey, because those soluble constituents of
the earth, the source of tlie honey
secretion, had been by excess of rain
washed beneatli the surface to a depth
too great for the root of the clover to
reach.
Altogetlier I had a most enjoyable

careful

and while not agreeing with all
Mr. Lake's theories, that very fact
lent zest to our conversation, and I
visit,

came away

after enjoying his hospihad added to my store

tality, feeling I

of knowledge,
of bee friends.

and another

to

my

list

Philadelphia, Pa.
Semi-Tropic

Californift.

as corn is planted, about the 1st or
15th of March, and cultivated the first
year afterwards it will take care of
itself and bloom the second year from
the seed, often commencing to flower
in January, continuing until April.
The black locust tree requires more
moisture to grow well than the acacia,
and is like it in tliis respect, that the
seeds must be well scalded with hot
water to make them germinate. The
willow grows readily from cuttings,
and should be planted from December to March in very moist land it
will do to plant as late as April. Doolittle e.xtols the golden willow as a
honey producer, and it would be advisable to experiment with this variety
of the willow, and possibly it may be
suited to this locality ; if cultivated
the first two years after planting, the
several varieties of willow indigenous
to Southern California will grow in
nearly any soil.
Every variety of
fruit tree, except the "lig, produces
bloom, furnishing both pollen and
honey. The apricot and peach, and
some' varieties of the pear will grow
well in warm, sandy soil, even where
there are no facilities for irrigation,
and will the second year after planting produce both flowers and fruit
the fruit will not be so large or sliowy
as that grown on damp or irrigated
land, but will be sweeter and better.
If the fruit merchant objects to the
fruit for any reason, then crush it in
the orchard and the bees will very
soon convert it into first-class honey,
which you can ship to Europe and
get more cash for it than it you allowed the fruit merchant to have it.
Alfalfa yields a good quality of
honey, and is in bloom every month in
the year it will grow without irrigation in any kind of soil, amongst
stones, on such land as cannot be cultivated. Scatter the seed plentifully
during the winter months, so that the
winter rains may settle it into tlie
soil and give moisture enough to.
;

;

;

cause it to germinate keep sheep off
the ground so planted, and let the
alfalfa get a start, and nothing but
gophers can eradicate it. Most persons think that alfalfa must have
plenty of water at all seasons of the
year in order to grow, but for bee
pasture good results may be had from
it without other moisture than that
obtained from rain.
;

Bee Pasturage
C.

in Califoi'nia.

N. WILSON.

The very large area of land in
Southern California now devoted to
the cultivation of wheat and barley,
that but a few years ago was covered
with trees, shrubs and plants from
which bees gathered honey, and the
Sweet corn, when in silk and tassel,
absolute certainty that even more of will ordinarily furnish large quantithe wild trees, shrubs and plants tities of honey of a superior quality
yielding honey, must very soon give in localities free from frost it may be
way to the requirements of agricul- planted at intervals from December
ture, it becomes the apiarian who to May, and give good pasture for 3
desires a good yield of honey, to pre- months, if not four, in the year no
pare pasturage for his bees. In this matter if the corn never matures, the
semi-tropical clime the task is com- honey product will well repay the
paratively easy, as it requires but a trouble and expense of planting, and
few years to make groves of blue the stalks if cut just when the bees
gum, acacia, locust and such other quit gathering honey from the tassels
trees as produce abundant supplies of will make a superior fodder for sheep,
honey, yielding flowers at different goats or cattle. Melons and squashes
seasons of the year. The blue gum if planted early will yield large quanbegins to bloom at 5 years from the tities of both pollen and honey, and
seed, and will grow on rocky or sandy will leward the bee-keeper for the
soil
where hardly anything else trouble of planting, though he should
would grow, provided it is watered get nothing else from tliem than the
the first two years it will bloom in honey. Peas and beans yield honey
February and March. The acacia is from their flowers, but should be
readily grown from seed planted just planted early in the spring, as the hot
;

;

;

sun destroys the nectar of their
bloom, and unless the bean is irrigated in the summer season it will not
be of much value as a crop. Every

make

bee-keeper should

it

a point to

experiment with trees, shrubs and
plants, so that whatever can be made
available as a lioney yielding help,
in this climate of sunshine and country of wonJerful vegetation, may be
known and cultivated by the beekeeper.
Our several associations would do
well to devote considerable time and
attention to the subject ©f bee-pasturage, for this question is of the very
first

importance to

all of us.

Los Angeles, Cal.
For tbe American Bee JournaL

The Width of Sections, Etc.
JASLES
It

HEDDON.

should not be forgotten

that

when, by experiment, the width of
sections was decided on as 2 inches,
separators were the all-in-all that
then went with them. Now the use
of separators has been and is being
abandoned by many of our best honey
producers. Mr. O. H. Townsend, of
Kalamazoo, Mich., now thinks that
"[% inches is a better width than 2
inches.

In this

we

exactly agree.

I

have used that width for my 1882 crop.
I made the change in my last winter's
orders for sections. I used the i}ixi}^
x2 inch sections, sections in a division, and 4 divisions in a case. The
divisions run across the hive. I now
put 7 sections where G filled the space.
I found that where no separators
were used, the bees sometimes started
their
combs between the combs
drawn from full pieces of thin foundation. Now this trouble is at an
(>

end.
I

now

get the benefit of the use of

one more piece of foundation in every
seventh section, which benefit is
several times its cost. I find the bees
cap over the honey sooner, and build
the combs straighter. I presume Mr.
Townsend is correct in saying that
with these thinner sections the bees
ripen the honey quicker and more
perfectly, and that is the reason they
cap over more promptly. Before, our
sections used without separators overrun a pound in weight. Now they
will come as near an exact pound as
any size can be made to do. I am
vifell satisfied with my surplus system,
and it is worth a great deal to be satisfied with one's own fixtures, whether
any one else is or not.
When I first saw the cut and read
the description of the " Dean section
case," on page 245 of this year's Bee

Journal,, I was tempted to make
some and try them. They have the
advantage that they can be made of
most any lumber. After revolving
the practical use of this case over in
my mind, and talking with an old
Bingham hive owner and manipulator, I concluded I need not put any
more honey in the old direction, experimenting with this case.
I thought the side boards would
shrink and swell away from the

—

;;
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length of tlie end pieces to the broad
frame. I dread complication. These
wires, side-boards and pieces look
formidable to me. I think I should
"
lireter the liingham style of " key
I have
for clampi'ig t'"^ frames.
heard of these keys giving way, when
lifting the hive, and the whole thing
What if the
going " ker-smasli."
" Dean case " should come that on a
fellow when it contained is of those
nice white combs V Wouhfut those
bottom bars sag? True, when undamped or unkeyed it comes apart
nicely, but then, after all, is it not
neater and handier to lift a section
out of a solid case, when on tlie hives
or

when

off, to

nmmentonly.

A

we have most
which

certainly failed in this,
the

to-day
practically
is
greatest obstacle in scientific

bee
cannot believe, however,
distant
when
we
that the day is far
not shall surmount this as we have otlier

invert the whole and
job of a
V
If this system is best

push out the whole 28

are easily complied with. One element of success, however, at times,
balfies the best of us, yet would seem
to be of easy solution, luitwitlistauding the apparent uncertainty which
now obscures this part of our occupation. Of course, 1 refer to the wintering problem, for let us so improve
our bees that we get luuulreds of
pounds from every colony, and increase almost at will, yet, if, in the
recurrings, we find that few of our
colonies have survived the winter, or
having survived, are indisposed or
incapable of giving the best results,

for the surplus department, why
for the brood department also V If it
is for the latter, wliy don't Quinby's
and Bingham's style of frame supersede the Langstroth frame, in the
solid case with solid bottom V They
have had time enough surely. I think
I should prefer my old wire clamp
method as shown in cut on page 159 of
Bee Journal for 1879, or in Gleanings on page 116, 1881. if I were going
to use any clamp method at all. Tliis
is my second year's use of the solid,
divisioned, no glass case, and, as
above stated, the solid individual

culture.
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Not "More than Briglit."
R.

BACON.

The Bee Journal

of

Juue

28th,

" Prospects more than bright
from every quarter come the most
encouraging hopes." Now, this being
left out in the cold makes me feel
rather chilly. Perhaps it is all for the
best; other sections may feel the
same and not like to mar your bright
prospects. But permit me to say that
one section, little Central New York
(perhaps it is not quite large enough
to be called a " quarter'') has notliing
good in the bee line to report. Bees
are swarming but little, and have
gathered bat little honey up to date.
Yesterday I called on a bee man at
Oneida who lias over 100 colonies.
Less than one-third of his bees have
says

:

apparently as great. Bees
warm-blooded creatures and I
can see no reason wliy they should be
an exception to other animals in re- swarmed, and some had begun work
gard to their care, and believe the in boxes a very little, but no boxes
question to be simply how to so care half filled. He did not know any
for them as to comply with known bees that were doing much. He is
yet hoping the weather will change,
laws in such cases.
difficulties

are

so we will get some honey.
But practical apiculture rests upon
Last year at this date "I had taken
more than the mere knowledge of off more than half a ton of section
what can be and should be done. It honey bat now not one box finished,
rests upon the unwritten part of our
and not 10 colonies doing anything in
trade, which is quite as much to learn
the boxes.
Now, if yon feel like
as the trade secrets of any other occomfort I have taken, and am taking cupation, the knowledge of'just when helping the bee men of this cast-off
those honey
turn
with its manipulation, is liighly prized and how to perform the little opera- section, please
by me. All my help, and all my visi- tions that go to make up the day's spouts (not your big western waterWe will set our
tors, and those who have used them, labor or, as it is commonly expressed, spouts) this way.
scold if
like theui best of all, so far as heard the '-knack" of knowing just how houses in order, and will not
from. There is no patent on it, and and when to do it. You must know you daub us a good deal, nor will we
did I feel able, I would give the read- just what the condition of every dodge. We may do better in future
the summer is late.
ers a cut of the case.
colony is, and wlien occasion arises
Verona, N. Y., July 13, 1882.
They are made of common thin must aid them promptly promoting
lumber, and any good mechanic caii this, checking that, leaving nothing
[The prospects at the time the artimake them as they should be. I to uncertainty, in fact, you must live
alluded to was penned, were very
should be pleased to see them in gen- with your bees if you would close the cle
bright. Tliere were especial districtseral use, and all the rew-ard I ask is season's labor with success.
How to obtain this knowledge is a where they were more than excellent,
the little honor due this little invention. If any better thing comes up, a matter for your careful considera- others not so good, but, generally,
Undoubtedly, if you were so
I shall be among those wlio rejoice in tion.
they were more than bright. Nor isits use, and with smiles and dry eyes situated as to make it possible, the
for despondency yet.
will gladly watch this case as it takes advice and precept of some skillful there cause
its march toward the silent portals of apiarist would be preferable, but I Had the weather been propitious, and
imagine that but few are so situated prospects realized, even Central Neweternal forgetfulness.
and therefore it may not be amiss to
Dowagiac, Mich.
refer you to such resources as will York would have given a good yield.
furnish reliable information. I con- The season is late— very late— but the
Nebraska Farmer.
fess it is with pride I can say to you promise is abundant, if the Vi'eather
Practical and Scientifle Apiculture. that the works of our own countrygather it. Sweet
men, are pre-eminently the most is such the bees can
T. L. VON DORN.
practical and scientific. No one can clover is just coming into bloom with
read Cook's Manual " without being us now last year this time they had
Every pursuit, every profession, impressed with the labor and research been working on it a month nearly.
every business enterprise must, in necessary to enable the author to
order to be made a success, rest upon place before the reader and carefully However, we will have plenty of it,
certain known, fi.xed rules of action, explain anatomy and physiology of and summer and fall flowers will be
based upon the accumulated knowl- the bee, and its bearing upon practi- immense.
We hope Central New
edge of which practice has been cal agriculture, or the years of toil
Y'ork will then come in for its share.
shown the best fitted to obtain the which lias made the
of Bee
best results. Scientific apiculture is Culture " what it to-day is, or the —Ed.]
comparatively of to-day's creation, common sense of "Quinby's New
;

:

''

;

"ABC

encouraging Bee-Keeping." We should be proud
the careful of our countrymen. But with all
thought, business accumen andenergy your knowledge never neglect the
best
that the
of us can offer. Fortu- little things that impress you at the
nately many of the problems, obscure time as new. Follow up your pracso few years ago as to be within the tice with careful study and investigamemory of almost all present, are tion. Lay the foundation for success
solved, and instead of the doubt, un- broad and strong, and when tlie
certainty and mystery of the past, the superstructure is built it will long
yet

its

enough

possibilities are
to warrant all

greater part of the conditions requisite to success are well known and

endure.

Omaha, Neb.

^' A

be<ir, wisliing to rob a be&
hive, laid himself down in front of it
and overturned it with his paw.
" Now," said he, " I will lie perfectly
still and let the bees sting me until
they are exhausted and powerless
tlieir lioney may then be obtained
without opposition.'' And it was soobtained, but by a fresh bear, the

other being dead.— ^Bxc/t.

.

I
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point

an inspector, vested with the

power

to appoint deputies and issue
certiflcates to those whose bees are
found free from disease. R. Touchton was nominated for the position

and elected by acclamation.
Local Convention Directory.
1882.
Time and Place of Meeting.
July 25— Western Iowa, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec., Winterset, Iowa.
Aug. 10— Maine State, at Harmony, Maine.

Sept.
'Oct.

5— N. W.

Wni. lloyt. Sec.
111.

and

S.

W.

Wis., at Kockton,

111.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
3-6— North American, at Cincinnati. O.
Dr. Ehrlcli Parmly, Sec. New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerslown, O,
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

tW In order to have this

table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
-time and place of future meetinKs.— Ed.

California Apiculturist.

Ventura County,

Cal., Association.

Mr. Corey moved that a tax of 1
cent per hive be levied on the members of the Association and requesting that all other bee-keepers in the
county contribute and forward to the
Secretary a similar amount, for the
purpose of creating a " foul brood
fund," to defray the expenses of the
inspector and his deputies. Motion

.•Saturday,

June

lOtli.

the

apiaries where the disease
or was suspected to exist,
and assist the owner to obliterate the
disease.
JSIr.
Corey thought it too big an
uiidertakiug for one man ; he thought
there could be found eiglit or ten men
in the country with sutiicient experi-

amine

ing his proportion of tlie loss. As to
the extent of the disease Mr. Edmondson reported that the disease had
been in his apiary, but thought he
had it reduced to less than a dozen
cases, but was not certain he said he
would be very glad to liave them examined by an expert, and the diseased
colonies destroyed.
Mr. Grimes said he thought his
apiary was entirely free from the
disease, but nevertheless would, be
glad to have them examined, and if
any cases were found he would destroy them ; he expressed his willingness to assist in the work of eradicatalso Mr.
ing foul brood, as did
Corey and others, who had had experience with the disease.
The convention adjourned to meet

all

existed,

ence to assist in

tlie

work

;

and an

appointed, should be
vested with power to appoint a sufficient number of deputies to assist in
the work, that it may be
more
thoroughly
and speedily accominspector,

if

plished.

Mr. Strathearn thought tliat all the
apiaries in the country stiould be examined and certificates of health
issued to those whose apiaries were
found free from disease, and if anyone refused to have tlieir bees examined, it would be an evidence that
their bees were diseased, and that
they were concealing the fact in
order to sell out, but if no one would
buy bees except from those who could
show a certificate from an inspector
appointed by the Association, the
practice
of selling diseased bees
would soon become obsolete, and all

would be anxious to
examined and the
minated.

liave

tlieir

disease

bees

exter-

The convention coincided with Mr.
trathearn's views and voted to ap-

the

when

last,

chaff,

I

;

absence of the president,
Mr. Wilkin took the chair and stated
the object of the meeting. He said
the Association had been called together for the purpose of devising
means to ridthecountry of foul brood.
As the present was not a very busy
time for bee-keepers, owing to the
failure of the honey crop, he tliought
it a good time to make a united effort
to get rid of the disease, and prevent
if possible, its spreading to the moun- at Santa I'aula, the first Saturday in
*
tains. He thought if it once got into August.
R. TouCHTON, Sec.
the trees and rocks it would be impossible to check it, and bee-keeping
would become a very precarious business. He suggested that a " foul
brood inspector" be appointed to exIn

May

I took them out of
found every colony
strong and healthy. I put 64 onecarried.
It was also thought advisable where pound sections on each colony. I now
but few diseased colonies were found have 19 colonies. I never saw bees
to destroy tliem entire, and the loss do better than they are doing now
thus sustained to be made up by the they work early and late, and in all
Association in bees, the owner bear- kinds of weather. Although we have

;

The Ventura County Bee-keepers'
Association met at Santa Paula, on

»w

York.—
More Cheerful from
have had some bees for the past 3
years. I commenced with the chaff
hive, and do not use any other, and
have not lost a colony since I have
been in the business. In the spring of
1881 I had 5 colonies. I let each
colony throw off one swarm, and then
cut out the queen cells, so my swarming season lasted only two weeks. I
had 10 colonies in the fall, and sold
about $60 worth of honey in Syracuse
at from 13 to 1.5 cents a pound. In

Drone Traps.— On the 4th inst. I
bought a colony of Italian bees, that
had no queen, but 11 queen cells. On
the 11th inst. I opened the hive and
cut out 10 queen cells, and within 15
minutes 4 of them emerged. I caged
them and made nuclei hives for them
and the queen cells. All the rest of
my bees are blacks. 1. How can I
catch the black drones

?

any kind of drone trap

2.
;

Is

had a very

cold, late, rainy season, I
believe my bees will make up for lost
time. Everything is growing rapidly
here, and we expect a good crop. I
would like to know— 1. How to unite
2 weak colonies in the spring V 2.
How to unite 2 swarms in swarming
time ¥ 3. How to unite 2 weak colonies in the fall V 4. In manipulating
the bees, what kind and how much
smoke to use. I am in the habit of

using a smoker, and blowing a good
quantity of tobacco smoke into the
liive before I commence work.

Edward Newcomb.
Centerville,

N. Y.

[1. As good a plan as any is to use a
fresh hive, put it on a new stand,
place the old hives one on eacli side,
slant a board in front from the ground

the alighting board, remove one
queen, cage the other in the center
hive, then shake the bees in front,
alternating frames from the two hives
in shaking off.
2. Shake the bees on a sheet in front
of the hive, in one pile, and remove
one queen as they crawl up to the
to

entrance.

There are several methods. Usuthe fall, if onequeen
be removed, then the frames of the
two colonies be alternated in one
hive, there will be no trouble.
smoker,
4. Use any good bellows
putting a live coal in the bottom, and
there
dry, partly rotted wood on top, or cot-

if so,

3.

ally, quite late in

how

yon can make a sullicieut
do not recommend the
nor
use of tobacco in smoking bees
[1. D. A. Jones, Beeton, Ont., has
advertised and sold quite extensively an excessive use of any kind of smoke.
Ed.1
a perforated zinc for the purpose of
placing at the entrances, which,
That New Clover.— I have gotten
while too small in its perforations to myself into a fine box by sending you
admit of the passage out of well de- that sample of new white clover, as I
have not the time to answer the nuveloped drones, will allow an entrance
merous coi-respniidents in regard to it,
for worker bees.
antl those who are ordering seed, etc.,
several con- from all parts of the United States
2. There have been
trivances gotten up for that purpose, and Canada. Now, will the Journal
be so kind as to say I have no seed to
but we are unacquainted with their send this year, but will have enough
details, and almost doubt the perfect next year to spare in small quantities
to the numerous apiarists of this
utility of them.— Ed.]

can

I

make

it V

S. J.

Hopkins.

Evansville, Wis., July 14, 18S2.

ton

rags,

smudge.

We

;

—
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(for I am now satisfied that They remained about 3 hours and
Honey at Glucose Prices.—" The
Bee Journal is the riglitniediuin swarmed out and went back to the Coming Market," is the title of an ar-

country
the

to advertise through, since uiy late ex- old hive, staying 4 days and swarmed
perience). My bees are booming, and again. There were about twice as
keep me busy extracting and taking many as at first. I hived them again,
off boxes, etc. The prospect at pres- and in about one hour and a half
ent is that the wliite clover will last they swarmed out and went back
for two or three weeks yet. The sea- again, staying 2 days, and swarmed
son is turning out better than we ex- again (being the third time). There
were four times as many as at first. I
pected.
H. Besse, M. D.
had now resolved to try an experiDelaware, O., July 12, 1882..
ment. I spread down a clean tableAfter-Swarming.— Mr. James Ho- cloth upon some boards I had prepared,
and placed the hive at one
bart, of this place, has one colony of
Italian bees that have sent out 5 edge. After shaking the bees down
swarms. The first one came out June in front of the liive I sprinkled them
cleverly with water, clipped my cap11, and the last one yesterday, July
13.
Is not that an uncommon occur- tured queen's wing, and dumped her
ence
Bees are doing finely white into the middle of the pile, then
drummed them all into the hive toclover in great abundance.
gether. After they all went in, I
J. C. Marvin.
gathered up the cloth in front of the
Fairchild, Wis., July 14, 1882.
hive and wound up the hive com[After-swarming is not an unusual pletely, leaving it remain until dark,
occurence. \Ve have heard of in- when I carried it to tlie stand where
"

'?

;

stances where after-swarms came out
so numerously tliat the parent colony
was ruined, there not being young
bees enough left to properly conduct
the affairs of the community. As

many as 10 swarms from 1 have been
reported. Of course, all were exceedingly small.— Ed.]

I

wanted

to remain, and took off

it

are now working
Will you tell me the
causes why did the first colony swarm
out and the queen remain, and why
did the second colony swarm and reswarm so often, and then be forced to
stay y
Frank B. Rife.
Mala by, O.

the cloth.
splendidly.

They

mentioned,
queen in
the hive leaving but a cup full, they
became discouraged with the prospect of rearing brood in a hive so
[In

the

first

instance

after the bees deserted the

written by James Ileddon, which
in the Bee Journal, page
374, June 14, 1882, and is a timely
ticle

appeared

warning to the honey producers of
our land. It is an able article, and
should be read and well considered by
every one interested in the production
and sale of pure honey. I, for one,
most heartily indorse the language
contained in Mr. Ileddon's article. It
seems to me that if every bee-keeper
considered this matter in the same
light that Mr. Ileddon does, pure
honey would not be sold at glucose
prices. Last season our comb honey
sold at wholesale for 20 cts. per lb.,
and our extracted at 15 cts. per lb.,
the majority of it being consumed in
the village of Ashtabula. I believe
the bee-keepers of the Eastern and
Middle States should use every effort
to stimulate

and improve their home

market, and then such men as Thurber & Co. would not have a chance to
speculate on our honey by mixing it
with glucose syrup, thus reducing the
price of honey down to starvation
prices. Our bees are doing well on
the white clover. I think, by the way
the bees work to-day, they have
struck a new lield of labor. Perhaps
it is the basswood just coming into
bloom.
Our forests in this locality are lined vi-ith this lioney-producing tree. I am very much pleased
with the Weekly Bee Journal.

Faith in Movable Frame Hives.—
Since my last letter (June 14), we
V. II. Ormsby.
have had a week of steady rain, doPierpont, O., July 6, 1882.
ing considerable damage to crops of
all kinds.
On low bottom land our much larger than they could properly
Honey Prospects in Kentucky.
bees seemed to be a little on tlie de- warm and fill. At the end of six days
Honey prospects are very poor here.
cline during the latter part of June,
Acres and acres of white clover in
as there was so much rain fell that it the bees had become strangers to the
but the weather is not propiwashed all the nectar out of the blos- parent colony, and going in with bloom,
tious for the secretion of honey. This
soms. I have been a reader of the empty honey-sacs, were mercilessly month has been very cold so far.
I
Bee Journal since last March. I slaughtered.
received a letter to-day from C. F.
couldn't do without it, but I tliouglit
Cincinnati,
and
he
says
he
In the second case, the bees led by Muth, of
the movable frame bee hives were
will not get as much honey as he fed in
humbugs.
Being
determined to the queen swarmed and re-swarmed the spring, l)ut, as he also remarks,
satisfy myself in regard to the mat- in each case to get reinforcements.
"as good Christians we shall console
ter, I drafted out and built a movable
with the hope of better prosframe hive, somewhat after the pat- They finally remained because the ourselves
pects in the future."
tern of the Langstroth. I put doors queen was clipped and could not go
W. T. Clary.
and glass in the four sides, so as to with them. There are many anomaClarysville, Ky., July 7, 1882.
give me an insight. I gave them lous cases of swarming which are
starters of comb foundation and put
almost inexplicable, and require a
Prospects for Remainder of Season.
in a swarm the 21st of June, and in
14 days they had the hive filled with careful study of the circumstances to —Bees are doing well here now, and
the i)ros\)ects are good for the remaincomb, and had brood capped over. I account for it.— Ed.]
der of the season. White clover bids
now see the convenience of movable
fair to yield well for two weeks yet.
frames. I expect to use them altoDone Notliing.— Bees have done The great amount of rain that we
gether next season. My neighbors
worry my patience calling to see my nothing here. The honey harvest is have had will make a great abundnew bee hive, and every one admires now over. I do not know of a box of ance of bloom from wild fiowers.
honey being made in the county. The Ilartsease andsmartweedare in many
it very much.
I am puzzled over two
late swarms. The first one came out weather has been very fair for queen- cornfields to the annoyance of the
July 1st, clustered, and was hived. rearing. We have had plenty of rain farmers, but to the benefit of the beeIn the evening they swarmed out and the past week, and that has prevented keeper. An unusual amount of buckwheat has been sown about here.
went back into the old hive, leaving a queens from mating.
Henry Alley. Bees are working well in boxes, and
small bunch of bees not more than a
Wenham, Mass., July 6, 1882.
we are busy extracting from a part of
tea cup full in the hive. These reour apiary, which is run for extracted
mained six days, when they swarmed
out and clustered on a willow tree. I
But Little Honey from Clover. Bees honey. VVe are very busy.
F. A. Snell.
examined them and the queen bee have not done much thus far this seaMilledgeville, 111., July 10, 1882.
was with them. I brought her to the son. White clover has been in full
house and caged her, and the bees bloom for about a week but it has
then went back to the old hive and given but little honey as yet too cold
Supers Full of Honey. Bees have
•went in, only to be dragged out and and wet. 1 do not look for a large done finely here. Ilives and supers
killed.
The second swarm came crop of honey in this section the are chock full of honey.
forth July 2, and was a small one. I present season'.
C. Butman.
A. Benedict.
hived them with considerable trouble.
Bennington, O., July 12, 1882.
Plymouth, Me., July 6, 1882.
•

—

;

—

—
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Bee-keepers in
Statistics Wanted.
this State, wlio wish to forward the
interests of apiculture, will please
send me the name and address of the
Secretary of the local agricultural
society, as I wish to correspond with
them in regard to the offering of
premiums for the best display of
honey, implements for the apiary,
bees, etc. I would also like to have
all bee-keepers in Massachusetts send
a report of the season's work,
number of colonies, etc., as I wish to
give a more complete report of the
condition of bee culture in this State

me

than has ever been published before,
at the meeting of the National Society
in October. Bees are doing very
poorly in this section this season
no
houey and but few swarms.
;

E. A.

Thomas,

Vice Pres.
B. K. Society.

for Mass. of N. A.
Colerain, Mass.. July 10, 1882.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of a.mer[can Bee Jotrnal,
Monday, 10 a.m., July 17. I«82.

The following
up

hour

to this

(

are the latest quota-

tions for honey and

ADVERTISING RATES.

>

beeswax received

:

Quotations or di»h Buyers.
20c. per agate

CHICAGO.

space, each insertion.

line of

HONEY— I

A

line

of Agate type will contain about el^ht
lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

wordN; fourteen

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

lUSCOXr^TS will

WEEKLY

published
paid in advance

For 4 weeks
"

8

"13
2«
"SO
"
'*

sa

"
"

"
'*

"

be given on advertisements
as follows, if the whole is

o.m paying 7c. for dark
light extracted.

and

9c.

for

BEESWAX-Choioe lotif are worth 25c. here;
bright yellow, 24c.: dark to good. 17&22C.
AL. H. New.van. a23 W. Madison St.

CINCINNATL

HONEY— The

market for honey

is

quiet.

Ex-

tracted brings 7@Ktc. on arrival. No comb honey
on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
Scarce, and brings 20@25c. on arri-

BEESWAX-

:

lO per cent,

ao
(3 months).... ao
(6months)....40
50
(9 months)
60
(1 year)

discount.

"
"

C. F.

val.

ML'TH.

Quotations of Commission Merchnnts.

*'

CHICAGO.
for comb honey is

'*

HONEY— The

demand

light,

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLV alone, prices being made to meet views of purchaser.
bee-keepers in MassaBEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23@25c.
S5 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 months,
chusetts will promptly respond.— Ed.]
R. A. Bl'lt.N'KTT, 11)5 South Water St.
5 percent.
NEW YORK.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHJ.Y
Just Started in the Sections.— My 70 alone, 40 per cent., O months. 20 per cent., 3
HONEY— White clover, fancy, 1 lb.bxs..l5@16c.;
colonies of bees have just started in months, lO per cent.
white clover, good to choice, 1 and 2 lb. bxs., 13®
14c: buckwheat, 2 lb. bxs., per lb., ll@12c. Exthe sections, but it rains so frequently
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration tracted and strained, white, S(@10c; dark 7(<ti8c.
that they do not make much progress. of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
BEESWAX— The market continues rather quiet,
but the supply is light :ind prices tlrmly sustainedThey were nearly famished when red the time the advertisement is inserted.
Western, pure, 2.5(iu2ric. Southern pure, 2'>(il27c.
raspberries came into bloom, 3 weeks
D. W. Ql'lNBV, 105 Park Place

[We hope

all

;

ago.

No swarms

have issued

THOMAS

yet,

and

this is the situation of all the bees
in this section. Still, clover is abundant and is yielding honey, and basswood will be ten days or two weeks
later than usual, and may give us a

G.

QSii West Mudiaon

NEWMAN.

Street.,

fhlcago.

CLBVBi.AND.
III.

HONE Y— The first new honey arrived this week^

sections soM iit 2r,c. per lb. No extracted
received as yet. BEESWAX-25®28c.
A. C. Kp:ni»ki.. 115 Ontario Street.

and

1

lb.

Special IJoticcs.

SAN FUANCISCO.

good harvest.

HONEY— Not much

LeRoy WniTFORD.

1^ The Bee Jottenal

mailed at
Stow, N. Y., July 3, 1882.
the Chicago PostofBce every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
Still Continues.— The prospects of a
good honey crop still continue. So due to the postal employes, or some
far I have taken off 7,000 lbs. ex- cause beyond our control.
tracted honey. We have occasional
shovcers whicli contribute greatly to
the improvement of the cotton, corn,
and other crops. Fruit is very abundant.
O. M. Blanton.
Greenville, Miss., July 9, 1882.

1^ We
in

is

send Cook's Manual
cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100

colonies,

arriving,

held above buyers' views.

will

;

is

We quote white comb, 15(&'29c.: dark to good, 8@
12c. Extracted, choice to extra white, "•'i'SSJ^c.;
dark and candied, 6@C!^c. HKESWAX— 23®250.
STEARNS & S.^IITH, 423 Front Street.
BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 2oa22c., according to quality.

BEKSWAX-Piime quality.
CROCKER & BLAKE.

and Weekly Bee Journal

for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with

and most of that

Some very white comb.

offering at I6c. Buyers refuse to name more
thun 8c. for extriictetl of the choicest quality, but
there are some lots f>t excellent body, color and
flavor, which are limited at 9c.
is

S'r.

25c.
57 Chatham Street.

LOUIS.

HONEY— First

receipts of new Texas (comb>
offered to-day. Selling at 21@22c. per lb.
Prime in demand at 22@23c.
BEES
B. C. GREEK & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

WAX—
The Pi'ospects Discouraging. The
weather has been so windy and stormy Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2..50.
that bees have liad very little chance
i^"'Bad luck," when applied to
to gather honey. Some colonies have
1^ Always forward us money either bee-keeping
not swarmed yet, and none have
usually should be stated
by postal order, registered letter, or
gathered much honey.
as " bad management."
by
draft
on
Chicago
or
New
York.
Du. J. A. Morton.
Bethel, Maine, July 13, 1882.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
Examine the Date following your
are not taken by the banks in this city
label of thla
Bees in a Starving Condition.— Bees except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay name on the wrapper
it indicates the end of the
paper
just starving, with the 4th and 5th of
July the coldest and most rainy days expense of collecting them.
month to which you have paid your
I ever knew in this month. If queensubscription on the Bee Journal.
rearing isn't up-hill business, call me
Premiums. Those who get up clubs
a goose. As far as I hear, bees are
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
Advertisements intended for the Bee.

—

;

;

—

generally

in

a

starving

condition

throughout this State.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., July 7, 1882.
Bees in South Carolina.— We have
had an excellent spring for honey,
until June 15th. Since then bees are
gathering but little. We also have a

year, will be entitled to the following

premiums.
may count

Journal must reach this office by
Their own subscription Saturday of the previous week.

in the club

:

For a Club of S8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
*'
a,— an Emerson Binder tor 18H2.
"
'*
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

"

"
"
5,—
«,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for I year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Col's.

^

Our new

Madison

St., is

No. 925 West
only a few doors from

location,

the new branch postofHce. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will

boom in tlie bee business in this
county. We are talking of organizOr they may deduct 10 per cent in cash please call for No. 7087— thai beinfj
ing an association. H. S. Hakdin.
Chester, S. C, July 10, 1882.
for their labor in getting up the club. our telephone number.

—
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GOLDEN

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

-frame Nucleus, with Testintend to be systematic in
*4.50
ed IJueen
irame Nucleus, with TestJ
the new pages being devoted to new their work in the apiary, should get a
5.00
ed Queen
with
Tested
Full Colony,
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds copy and commence to use it.
r'.OO
Queen, before July
10.00
Same, after.luly
of cooking in wliicli honey is used, and For 50 colonies
Tested Queen, before July 1, 3.00
$1 00
(120 pages)
after July 1.. 2.50
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
healthful and pleasant beverages.
1 50
'
"
per half d02.,
13.50
after Julyl
2 00
We have put tlie price of them low " 200 colonies (420 pages)
Address, by Registered Letter
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
Order,
PostoflBce
or
The larger ones can be used for a
them far and wide. Single copy 6 few colonies, give room for an increase
DR. I. P. WILSON,
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents; of numbers, and still keep the record
Burlington, Iowa.
iwtf
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100 all together in one book, and are thereor more, we print, if desired, on the fore the most desirable ones to proAND MILLER
cover-page, "Presented by," etc., cure at the start.
192
SHOULD have FISHEK'S GltAIN -I'ABLKS,
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
»-•---•
(giving the name and address of the
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest: wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
have had a plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
Binders for 1882.—
useful tablt-s fur farmers and others than any
for
all
his
trouble
him
alone will pay
lot of Emerson binders made espe- similar bonk ever published. Ask your bookseller
it.
Sent post-puid for 40 (.ents. A^-ents can
and expense— enabling him to dispose cially for the Bee Journal for 1882. for
make money selling ibis book. G. W. FISHER,
Bo,x 23.^*, Kochester, N.Y.
of Ids honey at home, at a good profit. They are lettered in gold on the back,
ty Also for sale at the Bee Journal iffice. _^
»»«»«
and make a nice and convenient way 2w6m.
Preparation of Honey for the Mar- to preserve the Journal as fast as
Foundation ready for business, sheets bound
ket, including the production and care received. They will be sent postpaid
with a light wooden rim, sample 6c; Bee's Tongue
Italian Queens
Register, sent by mail for
of both comb and extracted honey. by mail for 75 cents.
improved by n new process Italian or Black Bees
for sale In a hive adapted to nijuratory bee-keepnew pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
be securely closed for moving In one min1^ Constitutions and By-Laws for ing—can
last meeting of the North American
ute. For pnrticulars address,
98mly JOIIN H. M AKTIN, Hartford. N. Y.
The
100.
per
Associations
$2.00
local
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appointed on a committee to prepare in- name of the Association printed in the

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

All

who

)

1

1

EVERY FARMER

;

We

i

N

EW IDEAS.
$'2.'J.''i

A

;

;

Be SURE

Exhibition of Bees blanks for 50 cents extra.
« » « «»
this is also added
;
not let your numbers of the To send a postal card forour Illustrated Catalogue
i^Do
the
above.
Price,
10
cents.
to
Apiarian Supplies before purcbasingelsewhere.
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The of
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everybest way to preserve them is to pro- thing new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
1^ Articles for publication must be cure a binder and put them in. They Queeos
and Bees.
for reference
J. C. <& H. P. SAY1.es,
written on a separate piece of paper are very valuable
Hartford, Wis.
4Bml5t
from items of business.
16-PAGE PRICE I-IST of Italian,
Three years ago St. Julian, the great
Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, NucleCalifornia trotter, was unknown ; the us Colonies
and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on same may be said of Kendall's Spavin all who will send me their name and address on a
II. H. BRO'WX.
postal
card.
world-wide
both
have
a
Now
Cure.
which are printed a large bee in gold,
Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.
Hamtf
Because they
Why?
reputation.
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. both have merit. One is a great trot- PTJKE ITAI-IAW QUEENS-Bred from selected tested Queens also. Chaffand Simplicter, the other is the most successful ity Bee Hives, all kinds of Section.**, wiiie Langframes, and all kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Can- remedy ever discovered to be used on stroth
Send for Price List. A. B. MILLER & SON. Wa26w4t
beast.
man
or
2l8m4t
karusa, Elkhart County, Ind.
ada by mail—tlie International law
will not permit anything but samples
Z.
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.
Bingham's Smoker Corner.

structions on

tlie

and Honey at Fairs

MY

;

HUTCHINSON,

W.

RoprersTllle, tlenesee County, Mich.,

—

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to

any address

for 10 cents.

-»•.

1^ Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly,can
do so by paying the difference.

8^" I have tried several kinds of Smokers,
n»tne eive such satisfaction as Bingham's;
worth more to me than all the rest combined.
MorningSun. Iowa.

^^ When
new

changing a postofllce admention the old as well as the

address.

E.

'tis

KEARNS.

Jidwjertisjemjeixts.
The American Beg Jottrnal is the oldest Bee
in America, and has a large circulation in
every Suite. Territory and province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.
Paper

AT LULING,
TEXAS.
PURK ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
1

dress,

J.

and

breed

for sale; manufacture Hives of any style and
Comb Foundation. Dealer in Novice Honey Extractors. BiiiEham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.
«r. S.
14w39t

TABLOCK.

Makes a

s;»fciaffy of rearing tine Italian Queens.
queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Slnt-Ie queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00;
twelve or more, 7r>e. eaeh. Tet^ted queens, f>2.00
each. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money bv draft, registered letter, or by money or2Usmtf
der drawn on Flint, Mich.

All

r882-SouthernHeadquarters,-l882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queene
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full Colonies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manufacturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
If
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
;

;

my new Catalogue,

giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

DK.

(Jopy of the

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNBATION,
hieh ,iirte-wnlls.4 to Ili square feet to
the pouml. (Circular und samples tree.
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

Augusta, Ga.

size.

$4.riit

.50c.

ian bees lor $s per colony.

Pound

Also, Ital-

(Circular free.

BYRON WALKER & CO.. Capac, Mich.

StEADQUARXERS FOR THE
Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

H. RROTTX,

SECTIONS a specialty.
ONE-PIECE
per l,aiO. L. Hives
88ml2tp

Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any per
son.
Any one intending to get up a

A Sample

J. P.

5smtf

Send for
lOsmtf

J. M. C. TAXI.OK,
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Circular.
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EXCELSIOR

Headquarters for Queens.

Old

We will

be prepared on and after July inth.to
ship Queens by return mail.
have the best
strain of Italians in the country. Our (Cyprians,
Holy Land and Ilunuarinns cannot be excelled.
No 75 cent or dollar queens for sale. Warranted
Queens *i.5<>, Tested *_'.'«>, very choice Selected
aisn have dark and extra
Queens $1.7.1 each.

We

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Lantzstrotb frames, I have con-

We

]iKht-c(»Iored Italians. All Queens warranted pure
mail. Send vctur address on a postal

and sent by
for

my :2i.ot annual

circular

and

price

list.

HENRT ALI^tEY, Wenham, Mass

28w3t

NiumM

I,

iifJSIM^

I

i.N|i|ii

>j^<£^

\mm^m

I

illlliT llifflMI
'WltV
nlHfflH
""

have made this excel
leading article. Havine the best e^-

For the past few years

I

^I'lHB
"""^"

lent food my
tablished reputation in this city as a dealer in
PURE
direct from the Apiaries, enable^
me t obtain the highest market prices. Vour con
signments and correspondence respectfully sola-

'

I'lil'liimiB^H

'^

Aiifl^H

ited.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Succe3.«ior to

28wl3t

Water

Street, Chicago.

which

]3xLi(i,

is

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova-

The

and

^s.'X)

III.

olonies
FiiK SALE.

Extractor,

intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the ?s.{ki Ex-

ble side:^ in the Comb Baskets.
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

Conner, Burnett &Co..

iGl So.

cluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of tbe same size and style as
the'-' frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
ur metal standard for the basket
^^ revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
ibH. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in everv way
iitentical, except in .«ize. with the
*ii;.o<,i

HONEY

I

R. A.

A NEW BEE BOOK

For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
'*
loxlS
For 2 Lang-troth "'*
"
"
10x18
For 3
"
"
"
For4
10x18
"
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
"
"
For 3
12^x20
"
"
"
13x20
For 4

ALFRED

ALSd,

923

fs 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago.

111.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

eS

BEES BY THE POUND.

ENG RA VINGS.

The
Horse
Rev. A. SALISBURY BY
KENDALL,
Send address for

Iw35t

JAMES

prices.

If EDDON,Dowagtac,Mich.

M. D.

B. J.

C.amargo, Dinigias county,

20

III.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
htprse. with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Trice 2S centN.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

-"Low Prices, QuickReturns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
|i Tested
S2
Cyprian Queens
jl Tested
^2
Palestine Oue"ns..$i Tested... J2
E.ttra Queens, for swarming sea;

;

;

;

;

;

-

json. ready,

if

we are timely

THOMAS

notified.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames.^H. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine,:;.') lbs. or over,
35c. per lb.
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Q/'ic. paid for bright wax. Mouey Orders en
iwly.
AJ\J TuHOulii, 111.
;

92,')

FEET,

1 1 n
Xlwrate;

press. Albany, N. Y.

1

H. "W.

f^^tRSO/y^

Y.

'/pat.

ELECTROTYPES
Of

NEWMAN.

The Emerson Binder
IS

DUNHAM
per pound
per

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
85c.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

satisfaction guaranteed.

THOMAS AGO., Coleraine. Mass.
COMB F0irNDATI0N-40c.

Address,
925

extra thin and bright, 10 sq. ft. to
Send for samples. "Wax worked inc.
W. HOLMES. Coopersville, Mich. 13wly

"JSe.

THOMAS 6. NEWMAX,
West Madison

Street.

Cblcairo.

III.

;

lb. iAc.
lb. F.

TTTTC
A T>T7T> maybe found on
1X1 io "P
X Ax
IIjIv at Geo. P. Howell

BEESWAX.

file

&

Co.'s

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
St.), where advertising contracts may be made for
itinNE"*V YORK.

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying Se4c. per pound, delivered here, Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicled.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.

Given'sFoundationPress.

923

I

ALFRED
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Ktuindation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly

D. S.

GIVEN A C, Hoopeston,

III.

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.
contains IfiO pnifusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjessful management (if the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee I'asturage a Necessity." " Management of
It

Bees and Honey

at Fairs." "

etc. Price, bound in cloth,
cover'^. SOcenlfi, postpaid.

935

'W.

MadUon

Marketing Honey,"
in paper

75 cents;

Street, Chicago.

III.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.~Farmer9
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving:*.- Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Btdfurd, Mass.
Contnins all the information needed to make
bee-culture successtul.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
1 he most perfect work for the price everyet produced on the subject ol bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer.
Cleveland, o.
It comprises all thiit is necessary for successfuh
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. V.
A manual, containing all tlie newest discoveries
in the management ot these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessnry to make bee-keeping a
success —Col. Valley and Fitrm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly

Farm and

Fireside, Spring-

O.

Embraces every subject of

Send for our 2-S-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchaamg elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,

Ilw6m E A.

;

THOMAS

field.

FUSS! FUSE!
and

of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

illustrate the text.—

used in the Bee Journal for sale at
2.5 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than .'inc.
G.
925 West Madison Street, Chloasro, III.

the

binder 8:_MpcmDickK.s\

P]ni:ravini:s

THOMAS

OR THE

Management

Full of practical instruction, that

^09-MUSy^

OAKRETT,

Coeyman's Hollow, N.

27w4t

Bees & Honey

olist.
1],1..

NEAT AND CLEAN.

same

1

CHICAGO,

AND KEEP TUEM

lbs. $(5; more at
less, lio cts. i»er lb., delivered at E,\-

or

Street,

BIND YODK JOURNALS

VANDERVORT FOUNDATION
***

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madisiin

!

West Madison

Street.

H.

NE^VMAN.
CHICAGO. ILL

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

15w6m

Address,

JOS. M.

BKOOKS, Columbus. Ind.

inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

and manipulationsnocessury t'lmake bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the

care of bees. —Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resumi- nf the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know In their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the productinn of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtitiiu'd, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most atti active shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He wIm would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the Improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cai.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all thn newest diacoverieein the art by which the production of delicinuMand
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractiveform. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.—Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

Itlberal Discount to Dealers

the

Dozen or Hundred.

THE AMER1CA_N BEE JOURNAL.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

FOUNDATION
AND

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

KKTAIL.

'tVHOI^ESAr.E

STPDARD

By A.

w

Dealers in bee-suppHea will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation In the countrv. We send to all parts of the
United Stales. We make

ALL

State Agricultural

3SO

STYLES,

nowhere to be equalled fur cleanliand our wax
ness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
8ecti"n8. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free <»n request.

CHAS. DADANT

&

We
Advance
wholesale or

111.

5

Cents per pound
PRINTED IN OUR CIRCTTL A RS.
lowtf

retail.

INQUIRIES

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

Manufactories and Commerce

Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty

Give me a call, friends,
with good vouns Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box HID )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.

5wly

Belleville. St. Clair

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sendiiiK One Dollar to the

FULL COLONIES

LANGSTROTH HIVES,

QUEENS AND NUCLEI.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every sale.

aOIIJf p.

BEBTVEK.

CO!..

Florida

Advance

Toundation,

in

nf Comb Foundation have
advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except tht VanDeusen
(flat bottom;, will be

The manufacturers

Advanced

5 Cents per pound,

from the advertised price

in

my

Catalogue.

AL.FRED H. STEWMAN,
923

IN

DIPMAN, Fremont. Ohio.

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

1^-

Land"640 Acres

CHEAP FOR CASH, .m

Descuiption,— Sec. 4, township T, south range 7
west, Franklin countv, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georfjia line, 2;'j miles west 01 the
city of Tallahusse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola,

a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
Apalachicola river the
covered with timber.

2 sections (a and 61 of the
soil is a rich, sandv loam,

;

was conveyed on Dec. ^^Ist, 1875. byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for |3,2tX), and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him conveyed to the unaersiened for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown bv an abstract from the Hecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my posIt

;

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.

session.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

Owing

to the large advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunham, loio 50 lbs., 4:ic.,
over r.o ibs.,4ic., less than 10 lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., 1 to lo lbs., fiTc, 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
No discounts. Circular free.

now quote

925

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Street, CHICAGO,

West Madison

ILL.

:

J.

V.

3wly

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co.,

I can sell the above Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or re-

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

II!.

tail.

am now

Send

War-

ranted Queens, $1 Tested Queens,
early in the season, f i'.r>0
after
%2: •! frame Nucleus, with
i'l'i^sted Queen. %i
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, f 10. The Best
Quinby Sniuker for $l.:.o. Address all orders to

All ttie latest

for

improvements,

ALFRED

H.

;

»23

;

"W'.

Madison,

Sup-

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

.July,

;

J. UIEHr.,
(Money Order Offlce)— Butler. Dekalb Co., Ind.
I..

lOwtf

THE

CONQTJEIIOR.

BINGHAM & HETHEEINGTON,

13wtf

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
RET. E.

Abronia. Mich.

1882.

Kvert^reen Apiary.

tlie

!

Read

the following <rpinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'.^p^icu((ure, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our

and of
Amei^-

can works.— LEWIS T. Colby.
It nppears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— /iriii>/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from

any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and which, ho one who obtains
it, will ever reyret having purcnased.— 3iit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— HfraitI, Monticello. 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
la fuily up with the liines in every particular. The
richest rewaid awaits its author.— A. E. Wen'ZEu
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in CooIl's ManuiU.— Wm, Van Antweup, M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with tlieir implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— /Ci/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I huve never yet met wiihu work, either French
or Joreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the BuLetm D' Ap'tcuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed seiies of directions fur their
management; alsoa botanical description ot honey
producing j'iants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— i>t'77tocru(, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great plea-sure this i-nde
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best intoriuation on everything belouemg to apiculture.
'I'o al taking an interest in this subject,

we

say, obtain this valuable work, read

it

carefully

will

:

;

;

:

BEAUTIFTJI- QCEENS- Warranted

bee-men to be the most complete and priictical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
work on modem bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it I9
essential to every amateur in be<'-iulture. It is
handsomely printed, nently bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Webttm AgricuUuTiat.
This work Is undoubtedly the moat co-nplete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whicb
scientific

hits

BRIOOS.

of Wilton Junction.
I...
furnish Italian Queens from eithdof
his Prize Mothers, as e;irly In the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested
Queens. ^:i Warranted Queens, tJ Queens witliTwo conib Nucleus, with Test(tut guarantee, i^i
ed Queen, t^. Orders tilled in rotation, as received.
3w26t
If accompanied with the cash.

Iowa,

Litree Sumkors need wide slnt'iii^i. ninKtifim's
have thorn, una springs thiit do nut rii-^t an ureak,
and iiellowi* that sparks and smoke do nut enter.
The Conquernrhasal! improvements iiinde ti'date,
anda:ix7inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for it~. Address,

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of S.OOO copies waa exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has beea
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravinjis ~
the products of the Iloney Bee the races of beesv
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants, trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions tor the varioua
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

and practice as advised.— ^itfncu/tunAt, Quebec.
CONQUKROR.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
my 32-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepeis'
plies of every description.

booking orders for my
reared from

GOLDEN ITALIANS,

the best stock tn the country.

133 Fine lUuMtrutleus.

including the

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
I

j

I

Pure ItalianBees

l-2wSt

15w6mp

111.

X?f'\^t reasonable prices.

COZjOHADO,
Woman's

County,

I

I

OF

will

I

;

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Hection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full

CONCBRNING

Poffeis

the

College of Michigan.

The

now qnote an

of

on the PRICES

uT.F?J

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

COOK,

J.

Of Lansiiio, PTOJesaOT of Entomology in

is

Iwly

463

Ital-

ians. t\.~'> each; Warranted Cyprians, ^i-.V)
each; Unwarranted Queens, *l.()«i each. Try one
and you will want more. Address.
27wItD RK V. J. E. KEARNS, Morning Sun, Iowa.

ever lieen published.

It gives a full

explana-

tion regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he usea
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— .^nifncan Inventor.

—

•

Price— Bound

91>00

.

Jot
in cloth.

Sl.S^

by mall prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, 110*

!
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TAPS3I

B.E3D

The OrlElnal

"Who will be the
first to

25,000

copy

BINGHAM

1

USE.

IN

HIENDELSSOHK
^LAf^Co'S-

Smoker*

Bee

If you buy the Oriailnal Patent Binphiira

Bee Smoker, you

will

<|uln1»y'nXe\vlli'*.-Keeplne:,by L. C. Root—
antlior treats the subject of bee-keeping so
Its style is plain
it cannot tiiil u^ interest all.
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authoris masterof the subject.— JS1.50.
that

cts.

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces"cverythinc pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, !ttl. So.

^
[o

PRICES:

Haoded

By

Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.
|i2 (Hi
shield Conqueror, 3 inch ....«1 75

BinKham Smoker
i^mnch
Smoker
Smoker,

1

r.o

1

1

2.'j

1

1

00

1

75

(wide

inch

Pliiin !tlnt,'iKini

to

(wide

shield),

Bxtni Bingham
::

2 inch

50
25

WnndtT Bingham Smoker,

Liittlc
1?4 inch

G5

GO

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
Knife,

'l

inch

To

sell aRain,
rates.
^ .set.

15

1

*->0

1

apply for dozen or half-dozen

Pianos
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
DIAhin QTYSLL
C QlMaKniflcent rosewood
riHIlU Oil
U2 case elesantly finished,
H sti-inuiM, l-:8 «cl)»veN, full patent cantante
'J

agrutlfs, tiurnew p;itent overstrung scale, beautiful carved leKs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

large fancy mouldin^, full

to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abroiila, Mich.

17wtf

iron frame, French

Grand Action. Grand Hammers, in fact, every iraprovementwhich can in any way tend to the perfection of the instrumi'iit,

,

,

Send for free description and testunoniais,

hiis bet?)! luiied.

t^Oiii' |>i-lce Toi- tlilM tiiMli-iini^-nt. boxed
aud delivered on boiird eur^ at .\e\v York.»
with fine Piano Cover, Stool dii O J_ "^
tp^-XtJ.
»iid Book, only
Re^Hjced from our late wholesale factory price.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NKAIILY A MILLION SOLI). Most ciiniplete

book of its kind ever publialied. Gives uieitsurenient of all kinds of lumber. lo;ia. Hiul planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and headinfj bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwooii
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throuKhnut
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.

©.W^.

FISHEK,

taf" Also for sale at the

Box

238,

Rochester, N.Y.

Uee Journal Office. .MX

2w6m.

**if>:ri.

for

1,11

diiy^ only, to

ri;ini> intr'tilu'cd.

'V\\\* is

have

now, by

this beautiful
far, the ereat-

e»< liarfrain ever nlTtM'ed the musical public. UnTremendous demand for
prect^ilented success
Order at once.
this style
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' teat trial.
I

!

Please send reference if you do not send money
wii border. Cas\i sent with order luiU he refunded
and frHght churges paid by us both ways if Piano is
not just as represented. Several other special barPlanoH. ."Sieo up. Over l.'^.fwm in use,
fctains
and not one dissatisHed purchaser. Handsome
:

lliuatrated Catalofiue nuitled free, ^ivlnc the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Pian.i fully warranted for 5 vears.
MITSD<? '.-i price. Catalogue Of 3,000
choice pieces sent fur ;ic. stamp.

SitEET

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS^
Holy Land
I make a specialty of rearinK pure
Queens, and have now more than loo colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A..Ione8'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before .lune 20,
I.CHI
6
tl >r) each; afterthat date, single Queen, if
for $rt.(.Ki VI or more. 7.^ cents each Warranted
Queens, 2r> cents more e;ich. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

ME.VDELSSOUN PIANO
Box

2lsm]y

EARS

FOR THE

2958,

CO.,

New

York.

MILLION

;

;

;

I. -R.

C3-003D,

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.

$777

A YBAKand

expenses toagents,

outfit free.addressl*

O Vlckery

AuKUHta, Maine.

3fiwly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
<!.
F.
\pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave.,ClJJCIN]VA.TI, O.
I^-Sendioc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwiy
^_

FULL COLONIES

of

ITALIAN BEES,

From ray Apiaries.
QUEENS antl jrUCl.EI IN

FooChoo's Balsam

Shark's

SEASON.

KOBEKTSON,

HALBERT K. Paine.
late

8TOKY

B. LAI)I>.

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE and& LADD,

Solicitors of Patents

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

is tlie

29wl3t

TFA.SHINGTON, D.

Price, JSS.

BleH»ied Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc,
Bee»( and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Proflt. by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition, "Fully up with the

times." including all the various improvements
and inventi(ms. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee I'asturage a Necessity." "Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing H<mey,"
etc. It contains Uio pimes, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, TSc.; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.
Blenen Kultur. bv Thomas G. Newman, in
language. Price, iu paper covers,
the
4u cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
:

GERMAN

Dzlerzon Theory j— presents

the fundamen-

ana furnishes the

tal principles of bee-culture,

facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

Honey,

15 c.

Food imd Medicine, by Thomas

a»i

G Newnuin.—

This paniiililct discourses upon the

An. ient History of 11. -cs and ll'>ney .the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, givlnc recipes for making
;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines,etc;

and lionev as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consunicrs, and should be scattered by thoiisiiiHN, creating a demiind for honey
everywin'n-- I'ulilislied in RnjirllMh and German.
Price for either edition. Co. ; per dozen, 50e.

W^lnterlnff Bees. — This contains the Prize
Kssavson this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association.

lOc.

Price.

for the Market*
including the production and care of both comb
und extracted honev. and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Preparation of Honey
Price,

lOc.

a description of the
Price. 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvestlnff, HandlInKand MarketlnK.-A 24-page pamphlet, by

C. P. IJadant, t-'iving in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

Ch &

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

consumer against the numerous health-destroying

It has performeii a niiracle in
I have no unearthly noises in

much better.
I

deafness helped a great deal-think another
bottle will cure me. ^_^_„
"Its virtues are unquestionable and itsctruATITE CHARACTER AllSOLUTE, AS THE WKITERCA N

& Jennet, 7 Dcy

Write at once to

Street.

New

Haylock

York, enclosing

*i,

and you will receive by return a remedy that v. ill
enable vou to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor OF Mercantile Review.
B^To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Letter.

Sole Agents for America.

20wly

contains

many

useful hints.— Price

15c.

G.
Bee PiimturaBe a Necessity, by Thomas
imporNewman— Giving advanced views on this
what to plant, and
tant subject, with sugyestions
and when and how li'i engravings.

Price. lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth's
views on
Mr.
gives
It
K Mnth; :i2 pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Foofl Adulteration ;"Whatwe eatandshould
:

This hook should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
not eat.

adulterations offered as food.

illuvtr;itirit:

have been greatly beneflted.

ANiJ OBSERVATION.

and mana^'ement adopted

200

pages 50c'.

my case.
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
my head, and hear more
useful to horse owners. It has S5 engravings
and treats all

My

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

C.

Honey Bee

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is ahstraitcd from a peculiar species of
small AVliitc Shjn K. cautziit in the VellowSea,
known lisCarclniroittni Jlondeletii. Every Chinese
tlsherman kinnvs it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearinu werediHrnvorcd by a Buiidbist Priest about
the year Hiii, Its cures were so numerous and
many so«eeniinKly mira union », that the remedy was officiiillv proclaimed over the entire P^mpire. Its use became so universal that for over
:{OOy*-»r»i no lleafness has exlnted among
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at Jl.oo per bottle.

Only Imported by

Atty's in Patent Cases,

Clotb, JSl.OOI..auKMtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientitie work.

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Oil

PERSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FROM EXPERIENCE

jySatisfaction guaranteed. Circular on applia. H.
cation,
Pewamo, lonia Co., Mich.
SOwtf

-

The Hive I Use— Being

of

MIJTH.

Bees and Queens

KlnK*H Bee-KeeperN* Text-Book,, by A. J
is revised and brought down to

King.- This edition
the present time.

Newman.

1

5wly

ILL.

The

to S2. Our patents
cover all the smokers
that will buvn sound
st<.)ve-wood, or do not
po c:iut. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first, youp^foTitpd lR7ft
***''
will have to buy no*^^^®^^®*^'

Shi. -1(1).

CHICAGO,

todowithout. Cloth, «1. 35; pjiper cover, )»1.

season than ever before. Price per mail,

Wide

NEWMAN.

C.

Street.

and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interestint: and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford

this

others.

THOMAS
West Madison

illustrated

ard of excellence the
world over — better

from 60

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

ers— get the best, that
never so out— always
please—never is comphiined of— the stand-

postpaid,

Bee -Keepers.

for

Bee-K.eeper*8 Guide or, Cook*8 Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

improved bee smok-

and handsomer

Books
925

aid the inventor of

Larue

.

Haylock

it

Co.)

TDey St.,New Yorfc.

positions

discasf's in a

<if

sick hoses,

plam and romprehensive manner.

It

has reripcs, a table ot doses, and much valuable
horse Intormation. Paper. »5c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price.

»5e.

and ComMoore's Universal Assistant,
l,<KX).i>iKt Indus-

plete MechJinlc, contains over

dustriol Facts. Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets Ijpgal Items. Husiness Forms, etc., of vast
utiiitV to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man ' (lives 200,00") items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists. Asaayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.niB pages, Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, W2.50.

—

(f)
-'^

—

;

'Q OLDEST BEE PAPER
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"I

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

lU.,

July 26, 1882.

No. 30.

ties for determining many questions
daily arising, and wliich require the

I'ublislieil

nicest scientific education to properly
conduct ttieir investigation. The
very fact of tliere being a multiplicity

every \VtH"lnesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

WEST MADISON

925

At

9fi12.00

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

n Tear, In Advance.

VVKEKLY— (52 numbers)

S>S a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same

rate.

SEMI-MONTULY-TheBrsit and third numbersot
each month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.

MONTHLY— The
SO cents

first number of each month, at
a year, in advance.

Oeorjze Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Postaffe to

numerous as the
bee-keepers themselves, and errors
and hobbies as ridiculous as superstiOn page 471, Mr. James Heddon tion, prove ttie wantof more thorough
very frankly gives his views regard- education, and tlie lack of reliable
ing an apicultural chair in our Illinois authorities. With our present brilIndustrial University, but we are liant array of practical talent, such
forced to differ slightly with him re- as can be found in every National,
garding the objects sought to be at- District, State and Local Conventained, and the qualifications of the tion, wliich meet periodically, and the
Professor. We fear it would be as several bee-papers to publish their
difficult a task to teach any person frequent interchange of ideas, pracpractical apiculture, as it would be to tices, successes and failures, the pracinstruct any person in practical farm- tical education will rapidly inculcate
of hives, tlieories as

Apiculture in

Kditok anh Propuietor,

Europe SO cents extra.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

tlie

State University.

Editoriiil—
Apiculture in the State University
Ttie St. Louis 1^'air
Lecture on Pniotical Botany

4S5
465
466
466
466
467
467
467
467

Editorial Items

Drones and tlieir Worlt
N irnial E.vfretions of Bees
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<
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Bees...

467
468

Kuniiyatinf; B>.*es
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Equalizing Col' inies
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46S
468

positive education

tions to

make

it

successful as a spe-

Who would claim for a moment

Convention Directory
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A Day with Mr. Ueddon
Apiarian Exhi-bit^ at Fairs
Apicultural Professorship, etc
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we

theoretical,

lack,

and mere

individual, casual observation will not
supply the want. Iil our introductory

on tliis subject we suggested
the Illinois Industrial University, because we know of no institution so
article

central, with such

eminent talent for

the best law university In the the purpose, and we mentioned the
United States can impart an educa- name of Prof. Burrill in connection
tion sufficient to insure a national with the department, because he posreputation for its graduates
All the sesses in a remarkable degree all the
University or College can do is to pre- qualifications required to conduct the
pare its graduates to receive the prac- experiment to a happy success. In
the one man is combined to a rare detical education.
botanist,
entomologist,
gree the
In our State University -we want a
microscopist, philosopher, and scientiChair
Professor or
of Apiculture,
fic gentleman.
where the student can be instructed
in the natural and physiological hisSt. Louis Fair.— We have recieved
tory of the honey bee ; -where the
the Premium List of the twentyState will encourage the solution of second St. Louis Fair, which opens
many very important and vital prob- Oct. 2, and closes Oct. 7, 1882. The
lems, which now stand in the way of premiums appropriated amount to
$•50,000, of which best display of Italsuccessful and special apiculture
ian bees receives S20, black native
where men of eminent talent will be bees $20. imported queen $10. comb
set apart and given facilities for care- honey diploma and $10, crate of comb
fully and scientilically investigating lioney silver medal, crate of apiarian
implements diploma and $10, best bee
causes of disease, and evasions of
hive, honey extractor, wax extractor,
natural results. What specialist, if bee smoker, lioney knife, and bee
any, has the necessary time and facili- veil, each a diploma.

that

'?

Convention Notes

scientific,

itself.

banking, or practical dry goods
vending. Practical apiculture,
as
with every otlier practical pursuit,
requires much practical experience
and a combination of many qualificacialty.

Among' Our Exchanges

But

ing, practical house-building, practical
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Lecture on Practical Botany.

We feel confident our readers all
take a deep interest in everything relating to botany and entomology, so tar
as they are directly connected with
bee-keeping. Dr. J. R. Baker, of
Keithsburg, 111., sent us two specimens, which Prof. Burrill describes
below in his very instructive manner.
One specimen has been the cause of
much annoyance, on account of waxing up the feet of the worker bees
:

send two varieties of plants that are
indigenous to this locality and give
the names of both, if you please. In
our ignorance here we call the one
with the red bloom white root, or
pleurisy root, but I don't know really
what it is. The bees work on the
bloom (which is very profuse) very
eagerly, and seem to get honey from
I

The

flowers are beautiful,
and if it is a good honey plant it
would pay to cultivate it. It grows
from 20 to SOincheshigh, and is nicely
grouped, a great many stocks springing from one base. The other specimen which I send is not yet in bloom,
but it bears a yellow flower, on which
the bees work very industriously in
the early part of the tlay. The plant
only grows from 6 inches to a foot in
height, and the leaf looks like that of
the locust. The sandmint or beemint, etc., of which I made mention
recently in the Bee Journal, I see
Prof. Cook calls Monarda fistulosa.
Your book entitled " Bees and
Honey,'' is a magnificent little work.
I have Prof. Cook's and A. I. Root's
it freely.

books,

and

much,

still I

I like them both
find much pleasure

very

and

your " Bees and
Every beginner in beeHoney."
keeping ought to have your book and
it will do the veterans in the ranks
good, too, I am sure.
profit

No.

in

1.

reading

Aaclepias tuberosa, butterfly

weed or pleurisy root. This handsome plant, common in fields (hedgerows, etc.), meadows, and waste
places with its leafy stem and conspicuous clusters

of reddish-orange

flowers, the latter appearing through-

out the latter half of summer, certainly deserves attention. It is a
beautiful thing seen at a distance,
and its curiously contrived flowers
merit the closest inspection and most
careful interpretation. Bee-keepers,
however, should observe another
thing connected with the plant. There
is a good supply of nectar, and bees
are not slow to find it out, but many
of them pay dearly for their booty.
The pollen is lodged in cells with external slits, and collected small pearshaped stalked masses, which are
quite viscid or sticky. To reach the
nectar the bee must press against the
parts containing these waxy pollen
masses, and are almost sure to with-

draw them adhering to the insect's
body. Not unfrequently the feet become clogged with the amount of the

Drones and their Worlt.
with his

Hon. G. W. Demaree,

viscid material from which extrica- proverbial candor and usual ability,
" queens, drones
tion is impossible. The poor honey on page 472 treats of

gatherer dropping upon the ground or
lodging among the grass, struggles in
vain for freedom, and dies for want of
it.
My observations, however, have
not been full enough to warrant any
statement of the real danger to which
a colony of bees are thus exposed
where the plant abounds. If I mistake not, the subject has been pretty
well written up by some one.
No. 2. Cassia charamcrista. partridge
pea, wild sensitive plant. This common, yellow flowered plant is often
very abundant in rather low grounds.
The leaves are considerably alike
those of its relative, the sensitive
plant of the green-houses, and are
slowly sensitive to touch. The flowers are very attractive to honey-loving
insects, and are visited often in great
numbers. At the base of each compound leaf there is a curious-stalked,
button-shaped gland, which also excretes a sweet fluid and which, thereWhat
fore, attracts bees and wasps.
It is well understood
is this for ?
that the nectar of the flower serves to
secure the aid of insects in carrying
pollen, and so favors cross-fertilization, but what advantage can it be to
the plant to manufacture and exude
the enticing substance far from the
flower?
From some observations
made years ago, I think a possible ex
Will others
planation is offered.
seek to disprove or corroborate. It is
manifestly injurious to the plant if
cross-fertilization is a benefit, to have
the nectar of the flower stolen by
cannot
creeping insects, for they
readily pass from plant to plant. Now,
if any such ascend the stem, these little stores from the leaf glands would
be sure to receive attention, and thus
the flower be more likely to escape.
That ants do thus turn aside I have
frequently seen ; but something more.
Wasps, during fair weather, are
almost constantly busy about these
leaf glands, and they appear to do
service in keeping down all
sorts of creeping things. What inwhat marvellous
tricacy of plan,

yeoman

adaptation

^

of

means

to

end

!

Dr. J. P. H.Brown, of Augusta,
are having
Ga.. writes thus:
a delightful season— plenty of honey
and lots of fruit. The crops are very
fine

"We

and agriculturists ought

happy."

to feel

and workers," and " assumes when a
proposition has long been accepted as
a fact,' the burden of proof rests on
the shoulders of those who wisli to
'

controvert and overthrow it." We
have long had a doubt whether the
poor drone has had full justice done
it, but have only expressed a doubt,
and gave our reasons for entertaining
it.
Had we known that our doubts
were susceptible of being converted
into accepted " facts " at the present
time, we should have arrayed our
proof as frankly as we intimated a
doubt.

The first and third of Mr. Demaree's propositions we are not disposed to controvert at the present
time, although we should not hesitate
to do so if we thought they were
founded on error.
We think, however, our correspondent is in error in saying no one colony
will tolerate more than one queen,
but the exceptions are so rare as to
most fully establish the rule ; and yet
the very colony in which the intrusive
queen might be soonest killed, will
perhaps be the one to tolerate most
drones. It is notorious, that bees are
usually most prosperous when the
drones are most plentiful, and it is
possible that each contingency is to
an extent dependent on the other. It
is not proof that drones perform but
the one single function, because tradition or theory accredits them with
but one, or because we have no means
of arriving at present at their specific
work.

During two days

of last

week very

industriously employed in assisting to
extract, it was a noticeable fact that
the colonies wherein the most drones
were peacefully harbored, were in no
wise deficient in quantity of honey,

nor in

its

1^ Mr.

ripeness

and

quality.

who has been
and treasurer of a

Ellas Clouse,

elected secretary

new Canadian Bee-Keepers'

Society,

organized on Jan. 13, 1S82, writes us
that though they have had but 4
meetings, the members now number
This is a good beginning for tlie
40.
" Norfolk Bee-Keepers' Association,"
and promises good results. The next
meeting will be held at Simcoe, Ontario, on Friday, August 4, 1882, at 2
p.

m.
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Normal Excretions of Bees.

a credit to the Exposition as well as
the
lithogra|ihcis,
and embraces
We publish on page 474 of tliis num- liberal premiums for all the leading
ber, a very interesting communica- features in art, science, literature and
tion from Mr. C. N. Abbott, editor of agriculture— almost everything, exthe Britiah Bee Jourmd, discussing cept bees and honey."
Rev. W. F. Clarke's question, "Do
bees void dry excreta ?" Mr. Abbott's
Smoker Fuel.— Mr. A. S. Etheringarticle proves much observation and
ton. Melton, X. S., writes as follows
experiment, and apparently goes far
I send you by mail to-day a sample
to substantiate his conclusions howof what I consider the best fuel tor
us smokers. I think it is the same Mr.
ever, the writer fails to tell
whether the supposed dry excreta is a Ileddon spoke of in Gleanings, No. 7,
normal, healthy voidance, or the op- page 327. For four years I nave been
keeping bees, and I never used anyposite extreme of the dysenteric voidthing else, it giving me su«h satisfacure.
tion.
I never tried to get anything
The writer's standpoint is well better. Mr. Root says some one
taken, that " bees can only void their ought to supply this great boon to the
apiarist.
I would like for you to test
excreta naturally wlienon the wing ;" the sample and
pass judgment on it.
but it may be a matter of doubt
The
sami)le
is
very good, and gives
whether any insect or animal can void
an admirable smoke, but no one
d/TZ/ecfis, though frequently we come
across those which are comparatively woukl ever find it remunerative to
dry. And here arises a question as supply the article at any price. The
to the chemical composition of tliose apiaries are very few in the United
dry grains or pellets frequently seen States the proprietors of which could
in shipping boxes, and sometimes on be induced to purchase smoker fuel,
the bottoms of the hives.
careful and then the quantities wanted would
analysis and microscopical investiga- be so very small that nothing but vexWe
tion may determine the presence of ation woukl attend the traffic.
beeswax to such an extent as to ex- regret to write anything discouraging,
but better that tlian delusive hopes.
plain their appearance.

4fi7

a most important feature in connection with the English and Canadian
fairs,

and

sales

of

last year Mr. D. A. .Tones'
honey at the Toronto Fair
amounted to several thousand pounds,
mostly in small packages, and at very
remunerative prices. We hope beekeepers throughout the United States
will

make

it

:

;

A

Again, if these pellets arethe^xcreta of bees in a healthy, normal condition, then the amount of flight necessary is certainly very limited, if a
box of the dimensions given by Mr.
Abbott affords ample facilities, and it
would be an easy matter for the
apiarist to provide such, and periodically during a protracted or unusually

severe

winter,

remove

his colonies

a heated room, run them into a
corresponding dimensions,
give them a lively " shaking up," and
again return them to their hives for
another season.
As intimated by the learned writer,
much more is involved in this question than mere idle curiosity, and we
unite with our contemporary in hoping that the matter will receive the
into

box

of

hands of
and progressive

fullest investigation at the

the

most

apiarists

scientiflc

in

all

parts of the world.

Those having the facilities, leisure
and necessary expertness, have opportunity for a very interesting series
of experiments.
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition.—
have received the circular of the
tenth Cincinnati Industrial Exposi-

We

tion,

Oct.

which opens Sept.

The

10

and

closes

a marvel
of neatness and taste, and certainly i.s
7, 18H2.

circular

i.s

Selling Honey at Fairs.

sented at

all

a point to be well reprethe expositions and fairs

offering the least encouragement, and
force sales of pure, choice honey, upon

consinners, and thus educate the public to its greater consumption.
There
should be much more honey consumed
in this country, and with proper
energy, a liome demaml can be created
for our whole production.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Smoker Useless with Cyprian
Bees.— The editor of tlie Bee-Keepers'
Guide gives the following as his experience witii the new race of bees
Our first season's experience with
the Cyprians, revealed to us no very
vicious peculiarities.
They were
:

and
queens hard
restless

always

running

and

to find, but last spring
Tri-State (Ohio, Michigan and they seemed almost uncontrollable.
Indiana) Fair Association have made We have one colony containing a
high-priced tested queen with which
a new departure, in the establishit is difficult to have any dealing.
We
ment of a Trartic Department. From open the hive carefully and deluge
their circular for 1882 we copy as fol- the bees with smoke, and as it clears
away the top of the hive will still be
lows
covered with bees trying to stand on
Witli a view to the Traffic Departtheir heads and whirling and maneument, no selling will be allowed in
vering curiously. Then we carefully
in the large and commodious main
remove the side of the hive, and it
building, wtiich will be kept for exbecomes
necessary to use more smoke.
hibition purposes only, but salesWith the
frame removed, they
rooms or bootlis will be provided renew ttie Hist
with fresh vengence
where all who arrange an exhibit in and by the attack
time the second frame is
the main building or elsewhere in aptaken out we are covered with bees,
pointed places, can. for a reasonable
feeling through clothing in a manner
rent, offer for direct sale on the
whicli must give satisfaction to them.
grounds all manufactured wares of They then
travel up pant legs inside
merit, or take orders for future deand out, into sleeves and bee veil, and
livery, under such rules and regulawe find it necessary to adjourn for
tions as will guarantee square dealcomfort's sake.
ing, and protect both buyer and seller.
Sliould Cyprian bees be generally
The line art hall is well adapted to introduced
throughout tfie country,
purposes not only of exhibition but
smoke
and fumigation will gradually
also sales, and artists will be at I'berty
drop out of tlie use of bee-keepers, as
to take orders for their productions,
the Cyprian loses none of its activity
subject to delivery at the close of the
when smoke is applied.
fair.
We think that noliee-lceeper should
trathc department connected with feel contented unless he is owner of
each of the fairs and expositions will one such colony. But in case he has
a very near neighbor who keeps a
be a great benefit to all who are pro- sample hive and whom
he frequently
ducing for market, as it gives oppor- visits during manipulating times, it
tunity for extensive effective adver- would be a convenient wav to obtain
knowledge of them without giving
tising, and a splendid opportiniity for a
up the body to .sacrifice. Soon we
exhil)iting goods and wares. The shall all come
to enjoy the gentler
traffic departu)put has for years been race.

The

:

A

:

:
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Had Enough of the Cypriau Bees.— them in the manner we now do with the Gi'eat Architect been in His disof smoke to prevent stinging. tribution of knowledge to the little
The editor of the Bee- Keepers" Instruc- the useautumn
when my father was in honey bee in the visiting of the varOne
about his

tor lemurks as follows
Cyprian bees
We had one nucleus of Cyprians
last season, and as our readers will
perhaps remember, stated that we
handled them witliout difficulty, and
thought they were not so cross as

Edinburgh selling his harvest of honey ious flowers for pollen which is so usehe met an Irishman, who offered to ful in the fertilization of the same in
instruct him how to carry a hive of its most perfect order, producing perbees fully exposed up and down the fect fruits and seeds of their special
streets without getting a sting, for a kinds in their seasons. Hence, we
The barg.iin was say study well Nature's grand laws
gill of whisky.
struck, and "the secret" thus ob- as well as the habits of the little bees
tained was worth all the whisky in and manage them accordingly.
mauy claimed them to be. But we the
city to my father and to hundreds
take it all back, for we have found,
of bee-keepers besides, and doubtless
since ours have bred up strong, that
thousands of apiarists during the
they always have an end for business. to
The use of smoke from
They are troublesome to handle, pay- last 10 years.
corduroy rags makes beeing little or no attention to smoke, fustian and
comparatively
easy and
and boil over the hive whenever it is keeping work
and though I am
pleasant
opened. They sting most unmercicourageous enough amongst angry
fully on tlie" slightest provocation,
bees with smoking rags in my hand, I
-while the mashing of a bee seems to
Local Convention Directory.
would not like to undertake to swarm
set them wild. Strains of these bees
;

may

differ,

but so far as our expe- 50 hives

artificially

without the use of

we want nothing more to smoke. Witliout the leastdisposition
question tlie truth of what Mr.
4o with them. From the limited ex- to
about the use of smoke
perience we have had with them we Raynor says
possess any being known long before tlie Irishfail to see that they
rience goes

man's day, the probability is great I
should never have known it, and
never have been a bee-keeper at all,
but for the Irishman and the gill of
and have whisky in Edinburgh.

superiority over the most gentle Italians. True, they are very prolific,
We
tout so are many of our Italians.
have decapitated the Cyprian queens

(we now have two colonies),
requeened with virgin Italians, pre-

Time and Place

1882.

Oct.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
-North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrick Parmly, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demnree. Sec, Christiansburg, Ky,
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.

3-t>

J.

ferring to run the risk of getting
Equalizing Colonies.— The Indiana
Jiybrids rather than keep the Cjiprians. Ours may be hybrids, and for Farmer remarks as follows
that reason wa do not wish it underFor the best results it Is necessary
stood that we speak for the Cyprians that all colonies be made good and
in general, but only so far as our ex- strong by the time the honey harvest
perience goes although we believe begins. The frames of comb should
it corresponds very closely with tliat be well filled with brood, and the
of the majority of those who have hives full of bees. With only a few
tried the Cyprians. At any rate we colonies, all seemingly in the same
will rest satisfied for awhile with our condition, we find some colonies will
experience, not so much for our dis- far outstrip oihers in brood rearing
aike of stings (as they effect us but and be ready for the harvest before it
very little) as the fact that they are comes. Frames of brood should be
too" much like " Banquo's gliosf— taken from the strongest and given
they will not " down " when we wish to the weakest and in this way equalto close the hive, no matter how much ize the colonies before harvest comsmoke we pour into them.
mences. It will not perceptibly jnjure
the strong colony, and will soon put
Mr A. Petti- the weaker one in working condition.
Fumigating Bees.
building up weak colonies by this
grew, in the London Journal of Horti- In
method, it is better to do the work in
cullurei remarks thus on the above the middle of the day, when the bees
adhering to the combs can also be
named subject
added as they will nearly all be young
Doubtless Mr. Raynor is correct in
bees and will stay where put. In all
.stating that fumigating bees with the
:

of Meetino.

July "2.5— Western Iowa, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec, Winterset, Iowa.
Auk. in— Maine State, at Harmony, Maine.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
Sept. .^-N. W. III. and «• W^ Wis., at Rockton, 111.

A. Bucklew. Sec, Clarks, O.

IW In order to have this

table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
taries are requested to

The National Couvention.

;

—

The following is the official call of
tlw Secretary, Dr. Farmly, for the
Convention of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society. We hope there
will be a large attendance
:

The North

American

ers' Society will

nual meeting at

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th an-

Washington Park

Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to 5th, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very profitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of

We

our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
manipulations
of this kind first ascer- essays and implements of the apiary
smoke of Thyme and othersubstances tain the whereabouts of the queen, so are expected fnnu abroad to add to
is practiced in foreign countries, and
as not to transfer her with the combs. the knowledge imparted by the rehis quotations put the matter beyond
search and inventive skill and meth•question. For aught I know the pracods of our countrymen.
tice of using smoke to fumigate bees
Bees Gathering Pollen.— The Grange
EniucK Paumly, Sec.
•may have been known at an early Bulletin remarks as follows
New York, July 12, 1882.
-date in Great Britain. But James
bee never gathers pollen from
,Bonner, bee master, Auchencrow.
Berwickshire, who wrote and pub- more than one variety of flowers on
1^ The bee-keepers of Boone Co.,
lished an able work on bees in the the same trip or visit. If so, why is Indiana, are invited to meet in Lebasameness
of
such
perfect
to
have
there
a
appear
not
Tear 1879, does
non, at Barton Iliggins' office, over
^iised smoke or known of it in his day. color and appearance of both little Jaskson's bee hive, on the west side
Bonner's book fell into my hands for pellets carried by the bee. We do not of the square, to organize an auxiliary
•the first time a few weeks ago. After assert that all the bees gather and County Association, on Aug. 10, 1882.
JBonner's day my father was perhaps bring in the same kind of pollen at the
George J. Fuey, )
same time, but that each bee gathers
bee-keeper
•the most extensive
Oka Knowlton, \ Executive Com.
•Great Britain for many years. Both only one kind the same trip, and may
Jas. H. Orear, J
he and Bonner practiced artificial collect various kinds during the day.
swarming without using smoke of It is also a well established fact that
i^" The summer's meeting of the
any kind. How Bonuer proceeded 1 a bee never gathers pollen and honey
do not know, but my father simply on the same trip to replenish their Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Asso.fixed a cabbage blade in front of his stores with, but may gather pollen ciation, will be held in Cortland, N.
turned
up his hives and one trip and then bring in honey the Y.. on Tuesday, Aug. 8, 1882.
:face,
M. C. Bean, Sec.
•ilrummed and drove swarms from next trip. How grand and wise has
:

A

m

;
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After an early breakfast, we proceeded to the apiary, which is located
about a mile from Mr. Ileddon's
residence. It was a lovely summer

For tbe American Bee Journal.

A Dar With Mr. Heddmi.
WM.

F.

CLAKKK.

Thursday July 6tli, was a red letter
day in my diary. It was at once the
longest and shortest day of the year,
lasting from 6 a. m. until 1:30 the
following morning. In fact, like an
old-fashioned New England Sunday,
it
began on the p'-evious evening.
Crowded full of bee and other talk,
the hours were all too few, and too
quick in their flight. It was a great
mi.stake to appropriate only one day,
however lengthened at both ends, for
a

visit

with

Mr.

Ileddon. I left
the darkey
had taken a hearty

Dowagiac feeling
preacher

who

like

meal of dried apples,

full to bursting.

And

is

the trouble

now

to give, with-

any tolerable dimensions, an account of my visit.
Mr. Ileddon is respectfully requested not to read the paragraph I
am about to write, because truth and
justice compel a strain of eulogy
which may prove too large a dose of
in

dried apples for his good.

more

^V^elcome

and hospitality more
hearty could not have been extended
to me if I had been an own brother or
cordial,

first cousin.
life were very

The glimpses

of family
pleasant. Mr. Ileddon
writes well but he talks better. He
is indeed a lively, entertaining, and
instructive companion.
During all
those quick-Hitting hours, the conversation never flagged, and when the
engine let off its two toots for a start,
the regret was that so much was left
unsaid. I wish Mr. Heddon believed
as I do in another life, l*cause then
there would be on his part, as there is
on mine, a prospect of some time or
other having a full chance of discussing to our heart's content, the many
themes on which it was a delight to
converse. I have set the question
pump on many a human fountain in
my time, but do not remember ever
linding one so full and apparently inexhaustible as Mr. II. He has thought
out every subject for himself— looked
at its many bearings— and you can
hardly suggest a phase of it which
has not already occured to his own

dation has broken down. I looked at
hive after hive of bees that had been
at work for a few days or a week, and
prettier cards of comb I do not wish
day, and just in the thick of swarm- to see. But Mr. H. uses the finest of
ing-time. Mr. II., after full trial of wire, and it is put in so skillfully,
all the methods of artificial division, that the bees do not seem to know it is
has returned to natural swarming, as there. This is almost the only point
most sensible and experienced bee- in which Mr. II. departs from nature^
keepers have done, or are doing. You in the nianagemeiit of his apiary, and
get the most industrious colonies, the certainly the results appear to justify
finest queens, and the best results his practice. There are many
beegenerally on this plan. In a large keepers who seem to take a pride inapiary, it is less trouble than any forcing novelties on their bees, but
known artificial method. W'here only Mr. H. is not one of these. It is his^
two or three, or some half dozen colo- constant aim to find out natural law^
nies are kept, it does not pay to watch and harmonize with it as closely as
all the live-long day for a solitary possible.
swarm. But in this, as in many other
Swarming is an O-be-joyful process,
respects, amateur bee-keeping is a and it seems too bad that the beesvastly different affair from bee-keep- should be deprived of the fun of it.
ing as a business. The idea that if They work prodigiously hard most of
natural swarming is permitted there the time, can they not have one glad
is danger of the bees going otT to the holiday in the season V
With what a
woods, is contradicted Dy actual trial zest and a vim they settle down ta
and experience.
With trees, and housekeeping when their little shindy
especially evergreens, adjacent to the is over
I know no plan of artificial
apiary, the bees are pretty sure to division which they accejit cheerfully.
cluster close by. Mr. Heddon has an They are glum, confused, sullen, and
orchard on one side of his apiary, and morose-like slowly and reluctantly
a grove of "grubs" (dwarfish oak accepting the situation, and going to
brush), on the other. The bee-yard work at the bidding of a stern necesproper is entirely clear of trees. sity, rather than under the promptThere was a lively time of swarming ing of a happy and satisfied energy.
all the forenoon, but, invariably, the As Mr. Ileddon watched the glee of
bees either betook themselves to the the merry little creatures, listened to
orchard or to the " grubs." If two or their joyous hum, and saw them setmore swarms rose at the same time, tle down contentedly in their new and
a Whitman fountain pump was used nicely furnished homes he recognized
to keep them separate. The mimic the fulfillment of a natural law
shower diverted the swarms, and while I, beyond this, recognized the
'

;

;

of their and my
didn't quarrel over it^
but I suppose each of us thought we
had the best of it I am sure I did.

kept them from uniting. Hives being all in perfect readiness, the work
of gathering and hiving was quickly
done. Mr. Heddon uses no hiving
poles, bags, or other ingenious devices. The bees are allowed to cluster
naturally
shaken into a large and
lijjht willow basket lined with burlap
with a cover attached also of burlap,
which is quickly thrown over the
basket full of bees carried to the
hive, and poured out in front of it
a
board about 2x4 feet having a spread
of burlap on it. being laid flat on the
ground in front of the hive.
turkey
feather and a big iron spoon are used
to direct the bees toward the entrance,
and presto, the grand procession is
formed for their future home. Let
me commend the use of that big iron
spoon. It works well, better I think
than the feather, where the bees are
clustered thick, as it does not tickle
and irritate. Of course, it must be
;

;

wisdom and goodness

Creator.

;

felt it highly flattering to myself
that we differed so little. X. B.— We
did not discuss the pollen theory, having already done ample justice to
that in the Bee Journal, and finding so many other more pressing matters to talk about.

Heddon

uses the Langstrotb
1st, he likes it
hive for two reasons
it
is
the most popular,
best and 2d.
consequently the most likely to suit
runs his
apiary
purchasers. " He
mostly for comb honey, using the extractor in the rush of the season, as a
supplementary affair. He thinks this
plan lessens the labor of the beekeeper, or rather spreads it over more
time, as the section boxes can all he
season
prepared before "the busy
comes on. He is of the opinion that
this method does not lesson the beekeeper's profits. I think he has got
the matter of section boxes down to a
His plan, as all attentivefine point.
readers of the Bee Journal know,
is to have tiers of single section bo.x
cases. His sections are ly inches
square. The cases are put on one at
prepared a time. As soon as the bees are fairly

Mr.

:

;

;

A

handled gently.
mind, been thoroughly canvassed,
Mr. Ileddon's hives are
and assigned its due weight. In re- for
merely
swarms
by
being
gard to bee-keeping, he is a living thoroughly cleaned, and filled with
encyclopiedia. What he doesn't know frames provided with wired comb
about it, IS hardly worth knowing. foundation. Mr. II. uses the Given
Even when you cannot subscribe to press for making his foundation, and
his opinions, you are forced to admire it certainly does most excellent work
the reasoning on which they are both for brood frames and section
based, and the air of sincere convic- boxes. He is a strong advocate for
tion with which they are advocated. wiring, and I saw ample
proof in
I

We

work in one case, a second and then
a tliird is put under it. His gridiron
rack between the body of the hive
and the cases work well. The bees
fasten that, while the case is leff
movable.
Ileddon's
Mr.
readily
principle is to let the bees do the heft
while
he
superintends
work,
of the
and regulates their industry. I think
his apiary that the bees do not object lie is right. Many bee-keepers encumto it.
With every sheet of comb ber themselves with a lot of needlfss
foundation securely fastened in this work, which the bees are able and
way, there is no further anxiety wlien willing to do for them.
a swarm is hived, and no need to go
One of the chief points of my
through the newly formed colonies in curiosity was that of seeing the
a day or two to see if any of the foun- leather-colored queens and workers "f
at

i

j

I

]

.
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which we liave read so nmoh. I must business giving any amount of intelI have rather fallen in love with
lectual exercise, with occasional bits
then). They are of large size, unsur- of enji\val)le leisure, what more can a
passed in industry, and by no means man desire': It has cost a large
cross. Mr. Heddon does not breed amount of hard work, and is the fruit
for color but for business. His bees of many j'ears of steady perseverance
have three and sometimes four bands, in a chosen pathway not all bestrewn
but they are of a light brown, dusky with flowers, but how many strive
hue. For years he has been cultivat- and toil just as much without these
ing strains that proved themselves satisfactory results V The man himthe best workers, and is confident self is of course always an important
that he now has bees which gatlier factor in a career of success, and in no
largely from tlie red clover.
He line of things is this more true than
frankly calls them liybrids, and be- in
bee-keeping.
Without certain

own

that there are strains of the
German bee as good as any Italian,
while the cross is better tlian either.

lieves

He

distinguishes between the brown
and the black bee, a distinction that
was new to me. His advice is to

avoid the blacks altogether, as puny,
and inferior workers. He
kindly presented me witli one of his
average leather-colored queens, and
she is now putting in her best licks
beside my Italians and Syrians. I
have no Cyi)riaiis. A colony of tliem
that I had last year made my little
apiary too hot for me.
Toward evening we took a drive
into the country around Dowagiac. I
was not favorably impressed with the
bee keeping resources of the region
as

L

The

loam.

AVhite clover luxuriates in

soil

is

a

light,

;

sandy
it.

Within a short distance of the village, basswood abounds. It is found
on botli high and low land, blooming
early on tlie higher slopes, and later
on the Hats. Tlie tulip tree, berrybloom, and nintlierwort are abundant.
Mr. Heddon ha.s scattered the seeds
of melilot here and there in waste
places, anil even around a large
snivel

pit,

it

is

making a luxuriant

growth where hardly anything else
would flourish.
Mr. Heddon has the idea that even
a good locality may easily be overstocked vi'ith bees. For the best results he would not have more than 50
colonies occupying one range. After
that, though bees may do well, they
will not accomplish their utmost in

—

way of honey* gathering. The
precentage of stores will be smaller.
This opinion surprised me and
awakened some incredulity, but I was
not prepared to contest it, in the face
and teeth of Mr. Heddon's large and
long experience.
Mr. Heddon's success as a beekeeper has been encouraging. Those
will) know him do not need to be told
thii
he is not an over-sanguine man.
Indeed he is apt to get the doldrums
now and then. Occasionally he has
been suspected of presenting the
the

t.

;

sombre

side of the business too conspicuously. .Still, his own career has
beeu such as to awaken ambition in
the mind of any enterprising youtii
wilh a short iHirse, and the world all
1)-, f' ne him.
He is only in the prime
and vigor of life, yet he has about all
the comforts he can use to advantage.
good home, a nice wife, three
briglit and healthy children, an eligible village property, an apiary yielding a livelihood and some proiit~how
ni!ich I couldn't find out— a healUiv

One great difficulty in exhibiting
bees at fairs is that, if allowed to fly,
they visit candy and fruit stands, and
cider mills, causing so much annoyance tliat tlieir exhibitor is soon told
that he must either shut them up or
remove them from the grounds. Perhaps the majority of the bees causing
the trouble are from some neighborqualities, difficult of attainment, there ing apiary, but, as long as an exhibiis pretty sure to be failure.
tor's bees are flying, the whole blame
Mr. Ileddon does a pretty large will be attached to them. To keep
supply business, but like others with them confined during the journey to
whom I have met who are in the same the fair, while it is in progress, "and
line, thinks there is nothing in it. then on the homeward journey, is
The business is too much cut up, and pretty hard on the bees they become
the competition too keen for a decent uneasy and many of them die. The
profit.
only remedy is to carry the bees out
" We, us and Co." are not so formid- each day, after the crowd has deable as I expected to find them. Mrs. parted and the candy and fruit stands
II. beams with kindness and good are closed, and allovs' them to fly.
nature, is a model hostess, but seems Here arises another difficulty
unless
to
think silence golden " before the bee-keeper waits until dark before
folks." Perhaps her spouse has the closing tlie hive, the bees will not all
richer benefit, " all by his lone !" The have returned, while if he waits until
children are too young to have opin- the next morning before closing the
ions of their own as yet. The ap- hive, unless he is on hand " at the
prentices, two
in number, would break of day," the bees will be out at
hardly presume to do more than ask W(nk. There are two ways out of this
information on bee lore from their difficulty one is to get some accomexperienced and able instructor. Fine, modating watchman to close the hive
intelligent young fellows, they have after the bees have ceased flying, and
indeed a valuable opportunity of ac- the other is to carry a tent, bedding
quiring the science and art of bee- and provisions, pitch the tent upon
keeping. I should like to have their the fair ground, and eat and sleep in
chance myself for at least one sum- it during the fair. By so doing, the
mer, and would certainly try to get exhibitor is always on hand to attend
it, were I not parson and editor as to
to his bees.
life-work, with bee-keeping as only a
For the convenience and economy,
sort of by-play, or, as the ladies woiUd many exhibitors whose almost con"
call it, mere
knitting-work."
stant attendance is required by their
Listowel,,July 14, 1882.
exhibits, prefer to live in a tent upon
the grounds during the fair. An observatory hive— that is, one with glass
Country Gentleman.
sides is necessary in exhibiting bees
Aiiiarian Exhibits at Fairs.
at fairs. In order that visitors may
be gratified with the sight of a queen
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
bee, it is well to have a single-frame
observatory hive; that is, one just
Considering how little has been large enough to receive a single comb
done in the way of exhibiting apiar- covered with bees. Of course, from
ies, implements, products, etc., at one side or the other, the queen will
fairs, the Michigan Stale Agricultural always be visible, and sometimes may
Society offers quite liberal premiums be seen depositing her eggs. The
in the apiarian department. In re- British Bee Journal for January congard to the premiums offered in this tains a description of an excellent obdepartment by other State agricultu- servatory hive for use at fairs. The
societies," I have
no positive hive is twice as long as an ordinary
ral
knowledge; 1 do know, however, that hive, and as it is only half filled with
some bee-keepers have complained in frames, there is space to move them
regard to the meagre premiums of- apart inside the hive, and show the
fered by the agricultural societies of interior of the brood nest, the queen,
their respective States
but if larger etc. The frames are moved about by
and better apiarian exhibits were taking liold of narrow strips of heavy,
made, it is more than probable that folded tin that are attached to the
larger premiums would be offered, ends of the top bars of the frames,
and the list extended. The dealer in and project through long narrow slots
apiarian implements, the bee-keeper that extended the whole length of the
who rears for sale improved strains upper side-bars of the wooden frameof bees and queens, and the producer work of the hive.
of large quantities of honey, ail find
In a late number of the American
an excellent advertisement in a care- JSee JouiiNAL are some excellent
fully prepared, tastefully arranged, suggestions in regard to the manipuand appropriate exhibition of their lation of bees at fairs. Among other
wares at a State fair. The well-known things it shows how a small space in
apiarist, D. A. Jones, sold several one corner of a building or room may
thousand pounds of extracted honey be divided off bv iiieiuis of a mosquito
last fall, at a. fair in Canada.
The bar partition, ami bees handled and
;

saw it from the village. But 1
a different idea of it during our

drive.

cents.

;

irascible,

got

honey was put up in small tin pails
and tin cans, and neatly labeled. The
smallest package contained only two
ounces of honey, and sold for five

A

,

'
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and the secrets of tlie hive
dischtsed behind llie mosquito bar
partition, wliile the crowd outside
looks on without fear. The entrances
to the hive are througti the sides of
Tlie only objection
tlie
building.
tliat I see to this plan is that, if allowed to fly, the bees trouble the
candy and cider makers.
Comb honey for exhibition may be
stored in section boxes of different
The largest size should hold,
sizes.
perhaps, two pounds, the next size
smaller, one pound, while the smallest
has only one-fourth of a pound. To
give the honey a " gilt edge " appearance, the outside of eacli section may
and then
be covered with gilt paper
the sections can be piled u)) in the
form of a pyramid, with tlie largest
section at the bottom and the smallest
at the top or they may be piled up
into the form of a church, castle or
wliatever sliape the taste of the exhibitor may dictate. In order to show
how honey is sent to market, it would
also be well to have at least one nicely
tilled with
finished shipping crate
sections of lioney. By partly filling
section boxes with properly shaped
pieces of wood, so as to leave spaces
in the shape of stars, hearts, letters,
etc., and giving them to the bees
during a bounteous flow of honey, the
bees can be induced to build comb in
the fancifully shaped spaces and fill
it with honey.
Such devices as these
attention
attract
considerable

of attending a fair is not great. I
have a bee-keepiug friend who made
an exhibit at our State fair last year,

exliioited,

and received more than S50

in

prem-

faster

JAMES HEDDON.

Mk. Editor

;

i

Extracted honey presents a fine appearance put up in glass fruit jars.
J )itt'erent sized jars can be used, and
tliiMi
arranged in some attractive
m;inner. If candied, the honey could
be exhibited in tin pails of varying
sizes, and adorned with bright labels.
A placard should be attached explainin;: the difference between extracted
and strained honey it should also explain, about candied honey, how itcan
;

be restored to a liquid state by the application of heat, etc.
Ill making a display of beeswax, it
might be caked in different sized vessels, and then piled up in the form of
a pyramid. The largest cake miglit
be "made in a large tin pail, while the
smallest might be run in the chimney
of a small night lamp. Sheets of
comb foundation can be shown just
as they come from the mill
other
sheets partly drawn out. and others
fully drawn out into a complete comb.
placard should explain about comb
foundation, wliat is is, how it is used,
;

A

etc.

The

large implements used in the
apiary, such as lioney extractor, lamp
nursery for hatching queens, bee
hives, wax extractor and comb foun-

dation machine, can stand by themselves upon the floor
while the
smaller implements, like the honey
;

knife,

cages

bee-veil,

would

smokers and queen

appear to

better

ad-

a small show case. The
display of bee literature would also
look well if appropriately arranged in

vantage

in

a show case.
Railroad companies charge nothing
for carrying goods to and from the

and if the exhibitor carries a
tent and boards himself, the expense

:

It

was always my

and into much more delicate

combs than any

rolled foundation I
have ever made, or been able to get.
I

would

like to

fair,

I

have yon find one of

part to feast on ideas in print. If I my students using any sort of founcould have but one way to get at a dation except Given, and they have
good lecture, hear it delivered, or made the experiments with me. I
have it on paper, I would take the am aware that the Dunham, or any
as to
latter way, unless the orator was of otlier roller mill can be set so
always had full run about as easy as a " clothes
f
first order,
tlie
good
faith in our agricultural college. State wringer," and it makes about as
chemists, and more than all the rest, foundation as the wringer, when
by thus set. Tlie trouble with me was,
the important chair occupied
The I was trying to make foundation
Prof. Cook, viz, entomology.
gratis pamphlet issued by the State, equal to the sample strips and pieces
through Prof. Cook, is worth its that had been sent me as specimen
weight in gold to the farmer or work. Well, perhaps I do not know
of the best lubricators and methods of
gardener, if I am any judge.
I know I am not an
If bee culture has a sufficient outlet manipulation
us know this
for its products, to warrant our pro- expert mechanic. Let
ducing' all we can, as a nation, then truth, and let us couple with it the
trutli, that we run off 271 sheets
I hail the State apiary and Professor other
and Lecturer on apiculture, as great of thin Given foundation by one
Machines
auxiliaries to its proper development. lubrication of the book.
But right here, I want to say that tliat make first-class foundation with
valuable to the less exthis Professor must be a Professor of tiiis ease, are
season I
practical apiculture, not speculative. pert. During the present
pounds of
He must not only have had an apiary liave sold several thousand
and
exclusively,
foundation
in his head, made up of hives that his Given
contemporaries liave written about, many others, have used and sold much
but he must liave had experience, and more, and is there not some(me who
tell how the
plenty of it, with one or more apiaries will step forward and
Vandervort or Root founof size. I want to say, that the knowl- Dunham,
edge and system needed for the suc- dation surpassed the Given among
seems strange that
cessful management of large, special the bees V It
not spoken out from
apiaries, is vastly different from that some one has
needed for the best management of among the dishonest or mistaken,
this new foundation.
10 to 25 colonies. I wish further to against
Last season I had a strong opposer
give it as my opinion that specialists
will raise the honey of the future. I of tlie Given foundation who had not
suppose, at this time, hardly any one tried it. " He would, though." He
doubts the last statement. Those who ordered about equal parts of Vandermay, have only to cast their eyes vort and Given, to the amount of
back over the past decade to verify about 1-50 pounds.; of both heavy and
the truth that just in proportion as light. When he was, as I thought,
specialty has taken the place of the under full sail with his experiments,
Jack-at-all-trades system, have we I impatiently wrote for a verdict up
been able to have the produced and to date. He replied (consistent with
manufactured comforts of life, at a his former prejudices) that he thought
price within the reach of all. Every he liked the Vandervort the best. I
day we hearsomeone exclaim, "Well, said no more. Neither has he. All
well, I don't see how that was gotten I know further about his test is that
early last spring he bought a Given
up for that price V"
Honey production has been going press and book. Actions speak louder
rapidly in the same direction, for the to me than words.
" Drones, their uses." by Dr. Baker
past 15 years, since I have been conThis Dr. B. has
I know interests me much.
nected with the pursuit.
some men are capable of managing evidently not unwisely " entered the
two or more kinds of business at once, arena." As one of your readers, let
but I call any man a specialist who me extend tlie right hand of fellowkeeps and means to keep colonies ship to the Doctor. 1 think that in a
enough to occupy his field completely. way back number of either the Bee
Say 85 to l.")0 colonies, spring count. Journal or Gleanings, I took someThis number of colonies need a very what the same position as the Doctor
different management, to get the regarding the possible use of the
most income from tlie least outlay of hitherto supposed " dead-beat " drone.
combined capital and labor, from Knowing iiut little about it. and bethat which is best adapted to a few ing a honey-iiroducer to the extent of
;

fairs.

advantages,

colonies, a point which I will try to
clearly illustrate in an article in the
near future.
In reply to J. V. Caldwell on foun-

iums, while his expenses did not ex- dation making, I will say that we
ceed $5. lie lived in his tent during have run two Dunham, one Root,
the fair. Another friend, who lived three Vandervort, and three Given
so near tlie fair that lie could go liome machines, and we know we can run
at niglit, received last year more than off more sheets and more lbs. from
the press than ever was run from any
$40 in premiums.
When
roller mill, as far as reported.
Rogersville, Mich.
the sheets are off they are the same
size they went on to the book, and
For the American Bee JournaL
the line is bulky and soft, and the
base thin, and the bees work it much
Apiciiltiiral I'rofessorslilp, etc.
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The drone is the male honey bee
transient in existence, having no
other function than to " mate " with
the young queens.
The worker bees are undeveloped
females, and perform all the labor
pertaining to the economy of the bee
hive, of whatever nature or kind.
Are the above propositions true V
Of course I liave no reference to the
precise language which I have emsubployed to state them,
but
stantially, are they true ? I believe
that the first and third have never
been called in question, and the second not till very recently. If there
is a bare possibility of a niistake as to
my yard.
the functions of the drone, the editor
Mr. S. A. Shuck has asked me a for calling attention to the subject in
question tliat I never pretended to be the Bee Journal, of June 28, and
able to answer more than theoreti- Dr. J. R. Baker for his outspoken
cally.
I will say, however, that after skepticism as to the truth of the propreading his account of his manipula- osition, so well expressed in his comtions carefully,
I cannot see that munication on page 437, issue of July
either the bacteria or pollen theory 12, will deserve the thanks of all in-

the necessities of a growing fiimily,
and having but little time to experiment, I felt lilie leaving this theme to
such men as Prof. Cook, who has
done us such signal service on other
and like problems of our pursuit. I
do know that colonies do good work
witl; no drones at all, as I have a
majority on last year's full sheets of
all worker foundation on wires, and
I further know that some colonies do
sometimes possess so many drones
tliat they are nearly worthless as surplus honey colonies. In view of these
truths, I am in favor of casting the
drones entirely out of colonies that I
dislike to have reproduce their like in

are entirely shut out. I have always
noticed that mixing bees of different
colonies tended toward dysentery. I
used to unite vv'eak colonies in the
fall

(now

I

"take them up"), and

invariably had the dysentery
first, and worst, as a class.
One year
ago last winter, I united three colonies into one only, and within 3 weeks
they came out in front of the hive and
soiled all about the entrance, and all
winter long they laid out and buzzed
and flew and mussed about, and while
about two-thirds of all the rest of the
apiary died with the same malady,
this colony survived, " but it was a
tight squeeze." I have in my possession a letter from a gentleman of
undoubted varacity, who tells me
that he calls to mind two or tliree instances where whole apiaries have
died with dysentery during June and
July. Strong colonies that were in
apparently perfect condition in the
morning, would show signs at noon,
daub everything up at night, and before tlie next night were silent as the

they

tomb.
Dowagiac, Mich.
For
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(^ueeus, Drones,
G. Vf.

Workers.

DEMAREE.

telligent

apiarists.

Because

if

it

should turn out that the presence of
drones in a colony is necessary for
other important purposes besides the
very important one of fertilizing the
young queens, why then, the somewhat expensive efforts to suppress
and curtail their number by the use
all worker ftuindation, and the
keen edge of the honey knife will
sooner or later result in failure and
ruin.
But I assume that when a

of

proposition has long been accepted as
a " fact," the burden of proof rests on
the shoulders of those who wish to
controvert and overthrow it.
I hold that the function of the drone
as stated in the above proposition, is
as essentially necessary to the propagation and perpetuity of the race as
that pertaining to the queen or workers.
The mere fact that the oftice. of
the drone is limited to the one act of
Impregnating the queen, by no means
makes him a " dead-beat libertine."
lie who created them " male and female," also assigned to each its functions, and both alike are legitimate.
The drone, though quite gay in his
season, is nevertheless an exceedingly
modest insect, as I have learned, to
my disappointment and disgust
while prosecuting my experiments to
discover a method to " mate " queens
in confinement.
The short, gay, and seemingly useless life of the drone is in perfect harmony with the " eternal fitness of
things." The duties of his office are
few and alluring, but fraught with
dire consequences. He sips the precious nectar for which he labors not,
but he enjoys the feast at the sufferance of others.
He basks in the
balmy air and sunshine, but he returns to a liome to which he can lay
no claims, and is powerless to assert
his inherent rights. Thus he flits

When a proposition pertaining to
bee-culture or any other industry or
science once becomes an accepted
"fact," the tendency is to cease
further investigation. Under such
circumstances
error may
find
a
lurking place for a time.
From the earliest period of the
modern system of bee-culture, those
best qualified to speak intelligently
have substantially agreed upon tlie
following three propositions, and have through life till functus officis and
accepted them as well autlienticated speedily falls a victim to tlie monster
facts, viz
so much dreaded by all animate naThe queen is the mother of the col- ture.
ony, and has no other functions than
I wish to remind Dr. Baker that
to lay the necessary eggs, and to per- " nature is wonderfully profuse in her
form the queenly office, i. e., the focal ways." It is no harder to account
point of attraction resulting in what for the superfluous number of drones
we call a normal condition in the reared under f:ivoiable circumstances
hive.
than it is to account for the fact that

atmosphere is literally loaded
with pollen at times, when its chief
office is to fructify the comparatively
few seeds of the vegetable kingdom.
iSTo one colony of bees needs, or wants,
or will tolerate more than one queen,
yet 1 have removed more than .50 well
developed queen cells from the combs
Is this not also
of a single colony.
" marvelous V" 1 think that the facts
which I have just cited are a fair offset to the argument based on the instructive tendency of bees to rear a
the

superfluous

Xow

number

what

of drones.

our experience ? 1
have made it a rule for years to test
by actual experiment the truth or
falsity of every important accepted
is

proposition in bee-culture, and disif possible.
In order to
improve my colonies of bees, I have
been in the habit of encouraging some
abundance of
colonies to rear an
drones, whilst other colonies were not
have
any
drones at all.
allowed to
\Vith this state of tilings in an apiary,
it is not difficult to learn what part of
the programme tlie drones fill best.
They are liberal consumers, and that
continually. No matter how crowded
the colony may be for room, you will
never see the " gentlemen " hanging
on the outside with the workers;
they could not be induced to leave the
well filled cells for such cold comfort
as that. Nothing will move them but
the habit of their afternoon flight or
the poured out wrath of the ireful
workers. But I tried an experiment
last season that settled the matter to
my own satisfaction at least. I kept
a drone laying queen at the expense
of about 50 lbs. of honey. I found
that the queen was able to keep the
hive stocked with drones in exact
proportion to the number of worker
bees I supplied her with, from other
colonies. She could do no more than
this, and did no more.
To sum the matter up in few words,
I have found that when tljere is a
generous flow of honey, the honeystoring capacity of colonies with and
without drones, is much the same,
but when the flow is light, there is all
the difference in favor of colonies that

cover more

have no drone consumers.
Christiansburg, Ky.
Iowa Homestead.

Increasing Bees by Division.
O.

CLUTB.

from any cause, a colony of bees
its queen at a time
when there are in the hive worker
eggs, or worker larvse not more than
three days old, the bees will at once
proceed to rear queens from these
If,

be

deprived of

larvae. To do this they enlarge
the cells around a few eggs or larviE,
say from 5 to 12, and feed the young
bee on the royal jelly, then, instead of
growing into a worker bee it grows
into a perfect female, or queen, eight
days from the egg this young queen
is sealed up in the cell to undergo the
remains
transformation.
It
final
sealed in the cell about eight days,
and then comes out a full-grown
queen, perfect in all its parts. But it

eggs or
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has not yet met the drone or male This is one reason of so many failures.
They did not re(|uire a rest of this nabee it is not yet fertilized.
Their labor was diversified
If tlie weatlier is warm and pleasant ture.
the youns queen, on the fifth day enough already. 15ecause a man is a
after hatcliing. will tly out in the air, good farmer, "is no reason why he is
on what bee-keepers call " her wed- adapted to this business— in fact, is a
ding journey.'' She meets the drone, reason why lie is not. If he deliglits
copulation takes place, and she re- in his growing crops, if he wants to
turns to the liive a fertilized queen. spend all of liis working iiours in the
She never leaves the hive again unless lield, lie will, generally, be too far
from his api;iry, and too tired when
she accompanies a swarm.
Suppose, now, tliat a bee-keeper de- the bell rings for dinner, to give his
sires to increase his bees by dividing. colonies the needed attention. The
In warm weatlier when honey is com- hurry of spring work and the exliausing in, and wlien the hive is quite tive "labors of the summer will, in
populous with bees, he takes an most cases, cause him to neglect the
enii)ty liive, goes to the colony lie very little, but very necessary attenwishes to divide, smokes it, opens it, tions which the bees require at these
takes out half the frames and all tlie seasons, to make the balance on the
bees that adhere to these frames, puts right side of the ledger in the fall. I
tlieni
in the empty hive, and llien would not try to discourage farmers
shakes a large part of the bees from from keeping bees but, unless they
two or three other frames into this are adapted to it by nature unless
new hive, and also in some of the the bent of tlieir minds is toward the
frames left in the old liive. lie now details— the little things, and unless
removes tlie new hive to the place in they possess energy enough to do the
right thing at the "right time whether
which it is to be left.
Now, tlie queen of the old hive may tired or not. they can sweeten their
be left in tlie old hive, or else she will pan cakes more cheaply with glucose
be in the new liive. Whichever has than with honey of their own producthe queen will be all right, it will go tion.
Horticulture is a business wliich is
on as if nothing had happened, only it
will liave fewer bees. The liive that well adapted to go hand-in-hand with
has no queen will have eggs and apiculture. Tlie fruit blossoms are
larvae, and from these the bees will among the first flowers in sprnig to
proceed to grow a queen, in the man- gladden the busy toilers of the hive,
ner mentioned above.
When the and they, in turn, render the fruitqueen is grown and fertilized that grower valuable assistance in the percolony will be all right.
fect fertilization of the flowers, withThis method of increasing swarms out which a crop of fruit is impossiwas formerly quite widely practiced. ble. Bee-keeping and fruit-growing
But it has important disadvantages, are well calculated to go together,
which have led the best bee-keepers also, for the reason that everything
to reject it in favor of the nucleus can be under the eye of the propriesystem.
And again, the same qualities
tor.
;

;
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Bee-Kcepiiig, and

What 1

KUGENB SECOK.
Tliere is an old saying to the effect
that one sliould not carry all his eggs
to market in one basket. That would
seem to hint that the pursuit of the
specialist does not, as a rule, bring the
most enjoyment, or is not the most
I)rofitable.
Yet, specialists are benefactors of the race. When a person
devotes liis life to the development of
one theory, or to the perfection of one
practice, he ought to, and very often
does, do much toward perfecting that

branch.

But mankind needs

recreation.

It is

necessary to the best

development of both mind and body,
j

diversity of labor is restful. It
takes the mind out of the rut. Besides, it broadens a man to think of
more than one subject.
person can
hardly be said to be educated who

A

knows but one
While

some other

is

indu.stry ?

i

1

|
'

tiling.

true that bee-keeping
may be made remunerative as an exelusive business, yet is it not better
for the average bee-keeper to diversify employment by joining with it
it

It

i

j

you answer

then whaf other employments
naturally and profitably go witli it y
Bee-keeping in the past was almost
exclusively carried on by farmers.

bor are only too glad of the sunshine
to increase his

My

grandfather,

and

who

their treasures.
lived before the

Revolutionary War, was a blacksmith, and one of the most successful
bee-keepers of that period. The shop
and the apiary divided liis time. He
kept from -50 to 7o colonies, and sold
honey for -5 and cts. per pound.
There are many other occupations
that might be profitably and iileasantly coupled with bee-keeping, if the
taste of the person leads him to habits of thought and study.
The minister may find respite from
sermonizing, while he jiursues, for an
hour a day, the study of nature,
through tiiese the most interesting
and instructive of nature's works.
And to the credit of the profession be
it said, that foremost among the bee
masters of the world, stand the names
of clergymen.

The lawyer might find it easier to
return to his " brief " after an hour
spent in the open air among the " free
commoners.'' His clients would not
sutler by reason of his rest.
The doctor could afford to study the
wonderful mechanism of apis melifica,
and tiie medicinal virtues of honey,
and if, in consequence, he should prescribe more honey and less pills, nobody but the pill-makers would
suffer.

The student could master tlie sciences just as well if master of the science of bee-keeping, and the relief
from his daily task would be as complete as though he played base-ball or
pulled an oar.
Space will not permit me to enlarge
further on this subject at this time.
Various are the employments with
which bee-keeping would alternate as
of mind are necessary in either case. a recreation to the benefit and happiThe little things are looked after. ness of all interested.
Forest City, Iowa.
Nothing is too insignificant to receive
attention at tlie proper time. The
love of study and investigation is deFor the American Bee JoumaL
veloped by a continual association
with nature's clioicest productions.
(Jiiestions about Honey Plants.
What more fascinating, and at the
same time remunerative, employment
WM. PAXTON.
could engage tlie mind of man or
woman, than these combined ? There
Mk. Editor :— I enclose for name
are few towns in the United States, three honey plants which I value in
outside the larger cities, where the order as numbered, though on longer
markets are fully supplied at all sea- acquaintance I may reverse it for
sons with either fruit or honey. These want of a better name. I call No. 1
home markets ought to be supplied by snowdrop. It grows wild and quite
home production. There is money in abundant on the Big Sioux and Misthe business. Look at the tin cans souri bottoms. No. 2 we call vervain ;
piled in every back alley in all our just coming into bloom is a long and
villages, whicli have come to us filled continuous bloomer and much visited
with products that ought to be raised by the bees. Xo. :! I met for the first
at home, giving employment to the time while picking the other speciidle, bread to the liungry, and pleas- mens,
welcome
and call it the
ure to both producer and consumer.
stranger. It is a single plant growing
Another occupation that, in all in a liog lot, about 4 feet high. Findcountry places, could well be located ing bees on a single plant growing
by the side of the apiary is black- among a profusion of milkweek and
smithing. What pleasanter recrea- snowdrop, attracted my attention, and
tion, when resting from the labor at since picking the specimen it occurs
the anvil, than to watch the busy to me I may have found the highly
workers that never seem to tire, as lauded Simpson honey plant. If so,
they come in laden with the nectar how can I best propagate— scatter in
that rejoiceth the heart of man, yea, hog lot, waste places, or in a grove.
that maketh his bones fat V When Ill this laud of wild ilowers only, the
My bees have
tlie heat of the day and the added honey harvest is late.
healthy brood-rearing
kept
heat of the forge drives him to seek only
the cooling shade, how delightful to up to .Iiily f. Since then they are
contemplate that his assistants in la- very busy. Some basswood a mile
:

rest,

A

—
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some queens are strong now as it was before, in brood
away, milkweed and snowdrop plenty. clusion is obvious
Last season I think my bees were superior, vi'tiile others are practically and bees, and the bees will be satistliought worthless. Tlie most successful cat- tied to settle down to work in the secadvanced,
and
more
:

rape their best pasture. This season
rape is not so jilenty, and seems to
yield poorly. Of white clover I found
a single plant by the railroad switcli,
not larger than my hand, last spring.

grew to a clump 3 feet in diameter,
and many seedlings appeared. This
spring it grows and blooms finely, and
It

my bees take to it as if an old acquaintance. I have nowhere seen
white clover grow more luxuriant
or abundant than in Eastern Iowa. It
beats Ontario badly. Even the famous Canada

thistle

thrown

in,

will

scarce equal it. If this region proves
equally good, and the present small
start would indicate it, then with additional groves for shelter, we will
have a good honey region. In May I
divided my strongest colony to receive a queen just shipped. She came
dead, and since then I have changed
the queen weekly, and have two colonies as strong as" any in tlie yard. I
had .mother queen shipped from Indiana on the 26th of June. She came
on the evening of July 3d, and also
dead. Why tlie queen should be over
a week, while the card announcing
the shipment came in less than 3 days
is

what I cannot imderstand.
N. \V. Iowa and S. E. Dakota.

[1. Syniphoricarjms occidentalis, or
wolf berry.
2. Verbena strictu, or mullein-leaved
vervain.
3. Scrophularia nodosa, or flgwort

This latter

(Simpson honey plant).

yields an abundance of nectar, but is
very attractive to wasps as well as
bees. It is curious to note that on
such a plant tlie bees usually work
downward, while the wasps visit the
lower (lowers first, then the higher in

order.— T.

We

J.

do not

Bukkill.

know

the better

breeders, even with the
best
breeds, find that to achieve the best
results they must continually weed
out from ttieir herds, selling off those
that vary from the highest standard
and valuing above
of excellence,
price some members of their herds.
Bees are no exception to this law, and
that apiarist is most wise who closely
watches his bees, killing the poor and
worthless queens that are sure to appear, and supplying their places with
others reared from queens and, so far
as possible, mated to drones, which
are the descendants of the choicest
queens in his bee yard. My first adDon't retain any but
vice then is
Constantly
the very best queens.
improve, by the most severe selection,
the quality of your bees.

tle

A third swarm can

be put in

the hive from which came the second
swarm ; a fourtli into the third, etc.
We tlius liave increased but one, have
satisHed the bees and still have kept
all the colonies strong.
If desired, at
the last we may unite the swarm that
issued first with the young bees and
brood left in the hive from which issued the last swarm, in which case we
have not increased our number at all.
If we now give plenty of room there
will be no further attempt to swarm,
and we are almost sure to secure the
best results in surplus honey.

Lansing, Mich.

:
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Do Bees Void Dry Excreta?

Stimulative Feeding.— II is well
known to all students of apiculture
that liave had experience witli Italian
and German bees, that breeding
ceases whenever the bees fail to find
But to keep the colonies
honey.
strong we must secure continuous
breeding, which can be secured by
feeding a little each day whenever
breeding ceases from a failure of the
honey harvest. Xeglect of a little
ttioughtful care in this direction
takes largely from the pockets of our
bee-keepers. With the new Syrian
bees tliis seems unnecessary, as they
breed continuously irrespective of the
honey harvest.
Strong Colonies.- Another great
error consists in tolerating weak colonies in the bee yard. The heading of
this paragraph is the golden rule in
apiculture, in spring, in autumn, inif neglect has
deed, at all seasons
brought weak colonies, unite them,
as weak colonies give no returns, and
are sure to fall an easy prey to the
bee moth, to robbers, and to the other
ills that stand in the way of success.
;

Increase of Colonies Preventmethod ed. — To secure strong colonies, pre-

cultivating Simpson honey plant. paratory to a large yield of surplus
Perhaps some of our correspondents comb honey, and not to thwart our
the swarming
who have experimented with it, will own plans by inducing
fever, has been the sore puzzle which
give full directions tiirough the Bee has confronted most bee-keepers.

-of

Journal.— Ed.]

tions.

C. N.

ABBOTT.

one
from a
letter by Wm. F. Clarke, on page 374
of the Bee Journal; but any one
having a doubt on the matter may in
a few hours satisfy himself that bees
do void dry, i. c, solid excreta, if he
will take the trouble to do so.
Let him take a clean, new box,
about 1-5 inches square and 9 inches
deep, and hive a o-pound swarm of
This subject appears to be

of uncertaintv,

if 1

may

bees in it when they are quiet, let
him reverse the box and cover the top
with a sheet of perforated zinc, or
with open strainer canvas to prevent
the bee's escape, let him now take the
box of bees, with the zinc or canvas
side uppermost, to the nearest railway
station, and send ttiem a journey of
about 40 miles out and home again,
and if, after returning the bees to
their hive, he does not find thousands
of grains of dry excreta on the bottom
of the box he may conclude that I
have deceived myself, or that I am an
imposter. The test is a very simple
one, and I can but wonder that it
is necessary to suggest it in a land
where bee-culture is so largely developed.
Mr. Clarke does not agree with me
that " protracted confinement " produces "dysenteric symptoms," but I
hold to my assertion, the conditions
being as stated by me, vix when bees
are confined to tlieir combs during a
I have
24-liours' journey by railway.
dealt with maiiy hundreds of pur;

True, this is usually accomplished by
proper care to ventilate, to shade the
hive, and to so increase the space
within the hive that the bees shall
not become discontented with the old
lionie and essay to move out into a chased colonies and swarms, but I
new. Yet who has not found that, have never set a full colony out after
despite all these precautions, the bees a long journey without very decided
"
will sometimes reject all overtures in evidences of " dysenteric symptoms
their mad fury to move into new exhibiting themselves, and I believe
quarters V
In case this inordinate them, in all such cases, to be the perdesire to swarm is manifest, there is fectly natural outcome of a physiolostill a way to satisfy the bees without gical condition of tilings which seems
lessening the working force in the to have escaped the notice and the
hive
If the bees seem determined to cognizance of otherwise the best beeswarm usually there are several cases: keepers in the world, to this date. I
" the cognizance " because, alif there is one, let the first swarm be say
placed in a new hive. When the sec- though I have many times, in the
ond swarm— I refer to a swarm from Biitish Bee Journal, which has a worldsome otiier hive— comes out, it will wide circulation, alluded to ttip fact,
likely be on the same day put this in no one appears to have recognized it,
the hive that swarmed first, after though it presents a subject for inveshaving destroyed all the queen cells tigation as to muscular developments
in that hive. This colony is just as and uses, such as doubtless many of
:

Rural

New

Yorker.

Priictical Hints in Apicultnre.

PROF.

A. J.

COOK.

It is the object of this paper to call
.attention to a few practical questions
in apiculture, wliicli, in the opinion
of the writer, are not sufliciently considered even by many of our best bee-

keepers.

Poor Queens. — IIow

often do

we

notice, in reading the reports of beekeepers, that some colony in the
apiary gave results that far eclipsed
those given by most of the others
;

while others seemed to gather but
little more than their ovi*n needs required. Every attentive apiarist who
-observes closely, lias noted tlie same
fact in his own experience. The con-

still

judsre

;

—

—

—

; ;
!
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our (and your) great bee anatomists

would take delight

(|«eeu Cell from Fertile Worker.

Did any person ever have bees with
fertile worker build queen cell and
put the larva of a fertile worker in
the cell, and rear a queen if so, was

in investigating.

My standpoint is Bees can only
void their excreta naturally when on
the wing. I do not put lhi.s forward
as a theory, but as a fact, and upon it
base a theory that the construction of
the bee isarvanged to that end. that its
home under ordinary conditions
should never be fouled. Herein is a
very great deal more than appears at
first sight, but I venture to assert that
if sought out faithfully and well, it
will be found that the" muscles that
give the power of flying, govern in a
sense the power of discharging ex:

;

she a good queen ? Give her quality
and size, and did she mate with a
drone V I liave one now in a capped
cell.
My bees are all in splendid condition, although the weather is extremely cool, or warm, or wet. The
white clover was never better. Prospects for a fall crop of honey are
splendid.
R. M. Osborn.
Kane, lU., July 17, 1882.

Bees Going into Other Hives.— 1.

What

is the reason that bees when
they swarm sometimes go into another hive witli other bees. We have
one hive in our apiary that seems to
be the center of attraction. Three
large swarms nent into that hive,
and we had to put another hive on top
of it. 2. What can we do? One colony
that we left a few days and then put
on the second story does not work
good, while the colony that we put the
top hive on right away is working
nicely. 3. What reason is there for
this?
Bees are gathering lots of
honey. Three colonies have brood in
their honey-boxes. -1. Would it be best
to take off' brood and all ?
We have

creta.

Mr. Clarke does not believe " that
protracted confinement produces dysenteric symptoms if the bees are in
such a state that they can void dry
excreta," which is equivalent to saying, one cannot be frozen, and boiling
hot at the same time, but transition
from the one state to the other may be
so rapid under certain conditions that
it is easy to assume, and to prove,
also, that bees that at one time were
capable of voiding dry feces, would
become dysenteric after very slightly
protracted confinement uncfer other
conditions. Twenty-four liours' confinement to full combs, on a railway
journey, being considered '•protracted " in the one case, while twice 24
days"
quiet
confinement tlirough
stress of weather in a hive " well
found." would but be talked of as a
nice time of natural rest for the bees.
Mr. Clarke furtlier says. ' when we
have discovered the conditions under
which bees discharge dry feces only,
we sliall have solved the i)roblem of
successful wintering," and to this I
in a measure agree, and in the meantime claim to have discovered one of
those conditions.
Of my position in regard to this
matter, though hailing from England
(the old country, where so little is
supposed to be known of bee-culture
by the majority of American beekeepers), I am as certain as I am that
the sun will be in the meridian at
noon to-morrow but lest I miglit be
" tripped, " through not bringing all
my arguments to bear at once. I forbear enlarging for the present, and
hope my American friends will believe, as' is most true, that my object
herein is tor the general common
weal.
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[With plenty of leisure on your
hands, and an inquiring turn of mind,

we hope you

will institute a series of

experiments, to see what will be the
result of your capped queen cell with
fertile worker larva. If the drones
are not objectionable, why not devote
28 colonies, and have realized about the colony to experiments, and, if
SlOO this year selling honey at 20 cents necessary, destruction V Ed.]
per pound here.
Clover will stay
about 2 weeks yet, and with basswood
Mr. Shucks' Problem.— With Mr.
late swarms ought to gather enough
Shucks" bees (see Bee Journal.
to winter on. If they fail, I will lose page
444) they were so much excited
a number. .5. What do you think by the general mixing up that they
about late swarms?
did not get over it until they had gone
S. T. WOOLWORTH.
long without food and dysentery was
Gratiot, Wis.
brought on. Bees will hot eat in a
worrying condition. I iiave had bees
[1. Probably for the reason that
have dysentery after -5 days" fasting,
their scouts have found that hive but
but food cured "them quite cured Mr.
illy guarded,
have efiected an en- Shucks'.
E. B. SoUTHWiCK.
Mendon, Mich.
trance and inspected the premises,
;

;

]

'

and reported favorably.

It is not of
[Our experience has been, that
unfrequent occurrence for succeeding when bees are greatly disturbed is the
swarms to follow the same course as exact time when they eat most. We
their predecessors, even to clustering have found this the most serious
in the same locality.
drawback with the Italians for ex2. liet them stay, as there is probatracting, for, if they are badly frightbly but one queen now.
ened and the second shake fai's to free
3. The reason may be from one of the combfromthem, they immediately
many causes. An examination inside plunge into the cells after food, audit
the hive will reveal it.
is a somewhat troublesome task to
4. 1' es, and extract the honey, then brush them
out with the feather.
i

I

;

give a fresh box.
—Ed.]
•5.
If not too late to breed young
Rearing Drones. I have one colony
bees and lay up stores for winter,
of black bees, and am getting an Italthey will do for increase, but not for ian queen, and. as I can sell a few
surplus honey gathering, unless frost queens this fall, would like to know
1. Can I compel the bees to rear
holds off quite late, and fall bloom is
some drones (the blacks have already
very abundant. Ed.]
killed off their drones around here) by
feeding ? 2. If I make some nuclei
Behind Time.— We have had a back- to rear queens, can I double them
ward season in this section for honey. back so as to winter ? Bees are doing
Every blossom is from 10 days to 2 very little here this season too cold
weeks behind time, and such a slaugh- and' wet I suppose.
Houghton. Ont. S. T. Jackson.
ter of drones never was seen the middle of June. The 1st of July brought
[1. If a young queen, you will have
plenty of raspberry and plenty of
swarms. It is now time for basswood difliculty stimulating drone-rearing
to open, but that is backward also. this season, and for your climate
This section is getting to be a great could not get them in season
for testplace for buckwheat— about 200 hundred acres within reach of my apiary. ing progeny this fall.
But some folks do not like buck2. There is no trouble in doubling
wheat honey well, suppose they do up but you would be obliged to keep
not. it certainly is good enough to'put
the nuclei constantly reinforced with
on buckwheat cakes.
brood, or the bees would be too old
Wm. C. Cassox.
Addison. X. Y.. July 13, 1882.
for effective wintering.- Ed.J
!

—

I

—

I

1

thank Mr. Clarke exceedingly for

making the opportunity for me to offer this contribution to apiarian science, and which, if thought worthy of
notice, I trust will be discussed inthe
kind

j

—

which he opened the
think, with
him, the
matter is not of curious interest onlv,
••
but highly practical," and I awa'it
with respect the oi)inions of American
experts on the proposition.
Fairlawn, Southall. England.
spirit

question.

in

1

A Sample

(.'opy

of the

Weekly Bee

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

to

any perup a

to get

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office,

:

:

j

—
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Worker.— I send you by mail

Fertile

of comb, lately taken
from the hive of a neighbor. Tlie
queen, with nuclei, had been out of
this hive for about 6 days only.
You
will find many eggs in "tlie same cell.
Is it a case of fertile worlter V An
answer will confer a favor on your
correspondent. Does this number of
eggs in one cell indicate a fertile
worker? Is tliere any sure indication V
Phil Rearden.
Jamestown, Col.

a small piece

colony was queenless six
days, and you then found eggs in and
near the center of the brood-nest, it
was a pretty sure indication of fertile
workers and the fact of several being in each cell, is corroborative of
there being several. We believe that
those conditions which induce the development of a single fertile worker
will also develope a plurality, so that
there is the same probability of half
a dozen, or more, as one. We have
the

[If

;

Pasturage

for

;

probably be-

cause other cells were not properly
cleaned out in time for their use.
These, however, were in each case
thinned down to one in a cell by the
bees the extra ones, probably, being
put in other cells as fast as they were
ready.— Ed.]
;

Realized.— Bees are
doing exceedingly well. I am fully
Anticipations

realizing
ipations.

my most

enthusiastic antic-

Everything indicates an
uninterrupted flow of honey until
frost comes.
Philip P. Nelson.
Manteno, 111., July 17, 1882.

Comb Fonndation.— Uees have been
doing very well here for the last
month. Swarming in some eases has
been excessive, and colonies are getting in good shape for w^inter. This
is the first year that I have put
swarms on foundation, and I And that

pays well. We will get very little
surplus honey this season
but we
have a large crop of vpheat now harvested and ready for the separator, a
tolerable crop of hay secured, and the
corn growing finely.
Farmers are
happy.
Isaac Shaup.
Waveland, Ind., July 1.5, 1882.
it

;

Only Fair Weather Seeded.— Bees
are breeding rapidly now, but it is too
cold for surplus. Magnificent white
clover bloom, and all we need is good
weather for the boom to reach us.
Linden will open in two or three days,

— We

have

for bees I ever
saw— too much rain, wind, cold, late
frosts, etc.
I sowed in drills some
mignonette andcleome, but the latter
did not grow. I cultivated most of
the mignonette until harvest, and it
did well early, but since I quit culti-

weeds and grass have
so badly that it is doing no
good. The sweet clover I cultivated
is line, but the crop is so badly choked
up and spindling, it is of no account.
vating the

choked

it

Still Hoping.— The season has been
very poor so far. It has been too cold
and wet. Not one pound of surplus
yet, and only one swarm, but if the
weather keeps dry and warm I think
we will get something yet. There is
plenty of white clover.
Basswood
has a good appearance and will be out
in about two weeks. A great many
bees have died this spring. Nearly
all of the loss was caused by starvation. Bees here are mostly kept in

box hives. We have 43 colonies in
have some motherwort and I like Langstroth hives, double-wall. Lost
am not satisfied. For a 3 colonies this spring.
general crop will it spread if sown
t)iCKS0N Bros..
broadcast on good, rich timber land
Lancaster, Out., July 15, 1882.
If sown early in the fall, on vv-ell-prepared ground, will it thrive and bloom
A Large Honey Harvest.— My bees
the next year ? I never knew any are doing well. I have about 25,000
planted it grows spontaneously here pounds of honey extracted up to date.
in rich fence corners.
I would have had more, but two of
A. Mcknight.
my men are down with the fever. The
Bible Grove, 111., July 15, 1882.
weather has been unfavorable for the
bees for the last few days. As soon
[It ought to do well if sown broadas it clears off I w-ill extract about
cast, provided there is not too much 2,000 to 2,300 pounds per day.
There
timber. We planted some two years are about 300 of my colonies that need
ago in the fall. It blossomed the fol- extracting, which" will give me from

We

it

well, but

'i

;

had young mated queens, when Urst
lowing season, and
commencing to lay, deposit from one
to four eggs in a cell

Bees.

had the worst season

—Ed.]

is

doing well yet.

4 to 6 gallons each this extracting.

L. LiNDSLEY.

Waterloo, La., July

.

The Honey Harvest.— The

honey

crop here is an entire failure. The
present season has demonstrated that
there are other important prerequsites
to a good honey yield, besides plenty
of bloom. The latter condition has
been present in profusion, but there
has been but little nectar secreted,
and less weather suitable for bees to
have collected it. I have taken with
the extractor a few gallons of honey,
too thin for any use, and tliere has
not been sunshine sufficient to evaporate it. There is still plenty of bloom,
but continuous rain keeps the bees at
home. My bees liave not been busy
in the fields two whole days at once,
at no one time for weeks. The wheat
and oats crops are better than they

A

11, 1882.

—

Peculiar Season. This has been
very peculiar season here. The
commencement of clover bloom, about
June 10th, found bees very weak in
numbers. Clover has given a good
yield ever since that time, whenever
we would have sunshine long enough
for the grass to dry off
but sunshine has been the exception not the
rule. So far, bees have not been able
to work over one-third of their time,
and, of course, the amount of surplus
honey is small. Colonies are more
populous than they would have been
a

;

—

the honey flow had been heavier,
fair yield can yet be obtained if
we should have good weather the rest
of the season.
O. O. Poppleton.
if

and a

Williamstown, Iowa, July 15, 1882.
have been for years. The growing
corn crop looks promising now, although much of it did not get the
Your
Exasperated.— Mr. Editor
work it needed on account of tiie wet serene liopefulnrss is simply exasperweather. Much of the tobacco crop ating to bee-keepers who have not
is submerged in weeds and grass; taken a pound of honey this season,
much of it will be entirely abandoned and have fed the bees in May and
and lost.
G. W. Demaree.
part of June to keep them in condiChristiansburg, Ky., July 17, 1882.
tion. I think you will find those districts, which make a crop, to form the
Silyer Linings.— After many fitful exception, and not the rule as you
struggles the clouds have lifted and put it. Our only hope now here is the
the silver linings glimmer over our fall crop, and if" the weather remains
house. Never before in the history of as it is (which is more than likely),
30 years have I had to feed my bees we may have to feed for winter.
T. H. Kloer.
in the month of May, but it is bread
Terre Haute, Ind., July 18, 1882.
cast upon the waters, for those fed
most are now returning the largest
[Our correspondent has our sympasurplus, and I see no good reason why
thy
in his disappointment but if the
the honey season should not continue
mere recital, by the Bee JournXi., of
till Jack Frost nips the flowers.
:

;

J.

W. Bayard.

general prosperity

is

so exasperating,

and is very promising. With fair
Athens, O., July 17, 1882.
with what bitter hatred must he read
weather the fall run cannot fail to be
immense. Your Journal is hailed
Prospect Very Poor.— Up to this Mr. Nelson's cheerful letter in the first
with pleasure, and is an invaluable date bees appeaV to have gathered no column of this page. We once heard
adjunct to every apiarian establish- honey from white clover. A good of an old lady whose grandchildren

ment
Have

as well as
35 colonies

amateur. deal in bloom, but yields none. Proshad the mumps, but remarked, phito-day. pect for honey very poor.
losophically, " La, we don't care while
L. S. Benham.
W. D. Foote.
Alma, Mich., July 18, 1882.
Johnstown, N. Y., July 13, 1882.
the neighbors have measles." Ed.]
;

to

first

the

swarm

:
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Food and Medicine.

A newedition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
the

A

!

The

:

space, each insertion.

line of

>

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
and
in
used,
wliicli honey is
of cooking
up to this hour
healthful and pleasant beverages.
Qnotutlous of Cash Rayers.
We have put tlie price of them low

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

OKfICK f)P AMERICAN BBE JOURXAL,
Monday. 10 a.m., July 24 1882.

of Agate type will contain about eight
fourteen imes will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices. 50 cents per line.
line

wordH;

to

encourage bee-keepers to scatter
far and wide. Single copy 6

them

cents, postpaid; per dozen,

-50

cents;

per hundred, S4.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
DISCOUXTS will be given on advertisements cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
publisbed WEEKLY aa follows, if the whole is
(giving the name and address of the
paid in advance
bee-keeper
who scatters them). This
lO
per
cent,
discount.
4
weeks
For
20
8 "
alone will pay him for all his trouble
"13 " (3 months).... SO
" ««
"
"
months).... 40
and expense— enabling him to dispose
"80 " Omontha) 50
:

CHICAGO.

HONEY— I am

paying 7c. for dark and

9c.

for

light extracted.

BEBSWAX-Choice lots are worth 2!ic. here;
bright yellow. 24c.: dark to good. I7(ft22c.
AL. H. Newman. b23 W. Madison St.

CINCINNATL

HONEY—

The market for honey is quiet. Extracted brines yi^? inc. on arrival. Nocombhoney
on the market wurth mentioning, prices nominal.
Sciirce. and brings '2UCu,-jijC. on arri-

BEESWAX—

val,

c. F.

MfTH.

••

**

— 60

(fi

"

5«

"

(1

year)

"

of his honey at home, at a good profit.

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLV alone,
SS per cent., Omontha, lO per cent.. 3 months,
S per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-M0NTH1.T
alone, 40 per cent., O months, 80 per cent., 3
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
935 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaeo,

t^ Articles for publication

must be
on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
^vritten

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.

(^ Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.

—

i^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at

Examine the Date following your
n^me
on the wrapper label of this
arrival
is
any
irregularity
in
its
and
due to the postal employes, or some paper it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
cause beyond our control.
subscription on the Bee Journal.
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

;

We

send Cook's Manual
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100

l^"

NEW

YORK.

HONEY— White clover, fancy.
white clover, good
14c: buckwheat, 2

t*)

choice.

1

1

lb. bxs.. I5@I6C.
lb. bxs.. 13®

and 2

Il@I2c. Extracted and strained, white. tfelOc; dark 7(s3c.
The market continues rather quiet,
but the supply is light and prices firmiy sustained.
Western, pure, 2.'><52*:c.: Southern pure. 2^:@27c.
D. W. QflNBV. 10.5 Park Place
lb.

bxs..

per

lb..

BEESWAX—

CLEVELAND.

HONEY—

III.

^pccinl 1|oticc5.

Quotation, of C'omnil.sloii Merchants.
CHICAGO.
HONE V—The demand for comb honey is light,
prices being made to meet views of purchaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23^250.
R. A. Bl'knett, ifio South Water St.

will

AdTcrtisemenf s intended for the

and Weekly Bee Journal Journal must reach

Bee

Comes in very slowly, and is readily
sold atS.ic. per lb. fori lb. sections. No larger
sections received yet.
Our experience in the
honey trade for the past 20 years, teaches that
during the wlinle year there is no better sale for
honey than August and September. The demand
at this time is greater and prices as high as at any

time during the ynar, especially for comb honey.
Extracted probably sells better later. No extracted has thus far l)een received, but it could be
quoted at I0(al2c. BKES WA.X— 25@28c.
A. C. Kenuei,. 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Not much arriving, and most of that is
held above buyers' views.

Some very white comb

is offering at ICc.
Buyers refuse to name more
tb'in 8c. for extracteil of the choicest quality, but
there are some Jots of excellent body, color and
flavor, which are limited at 9c.

We quote white comb. lo<S2.9c.: dark to good. 8®
12c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 7^f*8J^c.:
dark and candied. CiaRHc. BEESWAX- 23^250.
Stearns & smith. <23 Front Street.

by
BOSTON.
HONE Y—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acof the previous week.
Saturday
for one year, for S3.00 or with King's
cording to quality.
BEES WAX-P. ime quality.
Text- Book, in cloth, for S2.7.5 or with
Crocker & Blake. 67 Chatham Street.
®"
location, No. 92-5 West
new
Our
Bees and Honey, in cloth, S2..50.
ST. LOUIS.
Madison St., is only a few doors from
HONEY— New Texas comb Twhen the combs are
2<k*22c.
perfect'
brings
^" Always forward us money either the new branch postoffice. We have extracted at 12c. per lb. Quote strained at 8@10c,;
BEESWAX- Prime in demand at 24@25o.
telephone and any one in the city
by postal order, registered letter, or a
R. C. Greer & Co.. 117 N. Main street.
to us through it will
by draft on Chicago or New York. wishing to talk
please call for No. 7087— that being
The Apiary Register.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
number.
are not taken by the banks in this city our telephone
All who intend to be systematic in
except at a discount of 2-5 cents, to pay
1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for their work in the apiary, should get a
expense of collecting them.
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The copy and commence to use it.

colonies,

this

office

;

2.'jc.

;

—

Premiums. Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
year, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription

name of

may

Bee Journal

count in the club

:

the Association printed in the For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
blanks for 50 cents extra.
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

^"Do not let your numbers

$1 00
1 50
2 00

The larger ones can be used for a
give room for an increase
The few colonies,

of the

for 1881 be lost.

of numbers, and still keep the record
best way to preserve them is to proall together in one book, and are therecure a binder and put them in. They
fore the most desirable ones to provaluable
for
reference
are very
"
"
cure
at the start.
5,—
cloth.
^- ..—
.
.* » *
«,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Cors.
When changing a postoffice adThose who may wish to change
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash from other editions to the Weekly ,can dress, mention the old as well as the
new address.
for their labor in getting up the club. do so by paying the difference.
for a Club of 8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
'•
4, —Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook'B (Bee) Manual, paper.

^

I

1

1^

^"

:
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We will

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL is the Oldest Bee
Paper In America, and haa a larEe circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
ts,

therefore, the best advertiBlng

medium.

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
ITALIAN BEES AND
uianufticture Hives

'if

any

style

light-colored Italians. AllQueens warranted pure
and sent by mail. Send your address on a postal
for my 2i?t annual circular and price list.

HEXKY AI^X^ET, Wenham, Mass.

2Stw;n

hone:y

luid

Denter in Novice Hnney Extractors, Binshnm Smokers, and everytliing used
by modern bee-keeper8. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.
J. S. TABI-OCIt.
l4w3Ut

Comb

be prepared on and after July lOth, to
jnhtp Queens by return mail. We have the best
strain of Italians in the country. Our Cyprians,
Holy Land and l£ungarians cannot be excelled.
No 75 cent or iiollar queens for sale. Warranted
Queens 11.50, Tested *J.OO, verv choice Selected
Queens *1.75 each. We also have dark and eitra

yT/KENS

breed PUltK

1

for sale;

a new bee BOOK!

Headquaiters for Queers.

Old

^tduevtiscm^ttts.

and

.

Foundation.

COMB FOUMBATIOM,
yurrr::^^^ hish sulp-walln, to 111 8qu;tre feet tn
fev;'/='^w^T the puuud. Circular und sanities tree.
I

I have made this excelleading article. Having the best esreputation in this city as a dealer in
PUKE HONEV direct from the Apiaries, enables
me t' olitain the highest market prices. V<)Ui consignments and coi respondence respectfully solic-

my

J.

ited.

R. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner. Burnett & Co.,
iRl So.

i!8wi3t

Water

Street, Chicago,

From
KEV. E.

1882,

etc.

;

;

;

:

ed Queen, $4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3w2fit
if accompanied with the cash.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOULD

have FISHER'S

GRAIN TABLES,

i;i2

full of useful tables for
pages, pocket form
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
;

plowing tiibles and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 4ri cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
IS'" For sale at the Bee Joctrxal MfBce. „sZ

100 Colonies

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying S4c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

ALFRED

923

West Madison

NEWMAX.

H.

CHICAGO. ILL

Street.

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRt^ULAR

AND

BEES BY THE POUND.

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

Send address

tJA.ME8

lw35t

Rev. A.
20

Hiind. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripI'ing. Lathes, &c. These mabines are especially adapted

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

for prices.

HEDDOX, Dowagiac. Mich.

SALISBURY
fouiity, HI.

Camargo, Dong-las
Years Experience
Our Motto

Ijueen Rearing.

in
is

— " Ltfw

Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
|i Tested
$2
Italian Queens
$2
*;i
Tested
Cvprian Queens
;

—
—

;

;

pjilestineOueons..*!; Tested... t2
FjXtra Queens, for swarming seaSon, readv, if we are timely notified,
one-trame Nucleus, either Italian.

Cyprian or Palestine, fi; Colony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames,|8. Comb
foundation on Dunham machine, 25 lbs. or over,
on Root machine, thin, for boxes, 40c.
;}5c. per lb.
per lb. Safe arrival guaranteed.
en
On«' paid for bright wax. Money Ortlers
iwly.
^yj TiiBCoIa, III.
;

YAMDERYORT FOUNDATION
A
IIU

FEET,

or 11 lbs. $6; more nt snme
rate; less, «) cts. per lb., delivered tit Ex-

SQ.

1 1

Albany, N. Y.
27w4t

press,

SCROLL SAWS.

H.

W. GAKKETX,

Coeyman's Hollow, N.

Y.

ELECTROTYPES

Hive

Miikliitf. It will pay
'very bee-keeper to send for
"ur 4^:-page Illustrated CataW". F.

& JOHN BARNES.

No. ::ni7Main street,
Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

UK

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bke Jouunal

is

published raonbh-

and contains the best practical inftu'mation for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how(to do it. It is edited and published by
Iv,

ABBOTT*

Bee-Mnster,
C. N,
School of Apiculture. Fa riawn, Southall, London.
BS^We send the Weekly Amekican Bee Journal and the Brilish Bee Journal, both for $3.50 per

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
•2^ cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than

THOMAS G. KEWMAN,III.

r.()c.

»S5 West Madison Street. Chicago,

FB.SEI FUSS!

Send for our 2>^-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
<t CO.,CoIeraine, Mass.
nwi;m E. A.

THOMAS

COMB FOUND.! TION-40C.
DUXHAM
per pound extra thin and
bright, int*q.

;

the
per

TTJTQ
T> K T>T?T> maybe found on
i ±1 lk5 X Ax J^li at Geo. P. Rowell

file

('o.'s
St.). where
it

THE RURAL CAMDIAK,
A

to

Send for samples. Wax worited inc.
F.W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. 13wly

lb. IHc.
lb.

Newspaper Advertising Bureau

annum.

ft.

in

"VOKK:.
NEWadvertising

contracts

may

(lo

be

&

Spruce

made

for

Fortnightly Journal of

Agricultiire,Horticalture and Rural Affairs.

Edited by W. F.

CLARKE, and

Published at 5 Jordan street, Toronto, Ontario.
Canada, at $1.00 a year, by C. Blackett Robinson,
44mtf
Liberal inductments to local agents.

Given'sFoiioflatioiiPress.
The latest improvement in Kovuulation. Ourthm
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only inventi<m to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue und Samples.
iwly

».

S.

Gl VEN

«fe

C,

Hoopeston.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with lOi*
beautiful engravings. —Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a <'heap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bidford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture success! ul.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News. Keithsburg, lil.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop'1

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, o.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgnjent.
- Daily Republican, Utlcn, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
olist.

Full of practical instruction, that

III.

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-- Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
lIlustrKte the texl.-Farm and Fireside, Springfield.

c

tn

II!.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

FOB SALE. ALSO.

—

am

Street, CUlcnEO,

ApiirectutWe Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Far mora
Cabinet, Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, l-ouisiana, Mo.

BEESWAX.
I

and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Ho^ey."
Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents; in jiaper

02A W. MadiNon

BRI06S.

I-.
of Wilton Junction,
Iown,wiII furnisli Italinn Queens from eith ( lor
his Prize M'lthers, as e;irly in the comintr season as
they can be bred, ut the following rutea Tested
Qutens, $3 Warranted Queens, tii Queens without guarantee, *i Two comb Nucleus, with Test-

NEWMAN,

covers. 50ceiitN, postpaid.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

the Kver^reeii Apiary,

C.

for Pleasure

It contains IGCt profusely illustrated paup.<*, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in ibis rapidly developing pursuit, and presents thn apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful miuiagemcnt of the honey bee, and at the same tinn* produce the most honey in its be^it and most atf.iictive condition. Cliief among the new chapters are"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

JSees

III.

Sv'le Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR

of

Editor of Vit Wttkly Bee Journal

tiibliahed

FLAT . BOTTOM

OB THE
an Apiary
and Profit; by

Management

THOMAS

For the past few years

lent food

Bees & Honey

O.

Embraces every subjettof inierest in theajilary,
giving very thorough details of the man:igement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont. Colo.
Written in an interestingand attractive manner,
and contains valuuble Information for all readers,
even though they be not directly Interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
Utile busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
It for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to

He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted In all the Improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this boolc— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honev is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster. Pa.
bee-culture.

A

I^ibernl Discount to Dealers

(he

Dozen or Hundred.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

Z.OOIZ XISB.S!

FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL.

Dealers In bee supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the moat extensive manufactory of foundation In the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

nowhere

to he equalled for cleanliness, purity imil beauty. Kxtra thin and brightfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.
is

Samples free on request.

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian. Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foutidallon,all kinds, t'cction Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, Meri<l for prices.

and Nuclei a Specialty

Full Colonies

Give me a call, friends,
ind I will try and please you. (Box 819 )
E.T.FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiaiy,
Belleville, St. Clair County, IH.
.^wly

&

SON,

Hancock

Ilamilion.

Co.

111.

Florida

Land-"B40 Acres

H^ CHEAP FOR

CASH,

.m

DESCUii»TioN,-Se*'. ^, township 7, south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about
miles west ot tlie
miles stiuth of the Georgia line,
city of Tallahiisse. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northcM-i of the city ot Apalaehicola, a seaport on ilu- Gulf of Mexico, and within
and C.i ot tlie Apatachicola river the
2 sections
soil is a rich, n;initv Inuiu, covered with timber.
It «;is innvevcil on Dec. Hist, 1875, byCol. Alexander McDoiKihi. who tiwued 6 sections, including
the above, to .J. M. Murphy, for %^A,'X^^, and on Sept.
5th. 1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned lor
(•'>

We now
Advance

5

of

quote

iiii

Gents per pound
OUR CIRCULARS,

on the TRICES IMtlNTEDIN
wholesale or retail.

ir>wtf

;

The title

and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Records of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos*3,000.

perfect,

is

;

11TQ-0-IE.IES

session.
will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
I
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

NE^VMAX.
THOMAS O. CHICAGO.
ILL.

H35We8t Madison

Street.

C!in sell

I

COZiO^iiDO,

Send for

my

ALFRED
Industrial Association,

•SS.\

Foundation.
u*

QUEENS.

-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
|4..i0
frame Nucleus, with Test-

ed Queen
.^.W
Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
12.00
lo.oo
Same, after July i
Tested Queen, before July I, 3.00
after July i.. 2.50
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
13.50
Adtlress. by Registered Letter
..r Uostofflce Order,

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have

Full

advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of aU the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VaiiDeusen
(flat bottom), win be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,

itU-'i

NEWMAN,

W. Madison. CHICAGO. ILL.

ITALIAN
1

my Catalugue.
ALFRED H. XEWMAN.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL

from the advertised price

H.

Sup-

BENVEK, COL.

GOLDEN
in

SLI-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee- Keepers'
plies ol every description.

he promptly and truthfully answered by private letlLT, upon sentlint; One Doll:ir to the

Advance

by

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUEROR.

will

291 Sixteenth St..

in

DR.

I.

P.

WILSON,

Burlington, Iowa.

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
Owing

to the large

now quote

adv»nce

prices thus

:

in

BIND YODR

the price of wax, I
n.uo fio lbs., 4Jc.,

J.

V.

3w]y

i882.- ITALIAN QUEENS.
urn

NEAT AND CLEAN.

-

111.

1882;

now booking orders

for

my

;mLI>EN ITALIANS, reared from
the best stock in the country. Warranted Queens,

$1

;

Tested Queens,

early in the season, f li-'io ; after
vJuIy, $'_'
1 frame Nucleus, with
JTested Queen, %\
Full Colony,
;

;

Quinhy Smoker

with Tested Queen, fin. The Best
forfl.:.0. Address itil orders to

L. a. DIEHL.
(Money Order Office)— Butler, DekalbCo.. Ind.

The Emersoij Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use tliem.

Directions in each Binder.

lOwtf

THE CONQUEROR.
Larye Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have thoni, una sprinas that donotru^t an break,
and liellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all impruvements made to date,
anda:ix7innh stove, :ind .^x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid tor tJ.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

13wtf

Abronia, Mich.

For Bee .Journal of
For Bee Journiil of
For Bee Journiil of

ifwo...
iHsi...

.50c.

ih-^;2...

7.50.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

Address.

3SO

PitfireH

;

i:t:t

West .Madison

Street.

Chicaeo.

a specialty.
ONE-PIECE .«*E«TION8
CIO. L. Hives

per 1.
ian bees tor $n per colony.
size,

PsmlJtp

?4..^)n

.Kic.

III.

Pound

Also. Ital-

Circular tree.

College

—

rinv

of

the

Michigan»

l:iii>.(r:ttluuii.

:o:

This Is a new edition of l*rof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and eleeantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3.000 copies was exhausted tnabout 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new worlt has beea
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
f ull desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees*
;

shrubs, etc.,splGndidly Illustrated— and last.thouKh
not least, detailed instructions for the various-

manipulations necessary in the apiury.
This work is a miisterly production, and one thatno bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest theIt is

Read

not only instructive, but intensely

and thoroughly

practical.

the /olloiixLng opinions of the

Book

;

the wor!c of a master and of
real value.— L'ApicuUaret Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our AmeriAll afftee that

it Is

can works.— Lew I.S T. Colby.
It appears to ha-e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— Zirifu/i Bee J&urnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

aHemeutof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from

any other book.— E. 11. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootumsit, will ever regret havmg purcnased.- Jiic/i. Far.
To all who wish to enRage 'n bee-culture, »
manual is a nece.-sily. Pruf Cook's Mauual is aa
exhaustive work.— iferaltZ, Monticello. 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
Is fuily up with the times in every particular.
Thericheat reward awaits its author.— A. E. VVenzel.
My success has been so prreat as to almost aston.

and nnicii of it Is due to the clear, disinterested Inturmation contained in Cook's Manual.— Wat. Van A.xTWEia*. M, D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both,
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Live Stock Record.
It Is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I huve never yet met with a work, either French,
or toreipn. which 1 like so much.— L' Abbe DU
Bois, editor ot the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only erives the natural history of these Industrious insecL-*, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management: also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account ot the
enemies of bees.— Dnnocrat, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecuvi ot the bee-keeper. It Is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
I'o al takingan iuterc^t in this subject,
we say. Obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice aa iidviacd.—AyricuilurUt, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leadingbee-men to be the most complete and practical
trea'ise on bee-cultun? in Europe or America ; a
scientific work on unuicm bee management that
ever;' experienced bee luitn will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It ie
baudsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the WeAL—Wcbttm AuricuUun^t.
This work Is undoubtedly the most con>pIete
manual Utr tlie iustruetion of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There Is no subject relaiiug to the culture
of bees Icir untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of al(
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, winch he uses
ish myself,

admirably to proiijoie and make p((pular this most
interesting otalloccupaiions.—.4»ifncaH Inventor.

—

•

'."23

COOK,

J.

We

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co.,

I

JOUMALS

AND KEKP THEM

Dunham,

over.".o lbs.. 41c., less than in lbs.. 44<'.; Vandervort, loaq. feet to the lb., 1 to lo lbs.. r.Tc, 10 to 50
lbs., 04c. No discounts. Circular free.

By A.

Of Lunsing, Pro/issor of Entomology tn

interesting

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

OF

ISwSmp

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

apiarist.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Manufactories and Commerce

Woman's

OR,

State Agricultural

.O'l

CHAS. DADANT

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

with good young Queens

'^.j

Iwly

479

BVUON WALKER i CO.. Cnpac, Mich.

Price— Bound
Sil>00 by mail
.

Jot

in cloth, aSLS."*

prepaid.

; in paper cover,.
Published by

THOMAS
West Madisan

G.

Street,

NE'WUAN,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

480

"B.^D tape;!
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

EXCELSIOR
HONEY

BINGHAM

T

EXTRACTORS.

USE.

IN

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
I ingstroth frames. I liave concluded to adopt these two new
si/t s.
The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
tilt
frame. The 4 frame basket
['i in the larger can, witli the cone
n metal standard for the basket
revolve upon, leaving room unt
lit ineath
the basket for 7.'> or 8n
ih
of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
It ntical. except in
fize. with the

yow buy the Original Patent Binphani
Bee Smoker, yon will
It

the invoiiinr

aid

oi'

impruved bee sniukers— get the best, that
never go out~alwaya
please— never is complained of— thest;ind-

-'

1

ard of excellence the
world over — better

and handsomer

this

seaBon than ever be-

1

*M

Price per nini
postpaid, from iir» cts.
fore.

to By Mail
Customer. Postpaid,
^

Handed

Wide

shield Conqueror, 3 inch

Bingham

(wide
(wide

shield). 2 inch

BinKhnm Smoker, 2 inch....
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Plain
Little
19^

"^

f2 00

Ji 75

Smoker
Smoker

shield). 2"^ inch

Binfiham

1

50

1

75

I

25
00

1

1

50
25

1

00

inch

I

50

Knife, 2 inch
sell

15

1

again, apply for dozen or hulf-dozen

rates.

for free description and testimonials, to

Send

is

BINGHAM & HBTHERINGTON.

Mich.

.^broiiia,

I7wtf

f8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

For3
For4

10x18
10x18
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
^*
For 3
I2HX20
"
*
13X20
For4
*'

"

"

"

ALFKED
923

'*

"
"
"

"

H. ISEWMAIV,

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111.

G5

Binsham & Hetherinnton Honey

To

which

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
10x18
For 2 LanE>troth "

PRICES:

B.vtra

E.xtractor. 13x2n,

1"

Btove-wood, or do ni.»t
go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, you pj.«.fl_*pfl
107a [q
will have to buy no ^^^®^^^"' ^^'*' 1^

Larue

iKi

Tided for anv size of frame.
\ceptinc with the $8.(mi Extr i< tors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadint. to the honey gate, and movatht ( omb Baskets. The $s.(m_i and
extractors have no covers.
iiiti

Our patents
cover all the smokers
that will bum sound
to S2.

others.

Books

The Original

the

FOR THE

EARS

MILLION

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil
is

the

for Deafness Known.
abstracted from a peculiar species of

Only Absolute Cure
This

Oil

is

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
small White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea,
"\]"KAR1_,Y A MILLION SOLD. Most cOQiplete known as Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese
tlaherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of

kind ever published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and headint: hnlt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book tlirouphout
tjnited States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
HT* For sale at the Bee Journal OfQce. .^ffj
i.1

book of

it-^

;

:

;

I. xt.

G-oor),

pire.

It"<

use berame so universal that for

300 yfai's no UeaTnesH has
the ('hinese people.
any address at $i.ihj per

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
XT
C. F.
Apply to
,
1)76 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
^"Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,
iwly
^^^_^_

M TH

Bees andGtueens
of ITALUN
From my Apiaries.

FULL COLONIES

BEES,

over

existed amonff

Sent, charges prepaid, to

bottle.

J^"Satisfaction guaranteed. Circuhir on appli«I. H.
cation
Pewamo, Ionia Co.. Mich.
SOwtf

KOBEKTSON,

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

Address,

JOS. M.

l.^w6m

'

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.
Story

Hai.bert

E. Paine.
late Com'r of I'atents.

PAINE
^Solicitors of

39wl3t

&

B.

Ladd.

LADD,

Putents nnfl*Atty's

in

have no unearthly noises

much

Patent

WA»HI.\GTOX,

Oiises.

1».

f.

in
in ray

head, and hear

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I'NQrESTroNAULE and its citravirtues
are
"Its
TIVE OHAKACTEH A IISULUTE, A!^ THE WRITERCAN
PEKSONAIJ.V TESTIFV, llOTH FUOM EXPERIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Haylock
I

My deafness

New

Ynrk, enclosing *i.
and you will receive hy return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
will
permanent.
You will never
curative effects
be
ret-'ret doing so."— Editor OF Mercantile ReStreet.

CHICAGO.

ILL,

Bee-K.ecper*« Oiilde or, C'ook*8 Alannal
of the Apliiry. — Entirely re-written, elegantly
;

illustrated

and

fully "

up with the times" on every
It is not only instructive,

subject of bee-culture.

but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, *1.J85 ; paper cover, !(fil,

Qiilnby'8 New Be*.— Keepingr, by li.

C.

The author
that

and

Root—

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
fail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that its
it

cannot

author is master of the subject.— IS1.50.

ABC

Novlce*8
of Uee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. !S1.S5.
Kliisr*"

Bee-Keepers* Xext-Beob, by A.J.
iw revised and brought down to

King.— This edition

Cloth, Sfl.OOIta-ngstroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

the present time.
-

Honey Bee

Price, ^S.
Blessed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Hleaaure and Profit, by Ttiomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," "Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains iw paces, and is profusely illus:

Price,

bound

in

cloth, 'Ytjc.;

SOc, postpaid.
Blenen Kultur, by Thomas

in

paper

covers,

GERMAN

Newman,

G.

in

language. Price, in paper covers,
40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.

the

Bzlerzon Theory
tal principles of

facts

;— presents the fundamenbee-culture, and furnishes the

and arguments

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines,etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipes.
It is intended for consuiuers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EnKli**)! and Oe^rman.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, SOc.

W^lnterlng: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price. lOc.

Fi-epai'atlon of Honey for the Market*
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honev, and instructions on the exhibition of bees aod honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. Q.

Newman.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being

a description of the

hive used by Q. M. Uoolittle.

Extracted Honey

;

Price, 5c.

Harvesting, Handl-

ing and Marketlnjc.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price I5c.

BeePastarngre a Necessity, by ThomaaG.
money Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
Only Imported by HAYLOCK & JENNEY, and when and how 2f> engravings. Price. lOc.
(Late IlAYLOCK & CO.)
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Math's views on
32 pages.
F. Muth
Sole Agents for America. T JBey St. New Xork.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
20wly
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
vip:w.

iI^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send
by Registeueb Letter.

:

;

,

©S

ENGRAVINGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

QUEENS and NUCLEI IN SEASON.
.

I

&jENNEy,7Dey

Nappanee, Elkhart Gouty. Ind.

5wly

Street,

,

It

;

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

to demonstrate them. 15 c.
as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Honey,
beariuK were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
the year 1410. Us cures were so numerous and Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
many so "eeniSiiefly mlraeiileti-, that the rem- quality, sources, and preparation vt Honey for the
edy was officially prnclaimed over the entire Em- Market Honey as food, giving; recipes for making

HEAR WHATWE DEAF SAY!
PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
my case.
has performed a vniracle
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than I<.h) colonies in
tneir puritv. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
$L25 each after that date, single Queen, *I.IX) 6
for 15.00; 12 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more eiich. Tested Queens, $2.50
each Italian Queens, same price.

Bee -Keepers.

THOMAS
9U5

trated.

Fog Choc's Balsam of Shark's

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

A XKEATISK

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price S5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

;

THOMAS
925

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO,

$FI H n
i
i
III
i

ILl,.

not eat. This book sliDuld be in every family, and
ought to create a sent iiuent against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paees 50c.

KendalPs Horse BooU. — No
more useful

to horse owners.

It

has

book could be
'65 engravings

illustrating positions cif sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

Paper, aSc.
Hill,— A treatise on
symptoms and cure. Price, 3.»c.
Assistant,
and ComMoore*s TJnlversal

horse information.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
its

cause,

plete Mechanic, contains over

i,(HX).(i(KJ

dustrial Facta, Calculations, Processes,

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2(H).(mmi items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumberw. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1,0 Ui pages, is a veritable

expenses to agents. Treasury
A VEAUflnd
VEAIlBna expens
aP O VIckery weight in
outfit free.ftddrpsaP
:i6wly
Anicii.lu, Maine.
Farmer.

of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Price, postage paid, $2.50.

——

:
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Mr. Henry Hibbard, Pecatonica,Ill.,
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W. Winder, Thibodeaux
writes us that much rain prevails

Mr.

J.

La.,
in Louisiana, and tlie honey crop is
short in his section. He also sends
us a clipping from the Cincinnati
Times-Siar, announcing the death of
Edward Townley, who was the author
of a book on the management of bees,
and was enthusiastic in his devices
for the production of honey

office

I send a sample of wax, and wish
you to state through the next Bee
Journal, or by letter, what is the

Death of Edward Townley

;

,

[

I

i

:

as second class matUr.

Another old

citizen of Cincinnati
lias just departed this life, and this
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California

it

is

the

venerable

Townley, who died at
on Mt. Auburn at 5:30
Mr. Townley was born

cause of its being in this shape. I
sent 45 pounds to be made into foundation 13 pounds was my own wax,
tried out witli wax extractor, and 32
pounds I bought of a man that I liave
every reason to believe perfectly
straight and reliable. He said that it
was made up in a clean kettle and
dipped off of water. It was a good
quality
of
wax— dark-yellow and
tough, and pronounced nice wax by a
number of bee-keepers. I sent it off
to be manufactured into foundation,
and received in return, 20 pounds of
foundation, and the balance such stuff
as I send you in a box. I am puzzled
to know why the wax did not work up
into foundation the same as that received with from one to two pounds
shrinkage, as it has done before.

j

Edward

his residence
last evening.
in Elizabeth,

New

Jersey, in 1S02, making him at
The sample sent us is pollen, and
the time of his decease 80 years of
was
the settling or .sediment at the
age. He came to this city in 1848, and
established a good business as a car- bottom of the cakes. It is not unpenter and builder. He began the common to see nearly ij of a cake
cultivation of bees and the manufac- with this sediment, especially where
ture of honey and built up probably
it is skimmed wax.
With the wax
the largest trade in this industry to
be foundin the State. Mr. Townley has extractor this sediment scarcely prelived a quiet life at his cosy place on vails, and the wax is worth 3 to 5
I

Mt. Auburn for many years, perform- cents more per pound, unless the boting liis duties as a neighbor and
toms of the cakes of skimmed wax
friend with conscientious
fidelity.
His death removes a citizen for whom are liberally scraped. Of course, we
He leaves cannot know to what extent this polall entertained respect.
four children, John. Edward, Eugene len prevailed in your shipment to the
and Kate. The sons are all 'well
known and successful business men manufacturer but we have seen
of this city, Mr. Ed. Townley being many combs which contained less
Secretary of the Eureka Insurance wax than pollen.
Company, and Mr. John Townley
i
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President of the Commercial Insur-

ance Company.

^° Dr.

—

Sweet Clover. Good reports are beginning to come in regarding sweet

Norris has issued a clover. H. W. Garrett, Coeyman's
State Convention of bee- Hollow, N. Y., in a private letter of
keepers, to be held in Oregon City, July 26, says: "Sweet clover is now
Ore., on Wednesday and Tliursday, in full bloom, and my bees are harvestOct. 2-5 and 26, 1882, at which the at- ing with a rush." We expect to hear
call for

J. AY.

a

tendance of all interested in bee-keep- many good words for
son is through.
ing is invited.

it

before the sea-

;

:

;,

:
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"Silver Linings" Again.

be changed to a golden hue,
we still think many who are
viraiting and longing, will be " disappointed witli happiness." Of course,
nature may be lavish with her floral
decorations, but if the elements be
not favorable, the " sweetness will be
wasted on the desert air," or driven
will

while

C. H. Dibbein, Milan,
under date of July 26

111.,

writes

I see there is a disposition on the
part of some to make sport of your
" silver linings." Well, we have seen
the " linings " here for 2 or 3 weeks.
I liave new swarms that have gatliered 50 to 60 lbs. of as nice section back to mother earth.
honey as I ever saw. Weather is
very favorable, and bees doing better
Italianizing an Apiary*

bees with a drone of another, will to
some extent change the nature of the
Our experimental
drone progeny.
observations have ijeen very unsatisfactory.
3.

Yes, decidedly better

;

for

then

you have but a short interregnum between one queen and the other. The

interruption in reinforcing the colony
will amount to only the necessary
time to introduce your new queen. If
than for some years.
a ripe cell be given, it will require an
Many
bee-keepers
will
probably
Prospects, so far as floral indicaaverage of 10 to 1 2 days to bring forth
tions pointed in nearly all sections of wish to put their apiaries in order this
the queen, mate her, and for prolific
fall
to
Italianize
them
next
season,
than
never
better
our country, were
laying, while if a queen be nursed in
this season. The great majority of and for this class the following hints
a nucleus, it will require but 48 hours
our correspondence reports white clo- from Mr. W. T. Clary, Clarysville, Ky
to safely introduce her— perhaps less
ver abundant, and bloom unpreceden- may have especial interest
time— and time is valuable.
ted
linden very liberal in bloom
I have quite recently purchased
Persons intending to rear queens
an
imported
queen,
for
tlie
purpose
of
locusts,
fruit bloom was plentiful
but the at- requeening my apiary. I have 28 next season with which to Italianize
etc., above tlie average
colonies of Italians more or less pure,
mospheric influences in many sec- and propose giving each doubtful their apiaries, should procure the
tions have been unpropitious. In colony a queen bred from my im- queen-mother at once, so as not only
some districts, when the weather was ported one, and letting them mate as to test her bees this fall, but to rear at
they will, and requeen again next least one batch of queens, in order to
dry so bees could be in the fields, spring early, lettuig
these young
heavy winds prevailed from the north- queens of this season's production test her queen progeny, even though
ern points of the compass, so that nec- produce the drones, and furnish the they mate impurely. Bees are much
tar failed to reach the surface of the the queen again from my imported like everything else, each one having
one. 1. Can I succeed by this means some peculiar trait more prominent
flowers.
in having all my colonies pure V 2.
than others. Some queens excel as
Many peculiarities have been re- Will the
these
.

;

;

;

ported this season, chief among which
were strong colonies and bees in good
condition
but no honey some reporting hives full of bees, and they
almost starving. Where the weather
has been favorable, the honey crop
lias been tremendous, some bee-keepers li;iving already realized a good
harvest, and the " bees are still boom;

—

ing." One bee-keeper stated he had
already realized 100 lbs. ot extracted
honey per colony, spring count, and
the " harvest but commenced." We

saw

1

ist

week second swarms

witli

the second and third stories filled with
brood and honey, awaiting the extractor, while the bee-keeper in charge
remarked that it was probably true
" bees will not swarm if given plenty
of room," but he " found it impossible to give them plenty of room," at
the same time pointing to a mammoth
colony which had thrown olf three
swarms, and were again clustered
outside, their three-story hive being
filled to

repletion.

Swarming which

usually prevails in June and the first
week in July, has this season been delayed till the last week in July. In
this section of Illinois linden is now
in its prime, and where it is accessible, bees are deserting white clover
to work on the linden, although the
clover is still abundant. Should fall
flowers be as abundant as we anticipate, the " silver lining" with many

drones bred from
young queens (allowing more or less
of them to have mismated) be as pure
as if bred from an imported queen of
known purity or should I admit of
drones being bred only from those
queens whose progeny show the
mother to have been purely mated.
;

This

queen-breeders
some may produce
superior drones, and others may be
indifferent in everything. The latter
class are not wanted, as it would be
folly to consume tiuie in clianging
stock without some compensating
gain, which cannot be found in color
alone. Besides, by rearing even a single batch of queens the previous season, it is possible one or more may be
properly mated, thereby giving Italian
brood with which to strengtlien the
old queen for drone-breeding in early
spring. If the intention be to buy the
queens with wliich to re-stock, then
by all means buy this summer, when
they can probably be bought cheaper,
and if wintered in the colonies there
will be no hybrid drones to embarrass
you the following season.
;

is a question that I can hardly
decide on, but what the mating of
the queen has more or less bearing' on
the drone progeny. Should there be
any doubts on this question, I would
rather purchase two imported tested
queens, and rear all ray drones from
one queen and queen cells from the
otlier.
Please give me your views on
this question. 3. Would it not be the
better way for me to form a nucleus
for each colony where I desire to replace the queen, and have a laying
queen bred in tliis nucleus to give the
old colony before removing their old
queen, or would you advise removing the old queen and giving the
colony a ripe cell
I intend to start
my cells as you advise, by removing
mistake is often made in buying
all the brood from a strong colony,
and I shall, after cells are ready for the first queen, many supposing a
insertion in nuclei, divide the brood young queen tlie most desirable kind
from the colony removed into nuclei. with which to re-stock the apiary.
1 and 2.
The gist of the " Dzierzon We would advise the purchase of a
Theory" is to the effect tliat the vigorous, prolific, last year's queen,
drone progeny of a pure queen will be whose queen progeny, if possible, had
equally pure, regardless of the mat- been tested, and that produced docile,
well matured
ing but the worker progeny will be vigorous workers.
hybrid if the mother be mismated
mother breeds better queens and is
and hence the queen progeny of an more productive of early desirable
impurely mated queen will be hybrids, drones. Do not expect to buy a good
as also the drones of the latter. The queen-mother early enough in the
question has frequently been raised spring to Italianize your apiary, for
by very resiiectable autliorities, that fall will overtake you with the work
the mating of a queen of one kind of but half accomplished and do not
i*

A

;

A

;

:

:

:
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no matter writers down through the centuries to
how long tlie present time. Hence we have
nothing to fear from the free use of
venerated.
honey, while recent developments
Order a good queen-mother from a show we have mucii to fear as to

confide too

by

whom

much

in theories,

sanctioned nor

reliable breeder, telling

him whatyou health

in the use of adulterated

sugars

and do not higgle and syrups. But the price of honey
in the past has had miicli to do in
over the price. If lie is an honorable keeping it
from the tables of men of
it.
man. you will not regret
limited means, who did not possess
the workers to collect and store it for

want and

for what,

them.

Honey

is

a vegetable produc-

tion, appearing in greater or less
quantities in every flower that nods to
tlie breeze or kisses tlie bright sunliglit in all this heaven-favored land
of ours. It is secreted in the flower
for the purpose of attracting insects,

483

the proprietors, and after deducting a
small sum due to the boatman for
having transported the hives from
one end of the river to the other, he
finds himself suddenly enriched with
a quantity of honey and wax, which is
immediately sent to market. This
species of industry procures for the
Egyptians an abundance of the production of the bee, which they export
in considerable quantities to foreign
lands. In the counties of Yorkshire
and Lancashire, England, when the
moors are covered with a species of
heather called ling, and which blos-

soms
heath

in

August, covering this barren
a beauty scarcely equaled

witli

any other country, distant beethus securing the complete fertiliza- keepers load their hives in wagons,
MISCELLANEOUS.
tion of tlie female blossoms. Hence and having previously engaged quartit follows that all the honey we can
ers for tlieiii with the farmers who
Apiculture in Germany. Mr. F. A. secure in the hour of its presence in dwell on the confines of the moor, the
the nectaries of the flowers, is clear hives are conveyed to tlieir ranges,
Hanneman, in the Bienenzeitung thus gain from the domain of nature.
where they remain a month or six
contrasts bee culture in America and
weeks. Comparatively empty hives
when carried away are brought back
Germany.
Pollen
and
Dysentery. Mr. A. full
of honey, and many weak colonies
Every man
in
in

—

—

a pupil

the school

Tettigrew in the London Horticultural are thus enabled to winter over withof life. Science and his hard earned
out loss, while the best ones have
Journal, says
experiences are his teachers. But it
large
of honey and wax reThat adult bees live on honey and movedquantities
sounds curious, to talk about a Gerfrom them, the product of
man and American school in apicul- do not eat pollen at all I steadfastly about two
mouths
in the year. The
ture to mark sliarp lines, as Mr. believed for more than forty years.
hum of the
Dadant has done in an article pub- Two or three years ago Mr.Baitt ing of ling busy bees and the bloomenliven a scene which,
lished in the liieneiizeilung. Has Mr. stated in a private letter to me that a
during the" other ten months of the
Dadant forgotten
that
movable highland lady fed her bees on barley year appears
but a dreary waste, at
frames, and comb foundation were bannocks, that he had found the best
but a pasture for the black faced
not iavented in America, but have husks of pollen grains in the excreheath sheep, or a breeding place for
only been more successful tliere than ments of his bees, and that such exgrouse, hares and foxes, and hunting
in Germany, and that the inventors crements changed their color if the
ground for England's aristocracy. Of
are Dr. Dzierzon, Baron Von Ber- bees were fed on peameal. This
late years many of these moors have
lepsch, and Mr. Mehring V He should statement was quoted into the pages
been enclosed, the lands cultivated,
have said, Germany has the merit, of this Journal. This evidence apand America has the lu-olit. It is peared satisfactory and conclusive, and are producing an abundance of
is

—

owing

to the climate, tliat and I said so at the time, though J
not reaping the fruits of was convinced that bees can live and
her science. American bee-keepers be healthy for mouths on honey or
use frames longer than tliey are deep, syrup alone or, in otlier words, withbut we do not consider this an im- out pollen or meal of any kind. Other
provement, it is merely a system of writers have said that pollen contains
management peculiarly adapted to the nitrogenous element necessary to
that countrv and climate.
maintain the muscular strength of
bees. Much has been written and
spoken on this point without giving
Henlthfuluess of Honey. An ex- facts to support it. Not
so with Mr.
change remarks as follows
Eaitt, who gave substantial evidence
American people are lovers of sweet for his statements. Many hundred
and consume an average of 40 pounds colonies of bees have died of hunger
or more of sugar for every man, with plenty of pollen around them,
woman and child of our population. while they have been sitting on cells
To meet this demand, millions of dol- of pollen but whoever heard of bees
lars" worth of sugar are imported an- dying of hunger with honey beside
nually, and millions of dollars' worth them ?
of honey are allowed to go to waste
from want of bees to collect and put
Bee-Keeplngiii Egypt.— The Ameriin proper shape for the use of man. can Cultivator remarks thus,
on the
It is not as generally known as it
manner of keeping bees in Egypt
should be that

entirely

Germany

potatoes, oats, barley and grass.

is

—

—

:

:

honey may be employed for sweetening purposes inThe Egyptians exhibit great skill
stead of sugar, for most of the pur- in their manner of cultivating the
poses for which the latter is used. bee. As the flowers and harvest are
But could we supply it to the extent much earlier in Upper Egypt than in
of diminishing our imports of sugar Lower, the inhabitants profit by the
to one-half their present proportions, circumstance in regard to their bees.
millions of dollars would be saved for They collect the hives of different
the purposes of business in our own villages on large barges, and every
country. But far above all money proprietor attaches a particular mark
considerations would be the use of a to his hives. When the boat is loaded
pure sweet upon the health of the peo- the conductors descend the river
ple instead of tlie vile compounds slowly, stopping at all places where
now sold as sugars and syrups. Tlie they can liud pasturage for the bees.
healthfulness of honey as food has After having thus spent thrpe months
been admitted from
earliest on the Nile the hives are returned to
the

The Labor a Bee Performs.— The
following combinations of figures,
from the Michigan Farmer will give a
faint idea of the ceaseless, patient and
,

rapid work performed by the honey
bees during the few short weeks when
everything is favorable for a good
honey harvest. Is it a matter of
wonder, that the days of the worker
are " dwindled to the shortest span ?"
It is estimated that

12-5

clover blosof sugar.

soms contain one gramme

xVs each blossom consists of fiO calyces,
at least 12.5,000 by 60, or 7..500.000 calyces must be rifled to afford a kilogramme of sugar, and as honey contains 75 per cent, of sugar, it requires
.5,600,000 calyces of clover to yield a
kilogramme of the former; hence, we

may imagine

the countless number of
flowers tliat bees must visit to be able
to stock their hives with honey.

—

Attractive Packages. An exchange
indorses our advice regarding neatness in preparing honey for market as

follows

In marketing honey, this point
should never be forgotten that a good
article in an attractive shape will always command the liighest price, tlie
best reputation and a steady demand.

—

:

—

;
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The Transportation of Bees

to India.

—Mr.

F. Cheshire, in the London
Journal of Horticulture, gn-ea the following results of his first shipment of
bees to India

Questions connected with the different r.aces of bees, their specific
variation in structure, temper, size,
industry, and power of endurance,
are receiving unwonted attention
and as a result plans of packing
which have enabled colonies to endure

prolonged confinement under circumof peculiar trial are more
than commonly interesting.
During 1S7S and 1879 I sent two
colonies and two nuclei via. the Bed

stances

Sea to Bombay the bees after their
unshipment had a further journey
into the interior, entailing an incarceration of nearly forty days before
they reached their then owner, an
Indian gentleman of distinction. The
nuclei carried each four of my half
Woodbury frames, as used by me
These
formerly for queen-rearing.
were well stored with sugar, while
the backs of the boxes contained
pouches cut off from the bees by
;

December

ventilation, that the bees may not
numbers. smother.
Previous to that I had noticed that
Strong colonies are those that bring
they had two very powerful enemies profit, and sucli will defend themin the common garden lizard and the selves against robbers at all times.
rats.
I destroyed nearly every one of The Italian bees are far less liable to
the former in my neighborhood, and suffer from robbers than are the
took measures to prevent the latter blacks, while the Syrians are rarely
getting to the hives but I could not thus troubled. Robbers that attack a
find out the cause of the gradual dis- Syrian colony find they have " caught
appearance of the bees. In Decem- a Tartar."
ber, January, and February, by conNotes.— The Syrian bees are more
stant feeding, I induced the bees to than sustaining
their reputation.
stay in, and then there was no dimi- They have all of the points of supernution but they could not be kept in iority possessed by the Italians, maglonger wlien the sun got hot, and nified, except that of amiability, and
very few returned. The last to dis- as they are handled, they are becomappear were the two queens, and I ing very manageable. This year our
never saw a dead bee on the lloor- queenless colonies are very peacable,board. I am afraid swallows and such while last year they were exceedingly
small birds must have preyed on irritable. Their late and early breedthem. I am going to domesticate ing are points in their favor. For
some of our native bees in my empty prolificness, they are marvels. Ttiey
hives."
are superior in the points where ItalIt is regretable that this attempt at ians fail they are slow to leave the
acclimatization failed, but the fact of hives on very windy days, a trait
the safe transit of the bees through which natural selection would deconsiderable difficulties is in itself at velop in the windy regions of Syria,
and they are ready to go into the secleast interesting.
I

felt

gan dwindling

that both hives be-

away

in

;

;

Bee Notes for August. — The Ameripouches sponges filled with water can Agriculturist gives the following as
were occasionally put during the voy" Bee Notes for August :"
age. Perforated zinc covered the its
frames above, while the boxes were
In many parts of the country there
made 2 inches deeper than accommo- is a great dearth of nectar-bearing
dation of the frames required. No flowers this month — only enough to
other precautions weve taken except keep the bees at breeding. If the
that the combs were well fixed and bees secure no honey, they should be
perforated

zinc,

and

into

m

tions to store their honey.

these

frames secured against lateral fed sparingly, a very little each day,
sway. Both nuclei arrived in capital so that the queen may not stop laycondition.
ing. In this way the brood rearing
The two colonies, one black and one can be kept up, and there will be
contained
eleven
each
Lignrian,
abundant bees to secure a rich store
frames of Woodbury size, three of of autumn honey, and insure safe
brood
to
supply
sealed
had
which
wintering. If the queen once stops
young bees to replace the gaps made laying, it is often very difficult to
the ranks of the adults. The hives start her again. Some bee-keepers
had each a half story beneath and a say that feeding does no good, as upon
half story above, tlie lower half story trial the queen still refuses to lay.
having its sides of perforated zinc In all such cases the feeding was
while the same material went over commenced too late. We have tried
the top. The bees were thus able to experiments in this direction
for
cluster under or over their frames as many years, feeding part of our colothey might desire, while the dead nies, and omitting to feed others, and
would simply fall clear away from have always found the importance of
the combs and so no longer incom- feeding abundantly demonstrated.
mode the living. The device of
Whenever the bees are not gatherpouches and sponges was added as ing honey, their industrious instincts
arrived
blacks
The
with the imclei.
lead them to become free-booters,
with stores nearly exhausted but in and, robbing once commenced, woe to
The Ligurians the weak colonies of the apiary.
perfect condition.
were starved " dead to a man," as my Nuclei are also very likely to fall a
esteemed correspondent expressed it. prey to tliese pillagers.
Nothing
With the one exception, the cause of more quickly induces robbing than
which is Clear, the bees survived their the spilling or leaving of any honey or
long journey and endured the baking syrup about the apiary. Let the bees
heat of the Red Sea in the hot season. once get a taste, and they become
No combs collapsed and the mortality ravenous, and are at once on the
was not destructively great. The suc- rampage to appropriate the property
cess, however, eiuWd here, as the ac- of others. Sucli a spirit of plunder
companying quotation from one of may also be engendered by too frethe owner's letters, in which he re- quently opening the hives during
fers to the nuclei only, will show.
these times of enforced idleness. The
" You will be sorry to hear that I colony robbed should have the ensaw the last of my bees about ten days trance nearly closed, so that only one
ago. Both the Ligurians and the bee can pass out at a time. Tlieu
blacks at first went on all right, the almost any colony will defend itself,
latter having bred and brought forth unless it has become entirely disa good progeny last August, and tlie pirited, when it must be closed up
former having built new combs to a entirely, or carried into a cool room
when about for a time. If closed, give sufficient
extent,
considerable
the

;

Bee and Honey Show in England.
following is an account of the
bee and honey show at the Royal
Agricultural Fair in London, during

The

the second

week

in July

:

The

British Bee-Keepers' Association, under the ;uispices of the Royal
Agricultural Society, have arranged
an excellent display of bees, hives,
and appliances used in the more advanced methods of bee-keeping.

These annual apiarian exhibitions
have formed part of the Royal Agricultural Society's programme since
the KiLburn Show held in 1879, and

have increased

in popularity in each
year. The present Exhibition of bee-keeping appliances at
Reading far surpa'sses any of its preThe present unsettled
decessors.
state of the weather has, however,
greatly militated against the production of honey, and in consequence
many of the entries in the honey
classes did not appear at the Show.

succeeding

Observatory hives stocked with
bees and their queen are a great feature in the show. The first, second,

and third prizes in this class were all
awarded to Mr. T. B. Blow, of
Welwyn, Herts. Mr. Blow also gained
first prizes for the best collection of
appliances adapted for modern beekeeping and for comb foundation, the
latter being prepared by a machine
in the presence of the Judges. Messrs.
Neighbour & Son, of Regent street,
and Messrs. Abbott Brothers, of
Southall, have also an excellent display of goods in the several classes,
the former taking second and the latter third prizes in the class for the
best exhibition of hives and other
appliances.

i^Mr.

Jos.

Wood, Ananosa, Iowa,

writes "My bees are booming I cannot keep up with them for the past
:

week."

;

;
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Apis Melliflca— Its Poison.
JAJIBS

HEDDON.

Friend Newman.—Tlie

following

wrote for the Homceopathic
Physician, a monthiy Jounial of Med-

article I

" must have something done for it at him, tliat " faith " will play no part
once." I was not sure then that bee- in any possible cure of my case.
poison was the cause.
I know that the laws of
hygiene
Finally, I began making tests
point strongly to the claimed base
leaving the whole business for two principle of lionueopathy, but I liave
weeks, I was almost entirely clear of always failed to get any effect from
all, except the tirst symptoms in the homoeopathic remedies, given by proears, which only troubled me occas- fessed thoroughbreds. I can at most
ionally.
consider the science as one only
The tirst breath of bee-poison I in- vaguely understood at best. Still its
baled, on my return, was followed by successful operations force all the
all the former symptoms, seemingly other schools to step down on a level
in an increased degree, and in ten witli it, to say the least, in all observminutes my throat turned red, and ing and thinking minds.
clearly showed severe irritation. I
Any questions bearing upon the
resolved to hire more help, add to the case, will be answered promptly and
business of honey production that of with pleasure, for I think I may
manufacturing aiid selling bee-keep- safely say in the name of our fraterers' supplies, and in tliat way absent nity, that a siiecilic remedy for these
myself from contact with the virus symptoms, coming from any school,
to a greater extent, and yet keep will put us under many obligations to
busy.
that school.
I have done so, and am in consequence quite free from the tiouble
Kur the American Bee Journal.
most of the time. But if I at any
Cheap (Jiieeiis, Liglit Bees, etc.
time come in contact with the jioison,

Science published iu Philadelphia,
I am trying a remedy tliat has
been kindly presented to me by the
Homoeopathic Society, and will be
able to report its results later
At tlie request of Dr. Ballard, of
Chicago, 1 herewith give a brief account of my peculiar experience with
the poison from tlie honey bee. I
have been a specialist in ;ipiculture,
for the |)ast 14 years, and have learned my symptoms seem to be as radical as
soinettung
considerable about the ever, yes, even more so. I will cite
'business ; have consequently neglec- one instance. All apiarists know that
ted learning other tilings, among often when a maddened threatening
whicli anatomy and materia medica bee Hits around one's head she generare conspicuous. You will, conse- ally discharges into the air her poiquently, please
accept
my plain son. It is recognized by the nasal orstatements given in the parlance of gans only. Now, I have found that
an unprofessional.
this occurs when none of the five
the healthy bee-master
I am 87 years old, nervous-sanguine senses of
temperament (in tlie extreme), weigh recognizes it.
185 lbs., and have good liealth, but exOne day last autumn, after I had
cessive general, nervous
irritation, kept from all contact with the poison
mostly in the form of mild clironic for some weeks, and had no troubleneuralgia. My voice has always in- some symptoms, I stepped into my
dicated ratlier"weak bronchial oi^ans: yard, when an ugly bee passed within
never had a cough, however, before I about 8 inches of my face, discharging
experienced bee-poisoning. I began poison as she passed. About one halfbee-keeping on a somewhat exten- hour after I was seized with perliaiis
sive scale, in tlie year
1878.
As the most severe paroxysm of my exstated before, it has Ijeen my sole oc- perience. First, symptoms were an
cupation ever since. I have had as almost unbearable itching, -tingling
many as .5.50 colonies, in 3 apiaries, at sensation, of the roof of the mouth,
one time.
and so on down the breathing tubes
Seven years ago, I began to notice as far as they extend then an asthan itching sensation in ttie ears. This matic filling-up sensation. For more
would come on at times, and after than S liours I could not speak aloud.
about two years, it extended to tlie For two or three days I could not
glands inside tlie mouth, and near the raise my voice above common converroot of the tongue. After about one sation. All passed off, leaving me as
more year, the sensation began to be well as ever, by keeping away from
very severe in tlie roof of tlie mouth, tlie poison. In correspondence witti
just around and in front of tbe palate. one Italian and one German, of large
in
It was at this time that I hist dis- apicultural experience
the old
covered that the affection had a con- countries, I learii that such cases are
nection with the bees. To sweep the known there.
tloor of one of my rooms, where bees
When we bear in mind the fact that
had fallen and been trodden upon, the older system of honey production,
was sure to bring on this sensation at as practiced in the old world, and in
once. Next, I found, that to open a this country till recently, did not
hive and breathe the odor of the bees bring the operator into any such near
(esi)ecially if not thoroughly subdued) or constant contact with the bees,
would also cause the trouble. But, and that cases wliere individuals in
business must be attended to, and I this country, working upon the impersisted in working among the bees proved system, for any such length of
and bee hives, till the itching and time as 14 years as a specialty, are
tingling sensation crept down the very rare, we have reason to look for
bronchial tubes all around about the the development of many more such
lungs. One night after a day's work cases as my dwii.
among the liees, I woke upabout midDr. Ballard expresses the desire to
night with the asthma.
doctor my case upon the homceopathic
A celebrated travelling doctor, ex- system to which I assent, knowing,
amined me " free," and gave me some as I think I do, that the homceopathic
medicine for SIO.OO, and told me I had treatment possesses that splendid
a case of "bronchial" asthma, that feature over all other schools, that if
looked wicked.
lie looked at my itdont't cure it <lon't kill.
I will here
throat (shorlly after a bee had) and say publicly, what I said by letter to
ical

Ta.

:
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;

;

AARON BENEDICT.
Several years ago I stuck three
stakes to steer to, and as I keep my
eyes constantly on them, following
up, I find them precisely in range.
The lighter-colored and larger the
bee, the more docility. I have already
proven to my satisfaction that the
smaller and blacker the bees, the
more vindictive they are. I do not
advertise queens for sale in any paper
shall keep right on
bees until I get a fixed
type— bees that will breed true to the
feather. I am conceited enough to
believe that when I get a bee to suit

at

present,

improving

and

my

it
will suit most anybody, for I
hard to please with anything like
a hybrid or black bee.
There has been considerable said
about the cheap queens of late.
Nearly all that advertise such queens
do not guarantee tlieir purity. They
can send out all the impure queens
they rear, such as a careful breeder
would behead on sight some guarantee these queens reared from imported mothers only. My experience
is to take an average of live imported
queens, and it would take a careful
breeder five or six years of careful
breeding to produce as good as we
already have. I put the dollar queenbreeder, and the advocates of dark,
leather-colored Italians in about the
same class. One sends out all tbe
queens he rears, whether pure or iml>ure. scattering broadcast all grades
of bees, and probably not a thoroughbred queen in the whole lot; the other
sends out dark, leather-colored queens,
and if they produce dark bees, the
purchaser gets just what he bargained
There is another class of breedfor.
ers who make it their steady aim to
breed bees as bright-colored as they
can, and they have succeeded in producing wliat appears to be a distinct

me.

am

;

variety of bees. Such breeders cannot afford to sell queens for a dollar
each. I believe tlie time will come
when such queens will bring a price
somewhere near what It costs to rear

them.
I do not

liud fault

with dollar queens,

—
,
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they are worth that to any man
wishes to multiply colonies, if he
can get such queens as he wants. To
multiply colonies rapidly, a laying
queen should be kept in tlie old as
well as in the new colony. The old
queen leaves with the first swarm
and the parent colony is queenless,
and as a rule, it will be 18 to 21 days
before the young queen commences
to lay. 13y giving this colony a laying queen at once, at the end of 21
days tliere will be as many eggs,
larvaj, and broiid as there was wlieu
the old queen went away. This is my
plan of multiplying colonies.
for

who

breathe the same atmosphere
with one like him."
And he walked on aimless, but with
rapid steps. Soon he was ojiposite
the window of a print seller.
gem
of art caught his eye.
"Exquisite!" he exclaimed, as he
I can't

A

paused and stood before the picture.
" Exquisite

!

What

grouping.

What

an atmosphere. What perspective!"
" Ha, ha !" laughed a rough fellow
at his side, whose attention had been
arrested by a comic print. " Ha, ha,
ha !" And clasping his hands against
his sides, he made the air ring with a
coarse but merry peal. He underBees always commence with larviB stood his artist fully, and enjoyed tliis
3 or 4 days old to rear queens, if they creation of his pencil.
" Brute !" came almost audibly
have tliem, and never with eggs or
larvfe just hatched, unless compelled from the lips of Wentworth, as all the
to.
Larvffijnst hatclied is fed with a beautiful images just conjured ujj
wliite milky substance, the same as faded from his mind. And off he
started from the print window in a
the worker larvie always receives
royal jelly is too strong. I once put fever of indignation against the vulan empty frame of comb in the center gar fellow who had no more manners
of the hive where I had my breeding than to guffaw in the street at sight
queen
24 liours after I took it out, of low life in a picture. On lie moved
and found the cells supplied with for the distance of one or two blocks,
eggs. I cut this comb in small strips, when he paused before another winand gave these to queenless bees. The dow full of engravings and paint;

bees commenced enlarging the cells,
putting in royal jelly before the eggs
hatclied. Over 20 queens were reared
from these strips, and they were the
most unsightly batch of queens I had
ever seen. They were all colors, and
some not larger than a worker bee. I
Lave since noticed the same small
inferior queens. Where I liad removed a queen as soon as she commenced to lay, the bees commenced
too soon witli jelly on tlie eggs or
larvre.. Some think the cause of tliose
small queens was that the bees commenced on larvae too far advanced as
workers ; I never knew bees to commit that blunder. Bees are wiser with
their instinct than men with their reason.

Bennington, O.

A

Lesson from the Bees.
T. S.

ARTHUR.

A

murmur

enjoying its line points.
" Who can be the artist ?" he had
just said to himself, and was bending
closer to examine the delicate treatment of a bit of water, over which a
tree projected, when a puff of tobacco
smoke stole past his cheek, and found
Now Wentits way to his nostrils.
worth was very fond of a good cigar,
and the fragrance that came to his
sense on this particular occasion was
delicate enough of its kind. In itself

from the

lips of

impatience

He

proposed to walk tlie whole distance rather than ride with such disagreeable companions. The day was
rather warm. Our young artist "found
it
pleasant enough while the pavement lay in the shadow of contiguous
bouses. But, fairly beyond these, the
direct rays of the sun fell on his head,
and the clouds of dust from the passing vehicles almost suffocated him.
•Just a little in advance of him, for a
greater part of the distance, kept the
omnibus, from which the woman
with the lapdog and crying child got
out only a square beyond the point
where he left the coach. The drunken
man also soon left the vehicle. Tired
and overheated, Wentworth now hurried forward, making signs to the
driver; but, as the driver did not look
around, his signs were all made in
vain
and he was the more fretted at
this for the fact that the passenger
;

who was

the omnibus, had
towards him all the
time, and was, so our pedestrian
imagined, enjoying his disappointment.
Hot, dusty, and weary was our
young artist, when, after walking the
whole distance, he arrived at the
pleasant residence of the gentleman
we have mentioned.
riding in

his face turned

my young

" All,

friend

I

How

are

you to-day
A visit, I need not tell
you, is always agreeable. But you
look heated and tired. You have
walked too fast."
" Too far, rather," said Wentworth.
" I have come all the way on foot."
" How so V Did you prefer walk!

ing V"

"Yes

;

to riding in the stage

with a

would have been agreeable rather crying child, a lapdog and a drunken
than offensive but the vulgarity of man."
" The drunken man was bad comstreet-smoking he detested, and the
fact of this vulgarity came now to liaiiy, certainly. But the crying child
throw his mind again from its even and the lapdog were trilling matters."
" Not tome," answered Wentworth.
balance.
;

Whew

he ejaculated, backing
the window, and leaving
his place to one less sensitive, or capof a deeper abstraction of
able
thonglit when iinything of true interest was presented.
" I will ride out in the country."
said he. " There, with nature around
!"

away from

I

can

find

enjoyment."

So he

laying aside his palette and brushes, entered an omnibus, the route of
he took up his hat and with a worried which extended beyond the city
manner, left llie studio, wliere, with bounds. Alas here he also found
two or three young men, he was something to disturb him. There
taking lessons aiid seeking to acquire was a woman with a lapdog in her
skill in the art of iiainting.
He was arms, and another with a poor sick
at work on the head of one of Raph- child, that cried incessantly.
man
ael's Madonnas, and was, with the partially intoxicated, entered after he
warm enthusiasm of a young artist in iiad ridden a block or two. and
love with the beautiful, seeking to crowded down by his side. Beyond
transfer to liis canvas the heavenly this, the sensitive AVentworth could
tenderness of her eyes, when a coarse endure notliing. So he pulled the
jest from the lips of a fellow student, clieck string, paid his fare and rejarred harshly on his ears. It was sumed his lilace on the pavement,
tliis that had so disturbed him.
Out muttering to himself as he did so
in the open air the young man passed. " I'd a thousand times rather walk
but the bustle and confusion of the than ride in such company."
street did not in the least calm his exTwo miles from the city resided a
cited state of feeling.
gentleman of taste and education,
coarse, vulgar fellow !" he said who had manifested no little interest
angrily, giving voice to his indigna- in our excitable young friend. To
tion against the student. '" If he is to visit him was the purpose of A\^entremain in the studio, I must leave it. wortli when he entered the stage.
!

A

:

"A

a half a mile of his pleasant dwelling.

it

came
young Wentworlh as me,

of

a landscape, cabinet

had just been placed in the window, and our young friend was soon
size,

"

Southern World.

A gem of

ings.

which would have taken him within

" I despise a woman who nurses a lapdog. The very sight frets me beyond

endurance."
"

Still,

my young

will nurse lapdogs,

and

friend, if women
you can't help it;

your wisest course would be
unobserved or at
To punish youras you have done to-day, because

so,

to let the fact pass
least uncared for.
self,

;

other people don't conform in all
things just to your ideas of propriety
pardon me, hardly the act of a
is.
wise man."
" I can't help it. I am too finely
strung, I suppose— too alive to the
harmonies of nature, and too quick to
Do you know
feel the jar of di.scord.
to what you are indebted for this visit
to-day V"
And Wentworth related, with a
coloring of his own, the incidents just
sketched for the reader taking, as he
did so, something of meriUto himself
for his course of action.
" Upon what were you at work '?"
asked his friend, when the young mati
finished speaking.
" On the beautiful Madonna, about
;

which

I

told

you at

my

last visit."

" It is nearly completed ?"
"
few more touches, and I would
have achieved a triumph above any-

A

—

;
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thing yet accomplished by pencil.

It

the eyes that I tailed to succeed. They are full of divine tenderness, that only a magic touch can give.
Eaphael was inspired when he caught
that look from heaven. I had risen,
by intense attraction of mind, into
the perception of the true ideal I
sought to gain, and the power to Rx it
all on canvas was flowing down into
my liand, when the jar of discord
produced by that vulgar fellow scatw;is in

tered everything into confusion and
darkness."
" And so the Madonna remains unfinished V"'
" Yes, and I

am driven from work.
Here is another day added to my list
of almost useless days."
The friend mused for a little while,
and then said, somewhat sententiously
" You

must take a lesson from the

bees, Henry.'"

ward progress.
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the cover off long enough to turn
around three times, then cover up
and they will take care of it. Wliy, I
Like them,
it.
honey of life from every rich flower have h;ul them cut conil)S down to
grow
high
the partition walls about }:i dislance
my
way.
in
J^et the freeds
from top bar. Hark what's
if they will, 1 shall not regard their down
presence."
all this buzzing mean ?
Well I have

son of the bees.

Thanks
I

for

the

les-

will never forget
I will gather the

!

hived a second swarm of Cyprians. I
have put Ijack all second swarms, as I
think their presence will be needed in
Sundry Items from New York.
the boxes Imt this was such a nice
large one I thought I would hive it,
J. E. MOORE.
and as tlie queen was with them (all
old queens are clipped) I shook them
I have been reading the articles in into the hiving bag.
When bees swarm from the hive
the Weekly Bee Journal on the
" honey prospects," and as I see none where the queen is clipped, if you
from this part of the State, send a few want the bees to return to the hive
The without clustering, cage the queen
items from Genesee county.
season, so far, has been peculiar, and as soon as possible and put her in the
although the a])iarist has been hoping hive or, if you prefer clustering, tie
for better things all along, if the the cage o"u a bush suspended on a
weather continues as it has been pole, following the bees to a tree or
much longer white clover honey will bush.
Byron, N. Y., July 20, 1882.
be hard to find in this part of the
Fnr the American Bee Journal.

;

;

" I will hear a lesson from your lips,
but, as for the bees."
State.
And he shrugged his shoulders with
As the season was two weeks later
an air that said " I can learn but lit- than usual, and the fields gave promise
tle from tlieni."
of abundant clover bloom, I thought
••
Let us walk into the garden," the weather-would be more favorable
said the friend rising.
than had it blossomed earlier, and so
And they went out among the leafy made preparations for a large yield
shrubs and blossoming plants, where but, although the bloom has been
bullerllies fold their lazy wings, and most abundant, very little honey has
the busy bees made all the air musical been gathered.
The rotation has
with tlieir tiny hum.
been three days high winds then
" A'ow for the lesson," said the storms, followed by one or two days
young artist smiling. "
lesson from fair weather. We had rain on tiie
the bees. Here is a sprightly little night of the 17th, followed by warm
fellow, just diving into the red cup showers on the morning of the ISth,
of a honeysuckle. What lesson does up to 9 a. m. By 10 o'clock it seemed
he teach V"
as though I never saw the bees bring
" One that all of us may lay to in honey so fast, and I went out of
heart. There is honey in the cup, the bee house several times, queen
and it is bis business to gather honey. cage in hand, thinking the bees were
Just beside the crimson blossom, and swarming. This continued
until
even touching it, bangs an ugly worm, noon of the 19th, when the wind comspinning out the thread of his wind- menced rising, and still continues, so
ing-sheet but the bee does not pass that
my e.vpectations that the
the flower, because of its offensive " boom ""had come at last seem likely
presence, nor will he hasten from it to be blasted.
imtil he has extracted the honey-dew.
These high winds are invariably
Novf his work is accomplished and cold. At 9:45 this morning the
now he has passed to the clover blos- temperature in the sun was 88-',
som, which his weight bends over while in the shade it was only 67-.
against the deadly night-shade. But To sum up, the clover bloom has been
the poisoned weed is no annoyance to most abundant, but the atmospheric
him. So intensely pursues he his conditions
have
been
altogether
search for honey, that he is uncon- against the secretion of honey by the
scious of its presence. Now he buries fiowers. I do not agree with Mons.
himself in the blushing rose leaves, Layens' theory, mentioned by Mr.
'
heeding not and caring not,' though Todd, as the cause of no honey in
a hundred sharp thorns bristle on the clover. The linden is not in bloom
stem that supports the lovely flower. yet, and I notice the buds are not so
And now, full ladened with the sweet abundant as last year.
treasure he souglit, he is off on swift
When I boxed the hives, we had 67
wing for the hive. Shall we observe colonies of Cyprians and I.iof Italians.
the motion of another bee V Or is tlie Have had
Cyprian and 1 Italian
lesson clear?"
swarm. I never worked among bees
The counteTiance of Wentworth that'handled easier than the Cyi)rians
looked tlioughtful, even serious.
do in hiving swarms. On some a('little while he stood musing, as though counts
1
like tbeni better, and on
liis perceptions were not lucid.
Then some not as well as the Italians; but
turning to his wise and gentle reprov- sliall be better able to judge as to
ing friend, he grasped his hand, say- their merits at the close ol' the seaing, with a manner greatly subdued
son.
think they hold their own
I
" The lesson is clear. I will go Ijetter in the spring, and are more actoack and flnisli my Madonna, though tive than the Italians. Tlieir sense
a dozen vulgar fellows haunt the of smell is wonderfully acute, so that
studio. I will have no eyes or ears if there is the least chance given they
for them. My own high purpose to are very neighborly, and if one has
excel, shall make me blind and deaf combs filled witli bee-bread and honey,
to anytliing that would hinder my on- set them in an empty hive and leave

—

;
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;
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Of my thirteen colonies twelve began April in fair condition. The
spring here, as everywhere else, was
very backward. I commenced feeding on April S, and by care I was able
to get and keeyi my colonies strong
during our cold and discouraging
May. Consequently when fruit bloom
began my bees literally fell upon it
and we had about two weeks good
honey flow and tlie eleven colonies I
ran for extracting, filled their two
story hives and began on a third
2d of July I extracted
stories alone 300 lbs.
of line honey, leaving the first and
third stories' so far as they contained
any honey, untouched. On the same
day, right in the midst of clover and
liiuien bloom, the bees began to kill
their drones, and I regard it as very
fortunate I did not extract too closely,
as they liave barely held their own
ever since and many combs are almost
story.

Oil

tlie

from the second

eniptvI

think

combs

if

I

to give

had had empty old
them I should have

much larger crop, but they
bad to draw out foundation, which
takes time, and a sheet of foundation

secured a

drawn out will not hold more
than tliree-ciuarters as much honey as
a tough old comb. Three hundred
pounds does not in quantity really
amount to anything, but then there
are some not very far off who have
none at all. so I feel encouraged.
None of my eleven colonies swarmed
or had any nuclei made from them, so

just

you will see I directed their whole
energy to honey gathering. We have
every reason to exjiect and look forward to a good yield from golden rod
and asters^ as the conditions for it appear just

right;

last year

it

failed

entirely.

have noticed in the Jouhnai.
I
several articles, the writers of which
claim that the production of drones
can be stopped or controlled by using
worker foundation, and several an-

—

—

;
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swers per
foundation

that

use of
accomplish
that result. I tind I cannot prevent
my bees from rearing some drones
they will take a worker comb and
lengthen out the cells, or they will
cut the worker cells down to the bases
and build drone cells in their place,
they will have some drones undoubtedly the use of foundation prevents a
very large number of drones, but that
it
will entirely prevent their being
reared, I am not willing to admit.
I have one colony of bees that are
very peculiar
they are the most
vicious of hybrids, and last year I
tliought I would Italianize them. I
made two attempts, and each time
with great care, but they killed the
queen both times, until it became so
late in the autumn that I decided to
wait till this season. Last May I
tried again, and they killed the queen,
and I, not to be outdone, tried another. I saw her go in at the entrance
and the bees feed her and lick off the
honey I had rolled her in, and I found
the next day that no cells were started
so I supposed, of course, all was right;
but yesterday I found she had been
contra.,

would

the

not

;

;

as usual, and a small black
queen reigned in her stead. I shall
try again and again till I succeed. I
have tried several methods such as
killed

letting

cage,

and

—

tlie

bees

shaking

gnaw
off

her out of the
the bees in a box

letting her run in with

them, and

other ways wliicli I have used with
success in other cases, but they seem
to have made up their minds to have
their own way. 1 think in the last
case they actually accejited the queen
at lirst and tlien killed her afterward;

they are a curious lot.
Brookline, Mass., July
From

the Century for June, 18S2.

The Bee-Pastiiies of

JOHN

When

21, 1882.

California

California.

3IUIR.

was wild,

it

was

one sweet bee-garden throughout

its

entire length, north and south, and
all the way across from the snowy
Sierra to the Ocean.
Wherever a bee might fly within
the bounds of this virgin wilderness

through the redwood forests, along
the banks of the rivers, along the
bluffs and headlands fronting the
sea, over valley and plain, park and
grove, and deep leafy glen, or far up
the piney slopes of the mountains
throughout every belt and section of
the climate, bee flowers bloomed in
lavish abundance. Here they grew

more or less apai-t in special slieets of
no great size, there in broad, flowing
folds hundreds of miles in length,
zones of polleny forests, zones of
flowery chaparral, stream-tangles of
rubus and wild rose, sheets of golden
compositte, beds of violets, beds of
mint, beds of bryanthus and clover,

and so on, certain species blooming
somewhere around all the year.
But of late years plow and sheep
have made sad havoc in these glorious
pastures, destroying tens of thousands of the flowery acres like lire, and
banishing many species of the best

honey plants to rocky cliffs and fence jagged with snowy peaks along the
corners, while, on the other hand, top, dark with forests in the middle
culture thus far has given no ade- region, and purple with grasses and
quate compensation, at least of kind flowers and chai>arral at the base, and
—acres of alfalfa, for miles of the blending gracefully in smooth hill
richest wild pasture, ornamental roses undulations into the glowing yellow
and honeysuckles around cottage plain, which, like a cloth of gold, was
doors for cascades of wild roses in seen flowing away to north and south
hazing
the dells, and small, square orchards as far as the eye could reach
and orange groves for mountain belts and vanishing in the distance, dis;

tinct as a new map along the footof chaparral.
Only ten years ago, the Great Cen- hills at my feet the sunny sky archtral Plain of California, during the ing over all.
Descending the eastern slopes of
months of March, April and May,
was one smooth, continuous bed of the coast range, through beds of gilias
honey bloom, so marvelously rich and lupines, and around many a hilthat, in walking from one end of it to lock and bush-crowned headland. I
the other, a distance of more than 400 at length waded out into the midst of
miles, your feet would press more the glorious field of gold. All the
than a hundred flowers at every step. ground was covered, not with gi'ass
Mints, gilias, memophilas, castilleias. and green leaves, but with radiant
and innumerable composite were so corollas, about ankle-deep next the
crowded together that, had ninety- foot hills, knee deep or more five or
nine in every hundred been taken six miles out. Here opsis, corethroaway, the plain would still have gyne, grindelia, etc., growing in close
seemed extravagantly flowery to any social congregations of various shades
but Californians. The radiant, honey- of yellow, blending finely with the
fullcorollas,touchingandover-lai)ping. purples of clarkia, orthocarpus, and
and rising above one another, glowed Oenothera, whose delicate petals were
drinking the vital sunbeams without
in the living light like a sunset sky
one glorious blaze of puriile and gold. giving back any sparkling glow.
Down through the midst flowed many
Because so long a period of extreme
a river, the Sacramento from the drought succeeds the rainy season,
from the most of the vegetation is composed of
north, the San Joaquin
south, with noble trioutaries sweep- annuals whicli spring up simultaing in at right angles from the moun- neously and bloom together at about
tains, dividing the plain into sections the same height above the ground^
the general surface being but slightly
fringed with trees.
Along each river and tributary rutfled by the taller phacelias, pentthere is a strip of bottom-land, coun- stemons, and groups of Salvia carduatersunk beneath the general level, cen, the king of the mints.
Sauntering in any direction, hunand wider toward the foot-hills,
where magnificent oaks, from three dreds of these happy suu-planta
to eight feet in diameter, cast grate- brushed against my feet at every
ful masses of shade over the open, step, and closed over them as if I
prairie-like level.
And close along were wading in liquid gold. The air
the water's edge there is a hue jungle was sweet with fragrance, the larks,
of tropical luxuriance, composed of sung their blessed songs, rising on
white rose and bramble bushes and a the wing as I advanced, then sinking^
varie'ty of climbing
vines, out of sight in the polleny sod, while
great
wreathingandiuterlacingthe branches myriads of wild bees stirred the lower
and trunks of willows and alders, and air with their monotonous hum
swinging across from summit to sum- monotonous, yet forever fresh and
mit in heavy festoons. Here the wild sweet as every-day sunshine. Hares
bees revel in fresh bloom long after and spermophiles showed themselves
the flowers of the drier plain have in considerable numbers, and small
withered and gone to seed. And in bands of antelope were almost conmidsummer when the " blackberries" stantly in sight, gazing curiously
are ripe, the Indians come from the from some slight elevation, and then
mountains to feast men, women and bounding swiftly with unrivaled
babies in long noisy trains, often- grace of motion. 'Set I could distimes joined by the farmers of the cover no crushed flowers to mark
neighborhood, who gather this wild their track, nor, indeed, any defruit with commendable appreciation structive action of any wild foot or
of its superior flavor, while their tooth whatever.
The great yellow days circled by
home orchards are full of ripe peaches,
apricots, nectarines and figs, and uncounted, while I drifted toward
their vineyards are laden with grapes. the north, observing, the countless
But, though these luxuriant bottoms forms of life thronging about me
are thus distinct from the smooth, lying down almost anywhere on the
treeless plain, they make no lu-avy approach of night. And wtiat glorious
Oftentimes
dividing lines in general views. The botanical beds I had
whole appears as one continuous on awakening I would find several
and lookleaning
over
me
sheet of bloom, bounded only by the new species
mountains.
ing me full in the face, so that
first view of this central garden, studies would begin before rising.
About the first of May I turned
the most extensive and best defined
of all the bee pastures of the State, eastward, crossing the San Joaquiu
was obtained from the summit of the between the mouths of the Tuolumne
Pacheco pass, about the middle of and Merced, and by the time I had
April, ISiis, wiieii it was rejoicing in reached the Sierra foot-hills, most of
all its glory.
Along the eastern hori- the vegetation had gone to seed and
zon rose the mighty Sierra, white and become as dry as hay.

—

—

!

my

My

;
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All the seasons of the great plain
are warm or temperate, and beeflowers are never wholly wanting
bnt the grand springtime— theannual
by
the
resnrrection— is governed
rains, which nsually set in abont the
middle of December or the beginning
of January. Tlien tlie seeds, that for
six montlis have lain on tlie ground
dry and fresh as if they had been
gathered into barns, at once unfold
The general
their treasured life.
brown and purple of tlie ground, and
the dead vegetation of the preceding
green of
year, give place to the
mosses and liverworts and myriads of
young leaves. Then one species af-

This was the full spring time. New
species bloomed every day. The sunshine grew warmer and riclier. The
air became more tuneful from day tp

day with humming wings, and sweeter
with the fragrance of tlie opening
flowers. Ants were getting ready for
their summer work, rubbing their
benumbed limbs, and sunning themselves on the husk-piles before their
doors, and spiders were busy mending
their old webs or weaving new ones.
In March, vegetation was more than
doubled in (iejitli and splendor claytonia, calandrinia, a large white gilia,
and two nemophilas were in bloom,
together with :i liost of yellow comtei another comes into (lower, gradu- posilaj, tall enough to bend in the
ally overspreading the green with wind and show wavering ripples of
yellow and purple, which lasts until shade.
May.
In April, plant-life as a whole
The " rainy season " is by no means reached its greatest height, and the
a gloomy, foggy period of constant plain over all its varied surface was
cloudiness and rain. Nowhere else in mantled with a close furred plush of
North America, perhaps in the world, purple and golden corollas. By the
are the months of December, Janu- end of this month most of tlie species
ary, February and March so full of had ripened their seeds, but nndebland, plant-budding sunshine. Re- cayed, still seemed to be in bloom
ferring to my notes of the winter and from the numerous corolla-like involspring of 1S7S-9, every day of wliich I ucres and whorls of chaffy scales of
spent out-of-doors, on that section of the compositie.
In May, the bees
the plain lying between the Tuolumne found only a few deep-set liliaceous
and iMerced rivers, 1 (ind that the plants and eriogonums in flower.
first rain of tlie season fell on the 18th
June, July, August and September
of December. January had only si.x was the season of rest and sleep the
rainy days— that is, days on which winter of dry heat, followed in Octorainfell ;"February tliree, Marcli live, ber by a second outburst of bloom at
April three, and May thr&e, complet- the very driest time of the year.
ing the so-called raiiiy season, which Then, after tlie shrunken mass of
was about an average one. The ordi- leaves and stalks of the dead vegetanary rain storm of this region is sel- tion crinkle and turn to dust beneath
dom very cold or violent. The winds, the foot, as if it had been baked in
which in settled weather C(«ue from an oven, Hemizonia viryata, a slender,
the north-east, veer round into tlie unobtrusive little plant,
from six
opposite direction, the sky hlls gradu- inches to three feet high, suddenly
ally and evenly
with one general makes its appearance in patches miles
cloud, from which the rain falls in extent, like a resurrection of the
steadily, often for several days in bloom of xVpril. I have counted upsuccession, at a temperature of about ward of three thousand flowers, fs of
45-' or 50^.
an inch in diameter, on asiaigleplant.
More than 7.5 per cent, of all the Both leaves and stems are so slender
rain of this season came from the as to be nearly invisible amid so
soutli-east.
One magnificent storm showy a multitude of flowers. The
from the nortli-west fell on the 2Ist ray and disk flowers are both yellow,
of March. A massive, round-browed the stamens purple, the texture of the
cloud came swelling and tliumlering rays being rich and velvety, like the
over the flowery plain in most impos- petals of garden pansies. The preing majesty, its mossy front burning vailing wind turns all the heads
white and purple in the full blaze of round to the south-east, so that in
the sun, while warm rain poured facing north-westward we have the
from its ample fountains like a cata- flowers looking us in the face. In
ract, beating down flowers and bees, our estimation, this little plant, the
and flooding the dry water-courses as last- born of the brilliant host of comsuddenly as those of Nevada are posita? that gliirify the plain, is the
flooded by " cloud-bursts." Jkit in most interesting of all. It remains
less than half an hour not a trace of in flower until November, uniting
the heavy mountain-like cloud-struc- witli two or tliree species of wiry
ture was left in the sky, and the bees eriogonums, wliieli continue the floral
were on the wing as if nothing more chain around December to the spring
gratefully refreshing could have been flowers of January. Thus, although
sent them.
tlie main bloom and honey season is
By the end of January four plants only about three months long, the
were in flower, and live or six mosses floral circle, however thin around
had already adjusted their lioods and some of the hot, rainless months, is
were in the piiiue of life, but the never completely broken.
flowers were not suflicientiy numerHow long the various species of
ous to affect greatly the general green wild bees have lived in this honeyof the young leaves. Violets made garden nobody knows probably ever
their appearance on the first week of since the main body of the present
February, and toward the end of this flora gained possession of the land,
month tlie warmer portions of the toward the close of the glacial period.
plain were already golden with myri- Tlie lirst brown honey bees brought
ads of the flowers of rayed compositiu. to California are said to have arrived
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in San Francisco in March, 18.53.
bee-keeper by the name of Slielton
purchased a lor, consisting of 12 colonies, from some one at Aspinwall,

brouglit thein from New
All the hives contained bees
when landed at San Francisco, but
they finally dwindled to one colony,
which was taken to San Jose. The
little emigrants flourished and multiplied in the bountiful pastures of the

who had
York.

Santa Clara valley, sendingoff swarms
the

first

season.

;

—

.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place oj Meeting.
Auk. 10— Maine State, at Harmony, Maine.
1^*>*'J.

S-N. W.

Sept.

111.

and

S.

W.

Wm. Iloyt, Sec.
Wis., at Rockton, 111.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct. 3-6 -North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrlck Parmly, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Uemuree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky,
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J.

A. Bncklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

^tW~ In order to have this table complete, Secre*
tarjes are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.— En.

The National Convention.

The following is the official call of
the Secretary, Dr. Parmly, for the
Convention of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society. We hope there
will be a large attendance
:

The North

American

ers' Society will

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th an-

meeting at Washington Park
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to 5tli, 1.S82.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. in., Oct.
3.
We are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very profitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
nual

our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add to
the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.
Eaiiicic

New

York, July

Parmly,

Sec.

12, 1882.

1^ The bee-keepers of Boone Co.,
Indiana, are invited to meet in Lebanon, at Barton Iliggins' office, over
Jaskson's bee hive, on the west side
of tlie square, to organize an auxiliary
County Association, on Aug. 10, 1882.
George J. Frey,
Ora Kxowlton,

)
y

3 AS. H. Orear,

}

Executive Com.

;

1^" The summer's meeting of the
Cortland Union Bee-Keepers" Association, will be held in Cortland, N,
Y., on Tuesday, Aug. 8, 1882.

M.

C.

Bean,

Sec.

—

—
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in the side chambers. All the honey
we are to get must be basswood and
fall honey ; one rain would spoil all
hopes for white honey.

Ophir R. Goodno.
Carson City, Mich,, July

will It Pay. 1. Could a person
keeping about 2.5 colonies of bees find
sufficient profit therefrom to pay his
expenses, if the latter were very
moderate, including an extractor and
a few other necessary articles V 2.
Would an apiary of 100 colonies of
Italians produce an income of a few

Drones

iis

22, 1SS2.

Comb-BuiMers.

— Seeing

several articles lately on the use of
drones, I will add my mite as a sort
of mitigation for the " lazy fathers of
the hive." M. T. French, a neighbor
bee-keeper, came after me to extract
some honey for liim on the 1st inst.
I took out about 400 lbs. for him, and
hundred dollars per annum V
while there I saw a colony of black
Holland MacDonald.
bees, in an American hive, building
Montreal, Quebec.
comb on the front of the hive, and as
[1. Everything favorable, 25 colo- there was considerable comb I began
to watch them work. I saw fully onenies would give a handsome profit on
fourtli
of the outside bees were
running expenses.
drones, and they seemed to be as busy
On a close watch I
2. Mr. Doolittle's report for 9 years, as the others.
gives an average income of $1,380 per found tliemactually working the wax;
yes, building comb, and Mr. French
annum, with less than 100 colonies as told me he had carefully watched
basis ; but he lias, perliaps, been more them for nearly a week, aiid lie was
than usually fortunate during the satisfied that they were actually buildare having splendid
series of years. However, with the ing comb.
rains. The mint (Monarda punctata)
same judgment in the selection of is freshened up, and the Liees are
location and assiduity in managing again working finely on it and cotbusiness, bee-keeping will pay as well ton, Jamestown weed, cockle-burr,
"thorny careless," lambs-quarter,
as any other pursuit. Ed.]

My

Season's Work this Far.— I had
ill the yard and cellar of
my
own and neighbor's, 28 colonies 16 of
which were in Roop's winter protector hive. All wintered safely except
one, which lost its queen
three
more were in other winter hives and
wintered successfully and 9 in Roop's
common hive and wintered in cellar,
of whicli we lost 2 leaving 2.5 out of
last"fall

;

;

;

the sides of the hives, and that is just
exactly as Mr. Ileddon describes it. I
now fasten in combs, by tacking light
strips of wood to each side of a frame,
removing the strips after the bees
have fastened in the combs. Mr.
Heddon's method of drumming out is
certainly convenient, but does it pay
to allow a hive to stand queenless
three weeks, the young bees "loafing"
about, and fairly aching for some
brood to care forV In all essays
where the beauties of artificial swarming are dwelt upon, this one point,
that of leaving no colonies queenless,
I have had
is the leading "beauty."
no experience in thus leaving colonies queenless, and should be glad to
know if, setting aside the getting of
the combs emptied of brood, so that
they can be made into comb foundation, whether
so transfer.

it is

W.

any advantage
Z.

to

Hutchinson.

Rogersville Mich., July 20, 1882.

Entomological.— I send you by this
mail a box containing a beetle. Please
tel! what species, and wliether benefiWe
cial or not ; also some balls from an
oak tree, with a leaf attached. An
insect appears to have come out of
each one ; what is the cause of the
balls, and tell something about the
insect V If not too much trouble,
and other prairie fiowers. I am try- please answer through the Bee Jouring to get up a statistical report of nal.
R. Van Dusen.
bee-keepers and number of colonies
Arcadia, N. Y.
in the county.
Will forward as soon
[The beetle is Alaus oculatus, one of
as made out. Texas has been glorthis year.
Plenty our largest spring or jumping beetles.
iously blessed
smiles over our fields, orcliards anil The specific name oculatus comes
apiaries.
God be praised tor this from the large eye-like spots on the
abundance.
B. F. Carkoll.
thorax. The beetle is gray with nu1882.
Dresden, Texas, July
17,

merous dashes of black. The eye-like
Tlie temper of spots are velvety black, circled with
Bees.—
28, all ill fair coiulitioii. Most of them
were very strong until within three bees IS an effect, the causes of which gray. The length of the beetle is 1}^
weeks the season was very wet no comes from two sources, viz, inherit- inches. Like all of the Elater family
honey was gathered through fruit ance, and treatment. My observa- (Elaterida',), when (ilaced on its back,
their
disposition
bloom, except to keep up brood-rear- tions regarding
(which have been more than ordinar- it can by a bound regain its feet. The
ing. The same through red rasi)berry
have been breeding larva or grub eats the unsound wood
bloom, here at Carson Mr. Roop took ily careful, since I
nature), have taught me
40 colonies of young bees and all on for good
in old apple trees. I have found it
carelessly handled
dry combs and foundation ten miles that bees that are
also
in other trees.
let ;ilone. next;
;

Disposition of

;

;

;

the country, to a red raspberry
patch, which filled up rapidly and
tilled one crate each, in a short time,
ready to tier up. Tlieii we had another deartli until tliree days ago,
when they commenced on bassvvobd,
and yesterday and to-day are working very nicely. I have not secured
6 lbs of new lioney as yet and have
only extracted perhaps 10 lbs. of old
honey tliis season. Nor have we had
a swarm until to-day the first one
came out at 8 o'clock this morning. I
have made 13 nuclei which are as
strong as the parent colonies and
ready to tier up for extracting. Other
of our neighbors have been bothered
with too much swarming, but those
in Roop's winter protector can be
nearly kept from swarming. We have
15 colonies in Roop's winter hives
that have 27 frames covered with bees
and a crate on top, all well supplied
with bees and are putting in honey
to-day at a rapid rate. Mr. Roop's
bees at home have done no better
than ours, unless it be by swarming
which was caused.by not letting them
in

;

aretlie crossest; those
those that are properly

liandled,
The galls are the common oak apgentler than either. This, as far as
are formed by an extra
treatment is concerned. Breed from ples. They
your gentlest and best honey-gather- growth, due to the sting of an insect
never undertake to in this case, Cynips tonjiuens, which
ing colonies
liandle your bees, till you have settled belongs to the order llymenoptera,
the question of " who is boss,'' beyond
of our
all doubt.
Smoke first and jar all you and so is no distant relative
wish afterward, and your bees are not bees. Tlie sting is attended by eggoffended. Jar first, and smoke all laying, and the larva which comes
you please afterward, and they show from the egg, feeds on the apple
;

anger and resentment for days afterwhich the sting causes. The oak is a
James Heddon.
ward.
favorite with these gall-flies, there
Dowagiac, Mich.
being many varieties of apples, and
Transferrin?.— To-day is July 19, many species to produce them.— A. J.
but, so busy have I been, that not un- Cook.]
til now have I read Mr. Ileddon's article on " Progressive Transferring,"
Poor Honey Season.— I started with
in the Bee Journal of July 12th.
My article was written nearly two 18 colonies, have increased to 51,
years ago, and was originally pub- taken 180 lbs. extracted and .56 lbs. of
lished in the Counti-y Gentlemen of comb honey. Bees are Italians and
April 21st, 1881, instead of the Bural hybrids, with one Syrian, which did
New Yorker as credited in the Bee the best for extracted honey.
J. C. MiSHLER.
Journal. Since writing that, I have
Ligonier, Ind., July 22, 1882.
learned a better way of getting off

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Hiingin^ Broad Frames.— I think it
a great "iniprovenient to hang the
broad frames of the surphis arrangement for comb honey upon metal
rabbets, by means of ears or projections of sheet-iron bent at riglit angles
and nailed on the end ])ieces of the
frame, leaving off the top bar. The
sections are much more easily handled
where the topis open, while a blanket
keeps them clean. Is there any
patent on this arrangement V
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More Motherwort.— I send to you their children to the free schools, and
by this mail a sprig of fiowers that the day is not far distant when scien-

grow wild in this part of the country, tific bee-culture will be practiced, or
and it is covered with bees from rather carried on, by these dusky sons
morning till night. I would be obliged of the Old World, as well as their
if you will inform me through your more informed brethren.
valuable Uee Journal, what is its
Dresden, Tex.
B. F. Carroll.

name. I am a beginner in bee-keeping, and I like to work among them.
I had 4 colonies tliis spring, in box
hives, and sent for 2 Langstroth
hives, which are occupied witli black
bees, and 3 colonies in American
llUSTICUS.
hives. They all seem to be very
[We are not aware of any patent on strong and are working well but 1
the above described arrangement.
have no surplus yet. They are now
working in the boxes.
Ed.]
A Subscriber.
Elmira,N. Y., July 24, 1882.
Wee Stiiigrs for Deafness.— On page
444 vol. 18, No. 28 is an article headed
[The specimen sent is motherwort,
" Xot so Bright," from J. C. Thorn,
M. D. Streetville, Canada, who wishes mention of which has been made
to hear frinn other Canadian points, several times in the Bee Journal.
ill regard to bee forage.
Whiteclover —Ed.]
has been in bloom over three weeks,
and seems to secrete plenty of honey,
No Honey Yet.— Prospects for a crop
and bees are doing well with us. On of honey are very poor. I liave 12-5
the 27th of May, a bee friend from colonies of Italian bees, and have not
Waterloo, wishing to see an Italian had one swarm yet, neither have I
queen in my possession the day was obtained a iionnd of honey. They
a little rainy and foggy, and not very will not average 2 lbs. of honey to the
pleasant to open a hive of bees. How- hive if I should extract every drop of
ever it was done, but we could not it. They are fall of bees. 1 tliiiiK I
Mild tier, on account of tlie heavy mist shall get
some biisswood honey it is
falling. I aroused the bees so that I not in blossom yet, being two weeks
was obliged to cover them up. In later than last year. Last winter was
this I got stung on the back part of very open, and all the clover was
my left ear which has been deaf and killed. 1 have kept bees for 20 years,
of no use to me over 2-5 years. Two but never had them do so poorly.
weeks later, I received another sting,
W. C. Wells.

This Year is "Badder."— Bees are
doing very poorly here. The season
was so wet and cold, the bees could
do but very little in tlie way of collecting honey, although everything

bloomed profusely in the early part
of the season, such as apple, pear,
cherry, plum, iieacli, and tulip trees,

;

raspberry and blackberry.
White
clover was very scarce, owing to the
last year. The basswood or
linden was a failure here this year.
Last year was very bad here for bees,
and as the little boy said, this year, so
far, is ' badder."
We hope to get
some surplus honey from fall flowers.
Catnip and buckwheat are now in
blooui, and blackheart (hydro-piper)
will soon be. I have a small patch of
sweet clover, and I think it is the
" boss " bee plant for honey. I will
have nearly an acre of it next year.
I had 7 colonies in the spring
I now
have 15, all strong except one.
Thomas J. Ward, J. P.
St. Mary's Ind., July 2-5, 1882.

drouth

;

;

;

but on the inside of the ear, close to
the ear-drum, which was somewhat

—

Hay for Shading. Bees are booming
on basswood, while I am writing,
with the thermometer at 90- in the
shade, and this suggests the importance of some kind of shade for our
hives.' We have tried putting on a
handful of newly cut grass, timothy or

Phillipston, Ont., July 17, 1882.

painful at the time. Thank fortune,
Not Discouraged. Bees have done
the sting I received from those bees
has restored my ear to hearing again. very poorly here this spring, but are
doing well now on clover and various
Joseph M. Wisher.
Jordan Station, Out., July 18, 18S2. other plants. I put 7 colonies in the
cellar last fall, lost 2 during the winter, and the rest I lost after taking
A Large Yield in Maine. There is them out in the spring. I think they
now a fair prospect for a large yield starved, as they, gathered no late
of honey
Aroostook county. I honey last season and reared no
never saw such a liow of the nectar as brood, leaving old bees to winter. I
for tlie last 10 days, from Alsike was not discouraged, however, but
clover, which is now in full bloom. purchased ,S colonies last spring and
We have had all we could do to fur- shall try again.
A. J. Abbott.
nish hives, lixtures, etc., for the beeXortli Paris, Maine, July 2.5, 1882.
keepers in this vicinity, and for ourselves. We are running our apiary
Colored Bee-Keepers. In ante-belon Doolittle's plan, and have prohted
by so doing. I do not know how we lum days I was a slave-owner, and I
believe I know the Southern negro as
sliould get along without the Bee
it is a notorious
Journal. It comes to us regularly well as any one, and
is a peculiar musky
every week, with something new and fact that there
scent about these people not found in
interesting, and it is very encouraging to beginners to read how others the white races but. I dare say, this
would not be more objectionable
are doing in different parts of the scent
to our little pets than whisky or tocountry.
Henky Tilley.
bacco. I am well acquainted with a
Castle Hill, Me., July 21), 1882.
liost of negro bee-keepers
one married a girl that formerly belonged to
Worst Season ever Known.
are me, and 1 liave often counted as high
having, thus far, the w(ust season as 20 colonies in his yard. Jake
ever known in this locality for the Smith, f. m. c, near Dresden, has
production of honey. That "silver several colonies in American hives.
lining " does not make its appearance Ben Younger, f. m. c, has several.
yet. Basswood is in full bloom only He told me a few days ago his bees
one tree in five has blossoms, and not were doing well. It is true that this
much lioney from it yet. We heard people are very superstitious, but if
of bees starving in the middle of June. you will show me a man that is enOurs are building up nicely, and will tirely free from superstition, I will
probably get enough to winter with.
show you hairs in the palms of your
John II. Martin.
hands. They are taking some interest
Hartford, X. Y., July 21, 1882.
in fruits and bees, and are sending

some long grass

is best, as by spreading a handful each way you have a
protection to keep the sun from the
sides of the hive. Before the grass
gets too dry, put it away in the barns,
and lay on a new crop. Thus you not
only protect your bees from the sun,
but do your " haying " at the same
time. We have noticed that a colony
works much better if shaded all day,
than if left uncovered until they begin to roar with the heat.
G. W. Stanley.
Wyoming, Jf. Y., July 24, 1882.

—

—

m

Prospect Yet Good.— Until now the
prospect for surplus has looked blue,
but basswood is just opening and we
The
feel in hopes of a fair crop yet.
weather has become dry and hot and
is more favorable for secreting honey.
Last year basswood opened July 1st,
and it has been our main reliance for
surplus the past 3 years, and we es-

—

;

I had
it the best honey we get.
12 acres of alsike clover in bloom this
did
it
not
yield
much
year, but

teem

;

honey. I think we are overstocked
witii bees liere, whicli may be tlie
principal reason why we do not get
more clover honey.

— We

W. H. S. Grout.
Kennedy, N. Y., July 24, 1882.

;

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will ue sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

]

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.
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Honey

as

Food

find

Medicine.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to «e)u
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds

Office of ameuican Bee Joltrnal,
Mond.iy. loa. m., July

111,

IH82.

J

S

the

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

A

of Agute type will contain about elfcht
'wordit; fourteen linea will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

Transient Advertisements payable

in

advance.

Special Notices, 5U cents per line.

DISCOUNTS
:

*'

"
"
"

13

3«
3»
53

"

lO

20
(^months)
40
(9months)....50
60
(1 year)
(3

"
"

"

per cent, discount.

months). ...ao

"

"
"

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
J85 per cent., C months. lO per cent., 3 months,
S per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., « months, SO per cent.. 3
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn before the ex piraiion
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

G.

OSil West Madiaon

NEWMAN,

far

and wide.

Single

copy 6

cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
jier hundred, $4.00.
On orders of 100

we

print,

if

J>pccial IJoticcs.

payinK

dark and

7c. for

9c.

for

extracted.

BEESWAX-Choice

lots are worth 25o. here;
bright yellow, 24c.; dark to good. 17&22C.

Al. H. NEW.MAN. y23

desired, on the

W. Madison

St.

CINCINNATI.

cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
HONEY— The market for honey is quiet. Extracted brings 7(aJl(ic. in arriyal. No comb honey
(giving the name and address of the on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
BEESVTAir— Scarce, and brings 2(i(^2ric. on arribee-keeper who scatters them). This val.
C. K. MUTH.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
Quotations of Commission Merchants.
and expense— enabling him to dispose
CHICAGO.
of his honey at home, at a good protit.
HONEY—The demand for comb honey is light,
1

prices being

made

to

meet views of purchaser.

BBESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23<s'25c.

^^ Articles for publication

R. A.

must be

BUKNKTT,

1«5

South Water

St.

NEW YORK.
written on a separate piece of paper
HONEY—Whitecliiver, fancy, lb. bx8» 15®lGo.:
from items of business.
white clover, good to choice, and 2 lb. bxs., 13(S
I

l

tiuckwiieat, 2 lb. bxs., per lb., ll(S12c. Extracted and strained, white. ^cyjK^ic; dark 7(gj8c.
14c;

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.

^' Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than Soz.

mailed at
the Cliicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
is

Examine tlie Date following your
and any iiiegularity in its arrival is name on the wrapper label of this
due to the postal employes, or some paper it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
cause beyond our control.
;

subscription on the

1^ We

HONEY— I am
liglit

BEESAVAX— There

is

agood demand

for bees-

wax, and arrivals are quickly picked up.

Prime
have stild at 2Sc.. and :it the close :ioc. is asked.
Western, pure, 27(&2.^c.; Btnithern pure. 2H(3.29c.
D. W. <^t'lNuv. 1U5 I'ark Place
lots

CLEVELAND.

Street., I'hiriiico, III.

i^Tlie Bee Journal

them

or more,

will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
paid in advance

For 4 weeks
"
8 "

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
of cooking in which honey is used, and
up to this hour
healtliful and pleasant beverages.
Quotation!, of Cash Bayers.
We have put the price of them low
CHICAGO.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
:

space, each insertion.

line of

The

Bee Journal.

send Cook's Manual
Advertisements intended for the Bee
in cloth, or an Apiary Eegister for 100
Journal must reach this oflice by
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
Saturday of the previous week.
for one year, for $3.00; or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, tor $2.7.'i or with
1^ Our new location, Ko. 925 West
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.
Madison St., is only a few doors from
t^ Always forward us money either the new branch postoflice. We have
by postal order, registered letter, or a telephone and any one in the city
by draft on Chicago or New York. wishing to talk to us through it will
Drafts on other cities, or local checks, please call for No. 7087— that being
are not taken by the banks in this city our telephone number.
will

;

HONEY—

Comes in very slowly, and is readily
sold at "i-'ic. per lb. ftn- I lb. secliions. No larger
sections received yet.
Our experience in the
honey trade for the past 25 years, teaches that
during the whole year there is no better sale for
honey than August and September. The demand
is greater and prices as high as at any

al this time

time during the year, especially for comb honey.
Extracted probably sells better Utter. No extracted has thus far licen received, but it could be
quoted at 10(3ll2c. ItHESWAX— '^rrfiiiHc.
A. C. Ke.ndei., 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— There

is mure inquiry, and an imConsidering the light stocks,
in bids
considerable has changed hands within the week.
Market for extra clear extracted and choice comb
is quite firm.
We quote white ciunb, l(i(g;l8c.; dark to good. 8®
12c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 9(5)y!^c.;
dark and candied, 7({<.7>i.c. BEESWAX— 28®;«c.

provement

STEARNS & SMITH.
BOSTON.

423

Front Street.

We

HONEY—
BEESWAX—

Trade quiet.
quote at 20@22c., aocot'ding to quality.
Piinie qnality, 2nc.
Ckocker & Blake. 57 Chatham Street.
ST.

LOUIS.

IIONKY-New Texas comb (when
peitcft'

lirin^'s -loit

extracted at

J..'c.

the combs are

Quote strained at SgJlOc,;

\-C. pel Ih.

BISKSWAX— Prime in demand at 24@25c.
K. C. Gbeer & Co., 17 N. Main Street.
1

The Apiary Register.

All who intend to be systematic in
Constitutions and By-Laws for their work in tlie apiary, should get a
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
Premiums. Those who get up clubs name of the Association printed in the For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
1 50
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one blanks for 50 cents extra.
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
year, will be entitled to the following
The larger ones can be used for a
premiums. Their own subscription
I®" Do not let your numbers of the
few colonies, give room for an increase
may count in the club
Bee Journal for ISSl be lost. The
of numbers, and still keep the record
For a Club of 3,~u copy of " Bees and Honey."
best way to preserve them is to pro"
all together in one book, and are there3,— an Emerson Binder for 18kl>.
cure a binder and put tliem in. They
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for
Colonies,
fore the most desirable ones to proor Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper. are very valuable for reference
"
"
cure at the start.
o,—
cloth.
"
».*-•-•-•
"
®,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Betrister for i^oo Col's.
1^" When changing a postoffice adThose who may wish to change
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash from other editions to the Weekly ,can dress, mention the old as well as the

except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

1^

—

:

.1(1

'*

*'

I

1^

for their labor in getting

up the club.

do so by paying the difference.

new

address.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Preparation of Honey for

Marand care

tlie

ket, including the prodnotioii

comb and

extracted honey.
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
last meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appointed on a committee to prepare instructions on the Exhibition of Bees
and Honey at Fairs; this is also added
to the above. Price, 10 cents.

of botli

A
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FRANCES DDNHAM,'HIVES AND

THE DUNHAM

than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Stctit»ns, having remodeled our machinery, and put evervthiug in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

''BOSS'' ONE-PIEl'E SECTION.
Wehavenot9(dd anv rights to manufacture, therefore we are the sole manufacturers in the United
Send for Price

They

CO.

Section," we hereby
shall prosecute all manufacnot molest bee-keepers for
USING those purchased before Dec. 1st. 1881, but
hereby caution tlieru against buying any except
those beariuL' our staTup, It has been reported by
some that it is.uir intention ontv to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-piece Sections heretofore purchased this is whollv untrue and false.

We

turers.

are lettered in gold on the back,

Jouknal

&

Some persons having infringed upon
NOXICE—
our Patent "One-Piece
we

give notice, that

for 1882.

and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

List.

JAS. FORNCROOK
Watertown, Wis., Dec, 1h><i.

Emerson Binders.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made espe-

Bee Journal

r-1

"I
We are in better shape

States.

cially for the

SECTIONS.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of

as fast as

shall

;

.IAS. FORNCROOH.
Watertown, Wis.. Dec. l.^ IH81.

received. They will be sent post paid
by mail for 7.3 cents.

HEADQUARTERS

CO.

<fe

.oimtf

THE SOUTH

IN

Vov the manufacture of

MEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES.

3i(Uicvti5etncnts,
The AMERICAN Bee Joctin al

is

the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a larye circulation in
every Slate. Territory and Province, amonj? farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is. therefore, the best advertismg medium.

FOUNDATION
Patente'! Autr.
ipf"

TO COLORADO BEE-KEEPERS.
Send to .J. i>. Peubody for Apiarinn Supplies,
Pure Italian Bees and Queens. Bee Hive Manufactory, No. 370 Wasoola st., Denver, Col. 31 wit

Send for New

Aug. 1st, I will
sell <> Italian Queens for $5, and h Cvprian
Queens f or *k. I»urity, safe arrival and satisfaction cuanintced. Vor particulars, address REV,
J. E. KEAUNS, Morning Sun, Iowa.
31wltp

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

RoKerHvllle, Oenesee County. Mich.,
Makes a specialty of rearinx fine Italian Queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells I. uilt in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. SliiL'te queen, $i.ij(}; six queens for |5.o(i;

twelve or more, 7.>c. eaeh. Tested queens, t2JX)
each.
Sale arrival by mall guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money order drawn on Flint, Mich.
26smtf

1882-SouthernHea(lquarters,-l882
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens

:2:jd,

Imported and Uonio-bred; Nuclei and Full ColoFor quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manufactiiriuK tbe Dunham Foundation.
Try it. If
you wish to purchase Bee» or Supplies, send for
nies.

BROWN%

BR.

Ssmtf

Aueusta. Ga.

J^" Send

Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.
J. M. C. TATI.OR,
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Send for circular.
lOsmtt

EacbNumberconiains32pages of reading, many
fine Wood Cut Illustrations, and one Colored Plate.
A beautiful Garden Magazine printed on elegant
paper, and full of information. In Englisli and
German. Price, $1.2o a year. Five copies, 15.00.

Tick's Flower and Teicetable Carden.
cents in paper covers; in elegant clotb covers,

.'jO

Jl.OO.

Tick'. Cataloeue—;iOO illustrations, only 2 cts.
Address,
James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.

Bayou Goula, La.

Sample and Circular,
v.. OEM, Fond du Lac. Wis.

OATJTIOIT.
for

PATENT Number Italian Bees, Queens and Sections.
Dunham Foundation Machine, making
Untested Queens, in May, $1..^)0 each in June,
;

comb foundation
shai-te,

with base of cells of natural

and side-walls

l«rout;iU

up to intm an even

surface also on the tdundatn'ii mjide on said machine, I hei-eliy Kive notice to all [mrties infringiuK
my ri^^hts, either by nianufacturint^ said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines asabove. other than of ray manufacture,
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infring -tnentsto the full extent of
the law.
A.
;

FRANCE**

BUNHAM,

DePere. Wis.

23m4t

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used
"20

cents per square

in

the Bee Journal for sale at
-no single cut sold tor less

iiirli

TIIOM.VS G.

than.5nc.

»a5 West Madus.in

NEWMAX,

Street.

Chic:iso,

III.

July and after, $i per dozen, after July 1,
Sent by mail, with directions for introducing.
Italian bees by tin' half pound, same price as un$1.25

;

;

?;iix

queens. One
comb nucleus, without
queen (Gallup frames), in May $3, June ^2.50, July
and after ^li J-comb nuclei, with the standard
Ijangstroth frauies, 25 per cent. more. Sections'—
planed dovetailed sections, 4Ux4Mx]9^. $4..50 per
i.wo; .-,i^xr>4.\i:','. ?'• per 1,000. Sections of this
thickness do not need tms between them
insure
straight comiis, ami the bees can ripen up and seal
honey faster than in combs with deeper cells. See
testimonials in March number of Oleanings. Please
tested

i!

;

t<;i

remit by P. O.

by draft on

Friendfit

BIJE JOURNAL
We
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
the

The BuiTisu

IlKK .ItifiiXAL is published monthly, and contains the lust practical information for
Ine time being, show in what to Un. and when and
how to do it. It is e'lu^il and publislied bv

<\ M. A i;itOTT, Kef-Master,
School of Apiculturf. l-airlawn, Southall. Ijondon.
8^*We send the \Ve''kly AMERICAN BEE Journal and the iiritis}i H'f Juuniai, both for 4^3.50 per

if

a

will with pleasure

^Ii>nthl>'

Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y.

of Apiarian Supplies before purchasingelsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuabieneeded in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
J, C. <Se h. p.
Hartford. Wis.
4sml5t

SATLES,

16-PAGE PKICE

JLIST

of Italian,

Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me their name and address on a
postal card.

Usmtf

TOWNSEND.
Co.,

Mich.

any way interested

in

send you a sample copy of

H. M. BKO'WN,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

in Bee-Culturei
of the latest improve-

(lilt^uiiliiits
jirii-e-list

Comb

Illv*-n, IfcMiey Exli*actor»t,
Fouiid:atloa,Se<tl4>ii 8loii»-y Boxes, all books
and journals, and evi-i ything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nntliing P'itt ntmt. Simply send your address written plainly .io A. 1. IH.iUT, Medina, O.

ments

in

I882.--QUEENS--I882.
I

Be SURE
MT

In

am now booking orders.

Warranted

.JOHN H. MAKTIN.

9smly

you are

with a destripiive

common

cooking .stove, capacity
H to r> bushels per day. Price, complete, $iu
in
the tJat, partly put toi^.ther, for i?i;. A few agents
wanted. For particulars and prices for Evaporators. Queen Bees, etc., address
(in

registered letter, or
or Chicago. Address.

O. H.

Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo

Fruit Evaporators,
To be used

money order, by

New Vurk

lOmtf

BEES OR HONEY

THE BRITISH

To send a postal card fnrour Illustrated Catalogue
Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

Illustrated Catalogue.

Comb Foundation Machine.
for

l^^mtf

>si.v

for

Italian

Queens

1^1.00,

Tested do., after
Cyprians, UnwarrantSend tor circular giving de¥.i.(Xi;

June, $1.50.

;

IIRAIXIUARTERS FOR THE

my

PAUI> E. VIALEON,

5mtf

my new

Catalogue. tiiviuK directions for iutroducInK queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Addres-s,
J. P. fl,

Foiiiidalion a specialty.

Queens and Bees from Marehto November.

B3?~Send for

C. Olm's

18hi.

iicular for Januiiry, 1882.

l'

;

Italian

Having obtained l.I-^TTERS
24(;,i>99

QTTEEN APIARY.-After

(

Dunham and Root

ed,.:;i.iM
.,..._, six
^^,

for

$.'i.<X>.

scription and recommendation from Postmaster
and county officers. Money order offiie, Versailles,
J. T. WIESOX,
Ky. ^
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.
imtf

1882.

JOSEPH

D.

ENAS,

1882.

(Sunny Side Apiary,)

Pure Italian Queens,
BEES. COLONIES, NUCLKI,
Extractors,
Address,

9m 8t

Comb Foundation, etc.
Sunuy Side Apiary,
Napa

P. O., Cal,

IPCUTCWANTKD to sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe

MOLn O Book.

I
Sdls at Hight, Double your money
AddreBsDr.ChaBe'ePriiitingHou8e,AnDArbor,Mich
36m lyp

—
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EXCELSIOR

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
PURK ITALIAN BEES ANDyi'KKNS
I

A NEW BEE BOOK!

breed

for sale; niiiDufacture Hives of any ytyle and

Comb

Foundation. Dealer in Novice llniiey E.\BinEham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.
J. S. TADL.OCK..
14w3L4t
Iractors,

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying ;f and 4
Lant.stroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes
The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
i>* in the larger can, with the cone
r metal standard for the basket
rt VDlve upon, leaving room, unit rneath the basket for "fi or so
lb-* of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
fK t*(i Extractor. 13x'20. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Fxcepting with the $>*.»«) Extract )rs, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading tu the honey gate, and mova< omb
Baskets. The $.s.(X> and

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
—
—-^=^ the pound. Circular andsquare
samples
hiKhsirte-walla,

to

4

feet to

lli

'

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

t

free.

SONS,

Sule Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

1882.

the Evergreen Apiary.

URI6QS.

r..
of Wilton Juncption.
will furniaii Italian Queens from eitheroi
his Prize Mothers, as early In the cominK season as
they can be bred, at the following rates Tested

Iowa,

:

Queens. ?^:i Warranted Queens. ^'J Queens without guarantee. *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, ^-i. Orders Hlled in rotation, as received,
3w2iit
if accompanied with the cash.
;

;

;

EVERY FARMEE AND MILLER
SHom.I> have FISHEU'S GRAIN TABLES, 192
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid fur 4ii cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
83^ For sale at the Bee Journal Office.

Extractors have no covers.
¥8 00
8 0*_)
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00

:.'

-2

1

ALFRED

.12 1K>
.16 00

^EWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, ChlcaEo,

111,

;

„^

!

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
am paying 24c. per pound, delivered here, Cash
I

I

on

Shipments

arrival.

solicted.

avoid mistakes, tlie name of the shipper
should always be on each package.

To

AI^FKEI) H,
923

West Madison

ited.

R. A.

BURNETT, Commission

M. D.

B. J.

TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
wiien a poiscm a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Frlce 25 cenlw.— Sent on receipt of price, by

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each,
;

100 Colonies
FOR

;

$777

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Street,

A YEAR, and

CHICAGO,

BEES BY THE POUND.
Send address
Iw35t

SALISBURY

Cainargo, Douglas county,

20
ILL.

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low Prices. (^uick Returns

;

Cus-

tomers Never Defrauded."
*l: Tested.... $2
Italian Queens
Cyprian Queens. .. .$1 Tested.... ^2

O VIckery

Auariisla, Miilne.

for prices.

JAMES II£l>BON,Dowagiac, Mich.

Rev. A.

expenses to agents,

outfit free.addressl*

ALSil,

s.\MO.

TESTED ANO DOLLAR QUEENS

:

THOMAS

111.

CHICAGO. ILL

Street.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

1125

Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
101 So. Water Street. Chicago,
28wl3t

NEW*! AN.

6SS ENGBAVING8.

A.

For the past few years 1 have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established repntatinn in this city as a dealer in
diriMt Irom the Apiaries, enables
PUKE
me to ohtaiii tlu' high<'>t ntarket prices. Your consignments and coi I'spondence respectfully solic-

HONEY

BEESWAX.

aciwly

;

Palestine Queens.. $1

;

Tested... ^2

Extra Queens, for swarming seaisf^n,

Given'sFoundationPress.
Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
<fe C, Hoopeston. 111.
Iwly
I>. S.
Tlie latest

improvement

in

readv,

if

we are timely notified.

'
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
^
Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
arrival guaranteed.

wax. Aloiiey Ortlers en

paid for briglit
20' Tiiscolii,
111.
2.

Iwly.

GIVEN

FB.EE! FREE!
Send for nur js-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Beee. Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS.

and satisfaction guaranteei!.
<fc CO., Coleraine. Muss.
llW'5m E- A.

THOMAS
DUNHAIU: COMB F0irNnATI0N-40c.

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes. &c. These ma-

extra thin and bright, 10 sq. ft. to
the lb. 48c. Send for samples. Wax worked lOc.
perlb. F.W. HOLMES. Coopersville, Mich. 13wly

per pound

;

liines are especially adapted
1)
Mnkintr. It will pay

I

Hive

very bee-keeper to send for
4H-page Illustrated Cata-

PAPER T^^.T'^o^
THIS
Newspaper Advertising Bureau no Spruce

Co.'s
St.),
it in

where advertising contracts may
NEW
XORK.

be

made

for

Mir
~

'^W-;?lV>3c^fiv^kJ>^-

OR THE
an Apiary for Fleasnra
and Profit by

Management

of

;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

I

For American frames, 13x13 inches
10x18
For Langstroth ""
"
10x18
For 3
"
"
10xl«
For 4
For 2 frames of anv size, 3x20
"
'*
V2HX20
For 3
"
"
13X20
For 4

923

Bees&Honey

\y. F.

& JOHN BARNES.

2017 Main street,
liockford, Winnebago Co..

:\'i.

111.

Editor of the Weekly

lice

Journal.

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjessful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief annmg the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a N^'cessity." " Management of
It

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey."
etc. Price, bound in cloth. "JS cents; in paper
covern. iiO centM» poytpaid.
02S ^V. MadlKon Street. Chicago, 111.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet. Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.—Newa. Prairie (^ity. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.- Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance tobee-raisers.— Indianian, Clint<,tn, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.- American Agriculturist, N. V.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109beautiful engravings.— Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap'
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the inforraati'pn needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should oe in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsbuig, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat. Allegan. Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in th©very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer*
Cleveland, o.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save e.vMerience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest diecoveriCB
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
olist.

Full of practical instruction, that no one

who

contemplates kei?ping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest th©
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield. O.

Embraces every subject of inierest in the apiary,,
giving very thorou^li ii'tuiU of the management

and manipulations necf-'yary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Lougmont. Colo.
Written in an interestingand attractive manneft
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the

care of bees.— Sentinel. Home, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little bHsy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the artv
by which the produftion of delicious and healthgiving lioney is obtjiined. aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.
Signal, Napoleon, O.
<\tntains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-'iilture. He who would keep abreastof the
.times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino. Cal.
It embraces every subject that win interest the
beginner. It describes all Hip newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious ancJ
healtb'giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
pri'p;irt' it for the market in the most attractive
form. It i?^ embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is tlie most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.- Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

Discouut to Dealers
A JLlberal
the l>ozenor Hundrecl.
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FOUNDATION
AND
KETAII..

WII01.ESAI.E

do well to send for
Dealers
our wholesale prices of Foundutlun. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States, we make
in bee-supplies will

STABARD

ALL

STYLES,

Is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity unrt beauty. Extra thin and briRhtfor
All shapes and sizes.

and our wax
Becti<'n8,

Samples free

request.

i>n

&

DADANT

CHAS.

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

III.

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, Kood
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Founila•
tlon,all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything

5 ESa

5i ciiiS

Speoialt,

with gocpd younK (.lucens. Give me a call, friends,
and 1 will try and please you. (Box HI9 )
B. T. KLANACAN, Kose HIM Apiarv,
Belleville, St. Clair

5wly

County,

now

an

<|uote

5

Gents per pound
PRICKS PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

Advance

of

on the
whnlesale ur

ITiwtf

retail.

Land-640 Acres

Florida

CHEAP FOR CASH. Si

tm-

DE.'*run'Ti<)N,-Ser. 4, township 7, south range 7
west, Franklin countv. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Uenrnia line, 25 miles west of the
city of Tallalutsse, the capital of the State, and
about 26 miles northeast of the city of Apahichicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
the
2 sections (5 and r,) uf the Apalachicola river
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 3l8t. 1875. byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned (j sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, forf3,200, and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him coijveyed to the undersigned for

The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Keeordsof the
$3,000.

county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos;

I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address.

THE CLIMATE,

t*25

G. XE^VMAX,
THOMAS
Street. CHICAGO.

West Madison

I

Woman's
15w6mp

can

Send

Foondation.

Until further notice, the price of

8ll

023

be

5 Cents per pound,

West Madison

Excelsior

my Catalogue.
H, XEWMAX,
in

Street.

OwinK

over

to the lar^e

advance

prices thus
less

;

in

J.

3wly

than

lU

50

1.

P.

WILSON,

Burlington. Iowa.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

V.

lbs., 44c.; VanderIfi lbs., 57c., 10 to 50

KKEI'

THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

CALDWELL,
111.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
,

AMI

I
lbs., 42c.,

Cambridsie. Henry Co.,

"s.^

DR.

the price of wax,

Dunham, loto

vort, lu sq. feet to the lb., 1 to
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.

,

QUEENS.

Dunham and Vandervort

ibs..4if!.,

fio

H.
W. Madison, CHICAGO. ILL.

-1

CHICAGO, ILL

FOUNDATION.
now quote

Sup-

NEWMAN,

i

the styles

and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen

^LFREB

32-pafie Illustrated

r;ime Nucleus, with Test14.50
ed (,)ueen
2 frame Nucleus, with Test'
5.U0
ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1
lO.tHj
Same. afterJuly
TestedQueen, before July l, S.lkj
afterJuly I.. 2.5U
"
'*
per half doz.,
13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
PostofBce
Order,
or

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price 5 cents perpound. owing to the
Increased cost of Beeswax.

Advanced

my

ITALIAN
1

from the advertised price

for

ALFRED
M2:i

GOLDEN

(flat bottuni). will

by

MENVER, COL.

291 Sixteenth St.,

in

the above Smokers at

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'
plies <tf every description.

pri-

Industrial Association,

Advance

sell

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.

C03:.0B.ikD0,
be promptly and truthfully smswered by
vate letter, upon sendinj^ One liollur tt) the

IL.1..

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

OF

will

lam now

booking urdersformy

"^'''LDEN ITALIANS, reared from
^t^^l^jf tli*^ best stock in the country. Wary ,Mg*\ ranted Queens, $1 'I'ested Queens,
/iT-^tZ^XK ''»rly in the season. $2.50; after
^'"'iii—^m ^A-Iuly, $2; 2 frame Nucleus, with
Ci^/\3r\33Tested Queen, $4 Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, ?in. The Best
X ^^ \
Quinby smoker for ti.'K). Address all orders to

'/PAT.

B/NDrR|i_|PERl00iCA\.s\

l!vSw>

;

;

T.,. a. DiEur..
(Money Order Office)— Butler, Dekalb Co., Ind.

The Emerson Binder
IS

THK NEATKST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

use them. Directions in each Binder.

lowtf

THE CONQUEROR.
Lar^e Smokers need wide shields. Bintrham's
have them, and springs that do not rust an^ break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The CnTiquer'ir hasall improvements made to date,
andftiixTinch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for *J.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT^N,
13wtt

Abronia, Mich.

"A^'UfL OF
By A.

APIARY,
COOK,

TllE

J.

Of Lansino, Pru/eusor of Entomolo^ in

the

320

PfMEes;

College of Michigan.

133 Fine

Illuatri&tlens.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elecantly Illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work bus beea
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
tulldesccrlptionsof honey-producing plants.treea,
;

illustrated— and laat.though
shrubs,
not least, detailed instructions for the varioua
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
etc., splendidly

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OR,

State Agricultural

session.

CONCERNING

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

111.

;

We
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For Bee .lournal of 1«80
For Bee .lournul of 1881
For Bee Journal "f 1882

'S'Sc.

THOMAS «. NE'WMASr,

Address.
925

50c.
85c.

West Madison

street.

Chlcaso,

0XK-P1E<'K SK<"riOBfS a specialty.

III.

Pound

L. Hives .'>oc. Also, Italper
size.
ian bees lor »K per cilony. Circular free.
Hsml'Jtp BVltti.N WAI.KEU &CO..Capac,Mich.
|;-l.'r>o

,

1

'.

Read

the JoUoxoing opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it Is the work of a master and of
real vulue.—L' Apiculture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.-L.EWltf T. COLBY.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future bouiv-maUers.— BrUis/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's vjilujible Manual has been my constant t^uide in mv operations and successful management of the apiary .—J- P- West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of tlie Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkuop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtaina
it, will ever regrei having purcnased.— iVic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual isa necc:r-sity. Prof. Cook's Mauuul is an
exhaustive work.— if e rait/, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
Is fuily up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so pre.at as to almost astonish myselt. and much ot it is due to ihe clear, disinterested intormation contained in Cook's Man-

ual.— Wm. Van antwekp. M. U
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. L/ivf iStock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never vet uiet with a work, either French
or foreign, winch 1 like so much.— L'Abbe 1>IT
Bois, editor uf the liuLetin D' ApicuUcur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these In-.
dustrious insects, but al!«o a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management: also a botanical description of hooey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of^ bees.— /Jtmocruf, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
m ecu 771 of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo al taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— J.r/riciiitum(, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be tlie most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee nianagemeni that
everv experienced bee man will welcome, and it la
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely pruitcd. neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Weal.— Western Ai/riculLiirvit.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whieh
has ever been publisiied. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and in tlie compilaiK)n of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and ni;ike popular this most
interesting uf alloccupU'iiuns.— J,inerica7i Inventor.
Jot

Price— Bound
911.00 by mail
.

; In paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, !$1.2J»

prepaid.

TIIO.MAS G.
West Madison

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

!
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TAPE!

B.BID
will be

"WTio

copy?

first to

25,000

The OrlKlnnI

the

USE.

IN

MENDElSSOHii

BINGHAM
Bee

^^O

Smoker'

you buy the Orisinal Patent Bineham
Bee Smoker, you will
If

Qq's.

THOMAS
925

Qnluby'sNeivBec-SLeeplns. by L. C Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so

this

that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— !S1. SO.

ABC

Novice's
of Bee'-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces"everythiiig pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and

cover all the smokers
that will burn sound

those more advanced. Cloth, S>1.2o.

oursmokersand hon-

ey knives first, youp^tPTitPd
will have to buy no*^^^®"^®*^'

hANOS

lft7ft
^**'**

PRICES:

Handed

By

to

Mail,

Customer. Po; tpaid.

Wide shield Conqueror, 3 inch
$i
Lar^e Bingham Smoker (wide
inch

Smoker

1

50

1

25

I

$850 Square Grand

Knife, 2 inch

I

3

50

Id

1

apply for dozen or balf-dozen

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials,

to

^bronia, Mich.

Red^iced from our late wholesale factorv price.
a$395, for at day; only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This is now, by fur. the createst bargain everoffered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order, C'tsh sent nnth order will be re funded
and freight charges paid by us both ivays if Piano is
not just as represetitt'd. Several other special bargains: Planoe, :t^l60 up. Over 15.o(X> in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano fuiiv warranted for 5 vears.
H price. Catalogue Of 3.000
choice pieces sent for ;^c. stamp.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

A

MILLIO.V J^OLD. Most complete
its kind ever published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
"\;"EAKIA'
J.1 book of

!

!

Standard book tbroughnut
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
jor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
For sale at the Bee JorKXAL Office..^
tables, interests, etc.

|y

SHEKT MrsiC

PURE HOLY- LAND QUEENS.

Mf.NDELSSOHK PIAXO

21smiy

make

a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than HX^ colonies in
their puritv. All Queens bred from 0. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2o,
6
H.1',3 each; after that date, single Queen. $i.CMJ
for ^5.1X1 12 or more. 75 cents each; Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more each. Tested Queens. $2.50
I

rosewood

case elegantlv finished.

and delivered on board cars at XewYork,
with fine Piano Cover, Stool dl* O j ;X
and Book, only
(iT'^'TO.

BINGHAM & HLETHERINGTON.

l"wtf

Ma-niflcent

$245.

strings, 7 1-3 Octnve*, full piitent cantante
agraQes. our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved Jegs and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame. French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, everv improvement which can in anyway tend tothepertectton of the instrument, has been udiled.
Ij^Our price Tor this iustrument, boxed

65

1 CK)

sell af^ain,

Piano for only

PIAND
F '^1
InllU ^TYI
01 ILL
02

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch.... 100
Wonder Bingham Smoker.

1^ inch
Bingham & Hetherington Honey

To

$2 00

75

(wide

shield). 2 inch

Plain
Little

EARS

;

Box

FOR IKE

2958.

New

Italian Queens,

;

same

I. IR.

GOOID,

York.

MILLION
of

Shark's

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil
is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is ab.stracted from a peculiar species of
small TThite Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea.

known as Carchamdon liondeletii. Everv Chinese
tisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered bya Buddhist Priestabout
the year 14H.>. Its cures were so numerous and
inaMy 8o«eem]n{rly mfraculou-, that the remedy was oflBcialiy pr<)Chiimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.
Laneatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
C. F. -M
4pply to
,
976 and 97S Central ATe..eiXClXJi'ATI, O.
IS^end IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

VTH

300 y*'ar!t no

Bees andGlueens
FULL COLOMES

of ITALIAN
From my Apiaries.

I

I

j

J.

cation.

50wtf

H.

Circular on appli-

KOBERTSOX,

Pewamo. Ionia

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

15w6m

<TOS.

Address.

M.

BROOKS, Columbus. Ind.

Halbert e. Paixe,
late

PAINE
Solicitors of Patents

2©wl3t

Stort

B.

Ladd.

Com'r of Patents.

&

LADD,

and Atty's

in

WASHINGTON,

».

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Protlt. by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." "Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 16U panes, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, Toe; in paper
covers, SOc, postpaid.
Blenen Knltar, by Thomas G. Newman, in
the
language. Price, in paper covers,
4o cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
:

GERMAN

Dzierzon Theory ;— presents
tal principles of

bee-culture, and

the fundamenturnishes the

15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman,— This pamphlet discourses upon the
facts

and arguments

to

demonstrate them.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation i>f Jloney for the
Market Honey as f«t<.rt. givinL' locipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddin;-'s, Fnam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and slmuld be scat,

;

tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Hn^llsh and Of^t-man.
Price for either edition, 6e. ; per dozen, SOc.

fVinterliifc Bees. — This contains' the Prize
Essays on this subject read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Associaaon. Price. lOc.

Preparation of Honey

for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price,

lOc.

hivf used by G. M. Doolittle.

a description of the
Price, oc.

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handland Marketlnt?.— A :i4-page pamphlet, by
;

ing

\ C. P. Dadant. giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l*>c.
Bee Piisturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Ch.

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this impor-

tant subject, with suugestions what to plant, and
and when and how lii; engravings. Price. lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

F.

;

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations ofifered as food. 200 paaes 50e.

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

;

This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
ni>t eat.

Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has^^'i engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

Paper. 25e.

rxQCESTloSABLE and its cctraChicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
BPOLfTE, AS THE WRITERCAN
PERSONALLY TESTIFY, BOTH FROM EXPEKIEXCE its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 3Sc.
AST) OBSERVATION. ^Y^ite at oncc to Hayloce
Moore's XTniversal Assistant, and Com& Jennet. 7 Dey Street. Neer Yf.rk. enclosing ^i. plete Mechanic, contains over ).i>t^>.0>K) Indus-

TirE CHARACTEIl

.A

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile KeVIEW.
lyTo avoid lossin the mails,plea8e send money
by REGiSTEKED LETTER.

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

C.

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

Only Imported by

Patent Cases.

S2.

"Its virtues are

I

'

Mich.

Co.,

Price,

Blesned Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

the

1
]

Honey Bee

Dearne<ts has existed amongf
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at ?i.ot_i per bottle.

It

BEES,

QUEENS and XUCJ^EI IN SEASON.
|^~ Satis faction guaranteed.

l<anerBtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

'

The Hive I Use— Being

FooChoo's Balsam

price.

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty, Ind.

5wly

Kine's Bee-Keepers' Xexi-Beok, by A. J.
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth. Sil.OO.

.

CO,.

;

each

LLL,

It is not onlv instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
10 do without. Cloth, $1.S5 ; paper cover, SI,

Btove-wood. or do not
BO out. If you buy

Bxtra Bingham

CHICAGO,

subjectof bee-cultuie.

postpaid, from R5 cts.
to *2. Our patents

2!-6

Street,
;

season than ever before. Price per mail,

shield).

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Bee-K.eeper*e Oiilde or. Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
"ust rated and fully "up with the times" on every

improved bee smokers—pet the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of —thestandard of excellence the
world over— better

others.

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

^

aid the inventor of

and handsomer

Books

Sole Agents for America.

20wly

IIaylock &

Co.)

1 Dey St., New York.

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processefl,

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200.0(m.) items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wond Workers of every kind.
The work contains I.hih pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth it8
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. 92. SO.

——
©"
-T^

'(,
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OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSn^LY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

HI.,

August

9,

1882.

No. 32.

commenced work

'^^fji'm.^L.
Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

C.

:

NEWMAN,

EDITOR ASn PROPBIETiiR,

WEST MADISON

CHICAGO, ILL.
Districts where but a short time
Advance.
since only discouragement and doubt
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S8 a year, in advance. prevailed, are now beginning to asThree or SLi Months at the same rate.
sume a cheerful aspect. Kentucky,
Qeonce Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are perhaps, started out early in the seaour authorized acents for Europe.
son with the brightest prospects of
Postage to Europe 50 cents extra.
any State, but an abrubt change in
BM4rt<i at Chicago post office a$ $fCond class ma(t<r. the wind-current, followed by snow,
frost and cold rains, soon destroyed all
hopes of an immense spring yield, but
TOPICS PBESENTED THIS WEEK.
left the bees generally with sufficient
Editoii.ll—
stores for summer consumption, and
Imtest Prospect* for honey
497
Bee-Keepinc in our UniTersity
498 since that time colonies which were
Kditorial Items
498, 500
previously strong have been but selfKf^v. L. L. l>ani^8trotta
500
I>enth of Mr. A. F. Moon
499 sustaining.
A few weeks ago Mr.
The National Convention
499
John C. Peden, of Lawrenceburg, that
Among Our Exchanges—
very discouragingly.
State, wrote
Bree<ilng the Best Queens
soo
Bee Pasturage
50r:»
Xow, however, he writes that bees
Still Breedlne
500
Bees Fertilizing the Clovers
500 are working *' on both red and white
The Difference
500
clover, and that in comparison with
Correspondence
the past they are like a tornado. SecTheoretical Bee-Culture
501
St. Joseph, Mo., Inter-dtate Exposition... 501
tions that have been on the hives for
Premiums
50j
Sweepstnkes
501 six weeks, in a half-finished condiSpecial Premiums
501
Bee Not-s from Mississippi
501 tion, are being finished up, and new
Winter Temperature P.eqalred by Bees..! 502
Bee Dopartment of the Tri-State Fair
503 ones started in a way that is real enPremiums
503
That Professorship
With Kentucky's noto5.3 couraging.''
Comb Foundation-Making In Germany.'.'.'.' 505
riety for fall flowers— asters, etc. we
Convention Notes
anticipate there will yet be a good
Local Convention Directory
5^t4
National ('(invention
Last season the
504 yield in that State.
Bi-e-KeepingandOtherParsnits ..!!!!...'! 505
To Bee-Keepers in Florida
506 bulk of their crop, if we remember
rightly, was obtained in September,
Selections from Oar Letter Bos—
Fall Transferring
October and November, after all hopes
gof;
Hyori'l Bees
"
.Vie
B.*esln Arkansas
of a surplus had been abandoned.
5(j(5
Bees In Colorado
figfi
Beautiful Foundation
From New York, Mr. G. M. DoolitHyj
Journcyings in America
'"" arr tle supplements his
former gloomy
Keal KncMuraging
507
Returning Swarms
5fn
Making L'p for Lost Time.!.'.'
w? notes, with a postal dated July 29
TheHoneyWave
sm " The past three days have been
Progressive Transferring
.507
IntroducingQueens
507 splendid for bees.
The combs which
Dysenteried Nuclei
508
Progressive Transferring ..!
Vi8 showed nearly starvation for the bees
Which queen Goes ?....:......;
5^
Bees Doing No Good
v« a few days ago, are now glistening
Breeding Tp
SS
Honey from Daisies
!.'.*!!.'!.'!.'!.'"
5(» with honey, and enough has been already
Maple Sugar
50q
ProspecM Brighter
few have
508 stored fur a winter supply.
925

ST.,

At S2.00 a Year.

in the boxes
thankful for the winter supply
already obtained." Mr. G. T. Wheeler,
of Mexico, in the same State, writes
" Blossoms
under the same date
commenced to open, accompanied
with honey weather, and the bees
work as though they expect to make
up for lost time. I expect to hear
that Doolittle's bees have stored basswood honey by the ton the past week.''
From the other backward districts of
New York we expect to hear equally
as good reports, with the addition,
perhaps, of cheering prospects for a

Am

In

"..*

".'/."

—

.

'.,'.','.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

!.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.!'.''.!'.'.','.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.""

'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.',','.','.'.

.'

',

!.'!.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'!.'!.'.'!

,

A

heavy fall yield. Should fall frosts
be tardy in coming. New York, we
think, will generally report very large
fall yields.

In the district in Iowa where prospects were least encouraging, a complete revulsion has taken place, and
the yield is almost without a parallel.

Mr, William Malone, Oakley, Iowa, in
" after
a letter of July 27th, says
waiting and feeding so long, the honey
:

wave struck us July 10th, and I never
saw such a heavy yield as from that
time until the present." Mr. Malone
hived a swarm July 15, in a 2-story
Langstroth hive, with 20 frames of
foundation. In 8 days he extracted
40 pounds of honey from the second
story, and the lower one was fuU.

from Messrs. DaSon, at Hamilton, 111., in the
Mississippi Valley, report the "bees
In that district last
still booming."
season the honey harvest was very
light, owing to the drought, and the
above parties were obliged to adopt

The

dant

latest advices

&

the migratory system with their colonies to reach honey bloom. Mr. J.

Lee Anderson, at Lawrence, McHenry
County, 111., Aug. 4, says " We are
having the largest honey crop this sec:

A

second crop
tion ever witnessed.
of white clover is coming on where
one has been cut off for hay. The in-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

498
crease of swarms is over one
percent.'"

hundred

Bee-Keeping

iu

Our University.

We cannot now recall the name of a
Frequent solitary apicultural writer of promirains, with a hot, humid atmosphere, nence, whom we would prefer to have
have encouraged honey secretions, criticise the editorial matter or genIn our o^vn neighborhood the late

swarming

is

unparalleled.

and. although the bees can only work eral

management

of the

Ajierican

" the necessity for dollars and cents"
was its corner-stone, and every comb
of honey represented a feast for a famishing family. Even the backwoodsman with his rimless hat, and shirtsleeves and breeches serrated at the
elbows and knees, found it a long fast
watching for the exit of a woodchuck
from the stone-heap in which there
was none ; and still there was no other
meat in the house. Necessity may be
a stimulous, but is not the guaranty
of success. It is not tlie practical
laborer whose family eke out a subsistence on the fruits of his toil, that
does most in webbing our country
with railroads, but the engineer who
plans his work to the men who drive
the nails and place the bricks we are
not most indebted for our wonderful
factories and magnificent houses, but
the science-cultured brain that tells
them where to drive the nails and how
to place the bricks. And so with all
successful professions and labor. The
practical labor is necessary to completion but the scientific preparation
is necessary for conception and oversight or direction.

wonderful to contem- Bee Journal, than Mr. James Hedplate the honey they gather. Should don or Rev. Wm. F. Clarke. Both
frosts be tardy in their appearance, are independent in their opinions, inthe asters, goldenrods.Spanishneedles, genuous in their expressions, and
heartsease, bergamot. and other hon- candid to admit it when convinced
ey-producing flora will be most abun- of error. On pages -501 and .503 of this
dant: and the excessive breeding yet number, they have reviewed the edibeing kept up, will give ample oppor- torial which appeared on the first page
tunity to gather fall honey for win- of our paper of July 26th. and to save
ter stores, besides a liberal surplus for space we will answer both articles
market. White clover at this writing with one.
First, without wishing to rob Mr.
(Aug. -5) is yet as plentiful as ever,
but deserted for the magnificent sweet Clarke of his introductory consolation,
we must insist he is no" peacemaker;"'
clover (Melilotns alba).
as between Mr. Heddon and ourself
Yet. with the prospective liberal
there is no dispute— perhaps scarcely
production of honey this season, beea controversy and we believe not
keepers need borrow no anxiety about
a difference of opinion regarding apiprices. In Europe the crop promises
culture in our University, when that
to be very light, while in California
gentJenum has maturely considered
there will be comparatively none for
the subject.
export. Agents of European and EasMr. Heddon has partly understood
tern houses have found it impossible
our position, ajid so far agrees with
have
their
orders
to
filled there, for a
If the University education
us but in order more fully to explain
strictly first-class article, and will have
we must review his several proposi- polish and enlarge the talents for
to look to the Eastern markets and
keeping, the practical will quite
tions in order. If we must have theothose of the Central States to supply
idly follow the acquisition of
at intervals,

it is

;

—

;

will

;

the demands of trade, while the foreign consumers will be obliged to
draw on the Atlantic, instead of the
Pacific Coast.
Beeswax is already
ranging at fabulously high figures,
and we now believe will never decline
to its former quotations. We therefore advise all to put up their honey in

marketable shape, properly
grading it, and to make no sacrificial
sales in order to effect an early disposal.
first-class

beerapthe
ries, then, of course, we want correct
science. Tact, as commonly applied,
theories
but less of theories and
make-shift for the present,
more of scientific facts sound, hard, is but a
while talent insures a success in the
solid facts are what we need, and so
and perhaps after the emulalong as each must grope along iu the future,
tive strife between the apiarist who
theoretical wilderness, with but the
his sole guide and
glimmering hand-lamp of a half-obso- runs with tact as
he who has talent for his support, it
lete theory to guide him in his search,
found that tlie latter's five colhe may pass and re-pass the scientific will be
onies, at the end of a series of years,
truth, and not be able to recognize it.
Nor do we think that by practice have netted more profit than tact's
alone— real bread-and-butter practice initial fifteen colonies.
will we be able to " separate the corWith Mr. Heddon's fourth pararect from the incorrect," except upon graph we cordially agree in the main ;
scientific principles
therefore, we but to his fifth we must take excepwould have a practical apiary in con- tions, and will answer his closing
nection with the University, where question, Yankee style, by asking anscience can test and demonstrate all other Were you employing a superthe abstruse facts which go to make intendent for your extensive apiary
successes and failures in bee-keeping. for a series of years, and the choice
We would have the apiary self-sus- was offered you between a graduate
taining if possible, but certamly its of the Michigan Agricultural College
continuance should not be dependent with a view to making apiculture a
alone upon the amount of revenue, i. e., specialty, and one who had received a
"food and_ clothing" it earned. Nor year's practical experience in some
would it be a generous valuation to extensive apiary where tact was the
expect the scientific knowledge gained system adopted and bread-and-butter
to be equal to the capital required to the motive, whicli would you employ,
" stock an area of one apiary's flight." all other things being equal ? Would
It certainly would be no detriment you not expect to devote as much time
to the graduated student to spend a to weeding out pernicious theories,
season in some practical apiary, run inculcating wholesome precepts, and
upon scientific principles, even though creating proper conceptions, with the
;

—

—

!

—

laereasing Popularity of Cook's Manual.— So rapid has been the increasing
popularity of " Cook's Manual of the
Apiary,'' that we have recently been
obliged to issue another edition, making 9,000 published to date. Apiarists
have been particularly fortunate in
the high order of talent devoted to
the preparation of text-books, but
"Cook's ilanual"' has rapidly taken
the front position, and the Professor's
scientific and practical education will
enable him easily to keep his excellent
book in the advance, as the frequency
of the editions give him opportunity
to anticipate the progressive steps.

1^" Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

;

:

:
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would make the former his fidence advanced them beyond their
Let us make the question scientific attainments.
We raise no objection to the estabmore aVjrupt How many thoroughly
practical apiarists, in the United lishment of a practical apiary, proStates, have you in your mind's eye vided it be under the jurisdiction of
that you consider competent to im- the Professor, for it is as absolutely
part a practical education, even in two necssary he should have the best faor three years, that will insure success, cilities for solving his problems and
unless science be combined with it V demonstrating their solution, as that
We cannot now recall even one suc- the chemist have his crucibles, the
cessful apiarist, much of whose time astronomer his charts, and the engihas not for many long years been oc- neer his compasses.

latter, as

superior?

:

cupied in acquiring a scientific education, and whose every progress in
science has not been dearly bought
Because
with a reverse and why
the dollars-and- cents standard of the
apiary allowed of no interruption in

—

its

practical

working

't

to investigate

problems, until dire necessity forced the solution on the apiarist, and it became a matter of choice
between obviation and ruin.
scientific

ilr.

Clarke

eloquently

eulogizes

Prof. Cook, and we believe he reverences him as a scientist and respects
him as a man. yet we think he does
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elected its first President, being absent. Mr. Moon presided over the first

National Convention, in 1870.
In 1873, he moved to Georgia, and
at Rome edited and published Moon^s
Bee World for three years, when it
was suspended and its subscriptions
unfilled, were supplied by the Amer-

ican Bee Jourxal.

Since then his health has been deand mortality has been struggling for the mastery. About a year
ago he commenced an article for the
Bee JorRXAL in these words
Death of Mr. A. F. Moon.
" Time, with his sickle, is mowing
We learn with regret that Mr. A. F. the days and hours. Seasons come
Moon, of Rome, Ga., died at his home, and go days and months, like the
seasons, succeed each other. Sumat 4 a.m., on Wednesday, Aug. 2, 1882, mer, with all the joyous anticipations
aged 58 years.
that could be produced by the warm
Some of our readers will remember and genial rays of the sunand change
of the season, will soon give place to
that Mr. Moon wrote us a private letautumn, and this to cold, bleak winter, dated Jan. 16. 1S81, concerning his ter."
misfortunes, and feeling assured that
At least " the winter of death '" has
bee-keepers everywhere deeply sym- come to him. His later articles were
pathized with him, we published a written while he was suffering great
portion of it on Feb. 9, 1881, as follows: pain of body, but now that is all over
clining,

:

;

The past has been a most unfortu- —mortality has triumphed and our
nate season with me. I have received
"
him great injustice with his doubt. no honey, and had no queens or bees friend has been laid low by the all
devouring
scythe
of
time.'"
His
busy
That the Professor has never felt to sell, and have not been able to
called upon to abandon an eminent transact any business, on account of life is ended, and his race is run All
my lameness, which ended in the loss that is left to us now is to draw " the
position, where the benefits derived
of my limb. In fact, I was compelled
from his instructions cannot be esti- to go on crutches all the seeson. I mantle of charity "over his short commated by dollars and cents, to demon- am somewhat better now, but have ings, emulate his earnestness and zeal,
strate that he is eminently practical, not been to our postoflSce since the and when we, too, are called upon to
11th of last May, which is only 2 blocks pass through " the valley of the shadshould give rise to no doubt of his
from me. This, you know, is hard for
ability. But were it so. then how a man accustomed to walking and ow of death." let us hope to be as
necessary that we should have a Pro- stirring around. The Weekly came peaceful and confiding as he
!

!

fessor of Apiculture, to

whom we

can

in to-day's mail,

which just

the
bee-keepers
fills

it is just what all
bill
The National ConTention.
look for the scientific facts in connec- want a Weekly Bee JouRXAL. Long
with
tion
our favorite pursuit, know- may it live, with success to its editor.
We have received from Prof. Cook
ing that no one in our ranks is comFor several weeks it was known the following circular relating to the
prehensive enough to demonstrate all that the amputation of the entire leg
above convention. We greatly regret
its branches.
would be necessary, and this was we shall not be able to attend, but cirMr. Clarke agrees with Mr. Heddon, finally submitted to as a dernier resort cumstances beyond our control wiU
and we agree with Mr. Clarke, and to save life, on Tuesday Aug. 1, 1SS2. make our absence imperative. We
have often so stated, that in the future but, alas, he died the very next day. regret it more especially, as this wiU
much of the honey of commerce wiU
Mr. Moon obtained his two first be a most interesting meeting, and
be produced by specialists. If we are colonies of bees in 1834, when he was those who can attend will be more
right in our surmise, then how neces- 11 years of age, by hiring out to get than repaid the expense and loss
of
sary that every facility be afforded to the means to purchase them he kept
time:
acquire the fullest preparatory educa- bees continually up to the day of his
The next meeting of the National
tion.
What argument can be adduced demise always keeping abreast of Bee-keepers"
Association promises to
to promote education in the natural the times, by giving the fullest ener- be a grand success. Such men as D.
sciences, that will not apply with gies of his active mind to progressive, A. Jones. A. I. Root. James Heddon.
O. O. Poppleton and Dr. J. P. B..
equal force to apiculture in our uni- practical and scientific bee-culture
Brown have promised attendance.
versities ? Where is the State or com- he was a specialist, and at home in
It is expected that the Association
munity that would not receive its every department of apiculture.
will visit in a body, the apiarv of Mr.
proportion of benefit, through an inHe helped to organize the " Michi- Hill, of Mount Pleasant, which is one
of the best conducted in the States.
crease in revenue, if this were one of gan Bee-keepers' Association," was
Mr. D. A. Jones will exhibit specithe higher branches taught ? The one of its first executive committee, mens of the bees of the Indies, infuture history of bee-keeping would and became its second President. cluding the famous Apis dorsata.
There will also be exhibited at each
not show so many vacant places, At the meeting which organized the
intermission, miscroscopic preparacaused by the dropping out of those "North American Bee-keepers' So- tions, showing structure of
the sting,
who had placed reliance upon their ciety," he was elected Chairman, and month-parts, etc., and of the so-caUed
fancied practical skill, and whose con- though the Kev. L. L. Langstroth was dry feces of bees.
;

—
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Let some bee-keeper of each leading
city look after railroad rates. It will
be the last week of the great Ciiicinuati Exposition. This is a great attraction, and will make it easy to
secure reduced rates. Round trip
tickets from Detroit are promised for
A. J. Cook, Preskldit.
$5.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth.— We have
received the following letter from
Mr. Langstroth, which we know will
be read with more than usual interest
by the thousands of apiarists who
have a tender regard for him, and
wish him health for years yet to come.

Oxford. Ohio. July

My health

for the last

26, 1SS2

few montlis

has considerably improved, but not
enough to permit me to resume my
pen with any freedom. In the 4-5 years
since 1 began to keep bees I have never
known so poor a season for honey.
The strongest colonies of some of our
largest bee-keepers have not a cell of
sealed honev, and only a few daj's
supplv on hand, and yet the bloom of
white"clover has been and still is unusually good, and the weather appareutlv all that could be desired.
Yerv truly vour friend,
L. L. Langstkoth.
Oxford, Julv 26. 1SS2.

—

The
Breeding the Best Queens.
Orange Bulletin gives its views on this
subject in the following language
:

We deem it a very great

mistake to
suppose that tlie queen that can lay
the greatest number of eggs in a given
time is therefore a desirable queen
iUSCELLANEOUS.
but it a queen bee is capable of laying
.500,000 eggs in a life time, shall we
Bee Pasturage.— The Indiana Farm- have them laid in two or four years'?
er has this to say about providing We should prefer their being laid during the longer period. All such quespasturage for bees
tions should be well studied and propfor
pasturnecessity
providing
The
erly digested liy the apiarist as well as
bees
is
becoming
more
apfor
the
age
giving a strict" adh&rence to natural
parent each season. As the laud be- laws governing the bees. When we
comes better tilled, many of our best look into the laws that govern the prohoney producing plants become ex- duction of animal life, we find that
tinct. There are many plants that one law obtains
from man down
yield immense quantities of honey, through all the grades of lower animal
and bv studying the habits and time life, VIZ., " The animal after his kind."
of blooming", will give us an idea of While climate and surroundings have
what to plant to keep up a rotation of their influence, man is still man,
blossoms, so that there need be no whether barbarous or enlightened,
total cessation of the honey lio\v from and his domestic animals when bred
early spring to frost. Our roads and with any special peculiarity or trait in
by-ways are lined with worthless view, have developed the traits deweeds, but with a little care they may sired, while tliere are many desirable
be filled with honey producing plants. traits in our present strain of Italian
Sweet clover, catnip, mother-wort, bees that should be fostered in breedborage, boneset and figwort, are all ing. Queen breeding is a mechanical
good honey plants, and bloom from art, and should be better understood
the first of" July to frost. Whether it bv those who make such loud profeswill pay to crop for honey as is now si"ons and furnish too many cheap and
done for butter or milk, we are not as worthless queens for the unsophistiyet certain, but the question is being cated novice, who too often meets disthoroughly discussed, and will lead to aster and loss for want of a better
positive facts in the near future. knowledge of the true principles that
Many acres of honey plants have been should govern all business connected
sown in the last two years, and we with successful and practical apiculhope to have some reports of practi- ture. Avoid all queens reared in small
;

1^- The Amerian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of recal tests before
mitting small sums of money. Their ours has a couple
rates for SI to So are 5 cents over So
to SIO, 8 cents. They can be pur:

any point where the company have an ofHce, except Canada,
and can be made payable at any one
of the company's 4,000 offices.
Paid orders are tiled in the Treasurer's office, and always accessible for
reference, and the remitter gets a rechased at

ceipt for money sent.
For safety, when sending money to
this office, all should get either a post
office or

express

®°One

of

The Montreal

money

order.

exchanges says:
has been to

our

Witness

the expense of getting a special telefrom Toronto which says: "

gram
young lady

A

at Riverside

Suburb has

been severely injured about the face
and neck by bees which were attracted
by the profuse trimmings of artificial
flowers on her hat." The Canadians

who

will believe that will believe any-

thing.

:

:

_

^- The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

long.
of acres

eral kinds of mints,

A

friend of

sown

and he

is

to sev-

nuclei or

weak

colonies.

very en-

thusiastic over the result. He gave
us a sami^le of a very aromatic flavor
and fine in appearance, and says also
his entire crop of last year was flavored with the mint, giving much satisfaction to his customers, many of
whom preferred it to the clear white
clover honev.

Still Breeding.- The Indiana Farmer gives its views of the prospect of
the remainder of the season for bees,
and their conditon for winter, thus
:

Usually there is a dearth of honeyproducing flora from the middle of
July to the latter part of August. But
the copious rains of early summer, and
Bees Fertiliziug the Clovers.— The cool nights have retarded the growth
Farmer and Manufacturer for August of white clover, and induced the
growth of fall flowers to such an exgives the following item on this subtent, that the bees are still finding
ject
work to do. Weak colonies and nuclei
Darwin's researches have proved are breeding very fast with a prospect
the action of bees in fertilization of of going into winter quarters in good
flowers. Every farmer who grows condition.
red clover for the seed sake is too
familiar with the uncertainty of this
The Difference.-From an exchange
crop, the seeds of which ripen with
most vexatious inequality. Heir Ha- we glean the following amusing
berlandt, wdio has followed up and paragraph
confirmed the researches of Darwin
When an old-fashioned merchant in
in reference to these particular flowers, strongly recommends the rearing New Jersey came to look over an orof bees on all clover farms for the der made out by his new-fashioned
special purpose of fertilization, even clerk, the other day he looked up over
though their honey be disregarded, his spectacles, and said, "James, I see
for it appears that clover is entirely you have spelled shugar without an
dependent on insects for its fertiliza- li." "Yes, sir, that's the proper way."
tion, and chiefly on bees. The form "But 1 have spelled it with an 'li' for
of the flowers and the manner in the last twenty-nine years." "Can't
which the maturity of the lower flor- help that, sir. Sugar should not be
ets precedes that of the upper florets, spelled with an 'h.^" " Well, mebbe
renders the success or failure of a it shouldn't." sighed the old man,
clover-seed crop simply a result of the "mebbe it shouldn't. I presume that
employment or non-employment of tliis mixing in glucose does make a
difference somewhere."
these humble farm laborers.
,

—
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For the American Bee Joimial.

For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

JAMES HEDDOX.
I think I can accord witli the Bee
in regard to the value of
theory. The editorial on the first
page for July 26th. contains about the
want tlieories
f.icts in the case.

We

comet

tlieories

—and the only way that

I

am

satisfied that the oi'ily way to
in the early spring,

manage an apiary

Fi'.Kiavnis.

is to feed the bees three table spoonDisplay of Italian bees. 1st prem.. fuls of pure sugar in a saucer tilled
with water every morning. It should
be placed where the bees can reach it
SI
Display of queen bees, S3.
without being exposed tliis will inDisplay of imported queen bees. So. sure a populous colony ready to go to
Display of beekeeper's tools, imple- work when the honey season opens.
ments and fixtures. Only dealers in It makes no difference how much
these articles can make this entry. Slo. honey the bees have on hand; this
Best and largest display of honey in plan will pav.
comb, SIO So.
St. Joseph', Mo., July 27, 1882.
Best and largest display of extracted
honey, not less than 35 lbs, So S3
For the American Bee JonmaL
Largest assortment of seeds for

So; 2d pfem.. S3.
Display of black bees, S2

;

:

'

know of to separate the correct from
the incorrect, is by pructke. If you
mean that the apicultural part of the
University shall teach the th'"ories of
bee-eultufe only. I am exactly in accord with your ideas ; but if there is
to be a small theoretical apiary connected with the University one that
has no food and clothing anxiously honey plants, S2.
I

been anything but
It has been too

wet and ciikl. giving but little honey
from white clover. If it continues as
B. s. irassER.
warm for the next two weeks as it is
The following is the premium list of at present, we can rely on a good display ot comb honev atour exposition.
the Apiarian Department of the InSo far. only those who fed their bees in
ter-State Exposition to be held at St.
Joseph, Mo., on Sept. 4 to 9. 1882, of the months of March and April have
whicti Mr. D. G. Parker has been taken off anv surplus honey.
appointed superintendent

Journal

sea.son has

satisfactory so far.

St. Joseph, Mo., Inter-State Exposition.

Theoretical Bee-Ciiltiire.
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—

looking and longing for. and depending on its success, and this arrangement, together with its scientific, theoretical teacher, is expected to turn out
pupils tl)at shall be practically equal
to the amount of capital it will require
to stock an area of one apiary's flighthere is where we differ stilL
Every graduate from this University will need to serve an apprenticeship in some apiary run to the necessity

;

Bee Notes from Mississippi.

Exhibition of a colony of bees in
hive, including their handling and
best method of subjugation to be practica'ly illustrated on Fridav, Sept. 8.

Honey
Honey

extractor, S2.
knife, diploma.

I

Bee smoker, diploma.
Atomizer, diploma.

Bee feeders, diploma.

Comb

an apiary attachment, and anv attempts made in that direction will. I
think, be abortive.
Please place before vour mind's eve
two young men, one' just from our
Michigan State Agricultural College,
the other from a year's practice at
work in a large honev-producing
apiary— both just starting for themselves with 50 or 100 colonies— which
would you expect to succeed best
Tact, or the right wav of doing the
'?

]

try in buckets, etc. The 1 lb. section,
with a beautiful comb of honey in it,
seems to be irresistible. I have on now
2,000 of them that will soon be fuU.
As to the increase of bees, there seems
to be no limit to possibilities in that
direction. I commenced the season
with -15 colonies : lost about 15 swarms
from not having queens" wings clipped,

i

I

I

]
'

i

and now have

is

catching,

and

to be

caught one must come in contact with
those who have that practical complaint. To the teaching of anv correct
theory, all hail but I hope I am not to
understand this schooling to stand for
a competency? I think I do not understand you so. and this argument is
only made to show whv I wrote as I
did in the Bee JorRXA.L of Julv 26th.
when I understood that the school was
expected to turn out scholars for the
:

successful proprietors of apiaries.

Dowagiac, Mich.

1-30.

My

been too much swarmiiig

trouble has
:

I

checked

I could. Many of my hives were
Severe experience has
too small.
taught me to clip the wings, or one
wing, of every queen, and to prepare
large roomy hives and plenty of them
it all

;

i

'•

before swarming season commences.
It takes about 4,900 cubic inches inside
measure for a powerful colony of pure
SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
Italian bees in this locality, and then
By O. A. Sandusky. St. Joseph. Mo., the surplus has to be depleted regufor the best display of comb honey, in larlv during honey flow.
1 or 2 lb boxes. S5.
I 'am now supplying all hybrid and
Also, for the best crock or firkin, black colonies with
pure Italian
not less than 20 lbs, So.
Take
queens. I rear my queens thus
The Secretary is authorized by Hon. 2 or 3 frames, with bright comb, and
Jas. X. Burnes" to purchase and pay place them in the colony you breed
for 20 lbs of premium honey, awarded from, so that they can ba easily gotten
a lady resident of any otherState than at and removed. ' Look at thein every
Missouri. S20.
morning. As soon as the queen gets
The Secretary is authorized by Hon. on one of the combs she will fill both
Jas. X. Burnes to purchase and pay sides with eggs as far as honey wiU
for 30 lbs of first premium honey, allow her.
\V hen you have eggs, reawarded a Missouri lady, S-30.
move the comb. "Tou now have eggs
Gen. James Craig, of St. Joseph. laid within 24 hours. Take one or
Mo., will purchase and pay for the two frames and nail two pieces across
best 30 lbs of comb honev, exhibited inside parallel with the top-bar, and
in 1 or 2 lb boxes. $15.
at distances of about 3 inches. Cut
These premi urns, amoimting to $191 the comb into strips about i inch wide
are very liberal more so than anv and shave off one side of the strips
other association has offered.
large nearly down to the eggs orfoundation.
number of persons have commenced Dip the side shaved off in wax barely
the •' bee business" since our last ex- melted, and quickly fasten to the unhibition, and the displav will, no derside of the top bar and the two
doubt, be large, notwithstanding the cross-pieces : take a small spoon and
i

I

:

!

j

right thing,

BLEDSOE.

honey in this town in the 1 lb. section,
though heretofore honey has been very
slow sale as brought in "from the coun-

!

foundation, diploma.

F.

The season this far in this locality
has been encouraging for bee-culture.
It is being fully demonstrated to me,
that an apiary well managed will pay
well here. I'have sold a quantity of

18S2. So.

of dollars and cents. I have more
Felt blankets, for covering brood
faith in the capture of the wood- frames, diploma.
chuck when "you've got to get him,
Bee veils, diploma.
there is no other meat in the house."
Gloves, rubber gauntlets, diploma.
This University apicultural educaSections all in one piece, diploma.
tion will polish and enlarge one's talSections, dovetailed, diploma.
ents, but polished talent so often fails
Wax extractor, diploma.
where practical tact succeeds, that the
SWEEPSTAKES.
bystanders all wonder. To be sure,
Best display of honey. S25. Exhibtalent attracts admiration, but tact
competing for sweepstake premicommands respect. Talent's -5 pounds itors will
um
not be permitted to enter
of honey isnotworthasmueh as tact's
same honey for other premiums.
15 pounds— not to eat— onlv in some
For largest and best displav of comb
minds.
This theoretical education is a grand honey ana in the best marketable constep towards fitting ones self for a dition. S25. The honey entered for
practical one to follow it but this this premium must be from the apiary
exhibitor, and must not be enlatter education will hardlv be ob- of the
tained at any school, with or without tered in any other class.
:

OSCAE

i

'

;

I
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run some wax alongside of the
so as to liold

them

now have frames
24 hours old,

downward.

still

better.

strips

You

with' eggs not over

and tlie cells pointing
There is a charm and

fascination to the bees in having the
cells point down insteadof being liorizontal.

idea of
are to

It

seems to conform

to their

how eggs out of which queens
be made should be placed.

They illustrate this-instinctin the fact
when they are filling a hive with
comb they will" build nice tender queen
that

cells here and there in irregular and
roomy places where they can conveniently point them down, though
they have not the slightest swarming

impulse at the time. After awhile
when the impulse comes, the queen
sharing it lays eggs in three cells, and
the yoiing queens are developed.

Having the frames with strips of
e^gs, go to a vigorous colony one
with enough bees and energy to be
building comb, and occupying at least
1,-100 cubic inches of space.
Remove
the queen and all combs having brood
excei>t two.
The brood combs left
should have unsealedbroodand pollen,
and as few eggs as ])ossible, also let
the combs left be black and tough.

—

Place your frames with strips between
the two brood combs, fill any vacant
places with empty combs, close the
hive, and you have conformed perfectly to the requirements of nature in
your endeavor to produce the finest
queens. The reason 1 leave tlie brood
combs, is that I do not know but that
bees use the young larvoe in making
the royal jelly, and if they had only
eggs the queens might be dwarfed on
this account. Let me ask older beekeepers, do bees use young larva in

making

royal jelly? There is little
danger of the bees'making queen cells
in the two brood combs, the cells being horizontal and tough. Open the
hive between the 2d and 3d days, and
remove any larvre in cells started in
the brood combs. The bees will remove the royal jelly to the cells on the
strips.
By this method you will rear
large, long queen cells, and plenty of
them, in beautiful rows easily removed. With a sharp knife I cut underneath the cells close to the wood,

taking a portion of wax that is very
convenient to hold the cells when you
put them between the frames in the
nuclei to which you introduce them.
You can remove the cells on the evening of the 11th and morning of 12th
days. Say you put in eggs July 3d, remove the cells during the 13th and
morning of the 14th. I believe by the
above method as good queens can be
reared as bees are capable of rearing,
notwithstanding the wise conservatism of Mr. Doolittle, who insists that
Dame Nature cannot be equalled in
that particular branch, though he is
very bold to improve upon and assist
her in many other departments.

As to negroes being bee-keepers, I
will say, according to my life-long observation they have no taste for beeculture, though many are well situated
to engage in it.
They love honey as
fondly as a bear, but seem to be wanting in the capacity for that intellectual exertion necessary to under-

stand and practice advanced or true hot as the air which is driven out, the
bee-culture. JSx nihilo nihil fit.
bees may be seen to hang out, which
I forgot to say in connection with we frequently have an opportunity of
rearing queens, that I believe the dol- observing on sultry days in the sumIn winter even we may happen
lar queen traflic lias done great good. mer.
It is as easy to rear a fine queen as a to see bees hanging out if the colonies
poor one, and competition makes it to have a large population and are kept
When my
the interest of every queen-breeder to in rather a warm place.
rear the best and satisfy his customers. apiary, containing sixty colonies and
What is the difference to me between many empty hives, was completely dea fine warranted dollar queen from stroyed by fire in 1846, 1 had an opporMr. Alley or Ilayhurst, and a tested tunity of observing the behavior of
one? It is merely a difference of time, the bees during the heat which human
for they would be bound to make it beings were unable to endure. The
good if the queen did not produce all hotter it grew the larger the number
three banded workers. Let the dollar of bees became which hung out, but
queen traffic continue through the otherwise they remained perfectly
omnipresent U. S. Mail, and dissemi- quiet until they were finally seized by
nate Italian and Cyprian blood where- the flames and consumed. Thus the
ever bees are kept. I am glad to see bees know how to shift for themselves
the Lone Star State has excelled any even during an unbearably great heat,
yield hitherto reported from a siiigle as long as relief is possible. If, howhive. Evidence from all quarters ever. Dr. Krasicki wants to make us
shows that much can be done at bee- believe they suffer and perish from
culture in the South by the application excess of heat in winter while the entrance of the hive is open, they would
of intelligence to the industry.
be the most stupid creatures on earth.
Grenada, Miss.
Dr. Krasicki surely will not be able to
plead that the cold does not permit
Translated by A. Neighbour.
the bees to move to the entrance of
Winter Temperature Required by Uees. the hive to establish ventilation, as
excess of heat and excess of cold, or
DR. DZIERZON.
the absence of heat, are contradictory
terms, the one excluding the other.
In the hot climate of Syria, Ethiopia,
But does not Dr. Krasicki produce
and Brazil bees do not suffer harm arguments and evidence in favor of
from the heat and while in our coun- his peculiar opinion that bees, like
try they keep perfectly well in a hot Polar bears, can stand cold better than
summer and mild autumn, they are heat at least, better during repose in
supposed to perish during a cold win- winter, and that they are more likely
ter from excessive heat.
Who can to perish from the latter than from the
comprehend these contradictions? In former? He certainly states his reastwo cases only is this conceivable. ons, but they are such as you might
First, if the whole atmosphere is expect to hear. They become valueheated to such a degree as almost to less if examined closely. He relates
melt the wax, causing the combs to how a colony in a log hive, the door of
break, which is reported to be the ca'se which had given away, survived exin the neighborhood of Aden in the tremely cold weather, and how another
Red Sea and second, if a large colony community existed for several years
get excited while the entrance is in a hollow tree with a large opening
closed. In such an event the heat in through which the bees entered. But
a short space of time may become so what is there particularly remarkable
great as to cause the combs to break. in this, and what does it prove? I
Many of the colonies sent to the ex- myself have had similar experience,
hibitions at Cologne, Erfurt, and of which I have given an account on
Potsdam, with large population and various occasions. Let us consider
abundant honey, but meeting with an the bees retired into the very centre
accident on the way, arrived in this of the structure of combs, the latter
condition. I may also refer to the case being covered with hoar frost, and the
of a bee-keeper who, in order to keep passages between the combs, so to
back a swarm which was on the point speak, filled up with feathers, or we
of issuing simultaneously with another may consider the cluster of bees
swarm, quickly closed the entrance of wrapped up as in in a feather bed.
the hive, and shortly after found the As long as the bees keep close to the
bees suffocated and the wax in a melt- honey they are able to brave the most
ing state.
severe cold, no matter whether the
But I deny that a colony of bees can hive be closed or open. An open door
be ruined or injured by excessive heat or a good size entrance is a real adwhen the entrance is open, and I con- vantage to bees, because the vital air
sider it to be quite impossible. For if (oxygen) cannot so easily become exthe temperature in the hive should hausted as when the door is tightly
have been raised somewhat high, as it closed or when there is only a small
might be during a necessary removal entrance, closed, perhaps, with ice.
of the hives, a portion of the bees rush
In the winter of 184.5 I had an opout of the entrance as .soon as open—
portunity of noticing the appearance
number of bees, which return im- of the interior of hives after being
mediately, and by setting up a terrific exposed to extremely cold temperature
hum expel the excessively hot and for a considerable time. A truly Sifoul air from the hive, which in a berian winter continued without inshort time re-establishes quietness terruption from the beginning of
among the bees. But if quick fanning February till Easter. I had many of
should prove of no avail, because the mv colonies in wooden boxes, and
air that rushes into the hive is just as even those in heavy log hives taken
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Best display of comb foundation, 1st
prem.. Weekly Bee .Journal 1 year;
2d prem., ^4. B. C. in Bee Culture.
IJest one piece section, not less than
50 sections, 1st prem., Gleanings in Bee
a liive
2d prem.. Bee- Keeper's
In Germany, indeed, we can only Culture 1 year
desire such a mild temperature for Instntclor.
Best dovetailed section, not less than
our favorites, but we cannot create it.
In the struggle for existence the bees •50 sections. Bees and Honei/.
Best packages for extracted honey
will always have to battle against their
greatest foe, tlie cold. It will remain with labels. Bee Keeper's Instructor 1
our business to protect them against year.
Best bee smoker. Bee Keeper's Inthis enemy as much as we possibly
can for the well-being of the bees and structor 1 year.
Best ho'nev knife, Bees and Honey.
in ourown interest, for the more honey
Webster Thomas & Sons. Somerset,
is saved bv the protection alforded tlie
larger will be the quantity which we Ky., publishers of the Bee Keeper's Instructor, offer a pure tested Italian
can harvest.
queen as a special premium for the
iiiti)

my warm room when

were on

the bees

of jieiishing. in
Older to save as many as I could. But
wli;it a sight it was whenever I opened
tlie

point

!

;

For the American Bee Journml.

Bee Department of the Tri-State Fair.
DR. A.

B.

MASON.

The following is the apiarian part
of the Premium List of the Tri-State
Fair Association, which holds a fair
here (Toledo, O.) every fall. The fair
begins Sept. 4th, and holds till the
Entries can be made so that the
16tli.
exhibits can begin on the 4th, and
they may be made till six o'clock p.m.,
Sept. 12th. There will be no charge
for entries in this department
PREinUMS.
in most marketable

Comb honey

shape, not less than 20

lbs., 1st, $4; 2d,

$2.

Extracted honey

most marketa-

in

best comb honey in the most marketable shape, not less than 20 pounds.
The Association offers a Traflic Department tills year as an experiment,
"the special object of which is to enable all who arrange an exhibit to introduce all meritorious products in
their line into immediate and general
consumption, not only making tlie
week (or two weeks) one of sight-seeing and recreation, but profit to both
exhibitor and visitor." The special
features of the lirst week will be a
competitive military drill, etc.
Any exhibitor having honey or
apiarian supplies in any quantity to
sell, " can for a reasonable rent, offer
for direct .sale on the grounds, all
manufactured wares of merit, or take
orders for future delivery, under such
rules and regulations as will guarantee
square dealing, and protect both buyer
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the fair association will be furnished
free on addressing the Secretary. John
Farley, Toledo, O., orDr. A. B. Mason,
Wagon Works, Toledo, O.
I don't know who the Vice-President
of the N. A. B. K. Society for Ohio is,
and I hope I am not " treading on his
toes," but it seems to me that so important a fair as the Tri-State ought
not to be ignored.
I hope to get permission for such
bee-keepers as may desire to bring
tents and camp on the fair grounds
thus reducing the expense of a one oi

two weeks'

stay.

I

will

answer any

inquiries in regard to it as soon as
decided by the association.
Wagon Works, O., July 27, 1882.
For

tlie

American Bee JournaL

That Professorship.
W3I. F.

CLARKE.

An old and not yet obsolete book
says " Blessed are the jieacemakers."
In accordance with its teachings, I
like to harmonize disputants, especially when it can be done in so pleasant a way as to say, " You are both
right." This, I think, is precisely the
case with the controversy between the
editor of the Bee Journal and Mr.
Heddon, in regard to the proposed
apicultural professorship. In my humble judgment, gentlemen, you are both
right. To till the office in question, a
man is needed possessed of scientitic
:

in entnuKilcigy and botany
sufficient to enable him to give ample

attainments

instruction concerning the structure,
not financially interested in physiology, and habits of the bee;
the Fair xVssociation, but am very also to inform his pupils fully as to the
ketable shape, S4; §2.
Display comb honey in most mar- anxious that the bee-keeping frater- classification, uses and culture of the
ketable shape, product of one apiary nity shall make a creditable exhibit, various plants that yield honey.
not only of articles entered for pre- man is also needed to give practical
during 1882, S5 S3.
Display extracted honey in most miums, but also of every article used teaching in bee manipulation. Withmarketable shape, proiluct of one in our specialty, in large quantities out the latter, all will be theory, and
apiary during 1882, S5; S3.
for sale on the grounds. Let all who mere theorists are always bunglers.
Display apiarian supplies, $.5; $3.
intend to exliibit, and those intending The question is, can we get these two
Display bees wax, S2; SI.
to enter the Traffic Department, make sets of qualifications combined in one
Prof. Cook is
I doubt it.
Display, Italian, Cyprian, or Syrian early application, so that ample room, professor
From live to perhaps the nearest approach we have
queens, S3 S2.
etc., may be provided.
Colony Italian, Cyprian or Syrian ten cents will take a person by street- to this rare combination, and while he
bees, including its public manipula- cars, from any depot in the city to is unsurpassed, perhaps unrivalled, as
tion, So; S3.
within a short distance of the fair an apiarian scientist, both he and his
most sincere admirers will readily adApparatus for making comb foun- grounds.
dation to include everything necessary
Every bee-keeper, but one, that I mit that tliere are those who can beat
for its manufacture, S8; So.
have consulted, is desirous of organi- him hollow as a practical bee-keeper.
Comb foundation, mill or press, S4 zing a Tri-State Bee Keepers' Associa- This is no disparagement to him
$2.
tion during the fair, to hold its meet- whatever, because eminence as a sciHoney extractor, $2 $1.
ings annually during the fair, and it entific professor, and distinction as a
Bee hive for all purposes in the is suggested that the meeting for practical bee-keeper, are scarcely posapiary, S2; SI.
organizing be held on the fair grounds sible to one and the same individual.
Bee hive, glass or exhibition, S2; SI. Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 13th, and Each is business enough for any one
Honey vinegar not less than one then hold one or more sessions each man, and he wins glory enough who is
gallon, S2; SI.
day or evening during the week. We truly great in either of these departBest wax extractor, 1st prem., Week- hope to induce the Editor of the ments of study and labor.
To make a complete equipment for
ly Bee Journal 1 year; 2d prem., Ajierican Bee Journal; the Editor
Oteanings in Bee Culture 1 year.
of Gleanings; Prof. Cook and other a school of apiculture, we need two
Best winter and summer bee hive well-known apiarists to be present professors, one of scientific and the
combined, 1st prem.. Weekly Bee and aid in organizing such an associa- other of practical apiculture. Then
Journal 1 year; 2d prem., OUan- tion, and give us lectures on our spe- we will have a "full team." Except
inqs in Bee Culture 1 year.
cialty during the fair, and we hope to on this plan, it will be only a " oneBest comb foundation for brood make the occasion so interesting and horse concern." Mr. Ilecldon has
chamber not less than -5 lbs., 1st prem.. prolitable that bee-keepers will tind it well said, that the management of a
Weekly Bee Journal 1 year; 2d to their advantage to be present.
large apiary conducted purely with an
prem.. Gleanings in Bee (Jidlure 1 year.
Reduced rates for passengers and eye to business, is very different from
Best comb foundation for surplus freight have been secured on all the care of a few colonies of bees. He
honey, not less than 3 lbs., 1st prem., railroads coming here
any inf(U'- is also right in the opinion that in the
Cook's Manual of the Apiary 2d prem.
niation in regard to which, with rules future, bee-keeping will be largely in
Gleanings in Bee Culture 1 year.
and regulations, and entry blanks of the hands of specialists. These will
ble shape, not less than 20 lbs., $4 §2.
Crate comb honey in most mar;

and
I

seller.''

am

A

;

'f

;

;

;

;

:
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need

Some may moved about

training.

special

think

magnify bee-keeping too much

I

when

I say tliat, like the professions
of law and medicine, it needs not only
the collegiate, but the working education. You cannot make a good law-

yer merely
lie

classes.

by attendance on law
must work in an office

and do business in the courts. Ivor
can you make a good doctor by putting him through a course of medical
study. He must walk the hospitals,
and see practice. Neither can you
make a good bee-keeper by mere attendance at college. He must spend
a season or two with a lirst-class bee-

who is handling a large apiary.
The Uee Journal has nominated a

keeper

Scientific Professor, and though he is
a stranger to me except by name, 1
take the Journal's word for it that
he would be " tlie right man in the
right place." Now, let me name the
Practical Professor— James Heddon.
If there is a better man for the post in
the whole United States of America,
all I can sa^ is, I don't know him.

When I was in Mr. Heddon's apiary,
not long since, and found him giviug
his invaluable instructions to only two
students, 1 could only wish he had two
lumdrtd, and that I was one of them.
Since writing the foregoing, I
have come across the following extract
from the Examiner, which is too excellent a clincher of what I have said
to be omitted
' Let it be understood, then, that
the college does not undertake to turn
out merchants, or journalists, or lawyers, or engineers.
Wliat it does undertake, and what it accomplishes
when students make faithful use of
tlieir opportunities, is to prepare young
men to become the best kind of merchants, journalists and engineers.
The college-bred man has to learn his
trade or profession like any other ; but
he will learn it quicker and better, and
pursue his chosen calling with more
success, than any man of equal ability
and application who has been less
thoroughly trained."
All of which is just as true in its
application to the best kind of bee:

keeping.
Listowel, Out., July

29, 1882.

Translated from L'Aplculteur Alsacieo-Lorrain.

Comb Foimdatioii-Makiug

iu Geriuauy.

DR. REISSEK.

My Dear

Friend :— This time

a

manner

in

comb foundations are made.
The machine used by our section

of

few

lines concerning the

wliich

the Society iu their manufacture was
furnished by M. Herm. Grave, gunsmith at New Brandenburg, and cost
33 francs and 75 centimes (S6.28). It
consists of two plates of zinc, iu which
the bases of worker cells are cut, and
which, consequently, exactly tit wlien
one is placed upon the other. These
plates are fastened upon beechwood

planks.
Tlie following are the details of the
process Put tlie wax which is to be
used, and which should be pure, into
a tin vessel large enough so the zinc
plates can be dipped in it and even
:

a little. This vessel is
placed in a large kettle or boiler
containing water kept at a temperature of 80-' or 90'^ C. (176- or 194- F).
When the wax is once liquefied, one
of the plates is moistened witli a solution of common soda and dipped into
the wax-bath once or twice according
to the thickness which it is desirable
to give to the slieet, after wiiich the
plate with the adtiering wax is immersed in cold water. The strips of
wax which extend beyond the zincplate are trimmed off, and the sheet
of wax is then gently detached and
placed in a box between two layers of
blotting-paper. The work continues
thus until the wax is exhausted. Then
one by one the sheets are taken out in
orderto be stamped on the side which
is still smooth.
The plates are moistened with soda, a sheet softened again
by a momentary immersion iu tepid
water is placed between them, and
they are then put under pressure.
This slieet, when sufficiently pressed,
is carefully loosened from the plate,
passed through cold water to remove
the coating of soda which it has, and
then placed in tlie box as before ; then
the whole is weighed down by a
smooth board and weight of some sort
in order to secure evenness of surface.
Theoretically foundation-sheets thus
made cost two-thirds less than those
we buy, but in reality this proportion
is incorrect.
The following are the
reasons
1.
The wood to which are attached
the zinc-plates becomes warped, in
consequence of the repeated wasliings,
bending the metal with it, and thus
in a short time the surfaces of the
plates become irregular and the sheets
of wax are pressed too much in some
places, holes being even produced,
while in other places they receive no
pressure.
The plates should be
screwed to cast metal. Another imperfection is, that they have no handles.
One can sujiply this deficiency
by attaching a cord, or, better still, a
bent screw, which must be removed
when pressure is applied. This inconvenience, it is true, only occasions a
loss of time.
2.
Notwithstanding the soda-wash
whicli is used, it is not always easy to
detacli tlie sheets of wax from the
plates, and more than one breaks,
whence comes the necessity of remeltiiig.
But each slieet put back into the
ineltiiiir-vessel conveys with it some
itself

not remove all the soda. It would be
necessary to leave the wax more than
a week in the water-bath, and renew
the water quite often. But the foundation would become very brittle, and
a large number of the sheets would
break with the least handling. I know
only one way of cleansing them, that
is to lay one sheet after another on a
wash-board, take them to a fountain
or to a stream, and, with a soft brush
of water to

and an abundance

wash

the sheets of wax until the water used
no longer effervesces. Eight to ten
minutes are indispensable for each
sheet.
It may be considered good
fortune if a quarter of them are not
broken by this process.
Lievre,"

Germany.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place 0/ Meeting.
Aug. 10— Maine State, at Harmony. Maine.
1SS2.

Sept.

5— N. W.

111.

anil S.

W.

Wm. lloyt, Sec.
Wis., at Rockton, 111.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Oct. 3-6-North American, at Cincinnati. O.
Dr. Ebrick Parmly, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Slielbyviile, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christianaburg. Ky,
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
t3ff~

In orderto have this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKS.— El>.

The National

Couvcntioii.

The following is the official call of
the Secretary, Dr. Parmly, for the
Convention of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society. We hope there
will be a large

The North

attendance

American

:

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th anWasliington Park
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to 5th, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
We are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very profitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
snda. liinvever little it may be, and
our most prominent bee-keepers both
after quite a number of broken sheets
in the United States and Canada, and
have been returned, the vv-ax in the essays and implements of the apiary
b;ith only gives those tliat break like
are expected from abroad to add to
glass and have au objectionable color.
the knowledge imparted by the reThe quantity of soda is increased at search and inventive skill and metheach dipping of the plate itself.
ods of our countrymen.
3.
Tlie press required must be very
EiiiiiCK Parmly, Sec.
strong. I defy the inventor of this
New York, July 12, 1882.
method to succeed with a copyingpress ; it would not stand the test a
lialf hour.
The bee-keepers of Boone Co.,
Such an implement as is
needed is not to be found in every Indiana, are invited to meet in Lebahouse, nor even in every place. Fur- non, at Barton Higgins' office, over
thermore, it is difficult to measure the Jaskson's bee hive, on the west side
pressure exerted either it is iiisuth- of the square, to organize an auxiliary
cieiit and the bases of the cells are not County Association, on Aug. 10, 1882.
shown, or it is excessive and the sheets
George J. Frey, ^
are crushed.
Ora Knowlton, >Executiiie Com.
water
does
4.
Simple immersion in
Jas. H. Orear, )
ers' Society will

nual meeting at

^

;

—

1
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Rend before the Am.

inevitable out of. They, dear, good souls, taught
vored with dibb), the
in the days of
doughnut, and other equally fructify- that through the apple, ;"
and through
old. came" miginalsin
ing edibles.
,.
Such a life and such a fare belittles the apple of latter days comes the

Inst. F:irmers' Club.

I

Bee-Keeping and Other rmsuits.

j

,

,

T.

i

:

SHERMAN.

the man, and as his prosperity often
depends upon the potato yield, disdistricts
rural
the
In traveling this,
cussion upon that esculent is the one
day,
present
the
at
England,
of New
topic dearest to his heart, and the
the
with
impressed
iiaiufuUv
one is
sesthetic tastes of his hard-working
meUmcholy contrast to the New Eng- wife can find no higher expression
land of our father's time.
than in the pretentious sunHower and
Then, jolly, thriving farmers, well- tlie ungraceful luillyhock.
and
smiling
tields
cared for farms,
No wonder, tlien. that the country
peace and plenty, greeted the eye on is like poor Ireland, full of absentees.
everv hand. Prosperity and happy No wonder, either, that the bitter
united families was the rule every- problem is present. " Is life worth the
where now, these are the exceptions. living," under such heart-chilling

cider mill, and from the cider mill to
the gin mill the transition is an
easy one. So our good uncle, for once
with a fanaticism commendable for
its honest self-sacritice, cut down his
orchard.

:

Families are, very generally, hroken conditions
up the daughters are in tlie factories,
Is it surprising that the young feland the sons have emigrated to the low solves the problem with a " no
west, carrying with them tlie snap With tears in his eves, but resolution
'f

;

':'"'

seen in the crazy-looking condition,
so graphically depicted on the blackboard by our accomplished iellow
husbandman. Dr. Gerrish. Farms
have gone to waste and are tenanted
mainly by the idle and shiftless, or by
those" who are as worn out as the
farms themselves, and a general air of

in his heart, his other shirt tied

up

attention

—

;

and grit of the typical Yankee. Even
now, the sturdy boys are, by the hundieds, leaving "the old crili and seeking new homes beyond the •Father
ot Waters.'' In hundreds of instances
that have come under the observation of your— perliaps cynical— essayists, while tramping with knapsack
and staff, farm houses have been

Viniculture has not received
it deserves, and probably—we may say probably— on account of the same grim Puritan rigidity in regard to wine drinking.
We would remark en inissant
that the most luscious grapes it has
ever been our good fortune to meet
with on this continent, were presented
and our
to our enraptured gaze
pampered i)alate, in Canada (on the
Vermont line), and the most glorious
orchard of apples, [lears and plumswe found near Rrattleboro, Vt., and
all these both vines and trees, had
been in bearing for years. Why not
Why
prolit by such rich e.xperiences
not export 1,000 barrels of apples6tli.

the

in

a handkerchief, the traditional -50
cents and a few doughnuts in his
pockets, the revised New Testament
old
in his bosom, and the dear
mother's blessing on his head, he
the
up
build
trudges off and helps to
Empire of the West.
But we propose, to-day, to speak on
the affirmative of this question, and
to try to sliow that " hope may yet
spring etenial in the breast" of the:

"i*

where we now send one
Then, too, we have been
':*

told from
this platform, in language positive, if
not strictly classical— that silk culture
can be successfully carried on in

New

stay-at-home New England farmer, England, but upon that point our
and that he may even there become opinion is a little shaky.
again not merely happy and prosperW'e insist upon it, however, that
ous, but perchance a bloated capitalthe other industrial pursuits herein
ist.
whilst being refining and
despondency
discouragement and
Having the facts, figures, results. mentioned,to a degree, may also be
too piev.iils.
and experiences to demonstrate the elevating
made remunerative beyond the
The experienced tiller of tlie soil truth of the statement, we unhesitat- dreams of^ advice.
that,
who presided over the Tribune has ingly assert
Relinquish then the unequal con1st. Dairy Farming can be and is
been under the sod for many years
test between the plow and the rocks,
worthy
Our
handsomely.
to
pay
made
but his counsels to the young man to
• go west ' aie still impressed on the President and our honored associate the hoe and the potato bug, and let
vonr "Jerseys" and your "shortminds of Yankee lads, and the papers Dr. Trimble, gladly testified to what horns" regale themselves in sweet
of yesterday tell us that over three they saw on the Starr Ranch, at
tields and i)astures green, and they
hundred have already gone this Litchliekl, and there are other dairy will do their part to enrich yoiir
spring from the little "State of Ver- farms showing equally good results,
and vour coffers, bring a wealth
some perhaps better, why not hun- tables
mont to Dakota.
bloom iiitothe cheeks of the bonnie
And so this sad state of affairs dreds of tliemV Need we send to of
folks, and help keep your boys
among the down East peasantry be- Iowa for our butter, when Maine, little
luosperous and contented at home.
comes yearly more and more pro- with her bleak and merciless atmos- But don't forget the fruit trees.
nounced, and but for her ten thous- phere, carries off the prizes at our
All this, however, falls short of our
and factories Xew England might in agricultural fairs V
direct
time again become the howling
2d. The production of poultry— ay, purpose, which was, and is, to
wilderness that our progenitors found smile if vou will— can, with proper attention mainly to another and still
management, let ns emphasize the more lovable industry, and so our
it.
The apiary, or bee culture,
The agricultnrist of the West, from words proper management be made thesis is
his prolUic virgin soil, on his .stone- largely remunerative, and will draw a as a source of profit to the New England farmer.
less prairie, is muniticently rewarded line under the word largely.
Why tlie New England man in parfor his labors labors, too, far lighter
3d. Pisciculture, where one has the
Because that part of the
than his forefathers knew of. He location for it. will we are assured by ticular
hnds his prodt in growing wheat and the Hon. Mr. Roosevelt, rapidly roll country was tlie original habitat of
j

[

;

—

—

:

—

":*

corn, in raising cattle and sheep, in
the dairy products of butter and
cheese, and in many other industrial
pursuits, which bountiful nature supplies him with the soil and climatic
conditions favorable for. Jiut what
is the man in the East to do now on
his comparatively sterile lands
With
him, what with a cold, tliiity, untillable soil, nnpitying climate, and unlovable conditions generally, it requires severe toil and a grinding
frugality that amounts to a cruel deprivation of the essentials for health
and comfort to make both ends meet.
He is oftimes forced to subsist on
what the storekeepers wont take of
him— sour biead, measly pork, the
ubiquitous unbaked dough pie (fla':*

"

in the

shekels,

and make plethoric the bee. as

it

was the home of the

kind of trees and flowers which seem
to have been made for its special
raising, at any
whose sweets it
to, from a very limited personal ex- delectation, and
the

of the fanner. Troutrate, we will subscribe

money bags

perience.
4th. Arboriculture will

always pay

;

of course, here the question of
an important factor yet we
may say, neglect not to set out trees,
for they grow while we sleep, and are
ever tlnngs of beauty and utility.
oth. Fruit trees, as a specialty, we
cannot too strongly urge upon you,
for with intelligent care and nursing

but,

time

is

;

takes the most particular delight in
ravishing.
Our beloved friend. Dr. Trimble,
has so thrilled and delighted us with
his exquisite delineations of insect
life and habits, that it seems rude
temerity to venture into his special
Held of investigation ; but, from our
heart of hearts, we love our dear little
dumb friends, the bees, who so faithfully play their part in the divine

they will reward you with golden
The saturnine idea of our economy.
fruit.
Excuse us if we do not go into any
worthy and well-meaning but disnarrow-minded Puritan wild ielliestic craze over the doctor's
tressingly
progenitors we have happily grown fantastic measuring worms and his

—

—
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haiiy caterpiller, but for us tlie honey results of his own and his neighbors' seen nor heard of any nearer
than
bee sufficiently " tills the bill."
labor in their apiaries since last Sep- that to this place. The queen, I supAs amateurs in entomology, we tember, and anything else worthy of pose, was injured in ti-ansit, as
she
have found infinite pleasure in the note connected with the industry, and was a long time unfruitful after her
study of other humble creatures of send the reports to me l)y Oct. 15th, as arrival, but finally, commenced laying,
the insect world, but chiefest of all the National Convention commences and has been gradually improving
•commend us to the little winged elf Nov. 3rd. and my report must be in since, but the mystery is, since her
that goes about doing so mucli good, Cincinnati by that time. Every thing introduction I liave found scattering
that not only aids to fructify the promises wefl in this section for an Italian bees in several other hives,
blossom, but '• gathers tioney all the unusually large crop of late honey to and several swarms have been captday from every opening tiower."
come in November and December, ured, which were mixed with Italian
it, of all God's beautiful creation, that can not, of course, be included in bees,
and in every instance that has
most and best justities its existence, the reports. Would be glad, however, come under my observation, there
patiently and untiring working tor to have the prospect for a late crop in- were pure Italian bees and
pure black
prosperity, and content with a bare cluded in reports.
bees, and some which appeared to be
subsistence for itself.
W. S. Hakt, F. p. for Florida.
mixed. Now, will you please give me
With it, it is ever work and worNew Smyrna, Fla., July '28, 18S2.
some light in exp'laining how tliis
ship. The merry little thing tells it
mixture comes V I also inclose a small
all in its cheery hum.
Does it need a
piece of a vine which is verv abundi^The
bee-keepers
of
Boone
Co.,
vivid imagination to find in its pleasant here in the bottoms, and blooms
ant buzz a doxology ? An anthem of Ind., are cordially invited to meet at nearly all summer. I wish to know
gratitude, welling ever from a sur- the office of Barton Higgins, Lebanon, its name and rank as a honey
plant.
charged lieart, for the gift of life and Aug. 10, for the purpose of organizing
B. L. Clements.
joyous .sunshine? If you think it an auxiliary county bee-keepers' soQueen City, Tex., Aug. 1, 1882.
does, then you have not, as we liave, ciety, by request of committee.
[Drones from your Italian queen
enjoyed an intimate friendship with
the liappy fellow.
Its brief life is a
have met tlie young queens from your
sermon (and we know what a good
black colonies, and those of others,
sermon is, for have we not been fortuthus accounting for some being apnate enough several times to liear our
parently Italian, some black, and
friend and brother farmer, the Rev.
Mr. Lightbourn). Yes, the bee's life
others mixed.
is a good practical sermon, and its
The vine is called tie-vine, and is an
creed should tind ready acceptance in
every well balanced mind.
Fall Transferring.— Please inform excellent honey-producer. Ed.1
In it we hnd the realization of me through the Bee Journal, if it
our ideal communist. Is it not so, Mr. will be prudent to transfer bees from
Bees in Arlvausas. The past winter
Sharp for its efforts are always for old box hives to movable frame hives was very favorable with us for breedthe good of the whole phalanstery during the month of August. If you ing. We have had no frost since the
and for generations to come after. recommend the transfer, please give last of February. Our honey season
Its own life is ephemeral, but six all the information necessary to insure opened about March 1
Swarming beweeks at the most, while engaged in success.
gan the 2.5th, and they are swarming
A. D.Daeby.
active business life; six weeks of
yet. It is of no use to clip the queen's
Baton Rouge, S. C.
cheerful toil and its work is ended
wings, clipped or not they will swarm,
[If you are certain of honey flow and half of them abscond.
but its "children may well rise up
Our honey
and call it blessed."
sufficient, after the transfer is made, resources are maple, willow, red bud,
L,et us for a few moments contemfor the bees to gather winter stores, wild plum, peacli, apple, poplar, honey
plate its model liome.
What does it
locust, sweet gum, blackberry, perreveal
Contentment, order, im- then you had better transfer at once. simmon, and sumac in abundance.
maculate cleanlifiess, brotherly love, You will hnd all the necessary infor- Did you ever hear of bees gathering
and industry ; no dissipation, no stay- mation in the Bee Journal of July honey from poison ivy'? I think my
ing out o' nights, liah we leave this
are, as they cluster upon it very
12th, page 437.
We have on several bees
wretch to the enjoyment of his own
thickly. There are quantities of other
occasions practiced a similar method honey plants, too numerous to menbillious captiousness.
But true it is that the lady of the with great satisfaction. Ed.]
tion, in which our bees find sweet
house, albeit a lady of liigh degree, is
nectar. I have 80 colonies in Langsan exemplary wife and mother.
Hybrid Bees. I am a mere novice troth hives, and 60 in box liives. I
short bridal tour ; this, of course, is in the bee business. I commenced have extracted 3 and 4 times from the
the correct thing, en reyel, and then a last spring with 13 colonies, 2 of
which upper stories, and taken suiplus as
return to the home of her youth to re- were in a starving condition
when often from the box hives. I never
ceive the
congratulations of her spring opened
5 of those colonies lost a colony in wintering, except by
numerous, admiring friends
no were in movable comb hives and s starvation, or dysentery.
cards, no cake, no refection but plain were in
Frank Thiaville.
old log and box hives. I have
bee bread, with honey syrup and an increased by artilicial swarming to
Forest City, Ark., July 18, 1882.
37,
unanimous pasan of rejoicing. Ever and lost 7 or 8 swarms which came out
[Poison ivy {rhus toxicodendron) furafter, this ever to be praised royal
during my absence. I now have them
matron remains at home and attends all in movable comb hives, and have nishes an abundance of pollen and
to the family, with wiioin (and with taken
from them ;j86 lbs of beautiful some honey.— Ed.]
society in general) she is ever kind,
comb honey in section boxes, and have
gentle and amiable, wisely or un- used no comb foundation.
All black
Bees in Colorado. In a late copy of
wisely, preferring, however, not to bees, except
one colony of Italians, the Bee Journal I see an article on
have any other ladies in the house.
which I got to experiment on. They fugitive swarms in California. In

s^kB^^^^BQAf

W^t£WM^^^'

—

'i

.

;

'f

!

A

—
;

;

—

are all in excellent condition, and are
storing honey very fast. I am congratulating myself on my success as a
novice, but, doubtless, I owe a great
To assist in making out my report deal of it to the reading of the Bee
to the National Society. I would con- JoiTRNAL. I have found several puzsider it a great favor if bee-keepers all zles, one of which I will mention. I
over the State of Florida would write sent for an Italian cjueen in May last,
down what the general character of and introduced her in June. I thouaht
the season has been and its effect on her to be the only Italian queen withthe bees of their neighborhood, the in 100 miles of here, as I had never

To Bee-Keepers

In Florida.

1879 there were only a very few bees
in this county or " State, and none
known to be in the forest. Now, July,
1882, there are bees to be found everywhere in the town and on the farms,
also every suitable tree in the forests
seems to be pre-empted. I know of at
least 30 colonies taken from trees and
off of bushes where they clustered
after swarming, during this and the

past season, and

many swarms

are

—

—
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seen in the air moving to new locations. be glad to have you see, smell and soms every day this week. Powder
Bees winter well oiit-doois without taste some of the small amount of and shot are the best remedy. I am
protection, and as the mountains are honey that our bees have managed to using Given and Vandervort foundawitli (lowers from May 1st till
frost, there seems no lack of' honey.

gather during our long, wet weather.
It would test tlie skill of an apotheOur most experienced bee-keeper. Dr. cary to get up anything to beat it.
W. D. King, of Boulder City, kept It seems to be a compound of everybees in the mountains nearour present thing that is bad in the way of honey,
location for a couple of years, and one and to a taste that has been educated
colony made for him 400 lbs. extracted by using our nice white clover honey,
honey in one season, and 1 notice just it is simply disgusting.
John C. Peden.
now that honey comes in so fast that
Lawrenceburg, Ky., July 26, 1882.
the queens are crowded for room to
deposit eggs.
Does not this look like
Colorado is destined to be a great bee
Retiiriiiug Swarms.— Last year I
country?
Phil. Keakden.
bought an Italian queen and introJamestown, Col., July 2S, 1SS2.
duced her into a black colony. This
spring I took the colony about a mile
Beautiful Foundation.— liy this mail out into the country. I divided them
I send sample of foundation that I, June lOtli. The old queen was great
and many others, are using with good on the increase, so I divided again
satisfaction. I will operate a mill at June 26th, to keep them from swarmthe coming National Convention, if ing. I paid but little attention to
Mr. Heddon will meet me there with them until word was sent me that my
his press.
J. Vandehvort.
nice Italian swarmed July 21st. I
Laceyville, Pa.
went out the next day to examine the
[The sample received is intended for hive, and found no queen, but the
hive had 20 queen cells in it, three of
surplus boxes, measuring 41 inches them capped.
I left them until the
long by 4 wide, and weighs just l}4 next day and examined again, but
ounces or, nearly 1.5 square feet per found no queen. I cut out all the
pound. It would be an interesting cells but one, and moved the hive so
that a hive with a queen cell stood
feature in the National Convention, if where the old queen had swarmed
a competitive exhibition of the prac- from; just a week from the day that
tical workings of several of the ap- my bees swarmed, the family heard a
proved foundation machines could be great roaring among the bees they
said the yard was 'full of them, but
arranged.— Ed.]
did not swarm as they supposed they
would. I examined the liive where
Journeyings in America.— After leav- stood the old hive, and sure enough,
ing Chicago on my way from Scotland there was my old queen back again,
to Texas, I visited Mr. Chas.Dadant's and settled down to business. She
apiary at Hamilton, 111. For every had destroyed the queen cell, and had
lover of the industrious little insect, part of a "comb filled with eggs. I
such an apiary as Mr. Dadanfs holds should like to know whether this is a
great attractions.
I inspected the common occurrence or not V
I supvarious departments, saw them make posed that when bees swarmed, they
comb foundation, introduce queens, went to stay. I know but little about
and in fact the whole routine of pro- handling bees. What I have learned
I has been from " Bee Culture " and the
fressive American bee-keeping.
ave met one bee-keeper in America Bee Journal. This is my first year's
who has not impressed me favorably, effort, and I have 20 col"onies doing
and he was, as we would say in Scot- well.
Nathan M. Woodman.
land, " warlocir' looking. But Mr.
Bushnell, 111.

covered

—

;

tion in .5x6 sections. As an experiment, I filled several cases with secfilled with each kind of foundation, and in every case, the bees drew
out tlie Given and stored it with honey
before they commenced on the Vandervort. This was a surprise to me,
for the Vandervort was so handsome
to look at I thought the bees would
go for it as soon, if not before, the
Given. I find alsike clover and southern thornless raspberry profitable to
raise for bees. (iEO. T. Wheeler.
Mexico, N. Y., July 29, 1882.

tions

The Honey Wave.— After waiting
and feeding so long, the honey wave
struck us July lOth, and I never saw
sucli a heavy yield as from that time
until the 27th." It is mostly from linden, though some from red and white
clover. I hived a swarm of Cyprians
on the l.")th in a 2 story Langstroth
hive, with 20 frames of foundation.
In 8 days I took 40 lbs of honey from
the upper story, and the lower one
was full. It is said that second
swarms are led off by virgin queens.
Do they mate while swarming, or
Wji. Malone.
after V
Oakley, Iowa, July 27, 1882.

[We have

tested the matter to our

satisfaction that they

In cases of this kind

more or

mate afterward.
we have found

drones are harfor four or
five days, after which they are given
the cold shoulder and unceremoniously ejected. Ed.]
that

bored by the

less of

new swarm

—

Please
Progressive Transferring.
me say to Mr. Hutchinson that in
my method of transferring I keep the
old queen occupied, to a great deal
better extent, than he does in the
transferred combs. I lose the interest
on the use of the 8 sheets of foundation 2-5 days, till I can make up the
old hive. I gain many times that
amount in the extra room I give my
be- queen.
He has but one queen at
let

Dadant was the soul of hospitality,
We frequently hear of swarms
and my sojourn at his home will be
remembered as one of the bright spots ing hived and deserting their new work by his methods, why should I be
in my trip. I begin to realize more quarters after two or three days, some- required to have two? I never noticed
fully that kee-keepiug is not mere
anv loss by any loafing, but if Mr. H.
I

times returning to the parent hive,
but oftener to parts unknown. We
do not know why they might not become dissatisOed after the lapse of a
week and return, especially with a
dearth in honey flow, and a new hive
Real Encouraging.— In my report of
a month ago, I gave you a very dis- and population on the old stand. Ed.]
couraging account of our honey prospects for this season, but you replied
Making up for Lost Time.— We have
with words of encouragnient that had the worst season for bees I ever
seem now about to be realized. Our saw up to July 20th, when basswood
skies brightened some two weeks ago, blossoms commenced to open, accomand after a few days of dry weather panied with honey weather, and the
our bees commenced again to work on bees work as though they meant to
both red and white clover, and to-day, make up for lost time. I expect to
in comparison with the past, they are hear that Mr. Doolittle's starving bees
a regular tornado. Sections that "have have stored basswood honey by the
been on the hives for six weeks in a ton the past week. King-birds do
half completed condition are being catch worker bees, and don't you forfinished up and new ones started in a get it. I have seen them take the
way that is real encouraging I would bees right from the basswood blos-

and that with many years
experience, there are avenues brimming with knowledge yet unexplored.
Jas. Axderson.
Quincy, 111., JulySO, 18S2.
child's play,

•of

does on testing this method, he can
easily drive them into the new hive
every 2 or 3 days, as fast as they hatch
out. "Try this method, Mr.Hutchinson,
and von will never go back to sticks,
wires or strings, and patched combs.
the neatest, safest, surest and
profitable method I ever tried
out of very many.
It

is

most

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.
Introdneing Queens.

—The

new use

of the smoker for introducing queens,
as suggested by Mr. Jones, on page
410 of the Bee Journal for 1881, has
been more valuable to me than the
subscription price of the Journal.
I have tried it, and can introduce
queens with perfect satisfaction.

Wm. Roberts.

Vaughaiisville, O., July 20, 1882.

—

—

—

—
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Dj-seiiterled Nuclei.— Do yon supBees Doing no Good.— We liave an
pose that mule thought the bees were abundance of white clover, but bees
eathig honev after he liad kicked over are not working on it. Basswood was
the liive y I will give $10 for a queen only one week in bloom. If the fall
whose working progeny all fill them- flowers do not furnish more nectar, I
selves with honey when badly dis- will have to feed mv bees to bring
turbed, and do not sting when 'filled. them through the winter, for we will
What a pleasure to handle such bees, have a severe one. Catnip aud motheven if they did get some honey away erwort are the onlv plants bees are
from the extractor.
working on now. iio surplus in this
E. B. SOUTHWICK.
part of the State.
Meudon, Mich.
John Sturwold.
Haymond, Ind., July 28, 18S2.
Mr. Southwick thinks the cause of
my bees having dysentery was their [It is seldom we wish any man misrefusing to take food. The dysentery taken, but we hope
your prediction of
was caused in less than 24 hours, and
the bees took food to excess. In my a severe winter will prove you a false
statement on page -i-W of the Bee prophet. Ed.]
Journal, it should read 4th where it
reads 7th. I have since observed
Breeding Uj).— I have 12 June and
another case of dysentery in a2-frame July swarTus ni old box hives. Some
nucleus in a ne'iglibor bee-keeper's of them are in fair condition considerapiary, and if the particulars in tlipse ing the time they have been hived,
cases will be of any value, I will give but the majority are quite weak, and
them if desired also the observance will not live through without feednig—
of the mating of a queen, and some what is best to be done with them?
facts concerning drones.
Please answer through the Bee
Bryant. 111.
S. A. Shuck.
Journal.
Mark Thomson.
[We would be pleased to have Mr.
Canton, O July 28, 1882.
Shuck, and all others, give all facts
[If honey is n<it coming in suflicientthat may come within their knowl- ly fast to keep up rapid breeding, betedge which have a bearing upon im- ter feed a little each day, aud trust to
portant questions constantly coming fall flowers for winter stores. Should

hope for the best. I am thankful for
the winter supply already obtained.
G. M. IJOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. 1' ., July 29, 1882.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line ci

A line of Agate type will contain about elg:ht
n'orda; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of apace.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole i»
paid in advance

:

;

,

up for discussion, and especially those they fail, then will be time to feed for
relating to vital matters, such as dys- winter.— Ed.]
entery in bees, mating of queens, and
peculiarities of drones. Ed.]
Honey from Daisies.— Do bees gatlier
honey or pollen from the common
Progressive Transferring.— Had Mr. white daisy, and if so, is it injurious
Heddon's article on transferring, and to them for winter storesV They have
the one on width of sections, been worked on daisies some in this section
written in May, I should have been at this season, I never knew them to
least SS better off to-day. I have 1-5 work on it before. Some bee-men
colonies in the Heddon hive, and vou think that it will kill the bees to wincan judge of the value to me of 'tlie ter on it.
John II. Green.
article oh progressive transferring. I
Maine, N. Y.
send you a wire presser for fastening
[We never knew bees to work on
foundation in frames. Please give it
a trial, using No. 30 wire, and report. daisies, but suppose if they do so it is
1 shall get no surplus honey this year. for the honey
and do not imagine it
Basswood not yet in bloom, but will will be injurious. They winter on
come out in a few days.
honey from the mountain laurel, which
F. M. Cheney.
South Sutton, N. H., July 29, 1882. is quite poisonous to humanity.— Ed.]
;

[The wire-presser consists of a bradawl handle, in which is inserted a No.
2 sewing needle to about % its length,
somewhat slanting, the head is then
ground off to leave about ^^ of the
eye.
We have had no opportunity to
test it, but doubt not it will do its
work satisfactorily.— Ed.]

—

Maple Sngar. Please imform me
through the Weekly Bee Joural. if
bees can be wintered on pure maplesugar?
W. B. Brown.
Lebanon, N. H.
[We would be afraid to attempt it,
except as an experiment. Ed.]

For
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Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone»
es per cent., 6 months. lO per cent., 3 months,
5 per cent., if wiiully paid in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alune, 4<> per cent., C months, 20 per cent^
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

3

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiraiion
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
oas West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Chicago, in.

^:pcci;\l l^oticcs.

1^ Ahcuys forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2o cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
Bee Pasturage a Xecessity.

— We have

just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with

suggestions what to plant, and when
It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to

and how.

any address

for 10 cents.

Prospects Brighter.— Basswood is
Premiums.- Those who get up clubs
Which Queen Goes J— When a swarm now in full bloom, and the past three
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
issues, which queen goes, the old or a days have been splendid for the bees,
young one V 1 commenced a vear ago the mercury standing at 90- in the year, will be entitled to the following
last spring witli 3 colonies,"divided shade at noon, and 70'-Jat5a.ra., which premiums.
Their own subscription
once arovnid, and had 2 swarms. One is favorable for the secretion of nectar. may count in the club
The
combs
which
showed
nearly
starcolony died before winter set in and
"
this spring I lost one by starvation. vation for the bees a few days ago, are For a Club of a,— a copy of Bees and Honey."
"
"
now glistening with honey, and enough
S,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
I now have 10 good colonies.
I have
"
Colonies,
4,— Apiary Register for
learned some by experience, and more has been already stored for a winter's
or Coolt'H (Bee) Manual, paper.
:

;

*'

through the Bee Journal. My bees
are mostly hybrids. Z. G. Cooley.
Norwalk, Iowa.
[The old queen alwaysgoes with the
swarm. Ed.]

.'ill

supply by the majority of my colonies,
"
"
"
"
5,—
cloth.
while a few have commenced work in
"
«,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
the boxes. A small surplus may yet
or Apiary Register for 200 Cora.
be in store for we New Yorkers if the
weather continues favorable.
My Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
dish is right side up at least, and I for their labor in getting up tlie club.
I

;
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Honey

as

The Apiary Re^ster.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Food and Medicine.

Office OF AMERICAN Bee JorRSAL,!
Monday, in a. m., August 7, 1882. i

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

All

new pages

For

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or SS per 100.

market tor honey

is

The

Ex-

quiet.

C. F.

Quotallonfl or ComtnlsBlon

MfTH.

CHICAGO.

NEW

South Water

lfi.T

tlie start.

1^ Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

ftf erchantft.

HONEY—The demand for comb honey is light,
prices being made to meet views of purchaser.
BEESWAX -Scarce, and in demand at 23(s25c.
K. A. Bt'RXcTT,

larger ones can be used for a

cure at

arrival. No comb honey
tracted brings
on the marliet worth mentioning, prices nominal.
BEESWAX-Scarce, and brings 2Uf925c. on arri7(5 l"c. oil

val

SI 00
1 50
2 00

colonies (120 pages)

-50

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to pro-

Cl.NCINNATI.

HONEY— The

intend to be systematic in

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

:

or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
<giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

who

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.

their

being devoted to ?iCM!
The following are the latest quotaRecipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
tions for honey and beeswax received
of cooking in wliicli lioney is used, and
up to this hour
healthful and pleasant beverages.
((iiatatlons of Cash Buyers.
We have put the price of tlieni low
CHICAGO.
to
scatter
bee-keepers
to encourage
HOXBT-I am payiiiK 7c. for dark and 9c. for
them far and wide. Single copy 6 liKllt extracted.
BEESWAX— Choice lots are worth 25c. here;
cents, postpaid; per dozen. -50 cents; bright yellow, 24c.; dark to good. 17i322c.
Al. U. Newman, a23 W. Madison St.
100
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of

tiie

J09

Preparation of Honey for the Mar-

St.

ket, including the production

and care

both comb and extracted liouey.
HONBT—White clover, fancy. lb. bis.. 15@iec.
pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
new
13*?^
and
2
lb.
bxs..
to
choice.
I
white clover, good
bxs.. per lb.. ll@12c. ExI4c; buckwheat. 2
last meeting of the Xorth American
tracted and strained, white. ."KilOc; dark 7u\>*c
BEESWAX-Thc demand for beeswax has been Bee-Keepers" Society, we were aprath.-r moderate, an-i though small lots are held
about the same, large lots would have to be shaded. pointed on a committee to prepare inWestern, pure, 27fe2"'C.; Southern pure. 28^29c.
structions on tlie Exhibition of Bees
D. W. Ql'ISBY, 105 Park Place
and Honey at Fairs ; this is also added
CLEVELAND.
HONEY—White comb honey, in 1 lb. sections, to the above. Price, 10 cents.
YORK.

of

A

1

11>.

®" Binders

cannot be sent to Can-

ada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than Soz.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
it indicates the end of the
paper
month to which you have paid your

continues to meet with ready sale at 25c. as fast as
received. No 2 lb. sections received as yet. A
small lot of extracted has been received, but none
sold, therefore cannr t give quotations. BEES-

W,VX-25S2SC.
A. C.

;

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

JouKNAL must

•*- •-•-•

Emerson Binders.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the

Bee Joukxal

to preserve the

Journal

SAN FRANCISCO.
general impression is that Kern
and Tulare furnish rather poor honey. As a rule,
the honev heretofore received from that quarter
has not been of extra quality, but as an exception
we note the receipt of some comb from Lemoore.
Tulare county, wtiicli for whiteness and general
excellence would »ie hard to beatina'iy part of the
State, Some ct>mb <>t superior quality from Los
Angeles, raised by .\. \V. Hale, is commanding in
small lots 2nc. The same price was paid for last
year's yield. Thehoney is perfection itself. Dark
comb, no better than "C" sold this week at 12c.
We quote white comb. I7<g.l8c.; dark to good, 8®
Extracted, choice to extra white, 9(^9Hc,;
I,3C.
dark and candied, 7«.7i5C. BEESWAX— 28030c.

STEARNS * SMITH.

as fast as

received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

423

Front street.

BOSTON.

HONEY—Trade quiet, We quote at 20@22c„ acBEESWAX— Ptime quality, 25c.

ig^ Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

^•Do

Xo. 925 West
only a few doors from

location,

St., is

the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7087- tiiat being

our telephone number.

gixXuertiscments,
the AMERICAN Bee JomNAL Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
luid

is,

therefore, the best advertising

mediam.

cording to quality.

Crocker & Blake.

7

Chatham

Street.

WEXIIAM. MASS.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— Selling

lS@20c. per

fairly at

lb.

for

comb. 7(*8c. for strained, and 10@12c. for extracted—top figures for choice well handled only. Sale

local Associations S2.00 per 100.

^- Our new
Madison

115 Ontario Street.

HONEY— The

for 1S82.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way

Kendel.

BEESWAX—

Sharply
20 bbls. strained at sc.
higher, under a scant supply and brisk demand.
Prime at 25c. early, to 27^28c. later.
R. C. GREER & CO.. 1 17 N. Main Street.

I see by Sept. ^o.ot GUanlngs,^r. O. E. Coon
wishes to know where he crtn procure Italian
queens that will pr<)duce yellow dnmes. Mr. Coon
can tret queens fruni Henry Alley, Wenhatu, Mass.,
that will pro(1ui-e yellow drones and yellow bees
no two-i..iinded bees amoDg
with three bands
them, and the worker bees are workers, as good as
the best. They are very docile (can be bandied
without bet-veil and are very hardy. I have had
Italian queens from Mr. Alley since V-^T-^. and have
never known a quefu to produce a durk-colored
drone, and the wi)rker bees need not be put on a
;

>.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

window

to

show their three

I'ands.

They

will

show

tnerii when empty. C. J. Aldex, Oakdale. Wia.,
not let your numbers of the
Sept. 7, 1881.
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The club can have sample copies sent to The queen I had of you lea Jewel: f 10 would
not buy her. They are the best honey-natherers I
best way to preserve them is to pro- the persons they desire to interview, have.
Fred. Lewis. Camden, Maine.
you
I have boujiht queens of you for 10 years
names
to
this
office.
the
binder
and
in.
They
put them
cure a
by sending
have alwavs piven me the best workers as well as
*-^~m m *
the brightest stock. Db. McKay Dotgal, Seneare very valuable for reference
iHvj.
;

^" We

i®"When you meet with an accident,

in

ca. Mo.. July,

send Cook's Manual
Your bees stand No. here, JNO. T. Newton,
West Richfleld. O.. July 15. 18^2.
cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
Warranted Queens. $1.;;.^ the larsest. brightest
will

l

;

and most penect selected. «l.50 each: Tested. $2
get a sprained ankle, or otherwise in- colonies,
Weekly
Bee Journal
^
^ and *^..
'
,
each. No money required until the Queen is re'«
0-3 AA
.,4.u T,jured, don't go to the expense of send- ^
for one year, for S3.00 or with King's ceived.
Only Cyprian. Italian and Holy Land Queens for
ing for a doctor, but apply Kendall's
21*t Annual Circular sent on applicaSpavin Cure, and you will experience Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 ; or with sale.
tion. Queens hr return uiail In most case?.
HEXKX ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.
32WU
ustant relief.
32w4t
Bees and Honey, in cloth, S2..50,
.

.

;

.
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I

breed

for sale;

munufacture Hives of any

and

style

Dealer in Novice Uimey ExBlneham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bce-lieepers. Write for prices. Bees-

Comb

Foundation.

tractors,

wax wanted.
Hwajt

J. S.

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langalroth frames, I have con-

TADLOClt.

cluded to adopt these two
si/.es.
The 3 frame basket is

FLAT -BOTTOM

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

BEESWAX.
I

wish to buy a quantityof goodyellow Beeswax.
paying S.lf. per pound, delivered here, Cash

i-

am

on

AI^FKJCB H.
West Madison

have no covers.

NEWMAN.

CHICAGO. ILL

Street.

American frames, I3il3 inches

18 00
8 00
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00
.16 00

For 2
10x18
For 2 LanKstroth ""
"
IO1I8
For 3
"
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
'
12HX20
For 3
'
"
13x20
For 4

..

•'

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

1882.

the Evergreen Apiary.

r.. BKIGes, of Wilton Junction
Iowa, will furnish Italian Queens from eith erot
his Prize Mothers, as early in the coming season as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Queens, f 3 Warranted Queens, $2 Queens without guarantee. $i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. ^4. Orders ailed in rotation, as received,
aw'JHt
if accompanied with the cash.
;

ALFRED
923

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, Chlcafso,

111.

EVEHY FAEMEE AND MILLER
SHOlTLii have FISHEU'S GRAIN TABLES. \92
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar boi>k ever puhlished. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid tor 40 cents. Agents can
selling this book.

j^ For sale at the

©S

Bee Jouknal OfBce.

PURE HONEY

me

to obtain the hiRhest market prices. Yourconsicnments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

E. A.

BURNETT, Commission

M. D.

giving an index of diseases,
A TREATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

and the
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
whenapoisou a table with an engraving of tho
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
IPrlce S5 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

925

West Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.

$777

BEES BY THE POUND.
Send address
Iw35t

CHICAGO, ILL.

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas comity,

20

Years Experience

111.

Queen Rearing.

in

— Low Prices. Quick Returns
'•

toiiiers

;

Cos-

Never Defrauded."

Italian Queens
t'ypruin Queens

—

*i: Tested.. ..$2
*I; Tested
^j
i'alewtme Queens.. $1; Tested... il

36wly

—

if weare timely notihed.
One-frame Nucleus, eitherltalian,

son, ready,

Given'sFoyoilationPress.
The latest improvenictit in Knnndation. Ourthin
and common Kountiation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
D. 8. OIVEX *fe C, Hoopeston, 111.
Iwiy

frame.

Cyprian or Palestine. J4; Colony of bees, either
t?afe
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
arrival guaranteed.
for bright wax.

paid
20 Ttiscoln,
c.

Mouey Orders en
Iwly.

III.

BARNES' PATENT
Send fur our i;s-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Ilw6m E- A. THOMAS A CO.,Coleraine, Mass.

COMB FOXrNI>ATI0]V-40c.
DtJNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq.
;

lb. 4Se.
lb.

Send for samples.

ft.

Wax

worked

lOc.

F.W. HOLMES, Coopersville, Mich. I3wly

PAPER S,%'efJ?l'".?ow2M'"^
THIS
Bureau (m Spruce
Newspaper

Co.'s
St.),

where

itinSIEW

Advertisini,'
adrortlsin^; contracts

YORK.

THOMAS

C.

may be made for

;

for Pleasure

by

NEWMAN,

Editor of the Weekly Bee Joitnuil.
It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the limes" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the suc'essful management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most hohev in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs," " Marketing Honey,""

Price, bound in cloth,
covers. SO ceutM, postpaid.

9^5 W. Madison

75 cents;

in

Street. Chlcnero,

paper
111.

A.pprecliitiTe Xotlces.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet. Amherst, N. 11.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this escelleiit work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.

Foot Power Machinery
CirvCULAR

AND
SCROLL SAWS.

Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
t-'eneral heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These mahiiios are especially adapteil
•

ISi

ve Mnkinir.

I

twill

pay

v.Tv bee-kei^per to send for
ur 4.s-pa^e Illustrated Cata'*""?".

F.

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
JIuch practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist.

Lebanon, Mo.

are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap atthe price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who

contemplates keeping hues can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the te.'ct.— Farm
field,

(n/r Mottois:

expenses to agents,
free.addressP O VIcUery

AuKUsla, Maine.

for prices.

tJAMES HEI>DON,Dowagiac, Mich.

Extra Queens, for swarmintr sea-

the
per

and Profit

The engravings

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

A YEAKand
outtit

III.

FOR SALE. ALSO,

;

G.

Merchant,

Successor to C<,>nner, Burnett & Co.,
nil So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

100 Colonies

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
B. J.

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leacIinE article. Havins the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables

_^

ENGRAVINGS.

THOMAS

OR THE
Apiary

of an

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

;

:

make money

Management

etc.

mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.

To avoid

923

Extract<-irs

Shipments soHcted.

arrival.

Bees&Honey

1'

hiph side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and sampler tree.
J.

new

in a
CiiTi of the same size and style as
ilie
tiame. The 4 frame basket
13 in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room unilcrneath the basket for 75orS;()
lbs. fjf Itoney. It will be complete,
with <overs. and in every way
irientical, e.xcept in size, with the
Jit'.iHi Extractor, i3x:Jii, which is
intended for an* size of frame.
Excepting with the %K00 Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova<N)nib Baskets. The $8.0<.i and

COMB FOUITDATION,

I

A NEW BEE BOOK!

EXCELSIOR

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
PURR ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

& JOHN BARNES,

No. lioiT Main street,
Kockford, Winnebago Co.,

Embraces every subject of inierest in the apiary,'
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resum*^ of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every snhjpct that will interest the
beginner. It descriin-s ;ill tin' newest discoveries
in tlie art by which tiu- iimihiction of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtitlned, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perlect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
A.

III.

and Fireside, Spring-

O.

Liberal Discount to Ikenlers
the

Uozenor Hundred.

THE AMERICAIM BEE JOURNAL.

FOUNDATION

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

MANUiVL OF THE APIARY,
By A. J. COOK,

NEAT AND CLEAN.

do well to send for
our wlKilPsale prices nf Foundatimi. We nnw
have llie most extensive munuf»ci"ry of foundation in the counlrv. We send to all parts uf the
United States. We make
in

bee supplies

will

OS Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

State Agricultural

320

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

nowhere

Is

to be equalled for cleanli-

and bright for

ness, purity and beauty. Extra thin
sections. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

llamilton.

We

IS

SON,

Hancock

Co.

111.

now qaote au

5

wholesale or

of

CONCERNING

Manufactories and Commerce

OF

COLORADO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sending One Dollar to the
will

923

West Madison

923

West Madison

5wly

Belleville, St. Clair

Excelsior

my Catalogue.
H. NEWMAX,

County.

111.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUKACTUKKRS' PRICES,

by

mail nr I'xpresa. at wholesale or retail. All the late.st impmvements,
including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

ALFRED
x-.i \\.

GOLDEN

NEWMAN,

H.

.Madison,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ITALIAN

QUEENS.

^ l-frame Nucleus, with Test-M-50
yj^ ^ ^^ Queen
2-frauie Nucleus, with Test-

^^

ed Queen

5.00

Full Colony, with Tested
Vl.W
Queen, before July 1
10.00
Same, after July
Tested Queen, before July 1, Z.<JO

CHICAGO, ILL

1

"
"
after July

Dunham and Vandervort

FOVNDATIOI^.

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,
13.50

1

Address, by Registered Letter
or PustoEBce Order,

to the lar^-'e advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunhaai, luto jo lbs., 4Jc.,
ib8.,4lc.. less than lo lbs.. 4-ic.; Vandervort, lo sq. feet lo the lb., l to lo lbs.. 57c., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
discounts. Circular free.

Owing

now quote

DR.

:

overdo

I.

Iwtf

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

No

V.

J.

111.

ida
1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
am now booUiiik' urdersformy
GdLDE.N ITALIANS, reared from
I

liesl stock in tlieonuntrv.
Warranted Queens, f
Tested Queens,
early in the season. :fi'..W
after
.Inly. $:;
-i
frame Nucleus, with
4'l>8ied Queen. ^4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, f lo. The Best
Quinby Smoker for $1..'.0. Address all orders to

the

I

;

;

:

;

L. J. ]>I£HI<.
(Money Order Omce)— Butler, DekalbCo., Ind.

lowtf

THE CONOTEEOR.
Lart'C SiiH.kers need wide shieMs. Bingham's
have them, and sprints that donniruft an break,
and bellows that sjiarks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to dale,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 Inch bellows. Sent
-.

postpaid fur *J.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

13wtt

AOrunia. Mich.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elesrantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedeated in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient »tudy and perslstent research. It comprises a full delineation
Of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productsuf the Honey Bee the rucesof bees;
f ull desccrlptions of honey-producing plants. trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly lllualrated— and Iast,thoueh
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary In the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

Head

the

JoUowing opinions of

the

Book

;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
real vniMe.—L' Apiculture, Paris.
1 think Cooii's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. COLBY.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-maJicrs.— Bn(u-.h Bee Jaurnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of tlie apiiu-y.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from,
any other book.— E. H. Wynkooi*.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever ret;ret havmg purcnased.— iVic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof Cook's Manual is an
exhau&tive work.— iicraW, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
ia fuilv up wtrli tlie times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost astonish mysell, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested Iniormation contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van A-STWEKl*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bec-raieers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the BiU^etin D' ApicuUeur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, hut altio a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions fur their
management; aluou botiuiica description of honey
producing' plantH, ami an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Z^t;)iucru(, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecianvt the t>ee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. To al taking an intere:r-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as mlvi^i:d.—A{}ncultunt,t, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to b« Uie most complete and practical
treatise; on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modem bee management that
ever\' experienced boe lutin will welcome, and it is
essential to every aiiuitenr in bee-culture. It is
I

We

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co.,

awly

i:S3 I'tne IlluHlr:i.:lt>na.

.

in

Street,

III.

,

I

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,

;

Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty

Full

Foundation,

ALFRED

Chlcaco,

Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and 1 will try and please you. (Box 819 )
E. T. FLANAtiAN, Rose Hill Apiary,

The

from the advertised price

Street.

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, sectmii Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, setid tur prices.

pri-

ni;inufacturera of Comb Fouiid;ition liave
advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing to the
Increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
(flat bottom i, will be

PuieeH

the

College of MichigaiL

;

Woman's Industrial Association,
15w6mp 201 Sixteenth St., DEA VEK, COl..
in

8.5c.
'S'Sc.

If

THE CLIMATE,

Advance

SOc.

ZiOOK SSKS!

IITQ-CTIKIZIS

Mines,

Olrectionsln each Binder.

THOMAS G,. Ni:°*rMAN,

Address,

I5wtf

retail.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

For Bee Journal of 1S80
Kor Bee Journiil of 1h81
Fur Bee Journal of 1882

Gents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

Advance
on the

The Emerson Binder

&

CHAS. OADANT
Iwly

Tlie Bee-Keeper's Guide!

AND KKKP THEM

AVIIOLESAI^E AITD KETAIL.
Dealers

511

i^-

Land"

CHEAP FOR CASH,

.^i

titwnship 7, south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital otf the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (o and t!) of the Apalachicola river the
soil ia a rich, sandy loum. covered with timber.
[twas conveyed on Dec. :il8t. 1875. byCol. Alexander McDonald, who (iwned ti sections. Including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for |.^,200. and on Sept.
5th. 1S77. by him conveyed to the undersigned for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and 11 is unincumbered,
asshown bv an abstract from the Records of the
countv, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for It is respectfully solicited. Address,

DESCKiPTioN.-Sec.

4.

;

;

XIIOMAS
M5 Weat Madison

C NKTTMAX,

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

handsomely
to the

printed,

nwuly hound, and

W kisl.— WcUtni Ayricul<.uriat.

is

a credit

work is undmibt«Ily the most complete
manual l<ir the iiisimctioii ot bee-keepers which
Tliis

has ever bt.'eii i>ublir-l»t'd. It gives a lull explanation regarding the ciire and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he usee
admirably lo priimote and make popular this most
interesting of ailoccupations.— ,4merica7i Inventor.
Jot

Price— Bound

; tn paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, ]$1.2.?

8>1.00 by mail prepaid.

THOMAS
West Mudison

G.

Street,

KEWMAN,
CUiCAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL-
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UBS TAPE!"

«

The Original
BIIJGHAM

"Who will be the
copy

first to

25,000

1

Books

MENDELSSOHii'

THOMAS

USE.

IN

Bee Smoker, you

wil!

QuInby'sNew Bee-KeeplMK, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
Its style is plain
it cannot fail to interest all.
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authoris uuisterof the subject.— !S1. SO.
that

,

cts.

Novice's

Our patents
*2.
cover all tlie smokers
that will bum sound
stove-wood, or do n(»t
go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, y<'Upj,**«t,.(i
^^^®^^®'^' 1870
^°'^
ito

others.

Handed

to

By

Mall.

Customer. Postpaid.
shield).

liH;

Smoker

$2

(KJ

1

.'jO

175

25

1

1

00

1

(wide

shield). 2 inch

Plain Bingham Smoker, 2 Inch....

50
25

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Little

i:Hinch

Binghiim

65

50

& Hetherington Honey

Knife. 2 inch

To

75

1

inch

Binsham

aSxtra

1

00

15

1

apply for dozen or half-dozen

sell again,

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Abroiilu, Mich.

17wtf

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most cnmplete

its kind ever published. (Jives measall kinds of lumber, loes. and planka
by Doyle's Kule. cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.

book of

urement of

t»" For sale

at the

BEE Journal Office..^

Land
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy
Oueens and have now more than Umi colonies in
tnelr purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
before
June
20,
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens,

(Ki
6
fl 25 each; after that date, single Queen. Hi.
forJSiKi; 12 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.5n

$85G Square Grand

;

Piano for only

the present time.

$245.

I

I

7

1 -:J

Oelave*,

full jjatent

cantante

aKrafles, our TR-w patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved iens ami iyre. heavy serpentine and
large fancy nmulilint-'. full iron frame, French
Grand Action. Giniul Hammers, in fact, every improveuientwhlcli can in any way tend to the per-

fection of the instruniunt. has been added.
|^~Odi* price Tor this lustriinieiit. 1>oxe4l

autl dellTered on board curs at ^en'^'ork.,
n'ith fine Piano Cover, Stool ui*0 f
»^.-d"XtJ.
and Book, only.
RetMced from our late wholesale factory price,
)S3»rt, for lio day- (inly, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This ia now, by far.the crente«t l>ars:nin ever oflered the musical public. Unprecedented Burcess
Tremendous demand for

^

I

this style

!

Order atone**.

This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Oish neut ivith orderivVlbe refunded
freinht chargra juiid by ns both tcaj/s if Piano is
not just tiH rcpresi'iUi-d.. Several other special barKains: Planon, «il«0 up. Over 1.5.'wn) in use.
and not one dissatistled purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catah'sjue msilled free, Kivine the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piiinn f\iiiv warranted for ". years.
'( price. Catalogue of 3.000

and

choice

Ml'SK"

ni<'i<'> s-'nt

i'>r

:;i'.

stamp.

MEM>EI<SSOHX PIAXO

EARS

FOR THE

Italian (Queens,

I.

same

:EL.

price.

C3-OOID,

5^]^y

Mutli's Honey Extractor,
Square Glnsa Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LanRstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sectinns etc.,
''•
F.
^pplyto

MV

rn,

976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

|y Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Iwly

^__^_

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES

ITALUN BEES,

of

From my

Apiaries.

QUEENS and NTTCtEI IN SEASON.
t*-Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on appliJ. Hcation
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a standard scientific work.
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S8.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
"Fully up with the
>'ewiiian.— Third Kditinn.
times," including all the various improvements
and inventlcms. Cliief among the new chapters
are ; " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." "Management
of Bees and Uoney at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,'"
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Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomns
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as fi>oo, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam. Wines.etc;
and Iioney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for corisumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in JBnsllHh and Of rman.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
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Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject read before the Centennial
Bee-keepers* Association. Price. lOc.
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-ubjectof bee-eullure. It is not only instructive,
hut intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
tee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth. 9t>1.3» ; paper cover. S»l,

season than ever before. Price per ma
postpaid, from

Street.
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Extracted Honey; Harveetlne, HandllnK»nd Marketing.- A J^-piige pamphlet, by
Ch.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from apeculiar species of
small White Shat k, cau2ht in the VellowSea.
known as Carcharodnn HondelttU. Every Chinese
tlsherman knuws it. Us virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Us cures were so numerous and
muBT No»eeinlnffly mtraculon-. that the remedy was ofBcIallv proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use bei^ame so universal that for over

:tOOy»-ar« no IJeafness han exftted among
the <hinei>.e people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at ^l.oo per bottle.

\

has performed a miracle in my ease.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much

better.

I have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a streat deal— think another
bottle will cure me.

unquestionable and its curative CHAKACTER ABSOLUTE. AS THE WRITEUCAN
PERSONALLY TESTirV. ROTH FROM EXPERIENCE
"Its virtues are

AND OHSEHVATION. Write at
&jENNET,7Dey street. New

once to

HayloCK

York, enclosing

$i.

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Review.
jyTo avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Letter.

Only Imported by
Sole Agents for America.

iOwly

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,

(Late HAYLOCK & Co.)
"yBey St.,KewXorfc.

Dndant. giving

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price li»c.
Thomas G.
Bee PasturnBe a Kecesslly, by this
imporNtjwman— Giving ai!v;inced views on

contains

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26 engravings. Price. lOc,
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
the management of bees, Price. lOc.
;

eat and should
Food Adulteration What we
every family, and
;

This book should be in
sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages SOenot eat.

ought

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

C. P.

and management adopted

to create a

Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It hasSn engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

Paper, S5c.
by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price, Si'ic.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains oven, mlo.oiM) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast

every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man Gives 2ix>.'«'" items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers. Blackutility to

smiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gildof every kind.
er-* Metal and Wood Workers
The work contains i.nifi pages, la a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man. or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, S2.50.

—

—
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wliole world,

who cannot but recognize

his self-sacrilicing labors in attempt-

ing to introiluce Ains dorsata to the
public. We think there is no reason
for apprehension.
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Death of Jesse C. Estlack.— Jlr. I.
N. Whitely, writes us from Denver,

We learn by a dispatch dated at Col., of the death of Jesse C. Estlack,
Larnaca, Cyprus, Aug. 10, that a great
which occurred at Littleton, Col.,
anti-Christian demonstration has ocAug. 5, ISSii. Mr. Whitely says
:

Moslem
Mr. Estlack was born in Kew Jerwho was found murdered, and whose sey,
Dec.
1818, and removed to ColChristo
the
was
attributed
death
orado in 18o9. lie was an energetic
tians, the outlireak occurred. The and enterprising farmer and beepolice are in full sympathy with the keeper, and through industry and
economy has accumulated a large
mob, iind all is in a state of anarchy. property, lie leaves a wife and
A score of Christians were arrested, family to mourn the loss of a kind
one was killed, and many fled to the husband and father, and the commountains for safety. At the time of munity the loss of a worthy citizen.

curred.

•George Neinhbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized asents for Europe.

Disturbance in Cyprus.

At

the funeral of a

(i,

(Aug. 11) further disturbi^We have received from Mr.
ances are feared. The brevity of the
dispatcli may give rise to apprehen- James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich., one
sions all over the world for the safety of his queens vi'hich produces the
of Mr. Frank Benton and wife, who "long, leather-colored, docile workare residents of Laraaca, and from ers," sent here to be tested upon her
whence their correspondence has here- comparative merits. The workers actofore been dated. We think all fears companying her were fine, large, wellfor his safety are needless, because developed bees, and though not as
Mr. Benton is a man who is most yellow as some Italians we have, nor
" frisky " as our Syrians, yet they
likely to ingratiate himself in the as
favor of any community in wliich he are perfect beauties. The queen is a
this writing

Cyprus, as in fact tine specimen of regality, and when
the Old World, released from her introductory prison,
Americans are in great favor. AVith marched down among her Syrian subthe business and higher classes, they .iects with a royal, dignitied movehave become especially popular on ment that seemed to command the reaccount of their intelligence and ener- spect and devotion she undoubtedly
We expect to render no
gy and with the lower classes, on deserves.
account of tlieir liberal views and disparaging report concerning her
peculiar form of government at home. progeny.

may

reside,

and

in

in all countries of

;

Europeans, especially those of Eastern Europe, liave a marked preference for the American people and the
United States government, regarding
them as the true exponents of national freedom. Any mishap to Mr.
Benton might well be considered a
national calamity, and would be regretted by the bee-keepers of the

i@° We regret to learn that on the
night of Aug. 5th, the residence of
Mayor W. J. Andrews, ex-President
X. A. B. K. Society, at Columbia,
Tenn., with contents, and several colonies of bees, were destroyed by Hre.
Loss over S5,000, on wliich there was
an insurance of only $2,500.

!
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The "Gap"

in the

Honey Season.

Mr. Ileddon vegetables. No bee-keeper is worthy
with the assistance of to be styled o)i apiarist, who cannot in
liis initial acre of sweet clover, have
the not far distant future point to his
a very satisfactory season's report to cherished bee-pasture, and reckon
make at its close, especially should with some degree of certainty on his
the weather be favorable for gather- season's yield.
ing from the late flowers.
Henry Alley, reports from MassaTlie second extract is from a letter chusetts as follows, dated Aug. 9
For 17 days in succession my therby Mr. H. W. Garrett, in New York.
His is an expression of gratitude for mometer has been up to 90^ in the
shade, and on several days it indicated
bounties which are within the reach 990 and lOO'J.
About everything in
of all, with the expenditure of a little the shape of vegetation was dried up.
time and less money. His report comes Last night distant thunder showers
from a State which lias been peculiarly brought us some rain and all is clianged
this morning. Goldenrod is coming
unfortunate in its realization of a good into bloom, and I look for plenty
of
honey crop. He does not tell us wheth- fall flowers for my bees to feed on.
er his sweet clover was planted esLast season we experienced a propecially with a view to the yield of tracted
drought here, but tlie sweet
honey or whetlier it is a semi-spontane- clover never failed us, and tliis
seaous yield, being a survival and self- son, although wet and cold weather
seeding from former cultivation for has prevailed, the
bees can recognize'
other purposes.
no "gap" in the honey flow, but are
his earnest expression.

we think

O, for forty acres of sweet clover (melilot) now.
to till lip the gap between basswood and the au-

tumn flowers that come in August and September.
The acre we have tells the true story of what we
ought to have.— JAMES IlEIJDON.
If

it

idle.

was not for the sweet clover, bees would be
they keep up their hum of rejoicing

Still,

from sunrise

until dusk, bringing load after load
of transparent nectar, that God, in his all-wise
providence, causes to be secreted in the bloom of
raelilot or sweet clover.— H. W. Garrett.

We

give in this luimber two coniniunications of especial interest to
bee-keepers, either of which will be
worth many times the subscription
price of the Bee Journal to any
apiarist who will protit by the information contained in them. One is
by Dr. G. L. Tinker, with "Notes on
honey plants," page 517 ; the other by
J. G. Steer, subject, " Cultivation of
Simpson honey plant (figwort)," page
Both are highly practicable, and
518.
come at a time to allow of the fullest
preparation to profit by them.

In

this connection it

may

be well to

remark
one, and just now is the time when
the " gap " is occurring between basswood bloom and fall honey flowers.
In a few localities, particularly Dr.

this season lias been a peculiar

Tinker's, this gap is not so noticeable, but, as a rule, tliere is a serious
break in the natural bloom wliich is
quite damaging to the fullest possi-

will,

:

,

We feel grateful to Dr. Tinker for
demonstrating the value of his golden
lioney plant, and especially for the information that if propeny and seasonably sown, it will grow and bloom
the same season sown. In this, and
perhaps this only, it is superior to
sweet clover, for many apiarists are
too impatient or thoughtless to put in
a crop, even with the assurance of
large profits, where they have to await
the second season before realizing
from it, because their profits have
heretofore been large and their returns speedy. With honey-producing
as a specialty, however, the metliods

working merrily when the sunshine
allows them to do so.

i^Just a year ago this week, a
small bee paper was started in New
England and for .3 montlis it was issued
weekly struggling for an existence.
It was then suspended, with the
promise that after a rest of 2 months
few
it would resume as a monthly.
were inveigled into subscribing for it
for 1882, but only one number has been
published this year— and that not unIt is therefore safe
til April or May.
to conclude it "dead," and this will
serve as its "obituary notice." It
leaves a few subscribers who have been
swindled out of the money advanced
for subscription, and sundry debtors
"mourn" because of misplaced confidence in trusting the publisher. Being one of the "mourners," last mentioned, we "speak that we do know."

—

'

A

Fortunately
for us, we are in the vicinity of an
abundant sweet clover pasturage,
which not only supplements the wliite
clover harvest, but curtails it by reason of enticing the bees from it before tiie nectar has ceased to flow, formerly prevailing will all, or nearly
and even renders basswood scarcely all, be clianged and in nothing will
Wherever sweet clover the change be so radical as in bee pasdesirable.
prevails this season, we anticipate turage. To make of bee-keeping a
there will be no cessation in the specialty, it will be necessary to prohoney yield till closed by tfie advent vide against the probability of crop
of winter. With even a moderate failures, and in no way can this be
amount of it, bees will still keep up done except by providing a certain
It is
i^°We notice an advertisement in
their breeding as vigorously as ever, and continuous honey flow.
and be in the strongest condition to gratifying to know, that through the the Empire Slate Agricidturist which
take advantage of tlie more plentiful efforts and persuasions of the Bee should please even the most ardent
are hundreds of cheap queen advocate— offering to
fields of buckwheat, goldenrods, as- JouuNAL, there
discriminating, intelligent "sell" a "beautiful untested Italian
ters, heartsease, Spanishneedle, ber- shrewd,
apiarists in America at the present queen for fifteen cents!" If cheapgamot, etc.
time experimenting with honey-pro- ness in queens is all that is desired,
with
two
article
this
introduce
We
extracts from this paper. Tlie first, ducing fiowers, and observing the every one should now be happy 1
Prodigious
bargains
written by James Heddon, gives evi- effects of climate and soil not only on Wonderful
Only 15 cents for a "beaudence of a deep sense of duty, and a foreign plants, but also on those in- economy
carefully formed opinion, wliich will digenous to our own country, and tlie tiful Italian queen"
carry conviction to thousands of read- next ten years may see as substantial
bility of

a honey yield.

;

!

!

!

!

who have been deliberating and
waiting for some just such practical
authority as Mr. Ileddon to endorse
the feasibility of planting for honey,
and to suggest what to plant; and
thousands will adopt his excellent
hint, and in the future thank him for
ers

^

!

in this direction, as the
Our new location, No. 925 West
past ten have witnessed in quality and Madison St., is only a few doors fron>
Not until the new branch postofHce. We have
appe;irance of product.
there are four months of continuous a telephone and any one in the city
flow will bee-keepers be satisfied, and wishing to talk to us througli it will
tills we believe to be as possible as a please call for No. 7087— that being
continuous season of life-sustaining our telephone number.

improvement

)
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nourish them as they need, and whenever the temperature of the weather
rises to the necessary point, these
nurses go forth in search of such food
as the young demand'i' The zeal with
which they' labor seems very much
like the promptings of parental or
maternal affection.

The Labors of the Drones.
Prof.

IJ.

Silliman,

editor

of

tlie

515

®"The summer

meeting of the

Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers'

will

take place at Berlin Center, Ohio, on
Saturday, Aug. 19, 1882, at 10 a. m.
All interested in bee-keeping are invited to attend. Turn out. Do not
forget your wife, daughter, son and
lunch basket. We expect a happy
and profitable time.
L. Cakson, Pres.

" American Journal of Science and
Arts,'' published at New Haven,
Conn., has sent us an old manuscript,
written by the Rev. Elisha D. Andrews, Armada, Macomb Co., Mich.,
1^" The Amerian Express Company
M. Haughn, See'y.
Oct. 7, 1851, giving the latter gentlemoney order system is the cheapest,
man's views on several important
safest and most convenient way of repoints in bee-culture.
mitting small sums of money. Their
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Prof. Silliman remarks that he
rates for $1 to So are 5 cents over $5
his
among
manuscript
found the old
OFPICE op AMKKICAN BEE JOtTRNAL,
to SIO, 8 cents. They can be purMonday.
a. m.. August 14. ihjs::.
late fatlier's papers, where it had been
chased at any point where the comfor many years. He desired us to
The
following are the latest quotapany have an ollice, except Canada,
look it over, and if anything of intertions for honey and beeswax received
and can be made payable at any one
est was discovered to print it in the
up to this hour
of the company's 4,000 offices.
interest of scientilic bee-culture.
Quntatlonn of Cash Bayers.
I'aid orders are tiled in the TreasThe Rev. Elisha D. Andrews states, urer's office, and always accessible for
CHICAGO.
in the manuscript, that the object of
nONEV— I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
reference, and the remitter gets a re- light
extracted.
his writing it was to subject his " disBEESWAX-Choice lots are worth J.'c. here;
ceipt for money sent.
;

1(1

J

:

coveries to a strict, seientitic scrutiny

For safety, when sending money to
then adds
"If
this office, all should get either a post
they will bear this test, I am disposed office or expres.s
money order.
to have them given to the world, as

and

criticism.''

some

little

He

bright yellow. 24c.: dark to good.
Al. h. New.man. yja

:

l7(.-i.'-2c.

W. Madison

HONEY—

The market for honey is quiet. Extracted brings 7(ii.liic. on arrival. Nocomb honey
on the maritet worth mentioning, prices nominal.
Scarce, and brings 2U(<ii:;5c. on arri-

BEESWAX—

addition to the accumu-

C.F. MUTH.

val.

lating .science of the age."

One

Quotations of Coiumtasloa llerchants.

part, in particular, is interest-

ing to us at the present time, and
that is in relation to the character
and object of the drone bee. He says

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The crop of
Local Convention Directory.

They

earlier

iit

work, and why do they

Have we

re-

other bees' cease laborV
any right to supjiose that

tire before the

they have no

mand
Time and Place

1882.

Sept.

o— N. W.

111.

anil S.

W.

Wis., at Rockton, 111.
Jonatban Stewart, Sec.

Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
Demaree. Sec. Cbristiansburg, Ky.
at

Newcomerstown,

J. A. Buclilew,

Sec,

beginning to come

light at 8t^!)c.

K. A.

W.

5— Kentuclty
G.

is

BEESWAX- 2:>c. for prime yellow

nj Meetino.

Oct. 3-e— North American, at Cincinnati. O.
Dr. Ehricli Paraily, Sec, New Yorlt City.

Tuscarawas Valley,

1882

forward, and so far very nice goods have been
offered. Sales range at lH<5)?0c. per lb.; onepound
sections selling at the highest range, when well
tilled and wliite. Extracted, few oflerings and de-

:

are considered, as it respects
the labor of the hive, an idle and useless race— only a nuisance as tlieir
name proverbially denotes. Now. this
From
I consider a perfect slander.
30 years' observation 1 can testify
that there are no bees in the hive that
pursue their work with so much ardor
and zeal as the drones. It is true,
they do not make their appearance
abroad till the warm weather in May
and June, and not in the early morning nor late in tlie afternoon, nor at
any time when tlie weather is cold
and damp, but they are never seen
idly basking about the entrance of
the hive, and in the middle of the
day, when the weather is hot, they
come out of the hive in great numbers and in great haste, rushing
through and over the worker bees
that lie idle about the entrance of the
hive. There are no bees in the hive
that seem to show such earnestness
in their work as these poor slandered
drones, but it may be asked, what
are they about, that they are not

St.

CINCINNATI.

O.
O.

Clarlis,

NEW

It;.)

dark ]fi@22c.
South Water St.
;

YOKK.

HONEY— White clover, fancy,

1

lb. bxs.. l.'JiSiec:

white clover, good to choice, and 2 lb. bxs., I3'aj
14c: huckwheat. 2 lb. bxs., per lb., ll(Sil2c. E-xtracted and str;iine(l, white. OoilOc: darlt 7(580.
BEESWA.X- The market Is quiet and the tone a
shade weaker. Western, pure, 2(:(a.'27c.; Southern
pure, 27@28c.
D. W. QuiNBV, 105 Park Place
i

t3?~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and plage of future meetinus.— ED.

BUKNKTT,

CLEVELAND.

HONE Y— The market

is quite active with us
it
beginning to come forward more liberally, and
the (ieman(l i.s more fully met. For two days past
we have nut been able to sell for over 22c. per lb.
for best white lb. sections ; of 2 lb. sections none
have been received. Extracted we hold at 14c. for
small packages, but have not made any sales.
;

is

The National Convention.

I

The following is the official call of BBESWAX-2r>(3i28c.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
the Secretary, Dr. Parmly, for the
SAN FRANCISCO.
Convention of the North American
HONEY— The market is arm for extracted and
choice comli. Offerings and demand are light.
Society.
AVe hope there
Bee-Keepers'
We quote wliite comb, 17(yjl8c.: dark to good. 8@
13c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 0(^.9}^c.;
will be a large attendance
dark and candied, l&'Ho. BEESWAX- 2m<s;30o.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
:

The North

American

ers' Society will

Bee-Keep-

BOSTON.

hold their 13th an-

Washington Park
HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., acto quality.
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washing- cording
BEESWAX-Pi ime quality,
Crocker & Blake. Chatham Street.
ton Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to .5th, 1882.
ST. LOUIS.
Tuesday,
10
a. m., Oct.
First session
HONE Y—A fair movement in strained at 7H@8.
bbls. reported sold at sc. Some new
3.
We are encouraged to hope that —one
lot ot
(Choice white clover ofTered but little sold—
this will be a very prohtable meeting, comb
held at ]s(.(j('c. per lb.; extracted quiet at 9(3»10c.
as we are promised papers from, and
BEESWA.V— Easier at 2(;'.(.27c. for prime.
nual

meeting

at

2.')C.

.57

office to perform, and
are" quite idle while in the hive V
Tlipy are such zealous workers when
abroad, that I am inclined to be char- the presence of, a large number of
itable, and believe they are employed our most prominent bee-keepers both
in some work of benevolence when in the United States and Canada, and
out of sight. Why may we not sup- essays and implements of the apiary
pose tliat they are nurses of the young are expected from abroad to add to
bee in the larval and cluysalis state, the knowledge imparted by the reemployed to brood over them and search and inventive skill and methkeep them warm, when the weather ods of our countrymen.
is at too low a temperature for their
EniuCK Parmly, Sec.
comfort and growth, and to feed and
York, July 12, 1882.

New

2r,

i,

K. C. GllEEU

&

Co.. 117 N.

Main

Strd*D.

A Sample (^opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

:

:;

:

:

:
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not one of the jewels that adorns cloth, lifted out and replaced the
much mentioned type writer. frames in several without any signs of
Any one who will adulterate food is being stung, he began to think it was
both to be feared and despised feared not such a terrible feat after all.
for the consequence of his nefarious Gentleness is the lirst and most impractices and despised for harboring portant feature, as regards handling
the motives that prompt their com- them.
Quick, active motions and
mission. It is possible that my views sudden jars will anger tlieiu very much
on the subject of adulteration are too at aluiost any time. We many times
radical for this progressive age, but I work in the yard all day long without
think one who adulterates food pro- having to resort to smoke to quiet
ducts, merits a much greater punish- them, still we would not recommend
ment than does the uttererof counter- this plan to amateurs, as it requires
familiarity with their
feit money, as the value of health is considerable
"business end" to be able to stand
greater than riches.
without flinching, when by accident of
Syrian Bees. Mr. E. R. Root, in some kind, some half dozen resent
your interference. It is not much
the Cnnadian Farmer, sums up the trouble to start the smoker so as to
character of the Syrian or Holy Land have it handy in emergencies of this
kind. In opening hives, avoid all sudbees as follows
den jars, remove the cloth by turning
In summing up a few of the good it back, commencing at one corner or
features of the Holy Lands, we liiid, end. If the bees show anger, blow a
from the above facts, tirst, they raise little smoke on them to drive them
a great abundance of cells at one rear- down out of the way, and you will soon
ing; secondly, the cells are started so become so familiar with their temthat they hatch at or nearly the one perament as to know just how much
time lastly, if the cells are not too they will need of this kind of treatmuch disturbed, the queen will hatch ment.
out strong and healthy.
Now, a word in regard to the HolyLands as honey gatherers
My ex- The Length of Life of Worker Bees.—
perience has led me to think they are
correspondent in an exchange gives
equally as good as the Italians, and
some say a little superior. Being orig- the following on this subject
inally reared in a hot, dry country,
I thought I would satisfy myself in
they have necessarily been obliged to regard to the life of the bee in the
gather honey at every opportunity height of the working season. I had
available, or the race could never have
a. colony of the little black bees, and
existed.
In this country, they of on the morning of May :!d I killed the
course manifest the same energetic queen, and by carefully looking
disposition ; and hence, as far as my through their hive I found one black
observation goes, gather some honey drone and destroyed that in the evenafter the basswood flows, even when ing of the same day. I put in a cell
the other bees are apparently inactive. for a yellow queen on the 2d of June.
After what has been said I would She was hatched out and there were a
not have it understood that I have any few yellow bees in the hive on the
the less regard for the Italians than 30th, just 21 days from the time the
before but. on the contrary all things
eggs were deposited. On the 7th of
considered, I think they possess many
July a few yellow bees were to be
qualities far superior to other races of
seen playing around the hive, and on
iiees, and will probably always retain
the 18th of July, just 14 days from the
the front rank.
the yellow bees were hatched
My object in writing this is not to time
out, a few were seen at work with
give the Holy Lands undue praise, to
the black bees. Now any one can see
the exclusion of the Italians, but to
that if the yellow bees hatched in 21
bring forth a few of the good qualities days the last black bees, were all
whicii are justly their due. I do not out
by the 30th of June, and if the
deny that the Holy Lands have a few yellow bees went to work on the 12th
features
these,
I
think,
have
bad
but
of July, the last of the black bees
been fully discussed before.
must have gone to work on the 4th of

is

that

—

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Honey

and Taxing Bees

Yield,

in California.— The Semi-Tropic Uali-

fornid for

August contains the

follow-

ing items

The honey yield this season throughout California will be tar from encouraging to our bee-men. These oil
years that are so frequent might be
largely averted by turning more attention to growing certain trees and
plants for bee forage.
The Supervisors sitting as a Board
of Equalization for the County of
Los Angeles, refused to lower the
valuation as made by the County Assessor on tlie bees of the county,
though some of the owners of bees in
the county offer to sell all the bees
they have at one-half the assessed
value for this year. They are assessed
at $3 per hive.

—

;

:

—

Adulteration. The Bee-Keepers' Exchange^ for August, has a very strong
article on the above subject, from the

pen of

J.

K. Douglass, Neosho, Wis.

It is certainly worthy of note that bee*
keepers, especially, are unanimous in
their condemnation of the frauds
to so great an extent in
adulterating honey, as well as other
We give the last
articles of food.
paragraph of the article alluded to,
which is as follows

which prevail

:

On page

308 of Gleanings for 1SS2,
the editor expresses a hope that the
price of honey will be so low tliis season that more than usual will be consumed, and on page 296 he tells of one
way to cheapen its production. I will
quote the suggestion for the benefit of
those who may not have seen it
•'Pretty soon, and the wax of the
world will be gone. What shall we doV
I will tell vou if you won't be scared.

Por brood' combs use wires and go
back to our old paraffine experiments
of years ago. Had we only put wires
into the frames as we do now, we should
without trouble.
liiive
succeeded

Por comb honey we can use a mixture
of w:ix

and

p:\raffine

lliatthebees will

work out much faster than pure wax
and for our small 4i sections, I think
we can manage so tliat sagging will do
no harm." So it seems that the honest producer of comb honey may have
to compete with adulteration and
fra'ud for, of course, no honest man
would think of selling comb honey
built on adulterated foundation, for
;

pure goods and any attempt to sell it
for anything else would only result in
When I read the above exfailure.
tract I never thought of being scared,
but I made up my mind that considering the frequent exhortations to honesty indulged in by it, that consistency

A

,

;

;

July, making 14 days from the time
Handling Bees.— The Indiana Far- they were hatched, unless one will go
mer gives the following on handling to work sooner than the other. This
colony contained nothing but black
bees
bees, when the black queen was desMany people are deterred from the troyed on the 18th of July just 49
keeping of bees by the dread of being days from the time the black queen
stung, and many who have bees run wa"s destroyed, there was not a black
them on the let-alone plan, simply be- bee to be seen about the hive. I
cause they do not understand the tirst opened it, and not one was to be seen
principles by which they are governed. inside. I know that the bees will live
Only a few days since, a gentleman longer at other seasons of the year,
visited our yard, who owns a good and I thought this would be a good
many colonies, looking for, as he ex- chance to test in the height of the
pressed it, some plan for their man- working season. The hive was exagement with the least possible chance amined every day during the whole
of coming in contact with their "busi- time, so that no mistake might be
ness end." His dread of being stung made. From the above it will be seen
was so great that we could hardly in- that the lifetime of a honey bee, in
duce him to come within ten feet of a the busiest working season, is but
colony. After we had removed the four weeks or 28 days.
;

:
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praise of Mr. Clarke's lively vigor as a
contributor.
His contributions are
those we seize Ih'st of all, as the hungry child seizes the cake-plate first at
the table. As I have often said, I
look ujion Mr. Clarke as our poetical
contributor thi- man whose pen porFor the American Bee Journal.
trays in jiictures.
I must confess that I have never beThat Long, Long Day with Mr. Clarke.
fore been " looked over" by one who
so closely scanned every detail of the
JAMES HEDDON.
apiary. I was not a little surprised at
Mr. Clarke's accurate descriptions,
I always read tlie coirespondence
department ot the Bee Journal and how few the errors made in detailwith great care. The first column, ing the same, even to his correct guess
that in observing the new-born colony
wiiile not always containiiisi the best
matter, seklom or never contains any- settle down in tlieir new home, I recognized the f ullillment of natural law.
ttiins but lirst class. The same we
to
know is true of any column nnder the T was glad of the opportunity an
name of W'm. F. Clarke. When I see convince so candid and intelligent
crosses
this name and this column both to- apiarist as Mr. Clarke, that our
gether, and my name tlirown in for between the dark Italians and brown
the subject, I am terribly interested. German bees were as gentle as any
Then, when I come to a place I " must bees lie ever saw ; also that they
not read," I cannot read it quick brought in the nectar in a manner excelled by none.
enough, of course.
I wish" Mr. Clarke, and many other
I am very glad to have been able to
apicultural celebrities, could have
dei)ort myself in such a manner as to
"
win the esteem of a man of liis ability, been here to see the long, leatherand feel compelled to thank him for his colored, brown German bees" bring
eulogistic words. I only regret that I in, the basswood honey. They had
some reason to be cross when Mr.
fall so short of the ability he gives me
Clarke was here, though they were
credit for.
Regarding our religious controversy not. Basswood is now closed for
which he touched upon with so much 1882, and now is the finest opportunity
feeling, I sought to be as honest with to see these crossed (though not cross)
him upon that subject as npon the bees dart for the large heads of red
topic of apiculture, or as I would be clover. O, for 4U acres of sweet clover
in the discharge of a pecuniary obli- (inelilot) now, to fill up the gap begation. If I am indebted to you I will tween basswood and the autumn flownot deny it if I am asked how to suc- ers that come in August and Septemcessfully winter bees every time, I ber. The acre we have tells us the
will frankly say, " I do not know how;" true story of what we ought to have.
Long will I remember the long day's
if you ask me, " what of another life,
where we may extend our pleasant visit with Mr. Clarke, and the differcontroversies V" I must be honest and ent opinion I formed of the reverend
say, I do not know. If I have not had gentleman from that I had formerly
evidence that was sufficient to ground held.
Dowagiac, Mich., July 29, 1882.
any belief either way in my mind, I

—

;

must

be honest and say so. If there
another life, and I lind I was in that
regard mistaken, I will not have to
add dishonesty to ray error. Whether
there is or is not, it is so by a law in
nature, and your opinion or mine will
not change it. I have no doubt but
that the lionest will be as well fitted
to enter such an e.\istence as any one,
and while here our whole attention
and energies are needed in this one, as
long as we are so surrounded with
Right here,
mistakes and crime.
is

upon

this partially out-of-place
subject, allow me to say tliat Mr.

wliile

an exemplary Christian minwhile lie recognizes in others
opinionsthat differ from hisown, even
npon religious subjects, he fully respects and esteems the honest holder
of sucli opinions. Belonging to the
class who teach " Love your enemies,"
he does not hate his friends, nor those
who have not in any way maltreated
him. Mr. Clarke has a broad and
generous feeling, and, as is usually
the case, /h'n Creator is equally broad
and generous. These facts make Mr.
Clarke a friend to those who honestly
differ with Inra.
But. as ex-editor of the American
Clarke

is

ister, for

For the American E,ie JournaL

Sending Queens by Mail
S.

to

Canada.

CORNEIL.

According to our revenue laws, animals imported for Improvement of
stock are admitted free of duty, but
all parcels sent by mail are stamped
at the Custom House at the international line (called the outport), directing the ixistuiaster not to deliver
the parcels till tliey are examined by
the Collector of Customs as to duty.
\V. \V. Cary & Son recently sent a
batch of queens to a Mr. Webster in
this county. No doubt they reached
his postotlice safely, but the postmaster was obliged to send them to the

Custom House at Lindsay for examination, where they remained till they
died. If I niistnke not, this was the
second shipment to the same party
lost in the same way, making altogether a loss to Messrs. Cary & Son,
of nearly S2n, besides the loss and dis-
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because queens have been repeatedly received here without, being so
stamped, and have been delivered by
the postmaster directly to the consignees.
Possibly the packages of
queens sent out by A. I. Root may
more readily show their contents than
those sent "out by the Messrs. Cary,
which might account for their different treatment at the outports.
If the packages were marked thus,
"Bees for Improvement of Stock,"
probably they would be allowed to
pass througli without further trouble.
.\ safer way would be for the importer
to order his queens to be sent to the
postoffice

House

where the nearest Custom

situated, but bee-keepers are
not always posted as to the regulations
of Her Majesty's Customs.
is

If other shippers have sustained loss
in this way, it might be well to rejiort
the fact to the Hon. L. Wallbridge,
Bellville, Out., who, as President ot

the Ontario Bee-Keepers Association,
would, I am sure, most willingly represent the matter to the Minister of
Customs, and ask him to instruct the
officers at the outports to allow queens
to pass through tiie mails w'ithout being stamped for examination as to
duty.
Lindsay, Out., Aug. 7, 1882.
For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Notes on Honey Plants.

DR. G. L. TINKER.

The first flowers on the golden honey
plant appeared July 29th, but it will
not reacli full bloom before tlie middle
of August. The plants grown from
the seeds sown last fall are nearly
ready to bloom, but the flower buds
on that sown the first of April have
not yet appeared, although the plants
are nearly as large. The tallest are
about 5 feet, so that it seems the plant
does not reach its full height the first
The growth along the river
year.

from old roots is now (Aug. 1st) from
5 to 9 feet high ; that from the seed
being only 2 or 3 feet.
The best time to sow the seed is in
the fall or late winter, before the
ground ceases to freeze. Only a small
portion of the seed sown in May or
quantity of
June will germinate.
seed was sown on the 2nd of June, 16
days after a few plants came up, which
The seed
will bloom about Sept. 1st.
planted about the 1st of April came
not
one
apparentup in about a week,
The plants from
ly failing to grow.
seed sent to me by Mr. E. M. Coombs,
of Indiana, prove to be identical with
those growing here.
I have growing in my garden several
kinds of honey plants, the most of
them new, including six new kinds,
the seed of which I received last fall
through the kindness of Mr. J. S. Wood,
the Vice-President of the Danish Bee
Association. Four out of the six are
varieties of the Scrophularia, vis
iS. vernalu. S. hUeriJlorii. ,b'. dnysantlia,

appointment to .Mr. Webster.
It seems the ollieials at some of the and S.lnucinkUa.

A

The two latter have

already blossoms. Both secrete nectar
Bee Journal, experimental apicul- judgment, permit jiarcels containing freely, but the last is a small plant
turist, and correspondent to all the queens to pass through the mails with- with i>rocumbent stems, and diflicult
bee papers, I need not say one word in out being stamped for examination, to cultivate. The i>'. c/nv/sfoi'/i't is a

outports acting on their

own

better

;
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growing about 3 feet plant. Although the drop of nectar is
high, with a great profusion of flowers, large, a very much larger quantity is
which are a little larger than those of secreted in the capacious flowers of
our indigenous ligwort. It blooms the IScrophidariu clirysaniha and figfrom the 1st of July to the middle of wort, which form nectar continually
August. The bees work on it with night and day, but most freely when
great relish, it being the first to be the sun shines.
visited in the morning, and the last to
The cleome, which is related to the
be abandoned at night. I have counted spider plant, is a fair honey plant, the
12 bees at work upon one plant at a nectar being protected by a little bract
time, about seven being the average upon the upper side of the stamens ;
number to a plant at work all day. but it is available to flies, ants, bugs,
One could well imagine wliat a roar of and bees almost withoutnnmber. No
buzzing bees on an acre of this plant other flower except the basswood is so
would make. It may be difficult to pestered by all kinds of insects.
propagate, on account of the smallThe mustards, including rape, the
nsss of the seed. I will carefully test milkweeds, mignonette and buckwiieat
it and report again.
have all open flowers, and it is indisThe >S. vernaiis is a large, easily pro- putable that this class of plants most
pagated plant, and jirornises to be a often fails to supply nectar in any
decided acquisition. Its large green great amount.
The most reliable
pubescent leaves now spread out over honey plant, therefore, the one best
the ground a space of two feet for each calculated by nature for the honey
plant, with a prospect of many flower bee is supplied with tubular flowers
stems. It is perennial, and will not or with a corolla the divisions of which
bloom until another year.
approximate in the form of a tube, as
The best method of propagating in tlie flowers of the white and sweet
these plants, which will include the clover and locust, although the flower
figwort or Simpson honey phuit, is to of the red clover is a perfect tube
prepare ridges in the fall of tlie year nearly one half inch long on the
about 3 inches above the level of tlie average.
soil, or high enough to shed water,
The cultivation of annual honey
and four feet apart. The seed should plants, unless for some purpose otlier
be sown in February or March, or be- than their nectar, will scarcely pay the
fore hard freezing weather ceases in cost of yearly cultivation. But a good
late winter. Taking advantage of a perennial can be made to pay a reathaw, when a drill a half incli deep sonable percentage on the value of the
siiould he scratched on the ridges and land to the bee-keeper. The perennial
the seed thinly sown and covered. plants of this class that can be especThe plants appear later than ordinary ially commended, are the motherwort,
weeds, are very small at first, and re- catnip, golden honey plant, and figquire care to cultivate, keeping all wort. TJie three former being readily
weeds down.
After they are two propagated, and able to contest the
inches high, they may be thinned out ground with any kind of weeds. Tlie
to a foot apart, or they may be trans- figwort, however, if well cared for the
planted readily by taking the soil with first season will hold its own afterthe roots.
wards. The most vigorous of all is
From a comparison of many kinds the golden luiney plant, the only
of honey plants, I am led to believe trouble with it being that it takes a
that the most reliable and valuable strong team and a good plow to turn a
have tubular flowers. The clovers, field of it under, wlien a crop of corn
golden honey plant, motherwort, cat- will eradicate it.
nip, horsemint, teasel, sourwood, butNew Philadelphia, O.
ton-bush,
boneset, goldenrod, the
asters, and tlie several varieties of the
For the American Bee Journal.
scrnphularia, of which figwort is one,
How I Extract Honey from Combs.
have all tubular flowers, which prevents speedy evaporation of nectar.
On tlie contrary, tliere are few really
EUGENE SECOK.
good honey plants having open flowers.
Among these the basswood and tulip I do not follow bee-keeping as a sole
tree stand first. In the former the business, and am not trying to run a
nectar is secreted in the cup-shaped large apiary. I have only 19 colonies
divisions of the calyx, which, with the at present. I keep bees for the pleasprotection of the corolla and stamens, ure I find in pursuing the study, as
liinders evaporation. The flowers of well as for the profit there is in it
the tulip tree secrete a large amount though for several years past I have
of nectar, but, as it is greatly exposed, made them pay a large interest on the
there is reason to believe that much investment, i am running some for
of it is wasted.
comb honey, in .sections, and the reThe most open flower that I have mainder for extracted honey, in two
seen is that of the spider plant, but story hives. I keep a comple'te record
it does not secrete a particle of nectar of each colony, and by the method I
afterS o'clock a.m., or if it does, it is pursue it is very easy to do so. On
all lost by evaporation.
The flower the top of each" hive I keep a card
opens aboiit .5 p.m.. and secretes nec- with a memorandum of everything
tar very rapidly. The bees then be- which is of interest.
gin work, but darkness soon overtakes
When I wish to extract I take an
them. l'>y morrting a large drop can empty hive, remove tlie cap of the
be seen in every flower, whicli if not hive from which I wish to extract
taken by the bc'es soon disappears. (which is flat on top), and put the
Onlv about 4 hours of the day are empty hive on it, raise the honey
available to the bees to work on this board (which is the old-fashioned
vigorouf? plant,

made of inch lumber), smoke
the bees to drive as many as possible
down into the brood-chamber, take
out the frames of honey one by one,
brushing off the bees with a buiicli of
asparagus tops, and place them in the
empty hive. When this is done, I
carry the honey into the cellar and
put the hive on the scales, which are
near the extractor, balance them, extract, and return the empty frames to
the hive, balance again, and I learn
the weight of the honey from that
colony with but little trouble.
Ill a large apiary it might not be
practicable to carry the honey into a
building to extract, but I find it satisfactory, as it never excites robbers,
and everything, except the honey I
am getting, is stationary.
My extractor is a home-made affair,
of my own design and manufacture,
and although it has been in use for
five or six years, it still works like a
charm. I took the half of a molasses
barrel, made a reel large enough to
accommodate two frames, and got the
motion by two horizontal wheels, one
on. the standard of the reel and the
other fastened to the outside of the
tub and connected by a band of
twisted cord. Tiie wheels are made
of inch lumber slightly grooved, and
one twice the diameter of the other.
peg in the large one answers for a
crank. To keep the band from slipping, I wind it with smaller ciu-d.
The whole thing did not cost a dollar
beside the " head-work."

style,

A

Forest City, Iowa.
For the American Beo JournaL

Cultivation of Simpson
J.

G.

Honey Plant.

STEEK.

number of the Bee
a call for information on
of
the Simpson honey
cultivation
the
plant. I beg leave to give a few notes
through the columns of your excellent paper on the subject. My experience with it extends only through
this season and last. I procured the
seed and sowed in a bed of woodearth very late—about the first of
June. They came u)) poorly, but I
got 200 set out, which blossomed in
September and October, until after
we had 2 or 3 severe frosts. Last
spring they were the first living green
to be seen. I took up the roots, some
of which would not go in a half
bushel, and divided them with a knife
into as many sections as there were
crowns started, sometimes as many
as eight or ten. These I planted singly
in rows 2 or 2^4 feet high.
The idea is abroad that the Simpson
honey plant is hard to propagate I
I see in the last

Journal

;

have not found it so. They need
shade, and not too much water, as
if too thick in the bed.
If you
practice is this
have a small corner of timber land
and
trim
clear
it
up
dense,
not too
tlie trees up quite high, dig and level
the ground and sow the seed thinly,
and cover very lightly reset them
wlien 2 or three inches high, in rows
2 feet apart, and one foot in the row.
If it is not seasonable, water and

they will rot

The way

I

:

;

—
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that away to be derived from its use that cannot
where the mangrove grows, be obtained from any of the nonthey have not done as well. The cabwhile
bage palmetto is now in bloom, so patented movable frame hives,
that the bees of the interior that have there are two serious' objections to its
not already had a good harvest will use — first of which is the restriction
have a chance to make a paying crop upon its general use, in the form of a
places, especially among trees if the yet.
patent right, and the next objection is
will
Enough
New Smyrna, Fla., July 28, 1882.
shade be not too dense.
the slidingcover. We cannot imagine
grow and ripen— seed that will fall
iind come up thickly the next year,
how this latter feature can be made
For the American Bee Journal.
when you can set the plants out or let
anything but objectionable.
The Common Sense Bee Hive.
them grow where they are when
We do not object to patents on artionce started, they will care for themcles wliich liave commendable features
G. V,'. DEMAREE.
selves. I have briefly told you iny

shade them at first by means of a
board laid on bricks over tiiem. This
all seems like a great deal of trouble,
but after you get a start you can lU'opagate more easily from the roots as
above directed. Carefully save all
your seed, and scatter it in all waste

didly, but I understand

from

;

plan of cultivation, or ratlier, propagation, for it will need no cultivation
Mr. Warran Clayton, a gentleman
formerly residing at this place, but
after the first year.
now a resident of Georgetown, Scott
I will speak briefly of its qualities
It is a weed, but not pernicious. It County, Ky., being on a visit to his
lirst
week
in
motlier, wtio lives near neighbor to us,
began blooming here the
July, and for profusion of bloom I has just handed me the enclosed cirnever saw anything like it. I have cular. He informs me that a certain
seen hundreds of bees on it, when not party is working up this "patent hive"
one was to be seen on the clover. It in Seott County, and that the people
secretes honey constantly in wet or are going "wild over it." I regret to
dry weather, and in such abundance see this delusion on the part of so inthat I have sliaken it from tlie flower telligent a people as I know the people
in drops. The rain does not affect it. of Scott County to be. Kentucky is
as tlie flower hangs down, which is destined to be one of the great honeynot tl)e case with the spider plant. I producing States. Her medium cliJiave even found bees on it when it mate, neither too cold nor too hot, her
was raining too hard to be out-doors. rapid conversion into a great stockIn short, I consider it the very best breeding and grazing State, her mounhoney plant grown, and do not mean tains, sivers, creeks and brooks, her
to stop short of 10 acres of it. I shall wonderful virgin forests covering her
not sow it on valuable ground, but mountains and hills, and skirting her
think it will well pay to clear and rivers and streams, abundantly justify
trim up an acre of timber land each the prediction.
spring, and sow it, and. besides, it
The working up of delusive "patent
helps tlie r.ppearance of things. I hives" is not to the best interest of bee
liope to liear from otliers on the sub- culture. The exaggerations indulged
ject of pl.iiiting for honey, especially in by the venders of "common sense"
llgwort.
or rather "common nonsense" hives,
is sure to result in disappointment
and disgust on the part of those who
For the American Bee JoumoL
for the want of information suffer
The Honey Harvest.
themselves to be imposed upon by
designing sharps. Tlie I5ee Journal
acknowledged exponent of
Vr. S. HAKT.
is the
American Apiculture, hence its opinTo help the editor to form an opinion ions coming from the pen of its widely
of this year's crop of the United known Editor, is of more weiglit than
States, as soon as possible, I will say if coming from any private source. I
we had tlie poorest spring for bees would Ije pleased if the Editor would
within the memory of the oldest in- discuss tlie essential feature of the
habitants, as a long continued drouth movable frame hive system-showing
prevented all swarming, and in many that all the appliances of modern beecases so reduced the honey in the keeping can be attached and accomhives that feeding was necessary. In modated to any of the standard frame
May, however, the dry spell " let up," hives. That the system of honey-proand since then tlie bees have been ducing— "side" and "top" storingdoing well. Old ocean itself must may be followed while using any of
lower several feet before our man- tlie movable frame hives.
Ciiristiansbuig, Ky.
grove feels the effect of dry weather.
Bees have been swarming for some
[We have never seen one of the
weeks past, and I for one liave lost
quite a number of rousing swarms "common sense hives," but would
:

that would have largely increased my
honey report, if retained. It is a new
experience with me to liave them
come out and go to the woods, but my
assistant was called away by the sickness of his wife, and I was left at the
busy season without skilled help, and
three small orange groves to see to
besides my Ijees. I have, however,
from 65 colonies on May 1st, taken
about 6.800 lbs of honey, and expect to
make it over 11,000 by the lOtli of August. There is, probably. 2,'300 lbs
now in the hives ready for extracting.
My neighbors' bees are doing spleii-

about them— when the principle is new
or a philosophical or mechanical principle applied to machinery or implements, making real, radical improvements but the .adoption of an old, or,
;

often the case, obsolete principle,
with a slight divergence from the
original, and the issuance of a patent

as

is

deed to dignify it as an improvement,
or as an indorsement of its originality,
is

to that extent legalizing a fraud,

and should not be countenanced. The
circular devotes about half a page to
"reasons why this hive is the best in
use," but fails to describe the particuWe
lar features wliich make it such.
would advise our friends in Kentucky
to "severely let it alone," as also all
other hives which have no real merit
on wliich to base a patent, but which
are hampered with one to prevent
What
their coining into general use.
we want in America is not more
patents on bee hives, but more unanimity in the use of a standard hive,
simple in construction and free for all
to manufacture and use. Ed.]
For the American Bee JoumaL

Increase of Colonies.
A.

.J.

NORRIS.

After reading Prof. Cook's valuable
hints on increase of colonies, on page
474 of the Bee Journal, I would
like to give my ideas on the same
subject.
By all means I prefer natural
1st.

swarms.
2d. Keep the bees from swarming
as long as possible by giving plenty of
room for queen and bees; they will
give a nice lot of beautiful early honey
and a very large swarm by so keeping

judge from the descriptive cut on the them back.
\Vtien they do swarm, run the
3d.
circular kindly sent us by Mr. Demfirst swarm in a nail keg or box, and
aree, that it is virtually the Mitchell keep this until a second swarm issues
hive, with hinges at one side of the now have a hive ready with 10 frames
bottom, and a sliding cover. With (if you use the Langstrath hive) of
foundation, or empty combs, and 48
these exceptions, its counterparts have
sections filled with foundation go to
long been in use in the Buckeye hive, tlie hive where the second swarm has
Mitchell hive, lung-idea hive, and issued and take one comb of larvte and
various others of the one-story hives, exchange with one frame in the new
hive. This will keep the queen in lier
where division-boards or followers are proper place. Put the new hive wliere
used for contracting the brood cham- the keg or box containing the lirst
ber. W§ see no features or benefits swarm stood, and shake them out of
;

;

:
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the keg or box in front of the liive and
capture the queen if possible, as they
go in if not, get the queen from tlie
;

second swarm, which you will now
shake down in front of the same hive,
return the queen captured to the hive
from whence she came, after cutting
out all the queen cells. Now you have
only one queenless colony, and that
will have a queen in 24 liours, 10 beautiful combs which the queen lias commenced to fill, and 48 sections under
headway. Now take the colony tliat
is deprived of a queen and make 8 or 9
nuclei, selecting the largest

and

finest

developed queen cells. These nuclei
can be used to supply queens for later
swarms.

My

method

transferring is as
a hive prepared with
10 frames of foundation, drum up the
swarm that is to be transferred (as has
been described many times in the Bee
JotJRNAL), and shake them in front
of the new hive if more than one is
to be transferred, serve theui the same
way now let the old liives stand 14
days and drum up tiie bees tluit have
hatched in all the old liives, and run
them into new hives prepared as for
newswavms; run as many in a hive
as it will hold with the 48 sections on.
Now open the old hives and cut out
the lioney and what worker brood
there is left lit tlie worker brood into
frames if you liave no queen to supply,
fit in a choice queen cell, and give
eaeli multiplied colony only one frame
follows

:

of

Have

;

;

;

of this patched brood

there

any

and a queen

give it to the
colonies. If properly attended
to, you will have no more increase
from them. The best time for transferring is just at the begiiming of
white clover bloom, or at the beginning of any honey flow, when not cold
enough to chill the brood or too late
in the fall.
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
cell

;

if

is

left,

weaker

For tbe American Bee Journal

The

Utility of Untested Queens.
Vr. Z.

HUTCHINSON.

Newman

Friend
:— Has my reply
to Prof. Cook in the Rural i\'erw Yorker of June 24th escaped your notice V
or has a press of other matter prevented you from publishing it? It is
as follows
First allow me to thank Prof. Cook
for his kind words in a late article in
the JJ((r((i on tlie above subject; tliey
are fully appreciated. When an argument is so conducted tliat at its close
each party has a higher opinion of his
opponent, there is but little chance
if every one was
for hard feelings
like Prof. Cook, all arguments would
be so conducted.
The only point that I endeavored to
make in my former article, and the
one that I have so persistently argued
in the bee papers during the past few
months, is that an unjust discrimination is made by some writers in favor
of the so-called "tested'' queens,
when the only difference under the
sun between them and the so-called
" dollar " queens is, that the tested
queens are known to be purely mated.
;

while, until the pi-ogeny of a " dollar " would be an almost herculean task.
queen hatches, it is uncertain how When fertilization in continement, or
she has mated; but in nine cases out something of tlie sort, is made pracof tei, " dollar" queens turn out to ticable, then, I doubt not, there will
be purely mated, and thus are eventu- be plenty of breeders who will set to
ally tested queens. As before stated, work and will succeed in producing a
both classes of queens are reared ex- superior strain of bees. At present,
actly alike, and yet column after however, in order to obtain positive
column of our bee papers have been results and know how they were obdevoted to the condemnation of " dol- tained, so that it can be done again
lar" queens and not one word has and again it is necessary to adopt
been said against the tested queens. the plan put in practice by Mr. D. A.
Tested for what? Tested for " stripes " Jones— that of breeding bees upon
and
52; "only this and nothing isolated islands.
more." Does not Prof. Cook think
No one would be more pleased than
that the rearing and selling of tested myself to see an improvement in our
queens for $2, or even $3, have cheap- bees. I try to be unprejudiced in the
ened queens fully as much as the matter, but to me it appears that the
" dollar " queen trafflcy
rearing and selling of "dollar" queens
As to how a queen should be tested. does aiot " retard the progress of
"
Prof. Cook says
I would have American apiculture," or stand in the
him wait to see if the requisite num- way of the best achievements." any
ber of eggs, bees, and pounds of more than the rearing and selling of
honey are forthcoming, and then, native cattle, sheep and horses prevent
when such assurance was gained, I or hinder the development, breeding
would pay him §10 for the queen and and dissemination of improved breeds
make money." 1 heartily agree with of these animals. Instead of beina; a
liira, but I fail to see how or why the damage, I think that dollar queens
"dollar queen traffic" prevents any have been a benefit and a blessing to
breeder trom testing his queens in apiculture. Thousands now have the
this manner and then asking a corres- peaceable, industrious and beautiful
ponding price for them In fact, some Italians, who would yet have the
breeders have alre;idy taken a step in native bees had the prices of Italian
this direction, as they otter for sale queens been kept at a high figure,
"dollar" queens, "purely mated" while any breeder is free to improve
((ueens, "tested" queens, and "se- his bees as much as he jileases, and if
lected tested " queens. If some relia- he succeeds in producing a superior
ble breeder will keep his queens until strain, he need have no fears but
they are a year old and test them thor- what he can sell his queens at a high
oughly, I do not think that he will ex- price.
perience any difficulty in selling his
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich,
"selected tested" queens at almost
any reasonable price.
For the American Bee Journal.
" Does Mr. II.
Prof. Cook says
Dunham ts. Given Foundation.
think tliat our Short-horn cattle would
possess their present excellencies had
J. V. CALDWELL.
there been no greater inducements to
hard and persistent effort than that
held out to the bee-breeders of toThe comparative merits of the dif;

:

.

:

day?" Candidly, friend C, I do not, ferent styles of comb foundation now
and until the mating of our queen offered by different manufacturers is
bees can be as easily controlled as the worthy of the most earnest and caremating of cattle, sheep and other ful attention of the apiarists of this
stock, I do not think that there will country. That there is a decided
ever be any greater inducements held difference, does not admit of a doubt,
out to the bee-breeders to improve but which is the best ? That is the
their bees than there are at present,
even if the "dollar queen traffic"
should be swept away. There is some
inducement to buy, even at enormous
prices, improved breeds of cattle,
sheep and horses, because, with ordinary care, the offspring of such stock
will be pure, and will, likewise, command a high price but there is no
such inducement to the purchase of
an improved strain of bees, because,
even with the greatest care, the young
queens may mate witli drones from
some scrub'swarms in the woods.
I do not wish to be understood as

important point to be decided by the
average bee-keeper.
I have taken as my subject this evening two of the popular makes. The
Dunham machine is, to me, like an

and tried friend, and the longer I
use it, the better I am satisfied with
the product of its matchless rolls.
My brother apiarist, Mr. Ileddon,
thinks first class foundation cannot;
be made on this machine without a
large amount of trouble and vexation
of spirit. Well, in iill deference to
his longer experience with foundation machines, I must say I can and
saying that there are )io.inducements do make first class foundation on this
to the purchasing of improved strains machine, and work also that satisfies
of bees; far from it. The induce- a large and most fastidious class of
ments are many, but they are not so customers. Mr. Ileddon claims for
great or so many as to the purchasing the Given machine, a thin septum,
of stock the breeding of which can be and large, deep, but soft outlines, and
controlled. To a certain extent, of that the bees manipulated it much
course, the mating of queens can be quicker than the rolled foundation.
controlled ; we can Italianize all of Well, as the "test of the pudding is
the bees in the vicinity of our apiary, in the eating, let us see how the mat" Hive a prime
but to have each stock within three or ter stands. He says
four miles produce nuiiiberone drones. swarm on S frames of the Given
old

;

:

:

rilE
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Our comb honey was also put up in almost any bee keeper to spread himcom- narrow crates of different leiigths, self. Above all, do not attempt too
pleted." This I grant, Imt I have re- with glass sides. In placing such an much. Exhibiting bees on the wing
peatedly this season hived full, strong exhibit, it is a good plan to get before will not work at a common county
swarms on a set of 11 frames, 8x19. a window if jiossible. Your liquid fair. We attempted too much once
filled with Dunham foundation, and honey will then show to good advan- on a time, and made a failure of it.
One more puint: insist on having
In
days it would be liled with comb tage. All of the honey should be careand honey, and every cond) drawn fully graded, basswood, clover and your exhibit all together in one place.
out in a perfect manner, and with no buckwheat. A few jars of each kind At some fairs your liive would be put
sagging whatever, but to accomplish should be opened, and afew teaspoons in class 8, division 4, your honey in
in readiness to let tho.se who desire class 2, division 6. To divide your
this, three things are necessary
1st. The foundation must be made test the different qualities of honey. exhibit up in this way would destroy
See
JSIucli can thus be accomplished to- its utility and charm" entirely.
of good, tough wax.
2d. It must be fastened to the frame ward educating people in relation to the managers of the fairs several days
the taste of honey from different beforehand, explain just what ycSu
in the most perfect manner.
want and how mucli room you want;
3d. It must (in my opinion) be plants.
By the side of the honey exhibit get your location, and be on hand
made on the Dunham foundation
should be the wax exhibit. The wax early in the morning on the first day
machine.
Now, if there is a better machine should be run in cakes of different of the fair. If the managers do not
made I want it, and my customers size and shape. Our pile of wax was give yon a good sjiace, or if they go
also will demand it, but I venture the Hnishedoiilw itli a sharp-pointed cone, back on yon, as they do sometimes,
assertion that where 1 |)onnd of the with two small ihigs attached to it. do not exhibit a thing at their fair,
Given is made and sold,l(l() pounds of Foundation in sheets, thick and thin, and if anybody tries to crowd you out
the Dunham is disposed of in like in wired frames, in sections, in long of your si)aee,jir crowd on at each
manner but I think the real cause of narrow ribbons looped up, and in end, you can first remonstrate, then
Mr. Ileddon's discarding the Dun- various colors if you choose. A pretty reason, and if that don"t keep tlieni
ham machine was his iniiljjlity to centre for your wax exhibit is a beau- off, then fight.
I could give several more items in
make it do good and speedy work. I tiful wax cross and clinging vine.
gave in my last article a fair stateIt is needless to advise tlie exhibi- relation to this subject, but I must
ment of the amount of good work I tion of a foundation machine, extrac- save a little of my ammunition for a.
could do on the Dunham machine, tor, knives, queen cages, etc., for these few of the other bee papers. I did
and Mr. Heddon gave a jiartial ac- are the tirst things the bee-keeper think of writing my experiences all
count of his work on the Given ma- usually thinks of, and will have a out for the Bee Journal, then do as
some of our eminent friends do, comchine. He says he made 271 sheets prominent place.
with one lubrication of the book, but
Finally, the oi)servatory hive should mence at the last paragraph and w-riteI would be pleased to know the size be upon exhiliition, and where the back to the beginning and send it tothen commence in the
of the sheets and the amount of time crowd can easily see it. We have seen Gleanings
he used in doing the work. Of course, several descriptions in the bee papers mid He and write both ways and send
we want only the best foundation to of late about such hives but there is it to the Exchange; then go over it
use in our apiaries, then let us in a one point in my hive unlike any we diagonally for the Magazine, then take
friendly spirit bring out all the good have seen described, I will therefore it on the bias for the Instructor, and
points in this important branch of our tell liow I make an observatory hive. so forth.
business.
My hrst hive was made to be placed Hartford, N. Y., Aug. 9, 1882.
Cambridge, 111., Aug. 8, 1881.
upon a shelf, and if a person wished to
look at the bees and queen the hive
The National Convention.
was passed around. Such a hive is in
For the American Bee Journal.
danger of being lipped over, or the
We have received from Prof. Cook
How to E.xhibit at the Fair.
glass smashed. I therefore improved
my hive by placing a two inch block the following circular relating to the
J. H. MARTIN.
under the centre of the hive, in this above convention. We greatly regret
was bored an inch hole another board
not be able to attend, but cirAs I have had some experience in was provided with apeg two inches in we shall
exhibiting ray products at our county length to fit this hole. This board cumstances beyond our control will
We
fairs. I will give a few hints for the was securely screwed to the shelf. make our absence imperative.
benellt of those who are now prepar- The hive coiild thus be turned readily regret it more especially, as this will
ing for such an extiibit.
upon its centre, and itwas placed where
We all have a little selfish motive in the crowd could stick their noses right be a most interesting meeting
the display of our articles. If we against the glass.
That hive was a
The next meeting of the National
manufacture bee-tixturea, we wish to success. Tliere was a crowd of old Bee-keepers' Association promises to
extend our trade if we sell honey, and young around it all of the exhibi- be a grand success. Such men as D.
our object is to let people know where tion hours to see the queen bee. I A. Jones, A. I. Root, James Heddon,
the genuine article can be found.
have seen many a pair of spectacles O. O. Poppletou and Dr. J. T. II.
The summer of 187'J was a very good adjusted to get a good view of her. Brown have promised attendance.
honey season w-itli us, our 100 colonies The observer would then go off at a
It is expected that the Association
averaged nearly 100 lbs. each, our best tearing rate to hunt up somebody else will visit in a body, the apiary of Mr.
gave us 208 lbs. of extracted, and our on purpose to see the queen bee.
Hill, of Mount Pleasant, which is one
best yield of comb honey was 106 lbs.
An observatory hive should not be of the best conducted in the States.
This was the best yield of honey that crowded too full of bees just enough
Mr. D. A. Jones will exhibit speciany one had ever obtained in this to cover the comb. It is a good plan mens of the bees of the Indies, incounty. We felt like bragging a little, to adjust the bees to the comb before cluding the famous Apis dorsata.
and the bragging took the form of an you leave home. A comb at least a
There will also be exhibited at each
exhibit at our County Fair. The ex- year old should be selected, with some intermission, miscroscopic preparahibitor generally wishes to make as sealed honey, plenty of empty cells, tions, showing structure of the sting,
much of a spread as possible. It is, and perhaps, a little hatching brood. mouth-parts, etc., and of the so-called
therefore, well to put your honey in If you get a sensible queen in the dry feces of bees.
small packages. We put up our 208 hive, she will deposit eggs right beLet some bee-keeper of each leading
lbs. in pint fruit jars, and put six jars fore folks, and you will then have a city look after railroad rates.
It will
in a neat basswood crate. The crate clinching argunient for those who do be the last week of the great Cincinwas made so as to hold the top and not believe there is a queen, or that nati Exposition. This is a great atbottom of the jar firmly, while the one bee lays all of the eggs.
traction, and will make it easy to
sides were open, giving a good view
reduced rates. Round trip
I think the above plan for an ex- secure
of the honey when the whole was piled hibit, with as much more as you wish tickets from Detroit are promised for
up crate upon crate in pyramidal form. to add, will give ample room for $5.
A. J. Cook, President.
wired foundation, and

in

you have

combs

8

splendid

48 hours,

;!

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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frame of honey from No. 1, and put I find the bees in some of my colonies
into No. 3, for I have numbered them are killing off drones as they get
by making tlie figures 1, 2, 3, and stronger. Our hmiey yield is not over
gummed
them on the hives in order, yet, as we have plenty of lucerne, clo(0 UR^ Ii£ T^lf^WfBX^X^
and as Nos. 1 and 2 are pretty strong ver, corn, squasli, (lowers, etc. Sweet
in bees, I have taken two more frames clover we also have, but it is going all
to-day from No. 1, having both honey over our tield, and would be better
Fonl Brood. Bees have done very and brood, and put them into No. 3 to without it if not controlled better.
well here this season, so far. White strengthen them in preparation for Would it be wisdom to use old comb
clover has yielded good until about winter, and placed in No. 1 frames of that was in hives which were infected
the lirst of August. On 10 swarms foundation. I state this by way of in- with dysentery ? Would it not be
'(sprinf? count) and increase, I have quiry, as to whether I have done riglit, better to melt the comb?
put 725 one pound sections, and taken or could have done better in some
John Dunn.
off 300, while the rest are from }4 to other way V I see but very few drones
Tooele City, I'tah, July 27, 1882.
now,
full
and
4
swarms
went to the indeed; "neither do I see any drone
%
[We cannot recommend using old
woods tliati know of. I do not know cells in any of the combs. I cannot
how many more, as I have not watclied say whethe'r the queen of No. 3 has combs where the bees have died from
them while swarming. My bees h;ive been mated or not, but a short time any cause nor would we use moldy
had foul brood 4 years. Four years will tell. Will you please give me
combs, except singly, and then only
ago last May I spread the brood and such information as you consider
inserted empty combs until the bees necessary on this subject, supposing in very strong colonies, where they
deserted one side, and cold weather it to be the case ? I see in the pres- can be cleaned up thoroughly in two
coming on chilled it, and in a few ent volume of the Bee Journal, iu or three hours.- Ed.]
weeks it was the foulest hive I ever answer to an inquiry whether there is
saw, and the bees dwindled entirely any customs on "Bees and Honey
A Honey Phiiit. I send a honey
away in 2 or 3 weeks more. The next sent to Canada," I think it is, and the. plant for name, the last in bloom, and
two seasons were poor for honey, and ansv.'er is, there is not. I got that work a profuse honey plant the first half of
the disease damaged them about 25 from you,;iud was charged 15 cents the season. We are having a dearth
per cent. Last season and this being customs, the book being valued about of honey-producing plants. Corn is
both good for honey, it has not dam- 30 cents. That makes the price pretty just coming in tassel.
J. D. En as.
aged them more than 10 per cent. higli. I tind the Bee Journal and
Napa, Cal., July 19, 1882.
They are strong now and doing well, "Bees and Honejr" choice com[The honey plant is Heteromeles arthough I can see a little in every hive panions, real necessities to possess
from the larvaB just beginning to melt and use them is to enjoy the beauties butifolia, for which I know no comdown with it to the capped, perforated of nature.
Edward Moore.
mon name. It belongs to the Eosucece,
cells.
I am thinking of brimstoning
Barrie, Ont., July 21, 1882.
or rose family, and was formerly put
them this fall, and buying a new lot.
[You did well in building up your by some botanists in the genus CratceDo you think I can keep them in the
•cellar where I did the others, and put third swarm from the two stronger. (jus or Hawthorns.
We shall not,
them on tlie same ground without The queen with the last will have no therefore,
surprised to learn of its
be
their getting itV I would like to
]cnow the exjierience of others who trouble in mating, as the bees with attraction for bees, though its kindred
Lave kept foul brood several years. an instinct almost equal to inspira- with us do not retain long these at-

—

;

—

;

E. \V. Fjjlton.
Hastings, Minn., Aug. 5, 1882.

[We believe the cellar can be fumigated and disinfected so it will be
safe to keep the bees there, but we
doubt using the same stands and
grounds, unless the winter be very
severe. Ed.]

—

Customs Duties. I purchased one of
Mr. Jones' colonies of best Italian
bees, which I received on the 30lh of
May. I had a good, strong swarm
July 3d, which 1 had to put into ahive of empty frames, having written
to Mr. Jones, as I thought, in good
time for foundation, but as I learned
since, he was too busy to attend to
it in time, but I have received it
since. I got a second swarm on the
11th, not so large as the
think, doing nicely, so I

lirst, still, 1

am now

re-

joicing over three good colonies of
Italians. I am not boasting of having
done anything great, neither do I feel
capable of a;iything like that yet. I
read of some who liave liad a shorter
practice, outstripping me wonderfully;
however, I take courage and go on in
my own feeble way, and I do not
know of anything that I could delight more in than working among
bees. For the second swarm, I took
a few of the best out of some old
combs that I hid by me, and lifted
them into the frames the best way I
could, by pegging them in, which the
bees have fastened. I took a full

tion, provide for these contingencies.

tractions.

The

know, confined

species

is,

so far as I

our western coast,
except as it has been disseminated by
man. It is esteemed worthy of cultivation as an ornamental shrub, but is
not hardy in this latitude, east of the
mountains. Its immediate relatives
duties.— Ed.]
are natives of China and Japan, none
Good Season in Utah.— The prospect of which bear out-of-door exposure
of a booming harvest for the bee-men
us.— T. J. Burrill.]
of this county are begmning to be with
realized. There has not been a better
Width of Sections.— An article apyear for the development and the true
worth of the bee to be made known peared in No. 10, page 297, of the Bee
than the present year, although we Journal, in regard to the use of If
have had some very cold storms that inch sections. Another in No. 29,
have kejit the bees from doing many page 4-50. entitled, "Width of sections,
times what they desired to do. Out etc." This is a very interesting submust be to all beginof 16 bee-keepers this spring, with 77 ject to me. and
opincolonies of bees (5 having died si)ice ners, and I would like to hear the
T. W. Lee reported to the Convention ions of others on this point, for if we
the
exhoney
without
in Salt Lake City, April Cth), we now can get i more
have 171 colonies, and 20 bee-keepers. pense and inconvenience of separators,
The yield of honey I am not able to and gain s in space, it is a gain and
give at present 3 swarms took to the saving worth looking after.
Beginner.
mountains, and these svi'arms belonged
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 7, 1882.
to some of our old hands at tlie business. The honey yield would be much
Bees
greater if we liad more extractors,
All Swarms and No Honey.
only 8 being in this settlement, and 20 iu this locality have done nothing this
honey
swarms
and
no
should be the number, as those that summer. All
have them cannot very well spare this far. Italians are working finely
tliem around. I tliink the motto of now, and will gather some surplus
Prof. Cook, " keep your colonies honey. I think we will have a splenstrong" is a good one, as I have done did fall harvest, on account of the
it in 2 colonies, and have taken .30 lbs
recent wet weather.
Wm. Hartman.
of honey from each top story of the 2
hives every week for the past 3 weeks.
New Harmony, Ind., Aug. 7, 1882.

There should have been no duty demanded on the book. When works
are sent singly, either by mail or express, to actual readers, and not for
traflic, they are not liable to customs

;

to

A

—

—

—
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Dividing and Introdneln?.— Having
Cleaning Wax Extractors.— Tliis has
been ;i very )ioi)r season for bee-keep- received an Italian queen by mail, I
ers here, "in the sprin}; it was too opened a strong colony of blacks,
cool for queen rearing; later, came hunted up the black queen and set
almost continuous rain, bees losing the frame she was on in a new hive,
fruit bloom. White clover blossomed, placing alongside of it anotlier frame
but yielded little nectar. Of bass- of lioney and capped brood, with adwood we liave none worth mention- hering bees from the same hive. I
ing.
We shall have a few swarms, then lilled up tlie new hive (which
bnt little surplus honey for the year contained the black queen) with
of 188:2. Please tell in the ]5ee Jour- frames of foundation, and placed it
nal how to clean 'the basket of a on the old stand. I next moved the
old hive from which the black queen
W. R. Young.
wax extractor.
had been taken, to a new stand a
ilyersville, Md., July 31, 1882.
short distance away, opened it and
[Perhaps the most convenient meth- caged the Italian queen on a frame of
od is to immerse the basket in boiling honey and capped brood. She was rewater, when the wax will melt from leased after -IS hours and moved about
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Mr. Shuck's Problem.— I see a reply
to Mr. Shuck's iiroblem, which I believe to be incorrect, as I divided several colonies, which had the effect of
giving them dysentery. The first I
only noticed after three days, being
absent for that time, but two others
had the entrances bedaubed within
one-half hour from tlie time of dividing.
My bees, as yet mostly blacks,
have the last few days been working

on red clover. Allow me to widely
differ from Mr. lleddon in his way of
transferring. In the spring brood
would be apt to chill, and they would
be apt to be robbed then and later. I
know of one man who tried the plan
on the 24th inst., and a colony of
among her young subjects. The old Italians drained the old box of honey
it, and can be skimmed from the wabees by this "time had apparently all in a few hours. Basswood is just
ter when cool or it can be wiped off left the hive and gone back to the old opening, and the trees are covered
by taking from the water and rubbed stand and joined their old queen. I with bloom. So far there is nothing
;

examined the hive containing the yel- to crow about.
low queen daily, and found the combs
R. F. HOLTERMANN.
covered thickly with young bees,
Fisherville, Ont., July 27, 1882.
wax very readily by dissolving it, which were constantly emerging from
[There is no need to. drive so close
when it can be wiped off with a their cells, but for two weeks scarcely
any
bees have appeared at the en- as to risk chilling, and a very little
coarse cloth.— Ed.]
trance of the hive, or gone out in trouble will avoid the danger of rob-

A strong

v\-hile hot.

soda or benzine

is

solution of sal
remove the

said to

quest of stores.

A

limited

number

Date.—From 10 colo- are beginning work from the Italian bing for a few days, when new bees
I have had 300 lbs.
queen's hive, while the hive where will be numerous enough to take care
of comb lioney, 100 lbs. of extracted, the old black is ruling seems as busy of the stores. It seldom, however,
with an increase of 9 colonies. I may and populous as originally. The quessay that all of tliis honey was obtained tion is, was my practice the correct occurs that transfers will be made by
from poplar bloom, in j\lay since one V or, if not, how should it have this method when the weather is cold
that time the bees have been barely been bettered V
enough to endanger chilling, as it can
E.
making a living. White clover was
Highlands, N. C, July 29, 1882.
be done as well during a honey flow
scarce and did not yield much nectar.
Last fall in September we had a yield
[Your practice was quite right, as as at any other time whereas, by the
of honey from some source unknown far as safety goes, but a little trouble- old method, it is desirable to do so besufficient to winter on.
What may be
fore there is a great deal of brood and
expected this fall I cannot say. Taking some. You have seen but little work
the Italian not much new honey. Ed.]
it altogether, the season has been un^ from the colony where
propitious.
My smoker trade has queen was placed, because you dehelped me out of the drag very ma- pleted it entirely of field -n'orkers, and
One thing
Juneau County, Wis.
terially and I am in no wise discoursure, we are happy with our bees for
the
bees
left
were
all
engaged
young
aged. As I cannot do without the
there is generally an abuniiant flow of
"Jouunal" I herewith remit my sub- in nursing and brood-rearing. Ed.] the nectar in this region to support
scription money.
the bees and to produce from a little
W. C. R. Kemp.
to a fair yield of surplus honey. For
Fertile Worker.— Mr. Osborn's letOrleans, Ind., Aug. 9, 1882.

My Report

nies",

to

spring count,

;

;

—

never failed to
Bee Journal of the 17th many seasons I haveabout
the villages
describes this bee similar to a see the bee-keepers
little boxes of honey for
case we had last fall. We found a with their
never had much trouble
queenless colony with a fertile worker. sale, and they
There was no brood iu the hive except in getting them off their hands. But,
management,
and from
a few capped drones and three large under the old
duties, the yearqueen cells attached to drone comb. the pressure of other
crop was always light, and
On examination, we found the queens ly honey
all dead.
They had evidently lived there might have been times when
no honey could have been
until within a day or two of hatching. little or
the limits of this county.
From all appearance, they were as bought within come
over this business,
change has
well-developed queens of their age as
what is styled modern
What caused them to die so tliat underthe
I ever saw.
production of honey
has remained a mystery. It being too bee-culture,
prodigiously increased here
late in tlie season to rear a queen, we has been
purchased a Cyprian queen. The bees until there are many tons of the
kindly received her. She is now lill- precious sweet gathered in annually
most desirable shape
ing her third hive by natural swarm- and put iu the
for the market and the consumer, and
ing this summer.
M. Brothers.
what cannot be disposed of in tlie
Fincastle, Ind., Aug. 2, 1882.
local markets, is shiiiped to other parts
of the world. But, hapjiily there is a
Ground is Baked like a Driok. Our growing demand for the article at
harvest of while honey is over, with home, an<l the local market is being
bnt snuiU surplus. Fetirful hot and well supplied from the apiaries of the
dry, and owing to the extreme wet Hon. C. 11. Grote, the Rev. II. V.
previous to July 10th, tlie ground is Train and Mr. Franklin Wilcox, genbaked like a brick, and vegetation is tlemen who stand among the most
drying up. I do not expect any honey learned, and at the .same time most
ter in the
ult.,

" Apis Melliflca."— Tell Mr. James
to use a large dose of " aqua
frumenti distilatum " just before going into his bee yard, and that it will
not kill him one poison kills another,
just as quina to cinclionism cures
malaria, or whisky, snake bite. I am

Heddon

;

no whisky

liead either.

The honey

season is over here. The bees are
lianging out and lying around, nothing to do. Aster and the fall weed
bloom will be in now in 10 days, then

have business.
J. A. Burrow, M. D.
Santa Fe, Tenn., Aug. 7, 1882.

we'll

Sweet Clover the Only Hope.— It is
very dry in this vicinity. White
clover and linden are willi ihe tilings
that were, and if it was not for the
sweet clover, bees would be idle.
Still, they keep up their hum of rejoicing from sunrise until dusk, bring-

now

ing load after load

of transparent
nectar, that God, in his alhvise providence, causes to be secreted in the
bloom of melilot or sweet clover.
II. \V. (rAKUETT.
Coeyman's Hollow, N. Y., Aug. 7.

A

—

buckwheat, on account of practical bee-men of Juneau County.
G. M. Doolittle.
They manage to keep their bees
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 7, 1882.
through the long and dreary winters.

from

drouth.

—
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which are quite frequently very cold

reliable breeders, at

in this latitude, although the last winter was a very mild and pleasant one,
favorable to the safe wintering of bees.

than can imported queens, such
least, the

to

commence

in earnest.

To

say that

was a disappointment, after having
had such pleasant passage by the winter months only to get into a backward
it

spring-time, is but a feeble expression
still, the
weather was never hitter
during the spring opening. April and
Maywerenot very good, still during
those months and up to the present
time there have been but a very few
days that the bees have remained at
home all day long. The present week
has been a week of the most beaiitiful
showers that I ever saw, and tlie
clouds are still flying in haste towards
the southwest, and as the light from
the sun occasionally bursts forth
through some of the openings above,
the merest sliowers of rain are sometimes seen falling in the sunlight and
producing scenes worthy of attention.
The atmosphere is warm, the fields of
buckwhe-at are getting whiter, and the
bees are on their wings every hour
during the day-time. From tlie present view of things about here, one
would think of a heavy yield of surplus lioney in the next few weeks to
come, and of a mild winter following.
,•

John Morris.
Mauston, Wis., Aug.

5, 1882.

Entouiological.— I
herewith send
worm that I caught on the
alighting-board of one of my hives.
When taken, it was about one inch in
length, nearly blood-red, and about
inch thick. Please give it a
Yi, an

you a

name.

S. C.

.

Frederick.

Coal Valley, Kan.
[The " worm " is the caterpillar of
a silk-spinning moth, iJo?n6?/cid(f. It
was only accidentally upon the alighting-board of the bee hive. It feeds
only on green leaves, and I judge
npon those of the soft maple, but the
specimen is not in condition for me to
certainly pronounce upon the species.
T. J. BUKRILL.]

—

"(liohleii

Dollars

vs.

Golden Bands."

—Mr. Benedict says, "There is another
class of breeders who make it their
steady aim to breed bees as lightcolored as they can, and they have
succeeded in producing what appears
to be a distinct variety of bees." Perhaps this is true, but the majority of
us keep bees for the honey that they
will gatlier,and we care little whether
the bees are a distinct variety or not,
so long as the honey is forthcoming.
We care much more for the golden
dollars than we do for golden bands.
Mr. B. further says, "Such breeders

cannot afford to

sell

queens for a

dol-

less figures
as. at

majority of the breeders of

dark bees and queens breed from.

W.

But with the first of March there
came cool and gloomy days, clouds
were hanging overliead in a threatening manner the whole month through,
and it seemed as if winter was al)out

much

Z.

Hutchinson.

Rogersville, Mich., Aug.

4, 1882.

Whose Loss is it?— Two months since
received an order for a copy of Cook's
Manual, whicli I can certify was immediately sent him by mail. pro|ierly
addressed. The person who ordered
it, now informs me that the book has
not been received by him. I would
like to know if it is right for me to
suffer the loss and send him another
copy? Please answer this question in
the Bee Journal, and oblige both
the buyer and
The Agent.
I

the disadvantages. To take out sections, pry off the top bar and all is
easy. I liave used them four years.
Nonpatent.
J. M. Shuck.

Des Moines, Iowa, Aug.

3, 1882.

[The metal projections mentioned
consist of cast iron, so made as to
screw on the tops of the end-bars of

the broad frames, and rest on the rabbets. Mr. Shuck describes above their
method of using too plainly to require
any attempt on our part, or to be misunderstood.— Ed.]

Afr.aid of Eohhing.— My wife, self
and one boy have attended 78 colonies
and some 8 or 10 nuclei. Have taken
[The loss is undoubtedly for the per- 6 30-gallon barrels of honey (about
2.161 lbs.) with the extractor, and beson ordering it, if it can can be shown
tween 700 and .sOO lbs. of comb honey.
that it was properly mailed. Had it We have a good home market at 20c.

been registered, (costing 10 cents for comb and lOe. for extracted honey.
extra) it could have been traced, but The harvest is just closing with us.
sumac anil privet or buck bush
now it cannot. Some dishonest em- Black
are our main resources for July. We
ploye of the mail service probably will now have a honey dearth till the
"appropriated" it. When such is or- 1st of September, when will come the
dered from this office and lost, we aster or hybrid Spanishneedle, which
gives us our largest crop in valley lousually divide the loss with the person cations.
I took most of my comb
ordering, and although we have noth- honey in 2 lb. sections, and found
ing to do with this transaction, we ready sale for it. My hives are full of
fear that the
will send a copy to the person losing honey and capped, and I
queens will be crowded out. The
it, upon receipt ot one-half of the price
bees are ill-natured, and I fear robof the book, so as to save hard feelings bing if I extract any more. What
would you do in such a case ? I am
between bee-men. Ed.1
using all the foundation they will
J. T. Bruton.
My Honey Crop. —I have already draw out.
Joplin, Mo., Aug. 5, 1882.
taken from my bees over 2,000 lbs. of
as nice honey as I ever saw, and can
[Do your extracting mornings and
take about 1,000 lbs. more in a few
evenings, when the bees are not flydays. This season has been a very
fair one with me, although the old ing much. It will be necessary, of
style bee-keepers in this county have course, to do the extracting in the
complained of the scarcity of honey honey-house, or a room that will be
and have secured very little surplus,
and even that in bad shape. Honey secure against intrusion. You can
is selling for 20c per lb. in 2 lb. sec- lift the outer frames in the morning,
tions, and 15c per lb. for extracted.
extract during the heat of day, and in
L. J. DiEHL.
the evening spread brood frames in
Butler, Ind., Aug. 4. 1882.
the hive and return the empty combs^
Honey Enonph to Winter On. Bees alternating them with the brood
have done nothing here this season. combs, or putting them in the center.
Strong colonies have now almost Do not extract too close— four framesenough to winter them. September
from each brood chamber should be
may yield us a surplus.
sufficient.— Ed.]
Jos. M. Brooks.
Columbus, lud., Aug. 5, 1882.
A Good Season.— The honey season
Iron Lugs for Hanging Broad Frames. here has been a good one white clo—I note the letter of Rusticus, in No. ver has been in bloom for eight weeks.
31, 1882, about hanging broad frames My iLiees have done vi'ell in the sections;
without top-bar. I have sent out a am using the 1 lb. section, and like it
number of hives with the device very much. Bees had quit swarming,
spoken of, and send you lierewith two but to-day I had a large swarm come
The prospect is good for fall
pairs of lugs, or (irojections, tor the off.
purpose. I now make my bioad frames honey, as the cornfields are full of
with wooden separators tixed pernia- smartweed, owing to the wet weather.
J. V. Caldwell.
nent,nailed to stay, top bar removable,
Cambridge, 111., Aug. 7, 1882.
not nailed and then with tliese metal
projections, wkle frames of sections
Two frames are
A Fair Yield Anticipated. -Bees doare very handy.
placed face to face in the hive, and ing ordinarily well, very few swarms
you have all the advantage of a four- cast this far, and but little siu-plus
inch box the size of the frame after stored. Should the wet weather con-

—

;

;

us why
it is any more expense to breed from
light-colored stock than from darkV work is well started, turn half of the tinue, I anticipate a fair yield of fall
John Y. Detwiler.
Light-colored, home-bred queens can frames around and all the advantages honey.
Doniphan, Kan., July 31, 1882.
lie obtained for breeding purposes of of separators are secured, and none of
lar each."

Will he please

tell

;
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Honey as Food and Medicine.

A newedition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put tlie price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, .50 cents;
per hundred, S-1.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters tliem). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
the

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A line of Agate type will contain about elgrht
ivordii; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 5U cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY oa follows, if the whole is
paid in advance

:

lO per cent, discount.

For 4 weeks
"
S "
"
"
**

"

1»

a©
:tO
«a

"
"

550

"

(s)

months). ...ao
months)... .40
months).., -iiO

'*

(1

year)

(3
(h-

**

"
"

60

"

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTnLY" alone,
25 per cent., C months, lO per cent., a months,
-5 percent.. If

wholly paid in advance.

Discount, for 1 year. In the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., C months. 20 per cent., !J
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn before the e.xpiration
of the contract, will be chnrged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserlod.

THOMAS
»25 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street., t'lilcneo. III.

^

i>:|jjeciixl

IXoticcs.

Examine the Date following your

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Cliicago or New York.
Drafts on otlier cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2.5 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
»
*i» .—
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
•

.fc

I

—

any address

for 10 cents.

—Those who get up clubs

"
"

*'

4,— Apiary

HoHl^ter for 50 Colonies.
or Cooli's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
"
cloth.

S,—
O,— Weekly Bee

^" Binders

for SI. 25.

33w3t

Ten Colonies of

Bees

Italian

forsale at a bareain.

Warranted Italian Queens,
*1.0(ieach. For particulars, address J. P. MOORE,
Bo.x 27, Morgan, Pendletun Co., Ky.
33wlt

WANTED— A situation with practical

apiarist,

WANTED—

work cheap, and endeavor

Advertisements intended for the Bee
JouKNAL must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Emerson Binders.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

cially for the

Bee Journal

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

received.

They

Journal

as fast as

will be sent

postpaid

by mail for 75 cents.

Address,
Mich.

to give satisfaction.

DANIEL W. DUFFIELD,

Dearborn,
33wlt

To Foundation Manufacturers.
I have fto lbs. of beeswax I wish made into comb
foundation, some of it drone size, and some thin
for bo.\ea. Please send me samples and prices.
Address. CIIAKJL.K8 FOl^JLETT. Osage,
Iowa.
33w lt

_

40 TONS
Of Comb Honey wanted; Y<jrk State preferred.
Say huw much of each grade y<m will probably
have, size of section, how soon it can be in shipping order (the whole or part of it), lowest cash
price, and address F. 1. SA(iE, Wethersfleld, Conn.
33w4tp

l882-SouthernHeadquarters.-l882

^°

Constitutions and By-Laws for
For Early Italian and Cyprian ftueens
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Imported and Home-bred Nuclei and Full
name of the Association printed in the nies. For quality and purity, my stock of Colobees
cannot be excelled. 1 make a specialty of manublanks for 50 cents extra.
facturing the Dunham Ftjundation. Try it.
If
;

;

you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for

my new

Preparation of Honey for tlie Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey.

A new pamphlet of

32 pages.

At the

last

to the above.

Catalogue, giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address,

DK.

dr.

BKOTFN,

p. H.

Augusta. Ga.

.'ismtf

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas county,

20

Years Experience

in

Our Motto

—"Low
turners
Italian

III.

Queen Rearing.

is:

Prices. Quick

Returns CueNever Defrauded."

Queens
Cypnan Queens

Price, 10 cents.

;

Hi; Tested
$1

;

Tested

%2
$2

Queens. -ji Tested... t2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

Pitlestine

1^ Do not let your numbers
Bee Journal

of the

for 1881 be lost.

The

best way to preserve tliein is to procure a binder and put them in. They
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash are very valuable for reference
for their labor in getting up the club.
"

ordeis promptly,

Queens Worth S2.00

•'

"

a liir-e stock of fine

Laree, handsome and beautiful.
Every one
warranter! hs nond in nil respects as tested queens.
No loss uf queens by mail in my now cages— all ko
safely. Safe arrival and purity Euaranteed. Italian. Cyprian and Holy I..und Queens by return
mail. No money required until queen is received.

;

"

lias
nil

HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

:

For a Club of S,— a copy of " Bees and Honey.'*
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.

He

Hutcliinsnii.

'/..

Queens on hand, and can

by a young man. carpenter, of experience
the wrapper label of this with bees
in Germany. Wages required moderate.
Will make himself useful. Address FREDERICK
paper; it indicates the end of the LORKNZEN,
M Cornelius street, (Chicago, lH.
month to which you have paid your 33Wltp
A situation in an apiary, bv a
subscription on the Bee Journal.
young man of 3 years' experience. Will

meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apfor the Weekly Bee Jouknal for one
pointed on a committee to prepare inyear, will be entitled to the following
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
premiums. Their own subscription
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
may count in the club

Premiums.

""""•"'"''I''""''" Queens
PILLnOL
FA'JF NriTIPF
tlUIIUuiii th.' adyertiaernent of
I

W.

name on

lot

1^ Always forward us money either

The AMEnicA>j Bke Joxtrnal Is the oldest Bee
Paper in Amoncii. and lias a larse circulation In
everyState.'l'erruiiry and Province, among farmers, niGcbaoics, professional and business mea.
and ia, therefore, the best advertising medium.

Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 2(J0 Col's.

l^When you meet with an accident,
get a sjirained ankle, or otherwise injured, don't go to the expense of sending for a doctor, but apply Kendall's

cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples Spavin Cure, and you will experience
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz. instant relief.
32w4t

son, ready,

;

if

we are timely notified.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, f4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
paid
Money Orders en
20 Timcoln.
Iwly.
PRIZE QUEENS FOR 1882.
for bright wax.

c.

III.

From
REV. E.

the Eyergreeii Apiary,

BKIOOS. of Wilton Junction.
Italmn Queens from eith eror
Mothers, as enrly in the coming season aa
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Qubens,*:i; Warranted Queens. *j Queens without guarantee. *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen. H'-i. Orders tilled In rotation, aa received.
3w2tit
If accompanied with the cash.
Iowa,

L.

will furnish

his Prize

;

:
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brePd

I

ty modern bee-keepers.

any style mid
Novice Honey Exand everything used
Write for prices. Bees-

''fJw""""'-

J. S.

iiKinulauturf Hives ot

for sale;

Comb

Dealer

B'oiindntiiin.

in

tractors, Binclinm Smoliers.

FLAT -

EXTRACTORS.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

S»jie Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

pi|

jK

IianKstrotti frames. I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
r:tn of the same size and style as

frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the lareer can, witti the cone
(ir tnetal standard ff)r the basket
^^^
SiV*
revolve upon, leavine room unwKk f'"
derneath the basket forTrwirno
i'L)-^- of honey.
It will becomplete.
IHf^
SMi "''^''
covers, and in every way
^^9
"tioal, except in s-ize. with the
*^]SC6^
]^H i'lf
'•';"
13x2n, which is
Extractor,
To^^S *l
"I'ii^^^B intcoded for anv size of frame.
S^B^M Excepting with the fw.ix' Ex^S^.\>i.a

the

'

I

1 wish to bnv a riiiruitity of eood yellow Beeswax.
am payina »."><. per pound, delivered here. Cash

on

Shipments

arrival.

solicted.

avoid mistakes, the name of the snipper
should always be on each package.

To

AI>PKE» H. NEWMAN.

West Madison

923

tractors, all the dilTerent styles
hiive strainers over the canal leadint: to the honev fiate, and movable sides in the Cotiib Baskets. The fs.ixt and
$10.(X) Extractors have no covers.

For'2

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
have FISHKlfS

GRAIN TABLES,

2
3

1!12

SHOni.D
papes, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up Brain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 4<J cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
ja»" For sale at the Bkk Journal otiice.

_^

©gt ENGRAVINGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

"
"
"

"

10x18
10x18
lOxlK
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
"
12^X20
For3
"
"
13x20
For4

For
For

%S 00
8 00
10 00
14 00

American frames, 13x13 inches
Lang^troth

CHICAGO, ILL For4

Street,

"

*'

"

"

ALFRED
923

H.

"

12 (to
12 00
16 00

"
"

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, Chicago.

111.

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Havinc the best established rcpi;tation in this city as u dealer in
PUKE IIONKV ()in'rt from the Apiaries, enables

me

t" <)tit;un th.'hiuli"st

market prices.

Youi con-

sitinments and coi .-t*i>oiulence respectfully solici

ited.

E. A. BITRNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner, Burnett iV Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago, 111.
28wi3t

;

olonies
FOR SALE. ALSO,

;

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
<,12.'i

West Madisim

Street.

$nIII
n n A year

CHICAGO, IL].*.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

BEES BY THE POUND.
Send address for

expenses to agents,
and
a

.addressl"
outfit tree,!

Ill

AuKiiaIn, Maine.

O

"Vickery

Iw35t

W.
Onr thin
The latest iniprovenient in Foundation.
The
is not surpassed.
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
satisfaction.
frame All Presses warranted to give

and common Foundation

^r.\r

''rs.'^J^VvEx"^'^.': Hoopeston.

III.

FREE! FKEE!

Send for our i-J-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
llwsm B. A. THOMAS 4 CO..Coleraine. Mass.

Z.

bright, lo sq,

;

lb.

of rearing fine Italian Queens.
from imported queens, and trom
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells iiuilt in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Sin-le queen. *i.O<i: sixqueens forS=5.(_M»;
tw<-lve or UHiie. 7.'>c. eaeh. Te-ted queens, %\.m
Sate arrival by mail yu;iramced. Send
each.
money by draft, registered letter, or by money or2Usmtf
der drawn on Flint, Mich.

Makes a 5pfcia?fv
All queens bred

HEAIJQITAKTERS FOR THE
Golden Italians

lb.

Send for

Co.'s

St

)

Advertising

(10 Spriice

where advertising contracts may be made lor

ItinNE'W^

YORK.

Be SURE
a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing eisewhere.
ot everyIt contains illustrations and descriptions
thing new and valuaUleneeded in an apuiry, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and H<dy Land
Queens and Bees.
SATTI^ES.^
^_ ^^_
Hartford, Wis.
4sml5t

To send

^ ^

Original Albinos,

J. M. C. TATI.OK.
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Circular.

lOsmtt

'r "Kow-Sifl
PAPER rii^>.
THIS
Bureau
Newspaper

&

BEES AND QUEENS.

ft.

Send for samples. Wa.x worked lOc.
F.'W. HOLMES, Coopersville, Mich, 13wly
4KC.

HUTCHINSON,

KogerBTllle, Genesee Coouty, Mich.,

COMIl FOtJNDATION-lOc.
DUNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and
the
per

prices.

JAMES HEI»DOK,Dowag:iic. Mich.

3«wly

Given'sFoooriationPress.

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor 0/ the Weekly Bee Journal.
It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the succesatui management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honev in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Nfcessity," " Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey."
Price, bound in cloth, TS oeuts ; in paper
covers. SO centH, postpaid.
9ZS'W. Madison Street, ChlcaKO, III.
etc.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those e^aged in beeraising.— News. Prairie (.'ity, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefullv prepared, and of vast importance to

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
of each, a
and the symptoms cause and treatment
drugs used f'lr tlie
principal
the
all
giving
table
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an enLCraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules lor telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Prioe 85 ofntii.— Sent on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

aH[

'

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit; by

and

.!

I

BEESWAX.

Management

!

& Hon

lees

In ;inf»wertO frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying' A and 4

r.OTTOJI

^__^^^ high side-walla. 4 to !(> square feet to
the pound. Circular and suiuples free.
J.

HONEY

TADtOCK.

COMB FOUmATION,

A NEW BEE BOOK

EXCELSIOR

TEXAS.
AT lULING,
PURK ITALIAN BEES ANUVUEENS

Fruit Evaporators,
To be used on a common cooking

stove, capacity
.5
bushels per dav. Price, complete. *lo in
the flat, partly put toii-ther. for *ii. A few agents
wanted. For particulars and prices for Evaporators, Queen Bees, etc., address
3 to

;

JOHN

MY

H.

MARTIN.

Hartford. Wash. Co., N. Y.

Qsmly

1«-PAGE PRICE

I-IST

of Italian,

Cyprian and Holy Land Bees, Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
ail wlio will send me their name and address on a
postal card.

Hsmlf

H. H. IfiKOWN,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton. Ind.
A neat and abund:int!y illustrated hand-book of
apiculture. —American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 103beautiful engraving^^.—Democrat, Salem. Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheapform.— Daily StHUdard, New Bedford. Mass.

Contains all the information needed to makebee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News. Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in thecare and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
'1 he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer^
olist.

Oevehind.O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. V.
A manual, containing all the newest di3Coverie&
in the management ul these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley aud Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the .text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

Embraces everv subjectof inierest in the apiary^
giving very tliorougli details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Karm. L<ingmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner^
and contaiifs valuable information for all readers,even though thev be not directly interested in thecare of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of theItttie busy bee. us well as of all that one needs to
know in their care aud management.— ChicagoHerald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art.^
by whit^h the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleim, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard tobee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted iu all the improvements in.
We advise all interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.- Daily Times. San Bernardino. Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveriesin the art by which the production ot delicious and
hr-nltli-giving

honev

is

obtained, as well as

how

to-

prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the moat perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Far*luer. Lancaster, Pa.
LlbenU Blscoiiut to T»ea!ers

A

the Dozeiior Unudretl..

—

,
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FQONDATIQN
AND
'WHOLESAI^E

AMI

THEM

KHEl'

MANUAL OF

NEAT AND CLEAN.

RETAir.*

By A.

OS JUanainQ, £'ro/essor

320

Is

&

CHAS. DADANT

IS

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Iwly

111.

5

Gents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUU CIRCULARS,
of

on the
wholesale or retail.

use ihera. Directions In each Binder.
K."ie.

tiic.

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce
(IK

925

West Madison

N£WMAN,

Q.

Street,

Chlcaco.

III.

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, trood
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Corab Foundation, all kinds, flection Boxes, and everything a
live Lipiarist needy, send for prices.

Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty

Full

with wood younp Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and 1 will try and please you. (Box 819 )
E. T. FLANACAN, Ro^e Hill Apiary.

owly

I

ojin sell

IJEXVEK,

ii'.uive

Smokers

at

by

or express, at wholesale or re-

njitil

All the latest

t;iil.

St..

the

MANrFACTUKERS' PRICES,

Industrial Association,

Sixteenth

III.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sendinji One Doll:ir to the

-Jill

County,

Belleville, St. Clair

will

Woman's

improvements.

CONQUEROR.
my 32-paKe Illustrated

includinKthe

C'OI-.

Send for

of Bee-Keepeis' Supevery description.

Cat:iloyue
plies ol

Advance
The

Foundation.

in

ALFRED

('nmb Foundation have
cents per pound, owing to the

iiianutiicturers of

adviiiu-fil (lie price

'*

iii^:i

\\.

H.

Madison,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

inrreasctl (ir<t of Bi'eswax.
Hnul tiirther notice, the price of all the styles
c

and

kirnia

(flat

bottom), will be

t)f

Foundation, except the VanDeusen

Advanced

West Madison

Excelsior

:ime Nucleus, with Tested vnt'en
$4. .VI
raiiie Nucleus, with TestL'
5.<hi
ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
rj.ini
Queen, before July
1-1

my CataloKue.
H. NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO,

1

I

I

Ii,L

Dunham and Vandervort

Sutiie, after .luly
rv/jjM

vTan

FOUNDATION.

i£
Ti

1

:

J.

OR.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

iwtf

CALDWELL,

V.

3wly

1(m;ii

1

I'estedQueen.before
July 1, a.iwi
"
"
after July 1.. :2..'io
'
'•
per half doz.
ii'KT July
i:j..".ii
Addrpf's. by Reijistered Letter
or I^'jstoflice Order,

OwiTiK to the lart'e advance in the price of wax. 1
prices thus Duuharu. loto oo lbs., 4:;e.,
over;>u ibs..4ic.. less than lo Ids.. 44c.; Vandervort. 10 sq. feet to the lb., i to lo lbs., r>7c., 10 to 50
lbs.. 54c. No discounts. Circular free.

now quote

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

/^

price in

ALFRED
923

GOLDE!^

5 Cents per pound,

from the advertised

Cambridgf. Henry Co..

111.

es
1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
:iiii
now honking orders for my
CiiLDKN riALIANS. reiired from
1

tile ht\-.t

stuck

in

t lit'

War-

country.

rjinteil tjiieenn, .jii
Tested Queens,
early in the season. *l'..'iO : after
;

$J
li
frame Nucleus, with
•IVsted Vueen. .1!4
Ku]l Colony,
with Tested Queen. »Hi. The Best
(Juint y Smoker for tl.
Address all orders lo
.liily,

:

;

.'.(.>.

T,.

J.

UIRHL.

(M oney Order OfHce)— Butler. BekalbCo..

Ind.

tr

THE CONaUEROR.

Larue Smokers need wide shields. Binfhani's
have them, and sprint's that do not rust an lireak,
and hollows that sparks and aiuoke do not enter.
The Conqueror hits all improvements made to date,
and a :ix7 inch stove, and jx7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid

f(M- ?*J.

Address,

1^-

Abrunia, Mich.

CHEAP FOR CASH, .m

Descuii'TION,— Sec.

4,

township

7,

south

ran;,'e 7

west, Franklin county. Florida, situated about b\)
uiiles south 'd the Georjila line.*2r> miles west oi the
city of Tallahiisae. tlu* capital of the State, and
about 25 miles n<jrthc;tst of the city ot Apalachicola. a seaiiort <in the <;ulf ot Mexico, and within
2 sections
and ti' ol the Apalaehicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. :^lst. 18T5. byCol. Alexansections, inchidint'
der McDonald, who owned
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *;i,20(l. itnd on Sept.
5th, IS^T. by him conveyed to the unnersiimed for
$0,1100.
The title is peri ect. and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstnti t from the Kecordsof the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes arc all paid and the receipts are in my pussession.
sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
I will
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
(."»

;

t*.

;

XirOMAS

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,

13wtf

of

Entomology In

the

College of Slichigaiu.

133 Fine

Illiiatrutlonn.

This is a new edition of Hrof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlaigcd and elegantly Illustrated.
first edition of ;i,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sate unpiocedeeted In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work ha.s been,
produced with u'reaL care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the uLiatomy and physiology of the honeybee,,
illustrated with many costly wood eneravinss
the products of the Honey Bee thoracesot bees;
fulldesccriplions of honey-producing plants.trees,

The

;

TUO.UAS

Address.

15wtf

lll.NCEKNING

ISwcmp

ikOe.

Q TT I RI :E S

1 2T

Mines,

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

For Bee .lournal of ISHO
For Bee .louriiiil of ]8H1
For Bee Journal of ihh2

"We now quote au

Advance

The Emerson Binder

PaB4:«t

APIARY,
COOK,

Till']

J.

State Agricultaral

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
nowhere to be equalled for cleanliDGBS, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brifihtfor
8eetl"n8. All ahapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.
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BIND YOUR JOURNALe The Bee°Keeper's Guide

Dealers in hee-suppliea will do well to send for
our wholesale pru-'es itf FuuiHlatiun. We now
tiiive the most ext*-nalve lUHmilactury of fMundation in the covuitry. We send tu all parts of the
United Htutes. We make

and our wiix

.

925

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. LLL.

shrubs, etc.,splfindidly illustrated— and last.thouKh
not least, detailed lnstructif)ns for the various,
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that.
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"'
on every conceivable subject that can interest tho
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the /ollowitm opinions of the

Book

;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
real value.— i<',apicuiture. Pans.
I think Cook's Manual is tho best of our American Works.-LEWlS T. COLIJY.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
fuime book-makers.— /inU.sh Bet Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray constant gnule in my operations !ind successful man--

agemeutof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than

from.
trona

any other book.— E. U. Wvnkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in.
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtuinsit, will ever regret having puicnaaed.— ^Vit/i. far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a.
manual Is a necosity. Piol. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive \furk.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
ia fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest rewaid awaits its author.— A. E. Wkxzel.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-ish myselt, and much of it is due to ibe clear, disinterested inlormaiion contained in Cook's Man*
uai.— WM. Van A^T\vEm^ M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— /^y. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either Frenchor toreign, wliich I like so much.— Ij'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apxculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but ulfo a tliorou;_'li, practical,
and clearly expressed series <\t tiirt'dious for their

management;

also a boianicnldcs(.Ti|ition ol

honey

producing ^kmts, and an extended account ot the
enemies ul bees.— i><7nocnj(, Pulaski. N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure \h\s vnde
?necii7n ot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to api-

To al taking an Interest in this subject,
obtain this valuable work, read it cnrelully

culture.

we say,

and practice as advised.— .^oncufturiit, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and prjictical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientitlc wf)rk on modern bee management that
even' experienced bee- man will welcome, and it la
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It ia
handsomely pruitod. neatly bound, and ia a credit
to the West.- Vrti(trn.di/ricu^ur lit.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual lor Uio insiructiun ot bee-keepers which
has ever been puhlt^hcd. It gives a full explanation regarding the Ciiieatid management of the
apiary. Tbeie is no suliject relating to the culture
of bees ieff untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cr)Ok lias had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interestiugof alloccLpaiioua.— .^.iJifTtcaji Inventor.

Price— Bound

91>00

.

Jot
in cloth, iSil.^S

by mall prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West MadisoJi

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILi*

—
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Who

will be

25,000

Ms

[3S()|ll|

the

copy

first to

1

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

IN

OiiSMby*sX»*\vBec-Kee|»lner, by 1^.

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

150
1

Bingham STuoker, 2 inch....
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

inch

&

iBingham
Knife,

To

li

50

1

1 CK)

1 '25

50

05

Hetherington Honey

inch

1

sell again,

Send

OO

15

1

apply for dozen or half-dozen

for free description

and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.
^ItrouUi, Allch.

17wtf

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
"VTEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most compiete
Gives uieaa-

bofik of its kind ever published.

mrement

lumber, logs, and planks
cnteius of squai-e and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
of

kinds

all

i»f

ihy Doyle's Rule, cubical

tables, interests, etc. Standard book tliiougliout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
Sor it. Sent for 'A'i cents post-paid.
t3?" For sale at the BEE JoaiiNAL Office. _^J1

PURE HOLY" LAND OUEENS.
I

make

Holy l^and

a specialty of reaiing pure

$850 Square Grand

175

25

rates.

J.1

ANOS

Mail.
Customer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch
^2 (m
fi 75

iliittle
l-^i

those more advanced. Cloth.

have now more than H.wi colonies in
AH Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, bpf')rr' ,Juiie 20,

Piano tor only

PIANO
^TYILI.
F Q1
riMHU 01
U2
I

a

MtriiiKw. 7 l-'i

»p^4:0.

now, bv far. the arrenteveroffered the nuiyiral public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atone*.
This I*iano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please senfl reference if you do not send nionev
wiib order. C'lsh ycjif unth order iv ill hi- reftindrh
awl frri'iht rJuiro's \>,nti by us b"th lOiiys if Pi'imi is
nut Just 'IS n jinsi nf'il. Several other siierial bargains: l>i:)iM*M. !!m<(0 up. Over ir..niHi in use.
and not one dissatistli'd purchaser. Handsome
Uiustrated Catalogue mailed free, givinii the highl>ar(;:ilii

est testimoniJils evr-r awarded nnv manufactuier.
Everv Piano fullv warranted for years.
Catalogue of ;i,000
';t price.
choice iiieci's sent, tor 'M\ stamp.
.'>

SHEET MrSn:

.>IEM)£I.S»OUK PIANO CO.,
Box

2!smiy

2ip5S.

New

York.

each: after that date, mii;;)^ Qucfn, .$i.(mi i;
WammtecJ
for-fo.uu; 12 or more. 75 cciUh t-aih
"Queens, 25 cents more each. 'iV-sied Queens, t2.r)0
;

EARS

FOR THE

each

Italian Queens,

;

I.

same

MILLION

JEi.

GOOlD,

Nappanee, Elkhart Gouty, Ind.

5wly

Moth's Honey Extraclor,
Square Glass Honey .lars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honev Secticma. etc.,
O. F.
Apply to
,
971) and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
83^Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwiy

MUTU

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES

of

From my

ITALIAN BEES,

a. H.

cation,

Circular on appli-

KOBEKXSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

."itiwtf

Co.,

Mich.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

Address,

aOS. M.

I5w6m

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.
Stout

Halbert E. Paine,
late

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE
.Sniiclliirs of

2ywl.it

&

is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small AVhUe Sh:i .k. cauglit in the Vellnw Sea,
known as 'uiu h.ir'i.imi i:iiii-lr!rtii. Kvi-rv Chinese
'

hernia n kn.iws it. Its vn'tiiHs as a rHNtoraliv*' of
were discovered by a Buddhist I'riest about
year i-ilo. lis cures were so numerous and
niiLtiy MOHeeinliiiirly iiifraeiilou*. that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
:tOO y«-ui-N no Iteitt'aeNs hnn existeti anioiie
the fhiiieMe pe<»ple. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at 4^1. on per liottle.
tls

liearinK
tlie

B. Ladji.

LADD,

HEAR WHATTFE DEAF SAY!
has pertormed a ndracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another

Patents and Atty's in Patent Cases,

WASHINGTON,

I>. C.

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues are UNQTESTIONABLE and its curative CHAKACTEU ABSOLUTE, AS THK \V ItlTEH CAN
rEKSONAI.LY TESTIFY, nOTH FUO.M K.XI'I-^K [ENCE
AM) onsEKVATiuN. Write at onci- to Havi.dck
A.1ENNEY,7 Dey street. New Yi>rk. en<-losmg
and you will receive by return a remedy tliaL will
enable you to liear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will he permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Ei>itob op Mehcantii.e UeVI KW.
|3?"To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registekeb Letter.
.i;i,

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(LiiteHAYLOCK &

Sole Agents for America.

20wiy

'71>ey St.,

or

Management of an
by Ttiomaa G.
"Fully up with the

Protlt,

Edition.

:

trated.
covers,

I'rice, bound in
50c., postpaid.

cloth,

TSc;

in

paper

Blenen Kultur,

by Thomas G. Newman, in
the GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers,
41.) cents, or $,i per dozen, postpaid.

Ilzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenof bee-culture, ana turnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

tal iirineiples

facts

Honey, as Pood and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pumt>liiHt discourses upon the

G.

Ancient History of Bees and lloiiev tlie nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
.

Market

Honey

as loi.n, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Ctiokic*. Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
is
It
intended for coiiyumers, and should be scattered by thousands. creatine a demand fur honey
;

everywhere. Published

iti

KnifliMh and

Price for eitlier edition, fie; per dozen,

iierman.
50c.

—

This contains the Prize
Wintei'lnir Bee»*.
Essays on this subject, read before tlie Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Co.)

BfewXork.

Price.

HWe

I

lOe,

Use— Being

a description of the

hive used by G. M. l>nolittle.

Price. 4»€.

Extracled Honey; Harvestlnff, HandlInuanil Marketintr. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. .V <:. P. Dadant. tiiving in detail the methods
and iiiaiiaueuient adopted
cuntalns

many

in their apiary.
useful hints.— Price 15c.

This

Bee Pasturafife

a Necessity, by Thomas G,
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important suljject, with suggestions what to plant, and
engravings. Price, lOc.
and when and how
Practical Hints to Kee-K.eeper», by Chas.
it gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; :i2 pages,
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
not eat. This book ^lK)uld be in every family, and
:

:i"j

;

<

I

Price, SSS.

times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," "Management
of Bees and Honey iit Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains n;o patres, and is profusely illus-

Newuian.

Oil

I

QUEENS and NUCI^EI IN SEASON.
l^~Satisfaction guaranteed.

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

much

Apiaries.

Bees and Honey,

Apiary for Pleasure and

The
FooGlioo's Balsam of Shark's

price.

a standard scientitlc work.

Preparation of Honey for the AIarket»
including tl>e production and careot both comb
and extracted honey, and instrucijrma on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

;

•

is

Newman.— Third

!

!

This

Blesiie<l Bees* by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, '7.'ic.

late wholesale factory price,
to h:ive this beautiful

JStitt.l, for liii day- only,
l'i;ino Introduced. This is

'Quet-ns, and
Uieir purity.
-f.1.25

-

full

»ii«l

»_*»l

I

$245.

patent canlante
agrallcs, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful larved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moutdiny, full Iron frame, French
Grand Action, (irand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in liny way tend to tbe perJection of the instrument, has been added.
EJ^Oiii- price Tor this liiMtniineiiC. l>oxetl
lind delivered on l>n»rcl Cjii-s sit NewTork,
with iiue Piaiiiu Cover, Stool dl» t> i /X

Book, only
Reduced from our

I

Magnitloent rosewoi.d
case elegantly finished.

Oclnvex,

#1.25.

Klng:*a Bee-Keei>er8'Text-Book,by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. !#l.OO.
J^anermtroth on the III~ve and Honey Bee

i

By

to

Root

Novice's JlBC of Bee-Culture, by A.I. Uoot
—This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

rKlCES:

Handed

C.

Tht' niithor tci-ats the subject of bee-keeping so
thai It cannot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
and lofcihle, making' all its readers realize that its
autlioria masterof the subject.— !lPl.i>0.

Price per niai

iiPlain

ILL.

illustrated and fully " up with the times" on every
subject <if bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
butintensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
'I'bebook is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Oloth, »1.S5 ; paper cover. !»1,

postpaid, from Hr> eta.
to *:i. Our patents
cover all the amokers
-that will burn sound
i3tove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, youp„ip„*pj 1070 U
will have to buy no*^^^®^*'®"' •^**'*'- 1^

*Larfie Bingham
shield). 2H inch
fflxtra BinKham
shield), 2 in6h

CHICAGO,

;

improved bee smokers— Ket tbe best, that
never jjo out— always
please— never is complained of— the stiindard of excellence the
world (*ver— better
and handsomer this
season than ever be-

Wide

Street.

Bee-K.eeper*s <^Hlde or, Cook*^ Mtinual
ot* the .-VpiMi-y.— Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

Bee Smoker, you wi
aid the inventor ot

•others.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

tt2,3

If ytui buy the Original Pater. t BinRham

"fore.

Bee -Keepers.

for

111 ;^

lit

fonil

t against adulteration of
products, and Heniand a taw to protect the

to create a se n i in en
j

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food, 2UU pages 50c.

Keudall*M Horite Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has ^fi engravings
illustrating positions of sick hinses. and treats all
diseases in u plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of d(»ses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 35c.
Chicken Cholei-a, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

25c.

ilIoore*8 TJniT'erNal AsHlstant, and Complete Mecluinic, contains over i,uki,0"Mi Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Husiness Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. (iivea 2<k),0(M) items tor Gas, Steam, Civil
and Minim; ?'nginei'r?', .Ma-hinists. Millers, Blacksmiths. Kouiiilers. Mincis, Mctitllurgists, Assayers,
itters, Bronzers, GildPliimbtM-s, Gas ami -^tHaiij
ers. Metal and Wood Workers ot every kind,
Tlie work c<^ntains i.oin pages, is a veritable
Knowledge,
and worth its
Treasury of Useful
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, ajiJS.SO.
1'

—
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cade before tlie report is published.
If the President of the North American Bee- Keepers' Society was to issue
a circular to the several State VicePresidents, urging the importance and
necessity for brief tabulated stateStatistics on Bees and Honey.
ments to be submitted to tlie Convention, and by tlieir Secretary to be
As the time nuikily approaclies for massed in
a general statement, it

the couvocatioii of the Xorth Ameri-

a year,

in advance.
at the same rate.

Po«t»8:e to Eiirnpe

111.,

can Bee-Keepers' Society at Cincinnati (Oct. 3-5), State Vice Presidents
should be preparing to make tabulated
statements of the industry in their
Heretofore but
respective States.
little concert of action on their part
lias been manifested, and except that
the Bee Journal gave each year an
estimated approximation to the crop
and business, no information has been
furnished of the number of colonies of
bees in the country, annual increase
or diminution, net amount, kind and
quality of lioney produced, success and
manner of wintering, and styles of
hives in use. Of coarse these tables
were in some respects most valuable
data, but as we could only reach our
readers, we could not deny that the
tables fell far short of being accurate
their recapitulations, and after
weeks spent in corresponding, in perplexity, and in uncomfortable headaches, we were still obliged to admit
they were but estimates. Even then,
with our self-imposed task as perfect
as we could make it, we were assailed
by some because it was incomplete,
the parties finding most fault having
done but little or nothing to help us
in our work, not taking enough inin

terest in a public enterprise to render
their own private reports.

To

be sure, the United States Cenis supposed tc^ive reliable
tables upon all matters pertaining to
the stable wealth of the country, but
tliose reports are collated only once
in ten years, and then the time is
nearly half consumed till the next desus Bureau

would afford a useful and fruitful
tlieine for discussion and legislation
by the Society. These Vice Presidents
could urge the matter upon the beekeepers in their respective States
through the bee papers and agricultupublications, and by means of
public and private methods, and thus
could be accomplished much more
than can be done by any single enterral

prise.

A

correct and reliable report of this
character would be a matter of national importance, and we believe can
be accomplished only through the
National Society. In this connection,
it is gratifying to be able to commend
several Vice Presidents who have already taken the initiative in this matter; but in order to make tlie report
as reliable as possible, and avoid complications wliich may embarrass the
Secretary, or entirely destroy the report's usefulness, we beg to suggest
that President Cook or Secretary
Parmly furnish to each of the VicePresidents a tabulated form to be
used in making up their reports.
Uniformity will greatly assist in its
compilation.

i^"By referring to page 503, it will
be seen there is a movement on foot to
organize a Tri-State Bee-Keepers' Society, to comprise Ohio, Michigan and
Indiana. The meeting takes place in
the evening of Sept. 13. Prof. Cook,
Thomas G. Newman, and many prominent bee-keepers have accepte.l invitations to be present.

:
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Bees at the Michigan State Fair.

with the Important duty of managing
and beethese popular expositions
keepers will be derelict in their duty
to themselves and fraternity, and exhibit a seKJshness worthy of a more
ignoble calling, if they do not take the
fullest advantage of every generous
encouragement, and serve themselves
by benefitting the public in making
;

Tlie miniagers of the Michigan State
Fair are exhibiting a business energy
tlie liigiiest commendation,
advance we predict for tliem
the most interesting and successful
Fair Week they liave ever experienced.
Tlie following circular has been quite

wortliy of

and

in

extensively distributed to bee-keepers, and will stimulate an appreciative
response on their part, that will make
the apiarian department one of the
most attractive features of the Fair
:

The Michigan

Agricultin-al

State

Society are fitting up on the
grounds at J.ackson, Mich., a

the most of these opportnnies. We
have no doubt the many tons of honey
which will be exhibited at the Michi-

gan State Fair, will be profitably sold
before removal from the exhibition
building.

fine

recommend it, because a
much is very likely to injure

not like to
trifle

too

the wax, and rob it of its flavor and
we do not know that it assists any in
speed.
;

The second query

is

answered by

Prof. Burrill, of the Illinois Industrial
University, as follows
2.

Crane's-bill or spotted

geranium

miicidatHm). This is a.
very pretty and interesting plant,,
common throughout the northwest in

[Geranium

A novel feature in the premium

fair

surface of the water, and the latter
should be replenished often enough ta
admit of dipping or skimming off the
wax. Many use sal soda in the water
when rendering the wax, but we da

list

the mention of a special premium
building for the exliibitiou of bees,
making the largest and
honey and bee-keepers' supplies with to the lady
a wire room in one ])art for the exhi- best display of bees and their products.
bition of bees. The Society offer pre- There are several quite successful
is

woods and
England.

fields,

but rare

in

New

The thickened

root is very
collected for domes-

astringent, and is
hundred and lady apiarists in Michigan, and we
tic medicine, and is, I believe, iiseil
ever offered
surprised if the special by the physicians to some extent. Theby any Agricultural Society in this would not be
country. It is open to the world and premium stimulated a very spirited common name comes from the peculiar
it is hoped and expected that each and competition not only for its capture,
appearance of the fruit, which con-

miums amounting

to one

fifteen dollars, the largest

every bee-keeper will avail himself of but for the sweepstakes
this opportunity and make one grand

We

also.

Jourexhibition of bees, honey and supplies. have for years had, in the Bee
The last day of the fair will be a nal Museum, a section of honey progrand sales day, when each exhibitor duced by a Michigan lady apiarist,
can sell anything on exhibitii^i and that would not take second rank in
not wait un'til after the fair is over as
heretofore. This will bring a great any exhibition, though it was one of a
many bee-keepers on the last day for lot exposed for sale in a grocery store
thev can buy and take off the grounds when we purchased it.
anything on exhibition. A large number of the leading bee-keepers have
Wax Rendering'.
promised to be tliere and exhibit, and
the display of bees, honey and supplies
will be very large.
Mr. Phil. Rearden, Jamestown, Col.,
A special premium will be given to propounds the following queries
any lady making the largest and best
display of bees and their products.
1. Please publish the best method of
The fair commences on the 18th of making wax from comb V I send you
the
2M.
close
Septenil)er and will
a flower on which bees have been
Any bee-keeper unable to attend the working for S weeks, when they would
anything
he
having
and
jierson
fair in
not be found on any other flowers. 2.
wishes exhibited or sold, will send it Can you give us the true name for it?
bv freicht or exi)ress, charges paid, to
1. We think tlie use of the Swiss
H. D. Cutting, .Tackson, Mich., when
it will be taken care of according to or Gerster wax extractor is the most
instructions.
and satisfactory method
For any information write to H. D. economical
Cutting, Clinton, Mich., chairman of of rendering beesvfax from combs,
committee for State Fairexhibition.
leaving the wax pure and of the highAs with the Tri-State Fair, it will be est market value, and requiring no
;

of five iiarts adherent to a peculiar elongation of the axis of thestem. At maturity these one-seeded
sists

parts separate elastically from thebase, curling outward with a snap sa
as to throw the seed to some distance.
There are ten stamens, five of which
are longer than their brothers, and

each has a honey-gland at its base,,
supplying a rich amount of nectar foi^
the bees. The plant is worthy of cultivation in several respects.

:

The primiskill.
seen, an opportunity will be afforded especial attention or
tive method is with the use of the
all exhibitors of apiarian products to
which strips
dispose of tlieir goods on the ground, ordinary wash boiler, in
and Ui
thereby not only saving the expense of wood, say 1 inch thick
and trouble of returning the goods inches wide are laid across the bothome, but providing a highly appre- tom, to prevent burning make sacks
to hold about
ciative market for the disposal of them, of coarse strainer-cloth
press your
and
warm
each
;
1
peck
transportation
furnished
after having
in as small a comfree, or at much less than usual rates combs to get them
pass as possible, and fill the sacks;
for exhibitor and products.
boiler till it is well
is highly gratifying to know that put these in the
;

It

our earnest and persistent efforts for
several years to cause the recognition,
by the public. of bee-keepingasan important factor in our national wealth,
is meeting with responsive action on
the part of those

who

are

tilled;

plac^a board on top, with a
it to press down as the

weight on

combs shrink from loss of wax fill
up with hot water and set on the
stove. The weight should be heavy
entrusted enough to submerge itself below the
;

The Weather for Angnst and Sep*
tember.— Veunor gives the followingas the forecast for this and next
month:

August will be another month of
storms and unusual rainfall with oneor two remarkably low curves of temperature. I expect snowfalls will berecorded in extreme western and
northwestern sections, and cold rains,
at more southerly stations shortly
after the middle of the month. October will be very similar, but of course,
colder.
September is likely to be the counter-balancing month of this most unpropitious season, and during thia
month everything should be done that
can be, to house things safely against,
further wet and storm.
In the Middle and Northern United
States and Canada, the weather is alsa
likely to continue wet up to a late
period, but two or more wintry beltsL
of weather with snow-falls, are likely
to be experienced in the latter portion
of October and in November, afterwhich rain will again set in. At
York the autumn will be very wet.
In the Northwest early cold and advanced snow-falls are likely to be tli&
conditions, while in December thfe
cold may be intense.

New

:
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Glucose or "Sugar'' Meal.

Wise Precaution. There is a strong
tendency among tlie people of this
Mr. George Thompson, St. Charles, country to be led astray by novelties
111., sends us the following excellent and pretentious
advertisements of
extract from the Marengo Bepublican : fortunes to be obtained without giving an equivalent. Many papers now13y the stench that arises from the
"sugar meal "—refuse from glucose a-days contain more or less adver—which is being fed quite freely by tisements for some new and superior
some of the dairymen hereabouts, one variety of vegetable, fruit, or berry,
might think that such stuff would and a limited number
of seeds, plants
make very poor milk and butter. And
or cuttings to be sold at extortionate
it does; it is one of the wmsl forms
of food adulteration— injurious alike prices. In fact, one is led to believe
to the cows and those who use their that the great aim is to obtain someproducts. Some cheese and butter
thing new, on which to assume a
factories will not use milk from cows

531

British Honey Sliows.— The British
Bee-Keepers' Association held its annual metropolitan Show of bees, hives,
honey, etc., during the first week of
this month. We have news only up
to the day of opening, Aug. 3d, when
about 300 entries had been made.

The

Exhiliition
Committee have
arranged to conduct an examination

candidates who are desirous of
gaining certificates of proficiency in
of

the art of bee-keeping. Eighteen
candidates have entered for such an

examination, among the number being several schoolmasters.

that are fed with the stuff. No factory should. It is just as bad as oleomaVgerine, suine, or any other form
of bogus butter. And then tlie dairy
cows when worn out are brought to
the butcher's block and cut up for
meat. Such meat is just as deleterious as an article of food as the butter.
With such refuse entering into the
milk, butter and meat that people use,
is it any wonder that scrofula, cancer,
paralysis and kindred diseases, rage
among the people, who. thoughtlessly
perhaps, hold their breath and inquire, " What is the cause of so much
disease';' "
It may not all lie at the
door of " sugar meal," but it is a most
fruitful source, and dairymen will
sooner or later learn that" it is very

great number of superior features,
trusting to the credulity of the pub-

unproUtable stuff in every respect.

prizes were numerous, and included
which would be benefitted by having hives, bees, honey,
and public manithe same extended test applied.
pulations with bees.

The Bepublican makes a most
lent and truthful point in its

excel-

ence to the poisoning of the

flesh

which

is

sold in

refer-

market from the

cat-

on the glucose refuse
the cheese will " rot down

tle that are fed

meal.

If

in thirty days,"

from the

imi)urities

not reasonable to
suppose those impurities will more or
less permeate the flesh, and cause
therein a latent poison, to be taken
up and developed by the human system, to the extent of destroying life
itself':'
When the trichina became an
in the milk,

is

it

alarming feature in the consumption
of pork, thousands of persons abstained from its use, and substituted
the greater use of beef therefor, supposing that the latter Indeed would
be free from disease, and, as a consequence, beef appreciated in value, and
to a very large extent superseded
the domestic use of pork; but where
can we turn for a substitute for beef,
if

farraeis

and dairymen

will persist

feeding glucose mear:" So that
every phase of the glucose traftic is a
pernicious fraud, and
everything
should be condemned into which it
enters— the poisoned sugar, poisoned
syrup, poisoned honey. poisoned milk,
poisoned, rotten cheese, poisoned beef,
and everything else where it affords a
in

profitable field

fraud.

lic to

make

prolitable sales.

As

The Show

of

tlie

Berks and Bucks

in-

Association was held at Buckingham,
directly bearing upon this subject the on Tuesday,
the 2.5tli of July, in conliuval Canadian says
nection with the Show of the HortiThe eminent and venerable pomolo- cultural Society. A remarkably fine
gist, Charles Downing, does not conday, together with the numerous atsider it safe to give a decided opinion
on any new strawberry or raspberry tractions of the flowers, vegetables,
short of five years' trial. If all were dead poultry, eggs, fruit, hives, honey,
similarly cautious, much money would bee-driving, etc., drew together a
be saved in the purchase of untested large concourse,
not only of the midnovelties.
dle and lower classes, but of the noWe have no doubt that there are bility and gentry of the town and
many varieties of corn, potatoes, cab- county, the clergy being especially
bages, and, i)0ssibly, almost every conspicuous
by their numbers. The
species of fruit, grain and vegetables,

i^We have just received a letter
addressed "T. C. Kewman, Chicago,
111.," enclosing a post office money order for subscription to the Bee Journal. In a city like Chicago, there
are several hundred persons bearing
the name Newman, and unless great
care is used, valuable letters are lost,
and correspondents frequently blame
us, when the fault is all their own. In
the case referred to above, the letter
was wrongly deliveredby the postman,
and the party to whom it was addressed sent it to us. Unless positive
about our name, address your letters
to the "American Bee Journal,
Chicago, 111.," when we will get it
without delay, as there is no other
paper of that name in this city.
1^ We

have received, too late for
insertion this week, an article entitled
"

Queen Shipping Cages," from W. Z.
Hutchinson, Rogersville, Mich.; also
one of the cages described, containing
an untested queen and 10 workers.
The article will appear next week,
with comments.

i^A Colorado correspondent wishes
to

know how he can

dispose of a fer-

worker and save the colony? Remove the hive from its present stand
and put an empty one in its place;
take out a comb from the colony,
shake and brush all the bees off, cage
a mated queen on it, and put it in the
tile

empty hive on the old stand; now
shake and brush all the bees from the
combs, successively, on the ground 3
or 4 feet in front of the hive on the
old stand, and fast as clean put the
combs in the same hive with the queen.

Leave the queen caged with plenty

of

feed for 48 hours, then release her.

1^ On referring to our letter department,

it

will

be observed Mr. A. B.

Mason urges upon bee-keepers the
importance of making early entries at
the Tri-State (Ohio, Michigan and Indiana) Fair, to be held in Toledo in

September. The enterprise of this
Fair Association is worthy of a liberal support from bee-keepers, more
especially as the managers propose to
erect additional buildings for our accommodation. Tliere should be no
dilly-dallying in the matter, but make
1^ Articles for publication must be the entries liberally and promptly
for substitution and written on a separate piece of paper Mr. Mason will give all the informafrom items of business.
tion that may be desired.
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the presence of, a large number of
our most prominent bee-keepers botli
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add to
the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.

Local Convention Directory.
1882.

Sept.

Time and Place of Meeting.
5— N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Rockton, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
19— Michigan Central,
26.

27— Kentucky

at Lansing. Mich.
B. N. Wood, Sec.

State, at Louisville. Kv.

W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
Oct.

3-6— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrick Parmly, Sec, New York City.

5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec. Christiansburg, Ky.
Tuscarawas Yalley,
J.

at

Newcomerstnwn,

O.

A. Bucklew, Sec, Chirks, O.

Nov. 1— New Jersey AEastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Hasbrouck, Sec. Bound Brook. N. J.

t^' In order

to

have

this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— En.

New

Ehrick Parmly,
York, July

Sec.

12, 1882.

Place the honey in a large box, or
small room up a little way from the
bottom of the box or room, put in a
live coal in an iron dish, dump on a
few spoonfuls of sulphur, and get out
of the way or your nose may catch it.
This should be repeated every few
days till you are sure you have settled
the affairs of all the hatched moth
worms, for mind you, it doiit kill the
eggs to smoke them.
The smoke, unless too close and hot
will not injure the honey, will soon
evaporate, and tend to whiten the
comb still more. We should keep our
honey also, so that no new moth eggs
can be laid in it. Clean off all the
;

i^The Central Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet Sept.
19th, at Lansing, in the Capitol Building.
We call the meeting two weeks
before the Annual Fair of the Central
Michigan Agricultural Society meets, little
bits of comb and propolis on the
for the purpose of making the linal
section so that you need not be
arrangements for a l;irge exhibit of ashamed
to hand over your product to
bees, lioney and apiarian supplies. A
the most stylish customer.
cordial invitation is extended to beeAgain many seem to think that
The meeting
keepers everywhere.
will be of especial interest, and a large honey can be stored any where as regards the place, upstairs or down celattendance is expected.
Dampness will spoil honey in a
lar.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
short time, either

^

State Bee-KeepNorfolk, Ontario, Association.
ers' Convention will meet in Louisville, Ky., at the Exposition Building
The fifth regular meeting of the Press Booms, on Tuesday and WedSimwas
held
at
Association,
above
nesday, Sept. 26th and 27th. All beecoe on tliP 4th inst. There was a keepers are invited to attend, and send
goodly number present, though not as essays, papers, implements, or anymany as at some of the previous meet- thing of interest to the fraternity.
ings, which, undoubtedly, was the re- The Exposition will be in full blast
sult of many of the members being and cheap. Railroad rates from all
engaged in harvesting.
points.
W. Williamson, Sec.
The meeting was rather an interesting one, for there were a number of
resolutions passed, that put the Association in good working condition;
and there were several experienced
bee-keepers present, who enlivened
discussions. The Assoeiation passed
a resolution to put forth their best
efifort toward making a display at the
next exhibition of the Townsend AgMISCELLANEOUS.
ricultural Society, to be held at Waterford, on the 2Sth and 29th of September, the above Society kindly agreeCare of Comb Honey.— Mr. W. M.
ing to establish an Apiarian Depart- Kellogg, in the Prairie Farmer gives
ment, and offer suitable prizes. This
seems a move in the right direction, advice as follows
and we congratulate the above Society
The season of 1882 has been a bounon its early acknowledgment of the tiful one for the bee-keepers generally,
importance of apiculture.
though some claim only an average
The Association now lias 46 mem- crop. But for those of us who have
large
of
prospect
bers, with a fair
been successful (I will not say lucky)
additions. The next regular meeting in getting a good yield of beautiful
at
WaHall
Town
in
the
held
will be
honey, it is well to look to its storage,
terford on Thursday, Sept. 2Sth, at 2 so as not to lose all our hard earned
Sec'y.
Clouse,
Elias
p. m.
swggIs.
Many will dispose of their crop at
once, and others will keep a part or
The National Convention.
whole of it for some time. It is a rare
thing to Hnd a colony of bees that does
call
of
official
The following is the
not at some part of the season have
the Secretary, Dr. Parmly, for the now and tlien a moth to lay a few eggs.
Convention of the North American In taking off comb honey, we many
times also take along with it a few
Bee-Keepers' Society. We hope there eggs of the moth stored in unnoticed
attendance
will be a large
nooks and corners. These soon hatch,
be a bit careless
The North American Bee-Keep- and if we happen to
looking after our honey, when we
ers' Society will hold their 13th an- as to
we very likely find
nual meeting at Washington Park do go to get some,
all tunneled with little
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washing- our nice comb
completely ruined. To
ton Park from the Exposition build- flue webs, and
this, we must watch our honey
ing. Time, Oct. 3rd to Sth, 1882. avoid
soon as we see the very
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct. closelv, and as
first signs of any moth-eating of the
3.
We are encouraged to hope that combs,
give the entire lot a smoking
this will be a very profitable meeting,
with burning brimstone.
as we are promised papers from, and

comb

or extracted,

sour and foam, the comb
honey bursting its caps and running
down in a fearful mess. All fioney
should be kept where it is perfectly

causing

The Kentucky

dry, if
order.
is

it

to

we would keep it in prime
Not one cellar in a thousand

dry enough to store honey

in.

Bees Blotting' out Railway Signal
The Britisli Bee Journal says:
We have been favored with a copy of
a report on the above subject, which
will, doubtless, be read with interest.
Light.

—

It is as follows:

have to report that the light of the
distant signal, working from
Barton and Walton Station, was last
night, at about 8.30, put out by a
swarm of bees which had entered the
outer case of the lamp through the
ventilation at the bottom, and also
smothering tlie inner petroleum case
that prevented the air from getting
to it, hence the cause of the light going out. The outer case was so full
of bees that it was impossible for any
I

down

more

to get in, as every hole at the

bottom of the lamp had bees which
had forced themselves half way
through, and it was impossible for
them to get any further owing to so
inside. The outer case
also smothered over outside with
bees, which made it a very difficult
task to drive them away so that the
greater
lamp might be relighted.
part of the bees inside we found dead,
owing, no doubt, to the smoke and

many being

was

A

smell from the petroleum. I herewith inclose you two or three hundred,
which prove that the bees had not
been burned, but merely smothered.

:

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

^" When
dress,

new

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the^

address.

—

"
;
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to discuss reversible frames, bees and
honey plants.
Mr. Stewart's frame is reversible,

and no mistake.

For the American Bee Journal-

X

Reversible Frames, etc.
G.

W. DEMAKEE.

Visit.

It is an exceedingly
ingenious contrivance, presenting the
novel feature of being a fixed and a
movable frame, at the will of the
operator. Such a frame would be
very convenient to those who keep
bees on the migratory plan ; but just
why anybody should ever have reasons to turn the brood-nest topsyturvy I imagine tliat no one knoweth.
Such a collection of bee plants I
presume was never seen on one small
tract of land, as may be seen surrounding Mr. Stewart's apiary. From
the huge sunflower down to the little
feeble creeper, with its wee bit of bloissoms, can be seen there. It is a pleasure to see the yellow bees tugging at
the figwort. motherwort, catnip, sweet
clover, milkweed, and a list too long
to be mentioned here. Mr. Stewart
and Dr. Drane are exceedingly parThe former was
tial to the Italian.
once a student of the latter, and they
agree amazingly well. I accuse thehi
of letting their prejudice get the advantage of their usually good judgment, when they condemn so unsparingly the " new races '' of bees without giving them a fair trial. It is not
generally known that the Doctor is ttie
identical " able bee manipulator," on
whom Col. Nail, of the Farmers^ Hovie
Journal, got off that tough joke about
a colony of Cyprians " flaxing him
out," taking possession of a hole in

Tlie 3d of August found me at Eminence, Ky., where some business matters required my presence. Having
to wait for the evening train to return
home, I improved the time by visiting
the man of •' reversible '" frames, bees
and plants the well-known apiarist,
W. T. Stewart, of Eminence, Ky. I
found Mr. Stewart sitting in front of
his photograph gallery perusing a
copy of the American Bee Journal,
right fresh from the mail bags. The
old-fashioned hand-sliaking that followed will certainly be pleasantly remembered bv me. Dr. Ed. Drane,
President of the Union Bee-Keepers'
Association was sent for, and soon
joined us, and now having that high
functionary present, we went into a
" Committee of the whole " on the
" state " of the present, or rather past
honey season. Mr. Stewart reported
that iie had not been favored with a
single "bait" of honey this season,
but still had sanguine hopes. He said
the season had been contrary all along,
and he would not be surpi'ised if it the crown of his hat, and utilizing
did not take a turn and still be con- another hole in the unmentionable
trary, and give us a flow of honey in part of his pantaloons. The Doctor
August.
now lavishes his affections on the
Dr. E. Drane "really" did not ex- gentle Italians.
Eect much honey this year, therefore,
By the way, these well-informed
e went in mostly for "increase," bee culturists have a fancy for nice
especially as ne.xt "year is " bound to bees, and spare no pains or expense to
be a splendid honey season." The improve their stock. They take much
Secretary (that's me) had " slung out
the same grounds that I have taken
about as much honey as he fed syrup in my published article concerning
to stimulate last spring, but it was the Italian race. They admit that
"awful thin," and tasted decidedly " high grade '' stock— borrowing the
"weedish." Dr. Drane thought the term from Kentucky short-horn
Secretary had "glucosed" his honey breeders— such as many of the dealers
to make it go further. Mr. Stewart and breeders are now " writing up "
suggested that the bees, in their ex- and selling under the flexible nomentremity, had licked up tlie honey and clature of "dark'' or "leather-colleft the Secretary the water pure and ored " Italians, make good, profitable
simple.
workers, but they would no sooner be
The contents of the last issue of the found breeding from such stock than
Bee Journal were examined to see a short-horn breeder would be found
if any " fault could be found with it." breeding from " high grade," instead
Dr. Drane wanted some of the stock of thoroughbred stock. Every intelliof those drones which Mr. Carroll gent breeder knows that it is simply
(page 490) saw " working the wax
impossible to keep up " high grade "
yes, building comb." The doctor said stock by breeding from " high grades,"
that he was acquainted with Mr. Car- because the tendency is downward, as
roll, and that he is reliable
lie wanted long experience has proven.
If time
the drones. Mr. Stewart insisted that shall prove that high grade stock is
"drones don't do anything— cmp/w<£- most profitable. \vhy, still pure blood
ically, they don't."
on one side of the parentage will be
At this juncture, the bell rang for essential to success. As for myself, I
dinner, and I "demurred," but Mr. have lost much confidence in the
Stewart "overruled." It is a real ability of the present generation of
pleasure to be entertained by so noble apiarists to perfect a satisfactory
a pair as Mr. Stewart and his estima- strain of bees possessing all the good
ble lady. Mrs. Stewart, vv-ho enjoys a qualities desired. There is no concert
good joke, says that her liege lord of action; too much diversity of
ought to store away " 900 lbs. of lioney opinion, and, perhaps, some selfishfor his own use," and I did not think ness. All these things are in the way
her extravagant, after seeing him of success.
" get away " with things at the table.
The 7th of August is here, and we
After dinner we repaired to the apiary liave no surplus honey. There has

—
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not been so complete a failure in 20
years. Time and again have our bees
entered the surplus apartments of the
hives, as though they were about to
reap a bountiful liarvest, but the work
had scarcely begun, when it was
abrui)tly brought to an end by bad
weather. We had some nice days be-

tween the 20th and 28th of July, and
things began to look flattering, even
at that late date, but there was a
change for the worse, and since then
it has rained nearly every day, and
some days two or three times. I simply report these things as facts.

We,

who

accept an overruling Providence,
and are able to bear adversity, because we know that all things will
work out for the best by-and-by. No
grave is deep enough to bury our
hopes. " So mote it be."
Christiausburg, Ky.
For the American Bee Journal.

My

Strain of Leather-Colored Bees.

jame.s

hedden.

I have written some about my strain
of leather-colored bees, crosses between the long Italians and brown
German bees I have also sent you
one queen that not only produces such
bees, but bees that are gentle to han;

and will surpass any bright Italians as honey-gatlierers, as far as my
experience goes. Look at her carefully ; she is not large, but she lays
largely, and her workers are large and
long, and work on red clover as freely
as on the white.
Last year most all sorts of bees
worked on red clover more or less, but
this season the weather has been
favorable for a long growth of the
honey-tubes, and yet nearly every
colony in my apiary are at work on
both first and second crops of red clover the mammoth red clover as well
as the smaller variety. Basswood is
now over, and yet there is no robbing
nor stinging in our apiary of 275 colonies. The work on red clover is the
cause.
All this is the effect of 6 years'
breeding for business, instead of
bands. In this locality there are many
other flowers besides red clover, that
have tubes that strain the bees to
reach. No one can breed from the
best honey-gathering colonies without
lengthening the proboscis of the worker, wliether he aims at this point, or
knows he is doing so, or not. As I
stood in a patch of mammoth red clover yesterday, and counted four of
these dark, leather-colored Italians on
the heads of one stalk of first growth,
slowly drawing in the long draughts
of nectar. I said to myself "Verily,

dle,

—

:

departure I am reaping
my reward our 10,000 lbs. of comb
honey, in 1 lb. sections, now so nearly
finished, will soon be nicely sealed."
I did not ask to be forgiven for feeling
jubilant over my success. This success is not at the expense of any one's
bountiful
failure, but vice versa.
crop blesses both the producer and
the consumer. Right in the midst of
my pleasant reverie came thoughts of
the arguments of those wlio stickle
for

my new

;

A
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for the blight Italians, with just 3
Kold lings (they are growing less I

and I wished I could have liad
them, and the editor and readers of
the Bee Journal witli me, to see and
decide each for himself. I have done
all I could for one of the number, by
sending the Bee Journal a queen
for inspection and test. Tell us your
judgment of her and the progeny
when fully tested. She is, in my opinsee),

ion, of too much value to be suljijected
to the abuse of a mail-bag, or be
thrown about in the sun or frost, as
often happens. So I sent her by express, paid, and feel that you will do

your whole share

you find her a

if

and report to us
Dowagiac, Mich.

place, test

lier,

wood gave no honey, nor the fust crop produce this result than thick, old
of white clover. Sumac is a good honey.
Might we be warranted in
honey plant here, and yielded bounti- thinking that this thin, unevaporated
fully.
Tlie fall flowers are now com- honey is akin to grass in the case of
ing on grandly. Goldenrod. wild as- Ijovine animals, and the tliick, old
ters, artichokes, thistles, wild prim- honey, similar to hay?
If so, it would
rose, Spanislineedles, and various not be surprising if the summer exother honey plants are abundant here cretions of bees were, like those of
every fall, and yield nectar till frost cattle, much looser than those voided
comes.
in winter. The habits of bees in this
Forest City, Iowa, Aug. 7, 1882.
regard during the summer season are
For the American Bee Journal.

Mr. Abbott ou Bee Excretions.
W3I. F.

CLARKE.

all.

Personally, and on behalf of the beekeeping fraternity on this side of "the
receipt of the great fish-pond," I thank our distinqueen last week, and hope next season guished fellow apiarist, Mr. Abbott,
to be able to report how we find her for his interesting article on the exprogeny, without partiality or preju- creta of bees, in the American Bee
Journal of July 26th. Its only
dice. We have often said the best faults
are excess of brevity, and of
bees will be found to possess the best modesty. Mr. A., not having brought
colors,
whether yellow, brown or all his arguments to bear at once, we
do not yet know how strong a case he
black.— Ed.]
may be able to make out. Ilis great
modesty, while an excellent example

[We acknowledged

For the American Bee Journal.

A Crumb

for the Curioui^.

EUGENE

SECOR.

Bee books tell us that in about 8
days after the first swarm issues, we
may expect to hear the "piping "of
the queen, if the colony contemiilates
sending out an after-swarm. As an
exception to tliis rule, and as something outside of my previous experience and knowledge, I liereby record
the fact of the piping of young queens
before

any swarm issued.

It hapJuly 2tith one of
my colonies sent off a swarm wliich
was returned to the parent iiive and
an additional story added, hoping to
cure tlie swarming fever. I supposed
I had accomplished it, as they went to

pened

in this

way

:

work vigorously.
Aug. 4th, as I happened
the

to be near

liive, I distinctly lieard tlie

piping

of two or three queens. Tliat was
contrary to my bee knowledge, except
on the theory that the old queen had
died. Next morning I ttiorouglily
searched the brood cliamber, and
found tlie old queen present, eggs
and brood in all stages, as in any pros-

perous colony. This circumstance
tended to conlirm the theory that the
swarming impulse is controlled entirely by the workers
that they were
determined to drive out the old queen
and a swarm, and had been guarding
the queen cells for that purpose. It
was a strong colony. I extracted the
honey from the second story, took off
part of the boxes from one set over
the upper story, wliich were filled,
took several combs of brood out of
the lower story, and liope they are
now "controlled" for the season.
Tlie season here lias been only
" fair." The first part of tlie summer
gave no surplus, but as bees are now
" booming," and as August is one of
our best 'honey montlis, we yet hope
to get a reasonable surplus. Bass;

not wholly matters of curiosity, as
they throw light on the great question
of wintering.
Would Mr. Abbott
kindly tell us if his experiments have
him
led
to believe that in a healthy
state, bees always void dry feces?
The lirief journey experiment would

seem

to indicate this.

Yet

I

would

not be surprised if it were otherwise,
and if, during ttie active season, when
honey, fresh from the flowers, is their
constant food, their "bowels" were
more "open," if one may use a human
phrase, and they were in a state akin
to that of mankind during the season
in which vegetables and fruits are
freely used.

Mr. Abbott says

:

"My stand-point

Bees can only void their excreta
naturally when on the wing." I do
to all of us, is hardly necessary in not quote this statement to combat it,
view of his eminence as an apiarist. though I should prefer to put it someHe is too "sound ou his pins" to be in what differently. I would say, this is
any great danger of being "tripiied." their ordinary way of voiding their
The main object of thiscommunica- excreta. Mr. Abbott says, they void
tion is to draw out a fuller statemeut dry feces during a short railway jourtrom Mr. Abbott on a subject which ney such as he lias described, and I
he seems to have studied very thor- presume from the statement of his
oughly. Its secondary object is to ex- stand-point, that he considers they do
plain on a point or two in regard to this when on the wing to that extent
which my article, on which he has been which the box permits, or else, he
kind enough to comment, is not, per- must mean that confinement forces
haps, quite so explicit and clear as it them to an unnatural voiding of exmight be.
creta. Colonies of bees that winter
As I understand Mr. Abbott, he well, strew the bottom boards of their
considers that bees imprisoned for a hives with the drv, brown, powdery
short time under the circumstances he atoms which I and others, including I
describes, will void dry excreta. The presume Mr. Abbott hiaiself, regard
circumstances are those of contine- as excreta. At this time, they undermeut in a clean, new box, of small go protracted imprisonment, and are
dimensions, and, if I am not wrong, confined to their combs. So far their
destitute of comb. A longer conline- conditions are like those of the longer
ment, say 24 hours, in a hive supplied railway journey. But it is winter,
as usual with comb, a railway journey and the bees are in quietude. There
being taken by the bees during are different conditions; yet they void
the time specitied will result in the de- tlieir excreta. They cannot get on the
velopmentof "dysenteric symptoms." wing, and Mr. Abbott's stand-point is
During the briefer journey, I take that only when on the wing can they
it, the normal state of things is not
perform this function naturally. I
sufficiently disturbed to cause "dysen- suppose he would say that winter conteric symptoms." Moreover, if I am finement for so long a time as compels
right in supposing the bees to be with- this voiding of excreta is an unnatuout combs, they would fast during this ral state of things. But to take this
briefer journey. Instead of clinging ground is virtually to assume tliat
to the combs, they would form chains bees are intended to be natives only
and clusters, which would probably of such climes asadmitof their taking
result in greater quiescence.
wing "all the year round." Is this
During the longer journey, they correct? Have we not reason to tliink
would undergo more excitement that if we only understood the conthrough
protracted
confinement; ditions required to winter them well
would perhaps over-load their stom- in cold climates, they would be just as
achs with honey, with which we know much at home in the higher as in the
they are apt to fill themselves during lower latitudes, within, of course, a
a disturbance of their natural quiet; certain limit? If so, then, while voidand would, probal)ly, run hither and in" excreta during flight is their usual
thither over the combs, worrying and luuiit, nature m;iy liave provided for
wearying themselves. All this would their residence in cold climes, a way
naturally tend to cause "dysenteric of relieving themselves wliich is not
symptoms." And these would the dependent on "tlie muscles that give
sooner apjiear because they had fed, the power of flying." I will not say
more or less, on tliin honey, whose that this is my "stand-point," but with
watery nature would be likelier to my present liglits, it is the view I am
is

:
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inclined to take. Will Mr. Abbott
kindly give us his views on thispointV
Sonie bee-keepers take tlie ground
that bees during winter retain tlieir
feces; that owing to tlieir eating little,
and that of liigldy concentrated food,
their excreta during tlie winter season
are comparatively inconsiderable ; but
tliat tliey accumidate, so as to be a
source of discomfort, and render a
^'purifying lliglit" in mid-winter desirable. 1 do not agree with his tlieory,
and while I would avoid dogmatism
on a subject concerning whicli we are
80 much in the dark, wiui'.d put forth
this hypothesis That nature lias provided a secondary and supplemental
mode of discharging excreta when
(light is impossible, and that this is in
the fortii of dry feces, which do not
befoul a hive that is free froin superabundant moisture. It is wortliy of
-mention liere, tliat some of our best
bee-keepers, c. g., Mr. GaUup and Mr.
L. C. Root, have testilied that bees
which have gone tlirough a long, hard
winter satisfactorily, do not befoul the
snow that may be lying on the ground,
•when they are liberated for their Hrst
flight in early spring. If this be so,
then the discharge of dry feces during
close continement. must satisfy the
calls of nature suthciently, and it may
be that a flight in mid-winter or early
spring is not absolutely necessary for
purifying purposes. Still, it is doubtless a relief and pleasure to stretcli
their wings, and get some out-door ex:

once more.
This then, brings me to my statement, "I do not believe with Mr. Abercise

bott, that 'protracted continement'
produces 'dysenteric symptoms,' if the
been are in such u state that theq can void
dry excreta.'" I have italicised the latter part of this statement, because I
wish to call special attention to what
it involves.
It is of .sa much importance, that I ought to liave been more
full and explicit in regard to it. I
think it is not so much out of harmony
with Mr. Abbott's views after all. if I
had made it clearer, and he had taken

in its entire signilicance.

During

tlie

briefer journey he describes, the bees
are in a state in which they can void
dry excreta. They are not confined
long, they do not gorge themselves
with food, and they are not subjected
to very severe excitement. But, during tlie longer journey, they are in a
very different state.
They have a
more protracted confinement, they
have access to combs full of honey and
.pollen, of which they are tempted to
take too large quantities, and they
are greatly shaken up and excited.
The desirable state for bees to be in
during winter is one of comparative
quiescence. They become semi-torpid,
eat very little, are almost motionless,
and perhaps drowse, or sleep. Like
certain animals, they hibernate."
It they can be kept in this condition,
I think they can and do void dry excreta. This IS what I meant by saying, "when we have described the
condition under which bees discharge
dry feces only, we shall have solved
the problem of successful wintering."
I am glad to have Mr. Abbott say, "to
tills I in a measure agree.''
He adds,
"in the meantime, I claim to have
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discovered one of those conditions." lore, and learn theoretically the sucIt is doubtless obtuseness in me, but cessful management of the apiary.
though it involves a confession of Very few in this part of Ontario have,
stupidity on my part, I must own tliat until recently, taken any interest in
I don't clearly comprehend what that bee lore; but the prospects for im"one condition" is, except it be the provement are brightening. The Bee
small liberity of tlight which a box JouitNAL circulates here, and will
Will Mr. doubtless do much in educating many
destitute of combs gives.
xVbbott kindly explain more fully what who are now (uily keeping a few colothat "one condition" isV I have read nies of bees. I intend, when the busy
his article over and over again, with- season arrives, to endeavor to extend
out being able to come to a thorough- its circulation, and trust I may be
able to send you a long list of subly satisfactory conclusion about it.
When I expressed dissent from Mr. scribers.
Belleville, Ont., Aug. 7, 18S2.
Abbott's opinion that "protracted
coiiliuement" produces "dysenteric
symptoms," I had in my mind's eye
For the American Bee Journal.
tiie fact that bees often endure a whole
Hiinior Practically Applied.
winter's imprisoimient without any
trace of dysentery showing itself in
MRS. C. J. ALLISON.
the hive. Perhaps, however, the protractedness is only a question of time,
"Who shall decide when doctors
and that, at length, the bees must
come to what Mr. Abbott thinks their disagree':"' is a mooted question; but
only natural way of voiding excreta, it is an admitted fact, that on all quesor, as I would rather term it, the usual tions pertaining to apiculture, especially weedv ones, the Bee Journal
and primary way of doing it.
Mr. Abbott thinks it possible that settles them. We have learned so
"twice 24 days' quiet continement much from the failures as well as sucthrough stress of weather in a hive cesses of others (toe, that is Jeems
'well found,' might, under certain cir- and myself) we will give you some of
cumstances, be talked of as a nice ours.
As we had to feed our 1-5 colonies
time of natural rest for bees." Well,
our best bee-keepers in the more last season from the 20tli of July to tlie
northerly part of North America, are last of August, vve concluded not to
wrestling with the problem how to divide much this year, so we only inwinter tlieir bees during Hve times 30 creased to 24 by swarming, and dividays of "quiet coiiliuement through ding and nuclei, and mostof them had
stress of weather," and, if our worthy been doing sidendidly, storing honey
friend across the water can help us in the second set of boxes (American),
manage matters in such a way as to when the swarming fever came over
talk of this long period as a "nice them, two swarms at a time— three
time of natural rest for the bees," we absconding, this week, to our knowlshall be everlastingly obliged to him. edge. I think we should have divided.
However, we are but novices of only
Listowel, Out., July 29, 1882.
two summers' experience, hardly in
]i5 C yet (don't know as much as
the
For the American Bee Journal.
we did a ^tear ago). Well, we went
over the rest of them, cutting out their
IJee-Keepiiig in Helleville, Ontario.
queen cells and giving two frames of
foundation to keep their queen busy;
BEV. vr. K. ISUliK, M. A.,
but work seems suspended where they
Editor of Ontario Hornet.
have issued. I intend next year to
With ^Ir. Heddon I may say that it have them all divided and in working
bv the middle of June.
is my part, too, " to feast on ideas in order
We have an abundance of fall bloom,
print." I have certainly been very
smartweed,
much delighted with the many useful such as asters, goldeiirod,
are blue with a weed
ideas contained in the justly valuable and old litlds
brighter day is called square-plant, also blue vervain,
Bee .jouknal.
For 30 years I
others.
truly dawning for the apiculturist. and a host of
the black flag raised against
Kew Helds of investigation are con- have had
now huntin" for them
tinually opening. Men of eminent weeds, and I am
greenbacks. Even the
ability and capaliility are engaged in as so many
weed don't look quite
the work, not only in the discussion, nasty Jamestown
at work
but in the actual experiments which as hideous, since I saw bees
on it. I lind my early education has
lead to the summit of success.
not
take
why
been sadly neglected—
Dreamers nev»M- roach the summit,
It is
up the study of Botany now
Diters win tlu* [irlze at last;
Oreiiniers siniu'ltmea seek to jraln it.
said, Humboldt took up new studies
But their cluiui^es soonjire past.
after he was 80 years olil.
What a la/.y race we Americans are.
Men, to succeed well in the apiary,
must be men of energy and persever- The fact is, the great bread-and-butter
ance; they must examine their work question absorbs soul and body of
in all its bearing; view it from differ- most of us, and my ambition the last
ent standpoints, and learn how to ob- 2 years has been to have a leetle honey
on that bread. So last spring, to make
tain the best results.
I agree witli Dr. Baker, that drones a success, we sent for seeds of catnip,
are of use, but the term as applied to mignonette, cleome. motherwort, spipeople (meaning idlers), this is what der plant, ligwort, dandelion, sweet,
we should labor to avoid. There are, white and Aliske clovers. Well, I
doubtless, a great many that keep tried to weeil those beds out between
bees that are too indolent to think, sliowers. and at last concluded I didn't
much less to study the works on bee care so veri/ much tor honey pre-

A

A

':'

;

—

;
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sorghum. So when the weeds
were as liigh as my head, Jeems had
the pleasure of cutLiuR them down
with a scythe but we think tlie clovers pay. We have halt an acre of
sweet clover, sowed a year ago last
spring. In the fall and last spring it
f erred

;

was

just the thing for calves.

As we

have four hundred acres of land, most
of it under cultivation, we liave to
look out for other live stock besides
bees. Bees are oidy a side show for
pastime, and to raise a little money to
pay taxes on the land.
Do you pay a premium to tlie one
who sends most weedsV I send you a
few. The one labeled No. 1 we got of
an old country doctor wlio keejjs bees,
(don't believe in bee papers or books).
He called it burrvine, also, squareplant and bees work on it from June
1st.
It is a fever idant, prized highly
for ils mediciuul iiroperties. No. '2
covers tlie lields, and is called squareplant, also vervain No. .3 is squareplant No. 4 is wild beet, my silver
nectarine. We have not learned yet
the figwort or Simpson lioney plant.
;

;

No

one knows anything bv tliose
names; we want that, and spideriilant,
and motliervv(ut, and I tliiuk with the
clovers we will be fi.xed. I have read
a good many cook books, but I think
the "Manual" will be the book for me.
I nearly forgot to tell you about a

We

experiment.
had two nuclei
whicli were made u]) with queen cells
6 or 7 weeks, when about discouraged
looking the combs over for her ladyship and eggs, I at last discovered
eggs. I tliouglit they were all right,
but alas they were pouched out into
drone cells. One morning while looking one of them over, I found in anew
comb half a dozen eggs in a. cell
while studying what to do with the
nuisance, a swarm came out, .so we
just poured them down in tVontof the
hive, and in a couple of hours they
were at work in the boxes. In the
afternoon another swarm came out, so
we put them in the other liive, but
they quarreled some, and next morning absconded.
I had inserted a
queen cell in the last one a day before.
Would that make the differenceV This
occurred a week ago. I examined the
hive yesterday and found the queen
little

!

queen, as the mated queen and fertile on the eyes and the best one is to diworkers would not all be tolerated in lute essences of peppermint in rainwater, and apply witli a linen cloth.
the same colony. The fertile-worker
I find the useof glasses beneficial, and
theory also accounts for the chrysalis now always wear them while handlingdying in the queen cell which you af- the bees,and using the London smoked
We have taken 112 two-pound boxes
terward slashed off.
The bees, in
of white honey.
This seems like
view of the presence of fertile work"small potatoesaiid few in a hill" to
ers neglected the cell, tlie embryo one who has taken 103 such from
queen chilled and died, and the bees one hive. As we have had fine rains
were satisfied and did not destroy the during the past ten days, the prospects
are good for the fall crop, provided we
cell.
We tried a similar experiment do
not get early frosts.
this season with a medium Syrian
Byron, N. Y ., Aug. 14, 1882.
colony in which many fertile workers
were developed, except that we caged
From Knowledge.
the swarm-queen on one of the combs
The Habits of Honey Ants.
in tlie Syrian colony, then enlarged
GRANT ALLEN.
the entrance to its fullest extent,
emptied the bees of the swarm in
The Garden of the Gods in Colorado,
front, and encouraged them to enter is a bit of show-scenery of the true
the hive as rapidly as possible. At American type— a green aiuphitheathe end of 24 hours we liberated the ter, studded with vast ledges and cliils
of red sandstone, weathered here and
queen, and with the exception of perthere into chimneys or pillars, in
haps a score of bees killed (which we which a distorted fancy traces some
supposed to be all fertile workers) vague resemblance to the sculptured
there was no further disagreement, forms of the Hellenic gods. Hither,
a few years since. Dr. McCook, of
and the colony is yet very prosperous. Philadelphia, went on his way to New
We think, had we not caged the queen Mexico, where he wished to study the
when putting in the swarm, she would habits and manners of a famous, but

have been killed or the swarm would little-known insect, the honey aut.
To his surprise, he accidentally stumhave deserted the hive. We are not bled here upon the very creatures he
giving premiums for the best collec- had set out to find. There are two
one kind,
kinds of entomologists
tions of honey plants. Ed.]
now, let us hope, rapidly verging to
extinction, sticks a pin through his
specimens, mounts tlieiu in a cabinet,,
For the American Bee Journal.
gives them systematic names, and
Apis Melliflc€a Poisoning.
then considers that he has performed
the whole duty of a man and a naturJ. E. MOORE.
the other kind, now, let us
alist
iiope, growing more usual every day,
Being in the "same box" as Mr. goes afield to watch tlie very life of
Ileddon, I felt quite interested in his tlie creatures themselves at home, and
article in the Bee Jouknal, "Apis tries to learn their habits and customs
Mellifiea Its Poison." My symptoms, in their own native haunts. l)r. Mcviz: itching of the ears, etc., are pre- Cook belongs to the second class. He
cisely as he describes them, only it forthwith pitched his tent (literally)
settles ill my eyes.
in the Garden of the Gods, and proLast season in the month of August, ceeded to study the honey ants on the
I had some 40 to .50 queen cells to spot.
transfer, which must be done in
Like many other ants, these little
:

;

—

.3

forbearance days, in addition to the other work of
the apiary. My eyes had been troubit off and found dead larvai.
I gave ling me some previous to this, and the
them a couple of queen cells from a lids were much intlamed when I had
colony just swarmed. You see our part of the cells transferred, but "busiapiary is run on the happy-go-lucky iies.s must be attended to," and I persystem, every one doing that which is sisted in finishing the job. The result
good in her or his eyes. In my next I was that I was "off duty" for a week
will tell you how that swarm panned with my eyes bandaged part of the
out:
time. Three years ago I discarded
Noble, 111.
the use of gloves altogether, and found
[The plant you sent numbered 1, is the more I was stung the less 1 felt it
at the time, but during the season of
motherwort, and is of considerable 1880 I began to feel those symptoms
well
as several days after being stung and
value as a medicinal herb, as
now, if I get stung I am sure to have
for honey.
Putting the queen cell in the nucleus them commencing .3 or 4 days after being stung. I thinfe it poisons the blood,
would make no difference in regard to going into the circulation and locating
the swarm remaining. The trouble, in the weaker organs of the body.
we think, was internal, i. e., the bees The ball of the eyes are not affected,
but the upper lid's, wliich at times are
in tlie nucleus had developed several
much inflamed and swollen so as to
fertile workers, and the bees swarmed almost close the eyes.
out again to save the life of their
I have tried a good many remedies
cell

still

there.

ceased to be

human

Well,

iuiture,soI slashed

;

honey-eaters are divided into different castes or classes for besides the
;

primary division into queens or fertile
females, winged ants or males, and
workers or neuters, the last-named
class is further sub-divided into three
castes of majors, minors, and minims
or dwarfs. But the special peculiarity
which gives so much interest to this
species is the fact that it possesses,
apparently at least, a fourth caste,
that of tlie honey-bearers, whose ab-

domen

distended

is

till

it is

almost

spherical by a vast quantity of nectar
stored within it. Dr. McCook opened
several of the nests, and found these

honey-bearers

from the

suspended like flies
which they clung
and appendages. All

ceiling, to

by their legs

dome of the ant-hill,
creatures were clustered in
numbers, their yellow bodies pressed
tight to the roof, while their big round
over the vaulted
these

little

stomachs hung down behind from the
slender waist, perfect globes of trans-

!
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tissue, showing the amber are habitually laid by, sometimes in fact, utilize the only good vessel or
distinctlv through the dis- the form of honey in combs and bee- utensil they have at their disposal,
some- the flexible and extensible abdomen
teiKled skin. They looked like large bread, as with tile hive-bee
white currants, or sweet- water grapes; times in the fiuiii of seeds and grains, of their own comrades.
The greatest difliculty is to underand as they were actually tilled with as with the harvesting ants. During
grape-sugar, tlie resemblance was the winter months or the rainy sea- stand liow the workers first acquired
son, when f»od fails outdoors, there the habit of feeding these lazy memreally quite as true inside as out.
Where did tlie honey come from? must be some reservoir at home to bers to such repletion but as all ants
That was the next question. Every- neet the demand of the starving com- "take toll" of one another, this is
body knows that ants are very fond of munity. I'nder such circumstances, much less of a crux than it looks at
very greedy aut, which
sugar, and thev often steal the nectar any trick of manner which tended to first sight.
in flowers whleli the plant has put produce a habit of storing food would not only ate much itself while out
there to entice the fertilizing bee. So be higlily useful to the nest as a foraging, but also took toll of all
much damage ilo they do in this way, whole and, taking nests as units in others in the nest, after it was too full
tluit nniiiv iilants have clothed their the struggle for existence, which they to move about readily, would be in a
stalks with hairs, or sticky glands, on really are, those nests which possessed fair way to become a rotund. And as
purpose, ill order to prevent the ants any such trick would survive in sea- it would thus be iiertorming a useful
from creeping up the stem and rifling sons wlien others might perish. ,So function for the rest, at the same time
the nectary. In other cases, however, the tendency, once set up, would grow that it was gratifying its own epililants acliially lay by honey to allure and be strengthened from generation curean tastes, the "habit would soon
the ants, when they have anything to to generation, those ants which stored become fixed and specialized, till at
gain from their visits, as in the case most fond being most likely to tide last we should get just such a regular
of those Central American acacias, over bad times, and to hand in their and settled form of honey-storing as
mentioned by Mr. Belt, which liave a own peculiarities to the other swarms we see in this Colorado species. Innectar-gland on the leaf-stalk to at- or nests wliich took origin from them. deed, another totally distindt type of
set of primitive ants, living upon ant in Australia has arrived at extract certain bellicose ants, which so
protect tliem from the ravages of the honey of the oak-galls, have no actly the same device quite sepacongeners.
leaf-cutting
Of tendency to produce wax, like bees, rately, as so often happens in nature
their
Whatcourse, everybody has heard, too, how because their luibits with regard to under similar circumstances.
our own sjiecies sucks honeydew from their larva- do not lead them to make ever benefits one creature under any
the little aphides, or plant-lice, which such cells at all. The eggs and grubs given conditions will also benefit
have often been described as ant- siuiply lie about loose among the others whose conditions are identical
cows, lint it is not in either of these chambers of the ant-hill, instead of and thus we often get adaptive resemways that the lioney-ants get their being con lined in regular hexagonal blances between plants and animals
sugar. Dr. McCook had a little trouble cradles. Hence, the bees' mode of very widely removed from one another
in settling this matter at lirst. for the honey-storing is jiractically impossi- in genealogical order.
lioney ants are a nocturnal suecies. ble for them; they have not the
and he had to foilnw tliem through groundwork habit from which it might
American Bee JoumaL.

lucent

honev

;

;

A

;

A

:,

For the

be developed. Hut the ants have a
A Few Honey Plants.
crop, or first stomach, in which they
store their undigested food, before
L. ir. PAMMEL.
passing it into the gizzard, exactly as
AV'lien ants come back from
in fowls.
This is the time of the year when
on
flowers, on
feeding, whether
aphides, or on galls, their crops are good honey jilants are more needed
very much distended; and they can than any other, tV)r it is in the month
bring back tlif^ food to their mouths of August when the bee-keeper expects
from these distended crops, to supply to reap the reward of his diligent lathe grubs and their other helpless de- bors, but should misfortune, or rather
pendents in the nest. If, therefore, negligence be his lot, then he awaits
some of the ants were largely to over- in anticipation of the coming year;
eat themselves, they would be able to but should that prove a failure, he befeed an exceptionally large number of comes discouraged and abandons beekeeping. .Small honey crops are not
dependents.
Dr. McCook observed tliat some always the result of a poor honey year,
very greedy workers, returning to the but are more often due to a want of
passively useful to the community, nest, fastened themselves upon the bee forage. I will describe a few honey
for in this curiously-ordered common- roof in the same position as the hon- jilants which bloom during the month
wealth, they also serve who only stand ey-bearers, and, in fact, seemed grad- of August, that the bee-keeper should
an<l wait.
ually to grow into rotunds. The plant. I will first mention wild berHow could such a strange result as other ants would soon learn that such gamot (Monardd. fisttdosd]. which comthis have been brought aboutV Dr. lazy, overgrown creatures were the mences blooming about .July 2.5th, and
McCook, tliough not himself an best to go to for food; and, in time, continues 4 weeks. This season it is.
avowed evolutionist, has supplied us tliese gorgers might easily become 2 weeks late. It is an excellent honey
with facts which seem to suggest the specialized into a honey-bearing set of plant, and is ailapted to the bee-keep"]iroper answer to this ditlicult ques- insects. The workers' would bring er who has only poor, sandy soil,
tion.
He has shown that the rotunds them honey, which they would store where it thrives best. The honey
(as he calls them) are not, in all proba- up and disgorge as needed for the gathered from this plant is very light
If the and has a strong flavor, though not
bility, a separate caste, but are merely benefit of the rest as a whole.
certain specialized individuals taken honey jiassed into their gizzards and enough to injure its ready sale.
at haphazard from the worker-major was digested, they would be a positive Another excellent quality of tliis plant
class.
He saw himself in the nests dead loss to the community, and so is tliat bees can gather nectar from it
many worker-majors, which seemed the tendency would soon be elimi- at all times of the day.
Another good honey plant I will deat that moment actually in course of nated by natural selection, because
transformation into honey-bearers. the nests possessing such workers scribe as the hoary vervain {verbena
Now, it is easy enough to understand could not hold their own in bad times stricta). This plant grows abundantly
why these social insects should wish against neighboring communities. on tlie barren jilains in the west, and
to store up food against emergencies. But as only a very small quantity is blooms during the months of .July and
At all times, the queen, the young ever digested— just as much as is nec- August. It has a dense spike of blue
female ants, the males, and the grubs essary to keep up the sedentary life of flowers, and attains the height of 2 to
or larva; are entirely dejiendent upon such immovable fixtures— the effect is t feet. Of the other plants belonging
others for support. Hence,
alike about the same as if the honey were to the same order, which are good
among bees and ants, stores of food stored in cells of wax. The ants, in honey plants, I will mention the blue
tlie

thick scrub, lantern in hand;

slill,

he satisfactorily settled at last that
they obtain tlie" nectar from the galls
on an oak, where it must simply be
exuded as an accidental iiroduct of
injury. The workers take it home
with them, and give it to tlie lioneybearers, who swallow but do not digest
it.
They keep it in their crops ready
for use, exactly as bees keep it in cells
of the honey-comb. When t'le workers are hur'igry they caress a honeybearer with their anteniue, whereupon she ju'csses back a little of the
nectar up her throat, and tbe workers
sip it from her mouth. The lioneybearers, in short, have been converted
into living honey- jars. They are thus

—

—

—
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Sowing Catnip Seed.— I would like
and white combs in the supers melted down,
which makes a bad muss. I ran out to know the proper time for sowing
of covers and covered a board with catnip seeds V I had a very large
zinc, letting it down over the edge. swarm of bees yesterday, and am exThey are water and storm proof. 2. pecting another every day. I say let
How will it do for heatV When the them come I will give them honey
zinc gets hot I cover with a loose from other hives to winter on. There
board, which I imagine is cooler than seems to be a good flow of honey yet
a flat cover. 3. What is the best the white clover and catnip are holding out splendidly.
cover for shade and coolness?

"Vervain, {verbena hostata)

vervain, both growing on rioher soil
and attaining tlie lieislit of 4 feet.
Ttiey also bloom during the months of
July and August. As a third-class of
honey plants I will mention butterfly
weed or pleurisy root [Asdepias
It belongs to the order,
iuOewsa).
Asdepiudacect;, milkweed family. Like
nearly all the other plants of this

has some milky juice, but
hardly noticeable. The flowers are a
and may be distinorange,
bright
guished by their stamens and a hoodappendage rising
like, or ear-like
back of the anthers. As a honey
plant I would give the preference to
Asclepias tuberosa.
As a further example of the productiveness of honey plants belonging
to this order, I need only mention the
common milkweed (Asckpias cornuti),

;

is

so well

Ijii

known

most bee-

to

needs no description.
Crosse, Wis.

keepers that

it

Indian C'lirriint or Coral Berry.
1 enclose you a specimen of a slirub

my

are working on right
never knew bees to work on
this
season
they are
till
it
out and at work on this plant by dayliglit, but it seems about noon that the

that

lively.

bee's

I

before

bees desert
ical

;

it.

name, and

Please give the botanif the same is con-

Bidered a iionev plant.
W. T. Claky, p.
Claryville,
[It is

M.

Ky.

Syinplwricarpus vulgaris

— In-

dian currant or coral berry, and has
been several times noticed in the Bee
Journal as a lioney plant. Ed.]
Hive Covers.— From the Bee Journal, " Cook"s Manual " and " A B C
of Bee Culture '" I have learned all
the theory I have knowledge of, but
theory and practice must go together,
like faith and works — not much good
alone. I think I have done splendidly
for a beginning, notwilhstanding tlie
cold, backward, wet spring. I had 3
Italian colonies in simplicity hives
last winter, and -i colonies of blacks

box hives. Wintered in cellar
without loss. I now have 24 colonies,
all heavy enough for winter, 20 of
them with Italian queens. I have
taken only a little over 100 lbs. of
honey, antl have about 100 lbs. more
in the supers. I was too anxious for
increase, consequently have but little
honey. I know now what it means
in

when

old

bee-keepers

" Keep
means 8 or

say,

William Wells.

John Yodek.

-order, it

which

;

Springfield, Ont.,

Aug.

14, 1882.

Murrayville,

111.,

Aug.

12, 1882.

We

prefer sowing catnip seed in
quite early spring, but most any time
it requires but little attenwill do

[If your orchard is composed of
standard trees, so the morning and
evening sun can shine fairly on the
hives, and the air have a free circula- tion.— Ed.]
tion around them, it will be as good a
Tri-State Fair. I wish to say to the
bee-keeping fraternity who intend to
place as you can put them.
make an exhibit in the apiarian de2. With a comb or gable roof, painted
partment, or enter the Traftic Departwhite, it will do, even in the sun, bet- ment at the Tri-State Fair in September, that it is very desirable all should
ter than a continual shade.
make their entries, and apply for
3. Is answei'ed in 1 and 2 above.
space at the very earliest time possible.
Ed.]
All the space in the buildings now on
the grounds is spoken for, and the
Shiiok's Problem.— The article by Fair Association will erect additional
nuclei,"'
on
"dysenteried
Mr. Shuck
buildings for the bee-keepers' exhibits,
induced me to add my plank to the and they would like to know about
bridge which may yet carry us over how large to' build. Any information
the "Slough of Despond," dysentery, will be gladly furnished tree on adsafely. In July, 1881, after basswood dressing me. ]\Iy bees are still gatherbloom, I made some nuclei early one ing a surplus of honey, mostly from
morning. The evening before being sweet clover and catnip.
I comrainy prevented me from making them menced the season with IH fair and 93
according to my usual custom at even- rather weak colonies, mostly hybrids.
ing. They were made in tlie usual Now have 09 and nearly a ton of exway, by taking brood, shaking in bees, tracted honey. I have just hived a
etc., tlie entrance to nuclei hives be- nice large swarm.
A. B. Mason.
ing left open. Two hours after, when
Works, O., xVug. 15, 1882.
Wagon
the sun shone, there was as clear a
case of dysentery as you ever saw in
Late Swarming.— I have 25 colonies
April. Everything near was bespatter- now; had 12 in the spring; had one
called
long
conhours
be
Could
2
ed.
swarm yesterday. The season has not
flnementV Was it pollen y There was been very favorable here this year for
none unless introduced with the brood. bees. My bees are storing honey now
Is July weather cold enough to have
in sections, but not very fast. I do
that cause it? Was it moisture':' The
not expect much surplus honey hives
hive was dry and tilled mostly with are all well filled with both honey and
dry combs. Could they have been bees.
\Vm. Jenney.
starved into dvsentery in 2 hoursV
Shiloh, Mich., Aug. 15, 1882.
But, then, there"is bacteria, that ghost
that no one can describe and so hard
Linden a Failure.— My bees are doto locate or strike a blow at. It may
nicely on white clover. Linden
ing
be it was "him."' If it was because
bloom is a failure this year, having
with
themselves
they had gorged
been killed by the early frosts. Beehoney, why do they not always show
keeping has been "np-hill"' work in
the same symptoms when forced to
this vicinity for the past 3 years, and
themselves unnaturally, as in
All
apiarists are nearly discouraged.
1

;

—

;

making

nuclei, extracting, etc.
C. A. Hatch.

Ithaca, Wis.

Qneen Cages.— Up to date of this I
have had only three queens reported
dead this season, and one of these was
the result of an accident. I use a
small wooden cage with sponge saturated with honey. I like a small cage
best, as the queen is less likely to be
injured by being thrown against the
sides of the cage. Who can show a
better record with any other cage':' I
am experimenting with a cage having
a soft rubber lining, to prevent injury
to the queen by being thrown around

Chas. Follett.
Osage, Iowa, Aug.

7,

1882.

Crops were Never Belter.— The
heavy rains for the last two weeks
have greatly checked the honey flow.
To date I have 17,000 lbs. of extracted
and 400 lbs. of section honey. Crops
were never better.
O. M. Blanton.
Greenville, Miss., Aug. 10, 1882.

Progressive Transferring.— Mr.IIeddon has made it as clear as a whistle.
I will candidly admit that his head
this
in the mail-bags. I am highly pleased has been clearer than mine upon
my
My
have flat covers, but they are not the with them so far. and I think I can transferring question. Of course, the
same,"
thing. I have no shade, unless I put manufacture them as cheaply as most old queen is laying "all the
whether she is in the old hive or the
them under the apple trees, and am other cages can be made.
W. Z. Hutchinson.
new.
E. A. TiiojiAS.
afraid that will hardly do. 1. Will itV
Kogersville, Mich., Aug. 11, 1882.
Colerain, Mass., Aug. 14, 1882.
Aug. 6th was so hot that two heavy

your colonies strong."

It

full of bees both up and
down stairs (in supers); it is from
hives
such that I get
s\irplns.

10

combs
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In Regard to Swarming.— I often be true, why should the markings
the question asked me: 1. the workers so frequently differ that
" What bees go out with the swarm, is, if a black (|ucen should mate with
and what stay in the tiiveV" i. e., a pure Italian drone, why should they
where is the dividing line wlien l)ees not all show the same number of yelawarmy I have often asked tliat ques- low stripes. ]\I. S. Wateks, M. D.
Bethel, Tenn., Aug. 12, 1882.
tion, but cannot obtain a satisfactory

have

i

answer.

2.

IsitknownV

S.

Who de-

cides the question which bees sliall
go, and whicli stav— is it the ciueen or
wish your
4.
1
IS it the workers?
opinion of A. E. Manuni's lave, as
advertised in liis circular? lie has
some 40(J of them in use in three apiaries .5 miles apart. Very poor season
neither bees nor honey.
;

A. V. Fi.ETCnEB.
Ludlow, Vt., Aug. 8, 1S82.
[1. The old bees go with the swarm,
all those that are able to assist in
building up a new colony of course,
there will be more or less lield-workers out when the swarm departs, and
these remain with the parent colony,
i. p.,

:

2.

Yes

;

you can decide the matter

[By the Dzierzon theory, the crossof the queen with a drone of

ing

another species or strain will affect
the worker or female sex only in the
progeny, the drone progeny being just
as pure as was the motlier hence,
queens reared from a pure queen
which has met a black or other drone
besides her own strain, will throw
mixed drones as well as mixed workThus we will see from a queen
ers.
whose every appearance, as also whose
drone progeny would indicate pure
Italian blood, workers of every hue
and shade. In other words, that by
the laws of parthenogenesis, every
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superiority as far as I know), were 1
to sneak from bias, I would say that
" it was with much dilliculty that the
press made thisexcellent foundation,"
thus giving a second reason for deserving patronage. I prefer to be
honest, trusting my success to that
course. Many presses are now in use.
Has not some person one that some
roller mill issuperior to, either or both
in its manipulation and jiroduct?
We have heard coasiderable from the
James IIeddon.
other side.

Dowagiac, Mich.

;

Mountain Mint.— Please give name
of plant enclosed and its value as a
bee plant. It grows two feet high,
and is a wild plant. The bees seem
Will it pay
to work on it all day long.
to cultivate for the bees? They are
not doing so well. They cluster on the
outside of the hive, and we do not

the cause. Thought perhaps it
was the color the hives are painted.
They are a dark brown. Please state
whether dark or light hives are the
Joseph Lee.
best for them.
Fallston, Md., Aug. 13,1882.

know

to your own satisfaction by examin- queen is fertile, as well as under cering a parent colony immediately after tain conditions the workers also, to
[The plant is basil or mountain mint
a swarm has issued. You will lind produce male progeny; but that the
[Pycnuntlieinumlanceolatwn). It
mint
comparatively few left in the hive, connection of the queen with a drone
would be a good plan to scatter waste
able to tiy, e.xcept those actually em- is necessary to bring forth worker or
and sandy places with the seeds, but
ployed when the emeute takes place. female progeny.— Ed.]
they would not repay especial cultiva3. Xature decides the question by
tion. It is very common in the Central
spreading the swarming contagion,
Rejoinder to .Mr. Vaiiilervort.— In
and Western States.
and it is no unusual occurrence to see reply to Mr. A'andervort's challenge
at the National Convenhim
to
meet
Your bees are clustered on the hives
hundreds of young bees lying around
tion, he with his roller mill and I with
honey-bound in the broodthe alighting- board, on the ground, the Given press, to test the speed because
The color of the hives has
chamber.
their with which these machines can be
which had over-estimated
to do with it, except, perhaps,
strength and could not fly away. made to make then- best work, I nothing
must certainly decline to accept. to make them lounge on the outer in
These mostly tind their way back into First.
It may be that I cannot attend.
stead of the inner side of the hives
the hive.
Second. It is much trouble and excaused
by the greater attraction of
lb.
apparatus
so
dimena
270
pense to take
4. A. E. Manum gives the
o
is the better color
White
heat.
cent
of
cash
not
one
liaving
sions of the frames in his lU-'stol hive, far, and
interest in the press, and not deeming paint them.— Ed.]
9I2
inside
deej),
long
by
as 22 inches
it wise or necessary to pay for being
measure, and 12 in number. Tliis believed, I will leave the field to Mr.
Basswood Come and Gone.— Bassreally makes it a modi tied Langstroth Vandervort, with tliese closing re- wood has come and gone, and the regentleman,
my
dealings
As
a
marks
frame, and gives about the same upsult is no surplus in general. Honey
have found Mr. Vandervort unexper surface as the standard Lang- celled as a practical, mechanical ex- that is taken out now is dark colored,
We have
of very poor quality.
stroth hive. It is a double-wall or pert, I count him second to none of and
had nice rains lately, which may make
chaff hive, having a 3-inch space be- my acquaintance; as a honey-pro- fall pasturage good, but surplus is out
tween the outer and inner walls, ducer and breeder, I hold him in the of the question here this season.
highest esteem. I have used several
W. H. S. Grout.
which can be tilled with chatf, cut different makes of roller mills, and I
Kennedy, N. Y., Aug. 10, 1882.
straw, shavings, or other packing, for count his the best I have used, but I
out-door wintering. If not too many count the press principle and its
Immense White Clover Crop.— I will
superior to any and all roller
complications, and we jiresume there product
mills known to me. Mr. Vandervort try and give the prospects of a honey
are not, as Mr. Manum is a very prac- might demonstrate a fact, which I do crop in this locality, and that is very
This is my 3d year since I comtical man— it is an excellent hive.— not deny, that ho is a better-skilled poor.
to keep bees. They done very
menced
machinist
than
but
that
I,
operating
Ed.1
would not change the fact that here, well in swarming tliis season I had 6
The Dzierzon Theory.— We com- in my house, as bungling as 1 may be, in the spring, now I have 13, and 2
menced to keep bees two years ago, which lack of mechanical skill was went to the woods. Too cold and wet
and then our stock consisted of IS felt by all the machines alike, I could this season. We had no locust bloom,
was 2
colonies of hybrids, excepting two, turn "oft foundation three times as and very little linden, which
which were full Italians. We have fast with ttie press as with the best weeks late, but the greatest white clonow 04 colonies, and all are of the fa- Vandervort mill; yes, much faster ver crop 1 ever saw commenced about
vored variety— Italians have .sold 12 and neater than 1 have ever heard of the 10th of June, and is noyv, within
disappearing. I
colonies. The 64 now on hand are in any one doing with any roller mill. I the last day or two,
honey yet.
fine condition, and p^ of the queens stated this because it was truth, and have not taken any comb
are young, being reared this summer. because sncli truths were expected I extracted 4 gallons out of my 2 lirst
this
We have had a^ tine flow of honey all from me once in a while. As my only swarms. 1 hope better things have
the while plenty for home consump- pecuniary interest rests in the sale of fall, and next season. My bees
of the
tion, and more than a hundred gal- the foundation made on this press done as well as any in this part
that
lons to spare. If the D/.ierzon theory (and no one has ever challenged its country. I inclose to you a flower
:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—
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growing lieie, that the bees ai-e days before finishing up the " job," as
working on in preference to anytliing by that time many drones would very
else, that is, any other flowers that are likely be hatched, if the first colonv
growing about wliere tliis grows, and be driven out during first bloom, and
there are a good many otlier kinds. tlie bees, such as usually found in
I find

What

is its value as a lioney plant? box hives, unless I did not care as to
seems to grow on sandy, barren the stock I introduced into my apiary,
land the best.
11. C. Whitlow.
and would much prefer to have a few
North Manchester, Ind., Aug. 11.
irregular combs, which may be easily
exchanged for foundation later in tlie
[The specimen of plant sent is a
season.
A. J. Hatfield.
vervain, and an ex'cellent honey
Xew Carlisle, Ind., Aug. S, 1S.S2.

It

plant.

pleased with it.
After extracting
a frame, I reverse it wlien I put it
back in the hive, and in three days the
comb is fastened to the bottom bar as
securely as it is to the top bar, which
is a great advantage in extracting,
shipping bees, etc. Your combs are
not breaking and falling out in manipulating them. I Ijelieve the "coming
hive" must liave a reversible frame.
Delhi,

111.,

H. D. Edwards.
Aug. 10, 18S2.

Ed.]

—

Robbing Parent Colony. Bees winFall Italianizing.- 1 have some old
Shipping: Crates. 1. Is a shipping tered well around here last winter. I black queens tliat I wish to supersede
crate made of 3>^ inch, or
inch ma- wintered 35 colonies on their summer with Italians this fall, after lioney
terial, tliat will' hold 12 two-pound stands, losing 2 queenless colonies. harvest.
1. Wliich would be the best
sectionsV '2. Will the crate be re- We had a cold, wet spring, so much time, just as the (low of honey ceases
turned or notV 3. Should the crate be so that the bees could not do any- or later, when done breeding, or just
weighed and marked before it is thing till the first of June. They before going into winter quarters?
filled?
W. T. IIonENsnELL.
were in better condition on the first of 2. Can I take out tlie old queens and
Munster, 111.
April tiian they were on the first of introduce dollar queens late, and then
[The top, bottom and sides should June. They had to be fed till that pack tliem up for winter?
time; since'then they have done pretty
Henry Tilley.
be }4 inch, and the ends
inch mawell. I got 19 swarms, and 4 by diviCastle Hill, Maine.
terial.
sion. One swarm that came off in
[1. It will be better to introduce the
July commenced to rob the old stand
2. The crates are not returned.
few day,s after ; the two colonies are queens early as possible, so as to liave
3. You can weigh and mark the a
about .50 feet apart; I have tried time to introduce others should any
crate before it is filled, or, if they everything that I
have lieard of to
average about the same, make a note stop them, but all in vain, so I shut disaster happen.
2. Yes ; but we would not put it off
up
the
robbers
for
2 days and put
in the bill, and deduct as tare from
the gross weight ; but always specify them in the cellar. Everytliing was that long, for the above reason. Ed.]
quiet then; on the second day, an
the weight, so tjie retailer will not be hour before sundown, I put them out
Best During Fourteen Years.—
obliged to empty a crate before buy- and tliey went to robbing again, so I
report of the honey season just past,
guess I will have to take them a mile is the best during the 14 years of my
ing, to get its weight.— Ed.]
or two away for a month or two. One bee-keeping. I commenced the seaamong the'best ways to stop robbing, son witli 30 good colonies, and 12 that
No Honey from IJasswood. Very litI find, is to take a pane of glass 10x12,
in the beginning I did not expect any
tle honey"in this part of the State.
or larger, and set it slanting before surplus from, but from the 42 colonies
Cold and rainy in white clover time.
the entrance
tlie robbers will fiy
I liave taken 630 lbs. of comb honey,
Basswood was in bloom 2 weeks, and
do find tlieir and 3,700 lbs. of extracted, the best
weather was warm and dry, but it against it, and if they
way in, the guard will attack them, colony yielding over 300 lbs., and it
failed to yield or secrete honey. I
and if they fly up tliey will fiy against being the best Italian colony in my
have known more honey to be gaththe glass and fall back, only to be at- apiary. I have increased to 84, all in
ered in 5 days ; only 20 11)8. to the coltacked again by the guards. The the best condition for winter. I exony, and an aveiage of half a section
regular bees will soon learn their way pect some late honey yet, as everyof white 175 colonies spring count
out and in. 1. What is the reason of thing is very favorable. I had 7
increased 2o. l^ast year I obtained
the old colony allowing the young swarms run away that I know of.
100 lbs. of wliite honey, and doubled
swarm to rob them, and not allow no
Tiios. B. QUINLAN.
with increase. Prospects for buckothers to rob them. 2. How can I
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Aug. 9, 1882.
ly fail, like
wheat are good, but that
stop them.
Rickenbacher.
A.
the rest.
W. L. Coggsiiall.
Gahanna, Ohio. Aug. 10, 1882.
West Groton, N. Y., Aug. 10, 1SS2.
Bees Robbing:.- There is no honey
[The parent colony allowed the rob- flow now and bees are following me
Is Satisfied.
I am glad to say that bing, probably, because tliey were around as I am working in the yard,
the " cloud with silver lining " came powerless to prevent it, and, perhaps, trying to rob. From all I can learn,
the present season has been the poorthis way long enough to give us a nice
reest for honey, in this State, for the
little shower of honey.
The first of the robbers themselves helped to
G. M. Doolittle.
past 13 years.
the season was very cool and wet, but pel others.
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 10, 1882.
about July 8th the weatlier cleared,
2. The better way we think, in this
and though still cool, we liad a few case, is to exchange places with the
days' yield from white clover ; and
Bees Increased 250 per cent.
on the 14th the bees commenced to hives. Ed.]
bees have increased by natural swarmwork on basswood, ami for 16 days
250 per cent., and are all full now
Crops Enormous.— The season here ing
strong colonies did nicely. On the
in tlie lower story of the hives (I use
for
tlie apiculturist as well as the agri23d one of our colonies was set on the
storing
could be Langstroth hives). They are
scales at S^o o'clock a. m., and at S p. culturist has been all that
boxes, from buckOur crops of every thing honev in the sur|)lus
m.,it liad gained io lbs., and on the desired.
whea't, catnip, goldenrod, and smart24th, from 6 a. m. until S p. m., it that the earth produces have been weed. "We have plenty of basswood
W. S. Rainey.
gained 2234 lbs. Myself and son have enormous.
and this has been a wonderful year for
Columbia, Tenn., Aug. 12, 1882.
taken from .50 colonies 3,s00 lbs. of
white clover. No swarms until June
extracted and SOO lbs. of comb honey,
T. F. KiNSEL.
25.
and have sufficient in the liives to
Reversible Frames.— Bees have done
Shiloh, O., Aug. 11, 1882.
bring the amount up to .5,000 lbs. very well here this season. The seaThis, of course, is not a big yield, but son opened late, but has continued
The Bee Journal is mailed at
when there is so mucli general com- later than usual ; white clover yieldplaint, we are thankful for such small ing honey nearly through July. If we the Chicago Postoftice every Tuesday,
favors. I am mucli pleased with Mr. get a fall yield of honey we will have and any irregularity in its arrival is
Ileddon's manner of transferring, as no reason to complain of the season's
or some
given in the Bee Journal of July work. I have been using a reversible due to the postal employes,
12th, but should object to waiting 21 frame some this season and am highly cause beyond our control.
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Food and Medicine.

Tlie

Apiary Register.

A newedition, revised and enlarged,

Ail who intend to be systematic in
new pages being devoted to new their work in the apiary, should get a
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds copy and commence to use it.
the

which honey is used, and For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies 220 pages
and pleasant beverages.
1 50
2 00
We liave put t)ie price of them low " 200 colonies (420 pages)
20c. per agate line of space, each insertion. to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
The larger ones can be used for a
them far and wide. Single copy 6 few colonies, give room for an increase
A line of Agate type will contain about eljcht cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
of numbers, and still keep the record
Ti'ordm; fourteen lines will occupy incli of space.
per hundred, St.OO. On orders of 100 all togetlier in one book, and are thereTransient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices. 50 cents per line.
or more, we print, if desired, on the fore the most desirable ones to proDISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements cover-page, "Presented by," etc., ciire at tlie
start.
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole is
(giving the name and address of the
paid in advance
lO per cent, discount. bee-keeper wlio scatters them). This
For 4 weeks
"
30 "
8 "
alone will pay liim for all his trouble
Bingham's Smoker Corner.
"13 " (M months)... .30
" ae
"
"
months). ...4:0
and expense— enabling him to dispose
" 3»
"
50
(9 months)
" 5«
"
60 "
(lyear)
Cyprians Conquered.— All summer
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
it has been " whicli and t'other" with
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY" alone,
»5 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 montbs,
me and ttie Cyprian colony of bees I
Examine the Date following your have but at last I am " boss ''— Bing5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
If
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY name on the wrapper label of this liam's Conqueror Smoker did it.
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, 30 per cent.. 3 paper; it indicates the end of the you want lots of smoke, just at the
advance.
wholly
paid
in
Smoker
if
Conqueror
of
months, lO per cent.,
time, get a
month to which you have paid your right
Bingham.
G. M. Doolittle.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Journal.
on
the
Bee
subscription
for
Borodino,
the
full
rate
N. Y., Aug. 15, 1882.
of the contract, will be charged
of cooking in

ADVERTISING RATES.

healtliful

1

:

(i;

;

the time the advertisement

THOMAS
935 West

is

G.

Madison

inserted.

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chlcaeo,

III.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

^(tucvtisctitcnts.

Journal must

Emerson Binders.—We have had a
lot of Emerson bidders made espe-

The AMERICAN Bke JotTUXAL is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a laree circulation In
every State. Territory and Province, among farmers, niechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

for the Bee Journal for 1882. WAIVTEI>— Some one to buy half interest in
1^ Alicays forward us money either cially
an Apiary of H'H colonies. Said apiary can
They are lettered in gold on the back, be increased
if desired.
All are in movable
to
by postal order, registered letter, or
frame
hives. No honey has been extracted to
and make a nice and convenient way date. Would
like to ItaUanize the whole. Localby draft on Chicago or New York.
ity good. The ri^ht man or woman can secure a
l'iki

to preserve the Journal as fast as good bargain. Inquire at PostoflBce
at Hillsboro,
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
received. Tliey will be sent postpaid Wis., or address Box 83, Hillsboro, Vernon Co.,
tliis
city
banks
in
Wis.
[34wlt]
August 18, 1882.
are not taken by the
by mail for 75 cents.
except at adiscountof 25 cents, to pay
ITALIAN QUEENS,
expense of collecting them.
Constitutions and By-Laws for Bred from Imported Mothers. Single Queen. $1

GOLDEN

1^

;

(3

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our name of the Association printed
blanks for 50 cents extra.
views on this important subject, with

The

for J5.

Purity, safe arrival,

and satisfaction

guaranteed. For particulars, address
34wlt F. H. SCATTERGOOD, Newgarden, O.

in the

just issued a

HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

ftueens Wortli $2.00 for SI. 25.
suggestions what to plant, and when
Preparation of Honey for the MarLaree, handsome and beautiful. Every one
and how. It is illustrated with 26 enwarranted as >:ood in all respects as tested queens.
the production and care No loss of queens by mail in my new cages— all go
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to ket, including
safely. Safe arrival and purity yuaranteed. Italof both comb and extracted honey. ian, Cyprian and Holy Land Queens by return
any address for 10 cents.
No money rt quired until queen is received.
new pamplilet of 32 pages. At the mail.
_33 w 3t

A

Korth American
we were appointed on a committee to prepare inyear, will be entitled to the following
tlie Exhibition of Bees
premiums. Their own subscription structions on
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
may count in the club

who get up clubs last meeting
Weekly Bee Journal for one Bee-Keepers'

Preminiiis.— Those

for the

of ttie

Society,

;

:

For a Club of S,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
"

"

4,— Apiary

"
"

"
"

"
"
S,—
«,— Weekly Bee Journal

Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
cloth.

for l year,
or Apiary ReKister for 200 Col'a.

to the above.

Price, 10 cents.

^"Do not let your numbers
Bee Journal

PRIZE QUEENS FOR
From
KEV. E.

1882,

the Evergreen Apiary,

BKIOGS.

L.
of Wilton Junetion,
Iowa, will furnisb Italian Queens from eithfroi
his Prize Mothers, as enrly in the coming sea^-on as
they can be bred, at the following rates: Tested
Queens, $;(; Warranted Queens, $J Queens without guarantee. *i Two comb Nucleus, with Tested Queen, *4. Orders tilled in rotation, as received,
3w26t
if accompanied with the cash.
;

:

of the

for 1881 be lost.

The

best way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference

up the club.

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established repiitatinn in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables
PUKE
me to obtain the highest market prices. Yourconsignmeots and coi respondence respectfully solic-

cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anytliing but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8oz.

i^'When you meet with an accident, R. A. BUBNETT, Commission Merchant,
get a sprained ankle, or otherwise inSuccessor to Conner, Burnett &Co.,
jured, don't go to the expense of send161 So. Water Street, Chicago, 111.
28wl3t
ing for a doctor, but apply Kendall's
leCijTQWANTKDtosellDr.Cbase's 2,aMi Recipe
Spavin Cure, and you will experience ADCn
lluok. Sells at Sight, Double your monev
Addre83Dr.ChaBe'BPrintingUouse,AnnArbor,Mica
32w4t
instant relief.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent
for their labor in getting

in cash

HONEY

ited.

^" Binders

I
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i
i

manufacture Hives of any

for s.nle;

Comb

and

style

Dealer in Novice Honey ExBinghum Smokers, and everything u^ed
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. BeesFoundation.

tractors,

following are the latest quotawax wanted.
and beeswax received
14w3yt

tions for honey

up

hour

to this

J. S.

TABLOCK.

FLAT -BOTTOM

:

Quotations or Cash Bnyei-s.

!

breed

1

Office of American Bee Joithnal,
Monday, lu a. m., August 20, \SH2.

The

A NEW BEE BOOK

AT LULING,
TEXAS.
PURE ITALIAN BEES ANDQI'EKNS

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Bees&Hon
Management

of

an Apiary for Ploaaare
Profit by

COMB FOUNDATION, THOMASand C. NEWMAN,
^^^^
;

CHICAGO.

HONEY— I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
BEESWAX— Choice lot8 are worth 25c. here;

high side-walls. 4 to If! square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

light extracted.

dark to good. I7&22c.
AL. H. Neu'ALan. 923 W. Madison

bright yellow, 24c.

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

St.

BEESWAX.

HONEY—

The market lor honey is quiet. Extracted brintjs 7(5. mc. on arnyal. No comb honey
on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
Scarce, and briugs 2C%25c. on arrival.

C. F.

MCTH.

I
I

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.

am

on

payin:; Siie. per jiound, delivered here,
arrival. Shipments solicted.

Cash

mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.

To avoid

Qiiotntlnii8 or Conimisiiiiou

Merchauts.

923

CHICAGO.

HONEY- The crop of

beginning to come
forward, and so fur very nice goods have been
2iic. per lb.; onepoiuid
oCfered. Sales range at
sections selling at the highest range, when well
filled and white. Extracted, few offerings and de1882

is

]'>*i-j

mand

light atN.;.!)C.

BEESWAX— 2r.c. for prime yellow

darklS@22c.

;

K. A. Bltknett, 165 South

NEW

Water

St.

YORK.

HONEY-Whiteclover,

ai.fkx:d h.

fancy, lib.

bxa..l5(ijili-!c.:

white clover, good to choice, i and 2 lb. bxs., Mi@
14c; buckwheat. 2 lb. bxs.. per lb., Iif(^il2c. Extracted and strained, white. i>&lOc; dark 7(<<.sc.
BEESWAX— The m(tvement in wax continues
light, and chiefiy in small parcels of choice at
about 27@2Mc. Western, pure, 26(i?*27c Southern,

West Madison

NE'vriiiAnr.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
Sn0ULI> have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES,

102

pages, pocket form
full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
831'" For sale at the Bel Journal Office.
;

.

Park Place

105

CLEVELAND.
HONEY—The market is quir,e active with

us it
beginning to come forward more liberallv, and
the demand is more fully met. For two days imat
vpe have not been able to sell for over 22c. per lb.
for best white
lb. sections; of 2lb. sections none
have been received. Extracted we hold at 14c. for
small packages, but have not made any sales.
;

is

I

BBESWAX-2r.@2Sc.
A. C. Kendel,

iTc.'

Extracted, choice to extra white, •.tut^ai^c;
dark and candied. 7(<ti7^c. BKESWAX— 2H(i(j3()c.
Kic.

Steauns & SMITH.
BOSTON.

423

Front Street.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c., according to quality.

57

Chatham

Street.

ST. LOUIS.

HONE Y—A fair movement in strained at 7^@8.
—one lot ot 25 bbls. reported sold at 8c. Some new
comb (choice white clover ofrered),but little sold—
held at

^3

per lb.; extracted quiet at siiSiiuc.
Easier at 2H(<(j27c. for prime.
R. C. GiiEER&Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

l><{yj20c-

BEESWAX—

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

C'iiiiiarifo,

20

triving an index of diseases,
and the t^yniptoms ».aii^e and treatment of each, a
table givinw all the pvincipal drui:a used for the
horse, with the ordinary dtise, eflectsand antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules tor telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price Hii eeiitn.- Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

THOMAS

—"Low Prices, QuicbReturns

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$1 Tested
S2
Cynrian Queens
^1 Tested... .^2
Palestine Ouc^ns. .$1 Tested
*2
Extra Queens, for swarnjin-. sea;

;

;

;

if

we

.

are tiiufly imi tied,

One-frame Nucleus, either lt;iilian.
Cyprian or Palestine, :f4; Colony of bcus,
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
arrival guaranteed.

c ither

Safe

paid for bright wax.
20 TiiHcola.

Money Orders en

THIS
PAPER
Newspaper

uaav be found on Hie

,c.

111.

iwly.

St.),

Advertising Bureau (li» Spnice
where advertising contracts may be made for

itinNE^V

XOKK.

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

year

outfit

to agents,
and expenses
e:
addressP O VIckery
free.addrt

AiitenHtu,

Mr!ine.

Sfiwiy

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest iaitiroveuient in Foundation. Our thin
The
is not surpassed.
onlv invention to make I'^oundatitm in the wired
frame. All i'resscs warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
and comiuoTi hounoatiim

iwly

I>. S.

GIVEN A C, Hoopeston.

111.

FUSS! FRSSi!
Send for our 2K-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers* Supplies before
purchasiBg elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

llwGm
Co.'s

-^

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

III

l>oiii;Ias coiiiitT, III.

json, ready,

O3o W. MiLdUoii

75 ceutH )

in

pap&^

Street, Chlcnea, liU

Apprectiitlve Kotlces.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— FnT5fl&?a
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in be©raising.- News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this ©:«•
cellent work.— Journal. Ijouisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth Eaaay
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.

Carefully prepared, and of vast imporianceio
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book a?

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in th©very best style, and is cheap atthe price.— Farm ei,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successfui
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management ol these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do withouft.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping &
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest tho
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

;

n n
SALISBURY $nIII

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

V

M. D.

B. J.

925

Rev. A.

JiNG HAVING ti.

A TKEATISE

BEESWAX-Pi irae quality. 25C.
Ckockeh & Bla KE.

Price, bound in cloth,
covers. 50 centn, postpaid.

olist,

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FKANCISCO.
HONEY—The market is Arm for extracted and
choice comb. (>irerir>gs and demand are light.
inc.; dark to good. 80
We quote while comb,

Bee Journal,

apiculture.- American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished witih IPO
beautiful engravings.— Democrat. Salem. Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a obeaj»
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to makfe
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News. Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in th&
care and management ot bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced ontbesub.iectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

;

W. QuiNBT,

the M^eehly

etc.

CHICAGO. ILL

Street.

pure, 27(gi28c.

B.

Edilor of

contains l(iO profusely illustrated pages, ia
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly dfeveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist wi4h>
everything that can aid in t)ie successful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honev in its best and most attract*
ive condition. Chief among the new chapters ar&
"Bee Pasturage a Nt'cessity."' " Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,""
It

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

CINCINNATI.

BEESWAX—

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.

;

E. A.

THOMAS A CO.,Coleralne. Mass.

COMB F0XrNDAXI0»r-40c.
DUWHAM
per pound extra thin and
;

the
per

lb.

4yc.

lb. F.

Send for samples.

bright. 10 sq.

Wax

ft.

worked

to

lOc.

W. HOLMES, Cooperaville, Mich. 13wly

Embraces every snlij<^f t of inierest in the apiary^
giving verv thorouj^h ditails of the maniigemeni

y to make bee-keeoine
a success.— Farm. Ldngm.irit, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner^
and contains valuable information for all readers,,
even though they be not directly interested in thacare of bees.— Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of tho
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and managemenl.- Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,,
by which the production of delicious and health-

and manipulations lie. .,ss;i

I

giving honey is obtained, as well as how to >»repare
itfi'rthe market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
He who would keep abreast of th&
times must keep posted in allthe improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-givinii honey is obtained, as well as hivw to
prepare it for the market in the most attractiveform. It isembellished with beautiful engravingSv
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for th©
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
bee-culture.

A

Liberal Dlsconut to Dealer*
the Dozen or Hnndred.

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

FOUNDATION
AND
RETAIL.

WUOLESALiE

AM)

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

JOMNALS

BIND YODR

K HEP

THEM

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

NEAT AND CLEAN.

By A.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well lo send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the

State Agricultural

and our wax

is

nowhere

Samples free

to be equalled for cleanli-

CHAS. OADANT

The Emerson Binder

&

IS

SON,

Hamilion, Hancock Co.

Iwly

We

no«' quote

5

111.

of

on the
wholesale or

Gents

SOc.
BSc.
'ySc.

925

West Madison

shrubs. etc.splendiJly illustrated— and last.thougb.
not least, detailed instructions fur the various;
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that,
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can,
aflordto do without. It is fully "up with the times'*
on every conceivable subject that can interest the-

Street. ChlcttBo. III.

IITQTJIIIISS
CONCEIiNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

coZioiai^DO,

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

apiarist.

Woman's

Head

I>EXVEK, COL.

Advance

I

mimulafturers "f ('umb Foundation have
advance' the priit* I'l-nts per pound, owing to the
int-reased «ost nf Hfeswux,

ALFRED

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised

my Catalogue.
H, NEWMAX,

price in

ALFRED

923 "West Madison Street.

Excelsior

ji^:i

GOLDEN

I

CHICAGO, ILL

to the larue advance in the price of wa.v, I
prices thus Dunham, I'lto .'lU lbs., 4'Jc.,
less than lu lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort, nisq. feet to the lb.. I to in lbs., .57c., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.
:

ibs..'ilc.,

V.

J.

QUEENS.

-frame Nucleus, with Test-

ed Queen
$4.5U
frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
5.iX»
Full Colony, with Tested
i2.oo
Queen, before Julv
10.(m
Same, after July 1
TestedQueen,
before July l, 3.(mi
"
"
after July 1.. 2.5o
"
"
P®r half doz.,
afterJulyl
13.50
Address, by Registered Letter
or Poatofflce Order,
1

w
iWiiiS 1&
-^^ *
..»ififl

;

CALDWELL,

DR.

Cambridge, Henry Co..

ILL.

i

Owing

3wly

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

J

FO UNDATION.
r>n

H.

Madison,

ITALIAN

Dunham and Vandervort

now quote

^\.

iwtf

lU.

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
am now bonkini: orders for my
CftLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
1

ijefit stuck in the country.
Warranted Queens. $
Tested yueens,
early in the season. ?i'.5<_i
after
.luly, $j
:•
frame Nucleus, with
JTested Queen, 4^4
Full Colonv.
with Tested Queen. |io. The Best
Quinby Smoker for |1..V). Address all nrders to

the

I

;

Florida Lanil-"B40 Acres
1&-

CHEAP FOR CASH.

,Si

;

;

;

r.. ,J.

(Money Order

UlEHI..

Office)— Butler. DekalbCo.. Ind.
Italians from nie
that have misnnited, and who feel that they are
not what they should be. will please write at once,
so that I can send more queens this season,

%W Parties purchasing Golden
lowtf

THE CONQUEROR.
Large Smokers need wide shicl-is. Itin^-ham'a
have thoni, iinu springs that do not ni-t an nreak,
and bellows that si>arks nnd snjok-- do not enter.
'I'he Conqueror has all imiiroveiiifnis made to date,
and a ;{.\-7 inch stove, and 5x7 incli bellows. Sent
i

postpaid

fi>r $_'.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ISwtf

Abronia. Mich,

Description, -Sec.

4,

township

7,

south range

7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about ;M)
miles south of the Georgia line. 2") miles west oi the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of tiie State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
tlie
2 sections (5 and tj) of the Apalachicola river
soil Is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. iilst, 1ST6, byCol. Alexander sicDonald, who owned ti sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on 8ej»t.
5th. 18T7, by him conveyed to the undersigned l<ir
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it isunincumbereii.
asshown by an abstract from tlie Uecordsof the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade forasmall farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

;

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
J(25We8t Madison Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Book

W

Sup-

.".

1

Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Fnundation, except the YauDeusen
(flat bottom), will be

the foUoiving opinions of the

future book-makers.— Zirttts/i Bre Jeurnal.

including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my :32-page Illustrated

Catahjgue of Bee-Keepertj'
plies of every description.

practical.

Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been ray constant guide in my operations and successful man-^
agementuf the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from,
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than Ironv
YNKuoi".
any other boolc.— E. H.
This book is just what everyone interested in»
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootaina,
it, will ever reyret having puicnased.— Jlic/t. Far.
To all who wish to enfeage 'n bee-culture, s*.
manual is a necessity. Prol. Cook's Manual is aiv
exhaustive work.— if c raid, Mouticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. IV
The^
is fuiIy up wrth tlie times in every particular.
richest rewai\i awaits its author.— A. E. \V enzeu
My success has been so great as to almost aston-*.
iah myself, and much of it is due to the clear, dis-*
interested information contained in Cook's Man-^

the above Smokers at

I'KICES. by
mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,

'i'iie

over

sell

MAMFACTUKEKS'

Fonndation.

in

can

not only instructive, but intensely

and thoroughly

All agree that it ia the work of a master and o<*
real value.— L'vlpicuilurc. Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our Amerlt.
can works.-LEWls T. COLBV.
It appears to have cut the ground from undex-

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St..

It is

interesting

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box 8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.
Belleville, St, Clair County, 111.
5wly

will be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sendinj; One Duilar to the

lowGnip

IlluKtniCionti.

;

THOMAS G. NEIVMAS,

Address,

Inwtf

retail.

Directions in eucb Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1832

iin

per pound
ITJCES I'KINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

Advance

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

tlu

College of Michigan..

This la a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual oJi
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated^
The first edition ot 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedCBted in the.
annals of bee-culture. This new work has beeCt
produced with great care, patient study and per-.
sl3tent research. It comprises a full delineatioc,
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey beCv
Illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productBof the Honey Bee the races of bees-^
fuUdesccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees...

and bright for

<>n regiiest.

COOK,

320 Pases; 133 Fine

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
ness. purity and beauty. Extra thin
sections. All shapes and sizes.

J.

Of Lansing^ Pro/easor of Entomology in

We make

United States.

543

t

1

mii.— WM. Van Antwerp. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both,
the bee and hives, with tlieir implements. It is ok
value to all bee-raisers.— Yiy. Lift' Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher^
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or lureign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DUBOIS, editor of the IluLetin D" Apiculteur, France.^
It not only gives the natural history of these In*dustrious insects, but also a thorough, praclicalv,
and clearly expressed series of directions for tbetr
management; alsoa botanical description of honeyproducing plants, and an extended acconatof theeuemies ol bees.— Demucrat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade,
77ifcit7Ji (^ff the bcc-kccper.
It is replete with thebest intorujatiou on everything belonging to api-.
'I'oal taking an interest in this subject.,
culture.
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it caretull.v
and practice as iidvi:>tni.—AgriciiUurv3t, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadinRj
bee-meu to bo the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Ku rope or America; s^,
scieniitlc work on uiudero bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is.
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It it
handsomely pruned, neatly bound, and is a credit;,
to the Wesu—iVtattrnAgricuUnribt.
This work is undoubtedly the most co-uplet©mauual tor the mstruction of bee-keepers which*
hiia ever been published. It gives a full explana-.
tion regarding the care and nKinagement of theapiary. 'J'heie is no suL'ject relating to the culture.
of bees Icif uniouchetl. and in the compilation of'
the work I*rof. Cook has had the advantage ot allj
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he usee,
admirably 10 promote and make popular this most.
interesting ot alluccLpa-iicma.- ^merjcan /7H'e)itor^
lot
in cloth, SI.
•

Price— Bound

IStl.OO by mail prepaid.
.

25 ; in paper covej.^
Published by

XUOMAS
West Madison

G. NETf'llIAN,

Street,

CHICAGO. 1U>

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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"RED TAPE!
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

IN

EXCELSIOR

BINGHAM

1

USE.

HONEY

Bee Smoker

you buy tbe

Bee Smoker, you

will

aid the inventor of

improved bee smokers—get the best, that
never po out— always
please— never is complained ot— the stand-

tli»

1

I

this

standard for the basket
upon, leaving room un-

and movable suits m the Comb Baskets. The ^.ou and
^in on E\tr ittor"* h ive no covers.

Handed

By

Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch
%l

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

shield). liH inch

Bingham

il

"live

mgtdtlio honey

PRICES:

Extra

\

I

go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, you Pntpntpd
'^^'-®°''^*^'
will have to buy no

Bingham

met
rt

I

coverall the smokers
that will buvn sound
stove-wood, or do not

Wide

J

Uiiii nil the basket for 75 or 80
[|i
-it honey. It will becomplete,
Willi
vers, and in every way
II iiti«
il except in size, with the
*ii oi> Extractor, Kix2n, which is
inti ndtd for anv size of frame.
t \(ei)tmg with the ^s.oo Extrtft'T'* all the different styles
h IV* str nners over the canal lead-

postpaid, from 65 cts.
to $2.
Our patents

Larce

-trrfrae. The 4 frame basket
the 1 irger can, with the cone

in

i-j

season than ever before. Price per mail,

others.

m

(

ard of excellence the
world over — better

and handsomer

EXTRACTORS.
In iinswerto frequent inquiries
for Extractois carrying :i and 4
in„Mtr th frames, I liave conI
hided
(
to adopt these two new
st/t s
1 he 3 frame
basket is in a
lit the same size and style as

OriKinal Patent Binfihain
If

Books

The Original

the

1

Bingham Smoker, inch.
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,
-2

1-Hinch

For 2 American frames, 1:^x13 inches
10x18
For 2 Lane?troth ""
'
10x18
For 3
"
"
iOxlS
For 4
For 2 frames of anysiae, 13x20
"
"
121.6x20
3
For
"
"
13X20
For 4

50

ALFRED

1

2,'>

1

1

UO

1

50
25

1

15

shield), 2 inch....

Plain

to

gate,

923

$8

w

H

i>0

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

00
00
00
00
00

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago.

1 CK)

apply for dozen or half-dozen

for free description

and testimonials,

to

100 Colonies

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLIOX SOLD. Most complete

kind ever published. Gives nieasurenient of all kinds cif hiniber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
tor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
13?" For sale at the Bee Joubxal Office.

_^

PURE HOLY-LAHD QUEENS.
a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than Uai colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2(>,
11.25 each; after that date, single Queen, $(.0O
for*5.00; 12 or more, 75 cents each; Warranted
Queens, 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2.50

make

;

;

Italian Queens, same price.

I. Pt-

Goor),

BEES BY THE POUND.
Send address

lw35t

aAMES

for prices.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Tin Buckets.

Square Glass Hiiney .lars.
Lancstrolh Bee Hives, Honey Sections,
<;.
F.
\pplyto

etc..

MUTU,

97R and 378 Central AvcCUVCINSTATI, O.
}^"8end loc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwly

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES
QUEENS

ITALUN BEES,

of

From my

Apiaries.

Circular on appli-

ROBERTSON,

Pewami Ionia

sowtf

>,

Co.. Mich.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

Address.

JOS. M.

ISwUm

BKOOKS, Columbus. Ind.
STORY

Halbert E. Paine.
late

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE
Solicrtors of Patents

29wl3t

&

B. LADI).

LADD,

and Atty's

and

Novice's ABCof Bee-Culture, by A. I. Hoot
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of theh(mey-bee,"and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25.
BLing:*** Bee-Keepers' Text-BoohL, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, JSl.OO.
I^angrstroth on tlie Hive and if oney Bee
- This is a standard scientific work. Price, !SS.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

all the various improvements
inventiiina. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains i8o paires, and is profusely illus-

in

».

C.

cloth,

7uc.;

in

paper

;

have, size of section, how soon it can be in shipping <u-der (the whole it part of it). I<)we3t cash
price, and address F. I. SAGE, Wetherstleld, Conn.

33w4tp

EARS

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
HoQCT* a>s Food and Medicine, by Thomaa
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

,

40 TONS

tered by tliousands. creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition. «c.; per dozen. 50c.

FOR THE

MILLION

!

Oil
is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as Carcharddnn liondeletii. Every Chinese
tisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddiiist I'riest about
the year 14io. Us cures were so niiiiM'mus jind
miiity so weeiiiliiffly mlracnl«ii-. tliitt lli«' remedy w"as oRicialty prochiimed over tin.' ciitirt- lOnipire. Its use became so universal that for »»vi*i'
300 T*-arN no ]>eiLtneK»t has existed among
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at 4^1.oo per bottle.

HEAR WHAT

™

DEAF

SAY|!

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

better.

have been greatly benefited.

My

deafness helped a great deal- think another
bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative CHARACTEK A BSOLUTE, AS THE WUITEKCaN

PERSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FHOM EXPERIENCE

AND OBSEHYATION. Write ftt once to HAYLUCK
& Jenney, 7 Dey Street, New Yurk. enclosing *i,

and you will receive by return a remeiiy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
ret(ret doing so."— Ei>iTUR OF Mercantile Review,
BS^^To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Letter.

Sole Agents for America.

20wiy

This contains the Prize

Bee-Keepers' Association.

Price.

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late Hay-lock & Co.)
7 Dey St., JVe w York.

lOc.

for the

Market*

including tbe production and careot both comb
and e.vtracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price,

The Hive

FooChoo's Balsam of Shark's

much

—

Vriiiterlntr Bees.

Essayson thissubject, read before the Centennial

Preparation of Honey

Only Imported by

Patent Cases.

WJlSHINOTON,

trated. Price, bound in
covers, *>Oe., postpaid.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Markft Honey as liM.o. fivvinL' recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cuokies. Puddings. Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicjne, with umny useful Recipes.
It is intended for coiib*umers. and should be scat-

Of Comb Honey wanted York State preferred.
Say how much ot each grade you will probably

I

and NTTCLEI IN SEASON.

B:»"S a tis faction guaranteed.
J. Iff.
cation,

Its style is plain
it cannot fail to interest all.
forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— »1.50.

that

G.

UEBDON,Dowagiac.Mich.

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

5wly

Qiiinby*8NewBcu-K.eepiii{c, by 1j. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so

40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Uzlerzon Theoiy ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana turnishes the

;

each

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, 9(>1.3S ; paper cover, S>1.

The book

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS
its

tables, interests, etc.

I

ILL,

;

KOIl SALE. ALSO.

Abroulu, Atlch.

NKAHLV
book of

CHICAGO.

Ree-K.ecper*8 f-nide or, Coolc's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every

Bieneii KuUnr, by Thomaa G. Newman, in
the (JKRMAN hinguaye. Price, is paper covers,

BINGHAM & HETHEPaNGTON.
17wtf

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

and

rates.

Send

West Madison

:

Knife, 2 inch
sell again,

THOMAS
925

times." including

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

To

Bee-Keepers.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for I'leasure and ProHt, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the

III.

50

..

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

I

hive used by G.

lOc.

Use— Being
M.

Duolittle.

a description of the
Price. *»e.

Extracted Honey; Harvestiner, Hnndl-

Int^and Marketliitr.-A i:4-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, uiving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c,

Bee Pasturage a

Xecessity, by Thomas G.

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how Jti engravings. Price, lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-I£eepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; ^2 pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
:

Food Atlulteratlou ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer aaainst the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paaes 50cKendairs Horse Book.. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 3') engravings

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of dr)ses, and much valuable
horse inlomiation. Paper. 25c.
Chicken t^holera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price. S5c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i.iKHi.uNi Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Meclianic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives jrKMKK.) items for Gas. Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Hronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The w<»rk contains i.oh; pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. "Price, postage paid, aS2.50.

——

—

—
.<1»»

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

Angnst

Successful Honey Show.— In a private letter, Mr. John D. Hutchison, of
Glasgow, Scotland, says their Cale-

P^^^^
l

i

inrmii mi-r-

Published every Wedncsilny by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Planting for Bee Pasturage.

Editor anu l*HOPHunxiH.

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

No. 35.

30, 1882.

Two of our correspondents propound

donian Honey

Show was a complete

success in everything except the
weather. The entry receipts amounted to £05 (S3i;o) for tlie four days, and
lie thinks had the weather been favora-

ble, tlie receipts would have been
the following questions in regard to
largely augmented. He reports, on
iW Any person seqdinK a club of six la entitled planting for bee pasturage
Aug. 10th, splendid weather, and a
to an extra copy (like tiie club) sent ho any address
1. Wliat time of year is best to sow large number of the bees are away
to
•desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
liow
much
sweet clover, and
per acre ?
" Should the
the heatlier. He says
2. Can I sow it this fall witli grain V
•GeorKe Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
3. Is it of any use for hay V
4. Where weather continue line, w-e expect to
our authorized iiRents for Europe.
can I get some seed of tlie Simpson have a large surplus of heather honey."
honey plant ?
PoBta.fff« to Enropc AO cents extra.

At «d.OO a

'Yettr, In

:

:

EnUred

at Chicafjn post office as second class Tnatter.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

Editorial—
Eclitunal Uems
I'hinriim

I.

ir

Siii'fL'!^sIul

545.

Bee Pasturage

Hdiiey

show

I'rnctical (.\>-operutlon

34B
545
545
546

Anion? Our Exclinnges
Ilitney aiKl TleP

Shows

Awiiy Ilerl Ants
rt'id Hoes

Driviiij.'
'I'oiifls

Miinutaoliiriiiy Sujjplies

CJtven vs. Any Foundation
No "(.Jap" Here in Honey Flow

•Queen Sliipping Canes
'I'lie Velluw Race of Bees

Convention

548
548

Selections from

549
5.M)

550
551

553
554

5.>1

554
554
554
.554

E.vcessive Swarminjr
Cypriana Beat all the Uest
Never Saw a Better Honey Harvest
Recappinu a Queen Cei
Best Honey How of the Season
gwarnjini! l'erplexilie«
I

555
555
455
5.55

555

Eleven Colonies fromOne

.555
3.55
55(j
5.5H

Not

556
556

Honey-Uew

C(jrn 'I'asrtei Honey
Doinj; Well
Cellar for Winter
A Slight Mistake
JS'otSo Bad
tjretion for Bees

iSweet Clover
•Cro9.-*ln(( Stock

•Cleome

sowing

for

Honey

you will

next season. If
sown in early spring, catnip, cleome,
motherwort, or mignonette can be
sown with it to give a honey bloom
the first season, after which the sweet
clover will take care of itself. If
sown alone, we would prefer about 8
to 10 pounds per acre if with something else, i to 6 pounds per acre. It
should be sown early enough to get a
good freezing, wliich will not hurt
catnip or motlierwort.
be sown in the fall.

We

55fi

556
556
556
550
5.56
5.5b

556

!^"

We

have

received

the

28th

Annual Premium List of the Knox
County (111.) Fair. In Class J, of
which Mr.

W.McKown

C.

tendent, there

premiums

for

is

Superin-

quite a liberal list of
the best display of

is

honey, bees, implements,

etc.,

and we

predict Mr. McKown will make his
Class one of the most attractive and
successful at the Fair, even if compelled to make most of tlie exhibits
liimself.

It

Cleome must observe the

Yes.
have heard the question answered both aflinnatively and negatively but thinlc if cut early it would
make excellent hay, certainly equal to
red clover. We know it makes good
2.

3.

;

5.53

Our Letter Box

Clipping Queens
Preference forCatnip
Bees and Amber Syrup
Bees Booming
Less than an Average
Seedioj: an Orchard

best, then

.54H

>'otes

Caledonian Apiarian Society
(Convention Notices
Lncal Convention Directory

is

tlie

;

547
547
547
547

Corrospoiideiice
Sale of Comb Honey— No, 1
This Season's Honey Crop, ete
Philadelphia. Pa., Association

1. In early fall
get some bloom

is

very encouraging to

interest being

in apiarian matters

gers of fairs and

among

awakened
mana-

the
expositions

few years, and no premium

;

list

but a
vi'ill

be complete without a liberal recognition of apiculture as one of the leading rural occupations.

stock pasture.
i^At the recent Bee and Honey
4. We do not know, but suppose it
Show of the Caledonian Apiarian Sowill be advertised in our columns by
ciety, at Glasgow, several entries were
those who may have it for sale.
made for the premium for best colony
of foreign bees, but tlie judges made
have received compliment- no award, as none were deemed perary tickets to the St. Joseph, Mo., In- fectly pure. This, we suppose, inter-State Exposition, to be held Sept. cluded Italians, Cyprians and Syrians.
We shall not be able to We can hardly imagine what could
4 to 9, 1882.
be present, but hope the apiarian de- have been the standard by which
partment will be a very interesting judgment was rendered, if none of
and attractive feature of the Exposi- the eminent exhibitors could show a
tion.
perfectly pure colony of foreign bees.

i^We
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Practical Co-operation.

Bee-keepers have cause for congrat-

view of tlie great interest
recently being manifested by the
managers and directors of the leading
expositions and fairs in the country,
in recognizing the importance of scienulation, in

Exposition is again coming to the
front with a liberality worthy of the
co-operation of every bee-keeper in
the great Missouri Valley. One year
ago they took the lead by placing the
apiarian department under the efficient
management of Hon. R. S. Musser, of
St. Joseph, Mo., who, by his well-

One after another directed efforts and untiring zeal,
apiculture.
they are rapidly falling in line, and succeeded in making it the most atone after another bee-keepers are ap- tractive feature of their truly successpreciating the necessity of encourag- ful exposition, and as a practical and
ing this liberality, and of doing their notable result, the honey crop of the

tific

part toward making tliebee and honey Missouri Valley failed to be sufficient
department of each of these popular to supply a remunerative home degatherings as attractive and instruc- mand, and St. Louis and Chicago
tive as possible. It is the most feasi- dealers have been obliged to make up
ble and remunerative method of edu- a large deficiency. This year the St.
cating the great mass of consumers to Joseph Inter-State Exposition have
the desirableness of using a pure largely increased their Society and
article of honey as a common diet, to special premiums, and their list is one
the exclusiou of the vile conglomera- of the most liberal in the country. It
tions now palmed off on the public as is worthy of mention, that the local
strained honey, etc. Once a suspicion bee-keepers appreciate the permanent
is aroused against those swindlers, and benefits of last year's efforts to the extent of themselves offering special
it will soon deepen into a conviction
once convince the public your honey premiums to stimulate competition in
is pure and wholesome, and its use will the exhibits and perfection in the imTherefore, every plements. The bee department this
become popular.
bee-keeper placing an attracti ve art icle season is under the able supervision
of honey on exhibition, and bees for of Mr. D. G. Parker, who will himself
manipulation, is not alone adding to enter the arena as an exhibitor of
;

The premiums, general and special,
amount to over $200, and are the most
liberal yet offered.

Among

the spe-

one of §20, for the best 20
pounds of honey exhibited by any
lady not a resident of Missouri. This
should awaken the emulative efforts
cials is

of
of

many of the fair apiarists, several
whom, notably Mrs. L. Harrison,

Vice President for Illinois of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, and the Misses Wilkins and Mrs.
Baker of Michigan, are apiarists of
no mean merit.

What with the many very able beekeepers' societies and conventions to
harmonize action and customs, and
the liberal inducements and facilities
being held out by fairs and expositions,

we do not

see

how

a

more

effective system of co-operation can
possibly be inaugurated, especially if

bee-keepers themselves
to attend these
and fairs, and bear each
the burden in counseling

jnos.se

turn out en
conventions
his share of

wisdom and

giving instruction. The fact of the
apiarian department being novel and
attractive, is proof positive that the
public need enlightenment regarding
its exhibits, and the more they are
familiarized with it, the greater will
be the demand for its products.

the interest of the exposition, but is albino bees.
enriching himself by advertising his
We give publicity to the following
product, and benefitting the public by letter from Hon. R. S. Musser, of St.
i^'We learn, by iirivate letter, that
introducing a wholesome and econom- Joseph, Mo., bearing date Aug. 22, Mr. Frank Benton has removed from
ical article of diet for their consump- 1882:
Larnaca, Cyprus, to Beyrout, Syria.
tion.
The weath- We have not been advised as to the
Journal
Bee
Editor
In this connection we cannot for- er for the last two weeks has been cause of his change of location. Can
bear calling special attention to tlie very favorable for a honey flow, and
it be that he is abandoning the propaaction of the Executive Committee of the bees have had quite a harvest.
gation of Cyprian bees, and has refine display of honey at the St.
the Michigan Central Bee-Keepers'
the rearing of
Exposition
is now moved to facilitate
Inter-State
Joseph
Society, in calling their Society to
an assured fact. The Exposition com- Syrians with greater purity V
meetin Convention "two weeks before mences Sept. 5, and continues six
the Annual Fair of the Central Michi- days.
will supply sample copies of
Mr. J. L. Smith, of Lawson, Ray
gan Agricultural Society, for the purCo.. Mo., will exhibit several colonies the Bee Journal and large colored;
arrangements
pose of making tlie final
of Cyprians and Italians.
posters to any who may make a disfor a large exhibit of bees, honey and
Mr. D. G. Parker will exhibit one play at the coming fairs, to aid in getapiarian supplies."
colony of albinos.
In iuaking up the Exposition premi- ting up clubs.
This is feasible and practical copremium for the best
operation, and will accomplish more um list, the
arranged bee hive was unintentionally
We have received the Cataloguepermanent, remunerative good, than omitted. Our enterprising fellowof small fruits and grape vines, for
all the rings and resolves and wire- townsman, Mr. Frank G. Hopkins,
P. Roe, Cornwall-on-thepulling could attempt, for it brings comes forward with a special of $10 1882, of E.
for the best arranged bee hive for all Hudson, N. Y. It contains 20 pages,
the producers face to face with their
purposes, and the Association will
his line.
customers the consumers, and gives add its diploma. Here is a chance for embracing everything in
each an opportunity to relate the practical invention among the eni^The census report, 1880, will
special meritsof his own goods. Again, thusiasts in bee-culture.
The Association through its Secre- make the largest book ever published.
it places the combined indorsement of
tary, C. F. Ernst, is doing everything It will consist of 30 volumes, and will
a large ami respectable society upon
to make the apiarian department a
cost 51,000,000. To be of any value, it.
the special exhibit of each individual success.
The officers of the Association ought to be issued to the public soon.
member, which will go further in the
estimation of tlie public than the as- would be very glad to have you attend the Exposition this fall, so that
When changing a postofflce adsurances of all the middle-men in tlie
:

A

^"We

g^

—

von might see

community.

The

St.

Josepli,

Mo.. Inter-State

result of your visit
lecture last year, on

tlie

iind

iiitcrestiii'.;

Bf cs

anil Iliiiiev.

1^

dress,

mention the old as well as the

new.address.

:

:
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of the country. The
success are generally
premiums, in keeping with tlie importance of apieullure, a separate
building in which to hold the display,
a room htted with gauze, so that the
bees can be maiiiiiulated each day,
witli no fear from stings, even by the
most timid person. The honey should
be taken in quantities, both comb in
sections and extracted honey in jars
and tin pails. This should be put up
with tlie greatest neatness, and labeled in an attractive manner. Some
of it should be put in glass crates, so
as to teach visitors how to present the
honey for sale at the groceries. There
should also be a large exhibition of
wax, foundation, implements, and extractors, so that the decision of the
judges, who should be experts, may
carry weight with it. The best colony
of bees should be taken, so ventilated
that the bees will not suffer, and arranged that they enn be so shown that
every visitor may see how easy it is to
Wire
handle bees without harm.
fauze may be so arranged around the
ive that there need be no danger of
exciting the fears even of the visitors.
If the bees are properly ventilated,
and fed a little every day, they will
not suffer by being taken to the Fairs.

the ants, and after a few days trial
neither grasslioppers nor anything
else attracted tliem. They appear to
have been tlioroughly exterminated,
nor has the house since been Infested

and County Fairs
requisites

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Honey and Bee Shows. The American Ayricultin-ht gives tlie following
on Honey and Bee Shows in EuroiJe
and America

One of the features of the apiculture
of Europe is the holding of large exhibitions of bee products and apiarian
implements.
The bee journals of
Great Britain. France, and Germany
full
of
accounts
of these large and
are
interesting Honey Shows. So great is
the skill displayed in making the exhibits, and so attractive are the displays, that it is no rare thing for tlie
Shows to be visited by kings and
queens. Surely tlie European apiarists
find it advantageous to make tliese
exhibitions, or they would not continue them year after year at great
expense of tinie and labor. Not only
are these meetings noted for their
beautiful honey shows, but numerous
essays, lectures, and discussions in
connection with them, serve as educators in apicultural science and art.
Heretofore the honey exhibits in
America have consisted of a few
pounds of second-rate honey and a little beeswax, tucked away in some obscure corner, and sandwiched in between maple-sugar and

syrup and
sorghum-molasses.
The premiums
have ranged among the cents, and occasionally, in some unusual cases, have
There was
even reached a dollar.
nothing to induce producers of honey

make exhibits, and still less to excite the interest orattention of visitors.
Of course bee-keepers are to blame for
this state of things, as no business
to

demonstrates

its

importance at expo-

sitions unless its patrons possess sutlicient enterprise to push it forward.
Itis very strange that American apiarists who have gone to the front in
every other line of agricultural progress, have been so slow to recognize
the great oi)portunity to advance the
interest of their pursuit by encourag-
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to

with them.

Toads

and

Bees.— The

Canadian

Furmet- says:
i

Those who keep bees need to look
out sharply for toads. Go among the
hives in the " gloamin'." and ten to
one you will see a solemn toad beside
each of tliem, w'ith face upturned
heavenward, as though praying. So
he is, phonetically speaking but phonography, with all its advantages,
;

here, for you

fails

word with an "e."

must

He

is

spell that
preying on

your bees, and if you watch him
closely you will see him, every now
and then, dart out his long, slimy
tongue, and gather them in with a
celerity and gusto perfectly marvellous. Toads are valuable in a garden,
but destructive in an apiary.

—

Manufacturing Supplies. A correspondent of tlie Canadian Farmer takes
exception to the views of the editor in
the following language

You

Driving away Red Ants.— In Our

Home nnd

Science Gossip, the following

experiment

is

given

:

Professor Leidly states that when
he purchased his present residence,
while it was undergoing repairs, he
noticed a fragment of bread left by
the workmen in one of the second
story rooms swarming with little red
ants. Apprehending that the house
was seriously infested, to ascertain
whether it was so he placed a piece
of cake in every room from cellar to
At noon every piece was found
attic.
covered with ants.
Having provided a cup of turpentine
oil, each piece was picked up with forceps and the ants tapped into the oil.
The cake was then replaced and in
the evening was found covered with
The same process was gone
ants.
through the following two days, morn-

say every bee-keeper should
own hives (which advice is
good), and I suppose make his own
extractor, make his own comb foundation, and everything he uses, rear
his own bees and gueens. Now the
same might be said of the farmer.
He should make his own wagon, mowing machine and horse rake, ploughs,
and all other implements, rear all his
own stock. But how is he to get

make

his

most of the above arcould not be made without
proper machinery. It would not pay
every bee-keeper or farmer to get
such machinery, therefore, one gets it
and manufactures for his neighbors,
hence a supply dealer.
started, besides
ticles

^"The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111.,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17

and IS, 18S2. The oflSce of the American Bee Journal has been kindly tennoon and night.
The third day the number of ants dered as a place of meeting. A cordial
ing and patronizing these exhibitions was greatly diminished and on the invitation is extended to all bee-keepof bees, honey, etc. Owi"g to the fact fourth there were none. He at once ers, and especially those of the Norththat some of our leading bee-keepers concluded that they were all destroyed, western States, to be present. The
had visited Europe, and witnessed the but in the attic he found a few feed- meeting takes place during the last
substantial advantages that resulted ing on the dead house flies, which led week of the Inter-State Industrial
from these Honey Sliows, there were him to suppose that the remainder Exposition, to enable all to obtain retwo successful exhibitions of this kind had become suspicions of sweet cake. duced railroad rates. First session at
C. C. Miller, Pres.
held in America last year. These
He accordingly distributed through 10 a. m.
C. C. COFFINBERUY, SeC.
were at St. Joseph, Mo., and at To- the house pieces of bacon, which were
ronto, (^anada, and so attractive were afterwards found swarming with ants.
they, that no other part of the Fairs This was repeated with the same re^^ Those who may wish to change
received so favorable comment from sult for several days, when in a like
other editions to the Weekly,can
tlie press. Tonsof honey were on exhi- manner with the cake, the ants finally from
bition at Toronto, and thousands of ceased to visit the bacon.
do so by paying the difference.
pounds were sold there. Bees were
Pieces of cheese were next tried
also exhibited and manipulated at the with the same results, but with an un1^ We will send Cook's Manual
Fair, and the exhibit was further doubted thinning in the multitude of
aided by the display of all the numer- the ants. When the cheese proved no in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
ous and valuable implements and ap- longer attractive, recollecting the colonies, and AVeekly Bee Journal
ing,

dead flies in the attic, dead for one year, for S3. 00 or with King's
grasshoppers were supplied from the
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with
Tlie place to hold these exhibitions garden.
is in connection vpith the several State
These again proved too much for Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2..50.

pliauces that aid the bee-keeper in his

feast on

;

work.

;
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must be deducted, by which we

find
costs about SI for every 85 lbs.
II4'
of honey— say
cts. per lb.— so it
will be sure to cover all expenses of
getting to market. Next deduct 10
per cent, for selling (as this is the
price charged by most commission
merchants), and we have 2 cents more,
or 334 cents in all, which taken from
20 cents, shyws that the actual value
of our honey at b.ome is Ifr'r^ cents as

that

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Sale of

Comb Honey—No.

1.

DOOLITTLE.

it

compared with the New York market.
Now figure on Chicago, Boston and
Owing to pressure of business, a other markets, and see if any of these
father
to care for, will do any better, and in this way
sicli and helpless
and a large correspondence to keep you can find out the highest value of
been
able
to give the your crop, and where it will pay you
not
have
up, I
G.

last part of

SI.

my

series of articles as

soon after the second part as I had
expected to, but as this is the time we
are all thinking about marketing our
honey, perhaps these last will be in as
good time as if written earlier. On
page .390 we had our honey ali, graded
and crated in nice shape, ready for
sale at any time that we could get
l^rices to meet our views as to the
value thereof. How to best sell a
given production is a question of vital
importance. Many seem to overlook
this fact, and by their actions tell us
tiiat a large production is about all
they are after. I have known parties
to pride themselves about the large
production of butter they could get
from a given number of cows, hurrying it off to market in an unseasonable time, and selling it at a low figure,
thereby realizing less for their large
production tiian did their more saga-

best to ship, thus being tlioroughly
posted in the matter. Flaving done
this, we are prepared to sell at home
or abroad.
Pirst, then. I will speak of selling
at home. Having ascertained the
value of our honey, we go to our nearest town with an average sample of
our honey, and ask our grocer what
he can pay for honey. If he can pay
cash down as much into 1 cent per lb.
as I have found it to be worth by the
above line of reasoning, I sell "it to
him. My reasons for so doing have
been, that in case of selling outright
I have the money at my disposal, and
can often invest it so as to make more
than the penny a pound would amount
to before'a return was made from tbe

commission man, for selling on commission sometimes proves to be a
slow process of disposing of our production. If our grocer does not offer
us the price we have figured our honey
to be worth, show him the quotations,
and our line of reasoning, which will
often change his opinion by convincing him that we are not trying to beat
him, nor get more tlian our lioney is
really worth. Thus we make a tour
through all the towns about us, and
if we produce but a few hundred lbs.,
all can be disposed of, providing our
friend who " sells for a song " has not
been ahead of us. If we are given to
peddling, there is but little trouble in
selling quite a large crop throughout
the surrounding country, but in this
case the bee-keeper needs cousiderable time at his command." The price
of the honey should also be put enough
higher than we have proven the real
value to be, to cover all the necessary
expenses of retailing our crop. In
selling in this way, a good plan is to
go over the route, or send a boy a
week in advance of the time we expect to sell, with a little honey as a
sample, and printed slips telling what
flowers the honey is made from, the

cious neighbors with % the amount.
Just so honey is often forced upon the
market at a low price by those not
posted, wliile the live bee-keeper will
get nearly I3 more for his crop from
having a full knowledge of the value
of his production.
Hence, after producing a crop of
honey, the next tiling to do is to thoroughly post ourselves regarding its
value. We frequently see men selling nice honey at 12 to 14 cents per
lb., when the same article was worth
IS, claiming that the price they sold
at was all they could get for it at the
market tliey were in. This might be
so, but the "cause of so doing was, in
not being posted regarding the price
paid in other markets. Much lioney
is yearly sold in Syracuse, N. Y., at
quite a low ligure, while if the person
selling was posted regarding tlie value
of lioney in Boston, New York and
Philadelphia, such sales would not be
made. Thus, these sales by parties
not posted keeps the market so low
that the wide-awake bee-keeper has
no cliance to place his production in a price per lb., and when we shall come
market near home. But how shall around with it for sale. Let the boy
we ascertain the true value of our leave a small piece of honey at each
honey y By reading ttie Bee Jouu- house and one of the printed slips,
NAL we can find out the market quo- and upon going around you will find
tations in the different cities about the way opened for quite an extensive
us. Thus, if New York quotes honey sale of honey in a retail way. Several
at 20 cents per lb., our product is years ago, being short of money to pay
worth that less the expense of getting my taxes, and having a little second
it there, and the commission charged quality honey on hand, I started out
by the merchant we consign it to. on the above plan, to see if I coukl
Por example to get the best express not meet this certainty ("taxes").
rates I go to Syracuse, N. Y., where which is classed with " death " as bethe rate of $1 for 100 lbs. is given on ing the only two certain things in this
honey to New York City. As this is life. I left a sample and slip at 30
gross weight, the weight of the crates houses, which numbered 115 inhabi:

According to the time appointed on the slips I was there with
the honey, and the result showed 153
lbs. sold, or an average of Uj lbs. to
each person, thereby securing enough
tants.

to

meet the collector's bill and some to
However, as 1 dislike to pedadopt other methods

spare.

die, I generally

of sale yet when a person has the
tact to sell, there is no way more
profitable than this in ray humble
opinion. My next will be selling in
large cities and shipping on commis;

sion.

Borodino, N. Y.
For the American Bee JoumaL

This Season's Honey Crop,
J.

R.

etc.

BAKER.

My

bees have not done so well up to
this time, this season, as they did last.
They have gathered enough honey to
fill their brood chambers chock-full,
and have stored a good deal of surplus and they are now working very
industriously. Should the frost be
late in coming, and the weather be
propitious from this time on, I shall
have a very fair crop. As "hope is
the anchor of the soul," I shall use it
for my consolation until I realize its
full fruition, or be compelled to take
my place in the ranks of those who
have had hope so long deferred that
the heart has become sick.
And now, I have a little joke to tell
on myself, and a word of encouragement" for the ladies who contemplate
engaging in apiculture. Mrs. Ellen
Gray, who lives a fourth of a mile
from where I keep part of my bees,
concluded last fall that she would like
bee-keeping, and asked me to sell her
several colonies. I let her have 20
colonies in 10 frame Langstrotli hives,
for whicli she paid me eight dollars
each.
She knew positively nothing
about the business, only what little
she had gathered from a visit or two
to my apiary, and the little she gleaned
from my conversation on the subject,
for you know bee-keepers will talk,
and talk bees and honey, too. Well,
when I made the sale of the 20 colonies
to the lady, part of the contract was
that I should give her such advice and
instruction as 1 tliought necessary to
assist her to a successful career as an
apiculturist. All the bees, both hers
;

and mine, were put in one cellar for
the winter, and when spring came and
the cheerful sunshine began to warm
part of the world into new life
the blue birds cheered our hearts
with their merry notes at the funeral
of old winter, and the buds of the wiltliis

;

when

low and maple and elm commenced to
unfold themselves under the inviting
warmth of the king of day, the lady
bee-keeper and myself commenced to
talk bees with a relish that only those
can appreciate who revel in the songs
of birds and the beauty of opening
flowers and the
bees, as

merry

hum
sweep

of the

over
garnering the
precfous nectar that is poured (Mit in
amber drops from the great aim exhaustless storehouse of nature.
I performed my part of the work as
tireless

mountain and

they

valley,

j
1

1

;

:

—

:
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hoping on that occasion to be able to said of the first Root foundation, "I
congratulate tlie worthy Secretary on am satisfied " then of the Dunham,
"I am more than satisfied ; " then of
still greater apianun successes.
the Vanderv(nt,"Iam most satisfied;"
riiiladelphia, Pa., Aug. 18, 1882.
then of the Given, "I am more most
satisfied," then of the 1S82 improved
Ft)r the American Bee Journal.
Given, "I am so satisfied that I do not
want any more of these good satisfyGiven vs. Any Foundation.
ing things." But I say to Mr. Given,
"Give us a better press and a better
JAJIES HEDDEN.
book." I have said so, and he replied,
In my judgIn replying to Mr. Caldwell's article "In 1883 I will do it."
on page 520 of the Bee Journal, I ment he will. The man who has outwish to say tliat we agree in three done all others, can then look forward
to the achievement of outdoing himparticulars of the discussion
1st. The merits of the different self.
Mr. Caldwell says, "the test of the
styles of foundation are worthy the
consideration of the apiarists of this pudding is in the eating of it," and
then follows by saying that I say
country.
2d. That there is a decided differ- "Hi ve a prime swarm on 8 wired frames
of Given foundation, and in 48 hours
ence does not admit of a doubt.
3d. Tliat we should, in a friendly (2 days) we have 8 splendid combs
spirit, bring out all the good points in completed " then says he has hived
this important branch of our business. swarms on 11 frames filled with DunBut upon nearly every other point ham foundation, and in 3 days it
in his article we differ, and it seems would be filled with comb and honey,
to me Mr. Caldwell is surely in error. and every comb drawn out in a perfect
"Perfect" compared with
I will call the reader's attention to two manner.
facts 1st. Ko report has ever been what y One of his that dropped down '?
made in favor of any foundation, I do not see that, as he states it. he is
Keithsburg, 111.
against the Given, by any person who ahead. But to accomplish this he tells
used and tested both styles thoroughly. us that three tilings are necessary;
Several reports have been made, "1st. The foundation must be made of
For the American Bee JournaL
and many more doubtless soon will be good tough wax ; 2d. It must be fasperfect
Philadelphia, Pa., Association.
(I have quite a number of private re- tened to the frame in the most
3d. It must (in his opinion)
ports), in favor of the Given over the manner
Dunham foundation, by parties who be made on the Dunham foundation
ARTHUR TODD.
have thoroughly tested both. As Mr. machine."
Well, here is where the superiority
The members of the Philadelphia, Caldwell has nowhere told us that he
and Vicinity Bee-Keepers' Associa- has ever tried the Given foundation, of the Given wired foundation is es-

best I could, lending her Prof. Cook's
"Mcinual of the Apiary" and the
AVeekly Bee Journal, and selling
her Mr. A. I. Root's "A B C" book.
My student seemed very much interested in her new vocation, and
learned, as I thought, very rapidly.
Having much work to do for myself,
as tlie season advanced, I had to let
the lady look after lier interests witli
but very little assistance from me.
And now, ladies, I am humiliated, fiu"
the student has excelled liT teacher
in lioney production, the lirst season
after slie embarked in tlie business!
She has got, to date, twice as much
honey from the same number of colonies as I have.
Mrs. Gray did not trust to "luck.''
Slie has no faith in it; but she went
to work right, and victory is hers.
She has 40 colonies in most excellent
condition, half of them crowding tlie
boxes and sections with beautiful
honey, and a good prospect at present
for harvesting a big crop by the end
of tlie season. Who can show a more
successful studeutV And who will say
that ladies cannot make successful
bee-keepers V

;

;

:

;

met in tlie evening of tlie 1-lth
inst. at the residence of the Secretary,
tion,

we

fairly

infer

that

he never has, tablished. 1st. Foundation made of
any pure wax will stay perfectly in

hence, when he says he makes tirstclass foundation on the Dunham mill,
Mr. Ilahmau.
Tliis gentleman has kept a colony do we not have the right to ask by
or two of bees some years with vary- what standard he uses the words
How does he know'?
ing success, but this year liaving made "first-class"?
a study of the best literature he can He further says his Dunham foundaobtain, has gone more scientifically to tion satisfies a most fastidious class of
work, and with results eminently satis- customers. Now, I think I know how
factory.
His visitor were well re- he comes by the idea that his customwarded for any extra trouble in reach- ers are of a most fastidious class
ing Mr. Ilahmau's out-of-town resi- first, because any supply dealer will
dence by (ui inspection nf his neatly soon think that, and second, he may
kept and jirosperous apiary.
The have had his foundation found fault
mysteries of the liive were unfolded, with by some.
aiid opitortuuity given to see comb
He thinks I failed because I was not
foundation in process of being worked a good mechanic. Let us call it so.
out, the queen bee, and all the little That proves that a poor mechanic can
bees.
succeed nicely witli a machine as well

place, and be quickly drawn into perfect combs, that jarring, extracting
and sun-heating will not disjilace. 2d.
It need not be fastened to the frames
at all. 3d. Such foundation cannot be
made on the Dunham mill. Is the
above what Mr. Caldwell calls a test
There may be as much difference in
tlie success witli which a bungler like
me, and an expert, like Mr. Caldwell,
would have in getting foundation
rapidly and perfectly drawn, as in
their ability to manufacture on the
'i*

Dunham

Mr. Ilahman stated tliat he com- made and adapted to its purpose as is
menced the season with 3 colonies the Given press, since I have sucabout swarming time, he founda stray ceeded in making more sheets per
swarm on his grounds wtiich, having minute and per hour than Mr. Caldwell lias yet claimed, and that, too,
with less daub and trouble of lubricating. I get the impression that Mr.
Caldwellis of a conservative turn of
mind: that he never says, "Give me
Hahmaii increased three, so that now better things, I want a better hive, a
at the end of the season lie has 9 better bee, a better extractor, a better
strong colonies, and 3 fairly good. He smoker, better foundation, etc., as
has sixty pounds of extracted honey did Langstroth, Vandervort, Coffinvi'hich he will sell at 8c. per lb.— S4.80. berry, I3inghaui, and others. He says:
Forty pounds in section boxes, all "Matchless rolls," "tried friend,"""!
sold at 20c. per lb.— SS.OO. Reckoning am satisfied,"' "my customers are
his increase in bees as eight colonies satisfied,'' etc.
at S.5.00— S40.00
this, together with
How many of these customers do
SV2.H0 for honey, makes the respecta- you supposeever used Given or Vanble sum of S.32.80 for \proflt account dervort foundation, either of which I
in 1882.
found superim- to Dunham foundaHow many of tiiem ever used
Having had a most enjoyable time tion
the members returned to town, prom- any foundation Ill-tore V Had I been
ising to renew the visit next year, of this turn of mind I would once have

mill.

only slight advantage ;i have
over Mr. Caldwell is that I have owned
two Dunham, three Vandervort. and
three Given machines. I have made,
used and solil, far and near, thousands
of lbs. of these three sorts of foundation. I have conducted careful and
comprehensive tests with the three
sorts (Root included as the 4th), and

The

witli a good home, they
deigned to accept and so made liis
stock four. His first 3 colonies yielded
live swarms which were all safely
hived.
Afterwards by division Mr.

supplied

ill company with employees,
I have also
students and visitors.
sent two and three sorts to parties ordering, and asked for tests and reports.
I have also a part of the time employed
an expert mechanic who is noted for his
ability as a machinist, to assist in the
manufacture of foundation. 1 found
the press much the easiest to operate,
and its products much the easiest for
the bees to make into the best combs.

that, too,

During

;

my

years, I had'

experiments of former
foundation made

Dunham

iiarties, the best of which
83 lbs. made by Mrs. Dunham,
of this lot she wrote me she

by various

was
and

'?

I

m

the making.
earned wax and all
This, too, fell behind the Given of first

;
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manufacture. The Vandervort, wliile
not equal to the Given, always showed
a superiority over the Dunhara. Now,
there are quite a luunber of Vandervort mills in use, antlsome in the hands
of those who do or have owned L)un-

While it was at its best, the
bees deserted tlie white clover to a
great extent, but returned to it when
the linden failed. There are about
forty acres of buckwheat near my
apiary, sowil at intervals for live
ham mills, and 1 aslc for a report from weeks. The Hrst sown is now white
some of these parties who speak more with bloom, while the last is only
from experience tlian prejudice. I cleverly up. Very many bees are at
have many one pound sections of honey work on it, while some still cling to
marked "G," "V," and "D," and we the white clover, and the sweet clover
are eating them on our own table, as is by no means neglected.
we need them, and tlie G's are the
I have not weighed the surplus from
only combs that you cannot detect but one hive this season. Up to Aug.
that foundation was used in.
7tli it had yielded 203i lbs. of extracted
Mr. Caldwell closes by assuming that honey. This, mark you, is from a
there is no better machine than the single colony, excluding the product
Dunham, because he says he "ventures of two swarms it sent out.
My bees are still swarming had
the assertion that where 1 pound of
Given is made and sold, 100 lbs. of three swarms to-day. Such a long,
Dunham is disposed of in like manner.' steady honey tlow has caused the
I suppose he really thinks that ex- queens to lay iiiunensely, producing
travagant statement is true. Stiould bushels and bushels of bees. I have
I allow my mind to reason down to put a great many swarms in with
my own little experience, I would other colonies, which is not advisable,
think the same of the Given vs. the as in many cases I have found them
Dunham, because my trade is now all queenless soon after uniting. I think
Given, the demand for Dunliam and No. 1 bees kill No. 2 queen, and No. 2
Vandervort running down so light 1 bees kill No. 1 queen. When swarms
stopped trying to make these sorts cluster together, I invariably hive
them together. Have liadas niany as
at all.
But let us examine this specimen four big swarms together in this way,
argument. Will Mr. Caldwell be so and gave them room by tiering up,
kind as to let us know how many and it is wonderful liow quickly they
pounds of foundation we sliall have to will gather 100 lbs. of honey. Wheii
sell from tlje Given mill next season they have clustered together at least
to make that the best mill, and its one queen is safe.
I began the season with 60 and have
work superior V I never knew before
that you could make and sell enougli more than doubled notwithstanding
foundation of any sort to make it the all the uniting, doubling up and piling
best foundation. J5y this reasoning together I have done. Think I shall
the Root foundation excels the Given have a big report to make when the
and V^andervcu't, if not all otiier sorts, season closes.
Gilson, 111., Aug. 17, 1882.
Dunhaui included. There certainly
was a time, only a few seasons ago,
when tlie Root was the best mill, and
For tbe American Bee Journal.
its product the best foundation iu the
Queen Shipping Cages.
world, measured by this standard.
This standard, given by Mr. Caldwell,
is a great boon to apiarists; all we
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
need to do now, to place all the styles
of foundation in their proper class of
To have queens arrive in good conworst, bad, good, better, best, is to dition is very desirable to both shiptake the foundation census.
per and receiver. To open a queen
Doviagiac, Mich., Aug. 17, 1882.
cage upon its arrival, and tiiid the
queen dead, is often a greater disapP. S.— At the "eleventh liour" Mr. pointment and loss to the purchaser
Caldwell is saved he says "If there than the sending of another queen is
is a better machine made, I want it,"'
to the breeder. As Mr. Foppleton reand I say, Mr. Caldwell there is, and I marks, on page 411, it is a great adlook forward to the near day when
vantage to know that a certain numyou will know it as well as I do.
ber of queens are sure to arrive in
good condition within one or two days
of a given lime and, to lielp bring
For the American Bee JourDal.
about such a happy state of ;iffairs, in
No "Gap" Here in Honey Flow.
general, please allow me to describe
the cage and feed that I have been
C. W. MCKOWN.
using ilie past year.
The cage is the old-fashioned
Some speak of a " gap " in the wooden cage, made by sawing up t
honey season. There has been no gap lumber into strips IJ inches wide,
here this season since wliite clover boring H inch holes, Si inches apart
first blossouied.
It was 8 or 10 days from centre to centre, then boring two
later blossoming than usual, but the I holes close by the side of each inch
quantity was simply immense, and and a half hole. Of course the holes
plenty of rain has kept it booming till are bored nearly through the strips of
the present time.
The linden flow wood. With a J inch round iron a
was extra good (though several days hole is punched through the thin i)arlater than usual), and blossomed very tition that divides the large hole from
unevenly; wliile tlie blossoms were the two small ones, and it is through
dying on one tree, they were just be- these i inch Ifoles that the bees gain
ginning to open on the next. Thus access to the feed with which the i
it continued much longer than com- holes are tilled.
After a strip of wood
mon.

;

;

:

;

has been made up into cages,

it is

cut

np into pieces of different lengths
some pieces containing only one cage,
others two, while the longest pieces
contain three cages. After reaching
their destination, the cages are easily
separated with a saw.
But it is to the kind of feed with
which the cages are provisioned that
I attribute my wonderful success in
sending queens during the last year
the loss being only one queen out of
400.
The queens have been sent to
nearly every State and Territory in
the Union, including California, Utah,
;

Texas, Georgia and Maine; also to
Canada. This feed in simply granulated sugar moistened with honey to
the consistency of a stiff paste. I wet
the sugar wiili honey pretty thoroughly, then allow it to stand a day or
two, when the sugar will settle to the
bottom (it does not dissolve), the
honey can then be scraped from the
top, and the sugar will be of the
proper consistency for putting into
the cages. Mr. I. It. Good, of Nappanee, Ind., who is the discoverer of
this feed, prepares it by putting in
plenty of li5ney, and, after allowing it
to stand a few days, pours it into a
dish or box having a wire cloth bottom, which allows the excess of honey
to drain out. ]\Ir. Good has shipped
hundreds of queens this season, sending them all over the country, and has
lost only two.
He says that this kind
of feed is better than anything else
when sending bees by the "pound.
During the warm weather I send
about ten bees with a queen but, as
the weather gets cooler, it is, I think,
better to use a larger cage, and put in
more bees and more feed. I do not
put in old bees with jagged wings,
neither those that have just hatched,
but bees that are, as nearly as I can
determine, about a week old.
In order that you may see exactly
how the cage is made, and then, perhaps, be enabled to give your readers
a better description of it than I have
done, and also that you may see thecondition in which its bees and queen
arrive, 1 will send you a cage containing an untested queen and eight or
ten bees.
Rogersville, Mich., Aug. 15, 1882.
;

[The cage and bees have been reWe cannot improve upon
Mr. Hutchinson's description of the
cage. There were 10 bees accompanying the queen, and all were as bright
and lively in the cage, four days after
their arrival, as they were when put
in.
With this cage and description of
feed, we are convinced a queen with
her retinue will endure a fortnight's
journey with [lerfect safety. We have
seen many of Mr. Good's shipments
this season, and in no instance was
there even a dead bee in the cage. A
ceived.

great mistake is, frequently made in
giving the queen and bees too much
;i.ir in shipping long distances, or for
continued confinement, as they quite
easily chill, and changes in climate, or

:
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tlie heat of clay to the cooling
air of niglit, are quite as wearing as

There can be
worrying.
nothing better, as a feed, than a combination of pure sugar and lioney.
Tlie queen lias been introduced to a
queenless colony, as a recompense for
her imprisonment.— Ed. 1
continual

For the American Bee

The Yellow Races
J. p.

Journiil.

of Hees.

3I00KE.

I send an article which I think has
never been published in the Bee

Journal, entitled " Tlie Principles
of Bee-Breeding," by Frederick William Vogel, of Schmanshafel, Brandenburg, Prussia, translated from the
German by the late Samuel Wagner,
as follows
If we carefully consider the topics
embraced in No. 1 of our programme,
we shall recognize, as the substance of
them, this query, "Is it possible to
produce an imiiroved breed of bees?

And

if so,

what are

tlie

principles of

breeding which we must adopt?"
I do not deny that on tliis question
I shall speak with a certain degree of
complacency, for that which I have
to communicate is not derived from
the indulgence of an idle fancy, but is
based on observations made at the
hive— the only sure, living and pure
source of npistical science.
In a discourse on the production of
an improved breed of bees, we have
to fix clearly in our minds tlie distinc-

Hence,

it is obvious for the production of an improved breed, mere varieties are of very subordinate account.
At the same time, however, I contend
that the production of an improved
breed of general value— that is, one
equally suited to all parts of an extensive country— is an impossibility.
On the other hand. I am clearly of
opinion that, for each particular district, possessing marked peculiarity
of climate and pasturage, an improved
breed specially suited to those conditions, may be produced. And in this
aspect, the existing varieties of the
honey bee are of high signilicance
and value.
The meaning and extent of the idea
expressed by the term race have long
since been settled by science. The
term embraces a certain amount of
external corporeal markings, among
which are size and color. When the
bees of any extensive region, or even
of a limited district, are found to be
strikingly distinguished by their large
or small size, by the color and quality
of their pubescence, or of the tint of
their dorsal bands, from the common
type of the honey bee assuming as
such, for the present, our common
black bee, we are warranted In designating them as a distinct variety or
race
and that each variety or race
has its own distinguishing constitutional characteristics is generally

—

;

known.

am

not of opinion, however, that
produce or improve breed,
recourse must necessarily be had to
the foreign races which have been introduced among us, though it is often
I

in order to

alleged that we should, from the start,
tion between variety and race, for the have availed ourselves of them, and
two ideas are not nnfrequently con- have endeavored thus to originate an
founded, or used in a very arbitrary improved breed. But had that course
sense. The idea of variety includes a been adopted we should hardly ever
certain amount of constitutional prop- have reached a satisfactory result.
erties. In bees there are, among The pure races would have disajiothers, good or bad temperaments, peared under our hands long before
swarming propensity or the want of we could have succeeded in substiit, disposition to build drone comb, tuting an improved breed for them.
etc., etc.
Allow me to include all It was much wiser to labor primarily
such constitutional properties under to secure an ample stock of pure races,
the general term "characteristics." while at the same time the peculiar
Variety, accordingly, is based on the characteristics of each were assiducharacteristics. Corporeal markings, ously studied. And now that both
size and color, do not come into con- these points have been attained, we
sideration in determining the idea of are placed in a position favoring and
"variety." If the bees of any par- furnishing means and facilities, for
ticular district are distinguished by a the origination and production of an
marked propensity for swarming, or improved breed.
by any other special cliaracteristics
Permit me now to communicate the
we are warranted in designating them results of a series of experiments all
"
as a
variety." Thus, in my estima- of which bad for their object to ascertion, the heath bees of Luneberg, tain the principles which should guide
those of Lower Austria, etc., etc., are and govern us in the endeavor to ytrosimply new varieties of our well- duce and establish an improved breed
known black bee. The peculiar con- of bees. The experiments instituted
stitutional properties which charac- were so numerous, that they might be
terize varieties are rooted in the psy- told by fifties or hundreds.
chical or spiritual nature of the in1. Crossing the black bee with
sect, and are elicited by the kind or THE Italian.— When the Italian bee
quality of the pasturage ."by particular was introduced by Dzierzon, it was
modes of management, by diversity supposed that the workers produced
of climate, or some other dominating by the Italian queen, fertilized by a
peculiarity of the district. Accord- black drone, would show an interingly, these constitutional properties mingling of the external markings of
•disappear or are lost by lapse of time, the parents. But this was soon found
by removal to a different locality, and to be a mistake. In the second genthus subjecting the insect to other eration already, degeneration became
climatic influences and other condi- apparent— the liybrMs divided numertions of management or pasturage. ically, one portion resembling the
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and the other the black bees.
For the purpose of experiment, I continued breeding in these two directions, and in the fourth or lifth generation reached again on the one
hand the pure Italian bee and on the
Italian,

;

other in the fourth degree, the pure
black bee. The hybridism of the bee
was thus again resolved into its ataval
elements. The facts thus experimentally ascertained are, however, of
very subordinate signilicance, elucidating only the coloration of the hybrids. Of higher and much greater
practical value, on the other hand, is
the solution of the inquiry. " Do the
constitutional characteristics of the
two become commingled in the blackItalian hybrids ? Or are those of the
one variety or race simply transmitted
to the other ?" It is well known that
very different answers have been
given to these questions. .Some breeders state that the hybrids of the black
and Italian bees possess the constitutional properties of the Italians;
while others allege the direct contrary. Some assert that the hybrids
are more irascible than the black
bees ; others again say they are less
so.
Some declare that "they will store
more honey, while others say they
will store less, etc. The truth is, the
constitutional properties of the two
are of an exceedingly subtle nature,

which makes it extremely difficult to
base a reply on the results of a cross
between them. It is only by crossing
the black bee with the Egyptian that
we can obtain any clear light on the
point under consideration.
2. Crossing the black bee and
THE Egyptian.- When the Egyptian
bee was consigned to me by the Ber-

Acclimatization Society," I was of
opinion that this bee was of little or
at most of only slight importance in
a scientilic point of view, for I supposed then that whatever was to be
learned of the proposed mysteries of
the bee had already been revealed by
lin

means

of the

ever,

feel

I

ai)istical

Italians.

Now, how-

assured that the future of
theory pertains to the Egyp-

tian bee.

Very soon some of the Egyptian
queens became fertilized by drones.
The workers produced by these queens
were not perceptibly larger than the
pure Egyptian workers, and in other
respects still resembled the Egyptian
type very much. The drones produced by these queens since impregnation exerts no direct influence on
them were still pure Egyptian. I
now raised some young queens from
these impurely fertilized mothers, and
employed the Kohler process to secure
their fertilization by black drones.
According to the experience derived
from cro.ssing the black bee and the
Italian, the workers produced by such
queens should have been numerically

—

—

one-half

lilack

half Egyptian.

and the other
But when the hybrid

bees,

workers made their appearance, our
were not realized. The

anticiijations

hybrids diverged in two directions indeed, but the parental markings
showed themselves mingled or melted
into each otiier, in a portion of the
portion of the workers
progeny.
resembled the Italian workers so per-

A
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and characterisno expert could distinguish
them from pure Italians. Another
portion of tliem still resembled the
Egyptian bees, showing a black body
feetly, in color, size
tics, tliat

covered with a grayisli pubescence,
and manifesting the constitutional
tlie
characteristics of
Egyptians.
These observations led me to suppose
that, probably ages ago, the Italian
bee may have originated from a cross
of the black bee with the Egyptian.
I

communicated

this

conjecture to

Dr. Gerstaker of Berlin^ and other

The latter received the suggestion with great disfavor, regarding it as derogatory and dishonoring
the Italian bee, and it required no inconsiderable labor to convince them
that the conjecture had no reference
whatever to any supposed value or
want of value of any variety of the
honey bee, but was of a purely scienand that one variety
tific nature
miglit, in economic value still rank
high above another, though it be
friends.

;

clearly demonstrated to be of hybrid
origin. Dr. Gerstaker informed me
that he was unable to distinguish the
workers produced by a cross of the
black bee with the Egyptian, from the
pure Italian workers but that I had
assigned no reason for my hypothesis,
and that the geograpical distribution
of the honey bee militated against it.
I then again carefully studied the excellent little treatise by Dr. Gerstaker,
";

on " The Geographical Distribution
of the Honey Bee," and found that
the geographical distribution of the
races furnished no conclusive arguments either for or against my views.
Here the idea occurred to me that the
conjecture would attain to the highest degree of probability, if a hybrid
queen of the second or third generation should be found to produce
drones which could not be distinguished from Italians. Impatiently
did I await the return of spring. The
drones linally made tlieir appearance
and diverged likewise in two directions; one portion could not be distinguished from Italian drones, while
another portion resembled the Egyptian drones in size, but having black
bodies with grayish pubescence. I
then raised young queens from an
Egyptian hybrid queen of the second
degree of degeneration, and arranged
to have them fertilized by drones derived from the sauie mother, but bearing Italian markings. Tlie workers

produced by

queens resembled
drones diverged
adverted to. I
breed in and in from

tliese

tlie Italians, while the
in tlie two directions

now

proceeded to

the hybrids thus obtained, and in the
third and fourth generations all the
drones bore the Italian markings. It
might here be objected that, on ataval
principles, these hybrids must revert
to their distinct parental or primal
races, as is the case with hybrids of
the black bee and the Italians. But I
have now before me black Egyptian
hybrids of the nineteenth generation,
and these still retain their cliaracteristic markings unchanged alike in
queens and drones and workers,
though rather intensified in degree
and permanence. Firmly established,
therefore, do I regard this fact— from

a cross of the black bee with the regard only for the qualities of the
Egyptian, a hybrid is produced which queen. According to my observano man can distinguish from the tions, those of the drone, too, must be
Italian bee.
taken into account.
jSTow what do these observations
In order to accumulate facts, it beteach ? For brevity's sake I will ex- came necessary to cross the Italian
press the question thus
Did Divine bee with the Egyptian, because these
Omnipotence, when placing the ani- two are the exact counterparts of
mal creation upon the earth provide each other, as regards constitutional
in each case only one primitive pair; characteristics— the Egyptians having
or did He create each race at once in a fiery temperanient, while the Italian
larger groups V And if the latter, is of a placid and gentle disposition.
were all the animals of the same class The first inquiry was Does the temperfectly alike as regards size and perament reside in the seminal filacolor? Or did (iod create directly ment, or in the egg V In other words,
the different races of the honey bee V is the seminal filament the germ of
When we reflect that no mortal eye the young bee, or is the egg
witnessed the grand act of creation,
When first the seminal filaments
and further consider that no reply were discovered in the generative
can be deduced from any known laws fluid, it was tliought that each was
of nature, tliey may be regarded as the incipient genu of a nascent creahighly presumptuous. But the arro- ture, and that the young animal is
gance apparently involved in them nothing more than a fully developed
vanishes at once, when I state that I seminal filament. Accordingly, it was
have not deduced the re))!y from my assumed that the egg only contained
own mental cogitations, but from facts the requisite nutriment for the sustewith which I became acquainted when nance and development of the semicrossing the common black bee with nal filament. Now, if this were in
the Egyptian. My observations con- reality the germ of the nascent crea:

:

'/

strained me to accept two primitive ture, the constitutional properties
races for the honey bee.
portion of must be inherent in the drone. But
each of tliese races certainly existed every bee breeder is aware of the fact
since the dawn of history, and these that an unimpregnated queen lays
denominate original "or primary eggs which produce drones exclusI
races. In the course of time others ively ; and he further knows that
arose from the crossing or intermix- worker bees occasionally lay eggs from
ture of the primary races, and these I which living creatures are developed,
call derivative or "secondary races, or and that these are invariably drones.
varieties. The black bee and the From these facts it is evident that the
Egyptian I regard as primary races. egg contains the germ of the young
The Italians, Cecropians, Syrians, bee. Let us now inquire what obChinese, etc., etc. "who can count servations and experiments further
tlie peoples
who name their names ?" teach. I crossed pure Egyptian queens
In tlie hybrid
all these are nothing more than the with Italian drones.
hybridous product springing from the progeny, the constitutional properties
two original races— mere derivative —tlie temperanient— of the Egyptian
or secondary races. I venture to say seemed completely obliterated, as it
that if all these mixed products be were, and those of the Italian substientirely removed, leaving me only the tuted. I next crossed the Italian
pure black bee and the pure Egyp- queens with Egyptian drones, and
tian, I could speedily reproduce any the progeny displayed the Egyptian
desired secondary race, by crossing characteristics wholly. Hence, it was
those two primaries. Possibly, the manifest that the temperament of the
strikingly black honey bee of Mada- bee resides in the seminal filament.
gascar may yet prove to be another Accordingly, in our endeavors to provide an improved breed, our attenprimary race.
o. Crossing the Italian bee and tion must be pre-eminently directed
THE Eoyptian.— What has hitherto to the drones by which the selected
been said is of subordinate import- queen is to be fertilized. We come
ance, so far as regards the production now to the question whether drones
of an improved breed; because it re- possess diversities of temperament,
fers only to the color or markings, but the elucidation of this branch of
which it may be thought desirable to our topics would occupy too much
give to the improved breed. But of time at present. I may perhaps have
liigher and more practical importance occasion hereafter to discuss it.
is the solution of the questions, is the
Some may dissent from the views I
constitutional temperament of one have here expressed, but we cannot
race transmissible to another V And disagree in our object, namely, by
if so, is this to be effected by means steadfast endeavor and close scrutiny
or, again, do to attain to the knowledge of the
of the queen or drone
the constitutional properties of the trutii wliicli the Omniscient has emtwo races or varieties become so com- bodied in this very diminutive memmingled or melted into each other by ber of animated nature— the honeythe cross, that new and special con- bee.
Kow, as Vogel has proved beyond a
stitutional properties are the results
In breeding we have hitherto relied doubt that the yellow race of bees is
mainly on the queen. We said—" this not a primary race, but has been prois a choice, populous colony, with a duced in all its varieties by crosses
fine prolific queen, therefore, we must between the Egyptian and black bees,
use some of its blood for raising it makes it easy to see why the Italian
queens." But I do not believe that is so gentle and so prone to run out
ill
the endeavor to procure an im- into tlie black bee. The Egyptian
proved breed, it is sufficient to have bee was probably brought into Europe

A
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Virgil
there were
two distinct races of bees there in his
time (that was in the time of Julius
Cffisar), and that the yellow race was
the best thought of but as the black
bee is a native of Europe, it results
that the black blood in the Italian bee
preponderates— there is more of it than
tliere is of the Egyptian blood, hence,
they are gentle, and the addition of a
little more black blood makes them
all black, as we have many times
learned to our cost. I judge that the
Syrian, Holy Land and Cyprian bee
were originallv produced by a cross
between the black bee of Europe and
the Egyptian, but in their case, I take
it, tliat the Egyptian blood predominates; the queens are small, they are

some thousands

of years ago.

tells in his pastorals, that

going on.
All the necessary opera- competed for. Mr Sword gained thetions can be done by drawing the ends first prize for tlie best exhibition of
and top. The glass doors and top at extracted honey in two pound glasses,
eacii side are made to fold, when open while Mr. Templeton took first prize
to form the sides and top. The frames for the best comb honey in small

atttched to tlie end, wliicli wtien drawn
out exposed them fully 14 inches. It
is made to revolve on a foundation
which is so arranged that no single bee
can be crushed. It will at once be
seen, when closed, the bees are in a
perfectly natural condition for all the
operations of bee life, without loss of
heat or inconvenience.
In addition to the above, it is so arranged that a crate of sections can be
put oil the top, in which tlie bees enter most readily. The excluder zinc
is so arranged that the queen cannot
ascend the sujier, which presents a
very light in color, and their disposi- very pleasing apiiearance. In short,
tion, in many cases, resembles the this is a hive which meets the condiEgyptian more tiiau any other race. tions laid down by the Society, being
In fact, 1 am perfectly satislied that a perfect hive fcu-' both summer and
winter use, and having all combs visiis Just where tliey obtained it.
;

Binghamton, N. Y.

ble on both sides.

sections.

Mr. Sword was awarded first prize,,
and Mr. Scott second prize for the
best honey cakes, which were "very
tasty."

Mr. Young was awarded 3 prizes of
merit for various honey extractorswhich he exhibited, proving a good
source of attraction.
Mr. Wood gained first prize for his
fine display of honey producing plants,
exhibited in a dried state.
Passing out of this tent we find ourselves enclosed in a smaller canvas,
one (which has been several timesillustrated in the

Bee Journal), and

which was the scene

of great interest

during the show. Manipulating was
carried mi daily, while the public were
protected by a "gauze-screen. Driving
bees from a straw skep and trans-

Mr. James Johnstone, of Touch via ferring their combs and bees to a barcame second with a very nice frame hive, were performed at interhive, which has seven bars in number. vals during the day and never failed
These were of the Woodbury size, ar- to astonish the many visitors, who
ranged in n row, and standing parallel seemed amazed at the easy manner in
to each other. These, working on a which the bee master could handle
pivot, opened out like the leaves of a them, like flies.
The following gentlemen acted asbook, while the bees found their w.ay
to the main channel down the centre judges: Mr. Cowan, Horsham near
London Mr. Wilkie Gourock, Mr.
of the pivot.
Mv. Wood also exhibited anotlier Patterson Struan, and Mr. Garvie
two leaved hive, which had six frames. Bridge, of Earnwhile. Bailie LaughIt was well stocked, and also a great land, of Kilmarnock, acted as Umpire.
The weather throughout was very
source of attraction.
Mr. Johnstone gained the first prize wet with the exception of the last day
for tne best colony of British bees, (Friday), otherwise the show was a
which he exhibited in a six-bar Wood- great success.
John D. Hutchison, Sec.
bury hive, which was well stocked.
In it the frames were arranged in two
perpendicular rows, showing artificial
The National Convention.
Stirling,

For the Ameiicuii Bee Juurnal.

Caledonian Apiariau Society.

This Society held its ninth exhibition in connection with the Iliglihuul
Agricultural Society's Sliow, in the
King's Park, Glasgow Green. It occupied two large marquees in the
south-west corner of the yard.
Every exhibition seems to be ad-

;

precediug one, comb foundation in the various stages
of entries of extension up to the complete cell.
and the quality and quantity of the
Mr. Young, of Perth, came second,
hives, bee furniture, etc. The entries with one almost exactly the same,
numbered upward of 100, exactly which was also well stocked.
double that of last year, when tlie
Mr. Sword, of Falkirk, came third,
show was held in Stirling. Not only which were exhibited in a single leaved
did the entries show an excess in hive, and contained four frames. This
number, but tlie quality of tlie exliibits was also well stocked.
were of such a character as to denote
These were entries for the best
the distinct advances beiug made in colony of foreign liees, but as none of
the science of apiculture. A few of them were perfectly pure, the judges
the sections and supers on exhibition made no awards.
were under the prescribed weight,
In the class for hives, the competiwhich suggested the fact that tlie sea- tion was very keen they were all of a
son has not been favorable for the superior kind, both as to workmanship
production of lioney.
and design, the bar-frames making a
I'assing into the largest marquee, splendid clisplay by themselves. For
we liud the centre ef attraction to be the best collection of liives, bee furniin the observatory hives, wliicli were ture, etc., Mr. Young gained first
placed along the north side of the prize, Mr. Steele, of Dundee', coming
tent. As the greatest interest was second. Both exhibited very intermanifested in this class, I shall give a esting collections of everyihing conbrief account of it:
nected witli apiculture, even from a
In this department there was a keen needle to an anchor. There was also
competition, the first prize falling a good display of various sized supers,
deservedly to Mr. D. Wood, Benmore comb foundation and samples of wax.
via Greenock, wliose hive was notice- In the honev classes the quality shown
able both for its ingenuity and beauty. was of high'merit. For the best super
It consisted of four frames double- above 20 lbs., Mr. Anderson, of Stehinged, folded together and set at venson, carried off the first prize,
proper distances, so ttiat tliere is no while Mr. Crawford, of Arran, came
possibility of bee-crushing.
When second. Both looked remarkably
folded together it occupies 11x17x24 well, so much so, that both were
inches in height; when expanded it bought immediately after the judging.

vancing always on

tlie

botli as regards the

number

:

2 ft. 7 inclies, into the sluipe of a W,
so that the eye sees everything that is

is

The

Xortli

American

ers' Society will

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th an-

nual meeting at

Washington Park
Washing-

Hall. Cincinnati, O., across

ton Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to oth, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
We are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very profitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add tothe knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.

Ehkick Parjily,

NewYork,

July

Sec.

12, 1882.

i^The Central Micliigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet Sept.
ioth, at Lansing, in the Capitol Building. We call the meeting- two weeks,
before the Annual Fair of the Central
Michigan Agricultural Society meets,
for the purpose of making the final
arrangements for a large exhibit of
bees, honey and apiarian supplies.
cordial invitation is extended to beeThe meeting
keepers everywhere.
will be of especial interest, and a large
All the otiier classes, which were attendance is expected.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
glasses and small supers, were well

A
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Bee-Keepers in Iowa.— At Uie
meeting of the Xortli
Araei-ican Bee-Keepers' Society, to 1)6
held Oct. 3d, in Cincinnati, Vice
Presidents are expected to report the

To
next

all

iiniiiml

status of the industry in their respective States. This can only be done by
the lielp of bee-keepers in different
parts of tlie State, and I wish tliat
every person interested in bees would,
as soon as they .see this notice, send me
by postal or letter a report of the condition of bee culture in their section,

from the clo.se of last year's honey
season until the present time. I hope
all who see this will respond, as I will
not even attempt to make the report
expected of me, unless I have sufficient information so as to make a reasonably correct one.
O. O. POPPLETON,
Vice P. for Iowa.
Williamstown, Iowa, Aug#25, 1S82.

1^ The

Kentucky State Bee-Keepwill meet in Louis-

Convention

ers'

ville, Ky., at the Exi)Osition Building
Press Rooms, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 26tl) and 27tli. All beekeepers are invited to attend, and send
essays, papers, implements, or anything of interest to the fraternity.
The Exposition will be in full blast
and cheap, llailroad rates from all

W. WiLLiAM.soN,

points.

/b'ec.

^The Ohio State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in convention in
Columbus, on the Fair Grounds, during tlie week of the State Fair meetings to be held on Thursday and
Friday, Aug. 31 and Sept. 1, 1SS2.
Rooms have been provided in the Fair
Grounds for the use of the Associa;

tion.

of

all

A

full

who

attendance

is

requested

are interested.

Daniel Spear,

Sec.

Cardington, O.

Time and Place

oS JVf«tinfl.

Aug. 31— Ohio State, at Oolumbus, O.
Sept.

5-N. W.

Daniel Spear, Sec, Cardinjiton, O.
111. aud S. W. Wis., at Rockton, III.

Jonathan Stewart. Sec.
19— Michigan Central, at Liansinp, Mich.
E. N. Woiid, Sec.

27— Kentucky State, at liOuisville. Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexingtuu, Ky.
28— Norfolli, Out., at Waterford. Ont.
Blias douse. Sec.
26.

3-6— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrick Parmly, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec, ('hristiansburg, Ky.
Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown, O.
J. A. Bucklew. Sec, ClarUs. O.
Nov. 1— New Jersey &Kastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Hasbrouck, Sec, Bound Brook, N. J,

-Oct.

Wm. Camm.
Clipping Qneens.— 1. In handling
brood frames, does it hinder the bees
or disturb them to place the frames

back proniicuously

What

Murrayville,

111.,

Aug.

19, 1882.

Bees and Amber Syrnp.

— After

an

the absence
of about 2 years, I will again
ask space in the Bee Journal to inform its numerous readers what the
prospects are in tliis part of Missouri.
I began the season with 100 strong
colonies, besides some 20 nuclei that
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 21, 1SS2.
I brought through the winter.
I left
my bees on the summer stands, and
[1. It may cause momentary confuthey all came through without any
sion, but no harm i£ they are placed loss.
I have now over 200 strong coloback with the brood in the center.
nies, mostly Italians and Cyprians.
2. Lift the frame with the queen This has been the finest honey season
and stand it lown or hang it, so as to I have ever seen one continual flow
from March up the present, and the
leave both hands free
with the prospects are very line for fall honey.
thumb and fore- linger of the left I have taken off l,.500lbs. of box honey,
hand deliberately catch hold the end in 1 and 2 lb. boxes, and about the
same of extracted, and expect as
of one primary wing, and lifting out
much more. I am putting up an apgently, with a sharp pocket knife cut paratus for manufacturing syrup and
off about one-third.
sugar from early amber cane, do you
tliink the bees will trouble any; I
3. Because she can make a better
have heard that they will, but I would
attempt at flying with the ends of like to hear from yoir:* I consult the
both wings clipped, than if a third of Weekly Bee Journal witli interest,'
and hope it may continue its weekly
only one is taken off.
visits for many years yet to come.
4. Yes, where botli wings are cut
J. L. Smith.
close, as she is more helpless. If she
Lawson, Mo., Aug. 1.5, 1882.
is jostled off the comb by the bees, as
[We are afraid you will experience
is sometimes the case, she has more
considerable annoyance from and
difficulty in regaining her position.
with the bees on account of your amEd.]
ber sugar works, especially if there
Preference for Catnip. Bees were should be any interruption in the
on tlie verge of starvation here till lioney flow.— Ed.]
about -June 1st. and then it was too
wet, so that the nectar was too thin.
Bees Booming. We have had no
July showed the "silver lining,"' however, and August has turned the sil- surplus honey from our bees for three
ver to gold. My tirst swarm came years. But about a week ago they
June 30th now, from 17 in the spring, commenced "booming," and I now
for a good fall crop. I have 60
I have 54, but the increase came from look
13 colonies, and two wild swarms colonies in excellent condition, mostly
caught. From one Syrian colony I with upper stories full of comb.
?

2.

is

safest way to clip queens" wings? I
notice the usual way is to clip one
wing only. 3. Why not clii) Ijoth V
4. Is there any danger of injuring the
queen by too close clipping y Quiz.

—

;

—

—

Local Convention Directory.
1882.

be till frost. If there is any
plant that I feel sure it will pay to
plant for honey alone, whether the
season be wet "or dry, it is catnip. I
cultivated it this year, and shall plant
all I can another season.

will

StUCT^i^

;

have now 11, and all doing well. Increased mainly by natural swarming,
but also divided and formed several
nuclei, tliat have now grown into full
colonies.
Cyprian colony I divided,

A

J.

Chillicothe, Mo.,

Aug.

W. Green.
19, 1882.

Less tlian an Average.— The peculiar
is still continuing.
On
the ISlh or I'.illi of July a heavy flow

honey season

and days afterward, the new colony
swarmed, and they have continued to of lioney suddenly commenced, and
.5

swarm nearly every day this week. I continued without
let the yist swarm hang in a tree till the 30th, when it

I tore out all the cells, but found the
colony was still so strong that 1 hived
the swarm by itself. Tlie cells were
^" In order to have this table complete, Secre- ill bunches and the children took
taries are requested to forward full particulars of from them half a dozen line looking
and lively queens. I tilled all frames
time and plac^of future meetinKS.- ED.
half way down witli foundation, and
sometimes they were all ch'awn out
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on and contained "honey, pollen and eggs
which are printed a large bee in gold, in less than 24 hours. I have one
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. queen with 10 frames of brood, and
nearly every upper story has been
badly brooded. Have only taken
1^ The Bee Journal is mailed at about 1-50 lbs. of extracted, and have
the Chicago Postoflice every Tuesday, about 100 lbs. of comb honey nearly
and any irregularity in its arrival is ready, but white clover, red clover,
due to the postal employes, or some alsike, melilot, catnip, sniartweed and
cause beyond our control.
buckwheat are yet in profusion, and

interruption until
just as suddenly
terminated. I obtained a surplus of
about .30 lbs. of honey per colony during that short flow. Since July 30th,
honey has been coming in so slowly
that robber bees have troubled us
very much about our work. Fall
flowers are just commencing to bloom,
and if we should be fortunate enough
to have a month of fair weather yet,
may make a medium crop; but I do
not" think it at all probable that we
can get what 1 call an average crop,
viz.
100 lbs. per colony. Please send
us a portion of that " cloud with a
We would give it a
silver lining.'"
most hearty w^elcome, I assure you.
O. O. Poppleton.
:

Williamstown, Iowa, Aug.

15, 1882.

;
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Seeding an Orchard.— I have an time. You may guess there was a
orchard of three acres of trees, 12 dislodgement of the bees to my satisyears old, set 22x26 feet apart, now faction. With the exception of what
seeded to inanimoth red ch^ver, the were killed (perhaps enough for one
lieavy growth of wliicli is likely to in- swarm), the balance with the queen
jure tlie trees. 1 wish to make a bee settled on an aj)ple tree about 6 feet
pasture of the orchard, liow shall I from the ground, and I saved and
proceed V The clover is now ripe and hived them in their original homes
full of seed, besides the ground has with their mothers.
Daniel Whitmer.
seed iir it from last year. Soil is comSouth Bend, Ind., Aug. 17, 1882.
mon black loam, and quite level. We
are three miles from any timber, and
[This season has been a peculiar
Land is worth 875 to
tive froui town.
one
regarding swarming, some beethe
one-half
of
About
i;,SO per acre.
fences are Osage hedge, and this is keepers reporting it without a prefull of catnip.
A. II. HoLCOiiB.
cedent. We have known several cases
Pecatonica, 111., Aug. 20, 1SS2.
of swarming from 3-story Langstroth
[Cut the red clover and plow the hives, wherein were 30 brood-frames,
stul)ble under as usual, then in early and the majority containing more or
spring seed the orchard down with less brood. Your trouble has been
white clover. This will make excel- augmented somewhat by using only
lent sheep, hog and calf pasture, and eight frames in the lower story; but
a very good range for bees. We we doubt if double- that number
would advise seeding down to sweet would altogether have repressed their
clover, but its rank growtli on good swarming proclivities.
bee-keeper
loam would make it quite as objec- of our acquaintance, in this city, who
tionable to the orchard as tlie mam- has long entertained tlie opinion that
moth red clover, as it would attain a a long-idea hive could be constructed
heiglit of six feet or more.— Ed.]
which would prove a non-swarmer,
having occasion to absent himself
Excessive Swarming. Tliis season from the city for several weeks, conhas been one of the most favorable of
structed some of that class, and was
all seasons for breeding in this locality
Larger swarms so sanguine of success that he disreI ever experienced.
I never saw; hives full and running garded our advice to clip a wing of
over continually. Notwithstanding all each queen. xV'ow he mourns the loss
the precaution taken to prevent them
from issuing, tliey would come forth of several of his best queens, which
pell-mell, witli mated or virgin queens. were accompanied by rousing swarms.
I have given room with surplus and In no instance were even all the founbreeding capacity to no avail. 1 have dation frames drawn out when the
practiced destroying queen cells: in
short, have done everything I ever bees absconded, and he doubts tlie
read of or knew to prevent them from correctness of his theories.— Ed. 1
swarming and failed. Do you know
wliat is the matter ? With the excepTwo
Cyprians Beat all the Rest.
tion of two days since the latter part years ago this fall I obtained 2 Cypof June, until to-day, I have hived rians and 1 Italian jjueen. I lost one
from 1 to swarms. 1 am using the of the Cyprians the lirst winter. The
Langstroth hive, an eight frame hive other beats all the rest of the bees
as modified by .James lleddon, with combined. The lirst year they cast 7
his surplus arrangement, which I like. good swarms. This year one colony
I must give you my experience with has cast 6 swarms. 1 doubled up four
a large swarm. Five issued at one and made two, so as to have them
time and clustered togetlier. I have strong. They are the best workers 1
one-third of one of the primary wings have. As there is some inquiry about
of every queen clipped, consequently, them, I will say they have done well
I captured four of those queens and for me. I have taken from three colreturned them to their respective onies about 6') lbs of honey each, and
hives. The other one could lly enough will get 40 lbs. more from each this
to accompany tlie bees. Tliey were season, of box honey. From one coldirectly over my bee garden or apiary, ony of my old strain of bees, I will get
comprising ItJO colonies of bees. I about 160 lbs. of box lioiiey. I have
attempted to ascend twice to take now 105 lbs., and they are good for
them, but was nervous about it, in or 60 lbs. more. Out of my 45 colonies,
consequence of their becoming very 26 have done all the swarming this
mucli irritated on account of the up- year. I have sold two, doubled up
roar produced by the swarming, and some,and some swarms went together.
gave it up to contrive some other 1 now have 7S colonies, all doing well.
means to get them, as I did not want 13ees in this section are doing very
to lose -5 Italian swarms in 1, with a well, although the spring was wet and
good queen. The size of the cluster cold, which made them rather late in
being about 4 feet long and 16 inclies swarming
but when white clover
in diameter. As it was about 30 feet came they went into it with a rush. I
high, I concluded to try what virtue put off swarming as long as I can, so
there was in powder and shot. I re- as to get large swarms, when I can
quested a young man in my employ on get honey in abundance.
the farm to get the gun and shoot
Thomas Lashbuook.
through them. He did so the tliird
Waverly, Iowa, Aug. 22, 1882.

A

—

—

S)

.').',

;
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Never saw a Better Honey Harvest.

—The

"silver linings of the clouds'"

reached here July loth, and I never
saw a better honey harvest in this
country than it has been since that
time.
I inclose two honey plants,
please give name and value. The
small red flower grows in the timber
land, and the bees work on it all day.
Even where there is but one plant, I
find it covered with bees. The yellow
flower grows on the bottom land, and
is a great favorite with the bees.

E. Doty.

Macksburg, Iowa, Aug.

15, 1882.

[The small red flower is ligwort or
Simpson honey plant; the yellow
flower is a solidago, to which class the
goldenrod also belongs. It is needless, after giving the names, to say

more

iji

commendation

of

them as

honey plants.— Ed.]

—

Recappinfr a (jueen Cell. On the
10th inst. I had a swarm of bees come
off.
I went to the old hive and took
out all the queen cells but one, laying
them in a box which I put in the
shop. On the 14th I came across

them, and commenced to open them
with my knife. I found a large one
which I cut open, but seeing a grublooking thing which moved a little, I
put it in a queenless colony, grafting
it in a comb, then awaited results.
The next day at noon the cell was
built out again and capped over, and
to-day a line, lively queen came forth.
We are getting up quite an interest
in bee-culture around Bushnell this
season. All bee-keepers here appear
to be doing well, and^are taking off
lots of lioney.

Nathan M. Woodman.
Bushnell,

111.,

Aug.

22, 1882.

Best Honey Flow of the Season.—
are having the largest and longWith
est honey flow of the season.

We

10 days more of this weatlier, it will
exceed in bulk all the rest of the season's crop. Bees are swarming daily
I had three swarms yesterday, but
put them all back, thinking that the
best course to pursue.
Geo. E. Hilton.
Fremont Center, Mich., Aug. 23.

—

Swarming Perplexities. We have
had a singular seasbn so far, with but
few days at a time that bees could get
honey, on account of rains. We have
had plenty of flowers, but the rain
washes ttie honey out in a day or two
but more flowers come again. I have
had a singular experience with swarms
Heretofore they have
this season.
waited for each other— not so this
time, for I have had as many as four
;

out

all

tirst

at once, before I could get the
I attempted to divide,

one hived.

but sometimes some would get uo
queen, and so would go back.
second swarm came out before I had
the first one half in they went in with
the first (uie without settling anywhere. I have lost over §50 worth of
All were
swarms by absconding.
Italians but one, and that rose high
in the air and bid me good-bye. I

A

;

—
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have sold 3 colonies for $23.50, and
Cellar for Winter. — I wish to get
have 9 left. I have not taken over 200 your advice about wintering bees in
lb,s. of honey.
It may be we will have my cellar, which I had intended for
a good fall season.
that purpose. The cellar is 32 feet

Joel Brewer.
Lincolnville, Ind.,

Aug.

Honey-Dew.— We

are

15, 1882.

perienced bee men will extract. Bees.,
generally, are in fine condition. I am
looking forward to run an apiary neai'
Portland, Oregon.
What is your
square ; the part intended for bees is opinion of that country ?
partitioned off 14 feet on the northC. S. NpwsoM.
side with flooring there are two winAthens, O., Aug. 20, 1882.
dows, one in the north and one in the
[We have been informed Portland,.
east.
It is ventilated vvitli a pipe r>uining into the chimney. Would this Oregon, is an excellent locality for
be a good place for wintering bees, bees, but know nothing of it personally.
and how should they be prepared V I -Ed.]
have 34 colonies. Last week, in examining my bees, I found a strong
Sweet Clover. How many acres of
colony queenless, with no brood ex- sweet clover will be a fair estimate for
cept that which was capped. They 50 colonies of bees V
had several queen cells, some capped
H. J. NOBTHUUP.
and others not. I caged a young layLansingburgh, N. Y.
ing queen and put her between the
[We have no meansof knowing with
frames.
The next day I drew the
slide, and on the following morning any degree of accuracy, as the growth
the young queen was lying at the with us is spontaneous and scattering
;
entrance.
1 opened the hive and
found fresh laid eggs ; on looking but think ten acres would be ample.
further, I found an inferior queen. I This, then, could be partly mowed in
pinched her head and introduced July, so as to have one-half in bloom
anotlier, and now all is lovely. Where while
the remainder went into its first
did the queen come from V
seeding, which usually takes place in
Hebron, Neb.
F. E. Roper.
;

having the

sweetest time ever known in this
county. No honey-dew before this
has ever furnished a parallel. The
bees are swarming, very rich, and
stinging everything within fifty yards.
I have been intending to call on you
during this month, but will not be
able to do so until next month. Please
give us the philosopliy of honey-dew.
Wm. T. Sturgill.
Pickering, Mo., Aug. 19, 1882.

[The cause or origin of honey-dew
has been a matter of much discussion
and diversity of opinion among scientists as well as apiarists, one class
holding that honey-dew is a juice or
liquid which oozes from the leaves of
trees and plants under certain atmos-

—

pheric influences
opponents main[The cellar you describe ought to be
taining that it is an excretion deposited by small insects (op/iis, or satisfactory for wintering bees in, if
vine-fretter).
Both parties are un- you entirely darken the two v.indows,
doubtedly correct
i.
e.,
there are and if free from jarring. When you
probably two qualities of liquid, both put the bees aw;iy for winter, lift the
termed honey-dew, and each having covers entirely oft, spread thin blankets
loosely over the top, put one-inch
its origin as given above.
It would
require much more space than we can square sticks crosswise, and stack the
devote, to attempt to discuss the hives up as high as you can reach conveniently.
It is a good plan to alter"philosophy of honey-dew." Ed.]
nate the entrances— that is, face one
Eleven CfdonTes from One.— Starting hive one way, and the next face oppoin with one colony of blacks and hy- site alternately tlirough the stack.
brids last season late, I divided thehi
The inferior queen was undoubtedly
this spring, and by swarming and
dividing since, I now have 11 strong in the hive when you first looked it
colonies doing splendidly. I have ta- through, and the bees nursed the cells
ken off some surplus, and the lioney with a view to swarming.— Ed.]
is superior to any I have ever seen
west of the Mississippi. I never knew
A Sliglit Mistake.— On page .524 you
bees to increase so rapidly as they
have the past few weeks. My ex- made a'slight mistake in the thickness
perience in making the test satisfies of the worm I sent you. It should
me that this is a most excellent locality have been i instead of J of an inch.
;

—

for bee culture, and if the winter
proves as encouraging as tlie past season, I shall devote my whole time to
apiculture in future.

S. C.

Erederick.

Coal Vale, Kan.

August.— Ed.]
Crossing Stock.— Should an Italian
queen meetan Italian drone for fecundation y Would it make any differ-

ence in stock
black drone

if

'?

she sliould meet a
F. F. Graves.

Waterville, Me.
[If

an Italian queen meets a black

drone, her worker and queen progeny
will be hybrids, and hence impure and
unfit to breed from. If Italian bees
are wanted, she must meet an Italian

drone.— Ed.]

—

Cleome. I inclose sample of bloom
that our bees have been working on
very industriously for over three
weeks. By giving its name and v;ilue
as a honey plant, you will greatly

A

oblige.
St.

Subscriber.

Joseph, Mo.. Aug.

23, 18S2.

[It is Rocky Mountain bee plant
[Cleome inUyr ifolia). As a honey plant,
in our judgment, it ranks second only

to

sweet clover.— Ed.]

—

Not so Bad. Hearing so many poor
Sowing for Honey.— 1. Will it pay
reports from this State, tliis season, to sow good, high, well-drained grain
in regard to the lioney crop, I thought land for bee pasturage? 2. How much
Yankton, Dak.,* Aug. 19, 1882.
I would give you my report up to date. of such land should one sow to keep a
jtlready taken
hundred colonies V It is a very poor
Corn Tassel Honey.- 1 mail you From one colony I have
sample of honey what is it gathered 1.30 pounds of choice white clover, all season for bees in this vicinity, and
12 lbs. more
finished
complete,
besides
they are not likely to have enough to
from ? I think it is corn, or is it buckwheat, or what V Bees are very busy, unfinished, and several others have wiiiter on without feeding. We find
given
me
over
100 lbs. to the colony. I the Bee Journal a great assistance.
but I do not know what they are
ran 28 colonies for comb honey, two
Ira Orvis.
gathering from.
R. S. Ploppek.
of which superseded their queens,
Pickering, Ont., Aug. 20, 1882.
Bartlett, 111., Aug. 23, 1882.
thereby giving me but little surplus.
[It is as pure a sample of corn tassel I have'obtained in all, from this numwe decidedly think it
[1. Yes;
honey as we ever saw, but is rather ber, 2,000 lbs. of what I call choice would, as most of the season it would
honey.
G. II. Adams.
thin.— Ed.]
North Nassau, N. Y., Aug. 16, 1882. be valuable for stock pasturage, espe-

Wm. W. Eastman.

—

—

Not Doing Well. Bees are not doing well in this section, too wet, cold
and a scarcity of flowers. White clover seems to'be abundant in the Mississippi bottoms, but too far off for
my bees
J. Smith Head.
Benton, Mo., Aug. 19, 1882.

cially

Oregon for Bees.— Bees in

this lostores in

are very rich with
brood chambers, butfew colonies have
gathered a surphis in supers. Should
cality

harvest be good, a surplus in sections will be finished, and some exfall

if

sweet clover, which would

give 3 to 4 weeks of green grazing
after everything else is winter-killed,
and spring grazing would be a benefit
to

it

2.

rather than damaging.
to twenty acres.— Ed.]

Ten

I

'

.
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Honey as Food and Medicine.

Apiary Register.

Tlie

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

All who intend to be systematic in
new pages being devoted to ?icw their work in the apiary, should get a
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds copy and commence to use it.
tlie

of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

ADVERTISING RATES.

We

20g. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A line of AKate type will contain about elffht
word*; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notlcea, 50 cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole la
paid in advance

For 4 weeks
"
s "
•*

" i:j

:

lO per cent, discount.
«o
months).... ao

For

.50

colonies (120 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

have put tlie price of them low
encourage bee-keepers to scatter
The larger ones can be used for a
them far and wide. Single copy 6 few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
all together in one book, and are thereper hundred, S4.00. On orders of 100 fore the most desirable ones to proor more, we print, if desired, on the cure at the start.
to

cover-page, "I'resented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

Bingham's Smoker Corner.

—

Cyprians CoiKinered. All summer
has been " which and t'other " with
the Cyprian colony of bees I
Discount, for 1 year, in the AIONTHLV alone,
have but at last I am " boss " Bing25 per cent., ©months, lO per cent., 3 months,
ham's Conqueror Smoker did it. If
5 percent., if wholly paid in advnnce.
Examine tlie l)at? following your you want lots of smoke, just at the
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY name on the wrapper label of this right time, get a Conqueror Smoker of
alone, 4© per cent., C months. 8© per cent., 3
G. M. Doolittle.
paper; it indicates the end of the Bingham.
months. lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1882.
month
to which you have paid your
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for subscription on the Bee Journal.
"
"
"

ae
39
5»

"
"
"

(3

(H months)... .4©
(i>montha)....;>0
OO
(I year)

"

"

it

me and

—

;

the time the adverttsement

THOMAS

G.

OZ.I West Madison

is

^ducvtiscmcnts.

inserted.

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chicuico.

III.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by The americax Bee Journal la the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a lurge circulation Id
every State, Territory and Province, among farmSaturday of the previous week.
ers,

ODd

J>pcciaT IJoticcs.
^° Always forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

mechanics, prc^fessional and buf^iness men,
ihcretore, the best advertising

is,

Emerson Binders. — We have had a
lot of Emerson hinders made especially for the

Bee Journal

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve

received.

the

They

Journal

as fast as

will be sent post

paid

by mail for 75 cents.

HEADQUAKTEKS

medium.

FOIt

SWEET CLOVER

SEED.

King of Honey-Producing Plants.
Sown

early in the fall will bloom

some the next

blooms from June loth until killed by
frost (at least four months). Every hee-keeper
needs sweet clover. See whnt James Heddnn and
H. W. Garrett say about sweet clover in the Bee
season

;

Journal of Aug.

US, 18.S2.

Have no

old seeds-ail

this year's croi'. It will grow on anr soil, wet or
dry. Will sell in bulk, or in small lots. Send for
prices.
A,
Clarltsville. Albany Co., N. Y.

^F

Constitutions and By-Laws for
94NYDKR.
have local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.
SAIL.E— An Apiary of 120 colonies, suitable for E.xtracted H<»ney. For further inforjust issuetl a new pamphlet giving our name of tlie Association printed in the
mation apply to J. MclNTYRE, Strathroy, Ont.
cents
blanks
for
50
extra.
views on this important subject, with
3.'>wi:tp
suggestions w'liat to plant, and when
Preparation of Honey for the Marand how. It is illustrated with 26 enItalian
for Sale.
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to ket, including the production and care
One to Forty Colonies of Italian Bees for sale
and
of
both
comb
extracted
honey.
cheap.
Address,
OTTO
ItLEINO'^V,
any address for 10 cents.
Detroit, Mich.
new pamiihlet of 32 pages. At the a5wi't
of
the
last
meeting
North
American
Premiums. Tliosewhoget up clubs

—We

FOR

Bees

A

—

HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

one Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apQueens Wortli S2.00 for 81.25.
year, will be entitled to the follovving pointed on a committee to prepare inLarue, handsome and beautiful.
Every one
the
structions
on
Exhibition
warranted
as Kood in all respects as tested queens.
of
Bees
premiums. Their own subscription
No loss of queens by mail in my new cages— all no
and Honey at Fairs this is also added safely. Sate urriviil and purity truaranteed. Italmay count in the club

for the

Weekly Bee Journal

for

;

:

For a Club of 2,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
3,— iin Emerson Binder tor 18H2.
"
"
4, —Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

"
"
5,—
6, —Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

to the above.

ian.

Price, 10 cents.

mail.

Cyprian and Holy Land (Queens by return

No money

r<

quired until queen

is

received.

33w3t

i^Do not let your numbers
Bee Journal

of the

for 1881 be lost.

The

For the past lew years I liiive made this excelbest way to preserve them is to prolent food njy leailing article. Havin_' the best escure a binder and put them in. They tablished rep'ii;iti'in in this citv as a dealer in
PURE H("M:V iiirect from the Apiaries, enables
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash are very valuable for reference
me t" obtain tlic hiifliest market prices. Voui' consignments and coirespondence respectfully solicfor their labor in getting up the club.
ited.
BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
. .
w . .
S^When you meet with an accident, B. A.Successor
to Conner, Burnett i Co..
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Can- get a sprained ankle, or otherwise in161 So. Water Street, Chicago. 111.
28wl3t
ada by mail— the International law jured, don't go to the expense of sending for a doctor, but apply Kendall's Dl VUniITU Rfir^^ -Exhibition Birds and
will not permit anything but samples
rLT MUU n nUUKOi Mated Trios a Specialty.
for 1 year,
or Apiary Reeister for Jtio Col's.

of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.

Spavin Cure, and you
insUmt relief.

will

I

experience Correypondeiice cheerfully answered. WM. H,
358nj9t
32w4t
BUSSEV, lyi Luke street, Chicago. III.
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Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., August 2S. 1882.

breed

1

}
S

manufacture Hives of any

for sale;

Comb

style

and

Dealer in Novice Honey ExBingham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Bees-

Foundation.

tractors,

The

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

tions for honey
up to this hour

w!ix wanted.

FLAT -BOTTOM

Qaotatlons of Cash Bayers.

CHICAGO.

H0NEY~I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
BKESW AX— Choice lots are worth 25c. here;

BEESWAX.

1882 is beginning to come
forward, and so far very nice goods have been
offered. Sates range at lH<,«iOc. per lb.; one pound
sections selling at the highest range, when well
filled and white. Extracted, few offeiings and demand light atKdiOc.

BUKNETT,

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 2.Sc. per pound, delivered here. Cash

I
I

am

on

;

dark

165 South

i8f«;22o.
St.

Water

Cl^EVELAND.

HONEY—There is no change in honey in our
market the past week; i-lb, white honey sells at
22c., 2-lb. at 20c.; second grade, 20c. for 1-lb. and
18c. for 2-lb. Extracted has not moved yet noiii-

Shipments

arrival.

solicted.

To avoid

mistakes, the nnine of the shipper
should always be on each package.

Ar.FIlED M.
923

HONKY—The crop of

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

CINCINNATI.

CHICAGO.

VAN DEUSEN A

J.

HONEY—The

Quotntlone of Commission Merchnnts.

West Madison

KEWMAX.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHon.D

have FISHER'S

pages, pocket tnrni

GRAIN TABLES.

full

;

i;>2

of useful tables for

castint' up grain, produce, hay; cost "f pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,

plowing tables and nK)re miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can

make money

selling this book.

l^ For sale at

the

Bee JoURXAL Office.

_^

A. C. Kenukl. 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.
market is firm for extract"d and
choice comb. Offerings and demand are light.
Wequote white comb, I7((^1hc.; dark tu gn<.d. xm
13c. Kxtract«d, choice to extra white. 'JwyJ^c.;
dark and candied, 7(.i.7Hc. BEESWAX— 28(«.30c.
Stearns & S.mith. i'Z'i Front Street.

HONEY— The

BOSTON.
CordinE to quality.

Street.

eS

ST. LOUIS.
in strained at 7i^@8.
HONEY— A fair movementsold
wc. Some new

at
lot ot 2r.Dbls. reported
offered), but little sold—
held at i^^Joc. per lb.; extracted quiet at jp(Si10c.
Easier at 20(a27c. for prime.
K. C. GRKKR& CO., 117 N. Main Street.

—one

comb(chnice white clover

BEESWAX—

NEW
*

tions limited to small lots, but prime
firmly, with some Southern not offering below
Western, pure. 2i>!^2<3J273^c Southern, pure,
•2Hl^c.
;

27'^i(3i28i-oC.

D.

ENGEAVINGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

YORK.

ED.
HONEY— No quotations reported.—
transncBEESWAX— The market is quiet, with
wax is hpld

W. QriNBY.

105

Park Place

giving an index of diseases,
tlie symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
hnrae, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidute
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable ctil lection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Price 25 cents.- Sent on receipt of price, by

and

;

;

THOMAS

20

Douglas county,

Years Experience
Oiir

In

MotUi

is:

tomers Never Defrauded."

VtTs;'^

;

Cus-

—

Queens
$1; Tested.... $2
*2
*1; Tested
Palestine QuG'^ns..^;!; Tested... t2
Italian

^isfflC*^

Cvprian Queens
,

Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

Json, readv,

if

we are timely nolitied.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
_
,
Cvprian or Palestine. $4: Colony of bees, either
Sate
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, *8.
arrival guaranteed.

20

c. paid for bright
Tnscola. III.

wax.

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Street.

A YEAH and

CHICAGO, ILL.

expenses

outfit free.addressi*

agon te,

to

O VIekery

Augiisla, Mafne.

36wly

Queen Rearing.

—"Low Prices, Quick Returns
TtkQtep 1

925

$777

III.

Money Orders en
Iwly.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvementin Foundation. Ourthln
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
onlv invention t(. make Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

frame.

Send for Catalogue and Samplns.
iwly

I>. S.

OIVEN

-fe

C,

Hoopeston.

III.

FRssi fuss:!

Send for our 2H-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Uvfiiva E. A.
4 CO.,Coleraine,Ma88.

THOMAS

COMB P0lJNl>ATI0N-40c.
PAPEH T'<.'^JnUin
DURHAM
THIS
and
pound
Spruce
Bureau
Newsi'aper

Co.'s
St.).

Adverlising

YORK.

per

(lo

where adver'l-ing contracts may be made for

itinNEVT

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, i&
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sueoessful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the m(»st honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief luiiong the new chapters are-

"Bee Pasturage
Bees and Honey

Management of
Marketing Honey,"

a \''<-essity.'' "

at Fairs," "
etc. Price, bound in cloth,
cover?*. i>Oc4'nt>N, postpaid.

925 W. AfiadUou

75 cents;

in

paper

Street, Chicago, III.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth manytimes its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
('arefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raiser's.— Indianian. Clinton, Ind.
neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.

A

of

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in thevery best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successfu}
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican. Utica. N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveriesin the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping St
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
ilhistrate the text.— Farm and Fireside. Springheld. O.

;

Rev. A. SALISBURY
Cauiargro,

NEWMAN,

olist.

HONEY—Trade quiet. We quote at 20®22c., acChatham

C.

valuable, and embellished with lOS"
tM-autiful engravings.- Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap'
form.— Daily Standard. I>^ew Bedford, Mass.
Contiiins all the information needed to makebee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, IIL
A valuable work for all who are interested in thecare and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
'the most perfect work for the price everyet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

BE ESAV AX— Scarce at 2r>@28c.

57

;

New and

inally held at I2®14c.

Crocker & Blake.

of

Editor of the WeiUly Bee Journal.

CHICAGO. ILL

Street,

;

BEESWAX-Pi ime quality. SSc.

OR THE
an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

Management

high side-walla. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

bright yellow. -J^c; dark to good. 17&22c.
AL. H. Newman. 923 W. Madison St.

market for honey is quiet. Extracted brings 7(anoc. on arrival. No comb honey
on the uKirket worth mentioning, prices nominal.
liEESWAX— Scarce, and brings 2U(.i,2'>c. un arriC. F. MUTH.
val

Bees&Honey

COMB FOUNDATION, THOMAS

light extracted.

K. A.

TADLOCK.

J. S,

14w39t

:

BEESWAX— 2ric.forprtmevelIow

A NEW BEE BOOK!

AT LULING,
TEXAS.
PURE ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

Honey and Beeswax Market.

the

lb.

peril).

;

4<c.

extra thin

Send

tor MJiiupte-*.

bright, 10 sq.ft. to

Wax

worked Hic.
riwly

F.W. HOLMES. Coorersville. Midi,

Embraces every subjcctof

Inierest in theapiary,

giving very thorough details of the

management

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information tor all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art*
by which the proiiuction of delicious and healthgiving ln.uii'v is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shapeSignal, Napoleon. O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard tobee-culture. He who would keep abreastof the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all thf newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

l.iberiil T>lscoiint to

Healers

the l>uzen or Hiintlred.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL.

Dealers

BIND YOUR JODRNALS The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
A.M) IvKKl'THKM

MANUAL OF THE API A IIY,

NEAT AND CLEAN.

By A.

do well to send for

In bee-aupplies will

our wholesHle prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of founda-

We send
We make

tion in the country.
United States.

to

all

State Agricultural

and our wax is nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and briRhtfor
Bectlons. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

DADANT

&

111.

on the Pr.lCES
wholeHale or

5

ir»wtf

retail.

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

I

I

The Emerson Binder
TUB NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
8i>c.
'75c.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN",

Address,
S2">

West M.adison

COZiOiRi^DO,

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cvprian. Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Koundatiiin.all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist nee<is, send for prices.

apiarist.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,
with good vouns Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box 819
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.
Belleville, St. Clair County. 111.
5wly

I

the aliove

ciin sell

Read

MANUFACTURERS'

mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
AM the latest improvements,

CONQUEROR.
my 3-2-page Illustrated

inc]uf1iiij.'the

291 Sixteenth St., BENTEK» COL.

S<.>nd

fur

it-.i

advanced the price cents per pound, owing
Increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of

all

the styles

and kinds of Foundation, except the VauDcusen

GOLDEN

my Catalogue.
ALFRED H. XEWMAN,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL

923

price in

.

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

FO UNDATION.

.--ya

i!iri
^^^^3

to the lar^'e advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunham, loto 50 lbs., 4Je.,
over.M) ibs.,4ic.. less than 10 Ittw., 44c.; Vandervort. lo sq. feel to the lb., to lo lbs., 07c., 10 to 50
lbs., .'")4c. No discounts. Circular free.

^
G
^

D.Ofl
ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
l"2.CKt
Queen, before July 1
lo.ut
Same. afterJuly 1
Tested Queen, before July 1, S.'Hi
'•
after July].. 2.r>u
"
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
1 3.50
Address, by Refiistered Letter
or Pohtofflce Order,

OwinK

now quote

DR.

:

J.

V.

WILSON,

lam now booking orders for my
reared from
Wartiie country.
ranted Queens, |1 Tested Queens,
4X early in the season, f J..'.n after
•!
'J>'\July. $J
frame Nucleus, with
Full Colony.
Y^SiS'lVsted Queen. *4
\ with Tested Queen, .$iu. The Best
Quini y Smoker for ^l.-'>0. Address :ill orders to

GOLDEN ITALIANS,
the best stock in

:

;

:

;

L. J. IIIEIIL.

(Ml mev Order Office)— Butler. DekalbCo.. Ind.

low tf

THE CONQUEROR.
L:irk'e Smokers need wule sliit'iils. Bingham's
have them, and sprtnus that do M'>t i^-*t an i-reak.
and tiellows ih;it J*park^^ and smoke do not enter.

Tlie t.'<iiiquer"r basalt inipritvenients made tn date,
and a :ix7 Im-h stovf. and .'ix7 inch uellows. Sent
postpaid for f j. Address.

and much of It Is due to ihe clear, disinterested iiiiormation contained in Cook's Manual. -WM. Van A-\T\vEKi'. M. U
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Lii'e Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or Joreign. which I like so much.— L'ABBE i>\J
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' A^culleur^ France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
mansigement; also a botanicii description ot honey
producing plunis, and an extended account ot theenemies ot bees.— i^t/fiucriit, I'ukiski, N, V.
have perused with great pleasure this vad»
mecurtiot the bee-keeiter. It is replete with thebest information on everything belonging to api»
'I'o al taking an inierei^t in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuabl« work, read it caretuUy
and practice as advised. -.^oricaUurut, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leadinp
bee-men to be Hie nmst c<.'tnplcte and practical
treatise on bee-cultun' in Kiimjieor America; a
scientirtc work on m'l.Urn tn-e management that
every experienced bei- m;in will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It i&
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\ e^u—Wtbttrn Aijrtculx.uriU.
ish mysetl,

I

;

We

es

m- CHEAP FOR

CASH,

.m

DESCiiirTiox,— Sec. 4. township 7, south ranee 7
west, Franklin county. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the (ieort:ia line. 2;", miles west of the
city of Trtllahas.se. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
of the Apalachicola river the
2 sections (n and
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
Itwas conveyed on Dec. lilsi. 1ST5. byCoI. Alexander McDonald, who <iwned t! sections, inciudinn
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $:i.2(J0, and on Sept.
6th. 1877. by him conveyed to the unaersigned for
JH.UOO. The title is perl "'ct. and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecordsof the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk thp
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
*',(

;

;

THOMAS G. XEWMAN,

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,

Abr-'ma, Mich.

and of

Ameri-

I

111.

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.

iswtf

P.

Burllntiton, Iowa.

CALDWELL,
Cambridgo, Henry Co.,

:jwly

I.

iv.tl

1

Book;

Prof. Cook's Manual is an
is a necessity.
exhaustive work.— i/eraid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fUiiy up WTfh the iimes in every particular.
richest rewaiTl awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost aston-

l-fran.e Nucleus, with Test$4.50
ed Queen
2 Iranie Nucleus, with Test-

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,

the JoUoivin'j opinions of the

manual

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

bottom), will be

from the advertised

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO. ILL.

to the

r>

practical.

any other book.— E. H. Wynkuop.
This book la just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtaina
It, will ever regret havmt^ puicnased.- 3iit;/i. Far,
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a

Sup-

ALFRED

Foundation.

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have

not only instructive, but intcnsel5f

and thoroughly

It appears to have cut the ground from under
futme book-makers.— iirt(t^/i Bte Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than tromi

Smokers at
PRICES, by

('jiiahitiue of Bee- Keepers'
plies oi I'very description.

(fiat

lIluatratEous.

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— i.'-4/>icti/tare, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our
can works.— LEWIS T. COLliV.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Industrial Association,

in

It is

interesting

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending (Hie Dolliir to the

Advance

the

Michigan,

shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.thouKb
not least, detailed instructions for the variousmanipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflordto do without. Itisfully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the-

Street, Chlcuijo, III.

will

lawfimp

of

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlartted and elcEantly illustrated.
The first edition of a.OUO copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood enuravinss —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,

)

(IF

Woman's

CoUego

320 Pases 133 Fine

'

HTQUIRIES
Mines,

COOK,

;

Gents per
PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS,

of

b/ndfrRJperiodicals

For Bee .Journal of IK'WJ
For Bee Journiil of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

AVe now quote an

Advance

'Ipfj.

IS

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

J.

Of Lansing, Prnjessnr of Entomology in

parts of the

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

CHAS,

559

W.">

West Madi-.on

Street.

ClilCAGO.

Ii.l,.

This work Is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers whieh
has ever been published. ItKives a full explanation reguniing tbe care and nianngement of the
apiary. Tliere is no subject relating to the culture
of bees k'lf untoiH.he*!. and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Ci.ok has had the advanuige of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he use&
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interestiugot alloccupations.— .^Imencart Inventor.
Jot

Price— Bound
a^l.OO by mall
.

in cloth,

prepaid.

SLS.?

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

XEWMAN,

O.
West Madison StreeU CHICAGO. ILU

!
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"HED TAPE!'
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

IN

EXCELSIOR

BINGHAM

1

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.

USE.

you buy the OriKinal Patent BintiihHm
Bee Smoker, you will

imgstroth frHmes, I have conLhnled to adopt these two new
si/<_s.
The frame basket is in a
ran <if the same size and style as
tin J fiarae. The 4 frame basket
i** m the larger can, witii the cone
ur nietal standard for the basket
to revitive upon.leavine room und< mouth the ba?ket for 75 or 80
Ib-^ of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
nit ntical, except in size, with the
1

aid the inventor of

.'i

improved bee smokers—pet the best, thnt
never go (lUt— always
please— never is complained of— the standard of excellence the

over

—

better

and handsomer

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from H5 cts.

>

PRICES:

Handed

By

Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.
Wide shield Conqueror, 3 inch ....fi 75
^'2 00
iLarKe Bingham
Smoker (wide
shield), u'-s inch
1 70
1 50
Sxtra Bineham Smoker (wide
shield), J inch
1
25
1 50
Plain Bini,'h!im Smoker, inch.... I vO
1 25
to

The ^.ou and
$8 00
8 00
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00
.16 00

American frames. 13x13 inches

10x18
Kor 2 Lang-troth ""
"
10x18
For 3
"
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
"
12^x20
For 3
"
*'
13X20
For 4

ALFRED

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

111.

To

sell again,

1

W

apply for dozen or half-dozen

for free description

and testimonials, to
.4^broiila.

book of its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for3r» cents post-paid.
M?~ For sale at the Bee Journal Office.

_^

BEES BY THE POUND.
Send address

JAMES

Iw35t

for prices.

HEDDON,Dnwapiac. Mich.

40 TONS
OfCnmh Honey wanted York
;

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENST
Holy Land

have now more than I'hi colonies in
All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
n
|;i.J5 each; after that date, single Queen, $1.00
for ^rt.no 12 or more, 75 cents each Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more esich. Tested Queens, ^2.50

State preferred.

Hay huw much ot each grade you will probably
liave, size of sectinn. how soon it can be in shipping order (the whole or part of it), lowest cash
price, and addresis F. i. SAGE, Wetheratield. Conn.
3;iw4tp

•Quet-ns. aTid
their purity.

;

«ach

;

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

:

;

ItallanQueens, same price.

I. I^-

G-OOID,

of

Shark's

Only Absolute Cure

for

Oil
is

the

Deafness Known.

This lil is aliHtDirteil from a peculiar specicsof
small ^Vhltf Mbaik, caught in the Yellow Sea.
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Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.
Management of an
Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Protit, by

WASHlSi«TON,

B.
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Kvi-ry Chinese
vntu*>s as a restorative of

'arcliuioihin Ron<lfli'fii.

knows
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Us

hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 14|(i. Its cures were so numen^us and
nisi II y so»«eeiiiliiKly mlraitiilou-. that the remedy w'aa officiallv provjiaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that tor overSOOyars nu IteufuesH han exiMted aniuiis
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at ^]x»t per bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF

SAY|!

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much
I

better.

have been greatly benefited.
deafness helped a great deal— think another

My

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues are rNQL'ESTioN ABLE and its CtTRATIVE CUAUACTEH ATJSOLUTK, AS THE WKITKU CAN
PKKSONALI.V TESTIFY. BOTH FKUi^I EXPEHIENOE
AX1> intSEKVATioN. Write at once to Hayi.ock
& jENNiiY, 7 Dey Street. New Yorl:. enclosing *i,
and vou will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
reyret doing so."— Editor of Mehcantile Ke-

VI KW.
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Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents

the fundamen-

ana furnishes the
demonstrate them. IS c.

tal principles of bee-culture,

facts

and arguments

to

Honey, as Food ikiid Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses up(pn the

G.

Ancient History
quality, sources,

Market

;

Honey

(tf Bees and Honey
the nature,
and preparati<ni (>t Honey for the
,

as tooo. yivinii recipes for

making

Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddinys, F'lam.Wines.etc;

and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in KnKllah and 0«»rnian.
Price for either edition. 6c.

;

per dozen,

SOc.

^Wlnterlne: Bee«. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association.' Price. lOc.
Pre|»aratlon ofBIouey for the Market,
including the production and careot both comb
and extracted honev, and instructions on the exhihition of bees aod honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price, lOc.
1 XJ«e— Being a description of the
Price, .»c.

hive used by G. M. Duulittle.

Extracted Honey; HarTestlnur, Handling and Marketliitr.— A i;-4-paKe pamphlet, by
Ch. it C. P. Uadant. giving in detail tin- methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l^c.

Bee Pasturasre a NeceBslCy, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2ii engravings. Price, lOc,
:

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
F. Muth; 3ii pages. - It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees, Price, lOc.
Food Adulteriitlon What we eat and should
;

not vAi.

This book

slioiiUl

be in every family, and

ouulit to create a Meritimeiit ai^ainst adulteration of
food products, and tleinand a law to protect the

Only Imported by

Piitent ('uses,

Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"

The Hive

FooGhoo's Balsam

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty. Ind.

5wly

Honey Bee

Price, bound in cloth, TSc; in paper
flOc, postpaid.
Blenen Kultiir, by Thomas G. Newman, in
tlie GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers,

FOR SALE. ALSO.

urement of

a specialty of rearing pure

Cloth. aiil.OO.

I^angrstroth on the If Ive and
This is a standard scientific work.

trated.
covers,

Mieh.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEARLV A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

make

the present time.
-

etc.

TESTED AND DOLLAR QUEENS

I

Klnsr'n Bee-Keepertt' Xext-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to

(•f

100 Go

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
17wtf

it cannot fail to interest all.
Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— Sil.SO.

that

:

15

1

rates.

Send

Quinby'sNeM'Itee-Keeplnir, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so

Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including alt the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee PiisturiiK^' a Necessity," " Management

65

50

Honey

ILL,

Manual

subject <.»f bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interestinn and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth. iSl.lSo ; paper cover, SH,

Newman.— Third

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

\H inch
Bin-zhJim & Hetherington
Knife, 2 inch

;

the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
illustrated and fully " up with the times" on every

Bees and Honey,

Street, Chicago,

•-!

Little

CHICAGO.

ISee-Kecper*8 Oulde or. Cook'*

oi"

XoTlce*8 ABC'of Bee-Ciiltnre, by A.I. Root
—This embraces "everything: pertaininR to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, )$1.3S5.

in the tomb Baskets.
Extractors have no covers.

923

NEWMAN.

C.

Street.

the diflerenl styles
h u\e strainers cjver the canal ieadto the honev gate, and mova-

int,
4lo.(.K_)

Weal Madison

and

trict'tra, all

go out. If you buy
our smokersund hon_
ey knives first. youp„f„„*pfl 107ft
will have to buy a^,ra.ieniea, miQ
•others.

THOMAS
ir2fi

*ii

txi Extractor, I3x2u, which is
intended for nii^ size <;f frame.
V xcepting with the ¥^.W Ex-

to $2. Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will bum sound
stove-wood, or do not

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

In answer to frequent inquiries
tor Extractors carrying 3 and 4

If

world

Books

The Original

the

'7

Havlock & Co.)
XewT'urk.

3>ey St.,

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages

SOc

KendalPs Horse Book.— No

book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has^ri engravings
illustrating positions <'f sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, atable of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, a5c.
Chicken Cholerji, by A.J. Hill,— A treatise on
its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, S£.>c.

Moore*s Universal Assl^lant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.iKto.ooo Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. (iiveajJDO.iKxi items for (ins. Steam, Civil
and Mininu'TSnginetTS. Machinists, Millers. Black-

smiths Founders, Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.oiH pages, la a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weiglit in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid.JSa.SO.

——

:

:

DEYOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

lU.,

September

6,

1882.

No. 36.

the general condition of apiculture in
your State, (iive particulars of climate
for tlie year, whetlier cold or hot, wet
or dry, and tlie relation, so far as no-

weather to honey secretion.
Give any further notes as to items

ticed, of

THOMAS
C. NEWMAN,
KniTUK ANU PKOPttlKTOK.
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the President of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society was to issue a
circular to the several State VicePresidents, urging the importance and
necessity for brief tabulated statements to be submitted to the Convention, and by their Secretary to be
massed in a general statement, it
would afford a useful and fruitful
theme for discussion and legislation
by the Society. These Vice Presidents could urge the matter upon the
The Weather in England.— The Mark
bee-keepers in tlieir respective States
through the bee papers and agri- Lane Express, in its review for the
cultural publications, and by means past week, says
of public and private methods, and
The weather has been autumnal.
heavy rainfall was general Tuesthus could be accomplished much
more than can be done by any single day, but it was not sufticient to damage the crops materially. The outcorrect and reliable reenterprise.
standing crops, however, are endanport of this character would be a mat- gered.
ter of national importance, and we
i^° We will send sample copies of
believe can be accomplished only

A
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Encouragiiiu' in Kentucky
Prepuriiii: lortlioKair
Metli"d..l Dividing

A
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565
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567
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Recognizing Bee Men at Fairs. We
know how pleasant it is for bee
men to recognize one another and
have a pleasant chat. At the coming
fairs let every one who has a badge
wear it, and they will be surprised at
the amount of enjoyment it will give
them introducing them to many they
have wished to meet and have a pleasant interview, but with whom they
have, perhaps, had no personal acquaintance. Just try it, for once, and
surprise yourselves. If you have no
badge, get one.
all

—

Among' Our Exchanges—
Controlling Swarms
Protitsof Bee-Keeping

Bee Journal

2;;d, in

:

Editorial—

The Weather in EnEliuid

529, of the

an article entitled
" Statistics on Bees and Honey," we
made the following suggestion " If

for

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
EditoriHl Items
An Iiiiportimt Oirculur
KecoKnizing Bee Men at Fairs

Aug.

of interest or value that may occur to
you.
A. J. Cook, Pres.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 30, 1882.

Circular.

f,70
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571
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We the Bee Jouunal to any one who
tlie National Society."
are pleased to publish the following will distribute them to bee men at
circular from Prof. Cook, giving the Fairs. We will also send some large
fullest indorsement to our suggestion, colored posters to enable them to get
and officially calling upon them indi- up clubs. Write to us and say how
through

and collectively to render many copies you wish and we will
him most valuable assistance in send them post paid. See our premimaking tlie National Society a means ums for clubs on another page.
vidually

of lienelitting the whole bee-keeping
fraternity of the entire continent

l^The

Chesaning, Mich., Argus, of

Aug. 18, mentions the receipt, from
Henry Jones, of one of the finest seceach Vice President will send a full tions of honey they ever saw. They
report to the Cincinnati meeting from say his bees are mostly Italians, and
Vice Presidenl!< National Association :
Gentlemen.— It is to be hoped that

State. Let this give the best possible estimate, founded on wide correspondence, of the crop for 1882, also

liis

from one colony he obtained 100
pounds of honey in 24 days e-xactly.

:
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Sweet Clover— Its Culture.

period of seeding; but the natural requirements of the seed are to some
Again do we have occasion to thank extent, or nearly wholly met by plantJames Heddon for giving us a text on ing in late winter or very early spring,
which to write an article devoted to when the nights are still frosty and
sweet clover (Melilotus alba), and its an occasional severe freeze assists to
virtues as a honey plant. Aug. 27th rot and burst the hull, allowing moisthe writes
ure to swell and germinate the kernel.
In November, 1880, we assisted the
Please tell us in next number all
about spring versus fall planting of birds to scatter the seeds along the
melilot, and the best way and time to
roadways and in the gutters of the
do it in both seasons ; how wet land it
less frequented avenues, and a fine
will do well on, etc.
crop of blossoms have since rewarded
We will preface the reply with the re- us for the little trouble. In February,
mark that our facilities for testing the 1881, we scattered
the seed upon the
various methods of cultivation, diversnow, and it has grown finely. Seeds
sities of soil to which it is best adapted,
which we scattered in August of the
manner of planting, quantity of seed same year, and
others which fell from
per acre, and other minutiie, have
personally, been somewhat limited
and we are obliged to rely upon casual
observations combined with information derived in answer to thousands of
inquiries which

we have propounded to

men of

experience in different
localities,where soils,climate and other
characteristics would be as varied
as possible. Of course, residing in a
city like Chicago, we have not had an
opportunity to carry our experiments
with it to the extent we would like to
reliable

before a bountiful crop of sand-burrs

and beggar-lice. Around Chicago,
where we have had most experience
with it, the soil is low, wet and cold,
composed of blue-clay, and just above
the water surface for fully half the
We are informed by parties
cultivating it in Indiana, along the
year.

Wabash, that they grow
advantage

to great

it

in the river valley,

where

frequent overflow,
with a sand-bed soil along the Mississippi Valley it does well in the
American Bottom, and is frequently
submerged for weeks.
We have no doubt it will thrive well
in any soil where any vegetation can
be made to grow, whether wet or dry,
sand or loam, forest or prairie, north
it

is

subject

to

;

few days.

During

its first

going to

seed, which generally occurs in

Au-

gust, there is no bloom for two or
three weeks, but this can be obviated
by mowing a portion of the field in

the correctness of all the conclusions
arrived at.

premature summer, it shed its ample
growth of bloom in the first of August,
unloaded its crop ot seed, and came
out in second bloom about the 10th of
September, remaining in bloom till the
advent of winter, and in some instances we shook the snow covering
from standing brush and gathered the

hills

;

we have

;

and spontaneously on the sandand ridges, and we have seen it
quite thrifty in this State where white
drift or wash sand prevailed, bearing
riantly

or south, rich or sterile and we do
not believe it ever fails in its honey
secretion, except, perhaps, for a very

have done were we differently situated;
and yet we feel perfectly convinced of

Several years ago our attention was
drawn to the sweet clover by observing
myriads of bees working on it immediately succeeding a rainstorm, when
not one was at work upon the white
clover, owing to the storm having
washed out the nectar, or, perhaps,
the excess of water remaining in the
clover heads. From that period until
the present we have closely observed
it, and never has it failed in its nectar
secretion after the flow first commenced, nor has the abundance of the
crops been retarded by atmospheric
influences. Last season, which was
one of unusual drouth following a remarkably severe winter, the sweet
clover was very abundant, very rich
in nectar, and very heavy with seed
but owing to the short spring and

As regards soil, we do not think any
choice can be made. In portions of
Ohio, we are informed, it grows luxu-

the latter part of June or
or grazing it till late.

Siceet Clover.
stalks, of which there are from
to 20 to a
sinKle crown, often attain a height of six feet,
and are very dense In branches, foIiaBe and blossoms, from the roots to the top.]

[These

first

of July,

.',

—

Mr. R. McKnight, the
Secretary of the Ontario Beethe plants during the same summer Keepers' Association, has addressed
and fall, are now covering the ground a circular to every member of that Sowith a dense, vigorous mass of green, ciety with important questions to be
with some promise of a crop of blos- answered. This is worthy of being
soms this fall. In April of this year copied by every bee-keepers' society
we again scattered and raked in some in America. Only in some such way
of the seed, and it is now growing can we ever hope to obtain correct
finely.
To the contrary of this, we statistics of the bee-keeping industry.
have conversed with two parties who The questions are as follows
themselves gathered seeds last sumHow many colonies of bees did you
mer and sowed them, but not a kernel put away in the fall ? How many did
has grown. It is possible they failed you take out in the spring? How
to cover them, and the birds devoured many did you lose by spring dwindling ? How many did you lose from
the seeds or the weather may have
other causes V How many did you
been unfavorable at the time of plant- sell V How many have you at presing. We
would advise, whether ent? How much surplus honey did
Statistics.

etlicient

;

planted in fall or spring, if possible,
that they be harrowed in or, still
better, planted in drills three feet
apart, with several inches of space between plants. Then, one year there;

you take?

How much

extracted, and how
What hive do you use

comb foundation
crease

V

of this

was

much comb?
V

How

Do

you use
do you in-

— by natural or artificial swarm-

ing? How did white clover yield?
How did basswood yield? What is
put in an alternate drill, and the yield this year compared with
the seeding and cultivation is com- last ?
pleted for a lifetime. If planting is
deferred till spring, the seeds should
I®" When changing a postoflice adstill fragrant flowers.
As is the case with all biennials, the be covered, else the birds will be likely dress, mention the old as well as the
new address.
later summer or fall is the natural to gather them from the ground.
after,

—

:

:
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Second week (7tli to 14th). Cooler can po.ssibly make it convenient, will
and pleasant weather. Days varying send in a full and complete outfit for
from warm to sultry evenings and competition,
It will be seen, l)y reference to our
both of bees, honey and
nights generally cool. A favorable
Convention notices and Directory, week in the majority of sections. apiarian implements everytliing that
that the Northwestern will meet in Cold in mountainous regions. Proba- will awaken the curiosity and rivet
Chicago on the 17th and 18th of Octo- bly a good deal of rain m Province of the attention of the hundreds of thousQuebec and Lower Provinces. Stormy
ber, 1882. in compliance with a resoluands of visitors who attend that Fair,
on Newfoundland coast.
tion adopted at tlie last annual meetThird week (14th to 21st). A rather and in a few years, at most, we will
ing, to meet during the last week of stormy and unsettled week, with see bee-keeping ranking with stockthe Exposition, and give all an oppor- frequent rain-falls. Windy weather raising, grain-growing, tobacco-proprobable in Gulf of St. Lawrence and
tunity to take the fullest advantage North Atlantic.
seasonable ducing, and other great pursuits in
Fair,
of cheap railroad rates. Tlie Presi- weather in the majority of sections. the West, and acknowledged as such
dent, Dr. C. C. Miller, accepted the Wet in northern sections about 20th by the Fair Association and the public.
weather
invitation extended by the editor of and 21st. Stormy and cold
Messrs. R. C. Greer & Co., who rank
in England and Scotland.
tliis paper, to meet in the American
Fourth week (21st to 28th). Tem- among the most prominent of the comBee Journal office. Should it be perature probably fall-like. Windy mission merchants of the West, have
found, however, that more room is re- with very cool evenings and nights written us under date of Aug. 30, as
(probably frosty) in Northern and
quired, but a few minutes' delay will Western sections. A good deal of rain follows, regarding this matter
ensue to obtain a public hall. All in Northwest and Western States.
Our St. Louis Fair Association, for
bee-keepers of the Nortliwest, com- Stormy and wet in Gulf of St. Law- the first time, offers premiums on
coast. bees and bee products.
While the
prising the States of Minnesota, Iowa, rence and along North Atlantic
Closing days (28th to 30th). In all premiums are not large, they imply a
AVisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indi- probability wet and stormy in the ma- commendable effort on the part of the
ana and Missouri, should make an jority of sections. Crop reports less Association to assist in furtliering beeWretched culture. We forward you, by mail,
effort to attend this Convention, and favorable than expected.
weather in Maritime ports and New- the annual catalogue of tlie Associaeach contribute of his or her experifoundland. Vennor^§ Weather Bulletin. tion, and call your attention to Class
ence to make its sessions as interestE, Department of Jellies. Butter, etc.,
His further prognostications are as in which your readers may take ining as possible. The last meeting was
terest.
one of the most interestingandprohta- follows
Best display of Italian bees, $20.
ble we ever attended, and we look
October will be very similar to AuBest display native black bees, S20.
Septemcourse
colder.
gust,
but
of
being
accommuch
good
forward to
Best imported queen, $10.
counter-ballikely
to
be
the
ber
is
plished by the Northwestern BeeBest display of comb honey, 25 lbs.,
ancing month of this most unpropiKeepers' Society. The President, in tious season, and during this month di|)loma and $20.
Best crate of honey in comb, large
a postal card dated Aug. 24th, says: everything sliould be done that can
silver medal and diploma.
fur-

The Northwestern Convention.

;

—

—

"

I

am'now taking

off

my

thirt<:enth

thousand of white sections,'' and he
will, undoubtedly, tell the Convention
how he done it. The Northwestern
inaugurated the system of dispensing
with long-winded essays, adopting, in
lieu thereof, the experience feature

with a view of combining science and
practice, and the comparative results.
Do not forget the 17th and 18th of
October.

The Weather

this Fall.

be, to house things safely against
Best display of apiarian implements,
ther wet and storm. In the Northdiploma and SIO.
west early cold and advanced snowBest bee hive forall purposes, dip.
falls are likely to be the conditions,
Best honey extractor, diploma.
while in December the cold may be
Best wax extractor, diploma.
intense.

Bee men should take

notice,

and

prepare early for a cold winter.

—

Fairs and Apiarian Exhibits.

About the middle

of

May

last

Best bee smoker, diploma.
Best honey knife, diploma.
Best bee veil or face protector,
diploma.

we

forwarded, to the managers of the
great St. Louis Fair Association, a

Instincts of Bees. Mr. J. M. Hicks
Grange Bulletin argues thus on

in the

the above subject
It is not easy to

draw

;{

line of dis-

tinction between the marvelous inworthy of com- stincts of bees (as so-called by man)
Prof. Vennor was quite correct about petitive entry for premiums, and deand the reasoning faculty of the
the weather for August. He said that tailed at some length the benefit to be human family. Reaumur, the great
shortly after the middle of the month, derived by the country, from a proper French naturalist, once observed a bee
we should have one or two " cold encouragement of the bee-keeping in- consultation over a large snail which
had crawled into their hive. They
dips." The papers report that fires dustry in the Mississippi Valley, as went to work, and with propolis,
a
were kept up in the passenger coaches elsewhere. Those gentlemen have gum gathered from certain trees, and
in
tlieir
invaluable
housekeening, the
of the Chicago and Northwestern railtaken hold of the matter with an apthe snail shell tS the
way while passing through Jowa on preciative determination to work it bees first glued
glass pane of the hive, and then covthe 17th, so cold was the temperature. up to its proper place, if they meet ered the whole mouth of the shell with
He says as follows of the month of with support from bee-keepers them- a thick coating of the substance, hermetically sealing up their enemy and
September
selves in the way of placing exhibits burying it alive. We ask, is
this an
week
First
(1st to 7th). Foggy on the grounds worthy of encourage- act of instinct or of perfect judgment,
weather will be experienced along the ment. Tlie initiative has been taken emanating as it naturally does with
North Atlantic coast and Gulf of St.
man, if brouglit into contact with a
Lawrence, with thunder storms and by them for the coming Fair, and, loathsome object which he could not
probably sultry weather over the although the i)remiums are not as otherwise manage V
North Atlantic. Sultry and showery large as we had hoped they would be,
up to the sixth day. Cooler change still it is a great and most important
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
night of 6th or on the 7th, with posWe which are printed a large bee ni gold,
sibly frosts in New York State and advance in the right direction.
Province of Quebec, Canada.
earnestly hope all bee-keepers, who we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 pe"- 100.
list of apiarian articles

•

:

-
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these.

Controlling

Swarms.—The Grange

Bulletin says

Job and

It requires the patience of

a large amount of perseverance as
well as hard work to manage a large
apiary during the month of August,
unless you use a good honey extractor,

which will greatly
swarming.

assist in controling

late

We often find it a difficult matter to
control the swarming fever of bees, if
the buckwheat blooms and secretes
honey plentifully during the latter
part of August.

—

The ToProfits of Bee-Keeping.
ronto Mail collates the following from
D. A. Jones' correspondence
:

There may be saved .flO.OOO a year
in every township from the keeping
of bees. He would undertake to make
more honey than any farmer in the
world out of the same capital, and it
would appear that this is no unwarrantable assertion. His expenses are:

The

The foundation-machine

Ntitiun.ll

The North

American

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13th an-

ers' Society will

nual

Convention.

meeting at

Washington Park

Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to 5th, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
We are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very prolitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add to
the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.

New York,

Ehrick Parmly,
July

Sec.

12, 1882.

Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111.,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17

The office of the Ameri18, 1882.
can Bee Journal has been kindly tenand, moreover, his customers will then dered as a place of meeting. A cordial
be sure of getting the unadulterated, invitation is extended to all bee-keepand will become regular customers of ers, and especially those of the Northwestern States, to be present. The
stated quantities.
meeting takes place during the last
and

week

of the Inter-State Industrial
Exposition, to enable all to obtain reduced railroad rates. First session at
10 a. m.
C. C. Miller, Fres.
C. C. COFFINHERRY, SeC.

cost of hire of the acre of land for

each bee yard, equal to about $50

down

to $4 a year ; the cost of a cottage, $500 at the outside ; annual interest on the two, $(i5 of interest on
the capital represented by 620 colonies
of bees at $10 each, $6,200, interest
$620; interest on cost of extractor,
foundation machine, tools, barrels,
tins, etc., total cost say $1,000, interest,
$100 ; wages and board of four skilled
assistants for six months, say $1,200;
extra help at extracting time, $100;
giving a total outlay of about $2,100,
nearly halt of which is in the form of
interest on capital which lias grown
up along with the business.
Of course it will not do for everybody to rush into bee-keeping with an
idea that he can make a fortune every

The

is

too costly sn implement for a small
bee-keeper to purchase, and he would
therefore have to purchase his comb
foundation already made. This can
be done at a cost about double the
value of the wax. Then the new hand
must be willing to accept, as proven,
certain traits of bees which older
heads have proved. He must not go
over grounds on which the lifetime of
many trained observers has been
passed. He must study closely the
bee literature of the age.
By patient study, aided by the personal superintendence of one or two
colonies, the operator will in time be
able to go into bee-keeping as a business, and he or she, for there is no
business so especially adapted to
women as bee-keeping, will possess a
certain means of livlihood of which
nothing can dispossess him. His income will fluctuate with the seasons,
but no more so than the income of
every farmer. If he is not above peddling around his honey he can get a
much higher price for it than if he
sends it to a commission merchant,

;

year bv

it.

result "of

a^

Mr. Jones' success
lifetime of close

is

and

the

;

Time and Place oj Meeting.
111. and S. W. Wis., at Kockton, Ul.
Jonatbnn Stewart, Sec.

I88i.

5— N. W.

Sept.

19— MichiRan Central, at Lansing, Mich.
E. N.
lifi,

Wood,

Sec.

:27— Kentucky State, at l-ouiyvUle, Ky.

W.

Williainson, Sec, Le-xington, Ky.
28— Norfolk, Ont., at Waterford, Ont.
Elias Cloxise, Sec.
Oct. y-6— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrick Paruily, Sec, New York City,
.'i— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christianaburg, Ky.
10, 11— Northern Michigan, at Pewanio, Mich.
O. K. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.

la-

borious investigation, of the most
patient studying of the ways of insects, and a readiness to adopt and
utilize the experience of others which
very few men possess. An essential
quality for a large apiarist is that he
be an excellent judge of men.
Wtiile it would be the most hopeless
thing in the world for any person witliout experience to go into bee-keeping
on a large scale, there is every inducement for embarking in the businss in
a small way. Fifty colonies of bees
could be made to yield 150 to 300 pounds
of honey each, value $1,125 to $2,2-50.
Colonies to the value of $50 a year
could be sold, and still the number on
hand would be nearly doubled. All
this can be done at a very small excottage and
penditure of money.
an acre of land must be rented where
there is good range. Black bees and
Italian queens can be bought according to the means of the new bee-keeper.
An extractor must be purchased and
also the tools and lumber for making
or he can buy
the hives and frames

A

i^The
Local Convention Directory.

17,

18— Northwestern, atChicago.

C C. Cofflnberry.

Tuscarawas Valley,

at

Ul.

Sec, Chicago,

Newcomerstown,

III.

O.

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
Jersey &Eastern, at New Brunswick,
J.

Nov. 1— New
J. Hasbrouck, Sec, Bound Brook, N. .1.
In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

jy

i^The second annual general meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in the City Hall,
Toronto, on the 13th of Sept., at 7
o'clock p.m. If any cliange is made
in the time of the meeting due notice
will be given.
K. McKnight, Sec.

Union Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation of Maryland, Virginia and
West Virginia, will meet at Hagerstown, in the room of the County Commissioners, at the Court House, on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1882, at 1 o'clock,
p. m., the session to last two days.

The Washington County Fair

will

then be in progress, which will give
persons an opportunity to attend the
exhibition. All persons intending to
go will please drop me a card, so that
1

may

secure for
J.

Berryville,

them

half-fare rates.

Luther Bowers,

Sec.

Va.

l^"The Ufth annual meeting of the
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Convention will be held at Pewamo,
Ionia County, Mich., on the second

Tuesday and Wednesday
11th) of October, 1882.

{10th

Pewamo

and
be-

ing on the D. & M. and H. & M. R.
R., it will be accessible 6y rail. The

members will do all in their power to
make the meeting interesting.
II. M. Roop, Pres.
O. R. GooDNO, Sec.

i^The Central Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet Sept.
19th, at Lansing, in the Capitol Build-

Kentucky State Bee-Keep- ing. We call the meeting two weeks
will meet in Louis- before the Annual Fair of the Central
ville, Ky., at the Exposition Building Michigan Agricultural Society meets,
Press Rooms, on Tuesday and Wed- for the purpose of making the final
nesday, Sept. 26th and 27th. All bee- arrangements for a large exhibit of
keepers are invited to attend, and send bees, honey and apiarian supplies. A

^"The

ers'

Convention

essays, papers, implements, or any- cordial invitation is extended to beeThe meeting
thing of interest to the traternity. keepers everywhere.
The Exposition will be in full blast will be of especial interest, and a large
and cheap. Ilailroad rates from all attendance is expected.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
points.
W. Williamson, Sec.
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tween two rows

of sections, so the
grocer can pull them out when they
get to market, and thus loosen the
sections now while all is moderately
tight, so the sections cannot shake
about ill transit, screw on the top Ixlli
xl8i Indies, rabbeted 1x4 inch on
the edges, so the i will come down
close to the tops of the sections ; now
turn the case over and nail in the ends
ix4|xl0f inches
and the case with
observing ghiss on the sides is ready
to be given away witli the honey, as it
is cheap, solid and neat.
I believe
something has been said about the
Deane system surpassing anything of
the kind, for section storing, in the
Langstroth hive, either is the top
story or in the body of the hive. Mr.
Bingham, I think, being one of the
testiliers.
I cannot say why Quinby's
and Bingliain's style of frame does not
supersede the Langstroth, unless it is
that the bee-keepers think the Langstroth frame the best, or that, like
Mr. Heddon, they take a great deal of
"solid comfort" in their own "tixin's."
Mortonsville, Ky.
;

For the American Bee Journal.

The

Widlli of Sections, etc.

;

C.

H.

DEANE.

agree with Messrs.
Towiiseiid on the width
of sections without separators, for I
have e.xperiniented with some only
inches wide tliis season, and with
honey (lowing very slowly, when it
did come, they averaged I of a lb. to
the section, and they are not well tilled
out either. 1 therefore conclude that
li inches is about the right width.
We may get a little more than a lb. in
this width, at times, but then it will
help to ease our conscience when we
sell it for 2oc. per lb., as I did my nice
white section honey taken by the
Deane system this season.
I inustsiiy that I

Heddon and

H

It may be that the Deane system
was not the cause of the honey being
nice and white, but it is a fact, that
the sections came off easily, white, dry
and smooth, and without separators.
I have never been a comb honey producer to any extent, for I liave had a

freat deal of trouble in getting the
ees to go to work in those 2 story
arrangements so extensively used, also
no little annoyance in prying the sections out of the propolis after they
were filled
but the " solid " cash
brought in by those few little sections,
together with ease of manipulation of
the Deane system, has quite won me
;

over.

But to the etc. of this article, I want
to say to Mr. Ileddon, and others who

may wish

to try the Deane system,
that I have greatly improved it this
season, and that there is now no danger of its ever shrinking away from
the ends of cases ; no danger of the
bottom bar sagging. VVhyV Because
1st. I now clamp the cases together
witli 8-16 iron rods having a screw and
thumb nut on one end, and bent at
right-angles at the other.
By this
method you can make the cases as
tight as you can make a keg with
hoops. 2(1. I now make the clamps of
4 pieces, with a ]Jxl4 inch observing
glass in the»center, and they cannot
warp. The clamps are m;ide about i
longer than they were formerly, with
a notch in each end for the rod to drop
into.
One little turn of the nut
loosens the rods, and in a second's
time all is open before you. Md. The
bottom-bars will not sag, because the
clamps hold the weight, and not the

—

For the American Bee Journal.

Sale of

Comb Honey — No.

G. M.

Having

home and

2.

DOOLITTLE.

tried to sell our honey at
failed, or having a larger

crop than could be disposed of to advantage in our neighboring towns,
our next step is to find a market for it
in some of our large cities. As selling
outright is preferred by all to .selling
on commission, let us see what can be
done in that direction first, leaving
the shipping on commission as a
dernier resort. In selling to parties in
distant cities, the hrst thing presenting itself is the getting of the address
of responsible persons who are dealing
in honey, or who might be interested
enough to buy our production. As a
rule, nearly all wholesale grocers buy
and sell more or less honey, and to
"Yes," says one,
these we apply.

"but how shall we get their names
and know their standing, whether responsible or not V " Well, I will tell
you how an enterprising friend did
last year and made a very successful
sale of his honey, his crop being about
Through my suggestion as
.5,000 lbs.
to how I got tlie names of commission
merchants in large cities, he went to
an acquaintance of his who had access
to Bradstreet's Commercial Reporter,
this friend securing the same for him
to look at for an hour or two. Dunn
& Co. publish a similar report to
Bradstreet's, and all large business
firms have one or the other of these
commercial reporters, so as to enable
them to transact business with reliable
parties. By tliis means my friend
secured the address of several wliolesale grocers in ]5oston,New York. and
elsewhere, who were quoted as being
worth S100,000aiid upwards, with unlimited credit. To these he applied,
enclosing a stamp for their reply, telling them what he had and desiring to
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be the true value thereof. The result
was that after sending samples he
sold his whole crop to one house in
Boston at the prices named, and all
parties were well pleased. He now
says he feels easy about the disposition
of his crop for future years.
Next we come to selling through
commission mercliants, which has
I

my

practice for several years, as
make a satisfactory sale of
honey outright. At first I con-

lieeii

could not

my

signed my whole crop to one house,
next to two houses, and finally to
three, finding that the more I divided
my product the sooner sales were made,
and at a more remunerative figure.
Last year I thought to divide my product still more, and so sent it in from
300 to r)00 lb. lots to ten different commission merchants, whose names and
standing I obtained as above. Prompt
returns was the result, at a satisfactory
price, and in some cases exceeding
market quotations two cents per lb.,
thus proving to me that if we ship on
commission, the scattering of our product into several cities, and among
several commission houses, will, as a
rule, bring the best results.
Now, there is another way of selling
on commission often overlooked by
the large producer, which is practical
for one who produces a small amount,
say from 100 up to 1,000 lbs. In most
all of our small towns more or less
lioney is consumed, yet not enough to
establish a market for the same, and
in all such towns, if the right amount
is left (not enough to over-stock the
market), remunerative prices may be
obtained. In a small town about 4
miles distant from where I write,
lives a bee-keeper who produces from
200 to 400 lbs. of honey annually. This
honey he takes to the two stores selling general merchandise in said town,
and leaves it to be sold on commission,
placing the selling price high enough
to give him the real value of his honey
storekeepers'
after deducting the
commissions, and in this way his whole
crop is usually disposed of at the true
value thereof, in accordance with the
prices it would bring if shipped to a
distant city. Thus I have given five
practical ways of disposing of our crop,
all of which have come under my observation, if not actually practiced by
me.
All that is necessary is to try till you
find the one most adapted to your
wants. In all cases the putting up of
your crop in a tidy, attractive shape,
and having a knowledge of the value
thereof, will be the method by which
we can get the true value of our production according to the markets of
the world.

Sometimes it happens that the market quotations at the time we wisli to
4th.
luepare for sellinir our crop will be
bottom-bars.
We must have
only nominal. In such cases I find it
cases to send the honey to market,
and instead of the brown paper and
a good plan to write to some of those
Viarties handling honey, for their opinstrips, as formerly spoken of. we will
ion as to prices in the near future, and
use the following, as the cost is about
this, coupled together with what we
the same, and it is much more serknow regarding the production of
viceable.
tioiiey in the country, will help us to
After taking the honey from the
arrive at about what the real value of
hives, remove the cases and clamp the
sections together with the rods, 24 in send them samples of his honey if our product is. One thing I have
number but before clamping them they thought they could handle it at noticed, however, and that is that
tight, put 4 strips ixix4| inches be- the price named, which he believed to generally prices rule higher for honey
;
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any other month in
During mild weather, when tlie dif- needed. The weather late in last
and unless tlie crop in the ference in the temperature of the air summer and in the autumn was most
very short, the holding of it inside and outside the hive is but in- unpropitious for the impregnation of
after that date results as a rule hi our signiticant, little or no moisture is queens, and in this district at least
being obliged to accept of a less price. precipitated, just as the windows of rendered it altogether impossible. In
Thus I have fnlHlled my promise as our rooms condense no moisture then. former years it was a rare exception
in October, than

the year

country

;

is

to giving you a series of articles on
the production, care and sale of comb
honey, and if they have been of any
benellt to any one reader of the good,
oifZ, Ajieuican JJEE Journal, I shall
not have written in vain.

Borodino, N. Y.
Translated by Alfred NeiBhbour.

Effects of

Cold— Pollen

Oatheriiig, etc.

DR. DZIERZOK.

The milder the winter is, the more
complete will be the repose of the
bees, and the lower will they be able
to allow the temperature to become
even when they have their winter
quarters, while increasing cold stimulates them to breathe more frequently
to consume more food
in other
words, it stimulates their vital powers
to greater activity in order to be able
to offer the necessary resistance to
the cold. It will be seen from this
whether it is advisable to keep bees
exposed to the cold in winter. Theory

and

;

and experience, as well as the

last

mild winter, demonstrate to us practically the fallacy

of

this

opinion.

Exposure of the bees to extreme cold
certainly causes them to crowd together into as thick a cluster as possible, but it does not send them into a
sleep-like

state of
contrary, it startles
rest,

repose.

them

On

the
out of their

hum more

compelling them to

loudly, while i)reviously they were in
perfectly silent repose. Nor does severe cold prevent premature breeding. There is generally more brood
to be found in the hive in January
and February, when the weather is
very cold or a"f ter the temperature has
been very low, than during a continuance of mild weather. Dr. Krasicke

acknowledges
it

in a peculiar

because

bees

this fact, but explains

manner by saying that
consume more food

when

the temperature is low, the production of chyle would also be greater.
But it is a known fact, that in order
to create a higher degree of temperature, bees consume a large quantity
of honey only. The latter, however,
only supplies an increased quantity of
excrementitious matter as secondary
product, but no chyle. The presence
of much excrementitious matter in
their bodies, on the contrary, renders
the bees more incapable of producing
chyle. It is the disturbance of their

and incitement to activity in order to raise the temperature, which
also directly affects the queen, inducing her to deposit eggs sooner than
she would have done if the weather
had continued mild. The principal
cause of early breeding, however, is
the presence of much moisture, which
forms inside the hive when the temperature outside is lower water, as
is well known, forming by far the
largest constituent of the food of the
brood, and want of water prevents or
restricts breeding.
rest

:

At such

a time the bees may be suffering from want of moisture, but as
long as the suffering does not become
acute it does no harm. It has rather
the advantage that it keeps tlie bees
back from breeding until they are
able to fetch in sufBcient quantity,
the water which is indispensable in
the preparation of chyle. It is best
that breeding should be delayed till
such a time when the bees are able to
gather fresh pollen in considerable
quantity, as many colonies, especially
young ones, possess but a small stock
or none at all of this material, which
cannot be dispensed with when food
is to be prepared for the brood.
This
is generally the case at the time of
flowering of the alder tree, so that
bagfuls might be collected from many
trees, especially from those in isolated
positions, and the bees might supply
themselves from this source with pollen for the whole year. If favored by
the weather, they could take full advantage of the alder flowers, which
mostly make their appearance in
March. Unfortunately, however, on
account of the uncertainty of the
weather at that time of the year, the
pollen is frequently a complete failure and should the weather happen
to be favorable, the flowering time of
the alder passes too quickly to be
fully utilized. The flowering season
of the alder might be artificially prolonged if branches with plenty of
flower-buds were cut off and kept in a
cool and shady place until the (lowering time was coming to an end, when
they might be put into the ground in
a sunny spot near the apiary. But on
account of the uncertainty of the
bees being able to fully utilize these
flowers, even if in the neighborhood
of the apiary, we might render them
a far greater service if we took the
trouble at the time of falling of the
alder flowers to collect the jxillen
which Nature offers in such abundance in order to supply the bees with
it. We might perhaps moisten it with
honey and squeeze it into the cells.
I have taken this trouble in former
years, but found it rather a tedious
;

labor, and I have
asked myself the question
whether it would not be possible to
obtain the valuable substances which
pollen contains— viz., the nitrogen,
theiessential oils, the ferments and
salts from the entire buds, if these
were collected before the pollen became scattered abroad by the wind,
either by a process of drying or roasting, by pulverization, or dissolved as
a kind of tea, and to make them palatable to the bees by mixing them
with honey. The solution of this
question would be a worthy and most
commendable task for bee-masters
wlio at the same time are thorough

and troublesome
often

chemists.
It would certainly be better if the
various artificial contrivances to keep
our bees supplied with the substances
their economy requires were not

my apiary to find queens remaining
unfertilized even if reared late in the

in

Even about Michaelmas,
when one would naturally expect all
season.

drones to have disappeared, my queens
still became fertile if only a few really
fine days intervened to allow them to
fly out again and again, and often far
away from their hive. In the year
1S67 the weather during the whole
month of September was inclement
and cheerless, and not one young
queen became fertile, but on the 8tli
of October a calm, warm and sunny
day followed. After the bees had
been playing joyfully I examined several hives with young queens in the
afternoon, and found that eight of
them exhibited the sign of impregnation in fact, all ray queens for impregnation became fertile, although
the number of drones in my apiary
scarcely amounted to a hundred.
All the young queens which had
not become impregnated at the time
of our meeting at Erfurt last year re;

mained unfertile, and had finally to
be thrownaway as worthless. Warned
by this experience. I examined afterward five parent liives, in which I
certainly did not expect a change of
queen to have taken place, and discovered either no queen at all or a
virgin queen, and wasobliged to unite
these colonies with smaller colonies,
as I had no longer any spare queens
at my disposal. In this respect the
mild weather which prevailed late in
the autumn, and even this winter,
was also very welcome, as it enabled
operations to be performed which in
colder weather could not very well

have been attended

to.

Carlsmarkt, Germany.
For the American Bee Journal.

That Bee Foisouing, Etc.

JAMES HEDDON.
Mr. Moore's

article
to

on bee-poisoning

my

misery. I am
surprised that I should have forgotten
to mention the swelling about the lids
of my eyes, though the under lids
swell most, but not as much as Mr.
Moore's. They itch and burn first.
They get their immediate affection
from poison thrown into the air, but I
have often wondered if I should have
any such sensations if I never got
stiing. I handle bees rapidly, and get
nearly all my slings upon the hands,
from pinching the bees accidentally.
How strange that Mr. Demaree and
myself should each write an article
containing arguments and proofs upon
the same subject, for the same page
of the same issue of the same paper at
the same time. And what a contrast
between our opinions ; also between
the results of our operations based
upon these opinions.
Now, honor
bright, I think that if Mr. Demaree
would only get out of that big "BlueGrass region" (all flesh is grass, but
is

"company"

;
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grass does not yield honey), get the
horse and cow-breeding theories out
of his head, and go to raising honey to
sell to support his family, his practice
would soon reverse his theories, which
tell him that traits of character which
fully, yes, even more than duplicate
themselves at the first cross, do not
all run out at the second and third.
There is no reason in such a theory,
and if practice with thorough-bred
cattle says such is a fact, it says right
the reverse with bees. This I know
from six years' experience. I have
theory, reason and facts on my side of
the problem as regards bees, and feel
able to maintain them by reasoning
as well as by demonstration to all those
all

who visit my apiary.
Thanks to Mr. Hutchinson

the house, or by leaving frames exposed while working with the bees, or
by access to hive in which the bees
have died, leaving honey. This is important any time in the season.
J?e?)tc(7i/.— There are many ways to
stop rob"bing, sometimes one way is
rebest, sometimes another. Some
commend carrying the attacked colony
into the cellar, 1 do not like this plan
for reasons too tedious to state. Some
prefer to put straw, hay or grass over
the entrance, and throw water into the
entrances ot the robbing hives, also
giving the robbers a shower at the
attacked colony, this will generally
have a good effect. I prefer to tack a
wire screen two inches wide and as
long as the width of the hive over the
length of the entrance, leaving only a
very small hole for the bees to pass.
This screen will admit air, so the bees
will not come out and cluster on the
outside of the hive, giving the robbers
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out all other kinds of weeds and grass
yet it is not a very troublesome weed
here, nor is it likelv to be anywhere.
It will grow upon any kind of moist
soil, clay, saiul or loam, and upon uplands if sown in the fall upon plowed
land and brushed or dragged in. As
the plant yields a large amount of
seed, a small i)lat will furnish enough
the first year to go a long way in further seeding.
The plants from the

seed bloom
from one to two weeks later than
those coming up from old roots.

The compound flowers are yellow,
the rays extending about 2 inches, the
head being about ?4 inch in diameter.
The period of bloom extends from
tlie 1st of August to the middle of

September.
No kind of stock feed upon it or
injure it in any way, except to make
paths through it in pastures. It is a
weed of no known value except to the
most things.
If this arrangement does honey bee. The honey made from it
full sway.
Dowagiac, Mich.
not answer, stop even the small hole is somewhat balsamic, and will, unin the wire screens until dusk, then let doubtedly, i)rove to be a superior pecIowa Homeate.ld.
out robbers, stop the small hole again, toral remedy for some affections of
How to Manage Robber Bees.
and leave it so two or three days, when the lungs. "The flavor is aromatic,
you may consider the colonies rea- rich, very sweet, and is preferred by
.1. .J.
KIZER.
sonably safe. It may be necessary to many to that of the white clover it
say that smoke will have to be used in is also less apt to derange the stomach. The color is a fine amber, and
Next to starvation robbing is the these manipulations.
section boxes soiled with it are stained
Des Moines, Iowa.
worst trouble with the bee-keeper.
yellow.
Many a colony of bees has been deNew Philadelphia, O., Aug. 24,1882.
stroyed by others carrying off every
Journal.
American
Bee
tbe
for his

frank acknowledgment of the correctness of my plan of transferring. Tliat
sort of a man is generally correct in

;

.

particle of their stores, leaving them
either to follow the robbers home, or
starve in tlie hive, in either case causing the loss of a colony of bees to the
owner. Even then the trouble does
not stop, the robbing colony becomes
very strong, either by accession of the
robbed bees, orby an increase of broodrearing, or both. When so strength-

ened no ordinary colony can withstand
their attack. They also become very
cross, sometimes stinging and hghting
apparently just for the fuuof the thing,
whicli is always a symptom of something wrong, but not invariably a sign
of robbing, but an effect.
iSigns.— First stage.— Grent commo,

For

Golden Honey Plant.

DR. G.

L.

TINKER.

The bees did not get down to business upon the golden honey plant un20th. They are now
til about the
storing in the sections rapidly, and
work fully as well, and are carrying in
as much honey as they did when the
white clover was at its best. So far
this season it has been wet and unfavorable for a large yield of nectar in
any plant. The tact that the bees are
now getting honey in large amount
from it, as they did last season when

tion in front of hive ; bees lighting and it was extremely dry, will remove all
to effect an entrance to doubt as to its reliability in this secinside of liive. Second stage. Bees tion. I find that the bees get very
rushing out of hive, running to edge little pollen from it. For five miles
of aligliting-board, arising from there down the river there are scattering
withdithculty, caused by being heavily plants* along the roadside. In passing
loaded. If you do not recognize rob- along I have not failed to see bees
bing by these symptoms to a certainty, upon nearly every plant. There is no
catch one of those heavy fellows leav- other plant here in bloom at this time
ing the hive, pull him apart and see if that the bees get honey from to
if so, set it amount to anything.
his honey sack is hlled
down as a case of robbing in its second
1 am receiving many inquiries in
stage.
regard to the golden honey plant, and
Pi-ecentions.
As usual with nearly desire to say to those living in northall our troubles, an ounce of preven- ern sections that it is perfectly hardy
tion is better than pounds of cure. here at 30 degrees below zero. Its
First contract the entrance of each natural habitation is on moist soils,
colony according to its strength very and it is spread to other locations
weak colonies just so that what few mostly by high water in the river
bees fly from the hive can pass. See every spring. Owing to the seeds bethat the size of the entrance is regu- ing broadly winged, they readily float
lated on the inside of the hive by a and are carried away. I have often
stick that will pass under the whole seen it growing upon high ground,
thickness of the hive, so the point of and think it would spread everywhere
attack which is on the inside shall be if there was a natural way, except by
narrowed down to the minimum, but water, of scattering the seed.
see that they do not become stopped.
It will grow in low thickets, among
Under no circumstances let any bee large trees in deep shade, and in most
get a taste of honey outside of its any location. It often also grows very
hive, either by leaving honey about thick upon the ground, when it crowds

some trying

—

;

—

;

Prairie Farmer.

Selling Honey to Advantage.

MRS.

L.

HARBISON.

There is nothing a bee-keeper en"
joys more than ^)lenty of " clear cash
at the close ot the season. This is
what he has been aiming for, working and toiling early and late during
the year, and the jingle of it is pleasant.
Some apiarists are good producers,
but have poor faculty in disposing of
the product ; others, again, are natural

born peddlers— you may push them
out of the house, tell them to take
their traps and be gone, while they,
not abashed, will return and sell you
the identical articles you refused to as
much as look at, at a good price. Last
year we purchased, a few miles from
home, beautiful white clover honey,
as white as the whitest, for 10 cents
per ttj., while at tlie same time, if that
honey had belonged to other parties,
they would have charged 25 cents per
Recently a lady
lb. and obtained it.

and inquired how we sold
honey. We told her that we had no
white clover honey this year, but yellow fall honey, which we were selling
at 20 cents per lb. With a toss of her
head, she replied, " Mrs. Bragg bought
20 pounds of a farmer lately for 10
cents per lb."
The farmer who keeps a few bees,
obtaining them, most likely, by catching a runaway swarm, gives them no
attention except hiving them at
swarming time, and putting on surplus boxes, considers that what honey
they make is clear gain, as "they
work for nothing and board themselves." Wlien he takes off his honey.
called

—
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if he has more than his own family
needs he takes it to the nearest town
and offers it, either at a grocery, or to
a friend, for sale. When the question
is asked, "How much do you want
for your honey i"' he replies, in a careless way, " I don't know anything
Wild Camomile Honey.— We have
about the price of honey give me
whatever you think it is worth Is 10 had a si)lendid season for increase
and
for honey. I increased from IS
cents per lb. too much V Suit yourself about the price
I'm not at all colonies to 50 by natural swarming,
particular." So the bargain closes. but now the bitter honey comes again
Persons who depend entirely upon to ruin the fall crop. In'iSTS I atthe product of bees for a living, have tributed it to horehound, but now I
reason to dislike this class of bee- know it comes from wild camomile.
keepers. If a farmer has an animal I can do nothing with it except for
for sale, a fat steer or pig, he will de- feed in case it is needed, and bring
mand the highest price, even to the my bees out in the spring strong and
fraction of a mill, and the same way tine. It is beautiful, thick, golden
if it is hay, corn, or oats
but if these honey, and I would like to have your
lords of the soil have honey, butter, idea, and the suggestions of bee-keepor a chicken for sale, feel that they ers generally, as to what to do with it.
E. P. Massey.
are in little business, hurry through
;

!

;

;

it

as quickly as possible,

and get out

of sight.

We

have known bee-keepers to come
to this city with a wagon load of
honey, try to sell it at one grocery,
telling, by the way, that they were in
a great hurry to be back at home.
After trying several groceries they
came totlie conclusion that honey
was poor sale. These grocerymen understand their business. They make
their living, as the

Dutchman

says,

" by buying slieaj} and selling dear."
In a short time, with the help of the
telephone, all the dealers are informed
that there is a big load of honey in
town, and that by holding off, it can
be purchased at a low figure. We
once inquired of a groceryman how
much he paid for his honey. He said,
" O, there was a fellow who came to
town with a big wagon load, and some
more of us bought him all out, at 6
cents per pound all round." If these
persons had come to town and stored
their honey in a safe place the first
thing, and then taken samples of itwhite, yellow, dark, and extracted, as
the case may have been and dropped
in at different places, where they
wished to purchase their own supplies, looking at the goods, inquiring

—

prices, and remarking, " I must
purchase before I go home, but I have
something to sell," they would have
realized double for their honey. If it
was at a harness sliop, and he needed
a new whip, bridle, or anything in
tliat line, the dealer, who is always
anxious to trade, will probably say to
his hands, " Boys, how many of "you
want some of this honey this man
wants to exchange for our goods."
The trade is soon completed, and he
leaves, perhaps, for a shoe store, and
buys, in the same way, all his supplies, sometimes paying out some
money, and again liave some paid to
him. Wliile buying his supplies he
will meet with cash customers, and
when his honey is disposed of he will
return home, laden with comforts for
his family, and with more money than
he would have had had it been sold
tlie

;

for cash only.

Peoria,

111.

[A liberal distribution of " Honey as
Food and Medicine," will also help in
establishing a home market.— Ed.]

1. In sowing Bokhara clover for beepasturage with timotliy, will it hurt
the honey flow to cut it when the
timothy is ready to cut for hay'? 2.
Will it yield hoiiey the coming season
if sown this fall
The questions may
have bee" answered before in the
Journal, but if so, I failed to see
them.
VVe can readily see that we
will have to plant for honey. I have 3
kinds of hives— Langstroth, Quinby
and American— but I have made the
American hive lougf i-, and it now resembles the Quinby, only it is longer
than that, and takes It frames 12x14.
3. Can I have one-piece sections made
to fit these for next season
I am
using smaller ones now, filling up the
spaces with blocks of wood.
'f

'?

H. J. Ward.
Farmington, Kan., Aug. 22, 1882.

will retard the blooming abut make it more profuse.
2. But very little.
[We have never seen a sample of
3. Yes
you can have one-piece secthe honey, and hardly know what it is
tions made any size you wish, but you
It might possibly be \i.sed in
like.
will have to give in advance the exact
some branches of manufacture, espedimensions of the sections you wish,
cially by brewers, but we fear it would
when they will be made just to your
be impossible to neutralize its bitterorder.— Ed.]
ness, so as to make it an article of
general commerce. Ed.]
After Honey-Dew.— The honey season here has been very peculiar.
clover was abundant, but it did
White
Gathering a Surplus Every Week.—
My bees are "just booming,'' having not yield half a crop of honey. Bees
had less than a week at a time since have been very thick on the maples
fruit blossoms in which they were not in the forest for several days— are
I never saw
gathering a surplus. My last swarm they after honey-dew
was Aug. 24th| but should have had the like liere before. There will not
more each day had not the rain for the be half a croj) of honey here in this
past three days kept them back. section, and not half the usual inSweet clover has been in blossom since crease. Our bees are working on
June, and gets more plentiful as the buckwheat now with a rush. I have
season advances, and the same stalks heard it said tliat sweet clover (Melinow have ripened seed and blossoms, Intus alba) does not yield any honey.
and lots more to come. Goldenrod is I have a small quantity in the yard,
just beginning to blossom. On page and the bees have covered it ever
I have watched
•538 of the Bee Journal, the printer since it blossomed.
makes me say, "93 rather weak col- sweet clover for the last five years,
onies," I think I said 9, at any rate, I and, taking the seasons all through,
after white clover has gone, nothing
should have so said.
excels it; any barren land will grow
A. B. Mason.
I notice with much
Wagon Works, O., Aug. 28, 1882.
it, if it is seeded.
regret the death of my old friend, A.
Bees are F. Moon, with whom I was personally
Bee Matters in Kansas.
nearly a failure this season too. Ln acquainted for several years previous
May they started off as though they to his going to Georgia. He was one
F. II. FiNcn.
were going to do well, but the cold of our fioble souls.
J
Sharon, O., Aug. 21,1882.
wave put a stop to their work, and
they gathered no surplus until about
[The bees are undoubtedly gatherthe 20th of July, and then the weather
became dry and hot, and hofiey came ing honey-dew, not only from the ma«
in sparingly. Up to date some of my ples, but perhaps from other forest
best colonies have stored 25 to 35 lbs. trees. Several references to the abun- 1
of comb honey, and others 45 to .50 lbs. dance of honey-dew this season will
of extracted at the present the flow
continues, and w-ill, I think, last until be found in the Bee Journal this
we have rain. I visited Leavenworth week.— Ed.]
city and vicinitv on the 10th to the 13th
I will
Enconragiug in Kentucky.
of August, and found most of the beekeepers disheartened, but their bees be able to make a very good report
had done rather better than ours here, from my apiary, notwithstanding the
for I helped to take the honey from poor commencement this spring. Bees
some of them and found the brood are doing extremely well now on
chambers nearly full and very little buckberry,red clover,teasel and smartThe goldenrod has made a
brood. Tliey are trying to keep up weed.
with the times by using the lix-ii sec- rank growth, and will bloom profusely.
tions and Langstroth hives. Please Altogether the outlook is encouragJohn T. Connlet.
questions ing.
answer
the
following
Walnut Lick, Ky., Aug. 23, 1882.
through the Bee Journal and oblige:

Waco, Tex., Aug.

25, 1882.

[1.

It

little,

;

'f

—

;

—

—

;
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be found. My experience is that }^ an inch thick on one side, after the
they will gather eni>ugli more than sponge is put in I then nail a piece
the" Italians to balance their stinging of wire-cloth over the other side, and
and biting accounts. The honey sea- when only one queen is to be shipped,
son here has been good at times. At the wire-cloth side is covered with a
this date my bees are gathering honey piece of wood exactly like the one
very fast from white and Alsike clo- nailed on the bottom side, excepting
vers, corn tassels, catnip, buckwheat it has a '^^ inch hole made in it for
and scores of wild tiowers. Hearts- ventilation. Anyone having bad luck
ease, figwort and Spanishneedles are in shipping ([ueens had better try my
very promising, and I am still in good cage. Will mail one free to any one
hopes. I have only taken about 200 applying for them.

Preparing for the Fair. Tliis lias,
been a good season for honey with me.
The sprinft was very late and wet
dnring fruit bloom, and bees got but
little honey, but white clover and basswood were good, and my bees have
given me a good suri)lus. We have
had a lull in the honey harvest for a
few days, but the fall flowers are just
coming ii: to bloom, and if we do not
have too dry weather we anticipate a
good fall harvest. I find a ready market for all my honey at home. Honey
is bringing IS to 20 cents for comb in

to

sections, and 10 to 12 cents for extracted. The quality of honey never was
better; I intend to make an exhibit of
bees and honey at our County Fair,
also apiarian implements. Will it answer to close the entrance of the hive
with wire-cloth, or will it be better to
make a kind of porch of wire cloth,
and attach to the front of the hive,
and will it need any ventilation at the

cleome seed I sowed last winter and
the sweet
spring have not grown

top

y

There has not been much

in-

terest taken in honey exhibits by the
managers of our Fair, but I am in
hopes of working up an interest this
fall that will induce them to offer
liberal premiums in the future.

A. D. Stocking.
Ligonier. Ind., Aug. 21, 1882.
[Better bore holes in the sides and
ends, over which tack wire-cloth from
the inside then cover the tops en;

over which you
can place the cover, so that should the
bees become quite warm or excited,
you can immediately cause the heat
to escape from the top. The entrance
should be closed with blocks which
can be easily removed, to give the
bees a flight, if desirable. Ed.]

tirely with wire-cloth,

—

Method of Dividing. My queens"
wings are clipped. When a swarm
issues I watch for the approach of the
queen, and catch and put her in a
cage, I then open the liive and destroy
all the queen cells.
Usually, the bees
will settle for half an hour or more,
then return

soon as they return I
the old hive and put an empty
one in its place ; I then put one-half
of the combs and bees in the new
hive, tilling up each with frames of
foundation, and closing the old hive
in good shape, put it where it is to remain. Now daub the queen with
honey, raise the blanket or honeyboxes, give a few puffs of smoke, drop
the queen In, and slant a board in
front of the entrance I then take a
laying queen from a nucleus, clip her
wing, and introduce her in the new
hive on the old stand in the same way
as the first. I rear my own queens
this season. I have increased 18
strong and 5 nucleus colonies, making
;

move

;

"

in

all

85 colonies

splendid condition.
nearly every day.

and

ri

nuclei,

in

Some swarming

I took 22 capped
from one Syrian colony
the other day. I can handle my
Italians all the time without gloves
but I cannot say that of the Syrians.
They are very watchful and 'frisky,
and will defend their stores, of which
they will have a good share if any are

queen

cells

569

;

lbs. of

c^nb honey and 100
The golden honey

tracted.

plant and

;

clover I sowed last fall came up this
spring, and some of it is over 3 feet
high. I thought it might bloom yet
this fall. The days are hot and nights
W^hat is the name of inclosed
cool.

twig and bloom, and what

Henry Alley.

lbs. of ex-

Wenliam, Mass.
Speed of Bee's Flight.— Please name
the accompanying flowers. They grow
on a bush from 2 to 7 or 8 feet high ;
are very plenty in this vicinity in
moist and swampy lands. In 1880
bees stored more honey from tliis

merits than from everything else combined.
from Bee hunters call it white blowens and
also pepper bush. I saw in a piece
R. M. OSBORN.
written by Mr. Heddon for the Bee
Kane, 111., Aug. 19, 1882.
Journal, " We are told bees fly from
I would
1 to 4 miles in a minute."
are
a
vertwig
and
blossoms
[The
ask, who tells it, and how do they
vain, which ranks as a very good prove it V I never knew any to fly at
any such rate, and I have timed
honey plant.— Ed.]
C. E. Chace.
thousands.
East Freetown, Mass.
Wiring Frames.— No more piercing
for wiring frames have some hooks
[The sprig of blossoms sent are what
like tills 1, i inch long under the angle, in the Western and Central States are
drive them in top and bottom bars,
called yellow-weed or yellow-bush.
fasten the bottom-bar in a vise, drive
tack in center of bottom-bar, wrap The time of a bee's flight, we think,
wire around and go to upper right is pretty much a matter of gues.shand hook, then back to next upper work; some have accredited them,
hook and down to next and so on,
with visiting honey pastures as
finishing at the point of starting. Let too,
no man stand up and say, " I have been far as seven miles away from the
using this for a year,'" for if he has and hives.— Ed.]
not told the public about it he ought
to to well, he ought to keep still
Honey-Dew in Iowa.— That honey
now, at least. No patent.
wave I spoke of July 17, still hangs
C. H. Deane.
over us in Iowa. I never saw anyMortonsville, Ky., Aug. 21, 1882.
thing to excel it, every weed seeming
to secrete honey. Smartweed takes
Shipping Cages.— Mr. E. A. Thomas the lead, then honey-dew beats anywishes to know who has had " better thing I ever heard of. For the last
success with shipping cages than he 20 days I have seen the leaves on the
has?" Had Mr. Thomas stated the oak, hickory, elm, coltonwood, ash,
number of queens he has mailed, as walnut, sumac, and in fact, most every
well as the number he has lost, it kind of timber in this section, dripbush three
would then be an easy matter to de- ping with honey-dew.
cide who has had better success. I inches thick, vvith a common sized
have mailed over 500 queens, and only top, has the appearance of Having had
one reported dead, and 2 others in- a gallon of honey spread over the
jured. Have sent queens into every leaves. I have spent a part of 8 days
State (California the farthest, also to trying to find from whence it comes.
Canada). The report comes back, From the best of my experience, I
bright, lively and in line condition. must think that it is produced by inOn close examination, I lind a
I heretofore made my cages too small, sects.
and the loss has been heavy. I now small, light-green insect under all the
make them twice as large as I did last leaves that I have examined— the
year. I found it very discouraging smallest hardly visible, while the
business last year, but now all is largest is hirger than a large gnat,
changed, and no queens are reported with silver-colored wings. I will not
dead or not received. I put 4 parts attempt to give the amount, but will
honey and one part water to fill the only say that I have taken a barrel
sponges with. Thus the bees are sup- full of honey-dew honey, and wish it
plied with water as well as honey. I would be tlie last, especially if we
do not think water necessary to keep have other honey flowers. This honey
the bees alive, but use it, as all honey is very dark and strong. I sold some
soon dries on the outside the sjionge before I knew what it was, for buckand the honey will not come to the wheat honey, and am afraid it will
its

as a honey plant V Bees are on
early morning till night.

it

;

— —

A

surface, as

it

will

when water

is

mixed injure my honey

sales.

I

am

intro-

cages are only a block of ducing extracted honey in our market,
wood saweil out of i)lank IJg inches and find some trouble, not much.
thick; they are sawed )4 inch thick; Some say that people have recipes for
after the holes are made I nail a cover making honey. I had more trouble
witli

it.

My

—

;
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What occaWhat color is

with linden honey.
sions honey-dew? 2.

1.

the honey V 3. Is it wholesome for
winter V Bees are swarmina; every
day, from 1 to 4 swarms. I have .53
colonies and 1,035 lbs. of honey from
19 colonies in the spring, and sometimes almost wish for the honey flow
to stop till I can catch np.

Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Iowa, Aug.

26, 1882.

In your case, you have pretty
well answered " what occasions hon•ey-dew." On page 556 we answered
the question for Mr. Wm. Sturgill.
[1.

2.

Sometimes quite dark

;

at other

times amber-colored.
3.

We

would not wish

wintering on.

to risk

it

for

Ed.]

—

—

Honey-Dew. I send you specimens
Bees and Crops.— Surely Providence
honey-dew on the "leaves of the has smiled upon our Lone Star State
paw-paw, that I picked in the woods this year. VVheat, oats, corn, cotton,
this morning. It is very abundant, and all kinds of fruit in abundance.
and is mostly under the maples — is Sugar cane is doing finely. I have
general through ttie woods. Bees are lived here for 25 years, and have never
gathering it industriously, and build- seen a more bountiful crop of everying out foundation in a most satis- thing. A fine yield of honey has been
factory manner. It is not conBned to gathered in all parts of the State, exany particular leaves.
cept a few of our Southern counties.
II. R. Boardman.
The linden crop was a failure. My
East Townsend, O., Aug. 30, 1882. bees gathered enough to keep them
breeding up well, and now they are
[The honey-dew was nearly ab- gathering rapidly from what we call
sorbed from the leaves into the paper milkweed and boneset. Next month
inclosing them on a very few there goldenrod will commence blooming,
and from appearances now we will
was a glistening spot which showed have a good fall crop. I have had
its presence, but even these had evap- several swarms this month, and am
orated and entirely disappeared after now rearing queens and superseding
old ones. We can rear them here until
12 hours' exposure to the atmosphere,
November. I sell most of my honey
from which we conclude there is very in Houston and Giilveston. In 2 pound
of

;

saccharine matter about the
Manuni's Hive.
I wish to correct little
is probably a mistake of the honey dew.— Ed.]
compositor in giving the dimensions
of A. E. Manum's frame, which reads
Botanical. I send plants for name.
"22 inches long and 9* deep." It No. 1 grows 6 feet No. 2 grows 5 to
should read 12x9} inches inside. It is 6 feet No. 3, 2 to 4 feet No. 4, 3 to 4

what

—

;

on page

Aug.

;

;

According to feet No.
5 feet No. 6, .5 to 6 feet.
my limited experience, Mr. Manum's All these 5,plants grow
on dry soil exhive is of very simple construction, cept No. 3, whicli grows on rather
and very easy to handle bees in. moist soil.
J. W. Pigg.
All you have to do, is to turn back the
Riverside, Iowa.
cap and remove the cloth from the
brood chamber, and raise the frames
[No. 1 is figwort or Simpson honey
with as much convenience as though plant No. 2 is a stranger to us No.
it was a simplicity Langstroth.
I am
much pleased with your answers to my 3, blue vervain No. 4, motherwort
questions in regard to swarming, No. 5, yellow-weed No. 6 is a veretc.
Twenty years ago there were vain.— Ed.]
hundreds of swarms of bees kept where
there is now hardly one, in this secOil the Wing.— I tookadrive through
tion. In many instances those who the woods this morning, and honey
kept bees then have never seen a dew was abundant on the leaves of
frame hive, and know comparatively hickory and oak trees. As I sit and
nothing of tlie modern improvements. write I look across tlie divide, and see
They are afraid to expend a dollar or the leaves shining with nectar, so
two ifor a book or paper to learn from. plentiful that a clear drop forms at
A. P. Fletcher.
Many
tlie terminal of the leaves.
Ludlow, Vt., Aug. 27, 1882
fields are yellow with the bloom of
An Error. I notice m the Bee Spanishneedles, and white clover is
JouiiNAL of Aug. 23d, page 539, you rank and blooming. Bees are swarmhave made an error in giving the size ing, and from iiresent appearances,
of my frame, in answering Mr. A. P. this locality will be favored with a
Fletcher. You say my frame is 22 large honey flow this autumn. On the
5,39,

23d.

;

;

;

glass jars, I get $3.60 per dozen wliole-

dozen

—

inches long to be correct it should wing.
Mrs. L. Harrison.
have read 12 inches long by 9* deep,
Downing, Mo., Aug. 25, 1882.
inside measure. This has been the
poorest honey season I have ever experienced.
A. E. Manum.
Large Increase.— The bees are now
Bristol, Vt., Aug. 26, 1882.
booming. We have had, the last two
weeks past, the best honey weather
[It was a typographical error, such we ever had.
This has been a very
as are easily committed, but some- good season for increase, and bees are
times lead to prejudicial impressions. now storing honey very fast. I have
increased from 56 to 230 colonies, and
—Ed.]
will not look for so large a crop of
A 8ugg:estion. Bees have not done honey as if I had increased less. My
well in our part of the country. I bees have, however, enough honey to
think it would be a very interesting winter on, and should the weather
feature in the National Convention to hold favorable a reasonable time, I
have some of the different makes of will expect a fair average crop.
;

—

machines working.

John Crawfoud.
Pleasant. Ind., Aug.

28, 1882.

1

many

I

get a great

from bee-men in the
older States, and take pleasure in answering them all, and will continue
to give all the information I can regarding the resources of our State.
letters

J.

W. ECKMAN.

Richmond, Tex., Aug.

24, 1882.

;

;

H.

Peru,

;

of adulterated syrups.

Still

;

mills at work manufacturing foundation at some time during the meeting.
It would greatly help those desiring
to buy to decide which kind they
would like best. It is my intention
to he there, and I hope to see some

and

6 pound buckets, $9 per
pound sections, $15 per 100,
and find ready sale for it. Pure extracted honey is fast taking the place
sale,

111.,

Aug.

S.

Hackman.

28,1882.

Too Much Swarming.— My bees are
doing well. They swarmed too much
the 1st of August, but have got down
to business now, and I expect a good
crop of honey.
.Iohn Erwin.
Louisville,

111.,

Aug.

25, 1882.

Swarming.— I have been

in

hopes, from day to day, that the bees
would quit swarming, but they do

We have had from 1 to 4 swarms
every day for the last 3 or 4 weeks,
and young swarms will fill a full hive,
with little foundation starters, in from
8 to 10 days and in from 25 to 30 days
I have taken out 25 lbs. of surplus
honey. Since spring, from 24 colonies, I have increased my stock to 85
I often put 2
all natural swarms.
swarms in one hive, on account of behives.
ing short of
not.

;

;

I.

Quincy,

111.,

W. Koch, M. D.

Aug.

30, 1882.

—

Here
of Honey.
Southwestern Iowa, in the fore part
of the season up to linden bloom,
about the first of July, we had to feed
to keep the bees from starving, and
from that time till the present we
have had one continual flow of honey,
and our bees our now swarming at
the rate of from 3 to 6 per day, which
We put them
is unprecedented here.
back as fast as they come out, as there
in
the
honey
than in
profit
is more
bees at this time of the year. If it
should continue as it is now up till
frost, we will be abie to send in a large
report at the end of the season. We
now have -500 two-poinid sections about
ready, in addition to 200 already taken
off from our 27 colonies. 1 inclose a
branch from a small busli that grows
here in the woods and fence corners, on
which the bees work from daylight
One Steady Flow

in

till

dark.

What

is it V

Wheeler's Grove,
[It is

—Ed.

I

S. C. Smith.
la., Aug. 27, 1882.

Indian currant or coral berry.

;
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Store— Will you

please in-

throiigli the 15ee Jouunai.
house in Chicago tliat wholesales

form me

Ota

articles suitable for a counter-store—
that is. sort of trinkets and notions
or perhaps there is a wholesale store
;

that has a oc, lOc, loc, etc., counter

one with a good reputation.
Frank Juergens.
Hutchinson, Minn.
[Yes; Messrs. Butler Bros., 109
street, can perhaps supply you
with a catalogue of their goods, prices,

Adams
etc.

We

believe

their

reputation

stands very fair.— Ed.]
Secdiiifr Basswood.— This spring our
coMimenced gathering pollen
bee.s

Bees are Boiling Over.— Bees are

now "doing

a hind oHice business."
done poorly in spring, but when

basswood came

in

— Inclosed

find

positing eggs at one time, and have
Anticipates a Cold Winter.— My bees expressed the opinion that the conseason—
too
have not done well this
much rain and cold weather but they ditions necessary to develop one fertile
have increased by natural swarming worker, would, if aggravated, develop
;

:i

which commenced bloomiugaboutthe
middle of June, and is still in bloom to
Prospects for a Good Crop.— Bees
some extent, but bees do not pay done better liere during this month
much attention to it, as they are at than at any time this season. We
work on buckwheat bloom. Basswood had a number of swarms in August,
was almost a failure this season. At which is something unusual. It is
what time should basswood seed be getting rather dry now, but have prosplanted, and what is the best method pects for a good crop of goldenrod,
to procure young plants from the seedV asters, etc., a little later, while at presFrank R. Rob. ent buckwheat and second crop red
.Jordan, Ind., Aug 28, 1882.
clover are yielding fairly. Will have
some surplus and enough for winter
[Plant the seeds in drills as soon as stores. We had very few early swarms,
ripe, covering very lightly with sand consequently very little increase.
W. H. Stout.
loam and leaves. Transplant when
Pine Grove, Pa., Aug. 22, 1882.
about one year old.— Ed. J

Mammoth White Clover.— I send you

This
for a Fall Crop.
a few heads of that wonderful clover.
has been the poorest season for honey
This is the second time it has blosin this section for 10 years. Clover
somed this season. It does not grow
a
failure;
last
year's
drouth
almost
was
like any other clover. Bees work on
<and the March-like winter killed
It is of a beautiful
it remarkably.
nearly all of it, and even red clover
pyramidal form, and every head seems
failed to bloom. Swarms that came
white in
perfect, and a beautiful
off about the 1st of June, and put in
nearly every case. I will give a more
empty liives, have to the present only extended description of It in future.
best colabout half tilled them.
Finch.

My

onies that did not swarm, have only
gathered about .SO lbs. in sections

Workers.

comb taken from a young

bloom they began queen.

8 to 14 colonies, and a little box
honey. I look forward to a more than
the buckeye (^Esculus Jlum), one of
ordinary season next year. I base my
our forest trees, which was in bloom
upon a good honey season
then.
The honey from it is clear calculations
following a cold winter, and if all signs
and very ihin wlien lirst gathered.
true we will get a severe winter
The (.ollen is dark red. It was in prove
coming one.
I have never rebloom about weeks, but on account the
ceived any particular benefit from
of cold and wet weather, bees were
keeping bees yet, except the pleasure
Miiaijle to work on it more than 4 or 5
the little fellows afford me, but I am
days, during which they lilled their
going to try it another year and see
hives and we obtained some surplus
S. G. Reed.
what I can do.
surplus
Our
extractor.
using
the
by
Kent, O., Aug. 23, 1882.
was taken from the white clover,

—

Fertile
piece of

colony liived about 2 weeks. I find no
All fresh comb is as full of
breeding faster than I ever knew eggs as this. Why is this? Did you
them to do before. The hives are now ever see so many eggs V One laying
boiling over with bees, and swarming worker could not deposit so many.
is the order of the day, but the old Please report on this in the Bee
P. P. Collier.
queens do not seem to be so ready to Journal.
Rush Hill, Mo.
go along. They are also getting honey
very fast. Mine are mostly hybrids,
[The comb is very full of eggs, with,
and have become so vicious that I
in a
have come to the conclusion to either in some instances, quite a dozen
We have observed the
Italianize or quit. I have now 2.") single cell.
Petkr Billing.
colonies.
past season, in a small colony of
Pawnee City, Neb., Aug. 28, 1882.
Syrians, nearly a score of workers de-

They

March :;d, from the elm, after which
came triiit hhioin. but bees paid very from
little alteiition to this on account of

AH Right
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F. H.

Sharon, O., Aug.

28, 1882.

hundreds.— Ed.]

Done Well

Summer.— My

this

bees

have done well this summer so far. I
started in the spring with 7 colonies,
increased to 18, and obtained 420 lbs.

The bees are still
gathering honey very rapidly from
buckwheat and ironweeds.
of extracted honey.

David K. Knoll.
Salamonia. Ind., Aug.

18, 1882.

The Best Honey Harvest.— The honey harvest, since July 10th, has been
E. Doty.
the best I ever saw.
Macksburg, Iowa, Aug. 26, 1882.

—

Clover Seed.
the Bee Journal
how to gather and save sweet clover
seed V 1 have a quantity of it, but do
not know how I can save it profitably.
Gatliering

Please

Sweet

state in

Ben. Clendenon.

Grinnell, Iowa.

[Mow, thresh and screen
would other grain.— Ed.]

Make
first

of

a

Home Market.

It

as you

— Since

the

June there has never been a

more favorable season for bees, but
up till June the bees had a hard struggle to get through. When white clover commenced to open they made up
for lost time. Basswood was good.
Almost all who take care of their bees
obtained 100 lbs. per colony, from the
basswood bloom. For the last 2 weeks
bees have been working almost as
hard as any time this year. I will ex-

tract from'l.HOO to 2,000 lbs. from 65
colonies this week, all gathered in the
last 10 or 12 days. The honey is of
I
first-class quality— thick and nice.

tilled with last year's comb, and I
Quite Satisfled.— Hearing of so many wish every bee-keeper in Iowa would
feared very much that my bees would
not get enough for winter. We are failures in New York State we feel try and dispose of their crop in the
Laving a splendid rain now, which quite satisfied with what little our 12.5 State, and encourage the consumption
colonies have done this season. We of extracted honey. Put it up in atwill make it all right for a fall crop.
have taken 1,.500 lbs. of extracted, and tractive packages, and my word for it,
R. 15. Oldt.
think we will have over 2,000 lbs. of there will be no drag in its sale. Ask
New Berlin, Pa., Aug. 27, 1882.
comb honey. U keiner Brothers.
what it cost you to produce it, and in
Naples, N. Y., Aug. 28, 1882.
proportion with other sweets that are
Plenty of "Strong" Honey.— Our
as good as honey. Let every beebees at the present time are doing
Kept on the Jump.— Bees are just keeper bear in mind James Heddon's
finely on fall bloom and buckwheat.
JourOur white honey was all gathered booming. 1 never saw them work as article on page :)74 of the Bee
from basswood in about li days, but if they have this summer. It has been nal, entitled "The Coming Market."
not
should
we
the weather remains as now for 1.5 one continual llow of honey since There is no reason why
days, we will have, as the Dutchman June 20th. My bees have kept me on have good prices for our products, as
well as the farmer and mechanic.
the jump since that time.
says, plenty of " strong '" honey.
H. O. McElhany.
D. S. BURBANK.
O. R. GooDNO.
Brandon. Iowa, Aug. 31, 1882.
Grundy Center, Iowa, Aug. 2-5, 1882.
Carson City, Mich., Aug. 28, 1882.
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Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to Jicfo
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds

OKFICE OP AMKKICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Monday, 10 a. ui., September 4. 1882.

the

of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

ADVERTISING RATES.

The following are the latent quotations for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour
:

We

20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A line of Agate type will contain about elsht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inchof space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices,
cents per line.
words;

."jO

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisements
WEEKLY as follows, If the whole is

published
paid in advance

For

4:

"

8

"13
" SO
"39
"

:

lO

weeks

Sa

SO

"

"
"
"
"

(3
(6
(9

months).... 30
months).. ..40
months).... 50

(1

year)

percent, discount.
•'

"

«0

honey at home, at a good

months,

lO

per cent.,

per cent., 3
wholly paid in advance.

if

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is Inserted.

THOMAS
»2u West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaica,

III.

HONEY— Choice white comb

label of

this

end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
it

indicates the

AdTertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

of

Emerson binders made

cially for the

Bee Journal

espe-

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

Journal

as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents.

^"

;

or Coolt's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

cloth.

Journal for

1

year,

or Apiary Register for liint Col's.

Or they may deduct

10 per cent in cash

for their labor in getting

up the club.

^" Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8oz.

IHc. for 2-lb.

moved

Extracted has not

yet;

nom-

inally held at 12@l4c.

BEESWAX-Scarce

at 2r>®2.sc.

A. C. KENDEI,.

1 l.'i

Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.
dark extracted at 7c.
quality at so. Inquiry has been fairly
Offerings are snuill.
quote white comb. is^2ne. dark to good.I2@
Extracted, choice to extra white. iKftOi^c.;

and medium
active.

We

1.'>C.

;

dark and candied.

BEESWAX- 2«a30c.

7(3/7!.sc.

Stearns & smith, in Front Street.
ST.

HONEY-We

LOUIS.

quote at

7(?)7Vsc.

for strained in

and half bbls., 8(^o!ic. for extracted In cans
and kegs comb. I8@20c. per lb. Larger values ot
strained and extracted apply to the lesser pkgs,
;

BBESWAX-27a28c. per lb.
R. C. GkEKR & Co..

NEW

:

"
S,—
«,— Weekly Bee

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— There is no change in honey in our
market the past week l-lb, white honey sellsal
22c., 2-lb. at 2nc.; second grade. 20c. for l-lb. and

bbls.

A

"

better than for months past.
BEESW.VX— 25c. for prime yellow darkl8®22c.
R. A. Burnett, lu.'i South Water St.

HONEY— We note sales of

We

"

steady at

;

Constitutions and By-Laws for
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.—
have local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
just issued a new pamphlet giving our name of the Association printed in the
views on this important subject, with blanks for 50 cents extra.
suggestions what to plant, and when
Preparation of Honey for the Marand how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to ket, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey.
any address for 10 cents.
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
Premiums.— Those who get up clubs last meeting of the North American
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one Bee-Keepers' (Society, we were apyear, will be entitled to the following pointed on a committee to prepare inpremiums. Their own subscription structions on the Exhibition of Bees
and Honey at Fairs thisis also added
may count in the chib
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
For a Club of a,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."

3,— an Emerson Binder tor 18H2.
4,— Apiary Register for -TO Colonies,

is

I

:

paper;

lot

"
"

honey

Some extra nice lb. packages have sold
22c. No demnnd f(ir dark combs. Extracted
following your at
honey in kegs, barrels and casks, y@loc. Demand

«-.>•-»«

"

CHIi'AGO.

profit.

Emerson Binders.— We have had a

^" Always forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

dark to good. 17@22c.

I8(oj2uc.

Examine the Date
SEMI-MONTHLY name on the wrapper
SO

I

24c.:

of his

Discount, for 1 year, in the
alone. 40 per cent., O months,

CHICAGO.

HONEY— am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
lipht extracted.
BEESWAX— Choice lipts are worth 250. here;
cents;
briKlit yellow,

per hundred, $-1.00. On orders of 100
Al. h. Newman. &si W. Madison St.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
CINCINNATI.
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
HONEY— The market for honey is quiet. Extracted brings T&lOc. on arrival. No comb honey
(giving the name and address of the on the market worth mentioning, prices nominal.
BEESWAX— Scarce, and brings 2ii(ai2.'jc. on arribee-keeper who scatters them). This val.
0. F. MCJTH.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
QuotatlotiH orComiulsNlon Bferchanta.
and expense— enabling him to dispose

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTIILV alone.
25 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 months,
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
'

(luatattuna of Caah Buyers.

have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50

>

y

1

17

N. Main Strees.

YORK.

HONEY— No quotations reported.— ED.
BEESWAX— The suitply is moderate and

prices

held about steady, thougli very little doing. Western, pure, 27(ii27^c Southern, pure, 2H(3,2,stftc.
D. W. guiNBV, 105 Park Place
;

BOSTON.

HONE Y— Trade quiet. We quote at 20@22c, acquality.
BEESWAX— Pi ime quality, 25c.

cording

ti)

CROCKER & BLAKE,

57

Chatham

Street.

We

have
Only a Crape on the Door.—
just received a copy of a new motto
song and chorus, called "Only a
Crape on the Door," composed by Edward J. Abraham. This is one of the
most touching and affective song.s^
that ever came to our notice. It is
very easy, and can be played on piano
or organ.

by F.

It is published at 40 cents,
ISO Elm street,

W. Helmick,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

li^ Do not

let

Bee Journal

your numbers of the
for 1881 be lost.

The

1^ Our new

Madison
pro-

best way to preserve them is to
cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference

St., is

No. 925 West
only a few doors from

location.

the new branch postofflce. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
i^" We will send Cook's Manual please call for No. 70S7— that being
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100 our telephone number.
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
for one year, for S;;;,00; or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 ; or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2..50.

1^

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
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AT LUIING,
TEXAS. [Rev. A. SALISBURY
PUKK rrVLIAN
A.MigrKENS

^ducrtiscmcuts.*

breed

IIKKS
manuiactuie Uives of any style and
Dealer in Novice Honey Extractors, Bingiiani Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepera. Write for prices. BeesI

New Kegs

wax wanted.
Hw39l

J, S.

In order to snti.>*fv the demund f(ir small packnpes for Extr»cte(i Honey, I have heretofore procured kegs intended for syrup, flsh, lard, etc., aud
in view nf this u'ron-int: trade. I n'lw feel juslitled
in havintr niiuto ti» order aSpccial Ket;

COMB FOUNDATION.
high su1e-walls.4 to 1(> square feet to
the puuiid. Circular aud samples free,
riv-'-^v."^
.vv.v.-..'.:
^ ^^^ DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N, Y.

It neither leaks nor flavors the

Honey.

It is not necessary to paint tlie heads, but when
painted I wilt guarantee them nut to leak, and if
"well scalded, the pine will not flavor the

honey.

Capacity. 175 pounds
Price. HOc. each.
car load of these kegs will arrive about
and all orders will receive my prompt

The tirst

Sept. i"th.
iittention.

The

.'»

and

fore, at 40c.

lO gallon kegs will ho sold, as hereto55c. each, respectively.

and

ALFRED
9'23

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison Street. (.CHICAGO, ILL.

—"Low Prices. Quick Returns
/ .jjK

ALFRED

West Madison

H.

XEWMAX.

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

,

'

^

0/~ic. paid for bright wax.
AiXJ Ttiavolu, 111.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

Having

fllled

my

all

36wtf

Full Colonies

Woodford

I will try

5wly

have FISHER'S GRAIN 'I'AB;.P:S. 192
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest;

Belleville. St. Clair

wages

useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book evor published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent po?t-p:iid for 40 cents. Agents can
make monev selling this book.
(ST For sale at the BEE JotiRXAL Office.

I

put in me. and my new departure in breeding the
best bees, regardless of color or number of bands,
the more so, that among thoa» ordering are old

whose judgment we

have learned
I teel that here is the
proper place to say to them that 1 cannot possiblv
supply any more queens of any sort, Tested or
Dollar, unless the bees are bought with them by
the pound, or the whole colony is taken. 1 cannot
spare any more Tested Queens alone and keep up
the standing of my apiary for tJie rearing of a
large number of queens next sejison. I now have
more orders for Dollar Queens than lean fill. I
fear. Next year I will try to satisfy all, and will
notify you in the advertising columns accordingly.
1 consider it now getting prettv late to rear the
best Queens to till the place of those sold out, ami
think that purchasers had better omit queen-rearing at sri lute a date. I have found that the best
time for the bee-master to rear the best stock is
about the time the bees do the best business.

3t>Wltp

SAI-E— An Apiary of i-o ctdonies. suitaFOR
ble for E.xtracted Honev. For further information apply to
y5wJtp

rLIYUnilTU
mUU n

PI

J.

MclNTYIlE, Strathroy, Ont.

nnPI^Q
^Uu^O

-Exhibition Birds and

Mated Trios a

Specialty.

Correspondence cheerfully answered.

H.
358m9t

I

BUSSEY,

131

Lake

street, Chicago.

TTTTQ
\ T>T7T> maybe
iniO T>
XT .i-\X -CiXV at

III.

i'.eu.

Co.'s
St.),
it

in

WM.

found on tile
P. Uoweil &

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (in Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NE1¥ YORK.

to

the

NEWMAN,

a common cooking stove, capacity
bushels per diiy. Price, complete, flu in
partly put togither, for i;<;. A few agents

."i

;

flat,

For particulars and prices for EvaporaQueen Bees, etc.. address

wanted.
tors,

JOUST H. MARTIX.

Ssmly

Horse MY
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

giving an index of diseases,
A TREATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

and the

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the hurse a valuable col lection of recipes, and much valuable information.

Hartford, Wash. Co., N. T.

16-PAGE PRICE LIST

of Italian.
Cyprian and Il'dy Land Bees. Queens, Nucleus Colonies and Apiarian Supplies, will be sent to
all who will send me their name and address on a

H. H. ISKOWN,

poHtal card.
149 mtf

Light Street, Col. Co. Pa.
,

l882-Soutl]ernHeadquarters.-IS82
For Early Italian and Cyprian Queens

;

;

:

Price 25 cent*.— Sent on

THOMAS
9-25

West Madison

A

$7777

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

Street.

YEAR and

CHICAGO, I1*L.

expenses to agents,

free.addressi*
iieuala, Mulne.

uttlt

Imported and Home-bred; Nuclei and Full ColoFor quality and purity, my stock of bees
cannot be excelled. I make a specialty of manufacturing the Dunham Foundation. Try it.
If
you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies, send for
nies.

my new Catalogue, giving directions for introducing queens, and remarks on the New Races of
Bees. Address.

DR.

tJ.

P. H.

5smtf

BROTTN.

Augusta, Ga.

O Vlckery
3tiwly

ISS2.

QUEEX APIARY.

H.

W. Madison, CHICAGO. ILU

Fruit Evaporators,

JAMRS H£BDOX.

Italian and Cyprian Queens— farpe and beautiful
—sent by mail, with purity, safe arrival, and aatUJaction guaranteed. Only fo.*n> per half dozen.
Address REV. J. E. KEARNS. Morning Sun, Iowa.

by

To be used on
;i

;

1.

the above Smokers at

_:i:j»mtf

Kv.

Tested Queens only in full colonies. Write for
prices, and be sure to state if you have or have not
ever r.'ceived my circulars.

Dowagiac, Mich.. Sept.

sell

Pi PA^F MnTlpC thepriceofTestedQueens
rLLnuL llUIIULin the advertisement of
W. /. Hutchinson. He has a large stock of fine
Queens on hand, and can flU orders promptly,

FOK SALE.

ariiarists,
to look up to.

can

mail or express, at wholesale or reijiil.
All the late.'^t improvements,
including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my :iJ-paEe Illustrated
Cutalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

ALFEED

I am overwhelmed with letters containing orders
for Tested Queens, and inclosing ^.2, $:i and often
I-"! each, saying, "8end me one of your best Tested
Queens, no matter about color or cost I want nne
'1 ested
for business; saw your advertisement in
the American Bee Journal.*' Now. vou do not
know how happy I feel to thn- substantially realize the splendid contldence my fellow bee-keepers

111.

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

u-2:i

Co..

County,

BINGHAM SMOKERS."

tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
aiid nmremiscellaneousmatter and

plowing tables

200 COZiOlTZSS

and experienced

and Nuclei a Specialty

Give me a call, friends.
and i)leaseyou. (Box Mjy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiarv.

and

-_

1 can
now send
customers say 1 send

Mortonsville.

XISRS!

with good young Queens,

SHOULD

orders,

My

iwly.

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino ».»r Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

200 NUCLEI.
<^ueens by return mail.
the nicest thev get.

Money Orders »h

If

Queens.

Italian

$^
$2

;

_^

Bright

Cus-

l':i'cstineQue<*ns..*l: Tested... t'2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea*^1|M» v<:iison, ready. If weare timely notitled.
X
One-frume Nucleus, either Italian,
\
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; (_:olony of bees, either
Italian. Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.

Z.OOXI

am

923

;

tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$1 Tested
Cvprian Queens
$1 Tested

'<"mP^\\
^SC-J^v

beYswax.
wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying S.Sc. per pound, delivered here, Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid raistakes. the name of the shipper
should always be on each package,
I

I

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Out Motto is:

;

^^-^^^^

am

obliged to buy in lar^e quantities in
order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.
They are made of Norway Pine, and have from 7
to !» chine hoops on each end.
I have tested a sample keg hy tlllinj,' it DRY with
white clover honey, and without the heads beiUK
painted.
I

20

TABtOCK.

FLAT. BOTTOM

Designed Expressly for Honey.

111.

Foundation.

FOK HONEY.

These

Dougliis foiiiitj,

rniiuirso,

for sale;

Comb

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvcruciit in [oniuliUit.n. Uurthin
h oumUition is not. surpassed.
The
only invention to ruiike Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catahjgue iind Samples.
<fe C, Hoopeston. III.
iwly
D. S.
and common

HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.
Queens Worth $2.00 for SI. 25.
Large, haiulstiuie and beautilul.
Kvery one
warranted as good in all respects as tested queens.
No loss of queens by mail in my new cages — all go
safely. Sate arrival and purity guaranteed. Italian, Cyprian and Holy l^and (>ueens by return
mail.

No money n quired

until

queen

is

received.

33wtf

OIVEN

FUSS! FUSS!

Send for our ::>i-page Illustrated Catalogue of
Bees. Queens and Bee-Keepers* Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods.
and satisfaction guaranteed.
nwf>m E. A.
(fc CO., Coleraine, Mass.

THOMAS

COMB POUNDATIOX—40c.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and

bright, 10 sq. ft. to
the lb. 48c. Send lor samples.
worked oc.
per lb. F.W.HOLMES,Cooi»ersville.Mich. l.3wiy
;

Wax

I

tor the past few years 1 have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established reptititilon in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables
PURE
me to obtain the iiighest market prices. Voui 'onsignments ami eorrespondetice respectfully solic-

HONEV

ited.

K. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner. Burnett & Co.,
ifil So. Water street. Chicago. 111.
L'Swim
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A NEW BEE BOOK

BARNES' PATENT

FRANCES DUNHAM,
Foot Power Machinery
Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

THE DUNHAM Bees

CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and lipht ripping. Lathes, &c. These ma-

OK THE
of an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by

Hive Makintr* Itwill pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 4S-page Illustrated Catato

W.
No.

F.

12017

HEADQUARTERS

;

THOMAS

& JOHN BARNES,

Main street,
Winnebago

Rocliford,

IN

Co.,

& Honey

Management

chines are especially adapted

logue.

C.

NEWMAN^

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

III.

It

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, i&

"fullyupwith the times" in all the various Improvements and inventions in this rapidly devel-

THE SOUTH

oping pursuit, and presents thn apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjessful managemetit f»f the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and moat attractive condition. Chief iiniong the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity,"' '* Munagement of

For the manufacture of

ISEE-KKEPERS* SUPPLIES.
Dunham and Root Fotindiition a specialty.
Queens and Bees from March to November.
|3^Send for my Illustrated Catalogue,
PAUL L. VI ALLON, Bayou Goula, La.

Italian

Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents; in paper
covers, SO centa. postpaid.

.'imtf

9S51V. MadlHoii
Bees, Queens and Sections.

Italian

!

Street. Chlcnffo.

III.

Apprecliitlve Notices.

Untested Queens, in May, $l.r>0 each in June,
July and after, $i per dozen, after July 1,
Sent by mail, with directions for introducing.
Italian bees by the half pound, same price as untested queens. One u comb nucleus, witht»ut
;

$1.25

;

Carefully prepared for begin ners.—FarmersCabinet, Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraiaing.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work,— Journal, l..ouisiana, Mo.

;

$10.

queen (Crailup frames), in May $:j, June |f2.50, July
and after $l' 2-comb nuclei, with the standard
Ijangstroth frames, 25 per cent. more. Sections"—
Planed dovetailed sections, 4V^x4Vixl^. $4. 5o per
1.000; 5HxrjHxl?^, $5 per I.(i0<.). Sections of this
thickness do not need tins between them to insure
straight combs, and the bees can ripen up and seal
honey faster than in combs with deeper cells. See
testimonials in March number of Gleanings. Please
remit by P. O. money order, by registered letter, or
by draft on New York or Chicaco. Address.
;

O. H.

Patcntel Aug.

Co., Mich.

fl^ Send

C. Olm's Gomb Foundation Machine.
tW~ Send

for

Sample and

18mtf

C.

Friends,

you are

if

in

Lac. Wis.

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

send you a sample cr>py of
the Monthly Oleutilnics In Bee-C'iiltiire.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvewill with pleasure

UlveM, Honey Kxtractom, C^omb
FoiindJition, Section Honey BoxeH.all books

ments

in

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nt)thinii Patented. Simply send your address if rtffc?i phiinly,U* A. I. KttOT, Medina, O.

JOSEPH

1882.

D. ENAS,

1882.

(Sunny Side Apiary,)

a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazin
devcih'd to

It

haH the

largest. <-ori)H of practical brpcdorfi

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE
Golden Italians

CHICAGO
CLABK ST.»
THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

182

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
BitiTisH Bee Joitknai. is published monthand contains the best practical information for
tne time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is ettiti'd and published by

The

Iv,

X,

ABBOTT. Bee-MaiHter.

School of Apiculture. Fairlawn, Southall, London.
p?"We send the Weekly American Bee Journal and theBritwhBeeJouma(, both for $3.50 per

annum.

iOCllTQWANTKD to sell Dr-Chase's 2.000 Kecipe
I
at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.ChHce'iiPrintlngHouBe.AnnArbor.Mich

ftOLn O Book. S'Us

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

&

Send for Circular.

W.

J.

Original Albinos,

M.

C.

TAXI-OK,

Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Roteer^TlUe. Oenesee €ounty, Mich.,

Makes aspf cia?(y of rearing tine Italian Queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, ^1.00; six queens for *5.oo;
twelve IT more, Tf.c. eaeh. Tested queens. $l.r>o
each. Sate arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money or126smtf
der drawn on Flint. Mich.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal fur sale at
cents per square inch— no single outsold for less
than50c.
G. NE1VMAN»
©as West Madison Street. Chicago, III.
•2:>

THOMAS

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

r

iF=i

i

We make

a specialtv of our "Buss" Cne-Piece

We

Sections. Patented ,Iune '.28th. IHHi,
have not
sold any right to manufacture, therefore we caution the public against buying nny One-I*iece Sections not bearing our stamp. Send for new Price
List.

Watertown.

tJAS.
Jeff. Co.,

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with iW
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheai>
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the handset
every beginner with bees.- News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for nil who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.- Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Dally RepuiJlican, Utlca, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoverie&
management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal. Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
Tt embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springin the

BEES AJ^D QUEENS.

.

<:.

DUNHAM.

as editoi

anv jtmmal of itj^ riaBKin Americ and is
TSE FINEST POULTRY JOUENAL IN THE WOULD.
Volume 12 begins January 1)181. SUBSCRIPTION :$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy. 10 cents.
C. J. WAKD, Editor and Proprietor.
of

LETTERS PATENT Number

FRANCE^

Napii P. O., Cal.

Is

I88:i.

;

lOsmtf

POULTRY, PIGEONS AWD PET STOCS

J 3d, is.si.

Circular for January,

246.099 for Dunham Foundation Machine, making
comb fiiundation with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-wnlls brought up to form an even
surface also on the fnundation made on said machine. 1 hereby give notice to all parties infringing
my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines ua above, other than of my nuinufacture.
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infring-^nients to the full extent of
A.
the law.
DePere, Wis.
2:im4t

BEES, COLONIES. NUCLEI,

Comb Foundation, etc.
Snnny Side Apiary,

New

Having obtained

Pure Italian Queens,
Extractors,

for

0A.TTTI01T.

Circular.

OL.M, Fond du

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vnst importance to

A

XOWNSENB,

Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo

19mtf

FOUNDATION

FORNCROOK A CO.
Wis.. Sept.

I,

IS8J.

yomr.t

field, O.

F.mbraces every subjectof inierest in theapiary,.
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeplnK
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers*
even though they he not directly interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resumt- of the natural history of the
little busv bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in" their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art.
by which the production (»f delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, uswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.Signal, Napoleon. O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard tobee-culture. He wh^i would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtHiued, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most pertect work nf the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

A

r.lberal Discount to Dealers
the Dozen or Hun tired.

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

EXCELSIOR

FOUNDATION

OR.

HONEY

EXTRACTORS. MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

in iinswertt* frequent inquiries
for PIxtractors carrying
and 4
LiioL'stroth frames, 1 have concliMk-d to adopt these two new
si/cs. The ;i frame basket is in u
r:uiiil the same size nnd style »s

Dealers in bee-Bupplies will do well to send fur
our wboleaiile prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United Stiites. Wo make

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and bright for
sections. All shnpea and sizes.
Samples free on request.

&

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

III.

"We now qaote nn

on the

way

Extractor, irixiio. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the f^!.oi,i ExIr;tct<irs, all the different styles
iiHvi* strainers o ver the canat leiidiiif,' to the honey Kate, and mov;ible sides in
Comb Baskets. The *«Xmj and
liio.ixi Extractors have no covers.

*'

'•

I5wtf

retail.

For3

'•

For 4

"

Z1TQI7ZB.ZSS

ALFRED
923

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OF

COZiORiLDO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending One DolJiir to the

will

Woman's
I5w6mp

"

"

"
"

viMx-zo

"
"

$8 (»
H oo
10

*'

13x20

i:j

oo

16 00

Street, ChicaKO.

111.

40 TONS
Of Comb Honey wanted; York State preferred.
Say how much of each grade you will probably
have, size of section, how soon it can be in shipping order (the whole or part of it), lowest cash
price, and address F. I. SAGE, Wetherstield, Conn.
33w4tp

GOLDEN

QUEENS.

ITALIAN
I

-frame Nucleus, with Test-

ed Queen
$4.50
2-tranie Nucleus, with Test-

DKXVEK, COI>.

ed Queen

5.00

Full Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
12.00
Same, after July
lO.m
Tested Queen, before July 1, 3.00
1

Advance

Foundation.

in

"
"
after July

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have

advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing

to the

Increased coat of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
(fiat bottom), will be

after July i.. 2.50
per half doz.,
l3.'>o

1

Address, by Registered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

DR.

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,

I.

iwtf

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

from the advertised price in
9-J3

my (."ataloBue.
ALFKEB H. XEW^MAX.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Excelsior

BIND TOUR JOURNALS

Dunham and Vandervort

AND KEEP TUKM

FOUNDATION.
OwinE

NEAT AND CLEAN.

to the lar^e advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus : Dunham, lotn 5ulbs.,42c.,

overr.n ibH..4ic,, less than ii_) lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort. I'lsq. feet to the lb., i to
lbs.. r>7c., luto 5(J
lbs., .)4c. No discounts. Circuhir free.

m

J.

V.

CALDWELL,
'/pat.

B(ND£'RfilJP£RiODICA\.s\

l882y^ALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
urn now booking orders for my
<;oLDEN ITALIANS, reared from
I

the best stock in the ct)untry.

War-

ranted Queens, |1 Tested Queens,
curly in the seasnn, t.i>.r>o
after
i.-Iiily, %2;
fniim' Nucleus, with
5Ti-«ted Queen. J4
Full Colony,
with Tested Quecti. fin. The Hest
I'ker t(>rtl.r>a Address all orders to
;

;

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CUBAPBST.

-2

:

:

(Money Order
lowtf

I«. .J.

Office)— Butler.

DIEUr..

DekalbCc Ind.

THE CONQUERORT

LnrKe Snidkera need wirle Bhiel.ls. liinKham's
have them, iind sprinns that dtini.t rust an l.reiik
and bellows that ajjarka and smoke do not enter.
1 he Conqueror ha.s all improvemen ts made to date,
andaHxTinch stove, and oxT inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for
,^

1:2.

Address.

BINGHAM & HBTHERINGTON,

'Swtf

IlIUNiratitni*.

Read
j

the following opinions of the

All agree that

it Is

Book

the work of a master and of

real value.— L'ApicuUure, Paris.
I think Cook's Mitnual is the best of our American works.— Lewxs T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iJrifiaTi Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Mnnual has been my constant guide in my (iperations and successful managemeutof the upiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. 11. VVyxkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no t)ne who obtaimt
it, wUl ever refe;reL having purcnased.— A/ic/i. Far,
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald Monticelio. 111.
With Cook's ManuHl I am more than pleased. It
ia fuily up with the limes in every particular.
The
richest rewuiTl awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so ^eat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested iiiiormution contained in Cook's Manual.— Wii. Van ANTWERP, M. O
It is the latest hook on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It Is of
value to all bee-ral.scrs.— .ffj/. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I huve never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Dv
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical.
t

mecumot

CambridKe, Henry Co..in.

Quinli.v

133 Fine

and clearly e.xpressed seiiesof directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Deviocrut, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade

now quote

iwiy

;

the

MichigaiiL

;

0()

14 Of)
12 oo

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St.,

10x18
lOxIH
l3x2o

Paices

College of

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual ot
the Apiary, enlarged and ele(?antly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedeated in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises u full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productsof the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees.
shrubs, etcspleodidly Illustrated— and last,thougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apinry.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

$ii;.oo

"J

wholesale or

330

U)- .)t lioney. It will be complete.
"iili ruvers, iind in every
uii'iitical, except in >ize. with the

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
For^LanKstroth "
10x18

5

of

State Agricultural

'I'he 4

iw in the larjier
or metal standard for the basket
t<.\ revolve upon, ieavineronm \iii(li'iin'uih the basket for7.")orHn

"
"
Cents per pound For 3
For4
PUICES PRINTED IN OUK CIRCULARS, For frames of any size,

Advance

COOK,

J.

Of LansiJi^, Pro/essor of EntomoloQi/ in

frame basket
can, with the cone

irame.

tlif J

is

CHAS. DADANT

By A.

.'i

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

Abronia. Mich.

Any one can use them.

DirectionB in each Binder.

923

One

to Forty

35w2t

8i»c.

TSc.

Street.

Bees

Italian
cheap.

SOc.

THOMAS Q. NE'W^MAK,
West Madison

<.'i

Address,

This book is pronounced bythe press and leading
bee-men to be the must complete and practical
treatise on bce-culture in Kurupeor America; a

mudem bee management that
bee inim will welctime, and it ia
essential to every amuteur in hee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly hound, and is a credit
ti!iU—Vi\i,tt:m AgricuUuTist.
to the
scientiflc work on
ever.- experienced

W

This work

For Bee Journal of I«»
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of l»«2
Address.

the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To a! tftkingan interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this v:i luable work, read it careiuUy
and practice as adviaed.— Agriculturist, Quebea

ChlcUKo,

III.

for Sale.

mics of Italian Bees for sale

OTTO KX.EINOt¥,

Detroit, Mich.

is undoubtedly the most complete
for the instruction ot bee-keepers whieh
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees lotr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Ci>ok has liud the advimtape of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably topromute and make popular this most
interesting of alioccupiviions.— .^.niencan Inventor.

manual

PRiCE-Bound

91.00

.

JoJ
in cloth,

91.25

by mail prepaid.

; In paper cover,
Published by

XHOMAS
West Madison

G. MEW^MAA',
CHICAGO, ri.t^

Street,
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"Hed TAPsr
Who

will be

25,000

IN

The OrlElnal

the

copy

first to

BINGHAM

^

USE.

MENDEISSOHH

1-

4|nlnby*aNewBee-K.eeplnK, by L. C. Root^The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 3S1. SO.

postpaid, from (Jr. cts.
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Bees and Honey,

or

Apiary for Pleasure and
Newman.— Third Edition.

of an
by Tliomas G.
"Fully up with the

times," including all the various improvements
and inventifma. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illus:

I'rice, bound iu cloth, TSc; in paper
GOc, postpaid.
Blenen Kaltar, by Thomas G. Newman, in
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covers,
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language. Price, iu paper covers,
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Dzlerzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
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Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as f<»od, givinu recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipps.
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,
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tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
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WlnterlniE Bees. — This contains the Prize
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.

Preparation of Honey for the lllarkett
includuigthe production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman.
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Protit,
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to do without. Cloth, !£l.Si> ; paper cover, SI.
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knuws it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 14io. Its cures were so numerous and
niiiiiy soneeiiiliiicly mlriiciilou*, tbatthe remedy was othcially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal tiiat for over
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Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas,
Muth; 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc,
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
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Paper. S5c.
Hill,— A treatise on
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cause,
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The Prairie Farmer, in a late issue,
indorses the whole ground I'ecently
taken by the Bee Journal in favor
of the establishment of an Apicul-

Royal HortiGardens, at South
Kensington, Aug. 2-8, the attendance tural Department in the Illinois InThe Farmer
vras large and enthusiastic.
Entries dustrial University.
for premiums wore made in 42 classes, closes its able article by remarking
there was
a
spirited and
credit- that "if apiculture is taken up at the
able competition among exhibitors, Champaign University, the professor,
and the number of premiums awarded whoever may be selected, should know
averaged between 3 and 4 for each something practically about the busithis society, held at the

Society's

cuitui'al

embracing almost everything ness, and not work upon mere theory,
as is

often

the ease with those
themselves scientists, but
077
in reality are mere followers of
578 names of the successful contestants
57H
In our opinion.
579 for pi'cmiums in some of the leading scientific theories."
579
classes
Best colony of Ligurian Prof. Burnll is just the man to organ(Italian) bees, Messrs. Neighbour & ize and conduct this Department suc579
At all events, we know of
58(1
Son
best colony of English bees, cessfully.
580
best colony of any other not another in whose ability we have
580 T. B. Blow
5»o
the confidence that Prof Burrill's
580 variety, T. B. Blow, for Carniolans
best observatory hive, stocked with name inspires.
Messrs. Neighbour
581 bees and fjueen,
581
best movable-comb hive, complete, for
We sincerely regret to learn
581
581
summer and winter, F. Search best of the indisposition of Mr. Heddon.
581
frame hive for general use, Messrs. In a note from him, he says his adDines best and cheapest frame hive, vertising in the Bee Journal has
582
58:i
for cottagers' use, Messrs. Dines best deluged him with a flood of letters
583
684 straw hive, T. Sells
neatest and best and business correspondence which he
585
585 rack, Messrs. Abbott Brothers
best finds impossible to answer personally,
585
rack for use on a straw skep, T. B. and that his supply of queens has
Blow. Nine classes were devoted to sur- been exhausted, except where ac58(3
58G plus, the first premiums in which were companied by the full colony or bees
^g
taken respectivelv by J. H. Brown, by the pound.
His advertisement in
58(>
5^t5
S. Heath, \\\ Woodley, J. H. this number pretty clearly explains
586 H.
587
687 Brown, A. llusbiidge. Miss Gayton, his embarrassment.
5x7
K. Allen, and Miss
587 J. W. Measures,
r^-j
^" Persons desiring excursion rates
Gayton, Messrs. Abbott Bros, took
.'>87
587 all the prizes offered for foundation, to attend tlie Bee-Keepers' National
,^87
587 in three classes.
For the best mead, Convention can, upon application to
588
588 metheglin, etc., T. W. Cowan took 1st Mr. C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O., obtain
588
Best collection of a circular giving the names of the dif588 and 2d prizes.
588
588 bee furniture, etc., Messrs. Neighbour ferent roads and reductions in fiire du588
In the driving contest, the ring tlie great Elxposition.
588 & Son.

579

fil7

useful and ornamental about an apiarj'.
have only space to enumerate the

We
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Honey

At

class,

Editorial—

Walton

Professional Apicnltnre.

THOMAS
C. NEWMAN,
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925

J.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

who
who

too

thifik
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Evils Correcting ThemselTes.

ception; have themselves gone largely
into the adulteration business rather

recent exchange says " the glucose factories are slowly but surely
succumbing to the inevitable, and
The Des Moines factory
closing up.

than suffer financial ruin
dealers in
syrups and honey have sold tons of
poisonous compounds as silver drips,
golden syrup, rock candy drips, maple
honey, strained honey, maple syrup,
Dairymen have used the poisonetc.
ous meal to feed their cows, and supply dealers have sold the glucose to
feed to bees.
In each case its use
has incurred a penalty, and generally
the penalty has been paid by some-

A

ran two or

three

to wreck, after

years,

and has gone
$90,000 of

using up

cash capital."

"History

As '-murder

is

but repeating itself

will

great

out," so will

wrongs correct themselves, and vile
and dishonest corporations become so
arrogant and burdensome as to hasten
their
own destruction, and the
public good. When glucose, as a commercial product, was first brought to
the public notice, much was expected
from it as a cheaper substitute for
cane and other sugars, in many uses
where it could be made to answer
without prejudicing public health and
corrupting the morals of society and
perhaps at that time it was honestly
made and wholesome, but competition
was soon stimulated, unscrupulous
men became engaged in its manufacture, greed usurped the place of
conscience, deception and fraud were
;

resorted to in

its use,

which

—

they could surmise
physicians
the cause, but could not prescribe the

of

Strong men and women became afflicted with chronic complaints,
but no cure was inaugurated children
were poisoned with it, but there was no
and
law to punish the murderers
everywhere the papers teemed with
cases of cheese poisoning, etc., but
nothing could be done to punish the
manufacturers of the poisonous, vile
merchant continued to
stufiF, and the
vend the spurious goods under an
honest name, because a genuine article could not be obtained.
remedy.

;

;

Producer.

Less than one year ago, the

Bee

Journal

;

;

;

;

and the consumption of glucose under any price.
various respectable names is so greatly
On Tuesday, Sept. 4th, we were
on the decrease as to threaten the pleased with a call from Mr. F. L.
majority of the manufacturers with llipley, a member of the old and rebankruptcy.
putable house of Crocker & Blake, 57

to

baffled the skill

tlie

advised its readers that in
the near future the market would as
eagerly seek their product as then did
the general market seek the producers
of butter, cheese, etc., and that with
a choice article to dispose of, cash
could easily be realized, at paying
figures.
The prediction has been
verified even sooner than we had dared
to hope.
Several weeks ago California was eagerly visited by agents
body.
Thank heaven, the people are be- of several extensive European houses,
coming educated to a realization of anxious to buy up almost fabulous
the wrongs which have been perpe- amounts, and at handsomely paying
trated upon them.
Farmers are mak- prices but they met with disappointing their own syrups, and using less ment, as the season has not been so
sugars
ftimilies are buying honey good in that State as was earlier anticipated.
Honey in San Francisco
from those they know to be honest
parents are denying their children the now brings as high a price as in the
of the Atlantic
poisoned confectionery which has so principal markets
States, and offerings are very small at
often entailed a doctor's visit and bill

We are assured by a person in this
popucity who uses honey largely in manularize it with the public, poisonous
facturing, that he purchased several
acids and deadly chemicals helped to barrels of what was guaranteed to be
cheapen its manufacture, and it was chemicalhj pure (whatever that means)
forced upon the consumers by " fair honey.
One of his employees, by
means and foul," till its use.beoame a some oversight, one evening left a
matter of necessity, as nothing could portion of a barrel of it uncovered,
be purchased that was free from its and during the night an unfortunate
taint.
New and dangerous diseases mouse in quest of plunder aceidently
were traced directly to its use. Com- became submerged in the stuff.
In
plications arose

Seeliing

;

plausible stories

and pious cant were employed

The Marliet

Chatham street, Boston, Mass., who
making an extended tour of the
West, buying up full crops of honey

is

from

first

hands

— producers.
New

ports the honey crop in

He
York

reis

not altogether a failure, and gave
the names of several extensive beekeepers who had realized very satisfactory yields of choice ivhite honey,
and for which they were expecting

high prices.

the morning the workmen found the
With but occasional exceptions, the
poor mouse floating around in the crop is quite large throughout the
liquid, still alive but quite exhausted
country, the grade generally extra
they lifted it out, but found the hair good, and the movement lively, but
completely eaten away from its legs, the season for rapid sales is yet quite
body and neck. On the head and early. October is usually the best
ears the hair still remained, present- month for effecting sales and realizing a very laughable, as well as in- ing prices, as till that time more or
If poisonous glucose less of doubt prevails in the minds of
structive sight.
will cause cheese to " rot down in both seller and buyer regarding the
;

and skin a mouse alive extent of the crop and what should
Protwelve hours, what will it not do constitute a fair valuation.
with the human stomach if its use is ducers should feel no anxious doubts,
persisted in ?
and above all, make no sacrificial
can sympathize with those who sales but fairly determine upon a remeet with financial reverses, if en- munerative price for their honey, and
And in all these dishonest practices gaged in honest, commendable busi- insist upon receiving that amount.
the consumer is not the only person
ness enterprises, but greatly fear we From all the principal cities our comwho has suffered, although perhaps feel an inward chuckle of delight mercial correspondents report choice
the principal sufferer, because he has
1 honey fairly active, and prices
whenever we read of disaster oversuffered pecuniarily as well as physitaking these traffickers in the " un- good, though not exorbitant.
with
his health has suffered
cally
clean things."
The honest producer has
his pocket.
regret to state that Mr.
occupation,
his
driven
from
often been
When changing a postofflce ad- Frank Benton has lost his little girl,
and forced to quit business, or himthirty days,"

in

We

;

A

—

i^We

®"

self

Sugar
become dishonest.
who would have been above

finers

re-

dress,

de-

new

mention the old as well as the Thekla. She was born in Cyprus, and
died in Beyrout on July 5, 1882.

address.
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PreserTing Late Swarms.

must be the most

Jas. N. Tucker, East Killingly, Ct.,
writes Sept. 4th
:

Aug. 26 1 had a medium swarm issue
from a previous swarm of tlie present
season. Tliis last swarm I linow contains tlie laying queen and as slie is
a young queen reared the present season, very prolilic, a purely mated
Italian, and her progeny are good
workers and gentle, I would like very
much to save the colony but as they
•came out unexpectedly, I was not well
prepared with foundation, etc., and,
as at this lather late period in the sea;

son I disliked to weaken any of my
other colonies to strengthen tliis one,
I hived them u\ a Langstroth hive
containing 9 frames, one only of which
was a frame of brood, the remaining
8 containing only one inch starters of
worker foundation. Tlius far, as considerable late buckwheat has been in
blooui,and as my bees have worked
considerably on red clover and upon
fall flowers, I have only fed about
lb. of granulated sugar syrup each
night but from date I intend to feed
1. With this
lbs. each night.
treatment, what ought to be their
condition October 1st V 2. What further feeding will they be likely to need
after that date to insure wintering V
3. Will they need to be fed any sub-

%

m

;

and if so, what and
have done differently in any particular from what I
have done
5. Would you suggest
any change in the programme ? Perhaps by advising me, through the
•columns of the Bee Journal, you
will also advise many others somewhat similarly situated, and will prostitute for pollen,

how?

Ought

4.

I to

'?

vide us for like emergencies in future
years.
1.
Had you given the frame of
brood and 5 frames with starters, then,
as fast as the combs were built down
given a frame each third or fourth
day, we think their condition would
perhaps be better Oct. 1st.
2. They will need feeding till there

will be at least

a store

of 30 pounds

queen
keep up breeding till very late,
and there will be much larvre in the
combs at above date, all of which, together with young bees emerging
from the (!ells, will require more food
than old bees.
for winter.

It is probable the

will

No

bees will find plenty of polmore acceptable
than any you can give them.
4. You might have given the swarm,
when well established in the new hive,
at least 5 combs well built out, and
supplied the frames with starters to
the colonies from which you took the
3.
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len, or a substitute

combs.
5. Only the above.
Aug. 26 is
quite late, very late, to hive a swarm
and expect to build it up strong
enough for wintering.
Everything

favorable, with riot
one adverse circumstance, to insure
success, and every help which experience or judgment may suggest, should
be employed.

MISeELLANEOUS.
ludiaua State Fair.
01(1

We

Fogy Bee-Keepiiig

—

in Cali-

have received a complimentary
The vSemi-Tropic California
f'oriliil.
ticket to the Indiana State Fair, to be gives
the following account of some
held at Indianapolis, Sept. 25 to 30.
We shall not be able to attend, but
hope the Fair, with its bee and honey
show will be a grand success. The
managers remark <is follows
:

The managers of
Fair, commencing

the coming State
Sept. 25, express
great encouragement from the bright
prospects for success by the early
opening up of the business connected
therewith the anxiety of old exhibitors to secure more space and the several applications to erect special buildings on the grounds for exhibition
purposes at private cost.
The indications are such that in
order to meet the requirements, 1.50
new horse stalls are being made. The
stables and pens for other stock re;

modeled and put

in

complete order

of it:

In Los Angeles county there is a
stretch of fuoi-liills tour or five miles
in length with a large variety of " bee
teed" where there are live or six
separate apiaries, varying in elevation
from 1,200 to 2,.50O teet, and there is
ample range for all. Tliese apiaries
have been established from five to ten
years, and so far as 1 can learn there
lias not been one-half dozen queeus
bought and introduced in all these
apiaries in all these years, and little
or no effort made to rear queens to replace old, worn out queeus or to supply queeuless colonies.
In fact the
bees seem mostly left to " run" themselves. To save trouble and combs
from moths, tbe top boxes are left in
all

winter and

if tlie

swarm

is

weak

they have a slim chance to rear brood
that exhibitors and visitors may realwith all that space to warm during
ize comfort and pleasure.
The grad- the cool days and nights of early
ual growth and increa.sed interest
spring, and the brood may be chilled,
manifested in the State Fairs, and
die ami be mistaken for foul brood.
the kindly expressions from exhibitIn the apiaries referred to there has
ors who represent large manufacturbeen but little swarming since 1878,
ing establishments at the principal
and
of course most of the queens are
Fairs, the bountiful harvest now gaththree to four years old which accounts
ered, and a season of abundance in
in part for the five to twenty per cent,
prospective, gives every reason to hope
loss last spring, and the loss trom this
for an improvement on any former
cause will probably be greater next
year, and the assurance that the Indispring than last as a queen is not supana State Fair can be made to rank posed to live more than three to four
iirst on the list of Fairs, as the State
years, and to be generally quite unis now first in the production of wheat,
profitable after the third year.
In
and second to no other State in all the some of these colonies the bees have
requisites of human prosperity.
or will supersede their queens, while
Arrangements are pending tor spe- the very large majority probably will
cial attractions during the Fair in
not. Even supposing they were all
addition to the large premiums on
superseded the queens would not be
speed.
nearly as prolific as though reared
Institutions
All the State
at the from young prolific queens of no reCapital City will be prepared to relations to the apiary, besides had there
ceive visitors during the Fair week,
been early iniioductions of one or
and this will be a rare opportunity, at more good Italian queens the yearly
reduced railroad rates, to visit the yield of honey ought to have been
new State House, in process of con- "much greater, to say nothing of the
struction.
increased present valueof the apiaries.
The majority of these bee-keepers
don't believe in " fussing " with bees.
Mr. C. F. Muth, writes to the
After breeding commences in spring
Bee Journal from Cincinnati, Sept. they "go through" the bees, look at
tell
all
6.
"Please
bee-keepers that the brood chambers, double up the
I will receive any and all goods des- weak ones and they are done with the
" bottom boxes" for that season, and
tined for the National Convention, to
if the queen, as is often the case,
be held Oct. 3-5, in our city, free of makes a brood-chamber of the top
all charges.
No expense for drayage box they take what honey they can
to or from the depots
no charges for get from saitl upper story because it
will not do to disturb the bottom box.
storage.
All I ask is that the goods
They will tell you that Eastern bee
be prepaid to our city.
The prospects papers are of no use here and will
for a good meeting are flattering to generally say that bee-keeping will
the best of my judgment."
an- not pay in California. If such men
subscribe to two or three good
ticipate there will be a good display of would
bee papers, they would be surprised
bees, honey and implements at the to see how much a little
good bee
National Convention.
literature will assist to make the busi-

—

We

:
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ness profitable. These men, it seems,
generally affect to ignore written or
printed experience or suggestions;
they have " no use " for book beekeeping and then wonder why the bee
J. II. B.
business don't pay.

Care of Comb Honey.— J. L. Bowers
writes to the Mainland Farmer the
following on the care of comb honey
Do not on any account store honey
in a cellar, the dampness causes it to
sweat and tlien the cappings will
:

break and you have a lot of ruined
Our honey room is in the
honey.
second story of our house and will
hold two tons. It is 6x10 feet and 9
feet high, with two doors, one on each
side one opening from the hall, tlie
other opening into a room over a
porch. This room has one window.
Here we put our honey first to let it
harden, keeping this room light, after
exposing to the light about two weeks,
we place it in the honey room. Never
on any account place more than two
boxes on top of one another, but
place shelves above each other on
the order of a library. If little red
ants bother honey, place the honey on
a bench and put each leg or foot in a
pan of water, and my word for it, if
you keep water in the pans, no ants
Our honey
will botlier the honey.
room is as dark as anything can be
;

made

to be.

Honey Ants Employ Slaves.— The
American contains the following concerning some curious habits of honey ants:
Sir Jolin Lubbock's extraordinary
book on "Ants, Bees and Wasps,"
will amaze readers. Fancy ants having slaves! Fancy these proverbial
examples to the sluggard keeping certain insects as we keep cows, and
building sheds over them, and keepScientific

The aristocracy
ing others as pets
of ants seem to have all the vices
which brought antique monarchies to
!

destruction. Sir .John writes soberly,
as a philosopher should, and weighs
his words no doubt, which makes his
conclusions the more astonishing.
The author quotes some of Iluber's
experiments, the value of which he
has himself tested. The bloated ant
aristocrats, it is said, " have lost the
greater part of their instincts; their
art, that is, the power of building;
their domestic habits, for they show
no care for their young, all this beiug
done bv the slaves; their industry,
for they take no part in providing the
daily supplies if the colony changes
the situation of its nest, the masters
are all carried by the slaves on their
backs to the new one nay, they have
even lost the habit of feeding. Ruber placed thirty of them with some
larvie and pnpa; and a supply of honey
in a box. At first,' he says, they appeared to pay some little attention to
the larva>.; they carried them here
and there, but presently replaced
them. More tlian one-half of the
Amazons died of hunger in less than
two days. They had not even traced
out a dwelling; and the few ants still
;

;

'

were languid and withI commiserated their
condition, and gave them one of their
black companions. This individual,
unassisted, established order, formed
a chamber in the earth, gathered to-

in existence

out strength.

gether the larva?, extricated several
young ants tliat were ready to quit
the condition of pupje, and preserved
the life of the remaining Amazons.'
This observation has been fully confirmed by other naturalists. However small the prison, however large
the quantity of food, these stupid
creatures will starve in the midst of
plenty rather than feed themselves.
I have, however, kept isolated
specimens for three months by giving
them a slave for an hour or two a day
to clean and feed them ; under these
circumstances they remained in perfect health, while, but for the slaves,
they would have perished in two or
three days."

We think the day not far disbe done. When
it will
such a grand State as Missouri takes
hold of the matter in her courts, as
they have done, and pronounces it
wrong, let all the States follow suit.
Our National Congress should be up.
and doing something to protect her
citizens from such outrages as havfr
been practiced on them. We ask,
vi'hat is Indiana doing to put down
such dangerous articles as artificial
tence.
tant when

honey so often made from chemicals,
and butter of grease, and that, too, of
the dirtiest kinds, and sold for a genuine article; and many other articles,
we could mention? Let the people
be in earnest about this matter.
HealUifulness of Honey.— An Exchange makes the following remarks,
on this subject

Americans are lovers of sweets and
consume an average of 40 pounds or
more of sugar for every man woman
Superiority of Italian Bees. — Mr.
To.
and child of our population.
J. B. Mitchell, in the Ilawkinsville meet this demand, millions of dolgives the following lars' worth of sugar are imported ancomprehensive summary of nually, and millions of dollars' worth
of honey are allowed to go to wastesuperior qualities
the Italian

(Ga.)

Dispatch,

brief but

the
bees:

of

want of bees to collect and put
proper shape for the use of man.
is not as generally known as it
Their good qualities are now conceded by all who have tried both should be that honey may be empurposes invarieties under similar circumstances, ployed for sweetening
and they are rapidly taking the place stead of sugar, for most of the purof the blacks in all parts of the Soses for which the latter is used.
lut could we supply it to the extent
country.
They are more active than other of diminishing our imports of sugar
bees, making three flights in the time to one-half their present proportions,
that the black bees make two; they and millions of dollars would be
are more hardy, working earlier and saved for the purposes of business in,
country. But far above all
later, and in cooler weather; they our own
gather honey from flowers that are money considerations would be the
not frequented by black bees their use of a pure sweet upon the health
queens are more prolific, so that they of the people instead of tlie vile comand syrups.
may be increased much faster with pounds now sold as sugar
honey as foodi
safety they gather more honey and The healthfulness of
the earliest
give more swarms in the same length has been admitted from
through the centuries to
of time, and are more gentle and writers down
Hence we have
the present time.
easily handled than the black bees.
Their chief point of excellence, and nothing to fear from the free use of
one that is worth everything to bee- honey, while recent developmenta
keepers in the south is, that they show we have much to fear as to health
sugars and
readily and successfully defend their in the use of adulterated
But the price of honey in the
liive against the depredations of the syrups.
in the keepstrong colony of Ital- past lias had much to do
bee moth.
men of limians is worth more as a protection ing it from the tables of
possess the
against this pest than all the moth- ited means, who did not
proof hives and moth traps that were workers to collect and store it for
them. Honey is a vegetable producever invented.
tion, appearing in greater or lesa
quantities in every flower that nods
Congress and Adulteration.— to tlie breeze or kisses the bright sunThe Grange Bulletin remarks thus on light in all this heaven-favored land
of ours. It is secreted in the flower
the subject of adulteration of food and
for the purpose of attracting insects,
the necessity of Congressional legis- thus securing the complete fertilizaHence
lation on the matter:
tion, of the female blossoms.
it follows that all the honey we can
AVe see a step taken in the right secure in the hour of its pi-esenoe ii»
direction, and as it should be, when the nectaries of the flowers, is clear
the courts maintain the dignity of the gain from the domain of nature.
people in carrying out the prevailing
sentiment in putting down the adul^" Our new location, No. 925 West
teration of food. Good-bye to glucose, oleomargarine and other dirty Madison St., is only a few doors from
frauds now being practiced on the the new branch postoftice. We have
people in almost every conceivable a telephone and any one in the city
form, much of which is of a danger- wishing to talk to us through it will
ous character as well as poisonous, please call for No. 7087— that beinR
and should be stamped out of exis- our telephone number.
for the
in
It

;

;

A

;
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are a good queen, plenty of good, pure
honey (not too much), sufficient quantity of mature bees, Uiorough ventilation and dryness.
Mr. Powell, of Pataskala, wants
plenty of mature bees in the fall. He
winters on summer stands; only lost
Local Convention Directory.
1^ of bees during the severe winter of
lSSO-81. He would not stimulate too
1882.
Time and Place of Meeting.
early in the spring.
^ept. 19— Michigan Cenlra], at Lansing, Mich.
Mr. 15enedict would rather have 30
E. N. Wood, Sec.
than 20 pounds of honey to winter on.
JG— Eastern Mich., at Petroit, Mich.
He did not think small colonies protitaA. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
26, 27— Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
ble to winter. They are more likely
^y. WilllamBOn, Sec, Jjexington, Ky.
to get dysentery than the larger ones.
2a-Norfolk, Ont., at Waterford, Ont.
Has had all the experience in in-door
Eliaa Clouse. Sec.
wintering that he wants. His bee^ct. 3Hd— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Khrlck Parmly, Sec, New York City.
house was too warm. He gave a
5— Kentucky Union, at ShelbyvUle, Ky.
neighbor his experience in in-door
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky,
wintering, who tried it, lost his bees,
10, 11— Northern Michigan, at Pewamo, Mich,
17,

and then blamed him.

Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
18— Northwestern, atCblcago. III.
O.

It.

0. C. Cofflnberry, Sec, Chicago,

at Newcomerstown, O.
A. Bucklew, Sec. Clarks, O.

Nov. I— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. llasbrouck. Sec Bound Brook, N. J.

then be in progress, which will give
persons an opportunity to attend the
exhibition. All iiersons intending to
go will please drop nie a card, so that
1

may

secure for them half-fare rates.
J.

Berryville,

J.UTHER BowEKS,
Va.

Sec.

i^Tlie fifth annual meeting of the
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Convention will be held at Pewamo,
Ionia County, Mich., on the second

Tuesday and Wednesday

tween

A

.32-"

and

45

.

discussion on organization followed, and an election of officers.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
President, Dr. H. Besse, Delaware,
'time and place of future meetings.— En.
Vice Pres't., Aaron Benedict,
O.
Bennington, O.
Secretary, Daniel
Spear, Covington, O. Treasurer, S.
Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association.
D. Riegel, Adelphi, O.
The next meeting will be held some
The Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association time next December, in Columbus, at
miet at Grange Hall, on the State Fair
some date to be lixed by Secretary"
grounds, Sept. 1, 1882.
and Treasurer.
D. Spear, /Sec.
Dr. Besse, of Delaware, was called
-to the Chair.
The question under discussion was
The National ConTention.
^'
Can bees be successfully wintered
"witliout pollen V"
The North American Bee-KeepMr. Benedict said yes, but pollen
was not the sole cause of dysentery ers' Society will hold their 13th anbut one cause was impure honey, and nual meeting at Washington Park
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washingieing gorged and confined to hive.
Mr. S. D. Riegel, of Ross county, ton Park from the Exposition building.
Time, Oct. 3rd to 5th, 1882.
thought it would be a mistake to false
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
all the pollen from the colony ; there
were other conditions necessary 3. We are encouraged to hope that
thiuks in some winters bees would this will be a very prolitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
winter without pollen.
the presence of, a large number of
vote was taken on the question
" Is an excess of pollen one cause of our most prominent bee-keepers both
dysentery V" Decided in the negative. in the United States and Canada, and
" How shall we manage essays and implements of the apiary
Question
our bees so as to be sure of wintering, are expected from abroad to add to
and to get the best results next the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and meth-season

tW In order to have this table

i^°The Union Bee-Keepers' Assoof Maryland, Virginia and
West Virginia, will meet at Hagerstown, in the room of the County Commissioners, at the Court House, on
Wednesday, Oct.*n8, 1882, at 1 o'clock,
p. m., the .session to last two days.
The Washington County Fair will

ciation

and

(10th

The general opinion of members 11th) of October, 1882. Pewamo bepresent on temperature for successful ing on the D. & M. and II. & M. R.
wintering was, that it should be be- R., it will be accessible by rail. The

III.

Tuscarawas Valley,
J.
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complete. Secre-

members will do all in their power to
make the meeting interesting.
II. M. Roof, Pres.
O. R. GooDXO, Sec.

;

;

;

:

;

A

:

:

i^The Central Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet Sept.
19th, at Lansing, in the Capitol BuildWe call the meeting two weeks
before the Annual Fair of the Central
Michigan Agricultural Society meets,
for the purpose of making the final
arrangements for a large exhibit of
bees, honey and apiarian supplies.
cordial invitation is extended to beeing.

A

The meeting
keepers everywhere.
will be of especial interest, and a large
attendance is expected.
E. N. Wood, Sec.

^" The Kentucky

State Bee-Keep-

ers' Convention will meet in Louisville, Ky., at the Exposition Building

Press Rooms, on Tuesday and \Vednesday, Sept. 2(jth and 27Ui. All beekeepers are invited to attend, and send
essays, papers, implements, or anything of iiiierest to the tiaternity.
The Exposition will be in full blast
and cheap. Railroad rates from all
points.

W. Williamson,

Sec.

V"'

Mr. Brigham, of New London, gave ods of our countrymen.
Ell KICK Paumly, Sec.
his experience of two years ago. Had
Jfew York, July 12, 1882.
did
in his care six colonies lost six
not lose any of his own thinks 20
pounds of honey necessary for each
®"The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
•colony he put burlap on top of the Convention will meet at Chicago, III.,
frames, and then straw sometimes on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17
straw immediately on top of the and 18, 1882. The office of the Ameriframes, without burlap
he has an can Bee Journal has been kindly teninch augur-hole in each end of his dered as a place of meeting. A cordial
hive, with wire-cloth over the holes, invitation is extended to all bee-keepin each end of the upper story, for
ers, and especially those of the Northventilation.
western States, to be present. The
Mr. Newton thought the thermome- meeting takes place during the last
ter should stand at 4.5° for cellar win- week of the Inter-State industrial
tering; he can wipter with less honey Exposition, to enable all to obtain reif proper temperature and conditions
duced railroad rates. First session at
outside, than with inside wintering; he
C. C. Miller, Fres.
10 a. m.
;

;

;

;

;

;

believes there are other causes of dysC. C. COFFINBERRY, SeC.
entery than continued cold weather.
Dr. Hesse thought the hard winter
of ISSl.and the mortality has left us
igS°The Eastern Michigan Beewith tlie survival of the fittest, i. e., Keepers" Association will hold its fall
the hardiest of bees.
meeting Sejit. 2(5, commencing at 10
Mr. Reigel said some of the pioper a. m., in room 10 Merrill's Building,
A. B. Weed, Sec.
<;onditioiis for successful wintering Detroit, Mich.

^'

The bee-keepers of Boone Co.,
Ind., are cordially invited to meet at
the office of Barton Iliggins, in Lebanon, Oct. 9, at 9 o'clock, a.m., to complete the organization of the auxiliary
County Bee-Keepers' Society. The
bee-keepers of Hendricks county Ind.,
are invited to be present. By request
of the Committee.
,

To Southern Bee-Keepers.— I would
have announced in the \Veekly

like to

Bee Journal,

for the benefit of
those bee-keepers who desire to atConvention
at Cincinnati
tend tlie
from this )iortion of the South, that
round trip tickets from Atlanta, good
for 10 days, will be §19. Round trip

tickets from Augusta, good for 15
days. S27..55. At these reduced rates,
it IS lioped that many will shake off
their cares for a few days and go to
meet their distant bielliren in Con-

vention.

J. P. H. I5R0WN.
30, 1SS2.

Augusta, Ga., Aug.

—
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the wall. I need not try to enlarge on
this, as it is likely most intelligent
people at least know all I have written
on the subject, and more. I see in
the number of the Bee Journal
dated August 30, which I have received to-day (Srpt. 2), something
For the American Bee Journal.
about toads preying upon bees. I
High Elevation for Bee Hives.
have had them at my hives in that
praying (preying) attitude, and with
EDWARD MOORE.
all the devotional appearance.
After
driving them away a few times, the
Some advise to place tlie hive 2 to 4 little patience I had has been exinches from the surface of the ground, hausted, and I have sent them to
in order that the bees coming home Davy Jones', althougli I never could
with their heavy load may not rise to approve of tlieir setting themselves
the hive, as they would if it was set so near my hives, so long as they kept
higher. It is not at all likely that about the garden I would not hurt
bees in general will fly so low, no mat- them. I consider that for reasons of
ter how they are loaded. When I this kind it is better to raise hives at
watch my bees coming in, or going least sufticiently to prevent toads, or
out (as I often do), I think they fly any such visitors coming in too close
more like 8 or 9 feet from the ground proximity, as I don't think they can
than anything less, rising to it and climb up the upright leg of the beefalling from it, only a few yards from stand.
the liive. Compare this with the top
Barrie, Ont., Sept. 2, 1882.
of stores, as stated in Cook's Manual.
hives
least
are at
16 inclies above
My
From the Century.
the
think
seen
surface,

and

I

I

have

others about the same height
besides, when they are so low they are
in the most impure air, composed, as
AVhat
it is. of carbonic acid gas.
height is considered sufficient to keep
them clear of that impure air ? or, as
the atmosphere in so low a position is
poisonous, how are creeping insects
and other small animals able to thrive
in ity as they are generally unable to
be in any other atmosphere. Are they
differently constituted V Is tliat which
is poisonous to us, good for them ?
Decomposition is constantly going on,
and, of course, as that goes on in the
same proportion is the poisonous gas
created. It is reasonable to suppose
that where the gas is confined, it is

The Bee-Pastures of

;

most

California.

JOHN MUIR.
The bee pastures of the coast-ranges
and are far more varied
than those of the great plain, on account of difference of soil and climate, moisture and shade, etc. Some
of the mountains are upward of four
thousand feet in height, and small
streams and springs, oozy bogs, etc.,
occur in great abundance and variety
in the wooded regions, while open
parks flooded with sunshine, and hill-

last longer

girt valleys lying at different elevations, each with its own peculiar climate and exposure, possess the required conditions for the development
of species and families of plants

injurious, and 1 suppose is
accounted for to some extent in that
widely varied.
way.
Will some of our scientific men
Next tlie plain there is,

please give the less favored some light
on this subject, especially with respect to bees, and I shall be glad if it
is extended as much as may be considered advisable, to other objects.
Another thought. How often we
hear of bees who have gone off to the
bnsh, and I don't remember hearing
of any that were not at least several
feet up, and may I say this has been
their choice. It may have been, in
some cases, that they could not find a
home nearer terra firma. I speak of
bees that are likely to be of service to
man. Of course, there are bees that
have their nests in the ground, but
they are of no value.
I have a paper before me that tells
lis that in Britain alone there are
more than 2.50 different species of
bees, besides a variety of domesticated kinds, also the adding of fresh
2-50
introductions. Whether these
species build in the earlli, or in walls,
or attach their nests to ceilings I do
not know. Their habits may be, and
most likely are, very much varied, as
we know there are some wasps' nests
in the ground, some build a kind of
nest attached to a spar, and some who
are called by the name of mason
wasp, because they excavate a hole in

first,

a series

are in great part, already lost to the

bees by cultivation.
Nearer the coast

are the giant
the redwoods, extending
from near the Oregon line to Santa
Cruz. Beneath the cool, deep shadeof these majestic trees the ground is
forests of

occupied by ferns, chiefly woodvvardia
and aspidiums, with only a few flowering plants— oxalis, trientalis, erythroniuni, fritiUaria, sniilax and other
shade-lovers. But all along the redwood belt there are sunny openings on
hill-slopes looking to the south, where
the giant trees stand back and give
the ground to the small sun-flowers,
and the bees. Around the lofty redwood walls of these little bee-acres
there is usually a fringe of chesnut,
oak, laurel and madrona, the last of
which is a surpassingly beautiful tree,
and a great favorite with the bees.
The trunks of the largest specimens
are seven or eight feet thick and about
fifty feet high, the bark crimson and
chocolate, the leaves plain, large and
glossy, like those of Magnolia c/randi^ora, while the flowers are white and
urnshaped, in well proportioned panicles from five to ten inches long.
When in full bloom, a single tree
seems to be visited at times by a whole
hive of bees at once, and the grand
hum of such a multitude of wings,
makes the listener guess that more
than the ordinary work of honey-winning is going on.
How perfectly enchanting and care
obliterating are these withclrawn gardens of the woods— long vistas opening to the sea— sunshine sifting and
pouring upon the flowery ground in a
tremulous, shifting mosaic, as the
light-ways in the leafy wall open and
close with the swaying breeze shining leaves and flowers, birds and bees,,
mingling together in springtime harmony, and nectarous fragrance exhaling from a thousand thousand founIn these balmy, dissolving
tains!
days, when the deep heart-beats of
nature are felt thrilling rocks and

—

smooth hills, planted with a rich
and showy vegetation that differs but trees and everything alike, common
and
little from the i)lain itself— as if the business and friends, children
edge of the plain had been lifted and wives, are happily forgotten and even
bent into flowing folds with all its the natural honey-work of bees, and
flowers in place, only toned down a the care of birds for their youngs
little as to their luxuriance, and a few seem slightly out of place.
new species introduced such as the
To the northward, in Humboldt and
hill lupines, mints and gilias.
The the adjacent counties, whole hill-sides,
colors show finely when thus held to are covered with rhododendron, makview on tlie slopes— patches of red, ing a glorious melody of bee-bloom
purple, blue, yellow and white blend- in the spring. And the western azelea,
ing around the edges, the whole ap- hardly less flowery, grows in massy
of

pearing at a little distance like a map
colored in sections.
Above this lies the park and chaparral region, with
evergreen
oaks
planted wide apart, and blooming
shrubs from three to ten feet high
manzanita and ceanothus of several
species, mixed with rhamnus, cercis,
pickeringia, cheaiy, amelanchier, and
adeiiostoma, in shaggy, inter-locking
thickets, witli many species of hosackia, clover, monardella, castilleia,

thickets

three

to

eight feet

high

around the edge of groves and woods,
as far south as San Luis Obispo,
usually accompanied by manzanita,
while the valleys, with their varying
moisture and shade, yield a ricE
variety of the smaller honey-flowers,
sucli as nientha. lycopus,

micromeria,

audibertia, trichnostema, and other
mints, with vacciiiiuni, wild strawberry, geranium, callas and goldenrod and in the cool glens along the
etc., in the openings.
stream-banks, where the shade of
The main ranges sends out long trees is not too deep spirsea, dogwood,
spurs somewhat parallel to their axes, photinia, and calycanthus, and many
inclosing level valleys, many of them species of rubus, form interlacing
quite extensive, and containing a tangles, some portion of which congreat profusion of sun-loving bee- tinues in bloom for months.
Though the coast region was the
flowers in their wild state but these
;

;

;
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invaded and settled by
first to be
white men, it lias suffered less from a
bee point of view than either of the
other main divisions— chiefly, no
doubt, because of the unevenness of
the surface, and because it is owned
by individuals, instead of lying exposed to the flocks of the "sheepman."
These remarks apply more particularly
Furto the north half of the coast
ther south there is less moisture, less
is
honey
flora
forest shade, and the
less varied.
The sierra region is the largest of the

ands lyin^ dead or benumbed on the
surface ot the glaciers, to which they
had perhaps been attracted by the
white glare. From swarms that escaped their owners in the lowlands,
the honey-bee is now generally distributed throughout the whole length
of the sierra, up to an elevation of
8.000 feet above sea-level. At this

where the snow falls to a
depth of 15 or 20 feet, they flourish
without care. Even higher than this
several bee-trees have been cut, which
contained over 200 pounds of honey.
The destructive action of sheep has
not been nearly so universal on the
mountain pastures as on those of the
great plain, but in many places it has
been more complete, owing to the
more friable character of the soil, and
height,

three main divisions of the bee-lands
of the state, and the most regularly
varied in its subdivisions, owing to
their gradual rise from the level of
the Central Plain to the alpine summits. The foot-hill region is about as
dry and sunful from the end of May its sloping position. The slant diguntil the setting in of the winter ging and down raking action of hoofs
There are no on the steeper slopes of moraines has
rains, as the plains.
shady forests, no damp glens, at all uprooted and buried many of the tenelevations der plants from year to year, without
same
like those lying at the
in the coast mountains. The social allowing them time to mature their
composita; of the plain, with a few seeds. The shrubs, too, are badly
added species, form the bulk of the bitten, especially the various species
herbaceous portion of the vegetation of ceanothus. Fortunately, neither
up to a height of fifteen hundred feet sheep nor cattle care to feed on the
or more, shaded lightly here and there manzanita, spiriea, or adenostoma
with oaks and sabine pines, and in- and these fine honey bushes are too
terrupted by patches of ceanothusand stiff and tall, or grow in places too

buckeye. Above this, and just below
the forest region, there is a dark,
heath-like belt of chaparral, composed
almost exclusively of Adenos. toma
fasciculatn. a bush belonging to the
rose family, from five to eight feet
high, with small, round leaves in
fascicles, and bearing a multitude of
small white flowers in panicles on the
ends of the upper branches. When
it occurs at all, it usually covers all
the ground with a close impenetrable

growth, scarcely broken for miles.
Up through the forest region, to a
height of nine thousand feet above
sea level, there are ragged patches of
manzanita, and five or six species of
ceanotlius, called deer brush or California lilac. These are the most imEortant of all the honey-bearing
C'liamctbalia
rushes of the sierra.
foliolosa, a little shrub about a foot
high, with flowers like the strawberry,
makes handsome carpets beneath the
yellow nines, and seems to be a favorite with tlie bees
while the pines
themselves furnish unlimited quantities of pollen and honey-dew. The
product of a single tree, ripening its
pollen at the right time of year, would
be suflicient for the wants of a whole
;

hive. Along the streams, there is a
rich growth of lilies, larkspurs, pedicularis, castilleias and clover. The
alpine region contains the flowery glacier meadows, and countless small
gardens in all sorts of places full of
potentillaof several species, spraguea,
ivesia, epilobiuni,and goldenrod, with
beds of bryar.thus and the charming

cassiope covered with sweet bells.
Even the tops of the mountains are
blessed with flowers— dwarf phlox,
polemonium, ribes, bulsea, etc. 1
have seen wild bees and butterflies
feeding at a height of 13,000 feet above
the sea. Many, however, that go up
these dangerous heights never come
down again. Some, undoubtedly, perish in storms, and I have found thous-

rough and inaccessible, to be trodden
under foot. Also the canon walls and
gorges, which form so considerable a
part of tlie area of the range, while
maccessible to domestic sheep, are
well fringed with honey shrubs, and
contain thousands of lovely bee-gardens, lying hid in narrow side-canons
and recesses fenced with avalanche
taluses, and on the top of flat, projecting head-lands, where only the
bees would think to look for them.
But, on the other hand, a great portion of the woody plants that escape
the feet and teeth of the sheep are
destroyed by the shepherds by means
of running fires, wliicli are set everywhere during the dry autumn for the
purpose of burning off the old fallen
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alpine region in July, August and
September. In Scotland, after the
best of the Lowland bloom is past,
the bees are carried in carts to the
Highlands, and set free on the heather
hills.
In France, too, and in Poland,
they are carried from pasture to pasture among orchards and fields in the
same way, and along the rivers in
barges, to collect the honey of the delightful vegetation of the banks. In
Egypt, they are taken far up the Nile,
and floated slowly home again, gathering the honey-harvest of the various fields on the way, timing their
movements in accord with the seasons. Were similar methods pursued
in California, the productive season
would extend nearly all the year.
The average elevation of the north
half of the sierra is considerably less
than that of the south half, and small
streams, with the bank and meadow
gardens dependent upon them, are
less abundant. Around the head-waters of the Yuba, Feather and Pitt
rivers, there are extensive table-lands
of lava, sparsely planted with pines,
through which the sunshine readies
the ground with little interruption,
and here flourishes a scattered, tufted
growth of golden applopappus, linosyris, bahia, wyetheia, arnica, artemisia, and similar plants ; with manzanita, cherry, plum, and thorn in
ragged patches on the cooler hillslopes. At the extremities of the
Great Plain, the sierra and coast
ranges curve around and lock together
in a labyrinth of mountains and valleys, throughout which the coast and
sierra floras are mingled, making at
the north, with its temperate climate
and copious rain-fall, a perfect paradise for bees— though, strange to say,
scarce a single regular bee-rancli has
yet been established in it. Cultivation, however, is making rapid headway over all tlie State, and before
long, the wild honey-bloom of the
mountains will vanish as completely
as that of the fertile lowlands.

trunks and underbrush, with a view

improving the pastures, and making
for the flocks. These
destructive sheep-lires sweep through

to

more open ways

nearly the entire forest belt of the
range, from one extremity to the
other, consuming not only the underbrush, but the young trees and seedlings on which the permanence of the
thus setting in moforests depends
tion a long train of evils which will
far
beyond bees and
certainly reach
bee-keepers.
The plow has not yet invaded the
forest region to any appreciable extent, neitlier has it accomplished much
in the foot hills. Thousands of beeranches might be established along
the margin of the plain, and up to a
height ot four thousand feet, wherever water could be obtained. The
climate at this elevation admits of
the making of permanent homes, and
by moving the hives to higher pastures, as the lower pass out of bloom,
the annual yield of honey would be
nearly doubled. The foot-hill pastures, as we have seen, fail about the
end of May, those of the chaparral
belts and lower forests are in full
bloom in .Tune, those of the upper and
;
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Scorpions in Bee Hives.

ARTHUR TODD.
Have any of your numerous readers
ever come across these insects living
in the hive with' the beesV I shall be
glad to know, for I had an experience
I will briefly relate, and have never
seen anything in print on the subject.

Having purchased a lot of Arab hives
when in Algeria, next thing to do was
to go and take them, for the Arab
never "delivers."
The adventures of that night will
not be forgotten in a hurry. There
were 30 hives, all on the ground,
buried in weeds: some rotten, some
good, and all with communities that
knew exactly how to apply the" business end " to advantage, if you only
looked at them.
Well, we got to work,- first some
rats scared us, next a few tarantulas,
as we called those immense centipedes.
Suddenly my assistant Arabs called
out to beware of scorpions, as I was
about to disturb the stones support-

;
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ing a hive composed of a long box
with a tremendous population.
The job of transportation concluded,
next thing was to get to work and
transfer to bar-frame hives. When I
came to transfer that long box the
siglit was splendid, as on getting a
side off, combs 39 inches long and as
straight as an arrow were disclosed.

blocked np with a particle of wax.
As soon as the cell is closed the inmate sets to work and spins a cocoon
of silk (which the queen larviB accomplishes in about 24 hours, the
worker in thirty- six), and then rests

The

the worm structure to the insect
already described; and when this is
complete the imago, orfully developed
insect first frees itself from its silken case, two Ceesarinas, cannot exist at
envelope, and then, forcing open the one time ; and when the old queen
lid of its prison house by means of its finds that her hateful rival is beyond
head and mandibles, makes its escape her reach, she ceases to oviposit, and
wandering about tlie hive in a state of
a perfect bee.
Tlie time occupied from the deposit- great excitement, she at length takes
ing of the egg in the cell to the final her departure in search of a fresh
appearance of the insect is, for the habitation, accompanied in a full
queen sixteen days, for the worker hive by about 1,000 drones, (who are
about twenty-one, and for the drone said to lead the way) ant ten times
that number of workers.
twenty-four days.
This new colony, well known to us
But the labors of the worker in regard to the working of the brood, do as the "swarm," is received by beenot end here. After the young insect, keepers in an empty hive, where the
be it worker, drone, or queen, has workers at once proceed to construct
effected its escape, a number of busy waxen cells and perform their ordinurses at once set to work and pre- nary avocations, whilst the queen at
pare the vacated cells for the reception once resumes the work of oviposition.
But let us now return to the old
of another egg.
First one enters,
and searching for the pupa-case drags hive, where the young queen holds
it forth and carries it away to the en- undisputed possession, and this she
trance of the hive; a second follows renders doubly sure by at once proand brings away the exuvial from tiie ceeding to the cells that contain her
larva
and then other succeeding younger sisters, and with her sting
bees clear off the refuse, leaving only mercilessly destroying them before
a portion of the silken cocoon, which they arrive at maturity.
Sometimes, however, it happens
gives additional strength to the cell.
Returning now to the history of the that two young queens make their
queen we are told that, during her exit simultaneously from their reprogress from cell to cell for the pur- spective cells, and by a curious inpose of oviposition, she is accompanied stinct the old queen is then diverted
by from four to twelve workers, wlio from lier purpose of infanticide, and
provide her witli honey, and, watcliing at once takes her departure with her
all her movements, take care that she attendant swarm.
lays only one egg in eacli cell, or in
For the sequel, we must once more
case she "should deposit more, as some- refer to Voigt, for we are sure you
times happens, they remove all but will agree with us that the account is
one, and place tliein elsewhere. She graphic, interesting and morally in" The Tbees that remain
usually lays from two to six eggs in structive
succession, and then rests awliile; after the swarm has taken its departand according to Reaumur she will ure divide into two parties, wliich
thus deposit about two thousand eggs marshal themselves around their rein one day. The total number laid by spective queens, and then
march
a single queen in one season is var- against one another within the hive
Presently the armies apiously estimated at from 50,000 to 100,- itself."
000 eggs.
l>roach one another from either side
Let us now suppose the season to be they meet face to face ; and what folsomewhat advanced, and that in the lows y Will the onslaught at once beThis would indeed be tlie case
montli of May the queen has deposited gin
about 10,000 to 11,000 worker and drone if they were human beings, of whom
eggs. At this time the workers con- tliousands would rush to their fate,
struct half a dozen royal cells, already and streamsof blood would be shed for
described, and her majesty proceeds the sake of one ruler. But no the
forthwith to deposit in them the bees are wiser; what care they with
necessary eggs. The usual term of their constitutional regime, whether
sixteen days having now expired, the tlie reins of power be held by a memguardians of one of the royal cells re- ber of the house of llapsburg or of
ceive intimation, by the movement IlohenzoUern let the ambitious aspiwithin, that a new queen is about to rants decide tlie struggle for supremmake lier appearance, and immedi- acy by a single combat! so say the
ately the intelligence flies from bee to bees, and they look on quietly whilst
bee, and tliey crowd around tlie cell the duel is being fought, quite conin order to welcome the stranger. tent to tender their allegiance to the
The queen-mother approaches also, survivor. The fight for the throne is
merely a combat between the i)reaccompanied by lier body guard.
"Dear me how interesting!" we tenders. Would that the human race,
can almost liear you exclaim, reader which conceives itself to be so wise
'to welcome the little stranger, no and perfect, had, under similar cirdoubt V' No, not to welcome her off- cumstances, adopted this principle of
spring, but, i)icccdt(^j(e i?ic((( r' with the action, how much less blood would
murderous intention of attacking and have been spilt upon this fair earth

Dees dislodged, and the comb
required cut out and inserted in the
frames, I proceeded to cut out the remainder.
As I reached the floor
board and laid it bare, my attention
was drawn to a number of little moving things, yellow, and just like crabs.
Of these I killed 18, and many escaped.
I was informed that these
were young scorpions, and that I had
had a lucky escape the night previous
in not getting stung. I watched other
Arab hives after that, and found them
again and again, so I could come to
no other conclusion, than that scorfions do frequent bee hives if allowed,
n no case had these small scorpions
the tail, and I would much like to
know if the young of the scorpion is
always minus a tail, and at what
period that interesting appendage
shows itself. The adult scorpion is
no stranger in the neighborhood of
hives, as was amply proven by my own
observation.
Philadelphia, Pa.
•-^•-«-»

undergoing the metamorphosis from

;

Orange

Bulletin.

The Development of the Honey Bee.
M. niCKS.

J.

for two or three days. At the end of
this time it assumes the pupa form,

slaughtering her as a rival. In this
design, however, she is foiled by the
workers that have gathered around
the royal cell.
These cover its entrance and keep the young queen a
close prisoner; if necessary, blocking,
up the opening of the cell with wax
until the old queen shall have disappeared, and fe«ling the young one
with honey during her imprisonment.
In the hive of bees, as in the hives of
men, Ciesars, or rather, in the former

:

The

digestive organs are the most
even these consist
chiefly of a large intestine and they
do their work so efficiently that an immense quantity of fat is stored up in
the body of the little larvae as raw
material of which the more complicated organs of the imago are built
up.
The worm usually lies curled up in
a half circle in its cell, and the only
symptom of life that it exhibits is by
scratching with its mandibles against
the cell wall, as an intimation that it
requires nourishment.
It, however,
becomes the tenderest object of solicitude on tlie part of tlie workers, they
clean and rub it, endeavor by their

prominent, but

sonorous lium to cheer

it

in

its soli-

tary conlinenient, and constantly supply it with infant food (bee bread),

which tliey manufacture from honey
and pollen, and offer to the little
nursling at the point of their ligula or
tongue. The whole arrangement of
the attendance resembles that in the
foundling hospital;
the watchful
nurses wander from crib to crib, from
cell to cell, offering food to the little
inmates, striking them with their
antenna;, and fondling them witli
•

organs of nutrition.
After they have been tlms treated for
a few days, the nurses discontinue the
supply of food, and close up the orifice
of the cell with wax. This operation
they perform by applying a series of
their

delicate

concentric rings of gradually decreasing circumference,one within anotlier
until there is nothing left but a small
hole in the center, which is then

:

;
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!
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whose surface has been so often
tilized by the bodies of
slain in battle.

human

fer-

beings

Battle Ground, Ind.
National Farmer.

Colorado as a Locality t6r Bees.
J. S.

When

I

FLORY.

made my

first visit

to Colo-

rado I considered the propriety of engaging ill the bee business here, but

must say that the apparently desert
and absence of honey produc-

plaitis

ing forests made quite an unfavorable
impression on my mind in the direction

of ajiiarian science. J^ike the
his first visit to our arid

stockman on

who declared that there was
not enough grass to the acre to give a
goose a decent living, I could not see
otherwise ihat a colony of bees would
soon starve here, and from the observation of otliers engaged in the
business, I am prepared to say Colorado is well adapted to successful bee
culture— at least a good portion of the
Slate is so adapted. As it is true
*'
full many a rose is born to blush unseen," so that there are many a thousplains

and pounds of delicious honey

and much abused cactus, probably ner that
stands first; then in their season, we
have goldenrod, aster and thousands
of others. All we need to make honey
an important item of wealth added to
Colorado's prosperity, is an awakened
interest in the matter and bees to
gather the honey. Nature makes the
lioney, we want the bees to gather it.
To secure success, in the lirst place,
we want the Italian bee, it being
more prolific, more hardy, and a
climate more akin to ours, w^e think
them far superior to the common
black bee. Second, a rcovable hive.
Third, colonies sliould be kept strong
in numbers and rich in stores in order
tostiiuulate toearly breeding. Fourth,
enough apiary science to give one the
knowledge the queen bee is not a
king, but the mother of the whole
colony; that an abundance of drones
are a nuisance, being a class of tramps
that live off the industry of others,
but few should be allowed to be reared.
Fifth, common sense enough to know-

how and when to make artificial
swarms, and when to leave these
alone

;

too

many

colonies are killed

by kindness— too muchattention. The
fatal mistake with many, is
to get along too fast.

A man

I

must have compared them

with one that had dropped from the
frame, which is something that does
not happen in my apiary. The Given
foundation has not always given satisfaction, as Mr. Ileddon well knows.

The editor of the Bee Journal tried
them together, and was .satisfied the
Dunham was superior. The Dunham
machine is considered a good one by
bee-keepers all over the country (excepting, of course, those who do not
know iiow to use it properly). I have
no doubt the (iiven foundation is a
good article. Any foundation would
be when backed up with a wire factory. What we need is a good foundation vrithout the necessity and extra
expense of hardware to make

it

ac-

claim; First,
that the Dunliam machine is the best
made and, second, tliat I can print
more good sheets of foundation on it
tlian can be made on any press machine yet made, and I stand ready to
make the claim good in any fair and
honorable manner.
cei)table to the bees.

I

;

Cambridge,

111.,

Aug.

29, 1882.

[At the time we tested the two

wanting makes of foundation together, we
found the Dunham much superior, or,

in

left to waste its sweetness
on desert air, all for the want of bees
to gather it.
once said he lost
$10,000 in one season, simply because

Colorado
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rather,
Fur tho American Bee Journal.

The Best Comb Foundation.

he did not have cattle to eat up the
J. V. CALDWELL.
grass on the prairies around him in
a like manner our losses in the State
I have been taken to task by Mr.
are great by not having the bee at Ileddon for presuming to say the
hand to gather the sweets that are in Dunham foundation is a " first-class "

much

preferred by the bees,

and soonest worked; but since that
time, as we are informed, there have
been great improvements made in the
Given dies, and we presume it may

;

nature's storehouse

all

around

us.

article. Well, the meaning of this, as
I infer, is when the article fulfills, in

Every person of experience in the
Eastern States knows that warm a perfect manner, the purpose for
weather, with occasional showers, are whicli it was made, then I say it is a
accessory to a good honey season, and first-class article, and when 1 say the
that a continued drouth was fatal to foundation I make does fulfill its purthe bee's harvest. Looking at the pose, I do not wish Mr. Heddon to
matter from this standpoint, we had doubt my word, as I certainly shall
our doubts in regard to our arid clime not doubt any assertion he may make
being favorable for bee culture. Our in this discussion.
conclusions, however, now are that
Mr. Ileddon thinks my foundation
hot days followed by cool nights facil- has been found fault with well, I deitate the secretion of honey in tlowers sire to say that any of my customers
better than anv other state of weather. of this season have the liberty to make
In the East tlie drought days usually any statement they wish to, either in
followed by warm night, was fatal to public or jirivate. Because I have
the honey prospects occasional show- succeeded in making the Dunham
ers cooled the air, and this was favora- machine a success (which Mr. Iledble, therefore, the temperature was of don has not), he infers I must be a
more importance than dampness. better mechanic than he is. The fact
Again, continual rains destroy tlie is, I have never had the advantage of
honey crop, and deprive the bees the a mechanical trade. Mr. Ileddon gets
opportunity to go on the wing. Now, the impression I am of a conservative
taking these things into consideration, turn of mind, and do not want the
and reasoning from the above alluded best bees, etc. Well, I must admit I
to hy])othesis, we arrived at the solu- have not yet gone so far as to claim,
tion of what seemed to be to us a puz- with Mr. "ileddon, "that all intellizle
Why bees did so well in our dry gent and unprejudiced men admit
climate." Our hot days followed by evolution to be a fact;" but I do like
cool nights give to nature her sweets the best of everything I can get, Dunin abundance, and -having no pro- ham foundation included. I liave had
longed rains, bees have the best op- at least one customer who tried the
})ortunity to improve each shining Given foundation, and did not want
lour, and that you know, in Colorado, any more.
I have never tried it mymeans from sun-up to sun down, one self, as, so far, the Dunham has anday after another, week in and week swered all iturposes in the brood
out. Thus we see instead of Colorado chamber, and this is all I use it for
being a poor country for bee-culture making, and using as I do the thin
it is just the reverse.
Vandervort in the sections. Mr. IledOf the many honey producing plants don infers when I say I have my
tliat abound in our State, the despised combs drawn out in a " perfect '' man-

now

be equal, in every respect, to the
should it be this, surely
it is good enough for all practical purposes, in the brood chamber. The
wash used on the Given foundation
when our experiments were conducted, undoubtedly had much to do
with its failure.— Ed.]

Dunham and
;
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The Common Sense Hive.

;

;

:

WM. CAMM.
In a late numberof the Journal, Mr.
of Ky., condemns the Common Sense bee hive as a swindle. I
think he is too severe. .About one
year ago an elderly gentleman, by the
name of B iriifs, called and stayed all
night with nie. lie was a thoroughly
posted and practical apiarist and believed in his hive. Upon leaving, he
insisted upon my taking a hive for
trial, and left one, which I did not fill
It is a good hive,
till this summer.
but would not suit me. It is very convenient, as you can slide the cover
either way to examine brood frames
or brood nest without disturbing the
The bottom is hinged to the
other.
body and has a hook in front, so as to
make it fast or loose as you wish.
The frames are deeper than wide, so
that it is a good winter hive. My ob-

Demaree,

jections are, that

it is

too small

;

that

no cap ami hence the space immediately over the brood nest Is lost;
then, I prefer a frame that is wider
than it is deep— the reverse of this.
It is, however, exceedingly simple
it h.as

;
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and easy to manipulate, which makes the one picked up she failed to meet
it a good hive for farmers and those a drone and through injury or other
who are not accustomed to handling cause has been unable to
go out again,
frame hives, hence it will serve a very
useful purpose in the way of introduc- and has become a drone-laying queen,
Mr. while the bees, realizing the situation,
ing intelligent bee-culture.
Barnes was associated with his son, a have attempted to rear a successor
wounded and disabled officer of Indiana volunteers, during the war. I for her from the best resources they
You had better
afterwards visited them at Jackson- had— drone larvfe.
ville, 111., and was both pleased and give them two or three frames of
instructed, though I openly objected capped worker brood
and one with
to the hive. Mr. II. W. Hitt, of Meror newly hatched worker larvse,
ritt. 111., bought the righttomake and eggs
vend it in tliis (Scott) county, and to give an opportunity to rear a good
though I see nothiug about it to pat- queen.
Should the weather prove
ent, yet Mr. Hitt has done well in using
favorable, and she become mated, you
many
to
it himself this year, and
he has sold are

I send you a couple
weeds for name they grow plentiful in low places, and my oees are on
them a good deal.
Please let me
know what they get from them. I
had a large swarm of Italians to-day.

much

pleased will yet save that colony.

of

am

frames of honey, which left .5 empty
frames with no foundation. 2. l)id
I do wrong in giving them full frames?
3. Give me the best plan to do with
themV They are gathering honey
fast now the buckwheat will be out
of bloom in a day or two. It has been
a poor year in tliis section for bees. I
had 9 colonies in the spring and have
only had 4 swarms. I have only one
;

It is the

I

Murrayville,

111.,

Aug.

courage to many whose hopes seemed
blasted but a few weeks ago. For the
past few days the honey flow has been
very great many colonies that were
scarce in stores but a short time ago
are now full in both brood and surplus departments new boxes are frequently added, which are filled in a
short time. A fair crop is now almost
ready to harvest if this cloud with silver lining should be so broad as to be
a month in passing over, what would
we poor fellows do V Bees swarming
and honey running to waste, for want
of storage
The weather is fine, bees
are booming, honey rising, glucose on
the decline, fixtures in good demand
let the good work continue.
V. II. Ormsby.
;

;

this

spring with one colony of black bees,
transferred them to a
in a box-hive
Simplicity hive on the 24th of May
divided them on the 10th of July,
giving the new colony one frame of
had 6
larvfe from 2 to 3 days old
queen-cells started next day ; 3 queens
were hatched on the 24th of July and
upon examining the hive I could only
find one queen, the others I presume,
must have been destroyed, as well as
the remaining cells. On the 28th of
July I found my new queen on the
ground in front of the hive, with a
quantity of bees around her. I picked
her up and put her in the hive. The
next day was very chilly and damp.
Since then, for about 2 or 3 weeks, we
had very unfavorable weather. Now,
this new colony has about half a
frame of capped brood in worker cells
with the caps raised considerably
higlier than in the old liive ; 5 cells,
which to me, from their shape, look
like queen-cells, as well as cells with
2 to 4 eggs in each. Will you please
let me know, through the Weekly Bee
Journal, the cause of the trouble,
;

;

and how

I

can remedy

it.

Holland Macdonald.
Montreal, Can., Sept.

1, 1882.

queen hatched destroyed
the others and the remaining cells; or
The
it was done at her instigation.
brood capped over is drone larvae, and
the cells which have the appearance
of being queen-cells are undoubtedly
The queen,
filled with drone larvae.
*if there is one in the hive, is probably
[The

first

colony that is working in the top
boxes, and they all came out strong in
the spring. 4. Is it a common occurrence for bees to swarm before the
young queen is out of the cell ? I examined the parent colony after it
swarmed, and found the queen-cell
capped. 5. Do you think the young
oueen will meet a drone this fall ?
There is only one drone flying, but
there are some drones just hatching
iu the parent colony.
Geo. Kemp.

Navan, Ont., Aug.

the unfolding of
each additional
species of flowers, seems to add new

30, 1882.

Drone Brood.— I commenced

;

It is so late I
afraid they will be
too weak to winter. I gave them 4

have no interest in the only chance, unless you introduce a
matter except a desire to see fair play. good, prolitic queen.— Ed.]
As I have said, I do n'ot want the hive
for my own use, but believe it will do
good by leading people to use frames,
New Courage Added.— The cloud
and hence better hives. With a mix- with the silver lining has at last hove
ture of Syrian blood iu my queens, I in sight, bringing with it an atmosshall be forced to adopt a larger hive phere freighted with the scent of
than any I have now, though one. No. fragrant autumn flowers. The here19, takes 2.5 frames, 10x12 inches, and tofore despairing hopes of many beeforty-two 2-lb. sections.
Bees are keepers in this part of the country
booming.
have changed to those of rejoicing
after trial.

;

!

;

Pierpont, O., Sept.

—

Late Swarm.

;

whom

—

;

4, 1882.

[1.

The yellow

31, 1882.

is a solidago,
goldedrods are also
The bunch of pink flowers

flower

which the

of

species.

are P. hydro-piper, for which there
are almost a score of common names,
among which are smartweed, heartsease, blackheart, etc. Both are good
honey plants and late bloomers.
2.

You done

right.

With plenty of bloom of which
you sent specimens, and your empty
frames full of foundation, we think you
3.

have no trouble in wintering,
four frames of
honey you gave them.
they do so as a rule-per4. Yes
haps always.
5. Yes if the weather is favorable.
Bees never swarm naturally, under
circumstances, without
favorable
making ample provision for a perpetuation of the parent colony, hence
will

especially with the

;

;

Harvest abor.t Ended.— Our harvest
We
is about ended for this year.
have had a fine crop considering what
our bees had to contend with the
basswood and plum blossoms failing;
white clover was rich with honey, and they are as scrupulous to provide
we have had several honey-dews, one forthcoming drones as queens. Ed.]
occurring yesterday. The bees work
lively on the leaves while the dew is
Honey from Celandine.— Bees are
on tliem. Bee men in this county are
just been to
;

scarce.

A

good many

and concluding

it

lost heavily,

did not pay, quit the

business.

Osage, Iowa, Sept.

C.

Follett.

4, 1882.

Ready for the Fair.— Our bees are
booming here now. I took from one
colony, last Saturday, 77 poutuis of
comb honey, and had before taken 40
pounds from the same colony. The
honey was in sections with foundation.
I have extracted from another colony

booming now and I have
ascertain what source they are gather-

A

large tract of low land
ing from.
covered with trees and bushes, near
here, was burned over at the time of
the drouth last fall, and this season is
covered with celandine in full bloom,
which is just swarming with bees to
the exclusion of nearly everything
else.
I have extracted .527 lbs. from
37 colonies— all that they gathered
from clover and basswood, and increased from 44 to 66, with a good
prospect of getting enough for winNearly all of
ter from celandine.
the bees have their backs covered

pounds, and taken 10 one-pound
Both of the above colonies
were divided in June. I have just
finished extracting, and am ready for with white pollen, which adheres to
them in crawling into the peculiar
the fair.
J. L. Strong.
Have any of the
shaped flower.
Clarinda, Iowa, Sept. 5, 1882.
11(5

sections.

.

— —
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readers of the Bee Journal had a
There seems to be
like experience
occasionally an oasis in this State,
but here the season for snrplus has
been the poorest in 10 years. It my
liopes are realized, I shall consider
that bee-keeping pays even in such a
season as tliis, with all its contrary
W. 11. S. Grout.
weather.
Kennedy, N. Y., Sept. 4. 1882.
'i
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times, and the last time I gave them
Crooked Combs.— I am a beginner
a frame of brood, but they evidently in bee-culture and wish to grow into
thought very little of babies, for they it as fast as I can with my limited
filed out again
and sougtit some means. I have a lot of 1.59 acres in
" leafy bower among the wooded dell," town, but there is considerable vacant
and oh, such tempers as they have, land about me. I bought one colony
too. Nothing seems to give them of bees in a Langstroth hive in July,
more pleasure than to jab five minutes put a second story on in August, took
of profanity and physical activity in- two frames of brood and honey from
to the unsophisticated looker on. Is the lower and put in the ui)per story,
the Swiss wax extractor patented if had no foundation, so I filled it up
with empty frames. Aug. 30, having
so, by whom is it held
received foundation, I opened the
F. L. Dresser.
Hillsdale, Mich., Sept. 4, 1882.
hive and found that the bees had been
building crooked, crosswise, etc,; also
[It is not patented.— Ed.]
there was a queen-cell on one of the
old combs which I had taken from the
Solidagro.
Please give name of lower part, capped over. I took out
plant enclosed, and its value as a the empty
frames and some of the
honey plant bees work on it very worst of those that had comb and
much.
It grows 5 to 6 feet high
honey, and inserted frames with
in waste places, and there is a splendid
foundation. 1 wish soon to introduce
flow of honey from it when the a new
queen, but the lower frames
weather permits the bees to fly.
are so badly stuck together by comb
Frank A. Eaton.
built between, that I do not know
Bluffton, Ohio, Sept. 2, 1882.
what to do. Will you please inform
Also
[It is a solidago, to which family me through the Journal?
the goidenrod also belongs.
The whether you think I can make it a
;

Preparing to Feed.— The long drouth
Las been very hard on my bees— no
rain to speak of since July 18. I have
that will not get
to winter on. 1. When
2. Are
I commence to feed?

several

colonies

honey enough
shall

there any sweets that I can make a
good syrup from, that will cost me
less than
sugar.
W. A. Small.
Waltham, Mass., Sept. 5, 1882.

A

Commence feeding soon as satisthey will need it.
2. There is nothing cheaper than
sugar that we would recommend.
Ed.]
[1.

fied

A

Why

is It

!— I have one colony

of

'i

—
;

solidagos are

all

good honey plants.

success here in town

?

J.

brood —Ed.]

Creston, Iowa, Sept.

bees that has been carrying out
for about 4 weeks. Tlie brood is in

M. FOOTE.

1, 1882.

all
[You had better let them remain as
A Few Good Days Needed. —My
The honey crop will be short this season they are till apple bloom, then transfer
with foundation.
colony is an old one, from which no unless we have favorable weather them to hives
swarms have issued either this or from this time until the last of the Adopt Mr. Heddon's system of translast year. Please give the cause of month or later. I have a great deal
ferring.
Vou can make a success of
this destruction of brood, and, if pos- of nice honey which a few days would

stages,

from

larva; to

full

They were transferred June

sible, a

remedy

grown.

12.

get capned so

'i

Wm. Glennon.
Williamstown, Mo., Sept.

2, 1882.

I

can crate
II.

to

6, 1882.

or the
No Let Dp.— We are having the
good for nothing as largest and longest honey flow I ever
workers, and they are probably in a knew in Illinois; there has been no
let up here since it commenced, the
starving condition.
The only remedy first week in June. Bees continue to
we can suggest, is to supersede the swarm, notwithstanding some have
queen and give plenty of feed. Ed.] divided them and taken other plans
to prevent it; but swarm they will,

[The queen

in

that

hive,

strain of bees, are

Quite Cheerins.

— My bees, since the

done well. My
pounds of very
nice extracted honey. The weather is
now fine, and honey is coming in fast.
If the good weather holds, I shall get
several thousand pounds more.
last of June, nave
crop this far is 9.000

()

Iowa

Cluxe

City, Iowa, Sept. 4, 1882.

and some are the largest swarms

I

ever saw. I divided a colony (No. 6)
and left the queen in the old hive, and
In about 3 weeks afterwards the parent hive cast 2 swarms on the same
day, one about 9 a.m., and the other
at 2 p.m.; both swarms had queens,
and are now making snrplus honey.

This

is

something new in

my

experi-

;

rose,

seems

tar.

The bees

to

bubble over with necare on a spree for the

first time in three years.
One would
think that they swarmed for mere
recreation. They come without end,
and, like riches, " betake to them-

selves wings and fly awav." From .5
colonies in the spriiig I have lost 7 or
8 swarms, and yet have a decent increase. One swarm I hived three

The Swarming Fever.-There are

many

things in the bee papers that
do not swallow quite. I have tested
the anti-swarming plans this year,
and for several years, but I have no
sure way yet. The new swarm on the
old stand has answered about a third
of the time this year. Cutting out
I

queen-cells does not amount to much
with Italians giving room is of small
;

know if it is a account changing and room, and
common occurence among bee-men. cutting out will work tolerably. Reence, and I write to

I have a garden near my bees, sown
shown us his blushing face this to buckwheat, and it has been in
summer. Great black clouds have bloom over a week, but I have never
hidden it completely but whetlier or seen a bee work on it. Can you tell
not these clouds are lined with silver me the reason, and what is the best
I cannot say, still, this I know, they kind of buckwheat for honey ?
A. W. FiSK.
are brimful! of rain, and they have
Bushnell, 111., Aug. 1, 1882.
copiously sprinkled the country witli
that cooling beverage, and that they,
[It is not unusual for two swarms to
or something else, have filled the flowers with honey. Everything that be cast almost simultaneously; and
grows, from a skunk-cabbage to a in the^case cited, tlie queen was super-

Bees on a Spree.— Old Sol has scarce-

ly

if you do not aim
keep more than 100 to 200 colonies,
by planting waste places with sweet
clover, catnip, motherwort, etc. By
planting a little each year, your bee
pasture will increase with your bees,
and you will scarcely realize the expense.— Ed.J

bee-culture in town,

it.

W. Anderson.

Gibson's, Ind., Sept.

;

sult— no sure way,when the honey flow
Change, with room, and you
is good.
will succeed nearly every time. Just
a little living amount of honey, and
the Italians will swarm and nothing
can stop them. Bees have done well,
but honey is rather scarce. Too much
rain. Amount for July .5.6.5, Aug. 6
inches; nice drizzling showers and
often, good weather for crops but poor
for honey. White clover extra bloom,
but honey washed out by the frequent
seded or lost in the division. As to rains. Basswood the same. Prospect
the bees not working on the buck- for fall (lowers is extra good, and if
frost holds off, may pile up the honey.
wheat, it was because the bees found I do not think the market will be
a better llow in something else. We glutted with honey this fall. I sell all
doubt if there is much in buckwheat of mine at home and could sell much
had it. I think I never had
as regards honey flow, although it is more if I
nicer honey than 1 have had this year.
claimed by some that the silverhull is But no great rush. Hives filled with
much the best.— Ed.]
bees and working well but honey

—
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comes

in slow.
Guess the crowds of
brood take extra food. Did you ever
know a colony to hunt out old hive
fl.nd go back after 55 days— I had one
this year. I changed them but tliey
found the old liive and went there to
my loss of one colony. I saved the
hive of comb and honey as 1 put tliem
on a hive that looked like swarming.

Joukn.^l and like to read
the various opinions therein. Heddon's head 1 guess is level, but a little,
just a little crooked maybe.
Bless you, what do I care tor notions V
I like the

I have mine too.
ham's foundation

Now, Mrs. Dunsuits

me.

If other

makes are better, it is very good indeed. I have used it and know it is
good. Maybe there are better makes,
but the Dunham is good enough for
me. It has never failed, never sagged,
and is worked out speedily, that's
good enough

I tliink.

J. R. Breed.
Embarrass, Wis., Aug. 31, 1882.

A Second Queen.— I would like your
opinion in regard to the conduct of a
queen which has lately come to my
notice. A friend has a colony which
I divided in June, and which I have
been endeavoring to get a laying
queen into since without accomplishing my purpose, till about two weeks
«go. Having failed in the endeavor
to introduce a laying queen, I allowed
them to rear one from brood given. I
looked at the colony, when, from the
appearance of the cells, I judged that
the queens would hatch the next day
and on the ninth day afterward I
found eggs and larvs so that the
queen must have begun to lay when
live days old. Five days after 1 looked
;

into the

tlie

hive,

my

friend says that

while sitting by the hive he saw the
queen emerge amid some confusion
of the bees, and take wing". He took
out his watch, and in just five minutes she returned and entered the
hive.
She remained ten minutes,

when

the hive and found all the honey gone.
I at once gave them 3 lbs. of honey
and 5 lbs. of sugar, as clover was just
coming into bloom. On the first of
July the lindens began to open their
buds to the busy bees, and continued
to bloom on the lowlands until the
last days of July. In myS15 years' of
bee-keeping I never knevy a better
year than this for surplus honey. I
do not know the exact number of
pounds I have taken, but I have a flue
lot of comb and extracted honey.
At
this date the bees are carrying in
honey quite fast, and swarming most
every day, until I think I am safe to
say that I have returned 50 good
swarms to the parent colonies since
they commenced to swarm in May.
As I am a farmer and stock-raiser, I
do not follow bee-keeping as a business. My 00 colonies liave paid me
better than any thing I have this year.

HiBERT Clark.
Palmyra, Iowa, Sept,

swarm early in June,
still swarming.
One or two
others here are having trouble in the
bees began to

and are

same way.
honey here

The market

for

comb

the demaiifl, I
think, will exceed the supply at 25c.
per lb. We are using Mr. J. S. Hill's
Langstroth double- walled hive, which
has been a success with us this far.
W. B. Spence.
Sidney, O., Aug. 31, 1882.
is

fair

;

The Apiary Register.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
their

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

" 100 colonies 220 pages)
" 200 colonies (4-JO pages)

The

larger ones can be nsed for a

18S2.

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
Extraordinary Work.— Perhaps we all together in one book, and are therehave the best day's work extracting fore the most desirable ones to proon record— four men and a boy ex- cure at the start.
tracted 1,700 pounds in 7 hours. This
work was done with a four-frame Ex1^ We will send sample copies of
celsior extractor, the boy running that,
while the four men manipulated the the Bee Journal to any one who
hives and done the uncapping. Our will distribute them to bee men at
crop will exceed 25,000 pounds.
Fairs.
We will also send some large
Chas. Dadant & Son.
colored posters to enable them to get
Hamilton, 111., Sept. 7, 1882.
up clubs. Write to us and say how
Not so Bad.
Honey harvest in many copies you wish and we will
Canada is not so bad on the whole. It send them post paid. See our premiwas very slack in July, but has been ums for clubs on another page.
fair in August, and even yet there is
a good deal coming in.
I have 7
strong colonies from 2 in the spring1^ The Amerian Express Company
part by dividing and part by natural money order system is the cheapest,
swarms.
Will sweet clover yield
safest and most convenient way of rehoney next year if planted now ?
mitting small sums of money. Their
C. W. Young.
1,

—

Stratford, Out., Sept. 2,1882.
[It will yield

a

little late

in the sea-

rates for |1 to §5 are 5 cents over $5
to $10, 8 cents. They can be pur;

out she came a second time,
chased at any point where the comamid the same confusion of bees, ran son. Ed.]
pany have an office, except Canada,
up the side of the hive, took wing and
was gone fifteen minutes, when she
Outlook is Good.— Bees have done and can be made payable at any one
again entered the hive, and the com- nothing in the way of surplus honey of tlie company's 4,000 offices.
motion among the bees ceased. Do till within the past two weeks, since
Paid orders are filed in the Treasyou think she was taking a second which time they have been working
urer's office, and always accessible for
wedding flight V
in the sections very rapidly. The outlook is good for a fair yield at this reference, and the remitter gets a reJames McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., Sept. 4, 1882.
time.
II. S. See.
ceipt for money sent.
Geneva, Pa., Aug. 31, 1882.
For safety, when sending money to
[The cells were not all destroyed by

the

first queen hatched and a second
Goldenrod in Bloom.— My bees are
one was hatched, which either des- doing very fairly now. Goldenrod has
troyed the first queen, or she was just began to bloom.
S. S. Kakn.
North Manchester, Ind., Aug. 30.
driven from the hive.— Ed.J

Nothing Like It.— Bees are booming.
Never Knew a Better Year.— When
put my bees on their summer stand I have never seen any thing to comthey were heavy with honey and pare with the present run of honey.
John A. Williamson.
strong in numbers the weather was
•
Lodge, 111., Sept. 7, 1882.
favorable until the 10th of April,
when it set in wet and cold; then
there was the fruit bloom, box elder,
Excessive Swarming.— We have had
dandelion and the golden willows. a fair season for honey in this part of
There was scarcely a day that the bees Ohio, since the middle of June. My
could fly. On the 26th of May, while colonies have increased from 17 to 48,
walking through my bee yard I no- and will give at least 700 lbs. of comb
ticed young bees crawling about the honey, and are in good condition.
hives and alighting on the grass. Dr. H. S. Conklin's apiary has sufWondering what that meant I opened fered from excessive swarming. His

this office, all should get either a post
office

or express

money

order.

^"Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

I

;

^' The Prairie
old

Farmer, one of our
and valuable exchanges, comes to

us with sixteen pages of reduced size,

and change of name to the People's
Illustrated WceMy and Prairie Farmer.

The

illustrations are fine,

cellent,
artistic.

12 a year.

paper ex-

and appearance
Price remains as heretofore,

and

print

;;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to jiew
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds

Office itv amkkican Bek Johrnal.
Monday, lo a. ni., September 11, 1882.

the

(
t

Tlie following are the latest quota-^
lions for honey

and beeswax received

of cooking in wliicli honey is used, and
up to this liour
ADVERTISING RATES.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
Quotatlona of Caah Buyers.
We have put the price of theni low
CHICAGO.
20c. per agate line of space, each insertion. to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
nONEY— I am paying 7c. for dark and Uc. forthem far and wide. Single copy 6 liKht
extracted.
A line of A^iite type will contain about vltcht
BEESWAX-Choice lots are worth i>r>c. herei
wonlfi; fourteen lines will occupy 1 Inch of spHce. cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents; bright yellow. 24c. dark to good. 17^J2c.
Al. H. Newman, tfi'3 W. Madison St.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
per hundred. Si, 00. On orders of 100
CINCINNATI,
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
HONBY— The market for extracted honey is.
DISCOUNTS will be Riven on advertisements cover-page, " Presented by," etc., very
satisfactory. We have received within the
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole Is
last thn e weeks imtre than I'oObbls.. principally
(giving the name and address of the from Louisiana, MisslBsii pi and Florida, and the
paid In advance
demand exceeds ourexperience and expectations.
This We have sold mure than ever at this time of the
1
per cent, discount. bee-keeper who scatters them).
For 4 weeks
year. Florida furnlnlips a honey which equals our
8
«0
" 1»
alone will pay him for all his trouble Northern clover, and excels all the Southern h-iney
"
(3 months).... ao
"
" 8«
40 "
have had so far. 'I'bere is some call for comb
(fimonths)
"
and expense— enabling him to dispose honey,
but we have hud no arrivals yet of a choicea» " (9monlhs)....50 "
" 5«
"
article. Comb honey brings H)(ii2nc. on arrival;
(1 year)
CO "
of liis honey at honie, at a good profit. extracted, 7<ftiuc. BEESWAX-Firra at 2o<a25c^
MONTHLY
alone,
Discount, for 1 year, in the
per lb.
Chas. F. Muth.
:

;

:

••

•*

*'

'•

I

'*

SA
5

per cent., O months, lO per cent.,
percent.. If wholly paid in advance.

IS

months,

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., O months, SO per cent., 3
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charRed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
OSS West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

^" We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100

will

Quotntlons of CommlaaloQ Merchants.
CHICAGO.
HONEY— Choice white comb honey la steady at,
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
]K(ai2nc. Some extra nice
lb. packages have solii
for one yfear, for $3.00 ; or with King's at 22c. No demiind for dark combs. Extracted
in cloth, or

i

Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.
;

and casks, iKsJHtc. Demand
better than tnr months past.
BKESWAX-25C. for prime yellow dark I8@22c^
U. A. Bl'KNETT. 1G5 South Water St.
honey

in kess. barrels

:

CLBVBLAND.

(hlcuKo,

III.

AdTertisemeiits intended for the

Bee

Journal must

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Ji^jccial IJoticcs.

HONEY-Stlll

selling at 21022C. per lb. for best
sections 2 lb. sections, 2<:>c.: second
grade, IH^ntc. Extracted has taken a little starts,
and tio lb. cans as well as lb. tin pails sold at 14c.
Sales of honey have been ouite Ilcht tlie past week
or two, owinn to the goou supply of tine home-

white

1

lb,

;

."^

grown peacheK.

•

BEESWAX- Scarce at25@28c.
Preparation of Honey for the MarA. C. KENi>El.. 15 Ontario Street.
the
production
and
care
ket, including
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY—Thrre Isitbundant inquiry, but the ma-of both comb and extracted honey.
joritv of buyers are not disposed to pay full prices,
A new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the OfferiPKs
are light, and no large receipts are antlci
ipated.
last meeting of the Korth American
We quote white comb, 18® 20c.; dark to KOod.l2@
ITjc. Extracted, choice to extra white, 9@9HtC.t
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were ap- dark and candied. 7uh-Me. BEESWAX— 2Mr^30c.
8TEAHN8 & Smith. 423 Front Street.
pointed on a committee to prepare inST. LOUIS.
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
HONEY-We quote at 7@7>^c. for strained in
bbls.,
bbls.
and
half
8<&9c. for extracted in can*
Fairs
is
also
added
and Honey at
this
and kegs comb. |H(^20c. p^r lb. Larger values ot
strained nnd extracted apply to the lesser pkgs.
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
BEESWAX-27(a28c. per lb.
U. C. Ghebk&CO.. 117 N. Main Street.
NEW YORK.
®" Hundreds of clergymen, docHONEY— No quotations reported.— ED.
tors and others have used Kendall's
The supply is moderate and pricea.
BEESWAX—
Spavin Cure with the best success. held about steady, though very little doing. Western, pure. 27(s;27Ke Southern, pure, 2h@2h^c.
37w4.
1

f^ Always forward us money either
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local cliecks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 2o cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

;

;

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and liow. It is illustrated witli 26 en» < ^ •
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
(^According to Edwin Alden &
any address for 10 cents.
Bro.'s American Newspaper Catalogue, just issued, there

— Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for one

Premiums.
for the

year, will be entitled to the following

premiums.

may count
or a Club of
"
•
"
*'

Their

own

in the club

subscription

:

8,— a copy of " Bees and Uoney."
a,— an Emerson Binder tor 1882.
Colonies,
4,— Apiary ReKlHter for
.'in

or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
'*

"
"

"
"
5,—
«,— Weekly Bee Journal

clotb.

for year,
or Apiary Retrtster for lioo Col's.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent
for their labor in getting

up

1

in cash

tlie

are 12,1.58
newspapers published in the United
States and the Canadas. Total in the
United States, 11,522; Canadas, 636.
Dailies, 1,152
Published as follows
Tri- Weeklies, 80; Semi- Weeklies, 150;
Weeklies, !t.07S; Bi- Weeklies, 23;
:

Semi-Monthlies, 202; Monthlies,
Bi-Monthlies, 12.

W. Qltinby,
BOSTON.

105

Park Place

HONEY— Market active. We quote J^ lb. comba

30c. per lb.; 1 lb. combs •22(a.2r>c. 2 1b. combs 20^
22c. Extracted, in half bbls., I2@14c.
Ime quality, 25c.
CROCKER & Blakb. 57 Chatham Street.
;

BEKSWAX-Pi

^rtucvtiscmcnts.

l,2i)0

Bees-127

GERMAN CARP,

Colonies for Sale.

I will sell my Park Utdge. III., Apiary very cheap.
Locality good, market convenient, every thinKcomplete. Have more beesthan I want. Addresa
COFFINBERUY. 925 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

Forsdhckinfi p-inds, (Joldflsh, Sliver Pearl. Frinse
Tails, Golden Orfcs. etc. For particulars, address

MXJTH & ECKARDT,
Mt. Healthy.

37w2m

club.

^" Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anytliing but samples
of merchandise weighing less than 8 oz.

;

D.

Hamilton

Co.. O.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

STxreet
also

Clover Seed,

MOTIIKR^ORT and CATNIP

Send for
37w2t

Seed.

Sweet Glover
I have received aship'rient of new crop Sweei
Clover Seed, and can now fill orders at 30c. pej*
pound, #4.00 per peck, or 915.<H> per bushel,

prices.

Clarksville.

A. SNTDER.
Albany Co., N. Y.

ALFRED
:i7wtf

925

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN.

Street. Chicago,
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New Kegs
rOE HONEY.

breed

1

for sale

Comb

;

manufacture Hives of any

J. S.

14w39t

FOUNDATION.

It neitlier leaks

lioney.
Price, 80c. each.
Capacity, 175 pounds
tJrot ear load of these kegs will arrive about
Sept. Hith, and all orders will receWe my prompt
attention.
The n and 10 gallon kegs will be sold, as heretofore, at 40c. and 5.jc. eacli, respectively.

BEESWAX.
wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 2i>c. per i><mnd. delivered here. Cash

I
I

am

on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the nnine of the shipper
should always be on each package.

ALFREB

The

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

200 COZiOITZSS
FOR
SALE.

Tested Queens only in full colonies. Write for
prices, and be sure to state if you have or have not
ever r.-ceived my circulars.
I am overwhelmed with letters containing orders
lor Tested Queens, and inclosing $2. $.i and often
$5 each, saying. " Send me one of your best Tested
Oueens. no matter about color or cost I want one
Tested for business; saw your advertisement in
the American Bee Journal." Now. you do not
know how happy 1 feel to thus substantially real-

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y".

nor flavors the Honey.

It is not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and if
"well scalded, the pine will not flavor the

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

923

West Madison

H.

have FISHER'S

GRAIN TABLES,

192

the

Bee Journal Office. _Ml

;

ize the splendid confidence my fellow lice-keepers
put in me, and my new departure in breeding the

best bees, regardless of color or number of bands,
tihe more so. that among those ordering are old
dnd experienced apiarists, whose judgment we
mive learned to look up to. I feel ihat here is the
proper place to say to them that I cannot possibly
supply any more queens of any sort. Tested or
Dollar, unless the bees are bought with them by

the pound, or the whole colony is taken. I cannctt
Bpare any more Tested Queens alone and keep up
the standing of my apiary for the rearing of a
large number of queens next season. I now have
more orders for Dollar Queens than lean fill. I
fear. Next year 1 will try to satisfy all, and will
notify you in the advertising columns accordingly.
I consider it now getting pretty late to rear the
best Queens to fill the place of those sold out. and
think that purchasers had better omit queen-rearng at so late a date. 1 have found that the best
ime for the bee-master to rear the best stock is
bout the time the bees do the best business.

tlAMES II£BDOX.

Dowagiac, Mich., Sept.

l,

188J.

2^ £//efffAV£f(iS fooT^

&/uPPUE^.

©S, ENOBAriNGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

giving an index of diseases,

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information.
Trice 2S cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

THOMAS

ted.

BURNETT, Commission Mercnant,

Succesaor to Conner, Burnett &. Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

925

If

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
with good young Queens Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 819
)

E. T.

5wly

FLANAGAN,

Rev. A.
20

County.

III.

ILL.

to agents,

O VIckery

Augiisla, Maine.

36wly

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas county,

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

Rose Hill Apiarv.

Belleville, St. Clair

CHICAGO,

expenses

outfit free.addressl*

to suit,

Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb
tion, all kinds, ir'ectlon Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

NEWMAN,
Street,

A YEAR and

III.

good
Founda-

G.

West Madison

Z.OOZI XXSIl£! $777
you want cheap bees and hives

ikJHOI

—"Low

VT^r^
"^^
.

Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
$i; Tested.... $2
Italian Queens
Tested
Cyprian Queens
f2
$1
Palestine Queens. .*l Tested... *2
E.Ytra Queens, for swarming sea;

—

;

—

;

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourtliin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The

only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for Catalogue and Samples.
ac C, Hoopeston, III.
». S.
iwly

Send

GIVEN

T-HOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor of the TVetkJy Bee Journal.
It contains 160 profusely Illustrated pages. Is
"fully up with the times"
all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents tho apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjiessful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honev in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," '• Management of

m

Bees and Honey at Fairs," " Marketing Honey,"
etc Price, bound in cloth, tS ceuts ; in paper
cover-*.

9ZB

SO centu,
TV.

postpaid.

MadUon

Street, Chlcaeo,

111.

Appreclutlve Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Ijouisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A neat and abundantly Illustrated hand-hook of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, In a cheap
form.— Dally Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind,
Just such a work as should be In the bands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are Interested In the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop'I

A TREATISE

R. A.

for Pleasure

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It Is gotten up In the
very best style, and Is cheap at the price.- Karmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Kepubliean, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner In bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springollst,

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
For the past few years 1 have made this excelent food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
PUKE HONEY direct from the Apiaries, enables
me to obtain the highest market prices. Vour consignments and correspondence respectfully soiic-

of

;

CHICAGO. ILL

Street,

pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork. Interest: wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneona matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.

tW For sale at

OR THE
an Apiary
and Profit by

NEIVMAN.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOULD

Bees & Honey
Management

high side-walls. 4 to IfJ Rquare feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

am

oblieed to buy in large quantities in
order to supply them at popular prices, and pro•cure a packaee not used for any other purpose.
They are made ot Norway I'ine, and have from 7
to U chine hoops on ea- h end.
I have tested a sample keg by flIIinR it DRY with
white clover honey, and without the heads being
painted.
1

TADLOCK.

FLAT -BOTTOM

Designed Expressly for Honey.
These

and

style

I>ealer in Novice Honey ExBingham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.

Foundation.

tractors.

In order to satisfy the demand for small packages for Extracted Honey. 1 have heretofore procured ke;:8 intended for syrup, flsh, lard. etc.. and
in view of this growing trade. 1 now feel justified
in having made to order aSpecluI Ken:

A NEW BEE BOOK!

TEXAS.
AT LUIING,
PURE ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

son, ready. If we are timely notified.
One-Iriime Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. J4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, f8.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
en
Money
Orders
Or^c. paid for bright wai.
Iwly.
ZiU Tuscola, 111.

field, O.

Embraces every subjectof inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and luanipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an Interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable Information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested la the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It Is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.- Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
It fur the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of Information In regard to
bee-culture. He whn would keep abreastof the
times must keep posted In all the improvements In
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Dally Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will Interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest dlscoverlea
In the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market In the most attractive
foriu. It Is embellished with beautiful engravinga,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

Discount to Dealers
A I^iberal
the Dozen or Hundred.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Florida Lan(l--640 Acres

FOUNDATION W CHEAP FOR
Description, -Sec.

'WHOKESAI^E ^VND RETAII^.
Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
now
our wholesale prices of Foundntlon.

We

have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. Wo send to all parts of the

We mabo

United States.

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brightfor
•sections. All shapes and sizes.
Samples free on request.
is

&

CHAS. DADANT
iwiy

SON,

Hamilton, llancock Co.

III.

;

TUOMAS G. NEWMAX,

AVe now quote nn

92.5

5

lowtf

retail.

West Madison

THE CLIMATE,

:?

:iw4tp

GOLDEN

l-frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
$4.50
frame Nucleus, with Test-

OF

:i

COZiOKADO,
be promptly and truthfully answered by
vate letter, upon sendiUK One Dollar to the
will

15w6mp

pri-

M

291 Sixteenth St.,

Queen

ed

5.00

Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July l
12.00
Same, after July l
10.00
Te^tedQueen.beforeJuIy 1. 3.00
after July 1.. '2.50
Full

Industrial Association,

^

"

"

per half doz.,

after July

13.50

1

Address, by Replstered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

D£NVER, COI^.

DR.

I.

Iwtf

Advance

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

Manufactories and Commerce

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have

advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owing

to the
increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeuaen
<flat bottom), will be

Advanced

West Madison

Excelsior

JODMALS
'^'

AND KEEP THEM

in

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
Owing

to the larse advance in the price of wax, I
prices thus : Dunham, mi to 50 lbs.. 4i;c..
ibs..4ic., less than lu lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort. HI sq. feet to the lb., l to
lbs.. r»7c., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
discounts. Circular free.

now quote
over ou

M

No

J.

V.

CALDWELL,
CambrldKe, Henry Co.,

3W1J-

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

III.

I am now bookinc orders for my
reared from
the best stock in the country. War-

Address,

GOLDEN ITALIANS,

923

THOMAS Q. NEWMJlST,
West Madison

Street.

Chlcano,

;

;

r..

a. iiiffiL..
Ind.

lowtf

Large Smokers need wide shieUts. Bingham's
have them, and sprinus that donotru>*t an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made tu date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for

%-2.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHEEINGTON,

13wtf

Send for our -l^-paKO Illustrated Catalof-'ue of
Bees, Queens and Bee-Keepers" Supplies before
purchasing elsewhere. Choice bees, good goods,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
4 CO.,Coleraine, Mass.
Uw6m E. A.

THOMAS

THE CONQUEROR.

Abronla. Mich.

the

College of Michigan.

820 Fasea 13» Fine
;

lUuatratlona.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 8,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineatioa
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plaDts,trees,
shrubs, etcsplendidly Illustrated— and last.ihough
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times''
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

Read

the /olloudng opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
real value.— L'^picit/tttrc, Paris.
I think Cooii's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. COLBV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.- Bn(i*7i Bee Jmirnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant ^uide in my operations and successful manaKcmentof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
beee ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having puicnased.— .Vit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Moottcello, 111.

COMB F0irNI>ATI0N-40c.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and
bright, !0 sq.

;

the
per

lb.

lb.

AAc.

St.),
it

in

Wax

interested information contained in Cook's Manual.— W3i. Van ANTWERP, M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- ifi/. lAve Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or toreien, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DV
Bois, editor Of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only (rives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
manHgement; also a botanical description ot honey

producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— I>t'"t[>cru(, Puluski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecumot: the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belouging to apiculture. Toal taking an Interest in this subject.
this valuable work, read

ft.

worked

maybe found on

I "m7T>
X iVX rjtVat

T>

Geo.

P.

to

lOc.

file

liowell

carefully

—m

Interesting of allocciipaiions.- .^nterican Inventor,

Price— Bound

& Sl.OO

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (lo Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NEW TOKK.

it

and practice aa B.dvhe<l.~AgricuUuriatt Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the must complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It ia
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the W eaU—Weattrn AgricuUurut.
This work Is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
haseverbeen published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most

F.W. HOLMES. Cooperavllle, Mich. I3wiy

TTJTC
itllio
Co.'s

Send for samples.

Wltb Cook's Manual I nm more than pleased. It
The
Is fuily up with the cimes in every particular.
richest rewam awaits its author.— A. K. W enzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, dis-

;

III.

;

(Money Order Office)— Butler. DekalbCo..

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

we say, obtain

SOc.
85c.
TSc.

For Bee Journal of 1S80
For Bee Journiii of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

1882. -ITALIAN QUEENS. -1882.
ranted Queens, %\ Tested Queens,
early In the season. |i'..w
after
..luly, %1; -2 franif Nucleus, with
3 rested Queen. f4
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, fio. The Best
Qulnby Smuker for *1.5u. Address all orders to

By A.

Of Lansing. Professor of Entomology in

.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

my Catalogue.
AE.FKED H. NEWSMAN,

923

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

.

BIND
TOUR
~"

5 Cents per pound,

from the advertised price

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

;

have, size of section, how soon it can be in shippint" order (the whtile or part of it), lowest cash
price, and address F. I. SAGK, Wethersfleld, Conn.

CONCERNING

Woman's

CHICAGO, ILL.

Of Comb Honey wanted; York State preferred.
Say how much of each Krade you will probably

ZXTQT7ZZIZZS

Mines,

Street,

40 TONS

Cents per pound
Advance of
on the PRICKS PRINTED IN OUK CIRCULARS,
wholesale ur

.^

;

All STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

CASH.

ti>wnship 7, south rauRe 7
west, Franklin county. Florida, situated about 60
miles south of the Genriiia line, 3'' miles west of the
city of Tallahusse, the capital of the State, and
about 23 miles northeast of the city ol Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (.h and 6) of the Apalachicola river the
soil Is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
[t was conveyed on Dec. 3lst. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for |3,'JU0, and on Sept.
5th, 1877. by him conveyed to the unaersipned for
j:i,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
asshown by an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a barRain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
\,

591

.

In cloth,

by mail prepaid.

S1.2S

; in paper cover,
Published by
-;

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, II*U

!
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B.BD TiLFSr
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

IN

EXCELSIOR

BINGHAM

1

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.

USE.

frames, I have concluded to adopt tliese two new
sizes. The a frame basket is in a
rjin of the same size and style us
lire 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
.ir metal standard for the basket
t>< revolve upon, leaving room un-

Dal Pfttent Binphiira

Bee Smoker, you

J>an^'str(itti

will

aid the inventor of

Improved bee smnkers— get the best, that
never k<» out— always
please— never is complained of- the stand-

litTiieath the ba.iket for 75 or so
ib-j. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
l<lentieal, e.xcept in ^ize, with the
*h;.imi Extractor, \Sx2o, which is
intended for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the fH.w E.xtr:icti)rs, all the different styles

ard of excellence the
world over — better

and handsomer

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from 65 cts.
Our patents
to $2.

coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
stove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokers and hon_
ey knives tlrst. youp„^p„*-j 1070
^'''^

i.iHj

others,

PRICES:

Handed

By

Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.
to

Wide shield Conqueror, 3 Inch
$175
Large Bingham Smoker (wide
shield).::!^ Inch

Extra Bingham
shield).

Plain

Bingham Smoker, inch....
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

1

50

1

75

25
00

1

50
25

inch

Knife. 2 inch
sell again,

f 12 00

1

1

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

To

,

"
"
10x18
For4
Kor2 frames of any size. 13x20
"
"
12^x20
For3
"
"
13X20
For4

ALFRED

(wide

-2

Little
19^

Smoker

inch

1;

1

50

65

100

115

Bright

apply for dozen or half-dozen

for free description

AbronlH. Mich.

17wtf

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

NEARLY
book of

(tf.i

10 Ofl
14 (Ml
IJ ixi
12
16 00

'*

"

W

'*

"

NEWMAN,
111.

Queens.

Ilaving tilled all my orders, 1 can now send
Queens by return mall. My customers say I send
the nicest they get.
«f.

36wtf

MortODBVille,

its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
bv Doyle's Kule, cubical contents <if square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwoctd

T. TVII^SOSr.
Woodford Co.. Kv.

can

MAM'FAI^TURERS' PRICES,

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
Mf" For sale at the Bke Journal Office, .jEl
tables, interests, etc.

by

Alltne latest improvements,

CONQUEROR.
my 32-page Illustrated

including the

Send for

Catalogue of Bee- Keepers' Supplies of every description.

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.
I make a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
Queens, and have now more than UHJ colonies In
tnelr purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 20,
$1.25 each after that date, single Queen, $1.00 h
Warranted
for I5.0U ; 12 or more, 75 cents eacli
Queens, 25 cents more e»ch. Tested Queens, $2.5<-)
each Italian Queens, same price.
;

:

:

;

GOOJD,

I. ^t-

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LanRstroth Bee Uiyes, Hiiney Sections, etc.,
V. P.
^pplyto

MUTII,

97B and 078 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
Send IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

ty
Iwly

ALFRED
923

EARS

SAL,E-:20n
FOR
single Queen,
tl

Untested Italian Queens;

halt dozen, »5.00

en, » 10.00.

lOO

$2.riO

Tested

per half dozen,

:

Queens —

Italian

1;13.(X»;

per doz-

;

,

single

„
Queen,

per dozen, 124.

SO Colonle»ot'Bee8. in Gallup frames, cheap.
SOO Celonlen of Beea, in L.angstroth frames
prime condition.
J.
36wtf

in

H.

KOBERTSON,

Pewamo,

Ionia Co., Mich.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

Address,

JOS. M.

15w6m

BROOKS. Columbus, Ind.
Story

Halbebt E. Pa iNE,
late

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE
Solicftors of Patents

iSwlat

&

B, Ladi>.

LADD,

and Atty's

In

Patent Cases,
D. C.

WASHINGTON,

that

it

cannot

fail to

interest

MILLION
of

Shark's

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil
is

all.

and

Its style is plain
its

forcible, making all its readers realize that
authoris masterof the subject.— Hfil.SO.

ABC

orBee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 35.
Kiiia:*H

Bee-Keepers* Text-Baok* by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

King.— This edition
the present time.

Cloth,

Lnnffstroth on the
-

This

is

9^1.00.

Hive and Koney Bee

a standard scientific work.

Price, SaS.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 7&c*

Management of au
Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Profit, by

" Fully up with theEdition.
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chtef among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains it;Pi pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound In cloth, ISci In paper
covers, 50c.* postpaid.
:

Blenen Kultni*. by Thomas Q. Newman, la
language. Price, in paper covers^
the
40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Rzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 13 c.

GERMAN

Ancient History ot Bees and Honey the nature,,
quality, Bources.and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for makinft
;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Koam,Wines,etc;
Meilicine, with many useful Recipes.

and Honey as

intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating u demand for honey*
everywhere. Published in Enirllsh and OerntaD.
Price for either edition, Oc. j per dozen, 50c.
It is

'Wlnterlnff Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essayson thlssubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association.

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small While Shut k, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as <\irchtiri>don RondeletU. Every Chinese
tisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year um. Its cures were so numerous and
inai'iy no "ee mindly mtractilou*. that the remedy was offlclally proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

Price,

lOc.

Preparation of Houey

Tor the Market^
including llie production and care of both comband extracted honev. and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price.

The Hive

FooChoo's Balsam

I

lOc.

Use— Being

a description of the

hive used by Q. M. Doolittle.

Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handl-

Inu and Marketing.— A :!4-page pamphlet, by
Ch.

&

C. P.

Uadant, giving in detail the method*

and management adopted
contains

Bee

many

In their (ipiary.

This

useful hints.- Price 15c.

Pasturnffe a Necessity, by Thomae G.

Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and bow I't; engravings. Price, lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Kee-Keepers, by Chaa.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
:iOO y*-ariii nu Deafness has existed nmonar the management of bees. Price, lOc.
charges
prepaid, to
the Clilnese people. Sent,
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
any address at

€lueens and Bees

H. l^EWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR THE

Qulnl>y'«Ne\v Bee-Keeplnir, by 1j. C. RootrThe anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so^

,

mail or express, at wholesale or retail.

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, !tftl.25 ; paper cover, 391,
illustrated

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman,— This pamphlet discourses upon the-

the above Smokers at

sell

CUICAGO. ILL,

Bee-K-ecper's Gnlde t or» Cook*s Mannal
of the A.plury. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

O.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

NEWMAN,

C.

Street,

Newman.— Third

Italian

urement of

Swly

THOMAS
West Madison

925

Bees and Honey,

Street. Chicago.

200 NUCLEI.

and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

H.

West MadlBOn

923

rates.

Send

$8 oo
H

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
I0xl8
For-JLang^troth *'
"
"
"
10x18
For 3

have to buy qo*^^^®^^®*^'

will

huve strainers over the canal leadto the honey gate, and movaComb Baskets. The fS.ttO and
Extractors have no covers.
int'

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

In answer to frequent inquiries
for 15.\tractors carrying 3 and 4

you buy the OriRi-

If

Books

The OrlElnal

the

^

I .i

hi

;

per bottle.

This book should be in every family, and
sentiment agalnstadulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.

not eat.

ought

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF
It
1

has perfi>rmed a miracle In

have no unearthly noises

much

in

my
my

SAYi!

case.

head, and hear

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
I

hottle will cure me.

AN'iJ <.iB8EKVATiu.v. Write at once to H.wlock
& Jennky, 7 Dey Street, New York, enclosing $1,
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. Y^ou will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Re-

view.
l3r*To avoid loss in the malls, please send
by Registered Letter.

Only Imported by
:wwiy

fi.endall*s

Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has 3'i engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
Paper, aSc.
Hill.— A treatise on
and
cure. Price. 3B5c.
symptoms
its cause,
Itfoore*s Universal Assistant, and Com-

horse information.

*'Its virtueHareiTNQiTESTiONABLEand its curative character ABSOLUTE, A8 THE WRITKRCAN
I'EKSONAI.l.Y TKSTIFV, BOTH FROM EXPERIENCE

Sole Agents for America.

to create a

money

HATLOCK & JENNEY,

(Late Haylock & Co.)
7 Dey St. New 'S'ork.
*

Chicken Cholera, by A.J.

plete Mechanic, contains over

l.t.KW.O'H)

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes,

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business

Man. Gives JO(\(m)o Items for Gas, Steam, Civili
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i,ni6 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. W8.50.

—

,

.<t»..

ESTABLISHED
IN 1861

^<qV

7\^Nfs'

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

September 20, 1882.
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THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Bee and Honey Show at

EDITOH AM) PKOrKlKTOIt,

925

WEST MADISON
At

ISS.OO

a.

ST.,

Tear,

In

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

ty

Any person sendinK a club of six is entitled
Co an exti'u copy (like the club) sent to uny address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Oeorge Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Postnffe to

post o^ce as second class

lThTITm nirr-

entertained when we first urged upon
Fair Executive Committees to give
feature of the Tri-State Fair, that the
apiculture the liberal recognition it
managers have ah'eady promised the
deseiVes. It is still more gratifying
Bee-Keepers' Society all the space
to know that the bee-keepers themthey may desire at the Fair for next
selves so soon realize a benefit from

Such a grand success was this new

year.

Europe 50 ceutii extra.

EnUred at Chicago

The popularity of the bee and honey
exhibit at the Tri-State Fair is but a
repetition of the experience of the

managers of the Inter-State Fair at
St. Joseph, Mo., last season, and the
great Toronto Exposition of last year,
Toledo, Ohio.
and but confirms the impressions we
l

Published every Weilin-'-ilay by

llt

No. 38.

The small corner

matUr.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

set apart for the

these public aids to their enterprise.

Bee and Honey Show was so crowded
The Rural New Yorker, which
all the time, that it was with great
is very reliable authority on all
matdifiiculty any one could get through the
" The lioney crop will
ters, says
be
crowd, and utterly impossible for onea good one this year, notwithstanding
:
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quarter of those who desired to examine the exhibits, to even get within
a stone'sthrow of them. The exhibits
covered all kinds of supplies used in
the apiary, besides comb and extracted honey put up in all the most
desirable ways, and a lot of beeswax.

There were

also full colonies of Italian

the discouraging prospects early in
the season. The yield will be light in

Europe, and California will probably
not have much tor export.
Good
honey, put up in proper shape and
carefully graded, will find ready sales.
It should be marketed in no other

way. Neat packages are attractive."
bees; nuclei containing Cyprian, Syrian and Italian queens, and queens in
By reason of poor health, Mr.
separate cages. These goods were all
James Heddon was not able to attend
on sale, and the receipts from' sales the bee
and honey show at Toledo, C,
paid the exhibitors very well without
last week, but he intends, if well
taking into consideration the premi- enough,
to attend the Northwestern
ums awarded.
Convention at Chicago, October 17th.
The bee-keepers present formed an
Association, of which Dr. E. B. Southcall has been issued for a
wick was elected President, and Dr. meeting of bee-keepers to take place
A. B. Mason, Secretary. As a report at the office of J. D. Chaplin, Esq., in
of the proceedings may be expected North Manchester, Ind., on
the 30th
from the Secretary, we shall not par- of September, 1882, at 1 o'clock p.m.
ticularize, except to say that the Asso- There are many bee-keepers
in that
ciation appointed a committee to con- vicinity, and all are invited
to be
fer with the Managers of the Tri- present and assist in organizing
an
State Fair in reference to the details association.
for a very large J5ee and Honey Show
there next season. So well did the
The Rev. W. F. Clarke passed
present one succeed, that the bee- through Chicago last week on his rekeepers, with one accord, agreed to turn from Manitoba. He also spent
give the next Show of Bees and Honey a day with Mr. James Heddon, en
their most hearty co-operation.
route.

(^ A

^
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Sending Queens by Mail or Express.

On

the 25th ult.

we received from

R. Good, Nappanee, Ind., a
cage containing 10 worker bees, accompanied with the following explana" I wish to call your attention
tion
to the cage I use, and the food placed
in it for the bees and queen.
I do
not lose one queen out of 100, sent
in these cages, with this kind of food.
If you wish to try the shipping qualities of the cage, mail it to some person in Texas, or at any other distant
point, and have him return it to you.
The bees will stand a journey of two
weeks, and be none the worse for wear

Mr.

I.

:

and tear."

We

are inclined to the opinion, had
Good's experiments been instituted in
mid-summer, when the
weather was sufficiently warm that the
bees could readily clean each other,
and be free from chilling while in an
exhausted condition, or had the food
we gave them been in a less moist
condition, the period of survival would
have been lengthened from 16 days to
perhaps double that length of time
or in other words, that it might be
possible to mail queens in these cages,
with this article of food, from accessible points in the United States and
Canada, to Italy with perfect safety.

Mr.

The

cage, with the bees bright and
Mr. Good's cage is made from a
was immediately mailed to Dr.
block Si inches long, 1 inch thick,
R.
Howard,
Kingston,
W.
Texas,
and ]^ wide, in which are bored two 1
where they arrived Aug. 30dIi, and by
inch auger holes, connecting, and f
him remailed to us on the 31st. Dr.
inch deep, which are mortised into
Howard wrote us:
"The bees arone, to serve as an apartment for the
rived in good condition to-day
not
bees, at one end
a second hole is
one dead all lively, and not in the
bored at the other end of the block,
least restless not more than ^ of food
disconnected from the bees, except by
consumed the food seemed to be in a
lively,

—

—

;

;

;

good,

With

moist condition.

amount of

food,

and

a

the

their present

in

The Honey Crop and the Market.

Sept. 12th, all alive and apparently in
the best condition.

condition, I should think they were
good for a journey of 1,000 miles
more."
The cage reached us the second
time on September 4th, with the bees
still in good condition, except with one
dead and one debilitated but the food
had become quite dry and powdered,
being scattered throughout the apartment occupied by the bees.
We
moistened some granulated sugar with
liquid honey and placed it in the food
cavity, and on the following day again
mailed it to Dr. Howard, where it
;

^

inch

hole, for the bees

to pass
the feed, which is placed
in the 1 inch cavity.
Apiece of wirecloth covers the whole cage, and over

through to

this is tacked a thin piece of wood,
with a hole cut in, to furnish air to
the bees.
^ inch hole is also bored
in the side
of the cage, through
which the queen and workers arc put
inside, and this also is covered with
wire-cloth, to furnish air, in case the
top of the cage should become covered
while in the mail pouch.

A

For

food, Mr.

which

Good uses granulated

prepared by putting
of liquid extracted honey,
and after allowing it to stand a few
arrived Sept. 8th.
The Doctor acknowledged its re- days, pouring it into a dish or box
having a wire-cloth bottom, which alceipt in the
following language
" Bees came to hand yesterday
5 lows the excess of honey to drain out.
Here is a most powerful illustration
bees were alive when received, but this
morning only 1 remains alive. The of the efficacy of pure food for confeed appears to have been too damp, sumption in long confinement, and the
and daubed the bees somewhat.
I combination of the cane sugar with
the liquid of the pure honey seems to
vyill send the cage with some bees on
a new food I have been experimenting meet all the natural requirements of
There is a hallowed proverb
with of late will give you formula at the bees.
some future time if it proves worthy. which reads, " He builded better than
Please return, if alive, or send to Dr. he knew."
Can it not be possible
J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga., with that Mr. Good has exemplified it in
request to forward to me if alive.
It his experiments for a transit-food, by
is almost too late in the season to ex- discovering and proving the solution
periment much with bees in transit of the great wintering problem.
Cerexcept in the South.
In the event tainly, the results possible are worthy
you send to Dr. Brown, have him of the most diligent experiments and
write to me, as well as yourself, the observation.
Should it prove successDr. ful', the response from thousands of
condition of the bees on arrival."
Howard's remittance of bees were re- bee-keepers would resound throughceived at the Bee Journal office out America
"Good Good Good !''
siigar,

in

is

plenty

Mr.

J.

Co., of

M. McCaul, with Thurber

New Yorlc, gives

&

the following-

review of tlie lioney crop for 1882, in
a recent number of the Bee-Keepers''
Exchange:

The
1882

is

outlook for the honey crop of
little better than that of

but

1881.

After returning from the Golden
State,

and placing California's crop of

honey

in 1878 at 720,000 pounds, about
lie looked for there

a quarter crop may

this season, some 180,000 lbs. of this
amount (aliout 00 tons), according to

the best available reports, will constitute the excess of lioney produced in
1882 over that in the previous year.
New York state, a leading lioney producing center, will run short of its
general good average, but this deficiency will be offset by gains in Illinois, Michigan and other western
states, which produced less than usual
in 1881. California promises a quarter
crop this year, against a total failure
in 1881. This will constitute the surplus over the quantity of honey marketed in 1881. The heavy lioney year
in California was 1878, the crop has
not equalled the output of the bee
since that date.
The taking up of
alternate sections of land for grazing
and allowing sheep to range across the
intermediate plots, tend to destroy the
blossoms on which the industrious
bee has depended.
tire swept across
a county or two in Southern California
two years ago, and all verdure was
destroyed, this discouraged the beekeepers, as well as the bees. Although
by next season the present prospect isthat honey blossoms will be fairly
plenty once more. This explains the
laihiie of the honey crop in that state
last year. But the probability of recurrences of tires, together with the
grazing trouble, point to the steady
reduction of the honey product in
California from now on, unless measures are taken to cultivate bee food
in the canyons and elsewhere, which
plan is meeting with serious consideration with California bee-keepers.

A

:

;

;

—

!

!

Mr. McCaul's estimate

is

quite

up

over the amount for
California, but for the country at
large he is, perhaps, a little under.
to,

or a

little

The Exchange

intimates, editorially,
that Messrs. Tluirber & Co. may be
over-estimating the crop " in order tobear down the prices," as they are
this season buying as dealers, instead
of selling on commission as last year.
We do not believe, however, that the
estimate is excessive, but, rather,

under the actual yield, and while we
express this opinion candidly we do
so with an honest conviction of its
truth, and accompanied with the advice to producers that honey is worth
as much and should realize as high
figures, or higher, than last year, for
several reasons, first of which is that

i

:

:

:
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the whole crop, even if one-third
larger, is not as great as the consumption will be. Secondly, the quality is
much above an average, and should

packages ranging down from 60 to 5
pounds, at l-lc. and 1 pound sections
at 1 to 2c. highei- than 2 pound sec-

Messrs. (ireer & Co. reported
extracted honey in kegs and cans at
value.
Third, the demand from 2c. higher than in barrels and half
abroad will be much larger than ever barrels ; and in our own market
before, and will pay an advance on (Chicago) Mr. R. A. Burnett quotes
former prices if the product cannot be white comb steady at 18 to 20c., with
some extra nice 1 pound sections sellbought at a less rate.
That the home consumption will be ing at 22c. per pound. Thus it will be
much larger than ever before we feel seen that the public demand and ready
convinced, as bee-keepers are awaken- prices, are singularly corroborative of
ing to the necessity of educating our the Bee Journal's oft-reiterated adpeople to use it more freely, and are vice, to carefully grade all honey, put
adopting more readily every facility it up in small packages most confor familiarizing the pulilic with a venient for consumers' use, and make

command more

for

its

tions.

intrinsic

genuine article, and its desirableness
as a pure and wliolesome article of
food. In this connection the Expositions and Fairs are doing more good,
remuneratiye work, than could be accomplished by years of patient individual effort, and it is refreshing to
witness the alacrity with which beekeepers are availing themseWes of
these popular metliods of public instruction
and it is safe to say that
the domestic consumption will be
rapidly increased to double its former
extent, and thus on almost without
;

limit.

appearance as attractive as possiAlthough the grade may possibly
be the same, a more attractive small
package will find the quickest sale at
a much higher price. Above all, do
not by any means use second-hand
packages of any kind, more especially
kegs or barrels.
Anything wooden
which has once contained liquid, will
be found impregnated with a flavor
that will prove detrimental to a fine
quality of honey, and either depreciate
its value in market, or entirely ruin
its sale.
It will be found lavish
economy.

very interesting, but would prove a
wonderful educator. I hope that all
of you, Mrs. Dunham, and Messrs.
Vandervort, Given, and Root will at
once express a willingness to comply
with the above request, which is the
wish of a host of bee-keepers that intend to be at (Mucinnati.
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 7, 1882.
t^ Other bee papers please copy.
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of

Food.— lion. W.

I.

Chamberlain, Secretary of the Ohio
State Board of Agriculture, in the
last number of the Country Gentleman,
gives a mental analysis of a breakfast
table which he failed to enjoy, and

which he characterizes as follows
I hastily made a mental analysis of
the coffee, and it would be about thus
for a pound package
:

.^
Percent.

Rio coffee
Peas
Chicory

2(i

Lord knows

40
20
what. 20

Value
„
Per pound.

in

a

pound.

0.20 lbs. at
"
0.40
"
0.20
*'
0.20

aic.

to 04
0.008
0.008
0.6oo(?)

2c.
4c.
(?)

f0.056

Or the value per pound would be

•*
about five and one-half cents or, as
^m
Rio, by the quantity, is
Prof. Cook, pure green
Foiindatiou Making.
only ten and one-half cents per pound
President of the North American it would make the prepared coffee cost
article of American honey, no one Bee-keepers' Society, has issued the the manufacturer or adulterator about
three cents per pound, and he sells it
can for a moment doubt that later on following circular
at fifteen cents or more a reasonable
the foreign demand will be very heavy,
To the Manufacturers of Foundation

In view of the partial failure of the
limited honey crop in Europe, and the
heretofore popular demand for a pure

I

I

;

—

—

especially

when

it is

remembered that

their fruit crop this season is very
limited, and honey is, perhaps, its

compensation forgrindingand mixing.

Machines
Many have expressed a desire that
all of the foundation machines of the
country may be at the Mational Convention, and that foundation maybe
made so that all may see how they
work. While visiting that Goliah of
American bee-keepers, D. A. Jones,
of Beeton, Canada, last week, he

most natural substitute. In our own
markets the demand, though healthy
and substantial, is not so eager yet as
it will be later on, owing to the plentiful and superior small fruit crop but showed me how beautifully the Dunwhen this is entirely cut ofE by frost ham machine worked, and the fine
or expiration of sea.son, the retail de- foundation that it would produce, and
if Mr. lleddon could do betmand for honey will likely brightfen said thatthe
plates, he wished to see
ter with
up, and with a more eager retail mar- it done at the National Convention. I
ket, jobbers' prices will advance, and could not help uttering a vehement
I remarked that we should
the demand from first hands or pro- amen.
also wish to see tlie one who has done
ducers become more competitive.
much for foundation, and founda;

In this connection it is interesting
to note the general favor with which
smaller very small— packages are being received. In the Boston market
last week, as will be observed by reference to themarketcolumn in the Bee
Journal, Messrs. Crocker & Blake
report the market active, with honey
in }^ pound sections selling at 30c. per

—

so
tion machines, A. I. Root, there, with
his roller machine, and with the great
praise that has been given to the
Vandervort foimdation, which as we
all know that have used it, is well
earned, we want as much to see that
I wish to sugmachine work.
gest that Mr. A. I. Root bring a cistern and wax reservoir, that C. F.

Now

A

similar

articles

analysis

was about as

The sugar was

of the other
satisfactory.

part glucose.

The

milk was perhaps watered perhaps
from cows fed on glucose meal or sour
slops. The buckwheat cakes were 20
per cent, buckwheat, 20 sorghum seed
meal and tiO wheat middlings. The
butter to put on the cakes was made
not of cows' cream, but of cows' tallow, doctored chemically and churned
with skimmed milk, on the principle
of letWng the chicken wade through
the broth to make it chicken broth.
The syrup to put on the cakes was
thick and salvy— 20 per cent, cane
syrup, 75 per cent, glucose, and about
;

1

per cent, sulphuric acid

!

" O, isn't that a dainty dish to set before a king! "

Disgusted with the coffee, I called
for tea, but it never saw the populous
shores of China or Japan. The vinegar was not from cider, and the pepper and spices used in cooking had
lost a part of their essential oils in
some great factory. The canned fruit

and preserves had glucose syrup,
furnish wax, and that every thick, and of fine "body," but with
manufacturer bring his machine, and little sweetness. My stomach said no
pound ; in 1 pound sections at 22 to we all see them tried. We all know to such a breakfast, and I hastily
that Messrs. Muth and Root, so full withdrew into the open air to let it
25c., and 2 pound sections at 20 to 22c.
of generous purposes are they, will utter its protest. I served that breakMr. Kendel reported a demand in not refuse to do as suggested above. fast just as the whale did Jonah, and
Cleveland for extracted honey in Such an exhibition woiud be not only with far better reason, for such a

Muth

:

;

!
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queens were being developed.
We
find that a large number of queens
much to hope that when perish before they become fertile
our Scions have sufficiently protected during extremely warm weather, and
our crops from adulterated food, they we believe heat to be the cause.
Some of the largest and finest yelwill also protect our stomachs ?
low queens are short lived, and especially the very large ones. A cerA Phenomenon.— Wm. C. Casson, of tain amount of lieat is required to
Addison, N. Y., sends au extract from produce vigorous animals and plants
the Addison Adcerliser, giving the fol- a little more heat may promote a more
rapid growth, but produce w'>aker
lowing account of a curiosity in that animals and vegetation. We believe
"
What
a
says
Casson
Mr.
city.
that extreme heat should be avoided
pressing invitation for the Doctor to as much as a temperature so cool as to
produce dark and inferior queens. We
commence an apiary";
mean that while the queen breeder
village
keeps his breeding colonies strong and
Dr. John Mitchell, of this
on
premises,
comfortable during the early spring,
has a curiosity on his
lot
of
his
back
part
tlie
he should be equally careful to keep
Front St. In
stands a small apple tree, and in that them cool and comfortable during the
tree is one of the largest swarms of heat of summer, by reducing their
In
bees that we ever saw. that have strength and supplying shade.
hived themselves in the open air, they other words, we advise a mean temhave already got comb hanging down perature for breedingcolonies in order
from a limb larger than a half bushel to secure queens, that are uniform in
nearly lilled with honey, and they are color, can resist cold, endure heat, and
breakfast was uot more than half so

swarm have

digestible
Is it too

has been from 300 to 400 per cent, and
the flow of honey lias been so great
that they quickly fill the hive, and
then the boxes with honey, and gladden the apiarist's heart. Reports
from most parts of the state give like

:

working away

filling

the

comb and

issued, until tlie increase

results.

The State Board of Agriculture
have given us great inducements to

make

a display at the coming fair.
With the means at hand it is no more
than right that we should do our best
in appreciation of their efforts in our
behalf. Therefore, let everyone turn

who can, and exhibit honey, bees
and apiarian supplies. There is nothing that will advance our interests
out

better than lively competition.
will incite us to greater effort,
make better bee-keepers of us.
will attract the eye of the

It

and
It

consumer,

and increase the demand. It will induce others to branch out in the business, and much of the sweetness that
is now wasted could be utilized by the
bees.

to insure longevity.

prepiiring to enlarge.

H. W. Lee's Apiary.— A correspondXegro Bee-Keepers.— Referring to ent of a Rockford, 111., paper, gives
" Coming
of the
Characteristics
Mr. E. C. Jordan's query, "Why do the following description of a visit to
Bee."—The following suggestions are negroes not keep bees ?" on page 378 the apiary of II. W. Lee, at Seward,
by the editor of the Bee-Keepers' of the Bee Journal, the editor of 111.:
Guide
Southern Industries remarks as follows:
His farm is in the township of Rock
What shall be the standard physical Perhaps as the editor of that valuable Run, Irish Grove, and about three
characteristics of the coming bee y
joiunal never said or heard of negroes and one-half miles north of PecaThat advancement may be made to- who were successful bee-keepers, we tonica. As a liee farm, its location
ward producing Apis Arnericana, it is offer to suggest that the negroes in could not be very easily improved, for
important that an impression of its this portion of the South prefer leav- these industrious honey-gathering inphysical characteristics be given, and
that this impression or representation
of the coming bee should be the effect
of causes and conditions that will
produce those qualities which are to
bring forth the best honey gatherers
and hardiest race. Breeders of bees,
in the same manner as poultry and
stock breeders, should have a standard
of excellence and make an effort in
the line indicated. While it is true
that we select queens that are yellow
nearly their entire length for breeding
purposes, and charge the highest price
for them, we have come to believe
from experience that such queens are
not always the best.
For reasons we will presently give
we are inclined to favor tlie queen
that resembles a fine worker be#. She
should have three distinct yellow
bands and the remainder of the abdomen should be proportionately like a
worker. Yellow queens are produced
during verv warm weather in strong
colonies, and we regard the conditions
as not being favorable to produce
hardy and long-lived
energetic,
Because of the fact that
queens.
much heat is necessary to produce the
yellow queen we believe the color to
When colonies
indicate weakness.
increase naturally, at the capping of
the first queen-cell the bees swarm
and leave the old colony quite weak
for the following eight days, while the
young queens are maturing, and the

sects are enabled not only to gather
the sweets from clover, buckwheat,
etc., but also from wild flowers and
basswood blossoms, which abound in
after nightfall, or during the absence those quiet " sylvan shades." Mr. Lee
of the industrious apiarists.
When has been an apiarist for twenty years,
bees are not domesticated, and beauti- and has been a diligent student of bee
ful clear honey produced l\y tliem, life, in all its \;irying phases, conse"Samlio" as ;i pis aWer will" content quently he is thoroughly informed on
himself with that made by the hard- the subject. He had 120 colonies last
working wild bee. It is safe therefore spring. Init now has 200 colonies, or in
to conclude that the negi'o has a great the iieighborlu)od of 7,000,000 bees.
fondness for honey, fears not the sting This apiarian metropolis covers two
of the producer, but simply does not acres of ground, has six rows of hives,
care to deprive the white man of the and is laid out as regularly as the city
exclusive privilege of experimenting, of Philadelphia.
The present jirospect is that he will
raising fine colonies, and wearing the
have not far from three tons of lioney
title of " Apiarist."
to put upon the market this fall. The
largest yield he ever had in one year
Song of Rejoicing.— The Nebraska was four tons. He lias a machine for
Fanner, of this month, gives vent to extracting honey from the comb, and
also another for making fomidation.
its exultation, over the bountiful harBesides his bees, Mr. Lee lias also a
vests, including honey, obtained in fine lot of grapes and blackberries.
Nebraska during the present season,
in the following language
(^ We will send Cook's Manual
As our state is blessed with a in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
bountiful harvest in nearly all the
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
rural products, it is well that we
should rejoice, and that each specialist for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
should make known the results in his Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with

ing the

management

of these busy,

honey-making

stingers to their white
brethren, they taking only the troul)le
of lifting the contents from the hives

:

;

;

department. Bees have been no ex- Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50.
ception to the general rule. The early
season was too cold and damp, but as
it advanced, it brought flowers ladened
Examine the Date following your
queens produced in this manner show with honey, which incited the bees to name on the wrapper label of this
more black or dark rings than they rapid breeding, and in June swarms paper; it indicates the end of the
would, had only the queen been re- began to come out freely, and have
moved and all the bees allowed to con- continued to ever since yet August month to which you have paid your
tinue the high temperature while the has been their gala day. Swarm after subscription on the Bee Journal.
;

;
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parlors, or at anv rate kitchens, where
their queens and princesses will sit

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keepiug

in tlie

WM.
Having

F.

Great Northwest.

CLARKE.

just taken a trip into

partially through the region

and

above-

I propose, while the subject is
fresh, to jot down for the

named,

American

Bee Journal

a few impressions of
the country, apiculturally considered.
My tour extended from 8t. Paul to
Winnipeg, Manitoba, thence westward, 409 miles to the last rail of the
Canada Pacilic Hallway, returning to

Winnipeg, thence east to Hawk Lake,
about half way to Thunder Bay on

Lake Superior; again returning

to

Winnipeg, thence, via Minneapolis to
the Jim River Valley, Dakota, and
from there to Chicago, where I now
write. The Great Northwest I take
to comprise the vast tracts of land
north and west of St. Paul.
At present, and if properly farmed
for all time, this region, taken as a
whole, may, without impropriety, be
considered the world's largest and
grandest wheat-field beginning with
the famous lied River Valley in Northern Minnesota, and stretcliing north;

" eating bread and honey," that is, if
they can get the honey, as they will
be able to do, if bee-keeping spreads
itself in those more genial regions
where it can be practicably and profitably carried on. These are not very
far to the south of this mammoth
wheat field of the world.
I do not know what is the limit of
paying apiculture in Minnesota, but
there is a limit, a line of north latitude beyond which bee-keeping, as a
business, cannot be carried on. Beyond that limit, there will soon be a
market for honey, which bee-keepers
had better keep an eye on a market
in which all other products that are
not native bring high prices, and a
market, too, in which the luxuries, as
well as the necessaries of life, are in
;

;

;

suflicient to accommodate a
colony of bees. If there were natural
hives, I question if " wintering on

trunk

their summer stands'' would work,
for even in the Jim River Valley the
mercury sometimes falls pretty low.
But no country was ever better
adapted for cellar or clamp wintering.
That peculiar soil of which I have
spoken, requires no walls of wood or
masonry when a cellar is dug in it.

;

;

:

this highly-favored spot of
earth, I thought it had been overpraised. Now that I have been there,
I am ready to say with the Queen of
Sheba, "the half was not told me."
I have seen much of the earth's surface in general, and of the continent
of America in particular, but this, to
my mind, judged from an agricultural
standpoint, is the gem and crown of
it all.

The

climate and

some peculiar

soil

of sufficient length to make the business profitable y Mr. Jones' islands
are too bleak and inhospitable to
make it other than a costly business
to breed absolutely pure queens there.
When I was at his place early in June,
operations on the islands had not yet

begun. In the Jim River Valley
spring opens as early as in New York,
Southern Ontario, Northern Illinois,
or Central Mieliigan, and the season is
must have as long. Here. then, is an opening

qualities, for

herefrom

four to six degrees farther south than
No. 1
the Manitoba wheat areas, "
hard " can be, and is, grown in all its
primest excellence. At the same time,
the Indian corn is as good as in Illibuzzing on every hand ; men bagging nois ; water and musk melons grown
the threshed grain; and, again, more on the open prairie, without hot-bed
teams hauling to the nearest elevators. forcing, were ripe, luscious and abunHere are the big Bonanza farms, of dant when I was there, Sept. 6 and 7.
which we have read and lieard so But bees don't suck nectar from melmuch. All through my westward ons, though boys and " children of a
journey, and more than as far again, larger growth'" are wont to do so.
there is a strip of at least 500 or 600 Let me say, then, that asters, boneset,
miles wide, capable of presenting just goldenrod, and innumerable flowers
such a spectacle as I saw in the Red were in a blaze of glory at the dates
River Valley, and in the course of a named, all over the untouched prairie.
very short time it will present a simi- Such a magnificence of floral beauty,
lar spectacle. These immense wheat I never saw on this broad continent
areas are fast filling up with a popu- before in the month of September.
lation that will speedily become com- This means an abundant fall honey
fortable, if not rich. I don't think harvest, the great desideratum for
this mammoth wheat lield will ever successful and profitable bee-keeping.
1 have often regretted that I am
be much of a bee country. The summers are too short; the winters too not more of an af)icultural botanist,
long, and the thermometer gets too far and never did so more sincerely than
below zero. Fancy wintering bees as I gazed upon those gorgeous Dawhere the mercury sometimes dips kota prairies a few days ago, for I
down to 60- below zero But these would like to be able to name wellthrifty wheat farmers will all have known honey plants, which I am sure
!

luxuriate there. It is the same all the
season through. From early spring
to nipping frost, those prairies are
one vast flower-garden. There are no
wild bees, so far as I could learn.
Trees are conspicuous by their absence, except along the river banks
and bottoms, and there the growth is
not large enough to allow of a hollow

Cover an excavation with a shed or
building, and the walls remain as
brisk demand, for this remarkable intact as when they were first shaved
region is not being peopled with a down witli a sliariJ spade. I saw celpoor, economical and struggling class, lars of this kind that have been in
but mainly with those who have come use for three or four winters, and
from the Eastern States and Prov- there is no crumbling of the walls,
inces, with more or less means. Their while such a thing as a damp cellar is
aim is to be able to boast in the short- unknown, except so far as the dryest
est time possible that they [possess all earth has a trace of dampness in it.
the delicacies they left behind them, No rotting boards to mar the sweetand they will not leave honey out of ness of the air no solid walls of stone
or brick to stop the pores and forbid
their catalogue.
Surely, this is
I do not pretend to have made a capillary circulation.
thorough apicultiiial exploration my the paradise of cellar or clamp wintrip was too hasty for that, and 1 am tering for the bee-keeper.
My visit to this charming valley anonly jotting down impressions. But
asked,
let me now advert to a region which, swers the question I have often
is there not a region somewhere
1 believe, presents large scope for bee- viz.
isolated
keeping. I refer to the far-famed on this continent suitable for
Jim River Valley in Dakota. Before queen-breeding, where the season is

ward to the limit of cereal culture,
and westward to the Rocky Mountains it may, almost without exag- seeing
geration, be said to be one mammoth
wheat field, the like of which is not to
be found on the earth's surface. The
only part of this field that can be said
to be fully worked, is the before-mentioned Red River Valley. There I saw
a sight that made me open my eyes
wider than they were ever stretched
before. Wheat on either side of the
railway track, from thence apparently
to the horizon much of it standing,
more of it reaped or in course of reaping by the wonderful self-binders that
convert standing grain into sheaves
as if by magic ; miles of it in shock
teams busy liauling dry sheaves to the
steam threshers that were puffing and
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A

for some enterprising man who wants
to raise dollar (pieens that have only

be mated to be infallibly all right.
have no doubt this line valley will,
ere long, swarm with bees and beekeepers. I met with one man, a carpenter, who was working at- house
building " on the distant prairie " several miles from his own house, who
took a few colonies to the Jim Kiver
Valley this spring, and regretted his
inability t« look after them, for they
both swarmed and gathered honey to
an extent he never saw equaled in all
to
I

his life before.
Sept. 14, 1882.
Scientific

American.

Does the Bee Injure (Jrapes?
T. T.

ROBERTSON, M.

D.

has long been believed, and is
universally accepted as a
fact, that the bee destroys grapes and
other fruits. I have watched the little
workers for vears, and have been loth
I observed long ago
to believe it.
that they never attacked sound grapes.
It

now almost

;
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But when

defective, or split as the result of a rainy spell, they would then
suck out the juices. Being unable to
convince otliers of the harnilessness
of the insect in any other way, I devised for that purpose the following
experiment, which any one may try
for liimself.
I placed at tlie mouth of the hives
bunches of several varieties of thinskinned grapes, and for days, although

main harvest, we under the bees and terminate about
having but little white clover, not half way to the center.
At the center of this pit I will have
more than enough to keep the bees
breeding, then the commencing to another pipe to start just below the
stimulate the bees for this harvest as liiTes and extend through and above
the ends of
early as the first of May would be la- the pit about six feet
bor thrown away, as well as a useless these tubes will be made to keep out
expenditure of honey used in produc- mice, snow and rain, and still give
ing bees to loaf around waiting for ventilation. In this shape I propose
to.leave my bees until they can gather
the harvest.
What man is there having a field of pollen next spring.
This has been a very fair honey seawheat requiring the labor of 20 men
to harvest the same, wlio hires these son with us. After bees commenced
men two weeks previous to the time work on white clover there was no
the wlieat is ripe
VVlien shall we gap in the honey flow, as is generally
learn to use common sense in regard the case. White clover lasted at least
to bees as we do in other things V For two weeks longer than general, and
a man to talk of getting his bees the golden honey plant and goldenrod
strong and ready to swarm in April were in bloom before white clover was
by means of artificial heat in this lati- done. Bees are gathering honey yet,
tude, as some have, shows a lack of working on red and Alsike clover,
buckwheat, Spanish needle and asters;
good common sense on this point.
Again, if our bees are weak in the also, on the excrement of aphides or
spring and we do not get them ready plant lice, and this last means dysenfor that harvest until after the har- tery, if they have any of it left to
vest is over, tliey become merely con- winter on. I believe the coming winsumers instead of producers, or worse ter 's\ill be almost as destructive to
than useless. It would be like tlie bees as that of 1880-81. Bee-keepers
man hiring his twenty men to harvest should be prepared for it at any rate.
Forty acres of Dr. Tinker's golden
his wheat after it had become ripe and
honey "plant this year would have
spoiled in the ground.
Thus it will be seen that to be the given me more honey than the thoumost successful we must have a full sands of acres of white clover on
force of bees just in the right time to which my bees worked. It is the best
In honey plant, in my opinion that I have
take advantage of the harvest.
order to do this we must study our ever seen it has grown wild here for
locality and know the time our honey many years, but I am sorry to say it
producing flowers open, and thus we is migrating or going down stream,
shall gain a knowledge that will the older plants up stream die out
enable us to reap a rich harvest of the seed is carried down stream by
honey when honey is secreted in the high water, and come up farther down
to 15th to be our

;

the bees were constantly crawling over
them, not a berry was iTijured. 1 then
punctured half of the berries on each
bunch, and instantly tlie bees went to
work on all so punctured, in a short
The retime sucking them dry.
mainder of the berries were untouched
and remained so until punctured by
me, when they in turn were attacked
as pi'omptly as the former.
This experiment demonstrates that
it is necessary for tlie grape to have
been previously injured so as to allow
exudation of juice; otherwise the bee
will not molest it.
I have not observed so carefully in the case of other
fruits, but it is my belief that this is
tlie modus operandi in all cases.
Rot, splitting of tlie grape, injury
by insects and birds (in this latitude a
small yellowish bird is conspicuous),
are the causes that render grapes
liable to attack by bees. And wlien
we reflect tliat the berries thus injured
would decay, it will be seen that the
bee actually saves to us what would
otherwise be lost, by storing it up as
honey.
I have been hurried into this communication, by observing that in some
quarters legislative action is about to flowers.
be taken against an insect which 1
Borodino, N. Y.
believe closer observation will demonstrate to be not only innocent of harm,
For the American Bee Journal.
but productive of good.
How I Shall Winter My Bees.
Winnsborough, S. C.
'?

;

every year.

Success to the Weekly

Bee Journal.
Clark's, O., Sept. 11,1882.
Gleanings

in

Bee-Culture.

Holy-Land Bees.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine.

Understanding a Locality.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

1.5th,

we must commence

our bees ready for
first

of

May.

it

A.

liUCKLEW.

E. U. ROOT.
submit for your criticism my plan
It may seem strange to some, tliat I,
of wintering my bees the coming winoccupying so favorable surroundings,
ter.
I ask all who have had experience in wintering bees by Inirying should hold aloof from the general
them in clamps, or in tlie ground, to contribution in common with our
but deeming it bettell me what they think of the follow- many bee friends
" go slow," and give our older
ing plan
I will have 40 good colonies ter to
and 10 nuclei, all Italians, witli altoiit and wiser heads the field, I have t.ais
far stood back, thereby correcting a
iiO lbs. of sealed honey to the colony,
and the nuclei about 10 tbs. each all few of my hasty conclusions and immature opinions.
in Simplicity hives.
Lately my attention has been so
I shall dig a trench two feet deep
and three feet wide, in dry sandy soil, greatly drawn toward the Holy-Land
sloping to the south; in the bottom bees ttiat I cannot refrain from saying
one a few things in their favor, although
will put one foot of dry straw
foot from the top I will Jiut two rows they are surrounded by some prejuof scantling on which to set the hives; dices. That they are very prolific, all,
will place "hives about six or eight who liave handled them will admit
inches apart, leaving them on their from whence it would naturally follow
bottom-boards with caps off, and a that their generative qualities would
sheet of liurlap over the frames be- tend especially toward raising cells;
tween, around and over the liives I this, in our experience, has been
will put dry straw, liut not pack tight. decidedly tlie case.
I will mention one or two instances,
Around this I will build a rail pen
oommencingone foot from the hiveson not because they are remarkable in
each side, and by drawing in, firing it themselves, but to show that this is
one of the characteristics of the race.
to a point over tlie center of the liives
over this pen I will put straw six On the rttb of July we were somewhat
inches thick, and coverall at least one sliort of cells, and in taking my usual
foot thick with earth. At each end of rounds through the apiary, I came to
this pit I will have a four-inch pipe to a Holy-Land colony from which the
enter the ground at least ten feet from queen had been sold. The state ineach end hive these pipes will extend dicated that the bees had killed a dolI

One of the important factors of successful bee-keeping is a thorough
knowledge of the locality in which we
reside.
Many bee-keepers do not
seem to realize the importance of this,
as their actions show, for if they did
they would not be asking " if the basswood had blossomed yet," as did a
bee-keeper a few d lys ago.
All work with tlie bees to be successfully done, sliould be done vvitli an
eye open to tlie probable time of the
blossoming of the main honey plants
in our locality. For instance, if wliite
clover is our main lioney crop we
must commence operations witli the
bees at least six weeks previous to its
blossoming in order to insure a good
yield from it, for it takes at least six
weeks to build up a colony so it will be
able to do the best work on a given
field of blossoms.
Hence as white
clover blossoms in this latitude about
June

J.

to get

as early as the
so doing we

Now, by

get the bees in time for the harvest

which means success. But supposing
basswood, which opens July 10th

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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queen caged there, and had served
jiistliiitched iu the same manner.
In consequence of this determination
to build cells, the colony had been
queenless about ten or twelve days.
On picking up one of the frames I
found a young hatched queen and on
another, 1 counted upward of 2-5 cells.
As we were at this date short, and the
queen a tine tested Holy-Land, I determined to avail myself of this line
After cutting out perlot of cells.
haps half a dozen, and laying them on
liive, 1 was about to
of
tlie
the side
proceed further, when, looking down,
I discovered that three of the six had
hatched. I immediately set back the
frame, and disposed of my young
queens wherever most needed. 1
again commenced at the cells, and
after having cut out three or four,
found two more queens hatched, and
another fast gnawing out. 1 placed
liir

two

;

from the above facts, first, they was of but little practical value.
greatabundance of cells at one Now we are enabled to rear queens at
rearing secondly, the cells are started will to become acquainted with their
so that they hatch at or nearly the good or bad qualities and to breed and
same time lastly, if the cells are not perpetuate the one or discard the
too much disturbed, the queen will other
and also if another race of
hatch out strong and liealthy.
bees is thought to be superior to the
Now, a vvoril iu regard to "the Holy- ones we are breeding, the movableLands as honey-gatherers
My ex- frame enables us to introduce foreign
find,

raise a

;

;

;

;

:

perience has led uie to think that they
are equally as good as the Italians,
and some say a little superior. Being
originally reared in a hot, dry country,
they have necessarily been obliged to
gather honey at every opportunity
available, or the race could never have
existed.
In this country, they of
course manifest the same energetic
disposition
and hence, as far as my
observation goes, gather some honey
after the basswood flow, even when
the other bees are apparently in;

active.

my ear

near the comb containing the
cells, and could distinctly hear the
nibbling of the queens within. This
indicated very plainly that they would
soon all be out. I therefore hastened
to put the remaining cells along with
the two hatched queens, into the
nursery soon after, anotlier lot was
in turn brought there, as I feared they,
too, would hatch on my hands, as did
the others. Nor was I mistaken in
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stock without loss.
Science has also demonstrated that
to elaborate and build comb causes
bees much labor, and that it is at the
expense of a large quantity of honey.
Take an ordinary bee-hive of 2,000
cubic inches capacity and to fill it
with nice new combs requires labor
suflicient to bring in thirty pounds of
honey, and the elaboration of wax to
form material for the building of the
combs requires thirty pounds more.
VVe find that sixty pounds at least of
honey has been the cost of filling each
hive. Enterprising bee-keepers .sought
to obviate in some measure this outlay, and the result has been the honey
extractor whereby the newly closed
cells are uncapped and the frames
with combs attached are taken from
the hive, the bees brushed off and then
placed in the machine and rapidly revolved, emptying the honey from the
cells and then the combs replaced in
the hive to be refilled and the process
repeated when advisable.
Twenty years ago, had some timid
apiarist ventured to suggest the possi-

After what has been said, I would
not have it umlerstood that I have any
the less regard for the Italians than
before but. on the contrary, all things
considered, I think they possess many
qualities farsui)erior to other races of
bees, and will probably always retain
the front rank.
My object in writing this is not to
give the Holy-Lands undue praise, to
the exclusion of the Italians, but to
this.
bring forth a few of the good qualities
After resuming my work, John told which are justly their due. 1 do not
nie that the queens were running deny, that the Holy-Lands have a few
loose in the lamp nursery in every bad features ; but these, I think, have bility of making artificial comb which
direction. I hastily cut out the cells been fully discussed before.
the bees would readily accept and
yet remaining in the hive, and once
Medina, O.
utilize the same as their own, he
moi'e started for the nursery.
Sure
would have been a fit subject for a
enough, on arriving there my eyes
but nearly as long
lunatic asylum
Home Farm.
were greeted with a sight that really
ago as that the embryonian idea took
made me feel quite happy, as they were Progress of Apiculture in 30 Years. root in the brain of the late Samuel
just in time to supply the demand of
Wagner, and the result has been the
tlie colonies.
L. F. ABBOTT.
These queens, with a
production of foundation comb that
single exception, all hatched within
can be attached to the frame and
thiity minutes; and were so remarkDuring the last thirty years great placed within the hive and as readily
ably strong and healthy that some at- discoveries have been made in the used by the bees for all purposes as
tempted to tly, and one did succeed natural history and general manage- their own.
partially. No time was lost in giving ment of bees. And while the habits
These are some of the wonderful
them to queenless colonies but, un- and instincts of the honey bee are the results that have accrued by the apfortunately, we were not as success- same to-day as thousands of years plication of certain principles in acful in rearing them all. This date ago, the methods employed to develop cordance with the no less wonderful
(oth of July) in our locality was about and utilize their value and enable the instincts and habits of the honey-bee.
the intermission of the flow of honey bee-keeper to prosecute his business
But while the results of the new
between clover and basswood in con- with intelligent oversight have been light that has dawned upon the beesequence of which, the bees, not hav- numerous and very valuable, because keeper's pathway has been to lead to
ing much else to do but mischief, mainly practical in their application grand achievements in summer mankilled a part of them.
to the end sought, namely, the im- agement of the apiary, the successful
Out of the number that were ac- provement of the stock to acquire a wintering of bees has not yet come to
cepted, a few could be introduced knowledge of the habits of the bee
be demonstrated by any set rules howonly by vigorously smoking their better to utilize their labor, hence ever carefully observed.
Comparacolonies at the entrance. The queens greater profits the latter mainly the tively speaking, it is easy to successare now laying, and are so exceedingly greater desideratum of the Yankee fully manage the apiary during the
large and fertile that my honored mind.
warm months, for success hinges very
paler pronounced them to be some of
The invention of the movable-comb much upon whether the season is
the finest queens he ever saw.
frame liive introduced by Mr. Lang- auspicious for honey gathering but
Atanothertime, John and I counted stroth about is")0, opened up a wide during the winter and spring the beein four Holy-Land colonies, S2 cells
in fact it was tlie in- keeper often finds all liis wisdom at
field of study
this number is only their fair average vention of the age as regards intelli- fault. There are a few rules it is well
yield.
Whenever we are in need of gent bee-keeping, and upon it has to observe, and these when put in
a ''raft of cells," as we term it, the hinged most of the progress that has practical use are as near right as any
brood of a Iloly-Land colony is ex- been made since. By its use we were vie have tried. To be brief, for this
changed for that of an imported stock. enabled to go inside the hive and article has already exceeded its proper
\iy that means we can obtain as many prove those things at which natural- limits, let us observe
cells as we need
whereas the im- ists had hinted. It enabled us to prac1. Bees in the movable-frame hive
ported stock, left to itself, probably tice artificial iiiultiplicationof swarms, are not iu their normal condition
would not raise over 6 or 8 cells, and or prevent natural swarming when hence, some means should be adopted
it is not uncommon for them to have desirable.
That bees, deprived in any to prevent a low temperature within
only three or four.
way of their queen, had the means to the hive. Such condition is best
Now, in summing up a few of the rear another one, had long been afforiled by wintering in a dry cellar.
good features of the Holy-Lands, we known, but till now the knowledge
2. The larger the mass of bees con;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;
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solidated together the less susceptiMy own experience, extending over
ble are they to a low temperature
a period of fifty years, and the expehence by the tirst of November re- rience of many practical and observmove a frame and put the remaining ing bee-keepers, go quite in an oppoones farther apart, also cut passage site direction, and prove that the
ways through the combs to enable the colder the winter or weather is, the
bees to communicate freely through less honey is consumed bv bees, and
each sheet of comb.
this stands to reason as well as expe3. Quietness is
essential to their rience. In cold winters bees sit closely
prosperity, hence the hives need to be together for weeks and hardly move.
placed in a dark cellar, and if the cel- Tliere is in such seasons little waste
lar is used for other purposes put a and wear, and little food is required
partition across the room so the light to make good the waste. In warm
may not disturb them.
winters there may be heard a hum
4.
current of air continually pass- night and day in good hives— the bees
ing from beneath up through the hive set loosely together, move about
is detrimental to the health of the among one another, and often take
bees then contract the entrances and outdoor exercise. The waste of body
leave small spaces between the combs is greater, and a greater quantity of
and bottom board place quilts upon food is required and eaten to make
the top of frames, remove the caps good the waste.
from the hives and keep at a temperaThe last warm winter is referred to
ture of 40 Fahr., higher than this by Dr. Dzierzon in support of his new
will cause uneasiness, lower will do theory. English bee-keepers know
no harm.
that during the last open winter the
5. Be sure that each hive contains consuption of food was great— unat least 15 pounds of honey ; disturb usually great, and hives were unusally
as little as possible until spring. light in the spring months of tliis
These rules followed your losses will year. That bees consume much more
be less than in any other way.
food in warm winters than they do in
Augusta, Me.
cold ones is a fact well known long
ago, and every year's experience confirms it. This theory of Dr. Dzierzon
London Journal of Horticulture.
reminds me of the strange notion of a
Effect of Cold and Consumption of Food. Swiss clergyman, who boldly stated
that two swarms of bees united do
A. PETTIGREW.
not eat more in winter than each of
the swarms would do if kept separate.
On page 566 of the American Bee This was received as the truth by a
Journal we have, through the kind- large circle of apiarists, some of
ness of Mr. Alfred Neighbour, tlie whom tried to explain it on scientific
opinions of Dr. Dzierzon on other principles. Of course they failed, and
questions of importance. * He says, when told years afterward that 10,000
The milder the winter the more bees required twice as much food as
complete will he tlie repose of the 5,000, they believed this and said no
beeSj and the lower will they be able more about the discovery of the Swiss
to allow the temperature to bect>me clergyman.
If bees eat more food and breed
even when they have their winter
quarters, while increasing cold stimu- sooner in a cold house and in a cold
winter
than they do in a warm house
lates them to breathe more fi'equently
and to consume more food ; in otlier and winter, the system of contracting
words, it stimulates their vital powers space in bar-framed hives cannot be
to greater activity in order to be able too soon abandoned and condemned,
to offer the necessary resistance to and hives with cavity walls are quite
a mistake if Dzierzon's views are
cold in winter."
Theory and experience, as well as the correct.
Bowdon, England.
last mild winter, demonstrate to me
practically the fallacy of this opinion.
Exposure of the bees to extreme cold
certainly causes them to crowd together into as thick a cluster as possible, but it does not send them into a
sleep-like state of repose ; on the contrary, it startles them out of their
;

A
;

;

compelling them to hum more
loudly, while previously they were in
perfectly silent reixise. Nor does severe cold prevent premature breeding.
There is generally more brood to be
found in the hive in January and Februar)[, when the weather is very cold
or after the temperature has been

rest,

West Texas Bee-Keepers' Association.

zation.

The following gentlemen were
elected officers of the temporary organization J. S. Tadlock, President;
T. C. Greenwood, Vice President;
Thos. Balcomb, Secretary ; P. II. Callahan, Treasurer.
We respectfully invite all the readers of the Bee Journal living in
West Texas, or any part of the State,
:

to try and make it convenient to be
present, tliat we may permanently organize and discuss tlie many interesting topics in connection with the best
management of bees for our Southern
climate.
Thos. Balcomb, Sec.

To

all

Bee-Keepers in Wisconsin.—

At

the next annual meeting of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society to be held Oct. 3d, in Cincinnati,
Ohio, Vice Presidents of each State
are expected to report the condition
and industry of bees in their respective States. This can only be done by
the help of bee-keepers living in different parts of the State, and I
wish that every bee-keeper interested
would, as soon as possible, send me a
report of the condition of bee-culture
in their section, to wit: How many
colonies had you in the spring ? How
many on the 1st day of May V How
many did you sell after the 1st day of

Mayy How many have you now, and
have they enough honey to winter
without feeding V How much surplus honey did you take ¥ How much
of this was extracted, and how much
comb V How much wax did you get'i*
What hive do you use ¥ How do
you increase bynatural or artificial
swarming y How was the weather in
the spring, summer and fall — wet or
dry, cold or hot
I hope all bee- keepers in this State will respond and give
me an answer to the above stated

—

'f

questions, so I will be able to make a
correct report from this State.

CiuiisTorHER Grimm.
Vice Pres., for Wisconsin.
Jefferson, Wis., Sept. 14, 1882.

^The

Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Convention will meet iit Chicago, 111.,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17
and 18, 1882. The office of the American Bee Journal has been kindly tendered as a place of meeting. A cordial
invitation is extended to all bee-keepers, and especially those of the Northwestern States, to be present. The
meeting tiikes place during the last

Industrial
In consideration of the great inter- week of the Inter-State
Exposition, to enable all to obtain reis now being taken in scienduced railroad rates. First session at
tific bee-keeping in Western Texas, a
est that

of bee-keepers met at the
oHice of T. C. Greenwood, in Luliiig,
on the 2d inst., for the purpose of
effecting a temporary organization to
be known as the West Texas BeeKeepers' Association. Although with
only a few days' notice, there were
chyle would also l)e greater." All 420 colonies of "bees represented, with
this and more than this seems to be a product up to date of about 32,000
no more than theory and speculation, U)s. of honey. After some spirited
and not supported by facts or expe- discussion, it was deemed advisable to
postpone the organizing of the perrience.

very low, than during a continuance
of mild weather. Dr. Krasicke acknowledges this fact, but explains it
in a peculiar manner by saying, " that
because bees consume more food when
temperature is low the production of

manent Association until the 1st of
November, 1882, so that those living
at a distance may have an opportunity
to come and take part in said organi-

number

C. C. Miller, Pres.
m.
C. C. COFFINIJEIIKY, t>ec.

10 a.

^

The bee-keepers of Boone Co.»
Ind., are cordially invited to meet at
the office of Barton Higgins, in Lebanon, Oct. 9, at 9 o'clock, a.m., to complete the orgatiizalioii of the auxiliary
County Bee-Keepers' Society. The
bee-keepers of Hendricks county Ind.,
are invited to be present. By request
of the Committee.
,
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The National ConTention.

The Xorth American

Bee-Keep-

stiJSJiS^Mi

nual

meeting at

Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Park from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3rd to 5th, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.
are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very protitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of

We

our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and implements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add to
the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.

EnuiCK Parmly,

New

York, July

Sec.

12, 1882.

^°The

Union Bee-Keepers' Association of Maryland, Virginia and
West Virginia, will meet at Hagerstown, in tlie room of the County Commissioners, at the Court House, on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1882, at 1 o'clock,
p. m., the session to last two days.
The Washington County Fair will
then be in progress, which will give
persons an opportunity to attend the
exhibition. All persons intending to
will please drop me a card, so that
fo
may secure for them half-fare rates.
J.

LuTHEE Bowers,

Sec.

Is^'

li£r:

13th anWasliington Park

ers' Society will hold their

Moving Bees.— It has been a very
poor summer for bees, they came
through the winter in good shape, but
the weather we had in May and June
left them in bad shape for the honey
harvest. I hatl to feed every week up
to July .5th, to keep them from starving. No box honey until August. I
run my bees for increase this summer,
and have Italianized all of them. I
increased by the nucleus plan had 12
colonies to begin with, and have now
32, good and strong, which have honey
had 4 colonies
enough for winter
make 200 lbs. of box honey. I live
about Yi mile from where I am going
to winter my bees— shall I leave them
where they are now until I put them
in the cellar, or shall I move them a
week or two before they are to be put
in the cellar, so as to give them a
chance to fly V If I should move them
would they come back to the old stand
and die or if I should wait and move
them on a wagon or sleigh, and put
them in the cellar without having a
(light, woiild it not cause them to have
the dysentery ?
;

;

;

Charlie W. Bradish.
Glendale, N. Y., Sept.

[Move them before

11, 1882.

too late for
a flight, then slant a board in front of
^"The Ufth annual meeting of the each hive, so as to partially obstruct
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Con- the ingress and egress ; this will cause
vention will be held at Pewamo, the bees to mark their location anew,
Ionia County, Mich., on the second and your loss will be very trifling. It
Berryville,

Va.

Tuesday and Wednesday
11th) of October, 1882.

and

(10th

Pewamo

be-

it is

would be hazardous to move them, any

ing on the D. & M. and H. A M. R. distance, or at all, and place them at
R., it will be accessible by rad. The once in winter quarters.— Ed.1
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Much More to Learn.— I commenced
this year as an amateur apiculturist,
with 3 colonies in box hives. I now
have 8, and 4 swarms I failed to hive.
I have read (2uinby's and Prof. Cook's
works some 3 or 4 times, also the Bee
Journal, and still find that what I

do not know about bees would make a
volume of 000 or 800 pages largely
illustrated. I have only the box hive.
My bees are gathering honey moderately—some largely about half of
them have lilled surplus boxes once,
and one colonv, a June swarm of this
year, has vielded 3 crops, about 4.5
lbs.
Others have given no surplus,
but they hang outside, and have more
or less for months, in some instanceswith room inside. They have made
comb outside and under the stand.
Why is this? Again, Prof. Cook and
Quinby lead us to suppose that the
bees will make straight comb on the
frames, in the frame hives yet, in
your paper to-day, J. M. Foote, of
Creston, Iowa, complains of crooked
combs in a Langstroth hive. I fear
.

;

there is much to be learned not down
Thos. Martin.
in the books.
Coal Valley, 111., Sept. 13, 1882.

[The idling and building comb outwas most likely the result of being honey-bound in the hive it is
possible, however, they were infested
with moths, which sometimes cause a
repugnance to inside work. Had you
been using movable frame hives, you
could easily have determined the
trouble, and applied the remedy. We
do not think Prof. Cook or Quinby intended to convey the impression that
movable frames were a guarantee of
straight combs but with the V shaped
top-bars for the movable frames,
side

;

;

members will do all in their power to
there is a great proliability of straight
make the meeting interestmg.
Building Up.— I have a strong 2- combs, much more so than with flat
H. M. Roof, Pres.
frame nucleus— can I safely winter top-bars, and greatly more so than
O. R. GOODNO, Sec.
them, or can I build up by giving
with no frames to guide them, and
comb foundation Y Wm. Roberts.

only a couple of sticks crossed to give
them a start in building. Try a movable frame hive next season, and give
strong
much.
With
a
ing them up
yourself an opportunity to be contwo-frame nucleus, the most you could
verted to their use, also to reduce the

Vaughansville, O.

Local Convention Directory.

[It is

Time and Place

1882.

ot

Muting.

8ept.26— Eastern Mich., nt Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.
3«, 27— Kentucky State, at LoulsTille. Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Ijexlngtun, Ky.
28-Norfolk, Ont., at Waterford, Ont.
Ellas Clouse. Sec.
Oct. 3-€— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Khrlck Parmly, Sec. New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, afShelbyvllIe, Ky.
G. W. Deniaree, Sec, Chrlstlanaburg, Ky.

now

too late to think of build-

safely count upon wbuld be to have
one sheet of foundation drawn out

U— NurthQrn Michigan, at Pewamo, Mich. seven frames
O. R. Goodno, Sec Carson City, Mich.

17,

18— Northwestern, atCbicago.
(^.

C. Cufflnberry,

\\\.

Sec, Chicago,

III.

A. Bucklew, Sec. Clarks, O.
Nov. 1— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Hu»brouck, Sec, Bound Brook. N. J.
ty" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Er>,
J.

A Sample ('opy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can liave sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

of pages

and

illustrations in

you have about
An Amateur's Success.—For the enand honey. If
couragement of beginners in the bee
you cannot do this, then prepare your business, I make a statement of what
nucleus and put it in the cellar soon I have done with 3 colonies this sumthem but a
as cool weather comes. It may possi- mer, ami have only given
very little of my time on account of
bly winter safely, but the probabilities
my practice didn't do anything with
are against it.— Kd.]
them until late in the spring, and did
not feed a sin.gle ounce of anything.
Still Gathering lloney.— Our bees I used comb foundation; the 3 colohave abundant supplies for winter, nies were in plain hives, with only 8
and are still galliering honey. We frames about the size of the Amerihave removed most of the boxes and can, with room for Ki frames if needed.
given them cmiibs to till for spring By dividing and saving queen cells I
feeding. 1 hope to be able to attend have increased to 24, only one of them
being a natural swarm and very large,
the Northwestern Convention.
which left for parts unknown. I
A. J. Hatfield.
might have increased a half dozen
New Carlisle. Ind., Sept. 13, 1882.

from each of those

10,

Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown. O.

number

the large book which you coxdi, get up
into perfect comb. If you have other
with your box hive experience.— Ed.]
colonies, better give a frame of brood
till

of brood

;

;

;
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I have plenty of honey, most
hives containing 10 and 12
frames that are well tilled. There was
no honey here to work on until the 8th
of July, and we have had all we could
eat on the table, and there is a fair
prospect for quite a surplus of fall
crop. This 1 think is quite good for
the little time they received. Of
course some will say I am an old hand
at the business; yes, I am, and, like
James Ileddon, I have the leathercolored Italians. I expect to increase
to 100 next year, if I do not lose any
this winter. 1 like to pack with chaff
for winter, with as little upward ventilation as possible, with frames about
1 foot inside measure.
1 prefer my
frames the longest way up and down,
I think it the best for extracting or
for boxes at the sides and top if I
wish. There are nothing but Italians
in this vicinity.

more, as
of

the

Dr.

J. S.

McAllister.

Columbus, Neb., Sept.

13, 1882.

—

Feeding for Winter. I commenced
to keep bees this spring, having purchased 4 colonies of Italians. I have
attended to them as well as I could,

the information contained in the Bee
The bees have increased
very well, so tliat 1 have 9 colonies,
and they are all full of bees and brood;
but what puzzles me is, that there is
no honey in any of the combs. I cannot
see a single frame with capped honey
and I have taken none from them. I
am afraid that there will not be enough
to keep them over winter, as the season is now pretty well advanced.
Sliould 1 commence feeding now, or
wait till later V There seems to be
plenty of food for them, as the flowers
are blooming and everything looks
favorable for gathering honey. I am
afraid that if I defer feeding till cold
weather, they will not take it.
Hanover, Out.
Novice.

Journal.

[Better commence feeding soon,
bees continue to
and give them sutMcient that two or
Please anthree days will enable you, when cool
11. J. KORTHBUP.
weather comes, to give all they will
Lauringburgli, N. Y.
still need.
In a northern latitude
[No unless the colony is strong frost is liable to come with the first
enough to guard itself against the in- clear weather ; besides, the food will
truders, and gather honey at the same be much better, and the bees much
time.— Ed.]
more contented if they can get most
of their winter stores properly ripened
Harmless Moth. I send you by today's mail a large miller, which I wish and capped before cold nights are
you would describe in the Bee Jour- permanently on.— Ed.]
nal, if not too much trouble. It was
found on the alighting board of one
Doing Well on Fall Bloom.— I like
of my bee hives.
What was it there to hear, through
the Bee Journal,
Robbing'.

— Will

work while being robbed
swer in Bee Journal.

season. This season has been better
than the last for honey. My bees are

good workers, but are inclined to
swarm too much, which gives me some
having had no experience and being trouble.
John Erwust.
guided solely by Cook's Manual, and
Louisville, 111., Sept. 13, 1«82.

i*

;

—

Floral Specimens.— I send you today two specimens of honey plants,
for names, on which bees are working
now. No. 1 the large yellow flower,
is found in great quantities along the
mountain streams and valleys where
soil is wet it grows about 5 feet high,
bears 6 to 20 flowers on each plant
stands very thick on the ground, mak,

;

ing the valley look yellow, when in
bloom, begins blooming about Aug.
1st, just as the crauesuill begins to
shed its blossoms, and continues to
bloom till frost. Bees, insects and
bumble bees cover these flowers from
morning till night in great quantities,
and in the evening after 4 p.m. hundreds of bumble bees may be seen
sticking to them, in a stupefied condition unable to fly, and consequently
perish of cold, the elevation here being 8,000 feet above the sea. No. 2,
the pink flower, begins blooming

about August 20th, and blooms

till

The plant

attains a height of
and the flowers are found along
about one foot of the stem ; grows

frost.
3 feet,

anywhere

in moist soil, and is very
abundant. Bees are just beginning
to work on it here. Both these plants,
like the cranesbill, are found anywhere
from the foothills to the snow, thus
spreading orer territory whose elevation is from 5,000 to 11,000 feet, which
accounts for the long season of bloom.
Phil. Rearden.

Jamestown, Col., Aug. 28, 1882.
from those keeping bees, and will give
my experience with them 1 am but a [No. 1 is known as llndbeckia laciniata
[This moth is one of our most com- beginner. I bought an Italian queen by botanists, and is sometimes inmon and beautiful sphinx moths. and introduced her into a colony of
after y

J.

W. Gilbert.

Palmyra, N. Y., Aug.

11, 1882.

;

black bees in June, 1880; increased to
by natural swarming In
1881, and obtained 75 pounds of box
honey. My bees were strong and
hives full of honey for winter. I wintered on the summer stands, and all
was came out in good condition last spring.
was I have increased by natural swarming

Deilaphila lineata. It is a tine brown
moth, beautifully lined with white,
black, yellow and red. The larva? is
also handsome, and feeds on the purs-

4 colonies

do not know what it
about the hives for, without it
guided by curiosity surely it had no to
lane.

I

—

sinister purpose, as

it is

and never, so

very

11

colonies, all in fine condition.

fine swarm absconded to
common One
woods, and I returned 6 or 8 to

the
the

as I have
noticed, has it ever peeped into a beehive. These moths, as are all of the
Sphingidai, are lovers of sweets, and
possibly might have a honey tooth

here,

far

cluded in the somewhat large list of
sunflowers by the iinscientiflc. It is
a vigorous species, preferring damp or
wet soils, and occurs throughout Can-

ada, and the Northern States. The
" compound " flower is large and conspicuous, its yellow rays often two
inches long, spreading horizontally or
drooping. These marginal flowers of
the head produce neither stamens nor
their whole
pistils, hence no seed
duty is to perform the function of an
advertisement or sign; but the numerous inconspicuous florets of the
central part of the head are perfect in
their parts, and when properly ferti-

hives they issued from, as I was working for honey and not increase. The
II colonies have given me about 500
pounds of comb honey. I do not extract, as I want honey for house use
only, and prefer it in the comb. I use
yet their size would debar them from a side opening, movable frame hive,
gratifying any such taste, as they could 14x131^ inches, and V2}i inches deep,
9 frames, with ujiper story for surplus
not enter a hive.—A. J. Cook.]
honey. Can use either boxes or frames lized
;

—

On tlic Jump. I was taken sick the
16th of June, and was very ill for 8
weeks, so now that I have re<jained
my health, I am very busy. 1 have
the care of 150 colonies, divided into
7 apiaries from 9 to 20 miles distant
from my home, and it keeps me on the
jump. The honey crop is about onethird of what it should be. No basswood and very little sumac, from the
effects of dry weather.
H. L. Jeferey.
Woodbury, Conn., Sept. 13, 1882.

for surplus. I have never used sections, as I do not expect to sell honey.
Locust was a failure witli us, the
bloom being killed by late frosts
white clover did not give a good yield
on account of too much rain in the
fore part of the season ; basswood was
almost a failure, but the 1st of August we had some good rains that
gave us an abundance of honey bloom,
and as bees had l>red up well on white
clover, they have given us a good surplus. If the weather continues favorable, we will get a good yield for the

;

set

an

abundance

of

seed.

These, too, are rich in pollen and necCuriously enough, insect aid is almost imperative in the process of fertilization,
or more properly pollenization, for
though each little, tubular flower
sends up its pistil through a close ring
tar, readily accessible to bees.

of the five united anthers (pollensacks) when the latter are bursting
and exposing the pollen in profusion,
not a grain of this reaches the stigma

J

I

:
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pistil has ter substitute for pierced frames let
it.
I object to Mr. Deane's
pushed itself tlirough the liusty mass, us have
hook, because its peculiar construcmore or less of which adheres to its tion must make it expensive.
Barnesville, O.
sides, it, rising well above, separates
J. G. Steer.
into two lobes each of which curls
outward so that the surfaces preAnd yet they
Still Swarming.
viously applied closely to each other come; another swarm to-day, and two
from <j in the
become exposed. It is only on these on August 29tli l(i now
spring. I am getting more bees than
can
pollen
the
tliat
latter- surfaces
honey this season; but they seem to
germinate, and thus fertilize the be doing well now, as fall bloom is
flower ; but they are the very parts very plenty. There is a yellow flower
growing here very plenty along Eel
not smeared witli pollen as the pistil
river, tijat bees are working on from
pushes up through the mass. Pro- morning until night. It seems to be
and
bably by swinging with the wind
the favorite flower. From the desbrushing against other ol)jects. many cription that IJr. Tinker gives of the
golden honey plant I think it the same.
tlowers might be fertilized \vithout
1 send you a sample.
insects, but the pollen-grains are too
II. C. Whitlow.

at the time.

AVhen the

—

;

rough

to

be easily blown away from

their place of contact or scattered by
tlie wind.
Certainly, nectar-loving
insects do good service to the plant,

and for these the flaming signs are
hung out.
No. 2. Epilobium angusHtolium. This
splendid, violet-purple flower is of a
noble race, to which belongs the evening primrose, and those glories of
In
the green-house, the fuchsias.
them all the ovary is situated below
the showy part of the (lower, and in
this case the latter seems perched on
the upper end of a pod which rapidly
develops, and nltimately gains a
length of five or more inches, filled
with very numerous seeds and a quanlike the
tity of silky fibers (coma)
milkweeds.
The plant is found
throughout the Nortliern States, and
reaches into Artie America, but is at
home only on certain soils and under
certain conditions, hence the distribution is far from uniform. I cannot
state what value the species has for
honey producing. Medicinally, it has
latterly gained some repute.
T. J.
BuituiLL.]

—

Hooks for Tops of Frames.— Last
winter 1 brought safely tlirough 37 out
of 39 colonies

;

united

down

The
winter in a Simplicity hive.
spring and summer has been so wet
that the bees did not do much. Tlie
first swarm came out Aug. 10th, the
second Aug. 12lh and the third the
13th.
I returned the tliird swarm,
but they came out again the next day,
so I put them In a new hive. They
are all doing well and getting in good
condition for winter. We now have
hot days and cool nights. 1. Will it
pay to buy a honey extractor for 4 colonies y 2. Do you think it a good plan
to clip the queen's wing V 3. What is
the color of a pure Italian queen ? I
learned what little I know out of
" Bees and Honey." I think it worth
Herbert H. Fish.
twice its cost.
Spencer, Iowa, Sept. 11, 1882.

Ind., Sept. 8.
[1. It will not, unless you expect to
undoubtedly the same.— Ed.] increase next season.
2. Yes; as it does not injure the
a
Please name accom- queen if properly done, and it is
Botanical.
losing
against
panying flowers. No. 1 grows upon great safe-guard
low land, and has yellow blossoms; swarms.
Nos. 2 and 3 grow upon medium low
3. They vary. Some area very pretty
and high land, the first witli violet
tip of the
tinted, and the last with white blossom. gold yellow, with only the
Daniel Wiiitmer.
abdomen black, while others are a
South Bend, Ind.
leather-colored yellow, and the seg[No, 1 is a soiidago; No. 2, mother- ments of the abdomen are black, with
wort; No. 3, white aster.— Ed.]
a black tip to the abdomen.— Ed.]

North Manchester,
[It is

—

Late Clover Bloom.— Our bees are
White clover is
yet hard at work.
still in abundant bloom, as well as all
kinds of fall flowers. I began in the
spring with 4 colonies, and none of

them very heavy,
them to 10 strong

I

have increased
and have

colonies,

of extracted and 134
lbs. of comb honey, in 2-lb. sections,
and will still liave several pounds of
comb to take off. which will make
increase
over 90 lbs. per colony.
has been entirely by division, by
taking from one to three frames from
a hive at a time, and putting empty
combs or frames in their place. I believe this portion of Iowa is going to
be hard to beat for a bee country, for
we have a good white clover district
that is generally in bloom for weeks,
besides other bloom in the fall.

taken 224

lbs.

My

J.

Le Grand, Iowa,

W. Sanders.

Sept.

8, 1882.

to 30

Strong ones to begin tlie season's
Done Well.—*Iy bees have done well
work. Took over 1,000 lbs. nice honey,
I started with 3 colotills summer.
about half comb and half extracted
increased to 46, and will wjnter a nies, increased to 12, have taken 300
dozen nuclei, besides requeening most lbs. of extracted and -50 lbs. of comb
Sold all my exof my jipiary. I wish to say to Mr. C. honey in sections.
H. Deane, that I am using a much tracted honey for ]-")C. per pound at
could sell lots more if I
better substitute for the lioles for home, and
E. L. Fuedenburg.
wires in the frame, than liis hooks, bad it.
Fentonville, Mich., Sept. 9, 1882.
and cheaper by far. It is simply the
tin tack used for tacking in window
glass, similar to tin points used for
To Clean Moth out of Combs.— Take
glassing sections. Drive nearly down all the web out of the comb in the
and then bend it over to form the frames, then place the comb in a tub
head of the tack, and being broadest of water, filling each cell with water
and leaving the comb in the water
at the top, the wires will not slip off
or, better still, have a steel tool made about four hours. In two days after
to cut the tin triangular and cut your placing the frame in the hive, they
own tacks long enough to go through will commence to fill the comb with
the top and bottom-bars and clinch on honey again. Winfield Bommel.
Metuchen. N. .1.
the other side. If any one lias a bet;

—

Yalue of "Bees and Honey."
Father bought a colony of bees last

Shall I Feed.— I have taken
bees a very nice surplus of

When
from

my

extracted honey, but they have stored
none in the brood-chamber. I will be
compelled to feed during the winter.
Would you advise feeding now, or
The
wait until later in the season
brood-chambers are full of capped
brood, larvie and eggs, and if I feed
now, the food will become scattered in
How would it
all parts of the hive.
do to wait until about the 1st of Oct.,
then remove a few of the brood combs,
close up with division boards, and
W. T. Clary.
feed all at once V
Clarysville, Ky., Sept. 7, 1882.
'r'

off the upper or surplus story,
not already done, and feed now a
change in the weather is liable to take

[Take

if

;

place at any

Even though

moment.

scattered in the hive, the bees will
bring it together as the young bees
emerge from the cells.— Ed.]
Inferior Honey.— This has been a
very bad season so far. All of the
earlier honey is dark and of an inqualitv.

ferior

The

later

honey

is

good, and sells readilv at 1.5 cts. per
lb. for extracted, and 20 cts. for comb
honey, and can be retailed for higher

N.

fio-ures.

^Troy, Ky., Sept.

II.

Rowland.

18, 1882.

Toads and Bees.— Nothing can be
truer and more to the point, than the
extract from the Canadian Fanner,
given on i)age .547 of your invaluable
Weekly. Some years ago, my bee-

house being in a'locality where toads
abounded, my attention was drawn
to the

'•

previiig " attitude described,

:

;
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and taken up by the creatures every

Honey and Beeswax Market.

night. To test tlie matter, I put a
bullet through several, and immediately cut them open.
The average
number of undigested bees found in
each one's stomach was 36 to 40. I
took special note of quantity, and
never after allowed a hive to set right
on the ground.
Arthur Todd.
Philadelphia, Pa.

OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday, 10 a. m., September 18, 1882.

up

ADVEETISING RATES.
line of space,

My

of bees to gather it.
bees
are bringing in honey very fast, and

are

still

swarming

now and

then.

The weather is most promising for an
immense fall crop.
Small nuclei,

I>lSCOTTNT8

will

WEEKLY

published
paid in advance

be given on advertisements
as follows, if the whole is

:

For 4 weeks
"
8 "
*'

"
"
"

13

SO
39
Sa

"

"

lO per cent, discount.
«0 "
months). ...ao
months)... .40
(9 months).... 60
(3
(fi

"

"

"
which I did not expect would gather
"
(1 year)
60 "
enough for winter stores, are now Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
working in surplus boxes and sections. 25 per cent., C months, lO per cent., 3 months,
H. S. IIackman.
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
Peru, 111., Sept. 10, 1882.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3
About an Average Season.
The months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
'*

—

season here for bees has been about
an average one. Spring was backward, but when it did open the white
clover held on remarkably well and
linden lasted well, butdid not blossom
very full. Have 100 colonies in fine
shape for winter.
C. A. Graves.

hour

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement u inserted.

HONEY— I am paying 7c. for dark and 9c. for
BEESWAX— Choice lots are worth 25e. here;

light extracted.

bright yellow, 24c.

Al. H.

THOMAS
»sa West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

Chlcaco, in.

Bees Booming Yet.— Bees are booming yet. If the present honey flow
continues till October 1st, I shall harvest about 10,000 lbs. of comb and extracted honey.
E. T. Flanagan.

HONBY— The market for extracted honey is
very satisfactory. We have received within the
last three weeks more than 2'K.ibbls., principally
from Louisiana, Mississiiipi and Florida, and the
demand exceeds our experience and expectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
Sear. Florida furnishes a honey wtiich equals our
orthern clover, and excels nil the Southern honey

I have had so far.
There is some call for comb
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice

Comb honey brings 16@2nc. on
B'BESWAX-Firm at

article.

extracted, 7®10c.
per lb.

who

Sept. 13, 1882.

intend to be systematic in

1 50
2 00

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones to procure at the start.

arrival
20®2.=ic.

Muth.

Qnotatlens or Commission Merchants.
CHICAGO.
HONBY— choice white comb honey is steady at
lR@2<ic. Some extra nice lb. packages have sold
at 22c. No dem«nd for dark combs. Extracted
l

and casks, y(3)luc. Demand
better than for months past.
BBBSWA.X-25C. for prime yellow darkl8®22o.
R. a. Bl'rnett, iH.'i South Water St.
honey

in kegs, barrels

;

CLEVELAND.

HONBY— Still

selling at 21@22c. per lb. for best
lb. sections, 2oc.; second
grade, 18@l 9c. Extracted has taken a little start,
and
lb. cans as well as 5 lb. tin pails sold at 14e.
Sales of honey have been quite light the past week
or two, owing to the good supply of Une home-

white

1

lb.

sections; 2

A. C. KKNDBL, lis Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.
1^" Ahoays forward us money either
cases) Hale's extra
HONE Y— About 3,rtcHi lbs.
white comb was placed this week at 20c. There is
by postal order, registered letter, or no better honey in ttie State, and the brand enjoys
an enviable reputation. Medium quality extracted
by draft on Chicigo or Xew York. in cases is tlrm at w<tN'..;<'. The inquiry isgood. In
a retail wuv mc. is asked for some extra white exlocal
checks,
Drafts on other cities, or
BEEtiWAX-2H(.i,3t)c.
tracted.
STEARNS & SMITH, 423 Front Street.
are not taken by the banks in this city
ST. LOUIS.
except at adiscountof 25 cents, to pay
HONEY— Sold more freely, but at lower prices
Comb at 18Xc., strained at "©7^:0., and extracted
expense of collecting them.
quantities
(.'i2

:

cans) at h^c.; choice in smaller
brings higher Hgures.
BEES WAX-Sold fairly at '27c. for prime.
H. C. GREEK & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.
(in

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

NEW

just issued a

Preminms.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one

YORK.

HONEY-No quotations reported.— ED.
BEESWAX- The supply Is moderate and

prices

held about steady, though very little doing. Western, pure, 27@27Xc Southern, pure, 28<g*2Hiiic.
D. W. yiilNBV, 105 Park Place
;

BOSTON.

HONEY— Market active. We quote H lb. combs

30c. per lb.; 1 lb. combs 22®2.^c.: 2 1b. combs 2IM
22c. Extracted, In half bbls., 12@I4c.
AX-Prlme quality, 25c.
CHOCKKR Sc BLAKE, 57 Chatham Street.

Preparation of Honey for tiie Marincluding the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey.
A new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
or a Club of 8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
meeting of the North American
last
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor 1882.
4,— Apiary Register for fio Colonies, Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apor Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
pointed on a committee to prepare in"
"
"
"
elotb.
5,—
"
•,— Weekly Bee Journal for year, structions on the i;xhibition of Bees
or Apiary Register foriOO Col's.
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash to the above. Price, 10 cents.
for their labor in getting up the club.
1^ The Bee Journal is mailed at
1^" Binders cannot be sent to Can- the Chicago Postofflce every Tuesday,

work in the apiary, should get a year, will be entitled to the following
•opy and commence to use it.
premiums. Their own subscription
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00 may count in the club

The

F.

BBESW

their

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

Chas.

BEESWAX-Scarce at 25@28c.

The Apiary Register.
All

St.

grown peaches.

—

111.,

dark to good. 17^22c.

Newman, 923 W. Madison

w

O., Sept. 12, 1882.

Good Fall Honey Crop.
My bees
done well this summer. White clover
came out on the 20th of June, which
month was cold and wet. Three
weeks in July were very good, with
plenty of clover honey. There were
10 or 12 days of rain in August; the
rest of the time up to this date has
been very good, with sweet clover,
buckwheat and goldenrod, and honey
in plenty of them.
Jos. Lee.
Farmers', Mich., Sept. 11, 1882.

Belleville,

;

CINCINNATI.

;

Birmingham,

:

CHICAGO.

each insertion.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

is

want

to this

Quotations of Cash Bayer*.
20c. per agate

an ocean of flowers, and
tons of honey were going to waste for

i

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

Nuclei Storing Surplus.— In passing
A line of Agate type will contain about elffht
from Lasalle to Mendota, 111., I observed bees kept on but one farm, and Tvords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
those were kept on the old plan. The Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

country

?

The

liet,

'*

1

;

will supply sample copies of
the Bee Journal and large colored
posters to any who may make a dis- ada by mail— the International law and any irregularity in its arrival is
play at the coming fairs, to aid in get- will not permit anything but samples due to the postal employes, or some
ting up clubs.
ofmerchandise weighing less than 8oz. cause beyond our control.
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Honey

as

CLUBBIN« LIST.

Food and Medicine.

A new edition, revised iuid enlarged,
the new pages being devoted to wew
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in wliich honey is used, and

PI
Fi^F NflTIPE'*'
I Lt.nOL

All postage

To be used on

prepaid by the publishers.

2 "5

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

3 00.. 2 60

Bee-Keepers'In8tructor( W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

2 uO.

.

4 50..

2 35
4

00

Bee-Keepers'Ejcch-nge(Houk APeet) 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HUl)
2

00.

.

2 80

60..

2 36

Kansas Bee-Keepcr
The 7 above-named papers

1)0..

2 40

(>30..

5 50

2

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's Manuahbound in cloth)
(giving the name and address of the
Bees and Honey. (T.G.Newman) "
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882
-•-•-•

^" Our new
Madison

St., is

location.

No.

3 35.. 3 00

them

this

Fruit Evaporators,
;i conininn
ruukuni stove, capacity
Price, complete. f;io in
the tint, partly put toKiHher. for $*i. A few agents
wanted. For particulars and prices for Evaporators. Queen Bees. etc.. address

2 85..

2 75

2 75..

2 60

92-5

at

M:ARTIX.

Hartford. Wash. Co., N. Y,

DUNHAIIf COMB F0tJN»ATI0N~40c.

per pound extra thin and bright. 10 sq. ft. to
thelb. 4SC. Send for samples. Wax worked 10c.
per lb. F.W. HOLMES. Coopersville.Mlcb. 13wly
;

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
KEEP THEM

ANIJ

NEAT AND CLEAN.

West

only a few doors from

Bee

men

;

•lOHAT H.

98mly

'/pat.

office

to bee

Hue

orders promptly,

3 tor. bushel.** per clHy.

2 75.. 2 50

the new branch postoffice. We have
by a telephone and any one in the city
Saturday of the previous week.
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7087— that being
^' We will send sample copies of our telephone number.
tlie Bee Journal to any one who

Advertisements intended for the

fill

assmtf

Queens

advertisement of
large stock of

I

is

We

JouuNAL. must reach

price of Tested

llUllULin the
He has a

lIutiliiiisMM.

/,,

Queens on hand, and can

PTice. Club

alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling liim to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

\y.

We supply tbe Weekly .Vmerlcan Bee tjoiirnal and any of the folio wins periodicals, one year,
at the prices quoted in lie last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both

Publishers'
healthful and pleasant beverages.
|2 00..
The Weekly Bee Journal
have put the price of them low andGleanlngslnBee-Oulture(A.l.Root) 3 00..

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
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binder i

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

^"

Constitutions and By-Laws for Any one can use them. Directions in each Binder.
Fairs. We will also send some large local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
For Bee Journal of 18«l)
50c.
For Bee .lourniil of 1881
85c.
colored posters to enable them to get name of the Association printed in the
For Bee Journal of 1882
75o.
up clubs. Write to us and say how blanks for 50 cents extra.
Address,
THOMAS O. MEW^MAjr,
many copies you wish and we will
925 West Madison Street, Chlcuso, III,
send them post paid. See our premiRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
ums for clubs on another page.
which are printed a large bee in gold,
will distribute

^" The Amerian Express

Company

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

money order system is the cheapest,
"When changing a postoffice adsafest and most convenient way of redress, mention the old as well as the
mitting small sums of money. Their
new address.
rates for $1 to $-5 are .5 cents over $.5
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purArticles for publication must be
chased at any point where the comwritten on a separate piece of paper

^"

;

^"

pany have an office, except Canada,
from items of
and can be made payable at any one

business.

of the company's 4,000 offices.
,«, Hundreds of clergymen, docPaid orders are filed in the Treas- tors and others have used Kendall's
urer's office, and always accessible for Spavin Cure with the best success.
.S7w4.
reference, and the remitter gets a re-

ceipt for

For

money sent.
when sending money

safety,

office

to

should get either a post
or express money order.

this office,

gittucrtisemjettts.

all

Emerson Binders. — We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the

Bee Jouknal

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way

The AMERICAN Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmera, mecbantcs, professional and business men.
ODd

is,

therefore, tbe best advertising

medium.

*

m «

•

Bee Journal
best

way

of the

to preserve

them

is

tituutifn'.Iv

lllurtrntwl Monttlly

.i.'V'.tcil

Magazin

to

..riK nf pr.ii -Ileal hri-pdiTfl as editoi
t"Kni:il .1 u^ ln.^in .^Tm^rir .iimliB
TfiE nilESI ?CBLTE" JOOTITAL IN TEE WOELE.
SUBKCUU'TION:'.".ilnme 12 begins Jammry Uail.
$1.00 per year. Speciuitii Copy. 10 ccnb..
C. J. WAKD, Editor and Proprietor.
It h;is ttif liifL'!-'

>f

'

any

182

>

CLAKK

CHICAGO

-

ST.,

THE BRITISH BEE JOIRNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The BRITISH

IJF-E

JofuNAL

is

published monbfa-

and contains the best practical information for
the time beinp. showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by
«'. N. ABBOTT, Bee-M uoter.
School of Apiculture. Fuirlawn. Soujiall, London.
Iv,

send the Weekly A mkkioan Bke Joukly We theiJritisli
Bee Journal, both f or $a.50 per

nal and

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,III.

9SS West Madison Street. Chlcaso,

131

Lake

St..

CHICAGO. ILL.

HEADQXJAKTERS FOR THE

The Golden Italians & Original Albinos,
to proBEE.S AND QUEENS.
They Send for Circular. J. M. C. TAXI-OK.

for 1881 be lost.

cure a binder and put them in.
are very valuable for reference.

J.'-pa;,'e,

than5()c

PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY

SHsmtf

•

a

annum.

VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
Mated for Breeding;
Trios
to preserve the Journal as fast as
Also, 8IXOI.E BIRDS.
received. They will be sent postpaid
Prices reasonable, rorrespondence cheerfully
^VM. H. BU8SET,
answered.
^y mail for 75 cents.

1^ Do not let your numbers

I,

?OULTBY, FIGEOJTS AXTD PET STOCE

lOgmtf

Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery

^

CIRCULAK AND

SCROLL SAWS.
i^fK^
'Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
Ev*| general heavy and light ripmoPA ping. Lathes. &c. These machines are especially adapted
to Htve MiikSnie. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page IHustraled Cata-

JiR
—

logue.

^W

W.

F.

^'*'- -'"'''

& JOHN BARNES.

Main

street,

Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

Ill
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New Kegs
FOR HONEY.
In order to satisfy tlie denmnd for small packages for Extracted Honey. I have heretofore procured keKs intended for syrup, fish, lard. etc.. and
in view of this prowlnn trade. I now feel justified
in having made to order a Special Kee

A NEW BEE BOOK!

AT LULING,
TEXAS.
PUKF ITALIAN BEES ANDQCKENS
1

breed

for sale;

Comb

manufacture Hives of any

Foundation.

Dealer

in

style and
Novice Kuney Ex-

tractors. Bink'lmra Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Bees-

wax wanted.
Hwaut

S. TAI>I-OCK..

«J.

Bees & Honey
OR THE

FLAT - BOTTOM

Management

of an Apiary for Pleasure

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMASand C. NEWMAN,
;t^^
Profit

Designed Expressly
These

1

am

for Honey.

ohiieed to buy in large quantities in

order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.

are made ot Norway I'ine, and have from 7
to it chine hoops on ea< h end.
I have tested a sample keti by flllinn it DKY with
white clover honey, and without the heads being
painted.

They

It neither leaks

H(",=?.-a'^^^

i^^iM

boney.
Price, ROc. each.
Capacity. 175 pounds
of these kees will arrive about
and all orders will receive my prompt

Sole Manufacturers,
Spiout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

BEESWAX.
wish to buy a quantityof good vellow Beeswax.
I am payinc SSSc. per pound, delivered here, Cash
on arrival. Shipments soMcted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

ALFRED

The flrst car load
Sept. Hith,
attention.

The

T)

fore, at

kegs will be sold, as heretoeach, respectively.

aifd ]0 gallon
4<tc.

and

.'>rtc.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

For the past few years 1 have made this excelent food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer In
PURE HONEY direct from the Apiaries, enables
me to obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully soiic-

DEUSEN & SONS,

'^*-^

•>•

i..~s,^..,^ii,

nor flavors the Honey.

It is not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will Kuarantee them not to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine will not fluvor the

high side-walla, 4 to 16 square feet to
^^® puuud. Circular and aamplesi tree

923

West Madison

H. NE^V^nfAAT.
CHICAGO. ILL

Street,

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOITLD have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES, 192
_
pages, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood meaaurer, ready recktmer,
plowing tables and more miscellanei>us matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
m ake money selling this book.
t*~ For sale at the Bke JotiRNAL OflBce. _^

ted.

B. A.

BURNETT, CommisBion Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett ACo.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

Bees-127
•

I will sell

III.

Colonies for Sale.

my

Park Kldce. 111.. Apiary very cheap.
market convenient, everything
Have more beestiian 1 want. Address

Locality good,

complete.

COFKINBERRY. 925 W. Madison

st..

CHICAGO.

;

by

Editor of the W'etkly Bee Jouryial.
It contains 180 profusely illustrated pages, i»
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and i>rf9ents tho apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucessful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters ar&
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs," " Marketing Honey,"
Price, hound in cloth, 75 cents; in paper
covers. 50 cents, postpaid.
etc.

925 TV. Madison

Street, Chicago,

III.

Apprecliitlve Notices,
Carefully prepared for beginners.— FarmerB
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana. Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
("arefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-hook of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10&
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the bands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on thesubjeci of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist.

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings

Sweet Clover
1 have rereived ashipiient. of new crop Sweet
Clover Seed, and can now ml orders at aOc. per
pound, W4.00 per peck, or 1S15.00 per bushel.

ALFEED
37wtf

925

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

Street, Chlcano,

ZiOOH IIBIIEI
If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, i^ectioii Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies

©S

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
A TREATISE

givinjt an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, etfects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enwravingof the
horse's teeth at dlfTerent ages, with ru les for tel ling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

and Nuclei a Specialty

THOMAS

Give me n call, friends,
and please you. (Box 8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiarv.

92.->

1 will try

Belleville, St. Clair

5wly

County.

111.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to nnike Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for ('atalogueiuid Samples.
iwly
D. S. OIVKN <fe C, Iloopeaton. 111.

M. D.

B. J.

with good vdung Queens

and

ENGRAVINGS

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madisun

CHICAGO,

Street,

IIA.

A YEAR and expenses to agents,
outfit free.addressr O Vlckery
eruaiit, Maine.
36wly

$777™
Rev. A.

SALISBURY

t'amar^o, Donirlas

cotiiity, 111.

frame.

20

Years Experience

in

Queen Rearing,

OttrMottois:

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

KoBersvlUe, Genesee County, Mich.,
Makesaspf-cia/tj/ of rearing fine Italian Queens.
All queens bred from impoited queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells i.ullt in full colonies. Nu black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen. *1.ik'; sixqueensfor*5.iKt;
twelve or more, 75c. each. Tested queens, $i.;.o
each. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money or-

der drawn on Flint, Mich.

iJfismtf

—"Low Prices, Quick Returns

Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Tested
$1
$2
Cypriun Queens
$i
Tested
$ii
Palestine Queens. .$1 Tested... jii
Extra Queens, for swarming sea;

;
;

;

sim, ready.

If

we are timely notified.

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. M: Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, |8.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
O/'kc. paid for bright wax. Money Orders en
^yj Tiiacola. 111.
iwly.

are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successfal
bee-culture, save experience and good Judgment.
-Daily liepubllcan, lltica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the munagoment of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm

field,

and Fireside, Spring-

O.

Embraces every subjectof inierest In the apiary,
giving very thort.iugh details of the manitgement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keepinsr
a success.- Farm. Longamnt, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and Contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it fur the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon. O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. Ue who would keep abreast of the
times must keep_posted in all the improvements in
We advise all interei-ted to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-tiiving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most periect work of the kind, for tne
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancas'ter, Pa.
A.

Liberal Discount to Dealers
tbe Dozen or Hundred.

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

EXCELSIOR

FOUNDATION
AND
RETAII^.

^VI10I^E8AL.E

HONEY

We

We mabe

send to

all

EXTRACTORS, manual of the apiary,

nowhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brijjht for
eectlnns. All shapes and sizes'.
Samples free on request.

CHAS. DADANT
Iwly

llaralUon,

&

sizes.

Co.

BI}yfV
i ^_>*-

5

in the Comb Baskets.
Extra*turt< have no covers.

'J
'1

"
"

Lanir>troth

*•

"

For 3
For 4

•'

ALFRED
923

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,

Bright

Commerce

Manufactories and

coziOhabo,

Having filled all my
Queens by return mail.
36Wtf

Street. Chtcago.

111.

Queens.

I can now send
customers say 1 send

My

J. T, IVILSOX,
Woodford Co., Kv.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

BENVER, COI-.

I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

of

Comb Foundation have

Catitlot'ue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

pound, owing to the
increased coat of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VauDeusen
(flat bottomi.wlll be

Advanced

3 cents per

ALFRED
»-2:\

Sup-

NEWMAN,

H.

w. Madlaon,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

5 Cents per pound,

from the advertised

my CataluKue.
H. XEWMAX.

price in

ALFRED

923 TVest Madison Street.

GOLDEN

FO UNDATION.

Same, after .luly
TestedQueen. before July

Henry

1882. -ITALIAN QUeTnS.
1

iim

'

-

1

III.

for

the bect^tuckin tiie country. Warranted Queens, fl Tej^ted Queens,
early tu the season. ;?J..'iit; after
.luly. Jj
-J
frame Nucleus, with
rivstcd Queen, ^a
Full Colony,
with Tested Queen, *i<i. The Best
Quinby ::*moker lor fi.
AdUre.ssall orners to

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

GERMAN CARP,

my

(iitLDKN ITALIANS, reared from

I.

Iwtf

1882^

now booking orders

"

DR.

Co.,

3.w

I,

after July 1
3.50
Address, by Registered Letter
or I'ostofBce Order,

CALDWELL,
CanibriilBC',

lO.tHt

i

after July I.. 2.5o
per half doz.,

'•

to the lar«e advance in the price of wax. I
now quote prices thus : Dunham, loto .Mj lbs., 4i'c.,
overr>(i lbs.. 41c.. less than 10 lbs., 44c.: Vandervort, lo sq. feet to the lb., l to in lbs.. r>7c., lu to 5U
W)8.,64c. No discounts. Circular free.

V.

S.Ofi

Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July 1
12.0O

Full

OwinK

J.

Nucleus, with Test-

Queen

ed

Dunham and Vandervort

3wl)r

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

l-frameNucleus.wlth Tested Queen
$4.5(1

CHICAGO. ILL

2 Iraiiie

Excelsior

by

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my 32-paee Illustrated

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers

itlsh.

Silver Pearl. Frinr:e

For particulars, address

MTJTH & ECKARDT,

;

Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

;

HEADQVAKTERS FOR

.'»»>.

mwtf

THE CONQUEROR.
Smokera need wide slm-Ms. iiin^rbiim's
have them, and springs that doiioiru-'t an break,
and Nellitws that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Cotiguentr has all improvements made to date.
anda:ix7inch stove, and .>x7 inch bellows. Sent

Street Clover Seed,
also

MOTIIKKIVOKT

Send lur

and

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
13wtf

Abronia, Mich.

CATNIP

A.
37w2t

Seed.

prices.

Lark'e

postpaid fnr %2.

of

Entomology in

College of

3SO Paees 133 Fine
;

U\e

Michigan*

Illualratlons.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elccantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted IQ
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In theannals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation

anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
many costly wood engravings
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees-,
f ull desccriptions of honey-producing planta. trees,
shrubs, etc.splendldly illustrated— and last.thougb
not least, detailed instructions for i\^ various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only inetructive, but intenselr
interesting and thoroughly practical.
illustrated with

;

the foUoifiny opiyiions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— LMpicuiture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our
can works.— Lewis T. Culuv.

and of

Ameri-

It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.- iiri(i.s ft Bee Jnumal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Mufiual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. U. Wynkoop.
This book Is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purcnaeed.- ^iic/i. Far.
To all who isish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual Is a necessity. Prot- Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iieraid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuiIy up with the times in every particular.
The
richest rewaiTl awaits its author.- A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been so streat as to almost astonish myselt, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man*
uaJ.— W31. Van Antweup. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— ify. Life Stock Record,
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never vet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe I>U
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' Apxculieur^ France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insecU, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expres.'^etl series of directions lor their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— X>t'niycr(/(, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this r-arfe
mecu77i of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best intormation on everything belonging to apiculture. To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— .dsncu/t una (, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadlnjj
Bee-men lo be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or Amt-rica a
scientiric work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it 18
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It la
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and ia a credit
to the West.— nVsttr7i.4£;ricuit(iriit.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and manageairnt ot the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cnuk has liad the advjuitage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of allocci:pivilt)ns.— .d/ucrtcari hiventor,
:

For stocking ponds,
Tails, Golden Orfes.

;

L. a. DIEHL.
(Money Order Office)— Butler. DekalbCo.. Ind.

State Agricultural

Read

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

Advance

CM)

Oft

Mortonsvllle,

Industrial Association,

advanced the price

CNI
fKl

orders,

the nicest they get.

be promptly and tnUhfullv answered by private letter, upon sending One Doll;ir tu the

291 Sixteenth St.,

.

Italian

will

Woman's

.14
.12
.12
16

200 NUCLEI.

OF

15w6mp

H IK)
.10 tm

ISEWMAN,

H.

West MadtsoD

COOK,

J.

Of LansinQ. Professor

of the

$8 oo

Iuxi8
10X18
loxlH
13x20

rjV^x-JO
I3x:!0

"

*'

and

$8.u(^

American frames, 13x13 inches
••

I5wtf

The

wi'Ii's

For
For

HTQ-GrZIUSS
Mines,

is

all the different styles
have Mtrnlners over the canal leadintxtotlif honey pate, and mova-

$io.t_H)

retail.

which

traotitrw,

Gents per pound FnVA
"
4
PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULA RS. For
For 2 frames of any size.

of

on the HKK'ES

13x2o,

intended for*^n» size of frame.
Exceptini: with the fw.oo Ex-

ble

wholesale or

!

*ii;."o E.vtractfir.

III.

"We now quote an

Advance

^

lirt"^

t<i

can of the same size and style as
the^fiMtne. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larfter can. with the cone
or iiieTn! standard for the basket
In revolve upon, leaving room un75or8*t
?IWWSi dvineath the basket for
iJ^'^T 'h-j. of honey. It will be complete,
-^.Xk
i niih covers, and In every way
i'letiticjil, except in .'•Ue, with the

SON,

Hancock

By A.

4

frames, I have conadopt these two new
The 3 frame basket Is in a

I-nnL'>*irnth

parts of the

is

and

for Kxtnictors carrying 3

cluded

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
and our wax

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

In ati?<werto frequent inquirlec

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholeBftle prices of Foundation. We n<iw
have the moi't extensive manufactory of foundation In the country.
United Stales.

I

607

Clurksville.

SNYDER,

Albany

Co.. N. Y.

TITTQ
\ 'pTT'D maybe found on
l:/\XrjXVat
XniO "P
Geo. P. Rowell

file

Co.'s
St.).
it

in

&

Newspaper AftveriisinB Bureau (lo Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NE^V fOKK..

Price— Bound

Sl.OO.

Jot
in cloth, «il.25

by mail prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEIVMAN,
CHICAGO, ILI^

.
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60S

TAPS!"

TLE'D
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

Books

The Original

the

BINGHAM

1

USE.

IN

THOMAS

T>lAlT0 Cos-

you buy the Original Patent BinKhiim
Bee Smoker, you will
If

.aid

925

Qulnby*fl New Bee-Keeplner, by

The anthor

this

ots.

to $2. Our patents
cover all the smokers
that will huin sound
fltove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
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Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
NEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
CTYI F OlMagnincent rosewood
PIAMfl
InllU 01 ILL
U2 case elegantly Hnished,
I

»

t l-:j Octiivex, full patent cimtante
our new patent overstrung scale, beauti-

Mtrlne*!,

agralles,
ful carved legs

and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every iraprovementwhich can in any way tend to the perfection of

tilt"

instrument, has been added.

t^~Our iti-lce Tor thU Instrument. l>oxet1
and dell vei-e«l on boii^rd cars itt NewYork,
with fine Plnno Cover, Stool d*0 | iX
and Book, only
tlp-JtttJ.
Redded from our late wholes»le factory price,
t$iiO.», for

11(1

day-* only, to

I'iano introduced.

'I'liis is

have

this beautiful

now, by far.the irreat-

hargrain everoffered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
e»»l

book of its kind ever published. Gives measail kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and beading bt)lt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
For sale at the Bee .lonRXAL Office, jfj

with order,

refunded

and

Piano

PURE HOLY -LAND QUEENS.

choice pieces sent for

urement of

|y

make

a specialty of rearing pure Holy Land
"Oueens, and have now more than 100 colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A. Jones'
I

Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June 2n,
$L25 each; after that date, single Queen. $i.(mi d
for .f5.00 12 or more. 75 cents each Warranted
Queens. l>5 cents more each. Tested Queens, $2,50
each Italian Queens, same price.
;

;

;

;

O-OOJD,

I- Tl.
5wly

Nappanee, Elkhart Couty, Ind.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,

Apply

C. F.

to

MITTH,

976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O,
|^~Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwly

_-_^______

Queens and Bees
SAI-E-200
FOR
single Queen.
^1

Untested Italian Queenshalf dozen,

;

-en, Il0.no.

lOO

$2.r.n

Tested

*5..^0

Queens—

Italian

per half dozen.

;

|i:i.oo

;

;

per doz-

single

Queen,

per dozen. $24.

50 Colonies ol* Bees. In Gallup frames, cheap.
SOO <'eloiileH of Ueea, in Langstrotb frames
in prime condition.

J.
3f;wtf

H.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

Co.,

Mich.

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

«TOS.

>I5w0m

Address,

M.

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.

Halbkrt e. PAINE,
late

PAINE
29wl3t

Story B. Ladi>.

Com'r of Patents.

Solicitors of Patents

Root—

XoTlce*s ABCofBee-Cultare, byA. I.Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

our smokers and honothers.

L. C.

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
thatit cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— JSl. SO.

season than ever before. Price permail,
firi

ILL,

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thor<.iughly practical.
production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, *1. 35 ; paper cover, SI,

ard of excellence the
over — better

from

CHICAGO.

The book is a masterly

world

postpaid,

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,
;

the inventor of

handsomer

West Madison

Bee-K.eeper*s Guide or, Cook*s Manual
of the JLptary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every

improved bee smokers—pet the best, that
never go out— alwuya
pleaae—never is complained of— the stand:and

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

&

LADD,

and Atty's

in

Patent Cases.

WASHINGTON,

I>. C.

!

!

f^ttsh fifnt with order will be
freiijht charui'i* ixiid by us both icaya if

is

nut just as rtpresentfd. Several other special bargains: Pl4inos, .1^160 up. Over iTi.ikX) in use,
and not one dissatistied purchaser. Handsome
Iliustrated Catalogue mailed free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano fultv warianted for 5 years.

SllEET MVSIC H

Catalogue of 3,000

price.

.ic.

stamp.

»l£M)f:i.SSOUN PIANO

Slsmly

Box

FOR THE

EARS

2958.

CO.,

New

York.

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam
Only Absolute Cure

Shark's

for

!

Oil
is

HEAR

is

the

Deafness Known.

abstrat'ted

what™

DEAF

SAY|!

has performed a miracle In n»y case.
have no uneartbly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
I

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues

areuXQUESTiONABLEand

Its

crRA-

TIVE CHARACTER AUSOLUTE, AS THE WRITERCAN
rEHl^ONALLY TESTIFV. BOTH FROM EXPERIEXCE
AND OBSERVATION. \Vrite at once to Haylock
& Jenney, 7 I)ey Street,New York, enclosing $1.
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative eflects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor OF Mercantile Review.
^^To avoid loss In the mails, please send money
by Registered Letter.

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

Sole Agents for America.

L'Owly

Haylock &

Boney Bee

Price, 99.
Blessed Bee«, by John Allen.— A romance

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 7oc.

Bees iind Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas U.
Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
"
are
Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains IW pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth. tSc; in paper
Newman.— Third
:

covers, 50c., postpaid.

Blenen ILultur, by Thomas G. Newman, in
the GERMAN language. Price, ia paper covera,
40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
I>zlerz6n Theory ;— presents the fundamenof bee-culture, and furnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

tal principles

facts

Honey, us Food i&nd Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pnmi'hiet discourses upon the

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
and lioney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for Consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EnfflUh and Oernian.
Price for either edition, ©c. ; per dozen, 50c.
,

;

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price. lOc.
Prepuratlon of Honey for the Market,
including the productit>n and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. (J.

from a peculiar species of
White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as Carcharodmi Rondeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Budtihist Priest about
the year I4in. Us cures were so numerous and
many so Neeniliifrly mlraciilou", tbatthe remedy was ofhcially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
300 yt-ars no Ueafness has existed amons
the 4'hlnese i»eo|ile. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at fl.uo per bottle.
Oil

I^anffMtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

'

Newman.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being
of

Positively Restores the Hearing, and
This
small

KlnffU Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, Sl.OO.

Co.)

7 Hey St., New- Tfork.

a description of the

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Extracted Honey

;

Price, oc.

Hurvestlns* Handl-

ing uitd Murketiiifi:.— A
Ch.

&

C. P.

'J4-page pamphlet, by
Uadant, giving in detail the methods
in their apiary. This
useful hints.— Price l*>c.

and management adopted
contains

many

Bee Pasturaire a ATecesHlty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how ii<; engravings. Price. lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Bee-BLeepers, by Chas.
Muth;

pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, 10c>
F.

3:;

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a Jaw to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.

Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It bas^fi engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

Paper, S5c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Hill.— A treatise on
Price,

S5c.

Moore*8 Unlverwal Assistant, and Com*
plete Mechanic, contains over 1,<XH).0(M_i Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes,

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2(_mi,(k>o items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists,

Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. GildWood
Workers
every
kind.
of
ers. Metal and
The work contains 1,'MH pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 9S2.50.

—

——
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The National

EniTOK AND PHOI'KIETOK.

WEST MADISON

925

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CoDTeiitioii.

Any person Bending n club of six is entitled
to an extrii copy (like the club) aeni bonny address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

Before our next issue, the National
Convention will convene. We hope
all who can do so will attend, and trust
that the meeting will be very interest-

George Neighbour A Sons. London. England, are

ing, and, as lieretofore, entirely har-

At

9S9.00 a Tear, In Advance.

|y

trnvx--!.^

our authorized uKents for Europe.

Postage to Europe 50 cents extra.
Enttred at Chicago pout

office

as second class matter.
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sentative of the Bee Journal there,
to take a report of the proceedings
for publication.

Those who have found fault vrith
the former meetings of this Society,
should by all means attend this one,
and by tlieir counsel and assistance,
aid in making it as near perfection as
Tliose

who do not attend

power

Bee .Journal
to

advance

;

6li0

6 JO
620
620

will'do all in

and
any
week in

its interest,

shall attend if it be held at

other time than the first
October.
In our next issue we shall give such
of the essays to be read at the Convention as we can procure, and copies
of them will be distributed there, so
as to overcome some of tlie objections
heretofore urged against their use.
By this means those present will be
able to read them over in advance, or
note points as they are being read,
for further discussion, and thus add
largely to their usefulness.

The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

883.

At the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

with what Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall
next year print a Monthly in this
is done— let them go, and aee to it that
no stone is left unturned which could form and size, issuing it about the
make it more interesting and useful middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
to the bee-keeping fraternity of the In advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
copies for $2.50 .5 copies for $4.00 10
whole country.
As to the next place of meeting— or more copies at 7.5 cents each. An
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Asso- extra copy to the person getting up a
ciation at its last session in Chicago club of 5 or more.
The Weekly is now permanently esinvited the National to meet with it
in joint assembly, and this we think tablished, and will be continued as
would be hailed with delight by hun- heretofore.
The Weekly and Monthly Bee
dreds, but some may think otherwise.
New York, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Journals will be distinctpapers, each
Toronto, Cleveland, Peoria, and other having its own sphere of operation
cities have been suggested.
Let the and different readers.
matter be well canvassed, and tlie
We shall aim to make the Monthly
most suitable place selected— so that Bee Journal a welcome and profitaall may be satisfied, and tlie bee-keep- ble visitor to the homes of those who
ing industry be best subserved.
feel the need of a clieap, first class,
The Bee Jouknal does not desire reliable bee paper in pamphlet form—
to make any suggestion as to the lo- whose time is too much occupied to
cation of the next Convention.
It read a weekly, or whose means or rewill be well satisfied with any that quirements are more limited, and who
may be selected— feeling assured that can dispense with the routine matter
the united wisdom of those in attend- more properly belonging to a weekly.

have no reason

to find fault

;

Wintering, tlie Season In England, etc
"n Cuiilornia Bee Topics
Breeding and Longevity
Tw.. giieens iti One Hive
Blister Beetle l*urv» Attacking Bees
Checlting the Swarming Fever
JiutiiigB
Moili'in

Selections from
Saving Combs

monious. We regret not being able
to be present, but shall have a repre-

possible.

Among Our Exchanges
Food Uir
Dites the

its

we

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

ance will be sure to make a good selection. No matter where it maybe
held, the

i\

No. 39.
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Test for Honey.

experiments of this nature that the found its use impracticable, for, whil&
agent used as a detective be a pure it would discolor and sometimes
Prof. T. Maher, of this city, sent us article, else the result will often be blacken liquid honey, it could not be
the following letter
unsatisfactory therefore, in purchas- relied on to give a positive indication
In thepamphleton "Food Adultera- ing, we must visit the druggist or of the presence of glucose, nor, intion," page 53, Prof. Kedzie observes chemist wliose reputation is above deed, could the proportion of honey
" Not only will sugar
very truly
reproach."
used in a mixture of any kind be dethus combine witli lime, oxide of lead,
The tirst experiment was upon a so- termined. Hence, we have failed ta
oxide of iron, etc., but it will associate
with itself sulphuric acid, and form a called pure article of "golden syrup," appreciate any advantage to be decompound acid wliicli comports itself about one ounce of which was poured rived from its use, but rather misapvery differently from simple sulpiiuric
in a glass, to which was added about prehension and uncertainty.
acid. This sucro-sulphuric acid forms
This was
a pretty large class of salts whicli are two ounces of water.
soluble in water, but especially solu- tliorouglily mixed by stirring, after
Bee and Honey Show in Florida.
ble in solutions of sugar. Re-agents which nearly two tablespoonfuls of
;

:

whicli will readily precipitate sulphuric acid and sulphates, e. g., chloride of barium, will not precipitate
the sucro-sulptiates.
" Glucose has tiie same power as an
acid substance as sucrose, forming a
class of soluble glucosates.
It will
also associate with itself sulphuric
acid, and form a class of gluco-sulpliates.
Undoubtedly a large part of
the lime found in these starch-sugar
•syrups exists in the form of glucosulphate of lime."
I would only take exception to the
sentence " chloride of barium will not
precipitate thesucro-sulphates." For,
with a wiiite solution of cliloride of
barium added to and stirred witli a
diluted solution of (glucose) clear syrup at 16c. a quart, obtained this
morning from the corner grocery, I
have just olitained a wliite precipitate
of sidphate of barium wliich sufficiently accounts for the cheapness of
this syrup, wlien I had to pay 18c. for
a quart of dark New Orleans molasses,
a dilute solution of wliich gave do
precipitate when similarly tried witli
a dilute solution of cliloride of barium,
but remained perfectly clear, as did,
on another trial, a solution of extracted lioney from a 3-lb. can which
I bouglit at 161 S. Water St., and thus
branded on the outside " Pure Honey
from the apiary of H. D. Burrill, Ban-

the

At

liquid

barium were poured

in.

a small cloud or opaque discoloration occurred, after which it resumed its original color, while tlie
Professor remarked that it was a very
good article of syrup he was testing.
He said, however, that the impurities
(glucose) in the syrup would be precipitated to tlie bottoir^ of the glass,
and would be visible when the liquid
had become quiet, which proved to be
first

the case.

Mr. W. S. Hart, New Smyrna, Fla.,
wrote to the State Park Association,
in reference to offering Premiums for
a display of honey at the State Fair,
and secured an offer of a premium of
$25.00 for the best display of honey in
all departments
of its production,
and $10.00 for the second best, together with a diploma for the first
prize. The following extract from Mr.
Hart's letter shows his line of argu-

ment
Our industry is well wortli fostering.
Here in this little hamlet of New
Smyrna, we have produced over forty
:

Test No. 2 consisted of a tablespoonful of Davenport " grape sugar "
(glucose), dissolved in four ounces of
water. Into tliis the liquid barium
was poured, wlien the wliole mass immediately assumed a clouded appearance, and upon becoming quieted a
sediment settled in the bottom of tlie
glass, apparently as much in volume

thousand poimds of honey of the best
quality this year.
Most of it proin three apiaries. I tliink this
amount will be nearly or quite doubled
next year.
Tliis amount collected,
wliereafewyears ago all this delicious

duced

sweet was allowed to waste, shows
plainly

that

tlie

summer

breezes

sweeping over our fair State, bear
away thousands of dollars' worth daily
and which would indicate that tlie of the purest and liealthiest sweet
majority of the glucose was insoluble known to man. By offering liberal
lueniiums at our State Fair, for the
in simple water.
products of the apiary, your Aasociation
will exert an immense influence
For test No. 3 a sample of honey
toward
saving this wealth to the State
was used that was sent to the Bee
and at the same time help to bring
gor, Midi."
VVm.
JouKNAL
Mr.
Iloge.
Museum by
within its border an intelligent and
I made a fourth trial with coffee
sugar from the same grocery store, about two years ago, which he claimed industrious class of people.
but the solution remained clear and would not granulate, owing to some
no precipitate took place. My wife peculiar process by which it was
Wintering Bees. The Canadian
declares tliat she will keep tliis small
treated. In this a slight effervescence Farmer offers a prize of $10 for the
bottle of chloride of barium solution
and will not fail to try all the molas- took place, as though there was an best essay on " Wintering Bees in
ses, sugar and honey wliich may come acid in its composition being acted Canada. The Canadian Bee-Keepers'
into our liouse
let alone the syrups upon by soda.
Association awarded it to Mr. H.
whicli will of coarse be severely kept
Prof. Mahler was quite positive as Clouse, of Beelon, Out. We shall
out and why cannot every well regulated family thus be provided with to the efficacy of his test, and thinks give it in the Bee Journal soon.
such a small bottle V
chloride of barium will prove the
The committee appointed to award
Chicago, 111 Sept., 1882.
" Resimplest, cheapest and most delicate tlie prize remarked as follows
As the determination of a simple detective that can be used, and per- garding the essay we do not think it
and practicable detective for adultera- fectly within the province of every went sufficiently into details, but as
tion in sweets is a matter of the great- man or family for all practicable pur- far as it goes it shows evident care in
est importance to bee-keepers, grocers poses. Should it so prove, the Pro- preparing, and that the writer is a
and families, we invited Prof. Maher fessor has well earned tlie gratitude practical man."
" It is
Tlie Bural Canadian adds
to conduct a few experiments at the of every honey producer in the counBee Journal office, which took try, and his experiments will result in a prize hard to award, for only the
test of time can sliow who is the sucmuch good.
place on the 20th inst.
A couple of years ago our attention cessful competitor. Many individual
Tiie Professor produced a phial containing about 4 ounces of chloride of was called to tincture of iron, as a bee-keepers would gladly give $!(>
barium. " This," he remarked, " is a ready agent for detecting adultera- each for a sure method of wintering
good article. It is necessary in all tions in syrups and honey but we bees."
as there

was

originally of the glucose,

:

—

;

;

,

:

:

;

:
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abo\it her, but the reverse is a fact. foreign supply.
Spain is the only
Wlien a swarm begins to issue, if the country from which the reports are
bee-keeper will place liimself on the unfavorable.
In summarizing tlie result, the
sliady side of tlie liive and watch the
stream of bees which pour forth like Tirties, say.s
"Never, during the
an army througli a gateway, he may time since th<-se reports were collected
see the queen come out, and if in- has tlie harvest in the northern iiemiclined to prove our assertions he may spliere been so good all round.
capture and cage her, and put her in usually have liad to report a deficiency
liis pocket while he watclies tlie pro- either in Europe or America.
This
ceedings of the bees. When the year there is absolutely none. Tlie
may
world
has
air
he
an
throng is circling in the
over average harvest, the
imagine that the bees are searching year is likely to be one of cheap
for her. and will, perliaps, conclude abundance.
that as they cannot find her they will
return at once to the hive ; but no,
Preparing Bees for Winter.— The
they will first congregate near a con-

Yellow Melilot or Sweet Clover.

We

observe on page GHi of this

is-

sue, that Mr. Ed. Bertraiul, editor of
the Swiss Bulletin d'Apkidteur, pro-

:

poses to cultivate the yellow sweet
clover as well as the white. It may
be that in Switzerland the bees can
obtain nectar from this variety, but
we have never heard of its affording
bee pasturage in this country. In por-

We

Texas and >Jew
it grows
spontaneously, but the bees do not
venient tree or bush and make a great
work on it. We have seen a few speci- noise sufficient to attract the attenmens of it growing in our locality, but tion of her majesty if she were abroad,
always deserted by the bees. With us and tlien they will alight and form a
cluster and wait for some minutes, to
it blooms some two weeks sooner than
give her an opportunity of joining
be quite them. If now she be taken to them,
tnelilolus alba, and would
honey-producer.
desirable if a
she will join the mass and all will be
tions of California,

York we have been informed

if not, the bees, after a short
well
time, will disperse and return to tlie
hive. Now this kind of experiment
has been so .often proved that it may
be taken for granted when a swarm
of bees has alighted and afterward returned to the hive that the queen vifas
not able to join them, or she would
;

assuredly have done so.

MISCELLANEOUS.
tJliioose

from Rags.

—The Bevue In-

Cages.— Speaking dustrielle states that a German manuof the food used by Mr. I. R. Good factory is turning out over a ton a day
and others in queen shipping cages, of glucose made from old linen rags.
Tliese rags, which are composed of
consisting of honey and sugar, the
hard vegetable fibers, are treated with
IndiaiHi, Farmer remarks as follows
Food

for

(^eeen

:

We

sulphuric acid wliich converts

have been using

:

'

'

:

'

:

an impression prevailing
among the uninitiated that the queen
of a hive leads off the swarm. but this is
by no means tlie ease with first issues,
for. as a rule, the queen does not
come forth from the hive until the
greater part of tlie bees are on the
wing. Another erroneous idea in existence is that tlie queen bee is the
first to alight upon a branch or a
bush, and tliat the bees congregate

There

is

the
taking 100 as representing an averge
following result
crop, show the

Wheat, 92.2 ; barley, 95.4; oats, 105.1
roots, 107.1 ; potatoes. 96.4. This may
be compared with last year's hgures,
which were as follows:

Wheat, 90;

barley, 110 ; oats, 00 roots, 80, and potatoes, 98. The wheat crop will probably be 10,000,000 quarters for consumption, leaving 14.000.000 quarters
for which we shall be dependent on
;

Indiana Furiner gives the following:

We should not lose sight of the fact
that the most essential point in safe
wintering is plenty of voung Ix'es.
More can be done in the monlli of
September to aid bees in prep.iring
for successful wintering than can subsequently be done. Tliequeen should
be kept fjreeding all of this month if
possible. Bees bred after this lime
are perhaps the only ones that survive
the winter, thereftue, it is of the liighest importance that the queen should
have plenty of room, to the end that
the colony will he strong in young
bees.
When tlie season for honey
gathering is over and the weather becomes cooler, bees will not rear brood,
or but very little. If you ha.ve not
already done so, examine each hive
carefully and learn the exact condition in which it is, and if any are deficient in stores feed at once and in
sufticientquantitv to last them through
the winter.

them

kind of into dextrine. The latter product
candy for several years with the very thus obtained undergoes a washing
best results, and have called attention with milk of lime, and is then treated
to the matter several times through with a fresli supply of acid stronger
the Farmer. In the fall of 1S80, in than the former, when the mass is at
answer to some inquiries we said
once transformed and crystallizes into
" Many of our friends seem to have glucose, of whicli confections, honey
difficulty in making a candy for queen and jelly may be made. The process
cages whicli will carry them safely is said to be a very cheap one, and the
for any length of time v^itliout water. glucose
chemically identical with
We make ours as follows and have grape sugar.
not had a single loss during the season, from this cause.
We have
The Harvest of the World.— From
part of a barrel of granulated honey,
digging
down
by
in the center of the London J'i'mts we clip the followwhich, that around the sides of the ing summary of the harvest of the
barrel becomes very dry. To some of
this we add sufficient of C sugar to World
make a very stiff paste orcaiuly. We
As regards French wheat, the readd sugar so long as it will hold to- sult is already known. Maize is good
gether.
A sugar will not do so well in 2o departments, and very good in
as the grain seems too hard and dry, two. as against good in seven departand seems more inclined to run, and ments only ladt year. Rye shows a
daub the bees."
similarly favorable contrast. Barley
shows a slighter improvement.
In
Does the (Jiieeu Lead the SwarmI— Great Britain 414 inquiries have been
sent to farmers, asking their opinion
The British Bee Journal says
growing crops. The replies,
on
tliis

•
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Peculiarities of

Bees.-The

Gazette

Animuiix publishes the following
about the sciology of bees
des

:

It appears that the

monarchies of
bees, well-governed as they seem to
be, are afllicted nevertheless by organganized criminal classes— sneak-thief

and highway robbers.

Some

of these

robber bees go in strong bands to pillage and are able to storm and sack a
hive. After the slaughter they carry
the provisions home. Some colonies of bees never work
they live
entirely by robbery and
murder.
There are also sneak-thieves who
creep unperceived into strange hives
to steal honey.
If successful they return afterward, with hordes of burglar
bees, break ojten the honey-safes, and
carry away the contents.

all

•

The Honey Harvest

—The

in SwitzerlaiicL
Bulletin d^ Apiculture, remarks

as follows on the subject
The season of 1882 will probably be
counted as a bad one by our bee-keepers.
The first crop was pretty good
in some of the valleys, small in others
and almost nollung in the cantons of
Fribourg and .Soleure, as well as is in
the Alpen Vaudoises. They write to
us from Lausanne that their gathering IS very poor, and that the swarms
have been very few. We greatly fear
the second crop, where they generallv
have one, will still be worse than that
f July.
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For the Auiericjin Bee

.Journal.

Wintering, the Season in England, etc.

SAMUEL

SIJIMINS.

While there is yet time, before the
bees are prepared for their long coiiHiieiuent, allow me to suggest what
appears to me to be the principal
cause of the frequent heavy losses,
which occur during the severe and
protracted cold, to which some of
your States are subject.
The all important and life-giving
element, "fresh air," seems to have
been lost sight of, and 1 believe that
hives judiciously ventilated, without
direct draught, will stand any weather,
even should they have an excess of
pollen, which some writers suppose to
be tlie grand cause of wintering

troubles.

Dysentery rarely occurs among my
Our winters are never so severe
but what the bees can occasionally renew tl>e air by their usual method of
but with you the case is
fanning
different, and it stands to reason that
bees.

;

when

is so severe that they
are unable to leave the cluster for
many days in succession, the atmosphere must become foul, and, consequently, the health of the bees is materially affected, and then follows dysentery and generally the loss of the
colony.
I do not mean to say that dysentery
Is always caused by the want of o.xygen, but that its absence is the principal source of winter mortality with
colonies well stored.
My idea is to give a gentle, continuous supply of fresh air, without permitting direct draught, and those in-

the cold

store and cap sufHcient for their winter consumption. During June and
July, those having an average number of drones could not seal a single
cell of honey, while even weaker colonies with none, managed to keep 2 or
3 lbs. capped over.
Drones that are not required for
breeding are abnost a triple loss to the
bee-keeper. The same space of comb
which produced these idle consumers
would have given a larger number of
working bees, who not only get their
own living, but add to the wealth of
the hive.
I do not think the drones are at all
instrumental in ripening the honey.
What can do this more effectually
than the constant circulation of air
created by the peculiar fanning motion keptup by the bees V Neither do
I see how it can be supposed that
drones are necessary to help keep the

Just a little judgment will save him
perhaps many a valuable colony of
bees.

From five

pounds of honey
winter a colony in this
climate, if the bee-keeper is only careful and watches them.
A few ounces
of honey fed to them at the proper
time may take them through the
worst part of the season, and from
thence on they will be able to earn
to fifteen

will suffice to

their

My

own

living.

bees

have

gone through the

"hard times" with the aid of a few
pounds of honey, that was fed to them.
The eucalyptus will soon be in bloom,

this feed with the juice they will
" steal " from peach and apricot orchards, will provision tlipm for the
winter. In the middle part of February they may require a little more
feeding, in fact, if they do not really
require it, it is always a good plan to
brood warm. We know tliat wben give them a few ounces every evening
there is sufficient honey in the fields to stimulate the queen to greater exerto entice nearly the whole working tions towards filling the combs with
force of the hive, the brood is par- eggs so that a large force of bees will
tially deserted only during the hottest be ready for the first honey flow.
part of the day, when no danger will
Orchardists in this vicinity do not
occur by its being so left. It cannot complain of the beesas do their brethbe said that the presence of the drones ren in the lower part of the state.
will liberate a larger number of work- Their great annoyance is caused by
ers, for it must always be borne in birds, especially the linnets.
When a
mind that they are produced only at fruit is once pecked by a bird, it is no
the expense of a much larger number •longer of any account and the neighof actual laborers.
borly fruit grower would sooner have
Rottingdean, near Brighton, Eng. the bees get the rest of it than his
arch enemy the bird.
The latest reports from the honey
Bee-Keepers' Exchange.
section of the state say that the crop
Jottings on California Bee Topics.
will be abouta fourth of a crop. Still,
though the crop is light it is of good
W. A. PEYAL.
quality, and the bee-keepers have
,111(1

made such in;iterial advances in
The honey season has closed and knowledge, etc., during the last year,
now the wise bee-keeper is working to that they are demanding higher prices

get his bees to fill their hives with for their honey. No more do they inhoney for the winter requirements. tend to let speculators grow fat at
No matter how good the yield may their expense, and we hope they will
liave been at the regular season, the succeed in their demands.
This county (Alameda) is not noted
bees will, as soon as it is over and the
short drouth is lasting, empty the for its bee-keeping interests it being
tending to experiment in this direc- greater part of the cells of the sweet more of a manulacluring, commercial,
tion will, of course, adopt the means liquid. This spell of no honey and in- agricultural and horticultural county.
most suited to theii- own style of hive. door boarding commences as a gen- As far as I know I am the only indiThe season with us has been generally eral rule toward the middle of July vidual in it who has made any success
unfavorable the only honey-How oc- and continues perhaps for some weeks. of apiculture, and then oiily to a
curring during the second week in During its continuance all the drones limited extent. No other person has
" with the modAugust, when colonies in fair condi- are banished from the hives, never to an apiary "equipped
In the
the following ern appliances like myself.
tion stored more than sufficient for be replenished till
In this short time too the adjoining county, Santa Clara, on the
winter. Previous to tliis the bees ob- March.
tained just enough to keep the queens large force of workers that remained south, there aie several successful
breeding, enabling me to increase to at the close of the last honey consume bee-keepers.
I have, during this unfavorable
twice the number I had at the begin- fully one-half of the supplies and as
ning of the year. I should have done there are but few flowers of any con- vear, taken 41! pounds of extracted
better than this, but the weather was sequence, after July the wise apiarist honey from my hives; this is nearly
too windy and cool for the mating of lias to manage his bees carefully to half a crop. The honey is of three
queens; hardly one in five succeeded keei) them from consuming the re- grades, corresp(uiding to the season
The first is of
It is true which it was gathered.
in meeting a drone, although I had a mainder of their stores.
large number of the latter in my that there are .some flowers to be found a (lark amber, and of a fine flavor, beat all seasons of the year in this cli- ing what we call eucalyptus honey;
apiary.
mate, but where many bees are kept the second lot, which was taken dur1 have come to the conclusion that
drones are useless except for the one no one colony can manage to lay in ing the principal honey flow, is of a
purpose of fertilizing queens. They anything like an adequate supply of pale amber, anil is a fine article ; and
consume a large quantity of honey. winter provisions from these flowers, the last is a little darker than the secThis year two of my strongest colo- unless the bloom is abundant and the ond and nearly as good. There are
woods
nies contained not only their own flow of nectar free and plentiful as it none of the honey sages in the
drones, but, toward autumn, others is some years. At this time, too, the liereabouts that they have in the south,
from hives where they were being queen ceasi^s to lay eggs except in two and consequently we do not obtain any
turned out, and when at last a few or three frames the bees gradually of the peculiar lioney they :?et down
sells as
<lays of honey weather set in, these begin to grow less. So it is important there; but still our honey
or
two made but little show, while oth- for the apiarist to be attentive to the readily as does theirs. We get five
than
ers having no drones, were enabled to needs of the apiary at this season. six cents per pound more for ours
;

;

;

m

;
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not that we claim tliat ours
but we are near a pretty
tliickly settled community, only a few
miles from Oakland, the second city
in the state, and only nine or ten
miles from San Francisco. We can
get a fair crop of honey any year,
while lower down they cannot. We
believe that just across the coast range
of hills from ns, in Contra Costa
county, nianv a tine spot for an ai)iary
may be found, and that diirini; a season like the last, fiom tiO to IdO pounds
of extracted hcniey percolony roiildbe
taken, and that l.W to 200 pouTids could
be obtained during a good year.
When the craze for white or perfectly
clear honey has somewhat died away,
we will see the day wlien there will be
as mucli lioney raised in the northern
portions of the state as there is now
produced in the south. Take Shasta
and adjoining counties where they
have the " small " amount of 9 feet of
rain every year— the lower counties
hardly had 6 Inches, we believe this
year, say a foot anyway— (liere we had
only 17 inches)— the flowers grow in
remarkable profusion and we have
lieard tliat bees do remarkably well

thev do

;

is su|)erior.

tliere.

People in the east may begin to
think tliat California bee-keeping is
played out, but they are sadly mistaken, fpr it is only in its infancy. It
is now only conlined toasmall section
of the state while in a few years it
will extend all over its vast surface—
from Del Norte on the north to San
Diego on the south and from the Sierras on the east to the sea on the west.
Then when there will be a sure crop
every year, the ipimensity of which
was never known before, will the
world look for its regular supply of
the heavenly distilled sweetness from
these shores: then will our apiarists
have overcome the niiddlenieii, and
then will tlie industry be only second
to our wine crop aiitl peace and happiness be the lot of every ardent
keeper of God's grandest insect gift
;

to

man.
!N.

Te mescal,

Cal.

VuT the American Reo Joumiil.

jModern Breeding and Longevity.

EUGENE SECOU.

the hives exposed to the elements
while the thermometeris playing hideand-seek ainoiiR the twenties.
Many besides myself have undoubtedly asked themselves the cause
of this apparent change. I say apparent change. l)ecause it may be
that in those early times, when statistics relating to this industry were very
meager, and l)ee papers almost unknown, that the losses were notnoted.
as they are now. And as old beekeepers nsed to -take up"' all late
swarms with new and tender combs,
and never counted them as lost, that
the per cent, of colonies taken through
the winter mav not have been greater
than now.
"i'et we often hear old
men say that " bees didn't use to die
so ;" and remembering, as we do, the
terrible fatality of 1881, which nearly
stripped the entire North of bees, it
is worth considering whether or not
our modern methods of rearing and
keeping bees has anything to do with

our

losses.
It is clear to

my mind that the Langtoo shallow for out-door
wintering in a cold climate. That being true, and in-door wintering, or
protection of some kind a necessity,
do we comply with the needs of the
case as to temperature, dryness, etc.;
and if neglecting these, or other
essentials, do we not weaken the constitution of the race and thereby invite disease and death 'f
Again, the old folks didn't start
with one colony in the spring and expect to have ten in the fall. Their increase was by natural swarming. Are
we not straining nature a little by our
It is
rcethods of artilicial increase
so easy for the novice (and some who
are not novices) to divide colonies, and
thereby be able to make a big report,
that ambition often gets the better of
his judgment, and the consequence is
that his colonies are constituticmally
weak, his queens short-lived, and his
real increase and protits small— unless
he is in tlie supply business, and can
make his customers believe that
queens reared by the forcing process
are just as desirable as those reared in
full colonies, in the natural way, and
in the proper season.
That high breeding— that is, breeding for certain characteristics not
found in the native races— is opjiosed
to longevity Is proven by the history
of our own race, and by the experience and observation of breeders of

stroth hive

is

":'

When I came to Northern Iowa, 20
years ago, a few of the early settlers
kept a few "skeps'" of bee's. They thoroughbreds and higli grades among
had never heard of a Langstroth hive, our domestic animals, and I see no
nor of an Italian queen bee.
The reason that the rule will not hold good
black bee was kept, either in a "log in insect life. If we breed for beauty
gum." as taken from the woods, or in of form or color, or for early maturity,
a rough, unpainted box. made from or any other special trait and neglect
native lumber. These men had never to comjilv with certain laws tending
heard, probably, of putting bees in a to other" and perhaps as important
cellar or cave, nor of covering them characteristics, such breeding will
during the winter. At any rate, they often be at the exi)ense of the hardidid not practice it; yet they survived ness of tlie race and prove in the end
therigorsof tliose" old-fashioned win- (lisastrous.
Not until the Italian bee. and
ters."'
Breed for color if you like, but do
the Langstroth hive were introduced, not neglect better traits. If it is
did we hear of such fatality among beauty you want, remember "handthe bees. With the introduction of some is that handsome does." Breed
these came also the necessity, or at for large bees if you wish— bees that
least the practice, of housing them liave a proboscis like a rye straw— that
in winter, until now, no modern bee- can suck syrup from the bottom of a
keeper is fool-hardy enough to leave molasses- barrel— but in so doing do
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not make them so tender that we will
have to rai.se the queen " on the bottle." nor take the workers to bed with
us to nurse them through the winter.
If Vogel iscorrectin his theory, that
the Italians are not a pure race, may
not some of these losses be traced to
that cause, for, if not pure, crossing
with the black bee. instead of adding
vigor to the latter Would make them
hardy than either ? For instance
my neighbors who were most unfortunate in losses in 1881, are men who
have not infused any fresh blood into
their apiaries for several years. My
own, that stood the test better than

less

:

any of them, ha 1 been improved every
year by the addition of queens from
abroad.
the lesson which I wish to
this is. that the cross of
the Italians and black bees, to be
beneficial, must be kept up, otherwise
our bees degenerate to a condition
worse than before the intermingling
of the tvio.
The imp<ntance of thoroughbred
drones is beginning to be appreciated.
If a low grade bull is not tit to breed
from, why is a hybrid drone, the
tendency of whose offspring is to revert to the original type V
Forest City, Iowa."

Now,

deduce from

Translated by A. R. Kolinke.

Two Queens

in

One Hive.

JOnANN FELSWANN.

Two queens in one hive is nothing
new," says one; "it has happened
with me, too." Certainly, such cases
are not so very rare, and will be ob"

served by every attentive bee-keeper,
and if I essay to write about it, it is
not so much on account of the two
queens as on account of the accompanying circumstances. u"der which
they were observed. No practical experienced apiarist will deny the existence of two queens in one hive occasionally, but the opinions as to the
" why of it. diverge very much. To
enumerate all the different opinions
of bee-keepers with reference to this
subject would till many pages, the
study of which would lead to the conclusion that the occurrence of two
fertile queens in one hive has not yet
been sutlicieutly explained, and will
remain so until by experiment the
conditions are discovered under which
an otherwise normal colony will suffer
"'"

two queens

in their hive.

mv

It was on an
case
the day being very
clear and bright as it had rained the
preceding night, everything was refreshed and the bees improved the
opportnnitv to gather honey from the

Now.

as to

afternoon

:

in .Inly,
;

tlowers. I had one very
populous colony, which, in spite of all
the chances there were, did not swarm;
hence, on the day spoken of above I

newly opened

went to investigate the case. On removing the frames. I found in the
(irst three newly-gathered honey, the
fourth was one-third honey and the
rest empty cells, cleaned and polished
to receive eggs, which fact led me to
suppose the queen near. Very carefully I removed the frame, and there

—
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Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

on the

fiftli frame, still hanging in the
hive, I saw the queen in the act of
laying. [In such liives tlie back is movable and frames are tal^en out one
after t!ie other from the back toward
the front. Remarks by translator].
Now, the fourth frame just removed
I held still in ray hands, and, as is my
habit, I turned it to look at the side
which iiad been toward the laying
queen and behold, there was another
queen and in the cells freshly-laid
eggs. Twoqueens! Quiteasurprise!
Well, after examining the rest of the
frames of brood and finding everything in the best of order, I put the

—

frames back again in the same order
they had been, with the two queens
on their combs, for furtlier observation.

The colony remained

strong, had
and furnished
some honey, and went into winter
quarters with tlie two queens.
It

always much

brood

wintered well

in tlie latter part of
;
April I examined the colony again,
but found only one queen.
The following remarkable points
may be ob.served in this case
:

1st.

Both queens were

in

one and

Dlister-Bcetle Larvse Attacking Bees.

Inclosed I send a few insects that
infest the bees about this time of the
year. I liave found as many as seven
on one bee, but mostly not more than
one.
I have never found them on

queens or drones, and have therefore
concluded that they come from the
flowers when the bees are at work,
though I have never found any on the
flowers, after diligent searcli. If you
can inform me in regard to them, you
will greatly oblige.
J. P.

Fall Brook, Cal.,

M. Rainbow.

May

1, 1882.

The

insects (Fig. 1) from J. P, M.
Rainbow, Fall Brook, Cal., are the
larvae of some species of blister beetle,
possibly of Meloe barbarus, Lee, which
California.
is a common species in
These blister beetles are quite curious
and interesting. The famous Spanisli
fly, which is comercially of so ranch
importance, and which, wlien dried,
forms tlie cantliarides of tlie shops,
belongs to tliis family. We have several species of these blister beetles.

they escajie from the eggs, thousands
which are deposited in tlie earth by
each female, at once crawl upon some
flowering plant, like the mmpofiitcE,
and as these latter are visited by bees,
the active larva; crawl upon the legs
and bodies of the bees, and so are
borne off to the hives.
Seven of
these, as seen by Mr. R. on one bee, is
a serious burden, and must often overcome the bees. But this is not all.
The larvEe leave the bees in the hives,
and take to an egg diet, which they
vary by eating honey, jelly and pollen.
In this way they become a serious injury to the bees.
As neither the
drones nor the queens visit the flowers,
these vesicant larvse will be found on
the workers only.
The other curious feature of these
insects is there anomalous transformations, which were styled by M. FaIn most
bre, hyperraetamorphosis.
insects the metamorphosis is like that
of our bees. We lirst have the egg,
then the larva, then the pupa, and
last the imago, or winged insect. In
these blister beetles, we have the egg,
then a degraded form, the one carried
by the bees from tlie flowers, which is
known as the triungulin (Fig. 1), then
the second larval form, which has
nearly the same shape as before, but
the legs are much shorter, and now It
is feeding on eggs, and the other good
things of the hive. The next larval
of

called pseudopupa, as it looks
like a pupa as it rests in the
mutilated skin of the previous stage.
The next stage is much like the usual

form

is

some

beetle larvae, or grubs,

have the pupa, and

and then we

the imago.
Surely such a long development is
worthy of a long name, and why not
Some of the
liypermetamorphosis ?
larvie feed on the eggs, etc., of some
of the wild bees, and others, as shown
by Prof. C. V. Riley, in a most excellent paper on these insects, feed ou
the eggs of the Rocky Mountain

—

1.
Triungulin, or lirst larva,
the one carried l)y the bee to tlie
hive. Lengtli, 13 ui. in.

iio.

Fig. 2.— Meloe, female, showing short locust.
That any of the
elytra, or wing-covers, and large abroots of

domen.

Packard

larvffi feed on the
grass, as stated by Harris
and many others, is very

A.

doubtful.

the same space between two combs;
both ill the act of laymg. In all or
most all cases heretofore reported,
they have had their quarters in different parts, generally in extreme ends
or sides of the hive.

all of

which are as capable of produc-

Cook.

ing blisters as are the green flies of
Spain. Some of our species are very
destructive, and when common do
great damage. The old potatoe beetle, Epicaula viUMa, used to be much

Both queens seemed to work dreaded in Ohio. I have seen our
harmoniously together for the well- asters fairly covered with E. alruta,
being of the colony, wliilst the rule is, which is equally destructive to rape.
that if they meet in one hive they These beetles have very soft bodies
and long necks. Some of the species,
fight until one is dead.
3d. A change of queens could not those of the genera Meloe (Fi}j. 2), and
I
have been contemplated by the bees, Hornia. have very short wings.
in wiiich case they rear another queen, often receive specimens of Meloe anbecause the old queen was only in her guslicollis. which is common in all of
second year, and in her very best age, the Northern States, and is readily
as proven by the condition of tlie distinguished, especially if a female,
by the very short wings and the enorcolony before and after.
4th. Even suppose the bees meant mous abdomen, which fairly drags
to rear a queen, to either supersede with its weight of eggs.
But the strangest feature of these
the old one or swarm, tlien why did
the old queen not swarm with part of curious insects, and the one which
more directly interests bee-keepers,
the colony ?
5th. The conduct of the workers is is connected with the habits and transalso to be considered, which not only formations of the immature insects, or
suffered two queens in their hive, but larviB. These alone among beetles are,
in a manner, parasitic. As Mr. Rainseemed to treat them both alike.
lUustraled Bicnen Zeitxmij.

J.

Lansing, Mich., July, 1882.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Checking the Swarming Fever.

2d.

From

last

bow suggests, the

larva; (Fig. 1),

when

M.

C.

.STEVENS.

Jas. N.Tucker's queries in regard to
swarm of Aug. 2Gth. induce me to
give ray practice with late swarms:
1st. Destroy every queen-cell. 2d. Return the swarm. 3d. Put on the upper story tilled with sections furnished
with starters. If there i.) any honey
to be found they will go to wtn-k "with
his

a will," and soon lill every section.
This, at present prices, wilt be worth
more than a good colony of bees. If
no honey is coming in, they will be in
a condition to winter with but little
trouble, and without much risk; but
if they are put in an empty hive, and
no honey is coming in, they will have
to be fed a good deal, and then, after
one has done his best, the chances are
slim for wintering. Besides this, the

;
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parent colony will be reduced in numbers, and in all protiability the drones
will all be killed off l)efore the new
queen goes forth on her bridal tour,
and hence she will return to the liive

a virgin and worthless. The fate of
the colony is then inevitable— the bees
will dwindle to nothing before spring.
Bee-keei)crs should awake to the fact

that, in most cases, it is more profitable to take proper care of a few colonies, than endeavor to get a large increase in bees, which is always at the
expense of the honey product.
advice is, in no case to allow a colony
to cast more than one swarm. If a
second swarm comes out, put them
back as directed above.
Lafayette, Ind., Sept. 14, 1882.

My

Balletln d'aplculteur.

Swiss Bee-Kcepers' ConTcntion.
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9.

What

level
10.

honey

(in

your altitude above sea

is

metres)

What

is

'?

your harvest time for

':*

The spring meeting of the " Societe
11. Is your country
Romande d'apiculture" was held at mountajnoiis V

Friboiirg. in (irenette hall on June
27tb SO members were present; the
;

President elect. M. A. de Dardel, congratulated the members on their having met this year in the rich center of
Fribonrg, already so far advanced in
the culture of bees, that it has two
more societies besides their own, one
French and the other German, all
three emulating each other in devising and adopting good methods and,
moreover, that among their own 268
;

12.
it

If

mountainous, which way

13.

What

is

the character of

Time and Place oj Meeting.

10— Tuscarawas
J.

Valley, at Newcomer8town,0.
A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

17,

11— Northern Michigan, at Pewamo, Mich.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
18— Northwestern, atChicaeo, Ul.

IR,

19— Southern

10,

('.

C. Coffinberry,

Sec, Chicago, III,
Los Angeles.

California, at

J, E. Pleasants, Pres.,

Anaheim, Cal.

at Norwalk, O.
Newmiin, Sec Norwalk, O.
at New Brunswick.
lla»brouck. Sec, Bound Brook, N. J.

21— Northern Ohio,
S. F.

Nov.

1

—New Jersey & Eastern,
J.

|y In order to have this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Bd.

Louisiana State Association.

The bee-keepers of St. Mary, Iberia,
Vermillion, St. Landry, and St. Martin parishes met at Serrett's Ilall, New
Iberia, on Saturday, Sept. 2. 1882. AV.
R. Tliomiison, Esq., was elected President and .J. D, Bedell, Secretary, pro
tern.

W. R. Thompson stated the object
of the meeting. Those present then
proceeded to the election of otlicers
with the following result
W. II.
:

Thompson, President Dr. Shaw, Vice
President Geo. E. Sonnemann, SecHenry Steckler, Treasurer
retary
;

:

;

E. Delinouly, Vice President for J^afayette Parish
J, D. Bedell, for St.
Mary Parish Louis Ducbamp, for
St. Martin's Parish; J.W.Jackson,
;

;

for St. l^andry Parish.

These Parishes embrace about 1,.500
colonies, of which 905 are in frame
hives, and the remainder are box
hives and nuclei.
The next meeting will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 7th, at Serrett's Hall,
New Iberia. La.
\V. R. Thompson, Pres.
G. E. Sonnemann, tfec;.

the

Information he said, thus collected,
and intelligently acted upon
would not only increase the i)roduc-

differed,

tion of lioney,'bnt improve its quality,
and so enlarge the sale of it that he
would not be any more afraid of the
tax gatherer than he is now of his

competitors all around him. By teachmembers, 15 were foreigners, who ing his neighbor he has added water
showed, by joining them, the interest and power to his own mill-race.
tliey feel bv their work, not the least
Mr. President Horner promised the
part of which is to regulate and facili- co-operation of the Iribourg Society
to find new in answering these questions, and sugtate the sale of honev
markets, and throw all the light they gested the addition of a few other
can upon the frauds in the trade he questions like these
To what cause
felt thankful with them that notwith- do vou attribute your success or your
of
season
standing an unfavorable
failure"?
What influence has the
cold spells, northerly winds and rough climate on your section of country ?
of
many
as
every
kind,
weather of
After a prolonged discussion on the
them as had colonies on the plain, most efficient ways and means to have
ready in time, had succeeded, during the questions reach their destination,
the few fine days at the last moment, be intelligently answered, and the
the 11 days froni the 27th of May to answer conveyed safely, a committee
the 7th of June, in gathering at least was appointed to carry out the measan average crop he also urged them ure in tull.
so to co-operate with the promoters of
Mr. Ed. Bertrand, editor of the
the Swiss Exposition of apiculture at Bulletin d' Apicultexir read a paper on
Zurich, that their own society should the yield of honey. For a few years
be well represented there in the two back he said, by means of hives perexpositions, one of which would be manently fastened upon scales, I have
permanent with "two empty speci- taken notes of the progress of my
mens of each of the hives used by us, various crops in aiflerent locations,
our summer hive for a colony in and I desire to communicate to you
viz.
its highest development, and our win- the results I have obtained, and the
ter hive for a colony in its most information to be derived from them.
straightened condition, with all the I have two of such colonies at some
instruments and tools used in both distance from my residence, and there
periods, and samples of honey and I can take observations only when I
wax, classified by cartons, altitudes, go to visit them from time to time. At
times of gathering, and the plants on Nyon, my home, I frequently take
which the bees had fed. The other notes every day. He said that almost
exposition, he continued, would be invariablv'his "crop of honey depends
temporary, in September, and would for weight upon the state of the
receive colonies of bees of various weather during the 15 days preceeding
races with hives, instruments, etc.
May harvest. This year, at the end
He was followed by Mr. L S. Fusay, of jilarch and beginning of April, the
by
said
he
was,
as
he
who, undaunted,
hive on the scales kept up its weight
the ghost of the tax gatherer, pro- pretty evenly, the cherry trees were
questions
following
the
that
posed
in blossom, then the plum trees, a few
should be printed and sent by mail to species of ^villows and the dandelion
every one of their members and oth- —after the 22d of April till the 10th of
ers engaged in bee-keeping, to be an- May, the weight decreased constantly,
swered in September:
and yet the cliestnut trees were bloomHow many hives have you, ing, the pear trees also, etc.; but the
1.
weather was rough, rainy, cold, from
movable or permanent?
How many kilogrammes of the north. The Uth, 12th and 13th
2.
of May show in my notes a daily inhoney have you gathered
What "proportion of clover land crease of .'550, 375 and 200 giammes
3.
do yon cultivate, and what is your corresponding to fine days and to the
estimate of the proportion of same first rtowering of the clover and the
laud is there in your country as com- i)lue sage our soil is gravelly and
Again, from the Uth to the
light.
pared with other cultures ?
Same question for natural 20th of May, the diminution is con4.
stant, except on the 19th when the
meadows
5.
What is the proportion in oak blow from the north gave place on the
20th to a southwest wind, the entire
land ?
Have you linden trees and diminution from the 14th to the 20th
6.
in the evening was kilog. 1-775 {5%
chestnut trees V
Have yon many fruit trees, pounds)! and thus on till the 16th of
7.
.June when he ceasedhis observations
and of what kind mostly
What is the prevailing wind to gather in bis honey. I can tell that
8.
with you in the spring, and what kind all mv crop was the work of 11 days,
during two of which nothing vi-as
of wind is it V
:

1882.

or

does

soilV

;

eept.28— Norfolk, Ont., at Wftterford. Ont.
EliasClouse, Sec.
Oct. 3-6— North American, at Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Ehrlcb Parinly, Sec, New York City.
5— Kentucky Union, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demuree, Sec, ('hristianaburg, Ky.
7— Marshall County, Iowa, at Marshalltown.
J. W. Sanders, Sec, LeGrand, Iowa.

hilly

incline V

;

Local Convention Directory.

flat,

;

:

'i*

;

':*

'(

;
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done. In these observations I have
of course sought to take into account
the influence of temperature, of the
atmospheric pressure, of the direction
of the wind, of the weather, and my
table embraces all these records— the
laws are known which rule over the
secretion of nectar by the plants ; but
we do not know every thing, and there
are anomolies, and cases which cannot
certain temperature
be explained.
is necesary, a certain
heat also, a
moderate atmospheric pressure, and a
certain moisture in the air, these are
the general laws.
The dry winds
from the north and northeast are very
contrary, while tlie moist winds from
the south and west are very favorable.
Tlie rays of the sun are not indispensable ; for, in cloudy w eather and even
during the few li'ours preceeding a
storm, I have seen the bees gathering
enormous quantities of honey. During fine weatlier, the gathering may
be abundant, very much so, but if the
days continue hot and dry, the honey
decreases.
After a good rain, it is
abundant but watery, owing doubtless
to the nocturnal evaporation ; a cooling of the temperature arrests the
secretion of the nectar, and yet this
secretion will take place when the
temperature is relatively low, in tlie'
spring for instance. Cold nights have
generally an unfavorable influence upon the days which follow, and even
here we sometimes get good crops
after cold nights not however, below
55 to 46^ Fahr.
I know that the variations in the
weight of a liive do not reveal all its
inside working; the laying of larvfe
increases or diminishes in importance;
the bees also bring in water and pol'len ; they build their combs
w'orking
bees are lost. It is dittlcult to apportion its part to everyone of these
factors; and yet, take it all in all,
these observations on the scales are as
amusing as useful for the conduct of
the apiary— often the liees appear to
be gathering and yet bring in nothing;
and then an importance is given to
bloom, which it does not everywhere
deserve in the same degree. Thus, at
Nyon, I rely no longer upon fruit
trees, the acacia robinier, the linden,

A

;

my

etc. I depend on
meadows, tlie
trefoil, the sago, and "they do not dis-

appoint

me

;

I

know

that, with

them.

my colonies will be ready by the middle of May.
I can only speak for my locality
but I believe that the condition of
many more in viilleys is the same as
mine. I know also, that, after hay
harvest, I have nothing more to expect
at Nyon from the white clover, lin;

den and buckwheat tlie bees do well.
But when I shall have succeeded in
getting up a field of melilot, yellow
(noney lotus) as well as white, on
some very poor land, I will then consider myself as a bee-keeper, almost

always sure to succeed.
Commenting upon this paper, Mr.
J. Jeker added that the Germans give
up all idea of getting honey from
their fall heath after a storm, so great
is the influence exerted by electricity
upon the nectar. lie had also hives
fixed upon scales, and, weighing a
colony which had lost its queen three

it had been hived, he found although the queens are there set free
from that time its weight had as soon as hatched— not being accontinually decreased, while otlier cepted however, by a colony, or even by
colonies with (jueens were increasing by a small nucleus, unless brought in
in weight, tlie queenless one was get- within the half hour following their
ting lighter every day.
birth
that after a very few days the
Another paper was read by Mr. B. young queens become possessed of an
de Vevey, advising beginners on tlieir imperious desire to get out;
and

days after
that,

;

treatment of drones, not to kill them
by wliolesale, but to be sure to keep a
few hundred for every colony, in order
that the purity of the mother be well
provided for, otlierwise she would be
very apt to get off from tlie hive and
never return, leaving it queenless, an
unproductive expense, even if a few
poinids of lioney are saved by an injudicious suppression of the drones
whicli are also needed for the erection
of tlie large cells without which bees
cannot get along.
Mr. J. Jeker stated his method of
dividing colonies in frame hives and
recommended to beginners to make
up a colony not from one hive, but
from two, taking the queen and young
bees from tlie liist and tlie cells witli
larvje from the second; experienced
keepers however, he said, make up
small nuclei which they furnish with
cells built up in a good colony.
Mr. B. de Vevey, stated his method
of dividing a colony, by choosing his
strongest colony, taking out of it the
cells and larvie, without tlie bees,
placing them in an empty hive which
he carried olf to fill the place of a
colony that is also carried off somewhere else, and the working bees of
the latter, coming back to their

wonted

place,

find the larva;

which

they care for at once to get a queen.
As he invited criticism upon tiis way
Mr. Ed. Bertrand remarked that it
was contrary to admitted tlieory for
old working bees tlius to rear a qiieen.
The Rev. Father Philippe, Superior
of the
Cordaliers, explained
his
method of keeping his Italian bees
pure
waits
psychologic
He
for the
moment when the bees begin driving
the drones before them, a sure indication that tlie days of these are num-

not probable that the
bees, nor
know how to feed themselves.
Mr. Fusay, in trying to obtain
fecundity in queens while captive, had
once Hlted up in the upper part of a
frame cages containing royal cells;
the queens, he said, could go out into
a space arranged above the cage, and
into this space males were introduced ;
but the results were null ; the cajitive
queens after 7 or 8 days, were thinned,
faded, and not received if presented
Anally that

it is

voung queens are fed by the

to nuclei.

Mr. Ed.

Bertrand presented the
extractor of Leandri, improved by Dr. A. Dubiiii, costing 10
francs it had been sent to be examined and tried, and the wax extracted with itwas declared to be very
pure, not burned in the least it could
only be used for small quantities, but
solar

wax
;

;

saved much labor. Mr. Bertrand presented also the Feet queen cage, an
American device for carrying and introducing queens now being manufactured liy Mr. P. Von Siebenthal.
Mr. Marmier presented an American
smoker improved by himself between
the guard and the lire place he has
fitted up an old carpet to shield off the
heat; within the tire-box, a spring
fastened to a grate presses upon the
fuel and keeps it kindled; lastly two
handles fltted upon the bellows facilitates it being held more easily with
one hand.
The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m.
Ed. BEltTliAND, Heiy.
:

;

This day of June 27th was well Hlled
up at 7:.30 in the morning a number
of bee-keepers were already in attendance at Carpenters" hotel, Fribourg,
Vaud, Geneva, Neuchatel, the Berbered, and lie divides his colonies nese Jura were represented; the
making a choice of sucli as lie wants venerable Abbe Alois Ulrjcli, of Sion,
to breed from the colonies which have always present at our meetings, reprequeens gradually exterminate their sented the Valais; true to his promise,
males, while tliose which are queen- Mr. J. Jeker, of Lubingen, vice presiless keep tlieiis, and these males of dent of the Society of our confederate
choice colonies will fertilize tlie new of tlie German tongue, was also
queens; although it happens some- present; the committee of the Fritimes that the queen is badly mated bourg Society was almost complete.
and thus brings out a mongrel set of After tlie introductions, hand sluikworking bees, still the male progeny ings, and the exchange of news about
is pure
at the time he thus operates, the yield of honey, the entire comthe hive swarms with bees; and as he pany of pastors and curates, teachers
farmers, manufacturers
and
divides only after harvest, his yield of and
honey does not suffer. He also des- others, went in a liody to the line garcribed tlie compartment box wliich lie den of the Cordeliers, situated upon a
uses to raise and keep a certain num- high terrace overlooking the Savine.
ber of queens for use when wanted. The Bev. Father Pliilippe, Superior of
The compartments are all small hives the Convent, did the honors in a very
which he can put together when not pleasant manner.
His colonies,
mostly pure Italian, are located in
thus occupied by queens.
three
four
pavilions.
UnfortuPresident Horner said that he had
or
devised such a queens' box a wired nately the season has this year been
frame divided into 15 apartments, very unfavorable in the Canton of
each holding 15 cells; but tie doubts Fribourg, and the hives contained but
the possibility of these queens being very little honey.
A number of
kept after hatching.
groups formed around the pavilions
Mr. Ed. Bertrand replied that he and a fewcompetent members, among
but them the Father Philippe and Mr.
had no experience with such
that in America such boxes are used. Jeker, with a right good will, made
:

;

;

;

—

;

•

—

...
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operations and demonstrations in response to inquiries addressed to them
after wliieli discussions and tlie annual meeting was held at Cxreneth
;

Hall.
.

The

The

.

.

National Coiirention.

Nortli

American

ers' Society will

nual

,

Bee-Keep-

hold their 13lh an-

meeting at

Washington Park
Washing-

Hall, Ciiu'inuHti, O., across

^"

The bee-keepers of Boone Co.,
Ind., are cordially invited to meet at
the office of Barton Iliggins, in Lebanon, Oct. 9, at 9 o'clock, a.m., to complete the organization of the auxiliary
County Bee-Keepers' Society. The
bee-keepers of Hendricks county, Ind.,
are invited to be present. By request
of the Committee.

Saving Combs.— Do bees make any
after Augu.st? I have been actvised to take from each hive all frames
with comb that bees cannot cover. 1.
leilarshall County, Iowa, Bee- Is it wise to do so ? 2. If I do. how
Keepers' Association will hold its can I preserve this comb until spring?
regular session at the Court House in ;i. Will it injure the comb to fumigate
ilarshalltown on Saturday, Oct. 7. at it with suiiibnr to destroy worms V
10 a.m. Subject for discussion. "How This is my lirst years' experience with
We hope bees am much interested, but have
to prepare for wintering."
had great trouble with worms in my
to have a good meeting.
weak colonies. My experience will, I
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
trust, enable me to do better next

ton Park from ttie Exposition building. Time, Oct. 3ni to .5th, 1882.
First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
3.. We are encouraged to hope that
this will be a very prolitable meeting,
as we are promised p.ipers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
Vice President for Kansas. Mr. D.
essays and implements of the apiary P. Norton having peremptorily reare expected from abroad to add to signed, I hereby appoint Mr. S. J.
the knowledge imparted by the re- Miller, of .314 Kansas avenue, Topeka,
search and inventive skill and meth- Kansas, as his successor to the Vice
ods of our countrymen.
Presidency for Kansas of the N. A.
KiiiuCK Parmly, Sec.
B. K. Society.

—

New

York, July
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12. 1882.

A.

J.

Cook, President.

comb

;

year.
John II. Boss.
Glenville. Ala.. Sept. 13, 1882.
[1. It is better to remove all combs
that the bees cannot cover, leaving
those in the hive which are well tilled

with honey.

Put them in a cool, light room
room where you can easily
fumigate them with sulphur.
3. No and for this purpose you can
use empty hives, fitting the combs in
nicely, closing all cracks, and with a
good smoker charged with sulphur,
fumigate them thoroughly from the
2.

;

or in a tight

i^rThe Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
i^The Southern California District
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111., Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 their annual Convention in Union
and 18, 1882. The office of the Ameri- Hall, Los Angeles City, Oct. 19, 20,
can Bee Journal has been kindly ten- 1882, during the week of the Agridered as a place of meeting. A cordial cultural Fair. The Convention prominvitation is extended to all bee-keep- ises to be of so much interest that no
ers, and especially those of the North- bee-keeper should miss it.
Ladies are entrance. If the bees do not cover all
western States, to be present. The pressingly invited to attend.
the combs, it will be no protection
meeting takes place during the last
J. E. Pleasant.s, Pres.
;

week

of the inter-State Industrial
Exposition, to enable all to obtain reduced railroad rates. First session at
10 a. m.
C. C. Miller, Fres.
ern

against moths to leave the extra
combs in the hives, but rather desfall meeting of the NorthOhio Bee- Keepers' Association truction to the combs and the bees as
will be held in Whittlesey Hall, Nor- well.— Ed.]
walk, O., Saturday. Oct. 21, com-

^The

C. C.

COFFINBEKRY,

Hec.

mencing at 9 a. m. A full attendance
Poisoned.— I have two August coloi^Tlie Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- is solicited, as it will be a meeting of
nies of bees that have done splendid
more than usual interest. Principal work, and two July colonies that are

ciation of Maryland, Virginia and
West Virginia, will meet at Ilagerstown, in the room of the County Commissioners, at the Court House, on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1882, at 1 o'clock,
p. m., the session to last two days.

" How shall perfect failures. Tfiev have dwindled
subject for discussion
we winter our bees without loss "r"'
to a few handfuls. One colony I gave
S. F. Newjian, Sec.
a comb with eggs and larva?, but they
In the other I
failed to rear a queen.
fear the queen is worthless. 1. What
The Washington County Fair will
CLUBBING LIST.
shall I do with both colonies to save
then be in progress, which will give
what I have ? 2. Would it be best to
persons nn opportunity to attend the
Wesupply the Weekly American Bee Jonr- consolidate them both with my strong
exhibition. All persons intending to
fol
lowing
periodicals, one year, colonies V
niil anti ^ny of the
.".
What is the trouble
will please drop me a card, so that
at the prices qm^ted in the last column of H^ures.
fo
bees, when a dozen at a time
may secure for them half-fare rates. The first column Kives the regular price of both with theseen
upon the ground reeling
may be
J. Luther Bowers, Sec.
All postage is prepaid by the publishers.
around as if drunken, and apparently
Publinhers' Price Club in distress'? Bees in this quarter have
$2 00.
^"The (ifth annual meeting of the The Weekly Bee Journal
swiuined late, but done remarkably
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Con- andGleaninesinBee-CulturetA.I.Root) 3 00.. 2 75 well. We have had no rain here since
Mauaiine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 60
Bee-Keepers'
vention will be held at Pewamo,
August, and, in conseBee-Keepers'lnstructor(W. Thomas) 2 50.. 2 35 the 8th of
Ionia County, Mich., on the second
Please
450.. 4 00 quence, flowers are dried up.
The 4 above-named papers
Tuesday and Wednesday (10th and
answer the above questions and oblige
Bee-Keepers'K.xch'ngeCHouk JtPeet) 00. 2 80
11th) of October, 1882. Pewamo beBeginner.
260.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HllI)
ing on the D. & M. and II. & xM. R.
Malvern, Iowa, Sept. 18. 1882.
2 60.. 2 40
Kansas Bee-Keeper
Il.,it will be accessible by rail.
The
6 30.. 5 50
The" above-named papers
Unite them with the
[1 and 2.
members will do all in their power to
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
make the meeting interesting.
stronger colonies, removing their
ManuaKboundln
cloth)
25..
3
3
00
Prof. Cook's
H. M. Roop, Pres.
By this process you will
Bees and Honey, (T. O. Newman) " 2 75. 2 .'0 queens first.
O. R. GooDNO, A'ec.
2 85.. 2 75 strengthen the already good colonies,
Binder for Weekly. 1831
:

.

A

:)

Binder for Weekly for 1882

^"The

2 75..

2 50

Tuscarawas Valley Bee-

Keepers' Association will hold their
next meeting in Wilgns Hall. New^f Do not let your numbers of the
comerstown, O.. on Tuesday. Oct. 10, Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
instead of Oct. 5th. This change is
made in order to allow members to best way to preserve them is to proThey
visit the National Convention at Cin- cure a binder and put them in.
cinnati.
J. A. Buckle w, ijec.
are very valuable for reference

and

will sacrifice

nothing in doing

so,

as the July colonies would probably
die if left to themselves.
is the result of
3. Most likely it
some peculiar food which is a destructive poison, and the bees come out of

the hive to suffer

and

die.

Ed.]

— —

—
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Sweet CloTer. The ruiiUUe of July
I ciuefiilly prep:u'ed nearly two acres

occurrence with young Syrians, even
to the age of six weeks. They appear
of land and planted buckwheat and
quite nervous and restless when the
Bokhiira clover together on it. I used
fully four pounds of the clover seed comb is disturbed. Ed.]
per acre. The buckwheat came up,
1. Will it do any
Moving Bees.
but so far nothing is to be seen of the
clover. The seed was sold to me by damage to bees and brood to move
miles
by
rail
them
60
about the lirst
a trustwortliy dealer. 1. Can you explain the cause of failure V 2. Will it of November, and should I cover the
likely come up yet V I am satistied frames with wire-cloth or honeythe pasturage is the great question board while in transit? 2. Is honey
for bee-keepers to solve, and am in- from goldenrod good for wintering
clined to plant a good deal of sweet bees ? It has been a very poor season
W. N. Howard.
clover as well as some other plants, here for bees.
Lyndon, Vt., Sept. 18, 1882.
but this lirst attempt is discouraging.
I had a novel experience with a young
[It will do to move bees at any time,
queen a few days since. I thought it
time for her to begin laying and on provided the weather is mild enough
taking out a frame, she being on it, I afterward to allow of their having a
thought I detected in a cell near her flight. So late in the season as you
one egg. I had to disturb the bees,
they being clustered pretty thick over propose to move them would be too
the spot. To my surprise she took cold to allow of wire-cloth covering
flight.
None of the bees were so the frames. Use a honey-board over
much disturbed. Shortly afterwards them, or a blanket over the frames
1 found her in the hive, and intending
to build the nucleus into a colony, and tlie hive cover on. It would be
gave her another frame of bees and well to bore one-inch holes in oppobrood. Later in the day, wishing to site sides of the brood-chamber, and
be assured of her safety, I carefidly
When I (irst cover them with wire-cloth from the
examined the hive.

—

out the frame on wliich I found
her she seemed nervous and timid,
but soon resumed her occupation of
laying, although the noon sun was
shining on her. The bees about her
lifted

inside

would afford ventilation
Never put the wire-cloth
where ventilation is the ob-

this

;

enough.
outside,

ject desired, as the bees,

when

ex-

seemed to be quite as much interested cited, will crowd into the cavity, and
in her work as I was. This conduct those behind crowd against and kill
seemed singular in a timid young them, and thus defeat the very purqueen.
Geo. E. Bogqs.
Clintonville, Ky., Sept. 19, 1882.
[1. We are yet in the experimental
stage of cultivating sweet clover, and
occasionally failure of germination is
a problem we have not solved. Yours
is the third case we have heard of,
where tlie seeds failed to grow, and in
the first two cases we knew the seeds
to be fresh and sound. In one case,
they were gathered in the vicinity
of Cliicago, and sowed at different
times on the same kind of soil gathered from, and yet it did not grow. In
both instances, however, they were
sown broadcast during a spell of
drouth, and, we believe, were not harrowed under.
gentleman of this
city gathered some of the seed last
season and sent to a friend in Nebraska, who planted it in March last
and we are assured it has been in
bloom tor four weeks.
We have
planted sweet clover at almost all seasons, and in every method we could
think of, and have never had it fail to
grow but had but one kind of soil to
experiment upon— a low, blue clay.
2. Were the case ours, we would not
despair of its growing, unless next
spring fails to bring it up.
We have never had even a young
Italian queen take flight from the
•comb but it has been a very common

A

;

;

pose you wish to accomplish.
2.

If

ripened and capped over,
Ed.]

it is

excellent winter food.

September Swarm Doing Well.—
Bees are doing well. My last swarm
came out one week ago to-day. I
gave them 3 frames of brood and
honey, and 6 of foundation. At this
date they are almost complete. From
one pound of Dr. Tinker's golden
honey plant seed, sowed Feb. 15th to
April 1.5th, in best rich loam on lower
foothills and bottom lands, not one
stalk has appeared as yet. I have 59
good colonies of bees.

AsBURT McKnight.
Bible Grove,

111.,

Sept. 16, 1882.

that good new seed would grow as
well as good seed corn, and if properly
distributed, a pound is suflicient for
an acre. It should be covered about
an inch, and a plant to every square
foot is ample. It is about the first
green thing to be .seen above ground
in spring and is quite liable to be

nipped by frosts. Its early and rank
growth dwarfs and chokes out rival
weeds, its rich and luxuriant foliage
completely shading the ground.
I
have not tested it for pasture, but if
stock like it and- thrive upon it, it

must be valuable for early pasture.
Can you tell me how to save and separate catnip and hoarhound seed from
the chaff to which
than a brother V"

it

I

adheres " closer
consider them

honey plants, especially
as hoarhound blooms two to three
weeks before sweet clover, and I
never knew bees to desert it for somelioth excellent

thing better.
D. P.
Council Grove, Kan.

Norton.

[If sown in late winter, it will rarely
ever sprout in time for the frost to
kill it.
We liave sown it on the snow,
and received good results.
Again,
were it necessary to sow in spring, it
would not be so universally reproductive as it has always proven itself,
growing and thriving for many years
in succession if left to seed itself each
summer and autumn, as has been the
case in the vicinity of Chicago.
We have no information as regards
saving and cleaning catnip and hoarhound seed, and quite agree with you
in commending them. Ed.]

Five Hundred Per Cent.— I have just
returned from the Rocky Mountains,
and after viewing the magnificent
and varied flora, of mountain, foothill
and plain, and seeing no honey nor
apiarian supplies at the great Denver
Exposition, I regarded it as an outrage upon ttie beautiful " Centennial"
State of Colorado. Our bees here are
piling in the honey at a wonderful rate
and 1 find a ready market at liome for
My bees have made for
all produced.
me this season live hundred per cent,

upon their

Am

last

spring's valuation.

beginning to feel quite well acsome of your corresCultivation of Sweet Clover.— About quainted with
letters
the culture of sweet clover you remark pondents from their frequent
the Bee Journal of Sept. 6th,
" the natural requirements of the send
are to some extent, or nearly wholly
met by planting in late winter or very
early spring when the nights are still
frosty and an occasional severe freeze
assists to rot and burst the hull," etc.
in

—and Ileddon— I

just naturally like
Jos. Saunders.
Reynolds, Neb., Sept. 17, 1882.

hira.

Honey Bound.

— My

75

—

colonies of

bees are all full below no room for
the queens to lay. Had I better exI have been experimenting with sweet tract two or three frames in each, and
clover for three years, and the only put the empty combs in the center?
success I have had in sowing was in Some colonies have 10 frames of solid
spring, after all danger of liard freez- honey.
II. M. Morris.
ing had passed.
Early last spring
Rantoul, 111., Sept. 18, 1882.
there was a bountiful growth of young
[Yes ; the first favorable weather
plants from seed dropped by the old
ones, and a hard freeze killed every that comes. It would be much better
plant above ground.
The young had it been done before but even
plants are quite tender. I sovC'ed an
now there is time to mature a liberal
acre in drills after all freezing was
over, about time of corn planting, and amount of brood before winter sets
judging from the result, I should say in, if it is attended to at once.— Ed.]
;

,

—

—
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Bee Lice.— I liave seen siicli liouble
as described by Win. Glennon, on
page oS7()f the Uee Jouknal, Ciuised
by a red spider-like louse, which
affects the abdomens of pupa genertiet a
ally, but sometimes larvie.
piece of p\ipa brood 5x6 and examine.
infested;
patches
are
Sometimes large
at otlier times only a cell or two in a
H. L. Jeffrey.
place.
Washington Depot, Conn.
[The louse to which our correspondent refers is probably Branla cceca,
which will be found fully described in
" Cook's Manual," page 268, or. perhaps,

Mdoe

which

barbariis. a delineation of

given

is

number

in this

of the

on page 614. We do
not think anything of this kind was
the trouble with Mr. Glennon'scolony.
The bees were, from some cause, unable to lay in ample stores, and destroyed the defenseless to save the
vigorous. The queen may have been

Bee Jouunal,

619

from other colonies. After a day or realizing large yields of lioney, and
two I introduce a laying queen, and are making it quite as profitable as
they very soon makegood strong colonies. My increase was from 20 to 30,
with a few nuclei for queen-rearing.
1 do not claim to be a scientific beekeeper, as 1 make it oidy a secondary
business, faruiing being my principal
occupation. I get 25 cents a pound
for nearly all of my honey, and a good
share of "it is sold" riglit' at my door.
We have had one of the most severe
drouths this season that I ever knew.
Prom the 19th of July to the 10th of
September we had less than half an
inch of rainfall, and most of the time
the weather was very warm, with
drying winds. Nearly all vegetation
has dried up except in low, swampy
places. Many animals have suffered
for want of food and water, and the
poor honey bee with the rest. We had
a fine, welcome rain last Monday, over
2 inches of water falling, for wliich
we feel thankful.
R. Downs.
Naugatuck, Conn., Sept. 14, 1882.

their white brethren who keep bees
in the same style that is, in old log
young man who
and box hives.
has 17 colonies at my apiary, and myself, are the only persons iii all my ac-

—
A

quaintance who keep bees in movable
comb liives, but several speak of
transferring next spring. I had a
talk with an old bee man vvlio lives
near Longview, Tex., who told me he
had the best honey plant extant. He
calls it the houey mulberry, and says

grows to the usual size of the commulberry. He promised me some
sprouts from it. I would like to have
your opinion of this plant as a honey
producer. 1. Do you know any plant
by this naineV 2. Do you know of
any other species of mulberry that is
valuable as a honey plant V 3. Are
it

mon

hybrid bees more irascible than the
blacks
Do virgin queens very often
meet with drones whose hives are a
mile away, or is it in exceptional
B. L. Clements.
cases ¥
"i*

Queen City, Tex., Sept. 17, 1882.
Sngar Syriip for Wintering.— Some
honey flow, or experienced bee-keepers say that
[1. We do not know any such shrub
the bees lacked energy and industry. white sugar synip is equally as good
or tree.
bees.
If
so,
honey
for
wintering
as
—Ed.]
2. There are two or three species of
why is it not advisable to extract all
Protracted Drouth. I commenced the honey late in the fall, and insert mulberry, but none especially valuathe season with 20 colonies, most of empty combs in the brood department ble for honey, though all yield more
nnprolilic previous to

—

them in fair condition, but 2 or 3 very
light, these I soon brouglit up bv giv-

be filled with sugar syrup by the
If this were
bees for winter use y
ing them frames of capped brood done, there would not be likely to be
from strong colonies. I always aim enough pollen stored to harm tlie bees
to get my colonies uniform as early as and tne syrup would, I should think,
possible in the spring
bees did noth- be more economical than honey for
ing in March and next to nothing in bee feed. Has this mode been sufMay. The season was cold, dry and ficiently tested to determine its feasibackward, fruit trees blossomed the bility V
J. McKlNSTRY.
last of May and first of June, but
Nelson, 111.
tliey seemed to
secrete very little
[Many bee-keepers have advocated
honey red raspberry and white clover
yielded very little honey, I had to feed and adopted the practice of extracting
my bees with frames of honey kept closely in the fall, then feeding sugar
over from last season, or I do not be- syrup for winter stores, with very
lieve I should have had half a dozen
colonies left alive. About tlie middle satisfactory results. Ed.]
to

;

;

of July most of my colonies had not
an ounce of sealed honey, and many
of them it seemed had hanlly enough
to last them overnight but they were
strong in bees and brood. The booming time finally came the last week in
July and first in August. It was during sumach bloom, and lasted about
ten days.
Most of the time being
favorable for the bees and they im;

for during the time they
tilled
all spare room in the brood
frames, some of the outside frames
they sealed solid to the bottom, and
also filled 175 two-pound boxes, or 3.50
lbs. of box and 100 lbs. of extracted,
all nice white honey, and all collecteil
in about 10 days, besides what was

Ijroved

it,

in tlie brood frames, which
must have been twice as much more.
Since sumach has gone the bees have

stored

made a living, but tliey are at
work some on goldenrod now. and bid

barely

fair to obtain ample stores for winter.
I ke|>tback swarming as much as possible by letting the swarms return
when they came out. I clip all

my

queens'

wings, and remove 2 or 3
frames of biood and replace with
empty combs or foundation. These
frames of brood from two or more
hiTcs I unite with bees and all, and

Honey Mnlherry.— Bees are doing
very well here for the last few days,
but are storing but little honey in
boxes, their time being principally
occupied in filling empty spaces in
the brood chambers, where the brood
has hatched out. This has been a
poor year for honey in tliis section.
May, June, July and August is the
time when bees store nearly all their
surplus honey here. From the 1st of
May to the 10th of June was so cold
and wet bees did nothing then came
a drouth which lasted till the 10th of
July, during which time nearly all the
suri)lus honey was stored tliat we
have taken this season. Since that
time it has been too wet until the 1st
of tliis moiitli, and it seemed to take a
week or 10 days' dry weather to renew
the secretion of honey in the blossoms
which had been so long and repeatedly drenched with rain. Dry weather,
if not protracted too long, is most propitious for the secretion of honey,
more especially in the river bottoms.
As there has been a good deal said
about negro bee-keepers, I can say I
am acquainted with 6 or 7 negroes
who are keeping bees, and own from
2 to TOO colonies, some of whom are

or less.
3. If Italian queens are mated with
black drones, they are much more irascible than the pure blacks; if black
queens mate with Italian drones, then

the traits of disposition are most likely
to be reversed.

They do

so very frequently, unthey are very numerously surrounded with drones.— Ed.]
4.

less

A Partial Report.— So far I have obtained 990 lbs. from my 17 colonies
spring count besides increasing to 38.
They are hybrids. The season up to
July 1st was cool and unfavorable but
since that time there has been an
abundance of bloom. I consider Alsike clover the best of honey plants.
F. A. BOHL.
Summum, 111., Sept. 16, 1882.
Solidago.— Please say what the acis? I have never
seen bees on it, but I am told they do

companying plant
visit

VV. P.

it.

Taylor.

Fitzroy Harbor, Ont.

;

[It is a solidago, to which family
We have
goldenrod also belongs.
seen bees gathering honey from
this species this fall.— Ed.]

Amber Syrnp
it

for

Wintering.— Will

be safe to feed bees syrup

from early amber sugarcane,
ter use y

James

Salem, Mo., Sept.

F.

made

for win-

Johnson.

17, 1882.

[We have never known

of

its Iiav-

ing been tried, but doubt its utility
for that purpo.se however, it is worthy
of a trial with one or two colonies.
;

Ed.]

—

;
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Not So Bad. Bees are doing very a dollar queen after her progeny apwell so far tins season. Have taken pears, and they possess the requisite
to date 9,191 lbs., mostly extracted ; number of bands V 2. I send you a
had 69 colonies in the spring. I have sample flower that the bees work on
increased to 100.
P. LouCKS.
from morning till night; it is a fall
Kingsburgh, Cal., Sept. 9, 1882.
flower, and grows from 7 to 8 feet
high. WhatisitV
[Nearly HO pounds per colony spring
ADVERTISING RATES.
Col. R. Walton, Vice Pres.
count, and SO per cent, increase, is not
Industry. Beaver Co., Pa.
such a disastrous failure as might
[1. As you propound the question, 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
have occurred. In former years any- there is no
difference. Fairly stated,
A line of Agate type will contain about elgrht
thing like such a yield would have
there is just as much difference as ex- n'ords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

been reckoned

Ed.]

first rate.

ists between a doubt and a fact.
2. The plant specimen is from Dr.
Good Fall Honey Crop.— The fall
honey crop is very good. Comb honey Tinker's famous golden honey plant.

readily to our grocery men
at 25 cents per pound. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 21, 1882.

is selling

—

Bees ill Canada. This has not been
a good season for bees in Canada, the
spring was so remarkably cold, they
liardly got honey enough to keep
themselves alive till basswood bloom.
Since that time they have done well,
but swarming was very late (the end
of July and through August), which
is very unusual.
I lost some swarms,
as I did not watch for them, thinking
swarming time was past. I have increased my stock from 3 to 9. I am
the only person in this township that
I know of who keeps Italians, and
only one of my young queens mated
with a black drone, so that I have
been fortunate in only having one
colony hybridized.

IIenkietta

F.

Butleu.

Campbellford, Ont., Sept.

13, 1882.

The Jackson, Mich., Fair.— Yester-

-Ed.]

A Ton

of

Honey.— I commenced

in
the spring of 1882 with 26 colonies in

DISCOUBiTS will

WEEKLY

published
paid In advance

be given on atlvertisements
as follows, if the whole )b
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For 4 weeks.
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per cent. discouDt.

months).... 30
months).... 40
months).... SO
«0
year)

"
"

"

"
movable frame liives have increased
"
"
(1
mostly on the nuclei system to 85, all
good colonies now, extracted over
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
300 lbs. of honey from clover and bass- 2S per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 months*
wood have worked since for increase 5 per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
and comb honey. I have over a ton
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
of honey, and wliat I call a fair in- alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3
crease, over 3 from one. I have trans- months, 1 per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
;

'*

;

ferred 40 colonies for neighbors,

all of

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration

which have done well— thanks to Mr.
Ileddon for progressive transferring

of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

in the

Bee Journal of

July 12th.

lifelong subscriber.
S. McLees.
May, Mich., Sept. 20th, 1882.

visited the Fair at Jackson.
1
Satislled.
My Bee Journal comes
apiarian exhibit was quite small,
compared with the one at Toledo, an(l every week, freighted with items new
what there was had not been put up and spicy, adapted to bee-culture. It
in a way to call attention. Some ex- refreshes our memory on things old
tracted honey in .ielly cups and combs and wakes us up to modern ideas.
made in tumbler.s was about all be- Long may its editor live to publish
sides the apiarian
supplies. Bee- the Bee Journal, and tell us how to
keepers have no reason to complain manage the " blessed bees."
Henry Tillet.
of not being able to sell their honey,
Castle Hill, Me., Sept. 18, 1882.
when they make no effort to show it.
Consumers of honey look at "supplies" with curio.sify. but at honey
l^The annual meeting of the Mawith a desire to taste it. We should honing Valley Bee-keeners' Associaendeavor to attract the eye, gratify tion will be held at Berlin Center,
the desire for the beautiful, as well as Mahoning County,
in the town hall on
to please the taste.
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th
E. B. SouTnwiCK.
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are
Mendon, Mich., Sept. 21, 1882.
invited toaltend and send essays, pa-

—

The

pers, implements, or any thing of interest to the fraternity.
full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will

A

THOMAS

I

have transferred 18 colonies on that
plan— it is just immense. Xo more
combs, brood and honey, nailed,
clasped, tied and smashed in frames
for me. My success in increase and
honey (which means money) was
through the aid of the welcome Bee
Journal, of which I hope to be a

day

Beaver County, Pa.— Such a season
as the past has never visited this
county. Heretofore we liave almost
always obtained more or less surplus
honey. Bloom was plentiful, but appeared to secrete no nectar. The poor
bees have been diligent, and on the

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

925 West

G.

Madlsun

NEWMAN.
Street.,

ChlcuKo,

III.

i^" The Amerian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of remitting small sums of money. Their
rates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents over $5
to $10, 8 cents. They can be pur;

chased at any point where the company have an oflice, except Canada,
and- can be made payable at any one
of the company's 4,000 offices.
For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or ex-

press

money

New York

order, a bank draft on
or Chicago, or register the

Postage stamps of anv kind
less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.

letter.

may he sent foramounts

Premiums.—Those who get up club8
Weekly Bee Journal for one

for the

year, will be entitled to the following
so interesting that you cannot
premiums. Their own subscriptioi*
afford to miss them. We expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening may count in the club
of the 19th.
For a Club of S,— " Bees and Honey," In paper.
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder, or 'BeesLeonidas Cakson, Pres.

be

:

wing from morn till night, but made
and Honey," in cloth.
no progress at all. I know of but few
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for .'ioColonieB,
swarms, not over 20 besides my own
or Cook's Manual, paper.
I had about 18 natural swarms, and
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
"
"
5,— Cook's Manual, in cloth, or thfr
for the life of me I cannot see what
Apiary Register for 10*)ColonieB
just issued a new pamphlet giving our
"
made them swarm, as they liad no
6,— Weekly Bee .Journal for year,
or Apiary Retnater for200 CoFb.
honey. I bought a black colony which views on this important subject, with
cast a swarm
I
then transferred suggestions what to plant, and when
Two subscribers for the Monthly
them, and there was not a pound of and how. It is illustrated with 26 enwill count the same as one for the
honey in tlie hive. I cannot imagine gravings,
and will be sent postpaid to Weekly, when getting up clubs for the
why they swarmed. 1. What is the
difference between a tested queen and any address for 10 cents.
above premiums.
'*

;

1
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
OKPICK OF AMERICAN BEK JOURNAL,
Mondar, 10 a. m.. September 2S. 1882.

i

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

hour

to this

.50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

4|uotatlonB orCanh Bnyera.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Bm

paying

I

titflil

7o. for

dark and

9c. for

evtracted.

BKKSWAX-Cholce lots are worth 2oc. here:
bright yellow. •2-ic.; dark to good. 17&i!2c.
AL. H. Newman, yJ3 W. Madison St.
CINCINNATI.

nONEY— The
Tery

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.

For

:

market for exlrncted honey is
We have received within the

Siducrttscmewts.

who

All

(

The

up

$1 00
1 50
2 00

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the

most desirable ones.

Biitlsfactory.

lastthr e weeks

from

mure than

l.oaislanH. Missisaii'Pi

I'lio blils..

and

THE American Bee Joi'rnal Is the oldest Be«
Paper InAojertca, and has a large circulation In
every State, 'I'erntory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
la, therefore, the best advertising medium.

ad

THE BRITISH

IJEE JOl RNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER,

The BuiTlsii liKE JocilNAl, is published nionthIv. and contains the best practical inlornnitiim for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by
<'.

N.

.tBHOTT.

ami the

Examine tlie Date following your
We have sold more than ever at this liiiieot the name ou the wrapper label of this
honey
wliich
equals
our
lurnlsliea
a
Florida
year.
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern h.<ney paper; it indicates the end of the
There is some call for comb
I have had so far.
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice month to which you have paid your
article. Comb honev brints 1H(.2,J"c. on arrival

GERMAN CARP,

expectittions.

For stocking ponds. Goldfish, Silver Pearl. Fringe
Golden Oilcs. etc. For paitiCTilars, address

Tails,

MUTH

:

extracted,

per

BEESWAX-Kirni

"ti-loc.

CHAS.

lb.

Bee-Mniiter,

School of Apiculture. Ka rlftwn, Southall. London.
l3^We aenii the Weeklv AMERICAN BKE JoitrNAI.and the tlritUli Bee Jnurtiat. hotU for *3.50 per

annum.

printipiiliy

Flnriilji.

demand exceeds ourexperience ami
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at -JiK-'-liSc.
K. Muth.

Quotations of Commlaston Merchanta.
CHICAGO.
HONKY— Choice white comb honey is steady at
Ilj*<^JOc.
Some e.xtra nice lb. packages have sold
at 2-'c. No demind for dark combs. Extracted

Bee Journal.

subscription on the

37w8t

ALFRED

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

& ECKARDT,

Mt. Healthy, Hamilton Co.. O.

Journal must

H.

Denier In

NEWMAN,

all

kinds of

I

honey

and casks,
months past.

in kegs, barrels

better than for

BEES WAX~2jc.

ilfeioc.

for prime yellow

R. A. BLTHNETT,

l*5'i

Demand

dark 188220.
South Water St.
:

CLEVELAND.
HONEY'— Sella very readily in 1 lb. sections at
2!(&22c. for best white, and 19®20c. for 2 lb. Second grade. 1 lb. U>(L'2oc. Extracted is selling very
etowly again, and some arrivals in bbls. we liave
been unable to place, asking ]l(!i.l2c. Extracted
in tin pails hits sold slowly at He.
BEESWAX-2.'H.(2fic.
A. C. KENDKI.. 115 Ontario Street.

SAN KKANCISCO.
Included in this week's receipts was one lot of 10
tons amber extracted, free from grann Union, whi -h
was purchased prior to arrival. Half of it has
since been res<ild at 8!^c.. for sliipment to Europe. The nuirket is tlrm but rather quiet.
We quote wldtecomb, 18<s,20c. dark lo uood.r2@
13c. Extracted, ctioice to extra white, y.^iuaHc;
dark and candied. T^iaHc. BEESWA.X— 2Nri(.3oc.
STKAKNa & Smith. 423 Front Street.
:

ST. LOUIS.
Plentiful and dull. Comb lower, at 16
@l.^c- latter for choice white clover in small packages strained In round lots at 7c. ; extracted in
cans at !tf,t loc.
. BEES WAX-Sold fairly at 27c. for prime.
K. C. Gkeku S Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

HONEY;

NEW

YORK.

HONEV— No quotations reported.- El>.
BEESWAX— Tile supply Is tuoderate and prices
held about steady, though very little doing. Western, pure, 27(<*27>!,'c Southern, pure, 2H(a.2'<^c.
D. W. yilNBV, 105 Park Place
:

BOSTON,

HONEY— Market active. We quote ^ lb. combs

30C. per 111.:
lb. combs 22(5.2,',c.: 2 lb.
22c. Extracted, in half bbls., 12(sll4c.
l

BKKSWAX-P

Crocker &

^° We

combs 20^

Ime

quality, 2.50.
Blake. 67 Chatham Street.

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100

will

iu cloth, or

1^ We

send sample copies of
to any one who
will distribute tliem to bee men at
Fairs. We will also send some large
colored posters to enable them to get
up clubs. Write to us and say how
many copies you wish and we will
send them 4)ost paid. See our premiums for clubs on another page.
the

will

Bee Journal

APIARIANANUSUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,
928 West Madison

sent

FREE upon application.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
have FISHER'S

and Weekly 15ee Journal

for one year, for $3.00

;

Monthly Bee Jouunal and either of
the above for one dollar less.

192

plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any-

book ever published. Ask your bookseller
and any irregularity in its arrival is similar
for
Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
due to the postal employes, or some make money sellinir this book,
t^" For sale at the Bee Joltrnal OflSce. _^J
cause beyond our control.
ANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2,fKX> Recipe
ACPNT^W
AOlH
Book. Sflls
Sight, Double your money
^' Constitutions and By-Laws for \ddre8sDr.Chase'8PrintintrUou8e,AnnArbor,M.lcn
a^imlyp
it.

I

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

1^"

When

changing a postofflce address, mention the old as well as the

new

>it

The

name of

Queens and Bees
FOK

SALE-i^iX) Untested
Queen,

sinttle

jil

;

Italian
half dozen, 15.50

en. *io.oo.

lOO

|>2..'">o

;

Tested
per half

Italian

Queens

dt-zf'n, $13.(X»

;

Queens—
;

— single

per dozen,

per doz-

Queen.
$:>+.

5« €oloniet4orBeeti. in Gallup (rames, cheap.
aOO Colonies of Bees, in l,angstrotti frames

address.

In

prime condiiion.

J. H. ROBERTSON,
.SfJwtf
Pewamo. Ionia Co., Mich.
Preparation of Honey for tiie Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey.
A new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the This year's crop, nil nf the white varietv,
2^c. per
last meeting of the North American pound ^a.T.i per peck Jio.w per bushel.
IfB^I can till no more orders for Queens this fall,
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were ap- havint.'
sokl all had to spare. leaving manv orders
and with orders still ccmiini: in. The adpointed on a committee to prepare in- untllled.
vertisement in tlie Weekly Bee Journal did it.
structions on the Exhibition of Bees

SWEET GLOVER

or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The and Honey at Fairs
;

GRAIN TABLES,

pat:ea, pocket form; full of useful tables lor
eaalinir up Krain, produce, bay; cost of pork, interest; wayes tables, wood tueasurer, ready reckoner,

;

colonies,

ILL.

ItmSTKATED CATAI.OQVE

MTf

SHOULD

i^° The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago Postolfice every Tuesday,

Street,

CHICAGO,

to the above.

SEED,

;

I

;

this is also

Price, 10 cents.

I. I^.

added
5wly

W.

GrOOJO),

Nappanee, Elkhart

Co., Ind.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Roffvrsvllle, Oenvsee I'otiitt.v. MIeh.,
theAsiERiCAN Bee whicli are printed a large bee in gold,
has no Queens forsale now,e.iceptTesteiI Italians
Jouunal will be sent free to any per- we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. at 1.50 each. But he has plenty of these, andean
aenU the->' by return mail.
3ywtf
son.
Any one intending to get up a
1^ Hundreds of clergymen, doc- TRTl*s
club can liave sample copies sent to
maybe found on file
LO X i\X IjXV at (ieo. P. liowell Jt
tors and others have used Kendall's 1
the persons they desire to interview, Spavin Cure with the best success. Co. a Newspaper Advertising Bureau lu Spruce
St.), whereadv.'rr ising contracts may be made for
by sending the names to this office.
.S7w4.
It tn aE W K ORK..
Sample Copies

of

O

P APPP

(

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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EXCELSIOR

A NEW BEE BOOK!

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
ITALIAN BKBS ANDyi'KENS
breed PURK.

1

for 3;ile
manulacture Hives of any style and
Foufidatioii, l>euler in Novice Honey Extractors. Bintiham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Bees;

EXTRACTORS.

HONEY

In Jinawer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryintz 3 and 4
Ijanywtrntli frames, I have concluiled to adapt these two new
sizes. The :i frame basket is in a
i-aii nf the same size and style as
the-' frame. Tiie 4 frame basket
IS in tlie larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upun. leaving room un(h'rneath the basket for7.^>orrtCi

Comb

wax wanted.
J. S.

14w3yt

FLAT- BOTTOM

J.

$8 00
8
10
14
12
12
16

*'

ALFRED
923

tK)

00
00
<X>

00
00

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago.

1

on

-f ram e

AI.FRED H. NEWMAN,

923

West Madison

Cainargo, Douglas county,

Same, after uly i
TestedQueen,beforeJuly
.1

>-^v^#
;^vS«JM

Mfi

^ISm

*'

"

"

"

1,

10.00
3.00

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

1 3.50
after July 1
Address, bv Registered Letter
or PustofBce Order,

T-

—"Low
.

yutZXij/

"^^

Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Tested.... $2
Italian Queens
*!
Tested
ju
Cvpruin Queens
$1
;

;

Tested... J2
Extra Queens, for swarmint: season, ready. If weare timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
Cyprian or Palestine, $i: Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $H.
Palestine Quc'-ns..*!

arrival guaranteed.
Oric. paid for bright wax.

£J\J Tiiscoln,

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

late

Bees-127
I

will sell luv

Park

Locality giiDd.
coinplfte.

Apiary very cheap.
convenient, everything
bee» than 1 want. Ailtlress
\V. MiidiBon Bt.,CHlCAtrO.

Money Orders
Storv

LADD,

&

and Atty's

in

Kh1i:i', HI..

O. NEWMAN.
THOMAS
Madison Street. Chlcuito,

0SiS West

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
AND KKEP TUEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

111.

^

am

For the past few years 1 have made this excelentf'iod mv leariinK article. Ilavinu the best established reiintution in this city as a dealer in
the Apiaries, enables
PUKK UONHY ilirect from
me t obtain the iiinheat niarliet pi'ices. Your conslBnments and coi rcapondence respectfully soiic.

BURNETT, Commission

/pat. B/ND£:R|i._|PERIODICALs\

111.

The Emerson Binder
IS

1

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
SSc.
T5c.

For Bee Journal of Itwo
For Bee Journal of IRHl
For Bee Journal of 1882

suit, good
It you want cheap beca and hives to
Cyprian. Albino or Italian Queens. Comb toundation all kinds, s-ection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies

THE NEATKST AND CIIEAPBST.

Any one can UBe them.

LOOK HERE!

Address,
025

THOMAS G. MEWMAX,
West Madison

Street.

Chicaito,

111.

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good voune Queens

(i

e

me

a

call, friends,

(BOX8I9)
will try and please you
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Aplarv,
Belleville, St. Clair

County,

111.

Is

a 32-page,

beautifiillv niustrated ilontlily
ilivot.'d to

Ma<;azo

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCP

Given'sFoundationPress.

It
of

has the larRest lorps of

any iounial of

prai-tii-al

itj^,laHr*in

Americ

breeders as editui
.

and

is

TflE FINEST POULTEI JOUBNAL IN THE WOSLD.
The latest improvement in F<nindation. Our thin
Ihe Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCKUTION;and comm.m KoundatL.n is not surpassed.
only invention to make Foundation m the wired ftl.OO per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for Catalogue and Sampb'S.

frame.

Send

iwly

». 9.

QIVEN

«fe

C,

Hoopeston,

III.

III.

Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cahinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very -valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. lj<misiana. Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
('arefully prepared, and of viist importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianiun, Clinton. Ind.

A

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving;'.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful tntormation, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are Interested In the
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist.

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are tine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Kepublican, Utica. N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
In the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates ketping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can Interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, SpringHeld. O.

Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago.
28wl3t

Street, Chlcuco*

Appreciative Notices.

'I

Patent Cases,
-WASHIXCiTON, M. C.

29wi:n

at
Of EnBravlngs useil in the Bee Joiirnal lor saleless
25centsper8qnareincli -no 8ini!le cut sold tor

and

Ladd.

B.

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE

"ELECTROTYPES^

b! a.

**n

Iwiy.

niarliet

Have more

COFKINBEKRY. t:l25

thanr.lic.

;

111.

Solicitors of Patents

Colonies for Sale.

—

;

HALBEKT E. Paine,
DR.
iwtf

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

\kQ^gX

$4,50

dSSVr. Madlsou

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

Rev. A. SALISBURY

N ucleus, with Test-

frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
ed gueen
Full Colonv, with Tested
I2.oo
yueen, before July l

noltcted.

To avoid mistakes, the mime of the shipper
should always be on each package.

2
-

Shipments

arrival.

Editor of the VTetkly Bee Journal.
contains 160 profusely illustrated pases, 1»
"fully up with the limes" in all the various Improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjesatul mnnaKement of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief amnnK the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity." '" Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs," " Marketint: Honey,"
etc. Price, bound in cltith,75 ceiitH; in paper
covers. SO centH, postpaid.
It

BEESWAX.

111.

ed Qut-en

;

SONS,

am

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

fi.

wish to buy a quantity of BoodyelU>w Beeswax.
payini^ 35c. per pound, delivered here. Cash

I

I

20
GOLDEN

VAN DEUSEN

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N, Y,

tractors, all

-2

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by
;

intended for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the $^'.iK.» Ex-

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
Ioxl8
For Lanizstroth "
"
HtxlH
"
For 3
"
lOxlH
For 4
For 1 frames of anyaize, 13x20
"
12^x20
"
For 3
"
laxiiO
"
For 4

Management

high sidp-waMs,4 to Ifi square feet to
the puuud. Circular and samples free.

hnney.

the different styles
liavewtniiners over the canal leadinw to tlu' honey gale, and movable sidles in the Oonib Baskets. The PiXn) and
$1U.W Extractors have no covers.

Bees&Honey

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMASand C. NEWMAN,

It will be complete,
with ci'vers, and in every way
identical, except In ;*ize. with the
:?i(;.(Ht Extractor, Kix'jn. which is
b'j. <if

TADI-OCK.

Cf.

182

CLAKK

J.

WARD,

ST.,

Editor and Proprietor.

-

CHICAGO

Embraces every subjectof Inlerest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary tfjmake bee keeping
a success.- Farm. Lt)ngiiJont, (?olo.
Written In an interesting and attractive manner*
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be nut directly interested in the
care of bees.- Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
Utile busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know In their care and management,~Chlcago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by whirh the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained. aaweJl as h(»w to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information In regard to
bee-iulture. He wh" would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the impripvements In
We advisee all interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino. Cal.
It embraces every subject ihat will interest the
beginner. It describes all th.* newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious ana
health giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the nu>st itttractive
ft»rm. It Isembeilished with beautiful engravingB,
and is the most pertect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.—Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

DUconnt to Dealers hy
Dozeaor Hundred.

r^lberal

the

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

FOUNDATION New Kegs
FOR HONEY.

WHOLESALE ANU RETAIL.
Dealers in bee-suDplles will do well to send for
our wholosHlc prices of Foundation. We now
h»ve the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United Stiites. We make

ALL

^mUU STYLES,

and our wii.\ is imwhere to be equ:illed fnr cleanliness, purltv luul bcHUty. Extra lliin and bright for
sections. All shapes* and sizes.
Sumples free on request.

In order to satlsfv the demand for small pnckafor Extriictecl ilcmcy. I have heretofore procured keBS intendiMl fur syrup, tlsh. lard, etc.. anti
In view of this kTc.wim; trade. I n"w feel Justltted
in having made ti» order aSpecIiil K-ejr

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

Wv

novr quote an

These

I

am

oblit^ed to

buy

in large

quantities in

order to supply tliem at popular prices, and procure a puckime not ust-d for any other purpose.
They are made ol N<.irway Pine, and have from 7
to 9 chine iioops on ea h end.
I have tested a sample keg by filling it DRV with
white clover honey, and without the heads being

5

wholesale or

lawtf

retail.

nor flavors the Koney.

Itis not necessarv to paint the heads, but when
painted I will gujirantce them not to leak, and it
well scalded, the pine will not flavor the

honi-y.

Cents per pound
Advance of
on the PPaCES PRINTED IN OUK CIKCULAKS,

I2TQT7IE.IES

Price. 80c. each.
Capacity. 175 pounds
load of these keg8 will arrive about
and all orders will recei7e my prompt

The first car
Sept. l"th,
attention.

The 5 and 10 gallon k-'gs will be sold, as heretofore. at4oc. and .).')c. each. respectivMjy.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

NEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO,

Street,

ILL,.

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OK

COZiOHiiDO,

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

N'EAKLY A

MILLION' SOLD. Most complete
kind ever publislied. Gives measkinds of lumber, loys. and planks
by Doyle's Kule. cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, boani capacity of cisterns, cordwood
book (jf
urement of

its
all

Standard book throughout
United Slates and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for 'SS cents post-paid,
lar* For sale at the Bek Journal Office.

iHbles, interests, etc.

_^

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending (iiie Dolhir tu the
will

Woman's
15w6mp

Advance

DEIWER, COL..

Foundation.

in

of Comb Foundation have
cents per pound, owing to the

The manufacturers

adviinced the price
Increased eosi of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of all tne styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
(flat bottom), will be
.'»

Advanced

5 Cents per pound,

my Catalogue.
H. NEWMAN.
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL

from the advertised

price in

ALFREB

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

FO VNDATION.
to the lari-'e advance in the price of wax. I
prices tlius Dunham, mto .5n lbs., Ale.
over.vi ib»..4ic.. less than i(i lbs., 44c.; Vandervort, itisq. feet to the lb., i to in lbs., r>7c., lOto oo
lbs.. 54c. No discounts. Circular tree.
:

J.

V.

3wty

CALDWELL,
Cambridge. Henry Co..

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

Owing

now quote

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
lau^e and treatment of each, n
tlie symptnnjs
table giving all tlie priTicipal drugs used f<tr the
'lorse with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for tellinc
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

and

THE CONQUEROR.

;

and much valuable information.
Price as cent"*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, ana springs that donotru^t an break,
and iieilows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The t'onquemr hits all improvements made to date.
andaitxT inch stove, and :>x~ inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for f J.

925

West Madison

price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Address.

the above Smokers at
.MANTl-'ACTUKERS' I'HICES. by
miiil or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
includmg the CONQUKROR.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
I3wtf

I

Abronia. Mich.

TO

;

;

III.

can

sell

Send for

MY JATRONS.

my

li^-pace Illustrated

of Bee- Keepers'
every description.

(;ii;iliii;iie

plier of

Sup-

H. NEWMAN,
W. Miidison, CHICAGO, ILU

ALFRED
I

cannot

talian

fill

any more orders for the Golden

Queens than

1

now have
I..

in.

J.

DI£HL.

(Money Order OfBcO-Butler. Dekalb Co.. Ind.
39wlt

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

J.

COOK,

0/ JUJiwiny. Pro/essoT of Entomology in ttu

College

3SO Paseai 133 Fine

of

Michigaxu

IlliiNlrutlona.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineatloa
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engi'avmgs —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
fulldesccriptions of honey-producing plants,trees»
;

shruba. etc., splendidly illustrated— and last,though
not least, detailed instructions for the varioua
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the

JoUmvlng opinions of

the

Book;

All agree that it Is the work of a master and of
rea.1 vkilue.—L'Ap^LcuUure, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iirt(u/i Bit JouTiial.
Prnf. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in Uiy operations and successful man-

agementof the upiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prot. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than from

Industrial Association,

291 sixteenth St.,

OR,

State Agricnltaral

Designed Expressly for Koney.

It neither leaks
III.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

(tes

painted.

&

GHAS. DADANT

623

t.23

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

I5w6m

Address,

JOS. H. UUOOK.S,

Columbus, Ind.

any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— 3Jic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manu;il is a necessity. Piof. Cook's M;iiiual Itj ao
exhaustive work.— HcraJd, Mouticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fuily up with the iimes in every particular.
richesit rewaili awaits Its author.— A. K. Wknzei..
My success has been so sreat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested Inturmation contained in Cook's Maaual.-Wii. Van Antweki*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and luves. with their Iniplenieuts. It is of
value to all bec-raisera.— Ki/. Live Stock Record,
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 hiive never yet met with a work, either French

or foreign, wliich 1 like so much.— L'Abke iy\J
Boiri, editor of the BuLetin D' Aiyindieur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insect.'*, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— £>f»iocrut, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great pleasure this ivrd*
mfcuwi of tJie bee-kct-per. It is leplete with the
best information on everything belonging to apitaking an imere>t in this subject,
'I'o al
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully
and practice as advised.- ^yricuiruri.*t, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadine
bee-men to l>e Hie moat complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
BClentilic work on modern bee management that
ever>- experienced bee man will welc> ime. and it is
essential to every umateur in bee-culture. It is

We

;

handsomely pnnied.

iie:itiy

bnund. aud

la

a credit

to the \S ti»\..-~XVti,ttni A^jricuUuriU.

undoubtedly the most coTipIete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whieb
has ever been publiahed. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees lelt untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
This work
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Bee-Ree|ier*8 Guide or. Cook's Mannal
of the Aplai-y. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegaotlr
illustrated and fullv "up with the times" on every
;

aid the inventor of

subject of bee-culture. It is not unlv instructive,
but intensely interesting and thuroughly practicaL
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, !S(1.S5 ; paper cover. SI,

improved bee smokers— get the best, that
never ko out— alwitys
please— never is (.oiiiplainedof- thesliind-

The book

world over— better
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ard of excellence the

QuInby'sNewISec-KeeplnBr, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping 80
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finished,

patent cantante
ugrafles, uurnew patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand AcLir>n, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvement which can In any wav tend to the perfection of the instrument, pas been added.
Mti'liitfM.

full

I^~Oiir price tor thU Instrument, boxed
and delivered on board cars at .\e>*'^'ork
with flue Piano CoTor* IS tool
and Book, only....
.1245.
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from our late wholesale factory price,
(iti
day- only, to have this beautiful
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!t^20.>, for
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(!
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Honey Bee
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Bees

Honey,

or Management of an
Profit, by Tuomas G.
Kditiun
"Fully up with the
times," including aJl the various improvements
and inventitms. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
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Bzlerzon Theoi-y ;— presents the fundamenof bee-culture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 0.
tal principles

Honey, as Food and Medicine,

by

Thomas

Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Iluney for the
Market Honey as foon, Rlviny recipes for making
G.

,

;

Honey Cakes, (Cookies. Puddings. F(jam,Wine8,etc;

and lloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for coiisumera, and should be scattered by thousands. Jcreating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Enellsh and Oerman*

Be; per dozen, 50c.
"WlnterlnK Bees. — This contains the Prize

Price for either edition.

Essays un this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Ularkett
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition uf bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, **c.
Extracted Honey HurvestlufCt Handland Marketing.— A L'4-page pamphlet, by
;

ing

& C. P. Oadant. giving in detail th<' methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.- Price l«>c.
Bee PaeturnKe a XecesHlty« by Thomas Q,
Newman—Giving ndvanced views un this imporCh.

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how ^v, engravings. Price. lOe.
:

Practical Hints to ISee-Keepei's, by Cbas.
Muth;

F.
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:i2

pages.

management of
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gives Mr. Muth's views on

bees.

Price,

lOc.

Sn-armliiK, Dividing: and Fefdlng: Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
cents.
Bees In Winter, with instructions about
Chaff- Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price oc.

5
has perlormed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

Mortonsville.
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Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contat;ious enthusiasm. Cloth, 'Voc.

!

!

Cloth.

l..antcstroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

-

Mnil.
Customer. Postpaid.
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KlnicN Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

King.— This edition
the present time.

By
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Its style ia plain

ABC
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Handed

fail to interest all.

Kovice'B
orBee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
oi the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those mure advanced. Cloth, )S1. 25.
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AND uBSEitVATiux. Write at once to IIa vlock
& jENNii,v. 7 Dey street. New York, enclosing $1.
and yuu will receive by return a remedy that will
en;ibie yunto hear like anybody else. a"nd whose
curative effects will he permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile ReTIKW.
ff^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Reg isTEuED Letter.

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late Hayi.ock & Co.)
Sole Aoents .for America. TDey^t., New York.,
Only Imported by
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Kendall's Horse Book.

— No

book could be

murt useful tu horse owners. It has S.") engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information.

Paper, 25c.
Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera, by A., I.

symptoms and cure. Price, d.'sc.
Moore's Universal AsslHlaut, and Com-

its

cause,

plete MecliJinie, contains over

i,oo<i.("Hi

Indus-

dustrial Facts, Calculati<in8. Proces^e", Trade Secrets. Legal Items. Businet*B Furms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Cives lifMi.iMHi items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Milters, Blacksmiths. Founders. Mineis. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fittei's, Bronzers. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work ccmtains i,uin panes, is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 9KS.50.
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The National ConTention.— We give
up a large portion of our space this
week to some of the essays which will
In confirmation of the policy inaube read and discussed at the National
gurated by the Bee Jouknal, and our
The Road

EDITOR A SI) PROPRIETOU.
ILL,

to Success.

As we present

Convention.

a

number

VIT' Any person sending a club of six ia entitled
Co Hn extFH copy (like the club) sent ta any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

persistent advice concerning the effect

George Nelchbour & Sons, London. England, are

honey shows on the bee-keeping inbe enabled to read each essay in addustry, Prof. Cook, in a recent letter,
vance, and note points for discussion,
"
says
Local societies and big honey
or follow them, as they are being read,
exhibitions are the ways to progress,
and mark portions for future inquiry.
now. Keep these ideas before the
This method of proceeding will overpeople." The following is the platcome many previous objections urged
form which we have been advocating
against essays at Conventions, and
for years, and the correctness of which
greatly add to their usefulness.
is being indorsed by the most intelligent and progressive apiarists
i^° Carelessness in our correspon1st. Encourage jilanting bee-pasturage, that there may be, every season, dents often causes us much trouble.

our authorized uKents for Europe.

Fostnipe to

Europe 50 cents extra.

of apicultural societies

and bee and

of copies to the Convention for the
use of those in attendance, they will

:

Enttre'i at Chicago posf

office

as second class matter.
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carried on a journey.

In every case

covered with wire gaiuze which was
painted green. At the close of the
experiment in each case the bottomboard was covered with the powder-

excrement.
found no sign of the
dry powder, but the semi-liquid mass,
containing grains, probably pollen,
which I have ever found in such disI

sections. The intestinal excreta of
bees I find to be very much tlie same
the principal difference
[This and the five following ad- at ail times
being in the number and size of grandresses will be read and discussed at
ules and in some cases a more rank
the National Convention, to be held odor.

President Cook's Address.

;

commencing Oct.

1 next took all the material that was
on the bottom board of a colony which
had wintered so w'ell that there were
Experiments with Bees.
very few dead bees in the hive, to Dr.
There are several piiints in the hab- Kedzie, and asked him to report the
character of the contents.
The reits and economy of bees, concerning
analysis gave 7.5 per cent.
which scientists and practical bee- sult of the
wax, the remainderconsisting of sand,
keepers are not all .agreed. Some of
and parts of dead bees. Prof. Beal
these are not witliont practical imand I gave the same material a careportance. In the researches and exand
periments which I now describe, I ful niicro,scopic examination,
though we found the powder-like
have aimed to settle delinitely some
grains, referred to by Mr. Abbott,
of these mo<ited questions.
their character was not such as the
Bees Voiding Dry Feces.
appearance of the feces would lead us
to
expect, in case they were fecal
The late M. Quinby, who, as a
practical bee-keeper, had few if any masses. 1 examined these very caresuperiors in our country, taught dur- fully, and in almost every one l" found
ing the latter part of his life, that conipound hairs, just such as are found
bees to winter well required heat to on the bodies of bees, and wliich I
evaporate the moisture from their have never found in tlie intestines of
feces, which in healtli would be passed bees. In some cases I did tind that
in a dry state in the hive. Last win- there was considerable matter that did
ter in "an article in the Rural New not melt as does wax, and whicli
Yorker. 1 called this theory in ques- seemed to contain pollen, but the form
tion, stating that I had yet to find evi- of these masses, and tlie fact that
dence thai it was correct. Mr. !N. N. hairs were einliodied in them, leads
Betsiiiger in an article before the N. me to conclude that tliey originated in
E. Bee-Keeper's Association at its the same way that the similarly
" The atTnosphere formed wax pellets did, with whicli
last meeting said
outside the cluster should not fall they were associated, and of which
much below 60-; and with these con- they often formed a part. Where the
ditions the excrement will be dis- bees had wintered well, and there was
charged in a dry state." Mr. E. Gal- no sign of dysentery, there was not
lup, in Okuninlis in Bee-Ctdlure, May, the least fecal odor to this mass on the
bottom board beneath tlie bees. After
1882, p. 233, says that he has ''often
seen bees disdiarge t!ie contents of a full examination, I became so
their abdomens, which was powdery- thoroughly convinced that this mass
was not at all fecal in its origin, that
like,'' though this was not in the hive
but as the bee flew forth on the snow, I put large bunches of it into my
and was about to die. Mr. C. N. Ab- mouth and chewed them, to find in
bott, editor of the British Bee Journal, every case a nearly tasteless, waxsays that he is "amused that there like gritty substance, with no possible
should be any uncertainty in this mat- taste to iiint of a fecal origin. The
ter." lie says that " if bees are sent grit is easily accounted for as sand
some miles on the cars, where they will blow into the entrance of the
have room to fly in the box, any one hives in the autumn. Prof. Beal and
may see the dry excreta." He has I saw these sand-grains with the
"seen hundreds of cases where there microscope, and Dr. Kedzie met the
have been thousands of grains of bee same in his examination.
excreta, about the size and color of
Summer Experiments.
coarse gun powder."
During the months of June and
Lastly I quote the noted agricultural editor of the Province of On- July last, I experimented with three
tario. Mr. W. E. Clarke, who Is different colonies of bees, at three
" quite certain that bees void dry different times, as follows
I shut
feces." He says in the Ajierican them in, so that they could not fly, and
Bee Journal, vol. 18 p. 374, "when gave them clean hives, well ventilated
we have discovered the conditions with nothing in them but the empty
under which bees discharge dry feces frames, though in one case I added
The bees were left in
only, we shall have solved the problem foundation.
this condition for two or three weeks,
of successfal wintering."
To ascertain the truth in this mat- and each colony fed daily from one to
ter, I Hrst examined the alimentary three pounds of the best granulated
canals of scores of bees which were sugar, reduced to a syrup by adding
taken from the hives in the cellar, just 8 lbs. of water to 10 lbs. of the sugar.
before setting them out in the spring. The hives were empty of combs, save
These bees had wintered exceptionalfy as t e bees built them, and so the bees
well, and if Mr. yuiuhy was correct. had a chance to fly in the hive, and in
were just the ones to show the dry the middle of the day, as the heat
feces. According to Messrs. Gallup would become great, they would lie
and Betsinger, these bees should hold irritated very miich like they would if

at Cincinnati, 0.,

3,

The

in their intestines the dry

1882— Ed.]

:

:

hives were'

like grains, which all of my large
class of students pronounced at once
to be the droppings of the bees. There

no wonder that the gentlemen above
referred to have been deceived. To
one acquainted with fly specks, there
would be no doubt in regard to their
nature, until he gave the subject close
scientific examination. All of these
masses contain wax, bee-hairs, and
many of pieces of wood, quite large
grains of green paint which they had
cut from the wire gauze, some of
wliich were semi-cylindrical; and inone ease where there was a piece of
cotton cloth in the hive, long cotton
fibers.
Some of the wood splinters
were still attached to the hive, and
yet surrounded with the pellets, the
hairs winding around the wood. In
all of these cases the entrances to the
hives were closed with common wire
gauze, and in every case there was a
small windrow of these pellets just
outside the gauze.
Now that these were any of them
is

fecal pellets, notwithstanding their
appearance, is entirely disproved.
Careful dissection of scores of bees
found the same semi-liquid mass referred to above, thick with pollen
grains, which in one case Prof. Beal
identified as pollen grains of the pine,
with no sign of bee hairs, paint particles, or

wood

splinte-rs.
Secondly,
these jiellets had incorpocotton fibers, wood
splinters, and paint masses that could
not have gone through the intestinal
canal of the liees. Thirdly, the bees
could not possibly have discharged
their feces
outside the entrance,
through the wire gauze, as seen in the
little windrows. Lastly, it the masses,
which embraced the wootl-splinters,,
passed through the bees, the slivers
must have done so as well, but these
were attached to the hive, by one end,
and so if they passed through the alimentary canal of the bees the hive

many

of

rated in

them

must have borne them
which, notwithstanding
achievments of bees, will
credited even by the most

company;

the great
hardly be
credulous.
I am much indel)ted to Prof. W. J.
Beal and one of my students, Mr. W.
M. Badcock, a very careful and pains-

taking young man, both of whom have
given this subject careful investigation, and feel certain that the masses
cannot be fecal.
I will further state that in a fevf
cases I found real feces in the hive.
These, consisting of dried pollen
grains, were strung out in a row, and
ni every case there was a stain by the
side of the mass, indicating their
original semi-liquid condition in which
the fresh feces are ever found. These
masses were like the intestiual excrement, and not at all like the so-called
fecal masses described above. There
is no doubt but that bees, if long conhives are irritated,
fined in their
either by ton great cold or too great
heat, or continual disturbance as by
jarring, will have to void their feces,
and, ill they cannot fly out, they will

;
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our bees in the cellar, each season, to
discharge these excreta in the hives
but these will never be dry. but always winter, with the combs of pollen carefully excluded from the hives. Such
semi-liquid.
never contain brood in the spring as
What, Then, AretheSo-Callad "Dry Feces."
I set them out. while the others often
Mr. Badcock suggested that they do. ,Some of our apiarists report difrefuse
which
might be masses of
the ferently, which 1 cannot understand.
bees liad packed in their pollen basComb an Expensive Article.
kets, which gave ri.se to the peculiar

Mr. Langstroth, the great Huber of
But the facttliat some of these
were wound around attached splinters, America, states in his classic work on
makes this explanation untenable. It the Honey Bee, that it takes from 13
must be that bees knead together, by to 20 lbs. of honey to feed the bees
means of their jaws, the wax, the while they secrete one pound of wax.
hairs that they collect in dragging My experiments, were it not that the
dead bees, and other refuse, whicli bees were in a very abnormal conthey have occasion to cut away or re- dition, show that wax is even more expensive.
The chemical composition
move.
I cannot explain why they
thus waste so niucli good wax. unless of wax. which is much like that of
they (ind that their jaws, like tlie fat, makes it easy to understand how
seamster's thread, work better if bees can secrete it on a diet purely of
the hydrocarbons.
waxed.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.
Do Imago Bees Eat FoUen 1
form.

The question is often raised by
writers on bees, whether the mature
bees eat pollen. It is well known that
bees will winter just as safely, and
Erobably with more certainty, if they
ave no pollen. In fact bees do just
as well if wintered solely on sugar
syrup, which is a pure hydrocarbon
and entirely destitute of liitrogenous
material, which all honey contains, in
the slight amount of pollen gathered
with

it.

It has

been suggested

tliat

as bees are very active, and so must
expend considerable mu.scular energy,
the albuminoids are indespensable in
their food. The fact that we always
tind abundance of pollen in their alimentary canals proves that bees do
eat it, and that all does not go to feed
the young bees or brood. The fact
that we rind so much pollen in the
rectum, would show that this pollen
is not very well digested by the imago.
Follen as a Winter Food.

Some

of

our ablest

bee-keepers

think that eating too much pollen
during their conhnement in winter,
may give rise to dysentery, and cause
the fatality so much dreaded by beekeepers. Careful experiments, which
I have carried on for several years,
give support to this view.
No one
can doubt Vjut that dysentery comes
from over-distended intestines. As
we have seen, the excreta of bees con-

Reason
would sustain the argument from exsist largely of pollen grains.

perience, that bees without pollen in
the hive might winter more safely.
Surely if the bees were induced to eat
much of the pollen it could but act
disastrously, as we have seen that
much is left undigested.

Do Bees Breed without Pollen 1
It is often asserted that bees can
rear brood without pollen.
This is

For

Experiments

PAUL

tlie

in
L.
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Comb Building.
VIALLON.

To ascertain the quantity of honey
or sugar required to build 1 square
foot of comb, and the quantity of
honey required for 1 lb. of waxj the
following were my experiments
I took the bees from two colonies,
putting them in two empty hives, and
confined them in a room arranged for
the purpose. I gave them nothing but
water for 2 days, so that I would be
certain they would have used all the
honey taken during the shaking and
brushing into the empty hives. In
two cases during my experiments I
had to feed after 12 hours, as they
showed signs of starvation. Before
feeding, I took care to cut out and
scrape all the combs they had made.
The hives were numbered 1 and 2, the
bees weighed every time, so as to always have as much as possible the
same amount of bees. No. 1 contained 5% lbs. and No. 2, 5}4 lbs. of
:

bees.

Fed No.
made into

1

with 2

lbs. of

make 1 lb. of wax.
By taking the average,

built and more wax secreted from the
same amount of saccharine matter, as
nectar is composed of 55 to 60 per
cent, of cane sugar and contains no
grape sugar. Having no grai)e sugar,

could not experiment on it so as to
see if bees would build combs with it
only. I have repeated these experiments several times with but slight
variations.
As the above experiments were
made without pollen, I went over the
same with i)ollen, and the result was
a gain of about 15 per cent, in inches
and quantity of wax. In each experiment I changed bees so as to always
have old and young, and always had
the queen with the bees.
I would
also state that it was not always the
colony containing the most bees which
gave the most wax, and on one occasion using a smaller hive, S}4 lbs. of
bees gave about the same result.
During the above experiments I had
a chance to observe the eggs laid by
the queens, which they would do
moderately as the combs were built,
and noticed that when fed with sugar
the eggs were removed by the bees ;
in one instance a few remained in the
cells and seemed to be dead, nearly as
soon as hatched; with the honey a few
eggs would hatch, but the young worm
would be invariably removed in 2 or 3
days. This living of the worm was
due, I suppose, to the small quantity
of pollen contained in the honey, as,
after diluting the lioney and filtering
it, the result was the same as with
sugar. I went so far as to give tliem
I

a frame containing eggs and larvse one
day old, taking care that there was
not a grain of pollen, and continued
the feeding with honey, and in 24 to
30 hours all the eggs and larva; had
been removed by the bees.
After
several other trials with negative recollected some poRen from
some combs and gave it to them during the feeding, and in every case the
eggs hatched and the worms went
through all the ordinary phases and
hatched perfect bees, and I came to
sults, I

brown sugar the conclusion that without pollen or
a substitute, no brood was reared. In
all these operations, I always had some

syrup, and No. 2, with 2 lbs.
of white sugar, also made into syrup.
No. 1 gave 167 square inches of comb
and No. 2, 68 square inches. I reversed the feeding, and No. 1 gave 77
inches, and No. 2, 148 inches. I fed
both with 2 lbs. of honey, and got
from No. 1, 5o inches, and from No. 2,
48 inches. The 55 inches of comb, including all scrapings, weighed 2I4
ounces, and its average thicKuess li-g
inches. Judging from that, it would
take 14 lbs. of honey (without pollen)
to
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it

would take

about 2 lbs. of brown sugar, 4 lbs. of
white sugar, and nearly 6 lbs. of honey
to make 1 square foot of comb of an
average thickness of 114 inches. But
as the combs obtained were thicker
than those generally built naturally,
we may safely reduce the above quan-

certainly a mistake. In all the cases
tried this summer, and several similar
ones previously tried, I have failed
signally to secure any brood. If fed
honey there might be some brood
reared, as bees collect some pollen in tities I4 to ^ii per cent. Now. as we
the honey, but when 1 have fed pure know from analysis that honey consugar, I have signally failed to rear tains from 45 to 50 per cent, of grape
brood. By opening the hives just at sugar, we may account for the differnight andnisertinga comb containing ence of results lietween sugar and
1 honey, and 1 am certain that in a flow
Eollen, I at once secured brood.
ave for several years put a portion of of nectar that more inches would be

water in the hive.
As these experiments were made in
confinement, I intend to repeat those
in regard to the quantity of honey required to make 1 pound of wax in tlie
open air, as soon as there is no flow of
nectar from the field, though there is
always a little
but I will place
another hive with the same amount
of bees on a scale and watch if there
is any honey coming in during the experiment, and deduct the difference.
If it was possible to obtain enough
nectar, I am certain that the result
would be the same as with brown
sugar, and that not more than 5 or 6
lbs. of honey is required to make 1
lb. of wax.
I believe that in the open
air the bees will give more wax, as
being at liberty they will work with
courage.
In these experiments, you will see
that some of tlie feed is stored in the
cells, and the feeding must be pushed
a httle further, and when the combs
are removed, they must be weighed
with the little honey in them, these
;
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washed and re-weiglied after they are for drone progeny, and remove tlie
dried, and the amount of honey de- necessity. of rearing dwarfs for the
want of full-sized cells.
ducted, etc., from the amount fed.
You will excuse me if I do not enter
The frame which contains the drone
minute
details,
into more
but I think cells should be marked so that but
that you will fully understand how the
experiments were made, and that you
will be able to repeat them, and I hope
your results will corroborate mine.
Do not be afraid to ask for more details, as I am at your service, and will
cheerfully give them.
Bayou Goula, La., Sept., 1882.
For the American Bee Journal.

Control of Fertilization.

time need be lost wlien it is desirable to clip the heads of the drones
with the honey knife.
The genuine "innocence " of some
who write on the subject of " purely
little

mated" queens

is

calculated to pro-

voke a smile on the part of those who
have given the subject careful attention. Those who expect to have their
queens mated with the drones reared
by a few select colonies in their own

when

situated in a locality
other bees, simply deceive themselves and those
who
" bite " at their advertisements. SituBee-keepers of America have just ated as I have been for years v>ast I
cause to feel proud of the jjrogress could give facts enough to show the
already made in the science of breed- utter unreliability of such a course in
ing, and the manipulation of bees, yet breeding.
they have cause to feel humiliated
It requires concert of action on the
that one of the chief factors that go part of those who keep bees in any loto make up the conditions of scientific cality to insure uniformity of mating
breeding has, thus far, eluded the even as to "stripes," as some intergrasp of the most studious and care- ested breeders sneeringly put it. I
tul of our apiarists. I refer to a more wish to repeat here what I have said
perfect control of the males or drones somewhere in my writing, viz.
That
in the process of mating.
"an inferior specimen of a superior
important
other
Every
problem per- race is not necessarily better than a
taining to the science has been solved superior specimen of an inferior race."
by the combined wisdom of the fra- I think this is a fact tliat will hold
ternity, but before this dark mystery good under all circumstances. Hence,
we stand as helpless as so many in- if the honey bee is not an exception to
fants.
all the rules known to the breeders of
It is admitted by all intelligent live stock, why, then, to have perfect
breeders, no matter what may be the control, the breeder must be able to
peculiar views of each as to tiie most select not only the race or " type " to
profitable " strain " or breed of bees, breed from, but such specimens of the
that careful selection is essential to race or type as in his judgment are
successful breeding. It is an easy best qualified to transmit the qualimatter to control the stock on the side ties sought to be established in his
of the mother bee, both as to the ideal bee. By careful application of
"strain" or type sought to be per- these rules our stock breeders have
fected, and the individual specimens been able to surprise the world with
best qualified to transmit the quali- their wonderful achievements. But
ties sought for in breeding. But with I undertook to write this essay in orour present knowledge no such con- der to relate some experiments which
trol can be had over the males or I have tried the past season in my redrones. It is true that much may, searches for a method to control" ferand has been done by resorting to tilization, and this I do with the hope
isolated localities where the queens that although they were failures as to
can meet no other drones than such as the main object in view, they will not
the apiarist keeps in his own yard, be altogether unprofitable and uninbut this can only give general control. teresting. After trying many experiIt places the apiarist as a breeder but ments to induce queens to mate in
little above the shepherds of thous- confinement with utter failures, it ocands of years ago whose flocks bred curred to me that if some device
promiscuously, regardless of the weak could be invented which would allow'
and the strong.
the workers to pass out into the open
It is claimed that the males can be air and at the same place permit the
controlled in breeding by the use of all queen and drones to pass into an
apiaries,

where

G.

tiiere are

W. DEMAREE.

:

worker combs, by which means such apartment prepared for them, and fly
drones as are not desirable may be voluntarily, the conditions would consuppressed. All this looks feasible, form so nearly to Nature's method
but a philosophical question arises that there would l)e hopes of success.
here as to what will be the tendency To carry out this plan I made a box
of such a course. All will admit that 18 inches square at the top by 18x2
the instinetB of bees leads them to inches at the bottom, and 12 inches
rear more or less of drones even in deep, thus giving a box when set on
worker combs, and these dwarfed legs for a support with three perspecimens will go forth to propagate pendicular and one sloping side, which
the race, and thus take the place of last answered as a sloping bottom to
properly developed specimens. It is the box. On top of this box was set a
not hard to foresee the evil effects that " tent " the same size of the top of the
must ultimately follow such a course. box and 12 inches deep, made like a
These dangers, however, can be square "show case." The sides of
averted to a good degree by allowing the tent were covered with paper cameach colony a few square inches of bric, and the top with the thinnest
drone cells to satisfy their yearning crape I could get. A common nucleus

—

—

hive was fastened against the perpendicular side of the box opposite to the
sloping side, and its entrance was
made to connect with a " covered
way " through the narrow part of the
box at the bottom of the angle. At
the termination of the
"covered
way " two saw cuts were made so as
to admit a perforated tin plate to answer as a queen and drone excluder.
The covered way was so arranged that
the worker bees could pass out through
the perforations in the tin plate, and
when the covered way was uncovered
on the inside of the tent, the queen
and drones being excluded from passing out throuiTii the slots in the tin,
could rise and fly in the tent. Having
matters arranged in this way, I stocked
the nucleus hive
the usual way, except I fitted a piece of drone larvae
ust
ready
to
hatch
in
one of the combs,
j
and 24 hours afterward I gave the
nucleus a matured queen cell. The
drones were hatching continually, and
I " sorted " them, carefully removing
such as did not come up to my standard of " the best." There were about

m

of thein when culled.
the drones were four or five
days old they began to come to the entrance, and seeing the light above,
they made no effort to pass out through
the" holes in the tin, but rose and flew
lively in the tent. I watched them
with much interest, fearing that they
would not know how to return when
their frolic was over, but in this there
were no grounds for fears they could
pass from the entrance to the tent
and back again as friskily as if under

two dozen

When

;

no

restraint

whatever'

Thus

far

things looked flattering, and I waited
for the queen's turn to try her skill.
On the evening of the fifth day of her
age she came out and flew with pomp
and splendor in the tent, the soft
walls and roof of the tent were but
little in her way, and she seemed to
enjoy life hugely. She was able to
return without the least confusion.
The first day she made six trials in
the tent, all the while from a half
dozen to a dozen drones were flying
with her, and they waltzed around in
the gayest fashion. Day after day
the queen and drones sported in the
tent together, as though they had not
the remotest idea that they were males
and female, and old enough to get
married. She waltzed out two sets of
drones, and kept up her flights till 20
days old and then gave it up. At 30
days old, she began to lay eggs and
laid sparingly for two or three days

and died.

The second experiment was much
like the first as to the flights of the
queen in the tent. She kept up her
flights with the drones till she was 18
days old. On the evening of the

eighteenth day of her age I opened a
valve at the top of the tent and let her
out she was gone but a short time
and returned, but in a few minutes
she came out again and disappeared
into space the result was that in just
30 minutes from the time she was first
let into the open air she returned
with the evidence of having met a
drone, and in a little over two days
after she was laying. She lived only
about a week after she commenced to
;

;

:

:
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Now

let us see what the results
lay.
of these experiments indicate. Both
queens had sisters of
conlined
of the
the same age of themseWes. and these
were laying rapidly and had sealed

brood, while the confined queens were
flying day after day in the tent, surrounded by as gallant a band of drones
as could be selected. The confined
queens were on the wing from one to
two hours each day for 12 or 1-1 days,
without showing the slightest signs
of excretion or substance adhering to
the extremities of their abdomens,
thus disproving Ulivi's theory. One
of the confined queens flew 12 days in
the tent right among the drones, without "mating," and when set at liberty found a mate in 30 minutes.
The experiments showed that the
vitality and endurance of the queen
exceeds that of the drone many times
over.

They further show that retarded
fertilization is injurious to the queen,
and when long delayed proves fatal to

her existence.

The excessive

rainy

weather made it inconvenient to pursue the experiments further this season, but I hope to take them up in
tlie

future.

By means

of the inven-

above described, I hope to control, in a good measure, the mating of
specimens to breed from. I discovered, and hope to take advantage of
it, that the queens in confinement,
when of the proper age to meet the
drones, become exceedingly anxious
and desperate to escape their imprisonment, and will fly quite late in the
evening, after all the drones have retired.
The drones confined with the
queen will keep up their clamor for
liberty long after the other drones
have retired for the day. With this
state of things under our control, it
will be seen that by giving the imprisoned queen and selected drones liberty to fly after other drones have retion

tired, will, as nearly as
sure select mating,

possible, in-

Christiansburg, Ky., Sept., 1882.
For the American Bee Journal.

Chaff Hives in Winter.
O. O.

As my

POPPLETON.

idea of essays at a Conventhey are intended more as
a basis for discussion than as an elaborate treatment of the subject, I will
confine myself to what I consider the
advantages and disadvantages of
chaff-hive wintering, over other methods, and a few ideas suggested by my
experience with them.
I want to say at the outset, and
emphasize it, too. that I find a proper
management during the honey season
is just as necessary a factor insuccessful wintering, as is the mode of wintering itself but this part of the subject I will not attempt to consider.
Chaff-hives have now been in quite
general use for four or five years, and
reports of their success or failure are
conflicting.
I liave used them exclusively for
seven winters, and
the largest loss I have had any one of
tliose winters has been about .5 per
cent., while the average loss has been
tion, is that

;

than 3 per cent. These losses are
net ones, after both wintering and
springing.
chafC-hives
1 find wintering In
possesses the following advantages
over other methods
1st. They admit of being prepared
for winter as soon as the honey season
closes, before severe cold weather sets
less
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Such are forced to have the
best hives and appliances they can
procure.
2d. Their large size and weight
ness.

move about
a seri(uis objection to those whose system of management requires the frequent moving
of hives, and who have no extra help
convenient. To me this has been a
in.
2d. When once prepared for winter, very small objection.
3d. Thedilliculty of getting into the
they require little or no attention until spring.
This is quite an advantage hives in the spring, on account of
as it allows us to turn our entire at- having to remove loose chaff. This
tention elsewhere for four or five objection applies only where loose
months of each year.
chaff is used for packing, and is en3d. It requires' less labor to prepare tirely obviated by the use of chaff
bees for winter, than by any other cushions.
mode.
I have long been of the opinion that,
4th. The sun cannot warm up the other things being equal, the manner
inside of hives so readily as it can of wintering that best prevents the
single-walled hives, thus inciting the accumulation of dampness in the
bees to flight when the air is too cold hive, will be the most successful. I
for them to do so safely. I think all regard this as the prime object to be
can see the advantage of this, espe- attained by any method. Ttiose colocially during the fall and spring.
nies wliicli come through best, almost
.5th.
The inside of the hives are invariably come through with dry
readily accessible at all times during bees, dry combs and dry packing, and
the winter, when weather is warm this is especially true with bees in
enough to allow bees to be handled.
chafl-hives. Almost any kind of chaff,
6th. They thoroughly protect bees properlv prepared, makes an ample
from the effects of
changeable protection from the cold but I find
weather during the spring months. quite a difference in different kinds
This is by far the most important ad- about their liability in holding dampI have used timothy, wheat,
vantage "of all, and, as I said at the ness.
National Convention last fall, " this oats and buckwheat chaff', and prefer
now
one thing alone in my opinion amply them in the order named.
pays for their extra cost." The spring using timothy chaff exclusively.
My experience leads me to give the
of 1882 was a marked example of the
truth of that opinion. Several of my following suggestions in regard to the
neighbors, who winter their bees in use of chaff-hives
cellars, have told me that they were
1st. Pack as early in the fall as possitroubled exceedingly during the spring ble.
I have noticed that colonies
and early summer with chilled brood, packed before severe weather sets in
while I do not know of having lost a do the best.
single cell of brood from that cause.
2d. Leave packing on as late in the
the spring as possible. This is very imI am so thoroughly satisfied of
value of this advantage, that I hazard portant. I never take any packing
the prediction that a score of years oft' until the middle of May, and not
hence, the most successful wintering then unless colonies get very strong.
3d. Use the finest, lightest chaff you
will be accomplished by the uniting or
blending the use of chati'-hives and can get, and have it freed as much
of
more as possil3le from straw, etc. As I said
cellars,
or by the use
thoroughly arranged chaff hives than before, I use timothy chaff, and am
very particular to free it from straw
we now have.
7th They prevent spring dwindling. by sifting it.
Tills is also a markwl and important
4th. Use a thickness of at least 4 or
advantage. I have ho trouble in sav- .5 inches of chaff on the sides and top
ing colonies that possess a good queen of hives. The chaff at sides of my
and a pint of bees at the commence- hives is a little over o inches thick,
ment of pollen gathering.
and if I was to change the thickiie.ss of
makes them unhandy
This

in the apiary.

to

is

;

Am

:

Sth. They are valuable helps in
building up nuclei and weak colonies
all thiwigh the season.
1 think all
experienced bee-keepers will see the
especially
during such a
value of this,
season as the present one has been.
9th. They seem to prevent a too
early comniencementof brood-rearing,
which is considered by some of our
ablest apiarists to be one great cause
of spring dwindling. My observations
are that bees in chafl-hives do not
commence rearing brood until they
can fly quite freely in the spring but
after once commencing to breed, their
more even temperature allows them
to do so more rapidly than in singlewalled hives.
Their disadvantages are
This is quite
1st. Their extra cost.
an item, but not a serious one to those
who make bee-keeping a regular busi;

the chaff at all. I would increase instead of diminishing it.
5th. Thoroughly protect the bottom
of the hive as well as the top and
I know that this advice is
sides.
practice
the
directlv opposite to
adopted bv some who winter very successfully, but my own careful oliservations lead me to advise as above.
Gth. Wherever possible, use chaff
cushions instead of loose chaff. If
one has only a few colonies, this is not
but it is almost imposso important
sible to handle the bees in a large
apiarv when i)acked in loose chaff— at
;

least I find

it

so

on our windy

prairies.

construct my hives with double
walls in front anil rear, which are
permanently filled with loose chaff, using cushions at each end and one on
top. These cushions can all be removed in an instant of time when
I

now
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desiring to perform any manipulation giving us the movable frame. His
of the liive, and can be quickly re- works will follow him, and his memplaced. It is a very tedious job pack- ory be held dear in the hearts of beeing and unpacking bees with loose keepers long after his frail body lies
chaff every fall and spring, and I do moldering in its mother earth, and
not think any large bee-keeper will bee-keepers, generations hence, will
attempt it more than once.
bless his name for making the man7th. Have as much empty space as agement of the hive so simple and so
possible inside the hive and outside easy. But why has not that advancethe packing, and in no case allow the ment been made in bee-keeping since
top of the hive to rest directly on the the era of the frame, that its advent
packing. I use very large hives with seemed to warrant
I do not wish to
from 2 to 5 cubic feet of empty space, be understood as assuming that no
and have frequently noticed that those advancement has been made since
hives having the largest amount of that time, but I do assert tliat such
this empty space, usually keep the advancement has not been made as
dryest.
ought to have been, or might have
Sth. Crowd bees on as small a space been, had our bee-keepers been a
as possible. I winter my strong colo- little less .selfish, and actuated with a
nies frequently on 7 combs, and never desire to benefit liumanity as a whole,
more than 8, my frames being of rather than themselves individually.
about the same capacity as the Lang- To be sure, there has been but little
stroth frames.
encouragement given to any one who
9tli. Crowd the packing as close up earnestly desired to
progress. Atto the bees as possible.
The less tempts in that direction have either
empty space there is inside the pack- l>een " damned with faint praise," or
ing, the more equal can the bees keep died for want of sustenance. New
the temperature.
ideas have been frowned upon, and
10th. Have winter passages through new theories, especially if they seemed
all the combs.
I consider this very to combat old fogy principles (which
important with any mode of out-door were the natural result of the boxwintering.
hive and brimstone style of manageIn conclusion I want to say, that ment) were either looked upon as inwhile I do not consider the method of novations, and condemned without a
wintering in chaff-hives to be the best trial, or else strangled at birth by the
one under all circumstances, and for cord of self-sufhciency. Even the inall bee-keepers, I do think that the ventor of an acknowledged good thing
longer it is practiced, the more favor- was not allowed to receive the reward
ably will it be thouglit of. If my cel- he so justly merited, but attempts
lar was a suital)leone, I should e.xperi- were at once made either to decry the
ment witli the putting of some merits of the invention, or to avoid
thoroughly packed hives in it during payment for tlie same, by adopting
the winter, tlnis combining the ad- some device which, when used in convantages of our two principal methods nection with it, was supposed to dodge
of wintering,
I hope some of our the claim of the inventor, even though
wide-awake bee-keepers, wlio are more admitted to be anything but an imfavorably situated than I am, will provement.
make sqme thorough experiments in
In all ages such has been the case
this direction.
with improvements, and in apiculture
Williamstown, Iowa, Sept., 1882.
no less than any other. No one is
willing to accept a new thing at first,
or drive his wheels out of the old ruts,
For the American Bee Journal.
no matter how clumsy the old or how
Advancing the Science of Apiculture. rough the road, but when the new device has won its way to favor, a host
J. E. POND, JR.
of imitators at once arise, and wliile
they are not willing even then to acThe science of apiculture is still in knowledge the merits, they are ready
its infancy— a healthy babe if you to adopt the principles, claiming tliat
please; still its growth has been the additions or changes they have
hardly commensurate with its years, made are the cliief, if not the only
but \vitli careful nurture and right causes, of its success. As in hives
management it will eventually be- and other supplies, so in matters recome a giant.
lating to the honey bee itself. It took
The advent of frame hives formed years to learn the economy of the
an era in this occupation, which be- luve, the duties of queens aiul workfore that time was considered of little ers, and the use of the drones and
account, except among a few special- even these facts were not discovered
ists, causing it to be' classed among till poor blind Iluber set himself to the
the sciences, and to become a certain task. Partlienogenesis was scouted
success in the hands of any one who as being at variance with the laws of
will devote brains and labor to it. nature, and even now there are found
The old box-liive management was those who still insist the Dzierzon
largely a matter of luck, even among theory is an impossibility.
those of the largest experience, but
The advent of the Italian bee was
with frames, pecuniary profit is sure an immense advantage, for its coming
and certain with those who under- and adoption was the means of setstand the business, and beginners, tling forever many mooted questions,
even, can, by their aid, manage an and of our learning many things that
apiary without loss, and with a fair heretofore were hidden mysteries, and
cliance to realize a profit. All honor, had our bee-keei)ers even then striven
then, to the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, as hard to gain a knowledge of the
for what he has done for apiculture in bee itself as they did to make it a
i*

;

pecuniary profit to themselves, we
should have progressed much farther
than we now have.
The invention of foimdation and
the extractor (both foreshadowed by
Langstroth years ago) were long
strides forward, and their tendency
has been to make uncertainty certain,
and a barely paying business largely
remunerative. Why is it, then, with
all our past and present advantages,
that we have made no greater progress'!'
Other occupations, which a
few years ago possessed far less prospects and
advantages, have outstripped us in the race, and have
gained a world-vv'ide reputation, and
become a means, rather than an auxiliary, in gaining a competence.
Why
is it not so with
apiculture V The
questions do not seem hard to answer,
and I propose to liriefly give my views
in regard to them.
Bee-keepers, as a rule, are not entomologists, and entomologists, as a
rule, are not bee-keepers, and beekeepers have not taken that pains
they ought, to give enough study to
entomology to enable them to know
the general peculiarities of the bee.
In days past, and largely even now,
bee-culture was, and is iised, simply
as

an auxiliary to agriculture, and

while considered profitable, was only
so because the bees boarded themselves and required (at least received)
no care. If they gave a yield of surplus well and good, if not, their owners let them die out, saying, " I never
did have luck with bees." Even those
who adopted it as a business simply
engaged in it for the profit to be derived from it without knowing aught
or caring aught, save for the mechanical part of its management.
No time
was given to the study of the characteristics of the bees themselves, and
no thought given to the business, except to reckon up the gain or loss at
the close of the season. Occasionally
some one better posted than his neighbors would attempt some experiments
which seemed to him conducive of
results, and endeavor to get his
neighbor to follow his lead, but he
was only laughed at for his pains, and
driven from his position by raillery
and ridicule. If a scientist gave a
view or opinion at variance with oldfashioned notions, it was at once said,
" What does lie know about it, he is
only a book man ? We have kept bees
for 40 years in the good old way of
our fathers, and he can't tell us anything about it." Prejudice and superstition have prevented progress in

good

many

directions, and in apiculture as
much, if not more, than in any other,
and until we divest ourselves entirely

such prejudice, learn that this is a
progressive age, :ind that we, even
well-informed tliough we are, have
yet much to learn, we shall grope in
the darkness of self-conceit, and never
see the light of progress and improvement. No one need fear the results
of experiments or discussions. Truth
of

is

immutable, and will

live

through

countless ages. Although experiment
and discussion may seem to disprove
some of our pet ideas, upset some of
our cherished fancies, and prove us in
the wrong, the truth itself can never
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source of mental discipline and pecuniary profit. Consider the honey bee
not simply as a means of gain, but as
a wonderful instance of God's goodrise again,'" and triumphantly assert ness and kindness to man, who creand maintain its position against all ated the world and all therein conodds, and falsehood and error be tained for this his own glory and
buried so deep as never to be resur- man's comfort and pleasure. "Goto
rected. From ages long gone by till the bee (ant), consider her ways and
now it has been easy to write, but it be wise," remembering that he who
wonderful inis too often the case that those who gave the honey bee its
know the least of a given subject are stinct (almost" allied to reason) is the
the first to write upon it; so with Creator of us all, and that from him
apiculture. Many who are actuated only can we obtain support and susteby a desire simply perhaps to see nance, and from what we learn of the
themselves in print, write a plausible wonders of the created, learn to look
article, the only merits of which are with love and reverence to him, the
its finely turned sentences,;and fully Creator. .Attend the Conventions to
rounded periods. Others with axes which you are sent as delegates, not
to grind, for the purpose of turning simply with the idea of having a good
an honest (V) penny; others still, ac- time and making pleasant and agreeatuated it would seem with no motive ble acquaintances, but go there as
other than to deceive, put themselves men who have a purpose to attain, a
before the public. All of these would duty to perform, and in its attaindo no harm if the readers were bee- ment and performance be actuated
keepers of experience but. unfortu- solely by a aesire to aid, assist and
nately, these articles are read by many encourage all steps that may be taken
who "have just commenced keeping to forward the interest of apiculture.
bees, and to a great extent look for Work with head and heart for the ininformation from the articles they terest of the whole ; frown upon error,
read in their bee papers. They are and heartily cheer for the right ; do
taken, and taken in by them, and not resolve the Convention into a
when they find out the falsity and in- scandal shop, or form it into a mutual
correctness of them, they at once de- admiration society, but give to all
nounce all writers, and those who are their just due, and encourage prostriving to give correct information gress, no matter from whence it origiare looked upon as humbugs and nates ; respect the opinions of others,
swindlers as well as the other class even when they clash with your own,
mentioned, and the result is that api- and by argument instead of sarcasm,
culture receives a blow from which it strive to carry your own points. Let
your points 'be for the general good,
takes a long time to recover.
There is a remedy, and one that will and not for a selfish purpose only.
Thus shall we make apiculture a
give the occupation a new Impetus
and tend to advance it to the position noble profession, and cause it to
It remains with proudly hold up its head among other
it ought to occupy.
us, however, to adopt and apply the occupations, and become a power in
remedy, and no matter if it is some- the hind.
Foxboro, Mass., August, 1882.
what caustic and burns our self-conceit, we must vigorously apply it till
the sore is healed, and a cure effected.
For tlie American B^e JournaL
That remedy is, for us to study the
Comb Ts. Extracted Honey.
business in all its bearings, and particularlv the habits and peculiarities
DR. C. C. MILLER.
of the "honey bee. State nothing as
facts until fully proven give theories
Shall we work for comb honey, and
as theories only, and the reasons for
accepting them, but until fully backed how ."hall we get the most of it V
I don't believe much in essays for
up by carefully conducted experiments, state them as theories still. Conventions, but as the President of
Write for your special journals and the National Convention has honored
write often, but do not be guilty of me by asking me to write on the above
writing unless you have something to subject, I cheerfully make the effort,
write about ; state results briefly and especially as the subject is one which
the causes which led to them, and is to me intensely interesting, and 1
always give a full account of unsuc- hope something in the essay may processful as well as successful experi- voke discussion. If there is discusments. Be ready at all times to ami- sion, I linow I shall learn something
cably discuss any matter in which from it.
Practicallv, I answer the first part
your own opmion is not accepted by
others as correct. Do not hastily of the question by saying that I have
adopt a new thing because it is new, this season taken fifteen thousand
and, above all things, do not hastily pounds of honey, and my extractor
condemn a new thing before fully un- has stood untouched the whole sumderstanding it. Avoid personalities mer. This answer is. however, only
in discussion, whether written or for the present time for changes are
spoken, and, as earnest thinking men, so constantly taking place that another
do all that in you lies to advance the year may make extracted honey the
cause in which you are engaged and most profitable tor me to raise. The
which you so fondly love. Thus will answer is also only for myself. For
the science of apiculture be made to many others I am satisfied it is better
advance and take its proper place to extract all honey. Not 50 miles from
among the legitimate means of sup- where I live is a man who sells thouport in the world, and become a sands of pounds of extracted honey at
successful! V assailed, and though
falsehood and error may, for the moment, seem to be in the ascendant,
" truth, tliough crushed to earth, will

lie

;

;

;
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the highest price which can be obtained for comb. That man would be
foolish to raise comb honey in preference to extracted. Underthe present
condition of matters, probably each
producer must decide for himself
which kind will yield the most net
profit.
few years ago I raised extracted honey exclusively, and I may
be allowed to gire some of the reasons
why I now prefer to raise comb honey.
So long as I had only enough honey to
supply the home market, I could sell
extracted for about the same as comb,
but having now a larger apiary, I
obliged either to ship to the large
cities, or spend a good deal of time in
developing a larger field as my home
market.
I think this latter course
would take a good deal of my time
through the winter, and at that time
of the year I want something of a

A

am

Moreover, if I sell exvacation.
tracted to the best advantage in a

home market, I must spend no little
amount of time and labor constantly
it

ready in small packages for

retailing.

If I ship to the large cities

getting

can ship in bulk the extracted, and
be easily rid of it, but a glance at the
quotations frightens me from such a
course. Comb honey is quoted about
double the price of extracted, and I
do not believe I can raise twice as
much extracted as comb. Possibly,
I

had a smaller number of colonies
might. I think one person can take
care of a larger number of colonies
run for comb than for extracted honey.
Then all my fixtures and arrangements are at present for comb honey,
and without the prospect of decided
gain, I should not want to change. On
the whole, looking honestly at the
whole ground, I do not think I have
made out so strong a case but that I
might be induced to change upon being better informed as to the best way
of raising extracted honey, or upon a
sufflcient advance in the price of the
same, and I expect to see the price
constantly approximate toward that
of comb honey. But just at present
I hardly expect to use the extractor
more than enough to supply my own
table, for a good article of extracted
I believe to be best for the consumer.
Coming now to the second part of
the question, how shall we obtain the
If some years of
most comb honey
practice, together with lying awake
nights studying over the question,

if I

I

"?

may

fit

(me

answer it, then I may
some claim to be the
But candidly. I don't

to

certainly lay
right man.

If a trip to the Cincinnati
know.
Convention will give as full an answer

to the question as I desire. I shall feel
well repaid for the journey, even if I
have to make it on foot. The question

a verv general one, covering pretty
mucli the Whole field of bee-keeping,
involving a large number of other
is

questions, to some of which I may
briefly allude. Among the first, comes
the question as to the best bees; a
question I do not feel competent to
discuss, and one which has been much
discussed already in our papers. I do
not. however, believe that the best
bees for business will be had by getting queens from the best strain, and
then breeding from them indiscrimi-

,
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nately from year to year. Each year made by Mr. Heddon. To get the
I find some colonies that are slow largest yield, I imagine that the thinabout building up, and make poor nest foundation must not be used, only
work all through the season. Often I so the base be thin.
have waited tor them, hoping each
I suppose
swarming hinders the
week they would do better, until the largest yield, and I do not know that
harvest was past, obtaining from them I have any new thought as to the best
perhaps not half the average yield.
plan to repress the swarming fever. I
colony which lags behind and fails to am especially unsettled as to what is
fill up when all conditions are favorthe best disposal to make of swarms
able, should have its queen promptly that do come.
Will the combined
killed and replaced by a better.
wisdom of this Convention please incolony which is much crosser than the form me how I shall secure from a
others should have its queen replaced, colony that swarms, as large a yield as
for cross bees cannot be so rapidly if it had not taken into its head the
handled, an important item toward notion to swarm at all i
securing the largest yield. This year
Passing by other important items, I
my bees seemed unusually cross, in will only mention that of pasturage.
fact the Grossest I ever had. In one With all the advantages of natural
instance a person was attacked with liasturage, I suspect that shortly beeno apparent reason, w-lio had not ap- keepers will wake up to the fact that
proached within 6 or 8 rods of the their harvest may be extended by
apiary, and followed to a distance of special planting to fill in the ' gaps."
perhaps b5 rods more. I was some- The iSEE Journal will tell ns to sow
times stung when walking near the melilot, Oleanings will tell us figwort.
bees and not disturbing them at all. Each one should try these and other
It seemed as if my whole apiary had £;-ood honey plants, gradually increasbecome cross. I watched closely the ing the acreage as he linds what is
deportment of each colony on being most profitable in his particular lohandled or approaclied, destroyed the cality. I have faith enough in this to
queens of two that were especially believe that it will pay to devote some
vindictive, and in a short time the acres entirely to honeyplants, and am
whole apiary seemed as gentle as ever. anxious to learn the best way to get .5
The right hive, of cou'rse, has some- acres in tigwort, -5 in melilot, and to
thing to do with the yield, and each know if it will pay me to raise golden
man knows what that' is. for it is the houey plant and spider plant.
one he has invented. I am one of the
This essay is quite too long, but our
few unfortunates who have not in- esteemed friend, the President, should
vented a hive ; I have not even laid have known to have chosen a smaller
our venerated friend Langstroth un- subject, or a larger man.
der everlasting obligations by improvMarengo, 111., Sept., 1882.
ing his hive therefore, I am no competent judge.
Then comes the question of side and
top-storing, and leaving each one to

A

A

;

his

own

favorite plan, 1 have tried to

secure the advantage of both by jiutting a frame of brood into the super
until the sections were well started.
By shifting about this frame of brood,
or by putting frames of empty sections between those well occupied, I
try to get the bees well started early
in the season on a large number of
sections, and toward the close of the
season limit them to as few as may do,
by using division boards in the super.
Years ago, while blocking up tlie
cover of a hive to allow a free circulation of air through tlie brood chamber,
Grimm said to me. in his
earnest way, " I consider this very
important." Since that time I have

Adam

practiced shoving the super forward
on the hive, leaving an open space of
perhaps one-fourth inch for ventila-
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Central Michigan.

The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association held a meeting in tlie
Capitol Building Sept. 19th, and was
called to order by President Ashworth.
The first question discussed was the
size and style of a building to exhibit
bees, honey and apiarian supplies in.
After a spirited discussion, a motion
was carried by which a committee of
three, consisting of Prof. Cook, President Ashworth and N. V. Goodno, all
of Lansing, Mich., was appointed, tO'
request the managers of the Agricultural Fair to erect a building suitable
for the exhibition of bees, honey and
apiarian supplies.
The President then called for an
expression of opinion on the best
methods of rearing queens. The topic
was discussed by E. S. Vaniietta, S.
Ililbert, H. L. Deiiny and others. Mr,
Denny said when rearing queens for
his own use, he stimulated his best
colonies to breeding early; so they
would have drones flying before there
were any other drones out.
recess was taken until 2 p.m..
when Pres. Ashworth being called
away upon urgent business. Prof.
Cook was called to the chair, and the
meeting opened with a renewal of the
discussion on the best methods of exhibiting bees, honey and apiarian supplies at the Fair.
Prof. Cook stated that he had this
season a queen fertilized in the hive,
he also stated that he had used foundation this season from nearly all the

A

different makes of machines now in
use, and his bees appeared to work
equally well on it all, with no trouble
from stretching or sagging except that

made upon

the Given "press, and that
he could do nothing with.
The next question was how many
bees should be in a hive to winter

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place oj Meeting.
3-6— North American, at Cincinnati. O.
Dr. Ehrlcli Parmly, Sec, New York City.

1882.

Oct.

5— Kentucliy Union,
G.

at Shelbyville, Ky.
Christiansburg, Ky,

W. Demaree. Sec,

7— MarBhall County, Iowa, at Marshalltown.
J. W. Sanders, Sec. LeOrand, Iowa.
10— Tuscarawas Valley, at Newcomerstown,0.
A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
10, 1 1 —Northern Michigan, at Pewamo, Mich,
O. R. (ioodno. Sec, Carson City. Mich.
13— N. yv. of Lacrosse, at LaCrosse, Wis.
(i. J. Pammel, Sec, LaCrosee, Wis.
17. 18— Northwestern, atCbicado. III.
r. C. Coffinberry, Sec, Chicago, 111.
1,S, ui— Southern California, at Los Angeles.
J. E. Pleasants, Pres., Anaheim, Cal.
21— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
S. F. Newman, Sec, Norwalk. O.
Nov. 1— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Hasbrouck, Sec, Bound Brook. N. .1.
J.

well.

Mr. Wood, of Grand Ledge, wanted
his hives f ullof bees when heput them
in the cellar, and from 15 to 20 lbs. of
honey. He usually fed some in the
spring to stimulate early breeding.
Mr. Waldo, of Grand Ledge, and E.
N. Wood, of North Lansing, preferred wintering out-of-doors on the,
summer stands.
S. D. Newbro exhibited a very ingenious device in the shape of tongs
for lifting the brood frames from the
liiveSj and to hold the combs while examining them
also a machine for
fastening the foundation into the sec;

tion boxes, and other articles.
tion until all swarming was over.
Narmore
Wood exhibited their
It is hardly necessary to say that
hives, section boxes, etc.
starters of some kind must be used,
E. N. Wood, Sec.
and I am strongly of the opinion that
t^~ In order to have this table complete. Secrethe largest yield requires the largesttaries
are
requested
to
forward
full
particulars
of
sized starters. For 1 lb. sections I
i^°The fifth annual meeting of the
prefer starters at least 33^x3^ inches time and place of future meetings.- Ed.
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Conin size. That which will be most
vention will be held at Pewamo,
rapidly used by the bees will of course
i^° The bee-keepers of Boone Co., Ionia County, Mich., on the second
be preferred. There have been such Ind., are cordially invited to meet at Tuesday and Wednesday (10th and
great improvements, tliat little seems the office of Barton Iliggins, in Leba- 11th) of October, 1882. Pewamo beto be desired in the way of founda- non, Oct. 9, at y o'clock, a.m., to com- ing on the D.
M. and H.
M. R.
tion. Some beautiful thin Dunham, plete the organization of the auxiliary R.,it will be accessible by rail. The
made by A. I. Root, delighted me this County Bee-Keepers' Society. The members will do all in their power tosummer but on the whole, I think I bee-keepers of Hendricks county, Ind. make the meeting interesting.
have never liked any foundation I are invited to be present. By request
H. M. Roop, Pres.
have used quite so well as the Given, of the Committee.
O. R. GoODNO, Hcc.
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The National Conveutiou.

The

Nortli

Atnerican

ers' Society will

Bee-Keep-

hold their

13tli

an-

Washington Talk
nual meeting
Hall, Cincinnati, O., across Washington Tark from the Exposition building. Time, Oct. 8rd to .5th, 1882.
at

First session Tuesday, 10 a. m., Oct.
We are encouraged to hope tliat
3.
this will be a very prolitable meeting,
as we are promised papers from, and
the presence of, a large number of
our most prominent bee-keepers both
in the United States and Canada, and
essays and inijilements of the apiary
are expected from abroad to add to
the knowledge imparted by the research and inventive skill and methods of our countrymen.

i^The Marshall County, Iowa, BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
regular session at the Court House in
Marshalltdwn on Saturday, Oct. 7, at
10 a. ra. Subject for discussion, " How
to prepare for wintering." We hope
to have a good meeting.
J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

—

Vice President for Kansas. Mr. D.
P. Norton having peremptorily resigned, I hereby appoint Mr. S. J.
Miller, of 314 Kansas avenue, Topeka.
Kansas, as his successor to the Vice
Presidency for Kansas of the N. A.
B. K. Society.
A. J. Cook, President.
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Quizzical.— Will you be kind enough
answer me two questions: 1. W(Uikl
you advise a beginner in bee-culture
to make artilicial swarms or divide
his bees for increase in tlie time of
apple bloom without any regard to
the state of the weather or condition
of the colony V 2. If not. then, how
could you advise Mr. J. il. Foote, of
Creston, Iowa, as you did on page .587
to

of tlie Bee Journal of Sept. 13, 1882 V
I know by sad experience that that is
" bad medicine " for a beginner. Mr.
"Heddon's system" is very nice for
one who is backed up by a comb foundation and wire factory, providing the
weather is line and the bees are

"booming." otherwise it is not adPlease rise and explain.

visable.

Olefogy.
®°The Southern California District
Allendale, 111., Sept. 26, 1882.
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
their annual Convention in Union
New York, July 12, 1882.
[1. We supposed when that advice
Hall, Los Angeles City, Oct. 19, 20,
was given tliat there was but one man
1882, during the week of the Agri(®°The Xortliwestern Bee-Keepers' cultural Fail-. The Convention prom- in the country (yourself) who would
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111., ises to be of so much interest that no
be foolish enough to divide during
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 bee-keeper should miss it. ].iadies are
apple bloom, or any other time, if the
and 18, 1882. The office of the Ameri- pressingly invited to attend.
can Bee Journal has been kindly tenweather was not favorable, or the
Pleasants,
Pres.
J. E.
dered as a pla(fe of meeting. A cordial
bees strong enough to divide with
bee-keepinvitation is extended to all
safety, and he had probably learned
ers, and especially those of the Nortlii^"The Tuscarawas Valley Beewesteru States, to be present. The Keepers' Association will hold their better by " sad experience."
meeting takes place during the last next meeting in Wilgus Hall, New2.
We never advised the use of
week of the Inter-State Industrial comerstown, O.. on Tuesday, Oct. 10, wired foundation in transferring, nor
Exposition, to enable all to obtain re- instead of Oct. 5th. This change is
duced railroad rates. First session at made in order to allow members to for other purposes, but we did advise
" progressive method of transfer10 a. m.
C. C. Miller, Fres.
visit the National Convention at Cin- the
C. C. Coffinberry, Sec.
ring," as pursued by Mr. Heddon.
cinnati.
J. A. BUCKLBW, Sec.
Our correspondent is inclined to be
^"The Union Bee-Keepers' Asso- 1^ The N. W. Bee-Keepers' Asso- quizzical, and in order to force a
ciation of Maryland, Virginia and
of La Crosse, will meet in the point, seems to assume that it is imWest Virginia, will meet at Hagers- ciation
City Hall in La Crosse on Friday, Oct. possible to get good transferring
town, in the room of the County Com13, 1882.
All interested are invited to
missioners, at the Court House, on
weather during apple bloom, or tO'
present.
G. J. Pammel, Sec.
Wednesday, Oct. IS, 1882, at 1 o'clock, be
adopt Mr. Heddon's method without
p. m., the session to last two days.
using his or a similar material. Ed.]
The Washington County Fair will

Ehuick Parjily,

Sec.

then be in progress, which will give
persons an opportunity to attend the
exhibition. All persons intending to
will please drop me a card, so that
fo
may secure for them half-fare rates.
J.

LuTHEii Bowers,

sikm^MBM

Sec.

Wasliington Bower.— I send you a
small piece of vine called Washington
bower, which blooms from early spring
The bees work
till late in the fall.
on it from morning till night, and on
the blossoms two or three days old as
well as on the new ones. I would like
to have your opinion about whether
subject for discussion
'•How shall it is very good for the bees or not V
we winter our bees without loss V"
It is an ornamental vine, and many
S. F. Newman, Sec.
people have it running on their
porches. Good luck to the Bee JourMara'in M. Binkley.
i^The annual meeting of the Ma- nal.
Sherman, Tex.. Sept. 23, 1882.
honing Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Berlin Center,
[We do not think bees work 6n
Mahoning County, in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th Washington bower to any extent in
of January, 188;S. All bee-keepers are the North— at least we have never
invited to attend and send essays, pa- been able to discover them on it. It
pers, implements, or any thing'of inis possible that in some latitudes, and
terest to the fraternity.
full attendance is requested of all who are under certain atmospheric influences,
interested. In fact, the meetings will it may afford a bountiful supply of
be so interesting that you cannot good honey, while under others it
afford to miss them.
We expect a would not. We know that this is true
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of buckwheat, and perhaps many
of the lOtli.
Leonidas Carson, Pres.
other plants.— Ed.1

i^The

fall meeting of the NorthOhio Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in Whittlesey Hall. Norwalk, O., Saturday, Oct. 21, commencing at 9 a. m. A full attendance
is solicited, as it will be a meeting of
more than usual interest. Principal

ern

"Extraordinary.- That honey wave
gone, except some coming in from
asters. I commenced the season with
19 colonies, which have increased to
56, and have obtained 2,000 lbs. of
comb and extracted honey, with as
much more to take off. O, liow they
I have
tight when I open a hive
tried the Italian and Cyprian side by
side this season, and, all things considered, the Cyprians are the best at
least the cross between tlie two races,
Wm. Malone.
is good enough.
Oakley, Iowa, Sept. 22, 1882.
is

!

;

:

A

[Over 200 lbs. per colony spring
count, and more than 1.50 per cent, increase. Who can beat it. averaging

through? We have no
has been done, but would like
for them to " rise and explain."— Ed.]
the

apiary

doubt

it

Quantity and

Quality

Excellent.—

Our honey crop has been very good
in quantity, and excellent In quality
this season, although the honey flow
came very late. August was the busy
month with willing workers. Our fall
honey crop is never so great as in
some localities, as we have not theabundance of goldenrod.

Wm. Wakefield-.

St.

Paul, Minn.. Sept.

22. 1882.
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Why are not
Hnnging Frames.
small hanging frames used for surpjus
honey, or, if they have been used,
what was found to be tlie objection
It seems to me their advantages would
We could see just what
"be great.
combs would do to take out at a glance
and could take them out without in
'?

any way disturbing tliose that were
not capped, or had brood in them.
They would be filled more readily, as
hanging immediately over the brood
frames they would seem to be but a
continuation of them, and practically
there would be not the least obstruction to the bees getting up to them. I
to have them of the same width
of the brood frames, i. e.. J-a inch, and
quite shallow, so that honey would
naturally be stored there. Please answer in next issue of Bee Journal.

mean

G. M. Alves.

Henderson, Ky., Sept.

21, 1882.

[The objection to their use would be
the liability of the queen to make a
brood-nest of the second story as well
as the first. We have, the past summer, frequently seen three-story Langstroth hives, which were being manipulated tor extracted honey, wherein
several frames in the upper or tliird
story contained brood, larviE and eggs;
and your device would be subject to
the same annoyance. Of course this
would depreciate the value of the

comb honey produced

in

them

if in-

tended for a general market, as they
would not only be more or less tilled
with pollen, but wherever young bees
had been reared the combs would be
discolored and unsightly.— Ed.]

Meaning of Terms.— Will you please
me tlie meaning of the ternis
" foul brood " and " nuclei "V I am a
novice in bee-culture, but the more I
learn, the deeper I become interested.
John L. Vredenburgh.
Austin, Texas, Sept. 18, 1882.
tell

On the 2d of Sept. I
colonies from 2 strong
ones, giving each one frame of brood
and one frame of honey, and filled out
the hives with frames of foundation.
On the 15th of Sept. I opened the
hives and found that the foundation
egg in them.

made two new

with, had extracted 588 lbs., and t.iken
72 lbs. of comb iioney. What the expectations of my Arkansas friends are
I cannot say, ))ut they are sanguine of
a heavy yield. I will send you a rehad been drawn out, filled with honey, port in full iu the winter of all the
and the most of it was sealed over. apiaries in my neighborhood. The
There was even less brood than when North American Bee-Keepers' Sothe colonies were made. Still, both ciety meets in convention too soon for
queens were young and vigorous. a full report from Southern bee-keepO. M. Blanton.
The honey extracted during this time ers.
Greenville, Miss., Sept. 21, 1882.
is very thick, and has a pleasant flavor.
It is "thought by some to be better
than that taken while basswood was
Remorin? Colonies.— It is necessary
in bloom.
J. L. Strong.
to remove my colonies before I pack
Clarinda, Iowa, Sept. 22, 1882.
for winter, to a yard 200 feet distant.
Tliey must be taken from one place
(Jneen Overlooked.— I purchased a to the other direct. 1. What is the
small lot of bees and added them to a best manner to remove them ? 2.
good
colony ; about 2 days afterward I When is the best time? 3.
found a queen on the ground near the deal of drone comb is in the frames
What
hive. I looked at them, at intervals the bees are to winter on.
for about two weeks, finding no queen, should I have done, and what can I
James Gardiner.
but brood in various stages. I grafted do y
Paris, Ont.
in a queen cell, and next morning
found a dead queen on the ground.
on a hand-barrow.

A

1.

Why was

this V

From

another

col-

I

;

—

all

a colony with brood on each side
would be drawn out and filled with
honey before the queen could lay an

Carry them

removed the queen.

;

leaves of the trees so thickly that it
ran down and dropped from their
points, besmearing one's clothing in
passing through the timber. Frames
of foundation placed in the middle of

[1.

2. Remove them at once, slanting
Eight or
nine days after I caged an Italian boards in front of each to cause them
queen on a frame having some brood, to mark their location anew.
letting her remain 48 hours. Seven
3. If filled with honey, let them redays after I could not find her, but
if not, remove them when
later in the day noticed a cluster of main
bees on the outside of a screen to pre- packing, or before.— Ed.]
vent robbing. I brushed the bees
away, and there was my queen dead.
Finishing Up.- On the morning of
What was the matter V I have the 22d inst. ^^'e had a light frost, but
2.
lost 6 fine queens in attempting to in- at 2 o'clock p. m. the bees were workII. J. NoRTiiRUP.
troduce thein.
ing busy as ever. This morning a
Lansingburgh, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1882. second and heavier frost occurred,
bee-work to some ex1. There was a queen in the small which will stop
tent. Bees have done well here this
lot of bees you added, which was
summer. I hope mild weather will
killed by the bees or queen in the prevail a few days to finish off unfinhive, and which you overlooked after- ished combs. My crop will reach 4,000
lbs. from 48 colonies last spring.
ward.
T. N. Marquis.
2. The robbing and confusion inciWoodland, 111., Sept. 24, 1882.
frightened
the
wire
screen
dent to the
bees and queen, and in her efforts to
Seeing a statement
Swarming.
abandon the hive, and their attempts written by Joel Brewer, and one from
Whitmer, on page .555 of the
to retain or protect her, she was Daniel

ony

[Foul brood is a malignant, conkilled.— Ed.]
tagious disease, which destroys the
brood of a colony of bees. Nuclei is
Do Bees Spread the "Yellows?"—
the plural of nucleus, and is used to There is considerable agit:',tion among
in regard to
denote a miniature colony of bees.— fruit men in this State
whether bees spread the yellows in
Ed.]
like to hear from
peaches. VVoul
Cook on the subject. Bees are
A Continuous Season.— The honey Prof.
well here, and very strong.
season is over with us. The drouth doing
T. O. Shearman.
and frost have stopped the growth of
New Richmond, iVlich., Sept. 14.

honey-producing plants. When I
review the past G years, 1 am sure the
present has been fully equal to the
best. From about the 16th of June to
the 15th of Sept., we have had one
continuous flow of honey, with the
exception of a day or two at a time.
During this period we have had several honey-dews, which covered the

near Lake Port, Ark., at the same
date, from 3 colonies to commence

Grop IJeports.— To date

I

have taken

Bee Journal, moves me to write

for

their benefit, and others (if they wish
to try it), my success for live years
When spring comes
consecutively.
1 commence to build up, and get large
colonies to be ready for the honey seaIf my colonies are not strong
son.
enough when that time comes, I double them until the desired strength is
comes the time to be
reached.
on my guard. When one shows signs
of crowding the queen, which will be
when mock queen cells are being built
rather plentiful, with here and there

Now

extracted and 500 an egg placed in them, I procure
from a commence- another hive, and fillin^it with empty
ment of 2-5(j coloines. I expect to ex- combs, place it under the colony. Ihe
tract about m) lbs. more. Mr. G. C. vacant space being below, and heat
Vaught to date has taken off 3,045 lbs. always rising, the colony receives no
This method
of comb and 1,270 lbs. of extracted injury from chilling.
honey, and expects to take off 1,000 has never failed with me, and I can
who
lbs. more of comb honey, all from a refer to 5 bee men besides myself
commencement of 39 colonies. Mr. practice it with success. I use a hive
by 14
Wm. McLendon, of Lake Village, 2 feet long and one foot wide,
The frame is 11x13
Ark., whom I visited Aug. 20th, had inches deep.
extracted 7,500 lbs., and taken 110 lbs. inches, outside measure, and I keep
In five
of comb liouev from a commencement none but pure Italian bees.
I have
of 70 colonie's. Mr. Robert Adams, years' use of the above method,

off 23,100 lbs. of
lbs. of comb honey;

—

—
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never had a swarm issue, and

I have
had large colonies that filled three of
these hives tiered one above another,
always putting the empty one below.
When extracting, I would takeoff the
brood nest and extract the lower hive.
I have procured hundreds of pounds
from a single colony by this method.
I never clip a queen's wing, and would
as soon go visiting during the height
of the honey and swarming season as
any other time, for I feel that my bees
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the bees and honey will weigh 25 or
30 pounds. 2. Do you think they will
winter safely ?
Wm. Robekts.
Vaughansville, O., Sept. 23, 1882.
[1.

Either the

swarm did not come

from a black colony, or an Italian
queen has by some means gained iugres.s to the hive, and destroyed the

ADVERTISING RATES.

20c. per agate line of space, each insertion.
black queen.
2, If well supplied with matured
A line of Agate type will contain about elsh
are safe. I do not ask bee-keepers to young bees and 25 or 30 pounds of
ivords; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space
take for granted what I say, but try good honey, we do
not know why they Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
one colony this way, being sure to preSpecial Notices, 50 cents per line.
should not winter as safely as any.
pare in time.
W. S. Baiu.
DISCOUNTS will be given on advertisemen
Rollersville, O., Sept., 17, 1882.
Tlie "weather since Sept. 3d has been
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole
excellent for breeding. Ed.]
paid in advance
Bitter Honey.— I observed in the
For 4 weeks
lO per cent, dtscoun
Bee Jouunal of Sept. 6, page 568,
SO "
Working Nicely.— The weather is "" 8 "
"
13 " (3 months).... 30 "
that E. P. Massey, of Waco, Tex., has warm at this time, and bees are work"
" ae
"
"
(« months)... .40
some bitter honey from the wild cam- ing nicely on goldenrod.
a» " (9 months). ...SO
If the
"52 " (I year)
60
omile. I do not know whether it will weather continues warm a few days
Discount, for 1 year, In the MONTHLY alone
act like the bitter honey from the longer I shall have to extract to make
35 per cent., ©months, lO per cent.. 3 montk
tulip tree, or not.
We often get that room for the queens.
R. Downs.
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
so bitter we cannot use it, but if kept
Naugatuck, Conn., Sept. 20, 1882.
Discount, for 1 year. In the SEMI-MONTHLY
6 or 8 months the bitter taste has always left it. The sweet I suppose
Inclosed find some alone, 40 per cent.. 6 months, 30 per cent., 3
Honey Dew.
neutralizes the bitter. My bees are beech leaves, whicli I obtained from months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
now and have been for some time do- the woods near here, and of which Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiratlOM
ing well, for this country and time of there is a great abundance in the same of the contract, will be chnrged the full rate fo
year. They done well in the spring condition. Is the sticky substance on the time the advertisement ia inserted.
and fore part of the summer, then fell these leaves the so-called honey-dew,
G. NE-WMAN.
back and consumed nearly all of their or what is it V There were no bees on
US3 West Madison Street., Chlcaito, III.
stores and stopped breeding, until the them at the time I found them, which
Elant I send you for name came into was late in the afternoon.
loom, whicli was about 8 weeks ago,
S. P. Newman.
and some of which is yet in bloom.
Norwalk, O., Sept. 15, 1882.
There was, I think, 1,000 acres of it
There
[It is undoubtedly the same.
within range of my apiary. My bees
1^" The Amerian Express Company
worked upon it until corn and other are times, and when gathered may
flowers came into bloom. I also send have ^eu one of them, when this money order system is the cheapest,
a second flower that grows here in substance does not possess the same safest and most convenient way of
regreat abundance, and blossoms in
sweetness as at others, and hence was mitting small sums of money. Their
May and June.
J. H. Chklstie.
not liable to attract the bees. Ed.]
rates for $1 to $-5 are 5 cents over $-5
Dyersburg, Tenn., Sept. 11, 1882.
to $10, 8 cents. They can be pur[The first of the flowers is liudheckia
Most Remarkable in 30 Years.— The
fulgidu, one of the purple cone flowers. season in this section tor bee-keeping chased at any point where the comThis is a Southern species, scarcely has been the most remarkable I have pany have an office, except Canada,
reaching farther north than Kentucky. known in my 30 years' experience. and can be made payable at any one
Bees came through the winter in line of the company's 4,000 offices.
Grows on dry soil.
condition, but when they went abroad
For safety, when sending money to
The second, Penstemon dic/italis, is a for honey they found the flowers
beautiful plant, related to many of scarce, and what few there were se- this office get either a post office or exour showy cultivated flowers, among creted but little honey. Where large press money order, a bank draft on
lots of bees were kept together, they
others the snapdragon.
It is also had to be fed up to July 4th, and in New York or Chicago, or register the
southern in habitat, from Virginia some localities should have been fed letter. Postage stamps of anv kind
and Southern Illinois downward. The later. Swarming was very light, as may be sent for amounts less than one
whole group to which it belongs in the yard that I worked, containing dollar. Local checks are subject to a
1-50 colonies, only about 40 swarms,
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
{ScrnpliulaiiuceK) are prominent honey and all were returned but 2.
The
plants.— T. J. BuuKiLL.]
small crop of honey that I obtained
Premiums. Those who get up clubs
(3,000 or 4,000 lbs.) came from bassConundrums.
I had a swarm of wood, and was gathered in less than a for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
black bees .June 9th, and hived them week.
All have a good supply for year, will be entitled to the following
in a hive full of empty combs, putting winter, whicli has been gathered "from
on 21 prize boxes, and have now taken fall flowers. In some sections in this premiums. Their own subscription
from them 35 pounds of honey. They county bees are in a starving condi- may count in the club
are now, however, changed to pure tion, and some large apiaries do not For a Club of 58,—" Bees and Honey." in paper.
Italians without
"
introducing
any number one-half what they had in the
"
3,— an Emerson Binder, or "Bees
and Honey," in cloth.
queen to them. How did it happenV spring. As the question of how to
"
"
Apiary Rexiiter for .W Colonies,
4,—
1 sent for 2 Italian queens and intro- winter bees is one of the most peror Coolt'8 Miinual. paper.
duced them to black colonies, which plexing in bee-keeping, I will at some
"
"
5,— Coolt's Manual, in cloth, or the
are also changed to Italians.
The future time give the readers of the
Apiary Register for iwColonies
"
"
first queen was introduced July 3d, Bee Journal my method, which has
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Register for 2(X) Col's.
and swarmed on the lltli, and that never failed in 29 years with large lots,
colony swarmed on Sent. 3d. It was whether hot or ccild. I have not time
Two sutiscribers for the Monthly
a very large one, and was hived to give it now. but will say that all
will count the same as one for the
on one frame of empty comb and 9 that is necessary is a warm cellar.
Weekly, when getting up clubs for the
frames of wired foundation. They
Ira Barber.
are very strong and heavy
I think
above premiums.
DeKalb Junction, N. Y., Sept. 23.
:
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The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

CLUBBING LIST.

883.

At the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

Honey and Beeswax Market.

We

supply the American Bee .Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
postage is prepaid by the publishers.

Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m.. October 2. l«rt2.

The following

(

f

are the latest

quotaSemi- Monthly Bee Journal, we shall
tions for honey and beeswax received
next year print a Monthly consisting
Club up to this hour
of 32 pages, issuing it about the The Weekly Bee Journal Publishera'Price.
If2 OU.
Quotations of Cash Buyers.
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year, and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A. I. Root) 3 00. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.KingJ. 3 00.. 2 60
CHICAGO.
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
Bee-Keepers'Instructor( W.Thomas) 2 50. 2 35
HONEY— I am paying To. for dark and 9c. for
copies for S2..50 5 copies for $4.00 10
light extracted.
The 4 above-named papers
4 50.
4 00
BEESWAX-Choice lots are worth 25o.here;
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet)y 00.. 2 80 bright yellow. 24c.: dark to good. 17®22c.
Al. H. Newman, h-js W. Madison St.
Bee-Keepers'
Guide
(A.G.Hill)
2 60.. 2 35
extra copy to the person getting up a
Kansas Bee-Kecpcr
2 60.. 2 40
CINCINNATL
club of 5 or more.
:

;

The Weekly
tablished,

;

The 7 above-named papers
The Weekly Bee .Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaKbound in cloth)
will be continued as
Bees and H»ney. (T.G.Newman) "

is

and

heretofore.

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will be distinct papers, each
having its own sphere of operation
and

6 30..

5 50

now permanently es-

Binder (or Weekly, 1S81
Binder for Weekly for 1882

3 25.. 3 00
2 75.. 2 SO
2 85..

2

2 75..

2 50

7,t

HONEY— The market for extracted honey is
very satisfactory. We have received within the
last thrne weeks more than 2(Hlbl)lB., principally
from Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida, and the
demand exceeds our experience and expectations.
We have sold more tbsin ever at this time of the
year. Florida furnishes a honey which equals our
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern hi .ney
I

The Monthly

Bee Journal

above, $1 less than the figures

and any of the
in the last column.

have had so

far.

There

is

some

extracted,

per

7(5)10c.

BEESWAX— Firm
Chas.

lb.

different readers.

We

shall

aim

to

make

the Monthly

Bee Journal a welcome and
ble visitor to the

homes

Honey as Food and 'Medicine.

profita-

of those

who

need of a cheap, first class,
reliable bee paper in pamphlet form
whose time is too much occupied to
read a weekly, or whose means or requirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter
more properly belonging to a weekly.
feel the

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

call

for

comb

we have had no arrivals yet of a choice
Comb honey brinss 16(?j*2i>c. on arrival

honey, but
article.

at •2n@25c.
F. MUTH.

Quotations of CoinmissioQ Merchants.
CHICAGO.
HONEY— The demand is good for choice whitecomb honey in 1 and 2 lb. sections, and prices are

new pages being devoted to new without material change, 1mc(^2oc. being the range
of this week's sales. White extracted, in cans, 10
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds <a-I ic, in kegs and casks, loc. dark. 9@9>^c. Dark
comb honey. 12J^@li:;.
of cooking in which honey is used, and
BEESWAX—Yellow, 2fic.i dark. 18®2'2c.
the

;

R. A. Burnett. it>3 South Water St.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
CLEVELAND.
have put the price of them low
HONEY— Sells very readily in 1 lb. sections at
21(!i22c.
for
best
white,
and 19(3i20c. for 2 lb. Secto encourage bee-keepers to scatter
ond grade. 1 lb. 19@2uc. Extracted is selling very
again, and some arrivals in bbls. we have
them far and wide. Single copy 6 skiwly
been unable to place, asking iKSirJc. Extracted
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents; in tin pails has sold slowly at 14c.
BEBS'n'AX-25&-2nc.
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
A. C. Kendkl. 115 Ontario Street.
SAN FRANCISCO.
or
more,
we
print,
if
desired,
on
the
Emerson Binders made especially
HONEY— Receipts were liberal this week, but the
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in cover-page, "Presented by," etc., bnlkot arrivals were in transit to other markets.
is a good inquiry, and prices are firm for fair
gold on the back, and make a very (giving the name and address of the There
to choice extracted, and for choice comb. Dark
otherwiee inferior ctinib is not easily |>laced.
convenient way of preserving the Bee bee-keeper who scatters them). This orWe
quote white comb. l.s(./joc.; dark to i.'<»(id.l2@
ir-c.
Extracted, clioice to extra white, .s^-ucSit^c;
Journal as fast as received. They alone will pay him for all his trouble dark
and candied, T^dxtHc. BEES WA.\— 2H(aj3t)c.
Stearns & smith. 423 Front Street.
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for and expense— enabling him to dispose

We

—

the Weekly
cents.

;

or for the Monthly,

.50

of his honey at

home, at a good

profit.

They cannot be sent by mail

1^ Articles for publication

to Canada.

1^ Our new

No. 925 West
Madison St., is only a few doors from
the new branch postoftice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 70S7— that being
our telephone number.
location.

must be

written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY-Plentiful and dull. Comb lower, at 16
®18c— latter for choice white cloverin small pack-

ages strained in round lots at
cans at M(5j10c.
;

7c.;

extracted 1»

BEESWAX-Sold fairly at 27c. for prime.
R. C. GREEK & Co.. 117 N. Main Street.

NEW

YORK.

HONEY— No quotations
BEESWAX— The stock

1^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

l^° Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 18S1 be lost. The

reported.— ED.
continues light, and
prime Southern held up to 30c.. with little if any
obtainable below 2(»c. Western, pure. 28@29c
Southern, pure,

2f)(a3oc.

D.

HONEY—

W. QuiNBT,
BOSTON.

105

Park Place

We

Market active.
quote hi lb. combs
30c. per lb.: l lb. combs 22(S2,"»c.: 2 1b. combs 20®
22c. Extracted, in half bbls., 12(«il4c.
Prime quality, 2.=ic.
CROCKER & BLAKE. 57 Chatham Street.

BEESWAX-

1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
best way to preserve them is to prolocal
Associations $2.00 per 100. The
cure a binder and put them in^ They
1^ We will send Cook's Manual
name of the Association printed in the in cloth, or an Apiary Kegister for 100
are very valuable for reference.
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. — We have
1^ When changing a postoffice .adjust issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with dress, mention the old as well as the
suggestions what to plant, and when new address.
and how. It is illustrated with 26 enRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
which are printed a large bee in gold,
any address for 10 cents.

we send

1^ New subscribers for the Weekly

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

colonies,

and Weekly Bee Journal

or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
for one year, for $3.00

;

;

Monthly Bee Journal and either of
the above for one dollar less.
Sample Copies of the American Beb
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one ir.tending to get up a
son.

^"Hundreds of clergymen, doc- club can have sample copies sent to
for 1S83, can obtain all
tors and others have used Kendall's
the rest of the numbers for this year Spavin Cure with the best success. the persons they desire to interview,
by sending $2 to this office.
.37w4.
by sending the names to this office.

Bee Journal

THE AMERICA^- BEE JOURNAL.

intend to be systenmtic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and couunence to use it.

1^1

who

All

$1 00
1 50
2 00

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

For

We make

1882.

Pure Italian Queens,
BEKS, fOl.oNlKS, NUCLEI,
Extractors,

Comb Foundation,
Napa

9m8t

ALFRED

Bee Journal.

H.

Dealer

AdTcrtisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

etc.

Muniiy Side Apiary,

Address,

the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on

subscription on the

ENAS,

D.

(Sunny Side Apl»ry»)

following your

Date

THE DUNHAM

We

JOSEPH

1882.

most desirable ones.
tlie

Inventor and Sole ManulaclnrtT of

FOKNCROOK A

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all togetlier in one book, and are there-

Examine

FRANCES DUNHAM,

a speeiiiltv nf our "Boas'* One -Piece
nave not
Sections. Patented .Juno Mth, IH81.
Billet any riclit to manutucture. therefore we caution the public aiialnst I'uylnK any One-1'lece SecPrice
l.lst.
for
tUins not bearing our Htanip. Send
t'O.
J AS.
Watertown.Jeir. Co., wir... Sept. 1. ikhs. ;ti;m:.t

The

fore the

m

SECTIONS.
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P.

C

Cal.

NE'WMAN,

in all

kinds of

APIARIANANUSUPPLIES,

Journal must

HONEY AM) BEESWAX,

•.^«^«.«

FOUNDATION

Preparation of Honey for tlie Mar923 West Madison Street,
ket, including llie production and care
CHICAGO, ILL.
of both comb and extracted honey.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
Patented Auk. 23d, 1881.
sent FREE upon application.
last meeting of the Korth American
I»" Send lor New Circular for Januory, 1882.
Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apAND MILLER
pointed on a committee to prepare inHaving obtained LETTERS PATENT Number
SHOULD have FISHKK'S GRAIN TABLKS. lf)2
fnnii
lull of useful tables for
24H.o9tt for Dunbam Foundation Machine, making
pages, pocket
structions on the Exhibition of Bees
casting up urain, produce, luiy; cost of pork, inter- comb ftfundaiion with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
and Honey at Fairs this is also added est; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and nmre uiiscellimeous matter and surface also on the foundation made on said mauseful tables for farmers and others than any chine. I hereby give notice to all parties infringing
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller my rights, either by manufacturing said machines
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can or foundation, as welt as to all parties purchasing
machines us above, other than of my manufacture,
Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from make money selling this book.
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
X3t' For sale at the BEtt Journal Office, . ^a
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.
prosecute all infringt^ments to the full extent of
FHANC£!k» A. DUNHAM,
iorilTCW ANTED to sell Dr.Chase'a -J.ooi Recipe the law.
40w4t
DePere. Wis.
23m4t
AUCn O iJook. Sells at Si'jht, Double your money
Address Dr.'Chase'sPrintinKUouse, Ann Arbor.Mich

MX

A

EVERY FARMER

CATTTIOIT.

;

;

;

I

3t;mlyp

^xTucvtiseVujcwts.
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL la the oldest Bee
uud has a laru'e circulation in
every State, Territ'^ry and Province, among farm•ers. mechanics, professional and business men.
•and la, therefore, the best advertising medium.

[THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

ALFRED

H.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street, Chicago,

111.

GERMAN CARP,
For

Btockint.' poiiils,

Tails,

I'itl^h,

i

Golden Orfes.

(

-c.

For

is

published raonth-

and contains the best practical information for
tne time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by

>

Silver IViirl, Fringe
piirticular:*,

MtlTH & ECKARDT,

REASQUARTERS FOR THE

& Original Albinos,
BEES AND QUEENS.

lOsmtf

J.

M.

C.

TAYLOR,

LiCwistown, Frederick Co., Md.

"TTTTQ
\ T>Tn> maybe found on file
XniiO T>
ir/\l
l!j£Vat Geo. P. Kowell &
Co.'s
St.),
lit

in

Newspaper A<ivenising Bureau m Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

;

C3-OOID,

X. SI,

Nappanee, Elkhart

5wly

Co., Ind.

BARNES' PATENT

IN

THE SOUTH

manufacture of

.Smtf

PAUL

r..

VIALLON,

Bayou Goula, La.

C. Olm's

Comb Foundation Machine.

Send for Sample and Circular.
ISmtf
C. OLM, Fond du Lac. Wis.

113^

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY

We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly GleunlnKs In Bee-Culture*
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in HIveK, Honey Extructorit, Comb
Fonndiktlon^Seetlon Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee

Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address uritfcnpirtirt?!/, to A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Fruit Evaporators,
a common cooking stove, capacity
in
3 to 5 bushels per day. Price, complete. :f in
few agents
the flat, partly put log'-ther, for Jti.

To be used on

;

Foot Power Machinery
~

CIUCTILAR

AND
SCROLL SAWS,

Hand. Circular Hip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These machines are especially adapted
to

Hive Mnklnv.

Itwill

pay

every bee-keeper to send for
our 4H-page Illustrated Cata-

w'

i

NEW YORK..

SEED,

This year's crop, all of the white variety, 2.sc. per
pound; ii;3.7r> per peck *in.(«.) per bushel.
XWl can fill no more orders for Queens this fall,
having sold all I had to spare, leaving many orders
untllled. and with <irdC'rs still coming in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.

tiolden Italians

Send forClrcular.

tlie

Biinham and Root Foundation a specialty.
Italian Queens and Bees from March to November.
fySend fur my Illustrated Catalogue.

Friends,

SWEET GLOVER

address

Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

For

BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES.

ABBOTT,

annum.

As I do not sell honey on commisalon, and buy
only such kinds as I need in my line of trade, I
cannot accept any Hhipments without previous
correspondence.
I can sell Beeswax of nny quality, and will pay
the regular market price for it. in any quantity, or
exchftuKe for it comb foundation, without previous correepondence.
923

The British Bee .Ioukxal
Iv.

Bee-Master.
C. X.
School of Apiculture. Fairlawn. SouUuiII, Ijondon.
j^'We send the Weekly American Bee Journal and the British Bee Joiimal,hoth for $3.50 per

NOTICE.

40wtf

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

'

"Paper in America,

HEADQUARTERS

No.

K.

I'l'iT

& JOHN BARNES,

Main

r.ockford,

street,

Winnebago

Co., IH.

A

wanted.
tors,

For particulars and prices for Evapora-

Queen Bees,

osmly

etc.,

address

JOHN

H.

MARTIN.

Hartford, Wash. Co.. N. Y.

PLYMOUTH rIcKS EXCLUSIVELY
VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
Trios Mated for Breeding;
^Iso, SINOLE BIKIIS.
Prices reasonable. Correspondence cheerfully
'WM. H. BUSSEY,
answered.
3Hsmtt

131

Lake

St..

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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EXCELSIOR

for sale;

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for F>-tr!iCtor8 carryinR 3 and 4
frames, I have conJ in^-^trnth
clurttfl to adopt these two new
I

j
1

size"*

1

he

frame basket

3

is

Comb

by modern bee-keepers.

have str iiners over the eanalleading to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The ^jm and
lilo.OO Extractors have no covers.
in

H

¥8 00
I 00
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00

For 2 American frames. 13x13 inches
10x18
For2Lang3troth "
"
"
10x18
For 3
"
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
"
12^x20
For 3
"
"
13x20
For 4

ALFRED
923

W

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

GOLDEN

.16

Street, Chicago.

ITALIAN
l-f rame

DR.

1.

P. WILSON,
Burlington. Iowa.

Of EnErarlngs used In the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold tor less

o. newman,
Thomas
Madison Street, Chicago,

»35 West

111.

COMB FOUNDATION, THOMAS
^^:::^^^^^ high side-walla, i to Ifi square feet to
pound. Circular and samples free
'liv^^^^Sf" *^®

''•— "'^"'^•"

J,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

BEESWAX.
wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 3*%c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments aolicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

I

am

ALFRED

923

West Maciiaon

H.

Camargo, Douglas connty,
Years Experience

in

111.

Queen Rearing.

Our Mottois:
Prices, Quick Returns
tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Cypriiin Queens

Cus-

;

—

Tested.... $2
$2
$1; Tested
Palestine Que'^ns..*!; Tested... 12
Extra Queens, for swarming season, ready, if we are timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, |8.
arrival guaranteed.
Qr\c. paid for bright wax.

^yj

TiiKcola,

*i

:

Mouey Orders en
Iwly.

III.

Story B. Ladd.

HALBERT

E. PAINE.
late Com'r of Patents.

PAINE

LADD,

&

BUKNETT, Commission

WASHINGTON,

B.

C.

BIND YODIl JOURNALS

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Merchant,

in cloth, To cents; in paper
50
postpaid.
925 TV. MndlHoii Street, Chicago, 111.

i*rice, bound
cover.-*.
cfntH.

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in be&raising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.- Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to-

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A neat and

ZiOOH ZISB.S!
you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiariBt needs, send for prices.

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Anv one can use them.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and 1 will try and please you. (Box 819
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.
Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.
5wly

Directions in each Binder.

50c.

For Monthly Bee .Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

)

Address,
925

'JSc.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street,

Cblcaica,

III.

abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109"
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all tbe information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.- News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees,— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
'I'he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.

are line. It is gotten up in the
very beat style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Dally Republican, <Jtica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveriesin the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.--Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

The engravings

field,
111.

If

Jounuil.

etc.

olist.

Patent Cases,

Solicitors of Patents .and Atty's in

29wl3t

tlie

;

NEWMAN,
Weekly Bee
C.

NEWMAX,

Rev. A. SALISBURY
20

Editor of

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

It contains IfW profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and pri'sents tho apiarist witb
everything that can aid in the sue jesslul management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief annmg the new chapters are?
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity." '" Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey,"'

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

AND KEEP THEM

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

of

and

For the past few years I have made this excellent food niv leadinK article. Uaving the best established reputation In this city as n dealer in
the Apiaries, enables
PURE HONEY direct from
met.i obtain the highest marltet prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solic-

r! a.

Bees & Honey
Management

—"Low

ELECTROTYPES
thanooc.

TA»I-OtK..

FLAT -BOTTOM

NucleHS, with Test-

14.50
ed Queen
2-frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
M ed Queen
Full (.'olonv, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July l
lO.iXi
Same, after July 1
TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1, 3.00
after July 1.. 2.50
"
"
per half doz..
13.50
after Julyl
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofBce Order,

,

iwtt

J. S.

14w39t

111.

QUEENS.

Bees-

Write for prices.

wax wanted.

1 itntic il
except in size, with the
ill iHi Kvtraetor, 13x2o. which is
intf nded for anv size of frame.
Excepting with the ^s.ixi Extrittors ail the different styles

ble 8i(U

manufacture Hives of any style and
l>ealer in Novice Honey ExSmokers, and everything used

Foundation.

tractors, Binghiim

in a

tt the same size and style as
tlio-lranie. The 4 frame basket
1-^ in the larper can, with the cone
nr metal standard for the basket
to n \ live upon, leavinu room und(intith the basket for 75 or KO
ili^ of honey. It will becomplete,
^iitb co\ers, and iu every way

CHH

I

breed

I

HONEY

A NEW BEE BOOK

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
PURF ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

O.

Embraces every subject of inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the maniigement
and nianipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable infi^irmation for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.- Chicago
Herald.
Describes all tbe newest discoveries in the artr
by which the production ol delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the m'arketin the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.

Given'sFoundationPress.
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Bend for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
D. 8. GIVEN <fe CHoopeston.

Is

a 32-page, beautifullv Illustrated Monthly

Iliiga,-M,

.iivoted to

111.

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCB
It

Z. HUTCHINSON,
W.
Rogersvllle, GeiieBCe Connty, Mich.,
has no Queens for sale now, except Tested Italians
can
at »1.50 each. But he has plenty of these, and
39wtt
send them by refurti niail.

Contains a vast fund of information In regard to
He who would keep abreast of the
times must keen posted in all the Improvements Id
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy or
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoverieie
in the art by which tbe production of delicious and
health-giving honey is <ibt)iined, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. Itisembellisbed with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of tbe kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
bee-culture.

The latest Improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
I he
and common Foundation is not surpassed. wired
only invention to make Foundation in the

has

th.- larL'.'st •••ryu of

practical breeders as editoi

anv luurnnl of itp. Ins-sin Amcric and is
THE FINEST FOHLTRT lOUENAL 111 TEE WOULD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIl'TION:11.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents,
C. J. WARD, Editor and Propnetor.

of

182

,

CLAEK

ST.,

-

CHICAGC

DIsconnt to Dealer* by
A Ijlberal
the Sozenor Hundred.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

FOUNDATION New Kegs
FOR HONEY.

WHULESAl^E ANI> RETAII^,
Dealers in bce-suppties will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Founciation. We now
have the nii):*t extensive raanufnctnry of foundation in the (^ountrv. We send to all parts of the
United States. \Ve m:ike

In <»rder to satisfy the demand for small packages for Extracted Honey. I have heretofore procured keps Intended for syrup. Ash. lard, etc., and
in
in

view of this Kr<)wint; trade. I now feel
having made to order aSpeclul K-^*Br

These

and our wax is nowhere to be eqvialled for cleanliness, purity and beiiuty. Extra thin and brlphtfor
sections. All shapes and sizes.

Samples free on request.

I iiiii

obliu'ed

t<>

order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.
They are nnide of Norway Pine, and have from 7
to !i chine hoops on ea<h end.
I have tested a sample kep by filling it DRY with
white clover honey, and without the heads being

SON,

It is not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine will not fliivor the

111.

"We noiv qaote an

Advance

honey.

5

Gents per pound
PKICES PRINTED IN OUK CIRCULARS,
of

on the
wholesale or

nor flavors the Honey.

It neither leaks

Hamilton. Iluncuck Co.

Iwly

lowtf

retail.

Capacity. IT.t pounds
Price, >^0c. each.
first car load of these kegs will arrive about
and all orders will receive my prompt

The

Sept. iMtli.
attention.

The

r>

and 10 gallon kegs will be sold, as heretoand Cir,c. each, respectively.

fore, at4(.ic.

Z1TQT7ZIIZSS

ALFRED
923

West Madison

NEWMAN,

H.

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

<'ONfEIiNlXG

THE CLIMATE,
Mines,

Manufactories and Commerce

OF

COZiORADO,

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
'EARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

N

book of
urement of

its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading boit tables,
wages, rent, board cap;tcity i>f cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
For sale at the Bee Jouhnal Office..^

|y

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending One DolUir to the
will

Woman's
ISwOrap

Advance

DENVER. COL.

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation tiave
advanced the price cents per pound, owing to the
increased Cdst of Beeswax.
r>

Advanced

5 Cents per pound,

ALFRED
923

West Madison

Excelsior

my Catalogue.
H. XEIIVMAN.
in

Street.

©S

CHICAGO. ILL

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.

•

Owing

to the large

now quote
over

advance

prices thus

No

lb8.,Mc.

Dunham, loto

:

than

ibs..4ic.. less

5(.»

vort, 10 sq. feet to the

lb.,

discounts.

J.

i

If.i

lb.'*..

to lo

wax.

ou

lbs.. 42c.,

44c.;

Vander-

lbs.. 57c.,

ENGRAVINGS.

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

I

10 to 50

Circular free.

giving an index of diseases.
A TREATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

and the

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordiniiry dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for t«lling
the age of the liorse a valuable collection of re;

CALDWELL,

V.

3wly

in the price of

Cambridge, Henry Co., IH.

THE CONaUEROR.
Large Smokers nee^l wide ^'hit'llis. BIngiiam's
have them, and springs that do not rust an' break,
and tielh'ws that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made tt.idate,
andayxTinch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent

;

and much valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS
H2b

West Mafiiaun

price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

Street.

CHICAGO, ILU

i

postpaid for %i.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
13wtf

Abrtpnia. Mich.

Queens and Bees
L^OR SALE— 20ti
X single Queen. ?I

;

Untested Italian gueens—
half dozen. $5.50 per doz;

en. *10.U(».

lOO

JlVio

Tested

Italian

per half dozen,

Queens

— single

Queen,

per dozen, $24.
Gallup frames, cheap.
SOOCelonletiot'BeeH, in Langstroth frames
in prime condition.
;

*13.(.kj

^O ColonlcMot'Bees,
«J. II.

i*'»wtt

;

in

KOBEKTSON.

Pewamo, Ionia

Co.,

Mich.

COOK,

J.

t-he

College of Michigaxu

320 Pases 133 Fine
i

lUustrutlona.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
The first edition of S.OOO copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annalaof bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees^
shrubs, etc. .splendidly Illustrated— and lasLthougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in theapiiiry.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest theapiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Read

the following oyxnions of the

All agree that

it is

Book;

the work of a master and of

real value.— L'^picxt/ture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. COLUV.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— iJri(w/i Bee Jeurnal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

,

Until further notice, the price of ail the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VanDeusen
(fiat bottom), will be

from the advertised price

By A.

Of Lansing, Projessor of Entomology in

auy other book.— E. U. Wynkoop.
This book is Just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtainait, will ever reyrut having purcnascd.— iVf tc/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Alanual is aci
exhaustive work.— Herald Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
Theis fuily up with the times in every particular.
richest rewaiTl awaits its author.— A. E. Wknzel.
My success has been ao great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it Is due to the clear, disinterested Information contained in Cook's Man-

Foundation.

in

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

agementof the apiary.- J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from.
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

Industrial Association,

29t Sixteenth St..

OR,

for Honey.

in larfre quantities in

huy

painted.

&

DADANT

OKAS.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

State Agricultural

Designed Expressly

ALL STANDARD STYLES,

justified

639

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
includingthe CONQUEROR.

Send for

my

ri2-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Stippliesof every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED
H23

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free. Address.
iDWfnn JOS. M.

BROOKS, Columbus, Ind.

uai.— WM. Van A-NTWERF, M. U
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It la" of
value to ail bee-raisers.- Ky- Live Stock Record.
It la a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 have never yet met with a work, either French
or loreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe DC
Bois, editor of the BuLetin £>' ApiciUteuTt France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insectii, but also a thorougli. practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of theenemies ox bees.- i>emocraf, Pulaski. N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecumot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo al taking an hitere^-t in this subjectv
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carotully
and practice as advised.— ^0ricui(urti>(, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise ou bee-culture in Europe or America; a.
scientidc work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee- roan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It ie
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the WesU— Western AgricuUurist.
This work is undoubtedly the most completemanual tor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There la no subject relating to the culture
of bees Ictr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Proi. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knuwlcde of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular ttiis most
interestingoi alloccupatiouB.- .<lfuenca7i jFnvetitor.

Price— Bound
91. OO by mall
.

tot
in cloth,

$1.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL,
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TAPE!"

"E.E3D
Who

will be

copy

first to

25,000

The OrlKlnal

the

BINGHAM

1

USE.

IN

3f you buy the Oritri-

Books

MiNDJpHN
^
-^LAjTo Cos.

THOMAS
15ee-K.eei>er*B

Patent BiUKham
Bee Smoker, you will

of the

aid the inventor of

illustrated

Improved bee emoknever go out— always

—

please never is complained of— the standard of excellence the
world over — better
,

this

PR1€£S

shield). I'M Inch

I

Smoker

those

1

1

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

I^^inch

By

to

Pianos

Mail,

$2

75

0(.»

50

Knife, 2 inch

25
00

1

3

65

agraffes,
ful carved legs

1

00

15

l

apply for dozen or half-dozen

cates.

Send for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
JLbroiilu,

I7wtf

Mich.

Sweet Glover
AND OTHER SEEDS.

'

Having a large stock of the new crop of Alsike,
"White and Sweet Clover Seeds, I cim till orders at
Also,

all

1*4 per peck, or !S1.> i)er bushel.

for HONEY
Send for my Catalogue.

other

SEEDS

ALFRED
925

H.

West Madison

PLANTS,

;

Italian Queens,

I.

same

Ti,.

Bright

Queens.

Italian

200 NUCLEI.
Having filled all my
Queens by return mail.
the nicest they get.
36wtf

My

Mortonsville.

I

Woodford

Co..

Ky.

M TH

97G and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
la^Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

iwly

comb F0XJNI>ATI0N-40c.
DTTNOAM:
pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq. ft. to
F.

EARS

FOR THE

W.

for samples. Wax worked lOc.
HOLMES, Coopersville, Mich. 13wly

Send

29r>8,

New

York.

FooGhoo's Balsam

MILLION
of

Shark's

!

Oil

Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the

Cloth, 381.35.

Bee-Keepem* Text-Book, by A. J.

Kinfi.- This edition is revised and brouKht
the present time. Cloth, Sfil.OO.
-

I^auffHtroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientidc work.

down

to

Honey Bee

Price, S3.
Blessed Beea* by John Allen.— A romance of

bee-keepinn. full of practical information and
contaKious enthusiasm. Cloth. tSc,

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Protit. by Thomas G.
Edition,
"Fully up with the
times." includins all the various improvements
and inventicms. Chief amimR the new chapters
are " Bee PasturaKc a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains Uiu payes, and is profusely illusNewman.— Third
:

Price,

trated.

bound

in

cloth,

Yoc.;

in

paper

covers, 50c., postpaid.

Klenen Kultur.

by Thomas G. Newman, in
the
lauKuaye. Price, in paper covers,
4IP cents, or $J per dozen, postpaid.
Dzlerxon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the

GERMAN

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
facts

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as looo, idvinw recipes for making
,

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddinps, Foam,Winea,etc;

and lloney as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for ci'i.auiuer.4, and should be scattered by thousands, creatint; a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Knicllsh and Oerman.
Price for either edition, «c. per dozen, 50c.
;

WlnterlnK Bees. -This

contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price. lOc.

Pre|>aratlon of Honey for the Market,
including the production and careot both comb
and extracted honey, and inf»tructions on the exhiltition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price lOe.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G- M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey HarveHtlnar* Hitndland MitrketlnK-- A L'4-paBe pamphlet, by
;

Inn

& C. P. IJadant, Kivint: in detail the metliods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar i*pectes of contains many useful hints.- Price l*»c.
•
small White Shark, caupht in the Vellow Sea,
known as Cnrclianidon liondeletii. Every Chinese
Bee Pasturaere a Necessity, by Thomas G.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

it.
Its virtues as a restorative ot
hearintiwerediscovereil bya Buddhist Priestabout
the year 14iii. Us cures were so numerous and
many so ««eeinlna:Iy niliitciiluii". tliiitthe remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
300 y**itrP4 no UeafneNs has exlftted anionx
the C^hlnette people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $l.ix) per bottle.

Ch.

Newman— Giving advanced

has portonued a miracle in my case.
have no uneartlily noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much

better.

bottle will cure me.

:

Practical Hints to ISee-Keepers, by Chas.

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
Late HAYLOCK & Co.)
7 Dey St., New York.
(

Sole Agents for America.
liOwly

Muth;

F.

62 pages.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price. lOc.
Swannlnff, Dividing und Feeding Bees.—
Hints to Beginners, by rhomasG. Newman. Price
the

cents.

Bees in Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 5c.
KendalPs Horse Book. — No book

could be

more useful to horse owners. It has ^fi engravings
illustrutinu positions i>f sick burses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and mucii valuable
horse information.

"Its virtues are crXQUESTIONABLE and its curative CHAKACTEK AW.^OM'TK. AS THE WHITEHCAN
PEHSOXAI.I.Y TESTIFY. BOTH FKOM EXPEKIEXCE
AND OBPEKVATION. Write at onco to Havlock
& Jennev. 7 I)ey Street. New York, enclosing $i,
und you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. Vou will never
regi'et doinjj; so."— Editor OF Mercantile Review.
lP?~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registeked Letteh.

views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how liO engiavlngs. Price. lOc.

5

;

lb. 48c.

per lb.

Box

CO..

have been preatly benefited.
My deafness helped a fjreat deal— think another

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
C. F.
i;
,
\pply to

per

SHEET MUSIC

I

iuth's Honey Extractor,

the

!

!

HEAR WHAT THE" DEAF SAY!

can now send
customers say 1 send

orders,

Ue(*gced from our late wholesale factory price.
!)t>2d5, for i;n day- only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This is now, by far.the ureatest barsiiin everofl'ered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atoiice.
This l*iano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh sent uHth orderwiUbe refunded
and freight charges paid lt]i ^ts bath ways if Piano is
not jitst as reprcsentrd
Several other special bargains: PlJiiiow, 4^14(0 up. Over 15,o<ni in u.^e,
and not i<uv dinsiittsHi'd purcliaser. lliindsome
Illustrated Cutalnmie m idled free, fdvinir the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piann fuHv warranted for 5 years.
:i price. -CataloKue of 3.000
choice pieces sent for :ic. stamp.

Hsherman knows

price.

GOOID,

Nappanee. Elkhart Couty. Ind.

5wly

fection of the instrumrnt, has been added.

t^~Oiir price for this luiitriiinent. boxed
and delivered on 1>nard curs »t Men' York,
with One Piano Cover, Stool vli»Oj^
und Bonk, only
*\p^'T:tJ,

2l8mlv

I make a specialty of rc^aring pure Holy l^and
(Queens, and have mow more than HK) colonies in
their purity. All Queens bred from D. A.Jones'
Imported Queens. Dollar Queens, before June lio.
rt
|il.-J5 each; after that date, single Queea, |ii.(ki
'lOr JS.'MI; 12 or more. 7;> cents each; Warranted
Queens. 25 cents more each. Tested Queens, f 2.50
;

and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhlch can in any way lend to the per-

111.

PURE HOLY- LAND OUEENS.

each

7 1-3 Octuveot full patent cantante
our new patent overstrung scale, beauti-

Htrlnurst

MENDEI.SSOKIN PIANO

NEWMAN,

Street, Chicago,

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
PIAIiin QTYI F 01 Magnificent rosewood
rinllU 01 ILL U2 case elegantly finished,

50
25

1

50

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

more advanced.

Klnir**

(wide

shield), -2 inch
ipinin Binghum Smoker, 2 inch....

30c. per pound,

Qalnby*a Ne^v Bee-Keeping, hy L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping bo

ABC

:

Handed

Wide shield Conqueror. 3 inch
fi
Bingham Smoker (wide

sell again,

Cook> Manna!

fully "

Novice**
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "every thinii pertainiuR to the care
I he honey-bee," and is valuable to beRinneraand

iLarge

To

and

ot

Customer. Postpaid,

'Ijittle

CIIICAGO, ILL,

or,

;

and

from 6'i cts.
•to $2.
Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
fltove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first, youp„f.ft„t-,j l R7ft
will have to buy no*^^^^^^^°^* ^°*°
postpaid,

Bingham

Guide

Apiary. —

that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
forcible, making all its readers realize that it«
author is master of the subject.— «il.50.

season than ever before. Price per mail,

'Sxtra

Street,

Entirely re-wrltten. ele«anily
up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not onlv instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, 9^1.25 ; paper cover, »1,

-era— get the best, that

-others.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

925

cial

and handsomer

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

Paper, S5c.
by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,

symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
Moore*8 Universal Assistant, and Com-

its

cause,

plete Mechanic, contains

'iver l.'HHi.oiMi Indusdnstrial Facts. Calculntii>n3, Procesires, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives liiHi.itoo items for Gas. Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and 8team Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains I.oih pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, :(fi3..'»o.

——
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the recent Fair at Hamilton,
Ont., there was a very good exhibit of
hives, bees,
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first

prize for bees

was

Mr. A. Robertson, of Carlisle; 2d, to Rennie Bros., of Hamilton; Ist for hive to Mr. McEvoy,
Woodburn 1st for comb honey to Mr.
McEvoy 2d to Mr. C. Marshall, Binbrook 1st for extracted honey to Mr.
McEvoy; 2d to C. Marshall. The beekeepers on the ground met and formed
themselves into the Wentworth, Ont.,
Bee-Keepers' Association, with the
following officers for the first year
1st Prest., J. M. Knowles, West
Flambro; 2d Prest..- J. H. Cornell,
Lynden Treas,. A.Robertson. Carlisle
Sec'y, Geo. X. Henderson, Hamilton.
The meeting adjourned to meet
on the first Saturday in Kovember at
to

;

A

cultur.al

free.

honey and apiarian sup-

;

;

The efforts of the Bee Journal
are bearing fruit in the increased attention and interest taken in the genAs a rule,
tle craft of bee-keeping.
tlie display of lioney at the agricul;
tural shows in Canada has been contined to a jar or two of thick looking
;
stuff, and a couple of boxes of comb
honey, which are sandwiched in between some dirty looking grape sugar,
and three or four cakes of home made the Dominion Hotel, Hamilton ; 20
soap. The display made by Mr. Jones members were enrolled.
at Toronto, the past year "or two, has
enthused local apiarists all over the
country, and if the directors ^of the
1^" At the Baltimore Fair there was
County Fairs only act decently, the an exhibition of bees, honey and apiproducts
of
bee
may
be
show
made a
arian equipments. Under the superprominent feature.
At the County of Perth Exhibition, intendency of Mr. Charles H. Lake,
held at Stratford. Ont., last week, Mr. there was a special tent for the disD. Chalmers, of the Honey Grove play and manipulation of bees. etc..
Apiary at Musselburg, occupied quite and all bee-keepers were invited to
a large display, his tempting goods

being arranged in glass bottles, pound join in making an effective and atsections and Jones honey pails with tractive display. We hope they did
gorgeous labels. He drove quite a so, but as yet we are not informed on
thriving business, and carried off the
first prize for section, and the second
for extracted honey. He also displayed to wondering crowds a full
supply of almost everything used in
the honey business.
Dr. Shaver, of Stratford, an enthusiastic apiarist, devoted himself entirely to comb honey, having a pyramid of several hundred one-pound
sections, graded according to the
source of supply— the clover, thistle,
basswood. goldenrod, etc.. being
clearly distinguishable from the color.
Mr. Young, an amateur of the first
year, captured the first prize for extracted honey. The fall flow here
has been immense, and the yield a
large average.

the subject.

1^- The Rev. W. F. Clarke's address
Winnepeg. Manitoba,
to which place he has removed to take
editorial charge of the Winnepeg Sun.
The Bee Journal extends congratuwill hereafter be

lations.

A

Test for

article

on

Honey.— In

tliis

Prof. Maher's

subject on page 610. an

was made, which needs

error

correc-

In the fourth line of the third
paragraph read -'weak" for white.
thus •• with a weak solution." etc.
tion.

:
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Wire Frame Holder.

Healthfuluess of Honey.

Bees stiU Working on Sweet Clo?er,
Julius Tomlinson of Allegan,
Mich., writes us under date of Oct. 6,
" The weather here
1882, as follows
is very warm and has been very dry,
but Thursday we had a tine rain. My
bees are working on sweet clover
now." Bees are still working on it in
Chicago, and will do so, for many
weeks to come, if it is warm enough

—Mr.

We

have received from E. II. ThurPliny, the Roman' historian, speaks
Rurailius Pollio, who possessed ston, M. D., of Hagerstown, Ind., a
marvelous health and strength, at very simple device for holding frames,
over 100 years of age. Upon being which can be fastened to the side of

of

presented to the Emperor Augustus,
who inquired the secret of his liveliness of spirits and strength of body
" Inat so great an age— he answered:
terns melle; exterus o/eo "—Internally
through honey; externally through

the hive. It can be attached or detached in a moment, and will be found
very convenient. It is placed in our

oil.

it:

museum, and the following

descrip-

by Di-. Thurston is quite for them
complete, and will give a good idea of
tion of

it

all.

It has

properties troubled to find places to puttliem,

when I was looking for the queen.
which make it a valuable food. It During one night I was wakeful and
stimulants,
alcoholic
differs from
thinking of my bees, when the idea of
next
which dull the intellect— on the con- a frame holder came to me
my plans into executrary it produces a bright intellect as morning I put
tion and a wire holder something like
well as a healthy body. Children are the one I send you was the result. I
of
pound
one
and
honey,
of
fond
very
tested it and (m Tuesday I went to
it goes further than a pound of butter. Cincinnati. Ohio, to attend the North
American Bee- Keepers' Convention,
It lias the peculiarity of keeping good,
and took my holder with me. It met
rancid,
while butter often becomes
the approval of Messrs. A. I. Root, I.
and injurious to health.
R. Good and many others who exThe bees gather the honey from the mined it all tliought it good. On my
return I inii)rovpd it, as the one sent
juices of healthy plants, shrubs and
you to-day. The holder can be fastis,
gatliered
so
nectar
the
trees, and
ened to any hive. If there be no protherefore, the pure sweet, as it comes jection to "fasten it to, you can screw
from the hand of the Creator. We two small blocks on the" liive to receive
;

California Apiculturist for

September, referring to the remarks
of the Bee Journal concerning the
uses of drones in the hive, and suggesting that they may nurse the young
bees, increase the heat in the hive,
etc.. remarks as follows in a jocular
way " It is said by some naturalists
that drone bees are a slandered race,
tliat they are not idlers, but nurse and
take care of the baliy bees. Can as
much be said of old bachelors?"
:

^g" The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Convention will be held at Chicago,
on Wednesday and Tliursday. Oct. 18
and 19, 1882. By a notice on page ftSO
it will be seen that Dr. Miller, the
president, has discovered an error in
the date previously announced. Let
all take particular notice, and be preThis holder will pared to attend and partake of the

;

tlie horizontal bars.
therefore strongly advise every family
hold .5 frames they may be made to
in the land to place honey on the table hold more. The cost of the holder
cookies,
will not be more than 10c; and any
for daily use; make cakes,
ginger bread, pop-corn balls, etc., one can make them. I use two pieces
of wire, 20 Indies long, to make each
with it, and give it to the cliildren, bracket, and 2 pieces of wire 11 inches
imparting to them health of body and long to make the side liook braces.
strength of mind, instead of using the When the holder is put on and the
sharp ends of the top bar pressed
unhealthy, adulterated syrups which
tightly into tlie wood and side hook
death
to
out
deal
commonly
so
now
bars well fastened you will tind it will
the "little ones," desolating almost be very solid and will hold to its
every household and hanging the black place. The holder might be made of
wire about one or two sizes larger.
pall of mourning over the world.
There is no patent on it, nor shall
there be. I wish to give a description
Feed no Glucose to Bees.— The Cin- of it in the Journal so that every
bee-keeper may have the advantage
cinnati Grange Bulletin in its last issue
of it. Any one can make them, and
against
gives the following warning
I think all who use them will tind them
feeding bees with glucose
very convenient.
;

:

to fly.

^° The

Dear Editou— I send you, by mail,
Pure honey should be used unspara wire frame bolder. This arrangelonger
no
It
is
family.
every
ingly by
ment is of my own getting up. Wliile
a luxury to be enjoyed only by few, working with my bees, I often had
but it is sufficiently cheap to be within to remove all tlie frames, and I was
the reach of

:

" feast of reason and flow of soul,"
The place of
there to be enjoyed.

rendezvous will be at the

the
the
hotel arrangements and place of meeting will be made known.
office of

American Bee Journal, where

Wintering Bees.— As this subject is
a very seasonable one we present
the Prize Essay on wintering bees, by
Mr. Clouse, in this issue. In our next
we expect to give an illustrated article
by Mr. James Ileddon on the same

now

subject.

I^-Just as we go to press, we are
informed by the Secretary of the Nai^ As the time for tlie usual tional Convention, Mr. A. I. Root,
winter rush of correspondence is Hear- that he will furnish us the Official Reing, let us try to impress on our cor- port in time for the next number of
respondents the necessity of being the Bee Journal.

We have at all times condemned
the use of glucose as a feed for bees,
believing as we do, from a long experience, that its use is pernicious to
the welfare of all bees that may be
attempted to be wintered on it; hence
we say do not try to feed your bees careful when writing to this office. If
w^ith the pernicious stuff (glucose).
they live near one postoffice and get
their mail at another, be sure to give
1^ Candy pulls are in fashion, but the address we have on our list.
they are now called "glucose teni®°The Detroit Free Press man
tions."
He says
must have been there.
^'Renewals may be made at any " The sting of a bee is really only onetime ; but all papers are stopped at eighth of an inch long, imagination
the expiration of the time paid for, makes it seem as long as a hoe
handle." Excluinge.
unless requested to be continued.
:

Sample Copies of theAjiERicAN Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

igfPostagie stamps, of one, two or
three cent denomination, accepted for
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
is preferred.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

o! Meeting.

18,

Wis.
G. J. I*umruel, Sec, l>aCro88e, Wia.
atCliiciiKo.
HI.
Northwestern,
19—

18,

19— Soutliern California,

13— N. W. of IjaCropae,
('.

Ht LiiCroBse.

C. Coflinberry, ?iec., Chtcago, IH,

J. E. Pleasants, l*res.,

21— Northern

tihio. at

S. F.

at

Lob Anjtelea.

Anaheim,

Cal.

Norwalk. o.

Newman, Sec,

N'orwalk, O.

Nov. 1— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick,
J. Uasbrouck, Sec. Bound Brook, N, .1.
3.— Iowa Central, atWinterset. Iowa,

Henry Wallace,

^" In order to have this table

Sec.

complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlnRS.— Ed.
taries are requested to

Ontario, Canada, Convention.

evaporated on the top.
The great
nrinciple was to keep in the heat and
let out the moisture.
D. A. Jones was of the opinion that
the whole secret of wintering was to
have plenty of young bees, jileiity of
stores, together with with plenty of
lieat and ventilation. The great danger was the generation of carbonic
acid gas. In one instance he had found
a stratum of this gas in liis cellar to
the depth of six inches. As carbonic
acid gas was heavier than the atmosphere, and ciinsequently sunk, it
was most important to elevate tlie
hives a little and have proper bottom
ventilation.

The Pkesident said that in his
cellar the gas generated was carried
away by a small stream of water.
His "hives were also raised slightly
from the ground.
Mr. \V. C. Wells explained how he
had applied a stove to secure proper
heat and ventilation. He let off the
noxious gas through a tile, like water.
Dr. Shaver, of .Stratford, thought

The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Associa- the cushions or quilt should be tilled
was lielil at Toronto on Sept. 13, with sawdust six inches deep. Proper
1882. Hon. Louis Wallbridge in tlie ventilation would
remove the carbonic
cliair.
acid gas. The opening of the doors
The Secretary's report was read and and windows was sufficient. The colIt sliowed llti members^ onies should
adopted.
be ventilated from either
and balance in hand of Treasurer ot aljove or below. He agreed with the
tion

$27.2.5.

President about stacking the hives
one above the other separated by
small stakes. He never took out his
bees untill the first of May.
Early
moving in the spring caused the queen
to begin laying liefore the weather
was warm "enoiigh. and bad consequences were sure to follow.
Mr. Jones found by weighing that
during winter his colonies consumed
about five or six pounds of honey.
Soft maple blossoms were of great
value to bees in spring, perhaps about the 1st. of April.
Thos. Forfar considered tlie bottom ventilation an absolute necessity, as the carlionic acid gas, being
heavier than air, sunk to the bottom.
C. R. Trench, of New Market, was
convinced that ventilation is required
both at top and bottom.
He had
been very successful in wintering,
and he adopted measures to secure
this kind of ventilation. He considered dry sawdust packing of the
greatest value both in summer and
winter. In summer it kept out the
heat, and in winter the cold. He considered feeding in the winter a very
frames. For wintering he removed bad expedient. He did not think chaff
honey
lioards.
and as good as sawdust, especially on top,
all the lioxes ami
stripiiedeverytliing down to the comb- where it got all matted together. It
frames.
With a coarse faliric he might do at the sides. The sawdust
formed quilts and cusliions, with packing prevented the deceitful
which lie carefully protected the hives. warming up of a wintry sun. which
lured bees outside to
These he piled one aliove the other in sometimes
He used sawIlls cellar, keeping tliem apart witli meet death from cold.
small liattens, and covering each sep- dust to the depth of four inches and
arately with a piece of cloth so as to left his hives thus protected all winafford" each colony space to walk up ter. He had not been successful eiththe sides of their own habitation. er in cellar or bee-house wintering,
This separation secured proper venti- but had been quite successful when
lation and dryness, and was absolute- he left the hives on the summer
ly necessary in cellar wintering for the stands.
Mr. McKnight said that it appeared
safe and healthy preservation of bees.
In reply to a" question, he stated that every one considered the way
that he gave no top ventilation ex- which hefound successful, the right
cept tlirough the quilt. The mois- way. He proceeded to describe exture passed through the quilt and periments he had made in bee-house.

The President said that the committee, consisting of liimself, tlie
Secretary and Mr. D. A. Jones, had
applied to the Government for incorTlie
poration and a money grant.
Governuieiit seemed favorable to an
hesitatetl
Act of incorfioration, but
on the point of a grant.
The President's address was then
made, in which he said that lie took a
real pleasure in bee-keeping apart
from the profit. The study of the
habits and development of bees was
most instructive and elevating. They
were excellent instructors in mathematics, and set an excellent example
in social economy. The honey display at tlie Exhibition this year was
not quite up to tlie usual maik. owing
to the very unfavorable season.
His metliod of wintering bees, he
said, had been tested by him and
found good. He used the Laiigstroth
He never
hive with nine frames.
interfered witli the brood nest in the
certain
spring, wlieii he remnved
combs to insure breeding. He conliiied liis honey raising operations to the
filling of boxes; he did not remove
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and outside wintering. He
had uniformly met with success by all
methods, and therefore he concluded
that there must be several right ways.
He used different kinds of hives, but
gave preference to the Thomas hive
for wintering, owing to the deptli of
the frame. He had found for packing
purposes ground cork better than sawdust, chaff, or any thing else.
He
thought a good transmitter rather
than a good absorbent was what was
required on the top of hives.
cellar,

SECOND SESSION.
In the absence of the President, Mr.
Corneil Lindsay was called to tlie
chair.

Mr. Woodward asked what was the
method of introducing a new
queen late in the season.
Mr. Corneil formed a cage of wirecloth with an open side, which he
placed on the combs. The queen, thus
protected, took a deep draught of
honey, and then set about her proper
business. In a short time a young
brood surrounded her, and slie felt
quite at home.
Mr. Jones took a piece of wire-cloth
and formed it into a box witliout a
lid.
He cleared a piece of comb,
placed the queen on it, and then
covered her with the wire-cloth box.
In a short time the bees gnawed
through the comb and liberated the
captive.
The operation was then
complete. He had also successfully
introduced a queen with the assistance of chloroform. He believed the
best way was to cage the queen on a
comb. A gentleman of Cincinnati
had successfully introduced queens
by enclosing them first in aclose wirecloth cage and suspending it for a
time in the hive. Subsequently he
made an aperture at the bottom and
covered it with wax. The bees then
gnawed her out in a friendly wav. It
was a very unwise thing to disturb
best

the hive after introducing the queen.

Mr. Chalmers wanted Mr. Jones to
how he used chloroform. He
thought it was another dangerous

explain

operation.

Mr. Jones said he confined his doctoring with chloroform entirely to his
bees. After the application of chloroform the bees lay as if dead on the
bottom of the hive, but when a little
fresh air passed over them they revived. Care must be taken to give
the whole hive a uniform dose.
sponge

moistened with

A

chloroform

must not be introduced into the hive.
Mr. McKnight stated that his third
gatliering of honey had been very
dark in color, resembling molasses.
He had not discovered from what
source the lioney came. The flavor
and consistency of it were satisfactory.
The combs were also black.
Question.
^Vhat can be done for a
broken down colony of bees if discovered before the bees are smotliered?
Mr. Jones explained that this
occurred sometimes in shipping. He
cooled the combs until they became
stiff and then replaced them.
The
bees very soon repaired breaches.
Mr. Chalmers asked what could be
done for bees smeared with honey.
Mr. Jones thought the best way was

;
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Mr. Jones thought the Cyprians
to allow other bees to remove it. He
were too irritable, but when crossed
would not wash them.
Mr. Forfar was of opinion that the with Italians they were excellent
He believed the
best way was to wash off the honey honey gatherers.
Holy Land bees crossed with Italians
"with warm water.
Mr. MoKnight said the bees shook
their wings and used every effort to
extricate themselves. If they could
move round at all they would clean
themselves.
Question. In moving bees for better
pasturage liow near may they be
placed to their former position so that
they will not return thither ?
Mr. Cornell stated that he had

colonies three miles, and
there had been no returning. He was,
however, satisfied that he could move
them a quarter of a mile without fear
of their returning, provided he used
precautions.
Mr. Jones had moved some of his a
distance of less than two miles without any of them returning. If trees
were present they could be removed a
shorter distance. He did not believe
in the practibility of moving them to
different places in the same yard by
setting up boards.
Mr. Cornell was of opinion that this
could be done provided the bees were
shaken up. The motion of a wagon
would be sufficient.

moved some

were the best in his yard. He had
had a sad experience witli black bees.
Six or seven of these colonies were
starving, wliile the Cyprian and Holy
Land bees were filling their hives with
honey.

Mr. Woodward narrated a case of a
queen that could not fly, being mated

own hive, contrary to what
usually accepted as the rule.
in her

was

Mr. Jones said this question had
been discussed last year. No one at
that time had been successful in obtaining fertilization in confinement.
committee, consisting of himself
and Prof. Cook, of Michigan, had been
appointed
to
make experiments.
Prof. Cook had taken 5 young queens,
cut their wings, and confined them
by means of guards. Four of these
never laid. One after fourteen days
did lay, and the offspring was perfect.
The queen of this hive had been examined, and was found incapable of
flying.
Prof. Cook came to the conclusion that she must have been mated
in her own hive.
Mr. Chalmer.s had found them to reMr. Cornell believed that dysentery
had
turn two miles. This >;ear he
was due to dampness of the atmohalf
a
mile.
He
had
colony
moved a
sphere. Honey, he said, was a hydroshaken them up and set a board before carbon, and when combined with oxythem as a mark. Few returned.
gen water was formed. Comparative
Question. What are the advantages physiologists knew that honey in this
to be derived from reversible frames, condition produced dysentery among
and what is the simplest means of other bad results. The effect of damp
weather on man was to prevent proper
reversing them V
Mr. Rutherford; of Strathroy, said exhalation. Consequently the excreta
that by reversing the frames the that would have passed off by tlie
combs were completed with feed and skin was thrown into other channels
made perfect both above and below. and produced dysentery. It required
When not reversed bees often left an dampness to produce fermentation,
open space below. By reversing, the fermentation to produce bacteria, and
four corners of the comb instead of bacteria to produce dysenterj^. The
two corners were tilled with honey, proper prevention was ventilation.
and the center as usual with brood. When air was humid more ventilation
He also descriVied an improved form was required than when the air was
increase of temperaof feeder which he had invented. It dry. Every 27
enabled feeding to be regulated in ture in the atmosphere doubled its
capacity
absorbing
moisture. lie
position.
for
speed and applied in any
Mr. Jones said he had tried most had made experiments to verify this.
methods of bee feeding. During tlie By making suitable arrangements of
last four vears he had used about 120 pipes in his cellar he entirely prebarrels of sugar. In half an liour he vented dysentery among his bees.
had supplied as much as a thousand This was done by keeping the air dry
pounds by simply pouring the synip and of proper temperature. He conupon the backboard of the hive. He sidered it as important to put a hygrofed at night and allowed tliem to con- meter as a thermometer in cellars, in
sume it before morning. It was well order to test the humidity and temto feed the whole yard at once to pre- perature of the atmosphere. ExperiHe recommended ments of a very careful character had
vent robbing.
been made in a'hospital in Montreal to
nothing but the best sugar.
Mr. Cornell thought granulated or ascertain in what part of the rooms
air was purest and in what part
crystalized
the
tluin
loaf sugar was better
These experiments showed
sugar. In the former the water of foulest.
that the purest air was in a layer on
crystalization was evaporated.
Mr. Rutherford preferred the Ital- the floor and in a layer a little deeper
ians in some respects to the blacks. close to the ceiling. The air midway
The Cyprians, according to his e.xperi- between these layers was foulest.
ence. were '-terrors." Before hand- These experiments, the accuracy of
ling them he required to smoke them which he did not doubt, exploded the
above and below, and even then it was old theory of tlie purest air being mida hazardous matter to handle them. way between the floor and theceiling.
Last year his Cyprians had done ad- Taking into consideration the law of
This year they had also the diffusion of gases, he could not
mirably.
done well. He did not- look upon his see how a layer of carbonic acid gas
If they enas pure Cyprians. He believed they could lie on the floor.
closed two gases in any space both
were crossed with Italians.

A

would be found after a time equally
distributed throughout

it.

Mr. McKniglit was elected President for the ensuing year Dr. Shaver.
First Vice President; and \V. C. Wells
Second Vice President; Secretary.
Mr. R. F. Hqlterman Executive Committee, Dr. Duncan, Messrs. J. B.
Hall, Jones, Chalmers, Thorn, Ramer
and Colcock.
The prize of SIO, given by Mr. Colcock, proprietor of the Canadian Farmer, fox the best essay on "bee wintering" had been awarded to Mr. H.
Clouse, Beeton, and is as follows
;

;

:

WINTERING BEES.
Preparations for winter should be

commenced about Septeml)erl, when
both necessary and desirable that
colonies "should be doubled
up and strengthened care being taken
that all are supplied with goodlaying
queens of not more than three years
of age— of course, younger queens,
all other points being'equal, are preferable.
The colonies must be kept
breeding as long as possible, in order
that there may l)e a sufficiency of
young bees with which to go into winit is

all

weak

;

ter quarters.
If there is not sufficient honey in the
hive to promote breeding, and the

bees are not gathering, they should be
fed once a day— in the evening when
they are less apt to rob. To make
the" feed or syrup, take standard granulated sugar and water, in the proportion of two pounds of the former, to
one pound of the latter; bring to a
boil, and allow to cool, then feed.
Rather the best vessel, in my experience, is a common coffee-pot. with
a lip-spout, and the most expeditious
as well as the simplest mode of feeding, is to raise the entrance end of the
hive about one inch above the level
lift the cover and displace a corner of
the bee-quilt, pouring in the syrup in
quantities of a tea-cupful or less, according to the strength of the colony.
On this point considerable care should
be exercised as in the case of weak
colonies, where they are unable to
take up before morning the quantity
given them, there is a cliance tliat the
other and stronger colonies may begin robbing.
I would advance as another reason
for feeding in the evening, that, should
there be a chance of their gathering
natural stores the follovi'ing day. their
hives would be clear and nothing need
then preventtheni from going to work,
whereas, were they fed in the morning
they would remain at work in the
hive and would lose what natural

they might otherwise have
gathered. By this method the hives
would of a necessity require tight
bottom-boards, thus preventing the
feed from running out, where bottoms
are not so arranged, other means
would have to be adopted such as the
use of the different feeders, etc..
which are in existence. This, however, is by far the cheapest, simplest
and quickest mode of feeding, as by
proper management, one person can
(with the ass^istance of a small boy to
take off' covers, etc.). feed from 200 to
300 colonies per hour.
This feeding should be continued
until about the first of October, but
stores

—

—

a
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1.5th of September, all colonies should be crowded to as small a
space as ijossible by the use of division boards), so that when clustered
the bees will cover from o to 10 frames,
according to their respective strengths,
selecting always the oldest combs (as
they retain the heat better) and those
best nUed with sealed and other honey
and also containing a good supnly of
pollen, which latter will generally be
found at either side of the broodchamber, and more especially toward
the entrance of the hive, taking care
to place the combs containing the pollen in about the same position for
winter, because in cold weather they
are very apt to become chilled (if they
have to go around tlie comb for food)
before they can reach the cluster
again.
If the bees are to be wintered in
chaff or sawdust hives, the space behind the division board should be
lilled with sawdust, chaff, dry leaves
or some other absorbant material
the former is preferable as the same
thickness of it as of the others will
keep the bees in a much better condition, besides being more easily obtained. Before filling in space behind
the division board the colony should
be examined to ascertain that they
are all supplied with queens, and that
there is enough space in the lower
part of the combs, free from honey on
which to cluster as it is not desirable
that they sliould cluster on the honey
since the heat is not so easily retained
as by the empty combs. At this time
any unsealed honey should be extracted, it becoming sour when left
standing, and being apt to cause dysenterj;, care being taken to avoid
breaking of the capping. After this
has been done and the frames replaced,
fasten the division boards securely ;
then pack and place over tlie top of
frames, first, a bee-quilt which is free
from propolis, and then the cushion or
packing to absorb the moisture. By
placing bee-qiult between frames and
cushion you prevent the latter from
receiving any propolis, or from being
gnawed by the bees, thus enabling
you to use the same cusliion for years.
If the bees are to be packed in

about the

(

clamps they should be moved each
\lay that they have been flying, from
six to twelve inches until yon have
them in the place designed for them,
which place should be sheltered from
the north and west winds. Place the
hives about
or 8 inches apart, with
the entrances facing south and east
the former preferred.
Then they
should be raised up a foot from the
ground to allow space for packing befi

neath, leavin" the entrance of hive

about one inch below the level to allow any water which might perchance
have found its way into the fiive, to
escape. A channel should be formed
the same height and breadth as
entrance to hive, and long enough to
appear through the packing in front,
thus allowing the bees a passage from
the outside. Before forming cliannel
the hives should be examined and prepared in tlie same msumer as are the
sawdust or chaff hives, also packing
behind the division board and using
fresh quilt. Boxing should then be

constructed, sufficiently large to allow
a space for packing of about 12 inches
at backs of hive and ends of clamp,
and (i inches in the front. Some have
wintered successfully with less. Proceed with the packing towards evening when the bees are not Hying, as if
done while they are, they will experience more ditlicuUv in liiuling entrance, whereas when flying out after
packing is completed, they will mark
the location and have no trouble on
their return. The channels must be
securely fastened so they will not be
easily displaced by the settling of
packing or any other reason.
When filling, stamp in the packing
until the top of the hive is reached
ttien remove the lid and cover the
frames with sawdust to the depth of
one foot. Cover the whole securely so
that neither rain nor snow may penetrate. They will then require no attention until the first fine day during
the approach of spring, while the bees
are out for a fiy, when the liive should
be examined— tlie object being to see
if not
that they have sufficient food
they should be given a frame of sealed
honey, or a cake of sugar or candy,
placed over the frames, as at this time
it would be too early to feed liquids.
The candy is made by the same process as syrup, with the exception that
the amount of water is diminished.
In some cases bees have been fed during the entire winter on this candy
and have thrived well when placed on
frames in the fall it is made in cakes
six or eight inches square, and about
2 inches thick, while forspriiig feeding
it need only be about 1 ini-h thick.
When bees are to be wintered in the
bee house they sliould be prepared by
the same process as in out-door wintering, and at about the same time,
using the same precautions they will
not then require any more care until
the time for removal to their winter
quarters, which is generally from the
;

;

;

;

first

to tlie

middle of

November— in

other words just before winter sets in.
If. after they have had a good fly, and
return with empty stomachs, the following day is cool, and if you are of
the opinion that fine weather is past,
they should then be housed. First close
the entrance by adjusting blocks and
slides for that purpose then remove
the cover and place on top of bee-quilt
a cushion which may be made to<;over the entire top of hive, and about
four inches deep of dry sawdust pack;
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from the ceiling. If crowded for room
two rows mav be placed in the centre
of the building, which should have
double walls, with a space of 18 inches
packed with dry saw dust, with the
same thickness overhead. A pipe, 6 in.
square inside, should pass from the
centre of the ceiling of the house up
through the roof the full length of
the pipe being about 10 feet.
The foundation must be frost-proof,
and there should be an underground
ventilator of about the same size as
the upper one. running from the center of the floor, and having its out;

ward mouth from

100 to 200 feet from
the building, at a depth to which frost
could not penetrate. By this means
the temperature inside is not so liable
to sudden changes. It should be kept
between 40 and 45 during winter,
with as little variation as possible.
If it falls, the upper ventilator should
be closed for a short time. This may
be effected by means of a slide, either
at the ceiling- or in the garret.
In case the temperature is above
the regulation, which often occurs
near spring, the doors should be
opened at nights ; or ice should be
placed in a position near the ceiling,
with a vessel below to catch the drip,
so that moisture may not be created.

Entrances must all be removed after
bees have been placed in winter quarters, and bees must be kept quiet and

unexposed to the light. Excitement,
and uneven temperature will
cause them to gorge themselves with
honey, after which, being unable to
have a cleansing flight, they may become affected with dysentery, which
will soon be made manifest, by their
light

soiling the entrance of hive. Immediately this is noticeable, they should

be given a fly (when temperature is
not below 45 ). exceptiiis? iu cases
where the bees have been given a flight
before the spring. It is not necessary
to have them placed on their old
stands, as after having remained in
winter quarters for four or five
months, they will have forgotten their

former localities.
In putting the bees out in spring,
some promising fine day should be
chosen, when temperature is above
45- in the shade. Place them (uit in
the forenoon so that they may have a

good flight— covers to be placed on at
once. Every entrance should be closed
before
bees,

commencing

and may be

to carry out the
slightly opened after

being placed on the stands.
When Inside wintering is adopted,
then carry the hives in
might be introduced with which
carefully, so that the bees may not be lamp
should be
ing.

You

will

comb misplaced. If the
bee house is not supplied with shelves,
inches
place a platform all around,
from the floor, and the width of the
hives,
place
a
row
of
hives. On this
with the entrances toward the centre
of the room, and 2 inches between the
hives.
On narrow strips at each end
of the hives, place another row, with
the entrances over the space between
the hives of the first row. Then place
more strips and hives until all are in
position, the strongest colonies at the
bottom and the weakest at the top, to
give the latter the benefit of the heat
from those at the bottom. The upper
rows should be not less than 6 inches

jarred or the

to

examine

hives,

and care

taken to scrai>e the dead bees, etc.,
from the entrances two or three times
during winter, without disturbing the
other bees. Be particular that entrances to hives packed outside do not
get clogged up with dead bees, ice or
snow— to prevent the latter. clamp roof
should slant toward back of hives.
The method of wintering in bee
house may also apply to cellar wintering. Believing that numbers of beekeepers may have to resort to feeding
this season. I have particularized that
part of my subject more than I might
otherwise have done. Fulfil the.se
conditions and be assured of success.
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patriotism and liberally, but left

THE NATIONAIJONVENTION.

alone.

The combinations and

As our

representative was uiuible to
attend the National Convention and
take a report of tlie discussions, as we
intended, we must defer tlieir publication until tlie official report is received
from the secretary. We are informed
that about 100 bee-keepers were there
and that the meeting was interesting

and harmonious.

It was decided to
hold the next annual session in Toronto. Canada.
The following were elected as the officers for the ensuing year
President— D.A.Jones, Beeton, Ont.
Secretary— A. I. Root, Medina, O.
Treas.— C. F. Muth. Cincinnati, O.
Vice Presidents:— \V. S. Hart, New
Smyrna. Florida. Dr. J. P. II. Brown,
Augusta, Ga. Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. 111. J.M.IIicks. Battle Ground,
Ind. U. O. Poppleton, Williamstown,
Iowa. Rev. L. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
Li. Sartoris, Maryland.
J. T. Davis,
Shelburn Falls, "Mass.
Prof. A. J.
Cook. Lansing. Michigan. Dr. O. M.
Blanton, Greenville. Miss.
E. M.
Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo.
G. M.
Doolittle, Borodino. N. i'.
Dr. II.
Bessie, Delaware. O.
11. Hammond,
S. C.
J. W. Wilson, Tenn. Bowers,
Va. C. Grimm, Jefferson, Wis.
:

Mr. C. F. Mutli gave the following
address on " Our Honey Market:"
Every producer soon learns to appreciate a rise in the market, or an
increase in the demand of his produce, and it appears to me that no
class of producers deserves more this
happy change in the rise of the honey
market than the bee-keeper, after,
comparatively, short crops for the last
four years, in most parts of this
country. Of a modest and industrious
disposition, he lias put in hard work,
under adverse circumstances, with an
energy and steadiness which should
be crowned with success.
It Is 12 or 15years ago, when, principally by the aid of Mr. Langstroth,
we commenced to comprehend the
movable-frame system. The honey
extractor came next, and the introduction of comb foundation followed it.
All these improvements were taken
up with a keen eye. and made use of
without regard to labor and expense,
especially so by our American brethren. The result was an overstocking
of the market. There was an abundance of extracted honey, far in excess
of the demand. Low prices had to be
accepted in order to effect sales.
Some of our zealous brethren expected that the natural laws could be
suspended in favor of honey. Tliey
formed combinations and adopted
resolutions that no honey should be
sold for less than a certain price, that
all middle men or dealers, should be
excluded, that tlie producer should
sell direct to the consumer; these and
a number of other nonsensical resolutions were passed. One of those
combinations offered the sale of their

honey

to me. if I would refuse to
handle the honey of all other parties

and

associations".

I

admired their

them a good deal can be sold, but it will remain a fancy article only, and the de-

so-called co-

mand

for

it

will

never grow.

operative arrangements of the present
President Cook's Address.
day are only feeble remnants of institutions which never benelitted anyLadies and Gentlemen of the National
body in particularand which will soon Bee-Keepers^ Association, and Friends:
be wijied out of existence bv that
It is fortunate for me that bee-keepnatural friend of tlie producer, the ers are of a practical turn, and so are
best and only co-operator in existence always better pleased with facts and
—"demand."
matters of interest than with mere
When we first commenced to aston- eloquence. Thus in calling attention
ish the world with our immense yields to what immediately concerns us as
of honey, in the course of a few weeks, apiculturists, I can hardly fail to sefrom one source alone [i.e. from white cure your interest and attention.
clover or linden) 200 lbs. of honev or
Since our last meeting, we have had
more per colony, we were looked n'pon to mourn the loss of one of the most
with suspicion. We learned to keep noted bee-keepers of our country. A.
separate the honey of plants bloom- F. Moon was the one to inaugurate a
ing at different times, producing movement that resulted in the estabthereby the choicest qualities possible. lishment of tlie Michigan Bee-KeepThis by no means, weakened the sus- ers' Association. He was the first,
picion resting upon us. The baker also, to move publicly towards the
for instance or any other manufacturer founding of this Association. As a
would not believe that this fine flavored writer of articles to the bee papers,
article of a beautiful golden color was and as the editor of a successful jourclover honey. We had to take it back nal for years, he is well known to all
and bring him buckwheat or some of you. As a bee-keeper, he was very
other common quality with which his enterprising, and gave to the craft
taste was familiar.
Even some of many valuable improvements, both in
our best druggists, well versed in the way of apparatus and methods of
other matters, looked incredulously at manipulation.
In the apiary, Mr.
our best himey because they were not Moon was peculiarly at home. Few
used to so fine a flavor.
men in the world could surpass him
All these matters have changed. in the skill and rapidity with which he
There is perhaps not now a respect- manipulated bees. As Secretary of the
able merchant or manufacturer in Michigan Association, when Mr. Moon
Cincinnati who suspects our machine- was President, I early learned to apextracted honey, and there is hardly preciate his energy, enterprise and
a store to be found which does not keep ability as a bee-keeper. Mr. Moon
it, nor a manufacturer using sweets never tired in the work of aiding and
at all, who does not use honey. There advising those who were learners in
is perhaps no city in America where the art to the prosecution of which he
more extracted honey is retailed than gave his best work. To-day we all
in Cincinnati, nor where there is more mourn the loss of one whose work will
honey used for manufacturing pur- long endure in the more intelligent
poses. Sweet honey is even used for labors of those left behind.
making sour pickles. Being a CinThe last year has been one that has
cinnatian, I can best speak of Cincin- generally given joy and hope to the
nati and if I am found to be exag- apiarist.
In some localities in the
gerating in any particular. I am will- north, and in Canada, the cold season
ing to stand corrected. The growth has frozen up the nectar glands of
of the demand for honey (I mean for the flowers, and the bees have merely
extriicted honey), is very encouraging. gathered enough to support them.
It is growing gradually and steadily. We thus learn that cold no less than
Its growth is a healthy one and will severe drouth and wet, will destroy
continue as long as consumers and tlie yield of honey.
manufacturers keep faith in the proThe present season has emphasised
ducer and dealer supplying them. If the importance of a varied pasturage
it was not for a few wicked adulter- for bees.
Some of us who got no
ators the comsumption of honey in clover honey and very little basswood,
this country would be immense by this are rejoicing in a "full crop of fall
time. However, there is no occupa- honey. Surely, we as bee-keepers can
tion without an unpleasant feature, do no wiser thing than to study to inand as bee-keepers we should ask no crease the number, variety and excelexception to this rule. But I feel safe lence of our honey plants.
in saying, that no overstocking of the
Another lesson of the season, is the
market will take place any more, and value that may come from moving
the great and growing demand, at bees to the vicinity of bloom. Mr.
present, warrants that hereafter sup- George Grimm thinks this so imporply only will determine prices of tant, that he makes his hives so as to
extracted honey, like the rest of our the better practice it. I know of beegreat staples.
keepers that got all the sections full
Time has brought on a great change of fine honev this past summer, simeven with the name of honey itself. ply by spending one day in moving
Comb honey used to be the honey, and their bees, while their neighbors, Avho
with a few old fogies that is still the practiced the usual method of remainhoney, but it must be of a choice ing at home, got almost no honey, and
quality to find a ready sale and if it is are now feeding for winter.
a little unhandy to get it, or if the
Another point that we do well to
price is a little too high, it is a fact consider, is the quality of our bees.
that parties do very readily without Mr. Jones finds that while his black
If comb honey is nice and cheap. bees have gathered none, and would
it.

—

\
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have starved had he not fed them, his
by considerable
surplus. This Association can do no
wiser tliinf; than to encourage, in
every possible way, tlie improvement
of our strains of iSees.
Owing largely to tlie stimulous given
by your action last year, the exhibitions at our annual fairs have been
better, more general, and better rewarded than ever before. Let us continue to urge separate buildings for
the exhibition of bees, honey, etc.,

Syrians

liave

laid

larger premiums, and then work to
in the best degree success-

make them
ful.

Your committee on fertilization in
confinement have all been at work to
succeed in this important but difficult
matter, yet in every case, if we except
Prof, llasbrouck. "without any signal
success. I have succeeded in having
one queen mated in the hive, as she
was clipped as soon as she left the
and there was perforated zinc at
the entrance all the time, and upon
trial we found that the queen could
not crowd her thorax through the
openings.
She positively could not
liave been mated on the wing, as she
never could Hy. It seems as certain
cell,

that she could never have been fertilized outside the hive. Several other
experiments have all failed. Surely
this matter is too important to be
abandoned till we gain a method, if it
is possible (and there is great reason
to hope), that shall succeed in the

hands of

all.

During the year our attention has
been called to several matters that are
well worthy of mention liere. The
value of the perforated zinc in the
apiary is assured. The desirability of
an inclosure of wire gauze, and cloth
to surround us and the bees as we are
called to work with them when they
are not gathering, is also established.
This not only prevents the robbing
mania, but we tind that even Syrian
hybrids will not sting in such a tent.
We value ours very highly. Perhaps
the greatest discovery that has been
given widely to the public is the
method discovered by I. R. Good, of

Kappanee.

Ind., to prepare food to be
used in shipping queens. It is simply
granulated sugar, moistened with
honey just so the latter will not run,
and yet so as to keep the sugar moist,
and do away with the need of water
in the shipping cages.
Experience
seems to have proven tlie value of this
food beyond question. Is it not possible that this may give a hint to a lirst
class food for winter y
With these preliminary remarks. I
will conclude this address with the

some investigations which
have made to determine the nature

details of
I

of the so called

••

dry feces."'

[The investigations

will

Bee Journal of

last

the

be found in
week, page

626.— Ed.

Mr. C. F. Muth gave the following
address on '• Foul Brood."
Foul brood among bees, as the name
denotes, is a disease of the bee while
in the larsie state. It does not effect
the bee after it has attained its growth.
The disease originates, in this coun-
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from infection only, and spreads nies of bees, and a large number of
rapidly because of its very insiduous queens. My apiary was free from the
character. Brood may die in the disease sometimes, for a year or more,
hives from chilling, smothering, starv- with no sign of foul brood anywhere
ing, or other cause, decay and create until the following fall or spring, I
an unbearable stench at a time when would discover again a cell of foul
colonies are too weak to remove the brood, or a number of them in one or
dead bodies. It will never create the more hives. Whenever I noticed
disease ' Foul
Brood." We may those diseased cells in time, before
hang these combs containing decay- they had thrown out their infectious
ing larvie in strong colonies, where spores, I made them harmless by
they will be "cleaned out" without means of an atomizer, and succeeded
in the majority of cases. The hives
theleast bad result.
Among the hives of my country with which I failed kept me in "hot
apiary I found, about the middle of water " for months, and sometimes
last August, 2 colonies with fertile for all summer, and then, when " paworkers, which I Inoke up by remov- tience had ceased to be a virtue,'' they
ing the hives and giving the brood were subjected to tlie radical cure as
" Practical
combs to a young swarm a short dis- given in ray pamphlet,
""
tance off. I went out to the farm Hints to Bee-Keepers.
again about 4 weeks afterward, acIt was a mystery to me what caused
companied by a bee-keeping friend. the occasional reappearance of foul
While I was otherwise engaged, my brood in my apiary. I know that
friend, who is a good bee-keeper, over- spores of the disease may be hid for
hauled a number of colonies and years in crevices in or about the hives,
found one with "foul brood." He that a diseased larvaj pulled out and
had seen the disease at my home api- dropped anywhere may infect a bee
ary, and knows chilled brood as well accidentally alighting on it. but I was
as any of us.
so particular to removeall such causes,
In this case, however, I doubted my aided by the peculiar location of my
friend's judgment. Not having sali- apiary, that I could not believe a
cylic acid at hand, we got brimstone friend correct, when he claimed that
ready and deferred looking at the I infected my bees by the use of salicolony until evening, after we had cylic acid.
finished the balance of the bees. I
Light was thrown on the subject
was surprised at the sight ; about 4 last spring and summer.
party
weeks previous I had put 6 combs full about a mile from my house (bee line
worker
brood,
from
ferof drone and
perhaps I4 mile) kept 12 colonies or
tile colonies into the second story of more of bees for several years, and
tliis rather weak one, with all the lost the last one last spring.
I was
bees adhering to the combs, and shak- well acquainted with iiim, but his
ing all the bees of both hives in front black bees and old fogy style of keepof this one. The bees had all left to ing them had never excited my curijoin their old hives the brood was osity. He came to me about the latexposed thereby, and all had died.
ter part of May and related that he
It bore a striking resemblance to had kept bees now for 10 years, that
'•
foul brood." but the brood, although he got less bees every year, and that
in an advanced state of decomposi- the last colony had died this spring,
tion, pulled out whole from every cell that a live'y robbing had taken place
with the head of a pin. This is hardly when his hist colony fizzled out. and
ever the case with foul brood, where that the robbers were my yellow bees
the skin appears to decay at the same "and now," he concluded, can't you
time with the body, and the dead buy my hives and combs," etc. I
larvie appears to be only a soft mass went out and found him in possession
without any cohesion. In order to of about 600 combs every one of his
convince my doubting friend. I placed colonies had died 01 foul brood. The
the combs in second stories of strong combs showed it satisfactorily, and
colonies, and buried only the most ray bees.no doubt, had "saved the
offensive ones. I am certain I made pieces," whenever any one of the colono mistake in the matter, and men- nies had given out.
tion the above in order to bring more
Three of my colonies apparently,
light on the suliject of " foul brood.'" had been participating in the last
and to contradict and put on their feast, during the beginning of that
guard those of our friends who still beautiful spell of pleasant weather in
claim that chilling creates •' foul March. Two of them were put on
brood," or that a good or bad season foundati(m. and were cured in the
has something to do with it.
same month, while the bees of the
So many sample combs infected third were sold to a druggist (for
with the disease, sent me for exam- medicine), and the combs burned. I
ination last summer from different did not know the source of my trouble
parts of the country, convinces me until my neighbor saw me in the latthat the knowledge of foul brood is ter part of May.
one of the most important subjects to
If I here give my experience in debee-keepers. Many are aware that my tail, it is done because I think that in
home apiary has'been troubled more this manner it is more likely to
or less with foul brood for a number "stick'' with the majority of beeof years. I never made it a secret, keepers. I purchased the hives rebut showed the disease to every visit- ferred to above, with the proviso that
ing friend for his own information, they be scraped off nicely, and the
whenever it was in my power. Foul conibs and frames burned before the
brood never made any headway with hives were delivered. This was done.
me, and, in no case, was it spread by The hives were placed against a dark
me, although I sold hundreds of colo- wall in my stable, until I should have
try,

A

;

;

;
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^"The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111.,
on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 18
and 19, 1882. The otlice of the American Bee Journal has been kindly tendered as a place of meeting. A cordial
invitation is extended to all bee-keepcolony should be used again in a ers, and especially those of the Northhealthy one, because one of those western States, to be present. The
spores smaller than a speck of dust, meeting takes place during the last
invisible to the naked eye. attached week of the Inter-State Industrial
to the comb, is sure to breed mischief. Exposition, to enable all to obtain reMy foul brood medicine is the same duced railroad rates. First session at
as given at our last meeting and in 10 a. m.
C. C. Miller, Pres.
"Practical Hints." It will do no

time to disinfect tliem. No flowers atomizer is always ready, filled with
were then (about June 1) yielding the medicine, and my fingers and
honey, and bees went anywhere to knife are disinfected at intervals, and
find sweets, in this neigliborliood. wlien I leave an infected colony. This
A lot of honey was lying in the stable. cure is complete and has been tried
and several barrels were leaking, and by me. perhaps a hundred times or
when I came into the stable one day I more. No combs from an infected
surprised at the number of bees
rising from the floor, alighting and
resting on tliose bee hives and then
making for some small windows un-

was

der the ceiling. The thonght struck
me at once that the bees alighting on
those hives would take home with
tliem the spores of foul brood. I proceeded at once to disinfect those hives
by cleaning them out and moistening
every part thereof with tlie medicine
by the means of paint brushes. It
was, however, too late. Of my 36

C. C. COFFINBERRY, jSec.
to repeat it. The following is
the formula
16 grains salicylic acid,
16 grains soda borax, and 1 ounce of
l^The Union Bee-Keepers' Assowater. It is cheap, can be put up by
every druggist, and every bee-keeper ciation of Maryland, Virginia and
colonies of Italians bees, only 5 or 6 should have a bottle of it ready for an West Virginia, will meet at Hagerstown, in the room of the County Comwere not infected, and these now re- emergency.
As time is money in this country of missioners, at the Court House, on
main uninfected. The mischief just
being done and finding only a few, say ours, it may be best and cheapest for Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1882, at 1 o'clock^
from 1 to about 10 or 12 infected cells us to apply brimstone to every colony p. m., the session to last two days.
will
in a hive, I expected to cure the most, affected with foul brood. This, how- The Washington County Fair
then be in progress, which will give
if not all, by a few good attempts at ever, should be done at night, when
atomizing, and I succeeded with 7 or all the bees are at home. The hive persons an opportunity to attend the
intending to
8 colonies. I examined all the hives should l)e closed below, at the en- exiiibition. All persons
that
at least once or twice a week thor- trance, with a pan of brimstone ig- fo will please drop me a card, so
may secure for them half-fare rates.
oughly, and when September com- nited, on the top of the frames, and a
J. Luther Bowers, Sec.
menced, and I still found from 1 to 4 tight cover placed over the whole.
cells diseased in every one of the bal- The fumes of sulphur being heavier
ance, my patience was exhausted, and than the air. descend, and kill most
The fall meeting of the NorthI immediately proceeded to the radi- effectually all life inside of the bee ern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association
cal cure, I sliall describe further on, hive. Bury or burn all its contents, will be held in Whittlesey Hall. Norwhat should have been adopted at and be sure to disinfect the hive be- walk. O., Saturday, Oct. 21, comonce, and which is the only complete fore you leave it.
full attendance
mencing at 9 a. m.
cure tor foul brood known to me.
is solicited, as it will be a meeting of
more than usual interest. Principal
It was no small job, and I had acToo Liite. I wish to express my re- subject for discussion
"How shall
complished but little about 4 gallons
of water was mixed with 10 gallons of gret that the call made by Prof. Cook, we winter our bees without loss ';"'
honey and a lot of quart Mason's jars requesting that the different foundiiS. F. Newman, iS'ec.
filled therewith ; to every jar was tion machines Ite at the National ConThe
vention,
reached
too
late.
me
added an ounce of foul brood medi^"The annual meeting of the Macine thoroughly mixed and a perfor- arrival of the Bek Journal to-day
Bee-keepers' Associaated cover put on. I use the Lang- was the first knowledge of it I had. honing Valley
will be held at Berlin Center.
stroth 10-frame hive. The first in- It would have been impossible for me tion
Countv. in the town liall on
fected hive was put to one side and to attend in person, but would gladly Mahoning
Saturday the litth and 20th
replaced by the lower story of another have sent a man with a press if I had Friday and
1883.
All bee-keepers are
clean hive, provided with 10 sheets of known in time that other machines of January,
attend
and send essays, painvited to
foundation, covered, and a jar of were expected there.
pers, implements, or any thing of inD. S. Given.
medicated lioney. inverted over a hole
full at^
terest to the fraternity.
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 29. 1882.
above it ; a platform was now placed
tendance is requested of all who are
against the alighting board, and the
interested. In fact, the meetings will
bees of every comb of the infected
l^The low^a Central Bee-Keepers' be so interesting that you cannot
hive were brushed on the same and
them. We expect a
made to enter together with all the Association will hold its annual meet- afford to miss
the oflice of Graham & Steel, lecturer from abroad on the evening
rest. It will not take them long to ing iit
empty these jars, which should be re- Winterset. Iowa, on Friday Nov. 3, of the 19th.
Leonidas Carson, Pres.
placed by full ones as soon as empty 1882, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee
until all the foundations are built out, culture are invited.

harm

:

^°

A

;

—

:

A

and the bees have honey enough to
winter on. The old combs can be
extracted and rendered into wax, but
great care should be taken that no
bee alights on them nor on anything
else pertaining to an infected hive.
It is stated by good authority that

Henry Wallace.

i^The Southern California District
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
l^'The fifth annual meeting of the their annual Convention in Unioa
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Con- Hall, Los Angeles City. Oct. 19, 20.
Agrivention will be held at Pewamo, 1882, during the week of the
promIonia County, Mich., on the second cultural Fair. The Convention
Tuesday and Wednesday (10th and ises to be of so much interest that no
should miss it. Ladies are
11th) of October, 1882. Pewamo be- bee-keeper
attend.
ing on the D. & M. and II. & M. R. pressingly invited to
J. E. Pleasants. Pres.
R., it will be accessible by rail. The
members will do all in their power to
make the meeting interesting.
®"The Tuscarawas Valley BeeH. M. ROOP, Pres.
Keepers' Association will hold their
O. R. GooDNO, Sec.
next meeting in Wilgus Hall. Newcomerstown, O.. on Tuesday. Oct. 10,
change is
i^The N. W. Bee-Keepers' Asso- instead of Oct. otii. This
ciation of La Crosse, will meet in the made in order to allow members to
City Hall in La Crosse on Friday, Oct. visit the National Convention at Cin-

the spores of foul brood are made
harmless through the boiling process,
but I bury the remnants of combs,
and render wax at night so that bees
are excluded entirely. The hives and
frames are disinfected thoroughly by
means of a good atomizer, or the
medicine is applied by a paint brush,
not a part must be missed. After the
first hive is disinfected, as described,
it answers the purpose of a new one.
and can be used for the next infected
colony which is subjected to the same 13. 1882. All interested are invited to cinnati.
G. J. Pammel. Sec.
treatment as the first, and so on. My be present.

J.

A. BucKLEW,

Sec.
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paper in a hot bath of wax. so as to easily if higher, when loaded with
give lis the foundation both stronger honey they often drop to tlie ground
and lighter, and using perhaps fiO or before reaching the hive, especially in
the spring of the year when cold
7-5 per cent, less wax tfiaii at present.
This has reference to foundation for They are less exposed nearer the
extiacting only. If this is worth any- ground. They are better higher up
thing, I clieerfully offer it to the fra- as regards toads, but I have never
;

For the American Bee
Apiiiriaii

.louraBl.

8aliiiag:uudi.

A. B. SICLAVY.

I

Complying with Mr. Todd's request,
will siiy thai in the early spring 1

frequently lind scorpions in my hives
over the mats. 1 have seen them of
almost all ages, to judge by their size.
I think their business end, or tail, is
either born with them, or develops
very soon after birth, for I liave never
seen one too young to have it apsuppose they seek the
pended.
I
warmth above the cluster, as I have
never been able to see any other object they souglit.
Let me add a mite to the drone subject, seemingly in conflict with the
generally accepted version of their
usefulness, except for fecundating
queens. Early in August I observed
in all of my large colonies a great
quantity of drone brood, often in the
1st and 2d stories. In the present
month the drones seemed to me to be
in the majority over the workers, but
at the same time the combs were full
of worker brood, and the drones were
clustered thick over the brood. At
this writing the colonies are full of
workers, and they are killing otf the
drones, and that, too, when the honey
flow from fall tlowers is as tine as it
can be. My liees are storing more
honey now than in the spring.
Now, does not this argue some other
use for drones
There are no cells,
as in swarming season
the honey
flow is line and promises to be excellent, yet in the face of the glowing
prospects, the poor drones seemingly
having served their purpose, are being
'i

;

sacrificed.
I cannot fully accept the

commonly-

taught adaptation of the drones, aiid
nothing more. The view I take is,
that the prospects being bright, the
bees bred the drones so as to take advantage of their corpulency (animal
heat) in breeding up that being accomplished, they are useless now, as
;

an examination of my colonies will
show, for they are "busters,"
What is the future of wax
Withoutaii ideaeitherto '"bull "' or'' bear"
the price of wax. I make this inquiry.
To my mind, the price of wax now is
too low. and for the same reason tliat
applies to any other commodity — tlie
same inexorable law of supply and
'i

demand. The same remark applies
to any one else that it does to myself.
I use" ten pounds and produce' two.

As

a support to

my

position, I

am

in-

formed that in Mexico the demand
exceeds the supply, and that, too,

when

tiO cents is paid for it.
think a remedy can be found by
some enterprising Yankee liee-keeper,
and I suggest it. It occurs to me that
paper can be rolled out upon foundation rollers, the paper being wetted
and the rollers heated, leaving tlie
side walls on the paper. Now dip the

I

found

ternity.

Yoiir appended remarks upon a
clipping in No. 37, do not present the
facts fairly regarding negroes as beekeepers. While but few of them are
progressive bee-keepers, yet when
they are property-holders, they are
very apt to keep bees, I think that
probably 150 or liOO colonies of bees in
this country are owned by negroes,
and I find quite a number of them are
valuable assistants at swarming time,
and at other times, too, " Don"! you
forget it." they keep bees; they get
the honey they get stung, liut they
keep them "alle samee." My man
Jerry handles a swarm just as well as
any one.
Bastrop, Tex., Sept. 2.5, 1882.
;

For the American Bee Journal.

Poisouoiis Gases around
R. F.

Bee Hives.

HOLTERMAN.

tliese latter very destructive,
risherville, Ont., Sept. 21, 1882.

For the American Bee Journal.
(lilr.cose

T.

Allow me

return from the Toronto
Industrial Exhibition. I find the Bee
Journal, with an article on page582,
by Mr. Ed. Moore, in which he expresses a desire that some scientist
enlighten him. Now I liave no pretensions to so elevated a position, but
I believe that I can throwalittle light
on the matter.

The

freely circulating

atmosphere

has no such impure atmosphere next
to the earth, provision for this has
been made in the following manner
The animal world takes in oxygen and
gives out water and carbonic acid gas,
and to prevent too much of this being
generated, it is taking uyi water, lime,
and other substances; the plant life
takes it up through these and other
mediums, and gives off more or less
pure oxygen. In this way the animal
and plant kingdoms balance one
another.
In the Viilley of Death, in Java,
where carbonic acid gas exudes from
the caves in the earth, and the atmosphere is this gas in almost a pure
state, no animal life exists, and on the
other hand plant life is luxuriant.
Scientists ascribe the great growth of
vegetation (shown by coal-beds and
other traces) in antediluvian times to
the predominance of the carbonic acid
gas.
Tlien the winds and radiation
from the earth's surface through the
rising and setting of the sun. Keeps
the atmosphere in motion, thus keeping the gases of ilifferent weiglits constantly mixed. If it were not for this,
the fish and all animal life would perish in the sea for want of oxygen, and
cities would be visited by pestilence,
but the gentle motion of the atmospliere, assisted by rain and windstorms
keeps the whole in circulation.
:

I nave tried different
prefer
l)ee-liives. and

elevations for
about three
inches, with a board slanting from the
entrance to the ground. If lower, the
bottom board is too damp, causing
bees to draw upon the combs more

MAHER.

to correct a little tlie ac-

count of our trials at your othee last
week, by chloride of barium, to detect
free sulphuric acid in the glucose used
for mixing with sugar, syrups and
honey.
The first experiment was upon a socalled pure article of " golden syrup,"
about one ounce of which was poured
in a glass to which was added about 2
ounces of water, this was thoroughly
mixed by stirring till a very clear
solution was obtained; after it had
rested awhile, a few drops of the
chloride solution were added caref ullv
a small white cloud of sulphate
immediately appeared,
of "baryta
showing the presence of not a very
large percentum of free sulphuric
acid, but of a sufficient quantity to
form a light deposit, after a few hours,
of this sulphate of baryta.
Test No. 2 consisted of a very small
quantity, about lialf a small teaspoonfiil
of Davenport "grape sugar,"
scraped with a pocket knife from a
sample lump as large as an English
walnut; this small quantity was also
dissolved by carefully stirring it in
4 or 5 ounces of water, till another
clear solution was obtained; it was
also rested awhile, after which a few
more drops of the chloride were added,
when another cloud appeared thicker
this time than on the first trial, which,
as you say. did produce, after a few
hours, a perceptible precipitate, not,
however, of insoluble glucose, but of
sulphate of baryta.
As for test No. 3 of the carefully
corked sample phial of honey sent to
you about two years ago. and wliicli
showed some thick fluid above the
granulated portion in the bottom, the
clear solution of it in the glass did
not show any cloud on the addition of
the few drops of chloride, hence no
precipitate did take place, there being
no free sulphuric acid in it to decompose the soluble chloride into an insoluble sulphate.
Let me add that any one can purchase for a dime or a nickel, an ounce
of chloride of barium in crystal from
a respectable drug store, dissolve it in
a tumbler in 6 ounces of pure water,
stirring with a teaspoon till a clear
solution is obtained, after which it
should be set by to settle well in a
small bottle for about 12 hours; some
light earthy sediment may then appear in the bottom of the bottle, from
which the clear solution above it may
be separated by pouring it carefully
into another clear bottle, to be thus
kept for use. carefully corked.
Chicago. Sept. 2i). 1882.
;

Upon my

Detective.
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Wednesday, Oct. 18. All lady beekeepers are urgently invited whether
they have husbands present or not.
By an oversight of the president,
C. C. MILLER.
the notices already given say that the
Perhaps I ouglit to say " two hints" Xorthwestern Convention meets Oct.
as that number comes prominently be- 17-18. Instead of this it adjourned
last year to meet Wednesday, so please
fore my mind just now.
The first is that eacli member sliould note that it meets Wednesday and
before he leaves lionie, write down a Thursday Oct. 18-19.
Marengo. 111.
list of the subjects he wants discussed
and the questions lie wants answered.
The second is that he should take
his wife with him, or other members
of his family.
The experience of the past meetings
of the Northwestern Convention at
Chicago contirms the opinion that in
no way can a meeting of bee-keepers
Good Work in Extracting.— I inclose
be made more interesting and proHt- you the flower of a weed that grows
able than by having the time mostly all through the woods here. 1 wish
or wholly spent in live discussions of you would give the name. It has
practical topics, and in asking and been in bloom ever since the 1st of
answering questions such as are con- August, and my bees have never
stantly arising in the minds of those ceased to work on it since. Bees are
who make their living through the still booming on goldenrod. At preslabors of tlie busy bee.
ent the nights are a little too cool for
Do not most bee-keepers' wives have the upper stories. I think Iowa can
some interest in their husbands' call- show up with most any other State
ing ? Would they not be interested this season on honey yield, and there
in hearing and taking part in bee- cannot he any better quality tlian
keepers' discussions V
I am much ours this season. I see by the Bee
mistaken in my estimate of bee-keep- .Journal of Sept. I3th that Dadant
ers' wives if they are not, in the main, & Son think they have the largest
an intelligent set, possessing an un- day's extracting on record. On Alonusual amount of good, practical com- day, Aug. 28, working from 9 a. m. to
mon sense women who do their full •5 p. m., and taking 1}^ hours' nooning,
share of the work and to whom a cou- I extracted 500 lbs.; I did all the
ple of days rest would be a blessing work of carrying the honey in and
and whose presence at a convention everything else, and on Saturday afterwould largely increase its interests. noon, Sept. 9tli. I extracted 280 lbs.
My wife has worked side by side with from 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. and this was
me in the apiary this summer, has capped % of the \\ ay down each comb.
taken her full share of stings and I use a 2-frame extractor. Now if
work, and is entitled to attend the any one can beat this, let them speak
Ffir

Some Hints about Conventions.

SELi^4°-^M&>^

«^f£«

;

;

well,

and was a

The honey

is

profitable
thin, but of

honey plant.
good flavor,

and improves on acquaintance. After
sumac, came what we call the yellow
evening primrose. There happened
to

be a neglected

field

near our place,

and there were acres of primrose in it,
and the bees preferred it to any other
flower.

After the primrose came the

thistle family, and they have been in
bloom ever since. These three plants

furnished about all the honey we obtained this year. No basswood nor
white clover honey, and none from

buckwheat.

I

heard one gentleman

say that he thought there was some
honey-dew in the timbijr. and also
that he saw a great many bees on the
corn tassels, but I did not notice

Our honey is all light-colored,
and that gathered after sumac disapeither.

peared is very thick, so thick that it
will scarcely run through a commonsized funnel. Number of colonies
last fall, 18; number this spring, say
•June 1st. 15; lost in wintering. 2; lost
" springing," 1
in
increased by
;

swarming and by young
queens given to nuclei, and built up,
to 20. Tried to control swarming, but
natural

could not. Some colonies swarmed
four times, which were returned to
the old colony. I winter always in a
cellar under the house with the temperature of cellar last winter 34- to
40^ F. Kind of hive used similar to
Langstroth in size, only the frames
run across instead of lengthwise.

Number

of

lbs.

8825-^

;

pounds surplus, extracted,
in

I'-i

lb.

section boxes,

total numTier pounds surplus,
1,148; average per old colonies, 76}^
lbs.
largest from any one colony, 152
lbs.
Some as fine honey as I ever saw
was made after Sept. 1st. Quite a

2651^

;

;

large amount was stored after that
Convention as well as myself. I ex- out.
II. O.McElhaney.
date. The whole family of fall yellow
pect her to go with me and I don't
Brandon, Iowa, Sept. 15, 1882.
flowers, goldenrods, asters, artichokes,
want to see so few women there that
[The plant is Lophanthus scrophula- etc., were almost entirely neglected
she shall feel '" like a cat in a strange
rhrfolius (giant hyssop), a plant occur- by the bees this fall. I watched in vain
garret."
Allow me to give a pressing invita- ring throughout a very wide region of for a bee on them. Eugene Secor.
Forest City, Iowa, Sept. 22, 1882.
tion to all bee-keepers to be present
the Northern States, not usually
at Chicago. The meeting occurs the
abundant,
except
in
rich
soils
well
last week of the Exposition when exA Scotch Bee-Keeper in Texas.— As
cursion tickets can be had from nearly protected from the tramping, etc., of mentioned in my last letter to the Bee
all points. Perhaps the Bee Journal cattle.
No doubt a good honey plant, Journal, on p. .507, 1 have continued
will lay us under still greater obligayet far inferior to many others of less my journey from Illinois to Texas.
tions by telling us just how to reach
Through the kindness of the editor of
vegetative
vigor. T. J. Burrill.]
the place of meeting, and by giving
the Bee Journal, there is now
some
information
us
as to convenient
another green spot in my memories of
hotel accommodations.
My Third Annual Report,— The sea- America. His letter of introduction
Now just as soon as you have fin- son just closed, although better than gave me a cordial welcome at the
ished reading this, please sit down at either of the two preceding, has not home of Judge Andrews, and, truly. I
once and commence writing a list of been altogether satisfactory to the did not journey in vain, for his apinry
the questions and subjects you want bee-keeper in this section of Iowa. is a grand siglit. lie seems to be perdiscussed even if there is only a sin- The spring and early summer were sonally acquainted with his bees in
gle one, write it down that you may wet and cold. The little honey se- each colony, and speaks of his queens
not forget it. Then talk over with creted by the flowers was washed out as a good farmer does of his cattle.
your wife the matter of her accom- by the frequent rains. An unusually lie has over 200 colonies of pure Italpanying you, and tell her it will do late frost. May 21st, killed many of ians, for which he claims two particuyou good, and her good to have her the honey flowers apples and pliims lar points of merit, beauty and doalong. Like as not she will object were in bloom and completely de- cility, and I can vouchsafe for the
that she hasn't just the right clothes stroyed
basswood buds were so latter, as I waded through a perfect
to put on, or that some ''woman frozen that no bloom was seen the forest of hives and never received a
fixen " is out of repair about her bon- bees got just enough honey to keep sting. He extracts honey with a manet or dress, but tell her that the up brood-rearing. Nearly all our sur- chine of his own invention, and his
latest style is not to dress up much plus was stored after tlie middle of harvest this year is immense. Mr.
for conventions, and tliat other bee- July. At that time, many of the colo- Andrews also "has some of the finest
keepers as well as her husband are nies did not have 5 pounds of honey cattle I ever saw. One calf, of the
men of sense .and value a woman for in the brood chamber, although they Jersey breed, he has been offered $200
lier qualities of head and heart and had commenced to store in the supers. for. "He keeps only only the best and
not for the clothes she wears. Please With the blooming of sumac came purest stock.
James Anderson.
be on hand if possible at 10 a.m. our first extracted honey. That yielded
Allen, Texas. Sept. 20, 1882.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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Bee and Honer Show In London, extracted 49 lbs.; Aug. 29, 22 lbs.;
Ontario.— We nave just liad our Sept. 8, 18 lbs.; 1 allow for waste and
Western Fair, and tlie apiarian ex- uncapping, 2i.,' lbs., which gives 800
hibit was good, sliowing quite plainly lbs. from a single colony, the progeny
that bee-keepers are on the increase of a single Cyprian queen no increase
We had more exhibitors —not an egg or particle of brood, or
in Canada.
and more exhibits. The hi>ney sliow other help, from other colonies. My
was very far in advance of all other crop of spring honey is 6,000 lbs. from
the honey exhibited was in 36 colonies spring count. I will lose
years
cans, jars, boxes, and sections of dif- over 2..500 lbs. of fall honey, as it is
ferent sizes. Mr, Chalmers of Mus- not fit to use, so I have quit extractsellburg, Ontario, had the largest ex- ing, and my hives are full of sealed
I now
hibit, comprising honey, comb foun- honey and "some swarming.
dation, smokers. Knives, etc.; also a have 97 choice, full colonies, and 15
cage of Italian and one of l)lack bees, small colonies lost 15 or 20 by swarmwhich attracted a great deal of atten- ing to the forest. Had I been pretion, and were tlie admiration of all pared, my report would be triple this.
lovers of tlie little busy bee. We also Hope to do better another year. The
had the ditferent methods of winter- fall honey is from the wild'camomile,
ing explained to our satisfaction. The and is equal to quinine for sweetness.

—

;

;
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Botanical.— Again I send you some
samples of flowers on which bees have
been busy, in rotation. Would you be
kind enough to furnish names and
notes as to their value as honey producing plants.
No, 1, the yellow
flower, with bowl full of milky, sticky
matter, is found all over the mountains from the foothills to the timber
line. No. 2. the smaller yellow one. is
found about the same locality. Bees
began on them about Sept. 1st. No.
3,

the blue

flowers,

are

now

daily

covered with bees.
These flowers
are found both on tlie mountain sides
and on the streams. Nos. 1 and 2 grow
about 1 foot higli and in large bunches
of 12 to .30 flowers on each bush. No.
\ has 4 to 8 stalks 2 feet liigli, with .50
to 00 flowers on each stalk. I also
send you a specimen of white sage that
covers the mountains here. Bees do
not seem to notice it here. Is it the

B. r. Carroll.
bee men give a very poor report, as
Dresden. Tex.. Sept. 18, 1882.
regards the honey crop of Canada, and
a great many are talking of selling
out, which some of the far-seeing bee
honey is not all same as that of California V Answers
A Good Proilt.—
to the above queries will be of interest
men take advantage of, and are buy- sold, but I expectMy
to realize $15 per
ing at low prices, hoping to realize colony, spring count, from the honey, to all Colorado bee-keepers. I think.
PniLip Rbarden.
a handsome profit next summer, keep- besides an increase of 100 per cent.
Jamestown, Col., Sept. 9, 1882.
ing in mind the old saying that after
P. J. England.
a storm comes a calm."
Fancy i'rairie. 111.
[No.'l, Cfrindelia squanvsa.
peW. H. Weston.
culiarly western plant not known east
London, Ont., Oct. 3, 1S82.
Bees have Done Finely.— Since the
of the Mississippi *iiver. but growing
first of .July the bees have done finely
That ('hauipion Colony.— Since my here. Mr. M. Bailey and Mr. Braught abundantly on the plains of Nebraska
unprecedented yield of honey from in this county have each obtained over and Colorado, also in Mexico. The
the horsemint. 1 have received many a ton of honey.
A. J. Adkinson.
viscid characteristics of the heads and
letters asking about the liabits and
Winterset, Iowa, Sept. 30, 1882.
flowers is interesting and peculiar.
growth of the great Texas honey
plant. There are several species of
Will this correspondent, who has the
Position of Pure Air in Rooms. At
the horsemint. and the best is Monarda
chance observe what this last has to
punctata
stem
erect,
branched, At the Bee Convention in Toronto,
Mr. Cornell tried to give some light do with inviting or preventing the
glabrous, olituse, angled, whitish
leaves oblong, lanceolate, remote and on this subject (see page 644 of this visits of insects V
obscurely serrate, tapering at the Journal). and if true will be read with
No. 2, Chrysopus villosus (golden
liase, smooth
flowers in whorls, and interest in connection with my reresembles our common asters,
aster),
has from three to ten wliorls to the marks on page -582 of the Bee Jourflowerstalk ; bracts lanceolate, colored, nal for Sept. 2d. Mr. Corneil's re- except that the flowers are yellow inmarks are a puzzle. We have been stead of white or violet. Wisconsin
longer than the whorl
calyx long
corollo hairy, dotted with brown, tlie tauglit that the foulest air is the to Kentucky and westward.
Very
upper lip slightly arched, longer than heaviest here we have it asserted
plains in Colorado.
the lower, and completely protects the that the purest is both heaviest and common on
No. 3. Aster Icfvis (smooth aster).
nectar from rain, so it matters not, lightest, and that the foulest is beIt is lucky for small beautiful plant in half shady places.
rain or shine, the bees never stop only tween the two
when the rain is pouring down. It animals after all, also for the giraffe Common in Northern States.— T. J.
grows almost anywhere, in the they both get the advantage ttiat we,
swamps, on dry, loose, loamy soils, on poor midway creatures, are as a gen- BURKILL.]
the high prairies, and on the post-oak eral thing deprived of. How is it that
lands; grows from three fo live feet facts of such importance are so
From Minnesota.— I started in spring
high. It generally comes up about changeable y With statements of such with 13 colonies. I had them in my
They
tlie last of December, and first of importance, men must surely give oats bin till tlie 1st of Mareh.
January, and begins to open it.s honey- opinions as facts. This impure air were strong in bees and brood. The
laden flowers about the 20tli of May. cannot be so very destructive to life, 1st of March was very fine, and they
and, if seasonable, that is, if a good or it is not easy to tell how long any being restless, I set them out. About
rainfall every 10 days, the flowers will one may live if he walked upon stilts, the fifth we had rain, then it became
last until the 1st of July, giving the with his head constantly up to the cold, and before I was aware the brood
wide-awake bee-keeper a chance for ceiling then to overcome the diffi- was chilled. The first of June one
but there were more bees
200 lbs. and upwards of choice honey culty of the ditterent heights of ceil- was left
from each colony. It will grow in the ings would require several pairs of starved to death last spring. April
fall, sown on the wheat and oat fields, stilts.
But what about the pure or and May were so cold that there were
and as soon as the grain is removed, impure air outside of a building, to only a few days in the two months
about the first of May, the mint grows correspond witli that next the ceil- that they could fly. and in May we had
up rapidly and begins to bloom about ing":' what height would the pure air a frost that killed nearly all the fruit
the 1st of July but very few years do get, if the ceiling was not there? per- blossoms and the basswood. There
we ever get any benefit from this late haps some one will inform us con- was nothing for them to get honey
crop, on account of drouth. It grows cerning that. We have been informed from till in June. Some who were
well on pasture lands, as nothing will that the correct distance of the sun quite extensive bee men lost all and
eat it. It dies out root and branch as has not been given until lately there quit bee-keeping. Bee men in Brown
soon as done blooming. It is not a is merely a few millions of miles of county lost nearly all. One man, out
pernicious weed, and is easily des- error, but that is not much. Are the of 45 had only 3 or 4 survive the cold
troyed with the plow or hoe. The two layers of most pure gas differ- spring. They are mostly the common
following is the report of the big ently composed V
One must be the brown bee. with some "Italians and
colony: At date of last report, 700 heaviest, anil the other the lightest to be liybrids. they did not swarm till in
lbs.: July SO. extracted HK^ lbs. and as stated.
Edward Moore. July and August. There are more
removed two upper stories"; Aug. 2.3.
bees in the woods than usual. Bees
Barry, Out., Oct. 2, 1882.

A

—

—

;

;

;

A

I

;

;

;

;

—
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have done well. I had a swarm rome
out on the Kith of July and put them
frames 10x1-5 inches
in a hive with
in the clear, with more or less of old
combs in one week I put on SO 1 '4-II).

The Monthly Bee Jonrual

for 1888.

At the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

it

;

sections; they are all full. All that 1
have seen, say that their bees liave
done well this season. M. Sheuek.
South Bend, Minn., Sept. 17, 1882.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

—

Report from Micliignii. We
have had a very good season here. I
began with 42 colonies in the spring,
and now have 180, besides losing Tor
8. I have about 2,000 lbs. of beautiful
white section lioney, and 2,000 more

A Good

plain pine sections wliich will be
in

two weeks

if

this fine

tilled

weather coiv

tinues.
I also have 500 lbs. of extracted honey, the quality of which

line of space,

each insertion.

A line of Agate type will contain about eigh
n'ordH; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

l>lSCOl7RiTS

will be

WEKKLV

published
paid in advance

8

*'

lO per cent,

ao

"

discoun

"

" 13
(a months'... .30
"
" seo
<6 months)... .40
cannot be surpassed. I made a mis"39 "" (9 months,) 50
take which I fear will prove fatal to
(I year)
5a
60 "
me, in sending to a " middleman "' for Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY" nlone
his
long
delay
in
tilling
supplies, as
25 per cent., O months, lO per cent., 3 month
my order has been the cause of great S percent., if wholly paid is adTunce.
loss in various channels. I am now
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLT
entirely out of sections, and bees very alone, 40 per cent., O months, 30 per cent., 3
strong. We have had a continuous months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
honey flow throughout the season, and
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
hence excessive swarming. We think of the contract, will be charged the full rate fo
our district is gootf for a big yield, for the time the advertiaement is inserted.
years to come.
'*

THOMAS

H. SHErnEUD.

Tiios.

8,

»SS West

1882.

Q.

Mudl^on

NEWMAN.
Street.,

Chlcairo, III.

—

We
Bees Still (iatherhig Honey.
have had several frosts but our bees
are still gathering honey from red and
white clover, asters and goldenrod. 1
am preparing the liiyes for winter as
1^ The Amerian Express Company
fast as possil)Ie. I will send you my
money order system is the cheapest,
report soon, and expect it will appear
safest and most convenient way of repretty big.
S. A. Shuck.
Bryant, 111., Sept. 28, 1882.
mitting small sums of money. Their
rates for $1 to S5 are .5 cents over $5
A Tremendous Report.—Myseason's to $10, 8 cents. They can be purreport is as follows
Cold and wet in chased at any point where the comApril, May and most of June fed all
pany have an othce, except Canada,
colonies from May 1st till June 4tli
tirst swarm June28d.
Spring count, and can be made payable at any one
19 colonies increased to 71 extracted of the company's 4,000 offices.
honey 3,000 pounds one-pound secFor safety, when sending money to
tions. 1,000; from one colony of Sythis office get either a post office or exrian bees, 235 pounds of extracted
honey and 7 swarms. All are in good press money order, a bank draft on
condition for wintering. Best colo- New York or Cliicago, or register the
nies for honey are one dark Italian letter. Postage stamps of any kind
and one light Italian each 350 pounds
may be sent for amounts less than one
extracted honey, but no swarms.
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
S. H. Moss.
Colchester, 111., Sept. 27, 1882.
discount of 25 cents at Cliicago banks.

Special ^atices.

;

:

;

;

—

Honey Plant.
see that some who purchased the
seed of the golden honey plant have
failed to get it to germinate. All of
the seed sent out was tirst class in
quality. If it failed in any case, it
was from some peculiarity of soil, or
in the planting or sowing. Now, if
those who failed to get it to grow will
write me a postal giving their post
office address, I will mail to each a
three-ounce packet gratis, that they
may try it again. I think that if
planted in the fall and covered with
soil about ^2 inch deep, it will not fail
to grow in any part of the country
where the ground freezes in the winTlie Seed of (he (Joldeii

—I

Xew

The Weekly

is

and

now permanently es-

will

be continued as

heretofore.

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will be distinct papers, each
having its own sphere of operation
and

different readers.

We

shall

aim

to

make

the Monthly

Bee Journal a welcome and
ble visitor to the

homes

profita-

of those

who

need of a cheap, first class,
reliable bee paper in pamphlet form
whose time is too much occupied toread a weekly, or whose means or requirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter
more properly belonging to a weekly.
feel the

Emerson Binders — made especially

Bee Journal, are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
cents.
They cannot he sent by mail
for the

to Canada.

;

;

ter.

;

*'

'•

Ubly, Mich., Sept.

copies for $2.50 5 copies for $4.00 ; 10
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
extra copy to the person getting up a
club of 5 or more.
tablished,

4 weeks

For

given on advertisemen
if the whole

aa follows,

:

Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall
next year print a Monthly consisting
of 32 pages, issuing it about the
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3

Dr. G. L.
Philadelphia, O.

Tinker.

Premiums.— Those who get up
for the AVeekly

Bee Journal

clubs

for

(^ Our new
Madison

St., is

No. 925 West
only a few doors from

location.

the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7087 that being
our telephone number.

—

^° Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
best

way

to preserve

them

is

to pro-

cure a binder and put them in. They
one are very valuable for reference.

year, will be entitled to the following

premiums.
may count

Their own subscription
in the club

For a Club of 8,—" Bees and Honey." in paper.
"
"
S,— an Emerson Binder, or '•Bees
and Honey," in clotli.
"
"
4,— Apiary Repister for 5(t Colonies,
or Coolc's Manual, paper.
"
"
5,— Cook's Manual, in cloth, or the
Apiary Register tor louColonies
"

Two

"

B,— Weekly Bee Journal

for year,
or Apiary KeKistwrfor2oo Col's.

subscribers

for the

—

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

just issued a

:

1

Monthly

1^ New subscribers for the Weekly

count the same as one for the Bee Journal for 1883. can obtain all
Weekly, when getting up clubs for the the rest of the numbers for this year
above premiums.
by sending $2 to this office.
will

:

.

THE AMER1CA>' BEE JOURNAL.
Honey

CLUBBING LIST.
We

American Bee tjournal

supply the

tlrat

column Kives the restular price of both.
Is prepaid by the publishers.

All

postage

PubHahers'Price. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal

2 35
4

Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk iPeet) 3 00.
2 60..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2(30..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
30.
The 7 above-named papers
.

t3

Binder for Weekly. 1881
Binder for Weekly fur 1882
above, II less than the flgures
».*-«^*-»

A

.

OO

2 80

2 36
2 40
6 50

3 26.. 3 00
2 75.. 2 50
2 85.. 2
2 73..

7.')

2 50

Bee Journal

The Monthly

Honey

2 60

50..
60..

as

and any of the
in the last column.

Food nud

Medii-iiie.

new edition, revised

and enlarged,

the new pages being devoted to ?ie!c
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
quota- copy and commence to use it.

The following
tions for honey
up to this hour

are the latest

and beeswax received

For

.50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (120 pages)

:

QuotntlonB of Cash Buyer*.

3 00..

who

J

3 00.. 2 75

Bee-Keeper8'Instructor(W. Thomas) 2
4
The 4 above-named papers

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaUbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T.Q.Newman) '

All

{

their

»2 OU.

and Gleanin(;sinBee-Culture(A.l. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Manazine (A.J.King).

The Apiary Register.

Beeswax Market.

•and

OFFICE OF AMKRICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m., October 9, 1882.

and

.iny of the following periodicals. t>ne year, at the
prices quoted in the last column of tiffures. The
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$1 00
1 .50

2 00

CHICAGO.

The larger ones can be used for a
HONEY— am paying 7o. for dark and 9c. for
few colonies, give room for an increase
worth
here;
25c.
BEESWAX— Choice lots are
of numbers, and still keep the record
bright yellow, 24c.: dark to good. 17(jji-J2c.
Al. H. Newman. 923 W. Madison St.
all together in one book, and are thereCINCINNATI.
fore the most desirable ones.
HONEY- 'rbe market for extracted honey is
within
the
satisfactory.
received
very
We have
I

light exti-acted.

lust thrt-e weeks more than 'Jiiobbls., principally
I.ouiHiitnn, Mississippi and Florida, and the

from

demand exceeds our experience and exi)ectation8.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the

Florida lurni:*hi.'W a honey wtiich equals our
Northern clf'ver. and excels all the Southern honey
so far. There is some call for comb
1 have bad
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice
article. Comb honey brings 16@Joc. on arrival
extracted, 7(gi"c. BE.SSWAX— Firm at 20<a2r)C.
year.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Preparation of Honey for the Marincluding the production and care
CHA9. F. Moth.
per lb.
of both comb and extracted honey.
new pamphlet of .32 pages. At the
(luotatlonii or Commission Merchants.
meeting of the North American
last
CHICAGO.
HONEY— The demand is jrood for choice white Bee-Keepers' Society, we were apcomb honev in and lb. sections, and prices are pointed on a committee to prepare inwithout miiterial chance. 1K(gi2oc. being the range
of this week's sales. White extracted, in cans, lo structions on the Exhibition of Bees
@llc.,in kegs and casks, 10c. dark, 9(ai9^c. Dark
comb honey, rj^toilfi.
and Honey at Fairs this is also added
BEESWAX-Yellow, -iiic; dark, 18(5j22C.
R. A. BCBNKTT, IBD South Water St.
to the above. Price, 10 cents.
BAN FRANCISCO.
Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from
HONEY— The market is firm for choice qualities
but the trade is not acMve.
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.
dark
to
good.
12®
We quote white comb. 18@20c.:
40w4t
Extracted, choice to extra white, H^(a;9^c.;
l.">c.
dark and candied, "WtHC. BEBSWA,\— 30iSi32c.
:

liet,

A

1

li

;

;

healthful and pleasant beverages.
have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter

We

them

far

and wide.

Single

copy 6

cents, postpaid; per dozen,.50 cents;

per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
8TEAHN8 & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
ST. LOUIS.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
HONEY— Plentiful and dull. Comb lower, at 1.1
@18c— latter for choice white cloverin small pack(giving the name and address of the ages strained in round lots attire; extracted In
;

bee-keeper who scatters tliem). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
•of his honey at home, at a good profit.

cans at

tt^tloc.

BEES WAX— Sold fairly at 26c. for prime.
K. C. Gkeek & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

—

•»

>

YORK.

The AMERICAN Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, aud has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, profeasional and business men,
and ie, therefore, the best advertising medium.

HONEV— Demand slow. We quote: Comb in the P:iXTKA4-TED ANI> COMB HOXET
set'tioiis. white. I^«w22c. Extracted, Vdoioc.
J WA»iTEl>-for which
will pay the highest
BEESWAX— The stock continues light, and Market
price. Correspnndence solicited.

small

I

»

[^" Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
*.*^«-«.«

^° The Bee Journal

NEW

^dDcvtisemmts.

prime Southern held up to 30c.. with little if any
obtainable below :2:tc. Western, pure, 28@2yc
Southern, pure, 29(<i,;^,oc.
D. W. (JcrlNBV, Ui.'i I'ark Place.

W.

41w4tp

is

mailed at

and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.

^"

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Extracted,

in half bbls.,

BEESWAX— Prime quality,
CROCKEK &

Bl.AKE.

CHICAGO.

SWEET CLOVER

BOSTON.
22c.

1VAXK.INS,

22nd Street.

HONEY— Market active. We quote J^ lb. combs 500 POVKDS
lb. combs 22(*25c.: 2 lb. combs 2U<0
30c. per lb.:
1

the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,

172

G.

41wltp

12@14c.

for Sale at

85

BEN CLBNDENON,

II.1..

SEED.
cent, per pound
Grinnell, Iowa.

2.'>c,

57

Chatham

Street.

CLEVELAND.

NOTICE.

verv readily in 1 lb. spctions at
for best whiti*. and ui«2(:tc. for 1^, to 2 lb.
Second grade. 1 lb. is-joc. and 2 lb. IT&U) cents.
Extracted is selling very slowly at 12(3 14c.

As I do not sell honey on commission, and buy
only such kinds as I need in mv line of trade. I
cannot accept any shipments without previous

HONEY— Sells

21(ffl22c.

:

BEE8WAX-25@;2«c.
A. C. KENDEL,

115 Ontario Street.

ci)rrespondence.
1 can sell Beeswax nf any quality, and will pav
the regular market price for it, in any quantity, or
exchange for it comb foundation, without previ-

ous correspondence.

1^ We
in

send Cook's Manual
cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100

colonies,

will

ALFRED

40wtf

H.

West Madison

NE^VMAN,

Street. Chicago.

111.

GERMAN CARP,

and Weekly Bee Journal

When

92H

changing a postoflice ad- for one year, for S3.00 or with King's
dress, mention the old as well as the Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.7-5 or with
new address.
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2..50. The
Monthly Bee Journal and either of
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on the above for one dollar less.

For stocking ponds, Goldfish. Silver Pearl. Fringe
Tails, Golden Orfee, etc. For particulars, address

•which are printed a large bee in gold,

Of EnKravincs

l^"

;

;

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

^"Hundreds

Examine the

name on
of

clergymen, doc- paper;

and others have used Kendall's
Soavin Cure with the best success. month

tors

,S7w4.

it

l>ate

following your

the wrapper label of this
indicates the end of the

which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
to

MTJTH & ECKARBT,
Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

.37wSt

ELECTROTYPES
ii!*eil in the Boe Journiil (>ir sale at
cents peryqujtre inch— nosltiu'lo cut f...!,] lor less
thansoc.
o.
ass West .Madison Street, Chlcueo, III.

2.'i

Thomas

'PtTTQ
A PTTT?
r IVS:
SliIX,
X llXlO "P
Co.'s
St.),

xewm.w,

™ay be found on flle
at Geo. P. Kowell dt
Newspaper Advertising Bureau (lo Spruce
where advertlsinR contracts may be made for

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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EXCELSIOR

I

breed

for sale;

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryinK 3 and 4
Ijunpstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as

I

the 2 frame. The 4 frame baHket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
IHin'
I'lillllOT
^'^ revolve upon, leaving room unH^/a'
!|liiiffl
-^
derneath the basket for7r>orH0
imT*'tb^. of honey. It will becomplete.
PMFY
''i¥^
"it,h covers, and in every way
wl
VMM
identical, e.xcept In size, with the
mt^~
r^^'
!.!I1H jinj.oo Extractor. Kixiid.
which is
intended for an^ size of frame.
Kxceptinc with the ^s.io.i Ex"lliiiilMM
—***™™ tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadintftothe honey ^ate. and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The S.ou and
llO.fX) Extractors have no covers.
f

Comb

\

'''

in

FLAT BOTTOM

Management

-

For4

"

"
"
"
"

10x18
13x20

For 2 frames of any size.
'*
"
12^X20
For 3
"

For4

13X20

"

ALFRED
923

$8 00
H 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

Profit

\^^:t;^^.

high side-walts,4 to

Ifi

square feet tn

^^^^^^

BEESWAX.
I
I

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 2.?c. per pound, delivered here. Cash

am

on

923

West Madison

CHICAGO. ILL

Street,

I

1

I.

—"Low

GRAIN TABLES, 192
SHOULD have FISHKK'S
papes. pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up Rrain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wa>:ea tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid lor 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
t»" For sale at the Bek Journal Office. _^|

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. V.
New and vahiable, and embellished with K>9
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Saieni, Ind.
Much practical useful Information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Kelthsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat. Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.- Anti-Monop-

Palestine

*l

Tested.... $2

;

Tested

fl;

Oucns. .$1

$:.i

Tested... ^2
Extra Queens, for swariuiuff season, ready. If we are timely notified.
One-lrume Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, t^^.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
Q/\c. paid for bright vpax.

;

Money Orders »n

juXJ TnMcolu. in.

twiy.

Story

b. Ladjj.

Com'r of Patents.

late

B. A.

BUBNETT, Commis&ion Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
28wi3t
16X So. Water Street, Chicago.

ZiOOH

PAINE & LADD,
and Atty's

Solicitors of Patents

in

Patent Cases,

'n'ASHINGTON. B.

29wi:n

C.

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, cood
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, ^'ection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CUBAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
7Sc.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

THOMAS O. NEWMAAT,

Address.
923

West Madison

Street.

:r2-imgc-,

W

Illustrated
(.v..t<-d

ChlcuEo,

III.

POUI.TBT, PIOEOITS
It

has the

lart-'cst

Monthly Mngaziii

to

AND PET STOCK

curps of practical lireeders as editoi

Americ

and

tounial (»f it.s class in
The latest lmpr<ivement in Foundation. Ourthln of any
TfiE FINEST FOOLTEY JOUKTAL I» THE WOELD.
and common Fcmndaiion is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired Volume 12 begiDK Januarv- 18«1. SUBSCRHTION:-

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for ('atalogueand 8ampleB.
B. 8.
<& C, Hoopeston, 111.

eiVEN

no one who-

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

lea

iwly

olist. Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are tine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that Is necessary for successful'
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Kepublican. t'tica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the manauement of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.

field. O.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and 1 will try and please you. (Box tsiy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
Belleville, St. Clair County. 111.
5wly

frame.

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

contemplutee keeping bees can do without. -Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Give? minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner In bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.- Farm and Fireside, Spring-

If

Given'sFoundationPress.

A

Full of practical instruction, that

NEAT AND CLEAN.

111.

SSRB!

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth manytimes its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

Queens
Cyprian Queens

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
PUKE HoNEV direct from the Apiaries, enables
me til ol'lain the liiyhewt market prices. Youi coneignments and coi responiience respectfully solicited.

Carefully prepared fur beginners.— Farmer?
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who beep bees to send for this excetlenl work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.

Prices, Quick Returns ; Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian

P. WILSON,
BurllnKton, Iowa.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

III.

I

Halbert E. Paink.
DR.

III.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Mott<) is:

QUEENS.

l-frame Nucleus, with Tested Vueen
f 4.50
2 frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
H ed Queen
Full Colonv, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July
liUK)
Same, after July 1
Queen, before July 1, 3.oo
Tested
"
after July 1.. 2.50
Y,™ T»
'*
"
S—ygn Is
half
per
doz.,
i3.r.o
r-^T™ A. afterJulyl
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostoIHce Order,

Street, ChlcaKO,

Appreciative Notices.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas county,

.

iwtf

995 W. Madison

ALFRED H. XE'WMAX.

Street, Chtcaiio. HI.

ITALIAN

sollcted.

To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.

20
GOLDEN

Shipments

arrival.

by

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages. i&
"fully up with the limes" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist witb
everything that can aid in the sucjessful management nf the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey tn its best and most attractive condition. Chief anmng the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity,'' "Management of
Bees and Himey at Fairs." " Marifeting Honey,"
etc. Price, bound' in cloth, 75 ceutH ; in paper
coverw. 50 cent*, postpaid.

Jk.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

ftAg^rJV'W.V.i

;

Editor oS the Weekly Bee Journal.

IJ^^^^^ the pound. Circular and samples free.
i^^^m J* VAN DEUSEN SONS,

Rev. A.

NEWMAN,

H*

West Madison

of an Apiary for Pleasure

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMASand C. NEWMAN,

'

Fori American frames, 13x13 inches
'*
loxIS
ForaLangstroth "
'*
"
"
10x18
For 3
"

Bend

Bees & Honey

Binyham Smokers, and evervthing used
by modern bee-keepera. 'VN'rile for prices. Beeswax wanted.
I4w3yt
J, S. TABLOCK.

mWm

-

manufacture Hives of any style and
Dealer in Novice Hioicy Ex-

Foundation.

tractors.

^

If,

A NEW BEE BOOK!

AT LULING.
TEXAS.
PURF ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

11.00 per year.

Specimen Copy.
C. J.

182

CLABE

WARD,

ST.,

.

is

10 cents.

Editor and Proprietor.
-

CHICAGO

and manipulationsneceasary tomake bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. LonKmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers^
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
itf'Tthe market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He wh<i would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in allthe improvements Id
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of deliciousand
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it-for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
I.lberul Diaconnt to Beaters by

A

tbe

Dozen or Hnndred.

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

New Kegs

FOUNDATION
AND

FOR HONEY.

RKTAIL.

^¥HOL.E9AL.E

In order lo satisf v the demand for small packages for Extracted iloney. I have heretofore pro-

Dealers in bee-Bupplie8 will do well to send for
our wholfsale prices of Foundation. We now
bave the must extenstve manufactury of foundation in the eountrv. We send to all parts of the

Th^ Bee-Keeper's Guide;

'

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

cured kegs intended tor t.yrup. tlsh, lard. etc.. and
in view of this growing trade. I now feel justified
in huving made to order aSpeclul Ketc

We mabe

United States.

655

Of

COOK,

J.

Latisiiig. Pro/essoT of

State AgricQltnral

EntomolOQy in

the

College of Uichigan*

Designed Expressly for Honey,

ALL STANDARD STYLES,
end our wax
ness,

I am obliged to buy in large quantities in
order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.

nowhere to be equalled for cleanlipurity and beauty. Extra thin and bright for
is

They are made
to

All shapes iind sizes.

Becti'>n!<.

!i

Norway

oi

Pine,

and have from

7

chine lioops on ea- h end.

have tested a sample keg by tilling it DRY with
white cluver honev, and without the heads being
I

on request.

Sample--* free

painted.

CHAS. DADANT

&

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

Iwly

It neither leaks

honey.

5

Capacity, 175 pounds
Price, HOc. each.
t1r!«t car load of these kegs will arrive about
and all orders will receive my prompt

Cents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUR CIRCUL A RS.

on the

wholesale or

of

nor flavors the Honey.

It is not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine will not fluvor the

III.

fVe now quote un

Advance

The

Sept. I' th.
attention.

I5wtf

retail.

S3SO Pares;

These

The.') and lo gallon kegs will be sold, as heretofore, at 40c. and 5.'>c. each, respectively.

HTQUZHZZS

ALFRED
923

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,

West Mndisun

NEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO.

Street,

ILL.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
A MILLION SOLD. Most complete

NEARLY
book of

its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwofid

1S3 Fine

Illualrutlona.

This l8 a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted Id
about 18 months — a sale unprecedcHted in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has beeo
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of beesv
full desccrlptioDs of honey-producing plants.trees
shrubs, etc.splcndidly Illustrated— and last,thouKb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully '"up with the times*'
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It Is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

:

urement of
Mines,

Manufactories and Commerce

OF

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor ii. Sent for^i^ cents post-paid.
Hf" For sale at the Beb Journal Office..^

tables, interests, etc.

COZiOZliiDO,
be promptly and truthfullv answered by private letter, upon eendinw One Dulhir to the
will

Woman's
15w6mp

Advance

manual

is a necessity.
Prof. Cook's Manual is hd
exhaustive work.— Zffra/d, Mouticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
1b fuiIy up with the iimes in every particular.
The
richest rewam awaits its author.- A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost aston-

Until further nittice. the price <'f all the styles
and kinds of Foundation, except the VaiiDeusen

bottom), will be

i

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
from the advertised price

ALFRED
923

West Madison

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

Owinff to the targe advance in the price of wax, 1
prices thus Dunham, into 5n lbs., 4-'c.,

now quote

:

over.">o lbs.. 4ic.. less than lu lbs., 44c.; Vandervort, losq. feet to the lb., i to lo lbs.. o7e., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
No discounts. Circular free.

J.

CALDWELL,

V.

3wly

©Si ENniiA

CHICAGO. IIX

FOUNDATION.
CambridKC, Henry Co.,

I'lNGS.

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D,
A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, ellectsand antidote
when a poison a lable with an engraving of the
horse'Bteelh atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
;

IH.

;

THE CONQUEROR.

l*rlce

35 cent*.— Sent

THOMAS

Large Smokers need wide shieiils. Bingham's
have them, ana springs that don-it ru>t an t.reak,
and liellows that sparks and smoke do n<.t enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a :ix7 inch stove, and .^x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for $J.

925

on receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

13wtf

the above Smokers at
by
wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tiiil.
including the CONQUEROR.
I

Abrunia. Mich.

can

sell

MANrFACTUKKUS' PRICES,
njatl or express, at

SWEET CLOVER

SEED,

TbtB year'scrop, all of the white variety, ::hc. per
pound »3.7.i per pecli Kl:>.oo per bushel.
VS ' ean Bll no more orders for Queens this fall,
navinn sold all I had ui spare. leavint; many orders
unfilled, and with orders still coniinil in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did It.
;

swiy

Send for my :i2-pa«e Illustrated
Cataloirue of Bee- Keepers' Supplies f)t every description.

G-OOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart

Co., Ind,

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO. ILL.

ALFRED

;

I- 11,

and much ot it is due to the clear, disinterested intormation contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. VAX A.NTWJEUl'. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. 1 1 is of
value to all bec-rajsers.— fi^i/. Live Stock liecord.
It Is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign. which 1 like so much.— L'ABltE DO"
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' ApxcuUeur, France,
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanicaldescription ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account ot the
enemies 01 bees.— jOcmocmf, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused with great plea.'«ure this vode
mfcitj/t ot the bee-keeper. It Is replete with the
beat intormation on everything belonging to apiculture.
Toal taking an intere?t in this subjecU
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carerully
and practice as advised.— -Aaricu/turiif, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadtnfj
bee-meu to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
tab myself,

my Catalogue.
U. XEWMAX,
in

Street,

apiary.— J. P. West.

Prot. Cook's

The manulacturers ut duiib F-nimhition hiive
advanced the price o cents per p<.iund. owing to the
increased cdst of Beeswa\.
(flat

tlie

have derived more practical knowledge from
New Manual of the Apiary than trom
any other book.— E. H. VVynkooP.
This book Is Just what everyone interested Id
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ontains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— iVtc/t. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee-culture, »
I

UEXTER, COI...

Foundation,

in

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American worlis.— Lewis T. Coluy.
It appears to ha^e cut the pround from under
future book-makers.— iin(u/i Bee Jisurnal,
Prof. Cook's valuable Miinual has been ray constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agemeutof

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth St..

Recul the follmviny opmions of the Book
All apree that it Is the work of a master and of
real yaiue.—L' Apiculture, Paris.

92:*

QUEENS-QUEENS
Circulars free.

lSw6m

ilOS.

Address,

M. BROOKS*

Columbus. Ind.

We

every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It ie
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credU
to the West.— irtiUmayricu/tiirtsf.
This work is undoubtedly the most co7iplete
manual lor the insinicuon of bee-keepers which
bait ever been publiMhed. It gives a full ex(,lanatlon regarding the cure and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf untouched, and in the compilatum of
the work Prof. Couk has hud the advantage of all
the previous knowlcde of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of aliocci:pa4ton8.—.amcrtcan Inventor.

Price— Bound
SI. OO .by mall

Jol
in cloth, SI. IBIS

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Ma4i»OD

O.

Street,

KEITMAN.
CHICAGO. UAm

!
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"RED
Who

will be

copy

first to

TA.PE!"

"

the
^

Books

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS
25,000
If

'^T>lAlTo Cos?.

USE.

IN

you buy the OriKi-

925

Bee Smoker, you

illustrated

Qulnby*BNewBee-K.eei»lnK, by L. C. Root—
The anth<ir treats the subject of bee-keeping so

ard of excellence the

over—

better

Its style is plain
t"hat it cannot fail to interest all.
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— JS1.50.

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from

(>fj

cts.

ABC

ofBee-Culture, by A. 1. Root
Novice's
—This embrace3'*everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, Dill. 25.

to *2. Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
Stove-wood, or do not

go out. If you buy
our smokersand honey knives first, youpj,*p-*|v(t
\a^a
*°'°will have to buy no *^^^®^^®^'
others.

PRICES:

Handed

Wtde

to

—

Smoker

Bin^'ham

w

(wide

shield). JHi Inch

1

IJinnham Smoker
shield), 2 inch
Plain Binijhani Smoker, :; inch

Bxtni

(wide

Ijittle

Wonder Bingham Smoker,

—

1

Knife, 2 inch

175

r»0

25

1

50

100

1:25

50

65

l^inch
Bingham & Hetherington Honey

To

By

Mail,
Customer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch
12
tl 75

jLart^e

1

m)

l

15

apply for dozen or half-dozen

sell again,

rates.

Send for free description and testimonials,

to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

^bronlit, Mich.

ITwtf

Pianos
$850 Square Grand

Piano for only

$245.
rosewood

***^^"''*cent
PIANfl ^TYI F T-2 case
elegantly flntshed
3 strlnsrs* '7 l-*t Octuveit full patent cantante

agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

largo fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improveraentwhich can in any way tend to the per-

fection of the instrument, has been added.
^i^Oiir price lor this Inittruineiit. Iroxetl

and delivered on board cars at Kewlfork,
with flue Piano Cover, Stool 4ii'?J_^
fjp^'X^J.
and Book, only
Reduced
!tft29r>.

frora our late wholesale factory price,
for oo day-" only, to have this beautiful

Piano introduced. This is now. by far, the icrente«t harc^aln ever offered the musical public. UnTremendous demand for
precedented success
Order at once.
this style
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnah sent with ordprwUl be refunded
and freight charges paid by us both ways if Piano is
!

Sweet Glover
AND OTHER SEEDS.
Having a large stock of tlie new crop of Alsike.
Wtiite and Sweet Clover Seeds. I can till orders at
fSOe. per pound. W-4 per peck, or !S1.> per bushel.

Also, all other

SEEDS

HONEY PLANTS,

for

Send for my Catalogue.

ALFRED

H.

y25 West Madison

!

not just as represented. Several other special bargains: Pianos, ildlOO up. Over 1.5,<kxi in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue niiUled free, giving the high-

awarded any manufacturer.
Every Piano fulW warranted for years.
est testiraoniala ever

MUSIC 'a price. Catalogue of 3,000
SHEKT
stamp.
pie<res sent for

choice

the nicest they get.

I can now send
customers say 1 send

J. T. 1¥ir.80N,
Woodford Co.. Kv.

'

Cloth,

FOR THE

FooGhoo's Balsam

MILLION
of

Shark's

FOR
single

Queen,

$1

trated.
covers.

half dozen, $5.50

en. *IIU)0.

lOO

%•2.r^i)

;

Tested Italian Queens
per half dozen,

$1H.ihi

;

;

— single

per doz-

Queen,

per dozen, $24.

CoNmleNorBeett, in Gallup frames, cheap.
:iSOO I'olonles ol' Bees, in ijangstroth frames
fiO
In

prime condition.
•T.

n.

KOB£RTSON.

Pewamo. lonja

iitJwtf

Co.. Mich.

I'rice,

SOc

bound

Square Glass Honey ,lars, Tin Buckets,
l.angs*troth Bee Hive."*. Honey Sections, etc.,
V. F.
^pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.

MUTH,

|^"Send

IOC. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Iwly

W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. 13wly

paper

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomss
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and H»nieT tlie nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
G.

,

as food, givinj; recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddlnca, Foam,Wine8,etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

Market

Honey

;

everywhere. Published

in

Kngllsh and Oermaii*

Price for either edition, flc. ; per dozen,

'W^lnterlnsr Bees.

SOc.

— This

contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey

Tor the

Market,

includmg the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price lOc.

The Hive I Use- Being

a description of the
Price. 5c.

the

Extracted Honey HarvestlnK, Haudland Miirketlnir>— A 2-t-page pamphlet, by

Inic

& C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
ThisOil is abstrartod from a peculiar species of contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
small White Shark, caujiht in the Yellow 8ea,
Bee Pasturase a NecessUy, by Thomas G.
known as Curcharudim [iondeletii. Kvery Chinese Newman—
Giving advanced views on this imporHsherman knows it. Its virtues as u restorative of tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
hearing were disco vercil by a Buddhist I'riest about and when and how
engravings. Price. lOc.
the year Hio. Us cures were so numerous and
many soBeemlntcly nalrnciilou*, that the rem- Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
1 gives Mr. Muth's views on
edy was officially proclaimed over the entire Em- F. Muth 3-2 pages.
pire. Its use became so universal that for over the management of bees. Price, lOc.
:tOOy*-arM no Ileat'neKS has existed amonff
SwarnilnB.DIv*«H"K ""«' Feeilingr Bees.—
the Clilnewe peopi*'. Sent, chnrges prepaid, to
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
any address at f "i per bottle.
Ch.

:

::ti

1

i .i

cents.

Bees

In

Winter,

witli

Chatf- Packing. Cellars and
G. Newman. Price 5c.

It has performed a miracle In ray case.
I have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear
mucli belter.
1 have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

unquestionable and its curative chauacteh a hsoi.ute. as the whitek can
peltsonallv testify. both pkom expehiexce
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Havluck
&JENNEV,7I>ey Street, New York, enclosing l^i.

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative eifects will bei>ermanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Heview.
(I^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Lettfr.

Instructions

about

Bee Houses, by Thomas

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

— No book could be
It

has

8.i

engravings

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table -if doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 25c.

Chicken Cholera,
its

cause,

by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and

cure.

Price.

HHc.

Moore's Unlverital Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains <Jver !,(_>tK),<HMi Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes,

Trade Se-

crets, I^egal Items. Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives -JoO-Oix) items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Ensineers, Machinists. Millers, Black-

Only Imported by

smiths, Founders, Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Stejiui t'ittera, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood W<prker8 of every kind.
The work contains i,oiu niiges, is a veritable
Treasurv of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weiubt in gold to any Mechnnic. Business Man, or

20W y

Farmer.

;

lb. F.

in

;

is

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
COMB FOUNBATION-^Oc.
DUNHAM
(Late Havlock & Co.)
per pound extra thin and bright, lo sq. ft. to
Ihe lb. 4He. Send for samples. Wax worked luc. Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
per

cloth, 7iic.;

In

postpaid.

by Thomas G. Newman, In
the GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers,
Ki cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Bzlerxon Theory j— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. IS c.

Oil

"Its virtues are

Muth's Honey Extractor,

#2.

Bleuen Kultnr.

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Untested Italian Queens;

Price,

:

.»

SALE— 201^

Honey Bee

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 'S'iic.
Bees »nd Money, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
tinies." including all the various improvements
and Inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey.'*
etc. It contains itio paues, and is profusely illus-

:

Queens and Bees

»1.00,

I^unirstroth on the Hive nnd
This is a standard scientific work.

York.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

Mortonsville.

36wtf

CO.,

New

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

orders.

My

2958.

111.

200 NUCLEI.
Having tilled all ray
Queens by return mail.

Box

NEWMAN,

Queens.

Italian

:ie.

ME\DK1^SS01IN PIANO

21smlv

Street, Chicago,

K.InK*'* Bee-Keepern* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to

the present time.

.'>

EARS
Bright

ILL.

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
'I'he book is a masterly prtjductlon, and one that no
hee-Ueeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, ]tt>1.25 ; paper*cover, »1,

will

aid the inventor of

and handsomer

CHICAGO.

i

improved bee smokers— net the beet, that
never ko out— always
please— never is cumphilned of— the standworld

Street.

Bee-K.eeper*s Oulde or, Cook*8 AKanual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

Bingham

nal Patent

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

I

Price, postage paid,

S3, 50.

—
.^.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

III.,

October

Published every Wedneaday by

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Kditou and Phqprietou,

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

At 90.00 a Year.

In

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

t^

Any person sending o club of six is entitled
to an extrii copy (like the club) Bent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
GeoFKe Neighbour A Sons, London, Ensland, are
our authorized aRents for Europe.

Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
Enttred at Chicago post

office

a$ second class niatter.

No. 42.

18, 1882.

Enthusiasts.— Tlie Cincinnati, O.,
Daily Gazette, speaking of tlie National Convention of Bee-Keepers,
" It
lately held in that city, says
would be difficult to find a body of men
more enthusiastic than the North
American Bee- Keepers' Society, as it
assembled in Washington Park Hall,
at 9 o'clock, yesterday morning, for
the closing exercises of the Convention

i^Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Collins, of
Houston, Texas, made us a pleasant
visit on Saturday last.
Mr. Collins
says he is so much engaged with his
manufacturing business that he can
now pay but little attention to his
bees. He has about 100 colonies, but
his brother is taking care of

Mr. Collins
bees and regrets

him.

them

for

an enthusiast on
his inability to be

is

:

with them more.

^- Mr. W.

F. Clarke, late editor of
gone to Winnipeg,
Manitoba, to take editorial charge of
the Wivni]}eg Sun. He thus wrote to
us concerning his leaving his former
of 1882. So enthusiastic were they,
home at Listowel, Ontario
indeed, that when a vote upon the
My friends in Listowel gave me a
subject was taken, it was unanimously
good send-oS. A surprise party headdecided not to adjourn for dinner, but ed by the Mayor, visited me the night
to take a recess of ten minutes only." before my departure and presented
If they suffer with dyspepsia hereafter, me with a farewell address, and a
beautiful gold hunting - case Elgin
they should charge it to enthusiasm
watch, engraved on one side, '' PreTen minutes for dinner is worse than sented to W. F. Clarke, by his Listothe railroads treat their passengers. well friends, on his departure for
Let us have more time and less enthu- Winnipeg, Sept. 25, 1882," and on the
other, with the letters, W. F. C, in
siasm hereafter. The Gazette then gets large and handsome monogram.
"
That the
enthusiastic and says
growth of bee-culture has been enor1^" We learn, with regret, that Mr.
mous is shown by the fact that in 1870 Frank Benton, who is now in Beyrout,
barely $1,000,000 was invested in the
Syria, has been quite sick during the
pursuit, while in 1S79 the profits were
past summer, and has been unable to
estimated at $16,000,000 in the United
rear as many queens as he anticipated,
States alone."
on account of the extremely unfavorable weather.
^" We had a call from Mrs. A. J.
^" Mr. James Heddon's essay for
West, of Paxton, Ford Co., 111., on
Friday last. She is intelligent and the National Convention was lost in
very lady-like, and says Mr. West the mails. This explanation is due to
started in the spring with 9 colonies, him, as it was not there produced.
this

paper, has

:
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which gave an average increase of 3
1^ As the time for the usual
swarms. From 1 colony he has taken
241 pounds of honey, and it has enough winter rush of correspondence is nearThe total product of ing, let us try to impress on our corleft for winter.
the 9 colonies, spring count, has been respondents the necessity of being
over 1,400 pounds. The season has careful when writing to this office. If
been very favorable and, with Mr. they live near one postoffice and get
West, bee culture has met with its full their mail at another, be sure to give
the address we have on our list.
reward.

:

:
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as follows regarding sweet clover as a
honey-producing plant

Another Bee Paper Dead.

The Bee-Keepers'

Instructor,

pub-

We

have received, concerning the
nielilot, two communications,
which confirm all we have said about;
Mr. H. is deit these few years past.

lished at Somerset, Ky., for September is just received, and the editor,

Mr. W. Tliomas, announces that it is
not paying him, and will not be continued any longer. This is the second
that has died within 6 months.
A year or two ago, there was a regular mania for starting bee-papers, and
as a result several of the weakest are
now dead, and some others are quite
weak, and one at least has not yet

white

MISCELLANEOUS.

:

;

;

;

or later "

inevitable,"

and

succumb

to the

die.

Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

i^Eenewals may be made

;

he has 8 acres of

it,

:

Mr. Meyer, the venerable curate of
Dingsheini, writes to us from Jerusa-

:

must sooner

it

and his estimate is that during the
whole of every day three or four coloApiculture in Palestine.— The Bie- nies are gathering from this field. I
nen Zeucliter, of Alsace-Lorrain, gives was there in the evening, and they
the following from Jerusalem, which were still buzzing. Plant with it all
the land you can.
will also interest our readers

lem, May 19th " Apiculture is much
The neglected in this country. Bees which
issued a number for September.
do not live wild are kept in tubes of
editor of the Instructor says
baked earth, 16 to 18 inches long, 8
With this issue the Instructor closes inches in diameter, and closed at one
Wlien a swarrh has been lodged
its existence, and hereafter will be end.
numbered with the things that were. in one of these, the otlier end is closed
anthis
to
make
with a wooden lid provided with an
We much regret
nouncement, and know there are opening to let the bees in or out. The
others who will regret it also for dur- hive thus fitted up is set up under
ing its existence the Instructor has some poor shed. When August comes
made many warm friends who will and the honey is wanted, the poor bees
miss its accustomed monthly visits. are smoked and smothered. An Arab
We find, however, that it is not paying offered to sell me his hives at 4 francs
us— and has not during the two years each. The f.-ilherof the congregation
we have liad control of it— for the of Notre Dame de Sion will deem it a
time, labor and money expended uiton duly and a pleasure to make Alsacian
We are now, as we always have hives. In August, when the poor bees
it.
been, publishing it in connection with will be suffocated, he will buy combs
a weekly paper, and find that, owing to house swarms in movable-frame
to the pressure of other duties, we hives. Thanks for Bastian's Manual,
cannot continue its publication with- which I brought with me, we will inout increasing our office force— some- troduce here a sensible way to keep
thing we do not feel justified in doing. bees upon the more progressive phm.
During the time it has been in our and thanks to the intervention of Mr.
charge we have lost no opportunity of Zwelling. thousands of bees will hereimproving it whenever it could be after be saved from the sad end which
done, and think that in quality of con- awaited them. I forward with this a
tents, typographical appearance, and few of our Palestine bees they look
general '^ make-up," it will now com- very much like the Italian, but are
pare favorably with any of the other longer in the waist. I admire their
bee publications. Our support, how- industry— always at work from 4 in
ever, has not kept pace with the im- the morning till 7 at night."
provements, and will'not warrant us
in continuing it at its present standThe Honey Harvest of Switzerland.—
ard so ra her, than issue a second or
third rate publication, we prefer to From the August number of the Biddrop it altogether.
letin of Apiculture for Italian-SwitzerUnfilled subscriptions will be filled land, we extract the following

by the Bee-keepers' Guide.
The Instructor was a good paper,
well worth double its subscription
price, and had it been published at
that figure, would probably have
Any paper
much longer.
lived
published for less than a paying price,

lighted with

The first honey crop in Switzerland
was generally weak, except in a few
but the second,
has been everywhere almost or
Thus, in our
altogether nothing.
apiary at Gryon, which had given us
have not been
we
5-50 kilog. last year,
able to procure more than about 40
kilog. Mr. J. Jeker, at Sabingen,
fares still worse, for his colonies have
not only yielded nothing, but he will
have to give them from 200 to 300 lbs.
of sugar. From Friburg the reports
are lamentable. Mr. B. De Vevey
writes that in July colonies have
starved to death, and that he and his
neighbors can only keep theirs by
feeding them largely. For many years
we have not had a season like this.
Our three apiaries, which last year
gave us nearly 3,000 pounds, will not
yield this present year more than 1,200,
from about an equal number of colo-

localities of the plain,

alas

1

Fraudulent Uses for (Jlncose.- Mr.
L. D. Younkin. in the West Branch,
Iowa, Record, gives the following on
glucose
:

A

solution of glucose is often mixed
with honey and sold as honey. Those
buying honey that lias been shipped
from the East are often deceived by
this adulteration. The principal gain
is to the man who sells his glucose
water for 15 or 20 or 25 cents per

Pure, honey will become
pound.
candied if let stand for a time, and
when you see a bit of lioney comb
svvimniing about in a liquid syrup of
brownish color, be not deceived, for it
is likely to be glucose water with a
little honey in it.'
Glucose "is also used extensively in
the manufacture of candy. Excepting
in liquors and beverages, there is no
worse and more objectionable article
made from it not because of the glucose that is in it, but other stuffs,
;

some of which in larger quantities
would be poisonous. Candies are very
much adulterated and should be eaten
Glucose is used in the
manufacture of beer. This requires
one third less barley. It is used in
whisky, brandy and many wines. A
little rain water sweetened with brown
sugar (glucose), to which is added a
sparingly.

third or equal quantity of alcohol,
makes a coarse article of '^'rot-gut"

whisky. Glucose is used in the manufacture of the these liquors because it
is clieap and the process is rapid compared with the old way, and then because glucose will ferment, pure sugar
will not.
All of these liquors thus make are
very inferior articles. It is this that

has been so much condemned as the
adulteration of liquors.
From the fact that glucose ferments
not, brown sugar (glucose) should not be used in preserving
or canning fruits, yet this difliculty
cannot always be obviated, for pure
sugar is turned to glucose when boiled
with any acidulous fruit and is then
liable to ferment.

and sugar does

The Ladles' Floral Cabinet, New
York ($1.25 i>er annum), inits October
issue presents some choice reading for
lovers of flowers. The literary and
household departments have fresh and
bright, as well as useful articles.

at any
i^Postage stamps, of one, two or
papers are stopped at nies, and we class ourselves among three cent denomination, accepted for
fortunate.
the
more
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
the expiration of the time paid for,
Mons. Bertrand, the editor, remarks is preferred.
unless requested to be continued.

time

;

but

all

—
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more during a large
portion of our winters than many beekeepers suppose. On account of tlie
benefit of these flights, of pure aii-,
the warmth and life-giving elements
of the sun's rays during winter, and
the fact that packing is of great beneflt during the early working days of
For the American Bee Journal.
spring, 1 favor tlie out-door packing
Wintering Bees Successfully.
system of wintering.
The chaff-hive has a good winter
JAMES HEDDON.
record, but I have found that to get
this record, it is not necessary to use
Mr. Editor— In order to reply to hives that one cannot alone handle to
a larger number of letters than lam advantage, and tliathe must lift every
able to answer privately, allow me to upper frame out, one at a time, in
add still another paper to the great order to get at one of the lower
nnmber already written by myself and' frames.
I have further learned that where
others npon tliis subject.
I
think .that nearly all will agree, only eight Langstroth frames are used
that aside from the disease known as instead of ten, such a hive is, not
"dysentery," " bee cholora,"' " diar- only the best for the storing of surrluea,'" etc.
have little to fear in plus honey in summer, but that the
regard to successfully wintering our winter stores it contains, will be much
bees.
more accessible to the cluster of bees
A knowledge of the cause of that during protracted periods of cold. In
disease or ailment, as any and all may this locality, we do not in any fall, find
clioose to call it, would be of great one colony in 2.5 short of winter stores,
aid in pointing out the cure, and with or find those stores in a false position
that fact in view many of us have in the hive. If we find any short of
us, bees often fly

We
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we
we

place one case, empty. This case
lill witli chaff, or what is just as
good, planer
shavings, or
forest
leaves. It is hard to lind an apiary,
where one of these heat-.saving absorbents are not abundant.
Now
place on the cover, E, with four
shingle nails under each corner of it.
The space thus created, is large
enough to let out all moisture and not
let in mice.
Now, we have packed the top of our
shallow hive, and given it all the outlet for dampness needed. Now by the
aid of Fig. L>, we will describe how we
protect the sides? in the simplest and
cheapest manner. A, shows the end
of the permanent bottom board to t!ie
hive. F, the stand the hive sets in.
D, the case as filled, as al)ove described.
11, our summer shade board.
I, tlie winter bridge composed of 4
pieces, 1 piece 11 J| inches long (the
inside width of the hive) by 3x%, and
tlie others llj^x4x%, and the
side
pieces, each, JI-xJ-^xO. Now, let us
proceed to push this bridge in its position, the points into the entrance, the
piece marked I, outside for an alighting board, and the other piece, form-

Pig.

1.

thrown upon the eyes and ears of the stores it takes only 24 hours time to ing the bridge, to keep the packing
apicultural world, theories and hy- give them 2.5 pounds of liquid feed, out of the bee's passage-way. G, is
potheses, some of them seeming to through our feeders, and they will put a rim made of rough lumber, being
bear very close relation to all the it in a proper position in the liive.
effects connected with the death of
Now supposing that the hive is all
our bees. Yet none are satisfied of in suitable condition in the breeding
the true cause, and hence none have apartment, we proceed as follows
mapped out any practical, sure preFig. 1, represents my modification
ventative.
of the 8 frame Langstroth hive, with
Of the 14 years that 1 have win- one of the tiering cases shown. This
tered bees, with all sorts of results
case, D, being made to hold 28 434x41^
my colonies numbering from SS to 500 xlp^ sections, without tin separators,
—-iiot one winter has passed, without or 24 4t4x4t4x2 sections with separaa series of experiments and observa- tors, is just 4% inches deep. This
tions. I now fully believe, that I can depth I believe to be more than ample
winter colonies of bees with as much for top packing. The honey board,
certainty as I can a horge or a cow. C, is composed of a narrow outside
I'.ut before any may take too much frame, witli 9 slats running from end
courage from the above statement, I to end, and the side and end pieces
wish to say that in my opinion tlie ex- (outside) and .S cross pieces, are H inch
penditure of time and money is higher than tlie slats, thus making a
greater than the risk we run, when % sink in the 4 centers of the board.
our bees are prepared in the cheap and It is turned over for winter (thus
practical manner, I am about to des- creating a space of
over the tops of
cribe.
the frames), enabling tlie bees to betThe best methods of out-door and ter pass over the frames of comb, to
in-door protection have many advant- get at plenty of honey at all times.
. ages peculiar to themselves.
In this
Over this honey board, or rack, we
latitude 42^, and South and West of spread a piece of burlap, and on this
:

%

8 or 10 inches larger, inside measure,
than the hive is, outside measure, thus
giving 3, 4 or 5 inches of space on all
sides, to fill with packing.
Sawdust
preferred by me, and sawdust fresh
from green logs does well, and soon
6,

dries out.

You will see by the engraving that
the sides and back end are wider than
the front, and they may be enough
wider to come down to the ground, or
no farther than shown in the engraving, as may be preferred. The hive
being ten inches deep, the front end
of our rim is represented as being
about 12 inches, and the sides and
back pieces about sixteen inches wide
any old "cull" lumber will do for
this rim. When we use them as shown
in the engraving, we fill in the dust
till it banks up on the ground, and
tlius stops running down, and soon
We press it snugly and fill
tills up.
up to the top of the rim, and the
dotted line shown about two-thirds
of the way up the case; this line be;
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ing about 2 inches higher than the
top of the rim. In a windy situation
1 would advise Laving the rim made
wide enongli to come to the ground
at sides and bacli end here we do not
need it, as we have but little wind
within our 8 feet board fence, and
saw dust is plenty. Straw, chaff and
leaves or almost any thing can be
used to pack with.
Now adjust the shade board, H, as
shown in the engraving, to keep the
snow and rain from the packing.
This board is 2x3 feet, and any moisture that drives into the top of the
saw dust will dry ^ut before it gets
one inch deep no dampness will arise
2 inches above the ground. I place a
15 lb. stone on the board to hold it
there this stone I use both in winter
;

he had some bees, but knew nothing
about the business, having never read
any works on the subject, I loaned
him one volume of tho American

Bee Journal besides telling him as
best 1 could, how to proceed. Several
times since Dr. Drane and I have
" given him lessons "and prevailed on
him to subscribe for the Bee JourDr. Drane and I sold him some
Italian queens to start with and now

nal.
I

have paid him a

visit.

On

entering

his apiary I was so completely " taken
in " that I have hardly gotten over it
Such an apiary in so short j>
yet.
time, and that too by a novice. He
has 40 colonies, all in tip top condition;
;
everything as neat as a pin the best
of hives, well painted, and no two
hardly of one color. Bees were storand summer, and it is clean and con- ing honey in boxes on every hive, in
venient to handle. We open our bees good style. He has the prettiest apiary
but very little between the time of I have yet seen. In a few years you
;

;

and unpacking late
in the spring, and when we are warned
by outside appearances that something
is wrong within, we take a bushel
basket, and take out the sawdust at
the top till we are below the top of tlie
brood-chamber; by lifting the honey
board or rack, the whole upper part is
removed at once, and our bees examined, and aided, if any help is
needed, and all replaced in a moment.
You will see that though we accomplish a most thorough system of winter protection against cold and dampness, we do it, with the extra use of
packing

in the fall

piece of cloth, the little bridge
15 or 16 feet of rough lumber
in tlie rim, G.
Since I have been a bee-keeper, 1
have wintered bees in the following
different ways, on quite an extensive
let alone, outin the cellar
scale
doors ; put in clamps, above the surface level; in house apiary, with several modifications in three different
double-walled houses ; packed in horse
manure flown in cold frames ; fed
with sugar, and almost every experiment, I could hear or think of and
my present opinion is that whatever,
the cause of this dysentery may be,
its influences against us are much
lessened by the system of protection
in winter and spring, described in the
foregoing. I feel that chances of any
serious loss in winter, are now drawn
to such a limit, that no further guard
against it, pays its cost. I have tried
to give such lucid description of the
above method as would enable those
who use a different style of hive, to
make such slight variations as are
needed to adapt the principles to it.
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept. 22, 1882.

only

1

and the

;

:

;

;

;

large, and in many cases the
surviving bees were much exhausted,
in fact their general condition was not
as good as that of the bees which Mr.
Newman sent me last year, although
in the present case the bees were immured for 35 or 36 days only, and in
the former for 42 days. I attribute
the difference in condition to the entrance having been closed, whereby
the portico of the Langstroth hive
was not made available as a promenade for the inhabitants. Immediately the bees were allowed to fly they
exuded their feces, plentifully spotting
the entrance. This did not occur last
year, when, during a longer term of
incarceration, the condition of the
surviving bees were far better, and
there was no visible dropping of feces
on the first flight. Then the bees had
access to the portico, covered by wire

was very

cloth.

him away up among the most

will find

progressive bee-keepers of the age.
That visit richly paid me; where
shall I go next ? 1 believe many beekeepers could not spend a few days, or
dollars, better than in visiting each
other every visit will learn us something useful, and then it is a real
pleasure besides.
Now a few words concerning my
own prospects, I have moved from
town, four miles in the country, and
taken in, as a partner, Mr. M. B.
Moody, who knows but little about
bees, but lie owns nearly a thousand
acres of Hne land, mostly well set in
pastures, and we are going to plant for
honey on a large scale. Besides, we
are in tlie small-fruit and gardening
business and such another home-made
location for bees and honey will be
hard to find in this country with no
other bees near, we shall be able to
We want no
keep our bees pure.
Cyprians give us pure Italian bees,
plenty of figwort, motherwort, catnip
and melilot, and a good season, and
we will risk tlie rest, for a big report.
But, Mr. Editor, don't ask me for a
;

I

won

the toss for

first

choice, in

was guided by the manager
of the Italian Bee Co., Mr. Abram,
which

I

an expert holding excellent credentials

from Datheand other celebrated German bee-men. For 1st, 3d and 5th
selected respectfully Nos. 2,
my friend Nos. 3, 4 and 6.
The exhausted condition of the bees
was so much against their building
up into good colonies that I united my
three with three black colonies, so far
successfully.
All the larvae packed in the nuclei
bad not hatched ont. There were no
signs of their having been killed, but
there were signs of foul brood.
These particulars may be useful to
those having to send bees long distances.
Sydney, Australia, Sept. 1. 1882.

choice
1

and

I

5,

and

;

[Mr. A. H. Newman informs us that
the nuclei were prepared by putting
a partition, or division board, in the
center each of three 10-frame Langstroth hives ; the entrances were enventilareport, this year. I tell you what I tirely closed, but a thorough
have got " to get :"two barrels of cof- tion was provided, by tacking wire
fee
sugar, to winter our bees on. cloth over the entire hive ; following
That's my report.
this were three wooden strips nailed
Eminence, Ky., Oct. 1, 1882.
crosswise over the top of the hive,
;

A
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Staippiug liees .to Australia.
S.

which left about one-half of its upper
surface comparatively open ; a cotton
cloth, doubled several thicknesses, was
then wet and tucked under one of the

MAC DONNELL.

wooden

cross

strips.

Instructions

On 22d of July Mr. Alfred H. New- were tacked on each hive to wet this
man of your city, shipped to me, via cloth frequently on the trip. ProbaSan Francisco, an assortment

of six

bly too much water was used in this
or the brood may have been
operation,
For tlie American Bee Journal.
homebred American Ital- chilled, and the bees being constiuitly
No. 1
ian.
bee-Keepers Yislting One Another.
in confinement, could not remove it,
No. 2 and 3. Prize queens.
Syrian queen mated with but left it to putrefy in the cells.
No. 4.
W. T. STEWART.
an Italian drone.
For extended journeys, a chamber
No. 5 and 6. Imported Italians.
above is preferable, which gives the
Messrs. Jones, Clark, Demaree and
The bees arrived on 25th ultimo by
others have given accounts of their
from the
" Lealandia," and no time bees an opportunity to escape
visits, among other bee-keepers, which the steamer
the
AVith
accident.
of
case
in
combs
givpossession
and
getting
have been very interesting, and now was lost in
1 ordered this assortportico covered with wire cloth and
I too have been on a visit to see a ing them a fly.
ment on joint account with a friend the entrance left open, the queen and
brother bee-keeper and will report.
pleased on inTwo years ago Mr. G. W. Kiii>,'ht,of and we were botli much
liable to
queens were most of the bees are very
Ballardsville, Ky., came to me asking spection to find that the
the brood chamber, when unscientifically, saying all alive. Tbe quantity of dead beea desert

queens, in four-frame nuclei.
queens were described as follows
.

A

A

bow

to

keep bees

The

:

••
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duly excited, and clusterin the portico,
wliere they soon chill upon attempting to re-enter the hive, the entrance
quickly becomes obstructed and tlie
bees outside perish from starvation or
other cause.— Ed.]
;
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Bee and Honey Show at
E. T.

St. Louis.

FLANAGAN.

great St. Louis Fair has just
and was a grand success.
There were over 25,000 persons on the

The

closed,

grounds on Thursday, and
'

it

seemed

they all visited the " Honey and
Bee " department. Hundreds told me
they came to the fair only to see the
bees and honey, and learn something
in regard to modern, progressive beekeeping. The interest manifested was
unprecedented, and was unabated
from the openmg, on Monday morning, till the close, on Saturday evenas

if

Bee-Keepers from all parts of
the country were there, all inquiring
about the improved methods of manipulating the hive, making and using
comb foundation, sections, etc., the
relative value of the new races of bees
now being introduced, etc.
I took down the names of over 550
bona fide bee-keepers, and a great
many promised to take the Bee Journal at the beginning of the year but
few of our prominent bee men were
on the grounds as they were all probably at the Cincinnati Convention. I
ing.

weak and drew heavily on the colonies a piece in the hive with the dead
to build them up. I offset them in queen. After two or three hours, tlie
the count against the colony I sold, comb from nucleus with queen and
and therefore Citll spring count 5 colo- bees were put in the hive and "everynies which would give me a yield of tiiing went merry as a marriage bell."
honey for each (spring count). 160 lbs. No disturbance among the bees and
comb honey or S40 each, besides the the queen went right along as though
she had always been there. Now if
increase of colonies.
bees go entirely by scent, why not
I use the 2- story Langstroth hive. I
when
the
dividmake the queen and bees smell like
put the top stories on
ing was done and the bees were all onions, and put them in without any
equalized, and each was full below. cage V Will any one tell us if they
Then I put on tlie upper stories and have tried this V Why did the queen
raise to the upper story one-half of and bees die that were caged on a
the frames from below, and put in comb where they could get honey and
frames above and below, empty should have lived a long time, even if
frames alternating with full ones. the bees did not liberate them V We
This started the bees with a boom have had a very poor season for bees
scarcely any surplus
above as well as below. In ten days about here
I returned the old frames to their honey, but they have a plenty for winplaces below, and pat the new combs ter.
Penfield, N. Y., Oct. 6, 1882.
all above,
I never saw bees work
faster than they did to linish up the
[They
were evidently exhausted or
combs above, IJut I found that the
queens would work both above and fatally injured by the journey in some
below, and I was troubled till Septem- way.— Ed.]
ber by brood in many of the combs
above, that I designed for surplus;

;

ance.

Mr. Armstrong, of Jerseyville, and
Mr. Barber, of Bloomington, 111., had
exceptionally fine displays of honey,
and the former obtained a full share
of first premiums, and deservedly, too,
as his display would be hard to excel.
The Fair managment were pleased
with the display, and seem disposed
to deal more liberally in the future
with the bee-keeping fraternity, and
I am sure they can afford to do so, as
it will do much to develop a growmg
industry, for which Missouri is well
adapted, but in which, at tlie last and
greatest fair ever held, and which is
really a National institution, she had
not an entry, and her sister State of
Illinois carried off all the premiums.
Belleville, 111., Oct. 9, 1882.
For the American Bee JournaL

How

I

Managed my Bees.
D.

HIGBEE.

The season of 1882 is over, so far as
the labors of the little busy bee are
concerned. To me, the year has been
satisfactory, though I am only engaged
with bees in a small way.
I started in the spring of 1882 with
5 hybrid-Italian colonies and two
nuclei. I sold one colony in July for
$10. and increased to 17, and took over

For the American Bee Journal.

causing some of the combs when tilled,
to be dark and unsalable. I used a

Bee-Keepiug

lu

Utah.

few2-lb. sections; these generally were

foundation and were free from brood
but not uniform in shape.
This is comparatively a new business to me. If any one will tell me
how,witli the Langstroth hive, to still
get the same quantity of honey but in
better shape for market, and the quality to be of the tirst grade, they will
help me out of my difficulty. Perhaps
I will
I should have used separators.
never be satisfied until my lioney shall
heard Judge Andrews, of Texas, was be both in shape and quality first class,
present on Monday, but, unfortu- and if possible a large yield.
nately, I did not make his acquaintAvoca, Iowa, Oct. 10, 1882.
;
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JOHN DUNN.
I like the Bee Journal very much,
It is of much lieneHt to me. I have
bees this year, up to
taken from

my

the present date, 30 gallons of extracted honey (we don't go much on
comb honey), and still the bees are at
work every day it does not storm ; we
have had a few cold storms that has
kept them in. The mountains are
dressed now with part of their winter
covering; the leaves are turning yellow and red, and are beautiful to look
upon, if we are only prepared for the
cold embrace of "King Jack." I find
For the American Bee JoumaU
quite a lot of young brood in all 7
hives, and am only able to take off
Use of Onions when Uniting Bees.
one top box. I liad only .S hives with
them on the ot er 2 I was not able
PROF. S. J. ROBBINS.
to take off, for wlien I took the frames
I
am exceedingly interested in of filled honey, in them, the bees
letters published asking and giving would cluster on the sides of the box,
information; oftentimes the very ques- so that I gave tliem some empty
tions answered are tlie ones I would frames to cluster upon and will let
ask. Last year, in reading some of them rest until I prepare them finally
the discussions at Beekeepers' Con- for winter. There is a plenty of surventions, (I do not remember which plus hcmev left in the hives to last
one) one gentleman said, in uniting them for "the winter. I have taken
bees, lie took slices of raw onions and more honey fnmi one hive top in one
put in the colonies to be united, the week than some of the bee men have
night before, and tlie next morning taken for a whole year. I intend to
The bees all give it more of my time, so that I can
put them together.
smelling of onions, there was no fight- get more honev than I have done even
ing. I have done this repeatedly with this year, if I should not lose all, as I
the best of success and I desire to did last winter. The bees are now in
thank the gentleman, although I don't better condition, and they are better
remember his name, for it has been bees. Italians have proven themworth much to me. Last month I re- selves to be the best, and I have given
ceived two beautiful dollar queens to tiee men here maiiv (pieeiis, when I
from Kentucky. After receiving them should have been looking after honey,
I put them into Peet combination but I am satisfied that I have done
cages and having secured two black my own share of improving my neigh;

queens I phu'e<l a caged Italian in
After two
each queenless colony.
days I examined and found one of the
queens liberated and all right the
other I found in tlie cage dead also
the bees that came with her. There
800 lbs. of comb lioney. The most of had been no effort to liberate her. We
which has been sold at 2.5 cents per had a small nucleus in the yard, and
pound at horiie. The nuclei were very Mrs. It. put a piece of onion in it and
;

;

bor's

stock,

and would have been

pleased if I had been able to have
done more. I have found 2 fertile
queens in one hive, apparently at
home, for wfien I undertook to take
one out, I had to cage quite a number
of bees with her, and they fed her before they could be forced to leave her.
Toole, Utah, Oct. 3, 1882.

:

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1882.

18,

A

oj Meeting.

Oct. 18, 19— Northwestern, atChicago. III.
O. C. CoflBnberry, Sec, Chicago,

111.

19— Southern California, at Los Angeles.
J. E. Pleasiints, Pree., Anaheim, Cal.

21— Northern Ohio,
S. F.

at Norwalk. O.

Newman,

Sec.,

Norwalk, O.

Nov. 1— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Uusbrouck, Sec. Bound Brook, N. J.
3.— Iowa Central, atWinterset. Iowa,
Henry Wallace. Sec.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinus.—BD.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.
The 13th Annual meeting of tlie
North American Bee-keepers' Society,
met

Dr. O. M. Blanton, of Greenville,
Miss., reported great success of the
Mississippi bee-keepers. One had 3,745 pounds of comb honey and 1,500
pounds of extracted honey. He liimself had 256 colonies of bees, and had
23,000 pounds of extracted honey, besides some 600 pounds of comb honey.
gentleman living across the river
from him in Ark., had received 538
pounds of extracted honey from one
hive alone. The Doctor had observed
that his bees gathered a very good
quality of lioney from sorghum and
the tassels of Indian corn.

at Cincinnati, O., on Friday, Oct.
and was called to order at 9:30

3, 1882,

a.m., with Prof. A. J. Cooli, of the
Agricultural College of Michigan,
President of the Society, in the chair.

Mr. C. F. Mutli reported that the
he had secured this season was from Florida, and that he was
informed of an enormous yield there.
finest lioney

of

New

Tlie Vice

Presidents

follows

A. Jones said the honey crop of
Canada is not over 50 per cent, and is
dark and not up to the standard.
Many colonies will have to be fed he
had purcliased 50 barrels of granulated
:

fall.

good and

its

hibit excited

its

taste delicious.

The

ex-

much comment.

Mr. H. L. Jeffrey reported that
Conn, has about 80,000 colonies of bees,
of which 95 per cent are in box liives,
etc., and two-thirds of them have not}
honey enough for wnter.
J. A. Morton, of Maine, said that 9
of the best counties had 10,000 colonies of bees, but being kept in oldfogy style, 30 per cent died in winter.
Wm. Muth Rasmussen estimated
the average crop of honey for California from 25 to 30 lbs. per colony.
Mr. R. S. Musser reported for Missouri, that bee culture was on the increase, but he had no definite figures

Mr.C. Grimm, had reports from 25
Dr. J. E. Lay, of Texas, gave a
Wisconsin, who had
in
3,025 colonies of bees, an average graphic description of bee culture
yield of 60 lbs. of surplus per colony, the Lone Star State. During the seabeing 181,500 lbs. from them all. The son, when horsemint bloomed, his bees
Wisconsin would touch nothing else. Horsemint
increase is 80 per cent.
has 50,000 colonies of bees, but his re- never failed to bloom winter couldn't
port is only from 3,025 or one-sixteenth kill it, nothing on earth would eat it,
and the only use it could be put fo
of the whole,
to season sausage and give honey.
W. M. Vinson reported from 22 bee- was
began with 15 colonies and inHe
men of Dakota, only a half crop creased
to 55, and had secured 300
pounds
of
267 colonies gave only 10,982
pounds of honey from each of his
;

colonies.

Mr. Harrington, of Ohio, said he
had heard so much about Texas that
he intended to load his bees on a train,
snap his fingers at the Northern blizzard, and winter in the Lone Star
State.

After the laughter had subsided,
upon motion. Dr. C. C. Miller, of Illinois
Judge Andrews, of Texas, and
Mr. Poppleton, of Iowa, were appointed a Committee on Statistics, and
;

but the general yield small in all porthe convention adjourned for dinner.
reported as tions of tlie State. From 175 colonies
he had an increase of 12 swarms, and
FIKST DAY.

1).

sugar for feeding this

but that

color,

and that he
want of
consistency was
lb.,

to acc(nint for Its

bee-keepers of

the Secretary of the Society,

of

was unable

Mr. O. O. Poppleton said that he
estimated the average yield for Iowa at his command.
to be 75 lbs. per colony, and the season
Mrs. L. Harrison said the honey
had been a prosperous one for bee- crop of 111. has been the best for 12
keepers generally.
years, and is still continuing.

York, surplus.
Jonas Scholl said bees in Indiana
being
had done well for themselves, but not
absent, Mr. A. I. Root, of Medina, O.,
for their owners. Much increase but
was chosen Secretary pro tem.
not over 10 lbs. of surplus per colony.
Mr. Vandei-voot reported a very
On the front of tlie stage were arranged a number of improved imple- peculiar season in Pennsylvania. Tlie
outlook had been good, but cold
ments for bee culture, consisting of weatlier in July had done such damliives, smokers, extractors, founda- age tliat he had been compelled to feed
tion machines, and numerous samples bees to keep tliem from starving. Tlie
yield of buckwheat honey was good,
honey.
Dr. Ehrick Parniely,

there at 35 cents per

an average of .20 to 25

lbs.

of

honey

per colony.

Mr. Morehouse, of Michigan, said
bees in his section had wintered well
and the fruit bloom yield had been
immense.
He had noticed greater
production from swarms than from

AFTERNOON SESSION—
The Convention was

called to order

and after the reception of
new members, Mr. O. O. Poppleton 's
paper on Chaff Hives in Winter was
read by the President, the author,
though present, suffering from a serat 2 p.m.,

Judge Andrews reports an excellent old colonies. The average yield of ious affection of the eyes. [This essay
crop from Texas. He has 125 per cent honey was about 40 pounds per hive.
may be found on page 629 of the Bee
of an increase, and an average of 100
Mr. E. T. Lewis, of Toledo, reported Journal for Oct. 4.— Ed.]
lbs. of honey per colony.
a very extraordinary yield in SouthMr. Christopher Grimm favors celDr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo, 111., eastern Micliigan and Northeastern
lar wintering. He prepares his bees
started, last spring, with 174 colonies, Ohio.
early, and they need no care afterincreased to 202, and obtained 15,000
The President had found the in- ward uses sub-earth ventilation has
lbs. of comb lioney in 1 lb. sections.
crease of bees in Central Michigan to hives open full size of entrance, and
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, placed the be about 150 per cent, and the surplus one-quarter inch at top, full width of
lioney crop of Georgia at about 26 lbs. honey at about 80 pounds per colony.
hive. Cellars will not get too warm,
to the colony. One colony yielded 350
Mr. J. M. Hicks, of Indiana, re- if too many bees are not put in.
lbs. of extracted lioney.
C. C. Miller has most trouble in celported that he had averaged 500 lbs.
Mr. J. C. Peden, of Kentucky, re- of honey per colony on alsike clover, lar wintering just before taking them
that
tlie
ported
prospects in liis sec- and J. C. Carroll, of Dallas County, out in spring.
tion, at the begimiiiig of tlie season Texas, through a friend, reported from
D. A. Jones explains sub-earth venwere excellent, but tlie cold and rainy one of his Cyprian colonies a yield of tilation, and says he keeps his pipes
weatlier in tlie middle of it had cut 1,000 lbs., which was declared to be
clear of cobwebs, etc., by firing a
tlie crop sliort, being only an average the largest yield ever known.
musket in at one end. The pipes are
of about 15 to 20 lbs. per colony.
Mr. F. Delia Torre, of Maryland, 100 to 150 feet long, and about 6 by 6
Mr. Wm. Williamson, of Lexing- exhibited a small bottle of colorless inches, for 100 colonies. Would by all
ton, Vice President from Kentucky, honey from his apiary near Baltimore, means use sub-earth ventilation, as it
made substantially the same report. which, he stated, was readily sold keeps bees dry.
;

;

—

—

:
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Cook strongly advocates

Prof.

cel-

lar wintering and sub-earth ventilation. The exit pipe should be only
about half the diameter of the subearth pipe.
Mr. .Jones advises one square inch
for each colony for the ventilating
tube in the cellar.
G. G. Larg» reports 10 lbs. of honey
consumed by colonies not packed in
chaff, and ili ll>s., chaff-packed, in

out-door wintering.
C. C. Miller has not had the same
experience.
Mr. Grimm uses 8-frame hives.
Mr. Jones favors chaff and cellars
combined he has swept out from 1 to
IJ^ bushels of dead bees from 150
;

colonies.

Rev. L. Johnson says dark and
light Italians are like daVk and light
men he does not think that color
;

makes anv

particular difference.

Mr. Pond, jr., of Foxboro, Mass.,
absent, his paper on Adbeing
vancing the Science of Apiculture
was read by the Secretary. [This essay may also be found on page 630.
Ed.]
.

evening session—first day.
Secretary Root read a paper on
Honey Plants and Their Culture.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga.,
then read a paper on Honey Plants of
Georgia, exhibiting specimens. He
was tendered a vote of thanks, and
requested by a unanimous vote to put
it into suitable shape for publication.
Mr. Peden, of Kentucky, at the request of the convention, made a few
extemporaneous
remarks on
the
Honey Plants of Kentucky, and was
listened to with strict attention. Mr.
D. A. Jones, of Ontario, Canada, then
read, by request, a paper on Honey
Plants of Canada.

The papers were thereupon read,
following were elected as the
and a spirited discussion on the subthe ensuing year
ject ensued.
Prof. Cook said that salicylic acid
President— D.A.Jones, Beeton, Ont.
was wonderfully potent in preventing
Secretary—A. I. Root, Mediiui, O.
fungoid growths, and mentioned the
Treas.— C. F. JMuth, Cincinnati, O. fact that a quart of mucilage will sour
Vice Presidents:— VV. S. Hart, New iu a very short time in summer, but if
a pinch of the acid be put in, it will
Smyrna, Florida.
remain unchanged for months. All
Dr.J.P.H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
agree that foul brood is a terrible
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, 111.
thing iu an apiary, and very much to
J.M.Hicks. Battle Ground, Ind.
be dreaded.
O. O. Poppleton.Williamstown, loa.
Mr. C, Grimm said that is best to
P. Scovel, Columbus, Kansas.
burn both the hives and bees, saving
Rev. L. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
only the queens.
Nearly all agree
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Da.
that if the(iueen is unaccompanied by
A. G. Mason, Maine.
workers she will not communicate the
F. Delia Torre, Reistertown, Md.
disease.
queen cannot be reared
J. T. Davis, Shelburn Falls, Mass.
in a colony that is afflicted with foul
Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich.
brood.
Dr. O. M. Blanton, Greenville, Miss.
Prof. Cook gave some instructions
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo.
concerning the disease, demonstrating
Prof. J. Hasbrouck, N. J.
how it may with certainty be invariaG. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.
bly recognized.
Dr. H. Bessie, Delaware, O.
Both of the papers that have been
J. Vandervort, Lacyville, Pa.
read suggested remedies, but Mr. J.
H. Hammond, S. C.
M. Hicks, of Indiana, stated that,
J. T. Wilson, Tenn.
acting on the principle of an ounce of
W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Texas. prevention
being worth two or three
A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt.
pounds of cure, he had for 13 years
J. L. Bowers, Va.
set out a dish containing a solution of
C. Grimm, Jefferson, Wis.
rock salt and water near his hives for
the bees to drink froiu, and that his
AFTERNOON SESSION.
apiaries had been entirely free from
The afternoon was passed by the the disease, while his neighbors sufsociety at the Exposition, where ma- fered severely.
chines for honey production were exDr. C. C. Miller, read his address on
hibited in Power Hall, comb foundation being manufactured and dis- "Comb vs. Extracted Houey,'' which
may be found on page 631, of the Bee
tributed among the spectators.
Journal for Oct. 4, and it was then
discussed as follows
EVENING SESSION.
The

officers for

:

A

In the evening the new officers took
their official positions, and Mr. A. I.
Root, of Medina, O., read a paper on
Courtesy in Journalism, deploring the
bitterness of many scientific controversies, and expressing the hope that
for the future acrimonious controversies be dispensed with, iu bee
periodicals.
resolution to that
effect was thereupon adopted.
Dr. C. C. Miller then read Mr. G.
W. Demaree's paper on Control of
Fertilization. [See page 628, for this
essay. Ed.]

SIORNING SESSION— SECOND DAY.
Assembled at 9 o'clock. President
A
Cook delivered an address on E.xperiment with bees, and the Secretary
read a paper on Methods of Obtaining
Queen Cells for Nuclei, furnished by
Mr. Paul L. Viallon, of Louisiana,
who was unable to be present. [Prof.
Cook's address may be found on page
Dr. C. C. Miller then read another
626 of the Bee Journal for October
paper by Mr. Paul L. Viallon on Ex4.-ED.]
periments in Comb Building, which
Mr. Kleinow, of Michigan, invited was published on page 627 of the Bee
the Convention to meet iiext year in Journal.
Detroit. Mr. Jones, of Canada, suggested Toronto, offering tlie additional
morning session— third day.
inducement of iu free hall. Dr. MilConvention assembled at 9 a.m.
The
ler suggested Chicago, and was also
and was called to order by President
willing to hire a hall. Mr. Shaw, of
Indiana, presented the claims of In- Jones.
A letter was read from Dr.Parmley,
dianapolis, with the unanimous re(if New York, enclosing $.50 for the
quest of the State society, who could
Langstroth, and this was
furnish free the rooms of the State Rev. L. L.
Board of Agriculture. He could do increased to over §100, by the persons
even better than his predecessors, for present.
Tlie evening meeting of the day
a lady member would arrange tor the
adjourned in the midst
free entertainment of the ladies who previous had
would attend the convention. It was of an interesting discussion on Comb
voted to hold the next annual session Building, which was resumed and
carried on for some time.
in Toronto, Canada.
President Jones announced that he
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia, desired to offer a paper on How to
then read a paper on Rearing Queens, Cure Foul Brood, and that Mr. C. F.
which will be published in a future Muth desired to read another on the

number

of the

Bee Journal.
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same

subject.

C. F.

Muth

three times as

said he could get two or
much extracted as comb

honey.

can get twice as

J. S. Hill thinks lie

much.
Dr. Miller thinks not very much
more.
G. G. Large said he could get three
times as much extracted honey as he
could of comb honey and the former
pays better at 10 cents per pound than
the comb honey does at 20 cents per
pound. From 70 colonies he obtained
6,000 pounds of extracted honey and
3,000 pounds of comb lioney. Colonies
made up from a single comb, in the
spring, gave 100 pounds of extracted
honey, besides making a full-sized
;

colony.

D. A. Jones strongly favored the
extracted honey, and said he could get
from three to live times as much as
He said he
he could of comb honey.
could make So to SI over comb honey.
comb
honey,
aggravating
to
ship
It is
but extracted honey will ship safely
anywhere.
Dr. Miller, in 1881, increased 12 colonies to 81, and obtained 1,200 pounds

comb honey.
Dr. O. M." Blanton said that the
value of the comb saved by extracting
was worthy of very careful calcula-

of

tion.

D. A. Jones said that sections that
were not square should be put on the
hives in such a manner as to be the
longest up and down it is still better
;

to reverse
sealed.

them

after they are half

:
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and industrious workers

SESSION.

President Jones described his manner of dipping, in order to obtain the
sheets of wax all of one thickness, by
using a dipping-board abont two feet
long and alike at both ends. After
dipping once, he dips it again with
the other end down, and in this way
he obtains a long sheet of even thick-

in this occupation. It is now estimated that we
have at present 250,000 bee-keepers
engaged in this branch of business in
the United States, and yet there is
(on Uncle Sam's farm) plenty of room
for as many more, yielding millions
of revenue, making ourselves more

happy and prosperous, and we should
have'the satisfaction of knowing that
ness.
we could save many million pounds
Mr. J M. Hicks, Battle Ground, of honey that is now being lost every
year, for the want of more bees to
Ind., gave the following address
:

gather the rich stores contained in
It affords me mucli pleasure, as well the bloom of Nature's fields, thereby
as satisfaction to meet with the mem- supplying our tables, as well as many
bers of this great Society, now holding of the tables of our rich cousins,
its 13th Annual Session.
We see a few across the briny deep, who are just
of those who met with us in our first beginning to realize the fact of the
organized meeting, and yet we see magnitude of this braneh of agriculwith regret some vacant seats, made ture as now carried on in the tjnited
so by the hand of death. The old vet- States.
erans in apiculture, Quinby, Hamlin,
In this, as well as many other counOtis, and also more recently the la- tries, bees seem to be stirring up quite
mented A. F. Moon, all of whom were a lively iiiterest, causing the people
members of this Society, actively en- to meet in State and National bee
gaged and much interested in the sci- meetings in almost every part of the
ence of apiculture.
civilized world, in order to advise,
Time will not permit me to go into counsel and plan fOr more successful
detail concerning all the good and methods in the management of the
noble traits of character of those who honey bee, for the good of man.
once met and occupied their seats with
us and took part in the free discussions
Mr. .T. S. Terrill, of Ridgeville, O.,
of this Society, composed as it was for explained how he obtained the statisyears of some of the brightest intel- tics of his County He mailed letters,
lects of the North American conti- each containing a postal card addressnent. Here it is that we have a free ed to himself, to every postmaster in
discussion of all important questions, the county, and requested him to
as well as an interchange of views, write on it the names of all the beethoughts and best plans tor the proper keepers getting their mail at his
management of our little pets, the office, and mail the card back to him.
bees yet we often find ourselves differ- Now, by mailing similar cards to all
ing in some of the appliances to be the bee men, with a printed request
used. But one universal opinion pre- and blanks to fill out, he obtained
vails among all practical bee-keepers, nearly a fuil report of all the bees in
that is, all who can expect to succeed, his county, as well as of the honey
must adopt and use a good movable produced. This list of names he says
frame hive one in which bees can be is worth all it has cost him, and may
easily handled, causing as little irrita- be used to advantage for calling contion as possible to the bees.
ventions, or any other purpose for
We shall not discuss the merits or which it may be desired, pertaining to
demerits of any particular hive, well beekeeping.
knowing this is not the proper place.
The committee on exhibits then
:

;

—

We now

come

to the

subject that

Texas.

The committee on statistics submitted the following report from 53 of tlie
members present, a recapitulation of
which is as follows
:

Total No. of colonies last

Average No.

3,4S9

fall

of colonies to each

member
66
Colonies lost in winter
66
Colonies lost in spring
144
Colonies beginning the season
3.087
Colonies devoted to other purposes than honey
636
Colonies at present working
4,748
Production—
comb honey
Average for each owner
Average for each colony
Total extracted honey
Average for each owner
Average for each colony
Total

.'

Pounds.
47,451

895
15i
99,808
1,883

32*

Total production both kinds. .147.259
Average per owner
2,778
Average per colony
48

The Convention then passed resolutions of thanks to the proprietors of
the hall for its free use. and to Mr. C.
F. Muth, for his great kindness in entertainment. Also to the Railroads,
the exhibitors, and to the retiring
president. Prof, A. J. Cook, for the
faithful dischai'ge of the many duties
devolving upon him, during the past
year.

The Convention adjourned

to

meet

in Toronto, Canada, next October.

^"The

Union Bee-Keepers' AssoMaryland, Virginia and
West Virginia, will meet at Ilagerstown, in the room of the County Commissioners, at the Court House, on
made its report
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1882, at 1 o'clock,
The most important of these exhibits p. m., the session to last two days.
were the honey extractor of Mr. C. F. The Washington County Fair will
Muth, and the comb foundation ma- then be in progress, which will give
chines of Messrs. Vandervort, A. I. persons an opportunity to attend the
Root, Wm. C. Pelham and C. C. Van exhibition. All persons intending to
will please drop me a card, so that
Deusen the honey knives of Messrs.
Bingham & Hetherington, and Jones; fpmay secure for them half-fare rates.
J. Luther Bowers, <Sec.
the smokers of Messrs. A. I. Root,

should interest all who attempt to
keep bees for protit that of houeygatiiering and the proper management
of bees, tor breeding queens of undoubted purity. It is a well known
fact, that pasturage has a great deal
to do with the success of an apiary.
All of these lessons are of vast importance to the bee-keeper who expects
to become master of his or her profes- Bingham & Hetherington, Scovell &
sion, and succeed in this, one of Na- Anderson
the cages for shipping
ture's most beautiful departments queens by mail by Messrs. A. I. Root
of labor.
and I. R. Good the bee tent and obWe have been for many years a servatory hive of Mr. A. I. Root the
among
around
the
bee
hive,
student
straw mat of Mr. C. F. Muth the
the bees, tor the purpose of learning beautiful honev labels for packages
all we could of their wonderful work- by Mr. D. A. Jones; the
of
ings and yet we tind a rich reward for Bee-Culture," by A. I. Root " Manall pains taken in lliier behalf, as well ual of the Apiary." by Prof. A. J.
as our own knowledge much advanced Cook the American Bee Journal
in the science of apiculture.
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture were
Let me now say a few words by way warmly indorsed. The rare and beauof advice to those who may be think- tiful packages of honey, both in comb
ing of this particular branch of busi- and extracted, were as follows From
ness as a calling or occupation, in Florida, Tennessee, Nebraska and
I especially address Mississippi; G. F. Muth, of Cincinfuture years.
myself to the mere novice. There nati Dr. J. E. Lay, Texas, and Dr.
are many locations yet unoccupied Bessie, of Delaware. O.; the microthat would well repay all dilligent scopic observations of dry feces, and

—

by Prof. Cook, and
plants by Dr. Brown, of Georgia, were
especially mentioned. Especial attention was called to the bee tent of Mr.
Root, for preventing robbing; the
honey sent from Vohisia County, Fla.,
and the displays of Mr. L. Tester, of
Nebraska, and Judge Andrews, of
of pollen, exhibited

ciation

of

;

;

;

;

;

"ABC

^"The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual meeting at the office of Graham & Steel,
Winterset, Iowa, on Friday Nov. 3,
1882, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee
culture are invited.

Henry Wallace.

;

;

:

;

1^ The

fall meeting of the NorthOhio Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in Whittlesey Hall, Norwalk, O., Saturday, Oct. 21, commencing at 9 a. m. A full attendance
is solicited, as it will be a meeting of
more tlian usual interest. Principal

ern

"How shall
subject for discussion
we winter our bees without loss V"
S. F. Newman, Sec.
:
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The

Xatioiial CoiiTciition.

to 3 feet tall, has a pink flower
.s^ ^,ie Northwestern Bee-Keepers' 2)4
Convention will meet at Chicago, 111., and is found mostly in woods and orit
on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. IS cliai'ds the bees are working on
and 19, 1882. The office of the Ameri- rill day. Please name quality of honey.
C. T. BiGGEUS.
can Bee Journal has been kindly tenMinerva,Ky., Oct. 1, 18S2.
dered as a place of meeting. A cordial
invitation is extended to all bee-keep[No. 1 is one of the family of golders, and especially tliose of the Northen rods. No. 2 is an aster. Both yield
western States, to be present. The
meeting takes place during the last excellent honey and plenty of it.— Ed.]
;

The Association acljoiivned in tlie
afternoon of the otli inst. after a
pleasant, harmonious and instructive
meetini;, to meet again in Toronto.
larger number
CanatUv, next fall.
of members had collected than I had
observed at any previous meeting.
Before adjourning, a numlter of our
members concluded to visit the apiary
of Mr. J. .S. Hill, at Mt. Healthy.about
10 miles from our city. Accordingly
a large wagon was procured (a musicband wagon) with 4 gray horses to it,
for our journey the next morning. Dr.
Brown and wife and Mr. Poppleton
and wife (the only ladies in tlie crowd)
took the lead in a carriage. Our reception was one worthy of o\u- friend
Hill, his good wife and fair daughters.
We went over friend Hill's apiary,
every part of which is always in good
order, examined his hives, colonies,

A

of the Inter-State Industrial
Exposition, to enable all to obtain reduced railroad rates. First session at

week

C. C. Miller, Fres.
10 a. m.
C. C. COFFINBEUKY, Sec.

A Large Yield.— This was one of
my best honev seasons since I began
bee-keeping, which is now 6 years ago.
I commenced, this spring, with 1.5 colonies, in fair condition increased to 32,
and took 1800 lbs, of comb honey and
over 200 lbs. of extracted have used
about2.51bs. of comb foundation which
wiis a great help in getting so large a
crop of honey from so few bees.
liest colony yielded over 200 lbs. of
comb honey "counting in the increase,
comb honey is all in sec1 swarm.
;

annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Associa-

^"The

be held at Berlin Center,
Mahoning County, in the town hall on

tion will

Friday and Saturday the I9th and 20th
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of in-

:

My

My

I liave sold all but 400 lbs. at
full at- tions.
terest to the frateniity.
cents per lb.
tendance is requested of all who are 15 to 18
H. T. Hartman.
tools, criticised young queens with interested.
In fact, the meetings will
Freeport, Ills., Oct. 10, 1882
their mothers and grandmothers, etc., be so interesting that you cannot
expect a
and no doubt, every one made a note afford to miss them.
Few Bee Men There.— If I should
of some item of interest to himself. lecturer from abroad on the evening
say I was surmised, it would not half
next partook of a royal dinner and of the 19th.
express my mind. I have more than
in the afternoon we bade farewell to
Leonidas Carson, Pres.
ever satisfied myself that bee-keeping
our kind host and his interesting
is in its infancy and that there is still
family. When we arrived home, we
District
l^The Southern California
vast tracts of territory unoccupied by
were in the best of spirits and every
hold
will
Association
bee-men and enough honey evaporated
one appeared to be more than satisfied Bee-Keepers'
Union
in
Convention
their annual
by the atmosphere to supply every famwith the success of the day,
Oct.
20,
City,
19,
Angeles
Los
Hall,
with all
Langstroth fund was made up of 1S.S2, during the week of the Agri- ily in this broad land of ours
they could use. In attendS53.25 and the money duly forwarded cultural Fair. The Convention prom- the honey
ing 3 fairs— >Iendota, Princeton and
to Mr. Langstroth on the same day by
ises to be of so much interest that no Wenona— I met less than 10 men inthe treasurer.
bee-keeper should miss it. Ladies are terested in bee-keeping, and the faira
W^hen my essay on "foul brood" pressingly invited to attend.
were largely attended by all classes.
was read, Mr, D. A. Jones followed
J. E. Pleasants, Pres.
bees have been on a strike for a
lively discussion ensued.
Mr.
it.
had a light frost on
week or so.
Jones said" that he had cured foul
Sept. 25, that seemed to discourage
brood by the starving process, I had
them, but they have now all gone to
tried it but had not succeeded. I had
work in the sections again. The
related my method, of late. I disweather is very fine for this season and
covered the causes of my repeated reshould it last so a few day s,the bees will
infections, etc.
much honey that is

A

We

We

A

My

A

We

Sjiil^C^^

Mr. Bingham stated that about 20
years ago he had foul brood in his
A Land Flowing with Honey.—No
apiary, and that he simply cured it by
the starving process that I had never frosts yet and my bees are now gathcured it, my apiary being afflicted now ering from heartsease thatcame up in
Why don't
for 10 years, or more, showed it plainly, the stubble since liarvest.
some enterprising person, from the
etc.
out here where he can
Thinking of the subject matter only clay hills, come and sow 160 acres of
buy land cheap,
I was the last one in the room to
sweet clover seed and make a fortune
notice Mr. Bingham's remarks.
bees and honey ?
friend remarked afterwards that Mr. with

finish

H.
Peru,

;

A

Bingham's was the only unpleasant
language used during the Convention.

Joseph Saunders.

Keynolds, Neb.. Oct.

3, 1882.

Mr. Jones was honest in his asserBees in Kentncky.— I am a beginner
tion, but one of Mr. Bingham's old
in the bee business; started in the
neighbors stated that he had serious spring with 12 colonies, all blacks and
doubts of Mr. I'ingliain's ever having mostly in box hives; I increased to 30
had the real foul lirood in his apiary. fair colonies, by artificial swarming,
Mr. Jones offered that if Prof. with the exception of 2 natural swarms
Cook could not cure foul brood by the and have taken some surplus honey.
starving process, following his direc- The season for honey was very poor on
tions, that he would pay SoO.OO.
I accountofsomuch rain. Ihave bought
Italian and 1 Syrian
offered to furnish the diseased colony and introduced
and a wager of SoO. that Prof. Cook queens. My bees are mostly in the
Please
hives.
Langstroth
cannot cure it in that manner the standard
No. 1
money to be added to the Langstroth name the following flowers
fund. The wager was accepted. The gro\ys about 4 to.5 feet high has yellow
money will be well spent and the pub- bloom, and is found in old fields it
has been in bloom about 2 weeks and
lic will profit thereby.
the bees are working
is still blooming
C. F. MUTH.
on it every warm day. No. 2 grows
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 9, 1882.
f>

;

:

;

;

capping

unfinished. The fall has been
favorable and bees have done very welL

now

Ills.,

Oct.

S.

Hackman.

2, 1882.

Another Oood Report.— I did not intend sending in

my

report yet, as

we

have some honey yet coming, but noticing the good report of Wm. Malone,
and your desire for those that have
done as well, to " rise and explain," I
send in a little report, I commenced
the spring with 27 weak colonies of
black bees and one good strong colony
of Italians,
tion ; have

used but
extracted

I

little founda6,2-50 lbs.
of

honey have a few hundred pounds
on the hives yet. and have increased
;

Tnos. Balcumb.

to 75

Luling, Texas, Oct.

5, 1882.

Very Well Paid.— My bees have paid
well this summer for my time and
labor. I put 15 colonies into winter
quarters, last fall, and took out the

me

same number

in

the spring.

They

have given me a surplus of 2,800 lbs.
of honey, 1,000 lbs, in sections and
1

800 extracted.

number

35.

Richmond,

My

colonies
J.

O.

now

Todd.

Io%ya, Oct. 9, 1882.

—1

:

:;
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Food for Shipping' Qiiee»e.— On the rattle off so much. Of course the bees
September (if I am wrong in cannot use the sugar, as they have no
dates I hope the parties will correct), water to dissolve it. I think bees will
Mr. I. R. Good, of Nappanee, Ind., soon be excluded from the mails if the
sent a cage of bees, rationed with the " Good " food is used as it has been
above food, to Prof. Cook, Lansing, complaints will soon be made about
Mich. The Professor remailed them so much sugar in the mail bags
to Mr. Paul L. Viallon, of Bayou those who use a sponge will have to
Goula, La., with the request to reruail be careful not to get on too much
them to me, to bring to the Conven- honey, as it will run out and soil the
13tli of

Wonderful Success.- 1 would like
make a statement through your columns of what I have done this year
with the investment of $1.50. Seeing
there was considerable interest manifested throughout the country in scientific bee-keeping, with 2 flourishing
apiaries in our little town, I thought
I would invest in a colony of bees as
1 could purchase them for $1.50. I
mail. Wooden cages should be coated wanted to see if there was not much
with hot beeswax and rosin in the humbug in this "profitable" modern
cavity, where the food is put.
bee-keeping, but I think by this time
I am fully convinced, that scientific
Bee and Honey SIiow at St. Joseph, bee-keeping must be one of, if not the
Mo. We had a good bee and honey most profitable business in existence,
show here. There were about 2,000 lbs. for I have to-day 8 colonies of bees
of honey, 6 nuclei and 5 colonies of worth (without hives) $40. and have
bees. The premiums were many and sold $40. worth of honey. What busilarge, and tlie interest was more than ness or occuiiation can compare with
profit of $78.50 on the investdouble that of last year. Thousands that V
of people said it was the best bee and ment of 1.50. My success is due to
honey show they ever saw.
Many Mr. Thos. Balcomb, of the Lone Star
traveled hundred of miles to see our Apiary, who kindly offered to "work"
display, and went home well pleased my bees to prove that bee-keeping was
Mr. Balcomb and others
with what they had seen. In 1879 I profitable.
showed one colony of bees, and 1 with have assured me that this has been aa
others had about 25 lbs. of honey so exceptionally good honey season, but
we think we have done well, but we notwithstanding all that I am conwill try to do still better next year. vinced that scientific bee-keeping is
May the Bek Journal live till glu- one of the most remunerative occupacose and dollar queens shall be num- tions of the age.
Thomas Wilson.
bered with the past; then may the
Luling, Texas, Oct. 11, 1882.
Jouk'nal and its editor still live to
bless our bees and us.
D. G. Parker.
No Surplus Honey.— I had 6 colonies
St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 14, 1282.
in the spring, which I have increased
to 12 the honey fiow all through the
An Excellent Report. Commenced summer was small, and the hives were
the season with two colonies
in- almost without stores, but the fall
creased to 5, and have obtained 200 crop is filling the hives rapidly. I
one pound boxes of honey. I took 65 have had no honey yet, but will have
from one colony. The fore part of the all that is needed for winter. My bees
season was very poor the honey is of are all in the Langstroth hive.
A. E. Foster.
prime quality.
B. W. Peck.
Covington, Ky., Oct. 2, 1882.
Richmond Center, O., Oct. 12, 1882.
to

;

tion at Cincinnati. I left home before
they arrived, but my assistant in-

formed me that they were taken from
the postoffice on the 26th— 13 days after
they hrst started on their tiresome
journey. One side of the cage contained a queen and a few workers,
alive and in good condition while the
other side contained only workers,
which were all dead. Both parts of
tlie cage had still plenty of food
but
in the part containing only bees, the
entrance to the food was blocked up
by dead bees. The above, I consider
a severe test of the mixture, and
speaks well for it. The desired improvement would seem to be greater
accessibility to the food.
J. P. H. Brown.
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 10, 1882.
;

;

—

[We received a similar cage of bees
from Mr. Good, and sent them to Dr.
Howard, of Texas, on Aug. 26. They
were received by him all alive (not
one bee dead) on Aug. 30, and he returned them to this office, where they
were received Sept. 4th, 2 bees only
being dead. We sent them back again
to Dr. Howard, Sept. 5th, and he received them Sept. 9, when 5 of the
bees were still alive, after a confinement and constant travel of 4 weeks.
Dr. Howard then filled the cage with
food of his own preparation and a
fresh lot of bees, and sent tliem to
this office. These came in good order
and we sent them to Dr. Brown,
Augusta, Ga., and he sent them back
to Dr. Howard.
Mr. Henry Alley has also sent some
bees with food prepared by himself.
These were forwarded to Mr. C. F.
Muth, of Cincinnati, O., and they
were, by him, sent back to Mr. Alley.
They had been queenless for several
weeks and we doubt not but that better results would have been obtained
had the bees been taken from a colony
having a good queen.
My. Alley remarks as follows on the
*' Good " food,
and the manner of using it

—

A

—

;

—

;

;

—

Well Done.— My honey crop of 1882
Almost a Failnre. Honey is almost
a total failure here this year. I did is 6,000 lbs.— 2,000 lbs. of comb honey
not get surplus enough to pay expenses. and 3,000 lbs. of extracted. I comHave 50 colonies in good condition for menced in the spring with 57 colonies
increased to 85 and I think that I have
winter.
W. H. Francis.
done well this year. 1 find the Bee
Frankfort, Mich., Oct. 11, 1882.
Journal a great help to me.
James Cokbit.
Yellow Variety of Sweet Clover.Palmyra, Mo., Oct.lO, 1883.
had an acre of sweet clover in bloom,
the past season, among which were a
few stalks of the yellow variety. I
watched curiously to see if the bees
made any distinction. To all appearances they worked upon the yellow
with the same satisfaction as upon the
white. There seem to be two varieties
of the white, one with a pure white
blossom and light green stem
the
other a pale pink blossom and dark
;

Sections, Frames, etc.— I increased
from 9 to 42 colonies, by natural
swarming. Swarms in August were
larger and built up better than in June.
I never before had drones fly as late

A

part of my bees are
as Oct. 10th.
the Cyprians, crossed with Italians;
they are best for docility, and prolificness, but the Italians are best for
honey. Please answer the following
1. What is the difference between prize
boxes and sections 'f 2. Is a frame
as good without a bottom bar as with
it V
I got some from Mr. Salisbury of
D. S. Kalley.
that kind.
Mansfield, Ind., Oct. 13, 1882.

green stem. As I sowed imported and
native seed mixed, I surmise it might
have occurred in that way.
D. P. Norton.
I do not think the bees starved, but
Council Grove, Kan., Sept. 30, 1882.
died from long contjnement.
You
probably noticed that I inclosed the
Botanical. Bees were working last
" Good " food in paper when the cage
week on tlie inclosed flowers. What
[A prize box, holds 2 lbs. of honey,
was prepared— there were no loose are they V They were picked near Qu'
and
must be nailed sections are
rains in the cage when it came back.
Appelle, North Western Territory.
ff that one trouble can be obviated I I hear bees do well in Manitoba.
usually known as those that are doveshall call the " Good " food, perfect.
R. F. HOLTERMAN.
tailed, or made all in one piece.
Perhaps, by putting paper about the
Fisherville, Out., Sept. 28, 1882.
they are not as strong, and
2. No
food, or inclosing it in something so
[They are asters, and yield excellent therefore we should not approve
that the cage will not absorb the
honey, the grains of sugar will not honey.— Ed.]
of them.— Ed.1

—

;

;
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Lady Bee-Keepers.— A few weeks with your remarks about the cage on
ago 1 gave a brief accomil of Mrs. page .S90 of A jieuican Bee Journal
Ellen Gray's success as a bee-keeper. for 1879, I will say that I have just inHer report for the season is 40 good troduced 14 queens in all with the
colonies in Langstroth hives, from 20 above described method and cage.
colonies spring count, and 1,4.'J0 lbs. of Tliere are a good many bees kept here
nice comb lioney. I think this pretty in the old style, and there has been
good for the lirst effort. Mrs. Esther but few swarms. I did not have one
Wirt, whose subscription I send to natural swarm, and tried no prevenJ. II. Eby.
the Wkkkly Bee Jouunal lo-day, tion.
Nortli Robinson, O., Oct. 2, 1882.
and whose bees I have kept for two

667

come, and have all the blame.
Bees are g.ithering honey from goldTlie honey
enrod and other flowers.
crop this year is large, but there is no
sale, except in nice box and sections.
The rules given by Northern bee men
for having our bees strong for the
honey crop, will not apply for this
will

Frank Thiaville.

latitude.

Forest City, Ark., Oct.

20, 1882.

seasons past, is going to lit herself to
care for her own apiary in the future,
and makes the very sensible move of
ordering the Bee Journal as the
All
first step essential to success.
bee-keepers can extend to Mrs. Wirt
a cordial welcome, for she is one of
those women who possess clear heads,
kind hearts and willing liands.
J. R. BaivER.
Keithsburg, 111., Oct. 19, 1882.

No Fall Honey Yet.— I have no fall
[Both specimens belong to the aster
honey yet. "My bees have been idle
numerous
one.
which
family,
is a very
since August "1st. I began with 24
All yield honey of a good quality.— colonies, spring count, and now have
53.
I have taken from my bees this
Ed.]
season, 1,000 lbs. of honey, of which
Heavy Day's Work.— Reports of big 82.5 lbs. is extracted, and 175 lbs. comb.
days' work seem to be in order. On My bees are Cyprians and Italians I
Aug. 22d, my wife and I took 1,648 lbs. shall winter them on the summer
of honey in one-pound sections. We stands, protected from North and
took it troin the heaviest colonies in Northwest winds, and with plenty of
order to make a brag day's work. lower ventilation. John Ferstel.
Inglefield, Ind., Oct. 2, 1882.
An Extraordinary Season. The past One-third the amount did well enough
season has been an extraordinary one for an ordinary day's work. As I liad
May
and
now
have
colonies
on
Ist,
174
one.
in more respects than
The spring
Sweet Clover, etc.— Dear Editor
was so cold and wet that I had to feed 202, I sign myself
I have read your instructive article
C. C. Miller, 174-202.
my bees to keep them trora starving,
on " sweet clover " in the Bee Jouruntil white ck)ver bloom. Since that, . Marengo, 111., Oct. 11, 1882.
nal of the 6th inst., and as it is unthere has been one continous flow or
known here and not mentioned in any
honey, not a large heavy flow, as is
Opinion
the
Monthly
Doolittle's
of
of our seedsmen's catalogues, I will
sometimes the case, but a steady Bee Journal.— I have received a sam- take it as a great favor if you will send
moderate flow, without a gap, ever ple copy of the Monthly Bee Jour- me a small packet of seed to experisince wliite clover bloomed. My bees nal, as it will be published in 1883, ment with in our climate. I am
are, to day, working on white clover and I must say lliat it will fill a place charmed with your Journal, but
whicli sprang up in the pasture fields. in bee literature much needed by many rather at sea witli some of your systems
Throughout the season there was no who do not feel able to pay for or pe- to which allusion only is made. For
tr-.)iible from robber bees; this is the ruse the Weekly.
Of course, there is instance, what is the plan followed to
first time I ever saw it so since I have notliing like the Weekly for me, but
make frames " reversible " so that they
been keeping bees.
Buckwheat and all do not feel as I do about it, and this can be used upside down
Any imgoldenrod yielded well in their season. Monthly "just fills the bill" for all provements interest us most, and a
and now wild aster and other fall who do not desire a Weekly Bee particular description is what we want.
flowers are keeping the bees busy. I Journal.
G. M. Doolittlb.
]3ee-keeping is becoming the "craze"
send two sprigs of flowers for a name.
Borodino, N. Y.
in England, every other kind of husTlie bees cover them all day. No. 1
bandry being jjlayed out, thanks to our
seems to be Ijetter liked by the bees
In
the early part of enterprising, and more fortunately
Pleased.—
Well
"
than Xo. 2. What are they V 1 have
situated "cousins over the water.
not done so well thisseasonas I might the season, bees were doing well.
E. II. Bellairs.
and
maple
trees bloomed
willow
The
as I farm 100 acres all alone, and, as a
Christchurch, England, Sept.24, 1882
matter of course, bees must take the early, and tlie weather was fine for a
sent a package of sweet
back seat. 1 commenced the season few days but in the latter part of
[ We have
with lU colonies, 2 Italians the rest April and May it became very cool, clover seed to our correspondent, as
delay
in
honey
gathsome
blacks lost 2 in May and June by ab- and caused
Reversible frames have
normal swarming, increased by arti- ering. Although I failed to get any requested.
surplus honey this season, I am well no projections to hang them in the
ficial swarming to 18, all in good conincrease. I began
of an
dition for winter, all having young pleased with my
hive, and the side bars are
spring count, and
Italian queens, except 3. I have but with 6 colonies,
inch longer than the frame is deep,
colonies
good
and
strong.
have
14
iiow
one black queen and I will get rid of
at top and bottom, servprojeecting
Ernst Zabel.
her another season. I ran three coloMaxon, Kan., Oct. 9, 1882.
ing as legs andean easily be reversed.
nies for honey
obtained 100 lbs. of
comb honey and about .50 lbs. of exThese have been described many times
tracted. 1 can sell more than I can
Honey Season in the Southern States. in the Bee Journal, as have all the
raise at 20c. for comb and IGc. for exAs soon as the swarming season is
real improvements, as
tracted, and cannot begin to supply over, is the projier time for going supposed or
the demand. This is the first time around the apiary to requeen, super- fast as they are invented. Our correthat honey lias ever been produced in sede old queens, and unite any weak spondent has been a reader of the
one pound sections in tliis vicinity. 1 colonies. If the bees are populous Journal only for this year, and is
have done some introducing this sea- tliey will gather their winter stores
American inson, using tlie cage described on page from fall flowers, and a surplus in therefore not posted in
390 of Bee Journal, 1879, and I have Novemljer. If the bees are strong ventions. Some of the American bee
not had a failure with it. My method and liave honey, they winter first rate books
would be interesting and
In an early
is to remove the queen to be super- on the summer stands.
instructive to him.— Ed.]
begins
in
breeding
January
seded, and immediately cage the new spring,
queen on a comb
close the hive and February. Sometimes they gather
4,680 lbs. of Surplus from 23 Coloand not disturb it for at least three honey enougti in February and March
days, at which time I have always for brood rearing, but our general nies. I commenced the season with
found the queen liberated and laying. honey crop begins in April, and our 23 colonies have increase to 48 I
But it would not do to leave the old bees must be strong for the harvest have taken 1,340 lbs. of comb and 3,queen in the hive, for the liees have, when it comes. Bees have swarmed 340 lbs. extracted honey. I fed my
every time tliat I have tried it. lib- extraordinarily this season. The par- bees as late as June 5th they are in
late good condition now for wintering.
erated the new queen within three ent colonies are depopulated
G. W. Keelkr.
days and sometimes at the end of 24 swarms have not honey enough and
Marshalltown, Iowa, Oct. 2, 1882.
Lours. My experience will not agree will starve unless fed. Then the moth
;

—
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CLUBBING LIST.

for 1883.

At the request of many who have We supply the Amerlcun Bee Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, at theheretofore taken the Monthly and prices quoted in the last column of figures. The-

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

A

line of

space, each insertion.

of Agate type will contain about eltph
T«-orcl8; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of apace
line

Transient AdvertiBementa payable in advance.
Special Notices, 5U cents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be given on advertiscmen
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole
paid in advance

For 4 weeks
"
"
"
"
"

8

13
ZS
39
sa

"
"
"
"

"

:

lO per cent, discoun

ao
(3 months).... SO
(6monlhs)....4:0
(ymontha)... 50
60
(1 year)

"

"

"

"

"

Discount, for 1 year. In the MONTHLY alone
J85 per cent., C months. lO per cent., 3 month
S per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall first column gives the regular price of both. All
next year print a Monthly consisting postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publishen^ Price. Olub
of 32 pages, issuing it about the The Weekly Bee Journal
»2 00.
andGleaningsinBee-Culture(A.LRoot)
3 00.. 2 7&
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 60
in advance; 2 copies for 81.80; 3
copies for $2.50 5 copies for $4.00 10
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
extra copy to the person getting up a
;

;

Bee-Keepers'Bxch'nge(Houk iPeet) 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 6 above-named papers

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaUboundin cloth)
The Weekly is now permanently esBees and Honey, (T.G.Newman) "
Binder for Weekly, 18SI
tablished, and will be continued as

00.

.

60..

2 60..

2 80'
2 35
2 40-

600.. 550

club of 5 or more.

Binder for Weekly for 1882

3 25.. 3 00

2 75.. 2 50
2 85.. 2 T5
2 75..

2 60-

heretofore.

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will be distinct papers, each
having its own sphere of operation

The Monthly Bee Journal and any

of tbe-

above. $1 less than the figures in the last column.
».*-«-•-•

Honey as Food and Medicine.
and different readers.
shall aim to make the Monthly
We
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
A iiewedition, revised and enlarged,
alone, 40 per cent., O months, SBO per cent., 3 Bee Journal a welcome and profitathe new pages being devoted to new
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.
ble visitor to the homes of those who
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration feel the need of a cheap, first class,
of cooking in wliich honey is used, and
of the contract, will be charged the full rate fo
reliable bee paper in pamphlet form
the time the advertisement is inserted.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
whose time is too much occupied to
We have put the price of them low
THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
read a weekly, or whose means or reass West Madison Street.. Chlcaeo, III.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
quirements are more limited, and who
them far and wide. Single copy 6-

^^p^ecial

Hatices.

1^ The Ameiian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of remitting small sums of money. Their
rates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents ; over $5
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purchased at any point where the com-

pany have an oflice, except Canada,
and can be made payable at any one
of the company's 4,000 offices.
For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or ex-

press

money

New York

order, a bank draft on
or Chicago, or register the

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.

letter.

may be sent

can dispense with the routine matter
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
more properly belonging to a weekly.
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100or more, we print, if desired, on the
Emerson Binders made especially cover-page, " I'lesented by," etc.,
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in (giving the name and address of the
gold on the back, and make a very bee-keeper who scatters them). Thisconvenient way of preserving the Bee alone will pay him for all his trouble
Journal as fast as received. They and expense enabling him to dispose
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for of his honey at home, at a good profit.
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
1^ Articles for publication must be
to Canada.
written on a separate piece of paper

—

—

;

from items of business.
No. 925 West
Madison St., is only a few doors from
i®° The Bee Journal is mailed at
the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
wishing to talk to us through it will and any irregularity in its arrival is
please call for No. 7087— that being due to the postal employes, or some
our telephone number.
cause beyond our control.

1^ Our new

location.

1^" Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The

^"

Constitutions and By-Laws for
best way to preserve them is to pro- local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Premiums.— Those who get up clubs cure a binder and put them in. They
name of the Association printed in the
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one are very valuable for reference
blanks for 50 cents extra.
year, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
1^" When changing a postoffice admay count in the club
just issued a new pamphlet giving our dress, mention the old as well as the
For a Club of S,— " Bees and Uoney," In paper.
views on this important subject, with new address.
"
"
8,— an pjineraon Binder, or "Bees
suggestions what to plant, and when
and Honey," In cloth.
"
"
4,— Apiary ReKister for 50 Colonies, and how. It is illustrated with 26 enor Cook's Manual, paper.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
"
"
5,— Cook'.^t Manual, in cloth, or the gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
are printed a large bee in gold,
Apiary Kejiister for 100 Colonies
which
any address for 10 cents.
"
"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100,
:

I

or Apiary ReKistor for200 Col's.

for the Monthly
1^ New subscribers for the Weekly
ij^ Hundreds of clergymen, docsame as one for the Bee Journal for 1883, can obtain all tors and others have used Kendall's
W'eekly, when getting up clubs for the the rest of the numbers for this year Spavin Cure with the best success.

Two

subscribers

will count the

above premiums.

by sending $2 to this

office.

37w4.
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HEADQUAKTERS FOR THE

The Apiary Register.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m., October 16. 1882.

669

who intend

All

1

to be systematic in

Golden Italians

work in the apiary, should get a
quotacopy and commence to use it.
their

The

following are the latest
honey and beeswax received

tions for

up

hour

to this

paying

and

9c. for

extracted.

'llKht

BEESWA.V— Choice lots are worth i^ic. here:
AL. H. Newman, s)23 W. Madison St.

bright yellow, 24c.; dark to good. I7(ft22c.

CINCINNATI,

HONBV— The market for extracted honey la
Tery satisfactory. We have received within the
last thrt^e weeks more than 2(>obbls.. principally
^rom Louisiana. Mississippi and Florida, and the
demand exceeds nurexperience and e.\pectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
year. Florida furnishes a honey which equals our
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern honey
I have had so far.
There is some call for comb
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice
article. Comb honey brings 16(t(,2oc. on arrival
BBESWAX-Flrm

extracted. 7®10c,
per lb,

Chas.

CHICAGO.

comb honey

In

demand

1

and

2 lb.

good for choice white
sections, and prices are

is

without material change, 18(«;2*)c. being the range
of this week's sales. White extracted, in cans, 10
@llc., in kegsand casks, lOc; dark, y(a.i)}^sc. Dark
-comb honey. 12H(siHi.

BKBSW.A.\— Y'ellow, 2iic^;
B. A. BUHNKTT,

dark, 18(9220.
1«5 South Water St.

.s

;

Bee Journal.

subscription on the

ALFRED

Preparation of Honey for the Marand care
of both comb and extracted honey.
new pamphlet of 32 pages. At the
ket, including the production

A

:

cans at

Bee-Keepers' Society, we were appointed on a committee to prepare instructions on the Exhibition of Bees

Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,
933 West Uadisou

MY

The American* Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, and has a larne circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmera, mechanics, prufessional and business men,
and

is,

therefore, the best advertising

57

Chatham

Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONBY— For the past week

prices have been a
little slow, still 1 po\md sections of best white, in
attractive shape, sell4 daily at 2I^22c.
2 pound
sections are not much sought after, but are held
at iyS2nc. Extracted very dull at ll(*14c.
:

BEESWAX— Prime quality, 2r)f3i28c.
us

A. C. Kendel.

^" We
colonies,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

I

41w4tp

medium.

will

CHIOAGO.

172 aiind Street,

can

ous correspondence.

40wlf

West Madison

Saturday of the previous week.

W.

111.

GERMAN CARP,
MUTH
37w>(t

& ECKARDT,

ELECTROTYPES
Co.'B
St.).
it

In

THOMAS 6. NEIVMAN,

Ill

ma^be found on

Description,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west. Franklin county. Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. )io miles west oi the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and
about 26 miles northeast of the city or Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections <.^ and 0» of the Apalachicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. Slst. 1675, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *3.2U0. and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him conveyed to the unaersigned for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Records of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

III.

flle

at Geo. P. Rowell

&

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracta may be made for

NEW YOBK.

& JOHN BARNES,

;

Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

Of BngravlnKs used in tlie Beo Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no slncle cut sold for less
thansiic.

F.

Florida

Street. Chicago.

For stocking ponds. Goldfish, Silver Pearl. Fringe
Tails. Golden Orfe8, etc. For particulars, address

Bee TTTTS P A PFT?
XllXO r jVi: HiSX
by

office

logue.

No. 2017 Main street,
Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

Lan(l"640 Acres
m- cheap for cash. .^

AI^FKEB H. NEWMAN,
923

0»5 West Madison Street. ChlcuKo,

this

chines are especially adapted
to lllve Muklnic. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 4y-page Illustrated Cata-

sell

;

Advertisements intended for the

Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes. &c. These ma-

ILL..

Beeswax nf any quality, and will pay
the reEuIur market price for it, in any quantity, or
exchunge for it comh foundation, without previI

;

JouE'NAL must reach

ABIIOTT. Bee-Master,

CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,

pav the hi^rhest

Ci-irresponrtence.

for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7-5 or with

Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2,50. The
Monthly Bee Journal and either of
the above for one dollar less.

N.

Foot Power Machinery

As I do not sell honev on commission, and buy
only such kinds as I need in mv line of trade, I
cannot accept anv shipments without previous

will

and Weekly Bee Journal

published month-

BARNES' PATENT

NOTICE.

Ontario Street.

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100

is

annum.

T7XTRACTED AXD CO>IB HONEY
Xj "WANTED- tur which

BKESWAX-2.')(i2i;c.

in cloth, or

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Alurket price. Correspondence solicited.
W. O. WATKINS,

BOSTON.

Crocker i Blake,

ILI.1TSTRATED CATALOQCE
sent FREE upon application.

C.

1

HONBY-Sells very readily in 1 lb, sections at
.22@25c. for best white, and 2(_)@22c. for 1^ to 2 lb.
Boxes containlnL' H pound, 30 c. per pound.
Extracted Is selling very slowly at 12(5;Uc.

ILL.

School of Apiculture. Fairlawn. Suuthall, Liondon.
B^^We send the Weeklv American Bee Journal and the British Bee Juumal, i)olh f or *3.5U per

BBBSWAX-Sold fairly at 2Rc. for prime.
K. C. Greer & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.

HONBY—

Street,

CHICAGO,

and contains the best practical information for
toe time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by

;

Demand slow. We quote: Comb In the
small sections, white, Ii>(<f,20c. Extracted, 7®l0c.
BEESWAX— The slock continues light, and
prime Southern held up to .'^nc^. with little if any
obtainable below 2!)c. Western, pure, 2y@3uc;
Southern, pure, 30<a33c.
D. W. QiTiNBr, 105 Park Place.

kinds of

ly,

dull.

YORK.

NEWMAN,

all

The BuiTisH Bee Jul'KN'al

40w4t

iK^iinc.

NBW

H.

Dealer In

meeting of the North American

last

Comb lower, at lb
for choice white cloverin small packstrained In round lots at 6(yj7c. e.-£tracted in

®18e— latter

TATL,OR,

VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
Examine the Date following your Trios Mated for Breeding;
Alas, 8INOI.E BIBU8.
name on the wrapper label of this
Prices reasonable. Correspondence cheerfully
paper; it indicates the end of the answered.
WM. H. HCSSEY.
131 Lake St., CHICAGO. IL,L.
month to which you have paid your 3K8mtf

ST. LOUIS.

ages

C.

Fruit Evaporators,

;

but the trade Is not active.
We qu'.tte white comb, lH@20c.: dark to good. 12®
15c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 8^(59^c.;
dark and candied, 7k!®8c. BKESWAX— 3()®32c.
Stearns & smith. 423 Front Street.

M.

a common cu'.tking stove, capacity
3 to
bushels per day. Price, complete, |>Ui in
larger ones can be used for a the flat, partly put tog>'ther. for ;^6. A few agents
For piirliculars and prices for Evaporafew colonies, give room for an increase wanted.
tors, Queen Bees, etc., address
.JOHN S. MARTIN.
of numbers, and still keep the record
9Bmly
Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y.
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.
PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY

and Honey at Fairs this is also added
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY-The market is Arm for choice qualities to the above. Price, 10 cents.

HONEY— Plentiful and

J.

Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

:

at 20g;25c.
F. Mdth.

Qaotatlona of CotMnilsslon Merchants.

HONKY—The

Original Albinos,

To be used on

The

for dark

(ij^c.

$1 00
1 50
2 00

colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

CHICAGO.

HONEY- I am

For

:

Qaotatlona of Cash Buyers.

Send for Circular.
losmtf

.50

&

BEES AND QUEENS.

(

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

925

West MadlBon

Street.

cniCAGO. LLL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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EXCELSIOR

for sale;

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequeDt inquiries
for Kxtractors carrying 3 and 4
I^anpstrutb frames, 1 have concluded to adopt these two new
Mi/t

1

I

lie

ran of the
the

I

iiiPt il

1

I

frame basket

i

is in

manufacture Hives of any

can, with the cone
standard for the basket
irt.er

tractors,

J. S,

14w39t

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

I

BEESWAX.

t

tin hdiiey prate, and movaunib liaskels. The i^s.uo and
tractors have no covers.

For2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
10x18
For 2 Lane-troth "
"
10x18
"
"
For 3
"
'•
"
10x18
For 4
"
For2frameBof any size, 13x20
"
"
^'
12>^X20
For 3
"
"
13x20
"
For 4

ALFRED
923

18 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.

.10
.14
.12
,12
.16

.
.

.
.

.

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street. ChicaRO,

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying 35c. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipmf nts solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
1

ALFRED

923

West Madison

ITALIAN

Street.

Caniargo, Douglas county, Ul.
Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto i

QUEENS.

— "Low

Prices, Quick Returns ;CU8tomers Never Defrauded."
Tested
$2
Italian Queens
$1
('yprian Queens
$2
$1; Tested

l-frame NucleHs, with Test»4.50
ed Queen
i-frame Nucleus, with Test5.(X)
ed yueen
"Full Colony, with Tested
l'2,(io
Queen, before July 1
l".i»l
Same, after July 1
Tested Queen, beforeJulyl, 3.(.w
after July 1.. 2.50
"
*'
per half doz.,
13.50
atterJuly 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

DR.

I.

Palestine Queens.. ^1 Tested... J2
Extra Queens, for swarming seaif we are timely notified.
One-lrame Nucleus, eitherltalian,
Cyprian or Palestine, |4; Colony of bees, either
Itahan, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, 18. Safe
;

son, ready,

arrival guaranteed.
O/^'ko. paid for bright wax.

ZiVJ TiiBcola,

have FISHKU'S

GRAIN TABLES,

Money Orders en
Iwly.

111.

Story b. Ladd.

the

Com'r of Patents.

PAINE
Solicitors of Patents

LADD,

&

and Atty's

Patent Cases,
B. C.

in

WASHINOTON,

29wl3t

192

SHOULD pocket form; full of useful tables tor
pages
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork. Interest: wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
tor it. Sent post-paid for 4il cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.

tV For sale at

late

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER

—
—

;

HALBEBT E. Paine,
Iwtf

BIND YODR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

BES Joubnal Office. _CJ

For the past few years 1 have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
the Apiaries, enables
PURE HONEY direct from
Yourconme to obtain the highest marketprices.
slgnments and ooirespondence respectfully solic-

e! a.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to (Xinner, Burnett & Co.
161 So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATKST AND CHEAPEST.

Anv one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
75c.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, Kood
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds. Section Boxes, aind everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.
If

THOMAS G. IVE^V^MAN.

Address,
925

West Madison

Street,

Chlcneo. IH-

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and 1 will try and please you. (Box 819
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose HUl Apiarv.
Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.
5wly
)

Is a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated

Monthly Magazm

devoted to

Improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
The
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
latest

only invention to make Fovindation In the wired
frame. All Presses wiirranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
O. S. QITEBT dts C, Hoopeston. 111.
Iwly

Profit

G.

by

;

NEWMAN,

Editor 0/ the Weekly Bee Joumal.

Bees and Honey at Kairs."
etc. Price, bound in cloth,
centH* postpaid.
cover>*,

50

935

TV.

"

Marketing Honey,"
in paper

TS cents;

Madison Street, Chicago,

111.

AppreclutlTe Xotlcea.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmera
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in heeraislng.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana. Mo.

We

chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast Importance to
Its

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A neat and abundantly illustrated band-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.- News, Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist.

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings areflne. It is gotten up In the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.- Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical Instruction, that

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

111.

Given'sFoundationPress.

of an Apiary for Pleasure

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjesstul management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honev in its best and most attractive condition. Chief amonp the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

H. NElVHf AN.
CHICAGO, ILL

Rev. A. SALISBURY

111.

20
GOLDEN

SONS,

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

(

i

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,

1

the

Management

COMB FOUNDATION, THOMAS

n\ live upon, leavineroom uniniAth the basket f or 7r. or 80
(if honey
It will be complete,
" ith Lovers and in every way
i( iitual
except in size, with the
lit iNi Extractor, I8x2n. which is
i!it( tided tor anv size of frame.
l<\c**ptirin with the faui Exill
the different styles
tri
r-<
h t\ Htr iHiLFs over the canal leadin

Bees & Honey
and

I

t

TADLOCK.

FLAT -BOTTOM

t

in^

and

style

Dealer in Novice Uoney ExBingham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswanted.
wax

C'lmb Foundation.

a

line size and Style as
The 4 frame basket

**

fi*iiue

tin
in

!

breed

I

HONEY

A NEW BEE BOOK

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
PURK ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

POVI.TRY, PIGEONS
It

has the larpeBt

AND PET STOCK

corjis of practical brecdcrg

as cditoi

any joumal of its class in Anieric and is
tSe finest poultry jouenal in the wosld.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRU'TIOK:of

Rl. 00

182

,

per year.

Ppcfinion Copy. 10 cents,
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.

CLARK ST.,

-

CHICAGO

Embraces every suhjectof inierest in theaplary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly Interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon. O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He whn would keep abreast of the
times must keen posted in allthe improvements In
We advise all interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will inierest the
beginner. It describes all thf newest discoveriea
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perlect work of the kind, for the
price, that hns ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

OlHcount to Dealera by
A r-lberal
the Hozeuor Hundred.

,

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

FOUNDATION New Kegs
FOR HONEY.

WHOI.E8AI.E AND KETAIt.
We

cured keKs intended fur nyrup. tlsh. lard, etc., iin-i
in view of this prowim: trade, I n()W feel justtiled
In having made ti» order a S^peclul KeK

We make

Designed Expressly

STYLES,

These

am

I

obliiied to

buy

for

They are made

ol Norway Pine, and have from 7
chine hoops un ea< h end.
have tested a sample kea by flIllnR it DRY with
white clover honey, ami without the heads bein^;
to

!>

I

painted.

DADANT

&

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

We

no^T qnote

It neither leaks nor flavors the
It is

iin

honey.

Capacity, 175 pounds
Price, Sdc. each.
load of these kegs will arrive about
and all orders will receive my pr<impt

5

on the

of

wholesale or

Honey.

not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not! to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine wlU not flavor the

111.

Cents per pound
PRICES PRINTED IN OUR CIRCULARS.

Advance

The tlrst car
Sept. HHh,
attention.

I5wtf

retail.

The

r>

and

fore. at4C)c.

~IITQTTIR1ES

10 eallon

and

ke;,'s will be sold, as
eueii. respectively.

5.'>c.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

NEWMAN,

H.

Street,

hereto-

CHICAGO, ILL.

CONCBENING

THE CLIMATE,

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
^TEARLY A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
its kind ever published. Gives measall kinds oi lumber, loss, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and headina bolt tables.
wa«es. rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
1
book of
urement of

Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

Standard book throughout
and Canada. Ask your booksellers

tables. Interests, etc.

coZiOn^Do,

United

State's

Sent for 35 centn post-paid.
Kir~ For sale at the Bek Journal

lor

it.

Office.

..^

be promptly and truthfully answered by private letter, upon sending One Dollar tu the
will

Woman's
15w6mp

Industrial Association.

291 sixteenth St..

Advance

DENTIIK,

COIj.

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers of Comb Foundation have
advanced the price 5 cents per pound, owin^ to the
Increased cost i)f Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of

all

the styles

and kinds of Foundation, except the VauDeusen
(flat

bottom), will be

Advanced 5 Cents per pound,
my CataloRue.
U. XeWMAN,
9:>3 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL

from the advertised price

in

BS

ALFRED

Excelsior

FOUNDATION.

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

OwinR to the larye advance in the price of wax, I
now quote prices thus : Dunham, loto so lbs..4Jc..
overs') lbs., ic. less than ro lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort. Higq. feet to the lb., 1 to in lbs.. :>7c.,.iO to 50
tbs.. Me. No discounts. Circular free.
3wly

A TREATISE

Bivinp an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table KiTinK all the principal druKs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, efTectsand antidote
when a poison a table with an ennravlnK of the
horse's teeth at different aKes. with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information,
Price »5 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

CALDWELL,

V.

ENGBAVINGS.

The Horse

Dunham and Vandervort

J.

;

Cambridge. Henry Co.,

IM.'

:

THE CONQUEROR.
J_',

92.5

G.
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
I'iwtf

I

Abr.»nia. Mich.

can

iml.

This years

L-rop, all

of the white variety.

;

:i.--c.

per

by

express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,

'ir

ALFRED

;

having sold

the above Smokers at

ineUulmu the CON(JUKR0R.
Send lor my 3L'-pawe Illustrated
I'atalomie of Bee-Keepeis" Supplies ot every description.

SEED,

pound $3.7.-, per peck I#13.00 per bushel.
Pf~ I can till no more orders for Queens this

sell

MAMKA(;TURKKS' TKICES,
mull

SWEET CLOVER

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

Larpe Smokers need wide shields. BinKham's
have them, and sprinas that do not rust an. break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made todate.
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for

fall,

H.

923 W. Madison.

all 1 had t4)spHre. le:iving manv orders
and with orders still coming in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

untilled.

I- Tl,
3wly

By A.

J.

QUEENS^-QUEENS

C3-OOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

Circulars free.
]

I5wc.m

Address,

JOS. M. BUOOK.S,

COOK,

Of Lansing, PTO/ensor of Entomnlogy in

the

College of Michigan.

Honey.

in larpe quantities in

order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not usfd for any other purpose.

and our wax is iniwhere to be equalled for cleanliness, purity and beauty. Extra thin and brlghtfor
Beetl'-ns. All shsipes and sizes.
Samples free on request.

GHA8.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
State Agricultural

STAPARD

ALL

Th^ Bee-Keeper's Guide

In order to satisfy the demand for small paekanes for Extracted Ilunyy, I have herettifore pro-

Dealers In bee-supplies will do well to send for
now
onr wholesale prices of Foundation,
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation In the country. We send to all parts of the

United States.

671

Columbus. Ind.

320 Paees 133 Fine
;

Illiutratlona.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-cultur"e. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It compriees a full delineattoB
of the anatomy and physiology of the hooey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plaota.trees,
;

shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Head

the Jollmving opinions of the

All agree that it is the work of a
real value.— L'.4p'ictW(urc, Paris.

Book

;

master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to ha'^e cut the ground from under
futm'e buok-maUers.— iiW(ij>/i Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constam guide in my operations and successful manaKemeniuf the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ol the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. 11. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ontains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— i\iic/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage *n bee culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Munuui is an
exhaustive work.— i/firaid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fUily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so areat as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due lo the clear, disinterested intormatton contained in Cook's Manual.-Ww. Van A^T\vEHI^ M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements, It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— ily. Lii'c Stock Record.
It is a credit lo the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or loreign, which I like so much.— Ij'Abbe liu
itois, editor of the BuLttm D' Aptculteur, France.
It not only (Fives the natural history of these Industrious Insects, but also a thorough, praetical,
and clearly expressed senesof directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producinKjfhints, and an extended account uf the
enemies of bees.— i>ej;iycra(, Pulaski, N. y.
We have perused with great pleasure this ivid«
mecuniot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everythin^f belonging to apiculture.
'J'o al taking an hiterest in this subject,
we say, obtain tliis valuable work, read it earetuUy
aod practice as advised.— .Aoricuiturisf, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadinff
bee-men to be tiie niost complete and pruetical
Ueatise on bee-cultnre in Europe or America a
BCientitic work on modern bee management that
every e-tperiencod bee m:in will welcome, and it ts
essential to every amateur In hee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
;

to the \\e!Al.— n't!iUni.Ai/ricuUurut.

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor tlie ln^^^uctlon of bee-keepers which
has ever been publl^hed. It gives a full e.Xplanation regardnig the Ciireand management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letf untouched, and in the conipiljition of
the work Prof. Couk has had the advantage of all
the previous knowiede ot apiarists, which houses
admirably to pfoiiioie and make popular this most
interesting ol alloccupations.— ,4nit-ncun. Inventor,
tot
Price— Bound in cloth. Sl.JSiS ; in paper cover,
Sl.OO by mall prepaid. Publishsd by
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will be

copy

first to

25,000

The OrlKlnal

the

BINGHAM

1

USE.

IN

Books

KlENDElSSOHli
'T>I AfTO Co'S?-

Smoker*

Bee

you buy the Original Patent Bingham
Bee Smoker, you will
If

Qulnby*8 Ne^v Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root—
Tbe anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style Is plain
forcible, making all Its readers realize that ita
author is master of the subject.— ISI. SO.

and

,

ABC

of Bee-Cniture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraees^everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

to $2. Our patents
cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
fltove-wood, or do not

those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 25.

go out. If you buy
our smokers and hon-

Kingr's

_

ey knives first, youpa*«„4.„^ 1R78
^°'^
will have to buy no*^*^®^^®^'

PRICES:

Handed

to

By

Wide shield Conqueror, 3 Inch
fl
Smoker (wide

$2 00

75

Large Bingham

inch

Smoker

—

Plain Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,

fiingham

50

1

75

25
00

I

50
25

1

I

65

50

&

Hetherlngtoo Honey

Knife. 2 Inch

To

1
:

(wide

shield), 2 inch

1

00

1

15

apply for dozen or half-dozen

sell again,

ffatea.

Send for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM

Ik.

HETHERINGTON,

AbronltLt Mich.

ITwtf

Lanifstroth on the
-

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
rosewood
PIAND ^TYI F QlM««"l^cent
case elet.'antly finished,

3

Btrlnffs, 7 l-:< Octave*, full patent cuntante
agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved Ickb and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in anv way tend ttithe per-

fection of the instrument, has been adtled.

|3^0iir price I'or this Instrtimeiit. boxed
and delivered on hoard earn at Aiew York,
-with flne Piano Cover, Stool 41;*'!? J_^
f^^'±fJ,
and Book, only
Reduced from our late wholesale factory price,
:t{>tSOTk,

for

<;o

have

day-- only, to

this beautiful

I'ianii introduced. This Is now, by far. the (jrentewt biireitin ever ofl"ered the musical public. UnTremendous demand for
precedented success
Order atonc^.
this style
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference If you do not send money
with order, f'ash sent 'ivith ordpr wiJ] be refunded
and freight charges pnid by tis both ufnys if Piano is
not just as represented. Several other t^pecial bargains: I'laiios. :{t>ieO np. Over ir>.ixMi in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free, giving the highest testiuKuiinIs ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano fnllv warranted for 5 years.
SIfEET MlTiSK' Ls price. Catalogue of 8,iXX)
choice pieces sent for nc. stamp.
!

Sweet Clover
AND OTHER SEEDS.
Having a large stock of the new crop of Alsike.
White and Sweet ('lover Seeds, I can till orders at
SOc. per pound, #4 per peck, or !S1S per bushel.
Also,

all

other

SEEDS

for

HONEY PLANTS,

Send for my Catalogue.

ALFRED
925

West MadlBon

H.

!

MEMJEl-SSOlIN PIANO

Street. Chicago.

Italian

Queens.

1 can now send
customers say 1 send

the nicest they get.

J. T. "WILSON,
Mortonsville. Woodford Co.. Kv.

36wtf

FOR THE

York.

MILLION

Fog Choo's Balsam of Shark's
Positively Restores the Hearing, and

orders.

My

CO.,

New

111.

200 NUCLEI.
Having filled all my
Queens by return mail.

2958.

NEWMAN,

EARS
Bright

Box

2i8ralv

!

Oil
is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea.
known as Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese
tlsherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priestabout
the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous and
ni:tny »oMeeinlnKly mlraculou*, that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

UOOyarHno Deafness

Bees for Sale.

huH existed amon&r
the Chinese people. Sent, cluirges prepaid, to
any address at $l.()n per bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

It has performed a miracle in my case.
so Colonies of Bees, In Gallup frames, cheap.
1 have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear
SOO Colonies of Bees, in Langstrotb frames much
better.
In prime condition.
«J. ]fl.

I

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo. Ionia

36wtf

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another

My deafness

Co.. Mich.

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues are UNQUESTIONABLE and its curative CHARACTER ABSOLUTE. AS THE WRITER CAN

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honev Sections, etc..
C. F.
^pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave., CIXCINNATI, O.
Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

MUTH,

ly

COMB POUNBATION-40c.
DUNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and
;

the

per

lb. 4Sc.
lb.

Send for samples.

bright, lu sq.

Wax

PERSONALLY TESTIFY.

F.W. HOLMES, Cooperaville, Mich. I3wly

FROM EXPERIENCE

uiiPERVATiON.

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late

ft.

wt>rked inc.

IJOTH

Write at once to Hayluck
&JENNKY, 7Dey Street, New York, enclosing $i,
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— EDITOR OF MERCANTILE KeVI EW.
l^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by REGISTERED LETTER.

AND

Sole Agents for America.

•20wly

HAYLOCK &

Bee-Keepers* Xext-Book, by

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth. !tf l.OO.

Pianos

Mail,

Customer. Postpaid,

l9iinch

ILL,

Manual

elegantly
and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but Intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowithout. Cloth, !»1. 85 ; paper cover, Si*

fore. Price permai
postpaid, from H5 cts.

-J}^

CHICAGO,

illustrated

season than ever be-

shield).

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,
;

this

Extra Bingham

THOMAS
West MadlBon

Bee-K.eeper*s Guide or, Cook*a
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-written,

Improved bee smokers—get the best, that
never go <iut— always
please— never is complained of- thestand
ard of excellence the
world over — better

•others.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, bj
925

aid the iaventor of

and handsomer

Bee-Keepers.

for

CO.)

'JBey St.,New York.

A. J,

down to

Hive and Honey Bee

Price, 99*
Blessed Bee«, by John Allen.— A romance

This

a standard scientitlc work.

is

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 7Sc,
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Prodt, by Thomas Q.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvement8
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
:

of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains iw pages, and is profusely illustrated.
covers,

Price, bound in
50c.t postpaid.

cloth.

Toe.;

in

paper

by Thomas Q. Newman, In
the GERMAN language. Price, in paper coTers,
4*) cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamen-

Blenen Knltnr,

tal principles

of bee-culture, and

furnishes the

15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
facts

and arguments

to

demonstrate them.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as tood, givinti recipes for making
,

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wine8,etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for cotisumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published

in

English and German.
per dozen. 50c.

Price for either edition, Oc.

;

"WlnterluK Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price. lOc.
Preparation of Honey for the Marketf
includmgthe productifin and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the ex*
hibitlon of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, Sc.

Extracted Honey; Harvestliiar. Handland Marketing.- A 24-page pamphlet, by

ing

&

Ch.

C. P.

Dadant. giving

and management adopted

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price I5c.
Bee Fasturage a Necessity, by Thomas O.

contains

Newman— Giving advanced

views on this Impor-

tant subject, with suegestions what to plant, and
Price, lOe.
2t> engravings.

and when and how

:

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.
Muth; 3:i pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price, lOc.

K.

the

Swarming, Dlvldliier a"d Feeding Bees.—

Hintsto Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
5 cents.
Bees In Winter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cel lars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 5c.
KendalPB Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
Illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and mucb valuable
horse information. Paper, a5c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill —A treatise on
its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

a5c.

Moore's TTnlverwal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,o<KUK>f-' Indus-

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Steam. Civil
Man Gives 2t>(Vw'" items for Gas.Millers,
Blackand Mining Engineers. Machinists,
smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayerfl.
GlidBronzers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters,
ers, Metal and Wo<Ki Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.oiH pages. Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. 9S.50.

—

—

—
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DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

October 25, 1882.

the Convention was destined to occupy as a field, the whole Northwest,
and be a valuable educator of the people, ontheproiluction and sale of pure
honey, and scientific bee-cnlture.

Published every Wednesday by
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925
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We give a full report of the pro- Mr. Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula,
ceedings of the " Xorthwestern iiee- La., writes to the Bee Journal,
Keepers' Association," in this week's thus:
"Don't you think that the
issue, and we think it will be read name
Cosmo|)olitan
Bee-Keepers'
with more than ordinary interest. Society would be more appropriate
There were no essaj'S read and it when the National Bee-Keepers'
;

was solid discnssion, from first to last
and the members were so much engaged that they could hardly wait long
enough to eat, drink or sleep— so intent were they upon the sessions, of
which live were held. The morning
session of Thursday was appointed at
8 o'clock, and long before even that
early hour, the members, like bees,
were buzzing about the hall, and the
office of the 15ee Journal, busily extracting IDEAS from one another, instead of honey from the flowers.

Association exceeds the borders of the
United States to hold its meeting and
Well, who
knows ? its next meeting may be in
England or Germany." Our corres-

select its principal officer V

pondent

niformed tliat the correct
North American Bee-Keepers' Society," and in selecting Canada
for its place of meeting and a Cana-

name

is

is

"

dian for President,
its

original design,

We

it

has not exceeded

name or

authority.

next meeting will be one
of tlie best and most interesting ConThere were about 125 bee-keepers ventions ever held. If enthusiasm will
present, and this year the member- make it so, then it will be, for its
ship of the Society was double that of President and his countrymen are
the last. The discussions took a wide among the most enthusiastic beerange, and it will, we think, repay keepers in the world.
every one to read them carefully.

hope

its

A

^" Honest discussion of every
which may be found on page theory in bee-keeping is to be desired
681 of this issue.
and courted, but such discussion
As Chicago is a central point for a should never descend to unkind perConvention for those within a radius sonal remarks. We admire the sentiof 200 miles, or more, the building up ment expressed in the following from
of a large society, of great influence one of our exchanges: "Discussion
and benefit, to the bee-keepers of the has for its true object to elicit truth.
great Northwest, is only a matter of When tills is the object sought after,
time. This Convention will increase it is profitable to hear both sides of
and grow, year iiy year, and will no the argument. But when the argudoubt, become the largest and most ment becomes interlarded with low
influential on the American Continent. personalities, honorable men withSeven States were represented at its draw from it and leave the field to the
last session. This was very encourag- hero of the hour. He stands alone in
ing, and demonstrated the fact that his glory."

statistical table

apiaries,

was

also

made

of 50

:

:
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New

Bee and Honey Show in Scotland.—
following is from the London

Foreign Honey Plants.

The

Dr. G.L. Tinker,

New Philadelphia,

Journal of Hwticulture

The East

O., writes as follows:

plants I am cultivating, the seed of
which were sent to me by Mr. J.S.
Wood, of Denmark.
The leaves and stems with buds and
flowers, enclosed in red paper is the
Sa-ophularia Chrysantlia.
The stem and leaves wrapped in

brown paper

is

the Scrophularia

flora.

The

lateri-

,

,

.

leaves and flowers enclosed in
is the Scrophularia lanci-

Damdee on

MISCELLANEOUS.
A

Standard Frame.

— The

Indiana

Farmer gives the following on the
subject of the general adoption of a

standard frame

While

in attendance at the State
to inquire of

we made it a point
our many bee-keeping
fair,

and

friends

white paper

visitors their opinions as to the difniata.
ferent sizes and styles of frames, and
leaves
The large hairy pubescent
what was likelyto become the standard
with long leaf stalks is the Scrophu- frame for bee-keepers in America.
which
from
plants
laria vermalis. The
With but very few exceptions the dethese were taken now measure 3 feet cisions were in favor of the Langwhole
The
high.
inches
15
Some were inacross and
stroth, size 9}sx}7%.
being a dense circular mass of leaves. clined to the belief that a deeper
The pliint with leaves like sage or frame was better to winter in for caremullen is the Strachyo Lunula.
less bee-keepers who never made any
The other plant, with leaves in a l)retentions to preparing their bees
whorl, is the Aruhis Alpina.
for winter. One gentleman from near
All are perennial plants that will Bloomington, 111., said "he worked
bloom another year when their merits about 75 colonies, in two apiaries, had
The S. tried both styles of frames extensively
can be better determined.
Chnjsantha,! stated in the Journal, and was decidedly in favor of the
ot Langstroth frame, and proposed to
middle
would cease blooming the
But about this time new change all his remaining colonies to
August.
shoots came out so that there has been that style of frame in the spring," for,
no interruption whatever to its won- said he, " I work my bees exclusively
derful blooming <iualities. It has had for honey. I have watched the matright along from 1!U0 to 400 flowers ter closely and am satislied that the
upon each plant from the time soon broad space directly over the brood is
after it began to bloom (July 1) until the place to secure the most surplus,"
the present. And now yon can see And, said he, " honey brings money
that it would bloom all winter if it it is a matter, with me, of dollars
had a chance. Upon one plant on and cents, I do not keep bees for the
Aug. 11,1 counted 19 bees at work at fun of the thing, and if I can only
one time. If this plant can be suc- raise them simply to see them come
cessfully cultivated, it is full of bright through the winter all right,' I do not
;

'

I do not
care to bother with them.
raise bees to sell, I am no dealer in
of
thanks
the
deserves
Tinker
Dr.
bee-keepers' supplies, neither have I
bee-keepers everywhere, for endeavor- any government bonds to clip. I must
cannot
ing to develop and obtain from abroad work for my living and if I

promi.se to bee-keepers.

the best honey-producing plants.
Bee pasturage is the key to the

make

sit-

of Scotland Bee-keepers'
its annual exhibition at
August 31st and two fol-

Society held

Dear Editor— I send you some
specimens of the new foreign honey

the bees pay, I must give

up for something

else.

But

them

I

am

candid to say, on an average of seven
uation. When we have provided the years my bees have paid me well, as
anything else on the place, and
bees with continual bloom to gather well as
I have quite a large farm, and rely
and
obexpect,
may
we
honey from,
on mixed farming, altogether."
tain, a continual tiow of honey. Until
then we have no cause to complain if
The Eternal Fitness of Things.— An
we obtain but a moiety of that crop
exchange
gives the following eccenwhich Nature would provide, did we
tric item concerning the inauguration
providing
by
supplement her efforts
of a new glucose factory in Canada.
pasturage for our bees.
It is very suggestive
is
one
Denmark,
Wood,
of
Mr. J. S.
The promoters of a new glucose
of the most progressive and enterprisfactory in Toronto conceived the odd
and
country,
that
of
bee-keepers
ing
notion of inaugurating it by a chamalso should have our united thanks pagne luncheon served on the top of
for bis exertions in developing the the chimney, a hundred and sixty feet
:

lowing days. Notwithstanding the
unfavorable nature of the season, the
display was unusually full and of
splendid quality. Maiiy of the leading bee-keepers in the lowland districts were unable to stage a single exhibit, but those from the interior and
highland districts came forward in
force with large and well finished lots.
Altogether, about 2,000 lbs. of honey
were staged, and every class was well
competed in. The most striking exhibits were those in the classes for the
most artistic displays over and under
100 lbs. Mr. liaitt was first in both
classes, and his exhibits were justly
admired for their excellent finish and
Part of the
tasteful arrangement.
lots took two first prizes at the
great Preston Show in the following
week, and there elicited many comments highly flattering to Scottish
bee-keepers. Altogether, there were
seven entries in the display classes,
and in all the quality of the honey was
very fair. The poo"r taste shown in
entries
the arrangement of some
where shelves and stages were relied
on, received a check in the awards of
the judges in favor of those exhibiting
less carpentry work, but more variety
in the size, form and decoration of the
sections and glasses of extracted
honey.
In "the classes for living bees the exhibition was unusually full, no less
than ten observatory hives being
stnged, containing bees of four diiferent races— blacks, Italians, Cyprians,
Besides these, there
and Syrians.
were five neat nests of humble bees
and one enormous " byke " of wasps.
Several of the observatory hives presented novel features in the direction
of an attempt to keep the combs in
their natural position side by side,
while rendering them capable of individual inspection. The one exhibited
by the Secretary, Mr. Warden, accomplishes this by having the hive double
the usual height, and so arranged that
the padded quilt could be raised to the
top, and any separate frame thereafter
lifted to a position open for inspection.

same

Unkind Personalities.—The use of
unkind personalities in argument is
always an evidence of weakness on
the part of the one who uses them.
An exchange remarks
When a controversy is ended, and
the arguments on both sides are
exhausted, you will sometimes see one
:

of the contestants take his stand at a
safe distance and call ugly names. He
rose
or
champagne
5
the
When
high.
honey resources of the world.
hero, has a bellow6 feet higher, the cranial cavities that imagines himself a
all others in
held it would hardly be a choice risk ing voice, and can excel
keep up
Preparation of Honey for the Mar- for a life insurance company. How- the noise he continues to
safe
precaution of a railing had after they are silent. He is at a
ket, including the production and care ever, the
and
provided, and, as the relations of distance from the scene of strife
been
honey,
extracted
and
his retreat.
of both comb
glucose to the wines of France made can at any time make safe
instructions on the exhibition of bees in Canadian cellars are well recog- Besides, if challenged, he can explain
anything in
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a nized, the ceremony was not alto- his personalities to mean
nothing in particular.
and
general
things.
of
fitness
the
foreign
to
gether
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
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Sorlhwestern Bee-Keepers' Society.

The Northwestern Bee-keepers'

So-

met at Owsley's Hall, Chicago,
on Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 10 a. m.,

ciety
111.,

Tres. C. C. Miller in the chair.

The

Secretary being absent, T. G.
was elected Secretary, pro

Newman
tern.

The minutes

of

the last meeting

were read and approved.

E. J. Oatman, Dundee, 111.
Geo. Thompson, Geneva, 111.
J. II. Reese, Austin, 111.
II. Newhaus, Burlington, Wis.
A. D. Beckley, Rankin, 111.
R. R. Murphy, Garden Plain. 111.
W. S. Bennett, Beloit, Wis.
C. O. Se?.mans, Chesterton, Ind.
E. Whittlesey, Pecatonica, 111.
C. W. B. Rust, Dover, 111.
William 15lakf. Buchanan, Midi.
D. G. Webster, Blaine, 111.
P. P. Nelson, Mankato, 111.
James Marvin, St. Charles, 111.
M. M. Baldridge, St. Charles, 111.
Mark Davis, Lisle, 111.
A. A. Rice, Davis Junction, 111.
G. II. Shibley, Richmond, III.
John Hodgson, Pewankee. Wis.
J. M. Burtcli, Morrison, III.
II. D. Burrell, Bangor, Midi.
J. L. Gray, Lee Center, 111.

Tlie Treasurer reported a balance in
the treasury of S16.50; there being no
expense incurred last year for a place
to meet in, nor badges.
LADY MEMBERS.
The President remarlied that it was
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.
desirable to make a tabulated stateMrs. C. C. .Miller, Marengo, 111.
ment, showing the number of colonies
Mrs. E. Lucas. Kirtland, 111.
kept by each member of the convention, the results of wintering and
The following resolution was passed
the crop of honey obtained, and ap- unanimously:
obtain
the
to
pointed Mr. I. R. Good
Resolved, That the editors of the diffinformation and get up the statistical erent bee periodicals be requested to
table.
keep a standing notice in their papers
It was agreed that the election of requesting correspondents to add to
officers be the first business of the their names, when writing for publiafternoon session.
cation, the number of colonies they
The following members paid their had at the couimenceuient of the
being
represtates
annual dues, seven
swarming season, and tlie number
sented:
they had at the time of writing.
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
President Miller stated that such
Dr. S. M. Slade, Elgin, 111.
figures would aid all to understand the
I. R. Good, Nappanee, Ind.
force and value of their remarks or
T. S. Bull, Valparaiso, Ind.
reports, and serve to give a knowledge
S. Goodrich, Urbana, 111.
of their status as bee-keepers.
111.
Lodge,
Williamson,
John A.
M. L. Trester desired to have a form
O.O.Poppleton,Williamstovvn,Iowa. of letter heading gotten up, stating the
Iowa.
Wyoming
Hunter,
J. E.
general occupation, if any, also bee
M. L. Trester, Lincoln, Neb.
and honey interest, and having blanks
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
to be tilled in witli the number of the
Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111.
colonies, etc.. which would be conveJohn Hoover, New Boston, 111.
nient for all honey producers.
Nat. Resser, Geneseo, 111.
Tlie Syrian Bees.
Adam B. Miller, Wakarusa, Ind.
George Thompson, Geneva, 111.,
Kev. D. Whitmer, South Bend, Ind.
then addressed the Convention, as
E. Lucas, Kirklaud, 111.
follows, on the Syrian bees
Alfred II. Newman, Chicago, 111.
This summer 1 have worked with
W. W. Kinnie, Beloit, Wis.
111.
some of my Syrians that are as vigorS. T. Goldy, Harrison,
111.
Bloomington,
ous,
as gentle'aiid as beautiful as the
H. W. Funk,
best of my Italians, and far more proJ, M.Valentine, Carliuviller, 111.
lific; they had brood early and late,
r. D. Nagle, South Haven, Mich.
when the Italians had none.
D. S. McKinstry, Grant Park, 111.
It is well known by all those who
W, H. Bussey, Chicago, 111.
Dr. J. II. Shultz, Logansport, Ind. have given any attention to scientilic
breeding that we can tone down any
Geo. McCormick, Russell, Iowa.
undesirable quality and raise all valuS. E. Gernon, Waukesha, Wis.
Now, when we have
D. Rawhouser, Columbus City, Iowa. able points.
-James Forncrook, Watertown,Wis. found a bee that will breed late and
early, thus in a great measure preV. M. Keeney, Shirland, 111.
venting death in winter, spring
L. Iligbbarger, Adaliiie,IlI.
Y.
dwindling, and enabling us to have
J. C. Newman, Peoria, N.
Ind.
our bees in a condition in tlie spring
E. F. Schafer, Chester,
Iowa.
LeClaire,
to take advantage of the first honey
G. L. Gast,
harvest, then I consider we have made
Dr. S. Stevenson, Morenci, Mich.
a long stride towards that bee of the
Joseph Messimore, Millwood, Ind.
future, Apis Americana.
J. K. Snyder, Tiffin, Iowa.
Robert Cissna, Hageman, Ind.
Has tlie Syrian bee proved a benefit?
When the Italian bee was introduced,
L. H. Scudder, New Boston, 111.
it was found, on trial, to be in many
J. M. Ilyne, Stewartsville, Ind.
points, far superior to the black bee.
Peter Dahl, Granville, 111.
It was, therefore, retained, and for
J. P. Dahl, Granville, 111.
Chas. A. Campbell, Valparaiso, Ind. years has been the favorite bee for the
:
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bee-keeper.

But as time passed and
knowledge increased it was found
wanting, in some locarlities, in one
important point, viz.
late and early
breeding; for, as soon as tlie honey
harvest begins to fail, the queen leaves
off breeding, and
unless the beekeeper feeds back with a liberal hand
to keep the queen up to her work, too
many old bees go into winter quarters and one of the results that follows
IS,
spring dwindling.
What was
wanted was, a bee that would breed
late and early, and this has been
found
in the Syrian. Tlianks to Mr.
Jones
and Frank Benton, tlie Syrian, not
desirable m itself, owing to its irri:

table nature, by the cross with the
Italian, I consider a valuable acquisition.
In it we have obtained what we
have long desired.

President Miller had a queen of the
Jones importation of Syrians, and
could see no remarkable results from
her progeny.
A. D. Beckley said the Syrian bees
bred early and late, and one colony
gave him 400 lbs. of extracted honey
they were cross, butgood workers. He
preteried Syrian bees; his one colony
had given iiim 9 swarms. His hive
was a 9- frame Langstroth.
O. O. Poppleton asked if late breeding was any help in wintering beesV
Geo. Tliomp.son
That is a very important point. My Syrians had brood
:

when

iny Italians had none. I prefer
Syrians, crossed with Italian

the
drones.

I bad 2 colonies
September 1881, and bred them
up by feeding, but both died out dur,

}^: ^i- l^i'ssey

:

late in

ing the winter.

Rev. D. Whitmer:

I opened hives
iliursday and found in some 3
frames half tilled with brood, wliile
other colonies had none.
O. O. Poppleton
In the winter of
1872, while attending the Iowa State
Fair at Cedar Rapids, Mr. Gallup and
I went to the apiary of W. H. Furman in that city, and, upon examination, coukl not lind six frames without brood, and yet I lost bees quite
heavily that winter.
James Ileddon
There are two
classes of bee-keepers— one has an
apiary in his head, the other has a
real bee yard. Experience is what
we
want— we not only need statements,

last

:

:

but logic as well.

We

have no

fall

crop of honey here.
Spring dwindling results from dysentery, and young
bees are more liable to be attacked
with It. I think the quicker my bees
stop breeding in the fall the better. I
do not want young bees to winter successfully.
Old bees are hardier. I
want bees that know when to breed
and when not to breed. I do not believe that pure bees are any better
than those crossed for business— good
qualities are what we should be caretul to obtain and not so many bands
breed for business and not for white
•

down, or

hairs, or color.

I

would

like

man who can determine the
race of Cyprian, Syrian and Italian
bees; I do not think there is one in
this room that can tell them apart
T. G. Newman said that he knew of
an instance where some Italian bees
to see the

had been pronounced pure Cypriana

;
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ference in the marketability of the stocked by .50 colonies. One of his
apiaries, containing 140 colonies, had
honey.
H. W. Funk: I have tried them, increased to 2.50, and given 7,.500 lbs.
of honey some of it being comb.
and don't want the Syrian bees.
Pres. Miller said that D. D. Palmer
Dr. Stevenson
I had a lot of sections prepared for an exhibit at the once said he could keep 400 colonies in
Fair, but when I was ready to crate one locality and not overstock it.
L. II. Scudder: Mr. Palmer had
them for the fair, I found that, in
about one-third of the sections, the 200 colonies in one apiary, and obcappings were so imperfect that the tained an average of 400 lbs. to the
honey was exuding through them, but colony, spring count, but he afterin this case the colony that gathered wards lost all of them by neglect. I
and capped the honey was a black one. lived five miles from liim, and had
Why was this so in one-third, and not only 100 colonies, but fell some short
of his average.
so in all V
George Thompson
Much dependsGeo. Thompson:
What was the
on tlie man, the season and location.
temperature of the room V
Dr. Stevenson It is the same place In my location 35 colonies is usually
that I keep all my honey. I don't sufficient, but this year 1,000 colonies
could have done well there.
know what the temperature was.
P. Dahl took some of his colonies to
with Italians. The second cross were
The honey gathered by
Mr. Gray
not over the average as workers. He the Syrians looks dark as soon as his neighbors' buckwheat, but he
give
could
see no difference between them
did not want them and would
taken off the hive.
Where .50
them all to Mr. Thompson, if he
J. K. Snyder: Some of the honey and those he left at home.
wanted them.
gathered by the Italians also has this colonies starved one season. 1,000 could
not have overstocked the same locaT. G. Newman asked if the cross watery appearance.
was made by having Italian drones
James Ileddon
If the honey is tion this year. It all depends on the
fertilize Syrian queens, or vice versa f
kept in a room where the atmosphere season.
E. J. Oatman: They were Syrian is cooler than it is outside, it will draw
Planting Pasturage for Bees.
queens fertilized by Italian drones.
water like an ice pitcher does— we
This leads us to a
Pres. Miller
Syrian-Italians
blacks
call
it
"sweating."
The
Dr. Slade said his
very interesting subject, that of plantwere very cross, and he did not like make the best combs, thinner and ing for honey, and one that I want to
them. Early breeding was important whiter than any other bees, but wlien know much about. I am willing to
to get ready "for the white clover har- any race is shown to have honey of an spend money and the labor of plantinferior quality it is proof that they
vest, where they have one.
ing, if I can know just what to sow to
The best queens I are not as good.
VV. II. Balch
it pay, and return me money for
Geo. Thompson
Does it not de- make
liave are those that were reared late
my outlay.
in the fall. Their bees are the best pend on the season? When the honey
James Marvin advised all to plant
for honey-gathering during the follow- comes in with a rush, do they not lill for honey, and especially recomthe cells too full ?
ing summer.
mended the planting of alsike and
Late breeding is
E. J. Oatman
I think the rush
James Ileddon
buckwheat for bees.
not the cause of spring dwindling, but has no effect on the bees last year
Pres. Miller said that there was one
I the honey flow was slow, but we had
is an aggravation of the disease.
drawback to the planting of alsike— it
own up to the charge that I am the same result with the honey.
did not re-seed itself
it often died
Adjourned to 2 p.m.
changeable ; if I were not, I should
out. He had tried to propagate it and
know but little. I believe that the
failed.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
brown German bees, crossed with the
G. L. Gast had planted a small patch
leather-colored Italians, are the best
Met at 2 p. m., and the election of with alsike, and it yielded hay as
lionev-gatherers.
officers was then proceeded with, the well as honey— better "hay than timoWe have found the result being as follows:
E.J. Oatman
thy and clover— and last year it has
half-bloods (Syrians fertilized by Italre-seeded Itself.
President— T>i: C. C. Miller.
ian drones) gave us the most honey.
O. O. Poppleton had been told that
Vice-President— James Ileddon.
The quarter-bloods are no better than
alsike was considered by some to be a
others ; but these crosses are vicious.
Secretary Thomas G. Newman.
pest— that it would not permit anyOne colony of them, at the close of
thing else to grow, but he did not beTreasurer— O. O. Poppleton.
the white clover season drove me out
lieve it. He had tried cutting it when
of the apiary, in spite of smoker, etc.
The subject of over-stocking a lo- it commenced to bloom, in order to
I took them to an outside apiary and cality was then discussed.
have tlie second growth yield honey
shall let them remain there until next
Pies. Miller: One year my bees in- just after white clover ceased to be
them.
destroy
spring, when 1 shall
creased from 1.50 to 2.50 by July 1st, visited by the bees. This year, he inThey do not cap the honey so that it and then the honey flow stopped tended.to plant 20 acres or more of his
want.
as
I
nice
and
white
will'look as
why, I do not know. I would give farm to plants yielding honey alone.
When I put it on the market, it is considerable
to know how many colonDr. Slade had some experience with
worth from 2 to 5 cents per pound ies I can keep in one locality.
melilot or sweet clover. The bees
under price. The bees do not stay on
E. J. Oatman: I have no fears of were working on it now. It had been
the combs as well as Italians, either.
overstocking
a locality during a yield browsed down by cattle and the secneighbor,
his
Mr. Gray said that
of honey, but in the fall 100 colonies ond growth was yielding honey to-day.
honey
in
of
lbs.
1,000
Mr. Miller, had
is sutlicient for any locality.
T. G. Newman said that many of
the comb on Water St., and he could
James Marvin once had 650 colonies those present would remember, only a
take any one and point out all the
was
honey gathered and capped by the in one location, four feet apart, and few years ago, when the question
and in bee paSyrians. He agreed with Mr. Oatman. obtained a good yield, but they had aske"d "at conventions
honey
As they gather never done so well since, because the pers "Will it pay to plant foranswer
President Miller
and the" universal
so fast, do you not obtain enough basswood and other trees were felled alone"V
will be
honey to more than counter-balance and cut up by saw mills, that had been was, No ; plant only such as things,
established in his locality, and conse- of value for honey and other
the loss in price V
No; it will not quently the honey yield had been cut such as fruit trees, berry shrubs, clovE. J. Oatman:
three years ago,
make up the loss in price when we off, to a very great extent. He had ers, etc.'" But some of
which he was
market our honey. They are so cross, seen the time when the clover, after the Bee Journal,
the thirteenth day of its bloom, had editor, as all were aware- took a dethat I don't want thein at all.
Some are cross, yielded honey 'so profusely that the parture and advised the planting of
Geo. Thompson
for honey
but I breed from the less irritable locality could not be overstocked, but melilotus alba or sweet clover
Though it was, up to that
I have not noticed the dif- now the same locality would be over- alone.

udge of foreign
races of bees ; it certainly was very
difficult to determine.
Dr. Slade would like for Mr.
Thompson to state the difference in
marks, if he could, and to describe the
pure Svrian and Cyprian bees.
Geo.Thompson said that Mr. Ileddon was quite changeable; he once
said as much against the Italian bees
as he now does against the Syrians.
L. II. Scudder suggested that personalities should be omitted.
The cross between
E. J. Oatman
the Italian and Syrian bees is not the
bee of the future. Syrian bees are
good workers, but there were serious
objections to tliem. He had 4 colonies
of Syrians which gave 1,100 pounds of
comb honey— they were the lirst cross

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

—

:

:

:

colonies.
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time,

utiiversiilly discoiinifred, lie
to know that now all

gnitilied

was
the

progressive bee-keepers are advisins
the'phuitiiig of it, as well as alsike
ami scores of other plants, for honey
alone. There was no doubt now that
In
it was the key to the situation.
vain we niav look the world over for
the best and naost industrious bees,
unless we provide them with plenty
of pasturage. There was no use of
denving it—by supplying our bees
with bloom from clover and basswood
till frost, we are causing a continuous
honev How, and, consequently, an unbroken income of gold dollars from
spring till fall. Phuiting for honey
will be the most popular advice, hereafter, and will be given by every proIn
fressive apiarist in America.
tirope they are also beginning to
eclio the same advice, and soon no one
will willingly own up to the fact that
he ever iliscouraged the planting of
anv bloom for honey alone.
There is a large
\V. H. IJussey
crop of sweet clover within live miles
of the place of this meeting, at Austin, and he had seen the bees working
vigorously on it within a week.
Thomas G. Newman said that
nearer still, were acres of it within
one-quarterof a mile on all the vacant
lots just south of Madison and west of
Oakley streets. The birds had scattered the seeds and the bees were still
reveling on tlie delicious nectar it
provides. Its modest little blossoms
would continue until long after winter's frost and snow had withered or
buried all vegetation, and enveloped
the land in its sheet of snow— then
you may still see the tiny little flowerets of sweet clover rise amid wind
and storm, and show its verdure and
:

—

loveliness.

James Ileddon
Will it pay to buy
land, pay taxes and keep up improvements, say, with interest on the investment, about $5 per acre, to plant
for honeyy
I'res. Miller:
I have conlidence
enough that it will pay, to say that I
would be willing to yearly pay SIO per
acre, for good pasturage for my bees.
:

James Heddon

:

Then

as

I

am

the

L. II. Scudder advocated the ydanting of tigwort (also called Simpson's
lumey plant and carpenters' square).
and i)roduced a handful of seeil to
show to the uieuibers of the convenYou can lill the gaps in fences
tion.
and roadways by scattering it in the
It will grow readily and give the
fall.
bees abundance of forage. One acre
of figwort, cultivated as you would

occupy

It never grows
M. M. Baldridge
on i)asture lands or in cultivated fields
and it is not a noxious weed.
President Miller had seen it growing on blue clay and rocky ground,
where nothing else would grow.
Peter Dahl had plenty of it growing
and preferred it to ragweed.
:

Fuel for Smokers.

corn, will yield more protii in honey
\V. H. Bussey
than an acre of corn, lie had counted fuel for smokers ?
100 seeds in one bulb.
J. E. Hunter
Pres. Miller had counted these tiny up.
seeds in one bulb and there were 104
O. O. Poppleton
tially rotten.
of them.

What

:

:

is

the best

Dry corn cobs

split

Elm wood

par-

:

Refuse ax handRev. D. Whitmer: I shall sow figDr. J. II. Sliultz
some les they are hickory wood and when
wort for my bees.
I sowed
sweet clover, but from some cause it split up fine and cut short will last for
never came up.
hours.
Of all the plants
Dr. Stevenson thought cotton rags
Geo. Thompson
to cover the gap from white clover to are best.
It is
frost, sweet clover is the best.
Mrs. L. Harrison also uses and likes
a biennial.
I once sowed a lot of it cotton rags in smokers.
Hard wood is obJames Ileddon
in a small box and it did not come up
I was disgusted with it and threw it jectionable; it makes too hot a fire,
Puuk or rotten
out next year I discovered it where and runs creosote.
I had thrown it out, coming up as maple wood is best.
thick as hairs on a dog's back.
Geo. Thompson likes rotten apple
It should be frozen wood best.
AV. II. Bussey
Adjourned to 7 p. m.
to get it to bud. He had sowed it in
the spring and thought it would not
EVENING SESSION.
come up, but after a frost it came
abundantly one of its recommendaThe Convention was called to order
tions being that it thrives well in dry at 7 p.m. by the President, Dr. C. C.
and hot weather.
Miller, who stated that it was his deThe reason for sire to prevent increase as much as
Geo. Thompson
that is that its roots are as long as my possible, in order to work for honey,
arm and it goes ilown to the water.
and, therefore, in the absence of any
Convention for
President Miller
I sowed some thing else before the
sweet clover in July, but it did not discussion, he would name as a subcome up very strong. I will let it ject
The Preventien of Swarming.
stand and reso w the same ground with
it this fall.
By sowing two years in
E. J.Oatman: As a rule the colosuccession on the same ground, we
do not give as
can obtain continuous
every nies that do not swarm
:

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

bloom

a

year.

James Heddon

sowed sweet
clover 6 or 7 years ago, and it is now
as thick as ever —it does not die out.
L. II. Scudder sowed an acre in the
fall and it did not come up, but he
saved some of tlie seed till spring and
then sowed it, and it came up very
I

:

thickly.

President Miller had sowed it on
and as others will
not be foolisu enough to come into the rich ground, broadcast, but it was
It should be
territory I occupy with any other bees, choked with weeds.
think of the territory surrounding my sown in drills, and the weeds should
apiaries that I am reaping a iiarvest be kept down. He sowed figwort in
from— the property of my neighbors. drills and it did well, but when sowed
Is it to be wondered at that I look broadcast the weeds choked it, and
Some of the stalks
witli a jealous eye at any one who killed it all out.
would think of coming and occupying of figwort were taller than he could
tlie territory with me— dividing my reach, when on good soil, and kept
first to
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it,

good results as those that give, at
least one swarm each.
It adds to the
Geo. Thompson
quantity of honey gathered, to let
them swarm, for it is well known that
swarms gather more honey than old
:

colonies.

Yes swarms work
E. J. Oatman
with more vigor, and gather more
honey than older colonies.
;

:

J. E.

Hunter believes that the

;

pasturage. Is it not a wise thing to well watered.
keep others out of ray territory V
Sweet clover
M. M. Baldridge
Pres. Miller: There is a point of in- should be sown on two pieces of land,
terest there, but what we want to alternate years, because when planted
know most is, what are the best plants lioth successive years on the same
to sow to cover the gap after basswood land, its profuse growth may choke
bloom until frost. I shall try sweet it and the roots die out. There is an
old law against iilanting sweet clover
clover and tigwort thoroughly.
James Heddon
Some 12 vears ago I think, and it ought to Ije abolished.
I planted several kinds, but did not
The President appointed L. II.
succeed to my satisfaction. I want a Scudder and M. M. Baldridge a comstaple blooni and I believe
sweet mittee to present a resolution calling
clover will fill all our expectation. It for the abolition of the law against
grows anywhere, in anv kind of soil, sweet clover if it really existed in the
on the poorest or best of laud, in fact, State of Illinois; the committee to
no land can be so poor that it will not ascertain and report at the next meet- laying the eggs, which will
grow, thrive upon and enrich it.
hive wit be
ingof the Society.
:

clip-

ping of queens' wings has an influence
on swarming. Before he clipped the
wings of his queens he was troubled
with excessive swarming; since then,
he has not. In the spring he had 90
colonies, and now he has 135.
One of the causes
James Heddon
of swarming is that bees are dissatisfied with their queen; they will be
more likely to swarm when the queen's
wing is clipped. The bees thought,
with him, that a queen with a wing
clipped was not a whole queen. By
giving the queen plenty of room and
using comb foundation judiciously,
swarming can be largely controlled.
I do not desire
O. O. Poppleton
increase, and liave had only 4 natural
swarms this season. I believe with
Mr. Ileddon that bv the use of comb
foundation and giving the queen
room, swarming may be controlled.
Does the clipping of
W. H. Balch
tlie (lueen's wmg prevent her from
:

:

:

fill

the
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winter. I have tried it. Having had a poor lioney yield one season
we fed largely to save our bees from
starving, and the next season we obtained at least 19,000 lbs. of comb
lioney which we should not have had,
if we had permitted the bees to die,
It is
by neglecting to feed them.
safer to feed sugar syrup than honey.
The best way to prepare the sugar
syrup is to procure extra confectioners'
sugar
d sugar (it is just as good as
for feeding bees) and make a syrnp by
of
of
20
lbs.
mixing 5 quarts
water to
sugar. We feed about the middle of
September. If for later feeding, the
known.
I had 56 colonies syrup should bealittle thicker— using
Dr. Stevenson
in the spring, and liave had 20 natural more sugar.
James Heddon
As glucose is now
swarms. I follow the plan suggested
by Mr. G. M. Doolittle, to prevent being crystalized, we must look out
swiirms, and I had no swarm issue for adulteration in granulated sugar,
until about July 10. One colony gave like all other brands.
What temperature
L. H. Scudder
me b50 lbs. of nice comb honey. I
is required when making the feed
now have 81 colonies.
What is best for
President Miller
We simply stir the
E. J. Oatman
some persons, is not always the best sugar well, to mix it with "the cold
for me. If I have all the bees I need water. We do not heat it at all.
I do not want increase, and am intent
James Heddon had excellent results
upon knowing how to prevent swarm- from feeding for winter stores.
ing. The bees acted differently this
As the honey
J. M. Valentine
year than ever before. Swarm they crop, two years ago, was a total failthe
all
my
efforts
to
would, despite
ure, I made sugar syrup, two meascontrary and swarmed even in the ures of sugar to one of water, and
fall, a thing rarely known before.
gave 20 lbs. of this to each of my coloJames Ileddon Bees do not swarm nies of bees, and I lost only 1 colony
when honey is coming in with a rush out of 65. All of the hives contained
let basswood yield honey profusely, more or less honey besides the feed I
and tlie bees find something else to do gave them.

If not, how does it preclip tiie wings of my
vent it V
I
believe
and
it to be an adqueens,
vantage, but do not know how it could
prevent the swarming fever.
Bees are jealous
James Ileddon
of their queen, and do not like one
that has her wings mutilated.
I have clipped
O. O. Poppleton
tlie wings of a part of my queens, and
can see no difference between them
and those not liaving clipped wings.
I shall clip one wing of tliemall, hereafter. The past season has been the
greatest swarming season I have ever

swarming V

tle in

:

:

A

:

:

:

'f

:

:

:

—

:

uncapped the extractor gearingshould be turned slower there is no
excuse for throwing out any larvise, if
care is taken in running the extractor.
When the lioney season is long drawn
out, swarming is very much increased.

is

;

Comb

:

:

use, but I would only"liave it gathered
before close of clover bloom.

Will evaporating
V. M. Keenev
the honey in the sun, take away its
:

flavor

:

race.

James Ileddon

:

Yes

instinct for increase,

;

Nature's
cannot be

it is

and

it

be controlled
prevented.
It may
some, or v)artially averted, but cannot
be prevented.
Rev. D. Whitmer had found it impossible to control swarming, and will
hereafter let them have tlieir own
way, and act out their natural instinct.

Peter Dahl

:

I

let

my

bees

swarm

naturally until July 1, and then, as I
have all the bees 1 need, I catch the
queen, cage lier, cut out the queencells, and return the swarm.
James Heddon did not believe in
cutting out all the queen-cells but one
and then expect that to give the
future queen, with the best results.
could not be expected to select
the best, when Nature had so arranged
it, that the bees had 1.5 or more, queen
cells to select from, in obtaining the
future queen for the colony. We can
control Nature in many things, and it
will not always do to fold our arms
and say, "Let Nature follow out its

We

instincts."
When we can improve
on instinct, we should do it, as we do
in dogs, cattle, chickens, hogs, etc.,
but we must also be careful not to
change from Nature's instinct, the

wrong way.
Feeding Bees.
" Does it pay to feed
bees to keep them from starving ¥"
it will
Certainly
E. J. Oatman
pay as well as to buy hay for our cat-

QUESTIOK

:

:

;

'i*

Geo. Thompson thought not.
flavor is all given to it before

The
it

is.

sealed over.
J.

;

than to swarm.
Wlien you can preMrs. Harrison
vent bees from swarming, you may,
perhaps, also find out how to prevent
the human family from increasing. It
is Nature's plan for perpetuating the

Extracted Honey.

vs.

Pres. Miller
One objection to thebusiness of producing comb honey is
the fact that, at the close of the season, there are so many sections only
partly tilled, and unmarketable. These
must be extracted or the bees must
take it out and deposit it below. I
think it may be advisable to work for
comb honey until clover bloom, and
then for extracted, until the close of
the season.
As I keep all my
J. E. Hunter:
honey separate, I extract the honey
from" the partly-filled sections at the
close of clover bloom, and let the bee&
fill them with heartsease honey— my
next crop.
I produce a little
O. O. Poppleton
comb honey, as a fancy article, for my

Heddon

:

almost impossible

It is

retain the flavor of extracted
honey after it leaves the comb— and
to
honey
Marvin
prefers
James
that IS the reason why nearly all presugar for feeding bees, even at the fer the comb to the extracted honey.
He knew of instances They may say what they like; judge
same cost.
where colonies had been fed 25 lbs. of them by their acts, and, you will see
sugar syrup and then had starved. If that while they like extracted honey
they had that much of good capped just as well as they do that in the
honey they would not have starved.
comb—If you place both kinds beforeAdjourned to 8 a. m.
them, they take the comb, 9 times out
of 10. It will candy quickerafter it is.
MORNING SESSION.
taken out of the comb.
The Convention met at 8 a. m. accan ripen the
O. O. Poppleton
President honey after extracting it, by placing
cording to adjournment.
Miller in the chair, who announced it in open vessels and let the evaporathat the first question to be discussed tion take place. Much of the honey
" How to prevent the queens that is marketed is not properly
was
from going up into the surplus de- ripened, and if bottled up at once will
partment and depositing eggs there ?" often break the jars.
J. E. Hunter said that he had exThomas G. Newman said he once
perienced difficulty in trying to pre- had a barrel of honey from Wisconvent the queens from occupying the sin that fermented and blew out theupper story of the hive with eggs.
bung and wasted more than one-half
could not be too careful in
O. O. Poppleton had no trouble in of it.
tliat line. He used the long-idea hive, ripening honey, either by letting the
containg 25 frames and no upper story. bees do it before capping it, or let it.
He had only one " double-decker '' in ripen by beingexposed to the air afterhis apiarv of 150 colonies.
wards, before barreling.
James Heddon did not like the longM. M. Baldridge I want the honey
idea hive. It was natural for the bees all sealed over before it is extracted.
brood-chamto store honey above the
Then it will be safe to market it.
That hive should be called,
ber.
I have kept honey in
J. E. Hunter
"
"
hive.
wrong-idea
the
pails, bad it candy, and warmed it tosprig
a
large
brought
Wemple
L. C.
liquefy it, and find that the flavor was
of tigwort, which he had plucked on often improved by the warming. Care
his way to the Convention, and placed must be taken not to have it too warm,
It had
it on the table for inspection.
or the flavor might be gone. There is.
a host of bulbs with seeds, ready for no tear of ever overstocking the marharvesting.
ket with a good ripe article of exJ. E. Hunter: I extract only ripe tracted lioney.
capped honey, in order to get the very
best article for placing on the market.
Ho-w to get the Bees off the Sections.
Deep frames are
O. O. Poppleton
Miller had been troubled very
Pres.
hives.
the best for the long-idea
one had a.
I often extract much to do it, and if any
James Heddon
would be
from combs having brood in them but better plan than he had, he
prefer those without it. If the brood glad to learn how to do it.
to

We

:

:

We

:

:

:

:
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On a warm day,
the bees are flying, take off the
sections one at a time those partly
lilled put in a l)ox all togetlier, and let
the bees clean the latter out when
honey is scarce. Tlie bees can generally be made to leave them by using
the smoker.
My sections all
James ileddon
have open tops, and it is the easiest
thing in the world for me to drive
out the bees by using a little smoke
with a bellows smoker.
My sections all have
I'res. Miller
closed tops, and I cannot get the bees
out as Mr. Ileddon does.
Dr. Stevenson:

when

;
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I do not use separa- that the next topic for discussion was
and there are not two sections of
Wintering Bees.
honey ni a hundred that I cannot use
and market.
The objection to
James Ileddon

Peter Dahl

:

tors,

:

I use sections li cellar wintering is the expense.
The
O. O. Poppleton
inches in width and do not need sepa- cellar should have a plenty of pure air,
rators.
with the temperature never below
I use sections 4ix freezing, and the bees should be fed on
James Heddon
narrow
and
width,
inches
in
4i, If
pure sugar syrup. Pollen is the bane
tops. Can good one-piece sections be it floats in the honey, and causes dysmade of tliat width, and willi the bee entery. Sugar syrup is best for winopening at the top and bottom, of the ter food for bees.
full length of the section and of i inch
I do not believe that
J. E. Hunter
in width.
bees get enough iwUen in the honey to
I have made do harm, but 1 have no doubt that polJames Forncrook
one-piece sections in that way already; len stored in the comb is often the
they can be made any way that bee- cause of dysentery.
The Use of Separators.
keepers want them.
Our loss of .50 per
E. J. Oatman
Mr. Carson said he had been suc- cent, of our bees, in 1880, was due to
John A. Williamson said he could cessful
made
sections
with one pound
dysentery. I do not believe that bees
not dispense with the <ise of separa2 inches wide, and used them without should have pollen in winter.
tors in raising comb honey.
separators.
My bees stored
James Heddon
Neither can I get
L. 11. Scudiler
He produced a case showing how he lots of pollen this fall, and I feared
along without them.
used them, and to prove his assertion the result, bi:t tlie weather has been
J. E. Hunter. I cannot; my wife
that he could get good straight combs so pleasant that breeding has used it
forbids it.
without separators.
up, and I have no fears now of success
I glass all my honey,
J C. Newman
The case was duly inspected by the in wintering my bees.
and I cannot get along without sepa- President,
land pronounced very imHow do you preL. H. Scudder
rators. I use them made of very tliin
Several combs had been con- vent the beesfrom storing pollen while
wood, which will not bend out of perfect.
nected by pieces of comb, built be- you are feeding them with sugar
place nor kink, and they cost but littween them, and many of the sections syrup V
tle.
I use a comb honey rack, and
crooked that they could
Bees will not
James Heddon
have all my sections nicely sand pap- were built so
not be packed for market without gather pollen, because they are fed
ered.
another.
syrup. With ray feeders, holding 2}4
James Ileddon: I formerly did the touching one
lbs. each, I can give them enough for
same thing, but those extremely white
of Comb Foundation.
The
Use
winter in 48 hours, and during this
sections formed a contrast with the
short time no pollen is gathered.
honey, and I found it a detriment.
cultbee
Modern
He
Idon
James
The trouble is that
L. H. Scudder
Then they often got dirty and looked ure is very modern. It gropes daily.
worse than those that had not been book, written on the most progressive the labor of extracting the honey in
fall and the cost and labor of feedas white.
ideas and methods of management, the
than the
I do not use is soon behind the times.
ilrs. L. Harrison
Tlie ink is ing sugar syrup, will be more
separators, starters, nor comb founda- hardly dry, before some of it needs to worth of the bees.
I would like to know
A. A. Rice
tion in my comb honey. 1 use a line be re- written, with newer thoughts
of wax simply, but I tind that the bees and views. The use of comb founda- how to prepare the sugar syrup.
James Heddon Not knowing just
sometimes not only build the comb tion is a growing subject ; we want
crooked, but actually build them cross- the best article and the best methods when the honey season will close, we
wise of tlie section boxes. Then we of using it. I believe that the found- often get belated in feeding, in which
4
prepare my feed as follows
have to sell them at home.
ation made on the Given press is the case I
I have to change best that is now made, because the lbs. of water, 10 lbs. of granulated or
L. H. Scudder
of
sugar, and a piece
from two pound sections to one side walls are soft and can easily be confectioner's
pound, and as I have to purchase all drawn out, while the bases of the cells tartaric acid of about the size of a
point
of boiling, and
new separators, if I can get along only are thin and hard pressed. The pea bring to the
without tliem I want to do so, and 1 bees will manipulate it much more boil for a few moments. When lukeis ready to feed.
would like to know liow to do it.
readily than any other I have ever warm it
In the normal conE. J. Oatman
I have always used used.
E. J. Oatman
The Mn, used in sections,
separators; there is nothing to be should be the full size of the sections, dition, when bees are wintered on the
gained but the expense of cost saved, leaving i inch space, each side, and I summer stands, the bees will not come
and as I have them already I see no of an inch at the bottom. I would not out except when the weather is favorreason in desiring to do without them. use the best natural comb in sections able. I have been asked why I have
from
the changed my plan of wintering
I have used sepa- if I could get soft foundation
James Heddon
that of packing in chaff
rators and discarded them, but 1 in- bees will use the latter so much more the cellar to
on the summer stands, when we were
tend to give them one more trial for readily.
with wintering in cellar.
the purpose of finding out how much
Mr. Heddon here exhibited a super so successful
In reply I would say that it was not
it will cost me, in honey, to use them. of his one pound sections, and showed
because we were not successful, with
Dr. Stevenson found that,when tak- the manner of its use on the liive.
that method, but because we had no
ing the combs apart, sometimes they
I find that comb
H. D. Burrell
apiaries.
were injured by being attached by foundation that has been made some- good cellars in some of our
tenement plan
small pieces of comb, one to the time is just as readily received by the We now winter on the
—by putting clusters of 4 hives of
other— but usually they were quite bees as that just made.
bees together, two facing east and two
straight and so good as to allow him
very
Poppleton
had
used
it
O. O.
pack each four with
to take the first premiums at fairs extensively, and found that the bees facing west, and
more to
over those who used separators. He would draw out the side walls of the chaff. It costs but 10 cents
thus prepare 4, than it would to pack
used no separators, but did use thin cells in 48 hours or less.
one.
foundation.
I find that comb
Pres. Miller
But why did you
Pres. :Miner:
Mrs. L. Harrison: Does not the in- foundation, when piled together, will
wintering
clination of the hives sometimes con- keep mucli better than when exposed change the manner of your
bees in your home apiary, where you
trol the matter of building combs
to tlie atmosphere.
more exnot
had a good cellar ? Is it
straiglit. 1 do not use comb foundaAdjourned to 1:30 p. m.
pense to pack tliem in chaff than to
tion in comb honey.
carry the bees into the cellar V
Dr. Stevenson
I discarded the use
AFTEUNOON SESSION.
Yes ; but I think it
E. J. Oatman
of separators on account of the cost,
Pres. Miller called the Convention safer to do so.
and the fact that bees lengthen the
Wliy V
Pres. Miller
to order at 1 :30 p. m., and announced
cells in the spaces above and below.
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

.

:

:

:

:

A

:

:

:

:

:

:

A

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Oalman

Because they have Miss Maggie O. Smith, of Lebanon;
S. H. Lane and W. R. Bolianon, of
Pres. Miller
That is the point. Whitestown; II. Cox, White Lick;
Then if I give my bees pure air in tlie John J. Goldsborough, Thornlown;
cellar, is it not as well as to pack them William S. Smith, Pliillip W. Beeler,
E. J.

more pure

Local Convention Directory.

:

air.

:

in chaff V

Time and Place

18«2.

Nov.

I

J.

Zionsville.

ventilate my celkeep the tempera-

J. E. Hunter: I
lar with a pipe and

ture even.

T. G. Newman
At about what
temperature tlo you keep the cellar
during the winter V
J. E. ilunter: At about -10 or .50 degrees, but 4r) J is the best and safest.
I have a pipe from the outside to let
in pure air, and one leading to the
chimney to carry the foul air out.
:

Tlie afternoon was spent in the discussion of various questions relating
to the best method of wintering bees,
how to obtain the largest yield of

honey, etc.
Dr. O'Rear exhibited a
case of Cyprian bees, and a queen supposed to be better than the Italian
bee.

Husbrouck, Sec, Bound Brook, N.

Mr. Frey had quite an assortment of

J.

3.— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa,

Henry

AVallace. Sec.

1883.

Jan. 16.-Eestern N. V., at Albany. N. Y.
E. Quakenbush, Sec. Barnersville, N. Y.
16-18, Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.

G.

t3^ In order

to

W. House,

haye

taries are requested to

comb foundation and some new

of Meeting.

—New Jersey & Eastern, nt New Brunswick.

fayetteyille, N. Y.

this table

forward

complete, Secre-

full particulars of

time and place of future meetiUKS.— ED.

styles

of smokers.

Pres. Miller:
When warm air is
One of the ladies gave the following
desired for the cellar the outer end of receipt for a cup cake
2 cups of
the pipe must be lower than the end honey, 1 cup of butter, 1 cup of sweet
inside.
milk and 3 eggs warm the honey to
A. A. Rice
Yes, and it must have make it thin use baking powder.
ventilation to let tlie foul air out, or
This meeting developed quite an
you can never get pure air in, because interest in beeology, and there is no
the foul air will rise to tlie top of the doubt but that the next meeting of
cellar and stay there, unless there is a the association will be interesting and
manner of escape provided for it.
profitable.
John Hodgson had 70 colonies in the
The following programme was arcellar, and ran a pipe ISO feet to admit
ranged for the next meeting: How
warm and fre.sli air.
to produce the most extracted honey
The articles on exhibition were
Bingham's Conqueror Smoker, Dr. —Geo. J. Frey, Lebanon The most
convenient hive— F. B.
Williams,
Thurston's Wire Frame-Holder, ScoLebanon ; Wintering bees
S. H.
vell
Anderson's Improved Smoker,
Lane,
Wliitestown ; Honey in best
Bees from Rev. D.Whitmer's Apiary,
marketable
shape—
Geo.
W.
Smith,
Bull's Spacer for the bottoms of brood
Lebanon Queen breeding A. Cox,
frames, etc.
White Lick ; Best method of producThe Convention then adjourned to ing
comb honey W. R. Bohanon,
:

;

:

;

:

;

—

&

i^Tlie annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be

held at Berlin Center,

Mahoning County, in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the I!)lh and 20th
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of interest to the fraternity.
full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
afford to miss them.
expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
Leonidas Causon, Pres.

A

We

—

l^The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
Association will liold its annual meeting at the office of Graham & Steel,
meet on Wednesday and Thursday of
Whitestown Forage for bees— Ora Winterset, Iowa, on Friday Nov. 3,
the last week of the Chicago ExposiKnowlton, New Brunswick Increase 1882, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee
tion, of 1883.
C. C. MiLLEK, Pres.
of bees J. J. Goldsborough, Thorn- culture are invited.
Thos. G. Newman, <Sec.
town.
Henry Wallace.
Essays— Miss Anna Weitzel, New
Brunswick and Miss Maggie O. Smith,
Lebanon, Iiid., ConTention.
;

—

;

:

—

Lebanon, who

will select their

Quite a number of persons inter- subjects.
ested in bee culture met in the Court
House, Lebanon, Ind., at 11 a. m., Saunders County

Monday

Oct.

!),

1882;

(Neb.) Convention.

and effected a

temporary organization, by electing
The Saunders county Bee-Keepers'
Dr. O'Rear, of Lizton, Hendricks Co.,
Association, held its semi-annual
President, and W. P. Parr, of Lebameeting
at Wahoo, Oct. 7th, 1882.
non, Secretary.
the opening of the meeting,
The President briefly stated that the After
reading and approval of the minutes
object of the meeting was the organiof the last meeting, and the treasurer
zation of a county society, auxiliary
and secretary's reports, the following
to the Indiana State Bee-keepers' Asofficers were elected for the ensuing
sociation, and a committee, consistPresident, C. C. Gurney; Secing of Geo. W. Smith, S. II. Lane and year:
retary, J, J. Burtch Treasurer, S. V.
F. B. Williams, was appointed to
Decker Vice President, L. P. Whitdraft a constitution and by-laws with
beck; Keeper of Supplies, G. Rouse.
instructions to report at the next
The meeting was then open for
meeting, Dec. 12, 18S2.
general discussion, and auite an interThe following permanent officers esting
discussion ensued on the price
were then elected:
Geo. J. Frey, of
bees, the preference of Italians
President; Geo. W.Smith, Vice Presiover black l>ees, wintering bees, the
dent; S. H. Lane, Secretary and
Italian bees, etc.
It was
Treasurer after which adjournment color of
then announced that the State Beewas taken until 1 p. m.
Association wished to liold
The association re-assembled at the Keepers'
its annual meeting at Wahoo, and a
appointed time, and, after being called
motion was unanimously carried that
to order, the following persons signiwe send them a pressing invitation to
fied their purpose to become members
meet at Wahoo, next January. After
of the association by itaying the initiasome experience had been given in
tion fee, 75 cents (which also entitles
adjourned.
them to full membersliip in the State bee culture, the meeting
Mrs. C. L. Stocking, tiec.
;

;

;

CLUBBING LIST.

own

We supply the Amerlcun Bee Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, at the
prices quoted in the last column of fleures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
postage

Is

prepaid by the publishers.

The Weekly Bee Journal

Publiahera' Price. Club
»2 00.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keepers'Kxch'nge(Houk&Peet)3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.IIill)
2
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
6
The 6 above-named papers

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaKbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T, O. Newman) "
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binderfor Weekly for 1882

The Monthly

Bee Journal

00., 2 75
00..

2 60

CO..

2 80

60.. 2 36
60..

2 40

00.

.

5 50

3 26.

.

3 00

2 75.. 2 50
2 85.. 2 75

275.. 2 50

and any of tbe

above, $1 less than the figures in the last column.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.

just issued a

Association), and they will sign the
constitution and by-laws at the Dei^"Renewals may be made at any
cember meeting
ig^PostaOT stamps, of -one, two or
Geo. J. Frey, Ora
at
Knowlton and JNIiss Anna F. Weitzel, three cent denomination, accepted for time but all papers are stopped
of New Brunswick; P. B. Williams, fractional parts of a dollar; but money the expiration of the time paid for,
Geo. W. Smith, Adolphus Joyson and is preferred.
unless requested to be continued.
:

;

;

:
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Statistical Table.

The Committee on
on October

owned by

18-19. 1882,
fifty

of

Statistics,

appointed by the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association, at Chicago,

reported the following Tabular Statement, showing the

the persons

present,

together with other items of interest

NAME.

681

who had

reported, and the

amount

number
of

of

Illinois,

colonies of

Bees,

honey produced by them
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that by cutting the line,
some one hinted to me, nothing
would be gained, but set the alarm
going in a moment. The cost of running tlie alarm is very small, not more

will be seen

as

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees and Honey Thieves.
A. R. KOIINKE.

On

from

—

that the bee-keepers of a certain district in Nortliern Germany petitioned
the Government officials to be permitted to lay iron fox or wolf- traps to
catch bee thieves wlio stole their bees
or took the honey and thus ruined the
colonies. The petition was granted,
Erovided the apiaries were enclosed
y a fence.
Now and then we hear in this country of such depredations, and perliaps
but very few of such cases are reported. Honey is sweet but stolen
honey seems to some people the
sweetest of sweets and before you are
able to raise the morals of the community to a higher standard so that
they will let your bees alone, your
best colonies may be ruined.
Different bee-keepers advise and
use different precautions, among
which are liigli, tight board fences, in
addition to which a barbed-wire is run
on top ; others use a barbed-wire fence
only ; still others advise a bull dog,
and some one advised an electrical
alarm.
It will not be necessary to state my
objections to arrangements I do not
use, but I prefer the electrical alarm
as the most reliable and least expensive. I am surrounded by some of the
;

worst elements
'

of

society— miners

and mill hands— but as soon as the
bees were put on their stands I put
Suspicious looking
up the alarm.
characters would come along and inquire about the object of those wires
" they were certainly too high for
clothes lines." 1 would tell them, I
meant to use them to blow up thieves
by electricity, and no one ever ventured to come into the garden after
honey, fruit or vegetables, while my
neighbors were robbed by, perhaps,
strikers.
to construct or

Now

put up such an
not apply to an
electrician.
I tried one, he wanted
$3.50 per hive, besides $7.00 for the
alarm proper, and about $4.00 for a
alarm, one should

battery. Then I went to
work and made evervthing myself,
three-cell

buying the material only, which did
not come to more than about $8.00,
and the connections for each hive can
be made for about 25 or 30 cents.
are made of small plates or
pieces of sheet copper or brass, which
touch when the hives are closed ; the
alarm being arranged on tlie closed
circuit principle, as soon as a hive is
opened or moved tlie circuit is broken
and sets the alarm bell ringing; it

They

-

the 7th of last June, a honey

Colmac, Germany, who
systematically plundered the apiaries
of the valley of Muenster, was sentenced to 6 years in penitentiary.
Alsacian Bienenzeitting.
Another German exchange states,
thief

than a dollar a month, at the utmost,
for any number of liives.
To describe my arrangement minutely would take too much space at
present, but should there be a demand
for it I may do so at some future time.
Youngstown, O.
I

^m

I

*

New
Winter Bees.
Rural

How

to

PROF. A.

.T.

Yorker.

COOK.

As the winter again approaches,
bee-keepers begin to inquire how they
may safely winter their bees. Tliis
matter of wintering is the only element in apiculture that is precarious,
and when we remember that such men
as John Davis, of Michigan, with his
scores of colonies, and O. O. Poppleton, of Iowa, with his hundreds of
colonies, and D. A. Jones, of Ontario,
with bis thousands, all located in the
cold, bleak North, winter without loss
every winter, may we not conclude
that wintering is only precarious as
men are ignorant or careless V With
the requisite knowledge, and an equal
amount of care, it is more than probable that universal success mightcome
with every winter.
As Mr. Poppleton says, to insure
safe wintering, preparation should

wire gauze, or else nearly close it with
blocks. In two or three days the entrance may be again opened.
After we have given the bees sufficient food, we should, by the use of
the division board, confine the bees
on the frames which contain their
stores, and exclude all others, so that
the be^s will have only to warm the
part of the hive actually used. Above
this chamber we should place fine, dry
chaff or sawdust, which, for convenience and neatness, had better be confined in a sack. If we are to winter
out-of-doors, either in chaff hives or
with chaff or savv-dust packed about
our hives, we should put similar chaff
or sawdust cushions at the sides of
the winter combs, just outside the
division boards, which latter had better not reach quite to the bottom of
the hive.
In all the combs to be used in winter there should be cut a small central
hole, so that the bees can easily pass
through from one comb to another.

These may be cut when we weigh the
combs.
Many, with Mr. Poppleton, prefer
chaff hives. These are double-walled
at the ends of the frame, with a six-

inch space filled with fine cliaff
Thus
we see that with the cushions already
mentioned the bees are surrounded
on all sides with a protection from the
cold. By the use of chaff hives their
friends claim that they can winter
successfully, and that they are protected against "spring dwindling."
Others object to the cost of these
commence early in the season. The hives and to their weight, which makes
colonies should be kept strong, and them hard to handle, and many think
should be kept breeding, by stimula- them unsafe in very cold winters, pertive feeding if that is necessary, till haps because they were not fairly
well into September, that there may tried.
Owing to these objections, others,
be the proper number of young bees.
Some bee-keepers ridicule tins idea, who wish to winter on the summer
but such men as Jones hold it to be stands, place a box outside of the
hives, leaving a space of ten or twelve
very essential.
As soon as frost comes, at least as inches, which they fill with chaff or
early as October 1st, when the work sawdust. It is arranged so that the
of the year is over, the bees of each bees can fly if the weather is so warm
hive should be given at least 30 lbs. as to incite activity, with this proof good capped honey in frames that tection. Expense and ill success have
are at least two-thirds or three-fourths robbed this method of many of its
full.
If from too close extracting, or friends V
Probably no method has so many
a poor honey yield, the requisite
amount is not in the hive, then the friends in the Northern States, where
bees should be fed at once that they wintering is a vexed question, as that
This is high
may have time to get all capped be- of cellar wintering.
fore the cold weather prevents work. praise for the cellar, as there are so
Don't guess at the amount of honey, many poor cellars that we should exbut weigh, that there may be no mis- pect too many tV.ilures to keep this
take. For feed, we may use good ex- style of wintering in good repute. If
tracted honey, or, better still, granu- we may judge from experience, a proplated sugar made into a rich syrup by perly constructed cellar, with the prodissolving in water and heating till it per preparation already referred to,
boils.
If we use hives with tight- will never fail.
The cellar should be entirely bebottom boards we can follow Mr. D.
A. Jones's method, and turn the neath the earth, and be so ventilated
honey right into the back of the hive that the air should always be sweet,
after we have raised the front. If we and the temperature always uniform
have separate bottom boards we may at about 45^ P. While it should never
use any of the convenient feeders. In be more than two degrees warmer
feeding we must be careful to feed than this, it will do no harm if it is
late in the day, and not to spill any five degrees colder at times. The best
feed about the apiary, or we may have way to secure this is by sub-earth
four-inch pipe should
Should any ventilation.
trouble with robbing.
bees get to robbing, which will be extend from the bottom of the cellar
denoted by lighting and a great com- to connect with a stove-pipe in the
motion in front at the entrance of the room above. From near the bottom
colony being robbed, we should either of the cellar there should be another
cover the entrance of this hive with pipe (six-inch tile is the best) extend.

A
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ing for 80 feet through ttie earth, run- offered as premiums in this class.
In the implement or machinery dening below the frost line and then
reaching the surface of the earth, partments any new feature can be
where it shoulii be protected by wire entered, as any labor saving implegau/.e. so that vermin could not enter ment for any purpose, the award of
the iiipe. We see that as a lire is built premiums to Ije from the societies
in the stove the air is drawn from the medals to a diploraaj or equal cash
cellar and is supplied by the sub-earth premiums, as the exhibitor chooses.
pipe.
This cools the air when tlie Under this head we are compelled to
weather is warm and warms it when enter our hives, foundation machinery,
I have known such a cellar extractors and whatever new things
it is cold.
to be in successful use for nearly half may be tried or proved worthy all old
and several others articles, as those used at an early date,
a score of years
for a less time. Some secure ventila- being ruled out.
tion by the usual means and keep the
Now, it would be much better for
right temperature by a refrigerator, a all agricultural societies, offering beecistern in the cellar, or a stream of keepers any inducements to show their
water passing through it. The sub- products, to make one class of everyearth plan is the most scientific, and thing that bee-keeping requires, and
works best. The cellar should be dry have competent judges that know
and quiet,
their business in this respect— especThe bees should be removed to the ially on articles of known merit. As
cellar before wintersets in. The hives an illustration of this, one of our
should be dry, if possible, when put workmen conceived the idea of an
in, and the bees should be set in so automatic self spacer for the broodquietly that they would not be dis- chamber, somclhing that every beeturbed.
Once in, we remove the keeper in the laud that uses a bar hive
covers, leaving the cushions on and requires. The device was duly entered
Thus ar- but no committee came to examine it,
opening the entrances.
ranged, we may leave the bees till the consequently it went by unnoticed expollen of April bids us to prepare for cept by bee-keepers, who were unithe work of a new year.
versal "in their decision of its being
The only valid objections to cellar the " best thing out." I will send you
wintering is the labor of moving the a set of Lan^stroth frames with the
bees and the danger of spring dwind- appliance all ready, and they will
lings. The expense of moving is less " speak for themselves " as it would
than that of either of the other meth- require too much writing to give a
;

;

if we properly confine the clear description of them at this time.
bees by use of the division board as
new feeder, also was passed by for
they commence to work in spring, we the same reason.
may have no fear of dwindling,
Our exhibit was the largest ever

ods, and,

A

especially

if

we have such a

suggested above.
Lansing, Mich.

cellar as

,

seen in the State, and, as we went
more for the benefit of advertising
our business than the small premiums
offered, we were well
effort it cost us.

For the American Bee Journal.

rewarded for the

Bee aud Honey Sliow at Baltimore.
Scientitlc

LAKE.

Dear Editor— I see by this week's
issue of the Journal you failed to
receive several copies of our daily
publications containing accounts of
the great fair.
You will see our exhibit was an independent one, but no others entered
the contest and we had a one-sided
one, so to speak. Some how we can
not get the beekeepers to show their
products at the fairs.
The small
premiums offered by most societies
pay the trouble— is one great
drawback. I don't know of another
will not

society in the State of Maryland that
offer over S3.00 in the apiarian department, except Baltimore, and the increase of premiums of this society is
due to your article upon the subject,
about two years ago. 1 placed it in
the hands of the society and at their

annual meeting
portion

of

the

it was argued and a
premiums as recom-

mended by you adopted

as follows

For Best Colony of Italian Bees

Combs

in

For best display of Bees includinK their public

manlpulatkin

For best Ii> lbs. Comb Honev
For bestdHpiay Extracted and Comb Honey.
For best Crate of Honey ready for shipplnK-

.

A second premium
the

same

:

Movable
f .» 00
r>

00

2

(Hi

".;

00

- 00

also offered on
exhibit, making about $20,
is

it

gives rise to swelling and red-

This depends on the hne hairs,
which produce the same effect when
they float around the air. Many ladies
ness.

the caterpillar room of the
naturalist lleaumer had a breaking
out on the neck."
In the sting of the bee, wasp, hornet, etc., a minute drop of a transparent liquid may be observed on the
sting, and is called "bee poison"
(formic acid). It penetrates into the
wound produced by the sting, and
It
causes the well known effects.

who visited

would, however, be a great mistake

assume that the only object of this
to increase the effect of the sting,
that is, that it serves only to injure.
It has a far more important purpose,
namely, to prevent fermentation and
decay. The celebrated bee cultivator,
IIolz, reports that in his long experience with lioney, that which came
from what are called " ranchorous
to
is

swarms"

(boshaft)

had peculiar pro-

perties. It always had a bitter, harsh
taste, and its smell was sharp too.
can the character of the swarm
affect the smell and taste of the honey

How

they gather V We know that bees,
when they are disturbed, run out their
stings, on the end of which may be
seen a tiny drop. This little drop, as
we have already said, is bee poison, or
formic acid. When the disturbance
is at an end they draw in their stings
again, but the little drop of liquid
does not go back with it, but is wiped
off on the comb, and sooner or later
gets mixed up with the honey. This
explains why the honey from such excited bees tastes and smells sharper
than that from peaceable bees. Excitable bees will rub off this little
drop of formic acid more frequently
perhaps a larger
than other bees
drop is formed by nervous bees than
these that are not nervous, and hence
the honey is much richer in formic
acid. This acid is never absent in
genuine honey, but the amount difThis contamination is not only
fers.
uninjurious but very useful, in fact
necessary, for it keeps the honey from
spoiling ; we know, indeed, that purified honev, from which the formic
acid has been removed, very soon ferments, while unpurilied honey will
;

Baltimore, Maryland.
C. H.

times
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Irritating Effect of

.

American.

Bee Stings.

PROF. A. VOGEL.
It is well known that the effect of a
stinging nettle on the skin agrees very
closely with the sensation produced
by the sting of a bee or wasp. But
the great similarity is not limited to
the feeling it causes, but, what may
not be so generally known, the cause
of the irritation is essentially the
same. It may be considered as definitely settled that formic acid is present in the poison sac of the bee sting,
in the so-called bee poison. The same
corrosive acid also occurs in the sling
of the nettle. Some species of caterpillars have f(umic acid in some of
their hairs, which they seem to shake
off at will, and when a person touches
such a caterpillar the poison penetrates the skin whenever it is moist,
and causes burning, itching and inflammation. These poisonous members
preserve their irritating powers, even
after the death of the worm. This
accounts for reliable statements that
visitors to collections of caterpillars
have suffered from exanthematous
eruptions on the neck. " JIany hairy
caterpillars cause itching and burning
of the skin when touched, and some-

keep unchanged for years. Nature
furnishes the bees with this knowledge instinctively, and therefore they
do not carry this drop of formic acid
away out of the hive. Bee connoisseurs assure me that the bees add to
it the nectar which they collect that is
free from it so as to make it keep, and
they do this in places where they are
notdislurbed, too.
Bee stings are often spoken of in
agricultural and popular papers as a
remedy for rheumatic affections, and
numerous cures are adduced to prove
If the formic acid that accompait.
nies the sting can be looked upon as
the principal agent in the cure, it
would be worth while to try the experiment of rubbing the spot with
this acid or injecting it under the
skin so as to avoid the somewhat inconvenient method of applying live
bees.

Two hundred years ago formic acid
was made from the brown wood ants.
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by triturating them with water and that the sawdust should be in the
distilling it. The liquid acid was used cushion, the cover also to remain off,
to irritate the skin. The reddening and the narrow strips to be placed on
of the skin, by using baths of pine
leaves, is also due to the action of

formic apid. The anti-fermentative
action of formic acid has also been
long recognized.
As regards the irritative action of
stinging nettles and other similar vegetables, it depends, as already stated,
on its formic acid. The point of the
nettle is brittle as glass, and by the
liglitest touch penetrates the skin and
breaks off, pouring out its acid and
causing tlie burning sensation.
Frequent mention has been made of
formic acid. In conclusion it may be
stated that

it

name from

gets its

the

the cushion
Gillett's

W. W. Mooke.

V

Grove, Iowa, Oct.

[Mr. Clouse
these queries.

is

10, 1882.

invited to reply to

ADVERTISING RATES.

Ed.]

Wants a Society.— To the bee-keep- 20c. per agate line of space, each insertion,
Arkansas and Kansas—it seems strange that the beeA line of Agate type will contain about elerb
keepers in the above-named States, wordn; fourteen linea will occupy inch of space
remain so inactive concerning a So- Tranaient Advertisements payable in advance.
ers of Missouri,

1

ciety or Convention. I shoiikVlike to
become a member of such a society
consisting of enterprising men and
women vv'ho are willing to make some
effort, for the advancement of beeculture, and the establishment of a
good home market. I will be pleased
to hear from any one interested in the
organization of such an essential
thing and who is willing to work for
it. My bees have done finely this season. About how many bees must there

Special Notices, 5U cents per line.

UlSCOXTNTS will

be given on advertlsemen
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole
paid in advance
:

lO per cent, dlscoun
20 "
" 13
"
"
found in them. It it had been first
(3 months)... .30
" a©
"
"
(t5month9)....40
found in the bee or nettle it would
" 3»
"
(Omonths)... 50
"
"
"
5»
(1
OO
have received another name. If an
year)
ant runs over a piece of blue litmus
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLV alone
paper he will leave a red streak. Put
25 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., 3 month
a stick in an ant hill and they will
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
squirt strong aoid on it.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
be in a colony that it may be sufficiMunich, Germany.
ently strong for winter, and how many alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 8
months.
lO per cent., if wholly paid In advance.
frames 11x12, partly filled, would it
I
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
require to carry them through ?
winter on summer stands, use division of the contract, will be charged the full rate fo
boards and quilts on topoif the frames. the time the advertisement is inserted.
My wife and I are giving our time and
THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
talent to our bees, and they have re»S5 West Madison Street.. C'hicaaro, III.
warded us well. We now have 84
colonies in good condition for winter.
We read with much interest the reBuilding up Colonies.— I commenced ports of those Conventions.
ijoticcs.
J. T. Bruton.
July 8th, with 6 nuclei, wliich are
ant {formica), because

it

was

first

4 weeks

For

8

*•

"

^^iZCT/OXSg

J^pccial

built into strong colonies, except two,
which I have just united. Pasturage
here is line and I will go into the bee
business on a larger scale, if I find
myself adapted to it. I will winter in
A. I. Hoot's chaff hives, on summer
stands and amuse myself this winter
in making hives and frames. Please

me know the best and quickest
to stock up, supposing I have
hives and frames with only foundation
and no combs, can I build up colonies
in these, simply by giving one-half
pound of bees, purchased elsewhere,
and giving them queens of my own
rearing, without any brood, or in other
words, js it necessary in order to establish a colony, no matter what
quantity of bees, that brood should
be given them to induce them to stay?
How many bees would it require to
establish a colony, that would give a
surplus, if the colony were put in
the hives as above on May 1st V
let

way

H.
Cranberry,
[It

is

too

W.
late

Z.

Shuiver.

Va., Oct.

now

8, 1882.

to attempt to

build up colonies by buying one-half
pound of bees, as is suggested above,

Joplin, Mo., Oct. 12, 1882.

r^"The Amerian

Bek Journal

for Oct. 11, the

writer of the Prize Essay on Winter" Then remove the
ing Bees says
cover, and place on top of the quilt a
cushion, and about 4 inches of sawdust packing.'' Are we to understand
:

Company

;

;

;

and giving them a queen.
In the
spring it might do. It would be safer posed to buy honey for cash, we did
to give them a frame of brood to in- not deem it necessary to enquire into
their standing.
Of course, no one
duce them to stay.— En.]
should trust any person, with whom
Packing Bees in Chaff.— On page 645 they are unacquainted, without first
of the

E.xpress

[There should be bees enough to
money order system is the cheapest,
cover 6 frames, and they should have
safest and most convenient way of re25 pounds of honey.— Ed.]
mitting small sums of money. Their
rates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents over $5
Honey.—
Shipping
Caution about
Seeing an advertisement in the Bee to $10, 8 cents. They can be purJournal of a party on 22d street, chased at any point where the comChicago, who would purchase honey pany have an office, except Canada,
in large or small quantities and for
comb would pay the highest mar- and can be made payable at any one
ket price, I concluded to call and of the company's 4,000 offices.
Accordtry to dispose of mine.
For safety, when sending money to
ingly I went to the place designated,
this office get either a post office or exand after some difficulty, found a
young man who claimed to be one of press money order, a bank draft on
the firm, who took me to their place New York or Chicago, or register the
of business, which proved to be a base- letter. Postage stamps of anv kind
ment room, very poorly lighted and may be sent for amounts less than one
showing no sighs of business. lie
did not want to purchaso had all the dollar. Local checks are subject to a
stock they required at present, etc. discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
Now I write this to caution bee-keepers from sending their goods to any
Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
person, wilhout knowing the standing
for the Weekly Bee Journal for one
of the party to whom they ship.
L. H. SCUDDER.
year, will be entitled to the following
New Boston, 111., Oct. 20, 1882.
premiums. Their own subscription
[As the party in question only pro- may count in the club
:

For a Club of 3,—" Bees and Honey," in paper.
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder, or '"Bees
and Honey," in cioth.
'•
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cooii's Manual, paper.
"

"

5,— Coolc's Manual

••

"

6,— Weeltly Bee

in cioth. or the
Apiary Register for lOOColoniea

.Journal for

I

year,

or Apiary KeKisti.^r for lifJO Col'8.
ascertaining their business standing,
and being fully assured of their ability
Two subscribers for the Monthly
to make all contracts good.
We have will count the same as one for the
repeatedly cautioned our readers on Weekly, when getting up clubs for the
the necessity of this.— Ed.]
above premiums.

—

;
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The Apiary Register.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

883.

At the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

OFFICE OF AMEHICAN BEE JOFRNAL,
Monday, 111 a. m., October :2l. 188:i.

who

All

{
J

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
quota- copy and commence to use it.
their

The following are the latest
Semi-Montlily Bee Jouhnal, we shall
tions
for honey and beeswax received For .50
consisting
Monthly
colonies (120 pages)
next year print a
$1 00
" 100 colonies 220 pages
up to this hour
1 50
of 32 pages, issuing it about the
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
Qaotatlons of Cash Bayers.
The larger ones can be used for a
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
cuicaqo.
copies for $2.-50 ; 5 copies for $4.00 10
HONEY— I am paying 6)io. for dark and 9c. for few colonies, give room for an increase
extracted.
of numbers, and still keep the record
or more copies at 75 cents each. An llKht
BEESWAX-Cholce lots are worth 25c. here;
17<gj22c.
all together in one book, and are thereextra copy to the person getting up a bright yellow, 24c. riark to good.
AL. U. Newman. 923 W. Madison St.
fore the most desirable ones.
club of 5 or more.
cincinnatl
:

;

;

The Weekly

tablished,

and

is

now permanently es-

will be

continued as

HONEY— The

market for extracted honey is
We have received within the
weeks more than 2iXI bbls., principally
from
and Florida, ana the
demand exceeds ourexperience.andexpectations.
We have sold more tliiin ever at this time of the
year. Florida furnlstips a honey which equals our
Northern clover, and pxcels all the Southern honey
1 have
had so far. There la some call for comb
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice
article, ("omb honev brings 16@2oc. on arrival

Honey

very satisfactory.

as

Food and Medicine.

last thri-e

heretofore.

l^ouisiana, Mtsslssijipl

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will bedistinctpapers, each
having its own sphere of operation
and different readers.
We shall aim to make the Monthly
Bee Journal a welcome and profitable visitor to the homes of tliose who
feel

the need of a cheap,

reliable bee paper in

first class,

pamphlet form

is too much occupied to
read a weekly, or whose means or re-

whose time

quirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter
more properly belonging to a weekly.

Emerson Binders — made especially

Bee Journal, are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
the Weekly; or for the Monthly, .50
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
for the

new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinda
of cooking in which honey is used, and
extracted, 7®HJC. BEESWAX-Flrm at 2lKa,25c. healthful and pleasant beverages.
Chas. F. MUTH.
per lb.
We have put the price of them low
Quotations or Commission Merchants.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
CHICAGO.
HONEY—The demand increases with the cool cents, postpaid; per dozen, .50 cents;
weather, but not suffli-iently fast to keep pace with
On orders of 100
receipts, which now iiccuraulate, as it is time to get per hundred, $4.00.
the surplus into market. Prices remain unchanged
with perhaps a tendency downward, owing to or more, we print, if desired, on the
many consignors desiring to realize quickly.
We quote: white cnmb.in small sections, lP(a'20c. cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
Fine, well-filled,
lb. sections bring the outside
(giving the name and address of the
price. Dark comli huney, little demand, l.">(alfic.
Light honey, in larger boxes, IJCittlik-. Extracted— bee-keeper who scatters them).
This
white clover,li'^i(tIiic.: dark, HlwiStc, in barrels and
half- barrels. Kegs will bring but a small advance, alone will pay him for all his trouble
if any, above half-barrels.
BKBSWAX— Very scarce. Choice Yellow, 30c.i and expense— enabling him to dispose
dark to fair, 20@24c.
R. A. BUH.VKTT, 165 South Water St.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
CLEVELAND.
HONEY- In steady but moderate demand at
1^ Articles for publication must be
2Ka/22c. per pound, for best white one pound aectioHS. in attractive pjickages.
Same quality in written on a separate piece of paper
less attractive shape. '2ti{ai2\c.
In 2 lb. sections,
liK'ti'iic.
Second grade sells about 2 cents per lb. from items of business.
;

1

less

than the above prices. Buckwheat is unsalaour market. Extracted. In small tin palls,

ble In

In

l.'ic;

20 to GO

for 1883, can obtain ail
numbers for this year
sending $2 to this oftiee.

the rest of the

In barrels, dull at

A, C. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.

location. No. 925
St., is only a few doors
brancli postoffice.

name of

and extreme tlgures are offered.—
offered is second or third quality, for

Nearly all
which the demand Is nut active at the prices demanded.
We quote white comb, 18®20c.; dark to good. 12®
Extracted, choice to extra white, 9M<ttl0^c,:
dark and candled, 7'^iai8>^c.
I5c.

Steaknb & Smith.

from

of the

Bee Journal

for 1881 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.

423

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY—
;

cans at

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

^" When
dress,

new

9iaiiic.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, ou
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

1

YORK.

HONEY— Demand slow. We quote: Comb in the
small sections, white. 16@20c. Extracted. 7(§*10c.
BEESWA.X— The stock continues light, and
prime Soutliern lield up to 30c.. with little If any
obtainable below 2'.ic. Western, pure, 29^30c
Southern, pure, 3i :i:ic.
D. W.QuiNBr, 105 Park Place.
ii^'

HONEY— Sells

very readily in lib. sections at
best white, and 20{;!.22c. for '/a to 2 lb.
Boxes contalnini: ^ pound, 30 c. per pound.
Extracted is selling very slowly at rjfelic.

22(yj25n. for

I

The American Bee Joi-rnal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a larue circulation Id
everyState. Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men.
Bod IB, therefore, the best adverttslDg medium.

W ANTED.—

The numbers

of the

'
NAL, from
January
1 to Sep
'
JAS. I". BUISdICK, Glen

price to

Bee JoHB-

IW32. State
Falls, N. Y.

BBESWAX-2,Voi2i;c.

Crockek Jk Blake. 57 Chatham

Street.

AT LULING.
TEXAS.
PURK ITALIAN BEES
I

40w4t

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

address.

breed

for sale;

Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.

the Association printed in the
50 cents extra.

BEESWAX-Sold fairly at 26(S27c. for prime.
K. C. Gkeek & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.

BOSTON.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

By-Laws for
The

Front Street.

Prices unchanged and dull. Comb 15
CiilHc— latter for choice whltecloverln small packages strained in round lots at 6(3i7c. ; extracted in

NEW

^^ Do not let your numbers

Constitutions and

lnq\ilred for,

West

the new
We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7(JS7— that being
our telephone number.

1^

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

HONEY— Extra choice, either comb or extracted. blanks for
Is

BEESWAX-2«(S,3iic.

^" Our new
Madison

cans, 14c.;

BEESWAX— Prime quality, 25®28c.
BAN FRANCISCO.

^" Xew subscribers for the Weekly
by

lb.

I0@12p.

to Canada.

Beb Journal

A newedition, revised and enlarged,
the

AaND QUEENS
manufacture Hives of any style and

Advertisements intended for the Bee Comb FoundHtlnn. Dealer in Novice Honey Extractors, Bintiham Smokers, and everything used
Journal must reach this office by by modern bee-keepers. Write
for prices. Beeswax wanted.
Saturday of the previous week.
Uwayt
«I, S. TADJLOCK.

'
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BEESWAX.

EXCELSIOR

A NEW BEE BOOK!

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying 9iSc. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

HONEY

EXTRACTORS.
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In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, I have condurled to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
*» of the same size and style as
the J frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the hireer can, with the cone
or metal Standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaviniz room underneath the basket for 75 or .-iW
"''' of honey. It will be complete.
"^''^ covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
*"'"'-' Extractor, ISx'Jn. which is
intended for anv size of frame.
E-vceptine with the $s.O() Ex"-

tractors, ail

tlie

AI^FRKB H. XEVTAf AN.
923

West Madison

Camargo, Douglas county,

20

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

— " Low Prices, Quick Returns

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 at
16 00

"

"

For4

"
"

10x18

size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
**
"
I2!^x20
For 3
"
"
13X20
For 4

ALFRED
023

*'

"

^T!&a*VV

—

^Wta&r

;

West Madison

if wears timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.

son, ready,

Cyprian or Palestine. $4; Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, f 8.
arrival guaranteed.
c. paid for bright wax. Money Orders en

20 Tiiflcolu.
Halbert
late

Street, Chicnno,

111.

Solicitors of Patents

l-frame Nucleas, with Test$4.50
ed ^ueen
2 frame Nucleus, with Test-

Queen

ed
Full

and Atty's

in

Patent Cases,

». C.

BIND TOUfi JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

5.00

Colony, with Tested
12.rto
Queen, before July 1
10.00
Same, after July
Tested Queen. beforeJuIy l. 3.00
1

"

Ladd.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN
,

B.

WASHINOTON.

•.>9wiyt

GOLDEN

Story

NEAT AND CLEAN.

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
Order.
or Postoffice

DR.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

I.

iwtf

of

and

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS
the

for Pleasure

;

C.

NEWMAN,

Weekiy Bee Journal.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated panes, is
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents tho apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjesatu! management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in ita bent and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"liee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs."

"

etc. Price, bound in cloth,
cover.^,
cents, postpaid.

SO

935 W. Madison

iwly.

111.

PAINE,
Com'r of Patents.

E.

PAINE & LADD,

NEWMAN,

H.

Cua-

;

tomers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$2
*1; Tested
(Cyprian Queens
$2
jl; Tested
Palestine Quepna. .|;i Tested... t2
E.xtra Queens, for swarmintr sea-

itvQfi?!

gate,

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
I0xl8
For 2 Langstroth "'*
"
"
10x18
For 3

111.

Management

Editor of

different styles

and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The *8.(X) and
flO.CKi Extractors have no covers.

ILL.

Rev. A. SALISBURY

haveatrainersovertheeanallead-

mg to the honey

CHICAGO,

Street,

Marketing Honey,"
cents; in paper

TS

Street, Chlcueo, 111.

AppreciatlT-e Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet. Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in heeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Ijouisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raiaers.— Indianian, Clinton. Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the bands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Kcithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, 0.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Kepublican, lJtica,TJ. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success. —Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
oliat,

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOITLD have FISHKU'S GRAIN TABLKS,

The Emerson Binder

192

panes, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, bay cost of p4»rk. interest: waBcs tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowlnK tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money sellinK this book.
B'" For sale at the Bee Joobnal Office,

IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

:

ja

Any one can use them.

Directlonsln each Binder.

SOc.
TGc.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

THOMAS 6. NEWMAJf,

Address,
925

West Madison

Street,

Chlcaso,

III,

FLAT.B0TT05I
For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leadina article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
enables
PURK HONEY direct from the Apiaries,\ our
conme to obtain the hishest market prices.
signments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

.

„

,

COMB FOUNDATION,
^^

high side-wan8,4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

hereF

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds. Siection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 819)
E. T. FLANAGAN, Kose Hill Aplarr.
Belleville. St. Clair County. 111.
5wly

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement In Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Ftnindation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to Rive satisf action.
for CataloRue and Samples.

Send

Iwly

!>•

S.

OIV£N

<fe

C,

UoopestOD.

III.

SONS.

Sole MMnufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. S".

^

B. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner. Burnett & Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago. 111.
28wl3t

1.0 0IS

VAN DEUSEN &

Florida

Lanil"640 Acres

i^ CHEAP FOR CASH, .m
DescbipT(ON,— Sec. 4, township 7, south ran^e 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasae, the capital of the State, and
about 25 niilea northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and 6) of the Apalachicola riTer the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
U was conveyed on Dec. Slat. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, includinR
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $;},200, and on Hepl.
5th. 1877, by him conveyed to the unaeraianed for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Kecordsof tbe
county, duly attested by the County <^lerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my ptisaession.
I will sell the above at a barsnin for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
:

;

THOMAS G.

925

West Madison

Street.

A^EVFMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL..

illustrate the text.— Farm

tield,

and Fireside, Spring-

O.

inierest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.

Embraces every subject of

It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
Utile busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving bonev is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it fur the market in the most attractive shape.—

Signal, Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Tiroes, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes ail the neweat discoveries
In the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravlnCT,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.—Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
bee-culture.

A.

Liberal Discount to I>ealera by
the Dozen or Hundred*

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BEESWAX New Kegs
WANTED.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OR,

FOU HOXEY.

and Quality.

State Quantity, Trice

&

GHAS. DADANT

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.
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MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

In order to sattsfv the demand for small pacbafor Extracted iloney. I have heretofore procured kegs intended for syrup, tlsh, lard, etc., and
In view of this ^ruwinn trade, I now feel justified
in having made to order aSpeclal 1i.ee

By A.

(res

State Agricultural

III.

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

the

College of Michigan.

Designed Expressly for Honey.

THE CONaUEROR.
•

LarKe Sniukers need wide

Mhielila.

1 am obll^'ed to buy In larjie quantities in
order to supply tlieni at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.
They are madeol Norway Pine, and have from 7
to H chine hoops on ca« h end.
I have tested a sample keg by Hlling it DRY with
white clover honey, aixi without the heads being

These

BiiiKliani's

have the til. and sprinns that donniru^l an lireiik,
and hellowstbat sparks and smoke do ncit enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
anda:tx7lnch stove, and ox7 inch bellows. Sent
>

Address,

postputu fur $2.

Abronia, Mich.

lawtf

SEED,

while VHrn_'iy, j'-^c. per
This year's crop, all u£
pound f;i.7.'. per peck flSlU.OO per bushel.
I can Oil no mure orders for Queens this fall,
having sold all I had tospare. leuvtnt; many orders
unfllled, and with orders still coming in. The advertisement in the Weekly llee .lournul did It.
llie

;

ly

X.

gooxd,

:ei,

Nappanee, KIkhnrt Co.,Ind.

5wly

nor flavors the Honey.

It is not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine will not flavor the

honey.

SWEET CLOVER
;

painted.

It neither leaks

BINGHAM & HETHEEINGTON,

Price, 80c. each.
Capacity, 175 pounds
first car load of these kegs will arrive about
Sept. inth. and all orders will receive my prompt
attention.
The 5 and 10 gallon kegs will be sold, as heretofore, at 40c. and r>.')C. each, respectively.

The

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

A MILLION BOLD. Moat complete
NEAKLV
book of its kind ever published. Gives meas-

ZXTQUZZIZZS

all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
bv DoTle's Kule. cubical contents of square and
round' timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
for it. Sent for 3.5 cents post-paid,
lar For sale at the BEE JouKNALOfBce..^

urement of

CONCERNING

THE CLIMATE,
Manufactories and Commerce

Mines,

OF

COXiOKiiSO,
be promptly and truthfully nswered.by
vate letter, upon sending One Dol :ir to the
will

;

Woman's
15wftmp

prl-

Industrial Association,

291 Sixteenth

St.,

DEXTER, COJL.

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

FOUNDATION.
Owing

over

prices thus

ibs.,4ic., less

.tO

:

Dunham,

than

No

V.
Swl7

CALDWELL,

NOTICE.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the sympUtme cause and treatment of each, a
;

As I do not sell honey on commission, and buy
only such kinds as I need in my line of trade, I
cannot accept anv shipments without previous
correspondence.
1 can sell Beeswax of any quality, and will pay
the regular market price for It, in any quantity, or
exchange for it comb foundation, without previous correspondence.

ALFRED
92-j

H.

West Madison

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

40wtf

EI\'GKAVINGS.

advance

in the price of wax. I
10 to 50 lbs., 4:1c.,
lu lbs., 44c.; Vandervort, Hisq. feet to the lb., 1 to lo lbs., blc, 10 to 50
lbs., 54c.
discounts. Circular free.

to the large

now quote

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poi8r)n a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information.
Price »5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS

NE^^MAN,

Street. Chicago,

111.

825

will get
1.5

that

it

many times

CENTS

Street.

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED

the value of
and ideas

L(i:3

AND COMB IIOXET
EXTRACTED
WAMTED- for which
pay the highest

Address,

I

CHARLES DADANT &

Market

SOS,

Hamilton, Hancock County,

CHICAGO. ILL..

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
tail.
including the CONQUIiROR.

in tlie hints

will give you.

by

I r-.in sell the above Smokers at
MANrKA<'TL:KEi:S' I'KICKS, by

Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's
pamphlet on "Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."—

You

West MadlBon

price,

NEWMAN,

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

t\mm
\m
W
your

G.

III.

41w4tp

will

price. Correspondence solicited.
^V. O. WATKI.NJ*.
17-J

'22nd Street,

CllICAOO,

I£>l4.

3SO Pave*;

\S'^ Fine lIlUHlruttons.

This 1b a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee.
Illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
f ull desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etcsplcndidly Illustrated— and Iaat,thouKh
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary In the apiary.
This work is a rauaterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It Is fully "up with the limes"
oa every conceivable subject that can interest the
It is not only instructive, but intensely
apiarist.
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

;

Bead

the follo^ving opinions of the

Book

All agree that it is the wnrlc of a master and of
real value.— i..-l/Ht:ii»urc, Paris.
AmeriI think Cook's Manual is the best of our
can works.- LEWIS T. COLUY.
from
under
ground
the
ha-e
cut
It appears to
future buok-makers.— 7infu-/t Bee Juurnal.
been
ray
conhas
Miinual
Prof. Cook's valuable
stant j^uutc in my operations iind succosstui management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prot. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than Irom

any other book.-E. H. \V ynkoop.
This book is 3u9t what everyone Interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever reyrct having puvcnased.-J»f it/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prol. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— i/c raid, Monticello. III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
l8 fu.ly up wiih the times in every particular.
richest rewaiU awaits it* author.— A. K. Wenzel..
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, ana much of it is due to the clear, disinterested iiitormation contained in Cook's Manuh1,_Wm. Van a.ntweui*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It Is of
value to all bee-raisers.— fi^y. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or lureign. which 1 like so much.— L'ABUE 1>U
Bois, editor ot the BuLetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; alsoa botanical description nt honey
producing plants, and an e.xteoded account ut the
enemies oi bees.- £>emycr(i(, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vad6

mfcu7)i of the bee-keeper. It la replete with the
best intormation on everything belonging to apiculture. To al taking an iniere?t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiuUy
and practice as advised.— Jii;7icui(um(, Quebec.

This book Is pronounced by the press ond leading
bee-meu to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Kuropeor America; a
BCientiac work on modem bee management thai
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It ia
hanusomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \V eAU—Wcittrn AgriculLurut.
This work is undoubtedly the most cotiplete
manual lor the instruction ot bee-keepers whieh

has ever lieen poblifhed. It gives a full explanation regarding tlie csireand management of the
apiarv, Thei e Is no subject relating to the culture
of bees Ictf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
inierestiug of^iillocctpaiiODs.— .Anw-ncan Inventor,

—

Price- Bound
91. OO by mail

toj

in cloth,

prepaid.

asi.25

; In paper cover,
Published by

TIIOMA9
West Madison

O.

Street,

KEWMAN,
CHICAGO, Hi*.

!
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Sweet Glover
other

SEEDS

for

HONEY PLANTS,

Bend for my Catalogue.

ALFKED
West MHdtBon

925

H.

NEWMAN,

Street. Chicago,

111.

"RED TAPE I"
Who

will be

first to

25,000
If

USE.

IN

you buy the

nal Piitent

This
small

from a peculiar species of

Oil is abstracted

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
1

Bee Smoker

Origi-

—

better
this

postpaid, from Ii-t cts.
to 42. Our patents

cover all the smokers
that will bum sound
Btove-wood, or do not

better.

have been greatly benefited.
Mv deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

PKltESi

Handed

By

to

ALFRED

H,

shield).

i-'i-O

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

inch

Bingham

Extra

—

shield), 2 inch

Bingham Snioker, 2 inch
Ijittle Wonder Bingham Smoker,
Plain

Dealer

Mail.

l^iinch

Knife, 2 inch

150

175

125
100

150
125

50

65

1 <X)

sell again,

in all kinds

of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,
923 West Madison

to

A)>roiiln.

Street,

CHICAGO,

MT

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Mich.

ILL.

It,l,USTKATED CATALOGUE
sent FREE upon application.

Bees for Sale.
50 ColonletierBeeH,

in

seoo Colonies of Bees,
prime condiiion.

Gallup frames, cheap.
Langstroth frames

in

in

J. SI.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bee .Journal

Is published monthand contutns ihe best practical Infurmation for
the time being, showing what to do, iind when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by

C.

N.

ABBOTT. Bee-Mueter,

Scfeool of Apiculture. Fiiirlawn, Southall,

ROBERTSOX.

nal and

London.

Weekly American Bee Jour-

theBritis/i Bee

Juumal, both for $3.30 per

annum.

ELECTROTYPES

BARNES' PATENT

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

Foot Power Machinery

NEWMAN,

O.
THOMAS
Madison Street, Chicago, III.

925 West

~

chines are especially adapted

Hive Mnklntc. It nil pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 4>^-page Illustrated Catato

MVTH,

100. for Practical

bright, 10 9q. ft. to

;

Send for samples. Wa.\ worked

lb. 4HC.
lb.

10c.

F.W. HOLMES, Coorersyille, Mich. 13wly

PAPER aTIi'erJr".?o^S,.'"^
THIS
Spruce
Bureau
Newspaper
Adyerlising

Co.'s
St.),
it

in

where

advertlsiiin contracts

NEW

"I'OKK.

be

&,IOHN BARNES,

uni7 Main street,
Ilockford, Winnebago Co.

Nil.

111.,

GERMAN CARP,
For stocking ponds, Gnldflsh. Silver Pearl. Fringe
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Hints to Bee-Keepers.

COMB FOUNDATIOSI-40C.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and

CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,
Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
U'^nenil heavy and light ripping. Lathes, &c. These ma-

Honey Extractor,

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee llives, Uimey Seeti.ins. etc.,
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976 and 978 Central Ave., CIBICINNA.TI, O.
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forcible,

of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everv thing pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and is vahiable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, IS 1. 35.

KlnK> Bee-Keeper»' Text-Book, by

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, l^l.OO.
-

liangrstroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

A. J.
to

down

Honey Bee
Price,

»«,

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giviny recipes for makinff
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam, Wines,etc:
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published In Entrllsh and German.
Price f,0T either edition, 6c.; per dozen. 50c.
;

\^lDterlng: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
B«e-keeper8' Association. Price. lOc.
Preparation orHoiiey for the Market*
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

MTTTH & ECKARDT,

made for
37w8t

Price lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

a description of the
Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handlliiunnd Marketing.- A 24-page pamphlet, by

ly,
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Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.
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treats the subject of bee-keeping so
Its style is plain
fail to interest all.
making all its readers realize that its
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that

,

apply for dozen or half-dozen

Send for free description and testimonials,

thansoc.

Qulntiy*s BTew Beo-Keeplngr, by L. C. Root—

The author

quality, sources,

15

1

rates.

36wtf

and fully ** up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, !ftl. 85 ; paper cover, fill,

illustrated

facts

Oo

t^i

Bingham & Iletherlngton Honey

To

;

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

NEWMAN,

Customer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch ....*l 75

Large Bingham

CHICAGO, ILL,

Bee>K.eeper*B Oatde or, Cook^a Manual
or the JLplury. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Bzlcrzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the
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ard of excellence the

over
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UNQUESTIONABLE and its curaBlessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
tive characteh ABSOT.TTTE.ASTHEWKITERCAN bee-keeping, full of practical information and
PERSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FROM EXi*ERTEXCE contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, ISo.
AND uHSERVATioN. AVrite at once to IIaylock
Bees and Honey, or Management of aD
& JENNEY. 7 Dey Street, New York, enclosing $i, Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Tnomas G.
and you will receive by return a remedy that will Newman.— Third Editinn. "Fully up with the
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose times," including all the various improvements
curative effects will be permanent. You will never and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Re- are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
view.
Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
|^"To avoid loss in the malls, please send money of
etc. It contains itMJ patzes. and is profusely illusby Registered Letter.
trated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; In paper
Only Imported by HAYLOCK & JENNEY, covers, 50c., postpaid.
(Late Haylock & Co.)
Blenen Knltor, by Thomas G. Newman, In
SoleAgenU for America. 71>eySt.,Ne'w York. the GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers,

wil

improved bee smokers—get the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of— the stand-

and handsomer

THOMAS

the

White Shark, caught in the Vell<iwtfea,
known sis Carchnrodnn Rnndeietii. Every Chinese
tlsherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 14H). Us cures were so numerous and
many sooeemlnfrlS' rulraciilou-, thatthe remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
300 y^nrs no Deafness has existed anionir
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $l.(X) per bottle.

much

the inventor of

world

Oil
is

Bingham

Bee Smoker, you
aid

Shark's

ABC

BINGHAM

1

of

author is master of the subject.— #1.60.

The Orlsrlnal

the

copy

Fog Choo's Balsam

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

Only Absolnte Cure for Deafness Known.

Havinff a large stock of the new crop of Alsike,
White and Sweet ClovPr speeds, I can till orders at
30c. per pound, »4 per peck, or SIS per bushel.
all

Books

MILLION

Positively Kestores the Hearing, and

AND OTHER SEEDS.

Also,

FOR THE

EARS

Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods

and management adopted
contains

many

in their apiary.
useful hints.- Price I5c.

This

Bee Pasturagre a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how :J<> engravings. Price, lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 3J pages.
the management of bees, Price. lOc.
Swarming, DIvldlMff and Feeding Bees. —
Hintslo Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price

5 cents.

Bees In "Winter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 6c.
Kendall's Horse Book, — No book could be
m<»re useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, asc.
Chicken Cholera,

by A.

J.

Hill.— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, aSc.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com-

its

cause,

plete Mechanic, contains over

l,(M)0.<><M>

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes.

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives -Jfni.'NH) items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders. Mineis. Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l.niH pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weitrht in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, IS3.50.
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DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

November

Preparing Bees for Winter.— Quite
of queries have been propounded, besides those answered in
this issue of the Bee Journal, on
this very important subject. In order
to answer them all, without repeating,
we shall, in the next issue, give some
very full instructions on the subject,
including Mr. D. A. Jones' plan for
preparing bees for winter by five different methods. He says
a

Mm^

>

Publiahed every Wednesday by

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Sowing Alsike Clover.— A corresCHICAGO, ILL. pondent asks for information on
At W3.00 a Year, In AdvuDce.
VVlien planted alone sow
this subject.
in the spring from 3 to 4 pounds to the
Any
person
sending
a
club
of
hIx
is
entitled
t^
When mixed with white or
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address acre.
desired.
Sample copies furnisbed iree.
red clover, sow about 2 lbs. to the
acre. Timothy or red clover will do
George Neighbour & Sods, London, England, are
no harm, as they may be cut early
our authorized agents for Europe.
enough, so that the Alsike will be the
Postage to Europe oO ceut« extra.
KDITOR AND PROPKIETOH,

925

WEST MADISON

Bnttred at Chicago post

ST.,

office

as second class mattir.

Mr. Baldridge, who has had consid-
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693
693
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694
695
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Bee and Honey Ueport for 1882
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Well Satisfied
His First Report
Late Breeding of Queens
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I have tried all the different methods spent thousands of dollars in experimenting, and have no hesitation
in saying I have had a larger and
more varied experience than any other
bee-keeper.
I
have succeeded for
years in
wintering by the system
which I have adopted, and hundreds
of others have been successful who
have carefully followed the same in;

W

On page 676, tenth line from the
top of the last column, for 400 pounds
to the colony, read 100 pounds. Here,
It is much the better way to mix
Alsike with timothy, or the common at least, one figure makes a vast differred clover, or both. When thus mixed ence. Thanks to Mr. Scudder for callthey are a help to each other. The ing our attention to it.
Alsike beinga native of a cold climate,
does not winter-killj and besides, it
acts as a mulch in wmter and spring
The Langstroth Fund.— The money
to the common red, and keeps the latraised at Cincinnati,0., and forwarded
ter from being destroyed by the heaving-out process. As the red clover to Mr. Langstroth, was as follows, as
shades the roots of the Alsike, which far as we can determine
grow close to the surface, it protects
E. Parmly, 19 W. 38th St., N. Y.,
the latter from the effects of drouth.
The timotliy and red clover being $50 D. A. Jones. Beeton, Ont., Can.,
both upright growers, lift and keep $20.00 ($10.00 cash and a queen that
up the Alsike from the ground, which afterwards sold for $10) A. J. Cook,
The stem of the Lansing, Mich., and A. I. Root, Meis very desirable.
Alsike is too fine to support its many dina, Ohio, $10 each Dr. C. C. Miller,
branches in an upright position, and Marengo, 111., $5.00; Dr. Blanton,
hence is more inclined to lodge than Greenville, Miss., $2.00. The following persons contributed $1.00 each ;
the common red.
For the reasons given, the combina- E. B. Vincent, Sunman, Ind.; J. M.
tion of the three named plants is very Hyne, Stewartsville,Ind.; Christopher
important, and will prove successful Grimfflj Jefferson, Wis.; B. Price,
Iowa City, Iowa ; Rev. L. Johnson,
wherever tried.
Walton, Ky.; H. B. Harrington, Medina, O.; four "friends," each; HerThe Vice President for Conn., rick E. Peleman E. G. Lewis, Ben
Mr. Jeffrey, reports 80,000 colonies of Mullen, T. B. Hunt, and a friend, 50
cents eacli. Two " friends," 25 cents
bees in that State, and then adds that
each. Total, $112.50. We have given
95 per cent, of them are in box hives
full addresses where they were given
Talk about progressive bee-keepers
to us.— Gleanings.
erable

experience with Alsike as a

honey plant, says

:

;

Correspondence

Selections from

only plant ripe enough to furnish
seed. Moist land is best for it. It
should not be sown with grain. Some

number

advocate its being sown in drills, in
structions and directions.
order to keep the weeds down.
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Almost a Failure
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however,

The Purity of Honey.

that these represent

the this point there

crystals of dextrose, as they occur in

:

Bee Journal, what

constitutes

pure honey. I have a large crop of
honey this year, and some of the incredulous have said it must be adulterated. I know it is not and when
I have good authority as to the ingredients of pure honey, I wish to have
mine analyzed and prove to the unbelievers that a large crop of honey is
but the honest reward of the modern
system of bee-keeping.
;

Honey

is

a substance so well

known

would seem almost a waste of
that
space to describe it and yet there are
it

;

things about its composition
that are so varied by locality and the
bloom from which it is obtained,
which are generally unknown, that it
may be well to answer the above ques-

many

tion rather in detail.

Honey is solely a vegetable product,
not made, but gathered from the necwhere it is secreted in
weather according to the rules of

tar of flowers,
fine

honey of

its

not gathered,

which, if
orated and

I

is

wide difference of
of no experi-

know

ments having been

Each flower
Honey
own peculiar flavor, under the

Nature's laboratory.
yields

But

tried to settle the
matter. Perfectly pure honey, that
has been dried completely, contains
about one per cent, of nitrogen. Does
the bee supply this nitrogenous matter ? To decide this I gathered some
sizes and structure, often in such per- nectar from
flowers in the Agriculfect condition that they may be re- tural College green-house (from the
azalia,
rhododendron,
and fuchsia,
ferred to the particular plant from
which the juices have been gath- but principally from the last), and
carefully tested it for nitrogen. The
ered."
result of my experiments is that necThe Rev. L. L. Langstroth remarks tar does contain traces of nitrogen.
Therefore, the fact that honey conthat "honey and sugar contain, by
tains nitrogen does not prove that it
eight
weight, about
pounds of oxygen was furnished by the bee. May not
this question be decided by feeding
to one of carbon and hydrogen."
bees upon pure white sugar, which
The chemical properties of honey contains no nitrogen, and afterward
varied
as
the
sources
from
are as
examine the honey to see if any nitrowhich it is obtained : and therefore it genous matter has been added to it?
3.
After honey has staid for a cerwould be difiicult to give any univertain length of time, a part of the grape
sal rule to prove the query propounded sugar crystallizes out, and granulation
by our correspondent, viz.: "What or candying is the result. The cause
of this change is not known. May not
constitutes pure honey V "
the conditions under which granulaProf. Kedzie, of the Michigan Agri- tion occurs be obtained by a series of
cultural College, has written an article experiments, by keeping honey at difon this subject which we will append, ferent temperatures, etc. ? Answers
to these questions may not advance
as it is very pertinent to the subject. the market a particle, but we shall
It is as follows
enjoy the satisfaction of knowing the
truth of the whole matter.
is one of the oldest things

honeys from which cane sugar is
Mr. J. O. Todd, Richmond, Iowa, nearly or wholly absent. Intermingled
writes us as follows
with the crystals may also be seen
I wish you would inform us, through pollen granules of different forms,
the

opinion.

is

sun. At one time it was
the only form of sugar
soon evap- probably
known, and to-day is one of our most
delicious articles of food. Does it not
seem strange, then, that in this scientiflc age so little is known of its real
composition or the changes it undergoes ? Honey is composed of grape
and sugar cane, together with water,
acid and waxy matters. If honey be
burned completely, a grayish colored
ash remains, which amounts to about
fifteen per cent, of the original honey.
In this ash I succeeded in obtaining
reactions for silica, lime and iron.
There is also a small quantity of potash and phosphoric acid in honey. To
estimate the quantity of these present
I took two portions of "cap" honey,
free from pollen and wax, and burned
them to a coal-like mass. In one I

lost.

Honey, fresh from the comb,is clear,
translucent, slightly amber-colored,
and viscous, becoming granular in
time, with whitish, transparent crystals. In taste and smell, it is sweet,

agreeable and aromatic. It should
not irritate the throat when eaten,
and its peculiar flavor should be so
decided, that it can be readily detected when mixed with other articles
of diet.

Honey derived from the blossoms of
cruciferous plants, granulates or crystallizes speedily— often, indeed, while
yet in the comb, before removal
from tlip hive ; while that from labiate
plants, and from fruit trees in general,
maintains its original condition unchanged for several months, after be-

extracted the potash with muriatic
acid, and in the other, phosphoric acid
with nitric acid, and estimated them
in the usual manner.
The following are the amounts obtained: Potash .06 per cent.; phosphoric acid .08 per cent. These substances would naturally be present in
honey, as they are found in soils, and
circulate in the juices of plants.
There are many things connected with
honey about which, at the present
time, but little is known. The following are a few
1.
Has honey a definite composition? Is there any difference between
tlie relative amount of sugar in honey

ing extracted from the comb. Honey
produced ,in northern climates likewise crystallizes sooner than that from
southern countries.
"Under the microscope," says the
Druggists'' Advertiser, " the solid part
of honey is seen to consist of myriads
these
of regularly-formed crystals
made from buckwheat, basswood,
crystals are for the most part exceedclover, goldenrod, brown sugar, etc.,
ingly thin and transparent, and very or between the relative amounts of
brittle, so that many of them are cane and grape sugarV Probably this
only by
broken and imperfect but when en- question can be answered
comparing the analysis of different
prisms,
tire, they consist of six-sided
kinds of honey.
apparently identical in form with
Does the bee add anything to
2.
those of cane sugar. It is probable, nectar in changing it into honey? On
;

;

I

I®" In the Bee Journal, page 662,
at the bottom of the second column,
Mr. J. M. Hicks was made to say he
" had averaged 500 lbs. of honey per
colony, from alsike clover," in the report of the National Convention. It
should have read that " Mr. Hicks said
that alsike clover, in a good season,
would yield 500 lbs. of honey per acre."
In writing us of this error, Mr. Hicks
"I obtained 718 lbs. of exadds:
tracted honey from one colony of
Holy Land bees." So that he has
even surpassed the amount, in one instance at least, stated in the paragraph
on page 662. Mr. Hicks adds " Bees
:

have done splendidly here during the
latter part of August and all of September."
Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.

1^ We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
Monthly Bee Journal and either of
the above for one dollar less.
will

in cloth, or

;

;

:
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State, and particularly from the sec- honey statistics of the State, we trust
retaries of tne various county associa- will be afforded greater facilities and
tions, and have supplied many with a more general interest taken in the
see that Mr. W. W. Bliss, in the
blank forms to be filled out, and re- work when more reliable information
California Apicultni-ist, for October, turned to me by the 15th of this will be obtained.
speaking of the report sent to the month. After waiting for seven days
North American Bee-Keepers' So- over the appointed time. I closed rny
have received Mr. D. A.
report, in order that it may reach the
ciety, as published on page 693 of this
President in time for the Convention. Jones' new Circular and Price List of
issue, says
I have but a poor showing to make Bees and Apiarian Supplies. In this
this State. Many, to whom 1 sent pamphlet of
I advertised through the Apiculturist for
24 pages may be found
for the names and addresses of all blanks, have not responded, and others Mr. Jones' ideas upon Wintering Bees
unable
to
statistics.
As
were
obtain
wtio kept bees in Los Angeles county.

Crop Report

in

Los Angeles Co., Oal.

We

®"We

that advertisement I received I could not answer each one individuname from any one who is ally, allow me liereby to thank those
who have sent me their reports. To
keeping bees.

From

not one

now

Mr. Gallup, of Santa Ana, was tlie
only one who seemed to take any interest in the matter. He sent me the
names, addresses, and number of colonies of 36 bee-keepers.
These, with the names I had, comprised a list of 65, to whom I sent
blanks to be filled out and returned,
and up to date 1 have received but 18.
Since the report was sent, I have
received the following 614 colonies
of bees, 8,000 lbs. of comb honey, and
64,000 lbs. of extracted honey.
Mr. Gallup's report and the one
above included, makes 4,864 colonies
of bees in the county, that 1 could get
:

any account

of.

one am ashamed to send
such a report as this, but it is the
best that I could do. Some of the beekeepers were very careless in filling
out the blanks after they were sent to
them. Some did not state whether
the bees were Italian, hybrid, or
black, and in those cases I put them
down as the latter. Others sent reports of those out of the county, etc.
Kind friends, do not think I am saying this to find fault, only to show
you your mistakes, that you may do
better next time.
I wish to make a suggestion, i.e.,
that every bee-keeper keep a correct
record of everything taken from their

Now,

I for

in

respective apiaries, that brings in the
cash, and let us see if we cannot present a better report for the year 1883.

Some will remember that last year
we called for crop reports for the
whole country and obtained

statistics

of only 520 colonies

for California.
Thereupon, a writer in the " Semi-

Tropic California" roundly abused us
for such a report, when the assessor
of Los Angeles county alone had found

some

17,000

colonies

there.

Time

cures everything; the above from the
" California Apiculturist '" completely
vindicates our report of last year. If
the bee-keepers there do not take the
trouble to report, they cannot expect
to be correctly represented.
Mr.
Bliss gives some good advice to them,
which we hope will be heeded.
Mr. Wm. Muth-Rasmussen, of Independence, Cal., also writes as follows, in that paper
I have through the " Apiculturist,"
as well as by private correspondence,
solicited reports for the National Convention, from the bee-keepers of this

in Bee Houses, cellars, clamps, chaff
and in dry goods boxes, packed. It is
beautifully illustrated, and makes a
handsome appearance. Mr. Jones is
one of the most extensive bee-keepers
in America, and has had much expe-

who have not responded, I can
only say that they stand in their own
light.
We all know, that it has been
a poor honey season, but that is no
reason why not at least the number of
rience with bees.
colonies of bees should be given, from
which an estimate might be formed
of the extent of the industry, and the
amount of honev and wax the State
is capable of producing in an ordinary
good season.
I am disappointed at the lack of
interest shown in this matter. California ought to stand as the bannerState for bee-culture, even if it has it
MISCELLANEOUS.
occasional failures, and I doubt not
that her number of bee-keepers and
colonies of bees would far eclipse any
Seasonable Hints.
The American
other State in the Union if the beeAgriculturist for November, contains
would
take
enough
in
their
men
pride
vocation to make a report of what the following
they have, and what they can do, when
subscriber asks if sugar can be
Providence favors them.
safely fed to bees in winter. There is
We need more light. We must keep no other food so good for bees as pure
up with the times, or else take a back sugar. The granulated form is best.
seat. No bee-keeper can afford to be All bee-keepers that have fed this
without one or more bee papers, sugar for winter stores are agreed that
through which he is posted on the it is even superior to honey for bees.
fluctuation in the price of his pro- This is owing, doubtless, toils compoImproved bee-culture, al- sition, as it contains more cane sugar,
ducts.
though of recent date, has already and also to the absence of pollen,
reached such a point, that only he who which is to be found in all honey.
keeps abreast of the leaders can make While pollen generally does no harm
a success of it. The old fogies, who to bees in winter, it is not good in
are hanging on behind, will soon miss some cases and may be the cause of
their hold and drop off, to be replaced fatal dysentery. Dissolve the sugar
with a more intelligent class.
for feeding in an equal bulk of water,
Thereupon the editor remarks as and heat until it boils, and when cold
them,

—

A

ready to feed.
be remembered that many
The reportof Mr. Muth-Rasmussen, bees were lost during the winter of
California's Vice President of the 1880-81, from neglect.
They were
National Bee- Keepers' Society, cer- caught by the exceptionally early seatainly does California a great injus- son. They need at least 30 pounds of
This is, however, no fault of good food per hive, and they should
tice.
Mr. M., as will be seen from his ex- be crowded upon just enough frames
planation in another column.
Mr. to contain them, by using division
M. discharged his duty faithfully. No- boards. If the bees are to be packed,
tices from nim to some of the secre- this should be done as early as Oct.
taries of associations in other coun- 1st, and if chaff hives are used, the
ties, passed through our hands and packing above and at the ends of the
were promptly forwarded. Owing to frames should be added at the same
the failure of the season, but little in- time. It is always best to have the
terest has been taken by apiarists, fine chaff or sawdust in siicks. Howwho do not leel like reporting blasted ever we winter, whether in chaff
hopes. The amount is probably not hives, or in the common hives with
more than about one-fourth as much chaff packing, or in cellars, it will
as should have been reported. It is always pay to pack above and at the
hoped that apiarists will see the im- sides of the frames. The hives should
portance of making a correct report be put into the cellar as early as Nohereafter, as it will enable the pro- vember 1st, before the severe weather
ducers to determine the best time for sets in. The hives should be dry when
marketing their honey and the price set in, and, in the removal, disturb the
to be realized for the same, and buy- bees as little as possible. When in
ers will know better what they can the cellar, remove the tops of the
afford to pay. Those who have been hives, but not the chaff pillow. The
actively engaged in collecting the entrance should be left open.

follows

it is

:

It will

;

:

:
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An East Indian climbing

a Tree in search of Apis Dorsata.

Best Size for a Colony in Winter.—

The Country Oentlemau

gives the fol-

Some time ago we publislied an engraving, sliowing tlie home of Mr. lowing on this subject
Frank Benton, in the island of Cyprus, which he has since left to go to SukConsiderable controversy has taken
el-Gharb, Mount Lebanon, in Palestine, Asia. Now we present an engraving place with regard to the best size for a
" giant colony when put into winter quarters.
of a native East Indian (Cingalese) climbing a tree, in search of the
In my estimation, six Langstroth
bees," found only in the island of Java—the Apis dorsata. Our readers will
well covered with bees, anframes,

swer as well as eight or ten, particua chaff hive

larly if in

;

they will be

found as strong in the spring usually
as the larger ones. I would myself
prefer four or five frames crowded
with bees, with a young laying queen,
to twice as

many with

queen—the

results

a two-year old
tirstof April

on the

next year would be

much more

satis-

On

the final examination,
before putting the bees away for winter, I prefer to take away, if necessary,

factory.

some frames of their fall-gathered
honey and pollen, and introduce into
the middle of the hive two frames of
empty worker comb then feed the
bees liberaJily pure sugar syrup (made
of coffee A sugar and water), until
those frames are filled and sealed
;

over.

The bees will come out cleaner,
brighter and more healthy in spring
on sugar syrup than on any fall honey
they may gather. The frames removed
should be Kept in a warm, dry room
until spring, and then be fed back to
for brood-rearing, after the bees
are able to fly and void their feces.
Follen consumed in winter is now
acknowledged to be the main cause of
dysentery ,and by removing the frames
filled or partially filled with pollen,
and substituting pure sugar syrup, the
bees can live for months without any
necessity of leaving their hives, and
come out in spring clean, bright and
healthy.

them

articles published a year ago in the Bee Journal, concerning Mr. Benton's journeys in the far East in search of these giant bees,
and of his sad failure to procure any of them. The engraving on this page
explained in the last
is from a drawing which he sent to Mr. Root then, and

remember the many

Juvenile Gleanings.

Making Tin Cans Tight.— Mr. J. M.
Brooks, Columbus, Indiana, writes to
Qleaninqs in Bee-Culture on the above
subject, and gives his experience as
follows:

Beinga tinner by trade, I will give
you the plan we used to test our fruitcans with at the shop. Get a thick
piece of harness leather, a little larger
square than the mouth of your cans.
Kext place a lighted lamp or candle in
front of you, and a cup of alcohol at

your left. Now with a bit of sponge
touch the alcohol, then the candle;
drop it burninglinto tlie can, and place
the leather (previously softened with

water) over the mouth of the can, and
hold it down to exclude air. The burning alcohol destroys the air in the can,
forming a strong vacuum. After two
orthreeseconds(notlonger), if in pulling off' the leather it comes off with a
crack, or report, the can is tight
while those from which the leather
comes off easily, without resistance
Such can be
or report, are faulty.
quickly tested, and the leaks found, by
applying your mouth to the seams, and
trying to suck air through them. I
think, after giving this plan a trial,
and " kind o' get the hang on't, "that
you will like it, as being the quickest,
neatest and cleanest.

The Northwestern Convention.— Mrs.
L. Harrison, in the Praitie Fai-mer,
remarks thus on the late bee-meeting
in Chicago
The third annual reunion of the
Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society,
held in Chicago, Oct. 18 and 19th, has
This society convenes
just closed.
yearly, during the last week of the
Inter-State Exposition, so that cheap
fares are obtainable on the roads leadAt its initial meeting
ing hither.
three years ago. it was a tiny plant, but
under the fostering care of Thomas G.
Newman, Esq., it now spreads its
wings over seven states of the great
Over one hundred able
Northwest.
representatives from these states were
in attendance at the recent meeting.
It is to be regretted that there are not
more farmers and bee-keepers in
a small way, to partake of the rich
repast that is spread at these reunions.
The whole ground of beeculture was plowed, sub-soiled, harrowed and afterwards brushed in with
clippings of the hedge, by intelligent
and practical apiarists during the ses-

sions of the society. The deliberations of this society show that beekeeping is no mean pursuit, and by
its culture the Northwest may rival, if
not surpass, the sunny South in the
production of sweets.
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nearly all the time, preventing bees
from gathering much pollen or honey,
or rearing much brood. As a consequence they were in poorer condition
on the first of J\nie than on tlie 1st of
Aprilj with cjuite a large number of
colonies entirely dead, some reports
estimate the loss during these two
months at i5 per cent. I do not think,
however, that the loss over the entire
State will average so large as that,
although it was very serious. It would
have been much larger but for feeding
having been very generally resorted

The following crop reports of both
bees and honey, were sent to the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, and read at its late meeting in
Cincinnati, O. They were kindly sent
to us by the Secretary, Mr. Root, and
will appear simultaneously in tlie Bee
JOUKNAL and Qleanings in Bee Culture
These reports are quite full
to-day.
and interesting and cover eight States. to.
The

flrst is

from

White clover was nearly two weeks
commencing to bloom than
ordinary, but yielded honey from the
first
that is, whenever the weather
allowed bees to gather it, which was
but little more tliaii one day in four,
until the middle of July, when we had
about twelve days of good weather,
and as heavy a flow of honey from
both wliite clover and basswood as I
ever saw.
Bad weather caused
later in

GEORGIA.

:

From an

extensive correspondence
with all parts of the State, I place the
honey crop, the present season, at an
average or about 26 lbs. to the colony.
In some sections it has been unusually
tine, while in others no surplus has
been taken.
The greatest yield reported from a single colony was 350
lbs. extracted honey.
The most of my correspondents reported the greatest yield when the atmosphere was moderately dry, while
a few reported the largest (low when
" decidedly
the
atmosphere was
humid." Summing up these reports,
we find that an atmosphere neither
dry nor wet, but moderately cool and
moist, is tlie most favorable for a How
of honey.
Our honey is mostly of a dark amber
color, though the tlavor is good. This
year the quality was above an average.
Geographically considered, Georgia
possesses a greater variety of climate
and soil than any other State in the
Union, and consequently a greater
variety of forage. Cultivated forage
plants, including clover and buckwheat, grow well in the northern parts
of the State while in most of the
middle region and southern part, the
honey sources are confined to the
native flora of the forests and fields.
The majority of bees are kept in the
;

old box hive, or gum but movableframe hives are being rapidly introduced, as well as the improved races
of bees.
J. P. II. Bkown.

In Inyo county 46 bee-keepers, with
865 colonies, report 23,450 lbs. of comb
honey 6,000 lbs. of extracted, and
2,750 lbs. of strained, and 100 lbs. of

wax.
In Napa county 6 bee-keepers
ported

re-

colonies of Italians, 50 hybrids and 150 lilacks ; 100 lbs. of wax,
and 3.50 lbs. of comb honey, 2,000 lbs.
of extracted and 3,350 lbs. of strained.
.50

Owing

atmospheric

to unfavorable

conditions in the spring, and in some
localities to a total lack of rain during
last winter, the flowers throughout the
State have failed to yield an average
amount of honey this year. In the
southern counties, which is the principal honey-producing part of the State,
the season is regarded as nearly a
complete failure, but few bee-keepers
securing part of a crop. Mr. E. Gallup writes me that the amount of
honey is all guesswork. Others positively refuse to give any estimate of
the honey crop. Owing to the failure,
many bee-keepers are discouraged,
and seem to take no interest in the

another interval of several days, followed by a lieavv run for two weeks matter wherefore I find it difficult to
from buckwheat, and a light run the make out any report, which will be
rest of the season.
at all satisfactory. Several bee-keepI judge that the season over the ing counties have not yet been heard
State at large lias been very similar to from.
Some place the average of
what we have liad in our section, ex- honey per colony at 25 lbs. others at
cept that the central and southern 40 lbs. It is impossible to form any
;

parts

of

the

had

bad correct idea of the true amount. But
and con- few give the quantity of wax produced;
sequently a steadier flow and much it will probalily all be made into founlarger crop of honey
in fact, the dation. Much of the honey reported
largest crop gathered for years. Of as •' comb " is produced in large boxes
State

weather to contend

less

^^'ith,

;

course,

impossible to estimate the
average yield per colonv over the
State, but I am satisfied "that those
who practice improved bee-culture
have obtainad not less than 75 lbs. per
colony. The slow but steady yield of
honey during the earlier part of the
season caused alargeramount of broodrearing than common, whieli resulted
in excessive swarming.
Kearly all
the reports speak of this fact.

The

it is

or even whole upper stories, without
any idea or means of placing it on the
market in a salable shape.
Foul
brood is reported very prevalent in
some parts of the State, but I have no
statistics in that regard.
In tliis,
Inyo county, there is no trace of it. as
far as I have been able to ascertain.

W. Muth-Rasmussbn.
Independence, Cal.

CONNECTICUT.

reports quite generally indicate

an increasing interest in oiir modern
The fall forage for 1881 was not
methods of bee-keeping, also that quite up to that of 1880. A great

bees are in excellent condition for
winter.
All things considered, the season of
1882 has been a prosperous one to a
large majority of bee-keepers in Iowa.
Augusta, Ga.
Those in the northern part of the
IOWA.
State have had a full average season,
About a month ago I issued a call while those in tlie other parts have
through some of the bee papers, ask- had a much more than average yield.
ing individual bee-keepers in the As the flow of beer and whisky has
State to send me reports as to the this year lessened in our State, that of
status of our industry in their several honey has largely increased.
O. O. POPPLETON.
sections.
In response, I have reWilliamstown, Iowa.
ceived twenty reports from seventeen
different counties— about one-sixth of
CALIFORNIA.
the whole number of counties in the
State. Of course, I cannot make an
I hereby send you my report for this
accurate report from such meager State, as far as I have been able to
materials.
make it out.
In my own section of the State, the
In Los Angeles county 39 beenortheastern, bees went into winter keepers report 4,220 colonies, but say
q^uarters last fall in excellent condi- nothing about honey.
tion.
The winter was short, open,
In A'entura county, IHO apiarists,
and mild, and, as a general thing, the with 7,500 colonies of bees, report 220,1st of April found bees nearly all 000 lbs. of extracted honey,
and 2,000
alive and in excellent condition, no lbs. of wax.
matter by what mode wintered. From
In Kern county 3 apiaries, report
that time until the middle of summer, 40O colonies, but no honey.
we find the worst kind of weather tor
In Alameda county, 1,.500 colonies
bees, it being cold, windy, and cloudy are reported with a crop of 75,000 lbs.
;

693

many

colonies

went into winter-quar-

ters with light stores, though strong
in bees. The latter part of Septem-

ber was very pleasant. The mouth of
October, bees flew about half the time.
During November, bees were very
quiet, unless in sheltered places, until
the 2yth and 30th, when they flew
almost as in summer, to be again shut
in

until

December

sheltered

localities

20.

flew

Those in
enough to

keep them healthy, when there was
another general shut-in until March

when there was a general fly. and
again on the 5th, but not so strong.
On the 23d there was a good flyingout, and no more generally good
weather till the last week in May,
though in extra sheltered places bees
came out a little.
Apple bloom was only patchy, and
more tlie exception than the rule.
Raspberries were fair, and worked on
considerably.
In the northwest part of the State I
found a variety of willow that is new
to me (the spikes are a canary yellow,
2d.

about 2
weeks.

sometimes longer)
bloom from two to three

inclies long,

that holds

its

The wood

is

very brittle.
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The flowers possess only stamens the
cup of the flower contains a drop of

MISSOUKI.

;

industry.

In 1870, according to the

There are but few bee-keepers' con- census of the general government, she
honey, as large as a medium-size pinranked fifth in the production of
ventions
in this State, consequently I
head, light amber color the consistency
honey. I have been unable to procure
am
unable
to give definite and certain
of basswood, and of good flavor. I
the reports for 1880. I predict that in
statistical information of the producconsider it as good as goldeurod, if
1890 Missouri will rank first in the
not better. The bees work steadily tions of honey for 1882,
Nature has
I know that there has been a great production of honey.
on itj and are very good natured, even
increase in the number engaged in the smiled upon this territory she has
hybrids being quite docile. One good
made the groundwork for a land which
colony of bees having 7 combs were industry in Missouri in the past two will flow with " milk and honey." On
years.
There
is more honey in the
given three more empty combs, and
account of its diversified climate, soil,
they filled and capped them in one market in the cities and country foliage, wild and cultivated flowers,
week. The same colony boxed about towns this fall than ever was offered etc., and its abundant and never-fail20 lbs. besides, of clear willow honey. before. It is in better condition and ing streams of water, some portion of
of a better quality most of the honey
It was the only colony tried, but all
the State will have an abundant crop
the others in the same locality did offered for sale is in one and two lb. of honey each year.
equally well, considering their chance. prize boxes.
The honey on exhibition this year
The " St. Joseph Inter-State ExpoI nave been through over one-half of
" for the last two years has at our various fairs was white-clover,
the State, and I never saw but few of sition
basswood, buckwheat, honey-locust,
the same kiud of willows, and then offered very liberal premiums in the
but solitary bushes always covered Apiarian Department, and the pre- goldenrod, etc. Quite a quantity of
mium list was a varied one, covering honey on exhibition this fall was flawith bees.
with heliotrope and mignonette.
White clover showed itself in every branch of the apiarian busi- vored
It was of such a superior flavor to any
favorable patches June 7. and was ness.
The past season the display in this produced in this State heretofore, that
in general bloom by the 15th
but the
bee-masters hereafter will ornament
general lightness of the colonies, department was limited, but very
caused by the late spring, made but creditable. It was the center of attrac- their yards and gardens with these
tion, especially to the farmer. They beautiful and useful plants, for the
little surplus honey from white clover.
Basswood was a medium bloom in learned the "new way," and where purpose of giving the bees something
a few places, though the majority of improved apiarian supplies can be to flavor honey with.
I deemed it useless to attempt to orthe trees did not show a single flovVer. bought. The consumer, groceryman,
and producer, who were in attendance ganize bee associations this year.
Sumac bloomed uncommonly heavy, here, for the first time saw taste,order, Until you practically demonstrate to
and the flowers were dripping with and neatness displayed in the produc- the producer, as a general rule, the
honey, but of short duration, caused tions of the apiary, and preparing practicability of our enterprise, and
by the drought.
honey for the market also au order that there is not only pleasure but
Buckwheat was a failure, as a rule, and system in the handling and man- also profit in it, you have an up-hill
though exceptional pieces on wet land agement of befes.
undertaking to encounter.
1 conyielded honey abundantly.
People were in attendance on the cluded that the best plan was to have
The early fall forage plants being Exposition in the fall of 1881 from all the various county fair associations
dried up, there has been but little the counties in Northwest Missouri. make an apiarian department, and
honey gathered since sumac but the They returned home with new ideas offer liberal premiums then to furpast three weeks of showers have on " bee and honey culture." Quite a nish the local papers vpith articles or
;

;

;

;

;

made

vegetation again

look green,
which, with some warm weather, may
give us an ample late supply for winter.
Brood in the hives is a scarcity,
and colonies are generally quite weak.
At the New Milford Agricultural
Fair, Sept. 30, through the untiring
efforts of Mr. AVm. L. Burgess, Of
West Morris, Conn., the nucleus of a
State bee-keepers' society was formed,
with Mr. Burgess the elected President.
He is very enthusiastic and
energetic in the cause.
If I remember rightly, at the last

;

number of the country papers made ideas on the subject, to be prepared
special mention of the display in the and published. By this means, every
Apiarian Department.
farmer in the several counties is preHon. Thomas G. Newman, editor of pared to learn something when he

AsiERiCAN Bee Journal, at- visits that department at the several
tended the Exposition in September, fairs, and converses with those en1881, and delivered an interesting lec- gaged in the industry, who are in atThe producer in each
ture on " Bees and Honey " one even- tendance.
ing, to a large and appreciative audi- county can see the improved beeence. The daily papers reported his hives, and apiarian tools and impleinstructive lecture in full, and in ad- ments, and he learns the improved
dition made very favorable comments. manner of preparing honey for market.
I feel safe in saying that seven-tenths Furnish the idea and evidence of the
of the people of Missouri have read results, and let him draw his own conannual meeting of North American more or less on this subject and the clusion, and he will go home with the
Bee-Keepers' Society, a resolution was profits of the apiary, since the fall of consciousness that "he knows more
passed to make the Presidents of the 1881. The circulation of the bee pa- than the professional bee-master, aad
State societies the vice-presidents of pers has increased in the meantime. with the resolution that he will furthe National Society therefore, beThe display in the Apiarian De- nish evidence of that conclusion next
fore I vacate to my worthy successor, partment of the St. Joseph Inter-State season. The most conclusive idea to
I would offer as a resolution, that the Exposition this fall was the largest present is, that in an ordinary season
National Society request all the editors and best ever seen at a State or county each farmer can pay his State and
of the several bee papers to send a list fair or Exposition in the United States. county taxes from the profits of a few
of their subscribers to the vice-presi- There were over 3,000 lbs. of comb colonies of bees, and have something
dents of the different States, thereby and extracted honey on exhibition
left for spending money for the " old
placing the vice-president in posses- also Cyprian, Albino, Italian and black woman and the girls."
I would sugsion of a means of obtaining a gen- bees, and almost every tool and im- gest that you, by resolution, indicate
eral and more correct knowledge of plement used in the apiary.
the best plan for vice-presidents to
the exact apiarian condition of his
Tlie increased number of exhibitors adopt in their respective States to
State, making his report more valuable and the increased quantity and quality further the work.
and informative.
From my experience and observaof honey on exhibition this year, warAs nearly as I liave been able to rants me in saying that the interest tion, I would suggest that each viceascertain, Connecticut contains about awakened in this industry in the last president give his special attention to
make the
80,000 colonies of bees, of which 95 two years has been greater than the the local fair in his county
per cent, are still kept in box hives, most enthusiastic could have expected. apiarian department attractive and
half-barrels, nail-kegs, and the like Most of the county fairs made an instructive. If it is a success, the
patent devices of the fogy style.
Apiarian Department for the first papers will mention it with favor.
Of the number of colonies heard of, time.
Other papers will copy the articles,
not over two-thirds will have a supply
From the above statements you will and advise their readers to do likeof stores sufficient for wintering.
see that Missouri is on the right road wise. By this way you furuish ideas,
Woodbury, Ct.
H. L. Jeffrey.
to take a prominent position in this and the evidence that there is profit
the

;

;

;

;

.
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and you unable to obtain enough to sul)sist on
from July 10 to Aug. 15, the honeyflow was good after the 15th of Aug.
the idea that you have some patent the weather was so dry the bees did
so on the whole there will
right to sell. Furnish the idea and but little
evidence generally, and that there is be only one-half the honey here this
pleasure and protit in the investment, year tliat we ouglit to have had.
\V. M. Vinson.
and the producer will, in a short time,
Elk Point, Dakota.
buy the improved bees, hives, and apiarian implements, and will be com-

and pleasure

in the industry

;

less difficulty (which is the
greatest one) to overcome ; that is,

have one

;

;

pelled to organize local bee conventions.
If this plan, or some one similar,
<;ould be adopted, in five years the

honey crop of the United States would
be enormous.
In behalf of the friends of '• Improved Bee Culture " in Missouri, I
must extend thanks to the Hon.
Thomas Gr. Newman, of Chicago, 111.,
for the good send-off he gave the
honey and bee interest in Missouri, in
September, 1881. By his coming here

and delivering liis lecture on " Bees
and Honey,'' he gave character to the
enterprise and stability to the industry.

Those who profited by his lecture
and bought a tew colonies of bees,
were again lienefited by a distinguished bee-master from Illinois, Mr
Elvin Armstrong, of Jerseyville. He

made one
comb and

of the neatest displays of

extracted honey ever seen

in the W^est. He showed producers
how' to prepare comb honey for market, and how to put extracted honey
in good marketable shape, in glass
jars and bottles neatly laljeled. niese
ideas were practical, and are invaluable to our people. He was awarded
the $25.00 sweepstake premium for the
best display of lioney also $15.00 for
the best display of extracted honey.
He had his '• Crown bee-hive " on exhibition. It was the first time many
of our farmers had seen a frame hive
"witli surplus honey.
Mr. Armstrong
took great pains in explaining to visitors the advantages of frame hives
over the old-style •' gum."' He was
awarded the special premium, $10.00,
for the best bee-hive.
Missourians engaged in bee culture
invite every person engaged in the
same industry to come and contest for
our liberal premiums offered by fair
associations. Bring in ideas, and take
;

the money premiums. Therefore, Mr.
President, you see we Missourians are
not only just, but we are generous.
St. Joseph, Mo.
R. S. Mussek.

DAKOTA.
Number

of colonies in the fall, 267
in spring, 260 lost in spring, 5
colonies sold, 40; number of colonies now,
;

;

;

comb honey,

9,381 lbs.; extracted
1,001 lbs.; total honey crop,
Eighty per cent, were in
10,982 lbs.

420;

honey,

movable-frame hives, and twenty per
cent, in box hives and log gums. Ten
§er cent, of increase was obtained by
ivision, and 90 per cent, by natural
swarming. The crop, as compared
with last year, is one-lialf
The above report is compiled from
tabulated reports received by me from
22 bee-keepers— about

number that are
The fore part

one-half the

in the Territory.
of the season up to
July 10, was very wet and cool; so
much so that bees had to be fed, being

MAINE.
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,
;
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1876, when the yield was 50 lbs. I
also took about 500 lbs. in nicely sealed
frames, but as I have used that to prepare my united nuclei for winter, I
shall not bring it into the average

yield.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee and Houey Report
G. M.

for 1882,

DOOLITTLE.

honey was secured from them except
a little on June 8th. Owing to the
cold spring, the bees had reared but
little

brood previous to

good supply of honey

this,

hence, a

remained
in the hives to carry them through till
white clover.
About the middle of April I sold all

my

still

the 15 colonies set apart for
I have sent out 197

queens. My section honey was sold
at 17c. per pound and extracted 10c.
delivered on board the cars here.
After footing up the total sales from

seasons

main hall, several fine
of honey in the comb

specialso,

;

specimens of comb foundation.
Dr. Herman also showed several
pounds of choice comb honey both
exhibitors receiving premiums.
The largest .and most extensive,
however, was that of " Sunnyside
Apiary," Baltimore, Md., C. H. Lake,
manager, and deserves especial mention. Mr. L. made his exhibit in a
large tenti profusely decorated with
flags, while the word "Apiary," in

known

in

this State."

As

a

large letters, stretched upon the side,
caught the eye of the visitors as they
entered the fair grounds. Tables were
constructed around the sides of the
tent, laden with every conceivable appliance required inaiirst-classapiary.
magnificent display of bees, in variety, were shown in glass hives of
unique construction, finished in ebony

decade of years has now passed since
I have kept a close account with my A
bees, perhaps it may be interesting to
your readers to know how such report
stands for it is only by a number of and maple, where every movement of
years' experience, in any business, the bees could be seen— the queens dethat a true result can be obtained. A positing their eggs, brood hatching,
report of a very prosperous year, is bees nursing, queen cells in all stages
often misleading, but one extending of development, etc.
through a period of 10 years, should
Among the different varieties we
approximate very nearly to whatmight noticed the new Holy Land or Syrian
be expected for the same length of bee, the Cyprian and the Bellazona,
time to come. My average yield for claimed by the gentleman in charge to
each colonv in the spring of 1873, was be the largest bee known in America.
80 lbs.; 1874, about 100 lbs.; 1875, a lit- Also imported Italians, producing the
tle over 106 lbs.; 1876, 50 lbs.; 1877, a so-called Albinos Holy Land hybrids,
fraction of a pound, less than 167 lbs.; also producing the same bee Golden
1878, 71 lbs.; 1879, .58 lbs.; 1880, a little Italians
and improved American
less than 62 lbs.; 1881, nearly 135 lbs.; strains of Italian and other bees.
;

except forty-five colonies
on account of the continued sickness of my father, which brought an and in 18S2, the present year, it was
extra amount of care upon me, so that 51 lbs.; making an average yield each
I feared I could not properly handle a year, for the past 10 years, of 88 lbs.
larger number of colonies. Of these per colony, five-sixths of which has
The average
30 were set apart for the production been comb honey.
of honey, and the remaining 15 de- price at which it has been sold, is about
voted to queen rearing. ^Vhite clover, 20c. for comb honey, the highest price
although quite abundant, yielded no 283^0. being obtained in 1874, and the
honey, and July 6 found the honey in lowest mic. in 1878. Thus the 88 lbs.
my hives all equalized and so reduced at 20c. per pound gives S17.60 average
that each colony had but little more cash yield for each colony. Hence, if
than enough to last 4 or 5 days. But a man is capable of keeping 50 colofortunately the cold weather caused nies, his income would be $880 a vear
the wild mustard, which is plenty in if 100, it would be $1,760. After an
the fields of grain hereabout, to se- experience of 14 years in the bee busicrete a little honey, so that July 8th ness, I can see no reason why it does
bees obtained a living, and from the not compare favorable with any other
12th to the 20th, a small gain was made pursuit in life, as far as dollars and
in the nearly destitute brood-chamber. cents are concerned, and when I look
July 26 found the basswood open, and at it as a fascinating and health-givas the weather was just right for the ing pursuit, it places most other
secretion of nectar, and my bees, be- avocations in the shade.
Borodino, N. Y., Oct. 17, 1882.
ing in readiness for a flow of honey,
splendid work was done during the
five days yield which followed.
Then
For tbe American Bee Journal
came two days of closing up, and the
Bees and Honey Shows at Fairs.
shortest season for honey I nave ever
known was at an end. Although a
large acreage of buckwheat was sown,
S. HANSON.
and the bees hummed merrilly over
the sea of white blossoms, still not
Hagerstowii, a picturesque, thriving
a cell of dai'k honey was to be seen in town situated at the head of the Cumthe seciiuus. As this is the fifth year berland Valley, has been the scene of
buckwheat has failed to produce considerable excitement, occasioned
honey, it is hardly worthy the name by the Agricultural Fair; and the
of "honey plant,"' in this locality. second meeting of the Union BeeMy bees have been increased to 80 Keepers' Convention. The exhibits
colonies in good condition for winter. at the fair were unusually large and
As a result from the 30 colonies set fine, and the number ot visitors in
apart for honey, I have obtained 1,089 excess of any previous year. As your
lbs. of comb honey and 441 lbs. of ex- readers are most interested in bee
tracted, giving a total of 1,530 lbs., or matters, we will omit a description of
an average yield of 51 lbs. per colony, mammoth pumpkins, etc., and devote
which is the lightest crop I have re- our time to a description of apiarian
ceived for the past 10 years, except in exhibits.
bees,

mens

;

From

queen rearing,

By refeiTin,<; to back numbers of the my bees, and deducting all expenses
Bee Journal, the reader will see therefrom, except my own work, I
how my SO colonies of bees came find I have $822. As I have the same
through the winter in good condition, number that I had one year ago, this
but, owing to the cold weather the gives me the above amount clear, exlast half of April, they were quite re- cept my work, for one of the poorest
duced in population, although no colonies were lost. As April 30th was a
pleasant day, all had a fine fly, and a
little pollen was brought in "for the
first time.
With May 2d it became
cold, and snow and frost prevailed till
the VMh, when we had a few warm
days. Apple blossoms were late, not
opening till about June 5th ; and owing to cold winds, clouds, and rain, no

Mrs. L.Valentine had on exhibition,
at the

;

;

A full colony of the most docile of
any bees that ever came under my
notice was that of a daughter of an
imported queen of this season, were
handled in public, without smoke or
protection of any kind, and all the
bees flying as if in their own home,
upon ciur first visit to the tent. Later,
we found them all confined, owing to
the annoyance they gave the proprietors of the confectionery stands.
In the center of the tent, upon a
raised base, was a pyramid of 220 lbs.
of comb honey— the production of one
colony of bees in about six weeks.
This was shown in a case, constructed
with full glass sides and erected with

Upon the top stood a
great taste.
counter boy and shipping crate combined, filled with the most luscious
nectar. The whole was crowned with
a French glass shade, containing 18
.

sections of 11)^ lbs. each, of the choicest and clearest honey ever seen in
these parts, perfect in every particular
and white as snow. On either side of
the case was a photographic view of
the apiary the hives in full working
order, showing the honey in the hives.
noticed, in a conspicuous place,
a photograph of an old friend and
pioneer in bee culture, llichard Colvin.
Among the hives we saw the " Old
Keliable," an air chamber hive, said
to winter and summer the bee satis-

—

We

factorily.

Among the new features were the
Automatic self-spacing frame of tin
or wood, that causes the frames always to fall into position upon the rabbet, and cannot be glued together by
the bees.
The " Boss" feeder, on the principle
of "Root's" Tea-kettle feeder, degrass-knife for
serves attention.

A
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cutting around the hives and adjustable to any bevel, were also noticed as
being shown at this fair for the first
time.
We came away, highly pleased with
our visit and with the information
gained through the popular manager
of Sunnyside Apiary, who deserves

much

credit for his zeal

and energy in

the cause of bee culture and the courteous attention given to the many visitors who examined that tine display.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 21, 1882.
Norwnik Chronicle.

Spriug Management of Bees.
H.

li.

BOA ROMAN.

The queen

stops laying at the approach of cold weather, tlius leaving
the liive destitute of brood during the
winter, but resumes her duties on the
approach of spring. Usually brood
rearing commences some time in
February in the bee house or cellar,
either later or earlier, according to
the condition of temperature, and
somewhat later on the summer stand.
As the life of a bee is very short only
a few weeks at most in the summer
when in full activity, and as many
months of the winter the occupants
of the hive at the close of the winter
are aged and intirm and their lease of
life necessarily short, if no brood were
raised to supply the places of the
rapidly diminishing numl)ers of old
bees at this season the hive would
soon be depleted of its numbers.
Colonies that are queenless may winter very well but they are very soon
all gone when the warm weather of
spring calls them into active life. The
dying out of the old bees thus rapidly
at this season vs'hen not accompanied
by a corresponding increase from the
hatching brood causes that much
feared and much talked of casualty,
spring dwindling.
Therefore, it is important that the
bee-keeper see to it that the brood is
hatching, to bridge overthis important
and critical period in the history of
the colony.
It is a disputed point even among
verv practical bee-keepers as to how
early brood rearing should be encouraged; but I think there need be
no doubt about the economy of continuing it uninterrupted when once

begun.
After brood rearing has continued
for a time in winter quarters it will
cease entirely for want of water, and
colonies willsuffer from thirst.

The

natural pollen appears and the weather
will permit, pollen may be supplied
by a substitute of flour which will
take the place of natural pollen.
Before the time comes in the spring
to set the bees out permanently some
attention should be given to the
preparation of tlie yard. All rubbish,
the harbor of the bee moth and its
the
progeny, should be removed
yard made level and smooth, the shrubbery trimmed, anil everything possible
done for the pleasiu'e and convenience
of the summer work and last, but not
least, every stand leveled with a spirit
level, for if this be omitted the combs
in the hives will hang to one side and
be built irregular. When all is ready
the bees should lie carried out on a
warm day and each hive set upon its
own stand from where it was taken.
Examination of all colonies should
be attended to without delay on the
first warm days after they have had a
;

1st.
thorough flight, to determine
The aruount of stores. 2d. The quanwith
a
tity of bees.
3d. If supplied
good queen. This may be done by
:

raising the hive and looking in at the
bottom of a bottomless hive or box
hive, thus determining at one operation the amount of stores and bees, or
by removing the cover of the hive, if

has a fixed bottom. For more minute examination the hive must be
If
opened, if movable-frame hive.
box hives are used they may be examined on cool mornings by raising
the hive and examining the bottom
board for immature young bees and
larvfe, which determines as nearly as
we can the presence of a queen. I
would advise that all such colonies be
transferred to movable-frame hives
and queenless ones should be carefully
marked, and particular attention
given them at the first favorable opportunity, when the weather will
it

admit.

Although these light and queenless
colonies are really worth little, they
will be a source of much trouble and
annoyance if not looked after, by inducing robbing, which may result in
a general demoralization of the whole
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trances of all hives should be closed.,
so that but one or two bees can pass at

a time and if no disposition is shown
to defend themselves the hives shoidd
be closed or removed to a room or
bee house. If the hive is closed and
the weather is warm and the colony
of considerable strength, some caution should be exercised about their
becoming heated and even melted
down. If after carrying in, for a day
or two, no disposition can be encouraged to defend their stores the
sooner they are united with a colony

more

of

spirit the better.

have only to say in my opinion if
bees have been properly wintered and
judiciously managed during the spring
there will be no such thing as spring
I

dwindling.

There

neither excuse, nor profit,
and weak colonies in
The light should be
encouraged by feed and strengthened
comb of
by brood from the strong.
brood just hatching from a strong
colony placed in a weak one will give
it an astonishing impetus, and in the
place where the brood was removed
from, the strong colony is supplied
with a nice emutycombor foundation
which will be filled with eggs, and the
work of the hive go on without interruption. In this way the whole apiaty
may be built-up into uniform strength
anrf when the harvest comes the result will be a uniform yield of honey.
The amount of honey, and consequently the amount of profit, depends
entirely upon the force of workers we
have ready when the harvest comes.
If we feed when natural stores fail,
and thus keep brood rearing steadily
going on, the hives will be full of industrious workers when the harvest
comes, our brightest dreams of a
sweet harvest will be realized, and
our bank balance will be a substantial encouragement of judicious manis

in having strong
the same apiary.

A

agement.
East Townsend, O.
For the American Bee Journal.

Pui'ity of the Atuiosphere.

apiary.
colonies may be very much
assisted by aid of the division board,
by which we ma\ contract the hive so
as to confine the bees upon such a
number of combs as they will be able
to cover, and by placing the stores
upon the other side of the board they
are made accessible to the bees and
constitute a perpetual feeder.
By use of the division-board too, we
may unite such colonies as we wish to
unite by placing the colony containing
a queen on one side of the board, and
carefully cover with a cloth or quilt?,
and the other colony deprived of its
queen on the other side, leave them
tlius for several days when the board
may be removed and the brood packed
together as compactly as possible and
the work is done. All queenless colonies before mentioned should be disposed of in tliis manner. I have
practised this mode of uniting bees
almost entirely for several years with
the most perfect success.

Weak

S.

COBNEIL.

To assist Mr. E. Moore in his investigations as to the purity of the
air surrounding his hives permit me
to make the following quotations
" AH gases of different densities
which are not disposed to ui te chemically with one another ha e a strong
tendency to mutual admixture. Tlius,
if a vessel be partly filled with hydrogen and partly with carboni c acid the
wliich is twenty- two times
latter,
heavier than the former, will not remain at the bottom but the two gases
will in a short time be found to have
:

higher the temperature the greater
the suffering. They may be supplied
to a limited extent with drink, provided
the
temperature is high
enough {not under 50). or, they may
uniformly and equably mixed. And
be set outside if the weather will permit and take tlie chances of sudden
it is on tliis principle that the conchanges of cold and winter blizzards
stitution of the atmosphere is every
which is very demoralizing to colonies
where the same, although the gases
that have been wintered in a warm
wliich compose it are of different
bee house. Tlie prudent and thoughtspecific gravities."— CarMe)i(er's Prinful bee-keeper will often find himself
ciples oj Coin2mrative Physiology, page
in a dilemma at this point not easy to
295.
••
decide.
Pollen is also necessary to
It (diffusion) is of the greatest imcarry on brood rearing to any considerIf this work has been neglected and portance in terrestrial physics being
able extent. If bees are out before our bees are found robbing, the en- the cause of the uniform composition

—

—

;
.

;
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of the atmosphere at all elevations handle them in my fine suit, unless I
and one of the causes of the speedy give them a severe smoking, whilst in
dissipation of noxious gases and va- my every day clothes I can usually go
pors in the open air." Chambers^ En- about them without smoke, though
both are of the same color. Transcyclopaedia, subject. Diffusion.
" There is a very remarkable prop- lator.]
erty enjoyed by gases and vapors in
Obsolete Means to Promote
general which is seen in a high degree Bee-Keeping. One hundred years
of intensity in the case of hydrogen
ago, in Prussia, prevailed a law that
this is what is called dt^Ksu'e^joit^er.
every fanner, being in possession of a
It is impossible to overestimate the certain number of acres, had to keep
importance in the great economy of at least four colonies of bees those
nature of this very curious law affect- having about half the number of acres,
gaseous two, and those having a garden only,
ing the constitutions of
bodies ; it is the principal means by one colony. In case of neglect, the
which the atmosphere is preserved in occupier of the premises was fined.
an uniform state and the accumulaTo test the Purity of Wax.—
tion of poisonous gases and exhalaPure wax,
1.
Specific
gravity.
tions in towns and other confined
localities prevented." Fowne^s Chem- whether bleached or not, has a specific gravity of between 0.956 and 964,
isti-y for Students, page 112.
from 0.9-58 to 0.960. AdulAs Mr. Moore refers to some state- generally
terations with stearic acid, resin or
ments of mine made at the Toronto japanisian tree wax, makes it heavier;
Convention, allow me to take this op- with those of paraffine or tallow,
portunity ot saying that, in condenslighter.
ing the report^ my remarks on that
2.
Pure beeswax is dissolved by
occasion have been very much mannot so
chloroform, on warming it
gled. For instance, I did not say that
with adulterated wax.
it required bacteria to produce dysentery, but that if there were any bacRules for Beginners in Beeteria, the dampness and consequent Keeping.— 1. Before you spend any
fermentation in the hive, were the money for bees or fixtures, seek the
causes.
There are other misrepre- advice of an experienced bee-keeper,
sentations, but it is hardly worth even if you have to travel many miles
while now to correct them, I wash to to obtain the same. What you profit,
say, however, that in regard to the by good advice, will richly repay your
purity of the air in rooms I am cor- traveling expenses.
rectly reported.
2.
Don't attempt to make your own
Lindsay, Out., Oct. 16, 1882.
hives, if you have nothing but a handsaw ; but buy them in the llat, of re-

Local Convention Sirectory.

—

Time and Place

1882.

ef Meeting.

.

;

;

Translated from Bienenvater.

Gleanings from (jerniauy.

KOHNKE.

A. R.

manufacturers.
3.
Buy only strong colonies, even if
they cost a little more.
4.
Use but one style or kind of hive
in vour apiary.
.5.
Keep your colonies strong do
not divide for increase too soon
rather buy strong colonies.
6.
See to it that your colonies have
all worker comb, which may be had
by the use of worker comb foundaliable

Nov. I— New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Hasbrouck. Sec Bound Brook. N.J.
3.— Iowa Central, at Wlnterset. Iowa,

Henry Wallace,

Sec.

1883.

Jan. 16.— Eastern N. Y., at Albany. N. Y.
E. Quakenbush, Sec. Barnerville, N. Y.
16-18, Northeastern, at Syracuse. N. Y.
G. W. House, Fayetteyille, N. Y.

tW~ In order

have

this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

to

taries are requested to

i^The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Berlin Center,
Mahoning County, in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing ot interest to the fraternity.
full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
expect a
afford to miss them.
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
Leonidas Carson, Pres.

A

We

i^The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual meeting at the office of Graham & Steel,
Wlnterset, Iowa, on Friday Nov. 3,
All interested in bee
1882, at 10 a. m.
culture are invited.

Henry Wallace.

;

In a village near Zempelberg, the
tavern keeper was attacked by rowCLUBBIMJ LIST.
dies, who began to demolisli his furniture, threatening also to abuse him
We supply the American Bee tlournal and
him and his family. To save himself
any of the following periodicals, one year, at the
he ran out into the garden, picked up tion.
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
one of his colonies of bees and threw
If some of your colonies have
7.
column gives the regular price of both. All
among the not winter stores enough, feed them first
it through the window
postage is prepaid by the publishers.
drunken crowd the bees, enraged, plentifully. One pound above what
Club
went for them with a will, and cleared thej- will need will do no harm if The Weekly Bee Journal Publinhers' Price.
f200..
the house and premises in less than but one ounce is lacking, they will and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.l. Boot) 3 UO. 2 75
two minutes.
starve and the colony will be lost.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 60
During winter, but especially in
8.
Bee-Keeper8'Exch'nge(Houk&Peet)3 00. 2 80
Spir^a Ulmaria.— The blossoms early
2 60.. 2 35
spring, keep the colonies warm,
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HllI)
of Spirma Ulmaria contain, as a natu2
2 40
Kansas Bee-Keeper
otherwise the rearing of brood will
;

;

.

.

The plant
The above-named papers
proceed slowly.
a native of Germany, where it
Ill spring, contract the brood- The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
9.
grows in low, wet places and blooms
board, and add
ManuaUbound in cloth)
ral product, salicylic acid.

1)

tiO.

.

tiOO..

5 50

is

from June till August it attains a nest bv a division
more frames only when the bees cover
height of from three to six feet, and
frames they have. Do not
furnishes honey aud pollen in gath- well what
add more than one frame at a time.
ering which, the bees also gather the
;

;

Prof. Cook's

3 25.. 3 00

Bees and Honey, (T, G. Newman) "
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

2 75..

2 "5.

.

2 50

2 85.. 2 75
2 50

10.
What you do not understand, The Monthly Bee Joiirual and any of the
Cases of malignant foul
or books, but es- above, tl less than the figures in the lust column.
brood having disappeared without the learn of bee papers,
pecially of your bees. Exercise your
aid of the bee-keeper, it was discovoliservation to gain practiered that it was due to the profuse powers of
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.- AVe have
you will be sucjust issued a new pamphlet giving our
bloom of this shrub. Thus, it ap- cal experience, and
cessful.
views on this important subject, with
pears, that nature has provided means
Yienna, Austria.
suggestions what to plant, and when
to check and cure this dreaded pest
among bees.
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en-

disinfectant.

—

Knowledge of Bees. Reaumer
remarks, that whenever he attempts
to go near his bees in full state dress,
they will sting badly, but when in his
old dressing gown, will not molest
him. [It is rather curious, but a fact,
that my bees will not permit me to

Sample Copies of theAsiERicAN Bee gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
Journal will be sent free to any per- any address for 10 cents.
son.
Any one intending to get up a
may
made at any

^•Renewals

be

club can have sample copies sent to time but all papers are stopped at
the persons they desire to interview, the expiration of the time paid for,
unless requested to be continued.
by sending the names to this office.
;

I

;
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SBLl^M^^MmOM
tX%W'
'Wmt^^^^R^ mtrx'
Winter Depository.— I began keeping bees witli 9 colonies and now liave
24, in Langsti'oth hives. I have taken
32 gallons of extracted honey and 400
lbs. of comb, and my bees are in
splendid condition for vvfinter. Sometime ago I took off the upper stories
and removed to the lower story some
of the combs containing brood, I
noticed a great many dead bees.
What was the cause of this? The
operation was performed during the
warmest portion of the day. I feel
certain of great success another season, if I can winter without loss. I
am about to build a winter repository
for my bees, and will give you my

Our soil is clay loam
make an excavation 4 feet in
plan.

;

I shall
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boxes filled and capped over, that frost here as yet to kill even the tendwere put on during the last week in erest vines. Our fields and hills are
H. Alley.
August. Tons upon tons of honey is as green as in June.
Wenham, Mass., Oct. 17, 1882.
the result.
E. L. Bkiggs.
Wilton Junction, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1882.
Botanical.— I send by mail a plant
Wintering Bees in damps.— On page called the spider weed here. It secretes
254, of Coofc'.s Manual, is a brief and nectar plentifully early in the mornfavorable mention of wintering bees ing and late in the evening. It dies
in clamps, and I have met the recom- down in midsummer and a second
mendation in other sources of inform- crop comes from the seed and blooms
ation. Having no cellar fit for winter until frost. Please give correct name
storage of bees, but a sand bank, easy in Bee Journal. Geo. E. Boggs.
to excavate, and with perfect natural
Milledgeville, Ga., Oct. 16, 1882.
drainage, near my apiary, I intend to
[The plant is Gynandropsis pentubury two or three colonies, as an experiment. Please give us some infor- phylla, for which I know no common
mation on the suoject in the Bee name. It is a native of the W^est InJournal ?
W. B.
dies, but has become naturalized over
Louisville, X. Y., Oct. 23, 1882.
a wide area of the southeastern States,
[Mr. M. Oiiiiiby favored wintering and seems well adapted to its new
bees by burying, which is practiced home. The small family to which it
by many at the present day. The belongs (Capparidaceae.), is made up of
mode is to dig a trench in a hillside or plants having fine flowers and an
ground with suihcient slope to insure abundance of nectar, of excellent
drainage. This is partly tilled in with quality.— T. J. Burrill.]
straw, on which the hives are placed
boards are slanted up in front wooden
How to Keep Honey.— How can we
tubes placed in position to ventilate keep unripe or partly ripened honey,
weather ? I extract
the pit, straw tlirown on the hives, from June to cold
when the bees begin to cap the cells,
over which boards are laid lengthwise, and sometimes have a portion of it
and dirt piled over all to turn off the sour.
H. M. MoYER.
Hill Church, Pa., Oct. 23, 1882.
water.— Ed.]

depth,
wall it with stone to the top, and above
the surface build a liollow wall 4 f eet
high, making 8 feet in all, and filling
The wall
in, with spent tan bark.
will be 8 inches thick, tightly clapboarded on the outside. I shall then
have another wall latlied and plastered
inside of this, leaving 2 inches space
between this wall will connect with
the ceiling, but will leave a small
aperture at the base and will liave
ventilation by pipes. Do you think
this will cause a current of air, and
Well Satisfied.— I began the season
keep the room free from moisture V
with 19 colonies increased to .56, and
S. J. YOUNGMAN.
have taken 2,000 lbs. of extracted and
Cato. Mich., Oct. 5. 1882.
200 lbs. of comb honey. Thirty of the
in two-story Langstroth
[The dead bees were probably those colonies are
hives, full of sealed heuey and some
that had been worn out during the brood in the lower story. By weighing
honey harvest and had died of old age. the combs and averaging the surplus
The winter depository you describe stores to be removedj I find that my
;

;

;

[Keep

it

in

an open vessel, exposed

the sun and air, where it may
ripen before barreling it up. The Calif ornians use a sun evaporator for this
purpose, with success.— Ed.]
to

Two-Story Hives for Winter. —I
have two colonies of bees, in twostory hives. Will they winter as well
of
without taking off the upper story?

bees have gathered about 5,068 lbs.
should winter bees well, everything
honey in 60 days, and have suiiicient
equal.— Ed.]
amount remaining to winter on.

else being

report before, I had
When I gave
only taken a portion of the honey and
averaged the rest.
W>i. Malone.
Oakley, Iowa, Oct. 15, 1882.
tlie

A Good

Beport from Canada.

— That

cloud with the silver lining hovered
over my bee yard for about ten days
in the beginning of August.
\V^e
were ready. Our dish was '• right side
up," and we obtained 152 lbs. per
colony, in ten days, of basswood
honey, and increased over 100 per
cent." With all of the good reports in
the Bee Journal, I have seen none
as good for ten days. All our colonies
are in good condition and ready for
winter, when it comes.
R. L. Meade.

Nassagaweya, Canada.
Iowa Honey Crop for 1S82.—Our
season, and time tor queen
rearing has come to an end for the
year 1882
It has been one which in
Iowa was rich in the yield of honeyproducing plants and all the blossouis
rich in the production of honey after
they once commenced. The spring
was a month later than usual, but the
honey season after it commenced continued until October. Swarms continued to issue till the 10th of September, and have generally collected

lioiiey

!

Wm. Roberts,
Vaughansville, O., Oct.

17, 1882.

[You can leave the upper story on
and use it as an air-chamber over the
chaff packing, if you winter on the
summer stands. If you put the bees in
His First Report.— As this is my
third year in bee culture, and I have the cellar, take off the upper story and
never made a report, I think it would cover, put a quilt over the frames,
be in order to do so now. My wife and leave the entrances open.— Ed.]
bought the lirst colony of bees three
years ago. Last year we increased to
(lood Honey Crop in New York.—
19 colonies, lost 1. soldi, and with tlie
remaining 17 I began this season. Our have just marketed 16,800 lbs. of comb
250 colonies, spring count,
colonies now number 41. W^e have honey from
taken 1.435 lbs. of comb honey from and increased nearly 90 per cent.
Geo. W. House.
them in one and two-pound sections,
Fayetteville, X. Y., Oct. 18, 1882.
and 78 pounds of extracted, giving us
an average of 8!ilbs. per colony, spring
count, and my bees are in splendid
Best Crop ever had in Illinois.— This
condition for winter. G. E. Hilton.
has been one of the best seasons for
Fremont Center, Mich., Oct. 24,

1882.

bees and honev
region.

we

ever had in this
T. G. McGaw.
Oct. 23.1882.

Monmouth, 111.,
Late Breeding of ({neens. I had
three
two queens hatch on Oct. 7
Almost a Failure. Honey was alweeks later than I ever had any before. To-day (Oct. 17). both were fer- most a failure with us this year. I
tilized, a thing I could hardly believe increased from 6 to 18 colonies, and
would be done. In my 23 years' expe- have taken 96 lbs. of extracted, and
rience I never had it occur before. •56 lbs. of comb honey. My bees are
The weather has been very warm here in good condition for winter.
enough honey to winter on though for several days, but not much sunCnAS. H. HiSGEN.
coming off so late. I had o-lb. honey shine till to-day. We have had no
Hopkinsville. Ky.. Oct. 23, 1882.
;

—
;

—
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

^^:s'^^^i^^!>vmm^^f:r^

eBimmm^
ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., November 1. 1882.

The following

(

are the latest quota-

and beeswax received

up

:

hour

to this

A

)

tions for honey

Quotations of Caeh Bayers.

space, each insertion.

line of

Honey as Food and Medicine.

CHICAGO.

A

contain about elgb
n'ords; fourteen
occupy 1 inch of space
Transient Advertisements payable in ndvance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
line of

Agate type

will

linee will

DISCOU^fTS will

WEEKLY

published
paid in advance

8

'*

Z^
30

"
"
"
"

"13

'•

"
"

5S

lO percent,

«0

*'

.40

*'

months).... 50

(1

year)

months).

.

.

dlscoun

"

months).... ao

(3
(6
(9

"

17(gj22c.

Newman. 923 W. Madison

St.

CINCINNATI.

lO per cent., if wholly paid

in

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.
Street.,

last thri-e

Florida furnishes a lioney wliich equals our
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern honey
I have had so far.
There is some call for comb
honey, but we have had no arrivals yet of a choice
article. Comb honey brings 16<5j2(ic. on arrival
extracted, 7(gil(JC. BEESWAX— Firm at 20<a.2.-)C.
per lb.
Chas. F. MUTH.

Chicago,

III.

—

;

Quotations of CotnmUslen Merchauts.

advance.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate fo
the time the advertisement ts inserted,

THOMAS

market for extracted honey is
We have received within the
weeks more than 2(Xi bbls., principally
from liOuisiana, Mississijtpi and Florida, and the
demand exceeds oure.xperience and expectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
very satisfactory.

year.

CO

Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., 3

OSS West

dark to good.

;

AL. H.

HONEY— The

:

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone
SS per cent., O months, lO per cent., 3 month
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.

months,

bright yellow, 24c.

be given on advertlsemen
as follows, if the whole

For 4 weeks
"

HONEY— I am paying 6)^0. for dark and 9c. for
light extracted.
BEKSWAX— Choice lots are worth 25c. here:

new edition, revised and enlarged,
the new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

CHICAGO.
HONEY— The demand increases

The Apiary Register.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
their

with the cool
weather, but not sufficiently fast to keep pace with
receipts, which now accumulate, as it is time to get
the surplus into market. Prices remain unchanged
witli perhaps a tendency downward, owing to
many consignors desiring to realize quickly.
We (luote: white comb, In small sections, 18<!/.2nc.
Fine, well-filled,
lb. sections bring the outside
price. Dark comb honey, little demand, 15^'Hic.
liigbt honey, in larger boxes, I2®l(ic. Extracted—
li'^i.ri.
IOC.
white clover,
dark, 8(§;9c., in barrels and
half-barrels. Kegs will bring hut a small advance,

For

.50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1 50
2 00

l

:

if

1^ The Ameriau Express
money order system

is

Company

any, almve

li:tlf-l'arrels.

BEESWA.X

dark to

Very scarce.

Choice Yellow, yoc;

fair. 2ii(a24c.

R. A.

the cheapest,

Burnett,

165

South Water

St.

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

SAN FRANCISCO.

and most convenient way ot re- HONEY'— Extra choice, either comb or extracted,
inquired for. aiul extreme figures are offered.mitting small sums of money. Their is
Nearly all offered is second or third quality, for
the demand is nut active at the prices derates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents over $5 which
manded.
We quote white comb, 18®20c. dark to good.l2@
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purI5c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 9H@i0J^c.;
chased at any point where the com- dark and candied, TM>@81^c.
BBESWAX-2S(i30c.
Steahns & Smith, 42,3 Front Street.
pany have an office, except Canada,
and can be made payable at any one
ST. LOUIS.
of the company's 4,000 offices.
HONEY— Prices unchanged and dull. Comb 15
for choice white cloverin small pack@]Sc—
latter
For safety, when sending money to ages strained in round lots at 6@7c. extracted in
this office get either a post office or ex- cans at 9<(tl0c.
BEESWAX— Sold fairly at 26@27c. for prime.
R. C. Greer & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.
press money order, a bank draft on

safest

;

;

^"

Constitutions and

By-Laws for
The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Advertisements intended forthe Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

:

:

1

New York

i^°Postage stamps, of one, two or
three cent denomination, accepted for
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
is preferred.

or Cliicago, or register the
CLEVELAND.
Postage stamps of any kind
HONEV-In sections, ha."* been in extraordinary
this week, at full prices. Sales have been
demand
may be sent for amounts less than one quite up to receipts, and all lots except recent arwere closed out. One pound sections of
1^ The Bee Journal is mailed at
dollar. Local checks are subject to a rivalswhite
sells for 21(tt22c. per pound, in attractive
best
quality, in less attractive shape, the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks. packages.In Same
20{§*21c.
IX<S' 2 lb. sections, best quality, 19("20c.
Second grade sells about l(«'2 cents ^' \h. less. and any irregularity in its arrival is
Biickwheat is unsalable. Extracted, in small packli" ir.c:
pails
and
tin cans sells pretty well at
due to the postal employes, or some
Premiums.— Those who get up clubs ages,
but extracted, in barrels, is very dull at IO([j Ic.
cause beyond our control.
BEBSWAX-Piime quality, -250280.
for the Weekly Bee Journal, for one
letter.

I

1

Kendkl.

A. C.

115 Ontario Street.

year, will be entitled to the following
NBW YORK.
not let your numbers of the
premiums. Their own subscription
HONEY—There is some little enquiry for fancy Bee Journal for ISSl be lost. The
may count in the club
lots, and ourquotations have been exceeded for
best way to preserve them is to prosmall lots, we quote: White clover, fancy, small
For a Club of 2,—" Bees and Honey," in paper.
They
boxes, I9@20c
white clover, fair to good, leSilHc. cure a binder and put them in.
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder, or '"Bees Buckwheat, rj(!i]i;c.
and Honey," in cloth.
BEESWAX— The receipts of wax continue rather are very valuable for reference.
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies, moderate, but the high prices asked checked the

(^Do

:

;

or Cook's Manual, paper.
"

"

5,— Cook's Manual

in cloth, or the
Apiary Register for WColonies
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for 1 year,
or Apiary Register for 2()0 Col's.
1

"

"

demand, and the tone

at the close is a trifle easier,
with 31c. about the top, and only reached for
Southern,
strictly prime. Western, pure, 29@30c
pure, 30<a33c.
D. W. QniNBT, 105 Park Place.
;

BOSTON.

Two

subscribers for the Monthly
HONEY'— Sells very readily in 1 lb. sections at
I^ to 2 lb.
same as one for the 22@25c. for best white, and 2(i(5:22c. for
Boxes containini:
pound, 30 c. per pound.
Weekly, when getting up clubs for the Extracted is selling verv slowly at I2(ail4c.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
it indicates the end of the
paper
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.

name on
;

will count the

'-a

above premiums.

BEESWAX—25(&2«c.
Crocker

,&

Blake,

.''•7

Chatham

Street.

Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.

—
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The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

883.

SECTIONS.

the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

At

Semi-Monthly Bee Jouunal, we shall
next year print a Monthly consisting
of 32 pages, issuing it about the
middle of each month, at Sl.OO a year,
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
copies for $2.50 .5 copies for $4.00 ; 10
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
extra copy to the person getting up a
club of 5 or more.
;

The Weekly is now permanently established, and will be continued as

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will be distinct papers, each
having its own sphere of operation
and different readers.
We shall aim to make the Monthly

Bee Journal a welcome and

protita-

tle visitor to the homes of those who
feel the need of a cheap, first class,
reliable bee paper in pamplilet form
is too much occupied to
read a weekly, or whose means or re-

whose time

We make
Serti-ins.

a.

to a weekly.

our"Bosa" One-Piece

HpiTiultv of

FORNC'ROOK (fe CO.

«TAS.
Watertown, Jeff.

€u., \Vt»..tfept.

JOSEPH

1882.

J.

3t^m5t

1881,'.

£XAS,

D.

1882.

Side Apiary,)

(Siiiitiy

Pure Italian Queens,
BEES, COLONIES, NUCLEL
Extractors,

Comb Foundation, etc.
Sunny Side Apiary,
Napa

9in8t

ALFRED

P. O., Cal.

NEWMAN,

H.

Dealer

in all

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AXD BEESWAX,
923 West Madison

MY

FOUNDATION

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

IL.I.17STRATED CATAI.Oei7E
sent FREE upon application.

Patented Aug.

E^.Send

BARNES' PATENT
CIUCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

chines are especially adapted

Hand. Circular Kip Saws for
eenerai heavy and lipht rippliiu'. Lathes. &c.
These ma-

Hive Miiklnv. Itwill pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page Illustrated Catato

m gold,

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

logue.

W.

F.

New

for

i!3d, 1881.

Circular for January, 1882.

CATTTIOIT.

Foot Power Machinery

^"

we send

THE DUNHAM

Wehavenot

l*utt'ntc<l ,luru» liHth, ixsi.
ritiht to tiiumiiucture, therefore

When changing a postoffiee address, mention the old as well as the
new address.
which are printed a large bee

il

we cuusold any
tton the public imaliist buying any One-I'lece Sections not bearinti our stitiiip. Send for Price List.

quirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter

more properly belonging

FRANCES DDNHAH,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer

Address,

heretofore.
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LKTTEU8 I'ATENT Number
Dunham Foundation Machine, making

Having obtained
246,1)99 for

comb

fiuindatlon with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundation made on said machine, I hereby give notice to all parties Infringing
my rights, either by manufacturing saul machines
or foundation, as well as to all parties purchasing
machines as above, other than of my miinufacturfl,
that I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
:

prosecute
the law.

all

infringements to the

FRANCE^l A.

23m4t

full

extent of

DUNHAM.

DePere. Wis.

& JOHN BARNES,

No. 2017 Main street,

HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE SOUTH

Winnebago Co. 111.,
No. 925 West
For the manufacture of
Madison St., is only a few doors from
KEE-U.EEPERS* SITPPI^IES.
We
have
the new branch postoffiee.
Vick's Illustrated MontMy Magazine.
Dunham and Root Foundation a specialty.
Queens and Bees from March to November.
a telephone and any one in the city Each Number contains pages of rending, many ItalianSend
for my Illustrated Catalogue,
ly
Wood Cut Illustrations, and one Culored Plate.
wishing to talk to us through it will fine
beautiful Garden Magazine printed on elegant -•.mtf r AUr. t.. VIAl.r.ON. Bayou Goula, La.
A
please call for No. 7087— that being paper, and full of information. In English and
German. Price, ¥1.2o a year. Five copies. $5.00.
our telephone number.
Vick's FloYver uiiil Vegretuble Ourden, .V>
cents in paper covers; inelegant cloth covers, $1.00. G. Olm's Comb Foundation Machine.

^1 Our new

liockford,

location.

IJ2

Vlck** tataloflrne—300 Illustrations, only
James Vick. Rochester. N.
Address,

'J

Every lady should send 25 cents to
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia,
and receive their Fashion Quarterly
for six months. 1,000 illustrations and
four pages new music each issue.

gtduertisjemjetxts.
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL is the otdest Bee
in America, and has a large circulation Id
every State, TeiTttory and Province, amoniz farmers. mechanics, professional and buaineas men,
Paper

and

la,

theretore, the best advertising

medium.

cts.

DARWINISM ^^J.lurr-o? "LT.
from the animals and
thrown.

his extinction at death overpersrtnal God and an eternal existence
proven by science. Intldelity and Mate-

A

for man
rialism dethroned.

'I"he }Vave theory of Sound,
taught in colleties and high schocds for2,iMXt years,
proven to be a stupendous scientitlc fallacy. Revolutionary in Science and the most remarkable
book of this or any other age. Royal Octavo, 0:i*<
double column page;*, handsomely bi)undand containing very superior likenesse-t of the great scienDarwin. Huxley, Hemholtz.
tists of the age.
Mayer. Tyndall and llacekel. $12, by mail, postpaid. Local and Travelling Agents Wanted. Circulars, with table of contents and "opinions of
the press." and of Clergymen, Professors in Col-

leges, etc., free to all.

SCHELr.

A: CO..

52 Broadway.

'S,

Z^~ Send

Y.

Y,

for

I8mtf

Friends,

if

Sample and Circular.
C. OL.M. Fond du Lac, Wla,

you are

In

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

win with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly OleunlnKs In Bee-Calture*
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments

in

Mlvew,

Honey ExtractorM, Comb

Foundation, Section lloney Boxes, all boobs
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to A. I. ROOT. Medina, O.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE
Golden Italians

&

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.
IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!
fpWKNTY-THKEE

years' experience in roaring
bees. The cheupest, easiest and beat
way to raise queens. Never before published.
Something new. Send for Circular.
44wi:t
HENPvV ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

X

queen

LAX6STROTH
ABTD SIMPLICITX
ClfAFF HIVES, with
movable

upper

Story, section boxes, metal-cornered brood frames,

wide Lanestroth frames and i-omb foundation.
aend for Price List.
A. B. MILLEU
SON.
•l-twlf
Wakarusa, Elkhart Co.. Ind.

Advance
advanced the price

lOsmtf

of Comb Foundation have
cents per pound, owing to the

r>

increased cost of Beeswax.
Until further notice, the price of

all

(flat

bottom), will be

from the advertised price

ALFRRD

923

West Madison

To be used on a common cooking

stove, capacity
bushels per day. I'rice, complete, $10 in
the Hat. partly put togi-ther, for $«. A few agents
:j

Advanced 5 Gents per pound,

iSt

Fruit Evaporators,

the styles

and kinds of Foundation, e.\cept the VaiiDeusen

my Catalogue.
H. NEWMAN,

in

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL

J. M. C. XAXI.OK,
Lcwlstown, Frederick Co., Md.

Send for Circular.

Foundation.

in

The manufacturers

to

'»

;

wanted.
tors,

For particulars and prices for Evapora-

Queen Bees.

9smly

etc..

address

JOHN

H.

MARTIN,

Hartford. Wash. Co.. N. Y.

:
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BEESWAX.

Sweet Clover
AND OTHER SEEDS.

AX.FRE:D H. KEIVMAN.

Having a large stock of the oew crop of Alsike,
White and Sweet Clover Seeds, I can fill orders at

30c. per pound.

8ii4

Also, all other

SEEDS

per peck, or
for

WIS

HONEY PLANTS,

925

H.

West Madison

923

West Madison

per bushel.

Rev. A.

111.

20

will be

first to

25,000
If

—"Low Prices.QuickKeturns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$i Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
$1; Tested
f2

you buy the

Bee Smoker

Oripi-

Bingham

Bee Smoker, you

;

;

Palestine Queens.. $1; Tested... f2
Extra Queens, for swarming seaIf we are timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. |4; Colony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, |8.
Safe
son, ready.

BINGHAM

t

USE.

IN

nal Patent

The Orlclnal

the

copy

III.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

"B.ED TAPE!"
Who

SALISBURY

OR THE

Management

of an Apiary for Fleasare
and Profit by
;

THOMAS
Editor of the

NEWMAN,

Street, Chicago,

Bees&Honey

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

Camargo, Douglas county,

Send for my Catalogue.

ALFBED

A NEW BEE BOOK!

wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
I am paying aSc. per pound, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

arrival guaranteed.
Orkc. paid for bright

^\J Taacola,

will

Bees and Honey at Fairs," " Marketing Honey,"
Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents; In paper
covers, 50 centH, postpaid.
etc.

9S5

late

Iwly.

111.

over

—

Ladd.

B.

Com'r of Patents.

Solicitors of Patents

better

and handsomer

Story

PAINE & LADD,

ard of excellence the

world

and Atty's

Patent Cases,
C.

in

^V^ASHINOTOX. D.

J9wl3t

this

reason than ever before. Price per mail,
postpaid, from «.s cts.
to $2. Our patents

AND KEEP THEM

go out. If you buy
our smokers and honey knives first, youp„^-„*-,j lft7a
will have to buy no*^^*®^^®**'^**'**others.

PK1C£S

Handed

to

NEAT AND CLEAN.
By

Mail.

Customer. Postpaid.
Wide shield Conqueror, 3 Inch
|i 75
^2 00
Large Bingham Smoker (wide
shield), :!H inch

Bingham

Extra

Smoker

1

50

l

75

1

25

l

50

(wide

shield), 2 inch

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
100
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,
inch

50

Bingham & Hetherington Honey
Knife, 2 Inch

To

sell again,

1

/pat.

BlMDERi

|ffERIODlCALs\

125

Plain
]9i

JOUMALS

BIND 'TOUR

cover all the smokers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood, or do not

65

oo

i5

i

apply for dozen or half-dozen

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

rates.

Send

for free description

and testimonials,

AnT one can use them.

to

BINGHAM A HETHERINGTON,

50c.
TSc.

THOMAS Q. NEVTMAN,

Address.

ELECTROTYPES

925

West Madison

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square Inch— no single cut sold for less
than50c.

Directions in each Binder.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

Abronln, Mich.

I7wtf

Street,

CblcaKo,

Appreciative Notices.

COMB FOUimATION,
high side-walls,

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
\pplyto
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave. CIXCINN ATI, O,
|3F"Send IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,
iwiy

flc.v^-"'".v?^
"^""*'"

4

to

Ifi

square feet to

^® pound. Circular and samples free
J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS.
Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

MVTH,

.

COMB POVNl>ATION-40c.
DTTNHAM
per pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq.
to
ft.

;

the
per

lb. 48c.
lb.

Send for samples.

'PTXTC
A T>17T>
AXUO T>
ZJWtlitx
Co.'s
St.),

Itln

Wax worked

lOc.

F.W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. 13wly

™ay

be found on

file

at Geo. P. Rowell

&

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NEfV YORK.

Florida

Lan(l"640 Acres

^ CHEAP FOR

Description, -Sec.

CASH,

township

.m

south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital oi the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and C>) of the Apalachicola river the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. Slst. 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept.
6th, 1877, by him conveyed to the unaersijoied for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and It Isunincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Keeorda of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerb the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my pos4,

7.

;

Bees for Sale.

;

50 Colonies of Bees, in Gallup frames, cheap.
SOO Colonies of Bees, in Langstroth frames
in

prime condition.
tl.

36wtf

K. ROBERTSOnr,
Pewamo. Ionia Co., Mich.

session.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for aamall farm, or other desirable property
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOBIAS
935

West Madison

Q.

Street,

STE^^MAN.
CHICAGO,

Carefully prepared fi r beginners.— Fannera
Cabinet. Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.- Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth manytimes its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indiantan. Clinton, Ind.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10&
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful Information, in a cheapform.—Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the bands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keltbsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist, Lebanon, Mo.
The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and Is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successfu?
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Dally Republican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
In the management of these little workers.— Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.

Full of practical instruction, that

III.

FLAT. BOTTOM

THOMAS O. NE^VMAN,

9X5 West Madison Street, Chlcuffo, III.

'W, Madliion Street. Chicago, III.

Money Orders on

wax.

HALBERT E. PAINK,
,

Bee Journal.

contains 160 profuselv illustrated pages, is.
"fully up with the times" in all the various Improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," "Management of
It

aid the inventor of

improved bee smokers— get the best, that
never go out— always
please— never is complained of— the stand-

NEWMAN,
Weekly
C.

ILL.

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without. —Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping »
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

Embraces every subjectof interest In the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and mantpulattons necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longniont, Colo.
Written in an Interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable Information for all readers,
even though they be not directly Interested in the
care of bees. —Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know In their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey Is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted In allthe Improvements In
his line. We advise all Interested to get a copy of
this book.— Dally Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will Interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
In the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare It for the market in the most attractive
form. It isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.—Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

DlHconnt
A Ijlberal
the Dozen or

to Dealers

Hundred.

by

—
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BEESWAX New Kegs
WANTED.
FOR HONEY.

State Quantity,

Price and

&

CHAS. DADANT

In order to satisfy the demand for small packafor Extracted Honey, I have herettjfore procured kegs intended Uw svrup, tish. Iiird. etc., and
in view of this ^'rowing trade, 1 now feel justlfleil
in having miide to order aHpeclul Kefr

70

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OR,

MANUAL OF

Quality. ges

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

By A.

Of Lansing. Pro/essor

State Agncultnral

111.

APIARY,
COOK,

TIIE

J.

of

Entomology in

the

College of Michigao.

Designed Expressly for Honey.

THE CONQUEROR.
Lame

Snioker9 need wide ehieUls. Bingham's
have them, and sprlnKs that do not rust unn break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 Inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for $2.

These

SEED,

;

|y

I. i^,

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
Owing to the large advance in the price of wax, I
now quote prices thus : Dunham, 10 to 50 lbs., 42c.,
overst) ib8.,4ic., less than 10 lbs., 44o.; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., l to 10 lbs., 57c., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.
J.

V.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.

A MILLION SOLD. Most complete
NEARLY
book of its kind ever published. Gives measurement of

all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Kute, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
lor it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid,
For Bale at the Bee Journal Office. .JEI

ly

CALDWELL,

ENGRAVINGS.

TEXAS.
AT LULING,
PURK ITALIAN BBES AND QUEENS
breed

manufacture Hives of any style and
Foundation. Dealer in Novice Honey ExBingham Smokers, and everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.
14w39t
«T. S. TADI^OCK.

for sale

;

Comb

tractors,

NOTICE.
As

not flavor the

Cambridge, Henry Co., IM.

3wl y

I

pine will

the

Capacity, 175 pounds
Price, 80c. each.
The first car load of these kegs will arrive about
Sept. luth, and all orders will receive my prumpt
attention.
The r> and 10 gallon kegs will be sold, as heretofore, at 40c. and 55c. each, respectively.

G-OOID,

Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

Excelsior

Honey.

not necessary to paint the heads, but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and If

honey.

This year's crop, all of the white variety, 28c. per
pound {3.75 per peck S13.00 per bushel.
I can fill no more orders for Queens this fall,
having sold all 1 had to spare, leavlnK many orders
unfilled, and with iirders still cominp in. The advertlBemenl in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.

5wly

in large quantities in

It is

well scalded,

;

buy

It neither leaks nor flavors the

Abronia. Mich.

SWEET GLOVER

to

painted.

Address.

BINOHAM & HETHEBIKOTON,
13wtf

am obliged

I

order to supply them at popular prices, and procure a package not used for any other purpose.
They are made of Norway Pine, and have from 7
to R chine hoops on each end.
I have tested a sample keg by filling it DRY with
white clover honey, ami without the heads being

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A. TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
:

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price «5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

do not sell honey on commission, and buy
only such kinds as I need in my line of trade,!
cannot accept any shipments without previous
I

THOMAS

correspondence.
I can sell Beeswax of any quality, and will pay
the regular market price for it. in any quantity, or
exchange for it cumb foundation, without previous correspondence.

925

923

West Madison

Street. Chicago,

West Madison

Street,

111.

CHICAOO. ILL.

I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

Wmm

HONEY

Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's
pamphlet on " Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."

You

your 15
that

many times the value of
CENTS in the hints and ideas

will get
It will

give you.

Address,

CHARLES DADANT &

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFKED
923

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bke .Toitrnal

is published monthand contains tiie best practical information for
tne time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by

ly,

SON,

Hamilton. Uancock County,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest Improvementjs,
Including the CONQUEROR.
Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

^-

III.

GERMAN CARP,
ForatocklnK ponds, Goldflah. Sliver Pearl, Fringe
Golden Orfes, etc. For particulars, address

Tails,

MTTTH & ECKABDT,

Pairea

t

133 Fine

Illustrations.

TbU Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies waa e,ThauBted In
about IS months — a sale unprecedested in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full deltneatloD
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravinRs —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
f ull desccriptions of honey-producing plants,tree&,
shrubs, etcsplendidly Illustrated— and last.thousU
not least, detailed Instructions for the variouft
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited bis means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It Is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Read

the folloxving opinions of the

Book

All acrree that it is the work of a master
real viiixie.—L' Apiculture, Paris.

;

and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the CTOund from under
future book-makers.- Brttwh Bee JtntmaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Munual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.—J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Aptary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
It, wUl ever regret having purcnased.— Micft. Far.
To all who wish to engage *d bee-culture, a
manual Is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.- ilerald, Montlcello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
le fully up with the times In every particular. The
richest rewa/U awoiu lu author.- A. B. Wenzku

My success has been so (treat as to almost astonand much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained In Cook's Man*
ish myself,

ual.~WM.

Van ANTWERP, M. D

the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- ^Ty. Live Stock Record,
It Is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe DC
Bois, editor of the Bu/.e tin D' ApicuUeur, France.
It not only (rives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies oi bees. ~£»emocra(, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this tnid*
mecumot the bee-keeper. It Is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to aptculture.
To ul taking an Interest in this suhject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, stud It caret ully
and practice as advised.— ^oricufturtst, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadtna
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modem bee management that
every experienced bee juun will welcome, and It is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Vi Qiii.~We»tem Agric\Uvur\iit.
This work Is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers whisb
hafe ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and manaRement of the
apiary. There Is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compllatiun of
the work Prof. C"Ok has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
Interesting of all occupations.- .4nt*rtcan Inventor,
It Is

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

ALFRED H. NE^¥MAX,

40wtf

NEWMAN,

a.

3SO

ABBOTT,

€. BT.
Bee-Afaster,
School of Apiculture. Falrlawn, Southall. London.
send the Weekly American Bee Journal and the British Bee Journal, both for f 3.50 per

jywe

annum.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY

—

VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
^tot
Mated for Breeding; Price— Bound in cloth, Sl.SS in paper cover,
Trios
AND COMB HONET
EXTKACTED
Also, SINOLE BIRDS.
Vl.OO by mail prepaid. Published by
^ANTED-for which will pay the highest
Market price. Correspondencp solicited.
Prices reasonable. Correspondence cheerfully
THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
WM. H. BCSSEY,
^V. G. IVATKINS,
answered.
4iw4tp
West Madison Street, CUICAQO. ILU
172 22nd Street, CUICAOO, II.1,.
131 Lake St., CUICAUO, ILL.
38smtf
37w8t

Mt. Healthy. Hamilton Co., O.

;

I

-

,

!
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EXCELSIOR
HONEY

Books

EXTRACTORS.
In answer to frequent inquiries
f<ir Extractors carryinK 3 and 4

l«i?HHll

The :i frame basket is in a
the same size and style us
frame. The 4 frame basket
iM III the larKer can, with the cone
T [iietal standard for the basket
I
revolve upon, leaving room untltrneath the basket for75or80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except In size, with the
*lh.iK) Extractor, J3xL'o, which is
intended for anv size of frame.
ExceptlnK with the $h.ik) Extract^)r8, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadm8 to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $H.Oi.) and
$10.(X) Extractors have no covers.
^l/e^^.

ALFRED
923

.
.

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

GOLDEN

.

ITALIAN

111.

QUEENS.

l-frameNucIeH8,wlth Tested Queen
$4.50
J-franie Nucleus, with Test„

that

ed (^ueen

5.00

Colonv, with Tested
gueen, before July
12.00
Same, after July l
10.00
Tested Queen, before July 1, 3.00
Full

1

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,
after July 1
1 3.50
Address, by ReRlstered Letter
or Postoffice Order,

DR.

I.

P. WILSON,
BurllnRton, Iowa.

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER
SHOtTLD have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES,

192

paKes, pocket form; full of useful tables for
casting up tirain, produce, bay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar bo<)k ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
For sale at the Bbk Joiirxal Office, a*

MW

"

tablished reputation in this city as a dealer in
PURE HONEY direct from the Apiaries, enables
me tn obtain the highest market prices. Y<jurconsignments and eoirespondence respectfully solicited.

B. A.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
161 So. Water Street. Chicago, HI.
28wI3t

Z.OOZS

ZISRSr

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and 1 will try and please you. (Box 8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Htll Apiary.
5wly
Belleville, St. Clair County. III.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement In Foundation. Our thin
\ common Foundation is not surpassed.
The
invention to make Foundation in the wired
\

\e.

\for

\

AH

Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Catalogue and Samples.
B. S.
<Sc C, Hoopeaton, 111.

GIVEN

CHICAGO, ILL.

fail to interest all.

Its style is plain
its

ABC

Novlce*fi
ofBee-CaUure, by A. 1. Root
—This embrace8*'everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 3S5.

KlnK*<«

Pianos
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
Ql Magnificent rosewood
PIANn
^TYI
F U2
InllU Ol
ILL
case elegantly finished.

3

strlnvH, 7 l-:i Octnveii, full patent cantante
agrafles, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in any way tend to the perfection of the instrument, has been added.
price for this Instriiment. boxed

lyOur

and delivered on hourd cars a.t New York*
with flue Plane Cover, Stool Jl*0 I ^^
and Book, only
fJp^"xO.

RecJueed from our late wholesale factory price,

89295, for »ai day-* only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This is now, by far.the greatest huriraln ever offered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on i.j days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh sent with order luil be refunded
and freight charges paid by us both ways if Piano is
!

!

not just as represented. Several other special bargains: Planofi, !KilOO up. Over i.''.,(hmi In use,
and not one dissatisHed purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalngue mailed free, givin« the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piann fully wiirranted for 5 years.
MlTSir ^ price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent fur He. stamp.

SHEET

MEXBEl^SSOHAI PIANO

2l8mly

EARS

Box

FOR THE

2958,

CO..

New

York.

MILLION

FooGhoo's Balsam of Shark's Oil
Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the
Only Absolnte Care for Deafness Known.

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best es-

NEWMAN.

forcible, making all its readers realize that
authoris master of the subject.— JSl. SO.

I

iwtf

cannot

it

and

I

Street, Chicago.

C.

Street.

Qulnby*B New Bec-Keeplnff, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so

m

.

.

THOMAS

West Madison

925

The bo(tk is a masterly

<

.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
production, and one that nobee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without, ('loth, !#1.85 ; paper cover, 81,

lui iif

Ih',.'

$8 00
~
"
8
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00
.16 00

Bee -Keepers.

Bee-K.eeper*ii Guide ; or, €ook*a Manual
of the JLplury. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegaatly
illustrated and fully " up with the times " on every

hant-'stroth frames, I have con<^hnied to adopt these two new

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
For 2 Lanustroth "
I0xl8
"
"
"
For 3
10x18
"
"
"
For 4
10x18
"
For 2 frames of any size, 1 3x20
"
^'
"
For 3
12^x20
*'
"
"
For 4
13X20

for

This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea,

knuwn

hr Carcharodon liondeletii. Every t'hlnese
tlsherujan itnows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about

Us cures were so numerous and
man.v Howeemliiffly mlraciilou*. that the remthe year 14lo.

edy was

Emover

officially pniclaimed over the entire
Its use became so universal that for

pire.

:SOO y<-ai*N no ]>eiifneKH has existed anions
the ChlneHe people. Sent, charges prepaid, lo
any address at !.(«» per bottle.

HEAR WHAT
much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
My deafness helped a great deal— think another
bottle win cure me.
I

Lanffstroth on the
This

-

is

Hive and Honey Bee

a standard scientific work.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.—

Price,

98.

A romance

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various Improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." *' Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains luo pages, and is profusely lllus*
:

trated.
covers,

i*rice, bound In cloth, 750.; in paper
50c., postpaid.
K.ultnr, by Thomas G. Newman, in

Blenen

GERMAN

the
language. Price, in paper covera,
4o cents, or f3 per dozen, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Uoney as food, giving recipes for making
G.

,

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wlnes.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered bv thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published In KnKltsh and Oerman*
Price for either edition, 6c.; per dozen, 50c.

'WInterluff Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Preparation or Honey for the Market*
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. Q,
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive I tlse— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.
Extracted Honey Harvestlnff, Handlund Murketlnff.—A 24-page pamphlet, by
A C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
;

lii|[

Ch.

and management adopted
contains

many

in their apiary.
useful hints.- Price 15c.

This

Bee Pustnraire a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26 engravings. Price, lOc.
:

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
Muth; :J2 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price, lOc.
Swarnilnff.BlvldInK and Feeding Bees.—
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
F.

the

5

DEAF SAY!

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
1

M

Bee-Keeperd' Text-Boob, by A. J.
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, 9S1.00.

cents.

Bees

In "W^lnter, with

Chaff- Packing, Cellars and
G. Newman. Price 5c.

K.endall*s

instructions

about

Bee Houses, by Thomas

Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has :i5 engravings
illustrating positions of sicit hiirses. and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information. Paper, 25c.
"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curaChicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
tive chauacteu AHSOLUTE, AS THE WHITER CAX its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, S5c.
PERSONALLY TESTIFY, BOTH FRO.'M EX PKHIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Havlock
Moore*s Universal AsslstAnt, and Com& Jennev, 7 Dey Street, New York, enclosing $i. plete Mechanic, contains over l.OfjO.WX) Indusand you will receive by return a remedy that will dustnal Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Seenable you to hear like anybody else, and whose crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
curative effects will be permanent. You will never utilitv to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
regret doing so."— Eliitob of Mercantile Re- "Man.' Gives ^Mt.oTH' items for Gas, Steam, Civil
view,
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers, Blackffj^To avoid loss in the mails, please send money smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayera,
by Registekei> Letter.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, GildMetal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Only Imported by HAYLOCK & JENNEY, ers.
The work contains l.oiH pages. Is a veritable
(Late HAYLOCK & Co.)
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
Sole Agents for Ajuerica. 7 Dey St.* New York. weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
20w y
Farmer. Price, postage paid, ISS.SO.
1

—

;

:

..
ESTABLISHED eX'G)?
IN 1861

7n^^!^

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

lU.,

i^
Pul)llshed every

THOMAS

C.

WEST MABISON
At

qua.OO

a

NEWMAN,
ST.,

~rear. In

CHICAGO, ILL.
Advance.

|y

& Sons, London, England, are
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President J. E. Pleasants, at the

meeting of the Southern California
Bee-Keepers' Association, makes this
" Tliere are now no more
remark
fears of glutting the honey market
for the foreign demand is almost unlimited.
We have for years been
knocking at these foreign doors, and
now that they are opened, it rests with
us whether they shall remain so, or
not.
We can here produce honey
which is tit for the gods, and only such
ought to be put upon the market."
Mr. Pleasants is right— the markets
of the world are now open to us, and
will take all the honey that we can
produce— but it will be mainly extracted honey that will go abroad.
There is too much risk attending the
shipment of comb honey to foreign
ports for it ever to become a staple in
those markets. Hence, the necessity
:

1882.

No. 45.

demand will clean them out, and then
we may look for a more lively demand
and better

prices.

The Glucose Fraud.— In answer to a
query concerning glucose, the Chicago
Inter-Ocean says

"Glucose is essentially the same as
grape sugar, and glucose syrup is
nearly identical with pure strained
honey. It consists of 24 parts of carbon
to 28 each of hydrogen and oxygen,
whereas cane sugar contains the same
amount of carbon to only 22 parts each
of hydrogen and oxygen. It is manufactured from the starch in corn and
other grains, by the action of dilute
acids and alkalies, by a process too
technical to be described here. It is
not unwholesome, but does not possess
the same degree of sweetness as cane
sugar."
In stating that commercial " glucose
syrup is nearly identical with pure
strained honey," the Inter-Ocean is
assisting

a fraud,

adulteration.

and winking at

honey, but a
fraudulent and poisonous adulteration, prepared by the use of suphuric
acid, and should be avoided and
denounced by all honest persons. To
sell it for honey is a swindle upon the
of properly ripening extracted honey, purchaser, aided by the Inter-Ocean.
and putting it in convenient packages,
to suit the trade of the world.
Home Market.— The Pine Grove, Pa.,
It is only a year ago that we said the Herald, says that Mr. W. II. Stout, of
day would speedily come when agents that town, has been very successful
of the great metropolitan markets with his bees this year, and that they
would scour the country for honey, as have gathered a large quantity of a
they do now for butter and eggs. very superior quality of honey, that
This is now an accomplished fact. he has sold readily at 2-5 cents per
Agents from Xew York and Boston, pound in his home market.
have, this fall, been sent to visit the
larger producers of honey, to buy their
®" In answer to several inquiries
crops at their very doors, and tons we will state that the American Bee
upon tons have been so purchased this Keejyer, Lebanon, Mo., is the bee paper
very year. This does but presage the we mentioned some time since,thatha3

coming demand, and

It is not

clearly indicates issued no number since August. If
the fact that honey has become a any have been published they have
staple product.
not been received at this office, and it
Just now the home markets are fully is to be presumed that it also has
supplied, but very soon the foreign "ceased to exist."

:

Interesting Statistics.

We have heard it remarked that the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, at its late meeting at Cincinnati,
O., appointed a committee for the purpose of collecting statistics on " Bees
and Honey," to report at the next
meeting of the Society. And we are
further informed that we were appointed a member of that Committee
—perhaps the Secretary will be able
tell

us

if

sucli is the case, tliough

nothing is said abont it in his report,
published in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
And we should also like to know who
were appointed on that committee,
and what they were requested to at-

tempt
for

we

-

:
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to

:

to accomplish.

well

know

We say attempt,

the difficulties at-

tending such a work, and the expense

and labor it entails, especially if it is
to encompass the wliole of the territory embraced by the " North American Bee-Keepers' Society."
Speaking only for ourself we regret
that any part of such a work is demanded of us, for we have already
more labor than we can perform with
,

any degree of satisfaction to ourself
and others, but we will do all we can
to further the object— if it is to be accomplished.
Dr. Miller, the President of the
Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society
has ligured out some statistical items
of interest, in connection witli the
Tables already published of the two
conventions held this year in CincinBelieving that
nati and Chicago.
tliese items will be read with interest,
we give them to our readers in full.

North American Convention

at Cin-

A comparison of the two
be interesting, if not instructive.
It is not wise to draw conclusions
hastily, and whether the favorable
showing of the Northwestern, in some
respects,as compared with the country
at large, is due to locality, to a specially favorable season in the Northwest, to an adverse season in other
localities, or to some other circumstance, I will not pretend to say.
The average number of colonies last
fall, per owner, is nearly the same,
being 66 for the North American and
67 for the Northwestern.
The Nortli American lost 1.89 per
cent, in wintering, the Northwestern
2.55 per cent., a small loss in each
case, but the loss of the Northwestern
was about one-third greater than the
North American. On the other hand,
the North American lostnearly double
as much as the Northwestern in
spring, the loss of the North American being 4.12 per cent., that of the
Northwestern 2.37 per cent. Taking
both winter and spring, the North
American lost 6.11 per cent. the Northwestern 4.92 per cent. In neither case
was tliere a very heavy increase of
colonies. Taking the spring count as
a basis, the North American increased
53.8 per cent., and the Northwestern
73.9 per cent.
Of the colonies of the North American, 20i per cent, were used for other
purposes than honey-raising and only
two per cent, of the Northwestern.
Deducting these, in each case, from
the spring count, we find the number
of pounds of honey, per colony, to be
as follows

out season and locality of

cinnati.

yet even tlien

may

management

,

Extracted

Comb
Both kinds

North
American,

western.

40.7
19.3
60.0

35.2
54.7
89.9

North-

it

first

quality^

would require the

of a

beekeeper. It would have been interesting to know the result with ten times.
the number of colonies, and this is, I
am afraid, too often not taken intoaccount as it should be.
I admire the results obtained by
Messrs. Scudder and Funk more' than
those of Mr. Rawhouser, because they
had four or five times the number of
colonies, and the item which most
nearly excited my envy in looking
over the whole list is that of Oatman
& Son, who, although they make a
poorer showing by colony than any
others I have named and some I have
first-class

not named, more than make up for it
by getting sneli magnificent aggregate results. Too much stress is apt
to be laid on exceptional yields from
single colonies or a few colonies I
am more interested to know the yield
per apiary or per man.
;

C.

Marengo,

111.,

C Miller,

174-202.

Oct. 30, 1882.

If we are correctly informed Dr. C.
C. Miller is also a member of the

committee mentioned above. He i»
just the man for the work, being perfectly at home in figures. He has a
clear head, sound brain, and unbounded energy.
Anticipatiug our getting up a statistical table this year, we have received
the following

Reportof W. C. Preston, Iowa City,
for 1882.

Occupation, teaclier.

No. of colonies in spring
No. of colonies on hand now
No. lbs. comb honey
No. lbs. extracted

14
27
100
2800

2900
Thirty-two per cent, of the North
Total
207
American's honey was comb, and 60 Pounds average, spring count
per cent, of the Northwestern's.
Wintered in chaff packing.
Looking at individual results, some
Editor Bee Journal:- The above
unusual ones are given on page 681.
is my contribution toward making up
They are as follows
It is difficult to compare results
honey industry for
one man runs for increase, a statistics of the
On page 681 of the Bee Journal is where
1882.
third
and
a
second
tor
comb
honey,
for
given a statistical table of fifty apiarIt is to be hoped that the task, so
extracted.
ies, represented at the Northwestern
well begun by you last year, and of
something
as
a
In
order
to
have
Convention at Chicago. Summing up, basis, although I am not at all sure it such great importance to the beekeeping craft in general, will betaken
we find as follows
is a correct one, I have ligured the net
up again this season, and that you
3,339
profit of increase at $5 per colony, the
Total No. colonies last fall
hearty co-operation of
(i7
net profit on comb honey at 16 cents will have the
Average No. to each apiary
throughout the Union in
85
and extracted at eight cents per lb.; all bee men statistics as complete as
Colonies lost in winter
making these
79
and, at this rate, I give below the gain,
Colonies lost in spring
possible. I have no doubt all the
Colonies beginning the season. .3,122 per colony, of several bee-keepers,
of this city and vicinity will
naming first the number of colonies apiaristscomplete
Colonies devoted to other purporeports.
send in
62
kept by each
ses than honey
Wm. C. Preston.
5,432
Colonies at present time
73
15
Rawhouser
$44
D.
1081
Apiary
per
No.
stated,
we shall not get
As before
Average
63
29 35
L. H. Scudder
statistical
table
this fall. As the
up
a
Pounds.
34
82
28
H.Newhaus
Production.
75
27 87 different societies are now getting up
H. W. Funk
167,510
Total comb honey
20
24 20 tabular statements there is no need of
P. P. ISelson
3,350
Average for each owner
20
22 50
53i M. L. Trester
Average for each colony
We may, however, at
43
21 95 our doing so.
J.K.Snyder
107,960
Total extracted honey
some
future time, aggregate them, to
229
20
88
&Son
Oatman
2,159
owner
each
for
Average
:

:

34i
Average for each colony
These are certainly very desirable ascertain the consolidated results.
Total production, both kinds. 275,470 results, but to know more definitely
5,509
Average per owner
about them we should know some1^ New subscribers for the Weekly
88
Average per colony.
thing about the quality and condition
Journal for 1883, can obtain aU
Beb
condition
of tlie
honey, also the
On page 664 of the Bee Journal, of theswarms.
the
rest
of the numbers for this year
Rawhouser
could
Mr.
new
is given a recapitulation of reports
from 53 apiaries represented at the hardly have gained his success with- by sending $2 to this office.

:

:
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000 pounds will not yet be taken from
single colonies when the cultivation
of honey crops shall be fairly inaugur-

MISCELLANEOUS.
Does the (Jueen Lead the

Swarm ?—

The Bntish Bee Journal remarks

as
follows on this subject, correctly concluding that she does not

There

is

an impression prevailing

among

the uninitiated that the queen
of a hive leads off the swarm, but this
no
means the case with first isis by
sues, for, as a rule, the queen does not
come forth from the hive until the
greater part of the bees are on tlie
wing. Another erroneous idea in existence is that the queen bee is the
first to alight upon a branch or a bush,

ated y
Since writing the above regarding
Mr. Carroll's wearing the belt, the following has come to hand. I)r. Farley, of Raleigh. Navarro Co., Texas,
has a colony of bees which has sent
out ten swarms, i*nd from these and
the old colony he has taken about 1,200 pounds of comb and extracted
honey. Now. reckoning this honey at
only ten cents per pound, and the new
colonies [from this one hive) at only $3
each, and we have $1-50 as the product
of one colony in one season, which is
32.50 better than friend Carroll has
done, and he sold his honey at 15 cents
per pound, all but 100 pounds which
brought 12f cents per pound. Thereport comes backed up by good authority, and if not disproved, it entitles
the Dr. to the '' belt."

and that the bees congregate about
her, but the reverse of this is the fact.
When a swarm begins to issue, if the
bee-keeper will place himself on the
shady side of the hive and watch the
stream of bees which pour forth like

an army through a gateway, he may
see the queen come out, and, if inclined to prove our assertions, he may
capture and cage her, and put her in
his pocket while he watches the proceedings of the bees.
When the
throng is circling in the air he may
imagine that the bees are searching
for her, and will perhaps conclude
that as they cannot tind her, they w.ill
return at once to the hive; but no,
they will lirst congregate near a convenient tree or bush, and make a great
noise sutiicient to attract the attention
of her majesty, if she were abroad,
and they will alight and form a cluster, and wait for some minutes to give
her an opportunity of joining them.
If now she be taken to them, she will
join the mass and all will be well
if
not, the bees after a short time will
disperse and return to the hive. Now
this kind of experiment has been so
often proved that it may be taken for
granted when a swarm of bees has
alighted, and afterwards returned to
the hive, that the queen was not able
to join them, or she would assuredly
;

have done

so.

Enormous Honey Yields.—The BeeMagazine, for November, contains the following enormous yields
Keepers''

of honey from one colony of bees during the past summer

Mr. Ira Yager, Vice President of
New Jersey and Eastern Bee-

the

Keepers' Association has taken 496
pounds of nice honey from a single
colony of bees. If any other Jerseyman has ever beaten this, let him report at once. Mr. Y. has 132 colonies.
He reports the season as poor.
Mr. B. F. Carroll, of whom so mucli
has been said in the bee papers, has at
last accounts reached the enormous

and unparalleled yield of 800 pounds
of nice honey from one colony, and
the end is not yet. Texas is the banner State and Mr. Carroll now wears
the belt.

Who

dare prophesy that

1,-

Honey Harvest Abnudant.— The Cedar Rapids, Iowa, /Standard in an
article on keeping bees, says
:

The honey crop

707

dwindling before flowers bloomed.
They were in tight, closely-jointed
hives, well painted, and not a leaky
roof among them, and the bees covered with chaff cushions.
Perhaps they were coddled too much.
In the spring we purchased a black
colony of bees, in a Langstroth hive,
made by a saw and hatchet carpenter,
with such loose joints that the bees
are always trying to enter them when
honey is scarce.
This colony, the
owner said. "he didn't care whether
it lived or died," and took no care
of
it whatever; and yet in the spring it
was boiling over with bees, and was a
bonanza to us in strengthening up our

weak

colonies.

Many

instances similar to the fore-

going show that bees can endure cold,
but that impure air is fatal to them.
How to protect our bees so that they
will keep dry, have pure air and no
cold draughts through the cluster,
seems to be the desideratum for successful wintering.
Old settlers tell
us that when they dwelt in log cabins,
with their great fire-places and roaring chimneys, their families were
healthier than they were after they
built comfortable houses; and that
their fowls, roosting in trees, and bees
in log gums which sometimes cracked
from top to bottom, lived through it
and never had cholera. What are we
going to do about it y Go back to log
houses and gumsV Heaven forbid
But we are going to have pure air and
keep comfortable at the same time.
Some of our readers may like to
know how we are fixing up our bees
for w-inter. On part of our bees we

of this year exhibits
the general affluence it is abundant
and very good. Clover, buckwheat,
tulip blossoms, horsemint, goldenrod,
Spanish needles, and other producers
of nectar, have borne an unusual supply of sweets, and the bees have faithfully gathered it and stored it in the
hives provided by man for their accommodation and spoliation. At the
recent
Convention of the North
American Bee-Keepers' Society, at
Cincinnati, it was stated that in 1870
only about 81,000,000 was invested in place Hill's device, which is similar to
If a keg hoop was cut into
the pursuit, but in 1S79 the prolits of this
it were estimated at $16,000,000— show- four pieces, and a strip nailed to the
ing that the delightful and profitable middle of each, so that they would be
business of bee-keeping is beginning three inches apart, it would form a
to attract the attention it so richly hollow under which the bees can
cluster, and pass readily from frame
deserves.
to frame.
On this we spread new
;

I

:

muslin, and it reaches over the frames
Prepare for Winter.— Mrs. L. Har- far enough so that when the cap is
put
rison, in the Prairie Farmer, gives the on, the bees are securely fastened below.
We
have
not
devices enough for
following advice, including her plan
all, and on the remainder we
place
for preparing bees for winter
four corn cobs, which we think will
The Good Book says, " look well to answer the purpose as well. Our bees
thy flocks and thy herds," and I sup- are in the eight frame Langstroth
pose that the bees were such tiny folks hives, and we have made a tall hive of
that they were forgotten then, as they a few of them by putting four frames
are now, by most farmers, except when in the upper hive or cap, right over the
the lower story. These frames
they happen to think that there might four
be some honey in the hives, or they are in the center of the hive, and we
put chaff or dry leaves each side
make an uproar by swarming.
We
Although the fall has been so lovely, leave the entrance open and the same
size
as
in
the
summer. Chaff cushions
warm and balmy, day after day, there
may be cold, driving storms and bliz- four or five inches in thickness are
zards before flowers bloom again, and put in the cap over the bees, and comwe should be prepared for their recep- plete the outfit for every hive An
abundance of fresh air is given above
tion.
]5ees never freeze to death—
O,
no they are dead before they reach the cushions by raising the covers It
:

m

!

the freezing point. And they are not
a bit like fish, for they cannot live in
the water.
Therefore they should
have a good roof over their heads a
leaky roof has caused the death of
many a fine colony of bees. The severe winter of 1880-81 caused such
havoc among our bees, that we hesitate to give directions for others to
follow. That season, with few exceptions, they flew on the first of March
but many of them died by spring-

would be better

to bore holes in' the
cap at each end, under the projection
of the roof.

;

m"

Articles for publication must
be
written on a separate piece of
paper
from items of business.
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For the American Bee Journal.

was quite enthusiastic regarding

Syrians (and should have been
over the Cyprians had they not been
so vindictive) until I came to prepare
the

them

for winter,

when

I'

while nearly every one of
For the American Bee Journal.

My

Experience with the

In the

fall of 1881, 1

new

Bees.

DOOLITTLE.

G. M.

of the

New

obtained some

races of bees to give

them

for how should I know for
certain of their superiority, or otherwise, unless I tried them myself V To
be sure, I had heard what others had
said, pro and con regarding them, but
these persons did not live in my locality, neither would their tests be the
same that I should apply. This is
where the reader of bee lore often

a

trial,

draws wrong conclusions, and the
different opinions of various virtues
The same locality, and the
clash.
same tests would reconcile much that
now appears to be directly opposite in
its teachings.

On an average, neither the Cyprians
or Syrians came out in the sprnig as
strong as the Italians, but if we had
had a winter like 1880-81, the case

different, still I am
satisfied that in a mild winter, their
wintering qualities are inferior to the
experience is, they are
Italians, as
more restless, thereby causing greater

might have been

my

mortality, and a greater consumption
From all reports, I exof lioney.
pected to see them start to brood-rearing more rapidly in the spring, than
the Italians; but in this I was disappointed, for they were nearly a week
behind, and kept so until into June,
when, about the time the Italians commenced to swarm, they began to exert

themselves beyond anything I ever
saw done by the Italians.
In this matter of brood-rearing the
Syrians seemed to be ahead, beginmng a little sooner, and filling every
available cell with brood during the
montli of July but as fall came on
apace, I could see no difference between them and tlie Italian, as regards
late brood. Right in the height of the
honey season, they till their hive with
brood to overflowing, and with a person who does not spread brood so as
to get every available cell full at the
;

commencement of the honey harvest,
this trait is just the tiling, for no matter bow much honey there is in the
Ittrood-chamber, or how fast it comes
in from the field, the Syrian queens
are not to be crowded down to a small
portion of the bottom of the combs,
with honey, as the Italians sometimes
are. This is splendid for those who
do not wish to be to the bother of getting their bees ready for the hoiiey
harvest.
I also found they would enter the

boxes much more readily, if left to
themselves, than would the Italians,
and the capping to their cells of honey
was whiter than tliose of the Italian
much resembling tlie work of the
blacks in tliis respect. The yield of
comb honey from them, nearly equaled
the average yield throughout my yard
;

and

it

was

excellent in quality.

Electric

Alarm
C.

for the Apiary.

H. niBBERN.

found that,

my

Italians

had from 10 to 15 lbs. more honey in
the hive than they needed for winter,
these new bees had to be fed about
that amount^ to give them honey
This .susenough to winter upon.
tains friend Heddon's idea, as regards
the possibility of our having too much
brood for protit. It also sustains what
I have said regarding the preparing
of our bees, in just the right time for
the harvest; and not afterward, thus
having them consumers, instead of
producers. Could I have had a good
yield from buckwheat these oees
might have been of use, if they had
not still kept on breeding to such an

Mr. Kohnke

has' described, in the
682, a very
alarm
thief
but it

Bee Journal on page
good

electric
strikes me as being too complicated
and expensive for most of us. I have
had an automatic alarm in use, the
present summer, that works like a
charm, and did not cost me over
twenty-five cents.
During the past few years I have
been greatly annoyed by thieves rob;

my hives and even carrying them
whole. In June, these depredations commenced again, and my son
and I then put our wits to work to
trap the thieves.
Every apiary has one or two sides
extent as to consume the larger part that are particularly
exposed to
they gathered.
thieves. On these exposed sides we
One thing I noticed of the Cyprian drove stakes so that the top would be
bees, which I have never seen in print, about eighteen inches high, into these
was that they were from 1 to 2 hours we put common screw eyes. Now we
later in starting out in the morning, ran a copper wire, such as is comthan any of tlie rest of the bees. monly used for private telephones,
Hot mornings, during basswood through these, and into one corner of
bloom, the other bees would be tumb- our work shop. Here we place a trap,
ling down, on the bottom boards to which consists of a weight of about
their hives, with great loads of honey, twenty pounds, fastened on the end of
before snnrise, but scarcely a bee a two-foot piece of wood. JSTow fasten
would be seen to leave the Cyprian the other end to side of shop, with a
colonies, until an liour after sunrise, screw, so that the weight arm will
when they would sally out with a rush, move up and down easily. Now atand seem to work faster than the rest tach vour trip wire to the arm, so the
for a few hours, after which, the dif- weight will be suspended high and
ference was not noticeable.
As to drawing the wire tight. Now cut the
vindictiveness, the Cyprians are ahead wire near the trap and connect it again
of anything I ever saw, as soon as the by bending the ends slightly
and
hive was opened, but if undisturbed, hooking them togetlier, so that any
a person could walk in front of their pull on the outside wire will cause the
hive, and sit there without being mo- wire to part, and let the weight drop.
lested ; but raise the cover to the sec- The same will happen should the
tions, where there was glass on one thieves cut the wire. All sharp angles
side, and they would rush toward you, in this wire should be run over screw
against the glass, with perfect fury, pullies. Now to the weight arm atand if there chanced to be a few on the tach another wire, to run to the house.
outside of ttie sections, but separated At the house we placed an old clock
from the main cluster, theT would that was worn out, all but the striking
dart on to me, taking hold with such a part. Tie a string to the ratchet that
grasp that it was impossible to shake liolds the strike wheel, and over
them off. With all other bees I ever through a hole in top of clock and atsaw, a few bees isolated from the tach to the wire. Tie a nail or button
cluster will not sting, but on the con- on the wire, where it comes through
trary run till they can find a place to the wall, so that the weight in the
join the cluster.
shop can only pull the end in tlie
The Syrians I found quite peaceable, house, an inch or two, so it will set the
until deprived of a queen, when they clock striking, but not bind the strikwere nearly as bad to stin^ as the ing parts. If properly put up, and
Cyprians. In not a single point, did I any person comes against the trip
lind the Cyprians superior to the Ital- wire, it will be sure to break at the
ians, unless I except the whiteness of hook splice ; this will cause tlie weight
comb produced, and in many points to drop, giving the house wire a sharp
they are inferior. Their stinging qual- pull, instantly making the clock strike.
ity was the worst of all, and effectuNow, jump out of bed, get your really debars them from being kept, as volver quick, and run out into the
a pure race, in my opinion. I care for apiary in your night clothes, as I have
no further experiments with them, done several times this summer, only
and shall supersede them with my to hear some one jump over the fence,
more worthy Italians.
and disappear in the bushes and darkAs to the Syrians I have them fi-om ness. You can blaze away, anyhow,
4 different parties, and shall try them and have a little Fourth of July all to
again anotlier year, being careful, as yourself. Now you can go back to bed,
in the past, to clip the heads of all the and congratulate yourself tliat you
drones, till I find them worthy of a was too smart for them that time.
permanent place in my apiary.
By a little ingenuity the trip wire
can" be run across windows in honey
Borodino, N. Y.
rooms or other places where thieves
[ The new races of bees are now on
are liable to break in.
Milan, 111., Oct. 27, 1882.
trial— let it be a thorough one.— Ed.]
bing
off

—
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and suspended at the top of the room

The Wintering of Bees.

in close proximity to the ceiling.
D. A.

Tliis is a subject which has baffled
our most scientific bee-keepers for

ages, and a doubt still seems to exist
in the minds of some if this subject

has been fathomed, which, however,
my mind, is not the case. To me
the wintering of bees is very simple,
and I have no more question a^out
wintering every colony in proper condition than I have in wintering horses,
cattle, or any other kind of stock. It
is only necessary to have a knowledge
of their requirements
complying
with these, means success.
I have tried all the ditferent methods spent thousands of dollars in experimenting, and have no hesitation
saying I have had a larger and more
varied experience than any other beekeeper. I liave succeeded for years
in wintering by tlie system which I
have adopted, and hundreds of others
have been successful who have carefully followed the same instructions
to

;

;

m

and

The

bottom of the box must be so con-

JONES.

directions.

This system is so simple and easy
that any novice can carry it out witliout difficulty, and can be applied to
suit all bee-keepers irrespective of
number or kind of hive.

;

;

;

;

;

;

m
;

house at an even temperature.

means

WINTERING IN CELLARS.
The preparation and management

in the fall and throughout the winter
structed that while the warm air may
be allowed to pass up through the re- is the same as is necessary in the bee
house, but they must be placed at
frigerator, the drippings will not drop
least two feet from the cellar bottom
to the floor and create a moisture.
This latter may be prevented by keep the temperature the same as in
means of a tube running from the box the bee house.
Do not allow any decaying vegetadown through the floor.
bles in the cellar with the bees. If
Pkkpauation. —AH this must be they show signs of dysentery and the
done in the fall. They should be weather is fine, give them a flight, bestrong in stores, have plenty of young ing sure to always put them on the
bees, and should be crowded up to same stand again after tlie first flight.
have no more comb than they can Never leave them out over night, but
cover, and these should be well stored put them back in the cellar after they
with pollen and honey (say 20 to 30 return from their flight. Set out of
lbs. of the latter). If you have not the bee house and cellar the first fathis quantity, feed granulated sugar vorable weather when pollen appears.
The hives must all be examined
and water (2 lbs. of the former to 1 lb.
of the latter) brought to a boil and carefully when setting out, and only
allowed to cool before feeding. This what combs the bees can cover must
Take care that plenty of
makes a good, and even better, feed be left.
than the best of honey, and should be stores are left in the liives, and have
fed in time for the bees to seal it over. the bees crowded together as much as
Commence feeding about the 1st of possibly by the use of the division
September, or immediately after the board.
first frost has killed the flowers.
No
WINTERING IN CLAMPS.
glucose thould ever be fed.
Winter pasPrepare
the colonies the same as besages should be made through the
Make a platform six inches
combs, between which a space of half fore.
an inch should be left. During the above the ground and wide enough to
last sunshining days in the fall re- have from 10 to 12 inches of space

I will give five different methods of move the lid and cloth from the hive
this
wintering, viz
In Bee House
in and allow the sun to shine in
Cellar in Clamp ; in Chaff or Sawdust purifies and dries them. Then put on
a cloth free from propolis
that same
Hives in Boxes Packed.
evening carry the bees carefully into
WINTERING IN BEE HOUSES.
the house, placing them on a bench
10 to 12 inches from the floor or ground;
To do this successfully it should be this
keeps them out of the carbonic
so constructed that tlie out-door temacid gas, which is given off by. the
perature cannot affect that of the bee
bees in the hive, and which sinks to
house ; and, in order to accomplish
the lowest part of the bee house. The
this, its walls should be packed tightly
lids should be removed, and only a
with two feet of dry sawdust or three
cloth or cushion of chaff or sawdust
feet of chaff, packing overhead same
allowed to remain on the hive. Leave
thickness, and the bottom so protected
the entrance wide open.
that no frost can penetrate. Next, it
When the first row has been placed
should have a ventilating tube at the
top, of not less than one square inch on the platform, from 2 to 6 inches
apart,
take two strips 1 to 2 inches
to each colony of bees. It should have
sub-earth ventilation by means of a wide, and place on top at the rear and
tube laid below the depth frost will front of tne hives, and upon these
penetrate, and from one to three hun- Elace another row, so that the spaces
etween the hives in the second row
dred feet
length, coming in contact
with the outside atmosphere at the will come over the center of the hives
other end
as air passes through this in the first row, thus allowing a free
tube it is tempered by the distance circulation of air and the escape of
through the earth, and conies into the the moisture. Thus
:
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By

of slides at these ventilators,
the temperature can be arranged in
[|
the bee house, which should stand
from 43^ to 46^, and in no case should
it fall lower than 42-.
Now, if a bee Continue the above until all the hives
house is constructed in this way it will are placed. Care should be taken to
not change its temperature more than have the stronger colonies in the botfrom 1^ to .S-' during the winter, and tom rows.
can be regulated, as before stated, by
Two thermometers should be placed
means ot ventilating slides.
Have in every house one opposite the bott,ight fitting triple doors, making two
tom and the other opposite the top
dead air spaces.
row, the former indicating 43-' and the
When the bee house is filled, and latter 46
during warm weather in the spring,
Keep the house perfectly dark and
where a person does not want to set let them alone until you set them out
them out until the first pollen appears in the spring, unless they show signs
(which IS generally from Tag Alder or of dysentery by soiling the entrance
Black Willow), it is necessarv that the of their hive, in which case take them
temperature of the room be kept at out quietly on the first favorable day
the wintering standpoint. This may and give them a fly, taking
care to rebe done by means of an ice-box or place the liive immediatelv
after they
refrigerator, tilled with ice or snow. have returned from their
(light.

—

'.

in front of the hive, 12 to 1-5 inches at
the rear of the hive, and a platform
long enough to hold all your hives.
After placing them 4 to 6 inches apart,
if there is any space in the rear of
division board, pack it with dry sawdust or chaff remove the lids and put
clean cloths on the frames, or, if a
box hive or log gum, bore half a dozen
inch holes in the top of the hive,
and that covered with cloth allows
moisture to pass up into the packing
above. Place a stick, half an inch
thick, each side of the entrance, long
enough to reach the edge of the platform upon these lay a board, by
means of this there will be a communication with the outside at all
times ; then drive stakes at the front
and rear of the platform, set up boards
all around this platform inside the
stakes of sufficient height to allow
packing IS inches above the hive,
pack firmly with dry sawdust or chaff
around and between the hives and
about 18 inches on top, then lay boards
on the top of the packing, upon these
place stones or other heavy weights
(100 lbs. on each hive is not too much).
;

;

This will pack firmly and prevent
heat from passing up through it from
the inside of the hive and yet allow
moisture to escape.
The" packing
should not be removed until about
fruit blossom, except slightly to ex-

amine condition of colonies.
This clamp should be banked outside sufliciently to prevent frost from
getting under if sawdust were packed
under the clamp it would be better.
A slanting roof keeps off rain and
thawing snow.
;

WINTERING IN DRY GOODS BOXES.
Where parties have only a few colonies old dry-goodsboxesmay be taken,
the bees placed in them and packed in
a similar manner to a clamp, but there
should always be 6 inches of dry packing under the hive, preventing frost
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from below.

flight in the

make

manent and

Care should be taken to hives, and Mr. Sagot offered to the
the entrance perfect, enabling public an improved frame hive of his
them to have access to the outside, so own construction. In spite of all opthat they may have a flight when the position, this new system worked
itself into the favor of many apiarian
weather is favorable.
societies, and through them the movaWINTERING IN CHAFF OR SAWDUST ble frame hive began to be widely
HIVES.
used with the recommendation of such
These hives are intended to winter learned men as M. M. Balsamo Crisafely without any outside packing, velli, Visconti di Saliceto, Angelo
only requiring the same preparation Dubini and Major von Hrushka, at
as those for the bee house, viz., strong the head of the bee culture of Italy,
in bees, plenty of young, plenty of and to the last named of whom we are
stores (if not sufficient, feed), crowd indebted forthe principle of the honey
up on a few combs, cut a passage in extractor.
The improvements, inventions and
the comb, the combs half an inch
apart, and fill up the space in the rear discoveries made in Germany, in the
of the division board with dry saw- last twenty years, are almost beyond
dustorehaff, filling the space, between number, and up to 1868 four hundred
the top of the frames and lid, with the and twelve publications had been is-

Garden of Eden, as per-

as unvarying as the attraction of gravitation, or the natural
laws of our solar system. They act
alike under like circumstances, are incapable of education and learn nothing. It is by taking advantage of
these unchangeable habits, that we
can control their actions and make
them subservient to our purposes at
our own good pleasure, just as we take
advantage of the immutable laws of
the universe and appropriate them to
our own conveniences for scientific
investigatiouj domestic manufactorReview
ies and foreign commerce.
the annals of bee culture for the past
few years, and you will find yourself
astonished beyond measure, at the advancement it has made as a science,
this
subject.
Notwithstandsued upon
at the reputation it has achieved as a
large cushion.
made
the
couning
the
advances
by
remunerative employment, and at its
Taking all seasons through, nothing
pays belter than a careful preparation tries of Europe in theoretical bee cul- present magnitude and importance as
of bees for winter, and I would cau- ture, none have excelled in the prac- a leading industry among domestic
tion people to beware and not expect tical knowledge of the science the bee- pursuits.
this winter to be the same as last, as keepers of our own grand commonthat was the best winter we have had wealtli.
The theories of Dzierzon, the exfor many years, and the indications
are that tlie next may not be so favor- periments of Berlepsch, and the preable, and tliose who do not properly cepts and exami)les of many of modern
prepare will likely be found mourning days have passed into our language
over their empty'hives in the spring. and been given to us for our guidance

What a vast difference to-day, even in our own land,
Local Convention Directory.
perfection
considered
from what was
in bee-keeping less than half a cenBeeton, Ont.
Time anr! Ptace oj itefUrKi.
tury ago, when to " let bees do as they 1882.
[We give the foregoing plans delin- have a mind to" was the ortliodox Nov. 1—New Jersey & Eastern, at New Brunswick.
J. Httsbrouck, Sec, Bound Brook, N. J.
eated by Mr. Jones, as there are so philosophy of practice, and he who
3.— Iowa Central, at Wintersel. Iowa,
suffer for his
experiment
must
would
many inquires as to how he prepares
Henry Wallace, Sec.
temerity.
his bees for winter.— Ed.]
29-30, Western Michiean, at Grand, Rapids.

I sincerely hope that no one
have to repent their neglect in
matter when too late.

will
this

Southern World.

The Progress of Scientific Bee Culture.
C. R.

MITCHELL.

The

subject of bee-keeping has
claimed the attention of many of our
most learned men of ancient and of
modern times, who looked upon it as
a science worthy of their study and
their philosophy. Gratwell,Schiracli,
and Huber the elder, were among
those of antiquity who devoted their
wisdom to the advancement of the
knowledge of the habits and character of tliese insects, and to the latter
especially, as every school- boy knows,
we are indebted for much that is of
inestimable value in the studies of the
naturalist.
Although he became
blind at the early age of fifteen, his
works gave an impulse to this branch
of rural industry in Europe, which
caused the management of bees in
common hives to be brought to a high
degree of perfection. Lombard, Radonan, Desormes and others, in the
first part of the present century spread
abroad this acquired knowledge, and
added to it the results of their own in-

genious inventions, observations and
experiments.
l)ebeauvoy, in 1844, invented his
movable frame hive, but it was found
to be too inconvenient for general use.
Its merits were contradicted and its
inventor ridiculed by all, until Mr.
Bastain, a clergyman of Germany,
published a work in which he gave
proper credit to the movable frame of

and amelioration.

A new field of enterprise opened up
and bee-keepers and hive makers issued numerous patents, but none
seemed to advance beyond a certain
point initil about ISoO, Mr. Langstroth

own ingeniously-constructed movable frames and their
method of successful manipulation to
the public mind. Perfection seemed
almost attained; the interior of the
bee hive need no longer remain a
labyrinth of mysteries, and the assertions of the naturalist could be easily
verified at every man's door. The
golden-banded bees were imported
from Italy, in the light of the new
science, and the moth worm, the great
bug-bear of inexperience, need no
longer be feared as the destroyer.
Under such favorable auspices as
these, with numerous bee periodicals,
modern conveniences and appliances,
and gentle, industrious Italians, can
it be supposed that bee culture could
be other than a pleasant and profitable vocation, when properly and in-

Wm.

Itj.— Eastern

II,

introduced his

telligently

M.

S.

Dodge, Sec.

1883.

Jan.

N. Y., at Albany, N. Y.

E. Quakenbush, Sec, BarnervUle, N. Y.
Nebraska State, at Wahno, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawlcy, Sec.

16-18. Nortbeaptern, at Syracuse, N. Y.

G. W. House. Fayetteyille, N. Y.

complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

t^~ In order

to

have

this table

taries are requested to

l®"The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Berlin Center,
Mahoning County, in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th
of Jauuary, 1883. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of in-

A

full atterest to the fraternity.
tendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings wiU
be so interesting that you cannot
expect a
afford to miss them.
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
of
Leonidas Cakson, Pres.

pursued?

search out a knowledge
the material, and stumble over the
tilings which impede your progress,
but if you adhere to the fogy notions
of your ancestry and flatter yourself
with the delusive hopes of abundant
success, you will find a mountain of
despair at almost every stride while
on the contrary, all obstacles fade with
the fleetness of a shadow amid the
progress and improvements of an enlightened age.
Bees in themselves have the same
essential habits that were given to
them when they first winged their

You may

;

We

i^" The Nebraska State Bee-KeepAssociation, will hold its annual
session in Wahoo, Saunders county,
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan.
11th, 1883. Arrangements have been
made with the railroads to secure IM
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
county Bee-Keepers' Association will
furnish entertainment free to all
ers'

visiting apiarists.

T. L.

VonDorn,

Geo. M. Hawley,

6'ec.

Pres.

"

;
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Southern California Convention.

The following is the annual address
delivered at the Southern California
District Bee-Keepers' Association in
Lios Angeles City, Oct. 19, 1882, by
Pres. J. E. Pleasants, who was reelected president of the association:
Since last we met, another year has
crossed the bridge of time and passed
into the dark unknown. To some it
lias brought sorrow and to others joy.
should come to these annual gatherings, like workers to a hive, each
one laden with the experience of an-

We

For whatever adds to our
knowledge of the bees, and aids us in
manipulating them, thereby increasing the quantity and quality of honey,
is of great, value. Therefore, an association which brings the bee-keepers together and imparts useful knowledge, causing them to advance in their
avocation, is well worthy of encouragement; and those who are not wilother year.

ling to aid, should be classed as the
yawning drones of the hive.

promising. Let us pull every oar;
" there is land ahead."
There are now no more fears of glutting the honey market ; for the foreign demand is almost unlimited. We
have for years been knocking at these
foreign doors, but now that they are
opened, it rests with us whether they
shall remain so or not. We can here
produce honey which is tit for the
gods, and only such onght to be put
upon the market.
There is a bright side to bee-keeping,
even in a bad year. At the beginning
of the winter our hopes are great ; we
expect plenty of rain and a large yield
of honey as the season advances, and
no rain comes, we let ourselves down
from a full crop to |, then to 3-4, then,
if we can save the bees
by and by,
if we can save the combs, and at last
are well satislied to save the hives.
In the face of all the difficulties that
the bee-business has had to contend
with, I would say, that if it is properly
managed, it is one of the most inde;

;

pendent of pursuits.
Apiculture is advancing with rapid
The bee season for 1882 cannot be strides. The production of honey is
called a success, but it is not as bad now one of the great industries of
as it might have been. There has California. The agricultural society
been fully one-fourth of a crop, with a could, if it would, aid this industry.
fair increase of colonies, and the bees It suffers neglect at their hands
for
are now in excellent condition. The it is certainly worthy of a more promprice of honey is better than it has inent position upon their premium
we can get
been for years.
list, and I firmly believe
With " our mind's eye," let us take such a position if we strive for it.
thank
you
for
the
honor
of having
I
a retrospect of the bee business. In
the year of 1875 we see a tidal wave, been twice elected president of this
as it were, approaching. In 1878 it association. To serve you faithfully,
takes it to the highest point, where has been my most earnest desire. How
lazy,

;

far this has been
for you to judge.

for a while

it holds it tottering, for it
above its level. Then the wave recedes and it takes it down to the lowest spent here
depth, where it stiiys until 1880, when profitable to

is

slowly, but surely, commenced
ing back to its true level.
it

accomplished, it is
I hope that the time
will be agreeable and

all.

com-

Northern Ohio Convention.
This tidal wave, when it was going
up, caused many mushrooms to enThe Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers'
gage in the bee business. These mushrooms crowded into every available Association met in Norwalk, Ohio,
place with a few colonies, expecting Saturday, Oct. 21st, and was called to
to make a fortune in a year or two, by order at 10:30 a. m., with Samuel Fish,
increasing their bees at lightniiig of Milan, President, in the chair.
The Secretary's report of the last
speed and they extracted, at the same
rate, wliat they called honey, but it meeting was read and adopted.
The President requested those presafterwards proved to be vinegar.
When they started, they thought of ent, who were not members, to join
/•evolutionizing the business and so the Society, the gentlemen by signing
they did, by almost ruining the repu- the constitution and by-laws and paying a fee of fifty cents, and the ladies
tation of Calift)rnia honey.
The general supposition is that the by signing the constitution and by•drouth has injured the bee business. laws.
Eight new members were added:
I would say not as mucli as the unscrupulous mushrooms.
They are not J. S. Terrell, North Ridgeville, Lorain
county;
O. J.Terrell, North Ridgeworthy to handle
ville, Lorain county
T. S. Johnson,
" Creatures that by a rule in nature teach
Erie county J. B. Darling, Ilartland;
The act of order to a peopled kingdom.
E. Walker, Berlin Heights J. S. TilFortunately, for the honey interest, ton, Norwalk; Mrs. M.J.Campbell,
the mushrooms were so shaken up in Steuben Mrs. \V. B. Harrison, Berlin
the tidal wave, that they abandoned Heights.
the l)usiness and " went to pastures
Mr. Fish said the season of 1882 had
new."
opened favorably for bee-keepers, and
The apiarist well deserves to be they were elated with hopes of obcalled a benefactor to all mankind, for taining large crops of honey, but it
through his agency the bees utilize soon changed to a most unfavorable
millions upon millions of flowers and unprofitable one. The cold and
which would otlierwi.se waste their wet weather, which continued many
sweetness in the mountain air. Let weeks, not only prevented the bees
usgird ourselves anew, for we have from gathering any surplus of honey,
^ood reasons for renewed enthusiasm but also from gathering sufficient for
in our calling. The future looks very their ow^ii use, and many were obliged
;

;

;

:

;

;
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to feed as late as the 10th of June, to
keep their bees from starving.
He next took up the subject of wintering. He remarked thatLangstroth
had said " that the time would come
when bees would be wintered as successfnlly as horses or cattle," and that

James Heddon, aprominent Michigan
bee-keeper, claims that he can. by his
system, winter with perfect success.
He advised all who had not prepared
their bees for winter, to do so as soon
as possible. Two things were to be
guarded against, dysentery and spring
dwindling. Some advised, as a precaution against these two, so-called,
diseases, to remove all combs from
the hive, containing pollen. He had
not followed such advice, and had always wintered successfully. One very
important thing was to prevent an excess of moisture (the principal cause
of dysentery). This could be done by

regulating the temperature and using
Absorbents remove the
absorbents.
moisture.
closed
his remarks by givMr. Fish
ing a description of the house he uses
It consists of two
for wintering.
rooms adjoining each other. One contains bis bees, and the other a stove
to regulates the temperature.
Mr. E. F. Waldron being called on,
said he did not depend on books, or
the experience of others, but on his
own experience. Three things were
necessary for successful wintering
warmth, dryness and good ventilation.
He prepared his bees for winter Oct.
20th did not think bees could cluster
in the small spaces contained between
two combs as used in summer, and
retain the proper degree of heat removed a comb from the center of the
hive and left the space vacant for the
bees to cluster in ; used chaff cushions above the cluster to absorb the
moisture. By the use of a tube he admitted the cold air into the hive in
such a way that it did not come directly ill contact with his bees.
;

;

[When

^Ir.

Waldron examines Ms

hives next spring he will probably find
one of two things to have happened.
His bees will either fill the space from
which he removed the comb, with a
new comb, or will all cluster on one
side of the space.— Secreta?-?/.]

Mr. Bartow gave a description of his
method of protection. He encloses
the summer liiveina box three or four
inches larger each way, and fills the
space with leaves. Also packs leaves
over the cluster. Would wait until
after frost comes before he packed his
bees for winter, and would not remove
the packing until the weather became
quite warm.

Mr. Boardman asked Mr. Fish how
he knew an excess of moisture caused
dysentery. Mr. Fish replied that with
moisture in excess bees died with
dysentery, without it they did not.
S. F. Newman said that to winter
bees successfully several things must
be attended to at the proper time.
Each colony should have, as early as
the 1st of August, a young and prolific queen, because young queens lay
much later than old ones, and thus the
colony is provided with a large stock
of yoimg bees a very important fac;

:
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tor in successful wintering. All preparation for wintering should be tiu-

Intends to winter in a clamp the coming winter. Had fed liquid food in
the winter time, when bees could not
fly, without any bad result.
J. B. Darling said that he found no
difficulty in wintering, but could not
obtain any surplus honey, and would
like to have some one tell him how to
get it. He said he knew as much
about bees now as he did twenty years
ago, and no more.

ished not later tlian October 1st, and
it probably would be better not to disturb bees after the middle of September, for by that time they have begun
to place their food where it will be
easy of access, and if the weather is
cool, form themselves into a compact
cluster, which should not be broken
afterwards.
Each colony should have at least 20
lbs. of sealed honey, and each space
The Secretary gave the following
between the coDibs which contains statistics, using numbers in place of
bees, should contain enough honey for
the bees clustered in that space to feed the names of those persons making the
upon, for the less they are compelled reports
to move about the hive to obtain food,
and the quieter they keep, the less
STATISTICAL TABLE.
likely they will be to "become diseased.
Absorbents of some kind should be
used above the cluster, for if the hive
becomes damp and the combs mouldy,
the colony cannot be healthy. The
entrance of the hive should be large
enough to give an abundance of pure
air.

By

following these directions, bees

can be wintered in suitable bee-houses
or dry cellars, or on their summer
stands in chafl: hives, with but little
loss.

Mr. Albright said he had wintered
out doors for six or seven years. Hives
were not protected except by his house
and a fence. Lost only one colony
during the winter of 18S1-2. Used the

American hive.
Mr. Walker winters out doors. Does
not like chaff hives. Would not give
a cent for a cart-load of them. Uses
a dead air space instead of chaff. Says
chaff conducts moisture. Wintered
in chaff hives in 1«80 and 1881, and
lost 34 out of 41. Left a sheet of oilcloth between the cluster of bees and
the chaff cushion. Uses only seven

frames
C.

in

brood chamber.

H. Hoyt said that several years

ago he wintered
tilation,

in clamjis

and was

with ven-

successful.

The year

damp celwas now using

following he wintered in a
lar

without

chaff hives,
any other.

loss.

lie

and preferred them

to

Mr. Boardman did not think bees
could be wintered with as much certainty as horses and cattle. If they
could, the business would be very pro-

There was no dilBculty in getting old bees through the winteralive,
but they died in the spring before
there were young bees enough hatched
to perpetuate a colony. He winters in
a frost-proof house, without absorbents, without bottom boards, and with
but very little upward ventilation.
fitable.

Mr. Boardman thinks the moisture
which collects in the hives is not produced by the breath of the bees, but
by the cold air coming into the hive
from the outside and mixing with the
warm air inside, and that this moisture is utilized by the bees for drink.
Prefers in-door wintering, on account
of the less amount of stores consumed.
Did not think sub-earth ventilation as
good as a room containing a stove adjoining the winter bee house.
J. S. Terrel winters in Simplicity
hive, with only a piece of cotton clotii
over the brood nest. Removes one
comb and equalizes the space left.
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In the
of Sept.
27Ui, 1882, the editor in reply to a
question, answers "If Italian queens
are mated to black drones, they {the
bees) are much more irascible than the
pure blacks; if black queens mate
witli Italian drones, then tlie traits of
disposition are most likely to be reversed." This statement has, I believe been asserted in substance by
others. Accepting it as a fact and
remembering that Dlack bees are more
ous conditions of mating.

American Bee Jouknal
:

irascible than Italians,

we may

the inference that where these
races are intermated, the drones parthe
inter-breeding,
in
ticipating
subordinate the cross in nervous character. This should be accepted as a
rule, modi tied by exceptions that confirm the rule. From experiments conducted with whatever care and discrimination I am able to bring to the
work, I have proved to my satisfaction
that it is practicable to breed from
Italian queens, mated to Cyprian
drones, a progeny that resembles, in
characteristics, pure Cyprians.
The
first and second generations from such
matings are liable to sport. Italian
queens bred to Cyprian drones Jo not
produce the same results in royal progeny, as we secure from Cyprian queens

bred to lUilian drones. We are not to
presume, therefore, that mere equivalents in blood will produce the same
characteristics in bees, else a Cyprian
queen mated to an Italian drone, and
conversely, an Italian queen mated to
a Cyprian drone, each producing half
and lialf from the two races, should
is

A

A

mule, an animal of great hardihood
usefulness, and the invoise Hinny, a
product so useless as to be rarely seen.
In crosses, the strongest tendencies
are back toward the pure blood of
fairly either parent, rather than a balanced

draw

throw queens alike, which
fact.
My experiments in

possibilities of its future. In other
words, we do not create, but weevolve
a character already inherent in the
subject. More than this we may not
hope to accomplisli.
cross and its inversion may differ
widely in useful characteristics.
familiar illustration is found in the

not the

1881 and
1882, incline me to think that in mating between Cyprians and Italians,
the drones are prepotent. In a letter
just received from Mr. II. Alley, he
re-affirms his oft-repeated statement
of opinion to the same effect.

In order to correct results it will be
necessary to conduct experiments with
pure races. Pure blacks and Cyprians

would afford excellent subjects. The
most useful material results would
probably be reached in inter-breeding
Italians and Cyprians. The same assurances of correct matings could be
had in these experiments, that we
have in breeding Italians or Cyprians
in purity, accepting the tlieory of
parthenogenesis. I consider the blood
of all drones as derived from the matings of their grand dams.
Hence,
when the queens are half and half or
the two races, the drones would be
pure bloods of the line of the queen,
and when in process of breeding the
drones are half and half of the blood
of the race participating, the bees and
queen progeny would be three-fourths
Bloods, if the order of the matings has
been continuous.
Consideration of
these facts

is essential to definite results in inter- breeding bees. I do not
ignore tlie inlluence of climate, isolation, food and natural selection. As
factors in breeding, all should be considered. These alone did not make

Bakewell's slieep, nor the shorthorn
cattle, nor the Essex pig.
A sire of
prepotencies is not an accident. In
order to be improved, a race must
offer in itself tlie suggestion of the
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fected queen-cells in a single colony of
Cyprians, formed under natural impulse. It would be irrational to deny
to the survivor of 7.5 queens in battle,
her well-earned laurels.
I close this paper with an aptquotation from an article by Sir J. Lubbock,
" on certain relations between plants
and insects." He says " I venture to
think the evidence now brought forward, however imperfectly, is at least
sufficient to justify the conclusion that
there is not a hair, or a line, not a spot,
or a color, for which there is not a reason, which has not a purpose or ameaning in the economy of nature."'
Shelbyville, Ky.
:

result of the iuter-breeding. Hence
variations are quickly merged into the
original type if lired into line. Hope
of success in inter-breeding bees may
be drawn from the fact of their near
Utah Bee-Keepers' Couvention.
alliance with each other, and the consequent plasticity of the races relatively. No process of breeding, more
The Utah bee-keepers' assembled at
certainly develops primordial char- Salt Lake City, on Oct. 5, at 7 p. m.acteristic than that of crossing. The Fres. A. M. Musser in the chair.
significance of a cross may antedate
Tooele county was represented by
all history, leaping a chasm of centu- Secretary T. W. Lee, who said that in
ries of time.
Tooele City they started with 65 coloThe Italian queen from which my nies of bees this spring. Their inexperiments were made this year, was crease had been 96 swarms, making a
sent me as a tested one by a breeder total of 161 colonies at this time in
of assured integrity, yet such was the good condition for winter. The honey
tendency to sports in the second gen- season had been fair this year. They
eration of queens bred from her, that had extracted 3,060 pounds of honey,,
I at first hesitated in the belief of her and taken consideraule comb honey.
purity, but reflecting that the Italian Swarming commenced on the 28th of
Some of our bee-keepers
IS a "continental race, and that the May.
Cyprian is of insular breeding, I con- allowed natural swarming, while
divided
for fticrease. They had
clude that this is precisely the develop- others
ment that should be anticipated. The no foul brood. In Grantsville there
sporting in color has been upon varied was no organization, but would like
They
shades of ming'ed chestnut and yel- a branch association there.
low. The (lueeus that I have seen were pleased with the profitable enfrom Cyprians bred to Italian drones terprise and would try and give a bethave been uniformly marked, showing ter report next meeting.
Vice President Samuel McKay put
the prepotency and purity of the Cyprian relatively.
Queens bred from into winter quarters 76 colonies of
the Italian, being of the second gen- bees, in good condition, and, when
eration mated to Cyprian drones were the very late spring set in, he had only
prolific and gentle. The first crosses 15 colonies left and some of them in a
of bees are as a class active, prolific, very weak condition. He had nursed
hardy and industrious. Formerly, I and cared for them this summer, and
was inclined to Hud a reason for this had them back nearly to their former
in the idea that the strongest and number, having his hives well stocked
most energetic queens would seek their with combs and honey, facilitating
matings at greatest distances of flight very much his increase, but he had
from their homes, and I yet ascribe not taken much honey this year.
importance to that view, but the Some of his hives now had 90 lbs. of
analogies point to ther conclusion that honey in them. From the best inforthe result arises mainly from crossing. mation he could gain, about 90 per
Flowers show undoubted coaptation cent, of the bees had died in Saltto pollen brought from other individ- Lake county. The sudden changes
uals of the same race, and hence, per- of last winter and the late spring, hehaps, the conclusion among botanists thought was the cause of so many
that the pollen or male principle is losses, Mr. Murphy, of Mill Creek,
prepotent with flowers. It should not had lost 100 colonies out of 107. Mr.
be forgotten that hybrids rnay lose Bailey also had lost nearly ail of his
their qualities as easily as pure races bees at the same place. Mr. Woodruff"
when too closely inter-bred. In view lost his entire stock of over 20 coloof the foregoing, I accept it as a theo- nies also John and Edward Morgan,
retical proposition that a race of bees of Mill Creek, lost all of their coloW. A. O. Smoot, of Sugar
sliould be sustained by new blood. nies.
Since among bees, the queen submits House Ward, lost 40 colonies. The
the question of the survival of the loss to Mr. Murphy alone would be,
fittest to the wager of battle, and since counting his colonies at $12 each, $1,the queen gives character largely to 200.
question, by Secretary Lee, was
her progeny, I submit the hypothesis,
Could a September swarm of
that when a race of bees produce asked
queen-cells in large numbers, this bees be successfully wintered if furhanding over to the best fighter among nished with young brood and honey 'f
Edward Stevenson said that two
many the possession of the colony, the
race itself, may reasonably be ex- years ago, late in September, he cappected to afford staunch defenders of tured a stray swarm aiid gave them toThe night h&
their rights.
I have counted 75 per- one of his small boys.
;

A

:
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bived them was so frosty that a few
straptgling bees around the hive per.ished. 'Some young brood and honey

was
'4

good colonies, with plenty of stores,
and had serious intentions of dividing
3 of them. I noticed the brood was
not hatching out it appeared chilled
(no bad smell from it). I had one

saS^W^Mh

given them, and now there were
good colonies, and surplus tliis year.
Geo. Luff, of this city, had 17 colo-

nies last fall, 10 this spring
4 died
late spring has 9 now, and
faad taKen 100 lbs. of honey this season.

;

;

during the

;

The Sweet Clover Still in Bloom.—
1st, 1881, I sent you a few
sprigs of sweet clover. I now send

On Nov.

Bishop Madson, said there were 20
colonies of bees
that place, all in you another bunch, picked in an open
good condition.
The inspector of field to-day, it is just as sweet and
Manti had visited and pronounced fresh now as then. This clover has
their bees healthy.
Did not know been in blossom continuously since
about July 1. and the bees have
.how much honey was taken.
Edward Stevenson, of this county, visited it whenever the weather was
said his experience in the mortality of favorable. The past season was a
bees, during the past winter and very good one, yet I fully believe that
spring, excelled any previous year, in 10 acres of sweet clover would have
this county, but he could not agree been worth $500 to me. I shall sow
with Mr. McKay, of 90 per cent, be- several acres next spring. I have
* ling the average loss, but thought 50 been experimenting with a number of
per cent, would cover it.
In East honey plants, for several years, but
Mill Creek 5 colonies of his bees win- find nothing equal to sweet clover.
C. H. DiBBEKN.
tered on a plank close to the ground,
Milan, Ills., Nov. 1st, 1882.
the snow drifted against them and remained in that condition until late in
[It is indeed of " sweet-smelling
the spring, and while other bees, exposed to the warm rays of the sun, savor " and shows its value as a honey
would often fly out, and the cool air plant blooming till long after the
and snow on the ground caused them weather will allow the bees to fly.—
by thousands to chill and fall into the
snow, thus depleting the colonies, so Ed.]
that the late spring and cool frosty
nights either caused them to dwinCowardly Bees.— I have one colony
dle away so that they could not gather of bees that will not defend themhoney from fruit bloom, and entirely selves against invaders. They have a
perLsned, as hundreds of colonies did, good queen, and are strong in numbut those .5 colonies imprisoned, could bers, with plenty of stores. I have
-not waste away, and, consequently, tried everything I liave read or heard
were strong, and able to gather sup- of, to induce them to have more spirit,
plies from fruit bloom and other but all to no purpose. If I cannot
blossoms. They increased to 15 this find some effectual remedy soon, 1
season.
Some of them are in two- shall resort to brimstone. Who can
story hives, and now have 100 lbs. of give me a prescription ¥
honey each ; 2 colonies have gathered
W. D. Smysek.
300 or 400 lbs of honey this season,
Nineveh, Ind., Oct. 27, 1882.
from the live thus wintered.

m

^

—

Bishop Bills, of South Jordan, wintered quite a number of colonies of
bees, surrounded by chaff, in long
boxes, removing to tops of the hives,
placing cloths over them, and then
«haff, keeping them mouse-proof. So
that the warm rays of the sun could
not afleet them until

warm
again.

them

for

He

lost

to fly

was sufficiently
and return home

it

none during the win-

ter.

Pres. Musser said that the bee industry should be interesting and kept
alive. It paid a better per cent, than
farming, and other industries, when
intelligently managed.
Honey has
medicinal properties and is healthy, as
well as a luxury. Thought it would
be well to have blanks to be tilled as
reports from branch
associations.
Said some considered the smoke from
the numerous smelters in this city
detrimental to apiculturists.
E. Stevenson moved that a committee be appointed from this meeting to get up blanks to be sent to
branch associations, to be filled up and

returned, to facilitate general reports

from the various counties of our TerThe motion was carried.
ritory.
Edward Stevenson and \Vm. Egan
were appointed as that committee.

The convention adjourned
April 5th.
Liee.

until next
Benediction by Mr. Thos.
E. Stevenson, iSec.

of Honey per
able' to make a

One Hundred Pounds
Colony.

—I

am

not

thickness of burlap over the frames,
and at once put two and three thickness more on
still the brood did not
hatch, though the weather was very
fine and warm.
Some of the young
bees could only get their heads out,
and then die. The bees, of course,
commenced to dwindle they had
plenty of stores, on an average, on
;

;

which to winter.

I

commenced feed-

ing granulated sugar, 8 lbs. to 6 lbs. of
water, in syrup, taking care while
boiling not to scorch or burn. I fed
from 12 to201bs. perhive, as I thought
they needed it. To cap all, while in
Toronto, Sunday, Oct. 22, my bees

commenced robbing and on Monday

I

had the remnants of 3 colonies. I put
these together and now have a moderate one, with plenty of stores. Can
you give me any idea of all this
trouble, particularly the cause of the
brood not hatching]' I use frames
18x10x1. My hives are double, with 2
inches of a space all round, some of
them packed with leaves.
S.

New Hamburg,

G.

HOLLET.

Ont., Oct.

.57,

1882.

[Your colonies were evidently weak.
cause or other there must
have been a loss of old bees, until
there were too few of them to take
care of the brood, and so it became
"chilled,'' resulting in still more weakening the colonies— no young bees to

From some

take the place of those dying from old
age or other causes. Still more proof
for this theory is found in the fact that
they were unable to protect themselves from the robbers. Weak colonies are an easy prey, and very often

incite the bees to excessive
complete report for the past season, such will
for I have not taken off all my sur- robbing.— Ed.]
plus honey yet
but enough to show
that I shall obtain 100 lbs. to the
Peppermint to Prevent Stings.- Has
colony, spring count. We have had
any one used peppermint, rubbed on
the heaviest honey flow ever known their hands, while handling bees
I
in this section, (t shall put into winhave used it, and very rarely do I get
ter quarters about 40 colonies. I had
stung. We now have a good spell of
20 in the spring. I wish to build a weather after the snow storm. Bees
"honey house" and shop, combined, are out briskly. We have a plant that
in the spring, and would like for someis called skunk weed, that bees even
one to give a good plan, dimensions, go miles to work upon, in the fall. It
etc., in the American Bee Journal,
seems to grow best on our country
at an early day.
roads. I do not know of but one plant
W. H. Graves.
growing in a garden in this city. I
Duncan, 111., Oct. 25, 1882.
saw a few plants the other day, and
bees were working on them, although
Chilled Brood and Robbing:.
I they did not appear to have any honey
started, spring count, with 2 strong about them. I will send you a sprig
and 1 weak colonies, and bought of Mr. of them when I go out in the country
Robertson, of Pewamo, 1 fine colony again.
I send you a report of the
and 4 tested queens.
One of the bee convention held in Salt Lake City,
queens died soon after being intro- on the 5th inst.; S.OfiO lbs. is not all the
duced, through a very cold spell which honey that should be reported from
we had about the first of June; the this city two of our largest bee men
other three queens did well. I only did not report; 1,000 lbs. is the largest
increased from 4 to 7, and from these yield from one apiary. Thanks to Mr.
I took only 70 lbs. of extracted honey, Heddon for his article on the easy way
from frames having no brood. White of wintering bees, on page 059 of the
clover was a poor crop basswood gave American Bee Journal.
nothing, on account of wet weather.
John Dunn.
In the early fall I had 5 strong and 2
Tooele City, Utah, Oct. 26, 1882.
;

'i*

—

:

;

——

;

THE
Bees in Cljiinps.— Please inform me,
tlirougli the Bee Jouunal, of tlie
test method of staring bees in clamps.
should they be put into the

When
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Young white clover never
to the Mitchell hive, and have in- cents.
creased to four good strong colonies, looked better at this time of the year.
R. M. OSBOBN.
besides taking 80 lbs. of comb lioney.
My bees are blacks, and I have used Kane, 111., Oct. 27, 1882.

Can you inform me
tliey be taken no foundation.
ilow would thaws how to raise basswood trees from the
IIeubert Luther.
seedV
.affect them in clamps V
A SUBSCUIBER.
Lemont, 111., Oct. 2B, 1882.
[It is hardy and grows readily from
[Our subscriber will find his queries
;answered in Mr. Jones' article on the seed. I had been known to bloom
Wintering Bees, found on pages 709 and secrete honey in six years after
planting. Tlie seeds should be sown
and 710 of this paper.— Ed.]
in drills, and cultivated for a year,
Sweet Clover yet alive with Bees. and then should be transplanted,
VV. S. Bair, of KoUersville. O., gives
leaving them from 10 to 14 feet apart
such a good report in the Bee Journal for Oct. 4th, of the success of each way. Yearlings transplanted
Jiis plan of tiering up with his large from the bottom lands are very desirahive, that as 1 use a hive having the ble.— Ed.]
same size frames, I intend to give it a
trial, with one hive, next spring, I
Troublesome Mice.— Is it better to
would like him to tell whether the en- take off the tops of the bee hives durtrance in the upper as well as the ing winter V
have cushions on,
I
lower hive is to be left open, also, if would the tops left on, with cushions,
season
honey
is
over
waits
till
the
he
cause dampness V If the tops were
to extract from the lower story. Also, left off, would wire screen on top of
whether he Knds brood in botli stories the frames, with cushion on top, do
or only in the uppef one ?
any harm ? The wire seive on is to
Do the roots ot cleome, which has exclude mice, when I leave off tlie
flowered tliis summer, live through top. I winter in bee hives.
the winter and grow up again next
Geo. Kemp.
year? I am much pleased with it as
a iioney plant, though it does not con[Yes the tops should be taken off
tinue in bloom as long as either melilot
wire cloth over the frames, to keep
•or mignonette, still it is very good,
harm.— Ed.]
especially for Italian bees, which work out mice, will do no
•on it from day light till dark all the
time it is in bloom, vvbich is for many
Will it pay to use Sections.— I comweeks. Melilot and mignonette are menced with 24 colonies last spring;
still in full flower, and alive with bees increased to 48, by natural swarming.
every line day, which is more than can My bees are black bees. I took off
be said for any other honey plants that 2,.500 lbs. of comb honey in S^i lb.
II. F. BuLLEU.
I know of.
boxes. I had not the means to obtain
clamps

y

When
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should

out, iu the spring V

My first Experience.— I commenced
this spring with eight black and two
hybrid colonies of bees. In May I
procured three dollar queens of Dr.
Brown, o^ Georgia, which proved to be
one was a
as good as any I want
Cyprian and the other two Italians.
They are in good condition for winter.
I use the Langslrolh hive.
;

Casey,

D. E. Rosebrough.

111.

—

;

Campbellford, Ont., Oct,

19, 1SS2.

[Cleome is a biennial, blooming the
second year after being planted, and
reseeds itself. It may be sown either
broadcast or in drills if the latter,
let the drills be 30 inches apart, with
plants about every six inches. Ed.]
;

Entrance regulating Bottom Board.

— I send you, by to-day's mail, a rough
model of the bottom board

1 use.
It
for itself, without explanaition. further than tliat the hives will
fit anywhere, top or bottom.
You can
five it to the readers of the Bee

will

show

OUUNAL,

if

you think
F.

Greystone, Ct., Oct.

it

worthy.

M. Johnson.
4, 1SS2.

a loose, bottom board, with a
portion cut out in front to regulate
the entrance. Such an entrance-regulating bottom board has been illustrated several times in the Bee
Journal. It has some advantages,
but there are many objections to using
it, and we think the latter will more
4ihan counterbalance the former. Ed.]
[It is

;

Sundry <inestions.— My queen ceased
laying Sept. 2^, I presume on account
of the cool weather. Upon examining
the colony since placing it in winter
quarters (wliich is a large box filled
with sawdust) the queen has commenced laying anew and some of the
brood is capped over. 1. Is it the
increased warmth occasioned by the
packing that causes that? 2. Is this
late breeding desirable? The bees are
bringing in a very little pollen, but
scarcely any honey. I fed them honey
comb Sept. 15 from another colony;
3.
Will they consume this in breeding? 4. I have one comb of unsealed
honey. Will this keep until spring or
must I feed it now? 5. Will a full
comb of pollen keep until spring ? 6.
Are bees attracted by cheese ?

Holland McDonald.
Montreal, Canada, Oct.
1.

It is.

2.

No

;

it is

18, 1882.

too late.

they need it.
can extract it, if the bees do
sections. I sold at home for 1.5 cents not require it.
5. Yes.
per pound. I am satisfied that I should
do better if it had been in sections.
6. Not that we are aware of .—Ed.]
Preparing the hives for sections will
cost quite a little. I lost a good deal
by tramps, say 70 lbs. Last year it
Candied Honey.— How shall I get
amounted to -50 lbs. I thought of candied honey out of a barrel, to put
makiug a high board fence, eigiit feet it into cans ? What tools are necessary
high; would it hinder the bees from to do it ?
F. MiNNiCH.
coming home with their loads of
North Freedom, Wis., Nov. 2, 1882.
honey V I want to move my bees 20
[The best way is to fill the pails
rods. Had I better do it this fall or
while it is liquid and let it candy after
Joseph Lee.
next sprinf V
Farmers', Mich.
being put into the pails. It can, howout with a strong hand
[Certainly, it will pay tp get honey ever, be dug
knife, but it is a very
wide
a
or
scoop,
in sections instead of tlie old-fashioned
matter what it may cost to slow and tedious job.— Ed.]
boxes, no
board fence
alter over the liives.
will be no particular detriment to the
bees, if the apiary is not too contracted.
You can move the bees now without
materially injuring them, just as well
as you could in the spring.— Ed.]

A

Honey Crop

for

3.

They

4.

You

t^ The

will, if

Western Michigan Beemeet at

Keepers' Association will

Supervisors' Ilall. in the city of Grand
Rapids, on Wednesday and Thursday,
Nov. 29th and 30th, 1882. The co-operation of all bee-keepers of this
section is desired.

Wm. M.

1882.— Jack Frost

S.

Dodge,

Sec.

closed the honey season with me on
The New York Weekly Tnbune
Sept. 21. My honey crop amounts to
3,077 lbs. from 20 colonies in the says in regard to the Noyes Dictionary
spring. I increased them, by natural IIolder,manufactured by L. W. Noyes,
swarming and dividing, to 40 colonies. 99 West Monroe St., Chicago: "We
Planting Basswood Trees.— The Bee They all have sutlicient to winter on, know of but one satisfactory Holder
Journal makes a welcome visit to of good capped lioney. I have packed that, however, is so good that a second
our home each Wednesday. I com- them on the summer stands. I sell is not needed." Mr. Noyes sends to
menced this spring with one colony of all my honey in my home market- all applicants a handsome illustrated
bees, in a box hive, transferred them comb at 20 cents, and extracted at 15 circular. Prices reduced.

1^

.
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CLUBBING LIST.

Honey as Food and Medicine.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
new pages being devoted to iieto
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
tiie

ADVERTISING RATES.

We

supply tbe

Amerlcun Bee Joornal and

periodicals, one year, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column Rives the regular price of both. All
postage is prepaid by the publishers.

any of tbe following

of cooking in which honey is used, and
Publishers' Price. C^u^
healthful and pleasant beverages.
The Weelily Bee Journal
»2 00.
have put the price of them low and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A.l.Root) 3 00.. 2 76
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 60
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter

We

20c. per agate

line of

space, each insertion.

Bee-Keepers'Bxch'nge(Houk &Peet) 3

A

thern far and wide. Single copy 6
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
The 6 above-named papers
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
The Weeitly Bee Journal one year and
or more, we print, if desired, on the
Prof. Coolt'sManuaUbound in cloth)
given on advertisements
" Presented by," etc.,
Bees and Honey, (T, Q. Newman) "
follows, if tbe wbole iS cover-page,
Binder
for Weelily, 1881
(giving the name and address of the

of Agate type will contain about elgrkt
vrorda; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
line

UlSCOUMTS

will be
publlsbed WEEKLY as
paid in advance
:

For 4 weeks
'

'

'

13

so
5S

lO per cent, discount. bee-keeper who scatters them). This
(3 months). ...SO
alone will pay him for all his trouble
(6 months) ...40
(9 months), .. 50
and expense— enabling him to dispose
(1 year) ... ...CO
of his honey iit home, at a good profit.
.SO

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
86 per cent., 6 months, lO per cent., S months,
5 percent., if wholly paid in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., 6 months, SO per cent., S
months, lO per cent., if wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement U inserted.

THOMAS
SS5 West

G.

Madls6n

^p^jectal

C'hlcano,

III.

notices.

l^" The Amerian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of remitting small sums of money. Their

Bee

The Apiary

.

2

SO-

2 35

2 60.. 2 40
6 DO.

.

5 5(^

3 25.. 3 0*
2 75.. 2 5(^
2 85.. 2 "6
2 75..

2

M

tVonrnal and any of tbe

above, 91 less than the figures in the last column.

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production

and care

both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
All who intend to be sy.stematic in and honey at Fairs, etc.
This is a
their work in the apiary, should get a new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
copy and commence to use it.
Register.

of

^" We

will send Cook's Manual
$1 00
1 50
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100
2 00
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
The larger ones can be used for a for one year, for $3.00 ; or with King's
few colonies, give room for an increase Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 ; or with
of numbers, and still keep the record Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
all together in one book,and are there- Monthly Bee Journal and either of

For 50 colonies

NEWMAN.
Street..

Binderfor Weelilv for 1882

The Monthly

00.

2 60..

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

fore the

^"

most desirable ones.

Constitutions and

the above for one dollar less.

By-Laws for
The

— made

especially
are lettered in
rates for f 1 to $5 are 5 cents over $5
name of the Association printed in the gold on the back, and make a very
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purblanks for 50 cents extra.
convenient way of preserving the Bee
chased at any point where the comJournal as fast as received. They
pany have an office, except Canada,
Advertisements intended for the Bee will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
and can be made payable at any one
Journal must reach this office by the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
of the company's 4,000 offices.
Saturday of the previous week.
They cannot be sent by mail
cents.
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

Emerson Binders

for the

Bee Journal,

;

For

safety,

when sending money

to

this office get either a post office or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the

to Canada^

^"Postage stamps,

of one,

_

two or

Sample Copies of the American Bee.
three cent denomination, accepted for
fractional parts of a dollar; but money Journal will be sent free to any perletter. Postage stamps of anv kind is preferred.
Any one intending to get up a
son.
may be sent for amounts less than one
club can have sample copies sent tO'
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
The Bee Journal is mailed at the persons they desire to interview,
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. the Chicago Postoflice every Tuesday, by sending the names to this office.
and any irregularity in its arrival is
Preminms. Those who get up clubs due to the postal employes, or some
have
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.—

press

^"

—

for the

We

Weekly Bee Journal

for

one cause beyond our control.

year, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription

may count

in tbe club

:

For a Club of SS,— " Bees and Honey," in paper.
"
3,— an Emerson Binder, or '"Bees
and Honey," in cioth.
**

.

"

"

"

••

"

"

"

Two

^" Do not let your numbers

just issued a

views on this important subject, with
of the

for 1881 be lost. The
to preserve them is to pro-

Bee Journal

best way
cure a binder and put them in.
are very valuable for reference.

They

suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid Uy

any address

4,— Apiary

KeKlster for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's Manual, paper.
5,— Coolt's Manual in cloth, or the
Apiary Register for 100 Colonies
6,— Weeitly Bee Journal for I year,
or Apiary KeKistcr for 200 Col's.

subscribers for the Monthly

new pamphlet giving our

for 10 cents.
»

«

^

>

{^Renewals may be made at any
Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this time but all papers are stopped at
it indicates the end of the the expiration of the time paid for^
paper
month to which you have paid your unless requested to be continued.
subscription on the Bee Journal.
;

;

count the same as one for the
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
gold,,
Weekly, when getting up clubs for the
Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from which are printed a large bee
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.
above premiums.
will

m

;:
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
Ofpicb of amkkican Bek Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., November 8. 1882.

The Monthly Bee Journal
{
(

for

1

883.

the request of many who have
heretofore taken the Monthly and

At

The following are the latest quota- Semi- Monthly Bee Journal, we shall
tions for honey and beeswax received next year print a Monthly consisting
up

hour

to this

CHICAGO.
dark and

My

quotations are
delivered here.

9c. for llKht,
It Is quite scarce.

BEESWAX—

for good yellow wa.\, on arrival
ors, 17@22c.

Al. H.

;

;

1 am paying 27c.
dark and off col-

Newuan, 923 W. Madison

St.

There

far.

Is

some

call

for

per

BEESWAX— Firm

7(gilOC.

Chas.

lb.

at 2(l@25c.
F. MUTH.

Quotation* of CommUslon Bf erchanta.

CHICAGO.

HONEV— The

demand

increases with the cool
weather, but not sufficiently fast to keep pace with

receipts, which now accumulate, as it Is time toget
tbe surplus into market. Prices remain unchanged
with perhaps a tendency downward, owing to
many consignors desiring to realize quickly.
quote: white comb, in small sections, lR@20c.
Fine, well-tilled,
lb. sections bring the outside
price. Dark comb honey, little demand. I5(ailt>c.
Light honey, in larger boxes, I2@16c. Extracted—
white clover,'i^(Sl"c.; dark. 8<3;9c.. inbarrelsand
half-barrels. Kegs will bring but a small advance,
if any, above half-barrels.
BEES
Very scarce. Choice Yellow, 30c.:

We

1

WAX-

dark to

;

now permanently es-

is

and

will be continued as

heretofore.

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
Journals will be distinct papers, each
having its own sphere of operation

comb and different readers.

honey, but we have hud no arrivals yet of a choice
article. Comb honey brings lfi@20c. on arrival
extracted,

The Weekly
tablished,

HONEY— The market for extracted honey Is
very satisfactory. We have received within the
last three weeks more than 2(ntbbl8., principally
from Louisiana, Mississippi and P'loridu. and the
demand exceeds ourexperience and expectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
Sear. Kl')riila furnishes a honey which equals our
orthern clover, and excels all the Southern h()ney
have had so

fair, 20<!«24c.

We shall

aim

to

make

the Monthly

Bee Journal a welcome and
ble visitor to the

homes

profita-

of those

who

need of a cheap, first class,
reliable bee paper in pamphlet form—
whose time is too much occupied to
read a weekly, or whose means or requirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter
feel the

more properly belonging

^

to a weekly.

Bdrnktt.

16.1

South Water

FOUNDATION

MACHINE.
Patented Aug.

H^.Send

for

New

2'S(i,

("ircular for

Ih.m1.

January, 1882.

CATTTIOIT.
Having obtained

LETTERS PATENT Namber

Dunham Foundation Machine. malEing
crjmb foundation with base of cells of natural
shape, and side-walls brought up to form an even
surface also on the foundati()n made on said machine. I hereby t;lve notice to all pjirties infrinKlUK
my rights, either by nianufacturini/ said machines
or foundation, as well as tit all parties purctaasinK
machines as above, other than of my niiinufacture,
that I am prepared to protect my ritrhts. and shall
prosecute all infrin(i:f.ment8 to the tiilt e.vtentof
the law.
A. UIT.VH.VM,
:i3m4t
I>ePere. Wis.
24H,M9y for

Our new

Madison

No. 925 West
only a few doors from

location,

St., is

the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY— Market is quiet, and for strictly choice wishing to talk to us through it will
prices are firm. Medium and dark qualities are not please call for No. 7087— that being
in special request. For a lot of fair comb, unour telephone number.
broken. 3c. is the best offer made. 15c. asked.
R. A.

THE DUNHAM

copies for $2..50 .5 copies for $4.00 10
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
extra copy to the person getting up a
club of 5 or more.
;

fully

Is

GJ^c. for

CINCINNATI.

I

Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

32 pages, issuing it about the
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3

HONBY—The supply of extracted honey
the demand.

FRANCES DDNHAI,

of

:

Qootatlonii of Cuah Bayers.

Tip to

717

St.

;

FRANCES

1

White comb, lHr'()2nc; dark to good, laoi.lc exchoice to extra white, 9(^100.; dark and
candied, 7^(«ikV,c.
:

tractetl.

BEES WAX— We quote 2.'')®27>sc.
Stearns & smith. 423

Front Street.

Every lady should send 25 cents

to
Clothier, Philadelphia,
their Fashion Qmirterly
for six months. 1 ,000 illustrations and
foui" pages new music each issue.

Strawbridge

&

and receive
.

ST. LOUIS.
and slow. We quote. In lots,
strained at 6@7c. extracted at

HONE V— Plentiful

combat

1.')®

18c

;

9®inc.

:

We

BEESWAX-Prlme bright quotable at 27c.
R. C. Greer ,S Co.. 17 N. Main street.

continue to
act assolicitors for
patents, caveats,
adc-marks, copyrights, etc., lor
United States, and to obtain patents in Canada, England, France,
Germany, and all other countries.

1

^dmviiscmtnts.

CLEVELAND.
HON'EY-In sections, has been
demand this week, at full prices.

in extraordinary

Sales have been
quite up to receipts, and all lots except recent arrivals were closed out. One pound sectioaa of
best white sells for 2l(fl.2Jc. per pound, in attractive
packages.
Same quality, in less attractive shape,
20(^210. In 1>;(5. 2 lb, sections, best quality. 1!«,^2mc.
Second grade sells about lfe2 cents V lb. "less.
Buckwheat is unsalable. Extracted, instnall packages, pails and tin cans sells pretty well at 14/.', I.»c.
but extracted, in barrels, is very dull at I'Xiil Ic.
BEESWAJC-Prime quality, 25®28c.
A. c. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.

The American Bee Joitrnal Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and haa a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, niecbanics, professionai and business men*

Tliirty-sii years' practice. No
charge for examination of models or drawiiifrs.
Advice by mail free.
Patents obtained throuRh tis are noticed in
the SCIENTIFIC AJLERICAN, n-hich has
IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS! the largest circulation, and is the most inJlunewspaper of its kind published in the
TWKNTY-THREE years' experience in renring eiitial
queen bees. The cheapest, easiest and best '.vorld. The advantagesof suchanoticacvorj
NEW YORK.
way to raise queens. Never before published. patentee undcrptands.
HONBY—There is a fair supply of honey scat- Something new. Spnd for rircular.
Thislarge and splendidly illustrated newstered around, but the movement is as yet rather
44w:«t
HENKY ALLEY, Wenham. Mass. paper
is published \VKEKI.Yat$3.20a5-ear,
moderate, though prices held steady, with fancy
white clover in boxes occasionally exceeding quois admitted to be the best paper devoted
XNIt SIMPLICITY ;-uJ
tations slightly.
to
science,
mechanics, inventions, engineering
CHAFF HIVES, with movable upper
We quote; White clover, fancy, small boxes, 19
section boxes. luetai-cornered bfiod traraes, works, and other departments of industrial
®20c white clover, fair to good, I6@18c. Buck- story,
wide
Lanestroth
frames
and
comb
foundation. progress, publislied in any country. Single
wheat. I3(<i>ir,c.
for Price List.
A. B. MILLKi: & son.
BEESWA.X— Thereisonly a moderate demand Send
44wtf
Wakarusa. Elkhart Co., Ind. copies by mail, 10 cents. Sold by 'all news[uid

Is,

tberetore, the best advertising

medium.

LANGSTKOXH

:

for wax, but the supply Is small and generally unand held firmly at 2y@31c, according
to quality.
Western, pure, 29<«30c Southern, pure, 30®31c.
D. W. QuiNsy, 105 Park Place.

deal ers.

-der control,

;

BOSTON.

HONEY— Sells

very readily in 1 lb. sections at
22^2r.c. for best white, and 20@22c. for iH to 2 lb.
Boxes containinL' "tj p.,urid, 30 c. per pound.
Extracted is selling very slowly at 120*140.

BEE8WAX-2o®2c!c.
Crocker & Blake,

s7

Chatham

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
to introduce the new lime cushion, the only protection yet discovered that will carry the bees
safely through winter and spring without fail.
Send $.^ii, for right to retail this cushion in your
county, or send $.') for one apiary right to patentee.
K.

Street.

DEILLA TOltUE.

Reisiertown. Baltimore co., Md.
letter or P. o, order.
Patented April :^5. IHS'^. No. 2.>4,'.t3:i.
45wl3t

Remit by registered

Address, Munn & Co., publishers of ScionAmerican, 201 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

tifii;

Halbebt e. paixe.
late

PAINE
Solicitors of Patents
:!9wi:it

Stohv

b.

Com'r of Patents.

&

LADn.

LADD,

imd Atty's

in

Patent Cases.

WASHINGTON,

B.

C
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New Kegs
FOR HONEY.
In order to satisfv the demand for small packages for Extriicteci Uoney. I have heretofore procured keps intended for syrup, flsh, lard, etc., and
in Tiew of thia ^rowine trade, I now feel justified
in having made to order aSpecisil Kejc

Designed Expressly

A NEW BEE BOOK!

HIKHH Bees & Honey
Management

for Honey.

THOMAS

in large quantities in
These I am obliged to
order to supply them at popular prices, and pro-

buy

Norway

of

I*ine,

and have from

;

C.

NEWMAN..

contains 100 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the limes" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist witb
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee, and at the same time produce the most honey In its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
" Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management of

7

It

to ;t chine hoops on ea<h and.
I have tested a sample keg by filling it DRY with
white clover honey, and without the heads being

painted.

It neither leaks nor flavors the Honey.
not necessary to paint the hea<is. but when
painted I will guarantee them not to leak, and if
well scalded, the pine will uot fliivor the
It is

Bees and Uoney at Fairs,"

"

etc.

Price, 80c. each.
Capacity. 175 pounds
The 5 and 10 gallon kegs will he sold, as heretofore, at 40c. and rj.'ie. each, respectively.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

CHICAGO, ILL.

Rev. A. SALISBURY
Camargo, Dougl.as county,
Years Experience

in

Our Motto

III.

;

Cus-

Never Defrauded."
Queens
|1 Tested. ...$2
$2
Cyprian gueens
$1; Tested

—

;

Palestine Oue^ns.

-|i

;

Tested...

*'2

Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

we are

timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, either
Sale
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
arrival guaranteed.
Oi"kc. paid for bright wax. Money Orders on
iwly.
^\J Tnscola, III.
if

BIND TODR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

$245.

Piano for only

rosewood

Magnificent

F T^
2 case elegantly finished,
OctuveN, full patent can tan te

Nti'iiieH, 7 l-:t
agralK-y. our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

full iron frame, French
Hammers, in fact, every imin any way tend to the per-

fancy moulding,

large

is:

toDicrs
Italian

ison, ready,

$850 Square Grand

PIAND ^TYI
;j

Queen Rearing.

— " Low Prices, Quick Returns

V

Pianos

NEWMAN,

H.

Street,

Cirand Action, Grand

proveoientwhich can

fection of the instrument, has been added.

t^^Oiir price i"or thl* Instrument, "boxed
lew Yoi*!*"York,
and delivered on boa.rd cars at Ne;vv
-n'Uh fine Piano Cover, Stool
.$245.
und Book, only
Reduced from our late wholesale factory price,
9tit£9r>,

for

ti)>

day-" only, to have thia beautiful
is now, by far,the jcreatever offered the musical public. Un-

Piano introducc'l. This
ent

bar (fain

Tremendous demand for
precedented suocss
Order atonce.
this style
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cash sent itnfh nrderwiUbe refunded
and freight charges paid by us both ways if Piano is
not just as represent fd. Several other special bar!

!

gains:

Pianos. JWIOO up. Over

and not one

dissatisfied

ir>.(»(H)

in use,

Handsome

purchaser.

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free, givine the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Everv Piano fvillv wiirranted for .5 years.
price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent for 3c. stamp.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

SlfEET MUSK' ^

Box

lANO
2958,

CO.,

New

York.

935 W. MadUon

Marketing Honey."
ceuts ; in pape?

75

Price, bound in cloth,
covers, 50 cents, postpaid.

honey.

20

an Apiary for Fleasnre'
Profit by

Bditor of the Weekly Bet Journal.

cure a packiige not used for any other purpose.

They are made

of

and

Street. ChlcasTO* 111-

AppreclutlTe Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth manjv
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.

A

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the information needed to makebee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands o*
every beginner with bees.— News. Keithsburg, III.
A valuable work for all who are interested in tha
care and management of bees.- Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up In the
very best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for sucijeasfni'
bee-culture, save experience and good judgmenU
- Dally Republican, Utica, N. V.
A manual, containing all the newest discoverleBin the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
,
Full of practical instruction, that no one

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

field,

60c.

West Madison

Street,

'S'Sc,

Chlcaeo.

III.

DARWINISM l^^^'fl °iT.

his extinction atdeath overA personal tJod and an eternal existence
by science. Infidelity and Mate^Vnve thrnry of Sound,
dethroned.
The
rialism
taught in colleges and high scliools lor:2,ii(.M) years,
proven to be a stupendous sri(inlitlf fallacy, llevoiutionary in Science htkI the niont remarkable
book of this or any other age. Koyal Octavo, 5-2«
double column pages, handsomely bound and containing very superior likenesses of the great scienDarwin, Huxley. Hemholtz,
tists of the age.
Mayer, Tyndall and Ilacekel. '$2, by mail, postpaid, iiocal and Travelling Agents Wanted. Circulars, with table of contents and "opinions of
the press," and of Clergymen, Professors in Col-

from the animals and
thrown.
lor

man proven

leges, etc.. free to

SCHELr.

«fe

all.

CO.,

53 Broadway, N. Y,

BEESWAX.
wish to buy a quantity of good yellow Beeswax.
paying 2'7c. per ptmnd, delivered here. Cash
on arrival. Shipments solicted.
To avoid mistakes, the name of the shipper
should always be on each package.
I

I

am

AI^FJiED M.
923

Weet MadlBon

Street,

NEWMAN.

CHICAGO, ILL

and Fireside, Springs

O.

interest in the apiaryi
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keepins
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they !>e not directly interested in the
care of bees.- Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resumi- of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

Embraces every subject of

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Address,
925

illustrate the text.— Farm

Directions in each Binder.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping asuccess.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly

Florida Lan[l--B40 Acres

m- CHEAP FOR CASH,
Descuiption, -Sec.

4,

township

7,

.^i

south range 7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Ge. .rgia line. 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
3 sections (ft and ID of the Apalachicola river the
soil is arich. sandy loam, covered with timber.
(t was conveyed on Dec. ;ilst. 18T5, byCoI- Alexander McDonald, who owned H sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for |;;i,2U0, and on Sept.
5th. 1877. by him cimveyed to the unaersigned for
$3,000. The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the itecords of the
county, duly attested bv the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and tlie receipts are in my possession.
1 will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

;

XHOMAS O. NEIVMAN,

925

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the producticm of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard t®*
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must beep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino. Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the n)arket in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings^
and is the most periect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
l.iberal Dlsconnt to Dealers bjr

A

tbe

Dozenor Hundred.

.
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BEESWAX Sweet
"WANTED.

State Quantity,

riice

Glover

ITavinK a large stock of the

CHAS. DADANt

&

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

30c. per pound, *4
Send

Abronia. Mich.

This year's crop, all of the white variety, 28c. per
pound $:i.7r) per peck 9f»13.00 per bushel.
Z3^ 1 can fill n»» more orders lor Queens this fall,
having sold all I had to spare, leaving many orders
untilled.and with orders still cmiing in. Tlie advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.
;

;

I.
5wly

Nappanee, Elkhart

for HONEY
CatalOKue.

H.

West Madison

will be

25,000

»20 Paeesi 1»3 Fine
111.

The Original

BINGHAM

you buy the Original Patent Binnhiini
cit'

Improved bee smokers— uet the beat, that
never no nut— always
please— never is com-

and handsomer

this

season than ever before. I'rice per mai

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

FOUNDATION
Owing

to the large advance in the price of wax. I
now quote prices thus Dunham, loto
lbs., 4Jc.,
over 50 lbs.. 4ic., less than K) lbs.. 44c.; Vandervort, lit sq. feet to the lb., i to I'l lbs.. .''>7c., 10 to 50
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular tree.
.'M.i

:

.

V.

J.

AT LULING,
TEXAS.
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
1

coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
Btove-wood. or do not

breed I'L'UK

manulucture Hives of any style and
Foundation. Dealer in Novice Honey ExBingham Smokers, and everything' used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices. Beeswax wanted.
14w:j;ft
a. 9,

for sale;

Comb

tractors.

TADLOCK.

Read

If

ey knives

first, youpjitftnfftH
1878
have to buy no'^^^S'^^®'*' ^°'*'

will

others.

Wide
Laree

PRICES:

Handed to By Mall.
Cuatoraer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 inch
^^l 75
Ifl oc)
Bingham

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

shield). 2!^ inch
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sell again,
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15

apply for dozen or half-dozen

for free description and testimonials, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

Abroulu. Mich.
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As

do not sell honey on commission, and buy
only such kinds as I need in my line of trade, I
cannot accept any shipments without previous
correspondence.
I can sen Beeswax of any quality, and will pay
the regular market price for it, in any quantity, or
exchange for it comb foundation, without previous correspondence.
I

ALFRED

40wtf

923

El.

West Madison

ELECTROTYPES
Of Entrravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than5oc.
O.
035 West Madison Street, Chlcagro, in.

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

NEWMAX»

Street, Chicago,

111.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
\pplyto
C. F. MXJTII,
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

ly

Book;

master and of

1 think Cook's Manna! is tne best of our American works.— LEWIS T. Colby.
It appears to ha"e cut the ground from under
future UooU-makers.— Brttu/i Bte Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New M;i!iuitl nf the Apiary than trum
any other book.— J?:, H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains

'

<

buvmg pui chased. —jVitft. Far.
wisli to engage 'n bee-culture, a
a necessity. Piof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.- Htraid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel«
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and inuuh of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Muquai.— WM. Van antweri*. M. O
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- K^. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author us well the publisher.
1 have never yet met wltli a work, either French
or foreign, wliich 1 like so much.— Ij'Abbe l)U
Bois, editor of the BuLetin £>' Aptcidteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but alwo a thorough, practical,
and clearly expros.sed series of directions for their
management; alsoa boianicaldescription of honey
producing plants, and an extended account ot the
enemies of bi:es.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this ivrd*
mccnvi of the bee-keeper. It Is replete with the
best mtorniation on everything belooging to apiIt,

will

To

1

rates.

Send

the Jollowing opinions of the

All agree that it is the work of a
real va.i\xe.~-L' Apicnllure, Pans.

you buy
our smokersand honout.

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co., IH.

3wly

postpaid, from ti5 cts.
to %-2.
Our patents

(to

anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
many costly wood eneravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of boes;
full desccriptions of honey -producing planta.lrees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and last.thougb
not least, detailed instructions for the varioue
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
illustrated with

;

will

the inventor

aid

This la a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual or
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The Orst edition of ;i,000 copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of beo-eulture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the

Bee Smoker

If

Bee Smoker, you

IlluiilratIoii«.

NEWMAN,

1

USE.

IN

the

College of Michigan.

PLANTS,

Street, CbicaKO.

the

copy

COOK,

J.

Of Lanshig, Projcssor of Entomology in

huHliel.

<

Co., Ind.

By A.

iit

plained if— the standard of excellence the
world over— better

(O^CDOJD,

-Fi,

order>*

per

itttl.*

on.

of Alsilip.

fill

"E.ED TAPE!'
Who

first to

SEED,

my

for
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Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

SEEDS

other

all

THE CONaUEROR.

SWEET GLOVER

per peck, or

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

State Agricultural

Large Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
have them, and springs that do not rust ani break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror hiis all improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch belluws. Sent
ISwtf

can

I

III.

Also,

postpaid for fj.

new crop

While and Sweet Clover Seeds.

71ff

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

AND OTHER SEEDS.

and Quality.

-

ever regret

who

all

manual

is

culture.
To al takingun interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully

1^" Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's
practice as advised.— .^oricuiturist, Quebec.
COMB P0U\DATI0N-40e, and
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
pamphlet on '' Harvesting, Handling,
per pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq. ft. to
bee-men to be ttie most complete and prat-tical
'^—
the
lb. 480.
Send
for
samples.
inc.
Wax
worked
and Marketing Extracted Honey.
per lb. F.W. HOLMES. Coorersville, Mich. l.Swiy trearise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientiHc work on modern bee management that
You will get many times the value of
every experienced bee man will welcome, and il is
your 15 CENTS in the hints and ideas nntJTCl T> A T->TrT? maybe found on file essential to every amateur in bee-culture.
It ie
i
LO
r
J\X: TjiX at (ieo. P. liowell & hanasumely printed, neatly bfiund. and is a credit
that it will give you. Address,
Co.'s Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
the
QsL—Weatern

DUNHAM

;

;

n

St.),

CHARLES DADANT &

Hamilton. Hancock County,

COMB FOUNDATION.
hlBhsl<1e-wiills.4 to 16 square feet to
J.

where advertising contracts may be made for

NEW TORK.

free.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Sulo Manufacturers,
Spront Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

to

W

AgricuLurist.

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been publislied. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

111.

FLAT-r,OTTOM

tbepuuQd. Circular and samples

in

It

SON,

Bees for Sale.

of bees lotr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Pruf. Cock hii.s had the advantage ot all
the previous kn<uvlcde of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to prMiiiMtf and make popular this most
interesting uf allocLupa-tiuns.- -I»uenca7i Inventor.

CO CoIonieiiorBeeit, in Gallup frames, cheap.
SOO Colonies of ISees. in Langstroth frames
In

prime condition.

Prick— Bound

Sl.OO
H.

KOBERTJ^ON.

Pewamo, Ionia

Co..

Mich.

.

Jot
In cloth,

$1.25

by mail prepaid.

; In paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. LLI*

.

!
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EXCELSIOR

ENGRAVINGS.

EXTRACTORS. The Horse

HONEY

In answer to frequeHt inqutries
for Kxtractors carrying 3 and 4
Ijanystroth frames, I have con-

eluded to adopt these two new
F'^S^Ji^^^B sizes. The frame basket is in a
Si -ii^I^^;!^ J can of the flame size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
i||^-H— is in the larger can, with the cone
\i'^f\
mmUM or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room un-4j,rfi^
derneath the basket for 75 or 80
I
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
PIlFY'
li^f ^*^^
covers, and in every way
niSV
Inijj
identical, except in size, with the
^AHSJ^
.ujif^
'.i

J

ii

—

I

^1

ilM

II

I

IH

$1(3.00 E-Ytractor.

Kixiio,

which

BY B, J. KENDALL, M. D.
A

TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

:

THOMAS

is

925

intended for anv size of frame.
I||^
Excepting with the *8.(^> Exthe different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The fH.W and
$10,00 Extractors have no covers.

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madlaon

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
"
I0xl8
ForSLangstroth "
"
"
"
10x18
For3
"
"
"
10x18
For4
*'
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
"
^*
12?^x20
2For3
*'
"
"
13x20
For 4

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

ALFRED
923

tail.

l-frameNucleHs.with Test$4.50
ed Queen
2-frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
m ed Queen
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July l
lo.tX)
Same, after July 1
Tested Queen, beforeJuIy 1, 3.(X)
t

after July I.. 2..M)
"
"
per half doz.,
13.50
after July 1
Letter
Registered
Address, by
or PostofBce Order,

DR.

I.

Iwtf

All the latest

by

improvements,

Send for

CONQUKROR.
my 32-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED

P. WILSON.
Burlington. Iowa.

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

Foo Choc's Balsam of Shark's
Positively Restores the Hearing, and

Oil
is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught In the Yellow Sea,
known

».»

Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese

knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist i*rtest about
the year Hid. Its cures were so numerous and
tnitny no oeemlnely nilruciiloii*, tliutthe remedy was officially pmcljiimed over the entire Empire. Its use became >*o universal that for over
HOO yt* ikpH no Deut'neiis has exinted amonff
the <'hliieBe people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $l.i.Mi per bottle.
flshernian

EVERY FARMER AND MILLER HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
SHOULD

have FISHER'S GRAIN TABLES. 192
form; full of useful tables for

pages, pocket

casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookaeller
for it. Sent post-paid for 4<.t cents. Agents can
make money selling this book.
^SKT For sale at the Bek Journal OfHce.

_^

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises In my head, and hear

It
I

much
I

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another

My deafness

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues are UNQrESTioN ABLE and ItsctTRA-

TIVECHABACTEK AH.SOLUTE,ASTHE\VRITERCAN
PERSONALLY TESTIFY. HOTH FROM EXPERtEXCE
AND OKSERVATION. Write at once to Havluck
&JENNKV, 7Dey street. New York, enclosing *i,

HONEY

ited.

R, A.

BURNETT, Commission

Mercliant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett &Co.,
161 So. Water Street, Chicago,
28wl3t

ZiOOXS

111.

ZXEKE!

view,

((^"To avoid lossin
by REGISTERED LETTER.

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
Belleville. St. Clair County, III.
5wly

Given'sFoyndationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The

make Foundation

the wired

only invention to
frame- All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
C, Hoopeston, 111.
B. S. GIirSN
Iwly

A

In

;

illustrated

and

*•

fully

up with the times " on every

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.

The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afTord

todowithout. Cloth,

Hftl.

25

;

paper cover, 91.

New

Qiilnt>y*s
Bec-Keeplng, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of the subject.— 991 .SO.

KInir*)*

Bee-K.eepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
down to

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth, 991. OU.

LansBtroth oa the Hive and Honey Bee
This

-

Is

a standard sclentitlc work.

Price,

Sf(2.

—

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Iloney,"
etc. It contains IHOpuges, and is profusely illus:

trated.
covers,

Price, bound in
50c., postpaid.

cloth,

750.

;

in

paper

Blenen Kultar,

by Thomas G. Newman, in
the GERMAN language. Price, la paper covers,
4<J cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and turniahes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.- This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes fi:)r making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, PuddinL:s, Foam,Wine8,etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Enicllsh and Oerman.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
G.

,

;

TVInterlns Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey for the Uarket,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. Q.
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Inic

Ch.

Only Imported by

tant sublect, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how ii<> engravings. Price. lOe.

'JOwly

It gives Mr. Muth's views on
pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.

HAYIOCK & JENNEY,
(LateHAYJ,oCK & Co.)
Sole Agents for America, t Dey St., New York.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

The Bkitish Bee Jocrnal is published monthIf you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good Iv, and contains the best practical information for
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Founda- the time being, showing what to do, and when and
tion, all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything a how to do it. It is edited and published by
live apiarist needs, send for prices.
1!. N. ABBOTT. Bee-M aster.
with good young Queens

by

Extracted Honey; Harvestlnsr* HandN
and MarketlnB.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
\ (\ P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Bee Pasturugre a Xecesslty, by Thomas G.
the malls, please send money
Newman— Giving advanced views on this impor-

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so.*'— Editor OP Mercantile Re-

For the past few years I have made this excellent food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables
PUKB
me to obtain the highest market prices. Vour consignments and correspondence respectfully solic-

price,

NEWMAN.

C.

925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, LLL,
Bee-H.eeper'B Otilde or, Cook*s Manual
of the Aplury. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

including the

111.

QUEENS.

THOMAS

the above Smokers at

sell

or express, at wholesale or re-

923

Street. Chicago,

ITALIAN

can

njall

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

SOLDEN

1

MANUFACTUHERS' PRICES,

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

NoTlce*B ABC ofBee-Cultare. by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 101.35.

tractors, all

,

Books

School of Apiculture. Fairlawn, SouUiall, London.
j^~NVe send the Weeiily American Bek Jourthe British Bee Joumal,both for $3.50 per

nal and
annum.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book.
complete
NEAHI>Y A MILLION SOLD. Most
Gives meas-

book of
urement of

its kind ever published.
all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

Standard book throughout
United States and Canada. Ask your booksellers
ior it. Sent for 35 cents post-paid.
For sale at the Bee Journal Office. .^J

tables, interests, etc.

|y

:

Prnctlcnl Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Cbas.
F.

Muth;

:v2

SwarmlnfffDlTldlna: and Feeding: Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
5 cents.
Bees In Winter, with instructions about
ChafT-Packlng. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 5c.
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has -Tj engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseaaet- In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse inrormation.

Paper, a5c.

by A. J. Hlll.-A treatise on
its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, »5c.
Moore's ITnlvemal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i.fxxt.Oi.Ht Indnsdustriul Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechunic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2ihi.(M.>o items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

Chicken Cholera,

smiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayet*.
Plumbers, Gas and Stenm Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Met»l and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.i'i*-; pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechunic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, !H»:S.50.

—

—

—

.

.^.
(fe' (^

~'^

OLDEST BEE PAPER
'*) AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

Published every Wednesdny by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor anij Proprietor.

925

WEST MADISON
At

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

4^2.00 » Year, In Advance.

tW

Any person sending a club of six Is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any addresB
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
George NeiKhbour & Sons. London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

PostuBre to

Europe 50 cents extra.

Entered at Chicafjo post

office

as secondclass matter.

lU.,

November

No. 46.

15, 1882.

weather, but from July to September
it will be cold,
below the average
temperature. These predictions are
given for what they are worth, but
should serve to warn bee-keepers generally to prevent the spring dwindling
The Coming Winter.
of bees, by their careful and wise protection, and be ready with populous
We are all very much interested in colonies for the honey-flow in
June ;
the question now so often asked, viz.:
then, whether they get much more or
" What is to be the general character
not, they will be sure of so much
of the ensuing five winter months ? "
honey, and can cheerfully take the
An exchange very truthfully remarks risk for the future.
that whether the comet is causing us
Up to the present time the weather
trouble or not, certain it is that this
generally has been warm, with but
planet of ours is very much disturbed
little wind or anything to indicate
of late. Our own cyclone period had
winter, while by this time, two years
scarcely subsided in the West when
ago, everything was frozen up, and
the eastern States were visited with
winter had come in good earnest.
wind storms and flooded with heavy
rains. Then the weather took a jump
Instincts of Bees. At a meeting of
to the Phillipine Islands, where 60,000
persons were rendered homeless in the British Bee-Keepers' Association,
less than an hour
then another jump held at London, Oct. 18, 1882, after
the routine business, Mr. G. D. Ilavito Cuba. Kow, the Spanish dominions are again visited, this time by a land read an interesting paper on
Their
gale on the southern coast, which has "The Social Instincts of Bees
done much damage to shipping and Origin by Natural Selection." Mr.
caused the death of several flshermen. Haviland treated his subject in a
In England, the inundations of the masterly manner, and was heartily
Thames valley have flooded the sub- applauded at its close. There was a
urbs of many towns, impeded traffic large attendance of members, includand done immense damage to prop- ing several ladies. The Rev. F. T.
presided. The Honorary Secerty. In France the river Seine is Scott
announced that Sir John Lubretary
Floods
have
rapidly rising.
stopped
bock would have taken the chair on
traffic between Marseilles and Cannes
on the Mediterranean, and the Aus- this occasion, but a prior engagement
trian empire is also to be counted a prevented him from doing so.

—
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To Prof. A. J. Cook

Honey

severe sufferer from these convulsions
of nature.

^" Mr. C. H. Lake has sent us a
another page we have quoted photographic view of his bee tent, used
the weather predictions of Mr. R. at the various Bee and Honey Shows
Mansill, of Kock Island, 111., as given during the past summer. We have
by him in his " Perhelia Crisis," a new given it a place in the Bee Journal
work on meteorology, which will be Album.
read with interest.
{^•Renewals may be made at any
According to Mansill, the winter
but all papers are stopped at
will be an unusually mild one, but the time
spring will be backward and cold. the expiration of the time paid for,
June will open the summer with fine unless requested to be continued.
On

Convention Notes—

Selections from

:

per Colony.

.

;

—

—
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then and there enabled to decide upon
Prof. Cook remarks that " all of the
a plan of operation— if they under- money in the treasury of the Society
In reference to the committee ap- take this work.
was pledged to the accomplishment of
pointed by the late meeting of the
Incidentally, we "will remark that this result."
That amount is, we
North American Bee-Keepers' Asso- we do not think that " supervisors " think, less than $150— where is the
ciation, at Cincinnati, O., we have re- (more generally called "assessors"), small balance of $3,a50 to come from':'
ceived tlie following letter from ex- will take any trouble to get the " de- Is it expected that the committee
President Cook, being a duplicate of sired facts," unless they are well paid shall make up the small deliciencyV Asone he has sent to the New Jersey for it. Our experience with such men it is only about $1,300 for each member
State Bee-Keepers' Association
gives us no confidence either to ask or of the committee, for the honor, work
At the recent very interesting meet- expect anything of them above or be- and abuse combined, we presume they
ing of the North American Bee-Keep- yond the regular routine of their will, cheerfully—" go home and think
ers' Society, there was a very full duties. There are some who would be
about ilV "
discussion of the importance of more
obliging enough to do it but we fear
accurate
statistics
of
full and
the present condition of Apiculture in the the great majority would either absoBees and Honey at Yirginia State
United States, both as to tlie number lutely refuse to do so, or else lightly Fair. We notice by the Richmond,.
of colonies of bees and the honey pro- promise, with the intention
of forget- Va., papers that there was a very
duct. It was thought that nothing
would so aid our art as such informa- ting to fulfill their promise, "made creditable display of bees and honey
tion. The magnitude of the business just to get rid of it," or, in some other at the Virginia State Fair. The daily
once known, and it would be better way, fail to obtain the desired informa- papers at Richmond contained the folappreciated as one of the important tion.
lowing notices of it on Nov. 3, 1882
industries of the country. As a result
Unless the bee-keepers,individually.
of the discussion, a committee was
The exhibit of the Sunny Side Apiappointed to take the subject into can be enlisted in the work, and for ary, of Baltimore, deserves more
consideration, and act, if possible, so the sake of benefitting themselves and than what the newspapers have said
as to accomplish the result.
aiding the honey markets generally about it. Mr. C. H. Lake is the
manager, and was very busy yesterday
The committee were Messrs. C. throughout the
country, we fear it showing the workings of his new hives,
C. Miller, T. G. Newman and A. I.
will
failure.
be
a
which are consitlered by bee keepersRoot. All of the money in the treasury of the Society was pledged to tlie
We rather prefer the plan suggested to be the best made. Mr. Lake exaccomplishment of this result.
by Mr. J. S. Terrill, P. M., of Ridge- hibited Cyprian, Holy Land or Syrian,
Of course no one will fail to recog- ville, O., at the National Convention, and the two species of Italian bees.
From one colony 220 pounds of honey
nize the value of such statistics but
the possibility of gathering them is a which is described thus by the Secre- was obtained in six weeks. Daily
" lie mailed Whig.
question of reasonable doubt. I have tary of the Convention
One of the attractions at the Fair
tliought of a plan which I believe may postal cards to every post office in the
be made practicable
I wish to sugcounty, asking the postmaster to write is the exhibition of Mr. Charles II.
Lake, manager of the Sunny Side
gest it for discussion, in hope that
on it the names of the bee-men at his Apiary at Baltimore, Md. This genit may be improved, or a better plan
office.
The cards were all addressed tleman has a large tent, under which
suggested.
The plan is that the Committee pre- to himself, so the postmaster had he shows a case of over two hundred
pare blanks, suggesting the desirable nothing
pounds of honey made from one hive
to do but to put it on in penfacts, and that these be sent to an enhas several colonies of Italian bees,
terprising bee- keeper in every town or cil, and drop the card in the mail. one of Cyprian bees, and also other
county of the United States, upon Now, by mailing similar cards to all foreign bees. Every appliance used
application, and that said person see the bee-men, with a printed request, in this business is shown by Mr. Lake.
seven hundred hivesthat the supervisor of his town or the
and blanks to fill out, he got almost a He is running
supervisors of his county have these
this season. Daily Dispatch.
correct
report
of
all
in
the
bees
Lorain
blanks, and that said supervisor be
pledged to get the desired facts as he county, and of the honey raised. This
1^ We have received, from the
takes the assessments. It would seem list of names he considers worth all
that there must be such a bee-keeper
publishers, a copy of Edwin Alden &
they cost, for calling a convention or
in every county, if not in every townBro.'s American Newspaper Cataship. These could be reached through any other purpose pertaining to the
logue, including lists of newspapersthe bee periodicals and other journals. industry."
These blanks, when once filled, could
The Vice Presidents of each State and magazines published in the United
be gathered by the same bee-keeper,
the Canadas together with
could
appoint some bee-keeper in each States and
and sent to the committee. I have
population of the Cities, Towns,
the
already asked several supervisors in county to act, in the way that Mr.
this State of the practicability of this Terrill did, and thus obtain, with Counties and States in which they are
scheme, and all report favorably. It some degree
published, and many other items of
of absolute certainty,
seems to me the information could be
interest. It is a large volume of over
the
desired
information.
This
he
made more correct and be secured
700 pages, and is nicely bound in clothe
more cheaply in this way than in any could transmit to the State Vice Presother. In fact, I can see no other way ident, and he to the Chairman of the There are in America 2,9-I-5 counties
to compass it. I hope that the matter
published— and
Committee on Statistics, to be tabu- in which papers are
will be thoroughly discussed by you.
the whole number of papers published
and that we shall get some practical lated and published. But the great
in this catalogue to be 12,158.
results as the outcome of your delib- drawback to all this is the cost. Per- is stated
It is a very useful book. It is puberations.
A. J. Cook.
haps no one has even thought of that;
We cheerfully give place to the we have, however, made a careful es- lished by Edwin Alden & Bro., Cinabove suggestion of Prof. A. J. Cook, timate of the cost of postal cards, cimiati and New York.
and, by the time the committee shall envelopes, circulars, etc., and at the
I®" New subscribers for the Weekly
assemble, organize and prepare to act, least calculation, such alone will cost
Journal for 1H83, can obtain alt
Beb
the members will, no doubt, have $4,000, even if the labor of the com- the rest of the numbers for this year
given tliem due consideration, and be mittee be given to the cause.
by sending $2 to this office.
Statistical
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Weather Predictions for 1883.
Mr. Richard Mansill, of Rock Island,
has published a work called the

In it we tind the
concerning the weather
from now until tlie end of next year.
Concering December, he remarks as

We

"Perilielia Crisis."

follows

:

must expect to hear of
considerable wild earth disturbances
from about tlie 6th to the 14th of December of ttiis year, 1882, or at about
Tlie world

month for the season of 1883. as that air for some time they arose up over
of May, 18S2, was (as pointed out by my house and started off. I did not
feel like giving them up in that quiet
this theory for that year.
and started after them. I had
August— The temperature is also manner
two men at work for me who also
likely to average below the mean of
soon got left
started in pursuit.
the season during August, but perbehind but we kejit on in the direction
haps it will not be quite so stormy as
they had taken, as near as we couhl
July.
through fields, pastures, meadows of
September—The temperature for stout, wet grass, through brooks,
September will probably average a bushes, brush and mud until we came
little below the mean of the season in to a large piece of woods, certainly a
the United States and Europe, though mile and a half from home.
then
the temperature should begin to im- separated and began to hunt for the
pi-ove toward the latter part of this bees, and after hunting a long time
month. There should not be an ex- one of the men heard them up overcess of storms during this period.
head, and we at last discovered them
October— The temperature for Octo- clustered out on a limb of a rock maple
ber will likely average a little above tree about fifty feet from the ground.
the mean of the season. The month I then returned home and got a line,
will be somewhat stormy, or more so saWj rope, etc., and prepared to hive
than September.
my bees. One man climbed the tree
)

111.,

following

j

We

time of Venus' transit, Dec. 6.
Dec. 8, 1874, there occurred a great storm on tlie Baltic sea,
that made a thousand people homeless;
many vessels and lives were lost on
the British coast on the 9th a severe
earthquake occurred atXew York and
November— The temperature will
along the Hudson on the 10th, and colikely average above the mean of the
inciuing willi these occurred tlie
season during November, in the
breaking out of the volcanic ash
United States and Europe. The month
showers of Iceland.
will have a full average of storms, but
He gives the following predictions not perhaps quite as many as October.
December— The temperature for
for each month of the next year
December is likely to average conlikely
temperature
is
January the
siderable above the mean of the seato average above the mean of the season in the United States and Europe.
son during January, both in Europe
In fact, it is likely to be a pleasant
and in the United "States— or between winter montli, with less than an
latitudes 3.5 and 37 degrees north latiaverage of severe storms.
tude in the United States and parts of
Canada, and between latitudes 35 and
We will probably have this year,
So degrees north latitude in Europe. (1882) a warm autumn and mild winThere may be sharp depression of ter, on the average, continuing up to
temperature between the 9th and 12th, the 1st of January.
and between the 22d and 24th, together
From the above monthly statements
with storms, and again about the 29th. or forecasts of the weather temperaFebruary The temperature of Feb- ture of the year 1883, it may be said
ruary is also likely to average a little that we are expecting to experience a
above the mean of the season— with moderately mild winter (1882-3), folsharp depressions, perhaps below the lowed after March by a long, cool
mean, from the 16th to the 12th, and spring and summer again during 1883
from the20tli to the 25th, accompanied —while from this prospect it may be
with severe snow storms in the more inferred that a mild winter north and
northern districts, and heavy rains south brings about a sort of an unand some lightning in southern sec- usually early spring in southern latitlie

At

its transit,

;

:

—

with the ro|)e, passed it around the
limb the bees were on, and up through
another crotched one, dropping the
end down to the ground. I then took
hold of the rope while he sawed the
limb off and steadied it down as I
lowered away on the rope, and to my
gratification we soon had them in the
hive, where I let them remain until
evening when I took a hand with me
and went after them, bringing them
home lashed between two poles.

—

tions.

March— The temperature

of

tudes, or latitudes lying between 33
38 degrees in the United States.

March and

not expected to average above the
mean of the season, neither is it likely
to be ail unusually stormy month. It
will not probably run to great extremes
of temperature, either of elevations or
depressions.
It may be somewhat
stormy from the 8th to the 12th, and
from about the 22d to the 2-5th.
April— The temperature of April
will probably average below the mean
of the season. It will also be a more
stormy month than March, with elevations and depressions of temperature
greater than those of March, for the

is

Swarming
Very

often

ts.

Dividing.

we have

enquiries, ask-

ing our advice as to whether it will
pay better to divide, for increase, than
to trust to natural swarming; we,
invariably, answer by saying that it

saves time and money, itnd gives more
pleasure and profit to the bee-keeper
We have just
to divide for increase.
of
Mr. W. W.
experience
noticed
the
season.
May— The temperature for May will Dunham, of North Paris, Me., as
probably average below the mean of given in Home Farm, and append it,
the season. It is not expected to be to illustrate in a practical way, the
quite as stormy a month as April.
points of pleasure and profit. He
June The temperature of the first
half of June will probably average says
about the mean of the season, and the
On July 11, my firstswarmcame off,
last ten days below, with strong storms at about seven o'clock in the morning,
between the 4tli and 9th.
and as it was so early in the day, it
July— The temperature for July will was by the merest chance that wedis»
probably average considerably below covered them. It was a nice large
the mean of the season, both in Europe swarm and I was on hand with all the
and the United States. In fact, July pride of a young bee-keeper, to hive
is expected to be the cold, stormy them, but after circling around in the

—
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Now, Ijustsavedmy swarmof

bees,

but after spending three half days
work, besides part of the night, Iconeluded that it was rather an expensive
way of swarming bees and that another year I would control the swarming myself. I had two more natural
swarms come off, which 1 hived without any trouble, after which my bees
quit swarming for the season. My
bees gathered a good lot of honey and
were very strong in bees, so I thought
I would do a little swarming and
dividing myself, and from the seven
hives that I then had, I made four
more.
Subscription Credits.— After sending subscriptions to this office, we
would respectfully ask every one to
look at the label on the wrapper of the
next two papers, and there they will
Those
find the credit indicated thus
who have paid for the first six months
of next year will find " June 83 " after
their names. Those who have paid
:

whole year will find " Dec. 83"
on their papers. The credit runs to
fertile

the end of the month indicated. If
the mark is " Dec. 82," it means that,

the subscription is paid until the end
of the present year. Please remember that the credit given on this label
is a sufficient notification of subscrip-

due and receipt for payments
made. If not so indicated within two
weeks after sending money to us, you
may be sure something is wrong, and
It will
should write to us about it.
save annoyance and trouble if our

tions

subrcribers will give this matter
attention.

due

:

:

New Preniiums

for 1883.

the season for reading has now
we hope that each of our

arrived,

subscribers will endeavor to send at
subscriber for the
least one new

Weekly Bee Journal

for 1883

MISCELLANEOUS.

and

—

thus not only help on the cause of
Strained ts. Extracted Honey. The
progressive bee-culture, but assist in Cincinnati Gazette makes the followsustaining the only Weekly bee paper ing comparative statement, showing
in the world.
the difference between extracted and
Providence has smiled on the bee- strained honey
keepers during the past season, and as
Before the invention of honey extraca general thing they are abundantly tors, the so-called Cuban honey flooded
able to procure a good assortment of our markets. It was produced wild
in the trees of the West India Islands,
bee-literature.
and with larva; in different stages of
In order to encourage every one who development, and bee bread and other
keeps bees, be they few oj many colo- impurities mashed into a promiscuous
mess, and thus shipped to New York
nies, to thoroughly read the many
and Boston. Druggists then pretended
bee-culture,
on
very interesting books
to cleanse and clarify it, but it was
now published, we have determined not always done, and besides, it was
to make liberal offers, which will be almost impossible to make it a palatable article, or fit for the use ot the
available until January 1, 1883, as

follows

To any one sending us ifS for any
books they may select from our " Book
List," on the last page of this paper,
will

Journal

present

the

Weekly Bee

for one year.

To any one purchasing $4 worth

of

books, selected from our " Book List,"
on the last page of this paper, we will
present the Weekly Bee Journal
for six months or the Monthly for one
year.

Any one sending us a club of two
subscribers for 1883, for the Weekly,
with $4, will be entitled to a copy of
Bees and Honey, in cloth, postpaid.
For three subscribers, with |(>, we
send Cooks Manual, in paper,
Emerson's Binder for the Weekly, or
Apiary Register for 50 colonies.
For four subscribers, with $8, we
will send Cook's Manual in cloth, or
Apiary Register for 100 colonies.
For five subscribers, with $10, we
will send the Apiary Register for 200
colonies, Quinby's New Bee-Keeping,
Root's A B C of Bee Culture, or an
extra copy of the Weekly Bee Journal for one year.
will

To

get any of the above

premiums

Monthly Bee Journal send
double the number of subscribers, and
the same amount of money.
for the

^" We

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.7.') or with*
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
Monthly Bee Journal and either of
the above for one dollar less.
will

in cloth, or

;

;

business, to produce the same amount
of income, is the cause of its decline.
The honey culture, in fact, is a science,
and should inspire in those who pursue it, a love for it outside of the
profit account, and in this case, the
enjoyment which it imparts, must be
considered as a part, and a very desirable part, of the returns.
The improved hives, which have
taken the place of the old, cumbrous
ones, that were so awkward in handling and failed to yield an equal supply of honey, when compared to these
remodeled ones, make the care of beekeeping much easier and pleasanter.
The small sections of honey make the
article much more salable than formerly, though they require careful
handling. Altogether, with due care
and a proper management of this
beautiful and interesting branch of
domestic industry, the apiary should
be found upon a dozen farms, where
it is now found only upon one.

Systematic Labor will Win.— The
Valparaiso, Ind., Vidette, of Oct. 26,
used, even for manufacturing pur- 1882, contains the following notice of
a visit of its correspondent to the
poses.
Bakers, tobacconists, meat curers, apiary of Mr. T. S. Bull
druggists, compounders of liquors,
Those who pay the closest attention
and other manufacturers, use honey
extensively, though they do not re- to their home interests, meet witli
quire for their purposes the choicest surest success. System and sufficient
of all brands, the white clover honey, labor causes the poorest land in our
but instead the linden, buckwheat, or county to produce and amply repay all
pains. It was our pleasant opportunity
poplar honey.
The white clover honey is confined to call on an old resident, Mr. Theoto table use and medical purposes. dore S. Bull, not long since. Mr. Bull
Jacob Vogel, pork packer in this city, showed us through his cellars, which
buys a barrel of honey every other are arranged in separate apartments
week from Mr. Muth for curing hams. one expressly for bees, accommodating
nearly 200 colonies, in such manner
that any temperature can be mainHoney Production in Pennsylvania. tained. The next is a very large room>
—The Germantown, Pa., Telegraph arranged for milk and butter, with a
refrigerating cupboard where all kinds
gives the following on honey-produc- of eatables can be kept in
perfect contion in Pennsylvania:
dition. Such a room as this is mucli
Some tliirty or forty years ago there to the convenience of a house wife,
was mnch more honey produced in and the comfort of a family. The
eastern Pennsylvania, and especially next room was arranged for vegetaof access and well ventilated.
in the counties contiguous to Phila- bles, easy
delphia, than there is at the present These cellars are probably the best in
time, and we may ask why less atten- the country.
\Ve were next conducted through
tion is bestowed upon this really important branch of farm industry now, the bee house— consist ing of two apartthan before. It cannot be on account ments—a work room and a store room.
of the price obtained, for that is higher Mr. Bull manufactures his hives, boxes
now than we believe at any former for lioney, rucks, and everything
period. One person, who abandoned needed in this line also comb foundathe business, said that the bees gath- tion to use in hives and boxes, thereby
ered les§ honey than forpaerly, in con- saving much time and labor for his
sequence of tlie scarcity of clover bees. His honey extractor is a modern
invention, so that his bees can fill the
fields and other seeding resorts of the
bees ; but this can hardlj; be, as while same comb several times. He then
invited us, if we were not afraid, into
it is an undecided question that the
cultivation of clover has fallen off, the his apiary, whicli was really a sight,
increase of other bee pastures has consisting of about one hundred and
colonies, wliich were the largest
clearly taken place. Take for instance eiglity
the marked increase of flowers in the and strongest we ever saw. He quietly
garden of every farmer, as well as the gave each a few puffs or smoke, and
increase of vegetable crops, many of then showed us the different queens
which put forth immense quantities and explained their habits, handling
they were flies.
of blooms. There are many of the them as if
cultivated trees also that flower enormously, and far more than make up
^° Articles for publication must be
for all the other losses combined.
We
rather think that the extra care that written on a separate piece of paper
bee culture requires, over any other from items of business.
sick.

we

;
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much

finer

article

is

•
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should leave in that way, which has
proved true. I at once clipped all my
queens' wings, and soon found that I
had not only made sure that no bees
could go to the woods, but I also had
made a saving as regards the trouble
of hiving swarms
for before, I often
For the American Bee Journal.
had to climb tall trees to get swarms,
How and Why I Clip (Jueen's Wings. or what was still worse, bother half an
hour or more, trying to get a swarm
out of the forks of a tree or off the
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
body of tlie same.
Now, all I had to do when a swarm
While writing ray series of iirticles,
I mentioned liaving my queens' win^s issued, was to go, with a wire cloth
clipped, in connection with natural queen cage in my hand, to the front
;

swarming. At that time, I was requested by several to tell how I clipped tlie queens' wings, and wliy I did
so, which I will now try to do.
The lirst thing to be done is to hnd
This is quite easily acthe queen.
complished at anytime during the lirst
rush for pollen or early honey in the
spring, for, at this time, tlie major
part of tlie bees are old. or Held bees,
ilence, during the middle of tine days
but few bees are at home to hinder
our seeing the queen; the rest being
busy bringing in the lirst forage. I

take advantage of tliis fact, and make
sure that all queens are clipped, the

knowledge of wliich makes me feel
sure that no swarm can steal a march
on me and get to the woods.
Before starting for the apiary,

we

want a pocket

knife, the blacle of
which should be as sharp as possible
then we are ready for tinding the
queen. Having found her, I hold the
frame in my right hand, and with tlie
thumb and fore finger of my left liand,
carefully lift her from the comb, by
taking hold of her wings.
put
;

Now

down

the frame and hold the queen
within two inches of the tops of the
frames in the hive. Take the knife
and carefully draw it across the wings
till the queen drops, and the work is
done.
There is no danger of cutting yourself, for the knife will not cut your
finger till the queen's wings are off,
and as soon as she drops you will stop
cutting, of course. I generally cut all
the wings 1 get between my thumb
and finger, if it takes all the wings,
for the reason that a queen without
wings is much more easily found. If
she can't fly with a part of one wing
off she may as well have all off, for
wings were created for the purpose of
Hying.

Now

I

come

to

why

I clip

them.

The

third year I kept bees, about two
o'clock in the afternoon, a large nice
swarm came out which was hived. At
four o'clock they were busily at work
and continued thus the remainder of
the day. The next morning 1 was
called from home till nine o'clock, and
upon going to the apiary to look for
father's swarms, I saw tliat scarcely a

bee was to be seen about this new
hive. I at once opened it and found
it deserted, except a few bees which
had returned from the field after the
swarm had left. During the night
several pieces of comb had been built
and the queen had laid a few eggs
therein.
I was very much disappointed and vexed at the loss of my
swarm, and vowed then and there that
this one should be the last which

swarm, and
queen came out let her run
into the cage, into which she was fastened. Then the hive was moved to a
new location, and a new hive, all ready
for the bees, was put in place of the
old one. Missing the queen, the bees
would soon return, when the queen
was liberated and all entered the hive
of
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effectual preventive to keep the bees
from going to the woods. Other rea-

sons might be given why I clip the
queens' wings, but the above are the
most of them. I will say that I would
as soQn think of going back to black
bees and box hives as I would of leaving the wings of my queens so that
they could fly.
Borodino, N. Y.
For the American Bee JoumaU

How

Winter My Bees.

IRA BARBEK.

the hive casting a

when

I

tlie

or hived themselves, as it were. No
cl'inbing of trees, cutting off limbs,
or lugging a cumbersome swarming
box about, was necessary. If, for any
reason, I wished to have the swarm
stay out awhile, I would hang the cage
containing the (jueen, with the alighting swarm, and thus hold them until

As the time is now at hand for getting our bees into safe quarters for
winter, and as the plan that I have
practiced for the last twenty years has
not failed to bring them through safely,
and nearly as strong as when they
were put into winter quarters, unless
they starved, I give it for the benefit
of those that have failed to winter
their bees successfully.

Any warm cellar, under a dwelling
house, occupied by a family, no matter how damp, if the water does not
reach the bees, I consider a safe place
for them while a cellar that freezes
for them.
If 1 did not and thaws, at every change in winter,
I was ready
wish to cut off the limb when I was I should consider a very unsafe place
ready to hive them, the changing of to risk them. I have wintered bees
hives was done as before, the queen in wet cellars (so wet that water stood
taken from the cluster, and soon the all over the cellar bottom, all tlie winter), and have had them come out in
bees would return.
Again, when two or more swarms fine condition, after remaining there
came out together, by having the from the middle of November until
queens back in cages, they could be May 10. Bees will winter in a warmer
made to go back to the place they atmosphere than many suppose, as
came from, by a little trouble being they will stand more heat than cold,
taken to spread a sheet over the hive where the atmosphere is kept pure.
Where small lots are kept, there is
likely to receive the most bees. As
the iiives were changed wliile they no necessity of ventilating a cellar,
were out, each swarm was secured but when a'cellar is to be filled with
bees it is necessary to ventilate from
where I wished them.
In one case I had as high as eight or the top of the room. I use a threeten swarms out all together, and one inch tin pipe. 24 feet long, witli an
of the queens was placed with them elbow at the bottom, long enough to
reach through the wall. This pipe
till I could get the eight hives changed;
when I shook all into a large basket goes up on the outside of the building
and put them into the different hives and enters the cellar ne->r the top of
I
till I had an equal amount of bees in the room, where the bees are kept.
have no draft of fresh air coming ineach hive.
In all cases I have observed, a part to the room from any quarter, and
of the bees, upon returning, will Hnd have found that if I wisti the bees to
the queen and cluster upon her, if no keep quiet I must keep fresh air away
one is present to cage lier when the from them.
I carry my bees into the cellarabout
swarm issues so there is little danger
of losing a queen. If I am called the middle of November. My hive is
away from home during swarming the t^uinby eight-fiame hive. I do
not use any division boards, neither
time, and if Mrs. D. is absent also
when I return I go through the yard, do I punch holes in the combs to make
looking about, and, if any colony has passage for the bees, but all are put in,
swarmed, I readily find thislittleclus- just as tliev were when the honey was
ter of bees with the queen. Now, to taken olf, "with a cloth on the top of
lind where she belongs and which one the frames, all covered with bee glue,
has swarmed, take the queen, after and a board on the top of that. I use
caging her. and put her where the bees no iilank or benches to put them on
cannot find her, when they will soon in the cellar, but pile up in columns,
return to the hive from which they four deep ; the first, or bottom tier is
issued, thus showing where the queen placed on cajis from the hives, ten inches high, this brings tlie bottom tier
belongs.
Much has been said about the about one foot from the cellar bottom,
fountain pump to keep bees from and every colony on the bottom tier
decamping. The reader will ie:'.dily are raised up from the bottom board
see that the clipping of queens' winas one-half inch, while all the rest are
does away with that expense. If you left just as they were when in the
wish to use a fountain pump for other yard entrance all open and top of
purposes, it might pay for such, but hive tight as glue, cloth, top board and
the clipping of queens' wings is a more the weight of the pile will make them.
;

;

;

;
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When all are packed iu this way, I
close and bank up the cellar, including the windows, and let them entirely
alone, until it is time to put them out,
which, as a rule, is the latter part of
April or first of May. The hives are
placed close together no spaces or
;

alleys left.

how
lar.

Many

will

to know
warm

want

bee.s appear in a close,
celI will say that the atmosphere is

warm, and

that the bees are comforta-

ble, outside of the hive as in it, and
do not cluster, but stand on the combs
just as they will in summer. I have
left them there in November, when

find in the morning that all the feed
up in the hive ; the hive should then

what I saw, for it far excels
anything which I had ever seen or
be put back on the stand, and all pans heard of, and after much persuasion
taken away. I feed as late in the sea- I induced Mr. Alley to inform me
son as I caii then I know what they how it was done, and after receiving
have. It is not necessary to have the the desired information, I was more
feed sealed, when wintered in my surprised in thinking that no one had
warm cellar. When a hive is but one- hit upon the idea before, so simple is
third, or half hlled with combs, I pre- it, and so little labor to be done in
fer to lay combs of honey on top of operating it.
the frames, well wrapped in clotli, and
By his plan he has all cells built in
the cap of the hive over all
this I full colonies, which are never queenprefer to any other plan of feeding.
less, and consequently never without
DeKalb Junction, N. Y.,Oct24, '82. brood. The cells are built in exactly
;

;

the bees were standing out on the
ends of every hive, that I could see,

and found them just so when I went
there in April, t found no dead bees
on the bottom baards, and the loss
last winter was less than three bushels
from 193 colonies, in one cellar; and
1}4 bushels in the other cellar, where
VM> were kept, but as a rule I find
about 3 bushels to KIO colonies. I Hnd
Llie hives bright and clean when the
ci'llar is lirst opened, showing plainly
that if there is any discharge from the
it is in a dry state, for they cannot get the dysentery in as warm a
room as the one in which mine are
wintered. When they are carried out
in the spring, their bodies are not distended, but look as they did all through
May and June of the past season, in

bees,

this section.
To those that question this plan of
wintering on so higli a pressure as I
have described, I will say that I will
sliow bees that I bought of M. Quinbv,
in 18G3, or rather the hives and combs

that have stood 19 winters and are
good for many more, if wintered as I
Lave described.
Uees
wintered thus will come
through in as good condition as they
were in the fall and if not put out
until there is sonietliing for them to
do, they will not dwindle, but be ready

Kansas Bee-Keeper.

Bee-Keepers' Visits to One Another.
J.

If

our

E.

POND.

brother bee-keepers would

make interchanges of visits
with each other, much benefit, as well

often

as pleasure, would be derived therefrom. While we gain much by reading accounts of experience, far more
could bf gained by seeing the results
in person, and a personal conversation
will often cause truth to rise and error
to disperse, when a discussion carried
on in print might only serve to more
firmly fasten the different views of
the rnatter under consideration in the
minds of those conducting the discussion.
Acting on the above idea, I lately
stole a day from my business and
made a trip to the beautiful town of
Wenham.in this State,where is located
the apiary of Henry Alley, the largest

queen breeder in New England and
one of the largest in the whole country.
I luckily found friend Alley at
home, and he, although quite busy,
devoted a half day to showing me his
apiary and making the visit a pleasant
one to me. At present he is breeding
Italian,
Cyprian and IIolv Land
for swarming in about forty days after
queens, having dropped tlie Egyi)tian
leaving the cellar, as a rule.
and Hungarian. lie has his queen
I would not attempt to winter bees
cells built in full colonies in his home
in a very dry cellar, as warm as I have
apiary, but has the different races ferdescribed, for they require more mois- tilized
in different yards, located about
tuie than could be found in so warm a three
miles apart. As no bees other
room. Had I an exceedingly dry cel- than his own
are kept in town, he has
lar, and was obliged to use it, I should
no trouble with impure fertilization,
thoroughly drench the bottom with but is enabled
to warrant every- queen
water before using it. I once used a he sends out. He has been
engaged
dry cellar in which to winter my bees, in breeding
queens since the first in.and found it the worst cellar that I troduction
of the Italian, some twenty
ever tried. Bees were not quiet for a years ago,
and as he has made that
single day while in it. I have thought
business a specialty, and his experthat a solid cold winter was best for
ience has enabled him to arrive at rebees, on the plan that I have described,
sults far in advance of the ordinary
but as last winter was the warmest queen breeder.
that I ever knew, and that the bees
By the aid of much study, and by
came through in line condition, I can experiment largely,
he has at last disnow say that either hot or cold, the covered a plan by which
he accomwarm damp cellar does not fail to plishes what a short time ago
would
bring them through in good condition. have been considered almost a miraWhere bees require feeding I use cle. I opened hive after hive devoted
coffee A sugar, and feed enough in to building queen cells, and found
one night. I give the feed hot, and such cells, built in straight rows, each
use common tui pans for feeders, and cell spaced as evenly apart as the teeth
if one does not hold enough, give them of a coar.se comb, and not a single cell
two at the same time. I put the pans among the four or five hundred, that
on the ground, near the hive to be fed, I saw, but could be transferred from
till it with hot syrup, break
up some the comb without injury to its neighold comb for (ioats, to keep the bees bor. Each cell pointing downwards
;

prised at

is

that position in the hive which the
owner desires, with their points downward, and so regularly spaced that not
a cell need be destroyed. As his plan
gi ves plenty of room there is no crowding, and every queen reared is large
and full size. Everything is laid out
to a certainty by the owner, and nothing is left to the whims or vagaries of
the bees. They must build tlie cells
in just the position desired, and the
only chance there is to have an imperfect cell, is an egg being carried
out from the cell given them, to some
other cell, a thing which, in practice,
by this plan, Mr. Alley has never seen
done. W^ere I to take up the business

of breeding queens I would adopt this
plan and use no other, for it combines
simplicity, economy and certainty to

a remarkable degree.

Foxboro, Mass.
For the American Bee

Comments on

JoumaL

the Chicago Convention.

MOUCH AMIEL.
I have read in the Bee Journal
with more than usual interest, the
proceedings of the Northwestern Convention, held at Chicago, Oct. IS. The

discussions are valuable when reported
by an experienced bee-keeper, but are
usually of very little value when reported by ordinary newspaper or periodical reporters; so that, as a rule, I
much prefer the reading of essays.
All cannot attend the conventions, or
and but few men, in the
all of them
liasteof description, can communicate
their knowledge as lucidly as they
;

would in an essay.
Mr. Bussey asked, "What is the
best fuel for smokers V" Why not
roll blotting paper, and, if it is burned
too fast, roll it very line, and also
alternate with the sheets, common
straw paper, or, what may be better,

procure pulp from paper mills, mold
into rolls, pressing it very firm.
Mr. Valentine said that in feeding
winter stores, he mixes two measures
of sugar and one of water. I tried it,
(crushed sugar,) and in twenty-four
hours one half was granulated. Acid
may prevent it, but I think not. I
tried strong vinegar, and the vial with
acid in it, had mold on it in three
months the other had not, but both
had a few perfect chrystals, % inchessquare, at the bottom. I am of opinion that the proportions given by Mr.
Oatman would be rather thin, "if fed
it

;

late.

out of the liquid, then put the colony in the position naturally given it by
Permit me to ask those that have
over the pan, wrap them up at the the bees, and this witliout the use of fed bees mostly, or entirely with sugar
bottom to keep out the cold air, and any sticks or slats. I was much sur- syrup (fed in season for the bees to

•
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it over), if they ever had such a
colony, so fed, Imve the dysentery V
We do not seem to differ at all as to
the conditions necessary to successful
wintering (if there was no dysentery),
to wit
Cellar, cave, clamp, spare
room, hay-packing or chaff, if the
thermometer is kept between 3tP and
4o- dark, pure air, dry room, and if
you can, upward ventilation, or, more
correctly called, upward absorbents,
little or no current, plenty of bees and
healthn food. By complying with these
conditions we have made, either
naturally or artificially, what is equivalent to a very mild winter, but with
all the most favorable conditions.
Some seasons bees are attacked with
disease, and my experience istliatone
flight a week, say during a line January
thaw, will but little improve a colony
that is much diseased. Many of us
know that with, to all human appearance, identically the same conditions,
each season, during some winters they
have the disease, and in the succeeding and preceding ones they have
been perfectly healthy. How, or why
is this y
Do not all rise, at once, to
tell me that the winter was very cold.
You forget that you had them housed
und cared for exactly the same as in
many preceding winters the same
soom, the same temperature, the same
everytliing, so far as you can by any
repeat, what is
possibility see.
I
the cause of this difference in their
health V Is it in the honey they have
stored V the pollen, or possibly, the
We
condition of the atmosphere V
may, and often do find but a portion,
.say one or two, affected, the remainder
How, or why is
perfectly healthy
this? We all know that the honey
colony,
or a portion
gathered by one
of it, is quite different from the remainder, or other colonies in the same
yard. All these are questions to be
thought of. We may never agree as
to the cause of the disease, but, as in
the case of foul brood,or many diseases
of the human family, we may tind a
remedy, without being able to trace
it to the cause.
I fully believe and
hope such will be the result of well
and thoroughly conducted experiments, and am fully convinced that
the remedy will be found in sugar
syrup.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 1, 1882.

cap

:

;

;

!

Ill

The most important for the beea colony of bees for me yet; even
keeper are those plants which are of a
when most of the stores were cider.
woody
structure. Once planted, they
I have tried many, and costly experiments, carried oii uninterruptedly will last a generation or more. True,
through winter and summer, in my they do not furnish honey the first few
endeavors to solve this wintering years after being planted, like the anproblem, and until some bees are pro- nuals and perennials of an herbaceous
duced that can winter like wasps, or character, but when once planted, will
some methods, that we don't dream cause little or no further trouble and
of now, are discovered, for protecting work.
One of the most desirable for our
bees in winter with absolute certainty,
I repeat that I have, in the lime pro- country is the lapwood or linden, and
should be planted most extensively.
tection idea, all tliat I desire.
Some of my friends tried the lime To prolong the honey yield of this tree
last winter, and their letters are it should be planted in different situenough to turn bee-keepers towards ations, such as the south and north
side of hills, in valleys and on top of
my way of thinking on this subject.
hills
besides that, there are different
lleisterstown, Md.
;

Translated

from Deutscher Bienenfreund,
A.

II.

Kohnlie.

Sowing Honey Plant Seeds.
FR. HUCK.

by

varieties of this tree, some of which
come to bloom earlier in the season
close observer will
and some later.
very often meet with specimens of
such different kinds.
Through earnest work we will learn

A

and enlarge our views. Nature is inhoney exhaustible, and provides for the need
mankind. Nowhere is this more
Dlants among the annuals and bien- of
noticeable than in the world of plants.
nials, as well as among the perennials
to
and plants of woody structure. Many As soon as it becomes desirable
have a certain vegetable possess espeare natives of a warmer climate than
instance, with
our own, but have become acclimated, cial properties, as for
or size, it is soon
so much so, that we are not aware respect to earliness
The rose, for instance,
that they are from a foreign and obtained.
and part of
warmer country. The importation usually blooms in May
but now we
and culture of them in this country June, and but once a year,
which bloom a second
has been altogether a different object have varieties
some even all
from providiiig for bee-feed, and we time, in autumn and
varieties of our commay assume the existence of numer- summer. Some
summer. It
ous excellent bee plants, which will mon acacias bloom all
as an
become known only as planting for can, therefore, not be considered
impossibility to obtain from our red
bees especially is practiced. But even

We

meet

with

first-class

;

our native flora contains

many

of seed
plants clover a variety, by selection

permit the bee
which furnish honey in large quanti- of course, which wouldtheir sweet conto empty its florets of
ties and very line quality, and to impresent, is well nigh

which, at
prove bee pasturage we should notice tents,
impossible, on account of their length.
these as well as those of foreign
The industrious and progressive
origin.
everything.
In regard to annuals they have this should try
[It seems to me more rational to
advantage, that they furnish ready
to the animal than the
means to improve the bee pasture the adapt the plant
to the plant, as to change the
animal
are
are
sown,
and
tliey
year
first
size of a plant is more easily accomeasily cultivated. Besides that, they
than to change the size of an
may be sown at such time as to come plished,
animal, or any part of it. If we deinto bloom when natural sources fail,
the size of the clover heads, we
thus filling gaps in the honey season. crease
increase in the numSuch annuals liave to be sown gene- may look for an
Ijer of them from each root, which
rally every year, though some of them
would be a double gain but if we inwill perpetuate themselves by the
crease the length of the bees tongue,
dropping of their ripe seed.
the size of some
The number of biennials is rather we may decrease
essential part, which would be a
small most generally known is Ecki- other
um vidgare, as also rape and some vari- disadvantage.— KoHNKE.]
Experience and science in beeeties of clover, because they are cultivated as biennials; although, strictly keeping make commendable progress.
Noble and high-minded men devote
considered, they are not such.
More numerous are the perennials, their time and energies to it, hence all
shrubs and trees, furnishing honey who take an interest in progressive
for the bees many of them being or- bee-keeping, should lend a helping
namental, on which account they hand, by the dissemination and cultishould largely be cultivated in gar- vation of honey plants. Look how
dens, parks and cemeteries. Many of many honev plants your surrounding
them get to be very old, and may oc- country contains, and how many it
cupy the same space for scores of might hold in place of obnoxious
years. To further this dissemination weeds in fence corners and waste
they should be presented to all who places, and then go to w^ork and try to
would give them a place in their gar- change such an aspect for the better.
den or premises. We also find that Those who wish to cultivate honey
many of them may be used for other plants should begin at first on a small
purposes, especially kitchen vege- scale to learn their cultivation, and
tables and plants possessing medicinal discover what kinds do best in the
;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering Problem Solved by Lime.
F.

DELLA TOKHE.

Without being

egotistical, I

am

not

;

afraid to state that the proper use of
<iuick lime in a hive, solves the wintering problem. Pure dry air, and stores
enough, is all tliat a good colony of
bees require to winter successfully.
It is impossible to have dry air in a
hive in damp weather, without using
mere chemical
chemical absorbents
absorbents, such as chaff, sawdust,
corn cobs, and the like, only retain
moisture. When the atmosphere outside is damp, that in the hive is more
so, for it has the large amount addi- properties, so that we may derive some soil and situation at his disposal.
And now, brother bee-keeper, when
tional, from the breath of the bees, profit from them aside from the honey
you have read these few lines, plant a
added to it. Dry cold has never killed they furnish.
;

—

;
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basswood tree
plant it this year.
tlie interest of your children and neighbors in this good work.
Having thus been industrious, your
conscience will tell you at your parting hour from this world that your
works and deeds are sweeter than
honey.
Besides Tilia, there are other trees
and shrubs, furnishing an abundance
of honey. Chief among many may be
;

Awaken

mentioned Ascle^nas

syriacu.

I

have

seen this plant covering the side of a
bill, having been there fifty years or
more.
Its flesh-red
blossoms are
eagerly visited by bees in summer and
fall
the honey is said to be of excel;

lent quality.
Another plant, furnishing a large
quantity of honey, is Borogo officincdis
(borage). Being an annual herb, it
must be sown every year and may be
made to bloom any time in the summer or fall, by sowing in proper time.
Nepeta batavia (catnip) should also
be encouraged to grow wherever possible
it is perennial, sometimes biennial.
;

Especially recommendable
so2)piis officinalis

(hyssop).

is,

Hy-

This herb

to be

in the latter part of summer
there is not much else for bees
had. It will grow anywhere and

sow

itself

blooms

when

afterwards.

This plant

should receive special attention, as it
furnishes more honey than any other
plant occupying the same ground surface.

Well worthy of consideration also,
Hedgsaruni cei6ric/M's ^esparsette),
fennel, rape, caraway.
The first furnishes as well good feed for cattle,
is

whilst the seed of the three last mentioned generally bring a good price in

market.
[Planting for honey is the key note
and we are glad to note
the fact that not only are the best and
most progressive bee-keepers in
to success

;

America now convinced of this fact,
but also those of Europe and Australia.

Ed.]
For the American Bee Jounial.

Effect of

Dampness on Bees
S.

in Winter.

CORNEIL.

In looking over the back volumes of
the

Bee Journal

I find that writers

on wintering always give the temperature at which the repositories for bees
should be kept, but tliey never seem
to think of giving the proper degree
of humidity of the atmosphere, although the latter is the more important of the two. The writers generally
seem to be agreed that bees when clustered can endure severe cold, but cannot stand dampness, yet it seems not
to have occurred to anyone to test the
degree of dampness at which they will
remain healthy, and beyond which
they will become diseased.
The
natural laws relating to the production of moisture by the consumption
of food, the evaporation of moisture
and the humidity of the air have been
pretty well investigated and ascertained, and we only need to compre-

the atmosphere is much greater during the coldest weather than it is during the months when the bees are
most active. The results of observations, at the observatory at Toronto,
show that for a period of thirty years,
from 1841 to 1871, the monthly means
of relative humidity were as follows
Of course^O, representing dry air and
sisting almost entirely of saccliarine 100 the point of saturation. January
matter, and like common sugar does S3-', February Sl^^, March 78^, April
not undergo digestion, but simply 72°, May 71°, June 74°, July 73°,
transudes through the delicate tissues August 76°, September 76°, October
into the circulation, being utilized for 79°, November 81°, December 81°.
giving heat and force. So used, it is Average for the year 77°. Taking the
converted into water on the one hand, months of November, December,
and carbonic acid on the other. These January, February and March, during
escape through the lungs, no residue which Ijees are confined to their hives,
remaining to be carried off in the ex- the average is about 81° ; while for the
creta. When bees take honey it is remaining seven months, when they
gradually absorbed into the fluids, can fly, the average is a little over 74°,
and passes off from the organism of a difference of more than six degrees
the bee through the breathing ap- of dampness when the bees are least
paratus."'
able to resist its effects.
It has been ascertained that about
The report also shows that the
70 per cent, of the honey consumed is humidity of different winters varies
transformed into water, and will pass as much as does their temperature,
off through the trachse as vapor, if and it often occurs that excessively
the surrounding air be dry enough to cold winters are also excessively
absorb it.
humid, and on turning to tiie reports
Mr. ij. C. Root, on page 218 of the of bee-keepers, I find those are the
same volume of the Bee Journal, winters in which the heaviest losses
says: "Some of Mr. Quinby's last have occurred. On the other hand, it is
experiments led him to believe that found that when the humidity has
the liquid jiortion of the feces was been about normal the bees have
evaporated through the body of the wintered well. For instance, in the
bee, when surrounded by proper con- winter 1874-5, the temperature for
ditions."
December was 1° colder than the
In Carpenter's Principles of Com- average for that month January 6.89°,
parative Physiology, on page 3.56 and February 12.74°, and March 5.20°.
" There
3.58, we find these statements
The humidity for Januarv was 84°, for
is no reason to believe that the pul- February 86°, and for March 81°. Prof.
monary exhalation is liberated in any Cook, in his prize essay, refers to it as
other way than by evaporation, under " That terrible winter of 1874-5, territhe peculiarly favorable circumstances ble alike for its cold and bee-morafforded by the delicacy and permea- tality." He might have approjiriately
bility of the respiratory membrane. added " and remarkable for its humidity."
" In insects, it has been ascertained
Again, in the winter of 1880-1, Deby Newport, tnat transpiration of fluid cember was 4.30° colder than the
takes place to a considerable extent
average for that month, January 6.35°,
it is, of course, difficult to ascertain February 2.87°.
The mean relative
what proportion of the loss of fluid humidity for each of these months
takes place from the external surface, was 85°. The heavy losses sustained
and from the prolongation of it that by bee-keepers during that season
lines the air passages, which in this were too serious to be readily forgotclass are so extensive and minutely ten.
ramified ; probably it is from the resOn the other hand, in the winter of
piratory membrane that the principal 1877-8, the temperature for December
lil)eration of it occurs
was 8.68° above the average for that
" If, however, the external air be
month, January 1.60°, February 1.60°,
saturated with moisture, and be of March 8.18°. The humidity for Dethe same temperature with the body cember was 81°, January 84°, February
(so as to be unable to acquire its heat 81°, March 79°
on the whole, being
any increase of capacity for vapor), it about normal and in no case varying
is obvious that the evaporation from more than a degree from the average
the lungs, as well as that from the for each particular month. So far as
skin, will be entirely checked."
I can learn from the reports of beeFrom the principles here laid down, keepers for that season, the bees winit is plain that if the air breathed by tered well.
the bees be overloaded with moisture,
The humidity as well as the temthe large amount of water generated perature of different localities in the
by the consumption of honey will not same latitude varies considerably. In
be exhaled by evaporation from the selecting a location, and in preparing
respiratory membrane, but will re- bees for winter, it is of importance to
main in the bodies of the bees, and, know exactly how those matters stand.
if this condition of the air be long conWe are told that in the old country
tinued, it is at least sufficient cause they have meteorological societies
for the bees becoming sick, and, I whose special object is to ascertain
think, the most probable cause of the degree of heat, cold, and moisture
abdominal distension and dysentery. in various localities and the usual
It will, perhaps, surprise some to periods of their occurrence, together
learn that the natural dampness of with their effects on the health of the

hend and apply them to attain our
With a view to place before
your readers the ideas of some of the
leading scientific lecturers and writers
on those subjects I will quote some of
them.
Mr. Frank Cheshire, in the American Bee Journal for 1879, page 277,
says: '-Honey is a hydro-carbon, con
object.

:

;

:

;
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people and upon tlie different agri- must have been many times less, but
cultural productions. Our bee-keepers' 1 had no means of testin'g it. The
associations niightaddto their useful- success of this method depends a great
ness if the members were to resolve deal on having the air carried up from
themselves into such societies, report- the cellar with suHicient rapidity and
ing the conditions of the climate and constancy, and for this purpose the
its effect on the bees, to the bee jour- ordinary "wood-burning stove is hardly
sufficient. It will pay well to take
nals, for publication.
The American continent is now pains to have the exhaust pipe w'orkpretty well dotted over with observa- nig steadily and vigorously.
Thus, for wintering our bees, we can
which reports
tory stations from
might be obtained. To collect and create an artificial climate, or about
tabulate the results as regards tem- the right temperature and humidity,
perature and humidity, would involve and we can have tliem surrounded by
a good deal of labor, but it would be air just as pure as it is out-doors.
If, in such a cellar, the hives have
a valuable addition to the knowledge
at present, available to those making thick quilts of wool over the clustering space, and the combs raised two
a specialty of bee-culture.
But it may be asked what good, if or three inches above the bottom board
we did know all about the hiunidity, and this space open on at least one
the prinsince it is a matter beyond our con- side, so as to give full play to
mutual diffusion of gases,
trol and since we are ouliged to take ciple of the
moldy
the climate as we find it. As far as there will certainly be no wet or
out-door wintering is concerned, this comb and if the food is good I think
All we can do is to there will be no abdominal distension
is partly true.
give the best possible ventilation, or dysentery, even if the combs do
while we, iit the same time, confine the contain pollen and experience affords
damp atmosphere will absorb grounds for saving that in the spring
heat.
some moisture, provided it be fre- the bees will iiot dwindle any more
than bees wintered most successfully
quently changed.
The reports of Dr. Tinker, .Jerome on their summer stands.
In making reports as to how bees
Wiltz, and Thaddeus Smith go to
show that the liives luiving the best have wintered, it is desirable that,
ventilation came through best inlSSO- where accuracy is possible, all the con1.
But in good cellars having a con- ditions should be accurately given,
stant upcast of air, connected witli a and as the time to begin taking notes
chimney, and a steady supply of fresh is drawing near, I would suggest the
air through a six-inch glazed pipe, propriety of using awetbulbliygromerunning underground, say 1200 ft., and ter for determining the humidity. The
buried below the reach of frost, ex- expense is only trifling, probably less
perience has shown that bees winter than ten dollars. Any one who understands long division can make the
well.
;

;

A

The temperature

generally nearly
right, or can be controlled, but the
most important element in the success
is

calculations.
Lindsay, Ont., Oct. 17, 1882.

of such wintering repositories seems
to have been overlooked, and that is
that the air in such cellars is much
drier than the external atmosphere,

even though water be standing on the
cellar bottom.
Speaking of pulmonary evaporation,
Dr. Carpenter says
"Wholly to suppress it, the air must not only be of
extreme humidity, but must also have
a temperature not inferior to that of
the animal, since, if the air be colder
it will be warmed by contact with the
body, and thus be capable of holding
an additional quantity of aqueous
vapor in solution."

Local Convention Directory.

Nov.

29-30,

and Place

of

MeeHng.

Western Michigan, at Grand, Raptds.
Wm. M. S. Dodse, Sec.

I»8,3.

Jan. 16.— Eastern N. Y., at Albany. N. Y.
E. Quakenbush. Sec.. Barnerville, N. V.
11,

Nebraska State, at Wahno. Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec.

same

warmed to, say 42^. It should then
be just twice as dry as the external
atmosphere, because for every addi27^ to the atmosphere its
capacity for moisture is doubled. Last
winter a six-inch wooden pipe running
140 feet under ground, brought the air
to my cellar at an average of about
40°.
On the 24th of January last, at
7 a. ra., the temperature outside was
36° below zero.
thermometer in
the mouth of ttie pipe in the cellar
stood at 3.5 above zero ; that is, the
air in passing through 140 feet of pipe
acquired 71^ of heat. The humidity

tion

of

A

A

meeting of the Haldimand Bee-

Keepers'

was

Association

held

at

Cayuga, Ontario, Canada, on Friday,
Oct. 27. at 1 o'clock p. m., the President, E. DeCew, Esq., in the chair.
The President explained the object of
the meeting, viz
The adoption of a
constitution for the association, and
election of additional officers.
The constitution was adopted, fixing
an annual fee of 50c. for membership.
:

Present— E. DeCew, President E.
Robt. Buckley, Robt. Anguish, David Anguish,
Ambrose Gloyd, James Gloyd, Wm.
;

C. Campbell, Secretary

;

Harrison, Fred. Mehlenbacheler,

drew Vanderburgh, B. Byers,

An-

Wm.

Jack, etc.
The construction of the best kind
of hives was discussed by Messrs. DeCew, Vanderburgh, Gloyd, Byers and
Buckley, but no result arrived at.
The wintering of bees was discussed
by Messrs. DeCew, Gloyd, Vanderburgh, and Buckley, the main essentials being plenty of young bees and
stores, and proper protection in winter.
The question of swarming was discussed the general opinion being in
favor of dividing.
The following additional officers
were elected for the following townWm. Harrison;
shins
Walpole,
Seneca, Lawrence Welch ; Dunn,
Abraham Albright South Cayuga,
;

:

;

Andrew Vasbinder; Rainham, James
Gloyd North Cayuga, Robt. Coverdale; Dunville, Dr. McCallum; Seneca,
;

James T.

Nelles.

On motion

it was Resolved, that the
next meeting will be held at Nelles'
Corners on the last Friday in March,
at 11 o'clock a. m.
A committee, consisting of the
President, Secretary, and Mr. Wm.
Jack, was appointed to prepare a list

annual rdeeting of the Ma'Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Berlin Center,
Mahoning Co., O., in the town hall on
[le

honing
TiTne

1882.

principle the cold air,
16-18, Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
G. W, House, Kayetteville, N. Y.
in its passage through the pipe, will
be warmed, and thus become a better
19, 20.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
1,. Carson, Pres.
absorbent of moisture when it reaches
the cellar. For instance, if the tem- Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
perature of the external air be 1.5-, in April 5.— Utah, at Salt Lake Cltr.
E. Stevenson, See.
its passage through the pipe, it will be

the

Haldimand, Ontario, Couveiition.

of subjects for discussion at the next
meeting.
E. DkCew, President.
E. C. Campbell, Secretary.

:

On
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Oct.

17,

18.—Northwestern, at Chicago, 111.
Thomas G. Newman, Sec.

|y In order to have this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetintjs.— ED.

Friday and Saturday the lOtli and 20tb
of January, 1S83. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of in-

A

full atterest to the fraternity.
tendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
expect a.
afford to miss them.
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
Leonidas Cakson, Pres.

We

^

The Nebraska

State Bee-Keep-

ers' Association, will hold its annual
session in Wahoo, Saunders county.

Neb.,

commencing Thursday, Jan.
Arrangements have been

11th, 1883.

^" The

Western Michigan Beemeet at
Supervisors' Hall, in the city of Grand
Rapids, on Wednesday and I'tiursday,
Nov. 2sUh and 30th, 1882. The co-opKeepers' Association will

made with

the railroads to secure 1}^

fare for the

round

trip.

The Saunders

county Bee-Keepers' Association will
furnish entertainment free to all
Bee-keepers from
visiting apiarists.
eration of all bee-keepers of this neighboring States will be weleomed.
T. L. VonDorn. Pres.
section is desired.

Wm. M.

S.

Dodge,

Sec.

Geo. M. IIawley,

Sec.
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Texas Bee-Keepers'

Coiireiition.

The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association held its fourtli annual convention
at the apiaiy of Judge VV. H. Andrews, at McKinney, Collins county,

Texas, April 25-26, 18S2.
The Convention met at 9 a. m.,. under the shade of some fine, ever-bearing mulberry trees, one of which
measured twenty-eight inches in circumference, heavily laden with ripe,
luscious fruit, as well as berries just
beginning to form. The situation was
in full view of tlie Judge's apiary of
oOO colonies, of the brightest Italians.
On the other hand was a grove uf
trees, planted by Judge A. many years
ago, among which were ttie poplar,
chestnut, sugar maple, and several
other tine specimens of deciduous
trees, also a choice selection of evergreens.
Thus pleasantly situated, the Convention was called to order by the
President, Judge Andrews, who introduced \V, K. Marshall, D. D., of
Marshall, Harrison county, Texas, as
tlie oldest scientific bee-keeper in the
State, and tendered him the cliair to
preside over the meeting of the convention.
Dr. Marshall delivered an able address on practical bee culture.

He said that many persons wonld
undertake bee culture but for fear of
the bee-moth destroying their bees
would allow the
tliat anyone who
;

larva to commit destructive
depredations, ought to have no bees.
He felt friendly toward all bee publications and tliose engaged in the pursuit, but said that the bee literature
of tlie majority of journals was not
adapted to bee culture in the South,
the subject of wintering and bee cholera or dysentery consumed nearly
one-half of the space ; and he thought
he spoke the experience of a majority
of the scientific bee-keepers in the
South when he said that lie did not
read one-half of the articles on wintering. He had grown tired of so
much of it, it did not interest the
^Southern bee-men.
He had a few cases of dysentery
caused by bad feed, several years ago.

moth

He had had no

experience with fo"l
brood. Tlie only place where it existed in the State was Dallas county.
He was often asked if bee- keeping
was a success in Texas, will it pay a
reasonable compensation according to
capital invested, as compared with
other profitable pursnitsV His experience was, that a greater income
could be realized from the skillful
management of the honey bee than
from any other pursuit, capital and
labor considered.
He advised all to be up with the
times, take the best bee periodicals,
get the best books, read the best bee

—

terature.
He said that practical bee culture
resolved itself into three important
factors: Locality, race of bees, and
marketing the products of the apiary.

We
To

have good and bad

localities.

secure a good locality, we must
ot the honey-

have an nnderstaiiding

producing plants, what produces
honey, and at what season V Among
the leading honey plants he mentioned
were the red bud (Judas tree), the
willow, fruit trees, black locust, honey
locust, ratal! vine, corn and cotton
he was convinced that a large portion
of his honey was from cotton. He
gave some very valuable statistics of
the honey crop for the past thirty
years. In 1860, he said that the honey
yield was enormous, almost incredible. The yield was mostly from honey
dew, which exuded from the leaves.
He saw 400 lbs. of honey taken from
one tree at one time. He had never
before, nor since, seen such a season.
He spoke of Red River and Sulphur
bottoms as being excellent localities
;

for apiaries.
He spoke at length of the improved
races of bees, and stated that by careful breeding they could be brought to

On
S.

Resolutions

—Dr.

Howard, Jno.

Kerr and G. R. Cooper.

On

Ajjiarian Supplies

and Exhibits —

R. C. Horn, T. C. Boone and G. A.
Wilson.

—

On Subjects for Discussion W. K.
Marshall, F. P. Cline and Judge T. C.
Goodner.

Judge W. H. Andrews gave an

in-

teresting account of his visit to Lexington, Ky., as delegate from Texas
to the North American Bee- Keepers'
Society. He was highly pleased with
the acquaintance made with the distinguislied bee-masters of America
whom he met there, and spoke in the
highest terms of the ladies who participated in the convention and took
such a great interest in bee culture.
The manner in which the representative from Texas was received, and the
attention given the Texas delegate
was encouraging to the Society of
Texas; whicli, though young as an
organization,attractea much attention
in the older States.
On motion, the Convention ad-

a higher standard, and he regarded
the home-bred queen as superior and
discouraged the further importation
of new races other than the Italians,
and even some of these were not well journed till 1:30 p. m.
marked. He regarded the pure ItalAFTERNOON SESSION.
ians as superior to any other race.
Their docility and capacity for storing
Committee on Subjects for Discushoney were objects of much respect. sion reported the following questions:
He gave an interesting account of
" Which is most desirable— natural
his experience with the Cyprian bees. or artificial swarming? "
They were very prolific, and good
Dr. Marshall was selected to open
honey gatherers, but consumed the the discussion. He favored artificial
most of their stores in brood-rearing. swarming; his apiary being located
They must be madequeenless in order among large forest trees, natural
to obtain surplus. They would be- swarming was impractical with him.
come infested with laying workers in He could increase artificially with less
three days after the removal of the labor than natural swarming.
queen— were swift flyers and stingers.
Judge Andrews favored natural
To beginners, he would advise" the swarming, he thought that his bees
buying of good colonies to commence went to work with more spirit and
with, and consider what kind of honey zeal when allowed to swarm naturally.
to produce, and to produce that kind,
Judge Goodlier gave his experience
comb or extracted, which would find a with artificial swarming, as a novice.
ready home market.
He succeeded in dividing his bees;
He considered the 8-frame Lang- received something less than 40,000
strotli hive tlie best size for surplus. stings ; it was his first effort, thereIn marketing honey, his own experi- fore he had not decided which plan he
ence was in favor of extracted honey; would adopt in the future.
comb honey would not bear shipping.
The next subject for discussion was
Extracted iioney was more wholesome "Is it advisable to plant for honey ?"
to the consumer and more economical Judge W. H. Andrews favored plantto the producer. He considered some ing for honey, and recommended black
bees lazy, while others wei'e indus- locust. It was valuable for lioney and
trious had tried tiering-up to four the timber was useful and demanded
stories high, with upper chamber over a good price in the markets it was a
the brood chamber, and obtained 86 fast grower and a profuse bloomer.
lbs. of extracted honey by the tiering
Dr. W. K. Marshall was in favor of
plan, against 130 lbs. for the ordinary planting black locust, peas, Simpson's
2-story hive
lie had easier access to
honey plant, and linden for honey.
the brood-cliaraber with the latter He stated that some peas yielded
than the former.
He encouraged more honey than others, which was
building up a home market he had owing, perhaps, to the depth of the
sold, last fall, 4,000 lbs. of honey, at corolla of the flower, the nectar being
home. He considered Texas equal to secreted beyond the reach of the bee.
any other State for its natural honey
G. A. Wilson asked if it would pay
resources.
to plant sweet clover (melilot).
He opposed, in the strongest terms,
Judge Andrews said that he had
the unjust aiul malicious attacks made had it growing for several years, and
by unprincipled men upon the charac- had noticed, only occasionally, a stray
ter ot the father of American bee bee upon it, but it was highly recomliterature— Rev. L. L. Langstroth,and mended by good authority.
regretted tliat any of the bee periodDr. Howard had grown it, and found
icals should give space in their publi- his bees to work on it after liorse-mint
cations for such malignancy.
had dried up, and that it furnished a
The Association tendered a vote of fine quality of honey, well flavored.
thanks to Dr. Marshall for his able He recommended planting and cultiand interesting address.
vating the first year, as it was to stand.
The following committees were apHe was asked if it would do to cultivate the first year and transplant.
pointed
;

;

;

;

:

:

—

:

!
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He gave his experience witli transplanting a few thousand, year-old
plants, that liad been cultivated. He
said that it took two pair of oxen to
Elow it up, and then a furrow liad to
e opened on either side of tlie row,
and the plants plowed, or father cut
off, leaving most of the roots in the
ground ; that the laterals were very
numerous and strong, and were three
or four feet in length, and often an
inch in diameter; the taproots were
as large and perhaps as long. He dug
two wagon loads of roots from the
rows and left half of them in the
ground. He plants an acre of ground
from a pound of seed in this way, but
considered too much unnecessary
labor. He was asked if stock would
eat it. He thought they would not;
as they had free access to it, both cattle and horses, and had never seen
anything eat it.
He was asked if there were more
than one kind of it.
He said that two species were
described, and by some three.
Dr. Marshall stated that horse-mint
did not grow in his locality, asked
"what time it bloomed.
Dr. Howard answered that it usually
commenced rather after the 20th of
May, and lasted, when seasonable,
over forty-live days, but that this year
it would commence the lirst week in
May, before the ratan vine was done,
and

it

lasted, usually,

more than

forty-

five days.

"Is the bee moth an enemy to the
culture of the honey-bee y" was next
discussed.
Dr. Marshall remarked that no one
need to fear any losses from the ravages of the moth worm, if he kept
strong colonies that the worm would
injure combs if allowed free access to
then), could not be denied, but that
no one need fear destruction. He
thought that the Italians were more
vigilant, and more apt to protect their
homes against its ravages than were
the blacks.
Judge Andrews said that the beemoth was not to be feared among scientific bee-keepers, that all moth-nroof
hives and their vendors were humbugs.
He spoke in positive terms against
moth-traps.
Dr. Howard said that the natural
food of the moth larva was wax, and
not bees or honey, and that during the
spring and summer months beeswax
was liable to become infested with
these larvae, if exposed, and he regarded them as an enemy to bee-cnlturists, as they certainly destroy wax,
;

and

this article

is
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bees," in which he gave the modus troth in his affliction ; and thanking
Dr. Marshall for his kind assistance
operandi at length.
•'
The best method of marketing and presence, and the exhibitors of
"
apiarian supplies.
honey was next discussed.
Adjourned to meet in April, 1883.
Dr. ilarshall thought that the cultiadvisa\Vm. R. Howard, Sec.
vation of a home market was
He
encouraged.
ble, and should be
[The foregoing report has but just
had sold 4,000 lbs. at home, last fall.
All favored the cultivation of a home reached this office, on account of the
market, and putting up honey in an Secretary being unable sooner to preattractive shape, and convenient size,
pare it for publication. Ed.]
to suit the purchaser.
Adjourded till 9 a. m., to-morrow.

SECOND D.^Y— MORNING SESSION.
The meeting was called to order by
Dr. Marshall. Judge \V. II. Andrews
read an

"bee literature—

on

essay

what it is and what it should be," in
which he stripi)ed the literature of the
present, of its fallacies, its " tine spun
Mt Season's Work.— Bees are still
theories " and atrial speculations, and working on mignonette and some
dealt fairly and squarely with solid drones are yet in the hives. Spring
facts, and claimed that all deductions count, I had 17 colonies starving, I
should be based upon the same solid have now 57 colonies rich in honey ; 3
basis. It was highly interesting.
being from the woods. My surplus is
The committee on subjects for dis- between 1 ,200 and 1,500 lbs. honey ,onefollowing
the
cussion reported
half comb and half extracted. I am
What is the best mode of Italianiz- selling the comb at 20c extracted at
ing an apiary V
25c. I received a package of Golden
Judge Andrews gave his views and Honey Plant seed from Dr. Tinker, he
condemned the method described in having learned that seed purchased
;

the books. He then asked Dr. Howard to answer the question he had
asked him to answer the American
Bee-Journal, to wit:
"Does the Dzierzon drone theory
necessarily follow from the establishment of the much cherished idea of
parthenogenesis V"
Dr. Howard answered the question,
but the Judge rather accused him of
being on the fence. The doctor said
it was, to the scientific mind, a mooted

m

He gave

point.

in detail

many

inter-

last spring failed to

grow.

Wm. Camm.
Murraysville,

111.,

Nov.

9, 1882.

My Report for 1882.—Number of
colonies in the spring, 8 good and one
weak ; the good ones were as good or
better as when they went into winter
quarters the weak one had a good
youngqueen,butnot one pint of bees,
;

i built it

up with brood from strong

colonies. The early spring was good
for bees, but April was cold and wet.
I had to feed some to keep them breeding fruit bloom did not amount to
much, as we had some hard frosts,
which killed it.* White clover came

experiments with bees. The
of the qneen under different
circumstances, as revealed by the aid
of the microscope, he dwelt on at
length all of which was interesting.
on in due time and continued in abun[For answer to Judge Andrews'
dance until September, but think that
question, see—"Review of the Dziernot yield much honey; just
it did
zon Theory," American Bee-Jourenough to keep bees breeding all the
nal, Vol. xviii, p. 277.— Sec]
summer. Swarming commenced June
The Judge admitted parthenogene- 12, and they kept it up until Septemsis so far as related to the production ber.
Bees were stronger in numbers,
of drones from mifecundated mothers but gave very little surplus honey. I
and no further. He related several winter them on the summer stands,
interesting experiments in the breed- packed in drv sawdust, 6 inches all
esting

anatomy

;

;

—

ing of other stock cattle and hogs.
Is it advisable to import other races
of bees than Italians y was discus.sed.
It was the general expression that
the Italians were superior to any other
race yet introduced, all things conbecoming one of sidered and the importation of other
races was advisable.
;

great importance. That comb honey
should be noticed occasionally and
AFTERNOON session.
fumigated with sulphur to destroy the
larvae
that strong colonies was tlie
The election of officers for the enkey-note to the successful protection suing year was held, which resulted
of the hive— that a hive giving at all as follows
times free access to every part, furPresident— Vf H. Andrews, of Mcnished with a full colony of bees, with Kinney.
a vigorous laying queen, was al)soVice President—yV K. Marshall, of
lutely; moth-proof so far as the injur- Marshall.
ious inroads of this insect was conSerretary—W R. Howard, Kingston.
cerned.
Treasurer— F. P. Cline, Mesquite.
" The best method of transferring
Resolutions were passed, thanking
bees from old boxes to movable frame Judge Andrews and the citizens of
laves," was next discussed. Dr. How- McKinney for hospitality expressing
ard read an essay on " transferring sympathy with the Rev. L. L. Langs;

<

.

.

.

around the hive and on
none.

My

increase by

top, and lost
swarming was
or 15 swarms.

and I put back 12
In September I doubled down to 21.
I have now on the summer stands 5
packed in sawdust, same as last winter, 16 in double walled brick hives,
with dead air space of one-inch between the brick walls ; on the top, a
cover of old carpet, and on that one
foot of dry sawdust, covered with a
good shingle roof. The idea of brick
hives I obtained from the Bee-JouRnal, but what number, or who wrote
on the subject, I do not know, whoever
it was, only spoke of brick hives and

21,

gave no description. So far I like
them, but I may hate them next spring.
One of our bee-keepers is brimstoning
about one-half of his bees and taking
the honey.

Murder

;

Union

City, Ind.,

!

murder

Abe Hoke.
Nov.

5, 1882.

;
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Packing Bees in Chaff.— Replying
tlie query on page 684 of VV. W.
Moore, of Gillette's Grove, Iowa, I
would say that either through an error in writing, or through a misprint
in the Canadian Farmer, my essay was

to

prepared for the next season's camHoney and Beeswax Market.
paign. I propose using foundation
quite freely next season, if all goes
Office OF AMERICAN BEK Journal,
[
well. Our honey is excellent and the
Monday, 10 a. m., November 13. 1882. (
home demand is good. I got one of
Mr. Ileddon's 8-frame Langstroth
The following are the latest quotahives to try, and am of the opinion tions for honey and beeswax received
that I shall adopt it as my standard
hive. I never like to jump at conclu- up to this hour
sions, but think it is the very hive I
Quotatlonit or Cash Bayers.
have been looking for. This year, as
last, my best woi-kers were a cross beCHICAGO.

not quite as intelligible in that portion
of it as it might have been. It should
have read
" Then remove the cover and place
on top of quilt, a cushion large enough
to cover the frame, and containing
about four inches thick of sawdust." tween the Italian and the black, or
The better plan when using cush- German bees.
J. R. BAiiER.
ions is to have platforms or shelving,
Keithsburg, 111., Nov. 7, 1882.
one above another, on the wall, and
far enough apart to allow tlie hive,
Averaged 100 lbs. of Honey per Colwith cushion, to be set in if, how- ony. I commenced in the spring with
ever, this method cannot easily be 40 colonies of bees in fair condition.
adopted, the strips can be placed upon On the early-spring honey-flow I made
the cushions, as described in my essay. all strong, and had my swarming on
the ratan vine honey-flow, and all good
Beeton, Out., Nov. 6,l882.
and strong by the time our house:

—

Satisfactory. My bees have done
very well this season they have increased 100 percent., and I have taken
52 lbs. of honey per colony, nearly all
;

in sections,

which sold readily at

30c.

per lb. My hybrids gave me the most
honey, and tlie Italians the most increase. I get all my increase by nat-

swarming and all are now in
good condition for winter. I shall
winter some in the cellar, and the
others packed on the summer stands.
ural

;

M.
Richmond,
Is It

Ind.,

l

—

I

II.

Nov.

WOLFER.

4, 1882.

inclose a peculiar

kind of bug. Please give name. I
can say that I have seen the silver
lining edged with gold. I have still
more honey to take oft, as soon as the
W'eather will permit.

W.

:

HONEY— The supply of extracted honey Is fully
up to the demand. Mv quotations are; GJ^c. fofdark and x'-ic. for llKht, delivered here.
BEESWA.V— It is qu'te scarce. 1 am payiuK 27cfor good yellow wax, on arrival
darli and off col;

ors, I7<&'22c,

G. McLendon.
Lake Village, Ark., Sept. 9, 1882.

mints came in, which was earlier this
season than usual, connecting with

Newman. 923 W. Madison

Al. H.

—

;

What

;

St.

CINCINNATI.

nONEY— The market for extracted honey is
very satisfactory. We have received within the
last thr.e weeks more than 2(Ki bbls., principally
from Louisiana, Miasissliipi and Florida, and the
demand exceeds our experience and expectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
year. Florida furnishes a honey wiiich equals our
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern Imney
I have had so far.
There is some call for comt>
honey, but we have had no .arrivals yet of a choice

the ratan-vine harvest. The season
article. Comb honey brings l(>C!*2oc. on arrival
has been a good one in this portion of extracted, 7ai0c. BEESWAX— Firm at 20@25c.
CHA8. F. MUTH.
Texas. My entire apiary averaged 100 per lb.
lbs. of extracted honey, per colony.
My best colony gave one swarm, and Quotations or Comtnlssloa merchants.
the proceeds of both was a little over
CHICAGO.
400 lbs. of extracted honey. The fall
harvest was good, and the honey was
HONBY—The demand increases with the Cool
weather,
hut
not
sufficiently
fast to keep pace wltb
of better quality than usual. The receipts, which now accumulate,
as it is time to Ket
honey plants furnishing our fall honey the surplus into market. Prices remain unchanged
periiaps a tendency downward, owing to
are ditferent from what they have with
many cunsignors desirint: to realize quickly.
been heretofore, and the outlook for
We quote; white comb. in small sections, is@20c.
well-lliled.
lb. sections bring the outside
the future fall honey crop is favorable Fine,
Erice. Dark comb honey, little demand, l.'itmiec.
for a better quality of honey, if not a
.Ight honey. In larger boxes, l^C'jlfle. Extracted—
clover,9^(5;l()c.; dark, H(;inc., In barrels and
greater quantity. "I now have about white
half-barrels. Kegs will bring but a small advance.
90 colonies in good condition.
If any. above half-barrels.
BBESWA.X-Very scarce. Choice Yellow, SOc;
Wm. R. Howard.
1

Kingston, Texas, Nov.

To Prof. A.

J.

dark to

4, 1882.

Cook.— Will you be

kind enough to state in the

American

Bee Journal who made

fair,

20@24c.
K. A. BUBNETT. IG5 South Water

St.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY— There is considerable amber and dark
and candied extracted otferlng. A small sale of

the Given light amber, in barrels, was made at 9c. For dark
candled extracted Tkjc. is a lull figure.
foundation which you stated sagged and
White comb, IH@20C; dark to good. I2(*l.'^c ex[The bug was duly received, and so badly in your tests this summery tracted, choice to extra white. 9(s;10c.; dark and
candied, THc.
sent to Prof. Cook for name, but we This is a matter that concerns all
BEESWAX-We quote 25®28c.
Stearns & smith. 423 Front Street.
users of foundation, and I feel sure
fear it was lost in the mails, as we
very many would be interested to
ST. I.OUIS.
have never heard anything of it.— Ed.] know if the sagging is the result of
HONEY-PIentifuI and slow. We quote, in lots,
an inherent detect in that make of
comb at 15@I7c strained at 6Cal7c.: extracted at
foundation, or whether it was faulty 9iai"c.
A Partial Report. I had two small mamifactureV
BEESWAX-Prlme bright quotable at 2(!(S27c.
T. L. VonDorn.
apiaries to care for this season. One
K. C. GbeEH It CO.. 117 N. Main Street.
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 4, 1882.
was at my home in the village and the
CLEVELAND.
other (Mrs. Wirfs), a half mile from
town, and a mile from where I reside.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have HONEY -The demand for comb honey. In sections,
continues
very
good, at the following prices:
1 did not keep an account of the yield just issued a new pamphlet giving our
D, sections.sellsfor 21(aJ22c.
ijest quality white, in
from the home apiary, which consisted
per pound, in attractive packages. Same quality, in
views
on
this important subject, with less attractive shape. :2o(-i.2ic. In \}4<3i2 lb. sections,
of 20 colonies, but am quite certain
white, best quality, Mil'' ;?oc. Second quality, of all
that I did not get quite as much honey suggestions what to plant, and when grades, sells about 2 cents ^ lb. less. Extracted,
packages, tin pails and cans sells at 12@
as from the Wirt apiary, which num- and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- in small
but extracted, in barrels, is slow at 9(3J12c.
bered 19 colonies, spring count. I in- gravings, and will
BBESWAJC— Prime quality, 2.'.®J8c.
be sent postpaid to
Ontario Street.
A. C. Kendki.,
creased this apiary to 44 colonies by
natural swarming, and as many as a any address for 10 cents.
NEW
YORK.
half dozen swarms went to the woods.
HONBY— The arrivals of honey are light, and
From this apiary I harvested just 2,When changing a postoflice ad- some
fancy hits held above quotations, but the ac000 pounds of comb honey, mostly in dress, mention the old as well as the tual demand is very slow.
We quote: White clover, fancy, small boxes, 19
2 lb. sections, and GOO lbs. of extracted.
®20c
white clover, fair to good, lG(3J18c. Bucknew address.
1 used no foundation in the brood
wheat, 13@lfic.
The supply of wax has been more
BEESWAX—
chamber, and only small starters in
liberal the past week, and 2i)®:ioc. abouttop prices
the sections and some of the colonies
large cuts, though in a small way sales are reNew York Weekly rnfeime for
l®2c. higher.
had to be built up from six frames, says in regard to the Noyes Dictionary ported
Western, pure. 2ii®30c Southern, pure, 30@31c.
with no honey, and being rather light Holder, manufactured by L. W. Noyes,
D. W. Qi'iNBY, 105 Park Place.
in bees. Taking all the conditions 99 West Monroe St., Chicago: "We
BOSTON.
into consideration,
believe
:

:

—

—

1

l.'jc.

;

1 1,";

^"

;

;

^The

;

I
I have no know of but one satisfactory Holder
at
HONBY— Sells very readily in lb. sections lb.
reason to complain of the result. My that, however, is so good that a second
for best white, and 20@22c. for IM to 2
bees are all in excellent condition for is not needed." Mr. Noyes sends to 22@25c.
Boxes containing H pound, 3nc. per pound.
winter, and I hope to get them through all apiilicants a handsome illustrated E.xtracted Is selling very slowly at 12(§;14C.
BBBSWAX-25®26c.
their long period of inactivity well circular. Prices reduced.
CbOCKER & BLAKE. 57 Chatham Street.
1

—

.
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The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

883.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

At the request of many who liave
new pages being devoted to »iew heretofore taken the Monthly and
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we sliall

tlie

ADVEKTISING RATES.

of cooking in wliicii honey is used, and next year print a Monthly consisting
of 32 pages, issuing it about the
healthful and pleasant beverages.
have put the price of them low middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3

We

20c. per agate

space, each insertion.

line of

A line
words;

of Agate type will contain about elffht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of apace.
Transient AdrertiBements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

DISCOUIVTS

will

WEEKLY

pnbllahed
paid In advance

" 8fl
" SO
" &9

«0

"
"

(3
(6
(9

"

(1

*'

:

lO

For 4 weeks
"
8 "

"13

be given on advertisements
as follows. If the whole 15
per cent, discount.

months).... 30
months).... 40
months)... SO
«0
year)

"

"

'*

"

Discount, for I year, in the MONTHLY alone.
85 per cent.,—* months, lO per cent.,— 8 months,
& percent.— if wholly puld in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
alone, 40 per cent., — O months, 20 per cent.— 3
months, 1
per cent.— If wholly paid in advance.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisements inserted.

THOMAS
9S5 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.
Street.,

I'hlcuKo,

far and wide. Single copy 6 copies for $2..50 5 copies for $4.00 ; 10
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents; or more copies at 75 cents each.
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100 extra copy to the person getting up a

them

;

An

or more, we print, if desired, on the club of 6 or more.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
The Weekly is now permanently es(giving the name and address of the tablished, and will be continued as

bee-keeper who scatters them). This heretofore.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
The Weekly and Monthly _ Bee
and expense— enabling him to dispose JouuNALS will be distinct papers, each
of his honey at home, at a good profit. having its own sphere of operation

The Apiary Register.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get
copy and commence to use it.

their

a

and different readers.
We shall aim to make the Monthly
Bee Journal a welcome and profitable visitor to the homes of those who

need of a cheap, first class,
pamphlet form
$1 00 whose time is too much occupied to

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1

feel the

reliable bee paper in

50

2 00

read a weekly, or whose means or

re-

quirements are more limited, and who

III.

The larger ones can be used for a can dispense with the routine matter
few colonies, give room for an increase more properly belonging to a weekly.
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are thereEmerson Binders— made especially
fore the most desirable ones.
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
1^ few of our subscribers are in
gold on the back, and make a very
arrears for the present year— having
CLUBBING LIST.
convenient way of preserving the Bee
requested us to continue, and they
Journal as fast as received. They
supply the American Bee tJonrnal and
We
would pay soon. Will all such please any of the followins periodicals, one year, at the will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
take this as a request to send on the prices quoted in the last column of flfrures. The the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
two dollars witli a renewal for next first column Rives the refjular price of both. All cents. They cannot be sent by mail

^:pccial IJoticcs.
A

year,

if

possible.

postage

is

prepaid by the publishers.

The Weekly Bee Journal

^" The Amerian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of remitting small sums of money. Their

Publishers' PHce. Club
12 00.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture( A. 1. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Mauazlne (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keeper8'Kxch'nge(Houk iPeet) 3
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.IIlll)
2
Kansas Bee-Keepcr
6
The 6 above-named papers

rates for $1 to §5 are 5 cents ; over $5
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
to $10, 8 cents. Ttiey can be purProf. Cook's ManuaUbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey. (T.Q.Newman) "
chased at any point where the com-

pany have an office, except Canada,
and can be made payable at any one
of the company's 4,000 offices.
For safety, when sending money to

Binderfor Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 18S2

.

2 75

00..

2 60

00.

.

2 80

60..

2 36

60..

2 40

00..

6 50

3 25..

3 00

2 75..

2 50

2 85..

2 75

2 75..

2 60

00.

to Canada.

^The Bee Journal is mailed at
the Chicago Postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some

cause beyond our control.

The Monthly Bee .Journal and any of .the
above. $1 less than the figures in the last column.

Sample (Copies of the American Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

I®" Constitutions and By-Laws for
money order, a bank draft on local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
of the Association printed in the
which are printed a large bee in gold,
New York or Chicago, or register the name
blanks for 50 cents extra.
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
Postage stamps of any kind
letter.

this office get either a post office or ex-

press

may be sent

for amounts less than one
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Every lady should send 25 cents to
Local checks are subject to a Journal must reach this office by Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia,
previous
week.
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks. Saturday of the
and receive their Fashion Quarterly
for six months. 1,000 illustrations and
^"Postage stamps, of one, two or four pages new music each issue.
Preparation of Honey for the MarJenomination, accepted for
ket, including the production and care three cent
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
1^ Do not let your numbers of the
of both comb and extracted honey,
is preferred.
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
instructions on the exhibition of bees
best way to preserve them is to proand honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable i^or reference.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.
dollar.
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SALISBURY HONET AND BEESWAX.

Camargo, Douglas county,

20

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low

PriceB, Quick Returns
tomers Never Defrauded."

Queens
Cyprian Queens

;

06

Cus-

*i; Tested.... $2

Itnllan

Tested
$1
$2
Palestine Que.?ns..$l; Tested... $2
Bwarmln^f sea;

Extra Queens, for
Y-'\
r-a:i9on. ready, tf we are timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
\
Cyprian or Palestine, |4; Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames, $8.
arrival guaranteed.

Money Orders en

wax.

Oi"k«* paid for brlKbt
^U
Tiiacoltt.

iwly.

III.

BIND TODK JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.
as
aa

GO

The Emerson Binder
THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Any one can use them.

Directions In each Binder.

50c.
TSc.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

THOMAS G. NEIVMAN,

Address,
925

West Madison

Street.

Chlcaso,

III.

DARWINISM

ri'ol^JfcST,^ "i'^^
atdeath overand an eternal existence
for man proven by science. Infidelity and Mate-

from the animals and
thrown.

his extinction

A personal God

rialism dethroned.

\V<ive Ihi-oru of

Tlio

S.iuiui,

tauKht in coileKesantl liiuli sell.. wis tnr-'.iHxi y.'ius.
proven to be astupendous ^rii'iitillc fjilljiry. Ucvoiutionnrv In Science and the most remarkiible
book of this or any other age. Uoyal Octavo. c>2S
double column pawes, handsomely bound and contalnlnt; very superior likenesses of the Kreiit scienU:irwln. Huxley. Hemholtz,
tists of the aKe.
Mayer, Tyndall and Hacekel. $2, by mail, postpaid. J^ocal and Travelllnff Agents Wanted. Circulars, with table of contents and "opinions of
the press," and of CierKymen, I'rofessors in Colleges, etc.. free to all.
Brondwiiy. X. ~Y^
<fe CO.,

SCHELL

AS

S^Pm

PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY
VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
Trios Mated for Breeding;
SINOLE: birds.

Alas,

Correspondence cheerfully

Prices reasonable.

answered.
388mtf

WM.

131

Lake

H. BIJ88EY,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

IIEAIJQU.\RTERS FOR
Golden Italians

&

THE

k^

Original Albinos,

BEES AND QUEENS.
Send

J. M. C. TATl.OR,
Lcwistown. Frederick Co., Md.

for circular.

lOsmtf

Fruit Evaporators,
a common cooking stove, capacity
bushels per day. Price, complete. $io in
partly put tOKother. for jn. A few agents
wanted. For particulars and prices for Evaporators, Queen Bees, etc., address

To be used on
3 to

the

-''i

;

fiat,

JOHN

98mly

H.

MARTIN.

Hartford. Wash. Co., N. Y.

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
to Introduce the new lime cushhm, the only protection yet discovered that will carry the bees
safely throush winter and sprlns without fall.
Send $'>u. for rlRht to retail tl.is cushion in your
county, or send ^5 for one apiary rlRht to patentee.
F.

DELLA TORRE.

Reistertown. Baltimore Co.. Md.
letter or I*. O. order.
:!5, 1882.
No. iiM,y32.
45wl3t

Remit by registered
Patented April

PQ

1

-
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BEESWAX
WANTED.
State Quantity,

&

CHAS. DADANT

SON,

Hamtlton, Hancock Co.

III.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHEBINOTON,

Abronia, Mich.

SWEET GLOVER

SEED,

This year's crop, all of the white variety, 2sc. per
pound $3.75 per peck 9S13.00 per bushel.
t^^I can fill no more orders for Queens this fall,
having aold all I had t<i spare, leavinK many orders
unfilled, and with orders still coming In. The advertisement In the Weekly Bee Journal did it.
;

GOOID,

IR,,

Nappanee. Elkhart

5wly

II

Bee Smoker

com-

SaSO Pasea

plained of— thest and
ard of excellence the
world over — better

and handsomer

from

h,'.

sistent research.

l

50

1

25
00

(wide

shield), 2 inch

1

\H inch

1

sell again,

1

5(1

1

25

1

15

50

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

To

to

(wide

shield),

Bingham Smoker, 2 Inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Co., Ind.

By

Mail.
Customer. Postpaid,
shield Conqueror, 3 Inch
%2 <H>
t\ 75

Bin«ham Smoker
i:mnch
Extra Bingham Smoker

lbs.,

than lo

00

Send for free description and testimonials,

Mc. No discounts.

V.

J.

lbs., 44c.:

m

17wtf

Abroulii.,

Mlvh.

.50

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co.,

3wly

GOLDEN

ITALIAN

now

1

I-INE ITALbee hives.
lO.iHX) feet of seasnned Cypress lumber now on
winter'.s
hand for the
work also, everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices.
heafl quarters for the sale ni

TestedQueen,beforeJuly
"
"
after July

;

J. 8.

14w39t

TADLOCK.

towtf

923

H.

West Madison

after July l..
per half doz.,

13.50

l

DR.

I.

Iwtt

As I do not Bell honey on comnHSBlon, and buy
only such kinds as I need in my line of trade, I
cannot accept any shipments without previous
correspondence.
I can sell Beeswax of any quality, and will pay
the regular market price for it, in any quantity, or
fvichanKe for it comb foundation, wittiout previous correspondence.

3.00
2.50

1,

Address, by Registered Letter
or PostoflBce Order,

honeyT
ALFRED

5.0f>

Colony, with Tested
gueen, before July
12.00
10.(vi
Same, after July 1
Full

IAN QUEENS AND BEES. The nicest

BEESWAX WANTED.

Queen

ed

LULING, TEXAS.
Is

QUEENS.

l-lrame NucleHB. with Test- '
ed Queen
$4.50
2-frame Nucleus, with Test-

IW.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal fi>r sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
tkan 50C.

THOMAS Street,
6. NE^VMAN,
III.

9S5 West Madison

Chicago,

NEWMAN,

Street, Chicano,

III.

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
€. F.
\pplyto
H,
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
tySend lOc. for PracticalHintsto Bee-Keepers.
Iwly

M UT

W

Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's

pamplilet on " Harvesting, Handling,

COMB FOI;NDATION-40c.
DUNHAM
per pound extra thin and
10
to

and Marketing Extracted Honey."—

the
per

You
your
that

many times tlie value of
CENTS in the hints and ideas

will get
1.)

it

will give you.

Address,

Co.'s

Hamilton. Hancock County,

COMB FOUNDATION.
hiBh8ide-wall8,4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DEUSE.V &

Send for eamplea.

Wax

sq.

ft.

worked

lOc.

Advertising

(lo

where advertising contracts may be made

NEW YORK.

fur

111.

FLAT- BOTTOM

J.

In

it

SOX,

4HC.

F.W, HOLMES,CooperBTiHe,Mich. 13wiy

THIS
PAPER Z^\^lV'i^M,TJt
Newspaper
Bureau
Spruce
St.),

CHARLES DADANT &

bright,

;

lb.
lb.

SO.NS,
Sole .Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co„ N. Y.

Head

to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Vander-

lbs., ."»7c., lu to
to
Circular free.
i

full

delineation

apply for dozen or half-dozen

:

lb.,

comprises a

not least, detailed instructions for the vurioue
manipulations necessary ir\ the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
DO bee-keeper, liowever limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
Interesting and thoroughly practical.

rates.

Owing to the large advance in the price of wax, I
now quote prices thus Dunham, into 50 lbs.. 42c.,

It

uf the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
f u II desccnptions of honey-producing plants. trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
;

PRICES:

Handed

Wide

IlliiMtnUloiia.

about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culiure. 'I'his new work has been
produced with great care, putieut study and per-

cts.

our smokers and honey knives first, youp„«.„-tpj lR7ft
will have to buy 00*^^^®°*®°'^°'°

Large

133 Fine

The

Sii.
Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will bum sound
Btove-wood. or do not
go out. If you buy

others.

;

tKe

College of Michigan.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in

tiiis

season than ever before. Price per mail,
Eostpald.

COOK,

J.

State Agriculttiral

Plain

FOUNDATION.
."iO
ib8..4ic.. less
vort, 10 eq. feet to the

By A.

Of Lansing. Professor of Entomology in

the inventor of
Improved bee smokers-net the best, that
never ^o out— always

Knife, 2 inch

over

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

you buy the Origl
nal Patent BinKham
Bee Smoker, you will

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

BINGHAM

1

USE.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

If

;

I.

copy
IN

plea.*<e— never Is

LarKe Smokers need wide ahleUla. Bingham's
nave thetii. and ypritma that dunotruft an break,
and bellows that sparks and smoke du not enter.
The Conqueror has all iiupruvenients made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
13wtf

25.000

The Original

the

aid

THE CONaUEROR.
postpaid for |2.

will be

first to

and Quality.

Price

TAFB

"B.BD
Who

735

Bees for Sale.

the foUo^ving optniwis of the

Book;

All agree thai it Is the work of a master and of
real vulue.—L' Apic^ttture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is tne best of our American wuriis.- LEWIS T. COLliV.
It appears to ha'-e cut the ground from under

futme book-makers.— Bn(i.--/i Bee JouTnal.

Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide In my operations and successful man-

agementof the apiaiy.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
aoy other book.— E. U. Wvnkoop.
This book is Just what everyone Interested Id
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
It,

ever regret

will

havmg

puicnased.-3iit;/i. Far.

To all who wish to engage 'n bee-culiure, a
manual is a necessity. Pi of. Cook's Manual is aD

exhaustive work,— ifera/d, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with the uiues in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E, Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt, and much of it is due 10 ihe clear, disinterested iiilormaiion contained in Cook's Manual. -W.n. Van ANTWEiti', M. i)
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and iiives, with their implements. It Is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
1 have never yet met with a work, either Frencb
or tureiun. wiiich 1 like so much.— L'ABBe i>U
Bois, editor of the BuLetin Z)' ApictUteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorougrh, practical,

and clearly e.vpressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producini-' plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.- iJi-niocrut, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure th'ta vndt

mrcum

of tlie bee-keeper. It is leplete with the
best information cm everything belunmng to apiculture. Toal takingan iinere>l in iliis subject,
we say, obtain this valuable W(.trk. read it careiully
and practice as advised.— Ai/ncu/funAt, Quebec.

This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
t>ee-mea 10 be the most complete and pmctical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientitlc work on modern bee management that
ever>- experienced bee miin will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It iB
hana&omely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
est.- Webtern AgncuUurut.
to the
This work Is undoubtedly the moat coiiplete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers whieti
hits ever been publl^hed. It gives a full ex^,lanalion regarding tlie care and management of the
apiary. Theie is no subject relatuig to the culture
of bees lett untoncheil, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has liad the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
;

W

interesting or alloccupa'tions.-^J.iiieTncaTi Imxiitor.

50 ColonleHoriSeea. In Gallup frames, cheap.
200 Colonies of Bees, in Langstroth frames
in

prime condition.
.1.

if.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

Co..

Mich.

Price— Bound
91. 00 by mail

Jot
in cloth,

S1.S5

prepaid.

; tn paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
West Madison

O.

Street,

NEYVMAN.
CHICAGO. LLU

!
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— No book

Kendall^s Horse Book.
more useful ti> horse owners.

Books

Bee -Keepers.

for

THOMAS

Street,

35

couldie

engravints

Price 35c. for either the
horse information
English or (ierman editions.

CHICAGO. ILL,

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,oo<i.o<Mi Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes, Trade Se-

price,

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

has

by

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

925

It

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

HIHHII

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business

Bee-Keeper*s Guide or* Cook*« Alunaal Man. Gives Jxi.tmo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, eiCKantly and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Black;

illuBtrated

and

fully "

up with the times " on every

subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowithout. Cloth, »1. as ; paper cover, »!.

smiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Filters. Bronzers. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l.oifj pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 98.50.

Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and mure mlscellancfms matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book, ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.
;

Qulnby*ii3Vew Bee-KeeplnB, by

The anihor

L. C.

Root—

treiits the subject of bee-keeping so
fail to interest all. Us style is plain

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,

making

nil its

readers realize that

its

author is master of the subject.— #1.50.
ltfovlce'8

ABC
«>f llee-Culture, by A.
"everything pertaining

I.

Root

to the care
—This embraces
of the honey-bee." and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, Sl.Sfi.

King;*!!

Bee-Keepers' Text-Book,

King.— This edition is revised and brought
the present time. Cloth. DKl.OO.

by A.

This

is

a standard scientific work.

Price. S3&.

:

Thomas G. Newman,

GERMAN

in

language. Price, in paper covers.
40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
Bzlerzon Theory j— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the

the

at the

down to

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. " Fully up with the
times." including all the various iniprovements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing lioney,''
etc. It contains UiO pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; in paper
covers, oOc., postpaid.
Blenen H.iiltnr. by

facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

Beb Journal Office.

_jf1

ENOBAVINGS.

$850 Square Grand

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A

TREATISE giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable cnllectlon of recipes, and much valuable information.
;

;

Price 25 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS

15 c.

925

Honey, as Food and Medlelne, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamplilet discourses upon the

NEWMAN,

G.

West Mnaison

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of lloney for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and lluney as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English andOerman.
Price for either edition, ©c. ; per dozen, 50c.
,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILl,.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

quality, sources,
;

1 can sell the above Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
All tne latest improvements,
including the CONQUKROR.

MANUFACTUKERS' PKICES,

ALFRED

Preparation of Honey

;

*i

C. P.

Dadant, giving

and management adopted
contains

many

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

useful hints.— Price

15c

Bee Pasturiii^e a Necessity, by Thomas Q.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how :i(i engravings. Price. lOc.

and delivered ou bnard curs at NewT'ork,
with fine Piano Cover, Stool 4t*Oi ^t
and Book, only
(Jp^tttJ.

Reciyced from our late wholesale factory price,
days only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. Thi« is now, by far. the arreatent bargain everoffered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atonce.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh sent n'ith order will be refunded
and freight charges paid hy ns both ways if Piano is
not just as represented. Several other special bargains: Pianos, !S160 up. Over i.'V.fNio in use,
and not one dissatistlod purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue mjiiled free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Every Plan" fuUv warranted for years.
H price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent for '.ic. stamp.
!($29i>, for HO

!

.'>

SHEET MV81C

ME.\'DEl,SSOHlV

PIANO

Box

2lsmlT

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every descriptitin.

This contains the Prize
'^^Interlng:
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price. lOc.

Extracted Honey Harvestlnar, Handling and Marketlnfc.— A 24-page pamphlet, by

$245.

Magniflcent rosewood
case elegantly finished.
;j Ntrlngrs, 7 l-3 0ctaveH, full patent cantante
agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and
large fancy moulding, full iron frame. French
Grand Action. Grand Hammers, in fact, every tmprovementwhich can in anv way tend to the perfeclinn of the instrument, has been added.
t^~Oiir price Tor this Instrument, boxed
I

2i>58,

CO,.

New

York.

Send for my*32-page Illustrated

Bees, —

for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive 1 Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Oooliltle. Price, 5c.

Piano for only

PIAhin
^TYILL
F Ql
r IrtllU 01
U2

!

receipt of price, by

G.

Ch.

PIANOS

ALL OF THESK BOOKS ARK
E7~ For sale

J.

LanKstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
-

;

923

H.

NEWMAN,

EARS

FOR THE

MILLION

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

FooCtioo's Balsam of Shark's
Positively Restores the Hearing, and

you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds. Section Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.
If

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 8iy )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
5wly
Belleville, St. Clair County, 111.

:

Oil
is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Ve Mow Sea,
known as Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Us cures were so numerous and
many sofleenilnffly mlruciilou*, that the remedy was oflacially prochiimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over
300 y*-ars no Deafness has existed amonff
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at f i.W per bottle.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepern, by Chas.
F.

Muth; yi pages.

the

management of

It gives

bees.

Mr. Muth's views on

Price,

lOc.

Swarniln8:>UlvldlnB: and Feeding; Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
5 cents.
Been In "Winter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 5c.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
i
This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paxes 50c.

Given'sFoundationPress. HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
The latest improvement in Foundatli>n. Ourthln
and common Foundation Is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
B. S.
«fe C, Hoopeston. III.

OIVEN

not eat.

Scrlhner'a J^umber and
complete book of

l^oar

its kind published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, Interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 cents postpaid.

its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

I

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal- think another
bottle will cure me.
I

My deafness

"Its virtues areUNQPESTluNABLKand Its CUBATIVE CHAHACTEH ABSOLUTK, AS THE WRITERCAN
PEHSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FKOM EXPERIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Haylock

7Dey Street. New York, enclosing $l.
''pWENTY-THREE years' experience In rearing &JENNKY,
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
X queen bees. The
easiest and best
you to hear like anybody else, and whose
Book.— Most way to raise queens. cheapest,
Never before published. enable
curative effects will be permanent. You will never

urement of

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!

has performed a miracle In my case.
have no unearthly noises In my head, and hear

It

much

Hill.- A treatise on
Price,

S5c.

Something new. Send for

«wtf

('ircular.

HENRY ALLEY, VVenham, Mass.

AXB SIMPI-ICITY
LAXOSTROTH
CHAFF HIVES, with movable upper
story, section boxes, metal-cornered brood frames,

regret doing so."— Editor

jyTo avoid loss in the malls, please send money

by Registered Letter.

Only Imported by

wide Langstroth frames and comb foundation.

Send for Price
44wtf

List.

A. B.

MILLEli & SON,

Wakarusa. Elkhart

Co., Ind.

of Mercantile Re-

view.

Sole Agents for America.

aowiy

HAYLOCK ft JENNEY,
(Late HA^-LOCK & Co.)
7 Dey St., New York,

^

——

—

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

November

No. 47.

22, 1882.

i^° Jordan's White Sulphur Springs,
notice by the Buliimorean, is to
undergo many valuable improvements
during the winter. Mr. Jordan, who
is one of the most thorough and pro-

we
*«*

>ig

^

''S"'!*'V"^^

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

KDITOH AN)) PitOPRIETOH.
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WEST MADISON

ST.,

At W2.00 a Year.

CHICAGO, ILL.

In ^Vdvance.

t^^ Any person Bending a club of six is entitled
10 an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
^lesired.
Sample copies furnished free.
<3eorc;e

NeiKbbour & Sons, London, Kngland, are
our authorized uRenta for Europe.
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TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

Auotlier Editorial Change.— On the
first of JanuHiy next, the British Bee
Journal is to change hands. The pres-

ent editor, Mr. C. N. Abbott, wlio has
done very much to encourage and advance the interests of bee-lceepers in
Great Britain, will retire, and the Rev.
Herbert R. Peel, the honorary secretary of the Britisli Bee-Keepers' Association, will l)e duly installed as its
editor.
While extending our congratulations to Mr. Abbott for his able
management in the past, we welcome
the new editor, Mr. Peel, througli
whose exertions the British 15ee-Keepers' Association has been made so

much of a

success.

Editorial
Editorial Items
Another Editorial Chanfre

Sir John Lubbock's New Book on Bees
Bees Finding Honey

HowTheyFind

Their

Way

Bees ReconnizinR One Another
Bees LosinK their Stlnj;
Evidence of Affection in Bees
Bees Sense ot lIcarinK
The Color Sense ut Bees

737
737
738
738
738
73y
73a
739
73i»

739

Amou^ Our Exclianges—
in Maine
Food Adulterators

Bee-keepinc

740
740

Correspondence
How Built My Cellar
I

Wlnterini; Bees in Chaff
Syrian or Holy-Land Bees
Bees for Business— A Report
Development of "The Coming Bees"

Bee Notes from Iowa
Revolving Frame Holder

741
741
742

742
743
744
744

Convention Notes
Convention nirectory
Conventitin Notices
TiOCal

West Texas Convention
Queen Rearing and Honoy Producing

Selections from
AIIomeMarket
That
Cold

And

I'MKi lbs.

Wave

of

Our Letter Bos—
Honey from

1

Colony

still Sweet Clover is Blooming
Bee-Keepine in ('anada
Comb Foundation
My Little Report
Packing Mv Rees
Small Wire Worms In Pollen
Moving Bees, etc

<^uick

Work

745
745
745
745

74i^

746
747
747

"Springs," which
ing

summer

is

one of the lead-

resorts of the Southeast.

We have received an invitation to
spend a few weeks there next summer,
and should be delighted to accept,
could we leave the office for so long.
ipr We notice a very complimentary
item in the Union City, Ind., Eayle,
showing a correspondent's appreciation of the Bee Journal, and the
benefit it has been to him in the man-

agement

of his bees.

W

The Quarterly Report of the
Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
for the quarter ending September 30,

Mr. James Anderson, the api- has just been issued.
The report contains the acres and
from Scotland, who is on his way
home now, after a tour of this coun- product of principal crops, by country for the past 4 months, called at the ties, accompanied by market quotaBee Journal office last Thursday. tions of the Kansas City market for
He goes to New York, and thence to each month from January, 1877, to
Glasgow, where he will, no doubt, be September, 1882, for the crops of wheat
welcomed home by the Caledonian and corn and can be obtained by adbee-keepers, among whom he is one of dressing the Secretary, Wm. Sims,
the most progressive and successful. Topeka, Kansas, and inclosing the

^W

arist

necessary postage, three cents.

^-

Mr. GeorgeUoolittle, of Bridge1^ Honey, according to A. Vogel,
some fasteners
the Scientific American, contains
says
for holding the wires in frames, which
an average one per cent of formic
he desires us to place in the Bee on
Journal Museum, for the inspection acid. Obsei-ving that crude honey
keeps better than that whioli has been
of visitors, which we have cheerfully
clarified, E. Mylius has tried the addone. They consist of small links of
chain cut in two
form dition of formic acid, and found that
port, Conn., has sent us

a metal

745
745
745
746
746
746
746

gressive apiarists in Virginia, is also
the very popular proprietor of the

little staples.

so as to

prevents fermentation without impairing the flavor of the honey.
it

1^ We had a pleasant call from Mr.
.,5^ ^.enewals may be made at any
O. O. Poppleton, of Williamstown, time but all papers are stopped at
Iowa, on Friday last. He was on his the expiration of the time paid for,
way to Florida, to spend the winter. unless requested to be continued.
;
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movements with minuteness in this venient to procure one of Marriott's
observatory hives, both on account of
volume.
its construction, and also because I
ANTS. Bees and WAgp.s. A Record of Observaauthor thinks that bees and could have it in my room, and thus
The
tiona, on the Habits of Social Hymenoptera. By
some
their
antenna.',
keep the bees more immediately under
SIR John IjUBBock, M. P., F. R. 8., etc. New ants have, in
Yorli
D. Appieton & Co. 1882. Price, $2.00.
means of communication with one my own eye. My room issquaA,with
three windows, two on the southwest
We have received from the publish- another. His experiments on the per- side, where the hive was placed, and
that one on the southeast.
the
show
of
color
by
bees
ception
iu
tlie
worlc
for
review
Besides the
ers the above
they can distinguish all the hues as ordinary entrance from the outside,
American Bee Journal.
well as can man, and these observa- the hive had a small postern door
As stated by the author, it is a
opening into the room this door was
tions will, in some measure, at least,
provided with an alighting-board, and
"record of observations" which were,
account for the origin and develop- closed by a plug as a general rule the
doubtless, made with much care, but
ment of the prismatic hues of flowers. bees did not notice it much unless the
not for the purpose of sustaining any
passage was very full of them.
In order to show the author's experascertheory regarding them, but to
I then placed some honey on the
mooted
detail
on
many
iments
in
tain existing facts. In his preface,
table close to the hive, and from time
"My object has points, we will here give some extracts to time fed certain bees on it. Those
the author says:
which had been fed soon got accusbeen not so much to describe the from Chapter X. Sir John Lubbock
tomed to come for the honey but
usual habits of these insects as to test says
partly on account of my frequent abAs already mentioned, the current sence from home, and partly from the
their mental condition and powers of
And, in another place, he statements with reference to the lan- difHculty in finding their way about,
sense."
social insects depend much and their tendency to lose themselves,
" I have endeavored, therefore, guage of
says
on the fact that when one of them, I could never keep any marke<l bee
by actual experiments, which anyone either by accident or in the course of under observation for more than a
might give some
I
may^ and I hope others will, repeat its rambles, has discovered a stock of few days
many others other similar cases, but these are, I
and verify, to throw some light on food, in a very short time
arrive, to profit by the discovery. think, sutTicient to show that bees do
these interesting questions."
This, however, does not necessarily not bring their friends to share any
But few scientific workers have imply any power of describing local- treasure they have discovered, so inities.
If the bees or iints merely fol- variably as might be assumed from
spread their interests over so wide a low their more fortunate comrade.the
the statements of previous observers.
but
we
Lubbock;
John
Sir
lield as
matter is comparatively simple if, Possibly the result is partly due to the
may easily discover that a thread of on the contrary, others are sent, the fact that my room is on the top floor,
so that the bees coming to it flew at a
continuity runs through all of them. case becomes very different.
In order to test this I proposed to higher level than that "generally used
His researches into the habits of bees,
keep lioney in a given place for some by their companions, and hence were
wasps and ants, deal with the evolu- time, in order to satisfy myself that less likely to be followed.
from
the
Indeed, I have been a good deal surtion of social communities
it would not readily be found by the
lower types of life. He holds that the bees and then, after bringing a bee prised at the difficulty which bees exin finding tlieir way.
perience
to the honey, to watch whether it
ants are the nearest to man in social
For instance, I put a bee into a bellbrought others, or sent them— the latorganization and general intelligence, ter of course implying a much higher glass 18 inches long, and with a mouth
though the apes are nearer in bodily order of intelligence and power of 6+ inches wide, turning the closed end
to tlie window; she buzzed about for
structure. Ants even show some in- communication.
I therefore placed some honey in a an hour, when, as there seemed no
dication of progressive development
glass, close to an open window in my chance of her getting out, I put her
among themselves. Some of them sitting-room, and watched it for sixty back into the hive. Two flies, on the
live by the chase, as do hunting sava- hours of sunshine, during which no contrary, which I put in with her, got
out at once. At 11:30 I put another
ges others, more highly evolved, re- bees came to it.
the
I then, at 10 a. m., on a beautiful bee and a fly into the same glass
semble the pastoral races of men, be- morning in June, went to my hives, latter flew out at once. For half an
the
domesticated
the
have
get
out
at
cause they
and took a bee which was just starting hour the bee tried to
I then turned the glass
the harvesting ants have out, brought it in my hand up to my closed end
aphides
distance of somewhat less with its open end to the light, when
risen still higher in civilization, and room (a
than 200 yards), and gave it some she flew out at ouce. To make sure, I
reach the agricultural man. He (inds honey, which it sucked with evident repeated the experiment once more,
in their iiests, analogy to human soci- enjoyment. After a few minutes it with the same result.
Some bees, however, have seemed to
eties, in their marked division of labor, flew quietly away, but did not return
nor did any other bee make its ap- me more intelligent in this respect
their elaborate architecture, their regthan others. A bee which I had fed
pearance.
ular roadways, and in their peculiar
The following morning I repeated several times, and which had flown
In some of the same experiment.
At 7:15 I about in the room, found its way out
institution of slavery.
in a quarter of an hour,
these things, bees, also, show their brought up a bee, which sipped up the of the glass
honey with readiness, and after doing and when put in a second time came
near approach to man's intelligence.
so for about four minutes flew away out at once. Another bee, when I
At first. Sir John Lubbock intended with no appearance of alarm or an- closed the postern door which opened
from my hive directly into my room,
however, return
to confine his experiments to bees and noyance. It did not,
did any other bee come to my used to come round to the honey
nor
with
insects
wasps, but he found these
through an open window.
honey.
wings were unpleasantly excitable in
One day (April 14, 1872), when a
On several other occasions I retemper and could easily elude his peated the same experiments with a number of them were very busy on
Altogether I tried it some berberries, I put a saucer with
watchfulness. This led* him to deal like result.
more than twenty times. Indeed, I some honey between two bunches of
ants,
the
with
particularly
more
rarely found bees to return to honey flowers these flowers were repeatedly
which were much easier to observe if brought any considerable distance visited, and were so close that there
at once. By taking them, however, was hardly room for the saucer befrom every point of view.
some twenty yards each time they tween them, yet from 9:30 to 3:30 not
Hour after hour did the author came to the honey, I at length trained a single bee "took any notice of the
watch his bees and wasps with un- them to come to my room. On the honey. At 3:30 I put some honey on
the bunches of flowers, and it
ceasing care, and he has recorded their whole, however, I found it more con- one of
Sir

.1.

Liil)))ock's

New Book on

Bees.

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Though bees which have stung and
was eagerly sucked by the bees ; two
kept continually returning till past lost their sting always perish, they do
not
die immediately; and in the meanevening.
live in the
One day, when I came home in the time tliey show little sign of suffering
afternpon, I found that at least a from the terrible injury. On August
hundred bees had got into my room 25, a bee which had come several times
through the postern and were on the to my honey was startled. Hew to one
window, yet not one was attracted by of the windows, and had evidently
an open jar of honey which stood in a lost her way. While I was putting
shady corner about three feet five her back she stung me, and lost her
sting in doing so. 1 putherin through
inches from the window.
Another day (April 29, 1872), I the postern, and for twenty minutes
placed a saucer ot honey close to some she remained on the landing stage
forget-me-nots, on which bees were she then went into the hive, and after
numerous and busy yet from 10 a. m. an hour retuined to tlie honey and fed
cjuietly, notwithstanding the terrible
till 6 only one bee went to the honey.
I put some honey in a hollow in the injury she had received. After this,
garden wall opposite myhives at 10:30 however, I did not see her any more.
Like many other insects, bees are
(this wall is about five "feet high and
four feet from the hives), yet the bees much affected by light. Oneevening,
did not find it during the whole day. having to go down to the cellar, I lit a
On March 30, 1873, a line, sunshiny small (;overed lamii. A bee whicli was
day, when the bees were very active, out came to it, and flying round and
I placed a glass containing honey at 9 round like a moth, followed me the
in the morning on the wall in front of whole of the way there.
the hives but not a single bee went
I often found that if bees which
to the honey the whole day. On April were brought to honey did not return
20 I tried tiie same experiment with at once, still thev \vould do so a day
the same result.
or two afterwards. For instance, on
September 19.— At 9:30 1 placed some July 11, 1874, a hot thundery day, and
honey in a glass about four feet from when the bees were much "out of huand just in front of the hive, but dur- mor, I brought twelve bees to some
ing the whole day not a bee observed it. honey only one came back, and that
As it then occurred to me that it one only once but on the following
might be suggested that there was day several returned.
My bees sometimes ceased work at
something about this honey which
rendered it unattractive to the bees, times when I could not account for
on the following day I first i)lared it their doing so. October 19 was a beauagain on the top of tlie wall for three tiful, sunshiny, warm day. All the
hours, during which not a single bee morning the bees were fully active.
came, and then moved it close to the At 11:25 I brought one to the honeyalighting-board of the hive. It re- comb, and she returned at the usual
mained unnoticed for a quarter of an intervals for a couple of hours but
hour, when two bees observed it, and after that she came no more, nor were
others soon followed in considerable there any other bees at work. Yet the
numbers.
weather was lovely, and the hive is so
It is generally stated not only that placed as to catch the afternoon sun.
the bees in a hive all know one another
but also that they immediately recogFar, indeed, from having been able
nize and attack any intruder from to discover any evidence of affection
another hive. It is "possible that the among them, they appear to be thorbees of a particular hive have a par- oughly callous and indifferent to one
ticular smell. Thus Langstroth, in another. As already mentioned, it was
his interesting Treatise on the Honey necessary for me occasionally to kill a
Bee, says, " Members of different col- bee but I never found that the others
onies appear to recognize their hive took the slightest notice. Thus, on
companions by the sense of smell;" Oct. 11,1 crushed a bee close to one
and I believe that if colonies are which was feeding— in fact, so close
sprinkled with scented syrup they may that their wings touched yet the surgenerally be safely mixed. Moreover, vivor took no notice whatever of the
a bee returning to its own hive with a death of her sister, but went on feedload of treasure is a very different ing with every appearance of compocreature from a hungry marauder
sure and enjoyment, just as if nothing
and it is said that a bee, if laden with had happened. When the pressure
honey, is allowed to enter any hive was removed, she remained bv the
with" impunity. Mr. Langstrotli con- side of the corpse without the slighttinues
"There is an air of roguery est appearance of apprehension, sorabout a thieving bee which, to the ex- row or recognition. She evidently did
pert, is as characteristic as are the not feel the slightest emotion at her
motions of a pickpocket to the skillful sister's death, nor did she show any
policeman. Its sneaking look and ner- alarm lest the same fate should befall
vous guilty agitation, once seen, can her also. In a second case exactly the
never be mistaken." It is at any rate same occurred. Again, I have several
natural that a bee which enters a times, while a bee has been feeding,
wrong hive by accident should be held a second bee by the leg close to
much surprised and alarmed, and her the prisoner, oif course, struggled
would thus probably betray herself.
to escape, and buzzed as loudly as she
So far as my own observations go, could yet the l)ee which was feeding
though bees habitually know and re- took no notice whatever.
So far,
turn to their own hive, still, if placed therefore, from being at all affectionon the alighting-board of another, ate, I doubt whether bees are in the
they often enter it without molesta- least fond of one another
tion
Thus in nine experiments, out of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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ninety-seven bees which came out (irst.
no less than seventy-one were marked
ones, though out of the whole number
of bees in the hive there were only
twelve marked for this purpose, ancl,
indeed, even fewer in the earlier experiments. I oucht, perhaps, to add
that I generally fed the bees when I
called

them

out.

THE SENSE OF HEARING.
Auqust 29.— The result of my experiments on the hearing of bees has surprised me very much. It is generally
considered that to a certain extent the
emotions of bees are expressed by the
sounds they make, which seems to
imply that they possess the power of
hearing. I do not by anv means intend to deny that this is the case.
Nevertheless I never found them take

any notice of any noise which I made,
even when it was close to them.
I
tried one of my bees with a violin. I

made all the noise I could, but to my
surprise she took no notice.
I could
not even see a twitch of the antennae.
The next day I tried the same with
another bee, but could not see the
slightest sign that she was conscious of
the noise. On August 31 1 repeated the
same experiment with another bee
with the same result. On September
12 and 13 I tried several bees with a
dog-whistle and a shrill pipe but they
;

took no notice whatever, nor did a set
of tuning-forks which I tried on a subsequent day have any more effect.
These tuning-forks extended over
three octaves, beginning with a below
the ledger line.
I also tried with my
voice, shouting, etc., close to the head
of a bee ; but, in spite of my utmost
efforts, the bees took no notice.
I repeated these experiments at night
when the bees were quiet but no
noise that I could make seemed to disturb them in the least.
In this respect the results of my observations on bees entirely agreed with
those on ants, and I will here, therefore, only refer to what has been said
in a preceding chapter.
;

THE COLOR SENSE OF BEES.
The consideration of the causes
which have led to the structure and
coloring of flowers is one of the most
fascinating parts of natural history.
Most botanists are now agreed that
insects, and especially bees, have
played a very important part in the
development of flowers.
While in
many plants, almost invariably with
inconspicuous blossoms, the pollen is
carried from flower to flower by the
wind, in the case of almost all large
and brightly colored flowers this is effected by the agency of insects.
In
such flowers the colors, scent, and
honey serve to attract insects, while
the size and form are arranged in such
a manner that the insects fertilize
them with pollen brought from anoth>
•
er plant.
There could, therefore, be little doubt
that bees possess a sense of color.
Nevertheless I thought it would be
desirable to prove this if possible by
actual experiment, which had not yet
been done; Accordingly on July 12 I
brought a bee to some Ifoney ij'hich I
placed on blue paper, and about 3 feet
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quantity of leave a few inches of cloth on the upper ends to roll down and tuck down
into the ends of the boards. This is
very handy, as it is always ready ,keeps
all snug, and also keeps the bees from
getting outside. There need not be
blue paper, I transposed them again, strips of cloth on the tops of the
and she again followed the color, boards, as the cloth that covers the
though the honey was left in the same frames will answer. Now this is done
place. The following day I was not there should be a chaff cushion on the
able to watch lier ; but on the 14th. cloth over the frames. A bran sack
at 7.29 a. m., she returned to the honey is a good and cheap article for this
on the blue paper she left at 7:31 and purpose and oat chaff the best, but if
returned at 7:44 she again left at 7:51 this chaff is not to be obtained, about
and returned at 7:56.
half very dry leaves and sawdust
I then again transposed the papers. mixed will do.
The cushion should be
At 8:5 she returned to the old place, four inches thick and filled out even
and was just going to alight but ob- at all corners, and packed down quite
serving the chanise of colors, without snug. If the rims and cap are all
a moment's hesitation darted oil to nailed together, I would take the cap
the blue. No one who saw her at that off and put strips under at each end
moment could have entertained the so as to shut outside of the rim then
slightest doubt about her perceiving there is a good cliance to do all packthe difference between the two col- ing, etc., very handily.
ors.
One who has never used hives thus,
be surprised with one trial, for it
The book is a very interesting one will
is impossible to do the packing thorand we can supply it at the publishers' oughly with the rim and cap altogether. There should, of course, be
price, postpaid.
no cracks, no holes for the least rain
to get in, but there should be an inch
air hole at each end and at the side of
the rim near the top, bored slanting
to turn water, and wire clotli tacked
inside.
These will take away the
moisture that passes up through the
packing, and keep the bees dry and
warm. I did not lose one-half a pint
of bees from my two heaviest colonies
MISCELLANEOUS.
last winter packed in this manner.
placed a

off I

similar

honey on orange paper.
After she
had returned twice I transposed tlie
papers but she returned to the honey
on the blue paper.
After she had
made three more visits, always to tlie
;

;

;

;

;

Bee-keeping in Maine.— Mr. E. P.
Food Adulterators.
The Western
writes thus to the Home
Farm, concerning his fall and winter Rural contains the following very
sensible article on food adulterations,
management of bees:
and the way to punish the adulteraThis season has been rather a poor
tors:
one, on the whole, for bees, until a

—

Churchill

few weeks ago, when the honey was
coming in much faster than at any
other time and all looked bright but
a few cold days shut them up for a
time
and more than the cold, we
have now had a very heavy rain for a
number of days, which will wash out
and dilute much of the nectar that
was so plenty in the goldenrod, and
what few other fall flowers there are.
But if the month opens clear and
warm for a few days we are in hopes
of an opportunity for a little more
stores for wintering. But be the case
as it may, let us attend to them at
;

;

once, to

know

just

how

every colony

is.

If they are on a full set of frames
there should be about one-half taken
out as soon as the brood is all hatched
or out of the cells, and a division

board set down on each side of what
frames are left, and leaves Hlled in
the open spaces. I lind cedar shingles

make

the best division boards, by
thin ends to lap each
other so as to be one-fourth of an inch
shorter than the hive,and deep enough
to come up level with the tops of the
frames ; then clear them at each end
and in tlie middle, and have them perfectly square and even ; tlien tack one
thickness of woolen cloth on tlie bottom and enough on the ends to cause

running the

them

to

lit

siuig

when run down.

I

Our coming legislatures in the West
will need give some further attention
to the subject of adulterating food
products.
In Illinois and in some
other States we have some pretty good
statutes touching upon this matter,
bnt, perhaps, they are all susceptible
of improvement, and if not, we sincerely believe that all attempts to legislate in such cases, are a most excellent means of agitation and of arousing tlie people to action. We are
among those wlie believe that we
should be vastly better off if we had
less law making, but as we seem to be
fated to have the infliction of a legislature every year, or every two years
at least, we are in favor of their making all the noise possible on such important questions as that of putting
a stop to the infamous work of the
adulterators. The last legislature of
Illinois gave us a very fair law against
the sale of bogus butter as the genuine article, and for a time, there was
an energetic and successful effort to
enforce the law. liecently, however,
there seems to have been a suspicious
calm after the storm, and a corresponding suspicious flavor to a considerable of the butter that is found
in the market.
There are fairly
grounded fears that the people have
gone to sleep, and if we can get the
legislature to discuss the matter again.

and some such man as Evans, of Kane
county, running about to raise a corruption fund to prevent legislation
against food adulteration — as was the
case when our last legislature sat— it
will undoubtedly have the effect of
once more attracting public attention.
We have about the least patience
with food adulterations that we are
called upon to manifest. The common swindler who assaults the pocketbook alone, will probably meet in time
something like just punishment in the
penitentiary but the conscienceless
scamp who robs us of both our money
and our health, can never be punished
according to his deserts
and the
;

;

knowledge of

Our

this greatly irritates us.
farmers are quietly engaged in

raising products which support our
population and add wealth to the nation. They are producing the flour
which makes our bread, the honey
and syrups which sweeten it, the sugar
that makes our tea and coffee palatable, the butter and cheese and vinegar
which we demand for daily consumption and with the railroad to cut
deeply into bis profits, boards of trade
to gamble with his products, until
prices are forced down below what
they ought to be, and with the tax collector demanding of him his own tax
and the tax of a whole horde of tax
shirkers besides, he stands poor
;

enough show,without being compelled
to compete with dishonest imitators
of the jiroduets named. But without
stringent legislation to prevent it, our
stores are filled with adulterated flour,
glucose for honey and the sweets or
the cane, oleomargarine butter and
cheese, and vile acids for cider vinegar.

It costs

next to nothing

to

man-

ufacture these imitations, and if they
are sold a few cents cheaper than the
genuine articles are sold for, under
the rejiresentation that they are firstclass, which they often look to be and
taste as if they were, it does not require much perception to see that an
incalculable injury is done the honest
producer. During the last half dozen
years we believe that millions of dollars have been wrongfully taken from
the pockets of our farmers through
the audacious adulteration of farm
products, and during that time we
have no doubt that thousands have
lost their lives by eating such imitations.
The business, therefore, assumes a most villainous character, in
whatever light it is viewed, and there
is no class of our people, except those
who are engaged in the disreputable
business, that is not interested in having a stop put to it. The legislatures
or Congress— and there is great need
of national lecjislation upon this subject cannot Tind a more hearty or
universal support in legislation than
they will find in any attempt to protect the producer and consumer from
these greedy leeches. The Bund, in
behalf of the producer, demands that
the market shall be cleared of bogus
food products which are not so marked
as to convey a clear idea of their character. When so marked, they will not
harm, for the
tie very productive of
great majority of people will not purchase imitations if they know what
they are.

—
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drain was then dug
the outside, which was eighteen inches deep at the front, and
SIX inches at the back.
This drain
was
filled
with
up level
the
ground, or floor of the cellar, with
small stone. From the lowest point
of this drain I dug a ditch one hundred feet long, in which was placed
two tiers of three and one-half inch
tiles, one above the other, and so arranged as to serve the place of ventilation and drain comoined, if any
water should accumulate in the drain
around the cellar. These tiles were
covered to the depth of about three
feet, so as to warm the air as it came
to the bee-cellar.
Upon the drain
around the cellar, a good wall was
built of stone, laid up with mortar,
which is live feet eight inches high
and gives me a cellar\wenty-four feet
long and six and one-half feet wide
inside. Upon the top of the wall I
placed plates 4x(; inches square, bedding them in mortar, which raised my
walls to six feet high.
Upon these
plates, rafters were placed close together, so as to hold a great weight,
and then covered with inch boards.
ventilator was placed in the opposite
end, giving about two-thirds the capacity of the other, when the whole
was covered to the depth of three and
one-half feet with dry earth ; over this
was placed an outer roof, which extends six feet farther out than the
wall on either side, and a good incline
was given, to conduct all the water off.
The front end of the cellar is three
and one-half feet lower than tlie surface of the ground about it. while the
back end is about ten feet. I intended
to grout the bottom with gravel and
mortar, but the ground was so hard
and dry that I have postponed it, for
the present at least. At the end next
the bee yard, I placed three well-built
door frames, which were two feet apart
from center to center. To these were
spiked plank at the sides and on top,
and covered with earth (with a slope
wall standing out toward the bee-yard,
so as to have as much earth here as
elsewhere), over which the outer roof
is allowed to come, so as to keep all
dry.
door is huug on each door
frame, which gives three doors and
two dead air spaces, of two feet eacli.
before the cellar is reached. The total
cost of this cellar is a few cents over
feet wide.

anmnd

!
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DOOLITTLE.

During the winter of 1S75-G, I ascertained ttiab P. II. Elwood, Capt. J. E.
Iletlierinjiton. and otlier extensive apiarists in ilerkimer, Montgoniery and
Otsego counties, X. Y., wintered their
bees quite successfully in what was
called " mud huts."
These were made by digginga place,
about four feet deep, in the ground,
and providing a good drain therefor.
Timbers were laid on tlie ground for
the plates, upon wljich was placed the
roof, which was about live feet high
from the bottom, at the sides ; and in
the center, from 7 to !t, according to
the width of the cave.
The whole
was then covered with earth to the
depth of 2 to .3 feet.
Over the earth
was jjlaced another roof to keep the
dirt between the upper and lower roof
dry. In the front end a portion was
partitioned off, in which was placed a
stove, the heat from wliich was made
to permeate the bee cellar as desired,
so as to maintain the teniperalnre
considered necessary for successful

wintering.
After the chaff packing had been
decided to be a success, I conceived
the idea of wintering a part of my
bees out on their summer stands, and
a iiarl in the cellar, thus working on
the plan which is called" mixed farming " by those tilling the soil about
here. Accordingly, in 1870, 1 prepared
chaff hives for a ])art, ahd built a
cheap temporary cellar for the rest.
Instead of regulating the temperature
with stoves, as was done by my bee
friends of the East, I placed this temporary cellar in a hillside, believing
that, if it went into the earth deep
enough, an even temperature would be
maintained without the aid of a stove,
which proved to be a fact, for the temperature in this cellar did not change
more than two degrees during all the
winter.
After using it a few years I ascertained that a winter that was favorable for outdoor wintering was not as
favorable for cellar wintering, and
wee reraf), thus proving that the plan
of mixed wintering was a good one.
In the spring of 187!), out of ninety
left on their summer stands, only fifteen came through; while lifty-three
out of sixty, wintered in this cellar,
came out in excellent condition. The
following spring, after a very mild
winter, all those out of doors came
out strong, while the bee-cellar gave a
loss of 10 per cent.
However, the percentage of loss for the term of six years
was far greater out of doors than in
the cellar; hence this fall I have put
up a permanent bee-cellar in place of
the temporary one, and shall hereafter
winter at least half of my bees in it.
Near my apiary is a small knoll, and
into this 1 dug thirty-two feet, by nine

A

A

$7.5.

The hives are to be set around the
outside of the cellar, one on top of the
other, with chaff, or fine straw used as
packing, the same as if they were to
be left out of doors.
As an experiment I shall leave one row of hives
with the entrance the same as they
are when on the summer stand another row will have the full entrance,
a third be raised on half-inch blocks,
and the fourth upon inch blocks.
The cellar will hold eighty hives
and leave plenty of room for an aisle
to the back end, and 120 if tilled full.
One-fourth of ray colonies of bees
were placed in this bee-cellar on Nov.
3d, and to-morrow I shall put in onefourth more.
In one week I shall
place in anotherfourth, and on the first
of December the remainder, which are
to be placed therein, and see which
;
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winters the best.

mometer marks

Although the ther40

ready in are so

inside, those al-

'

that scarcely a
sound from them can be heard, but I
find those raised on the inch blocks
are aroused quicker by the light of the
lamp when taken in.
still

About one-half

of

my number

will

be lefton thesummerstands,tlioroughly

packed

in chaff, as heretofore, for I

think such a course gives the best results, taking a number of years together.
If anyone could tell just what the
winter would be beforehand.
would
place my bees in the cellar for a cold
winter, and leave them out during a
mild one but as no one can do tliis,
I adopt the above, considering it the
best, all things considered.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 10, 18S2.
I

;

For the American Bee JourDaL

Wintering Bees in Chaff.
E. B.

SOUTHWICK.

I have noticed some articles on wintering bees in chaff from some of our
most consistent bee-keepers, and I
think they are good, very good.
I

agree with them in what is necessary
for successfully wintering our bees :
that is, the bees should be young,
healthy, and plenty of them
they
shoidd be kept dry" and comfortable
the entire season they should have
Just food enough to keep them, and
that easy of access at all time. If we
can do this we may defy long, cold
winters and all their consequences.
We have different ways of producing the saiue effect.
Mr. Heddon's
way is very good, and I think it will
succeed but I think it is more work,
and not so handy, as Mr. Poppleton's;
I suppose it is as good; as anyone
could tix up such a hive as he uses.
Mr. Poppleton's way is so near like
luine, that 1 will say nothing about it,
only where it differs from mine. He
says he has used his seven years, I
have used mine about the same time,
and think I have not lost a colony that
was good in the fall, that did not die
;

;

;

of starvation.

My way of packing and unpacking is
My hive, inside, is
in.

as follows

1.3

:

deep, and as long as I
wish to have it. There is a space on
each side of 4 inches to pack with chaff
or leave as a dead air space,— and experiments have convinced me that the
dead air space is as good without the
chaff as with it. The back end board
is loose and fastened in its place by a
clasp across the end of the hive ; it
can be moved backward or forward to
increase or diminish the size of the
the frame is made
liive, at pleasure
to stand on the bottom and not hang
has
hive;
it
a division in the
in the
centre and a slot that runs nearly from
the top to the bottom ; this slot answers instead of the holes that Mr.

wide, 12

in.

;

Poppleton makes in his combs, and
the sticks that Mr. Ileddon places
across the top of his frames— that is,
they all allow the bees to move comfortably from one part of the hive to
another.
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The frames run crosswise of tlie
The convention at Chicago was a
hive and tlie bees go in at the side in- good one. just such as I like ioattend.
stead of tlie ends of the frames tliis where I can exchange thoughts and
I tliink better for several reasons.
I
ideas, which are always useful. Some
will mention one: We find in all good one
there said Mr. Ileddon had
colonies when the honey season closes, changed.
Well, really
When you
a quantity of brood in the centre of show me a man that never changes. I
the hive, and as this brood hatches out, will show you a god or a fool, 'riiere
the bees bring the lioney fartherest is nothing more admirable in a man
from the centre to fill np'lhe combs
than for him to as publicly admit that
in my hives they generally empty the he is wrong, if convinced, as he prefront and back combs entirely, so that, viously advocated it.
I think Mr.
when I pack up, I can remove them, Ileddon belongs to that society, the
but in long frames, and where they go first tenet of which is, "Do right bein at ends of short ones, they will re- cause it is right, and not for love, fear
move the honey from the ends of the or policy.'' Such being the case, we
frames to the centre, so that we can- shall always expect an honest opinion
not remove the frames without remov- from him whether it agrees with his
ing the honey they need for winter, previous assertions or not.
and consequently have a quantity of
Mendon, Mich.
unoccupied room at the ends of the
frames, which I very much dislike in
packing.
For the American Bee Journal.
This is my plan for fixing them up
The Syrian or Holy Land Bees.
for winter. I wait three or four weeks
after the bees have stopped gathering
KEV. M. MAHIN, D. D.
honey, and then I commence by taking out all the combs and putting in
front a cushion, 2^i inches thick this
It has been well said that the new
closes all the outlets for the bees, ex- races of bees are on trial and, the
cept one, 2 inches by
inches, through only way to try them and ascertain
which the bees can pass under the their merits and demerits, is to place
cushions to the frames. I then select them side by side with the Italians,
from three to live combs (according to give them precisely the same treatthe size of the colony) well filled with ment, and note the results.
I have
honey, and put them in front next to had one of them, the Syrian, on trial
the cushion, and if there are more of for more than a year past, and it will
such, I brush off the bees and put take me another year, at least, to dethem away for other colonies or for cide whether I will supplant my Italspring use. I then put in those partly ians with them or not. I have never
filled, the heaviest first, until all are seen a Cyprian bee, and I have not
in that have any honey in, then put much curiosity to try them, owing to
in the end board and cover up tlie their bad reputation forstingiug qualhive. I let them remain two or three ities ; but I have 22 colonies of Syrian
weeks longer, then open the hive and or Holy Land bees, and I wish to reif the weather has been warm, I will port the results of my trial of them, so
find that the bees have carried most far. The most of those I had last
of the honey from back combs to those summer were half-bloods, the queens
partly filled near the center.
I then having mated with Italian drones. In
remove all the combs except five to the latter part of the summer I had
eight in front, put in a cushion like the colonies that were pure.
front one, behind these, and put in the
They have more than sustained their
end board, put cloth over the frame, reputation for prolificness
I have
put on the surplus honey case or up- never before seen anything like it. I
per story, and in this place a thick have not fully decided whether their
cushion, tuck it down all round, put prolificness may not be an objection
on the top and it is done. The cush- to them. It is, unless precaution is
ion should not reach to the top into an taken to give them very large hives,
inch or more.
or to remove combs of brood frequentKow for the unpacking. As we ly and give empty combs or frames to
cannot tell what the weather will be in make room for the queen to lay. Unthe spring, we cannot set any day to less this is done, the surplus apartment
commence, but when I see the "oak is sure to be filled with brood in the
leaves begin to grow, I take off the midst of the honey harvest.
front cushion, and when the corn beTaking the season through, I found
gins to grow rapidly, I take off the the Syrians ahead of the Italians in
back cushions, but I generally leave the amount of honey gathered, with
on the top one until I want the room the exception of one or two extra Italfor the sections.
ian colonies, which equaled, but did
Allow me to give an opinion or two not excel the Syrians. I found the
of my own.
I know that such are half-blood Syrians to be wonderfully
worthless without pi'oof, but some- productive. Their comb building and
body else may prove them. Feeding honey gathering were marvelous durto produce breeding I think is entire- ing the time of the greatest yield.
ly wrong
for breeding out of season,
What about their temper V Last
in my opinion, uses up more bees than fall I found them no more inclined to
it produces, and those reared late in sting than the Italians.
Last spring,
the season are not worth as much in while the weather was cool and little
the spring as those that reared them or no honey was being gathered, they
would have been, had they not reared were very cross, and it was exceedingly
them. Karly breeding amounts to the difficult to do anything with them ;
same, and both are productive of but when the flowers began to yield
spring dwindling.
honey they were as gentle as conld be
;

!

;

;

;

%

;

;

;

|

and this fall, while preparing
for winter, in which process I
handled every comb in every hive, I
found them quite as manageable as
my Italians. In fact I got more stings
from the Italians than from the Syridesired

;

them

ans.

am

of opinion that thev learn
from careful handling,
readily than either blacks or

I

gentleness

more

Italians.
I cannot express any very positive
opinion in regard to their wintering
qualities. I will probably know more
on that subject in four or five months
from now; but my observation is very

different

from Mr.

Doolittle's.

He

represents the Syrians as being more
restless than Italians on the contrary,
the most remarkable characteristic or
mine last winter was their unusual
quietness.
In the fall, after the (lowers were all
gone, we had many days of warm sunshine and while the Italians were
out in full force every day, very few
Syrians were seen about the entrances
of the hives, except once in several
days when they would take a good fly.
And what was true of them in the fall,
was true during all of the warm weather last winter.
While the Italians
could fly the whole of every warm day,
the Syrians would only fly for an hour
or two, once in several days no matter how warm the weather might be.
I have not noticed much, if any, difference between the two races, in tliis
;

;

;

for we have had
no warm weather when they could
not find somethiu"- to work on. They
were carrying pollen on Nov. 11, and
seemed to be loaded with honey also.

particular, this fall

may

;

be

that, in a locality in
very little honey to be
gathered after basswood, the Syrians
may not be desirable but up to the
present time I am inclined to give
them the preference over all others.
It

which there

is

;

Huntington, Ind., Nov.

14, 1882.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Bees for Business
S.

A.

—A

Report.

SHUCK.

Enormous reports from single colonies have been given from all parts of
the country, and great claims are being made for the various races of bees,
especially the Cyprians and Syrians.
The reports given were from entire
apiaries and a few select or single colonies; and, in most cases, where large
yields are reported from a few select
colonies, the average for the entire
apiary was only ordinary, and, in some
instances, the average was small.
Mr. Carroll, of Texas, reports 1,000
pounds from one colony and its increase, and 800 lbs. from a single colony, yet this 1,800 lbs. is nearly onethird of the entire product of 36
colonies.

Mr. Heddon and Mr. Doolittle both
claim to have superior strains of bees,
yet they both complain, more or less,
of the frequent occurrence of inferior
queens. Mr. Doolittle reports having
destroyed fifty or sixty queens, a year
ago, on account of their inferiority.
I wish to submit a report of my little apiary for the past season, and

,,

|
I

THE AMERICAjN bee JOURNAL.
tlie readers of the Bee Jourto judge as to whether, or not, I
entitled to the claim of having a
superior strain of l)ees.
I wish, lirst, to submit the following
table of 80 colonies containing bees on
June 1, 1882:

allow

nal

am

STATISTICAL TABLE.
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Come, fellow workmen, let us eoires- in the South— buy transfer and handle equal, I must confess a preference for
intei'change, coiiipHre notes, and bees past the best honey How, and the compact Down, or the square,
work together for the "Coming Bee." siiip North by carload, not caring to stately Cotswold. with snow-white
,

poiiil,

To

this end, under like circumstances,
like to compete for a similar
prize in any part of the country. Let
some one try his hand with other races,
if he thinks they will prove better

reach this point before July.
Will some readers of the Bee Journal, located where bees are comparatively idle consumers, at a season not
later than the last of June, correspond
producers whether it be witli brown, with me on the sulfject.
black, two-banded, or one-banded,
Controlling fertilization is among
Cyprian, Holy-Land,
Austrian or the important unsettled problems. D.
Egyptian there is room enough for A. Jones on his isolated island can
all.
test the pure races and crosses, beyond
But I, with many others, am con- any-gness work, but the high latitude
tent with the beautiful, golden hued, and chilly lake breeze make the season
I

fleece in graceful ringlets.
The interesting test of Prof.

would

;

;

gentle, industrious, and prolitie Italians.
When coming in from the liekls
of clover and linden, ladened with
golden drops of nectar, as they drop
upon tlie alighting-board, like a
shower of golden drops, I know that
it is not the poetry of the matter alone
which delights me,but the golden coins
as well, wiiich their produce brings.

Wilton Junction, Iowa, Oct.

21, 1882.

For tbe American Bee Jouma].

Bee Notes from Iowa.

WM. TAXTON.

Cook

and others, shows the tongue of the
Italian longer than the black, the Cyprian still lunger, and the Syrian equal
to either, in the yellow then by breeding in the good points, and out the
;

may we not ho]>e to (ind all
the good qualities, that, by careful seMr. Heddon has found in his
mixture of yellow and black V
ilr. Jones says the best in his yard
short, and the surrounding water must is a cross of Italian with Syrian; hismake the loss of queens heavy.
In chances for observation are' large and
my opinion it is only on a prairie, his opinion worthy of consideration,
comparatively new, without tree, stub, and I, for one, fondly hoxje to lind th&
or stump, to harbor wild bees, that advent of the new races result in im(lueens can be bred to the best advan- provement worthy of the bold entertage, and fertilization absolutely con- prise of the man who at great cost has.
trolled, without confinement.
It is given them to us.
Beloit. Iowa, Nov. 7, 1882.
is only a matter of moving your nuclei
with the desired drones to a safe distance from tame bees.
For the Amerlc-in Bee JournaL
The dollar queen has come in for a
Kevolriiig Frame Holder.
good share of abuse during the season.
Even the lazy drone has found its advocate, while scarcely a voice is raised
N. H. BARNHILL.
for the cheap queen.
It may be true
that the drone gives heatto the young
I send you a rough sketch of a conVirood, but to me it seenss very like trivance I use, and Hud of great asfeeding a dozen idle loafers to "warm sistance while examining frames, and
a room by animal heat. Otherdrones introducing queens, it consists of a
may build comb. I believe mine do frame somewhat similar to a clothes
not.
horse, with a revolving head, to the
That some breeders of dollaniueens end of which two wires are attached,
are honorable men, breeding and send- which can be expanded to suit any
ing out just such (|ueensas they would frame. The revolving head enables
use at home, you are all forced to ad- you to examine both sides, also to clip
mit the dollar queen, then, is only
such, because untested;
breeders
think they can afford them for that
price. I want to know that the strain
is of the best, with good chances for
vicious,
lection,

The busy bee is at rest and the season is at hand to compare notes and
prepare for another season's work.
My small report went in with southeast Dakota, with which my location
and the flora are nearest allied, although I live on the east bank of the
Sioux.
I commenced the spring with four
colonies, one strong and three little
more than nuclei. I took 400 lbs. of
extracted honey and increased to nine,
by division I will not say in good
condition for winter, because I succeeded in getting a live queen so late pure mating, and for obvious reasons
that I expect to tind unfertile queens, I will do my own testing, and believe
next spring.
Probably Good's food I can do so cheaper than the breeder
for queen cages would have saved the can.
shipper two valuable queens, and me
I am not a dealer in bee-keepers'
much valuable time. I fed my bees supplies; never raised a queen, but
up to July.
for my own use or to give away, and
Some years ago while residing near could not give time for the necessary
Manchester, Delaware Co., Iowa, I correspondence; but to him who has
made a trip west, leaving home about had the courage to advertise, and by
Aug. 20th. At Fort Dodge I found fair dealing has worked up a trade, I
bees just building up, and on return- would say, if he has a choice strain
ing, in September, that the tirst swarm he wishesto keep pure, some one could
had issued Aug. 28 and they were still undertake to breed and test for him,
swarming and at work in the supers. afwholesale only, for one dollar, beThis was so unusual to me that I in- cause to do so he would only have to
quired whence came the nectar, and I take a queen for shipping from a full
was answered goldenrod but my in- colony and replace her by one from
formant was unable to point out the nuclei, with full assurance that twenplant with which at that time I was ty-one days would show her brood pure
not familiar.
as the one she replaced.
My bees had closed the season's work Mr. Heddon has placed before us.his
and killed the drones. I never looked dark, long, red-clover bees, with such
for surplus from fall bloom. I wrote candor and force, that I am almost a
to a friend, suggesting the moving a convert to the principle "Handsome
art of his bees and mine for another is, that handsome does."
E
arvest, but he did not look upon the
What untrained eye would look for
proposal with favor. Yet I could not beauty in the Merino, his coarse, ugly
rid my mind of the practicability of horn, wrinkled, surly face, and gaunt,
extending the season by change of lo- 11-shaped body, several sizes too small
cation and especially where a short for his dirty coat'?
Yet his owner
remove, as in this State, will caiTV could see beauty in " Gold Drop,"
you from the richest fields of clover when every ounce of blood in his veins
and forests of linden to the best fall was worth its weight in gold, and he
pasturage.
could see additional beauty in each
Had business matters favored it was fold of his loose, dirty, wool-covered
my plan to spend the coming winter skin— yet, the intrinsic value being
;

;

;

the queen's wings, without disturbing
her, by the use of a pair of spring
scissors, as used in knives, etc.
I
could not get on without it, unless I
had some other assistance.
are strips of cloth, tacked topins to prevent spreading, and are
tools to hang on.
for
handy
B B, pins of wood to hold the cloth.
C C are wires to hold the frames, by
slipping them over the end bars.
D, the hive.
E, the bolt to hold the wooden revolving head to the upper bar of the
frame holder.
r, the frame in position.

A A

:

,

G, revolving head, containing wires
to hold the frames.

Evelyn, Ga., Oct.
|

14, 1882.

—
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Read before the Union. Ky., Convention.
(juecii

Rearing and Honey Producing.
J. IT.

Local Convention Directory.
Tivie

im-2.

and Place

of Meeting.

Nov. 29-;i0, Western Michinan, at Griind, Rapids.
Wm. M. S. Dodge. Sec.
ii-7, Michigan State, at Kalama/oo.
T. K. Bingham, Sec, ADrunia. Mich.
1883.

Jan. 10.— Eastern N. Y.. at Albany, N. V.
K. Quakenbusb, Sec. Barnerville, N. Y.
II,

Nebraska State, at Wahno, N'eb.
Geo. M. liawlry. Sec.

16-18,

Northeastern, at Syraouse, N. Y.

W. House, Fayetteyille. N. Y.
20.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
(i.

10,

li. Caraon, Pres.
Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalb, O.
April 5.— Utah, at Salt Lafce City.
E. Stevenson, Sec.
—Texas State Convention, at McKinnev.

—

Oct.

,

I".

Dr. \V. B. Uoward, Sec.
18.— Northwestern, at Chicaco. 111.
Thomas G. Newman, Sec.

tW In order to

have

this table

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.— Ed.

BEAD.

The apiarist who produces honey
only, need not spend the whole of his
time in the business, hence lie may
add some other business to that of
honey producing with prolit. In this
respect the business of honey producing differs from the business of queen
rearing. Of course ray remarks are to
have a general application, for I believe there are many locations where
will not pay to attempt to produce
honey at a iirolit am I right ? yet. I
am convinced tli;it there are many localities where lioney can be produced
at a prolit, and the business safely
it

A Home Market.— I

commenced

with 10 colonies last spring

;

increased

to 20 by natural swarming. I obtained
1,100 lbs. of comb lioney, in 2 lb. sections, and sold it at lioiiie. from 15 to20 cts. per pound.
bees are in good
condition to go into winter quarters.
I winter them in the cellar.
I think
this is a good location for bees, as there-

My

many honey-producing plants
although there are not many beekeepers in the country. I am taking
seven papers, and if I were compelled
to do with only one. that one would
made a specialty.
In breeding queens as a business of be the American Bee Journal.
D. M. DlEUDORFF.
prolit there are many drawbacks. The
Waterloo, Iowa, Nov. 11, 1882.
breeder must sell queens from his colare

;

onies early in the spring, to satisfy his

customers, and he sometimes sustains
Tliat 1,00(1 Pounds of Honey from
loss— even the loss of a colony in fill- One Colony.— Last year you put me
ing these early orders.
His queens down as an Ohio man in your report,
are sometimes lost or die in transit, and I think 1 see another little misand he has sometimes to return money take this year. Dr. J E. Lav tells me
to dissatislied customers.
All these he thinks the J. C. Carroll of Dallas
things have to be endured by the Co., Texas, who reported to the Naqueen breeder. It is gratifying, how- tional Bee-Keepers' Convention that
ever, to have on hand nice queens for he had a colony of Cyprian bees that
sale, and to have orders for them had gathered 1,000 lbs. of honey durfrom all over the country.
It is not ing the season, was myself. I made
only pleasant to receive the cash for the statement that I had obtained 800.
them, but it is a pleasure to send them lbs. of surplus, 115 lbs. now in the hive
away to please customers, and to in- and about 50 lbs. wasted by evaporatroduce the linest stock everywhere. tion, as the loss was from two to live
I have been breeding queens for years, pounds during the horsemint flow. (I
and yet, had I to commence anew, I did not keep adaily memoranda of the
think I would be a honey-producer.
colony, only now and then weighing,
Orleans, Ind.
to see if any loss would occur during
.

For the American Bee Journal.

West Texas Bee-Keepers'

Associ.ition.

A

number of bee-keepers from different parts of the State met at Bower's
Hall, Lnling, Texas, on Nov. 1, 1882,
for the purpose of permanently organizing the West Texas Uee-Keepers'
Association.
The President called
the meeting to order and stated the
object of the meeting after which a
constitution and by-laws were adopted.
Then followed a number of very interesting discussions.
resolution was passed constituting
the President and Secretary a committee to communicate with the various Fair Associations for the purpose
of getting a department of agriculture.
Tlie Secretary was also instructed
to correspond with the honey dealers
of P^urope, that we may get a .direct
European market for our surplus products.
;

A

The meeting then adjourned to meet
in

San Antonio, about the 20th of Oct.,
or during the West Texas Fair.

188.3,

The following gentlemen were elected as officers for the coming year:
President, J. S. Tadlock; Vice President, Capt. W. L. Foster; Secretary,
Thos. Haicomb Treasurer, Rev. S. C.
;

Orchard.
Tiics. Balcomb,
Luling, Texas, Nov. 8, 1882.

Sec.

i^The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Associa-

night, which was as above stated.)
And I said I thought they had consumed not less than tifty pounds in
brood rearing, making over 1.000 lbs.
brought in by this colony. My beea
are gathering honey from cotton, similar to the horsemint in June. Drones
by thousands are living and I have a
nice lot of (jueen cells ready to hatch.
thermometer stood at 90^ F. at
furnish entertainment free to all The
Bee-keepers from noon yesterday, and at 10 o'clock p.
visiting apiarists.
76^ F. Theneighboring States will be welcomed. m., yesterday, it stood at
bees were roaring at night, like sumT. L. VonDorn, Pres.
mer time. No frost, and not even a
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec.
cold spell yet. Send on your bees. Mr^
Harrington, before the blizzards set
1^" The Western Michigan Bee- in you can have part of my range.
Keepers' Association will meet at The horsemint is up. a fine stand, three
Supervisors' Hall, in the city of Grand to six inches high. Look out for anB. F. Carroll.
Rapids, on Wednesday and Thursday, other big crop.
Dresden, Navarro Co-, Texas.
Nov. 2!>th and :Wth, 1882. The co-operation of all bee-keepers of this
[We gave the name just as it came
section is desired.
to us in the report of the National
Wji. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
Convention, but it is evident that it

^" The Nebraska State

Bee-Keepers' Association, will hold its annual
session in Walioo, Saunders county,
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan.
nth, 1S8.S. Arrangements have been
made with the railroads to secure 1}4
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
county Bee-Keepers' Association will

;

t^ The 17th annual convention of
town hall on the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' AsFriday and Saturday the 19th and 20th sociation will be held in Kalamazoo,
of January, Ihh:^. All bee-keepers are Dec. 6 and 7, 18.82. All interested are
invited to ;ittend and send essays, pa- cordially invited to participate in the
pers, implements, or any thing of in- discussions— wlii<-h will embrace the
tion will

be held at Berlin Center,

Mahoning Co..

O.. in the

A

terest to the frateftiity.
full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
afford to miss them.
We expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the liitli.
L. (jAHSON, Pre.s.

Apiculture of to-day.
I. Root, D.
A. Jones, Prof. A. J. Cook, and many
other distinguished apiculturists are
expected to be present. Low rates of
board at hotels have been secured.
T. F. Bingham. Sec, Abronia. Mich.
live issues of the

Thomas

(J.

Newman, A.

meant you. The mistake last year, of
giving Ohio as your address, was our
own, which we regret we did not discover in time to correct it then. Ed.]
Cold Wave.— The weather was warm
here last week. The cold wave which
struck Chicago last Sunday, reached
here before daylight this morning. It
is not cold, however, and it is quite
Henry Alley.
pleasant.
Wenham, Mass., Nov. 14. 1882.

I

;
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Bloomiu?. ing pays, I will let the bees speak for season, 5 of my colonies were mere
sweet themselves. Last season there were nuclei, which, with queen, were winclover that is in full bloom yet; it only four colonies to make prolits in tered on 4 frames, and they not covcame up on one side of our house this the good year. They gathered 1:26 lbs. ered with bees. Some of my neighsprins; and the hees were found work- on an average, having come through bors have obtained as Ingh an average
ing oil it on Nov. 11, and now the two years witliout loss. The willow as 150 lbs. of honey to the colony, in
ground is covered with snow 3 inches and apple trees were killed wliile in spring, with a larger increase than I
deep, so you see it blossoms with us bloom, and we ha to kill the young have had. Bee culture will receive
Bees have done very bees. The expenditure in two years quite a boom in this locality another
until winter.
"I
xvell here for such a had season.
for bees was §80, and the receipts year, on account of the large yield this
year.
bought one colony, last July, of E. T. $480.
Chas. Mitchell.
M. Leidy.
Flanagan and have increased to three
Molesworth, Ont.
Carthage, Mo., Nov. 13, 1882.
now, in good condition for winter. I
bought 4 colonies of blacks this fall
Packing My Bees.— In a few days I
Comb Fonndation.— What is comb
and sent to VV. Z. Hutchinson for a foundation, and how is it madeV shall pack my bees in boxes, each in
queen and introduced her into one of Please describe it in the Bee Jour- a single box,"with 5 inches of sawdust
the colonies of blacks. Success to the nal.
ali around, like Mr. Heddon does.
John Krainik.
I
VVeekly Bee Journal. I shall give
have 3.5 colonies of Italians. Three
have
repeatedly
comb
[We
described
you my plan for wintering bees after
days ago I noticed that my bestcolony
a while, and see what you think of it. foundation and its manufacture and (which had given 200 lbs. of comb
I never have lost one colony in win- will
now content ourself with saying honey) was very uneasy, and carrying
tering yet.
G. L. Pray.
that comb foundation consists of out dead bees in the I'light they were
Petoskey, Mich.
still uneasy, but yesterday they were
sheets of beeswax, formed by dipping more
peaceful. Today they are all
[The fragrant little blossom is rewooden plates into melted wax. and, alarmed again, so I opened the hive
ceived and gives another proof of its
upon being rolled through a machine, and found that the middle comb
hardihood.— Ed.]
these sheets have indentations made (drone comb) which I placed there 3
weeks ago, having sealed honey for
winter use, was nearly emptied of
I often
Bee-keeping In Canada.
honey, and to my astonishment was
Wonder what is called good work for
full of eggs, from 12 to 20 eggs in each
a colony of bees to do in a certain
cell, on both sides, and two queen cells
time. One of my colonies of brown
were started, the bees acting like they
bees gathered last season 34 lbs. in 3
would when swarming. I took out
•days, and thrgw a lar^e swarm the day
tlie comb and gave them another with
before I commenced the test. The hive
sealed spring iiouey. Please explain
has 3,000 cubic inches. It will not pay
the cause of this. G. Bamkohler.
to double up the bees in the spring of ^:Cj..C].;ci.Ci^M:^:'y:]
Clarence, Mo., Nov. 3, 1882.
a good season, though this is not the
common advice and rule. Last year I
COMB FOUNDATION.
[The colony had become queenless,
got 7") lbs. of honey from one colony,
commotion,
with only 100 bees on May 1. The on both sides, that form the fonndation and while in a state of
same queen has done well two seasons of cells, which the bees readily accept consequent upon the bees learning
since. I believe many good queens
their condition, it was also attacked
and work out into comb.
lose their heads when they are not alby robber bees. If you had watched
It would be tedious to review all the
ways to blame if she is not producing drones, give her a chance. Pack various styles of foundation presented closely you would have seen that the
the hive inside, not outside, leaving to bee-keepers since it was first intro- bees went away filled with honey,
only three frames at most, and put a
We have had which is always a very suspicious cirfew sheets of paper on top of the duced in America.
cumstance. The commotion at night
triangular-sliaped
foundation
with
frames to keep tlie heat in and drive
also shows that the colony was invadthe
The gt)lden willow is
it down.
cells, with Hat-bottomed cells, with
only thing in Canada tliat gives honey high side-walls, and with no walls at ed by robbers. Or the colony might
before the dandelions. Bees wiuk on
with linen, cotton, wood, paper, have been invaded by robbers and in
all
it here until quite dark in good weaththe conimcrtion caused, the queen may
tin-foil and woven-wire for a base
it fairly rains honey and can be
•er
seen easily with the naked eye. If yon while, latterly, we have had founda- have been killed. The 12 to 20 eggs
wish to plant it, and have a creek or tion with line wires imbedded in it, in a cell were the result of fertile
permanent lane on your farm, with an
workers, an unnatural development
ax cut oH branches 4 to 6 feet long, and frames of foundation with wires
the loss of the queen.
any size, in the spring, and drive them pressed therein. Experience is demon- consequent upon
wliere wanted if put along a creek strating, however, that a medium Had you removed the colony to the
they make a good shade for cattle, and
heavy sheet— say, four-and-a-half to cellar for a few days, or contracted
in three years they will support a wire
so as to admit only one
feet per pound, with a thin base the entrance

And

Still

— l^lease

Sweet

Hiul

C'lorer is

enclosed some

!

;

;

—

.

;

;

;

;

fence.

honey

When

I like to

niy bees are getting
mucli, wliat
kind of day. As to

know how

from, and what

five

bee at a time, or thrown some grass
loosely over the entrance you would
have aided the robbed colony, and
prevented the second attack. To give
them another queen, or unite some
-Ed.]"
weak colony with it, is now the best
My Little Iteport.- 1 had 17 Italian thing to do, as it is very late to repair
colonies in the fall of 1881. I wintered
them in American hives, modified, the loss.— Ed.]
but using the American frame. They
Small Wire W»rins in Pollen.—
wintered in the cellar. I had 17 in the
spring of 1882 sold one, and obtained would like to enquire if anyone has
1.600 lbs. of extracted and 200 lbs. of lieen troubled with small wire worms,
comb honey, in 1 and 2 lb. sections that are hatched in the pollen, while
increased to 23 colonies, which are it is packed in cells around the brood
or septum, and heavy prominent sidewalls or lines, is the most desirable
for economy in tlie use of wax, and
rapidity in comb-building by the bees.

Bokhara clover not growing, it will
f;row anywhere, if there is moisture
sprout it and keep it alive until it
gets hold of the ground, the same as
other clover and timothy. I hoed the
seed in, in rows, between mangolds,
and it did well I harrowed it in wath
oats, on June 1, with last stroke of
harrow; it was two feet high before I
cut my oats. It has given the barn a
fine smell, and the bees have liaunted
I
it all the fall, in vain, for honey.
find onions are good to use in doubling
bees I have tried tliem and without
Honey is an excellent medicine now in good condition tor wintering. nest. It is gi'eat injury to the brood.
loss.
for the eyes, it is unequalled for in- In justice to my report, I should say They are from hi to Ja inch in length,
flammation. As to whether bee-keep- that owing to the severe drouth last and work along the centre of the comb
;

;

;

;
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and attack the larvse before it is fully combs and tho.se heavy with brood or
Honey and Beeswax Market.
capped over, and pushes it out of tlie sealed honey, secure them well in the
cells for the hees to cany out of the
Office op amkiucan Bee Joprnal,
Monday. 10 a. m.. November -20. 1882.
hive. They work for months and do frames with strip-binders, and place
tack the ends of the
in the hive
not increase in strength.
I have had
The following are the latest quota2colonies this season invaded by these frames firmly to the rabbets on which
worms, and one of my neighbors also they rest; dij) the blanket in clean tions for honey and beeswax received
had colonies invaded by them. I took
up to this hour
the bees from one of these hives and water, lightly wriflg, fold about six
gave them new combs, to start them thicknesses, and lay on the front ends
Quotations of Canh lluyera.
anew. Being late in the season, both of the frames. If the hive has no porI and my neighbor put a sulphur
CHICAQO.
match to the other hives, and thus we tico, leave off the cover, and use wire
The supply of extracted honey is fully
got rid of them for the present.
My cloth instead, nailing on top of that, upHONEY—
to the domnnd. M^ quotations are: GXc. for
theory is this In breeding time I no- three one-inch strips, two inches wide dark and s^c. lor liKht, delivered here.
)

t

;

:

:

ticed a quantity of flies atthe entrance
of the hive, and saw the bees pounce

—one

across the center, tlie others
on them and drive them away, thus across each end, to insure ventilation
showing them to be enemies. What when piled on each. other. Now tack
were those Hies after, if not to deposit wire cloth over the entrance, and your
eggs in the hive, where tlie heat of
bees are ready for shipment.
the bees will hatch them out? They
If the hive has a portico, prepare in
are very different from the moth,
which lean lind. if on the combs; their the same manner as above, except to
heads are of a dilferent color, and their bore a one-and-a-half inch hole in each
bodies are whiter. If any one has noside of the brood chamber, and also
ticed these Hies or wornis I liope to
hear from them in the Bee Journal. in the cover, which will be used in
RoBEUT Corbet.
place of the wire cloth over tlie frames;
Manhattan. Kansas, Kov. 3, 1882.
the holes to be covered inside and outside wire cloth to admit of ventilation
.Moving IJees, etc. I enclose some Leave the entrance open full size, but
plants for name, and please state
where they grow e.xtensively, for they cover the entire portico securely with
are very scarce here.
No. 1 is 2 feet wire cloth, leaving free access to it
in height, and is very thick with bloom from the interior of the hive care
and branches. It commences to bloom must be taken, however, to bore a
in July and is blooming still.
No. 2
grows from 5 to 6 feet high and one-and-a-half inch hole under the
blossoms same as No. 1. No. 3 grows roof-board of the portico, and left
from 4 to 6 feet liigh and blooms from open, to allow free ingress to the inSeptember till frost. I want to ship terior of the hive, as the entrance bemy bees 1.50 miles. Shall 1 ship them
by freight or express— now or next neath may become choked up, and the
spring? Will it injure the brood to cluster of bees, with the queen, die of
ship them in the spring?
starvation through inability to get at
Sylvester Marshall.
Hives made
the honey in the hive.
Prattsfork, O., Sept. 28, 1882.
with porticoes are much lietter for
[No. 1 belongs to the aster family, shipping bees, for it allows them to
and abounds in low, rich bottom lands drag out the dead, cleanse the hive,
all through the Northern States.
It and, to a great extent, prevent dysenis now also spreading in the South.
tery. Prepared in this manner, full
No. 2 is the melilotus alba or sweet colonies may be shipped at all seasons,

BEESWA.X — It is qu.te scarce.
for good yellow wax, on arrival :
Al. H.

Newman. 923 W. Madison

and willgrowanywhereon any from May 1st to Aug. 10th, with perand in any climate.
fect success. They should be sent by
No. S is goldenrod and is also found freight the expressage will cost too
on the low lands and river bottoms. much, and they will be no more careThey are all good honey producers.
fully handled.— Ed.]
The best time for shipping bees any

clover,
soil,

HONEY— The market for extracted honey is
very satisfactory. We have received within the
last three weeks more than 2i«)bbl8., principally
from Louisiana, .Vlississi|)pi and Florida, aun the
demand exceeds oure.xperience and expectations.
We have sold more than ever at this time of the
year. Florida turnishes a honey which equals our
Northern clover, and excels all the Southern honey
I

have had so

h<)ney, but

;

Quick Work.— I get the quickest return from an advertisement in the

American Bee Journal

extracted,
per lb.

any pa-

some

Is

call

for

comb

arrivals yet of a choice
brings ItiC'.^oc. on arrival:
Firm at 2u<S25c
Chas. F. MCTB.

BEESWAX—

"(siluc.

Quotations or CommlsHloa Merchanta.

CHICAGO.

HONKY— The

demand

increases with the cool
weather, but not sufficiently fast to keep pace with
receipts, which now accumulate, as it is time to get
the surplus into market. Prices remain unchanged
with perhaps a tendency downward, owing to

many consittnors

We quote:

desiring in realize quickly.

white comb.in small sections, l«((620o.
lb. sections bring the outside
Erice. Dark comb honey, little demand, ISfyJHiC.
.iKht honey, in larger boxes, 12feli(C. Extractedwhite clover, ;i^,OoUic.: dark, H(.i,Hc., in barrels and
half- barrels. Kegs will biing but a small advance.
Fine, well-fllled,

If

1

any, above half-barrels.
scarce.

BE"E8WA.\— Very
dark to

Choice Yellow, 30c.i

fair, 2rwu:24c.

K. A. BlTBNKTT. 165 South Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Stocks

are abundant of

medium and

dark grades, and the demand for such is light. A
sale of 150 cases extra C comb was made Wednes-

day at

14c.

Whitecomb, l^^<§)20c: dark to good, 12@l5c extracted, choice to extra white, 9(ijliic.; dark and
candied, "^(SnHc.
We quote 25®28c.
:

BEESWAX-

Steakns & SMITH.

Front Street.

4r)

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— Plentiful and slow. We quote, in

comb

at 15®17c

strained at 6@7c.

;

;

lots,

extracted at

9®ioc.

BEES WA.X-Prime bright quotable at 26(827c.
K. C. UkeEU & CO.. 17 N. Main Street.
1

CLEVELAND.

HONE Y- There has
the past week.

No.

been no change

honey

In

white, in 1 ft. sections, conat 2Ka.22c. per pound. No. I
in 2 lb. sections, is also in good request at I9(§'2oc.
Second grade, less active, at 1(§)2 cents ^ lb. leas.
Extracted, in all shapes, was dull and very little
sale. Some l.ouisiuna honey, rather dark, in barrels,, was sold at tic.
Ime quality, 2.'i@28c.
A. C. KendEL, us Ontario Street.

tinues In good

1

demand

BEBSWAX-Pi

The Bee
ever advertised in.
NEW YOKK.
Journal is mailed at the office on
Tuesday it reaches me on Friday,
HONEY— There Is a fair demand for prime lots
honey, and choi<-e is held firmly, with occasional
and on Saturday, the day after the Bee of
sales of fancy a trifle higher than we quote.
Journal comes to hand, I frequently We quote: White clover, fancy, suiall boxes, 19
white clover, fair to good. lH(!/;l8c. buckget calls for my circular ; these calls @22c
wheat, 13f:<jlt:c.; extracted clover, lu@l3c.; excome from Pennsylvania and New tracted buckwheat, ii@10c.
per

I

:

:

:

Henry Alley.
York States.
Wenham. Mass., Nov. 14, 1882.

BEESWAX— There

only a moderate movement of wax, but prices held about steady at 2:)@
:iOc, for Western, and 30@3lc. for Southern.
Western, pure, 2;>('«3nc Southern, pure. :iO(g3Ic.
is

:

U.

;

;

of

There

far.

we have had no

Comb honey

article.

;

considerable distance, is in April, or
quite early in May, before the combs
are too heavy with brood but with
proper care in preparing them and ordinary usage in handling, they may
be shipped at any time witli comparative safety except in very cold weather.
The first work is to go through the
hives and extract all the uncapped
honey, as the least daubing will prove'
fatal to the bees
then procure a block
one inch square, and as long as the
hive is wide, in this cut notches and
tack in the bottom of tlie hive, in
which to place the frames to keep
them steady now select the new

St.

CINCINNATI.

—

;

I am payine 27c.
dark and off col-

ors, 17(§i22c.

We

W. QuiNBy,

iir>

Park Place.

the Bee
BOSTON.
Journal to every subscriber, but HONEY'— Sells very readily in lb. sections at
best
white,
and i;u(gj22c. for I^ to 2 lb.
22{aj2.-»c.
for
should any be lost in the mails we will
Boxes containini: M; pound, :ioc. per pound.
cheerfully send another, if notified Extracted is selling very slowly at 12<gil4c.
BEESWAX-2.-.fe2cic.
CRoCKKll & Bl.AKB. 57 Chatham Street.
before all the edition is exhausted.

i^"

carefully

mail

1

—

.
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Honey as Food and Medicine.

The Monthly Bee Journal

for 1883.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

At the request of many who havenew pages being devoted to new heretofore taken the Monthly and
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds Semi-Monthly Bee Jouknal, we shall
tlie

honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
have put the price of them low
20c. per agate line of space, each insertion. to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
copy 6
A line of Agate type will contain about eleht them far and wide. Single
words; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space. cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
of cooking in wliicli

ADVERTISING RATES.

We

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, 50 dfents per line.

DISCOUNTS will be Kiven on advertisements
WEEKLY as follows, if the whole i5

published
paid in advance

For
"
*'
'*

"
"

:

lO per cent, discount,
4 weeks
20
S "
13 " (3 months).... 30 ""
26
(6 months).... 40
8» " C9 months)... SO "
60 "
SS " (1 year)
*'

Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone,
SSSper cent.,— 6 months, lO per cent.,— 3 months,
& percent. — if wholly paid in advance.
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
6 months, S50 per cent.— 3
alone, 40 per cent.,
months, 1
per cent.— if wholly paid in advance.

—

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
nf the contract, will bechiirKCd the full rale for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
VSa West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Htreet.,

C'hlcuKo,

copies for $2.50 ; 5 copies for $4.00 ; 10
or more copies at 7-5 cents each. An
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100 extra copy to the person getting up a
or more, we print, if desired, on the club of 5 or more.

cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
The Weekly is now permanently es(giving the name and address of the tablislied, and will be continued as
bee-keeper who scatters them). This heretofore.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
The Weekly and Monthly Bee
and expense— enabling him to dispose JouKNALS will be distinct papers, each
of his honey at liome, at a good profit. having its own sphere of operation

The Apiary Register.
All

who intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
their

For 50 colonies

|1 Oo
1 50
2 00

(120 pages)

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

III.

J^pccial IJoticcs.

postage

is

Publishera'PrUe. Club

andGleaninKsinBee-Culture(A.l.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

»3

is too much occupied to
read a weekly, or whose means or re-

Binder for Weekly, 1381
Binder for Weekly tor 1882

—

Bee Journal,

are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Jouknal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
They cannot be sent by mall
cents.
;

to Canada.

00.

2 75

3 OO..

3 00.. 2 60

Bee-Keeper8'Exch'nBe(Houk&Peet)3
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
6
The 6 above-named papers

rates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents ; over $5
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purProf. Cook's ManuaKbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman) "
chased at any point where the com-

pany have an office, except Canada,
and can be made payable at any one
of the company's 4,000 offices.
For safety, when sending money to

first class,

pamphlet form

whose time

for the

prepaid by the publisbers.

The Weekly Bee Journal

^° The Amerian Express Company
money order system is the cheapest,
safest and most convenient way of remitting small sums of money. Their

the need of a cheap,

Emerson Binders

most desirable ones.

our subscribers are in
arrears for the present year— having
CLUBBIMJ LIST.
requested ns to coiit4nue, and they
We supply the Amerlcnn Bee Journal and
would pay soon. Will all such please
any of the f'lIIowinK periodicals, one year, at the
take this as a request to send on the prices quoted in the last column of tlKures. The
two dollars with a renewal for next tlrst colutnn Rives the regular price of both. All
possible.

feel

reliable bee paper in

quirements are more limited, and who
larger ones can be used for a can dispense with the routine matter
few colonies, give room for an increase more properly belonging to a weekly.
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are theremade especially

^^ A few of

if

and different readers.
We shall aim to make the Monthly
Bee Jouknal a welcome and profitable visitor to the homes of those who

The

fore the

year,

next year print a Monthly consisting
of 32 pages, issuing it about the
middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3

.

2 80

60..

2 35

60..

2 40

00.

5 50

00.

.

1^ The Bee Journal is

mailed at

the Chicago Postofllce every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some

cause beyond our control.
3 25!. 3 00
.

2 50

2

85..

2 75

'2

75..

2 60

2 75.

The Monthly Bee .Jonrnal and any of the
above, ¥1 less than the Hgures in the last column.

Sample Copies of the American Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,

by sending the names to tliis office.
Constitutions and By-Laws for
press money order, a bank draft on local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
of the Association printed in the which are printed a large bee in gold,
New York or Chicago, or register the name
50
cents
extra.
blanks for
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

this oflice get either a post office or ex-

^"

Postage stamps of anv kind
for amounts less than one
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Every lady should send 25 cents to
dollar. Local checks are subject to a Journal must reach this office by
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia,
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. Saturday of the previous week.
and receive their Fnsliion Quarterly
for six months. 1,000 illustrations and
new music each issue.
(^Postage stamps, of one, two or four pages
Preparation of Honey for the M.irfor
accepted
denomination,
cent
three
ket, including the production and care
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
1^" Do not let your numbers of the
of botli comb and extracted honey,
is preferred.
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
instructions on the exhibition of bees
best way to preserve them is to proand honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Kendall's Spavin Cure is used from cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast.

letter.

may be sent

;

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
New Premiums

for 1883.

the season for reading has now
we hope that each of our
subscribers will endeavor to send at
subscriber for the
least one new

As

arrived,

Weekly Bee Journal for 1883 and
tlius not only help on the cause of
progressive bee-culture, but assist in
sustaining the only Weekly bee paper
in the world.
Providence has smiled on the beekeepers during the past season, and as
a general thing they are abundantly
able to procure a good assortment of
bee-literature.

In order to encourage every one who
keeps bees, be they few or many colonies, to thoroughly read the many
very interesting books on bee-culture,
now published, we have determined
to make liberal offers, which will be
available
follows

until

January

1,

1883,

Subscription Credits.— After sendgiilucrtistntjettts.
ing subscriptions to this office, we
would respectfully ask every one to
The American Bee Journal la the oldest Bee
look at the label on the wrapper of the Paper In America, and hue a larKe circulation In
every Suite, Territory and Province, among farmnext two papers, and there they will era, mechanics, prufesBional and business men,
aad is, therefore, the best advertising medium.
find the credit indicated thus
Those
who have paid for the first six months
of next year will find " June 83 " after "BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY
:

B00k7

Those who have paid
whole year will find " Dec. 83 "

their names.
for

tlie

we

on the

will

for six
year.

last

present

months

AVeekly

or the

Bee

inc

tions

attention.

them destroyed how to keep the queens after
they have hatclied how to introiluce virgin queens
to nuclei coIonicH the best way to introduce laying queens to full colonies; how to test queens
without beeping them in the hive three weeks itfter
they are fertilized; how to know a good hardy
queen from an inferior one themoraentshe leaves
the cell how to judge of a prolific queen before
she has laid Hio enns how to select a queen to use
for one to breed from how to raine and preserve
drones late in the season
what kind of a queen
to raise drones from as well as the kind of drones
to use how and when to transfer bees from box
to frame hives, and. In fact, many things that have
never appeared in print, that are invaluable to any
hee-keeper. whether he keeps & few or many colo;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Send

nies.

get any of the above

—

^

Our new

Madison

St., is

ZiOOH XZBXIS!
you want cheap l)ee8 and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Alttlno or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, flection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

with good young Queens. Give me a call, friends,
and I will try and please you. (Box 819 )
E. T. FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary.

5wly

BelleTille, St. Clair

County,

111.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
The Bhitihh Bke .Journal

is published monthand omtains the best practical inforniiition for
tbe lime beiiiK. showinw what to do, and when and
iiow to do it. It is edited and published by
It,

«'.

»r.

ABBOTT, Bee-Mnater,

School of Apiculture. Fairlawn. Southall, London.
lS~We send the Weeitly American Bek Journal and tile i?H( ish Bee Journal, both for ^3.50 per

Ko. 925 West
annum.
only a few doors from
|y For sale at

location,

the

Bee Journal Office.

the new branch postoffice. We have
a telephone and any one in the city

wishing to talk to us through

it

_^

will

premiums

1^ New subscribers for the Weekly
Monthly Bee Journal send
double the number of subscribers, and Beb Journal for 1883, can obtain all
the rest of the numbers for this year
the same amount of money.
by sending $2 to this office.
send Cook's Manual
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100

47wii

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.

for the

will

for circular.

just issued a

For four subscribers, with $8, we please call for No. 7087— that being
will send Cook's Manual in cloth, or
our telephone number.
Apiary Register for 100 colonies.
For five subscribers, with $10, we
Examine the Date following your
will send the Apiary Register for 200
name on the wrapper label of this
colonies, Quinby's New Bee-Keeping,
indicates the end of the
Root's A B C of Bee Culture, or an paper; it
month
to which you have paid your
extra copy of the Weekly Bee Joursubscription on the Bee Journal.
nal for one year.

t^ We

;

;

If

i^° Articles for publication must be
Any one sending us a club of two written on a separate piece of paper
subscribers for 1H83, for the Weekly, from items of business.
with $4, will be entitled to a copy of

To

MASS.

A NEW SYSTEM OF QUEEN KEAIilNG.

It will teach you liow to prepare your bees for
cell building:
what c^bs to select, and when to select Ihem
how to remove drones from a swarm of
bees ; how to have the cplla hatched withouthav-

Monthly for one

Bees and Honey, in cloth, postpaid.
For three subscribers, with $6, we
will send Cook's Manual, in paper,
Emerson's Binder for the Weekly, or
Apiary Uegister for 50 colonies.

written and publt^*hed by

Please remember that the credit given on this label
is a sullicient notification of subscrip-

of the present year.

page of this paper,
the

Qaeen Bees.
A book

HEXRY ALLEY. WENHAM,

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
Journal for one year.
To any one purchasing $4 worth of suggestions what to plant, and when
books, selected from our " Book List," and how. It is illustrated with 26 enon the last page of this paper, we will gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
present the Weekly Bee Journal any address for 10 cents.
Liist,"

22 Years Experience in Rearing

on their papers. The credit runs to
the end of the month indicated. If
the mark is " Dec. 82," it means that
the subscription is paid until the end

due and receipt for payments
made. If not so indicated within two
weeks after sending money to us, you
may be sure something is wrong, and
should write to us about it.
It will
as save annoyance and trouble if our
subrcribers will give this matter due

To any one sending us $8 for any
books they may select from our " Book
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i^The New York Weekly TnijHie

We

continue to
act assolicitorafor
patents, caveata,
traclo-marlss, copyrights, etc., for
the United States, and to obtainpatents in Canada, England, Franco,
Germany, and all other conntries.
Tliirty-six years' practice. No
charge for examination of models or drawinss.

Advice by mail

free.

Patents obtained through

lis are noticed ia
haa
tho
the largest circulation, and is tho most influential nen-spaper of its kind published in tho
world. Tho advantagcsof Buchanotice everj

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which

patentee understands.
This large and splendidly illustr.ated news-

paperi8published%VEEK;i.Yat?3.20ayear,

says in regard to the Noyes Dictionary and is admitted to bo the best paper devoted
and Weekly Bee Journal nolder,manufactured by L. W. Noyes, to science, mechanics, inventions, engineering
one year, for $3.00 or with King's 99 West Monroe St., Chicago: "We works, and other departments of industrial
Single

colonies,
for

;

Text-Book, in cloth, for $2Jr, or with know of but one satisfactory Holder
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The that, however, isso good that a second
Mr. Noyes sends to
is not needed."
Monthly Bee Journal and either of all applicants a handsome illustrated
the above for one dollar less.
circular. Prices reduced.
;

progress, published in any country.
copies by mail, 10 cents. Sold by all newsdealers.

Address, Munn & Co., publishers of ScienAmerican, 201 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents niailcd free.

tific

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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NEW BEE BOOK

A

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
cushion, the only protection yet discovered that will curry the bees
aafely throufih winter and spring without tiiil.
Send $:)U, for right to retiiil this cushion in your
county, or send t5 for one apiary right to patentee.
V.

I buy and sell Honey for Cash only.
As I do no
Commission business, I will not accept shipments

without previous correspondence.

DELLA TOUHE,

ReiBtertown. Baltimore co., Md.
Remit by registered letter or P. O. order.
Patented April 25, 1882. No. 254,932.
45wl3t

t'aiiiarg:o,

Douglas county,

Bees&Honey
Management

Rev. A. SALISBURY

;

;
;

;

jHon, ready,

if

we are timely notified.

Weekly Bee Journal.

etc. l*rice, bound in cloth,
cover.s,
ceiitS) postpaid.

50

BUS "W, MadUon

"

Marketing Honey."
in paper

To cents;

Street. Chicago, IIU

Appreciative Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.—Farmere
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.

BIND YOUR JOUSNALS
KBKl"

NEWMAN.

Bees and Honey at Fairs,"

One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine, $4; ('olony of bees, either
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine. 8 frames, ?8.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
bright
wax.
Money
Orders
en
0/\c. paid for
JU\J TuHColn. 111.
Iwly.

AND

the

;

C.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, fs
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents tho apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of

"Low Prices, Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
$1 Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
$1 Tested
$2
Palestine Queens, .jl Tested... J2
Extra Queens, for swarming sea-

—

an Apiary for Fleaeare
Profit by

THOMAS

III.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

;,

of

and
Editor of

20

!

new lime

to introduce the

TUEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Its chapter on marketing honey Is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

bee-raisers.— Indlanian. Clinton, Ind.

A

The Emerson Binder
IS

TUE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

For Monthly Bee .Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

/»Oc.
'7i>c.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Address,
925

West Madison

olist,

Street. Chlcairo. 111.

DARWINISM ?iSu'lfor?7Ca^^

his extinction at death overA personal God and an eternal existence
for man proven by science. Infidelity and Materialism dethroned. The W'urr theory of Sound,
taught in colleges and high strlmols for2,(.)00 years,
proven to be astupendou^' Hctentific fallacy. Revolutionary in Science and the most reinarkuhle
book of this or any other age. Royal (»ri;ivn, ,",js
double column pages, handsdniely houiKi and containing very superior likenesses of the great .sfienDarwin, Huxley, Hem hoi tz.
tists of the age.
Mayer. Tyndall and Hacekel. $2, by mail, postpaid. liOcal and Travelling Agents "Wanted, ('ireulars. with twble of contents and "opinions of
the press." and of Clergymen, Professors in Colleges, etp., free to all.

thrown.

<fe

CO..

Ad Broadway. X.

Full of practical instruction, that

If,

field, O.

Embraces every subject of interest in theaplary^
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keepinjp
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner^
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a couiplete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, etfects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and niuch valuable information.
;

;

;

Price 85 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS

West Madison

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthtn
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The

only invention to make Foundatiiin in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.

Iwly

no one who

contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

6;S ENGRAVINGIS.

925

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are tine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.- Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that Is necessary for succesaful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Kepublican. Utlca. N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of th(^se little workers.— Plain
Dealer. St. Uawrence, N. Y.

from the animals and

SCU£LI<

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with lO^
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle. Union CitV, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjeetof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

». S.

GIVEN

«fe

C.

Hoopeston,

III.

BEESWAX.
I pay '£'7c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

ALFRED

923

West Madison

Street.

II.

NEWMAN.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art^
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the Improvements in
his line. We advise all inter*?sted to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cat.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all th^ newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It Isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

A

DiHConiit to Dealers by
the J>ozeuor Hundred.

Il.lberii^l

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BEESWAX
"WANTED.
State Quantity,

Price

"RED TAPE I"
Who

and Quality.

25,000

Bee Smoker, yuu
111.

THE CONaUEROR.
Smokers neeil wide ^*liieliis. Hint^ham's
nave them, una aprinus that doiiotru-st iini break,
and bellows ihnt sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvoiuents made to date,
and a.'SxT inch stove, and .'i.v7 inch bellows. Sent
LiiFRe

$_'.

Address.

BINGHAM & HETHEKINOTON,
Abronia. Mich.

SWEET GLOVER

SEED,

This year's (Top, all ul the white variety, I'^'C. per
pound 13.7.'. per peck !K>1:{.00 per bushel.
l^~I can flll no more orders lor Queens this fall,
having sold all I had to spare, leaving many orders
unfllled, and with orders still coming in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.

and handsomer

t.1.

Co., Ind.

Of Lansituj. Pro/essur of Entomology in

8SO

tWv.

n,'^.

coverall the sinoki'ix
that will burn sumni
stove-wood, or do not
go out. If you buy

our smokers and honey knives first, y"U'Po*-«ta^ ia7»
will have to buy no ^*^*^^®^' *''*'•
others.

Handed

Dunham and Vandervort

Bineham

Large

shield),

2>i^

Smoker

(wide

Smoker

(wide

inch

shield), 2 inch

BinRham Smoker, 2 inch
\V<jnder BinKham Smoker,

144 inch
Bintrhiim

Owing

Send

1

25

00

1 50
1 25.

1

00

75

65

50

15

1

to the large advance in the price of wax, I
prices thus Dunham, luto 50 lbs., 42c.,

for free description

and testimonials,

Head

to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
JLbronlii,

17wtf

Mich.

:

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

3wly

GOLDEN

ITALIAN

Cambridge, Henry Co., III.

LULING, TEXAS,

I

1

TestedQueen,beforeJuly
"

14w39t

jr.

S.

1 3.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or Postoffice Order,

TA.DI.OCK.

DR.

I.

iwtf

1^- Send

1.5

CENTS

for

Dadant's Of

pamplilet on " Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey.''
You will get many times the value of
your 15 CENTS in the hints and ideas
that it will give you. Address,

CHARLES DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock County,

Wj._!.5sT

i-^^S^/^^
'""''"'''''''

J-

^-AN

to

It;

DKCSEX &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N, Y.

THOMAS G.

ATEIVMAN,

dSJi West Madison Street, Chlcaoro,

111.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
A

square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
4

Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
inch— no single cut sold for less

tkan50c.

FLAT - BOTTOM
side-wnlls.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

ELECTROTYPES

25 cents per square

111.

COMB FOUNDATION,
^^^^high

3.imi

1,

after July i.. 2.50
per half doz.,

"

;

BEESWAX WANTED.

QUEENS.

l-fnime Nucleus, with Test- \
cd Vueen
|i.50
2 frame Nucleus, with Test5.00
ed yueen
Full Colonv, with Tested
I2.f>0
(Oneen, before July
in.(K)
Same, after July
l

now

hemUiuitrters for tliesalenf FINE ITALIAN yUEENS AND BKES. Theiiicest bee hives.
In,mki feet of seasoned Cypress lumber now on
hiind for the winter's work iilso, everything used
by modern bee-Iieepers. Write for prices.
Is

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
C. P.
pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
tySend lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwly

MUXH,

DTINIIAM COMB POITNDATION—40c.
per pound

the
per

lb. 4Hc.
lb.

extra thin and
Send for samples.
;

bright, lo sq.

Wax

ft.

to

worked

loc.

maybe found on

tile

F.W. HOLMES, Cooperaville, Mich. 13wly

T'PTTC
A T>TrT>
in iO T>
rjJV
X /VX

at (Jeo. P. Howell

&

Co. '8 Newspiiper Advertisin^r Bureau (lo Spruce
St.), where advertising contracts may be made for
it

in

NEW YORK.

IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!
rpWENTY-THREB years' experience
i queen bees. The cheapest, easiest
way

to

raise

queens.

renrlnB
and best
Never before published.

Something new. Send for

«wtf

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

LAKGSTKOTH
AND
CHAFr HIVES,

SIMPI>ICITY

with movable

upper

story, 8ecti< in bo.xes, metal-cornered brood frames,

wide Lansstroth frames and comb foundation.
Bend for Price List.
A. B. MILLER & SON,
"""
Wakarusa. KIWhart Co., Ind.

Fine

IlIuMlrtttloiis.

the folloxving opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it Is the work of a master and of
real value.— i^'.iptcuUure, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is tne best of our Amert«
can works.— LEWIS T. COLBY.
It appears to have cut the ground from undep
futuie buult-makers.— Bn(u^/l liet Jeturnal.
Prof. CooU's valuable Miinual has been my constant gtndo ill luy operations and successful man-^
agemeutof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge frona
of the Apiary than from
Prof. Cook's New Manu
any other book.— E. H. Wynkuup.
This book is just what everyone interested Iq
bees ought to have, and which, no one wlio obtains
it, will ever rei;ret havmg pui cnased.— Jiit/i. Far.
To all who wish to engage -n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Piul. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— ifera(d, Monticello, 111.
I

With Cook's Manual 1 am more than pleased. I(
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so preat as to almost aston«
Ish mysell, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested inturmation contained in Cook's Man^
ual.— WM. Van Antwerp. M. L)
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— iCy. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign. which I like so much.— L'Abbe 1>(J
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' Apiculteur, France,
It not only gives the natural history of these in*
uustrious iusci'ts, but also a tlioroutrh, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for thetr
management; also a botanical description ol honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies oi bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
have perused vnth great pleasure this vadt
mecuniot the bee-keeper. It is replete with tlio
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it caretully
and practice as advised.— .dynctifdinjit, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leadlno
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-cutture in Europe or America; a,
scientific work on modern bee management thai
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
hanusomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\ e^t.— WcaUm AgricuUuTist.

We

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction ot bee-keepers which
h;is

H

ever t»ecn published.

gives a full explana-

tion rcgaiuiiig the care and management of the
apiary. Tht-ie is no subject relating to the culture

in

(Jircular.

1*S3

apply for dozen or half-dozen

over

r)U lbs., 4i<:.. less than lo lbs., 44c.; Vandervort. 10 sq. feet lo the lb., l to in lbs.. .S7c., 10 to fiO
lbs., 54c. No discounts. Circular free.

;

the

MichigaiL

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted la
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This now work bus been
produced with great core, patient study and per*
slstent research. It comprises a full deltneatloq
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee^
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
f ull desccrlptions of honey-producing planta.lreeSi
shrubs, etc.splondidly illustrated— and lasl,thougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary In the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes'*
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly pnictical.

rates.

FOUNDATION.
now quote

50

1

& Hetherington Honey

sell aRatn,

to

1

1

Bingham

Extra

To

By

Mall,
Customer. Postpaid.
shield Conqueror, 3 Inch ....|;i 75
%•! 00

Knife. 2 inch

Excelsior

PoiCf M

College of

;

PRICES:
Wide

APIAIIY,

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

from
v\^.
Our piitents

f'ostpaid.

Little

Nappanee, Elkhart

will

season than ever Ui'fore. Price per niiiil,

Plnin

5wly

MANUAL OF THE
By A.

ard of e.\cellence tinworld over — bettn

;

;

Bee Smoker

Improved bee smokers— tret the best, thai
never uo out— alwavs
pleatte— never is ctmiplntnedof— thesliiml

o

13wtf

OR,

the inventor oi

aid

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

postpaid for

USE.

IN

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

BINGHAM

1

OrigiPiitent Binshiini

nal

DADANT & SON,

The OrlElnal

the

copy

yuu buy the

If

CHAS.

will be

first to

751

Bees for Sale.
50 CoIonlesofBeea,

Gallup frames. cheap.
aSOO Colonlen of Been, in Langstroth frames
In prime condiiion.

U.

of bees lelf untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the adv.intage of all
the previous knowlede ot apiarists, which he uses

admirably to promote and malte popular this most
Interesting of allocCL:paiions.—.d;HtTacan Inventor^

in

ROBERTSON,

Pewamu, Ionia

Co.,

Mich.

pRlCfi— Bound

91-00

toj
tn cloth, !S1.2i>

by mail prepaid.

; in paper cover^
Published by

THOMAS
West Madman

O.

Street,

NEWMAN^
CHICAGO, LU/

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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BOOKS,
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS
925

West Madison

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

CHICAGO,

Bee-SL«eper*s Guide or. Cook's
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten,
;

LLl.,

llf

annal

elegantly
illustrated and fully '" up with the times " on every
It
is
not
bee-culture.
only
Instructive,
subject of
but intensely IntereatinK and thoroughly practical.
'The book ta a masterly production, and one that no
hee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, !l{>1.25 ; paper cover. fS-1,

Qnlnby*s New Bec-Keeplngr, by Ij. C. Root—
'The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all Its readers realize that its
-aulhorls master of the subject.— !lf>1.50.

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice**
—This embraces "everythintr pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," iind Is valuable to beginners and
^hosemoreadvanced. Cloth, :S1.3»*
Kins:**! Bee-K.eeper»* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Klil.OO.
I^aniriitroth on the Blve and Honey Bee.
-This is a standard scientitlc work. Price. S3.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
•contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. TSc.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Protit. by Thomas O.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
Uimes,*' including all the various improvements
-and inventions. Chief anning the new chapters
=Bre " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Maniigement

at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
'etc. Itcfintains inn pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; in paper

covers, 50c., postpaid.
Blenen Kultur, by Thomas Q. Newman, in
language. Price, in paper covers,
'the
40 cents, or $3 per dozen, postpaid.
;— presents the fundamenTheory
Bzlerzon
tal principles of bee-culture, ana turnisbes the

GERMAN

and arguments to demonstrate them. IS c.
by Thomas
'G.Newman.— This piimphiet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
•quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
-Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines.etc;
facts

Honey, as Food and Medicine,

— No

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much vulunble
horse information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.

TVInterInK Bees. — This contains the Prize
'Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
'Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc,
Preparntlon of Honey for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exand honey at Fairs, etc., by T. O.
-Newman. Price lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being

a description of the
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvestlngr, Haudl-

Marketlnc-A

i;4-page pamphlet, by
Cb. & C. P. Oadant, giving in detail the methods
*nd management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price li>c.

InK and

Bee PusturaRe a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how I'l; engravings. Price. lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChas.
F.Muth; ^lipases. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
:

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Swarmlna.BlTlcllns and Feedlits Bees.—
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
the

-&

cents.

BeeH

In 'WSnter, with

instructions

about

Bee Houses, by Thomas

Food Adulteration What we
not

eat.

eat and should
;
This book should be in every family, and

ougbt to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food.

Scrlhner's JLumher and

200

pages

SOc

Los Book.— Most

•complete book of its kind pulilisUed. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
'tables, interests, etc.

tJnited States

Standard book throughout

& Canada.

Price

symptoms and

IJIve Maklntc* Itwill pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 4M-page Illustrated ("atato

logtie.

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES.

No. lioi? Main street.
Rockford, Winnebago Co.

Fisher's Orain Xahles for Farmers, etc.
— U»2 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for

III.,

;

casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork. Interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farniors and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.

FOR THE

EARS

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam

of Shark's Oil

Positively Bestores the Hearing, and

is

the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

gcutschct ^xtccltcv
Ucftct *icncnjud)t.

This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shaik, caught In the Yellow Sea,
known as Carcharodon Rfmdeletii. Every Chinese
lisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Us cures were so numerous and
miiny Hoseenilnffly mlraciiloiii, that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

5Sicncn:.^'uUur,obcvcvfo(gveid)c 300 yt'jtrs no
Siencn,

5yct)nnbliuio| bcr

SJi'iunuut.

fidj

—
— lidiuinvmen —
—
—
—
— 33icncu
i^cvtliciU'ii

(5tnful)niiig

3'''''''"'f'*'f"

unb

bcl)niibcln

eiii .Vt'npitel,

fiiv

lucitcr eiitl)nlt

;

luoviii bic nciicftc inct()obe

40

(H')"d)vic[)cii ift, clj.

bcii

fiir

(?ciit'5.

*icncn:j«d)tft!j' I'cltfaKcn.
iiebi't (^viiiiblid)cvlliileituii(i

iMcucii.

bcv

Iiiitg

i

miv
n t cvc

40

(Jeiit'o.

iiufH'vft

^veic.

!l9lcl>i}tn

—

ff

Schaiib:

!;ur

51. iliiig.

i'oii .0

a

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another

"Its virtues ar? unqitestionabt-K and its CPRATIVE CUAUACTER ABSOLUTE, AS TUE WHITER CAN
PEHSONAI, V TESTIFY. HUTH FHOM EXPERIENCE
AND oHSKitVATloN. Write at once to HayluCK
I.

street. New York, enclosing |l,
and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Re-

&jKNNKV,7Dey

view.

I3^To avoid loss in the malls, please send money
byREGlSTEKED LETTER.
Only Imported by HAYLOCK & JENNET,
(Late

prnttifd).

Uaylock & Co.)

7 l>ey St., New York.

Sole Agents for America,

unb

11 1

il)omnc •M.'Jicuimnn.
ftnvc IDavIcgung itbcv

Siciicn uiibJ>ouig bcj 3lltcvtl)uine

bie

;

imb

Ciiinlitat, C.iietlcii

'i^ci'd)nficiil)cit,

,^uhcvcttiiMgboj.*>oitig§fiivbcii,*^nnbi'l

aU

I

My deafness

bottle will cure me.

20wly

FURIDY'S
I'on

T>iei'cS ijii'bt eiiu-

,i>oing

I

Icr^vveid), foubcvii niid;

nidjt

(9^i ift

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

much

3[u§^ict)cii

tu'viitjigen

bic ,i>cvvid)tuii(^ bc^ .*ponigf-

ihnnbcl

if

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

O'l'jic^uiij^ bcr.ftonic^in

.Hoiiiginncn

uoit

c§

—

isuttcnt

iH'vfctu'ii

DeitfneNs has existed umonir
the t'hinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at l.w per bottle.

in

Oevtlid)tcit be§ ©iciiciiftaiibce

:

J3oiiin'l'fl'T>it'"

—

©cticiiftdnbc

foh^enbe

iibev

vuncicii

&.

uoii Jfiod.

r.icfec 'i>ampi)U't fnfit 2?clcl);

FRUIT RECORDER;
TEAKS P'"*'with

and edited hy a man hn^-inp 8B
tloa! experience, and now having '.'00 nrres under
Publisl^ed

fruit,

midst
cvftpnratinff buiMinjrs, erfeu-hovises. Ac, Ac, rip;ht in the
Mnnthly. '^O pfieei,
of
pT'.'at fruit section of Westorn N. Y.
tor ll(*eir,
SI.'iU p«r venr. Specimen Ircc. Each No.
aiiJ
Vahmfile Vr-minm tn even- v '.^rri^-r.

lU

Bpenk*

GKAM»

Ocaliniugsmittcl, niigebfiib

i^KAL liiducemcnttt

ti->

(.'lub

Agents.

LlB-

A.Jdr.j^

PURDY, Palmyra,

luic innit ,fioutgtiid)cn, Aovinfiidjcldjcii,

N.Y.

"lUibbiiigSjiidjrtumfonfcct/iiH'iiifjii.f-H)
yibcvoitcit fniui

mit

;

imb.r^onig

;1fcu'ptcn.

uicU'ii

O'onfuniciitcii

iibev

^^.u'cis

unb

fiiv

ift

unb

bns

^ rt ^ *4J f f t 5
.ttvonfacltcu— 'lUm
5Jc.3~'.,

ale. JJu'bi,:;iu

C^'Ci

lu'ftimint,

SerftiTut mcvbcn.

f

bcii

o 11

a,a\v^t

1

IVLA^l^Ili

6 CSento.
tinl>

2^.

fcinc

;v Scubaii,
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book form, and at the same time give
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work

will require an outlay of
to $200 for engravings, etc.,
to illustrate my method, I propose to
charge a fair price for it.

this

NEWMAN,

as second class matter.

TOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.

We have received the prospectus of
a new book by Henry Alley, Wenham,
Mass., entitled "Twenty-two Years
Experience in Rearing Queen Bees."
Mr. Alley says, " this work is intended
to teach the best, easiest, most scientific and practical method for rearing
queens." The price will be $1.00. The
author, in his prospectus, remarks as
follows

We can fill orders for this work as
soon as publislied, which will be duly
announced

in the

Throw Away

Bee Journal.

the Old

— A bee-keeper came

Honey Boxes.

Chicago last
In order to
save a lot of six-pound boxes he had
on hand, he used them, and consequently depreciated his honey 5 cents
For twenty-two years I have made per pound. He said, most emphatithe business of rearing queen-bees my cally, as he was leaving the Bee Jour" It would have paid me
sole occupation, and during that time nal office
have probably reared more queens much better to have burned up the
than any otlier man in the world. I
have experimented largely in queen- old boxes and bought new sections."
rearing, when, about four years ago, I It certainly would have paid him betdiscovered a new method of building ter, and been much more satisfactory
queen cells, tliat does not take one- to all concerned to have done so. Let
half the time, labor, trouble or expense required by the old process. By all who may have any old large boxes
this metiiod I rear just as many or few on hand bear this transaction in mind.
queens as I put eggs into a hive, and

week

to

to sell his honey.

:
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in the exact locality in wliich I desire
tiiem built. The cells are all large,

1^ We have received a copy of Mr.

and so evenly spaced apart, that each G. M.

Doolittle's Club List of Papers
one can be cut out without injury to for tS83. It consists of 12 pages beThe queens pro- sides the cover, and is very neatly
its neighiior cell.
duced are as large, hardy, long-lived
any
reared under the printed. Those who want to subscribe
and prolific, as
swarming impulse. The cells are all for several publications should send
built in full colonies, which are queen- for it. They will find much in it to
less only four days, consequently al- interest them.
His address is Boroways have a large proportion of young
dino, N. Y.
bees. The time of liatcliing of a given
lot of cells can be determined within
an hour of each other, as they are
^^ We intend to be present at the
never from one to three days apart in
Michigan
State Convention, at Kalahatching out, as by the old process.
By my method at least as much honey mazoo, on Dec. B, 1882, and hope there
can be produced by use of the ex- wiU be a good attendance.
tractor, as thoiigli the colony was not
engaged in cell building. My method
[^ Many bee-keepers have done
is entirely new, and has never been
published only three persons besides well d uring the past season and should
myself have any knowledge of it, and be feeling quite happy. Now it will
they (all old bep-keepers) assure me be in order to prepare
for the nextseathat I have reduced tlie matter of
queen-breeding to a perfect science. sou's work by procuring your hives
1 propose to publish my method, in and sections in proper time for use.
;

,

—

:
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Iowa

Glucose Factory Failures.

City, Iowa, capacity 1,500 bushShut down because of
dull tiade. Profitless so far.
St. Louis, Mo., capacity 2,000 bushels

In these factories more than a million dollars are locked up.
As the
price of corn is high and the production of glucose is in excess of the demand there is a proposition on foot to
consolidate the factories, and thus
prevent competition, so as to make
A meeting was
the product pay.
called at Davenport, Iowa, and the

per day.

els per da)'- idle.
St. Joseph, Mo., capacity 1,000 bushels per day— working occasionally as

there may be demand.
Danville, 111,, capacity 3,000 bushels
per day— shut down because of dull
trade.

whisper a bit. I did, though, just
once I only asked his wife how many
;

children she had, and down came his
stick with a whack that made me
jump. I wanted so much to ask her
if she liked to make beeswax, but I
didn't dare to after that.
He called
me horrid, too I don't believe in whispering in school, and I would not have
done it had he given a recess to do my
talking in.
;

Tippecanoe, Ohio, closed for repairs.

Mrs. Harrison then made the followreally successful works in the
West, outside of those owned by the ing suggestions about the managment
proposition for consolidation was well Ilamlins, and the Davenport works.
of such meetings. She evidently looks
Peoria, 111., capacity 3,000 bushels
considered, for there was a session of
to the rising generation for reform,
per day idle.
three or four hours, and at last it was
The factories of the Ilamlins two and adds
referred to the Board of Directors with in Buffalo, one in Peoria, and one in
When you boys and girls have a
Leavenworth, having an aggregate of convention, and have talked about
power to act.
20,000 bushels per day are in opera- black, brown and yellow bees for one
Of course there are several glucose tion, but selling the product at a very hour, throw open the windows to let
manufactories which are failures, so unremunerative price.
in fresh air, make on afresh fire, stand
The Firmerick works, in Buffalo, up and sing a bee song, or the doxologreatly encumbered that they are not
are refining works— for the purpose gy, or have an old-fashioned recess,
worth the amounts loaned on them
of making sugar out of corn starch for and play leapfrog, or anything you
and these will not be accepted in the mixing with real sugars for table use, like after recess you can keep still,
consolidation, although the creditors use 6,000 to 8,000 bushels of corn daily. listen, or talk at pleasure.
are making frantic efforts for admis- The great works being built in ChicaThis is a thought well worthy of
go, capacity 15,000 bushels daily, consion into the scheme.
consideration. We often get weary,
template the same business*
The Davenport Democrat, in giving
Tliere are big works near New York and know that a rest, a song, or a reowned by Duryea and Booth & Ed- cess would be very agreeable and rean account of a recent meeting of the
gar—having an aggregate capacity of
stockholders of the Davenport Glucose
freshing, and we will now promise
10,000 bushels daily, in
operation.
Works, states that the business has Will not enterconsolidation, but make that at the next convention we wiU
reached a peculiar crisis. Because the combination with the consolidated have some songs ready to intersperse
glucose works at Buffalo, New York, companies.
in the meetings, such as " The Bees
The works at Kansas City, Mo., and
proved profitable, a multitude of glu- Wheeling, VV. Va., were built for re- Among the Clover," " Charlie, the
cose companies were organized in the fining by the dry process. They ab- Bees are Swarming," etc., and, if the
West and hundreds of thousands of sorbed $100,000 each, and are dead president does not object, we will have
capital were put into buildings and failures.
a lively time. We really think he will
Detroit works, capacity 3,000 bushels
machinery, and now the proprietors of daily— are idle.
be glad not only to permit it, but ta
these factories, with only three or four
help do the singing, for he is a musiThe above is the results of the rush
exceptions, are dissatisfied with their
cian, and, if we do not mistake, the
of many men to get rich, even if they
experiments, which have proven losing
leader of a quartette or church choir.
had to sell their manhood to do it. We
investments. There are thirteen in
President Miller's son, 14 years of
are heartily glad that corn is too high
number in the West, besides the works
age, sends the following statistics to
in price to allow its conversion into
in Peoria and Leavenworth, which are
CrkanMififs, showing "some of the resuch a fraud as glucose.
owned by the Ilamlins, of Buffalo, N.
sults of wintering reported by 50 beeY. The Davenport Democrat gives
keepers at the Chicago convention:"
The Cliicago Bee Convention.
the following statement of the present
condition of the several companies
We have already remarked that

The only

—

—

:

—

;

r

—

we

named

Davenport works— capacity,

3,000 to

bushels of corn per day, shut
ago, that the present
proposition might be considered will
resume operations in thirty days,
whether the consolidation is affected
or not.
The Des Moines, Iowa, and Sage3,500

down two weeks

:

tov^'u, Illinois,

works have proved

fail-

thought the late convention of beekeepers in Chicago was the best we
ever attended, and added that, the enthusiasm being so great, those in attendance wanted to meet at 8 o'clock
in the morning, and hekl that session
until about 1 o'clock in the afternoon.
In the last Juvenile Gleanings, Mrs. L.
Harrison likens conventions of bee-

ures, sinking all the capital invested.
Marsha lltown, Iowa, works, after keepers to schools,

having used up §2.50,000 capital, are
being enlarged from 1,500 to 3,000
bnshel capacity for profitable working!
The stockholders have never received
a cent of dividend.
Eockford, 111., capacity 1,500 bu.shels
per day— heavily encumbered and idle.
Geneva, 111., capacity 800 bushels
per day. Idle failure.
Freeport. Ill, capacity 3,000 bushels
Idle, with 7,000 barrels of
per day.
syrup on hand. Resumption of operations improbable.

—

to schoolmasters,

and the presidents
and adds
:

have always thought that beekeepers ought to take their wives and
children with them to the bee meetings, and have a good time as well as
themselves but I am really glad that
you were not at the Nortliwestern,
that was lately held at Chicago. Why,
the master wanted to hold a session
from eight in the morning until one in
the afternoon, and not give us a bit of
a recess; and he would not let us
I

;
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Cost of Getting Those Statistics.

In reference to this very important
subject we liave received the following
letter:

am

I
much interested in the honey
statistics of tlie country, so much so
tliat I worked up this county at

my

own expense

the account of wliicli
has been published in the Bee Journal and credited to J. S. Terrill, by
mistake of tlie Secretary of the Convention, at Cincinnati, O.
Now, 1
have a plan wliich 1 have been thinking about, that would cut down your
$-1,000 some, if it could be made to
work. There are a great many beekeepers in the country who are fourth;

We only calculated oh one-cent
postage each way, but there are -15,000
post ollices in the United States. To
get a circular to each one with a return postal card will cost over $1,000.
Then there will be an average of say
3 bee-keepers to each post oftice ; to
get a circular and postal card to each
of these will cost over $3,000 more or
over $4,000 in all. It is very generous
in him to offer to get the statistics of
another county who else vvill volunteer to get the statistics of a county,
if we will undertake to furnisli blanks
for each county, to be lilled up and
returned to us to tabulated ? We may
get this started yet.
;

;
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Last year we tried the plan suggested by Mr. Hackman, of callingfor
reports of the progressive bee-men
who read bee-periodicals, and our experience is that but few will take the
trouble to report, and such are always
those who have been most successful,
consequently the Tabulated Statistical
Table we published

last October was
some who did not report,
and, by perversion and malicious mis-

assailed by

representation, attempted to make it
look ridiculous ; as may be seen in ex-

from some of these impulsive
correspondents, as quoted in the Bee
Journal for Dec. 14, 1881, and Jan.
class |)ostuiasters (I happen to be one
11, 1882.
Several other attacks were
of tlie unlucky class), whose salary is
made up of from GO per cent, of the
Since writing the above we have re- made upon us and that Table, which
amount of stamps canceled on tlie ceived the following letter from Mr. we deemed too malicious to answer.
tirst $100 each quarter ; 50 per cent, of
the second $100, and so on. Now, the Hackman, which will fully explain
International Exhibition at Hamburg.
most of these postmasters cancel less itself
than $100 each quarter, so you see
Dear
Editor: You are correct on
they get 60 per cent, of all the stamps
Some months since we mentioned
the expenses regarding the statistics
canceled.
J\ly idea is to get these
of bee-keepers, bnt why not get the the fact that there would be an " Inbee-keeping postmasters interested in
statistics of live bee men
tliat is, of ter-national Exhibition
of Animals
these statistics; let them work up their
who read bee periodicals V Tliey connected with
own counties, and donate the per cent, those
Agriculture," at Hamcould be easily reached by simply
of cancelation at their office to the
making a call through the different burg, Germany, from July 3 to 11,
statistical fund ; also, ask each beebee publications y It seems to be of 1883. This Exiiibition includes implekeeper to donate a few cents to carry
very little use or consequence, as far ments, machinery, literature,
on the work. What enterprising beeetc.,
as it regards the box-hive and log- gum
keeper is there who would not give a
connected with each department ; the
bee men
their product will never
few pennies to l^novv the amount of
affect the market much. Let us have fifth being " Bees appliances for the
bees and lioney raised in the country.
the statistics of progressive and sys- keeping and culture of bees, and
It cost me ten times that amount to
tematic bee men, and I, for one, would products
of the same." Now we deget the statistics of one county, and
be much pleased. We have but 3 of
yet I feel paid for the cost and trouble,
sire to announce that we have a numand if each bee-keeper that I corres- such bee men in thislocality. If there ber of programmes,
giving specific
ponded with had sent me a tliree cent is a call made, according to my idea
stamp {which I think they would have as stated above, I will do all I can to directions for exhibitors, etc., and wiU
get information. We have a few boxdone if I had asked it), it would have
send these to any one applying for
hive men around here, but their goods
covered the whole expense.
are generally in such a condition that them, who may contemplate sending
There might be counties where you
they will never affect the market an exhibit.
could not lind a P. M. to do the work ;
H. S. Hackman.
We were requested by the Provisthen let one man work two or more much.
Peru, 111., Nov. 17, 1882.
counties. This is a small job if you
ional Committee to take charge of the
will use a copying pad, for with once
In order to make a table, showing American exhibits in the fifth class,
writing you take 75 legible copies ;
the
honey production of America, that (see page 306), and Richard Gottel &
these pass through the mails for one
cent, thereby cutting down the post- will be of any value, it must include Co., Export Commission Merchants,
age two-thirds, and the letter writing all the honey produced, no matter 202 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., have
to a mere shadow.
I am confident whether it be obtained
by progressive consented to forward exhibits to Mithat these plans will work with a trinot. It is very kind of chaelisifc Hoffmann, at Hamburg, who
fling expense, and if you will authorize bee-keepers or
me, I will try one county at my own Mr. Hackman to promise to do all he will take charge of exhibits and sell
expense.
1 would prefer a county can— but if it is not to be a thorough them, if requested, and return the projoining Lorain. Now, from these sugand complete statistical table, it will ceeds to the owners of the articles exgestions, perhaps some one can suggest
sornetliiiig better.
But don't let that be better not to undertake it at all. It hibited, at a moderate percentage.
$4,000 scare us out of the work which should be organized at the start so
Tills Exhibition will be one of great
is necessary in the interests of the bee completely that it cannot fail to overmagnitude. Much interest in it is alfraternity.
O. J. Terrell.
North "Ridgeville, O., Nov. 17, 1882. come every obstacle which can be ready manifested throughout the
thrown in the way. The funds must world it is, therefore, advisable that
There may be some postmasters who all be provided in advance, for there those who wish to exhibit should sewould be willing to aid the work of will be enough work in the legitimate cure tlie proper space as early as posobtaining statistics in the way Mr. performance of their duties to occupy sible. The Hamburg commission
firm
Terrell mentions,— but, we fear, they the entire energies of the committee, wishes to be informed
of any one dewould be very few in number, not over without looking after Such trifles as siring to secure space, and will obtain
one in a thousand
the money to pay postage and expen- it for exhibitors in America.
We did not mention the amount ses, etc.
They will also supply all necessary
necessary to defray the expense and
Until that is done we can do no more information concerning the Exhibition
postage, in order to " scare" any one than to discuss tlie plans proposed, in and its management, together with
"out of the work," but to have Its the hope of linding one that will re- circulars and other papers referring
magnitude fully understood.
duce the expenses to the minimum.
to it.
tracts

;

:

—

:

;

;

;

!
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A

MISCELLANEOUS.

as, bid fair to rival Californiaas honey
desired, and bringing a good price.
The winters are
slice of it looks like a slice of raw po- producing regions.
tato after a boy has filled his pop-gun as safe, the honey season as long, and
Thirdly, the
as many time as possible without the seasons more sure.
breaking tlie partitions.
It has a South can furnish as fine honey as any
Honey
pleasant, sweetish taste, and is pre- section of the United States.
mred for food in many ways. The exhibited from Florida, Mississippi,
Emperor has a lake of lotus-flowers. and Texas, was greatly admired.
After not many days, hundreds of men From these reports, we also learn an
that to secure a
will find employment in gathering the important lesson
certain harvest, bee-keepers must
succulent roots.
grow special honey plants. Then, if
the white clover, or the basswood fail,
Reversible. The Scientific American we still have hope.
in a late issue, mentions the following
If rightly managed, it is impossible
clog the market even with extracted
An improved honey extractor has to
honey.
Pure honey in everv salesbeen patented, consisting of a series
room and factory, put up in the best
of comb holders resting on a plate or
style, will sell in almost unlimited
frame loosely mounted on a vertical
quantity. Overstocking the market
shaft in a vessel, the comb holders
having pivots or pintles projecting need no longer be feared.
from the bottoms, on which pintles
pinions are mounted, which engage
Whence Cometh Many Diseases J—
with a cog wheel rigidly mounted on The Grange Bulletin remarks as follows
tlie shaft below the loosely mounted
plate, this cog wheel being provided on the danger of adulteration
:

Bees in Chiua.— Mr. O. W. Willits,
writes a letter from Pekin, China, to
the Juvenile Oleuninqs, concerniiio; the
only colony of bees he had seen during
a residence of three years in China,
and the bee pasturage he found there.
He thus describes the bees and the
place where he found them, etc.:
I have hurried out to examine more
closely the only hive of bees it has
been my fortune to see in China during a residence of tliree summers.
This is in a hollow tree in the rear of
the pagoda of a large Buddhist temple.
The bees are not so large as our common bees, nor do they seem as much
inclined to sting, though some Cliina-

—

:

upper surface with a series of
notches, and the plate or frame being
provided on its under side with a pawl
men were stung the other day by a strip adapted to catch on the notches,
fev? who had been disturbed in their so that tlie honey will be thrown from
work of building a new liome. The the combs by the centrifugal force
entrance to this tree is just above the when the shaft is rotated, and when
ground. The bees are so thick about the motion of the shaft is slackened
it that I cannot determine where the the comb holders will be reversed.
hole begins, though it ends about four- The comb holders can thus be reversed
teen inches above the earth. I should very rapidly and easily by simply rethink there were bees enough for sev- tarding the motion of the cog wheel
eral ordinary hives in places they are liy holding back on the crank.

on

its

;

deep. I wonder if
they are going to swarm. They are of
Effects of Conventions and Honey
a general brownish hue, but have
The American Agriculturist
I Shows.
three broad bright-yellow bands.
wish I had more courage, and I would for December is received, and under
go up and get one. How I should like the heading of " Bee Notes for Decem10 get into that old tree
While I have been writing, my little ber," we find the following, on the
beneficial effect of Conventions and
firl, with two playmates, has been
I won- Bee and Honey Shows, which the Bee
een wading in a lotus pond.
der if I can describe the lotus flower Journal has persistently advocated
so that your boys and girls will get a
correct idea of how it looks. It grows for many years
leading cause for the recent rapid
out of the water much like the waterprogress in Apiculture, is to be found
lily, but doesn't stop growing so soon
for the stalk, which becomes half an in our numerous Conventions. These
inch or more in diameter, stretches up County, District, State, Inter-state, and
from three to five feet above the water. National meetings, to consider, and
One solitary leaf forms at the top. discuss important questions, are now
The leaf, in front of me, and there are numbered by hundreds, and are lendlarger ones in the pond, measures ing a powerful influence to develop
It is of practical apiculture. The most influeighteen inches in diameter.
coarse texture, almost round, and has ential of all these societies is the North
some twenty or twenty-one strongly American Association. This gathers
marked veins radiating" from the cen- the " meat" from all the lesser associter. It resembles a green umbrella ations and freely distributes it to the
"
which the wind has turned inside out. whole country. Reports were made at
On a similar stalk, but not on one the recent Cincinnati meeting from
bearing a leaf, there forms the largest nearly all the States of the honey yield
and most beautiful flower I ever saw. for the past season. The records for
It reminds one much of the peony, the South and West were encouraging.
though it has not so many petals, and The Soutli especially lias had a wonis on a much grander scale.
These derful yield of the best honey. In the
before me are pink, though there are East, and north from Ohio, the yield
In
also red and white ones. Within these has been unprecedentedly light.
beautiful petals stands up the seed- Southern Ohio, and portions of New
pod. It is shaped somewhat like a York and Canada, the report is of an
cucumber cut crosswise. The seeds entire failure. In California and the
are arranged in a circular form, and East the crop is poor. From these reset in like cartridges in a repeating ports we gatlier three important facts
rifle, which they also resemble in oth- first, cold, no less than excessive drouth
er respects. These seeds, when ripe, or wet, will dry up tlie nectar glands,
The root, and blast the bee-keeper's liopes. Secare eaten with a relish.
also, is a salable article of diet, much ondly, the Gulf States, especially Tex-

Remember that

pure honey has no
equal as a medical sweet and far exceeds that of ordinary or common
sugar syrup (or glucose), which should
at all times be used in preference to
either of the two last named articles.
Besides, let us ask, would it not be
wise in us, as a people, to reflect and
study from whence comes many of the
ailments the human family seem to be
heir to of late years, when we see so
many cases of cancer that fasten upon
the vitals of the human system.

five or six layers

—

A $20.00

Biblical

Reward.— The

publishers of Butledge's Monthly offer
twelve valuable rewards in their

Monthly for December, among which

!

:

A

;

,

.

is

the following

:

We

will give $20.00 in gold to the
person telling us how many verses
Testament Scripthere are in the

New
New Revision)

by DeShould two or
cember 10th, 1SS2.
more correct answers be received, the
reward will be divided. The money
will be forwarded to the winner December 15th, 1882. Persons trying for
the reward must send 20 cents in silver (no postage stamps taken) with
their answer, for which they will receive the Christmas Monthly, in which
the name and address of the winner
of the reward and the correct answer
will be published. This may be worth
Address
S20.00 to you cut it out.
RUTLEDGE Publishing Company,
Easton, Penna.
tures (not the

;

Very Crooked. —The crookedest of
crooked work, and yet that which has
grace and elegance in every crook, may
be seen in the Noyes Dictionary HoldIn
ers and Noyes Handy Tables.
them the fact is clearly demonstrated
the inventor has not made the
straight, he has made the
straight crooked, and thereby increased
People in
its beauty and utility.
search of holiday presents will apprethat

if

crooked

A

fine illustrated
ciate his success.
circular may be liad free by addressing

L.W.Noyes, 99\V.Monroe-st.,Chicago.

The

prices have been greatly reduced.

THE

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Onr Railroad Apiary, Car and Track.
M. A. WILLIAMS.

"Dear Editor :— Weenclose picture
of oui- laili'oad apiary, showing our extracting car, etc. We liave 140 coloand with the aid of
two men can talie
the honey from them in one day. At
nies in this apiary
our extracting car
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6 feet wide, painted bright scarlet, will be noticed that our friends run
and trimmed with white, and makes their honey right to tlie station on this
a very showy appearance; but the car same car, so that their honey is shipIt has ped without the need of a team at all.
is not for sliow, by any means.
a double sash, one side being glass and Now, by having other apiaries along
the other wire cloth, so that we can the line of the main railroad, 10 or
have free ventilation tlirough. Each even 100 miles away, where there is
side of the car is fitted up with two found unusual pasturage, the car,with
drawers that hold just ten Langstroth all its appurtenances, may be quickly
and easily transported, and then, with
frames.
We start out with one drawer suitable switches, the honey can be
taken with little bother and expense.
of
empty
on
each
side.
full
combs
Pushing the drawer alongside of the It rather seems to me now as if this
hive, we take the full frames from the were a more promising Held to develop
hive to the empty drawer and till the than the floating apiary that made
hives right up with the combs from such a sensation a few years ago."
Then we are
Berkshire, X. Y.
the other drawer.
through with one colony, the time oc-

BAILBOAD APIARy, EXTRACTING CAR AND 2RACR.
the end of the center track is our cupied being incredibly short. Then
For the American Bee Journal.
honey house, fitted up with tanks, we are ready for No. 2, and the combs
where we empty the honey as fast as from No. 1 when extracted, go into How I Malie Nuclei and Queen Cells.
we get a load. You will see that each the hive of No. 2. Of course, the
side of the car is tilted with drawers, honey is being extracted inside the car
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
at the same time. The drawers are so
that
the
arranged
car is bee-tight
When I was writing my series of
when they are either open or shut.
articles on the. " Production, Care, and
Figure 2 shows our track and )iow Sale of Comb Iloney," I was requested
we switch from one track to another. by several persons to write an article
There is one movable length of track oh making nuclei, and getting queen
Many ways of
that easily moves from the main track cells for the same.
to the switch, on either side. The making nuclei have been described,
sketch rather shortens the yard, as the some of which are good ; still after
distance from the maple tree to the trying nearly all the plans described
honey house is greater than the in the bee publications, I have settled
TRACK AND SWITCHES.
breadth. The two rows on the left are on one which I prefer to all others.
chaff hives, and the rest of tliem are
Nearly all are aware that if we take
one for full combs and the other for the Langstroth. The sketch shows a frame of lirood, bees and honey,
we
are
located
how
as
depot,
to the
from a populous colony and put it in
empty ones.
The extracting car and track we railroad, etc.
an empty hive without a queen, that
have already desci'ibed, as follows, in
Mr. Root makes the following re- nearly all the bees will return to their
" It former home ; but if we take the
Oleanings : The car is 12 feet long by marks about the use of the car
,

:

;
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queen with them the majority of the
bees will stay witli her.
This one
point of so many bees returning to
their old home, thereby causing the
brood and queen-cell given to perish,
is the great objection to most of the
plans stated for making nuclei.
As
bees without a queen become attached
to their queen-cells, to nearly the same
extent they dn to a queen, I reasoned
that if a colony having queen-cells
were divided into several parts (each
part having a queen-cell), the bees
would remain where they were put
nearly as well as those would tliat had
a queen.
After several experiments
in the matter I found the above reasoning to be correct.

wooden strips.

Now, take the embryo

queen-cells, and with melted wax fasten them all along on this comb, or in
the slots where it is to be set, in place
of the center frame in one of tlie best
colonies, which should be selected with
care as to all the points required to
give the best bees.
By this ineans, a
large number of superior queen-cells
are secured (as the queen will lay in
these cups) and so arranged as to be
easily transferred. If from any cause

wish more queens than can be reared
my best colony in this way, I
proceed as above till I get the queencups attached to the strips of comb,
when I go to my best colony and get a
piece of comb containing larvae just
Hence, to make my nuclei, I found hatched. The cells to this piece of
out how many queeii-cells the colony comb are shaved off near to the base,
rearing cells contains, as soon as they when the little larvoe are easily lifted
are sealed over and then I go to other from the bottom of the cells, by means
hives and get as many frames of brood of a goose-quill tooth-pick, with a
(having plenty of young bees hatching curveclpoint, and jilacedin theqiu'enout) as 1 have sealed queen-cells, less cups. Twenty-four hours previous to
those having queen-cells upon them, this, I have taken a queen from a popin the queen-rearing liive.
These ulous colony, and at this time I take
frames of hatching brood are placed away all their brood, leaving tlie combs
in the hive with those having the cells; containing honey and pollen. If they
and if one hive is not large enough, a have none, two or three such combs
second story is added.
[n half an hour they
iSTovv leave are given them,
them until 48 hours before the lirst will show signs of distress by running
queen is expected to hatch, when I over the hive and llying about in the
transfer the queen-cells till each frame air. Now give them the frame with
contains a cell.
The next day these the prepared cells (putting the larvae
frames are placed one in a hive, thus in the very last thing) and see what a
making as many nuclei as there are hum of content they will set up as you
frames, leaving one on the old stand, leave the frame in the hive.
In six
of course. I3eside the frame of brood, hours these cells are supplied with
bees, and queen-cell, I place a frame plenty of royal jelly, and in about 12
of honey, and then shut them up close days as large fine queens will be hatchto one side of the liive, by means of a ing as can be reared outside of natural
division board. If I wish to be sure swarming.
that none of tlie bees will go back, 1
I see by the last number of the Bee
shut the entrance and hive tight, for Journal that Mr. II. Alley has a
36 hours, thus conlining the bees till plan whereby he gets his queen cells
the young queen is hatched.
Open lunilt in full colonies having a laying
the hive hrst at nightand you will Hnd, queen, and that these cells are built
upon examination a day or two after- just when and where he wants them.
ward, that you have asplendid nucleus This is something new, and if practiI

from

;

in good working order.

HOW

I

GET THE CELLS.

As I believe queens reared under
the impulse of natural swarming are
superior to those reared in queenless
colonies, most of the cells tor my
queens are built by colonies preparing
to swarm. As soon as the hrst cell is
sealed, the first swarm issues as a rule,
a part of which swarm, willi the queen,
is hived, and the rest returned, to keep
the brood warm, which is to be placed
therein for making nuclei as given
above.
If but few queen-cells are
wanted, enough will generally be built
without any interference of the beekeeper, but as I desire its many as possible from my best colonies, I adopt
this plan
In going through the yard
spreading brood, etc., I find, a few
weeks before swarming, rudimentary
queen-cells, or queen-cups started.
All these are carefully taken from the
:

combs, and collected

have
for the purpose.
At the time I think
my best colonies are preparing lo
swarm, I take a frame of old comb and
cut it full of slots, about 1 inch wide,
or else take a frame and nail lour strips
of wood across the inside of it. and by
means-of melted wax, stick strips of
old comb to the under side of these
"in

a disli

I

cal vfiW be of great benefit to those desiring to rear (]ueens.
I understand
through Mr. Pond, the writer of the
article, that Mr. Alley is about to publish a book giving a full explanation of
his process of getting queen cells,
which will, without doubt, be (juite an
addition to the apienltural books al-

Prairie Farmer.

Different Kinds of Bee- Keepers.

MRS.

L.

HARRISON.

Bee-keepers no longer hear the
whistling notes of a swarm, or the
happy hum of the bees, after a prosperous day, as they evaporate nectar
in lieu of this they love to hear the
jingle of clean cash as the result of
their labors.
There are different
kinds of bee-keepers, though some
do not keep bees for profit, as, for instance, the amateurs who rear them
for love, or recreation, or to acquire
knowledge of insect life. It is an ornament to a lawn to have a nice hive
tenanted with beautiful Italians, to
fertilize the fruit and to protect it
when ripe, from marauding boys.
There is yet another class who neither
keep bees for profit nor pleasure, but
;

apparently to damage others.
This
latter class are an intolerable pest.
They keep bees in a hap-hazard way,
and do not care whether they get much
surplus, regarding the bees as a sort
of iiui.sance, and let them spread disease and raise moths <id lihituni. When
they have, by a mere streak of good
luck, some surplus honey to dispose
of, they bring it to market in bad
shape. Sometimes in sulphuring the
bees they spoil the honey sometimes
they load in the hive, dead bees and
all ; or sell •' chunk honey '' in tubs
and buckets
some a little better
stored in rough boxes.
person does
not find ready sale for this stuff, and
as a last resort, puts it in a commission house, saying, " Sell it for whatever you can get."
When a person who keeps bees as a
;

;

A

means

of profit, comes to market with
in nice shape, and demands a
living price, he is hooted at by dealers
who ask,
you think I will pay

honey

"Do

such an exorbitant price for honey f
The other day a commission merchant
offered me honey at ten cents per
pound, and some dark for as low as
case of this kind ocfour cents."
curred not long since, and when the
bee-keeper inquired in what shape it
was, the dealer owned that it was not
But he
in good marketable condition
retaliated by saying, " If it was not in

A

,

ready published.
The above plans sections like yours, some of it was just
maynot be as good as Mr. Alley's but as good and white, and would taste
I believe tliem as good as any yet given just as well when eaten."
to the public.
It would be well for bee-keepers, if
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 23, 1882.
they would imitate commercial travelers more, and pack their grip-sack
with samples only, when they are
reay to dispose of their goods. In this
"Boil it Down."
way they can quickly visit consumers,
groceries, drug stores and manufactoWhatever you have to say, my friend.
ries, and receive a far different recepWhether witty or tjrave or gay.
tion than they would if they had a
Condense it as mueii as ever you can,
wagon load attheir doors. And if the
And say it tlie rtadiest way
bee-keeper needs anything in the line
And whettier you write of rural affairs,
of
tliose to whom he seeks to sell
Or of bees, or honey in town,
mutual
Jnst take a word of friendly advice —
honey, so much the better.
Boil it down.
Exchange benefits both. It is bad policy for bee-keepers to ship their honey
For if you so pplutteriiij; over a payo
lo distant cities and towns, and leave
When a couple of lines would do,
their own locality unprovided for, thus
Your honey is spread so uiuct), you see
forcing groceries and apothecaries to
That the bread loolis plainly throut'h
(H'der these same goods from the cities
So, when you have a story to tell
The best
to which they were sent.
And would lilte a little renown.
;

A

;

To

uiaiie quite sure of

your wish,

my

Boil

It

friend-

persons

down.

to the

extracted honey, owing
adulterations in this class

to sell

many

;

;
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of goods, are its producers. The hue the paper on the off-side. If the coland cry about ghicose in honey, bene- ony has but little honey, two such
fits local bee-keepers, as those desiring frames should be given, one on each
pure honey purchase of those known side of the brood-nest but, if there is
plenty of honey, one will be sulKcient
to be its producers.
to enable the "bees to raise brood and
Peoria, 111.
bees enough to crowd the hive when
the honey season arrives to accomTranslated from Bienenfreund by A. R. Kohnke.
plish this, such frames must be given
Duties of Bee-Keepers in the Spring. from 4 to 6 weeks before the bees are
wanted to gather the honey when the
wave strikes your locality.
HERR HENNING.
;

;

Erfurt,

suggestions for spring work will
be in order during the winter, I will
attempt to give a few.
As soon as the weather becomes

Germany.

As

warm

to permit an examination of the colonies, the apiarist
.should do so, to ascertain if the bees
and, if not,
have iileiity of stores
sufficiently

;

they should be fed abundantly, but
very carefully, so as not to disturb the
bees too much. Water for the bees
should be put near the bees in a sheltered place. Queenless colonies should
be re-queened, if they *tre strong
enough if not, they should be united
with other weak colonies.
Re-queening, in early spring, should
be done by furnishing such colony a
fertile queen
never have them rear
one themselves. Keep the bees warm.
Contract the brood-nest and add
fraujes, one every week or ten days;
hiter ill spring, wlien young bees begin to hatch, additional frames may
be added more frequently, and stimulative feeding commenced. For the
latter purpose I use the following composition
1 pound of sugar, 3 ounces
of water, ,'3" ounce of starch, 7 grains
albumen (dried), 7 grains phosphate of
lime, 7 grains carbonate of lime, 7
grains salicylic acid.
Dissolve the sugar in the amount of
water given, and boil to a thick syrup.
Have the other ingredients very tinely
;

;

:

For tho American Bee

New Plan

JoumaL

for Introducing ({iieens, etc.

E. n.

THURSTON, M. D.

Here was a chance for experiment
and all that was lacking was the fact
that 1 had no colony to put my queen
in.
My friend and neighbor S. N.
Replogle, who by the way is one of our
best and most successful bee-keepers,
a man of much experience and a careful observer, and practical in every
respect, informed me that he was in
need of a queen for a queenless colony
that had been queenless for two
months. I made known to him my
plan of introducing, and told him I
would give hiin the queen if he would
try the experiment, to which he readily

assented.

prepared the water by using half
a draclim of tincture of asafetida to 2
ounces of water ; gave him a hand
atomizer and he proceeded as follows
he sprayed the bees in the liive through
the entrance; the hive was then
opened and the bees sprayed again;
the queen in the cage was now sprayed
and a center frame taken out, put up
in a convenient place, the bees on it
thoroughly sprayed and the queen
turned loose among them ; at the same
time spraying the bees aiid queen
"I

:

The Bee Journal
most welcome

is a
visitor; it

regular and

make

its

ap-

pearance atmyofliceevery Wednesday
almost as regular as the day itself, and
is always tilled with the most interesting and valuable information on
apiculture of any publication I have
ever read.

Allow me, Mr. Editor, to relate
few experiments and give
some thoughts on the introduction
of queens.
As I do not wish to con-

lightly and watching her movements
closely. He said she, as well as the
bees, were considerably excited at first,
sume much of your valuable space, I but no attack was made upon her.
will touch lightly upon ventilation and After about five minutes the excitewintering at present, but perhaps at ment passed off and they became quiet.
some future time may give more upon He then sprayed the frame, bees, and
the frame
these subjects.
It has been said also the bees in the hive and
" Modern bee-keeping is very modern was returned to the hive which was at
with so once closed and remained so until the
indeed,'" and it is well said
many practical and scientific investi- next day, when he opened it to see
what the results had been. He found
gators, liow could it be otherwise
briefly a

;

';'

attention was attracted by an that all was peace and harmony ; the
article in the Bee Journal for Oct. queen liad commenced laying and all
hands were at work.
18, page 6(il, by Prof. S. J. Robbins,
Mr. R. informed me that this colony
on the "Use of Onions when Uniting
had refused three queens, and that
Bees."
few days after reading the article about three weeks before trying this
he had given them a frame
I transferred a colony of bees from a experiment
box to a frame hive. I had a few bees of brood, that they had attempted to
with a queen in a Langslroth observa- rear a queen, but as he thought, had
tory hive; not caring to winter them failed ; but about a week after introalone, and, wanting the combs for my ducing my queen, he found her all
new colony as well as the bees, I con- right, but, to his astonishment, he also
cluded to try the onions while uniting found a small, runty queen, with no
Winers, in with her ; and he is now
the bees.
hive when
I placed some onions in the observa- satisfied that she was in the
tory hive and in my new one left he introduced my queen, and that she
them for 24 hours I then removed the was tliere when he attempted to introbees and combs and placed them in duce the last one of the three before

My

A

powdered and well mixed add them,
stirring continually, so as to well inincoiporate them in the solution of
sugar. Tlie sugar should be of the
very best, not showing a bluish cast,
which would indicate artificial coloring. The starch should also be pureodorless and tasteless. All the ingredients can be obtained in a good drug
store, with, perhaps, the exception of
sugar. If you cannot get the albumen
{white of eggs) there, you may pre- the new hive; there did not at the
pare it vourself by spreading it thinly time appear to be any disturbance
on window glass, and drying it in a tliey seemed to get along nicely, but
warm temperature, not higher than on the next day I found my experi135- F. After it bus thoroughly dried ment liad resulted in the death of all
it maybe scratched olf.and by the aid the bees from the observatory hive.
of a druggist's mortar, converted into I do not consider this a fair trial of the
a flue powder.
use of onions, and shall some time try
After having stirred in all the in- it again.
gredients, let it boil 3 or 4 minutes,
Prof. R. spoke of using the onions
pour it into frames wliich fit the hives, for introducing queens, upon tlie thelay your frame on an even smooth ory of their clianging the scent of the
board and see that no sugar runs out. bees this gave me a new idea. The
In order to better prevent running, a thought occurred to me that if onion
piece of paper, larger than the frame would do so well why would not some
should be pasted on the one side of article having a stronger odor do betthe same, liending the edges and past- ter";' Asafetida suggested itself also
ing them also to the diifeient bars of a new method of introducing queens
the frame then lay the frame on the by the use of asafetida water, thrown
board, with the paper next to it, and oh the (lueen and bees by a hand atomcast your cake.
izer ; the queen being let loose on the
After it has cooled it will stay in the combs, among the bees; at the same
frame and should be hung in the hive time spraying among them quite
;
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;

;

;

;

;

as near

tlie

brood-nest as convenient.

thoroughly.

mentioned.
I do not claim anything wonderful
for this method, nor do I know whether
it is new or not, but I think it an
experiment worth trying, and I would
like to hear of some one else trying it.
Asafetida issomewhat of a disinfectant, and I think it would not be a bad
plan to spray all colonies occasionally
with the water.
I have consumed more space already
than I had intended, but with your
liermission, Mr. Editor, I will add a
lew words touching ventilation and
wintering.
The use of the enameled sheet I consider one of the very convenient thing,
but my impression was when I first
saw it spoken of, that it would not
permit tlie escape of the breath of the
bees, and would retain too much of
the animal heat; that the cold air on
the outside would condense the heat,
causing too much moisture in the hive.
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To avoid this I punch the sheets full
of small holes, for spring and fall use,
and for winter I make an opening in
the center of the cloth, 3xG inches, cutting on one side and both ends of the
opening and turning the flap back;
over the opening I place a piece of
wire cloth and then put on the chaft
cushion, having first placed Hill's device, or sometliing of^ the kind, over
the frames under the sheet.
This I
think gives a thorough ventilation.
I was pleased to And in tlie October
number of the Bee Journal, page
659, the plans of Mr. James Heddon
for wintering, as it was the plan I had
determined on. I think the addition
of lime to the sawdust would be of
great benefit. I shall also add lime to
my chaff cushions. I am of the opinion that If chloride of lime, camphor,
and articles of a disinfectant and absorbent nature, were used in and
around our hives, during winter and
summer, that we would be troubled
but little, if any, with cholera or foul
brood.
I am more favorable to wintering
out doors than in cellars, as I think it
approaches nearer to nature. It gives
the bees better ventilation as well as
the advantage of a cleansing flight
during favorable winter weather.

Hagarstown, lud., Nov.

17, 1882.

Maine Bee-Keepers' Association.

The

President, Mr. F. O. Addition

of Dexter, called the meeting to order,

and Mr. Wm. Hoyt, the Secretary,
read the report of the last meeting.
Several new members signed the
constitution, among them a number of
ladies and it was noticeable that both
during the forenoon and afternoon,
there was a good sprinkling of ladies
;

who were among
participants in

the most interested

tlie

convention.

The

now has a membership of
about fifty, embracing the leading beekeepers in all parts of the State.
After some discussion it was voted
to hold the next annual meeting at
Dexter, on Thursday, February 8, 1883.
It was a matter of much regret to
all bee-keepers present at the convention, that Mr. K. S. Torrey, who had
made all arrangements for the meeting, was prevented, through severe
illness, from being in attendance.
In the afternoon, after disposing of
some business, the' following papers
were read in the order named
"On
Wintering Bees." by K. S. Torrey,
Bangor " Bee-Keeping, Past, Present and Prospective,'^ by Lucian
" Wintering and
French, Dexter
Springing Bees,'' by O. L. Sawyer.
Gardiner; " Bee-Keeping for Ladies,''
by I. F. Plummer, Augusta.
In the
absence of Mr. Torrey his essay was
read by Mrs. Torrey, herself a most
thorough and accomplished person in
Association

:

;

1882.

Not. 29-30,
Dec.

6-7,

Time and Place o) MeeHna.
Western MichiKnn, at Grand, Rnplds.

Wm. M. S. Dodce. Sec.
MtcbiKan State, at Kalamazoo.
T. V. Bingham. Sec, Abronia, Mich.

1883.

Jan. 9.— Cortlivnd Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
M. C. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
9.— Ohio State, at Columbus, Ohio.
O. Spear, Sec, CardinRton, Ohio.
11, Nebraslia State, at Wahoo, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawlcy, Sec.
16.— Eastern N. Y., at Albany, N. Y.
E. Qualcenbush, Sec. Barnerville, N. Y.
16-18, Northeastern, at Syraeuae, N. Y.
G. W. House. Fayetteville, N. V.
19, 20.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
L. Caraon, Pres.
Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
8.— Maine State, at De.vtcr.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
April 5.— Utah, at Salt Lake City.
i?. Stevenson, Sec.
May 11.— Iowa Central, at Winteraet.
J. E. Pryor.Sec.
—,— Texas State Convention, at McKinney.
Oct.

17,

Dr. W. K. Howard, Sec.
18.— Northwestern, at Chicago. III.
Thomas G. Newman, Sec.

1W

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.— Ed.

^"

The Ohio

the science of bee-keeping.

WINTERING BEES.
Mr. French said that the

first requisuccessful wintering was a
strong colony, not less than three
quarts, to give an adequate idea of
quantity. Then some protection must
be given, the amount depending upon
the degree of cold the bees have to
withstand. Next is a young and prolific queen.
Then it is sure the colony
must have plenty of stores. He believed that from twelve to fifteen
pounds of honey were sufficient on
which to winter a colony. Mr. French
detailed at some length, but in an interesting manner, his various ways of
wintering bees, and gave an account
of some experiments in wintering
which he intends to try the coming
winter. He has had success in wintering hives on their summer stands by
providing them with an outer box of
rough boards, which left from six
inches to a foot of room between that
and the hive that was filled with chaff.
One foot of chalf packing was also put
on top of the hive.
report on some
eight or ten different ways of winter-

site

to

A

Bee-Keepers' ing which he intends to try in his apiAssociation will meet in Columbus, in ary of obout forty colonies, he hopes
the rooms of the Ohio State Journal, on to present to the Association at its
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 9 and next summer meeting. He is sure
full attendance of mem- that more depends upon the vitality
10, 1883.
bers, and all interested in bee-culture, of the colony than any other one thing;
is requested, as matters of interest and that the thing most to be dreaded
and importance will lie discussed.
is spring dwindling.
Human wisdom
Dr. H. Besse, Delaware, O., Pres. has not yet devised the best way of
Daniel Speaii. Cardington,0., Sec. wintering bees, but Mr. French lives

A

State

hopes that

it

will

soon be accom-

Mr. Plummer made some interesting'
The regular quarterly meeting of
the Maine Bee-Keepers' Association remarks on wintering, and on providwas held at Bangor, on Thursdav, ing artificial pasturage for bees. As
to the former subject, he said that in
Nov. 9, 1882.

;

Local Convention Directory.

in

plished.

different years, aiid in different places,

bees had sometimes wintered well in
all kinds of situations.
He thought
one of the most ditiicult features of
wintering was to carry tlie bees through
from the middle of March to the middle of May, successfully.
In regard
to the latter he advocated with much
earnestness the providing of artificial
feeding ground, as without it, in the
older portions of the State he thought
we could not get so mch honey from
bees as was desirable. In some years,
probably, owing to atmospheric influences, -white clover will yield little or
no honey. He thought highly of sweet
clover and borage, with the latter being especially well pleased. The question with him was, as to whether we
should grow crops for honey alone, or
grow such crops as would yield grain
after the honey had been gathered. He
was going to sow half an acre of sweet
clover another spring. As to borage,
he had had a small piece the past season, which was in bloom perpetually
from July 1st to very late in the fall,
and the plants had been fairly black
with bees from morning till night.
From considerable experience he had
but a slight opinion of buckwheat as a

honey

plant.

Secretary Hoyt said he had wintered
one colony very successfully last win"
ter by covering it " head and ears
with buckwheat straw, on its summer
stand— the straw being piled on pretty
thick. On April 5th last, he opened
one side, and after getting into the
straw a few inches found it perfectly
dry. There was no loss to this colony,
and it did not eat but little honey, as
the top of the frames had sealed honey
on them. The colony was strong, one
of his best. He was intending to try
half a dozen hives this winter in the
same way— it was at least a cheap
means of wintering. He thought if
bees could be kept perfectly dormant
in winter, in whatever location they
were, and could be in a normal condition in the fall (?'. e., young bees) they
would winter well and should not
raise brood or pollen till in the best
possible condition to breed for summer say the last of May or the first of
June. He knew of a friend had wintered bees in square boxes on the
south side of a bank where the snow
had drifted completely over them, and
where they did not thaw out for the
winter. They came out in as good
condition as others kept in a different
way. If bees are strong, they can fly
toward spring, or even in winter, if
the sun is warm, alight on the snow
and rise again before becoming cold.
;

BEE pasturage.
In regard to pasturage for bees. Mr.
Hoyt thought it a subject of much importance, out said he believed we
coultl not afford to grow a crop for
He
honey alone, as a general thing.
believed we should grow white, and
the small Western red clover for this
purpose.
He had sowed borage to

—

;
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Kead before the N. A. B. K. 8.
It was a plant that was
from July loth to the 2d of
How to Cure Foul Brood.
September, and when in flower was
fairly black with bees feeding upon it
D. A. JONES.
from early till late, every fair day.
Thev woiild leave goldenrod and
This is a subject on which much has
buckwheat to work upon it. Mr. Hoyt, been said and written; and there seems
in speaking of the value of pasturage, to be a great many and varied ways of
remarked that he had one colony that curing it some of them, however, are
gathered twenty-tive pounds of honey rather difficult, and not within the
in a single week on bass. If such pas- reach of every bee-keeper, as well as

some extent.
in (lower

;

turage as a bass forest afforded could
be continued through the season, what
In
stores our colonies would gather
regard to buckwheat he had sowed it
paid
for six years, and thought it had
almost every year, as he usually raised
twenty bushels per acre.

being sliglitlycostly.
I purpose setting forth in the following the most easy and cheap, as well
as the surest method that has yet
come under mv notice, and one that
comes within the reach of every apiarist on however large or small a scale.
Mr. French gave some of his ideas
mode of procedure (by starving)
He has provided This
on bee pasturage.
has never yet failed when properly
sweet clover, borage, buckwheat,
carried out. and I have tried it in
Simpson's lioney plant, and the spider
many cases in our country.
plant, at dillerent times, but did not
I shall give the process, first where
think much of the spider plant, as he
found his bees did not work upon it. there is no brood or where one does
He should try it one season more and not care to save it; and secondly,
the hive, and
if the bees did not work on it to a where there is brood in
First,
greater extent than formerly, should one is desirous of saving it.
discard it. The bees worked on borage smoke and drum the bees until they
He thought they have all gorged themselves with honey;
all the day long.
worked but very little on red clover. and it is important that they be all
Brief remarks were made by Mr. J. well filled, otherwise that portion of
E. 15ennoch of Orono; :Mr. Sampson them whose sacs are not full will not
of Oldtown Mr. Wilmont, a Califor- live the time tliat the other portion
nia bee-keeper who was present, and would be required to starve, to affect
other gentlemen, after whicli the con- the cure hence the necessity of havThey
ing their sacs filled evenly.
vention adjourned. Home Farm.
should not be allowed to settle down
again after having gorged themselves;
the operations when once commenced
Iowa Central Convention.
should be carried through without the
loss of any time, as a short space only
Central
The Iowa
Bee-Keepers' As- would require to elapse, if left quiet,
sociation met at Winterset, on Friday, before some of them would replace
Nov. 3, 1882, and was called to order their honey in the cells again, when
at 10:30 a. m. with Pres. A. J. Adki- the work of smoking, etc., would have
son in the chair.
to be repeated. After they have been
No report of the last meeting read, smoked and drummed sufficiently,
the minutes having been lost.
shake the bees into a clean hive or box,
The following orticers were elected over which place a wire-cloth cover,
for the ensuing year:
President, A. care being taken that none escape, as
J. Adkison, Winterset; Vice Presi- one bee escaping and entering another
dent, J. W. C4raham. Winterset Sec- hive would, in all probability, spread
retary, J. E. Pry or. Arbor Hill Treas- the disease, as it is by the depositing
urer, Mrs. Mary Pryor, Arbor Hill, of the diseased honey in the cells of
Iowa.
clean colonies that this disease is genFrom 94 colonies of bees at the be- erally contracted. To prevent the
ginning of the honey season of 1882, spreading of the disease, the operathere was reported an increase of 13.5 tions should be performed either early
colonies, and a production of 1,943 in the morning or late in the evening,
pounds of comb honey, 6,980 pounds when no bees are flying ; or if the work
of extracted honey, and 48 pounds of is done during the day, it should be
wax. Of the 2.32 colonies reported at beneath a wire tent, or in some other
the close of 1882, there were 94 Italians, place of con finementj where there is
127 Hybrids, and 11 Blacks. Kinds of no chance of any of the bees from the
hives used 1.50 Langstroth, .50 North aSected colony escaping. These preStar, S box hives, and 2 American.
cautions are "required only where a
This is hardly a fair representation portion of the yard is diseased ; but
of the bee-keepers within the bounds where the whole apiary is attacked,
of the Association, several of the the work may be carried on with imprincipal apiaries not being reported. punity.
After receiving several new memWhen all the bees have been sebers and discussing methods of winthe hive or box covered by
tering, etc., the meeting adjourned to cured in
meet in the council room in the Court the wire cloth, carry it to a cool, dark
House at Winterset, on Friday, May place, and there layit on its side and
why y First, because when in a dark,
11, 1883.
J. E. Pktok, tfec.
cool place the bees will cluster and remain more quiet than when subjected
1^ The annual meeting of the Cort- to light and heat and secondly, when
land Union Bee-keepers' Association clustering in the top of the hive ; and
will be held in Cortland. N. Y., on were the hive or box to be placed on
its proper bottom they would all clusTuesday, Jan. 9, 1883.
M.C. Bean. Sec. McGrawville. N.Y. ter on the wire cloth, and thus prevent
!

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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a proper ventilation, which would
whereas, by placcause suffocation
ing the hive or box on its side, the
other side would then become the top v
and on this tlie bees would cluster,
thus securing a free circulation of air.
The temperature of the place where
the starving takes place should be from
.50- to .j'P, never above 60=, and a cellar would therefore be the best place
in hot weather. They should then be
left alone, perfectly quiet, from 80 to
120 hours, or until the bees are noticed
crawling around the bottom of the box
or hive in a starving condition, and a
few of them are dead ; then put them
in a clean hive with clean comb or
foundation if comb, there should be
honey in it, and if there is not, the bees
should be fed honey or sugar syrup,
as also should they be fed when foundation is used, and remove them to a
place one or two miles distant, where
let them remain until the whole yard
is cleansed, when tliey may be returned
to their original stands in the old yard.
While the bees are starving, scald the
hives and frames from which the affected colonies have been taken extract the honey from the combs, which
may be boiled and fed back to them
again render the combs into wax
and the wax, manufacture into foundation, and place it in the scalded
frames, for use in the scalded hive,
into which put the bees, after their
allotted time of starving has expired.
Great caution should be exercised to
see that the queen is placed in the hive
or box in which the bees are to starve,
unless in the case where the colony has
been queenless some days previous,
when they will do almost as well without one.
Now, in the second case, where onedesires to save tlie brood, proceed as
in the former instance, with the smoking and drumming and transferring of
the bees and queen to the hive or box
for starvation, only sufficient being
left in the diseased hive to nurse the
brood.
With those placed in the clean
hive or box, the operations will be the
same as heretofore described. The
;

;

;

;

remaining brood and bees, if weak,
should then be doubled up and otherwise strengthened as much as possible;
and when hatched out, put tlirough
This
the same process as the others.
method, if properly carried out, will
was
It
invariable prove successful.
my intention to have referred to the
various causes of the disease but I
find that my paper is already suffl;

cientlv lengthy. I will therefore defer
Before closing, I may
it at this time.
sav that, by referring to page 103 of
the American Bee Journal for 1882,
in its issue of Feb. 1.5, some further

explanations

may

be found regarding

this method of curing foul
starvation.

brood by

^" The Western Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet at
Supervisors' Hall, in thecitvof Grand
Rapids, on Wednesday and Thursday,
30th. 1882. Tlie co-opof all bee-keepers of thisis desired.

Nov. 29th and
eration
section

Wm. M.

S.

Dodge,

Sec.

—

—
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^" The 17th annual convention of
the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in Kalamazoo,
Dee. 6 and 7, 1S82. All interested are
cordially invited to participate in the

discussions— which will embrace the
live issues of the Apiculture of to-day.
Thomas G. Newman, A. I. Root, D.
A. Jones, Prof. A. J. Cook, and many
other distinguished apicnlturists are
expected to be present. Low rates of
board at hotels have been secured.
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

^°The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Berlin Center,
Mahoning Co.; O., in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th
of January, 18S.3. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing'of interest to the fraternity. A full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
afford to miss tlieni. VVe expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
L. Causon, Pres.

^

188.3.

Arrangements have been

made with

the railroads to secure 1}^
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
county Bee- Keepers' Association will
furnish entertainment free to all
visiting apiarists.
Bee-keepers from
neighboring States will be weleomed.
T. L. VonDokn, Pres.

Geo. M. Hawley,

H. F. Buller in the Bee Journal for
Nov. 8, where she asks whether I close
the upper fly holes when I raise the
lower hive, I will say that I always
close all but those at the bottom.
In
place of extracting, if I have the combs,
etc., and honey is plenty, I put a third
hive on, by parting the two and putting the third between the tir.st two,
or I extract from the lower hive at
any time, seting the upper one on the

stand

while extracting the lower.
There is no brood below, unless the
Natural Bee Hive.— Mr. Editor: colony has a very prolilic queen.
I send you a sample bee hive, with
W. S. Baiu.
the side cut away, showing the inside
Rollersville, O., Nov. 15, 1882.
arrangement. It maybe tliat you can
see progression in it.
Care of Empty Combs.— Will it inW. H. BUSSEY.
jure empty combs to be left in a hive,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 20, 1882.
without bees, out-of-doors, all the
John Rudd.
[It is a hornet-bee's nest, and we winter?
London, Out., Nov. 13, 1882.
suppose was intended to call attention
[There need be no fear of worms for
to the 7 dead-air spaces between tlie
inside and outside of the nest, wliich they cannot develop except in warm
Nature must have taught these insects weather. Spread the combs 2 inches
to have in order to resist the cold in or more apart and they will be safe.
autumn, and protect the brood, dur- Ed.]

—

A

ing the

The Nebraska

State Bee-Keepers' Association, will hold its annual
session in Wahoo, Saunders county.
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan.
11th,

apiary,! may hereafter be able to give
a more satisfactory report upon apiculture. 1 started the season with 3
colonies, increased to 12 by natural
swarming and returned 4 swarms; I
used foundation in the brood chamber
and surplus boxes. I obtained 201 lbs.
comb honey ; average, 67 lbs. spring
count. The honey sold at 20 cts. per
pound. S13.40 per colony.
Elida, O.
Jno. G. Ridenour.

fall.

There is some difference,

however, between their thin paper
hives and the board and straw, used
for bees in winter, as also much difference between the cold weather during
autumn and that of the winter from
January to March. We have no doubt,
however, that dead-air spaces are as
good as any other method of winter
protection. Ed.]

4,000

^'ec.

lbs.

them all op empty extracted combs.
I made two of them into two-story
hives for extracting, and I extracted
200 pounds of excellent honey from

the two. From the other 7 colonies I
obtained 200 pounds of comb honey,
and they have plenty of honey for winter.
I sold the honey at 10 cents a
pound for the extracted and 15 cents
for the comb honey.
I sold all my
of Honey from 19 Colo- honey at home at the above price.

— My report

is as follows
Extracted honey, 3,000 lbs.; comb honey

nies.

My Season's Work.— I had 3 colonies
of bees last spring, and last summer
obtained six natural swarms. I hived

Wm. Roberts.

:

one-pound sections, 1,000 lbs. I
have also 100 full Langstroth and
American frames extra for spring
feeding, if next spring should be late.
I increased to 71 from 16, springcount.
All this increase has come from 11
colonies and their increase, as I have
8 colonies in American Long-Idea
hives containing 16 full-size frames
and 16 half-frames that did notswarm
this season.
I increased by natural
swarming, giving old colonies an old
hive and a laying' queen as long as I
could keep up with them.
I have returned 32 swarms, and 3 went to the
woods. Honey-How was almost continuous from June 4, to Sept. 23, and
since that another short flow of about
a week, so that the lower stories of
many of the hives are honey-bound.
S. il. Moss.

Vaughansville, O., Nov.

22, 1882.

in

—

Report for 1882. Basswoodis very
scarce in our neighborhood, and there
are no other blooming trees, except

Wliite clover was a fair
crop here this season. Therefore, I
am obliged to resort to iilanting to
make the business a prolitable one. I
sowed sweet clover in the spring, on
sandy soil ; it came up very nice, but
did iiot bloom. I also sowed about
three acres this fall with wheat, and
will resow the same ground again in
the spring, as the lirst time it was
sowed thin with that intention there
Colchester, III., Oct. 23, 1882.
being .so many dilferent reports about
sweet clover during the last year, as
to the time of sowing and its value
Ready for Winter. To-day I Jiave
afterward ; that every man must do finished my packing my bees for winhis own experimenting in the best ter. I have packed tliem in a clamp,
way he can. There will be one conso- similar to the one described by D. A.
lation, I will have the pleasure of Jones, except where he says " set the
knowing some of its traits when it hives about six inches apart," etc. I
once comes to perfection. Last year I have put mine one against another,
was told to sow catnip, and mother- and I leave the propolized cloths on
wort in the fall I did so and failed, my hives. They have been (irepared
now I shall sow in the spring should for winter for some three weeks an<l
I fail on these three plants then there the cloths were well stuck fast. I use
will be a small apiary for sale should no packing except buckwheat chaff,
I meet with success, and learn more which has never failed, even when
properly tlie ways of success of the other material did. In answer to Miss
fruit trees.

;

—

;

;

;

Sensible Bees?— I have packed 135
colonies of bees
all strong but about
6, which are a little weak in numbers.
If tliey do not go to rearing young
bees this warm weather I think they
;

will winter well. Nothing makes me
dislike men or bees so much as to see
them try to do what they cannot or
ought not to do.

E. B. SOUTHWICK.

Mendon, Mich., Nov.

22, 1882.

Wintering Bees.— I will give my experience during the season of 1880-1
and 1881-2; which were the two extremes of temperature during the past
26 years. In 18S0-1 I took charge of
the Omaha apiary, consisting of 107

which had been packed during the month of October, 1880, in
chaff, thus they were put on 5 frames,
with division boards on each side and
the spaces filled with dry chaff a box
4 inches deep, with muslin bottom,
filled with chaff, was put over the
frames then the liives were covered
with slough grass. In January the
sn<nv filled the apiary so full that I
could scarcely see the location of the
hives then came a rain causing the
snow to melt, for about 2 days in the
beginning of February; after which,
In
it all froze into one "solid mass.
colonies,

:

;

;

;

March, when

it

was warm enough

for

the bees to fly, they knew nothing of
the outside world, for they were com-

—

—
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Eletely closeil in

;

the larger portion

ad to be released by cliopping theiu
out. After shoveling ont the snow
from 18 to 24 inches, 1 fonnd from 4 to
6 inches of solid ice at the entrance

into winter quarters. I cut one wing of
a queen lastspriug, and she was superseded, but as Mr. Doolittle says it
does no harm to lliem, to clip their
wings, I will try again.

and had

to use a small chisel in cutout, so that the bees could have
their lirst (light, March 23. Out of 107
colonies 98 came through all right, with
plenty of young bees. Now, will some
apiarist tell me what saved these

ting

Matteson,

it

111.,

J. A. WicnERTS.
Nov. 20, 1882.

in the business

and

like to get all tlie information possible.
I like Cook's JIanual very much.
I
bought
bees, which are t)lacks. last
year, and 1 am not at allsalislied with
them. I sliall Italianize tliem next

my

spring. How early would it be advisable to do so
How do you tell foul

;

;

W. H. Weston.
London, Ontario, Nov.

23, 1882.

[Our correspondent is referred to the
article by Mr. D. A. Jones in tliis issue of the Bee Journal, on foul
brood, for the information he desires.
Mr. Muth and Mr. Kohnke have published pamplilets on the subject, which

may be well to read and comijare.
Transferring should be done as early
in the spring as the weather will per-

it

mit, and before there
in the hive.
Ed.]

My Bee
now all in

is

much honey

—

Report. As my bees are
winter quarters I will give

to the readers of the Bee Journal
an account of my seas(ui's work. I
•commenced the last season with 10
coloniesof bees, oof whicli were weak.
By following the advice of Mr. Doolittle I have increased them to 40
strong colonies, and 6 nuclei consisting of from 4 to 7 frames each, making
46 in all, to winter. I obtained from
800 to 1,000 pounds of honey— one- half
each comb and extracted.
I have 20
colonies packed on the summerstands,
in flax-straw tlie rest are in my cellar
under the kitchen, 10x14 feet, partitioned off from the main cellar and
ventilated, so that I can keep tlie bees
in such temperature as 1 may desire.
I have one colony with 2 queens, which
have resided there in harmony for 2
months, and both were alive when put
;

Office of American Bee JorRNAL,
Monday, lo a. m., November 27. 1882.

The
up

mer stands.

Are they

better in other
respects '? If so, it will pay to build
chaff hives. Mr. M. has 500 colonies.
What do you think of the "Given
Press" as compared toother niachines'i'
A. P. Fletcher.
Ludlow, Vt., Nov. 12, 1882.

[If for out-door winter alone we
should prefer a square frame but for
all purposes we prefer the Langstroth
hive and frame. As to the manner of
wintering bees there is a diversity of

—

opinion,

and as yet the point

is

(

unset-

We have not yet concluded to
give any decision on the chaff hive.
Wait until next spring and then we
may

be able to decide more intelliSome like the " Given Press "
and some do not. Mr. Ileddon thinks
it as good or better than others.
Ed.]
gently.

hour

:

Quotuilous of Caah lluyers.

CHICAGO.

HONE Y— The supply of extracted honey is fully
up to the deniiind.
dark and Ht^c. tor

My

Hiinibu? or Swindler, which ?—
1st of March, 1882, I sent

(53^0.

for

de ivered here.

te scarce.

for ^:ood yellow wa.v, ou arrival

;

I

am

payinBr27c.

dark and

off col-

ors, 17(i<.22c.

AL. H.

Newman. 923 W. Madison

St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— Demand is good for extracted honey

tile barrel for iiianiif tcturlns purposes and for
table use. Thedemand is very «nod f<or litmey in
ir'«j2 lb. Jars.
A goo deal of comb liuney could be
if we had a wood article at a rate within the
views of the consumer i.e., which could be sold
at 20c. in the jobbing way and 2.->c. at retail.
pay 7<«j1oc. for extracted, and 16(at20c. for
gi <>d comb honey in sectitms
Is in good demand at20@27c. perlb.
CHA8. F. MCTH.
on arrival.

by

i

sold

:

We
BEESWAX—

QuotntlonB of Commltmlon merchants.

CHICAGO.

nONB V— The demand for comb honey does not
keep pace with the receipts. There is a large surplus on this market at present, and prices are from
2 to 3c. lower than last month.
We quote;

white comb honey. in lf^'2 lb. sections,
Dark comb honey, hardly anydemand. It
held at l2^@l.'>c. Extracted -White brings from
iKifloc: dark. SfaiHc; kegs, half- barrels and casks
bring about same price.
BKBS
Choice Yellow. 30c.; dark to medium. 18itt25c.
K. A. BURNETT, 161 South Water St.
17('"JlNC.

is

WAX—

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEV— A

sailing vessel this week took 1.018
cases for Liverpool from a packing house. The
market is quiet. Such qualities as are in good

supply, darli and

medium, are

in

poor demand.

Whitecomb. lH(a>20c; dark to good, 12i»l.^)c: extracted, choice to extra white, 9(g*10c.; dark and
candied.

7i^(2).s>^c.

BEESWAX— We quote 25^280.
Stearns & smith.
ST.

About the

quotutions are:

llirht,

BEESWAX— It is qu

tled.

A

{

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

to this

to

'i*

brood from (•hilled brood ?
When I
packed my bees for winter I noticed
on some of the outside frames a few
cells capped over
they were not together, and the rest of the frames were
empty. On uncapi)ing some of the cells
they contained a dark substance wliich
I took for chilled brood, but I would
like to be sure about it.
Tliere is an
unpleasant smell from it, but not very
bad. We are having a very tine fall,
this year
the season is something
like the spring, one month late.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

tions for honey

Questions.— Is a square hive better
In
winter in than a long one V
other words, is the Langstroth hive as
Mr.
bees through that hard winter when good to winter in as any other'?
75 per cent, of the bees in the country Manum's hive you call "a modihed
perished?
Langstroth."
G. Rouse.
The brood-box holds
]2franies9}3Xl2iuches. I mean, more
Waboo, Neb., Nov. 20, 1882.
particularly", for out of door wintering.
that it costs
Cause of Foul lirood.— Will some Mr. Maniim admits
one througli the Weekly Bee Jour- more to make his chaff hives than it
vyould to build a house, or put them
nal inform me of thecY(((.^e of foul in the cellar, and now the question is,
brood V
I have looked for it under
doors ?
that beading, in Cook's JIaniuil, but are bees better wintered out of
could not get a description of it. I am I have been told they do notdwindle so
only
would much in spring. wintered on their sum-

young
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423

Front Street.

LOUIS.

HONEY—

Was in better demand and sales were
freer; prices steady. Comb sold at IKfoiiSc. in lots;
extracted at ac-i-fic. in barrels; strained. t>i.^@7c.;
choice, in small lots or fancy packages, brings

$5 to J.J. Ritchie, of 142 Linn St., more.
Cincinnati, Ohio, for the purchase of
BBESWAX-Prime bright steady at 26(9270.
K. C.Greek i Co.. ii7N. Main Street.
a Mitchell honey extractor. I waited
until April for the extractor to come,
CLEVELAND.
then I wrote him a postal card, and
HONEY -There has been no change in honey
To this the past week. No. white, in I lb sections, contold him to send it soon, etc.
good demand at 2lto22c. per pound. No. 1
I got no answer then I wrote a letter tinues in
in 2 lb. sections, is also in good request at I9@20c.
and said, that the extractor must come Second grade, less active, at l(Si2 cents ^ lb. less.
Extracted, in al shapes, was dull and very little
or else the money, or I would expose sale.
Some Louisiana honey, rather dark, in barhim. This he answered, as follows
rels., was sold at yc.
BBBS W AX— P. ime quality, 2.50280.
" Cincinnati, May Ist, 1882. Dear Sir:
A. C. KendkL. 115 Ontario Street.
Your favor of 27th April at hand;
NEW YORK.
your register was received, "out no
HONEY—There is a continued fair inquiry for
postal card. Your order was sent to prime
lots of honey. and prices held steadily. Exour factory at Indianapolis, and t sup- tra<ned honey quiet and unchanged.
We quote: White clover, fancy, small boxes, 22
posed your order was tilled. Will see
white clover, fair to good, lHfaj22c.; buckwhat the matter is and have your ex- wheat, use.; extracted clover, 10(5/130.; extracted
l

;

:

(<('2.->c

tractor sent.

— J. J.

RiTCuiE.'"' I

never heard any more

have

from

J. J.
Ritctiie or ttie S-5 either. I got tired
of waiting for it, so I enclo.sed $7 to a
well-known supply dealer, and I received an extractor in due time, in
prime condition. It pays to deal with

an honest man.

Hamlet,

111.,

John F. Sellers.
Nov.

16, 1882.

Report for the Past Season.— I had
29 colonies in the spring, and have increased to 40. I have obtained 958 lbs.
comb honey and 158 lbs of extracted.
F. II. Seares.
Girard. Pa.. Nov. 17, 1882.

;

buckwheat.

9(gjl0c.

BEESWAX—There

only a moderate movelots are held ahout steady.
Southern, pure. 30ia31c.
H-i.'»
Park Place.
QtTlNBV.
D. W.
is

ment of wax. but prime
Western, pure,

29(o/:-(OC

;

BOSTON.

W

HONEY-Our market is fairly active. We quote:

I lb.
sections, 22tii25c.; 2 1b.
Iti. s"Ctions at 30c. :
sections, 20r'tf,22c. Extracted. lOc. per lb. Good
lots o' ••xtranted are wanted in kegs or barrels.
BEESW^VX- 300.
CROCKER & BLAKE. 57 Chatham Street.

1^ New subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal

for 1883, can obtain aU
the rest of the numbers for this year
by sending $2 to this office.

:
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New

Preniiiims for 1883.

The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

883.

At the request of many who have
the season for reading has now
we hope that each of our heretofore taken the Monthly and
subscribers will endeavor to send at Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall
least one new
subscriber for the next year print a Monthly consisting
Weekly Bee Journal for 1883 and of 32 pages, issuing it about the
thus not only help on the cause of middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
progressive bee-culture, but assist in in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
sustaining the only Weekly bee paper copies for $2.50 ; 5 copies for $4.00 ; 10
or more copies at 75 cents each. An
in the world.
Providence has smiled on the bee- extra copy to the person getting up a
keepers during the past season, and as club of 5 or more.
As

arrived,

ADVERTISING RATES.
20c. per agate

line of

space, each insertion.

A line of Agate type will contain about elfctit
occupy 1 inch of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Special Notices, fiU cents per line.
m^ordi-i; fourteen lines will

DISCOUNTS

will be given on advertisements
published WEEKLY as follows, if the whole 15
in
advance
paid
:

lO per cent,

For 4 weeks
"
8 "

SO

months).... so

discount.

The Weekly is now permanently esa general thing they are abundantly
able to procure a good assortment of tablished, and will be continued as
heretofore.

bee-literature.

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
In order to encourage every one who
2«
months). ...4:0
" 3»
"
months). ..SO
keeps bees, be they few or many colo- Journals will be distinct papers, each
" 5»
"
(1 year)
60 "
having its own sphere of operation
Discount, for 1 year, in the MONTHLY alone, nies, to thoroughly read the many
US per cent.,— O months, lO per cent.,— 3 months, very interesting books on bee-culture, and different readers.
5 per cent.— if wholly paid in advance.
We shall aim to make the Monthly
now published, we have determined
Discount, for 1 year, in the SEMI-MONTHLY
to make liberal offers, which will be Bee Journal a welcome and profitaalone, 40 per cent., — 6 months, SO per cent.— 3
available until January 1, 1883, as ble visitor to the homes of those who
months, lO per cent.— if wholly paid in advance.
feel the need of a cheap, first class,
follows
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
To any one sending us $8 for any reliable bee paper in pamphlet form—
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
books they may select from our " Book whose time is too much occupied to
List," on the last page of this paper, read a weekly, or whose means or reTHOMAS G.
we will present the Weekly Bee quirements are more limited, and who
aS5 West Madisun Street.. Chlcaica, III.
can dispense with the routine matter
JoiTRNAL for one year.
To any one purchasing $4 worth of more properly belonging to a weekly.
" i:i
"

"
"

(3
(6
(9

"
"

"

NEWMAN,

books, selected from our " Book List,"
Emerson Binders made especially
last jiage of this paper, we will
present the Weekly Bee Journal for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
few of our subscribers are in
six months or the Monthly for one gold on the back, and make a very
arrears for the present year— liaving for
convenient way of preserving the Bee
year.
requested us to continue, and tliey
us a club of two Journal as fast as received. They
sending
Any
one
would pay soon. Will all such please
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
take this as a request to send on the subscribers for 1883, for the Weekly,
will be entitled to a copy of the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
with
$4,
two dollars with a renewal for next
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
Bees and Honey, in cloth, postpaid.
year, if possible.
For three subscribers, with $6, we to Canada.
Manual, in paper,
The Amerian Express Company will send Cook's
The Bee Journal is mailed at
Emerson's Binder tor the Weekly, or
money order system is the cheapest,
the Chicago post office every Tuesday,
Apiary Register for 50 colonies.
safest and most convenient way of reis
For four subscribers, with $8, we and any irregularity in its arrival
mitting small sums of money. Their
due to the postal employes, or some
will send Cook's Manual in cloth, or
rates for $1 to $5 are 5 cents over $5
cause beyond our control.
Apiary Register for 100 colonies.
to $10, 8 cents. They can be purFor
five subscribers, with $10, we
chased at any point where the comArticles for publication must be
will send the Apiary Register for 200
pany have an office, except Canada,
colonies, Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, written on a separate piece of paper
and can be made payable at any one
Root's
B C of Bee Culture, or an from items of business.
of the company's 4,000 otlices.
extra copy of the Weekly Bee JourFor safety, when sending money to
Sample Copies of theAjiERiCAN Beb
nal for one year.
this office get either a post office or exJournal will be sent free to any perabove
premiums
To
get
any
of
the
press money order, a bank draft on
Any one intending to get up a
son.
New York or Chicago, or register the for the Monthly Bee Journal send club can have sample copies sent to
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind double the number of subscribers, and
the persons they desire to interview,
may be sent for amounts less than one the same amount of money.
by sending the names to this office.
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
We will send Cook's Manual Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100 which are printed a large bee
gold,
Preparation of Honey for the Mar- colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
ket, including the production and care for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
Do not let your numbers of the
of both comb and extracted honey, Text-Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
instructions on the exliibition of bees Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
best way to preserve them is to proand honey at Pairs, etc. This is a Monthly Bee Journal and either of cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
the above for one dollar less.

J>pccial floticcs.

—

on the

1^ A

i^

^"

;

1^

A

1^

m

;

;

1^

.
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The Apiary Register.

as

Food and Medicine.
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SixlDcvtisemewts,

A

new edition, revised and enlarged,
intend to be systematic in
The Americax bee Journal is the oldest Bee
tlieir work in the apiary, should get a the new pages being devoted to new Paper in America, and haa
lar^ie circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmRecipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds era, mechanics, professional
copy and commence to use it.
and bu^-lness men,
and Is, therefore, the best adrertlalDg medium.
of cooking in whicli honey is used, and
00
pages)
colonies
(120
$1
50
For
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 50 healthful and pleasant beverages.
" 200 colonies (-120 pages)
2 00
We have put the price of them low "BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK."
The larger ones can be used for a to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
22 Years Experience in Rearing
Queen Bees.
few colonies, give room for an increase them far and wide. Single copy 6
A book written ami published by
of numbers, and still keep the record cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100 HEKRY Ar.LEX, WENHAM. MASS.
all together in one book, and are there- per
A NEW SYSTEM OF QUEEN REARING.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
fore the most desirable ones.
It will teach you how to prepare your bees for
cover-page, "Presented by," etc., cell
buildintr what egws to select, and when to seof the lect them how to remove drones from a swarm of
Subscription Credits.— After send- (giving the name and address
bees; how to have the cflls hatched without havtliem). This infi them destroyed how to keep the queens after
ing subscriptions to this office, we bee-keeper who scatters
they have hatched how to introduce viruin queens
nuclei ccilonies the bi-yt way to introduce laywould respectfully ask every one to alone will pay him for all his trouble to
ing queens to full olcmiL's; how to test queens
enabling
him
to dispose without keepinKthem in the hive three weeks nfter
expense—
and
wrapper
the
on
the
of
the
label
look at
they are fertilized; how to know a cood hardy
next two papers, and there they will of his honey at home, at a good profit. queen from an inf*.*ri(pr one themomentshe leaves
All

who

ti

;

:

;

;

;

the cell how to judire of u prolific queen before
ahe has laid lOo e^Ks how to select a queen to use
for one to breed from how to raise and preserve
drones late in the season
what bind of a queen
to raise drones frnni as well as the kind of drones
to use how and when to transfer bees from box*
to fraitje hives, and. in fact, many things that have
never appeared in print, that are invaluatiletoany
bee-keeper, whether he keeps a few or many colo;

find the credit indicated thus
who have paid for the first six
:

Those
months

of next year will find " June 83 " after
their names. Those who have paid
"
for the whole year will find " Dec. 83
credit
runs
to
on their papers. The
the end of the month indicated. If
the mark is " Dec. 82," it means that
the subscription is paid until the end
of the present year. Please remember that the credit given on this label
is a sufficient notification of subscrip-

and receipt for payments
made. If not so indicated within two
weeks after sending money to us, you
may be sure something is wrong, and

:

1^

The time

for the usual

winter

;

rush of correspondence is here, and we
wish to impress upon all our patrons
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address that we already have on our
books.

nies.

Send for Circular.

47w2

FLORAL INSTRUCTOR
enlarged to 2S pages.

The Instkuctor

in

ia

^a'T":^

Monthly.

magazine form with an
new typei

attractive cover. It is printed from
on excellent paper, and is sold forSO

CLCBBINO LIST.
We

supply the

American Bee Journal and

any of the following

periodicals,

prices quoted in the last
first

column

frives

one year, at the

column of

CENTS A

with Seeds, Plants, Etc., as premium. Extra inducements to club raisers. Specimen Copy FREE. Address

FLORAr. INSTRUCTOR.

Alnsn'orth, Iowa.

48w4x

The

figyrea.

All

the regular price of both.

It will postage is prepaid by the publishers.
should write to us about it.
save annoyance and trouble if our
PublUhers' Price. Club
12 00..
subrcribers will give this matter due The Weekly Bee Journal

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
Bee-Keeper8'Bxch'nge(HoukJkPeet)3 00..
2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
260..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
6 00,
The 6 above-named papers
.

—

;

TEAR,

tions due

attention.

;

2 75
2 60

Agricultural Implements.
THE

NEW KEMINGTON CARBON
BEST IN

2 80

PLOW,

WOULD.

Till-:

Mowera.Hay Tedders. Horse Hay Rakes, Spades.
2 35
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
Shovels. Scoops. Steel Rakes. Forks and Planters'
2 40
Hoes.
Handled
pamphlet
giving
our
issued
a
new
just
5 50
views on this important subject, with The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
THE REMINGTON FIRE ENGINE.
suggestions what to plant, and when
Prof. Cook's ManuuUboundin cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
Send for Circulars.
Bees and Honey, <T, G, Newman) " 2 75.. 2 50
and how. It is illustrated with 26 enKEIWINeTON AGRICiri.TlTKAl. CO.,
2 85., 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1881
llion, N. Y.
43w4t
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
2 75.. 2 50
Binder for Weekly for 1882
any address for 10 cents.
The Monthly Bee Journal and any of the
.

W

above. $1 less than the figures in the lastcolumn.

Our new

No. 925 West
Madison St., is only a few doors from
the new branch postofflce. We have
a telephone and any one in the city
wishing to talk to us through it will
please call for No. 7087— that being
our telephone number.
location.

1^ We want a copy of No.
Bee Journal

41 of the

for Oct. 11, 1882.

If

and

will

any one has that copy

to spare

risk sending us a postal card saying

we will take the first offered and
give in exchange any 25 cent pamphlet
selected from our Book List.
so,

NEBRASKA FARMER

This ^'leat Anicrican journal of siLTieiilture and
stock ranks amont,' the first in tht" L'nited States,
and is the only one published west of the Missouri
river and ritrht in the heart of the Unest agricultural lands in th** West. Thousands of people are
looking for homes in the West, and at the same
time have no means of getting a correct knowledge of the country. The Nebkaska Fausier
furnishes the desired information and only costs
$1.50 per year.
O. M. DR0SK. Editor.

48w3tx

liincoln.

GOLDEN

Examine the Date following your
1^ We carefully mail the Bee
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the Journal to every subscriber, but
month to which you have paid your should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
subscription on the Bee Jouknal.
before

all

the edition

is

exhausted.

i^"Postage stamps, of one, two or
i^" The result of the election has
three cent denomination, accepted for
proved a grand success, but not more
fractional parts of a dollar; but money so than Kendall's Spavin Cure is
4Sw4t
proved to be every day.
is preferred.

ITALIAN

Neb.

QUEENS.

-frame NucleHS. with Test- I
ed Vu^en
$4.50
2 frame Nucleus, with Test1

ed Vueen
5.00
Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July l
Same, after July
10.00
Full

1

Vffl«
'.ffl

«
^

TestedQueen,beforeJuly
"
"

"
"

after July

1,

3.00

after July 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,

1

13.50

Address, by Registered Letter
or Postotfice Order,

DR.
Iwtf

I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.
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A

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
to introduce the new lime cushion, Ibe only protection vet discovered that will carry the bees
safely through winter and spring witlnmt fiiil.
Bend f'lO, for right to retuU tl.is cushion in your
county, or send <o foroneapiiiry right to pMtentee.

DELLA

F.

As I do no
I buy and seltllrmey for Cash onlv.
I will not accept shipments
without previous correspondence.

Coraoiissinn busint'ss,

TORltE,
co., Md.

m
m

Reistertown. Baltimore

registered letter or P. O. order.
45wI3t
Patented April ao, 1882. No. 2.54,9^2.

Remit by

Rev. A. SALISBURY
Camar^o, Douglas county,

20

111.

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

—"Low Prices, yuicblielurna
tomers Never Defrauded."

n
d

N

Cus-

;

—

*i; Tested.... $2
$2
tl; Tested
Palestine t.>ue-ns..*i Tested... J2

Queens
Cypniiu Queens
Italian

—

;

Extra Queens, for swarminK sea-

V

lison. ready,

if

weare timely

notified.

-One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
*
V
Cyprian or Palestine, f4; Colony of bees, either
Safe
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, *8.
arrival guaranteed.
e. paid for bright wax. Money Orders wn
iw'yTuHCola, in.

20

<

©
^

S

*
nS

r

NEAT AND CLEAN.

CO

\—Jl

BINDrRlLiPCRIODlCALSV

!?

i

i

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
Directions in

Address,
925

©S

e/3

each Binder.

50c.
ISc.

THOMAS O.
West Madison

"•

CO

-

The Emerson Binder
For Monthly Bee .lournal
For Weekly Bee Journal

H
R
<

Chicago,

ri

ENGKAVINGti.

fe

Pmi

^
£

ID

^

:

Hi

when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
;

THOMAS
925

Street,

CHICAGO,

3
IL1-.

O

The latest improvement in Foundatti^n. Ourthin
and common V<oundutit>n is not surpassed. The
ODly invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Bend for Catalogue and Samples.
1>. S.

GIVEN

«fc

C,

c
0)

Given'sFoundationPress.

Iwly

a>
0)

It)

price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

c
o
3

A

on receipt of

(0

a

TREATISE k-ivinK an index of diseases.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote

35 cent*.— Sent

.2

a
a

M. D,

B. J,

Hoopeston.

0)

111.

"look HES.E!

3

PQ

If you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Foundation, all kinds, t^ection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and 1 will try and pIcaMeyou. (BoxSiM )
E.T.FLANAGAN, Rose Hill Apiary,
Belleville, St. Clair County, HI,
5wly

THOMAS
Editor of the

;

NEWMAN.
Wetkly
C.

llee

BEESWAX.
pay 37o. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid uiistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each packHpe
I

ALFRED

923

West Madison

H.

Street,

NEWMAN.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Journal.

It contains ifiO profusely illustrated paees. is
"fully up with the times" in all the variuus improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjesslul management of the honey bee. and at the same time produce the most honey in its bent and most attractive condition. Chief amonc the new chapters are
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management of
"'

Marketing Honey,"
ceiitn ; in paper

75

Slreet. Chicagro,

III.

ApprecIatlTe Notices.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian. Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily St»ndard, New Bedfi>rd, Mass.
Contains nil the information needed to make
bee-culture succeBsfuK—Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.- News, Kelthsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested in the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

III.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
JPrlce

.

NE"WMAJ«,

Street,

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

and

925 W^. MadUou

AND KEEP THEM

Any one can use them.

Management

Bees and Honey at Fairs,"

Bimi YOUR JOUBHALS

IS

Bees & Honey

etc. Priae, bound in cloth,
cover-i, SOcentM, postpaid.

*^

fpAT.

NEW BEE BOOK!

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are tine. It is gotten up in the
very best style, and is cheap atthe price.— Farmer,
Cleveland. O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican. Utica, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Viawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.-Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

Embraces every subject of interest in theapiary,
giving very thorough details nf the management

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success. —Farm. Longmont, Cc)lo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— ChicaifO
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attt active shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
We advise all interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that wlM interest the
beginner. It describes all th-- newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, thai has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.

Discount to Dealers by
A I^iberul
the Dozenor Hundred*
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BEESWAX
WANTED.
&

DADANT

GHAS.

MMUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.
State Agricultural

111.

<_'o.

830

THE CONaUEROR.
Lftr^e Smokers need wide shields. Bingham's
nave theiu. and sprinya that do not rust an break.
and bellows that sparb:* and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements made to date.
and a .3x7 inch stove, and nx7 inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for $-2. Address.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

SEED,

This year's crop, all of the white variety, -'><c. per
pound $3.7.^ per peck S»13.00 per bushel.
I can tlll no rooreorders for Queens this fall,
havinu sold all I had to spare, leaving rnnnv orders
unfilled, and with orders still corainR in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.
;

t^

GrOOID,

I- I^,

Nappanee. Elkhart

5wly

Pasres

—

anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
many costly wood eneravmgs ~

Co., Ind.

the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full deaccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etcsplendidly illustrated— and laaUthoueh
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afiord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It Is not only instructive, but intensely
;

and thorout:hly

FOUNDATION.
Owing
5(_>

to the large

advance

prices thus
less

lbs., 410.,

:

in

the price of wax.

Dunham,
than lo

lo to

1

'lbs., 4'Jc..

5"

lbs., 44('.; Vanderlbs.. .n7c.. lU to 5u

V.

J.

m

CALDWELL,
Cambridge. Henry

3wly

Co.,

III.

LULING, TEXAS,
now headquarters

IAN QUEENS AND

for the sale of

FINE ITAL-

BKES. The nicest bee

hives.

10,(KKi feet Vif seasoned Cyprei^s lumber now on
hand for the winter's work also, everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices.
:

BEESWAX WANTED.
14w3»t

tl.

S.

TAnL.OCK.

the following opmioTis of the

Booh

having purcnased.— JV/ic/i. Far,
wish to engage -n bee-rulture, a
manual is a necessity. Piof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iitra(d, Mouticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
l6 fuily up with the iHues in every particular.
richest rewaid awaits its author.- A. E. Wexzel.
My success has been sopreat as to almost astonish mysell, and nmih of it is due to the clear, disinterested inlornjatton contained in Cook's Manual. -WM. Van A.ntweui*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
It,

will

To

ever

nil

III.

FI.AT-BOTTO.ir

COMB FOUNDATION.
"S^^^--

.^=a.

H^^^^^T

high si(lp-walN.4 to m square feet to
'^® pound. Circular and samples free.

M^^^

•'•

Jl^^^^^J

^

^^^ DEUSE.V &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Moot. Co., N. X".

^al,

IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!
years' experience in rearing
queen bees. I'lie cheaph-st. easiest and best
way t"i raise quvens. Never befoie published.
Somethint,' new. Send for''ircuiar.

liENRY ALLEY. Wenham. Mass.

44wtf

LANGSTROTH
JlXD SIMPLICITY
CHAFF lilVCS,
with movable
Btory, secti

upper

.n

boxes. metal-c< rnered

brot.rl

trames.

wide Lant;stroth frames and cnmb foundHtiou.
Send for Frice List.
A. B. MILLEK & SON.
^iwtf
Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., ind.

to

i2.

i;,",

our smokersand honey knives first, youoo*--*-,! iq7Q U^
will have to biiy 00^^^®^""'^°'° "^
others.

PKICES:

Handed

Wide

to By Mailr
Customer. Postpaid^
*1 75
^2 00
(wide
fiO
1 75

shield ronqueror. 3 inch

Bingham

Large

shield).

L'"!.

Smoker

inch

Bingham

Extra

1

Smoker

(wide

shield). 2 inch
Plain Bingham Hirioker, 2 Inch
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker,

1

2.^
(ki

1

00

1

}H inch

also a botanical description ot

50

1

125
65

50

Bingham & Ilelberington Honey
Knife. 2 inch
sell again,

15

l

apply for dozen or half-dozett

Send

for free description

and testimonials, to

BINGHAM A HETHERINGTON.
Abroniii.,

17wtf

honey

producing pliints, and an extended account oi the
enemies of btms.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this i-^rfe
mecitniot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belom-'ing to apiculture. To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say. obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as advised.— jloricuiturtst, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the umpt complete and prjictical
treatise on bce-cultme in Euiopeor America; a
scientidc work on modern bee management that
even' experienced bee- man will welc<-me. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
banasomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the \\est.— n'eUt:rnAijricul<.uriiit.

Do
glect

and management of the
apiary There is no sut'jeci relating to the culture
ot bees letf untonchod. and In the compilaiMOof
the work Prof. C'lok has hud the advantJiee Of all
the previous knowiede of apiarists, which he uses

not ne-

YOUR

OWN INTERESTS

by purchasing
until you have

our

received

finely illustrat-

ed 50 page catalogue. Sent free
to any address.

THE COLUMBUS BUGGY
Columbus, Ohio,

is

CO.,
worM

the largest factory in the

Surreys and Carriag^es, and do give more real value for the money
than any other manufacturers. Dealers sell our
Name of nearest will be
vehicles everywhere,
sent with prices,
for first-class Bufjg^ies, Phaetons,

Muth's Honey Extractor,
A

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Uoney Sections, etc.,
<;. F.
ITT H,
pply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.
|:^"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers,

M

iwly

COMB FOlJNI>ATION-40c,'
DUNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and
bright, 10 sq.

;

the
per

lb. +MC.
lb. F.

Send for samples.

Wax

ft.

worked

loc-

W. HOLMES. Coopersville. Mich. 13wiy

rnijT c T> 4 T>T7»T> may be found on file
1 rlio X Ax TjJV at Geo. P. Kowell *
Co. '8
St.),

undoubtedly the most cOTplete
manual tor the insiruction of bee-keepers whieh
has ever been publi.-hcd. It gives a full explanais

Mich.

mi

rej^ret

This work

TWE.VTy-TlIUKE

from
cts.
Our patPKt-^

postpaid,

coverall the sm-.kiT.s
that will burn sound
stove-wood, or do n<it
go out. If yuu buy

who

management;
Uamilton. Hancock County,

the inventor of
improved bee smokers-get the best, that
never go out— alwsns
please— never is iiiiiplainedof— theM:lrMla^d of excellence the
world over— better
and hands-omer this
season than ever before. Price per niiiil.
aid

anementof the apiary.— J. P. West.
I havo derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than trom
any other book.— E. 11. VVyxkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interesf^d in
bees ought lo have, and which, no one who ooiiiina

I

SON,

Bee Smoker

rates.
;

All apree that it la the work of a master and of
real value.— L'.(4f>(C(t/(ure, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is tne best of our American works.- LEWIS T. CoLUY.
It appears lo ha'^e cut the pround from under
futm'e book-makers.— British Bee J&urnaL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant tMiide in my operations and successful man-

l^- Send l.> CKNTS for Dadant's
pamplilet on "Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."— or lureiKn, which like so much.— L'Abbe DU
You will <jet many times the value of Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Aptculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these inyour 15 CENTS in' the hints and ideas dustrious
insects, but also a thorough, practical,
that it will give you. Address,
and clearly expressed seiiesof directions for their

CHARLES DADAXT &

BINGHAM

USE.

IN

you buy the OrigiPatent Bingham
Bee Smoker, you will

To
Read

vort, 111 sq. feet to the lb., i to
lbs., 64c. No discounts. Circular free.

Is

practical.

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

over

Illustrations.

edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
a sale unprecedented in the
about IS months
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with ereat care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation

Interesting

now quote

the

College of Michigan,

133 Fine

;

25,000

The Orlfflnal

the

copyT

nal

illustrated with

SWEET CLOVER

will be

If

This Is a new

of the

;

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

SON,

Hamilton, llancock

13wtf

'USD TAFSr
Who

first to

and Quality.

Price

State Quantity,

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

761

in

it

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NEW

10KK..

tion regarding ttie cure

admirably to promote and make popular this most
inteiestiug of aUoccLpa^imus.—.Anifncan Inventor.
tot

Pricc— Bound

in cloth,

S>1>00 by mall

prepaid.

$1.35

in

paper cover,

Published by

TIIO.MAS G.
West Madison

;

Street.

Bees for Sale.
no ColonleBorilevB. In Gallup frames, cheap,
300 ColonleM of IKe«s, In Langstroth frames
In

prime condition.

NEWMAN*
CUICAGO, UAm

J.
36wtf

H.

ROBEBTSON,

iPewamo, Ionia Co.. Mich,

—

!

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

768

BOOKS,
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

925

West Madison

CHICAGO.

Street.

ILL.

Kendall's Horse Book,

— No

BARNES' PATENT

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
^i.")

diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse Information
Price S5c. for either the

Foot Power Machinery

German editions.
Moore's Xrulversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.<KM),(KMt Indus-

CIRCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,

Trade Se-

Hand. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, &c. These ma-

English or

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes,

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives i;(X>,'M-Kt items for Gas, Steam. Civil

Bee-Reeper*B Oulde or. Cook's Miinual
of the Aplury. — Entirely re-written, elegantly and Mining
;

illustrated

and

fully

'"

up with the times " on every

not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
^'he booli is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, !tf>l.SS ; paper cover, iSl.
subject of bee-culture.

It la

Qulnh]p'8 New Beo-K.eepinic, by

1j.

C Root—

The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall ti) interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
.authoris masterof the subject.— SJil. SO.
Novice's ABCornee-Ciilture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the iioney-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
ihose more advanced. Cloth, !$1.3».
K.1nie*i« Bee-Keepvrs' Xext-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, !tfil.OO.
scientitlc

is

Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—\92 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for

Sent post-paid for

it.

40 cents.

Jcutschcv ^lucchcv

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, givinu recipes for making
.

as Medicine, with uianyuseful Recipes.
intended for coiisumera, and should be scat-tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
-everywhere. Published in EnKllsh and Oermun.
Price for either edition, Oc. ; per dozen, 50c.

.and

Honey

It is

liVtuterlnK Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-keepers' Association. Price. lOc.
Preparation or Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.

Newman.

Price lOc.

The Hive 1 Use- Being

hive used by G. M. Doollttle.

a description of the
Price. 6c.

Honey; Harvestlngt Handland Marketing.— A :J4-puge pamphlet, by

^Extracted
ing

-Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.- Price 15c.

by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and

Bee Pasturage a Necessity,

when and how 26 engraviugs. Price, lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-ICeepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.

.and

:

— ©rjic^uiig
— Scftiuiivmeu —
— — —

giitteni

93crfct3en

Don
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— 33icncn

nieitcv cntljcilt
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40

befcfivieficn ift, e|.
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!i8icncn:s»<l)tct«i' Scitfal>cn.
nebft griinblidjcrUntcitnng jui 23e()nnb;
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6'j
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ift

23iencn.

nid)t

nnv

Sci'Ibner's Lumber and I^oar Book.— Most
.complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c postpaid.
.

Hill.— A treatise on
and cure. Price, )B5c,

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
ts cause,

symptoms

FOR THE

111.,

MILLION

FooChio's Balsam

Shark's

of

Oil
is

the

This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small "White Shai-k, caught in the Vellow Sea,
known ns Carcharodnn Rondeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous and

so seeniinKly nilraonlou". thattlie rem-

n t ere
^rei3 40 gcntg.
cin^crft

i

SOlcMjin

i>on ^0 3(. jting.
fonbevn and;
a n t unb pvaf til'd;.

f)

— uon i()omng

'^i.Jfciumnn.

fdivc

2)nv[cgnng

iMcncn unb,l>ouig beS

^Utcvtijuni'j

5)ie|"e'j

gicht einc

93cfd]nffcnl)eit, Oiinlifnt,

3ubcrcitung bcc

iibcv
;

bic

Qucllcn unb

.t^ionigg fiivbcn .r'lnnbcl

Jjonig nl6 9cnl)viinggmittcl, nngcbenb
mie man Jponigfudjcn, govrnfiidjcldjcn,
'^snbbing§,Sd)aunifonfcct,iSeinc, n.f.iu
jubevoitcn tnnn

SJt.'J).,

unb

geovbnctce

;

cntftdltenb ein nlpluibcfifdje

iper^cidjiiitj

bcv ucvfdiicbcncn

$fcrbcfvanf()citcn, famnit ben

©ijmptomcn unb
(ung bcvfclOcn

;

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
I

much
1

better.

have been greatly benefited.
deafness helped a great deal— think another

My

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtues areuNQrESTioNABLE and its curative en a kacteh absolute, as the whiterc an

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. You will never
reiiret doing so."— Edituu op Mercantile Review,
(^"To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by REGISTERED LETTER.

HAYLOCK & XENNEY,

Only Imported by

lcf;iTeid),

^

;

Co.

PEKSONALLY TESTIEV, UOTH FHOM EXPERIENCE
AM) OKSERVATiON. Write at once to Hayi.ock
ben &
JENNET. 7 Dey Street. New Yurk, enclosing $1,

bie J^ervic!)tuug be§ ,!^onigS fiir

unbJponig (iH i^icbijin
mit uielen Stcjcptcn.
(Ss ift fiir ben
Swarmlna.Bivldlngr and Feedinflr Bees.— (fnnfumentcn bcftinimt, unb foUte
Newman.
Price
Thomas
G.
Beginners,
by
Hints to
uicltaufenbfiiltig iibev bn§ gnn^e Vfinb
.5 cents.
Bees In Winter, with instructions about jevftient roeiben. '^^rciS 6 (i'ent'j.
Chaff- Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price 5c.
a ^ "^J f c tr 1> uttJ> ?cinc
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
not eat. This book-^^houid be in every family, and ^rrtttf acitcn— i^on S. 3. iJenbnU,
jjught to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and deniund a law to protect the
.consumer against the numerous health-destroying
Adulterations offered as food. 200 pages ^Oo-

Winnebago

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

Ocvtlidjfcit bc§ 93iciiciiftniibc§

fid;:

Jjonig^^^ftniijcu

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam. Wines.etc;

EARS

many

6cf)nnbclii

Honey, as F'^od and Medicine, by Thomas
-G. Newman.- This pamphlet discourses upon the

& JOHN BARNES,

edy was officially proclaimed over the entire EmIts use became so universal that for over
©icncn:."SS'u!tur,obercrfo(gvcid)c pire.
^OO yarn no Dearnenf* has existed amonff
Scfjanbhmf; bcv IMciicii, Doit Jfio'j. @. the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $1.<.'0 per bottle.
DJcramun. 3)ic|'co'i>amp()let fafjt 2?clcf|;
rungcii u6cv foUiciibc @cgcnftaiibc in

Theory ;— presents the fundamenprinciples of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
I>zlerzon

F.

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

—

(tal

W.

liockford.

Positively Restores the Hearing, and

of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
«te. It contains **>i) piit-'es. and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, '75c.; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.
Blenen KtiUnr, by Thomas 6. Newman, in
language. Price, in paper covers,
the
40 cents, or $y per dozen, postpaid.

GERMAN

logue.

No. 2017 Main street,

;

Price, S>2.

:

HItc Making. Itwill pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page Illustrated Catato

Price, postaee paid. IS3.50.

Farmer.

on the Hive and Honey Bee.
work.
This
a standard
—3Laaff<*troth
BleMsed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
-contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75e.
Bees und Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Protlt, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various Improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management

chines are especially adapted

Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i,nitj pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or

'^(vfiul)cn,

bev vidjtigen in-hniib:

ferner, cine

nu'vt(}UDl(er Sicjepte.

©nnuulnng

^sreiS 25 (FentS.

C. NEWMAN.
925 West Madison Street, Chicago,

Sole Agents for America.

20vly

FXJP?.I3Y'S
FRUIT RECORDER.
TEAU9

Published and edited by a man hnvin^ 8fi
tical experience^ and now havmjryiXl acres

with

GlJANI>

£KAL

A. M.

PURDY, Palmyra,

N.Y.

PURDY'S
NEW

EDITION

(1880)

of thn

smAimTmjrr,
It tells in plain, siraple

I.inpuage

and market the abore. how

fioir (o

plant, grow,

to art ihf best crops,

gmng

the best plans for growinir; now to dry, force, pot,
prow seedlings; plans of do^nfr -houses. prape-trelliseg.
etc.. etc.
/( U asfxU of practical viatler as an^giJ
is of meal.
You wouldn't e.xchanpe it for any 4LUU
or $1.50 book on the same subject that you ever saw.
The \Triter has compressed mto this work his tliircy

years' experience.

»;4

cloth bound. 5(lc.: poxrpaid.

GENTS WANTEI>.

S

m^es.

Paper cover.

2oc.;

Postaee stamps acceptaa.
B^;^Also his Catalogue on

T R® I T S
M^L
FKEE

A.

111.

P'OC-

Hiidei fruit,

Ac, Ac, richt in the mirtst
Mtinthly. 'Jn puft-s.
rf the frreat fruit section of Weslnm N. Y.
tl.iio per year. Specimen tree. Each No. itpeatiH tor 'f
*^'J"
anJ L.IU>
Vnliiahle jTemhim to everj- Euhscriber.
luducement* to Club AgcoU. Addriiss,

evaporating buildinfra, ^reen-houst-s.

(40 pegM).
"Vl.

THOMAS

(Late HAYLOCK & CO.)
TDeySt.,NewT'ork.

iJ

to all applicants.

PURDY. Palmyra.

N. Yv

——

—

—

.«»».

DEYOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

December

111.,

6,

No. 49.

1882.
1^" This year there

improvement

is

a very

marked

and

artistic

in the style

These
go into thousands of homes, every
year, and should be a means of elecharacter of Christmas cards.

Published every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

1^" We regrfit to learn that Mr.
William Williamson, of Lexington,
025 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Ky., who has been, for 2 years. SecreAt KS.OO A ITenr* In Advance.
tary of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Association, lias been in very poor
U^ Any person sendlnR a club of six is entitled
lie
to an extra copy (like the club) sent Ui any address health during the past summer.

C.

Editor and Phopkietok,

desired.

Sample copies fmaished

free.

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized aKents forKurope.

PostuKe to Europe 50 cents extra.
Bnttred at Chicago post

office

as second class n^atter.

vating,

if

possible, the innate love for

is beautiful in art.
The
bees love to visit and revel in the
beautiful bloom provided so lavishly
by nature, and bee-keepers should all
aspire to be lovers of the beautiful,
both in nature and art. This leads us
is a progressive bee-keeper and a lover
to say that we have received some very
of the artof bee-culture, and, we hope, beautiful samples of these cards for
will soon be restored to his usual good Christmas from L. Prang
& Co., Boshealtli.
ton, Mass., wliich excel anything we
ever have seen before.
Messrs. J. Oatman & Sons have
sold all their very line and magnificent
Mr. D. Higbee, Avoca, Iowa,
crop of honey in the comb to Messrs.
Thurber & Co., of New York, at 20 after saying that he could not get
cents per pound, delivered at the depot along without the Bee JouRNAL,says:
" By following its instructions this
at Dundee, 111. This is an excellent
sale and speaks well for the producers year, from 5 colonies, spring count, I
who are some of the most progressive obtained over 800 pounds of comb
and successful honey producers of honey, the most of which I have already sold at 25 cents per lb., thus
of America.
giving me S200, or $40 per colony
Mr. B. J. Bennett, of Glasgow, (spring count) besides an increase of
Scotland, the very efficient honorary 12 colonies; in all now 17, to go into
Mr. Higby is a
secretary of the Caledonian Apiarian winter quarters."
apiarist and has done very
progressive
and
Society, is now on a visit to Syria,

that

which

^^

^"
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well.

make a call on Mr. Frank
Benton, in Palestine, before returning
to Scotland. We expect he will kindly
give our readers an account of his trip
when he returns. We shall all be glad
to liear anything of public interest
concerning our fellow-countryman in
that far-off land of the rising sun.
intends to

Mr. W.

J.

1^

On account of resuming the
publication of the Monthly Bee Jour-

Andrews, ex-Presi-

dent of the North American BeeKeepers' Society, has just been reelected Mayor of Columbia, Tenn.
This is Mr. Andrews' tliird term as
mayor of that city, and we congratulate him. He is very popular at home,
as shown by the handsome majority
given him.

for next year, we have found it
necessary to adopt a new scale of
charges for large advertisements or
those that are to be inserted for a
long time. We liave, therefore, prepared a Table wliich gives liberal rates
on advertisements by the inch in depth
in the
of column, when inserted
Weekly as well as the Monthly editions. We feel sure that it will pay
advertisers to employ both papers, and
thus reach the many new subscribers
that are now coming in for the new
Monthly for next year.

nal

j

:

The Ignorance of the Past Ages.
Mr. Thomas Balcomb, Luling, Texhas sent us the following letter,

and article on bees " I have enclosed
an article on bees taken from the
:

British

Agriculture

strange

it all

of

1860.

How

reads to an advanced

We

apiarist of the present day 1"
will publish it as a relic of ignorance
and superstition. It is as follows,

and

will

—
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as,

—

,

amuse and

interest as well as

disgust our readers

The word "Bee "is 6co, Saxon— fti,
Swedish— ;*(ye, Danish— ?«e?ie, German
-(((/a)), Anglo-Saxon, to build— a name
applied to an insect animal, of which
the body has the appearance of being
composed of circles or rings, and being cut into divisions by " incisure."
Ail insect, i?i.sfcf((, Latin, being cut into segments, is an invertebral animal,
without bones, breathing through lateral spinacles, and furnished with articulated extremities and movable
antenna. The bee is the "Apis " of
scientific language, from n, by, and
pes, a foot, as the animals cling or are
suspended by the feet— from Greek
word, as they are born without feet;
or from Greek
npio, Latin, to collect
for the sting of poison ; and placed in
the order " Inscda hymenoptera" from
the Greek word for a membrane and
a wing, as having four membranaceous wings, and a sting in tlie tail,
which instil poison and pierce other
bodies, as leaves and fruit, in which
to deposit their eggs.
The species of the order are very
niunerous, of whicli the Domestic or
Honey Bee, the ''Apis meUificn,'" is
the type. The insect has the mouth
furnished with two jaws, and a proboscis folded in a double sheath— four
wings, of which tlie foremost cover
the hind ones when at rest— with the
sting in the tail of the female and
working bees. The animals are found
in many countries in a great abundance, and attracted the earliest notice
of recorded autitiuity, and the nature
and economy of the insect has employed much attention in the natural
world. Congregations of many thousands form a society under the despotism of a queen, and the kinds are
three— in males or drones, females,
and neuters, without sex. The employment is most busy, hence the
" t)usy bee " in extracting the honey
or sweet juice of plants and flowers by
piercing with the proboscis into the
growing body, and conveying tlie
honey into the bag within the body of
the bee. Three vegetable substances
are thence prepared— honey, pollen,
or bee-bread, and wax— the first is deposited in combs or cells in store for
food, the second, mixed with honey,
feeds the larvffi or young, and wax is
excreted bv the bee for the purpose of
Tlie pollen is
constructing the cells.
extracted from the anthers of flowers,
and is carried on the outer surface of
the hinder legs, on which a hairy concave or basket is formed for lading
the matters. The wax is exuded at
The
the time in building the cells.
;

vember, and the animals are torpid
during winter the hives are thatched,
and tlie opening for work happens by
the beginning of May.
In October,
the honey is taken by suffocating the
bees with fumesof sulphur overahole
in the ground, into wliich the bees fall
toms the dimensions are exactly the from the comb and are buried a cruel
same in length, width, and height, practice, as may be said, but yet reNo tained, and not more cruel than the
with partitions equally exact.
compass is able to surmount the accu- killing of other animals to procure
racy of the structure, which is ce- Hesh for food. Bees are preserved in
mented and joined with wax as the life, and the honey, or part of it, obwork proceeds. The cells are used in tained by several methods — but the
storing the honey and for rearing the animals seldom thrive, and the reyoung, as the.feniales lay the eggs for maining honey is lost. The loss of the
the purpose of being hatched "there. animals is compensated by the great
About twenty-four days elapse from increase by breeding, which would
the laying of the eggs till the animal soon overstock the country the old
emerges a perfect imago, or a winged is still retained. The honey is squeezed
bee. The three kinds of bees, (queens, from the combs— 8 to 10 lbs. from a
males and females are bred separately hive, and best from the top swarms,
or the first casting of the spring or it
and reared by the distinction.
The instinct of nature directs bees may remain in the combs, which are
built in hollows of trees or susis constructed in the interior with cells or
combs that have in all ages raised the
wonder of the mathematician and the
The
admiration of the architect.
form is hexagonal with angular bot-

nest

is

pended from a bough, and

:

—

—

—

)

—

separate into colonies when the cut into portions for use. The drained
number becomes inconveniently en- honey is preserved in pots and for
larged for one abode— the migration is medicinal purposes and confectionery.
Wax, wex, Saxon— loacfcs, German
called " swarming," by which a new

to

—

Swedish
viscum, Latin
is a
thick, viscid, tenacious substance, excreted for the purpose of building the
cells, and at the time wlien required,
and from any ft>od as well as from
flowers and plants. The honey being
drained from the combs, the waxy
structure remains to afford the article,
which is purified into the manufacture
of several purposes, two pounds of
wax being got from a good hive of
May.
Bees are domesticated for the pur- bees. The color is a lively yellow,
pose of producing honey and wax, smell like to that of honey, tough

family

is

formed under the govern-

v:ax,

mentof a queen, who

leads every departure and settlement. The cluster
of bees attaches generally on a tree
not very distant from the old abode,
when the swarm isenticed into a hive,
and carried for domestic use. Two or
three swarms are generally cast off in
a season, of which the hist is always
the strongest and most valuable in

both of which substances are manu- when new, brittle when old, becomes
factured by the animals from the hard and loses the smell and line color.
Honey is a tliick, Wax resembles resin, having a differjuices of plants.
viscous fluid substance— /uhiij/, Saxon ent oil contains—
:

— houig, Dutch— lioneq-lwiiay, German
—
Latin. The article is whitish
?)iei,

Oxygen
Hydrogen

5.544
12.672
81.784

Carbon
Sweet to the
or yellowish in color.
taste, soluble in water and becoming
100.000
vinous on fermentation, liquefying iiy
Both wax and honey are articles of
a gentle heat, and of a fragrant smell.
It was very early discovered to be a a very large use, and are correspondmost delicious food, and has been used ingly estimated.
The economy of bees forms a subIt is a
in all ifges in various forms.
species of sugar, and of two varieties ject of great curiosity and delight.
liquid and crystallized, the twoqual- The government by a queen has shown
Honey is the constitution of monarchies, and
ities being always mixed.
composed of sugar, mucilage, and sn the attachment to the single choice
acid, which are separated by melting, exhibits the regard of subjects to their
and the cooling deposits the crystals superiors. The flights of the animals
of sugar. The use of honey is not so with a number in front of the queen,
great as formerly, but still retained in with a larger portion formingthe rear,
medicine, and for domestic purposes has exhibited the modern processions
of dignity, with triunpeters and outas an article of provision.
Domesticated bees are lodged in riders in the van, a central or body
hives 12 inches in diameter and of the gua'-d, and promiscuous multitude
same height, made of rolls of straw bringing up the rear. The materials
plaited together with shrubby fibres, and structure of the cells form an uncircular in shape, flat on the bottom, ceasing admiratiiui, in the shape and
and with a dome roof. The bottom is correct dimensions, the unerring simplaced on a board a little wider than ilarity, and the very thin and delicate
the hive, fronting the south and west, paititions. The active life in procuring and storing food" for the whole
as bees like warm temperature.
small square opening cut in front ot family, exhibits a lesson of care and
the hive and on the platform, affords providence of universal application to
an entry to the animals, 3 inches h>ng all observation and to every thoughtand 14-inch high, with a litlle shelf in fulness. The smallness of the animal
front on which the bees alight. The and tlie natural provisions of the body
position of a hive may be on the low add very much to the curious investiend of a garden, as laden bees like to gation, and the wonderful and most
descend, and have an open view by useful products of iis labor are a great
which the animals rise in the morning. rHCommendation to the subject. The
The door of the hive is closed in No- injury said to be done by boring flow-

—

A

!
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National Agricultural ConTeiition.—
and puncturing fruits is very triif
any, and it may be safely The National Agricultural ConvenaHinned that no provision of a country tion, to be held at the Grand Pacific
residence is more pleasant or more
Hotel, Chicago,
begin Tuesday,
ers

fling,

profitable tlian a hive, or several lodgings of bees, exhibiting a most splendid specimen of useful activity, and
with a most stril^ing portraiture of
Nature in the minute creations of her
plastic handiwork.
If the scale be
minute, the grandeur appears in the
arrangement and detail, to be equally
admired with the Alps or the elephant.
Small objects excite wonder, as the
larger create admiration.

1^

In this nuiiU)er we enclose a
blank, to be used in sending on sub-

will

December 12, and continue four days.
The attendance promises to be large,

We

are assured that the
addresses, lectures and papers will be
by the highest authorities in agricult-

agriculture.

ure and practical affairs. There will
be discussions on stock breeding, ensilage—the new system of preserving
green fodder, which is attracting so
much attention in the Eastern States,
the tariff and other questions.
All interested in agriculture and its

scrii)tions for 1883.
Very many run
out with the present year, and by renewing at once, it will save us much
labor in taking the names in type from advancement are cordially invited to
the subscription list, and then, that of attend the convention and participate
returning them a few days after. We in its proceedings.
Joseph H. Reall is the Secretary,
hope all, who can, will send on their
renewals immediately and save any and may be addressed at 142 Dearborn
errors that might occur during tlie street, Chicago, and World building,

rush at the end of this month, in the New York, for railroad rates, etc.
holidays. May we ask you, reader, to
A Conundrum.- In the Bee-Keepers''
speak a good word for the Bee Jot;RNAL to neighbors who keep bees, and Magazine for December, Mr. King
send on at least one new subscription asked us to explain.why the quotation
with your own V Our premium, "Bees he gives in the Magazine does not agree
and Honey," in cloth, will pay you for with those we give in the Bee Jouryour trouble, besides having the satis- nal. We " give it up ask us someWe have no means of
faction of knowing that you have thing easier."

—

the Bee Journal to a new
subscriber, and progressive apiculture
to another devotee.

aided

knowing

tlie

Mr. King

in the

Magazine.

methods employed by

management

of the

We only know that we

obtain the printed " Prices Current " of

changing a postofBce ad- the New York market from Mr. Quinmention the old as well as the by every week, and quote from it vernew address.
batim.
The Magazine only gives a
very brief summary, and may be imA Religious Newspaper.— We desire posed upon by by some clerk of the
to call the attention ot our readers to
one of the largest, ablest and most pop- house, who may not be informed as to
ular religious newspapers publislied— the correct quotations.

^" When

dress,

one that secures the best writers in
this country and Europe, regardless
of expense ; has the best and fullest
book reviews of any paper in the
country ; has able articles upon financial and commercial subjects
lias depaitments edited by specialists and
devoted to Fine Arts, Music, Science,
Religious
Intelligence,
Missions,
;

CLUBBING LIST.
We

supply the Atnertcun Bee «Jonrnal and
any of the fniiowine periodicals, one year, at the
prices quoted in the hist column of dsures. The
flrst column pives the regular price of both. All
poBtafte is prepaid by the publishers.
P^ubHshtra' Price . Club

*2 00..
School and College, News of the Week, The Weekly Bee Journal
3 00..
Hymn Xotes.the Sunday-school, Legal andGle^ninKsinBee-CulturefA.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.
and Sanitary questions, Biblical ReBee-Keeper8'Exch'nKe(Houk&Puet)3 00..
search (something that cannot be
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HUl)
2 50..
found in any other newspaper in tlie
Kansas Bee-Keeper
.

United

States).

2 75
2 60
2 80

2 35

260.. 2 40
BOO.. 5 50

Farm and Garden,

InThe above-named papers
surance, Weekly Market Reports, etc.
The "Weekly Bee Journal one year and
fact, a newspaper which, with its
Prof. Cook's ManuaKbound in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
twenty-two distinct departments, is
Bees and Honey. (T.G.Newman) " 2 75.. 2 SO
suited to the requirements of every
Binder for Weekly. 1881
2 85.. 2 T5
family, containing a fund of informaBinder for Weeklv for 1882
2 75.. 2 50
tion which cannot be had in any other
The Monthly Bee «IouriiaI and any of the
shape, and havinir a wide circulation
all over the country and in Europe. above. $1 less than the flKures in the lust column.

—in

We

New

refer to

The iNDEi'KNDENT,

of

York, now called " The largest,
^i" New subscribers for the Weekly
the best." See advertise- Bee Jouunal for 1883, can obtain ail
ment, in another column, and send a the rest of the numbers for this year
postal card for free soecimen copy.
by sending $2 to this office.

the

alilest.

MISCELLANEOUS.

and representative of all sections of
the United States and all branches of
in

Wliat Bees Accomplisli.— A writer
Good Words, remarks as follows
:

By

far the most serious difficulty in
the process of honey-collecting by bees
arises from the extremely minute
quantity of nectar which each llower
yields, and from its being dilute— in
some cases so poor in saccharine matter that its sweetness is not appreciable to the tongue. The strength of the
sugary lluid varies in different flowers,
and even in the flower at different
times. Consequently the most direct
way of estimating the yield of honey
is to ascertain the actual quantity of
sugar in each flower.
This can be
easily be done by chemical methods.
If we take a large number of flowers,
wash out their nectar, and determine
the sugar in the solution, we can calculate from the number of flowers
used the average amount of sugar in
each flower with the greatest precision.
Experiments conducted in this wav
showed each flower of the fuchsia to
contain little tpore than the tentli part
of a grain of ^iigar.
In monk's-hood

the amount was rather less than the
tenth of a grain, while in the everlasting pea it was found to be threetwentieths of a grain for each flower.
In smaller flowers the quantity is proportionately less. Thus each flower
of the little naturalized American
water-blank only contains six-hundredthsof a grain, and in those minute
flowers which grow together in compact masses the amount was still
smaller.
raceme, consisting of 20
flowers of the vetch, only yielded fivehundredths of a grain, or a little more
than one live-hundredth for each
floret.
One head of common red
clover gave a little over one-tenth of
a grain (exactly .1224).
Now each
head of clover contains about sixty
distinct flower tubes, each of which
must therefore have a portion of sugar
not exceeding the one five-hundredth
part of a graki. The proboscis of the
bee must consequently be inserted
into 500 clover tubes before one grain
of sugar can be obtained.
There are
7,000 grains in a pound, so that for
every pound of sugar procured in this
way 3,.500,000 flower tubes must be
emptied. Honey, however, only contains
of its weight of dry sugar so
that every pound of honey is equivalent to more than 2,-500,000 clover tubes
sucked by bees

A

%

;

This shows whatanamazingamount
must perform. Their
industry would appear to be indisi)en-

of labor they

sable

to

their existence.
These
also revenl to what an extent the visitation of flowers must go
on in the insect world, and help us to
understand how it is that flowers are
so dependent on insects for fertilization, so that we can well believe the
forms of flowers to have been determined in reference to the Insects fre-

amounts

:

THE
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quenting tliem, and that the colors of

may

serve to attract insects
by way of advertisement, as colored
bills attract the eyes of busy men.
This view of the use of color and odor
in flowers may seem to smack too
much of trade and commerce, nevertheless it is tlie view to which science
now gives undivided support. We
have been so long accustomed to look
on tlie beauty of tlie floral world as if
it were exclusively for man's gratification, that it is difficult for us to believe
that the delicately perfumed and
showy petals.of the rose or lily should
be primarily intended for the benefit
of tlie plant possessing them. But it
must be remembered that each organism lives for itself, has its own laws,
and does not possess any organ wliich
is exclusively for the advantage of
another.

the petals

AMERICAISI BEE JOURNAL.

ries, iind may serve to confirm the mend boxes to be turned over them so
statements lately published on the as to keep robber bees out.
practicability of inducing the bee to

work downward.
Follow Some Well-Digested Plan.
The Indiana Farmer makes the fol-

The Labor of Obtaiuing Correct Sta- lowing very
tistics.

— The editor of the Bee-Keepers^

MagaziM remarks

as follows on this

subject

Bees abound in this district and
increase to such an extent that they
return an enormous profit to those who
trouble to care for or look
The common hive is the
after them.
hollow stem of tlie cork tree which is
cut into suitable lengths, and is perhaps the best material in the world
for the purpose next to it, is the common straw hive used in England both
these substances have the same valuable qualities of being non-conductors
of heat and cold.
Tliey never had heard of such a thing,
mucli less practice it, as killing bees,
and were surprised when I mentioned

take

tlie

;

;

sucti a custom.
I ascertained a

very curious fact, in

their economy, tliat is well worth attention. The Canon Cepres, so well
known in the first Cortes, being shut
up in the Convent of the Cartna at Seville,

by order of King Ferdinand, by

of passing the time, applied himself to study the economy of bees,
which he had followed up at Cozalla,
and was so successful in his management that ill a very short time he liad
When the civil
a thousand colonies.

way

war commenced circumstances caused
their being neglected and dispersed,
and some colonies, finding no holes or
cavities to suit them, attached tliemselves to a beam in an outhouse, where
they made their combs in a similar
manner to thatby which the tree wasp
suspend their curious fabric from the

branches.

They were so well satisfied with this
novel situation that tiiey never left it,
nor swarmed, but kept adding successive combs until tliey nearly reached
the ground, and hung from" tlie point
of suspension likea hugelivingstalactite. The ownernever disturbed them,
but had the lower combs cut off, as
they were wanted, and the colony remained for a considerable period witliout their showing the least disposition
to change

it.

important
information for the managers of apiaTliis is certainly rather

sensible observations on
the above subject

Work with
1882

We realized the

necessity for accurate statistics when writing the article
on bee-keeping for Appleton's Encyclopedia, and later in the preparation
of an article on the same subject for
one of the late supplemental volumes

of tlie Enqicktpedin Britunnka.
We
spent more time and hard labor in collecting, culling and averaging in order
to fairly approximate the true amount
of the honey and beeswax production
of the United States, both collectively
and in geographical groups, than was
Curious Observations of an Early
required for any other three questions
Writer.— We lind the following in ill the discussion of the whole subject.
and
the
"Spain
"Wudrington's
Capt.
We found tliat no reliance whatever
Spaniards" in 1843. We presume the could be placed on this class of statisitcs emanating from the Department
writer referred to the " Keever " hive,

in use about that time

—

:

:

is

the bees, for the year

now done.

Are we all satisfied

with the result taking everything into
consideration ? Have we learned by
mistakes made?
Will we profit by

them in the future V Will we learn
wisdom by the mistakes of others, or
must we continue going over the same
ground to pay th^ penalty of experience

V

stract,

These questions, in the abwere called to mind by a letter

from a correspondent now before

us.

at

Early last season he wrote us, asking
some general questions of guidance
for the season's work, stating at the
time that he had some knowledge of
the business, but knew that we were
successful and wanted simply a general outline of work. He had then 10
colonies. We gave the required information as best we could, warning him

mony

of pitfalls in the line of

Washington, and this on the testiof Gen. LeDuc, at one time
Commissioner of Agriculture. We
found that the annual amount of
beeswax exported presupposed the
collection of more than a hundred
million pounds of honey to produce it.
We made various calculations from

many

some

experi-

mental suggestions which he contemplated.

Our general directions were to build
up the colonies as fast as possible,
strengthening the weaker ones from
the strong when it could be done
without injury to the latter, allowing
each colony to swarm once putting
on and removing sections, removing
queen-cells to prevent afterswarms,

different standpoints, and, as a
we concluded that from 150 to
;
1200,000,000 pounds of honey could not
vary far from the actual production.
Such information as has been fur- natural increase, building up nuclei,
nished by the Department hitherto, etc.
has only served to belittle the profes" I wish I could in
he says
sion, hence the urgent necessity of some manner convince our many beesome plan which sliall give accurately k6eping friends, especially beginners,
the facts, and so enable beginners to of the folly of trying to follow the
enter on tlie business understand- many theories advanced by Tom,
inglyDick and Harry, as to bee-keeping. I
am a little ashamed to confess my
failures, but in the hope it may be of
Feeding Bees.— writer in the Ger- benefit to some one, I will make a parmantown Telegraph gives his method tial confession. I was not entirely
satisfied with the directions you gave
of feeding bees in winter, as follows
me. I concluded to work 4 colonies
In the first place let me say that I with your plan, the other 6 according
would prepai-e the feed in the shape of to my own notions, with the hope that
Take of pure, clean I would make a better showing in the
a syrup, thus
water two pounds to four pounds of fall and be able to tell you so.
The 4
coffee or extra C is best. colonies each sw^armed once, and gave
sugar
Bring the water to a boiling heat and me 30 pounds each of nice section
then add the sugar stir well until it honey, with from 10 to 20 each in unagain boils and skim off all impurities; finished sections, each first swarm
then let it cool and fill up glass tumb- filled their hives with comb and made
lers and tie cotton cloth over each, and some 60 pounds of honey altogether.
turn them upside down over holes in Two of them swarmed again in
the top of the hives, if of the old-fash- August, I gave these six frames each,
ioned box or gum log, and you will taken from the other colonies.
So I
have the satisfaction of seeing the have from the 4, 10 colonies in good
tumblers soon emptied and stored in condition, and about 210 pounds of
the brood combs.
If you are using a honey.
good movable frame hive you can feed
letter is already much too long
your syrup in the top of it in the fol- to tell you of the mistakes I made with
lowing way
Take some old bits of the other 6 colonies. Suffice it to say.
combs and lay ill thesurplus chambers, I shall in the future work all my coloand pour the syrup over them, and the nies on a plan similar to the one you
bees will take it all down.
Feed as gHve me and shall experiment with
fast as they empty the glasses or one or two selected for that purpose
combs referred to. We should always only. My earnest advice to all beginfeed all weak stocks late of an even- ners isto follow some well known plan
ing, wliich will prevent robbing in a of work until they become well enough
If you use the glass versed in the business to have one of
treat degree.
umblers to feed from, would recom- their own."
result,

Now

A

:

:

;

A

;

My

:

:

:

;
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A Charge
EDITH

to the Bees.
M.

TUOMAS.

Go forth, O
Go forth, O

beea, at blush of prime.
bees, and waste no time
Into the jeweled chalice climb
Of every bloom that opens fresh this hour
And be ye sure ye flod the clover flower.
:

Oh, Blight the violet, if ye will.
And slight tlie ereen Kold daffodil.
And hyacinth, made sweeter still
By soft caressings of the midnight shower
lint see ye pass not by the clover flower.
I

the bottom of their understanding,
most of the queen breeders feel that,
as I have just said, the selection of
prize queens will he a "happen-so"
affair, and should it turn against them,
{and chance will leave them out as
many times to one as there are queens
en tered,)some novice purcliaserswould
turn their patronage from them.
Fine wool sheep, Jersey cattle, or
any fixed type of best stock, might be

:

;

could forgive ye, that ye missed

The lilac tuhes of amethyst.
that heaven's breath has kissed.
the sweets in wildwood Flora's bower
But see ye pass not by the clover flower.
Lillies,

And

all

O

bees,

;

though ye were now released

To search

the gardens of the Kast,
I'll call ye htime amidst your feast
charge
bring
me honey for my dower.
I
you
Bring me the honey of the clover flower.

For the American Bee Journal.

The "Coining Bee,"

for Business.

JAMES UEDDON.
Oil pnges 742

and

Bee Journal we

74.3

of the

Weekly

two

articles

lind

upon the above subject.
sought

is

a

The object
and one to

giaiitl one,
can talte any

thus judged upon with some degree of
accuracy, but as we have no fixed type
of the "coming," or "best bees for
business," no such course of action
will prove any thing, or get any nearer
to the best be'es than we now are.
If Mr. Briggs could by this unprecedented method call out the best queens
from the best strains now extant, he
would then have a good groundwork
upon which to commence breeding up
a strain worthy to compete for the
Amencanri, or "best
title of Api.'^
bee," and when he had devoted five
years more to the pruning and testing
of this strain, I would like a queen

from his apiary.

But as no queen

breeder can progress with his work
toward the " best bee," and send out
his choicest from his selected queens,
Mr. B. cannot expect to commence
where the prize breeder leaves off.
Speaking for myself I now have a few
queens in my apiary that $27.50 each,
could not buy. I feel thus sure of the
cause of what success I do meet with.
To sell them at that price would be a
loss in dollars and cents, to say nothing of discomfiture.
1 think Mr. Briggs, like Mr. Shuck,
as stated on the same page, is breeding for too many points at the same
time. All he wiints is the most honey
with the least capital, labor, and discomfiture. It is my opinion that he
who leaves out the brown bee, thus
breeding for yellow bands, will get
away benind in the race. Read the following points of excellence given the
German bees over the Italians, by L.
" They commence to
L. Langstroth
breed earlier in the season, build the
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possessed also by the brown
Gerinau bee, by adding this cross to
the "Goming Bee."
Mr. Shuck's tabulated report, proves
beyond a doubt, a good season. Whatever there may be of good bees, good
management, or good anything else,
we know there was a good season.
Now, as there is no comparison made
between Mr. Shuck's strain and any
other, we have no evidence that the
large yield of honey reported, is at all
due to his strain of bees. If such
is a fair iiileieuce, then their " pitiable honeyU'ss" condition about June
first, is the same evidence of a worthties,

less strain.

Mr. Shuck says, "Mr. Ileddon and
Mr. Doolittle both claim to have supestrains of bees, yet they both
complain more or'less of the frequent
occurrence of inferior queens.
Then he goes on with a report of his
honey shower. Now, are we to infer
that Mr. Shuck never finds any inferior queens
I can not speak for Mr.
Doolittle's all I can say is that if I
"
found fifty or sixty inferior queens;"
judged by a reasonable standard of
superiority, I should think that something unusual had happened to my
bees. But, passing through the crucible of my standard, I find from none
to 3 or 5 worthless queens each spring,
and I supersede many more, not
" worthless," but from various ways
not coming up to a certain standard
of excellence that I have fixed in ray
rior

'f

;

my

mind and
apiary.

moves

in the better part of
standard
this
as fast as the improvement of

Of course,

my

apiary moves forward and upward.
Mr. Shuck has a strain of bees so
nearly perfect, that they have no inferior queens, a supersedure of which
is not labor well spent, then he is
ahead of my imagination. I never expect to reach such a point of excellence.
I know what these honey showers are.
I have had a larger yield, the apiary
through, than that reported by Mr.
Shuck. I had one colony, that same
season, which gave more than twice
obtained by his best colostraightest and most worker comb, the surplus
work more readily in surplus boxes; ny, and atthe same time my bees were
German variety. I
they make the whitest comb honey, nearly all of the
never expect to realize as great a difless inclined to swarm, more sensibly
results
from different coloference in
affected by loss of queen."

wliich no man
exception.
discuss the
I wish, however, to
methods persued. Mr. Briggs has not
enlarged enough upon tlie jilan he operated upon last season, to convince
me that it amounted to much. I feel
quite confident that the best queen
breeders of the country will not respond to his call. If a popular vote
could now be taken as to who our best
queen breeders are, I would be willing
to wager a prize on the best judgment,
that not one of such breeders would
send a queen. I fancy that I can see
good reasons for not doing so, I believe those judicious enough to proProf. Cook credits them with being
duce the best strains, would not be in- more liardy and likely to survive our
judicious enough to send Mr. B. tlieir most trying winters.
choicest queens for $2..50, with one
I wish to add that these black or
chance in 5, 10, or 20 of drawing a prize (Jerman bees being so different in
of S2o. Many are averse to lotteries, their nature and disposition from the
and many know that a verdict of any Italians, have many other minor points
one man. or committee of men, re- of advantage to the master, which,
garding the best out of 5, 10, or 20 though small, all play a large part in
queens never seen before, would de- tlie success and comfort of a season's
cide about as meritoriously as the experience.
I will mention a few
decision obtained by the casting of they alight sooner when swarming,
dice.
They know that after all, the which often saves a mixing of swarms
future use of the bees reared from and its consequent troubles they also
these queens, their use by the honey liive more readily, each one seeming
producers of the country at large will to be determined to get in first they
be the tinal and only satisfactory test, drive up into the forcing box in less
and almost surely reverse the decision than half the time (queen and all),
of the most worthy committee that wlien making swarms artificially ; they
could be selected.
mind the admonitions of the smoker
Queen breeders, knowing that they mucli more readily than do the Italhave a valuable strain of bees, will ians, etc.
not be very fast to deliver the best of
Now I am not pleading for Germans
it over into the hands of another breed- I'.s. Italians, but I do insist on retainer.
My own opinion is, that, down in ing some of their valuable superiori-

If

:

;

;

nies, different

management, different
from differ-

strains or races of bees, as
ent seasons.

In my next I will have something to
say about some of the methods and
implements used in breeding for
better bees.

Dowagiac, Mich., Nov.

26, 1882.

For the American Bee Journal-

Comb

vs.

Extracted Honey.

W. H. BUSSEY.
I have been much interested in the
discussions at the different conventions this fall, reports of which have
been given in the Bek Jouunal.
There seems to be no definite conclusi<in as to the exact comparative cost
of the production of comb and extracted honey, and if, by means of
these few lines. I can get it definitely
settled, I shall feel well repaid.

.
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I notice that Mr. Jones, et ah, at the know what an acre produces, and what
Kational Convention, stated that they it has cost to produce it just as much
could produce from two to five times as a manufacturer knows what a ceras much extracted as of comb lioney, tain pieceof goods or machinery costs.
and also that they could make $5 on
We ought to know what it costs to
extracted to $1.00 on comb honey.
produce a queen; what it costs to
Now, while I do not wish to contra- produce a colony of bees how much
dict these statements, it seems to me honey it takes how much it costs to
that it should not be so. Taking tlie keep a colony through the season, and
reports of the National and the North- how much it costs to produce a pound
western Conventions, together or sep- of comb or extracted honey. I, for
arately, they do not show it yet they one, am anxious to know, and how
ought to be considered a fair average. much more (if any) of extracted honey
It does not seem reasonable to me and can be produced under the same cirI will try to give some of my reasons cumstances than of honey in the
for thinking differently. The profits comb.
;

;

;

;

are what

we

are after.

Chicago,

Take, for illustration, the report of
Messrs. Oatman & Son, who obtained
26,000 lbs. of honey in the comb from
229 colonies, with ai^ increase of about
50 per cent. I understand that they
disposed of their entire crop at Dundee, for 20 cents per lb., net. No doubt
it was a fine lot of honey, but even estimating it at Dr. Miller's tigures,
(page 706,) 16 cents net (which I think
IS cutting too much for expense, as
will be seen further on), it is double
the price that can be obtained for extracted in the bestshape, and a slower
sale. If we look at the market reports
•

from week

same

to

week, we shall see the

thing.

111.,

Nov.

17, 1882.

How

I

Introduce

G. M.

(Jiioeiis.

DOOLITTLE.

Having been requested

my method

to describe
of introducing queens, in

American Bee Journal, I will
now try to do so. The reason why
so many fail in introducing queens, is,
the

my opinion, because they are not
careful enough in noting the behavior
of the bees toward the queen given
tliem. It only one or two bees are
hostile toward a queen, I have found
that the same are capable of turning
the whole colony against her. If beginners were to fully learn that, so
long as a single bee appeared hostile
in

:

I

that the eight persons referred to as
having such big results, the majority
of tliem ran for comb honey.
We know that the field bees do not
build the comb.
If the colony is
strong in young liees when your honey
flow begins, I think there need be no
fear that the foundation will get drawn
out as fast as it will be needed, and by
giving them plenty of sections, can we
not obtain just as many pounds of
comb as extracted honey V Of course,
if we have only a small number of colonies and had built up a home trade,
using tin pails and jelly cups, we could
dispose of it to advantage, but I did
not refer to that
I had reference to
the wholesale trade only. Comb honey
will sell itself, while we have to force
the extracted. Tlierefore, I fail to see

persede,

till

lam

ready to put the

new

one in her place. To be sure that the
new queen cannot get away from me
I take her to the house, open the cage

she came in before a window and clip
her wings, after which she is put into
a round wire-cloth cage (the same as
was formerly used in introducing),
when we are ready to look for the
queen to be superseded. To best find
her, I commence to take frames out
at the side of the hive, looking the first
two over hastily, and putting them in
an empty hive. As I take out the
third, I look down the side of the
fourth frame, as it hangs in the hive,
for, if the queen should be on the side
of that comb,she will start to go around
to the opposite side of the frame as
soon as the light strikes her, in which
how we can make it pay like comb undertaking she is readily seen. If
honey.
she is not there, I look on the side ot
Cannot we get at the facts V We the third frame opposite me, holding
ought to know a farmer ought to it so that the vision strikes it oblique;

;

more

is

lookiijg at her side

succeed, I commence to place them
back, looking at them in the same way,
as I take them from the empty hive.
The knowledge that a queen will
always run from the side of the frame
exposed to the light, upon opening a
hive, saves much looking for the queen
on the side of the frame next the
operator.
Having found the queen, I look the
combs over till I find one from which
the young bees are hatching quite
plentifully,

For the American Bee Journal.

Regarding the cost of production, I
it will be admitted by all that
is less work in obtaining comb
honey than in getting extracted, with
the difference in favor of the comb.
toward a queen, she should be kept
The main part of tlie work for comb caged,
we should hear less of the loss
honey can be done in the winter and
of queens in introducing.
spring, while, with extracted honey,
My method of introducing any queen
the work must be done in the heat of
I consider valuable, is this
I first
summer, when we are the busiest.
make a cage from wire cloth, containNow, let us see what the comb honey ing 14 to 16 meshes to the inch, by
costsV Nothing but your labor
You cutting a piece 4x6 inches square. I
sell the honey in sections for enough now cut from each corner a piece
^oi
to pay for the sections themselves, the an inch square, when the sides and
foundation, boxing, glassing, etc., etc. ends are bent at right angles, so as to
If you do not believe it weigh 1,000 form a box, as it were, without a botsections and figure it up. With ex- tom, 2%x4l4 inches square. Now take
tracted honey vou have to buy bar- out the cross wires one-half the way
rels, and then sell the honey, less the down the sides and ends you have
package, at half the price of comb bent up, and you have the cage so that
honey.
you can press it to the combs % of an
I stated that the reports of the two inch wherever you choose.
conventions showed poorly for exIn order to get the new queen introtracted honey. It will be seen, by re- duced with the least trouble, I prefer
ferring to Dr. Miller's table, page 706, not to remove the queen I wish to suthink
there

as a queen

readily seen by
than on "her back.
I keep on taking out frames until she
is found, and rarely fail in finding one
on trying the first "time.
If I do not
ly,

it also.

and having some honey in

From

this

comb

I

shake

all

the bees, and then let the queen crawl
from the round cage upon the comb.
When she gets where I can place the
cage over her, so as to enclose some
honey and hatching brood within it, I
do so, and press the points into the
comb as far as unraveled, when the
frame is put in the hive, leaving space
enough between the frames, so that
the bees can get around and over the
cage.
In 24 hours I go and look at the cage.
If the bees are thickly clustered over
the cage, biting the wire cloth and
showing signs of anger, I put it back
and wait 24 hours more. So I keep on
until not a single bee shows signs of
trying to get into the cage to sting the
queen; but all are spread evenly,
standing on the cage as they do on the
combs. When such is the case I carefully lift thecagefrom over the queen,
letting her and the young bees, which
have been hatched during her confinement, go where they please, keeping
watch all the while to see that the bees
treat her kindly. If they do, I put the
comb in the hive if not, she is caged
again. In from one-half to one hour
after liberating, I go and look at the
queen again, and it she is now treated
as their old queen was before removal,
I shut the hive considering her safely
introduced.
Right here I wish to say that I often
release a queen in 12 hours and find
that she is all right, and I rarely have
to wait, about letting her out, more
than 24 hours. Still, in extreme cases,
I have been obliged to keep them
caged nearly 10 days. Donotbeafrajd
of the queen dying in the cage, for if
placed over honey, as I have spoken
of, she will live a month.
The only
trouble when left so long, is, that the
bees may gnaw the comb away so as
to get under the cage. If liable to do
this, I shake all the bees off and move
the cage to a different place.
On page 437 of the present volume
of the American Bee Journal, Mr.
G. W. Demaree says, '• The queen will
generally begin to lay in one or two
days after she is accepted by the bees ;
and after she begins to lay, she is as
safe as if she had been reared in the
hive."
This can be laid down as a
rule, and I will say that one-half of
the queens introduced by me by the
above method are fed by the bees outside of the cage, and acknowledged as
mistress by those hatching within the
cage; hence eggs are laid in the cells
from which the young bees have
;

I

—
:
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From the

Apiculturlst.

hatched.

committee of each State or county

ataiices existing
close the liive

Then if reprinted ready to mail.
The Cheap Queen Traffic.
turned to the" latter they could all be
blanks
or
on
condensed on one card
G. W. DJi.MAREE.
It
and returned to headquarters.
seems to me this plan would be less
I have taken no part heretofore in
expensive and more direct than that of the discussion of the subject pertainMr. Terrell.
>ing to the traffic in "cheap queens,"
I think more and more of the Jourbecause I have regarded much that
nal every week it comes. I shall be has been said on the subject as a spewilling to pay something towards aid- cies of cheap advertisements. 1 have
ing in some plan to attain the desired wondered at the patience of the proend, in bee statistics.
prietors whose columns liave been
J. A. Morton.
tilled with arguments, pro and foii, as
Bethel, Maine, Nov. 22, 1SS2.
to whether or not it pays to rear
queens at a certain price. It is not a
[Yes ; if we can find at least one matter of general interest to beecould
who
in
every
county
bee-man
keepers, as to whether or not queens
and would get the desired information can be reared for SI at a proHt. That
and send it to tlie State vice-president, is a matter which concerns the breeder
alone. There is A phase of the cheap
and he to the committee, it would be queen business, hovv'ever, which does
a cheap plan. But, we fear, the if concern every intelligent bee-keeper,
ruins the proposition. We shall see, and that is as to whether or not the
however, and the future will deter- slipshod methods so commonly practised in queen-rearing and queen-barmine. Dr. Miller is, we are informed, tering has been conducive to the best

Wlien I find these circumI remove the cage and
without fear ot the
queen being disturbed.
I have used the above plan fornearly 3 years, and have not lost a single
queen. If I wish to exchange queens
in the yard, which are not v.dued very
highly or wish to give a queen from
a nucleus to a queenless colony, I simply take the frame having the queen
on, with all the adhering bees and put
;

it in the center of the queenless colony.
In this way 1 save much valuable
time, both to me and the bees, and do
not lose 1 queen in i!0.
]5ut when a
queen has come from a distance, or in
case of a valuable queen, 1 know of no
better way than the plan lirst given.
Borodino, N. Y.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

The

Statistical
J.

A.

Report for Maine.

MOKTON, M.

D.

Dear Editor—I owe to the beekeepers an apology for the imperfect
and incomplete report of bees and
honey for Maine, as given to the National Society.
I did not have the
blanks, or any definite instructions
what to do and I vvaited so long that
I liad scarcely any time to even do
wiiat I did.
I may in a future communication give you some idea of the
industry of the remaining 7 counties
of the State.
All or nearly all I gave
was obtained by 2 days hard work at
our State fair, and I was sick while
there and just able to scribble off
what I could before 5 a. m., Monday.
Oct. 2d, and mail it at that liour, actually not having time to read it over
after writing. So when you gave the
slight notice in your next issue and
punched us on the " old fogy 30 per
cent, loss in wintering," I felt ashamed
but when in a recent number you gave
the full report, table and all, I felt
better, but sorry 1 had not obtained
the report for the whole 16 counties,
and given a little more time and care
to my report. I also thank you for its
insertion,— and pledge my word, if I
can have the necessary blanks and in;

structions, to do all I can for a full
and correct report of every town in
Maine, either in assisting our Vice
President or on a sub-committee under
your supervision.
Cannot a postal

all

the chairman of the committee, and interests of bee-culture.
Although many have disposed of the
when the committee are called tosubject in short order, by either congether and have a deliberation on the
demning or approving of it, to my
subject, the several plans suggested mind the subject is not so easily diswill have due consideration.
posed of.
If we are willing to admit that beeSince the above was in type, the folculture is yet in a " crude state." and
Secretary
the
the
of
lowing, from
are content for it to remain so for
State Association, has come to hand. years to come, why, then, the tons of
Maine is setting an example to all the honey obtained and put upon tlie marVice Presidents of the National Soci- ket of late years would indicate that
the "cheap traffic in queens" has
ety and Secretaries of State Associa- done wonders for bee-cultnre.
tions, which we hope will be followed
But there is another view of the
by those officers in every State in subject. Many of us believe that if
the breeders of queens had, all this
America
time, been pursuing a more scientific
Wishing to make out as full a report course in selecting and breeding, with
as possible of the number of colonies one eye to the very best stock that can
of bees owned, and honey, wax, etc., be obtained, and iiad been less selfish
taken for the past year in the State of and greedy, and more determined to
Maine ; bee-keepers will confer a favor send out hone but the best queens,
on the bee-keeping fraternity by till- bee-culture would be far in advance of
ing out the following and sending the what it is to-day.
same to William Hoyt, Secretary of
Most persons seem to be unable to
the Maine Bee-Keepers' Association, perceive that there is quite a differBiplev, Me.
ence between the shoddy " dollar
1.
Name.
queen " business, and the legitimate
2.
P. O. Address.
business of rearing and selling either
Number of colonies owned Octo- tested or untested queens to suit cus3.
ber 1, 1881.
tomers.
4.
Number of colonies owned May
" Dollar queen" is a shoddy phrase,
'•^•9
1,1882.
borrowed from the trashy dollar store
Number of colonies owned Octo- business. It means about this " I
5.

card be ruled and printed with head- ber 1, 1882.
Number of colonies showing yel6.
ings so as to give all needed information from bee men to the committee, low bands.
Number of colonies of blacks.
7.
also full instructions on aslipof paper
Number of colonies sold during
8.
printed and the card with slip of instructions mailed in unsealed envelope the year.
9.
Number of colonies bought dureither from vice president or some
other person appointed for the pur- ing the year.
Number of queens sold.
10.
pose, to at least one bee-man in each
Number of queens bought.
11.
town, and he could collect the statisNumber of pounds of honey
12.
tics, lilliiig the blank cards and forward without any additional postageV taken.
13.
Number of pounds of wax
This plan, if practicable, it seems to
me, would involve the least expense taken.
14.
Kind of hive used or preferred.
to tlie society and none to each beeman returning the postal cards. If 15. How and where wintered.
one card is not enough use two, one
We hope that the matter of obtainin the spring and one in the fall. IIow
correct statistics will receive that
ing
does the idea strike you V These cards
could have either your name and ad- attention due to such an important
dress or that of vice president or sub- subject. Ed.]

:

have many hundreds of articles to sell,
they are worth from little or nothing
up to one or two dollars, but these articles which are worth one or two
dollars, are in comparison to those
that are worth little or nothing, about
as one is to a hundred. My customers
must take them all, you can have any
of them for a dollar, you may get a
bargain."
\'ou will see that the shoddy dollar
c|ueen business requires of you to buy
with your eyes shut, and take anything "that is " horn alive." The wise
man suggested that no man was weak
enough to expect to capture a bird by
laying the " snare in its sight," but it
would appear that intelligent bipeds
can be taken in in that way.
The generality of mankind have a
weakness for "cheap goods," and

—
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there is nothing particularly strange
or wrong about it; nevertheless, it
works evil and that continually. This
false notion of " cheap traffic, " is at
the bottom of all shoddy business.
I have kept a small queen-rearing
departinent to my apiary for several
years p;ist to supply my own apiary,
with choice stock and for experiment,
and in this way I have gained quite
an experience in queen-rearing. Tlie
breeder should make it an undeviating
rule to reject at the start all queens
which are abnormal in size, color or
form. This I believe to be essential
to scientitic queen breeding. This rule
will apply to the scientiQc breeding of
all animals, but more particularly to
queen bi-eeding, because the queen is
a creature of "development." Were
I rearing queens for the market, I
would pursue this course with fidelity,
and would have no hesitation to sell
such selected queens to suit customers, reducing the price when sold, before they were tested as to their

mating.

consequently they were more apt to
rob and were not a very good bee for
a poor year.
At half-past one the meeting was
opened with President Pleasants in
the chair.
The books were then

Local Convention Directory.

:

Time and Place OS Meeting.
7,

Michigan State, at Kalamazoo.
T. V. Bint'ham, Sec, Abionia, Mich.

1883.

Jan.

Cortland TJnion, at Cortland, N. T.
M. C. Bean, Sec, McGruwville, N. Y.
-Ohio State, at Columbus, Ohio.
n. Spear. Sec, Cardinpton, Ohio.

9.

Nebraska State, at Wahoo. Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley. Sec.
-Eastern N. Y., at Albany, N. Y.
B. Quakenbush. Sec, Barnerville, N. Y.
Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
G. W. House, Fayetteville, N. V.
Champlain Valley, at Middlehurc, Vt.
T. Brookins. Sec.
20.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
L. Caraon, Pres.
Feb. 3.- -Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, o.
8.- -Maine State, at Dexter.
Wm. Hoyt. Sec.
18,

Aprll

—Utah, at Salt Lake

S.-

City.

That the reader may have a glimpse
E. Stevenson, Sec.
at the inside of the dollar queen busi- May U.- Iowa Central, at Winterset.
J. E. Pryor.Sec.
ness, I quote from the catalogue of
— —Texas State Convention, at McKinnev.
one of our largest dealers in cheap as
Dr. W. R. Howard, Sec.
well as dear queens. And, by the way, Oct. 17, 18.— Northwestern, at Chicaeo, Ul.
ThomasG. Newman, Sec.
a gentleman who is as square as a
brick in his dealings, and hence has
fy In order to have this table complete. Secrenothing to conceal as to his manner of taries are requested to forward full particulars of
doing business. Here it is, verbatim ct time and place of future meetinus.- El>.
,

lileratini

:

"Dollar Queens.

— The

dollar

queens are always taken just as they
come, and are nh-cr culled. Customers
often ask us to pick out a large yellow
one for them. My friends, who would
tlien have the small (lark ones ?
We
can't do it for anybody, not even the
Queen of England. If you want iis to
pick, you mustbuy Jestedbnes." [Italics
mine.]

The above speaks a whole volume
"true inwardness" of the
shoddy dollar queen business. The
dollar queen man will not " pick " for
anybody, not even the Queen of Engfor the

land, but he will pick for his dear,
precious self, else where does he get
those " large yellow " ones to sell as
"tested ones." But, then, who will
take the " small, dark ones," if it is
known that the large yellow ones are
sold at the same price V Echo answers, who V
Jt will be seen that by following the
rules of scientific breeding, instead of
the slip-shod dollar queen methods,
the breeders will have no " small
dark or otherwise abnormal queens
for sale, and not resort to the wily
tricks of " trade " to work off the
trash.

Oregon Convention.
Quite a number of persons interested
in bee culture attended the preliminary meeting at

Christiansburg, Ky.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

;

H. Mendelson, Mewhall A. W. Osburn, Los Angeles, and M. F. Ritchie,
of Florence, Los Angeles county, was
elected an lionorary member.
The President read his address. Mr.
Levering moved that a vote of thanks
;

be tendered the President for his able
address, and that it be placed on file
with the Secretary. Carried.
The election of ofilcers being next in
order, Mr. Levering moved that the
same officers be re-elected. Carried.
paper on different subjects was
read by Mr. Harbinson, for which he
received a vote of thanks from the association.
He referred to the importance of taking steps at once to memorialize Congress to pass a law similar
to the timber law, whereby the settler

A

may acquire a title to government
land by planting a specified number of
acres of the same in bee feed-trees,
flowers, etc.

Such an

act, if it coiikl

be secured, would be very applicable
to the rou^h mountain lands, and
would iiisnre the occupation of them,
whereas they might never be settled
and remain barren mountains as they
now are. The passage of such a law
would cause the barren wastes tobloom as an Eden and flow with sweetness as a Canaan.
Apiculture would
soon become more reliable and assume
a more important position among the
industries of the country.
It was moved by Mr. Levering that
Mr. Ilarbinson be appointed a committee of one to draft a memorial embodying the main object of this paper.

Williamette, on October 2.5.
An organization was effected, constitution and by-laws adopted, and
the following officers elected for the
ensuing year Dr. J. W. Morris, President
A. Warner, Vice-Presidenf;
E, E. Charman, Secretary A. F. Mil- Carried.
communication was received from
ler, Treasurer ; J. D. Rusk of Clackamus, M. V. Ensley of Yamhill, and T. Mr. S. N. Wickoff and read by the
secretary, for which he (Mr. Wickoff).
L. Riggs of Multnomah, were chosen
received a vote of thanks, and it was
as an Executive Committee.
placed on file.
The lirstannual meeting of the new- ordered
report of San Diego county was
ly-formed society will be held Novemthen handed in by Mr. Harbinson, and
ber 22, 1882, at 10 o'clock, at Oregon
was as follows
4,6S0 cases comb
City.
Williamette Farmer.
honey, net, 262,080 lbs.
extracted
honey, 226,000 lbs.; value of honey,
$46,139.60; value of wax, $3,860.40;
Southern Cal. District Convention.
total value, $50,000.00.
The report of the committee on the
The following report is gleaned from protection of bees against foul brood
was
received, and the committee disthe ApicuUurist, but we cannot find
charged. The committee on new conout where the Convention was held
stitution and by-laws reported that
we presume it was at Los Angeles, they had never met they were given
but the report does not state It was till the next annual meeting to report.
The subject of foul brood was then
held on Oct. 19.
taken up and discussed by those presThe subject of shipping honey, the ent;
each one giving his experience
most suitable package for the differ- and belief as to its origin.
ent markets, and the crop of Southern
There being no further business, the
California, was fully discussed by
meeting adjourned to meet during
those present. The subject of the difFair week, 1883.
ferent races of bees was then brought
up. Mr, Ilarbinson thougli th<tt the
1^" The annual meeting of the CortHoly Land bees were very good, but
preferred a cross between them and land Union Bee-keepers' Association
the Italians to either race in its purity, will be held in Cortland, jST. Y., on
and that the Holy Land bees were Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1883.
very uneasy when there was no honey
M. C. Bean, Sec.
to be obtained from natural sources,
McGrawville, N. Y.
:

;

A

;

A

—

:

;

;

.

Taking this view of the case, the
difference between the lottery dollar
queen business, and the business of
careful breeding and selling each
queen upon its own merits, is as wide
as the heavens are above the earth.

open for the reception of new members. The following joined the Association
D. S. Given, Los Angeles M.

;
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Courtesy in Joiirnalism.
A.

I.

ROOT.

I should never have chosen such a
subject had not Professor Cook kindly
asked me to take it; or. rather sugfested it, as it were. In the tirst place,
do not feel sure that uiy experience
in jourtialisni would warrant my taking such a subject and then again, I
am not sure that my ideas might not
be called queer and singular, by some.
As this is a bee convention, I presume the kind of journalism I am expected to speak of is bee journalism,
and
if I am to be allowed the term
as we now have a half dozen or more
published
in
our
bee periodicals
own
country, and about as many more in
other countries, it very likely behooves
us to consider well this very matter of
courtesy in journalism. Are the editors and the writers for the bee periodicals more uncourteous to each other
than those of other class journals i I
trust not, although I think it has been
said, that all bee-men, so long accustomed to stinging ways, sometimes go
so far as to think that stinging things
in print are right and proper.
manager of a theater once said,
by way of excusing himself for some
things in the play, that theaters are
just what the public demand they
should be, thus throwing the blame all
on his patrons. Editors of bee periodicals might doubtless say, that their
journals are edited in sucli a way as to
please the wants and wishes of the
greater number of their subscribers.
Tliere may be truth in this, and it
woidd be a very convenient way for
us who liave the periodicals in charge,
to throw all blame for wliat want of
courtesy tliere may have been in our
respective
publications on to the
shoulders of our patrons and contributors. It might be very convenient,
but it would not be right. At the
same time that we strive to please
those who give us their support, it is
our duty to strive to elevate and ennoble.
It is every teacher's duty to do
this and what teacher should be more
careful than the editor ? These papers
go into our homes, and it is to be
hoped they are read by our children.
We all know it will not do to give our
children all they ask for. As we are
all but children of a larger growth,
tlie same rule will apply to most of us,
I believe. It is not always well or wise
to give us all we ask for.
All bodies are in the habit, usually,
of choosing some one from among
their number to look after their best
interests.
We have teachers for our
youth, pastors of our churches for
grown-up children, and our papers and
magazines for the people at lar^e.
Perhaps these latter are primarily tor
the purpose of keeping us informed
of the events of the times but at the
same time they must exercise a powerful iutluence over the morals of the
people before whom they speak. What,
then, should be the character of these
leaders and teachers
If it is a fact,
that our papers are to a great extent
we.
as
a
people,
demand
of those
what
wlio publish them, what is our duty as
;

;

a people in the matter ? Your pastor
is very glad indeed to have you take
him by the hand and tell him that his
sermons have been helpful to you, and
your doing so helps him, perhaps more
than you imagine, to preach better
sermons. So every editor is glad to
hear from tliose whom his words reach;
and not only is he glad of words of
commendation, but those of kind criticism. In fact, he is often led to do
things he would never think of doing,
because some t>ne suggested it. Of
course, these suggestions are not always wise, and, on this account, an
editor needs more than ordinary wisdom and discrimination.
I need hardly say that those who
wield the power of the press should be
free from and entirely above, if it
w-ere possible, all feelings of prejudice, spite or jealousy. The wants
and needs and rights of his readers
should be all equally dear to him. The
peculiarities and, perhaps,weaknesses
of each member of his large family
should be held sacred and touched
upon with the greatest gentleness;
and he, above all others, should have
a wide charity.
Think gently of the errinK;
Ye may not know the power
With wliich the dark temptation came
In ?ome unguarded hour.

A

;

;

'i

Whatever appears in print is a pubmatter. It is more public than any
thing that can be said in any public

lic

meeting, because it stands there to be
read of all men— ay, and women and
children too. When we have visitors
at our homes we are very careful to
be courteous to them, and we are on
our best behavior as it were for who
would think of indulging in little
spites, or unkind words, before company y I fear we sometimes forget
lliat whatever is printed is before a
very large company. Few can realize
how it cuts and smarts to be held up
in derision in public print, who have
;

not passed through it. It may be
urged that this dread of being published is a most powerful restraint to
one who is strongly tempted to do
wrong, and I grant this, and would by
all means advise warning the public
when the matter is something demanding that they should be warned.
but at
I think we all agree in this
the same time I believe in putting it
mildly, and using a few kind words
instead of harsh, to do the most good.
There is one kind of temptation into
which we may all of us be drawn, that
Sooner or later
I would speak of.
somebody will "comedown" on you
a little roughly, and perhaps a trifle
;

777

Years ago some one accused

me

unjustly, through one of tlie bee papers. 1 have forgotten now what it
was about, and who it was that wrote
it.
1 thank (Jod I have forgotten,
dear friends for if I should meet the
man liere to-day wlio wrote it. I could
shake hands witli him pleasantly, with;

out even remembering it was he who
%\Tonged me.
Well, I was so badly
stirred up 1 could hardly write without trembling. 1 would write only
just a few words to set myself right.
Those few should be right to the point.
I wrote and wrote and wrote, and still
there was just one more very important point that you all ought to know
in the case. I had neglected my work
an hour or more and when I looked
at the long manuscript, I had a sort of
misgiving that there ought not to be
any occasion for any such a long rigmarole, no matter how much I had
been abused. At this crisis our pastor
happened to come in, and I laid the
matter before him in a general way.
" Brother R.,'" said I, "is it not a fact^
;

that there is something wrong, whenever it becomes necessary for us to use
that amount of space in self-defense':"'
and I held up the long manuscript.
His assent was more in his kind look
than the words: "Yes, my friend,
tliere is something wrong when so
much needs to be said, or seems to
need to be said, on either side." Down
it went into the waste basket, and you
can hardly tell how thankful I am that
The controversy
there.
it did go
I do not
stopped at the beginning.
think I ever suffered much in the estimation of any one, for people judge
more by the life a man lives ri^ht
along year after year than by what
somebody says about him, even if it is
said in print.
Do vou ask, then, what harm these
unjust attacks do in a paper? My
friend, it harms the one who writesthem it harms the editor who gives
place to it, and it harms those who
read. If every word of it be true, and
it be written in an unkind and un;

christianlike spirit, it harms tlie guilty party, for it makes him harder and
more wicked. As quarrels are contagious, and ill one sense fascinating to
the young,— are you aware, friends,
that a dog-light has its fascinations 't
—well, our children, growing up at
yourhouse and my house enter into
the spirit of these controvei'sies, and
get to thinking it is the way to do
business, to light it out in words in
this way, both parties get stirred up,
and fearfully exaggerate without

meaning to, or, in fact, without knowwhat amounts to the same ing they have done so, and on and on it
may, if you are of the goes, and, it may be, ending in lawproper temperament, imagine some one suits, and years of quarrels. Did you
lias publicly insulted you, when such never observe, that when a man has a
unjustly, or
thing, you

really not the case. In either instance, what should a real live man
do, when publicly and falsely accusedV
111 a great many cases I would say, do
nothing at all. One reason for giving
is

this advice

would

be,

because

if

quarrel or controversy with one person, he is pretty sure "to have another
He
very soon with somebody else
has got mentally sick, as it were; and
not
does
is,
he
the W(nst part of it

you know he

'i*

is

sick.

It is not alone we, who are comparsay anything you will say too much.
While it is bad for a contributor to (ill atively without talent, and a high ora column or more in endeavoring to der of education, that are guilty of a»
set himself right before the people, it want of courtesy through the papers
minisis still worse for the editor to use space but it sometimes haiipens that
ters of the gospel, and professors in
in this way.

—

—

;
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our schools and colleges, seem to forget, or be sorely tenii)tetl,at least, and
to have faith in a war of words, ratlier
than to have faith in the teachings of
our Savior when he said, " Do good to
those that hate you."
very good friend of

A

mine was

once shamefully abused by one who,
like himself, stood prominently before
the people. The injured one sat down
at his desk and took the article, point
by point, and paid him back in his own

1^ The Nebraska State

Bee- Keepits anmuil
session in Wahoo, Saunders county.
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan.
11th, 1SS3. Arrangements have been
made with the railroads to secure 1,1-4
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
county Bee- Keepers' Association will
furnish entertainment free to all
visiting apiarists.
Bee-keepers from
neighboring States will be welcomed.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres.
ers' Association, will

hold

on the way, perhaps causing the loss
of some colonies. They u'ere shipped
over the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad, and I would like to ask if
it is customary for railroads to discriminate against bees in the matter
of freight, in this way.
Their rates
for bees in hives was 3 times tirst-class
in Iowa, and double lirst-class'in Missouri, which made it more expensive
than to ship by express. I am going
to give the bee business a trial either
here in Missouri or just across the
Missouri river in Kansas; I think
this is a good locality for the business,

Geo. M. IIawley, Hec.
coin, driving him intocorneis lie could
never get out of, and he did it so
nicely, and with such skill, he could
The Ohio State Bee-Keepers'
in the forepart of the season, as the
not resist tlie temptation of carrying Association will meet
in Columbus, in
pastures are covered with white clover
tlie paper home to his wife, to let her
the rooms of the Uhio State Journal, on
and basswood is abundant, honey losee how cleverly he had done it. To Tuesday and Wednesday,
Jan. 9 and
cust, red bud and buck brush are
his surprise, she did notcommend hhii
full attendance of mem10, 1883.
for his wisdom and skill in making bers,
and all interested in bee-culture, plenty, but I do not know how the late
harvest will be here.
his clever hits, but, on the contrary, is
requested, as matters of interest
declared he must, under no eirciim- and importance will be discussed.
L. G. Purvis.
"stances, think of having it go into
Weston, Mo., Nov. 27, 1882.
Dr. II. Besse, Delaware, O., Pres.
print. Like agood husband, he yielded
Daniel Spear, Cardington,0., Sec.
[Railroads sometimes make very unto his wife's superior wisdom, and
and wrote so kind a reply that his opjust discriminations ; they charge
ponent was ashamed of himself, and
more than twice as much to carry
the two are, I trust, to-day on a
honey in barrels as they do syrup. In
friendly footing, even though their
the matter of bees, too, they are very
lifework both lies in the same department of natural science. I believe if
unreasonable. Ed.]
these things were shown to our wives,
-of tener than they are, it would be a
Report. I had, spring count, 63 colbetter world than it is. I presume we
Swiiriiiin?,
Moving Bees, Etc.
cannot all of us be always quiet and Where I lived during the pastsummer onies increased to 100, and obtained
cool under all provocjitions but I feel (Warren Co., Iowa) we had a fair crop about 8,000 pounds of honey; no fall
crop.
O. R. Flourney.
sure we can, if we try hard, let nothing of honey.
I commenced the season
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 27, 1882.
ever go into print, over our own sig- with 39 colonies of Italians, hybrid
natures, but what is kind and gentle, and black bees and obtained an avereven though it be written to and of age of 11.5 lbs. of extracted honey
Had No Honey Except from White
the unthankful. " He that ruleth liis per colony, spring count.
I hived 20 Clover.— Bees have done well here this
spirit, is greater than he thattaketh a swarms and returned about as many summer.
I commenced the honey
city."
more to the parent hives. The spring season with 25 colonies and increased
Medina, Ohio.
was cold and backward, up to the 4th to .52 took from them 4,000 pounds of
of July. We had a profuse white clo- extracted honey and 1,000 of comb
ver bloom, but it yielded honey very honey, and they have plenty to winter
1^ The 17th annual convention of sparingly
from about the 10th of June on. "We had no honey from fruit blosthe JMichigan State Bee-Keepers' Asuntil the 10th of July, when bass wood som worth speaking of, and there was
sociation will be held in Kalamazoo,
opened and gave a moderate run. but little fall honey it was too cold
Dec. 6 and 7, 1882. All interested are About the 10th of August, bees began both in spring and fall theouly yield
•cordially invited to participate in the
to gather honey dew rapidly, and kept of honey we obtained was from white
discussions which will embrace the
Winter has come now; to-day
it up until fall flowers came, which clover.
live issuesof the Apiculture of to-day.
there are two inches of snow on the
until the drouth cut it short
Thomas G. Newman, A. I. Root, D. lasted
ground.
My bees are safe in the celbut the late harvest was decidedly the
A. Jones, Prof. A. J. Cook, and many best run of the season.
I put them in yesterday, the
Your
advice lar.
other distinguished apiciilturists are
to divide for increase rather than trust 28th; so we have another winter be•expected to be present. Lovv rates of
to natural swarming is, I think, good. fore us which I hope will be favorable
•board at hotels have been secured.
bees.
II. J. Smith.
I practiced it for several years but for the
T. F. Bingham, iSec.
Burlington, Wis., Nov. 29, 1882.
have now ceased to do so, for I believe
Abronia, Mich.
it is an acknowledged fact, by experienced bee-men, that there is no other
It Pays to Plant for Honey.— I have
condition
in which a swarm will work had the pleasure of seeing bees work,
i^°The annual meeting of the Ma'honing Valley Bee-keepers' Associa- so readily, as when it was obtained in during the past summer, on a number
tion will be held at Berlin Center, the natural way, and if any one asks of kinds of honey plants of my own
and I am so well satislied that
Mahoning Co., O., in the town hall on me for adviceas to whatplan to follow raising,
" it pays to plant for honey," that I
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th for increase, I refer them to G. M.
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are Doolittle's article on "How I Clip shall use all the ground I can spare for
invited to'attend and send essays, pa- Queen's Wings and Why," on page that purpose. I set out some catnip,
pers, implements, or any thing of in- 725 of the present volume. That is my motherwort and sweet clover plants
plan exactly but that makes it nec- last fall and some Simpson plants in
terest to the fraternity.
full attendance is requested of all who are essary for the bee-keeper to be on the spring, and am well satisfied with
They were
I have had a little experience them all iis honey plants.
interested. In fact, tlie meetings will hand.
be so interesting that you cannot in moving bees, having just had 18 thronged with bees all day long while
:afEord to miss tliem.
We expect a colonies shipped from Ackworth, they were in bloom, except sweet clolecturer from abroad on the evening Warren Co., Iowa, to Weston, Platte ver, which is in blossom yet. I saw a
Co., Mo., a distance of 200 miles, by few bees at work on it Nov. 11. An
'Of the 19th.
L. Cakson, Pres.
rail.
They came on the express, for acre of ground, at a low estimate,
two reasons ; in the first place, the will, if set out with the plants I have
1^" The annual meeting of the freight would have been $2.65 per hun- named, give employment to 300,000
Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso- dred pounds, while by express it was bees all day long for weeks when there
ciation will be held at Middlebiirg, $2.15 and, in the second place, they is nothing else inttiis partof the counVt., on Thursday, January 18, 1883, at came through without delay, while as try for them to work on. I started
30 a. m.
T. Brookins, Sec.
freight they would have been a week Simpson plants in a greenhouse, about

W

A

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

A

;

;
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the time to start early tomatoes some
of them grew six feet liigli, and I
counteil over 2,000 blossoms on each
plant. I planted Mammoth mignonthe
ette, borage and spider plant
bees worked a little on the spider and
borage, bnt were not eager for it ; the
ADYERTISING RATES for 1883.
mignonette was thronged with bees
I have 33 colonies of
all the time.
bees ; I had 9 in the spring and took 20 cents per line of space, each insertion,
2 ont of trees; the increase was by
For elthtr the Weekly or MnntMy Editions.
T. Ellicott.
natural swarming.
Pentonville, Mich., Nov. 27, 1882.
contain about 8 words;
;

;

A

line of this

TWELVK
$28.15 Per Ctdony.— My report for
past season is as follows I began

tlie

:

the season witli 23 colonies, in fair
condition 2 colonies losttlieir queens
after May 1, and had to rear otliers, to
take their place, tlius lessening the
Tlie early part of
general average.
the season was cold and backward and
June 10, after
until
bees had to be fed
which the season was tine till late in
the fall. Mv bees increased to 42good
colonies, and I obtained 3,200 lbs. of
;

comb

lionev from them, all in 1
2 lb. sections, except 400 pounds,
being an average of 140 lbs. spring
count.
best colony gave 245 lbs.,
all in 1 11). sections, except 10 lbs.
Loney sold at an average of 17c. per lb.,
making from this coUmy S41.65. On
Nov. 2.'j my bees were put in winter
fine

and

My

My

quarters in good condition,

all

having

on an average 40 lbs. of good thick
honey. They are in a cellar built in a
side hill, with good ventilation and 3
feet of earth and straw on the roof.
In this the temperature will vary but
as I know by experience, and
fully expect them to come out in good
condition, let the winter be mild or
little,

In the above report I have
counted the 20 new swarms at one dollar each.
J. V. Caldwell.
Cambridge, 111., Nov. 28, 1882.
severe.

The Past Season

in

Scotland.

— Our

honey season here, is now a thing of
the past, and I am sorry to say it iias
not been so successful as was expected
this year. In some quarters, such as
Ayr "and Perth Shires, a fair quantity

was gathered in. I saw Mr. Wood (of
Benmore, Argyleshire) yesterday and
he said that his bees have been pretty
successful, considering the weather.
The observatory hive (which I wrote
about in my last report of our Shire)
has been a great success the bees in
it have gathered in a good quantity of
honey, but he intends to leave it all
with them, to bring them safely
through the winter.
lie intends to
keep ilie l>eesiii this hive permanently
and wishes to have them strong and
;

iiealthy

in

the

around here are

spring.
all in

The bees
their

winter

quarters, so that all will be dormant
tor a few months. The most of the
bee-keepers here winter them on the
outside, very few putting them in eel-'
lars or out houses. Mr. Bennett left
here for a cruise in the Mediterranean
about a month ago he intends to visit
Mr. ]5enton in Cyprus, before returning home. The weather has been very
bad here for some time, and we have
bad a considerable amount of rain of
;

John D. Hutchison.
Glasgow, Scotland, Nov. 11, 1882.
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New Premiums

for 1883.

The Monthly Bee Journal

for

1

The Apiary Register.

883.

At the request of many who have
the season for reading has now
All who intend to be systematic in
we hope that each of our heretofore taken the Monthly and their work in the apiary, should get a
subscribers will endeavor to send at Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall copy and commence to use it.
least one new
subscriber for the next year print a Monthly consisting For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
Weekly Bee Journal for 1883 and of 32 pages, issuing it about the " 100 colonies 220 pages
1 50" 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 Oa
thus not only help on the cause of middle of each month, at $1.00 a year,
progressive bee-culture, but assist in in advance; 2 copies for $1.80; 3
The larger ones can be used for a
sustaining the only Weekly bee paper copies for $2.50 5 copies for $4.00 ; 10 few colonies, give room for an increaseor more copies at 75 cents each. An of numbers, and still keep the record
in the world.
Providence has smiled on the bee- extra copy to the person getting up a all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.
keepers during the past season, and as club of 5 or more.
The Weekly is now permanently esa general thing tliey are abundantly
Subscription Credits.— After sendable to procure a good assortment of tablished, and will be continued as
heretofore.
ing subscriptions to this office, we
bee-literature.

As

arrived,

;

The Weekly and Monthly Bee
In order to encourage every one who
Journals
will be distinct papers, each
keeps bees, be they few or many colonies, to thoroughly read the many having its own sphere of operation
very interesting books on bee-culture, and different readers.
We shall aim to make the Monthly
now published, we have determined
to make liberal offers, which will be Bee Journal a welcome and proBtaavailable until January }, 1883, as ble visitor to the homes of those who
feel the need of a cheap, first class,
foUovs's
To any one sending us $8 for any reliable bee paper in pamphlet form—
books they may select from our " Book whose time is too much occupied to
List," on the last page of this paper, read a w^eekly, or whose means or rewe will present the Weekly Bee quirements are more limited, and who
can dispense with the routine matter
Journal for one year.
To any one purchasing $i worth of more properly belonging to a weekly.
books, selected from our " Book List,"
Emerson Binders made especially
on the last page of this paper, we will

would respectfully ask every one to
look at the label on the wrapper of the
next two papers, and there they will
find the credit indicated thus
Those
who have paid for the first six months
of next year will find " June 83 " after
their names. Those who have paid
for the whole year will find " Dec. 83 "
:

The credit runs to
the end of the month indicated. If
the mark is " Dec. 82," it means that

on their papers.

paid until the end
Please remember that the credit given on this label
is a sufficient notification of subscriptions due and receipt for paymentsmade. If not so indicated within two
for
the
Bee
Journal,
are
lettered
in
present the Weekly Bee Journal
weeks after sending money to us, you
for six months or the Monthly for one gold on the back, and make a very
may be sure sometliing is wrong, and
convenient
way
of
preserving
the
Bee
year.
should write to us about it.
It will
Any one sending us a club of two Journal as fast as received. They
save annoyance and trouble if our
subscribers for 1883, for the Weekly, will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
subrcribers will give this matter due
with 14, will be entitled to a copy of the Weekly; or for the Monthly, 50
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail attention.
Bees and Honey, in cloth, postpaid.
For three subscribers, with $6, we to Canada.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
will send Cook"s Manual, in paper,
i^The Bee Journal is mailed at just issued a new pamphlet giving our
the subscription

is

of the present year.

—

—

Emerson's Binder for tlie Weekly, or
Apiary Register for .50 colonies.
For four subscribers, witli $8, we
will send Cook's Manual in cloth, or
Apiary Register for 100 colonies.
For five subscriliers, with $10, we
will send the Apiary Register for 200
colonies, Quinby's New Bee-Keeping,
Root's A B C of Bee Culture, or an
extra copy of the Weekly Bee Journal for one year.

the Chicago postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some

cause beyond our control.

views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid toany address for 10 cents.

1^

Articles for publication must be
^Postage stamps, of one, two or
written on a separate piece of paper three
cent denomination, accepted for
from items of business.
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
is

preferred.

Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee
1^" The time for the usual winter
Journal
will be sent free to any perTo get any of the above premiums
son.
Any
one intending to get up a rush of correspondence is here, and we
for the Monthly Bee Journal send
club can liave sample copies sent to wish to impress upon all our patrons
double tlie number of subscribers, and
the persons they desire to interview, the necessity of being very specific,
the same amount of money.
and carefuUy to state what they desire
by sending the names to this office.
1^"

We

for the

send Cook's Manual
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
in cloth, or an Apiary Register for 100 whicli are printed a large bee in gold,
colonies, and Weekly Bee Journal we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
for one year, for $3.00 or with King's
1^" Do not let your numbers of the
Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.7.5 or with
Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
will

;

money

sent.

Also,

if

they live

near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address that we already have on our
books.

;

1^" The result of the election has
proved a grand success, but not more
They so than Kendall's Spavin Cure is
are very valuable for reference.
48w4t
proved to be every day.

best way to
them is
Monthly Bee Journal and either of cure a hinder preserve
and put them in.

the above for one dollar less.

to pro-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
®" Our new

Huney as Food and Medicine.

Madison

location,

St., is

No.

92.5

781

West

THE INDEPENDENT.

only a few doors from

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

the new branch postofflce. We have
TUE IXDEPENDKNT needs only to bo better
the new pages being devoted to 7!e(« a telephone and any one in the city
known to add to Us already large list of friends. It
Kecipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds wishing to talk to us through it will has been published for ihirty-flve years and has
of cooking in which honey is used, and please call for No. 7087— that being acquired a world-wide reputation as the best religious and literary newspaper.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
our telephone number.
The Ixdepeni>ent is not denominational. Its
price
them
low
have
the
of
We
put
creed and field are broader than any sect. As a
for
By-Laws
Constitutions
and
Christian journal, its aim is to strengthen and "eito encourage bee-keepers to scatter
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The tend Evangelical religion and to defend it against
thern far and wide. Single copy 6
name of the Association printed in the the attacks of Materialism, Atheism and unbelief.
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents; blanks for 50 cents extra.
It Is free to approve or criticise In any of the denominations whatever it believes is designed to
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
advance or hinder the progress of the Gospel of
or more, we print, if desired, on the
Christ.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
In civil and political affairs The Independent

1^

S^xlucvtiscmjettts.

(giving the name and iiddress of the
The American Bee Jo0rnal is the oldest Bee
bee-keeper who scatters them). This Paper in America, and has a lar^e circulation Id
every State, Territory and Province, among farmalone will pay him for all his trouble era, mecbanics, profeseional
and business men,
and expense— enabling him to dispose and Is, therefore, the best advertlslog medium.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

"BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK."
A $20.00

Biblical

Reward.— The

$1.(X)

"Worth 20 tlmen

contend for sound ideas and prinoiples. It
fought against slavery and the iniquitous system
of the Oneida Community.
It is now fighting
against Mormonism. It believes in the reform of
the civil service and tariff, in the purification of
politics and in cheap postage, and will maintain
those principles which the highest ethics and best
will

Intelligence require.

The Independent is designed to suit all tastes
any bee-keeper and wants. We provide weekly stories by the best

PER COPY.

Itii

cost to

A work giving the author's 21 years' experience magazine writers, poems by the leading poets of
publishers of liidkdge^s Monthly olfer
America and England (we first published in AmerIn rearing queens. It will be so illustrated and all
twelve valuable rewards in their made so plain that any cne can raise as few or ica Tennyson's last poem), and for others, who look
as many queens as desired, and have the cells
especially for instruction,

Monthly for December, among which

is

the following

We

:

will give $20.00 in gold to the

person telling us

how many

built in rows so that all can be removed without
destroying any. It will feach how and when to
remove the cells from a colony that has swarmed,
and how to preserve all such queens and have
them fertilize for future use. send nam** for

verses Circular.

there are in the New Testament Scriptures (not the New Revision) by DeShould two or
cember lOtli, 1882.
more correct answers be received, the
reward will be divided. The money
will be forwarded to the winner December 15th, 1882. Persons trying for
the reward must send 20 cents in silver (no postage stamps taken) with
their answer, for which they will receive the Christmas Monthlq, in which
the name and address of the winner
of the reward and the correct answer
will be published. This may be worth
$20.00 to you cut it out.
Address
BuTLEDGE Publishing Company,
Easton, Penna.

HEKRT ALCEY.IVE^'HAM,

I ^^:fiise

BEAR
REABER,
to ask

you have seen

if

DOOLITTLE'S
BEE-KEEPERS'

^r We

carefully
to every

mail

the

Bee

subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

in

reltgioua,

We

Week. Finance. Commerce. Insurance,
Puzzles, Selections, and Agriculture. 3S

Stories,

Paeea

In all.

We will

CLUB LIST

1883.

;

Journal

4t>8mtf

MASS.

whether

educational, philosophical, or scientific
articles, we furnish what no other periodical doea
or can.
pay large prices to obtain the most
eminent writers. Besides the editorials, there
are twenty-two distinct departments, edited by
twenty-two specialists, which include Biblical Research. Sanitary, Legal, Fine Arts. Music, Science,
Pebbles, Personalities, Ministerial Kegister, Hymn
Notes. School and College. Literature, Religious
Intelligence, Missions, Sunday School. News of the
literary,

If

not,

one, as
things,

a postal Card and direct
«i.

to

M.

January. Mr. Cook has just returned from a
two years' trip round the world, and his lectures
this Winter will attract greater attention than
in

ever.

OUR

yon ^vant

full of good
worth reading
save you some

it is
is

and will
money. To get <»ne write
y<iur address plainly on
it

report in full Rev. Joseph Cook's celebriited Boston Monday Lectures, which will begin

DOOKITTLR,

Borodino, Oniindntfa Co., N. Y.

HIVES & SECTIONS.

One
For

NEW TERMS FOR

one year
months, ail.oO; for

subscription,
ti

3

months

1883.
9S;3

<

OO
'J.S
OO
OO

subscription, tw<j years
a
subscription, five years
lO
These reduced prices ($2 per annum in clubs of
five or more) are very much lower than any of the
standard religious weeklies.

One
One

•'TRIAr. TRIP."
In order that one may read a few consecutive
numbers of The Independent, and thus learn
value, we offer a month's subscription, as a
"Trial Trip," for 30 cents, which can be remitted
by postage stamps. Payment of $2.70 in addition
will secure the balance of a year's subscription.
Send postal card for free specimen copy and judge
for yourself. Address
its

We have just put in several new machines and
Advertisements intended for the Bee
also a larger engine in our factory, consequently
reach this office by we are in better shape to fill orders than ever for
Bee Hives. Sections, Shipping Crates, etc. We
Saturday of the previous week.
make a specialty of our 'Boss" One-Piece Sec-

Journal must

tions.
the "

Patented June -jsth. lW8i. We can make
Boss" One Piece Sections any size or width
Send for Price List.

desired.

.IAS. FORNCROOK<fcCO.
Santa Claus is said to be putting in
Watertown. Jeff. Co.. Wis., Sept.
1882. 49m2t
a large stock of Noyes Dictionary
Holders and Noyes Handy Tables
A TTr^M
A T THE PATRON'S GUIDE
among his supplies forthis year. This ^^ l\
i IV^il /Vijis
devoted to the various
ut iliinil and Household Affairs,
No more appropriate and ac- departments
is well.
miikingitii T^ ]-(^''l"'l?r^T r"\^ L^ family paceptable presents can be made at so cnntplete
xJVj 1 CjV^' 1 X \ Vj per. Its
1,

I

small a cost. The prices are greatly choice miscellaneous reading matter is one of its
features, as well as the Detective Organization to
reduced. A large illustrated catalogue which every farmer should be- TTXTfOlVr
will be sent free on application to L. long. The Gi'Ihe is published U ii Xv7j.1 •
W. Noyes, 99 West Alonroe Street, weekly at Boyd, Kentucky, at ^l a year.
Chicago.

HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE SOUTH

THE INDEPENDENT,
Broadnay,
Tork.
New^

2^>l

PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY
VEKY FINE EXHIBITION BIKDS, and
Trios Mated for Breeding;
A^lan. SINOLE BIRDS.
Prices reasonable.

answered.
cWsmtf

131

CurresponUence cheerfuljy

WM.

Lake

H. HIJSSEV,
CHICAGO. ILL.

St.,

Fruit Evaporators,

For the manufacture of
To be used on a common cooking stove, capacity
enewals may be made at any
bushels per day. Price, complete, fin in
3 to
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
time but all papers are stopped at Bunham nn<l Root Foundation a specialty. the flat, partly put tog.-ther. for $fi. A few agents
wanted. For particulars and prices for Evaporal^Kieens and Bees from March to November. tors, Queen Bees, etc., address
the expiration of the time paid for, Italian
I3f*Send fnr my Illustrated Catalogue,
JOHN H- MARTIN.
unless requested to be continued.
Osmly
.'imtf PAUr. L,. TI Ar.r.ON, Bayou Goula, La.
Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y.
'i

;

;
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LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,

A Common-sense Remedy.

Apcultural Implements.

new lime cushion, the only proyet discovered that will carry the bees
safely through winter and spring withuut fall.
Send ¥.">u, for right to retail this cushion in your
county, or send f.'i for one apiary right to patentee.
Remit by registered letter or P. O, order.
to introduce the
tectif)n

NEW REMINGTON CARBON

THE

PLOW,

BEST IN TUE WORLD.
Mowers, Hay Tedders. Horse Hay Rakes, Spades.
Shovels, Senops. Steel Rakes, Forks and Planters'

SALIGYLIGA.

Handled Hoes.

No more Rheumatism. Cout Rev. A.

THE REMINGTON FIRE ENGINE.
Send

or Neuralgia.

for Circulars.

KEMiaiGTON JLaKICTrr.TTrK AI.

llion, N. Y.

48w4t

Camargo,

CO.,

Baltimore. Md.
No. 204,932.
45wl3t

Avenue,
1882.

l'5.

SALISBURY
coHiity, III.

I>oii!;l.as

Years Experience in Queen Rearing.
Our Motto is:

"Low Prices. Quick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
Ji Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
$2
$1 Tested

Permanent Cure Guaranteed.

NEBRASKA FARMER
This preat AmeriDtii jonrna! of acriculture and
stock ranks umonfi tlu' rirHt in the Tnited States,
and Is the only one put)lished west of the Missouri
river and riuht In the lie:trtot' the tinest iiKricultural landf* in tlie West. Thousands of people are
looking for homes in the West, and at the same
time have no means of settine a correct knowled«e of the country. The Nebraska Kakmeh
furnishes the desired information and only costs
$I..'-ii) per year.
O. M. DRUSE. Editor,
Lincoln, Neb.
4,sw:itx

20

Immediate Relief Warranted.

DELLA TORRE.

F.

74 Charies-st.

Patented April

;

—

;

mid never known

to fail in a
Refer to all prominent
physicians a7id druggists for the standing of Salicy-

Five years established

;

single case, acute nr chro7iic.

Palestine Qae-'ns..*l

THE ONLY DISSOLVER OF THE POISONOUS URIC ACID WHICH EXISTS IN TUE
BLOOD OF GOUTY AND RHEUMATIC PA-

Tested... }2

son, ready, if we are timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
Palestine, $4; Colony of bees, eitherItalian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, $8.
Safe?
arrival guaranteed.
Orders en
Q/ \c. paid for bright wax.
^\J Timcolu, IH.
iwly.

Cyprian

Hca.

;

Extra Queens, for swarming sea')r

Money

TIENTS.

SALICVIjICA

FLORAL INSTRUCTOR Tel" r"eMonthly.

enlarged to US pages.

The Instructor

is

in

YEAR,
lincn

CEKTS A

with Seeds,

Pluiits, Etc.. as preExtra inducements to club raisers. Spec-

mium.

Copy FREE. Address
FX^OKAr. INSTRUCTOR.

Alnsworth, Iowa..

4Hw4x

GOLDEN

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

l-frame Nucleas, with Test-

i

edyueen

14.50
Nucleus, with Test-

;-friiiiie
ert (Jueen

has been conceded by eminent scientists that
outward applications, such as rubbing with oils,
ointments, liniments and soothing lotions will not
eradicate these diseases whi^h are the result of the
poisoning of the blood with Uric Acid.
SAl,ICXr.ICA works with marvelous effect
on this acid and so removes the disorder. It is now
exclusively used by all celebrated physicians of
America and Europe. Highest Medical Academy
of Paris reports 95 per cent, cures in three days.

that SALICTTI-irA is a certai n cure for Klieumiitlsn]. Gout imd Neurnlirln. The most intense puins are subdued almost Instantly.
Give it a trial. Relief guaranteed or money re-

funded.

Thousands of testimonials sent on

Same, after ,Iuly 1
Te8tedQueen,beforeJuly

\

afterJulyl
Address, by Registered Letter
or PostofHco Order,

DR.
FrSt-iuU,

if

10.00
1, 3.00
after July 1.. 2.50
per half doz.,
13.50

"

I.

Iwtf

you are

In

P. WILSON.
BurlinKton, Iowa.

any way interested

will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly OleitninKs In Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the lateat improvements In fflves. Honey Exlraetorii, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey IioxeR,all books
and journals, and everythinK pertaininK to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address writtCTi pldiiilv. to A. I. U<»OT, Medina, O,

BARNES' PATENT

f
I

F.

ASK YOUU DRUGGIST FOR

111..

ELECTROTYPES
25 cents per square

thanSOc.

in

IT.

WASHBURNK

WASHBURNE &
287 Broadway,

cor.

inch— no single cut sold for less

92S West Madison

Street,

Chlciiao,

III.

IS

Directions In each Binder.
AOc.
For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal
'i&c
O. NETVMAAI,
Address,
925 West Madison Street, Chlcoso. 111.

The latest Improvement in Koundatl(»n. Our thin
and common boundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give Balisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.

n. S.

iwly

decly-m

NEW YORK.

OIVEN

A

C,

Hoopeston.

FRUIT RECORDER.
TEAKS

prace(lit€d by a man bi.ving fifi
i'OO ncri-a tindfi fruit, with
evaporatinK biiildlDus, erefn-boiiai'i, ic, Ac, rie-ht in the midst
'.'n pufres.
Mmitbly,
of
Wett-rTi
N.
Y.
of the preat fruit section
¥1.(10 Twrvear, Spwimcnlreo. K.u h No. npeak»*or lt»clf.
GlCANlt nua LIB*
Vfiliiable V'-eniliiml'^evrn- ft-=rriWr.
Published and

tical experience, and now havmtf

ANEW IMPORTATION OF

El^AL iiiduvemeiits to Club Afrents.

Glover

has arriveil and

Apply

is

A.

SEED

for sale cheap.

CIIARI.JE:S F. M17TH,
CINCINNATI, O.

to

499in4t

111.

FXJPtDY'S

CO., Proprietors,

ReadeSt.,

AiiJrtaa,

M. PURDY, Palmyra, N.Y.

PURDY'S
yVW

EDITION

(1880)

of ih"

ZiOOXS SEZIE! SMALI^FRTJIT,
you want cheap bees and hives to suit, good
Cyprian, Albino or Italian Queens. Comb Foundation, all kinds, t*ection Boxes, and everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.
If

^INSTmUCTOR.

It tells in plain,

simple lai^gmigo hntc

and market the nbove. how

Full Colonies

and Nuclei a Specialty

Give me a call, friends,
with good young Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box siy )
E. T. FLANAGAN. Rose Hill Apiary.

5wly

Belleville. St. Clair

County,

111.

G. Dim's
2^~ Send
18mtf

Comb Foundation Machine.
for

Sample and

Circular.

C. OL.AI,

Fond du Lac, Wis.

lo

plant, grotr,

to OfC the best crop/>. giving

the best plans for growins:;

the Bee Journal for sale at

THOMAS O. NEWMAX.

Binder
TheTHEEmerson
NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
Any one can use them.

Given'sFoundationPress.

& JOHN BARNES.

No. ^017 Main street,
Rockford, WinnebafiO Co.

Of Engravings used

6 Boxes for $5.

But do not be deluded Into taking imitationfi or
subsiitutes, or something recommended as "just
as ynott! " Insi t on tiie genuine with the name of
*fc <;0.. on each box. which
is guaranteed chemically pure under our signature, an indispensible requisite to insure success
lu the treatment. Take no other, or send to us.

Foot Power Machinery
(Hand, Circular Kip Saws for
jueneral heavy and li^'ht ripmaI piny. Lathes, &c. These
3 chines are especially adapted
to Hive Miiklntf. Itwlll pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48-page Illustrated Cata-

AND KEEP THBM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Sent free by mall on receipt of money.

BOKHARA

CinCULAR AND
SCROLL SAWS,

BIND YODE JOURNALS

THOMAS

$1 a Box.

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

"^' W'.

application.

5.00

Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July 1

u

is known as a common-sense
strikes directly at the cause of

It

Full

HuP^sa
{-*'.* p!

it

Rheumatism, (Jout and Neuralgia, while so many
so-called specillcs and supposed panaceas only
treat locally the effects.

muKazine form with an
new type,

attractive cover. It is printed from
on excellent paper, and is snid forSO

remedy, because

now

to dry. force, pot,

plan^of drj-ing-houses.grape-trellises,
of pi'irtical mailer as au egg
it for any $1.1jO
or $1.50 book on the flume snhieot thut yon eversaw.
The writer has compresse'l int" this work his tliirty
yt'nrw' experience. "U n-pos. P^ip*T cover. 26c
cir.tb hound. J^ic.:7">'f/'"'U P.-stape f^t;inins accepted.
groiv .seedfinffs;

otc.etc. /(
IS of meat.

ii

as fiiH

You wouldn't oxohnnpe

;

AtiKXTS WANTEO.

rg^Also

his

CaUlogue

c

E T^ RU I T S
SMAL
FKEE

(40 rages),

A.

"Vi.

47w3t

to all applicants. Addreaa

PURDY, Palmyra,

N. Yv

—
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BEESWAX
WANTED.
State Quantity,

Price

CHAS. DADANT

I buy and sell Honey for (Jash only.
As 1 do no
Commission business, 1 will not accept shipments

witliout previous correspondence.

m
^

and Quality.

&

SON,

Hamllion, Hancock Co. HI.

THE CONQUEROR.
Larjje Smokers neetl wiile ehieMs. HitiKhiini's
nave them, una sprini.'8 tliiit donot rust an breiik,
and lielluws that sparks and 8nn»be donot enter.
The Conqueror has nil improvements made to date,
and a 3x7 Inch stove, and 'ix7 inch bellows. Sent

postpaid for $2.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Abronia. Mich.

13wtf

SWEET GLOVER

SEED,

This year'scrop, all of the white variety, "Jsc. per
pound f .'i.7r> per peck !tf>i;S.OO per bushel,
13F" I can till im moreorders for Queens this fall,
havinw sold all I had tosi'sire. leuvinw uiuny ttrders
unfllle(l,and with orders Ntill coming In. The advertisement In the Weekly liee Journal did It.
;

;

I.

G-OOJD,

IR,,

Nappanee, Elkhart

Swly

Co., Ind.

Dunham and Vandervort

Excelsior

FOUNDATION.
Owing

to the larpe advance in the price of wax. I
prices thus Dunham, lo to .00 lbs., 4i'c.,
lb8.,4ic., less than 10 lbs., 44e.; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., t to lit Iba., ri7c., lu to 5o
lbs., f>4c. No discounts. Circular free.

now quote
over

:

rtfi

V.

J.

Hwly

CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co., HI.

LULING, TEXAS.
FINE ITALIAN yUKKNS AND HUES. The nicest bee hives.
lii.iKix feet of seasoned ('ypress lumber now on
In n.nv luMidguurtt'is lor tlie»:ilei)l

hiiiid for

by

the winter's work also, everything used
bee-keepers. Write for prices.
:

modem

HEBSWAX WANTED.
14w3:lt

t^

«J.

Send

1.5

CENTS

S.

TADLOCK.

for

Dadant's

pamplilet on "Harvesting, Handling,
and Marlieting Extracted Honey."
You will eet many times the value ot
your 1.5 CENTS in the hints and ideas
that it will give you. Address,

CHARLES DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock County,

III.

FLAT-DOTTOn

COMB FOUNDATION,
r

hiKh si(1p-walls.4 to IH square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

JJ^iSaSsI

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. r.

IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!
TWENTY-THREE years' experience in rearing

queen bees. The cheapest, easiest and best
la raise queens. Never before published
oomethiny new. Send for I'ircu'ar
Wwtf
IIENP.Y ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

way

LANOSTKOTH
AlVD
CHAFF HIVKS,

SIMPI.ICIXY

with movable

upper

story, section boxes, metal- cmered brood irames
wide Langstroth frames and f
b f<.uiidati(m
Send for Price List.
A. B. Mil. LEU & SON
'•'wtt
Wakarusa, Elkhiirt Co., Ind.

<

n

C3

r83

—

!

;
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BOOKS,
Sent by mall, on receipt of price, by

926

—

West Madlaon

Street.

CHICAGO,

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No
has

It

book could be
engravings
'<i'i

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much vitluaMe

horse information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.

Moore's TJnlversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,iKMi.iMKi IndusILL..

dustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes.

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business

1lee-K.eeper*s GHlde or, Cook's Mftnual Man. Gives 2im.o(Hi items for Gas, Steam, <;ivil
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elej-'antly and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black;

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive.
but intensely interestins and thoroughly practical.
The book is a. masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, )#1. 35 ; paper cover. SI.
Illustrated

Qiilnl>y*s New^ Beo-Keeplngf. by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, makinRuil its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— Sl.oO.

ABC

ofBee-CuHure, by A. I. Root
NovlceU
—This embraces "everything pertaining lothe care
•of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, JSl.SG.

Klnfr** Bee-Keepem' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Wl.OO.
I^anffiitroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
This is a standard scientitlc work- Price. IBSS.

smiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains ],oi6 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Bvisiness Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postatre paid, JBS.50.

Fisher's Grain

wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.
est;

Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
ts cause, symptoms and cure. Price, SS5c.

gcutscTtcv %\udxcv
Itcbet %icnett3U(f)t.

©icnctt .Vlttltut, ober crfo(grcid)c
SBcI)anb(ung bcv Sienen, dou 2(}o?i. @.
DJeiumnn.

SiefcS

i|]ampf)lct

covers, *>Oc., postpaid.
Blenen Knltnr, by Thomas G. Newman, In
language. Price, iQ paper covers,
the
4u cents, or $;j per dc)zen. postpaid.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and lurnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

bc(}nnbclM

GERMAN

15

c.

Honey, ns F*>od and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, givinu recipes for making
,

;

23elct)riingcn iibcr

tct

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam

of Shark's Oil
Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the

Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the VellowSea,
known as VarcliaTOdon Rnndeletii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddiiist Priest about
the year 14]o. Us cures were so numerous and
many soHeemlnffly miraculous, thatthe remedy was offii^ially pruclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

liOO y*-arii no OeafneHS has exlnled amonff
the Chlnene people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $1.00 per bottle.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!
has performed a miracle In my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It
1

much

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

My deafness

"Its virtues are UNQrESTioN A Bi,E and Its rpRATIVECHAKACTER ABSOHTTE. ASTHE WHITEKCAN
PERSONALLY TESTIFY, BOTH FKOM EXPEHIENCK

AND OBSERVATION. Write at
&JENNEY,7Dey Street. New

(J3c(|ciiftiinbc

once to

Haylock

York, enclosing

*i,

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will bepernianent. Youwillnever
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile Review.
|3^To avoid loss in the malls, please send money
by Registered Letter.

Only Imported by

ciittinlt

— Ocvtlidj fotgenbe
pfdinjcn —
—bcvitonigin
—
—3 — u
—
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FOR THE

for Farmers, etc.

-—192 pages, pocket form ; full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, inter-

—

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Bees a.nd Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Protli. by Thomas G.
Newman.— Third Kdition. "FuHy up with the
times." including ail the various improvements
«,nd inventions. Chief among the new chapters
" Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
ftre
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
«tc. It contains mo pa^'es. and is profusely illusIrated. Price, bound in cloth, foe; in paper

T:i.l»leB

EARS

Sole Agents for America.
20w 1 y

HAYLOCK & JENNET,
(Late Haylock & Co.)
1 Dey St. New York.
,
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^rei§ 40 6ent§.

Honey Cakes, ('ookies. Puddings, Foam,Wines.etc;
Honey us Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
®tcncnjttd)tct§ ScitfaDcn.—
It is intended for cnuHumers, and should be scattered by thousands.creating a demand fur honey ncbft gviinbUd;cv2lnIcitung \nx i^cl)niib=
everywhere. Published in Enerll^h and Oermun.
Price for either edition. 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
S?on fy. 31. j?iiig.
lung bev Sicncii.
W^luterlnte Bees. — This contains the Prize (?§ tft nidjt nur Icrjvreidj, fonbern niid)
Essays on thissubject. read before the Centennial
a-nd

Bee-Keepers' Association.

Price,

lOc.

ciufKvft

Preparation of Honey

for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb
4ind extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. Price lOc.
The Hive I XTse— Being - description of the
'hive used by G. M. Uoolittle. Price, 5c,

Foul Brood;

its origin,

development and cure.

a5c.
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40 gents.
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By Albert R. Kohnke.
Extracted Honey; Hftrvestlnff, HundN
^ubcvcitnugbc'j.lpoitig^ fiirben,r')anbcl
Inie and Mnrketlnu:.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch lV C. p. IJadant, giving in detail the methods J^ouig nis 9in[)vnug'jmittel, nngebcnb
Price,

and management adopted
contains

many

in their apiary.

This

useful hints.— Price 15c.

niie

mnn

.^onigfndjcn, (Vovmfiidjcldjcn,

Bee Pastarage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this impor- "pnbbingSjiSdjnnnifonfcct/lLH'ine,

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2ti engravings. Price. lOc.
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agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

al5

targe fancy moulding, full iron frame, French
Grand Action. Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in any way tend to the per-

g

In "Winter, with instructions about
Hhatr- Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
<3.

Newman.

$rci§ 6 6ent§.

nerbreitet tnevbcn.

cents.

Bees

Price 5c.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
;
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment :tgainstadulteration of
food products, and deniand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50r-

Scrlhner'w r-umber and

T^otr

®

a §

V

geovbuctc§ iu'vjcidjnifj ber oevt'djicbcncn
|nmmt ben 3(rfnd)cji,

^^ferbcfvnnnjcitcn,

Book.— Most iSrjmptomen nnb ber

-complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical cnntents of square and
round timber, staves and bending bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
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25 Rents.

THOMAS

C. NEWMAN.
925 Weat Madison dtreet, Chicago,

fection of the instrument, has been added.

tdi^Our price tor this instrument, boxed
and deltvereil on hoard cam at I^ie^v Yorkt
with tine Piano Cover, Stool 41*0/1PC
t\p^J^O»
and Book, only
Reduced from our

late wholesale factory price,

day- only, to have this beautiful
Piano introduced. This is now, by far, the Krentei»t bartrain ever ofTered the musical public. Unprecedented success
Tremendous demand for
this style
Order atoncf>.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order. Cnsh serit with nrderivilJ be refunded
andfrei'jht charnes paid hy ns both ivays if Piano is
9^'i9!i, for 60

un^

fcinc
.'fftattfljcitf"— i^on 33.3.£cnbnU,
9^L S., cntiinltcnb ein alp()abetil'dj
*^ f c

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
PIAMfl
C 01 Magnificent rosewood
riHIIU ^TYI
01 ILL 02 case elegantly finished,
a strloKii 7 1-3 Octave*, full patent canianle

u.f.tu

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas. i)Jebi,5in niit uiclcit Sfcjepteu. (J§ iff fiiv
It gives Mr. Muth'a views on
F. Mulh; 32 pages.
ben (Jon[umcuten beftimmt, niib foUte
the management of bees, Price, lOc.
Swarmln(ff,I>lTldlnK and Feeding Bees.— uieitnufcnbfnitig iiber ha^ ganje I'nnb
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
-5

Pianos

!

!

not just lis fprfsiutfil. Several other special bargains: l*iaiioN. .'*14;o up. Over ir).(Mm in use,
sind not nne diss:iti!?tii-'d purchaser. Handsome
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Every Piani' fullv warranted for r> years.
price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice nieces sent for ;{c. stamp.

SHEET MUSIC H

MEXUEKSSOH.V PIANO
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Box
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DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGEESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
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Chicago,

111.,

December

No. 50

13, 1882.

knowing that his labors were not
only crowned with success, but they
were duly appreciated by the BeeKeepers' Association. We hope that
the next Fair will have a far greater

of

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

exhibit, larger
"Hie

KniTOU AND Propktetoii.

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Michigan Convention.

premiums and a more
and location on the

suitable building

Fair grounds.

in the Bee Journal,
Let this stimulate Associations all
State Convention of
^^ Any person sendinK a club of six 1b entitled the bee-lieepers in Michigan, held at over the land to exertion in a similar
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
way and thus aid in popularizing the
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Kalamazoo last week, a report of
demand for honey, as well as giving
which may be found in this issue of
FOREIGN POSTAGE. EXTRA
general information in regard to bees
To Europe-Weekly,
cents: Monthly. 12 cents. the Bee Journal.
and honey to all who may attend the
To Australia -Weekly.
Monthly. 24 cents.
The convention was well attended,
Fairs for 1883.
George Neighbour & Sons, London. England, are considering the extremely disagreeour authorized atienls for Europe.
able weather that prevailed during the
In the last number we enclosed
two days when its sessions were held.
Enttred at Chicago post office aa second class matter.
The Michigan State Bee-Keepers" a blank, to be used in sending on subscriptions for 1883. Very many run
Association is the oldest in. America,
out with the present year, and by reTOPICS PRESENTED THIS WEEK.
and we are pleased to say that it has
newing at once, it will save us much
been
among
the
first to realize the ImEditoriallabor in taking the names in type from
portance of appointing a commitUee
Editorial Items
785
the subscription list, and then, that of
Q'lie Michigan Convention
785 for the purpose of conferring with the
PlantinK Sweet Clover
786
returning them a few days after.
Sasiacity of Bees
786 officers of the State Fair relative to
Clubl)iDg List
797
hope all, who can, will send on their
giving the bee-keeping interests their
renewals immediately and save any
Among Our Excliauges
due share of attention and prominence
errors that might occur during the
PacliinE; Beesin Clioff.
786 at the Fair.
This was done last year,
American Honey in England
787
rush at the end of this month, in the
Have Bees a Langnafie?
787 as was duly noted in the report of the
The Honey Production of To-Day
787
holidays. May we ask you, reader, to
Providing Pastui-age for Bees
787 proceedings
published in the Bee
speak a good word for the Bee JourJournal
last
December,
and
the
reCorrespondence
nal to neighbors who keep bees, and
sults were very flattering indeed. The
Gol.len Willow as a Honey Plant
7R8
send on at least one new subscription
The RenrinKOf Cheap Queens
788 display was very creditable, and the
MattnK of Queens
789
with your own V Our premium, " Bees
Introducing tJueens without Encaging
78w officers of the State Fair were so well
Honey Dew Explained
790
Honey," in cloth, will pay youfor
and
The Tranbformations of Life
791 pleased with tlie attention it attracted
your trouble, besides having tlie satisin
attendance
from
those
tlie
at
Fair,
CoHTention Notes—
faction of knowing that you have
that they say, anytliing in reason in
Local Convention Directory
791
aided the Bee Journal to a n«w
Michigan State Convention
791
of
the
shape
accommodations
and
How to Begin Bee- K eeping
791
subscriber, and progressive apiculture
Stnall Frames or Sections
791 premiums demanded by the bee-keepSide and 'I'ftp Storing
792
to another devotee.
Overstockintz a Locality
792 ers for the coming State Fair, will be
C'ipping Queens' Wings
792
Winterint: Bees
793 granted.
Comb Foundation
793
Attention is called to a few
Pasturage for Bees
793
The present Secretary, Mr. H. D.
Weekly,

Sa

a yi-ar

Monthly. SJl.
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As announced
we attended the

:
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We

1^

Wintering and Springing of Bees
Convention Notices

Selections from

Our Letter IJox—

Facts About Bees

Good

Ijtme for Wintering

Poor Honey for Winter Use
Old Fogy Bee- Keepers
My Report
Po<ir

794
794

HonerSeason

Snow, and Upward Ventilation
Spring Dwindling
A, No 1

795
795
795
795
795
795
795
795
795
795

was the chairman of the changes in our clubbing list for 1883,
committee, and the results show what as given on page 797. Those intercan be accomplished by one man, when ested will please take notice.
thoroughly in earnest. He was supCutting,

ported but very little by the rest of
1^" The Bee-Keepers^ Magazine is to
the committee, except by encouraging have a Poultry department for 1883,
words, and acted almost alone in the and the price will be SI .2.5 a year.
matter. He now has the satisfaction Issued monthly by King, Keith & Co.
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786

for roadsides and commons. Being a
biennial, the seeds possess great vitallong
Dr. R. W. Keene, Versailles, Ky., ity, and may be kept over for a
time, and scattered, .a handful at a
writes us as follows
time, as opportunity offers, or a bare
I desire a sure way to get a good
possible
stand of sweet clover V I have been place develops itself. Where
sowing it for three years, have tried to devote even a limited time to its
all seasons and every plan, and it does cultivation, the ground may be plowed
not come up for me. I sowed about
and the seed lightly harrowed under
ten acres last fall and spring, in difof an in the fall with winter wheat, or
ferent places, and I think
acre would cover the whole of it now, planted with barley ; or in early spring

Sagacity of Bees.

Planting Sweet Clover.

An English Jmimal, in 1841, gave
the following item on this subject

A few pounds of honey were taken
from a hive (about six miles from London) and placed in a closet, under lock
and key. The windows of the room
having been left open, the bees obtained admission, and, entering the
under the door, removed the
whole of the honey. The cells of wax
were left entire and the honey was
conveyed to the central division of the
hive, where it was safely deposited
It is evident that
during the day.
spies must have been employed to observe where the honey was placed, and
that as soon as the information was
communicated to the hive, they took
this vigorous measure for the recovery
of their stolen property. It is remarkable that they should have succeeded
so completely, and in so short a time,
since the closet was entirely dark and
they could only enter by a crevice
under the door.

closet

U

How

will it
that is worth anything.
it can be sown with wheat, oats or rye,
do to sow it on rye this winter V I
without detriment to the grain. If
of
pounds
four
sow
thought I would
clover
wanted, however, in its greatest persweet
of
pounds
two
alsike and
to the acre, on ten acres of rye that I fection, it should be planted in drills
have. How will that do? It does not four feet apart, and once hilled up
grow worth a cent on poor clay land
Sweet clover
with the cultivator.
for nie, and now, I will try it on good
land. Our honey crop was almost blooms and yields nectar continuously
nothing the past season. I obtained in this latitude from about June 10th
1200 pounds from 43 colonies, spring till Aug. 1st, when the first seed crop
count, and increased to 80 colonies.
with a
Bees in good condition for winter, and matures, which is succeeded
I hope, from thepresentabundance of new foliage and profuse second bloom
white clover, to have a good harvest about Aug. 1.5th, and this continues

for 1883.

This circumstance is by no means
proof that the bees had sent out spies,
who discovered the stolen honey and

winter sets in. If a part of the
We are astonished at the statement field be mown about July 1st, it will
made by Dr. Keene. We have had no bloom and yield nectar, except when
experience in sowing it as a Held plant, rains are falling or during the prevatil!

having a large amount of

growing

it

spontaneously over scores of acres
near our residence. We are able only
to give the experience of others. Sand
Prof. Cook
is said to be best for it.
says that it grows luxuriently on sandy
soil, and it is generally reported to do
well on any kind of soil, and in every
climate.

informed their comrades of its whereabouts. When there is no honey to
lence of strong, adverse winds, from be obtained from the flowers, bees will
the middle of June till past the middle go in where any open door, crack, or
of October— certainly as long a period crevice large enough presents itself,
as our impatient little workers can in search of sweets, and if there is any
utilize it; nor will it then cease to honey to be found, their sense of smell
" waste its sweetness on the desert is strong enough to find it and when
air," but, after the advent of winter, one has found it others will follow, in
when all else has passed into " the sere hope of obtaining some of the treasure.
and yellow leaf," its modest flowers
will waft a fragrant good-bye to the
bees on their last flight, and leave
;

Prof. C. E. Thome, of the Ohio State
University, thus testifies regarding its
" It will grow pliasant memories for their long winvalue as a field plant
luxuriantly in hard, poor clay, where ter dreams.
H. S. Ilackman, of Peru, 111., comeven white clover will scarcely live at
than menced the season of 1881 with 10
all, and grows much more rapidly
red clover in any soil, while in the colonies, which he increased to 70, and
soils that are, as is said, clover-sick,' obtained 1,'JOO pounds of surplus honey
It is —1,000 pounds of extracted and 200 of
it thrives as well as anywhere.
a good forage plant for bees and for comb honey— equal to 120 pounds per
cattle, and is well adapted for soiling, colony, spring count, and an increase
Mr.
as it makes a growth of four to six to over seven colonies from one
feet during the season, and is said to Hackman, who is an experienced beeGerman keeper, and whose veracity is unquesbear two or three cuttings.
" Please find inclosed
analysis gives its h^y a feeding value tionable, writes
of fifteen dollars per ton as against flowers of the sweet clover, picked
sixteen dollars and twenty-eight cents from the roadside, on the prairie, yesWhile terday, Nov. 14. I suppose I owe my
for very good red clover hay.
red clover, upon which our farming in wonderful summer success largely to
many sections, and especially in clay the sweet clover. We had the hottest
lands, depends so essentially for crops and driest season we ever had— no rain
:

MISCELLANEOUS.

'

!

A

:

of grain, is

becoming more and more from June

1.5th

until Sept. 1.5th.

The

uncertain. It would seem to be worth hotter and drier the more honey,
while to try this fast weed as a re- seemingly. Sweet clover, as a weed
source for recuperative green mauur- Although it has been growing in our
roads, on waste land, along railroads,
ing, in heavy soils especially."
and on our hillsides for twenty-five
for
recommendation
greatest
But its
years, it does not seem to get into the
that
fact
the
the general bee-keeper is
fields, except where water has carried
cultivation,
especial
no
requires
it
seeds into low places."
the
desirable
particularly
'

thus making

it

'

!

Packing Bees in ChafT.— Mr. F. O.
Addition, Dexter, Me., writes as follows, to the Home Farm :
For the average bee-keeper I think
wintering on the summer stand with
proper protection the safest way. My
Take a box large
method is this
enough to give from four to six inches
space around the hive except on the
front, that should be two inches.
Make a spout from the entrance of the
hive through the box for the free passage of the bees at any time. Remove
the cap from the hive, spread a piece
of burlap or other porous material over
the frames, then pack the space around
the hive with dry sawdust or wheat
chaff, with a foot on top directly on
Then put on a tight cover
the cloth.
and the bees are in a good place to
withstand the long, cold winters of
Maine. I have known two quarts of
bees to be wintered with success in
The bees should first be
this way.
confined to as few frames as will give
them suflicient stores, using a chaff
:

division board.

;

:
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in England.— The May 20, and the bees are kept at work
last.
They
Journal of Nov. 17, as long as the flowers
cease to yield more than a suflficient
1882, contains the following on the quantity than to subsist the bees, in
tlie early part of August, but the little
above siihjecl
workers are able to find enough to live
Californiii ranks first amons the
on without consuming their stores, as
honey-producing States of the Union. late as October. After October begins,
The soft and equable climate, in which although the air is still mild and
wild flowers of every variety are in spring-like, the
bees cease to work
bloom for seven or eight months in the and retire into a semi-dormant condiyear, makes her peculiarly the liome
tion. Once every eight or ten days, a
of tlie bee. Even before the building
colony will turn out at midday and fly
of the Pacific railway the production
around for an liour or two in the sunof her apiaries was enormous, and the
shine, but they never fly far from
honey market was glutted.
home, and are never seen at work.
On' the opening of the road, Mr. W.
The food of the bees in the bee belt is
M. Hoge began to transport honey generally the flower of the white sage,
from the Pacific to the AH mtic coast, a plant that closely resembles the gartaking it to New York in I'.trrels, sellden sage, but must not be confounded
ing it to the retailers, and ihus finding
with the wormwood species, and has
a good market.
not the family bitterness. Next to the
It was not until 1878 that the probsage in importance as bee food is the
lem of safely bringing honey in the
There is no poisonous flowercomb from California to England was sumac.
ing plants in the bee range, and the
satisfactorily solved. Tlie infinite care
honey has none of thecolicKy qualities
and judgment demanded in the trans- that make the honey from semi-savage
portation of a cargo, and the extreme
countries so objectionable.
liability of breakage from the breakMr. Hoge, whose headquarters in
ing away of the comb, from its bruisEngland are at " The Apiary," in
ing through the sliglitest jolting of
Leconsfield-road, London, represents
the railway vans, were considered insome of the largest American beesurmountable difficulties.
keepers, and speaks encouragingly of
Mr. Hoge, whose name is so well
future prospects of the honey trade
known in connection with honey, both the
in this country.
here and in America, and of whom the

American Honey

London

Grocers''

American Bek Journal

once

said,"

" To Mr. iloge, more than to any
other man living, is America indebted
for developing the great demand for

American honey

in Europe, as well
as greatly enlarging the call for it at
home. In saying this we but accord
him that credit which is his honest
due," overcame these ditticulties, and
showed that the transit of honey in
the comb could be made as successfully as a cargo of tea.
lii
1878,
Mr. Hoge successfully
landed iu Liverpool 80 tons of comb
honey, and, early in 1879, another
cargo of 100 tons in London. Since
these pioneer Importations the sale of
American honey in Europe has been
unflagging.
In the e.xtreme southwestern corner
of the United States there is a narrow
strip of country known as tlie bee belt
of California. The hillsides are covered with a growth of stunted brushwood, from which springs a luxuriant
growth of white sumac and other flowering shrubs, which bloom there nine
months of the year our honey season
in England does not last that many
weeks. There are no less than three
hundred apiaries of several hives each
along the " Bee Belt."
The California bee season, Mr. Hoge
says, begins by February 1. In March
or April the bees swarm, and tlie bee
culturist has lively times saving tiis

—

swarms.

The

science has become so systemnow that the aplculturist knows
within a day or two when a given colony may be expected to swarm, and as
the young bees always settle somewhere near the parent hive at least
once before selecting their new quaratized

ters,

a swarm

is

seldom

lost.

The

flowers are at the lieight of their luxuriance in May and June, and the
taking of honey is begun usually about
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mile off, the man failed to keep up
with them, and so lost sight of them.
Now, sir, here is a proof that bees like
comb foundation, and do you not
think it a proof that they liave a lan-

guage too

i

The Honey Prodnction of To-Day.—

The Germantown

Telegraph gives this
description of the honey of to-day, as
compared with that of yore
:

Tlie honey culture, in fact, is a science, and should inspire in those who
pursue it a love for it outside of the
Iirofit account, and in this case the

enjoyment which

it imparts must be
considered as a part, and a very desirable part of the returns.

The improved hives, which have
taken the place of the old, cumbrous
ones that were so awkward in handling and failed to yield an equal supply of honey when compared to these
re-modeled ones,makes the care of beekeeping much easier and pleasanter.
The small sections, each holding one
or two pounds of honey, which go with
their disposal, make tne article much
more salable than formerly, though
they require careful handling.
The
bees have a way of hermetically seal-

ing the combs, and if these are kept
intact, the contents will remain undiminished in quantity and unimpaired
in quality.
If, however, the combs
clergy- become cracked for want of care in
Have Bees a Language?
packing, handling and transporting,
man writes to the British Bee Joiirnal the sweet store crystallizes
and bethe following incident, as proof that comes opaque and unmarketable,
though
very
not
materially
injured.
bees have a language
Altogether, with due care and a proper
Ascension
Day,
18th
of May, management of this beautiful and inOn
just as ray church bells began ringing teresting branch of domestic industry,
for service I took a walk round my the apiary should
be found upon a
apiary, the sun was shining beautifully dozen farms where it is now found
and the weather in every way lovely. only upon one.
hive which about a week before I
had fitted with comb foundation,
Providing Pasturage for Beeii. The
ready for the next swarm, attracted
my attention, for tliere were hundreds Indiana Farmer makes the following
of bees flying about it and goin^ in
very sensible remarks on the subject
and out of it. I concluded, tlieretore,
Planting for honey has ceased to be
that probably a swarm was coming to
it.
I watched tlie bees carefully ten an experiment, and is sure to be one
minutes later there was scarcely a bee of the certainties of success in modern
Situated as we are we
to be seen near it. I pretty well knew bee-culture.
then what was coming.
I kept a feel very perceptibly the several regupretty full lookout all round when all lar honey drouths, as any lack of the
of a sudden a roar of bees was heard nectar flow in the several regular
in the distance, getting louder and honey-producing plants.
We have
louder over the roof of my cottage not had the time or room for extensive
they came, and straight over the hive experiments in this line, but have
where a quarter of an hour before I watched closely those made by our
And we note
liad seen several hundred of recon- friends and neighbors.
noiterers. They wheeled high up in the the fact that the best and most* proair almost out of sight, and then down gressive bee-keepers of America as
they came like a water-spout, covering well as those of the Old World have
Sweet clover,
the whole roof of the hive, legs, alight- decided it a success.
ing-board, and a good space of the (melilot) is probably at the head of all
ground. Now, sir, who can doubt but special honey-producing plants for
that the bees forming the reconnoi- planting, under all conditions and cirteriiig partv left the hive together in cumstances, and we noticed, even up
order to pilot the others on V There to middle of November, the bees workwas apparently no reason why they ing, on a few scattered flowers of this
should so sudd.enly have left unless it plant in protected places.
Figwort is a decided favorite and
were because the sun was out the
whole -time, and the air beautifully has some advantages as it does not
warm. After I came out of church I die out, but grows from the root year
found the bees working briskly in after year. Spider plant i.s another.
their new home. I then went in search J. Lammey. Uateham, Ind., says in a
of the owner, and soon found out they letter to us Oct. 1.5 " The spider plant
had come from a hive about half a seed I got of you last spring was a de-

—A

:

A

—

—

;

:
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cided

success.

It

began blooming

July 1, is in bloom yet, and to see the
bees on it of a morning would delight
the heart of any bee- man." In planting sweet clover we notice that sown
in the fall and winter does the best,
and we conclude the cold of winter to
be of some benefit to the seed tlius
sown. A united effort of the many
bee keepers would soon produce a flora
in the land of uncalculable worth.

I know of no tree or shrub that is as
easily propagated as this willow
it
will grow anywiiere without any care
or cultivation, wet or swampy locations
being preferable, and it does not
spread any more than as it is set out
or planted. It also makes a fine shade
tree, being handsome for lawns, yards
;

It is a very rapid and
grower a cutting set out in the
spring will make a good sized tree in

or walks.
thrifty

;

four years.

Tliere are three varieties

For the American Bee Journal.

Golden Willow as a Honey Prodncer.
E. B.

BBEBEE.

As a great deal depends on the
strength of our colonies when the main
honey harvest commences, perhaps it
is well for us to look closely to what
makes them

As

so.

have had bees for some time in
localities where there was no willow,
and at the same time had others where
I

was plenty of willow, I think I
something about its value to

there

can

tell

The.

Willow.

bees.

As

soon as this willow begins to
bloom, wliich is about the last of April,
our bees commence to work in good
earnest and if we had as fine weather
for bees to work as we have in July,
I think they would gather almost as
mucli honey from it as they do from
basswood. As far as my observatious
extend, I think tliey gather more honey
from willow than from apple blossoms,
and we have plenty of both.
beekeeper came to my apiary when willow was in bloom and was astonished
to find that my bees did not rob, wlien
he saw a hive of frames full of honey
exposed in the apiary and wlien I
called his attention to the bees working on the willow he thought he never
saw bees work busier.
;

A

;

The quality and

honey
is very poor. Althougli it is not as dark
as some, it hasavery repugnantand inflavor of the

1 cannot see but that
they build up and breed just as fast on
it as on any other, and that is just

ferior flavor, but

what we want
from

this,

at

season. Aside
the advantage of

tliis

we have

;

find there is a vast difference in the
strength and condition of the colonies
in these two locations, say about the

May.

do not wish to compare willow as
equal to basswood or any of the main
I

lioney plants, but, cominer as it does
lirst in the spring, it is of much value
as it has the double advantage of
stimulating the bees to breed and keep

them from robbing and spring dwindling.

able for the bees, as the otliers yield
but little honey compared to this one.

Oneida, N.

1^.,

Nov.

27, 1882.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Reariiu of Cheap
G.

SI.

(Queens.

DOOLITTLE.

Editor Bee Journal

:

The

fol-

lowing article -I wrote for the Rural
New Yorker but thinking it may be
interesting to the i-eaders of

Journal,

tlie

Bee

should be glad to see it
in its valuable columns
The gi-eat Creator of all tilings pronounced his work good when he rested
from the same, and so it came to pass
that it was good for bees to multiply
and increase by natural swarming. In
the preparation for this, the first work
is the laying of eggs in ttie drone cells
whicli are already built; or if no drone
I

:

when

forage (both honey and

abundant, and at no other
time do we expect natural swarms.
Again, there is a hiveful of bees of
all ages, from the nurse bees which
prepare this food to the aged veteran
with wings tattered and torn with the
labors of the field.
Thus, with prosperity on every side, the highest
queens of the highest type are raised.
Now, if such queensas the above were
reared and sold for a " dollar," or one
dozen of tliem for $9, the cheap queen
controversy would have liad no existence.
In the course of time, it was
ascertained that by removing the
queen from the hive the bees could
convert the larva hatching from an
egg intended for a worker bee into a
queen by building a queen cell over a
worker cell and supplying -the same
with royal jelly, the food of the queen
larva. Thus queens without number
pollen)

is

could be reared at the pleasure of the
apiarist, eitlier during the season of
natural swarming or at any other time
of the year when there were eggs and
larvse in the hive.
All went well for
a time, butaftera while it began to be
whispered by our most practical apiarists that such queens were tending
toward depreciating the qu.ility of our
bees; so it was proposed that, as a
remedy, all queens should be reared
as nearly as possible under the same
conditions as those reared by natural
swarming. Others claimed that such
talk was nonsense, and still continued
on as before. At about this time I
was greatly excited over the bee question, and so to accomplish the most in
the leasttirae, I took to rearing queens
"artificially," as this process was
termed at that time.
All seemed to
go well the first season, and I was
about to decide against our practical
bee men, and say such queens were as
good as any, although I invariably
found that such queens were much
smaller than those reared in natural
swarming, and after the queen
emerged from the cell not a bit of food
remained, but the cell was licked as
dry as any drone or worker ever licked
its cell.

The next season queens were reared
same way, although I saw quite

in the

a perceptible difi'erence in the working
qualities of my bees, but I was not

convinced of my mistake till
through the next winter and spring
over two-thirds of my queens reared
fully

the season previous, died of old age,

comb is in hive, some is built, or work- while queens reared by natural swarmno robbing going on er comb is cut down and drone comb ing lived from three to five years.

knowing there is
at thie most critical time as witli our
bees in the locality where there is no
willow, they have to be closely watched
and the entrances contracted, especially if there is work to be done which
requires opening tlie hives; we also

last of

willow in this vicinity, but the
golden or yellow willow is far preferof

reared

substituted for the purpose of producing drones, or male bees. Next, large
acornctip-like cells are built for a
royal cradle for the young queen, in
which in due time the reigning queen
deposits an egg intended for a queen.
At about the time this egg hatches, a
copious supply of food is placed in tliis
large cell for the royal larva to feed
upon, and as it grows more food is
given, till it actually floats in a sea of
food— so much so that I have repeatedly seen a lump of uneaten food
larger than a marrowfat pea left in
the bottom of the cell after the queen
had emerged therefrom.
Another
thing which is always noticeable is
that this food is prepared and queens

Fully convinced that such queens were
not as good as any, I have, as far as
possible since that time, had

all

my

queens reared from cells produced
during natural swarming.
Soon after this it was proposed by a
certain man, prominent before the
bee-keeping world, that queens should
be sent out and sold as soon as they
were found to be laying, without
any guarantee of any sort, and that
Heretofore
the price be one dollar.
none but tested queens had been sold,
and as the price had been from three
to ten dollars each, fair queens had
been the rule, for at these prices pains
could be taken to rear queens as good
as possible by any process except nat-
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ural swarming.

few
and

As

the

public had

for tested queens, but
of a low grade as to prolilicness
Many
short life were sent out.

demanded

tliis

tills untested dollar-queen
business, but as the people demanded
something " cheap," the business grew
to large proportioned. Those receiving queens which were dead were not
satislied with no guarantee, and demanded that such loss should be made
good. Thus one claim after another
-was made till we have to-day queens
advertised at 9Uc.each, or nine dollars
a dozen, safe arrival guaranteed. As
a result of all this we soon hear our
prominent •' dollar-queen " man saying that tlie way to rear good " dollar
queens " was to take a comb containing eggs from your best colony, place
it in an empty liive, then set it in the
place of another colony and the returning bees from the field will raise good
queens.. Thus these old bees, long

opposed

preparing food for feeding
forced to do the best they
can at queen-rearing, in season or out
of season to meet this increasing demand for cheap queens.
Another, crying '• Headquarters for
Dollar Queens," says about Aug. 20th,
•'
now is the time to rear good queens
cheaply." Upon inquiry it is found
that small nucleus boxes 5x6 inches
square are used with a little handful
of bees which are compelled to rear
queens at a time when the bees should
be preparing for their winter repose.
Is it any v^-onder that a party writes,
" out of^nine dollar queens purchased,
seven did not live six months and only
one of them a year V" Another says
" I am disgusted with this dollar queen
business ; Uve out of six purchased
this season, died of old age." In this
controversy about cheap queens, talk
about the dishonesty of the parties
lias had a prominent place, as if there
was not room for dishonesty outside
of the queen business. The" question
is not as regards honesty or dishonesty,
but it is regarding a traffic wliich demands such a scrimping and pinching
on every side in order to live, that the
quality of our bees is liable to be injured for all future time.
Talk about queens reared as above
being as good as those reared by natu-

unused to
larvae, are

:

ral

swarming

such a thing.

!

No

one really believes

But says our worthy

W. Z. Hutchinson, in the Rural
for July 16, " You say that Mr. Dooliltle 'evidently sees and feels deeply
the tendency of the cheap queen traffic to depreciate the quality of our
bees.' Judging from his writing he
certainly does, but wliat are we to
think ot his rearing and advertising
Actions
for sale
dollar queens T

friend

'

sometimes speak louder than words !"
For some reason or other Mr. H. forgot to say that such queens were reared
under protest by myself. Merchants
often keep goods tliey do not approve
of because the demand calls for them,
and they must keep them or lose customers. This is why I sell " dollar
(jueens " and probably no one knows
it better than does Mr. H.
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weather was very still and pleasant
and the actions of the drones were
observed witli more ease and more
definite conclusions were formed conS. A. SHUCK.
cerning their natural actions. On such
occasions they become very much exOn the lOlh of July, having some cited, and notwithstanding their sudqueens that liad been kept confined den fright and dispersal, occasioned
for the purpose, about 2:30 p. m. I lib- by any unnatural turn or jerk of the
erated, betV)re an open window, a very queen, caused
by her attachment to
strong and active one, five days old, tlie thread, they may be seen several
and proceeded to loop a silk thread rods away aiui in ditferent directions,
around her waist. After many fruit- chasing each other, and often, a dozen
less efforts I succeeded in doing so.
or more together, as though each susThe thread was attached to a pole pected tlie other of chasing the queen.
about IS feet long, the thread being One of these little swarms, as it were,
about 10 feet ioug. I carried her to of drones, I saw come to the ground
the apiary, and hoisted the pole, allow- in chasing each other, and it there
ing her to ssving at the end of the had been any virgin queen in the
tliread, or Uy as far as the thread
apiary, except the one 1 had attached
would permit. A stiff breeze was to the thread, I should have thought
blowing, but tlie weather was clear they were in ()ursuit of her.
and warm, and drones were flying in
From my observations in these little
great numbers. In less than a minute
several drones were pursuing her and experiments, I have concluded that
the number increased rapidly, until any efforts to secure the mating of
there were, perhaps, fifty, when, for queens in small boxes, barrels or any
S(fme reason, they all dispersed, like a like devices, will in the main, prove
However, it may be
In a short time, perhaps, a few- unsuccessful.
flash.
seconds, and, at times, a minute or accomplished in a building covering
more, they were again chasing her, several rods of ground, provided sufficient light can be given, and at the
and disappeared in a twinkle again.
This was kejit up for some time, same time have sufficient shading to
until I thought the queen needed some prevent the bees from striving to get
food and let lier down and gave her out.
Bryant, 111.
some honey. This was repeated sevFor the Amertcan Bee JoumaL

Matiug: or a Queen Bee.

eral times.

During the time the drones were
chasing the queen, a great many
caught her, one at a time, and would
cling to her a few seconds and then
let go. Finally, one caught her, and
she appeared to have caught the
thread" with her front feet. They appearecf to be face to face and for a few
seconds only. The drone, letting loose
his hold, swung tiead dovpnward, and
the instant he reached a straight line,
head in the opposite direction from
that of the queen. Snap
Did you
ever, in your boyhood days, pinch the
ripe seed pods of the wild touch-menot to hear them snap, and see the
seeds cast in every direction ? The
above occurrence reminded me of
these ripe seed pods, and the drone
struck the grass near my feet, as if
impelled by a force similar to that
which casts these ripe seeds away.
The queen bore the evidence of her
mating, but there was not that white
thread-like appendage that we see in
so many cases where the queen has
just mated, but in this case the organ
she held was large and appeared to be
perfectly smooth, so I conclude that,
in mOst cases, the drone is not so
easily freed from the queen, as in this
his

!

case.

Later

in the season I tried to secure,

same way,

BrlUsh Bee Journal.

Introducing Queens Without Encaging.

SAMUEL SIMMINS.
known that a serious loss
occasioned to a colony of bees, especially in early spring, by the exchange of queens through the stranger
being caged for 48 hours, on even a
less time. The colony does not only
lose the eggs that might have been
produced during that time, but the
sudden check imposed upon a full
laying queen by being imprisoned,
throws her back so much, that she
does not recover her usual fecundity
It is well

is

for some days. Imported queens will
often not lay at all for the first few
days ; and the original sovereign having been deposed or destroyed the colony suffers the loss equivalent to an
average swarm before the new arrival
is in good order for laying.
This has been so strongly impressed
upon my mind, that for a long time
past I have been experimenting, in
the hope that I might ultimately be
enabled to dispense with the introducing cage entirely. I am happy to say
that I'liave succeeded beyond my expectations, and the method is so simple that the only wonder is that 1 had
Colonies
not thought of it sooner.
with fertile workers, or those that have
been long queenless without brood (as
they are sometimes found in early
spring), cause me no trouble wliatever,
as I can give them a laying queen
without her ceasing her work, except
for the few moments that she is being
transferred from one hive to another.
When a queen is sold with a swarw,

the mating of
queens, with imperfect wings. The
drones appeared, as before, but I failed
to accomplish my undertaking.
The question now arises, have I
gained any information leading to tlie
successful mating of queens in confinement. This is what prompted me
to make the above experiments. I
had learned that others had mated
queens in this way, but not one word
^^ When changing a postoffiee ad- have 1 seen in regard to the disposition another can be immediately inserted,
dress, mention the oM as well as the of the drones in such experiments. and the queen of one colony can be
During my last experiment the exchanged with that of another withnew address.
in the
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out confinement and none of the bees some days before getting into full He supposed that he set the question
of the respective colonies will know laying order.
It will be observed at rest by washing a leaf and wiping
the difference.
that instead of the usual way of allow- it dry with a sponge
immediately
It is generally known that the bees ing the bees to lind out their los-i, the after which he observed, through a
of one colony may be united with those exchange is completed before they are lens, that excreted globules were apof another by alternating theirconibs, aware of the occurrence.
parent."
and there is no disposition to fight.
I have no doubt many will still cling
But, in this experiment, might not
Having always succeeded in uniting to the cage, hut no advancing bee- the leaf have been previously woundthem thus, I came to the conclusion keeper can afford to lose so much val- ed, perhaps, by the beak of a plantthat a qneen on a comb witli lier own uable time at the beginning of the louse, and hence the exudation of sap,
bees and brood, would be taken no season. My experience bears me out instead of honey dew V And may not
more notice of than theotliers; and this in stating that there is absolutely no the circumstance of his finding the
I have proved to be the case by con- risk whatever in introducing in this honey dew on leaves where there were
tinued and unvarying success. Taken way, even in what might be thought no plant lice, be accounted for on the
from one hive and placed in anottier, most obstinate cases.
principle that these insects had left,
while parading among her own subas they always do, the parts covered
jects and without being handled, the
with their exudations V
For tbo American Bee JoumaL
queen takes no notice whatever of the
Mr. Sau"ages, in the Transactions
change, and thus her unconcerned beof the Royal Society, at Montpelier,
Honey Dew Explained.
havior saves her from any rude inquisremarks " that aphia (plant lice) are
itiveness.
I have introduced them
careful to eject the honey dew to a disC. H. LAKE.
under all the respective conditions betance from the place where they may
fore mentioned, by this means, and
Many of the old articles written 40 may be feeding."
I have not met with a single failure
Mr. ]5urn cites an instance " of a
or 50 years ago, are very interesting to
and during the last two seasons I have me, and thinking other readers of the plant of the Chinese chrysanthemum,
been saved a large amoimt of extra Weekly Bef. Journal would be edi- the young shoots of wtiich swarmed
work bythismetliod, besides a consid- fied, I have made such extracts from with aphides, and that the leaves beerable gain in increase in bees.
As them as I thought were worthy a place low were covered with honey dew.
soon as the comb, queen, and bees are in your valuable journal. I quote one The experiment was tried of wiping
inserted, the job is done, and I never from the American Agriculturist of it off from a leaf, and no more was
trouble to look at the hive again until 1844, as follows
formed when it was protected by a
its turn comes in the ordinary course
'•
At a late meeting of the Farmers' piece of paper from the aphides abov
of manipulation.
Club, at New York, the subject under Beside, the paper became sprinkled
The foregoing applies, of course, to consideration being insects injurious with honey dew in a few hours, and
queens reared in the same apiary when to vegetation, the Chairman, Ben by means of a lens, the aphides were
taken from nuclei or other hives with Johnson, of Long Island, is reported actually seen to eject their fluid."
frames all of one size, as should be tiie to have said
It is my opinion the
Dr. Harris, in his report on " Insects
case in every well conducted apiary. dew (called, by the Dutcti, honey dew) of Massachusetts, describes the habits
If a nucleus cannot afford to lose the which always falls the latter part of of these insects, asfollows
"Plantcomb of brood taken with the queen, June, always kills off most insects; lice seem to love society, and often
it is easily replaced by one from some they uniformly dis;ippear after it has herd together in dense masses, each
other colony.
When queens come fallen.' "
one remaining fixed to the plant by
" Now, since I have embraced the means of its long tubular beak, and
from other apiaries, the mode of procedure is slightly different, thougli a new doctrine of cause and effect in they rarely change their places till
state of things somewhat similar has to the matter of blight and its conse- they have exhausted the parts first
be introduced.
An imported queen quences, I am led to consider the attacked. The attitudes and manners
will never lay vigorously for the first honey dew merely the extravasated of these little things are exceedingly
few days, therefore it miglit be said juices of the plant or tree, which, hav- amusing. When disturbed, like reswhat delay would there be in encaging ing been for a time in a stagnant and tive horses, they begin to kick and
her? There would be considerable putrid state occasioned by unfriendly sprawl in the most ludicrous manner.
delay if tlie present laying queen were atmospherical influence, are at length They may be seen, at times, suspended
at once deposed.
thrown off by a new circulation of the by their beaks alone, and throwing
To make the most of the queens, sap, the effect being the deprivation of up their legs, as if in a high frolic, but
first secure as many combs of hatching food to ttie insect tribe, which are too much engaged in sucking to withbrood as there are queens to be intro- created for the purpose of feeding on draw their beaks. As they take in
duced, and after cleaning them of pulricity, and hence the cause of their great quantities of sap they would
every bee, place each in a nucleus hive disappearance." (W. Fay, in Boston soon become gorged if they did not
with a tight-fitting division board on Cultivator.)
get rid of the superabundant fluid
eitlier side, put tlie queens in, and
The editor of the Agriculturist adds: ttirough the two little tubes or pores
close each so that no bees can get out, " We have consulted Mr. Biowne,who in the extremities of their bodies.
but give ample ventilation. Now put is well versed in matters of this kind, VVhen one of them gets running overthese nuclei into a moderately warm and he regards honey dew, in most full, it seems to communicate its unroom for two or three days, when cases, as the exudation of plant lice. easy sensations by a kind of animal
many young bees having hatched, and [Aphides.)
magnetism to the whole fiock, upon
'•
the queens nearly recovered from the
He says, however, that there are which they all, with one accord, jerk
effects of tlieir previous confinement, saccharine exudations from the leaves upward their bodies and ejectashower
each nucleus may be stood by the side of plants and trees, which are not dis- of the honied fluid."
of the hive its queen is to be intro- tinguished by the name of honey dew,
Ttie fecundity of plant lice is almost
duced to, and ttie bees allowed to flv as the labdanuin from the cestes creti- incalculable. Ueaumur supposed that
for a day or two before being united cus, and the manna which exudes from in one year there may be twenty gento the full colony. As socm as the im- the ash of Italy and the larch of erations, and he proved, by experiported queen is laying nicely on her France.
There are also aiialagous ment, that one of these insects may be
one comb, the condemned queen can productions observable on plants after the parent of 5,904,900,000 descendants
be removed and the former iihserted very dry weather, which Mr. Murray, during its life."
(on her own comb with the bees) at in his treatise on Atmospheric ElecLatrille says, " one female, during
one and the same operation, and no tricity, ascribes to an electric change the summer mouths, usually produces
notice will be taken of her.
By re- in the air. Mr. Murray also states about twenty-five a day, and more
serving the condemned queen till the " that the honey dew was found on than one thousand have been counted
moment the other is introduced, the plants that were entirely free from on a single leaf of the hop."
colony receives no check whatever. plant lice, and so copious was this subHoney dew is in no way regarded as
The single comb is quite enough for stance, that had their number been a poisonous, but, on the contrary, it is
the new arrival for nearly a week, as, tiundred told, they could not certainly devoured with eagerness by bees, ants,
after her long confinement, she is have been the source of the supply. and other insects, and in the forests
;

;

:

.

'

:

:

—
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of Lithuania, this substance and linden rtoweis afford the finest honey in

the world."
Baltimore, Md.

CHARLES
Though

living forces

J.

Life.

BEATTIE.

teem with

livtnK strife,

Aii Nature sings one song of deathless life.
Grass, flower, iind shrub, and tree of every name
Ail living things-a deathless life proclaim.
The tiny song-bird 'mid the boughs and leaves.

Builds its warm ne-twith sitillful ease, and weaves
With bramble, twig, and leaf, its castle free—
A jocund homestead in the growing tree.
To keep Its feathered darlings snug and warm.
Safe from the cold and sheltered from the storm.
The restless bee rears its Industrious home,
And fills with treasured sweets its honey-comb—
The strange chryaaiie that nssumes to die.
Rises to life a gorgeous butterfly.
Night's radiant Queen, the everlasting Moon,
Changeful, vet changeless as eternal noon—
The lesser orbs which light the night or day.
The constellations of the Milky- Way,
And every star that shines from pole to pole.
Are sentinels that watch the ages roll.
Chicago, November, 188:;.

A. C. Balch did not want the bees
uncapped by moth millers. Black bees
meeting of the were troubled in this way more th-an

Michigan State Convention.

The

The Transformations of
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17th

annual

Michigan Stale Bee-Keepers' Society,
was held at Kalamazoo, Mich., on
Dec. 0, 7, ltSS2, commencing Wednesday at IO:tO a. in.. Vice President
Southard, M. D., in the chair. There
was a very fair attendance and those
present indulged in a free and easy

Italians.
Prof. CJook said we should prove all
things and hold fast totliat which was
good. lie agreed perfectly with Mr.
Geo. Thompson in his speech at the

Chicago convention about the new
races of bees. Such thoughts were

kind of a talk on various subjects, valuable.
President Ileddon would advise beawaiting the arrival of the trains at
about 1100", which augmented the ginners to get the Italian bees the
ligtit-colored ones are the most gentle,
number quite considerably.
The chairman said that President but the leather-colored ones were the
Ileddon vvas in favor of proceeding best workers.
Prof. Cook
Like others, he would
without a programme, leaving those
say, if there is a better bee he wanted
Ereseiit to suggest subjects which could
it.
e accepted or refused by vote of the
Dr. Miller could not discover any
convention.
Dr. Miller, of Marengo, 111., said difference. His Syrians did not reacn
as president of the Northwestern con- the average Italians.
The president said that good judges
vention he prepared a programme
which covered all the points of inter- could not tell the difference between
at least one did
est, and vvas faithfully adhered to. Cyprians and Italians
in alcoHe said that all wanted to know about not when a bottle of Italians
some point, and lie would suggest that hol was produced at the Cincinnati
were
slips of paper be handed around for convention, for he said they
the members to name subjects for Cyprians.
Prof. Cook said Syrians were easily
discussion.
Dr. Southwick, A. C. Balch and discerned the queens of the Syrians
others desired to have topics to be dis- had bars across tlie abdomen by which
cussed arranged, and a committee was he could distinguish them very readily.
Secretary Bingham gave the ColviD
appointed consisting of Dr. Miller, Dr.
Ranney, Dr. Southwick, and Mr. A. I. test for pure Italians that of placing
Root, to arrange a programme.
Ad- the hand over an open hive of bees and
with a sudden jerk, let it fall about 8
journed to 2 p. m.
The afternoon session was called to inches toward the frames. If the bees
order by President Heddon, and the were pure Italians they would not be
minutes of the last annual convention disturbed; if blacks or hybrids, they
an attack.
at Battle Creek was read and approved. would at once commence
President Heddon said that the He thought it a good test of Cyprians
president's address was Hrst in order also. They would act like the liybrids.
A. I. Root said, at (irst he coiildnot
but as he believed that discussion
would be far better than an address, tell them apart at sight, but he could
he would at once proceed to business. do so by the amount of brood and
The committee reported a "pro- their dislike of jars they were very
gramme" which was adopted, and irritable. The drones are much alike.
You can go close to
Prof. Cook
the convention proceeded to take up
the hive and the Syrians will not inthe hrst topic as follows
terfere with you, unless you molest
How Shall We Begin to Keep Bees f them;
but when thoroughly aroused
Dr. Southwick said he would look they will follow you into the house,
about and Iind the bees that produced and even into a bedroom, so intent are
they upon slinging.
the most honey.
A. C. Balch said that H. E. Bidwell
Dr. Miller remarked that disaster
might be occasioned by the location obtained 21 lbs. of comb honey fmin
and not from the kind of bees. lie one colony of Syrians.
President Heddon said that E. J.
bought his beesof Adam Grimm, who
never liad a large crop, on account of Oatmaii remarked at the Chicago conhaving a poor location. He had tried vention that the honey produced by
the Cyprians, but would not like *to Syrian bees was of iiifeiior quality.
"Prof. Cook said he had not noticed
say which was best the Cyprians or
that the honey capped by the Syiians
the Italians.
A. C. Bak'h wished to know if the was inferior, and would like to know
best colony would duplicate itself in more on that point.
The president said that Mr. Newits progeny V
A. I. Root did not believe that man, editor of the Ameiucan Ukb
Journal, had just come in, and, no
queens would duplicate themselves.
Mr. Kazartee, of Cicero, said bee- doubt, he could give some light on the
keeping was like farming one man point as to the value of the honey prowould tlo well while others would fail. duced by Syrian bees, in the Chiu.igo
He had never tried the Cyprians, but market.
T. G. Newman, being called for,
believed that black bees made the
said that Mr. Oatman remarked somewhitest combs.
Prof. Cook introduced Mr. W. Z. thing of the kind at the Chicago convention, and the best he could do
Ilutchinson, who had just arrived.
Dr. Miller remarked that hehad lots would be to read it; as he happened
of bare-headed bees, and asked, what to have a report of that convention in
" E.
shall I do V Pinch the queen's head his pocket. He read as follows
We have found that the
J. Oatm:n
or let them alone.
A. I. Root had seen such bees, but half-bloods (Syrians fertilized by Italhad noticed no difference in their work ian drones) gave us the most honey.

—

:

;

—

:

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place o} Meeting.

1883.

Jan. 9.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
M. C. Bean, Sec, McUrawville, N. Y.
9.-Ohlo State, at Columbus, Ohio.
1). Spear, Sec, Cardington, Ohio.
9-11, Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y,
G. W. House. Fayetteyille, N. Y.
II, Nebraska State, at Wahoo. Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec.
16.— Bantern N. Y.. at Albany. N. Y.
E. Quakenbush. Sec, Barnerville, N. Y.
18. Chamolain Valley, at Middleburg, Vt.
T. Brookins. Sec.
19, 20.—Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
Li. Carson, Pres.
Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
8.— Maine State, at Dexter.

Wm. Hoyt,

April 5.— Utah, at Salt

Lake

Sec.

City.

E. Stevenson, Sec.
May 1 1.— Iowa Central, at Winterset.
J. E. Pryor.Sec.
—Texas State Convention, at McKinney.
Dr. W. K. Howard, Sec.
Oct. 17, 18.— Northwestern, at Chicago. 111.
ThomasG. Newman, Sec.

—

Dec.

,

&-€,

Michigan State, at Flint.
U. D. Cutting, Sec, Union, Mich.

V^ In order to have this

table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— ED.

i^"The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keeuers' Associabe held at Jierlin Center,
Co., O., in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and20tli
of January, 1SS3. All bee-keepers are
invited to attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of interest to the fraternity. A full attendance is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
afford to miss them. We expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
L. Causon, Frts.
tion

will

Mahoning

;

:

:

ti

—

;

:

:

;
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The

quarter- bloods are no better than
others ; but these crosses are vicious.
One colony of them, at the close of
the white clover season, drove me out
of the apiary, in spite of smoker, etc.
I took them to an outside apiary and
shall let them remain there till next
spring, when I shall destroy them.
They do not cap the honey so that it
will look as nice and white as I want.
When I i)ut it on the market, it is
worth from 2 to 5 cents per pound under price. The Ijees do not stay on
the combs as well as Italians, either.
Mr. Gray said that his neighbor, Mr.
Miller,

had

1,000

pounds of houey

in

the comb on Water street, and he
could take any one and point out all
the honey gathered and capped by the
Syrians. He agreed with'Mr. Oatman.
President Miller asked:
As they
gather so fast, do you not obtain
enough honey to more than counterbalance the loss in price V E. J. Oatman No it will not make up the
;

:

when we market our
honey. They are so cross that I do
not want them at all."
Dr. Miller said that Mr. Oatman
had sent a sample lot of honey to New
loss in price

York, and among it was some honey
gathered by his Syrians, and the buyer
said he would not take any more of
that Syrian honey when he ordered
another lot.
T. F. Bingham said he did not think
best to advise the introduction of
untested and high-tempered bees.

it

Small Frames or Sections for Honey.

Mr. Newman said that bee-keeping
was progressive, more so than any
other pursuit. President Heddonsaicl,
at the Chicago convention, that " the
ink of a book was hardly dry before
the author was at work on a revision"

—and

-it

was

We must

true.

keep

abreast, if not in advance of the
times. The requirements of the trade
should be ascertained, and then beekeepers should supply the demand,
whatever' it may be. Only 'a short
time ago the li lb. section was considered small now, one holding one
pound of honey was the most popular
—and when Mr. Ripley a member of
the firm of Crocker
Blake, of Boston, was here, he said that Boston required a smaller section, holding only
half a pound of honey. If that is to
be the demand, we must supply it.
Dr. Southwick did not object to
progress, but he did not think that the
section should be smaller than two

—

&

pounds.

Mr. St. John said that we must educate everybody to eat honey, and a

ter and made a better appearance on
EVENING SESSION.
the plate. He recommended
inches
The
convention
assembled at 7:30
for the sections, and said that when
thin foundation was used no separators p. m.. President Ileddon in the chair.
would be necessary. The demands of
Dr. Miller was, on motion of Prof.
the market must be met.
Cook, made an honorary member.
T. G. Newman said that honey was
The following committees were apmore healthy for the children than pointed
confectionery made with glucose that
On Resolutions Prof. Cook, Dr.
Solomon knew what he was recom- Southwick and R. L. Taylor.
mending to the children when he said,
071 Exhibits— Vv. Haskins, W. Z.
" My son, eat thou honey, because it
Hutchinson and Dr. Miller.
is good."
We must popularize the On Statistics— II. D. Cutting, Mr.
sale and use of honey by tempting the Kazartee and Dr. O. B. Ranney.
working man to take it home to his
The convention then proceeded to
wife and children they need sweets,
and honey is the best and most healthy discuss the subject of
of all sweets for the consumption of
Overstocking a Locality.
humanity.
When properly develPresident Ileddon said bees would
oped the market could not be overstocked with honey. All we had to do gather honey profitably about 3 miles,
was to educate the masses to eat and it was useless to move bees less
honey to popularize it, and then the than 4 miles unless there existed a
demand would be far greater than the barrier of trees, rocks, liills, etc.
A. I. Root had 200 in one apiary, one
supply.
11. D. Cutting said separators must year, when, in July, with clover in full
be used if the sections are not tilled bloom, the bees suddenly stopped
gathering.
with comb foundation.
J. H. Robertson, of Pewamo, usually
Dr. Miller said variety was necessary, and if others made smaller sec- had 300 colonies in his home apiary,
but he thought he was overstocked
tions, he should tnake larger.
Dr. Ranney
People do not buy the last year, for there was no honey to
gather. He had seen his bees 7 miles
large sections of honey as quickly
nor as many of them as they do the away from the apiary.
James Heddon found that east of
small ones.
Mr. House said that he knew of a his apiary bees had not done as well
dealer in Chicago who had a lot of as they had on the west. He was just
comb honey in half-pound sections, at the edge of the honey shower.
and he had sold it far more quickly
Dr. Miller wanted to know how to
than he could have sold one or two get the greatest aggregate amount
pound sections.
from 100 colonies of bees.
T. G. Newman remarked that he
Dr. Ranney had tried to manage so
was not au advocate of half pound as to prevent increase, and obtained
sections, but if they were used, they much more than his neighbors did, by
should have as large a surface as pos- cutting out queen-cells.
sible, because they would look more
Dr. Miller had kept 120 colonies
for the money, and the bees would down to 122.
work more readily on them, if they
Prof. Cook had visited D. A. Jones,
had more surface and less thickness of of Ciinada, who had 1,000 colonies this
comb.
year, but no honey, and was feeding
A. I. Root said that years ago we them hundreds of barrels of sugar.
talked of a section for 25cents,novf we
Clipping Queens'' Wings.
want one for 10 cents. If we make
sucli they will sell readily.
His wife
Dr. Miller said that when a swarm
wants the section so small that it is comes out, I put back the bees and
all eaten up at one meal.
It is never cage the queen(her wings bein^clipped
so good to put back on the table the she is easily secured). I let them resecond time.
main 5 days and then cut out the
T. F. Bingham said that the extra queen-cells ; 5 days later I cut out the
thinness, by using
inch sections, queen-cells again and let the queen
would render the use of separators loose in the hive and they do not
comparatively unnecessary, as the swarm again. This was usually suffibees did not often enlarge their combs cient to prevent swarming, but this
so as to encroach on the next one, if year they came out again in spite of
they are only made of the thickness my precaution. The ijlan I have deof the brood combs.
scribed is Mr. Doolittle's plan, and I
have now practiced a plan of my own,
Side and Top Storing.
which is as follows
I kill the queen

U

:

;

—

;

—

:

H

Small package was best.
II. D. Cutting said that small secMr. Balch had experienced no trou- and wait until "piping" is heard;
tions sold first, and not until they ble with eggs in the sections when then I cut out theother queen-cells,
were all gone could you sell the larger using sections in broad frames for side and take 4 brood frames and put in a
ones.
storing.
super with the new queen and place
President Ileddon said that he had
Dr. Miller is a side as well as top this on the top of the honey board,
used the 2 lb. sections in one apiary, storer uses a frame of brood to decoy leaving the lower hives queenless.
and the 1 lb. sections in the other, and the bees up to the sections. He wants Ten days after I cut out all the queencould not see but the small ones were to get them over as much ground as cells and put the nucleus above, back
filled as quickly as the larger ones. possible in the spring, and as little as in the lower story.
This has been
He tho\tght of using half pound sec- possible at the end of the season. He successful.
tions next season, and would have the had 174 colonies last spring and had
President Heddon said he did not
combs thinner, about the same thick- only an increase of 28. His honey believe in cutting the queen's wings ;
ness as brood combs.
crop amounted to 16,549 pounds all he did not like a part of a queen and
T. F. Bingham said that thin combs comb honey.
did not believe the bees liked her any
were better for the table, cut out betAdjourned.
better than he did.
:

—

;

:

:
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The Committee on
Prof. Cook could not consent to the next subject on the programme
the following report
abandon the clipping of the queens' taken up, viz.:
wings.
Winlenng Bees.
\V. Z. Ilutcliiuson said by using the
extractor freely he could generally
W. Z. Hutchinson wintered his bees
prevent swarming.
in a cellar, ventilated by a pipe runMr. Southvvick had no success in pre- ning underground. With this ventiventing swarming by cutting out lating pipe the air was kept pure and
queen-cells.
odorless, and the bees wintered well.
President Heddon hives the swarm
Mr. St. Jolin said that spring dwinon frames of wired foundation, let dling was caused by the bees taking
them work and after 5 days united cold and they died of pneumonia.
them with tlie parent colony.
II. L. Taylor used chaff cushions on
Mr. Swarthout liives the bees in a each side of the hives, for winter, and
new hive, all but a few which he re- was successful.
turns to the parent colony and puts in
Mr. Kezartee kept his bees dry with
a young laying queen, and linds that absorbents and they wintered well.
tliis usually prevents swarming.
Dr. Ranney ))aoked with 4 inches of
Mr. Townseiid said that bees did not chaff and all()ws no escape of air from
like to liiiild comb when they were the inner liive.
He packed the clialf
queenless.
over the cover and around the hive,
Prof. Cook remarked that many ex- and they wintered well.
tensive bee-keepers thought it profitDr. Southwick uses chaff cushions;
able to clip the wings of tlieir queens, the top cushions never get damp if
and for hiniseU' lie did not see how there is an air-space between them
any one could afford not to do so.
and the outside boards. He took off

Dr. Miller did not think he could the packing when the apple trees
keep bees successfully without clip- bloomed, and kept the bees from
ping the queens' wings.
breeding as late as possible.
Adjourned.
Dr. Southard found that if any cover
of the inside hive, as described' by Dr.
SECOND DAY.
Ranney, got displaced, the bees in
The convention met at 9 a. m., and that hive had the dysentery if the
Mr. Cutting, chairman of the com- winter was very cold.
•mittee on obtaining a suitable place
James Heddon said he could demonfor exhibits at the State Fair and ob- strate that dysentery was not produced
taining a good list of premiums, re- by lack of upward ventilation.
Cold
ported by request.
The report was is not the cause but the aggravation
unanimously received and $20 were of the disease. He had the best results
allowed for expenses and an order on in packing bees on the summer stands.
the treasury for the amount was
Mr. Robertson wintered his bees in
drawn.
a cellar, piled S high
water run
Mr. Cutting said that the State Fair through the cellar and carried off the
officers were so well pleased with the gasses, and winters successfully.
honey exhibit tliat they would do any
Prof. Cook remarked that water in
thing reasonable to encourage the a cellar was a valuable thing. He had
bee-keeping interest for the coming a brother who has a cistern in his celyear.
lar where his bees are put, and they
Prof. Cook said that we could not do winter well.
anything tliat would go farther to
Adjourned.
popularize honey consumption than to
AFTERNOON SESSION.
make a large display at the State Fair,
and have if sold on the ground, and
President Cook called the convenMr. Cutting luid done his work so well tion to order at 1:30 p.m., and the
that he would move a vote of thanks subject of wintering was further disto him for the way in which he had cussed.
managed the exhibit and secyred the
Dr. Southard weighs all his hives
approbation of the officers of the State before p\itting into winter quarters;
Fair.
takes out all poor honey and gives
The election of officers for the ensu- them 25 pounds each to winter on.
ing year was then had, with the folJames Heddon wanted boxes on for
lowing result
winter, and said, dark honey, if thick,
Presidetit—Frot. A. J. Cook.
was best for winter.
Vice Presidents— Dr. A. S, Haskins
Comb Foundation.
and VV. Z. Hutchinson.
liked the Given foundaMiller
Dr.
Secretary — ii. D. Cutting.
tion best.
Treasurer T. M. Cobb.
Dr. Southwick also liked it best.
Tlie secretary's expense account was
A. I. Root said rubber plates make
presented, amounting to $18.47 and the softest foundation, and bees work
ordered paid.
on it very promptly next to tliat was
;

—

;

Flint was selected as the place for the (iiven.
holding the next annual session, on the frames
the lirst Wednesday after the first foundation.

He

used wire woven in
and embedded in the

in December, 1S83.
It pays a good
James Heddon
Secretary Bingliam was requested to profit to make foundation, and when a
continue his duties during the present man lias 50 colonies it will pay him to
session.
own a ma(!liine or press.
President Cook was then conducted
Mr. Taylor likes the Given best; he
to the chair by Mr. T. G. Newman and could iMit combs in with the press
Dr. Haskins and welcomed by Presi- easier than he could fasten other kinds
dent Heddon.
in the frames. Damp days were best
Discussion was then resumed, and for making foundation.

Tuesday

:
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Prof.

Cook

said

it

as feed for cows.
Julius Tomlinson said his cows
would eat it.
J. H. Kobertson said figwort was
always sought after by bees, while
sweet clover was sometimes neglected
by them. His sweet clover grew on
Alsike clover was his pet
clay soil.

pasturage for bees.
Dr. Miller It failed to grow on
:

my

soil.

Dr. Southwick sowed alsike with
other clovers and it did better than
when sowed alone ; it made better
hay. He should sow 13 acres next
spring with timothy, for bee pasturage

and hay.
Julius Tomlinson thought it would
pay to give seed to farmers.
A. I. Root had great faith in alsike;
it should be cut just as it began to
bloom, in order to get the best results
in a honey crop, at the season when it
is needed, just after basswood and
clover.

Dr. Southard said he sowed sweet
man cut it with the
oats, but some of it grew and the bees
worked on it till fall.
James lleddon said bees do not get
honey from plants that bloom out of
clover and his

season.
Prof.

Cook

Rape

:

will

prove to be a

good honey plant sow it 4 weeks before you want it to bloom.
Mr. Townsend No honey plant will
yield honey under all conditions.
;

:

Dr. Ranuey

:

Buckwheat will

honey only now and then

;

yield

not every

year.

Prof. Cook Texas horsemint
the same as our bergamot.
:

is

not

Adjourned.
T. F.

Bingham,

Sec.

1^" The Nebraska State Bee- Keepers' Association, will hold its annual
session in Wahoo, Saunders county,

Neb.,

commencing Thursday, Jan.

11th, 1S83.

Arrangements have been

made with

the railroads to secure 1J4
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
county Bee-Keepers' Association will
furnish entertainment free to all
visiting apiarists.
Bee-keepers from
neighboring States will be weleomed.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres.

Geo. M. Hawley,

ijec.

m"

The Ohio State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Columbus, in
the rooms of the Ohio State Journal, on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 9 and
10, 1883.
A full attendance of memand all interested in bee-culture,
requested, as matters of interest

bers,
is

Read

would grow well

on sandy soil.
Dr. Miller said that a farmer in Wisconsin had found sweet clover of value

and importance will be discussed.
Dr. H. Besse, Delaware, O., Pres.
Daniel Speak, Caidington,0., Sec.
i^" The annual meeting of the Cortland Union Bee-keepers' Association
will be held in Cortland, N. Y., on
Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1883.

M. C. Bean,
McGrawville, N. Y.

Sec.

at

Maine State CoDventlon.

Wintering and Springing of Bees.
O. L.

SAWYER.

pounds of nice honey or sugar
This must not be scattered
through the hive, but must be as
nearly in one solid mass above th&
thirty

syrup.

bees as possible.
A great many bees die in the spring
ing of bees is a subject of vast im- by getting away from their stores.
portance to every bee-keeper. While This fall, wliile traveling in Aroosone comes out in the spring with Hy- took county, I found men who had
ing colors, his neighbor meets with had varied success. G. W. P. Jerrard,
heavy losses. One may winter one of Caribou, told me that he could keep
season witli good results, the next his bees in the cellar six months, and
winter his bees may come out in bad bring them out in good shape in the
shape. As we never have two winters spring ; having lost scarcely any last
or two seasons exactly alike, it is quite winter of his one hundred and thirty ;
difficult tor one rule to apply to the while Mr. Oliver Ames, of Fort Fairvarious conditions in which bees are field, having one of the finest cellars
that I ever saw, lost fifty out of ninety
kept.
The causes of bees not wintering colonies, last winter or spring. Other
well are numerous and great. In the men have wintered bees well in thelast fourteen years, during which I cellar, but such a spring as our last
have been keeping bees, my experi- was a hard one to get by.
Not having a cellar satisfactory to
ence has been ot a decidedly mixed
nature. Not liaviug a Hrst-class cellar my mind in which to winter fifty col1 have tried various ways, some win- onies, some six years ago, I put up a
ters meeting with good success, and building for the purpose, having it
at other times coming out in bad shape. nicely ventilated, with the walls thick
It has been my experience that there enough to keep the bees at a proper
It seemed as if this,
are some colonies that it is almost temperature.
impossible to winter. One season I was all one could wish for, but while
could
winter
I
fifty colonies successattempted to winter two colonies ot
Italians
one came out the 29tli of fully one year, the next I would lose a
and those
July, the other the 20th of August. greater portion of them
They both gathered sufficient stores to that came out well, would dwindle
carry them through the winter, but in away in the spring. This having been*
less tlum ten days after 1 liad put unsatisfactory, I have, in the meanthem in my building they became time, packed a few on their summer
quite uneasy and began to have a very stands, with better results ; it seembad smell. 1 gave them more ventila- ing to be more natural, and the lon^,
tion, but it did no good and at last cold springs not having so much ef1 set them out doors, the temperature fect on them as those wintered inbeing below zero, hoping to quiet them doors.
My manner of packing is to build up
down, if nothing more. But it liad
but little effect and in a few days they around them on three sides, leaving
were dead. 1 tliink that there might the front open, exposed to the sun. I
have been disease or poor honey that fill in on the three sides with leaves or
caused it. i kept the hives and comb planer shavings, covering the top the
I then shingle the
till the next year, putting new swarms same as the sides.
in them, and they wintered as well as roof and all is done until next June ;
any that 1 had. The cause of this the time I consider that winter has
queer freak I never could give any ended. I shall winter the most of my J
reason for, excepting that it is some- bees as above stated this season.
thing a little natural to the Italian
bees, having had several such cases in
^" The annual meeting of the
a light form.
great many attempt to winter Chainplain Valley Bee-Keepers' Assocolonies that are perfectly untit to ciation will be held at Middleburg,
stand the test of our long and cold Vt., on Thursday. January 18, 1883, at
T. Bkookins, Sec.
winters, starting with too few bees or 10 a. m.
without sutiicient stores. Last winter
I attempted to winter some lifteen
colonies, that came out in August,
The North Eastern Bee-Keepers'
they having quite enough to carry Association will hold their thirteenth
thein tlirough, but the honey was on Annual Convention in the City Hall,
more frames than it should liavebeen. at .Syracuse, N. Y., on the 9lh, 10th
I put them in the cellar and they did and nth days of January, 1883.
Business of great value to every
as well as any of my strong ones until
about the 1st of March. At that time bee keeper in the State will be brought
Every member
tliey had eaten the honey out of the before the meeting.
combs on which they clustered. Then is requested to attend and bring their
came tlie trouble. As soon as they friends, that all may be benefited by
had to change their position for stores the action there taken.
The question drawer will be opened
they would sicken and die. Tlie placing of comb honey on the frames over each day, and questions answered and
discussed.
All are invited to send
them seemed to have no good effect.
Had I succeeded in getting them questions. Appropriate diplomas will
safely through the winter it would be awarded to successful exhibitors of
have been impossible to have carried implements, etc. Let all attend.
Geo. W. House, Sec.
them through such a spring as our
last.
Bees to winter and do well the
next season, should iirst have a young
1^" Attention is called to our newi
and liealthy queen, with a plenty of
bees not too old. Second, twenty to and liberal advertising rates for 1883.

The successful wintering and spring-

;

;

;

A

—

—

—
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Facts Abont Bees.— A knowledge of
facts familiar to bee-hunters will
aid any one wlio may propose to repeat

some

Sir J. Lubbock's experiments quoted
on page 738 of the last number of the

Bke Journal.

Bees cannot be induced to work freely on lioney when
honey-bearing flowers are in bloom.
A single bee may continue for hours
to carry to the hive the honey it has
found and linally stop without having
any companions. The case is very
different after frosts have ended the
natural honey harvest. Then, if on a
bright, warm day a stray bee can be
caught ranging the Helds and allowed
to quietly till itself with lioney and depart without alarm, by the time it has
made a second return, if not before, it
is almost sure to be accompanied or
receded l)y other bees, even if the
E
ive is a mile or two away. I presume
the experiment might also be made
successfull); in warm days of early
spring.

It is the opinion of

many who

have hunted wild bees that bees do
find their way from the hive to the
honey without accompanying a bee
who knows the way, but I have never
observed any fact to positively sustain
the theory and it is very improbable.
Vv.

Louisville,

Bradford.

N. Y.

Lubbock's experiments
[ Sir John
were made in England, where bee pasturage is very limited and can not be
compared to that found in America.
Some of his experiments were no doubt
made when the honey harvest was in
its height, and this may have given
an erroneous conclusion to some of his
experiments. But his book is very in-

vere cold, but cannot stand dampness."
It is plain that if the air,
heated by the bees, be overloaded with
moisture, the large amount of water
generated by the consumption of
honey will not be inhaled by evaporation from the respiratory membrane,
but will remain in the bees bodies, and
if this condition of the air be long
continued, it is sufficient cause of dysentery. 1 only have 12 colonies, but I
am as desirous of saving them through
the winter as though I had a thousand. I have no axe to grind and give
my opinion for what it is worth, as I
have used the lime and know whereof
I speak.
Dr. J. C. Oldham.
Springfleld, O., Dec. 3, 1882.

Poor Honey for Winter Use.— Having 8 colonies of bees which have not
swarmed the past season (and I can
not hear of one which has in this vicinity), and none of the bee-keepers
here have obtained more than 10 lbs. of
comb honey (and some none) and that
very dark and slightly offensive, last
spring beingvery coldand the summer
the driest weeverexperienced, I write
to inquire if their store of honey is
judged safe for their winter food Y If
not, should it be taken from them or
may sugar be fed to them and let them
take their choice
I have packed
them so heavily in dry sawdust as to
require nearly two feet of inlet which
'i*

is

I

Is the length objection-

x3 inches.

L. H. Merritt.

able?

Ilartland, Vt., Nov., 1882.

[The honey may or may not be safe
winter feed— we cannot

knew more
would be

of

safe,

if

its

tell

unless

quality.

made

we

Sugar

into a syrup,

as often stated in the Bee Journal.
There is nothing objectionable about
a passage way of even 2 feet for bees

entering a hive, except the time taken
to travel it. We have seen several as
long or even longer in observatory
teresting to the student.— Ed.]
hives at Fairs.
We fear you have
Good !— From 16 colonies, spring wasted packing- boards in using so
count, I took 1,710 lbs. of comb honey liberal an amount of sawdust. Ed.]
in 1 pound sections.
Long life to the
Bee Journal. I hope you will never
Old Fogy Bee-Keepers.— I have 50
come in contact with my " Coming colonies of Italian bees my neis;libor
Bees."
Jamks Ronian.
has about the same number with the
Villisca, Iowa, Dec. 1, 1882.
exception there is very few Italian
bees within several miles. We are
Lime for Wintering. I have just greatly annoyed with old fogy beeread the article by F. Delia Torre, in k *jpers who will not Italianize or even
No. 46 of the Bee Journal, and agree transfer to movable frames or take a
with him, although I have no ac- bee paper of any kind. Let me give
quaintance with the gentleman. I am an instance of this. One of these (an
surprised that others do not see the old neighbor of mine) who boasts of
advantages lime presents over all having kept bees for 30 years, and who
other modus operandi. 1 have read, in has heretofore staled that he knew all
the Bee Journal, all the methods of about bees that is to be known. In
wintering that have been published, conversation with him a few days ago
and his is the first mention of the true in relation to queen-rearing and cellmethod.
The lime cushion can be building, he asked me how they got
applied to almost any hive, either un- the eggs from the queen to make the
der, over, or at the side, effectively. queen cells, and when I informed him
It is a common sense and scientitic how it was done, he said, " oh, yes,
protection. It absorbs all the moisture that would do 1 thought they had to
and gives some heat. Mr. S. Cornell take them out of the queen." evisounds the key note as to the cause of dently thinking the best queen in the
dysentery, when he savs in the Bee apiary had to be sacriliced to get a few
Journal, No. 46, pfige 728, " that eggs. This is too good a juke to be
bees, when clustered, can endure se- lost let us have it in the Bee Jour;

—

;

;
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nal

for the benefit of others who
think " what they oon't know is not
worth knowing," and as a sample of
the gross ignorance and innocence of

Henry Large.

"old fogies."

Whigville, O., Nov. 20, 1882.

—

My Report. I commenced in the
spring with 100 colonies increased to
173 by natural swarming. I obtained
;

15,000 lbs. of comb honey and 500 lbs.
of extracted. I now have 170 cohmies
in winter quarters, with plenty of
honey and bees. I winter in a cellar

and bee-house.
Galesburg,

II.

111.,

Dec.

F.

Putnam.

4, 1882.

—

Poor Honey Season; We had a poor
season here for honey. From 30 colonies in spring, I received 500 lbs. of

comb honey and 400 of extracted, besides 90 swarms and nuclei.
Holt, Mich.
John L. Davis.
Snow, and Upward

Ventilation.

be detrimental to bees to have
snow drift over the entrance V When
the hives are packed with chaff, on
the top, must I keep more top ventilation when the thermometer is below
zero, than when it is 40 degrees above'i*
Nineveh, Ind.
W. D. Smyser.

Will

it

[Snow is not detrimental, if it is not
permitted to thaw and freeze and run
down over and close up the entrance.
If a board is slanted over the front, to
protect the entrance, the snow is a
protection against the cold.
The chaff packing will give sufficient
ventilation at any time in winter it
should not touch the outer cover, however, or it may become frozen in severe
weather.
An air space, above the
chaff, is an advantage in keeping out
the cold as well as allowing the moisture to escape, leaving the chaff-packToo much ventilation ia
ing dry.
The heat
conducive to dysentery.
should not be allowed to escape from
the cluster. Ed.]
;

Spring Dwindling.— Last spring I
64 colonies of bees, all in good
condition, which dwindled down until
On M}»y 24lh they
I had only 48 left.
were in good condition at which time

had

I first

June

A cold storm,

noticed drones.
7-9,

came on and

killed all the

the stores were exhausted
and there was nothing coming in fromthe fields. About Sept. 1, they began
to gain. I had but two natural swarms^
one of which got away.
I have increased by artificial swarming to 66,
but have only obtained about 300 lbs.
of comb honey and 400 of extracted.

drones

;

all

J.

G. A.

Wallace.

Brighton, Ont.

1.— I have found the Ameribe "A, No. 1,"
an advertising medium, and I shall,

A, No.

can Bee Journal to

as
of course, advertise, during ttie
ing year, in both the Weekly
Monthly editions.

E. T.
Belleville,

111.,

Nov.

comand

Flanagan.

27, 1882.
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New Premiums

ADVERTISING RATES
20

for 1883.

cents per line of space, each insertion,

For

either tht

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

A line of this type will contain about 8 wordB;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Kditorial Notices, 50 cents per line.

TWELVE

SPECIA.I-

KATES. — Advertisements

will

be inserted in both Weekly and Monthly editions,
at the following prices, if wholly paid in advance
:

SPACE.
1

in. 12 lines

2 in. 24
3 in. 36
4 In. 48
5 in. 60
6 in. 72

lines
lines
lines
lines
lines

One

for 1883,

.

THE AMERICAi^ BEE JOURNAL.

who intend

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
1 50
2 00

colonies (120 pages)

.50

" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

Office op American Bee joctrnal,
Monday, In a. m., December 11. Irt82.

to be systematic in

their

For

Honey

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The Apiary R«gi8ter.
All

797

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.
Adrertisenieiits intended for the

Bee

Journal must

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

as Food and Medicine.

A new edition, revised and enlarged,

}
i

new pages being devoted to 7iew
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
up to this hour
healthful and pleasant beverages.
Quotation* orCaah Bnyera.
We have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
CHICAGO.
noNBY— The supply of extracted honey Is fully them far and wide. Single copy &
7c. for
up to the demand. My quotations are
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
dark and Mc. for liKht. deivered here.
BEKSWA.X-It is qu-te scarce. am payina; 27c. per huiKlied, $4.00. On orders of lOO
and
off
coldark
wax.
on
arrival
for Kood yellow
ors, l7{*i.2c.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
AL. II. NEW.MAN.923 W. Madison St.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
CINCINNATI.
(giving the name and address of the
HONEY— Demand Is pood for extracted honey
This
by the barrel for maniif .cturinK purposes and for bee-keeper who scatters them).
in
table use. The demand is very «oo(l for honey
alone will pay him for all his trouble
1(^2 lb. jars. A Koo deal of comb honey could be
sold If wehadaaood article at a rate within the
views of the consumer i.e.. which could be sold and expense— enabling him to dispose
at 2oc. In the jobbing way and 20c. at retail.
We pay Tfyjioc. for e.vtracted, and 16@20c. fot of his honey at home, at a good profit.
the

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

The following

:

:

1

;

i

:

i^"The Bee Journal

mailed at
the Chicago postoffice every Tuesday,
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
cause beyond our control.
is

good

honey

in sections
BEPISWAJC— Is in good demand at20®27c. perlb.
CHAS. F. MDTH.
on arrival.
ct>nib

Quotations of Couimlaalon Merchants.

CHICAGO.

1^" Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

HONK Y—The demand for comb honey does not
keep pace with the receipts. There is a large surplus on this market at present, and prices are from
2 to 3c. lower than last month.
We quote; white comb honey. in l@2lb. sections,
17®lHc. Dark comb honey, hardly anydemand. It
isheldatl2>i;@15c. Extracted-Whlte bringsfrom
IK15IOC.: dark. 8<<tnc.: kegs, half- barrels and casks
bring about same price.
BEESWAX— Choice Yellow, 3nc.; dark to medium, 18@25c.
R. A. Burnett, 161 South Water

St.

SAN KltANCISCO.

Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
i^"

way

them is
cure a binder and put them in.
best

to preserve

to pro-

They

are very valuable for reference.

Emerson Biuders

— made

HONEY—

Bee Journal,

HONEY— Dull.

Comb,

The Weekly Bee

.Tournal

12 00.

and Gleanings In Bee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 25..
Bee-Keepers'Bxch'nge(nouk&Peet)3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 50..
260..
Kansas Bee-Seeper
6 35..
The 6 above-named papers

2 76
3 00
2 80

2 35
2 40
6 50

Prof. Cook's Manual (bound In cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T,G. Newman) "
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal

The Monthly
above, $l less

3 36.. 3 00
2 76.. 2 502 75..

2 50

Bee Journal

and any of the
than the figures in the last column.

Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.

especially

supply the American Bee Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, al the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
postage is prepaid by the publishers.
PublUhrra' Price. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

A sailing vessel this week took 1,018
cases for Liverpool from a packing house. The
market is quiet. Such qualities as are in good
supply, dark and medium, are in poor demand.
Whitecomb. l.N^,&2nc; dark to good, 12tH,i5c; extracted, choice to extra white, 9@10c.; dark and
candied. 7'ti*> .s^c.

BEBSWA.X— We quote 2..i(a28c.
Steabns i SMITH. 423

CLUBBING LIST.
We

at 16c. for Isrge or

for choice brightin small packages

hard
ex-

ostage stamps, of one, two or
three cent denomination, accepted for
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
is preferred.

are lettered in to
tracted at 8(g;HC.: strained, H^@7c.; choice, in
quantities, brings more.
gold on the back, and make a very smaller
BBESWAX-Prlme bright steady at 26®27c.
K. C. GHKEH i i;o.. 17 N. Main Street.
convenient way of preserving the Bee
The result of the election has
CLEVELAND.
proved a grand success, but not more
Journal as fast as received. They
Spavin Cure is
so than Kendall's
HONEY— There has been no change in honey
will be sent, post- p:Aid, for 7.5 cents, for
lb sections, conthe past week. No. white, in
48w4t
proved to be every day.
the Weekly
or for the Monthly, .50 tinues in good demand at 21(.i.22c. per pound. No.
in 2 lb. sections, is also in good requestat 19@20c.
at l(g)2 cents ^ lb. less.
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail Second grade, less active,
Extracted, in al' shapes, was dull and very little
Holiday Presents are annually
to Canada.
sale. Some Louisiwua honey,^ rather dark, in barsought for. But it is often difficult to
rels,, was sold at tic.
BEESWAX- Pilme quality, 25®2Sc. Street. liiid appropiiate and inexpensive arA. C. KENDEL, 115 Ontario
ticles of real value, that will be kept,
t^Renewals may be made at any
NEW YORK.
used and appieciated by a friend.
time but all papers are stopped at
UONE Y— There is a fairdemand, hut mostly for Among these we would make favorthe expiration of the time paid for, small lots, and the general tone of prices remain able mention of the Noyes Dictionary
steady.
unless requested to be continued.
We quote: White clover, first quality, 1 boxes, Holders and Noyes Handy Tables.
25c; 2 It boxes, 23(i026c. second quality, 20c. buck- Apply to L. W. Koyes, 99 West Monboxes, 20C. 2 lb boxes, inc.
wheat.
roe St., Chicago, for an illustrated cirWe carefully mail the Bee BEESWAX— 31K.432C.
D. W. QlilNBY, 105 Park Place.
cular and greatly reduced prices.
Journal to every subscriber, but
BOSTON.
CLOVER SEED New and clean,
should any be lost in the mails we will
HONEY— Our market is fairly active. We quote:
25 cts. per lb. BEN Clendenon. Grinuell.loa
lb. sections, 22(*25c.; 2Ib.
lb. s.-ctionsat 30c.
i>^L:*_
cheerfully send another, if notilied J^
^__
Extracted. loc. per lb. Good
sections, 20«22c.
lots oi extracted are wanted In kegs or barrels.
before all the edition is exhausted.
BBBSWAX-30C.
LIVES
WANTED™;'"
AGENTS
CHOCKEll & BI.AKK, 57 Chatham Street.
for the

l;«)!c2<lc.

:

^"

1

1

I

I

;

;

tt.

;

1

lt>

;

;

^"

SWRET

;

1

"C

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.

— We have

MARTYR PRESIDENTS.

Sample Copies of the American Bee Abrahum l,.lncolii, " From Pioneer Homo to
UnuNe," und tlnniea Abram Oarfielil,
Journal will be sent free to any per- White
" Kruoj L<>K Culiin to White House." In Kni:Ueh
Geriuun. Illu«traled with fine steel engravAny one intending to get up a and
suggestions what to plant, and when son.
in«8. By »n tMuliient author. Also, for the OX 1-Y
fftrel portrait or Ourfleld. Send lor
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- club can have sample copies sent to lurffe
extra tertnn.
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to the persons they desire to interview,
THE HENEY BILL PUBLISHING CO.,
NORWICH, CONN.
Mjwst
any address for 10 cents.
by sending the names to this office.

just issued a new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
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Agricultural Impleinents.

OFFICIAL OKGAN OK

THE NEW BEMTNGTON CABBON PLOW,
BEST IN THE WOKLD.

National Cotton Planters' Associa-

MnwerB.Hay Tedders. Horse Hay Rakes, Spades.
Handled Hoes.

Send for

Management

48w4t

CO.,

lllon, N. Y.

NEBRASKA FARMER
Tills Rreat American Journal of ncricultiire and
stock ranks among the Mrst in thn United States,
and is tne only one published west ol the Missouri
river and risht In the heart of the tlnest iinricultural lands in the West. Thousands of people are
looking for homes in the West, and at the name
time have no means of getting a correct knowledge of the country. The Nebraska Fakmek
furnishes the dCHued Information and only costs
$l.r>o per year.
O. M. DRUSK. Editor.

4Mwatx

Ijlncoln,

Neb.

fLORAL INSTRUCTOR Tel" L'ee;;
enlarged to

The Instructor

'2h

pages.

Is

in

attractive cover. It is
paper, and

of an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by
;

Circuhirs.

KEMINQTON AQKICUK.T1;KAI.

Which has been pronounced, by a united press.
"The most important movement of modern times
for th." South." The ATLANTA KXPOSITION
assumed shape from its ideas.

is sold forSO CENTS A
with Seeds. Plants, Etc.. as pre-

mium. Extra Inducements

to club raisers. 8i»ec-

Address

Sincle Subscription, per year

fi 00

Club of two subscribers, per year
Club of Uve subscribers, per year
Club of ten subscribers, per year

AInHWOflh, Iowa.

48w4x

Sample Copies,

Address
00w4t

6
12

.^0

duce

5(.i

ive cijndition.

Begalar Price. 20c.

10c.

M. D.

A TRBATISE

giTing an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
hrirse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth atditTerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

QUEENS.

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madlsnn

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I j^:rxs,:e:
UEAK READER,
have

to a8k

:

If

you

seen

DOOLITTLE'S

1

BKE-KEEI'KRS'

CLUB LIST

or Postoffice Order.
I.

P. WILSON,
Burlington. Iowa.

1883.
If

not,

yon want

one, as
If

yon want cheap bees and hlvew

t<j

suit,

it Is full of good
tilings, is worth reading
and will save you some

gond

-Cyprian. Albino or Italian Queens, Comb Ktiviudatlon.all kinds. t»ection Boxes, Rnd everything a
live apiarist needs, send for prices.

a postal card and dirert

money. To gel f>ne write
your address pUUnly on
it

to

6. M. BOOLITTI^F.
Borodlnp, Oiiondagra Co., Ji. 1".

Full Colonies and Nuclei a Specialty
Give rae a cull, friend.",
with good young Queens
and I will try and please you. (Box Hjy

FLANAGAN,

5wly

Rose

Cuunty,

III.

Giveo'sFouiidafionPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Foundatltm is not surpassed. 'Vhf

only inventi'in to make Foundation In tbe wired
tframe. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Hanipl. s.
Tloouestnn. 111.
iwiy
«t
D- S.

C

OIVEN

ELECTROTYPES^
Of Kngravlngs used

in

the Bee.Iournal for sale at
siniflo outsold

-no
for less
THOMAS
«. NEWMAN.
Madison

25 cents per square Inch
than.''>oc.

0«S West

"M

A

'^rTAM

Street. <;hl«-airo. lil.

A

T THK PATRONS' GUIDE

il J\ 1 Iv/il -r\lJl8 devoted to the various
departments of Runil and IHnu'^ehoid AiTairs,
makinelta T^l? '"I"* I?/' ITTI/" 17 fnmllv paLJrj L Vj\J L Ji Y Ij per. Its
conipletp
chr)ice misccHaneuus reading nottter is one of its
features, as well as the Detective Ormmization to
which every farmer should bo- TT\TTO\I
long.

Thk GCIDK

Is

published

weekly at Boyd, Kentucky, at

$1

Uiilwii.

a year.

tin*

most h<mey
Chief

in its

bent and most attract-

among the new chapters are

covers.

9S5

SO c**ntii»
^W.

postpaid.

Madison Street, Chicago,

III.

Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farmen
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times Its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.- Inrtianlan, Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving^.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.- News, Keithsburg, 111.
A valuable work for all who are interested In the
care and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.- Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up In the
very best style, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, o.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
- Daily Republican. Utica. N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discovertei
in the management of these tittle workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Karmera' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Uives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the te.\t.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield, (.

and manipulationsnecessary tomake bee-keeping
a success.— Farm, Longmont, Colo.
Written In an interesting and attractive manner,
and cnntains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the

Hill Apiary,

Belleville. SI. Clair

1b

Embraces everysubjectof interest in theaplary,
giving very thorough details of the management

)

K. T.

Bee Journal.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity,'' " Management of
Bees and Ht)ney at b'airs," " Marketing Honey,"
etc. Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents; In paper

olist,

I

DR.

U'efh/i/

profusely Illustrated pages,

A.ppreclatlTe N^otlcea.

The
Horse
BY
KENDALL,

l-frame Nuclews, with Test- I
ed (^ueen
$4.50
frame Nucleus, with Tested Vueen
5.00
Full Colony, with Tested
12.00
Queen, before July
lO.ito
Same, after July
Tested Queen, before July l, a.'fi
"
after July 1.. 2.5ti
"
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
1 3.50
Address, by Registered Letter

Iwtf

NEWMAN.

"

^NGIiAVINGS

THOMAS
ITALIAN

Itio

C.

pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjesstui management of the honey bee. and at the same time pro-

1*0

PLANTERS' JOURNAL,
VICKSBURO. MISS.

©S

112,1

GOLDEN

contains

3

;

FLOKAL INSTRUCTOR,

Editor of the
It

;

amcn Copy FREE.

THOMAS

Planters' Journal is Standard Au- "fuMyupwith the times" in all the various Improvements and inventions in this rapidly develthority on Southern Farming.
oping

B. J.

Monthly.

magazine form with an
printed from new type,

on excellent

T£AR,

Bees & Honey

VICKSBURC, MISS.

THE REMINGTON FIRE ENGINE.

!

America.

tion of

Rakes, Forks and Planters'

Bhffvels. Scoops, Steel

A NEW BEE BOOK

PLANTERS' JOURNAL

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEK*S ADVISEE.
The British Rke.Iui unai,

is published monthand cnntains the best practical Information for
the time being, shmving what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is etiitcd and publislied by

Iv,

ABBOTT,

C, N.
Bee-Muster,
School of Apiculture. Kairlnwn, Southall. Jiondon.
t^"We send the Weekly A.MKiiic.^N Bkb JornNAI. and the British Bee Juumai. both for $3.W per

annum.
fW For

sale at the

Bkk

JoIteinal

office.

^

care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It Is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee. as welt as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Uerald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which tbe producLinn of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell us how to prepare
it fur the market in the most atti active shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. Ue wh- would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements In
his line- We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all th*- newest discoveries
in the art by which the production o( delicious and
henttli-giving honey Is obtained, as well as how to
prepare It for the market In the most attractive
furm. It isenibellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most pertect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster. Pa.

A

I^lbrrul Discount to Dealers

the

Dozen or Hundred.

by

I

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

BEESWAX
WANTED.
Price

State Quantity,

799

"RSS T^FS
As I do no
I buy and sell Honey for Cash onlr.
Commission business. 1 will not accept shipments

Who

will be

TheOrlclnal

the

copy

first to

BINGHAM

1

without previous correspondence.

25,000

and Quality.

USE.

IN

Bee Smoker

you buy the OrtglPatent BinKham
Bee Smoker, you will

If

nal

CHAS. DADANT

&

SON,

$-'.

and handsomer

M

BINGHAM & HETHEBINGTON,
Abronla. Mich.

N

SWEET GLOVER

SEED,

This year's crop, all of the white variety, '2Sc. per
pound t'SJrt per peck SfilS.OO per bushel.
ta'^Ican flll no moreorders for Queens this fall,
having sold all I had to spare, leavint: many orders
nntllied. and with orders still coming In. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did It.

<\

;

;

I.

Nappanee, Elkhart

5wly

y^
Cu

coverall the smokers
that will bu-n si>und
stuve-wood, or do not
go out. If yon buy

our smokersnnd honey knives first. youp„|«-*|,j 1878

have to buy no*^^^®^''®"'^°'*^'

will

others.
'^

PRICES:

Handed

w.
Wide

Bingham

shield),
shield),

To

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
a

:

m

V.

—
..

:>

inch

sell again,

1

50

1

75

25
00

1
1

SO
25

50

65

100

115

apply for dozen or half-doien

Abronln, Mich.

I7wtf

^

CALDWELL.
Cambridge. Henry Co., HI.

ra
CO

LULING, TEXAS,

H
Do

by purchasing
until you have

hand for the winter's work also, everything used
modern bee-lteepers. Write for prices.
:

•by

BEESWAX WANTED.

J. 8.

not ne-

OWNYQUR
INTERESTS
picct

now lionUqiijirters fnr the»aleoI FINE ITALIAN yl'EKNS ANO BKES. The nicest bee hivcu.
Ki.iKKi leet <if seasoned ('ypre!<s lumber now on
Is

Hwaat

I

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON.

to the larce advance In the price of wax. I
now quote prices thus Dunham, n»to sulbs., 4:;c.,
over 50 ibs..4ic.. less than i(i lbs.. 44c.; Vanderlbs.. 57c., 10 to 50
Tort. lu sq. feet to the lb., i to
Circular free,
lbs.. 54c. No discounts.

J.

1

Send for free description and testimonials, to

Owing

3wly

(wide

inch

li

Bingham & Hetherington Honey

-;:

Mall.

Smoker

\^ inch

3

By

Smoker

inch

Bingham Smoker, 2 inch
Wonder Bingham Smoker,

Little

Knife.

Excelsior

Jfft

Extra Bingham
Plain

Co., Ind.

to

Customer. Postpaid.
$^ 00
$1 75
(wide

shield Conqueror, 3 Inch

Large

G-OOHD,

Ti,,

this

season than ever before. Price per mail,
f'Ostpaid. from t^r> cts.
o t2. Our patents

Address,

ISvtf

Improved bee Bmr)kers— cet the best, that
never po out— always
please— never is complained of— thestJindard of excellence the
world over — better

THE CONaUEROR.
Large Smokers need wide shields. BinRhnrn's
nave them, iind sprlnna that donotrustan break,
And bellows that sparks and smoke do nut enter.
TheConquernrhHsull impntvements made to date,
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 Inch bellows. Sent
postpaid for

the inventor of

aid

H

Hamilton. Hancock Co. HI.

„
„
TABI-OCKL.

r\

finely illustrated 50 pag^e cfltaIng-iie. Sent free
to any address.

"IS"a

Q.

THE COLUMBUS BUGGY
CM

O

(J)

a-

m"

Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's
pamphlet on " Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."—

You

that

with inltcs.

will get

it vpill

'

give you.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Address,

CHARLES DADANT &

(0

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock County,

A
111.

3
o

FLAT -BOTTOM
^'*'^ slde-wa(ls.4 to

J.

Ifi

VAN DETSEX &

SONS.

(t)

IMPORTANT TO BEE-KEEPERS!

44wtf

Co., lud.

Wax

ft.

worked

10c.

Colonies of Beea«

In

I pay S7c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Bee8wa.x. I'o avoid niisutkee. tbe shipper's name
should always be on eueb pacbaKe.

ALFRED

923

H. tlKWttAn.
CUICAQO, ILL.
West HadlBOn Street,

Gallup frames. cheap.
Langstroth frames

In

prime condition.

BEESWAX.

HENRY ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

WakaruBH, Elkhart

bright, 10 eq.

Send for samples.

W. HOLMES, CoopersvUie. Mich. 13wly

200 Colonic* or Beea,
In

to

boxes. metal-c< rnered brood (rames,
wide bajigstroth frames and comb foundation.
A. B. MIl-LKK & SON.
Send for Price List.

+Mc.

Bees for Sale.
fiO

years' experience in rearing
bees. The cheapest, easiest and best
raise queens. Never before published.
•way
Something new. Send for 'Mrcuiar.

queen

AND SIMPI-ICIXY
LAXG8TROTH
CHAFF HIVES, with movable upper

lb.

lb. F.

3

^pWENTY-THREE

•story, section

the
per

V

Suiu Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook. Mont. Co., N. Y.

44wtf

MUTH,

;

O
o

square feet tn
thepuuud. Circular iiud samples free.
D^^^v?^^?'
*^^^*""'

^^^^t^Srv

Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langetroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
<-".
F.
pplyto
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI* O.
la^Send inc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
iwiy

COMB F0irNDATI0N-40c.
DUNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and

COMB FOUNDATION,

J.

CO.,

Columbus, Ohio, is the Inrcrcst t;ictnr\-in the world
for first-class Bupgies, Phs^tons, Surreys and Carlia^cSy and do give more real value for the money
than any other manufacturers. Dealers sell our
Ka«ie of nearest will be
vehicles evcrvwhere.
sent

many times the value of
your 15 CENTS in the hints and ideas

our

received

O

R.

ROBKBXSON.

Fewamn. Ionia Co.. Mich.

rp IT T

1

Co.'s
St.),

Itin

O

10

T>
X

1) may be found on
Rowell
AxT>T?
FjIX
Geo.

tile

4

at

P.

&

Newspnper Advertising Bureau (10 Sprue*
where advertising contracts may be mad« for

N£VV^ YOKK..

—

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

800

BOOKS,
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

West Madison

925

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bee-K.eeper*s Galde or, Cook*B Mannal
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
x

fully "

and

up with the times on every
subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The boob is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can aflford
todowithout. Cloth, SI. 3B5 ; paper cover. )S1,
Illustrated

"

Qalnby's New Bee-K.ee pi nsT, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot

thai

it

and

forcible,

to interest ail. Its style is plain
its reJiders realize that its

fail

making all

author is master of the subject.— Wl. SO.

Novice's

ABC orBee-Cnltnre, by A.

I.

Root

—This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, Sl.SS.

— No

Kendall's Horse Boob.
more useful to horse owners.

book could be

It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information
Price »5c. for either the
English or German editions.

Moore*s TTnlversul Asslntant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over uoorVKKi Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes. Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2oo.(H¥) items for Gas. 8team, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers. Black-

smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assuvers.
Plumbers. Gas and .Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains i.oifi pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man. or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid,

SS.50.

Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
castmg up grain, produce, hay: cost of pork, interest; wages tables. wouU measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.

— ut2

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
ts cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 25c.

cloth, 7£»c.;

In

paper

by Thomas G. Newman. In
the
language. Price. 1h paper covers,
40 cents, or $H per dozen, postpaid.

GERMAN

Bzlerzon Theory

;— presents the fundamenof bee-cuiture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
tal principles

Honey, as F-iod and Medicine, by Thomae
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
and preparaticm of Honey for the
Honey as toi.o, givinK recipes for making
Honey Cakes, ('ooktes. Puddings. Foum.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipes.
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating ^^deiuand for honey
everywhere. Published in Kiifcllsh andtierman.
quality, sources,

Market

;

Cc;

Price for either edition.

Wintering: Bees. —

per dozen,

50c.

contains the Prize
Essayson thissubjecl. read before the Ceniennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.
Tliis

Pre|iaratlon of Honey for the Alarket*
Including the production and care or' both comb

and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

The

Price lOc.

HWe I Use— Being

a description of the

Font Brood;

its origin,

Price. &c.

development and cure.

—
—

.gtonig pflnujcn

—

K.

Kohnke.

—^
^ouiginncii

SSerfetjen

»on

a

t

I

i

—

c

ii

i

r

fi

e

n

9(6[egev

—3»ff
—

^(uSjicFjen

vieivs

6e[]anbeln iinbBcnibigen

t^ei'

I

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

My deafness

Write

street.

EXPERIENCE

FRO.M

once to

at

New

Y..rk.

Haylock

encioslng *l.

and you will receive l>y return a remedy that wiU
enable you to hear lite anvbody else, and whose
curative effects will be permanent. Tou will never
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile KeVI EW,
l^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Registered Letter,

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,

Sole Agents for America,

20wly

(Late llAYLoCK & Co.)
t I>ey St., New York.

JODMALS

BIND YOUR

AND KKEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

racitcv ent()dlt

;

fiir

bie i^crridjtuiig bc§

^laiibel fic[d)riebeii

ift.

^onigg

ben

fiir

$vei§ 40

(feiitg.

5Slcttcnjad)tcr§ gcitfrtUcn.
ncbi't griinblidjcr 9tiilcituiig
Iiiiig

(5§

bcr

mir

nid;t

ift

diifievft

i^on

Sieiu'ii.

n

i

^vei§ 40

t

e

IcfjiTcic^,

re

n

ff

11 1

jui

&

%.

BlNDCRKt^fpER/ODICALsV
---Jmiti

fonbevu

unb

^^—-_____^

I

^'iiig.
niid)

pvattifd).

The Emerson Binder
THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

(JciitS.

^onift ol^ 9lai)funo unt)

— uon

PAT.

iBcIjiiiib;

'J()oinn§ <ii.9iciDmnn.

jDiefcS entl)nU ciiic tlnre bnvfte[Iiing iibcr
Sieneii unb il^onig beg 2([tert()um§ bie

Any one can

use them. Directions in each BinderFor Monthly Bee Journal
50e.
For Weekly Bee Jt»urnal
75e.

Address.
925

;

jubercitcn

fann

;

.^onig

fernev

THOMAS 6. NElVUfAN,
West Madison

Street,

ChlcaKo,

111.

In "Wlntei-, with

Chatr- Packing, Cellars and

Instructions

about

Bee Houses, by Thomas

Newman. Price 5c.
Food Adulteration What we

2>«# *PfctJ>

G.

^vanttfciten—l^on

eat and should
;
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroving
adulterations offered as food, ~'00 pages 50e^

991.5).,

not eat.

Lumber and

I.ogr

complete book of

Book. —Most

its kind published.
Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
all

entbnltcnb

Price

85

c. postpaid.

unXt

Uittc

?B.^.Ra\i>ali,

ein

C'aniargo,

20

Douglas county,

Years Experience

in

III.

Queen Rearing.

Out Motto is:
—"Low Prices, yulck Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Queens
*i Tested
$2
Cyprian Queens
$1 Tested
k';

;

;

Palestine Ouei^na.

.$1

;

Tested...

J2'

Extra Queens, for swarming season, ready,

Cyprian

weare

tiraelynotlfled..
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian,
or Palestine. +4; Cuktny of bees, either
if

Safe
Italian, (Cyprian or Palestine, H frames, f 8.
arrival guaranteed.
Ordera «»
0/\e. paid for bright wax.

^U Tuscola.

Money

iwly.

111.

cilpljnbctifd;

geovbneteS i^cvjeidjnifj bcv ucvfd^icbenen
$fcvbetvanff}eiten,

fnmmt ben

9(ri'nc^en,

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
to introduce the new lime cushion, the only protection vet discovered that will carry the bees

©vjmptonicn unb bcv vic^tigen Seljanb;
safely through winter and spring without fail.
[ung bev[clbcn fevncv, einc ©nmmhing Send $.'>0. for right to retail tins cushion in your
county, or send »:> for one apiary right to patentee.
^vei§ 25 gents.
raevtfjDolIev atejepte.
Remit by registered letter or P. O. order.
F. DELLA TOUKE.
;

C. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street, Chicago,

THOMAS

Standard book throughout

& Canada.

Rev. A. SALISBURY.

nis

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa. ilJebijiu niit uiclcn Stejeptcn. (Jg ift fi'iv
F. Muth; 82 pajies.
it gives Mr. Muth'a views on
ben Sonfumeutcn bcftimmt, unb foUte
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Diettaufenbfdltig iibcv ba§ gnnjc Sanb
Swarming:, Dlvldln? and Feeding Bees.
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
Derbreitet ttievben.
$rei§ (5 SeutS.
5 cents.

United States

has performed a miracle In my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

much

eg ein£n}.utc(,rooriiibiencucfte93Jett)obe

:

tables, Interests, etc.

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26 engravings. Price. lOc.

8crlbner*H

hafi existed amoo^
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at |;i.(H) per bottle.

Price.

Newman— Giving advanced

urement of

SOOy-ursno DeutaesH

Sieiteii

;

Bees

known as Carchurodon Rnndeletii. Every Chinese
tlsberman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest about
the year I4in. [ts cures were so numerous and
many soHeemlu{£|y mlraciiloao-, that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

(Jr5ierjung bEvJ?6iugiit

— ®d}iu(irmcn —

giittsi""

«5c.
23efd)affen[jeit, Qiintitdt, Qucllen unb
Extracted Honey Hurvestlnic, Handl- 3ut)cveitungbe§J^Dnig§
fiir ben Jpanbct
luK and Ikliirketlngr.- A :J4-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail tht* methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This ^onig nte 9ca()vnnggmitte[, nngc&eiib
contains many useful hints.- Price loc.
luie man .^onigfudjen, gormfiidjcldjen,
Bee Pustnraffe a Necessity, by Thomas G. Rubbing?, iSd;numfonfect,iIBeiiie,u.f.iu
By Albert

This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Vellow Sea

&jENNEY,7Dey

SPtcdijin

hive used by G. M. Doolitlle.

of Shark's Oil
Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.

AN!) OB.«EKVATioN.

*'

Price, bound in
50c.. postpaid.

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam

PERSONALLY TESTIFY. KOTH

©icncn ^UltUt, obcrcvforgreicf)e
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleiiaur« and ProHt, by Thomas G. 33ct)anb[ung bcv Sienen, uon X()o6. ®.
Newman.— Third Kdltion
Fully up with the
limes," Including all the various improvements OJciumun.
©icfcg 5|3amp[)lct cnttjalt
and inventliins. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." "Management Selef^rungcn iibcv folgenbe ©cgciiftciube
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
Oerttirf) f ei t be§ 23tenciiftanbc6
etc. It contains nio paees. and is profusely illusBlenen Kultnr.

FOR THE

"Its virtues are trNQFESTioNABLEand Its CURATIVE CaARACTER ABSOI-rTK. ASTHEWHITERCAN

Blessed Bees, by John AIleA.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.

:

EARS

;

King:'* Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. iKtl.OO.
X.anfC8troth on the BCIve and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientitic work. Price, JSa.

trated.
covers,

!

;

925

74 Charies-st.
in.

Patented April

Baltimore, Md.
45wl3tL
No* 254,932,

Avenue,

25, is;v2.

——

—

:

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
VoL XVIII.

Chicago,

IlL,

December

No. 51.

20. 1882.
^F

One more number of theWeekly

Bee Journal
ond year of

complete the secweeklv issue, anl we

will

ts

are assured that

its readers are well
with it. Had we any doubts,
they ould be dispelled by the hundreds of encouraging letters we are
receiving, with the renewal of sub-

PTBLISHED BV

THOMAS
Kl)IT»m

925

NEWMAN,

C.
A.\J>

»«
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In the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine for Descriptions for the coming year.
The
cember Mr. King inquired why the
complete volume contains 816 pages,
quotations given by Mr. D. W.Quinby,
making a very large book and both in
honey dealer of New York, to the
quantity as well as quality it is enough
Magazine, did not agree with those lie
;

sent to the

Beb Journal.

We

re-

plied in No. 49, page 771, that we received from Mr. Quinby, the "New
York Price Current," every week,
and copied the honey quotations ver-

to satisfy the mo.st

Bee- House for Winter

Stone Piatlurni for Hives

Tile Season's Operations
Best Honey Crop in 10 years

Do

Bees Pay?
Excellent
Have Done Well

Progresin Bee-Keeping
Packed in Chaff.
Large Increase
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Hoe>
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economical of

its

patrons.

1^

When writing to this oflBce on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on

We also wrote to Mr. Quinby, the same sheet of paper, unless it can
asking him for au explanation why the
be torn apart without interfering with
qnotations were so different.
He re- either portion of the letter. The
edifollows
plied as
torial and business departments are
Dear Sir :— The "New York Price separate and distinct, and when the
Current " is published for the accom- business
is mixed up with items for
modation oC all marketmen the editor
goes around and gets quotations from Dublication it often causes confusion.
different dealers and they strike an They may both be sent in one envelope
average of the whole. I give my own but should be written on separate
quotation they (other dealers) do not
pieces of paper.
get the prices, and do not quote it so
high. 1 will mark my own quotations
on " Price Current" hereafter.
i^'May we ask you, dear reader, to
D. W. Quinby.
speak a good word for the Bee JourWe have written to Mr. Quinby that nal to neighbors who keep bees, and
we want his own quotations, hereafter, send on at least one «cto subscription
and he has promised us to give them, with your own Our premium, "Bees
in all future reports of tlie New York and Honey," in cloth, will pay you for
your trouble, besides having the satishoney market sent to usi
Mr. King has our thanks for calling faction of knowing that you have
attention to the matter. Relying upon aided the Bee Journal to a new
the quotations received every week, subscriber, and progressive apiculture
we had not compared them with any to another devotee.
others, and liad not, therefore, noticed
igr Attention is called to a few
any discrepancies. Each dealer reporting the " Honey and Beeswax changes in our clubbing list for 1883,
Market," is entirely responsible for as given on page 813. Those interhis own quotations. We will do all in ested will please take notice.
our power to have them correct, but
i^" On account of Christmas comdo not hold ourselves responsible for
their correctness, nor endorse either ing on our regular day for printing,
the dealers or their methods of doing the Bee Journal will be one day
late, next week.
business.
batim.

;

;

'f

Convention Notices

Bee and Honey Show

Market.

—

:
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able to presume that with such comb among bee-keepers." To this let us
honey, few families would be long add, " and ascertaining the requirewithout it. It would largely take the ments of progressive apiculture and
At the Michigan State Convention place
of canned fruit, as it would comhoney
the subject of putting up comb
pete in price and economy, and avoid taking measures to adopt them."
Whatever may be demanded of us
in sections containing only a half- the risk of lead and tin poisoning, and
in the manner of mai-keting honey ,we
pound was considerably discussed. It stale fruit.
To the producer there are some must cheerfully and readily adopt, and
will be remembered that Mr. Ripley,
points to balance the extra expense.
honey
Blake,
we are often much better qualified to
Crocker
tirm
of
the
of
1. It would ship with perfect safety.
2. No separator would be needed.
judge of the practicability of the
dealers, of Boston, Mass., who visited
3. Twice as many bees could be enmethods to be employed, after having
the Bee .Journal office last Septemgaged in lengthening the foundation.
Eastthoroughly discussed the matter " in
ber, then remarked that in the
and
better.
It
would
ripen
faster
4.
ern cities comb honey was required in No watery caps would be on such convention assembled."
If the half-pound sections are made
still smaller packages than those con- combs.
I am aware that many producers the same size as the one-pound, viz.:
taining one pound. It has also been
would prefer, before trial, thicker
discussed at some other conventions, combs, and sections of smaller dimen- 434x434, they can be used in the " suand several of our most enterprising sions, holding the same weight of per," similar to the Heddon surplus
bee-keepers have determined to put honey, but such combs would be like arrangement, without any alteration.
other combs of greater thickness, There are very many good reasons for
up some of their crops of comb honey all
the cells would not be made at right
next year in sections containing but angles with the septum. It is well adopting that size, and if there are
one-half pound.
known that deep cells always incline serious objections, let those who disMr. James Heddon, of Dowagiac, upward, wiiile cells designed for brood cover any disadvantages, state them
or short cells are always straight.
in the Bkk Journal, so that a wise
Mich., intends to adopt some of these This
is one reason why their combs
decision may be arrived at.
small packages, and announced that cut without much dripping or waste.
Some years ago, Mr. Bingham gave
intention at the convention in Kalaan amusing address at the Michigan
mazoo, two weeks ago. Dr. C. C.
State Convention, on " Penny PackMiller has, by request, been figuring

Half-Poniul Sections for Honey.

&

out the proper size for such a section,
and thinks about 10 to a Langstroth
broad frame will be about right in size.
Mr. T. F. Bingham stated, at the same
convention, that a good plan to determine the right width of comb neces- Broad Frame koidiny eight hnlf-pound
sary to use a 4ix4i section, was to
or pound »SeciJons of Honey.
shave down some honey that was
I have taken 4ix4i sections, prefercandied, until the proper thickness
ably, on account of the fact that those
was ascertained, to make the right who have used them would not be
weight. We requested him to make compelled to materially change their
the experiment, and have received the supers or crates. Other forms might
be desired and, perhaps, would be
following from him concerning his more beautiful. Art has favored rectexperiments
angles measuring in width I tlie length

PENNY PACKAGES OF HONEY,

ages for Honey," which, though it was
then but a fanciful pleasantry, clearly
foreshadowed the coming demands for
marketing honey in very small packages. Then, "six-pound boxes "were
the popular packages for comb honey,
even with Mr. Bingham, if we mistake not; and large barrels, containing
from 500 to 800 pounds, for extracted
honey, at wholesale, and glass jars at
retail, were thought ''just the thing."

The small sections of enticing comb
honey, and beautiful little pails of extracted honey, have driven the glucoseor height, as most desirable tor pict- honey peddlers to the wall, and no
ures and paintings. The same might
than two of these larger houses,
be true of comb sections. For sucli less
as would prefer different forms, I will running scores of wagons in this city,
give, as the weight of one ^4 pound of have already gone out of the business;
honey, the measure of the same in and now we hear that four more of
cubic eighths of an inch, viz., about
smaller fry, running 6 or 8 wagons
4992. The section would be 4ix4i in. the
each, will close up their business at
by nine-eighths wide outside.
T. F. Bingham.
the end of this year. There can be no
Mr. Bingham, in the above article, doubt but that the small packages of
gives some very strong reasons for re- pure honey have done more to kill off
taining the size of section as it is now the adulterators of honey than anyused for the one-pound, 4ix4i, but, of thing else could have done.

OR "THE SECTION OF THE FUTURE."
Agreeably to request, I have made
a few measurements, to ascertain at
what thickness comb honey could be
made, so that a 4ix4i- section would
weigh one-halt pound.
The result is, three-fourths of an
inch. Such honey would cost the producer more than if the sections were
thicker— as such a section would cost
the same essentially as if it held one
pound. The expense of foundation
for 100 pounds would be more also.
These two items are all that 1 now see course, having the combs much thinner, and dispensing with separators.
that militate against their use.
They would meet the wants of the
Mr. A. I. Root, editor of Gleanings
market in the cities and larger towns, in Bee Culture, in a private letter to us
and find an unlimited sale every wliere.
the 12th inst., says he prefers them
One such piece would supply any mod- on
erate sized family with a much cov- " six across a broad frame and two
" this will be
eted luxury for tea, at a moderate deep," and then adds
cost. I need not say how nicely it right for the half-pound sections, acwould cut for the plate. It would
be simply " too flue." It would cut cording to my mind, at present."
twelve pieces over one inch square, Also, in reply to a query of ours, since
or nine a little larger. Some might meeting him at the convention at
think this too .small a piece, but it Kalamazoo, he remarks
" I do think
would be ample for anyone in my
conventions
are
promoters
great
of
honey
that
has
any
other
or
family,
always on the table, and it is reason- acquaintance and fraternal feelings
:

:

Time was when the two-pound section was considered too small to suit
the ideas of apiarists, but now even
those containing one pound are voted
Truly, apiculture is
to be too large.
progressive— advancing quite as fast
as any other pursuit.
Any step that will aid in popularizing the consumption of honey, and

bring it into universal demand will be
welcomed by apiarists everywhere,—
no matter if it be a half-pound section

comb honey, or a five cent pail for
the extracted.
for

^

:

:

—

:
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Bees Putting Besiegers

The London Times "
amusing instances

to Fligrlit.

Beeiiiaster "gives

of the application

of bees to defensive purposes

A privateer manned by fifty men,
but having on board some liives of
bees, was pursued by a Turkish galley,
manned by oUO seamen and soldiers.
When

the latter

came

alongside, the

crew of the privateer mounted the
rigging with their hives, and threw
them upon their foes, who,astonislieil
at this novel mode of warfare, hastened to escape from the fury of the
enraged bees. Another instance occurred, when a rabble at Ilohustein,
in llungaria, attempted to pillage the
house of the parish minister; he caused
some beehives to be thrown among
the mob, who in consequence soon dispersed. Again, Vauban relates how
bees played an important part at the
siege of Chatle, in Lorraine. After a
siege, the town was being stormed,
and, during the assault, the besieged
threw a few hives of bees upon the
heads of the storming party. The little creatures stung the besiegers so
dreadfully that they had to retire
and the historian tells that " the bees
were not the least cause of the siege
being abandoned."
;

Bee-Keeping as

a Business.— The

Saginaw', Mich., Evening Nav^ot Dec.
4, contains the following on this subject

Few people are aware of the importance of the bee-keeping business in
Michigan, or of the amount of honey
annually gatiiered in the State. Dr.
Whiting, the local authority on apiarian questions, estimates the Saginaw
county crop for the present season at
not less than 40,000 pounds, a large
portion of which linds a market -in
other States.
U n d er the old system of bee-keepin g
apiarists used to gauge tlieir success
by the number of swarms produced.
Now, however, within certain reasonable limits, " swarming "is considered
a misfortune and a new " swarm " a
loss, for a populous colony will keep
at wotk and gather more honey than
the two " swarms."
The article painted on signs and
used as a device on one or two State
seals is no longer recognized as a bee
hive, for its place has been supplied
by something more convenient. Many
of our older readers will remember,
perhaps some of them have used, the
process of extracting honey by smoking the bees to death and thus safely
getting at the sweets they have stored
up, taking white comb and yellow,
bee bread, pollen and young bees in
one indiscriminate mass.
Processes
liave changed with the hives, and now
honey is extracted by the centrifugal

803

process, not only being as pure and sults. Every one. Sir John Lubbock
white as that in the whitest comb, but said, knew that bees when swarming
the bees are not disturbed and the were popularly, and had been, ever
coarser article left for " home con- since the time of Aristotle, supposed
sumption "—that is, the bees consume to be inlluenced by clanging kettles,
it and do not seem to feel angry or etc.
discouraged because they have been
Experienced apiarists were now disrobbed.
posed to doubt whether the noise has
In the not very olden times a bee- really any effect, but Sir John Lubbock
keeper felt satislied if he got 15 or 20 suggested that even if it had, with
pounds of yellow honey per colony, reference to which he expressed no
and considered himself peculiarly opinion, it was possible that what the
lucky if he did not get tiis head stung bees heard were not the loud, low
off in the operation. Nowadays, api- sounds, but the higher overtones at
arists consider less than 100 pounds of the verge of, or beyond, our range of
honey per colony a poor season's work, hearing.
and he must have a strong and healthy
As regards the industry of wasps,
colony of bees left as well as the honey. he timed a bee and a wasp, for each or
Bee-keepers now take as much pains which he provided a store of honey,
to improve their stock as cattle or and found that the wasp began earlier
horse breeders. No slow-going bees in the morning (at 4 a. m.), worked on
are tolerated ; they must get to work later in the evening, and came oftener
early in the morning and keep at it during the day. He did not, however,
until late at night, and to get bees of quote this as proving greater industry
this industrious disposition the bee- on the wasp, as it might be that it was
men send to the uttermost parts of the less sensitive to cold.
Moreover,
though the bee's proboscis was admirearth.
Among the States, Micliigan stands ably adapted to extract honey from
in the front rank in the bee-keeping tubular flowers, when the honey was
business.
The lirst society for im- exposed, as in this case, the wasp approvement in bee-keepers' methods peared able to swallow it more rapidly.
and appliances was started in Michi- This particular wasp began work at 4
gan, and its success has been such in the morning, and went on without
that the greatly-increased product of any rest or intermission till a quarter

honey and consequent reduction in
price is fast causing the article to be
regarded as a necessity, rather than a
luxury.

to 8 in the evening, during which
she paid Sir John 116 visits.

Honey Exhibits

at

time

Fairs.— The In-

Do Bees Hear J— The London Capi- diana Farmer remarks as follows
An examination of the various pretal and Labor of Nov. 15, 1882, gives
mium lists of the district and county
the following on this subject
fairs of the State, shows there is not
At the meeting of the Linnean So- the encouragement given to the beeciety last week. Sir John Lubbock keeping interest that it is justly enread an account of his further obser- titled to. The production of hoiiey is
vations on the habits of insects made growing rapidly and is becoming of
during the past year. The two queen equal interest to that of any of the
ants which have lived with him since several agricultural industries of the
1874, and which are now, therefore, no State and is fully entitled to equal
less than eight years old, are still alive, consideration at the hands of the
and laid eggs last summer as usual. county and district boards, and we
His oldest workers are seven years have no doubt would receive just conDr. Midler, in a recent review, sideration if properly presented. It is
old.
had courteously criticised his experi- the duty of each and all who are interments on the color sense of bees, but ested in this pursuit to see that the
Sir John Lubbock pointed out that he matter is brought to the attention of
had anticipated the objections sug- the gentlemen composing the boards.
gested by Dr. Muller, and had guarded The usual meetings for the revision of
against the supposed source of error. the premium lists takes place during
The difference whs, moreover, not one the month of January. Let the many
of principle, nor did Dr. Muller ques- bee-keeping societies see that the mattion the main conclusions arrived at, ter is attended to without delay, and
or doubt the preference of bees for in counties where no societies exist
blue, which, indeed, was strongly in- let several bee-keepers join together,
dicated by his own observations on make up alist wliich they think would
(lowers.
be suitable for the premium list and
Sir John also recorded some further present it to their county fair officers.
experiments with reference to the
power of hearing. Some bees were
The deacon's son was telling the
trained to come to honey which was
about the bees stinging his
placed on a musical box on the lawn minister
" Did they V Well, what did your
pa.
close to a window.
The musical box
"
this way a moment,"
was kept going for several hours a day pa say i"' Step
" I'd rather whisper it to
for a fortnight. It was then brought said the boy,
into the house and placed out of sight, you."— iir.
but at the open window, and only
Examine the Date following your
about seven yards from where it had
been before. The bees, however, did name on the wrapper label of this
not lind the honey, though when it
paper; it indicates the end of the
was once shown them they came to it
readily enough.
Other experiments month to which you have paid your
with a microphone were without re- subscription on the Bee Journal.
:

W
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out to 30 inches from plant to plant,
and the number of plants at this distance would be about 14,.500 per acre ;
at 18 inches from plant to plant 2-5,000
per acre, and at 12 inches from plant

For the American Beo JoumaL

to plant, 32,000. The produce of this
kind of grain, like that of most others,
varies considerably, according to the
state of the soil, climate, and the cul-

Bee- Keepers' Exchange.

Non-Swarming Strains
E. E.

of Bees.

HASTY.

Some years ago it seemed to me
very desirable to develop a strain of
bees that would not swarm. The idea

was to have them prolific and enerture that is employed, but the average getic, so ihat anv reasonable iucrease
quantity is about 50 bushels per acre. could be obtained at will by dividing,
ARTHUR TODD.
This willproduce SOgallonsof oil, and and yet have them so averse toswnrmof oil cake 1,-500 lbs. The stalks when ing that all the progeny of a queen
I have read with great aud increas- burnt for alkali, give 1,120 pounds of would remain and work together,
tliis
potash. /o/wi.son's Dictionary of Gar- when that course seemed best. Is this
ing interest many articles npon
suDject, and there is an aspect of the dening.
practicable V Is it desirable V 1 have
me
well
worth
appears
to
question that
come to doubt a little in both points.
plant,
large
composite
well-known
few
would
say
a
wliicli
I
study, on
As it is best to be sure we are right
words. The flow of honey from plants yielding an abundance of seeds which before we go ahead, it may be well to
It
being so largely dependent on climatic are excellent for feeding poultry.
have the matter a little more thorinfluences, should bad weather come requires a good soil or a clay basis, oughly talked over than it has been
at flowering time, tlie honey crop may but it will grow on most tilled lands. heretofore.
prove a totnl failure ; but, if the plant It is raised in France for oil, and
On the second query just let me
chosen for the honey yield has a value should be sown broadcast, and thinly, talk heresy a little.
I have been so
soon
It
totally separate from any honey value, or in rows IS inches apart.
much at home in the Exchange, almost
An
cover
weeds.
to
then the failure of the honey crop will gi-ows sufficiently
ever since its commencement, that I
not be so serious an item. In any case acre will carry 2-5,000 plants 12 inches believe the boys will bear good-naseeds,
of
-50
bushels
yield
apart,
and
then the bee-keeper would raise a crop.
turedly with just a little heresy NonThis consideration has set me think- and upward of -50 gallons of good oil, swarming means colonies of immense
soap
or
lamps,
the
table,
valuable
for
some
articles
ing, and liaving read
size, and I do not more than half belately upon sunflower cultivation and making. The cake is one of the most lieve we want them, except for pur1,-500
lbs.
known.
fodders
nutritious
fodder
plants,
green
of
the cultivation
poses of brag. I think that immense
above crop. hordes of bees, like great masses of
1 made some research, and find tiiat the will be obtained from the
sunflower, which is higlily extolled as Tlie leaves are also eaten by cattle, men, get in one another's way and
a bee plant has a large value in itself and the young plants removed in thin- waste time.
I would expect 40,000
as a grain-producing and forage-pro- ning, form good provender. The stalks bees to store more honey, working as
ducing plant. 1 have copied and sent are rich in potash, yielding from eight two colonies, than the same bees
you herewith some information as to to ten per cent, of it in their ash. but would working together. I cheerfully
as
its cultivation and yield that may not should be returned to the land
confess, however, that I may be utterly
be known to the majority of your read- manure. It also contains a large pro- wrong in this. And my doubts only
nitre.
ers. There are plants that are suita- portion of
extend to the warm season ; in winter
The young plants form as good a and spring 1 am quite willing to have
ble for fodder that yield 100 tons and
arJerusalem
in
as
the
plough
crop
to"
over (when it is cut green) to the acre,
all the bees together we are likely to
the flowers of which are admirable for tichoke which is indeed of the same get together.
It is also plain that
Gardner's
sunflower.
the
genus
as
produce
family
The borage
bees.
where there is biitoue principal honey
Dictionary.
Farmers^
such.
harvest, we do not want the bees to
If the good farmer cannot consume
vSome of the uses of this now popular swarm right in the midst of it. Swarmhe
summer,
the
in
fodder
green
all his
flower may be enumerated. In France ing, if allowed, should be reduced to
has only to store it in silos to have his the leaves are used as forage for the some sort of control.
crop available in midwinter, or if near cattle, who are said to eat them with
As to practicability, it looks at first
a town he can readily dispose of it as great relish and avidity.
The stalks very simple to get a colony that has
cut. Any beekeeper that plants for make an excellent fuel, and yield a not swarmed for many years, and dihis bees, should, in my opinion look large quantity of potash after they are vide them and sub-divide them and
well, first to the lioney value of the burned; or if not wanted for that pur- build them up, until a whole apiary of
I
flower of the plant he plants second- pose, the ashes maybe used as manure non-swarming bees is obtained.
ly, the honey crop over, what does he by sowing it over the land, or mixing have not tried this, nor can I put my
receive from the plant itself V
finger on any other man who has tried
it in the manure heap.
Tills subject is one well worthy of
In Portugal the seeds are used to it; but, using the best light that is in
all
will
result
we
ventilation', and as a
make a wholesome and nutritious me, I should predict that, when such
enjoy " more light."
bread, and when roasted, tliev form an apiary was once built up, the owner
an excellent substitute for coffee in would find his bees swarming almost
light,
rich
Sunflower.—
The
some parts of the Continent a kind of as bad as other people's l»ees. Success
trees
as
by
unsliadowed
as
soil, and
but
serves is probably possible in this line
possible suits it best. It is now much houilli is made of them, which
They also yield, it will take a great many years to
cultivated for its oil and as a food for as food for infante.
Stirring the lire
fear.
it, I
oil, little, if any, reach
cattle and poultry. The following di- by expression, a fixed
Increase
used in makes things " bile over."
rections for its culture on a large scale, inferior to olive oil, which is
for burn- an old, neglected, unprofitable, stagare applicable on a reduced extent for some parts of Europe, both
ing in lamps, and for other domestic nant, non-swarming colony to a hunthe garden.
and perhaps only two or three
The earlier the seed can be got into purposes to which olive oil is applied, dred,
As food for of that number will show any disinthe ground the better, say the begin- and for making soups.
clination to swarm whatever. These
ning of April, as the crop will be ready poultry they have been found to be few would then have to be taken as a
nutritious.
to harvest by the latter part of August, very
One acre will produce .50 bushels of new starting point, and the apiary
which will be of the greatest imporyielding .50 gallons of oil ;ind built up afresh from them. The secseed,
necessary
The
growers.
tance to
same
1,-500 lbs. of oil cake, and the ond result woiM probably be the
about
for
an
acre
required
seed
of
quantity
as the first, except there might be a
depends upon the condition of the soil, stems will yield about 10 per cent, of
little increase in the number that were
and varies from four pounds to five potash. The pith of the sunflower has
Asrain, and again,
to swarm.
pounds but of course it is advisable been recommended by M. Perry for slow
of Moxa, for which it the process would have to be gone
to sow a little more than is actually the preparation
tiirough with, gaining the desired rewanted, to provide against accidents. is well adapted by the nitre it contanis,
Then new
being sult only little by little.
The seed should be drilled into the enabling it to burn witliout
blood would have to be brought in, or
ground, and the distance from row to blown upon. Journal of HortiaiUwe,
allowed to come in, else the whole esrow 18 inches, the plants to be thinned London, England.

The Siiuflower

for Houey.
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would become degenerate
and woi tliless from close Ijreediiif;
and to introduce fresh blood without
losiiin all the ittle that had been gained
would be a very ditlicult problem.
Because a single colony omits to
swarm when the others around it are
swarming, it by no means follows that
non-swarming
it is developing the
tablisliraent

1

805

degeneracy exactly, but just a little
of what might be termed stagnation
of the blood y If a good queen from

Honey and Money.
love you, love, for good or ill.
As Kood bees love sweet honey—
I love you. love, soul, heart and will.
For sober skies or sunny.
And yet I pause, I falter still,
For O! one doubt, one fear doth thrill.
I

somebody else's apiary was made the
mother of the drones, would not the
number of natural swarms increase
three or fourfold

It also looks as if

?

swarming was very
of locality.

I

largely a matter
have a locality where

the early supply of pollen is very prohosts of alders shedding pollen
I think that most such cases are fuse,
caused t)y a lailint; queen.
If the even before bees can get out to gather
queen begins to fail early in the season, it. Acres upon acres of poplars and
and the bees do not supersede her, it willows follow. The willows are of
may be expected that the colony will many species, some very early and
dwindle down and neither swarm nor some very late. Fruit bloom is about
White clover is abundant,
If, however, the medium.
store much honey.
queen lays pretty well in March and but seldom yields much honey, owing,
April, and begins to decline in fertility I suppose, to the sandy nature of the
in May, the colony may, if I mistake soil. Basswood is found scarcely anynot, make a One record in honey stor- where except a little fringe of it along
ing. In such a case the keeper vjould a creek that runs by. August, instead
be liable to think that he had aiion- of being a gap in the honey, is not uns warming colouy when he haduotliing frequeiitly better than July, and about
as good as June.
splendid spread
of the kind.
Again, we will suppose that a lot of of late fall flowers closes the season.
bees become generally and utterly Failure to get honey enough to winter
atleast during
lifeless and worthless, "like a flock of on is almost uiiknown
sheep that have " all run out ;" what- the thirty years we have kept bees
ever non-swarming tendencies they here. But, on the other hand, it is
might show would not prove of any quite rare for a day's run of honey to
Another
account to the breeder, I think. I reach even three pounds.
have had a case this season where what man's locality has so little early pollen
seems to be a sort of constitutional that he feeds flour to get his bees
a rush of honey in June,
diseiise has prevented swarming. The started
ground in front of the hive lias been coming in at the rate of ten pounds a
almost constantly sprinkled with dead day and almost nothing at all afterIt is pretty plain that the
bees, and the sentinels have been kept wards.
very busy trying to expel the invalids steady, long continued supply of my
and cripples. 1 presume that the best locality will provoke the maximum of
of the bees of this colony do not live as swarming (31 swarms in August this
many days as they ought. The net year, and a total of 167) while the
result is, that the colony has never year's honey all in aheap, of the other
been crowded enough to "be driven to man's locality,will favor the minimum.
swarming, although a large amount of I take it that a great rush of honey
brood has been raised. It would be a tempts all the bees, except the very
sad mistake to begin with such a yonng ones, to go out and gather, and
colony as this one to breed nou- soon the cells are so blocked up with
honey that the queen has little room
swarmers.
Swarming has raged greatly with me to lay.
this summer, and only one other out
In those cases sometimes reported
of 68 colonies has omitted to swarm. In where a colony of bees has continued
the last case I think there was some without swarming for many years,
reluctance to swarm, but also very there is one condition that is ahnost
moderate fertility on the part of their always present, if my memory is not
queen.
at fault. Such bees are in diverse sitAs to the size of the brood chamber uations, often in a bee-house, someaffecting swarming, my opinion is like times on a bench out of doors, or, most
this.
Contracting stimulates swarm- frequently of all, in a quiet garret;
ing up to a certain moderate limit; but they agree in this one thing, comb
but excessively small room for brood, built abundantly outsidi^ the hive.
especially if the pinch is caused by the iMeditating on "this 'circumstance a
combs being blocked up with honey, theory arose in my mind that may poshinders or prevents swarming. Here, sibly prove valuable. The overflow of
then, we have about four sorts of non- bees from such a hive, spread out
swarming, that may occur without the among the outside combs and make
bees having any real non-swarming them.selves comfortable, while the
tendencies that could be transmitted overflow from an ordinary hive cling
There is such a tiling, together in a hot and torpid mass, unto progeny.
however, as a tendency to non-swarm- til they resolve that "anywhere, anying, and it may be, after all, that we thing is better than this."
The diswant it ; and it may be, that some comfort of hanging out, we may well
time in the future we shall have non- believe, impels many that have nothswarming breeds of bees, as we now ing to do to remain inside, sadly in
have non-sitting breeds of fowls.
the way of those actually at work,
It is a somewhat surer indication of until tliey. too, are discontented, ami
genuine non-swurming when aconsid- inclined to " fly toother ills they know
erable apiary refrains, but even then not of." It may transpire that surplus
I suspect that some discounts must lie of bees does not necessarily compel
made. It is no very uncommon thing swarming, as long as we can keep
for an apiarist to report only 10 or l;i, them comfortable and out of the way
or 20 swarms from a large apiary. Is of where work is going on.
there not in most of these case's, not
Richards, O.

My

love you, love, I love you, love,
Hut, O. you must have money
red rose is a rose, my love.
But if it hold not honey,
The busy bee he will not stay.
I

A

Hut. hummins airs, he hies away,
have you money
To buy the clover honey't— Selected.

My (larlins.

For the American Bee Journal.

Another Instance of "Old Fogyisui."

A

—

;

;

;

have you money
clover honey?

darliug,

To buy some

tendencies.

C.

THEILMANN.

While reading J. E. Pond's article,
on page 030 of the Weekly Bee Journal, I remembered a conversation I
had this fall with an old acquaintance,
and an early settler of this part of the
country, to whom I paid a visit while
on a business trip through the country.
Arriving at his place I found him
just at the brimstone business, deTaking a look
stroying his bees.
around where he was at work, I saw a
apart,
and honey,
hives
torn
lot of box
with pollen and some brood in the
combs, ill pans, dishes, etc., while he
I can
was killing another colony.
hardly describe the feelings which
came over me at the sight. I asked

him why he destroyed his bees in such
a manner, and obtained the honey in
He ansuch an impracticable way
'i*

"My

father kept bees for
30 years, and I was raised among them,
and I guess this is as good a way to
obtain honey as any and this is the
way my father did it." (All h=s bees

swered

:

;

box hives.) I then asked him
were
in what way he could control his bees
in his liive'r' " How do you control
yours':"' he replied. " Look up there."
he said, pointingtoaslim, tall tree, I
was in danger of my life this summer
in getting a swarm of bees down from
it.''
I then told him that my bees
were in I.angstroth movable-frame
hives, that I could control them, to a
great extent, in swarming, and that I
could look in and examine every comb
in tlie hive in a few miiintes, and if
in

the bees acted strangely,

I

could see

what was wrong; besides enumerating

many

other advantages.
then asked him about the sale of
his honey. " Well," said he, " I could
only get 12}^c. per lb. for it, in I'lainview, tlie other day, by the side of
yours, and the storekeeper did not
I

He
care to buy mine at all."
acknowledged that my honey,
which was in the one piece sections,
was very nice and neatly put up. I
much

also

readily for 18c. jier pound.
bard for some of these old fogies to turn to practical apiculture;
they still hang to their father's ways
of bee-keeping, and not only realize
but little for their produce, but in

sold

it

It is

:

;

:
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many instances reduce the local price
of the honey which is put up in good
style.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1883.

Theilmanton, Minn., Dec. 8,

1882.

For the American Bee JoumaL

Dry Clover Chaff
G. L.

for

Packing Bees.

PRAY.

Having but a few

colonies

and

lots

of dry goods boxes, I take a box large
enough to put the hive in, with a 4 or
5 inch space all around the hive, and
saw the box so that the top will be
slanting enough to run the water off,
and make a tight roof over the box.
I then tack two 2-inch strips across the
bottom of the box, on the inside, and
fill it up even with the top of the 2-ineh
strips with dry clover chaff, and lay
an inch board on that, and cut a hole
througli the box of the same size as
the entrance of the hive, covering it
on a level with the top of the inch
board, and then take the board out
and put tlie hive in the box, bottom
board and all, the entrance facing the
hole through the box and make a
bridge from tlie entrance of the hive to
the hole in tlie box, so the bees can go
out and in when they please, and pack
with dry clover chaff all around the
hive. 1 take the cloth over the frames
off, if it is thickly covered with wax
on the under side, and put on a thick
piece of factory cloth or canvas over
the frames, and then I cover the whole
hive with clover cliaff, about 6 or 7
inches thick, and put on the roof, and
keep the entrance all open in cold
weather, and keep the snow away from
the front of the box.
The same can

of Meeting,

Jan. 9.— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
M. C. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
9.— Oliio State, at Columburt, Ohio.
D. Spear. Sec, Cardington, Oliio.
9-11, Nortbeastern. at Syracuse, N. Y.
G. W. House. Fayetteyille. N. Y.
11, Nebraslia Stale, at Wahoo, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawlcy, Sec.
16.— Eastern N. Y., at Albany. N. Y.
E. Quakenbush. Sec. Barnerville, N. Y.
18, ChamDlain Valley, at Middleburc, Vt.
T. Brouktns, Spc
19, 20.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
Ij. Carson, Pres.
20.— S. W. Mich., at Ann Arbor.
G. J. Pease, Sec, Ann Arbor.
Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwallt, O,
8.— Maine State, at Dexter.
Wm. Uoyt. Sec
April 5.— Utah, at Salt Laite City.
E. Stevenson, Sec,
May 11.— Iowa Central, at Winterset.
J. E. Pryor.Sec.
— —Texas State Convention, at McKinnev.
,

Oct.

Dec.

17,

Dr. W. R. Howard. Sec.
18.— Northwestern, at Cbicaco, III.

Thomas G. Newman, Sec

5-6,

Michigan State, at Flint.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Union. Mich.

tST" la order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.- Ed.

Read before the N.

B. K.

S.

J. P.

H.

at Cincinnati.

The

The temperature should be warm

enough not to

chill the brood
and the
weather mild, pleasant and settled.
5. Drones must be flying.
;

Now

1 believe it possible that collateral intluences can be brought to bear
upon these natural conditions so that

they can be aided and directed toward

bee-improvement.
These influences
may be summed up to be
1. Careful
selection of breeding
stock witli special reference to those
qualities that it is desirable to perpetuate and add to.
2. Selection of drones from the most

vigorousqueens whose worker progeny
are noted for size, strength, ana hoiieygatliering capacitiy.
3. Endeavoring to
breed out bad
qualities and to breed in. good.
rigid system of pruning cells
i.
and killing defective queens.

A

That there is a capacity for improvein the honey bee, I think can

hardly be questioned. We know that
both plants and animals are endowed
with such a capacity, and why slioiild
the bee be an exception to this natural
delicious

and wholesome

aviple of the present day, was, originally, the sour, miserable Siberian
;

even towns and

queen-cells that
are built are usually well developed,
particularly if in localities on the
for their construction.
The Southeastern Michigan comb favorable
food is bountifully supplied, and
Bee- Keepers' Association will hold The
queens that come forth are mostly
their annual meeting in the court- the
house at Ann Arbor, Jan. 20, 1883. All good specimens of this class.
These natural conditions of a colony
are invited.
of bees when building queen-cells
H. D. Cutting, Pres.
must never be lost sight of by the
G. J. Pease, Sec, Ann Arbor.
breeder of queens. They are all-important, for no good queens can be
The Ohio State Bee-Keepers' reared without their observance.
will
meet
With these conditions kept conAssociation
in Columbus, in
the rooms of the Ohio State Journal, on stantly in mind, the principles of rearTuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 9 and ing queens may be formulated into the
full attendance of mem- following propositions
10, 1883.
1. The hive must be well filled with
bers, and all interested in bee-culture,
is requested, as matters of interest; bees and the bulk of them must be
young ones.
and importance will be discussed.
2. There must be a most abundant
Dr. H. Besse, Delaware, O., Pres.
Daniel Speak, Cardington,0., ^ec. supply of both pollen and honey.

temperature.

A

old.

crab; our sweet and juicy peach was
from a bitter fruit of Asia our improved Irish pottito sprang from an
insignificant tuber of South America.
Our short-horns and improved breeds
of cattle, our Essex and Berkshire
hogs, our fancy breeds of poultry,
pigeons, etc., have been brought to
their present state of high perfection
by intelligently and carefully breeding
up the wild originals.
It may be asked by what modus operandi can these improvements best
Te the practical and
be effected ?
trained mind each of these collateral
propositions naturally suggests the
best method of applying the means to
dition.
It is crowded with worker secure the ends.
Queen-rearing establishments should
bees of every age. Drones make tlie
air resonant with their powerful wings. be, if possible, located in isolated loBoth honey and pollen are coming in calities where there are no other apiaFor this reason,
abundantly, and the atmosphere with- ries to interfere.
in the hive is maintained at an

(^

1.

law?
Our very

BROWN.

The matter of rearing queens with
a view to the improvement of our bees,
is certainly of no mean consideration
to the bee-keeper. It involves priucipleSj collateral intluences and manipulations, that, to discuss fully, would
require a volume instead of a short
be done with rough, cheap lumber. If paper. Hence I can do no more than
put away for winter in the above plan, simply touch upon a few of the most
important points bearing upon the
I think it is as safe to winter bees as
subject.
it is to winter sheep or calves, if they
Before proceeding further it may be
have plenty of good honey, and lots of
well to refer to queens reared under
bees, and a good queen. I have winwhat is called the " swarminy impulse.''''
tered my bees on this plan, with cloverThis swarming fever, if it may be so
chaff packing, for the last 3 winters,
and have yet to lose the first colony called, usually takes place under the
most favorable circumstances. The
in wintering.
colony is in the most prosperous conPetoskey, Mich.

1^

day

ment

The Rearing of Good Queens.
DB.

3. The amount of brood supplied
should be limited in quantity, in order
to concentrate the working force of
the colony, and it should em brace eggs
just hatching or larvae not over one

\illages, where usually
bees, are no fit places to

abound many

rear pure queens. All apiaries should
Objecbe supplied with pure stock.
tionable drones must be excluded.
Fertilization in coulinement would
smooth this task, but as this seems to
be, for practical results, off in the distant future, we must resort to some
By the use of the
other measures.
knife, comb-foundation, and drone
easy to regubecomes
rather
traps, it
late the drones in our own apiary
while the most available means must
be resorted to for their extermination
in contiguous apiaries.

How

far this

improvement can be

carried with the bee is diflicult to determine; as the organs of reproduction
in the queen, as well as her fertilizaa voltion, are anomalous— marvels
ume !l so unlike the breeding of our
queen
domestic animals, that the
I

—

—

;
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breeder will always have immense difficulties to contend witli.
Ever since the creation of the bee,
for tliousands of years, tlie theory of
the "survival of the fittest" has been
in practical operation, and it is very
doubtful it the common bee of to-dayis any improvement over the bees that
carcass.
Samson found in the
Nature, unaided, is kind enous^h to
perpetuate the race, but she has left it
to man's intelligence to assist in tlie
lion's

improvement.
It is not yet a quarter of a century
since the first Italian bees landed on
our shores, and in this limited time
they have been improved both in looks
and in honey-gathering capacity. 1
am bold to assert that there are breeders of this race in America, whose
queens will average better in looks, in
vigor and in proliHcness workers better for business than queens that

—

—

come from

Italy to-day.

Augusta, Ga.
Read

Bee-Keeping

at

Maine State Convention.

—Past,

Present, Future.

LUCIEN FKENCH.
I shall begin as far back as my memory extends and pertiaps give some
stories or reminiscences I have heard
fartlier back.
I recollect that grandfather and my father kept bees together, and used a hive about twenty
inches high and one foot square, with
sticks across. Often, when the busy
workers had gathered a winter's supply, they would consign from one to
ten colonies to the brimstone pit. or
rob them of their stores, getting from
five to fifty pounds of honey, such as
it was.
They would then select the whitest

and best honey

in the comb, to eat in
the family. The rest, with bees, larvte,
and bee bread, they would mash all

up together, and strain it through a
cloth (or what they could of it), and
soak out the remainder in water and
make an intoxicating beverage of it
called " metheglin." They kept from
10 to 20 colonies and never sold any
All thev knew about beeology
was that bees had stings and knew
how to use them, which I learned to
my cost in early life that they made
honey, not collected it, and that tliey
would rob and kill them in spite of
their stings.
Tliey also said that when the head
of a family, who kept bees, died, they
must go and tell ttie bees, and dress
them in mourning, and, if they did
not, the bees would all die ; and when
the bees swarmed, they must drum on
old tin pails and milk pans, and blow
on trumpets or anytliing to make a
noise, creating a general hubbub in
order to make the bees cluster or light,
80 as to hive thera. I am sorry to say
there are many who manage tlieir bees
in this way now, in the nineteenth
century, with all the light that has
been thrown on the subject of bee-

honey.

;

management.

Now

contrast some modern
improvements with the old methods
of managing bees, and will say that
these have not been done in one or two
I

will
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from one to for the bees to

fill again ; can look
over the bees at any time, and know
In introducing my next proposition, the condition of them at all times. If
we have the right kind of movable
i. e., bee-culture at the present time, I
shall have to go back to where I find comb hives, we may pile stories on top,
something in the direction of a mova- or put them under, according as the
ble frame hive, which I find in L. L. bees need room or can use section
Langstroth's book on the " Hive and boxes on top or in the sides of the hive.
Honey Bee," which book I shall draw
The extractor is another improvelargely on, in connection with this ment in getting larger yields of honey.
subject. I shall also quote from other We have from the South some extraorsources often, giving due credit.
dinary returns, even as high as 700
Mr. L. says on page 210 (foot note): pounds from one colony in Texas
the
bee
getting
more swarms, even 12 from
"On page 15 I have spoken of
From one getting more honey and better,
hive as a hundred years ago."
"A Journey into Greece " by George than the old way of straining from bee
Wlieeler in 1675-6, it appears that it bread, larvae, dead bees and dirt. Quite
was at that time in common use there, a contrast to the old way of getting
and probably even then an old inven- strained honey
Comb foundation is another great
tion. Francis Iluber, a Sw'iss natuYou
ralist, born in 1750, an enthusiastic help to the bees and their owner.
apiarist, invented a hive containing can hive a swarm of bees on founda12 frames, one and one-fourth inches tion (in times when honey is coming
wide, and hung with liinges which in plenty) one day, and the next day
opened like a book, which he used in the bees will be carrying in pollen and
liisinvestigations. But to L. L. Langs- honey.
In three days, some claimtroth, I think, we are indebted to-day ing as high as 20 pounds, saving the
for full, movable comb hives, invented bees some one or two week's time,
in the year 1851.
Dzierzon used his perhaps right in the midst of our best
hives. There liave been many altera- honey harvest of white clover or bass-

years, but are the work of
three hundred years.

;

;

!

tions

in

his

hives,

and

I

may

say,

" some wise and some otherwise."
From the many changes made, we can
all take our choice, or make others,
but be sure and not have two sizes of
frames in your bee yard. Use tliem
until their merits or demerits have
been established.

wood. We may have straighter combs
and less drone comb in the brood
chamber. It takes, it is estimated, at
least 20 pounds of honey for the bees
to consume while they are secreting
one pound of wax, which makes a
saving of about 17 pounds of honey,

or the price of it, as wax is a secretion
another Indis- of the bees. You can hive small or late
pensable article for the advanced bee- swarms on foundation, and instead of
keeper. A. I. Root says in liis
consigning them to the brimstone pit,
of Bee Culture " " The first mention can feed them up (if we have a strong
we have of wax foundation that was colony) and put in a young and prolific
accepted by the bees, was published queen, and make a valuable colony of
in the German Bienen Zeitung as far tnem, worth from five to ten dollars
back as 1857.
Mr. J. Mehring, of the next spring, at a cost of fi'om one
Frankinthal, Germany, if I am correct, to'four dollars. There is still another
seems to have been the inventor. Mr. way in which you can save the loss of
Wagnerandothers tried itand dropped your pets, that is to go to some of your
it again.
The sheets made in England neighbors, who kill their bees, and ask
and Germany h;id no side walls, but them to let you have the bees, if you
simply indentations.
Mr. Wagner will take the honey from them, letting
adopted shallow side walls, making it them have the honey and you the bees
more like natural comb.
those they have condemned to death
Until recently it was made upon a pair of by brimstone, or some other way.
" in the I'hen feed them up on sugar, as you
plates. Then Mr. Root says
latter part of 1875, I talked with a would weak colonies, and rescue them
friend, Mr. A. Washburn, of Medina, from destruction.
Ohio, who is quite an artist in the way
In consequence of the improvements
of fine mechanical work and machi- that have been made, and others not
nery, and told him wliat I wanted. named, honey is put on the market in
The result was, he made me a machine. a purer and neater state, gives better
Since that time we have liad the Dun- satisfaction and commands a higher
ham, the Olm, the Vandusen fiat bot- price than formerly. It formerly sold
tom, with mine included." Then there (when it could be sold at all) from
are quite a number of plate machines, eight to tw'elve cents per pound now,
and probably all have some good qual- honey in Maine sells at from twenty
ities and their advocates, and with to thirty cents at wholesale and higher

Comb-foundation

is

"ABC

:

—

:

;

from five dollars up to fifty so
we can all have a chance to get such
as we like best.
prices

;

We may cliange queens, poor to
good, change from black bees to Italians, Cyprians, Syrians, etc., or make
other clianges or crosses we please,

even to the wonderful Apis dorsata of
Java, or the little insigniHcant South

American

stingless bee

(if

we could

only get them here and introduce
them). We can feed weak colonies in
the liive, without fear of robbing can
take out the frames, extract the iioney,
and put the frames back in the hives
;

at retail.

Finally and lastly, bee-keeping in
prospective, or what I think the improvements will be. There are points
not yet settled, which I think will be,
and the first is the best way to winter bees without loss; second, dysenthird, the
tery, the cause and cure
pollen
theory, causing dysentery
foui'th. spring dwindling, the cause
and cure fifth, improving our race of
bees by not only selecting the best
races of queens, but the best drones,
and the way to doit; sixth, the dry
feces theory, but, this I think Prof.
:

;

;
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Cook of the State Agricultural College, was kept at home by sickness Mr.
Muth had to return home when on his
way to. the fair, and Prof. Cook's college duties kept him at home, so Mr.
Newman was the only one of the com;

Michigan, has about settled.
First, the best way to winter bees
without loss. There is one thing certain, and tliat is, they
must have
some kind of protection in this cold
latitude, but the amount and kind we
must all decide for ourselves by experimenting. But one thing we"shall
all have to acknowledge, that is, be-

tween the torrid and the frigid zone,
there would be quite a difference in
protection.
While, in Texas, tliey
need none; in Greenland, bees cou d
not be kept at all ; but, between the
two extremes, we must use the kind

and amount, which, by experimenting,

we tind is best adapted to our latitude
and our climate. I know that some

" old fogies " still winter their bees in
box hives, without any protection except on the lea side of some building
or high board fence, without losing
any bees often having killed all their
small and weak colonies.
But we
think tliere is a better way, that is, to
feed and protect them. What should
we think of a man who tried to winter
his cattle, sheep and swine, in the way
many do their bees? The different
kinds of protection now in use, are the
cellar, a clamp, chaff all around and
on top of hives, hives with dead-air
;

spaces, in some building, and some
leave them out, at the cold mercies of
the winter blast. But I like a properly-constructed chaff hive, or a good
dry cellar properly ventilated, or a
chaff box, built around the hives, with
at least one foot of chaff all around
them. Instead of from two to live
inches of chaff, 1 would have from
eiglit to twelve inches.
In conclusion
I will say that we shall yet find a way
to winter bees as safely as any other
stock.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee and Honey Show at Toledo, Ohio.

Owing

to sickness,

lowed by paralysis of

which was folmy hands and

wrists, it has lieen impossible for me
to make a report of the bee and honey
show, as a department of the Tri-State

Fair,

held at Toledo, O., last Sep-

tember.

mittee in attendance, and he did his
" level best" during his two days' stay
to make up for our disappointment in
not having the others with us.
He
seemed as much interested in the exhibits as the exhibitors themselves,
answering questions by bee-keepers
and others, and doing all he could to
make the undertaking a success, and
I think that all who had the pleasure
of his acquaintance during his stay,
will say that he succeeded pretty

well.

On the afternoon of Wednesday the
bee-keepers present met in the otlice of
the secretary ot the f rtir,on the grounds.
Mr. T. G. Newman was chosen temporary chairman and Dr. A. B. Mason
of

Wagon Works, O., temporary secOn taking the chair, Mr.

retai-y.

Newman

&
Boston,
Mass., dealers in honey, foreign fruit,
produce, etc., he spoke intelligently
on the marketing of honey and the
best methods of fitting it up, highly
recommending the pound or halfpound sections for comb honey, with
12 or 24 sections in a crate; and onepound honey

jars, "

by

all

means," for

extracted honey. He said that " butter is more of a luxury than honey,
and we are selling more of it than
ever before."
Mr. Ripley's remarks
were frequently interrupted by applause, and a vote of thanks was given
him, " for the sacrifice he had made
to meet with us, and for his able address."
Mr. Newman Jniade a brief address
in regard to bee and lioney shows, and
honey as food and medicine, and the
best way to put up honey for the

act

as

am satissold in

about two months. It was different
a few years ago. One was afraid of
getting an overstock then."
On motion of the secretary, it was
voted ' that we proceed to organize a
Tri-State Bee-Keepers' Association,
and Mr. P. M. Pulil, of South Toledo,
0.,was chosen President; Dr. A. B.
Mason, of Wagon Works. O., Secretary; G. W. Zimmerman, of Napoleon,
Treasurer.

An

evening session of the associaheld, Mr. Newman acting as
chairman. Mr. Puhl having declined
to act as president, Dr. E. B. Southwick was chosen to fill the vacancy,
and James Ileddon of Mich.. H. R.
Boardiiian, Enst Townsend, O., and
Mrs. Dr. E. Rolshausen of Logansport,
Ind., were chosen vice presidents.
A committee was appointed to prepare a premium list and make all
arrangements for the bee and honey
department at the next Tri-State Fair,
to be held next fall, and to confer with
tion

was

is

very encouraging indeed.

awarding committee, but Mr. Ileddon ceipts

last

week were

Mv

a queen-cage, that was supplied with

the " Good bee food," and which contained a queenand accompanying bees
that had already been twice sent to
Louisiana and returned, and were ia
excellent condition.
hearty vote of
thanks was given him for his attendance at the fair, his aid in organizing the association, and for his able
and instructive addresses, after which
the association adjourned to meet at
the call of the secretary.
The next day there was a perfect
jam of people in our department and
a great many went away with only a
distant glimpse at the fine display of

A

tractors and honey knife, and made a
fine display of choice palmetto lioney
in one-pound bottles, none of which,
on account of his being a member of
the awjirding committee, was entered
for competition.
King, Keith
Co., of New York,
exhibited two feejlers and a smoker.
One of the feeders and the smoker

&

m

to

all

(three days) 26 bbls.;
that I shall have it

bees and honey.
Mr. Muth exhibited his honey ex-

Every person I have heard speak of market.
says it was a grand success, but
Dr. E. B. Soutliwick, of Mendon,
when I read what the editor of the Mich., SDoke of his home trade and
Bee Journal said of it in the num- said that he could sell more honey in
ber for Sept. 20, I thought he rather
pound sections than in one-pound
"stretched the truth "a little, when sections. Others spoke of their method
he said it was "utterly impossible for of putting up and selling their honey,
one quarter of those who desired to and all were in favor of the smaller
examine the exhibits, to even get with- sections.
in a stone's throw of them," but since
The secretary read an extract from
the fair was over many have told me a letter from Mr. C. F. Muth, in which
they could not get anywhere near the he said, " I liave, I think, the best
exhibits owing to the crowd, and trade in jar honey in America. Desirviewed our fine display only at a dis- able packages and purity of honey
tance, and the officers of the Fair As- made my trade.
I have failed in getsociation who, at first, thought any ting comb lioney this season and am
little corner or okl shed would do for not so very particular about
it as I
the "bee fixins," were delighted with liave lost money on almost every large
the display, and have promised us all lot purchased so far. Comb honey will
the room we may want next year, remain a fancy article, while extracted
toward making a grand display.
honey is used already by almost every
Messrs. Thomas G. Newman, James manufacturer using sweets.
The inIleddon, C. F. Muth, and Prof. A. J. crease in the demand from all quarters
consented

I

fied

gave a brief, but instructive
talk on matters connected with our
specialty, and at once made the imthe officers of the fair association in
pression that he was at home on bee regard
to the same.
matters and well qualified to edit a
There being no programme for the
bee journal.
Mr. F. L. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., evening Mr. Newman was invited to
was present at some inconvenience, address the convention. His subject
and being obliged to leave in a short was " The Progress ot Bee Culture,"
time, was called upon and introduced and, as usual, being himself interested
by Mr. Newman. Being a member of in what he said, every one who heard
liim was also interested. He exhibited
the firm of Crocker
Blake,

it

Cook, kindly

week

was awarded 1st premium.
Dr. Southwick made a fine display
of comb honey, on which he was
awarded 1st premium, and also thu
special, a tested Italian queen, offered
by Thonias
Sons, of Somerset, Ky.
He was also awarded 1st for comb
honey in the most marketable shape,
and 2d on his bee-hive.

&

A. M. Gander, Adrian, Mich., took

premium on crate of comt) honey,
2d on comb honey in most marketable
shape, and on dovetailed sections.
1st

L

A. Lowmaster, Belle Vernon,

Ohio, 1st premium on extracted honey
in most marketable shape and 1 piece
sections 2d, on display of extracted
honey and foundation for surplus 2d,
on display of foundation, " Excelsior"
;

re-

;

S4 bbls.; this
j

.|

— —
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boney extractor and apiarian supplies,
and Ist, on Cypiian and Syrian queens
and colony of Syrian bees.
L. Eastwood, of Waterville,0.,took
2d premiuQi on display of comb honey
and on exhibition hive aud crate of

to such of the crovFd as
to listen.

When

apiarian supplies and were awarded
1st premium on display of supplies,
foundation mill, honey extractor, bee
hive, wax extractor, foundation for
brood chamber, foundation for surplus,

and honey knife.
D. S. Given & C, Hoopeston, III.,
had one of their foundation presses
and samples of foundation on exhibition, and attracted a good deal of
attention, especially from bee-keepers.
Their press was also awarded the first
premium.
And, Mr. Editor, your " humble
correspondent feels no little pride " in
being able to say that he was awarded
1st premium on display of extracted
honey in the most uuirketable shape,
beeswax, glass hive, honey vinegar,
package for extracted honey, Italian
queens, and 1st and 2d on colonies of
Italian bees, and 2d on extracted
honey aud foundation for brood
chamber.
The awarding committee, consisting
of Tliomas G. Kewman, II. H. Overmeyer and II. R. Boardman, did, what
1 think I am safe in saying but few
committees have accomplished where
the competition was so earnest, and
the exhibitors so competent to act as
judges themselves— they gave perfect
satisfaction in their awards
not a
single exhibitor making a word of
complairit, but saying tliey were satisfied, the awards being all right.
Nearly all of the comb and some of
the extracted honey on exhibition,
was sold during the fair at good prices
and a fair amount that was not on exhibition was disposed of, as were also
;

a goodly quantity of supplies.
supply of the Ajdsrican Bee
JouiiNAL.^the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine
and Bre-Keepers^ Exchange^ were fiu'nished for distribution to those interested in bee-keeping, and the Bee
Journal office accommodated those
wanting Cook's Manual. Bees and
Honey, and the Ajjiary Register as
did also the publishers of the Magazine with the Bee-Keepers' Text Book
and bound copies of the Bee Keepers^
Magazine.
Mr. Lowmaster exhibited an ingeniously-constructed drone- trap, one that
would be of service to such bee-keepers as raise more drones than they
have use for, and Mr. Ileddon sent a
supply of Given foundation, both
heavy and very thin, that was fine indeed ; also, quite a quantity of figured
white spruce sections, that were very
nice.
Mr. Lowmaster's foundation
and sections were not entered for
competition.
During his stay at the fair, Mr.
Newman gave several addresses, and
on the afternoon of Thursday a large
box was made to do service as a platform, on which, supplied with honey
put up in the most approved styles, he
gave a pleasing and instructive talk

A

;

was done and the

fair

was

sm?M?!fM&>M

over, the verdict of exhibitors, beekeepers and others was— Success.

A. B. Mason.

Wagon Works,

comb honey.

E. T. Lewis & Co., of Toledo, Ohio,
made a nice display of 8 or 10 honey
extractors, and a large quantity of

all

were willing
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[We

O., Dec.

5, 1882.

are very sorry that Dr.

Mason

—

Bees on Sliares, Hoiicy Comb, Etc,
I

commenced

wit-h 8 colonit-s in the

obtained 6 natural swarms,
made 8 by dividing, and bought 3
is due the excellent display and ex- queens.
I put into winter quarters 17
I am
hibit of bees and honey, and we hope colonies, all in good condition.
he will be able to give the Bee and trying to winter on the summer stands
by packing in dilffrent ways, which I
Honey Show for 1883 his best atten- will try, to see whether 1 can safely
tion.— Ed.]
bring them through.
I think I can
ascertain the number of colonies in
our county without much expense. I
i^The annual meeting of the Ma- think it will reach l.UOO. I bought 13
honing Valley Bee-keepers' Associa- colonies.
I like the Bee Journaltion will be held at Berlin Center, well and would not do without it if it
Mahoning Co., O., in the town hall on cost twice as much. Does hiiney combFriday and Saturday the 19th and 2()th injure the stomach ? In taking bees
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are on shares what arrangements should
invited to attend and send essays, pa- be made?
The amcnint of honey I
pers, implements, or any thing of in- obtained was 4.50 pounds in 2 poinid
is

so afflicted.

To

his

energy and

skill

A

spring

terest to the fraternity.
full atis requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will

20c. per

be so interesting that you cannot
afford to miss them. We expect a
lecturer from abroad on the evening
of the 19th.
L. Cakson, Pres.

[Wax

tendance

I

;

sections.

sold

I

my honey

at

home

at

pound.

Casey,

III.,

is

D. R. Rosebrough.
Dec. 1, 1882.

indigestible in the

human

stomach, but we do not know that

it

injures it; the wax must pass off
The Nebraska State Bee- Keep- through the alimentary canal in the
ers' Association, will hold its annual same condition it went into the stomsession in Wahoo, Saunders county. acli.
There is so little of it in comb
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan. honey
that it would hardly be noticed,
11th, 1883. Arrangements have been
unless eaten in large quantities. Bemade with the railroads to secure

W

\}4

round

The Saunders

sides, tliere is something about even
county Bee- Keepers' Association will the comb tliat is sweet and enticing to
furnish entertainment free to all
the palate
hence the expression
visiting apiarists.
Bee-keepers from
neighboring States will he welcomed. " sweet as honey, or the honey comb."
T. L. VonDorn, Pres.
It is usual for one party to furnish the

fare for the

trip.

;

Geo. M.

Hawley,

Sec.

^g" The annual meeting of the Cortland Union Bee-keepers' Association
will be held in Ccutland, N. Y., on
Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1S83.

M. C. Bean,

Sec.

—

McGravyville, N. Y.

1^° The annual meeting

hives of bees, and the other party the
care and labor. The expense of new
hives, surplus boxes, comb fountlation
and queens is usually divided equally,
and at the end of the season the honey
and increase of bees are equally divided leaving each to take all chances
of marketing, as well as wintering.
Always make a written contntct,
stating the agreement in full, and then
there will be less liability of a misunderstanding.
We shall be pleased to receive the
report you oiler for your county. Ed.];

of

the

Champlain Valley Bee- Keepers' Association will be held at Middleburg,
Vt., on Thursday, January IS, 1883, at
10 a. m.
T. Bkookins, Sec.

The North Eastern Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold their thirteenth

The Season's Work.— Our bees came
Annual Convention in the City Hall,
last spring in fine condition, withat Syracuse, N. Y., on the 9lh, 10th out
out the loss of a colony or ;i queen.
and 11th days of January, 1883.
After our spring sales we had 40 colo-

Business of great value to every
bee-keeper in the State will be brought
before the meeting. Every member
is requested to attend and bring their
friends, that all may be benefited by
the action there taken.
The question drawer will be opened
each day, and questions answered and
discussed.
All are invited to send
questions. Appropriate diplomas will
be awarded to successful exhibitors of
implements, etc. Let all attend.

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

nies to begin the season with.

We

keep none but pure Italians. We now
liave 10.5 colonies, all in winter quarters, in good condition. Surplus honey
secured, in conib,2,.'j00 lbs.; extracted,
2,700 lbs.; total, 5,200.
About onefourth of our colonies, spring count,
were devoted to queen-rearing.
I

have been engaged in bee-culture for
many years, and I think the prospects
energHtic bee-keepers brighter
than ever before.
F. A. Snell.
Milledgeville, 111., Dec. 12, 1882.
for

—
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From Oeneva, N. T.— I commenced
the season with 25 colonies of Italian
bees took 800 lbs. of comb honey in
2 pound sections and increased to t5
by natural swarming. I will send you
statistics from Ontario Co., N. Y., as
near as I can get at them, if desired.
;

Wm. Beriiyman.
Geneva, N. Y., Dec.
[Certainly

have the

—

I

:

;

we

12, 1882.

shall be pleased to

you so kindly offer
State the number of colonies
last fall, in spring, and now, as well.
as the honey crop. Ed.]
statistics

to give.

Experience of a Besrinner.— In De-

cember, 1878,1 bought

18 colonies of

Troubled with Moth Worms.— My
experience in bee-culture is limited,
and, so far, not encouraging. The
greatest trouble with which I have to
contend is the moth; even some of
my strong colonies have been seriously
annoyed by worms. I give them close
attention, at least, weekly, and every
time I examine I find my bottom
boards with numerous bee-moths on
them. I look in vain in your journal
for some remedy or preventive.
I
hope you or some of your subscribers
will come to my relief.
I use the
frame hives and have the Italian bees.
Jno. H. Bass.
Glennville, Ala., Dec. 8, 1882.
[Italian bees, unless the colonies are

black bees, 13 of them in Lang.stroth

weak, will usually soon expel the beeand of them in box hives, for which moth.
As soon as the weather is
I paid $.54. They were in bad condiwarm enough, take out the combs, and
tion. 1 wintered them in a bee house
and lost all but 7 colonies. During the with the point of a knife remove the
summer of 1879, the 7 colonies in- worms and webs, being careful to kill
creased to 16, but produced no surplus the worms in the debris, or they will
honey. I wintered them again in a
bee house and lost all but 4 colonies. crawl back again. To hang the frames
During the summer of 1880 I had no infested with moth in the middle of a
increase, and no surplus honey.
I strong colony of Italian bees, one at a
packed them in chaff for winter and time, is the best way we know of
to
lost all but 2 colonies.
During tliat
winter I read Cook's Manual and the get them thoroughly expelled. If your
American Beb Journal. The suc- colonies had been really strong in
cess of otliers prompted me to perse- ntimbers the invaders could not have
vere and make use of the knowledge I gained control.—
Ed. 1
had gained. On tlie lltli of May. 1881,
I transferred my 2 colonies to LangsHard on the Bees.— Yesterday morntroth hives,
in the latter part of
June I divided and increased them to ing a blizzard struck us which caused
6 colonies during the summer I ob- the mercury to sink to 2^ above zero
tained 60 lbs. of surplus honey. On this morning, while the day before yesOctober 15 I packed tliem in chaff on terday the bees had a llight. So severe
their summer
stands, each colony a change would certainly make havoc
having from 40 to 60 lbs. of honey. among my bees were they not all
April 6, 1882, I found tliem all in good snugly packed in chaff. Chaff packing
condition, with a shrinkage of lOJ^ to is a necessity here; without it, win16 pounds of honey, per colony. About tering would be risky with it, a sinApril 15 I took 2 fvamesof lioney from gle colony need not be lost.
J. W. Carter.
€ach hive and replaced them with
Pleasant Dale. W. Va., Dec. 8, 1882.
foundation, which, in 8 days, was
drawn out and tilled with brood. Each
week [spread the brood, as directed by
Prolific, but Dark and Cross.—
Mr. Doolittle in the Bee Journal, commenced this season with 2 colonies
and when the white clover blossomed, and one queen (a 3 frame nuclei) from
the hives were f"ll of bees and the W. P. Henderson.
I have increased
combs full of brood. I then put on them to 15, a few of them being weak
the boxes. The result of this year's in numbers.
I obtained about 50 lbs.
work is as follows
of honey. Tlie Henderson queen was
as prolific as any two I had her bees
No. of Colony.
Sirarms.
Comb Honey, lbs. are very good workers they
are dark
1
3
132^
in color and as cross as any hybrid I
.5

;

;

;

;

2

Ill

3

4
5
6

1

2

84
116
1291^
189

have.
Hugh Williams.
Racine, Wis., Dec. 11, 1882.

My

Report for 1882.— I commenced

the spring with 18 colonies, increased
to 25 by natural swarming. I have
1,800 lbs. of coAb honey in 2-lb.
sections, used in hanging frames.
best colony gave 210 lbs. Bees in this
locality are in good condition for winter
strong in numbers and have
plenty of stores.
E. Doty.

taken

My

;

Macksburg, Iowa, Dec.

10, 18S2.

—

More Apiaries Than One. I would
be glad to learn of some one, through
the Bee Journal, who has had experience with two or three apiaries
away from home, if it would be better
to place them in the hands of some
family and go to them often, or to
hire some experienced hand. Any information in regard to this subject
will be thankfully received.
G. W. Church.
Benton Harbor, Mich., Dec. 11, '82.
[Mr. James Heddon has had such
experience and we presume will say
what has been his custom and state
his experience. The late Mr. Adam
Grimm, we believe, put out quite a
number of colonies each .^season, on
the farms of neighbors, giving them a
small sum, per colony, for allowing
them to remain on their farms. The
stipulated amount, as well as the
quantity of care they were to receive,
we do not now remember. Perhaps
Mr. George Grimm will kindly give
us the information. Ed.]

Wax from
what

Cappiugs.

I said at the

— The report of

Michigan State Con-

vention, concerning the amount of
cappings, is not
quite correctly stated on page 793 of
the Bee Journal for Dec. 13.
It
should be as follows " When melted,
I only obtained .30 lbs. of wax from 60
lbs. of caps
30 lbs. from 3,000 lbs. of
sealed honey; and 10 lbs. from 1,000
Cappings are
lbs. of sealed honey.
only one-half net wax."
line was
evidently omitted by the printer.
Abronia, Mich. T. F. Bingham.

wax obtained from

:

;

A

—

I had, last
tiuccess to the Bees.
wintered on the
spring, 12 colonies
summer stands; came through all in
good condition ; swarmed naturally
May 1, and the last swarm came off on
September 2 I now have, in all, 65
colonies in good condition for winter.
They gathered 2,000 lbs. of comb
honey.
E. C. Crane.
;

;

The Coldest Day of the Year.— The
warmest day during the year was SepBurlington, Iowa, Dec. 6, 1882.
tember
18, when it was 96 degrees in
Total
9
762
the shade.
Our bees had frequent
During July and August I Italian- flights upto December 6, when we had
My Bee House for Winter. — Last
ized my 15 colonies with dollar queens, 3 inches of snow on December 7 the winter I had 75 colonies in a doublewhich have proved to be all pure Ital- thermometer stood at 22 degrees be- walled bee house, made on purpose for
ians. October 20th I packed them in low zero, 14 degrees colder than at any wintering bees.
I left 25 on their
3

;

chaff for winter, each colony having
36 to 50 lbs. of honey. I think the
successful bee-keeper needs a good
knowledge of the principles of his
business to start with. He will then
get much help and encouragement
from the continual teachings of a good
Periodical like the American Bee

Wm. Mouse.

ouRNAL.
Rockford,

111.

time during the past winter.
I have
read Mr. L. G. Purvis' letter, on page
778, with great interest
his former
apiary in Warren Co., Iowa, was two
miles from mine. Mr. Purvis is a progressive apiarist and has done much
to develop tlie science of bee-keeping
in this neighborhood.
IIiBERT Clark.
Palmyra, Iowa, Dec. 11, 1882.
;

summer

stands without protection,
the latter came through in excellent
condition of the former, 1 starved
before spring, and 4 dwindled away in
spring, which left me 95 colonies. The
early part of the season was very cold
and wet, but my bees gathered enough
to keep up breeding. Basswood buds
;

were killed on May 23 by frost, but
from Aug. 15 to Sept. 23 my bees were

jj
'
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very busy, and gathered about 4,500
lbs. of surplus honey, half of which
was conil), the other half extracted,
and increased to 1H(>, which are all in
good condition for winter. 1,S0 are
now in the bee house and keep very
quiet at a temperature of 40- to 42^
above zero. Tlie outside temperature
this morning showed 23° below zero.
I feel myself obliged to add that I obtained more profit by tlie three year.s'
subscription to tlie Bee Journal
that would overrun a hundred times
the price I paid for it.

my yield of honey would have
been if I could have kept up with
them. For about 12 days, right in the
height of the honey harvest, my hives
were all honey-bound, and I could get
no help, and being engaged in the
supply business, with such a rush on
me for hives, etc., that I could not
avoid it. Could not tier-up, for I had
no extra hives; hived many swarms
in boxes until 1 could catch up with
my work. Now, for fear that some
may think this was an average season
in Texas. I would say that it has been
what

the best of many seasons, perhaps,
C. Theilmann.
the best in ten. I have kept bees tor
Theilmanton, Minn.
30 years in Texas. I enclose $2 for the
Weekly Bee Journal for 1883, for «o
one
Has
any
Platform for Hives.—
progressive bee-man could do without
hives
V
for
vised stones for iilatforras
J. S. Tadlock.
it.
What size sections can I use on a hive
Luling, Texas, Dec. 11,1882.
heretofore
have
inches
I
V
12x1.514
used small frames. This has been the
Do Bees Pay ?— In 1881, hive No. 1
best honey season I have had since
(in mv care) increased to (i by natural
George Drew.
1877.
swarming, and gave 12t)i lbs. of comb
Bunker Hill, 111., Dec. 12, 18S2.
honey. In 1882, the 6 wintered all
[We can see no advantage in using right, and gave 10 swarms and 823 lbs.
are all blacks
stones for platforms they will be very of comb honey. They
or hybrids. One of them. No. 35, gave
cold for the bees to travel over. You
236M lbs.; its first swarm gave V2-I)i
can use eitli^ the regular one or two- lbs. No. 35 was a swarm on the Isl
;

amount

of preparation to

make

for

our bees in the wav of hives or honey
receptacles. Mauv have had an apiary
in the fall of which they were proud,
but that pride was turned into disgust
the next spring. Be patient, dear editor, and keep giving us the experience
of the bee keepers in this part of our
calling, and, by-and-by,

light
Atlanta,

111.,

Dec.

we

shall get
L- James.

14, 1882.

—

I now have 70
Packed in Chaff.
colonies in good condition. My bees
are principaily Italians and are packed
in chaff. 20 colonies were packed as
early as the latter part of September.
I think, next year, I shall pack all my
bees as early as September. I do not
think my bees were ever so uniformly
in good condition for winter as at the
present time. From 43 colonies in the
spring they have increased to 70, prinMy
cipally by natural swarming.
surplus honev was 2,200 lbs., one-third
comb.
extracted honey, and the rest,
I sold the comb honev at 15 cents and
the extracted honey at 12Ac. per lb. I
think I have done well with my bees
for the past two years, and how could
I do otlierwise with so good an instructor as the American Bee Journal, and with such appliances as the
Excelsior honey extractor, iletherington's uncapping knife and Bingham's
Long life to the Bee
smoker

pound sections in a comb honey rack, of August, 1881, from a swarm from
E. Pickup.
or No 1
or even the half-pound sections
Limerick, 111., Dec. 4, 1882.
you can use " cases " to hold either
size, for side storing, as may be deExcellent.— I had 5 colonies of bees, Journal.
AV. S. Pierson.
sired. See article on small sections all blacks, last spring ; bought 1 threeEureka, Mich., Dec. 8, 1882.
for surplus honey elsewhere in this frame nucleus of Italians increased
by dividing and natural swarming to
paper.— Ed.]
Large Increase.— I began with 2
23 colonies, in good condition. I liave
fall of 1881, and now
of Italians, 1 Cyprian, and colonies in the
colonies
6
The Season's Operations.— I had 48 16 blacks and hybrids. I received have 23 colonies in good condition, in
colonies of bees last spring. I had to
Wm. Sabins.
from them .573 pounds of comb honey, winter quarters.
feed all my bees from the last of April
Burlington, Iowa, Dec. 14, 1882.
227 lbs. of extracted; in all, SOO
and
tliey
began
till tlie 1st of .June, wlien
lbs,
I think that is doing tolerably
to gather some honey from wliite and
well for a novice. I shall try and do
^- When changing a postofiBce admuch.
Next
jiot
very
clover,
red
but
John Nebel.
next year.
came basswood and sourwood. I took better
dress, mention the old as well as the
Hill, Mo., Dec. 14, 1882.
High.
800 lbs. of honey ttiat was gathered
new address.
from basswood and sourwood. and obHave Done Well.— I have 40 colonies
tained 1,800 lbs. of aster honey. I had
A Religious Newspaper.— We desire
2,100 lbs. of extracted lioney and 500 packed in sawdust. I had several
lbs. of very nice comb honey in 1,2 colonies that gave over 100 lbs. of to call the attention of our readers to
and 4-lb. sections. My honey is all of comb honey, each, in 2-lb. sections. I one of the largest, ablest and most popthe very best quality. I increased am a life subscriber to the Bee ular religious newspapers published—
one that' secures the best writers in
from 48 to G'i colonies, mostly by nat- Journal.
Henrt W. Burnham. this country and Europe, regardless
ural swarming. I hiive a good home
has the best and fullest
Ballston Spa, N. Y.
of expense
market for all my honey. I sell exbook reviews of any paper in the
tracted honey at 15 cents" per pound,
articles upon finanand comb honey at 20 cts.
Progress in Bee-Keeping.— With the country has able
has deJno. F. Fry.
Bee Journal in its present form, it cial and commercialbysubjects;
specialists and
Ronceverte, W. Va., Dec. 6, 1882.
seems to me all should be satislied, partments edited
Science,
and also with the reading matter it devoted to Fine Arts, Music,Missions,
Intelligence,
Best Honey Crop in 10 Years.— As contains. When I look back over the Religious
Week,
of
the
and College, News
the season's work has closed I will 25 or 30 years that have passed, and School
Notes,the Sunday-school, Legal
Hymn
bees
at
of
management
the
compare
for
year
1882.
I
report
the
send in my
questions. Biblical Recommenced in early spring (Februaryj that time with the present, I feel sat- and Sanitary
that cannot be
had 52 natural isfied, as one in the family of bee- search (something newspaper in the
-with 27 colonies
other
swarms; have taken t),4Gl lbs. of ex- keepers, that we have made as great found in any Farm and Garden, InStates),
tracted honey and 274 lbs. of comb progress as in any other calling in life's United
Weekly Market Reports, etc.
honey total, (1,785 lbs. Average, per labor. One very important part in the surance,
which, with its
The managementof our bees to make them —in fact, a newspaper
colony, spring count, 249 llis.
distinct departments, is
largest amount from 1 colony and its more profitable and less vexatious, is twenty-two
the requirements of every
increase was 475 lbs.; largest yield to be able to successfully carry tliera suited to
a fund of informafrom 1 colony 2(i3i lbs. (Pure hybrid.) through all kinds of winters. As there family, containing
had in any other
cannot
be
which
tion
in
experimenting
us
of
so
many
are
From a 3-frame nucleus, set out with
a wide circulation
having
and
shape,
some
hoped
to
is
be
it
directioii,
this
162
lbs.
queen-cell February 25, I took
over the couiitrv and in Europe.
of honey 3 of my nuclei swarmed. will succeed perfectly. There may be all
The Independent, of
About the time the queen's progeny such now. but it is not generally We refer tonow
called " The largest,
began to tly, the queens, not being known when it is. and when such is New York, the best." See advertiseclipped, the bees made good their es- generally followed, then our business the ablest,
another column, and send a
cape to the woods, but they were not will be more reliable. In its present ment, in
card for free suecimen copy.
counted as swarms.
I cannot say uncertainty, few of us can know what postal
;

•t'

'^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ADVERTISING RATES
20

for 1883.

cents per line of space, eacli insertion,
either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.

For

A

line of this

TWELVE

type will contain about 8 words;

occupy ONE-INCII of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices. 50 cents per line.
lines will

KATES.-

SFECIAI.
Advertisements will
be inserted in both Weekly and Monthly editions.
at the following prices, if wholly paid in advance
:

SPACE.
Id. V2
2 in. 1^4
3 in. 'SG
4 In. 48
5 in. 60
6 in.Tii
1

lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines

One

.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Honey and Beeswax Market.

The Apiary Register.

AH who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, sliould get a
copy and commence to use it.
their

For

50 colonies (120 pages)

" 100 colonies

(2:20

$1 00
1 50
2 00

pages

" 2U0 colonies (420 pages)

The

813

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all togetlier in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

Honey

OFFICE OP AMERICAN Bee JOITRNAL.
Monday, ma. ni.. December 1«. 1882.

(
f

as

Food and Medicine.

A neweditiou, revised and enlarged,

new pages being devoted to neio
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
up to this hour
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price of them low
Quotations of C'ash Buyers.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
CHICAGO.
HONEY— The supply of extracted honey is fully them far and wide. Single copy 6
7c. for
up to the de'mund. My quotations are
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
dark and :ie. tor liKlit. delivered here.
BEKSWA.X— It is qu.te scarce. I am paying '27c. per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
for good yellow wax, on arrival
dark and off colors, 17(3l22c.
or more, we print, if desired, on the
Al. H. Nbwman. 923 W. Madison St.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
CINi NSATl.
HONEY— Demand is ;;uv)d for extracted honey (giving the name and address of the
by the barrel for manuf icturing purposes and for bee-keeper who
scatters them). This
table use. The demand is very irood for honey in
lfa;2 lb. jars.
A tjono de:i! of comb honey could be alone will pay him for all his trouble
sold if we had a uood article at a rate within the
views of the consumer t. f.. which could be sold and expense— enabling him to dispose
at 2UC. in the jobbing way and 2.5c. at retail.
We pay 7(§;l(ic. for extracted, and 16{3i20c. for of his honey at home, at a good profit.
giod comb honey in
the

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
:

:

;

I

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

;

i®° The Bee Journal is mailed at
sections
AX— Is in good demand at 20027c. per lb.
the Chicago post office every Tuesday, onBEBSW
arrival.
CaAS. F. MOTH.
CLUBBING LIST.
and any irregularity in its arrival is
due to the postal employes, or some
Quotatloue or CommlBBlon Merchants.
We supply the American Bee Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, at the
cause beyond our control.
CHICAGO.
HONE Y— The demand for comb honey does not prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
keep pace with the receii)ts. There is a large sur- first column gives the regular price of both. All
i^° Articles for publication must be plus on this market at present, and prices are from postage is prepaid by the publishers.
2 to 3c. lower than last mcmth.
Vlub
written on a separate piece of paper
We quote; white comb honey, in I@21b. sections, The Weekly Bee Journal PublUhera' Price.
»2 00.
l~Cgn>*c.
Dark comb honey, hardly anydemand. It
from items of business.
is held at 12!^@i.'>c.
Extracted— White brings from and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A. I. Root) 3 00. 2 75
.

dark, 8(<is)c.: kegs, half- barrels and casks
bring about same price.
BKES
Choice Yellow, 30c.; dark to medium, 18®25c.
B. A. Burnett, lei South Water St.
9(u)iuc.:

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keeperS, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

t^ Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The
way

WAX—

HONEY- Stock is small, with hut little demand,
and buyers bid low.
Whltecnmb, 17(*2oc: dark to good. ll®14c; extracted, choice to extra white, 8@9^c. dark and
:

They

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— Dull.

are very valuable for reference.

Comb,

423

Front Street.

at 16c. for large or

hard

to IMfo 20c. for choice bright in small packages extracted at 8@9c. strained, fii^@7c.
choice, in
smaller quantities, brings more.
;

;

Emerson
for the

Binders — made

especially

1

are lettered in
CLEVELAND.
gold on the back, and make a very
HONEY- Has changed in price a very little, we
to
convenient way of preserving the Bee find it necessary sell all grades about 1 cent per
lb sections, :20(aj21c. per
lb. lessBest white, in
pound in 2 lb. sections, ihc5(20c. Extracted is
Journal as fast as received. They per
very dull indeed, hardly any sale.
will be sent, posl-p:Aidj for 75 cents, for
BEESWAX— Scarce, 28&30C.
A. 0. KENDEL, 15 Ontario Street.
tlie Weekly
or for the Monthly, 50
YORK.
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail HONE Y—ThereNEW
is a fairdemand, but mostly for
small lots, and the general tone of prices remain
to Canada.
1

;

1

;

steady.

We quote;

^Renewals may

be made at any
time but all papers are stopped at
the expiration of the time paid for,
unless requested to be continued.
carefully

Journal

to every

mail

the

Bee

subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

—

1

lb

bo.xes,

;

:

lea lie.

D.

W. QtTiNBy.

105

Park Place.

HONEY— Our market is fairly active. We quote;
lb.

5 50

3 25.. 3 OO
2 75.. 2 50
2 75..

2 60

3 50.

.

3 00

4 00.

.

3 50

.Toarual and any of the

above, $1 less than the figures

in

the last column.

sections at 30c.;

i^Postage stamps, of one, two or
three cent denomination, accepted for
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
is preferred.

^" The result of the election has
proved a grand success, but not more
Spavin Cure is
so than Kendall's
48w4t
proved to be every day.
CJt.OVER SEED.— New and clean,
SWKET
BEN Clendenon. GrinnelMoa
25
per
cts.

lb.

50WI3

AND SIMPHCIT'T
LANGSTKOTH
CHAFF HIVES, with ni.ivable upper

1

lb.

sections. 22ri^25c.; 2 1b.

2i)ffl;22c.
E.xtracted. 10c. per lb. Good
extracted are wanted in kegs or barrels.

sections.

BEESWAX-30C.
Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham

wide Langstroth frames and comb

Send for Price

List.

Street.

foundation.

.MILLER & SON.
Co.. Ind.

COMB FOVNDATION— 40c.
D1TNHAM
to
per pound extra thin and bright, 10 sq.
ft.

;

the
per

lb.
lb.

Send for samples. Wax worked HJc.
W.HOLMES, Coorersville, Mich. 13wly

48c.
F.

electrotypes"
Of EntrravinKB

Sample Copies of theAsiERiCAN Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
have club can have sample copies sent to

A. B.

Wakarusa. Elkhart

44wtf

BOSTON.

lots o'

2 80

2 35

story, section boxes, metal-cirnered brood rrames,

BEESWAX— 30@32c.

^

We

clover, first quality,

buckwheat, 1 lb boxes,
25c; 2 H) boxes, 23(gi25c.
20c. 2 lb boxes, 16c. Extracted, white, 13c.: dark,

;

1^"

White

Bee

.

60..

;

BEES WAX-Prime bright steady at 26@27c.
K. C. Gkeer a, CO.. 17 N. Main Street.

Bee Journal,

The Monthly

00.

260.. 2 40

Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 100 colonies
Apiary Regtster for 200 colonies

BEESWAX- We quote 2o®28c.

3 OO

25.

6 35..

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaKbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T,G. Newman) "

candied. 7(g;87^c.

Stearns & Smith.

to preserve

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 6 above-named papers

SAN FRANCISCO.

to pro-

them is
cure a binder and put them in.
l)est

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keepers'Exch'nge(Houk &Peet) 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
2

useil in

thanfiiic.

the Bee Journal for sale at

inch— no slntrlecut sold
lees
THOMAS
O. NEWMAN.
Madison Street, ChU-UKo, IW.

25 cents persquiire

lor

985 West

BE SURE^

Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We
the persons they desire to interview,
new pamphlet giving our by sending the names to this office.
To senrl a pttstal carfl forour lllustrateil Catainjzue
views on this important subject, with
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasinuelsewhere.
It contains II lustrations and descriptions of everysuggestions what to plant, and when
thing new:ind valu tbie needed in an apiury. at the
for
By-Laws
Constitutions
and
1^
lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees. Parties
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- local
to purchase bees In lots of 10 colonies or
Associations S2.00 per 100. The intending
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to name of the Association printed in the more are invited to correspond.
a. C. SAYI-ES,
just issued a

any address

for 10 cents.

blanks for 50 cents extra.

5l8ml5t

Hartford, Wis.

—
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

THE INDEPENDENT.

Agricultural Implements.

OR,

THE Independent

THE NEW REMTNGTON CARBON PLOW,
BEST IN THE WOKLD.
Mnwers. Hay Tedders, Horse Hay Rakes, Spades,
Shovels, Scnopa, Steel Rakes. Forks and Planters'
Handled Hoes.

THE REMINGTON FIRE ENGINE.
Send lor Circulars.

KEMINCTOJW AOKICU1.TIJKA1,

CO.,

llion.N. Y.

48w4t

FLORAL INSTRUCTOR
enlarged to 2m

'Z^Zr:^

magazine form with an
attractive cover. It is printed from new type,
on excellent paper, and is solt^forSO CEXTS
TEAK, with Seeds, Plants, Etc.. as premium. Extra induceuienta to club raisers. SpecImCD Copy FREE. Address

THE INSTRITCTOK

IS

in

A

IIVSTRTJCTOR
FLORAL AiiiM\voi-lh,
lotva

4SW4X

to

ligious

and

add to

its

not denominational. Its
creed and field are broader than any sect. As a
Christian journal, its aim is to strengthen and extend Evangelical religion and to defend it against
the attacks of Materialism, Atheism and unbelief.
It is free to approve or criticise in any of the denominations whatever it believes is designed to
advance or hinder the progress of the Gospel of

and political affairs The Independent
contend for sound ideas and [irinoiples. It
fought against slavery and the iniquitous system
It is now fighting
of the Oneida Community.
against Mormonism. It believes in the reform of
civil

will

civil

Service

and

and

intelligence require.

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

l-frameNucIe«8, with Test;

edyueen

$4.50
2-fraine Nucleus, with Test-

ed Vueen

,

5.00

with Tested
12.00
yueen. before July 1

Full

t'olony.

Same, after .luly 1.
Testedyueen.beforeJuly
"

•'

1.

Io.ikj
3.(K)

after July l.. 2.50
per half doz.,

13.50
after July 1
Address, by Registered Letter
or PoBtoffice Order.

DR.

I.

Iwtf

Cheap

P. WILSON,
Burhnttton. Iowa.

Cheaper !! Cheapest
!
300 tOI-OMES OF BEES

!!!

Also, Queens,
for sale, in movable
Nuclei, Bees by the pound. Hives, Sections. Smokers. Seeds for Honey I'lants.and eveiythinfi a live
bee-keeper needs. Senrt for circular and price list
kGAJV.
E r. Flto
fnirae hives.

Box

AN

Kill. ISi'lkvtlle. St.

Clair CO.,

We

OUR

America.

VICKSBURG, MISS.
its

ideas.

Planters* Journal is Standard Authority on Southern Farming.
Simple Subscription, per year

J-i

00

3 00
Club of two subscribers, per year
<i 50
Club of tlve subscribers, per year
12 50
Club of ten subscribers, per year
Sample Copies, 10c. Regular Price. 20c.

Address

One
One

1883.
IBS

months

OO

O '75
5 OO
lO OO

These reduced prices {'$2 per annum in clubs of
more) are very much lower than any of the
standard religious weeklies.

'•TRIAIL. TRIP.'*
In order that one may read a few consecutive
numbers of THE Independent, and thus learn
value, we offer a month's subscription, as a
"Trial Trip," for 30 cents, which can be remitted
by postage 8tami»s. Payment of $2.70 in addition
will secure the balance of a year's subscription.
Send postnl card for free specimeii copy and judge
for yourself. Address
its

Which has been pronounced, by a united press,
"The most important movement of modern times
for the South." The ATLANTA EXPOSITION
assumed shape from

NEW TERMS FOR

subscription, one year
montlis, aSLSO; for 3
subscription, two years
subscription, live years

t:

five or

National Cotton Planters' Associa-

PLANTERS' JOIRNAL,
VKJtSBrTRG. MISS.

THE INDEPENDENT,
Broadway,
York.
Ne^v

S.'>1

PLYMOUTH ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY

VERY FINE EXHIBITION BIRDS, and
Trios Mated for Breeding;
"'BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOlT'
Alao, SINOLi: BIRDS.
$1.00 PK,R COPV.
Prices reasonable. Correspondence cheerfully
answered.
IVM. H. BUS8EV.
Worth SO times Its cost to any bee-keeper 38smtf
131 Lake St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
.>0w4t

A work pivins

the author's 22 years" experience
It will be so illustrated and all

in rearinti queens.

made sc> plain that any one can raise as few or
as manv queens as desired, and have the cells

bui tin rows so that all can be removed without
destroying any. It will teach how and when to
remove the cells from a colony that has swarraed,
and how to preserve all such queens and have
them fertihze for future use. Seiitl nam" for

Circular.

HENRY

498mtf

AI^r.EX,\¥ENHAAI, MASS.

State Agricultural
;

Fruit Evaporators,
a common cooking stove, capacity
to 5 bushels per day. Price, complete, $lo in
the flat, partly put together, for $6. A few agents
:-{

;

tors.

For particulars and prices for Evaporaetc.. address

Queen Bees,

9smly

lUtistrutions.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual ot
the Apiary, enlaiged and elegantly illustrated.
first edition of a.OOO copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings
the productsof the Honey Bee the races of bees-,
tulldesccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
siirubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.thougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without- It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can ln|erest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
Tlie

;

Read

the folloaving opinions of the

JOHN

H.

MARTIN.

Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y.

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
real value.— ii'.4picii(ture, Paris.
I think Cooif's Manual is tne best of our American works.-LEWis T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under

future book-makers.— iiriU.^/i Dee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations :ind succesatul man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. C<iok's New Manual ot the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. VVvnkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, ho one who ootains
ever regret having purcnased.— iViic/t. Fur.
who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
Piut.t'ook's Manual is an
is a nece^isity.
exhaustive work.— Herald, Mouticello. 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up wirh the times in every particular.
The
richest rewarll awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due lo ihe clear, disinterested inloruiaiion contained in Cook's Manual.— WM, Van ANTWEUi*. M. U
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Lwe Stuck Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a W(.)rk, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abdk l>Lr
Bois, editor of the BuLetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
:iiKi clearly expressed series of directions fur tneir
management; also a botanical tlescripti<.m ot honey
producing plants, and an e.xtendfd account ot the
enemies of bees.— i>e7uucra(, I'ulaski, N. Y,
We have perused with great pleasure this ivirf«
mecum ot the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caret ully
and practice as advised.— .aontu/turj>(, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the mu^t coiuplote and pniciical
treatise on bee-culture in Euiupeor America; a
scientific work <.iu nnnlorn bee management that
every experienced bee wnn wiJl welctmie. and it la
essential to every amateur in hee-culture. It ie
hauasomely printed, neatly hiaind and is a credit
it,

will

To

all

manual

I

W eAl.— Wti> Urn Ayr icuUiirt:>t.
This work is undoubtedly the moat complete
manual tor the instnicLiun of bee-keepers which
to the

has ever been publiwbed.

It gives

a

full

explana-

tion regarding ttie cjire and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

of bees left untouched, and in the compilatumof
the work Prof. Cook has had the advanuigeof all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to pronj'ite and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupii^iions.— .-Ijuencan Inventor,

To be used on
wanted.

the

College of Micliigan.

320 Paces 133 Fine

We

For

tion of

tastes

educational, philosophical, or scientific
furnish what no other periodical does
pay large prices to obtain the most
or can.
eminent writers. Besides the editorials, there
are twenty-two distinct departments, edited by
twenty-two specialists, which include Biblical Research, Sanitary, Legal, Fine Arts, Music, Science,
Pebbles, Personalities, Ministerial Register, Hymn
Notes, School and College, Literature, Religious
Intelligence, Mis8ion8,Sunday School, News of the
Week. Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories,
Puzzles, Selections, and Agriculture. 33 Puees
In all.
will report in full Rev. Joseph Cook's celebrated Boston Monday Lectures, which will begin
in January. Mr. Cook has just returned from a
two years' trip round the world, and his lectures
this Winter will attract greater attention than
ever.

One

OFFK'IAL OKUAN UK

all

COOK,

J.

we

111.

PLANTERS' JOURNAL

designed to suit

literary,

articles,

iwmly

Apiaries.

is

and wants. We provide weekly stories by the best
magazine writers, poems by the leading poets of
America and England (we first published in America Tennyson's last poem), and for others, who look
especially for instruction, whether in religious,

(Proprietorof KusellUI.Cahokia. FalUnsSprings

and Liike

the purification of

in

The Independent

GOLDEN

tariff, in

cheap postage, and will maintain
those principles which the highest ethics and best
politics

By A.

Of Lansing. Professor of Entomology in

is

Christ.

the

MANUAL OF TEE APIARY,

literary newspaper.

THE Independent

In

Monthly.

piiges.

needs only to be better
already large list of friends. It
has been published for thirty-five years and has
acquired a world-wide reputation as the best re-

known

tot

PkiCic- Bound in cloth, 961. 3V> ; in paper cover,
!9>1.00 by mail prepaid. Publisbed by

THOMAS
West Madison

O.

Street.

NEWMAN^
CHICAGO. lU*

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BEESWAX
WANTED.

"ZISS TAPS!'
At. I do no
1 buy and sell lloney lur Cash onlv.
Commission business, I will not Hccept ahipments

without previous correspondence.

Price and Quality.

State Quantity,

&

CHAS. DADANT

SON,

Iliimilton, Hiincock ('o. HI.

THE CONaUEROR.
Smokers need wide shields. Bink'iiHm'B
nave them, and eprlncs that donotrustuti break,
and t>eiliiws that sparks and smoke do not enter.
The Conqueror has all improvements niade to dnte,
and a :ix7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellows. Sent
Lorfze

>

e/3

Address.

postpaid lor _'.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
j3wtf

SWEET GLOVER

CO

Mich.

Aljri>niii.

;?

SEED,

This year's crop, all of the white variety, 2Sc. per
pound is.v.'i per peck S»13.04> per bushel.
13P~I can fill no more orders fur Queens this fall,
having sold all I had to spare, leaving' many orders
unfllled, and with orders still coming in. The advertisement in the Weekly Bee Journal did it.

<

t^ !

;

;

I.

o-ocdjd,

:ei,

PI

Nappanee. Elkhurt Co., lad.

5wly

Excelsior

Dunham and Vandervort

GO

FOUNDATION.
OwiriR to

now quote
over

r>o

vort,

1(1

prices thus

:

I

P5

H

the price of wax, I
Dunham, loto sn Iba., 4:.;c.,

the large advance

in

ih8..4ic., less than !(> lbs., 44c.; Vanderaq. feet to the lb., 1 to lo lbs., ,')7c., lU to 50

No

lbs., 54c.

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

Cambrldse, Henry Co..

3wly

%

Circular free.

discounts.

III.

LULING, TEXAS.
l8 now lieadquiirters for thesaleof FINE ITALIAN yUBBNS AND BBES. Thenicest bee hives.
ln.iKMi feet of seasoned Cypress lumber now on

w

c

band for the winter's work also, everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices.
;

BEESWAX WANTED.
14w3Ut

J. S. TAX>L.OCK.

r

1

^
2

£

a
a
^

1^

Sena 15 CENTS for Dadant's
on " Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."—
pauiplilet

You

many times the value of
CENTS in the hints and ideas
will give you. Address,

will get

your 15
that

it

CHARLES DADANT &
FLAT -

c
(0

SON,

Hamilton. Hancocl£ County,

0)
111.

U0TT0.1I

COMB FOUNDATION.

3

<

o
C3

:^^^^ high side-walls, 4 to 1*! aquare feet to
ff^c^TJ^^*" the pound. Circular and samples free.

"S

^^

j

J.

MS-^'V^^a

R^^^^^l

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.
.

^'- "--^^

™r LIVES %„.
MARTYR PRESIDENTS.

AGENTS WANTED
At)rahniii I^lncoln,

White Hou!*e." and

"From

Jame«

F^ioneer

Home

to

,jLl>ram Qarfleld.
"From L"^' Cabin to White House." In EnElish
and German. Illustrated with tine ^teel enirravinKS. By an eminent author. Also, fnr the OXI-X
laftc*" wtt-el

extra

portrait of GarHeld.

Send

THE HENEY BILL PUBLISHING
50w8t

for

termit.

CO.,

NORWICH, CONN.

815

PQ

—

!

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

816

BOOKS,

K.endall*s Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No
It

book could be
has 35 engravings

horse information
Price 35c. for either the
English or German edittons.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

ARS

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

Moore*s IJnlverNal Assistant, and Com-

FOR THE

MILLION

FooChoo's Balsam

of Shark's Oil
Positively Eestores the Hearing, and is the

plete Mechjinic, contains over i.ooo.imhi Indus925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL,
Only Absolute Care for Deafness Known.
dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade SeThis Gil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
Bee-Keeper*8 ^Fulde or, Cook*s HIuDual crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast small
White Shark, caught in the Yellow Sea,
utility
every
to
Mechanic,
of the AplHry. — Entirely re-wrltten. eleRanlly Man. Gives :2ii(i,(mki items Farn)er and Business known as Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese
for
Steam, Civil
;

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interestinR and thoroughly practical.
The book is a. masterly production, and one thai no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, Jtfl.aS ; paper cover, JSl,
illustrated

Gas,
Millers. Blacksmiths. Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gilders, Metul and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work cimtains i.oiR pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weiebt in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man. ot
Farmer. Price, poslace paid. fll3.50.

and Mining Engineers. Machinists.

Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
QuInbyVNf vt' Bri-KeeiilnK, by L. C. Root— — Fisher's
Ui-J pages, pocket form
full of useful tables for
unthor treats the subject of bee-keepinp so

The

It

and

forcible,

Novice's AB<N>rBee-Cnlture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is viilualile to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 9itF.2S.

Bee-Keepem' Text- Book, by

K.lna:'<*

KinK.—'l'his edition is revised and brought
Cloth, W 1 .OO.

casttnu up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miseellaneims matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.
;

Clilcken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
ts cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 3&5c.

A.J.

down

I'UiiKHtroth on the Hive aud
ia a standard scientitlc work.

—This

Honey Bee.
Price.

gcutscltcv ^ixccltcv

3BSS.

Blesiietl Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contiiglous enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.

Bees und Honey,

or

Management

of an

Apiary for Pleasure and

Protli, by T/ioraas O.
" Fully up with the
Kditlnn
tinies,'' inclu(lin« all the various Improvements
and Inventions. Cli'ef among the new chapters
are " Bee P:isturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Kalra." "MMrketing Hunev."
^tc. ItC(^>ntains i«o payees, and is profusely Illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; in paper

Newman.— Third

Uehcv

!!Biencnstid)t.

JBicncn .Vl'ultUV, obcrcvforijreirfjc
S3et)anb[ung bcv 33ieiicii, uon XfjO'S. @.
SJeromnit.
Ticfcg pamphlet ciitficilt

:

covers, .^Oc, postpaid.

centH. or

per dozen, po-tpaid.

%.^

— Ocrtlid)
be§
—
bcvSmiigin
— iSc^mnrmen —
—
n—
—
Don
— SBicnen
—

;- presents the fundamenof bee-culture, ano turnishes the

facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

15 c.

Honey, as F*»od and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet ditscouvses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
-quulity, sources, and preparation cf Honey for the
Market Honey as foi.n, icivini.' recipes for making
Honey ('ukes. (-ooktew. Puddings, Koam.Wines.etc;
jtn(\ Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for counumers. .and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
.everywhere. Published in Euipllsh and Oernino.
Price for either edition. Cc. ; per dozen, 50c.

"W^lnterlnK Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.

Preparation of Honey

the Market,

for

ilncludmg the production and care of both comb
,Hnd extracted honey, and In-lrueiions on the exJiibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price

The Hive

9

lOc.

Use—
M.

Foul Brood;
.By Albert R.

its origin, developmentand cure.
Kounke. Price, «5c.

Extruded Honey;

Harventlncr, Handl-

and Mai-ketinK-— A

J-1-puge pamphlet, by
Ch. \ C. P. IJadant, giving in detail th'' methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This

contains

many

useful hints.— Price loc.

Bee PasturnKe a

Newman

Necessity, by ThomaaG.
Giving wdvanced views on this impor-

tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how J(j engravings. Price. lOc.
:

PratUlcal Hints to Itee-Keepers, by Chas
Muth;

;t::

pages.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
HivarmlntE>DlvldinK and Fe** dln(c Bees.—
Hints to Beginners, by Th(Miia8G. Newman. Price

the

5

cents.

In Winter, with instructions about
Chaff- Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. Price Sc

Bees

I

better.

have been greatly benefited.
helped a great deal— think another
bottle will cure me.
I

My deafness

3lblcgcr

^I

a

t

bef)nnbcln uiib
e€

eiii

fiir

PERSONALLY TESTIFY. BOTH FROM EXPERIENCE
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Hay lock
& JENNKY-.7Dey Street. New York, enclosing *l,

and you will receive by return a remedy that will
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative effects will bepermanent. Youwillnever
regret doing so."— Editor of Mercantile RkVIKW.
t^~To avoid loss in the mails, please send money
by Kegistehed Letter.

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK & JENNEY,
(Late Hayluck.

Sole Agents for America,

&

Co.)

7Dey St., New fork.

:20wly

(J-rjic()ung

1

i

e

£oittgiuncii

ii i fi

r e

^uffl?^'^

SluSjtetjen

(ievii[)igeit

HENDElSSOHii

raeitcr ciitljdtt

;

j?npitcl,u)orin bie ncucftc 9Jf ctfjobe

bic iP)ervidjtiiiig bc§ JpouigS fiiv

.fianbel befc^ricbL-n

^otiif)
9Wcl>ijin

ben
^rei6 40 Sent§.

ift.

aU 9lai)tuno and

— uon

'3;f)omcig

'S.^icroman.

'©ici"e§ entljcilt cine flare bavftcniing iibcr

Sienen nub J^onig be§

3ntcvt()nin§

;

bic

Quafitdt, Quellcn unb

58e|"(J}affenijcit,

i^nbercitung bee J^ionig^ fiirbcn .r^anbet
Jponig n[§ DinlnnugSmittcl, nngcbenb
roic

Being a description of the
Price. 5c.

Dooliltle.

has performed a miracle in my case.
have no unearthly noises in my head, and hear

It

much

23ienenftniibe§

t

giittcvn

,

;

hivt used by G.

ci

f

i'erl'ctjcn

Theory

l>zlerzon
tal principles

HEAR WHAT THE DEAF SAY!

uberfolgenbe ©egcnftaitbe

23elft}niiigcii

.gioiiig pflaiijen

Blenen KuUnr, by Thomas G. Newman, in
the (JKRMAN language. Price, in paper covers,

F.

:iOO y-ars no Deafness has existed anions'
the Chinese people. Sent, charges prepaid, to
any address at $1.00 per bottle.

"Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative character ABSOLUTE. AS THE WKITERC AN

to

the present time.

ing

it.
Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Budddist Priest about
the year 1410. Us cures were so numerous and
many so weeniinKly mlraciilou-. that the remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Kmpire. Its use became so universal that for over

;

cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
makinpall its readers realize that its
authnris niy.ater of the siubject.~)ffl.A»0.
that

4tt

Usherman knows

man

^onigfiidjen, fyonnfiidjcWjcn,

lANOS

5liubbing6,iSd)aumfonfcct,iCcinc,u.l".ro
jnberettcn fnnn
fcrncv .gi o n i g a[§
;

'JJtebijin niit uiolcn 9tc3eptcn.

@§

ift fiiv

ben Sonfumenten

beftimmt, unb fotlte
oieltaufenbfiiltig iiber ba§ gnnje Sanb
oevbreitet mevbeu.
$rei§ 6 SentS.

Sa^

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245,
PIAMn
F 01 Magnificent rosewood
rinnU QTYS
01 ILL 02 case elegantly finished.

a

sd'lngrs, 7 1-3

Octave",

full

patent canianle

fcittc

agraflcs. our new patent overstrung scale, beautiful carved legs and lyre, heavy serpentine and

.<rvrtnf()Citcn— «on23.3!.Jlenbnn,
SOLS)., ent()nUenb cin nlpbabetifdj

large fancy moulding, lull iron frame, French
Grand Action, Grand Hammers, in fact, every improvementwhich can in any way tend to the per-

geovbncteS

t-WOsii* price t*<ii' this iiiNtrument. hoxed
and delivered on boai-d cars at Xejv York*
with rtnc Piano Cover, Stool tfljO 1 ri
and Kook, only
fJpZ/T:«J.

uni)

*^?fctl»

35er,^eid)nif} bcv ucvfd)iebenen

$fevbefvanfl)eiten, fcmtmt ben 9(rfad)en,

©ijmptomen nub bcv
lung bevfcibcn

;

vidjtigcn Scl)nnb:

fcrner, cine

n)cvt[jU0Uev Sfejepte.

©nnunhmg

'$rci§ 25 6ent§.

fection of the instrument, "has been added.

Reduced from our

late wholesale factory price,
for r>0 day- only, to have this beautiful
Pkioo iDtri'duced. This is now, by far. the creait-

!(ti^S».%.

h:er-g;iin everofTered the musical public. UnTremendous demand for
precedented success
Order utonc^.
This Piano will be sent on 15 days' test trial.
Please send reference if you do not send money
with order, CfJsh sent with orderwillbe refunded
and freight charges paid by us both wuys if Piano is
nnt just as represented, several other special bargains: Pianos, -I^IOO up. Over l.S.fMH' in use,
and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Handsomd
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free, giving the highest testimonials ever awarded any manufacturer.
Every Piano fuHv warranted for 5 years.
SlfKET MX^SH' ',< price. Catalogue of 3,000
choice pieces sent Inr :u-. stamp.
e-*!

!

Food Adulteration ; What we

this style

THOMAS

C. NEWMAN.
925 West Madison Street, Chicago,

eat and should

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
.ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

in.

consumer against the numerous health-destroving

adulterations offered as food.

Scflbner^M r.utnber and

200

pases

I-o;r

50(>I

Book.— Most

.complete book of it^ kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by l>oyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
Aables, interests, etc. Stannard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.

Given'sFoiindationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Ourthin
and common Fcmndation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
iwly

D.

S.

OIVJSN

<fe

C,

Hoopeston,

111.

!

ME7iI>ELSSOII.\

2l8mlv

PIANO

Box

2958,

CO.,

New

York.

.^>
,
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OLDEST BEE PAPER1<J»F

DETOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO PROGRESSIVE BEE CULTURE.
Vol. XVIII.

Chicago,

111.,

December

27, 1882.

No. 52.

stop but just moment, to wish
readers and patrons

Prospective and Retrospective.

all

our

With this number we close another
A HAPPY
YEAR.
volume of the Weekly Bee Jouknal
—the pioneer bee paper of America
i^ A postal car,with tons of papers
When its publication was begun, some
and letters coming to the West, was
21 years ago, it was a venture, which
destroyed near Schnectady, on the
even its best friends feared may be a
New York Central Railway, Thursday
financial loss to its proprietor, the late
last.
We hope none of the letters
Mr. Samuel Wagner. But now, it can
sent by our correspondents were in it.
count its offspring (bee papers, living
There were 18 sacks and 2 pouches of
and dead,) nearly by the score, and
mail for Chicago in that car, and all
subscribers and patrons by many
were totally destroyed.

NEW

BV

PLTBI.ISHEn

THOMAS

C.

!

NEWMAN,

i

KniTOK AM* Propkietor.
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WEST MADISON
Weekly,

S«

a.

year

ST.,
;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

fW

Any person sending u club of six is entitled
to an extrn copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

thousands.

At first it fouglit the battle of propoint, with pride, to the
gressive apiculture single-handed and
comprehensive
indexes to be found in
To Australia -Weekly, $1
alone; but, as one after another of the
this number of the Bee Journal.
strongholds of superstition and ignor- The Index to Correspondents contains
George NelRhbour & Sons, London, England, are
ance have been subdued and silenced, about 1,200 names of those whose
our authorized agents for Europe.
many new bee periodicals have apFOREIGN POSTAGE. EXTRA

To Europe— Weekly,

.*)n

cents
;

Entered at Chicago post

office

1^ We

:

Monthly. 12 cents.
Monthly, 24 cents.
;

experience and counsel liave been
peared, paying a just tribute to the given one
or more times in theWeekly
imitation
the
Bee Journal by
Bee Journal for the present year.

as second class matter.

—

sincerest

form

of flattery.

The Bee Journal

1^" The contents of this number
being included in the General Index advancing art, and maintain its high
to the volume, commencing on page position as the most enterprising bee
825 and closing on 828, we omit it here paper in the world. It will enter upon
from its usual place.
the new year with the most flattering
prospects, fully expecting all whose
1^ We send this number of the subscriptions expire with the present
Bee Journai. to all the subscribers number to promptly renew, and thus
for the year 18S2— Weekly, Monthly enroll themselves as companions for
and Semi-Monthly on account of the the year 1883.

—

The Weekly Bee Journal

extensive indexes it contains. Those
who have paid for two Weekly numbers a month for a part of next year,
will get the new Monthly until the
expiration of
their subscriptions.
Those who have paid for one Weekly
number a month will have the new
Monthly until the time paid for expires. The new Monthly will be published about the 15th of each month,

during

will

continue to be the medium for the promulgation of the best thoughts of the
most advanced bee-keepers of the day
keeping abreast of the highest progress, favoring the freest discussion
of all disputed points of apiculture,
advancing progressive ideas and the
most modern thoughts and improvements and, while we at once enter
upon the work of the new year, we

—

—

1883.
I

all have our thanks and we hope
they will favor us with similar correspondence during the coming year.
Over a thousand subjects have been
discussed, as shown by our " Index to
Subjects," covering the entire vocabulary of bee-culture, and the correspondence is from every State, Province
and Territory of North America, as
well as from Europe, Asia, Africa and
Australia. To all we give a thousand
thanks, and ask them to send on their
articles and letters during the coming
year,so that the Weekly Bee Journal
may not only equal thfe present volume,
but even surpass it.

These

the future
will be as it has been during the past
score of years of its existence, save as
it advances in every feature of progressive journalism. It will continue
to lead in all tlie qualities of our ever
in

1^"

A correspondent, in this number

Bee Journal, says that he
has noticed that an " open winter " is
succeeded by a poor season
This was
not the experience of the bee-keepers
of the West during the past year.
The last winter was an " open " one,

of the

.

but the honey crop was abundant;
that of the year before was not so large,
though it succeeded a" snug " winter.

THE AMERICAl^ BEE JOURNAL.
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The Medicinal

Qualities of Honey.

There is no doubt but that houey is
one of the most valuable of medicines.
We have often advocated its use and
seen its good effects, and would now
add another testimonial to those alIt is from Mr. Luready published.
He
ther Corey, Yorkshire, N. Y.
" On Oct. 1 I was taken with
says
bilious and gastric fever, followed by
:

a relapse in the shape of inflammation
of the lungs and their surroundings,
Until
also congestion of a portion.
within 2 or 3 weeks I was unconscious,
and therefore not aware of my condition, at which time I commenced eating honey and have taken it at all
times of the day and night, until I
have eaten five two-pound boxes of
honey. My cough has subsided, and
my lungs are healing much beyond the
physician's expectations. I think the
I am
honey is doing the business.
now able to walk about the house."

Karl Gatter, editor of the Bienenvaat Vienna, Austria, with whom we
had an excellent visit in the summer
of 1879, assured us that his life was
saved by the use of lioney. He published a small pamphlet on the curative powers of honey, and said
ter,

:

"

lungs."

Though Mr. Gatter

now

is

nearly

and hearty,

70 years of age, he is hale

and nearly as active as a man of 30.
In ancient times the free and regular use of it as an article of diet, was
regarded as a means of securing long
and it thus came to be popularly
life
;

" The term " Sweet Clover," is simply a misnomer, since all clovers {Trifotiums) are sweet-scented, and preferred by the bees to any other plant
grown. The proper name of this plant
is Melilot-us kucantha, in plain English,
White-flowered Melilot, a biennial
which grows freely in any soil to the
height of 6 feet, with very branching
stems and large cluster of sweet-scented white flowers.
The best time for sowing is the early

considered as a specific against dis- autumn, and generally speaking it
does not bloom until the second year^.
ease. Honey is nutritive and laxative, flowering profusely through July and
and is employed largely in the prepa- August, when it forms seed and dies.
ration of medicine. In diseases of the It may, however, be sown at the spring
time, and succeeds well. Its one great
bladder and kidneys, honey is an exdisadvantage is that it is nseless to
cellent remedy.
Honey is a sedative the farmer, even as bedding for his
We have knowri
of no ordinary power. A friend, who cattle, after seeding.
as hay, though doubtless
is a practicing physician, mentions it harvested
before blooming it
if well secured
one of his patients, whose habits of might form a rough kind of clover hay.
observation were seldom equaled, hav- It is of the same class as the Melilotus
ing by the kick of a horse one of his officinalis, or yellow Melilot, so comknee-joints badly bi'oken, the pain and mon in many parts of the country,
although it has been described as a
anguish being very severe, his daugh- distinct species— the result of cultivater offered him some wine or tea.
He tion. The yellow kind is an annual^
declined, but said she might give him grows to the height of 2 or 3 feet only,
" My and is cultivated as food for cattle,
some honey. Dr. A. remarks
growing in thickets, hedges, and borown observations justifies the wisdom ders of fields. When dried it gives a
of his selection. Try it."
strong scent of new-mown hay.
From our own observation the Melilotus leucantha is preferred by the bees
Sweet Clover in England.
to any known plant, and is unequalled
as regards the quantity and qnality of
Mr. Henry Jonas, of London, Eng- the nectar secreted, and, which is even
of more importance, yields its precious
land, writes us as follows
nectar in all seasons. We have never
I want to try some sweet clover seed found any ditticultjr in procuring the
to see if it will flourish in England. If seed from our principal seedsmen
it will, I think it is not likely to be when giving its proper name, and we
planted for honey only, but as sheep strongly advise our bee-keeping readteed. Our farmers are much depen- ers, if not already cultivating it, to
dent on their clovers in the summer
give it a trial."
these frequently from drought and
from the land being "clover sick " and
Millions for Defense. An Iowa pjI hope the Mclilotu.'i Alha will give our
land the change of crop it needs, and per is responsible for the following,
our bees a bountiful harvest into the which evidently refers to the Kev. O.
:

:

A strong influence

for publishing
the fact that I, a sufferer

book was
from hemorrhages, already given up
this

especially for the use of those suffering from diseases of the throat and

and at' the verge of the
grave, was saved by the wonderfully
curative powers of honey ; and now,
thank God, I am freed, not only from
weakness of my lungs, but rejoice in
the possession of perfect health,
"At my first attack, upwards of
thirty years ago, powders and tea were
ordered for me, which benefitted me
but little.
I then placed but little
confidence in honey, which I had used
occasionally, and in small quantities.
Judging from my present knowledge,
I believe that the honey was the only
remedy that was doing me any good,
and it is this that I have to thank for
the gradual, but sure restoration of
to despair

;

—

bargain.

American readers of the British Bee
Journal will be pleased to hear that it
changes hands with the new year. It
is the only bee paper in England and
hitherto has been in the hands of a
good bee master; but unfortunately a
hive maker, and for the future our
paper will be in the hands of the Rev.
my healtli.
H. R. Peel, the Ijonorable secretary of
As my disease increased I began to the
British Bee-Keepers' Association,
use cod liver oil, which weakened and who has done more to advance
beeinjured my stomach so that I could keeping
in England than any man
hardly digest anything more, and my living, and we all hope it will
be far
condition became worse and worse.
more valuable to our bee-keepers.
Again I returned to honey, when my British Bee-Keepers' Association Our
sufferings immediately began to decrease and disappear. Besides the use
of honey, I took pains to preserve my
breast and lungs from injury, wliioh,
in my trying situation as public teacher, was almost impossible.
My disease being caused by my constant
teaching during so many years, I gave
up my profession, and honey was my
only medicine, whereby I, by the simplest, safest, quickest and pleasantest
manner (for I was fond of honey), relieved the disease in my throat and
out of thankfulness I now write this
book for the use and benefit of many.
;

Clute, of

Iowa

City.

He must have

been troubled with chicken thieves
last

summer

:

An Iowa

City clergyman has 1.5S
hives of bees, which are ari'anged
around his hen house, and when he_
hears a thief fooling round that establishment in the darkness, he just lieS
still and waits to hear a hive upset,
and then laughs at the sound of wild
yells gradually dying away in the distance.

^' When writing to this ofiice on
was
only established in 1874, but since that business, our correspondents should
time we have advanced far beyond our not write anything for publication oi*
expectations.
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
Concerning the Melilot, or sweet be torn apart without interfering witb
The ediclover, in England, the London Jburnoi either portion of the letter.
of Hortiadture says, that " it is well torial and business department^ are
known in England and \ve have culti- separate and distinct, and when the
vated it for a period of thirty years business is mixed up with items for
solely for our bees, and have repeat- publication it often causes confusion.
edly seen it growing in cottage gardens They may both be sent in one envelope
in various parts of this country." The but should be written on separate
Journal of Horticulture then adds
pieces of paper.
:

A

:
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Sew Premiums

The

for 1883.

M«iitlily

Bee Journal

for 1883.

SI*

took the empty frame from

room where

now

the request of many who h;ive
heretofore tak^i the ^iloutlily and

At

it

my honey

had been

laid six

or

If luon'

evidence

be-

seven weeks."

As tlie season foi* reading lias
wanted it may be found in tlie fact
that in many instances—] might venarrived, we hope tha^ each of our
Semi-Monthly Bee Journal, we shall ture to say in all instances of breeding
subscribe\s will endeavor to send at
next year inint a .Montlily consisting in supers the bees first prepare the
subscriber for the
least one new
of £t^ pages, issuing it about the cells for the reception of eggs and;
Weekly Bee Journal for 1883 and
experienced men (m examining supers
mic^rti'of each mouth, at Sl.OO ii year,
can tell where the eggs will be depositthus not only help on \he cause of
in advance; 2 copies for |f.80; 3 ed.
Bees are the niasters and deterprogressive bee-culture, hfit assist in
copies for $2.50 ; 5 coffies for ^UOO ; JO mine these matters then>selve3 withsustaining the only Weekly' bee paper
or more copies at 75 cents e^pc An out consulting (jueen or (]ueen-excluin the world.
ders. It will lie well for bee-keepers
extra copy to the person gettmig up a to
remember these facts.
i'rovideuce has smiled on the beeclub of 5 or more.
keepers during the past season, and as
The Weekly and Monthly Beb
Bees require but little Oxygen.—
a general thing they are abundantly
Journals will bedistinctpapers. each ^iTcspondenl (jf the Omntry Genileable to procure a good assortment of
having its own sphere _of operatio
II iciuarks as follows on tlie amount
bee-literature.
and different readers. The Week
bxygen required by bees
In order to encourage every one who
will contain all that the JSIonthly does,
The idea that a comparatively small
keeps bees, be they few or many colo- besides twice
as much other matter.
suiiply of oxygen for the healthy exnies, to thoroughly read the many
We shall aim to make the Monthly istence of the bees, is one which will
very interesting books on bee-culture,
fielp to explain some problems in api-

—

;

:

now published, we have determined
to make liberal offers, which will be
available

until

January

1.

1883,

as

follows

Bee Journal a welcome and

prolitaj

ble visitor to the homes of those wh
feel the need of a cheap, first class,

pamphlet form—
much occupied to every

reliable bee paper in

whose time

is:

too

'cnlture.
It is not
in a quiescentstate only that they require less purer
air than the larger animals.
Left totlieir natural instincts tliey seal up'

crevice abont their hives except

To any one sending us $8 for any rtad a weekly, or whose means or i'^^ the entrance. A moment's reflection
books they may select from our ' Book quirements are more limited, and who^ ninst convince anyone tliat with only
List," on the last page of this paper,
we will present the Weekly Bee

JouuNAL for one year.
To any one purchasing

$4 worth of

books, selected from our " Book List,^
on tlie last page of this paper, we will
present the Weekly Bee Journal
for six months or the Monthly for one
year.

Any one sending us a club of two
subscribers for 1883, for the Weekly,
with $4, will be entitled to a copy of
Bees and Honey, in cloth, postpaid.
For three subscribers, with $6, we
will send Cook's Manual, in paper,
Emerson's Binder for the Weekly, or
Apiary Register for 50 colonies.
For four subscribers, with $8, we
will send Cook's Manual in cloth, or
Apiary llegister for 100 colonies.
For five subscribers, with $10, we
will send the Apiary Register for 200
colonies, Qninby's New Bee-Keeping,
of Bee Culture, or an
Roofs
extra copy of the Weekly Bee Journal for one year.

ABC

To

get any of the above

premiums

Monthly Bee Journal send
double the number of subscribers, and
^
the same amount of money.
for the

&" We
colonies,

send Cook's Manual
an Apiary Register for 100

will

in clpth, or

and Weekly Bee Journal

for one year, for SS.OO; or with King's
Text- Book, in cloth, for $2.75 or with
;

Bees and Honey, in cloth, $2.50. The
Monthly Bee Journal and either of
the above for one dollar less.

5j:.(3^ie small
external orifice, and with
can dispense with the routine matter every space between the combs filled
more properly belonging to a wetkly. with the living, worthing, breathing
insects, the ipieen and her progeny
must be doing their ^ork in an atmosphere" which would Ue speedy death toany quadruped. Tl\^.i>i*pje, sealed up
in their cells in this swbieslightly ventilated hive, afford another exampleof
how tlie growth and change in insect
life may go on with a very slight supply of oxygen.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Do

bees remove eggs from one cell to
anotlier I This question is answered

—

by Mr. a. Pettigrew in the London
Journal of Horliadlure in the following

language

Subscription Credits.— After sending subscRptions to this office, we
would respectfully ask every one to
look at the label on the wrapper of theN
next two papers, and there they willi
find the credit indicated thus
Those
who have paid for the first six months,
of next year will find " June 83 "after
their names. Those who have paid
for the whole year will lind " Dec. 83"
:

:

Yes, certainly.

and witnessed

This

I

have known
I have

for fifty years.

often seen eggs, laid by queen bees
before being removed from their hives,
set in other cells after their removal,

and have known such eggs become
queens, thus proving that they were
not the eggs of fertile workers. Queenexcluders, then, so much talked about
at present, cannot be of much use V
No, they are valueless for if bees determine to breed in any part of a hive
iueen -excluders will not prevent them.
,ast .September a correspondent of a
journal wrote that one of his colonies
losts its queen when the combs were
filled with honey, brood, andeggs. He
removed the Ira'ine of honey and gave
them a frame of empty comb in its
place. The hive was examined four
or five days after, when there were
found several (pieen cells on the
empty sheet of comb. As it contained no eggs when placed in the hive, he
saw that the bees had taken them
from one comb to another. Eight
queen-cells were erected and filled on
He adds, "There
the empty sheet.
can be no mistake about this, for I
;

The credit runs to
the end of the month indicated. It
the mark is " Dec. 82," it means that

on their papers.

paid until the end
Please remember that the credit given on this label
is a sulKcient notification of subscripthe subscription

is

of the present year.

due and receipt for payments
made. If not so imlicated within two
weeks after sendi^ money to us, j'ou
may be sure something is wrong, and
should write to us about it.
It will
save annoyance and trouble if our
subrcribers will give this matter due

tions

attention.

<ip"

Constitutions and By-I>aws for

local Association3"$2.00 \)ei 100.

name of

The-

the Association printed iw the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

^

*

;
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showed that no other colony in my having rarely lighted a smoker when
yard was as good as this one was on manipulating the colonies, I was aU at
once put squarely to rout by the tierce
May 20.
Since then, after once placing my and vindictive temper of which others
bees in tlie cellar, I have left them spoke so much, and of which I had
there till ready to put them out to re- previously witnessed so little even
;

my

main.
For the American Bee Journal.
IJiTiiig:

Bees a Flight in Winter.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

Many seem to think that it is necessary to remove the bees f torn the cellar,
during the winter, for a Hight, should
When I first bea warm day occur.
gan keeping bees I wintered entirely

m tlie cellar.

If we have a cellar with an even
temperature, and that pretty warm,
(from 45° to 50°) there is but little difflculty in keeping bees quiet; but if
the temperature is allowed to go from
30^' to 50°, as it happens, the bees are
The keeping
apt to become uneasy.
of the bees quiet during the whole
winter is the great desideratum in
cellar wintering, and if they can be
thus kept, no flight is necessary, experience has led me to believe.
If I find a colony of bees restless, I
ventilate the hive until tliey are quiet.
The cause of uneasiness is (barring
disturbing influences, sucli as mice,
If a good
etc.) too cold or too warm.
colony is uneasy, I try more ventilation by raising the hive up at the bottom, and if it is still uneasy, I take off
the chaff at the top, and roll back the
quilt a little, sometimes taking it clear
off, so as to have them suspended in
If it is a small
mid-air, as it were.
colony, I close the entrance and wrap
them up as warm as possible.
When everything is just right, they
will appear like so many dead bees
upon looking at them with alight, but
breath on tliem slightly and they will
move, and thrust out their stings.
To know when they are all quiet and
just as I wish to have them, 1 go some
evening to the cellar, open the doors
carefully, shutting them after me, and
If
stand listening in the darkness.
they are as they should be, I will hear
just a low quiet humming, with, perhaps, one bee in a minute taking wing

Believing it to be a good plan to give
the bees a chance to void their excrement as often as possible, I carried
them all out of the cellar about the
1st of February, if such a thing was
possible, returning them at evening,
and again they were carried out about
10th of March ; thus giving them two
One thing I always noticed,
flights.
that after returning them to the cellar
they never settled down as quiet as
they were before. Brood rearing was
started and the loss caused by tlie excitement, always noticeable when bees
are breeding, was greater than was
the accumulation of young bees hatching from the brood, hence each colony
were really damaged by being set out.
About this time, I thought I would
try the setting out of a part of the bees
as before, and leave a part in ; so I
placed them in the cellar in the fall in
such a manner that those I wished to
put out, could be removed witliout
As opportunity
disturbing tlie rest.
presented they were put out, for their
winter flight, while the rest were left
quiet until about the 1st of May. Up- and tlying to the bottom of the cellar,
on setting them out for good, I ascer- if the cellar contains 50 colonies. If,
tained tliat those which had not been on the contrary, I hear a loud roaring,
with three or four bees flying at a time,
disturbed were much the strongest
and upon weighing them I found that I know that all is not right, and venthose which had not been put out had tilate tlie cellar and hives, until they
consumed but about one pound of are as they should be.
As spring comes on, the humming
honey a month, while those given two
noise grows a little louder, and more
flights had consumed nearly double
bees fly out; so that allowance must
that amount.
be made for the time of the year.
I remember at about this time a
neighbor keeping bees in box hives, Many try to keep these bees that come
on the cellar bottom, in their liives,
invited me over to see his bees, it be- out
experience
ing about the 1st of February. I found by using wire cloth, but my
are bees about to die with
them in rather bad shape, for it had is that such
allowed to
been a cold winter, and the bees out old age, and if they are not
In looking them come out, they will die in the hive.
doors could not fly.
Borodino, N. Y.
over I found a second swarm, whose

combs were bright and clean, and
seemed to contain a fair colony of bees.
A bargain was struck up and 1 brought
this colony home with me, over a rough
In the evenroad, nearly two miles.
ing I took them into the cellar, turned
the hive bottom side up, and threw an
As I had read
old carpet over them.

that bees should never be disturbed in
winter, unless just after a flight, 1
feared that I should lose them unless
a warm day occurred so that I could
put them out. As none occurred for
a week or two I kept close watch of
them, and was surprised to And them
even more quiet than those that had
been in the cellar all winter. As they
continued thus quiet I did not put
them out until April 25, and the result

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Experience with Cyprian Bees.

WM. M. ROGERS.

selected, choicest, gentlest colony,
proved as refractory as the worst.

On a few points I am well satisfied.
If all bees were like Cyprians, there
would be but few amateur apiarists
and all the interests that flourish
through the fondness of men for bees,
would languish.
The Cyprian queen is very prolific,
but the actual number of bees on hand,
except in the hottest weather, is always
less than the promise of the preceding
brood but, in settled warm weather,
it is practicable to increase Cyprian
bees almost indefinitely.
Chaff hives are i)eculiarly weU
adapted to spring rearing of Cyprian
;

bees, for in early spring the extensive

brood requires uniform protcetion
from atmospheric changes. The Cyprians have taught me that chilled
brood means short-lived bees.
I am sure that Cyprians work extensively on the second crop of red clover.
They are very prolific queen rearers.
I counted this year 75 queen-cells,
formed under swarming impulse, in
one colony.
They are certainly good
honey-gatherers, but I cannot run an
intelligent line of comparison between

them and

Italians.

do not think that their capped
honey looks as inviting as that sealed
I

by black bees.
Last spring my Cyprians dwindled
badly, but came up rapidly on the approach of warm weather, and were
ready for the harvest that did not

come

in these parts.
I shal! return to Italians, unless I

can develop a bee of superior qualities
on a balanced cross between Italians
and Cyprians.
ShelbyviUe, Ky.
For the American Bee Journal-

Wood Separators
F. C.

for Surplus Honey.

BENEDICT.

In reviewing the numbers of the
for the year 1882, I
came to the article by Mr. C. R. Isham
on the above subject, on page 120, No.
Your closing comments on it leads
8.
me to give my experience, and I can
endorse all that he says on the subject.

Bee Journal

Allow me to give a few facts that
will demonstrate themselves to any
apiarist who will give them a fair trial.
I hold that wood is the best for separators, of any substance yet tried.
Paper is good, but the bees will gnaw

badly, when not gathering honey
rapidly. The expense of wood separators is much less than tin, wood sepaI have now concluded that a summary rators can be furnished at one-third
would be useful, and therefore forbear the cost of tin, thereby saving twosending the longer article that I at thirds in favor of wood, and with one
it

I have two or three times attempted
to write an article on Cyprian bees.

that has machinery they can be made
proposed.
have had great faith in the Cypri- for less. Again, wood, being a nonans, and I have proved my faith by conductor of heat, absorbs less heat
handling them almost exclusively, than the tin, making the surplus
since their introduction into this chamber warmer and more readily
entered by the bees when the weather
country.
After being well pleased with them. is cool and on cool nights during the
first

I

;
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honey flow they are not as liable to concerning Mr. Heddon's statement,
" finds from none to 3 or
leave the sections and go below. An- that he
otlier point in lavor of wood, for some worthless queens eaoh spring."
In my report, I had no thought of
wlio are a little tardy in removing the
sections as soon as capped, is that the superannuated ipieeiis for all queens,
bees will run upon the wood instead if permitted to live, must, eventually
Queens that are
of tlie oai)ping; when, if tin is used, become worthless.
being colder, they will run upon tlie permitted to live, on account of the
capping, soiling it soon, and injuring superior quality of their offspring,
Tlie wood will not until they become too old to be prolittlie sale in marl<et.
kink in cleaning and will stand more able, I do not consider as belonging to
•'5

;

What I
called inferior.
understand by inferior queens, are
those tliat fro'm the time they commence to lay, manifest feebleness,
sluggislmess or a lack of prolificness;
or whose progeny show a lack of some
of the traits necessary to place them
on a high standard of excellence, such
as productiveness, hardiness, etc.
I have had so few of this class of
that

careless liandliiig tlian tin.

While some contend that bees will
brace from separator to capping more
with wood tlian tin, my experience
does not prove it to be a fact.
Since I began using wood for separators, in 1880, I have iiroduced from
7 to 10 thousand boxes of comb honey,
and not one in oOO was braced from
cap to separator.
1 do not know the amount of demonstration necessary to prove that
wood is practical, better, and cheaper
than tin, but if you, Mr. Editor, will
come to my place", I will take you into
my cutler and we will visit a few of
our best and most successful combhoney producers, such as Messrs. Newman & Son, and C. K. Isliam, of Peoria, N. Y.;
W. S. Benedict, Moscow,
N. Y.; R. B. Rians and Van Eten, of
York; M. Dodds and R. Buck, of
,

class

queens, (except where they have mismated, thereby producing inferior,
and sometimes worthless workers,)
during tlie past three years, and as all
of my queens proved to be from fair
to very good for productiveness this
season, I do not see why Mr. Ileddon
takes exception to the yellow bands on
my bees, so longas these (yellow-banded) bees are bringing in more lioney
than any others I have been able to
pick upduring the past seven years.
Warsaw, N. Y.; Stanley Bros, of Wy- I have had blacks and hybrids for four
oming, and many others, and if it is years, and Italians and hybrids for
not demonstrated to your satisfaction, three years, and I have become so
we sliall feel glad to liave met you and dissatislied with hybrids that I dewe will " kill the fatted calf " and eat stroyed every queen in my apiary this
the salt of friendsliip just the same.
tall, which did not produce threeMy closing advice to those who wish banded bees.
to make any change in their surplus
No. 20, in my report, is the best
arrangement, where wood can be sub- colon V of hybrids! ever owned; but as
stituted for tin, is to do it, by all they were no better than many of my
means for to get the best results, Italian colonies, I destroyed their
financially, we must invest on that queen and gave them a young one.
which is the most practical for the
Mr. Heddon says, " as tliere is no
least money, and still have that which comparison made between Mr. Shuck's
will aid lis in producing a first class strain and any other, we have no eviarticle, for that will command a good dence that the large yield of honey
price.
reported, is at all due to the strain of
In my next I will have something to bees." He also suggests the inference
and
say of our surplus arrangement
that their honey less condition on June
the use of separators.
1st, is evidence of a worthless strain.
Perry Cenler, N. Y.. Dec. 9, 1882.
If their honeyless condition at so late
a date in the season, is evidence of a
[ We have had some very flattering
worthless strain, then I am puzzled to
reports from those who have used the know how it is tliat, from these bees,
wood separators. We should be glad with an expense of $45, and my own
value of
to lake the sleigh- ride with Mr. B. but labor, I have honey to the
over $500, valuing comb honey at
must forego the pleasure now.— Ed.] 15 cts. per lb., and extracted at 10 cts.
My average yield is larger than that
of any other apiary in this section of
For tlie American Bee Journal.
country, so far as I can learn, and
The "Coming Bee."
from two to four times greater than
that obtained by farmers in this com;

SHUCK.

munity.
Mr. Heddon characterizes my yield
I do not wish Mr. Heddon to infer with the phrase "honey shower," and
that I never (ind any inferior or worth- says:— "I know what these honey
Does not Mr. Heddon
but, as Mr. Doolittle tells showers are."
less queens
us of having destroyed so mauy in one see tliat his efforts in this direction,
season, and, as Mr. Heddon speaks of plainly show tliat, if I had a " honey
inferior queens without mentioning shower," his "shower" was only
this fearful slaugbterby Mr. Doolittle, twice or three times as "big " as mine ?
why sliould it be thought a thing in- I am willing to admit that we liad a
credible, if I, or any one, should liave good season, all things considered.
Our lioney was obtained from white
imagined tliat Mr. Heddon liad found
more tlian 3 or .5 wortliless queens clover, red clover, basswood and
If Mr. Heddon could
each spring, in his apiaries of 150 to heartsease.
have stood as I did on the lirst week
200 or 300 colonies'?
To say that I am surprised. Is a very in September, in a large Held of red
feeble expression of my thoughts clover and beheld his bees in every
S.

;

A.
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and heard that hum of
he would again have
" thrown his hat " through the columns
of Ihe Bkk JouiiNAL, as he did in
August, and the faint echoes of
'Eureka! Eureka!!" would have
sounded in our ears, as we read hia
direction,

" business,"

description of how those leather-colored bees sipped the nectar, and of the
tons of comb honey that would soon

be completed.
Mr. Ileddon says " It is ray opinion
that he who leaves out the brown
bee, thus breeding for yellow-bands,
:

will get

away

beliind in the race,"

and mention the points of excellence
given the German bee over the Italian
by Mr. L. L. Langstroth.

While I respect Mr. Heddon's
opinion very much, and I am willing
to admit that the points of excellence
mentioned, do exist with many strains
German bee, I am not willing
to admit that all brown bees possess
all these points of excellence; nor am
of the

willing to admit that all strains of
Italian bees are lacking in all these
points of excellence, and as ninetenths of the practical apiarists of this
I

country have declared and still claim
that the Italian bees are the most
superior race ever had in this country.
"
I wish to say that it is " my apinimi
that he who looks for " the coming
bee " through the best strains of a
superior race, will far outstrip the one
who strives to And it by incorporating
into a superior race the blood of an
inferior one.

Mr. Ileddon desires to cultivate the
good qualities of the two races, and
leave off the bad. This appears very
nice on paper, but in practice presents
So much
quite a different picture
had been said of imported stock, that
in July. 1880, I purchased a selected
imported queen, and I reared a few
queens from her that season, and a
few in 1881, and although she maintained one of the most populous colonies in my apairy during the past
season, I did not rear a single queen
from her. And if such queens are
considered the highest standard of imported stock, (which they must be,) I
am not surprised that Mr. Heddon
should have a strain of hybrids that
are superior to them.
While I esteem the Rev L. L. Langstroth and his judgment very highly,
1

I recognize the fact that apiarists at
the present day have many advantages that Mr. L. did not possess. Mr.
L. had but few intellects equal to his
own to consult, and a less number of
strains of bees to compare with each
while we have the experience,
other
not only of this great and go<id man,
but of scores of others, and all the appliances that American genius could
devise; coupled with a constant importation of foreign bees, and all the improvements that American industry
could accomidish. If, with all these
advantages, a strain of Italian bees
could not be found that is superior to
those possessed by Mr. Langstroth
during his experiments, then I cannot
see how it is that Mr. Heddon can
have produced a superior strain of
iiees in so short a time by crossing the
Italian bee with an inferior race.
Bryant. 111.
;

•

;
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There are some mitigating circumstances in these figures, whicli woLdd
help the sliowing of the comb honey
side, which I luive not mentioned,
J. L. QUAY.
such as increasing tlie colonies run
Mr. Biissey.iii liKEjouuNAr.df'Dee. for extracted honey .did not increase
6th, has started a subject of interest very much; while those run for comb
to me, and one tliat I think should honey have nearly all swarmed once ;
Lave a share of the most careful but they had the "advantage of having
thought and experiment of our most all the honey gathered by tlieir increase
successful apiarists. The Bee Jouu- accounted for.
NAL is full of articles on almost every Mr. Bussey will probably want to
conceivable subject, bnt tliis one has know why I ran .50 colonies for comb
not had the attention that its impor- honey and only 15 for extracted, if 1
knew that extracted honey paid so
tance should attach to it.
While I shall differ very materially much tlie best V
To this I can only reply that circumfrom Mr. l?ussey's conclusions, still I
stances control all of us, to a ceram glad he has taken the grounds he tain
extent. My fixtures were all gothas, for, perhaps, it will draw out
articles from the most experienced ten up for comb honey production,
and having, some years, 80 to 1.50
apiarists.
to look after alone, I can care
My experience this year,and for the colonies
for them during the busy season, a
Sast 7 or 8 years, has established the
'Opinion very firmly in my mind, that good deal easier by running them for
If I
I caji pi'oduce at least three times as comb honey than for extracted.
iBueh extracted honey as I can of were trying to make the best sliowing
comb honey from tlie same number of possible for one apiary. I would not
colonies.
From 15 colonies run for have over .50 colonies of bees in it ; I
extracted honey this year, my crop of would not allow them to increase at
For the American Bee Journal.

Comb

vH.

Exli'iicted Hoiiev.

;

and

^^

The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its Fifth Annual
Convention at ISlcKinuey, Collin Co.,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April
17th and 18lh. 18S3; at the residence of
Hon.

\V.

H. Andrews.

The following committees have been
appointed, and the programme arranged for the next meeting, by the executive committee; viz on Resokitions;
Apiarian Supplies and Exhibits
Subjects for Discussion and Arrangements, to receive and entertain those
in attendance from abroad.
Programme. President's Address.
Subject— State and National Conven:

;

—

tions.

Subjects for general discussion
Essays.— Tim " Coming bee," W. H.
:

Andrews.

Honey

plants. Native
Ilorsemiiits, different varieties,

Wm.

Howard.
'Extracted vs. Comb
Honey," W. K. Marshall, D. D.
''
Bee-Moth," W. H. Andrews. " The
Queen Bee, her nature and habits.
Wm. R. Howard. " The different
races of bees in America; their relative
value to apiculture," W. K. Marshall,
D. D.
Other essays are promised, and a
exR.

I would run them all for
general good time is anticipated.
Iho!)etohear from others on this Ample arrangements are made to acsubject, and I will close by saying comodate those from a distance.
that I had some 12 or 15 colonies in Those wishing to place anything on
my yard run for other purposes than exhibition or correspond with the comwill
honey-producing that I did not count. mittee of arrangements,
be
I now have 1.38 colonies in winter promptly attended to, by addressing,
W. H. Andrews, President, McKinney,
quarters.
terially change the ligures.
Lee Centre, 111.
Collin Co,, Texas. All othercorresponNow, as to prices: Mr. Bussey says
dence to the Secretary. We would be
that Mr. Oatman received 20 cis. per
pleased to have any one propound
lb. for his honey, aiid,deductihg 4 cts.

extracted honey was 3,000 lbs. or 240
lbs. per colony'; from over .50 colonies
run from comb honey, my receipts
were :^..500 lbs., or about .50 lbs. per
colony. Of course there was an occasional comb, from some of those
that were run for comb honey, taken
and extracted, bnt not enougli to ma-

all.

tracted honey.

questions of interest for discussion,
as we have found great interest, as
well as valuable information gained
bj; the discusssion of questions con-

for expenses, leaving him 16 cts. net;
it is then double the price received
for extracted honey. JVIr. Oatman receives an exceptionally good price for
his honey, on account of quality and

amount

buyers always giving more
for large lots than small ones; but even
.at those figures it is not double the

tributed to our " Question Box."

;

Local Convention Directory.

Wm. R.
Kingston, Texas.

Howard,

Sec.

price that 1 am receiving for my ex- I88;i.
1^" The annual meeting of the
Time and Place of Meetino.
tracted honey at home.
Northwestern Illinois and SouthJan. 2-4.— Eastern N. Y., at Albany, N. V.
sent
some
comb
1
honey and some
E. Quakenbush, Sec. Burnerville, N. Y.
western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As9.— Cortland Union, ul Cortland. N. Y.
extracted honey to two of the most
sociation will be held in Temperance
M. C. Bean, Sec. McGrawville, N. Y.
prominent commission firms on Water
Hall, Freeport, Stephenson county,
9.— Ohio State, at Columbus. Ohio.
St., Chicago, a short time ago
one of
D. Spear, Sec Cardiu^ton, Ohio.
111., on January 16 and 17, 1883.
them wrote me the other day that the
9-1 1, Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Jonathan Stkwaut, Sec.
G. W. House, Fa.retteville, N. Y.
extracted honey was ail sold at 91 cts.
Rock City, 111.
10. U.— Indiana State, at nidianapolis.
per lb., but the comb honey was unsold.
Dr. J. H. O'Rear, I'res.
The other wrote me that the ex11. Nebraska State, at Wahoo, Neb.
The Eastern New York Beetracted honey sold for iWc; the comb
Geo. M. Hawlcy, Sec.
Keepers' Union will hold their 11th
10,— N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis. at Krecport.
for 15 cts. per lb.
These are fair
Semi-Annual Convention on Tuesday,
J. Stewart, Sec.
figures ;is an exam])le, for tlie honey
Wednesday and Thursday, January
18, ChamDlain Valley, at Middlebui-E. Vt.
was produced from llie same apiary,
T. Brookins, Sec.
2nd, 3d, and 4tli, 1883, at the State
sold in the same niaiUet by the same
19, iio.— Mahoning Valley, at Berlin Centre, O.
Agricultural Rooms, State Street,
Ij. Carson, Pres.
class of men, and collected from the
Albany, at 10 o'clock, a. m. All inter20.— S. W. Mich., at Ann Arbor.
same flowers, at the same time of
G. J. I'ease, Sec. Ann Arbor.
ested in bees are invited to attend.
year.
Feb. 3.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O,
C. QUACKENBUSH, ISCC.
Now, as to the proper condition of
8.— Maine State, at Dexter.
W. L. Tennant, Pres.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
producing and getting in jiroper condition for market. One barrel, holding April 5.— Utah, at Salt Lake City.
E. Stevenson, Sec.
-50 gallons or 550 lbs. can be bought
The Nebraska State Bee-Keep17, l.S,- Texas State, at McKinney,
for $2, at the most, while to get .550
Wm. K, Howard, See.
ers' Association, will hold its annual
lbs. of comb honey in good market- May 1.— Iowa Central, at Winterset.
session in Wahoo, Saunders county,
J. E. Pryor.Sec.
able condition, costs, if 1 count my
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan.
—
—Texas
State Convention, at McKinney.
time anything, $8, at the least.
11th, 1883. Arrangements have been
Dr. W. R. Howard, Sec.
My 15 eolonies that we run for ex- Oct. 17, 18.— Northwestern, at Chicago, 111.
made with the railroads to secure l}4
Thomas
Newman,
G.
Sec.
lioney
gave
tracted
a profit of $22.80
fare for the round trip. The Saunders
9, 10.— Northern Migh. at Sheridan, Mich.
gross i»er colony, while those run for
county Bee-Keepers' Association will
O. R. Goodno, Sec. Carson City. Mich.
comb gave $7.50 gross. Taking out Dec. 0-6, Michigan
furnish entertainment free to all
State, at Flint.
the actual cost of eacli, for getUng in
Bee-keepers from
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Union, Mich.
visiting apiarists.
condition and marketing, you can
ty" In order to have this table complete. Secre- neighboring States will be welcomed.
very clearly see where they would taries are requested to forward full particulars of
T. L. VonDorn, Pres.
;

1^

1^

1

,

come

out.

time and place of future meetings.— Er>.

Geo. M. Hawley,

Sec.

—
THE AMERICaiN BEE JOURNAL.
1^ Tlie Southeastern
Bee- Keepers" Association

liold

their annual meeting in the courthouse at Ann Arbor, Jan. liO, 18S3. All
II. D. Cutting, Pres.
are invited.
G. J. Pease, .*c., Ann Arbor.

(^

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Michigan
will

The

Oliio State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Columbus, in
the rooms of the Ohio State Journal, on
Tuesday auti Wednesday. Jan. 9 and
full attendance of mem10, 1883.
bers, and all interested in bee-eulture,
is requested, as matters of interest
and importance will be discussed.
Dr. H. Besse, Delaware, O., Pres.
DanielSpeau, Cardington, O., Sec.

A

OFKICE OF AMEKICAN BEK JOtTKNAL,
Monday, li' a. ui., December i;5. ihhi'.

(

Wmfkr^

i

The following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up

to this

hour

Duty on lleeswax.— I see that bees-

:

wax

Qiiotutlons of Cash Bayers.

CHICAGO.

HONE Y— The supply of extracted honey is fully
7c. for
up to the deniiind. My quotations are
darli and ;4c. fur liKht, delivered here.
BEKSWA.X— It is qu.te scarce. I am payiny 27c.
dark and oiTcolfor good yellow wa.\, on arrival
:

;

ora, 17@2:ic.

Newman. 923 W. Madison

Ah. H.

St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demand is good

for e.vtructed in
barrels as well as in giass jars and tin bucitets arrivals are fair.
The demand is fair tor comb

honey, which, however, is not cheap enough to
niAke trade lively. Extracted brings 7tiiliic. on
comb honey, 14f<9:;oc.
arrival
BEESWAX— Is scarce and brings 20(^27c. on

Association will hold their thirteenth
Annual Convention in the City Hall,
Chas, F. Mdth.
at Syracuse, N. Y.. on the etb, 10th arrival.
and nth days of January, 1883.
<|uotatlona of Comnilsalon Merchants.
Business "of great value to every
bee-keeper in the State will be brought
CHICAGO.
before the meeting. Every member
HONE Y— The demand for comb honey does not
is requested to attend and bring their keep pace with the receipts. There is a large surplus on this market at present, and prices are from
friends, that all may be benefited by
to 3c. lower than last month.
We quote white comb honey, in 1@2 lb. sections,
the action there taken.
I7@lSc. I>ark comb honey, hardly anydemand. It
The question drawer will be opened is held at I2'^ca,l5c. E-ttracted— White brings from
dark, 8(s(9c.: kegs, half- barrels and casks
each day, and questions answered and itrtilnc:
bring about same price.
discussed.
All are invited to send
BEESWA.X— Choice Yellow, 30c.; dark to medquestions. Appropriate diplomas will ium, 18@25c.R. A. Burnett, 161 South Water St.
be awarded to succes.sf ul e.xliibitors of
SAN KKANCISCO.
implements, etc. Let all attend.
HONEY-Stock is small, with but little demand,
Geo. VV. House, Sec.
;

•2

:

.

and buyers bid low.
White comb. 1H(5.-J0c; dark to good, U@l4c exdark and
tracted, choice to extra white, 8^90.;
:

(©"The annual meeting of the Mahoning Valley Bee-keeoers' Associabe held at Berlin Center,
O., in the town hall on
Friday and Saturday the 19th and 20th
of January, 1883. All bee-keepers are
invited to'attend and send essays, papers, implements, or any thing of in-

candied,

"tit^sc

BEESWAX- We quote 2^(S)-2Sc.
STBABNS & SMITH.

423

Front Street.

will

Mahoning Co.,

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY—

Dull. Comb, at 16c. for large or hard
exIHf'i.^uc. for choice bright in small packages
choice, in
tracted at 8(s.9c.; strained. hi,^(3,7c,
smaller quantities, brings more.
Prime bright steady at 27®28c.
K. C. GUKEH Si Co.. 117 N. Main-Street.
to

;

;

BEESWAX—

A

full atterest to tlie fraternity.
is requested of all who are
interested. In fact, the meetings will
be so interesting that you cannot
expect a
afford to miss them.
lecturer from abroad on the evening
L. Cakson, Pres.
of the 19th.

tendance

We

C1,EVELAND.

HONEY Has changed
-

will be

held in Cortland, N.

Tuesday, Jan.

McGra-\\'ville,

^'

Y., on

9, 1883.

M. C. Bean,
K. Y.

The annual meeting

Sec.

of

the

a very

about

it necessary to sell ail grades
lb. less.
Best white, in 1 ft sections,
in 2 lb, sections, I8®20c.
per
;

pound

little,
I

we

cent per

have it.
Comb foundation
manufacturers and dealers would
make as much with lower-priced wax.
Bee-keepers would use more of it and
succeed better. The burden will be
heaviest on the users of foundation.
Cannot something be done to let the
wax be imported free of duty.

must

C.

Chicago,

BHBSWAX-Scarce.

Extracted

E.'Mead.

14, 1882.

;

yellow wax.

and demand "

of " supply

The law

and, as the
value of beeswax increases here, on
account of bee keepers becoming
consumers, instead of producers,
the foreign demand will be less;
and thus prevent its rising to such
figures as it would if the European
will regulate the price

;

markets were constantly demanding
We do not see,
all we bad in stock.
therefore, that the tariff cuts any
Ed.]

figure in the matter.

Is

28(i>30o.

YORK.

only a moderate supply of
choice to fancy w-liite clover honey, and prices are
still held firmly, though the demand is not large.
Buckwheat and extracted honey continue slow.
We quote: W^hite clover, flrst quality, 1 Tb boxes.
2.5c; fair to good. 20O2.5e.: buckwheat. 1 ft boxes,
Extracted, clover, i:ic.; buckwheat. IOC.
17c.
BEESW.VX— The supply has been light and prime
lots held a shade higher.
Western pure, li'Jdt-'.ilc; southern, pure, 31(§i32c.
D. W. QUINBV. 105 Park Place.
is

BOSTON.

Our market is fairly active. We quote:
Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso- H HONEY—
lb. sections, 22@25c.; 2 lb.
lb. sections at 30c.
ciation will be held at Middleburg, sections, 20^22c. Extracted. 10c. per lb. Good
o' extracted are wanted in kegs or barrels.
Vt., on Thursday. January IS, 1883, at lor«
BEESWAX-30C.
10 a. m.
T. Brookins, Sec.
CROCKER & Bl.AKE. 57 Chatham Street.
:

Dec.

2')@21c. per

A. C. Ke.si>bl. 115 Ontario Street.

NEW

111.,

[We get but little beeswax from
and none from
foreign countries,
Europe to the latter, however, we export large quantities of our brightest

Correction.— On looking

very dull indeed, hardly any sale.

HONEV—There

I®" The annual meeting of the Cortland Union Be|-keepers" Association

in price

And

is in the tariff list of chemicals,
is to be assessed 20 per cent, in
the new tariff bill. The home supply of wax is not large enough to
wax for comb foundation,
furnish
and the demand for foundation is
rapidly increasing. This means a big
raise in the price of wax, and also in
comb foundation. Chemical and mechanical purposes will use some, and

and

:

^" The Nortlieastern Bee-Keepers'

tion

823

I

over the

American Bee Joui{NAl,No. .50, just
I notice on page 79.5^ 2nd
column,3d line from the top, what may
The word
be a typographical error.
" heated " should be breathed. And in
the 6tb line from the top, " inhaled"
See the passage
should be exhaled.
near the foot of page 728, 2nd column.
Possibly it was misquoted by Dr.
Oldham. It might be worth while to
If there is any
correct these errors.
good in it, give it a chance if not, it
will not be necessary to strangle it.

received,

;

S.

Lindsay, Ont., Dec.

1.5,

CORNEIL.
1882.

we
[It was an eiror in the copy
It was
printed it as it was written.
an oversight, of course.— E».l
;

^"

The Indiana State Bee-Keepersi^"May we ask you, dear reader, to
Association will hold its annual meet'
ing at Indianajiolis, Iiid., on Jan. 10 speak a good word for the Bee Jourand II, 1883. All are invited.
nal to neighbors who keep bees, and
Dr. J. 11. O'Eeau, Pres.
send on at least one new subscription
with your own Our premium, " Bees
H^ The quarterly meeting of the and Honey," inV cloth, will pay youfor
Marshall County 15ee-Kee|)ers' Association will meet in Marshalltown.Iowa, your trouble, besides having the satison Siturday, Jan. (i, 1883, at the faction of knowing that you have
Sheriff's office, in the Court House, at
aided the Bee Jouunal to a new
10:30 a. m. Thesubject for discussion
subscriber, and progressive apiculture
•being " Winter and Spring Care."
J. W. Sandeks, Sec.
to another devotee.

My Report for 1882.— I started, last
spring, witli 11 colonies; all middling
strong, until May 28, when on account
of cold and wet weather, I came near
but, by feeding
losing 5 out of the 11
;

brought them through, and
got 1 swarm from each. The strongest commenced swarming on May 14,
and from that time until May 22, 1 got

them

.5

I

swarms

;

tiiey commenced.swarming
21, and continued until

again on June

THE AMERICAI^ BEE JOURNAL.
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VVliicli gave me No. 74.
I
doubled 2, and have 71 left,
all in good condition, and will average
25 lbs. of honey more than they need
to winter on. I took ofE over 1,500 lbs.
of honey, nearly all in li lb. sections,
and sold it for 15c. per pound. The
swarms were all natural except one.

Sept.

14.

took up

1,

introduce new tested queens every locality, about 1% miles, during the
few years,f rom some different locality, best honey flow of the season, but I
into your apiary.

We have

VVe find it pays. feel like congratulating myself,taking
disposed of all our crop, and everything into consideration.

have all supplies in for another year; all
Henry Haktman.
bees are in good condition for winter,
Hokendauqua, Pa., Dec, 14, 1882.
every liive having a laying queen and
an ample supply of honey.
We have Not Encouraging.
report for
M. H. Lewis.
some hives on hand, Hnd intend to this year is, I think, soMy
very poor that
Greentop, Mo.
make 300 new ones. We do not wish I did not deem it worth sending
much of an increase, and intend to use in, but I could not help ^hat, for the
the
extractor freely.
Bees Ha?e Dysentery. The bees in
season would not permit me to do any
Brat & Seacord.
this locality are badly affected with
better. Some of my colonies have not
Wartham,
Cal.,
Dec.
1882.
5,
dysentery, having had no flight siuce
gathered a single pound of honey, and
winter began.
J. A. Bucklew.
hardly enough to winter on
others
Clarks,0., Dec. 16,1882.
My first Report. I am well satisfied have gathered a little. The best that
with my summer's work.
I com- any colony did was one of black bees.
2,000 Pounds of Honey from 9 Col- menced the spring of 1882 with 2 colon- This colony obtained 54 lbs. in onein
tolerable
condition.
ies
received
pound sections, and it was a swarm
I
onies.
I started witli 10 colonies last
AH the honey that I
spring, sold one, leaving 9 increased 5 natural swarms, and one by divid- on June 15.
to 31 took from them 2,000 lbs. of ing, making 8 in good condition, and have obtained from 10 colonies, spring
The
honey. The last swarm was hived received 200 lbs. of comb honey, or 100 count, was a little over 400 lbs.
Aug.' 28, which tilled its hive, besides lbs. per colony, spring count. Is that clover honey I sold for 20 cts. per lb.,
not tolerably good V The honey was in and buckwheat honey I sold for 16 cts.
giving some surplus.
I have nearly one- I liope for a better crop in Western
2i lb. sections.
Geo. Bischoff.
half of it sold at 15 cts. per lb.
Old Pennsylvania next season.
Burlington, Iowa, Dec. 15, 1882.

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

fogy

bee-keepers

are

injuring

the

market. I can sympathize with Mrs.
Fall.— Upon exam- Harrison, for I have had the same exining ray bees, on the first of Nov., I perience. I will give my method for
found no brood of any kind.
What wintering bees on the summer stands
does that indicate ? 1 have kept bees in the future.
Success to the Bee

Breeding in

for five years, and it is the tirst 1 re- Journal and its Editor.
member of linding them without brood
S. C. Frederick.
that time of the year. I extracted on
Coal Vale, Kansas, Dec. 14, 1882.
Sept. 15.
I wiziter on their summer
stands and have never lost a colony.
I pack them all round with hay, exA Poor Season.— I cannot get along
cept the front ; that is exposed to the without the Bee Journal, so long as
I keep bees.
It has paid for itself
weather.
H. A. Pierce.
many times over, by the instruction
Fremont, Neb.
it has given me in the care and hand[All well-behaved bees cease to breed ling of bees during the past season. I
in the fall, and by " the first of Novem- commenced the season of 1882 with 3
ber," there ought to be no brood in colonies; increased to 7, and as this
has been a very poor season in this
the hive.— Ed. 1
part of the country, I obtained only
50 lbs. of surplus, per colony, spring
Moving Bees.— I moved my bees last count. All 7 colonies went into winspring, from Nebraska to Kansas, ter quarters in splendid condition, in
about 200 miles, but farther tlian that " Cotton " hives, packed with hay,
by rail. I had 11 colonies, spring cut fine with a hay cutter, and on
count; they have increased to 40 by their summer stands. Seeing so much
natural swarming, and are all in good published about Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotcondition, strong, with a good supply ton, I decided last fall to visit the lady,
of honey. I took off nearly 1000 lbs. and consequently took a journey of
of surplus honey.
From my experi- 600 miles, and am now able to judge
ence during the past summer, I think of her, and her method of doing busibees will do well in this part of Kansas. ness, based on personal observation.
G. VV. GouuM.
It is enough for the present to say
Meredith, Cloud Co., Kansas.
that I returned home with a less favorable impression of her than when I
description of what I saw I
left.
Bees in California.— So far, this fall,
if desired.
we have had three rains. At the pres- may give you this winter,
S. H. Wood.
ent time, vegetation is nicely started,
St. Albans, Vt., Dec. 18, 1882.
the valleys and hills look nice and
green. VVe had, the past season, J^ of a
crop ; for the past three year we liave
Good.— I take this opportunity to
averaged
of a crop.
The year 1879 extend thanks to you, Mr. Editor, for
being the only total failure in this the many able articles which have apvicinity for the past fifteen years. peared, from time to time, in your
From the above, we think our location paper, on all subjects of interests to
will compare favorably with any por- bee-keepers. I i»ul into winter quartion of the country. Experience has ters, in 1881, 4 colonies, and wintered
taught us that in a liot, dry climate, them all successfidly.
I used cut
like California, bees must be shaded chaff to pack them with. The size of
to keep the hive cool, so that the bees frames I use is the Cary, 10JI|xl4 in.
will keep to work all day.
The hives My yield for 18.S2 was 370 lbs. of comb
having no shade, the bees are cluster- honey, and I increased from 4 colonies
ed on the outside, remaining idle on all to 9, by natural swarming.
I obtainhot days, between tlie hours of 9 a. m. ed that amount of honey under some
and 4 p. m., California is like all other disadvantages. I was compelled to
places tb insure success, you have to remove 3 of my colonies to another

A

%

;

C.
Lincolnville, Pa.,

M. Clark.

Nov.

27, 1882.

tlie

Bee Cellar— The Bee
its regular weekly
visits, and has become a necessity.
I
could not well do without it.
My

Water

in the

Journal makes

are enjoying

tlieir winter
with plenty to eat
nothing to disturb them.
I can
dorse the methods described by

bees

in the

cellar,

rest

and
en-

Mr.

of DeKalb, N. Y., for
wintering laees, having perused the
same course for a number of years
without loss, often with 6 inches of
water in the cellar. I believe water
is a benefit to them, although writers
generally advocate a dry atmosphere.
There are but few bees in this township
besides my 45 colonies.
There are 2
quite enough
or three box-hive men
to keep up the supply of moth. They
will not learn anything better.
L. Eastwood.
Waterville, O., Dec. 19, 1882.

Ira Barber,

;

Snow three feet Deep.— I have kept
bees for 50 years, but do not see how
I can get along witliout the Bek
Journal. The experience of the

many

is

what we want

to

know

la

The

past year was the
poorest, but one, for honey during the
past 50 years, but I look "for a good
honey season next year. The bees are
now snowed under, 3 feet deep. I
have always noticed that agood honey
season follows a "snug" winter, and
a poor one after a mild and open winter.
I wish the Bee Journal came
twice a week instead of weekly.
T. A. C. Everett..
Randolph, N. Y., Dee. 18, 1882.

any business.

Good Increase.— My brother and
myself commenced the last spring
with 19 colonies two swarms escape!
to the woods we have now 45, packed
in chaff and saw-dust. All are Italians
but 8 colonies. We use the Langstroth hive, but had no extractor, so
that our hives are now full of honey.
We had some honey in sections, be;

;

sides the increase.

Wm. Whipps.
Carlisle, Ind.,

Dec.

19, 1882.

1
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GENERAL INDEX FOR THE YEAR
Adul tent lion —
658
500

Effects

GJucoae, ys.
1,

2.S0,

147. 150, 193.
322, 338, 37i,372,

3t*(;. 4:.(),

57H,

(fll

22i>, -^4

(JO,

674
754

GIucDse factory failures
Glucose-honey question

Laws

341

5S0
20,516

against

11, 197, 227,

Novice on

Of Food,

37, 51, 146, 147,186.
24 1 , 273, 293. 338, 355, 403,417,
4 5( ), 5 1 6, 595
740
Of Honey,51, 184,211, 244,338, 341
38G, 705
755
Oleomargarine
339, 3 17
Saceluii ine secrets
434

Sucarnieal
Test of

531
102, 610,

649

Bee

EtieiuleK—
Bee lice
619
204,219, 250,426,731
Bee moth

Birds

347,

Bllater-beetle

Mice
Oil beetle

53,

380
614
715
92

Roaeties
Scorpions

236
5S3, 6i9

Skunks
Snakes
Toads

27
281
547.603
V.

11,

12.

13,

29,34,

45, 75, 1 i5, 22(i, 241, 330, 385,
620, 747
795

—

Addressing letters
323, 531, 625
Better size
33.45, 148, 178
Better than a monthly
49, 122
Bimlinp
187.218
Free advertising
313
Malicious attacks. ..22.5, 289, 290
.

Monthly

609,667
3
Questionable copying from.es, 410
Hemoval
257, 274
Retrospective, prospective... 817

New

y<-ar's

greeting

Valuable to advertisers,

226,

241, 747

7;*5

Bee

lilierature—
Alley's new book
American Bee-Keeper,

753
20, 49,

705
Beei and Honey
208,417, 6U3
Bee-Keepers' Exchange
20
Bee Keepers' Guide
49
Bee-Keepers' Instructor.. .20, 658
Books lost in the mail
524
British Bee Journal
737
California Apiculturist
9*^
Cook's Manual
422, 449
Dodlittle's Catalogue
23
Honey as Food and Medicine 385
Juvenile Gleanings
274

Kansas Bee-Keeper
20
NecessHry to success
52
New Eng. Bee Journal.. 20, 49, 514

New

Publications, 385, 397,401,
417,422, 435
444
Patr. >n^' Guide
20
Sir

:i

weekly

290

John Lubbnck's new book. 738

Too many bee papers

24

Bees and Bec-keeplnff—

A bee lawsuit in Germany....
A beginner's troubles
A cat's experience
A day witu Mr. Ueddon
A disturbance in Cyprus

*[),

Advancing the science of
Advice to beginners, 107,

275
587
99
469
513
630

150,
181 2Xi, 30f), 5H7. 698. 730, 791, 810
floral citv
236
.

A
A friendly chat
After-swarming
A hobby

424
426, 459

6K
199,250,306
486
522
41S
Amiabilitv of bees
295,427
Amuaeraentof a mule
404
Ancient history
5, 455
Ancient regulations
452

Albino Dee8..l7o.

A lesson

I86.

from bees
All swarms and no honey
Almost persuaded

An

important circular

Ants

490. 524
swarming.. 315, 555,

in apiary. 29.

7(i,

A partial review
A peculiar incident
A phenomenon

561
169,547, 580

115,344,505
359
596
Apicultural botany... 449, 466, 570
Apis dorsata
405
Apis mellitica
48.5,523,536,566
Are bees a nuisance?
87
Are bees ta.xable?
516
Arkansas brown bees
218
ArtitlL-iai HwarininK...2l0, 235,
2.>;t. 36U, 4KU, 519
633
sad accident
427
As an industry
4,42,92, 106
As a specialtv
37, 473
sclentiac pleasantry
370.396
A visit to Baltimore
453

.

1J12

Bee and honey thieves
Bee farming and pasturage...
Bee-koeper's compnss

133
133
106

Bee-keepers' mistakes
Bee-keepers' visits
660. 726
Bee- keeping and other pursuits
505
Bee-keeping and what?
473
Bee notes
326, 409, 4S4
Bees and Bears
457
Bees and Grapes. .29, 172, 185,
2t>4, 215
597
Bees as defenders
803

Bees as tipplers
Bees aa weather prophets
Bees beautiful in color. 7,
Bees deserting the hive
Bees destroying brood

451
244
167,

2I9
442
.587

Bee-" for business
742
Bees going into other hives... 475

Bees improved by handling... 427
Bees moving eggs in cells
819
Bees on a spree
587
Bees on a railroad signal
532
Bees on shares
809
Bees poisoned
6i7
Bees resenting an Insult
339
Bees storing extracted honey 266
Bees' tongue register
257, 2H3

and pollen

.181

Bianchfs apt iry (illustrated). 2i i
Blunderers in high places. ... 243
Breeding ..7, 21,22.44. i;7, 105,
115, 118. 195,213,279,299.379,
392. .5TO
508

Breeding without pollen
627
Brood rearing in wired cells. 217
.

Building combs
Building straight combs.. 235,
Buying bees
202,
Cal things by right names ....
I

Canadian Bee Co
Census report

627
372
244
289
23

546
65

Champion colony
Chilled brood and robbing

7 14

Chinaman's version
340
Cleaning moths out of comb. 603
Clearing combs of dead bees 61
Cold weather.241. 266,

205

Publishing

Been A. Beekeeplner-cfmtt»ued

379
6S2

.

1711

Beeswii.x

Bee JournalAppreciated,

A

Beekec pins— continued
Bacteria and Bee Bread 122,

Bees

Fraud u lent uses

281, 283,

297. 298, 300,314,332,348.395,
443, 476
743
Conflicting theories... 178, 231,
27M. 30H. 343
424
Conundrums
634
Cowardly bees
714
Criticisms
84, 228
Crooked combs
123, 587
Crosses of bees
551, .5.52, 556
Curiosities of bees
371, 3s7

observations of

Curious

an

early writer

772

Curious statistics

Customs duties
Cutting out drone comb
Cyprian bees.

340
522, 823
30

147,267.278.
299, 3 5. 36<_l. 388. 4 19, 423,4ii7.
468.555, 708
791,820
124, Kid, 4.53
Dairy vs. apiary
Dead brood in cells
123. 140
Death of A. F. Moon
499
Death of Edward Townley... 481
Death of Jasper Hazen
242
Death of Jesse C. Eetlack
513
Death of Longfellow
209
Department of apiculture. 433,
577
4«5, 471, 4y8, 501, .503
work
Detailed
171,216,490,601,
697
684
Development of bees
584
DifTerent kinds of bee-keepers 758
Disposition of bees
490
Distinguished visitors
451
Dividing and introducing. 523, 569
Dividing for increase. 124, 170,
194. 217.234. 299, 472
569
Do bees hear ?
803
Do bees injure fruit?. 130, 163,
•
356,436
597
Does it pay?.. U, 13,30,44,60,
13.5,

1

667

297.490

Doollttle's method
424
Dooiittle's report for 1882.... 69f!
Doubling up colonies. .29, 154,
4()8,

617

475

Dro nes

.

26, 40,

1

22, 3 1 5, 37>», 4<12,

437, 458, 466, 472, 475, 490, 515, 642

Drone traps
313, 458
Dry powder excretlon.214, 276.
627
374. 4<i7. 474. 534. 626
162, ISO, 378, 411

Dwindling
in winter
Dysentery. 29. 38.

Electric alarm
Ento uological

Excessive
55i;,

708
603

570. 5S;s

i;n.203, 442,

715

1 ,

Feeding427,474,587.602,6U3.(M2,<>78
554, 619
171

Cleansing barrels for

140

Glucose
Maple syrup
Rve meal
Sugar
29, 203,
Svrup

108,

342
219,508
170

307, 410, fil9

186,187
When
603
Fences around apiaries... 169, 203
workers..
.296,
:i26,
Fertile
377,
3!i(:, 407. 434, 443, 444, 475,476,
523, 531,.53t^
571
Fertilization of queens
62S
Floating apiaries
300, 331
Follow a well-digested plan.. 772
Food for shipping cages
666

For pleasuie
For protlt.71.

219, 473
137. 156. 188, 292,
422, 436. .5.54, 618. fi51
805
Foul brood 8,41. 56. 72,10,3, 115,
135, 522,634. M7. 6K3, 761
763

—

Foul brood inspector

Gap

honey season. .514,

in the

Gathering pollen
Give us all the facts

Gnawing

4.58
.'i50

468
139

combs

267
gold bands... 524
380
Handling without smoke
7, 202
Harm less moth
602
Heath and Caucasian bees.... 373
Health of Rev. L.L..Lang8troth.500
469
Heddon's aiiiary
249
High water ravages
Hints to beginners. -.291, 374,422
Historic scraps
325
History and antiquity
439
Hiving
379
805
Honey and money
Honey bound
..618
Honey production in Penna. 724
378
How far can bees see ?
How to get bees off" sections. 678
535
Humor practically applied
355
Humorous
361, 408
Hunting wild bees
off

Gold dollars

I's.

Good increase

.

—

.

H y bri d s

.'>0<J

Hybrids as honey gatherers 13.156
170
Ice attracting moisture
Ignorance of the past ages... 770
Improved races of bees. .9. 13,
242
45, 85. 97, 1 75

Improving Italian bees

166,263,821

In Alabama
Arkant-as
Australia

-348
426, .506

102,168

Califoinia.49, 75, 171. 251,267,
282. 362, 386, 387. 43(i, 444,

Ceylon
China

746
435
755

Colorado.... 49. 234, 245, 296.
618
316, 353.506,585
689, 693
Connecticut
69
Cyprus
298,695
Dakota
74
District of Columbia
483
Egypt
England,4, 20,82, 290.305,407, 561
114. 131, 2yl
Europe
Florida.9, 13,35, 179,233,330
506
356.451

France
Georgia

131
12, 124. 347, 466.

Germany

693

353, 355. 4Ki, 698

Illinois. 156, 524.550.570.587,634
Indiana.444.476.491,500,524,
587
54't,571
Iowa.. .396, 534, 554. 569, 570,
744
5H8, 693,699
307
Ireland
568
Kansas. 11, l*-"6, 252

Kentucky. ..74,
281

,

3S(

).

1.55. l7o. 186,
426. 442. 459. 568,. . 665

60

Louisiana 92. 13o, 168, 2h7, 377
Maine. 170. 216. 422, 491, 695, 755
61,969
Maryland

612
523,538
Dzierzon theory. .277. 372. 539, 731
410
Earlv drones 202. 23ii. 348

Massachusetts,76.235.283,45-*,4M7
427, 476, 555, 651
Michigan
236, 651
Minnesota
SOI
Mississippi. .135. 314
10. 554.556, 570, 694
Missouri

Dying

139. 152, 164,
167, 212, 391, 444, 475, 483,508,

Early swarms. 2:1... 250. 251, 265,
2iiii,

2yn.

2.'^2, 2'.tN.

315, 331,348, 412

A

Early work

281

Nebraska. 155.182,235,570,596. 665

A

600
330, 411
Effect of cold weather 2*i5, 300,
307. 33 1 , 363. 378, 380, 460. 475, 566

460,4x7, 491, 523, 536, 539,
571
540,556

Effects of climatic changesno.

New Kngland
New York.. 76,

571. 620
337, 348

460
362
615,658
327,419
597
667

Switzerland

The East
The Northwest
The South
Tennessee

74. 139

Texas. 171,181,202,250,251,
310. 314, 325, 332, 380,
570
45.3,454
2:t'J.

Utah..I24, 315,410. 522
Virginia

661
298

Wisc.msin
52.3, 695
Insects around hives. 267, 298,
379"

331

3(«l.

Instinct of

Bees

721

712
Inter-Breeding
Introducing queens without
789
cages
394
wanted
Italian bees
.'^60, 482, 540,
Italianizing
Italians as robbers
Italian bees in England.......
Italians Ts. blacks.... 313, 342,
Italians vs. Cyprians. .278, 295,

Jones'

new departure

5'J5

330, 435, 458.

571
441
307
571
315-

23
281
71

Judge Andrews' lecture
Keeping beeson stilts
Labor of bees

483-

667
426
689
Langstrolh fund
787
Languat:eof bees
538, 579, 586,614
Late swarms
533
513,
Leather-colored bees
Ladies' success
Lamp moth traps

219,

596
294

Lee'- apiarv

Leneth

of bee's tongue

Liuht and dark strains of Ital-

213. 261 376. 405, 485
ians
121, 293
Location of an apiary
I^ocation of pure air m rooms.
,

.582,644.651,697
kxj, 516, 613
Longevity of bees.
517
Mailing bees to Canada
Making nuclei and queen cells, 757
692
Making tin cans tlu-nt
fllanaeeinent.. .37, 52, 171. 244,
:'A>: 3!Mt, 516,601, 661,759.... 810
Manipulating bees. . .329. 372, 458
Maturing spring plans. 99,131, 359
ITO
"Miner " points
613
Modern breeding of bees
156, 188
Moldy combs
6i,20«, 379,
Moving hives
824
601.618. 634.644
601
Much more to learn
761
hive
Natural bee
Netrroesiis bee- keepers... 378,
.

.

.

.

4.15.

596

4ni, .502

courage for next season. 395

New

Non swarmingbecs
Nuclei

Numbering
Old combs

804
604,634

122
92,282.522.617, «62

hive.s

Old foyy bee-keepers. 172, 340,
3KM, 579, 795

open

436
792

secrets

Overstocking a locality
Parthenogenesis... .42, 53.

805
661

Onions for uniting bees

452, 453, 456, 488, 51(J, 612,
834
691. 693.
Canada. 72, 170, 297. 348,444,

491,534,588,620,699

170,556
568

Sweden

Fecai discharge in hive .58,467,534
Feeders
51 i!
98, 227

Candy

443, 540. 568, 586

Palestine

821

Experiments
29*), 626
Experiments in comb building 627
74o, «24
Fall mtinacement
,

Ohio
Oregon

810

Experience with thenewbee^,

Amber cane pyrup

Been A BeeUeepliiK— co7tfinued
75
New J ersey
Pennsylvania
Scotland
S()uth Carolina

Experience of beginners... 30,
7>w.N2'j

1882.

107,

731
231 1. 347, 40<5
1 21
807
Past, present and future
24, 611
Peculiarities of bees
Peppermint to prevent stings 714
1.

Phenomenal

380

Poisonous gases around hives 649
75
169.566
Poilen-eathering
Pollen theory .44, 140, 151, 152,
483
235, 2(i6, 347
345
Poor queen— no colony
138
Poultry and bees
546
Practical co-operation
181,474.730
Practical hints
579
Preserving late swarms
Prevent Ion of swarms. 12, ll*>.,,,^
677
362,420.474. 613
Progressive bee-keeping.. 60,
Pollen' baskets

167, 2<M. 27.5.407. 457,
474. 501. 5HH. (J66. 71o.724.7:io. 811
7.3. IIH).

Prospects, 65, 170. 2;t0,369. 379,
396. 4O1.410. 412,4;t5,442.
571
457,459. 4*Jti. .507, 5(«^
;WJ5,

Purttv of Italian bees. 70. Io5. 214
Ou'n-'cell from fertile worker. 475
634
Queen overlooked
757
Railway apiary
555
Recapping a queen-cell
10. 33. 35
Register for apiary
217
m. 118
539
Reply to Mr. Vandervort
691,693
Reports of honey crop

315•Reproduction
507,581
Returning ewarma
Review of the season. .74, 101,
6®*
l>34,646
Robbing. 2n4,3fX-).315.331,412,

714
440. .524.540, 567,602
.503,786,795Sagacity of bees

—

BeekeepliiK— C07itinued

«fe

Search for Apis dorssita
692
Seasonable hints. .13J. 148,468,
691

4!K)

—

See that bees have honey 275, 300
Shipping bees to Australia
660
Shipping bees on cars
747,778
Shipping bees to India
484
Signing notes

21

Silver linings.3n5.482,507,540, 586
474
Size of colony
Slovenly bee-keepers
181,245
'M'.i
Song of the bees

Starvation

587

152.

StatisTiCS.460, 529. 561,662,681,

706.712,722, 761
Stewart's apiary
Stings. 24, 73,

1.5.3,

793
5:33

..

—

147. 186, 200. 232, 266,291.331,
419, 427, 455, 516, 593,675,708,

742

791

147
Telephone for apiary
That long day with Mr. Clarke 017

The ariel of
The coming

spring

259

bee. .22, 212, 294,
.

773

377.596, 743

The coming winter

721

"
Theory not infallible
The yellows in peaches
'I'hings by their right names..

227
377
634
2H9

Too much honey

211
166

Th^ " King Bee

To

the law and te-timony
Transferring. .44, 423. 425, 434,

5J

523.533, 538
Transformations
791
Travelings in America
507, 650
Undersized bees
92, 154
437, 4£M 1.

51 16. bi )S,

i,

598
33n

Undei-standing a location

Unfortunate
Unkind personalities
Uniting

673, 674
bees. 458. 472. 519, 522, 661

Unused honey resources
Wants a society
Wnsted Bloom
"Watching the bees
Witter for bees. .26.5,
.

Weather

4''4

684
409
259, 4o4
314. 3i;i 404
,

predictions..!

13, 13S,

723

Welcome spring

172

Wliat bees accomplish

771

Wbo gets

Wintering and springing

386
794

Wise precautitms-

531

tiie profits?.

Work

during May in Texas.
Wiiiber bees in queen-cells.

325
3R2
472
746

.

.

..

Workers

Worms

Pollen
Yellow races of bees.
in

551

.83, 214,

'Conitt FouQflntlon -

Advantages

18:2,

Dunham

.6.86, 3BI

Fastening in frames

35. 1 14, 115,
431)
185, 187. 227, 309,347. 370..
Fresh
101, UKl
72, 471, 520, 549. 585. 7;«
1211,

.

.

made

(KtS,

GIH

13, 219, 444, 501.

595,643

74fi

Thin for surplus,
119,
Vandervort
Wired
44. 120,129.193,427.

427
507
549

-CoiiTenllons—
Advice about
Chicago convention

50,650
726

Questions
Iteports— Austro-German
Barren co., Ky
Bee-kee,iers Union
British

Caledonian

615
59
247
98
577
545, 553

California

Canadian
Central Michigan

27

641,643,651
280, 632

Colorad o
Eastern MichiKan
Eastern New York
Florida

27
264, 291
132

610
729

Haldimand, Ont
Indiana

52,

10.5, .579

International, at Milan.ttaly 540
Iowa Central
761
Kentucny Union
292
Louisiana
615

Lebanon, Ind
Madison. Wis

680
4(_)9

Maine
Marion

361, 760

Co., Ind
Marshall Co,, Iowa

216
197

Maryland, Va., and W. Va. 28o
Michigan
785, 791
Nebraska.
110
.

New

Jersey

North American

12,

196

449,
46S. 4o9. .521, 609, 624, 626,
(i46, H.37. 662. 665
673
Northeastern, N. Y....43. hi. 84
3(«3,

Northeastprn. Wis.l2.

Northern Michigan
Northern Ohio

111. andS.W.Wis...323,
Northwest'n Wisconsin. .43,
Ohio
Oregon
Saunders Co.. Neb
264,
Southern California
711,
Southeastern Michigan
Southwestern Iowa

581

lOS,

776
680
776

Honey
Honey Label Paste
Honey Wine
50.339,
Immense honey crop in Texas
In f erior Honey

456
68, 139
172, 299

—

Movable-frame hives
Muth-Kasmussen's hive

4,^. s;;,

tr:ictc(l

30.

Purity of honey
Scarcity of beeswax

Southern honey

Statistics. .548. 561, 562, 706, 755, 772
Store rr>om for honey
266
.

Strained vs. extracted honey..
Swiss h(^ney harvest
611.

.

67, 98, 102

331
711

Northwest'n. .563,673,675,692. 754

674

Stone platform for hives
81
Summer and winter hives
41
The coming hive
39
Thin t'3. thick sections.... 297, 792
Unicorab sections
449
Uniform frames desirable
5
8i9
569,642
P20

Bee ^hows—
356, 467, 547

547
64 1.

California
Dpnver, Colo.
Effects of

n.S3

32

»

2.H2

756, 785

KnElaud.177, 275, 325, 484. 531,547
Exhibits and premiums 1 1, 20,
34,40. 146,324.521
803
Fairs. 356. 4(>3, 404. 436, 465, 467.
470. 503, 521, 530.561,586,625,

696

How to exhibit, 324..52i.563,569..570

International, at Hamburg... 755
27,5, 307
324
Michigan
530, 620
Norfolk. Ont
532
Philadelphia
549
Scotland
674
St. Joseph. Mo
546, 666

Management. 34.

St.

Louis

661

k41
Stratford. Ont
Toledo, Ohio.503, 531, 538, 593, 808
Virginia
722
Wales..422

Honey und BeeswaxAmerican honey
Artidci:il

in

370

Best packages for honey
294.

mi,

52,

407, 4.54, 467, 483, 501. .
568, 571,
.

Bitter honey
Boiling honev

Care of comb honey... 303,

358,

3'.K).r.3?.

Candied Honey .103,

123. 266,298.

419

Cleansing beeswax
wax extractor
Corah 7JS. extracted honey. ..8,

t'leansing

55. 278, 326, 408, 631, 678, 773

Wax
Wax
HuinbusaBurch

74
40, 91, 170, 218,

Doon

295
161
75
7ra

Krider

A new

plant

BL^esand bloom.,
4.172,
Bees fertilizers of plants 453,

Bee

622
409
oOJ

i>asturage of California..

456, 4S8. .582

Chemical properties of 30il.262,
Cultivation of honey plants..
Unniy Plants -Acacia
Alfalfa
Alstke clover.291,

612
410
G18
456

28l,45tj
346. 676. 689. 794

Antirrhinums
Aster
2;i6. 003, 651.
Bacconia japonica

666. 667,

Brirberry

361.
H:is;^wo.h1..35,4I0.423.427.538..5T1
MIticr sweet
300,

Bokhara clover
B u c ey e
Buckwheat
Butterfly weed

108,475.
466.
188.5:^8,

Catnip
Celandine
Clini hers

422
747
249
440
715
506
568
395
794
537
554
586
12:i

('leome
Coralberry

556
185,538, 570

Corn

219,3^0.456,556

Oane'8-bill
Daisies

5-30

508
474, 518, 555, 570
650

Figwort
(Jiant hyssop

Golden noney plant.. 107, 514,
517,567

Golden

rod.

.

.

.555, 586. 587,

603

Grindelia squarrosa

Honey mulberry
Horsemint

Honev

locust

Laurel

296. 396, 418.
,

Maple

M gnonette

12,

Milkweed
Mint

332,
.5.39.

652
619
661
619
794
423
249
217
138
537
731

Persimmon
Phacelia purshii

603

410
545
555
689
618

.

10

377
423

Queena20().

. .12, 187,
251. 361, 417,421. 501, 554. 724,

—

for the curious
Deserting the hive

Dollar,104.145. 149, 151. 177.195.
231. 235, 289, .321, 3 ;0. 343. 345.376,
3^r2. 393, 4;i6. 485, 520.620, 775. . .

Dnolittle's method of rearing. 4.^4
75, 586
Drone layers

Eggs duplicated in cells
Egiis laid in queen-celts

363

Eggs removed by wor kers
Excluders

152

Function

-i

Good ones

37

30. 172
3ll, 343. 588. 739

Fertilization

of
necessary... 315,

311. 472

363, 424
34. 104
Introducing. . 108, 229. 249. 367,
.774
424, 426, 437. 507, 643. 759

Importation of
.

.

Lamp

nursery
Late breeding
J,.eading the swarm
Lo.ssof

291
699
Gil. 707
377. 385

Poor queens
Prolonging life of
Queen- cells
Queen feeding a drone
Rearing.

474

433

.9, 86, 137. 199. 226. 265,
316, 341. 347, 354, 8.57. 410. 440,454,
.

.509,745,790

Sliipping...41L 517. 531,538, 550,
611

.W.i..591

Superseiiing.45. 107.

Taking

Two

in

140. 265. 331.

from the comb.

flight

one hive

Untested .18:1.184,218.

424
613
613

363,436,

;i43.

514

WlnterlnK BeesAbsorbents

01

Bee House .41.134.314,441.
Bees deserting hives
Best,

hive for

703.810
61
61.

6W

234
in winter
741
Building a bee cellar
Burying" in cave. II. 309,375.376,

Breeding

"^IS

699. 709

Causes of disaster

lf>4

Cellars... 45. 61.108. 123. 138.171,
725
203. 236. 267, 556, 6 13, 69*.*, 709.
.

.

629,708. 741
38

Chaff hives
Cider for

Clover chaff for packing
D. A.Jones' plan
35,76.
Feeding in winter

—

806
709
140,

7<2
339
632
012

410.619

Greenhouse

for

How to winter

bees

In England
In Texas
Is the problem settled

Lime for
Moving in winter

4*
71, 391
329,727. 795

?

29. 54
chaff. ..13. 107, 122.
314, 426, 659, 684, 709,

Packed with
124.

1.56,

732.786

Packed with hay,

811
etc.. 10.29.61, 123

Pollen detrimental .25.58, 198, 627
Preparation for. 30.38. 57.87.121,
18b. 22.8. :ua, 395, 593. 611, 634.M3,
644. 662, 679. 682. 689, 692.707.711,
"^^
740. 746. 7fX). 762
76. lOS. 169, 170, 172. 249, 265. 314, 754

Snow

466
75
347

Successful

104

Rape
Red clover
Saw palmetto

79^1

Sweet

.

411

Potatoes
Raspberry

Sco'ch heather

699
337, 339
545. 5.56

Plentvof bloom
267.
Questions on honey plants.473,
Seeding an orchard
Sowing alsiUe clover
Sweet clover as a honey-producer
.171. 5_'3, 688
Sweet clover asstock pasture.
Sweet clover in the woods...
Tree planting
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PuHtu rase— continued.
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Honey ants
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Beeswax— continued.
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Wright, F, L., 310.
Wright, W. D., 132, 242.

W.

S.„ 169.

Wvckoff, S M., 40

Wynager, Mr

,

2-18.

Yager,

Ira, 7u7.
Yodei-. A. F.. 61.
Yoder, G. J., 171.
Yoder, John, 156, .538.
Young, C. W., .588.
Youngman. S. J., 699.
Younkin, L. D., 6.58.

ZabPl, E..

'267,

667.

Zlnck, T., 359.
Zwilllng, Mr., 441.
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INDEX TO ILLUSTKATIONS.

Honey as Food and Medicine.

CLCBBINtl LIST.
supply the Atnerlcun Bee .Journal and
any of the following periodicals, one year, at the
prices quoted in the last column of Uizures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
postage is prepaid by the publishers.
Publinhtrs' Price. Club
$2 00..
The Weekly Bee Journal
and Gleanings inBee-Culturef A. I. Koot) 3 00. 2 76
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 25.. 3 00

We

Apiary Of Binnchl, lu Italy
Bacconui.lapDnlca
Barnhill l-iJime Holder
Benton's Apiary in Cyprus
Bees' Tontiue Henister

211

249
744
t»y

263
B14
8u2
324
68
258
"46
258
245

Blister Heetle
Broad Kriinie of half-pound SectioDs
Buildintr, for Bee Shows
Case of one- pound Sections

CUmux Hive and Sections
Comb Foundation

Conklin's Hive and Sections
Deane'9 Section Case
EnEllsh Bee Tent

32;J

Evaporator for Honey Tank
Farmers' Friend Hive and Sections

405
258
758
129

Golden Willow
Goodrich Foundation Fastener
Heddon'a Surplus Arranwement

Honey Kvapiirjitor
Honey Locust Tree
Iron Broad Frame for

t>59

405
296
245
245

Sections

Joints of Deiine'a Case
Manum's Section (iiuer
Modern Section Case
Nailed Section. Glassed

l^M)

258
258
"CJ

Position of Hives in Cellar
pod and Seed of Honey Locust
Price's Hive and Sections

'-itte

268
75
180
258
3
325
B92

Railroad Apiiiry

ReversiMe Frame Holder
Reynolds A Brooks' Hive
Scotch Heather
Screen for Bees at Fairs
Searching for Apia dorsata.
Slatted Honey Board

1.''6

Sweet Clover
Trianputar Frame for Foundation
Winter Hives packed in chaff.

S6"2

114
659

ADVERTISING RATES
20

A

either tht IT'tvWi/ or

for 1883.

Bees and Honey, (T, G.Newman)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 100 colonies
Apiary Register for 200 colonies

"

KATES.

:

12 lines

24 lines
36 lines
48 lines
lines
72 lines

6(1

Two Three Sii
One
One
month mo'tbs mo'tbs mo'ths year.
lo.rio
20.I1U
25. IX)
32.0(1
40,CI0
45.0(J

IS. 00

25.00

32.00
40.00
50.00
60.00
70.00

40.fHl

50.00
65.00
75.00
90.00

38.00
60.00
75.00
90.00
110.00
130.00

!

50.00
80.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00

For the Weekly alone. 20 per cent, less than the
above rates. On yearly advertisements, payments
may be made quarterly, but must be in advance.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
-the time the advertisement is Inserted.

THOMAS
985 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street.,

2 36

60..

2 40

6 35..

5 50

3 25.. 3 00
2 76.. 2 50

275.. 2 50
3 50.

.

3 00

4 00.

.

3 50

of the

above, $1 less than the figures in the last column.

^^

new pages being devoted to new
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price of them low
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 6
cents, postpaid; per dozen, 50 cents;
per hundred, $4.00. On orders of 100
or more, we print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

—

The time for the usual winter
rush of correspondence is here, and we
The Apiary Register.
wish to impress upon all our patrons
the necessity of being very specific,
All who intend to be systematic in
and carefully to state what they desire their work in the apiary, should get a
for the money sent. Also, if they live copy and commence to use it.
near one post office, and get their mail
For 50 colonies (120 pagesl
$1 00
at another, be sure to give us the ad•'
100 colonies (220 pages)
1 50
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
dress we already have on our books.
2 00

^" Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The

Examine the Date following your best way to preserve them is to prothe wrapper label of this cure a binder and put them in. They
paper; it indicates the end of the are very valuable for reference.
month to v^hich you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
just issued a new pamphlet giving our

name on

— Advertisements will
SPECIAL.
be inserted in both Weekly and Monthly editions,
at the following prices, if wholly paid in advance
8PACB.

2 75

50..

The ftlonthly Bee .Toiirual and any

lines will

Editorial Notices, 50 cents per line.

In.
2 In.
3 in.
4 in.
5 In.
in.

00..

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Monthly Editions.

about 8 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

«

The G above-named papers
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
Prof. Cook's ManuaUbound in cloth)
•

Itne of this type will contain

TWBLVE

1

.

Bee-Keepers'E.\ch'nge(Houk4Peet)3
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HiJl)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
2

A new edition, revised and enlarged,
the

The larger ones can be used for a
Sample Copies of the American Bee few colonies, give room for an increase
Journal will be sent free to any per- of numbers, and still keep the record
son.
Any one intending to get up a all together in one book, and are thereclub can have sample copies sent to fore the most desirable ones.

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

829

Chleaco,

111.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on views on this important subject, with
which are printed a large bee in gold, suggestions what to plant, and when
we send for 10 cts. each, or |8 per 100.
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en^^ The Bee Journal is mailed at gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for 10 cents.
the Chicago post office every Tuesday,

and any irregularity in its arrival is
^g" A few of our subscribers are in
due to the postal employes, or some
arrears for the present year— having
cause beyond our control.
requested us to continue, and they
i^" Attention is called to a few would pay soon. Will all such please
changes in our clubbing list for 1883, take this as a request to send on the
as given on page 829. Those inter- two dollars with a renewal for next
ested will please take notice.

^^^jcciaX IJoticts.

year,

if

possible.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Much Pleased. I am much pleased Journal to every subscriber, but Saturday of the previous week.
with my advertisement in the Weekly should any be lost in the mails we will
Bee Journal. Please take it out at
^"Postage stamps, of one, two or
send another, if, notified
once, as the calls are so great that I cheerfully
three cent denomination, accepted for
the
edition
is exhausted.
before
all
fear I cannot supply them all with my
'
fractional parts of a dollar; but money
circular.
G. M. Dooi-ittle.
is preferred.
Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 14, 1882.
.enewals may be made at any
AND SIMPLICITT
LANOSTBOTH
CHAFF HIVES, with mi'viible upper
time; but all papers are stopped at
Articles for publication must be
story, sectii m boxes, metal-c rnered brnod Iraraes.
Langstroth frames and comb foundntlon.
written on a separate piece of paper the expiration of the time paid for, wide
A. B. .'MILLKI; i so.N,
Send for Price List.
Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., Ind.
44wtf
from items of business.
unless requested to be continued.

—

t^

^' We

carefully

mail

3

,
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830
ASTE'W

IMPORTATION OP

"ZISD Ti^FS!'
Who

will be

first to

BOKHARA

Clover

has arrived and

Apply

is

SEED

for sale cheap.

BIND YOim

USE.

JOUMALS

AND KEEP THEM

will

Management

of an Apiary
and Profit by

improved bee smokers— set the best, tliat
never gu out— alwiiys
please— never is com
plainedof— ihestan

THOMAS
Editor of

i

ard of excellence tin

over —

world

tin-'
i

postpaid,

from

i\r,

cts

*2.
Our patents
coverall the smokers
that will burn sound
stove-wood, or do not
Ko out. If you buy
our smokersand hon-^^
ey knives first, youD„*„„*„j ic-n

to

C.

NEWMAN.

Weekly Bee Journal.

Bees and Honey at Fairs." " Marketing Honey,"
Price, bound in cloth, 7*> cents; in paper
50 ceutH, postpaid.
9S3'W. Madison Street, (hlcuKO, III.

etc.

cover.-^.

have to buy no^^^®^^®**'^^'"

will

the

It contains 160 profusely illustrated patres, is-*
"fully up with the times" in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit, and present.s the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the sucjessful management of the ht>ney bee, and at the same time produce the most honey In its best and most attractive condition. Chief among the new chapters are^
"Bee Pasturage a Necessity," '* Management of

bettt

and handsomer

for Pleasure

;

season than ever bt
fore. Price per ma

NEAT AND CLEAN.

lees&Honey

Bee Smoker

the inventor oi

aid

!

Bingham

Bee Smoker, you

O.

BINGHAM

f

you buy the Orin

If

CINCINNATI,

copy
IN

nal Patent

C'HARl,i:S F. MT7TH,

to

49sm4t

25,000

A NEW BEE BOOK

The OrlElnal

the

others.

PRICES:

Handed

,

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATKST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one

can use them. Directions in each Binder.
For Monthly Bee Journal
SOc.
For Weekly Bee Journal
TSc.

Address.

^

925

THOUAS
West Madison

G.

Chlcaeo.

Wonder Bingham Smoker,
Bingham & Hetherington Honey
IH inch

Knife, 2 inch

the
per

and

brlsbt, 10 sq.

To

ft.

§2

W

1

75

1

50
25

1

50

65

00

i

1

15

apply for dozen or half-dozen

sell again,

Send for free description and- testimonials,
I7wtf

to

BINGHAM & HBTHERINGTON,

Abronin, Mich.

1

;

Mail,

rales.

111.

GrinnelMoa
50w
FOUNDATION— 40e.

COMB
DTTNHAM
per pound extra thin

By

.-J

Little

CI-OVEK SEED.-New and clean,
STVKET
25 cts. per
Bkn Clendenon,
lb.

shield Conqueror,

inch ....|i 75
Lartre Binpham
Smoker (wide
shield). 2^ inch
i 50
Extra Bingham Smoker (wide
shield). -2 inch
i 25
Plain Bingham Smoker, 2 Inch
1 00

N^WMAAT,

Street,

to

to

Send for samples. Wax worked mc
F.W. HOLMES. Ooopersville. Mich. I3wiy

lb. 4sc.
lb.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LanRstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.,
pplyto
C. F.
976 and 978 Central ATe.,CIIirciSrNATI, O.
l»"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

A

Appreciative

Customer. Postpaid.

^.

..„
Wide

MXTTH,

Its chapter on marketing honey is worth manytimes its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski. Tenn.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
New and valuable, and embellished with lOB
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap.
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
Contains all the Information needed to makebee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should oe in the hands of'
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
valuable work for all who are interested In thecare and management of bees.— Democrat, Allegan, Mich.
'I'he most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Antl-Monop--

A

oliBt,

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

C'aniargo, Douglas county, 111.

20

Years Experience

in

Our Motto

X SA^^/^A'VEHP TOOLS &jfuPPLJf^

'

^

Queen Rearing.

is:

—"Low

l*rices.yuick Returns Customers Never Defrauded."
Italian Vueens
*i; Tested
$2
Cyprian (Queens
$i Tested
^2
Palestine Oueens, .$1 Tested... *2
Extra (Jueens, for swarming season, ready, if we are timely notified.
One-frame Nucleus, either Italian.
Cyprian or Palestine. H; Colony of bees, either
"
Italian, Cyprian or Palestine, 8 frames, 58.
Safe
arrival guaranteed.
c. paid fOLbright wax. Money Order* en
;

;

NEW
Bees

and

NECESSARY.

& Poultry com bined, o nly $1,25

The 32-page

a year.

Bee-Keepers'' Magazine,

;

20 TuHcola"

for 1883, will be greatly enlarged and
beautified by the addition of a depart-

ment devoted

to

POULTRr. Many

are now keeping botli bees and poult nj
successfully, and tind their net yearly
income much larger and more reliahle
than from eitlier industry separately.
Hence the desirahiliti/ of the combined
journal. Agents Wanted.
Best inducements ever offered in
Cash or Fine Premiums.

Address KING,
14

KEITH &

Park Place,

CO.,

NEW YORK.

LIVE BEE-KEEPERS WANTED,
safely through winter and spring without fail.
Send $50. for right to retail tliis cuslii..n in your
county, or send 15 foroneapiarv riu'lit to I'utentee.
Remit by registered letter or i'. >, .mi.T
<

F.

DELLA

.

TOIIUE.

74 Chartes-st. Avenue,
Baltimore. Md.
Patented April 25. 1882. No. 254,9;i2.
45wl3t

Bees for Sale.

.IOURNaI,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEK.

so Colonies or Beea, in Gallup frames, cheap.
ZOO Colonies of Bees, in LanKstroth frames
in

ly,

ABBOTT,

Iwly.

to introduce the new lime cushion, the only protection yet discovered that will carry the bees

THE BRITISH BEE

The Bkitish Bee Journal is published monthand contains the beat practical information for
the time being, showinjf what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited and published by
V. S.
Bee-Muster,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn, Southall, London.
lS~We send the Weelily amekican Bke Journal and theBri(iit/tBef Jt)Ur7iaI, both for 13.60 per

111.

prime condition.
J. H.

36wtf

KOBERTSOSt,

Pewamo, Ionia Co.. Mich.

'^riTTC T> A T>T?T> may be found
ijn±OX/\Xr'jri.at Geo.

on

flle

P. Kowell

Co.'s
St.),
it

In

&

Newspaper Advertising Bure«iu (10 Spruce
where advertisinR contracts may be made for

KE-W YORK.

]Votlces.

Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in bee^
raising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.

Lebanon, Mo.

The engravings are fine. It is gotten up in thovery best stvle, and is cheap at the price.— Farmer,
Cleveland, O.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful'
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Republican, Uticii, N. Y.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveriesin the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping 8/
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside. Springfield, O.

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management,
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Lungmont, Colo.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable inf{)rmation for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It la a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
littlc! busy bee, as well as of all tliat one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgjving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.-

Signal. Napoleon, O.

Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. Ue whi^ would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all th<' newest discoveriesin the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the mt>st perfect work of tlie kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

•

A.

Liberal Discount to Dealers
the Dozen or Hundred.

bj,'

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BEESWAX
WANTED.
State Quantity,

ami

Price

&

GHAS. DADANT

The Bee-Keeper's Guides
I buy and sell Honey for Cash only.
As I do no
Commission business. I will not accept BhipmentB

without previous correspondence.

OB,

I

j

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

(Quality.

By A.

SON,

State Agricultural

III.

THE CONaUEROR.

3SO

Smokers necil wide ahicUls. Bin{-'bi\m's
oave them, una springs that donotrust un-i break,
and bellows that sparks and smuke do not enter.
Conqueri)rha»all
improvements mndelo dale,
The
and a 3x7 inch stove, and 5x7 inch bellowa. Sent
Lart^e

about

Address,

SEED,

;

unfllletl,

i>rder3 still coining in. The
in the Weekly Bee Journal diil it.

and with

vertisement

Nappanee. Elkhart

Excelsior

Co., Ind.

Dunham and Vandervort

FOUNDATION.
Owing

over

Read

Cambridge, Henry Co., 111.

LULING, TEXAS.
Is now headquarters for thesaleol FINE ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES. The nicest bee hives.
10.(.»oi' feet of se:ts(»ned Cypress lumber now on

hand for the winterN work also, everything used
by modern bee-keepers. Write for prices.
;

BEESWAX WANTED.
Hwjyt

a. S.

MARKING

TAD1.0CK.

HONEY

You
mat

will give you.

Address,

CHARLES DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock County,

111.

00MB Fo'uroATION,
hifhsirlc-walls.4 to

the pound. Circu:;;r
J.

VA.N

in sqMnre feet to
uii J sumples tree.

DKff K\

!c

AGENTS WANTED

Jr LIVES

y.

OP

THE

MARTYR PRESiOENTS.
Abraham

I^lncolii,

"From

Pioneer

Home

to

White House." and Jameii Ahrnm Oarfield,
to White House." In English
and German. Illustrated with fine steel engravings. By an eminent Huthor. Also, for the
laree «tee1 portrait of Garfleld. Send for

"From LoK Cabin

ONLY

extra

tertna.

THE HENEY BILL PUBLISHING
St'wst

CO.,

NORWICH, CONN.

Book;

and of

It not only prives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thoroutch, practical,,
and clearly expressed sehes of directions fur their
management ;alt*o a botanical description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account ot the*
enemies of bees.— X^cniocrat, Pulaski. N, Y'.
We have perused with great pleasure this vnd^
mrruin ot the bee-keeper. It is replete with tbO"
best inturiuittion tm everything belonuing to apiculture.
Tu al takinu'un intere.-t in this subject*
we S!iy, obtjiin this valuable wi_irk. read it caretully
and practice aa aiivls^d.— AoriciUturibt, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-iueu to be llie most complete and practicu>
treatise on bec-cultuie in Europe or America &
scieiuidc work on mi.dern bee management that
every experienced bee lUitn will welcome, and it laeyseutial to every aiiKiteur in bee-culture. It ifr
hanusomely pruiicd. ne;itly bound, and is u credit
to the Wesu— VrciItni.ayriou/iarj4t.
This work is undoxrhtedly the most cot pletemanual t<»r the ID^^tructlorl of bee-keepers whichhas ever been publislied. It ttives a full explanation regarding the ciireand manatiement of theapiary. Theie is no sui)Ject relating to the culture
of bees leir unttiiiched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook tuis hud the adv:intage ot air
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he use9
admirably to proiuote and make popular this most
interesting uf alloccLpimoua.- ..I'iicnoan Inventor,
;

.<ON-S.

Sole M.inufactLircrs.

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N.

the /ollowinif vpitiions of the

nr lorei^n, which 1 like so mucli.-1/AultK Du
1101:^, editor of the BuLctin D' ApicuUeur, Frances-

many times the value of
CENTS in the hints and ideas

will get
it

in the-

ual.- WM. Van ANTWERl*. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both»
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is oC
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Live Stock lifcord.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I liiive
never yet met with a wfirk, cither French*

«®° Send 15 CENTS for Dadant's
pamphlet on " Harvesting, Handling,
and Marketing Extracted Honey."
your 15

unprecedeRtcd

sale

I

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

—a

think Cook's Manual is tne best of our American works.— LiEWia T. CoLUY.
It appears to ha'e cut the pround from under
future buok-makers.— iiri(u/i Bee Journal.
Prof, Cook's valuable Miinual has been my constiini ^iuiUe in my operations and successful manaKementof the apiary.— J. P. West.
1 have derived more practical bnowledKe from*
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than trum/
any other book.— E. H. WYNKUOP.
This book is just what everyone interested Ic
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootinnsIt, will ever regret bavini; purcDased.-..Vic/t. Far.
To all who wish to eneage 'n bee-culture, &
manual is a necessity. Prut. Cook's Manual is anexhauBtive work.— /icraiti, Montitello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
Ib fu.ly up with iiiL' limes in every particular.
Therichest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wkn'zeu
My success has been so great aa to almost astonish myself, and much ot it tsdue to the clear, disinterested information contained iD Cook's Man^

:

lbB..4ic., leas than 10 lbs.. -Wc; Vandervort, 10 sq. feet to the lb., i to lo lbs., ri7c., 10 to 50
lbs., 64c. No discounts.
Circular free.
.'io

3wly

months

18

All affree that it ts the work of a master
real viilxie.—L'ApiciiUure, Paris.

to the larjje advance in the price of wax, I
prices thus Dunham, Hno .'iu lbs.. 4::c.,

now quote

IllUHtratloua.

m

ad-

GrCDOJD,

I. -R,
5wly

1»3 Fine

;

This year's crop, all of the white variety, ::8c. per
pound f R.7r> per peck ilfllS.OO per bushel.
fW" I can till no moreorders Inr Queens this fall,
having snUI all I hu<I to spare, Iciivinu' many nrders
;

;

the

Michigan^.

annals of bee-culture. This new work bus beet*
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full dellneatlotL'
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee^
illustrated with many costly wood encravings —
the productsof the Honey Bee the races ol bees;
fulldesccriptions of honey-producing plan ts.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and Inat.thouch*
not least, detailed lnstructit>ns fur the variousmanipulations necessary
tlie apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that,
no bee-keeper, however limited his* means, cac'
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"*
on every conceivable subject that can interest theapiarist.
U is not only Lnstruclive, but intensely
inierestin« and thoroughly practical.

Abronia. Mich.

SWEET GLOVER

Paffea

College of

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of S.OOO copies was exhausted In-

BINGHAM & HETHERINOTON,
ISwtf

COOK,

J.

Of Litnsing. Professor of EntonwlrtQii in

Hamilton. Hancock Co.

postpaid for Z-.

831

BEESWAX.
I pay a7c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
should always be on each package.

ALFRED

H.

923 West Madison Street.

NEWMAN.
CHICAGO. ILL.

PriciC— Bound
S^l.OO by mail

tot
in cloth, S1.2o

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

,

G. NEWMAN,
Wcsi iiadisoa Streeu CHICAGO. lUk

—
;
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BOOKS,
Sent by mail, on receipt of

KendalPs Horse Book. — No

book could be

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of si'tk horses, and treats al"
diseases In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and murh valuable

GOLDEN

price, by

I-frame Nucleus, with Tested <^ueen
$4.50
2-frame Nucleus, with Test^
ed Queen

West Madison

Street.
;

fully "

and
up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive.
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can affor'l
todowlthout. Cloth. SI. 85 ; paper cover, »1,

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gns and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l.nifi pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold t(j any Mechanic. Business Man, or

Qalnby*« Ne^v Bee-Keeplnic. by Li. C. Root—
The anthnr treats the subject of bee-keeping so

— 11+2

illustrated

cannot fail to interest all. Its style ia plain
and forcible, makingall its readers realize that its
authorls master of the subject.— JSl. SO.
that

it

ABCof

Bee-Ciiltnre, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, )S1. 85.

Cloth, 9fiil.OO.

JLanffstroth on the Blve and
—This Is a standard scientitlc work.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.—

Honey Bee.
S2.
romance

Price,

A

Fisher's Grain Tables Tor Farmers, etc.

pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. Ask your bookseller
for it. Sent post-paid for 40 cents.
;

;

Chicken Cholera, by A. J. HiII.~A
ta cause,

symptoms and

g exits

cure.

Price,

treatise on

S5c.

or Management of an
Protit, by Thomas G.
" b'uliy up with the
Edition.
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
.are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illus•trated. Price, bound in cloth, '3'5c.; in paper
covers, 50c.t postpaid.
:

by Thomas G. Newman, in
the GERMAN language. Price, in paper covers,
40 cents, or $a per dozen, postpaid.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamen-

Blenen Kultnr,

tal principles

of bee-culture, and

furnishes the

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Boney* as F<*»od and Medicine, by Thomttt
.G. Newman.— This pamphlet dtacouiaes upon tht»
facts

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, givint' recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings. Poam.Wines.etc;

— Oer

;

as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating n demand for honey

and Honey

everywhere. Published

in

EnK59«h and German.

Price for either edition, Oe.

per dozen,

;

50c.

'WlnterlnKT Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essayson thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. Price, lOc.
Preparation of Honey I'or the Market,
ijnclpding the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the ex,hibitlon of bees and honey at fc'alrs, etc., by T. G.

Newman.

Price lOc,

a description of the

used by G. M. Doolittle.

Price, 5c.

developmentand cure.
3y Albert R. Koiinke. Price, 35c.
£xtr]LCted Money ; Harvestlniff, Handling and Marketing:.— A J4-page pamphlet, by
Ch. &, C. P. Dadant. giving in detail the methods
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when and how -26 engravings. Price. lOc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

.and

:

It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.

ift fiiv

bcftimmt, unb

follte

2)aS *Pfcvt> unD

fcinc

Swarming, BlTldliifi: and Feeding: Bees.- ^fcvbeEvanfrjcitcn, fnmmt ben 9lrl'nd)cn,
Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. Price
@i;mptomcn unb ijev rid)tigen 23c()niib:
cents.
Been In IVInter, with instructions about lung bcvfelben fcvner, eine ©aminlung
-Chaff- Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
^rei§ 25 6ent§.
roert^DoIter Sicjepte.
Ai. Newman. Price 5c.
Food Adnlteratlon What we eat and should
THOMAS C. NEWMAN.
pJIlntB to

;

;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
lOught to create a sentiment againstadulteratlon of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 panes 50c.

Scrlhner*s

Lumber and

L<oar

Book.— Most

sables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
'XTnited States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.

America.

Which has been pronounced, by a united

press,

"The moat important movement of modern times
for the South." The ATLANTA EXPOSITION
assumed shape from

its ideas.

Planters* Journal is Standard Authority on Southern Farming.
Single Subscription, per year
Club of two subscribers, per year
Club of live subscribers, per year
Club of ten subscribers, per year

Sample Copies,

10c.

$1 00
3 00
6 .50
12 50

;

Regular Price. 20c.

PLAN TERS' JOURNAL,
VICKSBUKG. MISS.

Address
r,Ov/-ii

Electrotypes

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square Inch— no single cut sold for leas
thanooc.

G. NEWMA.N,
THOMAS Street.
Chlcneo, lU.

ETRS

for the

»«5 West Madison

925

Weat Madison

dtreet, Chicago,

111.

Given'sFoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation, Ourthin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to Sfive satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
iwly

D. S.

GIVEN A

C,

Uoopeston.

MILLlWl

FooChoo's Balsam

ot Shark's Gil
Positively Restores the Hearing, and is the
Only Absolute Cure for Deafness Known.
This Oil is abstracted from a peculiar species of
small White Shark, caught in the Ve low Sea,
I

as Carcharodon Rondeletii. Every Chinese
tislierman knows it. Its virtues as u restorative of
hearingweredlscoveredbya Buddhist Priest about
the year Uio. Its cures were so numerous and
ma.ny soMeemlnffly ralrnciilou-, that the remedy w'as officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for over

existed amonir
HOO y**ur0 no Ileufness hascharges
prepaid, to
the Chinese people. Sent,
any address at tl.Ot) per bottle.

W

.«rrtttf()Citcn— 35on SS.^.^enbnll,
9)1.35., cnt()n[tciib ein alpljnbctifc^
gcovbneteg 3>ev3cid;uif5 bcr uerfdjiebcnen

.5

.complete book of its kind pubUsbed. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round limber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

tion of

VICKSBURC, MISS.

known

(5^

management adopted in their apiary. This Dieltanfenbfciltig libcv ba§ gnnje Sanb
contains many useful hints.- Price 15c.
ucrbreitet roevben.
5Prci§ (j Kentg.
Bee Pasturagre a Necessity, by Thomas G.
views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and

!!!

;

Sefdjaffeidjcit, Qitnfittit, Oiielleii

.and

Newman— Giving advanced

Cheapest

!!

PLANTERS' JOURNAL

@.

be§ 93ieneiiftniibeg

t

Cheaper

!

3{00 COLONIES OF BEES
for sale, in movable frame hives. Also, Queens,
Nuclei, Bees by the pound, Hives, Sections, Smokers, Seeds for Honey Plants, and evei ything a live
bee-keeper needs. Send for circular and brtce list
E. T. FLANAGAN.
to
Box 819. Belleville. St. Clair co., HI.
{Proprietor of Rose Hill, Cahokia. Falling Springs
iwmly
and Lake Apiaries.

obcrerfoIgreid;e

5'i'f'^'-'"

i^crfdjcit

n)ie

The Hive I Use- Being
ihive

Cheap

'J)ie[e§

100111(3 pP'Ti'lt'"

1)011

P. WILSON,
Burlington, Iowa.

OFFICIAL OKUAN OF

$nmp(i[ct cnttjalt
33c(cf)vuugcii iiBerfoIgenbc ©cgciifKinbc

D^ciumnn.

—

I.

National Cotton Planters' Associa-

33c(}anbluni] bev S3ienen,

.

quality, sources,

'^xxtchtv

citjer

^icncn .^uUut,

Bees and Boney,

Apiary for Pleasure and

DR.
Iwtf

ttcbev a3l,en^tt$ild)t.

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. '7Sc

Newman.— Third

"
"
per half doz.,
after July 1
1 3.50
Address, by Registered Letter
or Postofflce Order,

Price, postage paid. )tf>2.50.

Farmer.

Klnsr'n Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time.

5.(X>

Colony, with Tested
Queen, before July l
12.00
Same, after July l
10,00
TestedQueen.beforeJuly 1, 3.00
after July l.. 2.50
Full

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over I,(HHi.oi«) IndusCHICAGO. ILl..
dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes. Trade SeBe«-B.eeper*s Oiilde or, Coofe's Munuitl crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
.of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly Man. Gives .2(m.'MM» items for Gas, Steam, Civil
925

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

horse information
Price 25c. for either the
English or German editions,

III.

HEAR WHAT
1

much
I

DEAF SAY!

has performed a miracle In my case.
have no unearthly noiHea In my head, and near

It

better.

have been greatly beneHted.
,.,
helped a ereat deal— think another

My deafness

,

,

bottle will cure me.
"Its virtuetiareuNQrESTioN ABLE and its curative chauacter absolute, as the whiter can
personally testify. both pko.m experience
AND OBSERVATION. Write at once to Haylock
*,
&jENNKy.7Dey Street, New Yc irk, enclosingwill
and you will receive by return a remedy that
enable you to hear like anybody else, and whose
curative etfect* will be permanent. \ ou will never
recret doing so."— Editor ok Mercantile Re-

t3?~To avoid tosw in the mails, please send money
by UKGiSTKKEiJ Letter.

HAYLOCK & JENNET,
(Late IIAVLOCK & Co.)
York.
Sole Agents for America. 1 Mey St., New
by
Imported
Only
^
'^

iiOwly

